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3to HncppoBaa kohhh KHHrn, xpaHflmeiica jjjik hotomkob Ha 6H6jiHOTeHHbix nojixax, npeacfle neM ee OTCKaHHpoBajiH coTpyn,HHKH

KOMnaHHH Google b paMKax iipoeKTa, H,ejib KOToporo - c^ejiaTB KHiirii co Bcero Mnpa ^,0CTyHHbiMH ^epes HHTepHeT.

Ilpoinjio ^ocTaTOHHO MHoro BpeMeHii jinn Toro, itoGbi cpox ^eHCTBHfl aBTopcKHx npaB Ha 3Ty KHHry HCTeK, h OHa nepenijia b cboGo^hmh

flOCTyn. KHHra nepexo^HT b cbo6o^,hhh /jocTyn, ecjin Ha Hee He 6bijih no^aHbi aBTopcxne npaBa hjih cpox /jeiicTBHH aBTopcKHx npaB

HCTeK. Ilepexofl KHHrn b CBo6o,iiHbiH floCTyn b pa3Hbix CTpaHax ocymecTBJiHeTca no-pa3HOMy. KHnrn, HepeHieflHine b CBo6o,a;HbiH floCTyn,

3TO HaiH KJIIOM K HpOHIJIOMy, K 6oraTCTBaM HCTOpHH H KyjlbTypbl, a TaK>Ke K 3HaHHHM, KOTOpbie MaCTO Tpy/XHO HaHTH.

B 3tom cpaiijie coxpaHHTca Bee homctkh, HpHMenaHHH h jrpyrne 3anHCH, cymecTByjomiie B opHrHHajibHOM H3^,aHHH, KaK HanoMHHaHHe

o tom ,nojiroM nyTH, KOTopbifl KHHra npouijia ot H3,iiaTejiH flo 6n6jiH0TeKH h b KOHeMHOM HTore flo Bac.

IIpaBHJia Hcnojib30BanHH

KoMnaHHa Google ropflHTca TeM, hto coTpynHHnaeT c 6n6jiHOTeKaMH, hto6m nepeBecTH KHHrn, Hepeuiefluine b CBo6o,iiHbiH ,a;ocTyH, b

HHCppoBOii (popMaT h c^ejiaTb hx HinpoKO^ocTynHbiMH. KHHrn, HepeHieAHiHe b CBo6o,iiHbiH flOCTyn, HpHHa,iiJiejKaT o6mecTBy, a mm Jinuib

xpaHHTejiH 3Toro floCTOflHHH. TeM He MeHee, 3th KHHrn floCTaTOHHO floporo ctoht, HOSTOMy, itoGm h b flanbHeiiHieM npe,n,0CTaBjiHTb

3tot pecypc, mm HpeflnpHHfljiH HeKOTopwe fleitcTBHa, HpejjpTBpamaioiHHe KOMMep^ecxoe HCHOJib30BaHne KHnr, b tom ^ncjie ycTaHOBHB

TexHH^ecKne orpaHHneHHH Ha aBTOMaTHnecKne 3anpocbi.

Mh TaK»ce hpochm Bac o cne/ryiomeM.

• He HCHOJib3yHTe (paitjibi b KOMMepnecKHx nejiax.

Mm pa3pa6oTajin nporpaMMy IIohck KHnr Google rjisi Bcex nojib30BaTejien, nosTOMy ncnojib3yHTe 3th cpaftjibi TOJibKO b jihhhmx,

HeKOMMepnecKHx uejiax.

• He OTHpaBjiHHTe aBTOMaTHnecKne 3anpocbi.

He OTHpaBjiHHTe b CHCTeMy Google aBTOMaTHnecKne 3anpocbi jno6oro BH^a. Ecjih Bbi 3aHHMaeTecb nsy^eHneM chctcm ManiHHHoro

nepeBO/ia, OHTHnecKoro pacH03HaBaHHH chmbojiob hjih /ipyrnx o6jiacTeH, r,a;e ,a;ocTyH k 6ojibrnoMy KOJinnecTBy TeKCTa MOJKeT

0Ka3aTbca HOJie3HbiM, CBH>KHTecb c HaMH. JJjin 9THX Hejieft mm peKOMeH/iyeM HCHOJib30BaTb MaTepnajibi, Hepeuiefluine b CBo6o,iiHbiH

flOCTyn.

• He ya,ajiHHTe aTpn6yTbi Google.

B Ka»c^,OM cpaiijie ecTb "bojxhhoh 3HaK M Google. Oh H03BOjraeT HOJib30BaTejiHM y3HaTb 06 stom npoeKTe h HOMoraeT hm HaHTH

flOHOJiHHTejibHbie MaTepnajibi npn homoihh nporpaMMbi noHCK KHHr Google. He yflajiHHTe ero.

• ^ejiaiiTe sto 3aKOHHO.

He3aBHCHMO ot Toro, mto Bbi HCHOJib3yHTe , He 3a6y,iibTe npoBepHTb 3aKOHHOCTb cbohx AeftcTBHH, 3a KOTOpbie Bbi HeceTe HOJiHyio

OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb . He flyMaiiTe, hto ecnn KHHra nepemjia b CBo6o,iiHbiH ,a;ocTyH b CHIA, to ee Ha stom ocHOBaHHH MoryT

Hcnojib30BaTb MHTaTejiH H3 .zrpyrnx CTpaH. ycnoBHH fljiH nepexo/ia KHHrn b CBo6o,iiHbiH flOGTyn b pa3Hbix CTpaHax pasjinnHbi,

H03TOMy HeT e^HHbrx npaBHji, ho3bojihioihhx onpe^ejiHTb, mojkho jih b onpe^ejieHHOM cjiy^ae HCHOJib30BaTb onpe^ejieHHyio

KHHry. He jryMaiiTe, hto ecjin KHHra HOflBHjiacb b noncKe KHHr Google, to ee mojkho HCHOJib30BaTb KaK yrojTHO h r^,e yrojTHO.

HaKa3aHne 3a HapynieHne aBTopcKHx npaB MoaceT 6biTb o^eHb cepbe3HMM.

O nporpaMMe IIohck Knnr Google
Mhcchjj Google coctoht b tom, hto6m opraHH30BaTb MnpoByio HHcpopMainiio h c,a;ejiaTb ee BcecTopoHHe AOCTyHHOH h HOJie3HOH.

nporpaMMa Hohck KHHr Google HOMoraeT HOJib30BaTejiHM HaHTH KHHrn co Bcero MHpa, a aBTopaM h H3^,aTejigM - hobmx ^HTaTejien.

nojiHOTeKCTOBbiii hohck ho 3toh KHHre mojkho BbiHOJiHHTb Ha CTpaHHH,e '. lttp : //books . google . com/
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A

NEW DICTIONARY
or ms

ENGLISH LANGUAGE,
BY CHARLES RICHARDSON.

• It wbs in the year 1747, thni Dr. Johnson an

nounced hii intention of undertaking a Dictionary of

the English Language. In a letter addressed to the

Earl of Chesterfield, he unfolded the plan upon which

he designed to proceed ; and he very- justly assumed,

that a work upon hit plan was then wanting to our

literature. The Dictionary itself was published in the

year 1755, strange as it may seem, unaccompanied by

his flan. But the offence which Johnson had taken

at the neglect of < the wit among Lords, but the Lord

among wits,' will fully account for the omission. The
execution would not, however, have sustained a com-

parison with the design, had the means of comparison

been given.

" The leading principles of it were, that, in his ex-

planations, he should exhibit—first, the natural and

primitive signification of words, then give the conse-

quential, and then the metaphorical, meaning ; and the

quotations were to be arranged according to the 1 ages'

J

of the authors. A mere inspection into any page of

i his book will manifest that he had proceeded in the

. composition of it wholly regardless, and in utter dere-

,
ltction. of his own avowed principles of lexicography.

" If such a Dictionary as Dr. Johnson projected was

i wanting then, it may with justice be affirmed that it is

to mwie, and for this plain and conclusive reason, that

neither did he himself at that time attempt, nor has

any other person since attempted, to construct a work

upon the plan prescribed. That deficiency, therefore,

which Dr. Johnson had felt, and which he had de-

clared it to be his purpose to relieve, to this moment
remains, not merely in its full extent unabated, but

with all the aggravations that time and change mny
fairly be supposed to have effected. During the

whole period of eighty years, which have passed since

the first publication of tbo Dictionary, no effort has

been made upon the professed, but unpractised, princi-

ples of its Author to compile a new Work, nor is any

I see known to have engaged even in the less glorious,

|

bat still arduous enterprise, of systematically reform-

ing and Bsssoulding the old. Supplements and addi-

tions to ths increase of its bulk, have been collected

and published; serviceable, it ia true, even perhaps for

all hwesrlsrl pur/nest, but leaving the demand for a

BMW book a> imperative as be fbre Omnes panarum
firmag kic tma»r usr kaktt,' aaya Scaliger ; and the

sou-felt truth of this dreadful note of warning has

hitherto, perhaps, deterred all aspirants to the honours

of lexicography, who may have ventured (if any such

there hare been) to make a commencement of their

labours, from toiling on with patient perseverance to

their final close.

" It is not necessary to raise a question whether the

powerful and comprehensive mind of Johnson could,

in his day, in the then stare of philological learning,

have wielded to effectual purpose the force of his own
rules. Certain it is that, with only Junius and Skin-

ner for his guides in Etymology, (the latter of whom,

on various occasions, he has most unaccountably ne-

glected.) and with no remoter search into our Inn-

guagc than the age of Elizabeth, it was utterly impos-

sible that he should have laboured to apply those rules

with success.

"The Author of the New Dictionary, when he

embarked in this undertaking, was well assured that

the undoubted chief of philosophical grammarians had

not spoken either idly or untruly, when he asserted

that a new Dictionary ought to be written, and of a

very different kind indeed from any thing yet attempt-

ed anywhere ; he felt satisfied that this was not the

solitary dictum of one man ; that the opinion had pe-

netrated into our schools and colleges, and that it pre-

vailed very generally among the various intelligent

and inquiring classes of his countrymen. He further

felt that the volumes of Home Tooko had developed n

new theory of language; that the principles of thnt

theory had, in tha main, been well received ; that they

had settled deeply in the minds of literary men. loth

abroad and at home ; and that upon those principles I

he must compose his Work.
" The great first principle upon which he has pro-

ceeded in that department of the Dictionary which

includes the explanation of words, is that so clearly

evolved and so incontrovcrtibly demonstrated in the

Ehversions of Purlcy. namely—That a word has one

meaning, and one only; and that nil usages must

spring and be derived from this single meaning. To
discover this meaning etymological research was in-

dispensable; and the results of such restsTeh have

been stated, with conciseness it is true, yet with n ful-

ness that will enable the more learned render to form

a judgment for himself, and the path of deeper inves.

ligation is disclosed to the pursuit of the curious in-

quirer. The explanations nre placed distinctly by

themselves, unmixed with the Etymology, to suit the

purposes of hasty consultation.

" As needful oids to trace the various usages of I

words from the intrinsic meaning, he hns enjoyed and

availed himself, not only of the large store of materials

collected by Johnson and his Editors; the various sup-



pliinrnts and provincial vocabularies, the notes ofeditors

an<l commontalon upon our older poets, but of the

.ibundant treasures that have been amassed for his

own peculiar use.

" Tho quotations selected from the latter portion of

this almost unmanageable coacervation, (to use a Ba

roman term.) have been arranged under periods of

i hronological succession.* From our earliest writers,

Wic-liC Chaucer, and Gower, to those who, within the

memories of ourselves, had ceased to shed their living

I mire upon the annals of their country, contributions

hnve been levied to add grace and strength lo the

c olumns of the Dictionary. From this chronological

arrangement, the reader will be admitted to an insight

into some very interesting and instructive portions of

a history of his native tongue.

" One disadvantage will apparently be the conse-

quence of this precession* in time, that a metaphorical

will sometimes stand prior to a literal example; but

the manner of explanation will render this a matter

of slender importance, when compared with the advan-

tages that will be secured by a uniform adherence lo

chronology.

"The necessary brevity of a Prospectus will not

permit the Author to touch further upon these topics,

or even to name some minor points of omission or ob-

servance, for which he thinks the New Dictionary of

(he English Language deserves to be distinguished.

"But the Author is conscious that he should be

chargeable with great want of courtesy if he passed

unnoticed the American Dictionary of Dr. Webster.

His eenture, however, must be short. Dr. Webster

disarmed and stripped himself for the field, and ad-

vanced unaided and unshielded to the combat. He
abjured the assistance of Skinner and Vossius, and the

learned elders of lexicography; and of Tooke, he

quaintly says, ' I have made no use of his writings.'

There is a display of oriental reading in his Prelimi-

nary Essays, which, as introductory to a Dictionary

of the English Language, seems as appropriate and

useful as a reference to the code of Gentoo laws to

decide a question of English inheritance. Dr. Web-

* The individual examples— witbia each period—are placed
in the order of the words thai stsnd at the head of each article.

ster was entirely Unacquainted with our old authors

;

they must, too, be nearly inaccessible, even to the lite-

rary classes of our American brethren : and it may
be fairly anticipated, that a Dictionary, prepared upon
a plan so totally different from that of their own
countryman, offering to their acceptance such nume-
rous specimens of sterling wealth, from the great mine
of their native English, will not ba considered us a

superfluous addition to their libraries.

"The 'New Dictionary or the English Lan-
otjaoe' will appear under the advantage of being al-

ready known to a considerable portion of the literary

public. Nearly two thirds of it are imbodicd in the

pages of the published volumes of the 1 Encyclo-
paedia Mbtropolitana,' a work which has been in

a course of publication for the last seventeen years,

and which yet must require an appropriate number

of years to bring it to a conclusion.

"There is this further advantage,—and a very

great one it is.—that the Book is completed ; it will

undergo tho careful revision of the Author ; and his

exertions will be directed to adapt it to every purpose

of utility, whether it be regarded as a book intended

for instant and occasional reference, or to reward the

more curious researches of the Student and the Scho-

lar. The Purchasers are thus, also, free from any

risk of disappointment as to the completion of it."

With the view of placing this Work—so confessed-

ly of an important character—within the reach ofevery

class of the community, it will be published at the

lowest possible rate; the Ptblisher having made
arrangements in London for a set of Stereotype
Plates, will be enabled to offer it at a much lower

price than it could otherwise be issued.

It will form two large Quarto Volumes; each

page will contain three closely printed columns ; and

the whole will consist of Thirty Parts.

Each Part will contain Eighty Pages, price G3

cents ; and will appear Monthly, until the whole is

completed.

Subscriber? namti received by every Booksel-

ler in tkt United States

WILLIAM JACKSON.
PraLisn er,

53 Cedar Strert, New Yorr.

Erlroeli from the Britith Critie, the Monthly Review, the Quarterly, and Weitmineter /fVriVirs.

" The Fourth Dtviti.m [Enry Me! | 11 to much like an taken St random, to manifest the nature of ihe arrniircuirni
• f tmary Eaeyrloptrdia iu lit trheme an<l content, that n \»f (An inUnutirf part of the work. We refret thai il ln»
« V I not dram in a «mfle moment, weie it nut fur the uot l>een kept dwinri "—Mmntkly Kent*. Aw,
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• l»nakin« of immenv labour; and notwithstanding all ihe bavins attained thai fulnra of maturity which lre>c-t n..
t I wiu'h mirt* derived from Johnvm and oiher leiiro- I with for inrfrate, Mil only amiety for pretervau-.n A>
•'vhrn, it eannot fail to prove nn Ikmlr.tn lull If ihe

,
help to llu«, we have the varioui acceptation* in wIik-a

' rrr** v' rr - snd fim*h at he hat begun, we A«r* no ' evrv word ha* been uted by approved wnlcrt, eollerinl •>»

..'•<•"»* Entla* fhttmaniwrllunU taU*U/<n na seyaraU ' Mr. Ricbardton, in a Ihelttmary, tmtk at. r*r».i r i.

'

'.."V

-n*"ljA *>»*•<. |hH
I

Utfuages <a%ii errr boutt ; and we hare a new peidr fur ihe
' rhn it certainly one of the moM interesting part* of the theory and ute of lanirttaxe*, eiemplifvirur hit ill..rnr

v imr h.f.,re ui,—we mean at tort* f>nc»»— ii n appa- T\»>Ve\) principle* by applvinr them lo ou» own tonr-ic _f r eir-ui«J «rnh rate; pimewet a rontnlrrable decree of Q«ari>W« ft,nr* let Sh>. t. |xi7. Art. • Smgltxi Sfiwnntr-,
•> '.'/ in ihe arrancemem of Ihe iadiral< and derualiret

;

' by TW." if Crabbt, p 407.
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•t.e Fnrlnh lannsxe. with iheeiceptioa of all livmrau h .»r> R>c\*ri>*%, in «hirh he baa imbodied roanr • ! tl.e
'• The eitatioot atford a very pleaamc illadratioa of the principle* of Tooke. be romnare.1 with ihe corresponding ar
."eaaire rhanar* ta the laacna«e, and the almou directly tiele* to the Dictionary of Dr. Johnaoo, and u will he teen
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ATHA'NARIC, a chief or judge of the Goths who had

settled themselves on the borders of the Roman empire,

north of the Danube, about the middle of the fourth century.

Having aided Procopius in his rebellion, the Goths were
attacked and defeated by the emperor Valens in 369. They
then sued Car peace, and an interview took place on this

occasion between Valens and Athanaric, in a boat in the

middle of the Danube. Some years after, the Huns having
come down from the banks of the Volga, threatening the

territory of the Goths, Athanaric opposed the barbarians at

the passage of the river Dniester, but he was surprised, and
obliged to retire with a part of his followers into the fast-

nesses of the Carpathian mountains. The rest of the Goths,
under Fritigern, threw themselves on the empire for pro-

tection, and were allowed to cross the Danube and settle in

Thrace. They afterwards quarrelled with the emperor Va-
lens, whom they defeated and killed in the battle of Adrian-
©pie. in August, a.d. 378. After the death of Fritigern, and
the elevation of Theodosius to the empire, Athanaric, who had
remained in his fastnesses, was elected king of the Goths.

He then concluded a peace with Theodosius. and repaired

to Constantinople, where he was received with great pomp,
in January, a.d. 381 ; but having surfeited himself at the
emperor's table, toe soon after died, and was buried with
great manu'tfeence by order of Theodosius. (Gibbon, c. xxv.)
ATHANAS (Leach), a genus of the long-tailed crus-

taceans, bearing much resemblance to Lymata (Risso),
from which it differs in having the first pair of feet of larger
size than the rest ; while the second pair of Lymata are the
largest. It is small in size, and has been taken on the
south coast of England and on the shores of France.
ATHANA8IAN CREED, or Symbolum Athanaxia-

mum, wbir-h is also called from the words of its beginning
Use Symbolum Qmictmque, is not extant in the works of

jAthansum (which contain, vol. i. part i. p. 9«, another

creed, stating the same doctrine, but differently expressed),
j

and is not quoted by contemporary writers ; it seems to refer
j

to the later Neatorian and Butycbian controversies—has a
|

Latinised character, or it sounds in Greek like a translation

from a Latin original, and appears to contain phrases
taken from the writings of Augu»line, the bishop of Hippo.
Hne* we conclude that it was composed about the middle
of tba 1fth century. Some have supposed that Vincentius
L»nn ms» ; other*, that Venantius Kortunatu* ; others
•train, that Huanus Aretatenni* wrote what is now called
the Athaiianaa creed. According to Pa*cha<tiu» Quemel,
VmyiIius of Tup***, who has been considered to ha\c inler-
pwtatrd the pa***tw. i John. v. 7, was al»o the author of
to* Athanasian rrrrd.

From the Mtenth rentury we find that the Atliana>ian
creed baa been comuderrd in the western churches to be
the r*o»t genuine document of the ecclesiastical trinity.

It M remarkable that the Athanasian creed was not intro-

dmeed ay the authority of «cc'e»ia»tical councils nor b> any
asternal oamfHileioa. but was generally received by the lice

i of the cfcorohes that it contained a correct expo-

A T H
sition of christian doctrine, and that it was necessary to give

some ecclesiastical detnitions of the statements of the New
Testament. This important document may illustrate the

difference between the solution of an historical question

concerning authenticity, and one involving the internal truth

of doctrinal contents. (See Cave, Hittoria Litter., vol. i.

p. 189 ; Oudin, de Scriptor EeeUt,, voL L p. 312 ; Fabriciu v,

Biblioth. Gr., vol. v. p. 297; Montfaucon, Preef. ad Op.
Athanarii; and Schrockh, Kirchengetch. vol. xii. pp. 93-2J2.J
Sherlock has also written on the Athanasian creed. Dr.
Waterland supposed it, without much foundation, to have
been made by Hilary, bishop of Aries ; and Archbishop Til-

lotson said, * The church were well rid of it.' (See Clarke •
Succession of Sacred Literature: London, 1830, p. 274.)

A defence of the Athanasian creed on physiological prin-

ciples, by Thomas William Chevalier, Esq., has been printed
in the Morning-Watch, and published separately : London,
1 830. In this dissertation a surgeon refutes tbo attack of
some clergymen.

Before the close of the sixth century, the Athanasisn
Creed had become so well known, that comments were
written upon it ; it was not, however, then styled the Atha-
nasian Creed, but simply the Catholic Faitb. Before the
expiration ofanother century, it had obtained the appellation

which it has since preserved. It is supposed to nave received

the epithet ' Athanasian,* on account of its reference to the
subjects of the controversy between the orthodox and the
Anan s. But Athanasius himself confined his exertions to

the establishment of the doctrine of the incarnation, and
seems not to have insisted much upon the doctrines relative

to the Spirit.

This creed was used in France about the year 850 ; was
received in Spain about a hundred years later, and in Ger-
many about the same time. It was both said and sung in

England in the tenth century; was commonly used in

Italy at the expiration of that century, and at Rome a little

later.

Many learned men, especially Cardinal Bona. Petavius,

Bellarmine, and Rivet are of opinion that the creed winch
bears the name of Athanasius was really the production of
that bishop. Baronius maintains this opinion, and suitgetts

that it was composed by Athanasius when at Rome, and
offered to Julius as a confession of his faith.

The controversy on the Athanasian creed has produced

in England a great number of works: the most learned

and impartial work on this subject is, ' A Critical History of

the Athanasian Creed,' by Daniel Waterland, D D. : the

second edition, corrected and improved: Cambridge, 1 7-jS.

ATH ANA'SIUS, ST., sumamed Apottoticm, was one of
the most noted divines and theological controversialists of

the fourth century. 1 be ecclesiastical history of that period

is cluedy occupied with the narration of events in which he
either bore a part or was closely concerned.

Athanasius was born at or near Alexandria, about the

close of the third century. The Benedictines ol Si . Maur s>\ e

a.p. 2«6 a* the year of his birth. Blmarin relates that the
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mother of Athanasius belonged to a noble Alexandrine

family, and that the was an idolater. She gave to Athana-
sius a good Allocation. On her endeavouring to persuade her

•on to marry, he would not listen to her advice. The mother
then aiaailed hit chastity by introducing harlots into his apart-

ments ; but Atlianatius domed them and drove them away.

The mother now invited a Sabspan magician to dinewith him

;

bat this sorcerer told her thst A(nanasms was already a
Galilssan beyond the power of magic, and that ho would
become a great man. After bearing this, the mother intro-

duced Albanatius to the Patriarch Alexander, and was
baptized with her ten. The mother died, and Athanasius,

like another Samuel, remained with the patriarch. Ku-
rt nut, m his continuation of the ecclesiastical history of Eu-
eebius, relates, that Albanasius, while yet a boy, baptised

other boys in play, and that this Arst introduced him to

the notice of Alexander, who became bishop of Alex-
andria, a.o. 313. and waa the nineteenth patriarch of that

aee. This statement is supported by the Benedictine editors

of the works of Athanasius, by Tillemont, J. A. Schmidt,

S. Baanage, and others, but is rejected by many on the

ground of there bains; an anachronism in assigning the

childhood of Athanasius to the period of Alexander's posses-

sion of the bishopric.

The writings of Athanasius prove that he received a
learned education, and that be was acquainted with both
the theological and profane literature of his age ; though
Gregoriua of Naxlarirus praises the contempt of Athanasius
for heathen learning. During some part of bis earlier life,

Athanasius, attracted by the great reputation of St. An-
thony, led for a time an ascetic life with that celebrated an-
chorite. In whatever way the notice of Alexander was first

attracted, Athanasius early conciliated, and by his abilities

retained, the favour of that prelate, who raised him rapidly

dun the lower ecclesiastical degrees to the office of deacon,

and employed him as an assistant in his literary under-
takings. In the Synod held at Alexandria, a.d. 321 , against

the Arians, Athanasius occupied the fourth place among
the deacons of the Alexandrine church. In a.d. 325 he
waa archdeacon, and exerted considerable influence over bis

btthop. Alexander, and the proceedings at Nicer*. In that

st nod he represented his bishop against the Arian party.

Here Athanasius laid the foundation of his fame by hi*

powerful refutation of Arianism ; and notwithstanding his

youth, be was from this time considered the first champion
of the orthodox church. Alexander died in April, a.d. 326

;

and in the same year Athanasius waa unanimously chosen
bishop of Alexandria by the other orthodox bishops and by
the inhabitant! of the city. It is an established fact, that

in those days the clergy and laity concurred in the choice
of ecclesiastical superiors. It is related that Athanasius,
anticipating that be might be elected, concealed himself
during six months, and only re-appeared when be expected
that the vacant see would be already filled. According to the

Arian statements, Athanasius was consecrated bishop with
•llcgal secrecy. It is probable that the numerous parties of
the Melctians and Arians opposed the appointment of
Athanasius ; yet it is certain that at this period the ortho-
dox party preponderated. A synodal report, which states

the particulars of the bishops' proceedings in the choice of

the new bishop of Alexandria, still exists, and ha* been
appended to the works of Athanasius.

Atlianatius, as the twentieth metropolitan of Alexandria
and Patriarch of eastern Africa, obtained an extensive sphere
for exertion in Egypt. Libya, and the Pentapoua, the first

rank after the Roman bishop, and the highest ecclesiastical

dignity in the East ; but he wss surrounded by Utter oppo-
nents, against whom be endeavoured to put in execution
the decrees of Nurssa.

About a.o. 3i6 (according to some reckonings : see Asm-
aim*, vol. L p 4»), after the con»rmoo of the Ethiopians to

Christianity, Athanasius tent Frumenbus, who was instru-

mental in their conversion, as their Ant bishop. But the
ioy which this event occasioned to Athanasius was marred
by the increase of power obtained at that time by the
Arian party. Among the most formidable opponents of
Athanasius was Euaetuue. bishop of NVomedia. who having
been prciKwtly dapo^d oo account of bis Ansa senti-

ments, was reinstated a o. an, and, in conjunction with
the Heletians. obtained ountiderabte influence at the court
of Constantino. Athanasius declined to comply stub tlx
proposal at Eusebius to re-admit Amas into church com-
aumoc, ana relucted the threau of the esapsror by referring

to the Nicene decreet. From this time the Melctians and

Eusebians sought the ruin of Athanasius. In a.d. 332 they

accused him before the emperor of having, without the im-

perial sanction, imposed, for the benefit of the churches, taxes

upon linen ; of affording pecuniary aid to the rebels ; of

ordering, during a visitation of the Mareotic congregations,

that the chalice of the Meletian bishop, Ischeras, should be

broken, and that his liturgical volumes should be burned ; of

having caused the Meletian bishop Arsenius to be mur-
dered ; and of having employed the hand of Arsenius, when
severed from his body, for magical purposes. Athanasius
refuted the Arst two accusations by witnesses, proved that

Ischeras waa not a legitimately ordained priest at the time
of this episcopal visitation, and that his chalice was not an
ecclesiastical chalice. His suoceaa in refuting the last

charge was complete: Arsenius waa still alive, and with
two hands. But this acquittal, and the imperial letters,

which fully acknowledged his innocence and justified his

proceeding*, were insufficient to defend him against new
attacks. The Eusebians induced the emperor, a.d. 334, to

cite him before a synod at Cesaraaa ; but Athanasius refused

to appear before this tribunal, in which his opponents were
at the same time accusers and judges. The emperor, much
displeased by his disobedience, commanded him to appear
before a synod at Tyre, a.d. 335, to which Athanasius went
with forty-nine bishops. The former charges were repeated,

but the presence of Arsenius again disproved the accusation

of murder. Fresh crimes wen now imputed to him: a woman
with whom it was alleged that the bishop of Alexandria
had committed fornication, was brought forward, but when
confronted with Athanasius, she mistook for the bishop

a friend who assisted in his defence, and thus committed
herself a* a false accuser. Finding that charges from
which he had already been acquitted wen perpetually

revived, and that new accusations were invented, he con-

sidered even his life to be endangered ; and therefore, before

the accusation about the broken chalice had boen fully in-

vestigated, and during the absence of the Arian bishops

sent to Marcotis to examine into the charges relative to

Ischeras, he secretly retired, under the protection of the

imperial plenipotentiary, from Tyre to Constantinople. The
synod of Tyre, notwithstanding the protestation of the Egyp-
tian and Hareotic clergy, decreed the deposition and excom-
munication of Athanasius, and his exile from Alexandria :

they grounded their sentence on his disobedience to the com-
mands of the emperor ; want of respect to the synod ; and
alleged desecration of ecclesiastical vessels. The emperor,
desirous of doing justice to the bishop of Alexandria, cited

the judgea of Tyre to account in his own presence for the

sentence which they bad pronounced. The bishops pleaded

in justification -of their sentence, and induced the emperor
to banish Athanasius to Treves, a.d. 336. This senteucv

was procured by means of a new accusation against him,

that of having impeded the exportation of corn from Alex-

andria to Constantinople. Athanasius himself states that

the emperor exiled him in order to protect him from the

rage of his enemies. The bishopric of Alexandria remained

vacant by the express command of the emperor.

Athanasius waa well received at Treves by Constans

;

and here be bad many opportunities of strengthening his

party in the West, and frequent means of communicating

with Egypt. Athanasius wrote at this time a letter to the

bishop Serapton on the death of Arius. The Alexandrian*

deeply mourned the absence of their much-revered bishop

;

they pathetically addressed the emperor, pleading for

his restoration—an appeal which was seconded by the re-

presentations of the celebrated and esteemed hermit An-
thony. The banished bishop was recalled, and restored to

his see, a.d. 338. after having travelled through Ger-

many, Pannonia, Mcssia, and Tbrere. to Constantinople

:

and from thence through Bilhynia, Cappadoeta. Syria, and

Palestine, to Egypt. Constantino bad conceded this putnt

tbortly before his death, bat the actual restoration of Atha-

nasius did not take place until the reign of hi* •on*. The
inhabitants of Alexandria received their taff-absent bishop

with jojful enthusiasm, but found that she demonstration

of their grateful affection could not in*mee him to relax the

reint of discipline, and that his past misfortunes had not

Uugbt him. in the least degree, to compromise the cause

which he had espoused. Athanasius deposed throughout hia

own patriarchate the Arian bishops, and put orthodox pre-

lates in their place. By his influence be also elected simi-

lar changes in other baahoprea. Tha KueeUana protested
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again** the return of Athanasius. alleging that the de-

cree of the synod of Tyro remained unrepealed. They re-

vived the former accusations, and added the charge of hav-

ing told, for his own benefit, the grain and com belonging

lo the church and the poor. They alio imputed to his insti-

gation the popular disturbances which took place on his re-

turn. The Rumbun party, intending to embarrass Athana-

sius still further, brought back to Alexandria the Anan
bishop Putus, whom Alexander had exiled ; and finding that

the new Roman emperor of the Bast, Constantius, sided with

them, threatened more violent measures. Nearly a hundred

of the bishops in the patriarchate of Alexandria appeared

at a synod summoned by Athanasius, and refuted in a
synodal letter the accusation* of the Eusebians, a.d. 340.

'nicy bore a noble testimony in his favour, and called upon

the whole of Christendom to rue in his defence. Athanasius

despatched messengers to Julius, bishop of Rome ; and the

Eusebians at the same time sent delegates to Julius, re-

questing him to recognise Piatus. Thus were the Roman
and other western churches involved in the Athanasian

contest.

Athanasius went again to Rome in the year 340, accom-

panied by a few monks, in order to attend the synod convened

by Pope Julius. Antony, the esteemed friend and revered in-

structor of the early manhood ofAthanasius, having collected,

about the year 905, a society of religious recluses from among
the hermits of Africa, associated them into a community
settled in Egypt, and regulated their mode of life by civil and
religious rules. Baronius maintains, and his opinion is the

moat generally received, that it was Athanasius, who, about

the year 340. transplanted the regular monastic institutions

from Egypt into Italy, and erected the first monsstery at

Rome (MabUlon, Prtrf. mi Act* Sanctorum • ord. Benedict.

ton. i. p. 9, tic.) Other opinions assign different localities

to the first European monastic community. It is however

probable that, during this visit of Athanasius to Rome,
be excited there the spirit of monasticism. But, while

approving the practice ot monasticism, Athanasius did not

sanction or overlook Its abuses. Amongst many instances

of his discreet interference and counsel, he thus writes to a

monk who bad been appointed to a bishopric, but who
sought to avoid the labours of the office :— ' A bishop may
both abstain from wine and mat frequently. We have
known both fasting bishops and feasting monks. We have
known both bishops who abstained from wine, and monks
who indulged in it. Many among the bishops have not

entered into matrimony ; while, on the contrary, many monks
have become fathers of children. Let every one, therefore,

fight bow he will the good fight' (fip. ad Draconl.)

Athanasius also seriously refuted the indiscreet opinions

ofum no the subject ot matrimony, and assigned to each
•tale of celibacy and matrimony its own place in the ordi-

nance of God. Many persons were greatly offended by
this, and seriously blamed Athanasius.

Julius had declared himselfin favour of Athanasius, but. in

compliance with the request of the Eusebian delegates, he
appointed a synod to be held at Rome. But before the assem-
bling of this synod the Eusebians had convened another at

Anboch, a-n.34l.in which it was declared that Athanasius
was for ever excluded from the bishopric of Alexandria.
They offered the vacant see first to Buscbius of Eroesa

;

and an his declining the offer, it was bestowed upon Gre-
gory of Cappadocia. who, assisted by the imperial troops,

rxprlled Athanasius (who had returned from Rome, and
belli private meetings with bis followers) from Alexandria
•bout Easter, a.d. 341, and committed manv arts of violence

against the Hocaooustasta. Philagrius, the Roman governor
of Alexandria, combining his efforts « ith those of Gregory,
sasarht the life of Athanasius, who fled for refuge toRome. In
the same year Julius held at Rome a synod of fifty bishops,
which nqveted all the accusations against Athanasius, and
re- admitted bun, with high encomiums, into church com-
munion. J olios wrote energetically to the Eusebian bishops
in behalf of Athanasius, but in vain ; and even after the
death of Bueebras, party and that of the Arians still re-

tained so much power as to render impracticable the return
at Athanasius to Alexandria. The cause of Athanasius
was the more encumbered with difficulties by the tumultu-
ous manner in which his adherents demanded his restora-

woe. The n-pricaaie of Alexandria while resident at Rome
appnsd to Constant, the emperor of the west, for protection.

Constant sereraJ times granted hhn a private audience.

The easjss) ef AthaaasiBj was espoused by most of the

occidental prelates, and the endeavours of the EttsrbUni to

obtain a compromising peace were defeated. Athstaslus
would agree to no prare wbich was not based upon the ac-

knowledgment of the Nicene Homomisios. By. his perse-

verance in this demand he obtained the repntatioo of a
martyr for orthodoxy. Athanasius dreaded compromise
more than schism.

On the demand of Constuns, a synod was convened st

Bardies in the dominions of the Western Emperor, but on
the borders of the two imperial territories, a.d. 346.
Ninety-four bishops of the West and scvcntvslx bishops
from the East assembled there. The friends of Athana-
sius claimed thst he should take hi* scat and vote among
the congregated bishops. The oriental* required that he
should appear as a yet uiiacquitted defendant. Upon this

point of depute the contest ran so high, that most of the
eastern bishops left Sardica and retired to Philippopolis.

The orthodox bishops remained at 8ardica, and acquitted

Athanasius of the charges brought against him. The
bishops assembled at Phtlippopolis, as a retaliation for their

own excommunication ana deposition pronounced by the

adherents of Athanasius, excommunicated the bishops at

Sardica. The synod at Sardica will bv always remembered
as having first established and promulgated the cations

recognising the right of the bishon of Rome to act as arbi-

trator in all cases concerning the deposition of bishops.

Athanasius remained during a considerable time at

Aquileia, and obtained much influence with the emperor
Constans. By means of strong threats, that prince in-

duced his brother Constantius to re instate the orthodox
bishops who had been exiled by the Eusebians. Athana-
sius, after a thrice-repeated invitation, repaired to the

court ,of the eastern empire, the imperial sincerity being
attested by the officers of state, and evidenced by the public

and imperative orders wbich were issued for the recall of

all the banished adherents of Athanasius, the restitution

of their privileges, and the acknowledgment of their inno-

cence, accompanied by the reversal of all illegal proceedings
of the adverse party. Constantius received the venerable

primate with seeming pleasure and approbation, asking
from him the single concession of permission to the Arians
to hold public worship in one church in Alexandria. Atha-
nasius replied to this request by the nullifying promise to

grunt it on condition that a similar liberty should be allowed
to the orthodox party in every city throughout the empire.

Athanasius, on his return to Alexandria, passed through
Jerusalem, and was there re-admitted into church commu-
nion by sixteen bishops. In his progress he de|>o*ed the

Arian bishops, and substituted in their room ecclesiastics of

the orthodox faith. On bis arrival at Alexandria he was
welcomed with the most joyful enthusiasm. The bishops
Ursacius and Valens recanted their accusations, and others

of the inimical prelates sought bis favour and forgiveness.

The powerful protection of Constantius procured him so

much tranquillity that he was able to convene a synod at

Alexandria, in which the decrees of Sardica were confirmed.

The year 351 was marked by the untimely death of

Constans. Tne hatred to AthanaMus, which the power of
Constans had restrained, again broke forth with redoubled
force, after all fear from the pretensions of Magnentius had
subsided. Athanasius was charged with bating excited'

enmity between the imperial brothers. This charge seemed
to have some foundation, as Constans bad, in behalf of
Athanasius, interfered with the government of Constantius.

While a rival disputed the empire of the west. Constantius

appeared as tbo friend of Athanasius ; but as noon as the

countenance of tbo venerated bishop of Alexandria ceased

to be of importance to the policy of Constantius, Athanasius

found that he ranked as both the personal and the theolo-

gical enemy of (he emperor.
The sentence of Tyre could still be urged against him;

but, anxious for the consent of the western church, Constan-

tius summoned a synod at Aries, a.d. 353, and another,

I

a.d. 3S3, of 300 bishops, at Milan. ' Corruption, the most
. infallible symptom of constitutional liberty, was successfully
' practised : honours, gifts, and immunities were offered and
1 accepted as the price of an episcopal vote ; and the con-

\
demnation of the Alexandrian primate was artfully repre-

sented as the only measure which could restore the peace

and union of the catholic church. The friends of Athana-

sius were not however wanting to their leader or to their

cause. With a manly spirit, which the sanctity of their

character rendered leu dangerous, they maintained in pub-
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lie debate and in print* conference with the emperor, the

eternal obligation of religion and justice. They declared

that neither the hope of his favour nor the fear of his dis-

pleasure should prevail on them to join in the condemnation

of an aSsent, an innocent, • respectable brother. They
affirmed, with apparent reason, that the illegal and obsolete

decrees of the council ofTyre had lone since been tacitly

abolished by the imperial edicts, the honourable re-eato-

blishment of the archbishop of Alexandria, and the silence

or recantation of his most clamorous adversaries. They
alleged that his innocence had been attested by the unani-
mous bishops of Egypt, and had been acknowledged in the

council* of Rome and Sardiea by the impartial judgment of
the Latin church. They deplored the hard condition of

Athanasius, who, after enjoying so many years bis seat, his

reputation, and the seeming confidence of his sovereign,

was again called upon to confute the most groundless and
extravagant accu sations . Their language was specious

;

their conduct was honourable; but in this long and obsti-

nate contest, which Axed the eyes of a whole empire on a
single bishop, the ecclesiastical (actions were prepared to

sacrifice truth and justice to the more interesting object of

defending or removing the intrepid champion of the Nicene
faith. The Arians still thought it prudent to disguise in

ambiguous language their real sentiments and designs;
but the orthodox bishops, armed with the favour of the

people, and the decrees of a general council, insisted on
en cry occasion, and particularly at Milan, that their adver-

saries should purge themselves from the suspicion of heresy,
before they presumed to arraign the conduct of Athanasius.'
(Gibbon, chap, xxi.)

* The councils of Arias and Milan wars not dissolved till

the archbishop of Alexandria had been solemnly con-
demned and deposed by the judgment of the western as

well as of the eastern church. A formulary of consent was
transmuted by the laassi ngari of state to the absent
b:*b-<p» : and all those who refused to submit their private

op.on to the public and inspired wisdom of the councils

of Arks and Milan were immediately banished by the em-
pr*w. who afceted to execute the decrees of the catholic

rt'jirh Among those prelates who led the honourable
WM A confessors and exiles, Liberius of Rome, Osius of
< '/~ie/t». Pau-ai us of Treves. Dionysius of Milan, Euse-
t- <m of VemrUsi, Lonfrr of Csgbari, and Hilary of Poitiers,

uu»i descne to be particularly distinguished. The emi-
am.t statvo of Liberies, who governed the capital of the
ra. y r* : tbe personal merit and long experience of the
»iw »

••> Osius. who was revered as the favourite of the
gr^mt Oxaauuune. and the father of the Nicene faith, placed
t '/<• p»•-»>•« at the head of the Latin church ; ana their

viMipv. e:tnrr of submit*ion or resistance, would probably
U — •-»u»l 07 the rpun/pal crowd. But the repeated
UV. >auu of u»t crnp»Tor u> seduce or to intimidate the
»• • • v </ K/'ut- %iA < '<r-V«a were for some time ineffectual.

lu> 4»- Ur»d Litaself ready to suffer under Con-
»• •(•!.# h in i.«4 tutr-mi tiitmmn years before under
1 .. |r'.'.' *.••-» Msi.'i. .n. The Kotos n. in the presence
•f i t> t,..e». •

. »*»-^.«t ii+ it inmrt! ,/f AthsnsMUs snd
v» < ••--.v.i. 1 t** tr*, j'sm of Libenus and Osius

• -.«• m-< / • ». *s* «'•» »jfl.hi|» of exile and con-
t - 7 K'i>>, ^'i.'iff K***-d Ins return l>)

v.u* " t • • af'ereards expisled hi*

r •» » ^ r.y . uv« FcrMuwvm and \iolencc
«... . , ,. v. •-iv«" ' rrtwtaiit t ig nature of the dvcre-

y* „. -J * strength ess broken, and
» . tm ««. . «• •.<•• fr-x.it* iu.yw4 by tlw weight of s
t >#..a ..... f '« > im Oirai reflected a
<,- f . .« . - >» Irlst^M of tlvxe bttteips who (till

»- m v • . • .!-•«. L • » l/, tlx cause of Alhansoius

! a •* 1 *•} *m v f.nt A'l.insaiu* himself - s pur-

V . • / •'. • »/, U mr 'A y*\-i\mi rrvntrnrnt
«• - <• • -4 s •* •» t r»»;»'t»'l |«,t» K.xn
9 ~ , / i)— J— 1,„ , r, w ,, 1, ( ,„|

• ' ..<•.«« <v r •» • »f.">n ><"t <» t'. thr
» « « . ^...^.« y A". 1 iirm lull

/>.,•• . . . ,, .) 1 1^ i, > (, r ,..«)

t * * y * », , ,
r m , 1 -,. ,f, « v, • i#t ^

». •! ' •! » M ,. «.^«r-| t,f ||^ • ..[.!, .,.|| .f
^~ ' . r» 1 ('--•"-"- ml ,1 1., 1 i«>

».«»•»! 11. > ..« • i„ 1 , 1 1 ij^. 1

Uif* »<< t>>» iin'in ,.,«».»«i 7i— ,.(„•, I t>, r

riwad^d and ml»f^ M lbs ir.*-r^l u »/j~ l>.r.i.|{ f uf

months, under the guise of seal (or religion, ravages the

most horrible were carried on within the walls of Alexandria.

Athanasius with difficulty saved his life by means of s rapid

snd secret flight. George, who was, according to Athana-

sius and Gregory Naxiansen, a native of Cappadocia, but

who, according to Ammianus Marcellinus.was sprung from

a tanner at Epiphaneia in Cilicia—a man regardless alike of

religion and humanity, was placed in the episcopal chair, and

caused the horrid and disgraceful scenes of bloodshed and

crime which had been enacted in Alexandria to be repeated

in ninety of the episcopal cities of Egypt
During six years Athanasiua evaded the pursuits of the

imperial emissaries. He lived Concealed chiefly among
the monks of the Egyptian desert, who chose rather to die

than betray their revered associate. Sometimes he ap-

proached near the towns in order to learn the proceedings
of bis enemies. While thus proscribed and pursued, be

wrote snd circulated his letters against the Arians addressed

to the bishops of Egypt and Libya, and others of his con-

troversial treatises. Gibbon has eloquently described the ro-

mantic adventures of Athanasius during this period. Atha-
nasius was at last recalled from bis seclusion by the per-

mission given by the emperor Julian to the exiled bishops

to return to their sees. The first care of Athanasius was
the restoration of peace and orthodoxy to the church. He
convened, a.d. 362. a »>nod, which offered church-commu-
nion to all those bishops who, during the reign of Constan-

ts*, had been awed or seduced into the abandonment of

orthodoxy : be only required that they should subscribe, and
henceforward strictly adhere, to the words of the Nicene
creed, receiving it as an unalterable rule of faith. By bis

constant and uniform labours, unwarned by prosperity and
undismayed by adversity. Athanasius obtained the appella-

tion of the * Father of Orthodoxy.'
Many bishops gladly embraced this opportunity of for-

saking the Arians and reuniting themselves with the

church. This Alexandrine synod left the subject of peace
with the Meletians where it found it. It condemned the
pertinacious Arians and other heretics.

The power of the Arians was now so much impaired, that

henceforward Athanasius hsd nothing to fear from them.
But be suffered from the hatred of Julian, to whom the
primate of Egypt bad become peculiarly obnoxious.

Repenting of the indulgence which had been extended to

this vigorous and uncomprising supporter of the Christian
faith, Julian condemned, with severe expressions of censure,

the proceedings of Athanasius, asserting that, in granting
liberty to return, he had been far from intending the re-

sumption of ecclesiastical functions. To rebuke this im-
puted presumption, Julian exiled Athanasius. The unpo-
pularity, and even impolicy, of this measure, was soon
proved by the complaints snd appeal of the Alexandrians.

But Julian was resolved : the prefect of Egypt, who delayed

the sentence, was reproved, and might have found even the

death of Athanasius necessary to bis own safety, bad not

the retreat and impenetrable concealment of the bishop

prevented bis apprehension.

The emperor Jovian, the successor of Julian, favoured

the orth 'lux views. He revoked the decree of Julian,

and wrote a mpectful letter to Athanasius, requesting in-

struction in the true faith. Athanasius assembled, a.d. 363,

a »\ ni*l st Alexandria, » Inch replied to the emperor's letter;

and liiniwlt repaired to Antioch at tbe invitation of Jovian.

About this tinie Athanaxius composed several works

:

among others, a life of Anthony, which is still extant, but
liss |k»mIiI» hcmine interpolated ; a work on the Incarna-

tion of the Word of (tod, which sometimes bears also tbe
title ' On the Triiuti and Incarnation ;

' and a work on tbe
'Trimly ami Holt Spirit,' which 1a extant only in a Latin
edition, and is perhaps but an initiation of the manner of

Ath maims.
Another change of sffairs took place, on the death of J o-

»i4ii. uiuler \alen», « lio was a icalous Aran. Banr»l>rd by
Hut eiuprrur aloo. Alb •iib»ius liied during scleral m-nth* in

hi* IjIIht* tomb. Hut a rrlx llion being ranted by this

r..n,|,i,U,ry removal from hu see. the ewpecor granted to

. All, .ma. HI. a •ate re»|ileticc III A lexsndns. Slid allowed him
' lo rr,iinie hit r|.iM'<.|iul rank and Ainctmn* AlhsnsMus
1 1 11.pl •! 1 In* teat. hi ot tcr ur iti f,»r tits ci*innuatK>n <•( urtbo-

! I' »> He unite circular letters lo the bullions and held a
' •> 11 •) at Alexandria, a i> J'.v In tlie nameol this tirtud. he

ail ! 1 »— -I a rin n'tr Idler tu the African bithops. whi. h m

J

eiiai.t i.n .er tin title l.fjiiol* ad -f/ros. ThecpoiWeouOed
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the Bpittiia Calholita of Athanaaius I* by some ucr bed

to tbu data ; but Montiaucon cloubu its authenticity. I

During the abort remainder of bis life, Athanasiut lived in

peace and in the possession of bis bishopric. The year 372
and tha month of Mar. a.o. 373, are both assigned a* the

period of his death. Papebrocb, who is ofthe latter opinion, i

relates, in the Aria Sanctorum for the month of May, torn, U >

tbal the body ofAtbanasius was conveyed to Constantinople, I

and thence removed in the fifteenth century to Venice, and
,

puv-ad in the church of the nuns of the Holy Cross. He
adds, that the head of the bishop is wanting at Venice, and

,

is still the subject of dispute between two churches, one in

Spam and the other in France ; each asserts that it pos-

sesses the genuine bead of Athanaaius.

The opinions entertained of Atbanasius have been most
contradictory. Most extol bis sanctity, and some blame
bis obstinacy. But every impartial man must admire the

greatness of his soul, the purity of his intentions, the power
of his mind, the firmness of his purpose, and the unwearied
activity, by which be filially triumphed over apparently in-

surmountable obstacles. The small stature and insigni-

ficant appearance of Atbanasius did not at first sight

impress beholders with the idea of internal greatness ; but

he was made for profound thinking, powerful speaking, and
energetic action. His style is unadorned but appropriate,

impressed with genius and natural eloquence. He seems
to have been destitute of a knowledge of the Hebrew lan-

guage, and bis interpretations of the Old Testament are

consequently defective.

The accounts given of Atbanasius by the oriental writers

are collected by Eusebe Renaudot in his Hittoria Pairi-

artharum Alexandnnorum, p. 83 ; compare Orient Chrit-

nanut, opera et ttutho Michaelis le Quien, Parisiis, 1740,

1

torn. u. p. SM—404. All the works of Atbanasius were
splendidly published in three vols, folio by the Benedictine

Monk Bernbard de Mcntfaucon.

Abbas Coamaa (spud Jobannem Moachum, 1. x. c 40.)

says, ' If you find a piece of the works of St Athanaaius,

copy it on your garments, if you bare no paper to write

upon.'

Among the most interesting of the works of Atbanasius
are his two books against the heathen : the first of which
contains a confutation of idolatry, and the doctrine of the

true God ; the second treats of the doctrine of the incar-

nation of the Word. These books against the heathen do
not mention tbe existence of Ananism ; and some have
therefore conjectured that they were composed during the

youth of Atbanasius.
Tbe principal writings of Atbanasius against tbe Arises

are his circular to the bishops of Egypt and Libya;
Apologia eontra Arianos, ecu Apologia Secunda ; Apologia
ad Imp. Constaatinum ; Apologia de Fug4 suS ; Historia
Ananorum sd Monarbos; Orationesqualuor contra Arianos;
Four Letters to the Bishop Serapion in defence of the Divi-
nity of the Holy Ghost ; A Letter on the Arian Synods of
Anminum and Seleuceia (in 1sauna).

The epistle to tbe bishop Epictetus, at Corinth, and that
to the bishop Adelpbius, oppose the exaggerated worship of
the body or Christ ; but their authenticity, as well as that
of the two books De Incarnatione Domini Jesu Chri$li contra
Apallinarem, has been questioned. Apollinaris was one of

!

the inends of Athanaaius ; and Atbanasius was not in tbe
'

habit of insisting on complete orthodoxy, except on the
immediate suliject of tbe Arian controversy. Atbanasius
eten def nded, on the score of pastoral prudence, the bishop .

Atilius of Cewu-SM, who abstained from giving the appel- '

it. ion of G4 to tbe Holy Spirit (Epi*t. ad Jxhanncm 1

rt Antnirnum ; et EpuL ad Palladium. Optra, ed. I'atav. I

» 43.1

A great number of letters, tracts, comments, and narra- '

(iv»» um production of subsequent ages, are ascribed to him,
suW printed with bis works ; fur, as tbe Benedictine editurs
«*' '-en e. 'ties si* deurous to introduce their spiritual as well
a* ttveir natural "OVprin* into the families of prince*.
We Mjli/utn a Im of the titles, translated into English, of

works of At'ianuius, in the order in winch the* stand
iu t if '11101141 Green acniuipanied by a Latin translation
i.i n BfoeJir ine edition.

A • Orju-Hi airaintt lite Heathen : The Incarnation of
• be IV .r| : A U-rlsrstton of Kaith : A Tract >n Matiliew

• :l A Ciirular Letter to Bishop*: A p 'logy aguinxt

l * .1 iiik. On the Decrees of ttie Ni-sean Syn .il: On I

• Slurpee of Dionysius
; Epistle to Dracontius; Circula. |

Epistle to the Bishops of Egypt uid Libya; Apology to

the Emperor Constantiusi Apology for his Flight ;
Epistle

to Serapion on tbe Death of Arius ; Epistle to the Monks

;

Four Orations against the Arian* ; Four Epistles to Sera-

pion ; On the Synods of Anminum and Seleuceia ; An
Address to tbe Bishops of Antioch ; An Epistle to Jovian

;

The Life of St Anthony ; Two Epistles to Orisius and one
to Amtnonius ; On the Incarnation ; Against tbe Arians

;

An Epistle to tbe African Bishops ; An Epistle to Epic-

tetus : An Epistle to Adelpbius ; An Epistle to Maximus

;

Two Books against Apollinaris ; Epistles to John and An-
tiochus, to PaTladius, to Amunis, to Rufianus, to Lucifer, to

the Monks ; A Work on the Trinity and Holy 8pirit ; An
Epistle to MarceUinus; An Exposition of tbe Psalms;
Fragments ofCommentaries on the Psalms, Job, tbe Canti-

cles, Matthew, Luke, and the Hebrews; many fragments of

Epistles and short Essays on the Disease of Herod, on False

Prophets, and some fragments of Sermons.
Of the following, the authenticity is more or lees

doubtful.

Two Tracts on the Incarnation: On tbe Testimony of
Scripture ; A Catholic Epistle ; A Refutation of the Mele-
tian and Eusebian Heresies ; A Book against tbe Sabel-

lians; On the Unity of Christ; On the Sabbath and Cir-
cumcision ; A Homily on the Seed ; On Matthew xxi. 2 ;

On the Cross and Passion ; A Treatise on Virginity ; A
Synopsis of Sacred Scripture.

A number of spurious treatises pass under tbe name of
Atbanasius, and form an appendix to the Benedictine edition

of his works.
Atbanasius tbe Great must not be confounded with

Athanaaius Junior, or Celetes, sumanted Hemiosus, who
was also bishop of Alexandria from about a.d. 490 to 497,
and was esteemed a good biblical scholar, an active bishop,

and a devout man. He is supposed to be tbe author of
several works ascribed to Athanaaius tbe Great, particularly

the Sacra Scripture Synopsis; Qujestiones et Respon-
siones ad Antiocbum; two tracts De Incarnatione Verbi
Dei ; Syntagma Doctrine ad Clencos et Laicos ; de Vir-

ginitate sive Ascesi.

ATHANASIUS, the rhetorician, bishop of Constanti-
nople, wrote a work entitled ArittoteU* propriam de animce
immortahtate mentem expticant. Gr. Let 2 libris. Paris,

1641, 4 to. And also AntepaleUaru* eeu de primatu 8.

Petri; Epittola de Unions Eccletiarum ad Alexandrite et

Hierotolymorum Patriarchat ; item Anticampanella, im
compendium redactut. Gr. et Lat Paris, 1636, 4to.

ATHEISM. [See Materialism.]
ATHELING, or vKTHKLING. The indications, in the

Saxon period of our history, of anything like the hereditary

nobility of the times after the conquest are exceedingly
few : certainly, the system which gives to particular families

particular names of distinction and particular social privi-

leges, which are to descend in the families as long as tbe
families endure, we owe entirely to the Normans. Tbe
Saxons had among them earls, but that word was used to

designate, not as in these times only a rank of nobility, to

which certain privileges are attached, but a substantial

office bringing with it important duties; the superintendent
indeed, under the king, of one of tbe counties or shires, the
sheriff, gerefa. in Latin vice-comes, being his inferior, his

delegate or deputy. These earls, who were nominated by
the sovereign, beld tbeir offices as it seems for life, and
wore usually selected from the most opulent families.

Even the sovereignty among the successors of Egbert seems
not to have descended uniformly according to our modern
principles of hereditary succession.

Yet there were persons in tbe Saxon times who are

spoken of as >£}el-bojien. Albel. or Ethel -boren. persons

nobly born. The terui is used in Luke (six. 12), in the

AngWSaxon version of the New Testament, where, in tbe

modern translation, we have the words a certain nobleman.'

yEthel, Atuel. or Ethel, is frequently used k\ Ssson writers

in senses correspondent to those annexed to the l.ntui

word nobilin, the Enirlish word noble, and tbe German adel

or ed'/. B) the addition of ling we get Atbeling, a son >f

the noble, or a noble >outh, a t. rra winch is found united

«uh the names of ui/ny members of the R»y.il House in

tlie An^lo Saxon monarch), as Edmund Alluding. Edgar
Atheling, an i ii is nelieved not in any other Saxon family :

it thus constituted what may properly be regarded as an

hereditary title, or at least, a title vhich was common to

tbe prince*, as we should now say, • of that house.*
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When the word Atheling ha* been found following •

name by which a Saxon was designated, it has been •up-

posed by tome persons to be of the nature of a surname

;

nnd especially in the instance in which it is found united

with Edgar, in liim who was the last male in that illustrious

family. Polydoro Virgil, an Italian, who in the middle of

the sixteenth century wrote a history of England in elegant
I-Qtm. fell* into this error ; for which he is rebuked by Scl-

den. the author of the admirable work on the various title* of
honour which have been in use in the countries of modern
Europe. He shows that Edgar Atheling is the same as

Edgar the Atheling, or the noble, and that while some of
our earlier chroniclers, as Henry of Huntingdon and Mat-
thew I'uiis, so de-ignate him, others. a* Hoveden and Flo-

rence, rill him Edgarus Clyto. Clytn is the Greek term
answering to eminent, illuttri'wt. It is rather a remarkable
fact concerning the Saxon kings of England and their fami-
lies, that they affected titles and denominations of Greek
origin, at Clyto, Basileus (king', and Adelplie (sister) ; the
Ust appears on the seal of the royal abbess of Wilton.

There is no sufficient information to show when the word
Atheling first began to be used in the Saxon dynasty, but
it has been supposed that it was used from the earliest tiroes

by those who could boast of being of the blood of Woden,
who was regarded as the common ancestor of all the races

of Saxon sovereigns. Some have represented the term as
confined u> the eldest son of a reigning monarch, or it least

to one who was the heir-presumptive to the throne. The
Atheling of the Saxons they have regarded as equivalent
to the term Dauphin in the line of the French monarchy,
and Prince of Wales in our own. But this restriction of it

seems not to be sanctioned by the passages in Saxon and
other early writers in whom it occurs.

Nothing is known of any peculiar privileges belonging to

the Atheling*. But those who in modem times have hod
occasion to speak of the term and the circumstances under
which it was used, such as Lingard and Turner in their

histories of the Saxon period, speak of lands being usually

given to the Atheling while still in Ins minority. And
hence it is that this word Atheling has descended to our
times in the local nomenclature of England.

As we have numerous Kingstons, so have we Adlingtons

;

and both King and Atheling, with slight variations. Lave
descended in union with other local terminations. We have
Kingsbury, Kingtlcy, and Kingswood ; Conington, Co-
niston. Conysthorpe, and Conv-Weston ; as we have also

Bere-Regit, at it u now called, but by the Saxons, Cony-
bere. So also have we Adling-fiete, Edlingham ; and no
doubt such names of places as Addingham, Addington, and
Ellington, are of the tame etymology. In one instance we
have an Bdlington at a very short distance from the wall* of

a eistle called Coning»borough— the one the seat of a
Saxon Rex or Regulus—the latter, no doubt, one of the

portion* of land which were settled on one of the Atheling*.

ATHKI.NEY. ISLE OF. This appellation, though
it has ceased to be applicable, is retained by a rising ground
in the parish of East Ling, and hundred of Andcrsficld,

in the county of Somerset ; bounded on the S. K. by the

river Tune (a tributary of the Parrel), oier which is a
wooden bridge still called Athelncy bridge. The whole
' islam! ' contains about 100 acres, and in 1791 formed a

rampart farm of about etjual portions of arable and pas-

ture laud. Thcru is a firm house at its southern ex-
it. Miity

Tins spot was antiently surrounded by almost impassable
lii.ir.lies. and ha* acquired rclcbriti as the place in wl.M'h

the great Alfred found temporary shelter while the Danes
o.. Trail We.scx. It is thus dcseril«s| by Willi tin of
Ma'uiesbury :

* Athelne) is not an i»l md of the sea. but is

•o iiiocm-ssi> le on oo uuiil of Imgt and the iiiiunlati >ii* of

loe l ikes, that it cann.it be got to but in a boat. It lias a

<< r» Urge »(x«l of alders, wlueli harl>>urs stags, wild goat*,

aid many beast* of that kind. The film laud. wh» b Is only

two acre* in breadth, contain* a little monastery and dwell
mgs I .r monk.*. It* founder w«* King Alfred, who, being
di.wii fi >iu ttic district by the Danes, had kept hiiusc If ( .r

•mi' tune in that torure lurking place.'

rsir John Hpeliuans account I* nearly similar, except that

he stati-s I hat in the hcigbt of luiumrl It foul I he n-achol.
though with difficult*, b) a man on foot. Here, he odds, the
kn.g ' made himself a small bold or receptacle, fnun whence
lasu.ug srcretly, be often made such sallies out upon the
Dane a* bad been worthy enough to hate liicd to posterity,

had they not, with other particulars of hk life, together

perished.'

The abbey appears to hare been founded in 878 or 888.

The buildings, judging from various parts of them that

have been discovered at different times, are supposed to

have been very magnificent. The conventual church was
partly rebuilt in 1321 ; but not a vestige of the whole now
remains, and the field on*which it stood hat been converted

into tillage. (Cotlinson's Hitt. of Somerteithire ; Dug-
dale's Monattienn.)

ATHELSTAN, an illustrious prince in the line of the

Saxon sovereigns of England, scarcely lest illustrious than
Alfred, his renowned grandfather. He was the first who
called himself king of the English ; his father and grand-
father having been content to call themselves kings of the

Anglo-Saxous, while Egbert, and the sovereigns between
him and Alfred, were only styled kings of Wessex.

Athelstan was born six years before the death of Alfred.

The first notice that we find of him is, that he received while

still a child some honorary distinction at the hands of bis

grandfather. It is a question whether he was, strictly

speaking, a legitimate son of his father. It is admitted on
all hands that his mother was a person of lowly birth, the

daughter of a Saxon husbandman. Hit father succeeded
to the throne of Alfred, and is known as the Elder Edward,
to distinguish him from the two later Edwards of that royal

house, the Martyr and the Confessor.

The eldest son of Edward, and the only son who had arrived

at years of maturity, except Athelstan, died a few days after

his father. This opened the way to Athelstan'* succession,

who, it is said, was nominated in hi* father's will, and who
had certainly with him the voice of a large party in the
kingdom. The Wittenageraote sanctioned his assumption
of the sceptre, nnd he was crowned at Kingston-upon-
Thames. His reign began in a.d. 929.

But though he had every thing in bis favour except a
clear hereditary right of succession,—and hereditary right
was not held in such esteem either in the Saxon or other na-
tions ofthat period as it has been since experience hat proved
the great advantage of having fixed rules of succession,—yet
be had to defend his right to the throne against a party

who espoused the cause of some of the younger children of

king Edward. And here we must notice a suspicion of a
crime which attaches to the memory of this favourite mo-
narch. Edwin, one of his brothers, is said to have been
driven out to sea by his orders in tempestuous weather,
in an open and shattered boat : only one companion was
given him. In a transport of indignation be is said to have
leaped into the sea. and to have been lost It is some relief

to read in one historian of that period that the contemporary
evidence scarcely goes to the proof of anv thing beyond the
fact, that Edwin was lost in the English sea*. AtheUun
had other person* to contend against Neither Alfred nor

Edward hail possessed an entire sovereignty of England :

Cornwall ana ports of Devonshire were under another

chief: Wales retained its original independence; and in

the north, there was the kingdom of Northumbna. which

bad not yet yielded to the power of the princes of Wessex.

At this time Sigtric, grandson of Regnar I^xlbr>k. was
king of Northumbna. A* far as from the facts which the

chronicles of those time* have handed down to us we can
speculate on the political intention* of Athelstan. it would
seem tliat be contemplated nothing les* than to make him-

self master of the whole island of Britain, not excepting the

parts which formed the kingdom of Scotland. If. however,

these were his intention*, he did not succeed. But he

gamed teintory from the chief* who held Cornwall, and
trihute, if not territory, from lloel the then sovereign of

Wales. The chroniclers represent him as permitting lloel

still to reign, ond saying that it was more glorious to make
kings than to lie a king.

In res|Msrt of the northern powers, after some successful

attacks upon Sigtric. be consented to term* of peace, and

even gave one ol his sisters in marriage to that king Sig-

tric, however. t««iti died, when Athelstan, without a shallow

of right sciicd U|»>ii bis dominion*; Anlaff, the son »f

Sigtric, and another son. l»ing compelled to abandon the

island. Thus was Northumbna brought under the sove-

reignty of the kings of Wessex.
Neither Scotland nor any other of the neighbouring

stale* winch still maintained a political independence, saw

with satisfaction Hie growing power of Athelstan ; and
AuUff, the exiled son of Sigtric, made every exertion to
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Ngtin ths seentre which bad been forcibly wrested from

bus. A large portion of the inhabitants of Northurobria

were of the race called Denes, in contradistinction to the

Saxons. They yielded on that account the more reluct-

antly to their new master. There was a national sym-

pathy and community of interest with the Danes and

Northmen generally : of which Anlaff took advantage, and

prevailed with them to send a very powerful force to assist

him in re establishing the Northumbrian sovereignty. A
great effort was at that time made against Atbelstan by all

I be ncuthbouring states— the Welsh, the Scots, and the

Irish, all combining to assist AnlaC
Atbelstan had. however, by that time consolidated his

power, by his prudent counsels and good government ; and

the issue of the war contributed to establish still more securely

his power at home, and to extend bis reputation abroad.

He marched against the confederated chiefs ; the armies

engaged at a place called by the early chroniclers who men-
tion the fact Brunenburgh; but where Brunenburgh is

no one now knows, except that it was in some part of the

ancient kingdom of Northumbria. There Athelstan gained

a complete victory.

The victory at Brunenburgh is celebrated alike in Saxon

history and Saxon song. More was said and thought of it

than of any battle in which the Saxons had been engaged.

It was called the Great Battle. Among the Saxon poems
which havo descended to our times, there is one ofwhich this

battle is the subject. No unfavourable idea will be formed

of Saxon poetry from the following passages in it:

Hm AlbabUa Klaf.
*f aartk Ik* load,

ika (Wn ika bnahi of Um
aobfe*.

SVSaraa* ta* Atth.Ua*,
IhaEldar! aWia«fk*7
ma by alauchlar la baitla

Bilk Ik* ad*a* of avorda
a! Ilnuaabarfh.
Thm aJl .hlalda Qwj rlrarfd.

Sara aawad Um aeaW haaaata.
Ska aarrtaon of Ika SuaUy

,

«fc» rhildraa of Urai
A, la Iftaai M aaa aalaral

Skat Uarr la Ika Sakl oflaa

asaiaat ***** aaaary
tkaar laaa aaoald daarad.

Uwtf uaaa am aaa kaasaa.
rarauior. lary daatroyad

Ika s«pC»i paoaaa

sa4 ika aatp-Srat.

TkaaVaa fcUl
tk> Said raaaaadadl

Ood'i candle bright I

Ika •tarsal Lora'al
nil lha aobU creator*
haatrard to hat atttlaf.

Thara lay aoldlat* aiany
wt»k darta attack don,
Northern man.
oaar IMi .airlda aboi.

So aaa* Ika Seocrb
Weary at roddj batik,

a' a * a a

Nor had Ikai* bars a fraalar

aUathlar
is thu huaod

afpaaals aaataoyad.

bafcr* thia

by tkt adfaa of awards.
(Tab la what Ika books IsB aw af

lb* aid arlaa awn)
•lac* Bom lha Eaat hither

lb* Asgtea sad lb* Saxoa*

tba auralaf boar.

•ad aoasht tba Britons.

Tba (Datrioaa smith* of war I

Tba W*Uh tb*y ovarosaw

;

Tb* aula oxalUag U honour,
aad obulaed tba coontry.

One of this victory was to extend the name and
of Athelstan beyond his own shores. He had

fossa that time great influence in the affairs of neighbour-
ing kingdoms. His sisters were given in marriage to the
ktnf of France, to the emperor of Germany, and a king of
the North. His influence in the general politics of Europe,
and the high respect in which he was* held, have been very
sally shown by lfr. Sharon Turner, in his Hillary of the

Anglo-Saxtmt. Mr. Turner has collected his facts, not
statu our own historians and chroniclers, who have scarcely

touched upon these parts of the history of Athelstan, but
from the historians of other nations. On the whole, it is

aUuenag to the national pride of Englishmen to think, that
while in the eighth century Aicuin, an Englishman, was
the friend of Charlemagne, so in the tenth century Athel-
stan may be said to have held the balance of power for some
years among the kings of the Continent.

His reign was of short duration ; he died a.d. 940, being
only at bis 47th year. ' His life,' says William of Malmes-
bsiry. * wsa fa time httle, in action great;* and there cannot
b* a doubt, tbei under him England was advancing in
"oasssvjesnns ta one of the powers of Europe, and in civilisa-

tion and improvement in respect of her internal affairs.

What she suffered aftenrarda from incursions of the pirati-

cal nations of the North, she might possibly have escaped had
the vigorous rule of Athelstan longer continued. He bad no
family, and was succeeded by Edmund, his brother.

Atbelstan did not labour more to secure his throne and to

extend his power and political influence, than to give
security and legal government to his people. Alfred bad
left a code of laws to which Athelstan made additions, the

principle on which be proceeded being to bring all classes,

tbe ecclesiastics is well as others, within the scope of cer-

tain great principles. There are traces in his laws of

a public provision for some of the poorest and most desti-

tute of his subjects. He promoted tbe erection of monas-
teries, which was in fact at once to provide seats and centres

of religious ministration, and places for retirement and secu-

rity to persons devoted to stndy. He was himself sensible

of the value of books at a time when ' book-era,' as scholars

were in those times called, were few. A catalogue of a small

collection of books which belonged to him is preserved, and
has been printed by Mr. Turner. He encouraged the trans-

lation of the Holy Scriptures into the vernacular tongue.

The monks of the abbey of Bath, even to the time of tbe
Reformation, were accustomed to show to visiters certain

manuscripts which they affirmed to be tbe gifts of King
Athelstan. Two very antient manuscripts, which there

is the strongest reason to believe once belonged to him,
are preserved among the Cottonian Manuscripts in the Bri-

tishMuseum : one of them is supposed to be tbe very copy
of the Gospels on which the Saxon kings took the oath at

their coronation. Athelstan was buried in the abbey of

Malmesbury.
ATHENA18. [8ee Eudocia.]
ATHBNAfUS of Attalia, (or, according to Ccelius

Aurelianus, of Tarsus in Cilicia,) a physician who flourished

in Rome about the middle of the first century, and esta-

blished the Pneumatic school in medicine. Of the circum-
stances of his life no particulars are known, and of his works,
which, according to Galen, were numerous and highly
valued, nothing remains except a few fragments preserved
by Oribasius and Aetius, and the allusions which are made
to his opinions in the writings of Galen. The theory, which
originated with Atbenseus, and was transmitted by him to

his pupils, Agathinus and Herodotus, and adopted by
several other distinguished physicians [see Aret* us], de-

rived its name from the pneuma or spirit, a notion of which
these physicians made frequent use in their explanations of

life and disease. This pneuma formed an important prin-

ciple in the physical science of the Stoic philosophers, from
whom the pneumatic physicians seemed to have derived it,

adopting at the same time, not only tbe general philoso-

phical tendency, but the difficult style and dialectic ab-
struseness of the Stoic sect. The very scanty remains of
the pneumatic doctrine do not enable us to judge whether
its tpiril really was, as some have supposed, analogous to

the vital principle of some modern physiologists ; nor can
we appreciate in what manner the Pneumatics conceived the
efficacy of this tpiril as connected with those principles

which they admitted in common with other antient schools,

vis., the elementary qualities, heat and cold, which they
called active ; and dryness and moisture, which they termed
passive principles. (See Leclerc and Sprengel's Huturiet
ofMedicine.)
ATHEN/EUS, a Greek, and a native of Naucratis in

Lower Egypt, was probably bora in the reign of Marcus
Aurelius, and was the contemporary of his son Commodus.
(See Athenssus, p. 537, Casaub.) He lived at Alexandria,
and afterwards at Rome. We know nothing more of his life

except that he must have written part at least of his work
after a.d. 228, for he mentions (xv. p. 686) the death of
Ulpian, which, according to Dion Cassius, took place in

a.d. 228.

He wrote a history of the Syrian kings, now lost, and a
curious work entitled Deipnotopkittce (Aurroeofurrai), or
the Banquet of the Learned, or, perhaps, Contriver* of
Feasti, in fifteen books, which is still extant, and pro-
bably nearly complete, with tbe exception of the first two
books, and the beginning of the third. The parts which
are not complete appear to be a kind of copious extract

or epitome of the original. Athena?us represents himself
as describing to his friend Timocrates an entertainment
given by a learned and wealthy Roman, Loreasms ( Lauren

-

tius), to the most accomplished men of the day. Among the
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of Atbenagors*. was printed at Pirn by Daniel Guil-

|t iu entitled * Dm IVui el Parfait Amour, trrit en

Oar, eonUmant let amour* kemncttt <U Theogene et Cha-

"aTHB'NE. or ATHENA, the Goddeu of Wisdom, of

Arts, and of Seieooee, among the Greeks ; known to the

Romans at Minerva. The Greeks seem to have included

under this name several divinities of a perfectly distinct

origin—a goddess of Libya, the daughter of Neptune and of

the nymph Tritonis (Herodot ir. 180). or of Terra, brought

forth on the banks of the river Triton in Libya (Diodor. iii.

•9); but the one beat known to us it the divinity worshipped

by the Athenians, and, as it would appear, brought from

Egvpt, at least if we may judge from some of the symbols

with which her statue waa adorned : she had a sphinx on

her helmet and at bar feet. Plato (Tiaueu*. Opera, vol. iii.

p. SI) tells us that she was called Neith by the Egyptian*

;

and Eratosthenes, in his Catalogue ofthe King* of Thebe*

(Euseb. Ckron. p. 31). says, that ' Nitocris' may he trans-

lated into Greek by 4 Athene Nikephoros.'

According to Homer she was the daughter of Zeus ; but

there is no allusion in either the Iliad or Odyuey to the

fable of her having sprung forth completely armed from the

brain of that god : it appears, however, in the Hymn to

Athene, usually ascribed to Homer. A scholiast on Apol-

loouis (Argon, iv. 1310) remarks, that this fable first made
iu appearance in 8teaieborus (who died B.C. 553), and the

Hymn therefore must be of a comparatively recent date.

In the legend of Hesiod (TSeogon. 885-889), Jupiter is

made to devour his wife Metis, and in process of time

Athene is the result of this strange union. She seems to

have participated in many of the attributes of her father:

aha had the power of hurling the thunderbolts of Jupiter, of

prolonging ute life of man, and of conferring the gift of

prophecy. In the battle with the giants, she overwhelmed

Eoorladus with Sicily ; she assisted at the building of the

ship Argo, and a wooden figure of Athene graced the prow
of the vessel; she assisted Hercules; gave the art of pro-

phecy to Tiresias, and immortality to Tydeus, though she

afterwards deprived him of it She was one of the three

goddesses who submitted their beauty to the decision of

Paris, and she disputed with Neptune the honour of giving

name to the new city ofCecrops. [See Atkins, p. 14.] The
contest was decided in her favour by the production of an
•live tree, and the city was hence called Athene). (Apollodor.

BMotA. iii. 14.) According to Diodorus (i. 12), the Egyp-
tians gave this name to the Goddess of the Air, and she waa
thought to be the daughter of Zeus, because the air is not

naturally subject to corruption ; and was sprung from his

brain, because it occupies the highest parts of the world.

She waa called Glaneopis (blue-eyed), because the air is of
a bluish colour. The serpent, (he owl, and the cock, were
sacred to her; and, among plants, the olive. She was
worshipped in all parts of Greece, but the most celebrated

teaspie was at Athens [see Pabthbnon], in which therewas
mm ivory statue of colossal site by Phidias.

The statues of the goddess, called Palladia, exhibited her
s* very anttent times with upraised shield and poised spear,

ready to engage in battle ; sometimes, as symbols of her
peaceful character, she had in her left hand the spindle and
<ttetafl

> A stiffly-folded peplum was thrown over her chiton
(tunic), and she was armed with an immense sggis, which
pacestimes served as a shield, and sometimes was so con-
trived as to cover both the breast and back. The outline of

Use body exhibits none of the fulness of woman in the hips
, while the form of the bones, arms, and back,
aU of man. Bnt the age of Phidias changed

bly the antient characteristic marks of the different

Win. and from that time Athene was distinguished by her
vra«* ialid forehead, her long and well-formed nose, by the
rmsibat firm compression of the mouth and cheeks, the
•truogty Barked and almost angular chin, the half-closed
•yea, and by the hair streaming carelessly over her neck.
There are many representations of the goddess in sculpture,
an, coins, he still extant ; and numerous examples are
pointed eat by MuUer in his Arehaologie der Kuntt, where
the subject wfll be found fully treated. A fragment, sup-
posed to b-tong to the statue of Athene, which was in one of
the pediments of the Parthenon, is now in the Elgin Collec-

tion of the British Museum. (See also Creuxer, Symbolik,
rvL is. 399.) [Tor the Italian goddess, see Minsbva.]
ATHE'NION. a Sicilian slave, one of the principal

•stars m too aooood Servile war which broke out in Sicily,

and lasted from the year B.C. 109 to 99. By birth bo was
a Cilician : he had acquired considerable reputation for
skill in divination by the stars ; and we may conjecture that
his talents were of an uncommon order, not so much from
the short-lived prosperity which he enjoyed, as from the un-
usual tenor of his policy. He filled the station of steward
or overseer to two wealthy brothers, and, after the insurrec-
tion had commenced in other parte of 8kily, began his
career by gaining over the slaves under his own charge, to

the number of 200. Other slaves flocked to bis standard
from neighbouring properties, so that within five days his

followers amounted to 1000 men. He then assumed theado
and state of a king ; and his measures were such as show
a reflecting mind, well adapted to command. He did not
freely receive into bis ranks all persons who presented
themselves; but selected for soldiers those who wore best
suited to bear arms, and made all others labour at their re-
spective callings: so that he avoided the disorder incident

to a tumultuary and ill-provided force, and was always
abundantly supplied with necessaries. He also carefully

guarded against wanton ravage by a judicious use of his

prophetic powers : for be assured his followers that be was
destined to reign over Sicily, and that it waa wise to pre-
serve uninjured the land and its produce, as part of their
own future wealth. He soon collected 1 0.000 followers, with
whom be laid siege to Lilybesom. In this attempt he
failed ; but by good management this check was made to in-
crease his power over his followers, by verifying bis powers
of divination. Another slave-leader, named 8slvius, at the
head of a superior force of 30,000 men, now assumed the title

of king, and fixed his residence at Triocala. He summoned
Atbenion to serve under his command, and it was now
hoped that discord would render these formidable Insurgents
an easier conquest. But the prudence of Atbenion disap-

pointed these hopes ; and he wisely joined Seivius, who
had assumed the name of Trypbon. Trypbon soon con-
ceived a jealousy for his new associate, whom he impri-

soned ; but be was glad to release and restore him to his

command, when Licinius Lucullu*, with an army of 16,000
or 17,000 men. was sent by the Senate to bring the war to

a conclusion. By Atbenion s advice a battle was risked

near Scirthoa, in which the insurgents were defeated, and
Atbenion severely wounded. Luoullus then bud siege to

Triocala, in which be met with no success. He was super-
seded by L. Servilius, who did no better ; and both those

generals were benilbed for their misconduct or ill-success.

On the death of Trypbon.Athenion succeeded him, and, un-
checked by Servilius, extended his ravage! over great part
of Sicily.

These events must have occurred in quick succession to bo
comprehended (aa they are by Mr. Clinton) in the year B.C.

101. In B.C. 1 02. C. Manus and Manius Aquilius were con-
suls, and the province of Sicily fell to the latter. He won a
decisive victory, in which Athenion himself fell. The in-

surgents dispersed to their strong holds, whither Aquilius
pursued, and reduced them severally to submission. Thus
ended the Servile War in Sicily, in the fourth year, b.c. 99.

This desperate insurrection, in the course of which six Ro-
man armies suffered defeat (Floras, iii. 19), is not-e solitary

instance of the danger consequent on a servile population.

Floras varies from the account here given from Diodorus.

He says, that Aquilius hemmed in the slaves, and reduced
them by famine ; and that at test they perished by their

own heads rather than surrender. The account of Diodo-
rus is the more likely. (Diod. Eclogee,\ib. xxxvi. I ; Floras,

iii. 19.)

ATHENION, son of a Peripatetic philosopher of the

same name, by an Egyptian slave. He was manumitted

;

kept a school in Athens, where be was naturalised; as-

sumed the name of Aristion, and ultimately became tyrant

of Athens. He espoused the interests of Mithridstes, and
in concert with Archelaus, the king of Pontus s general,

held out the city against Sulla, who finally put him to death.

[See Sulla : his history is given by Athenasus, V.c 48. 53.1

ATHENION, a painter, born at Maronea in Thrace, and
pupil of Glaucion of Corinth. Pliny gives him the extra-

ordinary praise, that • if he had lived to maturity, no one
would have been worthy to be compared to him." (Hitt. Nat.

xxxv. 40. ed. Delph.)
ATHENION. a comic poet Athens!us gives s long

extract from his Samothraetan*. lib. xxiv. c. 80.

ATHENRY. or ATHENREE. a town in Ireland, in

the county of Galway, which, before the Union, returned
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two matribers to MrtiMMt. It it a *»ry old eoqtoratlob,

Cnd it governed or a portreeve. Iu former name waa
Atcreth. It it 117 mil** W. by 8. of Dublin, and 14 B. of
Gelvay.
Thar* are three fain in the year. The church H in (rood

repair. The London Hibernian Society and the Kiktare

Place Society unite with the incumbent in the rapport of

a free school, in which about forty children (boys and girl*)

are educated. The population of the town in 1831 was
1093: that of the whole parish. 11.580. This last state-

ment include* the population of the chapelry of Monlvea

;

in which are a chapel of ease and lateral free schools, in-

eluding a charter school, and two schools connected with

the Kildere Place Society. The living it a consolidated rec-

tor? and vicarage, in the diocese and province of Tuam.
There was a Dominican friary In Athenry, which was

burnt in the year 1431. The remains show it to have been
• Hoe building ; the great east window is bold, and of good
workmanship. Part of the ruins have been taken down to

erect barracks. A Franciscan friary was also founded here

in MM.
This town give* name to on* of the baronies of the county.

{Parliamentary Pupert. 8eward°s Tnpog. Hibemira.)

ATHENS, or ATHnVNjfl (A^vai), the chief city of
Attica, one of the antwnt political divisions of Greece.

We propose in this article to give, drat, a briefdescription

of the topography of the eit*. referring to Attic* for the

geographical description of the province; and next, a brief

outline of its political and literary history, referring to the
proper articles for the minuter detail.

Athens ts situated about lee mtlei ftofn the aea-coaii,
37° 58' N. Int., I39 4 3* E. lung., occupying part of the
central plain of Attica, and some heights which run down
into the plsin, but are quite detached from the mountains
on the north frontier of the province. Of these eminences, the
moti conspicuous sre Mount Anchesmus (now St. George)
with its peaked summit rising higher than the Acropolis, on
the north east Of the city and be\ond the aniient walls ; the
Acropolis, which was entirvlt included within the old walls;

the Areopagus, opposite to the west end of the Acropolis

;

and the hill of the Museum, partly included within the
antient walls, vhe highest eminence on the south. On the
east side of the city, the little river I lissus. which rises a
few miles north east of Ambcl6kipo, runs in a south west
direction past the city, separating the heights of Athens
on the west, from the higher and more continuous range of
Hymettus on the east : it was joined a little above the site

of the Lyeeiuro by the Eridanu* from the east. This little

river, which in its natural state might have reached the
marshy lands near the coast, is now reduced by the heats of
summer and the chsnnels for artificial irrigation to an incon-
siderable stream ; and in antient times its current must
have been diminished from the same cause. The Cephisut,
which runs due south past the west side of the city, at the
distance of about a mile and a half from the walls, is also

nearly exhausted by the cuts for irrigation before it reaches
the neighbourhood of Peirsous.

The accompanying plan of Athens will show the circuit

of the wall at the time when the city had attained its greatest

magnitude. Beginning with the Gate of Acbarnss on the

(PUa 1 aifcm. mm ito •UkvHIm

north, it ran eastward near the baa* of Anchesmu*. and past

the Diotneisn Gate to the Gate of Do* lis res, which led to

the Lyrnum : it then continued parallel to the llissus on the

West side of that stream to the Fountain (. alhrrhoe. or Rn
Beaerunus; and thence to the hill of the Museum, winch
H risMed. comprehending the still existing monument of

Philoe»Mus within its circuit. Its course from the Museum
waa north, taking in the chief part of the Pnyx and Mount
LjcaboUue. to tu Dipytum which led to the outer Cera-
Msrwa. or gr»at burring ground, and to the Academia. or
•ehnol of Pl»u>: in the depression between the Pnyl and
Lvrabettos was the Peuate Ci*. A line from Dp) him to

tb« Gate of Arhamsr completes the circuit The direction
•f the wall from the llissus aljng the South and west side*

Of the city |» the Dipjlum it quite dear ; the) rest of the

•f Col L»«k» tmA Hi C««kw»ll)

wall, being built of brick chiefly, or entirrlv, has riot left

an* traces. The citt was connected witli H» p»rt*. ' ,
' ,,n>l *•

Muntrtna. and PhV.erum. I>i l.ong Walls tpa.oA

which abutted on the citv. rc.p.-cti»elj at ihe lull er the

Museum, and the Oatr of Pcire?ua The direction of the

Long Walls from the Pr.tSJus I. E. by N. by Compass, as

appears from elimination of their existing fcundati.»ns.

The southern w.ll. which ran from the city to the Phs-

lerum. was called the Plialeric wall; the northern, who h

ran from the Pc.rne Gale to the Peirwua, and was a

double wall, was sometimes called the Long Walls and

sometimes the Peii.ic Wall.* (See the plan annexed to lh*

•ToV, »„,r, ..fo. ....»« l.-l-f * * '• »"** I*."*
,nt .k.i —— • .hiuiw «s«»e»i»us» was laanai a» m» mm
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»«p of Attic*.) That pert of the city walls inclmW
krtxrn lh» two points where the Phalcric »nd Peiraic walls

rrsprcti\cly abut on them n not included by Thucydidcs

(u. I3( in lu» estimate of the extent of the city walls which

required defence ; and we mutt, in like manner, deduct from

the circuit of the wall inclooinir the Peirams and the Muny-
rhis. the space on the land side between the western extre-

mities of the Pbalenc and the Peiraic walls. The circumfer-

ence of the city, then, according to Thuc) dtdes, in B.C. 431,

was—
Sisdis

The City, deducting the port between the Peiraic

and Phaleric Walla ... 43

The Pbalenc Wall .35
The Peiraic Wall .... 40
The Maritime City, deducting the space between

the Phaleric and Peiraic Wall 56,

"mT
This result will give a total circuit of about nineteen or

twenty miles. (S«e Leake's Topography of Aiheta, p. 368.)

The chief Gates of Athens, as far as their position can be

with any probability determined, are indicated in the plan.

The cemeteries of the city surrounded it on every side, but

were most conspicuous on the north and north-west, where
they oomroenced immediately on the outside of the walls.

The rued from Dipylum to the Academy was lined with the

tombs of illu>tnous men, such as Pericles, Thrasybulus,

Clisbnas, and Phormion. Here too were the monuments
erected to the memory of those who fell in their country's

aer\*-e : a slab of stone, with the name and township (?>;/ioc)

of each individual, was the honour paid by the state to its '

citizen* who died in battle. ( Psusanias, i. 29.) The Aca-
dVmy itself was surrounded with a wall, planted with trees, I

an J ornamented with fountain* of water. Near it was the
j

tomb of Plato. i

The tombs on the east side of tbe city were separated
'

from it by the Gardens (Mm), tbe Lyceium, and the

Cy notaries, and do not appear to have been so extensive.

Tbe wall which surrounded the city was strengthened at

intervals with towers: there were also square towers on tbe

long sails which connected the city with the ports. These
walls (the Peiraic and Pbalenc) were about four mile* in

length, and at a distance of 550 feet from one another;

when the city was in its highest state of prosperity, the

open space between them contained a considerable number
of houses, which formed a kind of intermediate town between
the Asty. or Upper City, and tbe Peineus.
Tbe three ports of Athens, going from west to east, were

the Peiissus, now Port Dhrako, which contained three

natural beys; the Munychia, now Stratiotiki, separated
from the fiirnui by the round projecting and billy penin-

|

tula of Munychia ; and Phaleruni. now Port Phanari.
These three purls, with tbe buildings attached to them, once

j

f Ttiied a separate city larger than Athens itself. A see wall,
;

sixty Grrek feet bigb. and constructed of wrought stone,

extended from the bey of Phalerutn all round the rocky
i

peninsula of Mumchia. terminating about Cape Aleimus

:

the northwest and »e»t side of the Peirasus was also inclosed
1

by e wall running down to tbe sea ; • wall ran from the '

Phaler c Port across the high ground to the head of the
Buddie bay of the Peiraus : and a third wall ran across the
nsrr >w uthmus of the Munychia. The importance and
strength of the fortifications of the maritime city, and espe-
cially of tbe Munychia, appear Irom the siege of this place

b» Demetrius Polrareetes, and by Sulla ; the possession of
the purta enabled any person to command tbe city.

The Peiravais was the greet dock-yard of the Athenians,
sad the chief harbour for the vessel* engaged in tbe corn
*ea ether foreign trade. It contained large warehouses,
public arsenals, tbe armoury of Pinion, several temples, a

theatre, of which some traces remain, a long portico or

arcade fa—a* arse) analogous to the bazaars of Eastern
cituM, which probably contained tbe Deigma (a place for

the exhibition of samples of goods), and Pbreattys (a court

of summary justice), and other buildings. Of all tbe

edifices of the PetraMa. nothing now remains but some
traces of foundations and broken peits of sculptured

marble. The port, though its entrance very narrow, is

still a safe one: * tbe ground inside is very good, and rather

to the southward of the centre a ship may drop her anchor

in iboot seven fathom* stiff mud. ana moor with open hawse
towards any point of the compass, for she will ride so secure

that neither wind nor sea can hurt her.' (Cast W. H.
Smyth.) The peninsula of the Munychia contains the
foundation of a temple, the remains of a small thcittre. and
clear indications that it was extensively built upon. Nothing
remains of the buildings which once adorned tbe Phalerutn.
The line, however, of tbe extensi\e system of walls which
defended the maritime demi, or towns, can stili be tran-d

in most parts ;~ and in the Munychia, on the side towards

the sea. courses of masonry, both of walls and towers. atiQ

exist, formed in some parts of large squared stones cramped
with iron. (See Tbueyd. i. 93.)

We shall endeavour bnetly to describe those localities in

antient Athens which seem at present to be pretty well iden-

tilled. It appears probable that even in iu be>t days the flr»|

appearano of Athens was not very pleasing, and that its

attractions were mainly duo to the public edifices. A Greek
traveller oi uw inw |»rv of tbe fourth century B.C. (Dtco-
arcbus. Hud. Min. Ge»g. vol. ii.) describes the cit\ as dusty,

and badly supplied with water, and the streets ill laid out,

a fault which be attributes to the great antiquity of the
place. Most of the bouses were mean, and only a lew go«l.
' A stranger, on tbe first view,* he adds, ' might doubt if this

is Athens ; but after a short time he wouM see that it »ss."

The most striking object is the Acropolis, or Citadel, •
rock which rises abruptly from the plain, and is cro» n«-d

with the Parthenon. Opposite to the west end of tbe Acro-
polis, and separaieu trom u uy a depression, is tbe Areopa-
gus, or Hill of Mars, on tbe eastern and highest extremity of

which was the court of the Areopagus, [bee Ahsopaoiis.J
Adjacent to the Areopagus on the wast was the Pny x.

where (be public meeting* were held in tbe more antient
period of the state, and where a bima, or pulpit of Mune,
still marks the place from which tbe assembly was ad-
dressed. fOn this heme, compare Leake, p. 4*2, and art.

Attica. Eraeh and Gruber.)

North of tbe Areopagus is tbe Temple of Theseus, built

of Pentelic marble, one of tbe best-preserved buildings of
antient Athens. At first sight it appear* so entire as to make
us doubt if we are really contemplating a building that was
erected about B.C. 470 465. It is a Done temple of moderate
dimensions ; • peripteral bexastyle, with thirteen column*
on each Hank. Tne eastern pediment was adorned with
sculptures, as wall a* the ten metopes of this front, and
tbe four adjacent to them on each flank: casts of three of
these metopes, which appear to refer to the exploits of
Theseus and Hercules, and also of tbe frieze, are in the
Elgin Room of the British Museum. [See Thbsbium, and
Stuart's Atktnt, vol. iii.1

Nearly due east of the Temple of Theseus are tbe re-

mains of what is probably tbe Stoa or Portico of Hadrian,
one of the monuments with which this munificent emperor
embellished tbe city of Athens. It is not exact to Mala,
as has been done, that the architectural character of the
west colonnade of this building corresponds to that of the
Arch of Hadrian ; still it seems most likely that these re-

mains are part of the great work of that emperor, described
by Pausaruas (i. 18), who informs us that the Stoa of Hadrian
was adorned with a hundred and twenty columns of Phrygian
marble, and contained apartments whose roofs were ' gilded
and made of alabaster

:

' it contained also a library, and the
apartments were decorated with statues and paintings. The
Gymnasium of Hadrian was probably near the Stoa: and
the Gymnasium of Ptolemy between the Stoa and the

Temple of Theseus. South of the Stoa is tbe Tower of
the Winds, called also the Tower of Andronicus Cyrrhestes.

[Sec Amdboxicus ; and Stuart, vol. i. p. 4?.] The Gate of

the New Agora, in the quarter called Bretna, between the
Great Stoa and the Tower, still exists: it is a ponicoof
four fluted Doric columns, of Pentelic marble, supporting

an entablature and pediment. (See the view and plans in

Stuart, vol. i.)

The south-east quarter of the city, which is entered by
the Arch of Hadrian, was one of the oldest parts of it,

next to the Acropolis. This building, of Pentel.c marble,
consists of a circular arch with Corinthian columns, the
entablature of which supports snother ordinance of Co-
rinthian columns, surmounted by an entablature, with a
pediment in the centre. <See Stuart, iii. 90.) An inscrip-

tion upon the friese on the south-east side of tbe arch
still testifies that the emperor gave his name to the part

of the city between this edifice and the Ibssua Here
stood the magnificent temple of Jup.ter Olyropius. which
being re-commenoed about m4J. 17s— I on the site of an
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elder temple, and worked upon at intervals, *u at length
finisbad by tbc liberality of Hadrian. Sixteen columns of

Pentelic marble, (0 feat high, and above ik in diameter, are

all that now remain of the 138 which once adorned this

magnificent building, one of the Urgeet erected by the
Greeks in honour of their deities. (See Stuart, iii. p. 83.)

Thia temple and its sacred enclosure were filled with statue*

:

two of the emperor were made of atone from Thaeoe, and
two others of atone from Egypt ; the statue of the deity was
a chryselephantine (gold and ivory) statue of colossal sue.

The fountain called Callirrhoe, or Bnnencrunua (the nine
springs), the only aourre of fresh water in the neighbour-
hood, was only a abort dutanee from the south-east angle of
the great temple. There were wells, aa Psnssnisi remarks
(i. 14). all through the city, but thia waa the only source of
pure water. An aqueduct from Cephiaia on the Cephisua
waa constructed for the use of the city by Hadrian and
Antoninus his successor. The reservoir of water waa made
at the foot of Ancbcemoe, and adorned with a frontispiece

of four Ionic columns. (See Stuart, hi. 94.) Thia monu-
ment, of which two columns were standing in 1754, is now
destroyed.

Beyond the quarter called Hadrian's City, on the east

aide of the IUssua, is the Panathenaie Stadium, first con-

structed by Lyeurgue the orator, B.C. 350, and adorned with

Pentelic marble by Herodea Atlieue, in the reign of Hadrian.

All the marble has disappeared; but part of the masonry at

the south-east or circular and, and the naewa. ar part destined

for the exhibition of the Panathenaie games, remains. Its

length in the interior is 675 feet.

On the hill of the Mueeium, which is separated from the
Acropolis by a depression, we tnd the monument of the
Syrian mentioned oy Paiiaaniaa (u 35). According to the
inscriptions it waa erected by Philopeppus. or in honour of

Ph 1 lopappus, the eon of Bpiphanaa, in the reign of Trajan

:

it contained three niches, two of which remain, in which
were placed the statue of Philopeppus himself, occupying

the centre, of his grandfather Antiochus the last king of

Cocarnagene, and that of Seleucue Nieater, the founder of

the dynasty of the Setoueida*. (See8pon, ii. 157. AmaL ad.;

Dudwell a TramtU. i. J9i ; and the view in Stuart, ui. »».)

We ha«e now noticed the chief existing monuments of

Athena in the lower part of the city, with the exception of

the small cboragie monument of Lysscratea. eroded about
c. 334 (the year of Alexander's expedition into Asia), vul-

garly called the Lantern of Demosthenes: it stands between
the south-east angle of the Acropolis and the groat Temple
of Jupiter, and ia or waa partly walled up in the buildings

of the Capuchin convent. This Lute educe, which

Slant' • Jlk—.;

of a circular colonnade of Corinthian columns, rearing on a
high quadrangular basement, is only six feet in diameter

.

on the central piece, which rises from the cupola that crowns
the colonnade, a tripod originally stood.

Of the great divisions ofAthens which appear to be ascer-

tained, we may mention the Inner Ceramcicue, adjacent to

the Dipylum, within the walla ; the Old Agora, in the de-
pression about the Areopagus; the New Agora, on the
north side of the Acropolis, the gateway of which, as already
observed, snd three inscriptions still remain ; and the Limnsj,
or Marshes, a low and originally a 9wimpy part of Athena,
which contained the Lenanim, or Temple of Bacchus. Thia
last quarter of Athena was always considered inferior in
salubrity to that north of the Acropolis.

The Acropolis, or the old Ceeropian fortress of Athena, is

a rock, which rises abruptly from the plain, with its aide*
naturally scarped, except at the west end; its greatest
length may be about 1 300, and its greatest breadth about
550 feet. Before we describe briefly the edifices which
stand on the platform of the Acropolis, we must notice

those which stood immediately around its baas.

Along the base, on the eaat side, extending southwards
from the supposed site of the Prytaneum, probably ran the
street to which Psusanias gave the name of Tripods <L 80).

Thia street, or quarter, waa so called from a number of
small temples or edifices crowned with tripods, to comme-
morate the Victoria* gained by the Cboragi in the neigh-
bouring theatre. The great Diouyeiac Theatre, the place

far dramatic exhibitions, waa on the south-east aide of the
Acropolis ; the inner curie waa excavated in the rock, and
the part which projected into the plain waa formed of
masonry. In the recess of this excavation, and above the
theatre. Pausanias (i. 31) describes a cavern, which area

converted by Thraeytlus (n.c. 33"). a victorious cboragua,
into a small temple. A noble seated figure, of colossal sue.
now generally called the statue of Bacchus, which originally

was placed on the entablature of the small temple, is in the
Klgtn Room (No. 1 1 1) in the British Museum. (See article

Attic ; and the plate in Stuart, u. 9i.) A brass coin of
Athens, in the British Museum, represents the interior of
the theatre, showing distinctly the seats fur the spectators,

with the catcs (for there are more than one) Just under lite

•otsM wall of the Acropolis ; rising above which we observe

the Parthenon, and other buildings which stand on the)

platfurm of the rock.

Tbe dimensions of this theatre cannot now be ascertained,

but we may safely infer it waa a very large one. Lhasa 1-

cbus etpresaes bis admiration of its beauty.

On the south wast sale of the Acropoue ai the aateof Uas
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Odetum. or Musical ThemIre of Harodea Atticus, named by
him the Thaure of Regilla, in memory of hit deceased
vim. This splendid monumant of the munificence of •
private individual was erected in the aeoonU century A.D.,
and waa the fineit building of the kind in Greece.
The grotto of Apollo and Pan, with the little spring,

described by Panaanias (L 38) as close to the Propyl**, is at

the north-west angle of the Acropolis, and near some steps
which led up to the Acropolis from the northern side of
the city, as appears by the following coin from the British
Museum, in which the Parthenon is apparently indicated.

[iMiura.]

At the west end of the Acropolis, where alone the ap-
proach is practicable, the open space waa filled up with the
Propyhea, a magnificent work of Pentelic marble, which
served both as an approach and a military defence to the
citadel. The front or central part, which waa flanked by
two projecting wings, consisted of six fluted Doric columns,
about 39 feet high, supporting a pediment, and approached
by four steps. A vestibule, formed by six Ionic columns,
placed in a double row and parallel to one another, stood
behind this portico, and lad to five openings or doors, of
which that in the centre was the widest. The roof or ceiling
of this vaaUbuta rested on triple lengths of marble beams
hud across the vestibule ; the beams belonging to the two
aide-aisles rested respectively on a lateral wall, and the
architrave of the nearest row of columns: these beams
wwre about S3 feet long. Those lying across the central
passage were about 17 feet long. On these beams rested the
slabs of the ceiling, which was decorsted with various oma-
aanta. The five openings fed, by steps, into a portico which
ahead the platform of the Acropolis, and had a front and
pediment similar to that at the western entrance of the
Propyleje. This beautiful work has suffered grievously since
the occupation of Athens by the Turks. A great part of
the eastern side of the Proprlase was destroyed, about 1636,
by an explosion of gunpowder (Spon, ii. 107), that took
place in the part between the five doors and the west front,
which bad been formed into a powder-magazine. Spon (ii.

1M) describes the west front, with iu pediment and the
leoie columns of the vestibule, aa existing in 1676 ; but the
upper part of the west front is now entirely gone. [See
Stuart, m. 104; and Paorrueu.]
The chief ornament of the Acropolis was the Parthenon

(erected about B.C. 450-440), or Temple of the Virgin God-
dess Minerva, which stood on the highest level of the
Acropolis, and waa built of the hard white marble of Pente-
brus. This noble monument of antient art is now greatly
damaged, though a few centuries ago it waa probably in

state bole worse than it had been for two thousand years
before, ft suflared from the ravages of war between the
Tarts and Venetians, and also more recently in our own
times. The remnant of the sculptures which decorated the
sediments, with many of the metopes and a large part of

law friete, are bow in the Elgin collection of the British
** These sculptures form aa epoch in antient art.

and. together with the temple to which they belonged, will
be the subject of a separate article. r8ea Ptxniswoir.]
Tbfi position of this temple is indicated in the plan of the
Acropolis : it ia in 37* 48' 3* N. lat. ; 33* 48* 37" B. long.
(Captain W. II. SmythO
Of the other remains on the Acropolis, the most interest-

ing is the building, which, consisting of various parts, is now
commonly known by the general name of the Breehtbeium.
The site of this edifice is denoted in the plan : its details
require to be treated separately. [See EascHTHSinx.] The
south portico of the Pandroaium (which is a part of this
edifice), instead of pillars, was supported by six female
figures, about seven feet high, technically called Carya-
tides, one of which is now in the Elgin collection ; and an-
other had disappeared even when Stuart and Revett visited

Athens in 1 750.

Besides these, and other smaller edifices which adorned
the Acropolis, it contained a prodigious number of statues
and other works of art—some of colossal sue, and others
distinguished for their exquisite beauty. The bronxe colossal
statue of Minerva the Defender (A>eWI ifseaaxec), the
work of Phidias, is probably the statue represented on the
coin which shows the steps of the Acropolis. The spear
and helmet ofthis colossal figure (Pausan. L 38) were visible

towering above the Acropolis to those who approached
Athens by sea, as soon as they had rounded Cape Sunium.
The Propylaja formed the defence of the western end

of the Acropolis ; the rest was surrounded by a strong
wall. That on the north aide was called the Pelasgicum,
a term also applied to that part of the city immediately below
it, and by Herodotus (r. 64) to the whole Acropolis. Accord-
ing to tradition, the north wall was built by the Petasgi

:

possibly the existing wall may be part of this original

construction, which, m all probability, is the oldest existing

monument of Athens. The south wall was built, or
probably rebuilt, and strengthened by Cimon, the son of
MUtiades, from whom it took the name of Cimonium ; in
some parts it is sixty feet high. Near this south wall, as
Pausanias tells us (i. 35), waa the representation of the
wars of the giants, the battle between the Athenians and
the Amazon*, the battle of Marathon, and the defeat of the
Gauls in Mysia by king Attalus I. [See Attalus.]
At the close of the late Greek war, Athens was ic a

dreadful state, being little more than a heap of ruins, and
almost without inhabitants. At present, building is going
on in the north part of the city, and if the unfortunate
country of Greece can enjoy security, we may hope that, in

a few years, the town will be in a more flourishing condition
than it has been for many centuries. The exeat ations thut

are made for the purpose of erecting new buildings will

probably determine some sites hitherto uncertain, ana bring
to light some valuable monuments of the best ages.

Tbe authorities which may be consulted for the topo-
graphy of Athens are very numerous : Strabo, book ix.

;

Pausanias, book i/; with the scattered passages of other
Greek and Latin writers ; Spon and Wheler ; Chandler's
Travel*, of which there is a French translation, with notes,

by B. dn Bocage ; Stuart's Athen*. 4 vols, folio, re-publishcd

S Priestley and Weale, London, 1837; Leake's T<xsyrn-
yofAtkent; Wilkins's Athenieiuia; and Elfin Martlet.

3 vols. !3mo.. published by tbe Society for tbe Diffusion of
Useful Knowledge, in which these ana other authorities are
more particularly referred to : see also Eneyc. of Encb and
Gruber, art. Attica. 1831.

Hittory of Athtnt.—The origin of civil communities ia

generally unknown, and that of Athens does not form sn
exception to the remark. Our object here will be to give a
brief sketch of the History of this state, referring to tbe

particular beada for a more detailed account of the must
important periods and events.
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Tht AeM period of Atisuiao history, ending with the T«
*f Troy. U of a mythical character. Adssu* ( Pausau. i 2.)

wa> (ha first king of Attica, Cecrops. according to one

fable, *u a native of Attica, who married the daughter of
]

Actreus, and succeeded to the monarchy. According to

another fable. Cecrop* waa an Egyptian, who brought

from Egypt tne art* of *OC1^ ufe "
*n<1 ,lud tne founu»-

tiona ot the religious and political system of the Athe-

nians. The name of Cecrops, whatever may have been its

origin, was perpetuated among the Athenians to the latest

eporh of their existence ns a people. Of the successors of

Cecrups. Erecbtheus the first. otherwise called Ericblhonius.

«a, of divine or unknown descent; his name also survived

and retained a place in the religious observances of Athens.

In the reign of Pandion, the son of Kru hthonius. Demeler

(Ceres) was wandering on earth in quest of her lost daugh-

ter ; out of gratitude for information about her child, the

goddess taught Tnptolemus of Eleusis the art of agriculture,

and the Rbarian plain waved with a harvest hitherto un-

known to man. A second Ererhthcus fought with ihe Eu-

motpide of Eleuiii. and lost bis life, ifigcus. the son of

• second Pandion, in course of time came to the throne,

and bis son Theseus, as he was the last, so he was the

greatest of the Athenian heroes. Theseus was the friend

of Hercules and Peirithous ; and the venerable Nestor,

who assisted the Greek* with hi* counsels at the war of

Troy, had fought, when a young man, in the same rank*

with Tlieseus. The mythological fame of Theseus was

perpetuated by hi* martial exploits against the hull of Mara-
thon ; b) bis descent to the infernal regions; hi* voyage to

Crete, and hi* combat with the Centaurs. As the reputed

founder of the Athenian polity, who united in one confe-

deration the twelve hitherto independent states or cities of

Attica, established by Cecrops (Strab. p. 397), bo appear*

to be invested with the character of an historical personage.

(See Thucyd. ii IS.) Theseus i* also said to have instituted

the great quinquennial festival of the Panathenssa, in com-
memoration of the political union of all Attica. (Pausan.

Tilt 2 ) To the latest period of their history the Athenian*
retained the grateful remembrance of tins hero, and the

beautiful temple, which is still called the Thewnum, ha*
perpetuated to the present day • name which belongs to a
period wben the truth of history is wrapped in the impene-
trable veil of the my tbi of the Greeks.

Tbe Athenian* sent fifty (hips to tbe war of Troy, under

the command of Menestheus, who had driven Theseus from
Athens ; but neither the general nor his soldier* occupy a
conspicuous place among tbe worthies of Homer.

If we endeavour to trace the history of the Athenian
people, we find tbe obscurity of their origin expressed by
the statement that tbey were AulncMlhonei— people coeval

with the land which the) inhabited. Herodotus (i. 57) says

that the Athenians were originally Pelasgi, and that tbey

brraroe changed into Hellenes (Greeks). Such a change im-
pl.es the conquest of tbe country by one race while it was
already in the possession of another; it implies also either

the amalgamation of the conquered and the conquering
r»< ft. or the extinction of those who were compelled to

wid. The former we believe to he supported by more pro-

al.ililie* Xutlius, the son of Hellen, married a daughter of

the serofsd Erechlheus. and became the father of Arhanis
and l»n : tbus tbo nam* Ionian became aitarhed to the

Atur soil ; and we have the historical fact, that the names
of i he four u-ilirs which existed till the time of t'tcislbeiies

were supposed to be derived trora the names of the four sons
of l<>n. (Herd. v. 66 : cirop. l'su«an. mi. I.) 'Tue Athe-
nians.' s*)s Herodotus (tm. 44). 'during the occupation by
ttie Pelasgi of tbe country now callcd^lcllas, were l*ela«in.

with tbe distinctive name of Cranai. from Cecrops they
reeritrd (he name of ( ecrnpi'laj; and upon Krechthcussuc-
emling to the rot al power, their name »n» changed to Athe-
lu m». After Ion, the son of Xuthus, had become the leader
of the forces of the Athenians, the pcop'e not the name of

nutans' In tile fable of Posridnn and Athena (Neptune
and Minerva) contending for the honour of gn mg a name to
Athens, r*u*rtdon. the god of the Ionian* of lichee and the
national god of those who were afterwards the Ionian* of A«ia.

was the representative of tbe deity whose worship strove for

the supremacy. Among the vanuu* names by which Athens
was known, we find that of Poaeidqnia, or lb* City of Nep-
tune (Strabo, U. 397) ; and the name of Athens itself

was given to eight different place*. (See S^pb,. B y rant,

'ASrjvai.)

The fable of the two deities contending for Attic*; is re-

presented on a coin qf Atheni.

contended, Ibowgb unsuccessfully, against Athena, the pri-

mitive deity of the aiunlnr. Yet tbe name and worship of
I' -enlon was not ncglrcuxl m Athens ; the Rrcchtheium of
the Aempoli* preserved the remembrance "f the content, anil

tlf slur on which it was usual to sarn flee ( Pausan. i 2<.» U-lli

to Ersvhlbeu* and Poseidon, indicated that tbe mythical king

The remembrance ofthe Pelasgi was retained in the narne
of the northern wall of the Acropolis, of which they were the

architect*, and in that part of the city which was below it in

the plain. Tradition, however, reported lhat tbe PelasgC
or that portion of the old inhabitants which did not mix with

the new comers, were finally driven out of Attica, and re-

tired to Lcranos. Tbe connexion between the Lemnian
and Thracian Pelasgi and the Athenians seems sufficiently

indicated by old traditions and other circumstances. The
Pelasgi were in Attica before tbe time aligned to the reign

of Cecrops ; and it has been remarked (Ersch and Gruber.
Kncye. Attic.) that the analogy of the name Pallas to tbe

Thracian peninsula Pallene. and of the mountain Alho» to

the name Athene, appears to indicate tbe Thracian orjgxi of

these Athenian denominations.

Tbe line of Athenian kings, whatever mar have been it*

historical commencement, terminated with Codrus, sou of
the Messenian Melanlhu*. Melanthus, himself a fugitive,

had received tbe Ionia ns, who Hod from tbe Peloponnesus
before the victorious Heraclida? (B.C. 1 104), parti), as it is

said, for the sake of Ion, that is, because they were kinsmen,
and partly because the Athenians wished to strengthen
themselves against tbe Dorians. On the death of Codrut,
who fell during an invasion of Attica by a Pel<>noiinei'i*o

army (b.c. 1068), his son*, disputing about the right of
succession, referred tbe' matter to the oracle of Delphi, wbo
decided in favour of Medun. Neileus, the other sou, left

bis country at the head of * colony, chiefly Ionjan re-

fugees, and with them founded the twelve Ionian slate*

of Asia. Tbucydides, in his brief sketch of tbe carl) history

of Greece, instead of attempting to unravel the web in wbua
even in bis time it was involved, gives only these as tht
general result* of hi* inquiries into the earliest slate of hi*

native country :—The sterility of Attica offered no tempta-
tion to an invader, and it consequently had not, l.kc tbe

more fertile part* of Greece, a continual change of inhabit

ants; the security which It enjoyed made it a place of
refuge for those who were driven from other states; and
the increase of wealth and population led to the cU nualiva
of Ionia and the greater part of the islands of the ^fcgean

after the war of Troy. (Tliucy. i. 2, \ Herodotus (tiii.

4i) has furnished us with a list of tho-e islands, which, at

the time of tbe great invasion of Xerxes. came to tbe assist-

ance of their mother state. They are Erctna and Lhalcis in

EuUra, both founded before tbe war of Trot (Stralio. 446),

and the islands of Ceos, Naxos, Siphnos and Script. o». The
circumstances of the Athenians at tins earl) pen >u directing

their attention to the colonization of islands, tends to sIk»w

that they were always a maritime people, though the found-

ation of their natal power is referred by their own bisturiau*

to the epocb of the Persian wars.

Willi the death of t'odrus tbo offii-e of king ceased in

Athens, and the supreme cxerutu* power was tested is an
arrlion. or governor, whose office, from being al first heredi-

tary and for life, was b) degrees changed into * decennial,

ami finally into au annual office. When the last cbaige
took place, a further allerali -n was made by distributing

the duties of the archun among nine ufliialratrs. uitlead

of git in,; them all to oue. [See Ai ciiox, t o. ai v)
From the deotb of Codru* to the legislation of Solon,

Athenian history preseuts but few and uVubllul fact*; and
though the personalitv of Solon and his fr*a»ng of a cod*
cannot be miller* of doubt, the event* of bis hie belong M

,

that epocb when Us* record* of history are still obscure and

j
disputed. Solon *•« lb* oonumporvj of Aaasis, king «f
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Egypt, which country he it said la hare visited : of Cntws,
king of Lvilia, what* pride and witty he rebuked ; and of

the Artt Cyrus, the founder of the Persian empire. With
the legislation of Solon in c. 594), Athenian history begin*

to assume a more definite form, and the tame epoch marks
the historical commencement of that series of event* which
brought the inhabitant* of the countries ea*t of the Tight
into connexion with the south of Europe. Tradition assigned
to Theseus the credit of laying the foundation of their de-

mocracy. (Plut. TSn. c. J3.) Of the regulation* (Siapo!) of

Drscon (».c. 8»4>. the predecessor of Solon in legislation, we
know little, except that his criminal code was so severe as to

require an almost entire change. [See Draco*.] The consti-

tution of Solon wa* designed to maintain the chief political

power just where it was—in the hands of the rich, whom he
divided into three classes, according to their property : and
to them alone he g i\e the privilege of filling public offices

:

but by allowing the fourth or poorest class to be members
of the ecelesia, and to be the dirasts or jurymen in the courts

of justice, he laid, perhaps unintentionally, the foundation

of a pure democracy. Besides the nine Archons, the ad-

ministration was managed by the senate (/3ot>Xi}) of 400,

each of the four tribes supplying 100 members. [See
Aasor aou*. 8olo*.1 The usurpation of Pisiatratus (b.c.

MO), who by fraud ana force seiied on the supreme executive

power, did not change the law* of Solon, it is said, though
It certainly must hate changed, for the time at least, a great

pert of the constitutional form* of Athens. Under the title

of trrsnt (reparocl, a term at that time not necessarily

implying the abuse of power. Pisiatratus governed with
equity and moderation. He was twice expelled from
Athena, but a battle on the field of Marathon at last se-

eur*d his power, which he transmitted to his son Hippias.
[See Piainaavi-a ] His successor had neither the ability

nor the good fortune of bis father, and he wa* finally driven
out of Athens (a.c. 5lo) by the aristocratical faction of
the Atcmssonidas. who. by corrupting the oracle of Delphi,
brought against Hippias the power of Lacedtemon. Cleo-
menes, the mad king of the Lacedemonians, was employed
en this busine**. Hippias being expelled retired with his

family to 8igeium on the Hellespont, a possession which
ka/1 been acquired by the arms of hi* father. Pisiatratus

and his) son held the tyranny of Athens for thirty-six years
(Herod, v 63), during which time we may reasonably infer

that all tendency toward* a detnorratical form of government
w*« suppre ssed : but the arts began to flourish under their

rule, and the foundation of the temples of Apollo Pythius and
Jupiter Oljmpiua is assigned to the period of their govern-
ment The downfall of this antient (see Herod v. 63) and
powerful family was the signal for the commencement of
party stnfe, and for the consequent development of the
aWrooerarteal principle.

Two factions now divided Athens, headed respectively by
Onstbme* of the family of the Alcmatonidao, and Isagoras
the son of Tisamler. [See ClsivrHXNes.] Cleisthenes
changed the number of tribes (evXai) from four to ten, and
by that and other measures he gained the favour of the
pe»pe. The senate OJo»X^) of 400 was changed into one
of 3e0. fifty members being annually chosen from each
tribe. Hi* rival called in to his aid Cleomenes, who,
though at first successful, was finally baffled in his attempts
eo Athens. This invasion of Cleomenes is worthy of notice

for having led to the first recorded communication between
the Athenian* and Persian*. The Athenians, wishing to

strengthen themselves against another threatened invasion,

sent ambassadors to ArUphernes, the Persian governor of

Sardi*. The haughty satrap, after asking who the Atheni-
an* were, and where they lived, promised help on condition

of their giving to the king of Persia .larth and water, the
waaal signs of submission required by the great king. The
ambassador* incautiou-h assented, and, on their return
home, were well abused for their pains.
Toe utue of th* Spartan attach, which wa* so much ap-

prehended bv the Athenians, was more favourable than
they had anticipated : the Corinthians, who had joined in

the invasion, eh anged their minds and went home ; the
two Laoedaraoni an kings, Cleomenes and his colleague

Draaratus. Quarrelled at Bleusis just before t battle was
expected, and the Pvlopnnnesjtn army consequently dis-

persed; and the Athenian* were thus left at liberty to

•eat with the Boeotian* and Chalcidians, who, acting in

eoocert with the Petopnnnesians, had crossed the fron-

tier. The Athenian* gained a complete victory over the

' Breotinns and Chalcidians, crossed into Edhrr*. anil
placed four thousand Athenian colonists In the territory

of Chains. Thus the Athenians, who were *aid tv have
ormiiiallv colonized Chains, got a firmer rooting in tins

fertile island, which was on subsequent occasions o»nst<k-red
more important than most of their foreign possessions.

About this time. Hippias the exiled tyrant came to the
Peloponnesus, on the invitation of the' Lacedemonian*,
and urtred his claims to be restored to the sovereignty of
Athens. Tliough supported by the leading state of Pelopon-
nesus, Hippias failed in obtaining the consent of the rest of
the l'elop»nncsiaii confederacy, and he retired to 8igrtum,
where he endeavoured to maintain his desperate cause by
exciting Artuphernes against the Athenians. An event nun
happened which was favourable to bis views. The Athe-
nians, at the instigation ofAristagoras of Miletus, sent twenty
ships, to which the Bretrians of Rubosa ad'led five, tr a»M«t
tho Ioninn Greeks, who had revolted against Darius The
confederate forces succeeded in burning Sardi*. which was
the immediate cause of the invasion of Greece. An im-
mense armament, under the command of Datis and Ar-
Uphernes, crossed the iBgean, besieged and took Bretria
in Eutxea, and landed on the opposite coast of Attica.
The aged exile Hinpias led the Persian* to the plain of
Marathon, the scene of hi* father* victory, a spot well
adapted for the movement* of the cavalry in the Asiatic
army. The Athenians, supported only bv the Platamns,
under the command of Miltiades, defeated the formidable
army of the invaders (B.c. 490), who retreated in their ships
across the ;Enean. [See Darius. Marathon.]
Ten years later, Xerxes, the son of Darius, led in person

against Greece one of the largest forces of which we h»<»
any trustworthy record. Tho army, accompanied by the
fleet which attended its movements along the coast, ad-
vanced through Thrace, Macedonia, and Tbessaly. to the
pass of Thermopylae, where the gallantry of Leouidas for a
short time opposed its progress. The treachery of the
Boeotians, ana the cowardice, or lukewarmness of the Pelo-
ponnesians. allowed the Persian army to march unopi>o»ed
through Baeotia into Attica, while the fleet followed the
coast and took its station near Salami*. The Athenian*
were compelled to leave their city to the invaders, and em
bark on board their navy. Fortunately for them in this

contingency, they bad already a considerable naval force,

which at the ad\ice of Themistocles they had raised for the
purp se of contending with their troublesome neighbours in

the island of ifigina. In the sea-fight of Sslamis |h c.

!

480), the Persian fleet was entirely ruined by the combined
naval force of the Athenians and the other Greeks, nnd the

(

Persian king made an inirtorious and hasty retreat into

Asia, leaving behind him Mardonius with about 300 000
men. Mardonius, having entered Athens • second tune
with the Persians, and made a second vain attempt to

detach the Athenians from the alliance, burnt and de-

stroyed all that Xerxes had left untouched, and reduced
Athens almost to a heap of ruin*. In the year after the
battle of Salamis. Mardonius was completely defeated at

I I'lattpa by the combined Grecian forces under the command
of Pausanias the Lacedaemonian. [See Xmrxkj, Salamis,
and Plat.ka.]
The period between the battle of Platssa (b c. 479) and

the commencement of the Peloponnesian war (mc. 431),

is one of the mo>t interesting in Athenian history, but it

has not been transmitted to us with that accuracy or detail

wbicli we desire. Though the Persians reduced Athens almost
to a heap of ruins, it is probable that they did not completely
destroy all the public buildings. Herodotus (v. 77) saw
the fetters of the vanquished Boeotians and Chalcidians sus-

pended on some walls on the Acropolis, which were >corrhed

with the Persian flames. Still we may consider the citv a*

substantially rebuilt after the >ear B.C. 479, and it would be

difficult to point out any monument now existing at Atheut

of a date prior to the invasion of Xerxes (though there

were some existing in the time of Pausanias), exoept it may
be tho north wall of the Acropolis, which is called the

Pelasgicum. Under the direction of Themistocles, the wall*
1 of Athens were rebuilt, the Peineus was fortified, and the

;

Athenians were taught to look to their navy as the true

|
means of defence against their enemies. By a law of

1 Aristiiles, passed b.c. 479, the constitutional form* were so

)
far changed, that every titiien wa* eligible to all the office*

in the state, and thus the democratico! principle received a

| still further development : its direction and control belonged
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to the orator and the soeeeeafol commander, in

boos Am this tint* forward, and indeed probably Cram a

still earlier period, waa centered the real executive power.

[See Antennas.]
After tba baulea of Plata* and Ifjreale. and tbe rapture

of 8eatoa on tbe Hellespont, it waa still thought desirable

among tbe confederals Greeks to prosecute tbe war against

Persia. The Lacedemonians, hitherto considered tbe head

of tbe confederation, were little disposed tor foreign serriee.

and Paaaanias. their commander on tbe Hellespont, com-

pletely alienated all tbe slues by bis absurd and tyrannical

behaviour. The lead waa thus transferred to tbe Athe-
nians (a.c. 4771. who in a abort time contrived to turn this

to their own profit. A certain quota or rating of men and
ahips had been fixed for all the allies; some who were

averse to service commuted their contingent of men and
ships for a regular money payment, with which the Athe-

nians formed and maintained a force by which they ulti-

mately reduced many (who were hitherto allies) to the con-

dition of dependent and tributary states.

Thus arose the Athenian naval supremacy, which for a

time gave tliem a more extensive empire than any Grecian

state ever acquired, till the time of Philip ana bis son

Alexander. The efforts and the success of this little state

till tbe thirty years' truce (b.c. 44}) were truly surprising.

Cimon, the son of Miltiade*. took Eion on the Strymon. de-

feated the Persians (».c. 466) in a great battle on the Eury-
medon in Pamphytia, took Nsxos. and carried the Athenian

arms as far asCyprus, where be died (B.C. 450 >. [SeeClMON.]
For six years (avc. 460-4)5) tbe Athenians sided tbe Egyp-
tians in their rising against tbe Persians, in tbe reign of

Artsxerxes. They got possession of a large part of Mem-
phis tbe capital of Lower Egypt, and were at one time

actually masters of tbe country. Their final defeat waa
apparently owing to tbe want ofa vigorous commander, and
partly, no doubt, to the want of supplies, which Athens
could ill afford to send to soch a distance, while con-

stantly engaged in wars with her immediate neighbours.

Under tbe command of Toimides and Pericles, the Athe-

nian empire at borne bad received an apparent increase

of strength by tbe success of their arms. The extent of

their successes is shown by what waa given up. On making
the thirty rears' truce. Athena surrendered the province of

Achats, Ntssm and Pegas the two porta of Megaris, and Tras-

ses ; all of them important positions in the Peloponnesus.

But their empire in more remote parts had received consider-

able secessions before the commencement of tbe Peloponno-

aian war. Amphipolis on the Strymon had been successfully

planted as an Athenian colony ; Potidasa. on the isthmus of

Pellene, bad fallen into their hands ; numerous islands in

she Agean acknowledged their supremacy ; and Byzantium,

the key of the Buxine, waa in their possession, and gave

them the command of the supplies of grain from the

northern shores of that sea.

The wealth which both the state and individuals acquired

daring this period led to the extension and embellishment

of Athens. Cimon built that temple of Theseus which
still exists, and embellished the Academy and tbe Agora.

During the time of his creates! influence, probably after

the battle of Eurymedon. tbe Long Walls were built.

Next to Themistocles sn<l Cimon in order of time, and
before them as wo neauuner of bis native city, we must
plsee Pericles, tbe son of Xanthippus. Under him were
built the Parthenon, tbe Propyuea of the Acropolis, and
the great temple of Demeter at Eleusis. Tbe genius of Cal-
ibrates, Ictinus.and Phidias, executed the noble plans of the

orator, statesman, and stumor, woo now wielded the power
of the democracy ; and from the united efforts of tbe archi-

tect and tbe sculptor arose tbe most finished buildings that

the world has ever seeu. [See Pbbiclxs ] Athens, which
hitberto does not appear to have bad any pre-eminence in the
imitative arts, was now adorned with public edifices, in

which architecture and its sister sculpture, with painting,

contributed to adorn tbe public worship of the state, and to

humanise tbe eitixens. Nor must we omit to notice the

progress which the dramatic art made during this period.

Tragedy, if not indigenous in A -hens, whs-b however
seems most probable, found there at least its roost com-
plete development. (See Scbloseer. Umr. Hi*l. UtbrmeAt.
I. Tk. X. AbtM » jBachtlus, who had fought st Marathon
and Salamia. infused into bis compositions all the energy of
a warrior. Sophocles and Bunpides laboured to improve and
perfect the drama by a more elaborate plot, and by gmog it

of a moral and philosophical character. The mat Dte-
nysiac theatre,which was probably commenced early enough
to witness tbe tragedies of jBschylus, was formed expressly
for the exhibition of the drama. Comedy also, said to be of
Sicilian origin (but perhaps rather of Greek Megshe birth),

found a home in Athens, where Eupolis, Cratinus, Aristo-
phanes, and others of tbe old comedy, while they tried to

amuse the people and secure tne honours of the prise, often
made their pieces the vehicles of political opinions, of per-

sonal satire, and sometimes of tbe coarsest invective and
abuse. Besides the drama, history, philosophy, and elo-

quence, though they may not have been of Attic origin,

took root during this period, and became almost her exclusive
property. Tbe development of the mathematical and phy-
sical sciences belongs to a biter period in Grecian history,

and hardly forms a part of the literary history of Athens.
The Peloponnesian war, which commenced b.c. 431, forma

an important period in Athenian history, and requires
a separate consideration. [See Pklofonnksi an War.]
Athens commenced tlie contest with all the advantages of
long experience in warfare, a powerful navy, a large re-
venue, and numerous subject or sllied states. Sparta, at
the head of the Peloponnesian confederation, and tbe most
powerful military state in oreecc. was urged, both by na-
tional hatred and by fear of future danger, to attempt to

crush the increasing power of her rival. The war, in its

origin, and still more in iu progress, was a war both of
national and political animosities: the Dorian*, with Sparta
at their head, and the arittocratic principle, were me'ebed
against the Athenians, the head of the Ionian nation, and
the great advocates of democratic forma. In the second
year of the™ Atoens sunerea irom a aresaiui pestilence,
the pbyucal and moral evils of which have been described
by Thucydidi (lib. u.), with the minuteness of an eye-
witness and the spirit of a true philosopher. Tbe great
expedition to Sicily, undertaken (b.c. 415) in the wildest
spirit of popular miscalculation, tended to bring the war to
a termination, though the struggle was still maintained
longer by thi Athenians than their enemies anticipated.

The defeat of the Athenians by Lysander at jflgospotami
on the Hellespont, prepared the way for the blockade of
Athens, which surrendered to the Spartans m.c. 404. The
Long Walls and the fortifications of the Peiratua were de-
molished to the sound of musical instruments; and the
Athenians, whose surrender bad been Hastened by tbe
extremities of famine, even consented 'to give up all their
ships except twelve; to consider the aame people their

friends and enemies who were the friends and enemies of
tbe Lacedaemonians ; and to follow the Lacedemonians by
sea and by land, wherever they might choose to lead.'

(Xen. HtUtn. ii. 2.)

Athens, chiefly through the arts of Theramenea. an
Athenian, who transacted the business of the surrender with
the Spartans, was placed under the control of thirty men,
who are generally called tbe Thirty Tyrants. They were
nominally appointed to frame a new constitution {HeiUn.
ii. 3), which they never did. but directed the senate (/WViJ)

and all functionaries according to their sole pleasure. Union
did not long continue among the members of this body.

Critias, having quarrelled with his colleague Theramenea,
accused him before tbe senate, who were awed into submis-
sion to tbe desperate measures of Critias bv tbe sight of •
body of men armed with daggers. Tberamenes was com-
pelled to drink poison, and the measures of tbe Thirty be-
came still more oppressive and cruel. But Thrasvbulus, an
Athenian exile, by his vigour and prudence brought about a
counter-revolution, after defeating tbe Thirty at the Peiratua,

and restored the constitutional forms of tbe Athenian state

(B.c. 403), which had endured eight months of almost un-
paralleled tvrannr. fSee Thikhiiii, Thbasybulcs.}
The subsequent event* of Athenian history, to the time of

Philip and Demosthenes, require only a short notice here.

Intrigue on tne pan oi t-eraa. and. still more, dissatisfaction

at tbe Spartan supremacy, united Corinth. Athens. Thebes,
and other cities against the Lacedssmonisns. Agesilaus waa
called from Asia to restore tbe fortunes of bis country. Tbe
battle of Coroneia (B.C. 394). though it might be a victory to

tbe Spartans, did not leave them in the undisputed p raises

ston of their supremacy by Isnd ; and the battle of Cnidua
was fatal to their dominion bv see, Conon. an Athenian
commander, who bsd escaped from the disastrous results of
the battle of .Egospotami. fled to Bvegorss. king of Crete,

where be stated till a favourable opportunity placed him at
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tba heed of a combined Greek and Persian fleet. About
the hm tin* aa the battle of Coroneia, ha entirely de-

stroyed tba LscedatuMcuea fleet under the oommand of

Pteander, oeT Cnidua in Asia Minor. Tha event restored

toe naval supremacy of Athens. Coooo appeared before

the Petraaua with the neat which the Persian satrap Pbar-
nabaaoa entrusted to him. and a ram of money for rebuilding

the walla. To Coooo belongs the glory of restoring, after a
victory over his enemies, the bulwarks of Athens (sea

Domosth. Ltptin. can. II), which ThemiDocks bad first

erected by deceiving the Laeedajmonians. [8ee Aobsilaos,
Cowon.] The peace of Antaleidas (n.c 38 7 or 386) marks
an epoch in tba general history of Greece, though the real

enVamcy of it for promoting peace was just ss worthleas as
if it had never been made.
The period to the battle of Mantineia (B.C. 362) is one of

Utile interest for Athenian history. Thebes, hitherto a
second-rate power among the states of European Greece,
contended, under Pelopidaa and Epaminondaa, with the
Spartans for the supremacy of Greece. Athens, during this

period, played an unimportant part, though her naval supe-
riority still protected her against the Lacedemonians, and
made her assistance of some weight in the balance. In
B.C. 376, Chabriaa defeated Polhs, the Lacedaemonian com-
mander, who was cruising about Jlgina, Ceos, and Andros,
with the view of stopping the Athenian grain ships with
their supplies of com, which were waiting at Genestoa in

Cubase ; and Timotbeus gained another naval victory over
the LaoadsHnooians in the same year. [See Chabbi as.]

The result of the wars between Thebes and Sparta was,
that than remained no state in Southern Greece which

fnosaossd a deoded political superiority. Athens, still

powerful by sea. was detested by the dependent towns and
islands for tha oppressive exactions made both by the state

itself and by the commanders of the fleets. Cos, Rhodes,
Chios, and Byxaatium united in a league (B.C. 358) ; Cha-
brias foil in an attack on Chios (a.c. 357). and an attempt
to reduce Bytantium also foiled. This, which is sometimes
called the Social War, Issted three years. But st this time
a northern power. Macedonia, which hitherto bad exercised
comparatively little influence south of the straits of Ther-
mopyb*. gradually began to mingle directly in the affairs of
Greece. The Holy war, or Phoctan war [see Procian War],
as it is also called, which arose from apparently small be-

Elinings, brought the Athenians, who joined the Phocians,
to a coolest with the Thebens and their allies, who pro-

fessed a* carry into effect the decrees of the Amphictyons
(a.c. iit). A long and bloody war which ensued was fa-

vourable to the views of Philip of Maoedon, who, after

netting his foot Irmly in Theeaaly. soon got an influence in

the Amphictyonie council, and thus gained the opportunity
of forming a party in Athens, snd putting an end to the
war (B.C. 3sf), which bad lasted ten years. The history of
Athens, during the period of Philip, requires a minute detail

{see Philip. DsMoerHaxts]. The victory of Ctueroneia
B.C. 338). in which the Athenians and Tbebane, with their

allies, were defeated by Philip, completely established the
Macedon ian supremacy in Greece. In a public assembly st

Corinth. Philip was chosen generalissimo of the Greek nation
in the intended war against Persia ; and after his asaaasi-
naOoo (ex. 334), the same honour was conferred on his
eon Alexander, who carried into elect that whioh his father
had designed.

From the age of Pericles to the time ofAlexander. Athens,
though almost constantly engaged in wars, had not neglected
to mlurate those arts which have associated her name with
the history of civilisation. Her public buildings were con-
tmaalty increasing in number and magnificence, which was
asaialy due to Lycurgos. the orator, the son of Lycopbron,
whs Wait the Panathenaic Stadium, and provided for the
security of the city by the magaxines on the Acropolis, and
by the deck-yards in the Peiraus. He is said also to have
•ompfoted tha great Dionysiae theatre, and to have repaired
the Odeium of Pandas. Public speekine-. without whichPublic speaking, without which
there is no road to political power in a democratical state,
had been cultivated m Athens ever since the downfall of
tha family of Piaastratas restored the constitutional forms;
and Thaminwlaa, Ansndas, and others, owed their influ-
oBae is their sUD in oratory aa wail as to their abilities or

Anhphon [see Ajmrao*] fast formed oratory
aa art at Athena, or was the first who professed to
i *; sad the mtredacrjoa about the same time of the

availed themselves, made the study of oratory an radiepen-
sable branch of education for all who aspired to eminence
in the etate. The school of lacerates was of a different cha-
racter from those which preceded it, being slmost exclu-
sively devoted to teach the formation of a phrase, and to the
rhythm of expression. Demosthenes, the great master of
Athenian eloquence, was trained in the most lsboriout dis-
cipline of that period; from Isocrates he learned to form a
rounded sentence ; Isbmis instructed him bow to handle the
matter ; and his own genius furnished him with the fervour
and the impulse of a complete orator.

After the time of Sophocles and Euripides, we find no
tragic writer who enjoyed soy high reputation among the
Athenians, with the exception perhaps of Agsthon, of wbosi
works a few fragments remain. But the dramatic art was
by no means neglected. Comedy assumed a new form in
the hands of Alexis and Antiphanes, whose fecundity
equalled that of any former writers. The actors themselves
rose to greater importance during this period, not only be-
cause their art was valued for the pleasure whioh it gave,
but also for its close connexion with the successful practice

of eloquence, the path to political rank. The actor gained
wealth by his profession, and became also the instructor of
the orator in that which we may call the dramatic part of
bis study. Demosthenes himself was indebted to the actors
Satyrus and Andronieus for his superiority in action. On
one occasion, we And Aristodemus, an actor, sent on an
embassy to Philip, partly perhaps because the Macedonian
king was fond of his art,— partly, also, because Aristodemus
could assume on all public occasions as dignified a manner
as that which characterised Philip himseir. (See Scblosser,
i. Th. 2 Abth. ; and jBschinxs.)
Anaxagoras introduced into Athens the speculative phi-

losophy of the Ionian school, and he found a pupil and
supporter in the great Pericles, and in the poet Euripides.
From this period we may consider philosophy ss in opposition
to the popular creed, since the speculations ou the origin of
things and the nature of man were entirely at variance with
those symbolical forms which constituted a chief part of
the exterior shape of religion, and, in the eyes of the people,
its substance. From the Elastic school, which wss early
divided into two branches, sprang tba subtle dialectic which
established itself at Athens. Socrates himself was a master
in this science ; bis school, chiefly known through his dis-
ciple Plato, requires a history by itself. [See Socbatxs,
Plato.] The teaching of Aristotle belongs to the next
period. [See Ajustotlb.] In historical writing, Athenian
literature has transmitted to us the history of the Pelopon-
nesian war by Thucydides, a work in which the dryness of the
annalistic style it relieved by the profound reflections, which
the author generally puts into the mouths of his speakers.
Xenophon, a pupil of Socrates, has left us. in his Anabasis,
one of the most attractive military histories tbst ever was
written, a model of simplicity and good aenae, in this respect
equal to the Commentaries of Cawar, but superior to the
work of the Roman general in all that renders a narrative
interesting. Xenophon waa also an historian, a philosopher,
and an economical writer (aa the term was then understood),
but bis fame must rest on his history of the Expedition of
the younger Cyrus, and perhaps on the philosophical ro-

mance (the Cyropesdeia) which has disguised the history of
the first Cyrus, the founder of the Persisn monarchy.

Various modern writers have attempted to determine the
population of Athens from the few data left by antient writers,

and from such other considerations as appear applicable to

the question. Their results are very different, as might be
expected in a case where even an approximation to truth is

not attainable. We may always reasonably distrust the
accuracy of antient statistics ; snd when to this we add the
discrepancies in extant authorities, snd the errors to which
they have been exposed from transcription, we cannot place

any confidence at all in the results that have been deduced
aa to the antient population of this city. The question is

also mixed up with the population of the whole province

[see Attica], and it is not easy to assign the proportions

belonging to the capital and to the rest of the country.

Colonel Leake (Tapog. ofAtAeru. p. 380) states the popu-

lation of the city at about 116,000. in the most flourishing

tunes of the republic : be makes the citizens, 40,000; the

Metoxa. or resident aliens, 13,000 ; the slaves. 53,000 : and
' paupers and others of Athenian race, not having rights of

caiienahip,' 10,000. We can hardly express a positive

opinion aa to the probability of 116,000 being above or below
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the troth : bat various objections m»T be made to the masons

br which the detail* of this investigation are supported.

Hor<-kh (Publu Economy of Alhent, ii. 66. Trans.) has

estimated the erealcat population of the city and the ports

•t I nO.uOo. But the only fact of any weight on which this

assumption rests, is the circumstance of the bouses in Athens
being above lO.noO in the time of Xenophon. The author,

to in* a soma additional degree of probability to this result,

estimates the population of tbe mining district at 20,0o0,

which, added to the population of the city and porta, makes
a total of 200.000. He then astumes tbe area of tbe city

and ports, together with the mining district, at thirty-two

square miles, which he thinks will not (rite too great a
population f >r each square mile. But these considerations

only obscure the question. Boeckh estimates the circuit of

the city end sea-ports at 300 stadia, which is considerably

above tbe truth [see Atkins, p. II]; but he says nothing
of the area of the city and the ports, which certainly was
not above three square miles. We have thus twenty-nine

square miles fur the mining district, which may be above
or Mow tbe truth ; but as we do not know the dimensions
of this district, except thst it was reckoned sixty stadia in

one direction, nothing positive can be said about it. Though
Bocckh s arguments as to tbe population of tbe city are 1

inconclusive, we cannot help thinking that tbe population I

whirb ha assigns to it is more in harmony with all known I

facti than tbe lower estimate of Colonel Leake. Mr. Clinton
{Patti HtUtnici, p. 304) is disposed to assign about 160,000
inbsbttanta to the city end the pons ; but some of his argu-
ments are liable to objection, and especially so far as they
rest on his assertion 'of the space enclosed being larger

than Paris, and nearly equal to Rome in the time of Au-
gustus.' That this could not be the case will be evident, if

we compare, as Colonel Leake has not neglected to do, the
form of the walls of Rome with those of Alliens ; the circuit

of the two walls might be nearly equal, but the space in-

cluded was very different.

The population of the city depended, to a considerable
amount, on foreign corn, which was derived from Eubosa,
the north coast of the Blsek Sea, and also from other places.

The corn trade between the Black Sea, and /Kgina and the
Peloponnesus, existed as early as B.C. 480 (see Herod, vii.

147). and perhaps earlier. In the time of Demosthenes
( 'fratitm agmntt U-otinei) the importation ofcorn into Attica
was very large, and the regulations respecting this trade
formed an important part of the public economy of the city.

The political history of Athens, during and after tbe age
of Alexander, is of little importance. The city was often
involved in the revolutions and movements of the Macedonian
kingdom ; but on the whole it enjoyed internal tranquillity
to the time of the Roman occupation of Greece, which it

owed chiefly to the control exercised by the various rulers
of Macedonia. Soon after the death of Alexander the
Lamian war broke out, in which the city showed almost the
Utt feeble spark of that military spirit which once led it to

triumph over the armies of the east. The result of the
campaign was the occupation of Munvrhia by a Macedonian
garrison ( r. 322) ; and the death of Phocion, which took
place soon after, left Athens without a representative of her
sniwnt stHtf-tmen. (See AirriPATM. Lsosthensi, and
Lamiaw Was

]

Cstsandcr. hsving got possession of Athens (». c. 317),
appointed Demetrius of Phslcrum, supported by a Mace-
donian iramion, the governor of the city. During ten
yesra Demetnua secured to Athens, if not prosperity, at
lra»t peace: un<lcr him Pliilothe srehitert sdded a portico
to the great temple st Kleusis. and built the large arsenal
in the PeirsMia Drmctnus was a mere rhetorician, and a
pretenoVr t> philo<ophv ; but he was the friend of the comic
p«>ta l>iplulus snd MenanHer, the omsmrnts of the new
Athenian comedy. Lndcr his adrnimatrstion the character
of the Athenian* sunk Mill lower ; snd pulilic morals, perhaps
never pure in Alliens, at least since the days of Henries,
became prepared Ibr the excesses of Demetrius Polioreetes,
who bund the corrupted Athrniin ready to anticipate bis
most extravagant wishes ami demands. Demetrius the
Phalerian was .tpsIM (». c. 3<>7), and tbe forms of tbe
constttatsnti were t<jr a litne revived.

Demetrius INsiorcetea «as a soldier. • man of talent, snd '

a lover of pleasure. During his second residence st Athens I

ta.C. S0|), he receded the honours which were due or>U to
the goda; temples were erectsd to his tniatre*M»; tv>r rM the 1

akwie of the Virgin Goudvss herself oe the Aeropous escape ,

desecration from the unbridled lioemtiousnena of this second
Alcibiadea (Plutarch, Dtmetr. 83, 84.) Anligonus Gunatas
got possession of Athena far a short time (Pauaan. 3, 0.)

a.c. 860.

During the wars between the last Philip of Macedonia
and the Romans, the Athenians, together with Attains, king
of Pergamiu, took the part of the foreign invaders. Athens,
though weak in tbe field, was still strong within her walls

;

the Macedonian king attacked both the Pelrem* and the
city before the Romans could oome to their assistance (a.c.

200) : but failing in bis object, be turned his vengeance
against the suburbs, and the numerous beautiful temples
which adorned tbe Attic plain. ' Not content t Lrry. xxxi 26)
with destroying the temples and statues, be broke in pieces
the very marble of which they were built.' There can be
no doubt that the invasion of Philip was most destructive to

the monuments of Attica, though Kleusis and Athens itself

escaped. [See Philip.]
The next great calamity of Athena was its capture by

the Romans under Sulla (». c. 86). Athens had espoused
the cause of Mitbridatea, and admitted his general, Arche-
laus, into the Peirsous. The ctty was taken by smsuU
(Plut. Sulla, 14), and the Roman soldiers made tbe streets

swim with Athenian blood. This was tbe first time that
tbe fortifications of Athens had been forced by an enemy.
Sulla demolished the walla of tbe Peirasus, together with the
great arsenal of Philo, and from this time the commerce
of Athens was annihilated. [See Sulla.]

Under Roman government, Athens, though she bad lost

her political power and her commerce, was still the centre of
the arts and of philosophy, and a favourite residence of tbe
weslthy Romans. From the time of Julius Cesar to that
of Hadrian it was occasionally honoured by the visits

of tbe masters of the Roman world, and to them it owed
much of that splendour which Pansanias admired in the
second century of our ara. As a school of learning, it was
frequented by the Roman* who aspired to perfect them-
selves in the language and philosophy of Greece. The
poet Horace was a student here when the civil wars broke
out after the assassination of Julius Cesser; and Cicero
addresses one of his moral treatises to his son Marcus, who
was then studying here under Cratippus. (See OJftna,

lib. i. cap. I.)

' No other city ever enjoyed her fortune in the prosperity

which attended her so long after the loss of her political

importance. Even the respect which baa been paid to

Rome, since the decline of her temporal power, is but a
feeble representation of that enjoyed by Athens during Ave
centuries, among all the nations into which Grecian ci\ di-

sstion had penetrated. We cannot have a stronger proof

of this fact than that the most remarkable buildings erected

in Athens, after the decline of her naval power, were
executed at the expense of foreign potentates.' (Leake s

Trtpn/rraphy qf Atken*. pref. p. xxv.) To compress within

reasonable limits the history of Athens, from the epoch
indicated in tbe above extract, we shall arrange in chrono-

logical order those event* which are worthy of record as

denoting tbe influence or tbe interest of foreign powers in

this city, which the world at on* time regarded as tbe parent

and nurse of arts and philosophy.

a. c. 275. Ptolemy Philadelphus, king of Egypt, built

• gymnasium nesr the temple of Theseus, and gave his

name to a new tribe at Athens.
a.c. 240? Attslus, king of Pergsmus, had also tbe

honour of giving name to a tribe, and ornamented the

Notium, or S.B. wall of the Acropolis, with four compositions

in statusry, one of which commemorated bis own ticiory

over tbe Gsuls (Pausan. i. 81

)

a.c 167. Antkichus Epiphanes, assisted bv tbe sirhitrrt

CosautiiM. commenced the greet temple of Jupiter OI>ro-

pius, which wss not finished till the time of llsdmn.
Anobsrxanes II , lung ofCappadorta, repaired the Odeum,

or Muaic Hall of Pericles.

Julius Cassar contributed te the erection of the Propy-

lavum of tbe New Agere, which still exist*.

a. n. 117 1 .IN. Hadrian, the imperial architect, waa the

great benefactor of Athens. He finished the great temple of

Jupiter, adorned the city with numerous other public works,

sod furnished the new quarter of the Hedrun«p.'li» with

water by sn squedurl Antoninus snd M Aurelio. cntu.ued
to extend to Athena the munificence of their prr<b-c o««..r ;

snd st the same time H

e

rodes Amm-us, a native of Mataiti„n,

erected the theatre which bore Us* Basse of his wifo R»«ilis.
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mm errand with the white marble of Pwntolieui the seat*

in the Stadium of Lveunros. To this epoch belongs the

desrnptkso of Athens by Psnsaniaa. which applies to a time

whew the great works of the ago of Pericles still showed
alt their original freshness and perfection, and the colossal

structure of the Olymptum bad just received its completion.

Though Athens was pillaged by Sulla's soldiers, and
perhaps with the other cities of Greece may hare been robbed

of some of its pictures and statues by the Romans on tub-

sequent occasions, there is no reason for supposing that, at

the close of the second, or even the third century, Athens
bad lost mneh of it* unrivalled works of art. The gradual

decay of its buildings has been attributed with good reason

partly to the decline of paganism (Leake, pref. l.) and to

the slow though gradual progress of the new faith.

a. o. 8M. The walla of the city were repaired under
Valerian.

a.d. 267. The Goths entered Athena, but were repelled

by Dexippus an Athenian.
a.d. 3«s. Alaric took Athena, but probably did not treat

it with great severity.

a.d. 420. General abolition of paganism in Greece and
Athens in the reign of the younger Theodosius. About
this time, or probably earlier, the Parthenon, the temple of

the Virgin-Goddess, was conrerted into a church dedicated to

the Virgin-Mother, and the temple of Theseus was appro-

priated to the warrior Saint George.
a.d. 1304. Athens became a duchy conferred on one of

hi* followers by Boniface, marquis ofMontferrat, whoassumed
the title of king of Theasalonica. It continued in the pos-

session of the Christians, but with many changes, till it fell

into the hands of the Turkish sultan, Mohammed II., in 1 436.

a.d. 1*17. Siege and capture of the Acropolis by the
Venetians under Morosini, when the Parthenon and other
building* on the Acropolis sustained great damage. Though
Athens has suffered much since that time, the siege of Mo-
rosini did infinitely more damage to the Parthenon than it

bad sustained during the 8000 years of it* existence. The
explosion of some powder which hsd been placed in it by the
Turk*, reduced it from it* then almost perfect state to a ruin.

Athens was declared by a royal ordinance of the present

year < 1 834) to be the capita) of the new kingdom of Greece.
The king Tinled it in March and laid the foundation-stone

of his future residence. During the excavations lately

aaaoVe for the purpose of erecting new buildings, several
work* of antient art have been dug up, and we may confi-

dently hope that the restoration of tranquillity to this city

will be favourable to a more complete illustration of its to-

pography and antiquities. A fine basso- rilievo, said to be-
long to the frier* of the Parthenon, has been lately disco-
vered ; and it is said that the whole area round the Acro-
polis is to be excavated. Moat of the existing buildings
hate suffered during the war ofindependence, but fortunately

the temple of Theseus has escaped with very little damage.
Among the names of the protected new streets, we find those
of Minerva, Theseus, and Pericles. (For the constitution,

buiory. and antiquities of Attica, in addition to the arti-

cles and works already referred to, see Lehrbuch der Grie-
ekitrkm SttaUalttrlhiimer, by K. F. Hermann, 18.11;
Boerkh'a fmbbc ficonomy rjf Athen*, English translation;
Clinton • Fmtt Hrllemct, Sec.)

ATHENS, a town in the state of Georgia, U. S., on the
Oeooee. a tributary to the Alatamaha ; it is ninety-two
miles W.NWV. of Augusta on tbe Savannah river. It

contain* Franklin College, otherwise called the University
of Georgia, which waa founded by an act of the Legislature
m 1 7*»i 9, and established at Athens in 1802. Its original

endowment was 30,000 acres of unappropriated land, which
nut •ruducinff any sufficient income, when leased accord-
ing to the provisions of tbe original law, was sold in 1816,
bv tbe trustees, who obtained permission to that effect.

Tow proceed* of the sales were 100,000 dollars, which are
vested in the State bank ; tbe Legislature guaranteed to the
university 8 pssr cent on this sum, and in 1830 made an
additional annual grant of COOO dollars. The income from
tuition varies from 3100 to 4000 dollars.

The urnversJ tjr buildings consist of two brick edifices of
tars* atari**, for the accommodation of students, containing
rooms for the classes, a chapel, philosophical hall, library,

fee. The college library contains 3200 volumes, and the
studewu' libraries too*. The institution possesses a philo-

Bnpnssal and chemical apparatus, a cabinet of minerals of

and a kfffw i—1 garden. The board of

trustees consists of twenty-eight laymen; the bout of
visitors of ten laymen and five clergymen. Since the open-
ing of tbe institution in 180* to the present time, there
have been six different presidents, all of whom, at is usually
the case in tbe U. 8.. have been clergymen, with the excep-
tion of the first. The faculty in 1833 consisted of nine
professors and teachers, including tbe president ; the num-
ber of students in 1833 was ninety-seven. The vacations
are about ten weeks in the year. Tbo expense of tuition,
library, and servants hire, is thirty-eight dollars, or some-
what above 8/. per annum.
Athena is in a Ana healthy situation, in the upper country

of Georgia, at the distance of above 300 miles from the sea.
It contained, in 1827, nearly 1000 inhabitant*. {American
Almanacfor 1834, e>e.t

ATHENS, a small post-town in the S.E. part of the state
oi Ohio, U. S„ situated on a high peninsula, formed by a
bend of the Horkhocking river, a tributary to tbe Ohio. It
is the seat of the University of Ohio, which was founded in
1802, by the Territorial Legislature, and endowed by Con-
gress with two townships, which is seventy-two square miles,
or 46,080 acres; this act was confirmed in 1804, by (he
State Legislature, after Ohio had been raised to the rank of a
sovereign state. Tbe institution consists of a college, orga-
nised about 1821, which is a brick building of four stones,
and an academy. The college has a philosophical appa-
ratus, and a library of 1 000 volumes ; there are two students'
libraries of about 300 volumes each. The rents of the college
lands at present amount to about 3300 dollars per annum.
The faculty in 1833 consisted of five professors and

teachers, including the president, who is a clergymsn . Tbo
number of students in 1833, in the college classes wss forty-
five; in the academy, twenty-nine. The whole annual
expense for the session of forty-two weeks is only ninety-
eight dollars, or about 21/. sterling. (American Almanac
for 1834, dV.)

ATHEN8, NEW, a small place in Ohio, eighteen miles
N.W. of Wheeling, on the Ohio river. It is the seat of
Franklin College, which was incorporated in 1824. This
college has no endowments, but is supported altogether by
the pupils' fees. It contains four professors, including the
president and vice-president. Number of students in 1833
was forty. (American Almanac fnr 1834.)
ATHBRSTON, or ATHER8TONE. a town in Ather-

stone division, in the hundred of Hemlingford, in Warwick-
shire, close upon the border of Leicestershire, and on the
road from London to Lichfield, 1 034 miles from London, and
16 from Lichfield.

This place, which owes its origin to the Saxons, stands on
tbe great Roman Way, Hatting SIreel. The manor was
given by William tbe Conqueror to bis nephew Hugh Lupus,
earl of Chester, and is called in Doomsday Book Adereiione.
By Hugh Lupus the manor was bestowed on the monk* of
Bee in Normandy, who obtained by charter from Henry III.

in 1246 and 1247 a yearly fair, to last three days, begin-
ning on the eve of tbe nativity of the blessed Virgin, and
a market weekly on Tuesday. The market increased veiy
much, from its convenient situation. Upon the seizure of the
lands of foreign religious houses in the reign of Henry IV.,

this manor was taken by tbe crown ; and after having been
successively granted to many individuals or religious houses,

it passed to the family of the Repinglons, in which it long
remained. King's College, Cambridge, to which it was
granted by Henry VI., still receives 16/. yearly from it.

Atherstone consists chiefly of one street, in which antient

and modern bouses are mingled together. It is paved and
lighted. Tbe market-place is on tbe north side of the street,

and the market-house, with a spacious room in the upper
part of it, was erected not many years since. It is a rhapelry

in tbe parish of Manceter, or M ancestor, of the yearly value

of 1 1/. 5*. : patron, the vicar of Manceter. The chapel is

antient, having been the nave of tbe church belonging to

an Augustinian friary, founded by Lord Bas*ct of Drn) ton

in tbe reigns of Edward HI. and Richard II. S»ine

time after the dissolution of the monasteries, the nave

was granted to the inhabitants for a chapel of ease to the

church at Manceter. A south aisle, of brick, added to this

edifice, and ' a humble imitation of a modern Gothic tower'

erected in the place of the former tower, have entirety de-

formed this antient building. The former chancel has been

appropriated to tbe free school endowed by Sir William

Devereux and two other persons in 1373.

The chief manufacture of Atherstone is that of bats.
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Rlbaaa* and shalloons *r* also mad*. That* an tourMn
fa tha year, at which considerable business is dona : at aoa

of these, held in September, orach oheaae M sold. Tha
Coventry Canal, which paaaaa daw by tbe town on tha

west contributes to its trade. At » short distance on tbe eaat

Iowa the river Anker, a tributary of tbe Tame, which itself

Iowa into the Trent. The population of Athentone wee, in

1831, 3< 70.

Atberatone baa a subscription-library •*> newa-room;
and there are two dissenting ineeang-bouses, one for me~
tbodists and one for independenu ; one infant acfaool (if not

two), an endowed charity-achool. and a dispensary.

It waa at Atberatone that the earl of Richmond, after-

ward* Henry VII., and his army halted on tbe night of the

80th August. 1463, two night* before tbe decisive battle of
Bosworth Field. Tbe troops encamped in a meadow to tbe
north of the church, since called the Royal Meadow ; and
during tbe night. Henry held a conference in Atber-
atone with tbe two Stanleys, in which tbe measures were
agreed upon which resulted in the defeat and death of

Richard III.

Mr. Dugdsle's park, adjacent to Atberatone, contains
some of tbe tallest and finest oaks in England. A remark-
able bed of trap runs through this park ; and there are many
other formations in the neighbourhood ofAtherstone highly
interesting. Among the anomalous rocks by which the
coal-field is bounded on the south-east, is a peculiar quartaoae
sandstone, of extraordinary hardness, which is extensively

quarried, and sent to s great distance for tbe purpose of road-

making. Nearly adjacent to this is a rich bed ofmanganese,
which at Hartshill has yielded a very profitable return.

Maneeter includes also tbe hamlets of Hartahill and Old-
bury. Maneetar itaelf, though now a poor village, is worthy
of notice, on account of its having been a Roman station,

Mandmtnednm. On the Roman way, Watling-street, and
near the present village, are the remain* of works of consi-
derable extent Tbe dimensions of tbe area included within

the work* are 627 feet by 438 feet mean breadth ; the con-
tents are six acres, one rood, four perches. Tbe station

Manduessedum was near these work*, or rather these are the
remains of the station itself. Fragments of buildings, and
Roman coins, have often been found in tbe neighbourhood

;

and at Oldbury are tbe remains of what is supposed to have
been a Roman summer-camp. Three side* of this are yet
well preserved ; the ramparts are about twenty feet broad at

tbe bottom, and six feet high. On the north side of this

fort some stone axes, or beads of weapons, were dug op

;

one of which is now in tbe Asbmolean museum at Oxford.
Maneeter is a vicarage in the diocese of Lichfield and
Coventry.

Michael Drayton tbe poet, and Dr. Obadiah Grew, a pu-
ritan divine of the 17th century, were natires of this parish

;

the first waa born at Hartahill. in 1563, and the second
at Athar»ton. in 1607. (Bartlett * Hutory and Antiquittn

of Manrrter. fUauttti o/ England and Haiti.)
ATHERTON. a chapelry in tbe pariah of Leigh, in the

Hundred of West Derby. Lancashire. It contains tbe popu-
lous village of Chowbent, and had, in 1831, a population of
4161 parsons. Many of the coarser kind of cotton goods
are made here. Tbe chapel of the Establishment at Chow-
Dent once belonged to the Dissenters, bat was taken from
tbem in consequence of an election dispute, and consecrated
by Dr. Wilson, tbe Bishop of Sodor and Man. It continues,
to the present day, out of the episcopal jurisdiction ofChester,
to which see the county generally is ecclesiastically subject.
There is also a Unitarian meeting-house, with a consider-
able congregation.

Atherton Hall, close to Cbowbent, was formerly the seat

of the Atbertun fsmily. It is a noble mansion, with ex-
tensive pleasure-grounds, extending to the town of Leigh,
from which It u distant nearly a mile.

A branob of tbe Duke of Bndgewster's canal passes near
this place.

ATH IAS. DHtjy *PV *V Rabbi Joseph Athiaa was a
famous printer at Amsterdam, who died of tbe plages. A.O.
1700. Assisted by tbe most distinguished scholars of Am-
sterdam, be compared tbe old editions and manuscripts of
the Hebrew Bibb, end published a n. 1(6 1 a new edition,
for whs-h John LtuuUn wrote tbe summaries and a pre-
face. The second edition of this Bible, published a.d. 1667.
in two volumes octavo, rerwned conaidersble cerrerUone.
Tbe editions of the Bible published by Athtss were more
corroet than any former editions: tbey nerartbilmi con

tain many maoeurseies, especially in tbe vowel points,

and etui more in the accents. David Clodrus asserts, m
tbe preface to his own edition, that he observed six

hundred errors; and Jabkmski states, in his preface

to his own edition of tbe Bible, that be corrected two

thousand inaccuracies in the Bible of Atbiss. Tbe edition

ofAthis* was bitterly attacked by Samuel Maresius, in a
letter published 1669. A reply to this letter was published

under tbe following title : Carcut de Coloribui. hoe tit, Jo-

leptu Atktat jutta Dtfenrio ennira ineptam, abnrdam, ef

indoetam Reprthenmonem Vin e*M. D. Sam. Marttri,

be. It has been supposed that Leusden, writing in the

name of Athiaa, was the author of this reply. It has been
remarked, that seme copies of tbe second edition of tha

Bible of Atbiss differ from tbe rest Tbe cause of this

difference was, that Athiaa bad struck off five sheets of an
edition of four thousand five hundred copies when he re-

solved to print five hundred copies more. The proofs of

these supplemental sheets were not revised by Leusden,
and consequently some copies contained slight variations in

tbe first five sheets. Notwithstanding it* defects, the He-
brew Bible of Athiaa bad great merit and has been the

basis of all subsequent editions. Tbe editions of Clodhis,
Jabkmski. Van der Hooght Opitx, Micbaelis, Hahn. Hou-
bigant Simonis, Reineccius, HurwiUi and other*, may be
considered as improvements upon -that of Atbiss. Tbe
Bible of Athias was the first in which verses were marked
with Arabic cyphers, all former edition* having only the

Jewish method of notation.

Athias printed the Bible also in Spanish, Jewish Ger-
man (or that jargon mixed with Hebrew which is spoken
by tbe Russian and Polish and some German Jews), and
English. Of tbe English Bible be kept tbe types standing,

and asserted that he printed and sold mora than a million
of copies ; but this is scarcely credible, because tbe English
Bible of Athias is rather scares. The States General of
Holland presented a gold chain and medal to Athiaa. (See
Woolfli. UibUothaca Hebraiea, torn. i. p. 552—564 ; Le Long.
BMioth. Sac, part I p. 1 16. tec. ; EinMtvng in dot Alt*
Testament, von Richborn. The prefaces to later editions of
tbe Hebrew Bible usually contain some notices on Athias.)

ATHLON K, a borough in Ireland, ofconsiderable import-
ance from its situation on tbe river Shannon, and on the
principal road which connects the metropolis with the
western province of Connaught It is about 75 or 76 miles
from Dublin, nearly due west Tbe name Athlon* is sup-
posed to be a somewhat altered form ef tbe Celtic Ath
Luain—Moon-Ford, or Ford of tbe Moon, tbe town being
situated at a ford over the Shannon.

Athlone is in three parishes: St Peter and Kiltoora, in

tbe barony of Athlone, in tbe county of Roscommon and
province of Connaught ; and St Mary, in tbe barony of
Brawney, in tbe county of Westmeath and province of
Leiniter. These parishes are separated from each other by
the river Shannon, St Peter and Kdtoom being west of
that river, and St Mary east of it. Tbe two parte of the
town are united by a bridge of nine arches, built at the
ford already noticed. This bridge is only twelve feet wide,

and, in consequence of this narrowness of the passage, is a
scene of great confusion in times when the occurrence of a
fair or a market causes any increase in the ordinary traffic

Nearly in the centre of this bridge is a stone monument
erected in the reign of Queen Elisabeth, whose arms occupy
one of the compartmenu.
There are besides this four other bridges in tbe parish of

St. Peter, three of which are over a canal, cut at the beck
of tbe town with the view of preserving the line of naviga-
tion of tbe Shannon, which had been interrupted by the
ford and tbe bridge over that river.

The town is chiefly of strong stone houses, and
has been long fortified. The walls and fortification*, whirh
had been suffered to go to decay, have been strengthened
anew within the last few years, and tbe works are mounted
with many guns of various calibre. The citadel or oaelle.

which has been repaired in a more modern style of fortifi-

cation, commands tbe bridge and the river. The town is

very irregularly built neither tbe streightness of tbe streets,

the proportKoal height of the houses, nor the uniformity of
fronts, having been attended to.

Athlone has no public buildings ofany importance except

tbe Seaswoe- bouse, where the quarter sesssans are beW

;

and tbe new barracks, so close to tbe town as to be consi-

dered part of it Hero ia aooosamedshon for 2000 men

;
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•ad ithuiml to it an ls^gaam**, armoury, ordnance yard,

depot of military stores, snd hospital. Before the magatines

in iWamnt barracks wore built, the barrack* and maga-
sine of tb* garrison wan io the castle; but the msgszine
was blown up in 1*97, bavin* taken fire by lightning.

Athlon* ia on* of tb* chief military nation* and depots far

arm* in Ireland.

Besides tb* places of worship ofthe Establishment, there

is a large Romish chapel in St Peter'* parish, and a

preaching-boas* in 8t Mary's parish, supported by the

Irish Baptist Society ; in which last a free school also is

taught. There is in the town a charter-school ; also free

schools in the barracks and in the Franciscan convent.

The nwnoJhotare of felt hats ha* long been carried on
hat*, and tb* town has some celebrity for its felts. Frietes

are manufactured, and some linens sre woven. There are
two breweries ; one of them very extensive. Athlone is

well situated for trad*, having the advantage ofthe Shannon,
which is navigable thirty -eight miles farther up; and also

of the Grand Canal, which communicates with Dublin, snd
joins the Shannon seventeen miles below Athlone. There
are three market days in the week, and the markets are well

supplied with sea and river fish, vegetables, snd meat.
There are four ours; two held in virtue of the charter of the
corporaboo. These two appear to be held in the parish of

8l Peter, the others in that of St Mary.
The town has a corporation created by James L, consisting

of a sovereign, two bailiffs, twelve burgesses, and an unli-

mited number of freemen. The corporation can by their

charter bold a court every three weeks for the recovery of
small debts not exceeding five pounds ; and the sovereign

can decide summarily for any debt not exceeding five

shilling*. The corporation ia also authorised to hold a court
of pie-poodre for administering justice in ease of injuries

done during the fairs. The borough sent two member* to

tbe Irish parliament ; but sine* the Union it has returned
only one.

Athlone was rendered conspicuous in the Irish war which
•rutted upon the revolution of 1688. After the battle of the
Borne in 1*90, it was held for King James by Colonel
Richard Grace, formerly chamberlain to that prince when
Duke of York. Who* King William invested Limerick in

person, he detached General Douglas to besiep* Athlxic.
The eastern part of the town, called the English Town, was
evacuated and burnt by Colonel Grace, who broke down
some arches of tbe bridge and strengthened tbe western
part (or Irish Town) of Athlone with new works. Douglas
summoned him to surrender ; but Grace, firing a pistol at
the msejenger, said, * These sre my terms, and these only
will I give or receive ; and after my provisions are con-
sumed.! wul defend the town all I eat my old boots.' After
battering tb* walls, tbe besieging army broke up and retired.

The year following (1691;, Athlone was again attacked

Sr
General Ginkeil ; who, after taking possession of tbe

ngbsh Town, determined to force tbe passage of the river
by fording, snd to storm the Irish Town. The garrison had
been weakened by St Ruth (King James's commander-
in chief) forcing Colonel Grace to exchange tbe three tried
regiments of foot, with which he had tbe year before de-
fended the town, for three inferior ones in St Ruth's army,
and the attempt of Ginkeil was successful with very trifling

fees on the part of tbe assailants. The town was taken, the
governor fell in tb* assault and tbe army under St Ruth,
which was encamped in the neighbourhood, retreated to

Aghrim, where it was in a few days entirely defeated by
Ginkeil. who received for his services in this war the title of
Earl of Athlone. The title still remains in the family.
The population of tbe borough of Athlone was, in 1831,

tt.m ; but tbe whole population of the three parishes of
St Peter. KJtcom. and St Mary was 19,661. Nearly all

speak English and Irish ; but the vernacular language seems
«> he on the decline. The inhabitants maintain many an-
tient easterns. The parish of St Mary is a rectory and
vicarage in the ajocee* of Meath; that of Kiltoora a vicarage
errlaa iartat ally sorted with the vicarage of Csmma, both in

the diocese of Klphin; that of St Peter is a perpetual
curacy, also in the diocese of Klphin.
The river Shannon supplies s variety of fish. Pike, trout,

bream, a few salmon in the season, perch, snd eels, are
taken ; the two latter in great abundance. Eels are sent
m caneidsrabl* quantity to Dublin.

ATHLONE. KARL OF. [See Gikull.]
ATHOL (a. «. pleasant land), a district in the northern

part of Perthshire, in Scotland, formerly on* of the here-
ditary jurisdictions into which many parte of Scotland
were divided. It is bounded on the N. by Badenocb in
Inverness-shire ; on the N.W. and W. by Lochaber, also
in that county; on the 8. by Breadalbano and Strath-
more in Perthshire; on the E. by Forfarshire; and on
the N.E. by Mar in Aberdeenshire. It* precise limits

are not known, and its dimensions are variously given.

In tbe Appendix to 8ir John Sinclair's General Report,

S,
of Scotland, it is estimated at 440 square miles,

e face of the country is vary mountainous, and con-
tains a part of the great Grampian chain; some of tbe
mountains are of considerable height—Cairn Gowr, 3690
feet and Scarsoch. between Athol and Badenorh, 3390.
The mountains are intersected by narrow glens, wa-
tered by rapid rivulets. These, by their junction, form
the river* Edendon, Bruar, and Tilt, which fall, in the order
in which their names occur, into tbe river Garry. This, in

turn, becomes a tributary of the TumeL which flows along
tbe south part of the district into tbe Tay. Tb* whole dis-

trict of Atbol is included in tbe basin of the last-named
river (the principal in Scotland), for the Airdle water, which
carries off the streams of the eastern parts, falls into tb*
Ericbt, this into tb* Isle, and this again into tb* Tay.
The chief lochs are Loch Rannoch, about nine miles long
and a mile broad, surrounded by finely-wooded scenery

;

Loch Ericbt on tbe boundary between Perth and In-
verness-shires, about fourteen miles long, and, on an aver-
age, three-fourths of a mile broad, in tbe heart of a moun-
tainous, bleak, and almost uninhabited country. In a
thicket on its banks, tbe young Chevalier conceded him-
self after tbe battle of Culloden. Loch Lydocb, which is

on the borders of Argyleshire snd Perthshire, can scarcely

be considered as belonging to Athol : it is about twelve
miles long and of varying breadth. Loch Tumel and
Loch Garry are about the ssme length, viz., three or four
miles; but the former has about a mue breadth, while the
latter has only half that dimension. Stream* connect Loch
Lydoch and Loch Ericbt with Loch Rannoch, and the river
Tumel Hows from the latter, through Loch Tumel, to the
Tay. Loch Garry is near the source of the river of the
same name.
The hills were formerly clothed with timber of various

kinds, but the qusntity of this is much reduced, and wood
is now found only in tbe most sheltered places. It was
formerly one of the best hunting districts in Scotland

;

but with the diminution of the native forests, the herds of
deer have diminished also. The bills are now, in a great
degree, devoted* to the pasturage of sheep snd highland
cattle. However, a good number of red deer still remain,
especially in the neighbourhood of the duke of Athol
domsins sbout Blsir Athol, where tb* Forest ofAtbol, con-
taining about 100,000 English seres, is set apart for them,
and kept free from all intrusion of men or cattle, except
when any parties are permitted to engage in deer-stalking.
Fallow deer, in a state approaching to that of nature, are
found on the south side of the rang* of bleak and com-
monly naked hills which separate Badenocb from Atbol.
They are rarely seen on tbe summits, but generally in the
glens of Tilt and Bruar.

In tbe glens by the side of the streams, strips of arable
land are cultivated, and made to produce good crops of bear
or big, oats, and potatoes.

This district gives tbe title of Duke to a branch of the
family of Murray ; a name, however, little diffused in the
district, where those of Stewart, Robertson, and Ferguaoo,
sre much more prevalent.

In Atbol is tbe Pas* of Killycrsnkie, celebrated for its pic-

turesque beauties and for the victory and death of Grabame
of Claverhouse, Viscount Dundee, who fell in maintaining
the cause of tbe house of Stuart, on tbe 1 7th July, 1689.

Glen Tilt along which a principal branch of tbe river

Tay pursues it course for about ten miles above Blair

Athol, is to the geologist classic ground ; tbe observation*

which Dr. Hutton first made on tbe granitic veins exposed
in that valley form no unimportant part of the Plutonio
theory. A detailed account of the geological appearanoea
which present themselves in this interesting spot has been
drawn up by Dr. M'Culloch, snd is published in the third

volume of the Trantacliont of the Geological Society. Lord
Webb Seymour's description, which is no less elaborate,

was drawn up nearly at the same time and may be seen in

tbe Transactions of the Royal Society ofEdinburgh.
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ATHOS, a mountain at the extremity of the long

penin»ula which project* from Chalctdice, and separates

the Outfit of C'onte*»a and Monte Santo, on tho ooaat of

Macedonia. The name Atboa was properly applied to the

•hole mountainous peninsula, which is joined to the main-
land by the low Hal isthmus near the site of Acanthus.
(Herod, mi. fi.) It is now known to the Franks by the

name of Monte Santo, and to the Greeks as Ay ion-oros, both
implying holy mountain.' This appellation it has obtained

from the number of monasteries, convents, chapels, And
other sacred spots scattered rouud its sides. Some of the
ni«na>tenes, of which there are twenty-six, are enclosed by
liiitti turreted walls, having rather the appearance of forti-

fied biwns than the abode of men devoted to the peaceful
exercise of religion, and are provided with the means of de-

fence and offence in several pieces of ordnance with which
they are armed. Amongst the largest are, Xenophon,
Iveron, Vatopaidi, Panto- kratera, Ayia Laura, St. Anne,
and St. Paul. The number of monks alone in these esta-

blishments is supposed to exceed 8u00, exclusive of lay

brethren, artificers, and labourers. Ayia Laura contains

upwards of 800 monks, and is subject to a very singular

regulation, which some travellers have erroneously stated to

be general throughout the peninsula ; we refer to the pro-

hibition of any female, even of the animal kind, being ad-

mitted within its walls. Herodotus (ml 22) enumerates
fixe towns within the peninsula of Athos.
The antiquity of these foundations is traced to the reign

of Constantino ; and authentic documents are still extant
proving their existence in the time of Nicephorus Phocas,
a.u. 96 1 . The oath required from the monks is solemn and
simple : to renounce for ever the world and its cares, consi-

dering themselves dead to all sublunary concerns, and to
devote themselves to meditation, celibacy, retirement, and
poverty. Though individually poor, there can be little doubt
that the fraternities are by no means so ; but it is their in-

terval to conceal their riches, in order to avert the grasping
avarice of the Porte. The principal stream of wealth flows

from the spiritual source of religion, and consists in the obla-

tion* of pilgrims, who, in their peregrination to tb

that crowns the sharp summit of the mountain, are txpectasi

to visit and contribute to each monastery on the tortious

road; yet the monks have not forgotten the temporal

source of wealth from commerce, which is carried on chiefly

with Soionica and Smyrna. This trade consists almost ex-

clusively of fruits, of which the various species of nuts form

the chief portion. The gardens of the monasteries, which
are very extensive, produce both fruits and vegetables of

all kinds, and are kept in the highest order, at well aa the

farms, called melorht, attached to the several monasteries

:

these are scattered over all the most fertile spots of the

peninsula.

The Russians, Bulgarians, and Servians have each their

respective monasteries ; and caravans of from two to five

hundred pilgrims arrive periodically from those countries,

consuming every thing in the villages on their road. A
visit to this sacred spot is of the same importance to the

members of the Greek church as a pilgrimage to Mecca
with Mohammedans. The chapel on the summit is, how-
ever, only reached by the more lealous; the road ia ex-

tremely difficult, requiring the use of both hands and feet

to accomplish the ascent. None of the monks reside per-

manently in this chapel.

On the sides of the mountain are vast forests of pines,

oaks, and chestnuts ; the pines grow to an immense site.

The appearance of the mountain is very magnificent,

standing in lonely majesty at the termination of ridges of

considerable elevation, and rising abruptly from the sea to

a height of 6349 feet. The shores at its base are so steep

that there is no anchorage for vessels, the small croft that

trade here being obliged to keep constantly under sad while

taking in their cargoes within a quarter of a mile of the

coast there are from 80 to 100 fathoms water. The dangers
of the shores of Athos were experienced by the Persian
fleet under Mardonius (Herod, ri. 44), which was com-
pletely destro) ed by a storm on this coast.

Although the monks themselves are shamefully ignorant,

yet their monasteries possess libraries among which there
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arc arid to to mo and valuable manuscripts, which are

rapidly besoming • pray to worm* and the damp, being left

ia a most neglected Mat*.
The Peak of Atbos it in 40* tf N. lat, «4° 20/ E. Ion*.

The canal of Xerxes it Mill most distinctly to be traced all

the stay across the isthmus from the Gulf of Monte Santo

to the Bay of Rreo in the Qui" or Contesea, with the ex-

ception of about too yards in the middle where the pound
bears no appearance of having ever been touched. But as

there is a* doubt of the whole canal having been excavated
by Xerxes (see Herod, vii. 37, 129, and Thucyd. iv. 109),

it is probable that the central part was afterwards filled up
in order to allow a mora ready passage into and out of the
peninsula. In many places the canal is still deep, swampy
at the bottom, and filled with rushes and other aquatic

plants: the rain and small springs draining down into it

worn the adjacent heights afford at the Monte Santo end a
good watering-place for shipping ; the water (except in very
dry weather) rant out in a good stream. The distance across

Is »»oo yards, which agrees very well with the breadth of
twelve stadia assigned by Herodotus. The width of the
canal appears to have been about 1 8 or JO feet ; the level of
the earth nowhere exceeds I 5 feet above the sea ; the soil

is a light ela v. It is on the whole a very remarkable isthmus,
for the land on each tide (bat more especially to the west-
ward) rises abruptly to an elevation of 800 to 1000 feet
From this canal to the extremity of the peninsula it it all

holy ground, and parcelled out into * metocbis.'

About If mile to the westward of the north end of the
canal is the modern village of Brto CKfxni). which gives

name to the bay, situated on an eminence overhanging the
beach t this is crowned by a remarkable mound forming a
small natural citadel. On the side being the tea is still

visible part of an ancient HelWnir wall, about 150 yards in

length, and from 20 to 25 feet in height ; but there ate no
other vestiges of antiquity except the large square blocks
of stone lying about the village and forming foundations
for their miserable hovel*. These ruins can be no other
than the anbent Acanthus. The great mound would appear
to be that mentioned in Herodotus (vii. 117), where he says
that the Persian Artachaiet, the superintendent of the
canal, died while Xerxes was at Acanthus, and ' the whole
army raised a mound for him.' Herodotus also informs us
(vii. MS) that the army of Xerxes, on its march from
Acanthus to Tberme, was annoyed by lions, who seized the
camels which carried provisions. The lion killing a bull

appears on the reverse of the coin of Acanthus, here given.

paw kWHm]
ATHY. a town In the county of Kildire in Ireland, about

thirty miles S.W. of Dublin. It is on both banks of the
nrer Barrow, which, flowing to the southward, unites with
the Suir. below Waterfbrd, and, forming the harbour of that

city, (lows into the sea. The Grand Canal from Dublin
terminate* here. The Barrow is navigable from hence to

the m. so as to form, with the canal, an inland water com-
munication between Wsterford and Dublin. Large quan-
tities of corn are sold here weekly, and sent to Dublin.

Athy ia situated in a pleasant country, better suited to

acncuHure than pasturage, and ia close to an antient ford,

whieb early Irish history mentions as having been the scene
of confer* in domestic wart. Two monasteries erected on
different safes of the river gave origin to the town. That on
the woat side was founded by Richard de St. Michael, lord

of Rhebao, in the early part of the thirteenth century, under
the invocation of 8*. John or St. Thomas, for crouched
friars : and that on the east side was founded in 1253, for

Dominicans, by tbo families of Mitel and Hogan. There
are some few remains of both these edifice*. Gerald, earl

of Kildaro. eroded a castle about 1506, at the foot of the
bridge over tbo Barrow at Athy, that it might serve to
secure the Boglisb pal*. This castle was repaired and en-

larged by one William White, about 1575 and obtained from
ham the name of White * Castle. One tower still remains.

Athy was incorporated by charter of Jsmet I„ and ia

governed by a recorder, sovereign, town-clerk, and two
bailiffs. It sent two members to the Irish parliament, and
was under the influence of the duke of Leinster. It is now
alternately with Naaa the assize-town for the county of
Kildare ; and the remaining tower of the castle already no-
ticed is used as a prison and it an appendage to the county
gaol of Naaa. The population, in 1031, waa 4494. There
is a parish school for about ninety children (boys and girl*),

supported partly by subscription and partly by the Kildare
Place Society ; ana a catholic free school, in which about 240
children of both sexes are instructed, it supported by sub-
scription.

Athy is in three parishes, Reban or Churcntown, St. Mi-
chael, and St. John (the last being a ebapelry), whirh. with
others, form an ecclesiastical union in the diocese of Dublin
and Glandelagh, and in the ecclesiastical province of Dublin.
The church, which is in the parish of St. Michael, waa built

about 1 740, and is in good repair. The population of the
whole union in 1831 was 6352.
The county court-house was erected tome time after the

church, and the barrack about thirty year* afterwards. There
are six fairs in the year.

Athy was burnt by the Irith in 1308, and in 1315 plun-
dered by the Scots under Robert Bruce.
ATKYNS, SIR ROBERT, a judge of the Court of

Common Pleas during the reign of Charles II., and Lord
Chief Baron after the revolution, was an eminent and
learned lawyer, much distinguished for hit attachment to
popular rights and for the uprightness and independence of
his conduct during a period of judicial profligacy and sub-
serviency. He was descended from an antient and opulent
family in Gloucestershire ; and it hat been remarked at a
lingular circumstance, that for more than 300 years con-
secutively, some member of this family always presided in
one of the superior courts of law. Hit father. Sir Edward
Atkyns, was a judge of the Court of Common Pleas during
tbe Commonwealth, and shared with Hale, Rolle, Wynd-
ham, and other judges, the merit of the various improve-
ments in the administration of tbe law which took place at
that period. Immediately after tho Restoration, Sir Ed-
ward Atkyns was named as one of the judges in tho iperial

commission for the trial of the regicides, and appointed a
Baron of the Exchequer, in which Tatter office he continued
till his death, which took place in 1 669, at the age of 82.
The exact date of Sir Robert Atkyns's birth hat not been
ascertained ; but there is no doubt that he was born in the
course of the year 1621. He received the rudiments of bit

education at his father's house in Gloucestershire, and was
afterwards entered at Baliol College, Oxford. After spending
several yean at the University, be removed for tbe completion
of his professional studies to Lincoln's Inn, of which society

his fattier had been a member. Of hit history and conduct
during the Commonwealth, no particulars have been pro-
served ; but as he was made a Knight of the Dalb, with
many persons of distinction, at the coronation of Charles
II., it is probable that with his father he had attached
himself to the moderate party in the profession during that
troublesome period. He was returned to the first parlia-

ment of Charles II. for the borough of East Looe, and
continued to bold hit seat till he was raised to the Bench

;

and from the frequent mention of his name on Committee*,
and in the general business of the House, he appears to
hare devoted much of bit time to parliamentary duties.

Long before his appointment to the Bench he bad acquired
extensive practice and a high reputation at tbe bar. In
1661 he was chosen recorder of Bristol; and in the early
part of the year 1672 be was made a judge of the Court of
Common Pleas, having been for some time before Sol'citor-

General to the Queen. In his judicial station he main-
tained his general character for learning and independence,
though, from his language and conduct on the trials of the
Jesuit priests and other persons charged with tbe Popish
Plot in 1679, he appear* to have partaken of the delusion

which pervaded tbe country respecting that transaction,

and to nave played hispart in the disgraceful tragedies at

that time enacted in Westminster Hafl.

In the year 1680, however, tbe conduct of the court

party, who were then preparing the way by the corruption

of the judges for the introduction of arbitrary measures,

drove him from tbe bench. Whether be was displaced by

the crown, or whether be voluntarily resigned a situation

which he could not retain without sacrificing his independ-
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•net, is noMrtain ; bat in his nilnM before a committee

of the House of Commoo* previously to the impeachment

of Sir William Scruggs, be charges the chief justice with

baring made an ill representation to the King of tome ex-

pressions he had uwd in favour of the right of petitioning.

{Commm* Journal*. Dec 23. 1660.)

A circumstance occurred in the year 1 683,which eventually

induced Sir Robert Alarm to resign his office of recorder of

Bristol. Much dissension prevailed among toe members
of the corporation, and a contested election of members for

the city to serve in the Oxford parliament, on which occa-

sion Sir Robert Atkyns was an unsuccessful candidate in

opposition to the mayor, tended not a little to inflame the
violence of party spirit. It happened shortly afterwards

that be was present and roted at the election of an alder-

man, when an individual obnoxious to the mayor was
chosen. The meeting at which this election took place,

though attended by a majority of the aldermen, was as-

sembled without a legal summons from the mayor and
against his wishes ; upon which, the mayor and the rest of
the corporation preferred an indictment for a riot, at the quar-
ter-cessions, against 8ir Robert Atkyns and two other persons
who were present st the election. The case having been re-

moved into the King's Bench, was tried at the Bristol sum-
mer assises, in 1682. and the defendants were found guilty ;

upon which. Sir Robert Atkyns in the ensuing term per-

sonally appeared in court and moved in arrest of judgment
His argument on this occasion, which is fully reported in

the third rolume of Modern Report*, p. 4. was temperate,

forcible, an I effective, and the Court of King's Bench ar-

rested the judgment upon a technical error in the indict-

ment ; bu* Atkyns, by the advice of Chief Justice Pem-
bertoo. ami hi* brother Sir Edward Atkyns, then one of the

barona of the Exchequer, immediately resigned his record-
'

ership ; which was, in fact, the only object of the prosecution.
' On leaving the bench in the early part of the year 1680,
Sir Robert Atkyns withdrew from all public occupation to

bis seat in Gloucestershire, where he lived fur some years
'

in great seclusion, ' keeping no correspondence,' as he him-
self says, about public affairs, and interfering in no degree
with politics, it is clear, however, from his writings, that

during bis retirement he viewed with deep interest the poli-

tical transactions of the time ; and he cannot be supposed
to hare been indifferent to the desperate course which the
government were pursuing.

In 1683, when the memorable trial of I»rd William
1

Russel took place, some friends and relations of that unfor-
tunate gentleman applied to Sir Robert Atkyns for his

advice and direction respecting the management of his

defence. With this requisition be readily complied, and
furnished the accused with a detailed note of such points

of law and fact as he might legally and prudently insist

upon on his trial. After the revolution he published ron-

secutively two pamphlets, entitled A Defence of Lord Rue-
**ft Innoomcy, in which he argues against the sufficiency

of the indictment and the evidence, and justifies tlie re-

versal of the attainder, with great force of language and
solidity of reasoning. His litter of ad vice respecting Lord
Russet's defence, together with a letter containing a Briti-

cism on the proceedings of the trial, and likewise his two
pamphlets on the same subject, are published amongst his

Parliamentary and Political Tract*. In the year 1689 be
published a tract, entitled The Pvicer, Juntdiction. and

ill lege Of Parliament, and the Antitjutty of the Haute of
Common*, wuerled. The occasion of this tract was the '

prosecution of Sir William William* by the attorney-
general, for ha* ing. as speaker of tho House of Commons, >

and by express order of the House, directed Dangerfield a

Sarralive to be printed. The object of Atkyns a argu-
ment, which displays much research and great legal ami I

historical learning, was to slso* that this was entirely a '

question of parliamentary jurisdiction, of whi< h :

King's Bench ought not lu uw. .... V. .. —™ ...
(

Mr. Howell in his account of Sir William Williams * case ;

in the thirteenth volume of the Stale Trial*, p. IJ«o, thai
.

the com «as originally argued for Use defendant by Kir
Robert Atkyns in I6H6, who volunteered Ins assistance in
conducting it. aa one which concerned eicry commoner id

England, although be bed so entirely retired from toe pro-
fessijn that he waa obliged to borrow a gown to appear in
c urt. It is prebeMe that ibis anecdote i* founded upon
mistake. Pollexfen and Jones being mentioned a* the de-
fendant • counsel in contemporary reports, and Sir Robert

Atkyns not being alluded to as having taken any put m
the proceedings. He may, however, have prepared the
argument for the occasion, which he afterwards published,

although he did not deliver it in court.

Sir Robert Atkyns waa returned to the only parliamen
called by James II., as representative ot we coumy or

1

Gloucester ; but be does not appear to have taken at that

time any active part in the debates. In the reign ofJames
II. he composed another legal argument, the subject of
which was the king's power to dispense with penal statutes,

and which waa suggested by the well-known case of Sir

Edward Hales. In this treatise, he considers at large the
doctrine of the king's dispensing power. It is clearly and
candidly written, and the truth of the reasoning against
the royal prerogative contended for by the judges ill Hales s

case will hardly be denied at the present day.
The precise part performed by Sir Robert Atkyns in pro-

moting the revolution cannot be ascertained ; but his known
political opinions, his intimate connexion with the principal
actors in that event, and the marks of distinction bestowed
upon him by the new government, render it highly probable
that he was not a passive -|*-ctator of the change. In the
month of April, 1689, he wis appointed chief baron of the
Exchequer, Sir John Hon oernK ax ine same time made
chief justice of the King's Benrb, and Sir Henry PoUexfen
chief justice or the Common Pleas. In the latter part of
the same year he was cnosen apeaxer of the House of Lords,
and continued to hold that office until the great seal was
given to Lord Somen in 1693. During the long vacation
in the following year. Sir Robert Atkyns, being then
seventy-four years of age, signified his intention of finally

retiring from public life : attempts were mode by the go-
vernment to induce him to continue on the bench, in con-
sequence of some difficulty respecting his successor ; but be
adhered to his determination, and retired to his seat at
Saperton Hall, near Cirencester, in Gloucestershire, where
he spent the remainder of his life. He died early in the
year 1709, at the advanced age of eighty-eight years. In
1 734 his published writings were collected into ono volume,
under the title of Parliamentary and Political Trartt.
Early in life he married Anne, daughter of Sir Thomas
Darrcs of Cheshunt, in Hertfordshire, by whom he had a
son. Robert, who was knighted upon a visit of Charles II.
to Bristol soon after the Restoration, and who was the
author of the Hittory of Glouceitertture.

ATLANTA (in /oology ), a genus of the heteropndot*
mollutca of Lamarck, which Cuvier places next to cannon,i.

The animal is very small, and the shell very delicate.

Lamanon thought that he had discovered, in one of

; Mi.ni. rsmlL]

shells, the original of the fossil ammonites, or comua Am-
mnni*. which, however, must have belonged to the class at
rrvhalnpudou* mollutk*. or cuttle-like »njnifl« Atlanta,
inhabits the Indian seas. [Sec HtTEBoroo*

)

I^esueur describe* another marine genus. Alia*, which
must not be confounded with the above. Atlas has no
shell ; and Cuvier confesses his inability to class it. ' so

llll UN 'HIT*
that it belong* to the same family as Gatteroplera, and
places it accordingly under Akera, though he confesses that
it is not entirely known.
ATLANTES ( ArWr»r). so called by the Greeks, pro-

bably, from the well-ki „ „_,.» ,\ , , u_
heavens. This is a torm applied lo Igvres or naif fifwrwe
of men used in the place of columns or pilasters, to sustam
an entablature : they are called also Tel*moose, a word est

doubtful derivation. In the temple of Jupiter Olympus, avt

Agngentua. restored by Mr. CeekereU, and described as*
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af etaan'* Atkmt, AtUatM an i*pi*

••otad •taadiag upas a pliath ptacad on tba entablature

•km tba pisaater* of tba aalla of tha temple, and sup-
porting with tbair bead* aad anna tha entablatura on
whsrh tha bumi of tha roof vara to have bean placed.

Tha Atlanta* of thit Ucople ware twenty-five feet high, built

is roiiTNi of ston*. corresponding with the walla of the
«*lla. and parti r attached tn it. Th« *nn«x»d cut, showing

; tram Teapla al Jupiter U Afri(«iluia ]

the front elevation of the figures, with a profile of one of

tbaaa, his been engraved with the permission of the pub-

lilbsTl of Stuart's Athens. (For a more detailed account of

th figure*, see vol. iv. cap. i. of Stuart * Athent, pub-
lished by Weale. Holborn )

In the Tepidanum of the baths at Pompeii. Atlantes of

Tasked at*}, in high relief, and incrusted with the finest

Barbie stucco, painted to represent life, are ranged at equal
distances round the room, to support on entablature from
which the arched ceiling springs ; in the intervals between
the figures, niches are formed for the dress of the bather*.

Tba figure* are about two feet high, and stand, like those

al Agngentum, on a plinth. In the annexed cut, from

*> Social?' • work on Pompeii, a representation of these

aUnva* is given.

In tha architecture of the modern Italians, the Atlantes

—J artsn sound supporting tha entablature over an entrance

•a alac* or a garden. At MiUn. there is a coio*»*l exam-
pi. i tha former; and tha rustic gate to the Karnese Gar
d*n* at Rom*, the design of Vignola, may be adduced as

a*t asainpl* of tha latter.

ATLANTIC OCEAN i* the name given to that part

af tha eaaao which separates the old from the new world :

it waahaa the aailwn shores of the Americas, and the west-

ern shore* af Europe and Africa. Nature not having fixed

ant boundary between it and thoae teas which are adjacent

|p *nd communicate with it, we shall suppose that it is

abvuted from the Pacific Ocean by a straight line drawn

Avm Cap* Horn, th* southern extremity of Amerea, to the

antarctic pole, and from lb* Indian Sea by another drawn
to the same pole. On the

i are fixed by nature, in

Tiea which extends

i coast of Greenland to

j these boundari**. a

a* well as of the

ftara tha Lap* of Good 1

t>« . we may say that its boundaries are fi

Ibal—liaaniii and napartious barrier of i

bstaaiu eV and sr N. Ut. from the coas

Aaavreha Oaaaa. is iaetodad in th* Atlantis, hot tbaat aaav
tigoona parf* **»* »raU be separated in a da*crfptfon of
tha Atlantic

Though the Atlantic Ocean extends from pole to pole, iU
breadth is ooaaparauvary not gnat. The two aoniiMnt*
which form iU shores approach nearest one
twecn 69° and 71" N. I it., where the coasts of
are only «<>0 geographical miles from those of Norway, a
distance hardly greater than that between Nantes in Franca
and Cape Wrath in Scotland. Between Cape St. Koqoe in

Brazil, about 5° S. lat, and the coast of Sierra Leon* in

Africa, between 6° and 8" N. lat., the continent > are not
above liOQ geographical miles from one another, or about
a* far as the North Cape from the Nore. These are tha
two parts wbera the width of the Atlantic Ocean is 1*

Its greatest breadth is under 30" N. lat.. where the
|

sula of Florida and the western coast of 1

are separated by upwards of 3C00
60* of latitude.

Humboldt compares the form of the Atlantic Ocean to

that of a longitudinal valley, whose projecting and retiring

angles correspond to one another. He supposes it to be
fonned by a very violent rush of the waters from th* south,
which being repulsed by the mountains along th* coast of
Brazil, took a direction towards the coast of Africa, and
formed the Gulf of Guinea ; here being stopped by the high
coast of Upper Guinea, and obliged to run again to the west,

the stream gave origin to the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf
of Mexico, and issuing thence ran between the mountains
of western Europe and those of North America, until it

gradually diminished in velocity and force, and at length
subsided. In confirmation of this hypothesis, he observe*,

that the primitive mountains in the Brazilian provinces of
Rio, Minaa Geraes, Bahia, and Pernambucco are under the

same degree of latitude as those of Congo, and that the im-
mense plain along the banks of the Amazon river corre-

spond* to that traversed by the Quorra : further, that the

mountains of Parime in America lie opposite to those of

Upper Guinea, and that the great plains, which before this

catastrop'

south of the

submersion
Mexico were formed, are under the samo parallel as the

great desert of the Sahara.

The South Atlantic Ocean does not offer any other pecu-

liarity in iU formation, but the Northern is distinguished by
several.

First, we may observe the formation of iU islands lying
within the polar circle. They ore countries of conaider-

able extent, but divided by extremely narrow, long, and
winding straits, of very difficult navigation, which is in-

creased by their being only for a few week* in the year
free from ic*. For instance, the group of Nova Zambia
consists of at least two larger ones; that of Spitz-

bergen of three larger and many smaller ones ; and it ia

rather more than a supposition, that the extensive country
known by the name of Greenland is composed of a number
of large islands, divided from one another by narrow, long,

and winding straits. Tins peculiarity in the formation is

repeated, though on a less scale, in the islands winch skirt

the coast* of Norway, where, in some instances, the straits

which once divided them from the continent have been filled

up by earthy matter, and now resemble exactly Glen More
in Scotland. In no oilier part of the seas has such a dis-

position of islands been observed, except in those on the

S.W. coast of America, and probably thoae on the N.W.,
about the latitude of Admiralty Island.

But a still more remarkable and more important

of the North Atlantic, is its connexion with mediterrana

or cfate, seas of great extent. Such are the Baltic Sea and

the Mediterranean Sea in the Old Continent, and Hudson's

Bay and the Gulf of Mexico, with the Caribbean S*», in

the New World. These seas doubtless form part of the

Atlantic Ocean ; but they cannot bu considered as bays or

gulfs, the connexion betwet-n them und the Atlantic being

effected by narrow straits, and not by an open sea ; and. bo-

sides, thev extend »o fur into the continents, that tome of

them, as the Mediterranean So*, attorns by itself a naviga-

tion of 30<i0 geographical mile*. Similar seas indeed exist

in the Indian Ocean, where the Gulfs of Persia and of

Arabia resemble rather the Mediterranean and the Balbc

Seas, than the Gull of Bengal or that of Guinea ; but they

This peculiarity in its form I

ea, and mat me great plains, wuicn uciore wis
according to his hypothesis, extended to the
present mouth of the Mississippi, and by the

of which the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of
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Dm AiUntic Ocean and iu spp*»xd*gea into immediate eon- 1 sejcloded in it. W!

i*ci with • a**** KtmUt extant of country than lb* other
,

belong to the boam

•eat thmt we»b both continents. We accordingly find that graphical knowlcdi

th. --' 1 ahum of the Atlantic exceed in extent accuracy. Perliap.the conlmenul ahorea of the

those of the Paeilc
r, though the

> of the former,

i .trail of Wei-

; of Caffa (the entrance of the sea of Axoffl. are

l 1 1.000 eeotfraphioal milea | tboae of Amb along the

k Sea, tbe Sea of Marmora, and the Mediterranean

Sea. are nearly Moo mile* ; and the coaaia of Africa, along

the Medttarninaan Sea. are upward* of 2000 geographical

mile*. Add to these the western shores of Africa from

the strait of Gibraltar to the Cape of Good Hope, which com-

prehend about 6000 geographies! miles, and the whole eastern

shore* of the Atlantic Ocean amount^ 2B.0O0 geographical

OwMttaafl ^7at

'""

f̂ h^"^ncn^°u >fn ilSSS »
not strietlv true : ami on this supposition we rind that the

•astern shores of America comprehend about «<>.0«K> geogre

pineal nrlles. Consequently the shores ofthe Atlantic Ocrsn

h«.*x» s circuit of about 48.000 geographical miles. The
roast* of Asia are upwards of 30.000 geographical mile* ; but

nearly SOOH cf them belong to tbe Mediterranean Sea, tod

• <n*«wenito to the Atlantic Ocean. The eastern coast of

Anica mav be computed at 9000 geographical mile«, and the

western enast "f America at upwards of 1 1 .000. Thus the

CO/»*rs of the Pacific Ocean and those of the Indian Sea

taken together do not amount to much more than 44,dO0

gecnrrsphical miles, or nearlv 4000 miles less than those of

the Atlantic Ocean. We shall observe, that in this calcu-

lation tbe northern shores of Asia along the Polar Sea are

included, and as they amount to upwards of 2600 geogra-

phical miles, the account is stfll more in favour of the At

lsntir Ocean, if this length is suhtracted. We shsll not

enlarge on the advantages which such a peculiar form of

the Atlantic must offer for the progress of civilization.

These advantages would extend to a great distance into

tut inferior of both continents, if the number and magnitude
of the rivers which (low into the Atlantic were proportionate

to the event of its shores. On the eastern side, the surface,

whose drainage falls into the Atlantic, is comparatively

limited, and does not comprehend even the whole of Eu-

SsiaHLT£«»%^aa^a»
the »r»t or second class flows immediately into the Atlantic

Ocean ; the largest being probably the Rhine, whose course

doe* not exceed 700 English miles. But three rivers of the

second class, the Nile, the Danube, and the Dnieper, enter

the Mediterranean Sea or its branches. Tbe boundary line,

which marks the region from which the waters run into

the Aflsntie Ocean on the east, is extremely irregular. On
the north it begins with the most northern extremity of the

Uralian Mountains, and follows that rang* to near the

stall first parallel, where, at the sources of the Kama, it

suddenly turns to the south-west and then to the west, in

which direction it continues to the source* of the Volga,
bardly I to miles distant from the Gulf of Finland. From
Ibis point it runs nearly south to the JJ°of lat„from which
it extends east-south -east between the tributaries of the

Volga on one side, and those of the Dnieper anil Don on
the other. Having thus attained tbe i:> of E. long., and
neail) the 42° of N. 1st . it lakes a due southern direction

between tho river* Don and Volga, aud nearly traversing
the middle of the Caucasus, it declines to the south-west,

and separates lbs upper course of the Euphrates from the
small risers which fall into the Black Sea and the Gulf of
nVanderixm. It then runs along tbe coast of Svn* at an
average distance of loss than a hundred miles, and turns

round to the Isthmus of Sues. In Africa it enclose* lbs
valley of the Nue. the upper part of winch is of unknown
•ilea*. To tbe east of this riser, lb* boundary of tbe At-
lantic runs along the shores of lb* Rod Sea. a branch of
tb* Indun Orwen. and at Its*. sourc*. of the Nile it as at

the Mediterranean Sea. and
r worn lb* Atlantic tbe greatest dialsao*

it protocol) sliain* ... the old world. From noar tbe

of lb* Nil*, rt run* due weal, following generally tho thir
betb parallel till it arrive* at the shore* of lb* Atlantic,

opposite tb* Caaory Islands. To tb* south of lb* thirtieth

oralWl. lb* boundary of lb* drain,

i with ilt shorn , tb* great

I that the bo* in ftbe
ins of square m ts in

parallel II

included in it. What part* of Africa sooth of tbo *1

belong to tho 1

graphical knowledge does not enable ws to deride with
it, in

posing that tb* ,

Atlantic. We therefore may suppoae I

Atlantic contains about thro* mdhnns
.Europe, not half a million in Asia, and about six mi Ihofts

in Africa; which sll taken together do not amount to more
than nine million* and a half, or about one-fourth of? tho
continent of the anlieot world ; but tbe new couihici t be-
long* almost entirely to its basin.

In Booth America, the water-shed between the l acifle

and Atlantic Oceans runs at a distance of from ~ m t> o
milea from the shores of the former, except in tbo very
southern extremity of the Andes [see AndksJ ; and tbo ox-
tensive plains which cover the greatest part of the surface
of that Continent send their waters to the Atlantic Ocean.
Probably not less than six millions of square miles of tbo
surface of Sout li America belong to the basin of the Ai I antic,

and only half a million to that of the Pacific Ocean. In
North America, the line which separates the waters t illing

into both oceans lie* at a much greater distance from tbo
shores of the Pacific Ocean ; tut even here the great plaint
to the cost of the Stony Mountains send their rivers to ibe
Atlantic: so that, if we assign to the Pacific Ocean even
the northern region traversed by the Mackenzie I! r, tbe
area drained by the rivers falling into the Atlantic may
amount to upwards nf six millions of squsrc miles, whilst
those falling into the Pacific probably do not drain more
than two millions. According to this account, the basin of
tho Atlantic Ocean comprehend* about nineteen millions
of square miles on both continents; and the remainder,
amounting to about twenty-seven or twenty-eight nn hone,
belong* to the basins of the Pacific and Indian Seas, und to

those of a few inland lake*, or to a few deserts which base
no water.

The Atlantic Ocean being, in the present state of tho
commercial world, tbe most frequented high-road of com-
munication, has been examined more completely than tho
other seas, with respect to its facilities for navigation. Tbo
dangers and difficulties produced by numerous and intricate

groups of islands are of less frequent occurrence in this sea
than in any other : for, if we except the chain of islands

which separates the Oulf of Mexico and lthe Caribbean Sea
from the Atlantic, and which therefore are to be considered
a* forming part of tho shores of tho ocean, it ran batiDy be
said to contam any group of islands between SO0 N. bt, and
50° S. lat. The groups of the Azores, Canaries, and Capo
de Verde Islands, a* well as those of Guinea and the Ber-
mudas, are small, and present few difficulties to navigator*.
The Canaries, including Madeira, are much resorted to by
vessels, from their situation on the verge of the n„ «* in
which the elements essential to navigation (vb., the .i f and
the water) undergo • change : for to the south of that
group, the winds, a* well as the motion of tb* sea |r tho
currents, are generally much less changeable than m lb*
latitude* nearer to the poles.

With respect to the trindi. the whole surface of tbo
Atlantic Ocean may bo divided into thro* reg, n earn

of which the wind* maintain a constant course from . not to

wool, and have obtained tbe name of trade wind*. That
region extend* to about 30° of lat on both sales of the espso-

tor. Tli* other l«o region*, to the north and south .** lass

thirtieth parallel in both hemispheres, are subject to a oaoj-

tinusl change of the winds, and or* therefore rslkril the
regions of variable winds.

It is not here our object to enter into an explanation of
tbo natural cause* which p.oducr the phi i t she
ptrprtttal or tradt snaati [see Taana Winds] ; but see aboil

n • » roam.
which are found to exist in tho Atlantic Sea, and Wbasis
themselves affect tbo navigation of it no loo* lboat *{*»
trade- wmd*.
^thooaotorn nail ^Ov^re*7^^ ,h* w"w,»- <

•sat: snd on the south, from south or er*!th west, is* w
so* hereafter. If th*y continued In too**) direct Km*. tbev
would of course meet one another, but this not the easxe

:

both trade-winds are separated fr»r*

r*e*on e/ re/as*. This region is not

esient. and does not occupy the sasssss

though it always extends over lh* whole of' ts
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hswHsi Iht ti
j
t- 1— of—Htm -— to »-> distinguished

in tbom* which we shall nam* with Major Rennell tbe

drift-tumult* and too tirtam-currmtt.

The drift-current* owe their origin to the effect! produced

on the surface of the sea by the perpetual or prevailing

wind* ; the former, oven where they do not blow with great

force, by their uninterrupted continuance displace and push

Ibrward the upper strata of the water, and thus produce a
motion towards the region to which they blow. These
drift-current* are constant, and run always in tbo same
direction and commonly with pretty equal Telocity. The
drnVcurrenu produced by the prevalent winds are not so

constant and do not always run in the same direction dot

with the same Telocity. In the Atlantic Ocean, the former

kind of drift-current is found only between the tropics,

where it is produced by the trade-wind ; and the latter to

the north and south of 30°, where they are ascribed to the
•Beets of the prevalent winds.

The drift-current is, in some measure, observable all over

that portion of the Atlantic Ocean which is under the

influence of the trade-winds ; but as these winds are not

very constant to the north of the 23d parallel, and rarely

extend to the south of the 9th, the current is constant

only between these two boundaries. In the region of the
calms it is very weak, and often entirely ceases. But in

those regions in which the southern trade-winds blow, it is

again perceptible and constant, except along the coasts of
Africa, where it has rather a northerly than a westerly

motion ; the latter, however, becomes by degrees more pre-

valent in proportion as the wind takes that direction in

advancing to the west. The mean velocity of this currant
is from t to 10 miles per day, or, according to the computa-
tion of Humboldt, only one-fourth of the velocity with
which those rivers in Europe commonly flow on which ob-
servations have been made.
The drift-current, which in the northern portion of the

Atlantic is produced by the prevalent westerly winds, flows
in a westerly direction ; but it is not perpetual, and is so slow,

that, when a ship keeps clear of the Gulf Stream, it only
manifests itself generally on the whole course of a voyage
from Europe to America and vice vertd, retarding the for-

mer and forwarding toe latter.

It is easy to conceive that the drift-currents, especially
the permanent, sre very favourable to navigation, by ran
oaring the voyages to some countries more easy, mon
certain, and leas dangerous. But the ttream-eurrent* are
much less so. Up to the present time they have commonly
proved adverse, causing great loss of life and property, and
torcing vessels out of their course. Many navigators, running
fe°°* Madeira to TenerinV, and expecting to arrive at the
utter island, have unexpectedly found their vessels cast
poo the shores of Africa, nearly 300 sea miles out of their
course. Such errors can only be detected by frequent astro-
nomical observations, and by comparing them with the dead
reckoning. If they are not detected in time, shipwrecks
aometunee become unavoidable.
We cannot compare the stream-eurninU of the ocean with

the rivers of the continents. The stream-currents cover such
a portion of the surface of the sea, that were they trans-
ferred to the continents, they would no longer be considered
as rivers, but aa large branches of the sea. The causes to
which they owe their origin are still involved in obscurity

;

our observations have not vet penetrated into the depth of
|h* »•*•— nave only slightly investigated its surface.—
and there are some facte which lead to the opinion that the
stream-currents are of great depth, and in many parts, if
not in all. extend to the bottom of the sea. This indicates
clearly that their oninn must not be ascribed to changes which ,

take place on ita surface, and cannot affect the lower strata
of ita waters. The opinions which have been formed on 1

tbit object may be seen under the article Coaassvrs. We
|

ahall here only notice the largest of the current streams
I

wh*h belong to the Atlantic Ocean, and indicate thnr rx
tent, velocity, and temperature, their only proper!mm which,
«P to this lime, have been in some degree ascertained.
Two Urge strvsm-currente tra«er*e the Atlantic Ocean

;

tlw Kqwunnai rHrrml. running from the roast of Africa to

both sides of the equator, as far aa 22* W. long* where M
sends off a branch to the north-west. Soon afterwards it

declines somewhat to the south, and runs in this direction

towards the two capes of 8t Augustin and St. Roque, on
the Braxilian coast. At the distance of about 300 sea-miles

from these capes, it divides into two currents ; the northern,

running along the shores of Guiana, and hence deriving

the name of Guiana Current, enters the Caribbean Sea.

by the straits which separate the Leeward Islands, lying

to the south of Martinique, from each other and bum
the continent of South America; and in some measure
in this sea it may be supposed to terminate ita course.

The Brturil Current, or the other branch of the equatorial

current, runs to the south-west along the shores of Breed,
to the mouth of the Plate River, and may even be traced

to the Straits of Magalhaens and of Le Maire. Toe
whole length of this current, from St. Thomas to Cape
St, Roque, amounts to upwards of 2400 nautical miles

;

and if we add the Guiana current, from the point of
division opposite that cape to the strait dividing the island

of Trinidad from that of Grenada, its course is increased bv
1500 nautical miles more. The breadth of the current is

different in different parts. Near the islands of St. Thomas
and Anno Bom, it extends not quite over three degrees of
latitude, occupying about 160 miles. But, in proportion as
it advances to the west, it increases in breadth ; opposite
Cape Palms* it extends from 1° 4J' N. 1st. to near 5* 8.
lat, thus occupying in breadth more than six degrees, or
upwards of 360 nautical miles. Farther to the west it en-
larges still more, and attains its greatest breadth, extending
over 7* or 8° of lat. from 44° or i

F
south of the equator to 2j

1

or 3* north of it Here, therefore, the breadth of the current
occupies 450 geographical miles, or not much less than tbe
whole length ofGreat Britain, from the Lizard toCape Wrath.
But having soon afterwards, between 22* snd 23*W. long.,

sent off a branch to the north-west, it narrows to about 300
nautical miles ; and this breadth it probably preserves to tbe
point where it divides opposite the capes of St. Augustin
and St Roque. Tbe velocity of the current is different in
different parts, and increases or decreases sceording to tbe
seasons, it being much greater in summer than in winter.
From Anno Bom to 1C? W. long, it runs, at an average,
from 25 to 30 miles per day ; but from 10* to 16* W. long, it

is much more rapid— making, in the same time, from 44 to
79 miles at the end of June and tbe beginning of July.
This seems to be the strongest part of tbe whole stream.
But it is only in the months of Msy. June, July, and August,
that it runs with great force ; from October to March it is

moderate, and sometimes very weak. Between 16° and 23*

W. long, lies tbe common track of the vessels ; and here tbo
rapidity of the current rises often to 45, 50, and even to
miles per day, but ita mean velocity may be estimated at
about 28 nautical miles ; it is strongest near the equator, and
stronger to the north than to tbe south of it From tf
to the coasts of Braxil, the current becomes rather stronger,

and seems to be less affected by the seasons ; but its veto-
city in these parts is not exsctly ascertained; it teems,
however, to run 30 miles and upwsrds per dav. The tem-
perature of the water in tbe current varies also, according
to tbe seasons and tbe different parts of its course, but it t»

always some degrees lower than that of the ocean. The
water of tbe ocean to tbe north of the rurrent is 8u* or 8 1

*

Fahrenheit, and to the south, 78* or 79* in summer ; but in
tbe current, the thermometer shows, near Anno Bom and
St. Thomas, only 75', and not more to a great distant*
westwards, where tbe temperature falls even to 73', snd at
this temperature it remains fur more than 12' of longitude.
Afterward* it rises again to 74*, and by degree* to 76 r'shr.

In summer the temperature of the current may be esti-

mated as being, at an average, 5" or 6' under that of tl<*

wster of the ocean ; but in winter it is much Irs*. Tbaa
current greatly affects the course of teasels which are
obliged io cross it, and creates great delays to those who.
passu..- from tbe north to tbe south, traverse tbe equslur

he 23* of long., earning them forril.K to tbe »e»t
be)ond Cape St Ruuue. where they are driven towards th«
northern shores of Brsnl. snd are not able lo regain tbrtr

a
America, and the Out/ Strtam, flowing from ' rourae till after ateks. and r%rn tnontl... af toilsome lahournorw Amenra to tbe .rmrraof Europe

| J t „ » fortunate rrumst.nce tb.t the di.ect...,, f tht. rer-

-Jt-T
H
.
rrrn'- *° c*»«1 frorn «t» course lying ' rent dues not coincide rtth the region of the calm. : other-

kiiL ilTi j "V" U ,uPr*»«J t« I* firmed
,

wise, bulb tugetlirr would pmhabU form an wi. penetrans*

hZZTl £?. ~r u*
Thomas and Anno Bom. in tbe . barrier to tbe pr. res. of v<~eb navigating these sees. ButusjM or bay of Benin. Hence it proceeds to the west on the southern Iraae-wuan commonly Haw* m tn*4 rvgnea.
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bis the equatorial current mm, at least •'urinfc those

Months in which it runs with great fare*.

That branch of tha equatorial current which separates

from it between 33' and ts W. kng.. and at about 3," N.
Ux.. « rather fmtourmbic to nsvuzsuoo. by forwarding the

court* of vceaoh returning from the southern hemisphere,

lta course him; m a north-

a

eiuiu direction, it may be
called the North umt Current. Its breadth is consider-

able, and mar be aatimated. at the point of wparation. at

lira or 3*0 mites: farther northward, eren at 300; and at a
more considerable distance, at 440 nautical miles ; but its

Telocity is not so great as that of the main equatorial current.

Up to 10* N. 1st., however, and even a little farther, it may
run from SO to 34 miles per day ; but it then slackens, and
becomes less perceptible, though it tnsy at all times be
traced to 18* N. lat, and commonly eren to 35*. In the
latter part it bends more to the northward, and at last is

lost in the drift-current, to which it seems to give a north-

westerly direction, which is oboerrable all the way from
33" W. long, to Trinidad. The accelerated motion of the
dhft-eurrent in these seas may also, in some measure, be
the effort of this north-west current.

The Otaana Current is, properly speaking, the continua-

tion of the equatorial current, and runs from Cape St.

Roque in Brazil, to the Island of Trinidad, along the low
coast of Guiana, and at no great distance from it. It is of
considerable breadth, and of great Telocity, running at some
places two miles per hour. Here too it is observed that

its velocity is much greater in summer than in winter and
apring; and it is besides much increased by the waters

rushing from the mouth of the Amazon river into the aea

;

for after this has taken place, the current runs three miles

per hour. It is, however, to be observed, that the waters of
the Amazon river do not mingle with those of the current

:

they cut them at right angles, and running with great vio-

lence, cause eddies and whirlpools; but at last the river

passes the current, and is observable at a distance of 500
miles from its mouth. It is remarkable that the Amazon
reuses no change in the direction of the current. Farther to

the north, the Orinoco enters the current. This river, which
poors a prodigious mass of water into the ocean on both sides

of the island of Trinidad, enters the current at a very acute

angle ; and thus soon mixes its water with it, and consider-

ably accelerates its course. Soon afterwards the current

enters the Caribbean Sea by the straits lying between Trini-

dad and the island of Martinique. Between Trinidad and
Grenada, it runs from 1 to 1 4 mile per hour ; less between
St Vincent and St Lucia; and between the latter island

and Martinique its course is reduced to 31 miles per day.
Farther to the north, and especially at the Virgin Island,

the sea-water runs only from 8 to 10 miles per dsy, and
that is the common rate of the drift-current. We find no
observations whether the water of this current differs in

temperature from that of the ocean. It may be said that

the Guiana current is lost in the Caribbean Sea, for in the

latter no perpetual current has been observed. The whole
course of the Guiana current may be reckoned at about

tiOO nautical miles.

The third branch of the equatorial current is the Praxil
Current, which branches off from the equatorial at 8° S. lat,

opposite Cape St. Augustin, at a distance of about 300 miles

to the east of it Between the point where it branches off

and I6
J
or 17°ofS. lat. it has considerable breadth, and does

sot approach the shores of South America nearer than 350
miles. Afterwards it increases in breadth and velocity, and
approaches nearer the land. Opposite Cape Trio it is 300
miles from the coast, and runs about 30 miles per day. As
tha shore south of this caps falls off to the west, the current

s> at a greater distance ; and though it soon changes its

direction, it does not approach nearer than 350 miles to the
coast, off the mouth of the Plata river, running all this way
from 15 ts 20 mtlea per day. It is crossed by the Plata

river, just sa the Guiana current by the Amazon river.

Here too tha current of the river is observable in the sea

at a distance of upwards of 500 miles, but it seems not to

hare the least effect in changing the direction of the stream-

current, w hich contnrass, though much weakened, farther to

the south, and may be traced to the Straits of Magalhaens
and L» Mail*. As this current runs at a considerable dis-

taare from the shores of Brazil, the intermediate space is

ocoaastd by other currents, which mostly, however, follow

the oWtioa of the monsoons which blow along this coast

The most remarkable, and at the same time the best

' known of the Atlantic currents, is tha Outf Stream, wtneh
1 traverses the sea between the parallels of 36* and 44* in the
northern hemisphere. Its origin is in the Gulf of Mexico,
where the warm water which enters it from the Caribbean
8ea, between Caps Cstocbe and Cape 8t Antonio, by being

|
subjected to a nearly circular rotation, and influenced pro-
bably by other causes still unknown, is raised to a high de-
gree of temperature, the thermometer indicating 86*. while
under the same parallel <S5* N. lat.) the ocean only shows 78*.

Two currents, which put in motion perhaps three-fourths of
the waters of the Gulf of Mexico, unite about 60 nautical

miles to the westward of Hsvannah, between the bank of
Isabella on the aide of Cuba, and the Tortugas on that of
Florida Reefs ; and this union gives rise to the Gulf Stream.
In the beginning its course is not rapid, and along the
shores of Cuba it is weak, and sometimes nearly imper-
ceptible: but it soon increases in velocity, and before it

enters the 8trait of Florida at the Salt Kays, it runs one
mile and a half per hour on an average; in the strait itself

it acquires a formidable swiftness. The Strait of Florida
begins at the Salt Kays, a reef lying 114 nautical miles to

the north-east of Havannah, and extends thence to the
northward, where it terminates between the reefs of Cape
Canaveral and the northern termination of the Lesser
Bahama Bank, at about 38° N. lat After entering this

strait, the velocity of the Gulf Stream soon increases to t\,

3, and occasionally 4 miles per hour ; but after running at

Una rate about 90 miles, it arrives at the Narrows, where,
between Cape Florida and the Bimini Islands (a small group
belonging to toe larger group of the Bahamas), the strait is

only 44 miles wide, and its water-way, by reefs and shoals,

is straitened to 35} miles. Here the current runs, in the
month of August, at 3 miles per hour, snd seldom below 5
through the remainder of the strait, which towards its

northern extremity widens to about 50 miles. In this course

the current has traversed about four degrees of lat north-
ward, but its temperature is not sensibly diminished.

Issuing from the Strait of Florida, the Gulf Stream
runs northward along the shores of Florida to 31° N. lat,

and afterwards nearly north-east along the shares of
Georgia and of both Carolinas, as far as Cape Hatteras
(about 35° N. lat). In this course the current widens con-
siderably in breadth, and decreases in velocity and tempera-
ture. Opposite the harbour of Charlestown, its breadth
is from sixty to sixty-three miles; and at Cape Hatteras,

from seventy-two to seventy-five miles. At the latter place

it runs only three and a quarter milea per hour, or seventy-

eight miles per day, and its temperature has fallen from
86° to 83°. At Cape Hatteras, the north-western or inner

edge ofthe current is twenty- four miles south-east ofthe cape.

By the falling back of the coast north ofCape Hatteras,

the current directs its western edge towards the north,

while the main body continues its former course to the

north-east to a considerable distance. At about 40° N. lat

it meets the extensive Nantucket and St George's Banks,
which turn it off seaward, and it never after approaches the

land. From this point it runs in the direction B. \ N„ brush*
ing the southern extremity of the Great Bank of Newfound-
land, and it continues in this line to 43° and 44° long.,

and 37° and 43° lat Here, however, it bends by degrees
to the east south-east and south, and having enclosed

the islands of Flares and Corvo, which belong to the group

of the Azores, its traces are lost in the water of the ocean.

Sometimes, though rarely, the warm water of the current

has extended to the shores of Europe. In this part of its

course across the ocean, it is very difficult to sscertain Uie

breadth of the current because the warm water expands
to the north and to the south to a considerable distance in

the sea, where no current can be traced; in the former

direction to a degree, or a degree and a hslf of latitude

;

and on the southern side, even to two degrees and a balf

:

it has been met with at 33}° and 34° lat The strongest

current is commonly met with between 38°and 39° lat; and
it is the opinion of msny» intelligent navigators, that the

breadth ofwhat may be called a current does not exceed 1 00,

or 1 30 nautical miles. Tbe warm water sometimes only ex-

tends to 140 mites, and then it seems to occupy only the cur-

rent but at other times it is found to cover 186. 340, 370,

and even 320 miles. It does not seem that this difference fit

tbe extent of the warm water is sffected by the seasons, for

both extremes bsve been round to exist in the same month

(May), between «.f and 65° long. It is very probable that

the main current does not always run w the same places,M
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ATHOS, a mountain at the extremity of the kmf

peninsula wbtob project* from Chile ldtce, and wputlM
the (lull* of Content* and Monte Santo, on the ooaat of

Macedonia. The name Athoa wan properly applied to the

•hole mountainous peninsula, which is joined lo the main-
land by the low flat isthmus near the site of Acanthus.
(Ilcrud. tu. ti.) It ii now known to the Franka by the

name of Monte Santo, and to the Greeks an Ayinn-oros, both
implying ' holy mountain.' This appellation it bas obtained

from tiie number of monasteries, convent*, chapels, 4nd
other sacred spots srattcred round its sides. Some of the
ni<>na»ienes, of which there are twenty-six, are enclosed by
hiirli turreted walls, having rather the appearance of fort i-

Octl Uiwna than the abode of men devoted lo the peaceful
exercise of religion, and are provided with the mean* of de-
fence and offence in several pieces of ordnance with which
they are armed. Amongst the largest are, Xenophon,
Ivemn, Vatopaidi, Panto-kratera, Ayia Laura, St. Anne,
and St. Paul. The number of monks alone in these esta-

blishment* is supposed to exceed 8ul>0, exclusive of lay

brethren, artiHccr*, and labourer*. Ayia Laura contain*
upwards of (500 monks, and is subject to a very singular
regulation, which some travellers have erroneously staled to

lie general throughout the peninsula ; we refer to the pro-

hilmion of any female, even of the animal kind, being ad-

mitted within its walls. Herodotus (ml 82) enumerate*
five towns within the peninsula of Atho*.
The antiquity of these foundations is traced to the reign

of CVinstantine ; and authentic document* are still extant
proving their existence in the time of Nicephorus Phocas,
a.d. ys I . The oath required from the monks is solemn and
simple : to renounce for ever the world and it* cares, consi-
dering themselves dead to all sublunary concerns, and to
devote themselves to meditation, celibacy, retirement, and
)»>\ertT. Though individually poor, there can be little doubt
tlist the fraternities are by no means so ; but it is their in-

terest lo conceal their riches, in order to avert the grasping
a\ srice of the Porte. The principal stream of wealth Hows
from the spiritual source of religion, and consuls in the obla-

tion* of pilgrim*, who, in their peregrination to the ehasMl

that crown* the sharp summit of the mountain, ar* expected

to visit and contribute to each monastery on the tortaovs

road; yet the monk* have not forgotten the temporal
source of wealth from commerce, which is carried on chiefly

with Salonica and Smyrna. This trade consists almost ex-
clusively of fruit*, of which the various specie* of nut* form
the chief portion. The garden* of the monasteries, which
are very extensive, produce both fruit* and vegetable* of
all kinds, and are kept in the highest order, at well a* the

farms, called mttoekt, attached to the several monasteries

:

these are scattered over all the moat fertile spots of the

peninsula.

Tbo Russians, Bulgarians, and Servians have each their

respectivo monasteries ; and caravans of from two to Ave
hundred pilgrims arrive periodically from those countries,

consuming every thing in the villages on their road. A
visit to this sacred spot i* of the same importance lo the

members of the Greek church as a pilgrimage to Mecca
with Mohammedans. The chapel on the summit is, how-
ever, only reached by the more aealous; the road is ex-

tremely difficult, requiring the use of both hands and fret

to accomplish the ascent. None of the monks reside per-

manently in this chapel.

On the sides of the mountain are vast forest* of pines,

oaks, and chestnut* ; the pine* grow to an immense size.

The appearance of the mountain is very magnificent,

standing in lonely majesty at the termination of ridges of
considerable elevation, and rising abruptly from the sea to

a height of 6349 feet. The shore* at it* base are so steep

that there is no anchorage for vessels, the small craft that

trade here being obliged to keep constantly under sad while
taking in their cargoes • within a quarter of a mile of the

coast there are from §0 to 100 fathoms water. The dangers
of the shores of Atho* were experienced by the Persian
fleet under Murdonius (Herod, vi. 44), which was com-
pletely destroyed by a storm on this coast.

Although the monk* themselves are shamefully ignorant,

yet I heir monasteries possets libraries among which there
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are mU to he rare and valuable manuscripts, which are

rapidly bosoming a prey t» worm* and the damp, being left

in a most neglected state.

The Peak of Athoa is in 40* tf N. lat, 84° 20' E. lonK .

The canal of Xerxes is still most distinctly to be traced all

the way across the isthmus from the Gulf of Monte Santo

to the Bay of Brno in the Gulf of Confess*, with the ex-

ception of about S00 yards in the middle where the ground
bears no apnearanee of having ever been touched. But aa

there is ne doubt of the whole canal having been excavated
by Xerxes (see Herod, vii. 37, 129, and Thucyd. iv. 109),

it t» probable that the central part was afterwards filled up
in order to allow a more ready passage into and out of the
pvmntula. In many places the canal is still deep, swampy
at the bottom, and filled with rushes and other aquatic
plants: the rain and email springs draining down into it

worn the adjacent heights afford at the Monte Santo end a
good watering-place for shipping ; the water (except in very
dry weather) runs out in a good stream. The distance across

is S»oo yards, which agree* very well with the breadth of
twelve stadia assigned by Herodotus. The width of the
eanal appears to have been about 1 8 or 90 feet ; the level of
the earth nowhere exceeds I i feet above the sea ; the soil

is a light elav. It is on the whole a very remarkable isthmus,
far the land on each aide (but more especially to the west-
ward) rises abruptly to an elevation of 800 to 1000 feet.

From this eanal to the extremity of the peninsula it is all

holy ground, and parcelled out into • metochis.'

About H mile to the westward of the north end of the
eanal is the modern village of Erso fEfxni), which gives
name to the bay, situated on an eminence overhanging the
beach : this is crowned by a remarkable mound forming a
small natural citadel. On the side facing the sea is still

visible part of an ancient Hellenic wall, about ISO yards in

length, and from 20 to 25 feet in height ; but there are no
other vestiges of antiquity except the large square blocks
of stone lying about the village, and forming foundations
for their miserable hovels. These ruins can be no other
than the anbent Acanthus. The great mound would appear
to be that mentioned in Herodotus (vii. 117), where he says
that the Persian Artachaies, the superintendent of the
eanal, died while Xerxes was at Acanthus, and ' the whole
army raised a mound for him.' Herodotus also informs us
(vii. 125) that the army of Xerxes, on its march from
Acanthus to Tberme, was annoyed by lions, who seized the
camels which carried provisions. The lion killing a bull

appears on the reverse of the coin of Acanthus, here given.

(*Bm>. Msan Mbskbv]

ATHY. a town In the county of Kildare in Ireland, about
thirty miles 8.W. of Dublin. It is on both banks of the
river Barrow, which, flowing to the southward, unite* with
the Star, below Wawrford, and, farming the harbour of that

city, flows into the sea. The Grand Canal from Dublin
terminates here. The Barrow is navigable from hence to

the see, so aa to form, with the canal, an inland water com-
munsmrjon between Waterford and Dublin. Large quan-
tities of corn are sold here weekly, and sent to Dublin.
Athy is situated in a pleasant country, better suited to

agriculture than pasturage, and is dose to an antient ford,

wnwh early Irish history mentions as having been the scene
of contest in domestic wars. Two monasteries erected on
different sides of the river gave origin to the town. That on
the went side was founded by Richard de St. Michael, lord
at Rbeban, in the early part of the thirteenth century, under
the invocation of Be John or 8t Thomas, for crouched
friars : and that on the east aide was founded in 1233. for

Dominicans, by the famuit* of Basel and Hogan. There
ate anas* few remains of both these edifices. Gerald, earl

ef Kildaiw. eroded a castle about 1506, at the foot of the

bridge over the Barrow at Athy, that it might serve to

score the Bnsjish pass. This castle was repaired and en-

larged by an* William White, about 1 575 and obtained from

ami the name of White s Castle. On* tower still remains.
|

Athy was Incorporated by charter of Jama* I., and ia

governed by a recorder, sovereign, town-clerk, and two
bailiffs. It sent two members to the Irish parliament, and
was under the influence of the duke of Lsinster. It is now
alternately with Naas the assize-town for the county of
Kildare ; snd the remaining tower of the castle already no-
ticed is used as a prison and ia an appendage to the county
gaol of Naas. The population, in 1831, was 4494. There
is a parish school for about ninety children (boys and girls),

supported partly by subscription and partly by the Kildare
Place Society ; ana a catholic free school, in which about 240
children of both sexes are instructed, is supported by sub-
scription.

Athy is in three parishes, Reban or Chnrcntown, St. Mi-
chael, and St. John (the last being a ebapelry), which, with
others, form an ecclesiastical union in the diocese of Dublin
end Glandelagh, and in the ecclesiastical province of Dublin.
The church, which is in the parish of St. Michael, was built

about 1 740, and is in good repair. The population of the
whole union in 1831 was 6359.
The county court-house was erected some time after the

church, and the barrack about thirty years afterwards. There
are six fairs in the rear.

Athy was burnt by the Irish in 1308, and in 1315 plun-
dered by the Scots under Robert Bruce.
ATKYNS. SIR ROBERT, a judge of the Court of

Common Pleas during the reign of Charles II., and Lord
Chief Baron after the revolution, was an eminent and
learned lawyer, much distinguished for his attachment to

popular rights and for the uprightness and independence of
his conduct during a period of judicial profligacy and sub-
serviency. He was descended from an antient and opulent
family in Gloucestershire ; and it has been remarked as a
singular circumstance, that for more than 300 years con-
secutively, some member of this family always presided in
one of the superior courts of law. His father, Sir Edward
Atkyns, was a judge of the Court of Common Pleas during
the Commonwealth, and shared with Hsle, Rolle, Wynd-
ham, and other judges, the merit of the various improve-
ments in the administration of the law which took place at
that period. Immediately after the Restoration, Sir Ed-
ward Atkyns was named as one of the judges in the special

commission for the trial of the regicides, and appointed a
Baron of the Exchequer, in which Tatter office he continued
till his death, which took place in 1669, at the age of 82.
The exact date of Sir Robert Atkyns's birth has not been
ascertained ; but there is no doubt that he was born in the
course of the year 1621. He received the rudiments of his
education at his father's house in Gloucestershire, snd was
afterwards entered at Bsliol College, Oxford. After spending
several years at the University, he removed for the completion
of his professional studies to Lincoln's Inn, of which society
his father had been a member. Of his history and conduct
during the Commonwealth, no particulars have been pro-
served ; but as he was made a Knight of the Bath, with
many persons of distinction, at the coronation of Charles
II., it is probable that with his father he had attached
himself to the moderate party in the profession during that
troublesome period. He was returned to the first parlia-

ment of Charles II. for the borough of East Looe, snd
continued to hold his seat till he was raised to the Bench

;

and from the frequent mention of his name on Committees
and in the general business of the House, he appears to
have devoted much of his time to parliamentary duties.

Long before bis appointment to the Bench he had acquired
extensive practice and a high reputation at the bar. In
1661 he was chosen recorder of Bristol; and in the early
part of the year 1672 he was made a judge of the Court of
Common Pleas, having been for some time before Solicitor-

General to tbe Queen. In his judicial station he main-
tained his general character for learning and independence,
though, from bis language and conduct on the trials of the
Jesuit priests and other persons charged with the Popish
Plot in 1679. he appears to have partaken of the delusion

which pervaded the country respecting that transaction,

and to have played hispart in the disgraceful tragedies at
that time enacted in Westminster Hafl.

In the year 1680, however, the conduct of the court

n, who were then preparing the way by the corruption

e judges for the introduction of arbitrary measure*,
drove him from tbe bench. Whether be was displaced by
the crown, or whether be voluntarily resigned a situation

which he could not retain without sacrificing bis independ-
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but in hi* evidence before a committee

of the House of Common* previouily to the impeachment
of Sir William Scroggs, he charges the chief justice with

having made an ill representation to the King of some ex-

pressions he had used in favour of the right of petitioning.

(Common* Journal*, Dec 23. 1680.)

A circumstance occurred in the year 1682,which eventually

induced Sir Robert Atkyns to resign his office of recorder of
Bristol. Much distension prevailed among the members
of tho corporation, and a contested election of members for

the city to serve in the Oxford parliament, on which occa-

sion Sir Robert Atkyns was an unsuccessful candidate in

opposition to the mayor, tended not a little to inflame the

violence of party spirit. It happened shortly afterwards

that he was present and voted at the election of an alder-

man, when an individual obnoxious to the mayor was
chosen. The meeting at which this election took place,

though attended by a majority of the aldermen, was as-

sembled without a legal summons from the mayor and
against his wishes; upon which, the mayor and the rest of

j

the corporation preferred an indictment for a riot, at the quar-
ter-sessions, against Sir Robert Atkyns and two other persons
who were present at the election. The case having been re-
moved into the King s Bench, was tried at the Bristol sum-

|

mer assizes, in 1682, and the defendants were found guilty
j

upon which, Sir Robert Atkyns in the ensuing term per-
sonally appeared in court and moved in arrest of judgment.
His argument on this occasion, which is fully reported in

the third volume of Modern Report*, p. 4, was temperate,
forcible, and effective, and the Court of King's Bench ar-

rested the judgment upon a technical error in the indict-

ment ; but Atkyns, by the advice of Chief Justice Pem-
berton. and his brother Sir Edward Atkyns, then one of the
barons of the Exchequer, immediately resigned his record-
crship ; which was, in fact, tho only object of the prosecution.

On leaving the bench in the early part of the year 1680,
Nir Robert Atkyns withdrew from all public occupation to

his seat in Gloucestershire, where he lived for some years
in great seclusion, ' keeping no correspondence,' as he him-
self says, about public affairs, and interfering in no degree
with politics. It is clear, however, from his writings, that
during his retirement he viewed with deep interest the poli-

tical transactions of the time ; and he cannot be supposed
to have been indifferent to the desperate course which the
government were pursuing.

In 1683, when the memorable trial

Russel took place,

ntleraan

f Lord William
friends and relations of that unfor-

gentleman applied to Sir Robert Atkyns for las
advice and direction respecting the management of his
defence. With this requisition ho readily complied, and
furnished the accused with a detailed note of such point*
of law and fact as he might legally and prudcntl) insist

upon on his trial. After the revolution he published ron-
secutively two pamphlet*, entitled A Defence <>/ h<rd Rtu-
teS» Innortncy, in which be argues agaiust the sufficiency

of the indictment and the cudencc. ami juttitle-. the re

versa! of the attainder, with great force of language and
solidity of reasoning. His letter of advice rc«pt -cling L.nl
Russet's defence, together with a letter containing criti-

cism on the proceedings of tlie trial, and likewise his two
pamphlets on the same subject, are published amongst Ins

Parliamentary and Political Tract*. In the year 1689 ha
published a tract, entitled The Power. /urutHctiom, mud
Pnrttcgt of Parliament, an I tin ,\;u II >ute of
Common*, a im ted. The occasion of this tract was the

'

prosecution of Sir William Williams by the allurm v

general, for having, as speaker of the House of Commons,
and by express order of the House, directed Dangerflcld «

Narrative lo be printed. Tin- object of Alk'nts argu-
ment, whu-b duplets much research and great legal and I

hitlorwal learning, was tu sho« that lint oat entirely .,

1

nod,,,,, ,,( |.«,|(ain*ntary jurisdiction, of win. h the < ourt of
K.ng • Ham b wght not lo tske cngmismc It is said by

'

Mr II.oil in his arrounl of Nir \\ illiain Williams s case
|

in lb« Ihirlornlh lolutn* of the Stale Truth, p. I J so, tl.at

(he ••< was originally argued for Hie defendant b) Kir
M»>»rl Alhtlii in l*SA, who volunteered hit assistance in

• one whirl, concerned ciery commoner lu
stngla

,
I. he had so entirely retired from the pro-
's" obliged to burro* a guwn to appear in
• i

- Ihsl Ibis snecdirt* is founded upon a
1 •«••! ' '«'.. being in, nt. ,nrd u. lb* fe.

*n.l„„ • 1 I In •"t.leii.p.irary report*, and Hit Robert

Atkyn* not being alluded to as having taken any put ia

the proceedings. He may, however, have prepared the
argument for the occasion, which he afterwards published,

although he did not deliver it in court.

Sir Robert Atkyns was returned to the only parliaraen

called by James II. as representative of the county of

Gloucester ; but he does not appear to have taken at that

time any active part in the debates. In the reign of Janes
II. he composed another legal argument, the subject of

which was the king's power to dispense with penal statutes,

and which was suggested by the well-known case of Sir

Edward Hales. In this treatise, he considers at large tht

doctrine of the king's dispensing power. It is clearly and
candidly written, and the truth of the reasoning against

the royal prerogative contended for by the judges iu Hues t

case will hardly be denied at the present da.y.

The precise part performed by Sir RoberC Atkyns in pro-

moting the revolution cannot be ascertained ; but his known
political opinions, his intimate connexion with the principal

actors in that event, and the marks of distinction bestowed
upon him by the new government, render it highly probable

that he was not a passive spectator of the change. In tht

month of April, 1689, he was appointed chief baron of tht

Exchequer, Sir John Holt being at the same time mads
chief justice of the King's Bench, and Sir Henry Pollexfen

chief justice of the Common Pleas. In the latter part of
the aamc year he was chosen speaker of the House of Lords,
nnd continued to hold that office until the great seal was
given to Lord Somen in 1693. During the long vacation
in the following year. Sir Robert Atkyns, being then
seventy-four years of age, signified his intention of Anally
retiring from public life : attempts were mode by tho go-
vernment to induce him to continue on the bench, in con-
sequence of wimo difficulty respecting his successor ; but be
adhered to his determination, and retired lo his sent at
Saperton Hall, near Cirencester, in Gloucestershire, here
he spent the remainder of his life. He died early m the
year 1 709. at the advanced age of eighty-eight year* In
1 734 his published writings were collected into one volume,
under the title of Parliamentary and Political Tract*.
Early in life he married Anne, daughtor of Sir Thomas
Dacres of Chcshunt, in Hertfordshire, by whom he lod a
son, Robert, who was knighted upon a visit of Charles II.

to Bristol soon after the Restoration, and who was the
author of the Hittory of Gloucetterthtre.

ATLANTA (in Zoolog) ), a genus of the heteroj> dou*
mollutca of Lamarck, which Cuvier places next to cam ana.
The animal is very- small, and the shell very delicate.
Laraanon thought that he had discovered, in one of these

Iaumu
.hells, the original of the fossil ammonite*, or comua Am
mom*, which, however, must have belonged to the class of
rrnhal»f»*ijiu* m-Jludu. or cuttle-Uke »"imr'v Albania
inhabits the Indian seas. [Sec HlTtaoroD*.]

l-.su.ur describe* another marine genua. Alia*, whsrh
mutt not be confounded with the abu\r. Alias has no
shell; and Cuucr euufctvsct his inability to class it. • to
cnfiised.' says he, ' is the description.' De Blainttll* thinks
that it belong* to the same family as Gattrrorttra, and
places it accordingly under Akera. though he confesses that
it it not entirely known.
ATLANTES ( ArWrsc). so called by the Greeks, pro-

bably, from the well-known fable of Atlas supporting the
heavens. This is a term applied to Agere* or half figure*
of men used in the place of column* or pilasters, lo sustain
an entablature : they are called also Telamonea, a word at
doubtful derivation. In the tempi* of Jupiter 01ympiua.nl
Agngcntum. restored by Mr. Cocherwu. and detenbed an
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of Sroart't Atkmu. Atlantes at* teuii

ipen a plinth pkced on the entablature
above the piasters of Um otlk of to* temple, and sup-
porting with (h*u hsadi snd ansa Um entablature on
which tha Uuu of tha roof vara to have boon placed.

Tha Atkntee of ihia tatnpk vara twenty-fire feat high, built

in courses of stone, corresponding with tha walla of tha
I to it Thacella, and partly attaohad i i annexed out, showing

[Tmm TansSt at Japfce a Afrlicataa]

tha front akration of the figures, with a profile of one of
than, baa bean engraved with the permission of the pub-
lisher* of Stuart » AtKtnt. (For a mora detailed account of
these tram, see vol. nr. cap. i. of Stuart'a Athens, pub-
lished by Weak, Holborn.)

In the Tepidahuni of the baths at Pompeii. Atlantes of
naked day, in high relief, and intrusted with the finest

marble stucco, painted to represent lib, are ranged at equal
distance* round the room, to support an entablature from
which the arched ceiling springs ; in the intervals between
the figures, niches are tinned for the dress of too bathers.

The figures are about two feat high, and stand, like those

at Agngcntunt, on a plinth. In the annexed cut, from

«bs Soaiaty'a work on Pompeii, a representation of these

Agvrae is given.

In the Biehneetnra of the asodern Italians, the Atlantes

are often fennd supporting the entablature over an entrance

to a palepe or a garden At Milan, there is a colossal exam-
ana of the farmer; and the rustic gate to the Fameae Gar-

den* at Reese, the design of Vignola, may be adduced aa

an exaaapk of the Utter.

ATLANTIC OCEAN ia the name given to that part

«f the eaaan which separatee the old from the new world

:

St washes the oaetarn shores of the Americas, and the west-

awn shores sf Europe and Africa. Nature not having fixed

ay boundary Wet—en it and those seas which are adjacent

to anal nimmaaa els with it, we snail suppose that it is

dinted from the Pacific Ocean by a straight line drawn
arena Cape) Horn, the southern extremity of Amerce, to tha

antarctic pole, and from the Indian Sea by another drawn
frees the Cape of Good Hope to the same pole. On the

Mth we avay say that its boundaries are fixed by nature, in

that esutinuoue and impervious barrier of ice which extends

hslssis Mr* and M* N. kt front the coast of Greenland to

the island of Nova Zambia. By fixing those boundaries, s

part af the Northern Polar or UJ Sea, as well as of the

ia the Atlantic, but
w- •-• i- -

Antarctic (

ngnona part" —-11

the Atlantic.

Though the Atlantic Ocean extends from pole to pole, its

breadth ia comparatively not great. The two euuuuonta
which form its shores approach nearest one another be-
tween 69° and 71° N. 1st- where the coasts of Greenland
are only 800 geographies! miles from those of Norway, a
distance hardly groin Han that between Nantes in Franoa
sod Cape Wrath in Scotland. Between Cape St. Roqae in
Bratil. about 5° S. laL. and the coast of Sierra Leone in
Africa, between 5° snd 8" N. 1st,, the continents are not
above 1 500 biographical miles from one another, or about
aa far as the North Cape from the Note. These are tha
two parts where the width of the Atlantic Ocean is least.

Its greatest breadth is under 30* N. 1st- where the penin-
sula of Florida and the western coast of Msroroo in Africa
are sepsrated by upwards of 3600 geographical miles, or

Humlioldt compares the form of the Atlantic Ocean to
that of a longitudinal valley, whose projecting and retiring
angles correspond to one another. He supposes it to be
formed by a very violent rush of the waters from the south,
which being repulsed by the mountains along the roast of
Brazil, took a direction towards the coast of Africa, and
formed the Gulf of Guinea ; here being stopped by the high
coast of Upper Guinea, and obliged to run again to the west,
the stream gsve origin to the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf
of Mexico, and issuing thence ran between the mountsins
of western Europe and those of North America, until it

gradually diminished in velocity and force, and at length
subsided. Id confirmation of this hypothesis, he observes,
that the primitive mountains in the Brazilian provinces of
Rio, Mines Geraes, Bahis, and Pernambucco are under the
same degree of latitude as those of Congo, and that the im-
mense plain along the banks of the Amazon river corre-

sponds to that traversed by the Quoits : further, that the
mountains of Parime in America lie opposite to those of
Upper Guinea, and that the great plains, which before this

catastrophe, according to bis hypothesis, extended to the
south of the present mouth of the Mississippi, and by the
submersion of which the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of
Mexico were formed, are under the same parallel as the
great desert of the Sahara.
The South Atlantic Ocean does not offer any other pecu-

liarity in its formation, but the Northern is distinguished by
several.

First, we may observe the formation of its islands lying
within the polar circle. They are countries of consider-

able extent, but divided by extremely narrow, long, and
winding straits, of very difficult navigation, which is in-

creased by their being only for a few weeks in the year
free from ice. For instance, the group of Nora Zambia
consists of at least two larger ones; that of Spits-

bergen of three larger and many smaller ones ; and it ia

rather more than a supposition, that the extensive country
known by the name of Greenland is composed of a number
of large islands, divided from one another by narrow, long.,

and winding straits. This peculiarity in the formation is

repeated, though on a less scale, in the islands which skirt

the coasts of Norway, where, in some instances, the straita

which once divided them from the continent bare been filled

up by earthy matter, and now resemble exactly Glen Mora
in Scotland. In no other part of the seas has such a dis-

position of islands been observed, except in those on tha
8.W. coast of America, and probably those on the N.W.,
about the latitude of Admiralty Island.

But a still more remarkable and more important feature

of the North Atlantic is its connexion with mediterranean,

or efose, seas of great extent. Such are the Baltic Sea snd
the Mediterranean Sea in the Old Continent, and Hudson's

Bay and the Gulf of Mexico, with the Caribbean Sea, in

the New World. These seas doubtless form part of the

Atlantic Ocean ; but they cannot be considered as bays or

gulfs, the connexion between them and the Atlantic being

effected by narrow straits, and not by an open sea ; and, be-

sides, they extend so far into the continents, that some of

them, as the Mediterranean Sea, aflords by itself a naviga-

tion of 30<>0 geographical miles. Similar sees indeed exist

in the Indian Ocean, where the Gulfs of Persia and of

Arabia resemble rather the Mediterranean and the Balne

Seas, than the Gulf of Bengal or that of Guinea; but they

are of much lass extent. This peculiarity in its form brings

Vol. IIL-E
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* much greater axtact of country than the other

Hit thai wash both continent*. We accordingly find that

lb, continental ehorea of the Atlantic exceed in extent

thoea of the Pacific Ocean awl the Indian Sea. the two
other (treat divitione of the Ocean, taken together, though the

latter cover at kaaat three lime* the turfite* of the farmer.

The continental meet* of Enron* from the strait of Wai-

irau to that of Caffa (the entrance of the tea of Atoff), arc

al»ut 11.000 geographical roilca ; thoaa at Asia along the

Rlack Sea, the Sea of Marmora, and the Mediterranean

Set. are nearly Moo milaa ; and the eoaaia of Africa, along

the Mediterranean Sea. are upward* of 2000 geographical

mil**. Add to the** the wettern «hore* of Africa from
th* *trait of Gibraltar to the Cape of Good Hope, winch com •

1 about 40(>0 geographical mi let, and the whole eastern

. of tha Atlantic Ocean amount to 24.000 geographical
mile* In computing Mi weatern *hore*, we (hall coniider

Greenland a* a part of the continent, though it probably i*

not ttrictl* tro* : and on thr* suppotition we find that tha

•••tern •bore* of America comprehend about fn.OoO peojrrt

pWal mile*. Consequently the ihore* ofthe Atlantic Ocean
h.vw a circuit of about 48.000 geographical mile*. The
eoaati of Am* are upward* of.TO.OOO geographical mile* ; but

T»e.rly MM cf them belong to the Mediterranean Sea, and
•nsequentlv to the Atlantic Ocean. The eastern coa»t of

Afilc* mar be computed at 8000 geographical miles and the

western enmtt of America at upward* of 1 1 ,000. Thu* tho
co i«t* of the Pacific Ocean and those of the Indian Sea
taken together do not amount to much more than 44,000
geographical mil**, ornearhr 4000 railea In* than thou of

the Atlantic Ocean. We (hall obcerre, that in thit calcu-

lation the northern shore* of Alia along the Polar Sea are
included, and ** they amount to upward* of 2600 geogra-
phical mile*, the account i« (till more in favour of the At-
lantic Ocean, if tin* length U (uhtrtcted. We shall not
enlarge on tha advantage* which »uch a peculiar form of
the Atlantic rouet offer for the progre** of eivilixation.

These advantages would extend to a great distance into

the interior of both oontinenu, if the number and magnitude
of the rivers which flow into the Atlantic were proportionate

to the extent of its (bore*. On the cattern tide, the (urface.

whose drainage fall* into the Atlantic, i* comparatively

limited, aod doe* not comprehend even the whole of Eu-
rope : the greatest river of Uu* part of the world, the Volga,
rarrle* it* water* to the Caspian Sea. No European river of
tho first or second clan Mow* immediately into the Atlantic
Ocean ; thr largest being probably the Rhine, whose course
doe* net exceed 700 English mile*. But three river* of the
•econd flats, the Nile, toe Danube, and the Dnieper, enter
the Mediterranean Sea or iu branchc*. The boundary line,

which mark* the region from which the water* run into

the Atlantic Ocean on the east, it extremely irregular. On
'.he north it begin* with the moat northern extremity of the
Cralian Mountain*, and follow* that range to near the
eixty first parallel, where, at the sources of the Kama, it

suddenly turn* to the aoutb-weat and then to the west, in
which direction it continue* to the source* of the Volga,
hardly I iu mil** distant from th* Gulf of Finland. From
tins point it run* nearly south to the 44° of lat„from which
it extend* eaat-euulb-east between the Inbutane* of the
Volga on one aid*, and iboa* of the Dnieper and Don on
the other. Having thu* attained the 44° of E. Long., and
Dearly the 62° of N kal . it take* a due aoutbem directum
between the rivar* Don and Volga, and nearlv inserting
the middle of the Caucasus, it declines to the south - » est

and separate* the upper court, of the Euphrates from the
tratll rtfera which fall into the Black Sea and the Gulf of
Scaiideruon. It then run* along the coast of Syna at an

nee of lee* than a hundred mile*, and lurna
to Ibe Isthmus of Sera. In Africa it enclotat the

valley of the Nile, the upper part of which it of unknown
extent. To the east of tint met, the boundary of Ibe At-
lantic run* along the sboia* of the Red Bee, a branch of
tha Indian Orwaa. a»4 at the aouree* of the Nile it in eat

lea** I too milt* distant from lb* Mediterranean Sea, and
consequently from the Atlantic, the greatest dialsore which
it prouaMs attain* in the old world. From near the moolh*
%t the Nile, it runt due watt, following generally the thir-

tiU it smse. at the shoes of the Allantse.

To

! included m it. What part* of Africa tooth ef the III

belong to the baaui of the Atlantic Ocean, our prr--. [ gt*>

graphical knowledge doea not enable u* la decide with
accuracy. Perhaps we ahall not much overrate it. in ae*>
noting that the drainage of half of it* surface flew* to fie
Atlantic. We ihetefeu may suppose that tlie basin tf tbe

|
Atlantic contains about three nnihnn* of square n> 0* In

Xorope, not half a million in Aaia, and about six n IhoOt
in Africa; which all taken together do not amount to more
than nine million* and a half, or about one-fourth of the
continent of the anu.nl world; but the new continent be-
long* ii Ira .st entirely to iu baain.

In Srrath America, tho watershed between the Pacific
ami Atlantic Ocean* run* at a distance of from 24 te f>0
mile* from the ihore* of th* former, except in the) very
southern extremity of the Andet (see AndksJ ; and flat ex-
tensive plain* which cover the greatest part of the s trlace
of that continent send their water* to tho Atlantic Ocean.
Probably not less than six million* of square miles of tbe
surface of South America belong to the basin of the Atlantic,
and only half a million to that of the Pacific Ocean, In
North America, the line winch separate* the water* tilling
into both ocean* lie* at a much greater distance from th.
shores of the Pacific Ocean ; but even here the great plain*
to the cast of the Stony Mountain* »end their river* to the
Atlantic: »o that, if we a«*ign to the Pacific Ocean even
the northern region traversed by the Mackenzie River, the
area drained by the river* fulling into the Atlantic may
amount to upwards of six million* of square mile*, whilst
tho»c falling into the Pacific probably do not drain more
than two millions. According to thi* account, the basin of
the Atlantic Ocean comprehend* about nineteen million*
of square miles on both continent* ; and the remainder,
amounting to about twenty-seven or twenty-eight million*,
belong* to the basin* of the Pacific and Indian Seas, ind to

thou of a few inland lake*, or to a few desert, which baa,,
no water.

The Atlantic Ocean being, in the present (tote of the
commercial world, tbe most frequented high-road of com-
munication, ha* been examined more completely then the
other seat, with respect to its facilities for navigation. The
danger* and diffic ulties produced by numerous and intricate
group* of island* are of lets frequent occurrence in thi* *ei
than in any other : far. if wo except the chain of itlind*
which separates tbe Oulf of Mexico and tbe Caribbean. Sea
from the Atlantic, and which therefore are to be considered
a* forming part of the shore* of the ocean, it can bendy be
(aid to contain any group of island* between S0° N. lat and
50° S. lit. Tbe groups of the A/ores. Canaries, and Cape
dc Verde Island*, a* well a* those of Guinea and this Ber-
muda*, are email, and present few diftlcultiee to navigator*.
The Canaries, including Madeira, are much resorted to by
vessel*, from their .itnation on the verge of Ibe region, m
which the element* eetenttal to navigation (efk, the air end
the water) undergo • change : for to the aouth of that
group, tbe wind*, as well a* tho motion of the aea fcr the
currents, are generally much let* changeable than m the
latitudet nearer to the pole*.

With respect to tbe trindM. the whole surface of the
Atlantic Ocean may bo divided into three region*, meat*
of winch the winds maintain a constant course from ram to
weal, and have obtained the name of trade- wind*. Th**
region extend* to about 30° aflat on both tale* of ibe ia,ts*

tor. The other l»o region*, lo tbe north and south of the
tbirtiolhjiarallel ia both hemisphere*, are subject to a aoa-

regions of salable winds.
e*U

"
'

It a* not bare oar object to enter into an explanation of
the natural cause* which produce tbe pheriemenoa or ttet

which see found to extsl in the A*tUntic*T,a™en.l t

from
a* we

ihrmtelve* afloat the navigation of it no lea* than aba
trade-winds.

In tbe eastern part of tbe rearaan of the I

wind* blow, on the north tide ef the
eeat : and oo tha aouiK,fre*n aoulh or eou'te>-«

eee hereafter. If they continued m tb**e direction*, the*
weukl of court, meat one another, ant thi* not the eat*

:

both trade-wind* ere ten.rated frwC* an* another by *b*>
reetoa */ cerate. Thie region at not *lways ef tbe tewae
exl.nl i

:, < - -. > <,.,. - ,., . a***,
though U alw.y, extend, over tbe whole ol it from tbe i teat*
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of AfTV*. *ai fnn*w of JrB*nriee% It*

uch mors dun two, and at other seasons up to ten degrees

of latitude, bin remarkable circumstance that it doe*
nnt extend tonally on hoth tide* of the equator, bat is rather

situated in the northern hemisphere. It rarely extend* to

the tooth of the line, and never Anther than two and a half

degrees of south latitude, whilst, on the north of the equa-
tor, it •omrirme* advances even to the thirteenth degree of

latitude. The portion of the son visibly influences the posi-

tion of the region of ralms. as wed as the range within which
the trad* winds blow. In the summer month*, especially

in July. August, and September, the calm* advance towards
the north, and extend sometimes, as we have already ob-

served, to the thirteenth parallel ; at this time the southern
trade-wind encroaches considerably on the northern hemi-
sphere, being found as far as the fourth or fifth degree of
northern latitude. It may even be said tlmt this Ust-men-
Itonod trade-wind passes the equator all the year round,
exrept in January, when the region of calms extends to two
and • half degrees of south latitude. The central line of
this region may therefore be placed at about Ave or Ave
and a half degrees of north latitude, and its mean breadth
B>av extend over five or five and a half degrees of latitude,

or from 300 to 330 geographical miles. The calms which
reign in this region would oppose an insuperable obstacle to

the progress of vessels, if the water was not daily agitated

by a squall. At noon, a black and well-defined cloud ap-

p. ars towards the east, which seems to announce a violent

thunder-storm; suddenly a wind rises, blows with great
si knee for a few minutes, sends down a fow drops of rain,

and immediately the calm return* It i* only by means of
ll.cw daily sqi. tli at the region of calms can be passed by
yd tacit, but it always prove* a very ditaRTreahle navigation.

The trade-wind* themselves are subject to change in their

en lent, according to tbe seasons, and in their direction,

a> cording to the different degrees of lonsitude. They
withdraw farther from the equator when the tun is in

tl <j hemisphere in which they blow, and they occupy a

wider range toward* the coast* of America, than at
short distance from the old world. In the seas bor-

dering on the Utter they are rarely encountered at thirty

degree* of latitude, and often not before reaching the

teeotv -seventh parallel, so that the mean boundary may be
placed at twsnty -eight and a half degrees. Towards Ame-
rica, however, they extend somewhat more towards the north,

etc n to thirty-two degrees of latitude, to that the mean
boundary ma) be fixed at the thirtieth parallel. The diree-

tiua of the trade-winds changes with their progress from
eaal It »«»t Near the old continent, and north of the

e<, ..r. the direction i* from north cast, or nearly so, but

U Over off it decline* mure to the east, so that in the middle
of the ocean it is east • quarter north, and on the coasts of

A crta it blows from due east. No navigation is more
pleasant (ban that with tin- ids. They are rather a

breeze than a wind, and their blowing is uniform, constant,

and not interrupted by squalls. The waves raised by them
an: W*. and their swell n gentle. All these circumstances

induct*} Humboldt to think that it is less dangerous to pass

fr u iii« Cms:. •> t.i America, than to traverse one of the

tpull lakes of Switzerland , and he compares this naviga-

tion, with (lie gentle descent on a slow-flowing river, or

rather a canal. The Spaniard* have called this part of tho

A^aAtic Ocean tl fnl/t' de Uu damai supposing that even
l*d>ea could muster courage enough to navigate it ; for here
ti i«*saice U Amenta may safely be elleeU-d III an open

degrees more sowtherfy, and ae it psoeawds lartbasTtTth*
west its direction becosiaae nearly do* east. Test meridian,
of twenty eagres* west ef Oreeaiwkb may k*> aaneidered as
• line of separate* between the winds wkieh blew arena
the south and those front the east. To the east ef that line,

the direction of tbe wands varies between 8.W. and &.S..K.,

and to the wee* of that line between 8.&B. and K.S 1.
The trade-winds do net begin to blew en tbe coaat of tbe

continents, bat only at a oootttk table distance from lhatn..
This is to be attributed to the different degree of tempera-
ture of the land and of tbe tea. which, when the land is • v -

tensive, must be considerable, and produce a greet change
in the wind. Thus, between the northern trade-wind and
the African coast, from the Canaries to the Cape de Verde
Islands, or, more exactlv, between Cape Bojador and the
mouth of the Seneira). the wind blows constantly from tbe
west. This phenomenon is to be accounted for by the nature
of the great desert called the Sahara, whose turfttre, com-
posed of loose tand. it heated by the nun to an excessive
degree, and, rarefying tlie superincumbent air, causes it to

rise. When this rarefied volume of air cornea in onntnet
with the more dense strata of air covering tbe sea, tbe Utter
expands over tbe desert*, and in this I

along this coast is produced.

I
Bui this influence of the Sahara

the Cape Verde Islands. Farther to tbe south, as far as
Cape Mesurado, or more properly between 14° N. lat. and
the equator, that is, to the east of the region of calms, a
kind of mon»oon prevails, blowing in certain pUcoa to the
distance of seventy leagues off shore (fifty league* off
Sierra Leone), and prneeedinc from the north-east or north
from September to .lime, but in the remainder of the year
from south-west. It is remarkable that along tbis oosst
the currents are likewise periodical, and change together
with the wind* : but they alw.i.run in an opposite direc-

ts them. In the Gulf of Guinea or Benin, and along
the const of Southern Africa to 30* S. lat., tbe wind doe)

tion to t

^ UlWs. general observations wethall add a few others,

b respect to tUe difference between the northern and
tl- • withera trade- wind. The northern trade-wind declines
onlv from nunb-eaat to east in it* progress westward, but it

u . o-.n'.u.t towards it* northern boundary than the

*< utiir-rn towards the cr.tarctic pole. Between tho twen-
tieth and thirtieth degrees of north latitude, sometime*
ti cnt north-western winds prevail. For that reason, ves-

tr!t bound for the West Indie, or South America sail

al .iii the old continent till they attain the twenty-first

pi.nl,eL when they turn to the west.

Tbe southern (rado-wiod i* more regular, and nlwaia

preserves its direction, end It it also less boitterous towards
its southern boundary. It exteuds, as we have already

ohaarred, so far north, that it i* sometimes found in force

a* far as Ue fifth nr KM sixth degree of north latitude,

the coast* of Southern Africa, it blow, from the

not materially differ from the southern trade-wind, blowing
constantly from tbe south-west, or nearly so.

The changes which are produced in the direction of the
southern trade-wind by the continent of South America
are considerable. Along the coast of Brazil a regular,

monsoon is formed, which between September and March
proceeds from between N. J E. to N E. t E. ; and from
March to September from between E. 1 N. to E.8.E. This
montoon blows commonly with considerable force, and ex>
tends to a great distance from the shore, especially in the
months of June and July, when it is at its height, at which
time it sometimes advances nearly a* far at the middle of
the Atlantic Ocean. To Ihe north of the equator the trade-

wind doc* not undergo »ny change along the coast of

America. This it probably to be attributed to the low-net*

or the coast of Guiana, and that of the extensive and fre-

quently inundated plains along the lower count* of the

Orinoco. It is even observed that in thi* quarter the
trul.--winds extend so far over the land, that their effect it

felt at Angostura, 2-JO miles from the month of that river.

[See Anoostv*a.]
These are the winds which blow on both side* of the

equator to the thirtieth degree of lat. in the region of the
perpetual winds. To the north and south of this region the

winds are variable; but it i* ohscrrcd that westerly wind*
prevail in both hemispheres; and, according to the compu-
lation of Major Rennell. the proportion between lho»e that

blow from the we»t to those from the east, i* a* 9 to St in

the northern hemisphere. Beside* being rariable in direcr

tion, they vary likewise extremely in the degree of force

with which they blow.

The currenli of the Atlantic are less important than the

windi ; but still they contribute considerably to accelerate or

retard navigation, and on that account deserve the greatest

attention. But, a* hardly sixty years have patted *ince

they began to attract the attention of tbe navigator as well

as the geographer, and as the subject i* involved, from its

nature, in many difflcultie*. the information respecting

them it not »uch as could be wished ; still much ha* been

collected, which is both interesting and useful

It would seem that there is hardly any considerable po-

tion of the ocean which alway* remains still. The tides

do not occasion an absolute removal of the water from one

place to another, except near the coast ; and even there this

motion i* limited to a comparatively small distance. But
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besides the tide*, two k im Is of motion are to he

in the Ma, which we shall name with Major

drift-tumnl* ami the itteam currenti.

The drift-rurrenti owe their origin to the effect! produced

on the surfsce of the »ea by the perpetual or prevailing

wind* ; the former, evon where they do not blow with (Treat

foroo, by their uninterrupted continuance displace and puih

forward the upper strata of the water, and thus produce a

motion toward* the region to which they blow. Theae
drift-current! are mnnant. ami run alway* in the aame
direction and commonly with pretty equal velocity. The
drift-currenU produced 'by the prevalent wind! are not k>

constant and do not alwava run in the aame direction nor

with the aame velocity. In the Atlantic Ocean, the former
kind of drift-current ii found only between the tropics,

where it is produced by the trade-wind; and the latter to

the north and south of .10°, where they are ascribed to the

effects of the prevalent winds.

The drift-current is, in some measure, observablo all over

that portion of the Atlantic Ocean which is under the

of the trade-winds ; but as these winds are not

to the mirth of the 23d parallel, and rarely

to the south of the 9th. the current is constant

only between these two boundaries. In the region of the

calm* it is very weak, and often entirely cease*. But in

those region* in which the southern trade-wind* blow, it is

again perceptible and constant, except along the coast* of
Africa, where it ha* rather a northerly than a westerly

motion ; the latter, however, becomes by degrees more pre-

valent in proportion as the wind takes that direction in

advancing to the west The mean velocity of this current
is from 9 to 10 miles per day, or, according to the computa-
tion of Humboldt, only one-fourth of the velocity with

i river* in Europe commonly flow on which ob-

The drift-current, which in the northern portion of the
Atlantic is produced by the prevalent westerly winds, flows
in a westerly direction ; but it is not perpetual, and i* so slow,

that, when a ship keeps clear of the Gulf Stream, it only
manifest* itself generally on the whole course of a voyage
from Europe to Amenca and vice verti, retarding the for-

mer and forwarding the latter.

It i* easy to conceive that the drift-currents, especially
the permanent, are very favourable to navigation, by ren-
dering the voyages to some countries more easy, more
certain, and leas dangerous. But the itream-rurrentt are
much less so. Up to the present time they have commonly
pro> «1 adverse, causing great loss of life and property, and
forcing vessels out of their course. Many navigators, running
from Madeira to Tenenffe. and expecting to arrive at the
latter island, have unexpectedly found their vessel* cast
upon the shores of Africa, nearly 300 sea miles out of their
course. Such error* can only be detected by frequent astro-
nomical observations, and by comparing them with the dead
reckoning. If they are not detected in time, ahipwrecks
sometimes become unavoidable.
We cannot compare the stream-currents of the ocean with

the nvers of the continents. The stream-currents cover such
a portion of the surface of the sea, that »era they trans-
ferred to the continents, they would no longer be considered
as nvers. but a* Urge branches of the sea. The causes to
which i hey owe their origin are still involved in obscurity;
our observations have not yet penetrated into the depth of
the sea,—they have only slightly investigated its surface.

—

and there are some fjcts which lead to the opinion that the
stream -currents are of great depth, and in many parts, if
not in all. extend to the bottom of the sea. This indicates
clearly that their origin must not be ascribed to changes which
take place on iU surface, and cannot affect the lower strata
of ita water*. The opinions which have been formed on
this object may be seen under the article Cnaasirrs. We
ahall here only notice the largest of the current streams
wh*h belong to the Atlantic Ocean, and indicate their ex
tent, velocity, and temperature, their only properties which,
up to this lime, have been in some degree ascertained
Two Urge slrr.rn -current. Irate™ the Atlantic Ocean,

the r./u i '„.„/ rUrrrnl, running fr».m the roast of Africa to
that of South America, and the Gulf Stream, flowing from
North America to the shore* of Europe.
The E</uatonal f srr«), so called from its course lying

under or near the Lin*, msv be supposed to l« formed
beteeen the islands of St Thomas and Anno Bom. in the
iuf-hi or bay of Benin. Hence u proceed. the wast on

I both side* nf the equator, a* far a* 22* W. long., where vt

lend* off a branch to the north-west. Soon afterwards it

declines somewhat to the south, and run* in this direction

toward! the two rapes of Si. Auguitin and St. Roque, on
| the Brazilian coast At the distance of about 300 sea-milea

from theae capes, it divides into two current* ; the northern,

running along the abore* of Guiana, and hence deriving

the name of Gmatin Current, enter* the Caribbean Sea
by the straits which separate the Leeward Islands, lying

to the south of Martinique, from each other and from
the continent of South America; and in some measure
in this sea it may be supposed to terminate it* course.

The Brazil Current, or (he other branch of the equatorial

current, run* to the *outh-we*t along the ihore* of Brazil,

to the mouth of the Plata River, and may even be traced

to the Strait* of Magalhaen* and of Le Mane. The
whole length of this current, from St. Thomas to Cape
St. Roque, amount* to upwards of 2500 nautical mile*

:

and if we add the Guiana current, from the point of
division opposite that cape to the strait dividing the island

of Trinidad from that of Grenada, its course is increased by
1500 nautical miles more. The breadth of the current is

different in different parts. Near the islands of St.
'

and Anno Bom. it extends not quite over three <

latitude, occupying about 160 mile*. But, in pro,

it advances to the west, it increases in breadth ;*

Cape Palmas it extends from 1° ->.'.' N. lat. to near' 4* 8.
lat, thus occupying in breadth more than six degrees, or
upwards of 360 nautical miles. Farther to the west it en-
large* still mure, and attains its greatest breadth, extending
over f or 8° of lat. from 44° or 5 south of the equator to 24*
or 3° north of it Here, therefore, the breadth of the current
occupies 450 geographical miles, or not much less than the
whole length ofGreat Britain, from the Lizard toCape Wrath.
But having soon afterwards, between 22" and 23' W. long.,

sent off a branch to the north-west, it narrows to about 300
nautical miles ; and thia breadth it probably preserves to the
point where it divides opposite the capes of St. Augustm
and St. Roque. The velocity of the current is different is

different parts, and increase* or decrease* according tu the
seasons, it being much greater in summer than in winter.

From Anno Bora to 1 0 W. long, it runs, at an average,
from 25 to 30 roilea per day ; but from 10° to 16° W. long, it

i* much more rapid— making, in the same time, from 44 to

79 mile* at the end of June and the beginning of July.
This seem* to be the strongest part of the whole stresm.

But it is only in the months of Mav. June. July, and August,
that it runs with great force; from October to March it is

moderate, and sometimes very weak. Between 16° and 23°

W. long, lies the common track of the vessels ; and here the
rapidity of the current rise* often to 45. 50. and even 60
miles per day, but iU mean velocity may be estimated at
about 28 nautical miles ; it is ttrongest near the equator, and
stronger to the north than to the south of it From <T*
to the coaats of Brazil, the current becomes rather stronger.

I and seems to be less affected by the seasons ; but its \elo-

I city in these parts is not exactly ascertained ; it seems,

I
however, to run 30 miles and upwards per dav. The tem-
perature of the water in the current vanes also, according
to the season* and the different parta of it* course, but ii *
alsrays some degrees lower thin that of the ocean. The
water of the ocean to the north of the current is 8u° or 81°

Fahrenheit, and to the south, 78° or 79° in summer ; but in
the current, the thermometer shows, near Anno B..m and
St. Thomas, only and not more to a great distance
westwards, where the temperature fall* even to 73'. ami at
thi* temperature it remain* for more than 12' of longitude.
Afterward* it rise* again to 74°. and by degrees tu 76 r'ahr
In summer the temperature of the current may be e*U-
maled as being, at an average. 5" or 6' under that of the
water of the ocean ; but in winter it is much less Tba
current greatly affects the course of veucls which are
obliged to cross it and create* great delays to those who.

from tl>e north to the south. trairr»e the «->|u«N r

weal of the 23* of long., carrying them forcihlj to the west
bejond tape St Roque. where they are dmeri towards the
northern shores of Brsnl. and are' not able to regain their
course till after wteks. and e»en months, of t.atsomr labour.
It i* a fortunate circumstance that the direction of this cur-
rent doe* not coincide with the region nt tlie calm* ; other-
wise, both together would probably form an impeiielrahle
harrier to the progress of vessels navigating these seas But
the southern trade-wind commonly blowa in thai
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«kM the senatorial current ram, at least during those

oaths in which it runt with greet farce.

That branch of the equatorial current which asperate*

from it between 22' indtrW. lag. and at about 2\r N.
Ul_. is rather favourable lo riangauoo, by forwarding the
course of vcsooh returning from the southern hemisphere.
Its coarse l»mg in a north-western direction, it may be
called the North mart Currtnt. Its breadth U consider-

able, and mar be estimated, at the point of separation, at

I 00 or tM miles: farther northward, even at 300 ; and at a
more considerable distance, at 240 nautical miles; but its

velocity is not so irreat as that of the main equatorial current.

Up to 10* N. 1st-, however, and even a little farther, it may
ran from 20 to 24 miles per day ; but it then slackens, and
becomes less perceptible, though it may at all times be
traced to 18° N. Ut-, and commonly even to 26*. In the
Utter part it bends more to the northward, and at last is

lost in the drift-current, to which it seems to give a north-

westerly direction, which ia observable all the way from
3V W. long, to Trinidad. The accelerated motion of the

drift-current in these sees may also, in some measure, be
the effect of this north-west current.

The Guttata Currtnt is, properly speaking, the continua-

tion of the equatorial current, and runs from Cape St.

Ruque in Brasil, to the Island of Trinidad, along the low
coast of Guiana, and at no great distance from it. It is of
considerable breadth, and of great velocity, running at some

paces two miles per hour. Here too it is observed that

its velocity is much greater in summer than in winter and
spring; and it is besides much increased by the waters
rushing from the mouth of the Amazon river into the sea

;

for after thi» baa taken place, the current runs three miles

per hour. It is, however, to be observed, that the waters of
the Amason river do not mingle with those of the current

:

they cut them at right angles, and running with great vio-

lence, cause eddies end whirlpools ; but at last the river

peesee the current, and is observable at a distance of 500
miles from its mouth. It is remarkable that the Amazon
causes no change in the direction of the current. Farther to

the north, the Orinoco enters the current. This river, which
poors a prodigious mass of water into the ocean on both sides

of (he island of Tnnidsd, enters the current at a very acute

angle ; and thus soon mixes its water with it, and consider-

ably accelerates its course. Soon afterwards the current
enters the Caribbean Sea by the straits lying between Trini-

dad and the island of Martinique. Between Trinidad and
Grenada, it runs from I to If mile per boor ; less between

Sl Vincent and St. Lucia ; and between the latter island

and Martinique it* course is reduced to 21 miles per day.

Farther to the north, and especially at the Virgin Island,

the sea water runs only from 8 to 10 miles per day, and
that ia the common rate of the drift-current We find no
obsenraaoM whether the wster of this current differs in

tempers!are from that of the ocean. It may be said that

the Guiana current is lost in the Caribbean Sea. for in the

Utter no perpetual current has been observed. The whole

eoorse of the Guiana current may be reckoned at about

tAOO nautical miles.

The third branch of the equatorial current is the Brasil
Currtnt. which branches off from the equatorial at 8° S. Ut,
opposite Cape St August!n, at a distance of about 300 miles

to the east of it Between the point where it branches off

and I o" or 1
7* of 8. Ut it has considrrable breadth, and does

not approach the shores of South America nearer than 250
miles. Afterwards it increases in breadth and lelocity, and
approaches nearer the land. Opposite Cape Trio it is 200
aulrs from the coast and runs about 30 miles per day. As
the shore sooth of this cape falls off to the west the current

a sl a greater distance ; and though it soon changes its

direction, it does not approach nearer than 250 miles to the
com*, off the mouth of the Plata river, running all this wsy
from »» ts 10 miles per day. It is crossed by the Plata

river, just as tha Guiana current by the Amazon river.

Here loo the current of the river is observable in the sea

at a distance of upwards of 600 miles, but it seems not to

have the least effect ia clanging the direction of the stream-

current which continues, though much weakened, farther to

the sooth, and may be traced to the Straits of Magalhaens

and Lf Maire. Aa this current runs at a considerable dis-

tance from the shore* of Brazil, the intermediate space is

ocsapied by other currents, which mostly, however, follow

the direction of the moruoons which Wow along this coast

The asset remarkable, and at the same time the best

' known of the Atlantic currents, is the Omff Strttm, which
I traverses the sea between the parallels of 36* and 44* in the
northern hemisphere. Its origin ia in the Gulf of Mexico,
where the warm water which enters it from the Caribbean
8em, between Cape Catoche and Cape St. Antonio, by being

!

subjected to a nearly circular rotation, and influenced pro-
bably by other causes still unknown, ia raised to a high de-
gree of temperature, the thermometer indicating 86*. whiW
under the same parallel (25° N. lat.) the ocean only shows 78*.

Two currents, which put in motion perhaps three-fourths of
the water* of the Gulf of Mexico, unite about 60 nautical

miles to the westward of Havannah. between the bank of
Iaabells on the side of Cuba, and the Tortugaa on that of
Florida Reefs; and this union gives rise to the Gulf Stream.
In the beginning its course is not rapid, and along the
shores of Cuba it ia weak, and sometimes nearly imper-
ceptible: but it soon increases in velocity, and before it

enters the Strait of Florida at the Salt Kays, it runs one
mile and a half per hour on an average ; in the strait itself

it acquire* a formidable swiftness. The Strait of Florida
begins at the Salt Kays, a reef lying 1 14 nautical miles to

the north-esst of Havannah, and extend* thence to the
northward, where it terminate* between the reefs of Cape
Canaveral and the northern termination of the Lesser
Bahama Bank, at about 28* N. Ut After entering this

strait the velocity of the Gulf Stream soon increases to 24,

3, and occasionally 4 miles per hour ; but after running at

this rate about 90 miles, it arrives at the Narrows, where,
between Cape Florida and the Bimini Islands (a small group
belonging to the larger group of the Bahamas), the strait is

only 44 miles wide, and its water-way, by reefs and sbosls,

is straitened to 35} miles. Here the current runs, in the
month of August at 5 mile* per hour, and seldom below 5
through the remainder of the strait which towards its

northern extremity widens to about 50 miles. In this course

the current has traversed about four degree* of Ut north-
ward, but its temperature is not sensibly diminished.

Issuing from the Strait of Florida, the Gulf Stream
rune northward along the shores of Florida to 31° N. lat,

and afterwards nearly north-east along the shores of
Georgia and of both Carolina*, as far as Cape Haltem
(about 83° N. lat). In this course the current widens con-

siderably in breadth, and decreases in velocity and tempera-

ture. Opposite the harbour of Charlestown, its breadth

ia from sixty to sixty-three miles ; and at Cape Halters*,

from seventy-two to seventy-five miles. At the latter place

it runs only three and a quarter miles per hour, or seventy-

eight miles per day, and its temperature has fallen from
66° to 83°. At Cape Hatters*, the north-western or inner

edge of the current is twenty-four mile* south-east ofthe cape.

By the falling back of the coast north of Cape Hatters*,

the current directs its western edge towards the north,

while the main body continues its former course to the

north-east to a considerable distance. At about 40° N. lat

it meets the extensive Nantucket and St George's Banks,
which turn it off seaward, and it never after approaches the
land. From this point it runs in the direction E. { N„ brush-
ing the southern extremity of the Great Bank of Newfound-
land, and it continues in this line to 43° and 44° long.,

and 37° and 43° lat Here, however, it bends by degrees

to the east south-east and south, and having enclosed

the islands of Flores and Corvo, which belong to the group

of the Azures, its traces are lost in the water of the ocean.

Sometimes, though rarely, the warm water of the current

has extended to the shores of Europe. In this part of its

course across the ocean, it ia very difficult to ascertain the
breadth of the current because the warm water expands
to the north and to the south to a considerable distance in

the sea, where no current can be traced; in the former

direction to a degree, or a degree and a half of latitude

;

and on the southern side, even to two degrees and a half:

it baa been met with at 33,° and 34° lat The strongest

current is commonly met with between 38°and 39° lat ; and
it is the opinion of many* intelligent navigators, that the

breadth of what may be called a current does not exceed 1 00,

or 120 nautical miles. Tbe wsrm water sometimes only ex-

tends to 140 miles, and then it teems to occupy only the cur-

rent but at other times it is found to cover 166, 240, 270,

and even 320 miles. It does not seem that this difference in

the extent of the warm water is affected by the seasons, for

both extremes have been found to exist in the same month

(Mav). between 61° and 65° long. It is very probsble that

the main currant does not alwa)s run in the aeme pUosa, but,
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H suhjeet *»MM ehaaajM in it* acssotxa, though probably

not much in it* direetsotv Iu velocity decrease* gradually

in iu progr—» to the east. Botosaro to* meridian* of 6ft'

•ad •<* it rani kxtwwn tfty-6v» and nily-six mile* per

day : and Ma nautteal miles farther to iba east, from thirty

to thirty-tana mike*. After it begin* to bend to the east

and south-east, it* velocity dmunubea more rapidly ; in the

neighbourhood of the Ajocee, ita mean rata doea not exceed

ten mikee per day. having loet twenty miles per day in a

enurae of only 604 mile*. The temperature of ita water

likewise decree*** during all thi* eourae, hut at a alower

rate. for. foo nautical mile* from Cape Hatteraa. or under

the meridian of 634°, the thermometer snow* 81* in summer,

or from 1 0V ti> II j" above the water of the ocean under the

parallel, after having traversed 4* of lat Hence, to 4H° lat.
1

and 43$° long., it lose* »V of heat, the thermometer tailing

from 81° to 7*4°. Thence to Corvo, the thormometer de-

scend* from 74fr° to 72*/. »till prawning a temperature 8°,

or 1 0° above that ef the ocean.

Where the Gulf Stream brush** the Great Bank of New-
foundland, the warm water of the current it about 8° higher

than that of the orean. but the water of the ocean exceed*

that wbirh cover* the Great Bank by 24e. These different

decree* o( • inpcrsturw, though existing so Bear one another,

can never t«c*u*e each of them pro-

ceed* from a cause a men i* peculiar, and whose influence

at the tame time it permanent. To this difference of tetn-

Ctiire, perhaps, the *-<gs on the bank* and the coast of

a Scotia may be attributed.

The whole course of the Gulf 81ream, from the Salt Kays
to the south-west of the Asores, amounts to upwards of

30oo nautical mile*, in which course it traverse* from 19° i

to 20° of lat. <t3° to 42°. or 43°), and diminishes in tem-

perature 13^° (from 86° to 724°). According to Major Ren-
nell. it arrive* at the Azores m seventy-seven or seventy-

eight day*.

The Gulf Stream, being itself ofconsiderable breadth, and
covering betides with the warm water brought down by it

large tract* ofthe sea on both sides of its eourae, forms a vast

ex ,-anse of warm water in the centre of the North Allan tie.

It exiendt from the 30th meridian to the 7Mb, and sometimes
cover* in breadth at the east end all the sea from 33° or 34°

to * 4° N 1st .. but at its wettern extremity it contracts to about
16ii or 170 nautical miles. It is accordingly 9004 miles in

length, and, at a mean, 380 miles in breadth, and thus

forms a more extensive surface than the Mediterranean Sea.

This body of water contains, besides the stream itself, its

counter-current*, offsets, overflowing*, and deposits, the cur-

rent it-elf possibly not occupying one-half of this space.

The Mexican Sea may therefore be considered as a vast

cauldron fur heating water, which is distributed over the
central parts of the North Atlantic. It cannot be questioned

that tucli a vast expanse of warm water, from 8* to 10' above
the temperature of the era, must have a great effect on the

surrounding sea and the adjacent countries. This point,

however, bsa not yet been fully elucidated. It is only ascer-

tained that the region of the' Gulf Stream, more than any
other part of the ocean, it subject to very violent storms,

winch are oust frequent to the north of 32° snd 33° N. 1st.

Farther, it is not improbable thai the mild climate by which

the countries along the coast of the Atlantic Ocean are

so favourably distmcuishcd from those farther inland, is

trimly due to the evaporation continually arising from the

sur'are of tins immense lake of warm water, ja«t at the
high temperature of the Mediterranean it supposed to con-

tribute greatly to the very favourable climate of the coun-
tries on its shores.

The Ou!f Stream greatly affects the navigation of the
Atlantic Ovctu. Vessels bound from Europe to North
America avoid it at much as possible, bee a use it would
create a delay of at h-s.t fortnight if they were to stem it.

They theref 're either tail to the south or to the north of
It. commonly the latter, their course being srrrlersted as
*nr>n as tliey approach the continent of North America by
the counter-currents "Inch run between the Gulf Stream
and the ci ast. The Gulf Stream is now avoided even by !

vessels returning from the West Indie* and the Gulf of
Mexico, though by f .Mowing Its course tliey arrive four or !

6v» davt sooner in Europe than those winch avoid it Hut
'

It has been found by eiprrisftre that such vessels suffer s
'

damage In wear and tear, which, it greater than ran be roiti i

pent*ted by the gain of a lew dtvs. The Gulf Stream, for '

nearly the whole breadth of the Atlantic, is navigated
,

through stormy latitude*; whilst it it only n issstary ta>

navigate one-third of it when another course is ehoaen, anal

theretore vessels returning from the West Indie* have re-

sumed the old road, used before the discovery of the Gulf
Stream, south of the Bermudas to Corvo.

Besides the Gulf Stream, two other current* in the North
Atlantic deserve notice, the Arctic Current and the North
African or Guinea Current. The Atrtie Current, which
seem* to originate in the extensive masses of ioe which sur-
round the North Hole, run* down along tb* eastern shores
of Greenland, whence it carries numerous iee-netdt to the
south-westward. These masses, along the coast of Green-
land, are found extending from 230 to 300 mile* from the
shore into the open sea, and mark, at it were, the breadth
of the current, which fills with them the strait that divide*

Iceland from Greenland, and carries them taCape Farewell,
the most southern extremity of Greenland. It then turns
round the Cape and runs up the western roast of Green-
land ; but it teems that it afterward* crosscl obliquely
Davit * Strait, and is turned to the southward by Cape
WaUingham (about 68° N. lat ). Par, from this Cape a
current of eight or nine miles per dav run* to the south-
ward, whirh at the raou of the straits of Cm ibcrland
and Hudson increases in velocity to fifteen or sixteen miles
per du . It follows the coast of Labrador until it arrives at

the strait of Kellt I*/?, separating Newfoundland from the
continent of America, where it divide*, sending n branch
through the strait, which afterwards joins the outfall of the
St. Lawrence river, while the main hotly of the current
running to the east of Newfoundland passes between the
Great snd the Outer Bank of Newfoundland, or between
43" and 46° lat and 4G° and 17° long., and at last join* the
Gulf Stream between 43* snd 47° of long. The breadth of
the current in this port probably docs not exceed Jt«Oor 440
miles, but its temperature is always below that of the ocean,
sometimes as much as sixteen or seventeen degrees. This
is mainly to be attributed to the ice brought down by it from
the a nt* of Greenland, and from the Strait of Davis.

Tb* NorlA Afriran or Guinea Currnit ha. it* origin

in the sea, between the southern coast of Ireland and
Cape Finisterre in Spain, and it it difficult to determino
its pe-uioii more pmtnelj li in, however, a known fart,

that the whole body of water between Cape Finisterre and
the Azores La in motion to the south and south-east, the
western part running more southerly, and the eastern,

lying towards the continent of Europe, more easterly. At
far at ('a|>e St. Vincent, it runs half a mile per hour, but
from that promontory southward shout three-fourths of a
mile. To the south of Cape St Vincent, the coast of
Europe and Africa form as it were the pipe of a funnel : am)
here it is observed that the whole body of water between
the above-named rape snd Cape Can tin on the African
coast, and as far we-twatd as the2Mb meridian, sets towards
the Strait of Gibraltar, probably to supply the drflciency of
the water caused in that close sea bt the evaporation pro-
duced by Us higher temperature, which is r or 6" shore
that of the ocean under the tame latitude. Pnm (ape
Can' hi to Cape BjadortiC0 7' N. lat). the motion of the
sea. far a d>.lance ot more than 300 nautical miles from the
land, pu nts nearly towards the shore: snd the same direc-
tion is observed to Cape Blanco. S° farther south, but in
the latter snare it extends only from ISO to ISO miles from,
the land. Tins current along the c asts of the Sahara,
muted to the westerly wind which continually blows in
this sea, renders it extremely dangerous to the unwary
navigator, and has been the cause of numerous shipwrecks.
From Cape Blanco to Cape Verde, the current along the
roast sets somewhat to the west of south, and identifies itself

with the drift-current of the trade-winds; but it does not
mingle with it. at is indiea-ed by the lower temperature
of itt water, which near the ( ape de Verd L.audt it

h° lower than that of the ocean m ,v ed by the di ilt current
At the Cape Verde Inlands it turn* slowly round towaol*
the south, and afterwards towards the S E.'aml E S E„ in-

fluenced hv the form of the coast of Africa. Between Cape
Verde and* Cape Me«urado. the distance of the rurrent fr m
the shore it alxmt :im> nautiral miles, and this spare ll

occupied by j en -heal rurrent.. Having passed Cape Me-
su ratio, the rurrent sets due east, and runs herewith in-

rrrased taptditi. sometimes at the iste of two miles per
hour. It ranges si ng llir ruast of Guinea, until it i% partly
dissipated in the sea opposite the mouth of the Quotra.
between the Bay of Benin and of Diafra. and partly stopped
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e-heed by the Equatorial Current. The Guinea Current
fjttwnds along the** coasts, at a tnean, about ISO miles. «r 8°

tn breadth : and fta greatest velocity la (taring the aeaaen of
the 8.W. winds (from June to Sepretnber). in the aea lying

•eat of Stem Leone and tenth of the Cape Verde Island*.

Its temperature it lower than that of the ocean bv aereral

dartaw aa flu- a* the Cape Verde Islands, where the
oMnwretiee sometimes, aa we hare already observed, amounts
to §*: but to the south of theee ialanda it receives a large

nee* salon of water from rhe westward, by which its tempera-
tore t* raited at once several degrees.

We conclude these obtervatioirs on the currents of the

A'rantic Ocean, by noticing that branch of the Guinea Cur-
rent which separates itself from the main stream nearly at

Its origin, and patea to the earn along the southern part
«/ the Bay of Biscay. After coasting the northern shore
«f Spain, H tuna to the N. and N.W. along the coasts of
France, and snooting across the mouths of the English and '

Irish Channel*, ft bends round to the W. and thence
through an" the intermediate points to the 8.C., till it fall*

•r*<n into the original current, performing a complete rota-
tion between Spain, France, and the Atlantic at large. The
N.B. aide of tm vortex shoots off to the N.W. and across
the two channels, and thus forms the current which so
often place* ships <n danger near the 8cilty Island*. Thi*
current, the exact knowledge of which we owe to the inde-
fatigable industry of the Into Major James Kennel 1, bears
has name, and <a called Rrmttlt* Current.

It is commonly thought that the temperature of the
••them hemisphere i* considerably tower than that of the
northern, and that the difference amounts at least to ten
dean* * of the scale of Fahrenheit. Baron Hnmboldt,
« ho has collected and eonpared • great number of obser-
wartona, think* that near the pole* ami in very high latitudes
••eh a difference and even a much larger one exists, bnt
that not the least is to be observed between the tropic*, and
•alt a verv small difference as for as the 16th and 40th
parallel. Hi* researehe* lead In n to thmk. that from the
enoator to 3*° 1st, the winters are less cold in the southern
then in ih* nonliem hemisphere, and even at the Falkland
Irfaads (II* 8. let.) the month of July is milder than the
January at 1-on.ion. Since Bar i HumboMt published his

rsaiarche*. new observation* hare been made, espeeially by
Captain Scoreaby and Captain Weddell, from which it

ap;<eer* that the supposed difference between the tem-
perature ef both hemisphere* in higher latitude* does not
•vast in she open sea. and tt seems that most of the facta Col-

lected by Humboldt «m» mulii mar thm ihnmi of America,
whkh meat powerrully influence the temperature of the ad-

jscsnt sen. (See Cum at*.]

The foot, however, that the ice advances much farther to

Has south in the Northern, than to the north in the Southern
Atlantic, deserve* to be noticed more particularly

The region of ire whieh surrounds ths North Pole has
mot seen attained, and therefore our information con-
cerning it ia extremely scanty. THI lately, it was thought
that all the ice extending from the Pole to a distance of
abet nine degree*, formed one continuous, undivided, and
esscaoveabU aaaaa. But the attempt mads by Captain Parry
to raaah the North Pole in the summer of 1897, shown
that tin* apparently immense ice-field is divided into a
great number of comparatively small pieces, and that these
pieces, snatead of being stationary, are continually on the
esosw toward the south or south-west. It is, however,
awry probable that this condition ofUrn polar ice was produced
by the beat, which even in those high latitude* is consider-

ate* during the long day of the sunnier, and that with the
setera of the long night and she cold they are cemented to-

gathn by Use frost, and form one undivided mass. The piece*
of ie*. which in summer are detached from this mass, and
•neve la the southward, probably by the impulse given to
•hem by foe Arctic Currant, am carried along the eastern
•"ait of Oraanland so Cape Farewell in eleae massse, so
shot ism m bo penetrated in the summer months
wit* ran :i labour sad peril by hold navigators. In winter,
tfosy seam to he Axed to the ooast, and to become sta-

aliaary by the mtansity *f tbe frost, and even to extend over
• past at* ths Atlantis whieh in summer is free from ice.

The whale-dshars who annually visit ths Spitsbergen Sea
•ad Davis's Strait ism that theee masses of lee form in the
oath of May an irregularly waving but generally eonti-

ameos una frees TisahaiiilUal and Labrador toNor* Zambia,

nit tajmliiiajuBi has of polar ie* extends from New-

foundland in a northerly direction along ths Labrador
•here, generally preventing all aetata to (and. ss high a*
the mouth of the Hudson Strait ; than turning to tbe
north-eastward, it form* a bay near the ooast of Greenland
in about 60" or 67° let, by suddenly passing away to the
southward to the southern extremity of Greenland. But
this bay usually formed by* the ice at M° or or* lat dors
not alwava exist. The quantity of ice on each aide of
Davis's Strait ia often small, and then the ooatrauity of the
ice-mosses is liable to be broken, si as to allow snips to

reach the fond. It sometime* happens that ths aea is

open up Davis's Strati to a considerable distance beyond the

assigned latitude of ear or Attar doubling Cape
Farewell, the moat southern premontorv of Greenland, lbs
line of the polar iee advances in a north eastern direction

along the east ooast, sometimes envelopm*. Iceland aa it

proceeds, until it reaches the island of Jan Mayen. Pass-
ing thm island on the N.W., but frequently enclosing it, the
edge of tbe ice then trends a little more 'to the eastward,

and usually intersects the meridian of Greenwich between
the 7 1° and 78° lat Having reached the long, of «• or 6°

east, and in some instance* as for as 8* er Mr, it changes
its direction at ones, and by suddenly stretching to the
north, it forms nearly a right angle, or • kind of promon-
tory. Hence it proceeds northward nearly in ths tame me-
ridian as far aa the 80th parallel, where it join* Hackluyt's

Headland, and then passes southward along tbe ooast of
Spitsbergen to Cberie Island, which ia between Spitsbergen
and the North Cape. Having paased this islsnd, it assumes
a more direct course a little to the-south of east, until it forms

a junction with the ice enclosing the island of Nova Zombie.
That remarkable promontory, midway between Jan Mayen

and Cberie Islands, formed by the sudden stretch of the

ice to the north, constitutes the line of separation between

the east, or whaling, and the west, or fating to*, of the

fishers ; and the deep bar lymc to the east of this pro-

montory and the west af Cberie Island, which may be

called the IVhalt
-fithrr'» Fftg/if, invariably forma the

only pervious track for proceeding to tin- G latitudes

northward. When the ice at the entrance of tbia bay
occurs so strong asm compact as io prevent tne approach

to the shores of Spitsbergen and tbe advance north-

ward to 1st. 74° and 7S*. it is said to be a cfow teuton ;

and. on the contrary, it is called an open traton when
an uninterrupted navigation extend* along tbe western
const of Spitsbergen to Hackluyt's Headland. In an open
season, a large channel of water lies between the land and
the iee, from 60 to 160 nautical mile* in brt-.. !u. extending

to Int. 79" and 80°, and gradually approaching the coast of

Spitsbergen, until it at length effect* a junction wall the

north-western extremity of it, or with Hsckluyt s Headland,

by a semi-circular bend. But though in an open season

the ice is interrupted between Greenland and Spitsbergen,

it preserves its continuity to tbe south of the latter island*,

proceeding from thence direct, to Cberie Island. In a riuao

season the ice stretches across the entrance of the Whale-
fisher's Bight, and joining tbe south of Spitsbergen, tonus

a barrier against the fishing stations ;
yet this barrier is

often of a limited extent, end terminates on the coast of

Spitsbergen in an open space, either forming or leading to

the retreat of the whales. This space, however, is some-
times froeen over until the middle or end of the month of

Mav. but ft ia not unfrequently free from to*. The barrier

itself which is here opposed to the fishers at ths entrance of

the bay, usually consist* of a body of ice from 60 to 90 er

even 1 20 miles across in the shortest diameter, and is gene
rally formed of smaller pieces of foe, called pack ice, often

cemented into a continuous field by ths intermixture of

newly-formed ice. Behind thia barrier the aea is com-
monly open up to 80". Captain Parry, in his expedition

to the North Pole, found ft pervious for boats as far as
81* 19/ 61"; and, in summer, this open space appears to

extend to tbe north-eastern esttremitv of SpUaberswa. The
barrier of iee which fat a dose mason shuts up the entrance

of tbe Whale-fisher's Bight in May, disappears mvanaUy
in Juno, and then the sea is rendered freely navigable,

from the very haunt of ths whale* to the exponas of ths

Atlantic.

Similar changes take pises in the iee of Hudson's Bay,
Baffin's Bay, and Davis a Strait, The navigation of the

former bay ia first interrupted by ion, generally in the

month of November j but on the east side af Dans'* Kuan rt

doss not usually mak* Ms apa*Mra*ot andar ths land uaul
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tb« tpnnff. Littk progress can b* mad* through the ice

into ttx great bay* of Hudson and Baffin until tba month*
of Juue and July, whan a puun to lb* extremity of each

hey m gradually opened. In the months of Auguat and
September lh« ire of lha bays taemt to be the moat open

;

and in tba Strata of Davis and Hudaon almoat anuraly

dispersed.

Tba K* mat with in tbe tea betwaan Greenland and
Spiubantan consists commonly of ie*-jt*U», or piece* con-

sikting of a tingle sheet with ita aurfaca raiaad in gene-

ral four or aU feet abova tba lava! of the tea, and ita baa*

depressed to tba depth of from tan to twanty fcat beneath.

But tba deficiency in elevation is sufficiently compen-
sated by tba amaxing extant in surface, some of those ice-

fields being many league* in length and covering an are*

of peroral hundred square miles. Ict-iiland*. or iee-oergs,

are also found ; but they are neither so numerous nor so

bulky aa those of Baffin s Bay, where they attain an
immense sue : that which was described by Captain Rosa
and measured by Lieutenant Parry, waa aground in sixty-

one fathoms: it was 4169 yards long, 3689 yards broad,

and $1 bat high ; it* weight waa calculated to amount to

1,393.397,673 tone.

It » very probable that the ice which is brought down by
the Arctic current to the very centra of tba North Atlantic,

originates in the Bay of Baffin and the Strait of Davis

;

for it consists almost entirely of ice-bergs. When the sun
returns to the arctic region, and the icy bonds which con-

nect these bodies with the continent have been dissolved,

they dsieend in numerous masses along the coasts of

Labrador and Newfoundland, some of them entering the

Gulf of St. Lawrence by the Strut of Belle Isle. From
Newfoundland they advance farther to the south and south-

east, and are often met with in the Gulf Stream itself,

between 66* and 46* W. long., and aa far south as 40)*

N. let, from the month of April to that of November.
Some of them even here are of vast site, but all in a state

of rapid thaw. They cool the water sensibly to a distance

of 40 or SO mues around them; and the thermometer sinks

owiotimes no leas than 17 or 18 degrees, from 61* or 60* to

43*. in their neighbourhood.
In lb* southern hemisphere the ice doe* not advance to

such low latitude* in any part of tba sea. Captain Cook
did net see any before be had passed the 50th or even the
42nd parallel; and Captain Weddell not before he reached
574* let. Captain Weddell having found it in a rather

crowded state between 69* and 69\ to the north and south of
that chain of islands which are known under the names of

the South Shetland* sad New Orkneys group, arrived to the

south of 70* las. in an open sea, where not a particle of ice

was found at 73* 17' 1st and 35* 45' long. W„ and even
at 74* 1*' only a few ice-islands were met with. It there-

for* appears that the South Atlantic is much less encum-
bered with ice than the North Atlantic, probably because it

aoolains much less land.

Captain Cook observed, that the ice aoout the Antarctic

Pol*, in lb* South Atlantic, extended farther north than in

the Pacta*. Very few vassals, he say*, mat with ice going

round Cape Hon, and very little is observed below the

6«lb degree of let in the Pacific But between the meridian
40* W. and AO* or 60* B., it advance* aa far north aa 81*.

He heoco inferred the existence of a southern continent.

But it is now known that the ice found at this latitude owe*
its origin to the chain of islands above-menbooed, and to

the extensive ouaat lately discovered in tba neighbourhood
b> Captain Biscos (Geogr. J<mm. in.).and that to the couth

of it the sea is open and eatirely free of ice.

It may bo considered aa a peculiarity of the Atlantic

Qiwea. that a considerable part of its surfer* is covered

with sargasso, or gulf weed, fuau matant. The region of

this weed extends nearly across the whole Ocean, beginning

on the east at the 8Mb mendtan. and extending on the

west la the Bahama Islands. Its northern limit may be

pUtwd at 86* N. lac. and it* southern at 19' N- 1st Tba
whass region, howaver, is not equally crowded with weed,

the gssaieet quantities being mat with at the eastern and
western extremities ; on the east, nearly under the men-
dun of th* islands of Corvo and Florae, the most western of

lb* A sores, where, between lax. 3** and 36*. and wag.
80* and ST. it forma Bret a narrow strips, but, to the south-

ward, expaad* I* a great width. Thai regie* M exiled by

the Paring*-am iter *V Serges**, m weedy sea. The
lb* weed ia really astonishing U

a mantle, the surface of the sea for many miles, and ex-

tends for mors than 1300 mile* from north to south. The
western region extends between the parallels 82 and 86.

about the meridians of 70 and 73. where the weed alto is

found in a very crowded state. Th* intermediate region

is less so; and it would even seem that in some parts the

sea is only lightly strewed with it, whilst in others it is much
more frequent. It is observed that toe greatest mass of

this weed is found at that part of the Atlantic where the

Gulf Stream terminates ; and the other great extent, where

the counter-current of the Gulf Stream, which runs along

ita southern border, unites at the Bahamas with (be drift-

current of the North Atlantic Much ofthis weed is brought
down by the Gulf Stream from the Sea of Mexico; but the
quantity ia so great, that it is reasonably supposed that

most of it must be produced in the Atlantic itself at tba
bottom of the sea.

It is a known fact that the waters of the Atlantic Ocean,
in different parte, contains different quantities of aalt ; and
several persons have been at some pains to ascertain tba

amount of this difference, but no satisfactory results have
yet been attained. We know only with certainty that the
specific gravity of the sea-water ia las* near the poles than
between the tropics and under the equator ; but bow grant
that difference is remains uncertain. Captain Scoresby
found the specific gravity of the sea-water near th* coast of
Greenland to be between 1 0259 and 1 0270; and others

have observed it between the tropics to be I 0297, and near
the equator even 10478 ; but the latter observation is I

dered doubtful by others, which gave a different result

Another remarkable fact, which ha* been better

tained, ia the difference between the specific gravity off

the water of the Baltic and Mediterranean Seas and th*
Ocean. That of the Belli* contains only one-sixth of th*
aalt which ia found dissolved in the Ocean, it* specific

Bavity being on an average not more than 1-0049. That
editerranean Sea contains somewhat more aalt than tb*>

Ocean : to the east of the Straits of Gibraltar, the specific

gnvity of the sea-water ia 1 0338; whilst between Cape 8c
Vincent and Cape Cantin it was only found to be I 0294.

As to th* Banks and Fisheries in the Atlantic, see th*
articles NawruuKOLAJto, Bxxuxn Pixmry, Whau
FisHxxT. &e.
(Humboldt* Travel*; Rennell's Invalidation of (Aw

Current* in th* Atlantic Ocean ; Account of th* Arctic

Regions by Scoresby ; Voyage* of Cook, Ross, Parry.
Sooreaby. and Weddell.)

ATLAS is the historical and geographical nana* of am
extensive mountain-system, which covers, with it* ranges,
branches, and table-Isrids, the north-western part of Africa.

It* southern boundary lies between 27* and 32° N. hit, from
Cape Nun on the Atlantic Ocean to the Gulf of Cabas, or
the Little Syrtis, opposite the island of Jerbi ; the northern
ia farmed by tlie southern coast of the Mediterranean Sea
between Cane bparte! at the Straits of Gibraltar and Cap*
Bon, lying E.N E. of the town of Tunis. Tbe coast formed
by its offsets and terraces along tbe Atlantic Ocean extend*,

upwards of 600 geographical miles, and is partly low ana)
andy, and partly rocky, but dors not rise to a greet height,
except at Cap* Geer and a few Moisted places of small
extent The coast along tbe Mediterranean between Cape
Spsrtel and Cape Bon ia generally rocky and high; ia
many places the elevation is very great and it continues
for a considerable extent Between Cape Bon and the Gulf
of Cabs* it is likewise generally rocky to Cape Vada. but
it does not rise here to s greet height and i« in msny placea
interrupted by a fiat sandy shore. Frum Cape Vada to th*
island of JerU. along the Leaser Syrtis, it a> extremely lev
and sandy.

The MMitbern boundary of the Atlas is formed by th*
Great African Desert, or the Sahara ; from which, aa far

as we know, it » separated by low aandy bills, whsth bar*
been blown up by the winds, and whicli gradually •ocn*rh
upon the gentle declivities with which thr mountains terms-
nsle on this aide. On the west of the Gulf of Cabra, the
Nofuaa Mountain*, which are the hut ofiVt of the A Us*
towards th* east are connected with the Gliunartv Moun-
tain*, wbah extend towards the SB, through the kingdom
of Tripoli, but fur good reason* are considered a* not ueu.n*>
tag to the system of the Alias Mountain*.
Within the boundary here ssMgoed lo the** meontaia*

ia aamprebended the whole of tbe empire of Pel and Ma-
rooco, and that of the regency of Algiers, as well a* the
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fimm part of Uw regency of Tunis. The mm of thaw
eeuntnea may amount to upwards of JOO.OuO equate mile*,

ia wtueh ease tba Atlaa system would cover a space not
autea infamr to Francs. German*, and Italy, taken together.

This vast extent of country, however, does not consin
entirety of mountain- ranges and valleys, but a considerable

part of U forms level plains, which, especially towards the
shores of the Atlantic are very large : and even between
the nvountaiA-rangea along the Mediterranean there are
many plains.

The principal chain, by which we mean to indicate the
highest ranges of the whole system, does not run parallel to

the whole mountain-region from wast to east, but forms
rather an irregular and winding diagonal, whose principal

direction baa from W.S.W. to E.N.E. It begins on tho
shores of the Atlantic Ocean with Cape Goer, which rises

Marly perpendicularly out of the aea to a great elevation,

and extends nearly due east to the meridian of the city of
Marooso, where it turns to the E.N.K., in which direction
it continues to the sources of four large rivers, the Wad
Oom-oibagh (Morbeya). Muluia or Muluvia, (the sntient
Molochath. or Muloeha.) Zis or Tafllelt, and Draha (Urea).
At this place there seems to exist an extensive mountain-
knot, which contain^ aa ferae we know, the highest summits
of the whole svstem. The highest range stretches hence
nearly due north, but soon declines somewhat to the east, in

which direction it approaches the Mediterranean. But
though an onset terminates with the Cabo de Tree Forces,

aear Msiilia, it is not the principal chain ; for this, at

considerable distance from the sea, seems to decline
to the east, and to traverse the almost unknown region
designated by the name of the Desert of Angad, through
vhieh the boundary-line between the empire of Marocco
and Algiers passes. The chain, up to this point, is called

by the Europeans Greater Atlas ; by the natives, Daren,
or Jebei Tedla (Adda;. The principal chain again appears
in the territory of Algiers, where the highest part bears
the name of Wan-naah reeaa. and terminates on the banks
ofthe 8 belliC the valley ofwhich river probably interrupts the
continuity of the range. To the east of it, however, it rises

•gain, and forma, south-east of the town of Algiers, the
high summits of the Jurjura Mountains. Up to this point
the range runs nearly parallel with the sea-coast, at a
distance of from thirty to forty miles. But hence it declines
aosnewhat to the 8.E.. and lakes the names of Mountains
of Wannougab, and of I aite. Farther to the east, at about
8" B. long. U is catted the Aturns Mountains ; and here it

begins to approach the coast again, entering, under the
name of the Mountains of Tipsra or Tiffaeh, the territory of
Tuaia ; it terminates with Cape Blanco and Cape Zibeeb,
north of the town of Tunis.

Little «s known respecting the height of these mountains.
Only one summit baa been measured, the Miltain, twenty-
seven miles 8JL of the town of Marocco, which is free from
anew only once in about every twenty yeara, and, according
to the measurement of Lieutenant Washington, rises to

1MM fast above the level of the sea. It is further agreed,
that the highest summits of the whole range are in the
southlin-snot, near the sources of the rivers Oom-erbegh
and Materia, where a considerable part of the chain is

always covered with mow. These summits are estimatedW Ali Bey to rise 13,200 feet above the aea, but Greberg of
Hemaoo thinks that mount Heotet attains the highest
elevation, being upwards of 13,000 feet, and that the range
in Uue part is not tnfcrwr to the Alps in height The chains
•long the Mediterranean, which commonly receive the
general name of Leaser Atlas, are much lower. Shaw states

that those of Wan-nan-shcerr and Jurjura are the highest,
aad covered with snow a considerable part of toe year; and
the Trench naturalist. Dssfootes, estimated their height at
7SM bat Farther to the east they decrease considerably
in osevuhea.

We observe, with respect to the principal chain, that up to

the point snare it eaters the desert of Angad, it forma the
line of separation between the rivers flowing into the Atlantic
Ocean and those that ran north and south into the Medi-
tamnaaa Sea, or the Sahara. The Leaser Atlas, however,
dees not fern such a hne of separation between water-
oouraaa running towards dinereat points : the principal riven
which enter the Mediterranean rise to the south of it in a
lateral chain, wham runs nearly parallel to the principal,

aad make their way through tho latter.

The bast known of the lateral chains ia that which may

be considered as the western continuation of the leaser
Atlaa : it probably asperates from tho principal rang* where
it enters the desert of Angad. and ruus along the chores of
the Mediterranean Sea at a distance of slxiut tinny miles,
and even lass. It terminates opposite to Giuialisr in (lie

bold Cape of Cents, called by the natives Jebel d A ante
(mountain of monkeys), and in Cape S parte! This chsin
is thought to rise only to about 2AC0 feet above the sea in

the highest part, ana ia the only one which Iratenet the

extensive country lying to the west of the principal range.
The numerous branches which lie to the south of the

Leaser Atlas, and cover the country between it and the
Great Desert, are very imperfectly known as to their height,

extent, and connexion with one another. It would seem
that the moat northern of these chains, that in which the
larger rivers (the Sbellif. Seibouse, and Mejerda) take their

origin, and which contains the Zackar Mountains, is the
highest, and that they lower aa they approach the Sahara.

This fact we may infer from the statement of bihaw,

who moreover observes, that these raountaius do not attain

the height of those of England, rising at an average only to

four, Ave, or six hundred yards of perpendicular elevation.

One branch separating from the principal chain and ex-
tending towards the Sahara, runs south-west, and terminates
at Cape Nun. It divides the oountry about the riven Suae
and Wad Messa, which flow into the Atlantic from the

region drained by the river Draha, which is absorbed in

the loose sand of the Sahara. It ia nearly unknown, but
probably rises only to a moderate height.

As the Atlaa Mountains have been traversed by very few
Europeans, and have never bean subjected to the exa-
mination of naturalists, their geology is nearly unknown.
All our information concerning this point is limited to the
feet, that the lower skirts of the ridges are formed by
secondary limestone, and that this formation probably

coven the mountains to an elevation of three or four thou-

sand feet. What constitutes the basis of the mountain-
masses ia entirely unknown. No traces of volcanic agency
have yet been discovered. Aa to the more striking features

of external form, it ia generally agreed, that tbey diner

considerably from the Alps. The Atlaa does not exhibit

pointed peaks, or narrow and sharp edges, but its form
every where shows a decided tendency to extensive table-

lands, broad ridges, and rounded summits. On eaeh
aide of its declivity the range supports two, three, or more
table-lands, at different elevations above the level of the

sea,and separated from one another by rather steep slopes.

Tho summit of the range, however, ia formed by great

masses of rock which are generally inaccessible, or nearly

so; in many places tbey rise perpendicularly. In a few
places these masses are rent asunder by lung and narrow
crevices, through which the mountain-peases lead from
one aide to the other. Jackson states that only two such
passes exist between Marocco and the province of Suae,

and he calls them Bebevan and Bclavin ; the difficulty of

passing through them with an army renders the possession,

of the provinces situated to the south and south-east of the

principal chain precarious to the emperor of Marocco. This
description applies more particularly to the Greater Atlaa;
but in part also to the Leaser Atlas : Shaw slates that the

mountains in Algiers generally rise with a gentle acclivity,

and are covered with a succession of groves and ranges of

fruit and forest trees, and that only occasionally a rocky
precipice ef more difficult access occurs. Yet be notices in

hit topographical description several very difficult mountain-
passes, as the mountain-pass of Beeban, through which the
great road between tho town of Algiers and of Constantino
lies. It would seem that this peculiarity in the form of
these mountains oners one of the greatest difficulties which
the French have encountered, and are still encountering, in

subjecting the territories of Algiers.

As the Atlaa Mountains, in some places, rise above tho
line of perpetual congelation, and in many others approach
thia line ; and as, at the same time, the southern declivity

is turned towards, and ia aa it were contiguous to, the
Great African Desert, where the greatest quantity of heat
is developed on the surface of the glube. it is of course to be
presumed thaton the aides of the Alias the greatest extremes
and variations of temperature occur. Their investigation

would doubtless enrich our knowledge of nature; but
no attempt of thia kind has yet been made. . We only learn

from travellers that on the low plains at the southern foot

of tho mountain, and within Us fewer ranges, the date-
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aahas wwrtwiwtwiU; that the higher lands abound

hi|U trees, elntonde, olivee, uU other productier.* of the

belter countries ; thai the lower table-Unds produce apples.

rirs, cherries, wilnuu, apricots, and other fruits, common
the southern countries of Burope ; and that, proceeding

higher up the range*, the plains an eovered with pinaa of

an innenu tire, with a apariM of oak, called the btiutt,

tVe acorn of which ia u»ed as (bod, and ia preferred to the

S.nniah ohe*tnot. and with feme, elms, mountain-aeh. and
arveral apeetee <>f juniper. Higher op largo forests of Ira

form lbe principal vegetation.

The metallic riches of these mountains are not much
•attar known than U«a> botany. Rich mines of different

kind* exist in that lateral rang* which operate* the pro-

vine* of 8use from the countries on the nvee Draha ; it

abound* especially in iron, copper, and load. Ketewa, a
district east of Tarudant, contains rich mine* of lead and
brimstone ; and saltpetre of a superior quality abounds in

the neighbourhood of Tarudant iuelf. About fifty or sixty

ilea south-west of that town are mines of iron of a very
malleable quality, equal to that of Biscay, in Spain. At
El«ls, in the same ridge of mountain*, are several rich

mine* of eopper. tome of which are imprest,tinted with gold

;

and in the same place there is also a rich silver mine.
Mine* of antimony and lead are likewise found in Suae.
In the bed of the river Wad Messe, particles of silver may
be collected. In other parte, as in the Letter Atlas, mine*
of iron, lead, and sulphur are found. Salt is collected in

many place*, the soil being strongly impregnated with it

The** mountain* are inhabited by lions of the fiercest

kind snd the largest site ; and they abound in antelopes,
monkey* of different specie*, and in porcupines: but their

sool'V* ha* sever been well investigated.

Having taken a general view of the principal features of
this extensive range, we shall briefly describe the nature
of the countries which may be considered as included in

its bosom.

The countries to the south of the principal range, and
we*| of the meridian of London, may be divided into two
region*, one of which contains the provinces of Tafilelt and
Draha. and the other Suae. The first belongs to that
reirton which is called Biledulgerid, or, with more propriety,

Beled el Jereed (lend of dales), and extends along the south-
ern decliuty of the whole system. It consists of gently-
inclined plains, which spread to the font of the mountaina,
but do not produce any thing adapted to the maintenance
of human iifo< it ia only on the banks of the few rivers,

•hose water ia strongly impregnated with salt, and which
lose themselves in the sands of the Sahara, that large
grove* of date-palms are planted ; the fruit of the date, with
camel*, horses, and cattle, are the sola wealth of the few
inhabitants of this region.

Tlie province of Suae is divided from that of Draha by a
range of mountains, and duplays quite a dinarrut character.
It is well watered, and abound* in every sort of agricultural
produce, and especially in different kinds of fruits. The
plantations of dales are numerous, and these of olives still

mare extensive. The country may be —""^tH as a plain
with some small hills dispersed upon it.

The country included by the Greater Adas, by that

lateral branch which terminal** at the Straits of Gibraltar,

and by the Atlentie Ocean, may be considered aa a plain,
which exhibits at its southern and northern extremity exten-
sive level and low countries; Us centre, between the rivers
Sense and Ooaa .rtj.gh. is occupied by an elevated table-
lead, wiuca descend* ia regular terraces towards the ocean.
The distinguishing features of these three dhriasone will be
given under the attune kf \aocco.
The countries to the east of the principal chain display

a much greater diversity in their nature. They may be
divided into two parts, of which the northern oontorebaod*
the Tell, or the land adapted to agriculture; the 'southern
is partly eomprsttmnded under the name of Baled el Jereed.
though, aa Shaw observes, it ia called by the natives the
Ssiisra, which mum cannot he applied to It m the a*use
in whtrb that term sjajdacatood in Europe.
The T«U comprehends ail the esamtnea which are watered

by lbs mere falling into the Maddmiam—. Its Mtthern
half m occupied by the high lands af the Leaner Atlas,
aad presents only a aaoaaaaism of ananntatna, derhvsuaa,
1*4 narrow valleys, without any plain of oeasuWsbto ex
tant iW*r>m1M . except between the Capes of Has Aecoo-
steltef iCapa Cs i i n in) «ad Cape Mauh. an both ude*

and to the aonjb of the town af A | giant, when* the oawnajf
exhibit* only moderate kills rising on a rather level earntry.

But to the south of the Lesser Atlas, and between it and
the mountains in which the large rivers take their origin,

the country extends in large level plains along both sides

of the rivers ; these plains abound in ovary produce of agri-

culture and horticulture. Such are those of Hadjokte and
Msttijiah. snd the country about the large town of Constea-
uoa, aa well aa on the Msjsrdah, in Tunis, and many others:

they form the moat fertile and best cultivated part of thaw
countries.

To the south of the Tail lies • country, which, in many
respects, may be considered as one of the moat remarkable
on the lurfaee of the globe. It oonsistt of a succession of

completely-closed valleys, with n temporary or permanent
lake in their hollows—the moeptede of the waters that How
down from the adjacent mountains. It would seem that

aucb valleys extend from the low shores of the Leaser Syrtia.

through the whole region, up to the chain of the Greater
Atlas t snd doubtless they rise in height as they proceed

toward the west. The most eastern of these closed valley* is

that of the lake called Sbibkah el Lowdeah (properly Ssb-
khat al-Audiah. i.e. the aalt morass of the valleys), the Tri-

tonis of the entiant gaographats (tha Lake of the Marks),
which ia separated from the Lesser Syrtia by a sandy tract af

apparently no great elevation, and to the south east af which,

at no great distance, are the Nofuse or Nifxowab Moun-
tains, the most eastern branch of tha Atlas system. The
lake is twenty miles long, and six broad; yet it ia not
altogether a collection of water, them being several dry
tracts interspersed all over it, which look like so m*ay
Ulands. In the dry season the water entirely disappear*,

and the bottom of the lake ia passed by the caravans, for

the direction of which palm-trunks ere planted at certain

distances, because the ground contain t many dangerous)

rits and numerous quicksands. Hence it is called the
ake of Marks. The water of the lake ia not inferior to the)

tea in saltness, and its low shores consist of sand, which,
however, are partly covered by extensive groves of dsto-

palms. It receives only a tew torrent* from the mountains*

which inclose it on the north and south. The second cluaw

valley ia that of the Mdgigg. or the country called Zsab
or Zebe. This is a narrow tract of land which extends froox

east to west through the middle of the territory of Algiers,

and is watered by the river Wad Adje-dee, or oorrectly

Wddi-al-Jadt. (the River of the Kid), which receives many
small rivers originating in the mountains between the 2U*»
and the Tell, and falls into the lake of Mdgigg, an extensivw

sheet of water in the rainy seaion, but in the dry month*
a plain covered with aalt, containing many quicksand* and
pita. Along the banks of the Adje-dee are numerous ul-

lages, surrounded by plantation* of palm-trees, a fact which

shows that this valley cannot be much elevated aboi* the

level of the sea. The third close valley ia that of the Shea
(the Water), to the north-weal of the western extremity

of the preceding valley. It is a plain extending for owny
miles between two chains of rather high mountains, and.

according to the season ofshe year, is either covered with salt

or oterflowed with water. Here, too, tho quicksands are nu-

merous, snd occssuM no small danger to the unwary uevelUr.

Five considerable stream* amply themselves into the Shalt

from the mountains to the north of it ; but the country »ur-

rounding this lake is nearly an entire waste, and areata

to be much more elevated than the Zeab—So far our in-

formation is denied from the excellent work of Shaw. But
this peculiar form of the surfarc seem* to sxteud still farther

to the west, snd even to the high range of the Greater Atlas.

Jackson, who doubtless had obtained this information from
the natives, says, that proceeding eastward from the Ks«er
Karawan. or ruins of Fharao, which are situated to the

north-east of Fas, at the foot of the western dcclnuy of the

Greater Atlas, the traveller immediately ascend* the Wty
All**, and on the third day reaches the extensive plains on
the other aide, which are totally destitute of vegetation, and
through which a river Sows that rues in the Alls*, and
whose water reossvas a brackish taste by passing through
the saline plains. After running * course of 469 mile* (?)

it at lust by absorption ia the desert of Angad. This in-

formation cotMerning the least-explored part of the AUaa
Mountain* is rendered very doubtful by Jackson » unac-

countably confounding Ibis over with that of Tsfllclt, ahtek
How* in quite a diKervsl direction towards the Sahara.

To tha south of thji ulmtimtj pati$ of ciow taijer*.
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Vat (till within the southern lower ranges of the Alias sys-

tem, lias • long valley without any water-course, which

aMma to extend up to the foot of the Greater Atlas. The
greatest part of this valley U entirely unknown to us.

Shaw baa givea tone information on the eastern portion

of it, called Wad rswg. in which Tuggurt and twenty-

four other village* are situated, and of another branch of it,

in which the toon of Wurglah i» found. No river traverse*

this country : but by diguing wells to the depth of a hundred

and sometimes two hundred {albums, a plentiful stream is

always bund. Through different Uyers of sand and gravel

a flaky stone-like slate is reached by the workmen, under

which the tea underground, a* it is called, lie* concealed.

No sooner is this stone broken through, than it is followed

bv a great rush of- water. These seem to be such wells as

are described by Olympiodorne. [See Artesian Wklh.]
The further continuation of this valley to the west up to the

Atlas is entirely unknown to ua, and its existence is only

proved by the caravans, which depart from Fez and Marocco

for Mecca, and choose this country fbr the usual road of their

journeys ; from which we mar infer that no ranges of consi-

derable height are encountered in these parts. Wurglah,
Fis Pigbig. and Aksabi Sarefe are named as the principal

station* of the caravans in this valley. (Shaw's Travel*

;

Jackton's Arctmni of Muroero, and Account o/ Timbuctno
and Hotut ; Lieut. Washington, in the Journal of the

G^Zr-tphtral Sx-ietu.i. Stc.)

The name Allot first appears in the writings of the early

Greeks, who were acquainted with the general fact of the

existence of a mountainous region in the north-west por-

ti »n of the African continent. But the Atlas of Herodotus
(iv. 184) is rather a single mountain than a mass of moun-
tain* :

' it U of contracted dimensions, and circular ; and
»»:<1 to be so high that It is not possible to see its summits,
fi>r the cloud* never leave them cither in winter or summer:
the natives say this mountain is the pillar of heaven.' In
the«e western regions the fables of the Greeks placed Atlas,

the brother of Prometheus, bearing the heavens on his

shoulders. (.£icb. Pro*. 348.) From the name of this

mountain-region came the name of the adjoining or Atlan-
tic Ocean. The native name of these mountains, according

to Phny (r. i.) and Strabo, was Duris : the reader may see

Shaw's speculations on this name in his Travel*.

It does not appear that the antlent geographers had a

very complete knowledge of the Atlas; but still the Romans
probably knew more about it than wc vet do, having colo-

nised many parts of the country which these mountains and
their branches occupy. As far as we can collect, it was only

the highest and western part, in the kingdom of Morocco,
to which tbey applied the term Atlas; and they do not seem
to have extended the name to the high lands to the east so

far as we tow do. The consul Suetonius Psulinus, who
was contemporary with Pliny, Wis the first Roman com-
mander who crossed the Atlas. Ills report of their great

height agreed vrith all that had up to that time been said of

them ; he found the lower parts of the range covered with

thick forests of lofty trees, and the summits with deep snow
in the midst of summer.
The oftVt t>p*x-»«r) of the Greater Atles nas been de-

scribed as terminating at Ceuta, the Septem Fratret, or Seven
Brothers, of Pliny and Slrsbo. The Greek geographer seems
to make the Atlat mountains commence at Cotes, now Cape
Sport*), end continue along the Atlantic side of the continent.

(Compare Strabo, p. 8*5. and Pliny, r. i.) Pliny savs that

the Greeks gave the name of Ampcluda, the Vine Tract.

I* the headland which we now call Cape Snartel. Strabo
gives no name to the mountain-range stretching eastward
and m the tnterinr from Cotes to the Syrtes ; but he de-
scribe* H, together with the ranges parallel to it, as inha-
bited trrst by the Maurusti or Moor*, and in the interior by
the Gstroh.

ATLAS, the first vertebra of the neck, so named be-

rao*e it sustains the globe of the head. It differs in several

important circumstances from all the other vertebra? that

enter into the orapositlrm of the spinal Column ; because

u has distinct and peculiar offices to perform. It has to

support the bead, arid to allow it the power of exercising

two different kind* of motion, rut, a motion forwards ana
backward*, or that of flexion and extension ; and a rotatory

metvm, or the power of describing a certain portion of a

crrele. ts it does when St turns from tide to side. These
motions are accomplished by the peculiar mode in which

tat bead is connected to the atlas, and the atlas to the

second vertebra of the neck, the rerttUa dental* er mete.

The head is so united with the atlas as to form a per-
fect binge joint, that is, a joint which admit* of flsxjon

and extension, or a motion forwards and backwards. The
second vertebra, the dentate, forming a pivot on which the
atlaa turns, and therefore called axis, is united with the
atlas in such a manner as to constitute a perfect rotation

joint, or a joint which admits of a rotatory motion. The
bead being firmly connected with the atlas and carried

round with it whenever the latter turns upon its axis, it is

plain that by the combination of the two joint*.
.
namely,

the hinge joint and the rotation joint, the head can be
moved in every direction, forwards, backwards, and from
iilc to side. In the construction of these joints, such is the
perfection of the mechanism, that these combined motions
are attained to the utmost extent and are performed with

the greatest ease ; the connexion of the different parts

with each other forms a union of amazing strength and
security ; and at the aame time certain organs of extreme
delicacy and of vital importance are effectually guarded
from injury. But the peculiar adaptations by which these

objects are effected cannot be understood until the structure

of the spinal column has been explained : wo shall there-

fere postpone an account of the peculiar conformation of the
atlas ana axis until the spinal column is described. [See
Spinal Column.]
ATLAS, a collection of Maps; so called probably in

allusion to the mythological figure of Atlas represented as
bearing the world upon bis shoulders, symbolical of Mount
Atlas.

Boucher, in hi» Glossary, says, the word seems to be
derived from the German, in which language atlas* means
satin ; because a collection of maps is usually made of a
smooth satin paper.

ATMOSPHERE, from toe Greek, dr^Ae, and efmpm,
sphere of vapour, is the whole body of air or other mixture
of gases which envelopes a planet. We shall here devote
ourselves exclusively to that which surrounds the earth,

merely observing, that we have more or less reason te

suppose atmospheres, in density comparable to that of the
earth, enveloping the Sun, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and
Saturn; and none for the Moon. See these several

names.
The subject of the atmosphere, treated in all its extent,

would lead us much too far; we shall therefore confine our-
selves to the description of its average state. We have
already discussed the properties of it* constituent material

in the article Air, and we must further refer as follows,

both for subjects which we cannot here enter upon, as well

as for extensions of various points which must be inon
dentally mentioned.

For the general subject of the atmosphere, as connected
with the weather, see Metsoroloot, HtgroMktry,
Tkmpkraturr, and article* on particular subjects, such a*

Evaporation, Daw, Rain, Wind, Aurora Bohbalis,
Ha at, Electricity (Atmospheric), &c Sec.

For the atmosphere as a medium of communication
(taking tliis word in its widest sense), see Acou*tic»i
Aerodynamics, Balloon, Windmill, Sail. For its

effects upon animal and vegetable life, see Respiraiion,
Vboktatiox, Antiskptics, Decomposition. For tba
effects of the imponderable substances upon it, and esre

versa, sec He at, Electricity, Refraction. For instru-

ments used to measure its state, see Barometer, Ther-
mometer, Manomrter, Eudiometer, Hyqrombtkri
and for its uses in the investigation of the elevation* of
different parts of the earth, see Barometer, Uei«hts
(Measurement or).

The atmosphere, in its average state, must be considered

as a body of air revolving with the earth. This gives its

several strata an increasing velocity, as we recede Irom the

earth's axis. For instance, at tba equator, the air (if anv)

which is twice as distant from the centre of the earth as the

surface, must revolve with twice the actual velocity of the

air at the surface. This consideration show* positively that

the atmosphere which really accompanies and revolves with

the earth cannot certainly extend in the smallest quantity,

above 20.000 miles from the surface. For at that height

the tendency to recede from the centre, known by the name
of centrifugal force, would counterbalance the weight, or

tendency of particles towards the earth, and at higher

distances would overcome it entirely.

But we era not therefore to conclude that there must be

Fa
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air. mora or lees, rmoMn* m'<A O14 tmrtk up to to great a

bnghu Forty or fifty mite* b supposed to be the limit

which it attains. Previously, however, to entering upon

this question, it it materiel to know whether we ere to con-

sider air a* infinitely divisible or not. By which we mean,

is it possible for air to be rarefied to any extent whatever,

and still preserve its great characteristic, namely, mutual

repuKion among its several parte? We might mention

various arguments drawn from the atomic thxobt, but

Dr. Wollaston (Phil. Tram*. 1823) has discussed this

subject in a form which, while it adds some force to the

atomic theory itself, for reasons unconnected with our sub-

ject, furnishes a very strong presumption for the finite

extent of the atmosphere. The following is a synopsis of

bis argument
If there be air throughout the universe, wo are obliged to

suppose that every planet would collect an atmospherearound

itself, proportionate to its attracting power. In this case,

we know that Jupiter, at whose surface the force of gra-

vity must be much greater than at that of our earth, would

collect a powerful atmosphere around him. The effect of

the refraction of light through this atmosphere would

become visible in the approach of the satellites to the

planet, when they disappear behind his disc, and would

cause a sensible retardation in their rate of approach. No
such retardation can be observed in the smallest sensible

degree ; and, consequently, Jupiter has no such atmosphere,

nor the means of collecting it : consequently, air, such as we
have at the earth, is not diffused in any degree of rarefac-

tion through the whole solar system. Dr. Wollaston ar-

gues thst this finite character of the atmosphere is more
conformable to the atomic theory than to that of the infi-

nite divisibility of matter, since, in the first case, a boundary

is possible, and will exist at the point where the weight of

a single atom is as great aa the repulsive force of the me-
dium ; while in the latter case it is difficult to see the possi-

bility of any boundary.

It has lately been observed, that Encke's comet appears, in

successive revolutions, to show in a slight degree the effect

of some medium resisting its motion ; and we believe the

tame thing has very lately been said of that of Bicla, It

might therefore appear that the preceding argument is weak-
ened in force by this circumstance, or vie* verti. since the

large planet* might collect sensible atmospheres of the resist-

ing fluid, whatever it be. But on this we must observe, that

supposing the fact of the resisting medium to be established

'and several astronomers are of that opinion), it by no
means follows that it is common air. or any thing approach-

ing to it in the proportion of its density to its elastic power.

On the contrary, the (acts observed with regard to the

motion of the planets (which show no signs whatever of a
resisting medium), and the extreme tenuity of the comets
themselves (through which very faint stars may be seen),

justify us in supposing that the resisting medium may be
of a very high degree of elasticity as compared with air

;

and it is by no means improbable that the planets actually

may hare atmospheres of this same medium, not sensible to

our instruments, on account of the very small increase of
density which is sufficient to counterbalance the action of
a planet. To elucidate this subject, see Elasticity, Fluid,
(ELvvTtC).
The preceding arguments go to show, that even sup-

posing the temperature of the atmosphere to be uniform
throughout, there is no inconsistency in the supposition of a
finite atmosphere. But a very strong presumption in favour
of such sn hypothesis is derived from the rapid decrease
of temperature which takes place as we recede from the
surface of tlie earth. The law of this decrease is entirely

unknown to us ; at least we cannot even guess at the form
it assumes in the higher regions of the mass of air. To
this circumstance it is owing thst all we can say upon those

regions must be little more than speculation. Near the
earth, even at great elevations abov j the level of Ibe sea,

we cannot say that olieenred temperatures correctly repre-

sent the law of the atmosphere : for example, we cannot
say thst the average temperature of Quito, which is more
than toon fr«t state the sea level, is the average tempera-
ture of the air >ooo fret above, and orer, the sea. The only
observstion worthy of sny confidence is that of Gay-Luasar.
taken during bis celebrated ascent, at a height of (9(10
metres, or 76J4 ysrds above the sea level The difiVrence
of temperature between air at the surface and at the height
just mentioned was 40|* of the centigrade thermometer, or

nearly TSf of Fahrenheit This, ifthe decrease oftemperature
be uniform, gives a diminution of 1° of Fahrenheit for every
16} yards, or of 1* centigrade for every 173 metres of ele-

vation.

The following table was deduced by Humboldt from
various observations. It will serve to show how far the
temperatures of elevated regions on the earth agrees with
those ef the same height in the atmosphere, as deduced from
the preceding. The first column is the height of the land
above the level of the sea (in metres) ; the second, the mean
temperature (centigrade) at and near the equator ; the third,

the same in about 49° of latitude. The thermometer used
is the centigrade ; (+) means above, and (—) below, the
freeling point.

ElmUasIs

0

974
1949
2923
3900
4872

Eqamlor.
Mtss Trap. Cutif.

+
+
+
+
+
+

27" -4

21° '»

18° '4

14° 3

r -o

1° 4

UL4S*.
Mass Trap. Ca>U|.

+ 12° -0

+ 6° 0— 0° 2— 4° •

From the preceding table, it appears that at the equator,
on the average of 4872 metres, a rise of 187 metres gives
a fall of 1° centigrade. But the fall is more rapid in the
higher regions than in the lower. From 0 to 1949 metres
of elevation, an elevation of 214" produces a fall of 1°; but
from 2923" to 4872", an elevation of 152" does the same.
The argument in favour of the finite extent of the at-

mosphere, derived from the preceding, is as follows. If wo
suppose an elevation of 200 yards to produce a fall of 1° of
Fahrenheit's thermometer (which, as we have seen, is likely

to foil short of the truth, that is, to give the higher regions
of the atmosphere a higher temperature than they really
have) ; it follows, that at a height of forty miles above tbe>

level of the sea, the temperature of the air must be 3io"
of Fahrenheit below that of the sea. or certainly more than
300* below the freezing point. There is the strongest
reason to suppose that no gas we know of would preserve its

gaseous state at this low temperature, but would become
liquid : and though no gas has yet been rendered liquid by
reduction of temperature, yet several have been reduced to
that state by cold and pressure united.

If, then, we suppose the atmosphere of finite extent, its

form must be nearly that of an oblate spheroid, the lesser

axis passing through the poles of the earth ; at the was
time the action of the sun and moon must produce certain
small atmotpheric lid** ; and the tides of the sea, »b>cb are
constantly disturbing the base on which the atmosphere
rests, must produce periodical alterations of form in tbe>

latter also. If any such exist, sensibly, they may be de-
tected by the barometer ; for, cateru paritmt. any increase)

in the height of the superincumbent column of air must bw
accompanied by a small increase in the height of the coun-
terbalancing column of mercury. Laplace was the first

who examined this curious branch of the subject H«
showed by analysis that the attraction of the sun and moon
could produce no permanent effect upon (be currents of the
atmosphere; for instance, such as the trade-winds. lie
also showed that the diurnal oscillstions caused by ibe
above-mentioned attractions would only produce a very
smsll effect upon the barometer- in fact less than one
millimetre, or 1-2Hh of an inch. The reduction of a larco
number of observations gste. st first, 'Oil of a millimetre (<.«

the quantity in question ; those of another set gave 01 8;
' from which Lapluce concluded, taking into account ibe
smaltness of the quantities, sn>l the degree of probability
which could be attached to results so different that the ww-
nblt existence of the altnuaphcnr tide was doubtful, la

' the meanwhile, however, the diurnal vsrtauon of Ike bare-

|
meter bas been completely established by observatwoe

: made in several different places. But the Isw and quan-
tity of this osrillstiun appears to vary so much with i«W"«*t

t
climate, and other circumstances, that no posiuie coo-
elusion can )et be drawn, either to the exrluswn of atmo-
spheric Udt. properly so called, or the adoption of any other
cause in conjunction with it. Professoi Forbes ( Rtmrt o/
Rnhth Awtnaltun. p. '.'JO) ha* discussed all the observa-
tions, and has given a formula which represents lhem
tolerably well.

The average pressure of the etmuspbere is found to be
the same, or »ery nearly so, at any one place from year to
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the Tmriom temporary alteration*

loses. But it b not yet aceu-
racaly dalarmined in a sasxessnt number of placet to settle

aba question, whether it is the same at the level of the sea

throughout the globe or not. Indeed, it is obvious that it

must always be difficult to decide whether an observed
difference in the mean height of the barometer at two
place* on lead ariose from difference of level, or from the

atmnsphsri itself. The mean height of the barometer in

London is stated at 39-88 inches ; at Paris, where ithaa been
deunaiaod with great accuracy, it 716 millimetres, or
2» T7 inches. The Miowtng tables (extracted from Ponillet,

JCUmtm de Phymque) give the best riew of the state of the
atmosphere at one place which haa yet been offered to the

public. They were made at Paria between the years 1816
and 1817. These heights are giren in millimetres, 1000
of which make the metre of 39*37079 English inches, in

which, newrrsi (though this is perhaps hardly worth no-

eke i. the metre is supposed to have the temperature of the
(reeling point, and the yard that of 62° Fahrenheit The
figures 75, when placed at the ton, are common to all the

column, and are to be prefixed to the whole number in each
line ; thus the average height of the barometer at Paria in

• north-west wind is 768*67 millimetres. We have let the
tables stand, as in the work cited, without attempting to

correct some evident small misprints in the last figures.

I.

—

Effect o/ the kW uponlhe height of the barometer.

Mfalof
Buenlii

7*°"'
OtMmttna.

8. •89 3*98
8.W. 797 3*38
W. 863 6*08
N.W. 333 8*67
N. 483 9*76

N.B. 378 9*89

K. 394 7*04

8.B. 931 4*60

Moan 6*48

2.— ifran height* of the barometer for each year, from
1816 to 1836, at 9 in the morning, 3 in the afternoon,

and 9 m the evening.

Iraa 1 laajMof BaraKtar. IMC aflat ntr.orM
¥«•». • A.M. *».«. tr.n. HIM

76 78 7» aimm*

Ill* 4*359 3*683 4-e:i •m •373
1817 • '•76 6*914 6*510 '763 •597

i«ia 6'38« 5*473 5*961 '909 '488
l»l» 5 343 4*581 4- 993 762 '412

IS20 • '335 5-611 5-973 •714 '362

1631 6*376 5*598 6 068 •678 •470

1633 7*738 7011 7-310 •717 '383

1833 5* 197 4*493 4 773 •704 •280

1834 5*984 5*269 5-569 •715 •300

IMA 7.966 7*133 7*224 '844 '108

1836 7 584 • 758 7* 087 '838 •331

6347 5.591 5*956 •75* •373

3.—Mean height* of the barometer for each month of the

pemr. from the men* of the near* 1816-1826. at 9 in the

I m the afternoon, and 9

7»
»t>j».

7*

) in the evening.

» f m. DUT. aflat DiSoflad
75 aarfSadoola. aariMeoti.

Fab.

Aprft

Jam
July
Aug-

Oct.

Nov.
Dee.

8* IN 7*439 7 690 •677 •361

8- 165 7*336 7 557 •939 •321

• SM 3-406 5-833 •797 •300

5-853 4*43 4-780 1-010 •637

5 353 4*440 4*786 •813 346
MM •*M0 6-875 •707 •373

6-544 3*817 6- 140 •737 333
$$*7 ••933 • *37l -864 318
• *77S •••73 • 433 -801 •460

4-77S 4-HI 4*533 •761 •501

5 m 5'3>7 5-660 •545 •383

• 1M 4*7« 4-950 •449 •347

i'U7 #'»•! 5-950 •756 •373

As we kacber in the atmosphere, the barometer

(fat quantity of the Ml ia used to ascertain the

height ascended. The method of doing thb will he ex-
plained in the article Hbiohts (Mbasvumairr or) : we
notice it here in order to mention a circumstance which
shows that our knowledge of the general conditions of the
atmosphere haa not been overstated. In order to construct
the formula, it ia necessary to take into ixcount the dimi-
nution of the weight of the air, not only from its rarefaction,
but also from its increasing distance from the earth,—the
variation of elastic force, as well from rarefaction aa from
change of temperature,—the alteration of density in the
mercury itself, arising from the alteration of temperature.—
and to use the formula in different latitudes, the variation of
the force of gravity on the earth's surface. In our igno-
rance of the variation of the temperature, it ia usual to
allow to the whole column of air contained between the
points of observation, the average temperature of its upper
and lower extremities. This is the most doubtful part of
the process ; and aa a verification, recourse is bad to the
comparison of heights measured by the barometer, and
also by the processes of trigonometry. It is thus found
that a co-efficient which, when deduced from theory alone,
is 18337*46, appears from a number of heights measured
trigonometrical Iy to be 18336. differing from the former
only oy about iu 18,000th part This shows the effect of
temperature to be sufficiently well taken into account, for

such heights as we can measure, by the preceding sup-
position.

In the article Air some reasons were shown for supposing
that its component parts were not united chemically, but
only mixed. This opinion, which is now almost universally

adopted, has given rise to notions on the constitution of the
atmosphere, differing entirely from those of all chemists
down to the present day. A law ia found to prevail in the

mixture of gases and vapours, as universal aa the one de-

scribed in the article Ant, relative to the expansion arising

from temperature—namely, that two gsses in a state of

mixture exercise no influence one upon the other, except

communication of temperature, but that each is disposed in

exactly the same manner aa it would be if the other were
not present Thus it is found, entirely contrary to all pre-
vious notions, that no pressure of dry air upon water exerts

the least influence in preventing the formation of stesm,

which goes on exactly aa if the space above were a vacuum,
and continues until further evaporation is stopped by the

pressure of the steam already created. It is found that no
pressure of one gas can confine another in water ; hut that

supposing a bottle partly full of water, the gas confined in

the water will escape to the surface and distribute itself in

Srecisely the same way as if the other gat were not present,

ly this it is not meant that the action commonly called

mechanical cannot take place, or that a stream of hydrogen
would not trouble the air; but only that the permanent
settlement of one gas is not affected in any way by the

presence of another, to long aa no chemical action is excited.

From this principle. Mr. Dalton (PhiL Tram. 1826), taking

into consideration the presumptions which exist against the

chemical union of the ingredients of the atmosphere, infers

that the atmosphere does not consist altogether of the

compound called air. but that the nitrogen atmosphere is

higher than the oxygen atmoephere. I n fact if there be no
chemical union, the above law of the mixture of gases

requires us to allow that each ia an atmosphere independent

of the other, and that the two are most probably of unequal

heights. From considerations, into which we cannot

here enter, Mr. Dalton thinks that the actual pressures

exerted by the oxygen and nitrogen are in the proportions

of the volwnm occupied by them [see Aia], thstisas I tot

;

and concludes that the oxygen atmoephere extends to 38
miles in height, that of nitrogen to 54 miles, that ofcarbonic

acid to 10 miles, and that of aqueous vapour to 50 miles.

It must however be observed, that the state of the carbonic

acid of the atmosphere is very variable , that there is not

the same quantity by night as by day, in moist weather aa

in dry; and that the higher strata of the atmosphere contain

more of it than the tower, which nay arise from rapid

absorption by the earth.

Against the hypothesis just described, it might perhapa

be asserted that the air which Gey-Luasac brought down
from a height of more than four miles was not found to

differ from that of the earth s surface in the proportion of its

oxygen to its nitrogen, which would be the ease if

oxygen atmosphere diminished in density mors tbsn m
proportion to the diminution of that of the nitrogen, or
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vice terta. We do not know whether the experiment of

M Gav-Lussac ru made, or even intended to be made,

with that degree of acruracy which would justify its being

considered a teat of Mr. Dalten'• theory ; but in any eaae it

ia an experiment which it if very desirable to repeat.

The total quantity of the atmosphere (if the mean height

of tbe barometer at Pari* hold good for all other placea) ia

a little leas than the millionth part of the whole mass of the

earth, supposing the mean denaity of the Utter to be Are

and a half time* that of water. tPoieton, Mecaeuque.

2d. edit vol. it. p. CIO.)

For the colour of the atmoaphere, aee Sky. For the

quantity of moisture contained in it. aee Hvouomhrv
For the history of atmospherical researches, aee the fol-

lowing names, ill bo, Crasimus, Gamlbo, Torric rlli,

Pascal, Florrncr (Academy of), Bovli, M ariottr,

PmSSTLRY. SCRJKRLR, BLACK. 1.A V nisi KR, t' A vr. N DISH, &C.

The actual constitution of the atmosphere, whether com-
posed of molecules exerting a repulsive force upon each

other or not, must remain unaettled until some mathema-
tical bvpolbeais can be found which shall satiety all observed

phenomena. That probabilities are at present all on the

aide of the molecular or atomic hypothesis, is pretty gene-
rally admitted ; and the repulsion of the several parts of

air ia a fact of every -day experience. Newton entered
upon this question, and shewed ( Prinrtpia, book iL prop. 2J)

that if the constitution of tbe atmosphere be atomic, and if

the force exerted by each particle extend only to those

nearest to it, and be either nothing or inconsiderable aa to

all others, that then I lie observed proportion ality of the
elastic force to the density is consistent with no hypothesis

except that of a repulsive force inversely proportional to the
distances of the particles from each other; that is. which
become, double when the distance it halved, and so on.

But in the scholium to the same proposition, he takes notice

of tlie imperfection of the hypothesis, and describes his
ndle' t ' itheory as a mathematical * ban

to consider the subject further

induce philosophers

The molecular theory, on
the supposition that every particle repels all the rest, or, which
ia as likely to be the case, has alternate spheres of attraction

I repulsion, is beyond tbe reach of the present stale of ma
matical analysis.

For the stale of atmospherical knowledge up to 1808, see
1

ertaoo. General View q/ /*• A'efuravf ifutory of the
otphere, Edinburgh. IHOS; from thence to 1822, aee
wll a Mete.,rolog,cuJ h*a,,, London. 1822 i and for an

account of what ha* been lately done, with further refer-
ence*, see Professor Forbes a Report on Meteorology, in the
Rejnrte of the lintnh Aitortmttrm, London, 183.1.

ATMOSPHERIC AIR, a distinction which baa been
preserved after the necessity for it has ceased. In the time
of Priestley all gases were called (sir*, and common air was
called atmospheric to distinguish it from vital air, now
oxygen. tn/Ummnt<ie air, now hydrogen. &e. [8ee AlR.1
ATOLL, or ATOLLON. ia . name given bv the ne-

three of the Maldives to the detached coral formations of
which their A rchipelago is composed. They are
of a circular form (the reef seldom exceeding a
breadth), from fifteen to thirty miles in diameter, and rise

perpendicularly from an unfathomable depth. The open-
ings which occasionally occur in these reef, afford passage,
for vessels, and safe anchorage ia found in many within tbe
circumscribing wall ; the apace thus included is often inter -

rsed with i.lsnds. The principal of these islands, however,
alwaya ait—lad on the owter reef; they abound In

cocoa-nut trees, and are long and narrow. In short, they

££j*?!°im ? mMmt
' °n'k "".pound. ««n_ 7

,'HUetuUe. Anasagoraa. the preceptor of SnrrRtos. who
died m the year 4*8 ».c, imagined tbe number of element*
to be nearly if n « abaolutoly infinite, and thai the ulli-
luate atoaa composing every substanos were of the same
kind with that aubatonce. [See \t iRaoorai

J
Laaeippus. a philosopher of AWm, who flourished toon

after Anaxagnra*. ia generally regarded aa the original R*o-
"f what baa been called the atvtnm pi

aketoh of the theory contained in the

and his follower*
' The atomic philosophy of Epicurus, in its mere phi fftsf

contemplation, allows of i-.o«hing but matter and SMr>,
which sre equally infinite nnd unbounded, which have
equally existed from all eternity, and from different orn-

at whieh

J principle

other : for whatever matter is, t

i all eternity, and ii

every visible form
e* have no common

in his I
IT*?*

*"i*"i> andit was adopted by UwtDomlus,
aiaRrwwrda by KpUerea, to whom it. eetebnty ii ehietly

is created. Tlies*
propcrty with < sjch

•f;
and whatever apace is, matter is the contrary to. The Mu-
shy solid parts of all bodice, therefore, are matter : | heir

actual pores space : ami the parts which are not altogether
solid, but an intermixture of solidity and pore, are - and
matter combined. Anterior to the formation of the linn rse,

»l>.ire and matter existed uncoinlnned, or in their pure and
elementary state. Spuee, in its elementary state, is abv lute

and perfect void ; matter, in its elementary stale, i a of

inconceivably minute seeds or atoms so small, that the
corpusculee of vapour, light, and heat are compound* of
them^end so solid, that they cannot rjossibly be broke* or

pre** figure of these primary atoms ia various: there ere
round, square, pointed, jagged, as well as many other ah pes.

These shapes, however, are not diversified to infinity I but
the atoms themselves of each existent shape are inflnil t or
innumerable. E\erv atom is possessed of certain in' asie

powers of motion. Under the old school of Democrilus, the
perpetual motions hence produced were of two kinds: n de-
scending motion, from the natural gravity of the atoms

;

and a rebounding motion, from collision and mutual • ish.
Besides these two motions, and to explain certain pheno-
mena to which they did not appear competent, and aliicli

were not accounted for under the old system. Epicurus mp.
posed that some atoms were occasionally possessed of a
third, by whirh, in some very small degree, they deso . ded
in an oblique or curvilinear direction, deviating Don the
common and right line anomalously ;

nnd in this respect
resembling the oscillations of the magnetic needle.

'These infinite groups of atoms. Hying through all time
and space in different directions, and under different ! ivs,
have interchangeably tried and exhibited every p ^-ible

mode of rencounter , sometimes repelled from each oi r by
concussion, and sometimes adhering to each other from
their own jagged or pointed construction, or from low
casual interstices which two or more connected atom* aauat
produce, and which may be just adapted to those of other
figures, as globular, oval, or square. Hence tbe origin of
compound and visible bodies : hence the origin of large*

masses of matter ; hence, eventually, the origin of the worhl
itself. When these primary atoms are closely corup.i ted.

and but little vacuity or space lies between, the) saw oca
those kinds of substances which we denominate soli , sa
stone* and metals : when they are loose and disjointed and
a large quantity of space or vacuity is interposed, they
exhibit bodies of lax texture, as wool, water, and vapour.
'The world, thus generated, is perpetually sustained by

the application of fre*h tides of elementary atoms, flying,
with inconceivable rapidity, through all the infinity of spar*.
Invisible from their minuteness, and occupying the post*
of those that arc as perpetually flying off. Vet nothing is

eternal or immutable but these elementary seeds or atoms
themselves. The compound form* of matter are rontiafsRlly

decomposing and dissolving into their original nwpuseajew;
to this there is no •sorption: minerals, Megetalde*. end
animals, in this respect, are all alike, when t!„-> has*

their present make, perishing for ever, and new inetiis

lions proceeding from the matter into which they di- |ve.

But the world itself i< a compound though not an Rn-
Ued being ; sustained and nourished, like organised being »,
from the material pabulum that floats through t I of
innm.y. The world Itself must, therefore, le th. • in*
manner pen.h : it had a beginning, and it will hare aa tad.
Its present rresia will be decompounded ; it will return to
Its original, its elementary atom. ; and new worlds will an*e
from its destruction.

'Space i* infinite, material atoms are infinite, but the
vsretd is not infinite Thl*. thru. I* not the only world, nor
the Mil) material system that exists. The cause thai has
produced this visible system is competent to produce others

:

in acting pcrpetaaU) from alt eternity: end are
arstet of worlds, .x,.,^
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Wino*) Ha form and
the iaalillai Wf MilM 4. »»
ofAatuiaMi OooDfc aaMieoayawah*
Without entering into an aoeownt af the

tained by other phjl©»opW > thii abstruse eu

(hall conclude with tha following itom SirlsaaeNi
• All thing, considered, it seems probable, thai God. in lh»'

beginning, lonncd m.tter in wild, raatwy. hard, impene-
trable, moveable particle*, of such sixes. figures, and with

opcrtie*. and in «uch proportion to space, as

I to the end for which he formed them ; and
i primitive particles, being solids, are incomparably

than any porous bodies compounded of them : even

so vary hard as never to wear or break to pieces ; no ordinary

power being able to divide what God hinweif mado one in

the first creation

ATOMK THEORY, in chemistry, sometimes termed
tha doctnme of ifa/fii|f» prop&rhuni. This very important

theory, founds*! on waU-ascartaiaed facts, has bostowed on
modern ehexauirv an almost mathematical degree of preci-

sion. Tha hypothetical, which ia to be distinguished from

tha experimental part of tne tuojeci. supposes thai chemi-
cal compounds remit from tha conibmauon of the ultimata

atoms of their constituent parts. It has bean determined
by experiment, and toe fact serves a* the basis of the
theory, that a compound body, when pure, always contains
tlie same proportions of its constituents: thus calcareous

•par, and the pure part of marble, chalk, and limestones,

consist of carbonate of lime, composed of the tame propor-
tions of carbonic acid and lime ; the carbonic acid always
contains the tame quantity of carbon and oxygen, and the
lime the name proportions of calciuta and oxveen. Th
law also exists with regard to all similarly-constituted

sulphurate, and salts, and indeed as to all r
pounds whatever, whether presented to us by nnture

(baned by art : this is a simple statement of the

fsrta upon which the superstructure of the

ha* been raised.

Before we proceed to detail the minuti® of the theory, it

will be proper to give a sketch, though a slight one, of the
principal discoveries connected with the subject

The earliest experiment* which could havt served as a
basis for the atomic theory are those of Wenxel, a German
rhemut, who published, in 1 777, a work On the Affinities of
Bodm ; the experiments detailed in it, though neglected at

the time, are now acknowledged to possess a very consider-

able degree of accuracy. The author showed that when any
two neutral salt* decomposed each other, the resulting new
compound* were exactly neutral. "The very attempt,' re-

marks Dr. Thomson, 'to analyze the salts was an acknow-
ledgment that bodies united with each other in definite pro-

portions ; and these deBnite proportions, had they been
followed out, would have ultimately led to the doctrine of
atom*.' ( fh'lory of Chemistry, vol. ii. p. 278.)

With reference to this subject, it is observed by Sir H.
Davy, that 'there may be found in the works of Dr. Bryan
HiffKms, Mr. Wilham Higgins, and Professor Richter, biota
or conclusions bearing directly on this doctrine. Dr. Bry an
H.ggm*. in his Experiment* and Observations relating to

Acetous Aad, Arable Air. dense inflammable Air. <$-c dV.,
in IMt, contends, that etastio fluids unite with
in limited proportions only : and this depends

the combination of their particles or atoms with the
of Ira which surrounds them as an atmosphere,

and makes them repuiuse ui each other; and he distin-

t>i»b*a between simple elastic fluids, as composed of par
Ik-1l* of the same kino, and compound elastic fluids, s* con-
stating of two or mom particles combined, in wh*( he calls

XBo.cculaa, acnnite in quantity themselves, and surrounded
by deduile »roportion* of heat Dr. rVyan Higgins'• no-

Urn, have. IbaUve, never been eaftrnJ to by any of the
amuirs on the atomic theory- Mr. William Higgins'a

claims have, am taw c. *ttr**y . often been brought forward,

fat, » hen it is frWIetted that this gentleman was a pupil

aid reUiMXi ef Dr. Bryan Higgins, and that his work,
called lb* Comparative View, waa published tome years

after the treaties* I have just quoted, and that his notions
j

are aioM*t f^-"tw.i (nth the addition of this circumstance,
,

that be TT"»"*f certain elastic fluids, such as the com-
r, and five I

pu- li.hed

each ethe

AT©
•sseofaaetsA Has

aa wen as of
wet to

to the elder writer. (

Msyed Sb**e%, IBM.)
fa justice, however, to Mr. Biggin*, ft must be admitted

that his view* wa*a teeeh mere extended than those of Dr.
Higgins ; for it appears that he esxtertained precisely the
same notion of tha nnaapeaionn and atomic constitution of
water a* that now awnaeallv admitted, in this country at
least In his Comparative View t/ the Phlogistic ami
Antiphlogistic Theories, published in 1790, p. 37, be says,

'As two cubic inches of light inflammable air require but
one of dephlogisticated air to condense them, we must sup-

pose that they contain equal number of divisions, and that

the difference of their specific gravity depends chiefly on
the size of their ultimate particles ; or we must suppose that

the ultimate particles of fight inflammable air require two
or three, or more, of dephlogisticated air to saturate them.

If this latter were the cose, we might produce water in an

intermediate stale, as well as the vitriolic or the nitrous acid,

which appears to be impossible; for in whatever proportion

we mix our airs, or under whatsoever circumstances we com
bine them, the result is invariably the same. This likewise

may bo observed with respect to the decomposition of water.

Hence we may justly conclude, that water ia composed of

molecules formed by the union of a single particle of de-

phlogisticated air to an ultimate particle oflight inflammable

air, and that they are incapable of uniting to a third particle

of either of their constituent principles.

It is a remarkable circumstance, that although Mr.
Higgins's view of the atomic constitution of the five com"
pounds of oxygen and azote is that which is even now very

commonly admitted, he does not state their composition ; and

his idea of the comparative atomic constitution of sulphurous

and suipnunc actus is decidedly erroneous. ' Indeed, aa

remarked by Sir H. Davy in the discourses above quoted.

' neither of the Higginaea attempted to express the quan-

ta 1 792. Richter, a Prussian chemist, published a work

called Elementi of Stochiometrie ; or the Mathematics of

the Chemical Elements. This author treated the subject

almost in the same way as Wenxel had previously done,

but extended it very considerably ; he endeavoured to de-

termine the capacity of saturation of each acid and base,

and to indicate by numbers the weights which mutually

saturate each other. He published a table of these, but

though the attempt was new and exceedingly ingenious, the

results were far from accurate.

The discoveries of Proust a French chemist who waa pro-

fessor of chemistry at Madrid, are well worthy of notice, he

being the first person wno attempted an accurate analysis_ol

metallic oxide*. He found that metals unite only with de-

terminate proportions of oxygen, and that the same law ex-

isted with sulphur and the metals, and that these might be

stated in numbers . hia opinions were strenuously opposed

by Berthollut, but their accuracy is now generally admitted.

In the year 1803, Mr. (now Dr.) Dalton, of Manchester,

communicated to the Literary and Philosophical Society of

Manchester an essay containing an outline of his specula-

tions on the subject of the composition of bodies (Manchester

Memoir: sc.mS series, voL L p. 286). The following year

he explained bis notions on the subject to Dr. Thomson,

and in 1808 he published the first vdume of buAw Syi/rm

of Chemical Philosophy, in wli"h he gaye an outline of hit

views of the constitution of and this without any

acquaintance with, wh*t had been previously done on the

subject hv Higgins. .....
Dr. Dalton was unquestionably the first who laid down,

clearly and numerically, the doctrine of multiples, and en-

deavoured to express by simple numbers the weights of

bodies believed to be elementary. He announced it aa

a general rule, that ' when only one combination of two

bodies can be obtained, it must be presumed to be * binary

one, unless some cause appear to the contrary.' Consist-

ently with this law. and correctly at the time it was written,

Dr. Dalton regarded water as a binary compound of hydrogen

and oxygen, and tne relative weights, since corrected, art

considered as one to eight As. then, water consists of an

loiu of hydrogen and an atom of oxygen, either of these

elements may bo selected aa unity, and, in fact as we shall

hereafter notice, both have been occasionally employed as

such. Dalton fixed on hydrogen, because it is that body

which unite, with others in the smallest proportion ; thus,
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fen. wekm water oompaasd ofom of hydrogen by weight,

or on* atom, and eight of oxygen by weight, or om Mom.
•ad in all chn aa atom of hydrogen being represent*] by

1. aa atom of oxygen will ba represented by 8; and then
being the elomio weight of tbe elements, that of the com-

pound will ba obtained by adding them together, thus—

Hydrogen 1 atom - 1

Oxygen 1 atom 8

Water 1 atom = 9

The weight, than, of a compound atom ts obtained by adding

together the atomie weight* of it* constituent*. Although

many elementary bodice unit* with hydrogen, there are

aom* which do not, but there fa) no one which doe* not

combine either with hydrogen or with oxygen: when,

therefore, the hydrogen standard or unit (ail* on this account,

we may refer to the atom of oxygen, and determine what
weight of tbe substance in question, supposing only one

compound to be formed, unites with eight parts oy weight,

or one atom of oxygen. Now cadmium is a metal of thi*

description ; it form* no compound with hydrogen, and only

one with oxygen, and as eight parts of this element unite

with fifty-six of the metal, to form the only known oxide of

it, we say that the atomic weight of cadmium i* fifty-six.

and that the oxide is composed of

Oxygen ... 1 atom =» 8

Cadmium ... 1 atom « M
Oxide of cadmium 1 atom — 64

It is, however, possible, though by no means probable,

that each an inference may ba incorrect, for tbe oxide in

question may be composed either of two or more atoms of

oxygen united with one atom of the metal, or the contrary,

instead of what it is presumed to be ; but the error may be

detected by examining the proportion in which the metal

unites with other element*, whose atomie weight* are

already determined. Tbe atomic weights of sulphur, chlo-

rine, and selenium, are respectively 16, 36, and 40 : now
if, in a series of combination* with these substances, tbe

eompounds containing the largest proportion of metal were
constituted of

Sulphur 16 Chlorine 36 Selenium 46
Metal 56 Metal 46 Metal 66

'

we should then conclude, as these agree with tbe compo-
sition of the oxide, as shore given, that 96 fa) tbe atomie

weight of the metaL But if it was found that the compounds
in question containing the largest proportion of metal wen
constituted of

16 Chlorine 36 Selenium 40
113 Metal 113 Metal 113

we shook! oonolude that the atomie weight of the metal
waa 1 19, and consequently that the oxide formed oJ 8 oxy
ge« and 66 metal, waa a peroxide, equivalent to 16—1
atoms ofoxygen + atom of metal.

If. on tbe other hand, it appeared thai the com]
containing the large** proportion ofmet»i oonaasta

Sulphur 16 Chlorine 36 Selenium 40
Metal 38 Metal 36 Metal 38

Sulpha

we mast then consider the oxide composed of 8 oxygen and
66 *s*tal a* a luixnvU, constituted of 1 atom of oxygen -8

1* according to the rale thus
t is necessary not only to eon-

B, but also those of A with

+1 atoms «f metal 66.

This method of

laid down by Dr. Dalton
aider the combinations of A whh p,, _

CDS. axe, as well as those of b with C D, fcc. before we
can have good reason to be satisBed whk out Axennination
a* to the number of atom* which enter into the «*rv^u(
compounds.' (Snc System p/ ChimiaU PtnlotopMg, voL u.

p. 300.)

In feet, the protoxide of a metal, i. 1. 1 atom oxygen + 1

metal, may possess such properties aa to prevent its

iposition from being by direct mean* accurately sseer-

and it is likewise possible that no protoxide may
exist
We have alluded to the circumstance, that various eoav-

poaads of tbe same two elements may exist, and supposing
an elementary body, as copper or silver, united with two pro-
portion* of oxygen, various qpactions may arise as to the eoo-
etitntian of the resulting oxide* : as. whether that which
contains least oxygen is a suboxide or protoxide ; or whe-
ther that which contain* most is a protoxide er a peroxide.~ i are point* which can be determined only by compan-

ion : for example, with respect to oxygen and copper, that

oxide which contain* least oxygen consists of 8 oxygen+ 04
metal ; that which contains most, of 16 oxygen+ 64 metal

:

now, in this ease, we consider that which contains feast oxy-
gen a* composed of I atom of each of its elements, sad that

winch contains asosc oxygen aa formed of 3 atoms of oxy-
gen-!- 1 atom of copper—thus

Oxygen 1 atom — 8 Oxygen 3 atoms — r»
Copper 1 atom - 64 Copper 1 atom -64
Protoxide of cop. 1 atom -73 Peroxide of cop. 1 atom- bO*

Thi* rule of assuming that oxide to be a protoxide which
contains least oxygen will be generally found correct,

especially when confirmed, aa it is in this instance, by the
corresponding constitution of ths two chlorides and two sni-

phurets. The oxides of silver, however, form an exception,
though a very rare one, to this rule ; there are two oxides of
this metal composed of

Oxygen 8 and Oxygen 8
Silver 165 Silver 110

If it worn to be assumed in this case, that 165 is the
atomie weight of silver, because it is the largest proportion
Which combines with 8, or 1 atom of oxygen, the assumption
would be erroneous, for this oxide has no corresponding
chloride, sulphuret, etc. and it would bo unlike other pro-
toxides, in forming no compound with any acid. Bat afl
these properties belong to the oxide of silve r composed of 6
oxygen and 110 silver; in this case th% oxide containing
most metal is considered ss s luboxidc-, composed of 2 atoms
oxygen 16+3 stems silver 330. J a general however, the
rule may be relied upon, that the metallic oxide which
contains least oxygen is the Protoxide, sad that weight of
the metal which combines w'.th 6 by weight of oxygen, de-
notes tbe weight of its atorj, and their united weight that of
the oxide.

It will he observed, with respect to tbe compounds of
oxygen and copper, that the second portion of that element
which unites wit'a the same quantity of the metal, is doubas
the first. Now upon this and numerous similar facts is
founded one. of tbe most important and beautiful peculiari-
ties of Dr. Dalton* theory, sometimes described ss tbe doc-
trim o/ multipUt. In the case just alluded to, the second
portion ofoxygen fat precisely double the first ; but there are
some eases in which ths greater proportions are not mul-
tiples of the less, by any entire number : for example, there
are two well-known oxide* of iron consisting of

Oxygen 8 Oxygen 13
Iron 28 Iron 88

The first of these is the protoxide, and tbe second the
peroxide ; but it will be observed, the second portion of
oxygen is only one-half greater than tbe first, instead of
double, ss happens with respect to copper. In feet, ths
additional quantity is equal to only half an atom of oxygen ;

but aa the idea of dividing an atom ia absurd, the distcalty
is overcome by multiplying both tbe oxygen sad iron by 3,
in which case we shall hare 1 2 x 3 - 34, or 3 atoms of oxygea.
eombinod with 28x1 = 56,2 atoms of iron, and these propor-
tion* are perfectly consistent with the theory.

Other esses of apparent anomaly occur : thus than an
three oxide* of lead. vuH

Oxygea 8 Oxygen 10.66. fcc Oxyran 14
Lead 104 Lead 104 Lead 104

Tbe first and last of these oxide* an constituted exactly
as the oxides of copper are, tbe second portion of oxygea
being double that of the first ; but the red oxide of lead at
composed of aa atom of metal and snob a quantity of oxyaoa
«a is equal to one atom and a third. It then, both the eay-
K*" «nd metal be multiplied by 3, we shall have a conn—a*1

of 4 sUms of oxygen and 3 atoms of lead, or 334- 313 - 344.
' w ,th»d if these 344 part* of red lead he

with dilute nitrt. and, they an separated into 3 asanas of
protoxide - 224. waicW «n oWved/and I atom of aarexido
-ISO. which remains unactjd upon in the state ofThrown
powder. This ease, than, of appsraat sassaah is oaakwswd
by showing that the red oxide of lead is equYraloattoTer
perhaps composed of. the other two oxides, sod » iwaoirmaas
into them.

""»

The oxides of msngsnsss offer a still more raonaraaam
case of spoarent

_
n^egularitv of comhiaahoa. aad af the da>

position of metallic oxides thseasitves h> ceoaeiae ia asdnlis
proportion*. Than an fin assise of tail mesal. all of
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whteh are resolvable into the protoxide and peroxide by the

action of dilute sulphuric and.

While on the subject of multiples, it will be proper to

nddneo on* of the most remarkable and regular wriea of

Umoi preaented to us. There are five compound* of oxygen

end asoto, via.
Ovygn. Am**.

Nitrous oxide, composed of 8 = 1 atom +14=1 atom.

Nitric oxide I6 = »atom»+U do.

lI>ponitRMM acid 24 = 3 +14 do.

Nitron* acid 32*4 +14 do.

Nitric acid 40«5 +14 do.

In usee compound*, it will bo observed, to form a new
compound, 1 atom of oxygen is in every case added to the

preceding quantity, and the atoms of oxygen combined with

I atom of aaoto are 1. 2, 3, 4 and 5.

While in some eases the hydrogen and in others the

oxygen standard is unused, there are others in which they

may be employed indifferently : thus, of carbon 6 parte bv

weight the largest quantity which combines either with

I part by weight of hydrogen, or 1 atom, or with 8 parts by
weight of oxygen, or 1 atom ; • is therefore the atomic weight

of carbon. But with sulphur the case is different ; 32 is

the largest portion mat combine* with 1 of hydrogen, but

Is is the greatest quantity that unites with 8 of oxygen
now the latter, or 14. is assumed as its atomic weight, for

were 32 taken, at indicated by the hydrogen unit, we should

have no compound of 1 atom oxygen + 1 atom sulphur,

which would uecasion much more inconvenience than results

ha the alternative of having a subhydruret of sulphur, or,

which is the same, a btsulphuret of hydrogen.

With imp let to asoto alto, the atomic weight a fixed at

14, that being the largest quantity which combine* with 8

ef oxygen. Tbere is only one compound of hydrogen and
asoto, vis., »r~—

*

u
; this consists of 3 parte by weight of

hydrogen and 14 by weight ofasoto ; consequently, ifwe had
taken the hydrogen standard, the atomic weight of asoto

would have been — *4*86, which would have greatly com-
3

plicated the constitution of the compound* of oxygen and
asoto ; hut the alternative of supposing ammonia to contain

3atom*efhydrogen instead of I atom i* ofsecondary import-

ance, though it mwst be admitted that it contravenes the

rule hud down by Dr. Daltoo, that ' when only one oom-
bmanon of two bodies can be obtained, it mutt be presumed
to be a binary one.*

The ease in which the second portion of oxygen in an
oxide, instead of being equal to the first, is only one-half

greater, has been pointed out in the instance of the oxides

ef iron, and the means by which the absurdity of lupposing

the existence of half an atom is obviated have been men-
There are, however, some (•ess, in which it is con-

st to eanasder such sn oxide as containing an atom
and a half of oxygen, and it is then termed a Mtqmoxide

;

there are alas several instances in which salts are commonly
censaiered a* ——«-i-"*g * quantity of acid equal to an atom
and s half, and these mnJ^nm^te*qmMiU^ Thejtlkalict

t the same acid * for example, we have

Carbonate of potash, oompoeed of 1 atom arid+1 atom base

Bicarbonate of potash, 2 atoms eeid+ 1 atom do.

and a carbonate of potash, 3 atoms acid+2 atom* do.

It i* then evident that the last salt is equivalent to a com-
pliant! of If atom arid + 1 atom base. Now if an atom of

this salt, considered a* a sesquiaalt, be added to an atom
of nitrate ef lime, double decomposition eniues, 1 atom of

neutral nitrate of potash remains in solution, 1 atom of
neutral carbonate of lime i* precipitated, and carbonic acid

«roal to bstf sn atom is expelled in the state of gas. With
respect to us bat* then, tesqtricarbonato of potash may be
regarded as s neutral carbonate, though, as to its acid, as a
actquicarbooate ; far if rime-water be added to an atom of
a onq nif arbenato. carbonate of lime i* precipitated equi-
valent m quantity to U atom.

facto ere ancient to shew that combining and
' weights are not convertible terms, though they have

apeered. Thus the atomic weight ofan anhydrou*
eempcamo' of 3 atones carbonic add ana 2 atoms potash, is

143 ; eonsadered as a aesonisnihenate, it* atomic weight hi 8 1

;

and ns fianlnnlitf weigh is the same with respect to an
atom of DStrieacM; but it is one-half greater as regard* an

ofhaw. The same remark will apply to bisalts
; they

mast also be considered as having one combining weight for
their acids and another for their base*.

Itmay now be easily made to appear how it happens that
when two neutral salts decompose each other, the new salts
obtained by the operation ore also neutral ; an atom of nitric
acid weighs 64,and one of barytes 76,forming when combined.
130 of neutral nitrate of barytes; 88 = an atom of neutral sul-
phate of potash i* composed ofan atom of sulphuric acid = 40,
and an atom of potash =48. Now when 130, or an atom
of nitrate of barytes, dissolved in water, is mixed with a
solution of 88, or an atom, of sulphate of potash, double
decomposition ensue*, and two new and perfectly neutral
salt* are formed, vis., 1 atom of aitrate of potash * 102, con-
sisting of an atom of nitric acid = 54, and an atom of potash
= 48; this remain* in solution ; and there is precipitated an
atom of neutral sulphate of barytes =116, composed of
1 atom of sulphuric acid = 40, arid 1 atom of barytes = 76.

The annexed diagram will (how the constitution of the salts

employed, and those formed by their mutual decomposition

;

and it will be seen also that the weight of the new com-
pounds is precisely equal to those of the original salt*.

MMttntoaf Pataae.

. A .

tat
Nunta <

of
Barytas

MNSriei IMaafcil.

Sulphuric scUM.

11* Sulpha* of Baryta..

Although the atomic theory, thus developed by Dr. Del-
ton in 1808, contained truths of the highest importance,
quite independent of the hypothesis by which they were
illustrated, it was not until after the appearance of Dr.
Wollaston's Memoirs, On Super-acid and Sub-add Salt*,

and On a Synoptic Scale or Chemical Equivalent*, that
chemists were fully impressed with the practical application*

of which the theory was susceptible. In the first memoir
{Phil, Tran*. 1808), a memoir equally remarkable for its

conciseness and clearness. Dr. Woila*ton shows, that Dr.
Dalton'i theory, first applied to determining the constitution

of gaseous bodies, is applicable to that of super-acid and
sub-acid salt*; and he proves that sub-carbonate of potash
contains exactly half the quantity of carbonic acid ««i«t ;"g
in the super-carbonate, by showing that if the latter be
heated it loses half its acid, and is reduced to the state of
tub-carbonate by the loss ; the same rule wss found to exist

with the sub-carbonate and super-carbonate of soda, the
sulphate and super-sulphate of potash, and with three oxa-
lates of potash.

The paper on the synaptic teal* appeared in the Phil.

Tran*. for 1814. By this instrument the practical utility of
the doctrine of definite proportions was most satisfactorily

pointed out.

This instrument consist* of a moveable scale of num-
bers on the principle of Guntcr'a scale, to that any number
can be placed opposite the name* of a series of substances
in adjoining columns, arranged in the order of their com-
bining weights, in such a manner that the number denoting
the combining weight of a body being placed opposite to its

name—10, for example, opposite to oxvgen—the numbers
expressing the combining quantities of others will appear
opposite to their names ; thus copper will be found opposite

to 40, showing that this quantity of it combine* with 1« of

oxygen, and opposite to 50 will be found oxide of copper.

By mere inspection, a great number of important result*

are obtained. If the composition of a substance with regard

to the proportion of its elements is to be determined, the

slider is to be so placed that the number 100, or any re-

quired number, is opposite to its name, and the respective

quantsnes of the ingredients will be found opposite to

their names, and the quantities of other compounds re-

quired to decompose them : for example, when 86 ra

placed opposite to sob-carbonate of potash, 27't will be

opposite to carbonic acid, 59*1 to potash, 613 to oil of

vitriol, 50 to dry sulphuric acid, and ITS to water.—

Vol. III.—

Q
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Now H it wall known that sub-carbonate of potato it de-

eompoMd by sulphuric add ; and on farther inspecting too

•rale, it will be observed that sulphate of potash, the newly-

fbrmed salt, is opposite to 109-1. showing the quantity formed

by the union of 50 of dry sulphuric arid and 591 of potash,

while 97'S of carbonic arid are expelled, and 1 1*3 of water

are set free. This simple example is sufficient to show the

very extensive use which, by mere innpeetion. may be made
of this instrument in exhibiting the constitution of various

oxides, acids, and salts, and of the quantities of substances

required to form or decompose compound bodies.

In the year 1 808, Beneltus, in consequence of a perusal

of Riehter's work already alluded to, undertook an inves-

tigation of the numerical proportions in which different

bodies combine so as neutralize each other ; these investi-

gations were .iccompanied by n series of analyses which
for number ana accuracy nave probably never been equalled.

As the results of these labours, he laid down certain laws
relative to chemical combinations, winch, however, are in

general, and when correct, only to be considered as corol-

laries from those determined by Dalton. Within a few
years, a curious discovery hat been made with respect

to the atomic constitution of some substances, vii, such
as are composed of precisely the same elements and in

the same proportion, but which possess very different pro-

perties ;
* they are termed itomerie bodies : the two com-

pounds of hydrogen and phosphorus ; oil of wine and light

liquid hydro-carbon ; tartaric and paratartaric acids, are
among the more remarkable instances of this similarity of
composition and dissimilarity of properties. It is, however,
extremely probable that most bodies so constituted, though
they contain the same relative, do not contain the aame
absolute number of atoms of the same elements j on this

supposition the atomic weights will differ, though they have
been supposed to be similar, and the different arrangement
of similar atoms in consequence of their increased number,
may be such as to occasion the difference of properties

Having now considered that part of the subject which
rotates to the laws by which solid bodies enter into atomic
combination, it will be necessary to notice the very im-
portant laws which M. Gay-Lussac discovered with respect
to the combination of gaseous bodies. The memoir con-
taining what has been termed the Theory of Volume* is in
vol. ii. p. 907 of the Mhnoirr* d Arrueil, 1809, and is en-
titled Sarin Combination del Subitaneei Qazeuin, tec. The
author suspecting, from the preriously-aacertained fact that
100 volumes of oxygen gas combine with 200 volumes of
hydrogen gat to form water, that other gaseous bodies would
bo fband to unite in simple proportions, be prepared muriatic,
carbonic, and fluoboric acid gases, and combined them with
ammotriaeal gas, and ho found that they united in the follow-
ing proportions :

—

100 volumes of muriatic acid gat with 1 00 of ammoniacal gas.
IM m carbonic and gas loo „
100 „ 200 „
1*0 . fluoboric acid gaa 100
>»• MO

14

14

14
14

14

•

10

S4
St
40

The series ofcompounds, bowrser, which moat remarkably
illustrate the bet that gaseous substances unite in the simple
ratio of I to I, I to 9, 1 to 3, fcc. are those of oxygen and
•sot*, already mentioned with other views, thus :—

By VaUa* By Y«4fkt
Aa-ta. OtTfM. A«*p fa

Nitrons oxide t 1

Nitrie oxide s S
Hyponrtfwaa acid . t 3
Nitrous and t 4
Nttne aetd t 5

The same rule was found also to apply to the combination
of vapours with gases, thus:—

1»« vols, of hydrogen gaa with 1 00 vela, of vapour of sulphur.
I<* . oxygen .100

. hydrogen 100 iodine.

Indiei. ehesBttasB have ventured, on the strength ef the last
twntiawjod ssrta, to estimate the weight ef the vapour of
"Q"*1* wtnrh have never yet, like sulphur and iodine, been
tapswatoty vaponasd : thus, light carterettad htdrugeu gas
is STseuased to be sasnaosed of two voltsmos of hydrogen gaa,

_ * T** •*-** •«« »•*. W l-Hr... I'll i.t.,t~- 1„ u u.,a» •*»» »—» • nr-WM. w In II.. r. — ik- n..^, mm*mm mi k, I, ,.«. V» .«.., , .f , .. ., ^ £ „ )>4 M 3
.

and one vofome of the vapour of carbon ; and to with all

other gaseous compounds of carbon
Dr. Turner ( Element* of ChemtHrp, p. 904) has srafl ob-

served, that the simple ratio in which "volumes eombiae
' is peculiarly interesting, because it appears to indicate a
close correspondence in the site of the atoms of gaseous
bodies. It naturally suggests the idea that this peculiarly
may arise from the atoms of elementary principles poaoeaaing
the same magnitude. On this supposition, equal measures
of such substances in the gaseous form, at the same tem-
perature and pressure, would probably contain an equal
number of atoms ; and the specific gravity of these gases
would depend on the relative weight of their atoms. The
same numbers which indicate the specific gravity of ele-

mentary principles in the gaseous state would then express
the relative weight of their atoms, so that the latter would
be ascertained by means of the former, or the atomic weight
of a solid or liquid represent the specific gravity of its

vapour. The proportional numbers adopted by Sir H. Davy
in his Element* of Chemical Philosophy, and the atomic
weights employed bv Bertelius in his fkietemofChemutrf.
were selected in accordance with this view. Thus, water,
being tinned of two measures of hydrogen sod one measure
of oxygen, is believed by Hentelins to aoaaistef two atoms
of the former, ana one atom ot tne latter ; and. for a similar
reason, be regards protoxide of nitrogen as a compound of
two atoms of nitrogen and one atom of oxygen. The alias*
and volumes ofthe four elementary gases— oxygon, ehlorfae.
hydrogen, and nitrogen—are thus made to coincide with
each other. This method, though perhaps preferable to any
other, has not hitherto been generally followed. Most che-
mists consider water, protoxide of chlorine, and protoxide of
nitrogen, as containing each one atom of their elements

;

and, consequently, as those compounds consist of one mea-
sure of oxygen united with two measures ef the ether coo
stituent, the atom of hydrogen, chlorine, and nitrogen is

supposed to occupy twice at much space at an atom of
oxygen. An atom of oxygen ia therefore represented by
half a volume, and an atom of the other three gases by a
whole volume.*

In 1815, Dr. Prout published, in the sixth volume of the
Annali of Pktlotophy, a paper ' On the Relation between
the Specific Gravities of Bodies in their Gaseous Stales, and
the Weights of their Atoms.' The obaon ebons offered in
this memoir are professedly founded on the doctrine of
volumes just described. The author shows, that sf atmo-
spheric air be a eompound of 90 volumes of oxygon and 60
of ssotic gaa, and their equivalents 8 and 14, than the spr-
cifle gravities of these gaaea are—oxygon. Pi 111: aaatr.
0 *722. He shows, also, thai the specific gravity of Irvdro-

gen gat is »»9 ' ; that if we reckon the atomic weight uf

hydrogen 0*135, that of oxygon ia unity. He alee ob-
served, that the atomic weights of bodies appear to be mal-
tiples of the atomic weight of hydrogen by a whom i

It waa remarked by him, that in general use spaeine gra-
vity of the body in a gaseous state may bo obtained by
multiplying its atomic weight by 0*5555. or half the •

gravity of oxygen gaa, because the atom of oxygen ia

senled by half a volume, but that of moat other sola

by a whole volume.
Dr. Thomson (Attempt to ettabliek Urn Pint _

of Chemistry bf Experiment, vol. L, p. 84). fully adoptuag
Dr. Prout s views on this subject, says—' Every anhatanro.
of which I could procure a sufficient quantity to enable me
to examine it fully, has been not only a multiple of the
atomic weight of hydrogen ; hut, if we except a few com-
pounds into which a single or odd atom of hydrogen <

they are all multiples of o ii, or of two atoms of hydrogen
By merely inspecting the table of atoms wuch we ahoU

presently give, it wdl he evident that such a law sos«i
afford great facilities, as all fractional numbers would be
avoided, hydrogen being reckoned unity. Ia this country
the idea has been pretty generally adopted, and in this me-
moir such numbers hsve been used for illustration. It most,
however, be confessed, that the experiments of Bernrltus.
cob firmed as they have been by the researthsi ef Dr.
Turner, have thrown, to my the West, very groat douuu oa
the accuracy of the general proposition made by Dr. Proot
and maintained by Dr. Thomson.
The lata experiments of Mtueaterlatb, on the manfeam e/

the denmtm </ rw4 to their aUmnt state;Ass, tend eJ»o
to prove that the doctrine of Prout oannot bo safely a*t-

iniltcd. (An.de Ch.et de Ph. )
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* mvtnc a saUft of the eaomie weights ef elementary

it will o» piftyi to lUtft Uw nature and weight of

(root which they are reckoned, end Um different

OTBfttoyed U designate wh«t—adopting tba language

of Dr.

ITAWpABD.

Dr. Dalton, . . atom, hydrogen 1 oxygen 7

Dr. Wollaston, equivalent, oxygen 10 hydrogen 1*32

8u* H. Davy, proportion, hydrogen 2 oxygen 15

Dr. Thornton, . atom, oxygen 1 hydrogen 1*25

Benelius. . . atom, oxygen 104 hydrogen 124795
Dr. Henry, . . atom, hydrogen 1 oxygen 8

Or. Turner, equiraltnt, hydrogen 1 oxygen 8

Mr. Faraday, proportional, hydrogen 1 oxygon 8

Mr. Brands, proportional, hydrogen 1 oxygen 8

The method of mataally converting thft number* of each

standard into those of Uw other i* too obvious to require

expla—tioBi
Tba ttftft of thft tana atom baa been objected to at hypo-

thetical, beemuea it i* eaid that we have no means of ascer-

taining or judging of the weight or magnitude of an atom
of any element, and that any supposed relative weight of
their atoms mast therefore be a mere hypothetical askiimp-

tion, from which no satisfactory conclusion can be drawn

;

and by those who appear to entertain this opinion, other
terms, as above quoted, are substituted for the word atom,
which is, however, intended to express merely the smallest

division whteh is found of any element without decorapo-

The following remarks by Dr. Wotlaaton, in his memoir
on the Anile extant of tba atmosphere (Phil. Tram. 1828),
are strongly bs favour of the atomic constitution of matter.
' Now, though we have not the means of ascertaining the
extant of our own atmosphere, those of other planetary bodies

are nevertheless objects for astronomical investigation ; and
it may bo deserving of consideration, whether, in any in-

stance, a doAneney of sueh matter oan be proved, and whe-
ther, from this source, any conclusive argument oan be
drawn in favour of ultimate atoms of matter in general.

For. since the law of definite proportions discovered by
chemists is the same for all kinds or matter, whether solid,

or fluid, or elastic, if it can be ascertained that any one
body consists of particlns no longer divisible, we ean
then scarcely doubt that all other bodies are similarly con-
stituted ; and we may without hesitation conclude, that
those equivalent quantities, which we have learned to ap-
preciata by proportionate numbers, do really express the
relative weights of elementary atoms, the ultimate objects of
chemical research.'

TabU of the Atomic Weight* of Elementary Bodies.

OB. THOMSON. •siLirjs.

H) drogen
Carbon
IJtbium
Oxygen .

Boron
Silicon

Aluminum
Magnesium .

Aiote .

Pbo»pborus .

Salphnr
Floorme
Glucioum .

Calcium .

Zirconium .

Sodium
Titanium
Nickel
Cobalt
Iron

Manganese .

Copper .

Tellurium .

Chromium •

Zinc
Chlorine

Yttrium .

Arsenic
Potassium .

0125
0*73

0-75

1

1

I

123
15
175
2
8
2-25

225
ti
2- 75

3
3 23
3-25
315
3 5

35
4
4
4
4*25

45
4 5

473
3

Ilrdrasm •

I

«
6
8

8
8
lu

12

N
16
16

18

18

20
22
24
26
26
26
28
28
32
32

32
34
36
.16

38
40

1 Oirtra -100

124795
76438
80375
100
136-204

277 312
171-166

168352
88 518

196' 143
201165
116 900
331-261

256019
420201
290897
303-662
369-675

368 991
339205
345 887
395695
806-452
351-815
403226
221 326
402 514
470 042
489-916

Hydros** —1

1000
6-123
6-440

6013
10-914

22221
13-716

12 689*

7093
15-717

16120
9-367

26'544
20-515

33671
23*310
24-332

29622
29-568

27181
27716
31707
61622
28191
32311
17 735
32*254

37-665
39-257

DK.TUOIfsoar. MBWUVi.
ihTr»=l Hr*om-i oirtM.tss nr*sa*asl

Selenium S 40 494-583 39-631
Strontium . »5 44 647-986 43-854
Molybdenum . • 48 598-580 47-960
Cerium 6*96 50 674-696 46-031
Palladium 6-75 64 665899 •3-359

Rhodium 6-76 34 .651 387 69 196
Cadmium . T 56 696767 65833
Tin
Thorium

7*5 68 735-994 68-920
7-6 60 844-909 67-701

Antimony . 8 64 806-459 64629
Vanadium • ft 856-840 68-578
Barium 8-5 68 856-880 68663
Bismuth 9 79 1330*377 106 604
Bromine 10 80 489*153 39 196
Platinum 12 96 1233-499 98-841
Indium . 12 25 98 1233*499 98*841
Mercury 12 5 100 1265-823 101-431
Gold 125 100 1943-013 99604
Tungsten . 12 5 100 1183000 94-795
Osmium 12-5 100 1244-487 99729
Lead . 13 104 1294-498 103-729
Silver 13 78 110 1351-607 108*305
Iodine 15-75 126 789-750 63283
Columbium . 2275 182 1153-715 92*448
Uranium 16 208 2711-338 21726.1

It is to be observed, that it is not ponderable matter only
which appears to obey the law of definite proportions;

Dulong and Petit have inferred from their experiments (An.
de Ch. el de Ph., vol. x.) that the atoms of simple sub-
stances have the same capacity for heat Dr. Dalton has,

however, objected to this opinion, that the product of the
weight of an atom by the corresponding capacity for Leat
is not a constant quantity ; because the capacity of the
same substance varies with change of form, or with variation

of temperature without change of form. Added to which
the weights of the atoms, as indicated by the specific beat,

would be very materially different from those now adopted
in many cases.

The late beautiful experiments of Mr. Faraday on the
absolute quantity of electricity associated with the particles

or atoms of matter, prove that, for a given definite quantity

of electricity passed, an equally definite and constant quan-
tity of water or other matter i» decomposed ; and he con-

cludes also, that the electricity which decomposes, and that

which is evolved by the decomposition of, a certain quantity

of matter, are alike. ' The harmony,' he observes, 'which
this theory of the definite evolution and the equivalent de-

finite action of electricity introduces into the associated

theories of definite proportions and electro-chemical affinity,

is very great According to it, the equivalent weights of

bodies are simply those quantities of them which contain

equal quantities of electricity, or have naturally equal
electric powers ; it being the electricity which determines the

equivalent number, because it determines the combining
force. Or, if we adopt the atomic theory or phraseology,

then the atoms of bodies which are equivalents to each

other in their ordinary chemical action hare equal quanti-

ties of electricity naturally associated with them.' (Phil.

Tram. 1834.)

With respect to the utility of the atomic theory, we can-

not do bettor, in concluding this account of it, than to state,

in the words of Dr. Dsubeny (Introduction to the Atomic
Theory, p. 87). that ' it would be superfluous to enlarge upon
the proofs already afforded, with respect to the greater pre-

cision it has introduced into the science,—the wonderful

saving of time and labour which is derived from it, not only

by the philosopher in his mora speculative inquiries, but

even by the manufacturing chemist, in the every-Usy opera-

tions of his trade.*

It is evident that in the present state of our knowledge,

no sooner have we ascertained the exact proportion in which

a new substance unites with any one of tbote bodies whoa*

atomic weight is already determined, than we are enabled

to calculate in what quantities it roust combine with all the

remainder, so that instead of being rompeMod, as heretofore

would have appeared necessary, to analyse every existing

combination, ut order to determine the proportion of its

ingredients, we might rest contented, were it not for thft

sale of obviating the chances of error in any single ex-

periment, with ascertaining the composition of one out of
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ear. more or lee*. rmMif sot'iA the *art* up to so great a

height Forty or fifty mile* it supposed to be the limit

which it attains. I^wviously. however, to entering upon

thi. questton, it fa material to know whether we we to con-

sider air a* infinitely divisible or not. By which we mean,

it it possible for air to be rarefied to any extent whatever,

and ttill preserve iu (treat charactorfatie, namely, mutual

repuUion among iu several part* ? We might mention

rmnout argutnenta drawn from the atomic thxosy, but

Dr. Wollaaton <PM. Traiu. 1822) baa diecnteed this

subject in a form which, while it add* some force to tbe

atomic theory itself, for reason* unconnected with our sub-

ject, furnishes a very strong presumption for the finite

extent of the atmosphere. The following is • synopsis of

bis argument.

If there be air throughout the universe, we are obliged to

suppose that every planet would collect an atmosphere around

itself, proportionate to it* attracting power. In this case,

we know that Jupiter, at whose surface the force of gra-

vity must be much greater than at that of our earth, would

collect a powerful atmosphere around him. Tbe effort of

the refraction of light through this atmosphere would

become visible in the approach of tbe satellites to the

planet, when they disappear behind bis disc, and would

cause a sensible retardation in their rate of approach. No
such retardation can be observed in the smallest sensible

degree ; and. consequently, J upiter ha* no such atmosphere,

nor tbe mean* of collecting it : consequently, air, such as we
have at tbe earth, is not diffused in any degree of rarefac-

tion through the whole solar system. Dr. Wolbuton ar-

gues that this finite character of the atmosphere is more

conformable to the atomic theory than to that of the infi-

nite divisibility of matter, tine*, in tbe first ease, a boundary

fa possible, and will exist at tbe point where the weight of

a single atom fa a* great as the repulsive force of tbe me-
dium ; while in tbe latter case it fa difficult to see the possi-

bility of any boundary.

It has lately been observed, that Encke's comet appears, in

successive revolutions, to show in a slight degree the effect

of some medium resisting its motion ; and we believe tbe

same thing has very lately been said of that of Biela. It

might therefore appear that the preceding argument fa weak-

ened in force by this circumstance, or vice vertA. since the

Urge planet* might collect sensible atmospheres of the resist-

ing fluid, whatever it be. But on this we must observe, that

supposing the fact of tbe resisting medium to be established

rand several astronomers are of that opinion), it by no
means follows that it fa common air, or any thing approach-

ing to it in the proportion of its density to its elastic power.

On the contrary, the (act* observed with regard to the

motion of the planet* (which show no signs whatever of a
resisting medium), and tbe extreme tenuity of the comets
themselves (through which very faint stars may be seen),

justify us in supposing that tbe resisting medium may be
of a very high degree of elasticity a* compared with air

;

and it is by no means improbable that the planets actually

may bate atmosphere* of thi* same medium, not sensible to

our instruments, on account of tbe very email increase of
density which fa sufficient to counterbalance the action of

a planet To elucidate this subject, see Elasticity, Fluid,
(Elastic).
Tbe preceding argument* go to snow, that even sup-

posing the temperature of tbe atmosphere to be uniform
throughout, there is no inconsistency in the supposition of a
Amu atmosphere. But a very strong presumption in favour

of such an hypothesis is derived from the sapid decrease
of temperature which take* place a* we recede from the
surface of tbe earth. The law of this decrease fa entirely

unknown to us ; at least w* cannot even guess at the form
it assumes in tbe higher regions of the mas* of air. To
thai circumstance it is owing that all we can say upon those
regions must be little more than speculation. Near tbe
earth, even at great delations abov i the level of tbe ate,

we cannot say that observed temperatures correctly repre-

sent the law of the atmosphere : for example, we cannot
say thst tbe average temperature of Quito, which fa more
than *v«o bet sho»e tbe sea level, is the average tempera-
ture of tbe air »00O fret above, ami orwr, the sea. Tbe only
observauon worthy of any confidence fa that of Gay-Lnesac,
taken during his celebrated ascent, at a height of «9»0
metre*, or 74U yard* above tbe sea level The difference
of temperature between air at the surface and at the height
juet meoboned was «0J° of the centigrade lb*vtaomet*r, or

nearly 73f of Fahrenheit. This, ifthe decrease oftemperature

be uniform, gives a diminution of 1° of Fahrenheit for every
185 yards, or of I* centigrade for every 173 metres of ele-

vation.

The following table was deduced by Humboldt from
various observations. It will serve to show bow far tbe

temperatures of elevated region* on the earth agrees with
those of the same height in the atmosphere, as deduced from
the preceding. The first column fa the height of tbe land
above the level of tbe sea (in metre*) ; the second, the mean
temperature (centigrade) at and near the equator ; tbe third,

the same in about 43° of latitude. Tbe thermometer used

fa the centigrade ; (+) means above, and (—) below, the
freezing point.

Elmttosla
Mrtm.

0

974
1949
9923
3900
4872

Eqsstav.
Mfu Trap. Cutis.

+
+
+
+
+
+

27° -4

91" "8

18* -4

14* -3

r o
1° 5

US. 41*.

Mass Trap. CseUt.

+ 12° 0

+ 0° 0— 0° 2— 4° «

From tbe preceding table, it appears that at tbe equator,

on the average of 4872 metres, a rise of 187 metres gives

a fall of 1" centigrade. But tbe fall fa more rapid in the

higher region* than in the lower. From 0 to 194.9 metre*
of elevation, an elevation of 214" produce* a fall of 1"; but
from 2923" to 4872", an elevation of 152" does tbe same.
The argument in favour of the finite extent of tbe at-

mosphere, derived from the preceding, is a* follow*. If we
suppose an elevation of 200 yards to produce a fall of I* of
Fahrenheit's thermometer (which, aa we have teen, fa likely

to fall abort of tbe truth, that is, to give tbe higher region*

of tbe atmosphere a higher temperature than they really

have) ; it follows, that at a height of forty mile* above tbe
level of the sea, the temperature of tbe air must be 350°

of Fahrenheit below that of tbe sea, or certainly more than
300* below the freezing point. There is the strongest

reason to suppose that no gas we know of would presen t iu
gaseous state at thi* low temperature, but would become
liquid : and though no gas has yet been rendered liquid by
reduction of temperature, yet several have been reduced to

that state by cold and pressure united.

If, then, we suppose tbe atmosphere of finite extent, iu
form must be nearly that of an oblate spheroid, tbe lesser

axis passing through the poles of tbe earth ; at tbe same
time tbe action of tbe sun and moon must produce certain

small atmotpheric tide* ; and tbe tide* of tbe sea, which are

constantly disturbing the base on which the atmospbere
rests, must produce periodical alteration* of form in tbe

latter alto. If any such exist, sensibly, they may be de-

tected by the barometer ; for, etrttrii paribus, any increase

in tbe height of tbe superincumbent column of air must be
accompanied by a small increase in tbe height of tbe coun-
terbalancing column of mercury. Laplace was tbe first

who examined thi* curious branch of the subject. He
showed by analysis that tbe attraction of tbe sun and moon
could produce no permanent effect upon the current* of tbe
atmosphere; for instance, such as llie trade-wind*. He
also showed that tbe diurnal oscillation* caused by tbe
above-mentioned attractions would only produce a very

small effect upon the barometer- in fact, less than one
millimetre, or l-2>lb of an uich. Tbe reduction of a larte
number of observations gate, at first, 0ji of a millimetre ft*

tbe quantity in question; those of another set gave 01 8;
from which Laplace concluded, taking into account the
smallness of the quantities, and the degree of probability

which could be attached to rcsulu so different, that the *ra-
nbJt existence of the atin<»|>>M-rv title was doubtful. In
tbe meanwhile, however, the diurnal variation of tbe baro-
meter has been completely established by obsenatatos
made in several different place*. But tbe law and quan-
tity of tbi* oscillation appears to vary so much with latitude,

climate, and other circumstances, that no posiuie con-
clusion can )et be drawn, either to the exclusion of aimo-
spbenr /i<*>, properly so called, or the adoption of any utlter

cause in conjunction with it. frufrsaoi Forbes {Hrpnrt q/
BntttA Awmutmn. p. '.'JO) has discussed all the obtesta-
tions, and ha* given a formula which represent* ibem
tolerably well.

Tbe average pressure of tbe atmosphere is found to be
tbe same, or very nearly so, at any one pure from year to
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the various temporary alterations

arising from raeteorologica] cuw. Bat it is not yet accu-
ratat- bWtorminod in a suffieisnt number of placet to settle

Ate queetion. whether it m themm at the level of the tea

tWongbout the globe or not Indeed, it U obvious that it

mutt always be difficult to •aside whether an observed
difference in the mean height of the barometer at two
places on land arises from dmhrcnoo of level, or from the

ataoenhers itself. The men height of the barometer in

Loadoa is stated at 89*88 inches ; at Paris, where ithas been
determ ined with greet accuracy, it is 766 millimetres, or
2»'*7 inches. The fcUowtng tables (extracted from Pouillet,

Eliment d» Phneiqm) gire the best new of the state of the
atmosphere at one place which has yet been offered to the
public They were made at Paris between the years 1816
and 1 8? 7. These heights are given in millimetres, 1000
of which make the metre of 39-37079 English inches, in

which, however (though this is perhaps hardly worth no-
tice), the metre is supposed to have the temperature of the
Creasing point, and the yard that of 42° Fahrenheit The
Bevies 7$, when placed at the top, are common to all the
column, and are to be prefixed to use whole number in each
hoe ; thus the average height of the barometer at Paris in

a north-west wind is 738*67 millimetres. We have let the
tables stand, as in the work died, without attempting to

correct some evident small misprints in the last figures.

i.—Eftct of Me wtnd mponthe height of the barometer.

Hd«klar
BiS—

m

•tHN,
7»

9. MS 3*98
8W. 737 3' 38
W. 853 6-08

N.W. S3* 8'67

N. 483 9-76

N.B. 378 9-89

E. 3*4 7*04

8.B. S3) 460
Mean 6*48

I.— tfntn keifkt* qf Me bammtttr for each gear, from
1814 to 1826, at 9 in Me morning, 3 in Me afternoon,
and 9 in Me evening.

w tm|) DSr.rflM
t UL Sr.*. a'f.e.
*» 7*

l»l« 4 "349 3*683 4-CJ1 *f76 •375
1817 8 -878 3-914 6*510 •763 •5*7
I«I8 • '388 5*473 4*941 *»08 '488
1519 4 343 4*581 4-993 *7«2 •412

|!>20 8*333 5-611 5*973 •714 '362

1831 S-378 3'598 6 068 •678 •470

1828 7-718 7-011 7-310 •717 •382

1843 3197 4*493 4 773 •704 -280

1884 3-984 5 889 6 569 •715 •300

IteVS 7.988 7- 183 7*384 '844 •ios
1884 7-S84 6*758 7-887 *838 •331

8*847 5.5*1 5*858 •758 •373

X—Mmm heighte of Me barometer for each month of the
'

art the memnof the j— "** •* - " '

3 in Me afternoon.

to/ Me fears 1818-1888, at 9

itte-ur*. •» '*

Jul 8* 1*8 7 489
Feb, 8-165 7-336
March 6-283 5-4*8
April 6353 4-843

Y" » 343 4'44*
June 7-387 6-6*0

July 6-554 5*817

Aug. 6-807 5*953
6-77J 6-973

Oct. 4-773 4031
Nov. 4 838 5*377

Dec 5143 4-7*3

6-347 3*691

twM. DtCtrfla) Dtf.artBi

7-69*
7-557

5833
4-780

4 786
6 875
6 140
6-871
6*433
4- 488
5- 640
4 950

5*95*

•677
•929
•797
1-010
-813
*707
•737
-854
-801

-7*1
-545
-449

•756

•861
•321
•50*
•537
•346
•373
-333
-318
•46*
•5*1
•383
•347

•378

As *v advance locber ia the atrxroapbere. the barometer

falls; and the quantity of the frU is used to aaeertam the

height ascended. The method of doing this wul b> ex-
plained in the article Hbiobts (Miasvumbut or) : wis
nonce it here in order to mention a arcumstance which
shows that our knowledge of the general conditions of the
atmosphere has not been overstated. In order to construct
the formula, it ia necessary to take into tccount the dimi-
nution of the weight of the air, not only from its rarefaction,
but also from its increasing distance from the earth,—the
variation of elastic force, as well from rarefaction as from
change of temperature,—the alteration of density in the
mercury itself, arising from the alteration of temperature.—
and to use the formula in different latitudes, the variation of
the force of gravity on the earth's surface. In our igno-
rance of the variation of the temperature, it is usual to
allow to the whole column of air contained between the
points of observation, the average temperature of its upper
and lower extremities. This is the most doubtful pan of
the process ; and as a verification, recourse is had to the
comparison of heights measured by the barometer, and
also by the processes of trigonometry. It is thus found
that a co-efficient which, when deduced from theory alone,

is 18337*46, appears from a number of heights measured
txigonometrically to be 18336, differing from the former
only by about its 18,000th part. This shows the effect of
temperature to be sufficiently well taken into account, for

such heights as we can measure, by the preceding sup-
position.

In the article Aim some reasons were shown for supposing
that its component parts were not united chemically, but
only mixed. This opinion, which is now almost universally

adopted, has given rise to notions on the constitution of the
atmosphere, differing entirely from those of all chemists
down to the present day. A law ia found to prevail in the
mixture of gases and vapours, as universal as the one de-
scribed in the article Aw, relative to the expansion arising

from temperature—namely, that two gases in a state of
mixture exercise no influence one upon the other, except
communication of temperature, bat that each is disposed in

exactly the same manner as it would be if the other were
not present Thus h is found, entirely contrary to all pre-
vious notions, that no pleasure of dry air upon water exerts

the least influence in preventing the formation of steam,
which goes on exactly as if the space above were a vacuum,
and continues until further evaporation is stopped by the
pressure of the steam already created. It is found that no
pressure of one gat can confine another in water ; but that

supposing a bottle partly full of water, the gas confined in

the water will escape to the surface and distribute itself in

precisely the same way aa if the other gas were not present.

By this it is not meant that the action commonly railed

mechanical cannot take place, or that a stream of hydrogen
would not trouble the air ; but only that the permanent
settlement of one gas is not affected in any way by the

presence of another, so long as no ekemieal action is excited.

From this principle, Mr. Daiton (PUL Iran*. 1826), taking
into eonsktoration the presumptions which exist against the

ekemieal union of the ingredients of the atmosphere, infers

that the atmosphere does not consist altogether of the

compound called air. but that the nitrogen atmosphere is

higher than the oxygen atmoephere. In fact, if there be no
chemical union, the above bw of the mixture of gases

reauireo us to allow that each is an atmosphere independent

of the other, and that the two are most probably of unequal
height*. From some cocuk!orations, into which we cannot

here enter, Mr. Dalton thinks that the actnal pressures

exerted by the oxygen and nitrogen are in the proportions

of the voimmm occupied by them [see Ata], that is as I to4 ;

and concludes that the oxygen atmoephere extends to 38
miles in height, that of nitrogen to 54 miles, that ofcarbonic

acid to 1* miles, and that of aqueous vapour to 60 miles.

It must however be observed, that the state of the carbonic

acid of the atmosphere is very •variable, that there is not

the same quantity by night aa by day. in moist woaibor aa

in dry; ind that the higher strata of the atnx-pbers contain

more of it than the fewer, which may arise from rapid

ftbtorptiou by Um otUl
Against the hypothesis iust described, it might perhaps

be assarted that the air which Oey-Lnssec brought down
from a height of more than four miles was not found to

differ from that of the earth s surface to the recportion ofHa
oxygen to it* nitrogen, which would be the case if the

aarephere diminished ia density mora than in

|o the diminution of that of the nitrogen, o>
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If. Gay-Lowe was made, or itn intssanad to We

with thai degree of menmej which would >usafy in—mfcwd a tort of Mr. Dslssus theory; hot in any ante II

it aa expenmoot which it u Tory dsavirable to Hani.
Tb« total quantity of the atmoaphaw (if the mean height

af the barooMtcr at Pah* hold good for all other places) ia

a Utile Ua than the millionth part of tha whole usase of law

earth. supposing the mean density of th» latter la be law

ana a half tinea that of water. (Pat—on, Jaacawefaw.
Jd. edit- vol. u. p. CIO.)

For the colour of the sttassHshore, tee Set. For the
quantity of moisture captained in it aee Hratmatotw.

For the hutonr of sinsospoarical namwan, aee the fol-

lowing names, Haao, Ctxsibius, Gai.ii.bo, ToaJUCELU,
Pascal, Fu>aanci (Academy eO, Bovlb, If abiottc,

P* 1 1 ST LEV, ScUKSLS, BLACK. LATOISISB.CAT«J«Diaw,l(C.

The actual constitution of the aimosebere, whether com-
posed of molecule* exert repulsive force upon eaeh
ether or not, must remain unsettled until esse matheme
tieal hypothesis eaa be buna wnien auau satisfy all owsenwd
phenomena. That probabiuUes are at present all on the

aide of the molecular or atomic hypotheai*, is pretty gene-

rally admitted: and the repulsion of the several parts of

air i* a fact of every-day expenei Newton entered

upon thi* question, and shewed (PrtMcipu, book ii. prop. 21)

that if the con*btution of the atmosphere be atomic, and i(

the force exerted by eaeh particle extend only to those

nearest to it, and be either nothing or inconsiderable as to

all others, that then the observed proportionality of the

elastic force to the density is eorj4M . nl with no hypothesis

except that of n repulsive force inwisely proportional to the

distances of the particles from each other; that is, which
baeomes double when the distance is halved, and to on.

But in the scholium to the same proposition, be takes notice

of the imperfection of the hypothesis, and describes his

theory as s mathematical • handle ' to

to consider the subject further. The
the supposition that every particle repels all

it as likely to be the eaaa, baa alternate spheres of

and repulsion, is beyond the reaahof the preaent stale of me
thematic*! analysis.

For the stats of atmospherical knowledge up to 1608, aee
Robertson. General Vim* of the Natural Ihttory of the
Atmamhtr*, Edinburgh, 1808; from thence to 1822, see
Daniell e MfUnrolagHal Emayt, London, 1 822 ; and for an
account of what hat been lately done, with further refer-

ences, see Professor Forbes s Rrnori on Meimnlagf, in the
JUporUofthe lint,* Atnctmttrm, London. 183.1.

ATMOSPHERIC AIR. s d..t.nct.on which has been
preserved after the necessity for it ha. ceased. In the time
of Priestley all rase* were railed mrt. and common air was)
called atmospheric to distinguish h from vital air, now
oxygen, in/lammahlr air, now hydrogen, &c. [See Ala,]
ATOLL, or ATOLLON. ia a name given bv the na-

tives of the Maldives to the detached coral formation* of
which their Archipelago ia composed. They are commonly
of a circular form (the reef seldom exceeding a mil
breadth), from Oftern to thirty miles in diameter, and
perpendicularly (rou ... ..onwiw vma. a am open-
ings which occasionally occur in thaw reefs atbrd paasages
for vessels, and safe anchorage ia found fn many within the
circumscribing wall : the space thus inolisded is often inter-
spersed with islands. The principal ef these islands, however,
are always situated on the outer reef ; they abound In
cocoa-nut trees, and are long and narrow. In abort, the*
are of the same nature aa the ooral formal*** of the South
Sees, though generally en a larger scale ; the name Atoll
is exclusively used among the Maldives.
ATOM, or ATOMS <er-ew). the ultimate and indivi-

sible particles of matter, from a Ores* compound, signifying
tndtwtMbU. Anaisa-ores, the preceptor of Soeratos, who
died m the year 428 ».c, imagined the number of eksswsnte
to be nearly if nut afaaolutoly infinite, and that the alto-
mate atuma corns.wis; every substance were of the
kind with that substance. (See An as.auouas.1

Lssmppue. . philswopher of Abdera. who flourished
altor Anaxaforas. is generally regarded aa the original pro-
pounder of what baa been called the atomic pbitossamy.

in his Casswswtsa*/ ; and
it* aastbnty it chtefl

• In

rite

of the theory aoni in the

'The

It was adopted by
aiWwaxds by Eptsuraa,siievwaros ey *P"*n*s, to whom it* eeatbrtiy it chiefly

ftotn J*. Good • Book of A'sssrs, and kt a cover and estsetoo

philssaphy of Basenrua, in its nsare aftsssf'W
alkiws af nothing but matter and spare,

which are equally wtwwha and onhounded, which hove
equally existed frees aU eternity, and from different com-
binations of wbteh every viasase form is created. These
alssaanfary principles have no cotnmon property with each
ether: far whatever matter is, that apace is the rovers* ef

;

and whatever apace is, matter is the contrary to. The actu-
ally eoltd parts of all bodies, thsrefore, are matter; their

actual pores spaa* t and the parts which are not altogether

solid, but an intermixture of solidity and pore, are spare and
visiter combined. Anterior to the formation of the universe,

and matter existed ancombined, or in their pure and
nlary state. Space, in its elementary state, is absolute

and perfect void ; matter, in its elementary stale, consists of

ineoneeivabiy minute aeeds or atoms so small, that the
oorpoaculea of vapour, light, and beat are compounds ef
them ; and so aottd. that they cannot possibtv be broken or

BSttmdbd by anv concussion or violence whatever. The ex-
press figure of these primary atoms is various: there are
round, square, pointed, jagged, as well as many other shapes.
These shapes, however, are not diversified to infinity : but
the atom* themselves of each existent shape are infinite or
innumerable. Every atom is (Ionian J of certain intrinsic

powers of motion. Under the old scli.-.l of Deroocntus, the
perpetual motions hence produred were of two kinds : a de-
scending motion, from the natural gravity of the stomt;
and a rebounding motion, from colli- i and mutual clash.
Besides these two motions, snd to explsin certain pheno-
mena to which they did not sppeax competent, and which
were nut accounted for under the old - tern, Epicurus sup-
posed that some atoms were occasionally possessed of a
third, by which, in some icry ki null degree, they descended
in an oblique or ('unilinear direction, deviating from ihe
common and right line anomalously ; and in this respect
resembling the oscillation* of the magnetic needle.

'These infinite group* of atoms, flying through all time
snd space in different directions, and under different lew*,
have interchangeably tried and exhibited every possible
mode of rencounter, sometimes repelled from each other by
concussion, snd sometime* adhering to each other from
their own jagged or pointed construction, or from the
casual interstice* which two or more connected atoms must
produce, and which may be just adapted to those of other
figures, us globular, oral, or square. Hence the origin of
compound snd risible bodies; hence the origin of large
masses of matter ; hence, eventually, the origin of the world
itself. When these primary atomt art closely compacted,
and but little vacuity or space lies between, they produce
those kinds of substances which we denominate solids, as
atones and metals ; when they are loose ,ind disjointed, and
a large quantity of space or vacuity is interposed, they
exhibit bodies of lax texture, a* wool, water, and vapour.
'The world, thus generated, is perpetually sustained by

the application of fresh tides of elementary atoms, fly log,
with inconceivable rapidity, through all the infinity' of space,
invisible from their minuteness, and i« rupring the posts

oi loose was are as perpenisuy nying off. Vet nothing is

eternal or immutable but these elementary seeds or atoms
themselves. The compound farm* of matter are continually
decomposing and dissolving into their anginal cmpustules

;

to this there i* no exception : minerals, vegetables, and
animais. in tni* respect, are all alike, when thev lose
their present make, perishing for ever, and new combina-
tion from the u, , tier into which they dissolve.

But i lie world itself is a r.m.|Miund though not an organ*
Ued being; sustained and nourished, like organized bcinc.,
from the material pabolum that floats through the void of
ii. I'm." "he world itself must, therefore, in the same
tnannei pri ish : it had a beginning, and it will have an end.
Its present rraais will be decompounded; it will return til

it* original. lU elementary atom* ; and new world* will an*0
from It* destruction.

' Space is infinite, material atomt arc infinite, but the
world is not infinite. Thi*. then, I* not the only world, nor
the only material system that ex'«ts. The cause thst bat
produced this visible system is competent to produce others

:

has been acting perpetually from all eternity ; and there
are other worlds, and other system* of worlds, existing
•found ua.'

During the most ftourishiof saModl of the Cheek phtkv
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on this abstruse subject, we

ihall conclude witb the following from Sir Isaac Nuwvon i

—

* All things considered, it seems probable, that God, in the
beginning. t>rmed matter in solid, massy, hard, impene-
sWhp, nsoreebjc particles, of such sizes, figures, and witb
soon oilier properties, and in such proportion to space as

, the end for which he formed them; and
. being solids, are incomparably

y porous bodies compounded of them ; even

J bant a* tiro to wear or break to pieces ; no ordinary
power being able to divide what God himself made one in

the first creation.'

ATOMIC THEORY, in chemistry, sometimes termed
list d'tctnmt of ds/Siute jtropurtmnt. This very important
theory, founded on wall-ascertained facta, has bestowed on
modern rhea»i»try an almost mathematical degree of preci-

sion. The hypothetical, »hich ia to be distinguished from
the experimental part of the subject, supposes that chemi-
cal compounds result from the c
atoms of their constituent parts. It has bee
by experiment, and the fad serves as the basis of the
theory, that a compound body, when pure, always contains
the same prc|> it: n, of iU constituents: thus calcareous
spar, and the pure part of marble, chalk, and limestones,
consist of carbonate of lime, composed of the same propor-
tions of carbonic acid and lime : the carbonic acid always
contains the same quantity of carbon and oxygen, and tho
lime ibe same proportions of calcium and oxygen. The same
law also exists with regard to all similarly-constituted oxides,
sulphur*ts. aud salts, and indeed as to all chemical com-
pounds whatever, whether presented to us by nature or
farmed by art : this U a simple statement of

facta upon which the superstructure of the

has been raised.

Before we proceed to detail the minutue ot the theory, it

will be proper to give a sketch, though a slight one, of the
principal discoveries connected with the subject.

The earliest experiments which could have served as a
basis for the atomic theory are those of Wenzel, a German
rhe:ni«t. who published, in 1777, a work On the Affinities of
}< ft ; the experiments detailed in it, though neglected at
the time, are now acknowledged to possess a very consider-
able degree of seenracy. The author showed that when any
two neutral ealla decomposed each other, the resulting new
compounds were exactly neutral. 'The very attempt,' re-

marks Dr. Thomson, 'to analyze the salts was an acknow-
ledgment that bodies united with each other in definite pro-
|- and these definite proportions, had they been
followed oat, would have ultimately led to the doctrine of
atoms.' Ulot -ry qf Chemistry, vol. ii. p. 278.)
With reference to this subject, it is observed by Sir H.

Davy, that • there may be found in the works of Dr. Bryan
H .' - ••• Mr. WilHam Higgins, and Professor Richter, hints
or conclusions bearing directly on this doctrine. Dr. Bryan
Higgins, m his Experiments and Observations relating to

tad, flxabU Air, dense inflammable Air, dV„ #c.,
in 1 7sfi. contends, that elastic fluids unite with
in hauled proportions only ; and this depends

of their particles or atoms with the
of Ira which surrounds them as an atmosphere,

•ad makes them repulsive of each other ; and he distin-

« -.»hea between simple elastic fluids, as composed of par
t*k* «f the same kind, and compound elastic fluids. ** con-
nM>ott of two or more particles combined, in what he calls

molecules, isftaita to quantity themselves, and surrounded
It definite MportsasM of beat Dr. Bryan Higgins's no
toous hasw. t helms, never been ivferrea to by any of the

on the atomic theory . Mr. William Higgins's

>>. to W d44Vot»Be*t*
allow thw ostites of prior conception, aa well as of very rage-
mous ilhssssmtkm, to the elder writer. ' (Dssooswoe fctyVwKW
Royal Steuty, 18M.)

to justice, Wwewor, te Mr. Biggin*, it must bo admitted
that has esswo worn raweh more extended than these of Dr.
Higgins : for it anpeora toot ho entertained precisely the
same notion of the composition and atomic constitution of
water as that now generally admitted, in this country at

least. In his Comparative View qf the Phlogistic and

srniers oo the atomic theory Mr. William Higgins s

cUun* hare, oo the contrary, often been brought forward.
Yrt, ohon to tt nwlleeted that this gentleman was a pupil

fsJ reUtwn of Dr. Bryan Higgins. and that his work,
called the View, was published some years

I hare jost quoted, and that his notions

(with the addition of this circumstance,

as the com-
, and five

Antiphlogistic Theories, published in 1790, p. 37. be says,

'As two cubic inches of light inflammable air require but
one of dephlogisticated air to condense them, we must sup-
pose that they contain equal number of divisions, and that
the difference of their specific gravity depends chiefly on
the size of their ultimate particles ; or we must suppose that

the ultimate particles of light inflammable air require two
or three, or more, of dephlogisticated air to saturate them.
If this latter were the case, we might produce water in an
intermediate state, as well as the vitriulic or the nitrous acid,

which appears to be impossible ; for in whatever proportion
we mix our airs, or under whatsoever circumstances we com
hine them, the result is invariably the same. This likewise

may be observed with respect to the decomposition of water.

Hence we may justly conclude, that water is composed of

molecules formed by the union of a single particle of de-

phlogisticated air to an ultimate particle of light inflammable
air, and that they are incapable of uniting to a third particle

of either of their constituent principles.

It is a remarkable circumstance, that although Mr.
Higgins's view of the atomic constitution of the five com-
pounds of oxygen and azote is that which ia even now very

commonly admitted, he does not state their composition ; and
his idea of the comparative atomic constitution of sulphurous

and sulphuric acids is decidedly erroneous. ' Indeed,' aa

remarked by Sir H. Davy in the discourses above quoted,
• neither of the Higginses attempted to express the quan-

tities in which bodies combine by numbers.
In 1792 Richter a Prussian chemist, published a work

called Elements of Stochiometrie; or the Mathematics of
the Chemical Elements. This author treated the subject

almost in the same way as Wenzel had previously done,

but extended it very considerably ; he endeavoured to de-

termine the capacity of saturation of each acid and ba»e,

and to indicate by numbers the weights which mutually

saturate each other. He published a table of these, but

though tho attempt was new and exceedingly ingenious, the

results were tor lrom accurate.

The discoveries of Proust, a French chemist who was pro-

fessor of chemistry at Madrid, are well worthy of notice, he

being the first person who attempted an accurate analysis of

metallic oxides. He found that metals unite only with de-

terminate proportions of oxygen, and that the same law ex-

isted with sulphur and the metals, and that these might be

stated in numbers . his opinions were strenuously opposed

by Berthollet, but their accuracy is now generally admitted.

In the year 1803, Mr. (now Dr.) Dalton. of Manchester,

communicated to the Literary and Philosophical Society of

Manchester an essay containing an outline of his specula-

tions on the subject of the composition o/ bodies {Manchester

Memoirs, second series, vol L p. 286). The following year

he explained his notions on the subject to Dr. Thomson,

and in 1 808 he published the first vrJume of his Aw System

of Chemical Philosophy, in wbW» be gave an outline of his

views of the constitution of matter, and this without any

acquaintance with what had been previously done on the

subject by Higgins.
Dr. Dalton was unquestionably tho first who laid down,

clearly and numerically, the doctrine of multiples, and en-

deavoured to express by simple numbers the weights of

bodies believed to be elementary. He announced it as

a general rule, that ' when only one combination of two

bodies can be obtained, it must be presumed to bo a 6i»ary

one, unless some cause appear to the contrary." Consist-

ently with this law. and correctly at the time it was written,

Dr. Dalton regarded water as a binary compound of hydrogen

and oxygen, and the relative weights, since corrected, are

considered as one to eight. As. then, water consists of an

atom of hydrogen and an atom of oxygen, either of these

elements may be selected as unity, and, in Tact, aa we shall

hereafter notice, both have been occasionally employed as

such. Dalton fixed on hydiogen, because it is that body

which unites with other, in the smallest proportion : thus.
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bbss, we hen water oMiposod ofom of hydrogen by weight,
or om atom, and eight of oxjna by weight, or on* atom,
and in all ease* an atom of hydrogen being represented by
1, an atom of oxygon will be represented by and these
Mag the Btomie weight of the elements, that of the com-
pound will be obtained by adding them together, thus—

Hydrogen 1 atom ~ I

Oxygen I atom » 8

Water 1 atom - •
The weight, then, of a compound atom is obtained by adding
together the atomic weights of its constituents. Although
many elemenUry bodies unite with hydrogen, there are
some which do not, but there ks no one which doss not
combine either with hydrogen or with oxygen: when,
therefore, the hydrogen standard or unit fails on thU account,
we may refer to the atom of oxygen, and determine what
weight of the substance in question, supposing only one
compound to be formed, unites with eight parts by weight,
or one atom of oxygen. Now cadmium is a metal of this

description ; it forms no compound with hydrogen, and only
one with oxygen, and at eight parts of tbit element unite
with fifty-six of the metal, to form the only known oxide of
it, we say that the atomic weight of cadmium is fifty-six,

and that the oxide is composed of

Oxygen ... 1 atom « •
Cadmium ... 1 atom - 54

Oxide of cadmium 1 atom - 64
It is, however, possible, though by no means probable,

that such an inference may be incorrect, for the oxide in
question may he composed either of two or more atoms of
oxygen united with one atom of the metal, or the contrary,
instead of what it is presumed to be ; but the error may be
detected by examining the proportion in which the metal
unites with other elements, whose atomic weights are
already determined. The atomic weights of sulphur, chlo-
rine, and selenium, are respectively 18, 38, and 40 : now
if. in a series of comtxnations with these substances, the
compounds containing the largest proportion of metal were
constituted of

Sulphur 16 Chlorine 36 Selenium 4*
Metal 36 Metal 36 Metal 36

'

we should then conclude, ss these agree with the eomao-
sition of the oxide, as shore given, that 58 is the atomic
weight of the metaL But if it wss found thst the compounds
in question containing the largest proportion of metal were
constituted of

8ulphti r 16
112

Chlorine 38
Metal IIS

Selenium 40
Metal 112

we should oooelnde that the atomic weight of the metal
was 112. and consequently that the oxide formed d 8 oxv-
gen and 38 metal, was a peroxide, equivalent, to ig_«
atoms of oxygen + 113. 1 atom of metal

If, m the other hand, it appeared that the compound
eontsinmg the Urge* proper**, ofmetoi oon«.Ud of^

Sulphur 16 Chlorine 36 Selenium 40
Metal 23 Metal J8 Metal S3

we must then consider the oxide composed of 8 oxygen sad

^."tSL'V *MbcFvU' «««*uted of I atom of oxygen - 8
-r 2 atoms «f metal> 36.

JFt^nf&CZ^rf. U •ee°'din e' to the rule thus
down by Dr. Dalton . • ft « necessary not only to con-

siderJ^^^of A ww, CbaTaUo those of A with

can nave good reason to be ssutfled win, ^Menmnatloa I

ss to the number of atoms whx-h enter mt0 the »«v^
coaipounds. (.Vnc System o/ Chmieal Phktoak*. T0L u.

'

p. 300.)

la fert. the protoxide of a metal, i. 1. 1 atom oxygen + 1
•torn metal may possess such properties as to prevent it*

1

composition from betas; by direct mesne accurately ascer-
tained ; and it is likewise possible that no protoxtoV mav
exist.

7
,

We have alluded to the circumstance, that variant com-
pound* of tho same two elements may exist, snd supposing
oaj|tomsntary body, at copper or tihor. united with two pro~- - -i— — - itothecon-

that which
or whe-

-— - >* protoxide or a peroxide.
Theee are pouts which eaa bt detoriS^ by compari-

osy-

.—ipU. with respect to otygan and cepper, that
oxide which contains least oxygen consists of 8 oxygen* 04
metal ; that which contains most, of 16 oxygen+64 metal s

now. in this case, we consider that which contains feast oxy-
gen ss composed of I atom of each of its elements, sad i

which contains asosc oxygen as formed or 9 atoms of <
geo+1 atom of copper—thus
Oxygea 1 atom =x 8 Oxygen 2 atoms - rs
Copper I atom -84 Copper 1 atom -6*
Protoxide of cop. I atom »T8 Peroxide of cop. 1 atom-bv
This rule of assuming that oxide to be a protoxide which

contains least oxygen will he generally found correct,
especially when confirmed, as it is in this instance, by the
companding constitution of Uu two chlorides and two sul-
phurate. The oxides of silver, however, form an exception,
though a very rare one. to this rule; there an two oxides of
this metal composed of

Oxygen 8 and Oxygen 8
8Uver 163 8irverll0

If it were to be assumed in this ease, that 163 is the
atomM weight of silver, because His the Isrgest proportion
Which combines with 8, or 1 atom of oxygen, the aasuumUm
would be erroneous, for this oxide has no oorn*poii*W
ehlonde, sulphuret, fee, and it would be unlike cAWpro-
toudea, in forming no compound with any acid. But ell

properties belong to the oxide of ailv'r composed of*3
oxygen and 110 silver; in this cats tb% oxide containing—TilII~j , — oxme containing

ox»,J^.,^der^"t^V^'««P««» of « atoms

"1**^, ™lled
»P««. that tb, metallic oxide which

£?^.l^ iXy*,mJ" **• T"*0*^'- «"1 that wright of^motal which combines w.th 8 by weight or oxygen, de-
"otosjb. weight oT Ms atorj, and their united weight tha of

It will be observed, with respect to the compounds ofoxygea sad copper, that the second portion of that element

th^e
wutea w»t a the sstne quantity of the metal, is double

fwA?" w uP°n tnit and numerous similar fact* b)
the most important and beautiful peculiari-

ties or Ur. Dalton * theory, sometimes described as the doe-
Cue* of multiple*. In the case just alluded to, the second
portion ofoxygen is precisely double the first ; but there are«»• eases in which the greater proportions are not mul-
tiples of the less, by any entire number : for example, therean two well-known oxides of iron consisting of

Oxygen 8 Oxygen 12
Iron 28 Inn 28

The first oT these is the protoxide, mad the second the
peroxide ; but it will he observed, the second portion of
oxygen is only one-hair greater than the first, instead of
double, as happens with respect to copper. In fact, the
addition^ quantity U equal to only balT an Mem or oxygen

;

but as the idea of dividing an atom is absurd, the diBculrr
. 5T*

r?°,ne BT """dtiplying both the oxygen snd iron by 2.m which case we ahelfbave 12 x 2 «= 24. oVSaiom. otZyl^
combined with 28 x 2 = 58. 2 atoms of iron, and theee avoaor-
twns are perfectly consistent with the theory

Other esses of apparent anomaly occur : thus than an
three oxide* of lead, vu..

The first and last of than oxides an constituted exact*
a. the «idn of copper aro. the enood "Sibeing double thst of the first; but the red oxide at uSZcomposed ofaa atom of metal and saeh a quaatity of oxvama
Misequsltoooeetomaodathhd. It then, both theT*

and uT^FTt"* 3 UO** 32+3l2i»MI.and it it to—d u* these 344 parts of red lead be

protoxid.-«4. .^JnJSrgZTtsz fi.- .20. -^r^^ted upon in the Vuto^^^
-Tihowia,
hsp^n-pendor. Urn oUmrtwom^S?^^

oxides of manganese offer a i

•Ppwwt irngulant* ofcomhi
of metallic oxides theeasehea

parhapa eo

into them.
The oxide* of man

of
position of metallic oxide*

Then an fin of this

tiwnlvaha)

remarkabto
and of thedta.

mediate
Mai. an «ff
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itth aw reneWable into the protoxide and p—

i

Jr by the

i of dilute sulphur*! add.

While on the subject of multiples, it will be proper to

adduce one of the most mwri"™ tad regular series of

i presented to at. Th«ra are Ave compounds of oxygen

and siote, vis.
Otytra. Aaott.

Nitrous oxide, composed of 8 = I atom +14 = 1 atom.

Nitric oxide 1« = 2 atoms+ 14 do.

HyponitfMu acid 24=3 +14 do.

Nitrous acid 33 = 4 +14 do.

Nitric acid 40-5 +14 do.

In these compounds, it will be observed, to form a new
compound, 1 atom of oxygen is in every case added to the

ptorodinc quantity, and the atoms of oxygen combined with

I atom of aaoto are I, t, 3, 4 and 5.

While in some eases the hydrogen and in others the

oxygen standard is assumed, there are others in which they

may be employed indifferently : thus, of carbon 8 parts by
weight is the largest Quantity which combines either with

I part by weight of hydrogen, or I atom, or with 8 parts by
weight of oxygen, or 1 atom; 6 is therefore the atomic weight

of carbon. But with sulphur the case is different ; 32 is

the largest portion that combines with 1 of hydrogen, but
It is the greatest quantity that unites with 8 of oxygen :

now the latter, or It. is assumed as its atomic weight, for

were 32 taken, as indicated by the hydrogen unit, we should

have no Bomponnd of 1 atom oxygen + 1 atom sulphur,

which would bw anion much more inconvenience than results

from the alternative of having a eobhydruret of sulphur, or,

which lathe same, a bisulphuret of hydrogen.

With respect to aaoto also, the atomic weight is fixed at

14. that bang the largest quantity which combines with 8
of oxygen. There is only one compound of hydrogen and
aaoto, Tii.. rwvuhmU ; this consists of 3 parts by weight of

hydrogen and 14 by weight ofauto; consequently, ifwe had
token the hydrogen standard, the atomic weight of axoto

would have been — »4 t«, which would have greatly com-
^ 9

plicated the constitution of the compounds of oxygen and
aaoto ; hot the alternative of supposing ammonia to contain

3atoms ofhydrogen instead of 1 atom is ofsecondary import-

ance, though it must he admitted that it contravenes the

role hud down by Dr. Da]ton, that ' when only one com-
bmaaonof two bodies can be obtained, it must be presumed
to be a binary one.'

The oaae in which the second portion of oxygen in an
oxide, instead of being equal to the first, is only one-half
greater, has been painted out in the instance of the oxides

of iron, and the means by which the absurdity of supposing
the existence of half an atom is obviated bate been men-
tioned. There are, however, some cases, in which it is con-
venient to eaaoider such an oxide aa containing an atom
and a halfof oxygon, and it is then termed a mxpuoxidt

;

there are also several instances in which salts are commonly
i isisidsisil as containing a quantity of acid equal to an atom
and a half, and these are termed tetquuaU*. The alkalies

amojimia. potash, and soda, and some other bases, form

three osaupeuade with the same acid - for example, we have

Carbonate of potash, composed of 1 atom acid+1 atom base
of potashBifarbonato of potash, 2 atoms aeid+ 1 atom da

arid a carbonate of potash, 3 atoms acid+2 atoms da
It is then evident that the last sah is equivalent to a com-
pound of 1} atom acid + 1 atom base. Now if an atom of

this sah, wniideied as a sesquisslt, be added to an atom
of nitrate of lime, double decomposition ensues, 1 atom of
neutral nitrate of potash remains in solution, 1 atom of
neutral carbonate of lime is precipitated, and carbonic acid
equal to half an atom is expelled in the state of gas. With
mprrt to us 6a*# then, sesquicarbonate of potash may be
regarded aa a neutral carbonate, though, as to its acid, as a
—qBicarbonate ; for if lime-water be added to an atom of
a m ennfcsBvamate. carbonate of lime is precipitated equi-
valent in quantity to U atom.
Those facto are amnkiant to shew that combining and

' weights are not convertible terms, though they have

ployad. Thus the atomic weight of an anhydrous
tornpound of 3 atoms carbonic acid and 2 atoms potash, is

163 ; considered as a sesqoiearhonate.iu atomic weight is 81;
and fto aonabining weight is the same with respect to an
atom of atari* aeH ; hut it is one-half greater as regards an
atom of bass. The same remark will apply to bisalts ; they

must alao be considered as having one combining weight for
their acids and another for their bases,

Itmay now be easily made to appear bow it happens that
when two neutral salts decompose each other, the new salts
obtained by the operation are also neutral ; an atom of nitric
acidweighs 54,and one of barytes 76, forming when combined
1 30 of neutral nitrate of barytes ; 88 = an atom of neutral sul-
phate of potash is composed of an atom ofsulphuric scid = 40,
and an atom of potash =48. Now when 130, or an atom
of nitrate of barytes, dissolved in water, is mixed with a
solution of 88, or an atom, of sulphate of potash, double
decomposition ensues, and two new and perfectly neutral
salts are formed, viz., 1 atom of aitrate of potash = 102. con-
sisting of an atom of nitric acid =54, and an atom of potash
=48 ; this remains in solution ; and there is precipitated an
atom of neutral sulphate of barytes = 116, composed of
1 atom of sulphuric acid = 40, and 1 atom of barytes = 76.
The snnexed diagram will show the constitution of the salts

employed, and those formed by their mutual decomposition

;

and it will be seen also that the weight of the new com-
pounds is precisely equal to those of the original salts.

1M Nltrml. of PoUih.

tat
Nitrata J

•f .
»

BwytM

M Nitric i PoU.h 48.

Sulphuric kU 44.

of PoUafc.

U< SatpbaM of Baryta*.

Although the atomic theory, thus developed by Dr. Dal-
ton in 1808, contained truths of the highest importance,
quits independent of the hypothesis by which they were
illustrated, it was not until after the appearance of Dr.
Wollaston's Memoirs, On Super-acid and Sub-add Salt*,

and On a Synoptic Scale
qf

Chemical Equivalent*, that
chemists were fully impressed with the practical applications
of which the theory was susceptible. In the first memoir
(Phil. Tram. 1808), a memoir equally remarkable for its

conciseness and clearness. Dr. WoUaston shows, that Dr.
Dalton's theory, first applied to determining the constitution

of gaseous bodies, is applicable to that of super-acid and
sub-acid salts ; and he proves that sub-carbonate of potash
contains exactly half the quantity of carbonic acid Mining

in the super-carbonate, by showing that if the latter be
heated it loses half its acid, and is reduced to the state of
sub-carbonate by the loss ; the same rule was found to exist

with the sub-carbonate and super-carbonate of soda, the
sulphate and super-sulphate of potash, and with throe oxa-
lates of potash.

The paper on the lynopHc teale appeared in the Phil.

Tram, for 1814. By this instrument the practical utility of
the doctrine of definite proportions was most satisfactorily

pointed out.

This instrument consists of a moveable scale of num-
bers on the principle of Gunter's scale, so that any number
can be placed opposite the names of a aeries of substances
in adjoining columns, arranged in the order of their com-
bining weights, in such a manner that the number denoting
the combining weight of a body being placed opposite to its

name—10, for example, opposite to oxygon—the numbers
expressing the combining quantities of others will appear
opposite to their nsmes ; thus copper will be found opposite

to 40, showing that this quantity of it combines with 10 of
oxygen, and opposite to 50 will be found oxide of copper.

By mere inspection, a great number of important results

are obtained. If the composition of a substance with regard

to the proportion of its elements is to be determined, the
slider is to be so placed that the number 100, or any re-

quired number, is opposite to its name, and the respective

Quantities of the ingredients will be found opposite to

their names, and the quantities of other compounds re-

quired to decompose them : for example, when 86 is

placed opposite to sub-carbonate of potash, 27 * will be

opposite to carbonic acid, 39'1 to potash, 61'3 to oil of

vitriol, 50 to dry sulphuric acid, and II '3 to water.

—

Vol. III.-O
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Now it it welt known that rab-earbratto of poUah is de-

composed by sulphuric arid ; and on further inspecting the

•rale, it will be observed that sulphate of potash, the newly-

formed salt, is opposite to 1 09- 1 . showing the quantity formed
by the union of SO of dry sulphuric arid and 49- 1 of potash,

while 37'S of carbonic acid are expelled, and 11*3 or water

are act free. This simple example is sufficient to show the

very extensive use which, by mere inspection, may be made
of this instrument in exhibiting the constitution of various

oxides, acids, and salts, and of the quantities of substances

required to form or decompose compound bodies.

In the year 1808. Berxelius, in consequence of a perusal

of Richtcr's work already alluded to, undertook an inves-

tigation of the numerical proportions in which different

bodies combine so as neutralize each other ; these investi-

gations were ncrompanied by n scries of analyses which
for number and accuracy Dare probably never been equalled.

As the results of these labours, he laid down certain laws
relative to chemical combinations, which, however, are in

general, and when correct, onlv to be considered aa corol-

laries from those determined by Dalton. Within a few
years, a cunous uisoovery nas oeen made with respect

to the atomic constitution of tome substances, via, auch
as are composed of precisely the same elements and in

the aama proportion, out which possess very different pro-

perties ;
* they are termed itomeric bodies : the two com-

pounds of hydrogen and phosphorus ; oil of wine and light

liquid hydro carbon ; tartaric and paratartar < acids, are

among the mora remarkable instances of this umilarity of

composition and dissimilarity of properties. It ia, however,

extremely probable that most bodies so constituted, though
they contain the tame relative, do not contain the same
absolute number of atoms of the same elements | on tbia

supposition the atomic weights will differ, though they have
been supposed to be similar, and the different arrangement
of similar atoms in consequence of their increased number,
may be such aa to occasion the difference of properties

Having now considered that part of the subject which
relates to the laws by which solid bodies enter into atomic
combination, ft will be necessary to notice the very im-
portant laws which M. Gay-Lussac discovered with respect

to the combination of gaseous bodies. The memoir con-

taining what has been termed the Theory of Volumes is in

vol. H. p. 307 of the Mhnoirtt & Arrueil. 1809, and is en-
titled Stirla Combination del Subtlanret Qaxeutet, tee. The
author suspecting, from the previously-ascertained fact that

1 00 volumes of oxygen gas combine with 200 volumes of

hydrogen gat to form water, that other gaseous bodies would
be round to unite in simple proportions, be prepared muriatic,

carbonic, and fluoboric acid gases, and combined them with
ammoniseal gas, and he found that they united in the follow-

ing proportions :—

100 volIImas of muriatic acid gaa with lOOof ammoniacal gas.

100 „ carbonic acad gas 100 „
100 „ ., 200 „
100 . fluoboric acid gaa 100 „
100 200

vies of coinpounds, however, which most remarkably
illustrate the fact that gaseous substances unite in the simple

ratio of | to I, I to 2, I to 3. tc., are those of oxygen and
taote, already mentioned with other views, thus

NHfOus oxide
Nitrie oxide

Hyponrtroua acid

Nitrate acid

Nitrie i

By Votaw*

8
f
t
a
a

flyWWlil

SSSto Osj

14

14

14
14

14

•
16
84
88

The same rule waa found also to apply to the combination
of vapours with gases, thus:

—

100 vola,of hydrogen gas with 1 00 vale, of vaponr of sulphur.
100 . oxygen .100
100 . hydrogen IM todsne.

Indeed. caeosSMa have ventured, on the strength of
aaawtaswad facts, to estimate the weight of the vaponr of
bodies which have never ret. like sulphur and iodine, been
aaporatoly vaporised : thus, light raiwaretlod hydrogen ami
hi pt—nasod to be eampoaed of two vohmnsas of hydrogen gas,

* Tkal ~* rusfan**, WIWv*. l,l.rJ mm,
s»«a» ww ttmm —• WjWw -f !» Hmn aa is- i.T i a

in hi- Element* of Chemiral PhiloeopMu. an.

weight* employed by Berxelius in his fyittmt,

were selected in oceordanec with this view.

and one vohrnw of the vapour of carbon : tad as with all

other gaseous compounds of carbon

Dr. Turner ( Elemenli of Chemiitry, p. 304) has well ob
served, that the simple ratio in which volumes combine
' is peculiarly interesting, because it appears to indicate a
close correspondence in the size of the atoms of gaseous
bodies. It naturally suggests the idea that this peculiarty

may arise from the atom* of elementary principles

the inrao msgnitude. On this supposition, cnual
of such substances in the gaseous form, at the same
peraturc and pressure, would probably contain an
number of atoms ; and the specific gravity of these gate*
would depend on the relstivo weight of their atoms. Tor
same numbers which indicate the specific gravity of els

mentary principles in the gaseous state would then expres»

the relative weight of their atoms, so that the latter would
be ascertained by means of the former, or the atomic weight
of a solid or liquid represent the specific gravity of its

vapour. The proportional numbers adopted by 8ir H. Dsvj

Thus,
being formed of two measures of hydrogen and
of oxygen, it believed by Berxelius to consist of two
of the former, and ono aiom of the latter ; and. for a aimilar

reason, he regards protoxide of nitrogen as a compound oi

two atoms of nitrogen and one atom of oxygen. The atom,
and volumes of the four elementary gsses— oxygen, chlorine,

hydrogen, and nitrogen—art? thus bado to coincide will

each other. Thi« method, though perhaps preferable to any
other, has not hitherto been generally followed. Most che-
mists consider water, protoxide of chlorine, and protoxide of
nitrogen, as containing each one atom of their elements

;

and, unsequently, as those compounds consist of one
sure of oxygen united with two measures of the i

ttituent, the atom of hydrogen, chlorine, and
supposed to occupy twice

IV
whole volume.'

In 1815. Dr. Prout published, in the sixth volume of tho
Anmdt of Phtlotophy, a paper ' On the Relation bstwosct

the Specific Gravities of Bodies in their Ganeoua States, and
the Weights of their Atoms.' The observations onVred in
this memoir are professedly founded on too doctrine of
volumes just described. The author shows, that if atmo-
spheric air be a compound of 80 volumes of oxygon and 80
of asotic gaa, and their equivalents 8 and 14, than tho spe-
cific gravities of those gases are—oijuoti, Mill: ansae.

09723. He shows, also, that the §pacific gravity of hydro-

gen gaa ia 0-894 ; that if wo reckon the atomic weight of

hydrogen 0*129, that of oxygon ia unity. He also ob-

served, that the atomic weights of bodies appear to ho msl-
tiples of the atomic weight of hydrogen by a whole number.
It waa remarked by him, that ia general tho apaeifle gra-
vity of tho body in a gaseous state may be obtahtod by
multiplying iu atomic weight by 0-6396, or half tho apsetfic

gravity of oxygon gaa, because the atom ofoxygon ia npu

ich space

ixvgen. An atom of oxygen ia mere-ore represented by
tail a volume, and an atom of the other three gases by a

by half a volume, bat that of moat ether t

by a whole volume.
Dr. Thosasoo (Attempt to eeiobliek Urn Pint

of Ckemutry ftp Experiment, vol. i.. p. 28), fully a^ofjbog
Dr. Prout * views on this subject, says— 1 Every substance,

of which I could procure a sufficient quantity to enable ame

to examine it fully, has been not only a multiple of the

atomic weight of hydrogen ; hut, if we except a few coca

pounds into which a single or odd atom of hydrogen easier*,

they are all multiples of 0 AJ, or of two atoms of hydrogen.'

By merely inspecting the table of atoms which we shall

presently give, it will be evident that such a law would
afford great facilities, at all fractional nuasbeo would be

avoided, hydrogen being reckoned unity. In thia country
the idea has been pretty generally adopted, and in this me-
moir such numbers have been used far illustration. It must,
however, be contested, that the exparuse*la of Bornelius.

confirmed aa they have been by the researches of Dr.
Turner, have thrown, to sav the least, very mat doubts oa
the accuracy of the general proposition made by Dr. Proas
and maintained by Dr. Thomson.
The late experiments of Mttacberiieh, on the nlmhtm «/

the oVism/« o/ gate* to their atomie meigkm,
to prove that the doctrine of Piwat cannot be
milled. (An. de CM. et de I'M. Iv. J )
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Dr. Dalton.

Dr. Wotlajtoo,

Sir H. Davy.
Dr. Thomson,
Bcnelius,

Dr. Henry, .

Dr. Turner,

i Kirinc amble of the atomi* weights W elementary

bodies, it will to proper to lUta lbs Mlure and weight of

the standard from which tbev are reckoned, tod the dirrerent

Mw employed U> designate what—adopting the language

of Dr. Delkm—we here described aa an atom.

eTANOABD.

. atom, hydrogen 1 oxygon 7

tqturaUnt, oxygen 10 hydrogen 1*32

proportion, hydrogen 2 oxygen 15

. a/om, oxy«cn 1 hydrogen 123
. atom, oxygen 100 hydrogen 12 4795

. atom, hydrogen 1 oxygen 8

equivalent, hydrogen 1 oxygen 8

Mr. Faraday, proportional, hydrogen I oxygen 8

Mr. Brand*, proportional, hydrogen 1 oxygen 8

The method of mutually converting the number! of each

standard into those of the other ia loo obvious to require

explanation.

The ue> of the term atom baa been objected to aa hypo-

thetical, because it is said that we have no means of ascer-

taining or judging of the weight or magnitude of an atom
of any element, and that any supposed relative weight of

their atoms must therefore be a mere hypothetical astmmp-

tioo., from which no satisfactory conclusion can be drawn

;

and by those who appear to entsrtain this opinion, other

terms, aa above quoted, are substituted for the word atom,

which is, however, toleaded to express merely the smallest

division which is found of any element without decompo-
siuett.

The following remarks by Dr. Wollaston, in his memoir
on the anile extent of the atmosphere (Phil. Tram. 1822),

are strongly m fovour of the atomic constitution of matter.

'Now, though we have not the meant of ascertaining the
extent of our own atmosphere, those of other planetary bodies

are nevertheless objects for astronomical investigation ; and
H may be deserving of consideration, whether, in any in-

stance, a daOnedct of such matter can be proved, and whe-
ther, from this source, any conclusive argument can be
drawn in favour of ultimate atoms of matter in general.

For. since the lew of definite proportions discovered by
chemists is the same for all kinds or matter, whether solid,

or fluid, or elastic, if it can be ascertained that any one
body consists of particles no longer divisible, we can
then scarcely doubt that all other bodies are similarly con-

stituted; and we may without hesitation conclude, that
those equivalent quantities, which we have learned 'to ap-

prermte by proportionate numbers, do really express the
retstire weights of elementary atoms, the ultimate objects of
chemical research.'

TahU of tht Atomic Weight* of Elementary Bodiei.

Hydrogen
Carbon
Lithium
Oxygen .

Boron
Silicon

Aluminum
Magnesium .

Axote
I'hmphorus
Sulphur .

Fluorine
Oloctaum .

Calcium
Z irconntm ,

Sodium
Titanium
Nickel
Cobalt
Iron

Manganese
Copper .

Tellurium
Chromium .

Zinc
Chlorine
Yttrium .

Arsenic
Potassium .

OS. THOMSON.

Oirvn =1 Hrdrorra

0121 I

0*7J

075
1

1

1

125
15
1'73

2
8
2-25

*25
ti
2-75

3

323
325
3*5
35
35
4

4

4
433
4i
43
4-75

3

•BUILIUS.

6

6

8
8

8
10

12

U
16

16

18

18

20
22
24
26
26
26
28
28
32
32
32
34
36
.36

38
40

1 Oxjgn -100

124793
76438
80375
100
136*204

277-312
171-166

148332
88-318

196' 143
201-165

116 900
331 261

256019
420-201

290897
303-662
369-675
368991
339205
345887
395-695
806-452
351-815
403226
221326
402514
470 042
489 916

Ilydrogra —

1

1000
6125
6-440

8013
10914
22221
13716
12'68£f

7093
15-717

16120
9-367

26544
20-515

33671
23-310
24-332
29622
29568
27181
27716
31707
61622
28191
32 311
17 733
32254
37-665

39 237

DK. THOMSON. •KEXIUVI.
OsjriMl =1 Urencnx 1 OirfMBtos Hyiiae*s«l

Sebmium s 40 494-583 39631
Strontium . 5-5 44 647-985 43-854

Molybdenum . 6 48 698-520 47'9«0

Cerium 6*25 50 574-696 46-051

Palladium 6-75 54 665899 53-359

Rhodium . •-76 54 . 651-387 52 196

Cadmium . 7 56 696767 65833
Tin 715 58 735t94 68*920

Thorium 75 60 844-904 67-701

Antimony . 8 64 806-462 64 622
Vanadium • • 855-840 68-578
Barium 8-5 68 866-880 68-663

Bismuth 9 72 1330-377 106604
Bromine • 10 80 489-153 39 196

Platinum 12 96 1233*499 98-841
Iridium . 12 25 98 1233*499 98*841

Mercury 125 100 1265-823 101-431

Gold . 12'5 100 1243*013 99604
Tungsten 12 5 100 1183000 94-795

Osmium . 12-5 100 1244-487 99-722

Lead . 13 104 1294-498 103729
Silver I3'75 110 1351-607 108-305

Iodine 15-73 126 789-750 63283
Columbium . 22*75 182 1153-715 92*448

Uranium £6 208 2711-358 217-26.1

It is to be observed, that it is not ponderable matter only
which appears to obey the law of definite proportions;

Dulong and Petit have inferred from their experiments (An.
de Ch. et de Ph., vol. x.) that the atoms of simple sub-

stances have the same capacity for heat. Dr. Dalton has,

however, objected to this opinion, that the product of the

weight of an atom by the corresponding capacity for L-jat

is not a constant quantity ; because the capacity of the

same substance varies with change of form, or with variation

of temperature without change of form. Added to which
the weights of the atoms, as indicated by the specific heat,

would be very materially- different from those now adopted

in many cases.

The late beautiful experiments of Mr. Faraday on the

absolute quantity of electricity associated with the particles

or atoms of matter, prove that, for a given definite quantity

of electricity passed, ad equally definite and constant quan-
tity of water or other matter is decomposed; and he con-

cludes also, that the electricity which decomposes, and that

which is evolved by the decomposition of, a certain quantity

of matter, are alike. ' The harmony,' he observes, 'which

this theory of the definite evolution and the equivalent de-

finite action of electricity introduces into the associated

theories of definite proportions and electro-chemical affinity,

is very great According to it, the equivalent weights of

bodies are simply those quantities of them which contain

equal quantities of electricity, or have naturally equal

electric powers ; it being the electricity which determines the

equivalent number, because it determines the combining

force. Or, if we adopt the atomic theory or phraseology,

then the atoms of bodies which are equivalents to each

other in their ordinary chemical action have equal quanti-

ties of electricity naturally associated with them.' (Phil.

Tram. 1834.)

With respect to the utility of the atomic theory, we can-

not do better, in concluding this account of it, than to state,

in the words of Dr. Daubcny (Introduction to the Atomic
Theory, p. 87), that ' it would be superfluous to enlarge upon

the proofs already afforded, with respect to the greater pre-

cision it has introduced into the science,—the wonderful

saving of time and labour which is derived from it, not only

by the philosopher in his more speculative inquiries, but

even by the manufacturing chemist, in the every-day opera-

tions of his trade.*

It is evident that, in the present state of our knowledge,

no sooner have we ascertained the exact proportion in which

a new substance unites with any one of those bodies "hose

atomic weight is already determined, than we are enabled

to calculate in what quantities it must combine with all the

remainder, so that, instead of being compelled, as heretofore

would have appeared necessary, to analyse every existing

combination, in order to determine the proportion or its

ingredients, we might rest contented, were it not for the

sake of obviating the chances of error in any single ex-

periment, with ascertaining the composition of one out ol
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the whole numher 01 compound*, into which the ingredient
|

this cruet ceremony the scourging of youths at the alur

in question enters. I
with such severity, that the penalty was still paid with blood.

ATONEMENT, a certain mode of appeasing anger, and I The practice of general atonement among the heathen
obtaining pardon for an offence. In the act of atonement nations, whatever may hare been its origin, must hare been

there is commonly understood to be a substitution of some- greatly encouraged by a certain article in the popular creed,

thing offered, or of some personal suffering, for a penalty which is probably expressed pretty accurately by the saying

whirh would otherwise be exacted. The word is, indeed, put into the mouth of Solon by Herodotus, that ' the Deity

applied colloquially to any circumstance of suffering, volun- is altogether a jealous being, and fond of troubling the even
i.irv or involuutary, consequent upon criminal conduct or course of affairs' (fOovtpov rt mi ra,»x'"'' r < Herod, i. 33).

of ju t. Thus even the spendthrift is said to
;
The common notion is remarkably exemplified in a story

have atoned for his folly by the hardships endured in conse-

quence of it, and the murderer for his crime by a public

death. But this use of the word is altogether indefensible.

In theology, it has respect to offence committed against the

Deity ; it is in the theological acceptation of the term that

it will be considered in the present article. The subject in

this view of it is partly connected with that of sacrifice [see

Sacrifice] ; but it is not identical with it. For it is not

certain that all sacrifices had atonement for their object

;

and sacrifice, as commonly understood, was only one amongst
other methods of atonement
The practice of atonement is remarkable Tor its antiquity

and universality, proved by the earliest records that have

come down to us of all nations, and by the testimony of

antient and modern travellers. In the oldest books of the

Hebrew Scriptures, without noticing those earlier sacrifices

llie object of which may be considered doubtful, wc have
numerous instances of expiatory rites where atonement is

the prominent feature, occupying, in fact, a large portion of

the four last books of tlie Pentateuch. In some cases the

atonement was made for a specific offence {Levil. iv.,

Numb. xvi. 46); in others it had reference to a stalo

of transgression, as especially in the case of the scape-goat,

on the day of expiation. (Levil. xvi.) The offender again

either atoned by his own personal act, or received the benefit

of atonement by the act of another. {Levit. iv.) The
Hebrew records contain also notices of the practice of atone-

ment, independent of the Mosaic institutions, and uncon-
nected with the religious opinions of the Hebrew people.

The barbarous offerings to Moloch appear in the light of

atonements when interpreted by the indignant expostula-

tion of Micah (vi. 7)—' Shall I give my first-born for

my transgression, and the fruit of my body for the sin of my
soul ?

' When Job is described (i. S) as offering burnt
offerings according to the number of his sons, and accompa-
nying the act with the explanation, 'It may be that my sons

hate sinned, and cursed God in their heart," we are sure
that the author of the book, and those for whom he wrote,

were familiar with the notion of atonement. The name,
indeed, and the age of the writer, are both disputed points

;

but there are strong reasons for attributing to the work a
very high antiquity.

At the earliest date to which we can carry our inquiries

by means of the heathen records, we meet with the same
notion of atonement, with a distinction also in the applica-

tion, between the removal of anger incurred by particular

offence*, and of that which was supposed to belong to the
jealous character of the Deity. An instance of atonement
of the former kind meets us in the very opening of the

Iliad. Agamemnon having offended Apollo in the person
of his pnrst. by refuung a ransom for his daughter, is not
content with restitution, but proceeds to atone for bis fault

by an offering, the purpose of which is drclsrrd by Ulysses
ill i. 4 1.')

—
' Avsmemnon sent me to sarrifb-c a sacred

lirratorab to Apollo in behalf of the Danai, that wc may
appear the Sovereign God.'

Among the many oilier instances which will readily occur
to a reader of the undent classic*, tlie sacrifice of Iplngcn'-ia

by her father, to appease the wrath of Diana, is distin-

guished by the remarkable eirrumstance of the substitution

of one victim for sn ither by the offended goddess. It should
be observed, however, that although tlie subject of the
staved belongs to the penod of the Trojan war. the legend
itself is of a later date than the Homeric poems. In the
expiatory ntcs for certain rases of homicide, sacnflrul offer-

ings to the Deity formed a part of the reli.ious ceremony of
puriocauun. in addition to the penalty which tlie offender
paid as a compensation to the avenging party. A singular
instanea of atonement made In the Diana Ortbia of the
I^mlssroonuna is given by Pausamaa (m. |6). Bind
having been shed in a quarrel during a s-deinn ssmflce to
the goddess, human ytrlima were regularly offered to her as
sn atonement for tlie off.uce

; ull Lycurgus substituted for

i. Ana ii siter tins your successes snouiu not use
and go evenly with your mishaps, still remedy the

in the way proposed by me.' (Herod, ii. 40.) Tbe
[oes on to say that Polvcrates took the advice of his

told by the same historian. Amasis, king of Egypt, having
heard rumours of the marvellous and uninterrupted sue

cesses of his friend Polvcrates, the sovereign of Samoa, gave
vent to his anxiety on his friend's account in a letter, winch
is in itself so curious, and so strongly illustrates the matiar
in hand, that we think it deserves to be presented entire

to tbe reader. 'Amasis says thus to Polycrates:—It is

pleasant to hear that one's friend prospers ; yet your exceed-

ing good fortunes please me not, knowing as I do that the

Deity is a jealous being ; and I could wish that both myself
and those whom I care for should be fortunate in some of

their doings, and in others miscarry ; and so pass their lives

in changes of fortune, rather than be always fortunate ; for

I never j < t heard talk of any one who with good fortune in

even thing did not come to his end miserably with an utter

downfall. Do you therefore follow my advice, and in respect

of your happy chances do as I tell you. Look out well for

the most precious thing you have, and that which you
would most take to heart the loss of ; and then away with

it, in such sort that it shall never more come before the eyes

of men. And if after this your successes should not take

turns and go evenly

matter f

story goes

friend, and Hung into the sea a valuable ring; but tbe

object was defeated by an incredible piece_of good fortune,

which restored to him hu lost treasure,

formally dissolved his connexion with a l

marked out for Mime signal calamity.

In this case the offence was involuntary ; yet it was not

the less supposed to excite anger and expose tbe offender to

punishment. Here too is an instance of atonement unac-

companied by sacrifice. The mode, indeed, of atoning ad-

mitted an almost infinite variety. Even the repetition on a

certain occasion of the great games at Rome was strictly an
act of atonement for a rather singular offence described by

Livy. lib. ii. c. 36.

If we pursue our inquiries through the

by the Greek and Roman writers of the 1

with which they were acquainted, from India to Britain, we
shall find the same notion and similar practices of atone-

ment. From the most popular portion of our own litera-

ture, our narratives of voyages and travels, every one pro-

bably, who reads at all, will be able to find for himsrlf

abundant proof that the notion has been as permanent as it

is universal. It shows itself among the various tribes of

Africa, the islanders of the South Seas, and even that most
peculiar rare, tbe natives of Australia, either in the shape
of some offering, or some mutilation of the person. V\

should expect to meet with it in India, so fertile in every

form of superstition; and it is certain that many of the

fantastic and revolting rites of the Hindoos bear testimony

to its presence. Tbe favourite practice of torturing the

body has often there a different object, that of srquinng the

reality or the fame of superior sanctity ; but undoubted!*

it is also resorted to as a mode of atonement.

It has been supposed that tlie sacrificial rites of the

lie a the ns and their practice generally of atonement are but

corrupt remnants of a notion and practice which existed at

an earlier period of the world, in a purer state of religious

knowledge, and which indicated a consciousness of the
actual relation in which man stood to Ins Maker, and
pointed darkly at .the means bv which an amelioration at
Ins condition was to be effected. On the other band, it »
all but universally acknowledged by tbe believers in revela-

tion, that the Levitical atonerornla were, in part at least,

tvptral of that one great sacrifice on winch the Christian
d - trine of the atonement is founded. The nature and limita

of Ibis publication do not allow us to consider tins part of the
subject at a length and in a manner suited to its import-

ance. We can do little mure than state what is under*
stood by the Christ. an when be speaks of the atonement.
He dun not consider man. according to the heathen not**.
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already mentioned, to be the object of a capricious and
vengeful enmity, but through a sinful nature, and practice*

•ad affection* conformable to that nature, to have come into

a rtate of alienation from God ; in other word*, he believe*

that God is just and holy, that man has tinned, and must
therefore be punished. This bring hit condition, he fur-

ther believe* that the Divine Being, revealed to us under

the title of the Son of God, interposed between the sentence

and it* execution, suffered in our stead, and atoned by his

death for our sin ; that the immediate consequence* were,

remission of the original sentence, and restoration to a state

which is still probationary, but in which man is made
capable of a permanent reunion with hi* Maker. The be-

liever in the doctrine of the atonement suppose* that the

sacrifice was necessary according to a law fixed in the

counsel* of God (which law he also supposes to be revealed

to us) that sin mutt be atoned for before it can be par-

doned ; but he diatinmiiahe* between the necessity of the

tacrine*) iUclf, and tho further purpose of God in causing it

to be pub) ly made, and providing that it should ho uni-

versally ktown. He supposes the knowledge of the fact to

be necessary to the formation of the Christian character,

and its moral consequences to be, a deeper sense of tho

turpitude of sin ; whereas there might otherwise be danger
le»t that should be lightly accounted of which appeared to

have been linhtly forgiven ; and elao a new and powerful

motive to a love of the Supreme Being, supplying a remedy
for that *fIfWh principle which might prevail, if tho only

motives to obedience were the hope or reward and the rear

cat punishment.
We have endeavoured to state the doctrine of the Atone-

ment in such terms a* would be accepted by all. who
accepted the doctrine itself on the authority of Scripture.

It is well known, however, that among those who would
concur in the general statement, there would be found

minor differences of opinion, particularly as to the univer-

sality of the benefit conferred by the sacrifice. [See
Calvin.] We have also without qualification called the

doctnne in question a doctrine of the Christian religion

;

though we are well aware that there are some whose view*

of the gospel dispensation and whose interpretation of scrip-

ture have led them, whilst fully admitting the divine origin

of our religion, to reject a* unacriptural the doctrine of the

atonement But these would themselves readily acknow-
ledge, we believe, that they are comparatively few in

Dumber. With respect to some few in early time*, such a*

Theodoto* the tanner, and Paulus of Samoaata, we rather

infer from their peculiar notion* concerning the person

of Christ, than know from any direct evidence, that they
dissented, in this particular point, from the general

belief. The spirit of controversy, commonly too bitter,

was then more fertile in unmeasured vituperation than in

full and clear statements of the opinions attributed to

opponent*.
To atone, according to the vulgar etymology, is to set at

one. that is, to reconcile ; and hence atonement is etymolo-

Ipcally explained at-one-ment. Whether this derivation is

right or not, reconciliation seems to have been the primary
meaning ef atonement with our earlier writer*. Hence in

the authorised version of the New Testament the same word
which in t Cor. v. 19 is properly rendered reconciliation,

is in Rom. v. II rendered atonement. The word, how-
ever, soon came to bear the meaning in which it is now
used ; and such is in fact Us ordinary meaning in the au-
thorised version of the Old Testament.

ATOOI or ATOWAI. one of the group of islands in

the North Pacific Ocean, which waa discovered by Cook on
bis third voyage, in January, 1 778, and which he named the
Saadwyh Islands, in honour of the then First Lord of the

Admiralty.
Alan situated in Jl° 37' N. lat and 110° W. long.

The uasnd is ten leagues in length from east to west, and
t* much breeder at the east than at the west end. On the

eastern mow the surface rise* with a gentle acclivity from

the ara-ahnre. and attains its greatest elevation about the

centre of tbe island, which is 7300 feet above the level of

the sea. The high ground is covered with lofty trees, the

fohage of which » very luxuriant, but the coast on the

eastern side is uncultivated, and nearly deserted by the in-

habitants. On the western aid* the land is fertile, and

produces abundantly all tbe vegetable* furnished by tbe

Islands of those see*.

There it reason to believe that when Captain Cook first

arrived at Atooi the native* looked upon his visit as tbe
fulfilment of a tradition or prophecy, which led them to
expect the return among them of a chief who had long ago
disappeared under mysterious circumstances, and whose
return in after times was foretold, when be should present
himself ' on an island bearing cocoa-nut trees, and swine,
and dog*.' Accordingly, as soon as tbe ships were anchored,
a priest repaired on board, and decorating Cook with
red cloth, such aa adorned their deities, offered him a pig
in the manner of sacrifice, and pronounced a long and
to the European* present, an unintelligible discourse.

When be landed, the people either withdrew respectfully

from sight, or prostrated themselves on the ground before

him.
On the south-west side of tbe island, and about two

leagues from the west end, it a tolerably good roadstead end
watering-place, called Wymoa. To the eastward of this

anchorage a shoal projects, on which are rock* and breakers,
and the road is exposed to the trade-wind.

Some strongly suspicious circumstance* which occurred
at tbe time of Cook's first visit to Atooi, induced him to be
of opinion that tbe inhabitant* were cannibal*. The more
intimate knowledge we have since acquired of their habit*
and dispositions leads to the belief that Cook waa mistaken
in this respect. There is not the least trace of so barbarous
a custom to be discovered. It is doubtless true that human
sacrifices were resorted to upon certain occasions ; but
although a great part of their religious ceremonies con-
sisted in feasting, it is not now believed that they ate any
part of those human sacrifice*.

When they were first discovered, each of the principal
islands of the group was under tbe sway of its own Erie
Brie (chief of chiefs), and it was not until 1817 that this

island was finally conquered, and the whole of the seven
islands were brought under the dominion of King Ta-
mehameha.

Captain Cook computed the population of this island,

from such data as he could then obtain, at about 30,000

;

but it has since been ascertained that this computation
was probably below the truth, and that the number of the
inhabitant* it now about 54,000. (See Cook's Third
Voyage round the World; Vancouver't Voyage, vol. i.

;

Voyage of R. M. Ship Blonde to the Sandwich Inland* in
1824, 1825.

ATOONI, or ATAONI, a tribe of Nomadic Arab*,
placed, according to Burckhardt, between the Nile and the
Red Sea, in Middle Egypt, between 36° and 28° N. lat.

They border on the Ababde towards the south, with whom
they are enemies, and from whom they have taken away
the profitable employment of escorting the caravans between
Kenneh and Kossev on tbe Red Sea, which privilege the
Ataoni now farm from the pacha. To the north, the Ataoni
are bounded by tbe Maaxy and tbe Beni Wassel Arabs,
who live on the borders of the province of Atfib, and north-

wards towards Suex. (Burckhardl't Travel* in Nuina, and
Map.) [See Abahdi.}
ATORKOU. [See Kuril* Island*.]
ATRAGENE. [See Climati*.]
ATRA'TO is the name of a river in South America, in

the republic of New Granada, and in tbe department of the

Rio Cauca, of which latter it drains the northern part,

called the province of Choci. It is formed by 'he union of

three small rivers, Rio Quito, Rio Andageda, and Rio
Zitara, which rise in a mountain-knot a little south of 6" N.
lat., and soon join one another.. It runs nearly straight

from south to north for upwards of 1 50 miles ; its mouth is

in the bay of ChocA, the most southern part of the Gulf of

Darien, near 8° N. lat. Traversing a narrow valley, which
is embosomed between two ranges of the Andes, and for

two-thirds of the year is drenched by almost continual

rains, the Atrato brings down a greater quantity of wate»-

than would be supposed from the length of its course

;

and, according to the statement of Alcedo, its mouth :s five

leagues wide. Just at its entrance into the sea are

seventeen small islands, lying in two lines. It is naMgnble

only for a short distance from it* mouth for European
vessels.

Tbe country drained by the Atrato and its affluents is

extremely mountainous, and doc* not contain a level tract

of any extent, except at it* mouth. The mountains are

covered with forests almost inaccessible, and the narrow val-
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I at the almost continual moisture of the air,

. and m frequently overflowed, that the inhabit

l neoeaaary. in many places, to build their bouaes

upon trees, in order to be elevated at somo distance above the

cUmp soil and the reptiles engendered in the putrid water*.

It therefore eannot be a matter of surprise that this country

haa remained in nearly the same condition in which it waa

at the beginning of the sixteenth century, when discovered

by the Spaniards under Rodcrigo do Bostidas and Alonso

de Ojeda. But as tho adjacent mountains contain rich

minea of gold, and tho Atrato and all ita affluents bring

down from them gold dust, a fow Europeans have settled on

the backs of the nver. who cause considerable quantities of

gold to be collected by their alavea, by washing the sand

of the rivers. The native Indians, too, pay the taxes im-

posed upon them in that metal. The mines are at pre-

sent not worked, and agriculture is almost entirely aban-

doned, though it is said that the valley contains many
ferule tracts.

The Atrato river, which is also called Dancn and Choco,

naa obtained some historical celebrity : the first European

settlement on the continent of America was founded not fur

Gx>m ita mouth in 1410, by Vasco Nunez de Balboa. It

waa called Santa Maria el Antique, and abandoned for

Panama in I SI 8, on account of tho insalubrity of the air.

t iu site is almost unknown.
i the Atrato has acquired another sort of cele-

brity : it has been the means by which the only existing

water-communication between the Atlantic Ocean and the

Pacific has been effected. One of its sources, the Rio Quito,

rises near the source of the Rio San Juan, or Rio de Nao-

nama. and between them runs a ravine, or quebreda, called

the Quebreda de Raspadura. In this ravine tho curate

of the village of Novita made his parishioners dig a hill

canal, which is navigable during tho heavy rains, and thus

the canoes of the Indians carry the cocoa, the most important

of the agricultural products of the adjacent country, from

toe mouth of the Ru San Juan to that of the Atrato. Thia

canal, which was made in 1788, unites two points, which

are respectively on the Atlantic and the Pacific Ocean, and
are four degrees of latitude from one another. (Alccdo,

Humboldt.)
ATK1. II A TIM A PK'K'N A. a town of the province

of Teremo or Abrusio Ultra I-, in the kingdom of Naples,

situated on a hill near the river Matrina or Piomba, and
between that and the river Vomano, and about four miles

distant from the coast of the Adriatic. It is 12 miles

S B. of Teremo, and near, though not upon, the high road

from Teramo to Naples. Atn gives the title of Duke to a
Neapolitan family. The antieut Hatha was once a place

of considerable importance ; it is included by the Roman
geographers in the proiincc of Pin- num. being in that part

of it which waa inhabited by the Pnetutii. It was called

Hatna Picons, to distinguish it from the H atria or Hadha
of the Veneti. [See Adhia] They were both colonies of
the Etruscans, who bad also in the Picenum the colonies

of Cupra Maritime and Cupra Montana. Medals and coins

hare been found near Atn bearing effigies of fishes,

anchors, and other maritime symbols, with the legend Hat,
The harbour of Hatna was at the mouth of the river

Matrinua. The 8) rarusans, in the time of the elder Dtony
sius. sent a colony to Hatha, and some of the coins of that

town are marked with the Pegasus, which waa the symbol
of Syracuse. (Dtlfico. Sumumatico drtta Citli JAtri nW
Ptr—tn.) Phihstus. the historian, being banished from
Syracuse by the elder Dion ysius, took refuge at Hatha (tit

rip Alp*a»), which we must suppose to be Hatha Pieena,
as tbia town bad received a S\ racusan colony : here be pro-
bably wrote the greatest part of his history. (Plutarch,
Lhon. xi ) Hatna afterwards became a Roman colony. The
family of the Emperor Hadrian was originally from this

place. (Spartian. Hadrian.) Of the antieut town hardly
any vestiges now rem sin. The present town of Atri is •
small and poor place ; it was once surrounded by
which hs\e partly fallen to ruin.

ATRIB, or ARTRIB. a Milage in Lower Egypt.
His the AlhrWthe eastern branch of the Nile. It i* the Athril.is (~«4c

*>•-'"*.» of Herodotus <ii. IU) ; blocks of stone, which
have bean observed here, probably indicate the site of a
temple, paru of which mav still be buned.
ATRISKOI. or ATRliCANSKOL one of the four large

« the ley See, which lie off the coast of Sibens.

and to which the namo of New-Sifa
has been given. (See Niw Sibbbia.)
ATRIUM, a ball or room of audience in a 1

The two words. Atrium and Cavaxlium, if not at first syno-
nymous, most probably became so in the course of time.
It appears from a passage in Varro, that tho Cawdiura, or

Csrum /Kdiurn, 'the hollow of the house,' must be the
whole area between the hm of tho compluvium from which
the rain fell, and the impluvium into which the rain fell.

The Atrium, properly so called, and as at first distinguished
from the Cavaxlium, would be the space between the open
area and the walla (parielf) of the Atrium : thus the Cavum
iEdium would be the hollow space open to the sky and
rain, while the Athum would be the covered part, and would
therefore form the hall or room of audience. If our conjec-

tures, founded on this obscure passage of Varro, descriptive

of the parts of a Roman house, tie correct, we would suggest
that the compluvium means rather the rim or cutter from
which the rain fell [sec House, Roman House] than tho
whole area of the open space over the impluvium.
Tho term Athum is derived, according to Varro (Ling.

Lot. iv.), from the Atriates, a people of Tuscany, frum whom
the pattern of it waa taken. It was the most important and
usually the most splendid apartment ol n Roman house.
Here the owner received his crowd of morning visitors, who
were not nHmitted to the inner apartments. Originally the
Atrium was the common room or resort for the whole family
—the place of their domestic occupations ; and such it pro-

bably continued in the humbler ranks of lifo. It consisted
of a large apartment roofed over, but with an opening in

the centre, called compluvium, towards which the roof
sloped so a* to throw tho rain-water into a cistern in

floor called impluvium. Vitruvius distinguishes flvej

of Atria.

1. Tuscanicum, or Tuscan Athum, the oldest and sim-
plest of all. It was merely an apartment, the roof of which
was supported by four beams crossing each other at nght
angles, the included space forming the compluvium. Many
of these remain at Pompeii.

2. The Tctrastyle, or four-columned Atrium, resembled
the Tuscan, except that the girders, or main beams of the
roof, were supported by pillars, placed at the four angles
of the imoluvium. This furnished means of iticreasini tho
sue ot tno apartment.

m at N-Hl)

J. The Corinthian Atrium differed from the

oprt).
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4. Atrium displuvistum had its roof 1

way, to aa to throw the water off to the out
instead of carrying it intu the impluvium.

5. The Atrium testudinatum was roofed all ov
any vacancy, or compluvium. ( Pompeii, vol. ii.)

The magnificence of the Atria will be better understood
from the annexed representation of the Atrium of the house
of Pansa, restored by Mr. Candy Deenng, and published
with his permission in the second volume of the Pompeii.
in the series of the Library of Entertaining Knowledge.
The walls ijnrietti) were painted with elegant designs in
the style of arabesque painting [see Arabisquk], often
surrounding compartments in which were frequently de-
picted the most celebrated subjects of antient mythology

,

and even on the very floors mythological or historical pic-
tures were formed. [Vide Mosaic, and Roma* Housk
and Villa; see also House.]

For the details of the Atria of Pompeii we must refer the
reader to Maiois

-

Pompeii, I vol., folio, and to the first and
second scries of Gcll s Pompeii, as well as to the volumes
on Pompeii published by the Society.

In building a marine villa, a Roman Atrium might be
introduced by the moderns with utility and effect . and we
can conceive nothing more delightful than the enjoyment of
the warm sea-breeze of summer in the cool shade of an
Atrium, with a portico open to the sea. In such a design,
the Atrium, with its portico, should form the centre feature,
and the apartments and offices of the occupants should be
arranged round the back and two sides ; the Atrium, with
the portico, being placed towards the sea, would give a full

view of the sea.

ATSOPA • genus of dicotyledonous plants belonging
to the natural order Solaness, and consisting for the moat
part of poisonous specie*. It 1* distinguished from other
genera of the same natural order by its regular bell-shaped
corolla, its five-parted permanent calyx, which never acquires
a bladdery appearance, and by hs succulent fruit The
•paeie* of most common occurrence is the following :

—

Afropm btOadomia, deadly night-shade, or dwale, is found
•at onfrequently in thickets and hedge* in this country.
The whole plant fat of • lightish green colour, except the
owers. »hieh are large and of a dingy brownish-purpfe, and
the beriies, which are of the rich deep black of black cherries.
The root is perennial, the stem grows about two feet high,
** *ne ssnvsn are acute, with an oblong figure, tapering to
•eh end. The flowers are bell-shaped, larger than those of
the haiwheO. and planed singly in the bosom of the leaves.
The border of the corolla is cut into five equal lobes:
there are Ave stamens, a tapering pistil with two cells, and
but seeds m the ovary, a long slender style, and a flat-

tened stigma (lightly divided into two lobes. The odour of
the whole plant is nauseous end oppressive, as if to warn us
of its resinous nature Jt fea in the leaves, root, and ber-

ries that the poison resides, and particularly in the berries,

which, from their resemblance to cherries, have often been
eaten by children, with fatal consequences. The active pro-

perty of belladonna, though most commonly remarked in

the fruit, exists also in the leaves, and especially in the
roots, both of which have the same acrid narcotic property

.

They have nevertheless been frequently employed medici-

nally, and extract of belladonna it one ofthe most energetic

preparations in the modern materia medics,

Atropa Sfandragora, or mandrake, is another species

still more venomous and dangerous than the last It is

found in many parts of the south of Europe, particularly in

the Grecian islands, where it to common. Its root is a large

dark -coloured fleshy mass, often divided into two or three

forks, which have been fancied to resemble a human body

;

this circumstance, and its well-known poisonous qualities,

gave it in the days of popular ignorance and credulity, the
reputation of being endowed with animal feelings; the

roots were said to shriek when torn from the earth, and it

was accounted dangerous to disturb them. Bven now the

young Greeks are said by Sibtborp to wear small pieces of

them a* love-charms. This remarkable plant ha* ne sppa-
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r«nt item ; but its long hairy sharp-pointed leaves rise, from
the surface of the ground, and form a deep green tuft, from
the midst of which the flowers rise on Mender stalks about
two inches long. Their corolla is of a whitish colour,

stained with reins of dingy purple; the fruit is pale,

orange-coloured, and about as large as a sparrow's egg.
The whole plant is very fetid.

This species is admitted into tho Pharmacopoeias of this

country, and is employed in the form of dried leaves, or
of an extract. Iu action on the human system
according to the quantity taken. If the dose be
quickening of the heart s action follows, and an in

l of blood is sent to the brain. In this case it has a
effect ; but if the dose be larger, though *ome

stimulating action is for a short time apparent, a sedative

effect of a very powerful kind ensues. During the first,

stano. excitement of the heart, the brain, and the intellectual

faculties, is manifest : this is succeeded by greatly dimi-
nished sensibility, perhaps most markedly observable in the
extreme dilatation of the pupil, and the insensibility of toe
stomach to the stimulus of emetic substances. The spinal
cord would appear not to be directly inlluenced by this

agent, but to suffer at last from the impaired state of the
function of respiration, and the consequently deteriorated
condition of the blood. Convulsions, therefore, only occur
late in cases of poisoning by this article. It deserves to be
remarked, that the delirium accompanying the action of an
overdose of belladonna is always of a gay, elevated kind ; a
red eruption, or efflorescence, on the skin is also generally
observable. The nausea and vomiting are unaccompanied
with much pain of the stomach ; nor do the stomach and
intestines present many traces of inflammatory action. The
nausea and vomiting seem to be the result of the condition of
the circulation in the brain, the gorged state of the ve
of which is rendered obvious by inspection after deal!
The action of belladonna is ascribed to an alkaloid

it contains, called atropta, which exists in combination with
malic acid.

The cases in which belladonna may he advantageously
employed are, disease* of increased sensibility of the nerve*,,
particularly local affections of these, such as tic douloureux
and other pains. It has also been recommended for the)
cure of scrofulous and cancerous tumours, and is employed
to dilate the pupil in certain states of diaoasm of the eye.
In the first set of cases, it maybe employed either internally
or externally. In tic douloureux, given internally along;
with arsenious acid, it often affords sp
relief,

or

painful part, it gives great <

Its employment in cases of scrofulous and can
largcment of the glands is likewise either internal or exter-
nal. That it relieves the pain attendant on such affection*
is unquestionable ; but it cannot be used to effect the core
of these with safety. It undoubtedly change* the process of
deposition throughout the whole body, ana also in morfasd
structure, into one of absorption— a* is proved by the dimi-
nished solidity and increased fluidity of the body, as aav
scrved in cases of poisoning by it, where the great quantity
of fluids favours the decomposition of the bodies which have
died from its influence, and in which putrefacl
takes place very soon. But an equal degree of I

be obtained from the employment of
lions, l

plant
Iu employment in the form of extract rubbed over the eye

lids, to dilate the pupil previous to the operation for caterer!.

th arsenious acid, it often affords speedy and lasting-

lief. In the paasage of gall-stone* through the gall-duct,
of itone* from the kidney, applied externally over the

is an usual step, but require* caution : the same
is applicable to it* use in the form of solution dropped into
the eye during inflammation of the iria. In both tb*se
case* it is liable to be absorbed in too great a decree, and
to cause alarming symptoms.

Belladonna has been recommended as a useful «
in the latter stages of hooping-cough. But though it I

the violence of the spasmodic action, th* same degree ef
benefit may be obtained from h)drocyanic acid, without th*
liability of inducing that action of the vessels of the brain
which ends in hydrocephalus. (See Goli* an //ewTv-
cepAe/su.) Belladonna ha* alio been proposed aa a pr*-
ventive of scarlet fever; but it i* by no mean* certaiu to
ward off this disease, while it i* altnoat sure to induce hydro-
cephalus. Other preventive measure* of a safer kind
should therefore be bad recourse to.

In case of poisoning by it, if taken into the stomach, the
most immediate means should he employed to remove it.

For this purpose the stomach-pump is best. Emetics can
seldom excu the stomach to any expulsive actum ; in some
instances, fourteen grains of tartrile of antimony bate been
guru without an; effort.

should not be given so long 14 i
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4mmmm in the stomach, as it heightens iu power.

Vinegar is useful, however, at a later period, in combating

the secondary or depressing effects. (Sea Antwotbs.]
Bleed an relieves the gorged »t*te of the vessels of the

bead, from the continuance of which the chief danger is to be

apprehended : it should therefore seldom be omitted.

ATROPHY, from the Greek word Arpfia, signifying
' want of nourishment,* ' wasting ;' deficient nutrition either

of a pert or of the whole of the body.

Nutrition, one of the moat characteristic of the vital

functions by which the living is distinguished from the

inorganic body, consists in the conversion of foreign par-

ticle* into the proper substance of the living being. The
exercise of every vital function is attended with a certain

expenditure of the substance of the organ by which the

function is carried on. To supply this waste a stream of

new matter is always flowing through every organ, from
which each take* op the quantity required to replace the

quantity which it expend*. There are thus two opposite

sets of actions incessantly going on in the living body

;

as ui sssii of waste, and processes of supply. In the state of
health there is an exact balance between these opposite

actions. In every morbid condition of the system, this

*»h«ut is more or less disturbed, in consequence of which
the whole body, or particular parts of it, become either too

little or too m ah nourished. The first state, from whatever
amuse it result . is called atrophy j the second, hypertrophy.

In eonsidehng the phenomena of disease, then, there is

one obvious guide as to its seat. If it be attended with de-

cided, steady, and progressive wasting, it must be seated in

some organ of - 'ipply- For the wasting itself is not disesse,

bat the result and sign of disease ; it is never the primary
event ; and aesuom even u» waaoaa in succession ; it is a
phenomenon tinning part of a train, its place often being
tow down in a long series ; it is the first to become visible,

the phenomena which precede it, and on which it depends,

not being visible, and frequently requiring careful investi-

gation to detect them.
Wasting may be either general or local—that of the

vhole body, or only a part of it ; and this will depend en-
tirely on the nature of the cans* that produces it, according

as it be a disturbing influence afiecting the system, or only

some individual organ. ,
I. Wasting may of course be prodneed without disease,

by merely withholding the supply of nutritious food. Nutri-

tious (bod is the only source from which the material can be
derived for repairing the waste of the vital functions. If it

be inadequate, every function will languish, and every organ
waste, in a degree proportionate to the scantineas of the
scp**y-

*. Among the diseases capable of producing wasting, the
most important are those which have their primary seat in

the organs of nutrition. The stomach and intestines are

the organs which produce the first and the most essential

changes on the aliment, by which it is converted into nu-
triment, and prepared for assimilation. If any cause render
the** organ* incapable of performing their functions, the

ordinary waste of the body cannot be repaired, and a general
atrophy must inevitably follow. Yet it is remarkable that

these organs msy perform their functions so imperfectly as
to produce a great degree of disturbance in the system,
without necessarily occasioning any manifest wasting.

People sometimes softer severely during a long life from
dyspepsia, in its manifold forms, without getting thin. The
is— ii a, that though Use food be not essily and health-

fully digested, yet. in the midst of the disturbance, enough
of it is converted into nutriment to supply the ordinary
waste of the body. Organic disease, however,—that is, dis-

ease anended with • morbid change in the structure of an
organ.—rapidly arils upon the system, producing a pro-
gressive and ultimately an extreme degree of emaciation

;

and in i a—nilly a single attack of merely functional dys-
Bwpasa. lasbaf only a few day*, will render the body mani-
festly th inner, and cause the loss of many pounds of weight i

J. Next to the ihstssss of the primary organs of diges-

tion eaane the diseases of the organs which co-operate with

the atomarh and intestines in converting the aliment into
I

nutriment: and more especially diseases of the pancreas

and hver. The tpsrifin influence of these organs on nutri-

tion will he explained hereafter. [See Dicbstion.] At
nswaant, it is sunVsent to advert to the fact, that one cha-

racter of organic disease established in these organs, is a

fssfrwnvs wasting of the body.

4. But the food when digested has a long course to travel
before it reaches the blood. It must be taken up by the
lacteal vessels, and be carried through the mesenteric
glsnds. [See Diobstion.1 It is probable that these organs
are not mere channels of communication between the sto-
mach and intestines and the lungs, but that they effort
seme change upon the imperfectly-digested aliment, as it

passes through them. Certain it is that disease of these
organs powerfully influences the process of nutrition, and
produces a great degree of wasting. Examples of this are
but too abundant in infants and children, who are cut off in
great numbers by diseases which, on examination of the
body after death, are found to have their chief seat in these
organs. [See Mabasmus.]

5. Disease of the organs of assimilation interrupts nu-
trition just as effectually as disease in the primary organs of
digestion. It is not until the digested aliment reaches the
lungs that it is converted into blood. The lungs finish what
the stomsch begins ; and the function of respiration is the
completion of that of digestion. Any thing that impairs
the function of respiration must therefore necessarily im-
pair that of nutrition, and produce a proportionate degree
of wasting. The lungs have this peculiarity, that they are
capable of what may be called progressive destruction, the
obliteration of one part after another in successive por-
tions : the parts obliterated of course cease to contribute their
share to the conversion of the aliment into blood ; but the
parts not obliterated continue to do so pretty much ss in
the state of health. Hence it it possible to breathe with only
one lung, or with only half a lung ; and the flame of life

may, for a short time, be barely kept alive by a portion of
even half a lung. The consequence is that, in certain
diseases of the lungs, emaciation is carried to the utmost
extent which seems to be compatible with the maintenance
of the smallest particle of life.

6. But the process of nutrition is not completed even
after the aliment is converted into blood. There still re-
mains what may be termed the function of appropriation.
After their conversion into blood in the lungs, the new par-
ticles are returned to the left side of the heart, whence they
are carried out to the system by the larger trunks of the
arterial vessels. These tubes terminate in a system of ves-
sels of extreme minuteness, called the arterial capillaries,

which are the true appropriators of the new particles pre-
pared for them in the lungs, the architects and masons of
the system, by which the new particles are deposited in the
room of the old in the respective organs, snd by which the
waste it repaired. If, then, the capillaries of the system
fail to perform their duty, no matter what quantity or what
quality of nutrient matter be brought to them, the function

of nutrition is suspended, and the body wastes
; and, in

like manner, if the capillaries of any particular part fail,

the nutrition of that particular part must be at an end, and
consequently its bulk diminish.

7. It is chiefly in consequence of the disease of these
capillary vessels that acute diseases, such as inflammation
and fever, are always attended with so great a degree of
wasting, although there is always, combined with this,

disturbance of the digestive functions; so that in acute
diseases nutrition is interrupted in a two- fold mode, by
diminished digestion, and by imperfect appropriation of
what is digested.

8. But a due supply of nervous influence is as indispen-

sable to nutrition as a due supply of arterial blood. When-
ever therefore the capillary vessels do not receive their

appropriate nervous stimulus, the parts to which they belong
waste. Whsuver injures the nerves in such a degree as to

impair their functions is invariably found to occasion atro-

phy. If the nerves which supply a part waste, that part

immediately begins to diminish in bulk : if a part has
been long wasted, the nerves distributed to it become so
small that they can scarcely be traced. If the head of an
unreduced dislocated bone press upon the Urge trunk of

a nerve, the parts to which the nerve is distributed waste.

If a poison capable of producing paralysis of the nerves,

such as lead, be gradually and slowly introduced into the
system, the body wastes ; an example of which is seen in

the atrophy commonly attendant on the disease termed the
eolica pietomm, the colic of painters. As will be fully

shown hereafter, it is the organic, not the sentient, system
of nerves that supplies the nervous influence indispensab'e

to nutrition. Injury to the sentient system may indeed

occasion atrophy; but it produces this effect indirectly;

Vol. I1I.-H
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«S«Mi inJarr of the organic trttmn produce* K directly,

ey arresting the nutritive functions : and accordingly, the

degree of atrophy arising from disposes of the brain and
ipinal cord is alwayi very much lea* than that which ia

consequent on destroyed or impaired function of the organic

nerves.

9. Finally, cessation of function, from whatever cause,

b manifestly and invariably followed by waiting of the

organ in which the function bad its seat. The gland that

doe* not secrete diminishes in bulk ; the nerve that does

not receive and transmit impressions, or convey its wonted

stimulus, wastes ; and the muscle that dot* not contract

dwindles away; while increased exercise contribute* ex-

ceedingly to the augmentation of Us volume, as we see in the

bulk of the blacksmith's arm. and in the leg of the opera-

dancer. From the complete and long-continued cessation

of action, the substance of ornm is sometimes almost

entirely removed; nothing remaining by which its originsl

structure can be distinguished.

Such are the roost obvious and common causes of wasting,

the detection of which, it is obvious, must precede any
rational treatment of the affection. It can be cured only

by the application of the appropriate remedy to the morbid

•tale of the organ or organs on which it depend*. The
detection of this state is sometimes difficult, and the removal

of it when discovered often still more difficult But when
it depends only on functional derangement, or on such a

kind and degree of organic disease as admits of cure, the

physician who succeeds in discovering the cause will easily

and surely remove the malady.
ATRCPIA, a vegetable alkali discovered by Brandos in

the juice of the atropa belladonna, and in which the well-

known poisonon* qualities of the plant reside. It may be
obtained by treating the decoction of the plant with mag-
nesia, and digesting tho precipitate in alcohol, which dissolve*

the alkali in question. Brandes procured it also by adding
sulphuric acid to the decoction, filtering the solution, super-

saturating with potash, filtering again, dissolving the preci-

pitate in boiling water, and crystallising the solution.

The crystals are long, transparent, colourless, brilliant

needles. Atropia is insoluble in cold wster, and very
(lightly dissolved by water and boiling alcohol. It forms
with acid* peculiar salts, which readily crystallize; and its

saturating power is so great, that 107.5 parts of it neu-
tralise 100 parts of sulphuric acid. During the evaporation
of a salt of atropia. so great a quantity of it is evaporated,
that the vapour occasions an enlargement of the pupil of the
eye* of those exposed to its influence, which continues for

several hours. Brandes supposes that the atropia exists, in

part at least, in the state of malate in the plant. When
atropia is heated in a solution of potash or soda,
is abundantly evolved

According to Licbig. this alkali consists of

« atoms of stole 177.036 or 7.5S
« „ carbon IG81. 161 . 71.68
30 „ h)drogen 187.194 ,. 7.98
3 „ oxygen 300. „ 12.72

2343.392 'J 'J 'J J

AT8HIN8K, or ACHINSK, a very thriving

formerly the capital of the circle of that tniDPv but ;i t pre-
sent comprised in the circle of bains*, in the province of
Tobolsk, in Siberia. It ia situated on the Atehtn and
Tahulym. the latter of which, on leaving the lows, ran* in
a northerly direction, until it foils into the Ohy. It lie* at
a distance of HO« vent* (about 640 miles) west of Tobolsk,
and about «»* vents (130 miles) east of Tomsk, ia 56° »»'
N. 1st, and 90° JCf E. long. (Stain.) Though only founder!
ia 1 7*2. it is gradually beeomiag an important plats of
transit far inland trade, and takes ae small share ia the
treaV across the line of the Ural, ia eonooquene* of
oaeaaaaaicatssu with Tobolsk through the Ohy and Tahulym.
The sssl in Ms vicinity ia of so fcnik a deemption, taut the
aawd sewn upon st usually produces thirty-fold j husbandry

therefore tee prineuml pursuit of the maahataata, who
supply large quantities of eora to the asighboaring pre-
vfocea, many of which are destitute of soy earn oftheir
•mm growth. The inaabiraau) ceuoist either of
Teuulvra Tartars.

ATTAC'CA. ia rausis (Hal. So orient Jo),
the next ramam l is to follow uaraaadsUsly, without any
*"*». Ia lb* language of the old contrapuntists, ottevto

signifies a abort hrstrahu subject, not liable to the

laws of fugue.

ATTACHMENT, FOREIGN. This is a judicial pro-

ceeding, by means ofwhich a creditor may obtain the tecu rity

of the good* or outer personal property oi nis oeoior, in the

hands of a third person, for the purpose, in the first instance,

of enforcing the appearance or the debtor to answer to an
action ; and afterwards, upon hi* continued default, of ob-

taining the good* or property absolutely in satisfaction of the

demand. The process in England is founded entirely upon
local customs, and is an exception to the general law of the

land. It exist* in London, Bristol, Exeter, Lancaster, and
some other town* in England : and a mode of securing (be

psyment of a debt by a proceeding against the debtor's goods

in the hands of third persons, strongly resembling the pro-

cess of foreign attachment, with some modifications, and
under different names, form* a part of the municipal law*

of Scotland, Holland, and most European countries in which
the civil law prevails. In Scotland this proceeding is called

arrestment. (See Bell s Commenturiei on the Loire of
Scotland, vol. ii.) Many remarks upon the Scotch practice

j
of attaching property, called arrestment, will be found in

the examination of Mr. William Bell, in Appendix D to the

Fourth Report of the Common Law Commissioners. In

I

France, a process of this kind exist* under the name of

I

eauie-arrct ; the regulations respecting it will be found in

the Code de Procedure Civile, psrlie I., livre i. tit 7.

The custom of foreign attachment m I>ondon differ* in

no material respect from the same custom in other parts of

England ; it is, however, much more commonly resorted to

in the lord-mayor s and the sheriff s court* of London, than
in any other local courts. It is not so much in use at

the present day as formerly ; but of 389 actions tried ia

the lord-mayor's court in London during the last seven
years, 201 have been cases of attachment ; and in many
instances, very large sums, amounting to several thousand
pounds, have been recovered in this manner. In the she-
riff s court the cases of attachment have not been so nu-

As this customary proceeding is of great importance to

the commercial interests of the inhabitants of the meln.polu,

and is not generally understood, it may be worth while to

describe it particularly. The creditor, who is the plaint ff m
the action, make*, in the first instance, an affidavit of his

debt, which must have been contracted within the city of

London or its liberties, and should be actually due, as it is

doubtful whether an attachment can be made upon a <

tract to pay money at a future day. The affidavit of i

having been made, an action is commenced in the

manner ; the only parties named in the first instance tusng

the creditor as plaintiff, and the debtor as defendant A
warrant then issues, or is supposed to issue, to the officer of

the court, requiring him to summon the defendant ; upon thai

warrant the officer returns tbst the defendant ' has nothing
within the city whereby be can be summoned, nor is to be
found within the ssme. and then the attachment me? be

This return of non ett imentue to the prueees

the defendant is of the very essence of the custous.

it all the subsequent proceedings on the i

ment would be invalid ; in point of fact however,
attachment is intended, the officer never attempts to sum-
mon the defendant, or gives bim sny notice of the action, but
merely makes bis return to the warrant a* a matter of
course. After tbst return, a suggestion is made, or sup
to be made, by the plaintiff to the court, that

person within the city has goods of the defendant in hi* pos-

session, or ewes bun debt*, by which goods, or debus, the

plaintiff require* that the defendant may be attnrked, usual

he appears to answer to the action brought against baas.

The attachment is then aabeted by a notice or warnrug
served by the officer of tho court upon the third party, who ta

called the garnishee, from an old French word 'firmer, or
' (to warn), free* whence gorwaWe. or vuhjurry.

(the porsoo warned), mfarasing aim that the

nd euVet* of the defendant m his hands are
sltsnhsd to answer the ptaiatiffs action, and that be (the

) is not to part with them without the leave of the
After this wnrning. the effect of which is to aseusu

the arauartr ia the bands of the gumlsh**. the am iss

agaia returns, or ia prbscepte ought to return, to the de-
fendant, who asust bepwhuery sntted and make default oa
four successive court-days, tsfcee nay fiarthoi are*ooeh*saw>

can he taken against bis goods. Ia practice, however, no
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either at this or anv

other stage of the iwimding ; nor » be em ta fact called,

—actios of the action or Um attachment being, according to

Um biih prectioe, never actually gmn to him. After
lb* four court-4*71 hm ssanssd. the garuishse may be
ssmiasonod toahowhi why jadgmont should not be given
afaiaet his for the goods or debt formerly attached in

Ho tbon oitboT eppeere and pleads, or ho
tf ho makoo bofeult, and the subject of

tbo attachment it money, or • debt ascertained, the judg-
ment of the court is final in tho Ant instance, and exe-
cuted nay be issued at once Air tbo sum demanded. But

m subject of the attachment is goods, a formal

m mode under a precept from tho court in

which the action ia ponding by two freemen, who an sworn
for tho purest; and judgment is then given for the goods
•o appniaod . It sometimes happens that the garnishee has
iwmovod the goods before appraisement ; in which ease the
officer return* thefs^ to the court, and ajury isempanneUed
to enquire and assent tbo value of the goods removed ; and
ibvrrupoo judgment and execution follow for tho sum so
accessed. But before exeoutioo can in any cose issue against

the goraiihss. the plaintiff is required to enter into a reoog-

nisaare with two sureties, obliging himself to return the

money or goodstaken under the attachment, if the Atftndmnt
appears in court within a year and a day, and disproves or
avoids the debt, or shows that it did not arise within tbo

above is the course of proceeding in the ease of a
judgment by default. Instead of following this course,

however, tho garnishee, who is oommonly the banker, fac-

tor, or agent of tho defendant, usually appears and pleads.

As malts* of defence, he may deny that any debt n due
frees himself to the defendant, or that he possesses any

money of his; he may also snow that he has a
the doAmdaot's goods in his own right The

thus raised between tho plaintiff and tho gar- 1

iiisbee is then tried by a jury, and judgment is given upon
their verdict, with or without appraisement, according to

i of the property attached. It should here be
t, ocoordmc to tho custom, the goods can

bo actaally seised m execution under the attach-

; if tho garnishee refuse to deliver them, tho only
remedy of tho plaintiff is to arrest him.
A difference of opinion prevails amongst mercantile man

with respect to tho utility of this proceeding. On tho one
stde it ia said to bo important, ia a commercial community,
to bo readily able to apply the property of an absent debtor,

wherever it may be found, to the payment of his creditor j

and this, it ia contended, is particularly advantageous in a
city uraeh frequented by foreigners for tho purpose of trade,

\ debts during their abode in England, and
i to foreign parts, beyond tho reach

on the otter band, it is supposed to

i commercial operations, inconsequence of tho cnor*
r which it places in tho hands ofcreditors—a cre-

dit* eWt^ being entitled, if be pleases, to attach property
to the amount of M.Mftt, or any larger sum. which cannot
be applied ia. discharge of any sommow iol engagements
which the debtor may nave formed, until the attachment is

disposed at The apprehension of tins process is said to

deter foreign msrsbants from consigning cargoes to Lon-
don. It does not. however, appear to be likely that tho
• mom i of thin eastern should, under ordinary circum-

. of deterring the fair merchant from
> to London ; though it may well happen

that a voder, who has contracted debts ia London which ho
does not intend to pay. or who luspeots that claims will bo
•a* up which bo does not wish to afford the claimants any
faobom m Ungating, would hesitate to sand a cargo to
a port where, by moons of tins mousse, any of bis creditors
there, real or pretondsd. might instantly seise it. Nor
•mn much plasties! inconvenience arise from tho power
of attaching a asm property for a small debt ; for tho
s^rmsbee, who » almost in all eases the agent of the de-
fendant m ansae shape or other, may at any time dissolve

tho slU i hmmi t . by appearing for the latter, and putting in

bail to the action; or. if satisfied with the truth of the debt

upon which tho attachment issues, ho may pay the plain-

tiff's demand, and take credit for tho amount in his amount
with the defendant: for a payment under an attachment

I be pro fence an answer to any demand against the

by tho defendant. Tbo alleged objections do

of personal

embarrass c

not, therefore, appear to bo so formidable as has I
presented ; but the advantage of a speedy and safe mode of
recovering debts is obvious.

There are, however, many imperfections in this form of
proceeding. In the first place, no oosts are recoverable on
either side ; and therefore where a small debt is contested,
if the plaintiff succeeds against the garnishee, his costs may
very possibly exoeed the sum bo can recover; and if the
garnishee suoceeds in snowing himself not to be liable to
the attachment, he may incur a considerable expense
without the possibility of reimbursement. Soeondiy, the
efficiency of the custom is much impeded by the limited
extent of its local jurisdiction. Thus, goods in a warehouse
in Thames-street may be attached: but if lying in a lighter
on the river Thames within a yard of the warehouse, they
are exempt. So also, if a merchant keep bis cash with a
banker in the city, it ia liable to the process ; but if his
banker dwell a few yards beyond the limits of the city, no
attachment can be made of his balance—unless indeed the
plaintiff should prepare himself with process, and be for-
tunate enough to serve it upon one of the partners when
accidentally within the jurisdiction ; in which case, as he is

supposed to carry with him all the debts and liabilities of
the bouse to which he belongs, the balanoe of any customer
of the firm might be attached. But the most serious ob-
jection to the proceeding, ss universally practised in London
at the present day, arises from the palpable opportunity
which it affords for fraudulent collusion between the plain-
tiff and the garnishee, to the injury of the defendant. By
the letter of the custom, as shore stated, the defendant
must be sought in the first instance by the officer of the
court ; and if not found in the city, and if be does not answer
when openly called in court, the first process of attachment
may issue against his goods. Still no stop can be taken
towards appropriating them until the defendant has been
solemnly called at four several courts ; and then, and not
till then, the garnishee may be summoned. In antient
times, therefore, when the oustom was strictly adhered u>,

every possible precaution was taken to give notice to the
defendant of tho intended proceeding against bis property ;

and unless ha was actually absent from the country (in

which case ho might, on his return within s year and a
day, resort for bit protection to the securities given by the
plaintiff for restoring the goods), it was scarcely possible

that be should not be informed of it. But the present prac-

tice is to give no notice of any kind to the defendant. Tlio

summons, tho return of eon ett tntxntut, the four separate

defaults on being called in court, are indeed entered fur

mally upon the record ; and them is no doubt that mile-*

they were so entered in every case, the judgment again kt

the garnishee would be erroneous; for the oustom itself

would be contrary, not only to tho common law, but to the

Ant principles of justice, if it sanctioned a proceeding

against a man or his property without notice. But this

principle is at the present day entirely disregarded, or ia

considered a man matter of form, and then is in practice

no protection whatever to the defendant against a fraudu-
lent collusion between the garnishee and the plaintiff.

It is quite within the range of possibility thst a solvent

defendant may reside next door to the garnishee with whom
hie goods an deposited ; that the garnishee and plaintiff

may agree to an attachment for a reel or fictitious debt ; that

execution may issue ; snd even that the year and a day may
expire, and consequently the property may be absolutely

lost to the defendant before be has any notice of the transac-

tion. This objection, however, applies not to the custom
itself, which is in this respect just snd reasonable, but to

tbo abuse and corruption of it in modem practice.

ATTACHMENT (Process.) An attachment is a kind

of criminal prooaes which Courts of Record are authorised

to issue summarily upon a men suggestion, or upon the

personal knowledge of the judges, without indictment or

information. This process is properly granted in esses of

contempts, which all courts of record may punuh in a sum-

mary manner, according to their discretion. Thus if a

contempt be done in the presence of the court by a breach

of the peace, an open defiance of its authority, or an inter-

ruption of ite proceeding*, the offender rosy at once be

attached and committed,and afterwards punished to a reason-

able extant at the discretion of the presiding judges. On
tho other hand, if it be suggested by a third person upon

oath that one not present in court has committed an action

which amounts to a contempt, tbo court will make a rule

H8
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upon the offender to show mom why an attachment should

do* tssus again** bin ; or in flagrant and urgent esses,

where an immediate remedy is necessary, will grant an

attachment on the first complaint without any prerioua rule

to show caute. In modem prectiee attachments are chiefly

employed in eaie* of constructive contempts, tuch ai abuaea

of the administration of justice by judge* of interior juris-

diction, for corruption or injustice by officers and minister*

of the courts in refusing to execute lawful process, fordoing

it oppressively.corroptiy.gr extortionately.or for making lake

returns. Mal-pracuces in these respects, which string dis-

credit on the administration of justice, are for that reason

construed to bo contempt of the courts, and punishable aa

such by attachment. Upon a similar principle, attorneys,

who are officers of the different court* in which they an
admitted, may be punished by this summary mode of pro-

ceeding for any dishonest practice, and in particular for unjust

or fraudulent conduct towards their clients. It is said by
Mr. Sergeant Hawkins, that barristers, ' though not officer*

of any court, yet inasmuch as they bare a special privilege

to practise the law, and their misbehaviour tend* to bring

a disgrace upon the law haelf, are punishable by attach*

mem for any foul practice, as other minister* of justice are.'

(Hawkins's Plea* 0/ the Crown, Book J, c M, s. 30.)

jurors also may be liable to attachment for constructive

contempts in their ministerial capacity: for instance, for

making default when lawfully summoned ; for refusing to

be sworn or to give any verdict ; or for receiving a bribe or

instructions from either of the parties in a suit to be tried

by them. In early periods of the history of our law, juror*

were sometimes attached for art* done in their deliberative

or judicial capacity, a* for giving verdicts against evidence

or the direction of the court in matter of law. That giving

a false verdict should be considered a contempt of court

was not so unreasonable as it may at first appear to those

acquainted only with the province of juries st the present

day. In antient times the jury were to all intents and pur-
poses witnesses who were sworn to speak the troth (Mrsn
direr*) ; and if they gave a wilfully false verdict upon met*,

they committed a similar kind of contempt to that of wit-

nesses committing manifest perjury at the present day. Mr.
Sergeant Hawkins gives it as the inclination of his opinion

that a jury would be still liable to an attachment for

giving a verdict wilfully against the direction of the court

in point of law. The absence of an instance, however, in

modern times of such s proceeding, would afford a strong

argument against it* legality. Besides the contempts com-
mitted by parties and persons as sbove noticed, there are

instances which it would be endless to enumerate, in which
all persons may become liable to attachment for offences of
this description. Thus wilful perjury in the presence of
the court, disrespectful words or conduct to the presiding
judge, counterfeiting writs, refusing to pay money or per-

form arts according to the direction of an award entered into

by rule of court, non-payment of costs taxed by the officer

of the court in which a proceeding is pending, are all in-

stances of contempts which subject the persons who commit
them to the summary process of attachment.

Attachment 0/ Print's* was s processby which attorneys

or other officers, entitled to privilege in the courts to which
they belong, might, before the Uniformity of Process Act,
enf-n-ce the appearance of another person in their respective

court* to snawer to sn setion.

ATTACK, in military language, the effort made by
armed men to dispossess an enemy of any favourable posi-
tion occupied bv biro.

ATTAINDER, from the Latin word mttinetu*. ' attaint.'
' stsincd.' is a consequence which the law of England has
sttsrlied to the passing of sentence ofdeath upon • criminal.
Attainder does not follow upon mare cocmotion of a capital

offence ; because, after conviction, the judgment may still

be arrested, and the conviction itself cancelled, or the pri-

soner may obtain a pardon : in either of which eases no
attainder ensues. But aa soon as sentence of death ia

ps««rd. or a judgment of outlawry given where the person
soused flies from justice, which is equivalent to sentence
of death, the praoner becomes tn oontonipaation cf law
attaint, stained, or blackened in reputation. He cannot
sue or be a witness in a court of justice ; he loses all newer
o-»r bis property, and is rendered incapable of performing
any of the duties, or enjoying any of the privilege*, of a
frcerosn. The
absolutely at the disposal of the crown. It at so for the

end* of public justice, but for no other purpose. Until

execution, his creditors have an interest in his person for

securing their debt* ; and be himself, as long as he Uvea, is

under the protection of the law. (See Maodouald s ease,

vol. xviii. of Howell * Stat* Trial*, p. 86i.)

We shall consider, first, the subject of attainder aa it

exists by the ordinary lawa of the realm ; and, secondly, give

some account of those extraordinary enactments of the

legislature, commonly known by the name of Bills of

Attainder.

1. The principal consequences of attainder, according to

the ordinary course of law, are forfeiture of the real and
personal estates, and what is technically called oorruptwu
of the blood of the offender. The forfeiture of the personal
estate date* from the time of his conviction, but extends
only to the goods and chattels of which be was actually

possessed at that time. Real estate is not forfeited until

attainder; but then the forfeiture (except in the ease of
attainder upon outlawry) baa relation to the time when lb*

offence was committed, so as to evoid all intermediate sales

and incumbrances. (Co, Litt 390 b.)

The extent and nature of the forfeiture of real estate upon
attainder differ in the ease of high treason, and m eases of
murder or other felony. Attainder for high treason is sal-

lowed by sn immediate and absolute forfeiture to the crown
of all freehold estates, whether of inheritance or otherwise,
of which the person attainted was seised at the time of the
treason committed. This consequence of attainder for high
treason is said by Sir W. Blaekstone to nave been denied
from Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence. (Coats*, vol ii. p. tSl

;

nr. p. 384.) Copyhold* are in like manner forfeited to the
lord of the manor of which they are holden, upon the attain-

der of the tenant.

By stat S & 6 Bdw. VI, cap. 11, the dower of thewidow
ofa person attainted for high-treason is also forfeited. But
it is to be remembered that there is no forfeiture unless an
actual attainder takes place ; and therefore ifa traitor dies
before judgment, or is hilled in open rebellion, or is put to
death by martial law, his lands are not forfeited, unless a
special set of parliament ia passed far the purpose. It is

said, however (Report*, iv. 57), that if the chief justice of
England in person, upon the view of the body of one killed

in open rebellion, records the facts and returns the record
into the court of King's Bench, both the lands and the
goods of the rebel shall be forfeited.

This absolute and entire forfeiture of the estates of per-
sons convicted of high treason was often productive of

extreme hardships and injustice, by making their families,

who were no parties to their crimes, participate in their

punishment. In certain modern treasons, therefore, re-

lating to the coin, created by statute, it is expressly provided,

that they shall work no forfeiture of lands except for the
life of the offender, and that they shall not deprive his widow
of her dower. (Stat S Blis. ell; 18 Bus. c 1 ; 8 It »

Will. IIL, c. 86 ; 1 ft fit 16 Geo. II., e. S8.)

In cases of sttainder for murder or other felony, the for-

feiture of lands to the crown does not extend for a longer
term than a year and a day, with an unlimited power of
committing waste upon the lands during that period. This
ia called in our old law-books ' The King * fear sisy oW
watte: After the expiration of this term, the lands would
naturally descend to the heir of the person attainted, if the
feudal law of escheat for corruption of blood did not inter-

vene, and vest them in the lord of whom they are botden.
In order to understand the doctrine of escheat for corrupt«i
of blood, we must remember, that, by the feudsl law. frees

which our modern law of real property is chiefly derived, all

lands were, or were supposed to be, held by gift from s
superior lord, subject to certain services snd condition*. ur*«
neglect or breach of which (as well ss upon failure of issue
of the grantee) the lands reverted, or in feudal larigoagv.
escheated, i. •, fell back to the original giver. Now, by the
attainder of a tenant in fee-simple far felony, the compart
between him and his lord was totally dissolved ; has blood
waa supposed to be corrupted, and he waa diseased not only

from inheriting lands himself, but from transmitting them
to his descendants. Even though he bed no lands in pos-
session st the time of the attainder, and acquired none
sfterwarda upon which the law of forfeiture could operate,
the lew of escheat might operate after bis desth to the pre-
judice of his descends nts. For, owing to the corrupuoa of
his blood, which completely stopped up the course of descent,
n waa inrposstbU to derive a title to any lands, either free*
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htm dirsetly. or from • mora remote ancestor through him.

The inevitable pop—quonco wm an escheat to the lord. A*
mm lands in England at tba present day ara held of tha

hint; m tha feudal superior, be ta generally the aole party

interacted in tba •states of attainted persons. Owing to

this limiirntaime. we may he apt to confound forfeiture with

aicheal. unices we iliuatrate the difference between them by
anma nilur inatanoa of their respective operationa accord-

ing to tba law aa it formerly stood. Thua (to take the

ktrtr-TT eoad by Blackatone from Lord Coke. Comm. voL xi.

p. ISSK U a father wen seised in foe-simple, and his son

oommiOed treaaon and were attainted, upon the death of

the father the landa escheated to tbe lord, becauae the ion

by tbe corruption of his blood was incapable of being heir,

there could be no heir during hie life : but nothing was for-

feited to the king, for tbe ton never had any interest in the

The practical injustice and hardship caused by the doe-

trine of tbe corruption of blood in punishing tha offences of

the guilty by a heavy punishment upon the innocent, have
frequently attracted tbe attention of the legislature; though,
until lately, little baa been done towards permanently reme-
dying the avflL Thus it has been usual, where a new felony

has been created by Act of Parliament, to make an express

provision that it should not extend to corruption of blood.

By tbe atai. 7 Anne, cap. SI (tbe operation of which was
deferred by 1 7 Geo. II. cap. 39), it was enacted that after

the death of the Pretender and bis sons, no attainder for

treason should extend to the disinheriting any heir, nor the

prejudice of any person other than tbe offender. But, both

these statutes bamg repealed by 39 Geo. III. cap. 93, tbe

ancient law of forfeiture for treaaon was restored. By tbe

otot. M Geo. III. cap. 145, corruption of blood was taken
away for attainder, except in cases of treason, petit treason

(L a. where • wife bad murdered her husband, a servant

his master, or an eortlosisstic his superior), and other mur-
ders. Finally, the worst consequence of the doctrine of
corruption of blood, vis., tbe impossibility of descents being

traced through attaintedpersons, was removed by the late

atotute of the 3 St 4 Wm. IV. cap. 104, sec 10. which
enacted, that no attainder for tba future should prevent

descent (which, by the first section of the act, means, title to

inherit by consanguinity) from being traced through the

attainted person, unless the lands escheated before the 1st of

January. 1834.

A dignity descendible to the heirs general is forfeited to

the crown bsth for treason and for felony. An entailed

dignity is forfeited for treason, but not for felony. Thus
Lawrence. Karl Ferrers, whose peerage was limited to the

heirs male of the body of his ancestor, being attainted for

murder in tbe reign of George II., was succeeded by Wash-
ington, Karl Ferrers, his next brother. (Cruise, Real Pro-
perty, lib. iv. see. 44, 73. 73.)

The corruption of blood produced by attainder cannot be
effectually removed except by authority of parliament.
* Tbe king.* says Blackstone (vol ii. p. 234), ' may excuse
tbe public punishment of an offender. He may remit a
forfeiture, in which tbe interest of the crown is alone con-
cerned ; but be cannot wipe away tbe corruption of blood ;

for therein a third person hath an interest, the lord, who
claims by escheat.' But it appears from the same author
(vol. iv. p. 403). that tbe king's pardon is so far effectual

after an attainder, that it imparts new inheritable blood to

the person attainted, so that his children born after the par-
don may inherit from him.

2. Besides tbe modes of attainder by the common law, as
above dsscribed, there have been frequent instances in tbe
henury ef England, of attainders, by express legislative

enactment, called bills of attainder. This has happened
when, either from the extraordinary nature of the crime, or
from unforeseen obstacles to the execution of the ordinary
laws, st has been thought necessary Ufhave recourse to tbe
supreme power ef tbe legislature, for the purpose of punish-

uur particular igniiui. These enactments, either in the
shape of hflb ef attainder or bills of pains and penalties,

have been made at intervals from an early period of our
history, down to very recent times. The moral justice, as
well aa tbe policy of these expoet/ado laws, has been often

questioned ; and they hare generally occurred in times of
turbulence or of arbitrary government ; but tbe number of

(hem is sumcarnUy large to form a formidable list of pre-

cedent* for any future suspension of the ordinary law.

There wen some instance* of tbets under the Plantagenet

prince*, aa the bills of attainder against Roger Mortimer,
and Edmund earl of Arundel, in the reign of Edward III.
Both of these, however, were reversed in the aame reign.
It waa not till tbe reign of Henry VIII., which was fertile

in new crimes and extraordinary punishments, that tbe
proceeding by bill of attainder became so common as almo»t
to supersede trials according to the ordinary process of law.
Scarcely a year passed without persons of the hisbest rank
and most distinguished character being brought to tbe
scaffold by bill of attainder. Among them were tbe cele-

brated earl of Surrey, Cromwell earfof Essex, who is said
to have been the adviser of these measures, and most of
those persons who suffered for denying the king's su-
premacy. All of these were attainted upon mere hearsay
evidence ; and some not only upon no evidence st all, but
without being heard in their defence. In the following
reign of Edward VI., the Protector Somerset encouraged a
bill of attainder for treason against bis brother Lord Sey-
mour of Sudley, tbe lord high sdmiral of England and
husband of the queen dowager Catharine Parr, which waa
hurried through both bouses of parliament, without tbe
accused being permitted to say anything in his defence.

But, as the nation became betWr acquainted with tbe prin-
ciples of oonstitulionsl freedom, parliamentary attainders

became less frequent Under u» buiwu recourse was
seldom had to this extraordinary mode of proceeding. It
waa thought necessary to adopt it in the time of James I,
with respect to Catesby, Percy, and several other persons,

who were killed in the insurrection that ensued upon
the discovery of tbe Gunpowder Plot, or died before

they could be brought to trial, aa they, not having been
tried, could not have been attainted by the ordinary pro-

cess of law. It was again adopted by tbe Long Parlia-

ment in Lord Strafford's case, on tbe ground that he was
an extraordinary criminal, ho would nave escaped com-
paratively uninjured, if no other penalties than those of the
existing laws had been swarded, against him. But even
Lord Strafford's attainder waa reversed after the restoration

of Charles II., and all tbe records of tbe proceedings can-
celled by act of parliament. Tbe duke of Monmouth also,

on his appearing openly in arms against the government,
in 1685. was attainted by statute. A remarkable instance

of a proceeding by bill of attainder occurred in the case of

Sir John Fenwick, who, in tbe year 1696, was attainted for

a conspiracy 10 assassinate William III. There is no ques-
tion that Sir John Fenwick might have been tried by the
ordinary process of few. Tbe excuse urged for resorting to

a bill of attainder was, that there waa no moral doubt of
Fenwick's guilt ; but that as two witnesses were required by
the stat. 7 Will. III. cap. 3. in order to convict him ; and as

one of them bad been tampered with, and removed out of

the kingdom, a legal proof of an overt act of treason became
impossible.

The effect of this bill of attainder was therefore to suspend

the atotute of 7 Will III. cap. 3, before it had been two
years in operation, in order to destroy an individual. This
questionable exertion of legislative power did not take place

without a strong opposition, and has been frequently repro-

bated in subsequent times. Bishop Burnet, one of its

most strenuous supporters, allowed that ' this extreme wsy
of proceeding waa to be put in practice but seldom, end
upon great occasions.' (Howell's State Trial*, vol. xii.)

The legislature, acting in conformity with this sentiment,

have seldom, since the accession of the House of Hanoi er,

had recourse either to Bills of Attainder, or Bills of Pains

and Penalties. One instance of a departure from this prin-

ciple occurred during the Irish Rebellion, in 1 798, in the

case of Lord Edward Fitzgerald, who being arrested on a
charge of high treason, and dying in prison, before he could

be brought to trial, of tbe wounds which be bad received in

resisting bis apprehension, was attainted by Act of Par-

liament. But when the violence of party spirit bad sub-

sided, the old principle of the constitution, that every man
shall be considered innocent of a crime until his guilt baa

been legally proved, prevailed, and a few year* ago tbe

attainder was reversed. There is little reason to apprehend

that a practice so obviously unjust, and so dangerous to the

fundamental principles of good government, will be adopted

in future.

ATTAINT iattineta). an old writ, whkh formerly lay to

inquire whether a jury had, or had not, given a frjte verdict.

It at first lay only on tbe trial of writ* of assize, and i» said to

have been introduced by Henry II. at the instance of Chief
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Justice Olsnville, m • check on Um net power than vested

in the r*wo*mitors of assise of finding a verdict according to

their cm personal knowledge, without an examination of
wiUmsssw. It wm afterwards extended by Edward I. to

all pin* of land or freehold, and by statute* in the reigna

of Edward I. and Bdward III. to all plea* whatsoever, whe-
ther real or personal, except write of right, where the iieue

waeioined on the mtrt right.

The jury on the attaint were twenty four in number, and
must be poeeewed of freehold of the annual value of 20/., if

the matter in dispute wee of 40/. value in personals, or of

4ft*. a year value in land*. At common law, if the grand
jury found that the verdict was false, the judgment against

the jury finding it was one of extreme severity : namely, to

lose their libentm Uicrm, and be infamous, to forfeit their

goods and profits of their lands, to be imprisoned, end their

wives end children to be thrown out ofdoors ; their houses to

bo rased, thoir trees extirpated, and their meadows ploughed,
and the plaintiff to be restored to all be had lost by reason of

the unjust verdict. But a much more moderate judgment
was afterwards introduced by II Henry VII. 0.84, made
perpetual by IS Eli(. c. 23.

This clumsy expedient for controlling tho extensive

power of a jury was found to eonsist of terrors which could
only with great difficulty, and in rare cases, be carried into

operation. The jury could only be attainted either for

Anding a verdict contrary to the evidence, or for finding one
on evidence not sustaining the issue. But it was almost
impossible to attaint them on the former ground, since they
were at liberty to take their own personal knowledge for

evidence ; as to the last, the judge had some control over
tbem by giving them directions as to the precise point of

the issue to which tho evidence was to be applied, and if

they found « verdict contrary to the express direction of the
judge, they ran great risk of an attaint So inconvenient
and ineffectual, however, was the proceeding, that it gave
place, in the time of Elisabeth and James I., to the now ex-
isting practice of setting aside verdicts on motion snd
granting new trials : snd very few instances of an attaint

appear in the books later than the sixteenth century. By
the « Geo. IV. c 90 (consolidating the laws relating to

juries), the proceeding was totally abolished ; but it is pro-

vided, by sec. 61, that any person guilty of embracery (cor-

ruptly influencing a juror by promises or money) may be
proceeded against, and punished as before. [See Est
BR ACKRyI.
ATTAI.E'A. a genus of palms, found chiefly in the tro-

pic*! parts of America, where ic occupies the richest soil

and the hottest forests, rarely ascending the sides of moun-
tains or spreading from the woods into the open country.

It extends, according to Von Marti us, as far sooth as the
tropic of Capricorn. It belongs to the seme division of
the natural order a* the cocoa-nut, from which, as well as
from all its immediate silica, except Areng (which see), it is

distinguished by its nut containing three cells and three
»«vU. It is described by the great illustrator of this noble
family as consisting of lofty or middle-sized, or even occa-
sionally stemlets species, with a thirkish trunk, the wood
of winch is soft and of a reddish-brown colour ; it is irregu-

larly marked externally with sears, and is terminated by
l.iri;o pinnated leaves, the stalks of which are broad, and
the segments sraoothish, rather thick, plaited, and neat-
looking The bunches of fruit arc simply branched, but are
often of a vast size, and hang down from the bosoms of the
leave,, covered with brownish tints, the seeds of which are
eatable. Several species are known, of which the most
remarkable are the two following.

At'<>lr<t fumfm, called by the natives ptaeaba, b found
in the native forests of the maritime provinces of Brazil,

where it is one of the most valuable gifts which the bountiful
Imi'l of nature ha* conferred on man. The best cordage in

Anvnca. for naval purposes, is manufactured from the
fibres of the leaf stalks and other part* ; such ropes are of
ifn-at strength, and are extremely durable in salt water

;

no other cables are employed in a great part of the Braii-
Inn n*vy. This specie* does not grow more than from
twenty to thirty feet high; its nuts, which are about as
laree as an o.trirb's run. »e«e s hard shell like that of
the oiri«-nut

Attitlra cm; /j. another specie*, is equally useful, but
for different purpose*. Thl« plant the ptnd"rn of the old
writer* on Brazil, and the isxfo/d of the modern Portuguese,
forms delightful grove* in the interior of the country , grow-

ing from twenty to fifty foot clear of its branch-lake leave*.
The latter are from fifteen to twenty met long, and about
three feet wide. The fruit is the size of a goose * egg. and
contains an eatable kernel, of whioh the negroes are fond.

Its leaves form an excellent thateh, and are woven into
hats, mats, and baskets.

[AtUle* cosipU.]

Allalea tperiota is the plant which, in the provinces cf
Maranbad and Para, furnishes the nuts which the Brazilians

burn for the purpose of smoking the juice of Sipkonia Hat-
tica, or Indian rubber, until it becomes black.

ATTALU8 I., king of s small but wealthy and popu
lous country in the north-western part of Asia Minor, of
which Pergamu* (properly Pergamumi was the capital.

The name of Asia was specially applied by the Romans to

this country. Attalu* was the son of Artalue, youngest bro-

ther of Philctavrus, and cousin to Eumenes I., whom be suc-
ceeded b.c. 241. Hi* mother's name was Antioebis. daughter
of Actwus (Strab„ 624), of whom we know nothing more
than that be was not theaame person who usurped the autho-
rity of the king of Syria, and became a formidable opponent
to Attalu*. Of the proceedings during the earlier part of hi*

reign we have no record, though we may collect from a
passage in Polybius (iv. 48.) that he had extended hi* autho-
rity over the whole of Alia Minor, west of Mount Taurus.

[Harm. BrilUk Mwn

He first assumed the regal title after a victory over the Gauls,

who had taken possession of that part of the country called

after them Galatia (Ijv. Polyb. Strab,): tins leaves us in

doubt ss to the rank winch tits predecessors. Phtlclar-ru* and
Kumenc*, enjoved. but it certain!) appear* that they had n<4

taken the title of king. At the time when the Rbodien* and
inhabitant* of B) milium were preparing to make war ea
each other, in consequence of the latter having imposed a
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tax en all i«Nb «itaring Iha Kuxwe (about til B.C.),

Attains nadir* espoused the cause of tbe Byxantinea, though

he mid be of no aanntiil service, aa ha bad baen defeated

a little bate* by Acbatu*. and mined within tbe limita

of Pergamua. He etilL kwwevwr. continued the war with

Achssus ; and baring taken into -pay a body of the Gaula

called Tectosagee, be recovered many of the aitiea of jBolis,

which bad anbniitted to Achssus. In tbe midet of hia rie-

tonous career, an eclipse of the moon (B.C. 218) happened,

which to alarmed tbe ssroerstitioos Gaula that they refueed

to adranee any Bulbar. He left them on the Hellespont,

and returned with hi* army to Pergemus. (Polyb. v. 77, 78.)

We Ind him in alliance (b.c. SIC) with Antioebus the

Great, king of Syria, who waa equally anxious with hinuelf

to get nd ofAcbatu* (v. 107). Several year* afterward*, when
tbe Romans began to take part in the affair* of Greece, and
aided with tba JUouaae, the weaker party, againtt Philip,

king of Macedon. tbe king of Pergamut waa invited to join

the alliance (b.c. 811); but we do not Ind that be took any

•cure pert till some time afterward* (B.C. 908), when he
w*a appointed joint orator ef the iEtoliana with their gene-

ral Pyrrhiae. He aent woe auxiliaries, and toward* tbe

end of autumn made hi* appearance at iEgina with hia

fleet. Here be paaaed the winter ; but aa aoon aa the tea-

ton permitted, bit landed on the continent ; and having

taken tbe city Op h the capital of the Loch Opuntii. with

tbe consent of the Roman*, allowed it to be tacked by hi*

soldiers. While be waa employed here in collecting tribute

(rum the surrounding chiefs, be narrowly escaped being

taken prisoner by 1'bilip. who suddenly made hi* appear-

ance, and cut off a considerable number of hi* men. Al-

talu* ateapad by dishonourable Might; and hearing that

PruMaa, king of Bilhynia, had passed the frontiers of his

kingdom, be left the jfitolians to their own resources, and
returned to Asia ( Lie. xxvii. 30, 33 ; xxviiL 7.) Peace
was soon afterward* concluded between the /Etoliaos and
Philip, which was also acceded to by Attalus. When the

Humane were ordered (u.c. 305), by an oracle from Delphi,

t. . b'iug the Idatan Mother Cybelo from Pessinus to Home,
it •» aa to the king of Pergamu* that an emoaaay waa aent,

through hia meaaa the black stone representing tbe

I

res was procured and conve cd to Rome (xxix. 11, 12).

rear*, however, did not continue ; for we find the Rhodians
leagued with Attalus (B.C. 291) against Philip in the sea-

flgbt of Chioa. Attalus behaved with great bravery on this

oecassoa ; but having pursued a Macedonian vessel too far,

be was forced to abandon hi* shir > i • scape by land. This

gave Philip a pretext to claim the victory', though his loss

was greater. Philip afterward* resumed the war, and
rictieged Attalus in Pergamua, but without being able

to take the city. Philip having retired, Attalus passed
over to Athens (B.c. 200), where he was received with
great booour, and renewed h - alliance with thai people.

He joined the Reman* with a considerable body o< troop*

;

and the confederate* laid tie)-— to Oreum, a strong city

of Eubosa. which they took after an obstinate resistance.

While Attalus was thus engaged at a distance from his

kingdom, Anuochua, king of Syria, took the opportunity of
attacking it ; but be was induced to withdraw by a strong
remonstrance of the Roman*. Attalus continued to assist

the Roman* against Philip, and (B.C. 197) be appeared in

the assembly of the Bototians, with a view of detaching
them from the cause of Philip. In the midst of an eloquent
harangue , which he waa pronouncing with great force, he
was seised with apoplexy ; and though he lingered long
enough to enable him to be conveyed to Pergamut, he died
within a few weeks, in the seventy-first year of his age, baring
reigned forty-four years. (Liv. xxxi. 14,46; xxxii. 8 ; xxxiii.

x. SI.) He left, by hi* wife ApoUonia, four sons, Eumenes,
who succeeded him ; Attalus, who succeeded hia brother
Eumenes ; Philetawu* ; and Athenarus.
ATTALUS IL, named Pbfladelphus, from his affection

to hi* brother, was born bx. 220 : be waa the second ton of
Attalus L, and succeeded to tbe throne of Pergamua on
tbe death of hia brother Eumenes (B.C. IJ9), aa the ton of
that prince, also called Attala*, waa of too tender an age
to hold tbe rein* of government. He attempted to restore

Ariarathe* to bit kingdom of Cappadocia. in which be
****** to bare been successful. (Polyb. xxxii 23.) He
pursued faithfully the policy of bis family, in maintaining
an Intimate alliance wits the Roman* ; and be was treated

by them at all times with respect and conbdence. Prusias,

king «f Bithrnis, made aa attack on the territory of Attalus

(a.c. ISO), and wren laid siege to Pergamua itself; but,
frightened by the threat* of the Roman*, he was compelled
to desist, and to indemnify Attalus for the loss be had sus-
tained. This war, however, was carried on for several
years; the leading facta may be bund in Appian'a MtUirr-
daiic War te. S-7 ; alto Polyb. xxxii. to, 26, xxxiii. 1, 6,
10, II). Five years afterward* (B.C. 149) we And Attalus
assisting Nkomedes against his father Prusias (Strab. xiii.

634) ; but though be head to tbe advanced age of eighty-
two years, we are unable to mention any circumstances
connected with tbe latter year* of bis reign, except that
be waa so much under the influence of hia minuter Phi-
lopotmen, that tbe Romans used in iest to inquire from
those returning from Asia whether Attalus wss still the
chief favourite of Pbilopcemen. (Plutarch, Mot. p. 792.)
He wss the founder of several cities, of Philadelphia in
Lydia (Staph. Byz.), and of Attaleia in Pampbylia (Strab.
xi*. 667) ; and it was probably this king who waa so fond
of collecting works of art, that ha gave one hundred Attic
talents for a painting of a tick man by Ariatides the Theban,
the contemporary and rival of Apelle*. (Plin. viii. 38,
xxxv. 9.) He was also tbe inventor of a kind of embroi-
dered hanging or tapestry (viii. 48).

ATTALUS III., named Philometor, from hi* affection
towards his mother, was the son of Eumenes II. He suc-
ceeded (b.c. 138 j to the throne of Pergamua on the death of
his uncle. Attalus II. ; but he i* little known to us, except
for the madness and extravagance of bis conduct. His reign
was chiefly nu m. ruble for the murder of hia friend* and
relations. At last, seised with feelings of remorse, be
inflicted on himself every sort of penance which the most
gloomy superstition could invent. Ho finally gave up all

care of public business, and devoted hia time to gardening,
with which he became so well acquainted, that be wrote a
work on the subject, which is recommended by Pliny (xviii.

4), Varro </?. /.'.. lib. i. 1), and Columella (J?. JL, lib. L 1).
Having engaged with great eagerness in the erection of a
sepulchral monument to hia mother Stratonioe. daughter of
Anarathes, king of Cappadocia, be exposed himself to the
violence of the sun * rays ; and having been seized by a fever,

he died, after a reign of five years, B.C. 133, leaving in hi* will
the expression ' bonorwn mtorum Popuiut Romanu* turret
etto; thereby making the Romans tbe heir of hi* moveable
property, but which they cunningly interpreted to mean the
kingdom of Pergamut. (Justin, xxxvi. 4; Diodor. Sio.

xxxiv., vol x. p. 128, ed. Bip. ; Plin. xxxiii. 11.) Tbe
kingdom was claimed by Aristonicus, an illegitimate ion of
Eumenes II., and he bravely maintained toe contest for

some time ; but at last, being defeated and taken prisoner,

be was carried to Rome, and strangled in prison, B.C. 129.

The kingdom of Pergamua was from this time the Roman
province of Asia. (See Clinton's Buti Hellenici, vol. ii.)

ATTALUS, a senator of Rome, under the reign of
Honorius, waa sent by the Roman* to that emperor at

Ravenna, to represent to him the difficult situation of tbe
capital, threatened at that time by Alaric, and to advise him
to fulfil the conditions of * treaty which he had concluded
with that Gothic chief; but the weak and faithless Honrrius
refused, and Alaric being joined by hi* brother-in-law,

Ataulphus, laid siege to Rome. Attalus was then prefect

of Rome, but be seems to have had already a good under-

standing with Alaric they being both of the Arian persua-

sion, and Attalus having been christened by a Gothic bishop.

Alaric proclaimed Attalus emperor instead of Honorius, and
be required the Romans to swear allegiance to him, a.d. 409.

Attalus then went with an army of Romans and Goth* to

besiege Honorius in Ravenna, when tbe emperor sent him
messenger* offering to associate bim in the empire, but
Attalus refused to listen to the proposals, thinking himself

possessed already of the real power, and in no need of

Honorius'* consent. Attalus, however, having opposed Alaric

in some of his views, was immediately deposed by the Gotbio

chief as a presumptuous, incapable person. After this,

Alaric again besieged Rome, took it, and gave it up to

pillage in August, 410. Upon Alaric * death, Attalus fol-

lowed the fortune* of hi* successor, Ataulphus, whom he
accompanied into Gaul When, in 414, Ataulphus married

Placidia, the sister of Honorius, in the town of Narbo,
Attalus sang an epilhslsrqium which be had composed for

tbe occasion. Ataulphus seeing Honorius persisting in his

hostility to him. proclaimed Attalus emperor once more

;

but bis restored dignity waa merely nominal. After Ataul-

pbus't death, his successor, Vallia, having concluded peace
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with Honoriut, AtUlut ondanvonrcd towui tbe emperor'i

ngnuM. batwu taken at m, and. by Hooorim i order,

confined in toe Uland of Lipari. after having bad tba

fingers of bia right hand cut oft in order to prevent bin

from being able to write. Attains waa afterwards recalled

to Roma, where be died in obscurity. (Zoaimns. Oroaiua.

and Gibbon.)

ATTAR, or OTTO OF ROSES, an essential oil ob-

tained in India from the petals of the rota crntifolia and

mmverviwnt ; for this purpose a cask or glased earthen jar

is filled with the rose leaves carefully separated from the

calyxes, and spring water poured in just sufficient to ©over

them ; tbe vessel with its contents is then set in the sun for

two or three days, and taken under cover during tbe night.

At tbe end of the third or fourth day, small particles of yel-

low oil will be seen floating on the surface of tbe water,

which in the course of a week will have increased to a thin

scum ; this is taken up by a little cotton tied to the end of

a stick, and squealed into a small viaL (Aikin's Dic-

tionary of Chemittry.)

This oil is a well-known perfume ; but the odour is agree-

able only when diffused, being too powerful when it is con-

centrated. According to Saussure, tbe attar is a mixture of

two oils, one of which is solid, and tbe other fluid, at tbe

usual temperature of tbe air : tbey may be separated by

washing with alcohol, which does not dissolve the con-

crete oil at a low temperature ; or by pressure between folds

of paper, which absorbs the fluid oil. By the Utter pro-

cess, three parts of the common yielded one part of tbe con-

crete oil.

Attar of roses liquefies at about 85° of Fahrenheit, and
the solid oil at about »!*; the latter crystallises by cold into

brilliant white transparent laminae of the consistence of

bees' wax. The density of attar of roses rendered fluid at

about 90°, compared with water at 60*. is 0.832, which,

according to M. Saussure, is less than that of any other

essential oil that be examined ; tbe concrete oil, when fused,

is even lighter than this.

Tbe concrete essence is very slightly soluble in alcohol,

1000 parts of the density of 0.806, taking up only two parts

of it at 57° Fahrenheit, while tbe same quantity of alcohol

dissolves seven parts of tbe attar, and the fluid portion is

aull more soluble.

Saussure observes that the concrete oil bums in oxygen
gas with a sort of explosion, which be has never observed to

so high a degree in any other oil. By analysis tbe attar

waa found to consist of

Carbon 86743
Hydrogen . . 14.889

101 632
Saussure observes that the most remarkable circum-

stance attendant upon this analysis, is its close resemblance

to that of olefiant gas. which ts, carbon 85 71; hydrogen
14.29. Indeed these bodies may be considered as what
are now termed isomeric compounds.
ATTERBURY. FRANCIS, bishop or Rochester in the

reigns of Queen Anne end George I., wss born on the 6th

of March, 1662. at Milton, near Newport Pagnel, in Buck-
inghamshire, of which parish his father was rector. He was
educated at Westminster, and elected student of Christ

Church, Oxford, in 1680. According to Wood, be took tbe

degree of bachelor of arts in 1684, and that of master in

1667. In that year be first appeared as a controversial

writer in an answer to Cnnnderalton* on the Sprit o/
Martin Luther, and the Original of the Rrformatwn ; a
tract published under the name of Abraham YYoodhead. an
eminent Roman Catholic, but rrslly written by Obadiali ;

Walker, master of University College. Bishop Burnet, in

hit Hillary o/ hit turn Timet, ranks tins vindication amongst
the most sbie defence* of the Protestant religion. Atterbury

himself, on hit trial, appealed to this book lo exculpate him-
self from the sutptrmn of secret trailing towards popery.

The exact time of bit taking orders is not ascertained;

but on his father' t death, in 1693. he applied for tbe rec-

tory of Milton, the pUce of bis birtb. and at that time

the ultimate object of hit ambition. Tbe preferment wss. I

however, given lo Dr. Wutton. Atterbury bad long ueen I

weary of a college life, and en this di«ape»intm*'iit he
sought for popularity sod profuatmo on the more stirring

theatre of the metropolis Here his talents fur tbe pulpit

soon became contpicuout : be lit speedily appointed

.

one of tbe royal chaplains in ordinary, md <«»» elected 1

preacher of Bridewell, and lecturer of St Bride's. To ms
sermon on tbe Power qf Charity to cover Sm, Hoadly pub-
lished Exception*, which Atterbury did not. and perhaps
could not, answer. Another sermon, entitled The Seormr
incapable of True Wiedom, was warmly attacked on account
of a supposed insinuation against Archbishop Tillotton's

orthodoxy. In too year 1 698 appeared Mr. Boyle's Exa-
mination of Dr. Bentley't Dueertation* on the Epitttet nf
Phaiari* and the Fable* of Meop. Though this work was
published under Boyle's name, it is shewn by Bishop Monk
(Life of Bentley) that Atterbury bad the chief share m
the undertaking, and in fact wrote more than half the book.

Whatever credit we may give Atterbury for ingenuity and
bumour, this work proves that be bad not much learning.

In this year 1700 Atterbury engaged in a long con-
troversy with Dr. Wake, afterwards archbishop of Can-
terbury, and others, concerning the rights, powers, sod
privileges of convocations. Dr. Wake asserted the authority

of Christian princes over their ecclesiastical synods, with
especial reference to the convocations of the English clergy.

Atterbury took tbe opposite side of tbe question, in a roach
and acrimonious spirit, but with much ingenuity. Stack-
house, in his Memoir*, says, that Dr. Atterbury, in his con-
troversial writings, dealt out bis wit and satire at such a
rate as contributed very little to the establishment of truth.

However that may be, his seal for the interests of his order
procured him the thanks of tbe Lower House of Convoca-
tion, and the degree of Doctor in Divinity, without exeross
or fees, from the University of Oxford.

On tbe accession of Queen Anne, in 1 702, Atterbury was
appointed one of her ebaplains in ordinary, and in 1704
advanced to the deanery of Carlisle. His characteriaoe im-
patience broke out remarkably on this occasion. He took
out his instruments before his predecessor bad resigned.
Dr. Nicholson, compiler of the Hietorieal Library, was then
bishop of Carlisle, and owing to a previous misunderstand-
ing, fully detailed by Stsekbouse, waa not kindly disposed
towards the new dean, and required the preceding dean's re-

signation to be produced. When produced, it was found to

be dsted a month subsequent to Atterbunr's collation, which
waa therefore void. Atterbury attempted, but without suc-
cess, to procure from his predecessor, and afterwards from
an officer in Chancery, a clandestine alteration of dates.

As the preferment waa duly bestowed upon him, no corrupt
motive (beyond a desire to save trouble or expense) can be
assigned for this extraordinary proceeding ; but it indicated

a lax adherence to veracity, and waa a scandalous contempt
of public decency. He was at length admitted to his deanery
without this error of date being rectified.

In 1 706 Atterbury waa engaged in a dispute with Hoadly
concerning the advantages of virtue with regard to the
present life. In a funeral sermon be had asserted, that

if tbe benefits resulting from Christianity were confined to

our present state. Christians would be, of tbe whole human
race, tbe moat miserable. Hoadly. on the contrary, main-
tained, in a printed letter to Atterbury. that it waa a point

of the utmost importance to the Gospel itself, to vindicate

the tendency of virtue to the temporal happiness of man.
Atterbury defended his positions in a preface to tbe secostd

edition of his sermon ; to which Hoadly published s

rejoinder. In 1707 Atterbury was made canon in too
cathedral of Exeter; and in 1709 his eloquence raited

him to the prearbership of the Rolls Chapel. In the

same year be was involved in a fresh controversy wnb
Hoadly, concerning passive obedience. In 1710 Dr. Ssrbe
vrrell t trisl took place ; end it is stated 10 Bover a Ih'lory
•f the Life and Retjn nf Queen .tnne, that the defem a a*

generally thought to have been drawn up by Dr. Atu
in conjunction with Dr. Smalri'lge and Dr. Fieind. In
tame jcar Dr. Atterburv Wat rlioaen pro',.cutor to th
house of convocation, tn 1711 he wss chiefly concei

drawing up s representation of the present slate of r

which Bishop Burnet d> nominaUs • a most vtruk-nt

mstion, ilrfsmiiig all the adtuinitlraiiona from tlie i

the Retention ' Hit draught ws« agreed to by tt>

house : but the bishops ordered another to be drawn n

moderate term* Tbe more violent representation v

presented to the queen, but it was printed snd rirt

In 171! Attrrbiirv wst niade dean of Christ Church. Ox-
ford. Owiiijj to hit itiipenout temper, the flsme* of • I —

soon hr>.k.- out in the College, snd hit removal was t

nm-ian f * the restoration of peace. Dr. HmalrtdK.. . -a

suedes** in !»«> of bit preferments, complained of bring
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...... I to carry wtter after him. to extinguish the flmnea

of hi* litigiousnes*. In 1713. on Lord Oxford'* recom-

nwadattoo, be tu promoted Is the buhopric of Rochester,

and the deanery of Westminster. In describing his eon-

duct at this period. 8tackhouse quaintly observes, that the

eyes of his understanding were blinded, by Lambeth being

opposite to Westminster. It ha* been generally thought

that be aspired to the primacy, and that be probably would

have attained it had a vacancy occurred during the queen's

lifetime ; but with ber death his hope* of further advance-

ment feli to the ground. He attempted to gain the good

graces of George I. ; but hi* overture* were rejected with

mark* of personal dislike. Atterburv commenced hostili-

ties by refusing to sign the bishops' declaration of fidelity,

during the rebellion of 171 J. At his instigation Smalridge

also refused to sign. The futile pica alleged was, offence

taken at the reflections cast bj implication on the high
church party. In the House of I-ords, Attcrbury drew up
some of the most violent protests against the measures of

the court and ministry. Thus far his opposition, whether
discreet or otherwise, was constitutional ; but he incurred

the suspicion of being deeply concerned in a succession of
plots tor the restormtKH. u i« ..mily. The report

of a secret committee of the House of Commons charged

him with a treasonable correspondence, for the purpose of

raising insurrection in the kingdom, and procuring invasion

from abroad. The evidence against him was considered to

justify bis apprehension ami romiuiti the Tower, in

August. 172*. On hi* appearance before the council he
behaved with calmness, ana as aiacanouse, who was no
partisan of the bishop, expresses it, with becoming magna-
nimity. He was treated with the respect due to bis station

and talents. In the course of the ensuing March, a bill of

pains and penalties against him wait brought into the House
of Common*. Atterbury raised drfleuHy about appearing

either in parson or by counsel ; and this point of privilege was
warmly debated in the Upper House, Dut io nis vexation u
sr>« deeded by a large majority that the bishop being not a
peer of the realm, but only a lord of parliament, might make
h ice before the Commons without any detriment to

tl ur of the peerage. He however acquainted the
Spol^-r by a letter, that he would give the Commons no
tr rat make his defence in another house, of which he
bad ti honour to be a member. The penalty contained

in the I. ill was. that he should be deprived of ail his eccle-

ti ittces, and for ever incapacitated from holding any
cit 1 1 employment within the king's dominions, or discharging

any spiritual functions; that he should suffer perpetual

exile, and if found within the realm after a certain day,
should Im> treated a* a felon, and excluded from the benefit

of al prerogative of pardon. The bill may be found
in the A mtract of the Acts of that session. On the first

leading in the Lord*, the bishop on hi* passage to West-
minster waa insulted by the mob; but a guard was ap-
pointed f.» hi* future protection, and for the remainder of

th through which the proceeding lasted, the populace
wi ted into pity. His speech in his own defence was
bo mentanve and eloquent ; his demeanour was firm

Heeled. After a long and warm debate, the bill was
.

' a majority of 83 to 43. It is said to have received

a n octant aaaent from the king. This affair at the time
•xi e vehemence of party, and was viewed in opposite

light* by the friends and enemies of the government The
at of a bishop for high treason had rarely taken
t the Reformation, and occasioned various specu-
cording to the affection* and prejudice* of the

pe "be dispassionate view of the case seems to be,
lb isbop was really guilty of the political offence laid

to rg». but thai proofs neither sufficiently strong nor
ati ml eould bar adduced, and that the proceeding was
in it* nature dangerous and unconstitutional. A strong pro-

tei entered on the Journals of the Lords. (See the

Hi >
' Register, said Debate* of the House of Lords.)

In June, 1723. the bishop quitted England for Calais,

arc od by his daughter, Mrs. Morrice. who was allowed

to ai'end him on his travels ; and, through the hand* of her
feu he waa permitted to maintain an intercourse by
ear race with hi* native country. After a abort stay

al i he settled finally at Paris, where he resided till

hi* death, softening the severity of hi* banishment by study,

a, and correspondence with learned men. In a
ef the bishop's original letter*, furnished by

M. Tsnrm, there is much able criticism on several French

&

author*. Hi* avowed wish now was to live to himself and
a few friends ; but still, when treason lay in his way, be
could not help taking it up. In 1 768 a correspondence which
took place between the bishop and hi* friend* in 1 725 was
published in Edinburgh, the authenticity of which has never
been questioned. From these letters it is evident that be
was deeply implicated in the abortive schemes for raising

another rebellion in the Highlands of Scotland. In 1729
hi* daughter died: he was deeply grieved, but here the
calamity with resignation. He died at Pari* on the 15th
of February, 1731 .and was privately buried in Westminster
Abbey.
The philosophical calmness displayed by Atterbury in

bis letter* to hi* friend* seems altogether inconsistent with
the headlong turbulence of his party zeal ; and probably
was assumed to cover on infirmity ofwhich he was conscious.

Stackhouse say*, that ' Hi* notions were a little singular,
and his temper of mind somewhat too warm for this cold

and torpid climate. His temper was chiefly made up of
irascible qualities; his resentment of injuries was quick
and lasting.' His ambitious character cannot be better

illustrated than by an expression of hi* own : he was in the
habit of calling the instruments of hi* advancement hi*

scaffolding. A striking instance of the bishop's Jacobitism
is to bo found in Dr. Birch's manuscript papers. 1 Lord
Harcourt declared that on the Queen's death the bishop
came to him and Bolingbrokc, and said nothing remained
but to proclaim King James. He further offered, if they
would give him a guard, to put on bis lawn sleeves and
head the procession.' (See also Monk's Bentley, ii, 237.)

Lord Chesterfield told Dr. Maty ofa conversation between
himself and Pope, importing that when the latter took leave

of the bishop in the Tower, Atterbury presented him with a
liible as a remembrance. ' Doe* your lordship abide by it

fourself? ' ' I do.' ' If you do, fny lord, it is but lately,'

&c. (Maty's Memoirs of Lord Chesterfield.) This anec-
dote represents a dignitary of the Church as known among
his intimate friends to have been, at least in early life, a
sceptic. But a single story, unsupported by other fact*,

ana rendered improbable by the general tenor ofhis conduct,
is too slender authority to fasten on Atterbury the imputa-
tion of such gross hypocrisy. In his discourses, he treats un-
believers a* an ignorant and superficial set of men ; and even
on the supposition that for sinister purposes he might affect

to reprobate person* holding his own private opinions, it

appears unnatural that he should undervalue and profes-

sedly despise them. And however faulty his ambition
may have been, there is no stain on his moral honesty suf-

ficiently strong to justify the conclusion that his profession*

of religion were hypocritical, or his powerful preaching of
its doctrines a mere stepping-stone to preferment.

His character has been drawn by Bishop Smalridgo, in a
speech on his presentation to the Upper House of Convo-
cation as Prolocutor, with the customary exaggeration of

official compliment.
His literary merit* are copiously discussed by Dr. Kippis,

in his long note at the end of the article Atterburv, in the

Bingraphia Britannia.
His fame rests on his sermons, which are both argumen-

tative and unaffectedly eloquent; and on hi* epistolary

correspondence with Pope. His familiar letters, for their

eaae and elegance, arc preferred to the more laboured efforts

of his correspondent. As a controversialist, bis part* were
splendid ; but his prejudices were too strong, ana his judg-
ment not sufficiently coot to entitle him to a high rank
among the enquirers after truth. It was however thought
at the time, that no man understood better than he the

points in dispute between the Church of England and the

Church of Rome, as well as the Dissenters of all deno-

minations.

(Stackhotue's Memoirs of Atterbury, from his birth to

his banishment, published in 1 7-23, under the signature of

Philalethes; and with a new Title-page bearing hi* own
name, 1727; Burnet's History of his Own Times; Biogra-

phia Britannica.)

ATTERCL1FFE. a township in the pariah of Sheffield,

and a mile and a half from that town. The population in

1831 was 3741. [See SuarrisLO.l
ATTBRSEE. The. or KAMMERSEK, a large lake

abounding in fish, in the centre of the circle of the Haus-
ruck, province of Upper Ens, in the archduchy of Aus-
tria. The vale which surround* it is called the •Atter-

gau.' Attersee, now a ullage with scarcely 150 inhabitants
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but one* th* chief town of the diitrict, wii formerly

• favourite retort of iti then owner*, the prince-bishops

of Bamberg. The lake is about 12 miles in length from

north to south ; its surface contains 8121 Vienna yoehs, or

11.167 English acres; and its south-western extremity is

•botit 21 miles distant from Sahtburg. S. Hall places it in

47* 45' N. lat. and I T 34' B. long. The Ager flows north-

wards out of it into the Trnun
ATTIC, a term in architecture, comprehending the whole

of a plain or decorautd parapet wall, terminating the upper

part of the facade of an cdiAce. The derivation of the word

Is uncertain. It appears to have been a generally received

opinion that the word was derived from the circumstance of

edifices in Attica being built after this manner. There is

•t Athens a monument, that of Threeyllus, with an attic

over the order of pilasters which form the basement. In
I there was a colossnl statue. [8ee Atiiini. p. 10.]

»t*s—* m**^? *jm

j I
jjfijsri

Vl-I* 1*1*1 *f'I«I*I«M"l

p»ri of lW F»f.J« of ih. Vauanl at Ttinullua. «>lh lb* mUJ
figure lsst—4 bom UV nlflnal in lb* Brtllah Miuram.]

In a note to the second edition of Stuart's Alheru. published in

] 824, the editor is of opinion that this attic was not contem-
I in the original design, but added at the date of the

two upper inscriptions when Thrasycles was Agonothctes.

TUis example.
92. vol. u., second edition of Stuart, 1624.)

however, may be taken as the beat tirx- of

a Greek attic which is at present known. In the
Ingia Londinentii there is an ingenious, although, as wt
think, a wrong derivation of the word attic, unless we sup.

foe* the word, as we now use it, to have become corrupted,

n vol. xxiii. p. 412— 414, the word attic is said to be r. n
pounded <i a privative, and riT^oc a wall, thus signifjii.g
* without a wall, or without being in connexion with a wall

'

The example of such an atlic, it is said, is found in all

HypsMhral temples, for as the naos, nave or space betwarn
the inner ranges of the columns, must not be covered, upper
ranges of columns, with a wall above them, must be placed
over the lower order of columns to catch the end of th*

rafter at its highest elevation : an example of this kind ol

attic may be found at Pcstum, in Italy.

Another example, which bears a closer resemblance to

the Roman attic, exists in the upper wall of the nave of

the Temple of Jupiter Ohmpius at Agrigentmn (see At-
lantis), where there is an entire wall with short pilasters

at intervals, in the front of which are figure* placed abort
the pilasters of the nave. Vitruvius and Pliny do not

make any mention of, or allusion to, the attic of a buiMing
as we understand it at the present day. In the annexe!
rut we have given a representation of a Roman atiie,

the only remaining part of a superbly decorated wall en-

closing the Forum of Ncrva at Rome. This wall was of

considerable extent, and wa* divided at intervals by columns
projecting from the woll, over which, as may be seen in tht

drawing, the aitic wall is continued at right angles to tbt

wall forming the enclosure. The attic, also, is a very con-

spicuous feature in the triumphal arches at Rome and a

necessary one : it was not merely intended as a frame-work
for the inscription, nor as a support for statues, but u esaeo*
tial to the proportions of the whole composition.

In all the best examples, and especially in the remains of

antiquity at Rome, the attic is decorated with a mouldrd
base and cornice, often with pilasters and figure*, as in the
arch of Constantino. At Thcssalonica, in the Jews' quarter,
arc the remains of a building called the Incantada, drawn
and described by Stuart in the 3rd vol. of his Alhrn*. Fit*
Corinthian columns on their pedestals support an entabla-
ture . over four of these columns there still exists an attic

adorned on each side with figures in alto rilievo. The spares
between the figures are open, and there is a cornice over th*
figures with a base at their feet ; the design and execution
of this work are attributed to the period of Roman dominion.

MIIHfilllMUi

Atrather than to any other. (Stuart s Athrni, vol. in )

Bourdeaux, a somewhat similar building existed la
reign of Louis XIV.. which was destroyed by
erect the fortifications constructed at that time,
the architect, mad* a drawirg of the nun previous to us
destruction ; from which circumstance the design is ou*»p»M and may be seen in th* recent *ditfcin off

Stuart s Alktnt f I »»»>. The most remarkable djfji—«
between this building and the Incantada la, that ta thai
former th* openings in the attic between th* figure* are
arched, while in the latter tl.es ar* bounded by the straight
line of the cerate*. Th* arch in the former prove* U tss-

contestably to bar* been a Roman work , whu* f
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unatrtMrtr rMMtni the date and use of Um building at

Thcssalonica, the period of iu erection cannot be ascer-

tained.

The Italian architects who had studied the remain* of

antiquity in Rome, and tboee woo followed, in their school, I

usually employed an attic in their designs, as may be seen
I

by a reference to their works, and more especially to the !

destirns of Palladio. entilled ' Lt Pabbrirh* e i ditegni di

A+drta Palladia rmtroUi ed iUuttrati. da Ottavio Bertotti

Si-amoxn. 1**6.' The attic is in such common use, that

there are fcw pablic buildings in London without it.

Somerset Howe, in Um view towards the street, mty be
taken as oSaring a very floe example of this feature of an
edtfire. Opinioni differ as to the Attic: some consider it

a deformity, and at least only to be tolerated where it is I

unavoidable. They would accordingly confine it nearly 1

altogether to dotnestie architecture.
j

ATTIC, tbc upper room or rooms of a house, with or

without a parapet-wall in front. It is possible that the '

parapet-wall which corresponds with the attic-wall in archi-
'

lecture, may have given the name to the roam or rooms in

the upper stories or roots of houses.

ATTICA (properly Am<i, Aftike), one of the political

dnnions of antient Greece. The origin of the name is
\

doubtful ; some (Strabo, p. 391) have derived it from the
,

word Arte, a term expressive of the form of the coast line.

[Sc« Amen-] From Aetc the word Actike might be re-
1

gularly formed, and afterwards corrupted into Attike. But
|

it u perhaps more likely that Att-ike contains the element
j

Altk or Ath which we observe in the words Atth-is and
j

Atb-enss.

Attica has the form of a triangle, two sides of which
are washed by the sea, and the third is protected by moun-
tains. The mountain-range which descends from northern
Greece forms a knot close upon the Corinthian gulf, at the

huge mass of Cithejron, from which two chief branches are
given out. Ono takes a general 8.W. direction, under the
antient name of the Oneian mountains, filling up the
greatest part of the narrow isthmus between the N.E.
angle of the Corinthian gulf (here called the Alcyonian),
and the Saronk gulf; its termination on the shore of the
fiUronic gulph is at the Scironian rocks (Kakiscala), which
pre** so closely on the coast as to allow no road between
their base and the sea. (Strabo, p. 391.) The other branch,
which baa a general eastern direction and is called the range
«f Parnea, separates Attica from Baxrtia and the valley

of the Boeotian Asopus: this range terminates abruptly to

the north of Rhamnus, on the sea-coast opposite Eubcea.
According to the late surrey of Capt Copeland, the ter-

nrmatno. of the range of Parnea may be placed at Cape
Calaoo. on the Euhpus, opposite to C. Aliveri, in Buboes

:

a bo«e this eepe to the west rises an eminence (probably the
antient PbeUens) to the height of 9038 feet, and two other
points in the range of Parnea (advancing westward from
the supposed Pheileos) are respectively 9750 and 4193 feet

b gh A considerable part of Parties is covered with forests

of pine, oak. arbutus, and wild pear trees.

The range of Parnea on the north and the Oneian range
on the north-west completely shut in the Attic peninsula,

under which term we include also the small plain of Megaris.
There are two roads from Corinth into the Megaris : one,

w'cb is the shorter route, runs across the mountains at I

Derreni ; the other runs to Calamaky on the Saronic gulf,
j

and thence follows the Scironian pass, which at present only 1

admits a single vehicle for the greatest part of the way.
|

This Scironian pass, which is the sleep escarpment of the
j

ra mourns which terminate on the coast, is four leagues in
'

\"-\ :th. (Thiersch. II. 31.) Megaris formed one of the four

antient divisions of Attica, and after the death of Pandion
it felt to the V* of his eon Nisus. When the Dorians invaded
tiie Attie peninsula in the reizn of Codrus, they were only

aUe to get possession of the Megaris, which, however, they
kep', and founded Masrara, a Dorian city, on the confines of

thi-ir Ionian neighbour* of Attica. The history of Megaris
therefore requires a separate consideration. [Sw Mac arm.]

A natural boundary separates Megaris from Attica pro-

perlv so called. A range of biirh land descends from the

N W. boundary ofAttica and terminates on the west side of

the bay of Eleusis in two summits (Strabo, p. 395) formerlv

called Karats, or the Horns, and now Kandili. in 38' I' 53"

N. 1st. If i¥ 8* B. long. (Captain Copeland.) Another
asountajn range, which branches out from Panes and lias a
rears] southern direction terminates m the east side of the

»*y of Kteutt*. and on the narrow strait which nero "Tmrato*

the mam hind from the island of Salamis, The antient
name of this range was /Kgaleos, a term also applied to its
southern extremity which abuts on the coast, and under
which Xerxes sat to witness the sea-fight of Salami's.
(Herod, viii. 90.) The name Corydallus was given to a
part of this range which terminates near the old ferry,

(Strabo, p. 394.)

Between the range of Keratnand that of iEpaleos lies the
Eteutinian Plain, one of the natural divisions of Attica.
The Athenian Plain is bounded by the range of i£jfaleos

on the west. The eastern boundary is formed by the moun-
tains which run southward from Parnea, and forming two
masses terminate respectively in Cape Zoster, and in the
rocky promontory of Sunium, which is in 37° 39 N. 1st,
2° 0' 58" E. long. Thus tho transverse ranges of Kerata,
/Bgaleos, and the mountains on the east side of the Athenian
plain, mark out this province into three chief divisions, of
which the third lies between the eastern boundary of the
Athenian plain and the sen.

There is no general name for the mountains which form
the eastern boundary of the Athenian plain. The most
northern part appears to be the antient Brilessus (Leake),
better known at present under the name of Pcntclicus.
The highest part of this range, which lies N.E. of Athens,
and near the eastern shore of Attica, is 3884 feet Pen-
telicus consists of a mass of hard fine-grained white
marble, which supplied tho materials for the public build-
ings of Athens. The direction of this mountain mass is

about S.E. towards the eastern shore, to which it approaches
very close, a few miles north of the Erasinus : it is sepa-
rated from the range of Hymettua by a depression about
two miles in length. Hymettua, the highest point of which
is 3506 feet, forms the eastern boundary of the Athenian
plain down to the western coast. It is divided into two
parts by a depression ; the northern or greater Hvmettus
is now called Telo Vouni ; and the southern, which formerly
had the descriptive name of Anhydrus or Waterless, is

now called Mavro Vouni.
A hilly district runs along the coast in a S.E. direction

from the southern extremity of Hymettua to the moun-
tains of Lauriun, where the stiver mines were once worked,
and to the promontory of Sunium : this billy country also
runs northward as far as the antient Brauron, which is

near the eastern coast, and probably on the Erasinus.
The whole of this barren district was called by the general
term of Paralia, or the Sea Coast District The small
extent of level or undulating country bounded by Pen-
telieus on the north, Hvmettus on the west the bills of
the Paralia on the south, and the sea on the east, was
named Mesogaia or the Central Land, a name which is

retained in the slightly-corrupted form of Mesogia, One
road from the Athenian plain into the Mesogaia runs in the
depression between the two parts of Hymettua ; another
road from the upper vallev of the Cephisus leads into the
Mesogaia between the heights of Pantelicus and the northern
Hymettua. That mountainous part of Attioe which occu-
pies the N.E. angle of the province, between the southern
extremity of Penteucus, the range of Parnea, and the sea,

was called Diacria, a name which implies a region inter-

spersed with rugged eminences. The only level part of this

district is the small plain of Marathon which opens to the sea.

It appears, then, that Attica Proper, with respect to its

plains, is distributed into four natural divisions:— I. Tbe
Eleusininn or Thriasian Plain ; 2. The Athenian Plain

;

3. Tbe Mesogaia ; 4. Tbe Plain of Marathon. Tbe area of
Attica may be roughlv stated at about 700 English square
miles, not including Salamis, which perhaps contains alxiut

forty square miles. Though we now know the roast line

of Attica with accuracy, we are still without that exact
knowledge of the inland boundaries which would enable us
to avoid considerable error in estimating the surface ; but
taking it st 7( 0 square miles, it is nearly equal to that of

Worcestershire (718 square miles), and only about one-eighth

of that of Yorkshire.

The plain of Peiraike or Oropia, lying between Parties,

the Asopus, and the sea, contained the town of Oropus

;

though physically separated from the rest of Attica, and
properly considered a part of Bosotia. this district generally
belonged to the Athenians. To settle all disputes, Philip

gave it to the Athenians nfter he had taken Thebes.
The sea coast of Attica begins on the west side with the

fine bay of Eleusis, formod by the receding coast of the

main land and tbe irrrirularly-shiiped island of Salamis.

which lies in front of it. Two narrow channels, one on the
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m- i on Um map of Auk* at In brack**.]

Mai and the other on the west tide of the island, open '

into thU deep landlocked tray, which preaenU the appear-

ance ofa great lake ; the channel on the weal is narrower and
more intricate than the eastern, which has sufficient depth

of water for any ships. The bay itself is a capacious haven,

with a great depth of water. The termination of the range of

jBgaleos on the Attic coast forms a hilly peninsula opposite
'

the eastern end of Salamis ; here Strabo places the ferry, to

which he assigns a breadth of two stadia, or about 1250 Eng
lish feet, but the width of the narrowest part of the channel

is at least 1250 yards. The small rocky island of Psyttaleia,

the name of which is connected with the great sea-fight of

Salami* (Herod, viii. 95), lies at the entrance of the eastern

passage into the bey of Elcusis. [See Salsmi*.]

Proceeding along the coast we come to the ports of Athens,

already described [we Ath«m«] ; to the promontory Colias.

on the east aide of the Phaleric bay ; and to a low msrshv
shore, or lagoon, occupying a large part of the roast between
Colias and the Cape of Hal*, now Cape Pavlo. Between
Hals* and Zoster, which form* the m<»t mnarksble pro-

jection on this coast, are some •mall rorkv talands (Intake),

which the Persian ships, when flung from the battle of

8alamis, at first sight mistook fur the enemy s fleet ; but

Herodotus (nil. 97, 107) says, though be probably might
be mistaken, that the heights whirh appeared like ships

were on the mainland. The position of Cape A*t)D«l*ra
,

seems to be indicated by the island of Elcusaa 'now Lap*-
j

nisi), which lies in front of it. The extreme point oi Allies,
,

Caps Huniura. is now called t'olonne*. from the fuurlren
(

remaining i>tw column* of while marble, which adorned

the temple of Athene of Suniuro, the lutclar> g<«lde*s of
(

the land. Sumum »a» made a strung fort <Thu<-\,l 4).

and the wall* are *Ull traceable in all their circuit except in

some part*, whv b. owing u> tlie prrcipiliHit rliarscter of the

rock, needed no defrtnv. The circuit of the enclosure u
above half a mile; the temple urrupurd a small part of it

close upon the bold prunuolo/;, aud appears to ha\e liad
j

Prop) lass, like the great temple on the Acropolis. The
length of the west coast of Attica from the Horns to Co-
lonne* is about sixty miles. Strabo states the distance from

Peirssus to Sumum at 330 stadia, which is very near the

true distance of about forty miles.

The east coast of Attica from the small bay of Sutuaa
northwards is rugged and barren, rising into hills covered

with trees and brushwood ; the bills between Sunium and
Thoricus are the silver-mine district of Launam. Betwee*
Sunium and Thoricus is the bay of Panurimo, the anueni
Panorama. Thoricus. now Thenko, with its port Mandn.
was once a demos of some importance : the traces of tl*

fortifications (Xen. UtUen. i. 8, I), the ruins of a theatre,

and of a quadrangular building which was surrounded by s

Iferic colonnade, still exist. Dhaskalio is probably the Burt

of the antient demos of Potamue. Rafti. farther north, a

port of considerable site, appears to have belonged to the

antient Prasia*. On s smsll island in this bay there ts a

cu!o«*al statue of white marble in a sitting posture, loshct
the modern name of Rafle*. 'the tailor,' lias been givrt.

and hence transferred to the ba>. The Erasmus, the ou i

stream that waters the Mcsogais, runs past Vraona. **»»-

foted to be Bnrn run. and enter* the sea three miles north, c/

'ort Ralti. About ten mile* north of ihe mouth of the Eras*
nus some uflset* of Pe n telicus come close upon the coast, form -

mg the S. and S.W. boundary of the plain of Marathon ; the)

north and north-eatteni Umndsry seems to be formed by
the ufTM-Uof Psrne* and Cape Sturni, conjcrtuied by Lease
to be the antient I »no»ur». The name Marathoo. whva.
onirinsllt tv-longed to one of the four towns which furonW
llic Trlrapoh*. »a» afterwanls used as a general nanse *W
the whole dtsliict. [See M » \TiinN ] North o( Marat It- -e.

on the cou.t, we find at (lino l a.tro the remain* of tbe
antient Khamnu*. and of tlio temple of Nemesis. P*rt» <4

s rolottal figure found there are *uppo*ed to be the muaiaa
of the slatue of Nemesis, which was the work of Ptml sa

(Psusao. i. 3J). The word* of Pausaiuaa teem to uapO
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that there ww a road along the coast from Rhsmnus to

Oropia ; this road must have passed Psapbis, which Col.

Leak* would place at Calamo. The coast lino from Su-
nturn to Calamo is about sixty miles, or very near it, which is

the same length that we have assigned to the western cosst

;

it happens, also, that the direct distances from Sunium to the

Horn* and Calamo respectively are very nearly the same.

We shall now make a few remarks on the two great

plains of Attics, the Elousinian and the Athenian.
We nave preferred the name of Eleusinisn for the west-

ern plain of Attics, though the chief part of it is called

the Thriasisn bv antient writers, from the demos of Thria.

The range of jBgaleoa formed a natural limit between the

Athenian and Elrusinian plains, and, as fax as we can follow

the obacure traces of old traditions, the Eleusinians, in the
earliest history of Attica, were a community quite distinct

from the Athenians, and sometimes at war with them. The
fertile Tbriaaian plain extended between the range of
iBgaleos sul Eleuais along the borders of the bay, and to

the north of it. The Sacred road from Athens to Eleuais,

after crossing Mgaleo* by the narrow pass where the mo-
dern convent of Dhafni stands, came down on the east coast

of the bay of Eleusis, near the Rhciti or salt ponds, whose
fish farmed a part of the revenue of the great temple of
Eleusis. [See Elxusis.] This lagoon, or at least one of

them, seems marked in the recent survey, as in some mea-
sure communicating with tbe water of the bay. From the
neighbourhood of the Rheiti the Sacred road ran in the

roras above the Rboiti to Eleusis, from which town the road
continued, as it now does, below the Horns on the west side

of tbe bay to the town of Megan. When Attica was in-

vaded on the west, the fertile plain of Thria was the first to

suffer from the ravage* of an enemy. (Thucyd. ii. 1 9.) We
cannot determine in what part of the Eleusinisn plain we
must look for the Rbsrian plain ; some modern writers have
placed it to tbe west of Eleusis.

Attica is a dry country, and where tbe soil is not irrigated,

it is generally unproductive. Two small streams water
the Eleusinisn plain : one, called the Cephisus, descends
from the great mountain of Cithernn, through the narrow
plain of Eleuthene, into that of Eleusis ; the other small
stream rises near tbe pass of Phyle in the range of Parnes,
and runs through the Thriasian plain towards the Rheiti.

Tbe remains of an arched aqueduct intended to supply
Eleuxis with water are still seen stretching across the plain

towards Eleusis from tbe upper course of this latter stream.

The Cephisus, though almost dry in the warm weather,

brings down from Crthmron a prodigious quantity of water
in the wet season, and in antient times mounds were raised

to protect Eleusis from those sudden inundations.

The chief river of the Athenian plain is tbe Cephisus.
Its most north-eastern source is at Tnnemii (Strab. p. 400),
between the northern free of Pentelicus and Parnes ; ano-
ther branch rises on tbe south face of Pentelicus, and
flowing westward joins the main stream north of Athens

;

other branches rise in the high range of Parnes about De-
celeia, and still farther westwards. The Cephisus flows

southwards on the west side of Athens, through what was
called by distinction The Plain (ro wtliov) ; its outlet was
onginallv in the bay of Pbalerum, and when the long walls

were built it was necessary to make tunnels to carry off so
much of the river ss waa not consumed in irrigation. Strabo
remarks. ' thai the Cephisus is only a torrent stream, and that
m aummcr i [*be accounts of this river

are somewhat contradictor) : thai of Thiersch is as follows:—•TbeCephi.us u anything but a torrent; it springs from
eoaaous and oeauuiui »unuK», sod ia never dry. In the
autumn of 1631. in the month of November, when the rains
had hardly begun, and the dry weather had continued for

eight months, it still flowed, and the natives all assured me
that it was never without water. During the whole summer
it irrigates tbe two hundred gardens on its banks, and in

winter it supplies water for the olive-trees which are planted
in these gardens. To conduct tbe water to the grounds,
the inhabitants have made small trenches and ditches ; the
irrigation lakes place on Axed days and hours, so that each
garden is watered twin* a week.' Tbe same writer informs
as, that tbe irrigation all through Attica is in an excellent

condition, and that tbe valley of the Cephisus. with its noble
garden* and antient olive-trees, corresponds exactly to the
hrsubfU description by Sophocles ((Ed. Col. 6S5) of the
fertility conferred on his native district by the Cephisus. We
have already spoken of the Hitsus in the description of

j

Athena: the main branch rises on the north nee of the
greater Hymettus, from which it takes a turn to the west,
and then to tbe south, running along tbe east side ofAthens.
Tbe Eridanus, which joins it near Athens, rises on the
western slope of the greater Hymettus, at a place called
Syriani ; its fountain is in a beautiful spot, surrounded by
verdure. In summer, the Iliasus is quite dry in tbe neigh-
bourhood of Athens ; it seems originally to have terminated,
where the Cephisus did, in the Phalerie bay. Besides these
streams there are only two others worth notice : one is the
Erasinus, which flows from tbe eastern slopes of Hymettus
through the Mesogaia into the sea, north of Port Rafti

;

and the other ia the river of the plain of Marathon, which
comes from Mount Phelleus.
The range of Parnes stands like a wall between Attica

and Bceotia, but the ascent is much greater from the Athe-
nian side ; -the ascent from the higher level of Baeotia is less
difficult. There are several passes through this range, which
were formerly of great importance for the military defence of
Attica. Tbe most western pass was by tbe Three Heads, as
tbe Boeotians called it, or tbe Oak Heads, according to
Athenian usage (Herod, ix. 30), which we may conjecture
was some remarkable eminence near tbe defile of Cittueron.
This is now called the pass of Kondura, at which place the
roads from Megara. Athens, and Eleusis meet, and from
this point tbe road is continued to PlaUea and Thebes,
through the deep defile near tbe Three Heads.
The pass of Phyle is about N. by W. of Athens. The

fortification, which still retains its name, stands on a steep
rocli, which can only bo approached on tbe east side, and
completely commands the narrow pass. From this ele-
vated fort Thrasybulus and the little band of exiles

could view the whole Athenian plain and tbe Saronic gulf,

before they meditated a descent into the low country.
Panactum (Thucyd. v. 3. 42), an Athenian fort on tho
confines of Attica and Bceotia, was possibly connected with
some part of this pass, but there seem to be no data for

determining its position. Tbe great eastern pass was that of

Deceleia (now Tatoy), which runs past ' tbe solitary church
of St Mereurius, and descends into the Boeotian plain at
Buyati.' (Leake.)
On this pass Herodotus (ix. IS) places the demos of

Sphendale ; and this was the road that Mardonius took when
he retreated from Attica : by this pass also the grain im-
ported into Athens from Eubcsa through Oropua waa car-

ried. (Thucyd. vii. 28.) The highest points of Parnes lie

between the passes of Deceleia and Phyle : one of tbe sum-
mits between these two points appears to be that to which we
have assigned the height of 4193 feet. Another pass, still

more to the eastward, leads from the plain of Marathon,
past Capendriti to Marcopoulo in the Oropia.

At a time when this interesting province is beginning to

be more completely examined, it is necessary to use existing

authorities with more caution than if all prospects of further

information were shut out. We shall here state briefly a
few facts as to the products of this region which appear to be
well established. The great mass of the mountains of Attica
are calcareous, but the stone differs very much in quality and
colour. Tbe best specimens of white marble from the quar-
ries of Mendeli (the antient Pentelicus) are very white, bard,
and fine-grained ; bat owing to numerous Utile pieces of flint

or quart* imbedded in it, this marble is exceedingly difficult

tobe worked by tbe sculptor. Between Pentelicus and Parnes,
tbe maw of rocks appears to be mica slate, which is also the
basis of the legion of Pentelicus. Marble also was in former
times quarried on Hymettus, and, as well as that of Penteli-

cus, was an article of export : this marble extends to tbe

Eromontory of Skater. Near the boundary of Megaris in the

[orns, there is an immense deposit ofeonohiferons limestone,

which did not escape the notice of Pauaanias (i. 44. e : see

also Cell's /ft*, of Greece). The silver-mine district of Lau-

rium may probably still be worked to advantage with the aid

of modern improvements, for we can hardly suppose that the

ore is exhausted. Salt was made in antient times from the

salt marshes on the coast Attica cannot produce much
grain in proportion to her surface, and with tbe exception

of some of tbe best lands, the husbandman will cultivate

more profitably the olive, fig, and grape : all kinds of legu-

minous vegetables can be successfully cultivated on the

banks of the Cephiaus of tbe Athenian plain. (Thiersch.)

The fragrance and abundance of flowers in Attica has

rendered Hymettus noted for its honey, and we And that,

when Wheler visited Attica, the monks of Mendeli, a mo>
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Attic* it not walln**»*ry of FnttlfeM. had »H0 biv**.

adapted for bidding Urn borw to *ny amount, nor doe* th*

> in general succeed wall either bar*, or in any of the low

not pert* of Oraaoa. The aheap, and **peci*lly tba kid,

farmed of old a Urge part of tba wealth of the husband-

men; and in On oca generally at tba proeeni day. butter

and eh**** are eolely produced from tba milk of the goat

and tba shorn. The aeas round tba eoaat or Attica abound

in excellent fish, all the epeeiea of which were known to and

highly prised by the antient gn*tronomi»ts: tba rod mullet

caught about Cape Zoater t* aa much valued a* it ever was

(Leake), and with the increased demand which will now
probably arise m Attica, we may expect to see the rich

flJuries of the Attic seas again flourish.

t*<Mlttml Dwitiotu.—U we want any proof as to the

remote antiquity of politicai communities in Attica, and it*

occupation at some time by a people not of the same Greek
stock aa those of the age of Pericles, we may find it in the

namva of mountains, streams, and place*. The name* of

mountains and river* are in all countries the moot per-

manent memorials of a nation's existence. Many Attic

name* can be explained from the Greek language as known
to us, and other* can be traced to personal name* which
belong to the circle of tba Greek mytbi. But there still

remain many which we can only explain by a companion
of Greek words with those of kindred languages, or which
we cannot explain at all : such are Cvphiius or K«ph- issus,

ll-is»us, Hym-ettus, Bril-aasu* or Bnl-*Uus, Garg-ettus,

Parnea (compare Parn-aasus), Braur-on, Maraib-on, Suu-
lum. eta.

Another proof of the remote antiquity of settlements in

Attica ia found in the numerous political divi»ion» of which
Irace* remained in tba historical period. The oldest poll-

Ual division of Attica known by tradition waa that
by Ceeropa into twelve parte (see Sirsbo, p. 39.*), the
name* of which, with a few exceptions, belong to that cla*a

,

of words which the Greek language oannot explain. The i

name* Cecropia. Deoeleia. Eleusi*. and several other*.
j

included in the twelve, were preaerved in lb* historical i

period of Amce. Another division into four part*, among
|

the Tour eon* of Pandion (Strabo, p. 392), baa a distinct re-

ference to the physio*! divisions of the Altio peninsula,
indudieg in Una term Megaris, which, aa we have re-

marked, was the only portion which afterward* (ell into the
hand* of tb* 0 nans. That there is an historical fact con-
tained in tb* division of the peninsula among the four sons
<•( I'andion appears from there being Mr** great natural

Tba tribe* (pvXai) established by Cleistbene* were Hip-

Cthoonna, Anttoehjt, Cocropis. Ereehtheis, Pandiooa,
fontis, jjgeis, AearnanrJ*. fEnei*. yEsntis, The ten

tribe* were subdivided into 174 demi or town«hip». each
demo* apparently containing a town, or small tallage.

Though the tribes (feVai) were local divisions, and though
neighbouring demi were generally classed under the earn*

tribe, there are numerous examples of contiguous demi
assigned to different tribes ; just as we sometimes obsene
in England a detached part of one county completely im-
bedded in a different county. The moat popu'.ou* of the

Attic demi was Arbarnas. (Thucyd. u. 19.) Under Ma-
cedonian influence two tribes were added, Antigonit snd
Demetrias ; but these were afterward* changed to Piole-

mai* and Attalia. A new tribe waa added in honour of

Hadrian.
A* to lb* antient population of Attica, it is difficult to

come to any satisfactory conclusion. Mr. Clinton considers,

that about sc. 317 it may have been 527.660. a large

population for such a territory (being above 700 to a
square mile), even if we take into account that it con-

tained a populous city. The numbers, however, with tb*

exception of the Meted (who are probably exaggerated in

Mr. Clinton'* calculation), are fairly deduced from tb*

census of Demetrius the Pbalerean, as it is reported in

Athenmus (p. 272). The reader is referred to Mr. Clinton's

essay for the various argument*. (Appendix to the first

volume of the Futti HeUenici.) With respect to nome of
Mr. Clinton's subsidiary argument* deduce*} from the area
of Attica (which he estimates at 748 square mile*, including
Salami*) and the amount of its products, we may observe,

first, that the area aa determined from all map* biibero
published is necessarily incorrect, the coast line having only
been accurately ascertained by Captain Copeland in idJd,

and the interior boundary line being still very inadequately
Ui'l down ; and secondly, that the calculation* as to the pos-

sible or probable production of grain in Attica are at prevent
exceedingly hazardous, and pnbably far from the truib.

Attica is on* of the Eparchies or the actual kingdom of
Greece; it contain* one city, Athens, and 118 village*.

The population is not known.
For more exact information on the pbvsical character af

Attica, we must look to the Germans and others at pment
in the country- Colonel Leake » Essay on the Demi of At-
tica, in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Literal urn,

is a most excellent snd accurate work. The render may al<o

consult Kruse * Hellai, but with rsution. and not without
divui<ma of Atuea after tb* separation of Magaria. which 1 the assistance of Leake. 8ee also Thiersch, Dt t El>tartu*i
Hire* division* formed tb* groundwork of the three poll-

{
at la Uric*. Leiptig. 1*31; the Vnedtltd Antiquum 0/

bcal panws in lb* time of Pi*i*tralu*. (Herod, i. 1 Atlira: and Hermann's Lehrbwh. cj-c.

The>« parties, aa Plutarch remarks (Solon, 13). went in | ATTIC DIALECT, a U-rm which ia applied to deaig.

na'obar ju»t as many a* tba natural divisiou* of the
j
nate on* of the varieties of the antient Greek language,

oiuntry 1 tb*y were the Diacni or Hyparacrii, tb* inhabitanu ! We bare teen the close connexion aud relationship »h:< h
of tba mountainous N E. region and tba rang* of Parnea;

1

existed between the old inhabitant* of Atticj and tb*
1 plain of Alliens, Ionians ; and in conformity with this fact, we find it staled

(Strabo, p. 333) that the Ionic form of the Greek langi-aga,
or tb* Ionic dialeet, a* it is generally called, " » as the
same as the oM Attic, for the antient Athenians were called
Ionians." But in course of time tba language of At: ei s,

which wa* improt*d by • great number of writers, gra iually

acquired a distinct character, and also a decided pre-
eminence, owing to the excellent work* which weie wnitrn
in it on almost every branch of htemture. M»»t of tba
great work* of antiquity which bave been transmitted to

our time* are written in the Attic dialect. Some writers
have made two. and some three division* of the Attn
dialect, with reference to extant writers ; but the general
division of the Attic dulcet into old and new seems 10 be
sufficiently exact. To the former divi-ion belong .fi»cliv lus.

to* men of tb* Plain (under which name the plain of Alliens,

snd probably the Bleusiniaa also are included), and the
Para It ar inhabitant* of the Paralta, a term which w* have
already explained.

A divauua into four tribe* (oaXal), and alto a division

into four casta* . 1* attnbsttod to loo. Tb* division of the
four Ionian tribe* remained, aa ar* bare observed (so*
ArstBwa), to tb* tins* of Cletstban**, who increased them
to tent and tb* fear easts* or class** of loo werv re-
prasaa ted in number, though perhaps in no other respect,
bv tb* four oUaaa* into which Solon distributed the Athe-
nian eituten* according to their property- Beside* tb*
twelve political divisions of Ceeropa, we find another divi-

aw*) of four : - Ocropta. Autochthon. Aetata. Paralta: tba
first two are mythical, and tb* two last dearly are ngnill-
aent, local name*. The nans* Cerrops*, assigned to one of I Sophocles. Euripides. Aristophanes, Antiphun.Thuctdidr*.
the /bar divMone, and also to one of the rsrWk* division* of ,

Sir. ; to the latter, Demosthenes, .Esrlnne.. and the con
Cerco**, existed in the time of Tbucydidea. and appears to ,

temporary orators. The language of Xenophon. Plato, and
have been applied to a district (as Colonel Leaks conjee indeed Aristopbsne* slwi, mor be cn».ileie<l as possessing
tores) liing in tb* tower but billy tract which connects • character somewhat intermediate between the two rla»-e*.
yfctfsWn* with Parwe* (Tbneyd. u. 19): Cecro,is* waa also 1 and the name of muUU 111ji consequently be given to it

;

the naeaa of oave of the too tribes. Four other divisions are ! but it would be difficult to say exactly how a writer of that
•'— maatienssl uadartbe namss of Creoaas, Altbts. Mr»>- 1 middle class u to be distinguished from the writer* of the
goa. and Dtarris ; of which the last two ar* local denomi-

t

*>ssr Attic.
Bttrao*. The fear dtvissosM are again monuooad under the

\
After the time of Alexander, when the Greeks were mora

nam**) of Dvaa, A thawan . Posetdoniaa, and Hephjaatiaa, r»- i united as a nation, lb* supenorilv of Athenian literature
fcrnrsg to lb* man ef few divinities, iivclutLhg thus* of

|
mad* the language of Athens the common language of

Ajbeaa and P»— itaa. taw natsenal gad* af tb* aid settlers tbot* who wrote pure Greek. Aristotle may be considered
aam lb* laassaa •mpaati ely.

[ a* tb* aarboat extant wntor, not an Athenian by birth, who
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adopted the language of Athens. The) Aide dialect, then
somewhat modified under Macedonian influence and by local

dmirmUncn, became the commoo written language of the

educated Greek*. We find accordingly, under the iuc-

e»Mon of Alexander, and afterward* under the Roman*,
a aerie* of Greek pro* writer* belonging to various coun-
tries, but all attempting to write one common language.

Theee writer* no doubt have each tome peculiarities ; hut
the»e peculiarities are not ofthat kind which distinguish the

Ionic Greek of Herodotus, or the Doric Idylls of Theocritus

fr 'tu the language of Tbucrdides and Euripides. This
common laniruage of the learned Greek* was called the

common dialect (4 sear*), or 4 'BXXettc*; cuSXmtoc) : Poly-

biu*. a native of the Peloponnesus, 8trabo of Aai* Minor,

Diodoras of 8icily, and others, belong to the writer*

who use the Common Dialect. Some late writer* affected

rather to imitate the puie old Attic standard than to use

the modified Attic, or Common Dialect, a* Lucian, Arrian

in hi* Anabasis, Aristide*. 8te. The name of Atticists

{'krrmrrai) was given to this artificial class of writer*, but
especially to neb imitator* as Aristide*. [See Aristidbs,
iCLiDs.f The real characteristic* of the Attic dialect can
only be known b* a careful study of the writer*. The reader

may consult Maittaire's Grercte Lingua Dialectic by Stun,
1-U7 ; Ruttmann* Qrtfk Grammar; and Matthias'* Orttk
Grammar.
ATTICUS. T. POMPCKNIUS. was descended from a

very aniient family which formed one of the chief orna-

ment* of the equestrian order. He was born the 9th of

Mkich. ».c. 109, being three year* older than Cicero and
Pompey, and nine older than Cavaar. He i* sometime* called

Q. Catcilius (Cic. ad Att. iii. 20), a nam* which be derived,

it C- 18. fr»m his maternal uncle CsciUus, who left him a
con«iderable estate.

Hts early year* were spent under the direction of hi*

At her. whose taste for literature induced him to give bis son
the best education which Rome could supply ; and that he
was successful in inspiring him with hi* own love of learning

is proved by the subsequent career of Atticus. lie lived

during the most stormy period of Roman histor) , and yet
he contrived to retain the friendship of the various parties

which in succession directed public affairs. Though he
look no active part in politics, he was ever ready to help

the unfortunate, to whatever party they might belong.

He sent money to the son of Marius after he had been
declared a public enemy ; and yet be was on such
friendly terms with Sulla, that this general was anxious to

take lum with him to Italy on his return from the Mithri-

dauc war ; but Atticus excused himself without losing the
favour of Sulla. He was also on good terms with Cesar,
Pompey. M. Brutus, Antony, and Augustus ; but his most
intimate friend was Cicero, with whom be seems to have
kept up a constant correspondence. Pompoms; the sister

of Atticus, was married to Cicero* brother Quintus ; but
the match was not a happy one, as there is plenty of evi-

dence to snow that Quintu* and his wife did not agree.

We still possess the letters of Cicero to Atticus, in sixteen
bonks, one of the most valuable record* of that important
period. Atticus spent a considerable portion of bis life at

Athens (from 85 to 61 ».c), having proceeded to that city

•bout c. 83. that he might not be witness of the misery
caused by the factions of Cinna and Sulla ; and it is not un-
likely, though w* have no information on the subject, that he
derived the name of Atticus from his residence in this city,

lie so ingratiated himself with the Athenians, that the day of
bis departure ni one of mourning to itt inhabitants. Atticus

had also an estate in Epirua, near Buthrotum, where he ap-

pear* to have spent • considerable part of hi* time. He re-

turned to Rome a.c. 6i. when the political horixon seemed
same* hat more bright, the same year in which Horace was
barn. We have no material* for a detailed account of hi*

life, which was spent in the delight* of literary retirement.

He married at a late period (Feb. 12, B.C. 56) Pilia, of whom
we kn nv nothing more than the name (Cic. ad Att. iv. 4), and
that her health appears not to have been vary good. Hi*
daughter. Pom poni* (called by Cicero also Caseilia and
Alt**), married M. Vipeaniue Agrippa, the intimate friend

and able minister of Augustus ; and his grand-daughter by

this marriage, Vinsania Agrippina, was married to Tib.

Oaaduia Nero, afterwarda emperor, by whom ah* had

Pruaue. After Vipeania was divorced from Tiberius, she

sssmed Aatoms Geilus, by wh«m sbe became the mother of

a numerous family.

Atticus, who** health seems to have ben particularly
good, if w* except aome attack* from ague, died at the
age of *eventy-*even, March 31, B.C. St, of voluntary
starvation, after he found that a disease, with which be
was sened, was incurable. He was the author of several
works, none of which have been preserved. He wrote
annals, in which he observed a strict chronological arrange-
ment, and traced with much diligence the genealug) of
illustrious families. They included a period of seven centu-
ries ; and though they referred principally to the histor} of
Rome, he gave in them an abridged account of several
of the more celebrated nations of antiquity. He was par-
ticularly happy in the composition of short epigramma-
tic inscriptions to be placed under the bust* of illus-
trious men. He wrote aUo a histor)- of the consulate of
Cicero in the Greek language, in a plain, unadorned style.
(Cic. ad Att. ii. 1.) In his philosophical opinions, Atticus
belonged to the epicurean sect, as we see from various
passages in Cicero's Letters ; and conformably to the \iews
of this sect, be avoided the troubles and tbe caret of public
life. But though Atticut avoided the anxieties of a political
career, he was an active man in looking after hi* own
affair*. Hi* equestrian rank enabled him to hold a share
in one or more of those lucrative societies which farmed the
public revenues ; and accordingly we find him prosecuting
a claim, arising out of such a connexion, against the corpo-
ration of Sicyon, in b.c. 61 : and, at a later period, duties
of a similar nature required his presence in Asia. Atticus
had a great number of slaves, who wore well educated, and
appear to have sen ed him as amanuenses and transcribers
of book* Accordingly. Cicero {ad Att. I. I > beg* Altii ua to
see that a copy of hU HUtory of his Consulship is pissed in
Athena, and in every town in Greece ; and he also show s,

on several occasions, neat eagerness to purchase a library

which Atticus posseosed, and apparently had formed him-
self. The Life of Atticus, by his contemporary and friend
Cornelius Nepos, must be considered rather as the pro-
duction of a panegyrist than of an impartial writer ; and
some have lately attempted to prove that it is not tbe work
of this author. (Held. Prolegom. ad Vitam Attiei quel
vulgo Corn. Nepoti adtcribitur, Vratislav. 1*26 ; see also

T. Pomp. Atticut, tin* Apologit, Eisenach, 1784 ; Huely.
De Fbntibut Corn. Nepottt.)

ATTICUS. HERd'DES. [See Haao'oas.]
ATTILA. This formidable conqueror was the nephew nf

Roas, a king or leader of the Huns, who at the beginning of
the 5th century was established with hi* horde* in Panuomu,
on the south bank of tbe Danube. Alula and his brother
Bleda succeeded Roas a.d. 433. The first act of their reign
was to conclude a peace with the Emperor Theodoaius II.

on term* disgraceful to the majesty of the Roman empire.
Being thus.at liberty to pursue nis conquest* in the north,

Attila extended bis dominion* from the Danube eastward
to the Volga, and northward even to the Baltic, A doubt-
ful provocation, or an unscrupulous ambition, urged him, in

violation of existing treaties, to cross tbe Danube; and he
led an irresistible force through Mceaia into Thrace and
Macedonia, signalising bis way by three successive defeat*
of the forces of the Eastern Empire. The whole coast
of the Arcuipeiapo, Iran xnennopvlss to Constantinople,
was exposed to his ravages ; and Theodosius in alarm re-

tired into Asia. To obtain peace, he consented (aj>. 446)
to terms still more humiliating than those of the former
treatv ; among which we find the cession of the tract aloug
the bank* of the Danube extending to the breadth of
fifteen days' journey, and tbe payment of an increased tri-

bute. Soon after, Attila, impatient of a partner in the
throne, procured the assassination of bis brother Bleda.

In 448 the historian Priecus accompanied ambassador*
sent to apologise to Attila for the non-fulfilment of

some article* of this treaty; and we derive from him
some account of tbe domestic manner* of the Hun*.
In tbe plains of Upper Hungary, somewhere between
the Danube, the Thesis, and the Carpathian mountains,

they came to a largo village, which bad grown up
about the palace of Attila. The royal edifice was en-
tirely of wood: the bouses of the Huns were of the same)

or some meaner material, and the only atone building was a
set of baths erected by tbe king's favourite Ooegeeius. But
the wood was fashioned into columns, carved and polished {

and the ambassador* could discover some evidence of taste

in the workmanship, a* well a* barbarous magniaeeoce
in the display of the rich spoils of more dvflised n*v
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tiont. TUT wet* toon invited to • sumptuous entertain-

ment at which the matte were all served in river and
gold : bat a di»b of plain meat on a wooden trencher waa

set before the king, of which be partook very sparingly.

His beverage waa equally simple and frugal The rest of

the company were excited into loud and frequent laughter

by the fantastic extravagance* of two buffoons; but Attila

preserved bis usual inflexible gravity. A secret agent in

this embassy was charged with the disgraceful task of pro-

curing the assassination of this formidable enemy. Attila

was acquainted with the real object of the mission ; but be
dismissed the culprit, as well as his innocent companions,

uninjured. The emperor Theodosius was compelled, how-
ever, to atone for his base attempt by a second embassy,

loaded with magnificent presents, which the king of the

Hunt was prevailed on to accept, and he even made some
concessions in return. Theodosius died not long after (July

4 50) and was succeeded bythe more virtuousand able Mercian.

Attila at this time was collecting tn enormous army, and
threatened both divisions of the Roman world. To each

emperor he sent the haughty message, * Attila, my lord and
thy lord, commands thee to prepare a palace for bis imme-
diate reception.* To this insult was added a demand upon
Mercian for the arrears of tribute due from the late em-
peror Theodosius. Mercian's reply was In the same laconic

style. ' I have gold for my friends, and steel for my ene-

mies.' It may neve been the difference of character be-

tween the two emperors, which determined Attila to make
war on Valentinian first The pretext for hostility was this.

Valentinisn't sister Honoris, who was confined in Constan-
tinople in consequence of some youthful errors, had main-
tained a secret correspondence with Attila, and aent him a
ring in token of her affection. He received her advances
very coolly, until at this time it suited him to demand her
hand, with naif the western empire as her dowry. The
demand was refused, and Attila professed to be satisfied by
•he reasons assigned : but he did not the less turn his arms
•gainst OauL A pretence for entering it was all he wanted

;

and he closed with a proposal from the son of Genieric,

king of the Vandals, to attack Theodoric, king of the
Goths. He began by craft what was to be carried en by
violence and terror. Valentinian was assured that his war-
like preparations were levelled against Theodoric only : that

he should ever look on the Romans as his friends, unless

they espoused the cause of his enemy. At the same time
he exhorted Theodoric to join him against the Romans, as
their common foe. Meanwhile, in midwinter he marched
through Germany without baiting till he reached the Rhine
early in the spring. There be defeated the Franks, cut
down whole forests to build boats, and passing the river

entered OauL several cities of which opened their gates to

him, on his professions of friendship to the Romans. He
soon threw off the mask. The calamities attendant on this

invasion have been described in frightful colours by Sido-

nius, a contemporary, afterwards bishop of Clermont, and
by the historians of France, who have collected all the

antient testimonies. But his progress was at length ar-

rested by the combined armies of the Romans and Goths,

under the coramSlid of jfttius and Theodoric. They com-
pelled him to make a hasty retreat from the siege of
Orleans, and came up with him in the extensive plains

surrounding ChUons-sur-Marne, a country well adapted to

the cavalry of the Huns. There one of the most bloody
battles recorded in history was fought, in which Theodoric
waa slain. The issue might have been considered doubtful

;

but the advantage* of victory were gained, for Attila found
it expedient to retreat He moved slowly to the Rhine
without molestation. and retired into Pannonia (t o. 441).

After having reinforced his army, be returned to repeat

his demand of the princess Honona in the plains of Italy.

He pjostorod the unguarded passes of the Alps, either m
the latter end of 451. or in the beginning of 454. and ad-
vanced at once to Aquileia, the metropolis of the province
•ailed VewtJa, which he invested, and utterly destroyed
after a siege of threw months. Not a bouse wee left stand-
ing, nor one person left alive who fell into the hands of the
eaptors. Verona, Mantua, Cremona, Brescia, and Ber-
gamo, underwent the aame fete. It ie commonly believed

that the etty of Venice owed its origin to the inhabitants
of the mainland, who fled at this time to the talande
in the Delta of the IV Ceessorlnrus. speaking of the
V sestisas. as he calls Usees shout fifty year* after, says,

that they had no ether fence against the ware* than

hurdles ; no food but flab ; no wealth betide their boats,

and no merchandise but salt, which they exchanged tor

other provisions. Attila treated Milan and Pavia with

unusual clemency: he neither fired the building*, nor

massacred the inhabitants. From Milan, Attila purposed

to advance upon Rome: but as he lay encamped on the

banks of Lake Benacus, he was approached by a supplies,

tory embassy, led by Avienut and Pope Leo L [see Aria-
nus]. He received them with kindness and respect and
consented to a truce with Rome, the duration of which waa

to depend either on the fulfilment of his claims on the

princess Honoris, or the payment of a proportionate ransom.

Prudence and superstition combined in this instance to

check the implacable temper of the Hun. His troops, inured

to the rigours of a northern climate, and the rude simplicity

of a pastoral life, began to melt away in the luxurious plains

of Italy ; and the great jfitius, unable to oppose bis pro-

gress, still hung on his march with a constant hostility. Hie
friends reminded him of the fall of Alaric after having

plundered the Eternal City, and the example waa not with-

out effect upon his own mind. Nor were the dignity and
eloquence of Leo void of influence ; and the memory of that

influence probably was preserved and amplified in the (able

which represents St Peter and St Paul appearing to the

barbarian, and threatening biro with instant death if be
rejected the request of their successor. Jomandes sislev

that, on the signature of this treaty, Attila retired beyond

the Danube.
The death of Attila took place in 453. The common

opinion is, thst he died by the bursting of a blood-vessel on

the night of his marriage with a beautiful maiden, whom be
added to his many other wives ; some, with a natural suspi-

cion, impute it to the hand of his bride. Jomandes, tran-

scribing, probably, from Prisrus. relates the current story,

and the solemn ceremony of his funersl.

Priscus observes, that no one ever subdued so many coun-
tries in so short a time. The vanity ofthe Romans refused

to honour Attila with the title of king ;
they only styled him

general of their armies, disguising an annual tribute under
the specious name of military pay. His portrait gives by
Jomandes, present* the genuine features ofthe Calmuck race:

he was low in stature, broad-chested, and of powerful frame-
dark-complexioned, with a few straggling hair* in the place

of beasd—with a large head, flat nose, and small eye*.

His carriage was fierce and haughty : and no one could

behold him without concluding that he was sent into the

i

world to disturb it It was a saying of bis own, that the
grass never grew on a spot where his horse bad trod. A
tale is told by the Hungarian writers, that when he was m
Gaul, a hermit told him that he was the teourge qf Gad,
who had put the sword of justice into his band, to pwntsh

the vires of the Christians ; but thst it would be losied
from him when thev were reclaimed. They add. that

Attila remembered this saying after the defeat of Chalons,
and added to his titles thst of FlageUum Dei. His empire
was overthrown and disjointed immediately upon his death,

by the disputes and dissensions of his sons and chieftains

;

the fate of most unwieldy empires hastily erected by violence.

(Jomandes, De Rebut Geheii, and Pnscus, Ereerptm aV
Legationibut, furnish the best antient materials far the

history of Attila. For modem compilations, sew Boat.
Hiitotre del PeupU* de t Europe, and De Guignee, Hut.
dee Hutu, besides the work of Gibbon, which has been ear

chief authority, and the Anc C'n. //is/.)

ATTLEBURGH, a town in Norfolk, in the hundred of

Shropham. on the high-road from London to Norwich,
through Thetford; 14 miles from Thst ford, lt« from
Norwich, and 94 from I-ondon.

It is now a small and unimportant place, but appear* **

have been of some consequence in former ages, though sks

origin and early history are involved in considerable ob-
scurity. The church tower is old, being part of the
church originally built here; but the remainder of taw
edifice is of later date, and in the decorated English til Vs.

with some fine windows and excellent details. It is a cm*
ehurch. and was colleirisle. The foundation of the roll***

was designed by Sir Robert de Mortimer, in the time «*T

Richard II.. end earned into effect by bis rierulors <r
trustees in the time of Henrv IV. It consisted of a master,
warden, and four secular pnests.

Attleburgb has threw (airs in the year ; and a roar***

every Thursday There are places of worship ft* Method****
and Baptist*. The population in U3| was m».
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ATTOCK. • city and fortress on the east bank of the

Sinde or Indus, within the temtonr of Kunjeet Sing, Rajah
of Lahore, in 23° 56' N. lat„ and 72° 30' E. long. The
fortress was built by Akbar in 1581. and take* its name
from that branch of the Indus which flows from Caubul and
Joins the main stream about eight or ten miles above Attook,
rerishta calls this branch of the Indus ' Nilab,' or Blue
River ; it is now mere commonly known as the Caubul rirer.

According to Major Rennell. the name of Attock, which
in the original language of the country means forbidden,

was given to it from the circumstance of its forming the
original boundary of Hindustan in that quarter, which
boundary it was unlawful for a Hindu to pass over without

speoal permission. According to Dr. Robertson (Hiitorical

Ditquiiition etmrtrning Antitnt India, p. 93), this place is

mentioned by Ptolemy, as well as by 'an eastern geo-

grapher quoted by M. D"Anville.' under the name of Na-
gere. on the rirer Copbene*. They give its latitude 32° 30',

which position agrees more nearly with modern observation

than has usually been seen in similar cases.

It is generally admitted that Alexander must have crossed

the Indus on his invasion of India, in the spring of 326 B.C.,

at or near Attock ; but it is quite as likely that he crossed

abort- or below, as just at the place. It is also believed that

Timur, when he invaded India in 1398, crossed the Indus at

the same place ; which waa also the route of Nadir Shah
in 1738.

The Indus, as it flows in front of Attock. is nearly 800
feet (260 yards, according to Elphinstone) broad, and of
considerable depth ; but it runs with so rapid a current that

bo accurate soundings can be taken. The banks, which
are of a black atone, hare acquired smoothness from the
f>rre of the stream and the constant friction of the particles

of sand which it carriesdown, so that they shine like polished

marble. Notwithstanding the rapidity of the stream, it is

vastly crossed in boats and on the inflated hides of oxen.

The Rajah of Lahore now keeps a bridge of thirty-seven

boats at Attock. for the purpose of transporting his army
•eraae the river.

The fortress was formerly the residence of the Afghan
government, and waa then a place of considerable import-

ance : but since 1 8 It, when it came into the possession of
the Rajah of Lahore, it has been fast falling to decay.

It is built in the form of a parallelogram, and stands on a
low hill on the east bank of the river, to which it offers a
frost of 1200 feet : the walla, which recede from the rirer,

are of double that length ; they are built of polished stone,

and make a handsome appearance. The place has the dis-

advantage, in a military point of view, of being commanded
bv a hill at the beck ; there is also a fort, which was built by
Nadir Shah, on the opposite bank of the rirer. (See Ren-
Bell s Memoir; Elpbinstone's Caubul, p. 623; Report
*f Commit/** qf Houtt of Common* on Indian Affair*.

Session 1832; Burnet • Memoir on the Indu*. London
Peng. Journal. 1833.)

ATTORNEY is a person substituted (atmcrni, attorna-

tm*U from mtourner, ottornart, to substitute, and signifies one
put in the place or turn of another to manage his concerns.

He b either a private attorney authorized to make contracts,

and do other acta for his principal by an instrument called

a tetter af attorney ; or he is an attorney at law, practising in

the several courts of common law. The latter description

only will be treateff of under mis bead. As to the former,

aee Una or Arroa?rsr.
An attorney at lam answers to the procurator, or proctor,

of the mil ami canon law, and of our ecclesiastical courts.

Before the statute 13 Edward I., c 10, suitors could not

appear in court by attorney without the king's special war-
rant, but were compelled to appear in person, as is still the
practice in criminal cases. The authority given by that

statute ta prosecute or defend by attorney formed the attor-

ney s into a regular body, and so greatly increased then-

number, that srveral statutes and rule* of court for their

regulation and tut limiting their number were passed in

the reigns of Henry IV.. Henry VI., and Elisabeth : one of

which, the 83 Howry VI. c. 7. states, that not long before

there were only six or eight attorneys in Norfolk and Suffolk.

'quo tempore magna tranqiaUitu* regnabat; but that their

mereaes to twenty-four was to the vexation and prejudice of

the counties ; and it therefore enacts, that for the future

there shall bo only six in Norfolk, six in Suffolk, and two in

Norwich— a provision which has been since signally evaded,
*

It will be convenient to

1st The admission of attorneys to practise, their enrol-
ment, and certificates :

—

2d. Their duties, functions, privileges, and disabilities.

3d. The consequences of their misbehaviour.
4th. Their remedy for recovering their fees, &c.
1st The admutinn of attorney* to practite. their enrol-

ment, and certificate*.—The earlier regulations as to the
admission of an attorney (see 3 Jac. I. c. 7, s. 2, and rules
or courts in 8 Car. I., and 1654) required that he should
serve for fire years as clerk to some jud^e, Serjeant counsel,
attorney, or officer of court ; that be should be found, on exa-
mination by appointed practisers, ofgood ability and honesty

;

and that he should be admitted of, and reside in, some inn of
court or chancery, and keep commons there. These were
superseded by the 2 Geo. II. c. 23, s. 5, now in force ; which
provides that no person shall practise as an attorney in the
superior courts unless he has been bound by contract in
writing to serve for five years as clerk to a regular attorney,

and has continued five years in such service, and has
been afterwards examined, sworn, admitted, and enrolled

in manner in the act mentioned, under penalty of 51)1. and
an incapacity to sue for his fees. This provision is by
subsequent statutes extended to practising in the county
court or the quarter sessions; and by 34 Geo. III. c. 14,
s. 4, any person practising as an attorney without due ad-
mission and enrolment shall forfeit 100/., and be disabled
from suing for bis fees. By the 1 & 2 Geo. IV. o. 48, and
3 Geo. IV. c. 16, persons having taken the degree of
bachelor of arte, or bachelor of law, in the university of
Oxford, Cambridge, or Dublin, and having served under
contract in writing for three years with an attorney, and
having been actually employed during the three years by
such attorney or his agent in the business of an attorney,

shall be qualified to be admitted as fully as if they had
served five years ; provided the degree of bachelor of arts

was taken within six years after matriculation,and the degree
of bachelor of law was taken within eight years after matricu-
lation : the binding to the attorney must also be within four
years after the taking of the degree. By the 22 Geo. II. c. 46,
an affidavit mustbe made within three months from the date
of the articles of the execution thereof by the attorney and by
the clerk, which affidavit must be filed in the court where
the attorney is enrolled, and be read in open court before

the clerk is admitted and enrolled an attorney. Acts of
indemnity are however occasionally passed, relieving per-

sons who hare neglected to file their affidavits within the
limited time. By the last general stamp act a duty of 120/.

is imposed upon the articles' of clerkship of attorney, and
1/. 15». on the counterpart; and by 34 Geo, III. c. 14,

s. 2, the articles, duly stamped, must be enrolled or regis-

tered with the proper officer in that court where the party

proposes to practise as an attorney. No attorney is al-

lowed to have more than two articled clerks at once,

and these only during such time as he is actually in prac-

tice on his own account and not at any time during which
he himself is employed as clerk by another attorney. The
clerk, in order to be admitted an attorney, mutt actually

terve five years under his articles; but by 22 Geo. 111.

c. 46, in case the attorney dies, or discontinues to practise, or
the articles are by mutual consent cancelled, then the clerk

may serve the residue of the time under articles to any
other practising attorney, and the new articles are not

subject to stamp, 34 Geo. III. c. 14, s. 5, except the duty of
1/. 13*. The articled clerk may serve one year, but not a
longer time, with the agent of the attorney to whom be it

articled : a plan generally adopted by country clerks, who
thus acquire a year's experience of the practice in London,
without delaying their admission : and by the I & 2 Geo,
IV. c. 48, s. 2. an articled clerk who becomes bond fide a
pupil to a barrister, or certificated special pleader, fir one

whole pear, may be admitted in the same manner as is dune
if be serves one year with the agent of the attorney to whom
he is bound. Before the clerk can be admitted an attorney,

be must cause an affidavit of the actual service under the
articles, sworn by himself or the attorney with whom he baa
served, to be filed in the court to which be seeks admission

;

he must also make oath (or affirmation, if a Quaker) that ho
has do.lv paid the stamp duty on the articles, and that he
will truly and honestly demean himself as an attorney ; and
must take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and sub-
scribe the declaration against popery, or, if a Roman Ca-
tholic the declaration and oath prescribed by the statute

31 Geo. III. e. 32, s. 1. The attorney pays a stamp duty
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on' hit admission of 25/. Hit nun* it than enrolled

without lee by tbe officer of court, in books appointed

for the purpose: to which book* all person* have free

accent, without payment of any lea. Whan the attorney

Ja admitted, ha eubscribee a roll, which it the original

roll of attorneve, of which the court takee notice a* the

recorded li*t of iu officers, and from which the names are

copied into the books. An attorney duly sworn, admitted,

and enrolled in any of the superior courts of law, may be

aworn and admitted in tbe courts of equity without fee or

sump duty ; and so a solicitor in any court of equity at

Westminster may be sworn, admitted, and enrolled an at-

torney of hit Majesty's court* of law ; and an attorney in a

superior court atVVestminster is capable of being admitted in

any inferior court of record. An attorney admitted in one

aourt of record at Westminster, may, by tbe consent in

writing of any other attorney of another court, practise in

the name of such other attorney in such other court, though

not himself admitted in such court. But if any sworn

attorney knowingly permit any other person, not being a

aworn attorney of another court, to practise in his name, be

is disabled from acting as an attorney, and hit admittance

become* void.

In addition to swearing, admission, and enrolment, an
attorney, in order to be duly qualified lor practice, must take

out a certificate at the Ktarop-oflice every year between tbe

15tb November and 16th December for the year following,

the duty on which is 12/. if ha reside in London or Weat-
minstar, or within the delivery of the twopenny post, or

within the city or Edinburgh, and has bean in practice three

Tears ; or 6/. if ha has been admitted a lest time ; and if

be reside elsewhere, and baa been admitted three years, 8/.

;

or if be has not been admitted to long, 4/. ; and if be prac-

tise without certificate, or without payment of the proper

duty, he it liable to a penalty of 50/. and an incapacity to

eue for bit fess. (55 Geo. III. c. 184, s. 27.) But by tbe

44 Geo. III. c 98. a. 10. these penalties can only be sued

for by tbe Attorney General, like other tump penalties;

and acta of indemnity are occasionally pasted to relieve

attorneys who hare neglected to take out their certificate*

in due time.* The omission by an attorney to take out his

certificate for one whole rear incapacitates him from prac-

tising, and renders his admission void ; but the courts bare
power to re-adaiit him on payment of the arrears of certi-

ficate duty, and such penalty as the courts think fit. (37
Geo. III. c 90.)

2. The dullft, function; privileges, and duabilitie* o/
mttnmeyi.—Tbe principal dutiee of an attorney are care,

skill, and integrity ; and if ho be not deficient in these

essential requisites, he is not responsible for mere error or

mistake in the exercise of his profession. But if he be
deficient in proper skill or care, and a loss thereby arises to

his client, he is liable to a special action on the case : as, if

the attorney neglect on the trial to procure the attendance
of a material witness ; or if ha neglect attending an arbitra-

tor to whom hit client'* cause is referred ; or if be omit to
charge a defemlaot in custody at tbe suit of bit client, in
execution within the proper time. When an attorney has
once undertaken • cause, be cannot withdraw from it at hi*

pUa*ure, since this would injure hi* client ; and though bo
I* not bound to proceed if hi* client neglect to supply him
with money to meet the accessary disbursements, vet before
an attorney can abandon tbe cause on tbe ground of want
of fund*, be must give a tuflkwnt and reasonable notice to
the client of hi* intention. When deed* or writing* come to
an attorney 'a band* in the way of has buautet* a* en * I lor- <

nay. the court, on motion, will make a rule upon bint to deli-
ver them bark to the party on payment of what i* due to him
on account of professional temeea and disbursement*, and .

particularly when he baa given an undertaking to re-deliver
'

them : but, unlet* they come to his hands strictly in his
business as an attorney, the court will not make a rule, but
Maie tbe party to bring his action against the attorney.
An attorney duly enrolled and certificated as considered

to b« alwsy* personally present in court, and on that ac- i

count baa still tome prtniag—, though they are now much
narrowed. TUI lately be was onUlUd to sue by a peculiar

> be tunrocass, caJUd *n attachment of privilege, and" to
ia bkl own ruun by bill ; but the lata act for uniformity of
prorata, 2 Will IV. a. Jtt, baa abolished thaws du4inctK.ua.

1

and an attorney now sues and u sued like other persona, i

By reason of the tupooatd neaetaity for hit presence to I

aourt, an attorney ia exempt from offices requiring personal
(

service, at those of eheriff, con*table, overteer of the poor,

and also from serving as a juror. These privilege* being

allowed not so much Tor the benefit of attorneys as of their

client*, are confined to attorneys who practice, or at least

hava practised within a year.

An attorney ia also subject to toroe disabilities and re-

strictions. No attorney practiting in the King'* Court*

can be under-tberiff, sherifft clerk, receiver, or tbenfTt

bailiff. (1 Hen. V. c. 4.) No clerk of the peace, or h.t de-

puty, can act as attorney or- agent at the Quarter Sc»m ,ns,

under a pena'ty of 50/. (22 Geo. II. c. -16.) By ruie of

Michaelmas Term, 1854, no attorney can bo lessee in eject-

ment, or bail for a defendant in any action. By 5 Geo II.

c 18. a. 2, no attorney can be a justice of the peace »hil«

in practice a* an attorney ; and no practising attorney ran

be a Commissioner of the Land Tax without possessing

100/. per annum. By 12 Geo. II. c. 13, no attorney wh.> it

a prisoner in any prison, or within tlio rules or libeniet

thereof, can sue out any process, or commence or prosecute

any suit, under penalty of being struck off tho roll, and .oca-

pacitatad from acting at an attorney for the future : and tbe

punishment i» the aame for any nttorney who suffer* at

attorney in prison to prosecute a suit in In* name : but *n
attorney in prison may carry on suit* commenced before hw
confinement ; and tbe statute doe* not prohibit bit defend-

ing, but only hit prosecuting suit*.

3. The comeeuence* of an attorney't mitbehariour.—
The court which hat admitted an attorney to practise treats

him as one of its officers, and exercise* a summary juris-

diction over him, either for the benefit of hit clients, or for

hit own punithment in case of misconduct. If he it

charged on affidavit with fraud or malpractice, contrary te

justice and common honesty, tbe court will call upon him to

answer tbe matter* of tbe affidavit ; and if he do not dis-

tinctly deny tbe charges imputed to him, or if he swear to

an incredible story in disproof of them, tbe court will grant
an attachment If tbe misconduct of the attorney amount
to an indictable offence, the courts will in general leave him
to be indicted by the party complaining, and will not c.'l

upon him to answer the matters of sn affidavit If the

attorney has been fraudulently admitted, or ha* been con-

victed of felony or any other offence which render* him
unfit to practiae, or if he has knowingly suffered his name
to be used by a person unqualified to practise, or if be hit

himself acted aa agent for tuch a person, or if be has ngned
a fictitious name to a demurrer purporting to be the sig-

nature of a barrister, or otherwise grossly misbehaved him-

self, the court will order him to be struck off the roll of

attorneys. But striking off the roll is not a perpetual dis-

ability : for in some instances the court will permit bitn te

be restored, considering tbe punishment in the light of a
suspension only.

4. The attorney* remedy for recovering hie free.— An
attorney may recover hit feet from hit client in an action «f

debt or indebttatu* attumptit, which he may maintain for

business done in other courts as well a* in that of winch he
is admitted an attorney. But an attorney cannot reenter («
conducting a suit in which, owing to gross negligence of

other cause, the client has bad no benefit whatever from u-s

attorney 's superintendence. By tbe 2 Geo. II. c. 2.1. t. : J, ra
attorney shall sue for the recovery of bia fees or disbursement
till the expiration of one lunar month after be has delivered to

his client a bdl of such fees or disbursements, written in a
legible band, and subscribed with bis own hand ; and oo
application of the party chargeable by such bill, the court,

or a judge or baron of the court in which tho business at

done, may refer the bill to be taxed by the proper officer ;

and if tbe attorney, or tbe party chargeable, shall refuse u
attend such taxation, the officer may lax the bill ex j*trte,

pending which reference and taxation no action shall bo
commenced for the demand ; and on the taxation and settle-

ment of the bill, tbe party shall pay to the allorncv, or at
the court shall direct tbe whole turn due on tho lull, or be
liable to attachment or process of contempt ; and if it at

found that the attorney btt been overpaid, then he a!. .,11

forthwith refund. Tbe statute only Ippliea to fre* and dis-

bursement* for bosines* dun* in a court of lit or equity.

If tbe whole bill be for conveyancing. It cannot be taxed,
but if any part of the bill be for business done in curt,
tbe bill must be delivered a month before the arum at

Wrought or tbe attorney cannot recover, in wluch case etU
the Means are taxed. Many nice disuncuoo* have hrwtt

drawn aa to what transaction* of an attorney cunjtilutw
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business done in ooort to u to render hi* bill subject to

taxation. For theee we mutt refer to Wi Practice, tit.

Attorney.
To assist an attorney in recovering hit coat*, he hat a lien

ft? the amount of hi* bill upon the deed* and papers of his

client which have come to his band* in the course of his

pr frsMonal employment ; and till hi* bill he paid, the court

will not order them to be delivered up, nor can an action be
maintain*! for them. The attorney has also the same lien

on any ramcy recovered by hi* client which comes to bis

htimU'in the character of nis attorney. As* a further secu-

rity to the attorney, his client is not permitted to discharge

lurn and substitute another without obtaining the leave of
the court or a judge's order for that purpose, which is never
erantnl except upor the terms of paving the first attor-

ney » lull. See Rule 2 Will. IV.. reg.'l, s. 93. (See Bac.

A*>ri-lgment, tit. Attorney, 7th edition; Tidd's Practice, 9th

edtti mi. .-hap iii. and xiv.)

ATTORNEY-GENERAL. The attorney-general U a
nvrmtcnal officer of the crown, specially appointed by let-

ter*- patent. II* is, in principle, nothing more than the
attorney for the king, and stand* in precisely the same rela-

tion to him that e\cry other attorney docs to bis employer.
Tin- addition of the term ' general to the name of the
office probably took place in order to distinguish him from
attirncit appointed to art for tho crown in particular

r-.'ir'.v »nrh as the attorney for the Court of Wards, or

il.e uiaiter of the Crown 'Office, whose official name is
'

- r.iu-r and attorney for the. king' in the Court of King's
B-Tirii. By degrees the office, which has usually been
flV.r.1 by pcrv>ns of the Inchest eminence in the profession of
tiw law, tut become one of grvat dignity and importance.
The itutf-t of the attorney-general are to exhibit inform a-

ti jit and conduct prosecutions for such heinous misde-
ni> j.i .ur* a» lend to disturb or endanger the state; to ad-
vv i!:o hrads of Ibe various departments of government on
Wil quern n» ; to conduct all suits and prosecutions re-

let. rig to the collection of the public revenue of the crown

;

to fi .e informations in the Exchequer, in order to obtain
s_iti»faction for any personal wrong committed in the lands
or other p r»««i»ions of tho crown ; to institute and conduit

Ur the protection of charitable endowments, in which
the kinjf. as parent patriae, is entitled to interfere ; and
general!) u> appear in all legal proceeding*, and in all

co i't». »hcre the interests of the crown are in question.

The precise rank and precedence of the attorney -general
line frequently been the subject of discussion and dispute.

I;. Seed ttw early history and origin of this office, upon which
tiK- '(urstwu of precedence in a great measure depends, is

n. j iter of grest obscurity. There is no doubt that at all

tunes tbe king must hate had an attorney to represent the
inter, su of the crown in the several courts ofjustice; but
in earl) timet he was probably not an officer of such high
rank and importance a* the attorney-general of the present
day. There arc no traces of such an officer till some cen-
tur.c» after the conquest ; and it is clear that, until a com-
paratively late period, the king's Serjeant was the chief exe-
cutive officer fur picas of the crown. (Spelman, Glntt. tit.

Sernriu ad legem ) In the old form of proclamation upon
ttic arraignment "f a criminal, tbe king's Serjeant was, till

»try lately, always named before the attorney-general ; and
Ctiutislt to tbe Commonwealth he invariably spoke before

i in all criminal prosecutions, and performed the duty of
* owning tbe pleadings,' which since the Commonwealth
hat always been dune by the junior counsel. In tbe reign

|

of James I. a curious altercation between Sir Francis Bacon,
wbuwa* then attorney-general, and a serjeant-at-law, upon
tin suuject. it related in Bulstrode's Reports, vol. iii. p. 32,
uym which occasion Lord Coke, who was then chief justice,
tijj that ' no serjeant ought to move before the king'*
aiiomey. when be mores fjr the king; but for other mo-

1

U'.ns any serjeant-at-law is to move before him.' He added,
ttiat when ' be was the king's attomev. be never offered to

».>ie belure a Serjeant, unless it was for the king.'

All questions respecting the precedency of the attorney-

general and the Serjeants were terminated bra special war-
rant of his tore majesty, George IV., when Prince Regent,

in I » 1 1, by which it was arranged that the attorney-general

and the solicitor-general should have place and audience at

the brad of tbe English bar.

A djacuaajon arose during the session of parliament

IU4. at tbe hearing of a Scotch appeal in the House of

letdt, upon the quearfioa of precedency between the attorney

-

general and the lord advocate of Scotland, which was
finally decided In favour of the former.
ATTRACTION, from two Latin words signifying a

dratcing toward*, a terra the meaning of which has been
obscured by the verbal disputes of a century and a half.
Considering the great importance of correctly understanding
a word which is in such universal use, we shall endeavour
to point out the various ways in which it has been misun-
derstood. The applications of the word to tbe experi-
mental fact* which it implies, such as attraction of gravi-
tation, attraction of cohesion, electrical attraction, capillary
attraction, &c, must be looked for under the heads Gravi-
tation, Cohesion, Elxctbicitv, &e.
When a word ho* been the subject of dispute, especially

when there have been ignorant and learned men on botn
sides, it generally happens that several different meanings
have been affixed to it. In the present instance we are
obliged to make use of more terms than one to represent the
various senses in which attraction has been used. We shall
therefore explain what we mean by mathematical attraction,
mathematico-phytical attraction, and physical attraction.
The reader may supply any terms which he likes better, if
he will take care to distinguish their meanings.

(I.) When we see tho body A move towards B, we see
the effect that would be produced, if B. directly or indirectly,
had the power of drawtng A t'licurdt it, or of attracting it.

But if we only see tho fact, ami measure the law of the
motion, and flml thereby that A moves as it would move if
B did attract it according to some simple law, we can then
find what is to take place during the rest of the motion, if
the same law continue. For, in the mathematical formula?,
deduced from principles which have always been ad-
mitted and appealed to by the opponents of attraction
themselves, it clearly is of ho importance, as to results,
whether we substitute the real truth of nature, or that which
is equivalent to it in its effects, or in the particular effect

under consideration. Thus, if the earth move round the
sun, in just the same manner as it would do if the sun
attracted it according to the Newtonian law, then that law
may be used as a mean* of deducing future phenomena.
A person who admits so much, admits what we mean
by mathematical attraction. We might instance various
mathematical modes of speaking, which in strict physics are
false. The sun throws a shadow. The sun throws nothing
but light, and it is because an opaque body prevent* hi*
throwing direct light that there is a shadow. But the
phenomenon is as if the sun did throw the positive appear-
ance called shadow, and the phrase ia admitted. The sun
moves round the earth onoe a day— should be, the earth
turns round it* axis onee a day ; but we see the same
appearances as would be presented if the sun did move
round the earth. But the most direct use of tbe mathe-
matical way of speaking is in the term ckntrifuo al roRcg
(which see), where we speak as if a body really endea-
voured to go direct away from a centre, when in truth it

endeavours to keep its own straight line of motion unal-
tered. But the effeet being exactly that of an endeavour to
move directly away, tbe term is admitted, though certainly
more liable to be misunderstood than attraction,

(2.) When A not only moves towards B, but it is plain
that B is in some way or other an agent in the motion of A,
there is what we will call mathematicsphysical attraction.

Place a needle so as to swim on water, and hold a magnet
north of it; tbe needle will slowly move towards the
north. But place the magnet east, and tbe northward
motion will be almost immediately destroyed by the resist-

ance of the water, and the needle will then move east

;

and so on for any other point of the compass. Here then,
in addition to the conclusions we might draw from the pre-
ceding paragraph, we see that the magnet is in some way
or other an actor. In the preceding case, B might be
taken away, and for any thing we aro supposed to know to

the contrary, A might continue its motion just as before;

but in the present case, the needle always moves towards
where the magnet is, and never moves towards where tbe
magnet is not. • Tbe words cause and effect, then, have
no meaning, if we mar not say it is the magnet which
attracts (draws) the needle. But whether it draws it directly,

or whether it acta upon some all-pervading fluid (tbis word
is really almost synonymous with unknown cause), as some
have supposed, which fluid acts upon the needle, or whether
any other intermediate cause exists, is not necessary to

be considered here. We dp not mean to imply anything
IsC 2
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for or against such foppositkma when we say that there

does exist a mathematico-phytical attraction.

Further to illustrate oar meaning :—when awooden swan

swims towards a bit of bread, there is mathematical attrac-

tion between the swan and the bread, to music children

:

there is a mathemauco-phyeioel attraction between the iron

hidden in the bird, and the magnet hidden in the bread, to

puzile philosophers : the unknown nature of the cause has

never caused the children to doubt the fact ; but some

{ihilosophers. in former times at least, have gone as great

engths.

(3 ) Bv phyti'al attraction is implied a power residing in B,

by which A is drawn to it without the intermediation of any

other cause whatever, except the will of the Creator. If a

space of the universe could be entirely cleared of matter,

except onlv two portions (particles or atoms, if such things

are), A and B. at rest ; then ifA would necessarily begin to

move towards B by some power in B, which is as much a

port of its actual existence as its figure or impenetrability,

there exists what we mean by physical attraction. Whe-
ther there be such a power or not is not known ; nor, we
think, can it ever be known. For even supposing we
had followed the chain of secondary causes till we had
approached to the First Cause, we could not be certain we
had done so without becoming acquainted with a nature

and modes of action, for which our very terms have never

been anything but expressions either of complete igno-

rance, or feeble analogies from our own perceptions.

Let the cause of attraction be discovered, and whatever it

be, denote it by ( ) ; then shall we have the same succes-

sion of unmeaning disputes about ( ) that have employed
misguided energies about the word attraction. Those who
positively deny physical attraction are not aware what they

are saying, unless they deny the possibility of matter having
properties which are not directly perceptible to the senses :

those who positively affirm the same are as illogical, unless

they mean to deny the possibility of an intermediate agent
Both parties are meddling with matters on which no direct

experiments can be made.
We now proceed to inquire what are the proofs that ma

thtmatico-phyttcal attraction (which sort of attraction we
mean throughout the rest of this article, unless the contrary

be specially mentioned) does really and universally take
pUre between the portions of matter composing our uni-

verse. This question divides itself into the proofs of matter

attracting and being attracted by matter upon our earth

;

and the matter of our earth attracting and being attracted

by the matter of other planet$.

We will take this opportunity of trying to remove the

effect of a mere sarcasm, which may prejudice the reader

against the proofs which we produce. Asks the objector. Are
we to believe that every particle of matter, how small soever,

attracts every other? One says (we remember to have
seen) wonderful ! to the supposition that the snuff in his

snuff-box attracts the snuff in the snuff-boxes of the inha-

bitants of Saturn, The author is one of the Hutrhinso-
niaus. aa they are called, who maintain the reality of
everv phenomenon mentioned in common terms throughout
the Bible, which tbey call drawing their natural philosophy

from thence ; though perhaps, by following St Paul's ad-
ww— to prove all things, and hold fast that which is good—
they might equally have acted up to their principle. It is

wmderful ! then that terrestrial and Saturnun snuff should
mutually attract* Be the cause of a phenomenon, real or
presumed, what it may, it will certainly be wonderful. All
the works of God are wonderful, says King David; but the
preceding me' hod of reasoning would convirt us of impiety
for quoting turn. To pursue it in the author's style : Is a
tnufi bnr a wonderful work of God ; and a Scutch snuff-

box, with a picture of a man and a gun. and a little dog ?

E»ery association may be made ridiculous which compares
small thing* with great ; but surely it is not absurd to sup-

pose that, in whatever way the earth may act as a whole,

snv part of it. however small, may perform its proportional
pirt Take the following parallel ease . nothing can be
more indisputable, that, when any bod) is in rotation, and a
part it drawn towards the centre, the velocity of rotation is

increased. This u seen in an opera dancer, who having
•pun al the rate of our* or twice in a second with one leg at
right angles to the other, suddenly increases his rotation to I

five or mi tune* in a second, partly by drawing in the ex- I

tm.lct leg. But are we to bslstve that by raising our arms,
we slacken the earth s rotation at lengthen the day; and by]

lying down on the ground, the contrary ? We can on'.y

answer, that if by drawing down the whole atmosphere, we
should alter the day only one second, every part of the
atmosphere would do its part of one second. A mind un-
used to mathematical considerations does not easily compre-
hend the very smaH or the very great. One objector is

scandalised at the idea that a man s hand would move the

earth. He clearly has no idea of any motion smaller than
that which his eyes can see.

We shall now cite the experiment of Cavendish, described

in the Phil. Trant. for 1 798. If we balance one ball of lead

by another on a horizontal lever, no horizontal oacillauon

takes place; but any little disturbance makes the le.er

turn completely round again and again, nil friction restores

the equilibrium. Cavendish balanced two balls of lead very

nicely on a lever, which be suspended by a thread. A firm

stand was provided, and the whole was inclosed in a wooden
case, to prevent agitation by the sir. inserting only a tele-

scope and a lamp on one side. When the apparatus waa firm

ana no motion was perceived in the interior pendulum, other

leaden balls of considerable size were suddenly presented,

outside the case, to each end of the lever, whereupon hori-

sontal oscillations immediately began in the lever like those

of a pendulum upon the earth— such oscillations as would
take place if the balls attracted one another. He observed

the duration of these oscillations ; and tbenre, knowing the

duration of the oscillation which, the earth create* in a pen-
dulum, and also knowing the relative densities of lead and
water, he ascertained that, if the commonly received law of

attraction be correct, the earth's average density must be

54 times as great as that of water. Huttoo, on recalculating

his result, found reason to think the i should be tV We
shall immediately notice this result again.

It is evident that if matter attract matter, a mountain
contiguous to a plumb-line or a spirit-level will, in a slight

degree, alter the position of the former, or the surface of the

latter. We can hardly expect to measure the trifling dis-

placement by direct means; but since the instruments
alluded to arc the regulators of some astronomical instru-

ments, it is plain that a false plumb-line or level msy show
itself by giving false positions to the stars. And it is well

known that the mean of a number of observations detects

very small instrumental errors. Bouguer, in Peru, sus-

pected that the proximity of Chimboraeo affected his

Cumb-line ; and even detected a number of seconds which
i could in no other way explain : but his results remain

unverified. In 1772, Maskelyne (one of the best observers

of his time) proceeded to Scotland, to try the effect

of Schehallien. He made a great number of oUarra-
tions both north and south of the mountain ; f•» he
argued that since the plumb-line, if disturbed, must tend
towards the mountain in both cases, the discordance he
sought would lie doubled, and more easily perceptible.

He found in this way, that the north plumb-line and the

south plumb-line nude an angle of I If' more than could be
explained by the difference of latitude of his two stations.

Hutton. on calculating the mean density of the earth front

this result, found it five times as great as water : a result

very nearly that afterwards produced by Cavendish, whoa)

it is considered that both the mean density and form of

such a maas as Srhehsllien could not be very accurately

determined. Maakelvne chose forty observations, wbxa
he considered the best ; but Baron Zach obtained the tea*
result by reducing the whole 337.

In 1810 the same Baron Zach undertook a similar

labour, in which he employd a different instrument, and a
different method of ventiration. He was earning on a tri-

gonometrical survey in the neighbourhood of Marseilles,

and be bad three small observatories near Mount Mimet.
north of that town. He obtained the latitude of these ob-

servatories by measuring on the earth their position with
respect to other station* ton distant from the mountain to

be sensibly affected. He then obtained the latitude of bis
observatories by agronomical observation on the spot AU
three, without exception, gate a difference of i* between
the geodr»u « I and astronomical I ttiludea, and in all the ob-
served latitude *< greater than the measured, being the
sort of effort "Inch would be produced bv attraction in the
mountain. M. Zach published the fullest detail of his me-
thod, and all the observations, in lua Altraclum dem A/.'sw

tagne*. Avi«non, I Ml 4. For details of Msskelvnos mea-
surements, see Hulton s7Vii<-/«, vol. \u and Phil. 7Vu»t I 7.**.

We now come to the question how the attraction of the par-
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tides of one heavenly body on those of another is estsbliihed.

For details of this wj exlensr* lubjeet, see Gravitation,
and articles there referred to. The rtstmt of the argument
b this : the phenomena which do take place in the beavent

are those which common and undisputed mechanical and
mailtematir*! reasoning show would take place if the New-
tootan law be true. And every phenomenon of importance

baa been gradually broofht under the consequence* of this

law by venous analysts. To recount instances would be to

make a lummtn of astronomical terms; but we will select

one. which, in one tense, is the most dubious, namely, the

phenomena of the tides. For, whereas the place of the moon
or a planet is predicted within from half a second to a second

of time, the time of high water cannot yet be predicted within

some minutes, at least in a port. How much this pheno-

menon may be snorted by winds or the nature of the coast,

is not difficult to conceive ; but the following result is a
striking specimen of accordance between theory end fret

If the noes proceed from Newtonian gravitation, the mean
tidt-day, or inlerral between successive times of high water,

must be equal to the time between the moon's coming on
the meridian above and below the horizon, or, roughly
speaking, two tide-days make a lunar day. It is found
by analysis, that, if the Newtonian theory be true, the
average tide-day must be exactly equal to half the average
lunar-day, thongh particular instances of the two may diner

many minutes. This is found to be the fact : for if the
tsde-day were than half the lunar-day by as much
as one tenth of a second on the average, that is, if the tides

lagged, one with another, by -f," daily, two thousand
years would have seen high water at every possible part
of the lunar-day. But for two thousand years it has never
been denied that high water takes place at every port

within a certain time (usually less than four hours) of the
moon's coming on the meridian. Again, a permanent
retardation would, in course oftime, bring high water when
the moon was precisely on the meridian, for a long succes-

sion of days together: a result which never has been
observed, and which, according to the Newtonian theory,

is impossible.

An immense number of accordances between theory and
observation, and there being no assignable discrepancy

wbetsoever, of any considerable amount, form the nature of
the proof of the Newtonian law. And it must be observed
that this has not been done in a day. or by one person, but
in s century and a half, and by philosophers of several

countries— not by men prejudiced in favour of Newton, but
the contrary ; for it was long before his doctrines found
their way over to the continent, snd the dispute about the
intention of fluxions had laid the foundations of a strong
anti-Newtonian prejudice. We may observe, also, that
England, where the veneration of Newton amounted almost
to idolatry, has done much less towards the development of
his system than either France, Germany or Italy ; so that

the Newtonian system was really fully established by those
who had every national and personal bias to endeavour to

overturn it This it is necessary to stale, because it is fre-

quently asserted that the prevailing system is sustained by
the name and authority of Newton. This argument, it will

be observed, can be easily brought in any case ; for every
system, true or false, will have an originator, who will cer-

tainly enjoy great reputation as soon as his ideas come to

be universally received. But it is an argument which is of
equal force both against a true and a false system, not
bai tog any tendency to furnish a test between one and the
ether, unless it be meant to be asserted that nothing is to

be received as true, upon any proof whatever, which comes
from s man of blown talents and knowledge.
We shall now give some account of the disputes upon

the word attraction ; but, first, we shall show how it was
need bv Newton. The writings of this great man may be
ditideef into mathematical and physical : the propositions of

the Pruteipia are mathematical, interspersed occasionally

with scholia, in which conjectures are made upon the cause

of this mathematical, or at most mstbematico-physical, at-

traction. Newton was very far from supposing what we
hair called physical attraction, as the following extract

from the Princrpia will show :

—

' Thus far I have explained the phenomena of the heavens

and the sea by the force of gravity ; but I have not get

assigned the ittum of gravity The reason of these pro-

perties I have not pW deduced from phenomena, and I do

net mvnK hypotheses For whatever it not deduced from

phenomena i* called hypothetie ; and hypotheses, be tbey
metaphysical, physical, of occult qualities, or mechanical,
have no place in experimental philosophy It is enough
that gravity really exists, and acts according to laws laid
down by us; and suffices to explain all the motions of the
heavens and the sea.'

The repeated use of the words not ytt, ' nondum, would
lead us to suppose that Newton thought that the cause
of attraction might be discovered ; ana the sentence next
following our preceding quotations shows that be leaned
towards the notion of a highly subtle fluid, which was
afterwards the hypothetit of those who constituted him
their opponent: 'Something might be add-d about that
most subtle spirit which pervades and lies hid in all dense
bodies ; by force and action of which the particles of bodies
mutually attract at the smallest distances, &c. . . .But this
cannot be explained in few words ; neither is there a suffi-

cient number of experiments by which the laws of action
of this spirit can be accurately determined and shown.'
(Prinoipta, SehoL Oen. at the end).

Again, in the Optics, Newton dwells upon the same dis-

tinction between a phenomenon and its cause, and says that
attraction may be caused by an impulse or some other un-
known cause. But once for all, both against Newton and
his opponents, we must observe, that an invisible fluid leaves
the difficulties of the question where it found them. If this

fluid have the common properties of matter, what is there
to explain the mutual repulsion of its particles? Must they
have a fluid to cause that phenomenon,and soon ad infimturn.
or must an unknown cause of repulsion take the place of
an unknown cause of attraction ? If this fluid have other
properties unknown to matter as we see it, it is then a
purely gratuitous supposition, as difficult as what we call

phyttcal attraction, which is only matter with one more
quality than we can directly see or feel.

Leibnitx called attraction an occult quality, and a miracle.

The first term was the horror of the continental philosophers

about his time. Their predecessors bad attributed various

proper ties to matter which could not be proved by experi-

ment, which were justly called occult (or bidden). In weir
desire to be rid of all such, succeeding philosophers would

'

not only abolish the qualities of matter which they had in-

vented, over which of course they bad absolute power, but
they tried also to abolish their own ignorance of the causes
of the tetuibU qualities of matter. Tbey would not have
occult causes, and Leibnitx plainly confounds occult quality

with occult cause. But it is needless to dwell up->n the fact

that the ultimate causes of all qualities are occult. When
Newton adopted the word attraction, be did not take up
and fix the meaning of a word which till bis time bad heeu
ambiguous ; still less, as some have asserted, did be retain

a mystical meaning, which bis followers afterwards cleared

from absurdity. At and before the time of Newton, the

word attraction was frequently used in our second, or ma-
thematico-phyrical sense; for example, in the English
translation of J. B. Porta, aj>. 16S8. where to ' attract' is

used for to 'draw forth,' in opposition to 'compound' or
' lay together.' But the philosophic use of the word is more
conspicuous in Sir K. Digby's Treatite on Bodiet, a.d.

1669, where it is said that wherever ' the Ant cause of the

motion proceeds from that body towards which the motion

is made,' the effect is 'properly called attraction,' which
is illustrated by the case of fire and air, in which, though
there b an intermediate cause assigned by himself— namely,
that the Are rarefies the contiguous air, which therefore

ascends, and the surrounding air rushes in to supply its

place—the author ssys that the fire attract* the air.

The objections made to the Newtonian attraction have
been, with one or two exceptions, the work of those who bad
obviously not read Newton, or any geometrical work on the

subject We must take them in classes, and describe them
as far as our limits will allow us to do.

1. We have those contained in axioms, which are either

unproved or unmeaning, such as • matter tnnnox act where
it » not' Those who bring thU forward sbould explsin the

three bsrd words which they have put in italic*; and we
should then see whether this be self or not Tbey
should also remember that the c«Ubr«ted iOrto%UrWlitm of

Berkeley is, in several way*. ™ »,tmck
"J"

n U>« word marUr
of exactly the tame kind of argument as th«\r ^ upon
.ttroctiok ; so that, in fct. ^

mX W^> %. btW""
w matter which they imn»«»««W proceed to ol^* a* to

Attraction, [bos B^sunf. 1>»»*at»sjAi_t»u va
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(peaking of the place where matter if, they assume that the

loundary of impenetrability i» the same as the boundary of

eotouf; a thing not only unproved, but from eeTeral cir-

cumstances unlikely. [See Rtptixioi*.]
• J. We have thote who would tubttitute pure hypothetical

eauses. such a« Newton decline* entering into, to explain

the phenomenon of attraction. One writer require* no more

than that all bodie* should be composed of two distinct set*

of particle*, the one set of water, the other of some volatile

fluid from which he thinks he deduce* attraction ; another

is satisfied with an efflux and reflux of a fluid from and to

the tun, to c&use what he denominates the centripetal and
centrifugal forces : evidently confounding the nature of the
two in a manner which could not have been done by any 1

person who had read Newton. A third Alls the whole uni-

verse with stresms of matter which are always passing
|

through every point in every direction. On all these we :

shall only observe, that, in their attempts to produce an ex-
j

p1anati<>n of the phenomenon, they admit the phenomenon
itself, which i* all that Newton contended for ; but as their

motto is that of the Templars, Semper Jtriatur Leo, they
must have Newton on the other side, which is done by
miking him the advocate of what we have called p£y*ical
attraction.

9. Wc have those who leave out of view the main fact,

that Newton explains phenomena as they really an, and who
treat the rrtultt as hypothetical, as well as the principle.
* Let the idea,' says one writer, ' of particles of matter at-

tracting each other be impressed upon the mind, and it will

then dilate upon their mutual actions, calculate the density
of substances composed by them, whirl them at pleasure in

empty space, and show in what manner their motions will

be disturbed by the actions of each upon the other.' But
it it here forgotten that the 'whirl*' alluded to were not
made 'at pleasure,' but they were 'whirl*' actually taking
place which were examined, in order to see bow they did
whirl. Newton laid by hi* theory of attraction for years,

at a forgotten thing, because he round that, with the re-

ceived notions of the earth's magnitude, it would not give the
moon the motion which she is actually found to possess : it

was only when he received the more accurate measurement
of Picard that he returned bis inquiry. Did he whirl his

planets ' at pleasure ?

'

4. Another class of objectors cannot conceive how attrac-

tion can be, and therefore they reject it. This argument is

wholly unanswerable, becnuse it u impossible to see on
what part of the subject it bears, or bow it is shown to be
unreasonable to admit nothing as proved, except what can
be conceived and accounted for. Nothing, except an abso-
lute contradiction in term*, can be rejected on this ground.

5. All the above objections have been at one time or
other advanced by men of knowledge : there remains one
class more, namely, that of men who, being ignorant of
mechanics, deduce from wrong reasonings rebuilt which are

not found in the heavens, on which they deny the truth of
the principle. To this class, we are happy to say. personal
aspersion, and imputations of intentionally misleading others,

have been for the most part confined. The common
mistake is a confusion between the words velocity and force
being much the same as if they confounded the drops which
are pouring into a cistern for the time being, with the whole
body of rain in the cistern itself. We qu<<c another
instance. A certain traveller remarks that it cannot be that '

the sun attracts a planet, at the very time when the planet
j

is living off from it. • What more could it do. if it were
reallv repelled?' He dors not tee that the same argument
applies to a atone thrown up Into the air ; and moreover,

]

that what it could do more, if really repelled, would Im to '

describe a cmvei curve. Instead of one always flnncuiv .

towards the centre of force. To those who have any
acquaintance with mechanic* it it unnecessary to say any-
thing upon such objections: to others who hate not, we
rerninmend, if they form an opinion up-n this question, '

which it is noways nece.sary the*, should do, to folios* other
those abo hwe studied it, or those who have not, elm-It- !

ever they hate found Dost advantageous in the common '

businwss of life. I

The history of attraction, independently of that of aatro-

nomy, <mi lists in some scattered^ hint* upon the principle,
[

to be found in writers of all ages, previous to the time of
Newton ; sometime* as a mere word expressive of an
unknown cause, but more frequently upon the attumed
principle thai like things must always move toward* like.

J

Mention ofsomething of the kind it found in Aristotle. Pb>
torch (who records it a* a very anttent opinion that the moon*
centrifugal tendency ire* balanced by her weight), Lucre-

tius, and other an lien t writers. Roberval, Kepler, Gj'.Ico,

Borelli, and others, revived the idea, but witnt. i' deducing

any phenomena, except thst of the descent of falling lmd.es,

which was explained by Galileo. Bouillaud suggested that

the law of attraction must be the inverse square of the <li».

tanre ; but without any substantial reason. II uy gent found

the law of the centrifugal and centripetal forces of a hotly

moving in a circle ; and Hook described the principal phe r,»-

mena in 1074, in terms remarkably curious [see H'><>k]. t ut

without deducing any of the heavenly motions. The story,

therefore, of Newton s being led to the notion of attraction I y

the fall of an apple, is most probably incorrect
;

thoi.gii \vl

thoughts might nave been turned to the subject by sl.Ii an

incident. Indeed, here, as in the ense of the pn»ii,i\c

spectrum, our idea of Nowton't power is enhanced by

knowing the fact that the notion, and even the very law,

bad already been in such hands as those of the mi n «
havi mentioned. Newton was the first who showed that

Ke] '"r't lawt [see Astronomy] were necc>»ary, upon ill*

supposition or an attraction inversely as the square of the

distance ; and Impossible upon any other.

On the continent, the Cartesian doctrines generVly

prevailed till Maupertius, in 1732, first broached the ques-

tion, in his Ditcotirte on the Figure of the Stan. For the

progress of the application of the principle since that um«,

see Astronomy.
ATTRITION, from the Latin, mean* the act of rubbing

together. Por iu effects, sec Friction. Hxat.
ATTWOOD, GEORGE, was born in 1744. took a dis-

tinguished degree at Cambridge in 1769, and afterwards

became fellow and tutor of Trinity College in that univer-

sity. He gave public lecture* in experimental philosop:.*,

and died in 1807. He i* known by his treatise On tkt

Rectilinear Motion and Rotation of Bodiei, Cambridge,
1 784, which continued for some time to be much read in tl.e

university; by some papers in the Phil. Tram.; l>y tv.t

tracts on Bridget, 1801 and 1801; and by a contrivance

known by the name of Altvoodt Machine, the principle of

which merit* some notice.

When a constant or uniform force acts upon a mats, it

produces equal accession* of velocity in equal times, ami the

whole distance* described are as the squares of the times

.

that it, whatever length it described in the first second, ( -r

time* a* much i* described in the first two seconds, n r.*

time* as much in the first three, and so on. [See An *•«•

«ati no Poaca ] That it, the length described during t. «

first second being called 1, that described during the •*« r j

second it 3, that during the third 4, and so on. Where tl

weight of a mast is the pressure applied, and the muu it" /
only it moved, that it, where a body falls freely in « «-*, >,

the velocity created in every second is found to be ft ft,

snd the spaces described in suro ssivc seconds are 16 .", f« t,

three times 16,1, feet, five limes 16T',, &r. These are «! «-

tancet too great on which to try experiments; and Alt* -! «

machine is a method of contriving system* »li • h s \'.\

move under constant forces of less amount, so that tin- sp . •

described during four or five seconds shall i, i r.•p. .- a

very great fall. The principle made u«c of i« on- •>:.: !. it

well known in mechanics, namely, that if a |
-. ..i.rv A,

acting uniformly upon a mass B, produce a c< rt-v.n v, :
« ty

per second, it will only pro-luce hulf that yel.« .tv » •
. u * i-

ing on a mass twice at great at B, &c, and w .:: jr. .re

twice at much velocity m a mass half as bum: a« H, \.
-

Suppose, fir instance, Wrights of six and wi. n |- ..: it

hang over a pulley, the weight and frirti >n of %> !

.

j h we
neglect for the present ; if both weights were »:\ ; ui Is i: #

machine would not move: therefore, the m>r. u -g p • •i.-r .s

the otic pound by which the one weight execc.!- i!„- , t .
-

Tins weight, if it had only its own mass to move, r ;! vt ..

freely, would generate .TJj feet of velocity per : d , 1 I

In fore this system can move, (| -f 7 or I J pout. u.i.»i '.«.

stirred by I pound, and them will only In- tin I < h p.rl
of .T.'J feet ofulocity produced m one Stond. tl at i«. •'. ..t

t\ feet. Therefore, in one second, the hravur wei.ht w.t
fall only lifts*; and in 4 seconds, 21 timet »» n.i.rh. <*

Jo feet. Aud the velocity acquired may be revised m «j>y
proportion, by making the weights more nearly e.p.al.

Attwood's machine it a pulley, the pivots of whxh, in-
stead of bring placed in a block, are sustained on rats'ttct
whiili (w hicb see), to diminish the fnctieo, Two vtighta
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art hong ever thii by string, and tba matt moved contitts

of the two weights, tht pulley and the friction wheel*. Bat
it U proved in mechanics that the effect, both of baring the
mass of the wheel* to more, and of the friction, b a con-

stant retarding force : for instance, in the preceding illus-

tration, the machine might be so constructed that the effect

should be to make the system move as if the larger weight
were 6{ pounds instead of 7, and the pulley were without
demit? and friction. The velocity can be so far reduced as
to rentier the resistance of the air insensible.

The length described in any time is measured by a ver-

tical scale of (bet, placed close to the line of motion of one of
th« wrights. To measure the velocity acquired at any
point, the moving pressure (the excess of one weight above

the other) must he taken off, in order that there may be no
fresh acce ssion of Telocity, or that the system may proceed
only with the velocity acquired. This is effected by making
the lancer weight in two parts, one part equal to the smaller
•right, and the other of course to the excess or moving
pressure. The latter is so formed that it cannot pass through
a certain ring, while the former can. By Axing, this ring to

any required point of the seals of feet, the moving pressure
T when the larger weight passes through itis taken ott\

ArrsroodTs maehme is not a very satisfactory proof of the

lews or* uniformly aceeleratod motion, because the constancy

of the retardation caused by the complicated motion given to

(be pulleys, and by the friction, is s more difficult experi-

mental tact than the one to be proved. Of the four prin-

ciples— I. the law of uniformly accelerated motion—t. the

etmtaocy of the retardation caused by the bavins to com-

municate every acceleration also to the pulley end friction

wheels- J. the constancy of the retardation arising from

frv-tvjo—«. the smsllness of the resistance of the air to

small velocities— this machine may be mad* to prove any

os«»Bs|»srta*ww'»s«lifflUtt«otb*rthjv>e.

ATYA (Zovlogy), a genus of erastaosoui animals, thai
characterised by Leach :

—

Anttntue, interior, furnished with two bristles, inserted la
the same horizontal line; exterior, inserted below the
interior, about the length of the body, furnished at the base
with a great scale which is unidentate, or one-toothed exter-
nally.

Pedipalpi external, the last joint shortest ; Jlagrtan elon-
gated.

feet. The two anterior pairs equal, penultimate joint

shortest ; last joint divided : lacinice equsl, furnished at the
apex with long cilia ; third pair large, unequal, furnished
with a very short nail ; two posterior pairs furnished with a
moderate-sixed nail.

Tail, with the exterior lamella bipartite.

'It forms,' says Leach, *a peculiar subdivision of the
shrimp family, and one species only is known.'

[Atjrs tesbrs.]
, .

ATYLUH (Zoology), a genus of erustaceous animals,
thus characterized by Leach s—
Anlennm composed of four joints, the last of which is

formed of- severs! minute articulations : upper ones rather

shortest, with the second longer than the third joint ; under
ones with the second joint rather shorter than the third.

Bye* slightly prominent, inserted on a process between
the upper and lower antenna).

Lege fourteen ; first and second pair furnished with a
small euia

p

ressed hand, which has a moveable thumb j the

other pairs having only a simple claw.

Tail, on each side, with a triple series of double styles

;

upper part on eeeh side armed with a small spine or style.

Body (including the head) composed of twelve joints.

Bxsmple—Atylue carinatue (Gammon* carinatue.) Fabr.

ItatvtasesihMtsSL.)

ATJ, or ATJB, is the termination of the names of many
places in Germany. It signifies, In its restricted sense,

meadow, but is often applied to the tract of level snd fertile

land on the side of a river, in which sense it is used in Scot-

land snd the north of England, in the form of haugh, as in

North-haugh, &c. It is also applied to the valley of a river,

such ss in Scotland is termed a carte, as in the instance of

the Wetter-su, or valley of the Wetter, a beautiful and fer-

tile district in Hesse Darmstadt.
AUBAGNE, a small town in France, in the department

of Boucbes du Rhone. It is not far from the sea-coast, and
on the road from Marseilles to Toulon, ten miles from the

former place. The country around is pleasant. The trade

of the town Is chiefly in tiles and wine. Coal is found in
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the neighbourhood. Tbo inhabitants amounted, in 1604. to

between S000 and 6000. Wo have do authority of later

date except the Quids dm Voyagturt of M. Reichard, which

gives the population at 6000.

Before the Revolution, there was a nunnery of the order of

St Augustin ; and the assembly of the states of Provence

was sometimes held here. The Abbe Barthelemi. author

of the Travel* of the Younger A nackartu, was born in the

neighbourhood of A ubagne. Various antiquities hare been

found in the environs. (Dirtionnaire Umvereet dm la

Franc*.)

AUBAINE, the name of the prerogative by which the

sovereigns of Prance formerly claimed the property of a

stranger who died within their kingdom, not having

been naturalized. It also extended to the property of a

t reigner who had been naturalised, if he died without a

will, and had not left an heir ; as likewise to the succession

to any remaining property of a person who had been in-

vested with the privileges of a native subject, but who had
quitted, and established himself in a foreign country. (See
Merlin. Repertoire de Juneprudence. torn. L p 523.) It is

called, in the French laws, the Droit d'Aubaine. Authors
have Taried in giving its etymology. Nieot (Thrttor de la

Langue Prancoute taut anaetme que mnderne, fol., Paris,

1606) says it was anciently spelt Hobainc, from the verb

knber, which signifies to remove from one piare to another

;

Cujscius (Opera, fol.. Neap. 1758. torn, ix, eoL 1710)
derives the word. from advena, a foreigner or stranger;

and Du Cange (Gloeear v. Aubain) from Albania, the

name formerly given to the Scotch, who were great travel-

lers. Menage (Diet. R'ym. fcL Paris, 1694) says, some
have derived the word from the Latin, alibi natue, a person

born elsewhere, which seems the best explanation. (See
also Walafndus Strata. De Vita" S. Galli, I. ii., c 47.)

This practice ofconfiscating the effects of strangers upon
their death was very ancient, and is mentioned, though ob-

scurely, in one of the laws of Charlemagne, a.d. 813.

{Capitularia Rervm Franoorum, curante P. de Cbiniac, fol.

Pans. 1780. col. 4t»7, 6 6.

The Droit d'Aubaine was originally a seignorisl right in

the provinces of France. Brassel, in his Nouvtl Eramtn
de t Urate gtniral dm Fief* en Franc* pendant 1* %'u.le xii.,

I* xiii., ft le xiv. tittle. 4 to. Paris. 1 787, torn, ii., p. 944, has
an express chapter. • Des Aubains,' in which he shows that

the barons of Franca, more particularly in the twelfth cen-
tury, exercised this right upon their lands. He especially

instance* Raoul. Comte de Vermandois, a.d. 1 191.

Subsequently, however, it was annexed to the Crown
only, inasmuch as the king alene could give the exemption
from it. by granting letters of naturalisation.

Various edicts, declarations, and tetters patent relating

to the Droit d'Aubaine. between the years 1301 and 1703,

are referred to in the Dictionmaire Untvereei de Justice of
M. Chaales. 2 torn, fol., Paris, 1725; others, to the latest

time, are given or referred to in the Code Diplomatique dm
Ambaine. par J. B. Gaschon. 8to.. Paris. 1818. The Due
de Levis, in his speech in the Chamber of Peers, when pro-

posing its final abolition, 14th April. 1818, mentioned St
Louis as the first monarch of France who had relaxed the
seventy of the law (compare Etabliteemene de a. Lome,
lie. 3.) : and Louis le Hutin as having abolished it entirely

in 1316 (roinpare the RerunI dm Ordonnanem dm Louvre.
torn, i., p. 610). but. as it turned out. for his own reign only.

Exemption from the operation of the Droit d'Aubaine was
granted in 1364 by Charles V. in favour of person* born
within the states of the Roman Church. Louis XI.. in

147%. granted a similar exemption to strangers dwelling at
Toulouse : and Francis I. in 1543, to strangers rewlenl in

Dauphin*. Charles IX. in 1569, allowed exemption from
it to merchsnl-strsogwr* frequenting the lairs at Lyons.
Henry IV., in 1608. granted exemption to the subjects of the
Republic of Geneva. Louis XIV. in 1 701. to the subjects

of the Duke of Lorraine. (Cbattes. Dirt, torn. i. pp. 165.

467 ) The Swiss and the Scotch of the king s guard had
been exempted by King Henry II. (BarqueI, Trmti de
Droit of Ambaine, p. I., e. 7.)

Partial exemptions from the Droit d'Aubaine were fre-

quently conventional, and formed clause* in treaties, which
stipulated (*• reciprocsl relief to the subjects of the con-
tracting parties ; these exemptions, it is probable, continued
no longer than the peace which the treaty had pcocwrea.
and seme related to moveable goods only.

between England and Franea,In the treaty oft

in 1606. the Jus Albinatue, as h is termed, was to be aban-

doned as related to the English :
' ita ut in posterum aliquo

modo jure Albinatfla fisco addici non possint' (Rym Font
torn, xvi., p. 650.) Letters-patent of Louis XIV., in 1*69.

confirmed in the parliament of Grenoble in 1674, exempted
tbo Savoyards ; and this exemption was confirmed b> the

Treaty of Utrecht, in 1713. The inhabitants of theCsiholie

cantons of Switzerland were exempted by treaty in 1715.

The particulars of numerous other conventional treaties are

recorded in M. Gaschon s work, in the speech of the Due de
Levis already referred to. and in the ' Rapport' from the

Marquis de Clermont Tonnerre to the French Chamber of

Peers, printed in the Montteur for 1819, pp. 96-98.

Louis XV. granted exemptions, first to Denmark and
Sweden: then, in the tresty railed the ' Familv Comnaru" to

Spain and Naples : to Austria, in 1 7C6 ; to Km una. in I "6»
;

to tK noUesse of Franconia. Suabis. and the Upper and
Lowi i Rhine, in 1769; to the Protestant Csnloni ot Swuier
land, in 1771 ; ami to Holland, in 1773. lnLoui»X\l: |

reign, other treaties of the same kind were rasde with

Saxony, Poland. Portugal, and the United State*. Toe
abolition of the Aubaine, as it related to Rumis, was a di

tinct art.de of another treaty ; and. finally, by
patent, doted January. 1787, its abolition wa
in favour of the subjects of Great Britain.

The Nstional Assembly, bv laws dated August 6. 1790.

and April 13, 1791 (confirmed by a constitutional art 3d of

Sept inber, 1791), abolished the Droit d'Aubaine entire!*.

It l is nevertheless re established in 1804. tStoenirur

for HIS, p. 551.) The Tresty of Psris, 30th of April. 1 9 4,

confirmed the exemption* from the Aubaine as fsr as the*

ware acknowledged in existing trestles. The flnsl abolition

of tk Droit d Aubaine, as already mentioned, was proposed
by the Due de Levi*, April 14, lb If. and passed into a saw

July 14, 1819; confirming the laws of K90 and 179V
Foreigners can now hold Uuds in Vrance by as firm a tenure
as native subjects.

The Droit d'Aubaine was occasionally relaxed, by the
kings of France, upon minor considerations. In the vary
early part of the 14th century, an exemption was obtained
by tne University of Paris for its students, ss an encou-
ragement to their increasing numbers. Charles V. granted
the privilege in 1364 to such Csstilian mariners as wished
to trade with France. In 1366 he extended it to Itahaa
merebants who traded to Nismea. The fairs of Champagne
were encouraged in the same manner ; and exemntiuoe »
traders were also granted by Charles VIII. and Louis XI.
Francis I. granted the exemption to foreigners wbo sen ad
in his army ; Henry IV. to those who drained the marshes,
or worked in the tapestry-looms. Louis XIV. extended
the exemption to the particular manufacturers who worked
at Beauvais and the Gobelins ; then to the glass-manufac-
turers who had come flora Venice ; in 1 t>62, to the Dua-
kirkers, whose town he had acquired by purchase fr
England; and. lastly, to strangers settled at Marseilles, that
city having become the entrepot of products from the
Levant.

Ambassadors and persons in their suite were not sub-
ject to the Droit d'Aubaine ; nor did it affect persona acci-

dentally passing through the country. Still it was no small
disgrace to the French law that this barbarous custom
should have so long remained among a people so highly
civilised. Bouteillcr. one of their own jurisprudents, be
wrote as early as the fifteenth century, calls it * un Drest
bayneux.' (Somrne Rural, fol.. Lyon, 1500. fol ii

)

That the Droit d'Aubaine existed in Italy, in the papal
states, in the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth rentarts*,
seems established by Muraton, Antiq. llat. Mettn Aitt. 1st.

Medio). 1739. torn. ti.. rol. 14.

An extensive tre* use on the Droit d'Aubaine has been
already quoted in the works of Jean Bacquet, avocat de
Roi en la Lhambre de Thresor, fol.. Pans. 1(65 See s s >

Mrmniree du Drmt d Aulai-e. at the end of M. Duruy s

Trsites tooehant lea Droits du Rov tres Chrastien. fol . Par.
1655 : and the Comtumee du BaUiage de I'ury em PertAom,
par Estienne Durand, fol. Chalons. I7M. p -254. But the
most comprehensive s lew of this law, in all its hear Bar*,
will be found in the Repertoire I'mrereet et Ratio- mi me
Juneprmdenre, par M. Merlin. 4to, Pans. 1827. lorn. u.

p SiJ. art. Aubaine; torn. tii. p. 416. art Hentier. The
Momiemrt of lilt and l sit contain abstracts o( the disss
sions white the abolition was passing through the rws>

Chambers at Paris. Sea the tetter year, pp. 314, 316, **•*,
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•l*. rtft.ro. The Akf passages in the former year have

been already quoted.

AUBB. a river in France, which rim in the department

of Baal* Manx, in the range of hill* which connect* the

Cole 4 Or with the Vosces. The water* of many of the

tributaries of the Seine now from the tame range, aa well ai

those of the Seine itself, the source of which is about 86

rafln south-west of that of the Aube. The course of the

two streams is for some distance nearly parallel, until the

Aube. after flowing about 80 or 85 miles, turns gradually

more to the westward, and unites its waters with those of the

Seine, near the little town of Romilly.

The whole length of the Aube is about 1 13 miles ; and
the distance in a straight line from its source to itsjunction

with the Seine is about 87 miles. It does not receive any
tributary of importance. The Anion and the Voire, which
fell into it on the right bank, and have a course of about 30
miles each, are the largest. The principal places l<y which
it passes are La Ferte sur-Aube, Cuurvaux (once Aimed for

• wealthy abbey). Bar-sur-Aube, and Arcis-sur-Aube ; at

which last, about 22 miles above its junction with the

Seme, it become* navigable. (Make Bran : Brae s Map of
Piwr.)
AUBB. a department in France, taking its name from

the above-mentioned river, by which it is traversed in a

direction nearly K-W. This department is bounded on the
N.by that ot Mum; on the K. by that of Haute Marne
(Upper Marne); on the S. by those of Cote d Or and
Yonne (which last also bounds it on the S.W.); and on the
W. by that of Seine et Marne. Its greatest length is from
B.SJK. to W.N.W.. sixty-eight miles ; sad the breadth.

I at right angles to the above dimension, is fifty-six

The superficial contents are about 2334 English
square muss ; and the population (in 1 826) was 242,000
nearly, giving about 1 03 persons to the square mile.

This department, which corresponds to part ofthe former
province of Champagne, has no mountains, nor any consi-

derable elevations. The surface consists of undulating

ridges. The Seine and the Aube traverse it, at first with
courses nearly parallel to each other; then turning more
towards the W, they unite their waters near the N.W. ex-
tremity of the department. The Seine is navigable from
Troves, the capital of the department ; and the Aube from
Arrav. The mineral treasures of the district are inconsi-

derable: there is a quarry of good marble at Chassenay,
near Bar-ear-Aube.
The soil is very different in the north-west and south-east

parts of the department. Tbe former is unfertile, bearing only
oats, rye, and bock-wheat, and these in such scanty crops,

that a great part of the land is left uncultivated. This dis-

trict is bare of trees ; though it is thought that the resinous

woods, and those which thrive on a light soil, would succeed.

This sterile tract had in derision of its barrenness the name
of Champagne Poudleuse (literally, Lousy Champagne).
The south oast district is far more fertile : though it bss the

aasao subsoil as the other (chalk), yet the depth of the allu-

vial deposits at much greater. The land is in some places
a© heavy as to require many horses for the plough. Grain
ss produced abundantly, and potatoes form a considerable

object of attention ; but wine is the chief article of growth,
and a coassderabte quantity of it is exported. Horses are

numerous ; but oxen and sheep are scarce. The woods,
w tuch exist in srveral parts, and the ponds or lakes (ttangs),

famish poultry, game, and fish in abundance. The pro-

doetsoo of hooey also is a branch of industry.

The trade of the department is considerable. Cotton
goods and hosiery are manufactured at Troves, Clairvaux,
ftw i lly near the confluence of the Seine and Aube, and

r places. Leather istanned and dressed st Troves. Small
i for export to Senegal are made in different places ; also

class: and thee* various manufactures, with their wine,
booey. and other natural productions, enable the inha-
bitants to carry on a trade, which is facilitated by the two
nnngabie rivers, Seine and Aube, and by the roads from
Pans to Dyoo. Bcfert, and Besancon, which cross the

chief towns are Troves, the capital, on the Seme
(pooaletioo in 1826, 26,060); Arcis-sur-Aube (population

S664); Bar-swr-Aube (population 4000); Bar »ur- Seine

(psswJanon 2»#6); and Kogent-sur Seine (population 300U),

wrack are all of them seats of subprefects. [See Ascis,

Ban, Noeurr, and Taorts.] Brienne (celebrated for iU

the place of Napoleon's education) has a

population ofless than 2000. Romilly and Clairvaux are both
the seats of small cotton manufactories, and the latter is
also celebrated for iU abbey, of which St. Bernard was
the first abbot The united towns of Ricey-Hsut, Ricey-
Bas, and Ricey-Hsut rive, possess a population of about
4000.

The department of Auoe sends three deputies to the
chamber, and is comprehended in the jurisdiction of the
©our royale (auize court) of Paris. It forms the diocese of
Troves ; the bishop of which is suffragan to the archbishop
of Sens and Auxerre. (MM. Malta-Bran and Balbi ; Die-
tionnatm Univertel de la France.)

AUBBNAS, a town in France, in the department of
Ardeche. [See Ardxcbr.]
AUBIGNE'. THEODORE AGRIPPA D, the Hu-

guenot historian of his time, was bora in 1 550, near Pons, in
the province of Saintonge. The union of valour with learn-
ing was the great aim and boast of the Huguenots, a union
which gave rise to many singular and great characters.
The utmost care was bestowed upon D'Aubigne's edu-
cation. When four years old be had a preceptor who
taught him four languages at once, Latin, Greek, and He-
brew, together with his mother tongue. It is said that be
knew them at six years of age, and was able to make a
translation of Plato's Crito at seven. But independently
of the absurdity of this story, we must observe that these
facts are taken from D'Aubigne's Memoir of his private
life, and that he is one of those braggart writers who are
too apt to sacrifice truth to vanity. His father was a
bold and turbulent Huguenot, and bad been engaged
in the conspiracy of Amboise. While conducting his son
to Paris, they passed through this town. Perceiving the
heads of his brother conspirators still exposed over the
gates, the elder D'Aubigne adjured his son 'never to spare
his bead, in order to avenge those noble victims ;' an ex-
hortation which was not lost upon the son. After some time
spent in the colleges of the capital, young D'Aubigne waa
obliged to fly from persecution. Being taken with others,
and narrowly escaping death, he succeeded in getting off
to Orleans, where in the ensuing siege his father re-
ceived a wound, of which be died. He was then placed for

two years under the superintendence of De Beze, at Geneva,
Here, and afterwards at Lyons, he pursued a singular
course of study, consisting of the Rabbins, Pindar, mathe-
matics, and magic, the hitter with the resolve of never
making use of it.' At the breaking out of the third civil

war he escaped from his guardian, who kept him dose, and
joined the Hugeuot bands, which, in 1570, lived at free

quarters in the south of France.

When peace returned, love put poetry into his head, and
awakened his scribbling propensities, but these again were
put to (light by the massacre of St. Bartholomew. Soon
afterwards he entered the service of the king of Navarre, the
future Henry the Fourth. Thus installed at court, D'Au-
bigne rendered himself remarkable for his boldness, talent,

oddity, and impertinence. He abounded in repartee—his
hands were full of quarrels ; lie wrote a tragedy called
' Circe,' and seems to have excited some admiration, but
little friendship. As a partisan, however, D'Aubigne was a
most valuable follower, and as such Henry of Navarre both
prized and used him. When war broke out, D'Aubigne
not only accompanied the armies, but shared in the personal

adventures of the prince, some perilous, some ludicrous

;

for Henry was as fond of disguise .and gallantry as of

feats of arms. The king of Navarre had little wherewith
to reward such service : be was pitiably poor, and D'Au-
bigne had neither the disinterestedness nor devotion of Sully.

He accordingly took advantage of his familiarity with the
prince to push bis frankness to insolence ; be vented hie

discontent in sarcasms, and at last wore out the patience of

the best-natured of kings and companion's. In bis private

memoirs, D'Aubignf has assigned as the cause of bis dis-

grace, his refusal to serve the prince, in his amours. He
also mentions, that on his return from a perilous and im-
portant expedition the monarch rewarded bim merely with

his picture ; and he even gees so far as to say, that Henry
bad determined to get him poniarded and thrown into the

river. But D'Aubigne has contradicted those effusions of
his bile by subsequent declarations of praise and attach-

ment.
At any rate he quitted the service of Henry in 1577.

Soon after he fell in love with Mademoiselle de Lezay,
married her, and rejoined the king of Navarre. But he
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and made many Utter enemies by hi* sarcastic behaviour,

and their inttnenoe train drove D"Aubigne from court In

order to be avenged, be determined to turn catholic if pos-

ubie—a resolve that he ingenuously avow* ; and he betook

himself » the perusal of the controversial writer* of that

party, arooriK whom Bellarmin made moat impression on
him. The result of hit effort* and itudie* wee, howaver,
to render him a flrraar protectant than before. In thin, he
own*. Whittaker's Preleriiont had considerable influence.

In 1497 we find D'Aubign* again in the service of Henry,
and enraged at the battle of Coutrss. In the following

vear he waa rewarded with the government of Mtit-

lezais.

The possesion of a fortreta waa at that oar the greet

guarantee of independenoe. It instantly raised an officer to

political importance, and rare him almoat the rank of a
grandee. The acquisition of this great privilege waa not

likely to render to turbulent a personage as D'Aubigne'
more obsequious or mild. He waa in a little) time again at

variance with Henry, embracing the party of the Huguenots,
and openly preferring their interests to court favour. Never-

leaa, when ittheleee, when it waa Deceasery to eonMe the Cardinal of
Bourbon to a trusty guardian, Henry selected D'Aubigne,
notwithstanding the expostulation of his counsellors, adding,

that D Aubigne s word was a sufficient guarantee for his

foith.

Prom the period of Henry's desertion of protestantism,

D'Aubigne was one of the firmest supports of the Hu-
guenot interests, always representing them in their amem
miss, often in their controversies, and in their negotiations

with the court. D'Aubigne asserts that the ruin of the
Huguenots and the downfall of their cease were owing to

the corruption of their chiefs, who for the moat part received

bribes or places, and were thus induced to relax in their

opposition end independence. Nor does he exempt Sulry
himself from this charge. Aa to D'Aubigne, one thing tt

certain, that he might have been rich, like bis comrades,
and that he waa almoat the only one who remained poor.

His voice waa always raised for Huguenot independence
against the insidious proposals of the court. On one occasion
be conducted a controversy with Cardinal Du Perron, and
engaged for the Huguenots that they would submit to
what could he proved to bare been the practice of the church
for the first 409 rears of Christianity. • Oram us forty

more in addition, said the cardinal, wishing to include

the Cbafeedonian Council. • I will.' replied D'Aubigne
When expostulated with for hie concessions, be answered,
' Does net the cardinal own by his demand of forty more
years, that the tradition* of the first four centuries are at

variance with his propositions ? * Numaiuu* controversial

tracts proceeded turn hat pen at this period. But the chief
fruit or his residence at Mailtetais was • TJke fhttory of Aw
earn TVases.' a valuable document for the Huguenots of
Prance. It baa been compared to the work of De Thou, and
even preferred to H. De Thou, however, wrote a history,

and D Aubigne a memoir, bis work being a lively picture of
passing events, teats of war, and intrigues of court, in which
the ehereeters of the peteonagea concerned are sketched by
a satiric but lively pen. The Cathobea did their utmost, first

to prevent D Aubigmt from writing it, then to suppress it

when written. The lest volume was printed at Mailletais in

Hit, and in the following year it was condemned by the
Parleeseot of Park to be burned. The publication increased
the hatred of the queen to D'Aubigne. The ministry had
made frequent overtures to purchase the possession of hie
fortress; and when at last ho found it no longer tenable,
he gave it up, not to the court, but to the chief noble of
the Huguenot party, the Duke de Rohan. Having thus
closed his potiDeal career. D Aubigne retired to Coweta. He
arrived there in September, use, and wee meat honourably
rece ived. He lived in exile ton years, during which he
employed his time in study, in writing, and m deleting
the forufmatiomi raited at that time around the Hvtas
towns, and among them Berne and Basle, as bulwarks of
the protaataat mieeeet The French court ceased not to dis-
turb and perasrule him, and. accordant; to an own ascount
to procure has condemnation to death for making use of the
materials of a church in building. ' It waa the fourth judg-
ment of death announced against hem;' each sentences,
however, wars nut slasvs senous in those days. Neither
his eendemnelMn nor ha age prevented D'Aubigne from
M im ing * noble lady of Geneva st this period. He. last

yean were enWatered by the scandalous oonduct of bat ton

Constant aforwards the father of the celebrated Mad. de
Maintenon. D'Aubigne died in 1630, and be* buned in

the church of St. Rene, at Geneva : over him is a Latin

epitaph written by himself.

The works of D'AubignA are numerous and various.

They consist of poems, dramas, controversial tracts, his

great history, memoirs of himself, and various mtiriral

writings against his cotemporerie*. Of these the principal

am, the Con/eatt'o* Calholiqmt dt M. D* Santy, end
Lt* ifeewrwree 4* Baron de /tones'«. The trst is di-

rected against De Sancy, finance minister, and against

Cardinal du Perron. The latter is supposed to mean the

Due D'Bpeeaes, with whom D'Aubigne had frequent

quarrels.

AUBIN, ST.. a town in the island of Jersey, situated

opposite to St. Holier, the capital of the island. The walk
from the one to the other is J| miles, and is very delightful.

On the left is a beautiful view of the bay to which this little

town gives a name ; on the right is the rich end fertile

valley of St. Laurens, abounding with neat cottages and
charming landscapes. The air of 8c Aubin is preferred

to that of 8t Holier ; bouse-rent and lodgings em cheeper,

and the situation it certainly more retired. The prospect
from the adjoining hill, called * NoinoooC to the sooth of

tins town, is very the and extensive. St Aubin consist! of

one principal street of about fifty houses, with a* many more
scattered in different directions. There is hem e chapel of

ease, a good meeting-house for the independent dav
eentors, which has an endowment ; and a Wesleran ate-

thodrnt congregation. The population of the perish of St.

Brelades, in which tins town stands, was, in 1831—mates.

9*3; females, tlla; total, Se*9 ;—composing 342 manias*

:

of which 1 98 were employed in sericulture, |el in trade,

manufacture, and handicraft, and 1 13 not comprised m the
two preceding classes. The inhabited bouses were xor.

uninhabited 9, and 3 building; total, 319. The church is

neither adorned with spire nor tower; it waa nanarrated
97th May, a.o. Mil. The pier is capassant ; but as s>u
net baring been very judiciously chosen, the depth of watrr.
except in spring tides, will not admit of large vessels enter

ing the harbour; Hie however good, and strong-built. There
ia alto a market-place in this town. St Aubin is defended

by a little fortress called ' The Tower, or St Aubin t Castle,

with a projecting pier, within which vessels, even men -of

war, may lie in safety : this fortification ia meuloted at hurb-

water. The police of St Brelades is composad of a oonstahls

(aa officer similar to that of mayor ia England), two cmIo-

nian, and fifteen police officers, who tunetitute the jure

called ' Knditetaent,' and four' Vingteeiare,' who have the

power of seizing on their vingtaine only. (Cooanoasw in a

JOHN, an eminent Kagliah antiquary, was
at Beaton Piers, in Wiltshire, 'on March Is tamed

ing to the memoir prefixed to his Amhqmlitt a/ Sumy. Ua
according to that prefixed to the second edition of ha)

Mwfllamm. on November 3). 1625-4. He was the eideet
eon of Richard, only son of John Aubrey of Bwrtotno. m
Herefordshire, by Deborah, daughter and heiress of Isaac

Lite of Bastoo Piers, by whom that estate came into hss

family. (Areas. preytrW In Htttory of Svrrf. p. m.) He
receited hi* education in the grammar-school at Malmea
bury, under Mr. Robert Letymer. who bad also been pre-

ceptor to the famous Tnomas Hobbea, with whom after-

wards, notwithstanding disparity of years, Mr. Aubrey
formed a letting friendship. In I64i be was entered a
gentleman of Tnmty College, Oxford, whore be
pursued hit atudie* diligently ;' making the natural bsatavy

and antiquities of Kngland. st the same tune, his pas nliai

delight Here he formed en acquaintance with Anthony
a Wood, to whose eoUerUma for the history of the laner-
nty and its writers be became e contributor iU/t a/ Mane*
prefixed to Bias s edit of the /MAnser Oma p. but. ee west
aa to the Momuhron Anghrnmum, then rerently saasr-
taken by Dodswurth and Duirdale. In IMS he beeume a
member of the Middle Temple, but the drain of his father,

in I6i'i, prevented his purtuing the Is* as a peufoaaaan.

He now sue*coded to several estates in the counters U
Wills, Surrey. Hereford. Brecknock, and Monmouth: end
ta his ttuetliamm he acquamta us that be had also an eeanss
ia Kant la 1*1* be became one of the otab of caesmma
wealth-men. formed on the prwtnplee of Harrington s

that year. Wood tJlkm. Utw*. eeh*.

III*.) says, • Thesr

CAiswne, ermted m
Bliss, rwL at ooL
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pwm—rt Mi of wtotac a b—wwwhh van tha

most ingenious and nut that ever were heard, for the

argumenta la tha Paruameat Home wan bat flat to those.

Tlus gang.' he add*, 'had* baUoting-bax, and balloted

hew thing* aheaU be earned, by way of Untoment; which

bamg not weed or known in England before, upon this

aerostat the roan every evening wae very full.' The club

howwvwr wae broken op in 1659. In 1(60 Mr. Aubrey
wwnt ml* Inland, and upon bis return, in the month of

Sewasatbai that year, be narrowly escaped shipwreck near

Holyhead. (Mem, mi ntpr. p. vt) Hit notes inform u*
that he afterward* suffered another aort of shipwreck : he
•ays. * On November I, Ittl. I made my Ant addreus in

an 01 hour to Joan 8onuner.' When be married it uncer-

tain ; not from this remark we gather that in that stale he
enjoyed no gnat mhcity. In 1(63 he became a fellow of

the Royal Society. In 1664 be waa in France. Hit
eetatae, between lawsuits and mismanagement, now became
eaeambared. and about 1666 he teems to have disposed of

ewvenl : that at baton waa parted with in 1669 and 1670.

( item, p. si.) In the space of four yean be was reduced

not onIt to strait* but to indigence. Yet his spirit

remained usbroken. ' From 1670, he says. * I thank God,

I have enjoyed a happy deliteaoeney.' This obscurity,

wfcwh he calls happy, consisted in following up the bent of

his geniua, while he owed bis subsistence to the kindness of

bis frteads ; and in labouring to inform that world in which
ho knew not bow to live. His chief benefactress was the
then Lady Long, of Drayoot, in Wiltshire, in whose bouse he
had an apartment, and bir whom he waa generously supported

aa long as he lived. Dr. Rawlinaoa says (Mem., p. sii.)

* that be was on his return from London to Lady Long's
boost, whan hta journey and Ufa were concluded at Oxford,

where it is preenmod be was buried, though neither the

time of his omt nor his place of burial can be yet discovered.'

The writer of Aubrey'a life in the Biographia Britanmca
<vnl. i. p. 849), conjecture* that be died about 1700. Sir
William Musgreve, in bis Obituary, preserved in the
British Museum, upon manuscript authority says Aubrey
di^d in 1697; and a note in Browne Willis's copy ofAubrey's
Sumy add* that he was ' buried in St Michael s church,
Oxoo. in Jesus College aisle.'

Anthony a Wood, who nrobably oonsidered himself in-

jured by tha panting- of tome of the information whkh he
had received from Aubrey, Rives a peevish character of him

;

and tart, ' be was a shiftless parson, roving and magotie-
beaded, and sometimes little better than erased : and being
eaoraungly credulous, would stuff his many letters sent to
A. W. wuh fbUirtes and misinformations which some-
timas would guide him into the paths of errour.' (Atn.
Ore*. Bliss's edit. Life, p. lx.) Heame informed Baker,
the Cambridge antiquary, that it waa Aubrey who gave
Wood that account of tha Lord Chancellor Hyde, which
chiefly occasioned the prosecution against him. Wood used
to keep ha vouchers. (Ath. Oxon. iii. 644.) Malone, in
hi* Hmonemt Aecomnt <tf the English Slag*, has given a
a*cwe favourable character of Aubrey, who certainly was a
man of god natural parts, considerable learning, and inde-
fiujcahle application - a gnat lover of, and diligent searcher
into, aabquiuea. lie occasionally wrote Latin poetry ; and
was considered one of the beet naturalists of his day, though
credulous (aa Wood has remarked) and vary strongly tine
tared with sopartbum.

Aubrey s published works an— I. MiteeUamei. via.,

I. Day-Fatality; 1 Local-Fatality; S.Ostente; 4. Omens;
5 Dreams ; 6. Apparitions ; 1. Voices ; 8. Impulses ;

*. Knotting*; 10. Blows invisible; II. Prophecies;
It. Marrow; U. Magiek; 14. Transportation in the Air;
15. Vusona a a BeriL or Glass ; 16. Convene with Angels
and Spurts; 17. Corps-Candles in Wales; 18. Oracles;
1». Kntaass; t*. Glances ofLove ; Knvy; SI. Second-sighted
person*. Octave, London, 1696. Reprinted with additions,
ortavo, London, 1721, and octavo, London. 1784. II. A
FrrmwmUuhon qf the County of Surrey ; begun 1673—
ended 169*. Published by Dr. Richard Rawlinaon. under
the tide of Tha Aofavwi Hiitory end Antiquitie* of the
County of Surrey; begun in the yew 167J, by John
Aubrey, Baq. F.R.8. and continued to the present time

;

fhe mm , ootnvo, London. I Tit.
Dr. Boa*, in m note to Wood's Lift prefixed to the

Atbemm. a. Ix, gfvea the following accurate detail of the
MBS. wbmm Aukwy deposrted uVthe mtueuin at Oxford.

1. The Natural Butory of Wittthire : 1685. two volume*,
9. Architectonic* Sacra: a curious MS. but unfinished.
3. A Perambulation of Surrey ; much of this is used iu
Uw printed work. 4. Ar. Apparatus far the Lives of our
EmgUth and other Mathematical Writers, i. An Inter-
pretation of ViUare AnsHeanum. 6. The Hfe of Thame*
Hobbee of Malimbury ; made use of by Dr. Blackburn* in
* Vita) Tk Hobbos Auctariura.' 7. An Idea of Education
of Young uiwkwi. 0 . tseurmln de Kattan Piers iu
Com. Wilt* ; par me (heu) iniortuiiatum Johannera Au-
brey, R. S. Socium. (It consists of several views of the
house, gardens, and environs of Batten Piers, drawn in a
coarse manner and colouring, but pleasing and expressive.)

9. A volume of letters and other papers of Elias Ashraole's,
relating chiefly to Dr. Dee and Sir Edward Kelley, 10. Two
volumes of Letters from eminent literary and political

characters, addressed to Anthony 4 Wood, and collected

for his use: in three volumes. Most of these have been
printed in Letter* transcribed from the Originate in tha
Bodleian Library and Ashmolean Museum, two volumes,
octavo, Oxford, 1813. Appendix, No. iv.

Beside the works already quoted in the above account of
Aubrey, the lives of him in the Biographia Britanniea,
and Chalmers's Biomr. Diet, have been consulted ; as well
as Gough's Brit . Topog. i. 862 ; and Manning's Hitt. of
Surrey, iii. 683, 686.

AUBURN. * thriving town of Cayuga county, about
170 miles west of Albany, in the state of New York.
Auburn is favourably situated on the outlet of the Owasee
Lake, a Ane stream with falls and numerous mill-seats,
ifferinc facilities for manufacturing establishments, several
>f which have been formed hen within the last few years,

rhe canal which joins the river Hudson with Lake Brio
tasses close to the town, and contributes materially to its

prosperity. The court-house for the county is situated in

Auburn ; the population of the town in 1833 was stated to

amount to 4000. Auburn contains a theological seminary,
founded by the Presbyterians in 1891: it has four pro-
fessors, a library of 4600 volumes, and (in 1833) fifty-four

students.

This town is principally interesting as containing tha first

built of the two state prisons of New York, which have been
conducted upon a peculiar system, with a view to the
reformation of the prisoners, and have accordingly ex-
cited a considerable degree of attention. The principle

adopted in the management of the prison at Auburn, is

that of depriving the prisoners of social intercourse, and of
exacting from them a considerable amount of labour, which
is so directed that the criminals are made not only to sup-
port themselves, but also to defray all the neoessary out-

goings of the prison.

The outer wall of the prison incloses a space of ground
500 feet square. The principal building stands at the dis-

tance of 100 feet within this wall, and is three-sided, the
front being 876 feet, and each of the sides 342 feet long.
Besides the keeper's apartments, hospital, chapel, and
domestic offices, this building contains 555 cells, capable ot
holding only one person, each of them being 7 feet long,

3^ wide, and 7 feet high. These cells an perfectly venti-

lated ; they an arranged in five rows, or stories, opening
into galleries, and am so managed that no communication
can pan between the inmates of neighbouring cells, un-
known to the officers of the prison. The space in front of
the cells is so perfect a sounding gallery, that a person
standing on the gnund story can hear even a whisper from
the most distant cell at the top.

The system now pursued in this prison is essentially dif-

ferent from that adopted when it was first opened in 1811.

It was at that time intended to try the effect ofconstant soli-

tary confinement in cells, and eighty hardened offenders

wen accordingly selected from other prisons for the experi-

ment This plan was pursued for nearly two years, at the end
of which time it appeared to be attended with such serious

effects on the hearth of the prisoners, some of whom bad
become insane, that it was necessarily modified. It might
have been feared that the effects of total isolation having
proved thus injurious, tha whole principle would have been
rejected, and the prison suffered to degenerate into an ordi-

nary place of confinement, without further attempts at re-

forming the prisoners. Happily the idea was not aban-
doned that solitude might be made to exercise a beneficial

influence upon the character of criminals, unaccompanied
L2
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by the bad effects which had attended the Ant experiment

It was conceived that thU good effect might be attained by

leaving the connote in their solitary cells during the night,

and compelling them to work during the day in society ; bat

obliging them at the same time to preserve absolute silence.

The infraction of this rule is followed by severe and imme-
diate punishment inflicted by the keepers with a whip

made of raw hide, and the punishment follows the onenee

so certainly and instantaneously as to be nearly a preventive,

the application of the whip being sometimes not required

for three months together

All the operations in the prison are conducted with the

greatest regularity. The convicts who have previously

learned a trade which can be earned on in the prison,

are employed upon it ; otherwise they are taught some
trade, and the keeper is allowed to select such an employ-

ment as appears best suited to their powers. The work-
shops are attached to the outer wall of the prison. The
hours of labour vary according to the season. When the

length of daylight will allow of it, the prisoners work twelve

hours in the day ; at other times they labour during the

continuance of daylight. When not absolutely at work or

at their meals, the convicts are always in their cells, and the

discipline of the prison is so strict, that not even a glance of

recognition is at any time allowed to pass among the

prisoners.

The severity of the system here described is such that

U is necessary, in order to justify it, to show that it is produc-

tive of considerable benefits. In a report drawn up by com-
missioners appointed by the legislature of New York to

visit this prison, we find the following passage descriptive

of some of the advantages realised : * The separate cells

by night, and the fflence preserved, always entirely prevent

all contamination among the prisoners. By this system

every prisoner forms a class by himself, and to all moral

and social purposes he is insulated. The novice in crime

may work for years by the side of the most expert felon,

without making any progress in the mysteries ofcriminality.

The entire separation from all criminal associates, the

sobriety of feelings consequent upon temperance and labour,

and most of aU. the sadness of solitude, must frequently

make serious impressions.'

The religious instruction of the convicts is not neglected

;

there are prayers morning and evening. The only book

permitted on the premises is the Bible, a copy of which is

placed in every cell, and the chaplain of the prison is the

only person with whom the convicts can bold unreserved

communication.
The system pursued at this prison appears to have a

favourable effect upon the health of the convicts. The
mortality of the prison in Philadelphia is stated to be in the

proportion of 1 to 16 \. At Newgate, New York, the deaths

are in the proportion of 1 to l(t|- In the penitentiary

at Wethenfteld, the discipline of which is similar to

that of the prison at Auburn, the proportion is I to 441,

and in the prison at Auburn itself, die proportion is I

to 56.

Of the moral effect of the regulations, we msy judge from

the (act, that while, in the prisons of Pennsylvania. I con-

vict out of every 6 has been recommitted, and in the state

of Maryland the commitments are as numerous as I in 7,

the proportion of relapsed criminals in the cells at Auburn
is not greater than I in IV.

<8lusrt a Thru Fears tn North America ; Hall's Trarelt

IS) SoriM Amenra ; Report mad* to tht Fmrh Government
by MM De Besumont snd De Toquevdle on Me Pentten-

dery Syilrm of tht Urnted Statet.)

AUBDSSO'N. a town in France, in the department of

Creuee, about twenty-three miles 8.B. from Gurret, the capi-

tal of the department It is situated on the River Creuss,

and in the midst of a sterile district abounding with granite

mountains. The town consists of a single street, broad and
well built The manufacture of carpets is the great support
of Aubusson. Those made in the royal manufactory are
equal to the carpets of Pans ; and there are many other
manufactories of the same article. Thread it also made
here. This place is the capital of an arrondissement : it

ban • theatre, an agnrultursl society, snd a nursery-

ground for the department The population is upwsrds
of 4 tew.

The arrondissement of Aubusson contains MO square
sites, or JftMM acres, and has a popnlauua of »},<»• in-

habitants. (Maite-Bran; Balbi; Dui. Umtr—i dt U

AUBU8SO-N. PIERRE D. was born in' 1423 of a
noble French family, descended horn the old Viscounts of
La Marche. He served while yet very young in the impensl
army in Hungary against the Turks, and from that tune
the prevailing idea of his mind seems to have been that of

fighting the Mussulmans, who then threatened te overpower
Christian Europe. D'Aubusson, having returned to Francs,
was presented at court by his cousin Jean d Aubusson,
chamberlain of Charles VII., and became a favourite of the
Dauphin, afterwards Louis XI., whom he accompanied m
his expedition to Switzerland in 1444, and was present at

the battle of St Jacob, near Basle. After some years be
proceeded to Rhodes, when he entered the order of St
John of Jerusalem. He obtained a commander? . and was
dispatched by the Grand Master with a mission to France,

in which be obtained of the King subsidies of money to

suist Rhodes, which was then threatened by Mahomet II.

He was afterwards made Grand Prior, and was intrusted

with the care of the fortifications of Rhodes. In 14*6. on
the death of the Grand Master Orsini. D"Aubusson was
elected to succeed him. In May, 1480, a large Turkish
army, said to be 100,000 strong, commanded by a Greek
renegado of the family of Palaologi, landed on the island,

and soon after invested the town. The greatest bravery

was displayed on both sides. The Turks made the first

assault on the 9th of June, but were repulsed. Palssologua

then renewed the cannonade with increased vigour, untiftbe

had levelled the greater part of the fortifications to the

ground. The Turks made a general assault on the 27th ef

July. In their furious onset they swept away the defenders

on the principal breach. 8even Turkish standards were
already planted on the rampart, and the Turks were pouring
into the town, when D'Aubusson, attended by a chosen
band of French knights, rushed to the spot, and after a
desperate contest iu which he received five wounds, vbe

Turks were driven out of the breach, and were pursued by

the knights and the Rhodians towards their camp. Being
panic-struck, the invaders withdrew to their vessels m spite

of the remonstrances of Palawlogus.and they soon alter sailed

away from the island. This, which was the first siege ef

Rhodes, lasted eighty-nine day* ; the Turks lost 9uoo kilted,

and carried away, it is said, 15.000 wounded. Mahomet IL
was greatly irritated at the failure of the expedition ; be

dismissed and banished Psueologus, and was preparing te

renew the attack in parson, when be died m a small town

of Bilbynia, in May. 1481. The Turkish succession was
disputed between bis two sons, Bajsxet and Zuim ; and
the latter being worsted in fight took refuge at Rhodes,

where D'Aubusson received him with great honour, snd after-

wards sent him for safety to Bourgneuf, a commander* ef

the Order in France. Bejaiet made peace with the Knights,

and agreed to pay a yearly sum for bis brother a mainte-

nance. Pope Innocent Vlll. demanded that Zuim should

be intrusted to his guardianship ; and D Aubusson being

obliged to comply, though unwillingly, the Turkish peine*

went to Rome in I4sm. where be was treated with all

attention. D Aubusson, in reward for his compliance, wee
made a Cardinal. About this time a great crusade was
projected by the Christian princes against Bajaxet, and D Ae-
butson wsa proposed as commander of the expedition ; bat

the ambition of Charles Vlll. of France, who looked to the

conquest of Nspies, the jealousy of the other sovereigns,

and the tergiversations of Alexander VI.. who bad suc-

ceeded Innorent on the Pspal chair, frustrated the dewsru.

Charle* VIII.. on hit passage ibrouich Rome m I4»i.

demanded of the Pope the person of Zisim. which Alex-
ander dared not refuse him at the time. Soon after, aww-

ever, while Charles Was at Naples, Zuim died suddenly

at Rome, some say in consequence of irregularities, other*

from poison given him by order of Alexander VI. : that

charge, however, has not been substantiated.

I> Aubusson was deeply grieved st all the srandsU ef

that epoch, and at the wars which Christians waged again**

Christians, instead of turning their arms against the Mus-
sulmans. He fell into a deep melanchol*. and dssd el

Rhodes in July. I ioi, aged eighty. He was one of the

moat illustrious Grand Masters of bis Order. There ss a

narratiie in Latin of the siege of Rhodes, which is ettn-

luted to D Aubusson, in the collection Dt Srrtpi<r>tmt

(ierwmmm, Frankfort, UW. GeheUnue Ceorsuvaa awn
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wnttaa also an account of the siege, printed at Ulm,
MM. Father Boobours has written life of Pierre DAu

AUCH. a erty in France, the capital of the department
of Gers, 47$ miles from Pari*, through Orleans, Limoges,

and Toulouse; bat only 4H> through Perigueux and
Agen.
Aueh is a very antient town, and bears, under a somewhat

starred form, the name of the Ausci. a people who inhabited

the district round it in the time ofCasaar, and were subdued

by his lieutenant, P. Crassus. In the fourth century, it

appears in ecclesiastical history as the see of an archbishop,

whose successors retained till the first French Revolution the

tie of Prrmatt of AquUatm. The town is built in the

form of an amphitheatre, and presents a very picturesque

appearance. The River Gers, a tributary of the Garonne,
flows through it, and divides it into two parts, called the

Upper and Lower Town : a flight of two hundred steps

forms one of the communications between these parts. The
all est* are Harrow and crooked, but well paved. There is a
toe piac* (square) at the highest part or the town, termi-

nated on the west by a charming promenade, from which is

a view of the Pyrenees. The foundation of the cathedral,

which is very antient. has been ascribed to Claris. It is

admired for the elevation of the vaulted roof, and the beauty
of the painted windows. A modern portal added to it, in

which the Corinthian and Composite orders are united,

assorts ill with the Gothic architecture of the building.

The palace of the archbishop adjoins the cathedral, and
bom its terrace commands some fine prospect*.

There are in> the town a large hospital, a considerable

library, a colligt (or high school), an agricultural society, a
drawing academy, and a theatre. A statue has been erected

to M. d Btignr, an individual to whom the town owes much
of its embellishment, especially the promenade already

mentioned.
The trade of Aueh is chiefly in the produce of the neigh-

bouring district—wine. wool, pen*, ana bon Ckrttien pears,

the excellence of which last is generally admitted. Some
manufactures of woollen and cotton studs, leather, and hats

are earned on. The country round produces a little com,
and some wine and brandy, but is chiefly famous for its

fruits. A turquoise mine was worked near this city a few
years since. The population in 1836" was nearly 11,000;
when Mortimer* published hi* Grand Dictlonnaire, the
population was estimated at 3000.

Aueh is the seat of an archbishop, whose own diocese

formats of the department of Gers. His suffragans are the
Buhop* of Aire, Tarbes, and Bayonne. Before the revolu-

tion be bad ten suffragan bishops. It was formerly re-

garded as the capital of Gascogne, or Gaseony.
The srrondissemeot of Aueh contains 540 square miles,

or 345400 acres ; and a population of 56,098 inhabitants.

(Malic- Bran ; Diet. tU la /tvave. &e.)
AUCHrTMA. in sooiogy, a genus of ruminating mam-

sneML fSeo Lava 1

AUCHTERARDER, a village in Perthshire, which
was once a rot si burgh, snd enjoyed the elective franchise.

It eoneista of one street, sbout a mile long, on the road
fttxn Perth to Glasgow ; snd is 54$ miles north-west of
Edinburgh. It has five fairs in the year ; and the linen
ansumfocture is carried on. There is a seccder's meeting-
boo**. The population of the parish, which is about 5 miles
tang snd a* many broad, was. in 1831,3182. Stone fit for

bwddmjr. and a peculiar kind of thin grey slat* are quar-
ried. The parish is in the presbytery of Auchterarder and
the synod of Penh and Stirling. Auchterarder waa burnt
Wy oiwer of the Pretender during the rebellion in 1716-16;
and the inhabitants were exposed to the rigour of the cold
in the middle of winter. Military reasons were urged in
rxeam far the barbarity ; and when the Pretender fled from
Perth be left a sum of money to be distributed among the

There are some vestige* of Roman encampments in the
also the nrins of an old castle, said to have been a

I ofMalcolmCanmore ; and of a chapel, formerly

pariah church. Many of the inhabitant* of Auchter-
arder retain bwrial-pJaee* in the grave-yard attached to

thebM.
The vulagw of Anobterardat is much inconvenienced by

the want ef water. (Sir John Sinclair's StafttUcal Account

«/ frill*•)

AUCHTERMUCHTY, a royal burgh in the county of
Fife, in Scotland, rncorporated by James IV. of Scotland,
and governed by three baillies and fifteen councillors. It
has no share in parliamentary representation. The popula-
tion of the parish amounted in 1831 to 3225 persons, who
are partly engaged in manufacturing brown linen. There
are four fairs in the year, which are numerously attended.
Freestone is abundant in the parish. The church was re-

built, in a substantial manner, in 1780. The parish is in
the presbytery of Cupar and Synod of Fife. Auchtermuchty
is distant about 9 miles west from Cupar, and 3J north by
west from Falkland.

AUCKLAND, ST. ANDREW, an extensive parochial
cbapelry in Darlington Ward, in the county of Durham.
The name is derived from the Saxon Ac, or Ake (oak), and
the word land , and in old writings is spelled Akeland,
Aueland, Aclent, Acclat, and Acle. The parish contains
twenty-seven subdivisions; townships, chapelries, &c., of
which only one calls for particular notice, viz. Bishop's
Auckland. Some others may be here mentioned. Bin-
Chester is the site of a Roman station—Vinovium, or
Binovium. The station is on elevated ground, nearly
eighty feet above the level of the river Wear, which washes
the base of the hill on the west. Various Roman anti-

quities have been discovered here: coins, fragments of
pottery, seals, &c. At Thickley was born Colonel John
Lilbume, who occupies a conspicuous place in the history

of Charles I. Eldon gives the title of Earl to the late Lord
Chancellor Eldon.

The parish of St Andrew Auckland contains 4 5,4 70 acres

(=71 square miles), and had, in 1831, a total population
of 11,137 inhabitants. The river Wear passes through it,

and is crossed by a stately stone bridge, called Newton
Capp Bridge, of two elliptical arches, according to some
authorities (Hutchinson, Hittory of Durham) ; or of one
circular and one pointed arch, according to others (Beautie*

ofEngland and Walt*). The height of the bridge above
the river, and the span of the arches (91 feet for one arch,

and 101 feet for the other), are considerable for the time of
its erection, which was about the year 1 390.

The church is on the bank of the river Gaunless, a stream
which, running through the parish, joins the Wear near
Bishop's Auckland. It is in the form of a cross, and has a
tower at the western end. It was collegiate in early times,

before the time of Antony Beck, or Beke, bishop of Dur-
ham, who is commonly reputed to have rendered it colle-

giate in 1292. The college, as appointed by Bishop Beck,

consisted of a dean and an unascertained number of pre-

bendaries or canous. This church, on the dissolution which

took place in the 1st of Edw. VI. a.d. 1547, was greatly

reduced, being left neither as a rectory nor vicarage, but as

a curacy only, which it continues still to be. It is in the

archdeaconry and diocese of Durham, and the bishop is the

patron. (Hutchinson's Hist, of the County of Durham;
Beautie* ofEngland and Wale*.)

AUCKLAND, BISHOP S, a market-town and town-

ship in the parochial cbapelry of St. Andrew Auckland,

2481 miles N.N.W. from London, and 10 miles S.W. from

Durham.
It is situated on an eminence, bounded on the north by

the river Wear, and on the east by the little stream, the

Gaunless, which falls into the Wear near the town. It is

on the old Roman road, Walling-street The eminence on

which it is built is nearly 140 feet above the level of the

plain below, and the descent is occupied chiefly by gardens,

which, from their steep declivity, may be termed hanging

gardens. The town is well built, and there is a spacious

square market-place. A grammar-school was founded here

by King James I. in the second year of his reign, at the

petition of Dame Anne Swyfto of the city of Durham, by

whom the school was endowed with an income of 10/. an-

nually. The school seems to have been further endowed by

Bishop Neile ; and it appears also that the old chapel was

appropriated to its use by Bishop Morton. The former of

these prelates held the see of Durham from 1617 to 1627,

and the latter from 1632 till the dissolution of the see in

the time of the Commonwealth. In the course of the last

century the chspel was rebuilt by subscription, and divine

service restored. The school is now taught in apartments

on the ground-floor. There is a school for 20 boys, founded

by a Mr. Walton ; also one on Dr. BeH's system, for 200

boys; and a school of industry for girls. The last two
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marrrirtfonasee* wewetbetr origin eUefly to tie HkwUuy
rfdwhto btsbcw, Strata Barrhigtou. Tktn it an alms-

house. InmM by Bishop Comm. who earn* to the see on

fht iwtoration orChartoa II. Tba Mark* is on Thursday.

Two entient Mn, oo Aacantioa Dmy and Op" Cknsti

Day. have been (firim op: but fttirs of raeent origin are,

eerording to mm accounts, boM hi tha Booth* of March

and October. Soma rwusuns and otbar cotton goods an
made here.

Tba town derives Hi designation of Bishop • Auckland

(Von tba residence of tba bishops of Dorbam. It k said to

have been chosen u an episcopal residence bjr Bishop Antony
Berk, mentioned in the preceding article, who is also said to

have built a castle hare in a very magnificent style; bat there

are no remains of it left. Tha preaent palace, which has tost

all the appearance of a castle, and is an irregular pile rather

resembling a magnificent abbey, lias at the N B. end of the

town. Tha entrance to it from tha town is through a new
Gothic gateway and screen, extending 3 la feet. The palaee-

chapel. which wae built bv BnhopConns, is every fine edifice,

with lofty piers and arches of the early English character.

It is 84 feet in length and 48 broad. This chapel has been
repaired at various times. The windows of tba aulas are in

the decorated style ; and tba east window is vary fine. Tha
altar-piece is a painting of tha returtacuon, by Sir Joshua
~ dds. Bishop Cosins lies buried under tba floor. AE stone, with a modest epitaph, points out tba spot,

is a handsome monument, by Nollekens, to the me-
mory of Bishop Trevor, who died in 1771. The palace con-
tains soma good paintings: among them are foil-length

paintings, by Ribera (otherwise Bpagnolatto), of Jacob and
the twelve patriarchs, and a picture of the Cornaro family,

br Titian. There ia also a portrait of Tycho Brahe, tha
Danish astronomer. Tha park (through which toe Oaunlees
flows) is very extensive, including 80* acres, and the part

near the bouse is laid out so as to command a great variety

of prospect. A stone bridge crosses tha Gaunless.

The episcopal palace waa granted, on the overthrow of
Charles I. and his party, and the suppression of the see, to

8ir Arthur Haxelrig. who determined to make it his resi-

dence. He pulled down almost all the buildings which he
found there, and out of their ruins erected a magnificent

bouse. On tha restoration of Charles II. the bishops came
gain into possession ; but Bishop Coains declined to occupy
the house built by Sir Arthur, on tha ground that be bad
used in building it the stone of the antient chapel. He
accordingly palled it down, and restoring the stone to its

original destination, built the preaent chapel.

(Hutchinson s Hitl. e/lk* Count* «fDurham; Burnt**
a/ England and rfof>e. &c.)
AUCTION, a method employed for tha sale of varioua

descriptions of property. This practice originated with the
Kmnana, who gave it the descriptive name of audio, an
increase, because the propertv was sold to him who would
offer most fur it. In more modem times, a different method
of sale has been sometimes adopted, to which the name of
auction is equally, although not so correctly, applied. This
latter method, which is called a Dutch auction, thus indi-
cating the local origin of the practice, consuls in the
public offer of property at a pore beyond its value, and
then gradually lowering or diminishing that pnee until
some one among the company consents to become tha pur-
chaser.

The first-described mode ofsale by auction was established
by the Romans for the disposal of military spoils, and was
conducted tub katid. that is under a spear, which was stuck
into tha ground upon the occasion. This expression waa
continued, and sales were declared to be conducted tub matld
lone after the spear waa dispensed with. In the same
manner, a company ia in the present day invited to a ' sale
by the candle.' or ' by the inch of candle.' with as little

regard to actual practice. The origin of this expression I

arose from tha employment of candles as the means of
measuring time, it being declared that no one lot of goods
should continue lobe offered to the biddings of the company
for a longer time than would suffice t* the burning of
one inch of eandla ; aa soon as thai rade kind of measure

[

had wasted to that extant, the then highest bidder waa
declared to be the parrnaaer.

It la • eomoson rule in law that no contract is binding
without the aaawat of both parties. In sales by auction, the
Msaca) ef the buyer at green by aaaaaa of bis bidding.

while tba aansmt af tha seller ia signified by tha Ml at* a
hammer; and until this dssl a rat inn baa been mane, tba
intending purchaser is at liberty to withdraw his bidding.

It is a 1—aim practice tor tha owner of property offered

for sale by auction to reserve to himself the privilege of

bidding, and, aa it ia termed, buying in his goods, if the

price offered by others should not suit bis convenience. This
practice waa baU by tba civil law to be illegal, and even to

partake of tha nature of a fraud ; and so lately as the lima
of Lord Mansfield, private biddings at auctions were ta

considered. In the preaent day, however, thev are not only

allowed by the law, hut the legislature has so for recognized

the propriety ef the practice, thai in cases where the pro-

perty has been bought ia either by the proprietor or by but

declared agent, who ia in general tha auctioneer, no auctausa

duly is chargeable.

It has bean laid down, that tba buyer of goods at an
auction cannot be held to the performance of hat contract,

in eases where ha waa tha only fatal fide bidder at tha
sale, and where public notice was not given of the inlenuua

of the owner of the goods to bid, even though his agent waa
authorised to bid only to a certain sum. This rule is intended

la act as a protection to tba public against the practice com-
monly resorted to by disreputable auctioneers, of employing
persons to make mock biddings with the view of raising the

price by their apparent competition: tba persons thus
employed ara aptly called puffer*. In many large towns,
ana more especially in London, many persons make a trade

of holding auctions of inferior and ill-made goods ; persona

called barken are generally placed by them at the duet
inviting strangers to enter, and puffers ara always employed,
who bin mora for the articles than they ara worth, and Lbus
entire the unwary. Many ineffectual attempts have been
made to put a stop to these practices.

The auctioneer is considered the agent of both parties,

vendors and purchasers. In the language of the judges in

a lata ease. ' a bidder, by his silence when the hammer foils,

conCars an authority on tha auctioneer to execute tha con-
tract on his behalf. Ha can therefore bind the parties by
his signature according to the requisition of the Statute of

Frauds, which renders it necessary in contracts of sale of
* land* or any interest in or concerning them,' and of
goods above the value of lt>£, that some ' note or memo-
randum should be signed by the parties or their agents
lawfully authorised.' And such signature is nose held suf-

ficient even in an action brought by tha auctioneer against
the vendor in his own name. II baa been doubted therefor*,

whether a bidder may not retract (in cases within the statute)

at any time before the actual written entry. The auctioneer

also stands in tba situation ef a stakeholder of the deposited

part of the purchase money, which be ia not at lilwrty le

part with till the sale baa been carnod into effect ; and be
cannot, at least after notice, discharge himself by pav mg
over the amount to the vendor. From this peculiarity ef

his position it results that lie ia now (aa settied by a
very late derision) not held liable for any interest on. or
advantage which he may make from, the money in Lis

hands. In this respect bis situation differs from that of a
mere agent, and also from that of one of the contracting par-
ties (the vendor), from whom ' interest u recoverable m the
nature of damages for a breach of the original contract on the
part of the vendor, by whose failure to make a good title the
vendee baa for a time tost the use of bis money. — tMr.
Justice James Parke.) An auctioneer (like any other
agent and trustee concerned in the sale of propertv > at (•*•

bidden to buy on his own account. And where he se.ia

without disclosing the name of his principal, an ariuai
will be against himself for damages on the breach of coa-
tract.

The conditions of sale constitute the terms of the bargain,
and purchasers are bound to take notice of Ibam. The lets

Lord KUenborough said, that ' a littlo more fairnee* on
the part of auctioneers in framing particulars vouUl avo-d
many inconveniences. There ia al« a) a either a supprewo.-i
of the fair deerrtptaun of the premise*, or something stated
which doee not belong to them; and in favour of justice,

considering bow little knowledge the parlies hate of tha
thing sold, much more particularity and fairness might be
canceled.' The conditions u»uall» contain a pr.>\i»>on that
' any error or mat-statement shall not vitiate the sale, but
that an allowance shall be made for it in the purchase
money.' But tins clause at held only to guard
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ptete the
The

if ha
I by pehlie taction an Dot

la any mfem arale. Sheep's wool of
BntMh growth sold tor tha benefit of da* growers, or of
persons who have purchased direcdy from tha growers, ia

aabjawt to aa auctmn daty of twopence fcr srery twenty
sbdUnars of Iba pnirhaee money. Freehold, copyhold, or

Icaeshaln estates, whatliar in land or buildings ; sham in

Um muu stuck of corporate or ehartaaad companies ; rever-

awnary laaaroat in say of toe public funds ; and ships or
vwaaoaa. ara habte to pay temnawnot for every twanty
tkdhngt: honaahald narnitnre, psotures, books, and the

hke kinds of paraanal property, ara made to pay one shil-

Un« far every twanty shilling* of tba purchase laonay

Many iMipliimi have been mam by tba bgisteture when
iounatag tnaaa duties. * Piece goads, worn ar rabrteated in

Um hiiagdeny which abail ba aoid entire in Um piaoe or

euanutr, aa taken fraai tba loan, and ia ton ofUm prica of
twanty pounds and upwards.' ara exempted bom Um pay-

it of duty
Tba produce of Um wbsia and aaal

•ami
and otbar

«naa enjoy* an
palm-oil, drugs,

fcr tba as* at dyara: also mahogany
•sad by riliinat makers, and all goads

bv way of maanbandiaa from any British eolony in

Um aama being ofUm growth, prodnca, or manu-
r each colour, and aaU by Um anginal importer

fawn tbatbaa of rmaortarion. Nettbor
m any dorr ehargaabla open proparty sold by order o' the

eswrts of Cbancary or Exebsamr ; nor on any sate mans
by Um East India ar Hudson s BayCompany ; nor by orderby Um I
of tbel B

In Eke
, or oCaMr gvtvrn

at hoards <aT

by Um ehoruT far Um benefit of creditors in

and banknipt*' etfeets aoid by
Um payment of essctim-duty ; whieb last

i of exeaaptmna are made upon Um prinoipte of not
atrgruTatukg their teases to innecsntfmnerers. For the same
reason, goods damaged by Ira, or wrecked or attended,
wuteh are sold far Um benefit of insurers, am not charged
with daty. Wood, eocenes, Um produce ofmines or quarries,

mute, own, steak or prodneeof mad.may be aoid by auction
free of dwty white they eanUnne en tba tends prodoeing Um

In ease Um sate of an
defect of tide. Um daty mat
agnra withm tare*

mid. through
baan paid may be churned
Um time when Um

"

The raroe of
by anetion. and tha net
oneh of Um teat tan yean, t

T«.

1934
ISIS
UM
1837

l«t«
U29
ISM
1831

1833
1*33

£ 9.804,61

I

10,148,471

7.163.844

8.114,378
7.471.344

7.336.970

Mia,lit
fc33M81
6X3,743
M47J96

l to duty which bam bam sold

> domed from Um same in

•mo*
£304,034

323,833
847,465
874.679
» 76.5*3
241,ii2
334,844
818,084
127,836
340.64a

AUCTIONEER, a
H temswashtot amtee by

or hasinam
It w hie duty, previoaaly

every eale, to atale Uta conditions

nmfiar whaeh tha property is aSTered ; to tousiro and to notify

tha feaaartrre biddings, and to declare the termination of

far Una purpose, be commonly makes m of

, anon Um falling of which the biddings are

The law haws that an aneUoneer it etrthorised by Um
hsgheot bidder or purchaser to sign far hrm Um ountiect of

sale, and that his writing down in bis book Um name of

shall be lanksent to bind the tetter to the

fed ne objection ba made by him prerious to

am entry. The law alw recognises Um right of an aue-

henaar to art asThe agent of persons wisBng to purehaee,

who may intmet him to make biddings for them. The
aserlsnisi Urns being Um agent of both parties, bis signature

of She bwywrs nam m the estalcgwc to whteh Um conditions

of ante am t i, sff i ant to ma tot

wiUi the price bid, has ham wneidered a—TIt'tI nets or
memorandum in writing of Um bargain within Um Statute
of Frauds; but where Um eenduisns of sate am not annexed
to Um catalogue, nor expressly referred to by it, the sig-
nature of the buyer's name in the catalogue is not a eoat-
plianee with Um stotato.

Every person acting as an auctioneer in the United
Kingdom is required to lake out a license, which must be
renewed on the 5th of July in every year, and for this license
Um charge of five pounds is annually made. He must also
enter into a bond with sufficient sureties to deliver to the
officers of excise, within a certain period, a true and par-
ticular account of every sale held by him, and to pay the
amount of auction-duty accruing thereon. For this pur-
pose, twenty-eight days are allowed, within Um limit* of
Um chief office of exeat* in London, and six weeks beyond

An auctioneer intending to hold a mm within tha limits
of the chief office of excise in London must give two days'
notice thereof at Um said office. If the sale is to be held
beyond those limits, three days' notice must be given to the
collector of excise, at the nearest excise office. This notice
must be in writing, and signed by the auctioneer, and must
specify the particular day when such sate is to be held. It
is farther obligatory upon him to deliver in a written or

printed catalogue, likewise attested by bis signature, or by
that of his authorised clerk, enumerating every lot and
article- intended to be offered at such auction. He is bible
by law for Um amount of the auction-duty, but may recover
the soma from Um vendor. It is very common to stipulate

that Um buyer shall pay Um amount of duty in addition to

the sum* bid by him.
If an auctioneer declines or emits at Um time of sale

to disclose Um name af his employer, be makes himself

responsible toward Um buyers for all matters in regard to

which the responsibility would otherwise lie with Um owner
of the property sold. He is also responsible to bis employer
for my loss or damage that may be sustained through bis

aorotessness or want of attention to the instructions «iven

;

and if by bis gross negligence Um sale beoomea nugatory,

be can recover no remuneration for his services from his

employer. If be receives money as a deposit on the sale of

an estate, and knowing mat there ie a defect in the title,

pays thai deposit over to his employer, he is answerable far

the amount to Um purchaser; and if be pay over Um pro-

duce of a sale to hie employer after receiving notice mat the

goods of right belong to another, the real owner may recover

Um value from the auctioneer.

The number of auctioneers' licenses issued ia England
during each of Um teat ton years was aa fallows r— 1834.

SMt; 1835.8941 ; 183C, 8010; 1087, 3081; 1680,3119;

1089, 9978; 1830. 3043; 1831, 8974; 1833, 3008; 1633,

3040.
AU'CUBA, Um Japanese name ofa dioecious plant, new

commonly culuvatod in Um gardens of this country as a
hardy evergreen shrub, remarkable far its shining pate-

green leaves mottled with yellow. It is described by Thun-
bare; ss growing to the height of a man or higher, and as

common in various places in Japan, both wild and cultivated.

Its fruit, which it bears in March, ie a red berry, about Um
aim of that of a laurel, and oonUining a single stone, with

a bitter nauseous kernel. In this country we have only the

female state of this plant, Um natural order of which ia still

unsettled. 8ereral opinions upon that subject have been

advanced by botanists, but Professor Decandolle seems

most correct in referring it to the dogwood tribe (Corns*),

to which tie strong smell of elder seems to point out hs
affinity.

It is said that only one apeciea satiate, namely, the Anntt*
Japonic* ofour gardens ; but it seems not improbable, from

Thunberg's figure, that the plant represented at his tab. 10.

with loose hairy pantetes of flowers, may be a amend epe-

We possess only a variegated venety of Um plant;

in its natural state it is said to have brownish-green teares

without any blotches. .... . .

AUDB, a river in Um south of Frame, winch nan in the

Pyrenees, and falls into Um Mediterranean Sea. Haaeuree

is in the depertaient ofPyreaee* Orientates (fi^atern Pyre-

nees), a few mites N.W. of the town of Mont Louie. Its
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empties itMlf Into the km mu the Btang de Vendres. to

'
the E. of Narbonne. running nearly parallel with the great

eanal of Languedoc. It* whole course is from 1 30 to 140 mile*.

The water* of the Aude are very turbid; and the deposit*

at iu mouth have caused a considerable variation in the line

of the coast. It bad formerly two branches by which it

flowed into the sea ; bat the canal Robine d Aude, or Ro-

bins de Narbonne. has taken the place of one of these.

This passes between the Btangs of 8ige*n and Oniiasan,

and then through the Btang de Sigean to the sea. Boats

are very seldom seen on this river, except quite in the

lower part of its course. It ha* no tributary of any conse-

quence ; the Orbieu, the principal, which falls into it on the

right bank above twenty mile* from it* mouth, is forty to

forty-five miles in length. The basin of the Aude is in-

closed by Mont Espinouse and the Black Mountain*, which

are part of the chain of the Ceveones. and by the eastern

extremity of the Pyrenee*. (Maite-Brun; Encydoptdje
Methodxpu, &c.)

The Aude was known to the Romans by the name of

Atax. Tbey gave this name to the channel which passes

by Narbonne to the sea. That part of this channel which
passe* through the Etang de Sigean was deepened, and
faced snd paved with stone, by the Roman*.
AUDE. a department in France, taking iU name from

the river Aude, which flow* through it. It i* bounded ou
the N. by the departments of Herault and Tarn, on the

N.W. by that of Haute Garonne (Upper Garonne), on the

W. and 8.W. by that of Arriege, and on the 8. by that of

Pyrenees Orientate*. The east side is washed by the Medi-
terranean Sea. IU greatest length is in a direction nearly

B. and W., and i* about seventy-six mile*; and it* greatest

breadth i* about fifty The superficial content

is about 3437 square miles; and the population 266,000,

giving about 109 inhabitants to every square mile.

This department consists of the basin of the Aude, and
the slopes of the mountains by which it is bounded. The
N. and 8. are consequently the part* of greatest elevation ;

the former from the commencement of the Black Moun-
tain*, and the latter from the rise of the Pyrenee*. The
centre is traversed by the Aude, whose course has been
already described ; and also by the canal of Languedoc.
which, entering the department on the N.W., proceed* in s
direction about E. by 8- till it almost join* the Aude near
Carcataone, and then run* parallel to the eoune of the

river for many miles, until, again turning a Utile to the

north of B., the canal quite this department for that of
Herault. and the river pursues its course towards the sea.

The mountainous district* are dry and unfruitful, yet the
agricultural produce of the department is more than suffi

cient for the want* of the inhabitant*. The vine is cultivated

to a considerable extent ; the fig* are excellent ; and an
herb, called tallicon or tatirot, which grows here, is gathered,

dried, and sent to other department*, or to Italy, to be
used in the manufacture of glass. Honey, known by the
designation of ' Narbonne honey,* forms an article of con-

siderable commercial importance. The mineral wealth of
the department is not great ; though silver, copper, lead,

and iron are procured, as well as marble in great variety,

grpsora, and some coal ; and there are salt-works near the

Btang (or Pool) of Sigean. one of the lagoons which line the

French pert of the Mediterranean coast. At Bite is a

cavern, in which human bone* are satd to have been found

along with those of the stag, camel, roebuck, antelope, and
bear.

The inhabitants carry on considerable manufacture*,
which are promoted by the advantage of inland naxigation

through the canal of Languedi*:. Woollen cloth may be
regarded as the staple manufacture. It n carried on at

Carcassonne and dstelnaudary, both of which towns are

on the eanal. and at Limoux. Wax, oil, brandy, leather,

and glass, are among the productions of the industry of ibis

department. The iron-work* also are of some importance.

The little town of St. Colomb *ur I Hers (with a population

of about 1000) is noted fir iu turnery and toys.

The principal towns are Carcassonne, the capital of the
department (population 1 8,000), Castelnsudary, and Nar-
bonne (population of each 10.000), and Limoux (popula-

tion 70oo>. These are all chief places of arrondissrmena.

A let. an the Aude, celebrated for Its medicinal waters, has
IIM inbebtfante. [See CancastoftNi, CartiuuvoaBY,
Lihddx, and N*naonaia.j

TkU Jiaarfna i , which eoiacidet with part of the pro-

vince of Languedoc, is under the jurisdiction of the Cow
Royal* (Assize Court) of Montpelher. It sends four depu-
ties to the Chamber. It forms the diocese of Carcassonne,

the bishop of which is a suffragan of the Archbishop of

Toulouse snd Narbonne. (Malte-Brun; Balbi ; Lkctiom-

nairt Umvertei dt la France.)

AUDEBERT, JBAN BAPTISTS, was born in 1 759.

at Rocbefort, in Franco. His father was a dealer in pro-

visions for the supply of the chipping. Young Audebert.

when seventeen year* of age, went Jo Pari* to study the

arts of design and painting. He soon excelled as a mi-
niature-painter, and supported himself honourably by his

labours in this way. Fortunately, in 1 789. M. Gigot d Orey.
receiver-general of taxes, who was distinguished by his taste

for natural history, to the promotion of which be gate the

moat munificent encouragement and assistance, bating had
an opportunity of judging of the talents of Audebert. em-
ployed him to paint the most rare objects in his magnificent
collection, and afterward* sent him to England and Holland,
whence he brought back a great many drawing*, which were
used in Olivier"s Hittoire de* Intectet. These ocrupaooas
gave a bias to Audebert in favour of natural history, which
soon amounted to an ardent passion. No longer content to

give expression to the ideas of others, he undertook venous
important works. The first of these was Hulotrt SatmrtUt
de* Singe*, de* MaJHt, et dt* Galeopithtquei, one tol. large

folio, with sixty-two plates, the figures coloured. Pane. I five.

The appearance of this work caused a great aenaatna
among naturalist*, for Audebert united in hi* own person

the characters of painter, engraver, and author. Having
carefully investigated the different mode* of engraving, and
the trial* which had previously been made to colour the
engraving* of objects of natural history, ho improved upon
these so much, that he may be said to have invented a new
mode, and to have carried it to the highest degree of perfec-

tion. This improvement consisted in putting all the colours

on one plate at once, instead of using as many plates a*
there were colours: he made a further improvement by
using oil instead of water colour*. He also succeeded la

printing with gold, the colours of which he varied in such a
manner as (o imitate the most brilliant hues of the ori-

ginals. In hi* Hnttxre det Colibri*, de* Oueaur-Uouekm,
dei Jaeamari, et de* Promerop*, 1 vol. huge folio. Pans, the

expression and position of the birds are so perfect as I*

mske them appear animated ; and the descriptions, of

which he is likewise the writer, are worthy of such a work.
Two hundred copies only were printed in folio, in which the

name at the foot of each figure is printed in gold ; one hun-
dred copies in large quarto ; and only fifteen copies in folia,

of which the whole text is printed in gold.

Scarcely were these work* commenced before Audebert
began to plan others—the history of Bird*, of the Ma—

m

/era-, and lastly that of Man. He had thus chalked out
for himself work enough to occupy a long bfe ; but in I *t*
death carried him off in the forty-second year of bis age.
At the lime that death interrupted bis career, he had bevua
the Hit Iaire de* Grimpereaux et det Oiteaux de Parmdt*,
Ike., I vol. The publisher, M. Desray. who was in f issais

uon of bis materials and the processes which be bad
discotered snd employed, completed these two works in a*
perfect a manner as those which had been finished bv lb*
author himself. The text was edited by M. Viet 1 1 a*, a
naturalist, and friend of Audebert. These two works are
united under the common title of Oimxux Dori* on d f<sW»
miiaUiqttet, 8 vols, in large folio and large quarto, pans,
l»0'i. Upon the same plan, and by the edoptwa of the
KIM processes, M. Vieillot has publitbed C liutmre dm
fhnauT He tAminque Septemtnonale. The Birds of Afore,
( Otiemuc dA/name) of Le Vaillant are indebted for
their excellence to Audebert, who supennlended the print-
ing of the plalaa as for aa the I3lh part. Other branches
of natural hutorv. and especially botany, were enriched by
the datcoteries of Audebert, as may be seen in the tpiradaa
works LtJardtm dt tialmatmm. by Yentenat. and the Ltl*m
cVm of Redout/.

Audebert waa not more remarkable for his talents thsua
helmed fur bis amiable manners and g»nero*4t» of dUpst
Niton. Though naturally tranquil and of a reflecting cha>

racier, be bad much gaiety of mind, was fond of liierataesx

and even wrote rose* lies. We are not aware that sot aft

these hate been published, but his other works will elear*
ensure him a high and lasting place among the

of the sctenee ef natural history, (fltof. LmtertiiUj
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AUDIAN9. [8- Hiutici ]
AUDITOR, hi officer or agent of tb« king, or of a pri-

rt*a individual or corporation, who examines periodically

tba mwmi of under-uffiters. tenants, stewards, or bailiff*,

and reports tba data of their accounts to hit principal.

Auditor* of On Itmfrmi.—Ancient officers of the exche-
quer, abolished in 1 784.

AmJUart of PvHieAccountt, or. more strictly, ' Commis-
eionara far inditing the Public Accounts.' are public officer*

originally established by the 25 Geo. III. c 39, in place of
the palsoro— of the office at auditor* of the impretl (Lord
Sondes and Lord Cardiff), whose patents were vacated with
or—pen—turn by that set. and their (unctions and powers
transferred to the commissioners above-mentioned. The
King is authorised by the Mat. 46 Geo. II I.e. 141. to appoint

tern of Omm commissioners, who bold their offices during
food behaviour, with salaries of 1S00/. per annum to the
chairman, and 120of. per annum to the other commissioner*.

They are incapacitated from sitting in parliament, and are
sworn to execute the duties of their office faithfully and
impartially. Them is a provision in the statute, that no
vacancy which may arise by death or otherwise in the
umber of commissioners after the first appointment shall

be filled wp without the express authority of parliament,

antil the number is reduced to five, in which case the King
may, from time to time, appoint new commissioners, so as
to keep their numbers always to six. Two of the number
are. by the 1 k 3 Geo. IV. e. 121. sec. 17. empowered to

examine parties en oath, and do all acts concerning the audit

of public accounts.

By the 4* Geo. III. c 141, sec. 8, sA public accountants
are to transmit to the commissioners within three months
after 31st December, or within three months of such day as
the Wards of the treasury shall order (see 2 & 3 Will. IV.
e. 104). accoonis duly attested, in manner pointed out by
the act, of all sums facetted and paid by them for the public

ewmee wuhio the preceding year, together with proper vouch-

ers far such receipt* and payments, and a schedule of the
same ; winch schedule is to be compared with the vouchers

by an officer in the audit office. The commissioners may
call on all public accountants, whenever they think fit, to

account to them far the receipt, expenditure, or issue of all

anise or stores entrusted to them, and on failure they are

to certify the defaulters' names to the remembrancer of the
exchequer, and the attorney-general of England or Ireland,

and had advocate of Scotland, in order that proceedings may
be taken to compel them to account, unless, on the defaulters
apnliratinsi. the lords of the treasury think it proper to stay

the f ix—dings for a reasonable time. By the stat- 1 & 2
Geo. IV. c. 121. it is enacted, that at the four quarter-days,

the sib. day of January. 5th day of April, 5th day of July,
and the 10th day of October, general imprest certificate*

•hall be made out at the exchequer, specifying all monies
nod exchequer bills issued at the receipt of the exchequer
srithm the preceding quarter, and these certificates are trans-

nsstfd to the commissioners of audit within thirty days after

each quarter-day ; and by the 10th section of the 46 Geo. III.

c. 141. the paymaster of the force*, the treasurers of the
na«y sad ordnance, and all other public officers, who issue

to any persons money far public services by wsy of imprest

or on account, are required within three months after the

3 i st December in every year (or st shorter periods if ordered

by the lord* of the treasury, see I & 2 Geo. IV. c 121,

ase a.) to transmit to the commissioners of sudit s certificate

of such mosues, with the nsmes of the persons to whom
nasd, and the commissioners are forthwith to lake them into

ennoiderapoa By the above- mentioned statute, 1 & 2 Geo.

IV. c 121. various regulations have been made respecting

tba mode of conducting the business of the commissioners
of aadit, by which the antient end inconvenient system of
aaeptng the public account* baa been superseded. The
whole of the arrangements in the Audit Office are now
sobjected to the control of the lords of the treasury, who
are authorised to make such orders and regulations tor con-

ducting the bnssnam of the office a* they may think expe-

dient, and bast calculated to ensure the efficient discharge

of the duties of the commissioners snd other officers. By
the 2 Wul IV. c. 26. the above commissioners are authorised

Id audit the accounts of receipt and expenditure of the colo-

nial revenue*; and the 2 and 3 Will. IV. c. 99, transfers

the powers and functions of the commissioners of public

account* in Ireland to the commissioners for auditing the

public aosounts of Great Britain.

AUDRAN, GERARD. This eminent engraver was
bora at Lyons, a.d. 1640. He learned the principles of
design and engraving from his father, who was also an
artist. At an early age he went to Psris, where bis talents
soon obtained notice, and procured him eventually the
patronage of Le Brun, the king's painter, who employed
him to engrave the Battle of Constantino, and the Triumph
of that emperor. He went subsequently to Rome, where he
resided three years, and improved himself in design in the
school of Carlo MarattL Among many fine plates which he
executed at this period, a portrait of Pope Clement IX. ex-
cited particular admiration ; and M. Colbert, a great patron
of the arts, conceived so high an opinion ofAudran's talents,

that he persuaded Louis XIV. to recall him to France. On
his return be was appointed engraver to the king, and
in the year 1681 was nominated councillor of the Royal
Academy. He died at Paris, a.d. 1703, aged sixty-three.

Gerard Audran was unquestionably one of the greatest
historical enirravers that has ever existed. By some judges,
and those not inadequate ones, the very first place has been
assigned to him. His reputation perhaps rests chiefly on
the celebrated series of plates after Le Bran's Bsttles of
Alexander, respecting which the painter himself confessed
that his expectations had been surpassed. It is indeed im-
possible to contemplate, without the highest admiration, the
skill, intelligence, and extraordinary facility exhibited by
his burin throughout those immense and intricate composi-
tions. Although completely s master of the mechanical
execution ot his art, he attached little importance to that
clear and methodical arrangement of lines which forms the
chief point of smbition with manv other engravers. His
style is composed of a l>olcl mixture of free hatchings and
dots, placed together apparently without order, but render-

ing, with admirable enact, nut mereiv the contours, but the

mind and feeling of the painter ; and his style is so entirely

free from manner, that, on looking at his prints, we lose

sight of the engraver, and are reminded only of the master
whom he is transcribing. To feel the truth of this remark,
it is only nacessary to glance at the above-mentioned Battles

of Alexander, after Le Brun; the Preservation of the young
Pyrrhus, after Nicholas Poussin ; the Plague, after Mignard

;

and the Martyrdom of St. Laurence, after Le Sueur ; in

which works the respective style of each painter is rendered
with the most distinct yet delicate discrimination. Gerard
Audran owed his extraordinary excellence not only to his

consummate skill in design, but in a great measure to his

frequent habit of painting from nature ; and several sub-

jects which he engraved from bis own designs attest the
extent and versatility of his powers.

The works of Gerard Audran may be classified under four

beads, exclusive of his portraits

:

1. His slight prints or etchings, to which little or nothing

was done with the graver. Among these may be enume-
rated—the Deluge, from Le Fage ; the Passage through
the Red Sea, from the same ; the Combat of Joshua against

the Amalekites. from the same ; the Empire of Flora, from
Poussin ; the Preservation of Pyrrhus, from the same ; a
Ceiling, from Le Brun, representing the Seasons, in five

plates, and dedicated to Louis XIV.
2. Those which are more finished, but in a rough, bold

manner. For example : Paul and Barnabas at Lystra, from

the tapestries in the Vatican, after Raffselle ; Coriolanua

appeased by his Family, from Poussin ; Time supporting

Truth, from the same ; the ceiling of the Chapel de Saulx,

representing the accomplishment of the old law by the new
one, engraved in 1681, from Le Brun, on six largo plates

which join together— a work distinguished by great spirit,

character, expression, snd beautiful drawing ; the Death of

St. Francis, from Annibale Caracci.

3. Those in hi* moat finished manner, a* the Battle* of

Alexander, from I» Brun: namely, the Passage of the

Gran k-us ; the Battle of Arbela ; Porus brought to Alex-

ander. To this set are added two more large prints, ss

follow:—Alexander entering the Tent of Darius, and the

Triumphal Entry of Alexander into Babylon: those impres-

sions are most esteemed which have the name of Goyton,

printer, marked on them. The Plague, from PeterMignard

;

the Baptism of the Pharisees, from N. Poussin ; the Martyr-

dom of St Laurence, from Eustace le Sueur; the Martyrdom

of St. Agnes, from Dominichino.

4. Such as he did with the graver only: these are few,

and perhaps unequal in merit to the preceding. We need

only mention JJneas taring hit father Anohises from the

Voi.Iii.-iA
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plunder of Troy, after Dominichino ; a email folio fronti*-

piece to the effigies of the pope* and cardinal*, published

at Rome, from Cyro Ferri.

A few only of hi* work* are her* enumerated. Thi* cata-

logue i* from Strutt* Btng. Dirt, of Engrartr*.

AUERSTADT. a village of about 500 inhabitants, in

the Prussian circle of Mersehurg (about eight leagues to

tho north-eost of Krfurt). which owo* it* celebrity to the

defeat of the main bjdy of the Prussian army by a division

of tho French armv under Marshal Daroust, on the Uth of

Octobct. In"6. For this brilliant achievement Davourt
received the title of Duke of Auerstiidt from Napoleon.

On the same day Napoleon defeated Prince Hnhenlone at

Jena : the two battle* have usually gone under the name of

the ' Battle of Jena,' a* part of the same field, though they

were quite distinct, and indeed tome league* from each other.

ALGE'R. ATHANA'SE. wo* horn at Pari* in 1734.

Having entered the clerical profession, and taken order*,

be applied himself indefatigably to the study of the Greek
and Roman writers, especially the orators. He was ap-

pointed professor of rhetoric in the college of Rouen. The
bishop of Lcscar having become acquainted with him, made
him his grand vicar, and used to call him jestingly hi*

vicar in parttbu* Athenirniium, alluding to his Greek era-

dition. and bis passion for that language. Augers first

publication was a translation of Demosthenes and /Karhines,

5 vol*. Hvo. 1 777. This wss the first French translation of
all the works of those two great orators, and Auger enriched

it with treatises on the judiciary system and the law* of the
Athenians, and on the constitution of their republic. He
now settled at Paris, where he lived in modest seclusion

upon a small income, entirely devoted to bis favourite

studios. After the publication of bis translation he was
elected a member of the Academy of Inscriptions. His
next works were a translation of Isocratea, 3 vols. 8vo.,

1 7 h.i, and one of Lysis*, 8va, same year. He applied

with equal teal to the study of the great Roman ora-

tor, ana translated the whole of his Oration*, of which
he published selection*. He wrote at the saaye time a
work on the constitution of Rome: D* la Crmthlution
dr Rom* tout Iri R«i*. et an Irmt He la Retmbtiqu*.
which was published after hi* death as an introduction to

the whole ofCicero's Oration*. 10 vols. 8vo. 1 799-4. The
essay on the Roman constitution fill* the first volume, and
as sn abridgment it may even now be consulted with
profit, although it has been in some measure superseded by
Niebuhr's more elaborate and more profound work on the
history of Rome. Auger's object was todevelope the system
and the working of the Roman political institutions in their
three essential parts— the legislative, the executive, and
the ju'Ik tary. The second volume is a continuation of the
first, being engrossed by a life of Cicero, chiefly relating to
his public character, and his connexion with the state and
ncmttu.de* of the Roman republic at the epoch preceding
its fall. The study of Cicero and of Roman history occu-

pied, in great measure, the last thirty years of Auger's life.

He however published, in the mean time, selection* from
the work* of the two Greek fathers. Chrysmtom and Basil

:

Home/in. lhtmur$,rt Istlret rhniiin dr St. Jean Chry.
mutnm*, 4 vols. 8vo. 17*5 ; and Homrlieiei Ijcttret tkotne*
4* St. BatiU Ir (irand. 8vo. I7»m.

The first *vmptom« of the French revolution found
Auger deeply engaged in his meditation* on the Greek and
Roman republics. He felt naturally favourable to the
general principle* of constitutional liberty which were then
pnsmulgsted in France, and he wrote several pamphlet* in
favour of them. One subject, which more than other*
seemed to have attracted his attention at the time, waa that
of a new system of noblic education. In his Pnjrt d EJu-
ration Pmbhqu*. prfridt dr quMaur* Reflexion* iur I Aitem-
bit* Ad/Vnw/e, 8vo. I7H1. he traced the outline* of two
distinct plan* : one for learned or classical education, and
another for the education of those who, not bring able or not
wishing to study Latin ami Greek, might yet be desirous of
being instructed; in the literature of their own country, and
of studvmg rhetoric, philosophy, and jurisprudence, in their
nstive language, lu a subsequent little work. Catrchinm*
du fV«vm i-Viiitfrtis. lerno. 1 7*1, he reverted to the subject
of education, observing, that hi* former plan being intended
for the higher and the middle classes, there still remained
a much more numerous class, including the humbler ranks
of the town* pe-.pU snd the rural population, for whom be
bad sketched out the present catechism. • It nay hare been

deemed advantageous,' be observes, ' under the former ay*,

tem of government, to keep this vast multitude in ignorance,

but such a state of ignorance becomes dangerous now. This
class, with the knowledge of its strength, ought also to ac-

quire the knowledge of how to use that strength without

abusing it— it ought to be told its duties as well as its

rights— it o-iirht to become instructed, orderly, and moral.

In his catechism be clearly defines the rights and the

duties of individuals under a system of well understood

liberty: and he draws the line between libartv and the

abuse of it—between equality before the law, ana social in-

equality, whirh la inherent in the nature of men. That line,

however, waa soon after obliterated, and the consequence*
were fatal to France and to Europe ; but the good Auger
was spared the grief of seeing the catastrophe : he died in

February. 1792. regretted by all who knew him. Herantl
de Sechclle*. who afterward* figured as a member of the

Convention, and who had studied Greek under Auger, com-
posed his funeral eulogy. Auger was a man of great

learning, with the simplicity of a child. His la«t work, a
treatise on Greek tragedy, was published a few dava after

his death.

AUGEREAU. PIERRE FRANCOIS CHARLES.
Duke of Castiglione and Marshal of France, waa horn of
humble parents (his father wss said to he a fruiterer) in

Paris on the I Ith of November, 17)7. He first enlisted in

the French carabineers, and from thence entered the Neapo-
litan service. Ho obtained hi* disehsrge in 1787. but con-
tinued to reside at Naples, where be gave lessons a* a
fencing-master. When the French were exiled from Italy in

1793, Augereau volunteored into tho revolutionary armies
of his country, and joined that which waa intended to

repel the Spaniards. As all the officers bad emigrated.
Augereau roso rapidly, and became in a short time Ad-
jutant-General. It may be observed, that Dugaumier,
appointed to command the army of the Pyrenees, pro-

ceeded from the capital to his head-quarters on f »>t. mn
that the want of birth or wealth was no obstacle t> Aui-e-
reau. During 1794 he distinguished himself by the cap-
ture of an important foundry, and by extricating a divisi.m

which, under another officer, had fallen into a dangerous
position. Augereau received two wound* on this occa-

sion. Soon after the army was divided, and Augereaw
was put in command of one division. He was then re-

moved to s more important scene of warfare in Italy. sn4
became one of the chief instrument* in executing the firs*

bold manoeuvres of Bonaparte. It was under Auirereaa
that the French carried the peases ofM illesimo, in the spnng
of 1798; at Dego he again rendered eminent service,

and again, Augereau * brigade, with himself at it* brad,
rushed upon the bridge of Lodi. and finally carried it m
the teeth of the enemy's batteries. He was foremost in the
advance into the Venetian territories ; and being dispatched
to repel the hostilities of tbe Pspsl troops, he took H<4 fna.

At Lugo, unfortunatelv, be was driven by the desperate
resistance of tbe inhabitant* to those excesses Ibst ren-
dered the nsme of Frenchmen execrable in Italy. He
gave up tlie village to plunder and massacre.
The field of battle was Augereau'* proper sphere ; avray

from it, he descended into the rank of common men .

and yet it was not merely as a subordinate general, or as

an executor of hi* commands, that he rvnocred c"»d ser-

vice to Bonaparte. Anient as this young commander «ssv
he felt that the French had advanced too far, and that it

wss prudent fiw the Present to retire before the froh arrav

under Wurmser, which Austria was pouring into Itaiv

Augereau combated the id. a of retreat with all his energs .

be represented the spirit of the army a* invincible, and tie

at last decided Bonaparte to attack, instead uf retiring

Tbe consequence wss the battle and wtorv of t'*s«ig l.i.e.

of the glory of which Augereau reaped the greater part.

It also procured him tbe title which be afterward* enjjyed
as Crandee of the French empire.
The most brilliant action of this campaign, so rwb rn

(Vat* of heroism snd generalship, was the battle of Arc !e.

which took place III the middle of Novemtwr. Tbe ohier*

was to pass a bridge, deferded not only by batteries cf
cannon, as that of L*li hid hern, but also hv over lis",." eg
walls and bouses, from which the enemy srnt a shower -k

fatal musqiirtry. The French had been several times rs»

pulsed, when Augereau. setting a standard. bore it upon thw
bridge, followed hv a column, which urvvrthi less was on-
able to advance against tbe grape shot and mnwiuetry. lis)
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m onabfo to effort the puup over tbe bridge, but still

ha ni rewarded by decree of the Director*' , granting to

turn, in rommemnrmtfoa of hit bravery, tbe standard that

he had borne on the occasion. [See Abcolk.]
In the following year, 1 797, the attention and interest of

the French army were withdrawn from the foreign enemy,
and axed upon the parties which disputed for supremacy
st bosnc. The Directory was menaced by the Royalist*,

as well as in • great measure by the friends of constitu-

tional government, who now began to rally to tbe cause
vf royalty in despair of realising their ideas under a re-

public. But this party, amongst its other imprudent acts,

oouimittnl the great mistake of making the armies hostile

u> il Bonaparte was accused for his conduct towards Ve-
nter, snd was treated as an accomplice of the Directory.

The general replied by offering his services to the Directory,

snd by tending addresses from his soldiery in favour of
republicanism. In the camp of the army of Italy Augereau
was so load in his execrations of royalty, and to extreme in

hat rvvohsuouary ideas, that Bonaparte, at once to get rid of
him. and to provide the Directory with a useful agent, tent

bun to Pans. Hen he continued bis tone of vaunting

and violence amidst the feasts and honours with which
be was welcomed, and he was soon named military com-
mander of the district which included the capital. The very

nomination was enough to warn tbe opposition that the
Directory meditated violent measures, and they accordingly

endeavoured to obtain the dismissal of Augereau. The
r-^p ditat, or revolution of Fructtdor, was planned by
Bexras, and ablv executed by Augereau; the guard of

(be legisUtite body was driven from its pott; tbe Tuilorics,

• here the assembly sat was invested ; the members hostile

to tbe Directory were seized; and a most infamous act of

ill-irality and injustice waa consummated with the utmost
tk.il and success.

Augereau was rewarded for this important sen-ice by the

rominsnd of tbe army on the German frontier. Here he
surrounded himself with the most furious Jnrobins, and
dxpUyed so dangerous a spirit, that the Directory w.is

obliged to deprive mm of tbe command, and remove him to

rVrj.ignan. Augereau found his way to Paris, and wus
there on Bonaparte's return from Egypt. It is much to

Augereau s honour that, discontented as he was with the

Directory, and connected as he had been with Bonaparte,
the Utter could not count upon his assistance in tho revo-

lution of the 18th Brumaire. Bernadotte and Augereau
were the only generals whom Bonaparte dared not summon
to his »tde. Augereau waa at St. Cloud ; fur he had been
elected deputy to the Cinq Cents, and anxiously hoped that

tbe representative body and the republic would triumph
met the military usurper. While tbe result of the struggle

was doubtful, be spproached Bonaparte and said, ' Well,

y on hare brought yourselfinto a pretty dilemma.' * Augo-
reau.' rejoined Bonaparte, ' remember Arcole ; my fortune

•seated more desperate there ; yet I retrieved it then, and
shall now X He waa right ; the usurpation was completed,

and Augeewaa obliged to submit with the rest.

Bonaparte distrusted his old comrade too much to

appoint him again to tbe army of Italy. During the
campaign of Marengo, Augereau commanded a division,

for the most part Dutch, on tho Lower Rhine, where be
had hard fighting and little glory. After the treaty of Lu-
nenlle. he retired to a property which he had been enabled

w» purchase near Mclun. He was intrusted with no im-
portant employ until 1805, when, with the new dignity of
Marshal, be commanded the division of the great army
which reduced the Voralberg. In 1808 he was engaged
in the battle of Jena, and commanded tbe division which
sabaeniarady took possession of Berlin. The terrible

wraier campaign which ensued undermined the health, but
added to the glory, of Augereau. In the advance through
Poland, he was Iraq—ally engaged, and commanded the

left of the French at Ejlsu. His division, which waa or-

dered to attack the centra of tbe Russians, advanced for that

purpose, aben a thiek shower of snow covered both armies,

and totally prevented Augereau from seeing. He missed,

to consequence, the desired direction (so say the partisans

of Napoleon), bat Ins mult was remedied by tbe quickness

of bis commander, a* well as by hi* own courage : though

taxed wwii soddan HI nest and fever, Augereau bad himself

t»«d upon bis horse, and remained to the last in the action,

tbotupThe was wounded.
Alter tit* battle of Xylan, fan wo* obliged to retire for

the recovery of his health. In tbe years 1809 and 1810,
be commanded in Catalonia, where be showed but little

mercy to the Spaniards. Considering Augereau as a ve-
teran general, Napoleon, instead of taking him to Russia
in 1812, left him to form a corps of reserve at Berlin.
But here the Cossacks found him in 1813, and it waa
with some difficulty that he escaped. Notwithstanding his
age, Augereau took part in tbe campaign of Haxony, and
mado a valiant stand near Leipzig, defending a wood
against superior forces. In 1814 he was intrusted with the
defence of tbe south-east of Franco against tbe Austrian*,
when ho occupied Lyons, and organised its defence. At
first he repulsed them in several combats; but at length,
aware of their prodigious superiority of force, as well aa of
the diminishing resources of Nspoleon, be mode a capitula-
tion, and retired to tbe south.

Napoleon considered his conduct on this occasion as
little short of treachery ; and it is certain that, of all the
Marshals, Augereau was the least attached to a master
who was so much bia junior, and who. by his usurpation,

had blasted the ambition of tbe republican general. Au-
goreau made his peace with tbe Bourbons, was confirmed
in bis dignities, and created a peer. On tho return of
Napoleon in 1815, Augereau kept aloof. Louis XVIII.
being a second time restored, Augereau reappeared, when
tho painful task was imposed upon him of being one of the
council to try Marshal Ney. His vote of condemnation on
his brother soldier is the greatest blot upon Augereau't
memory in the eyes of the French. He did not long survive,

being brought to the grave by a dropsy in June, 1816.

AU'GILA, or AUDJELAII, as tho Arabs pronounce
it, it a town situated in an oasis within the great Desert of
Itarca, on tho track of the caravans which trade between
Cairo and Fezzun. Augila is mentioned in the antient

geographers. Reonell, in his Geography of Htrodutut,
pln. es Augila in 30° 3' N. lot., and 22° 46' E. long., I HO
miles S.K. of Baron, or Bengasi, ISO W. by N. of Siwsh, in

tho Ou«is of Amnion, and 486 E. bv N. of Moorsook in

I'czz'in. Herodotus (iv. 182) places Augila ten days' jour-

ney from the city of tbe Ammoniant ; and Hurnemsnn,
who travelled from Siwah to Augila in 1707, found the

calculation correct. The Oasis of Augila is a depend-
ence of the Beylick of Bengali, which is itself a province

of tbe regency of Tripoli. It contains two other towns
or large villages, betidea Augila, namely, Mojabra and
Meledila. The people are chiefly employed in tbe caravan

trade ; and they nave established, of late years, direct com-
munications with the countries of Borgoo, Bornoo, and
Baghermo, without passing through Fezzan. They have
also caravans which trade with the port of Bengasi, on
the Mediterranean Sea. The country round Augila is

ssudy and flat, but well watered and cultivated chiefly in

gardens. Of the dates of Augila, spoken of with praise

by old writers, and especially by Abulfeda, Homemann
makes no mention.

Tbe women of Augila make grey woollen cloths, called

Abba, which are told in Fexzou. Tbe town of Augila it

ill built and dirty. The inhabitants speak, besides Arabic,

another language which resembles that of Siwah, of which
Homemann gives a short vocabulary.

AUGITE. The minerals to which this name has been
applied present us with some of tbe most interesting and
at the same time most difficult investigations that eon fall

under tho notice of tbe mineralogist and chemist, and have

frequently occupied the attention of the most eminent men
in both sciences. Nor are these bodies unworthy of such at-

tention. For not only would a thorough knowledge of their

constitution, and the relation which they bear to other mine-
rals, particularly to the genus hornblende, tend much to the

rwrfeolion of tbe minenuogical system ; but, owing to their

frequent occurrence in nature, and from their forming one

of the principal ingredients in many porphyritie aod trap

rocks, such as tbe syenite, diallage, and schorl-rocks,

green-stone, &c they form a class of bodies of the highest

importance to the geologist A due regard to tbe circum-

stances which are favourable to the formation of ona or

other of the species, to the exclusion of tbe rest, would be
Ukely to afford a safe guide in many geological inquiries

into the character and formation of rocks of igneous origin.

For such reasons we shall endeavour to lay this subject

before our readers in as satisfactory a manner as possible

;

but in doing so we encounter considerable difficulty, owing

to the uncertain state of our own knowledge on many its-
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portam point*, as wall as from tfa* various views which

have been taken of theae mineral* by different writer*, the

effect of which ha* been the u*e of the term 'augite' in a

more oompreben»ive *en*e by aome author* than by other*.

Under the»e circumstances, we have thought it moat advan-

tageous to give an outline of the different views which

have originated from the highest authorities, rather than to

adopt any one opinion which is not ineontrovertibly esta-

blished : the advantage* which we hope to attain by this

plan are twofold, namely, to avoid the risk of endeavouring

to establish any erroneous opinions, while wo attain a more
comprehensive view of the whole.

As little would be learnt by inquiring into the view* taken

of the genus augite before the time of Werner, it need only

be stated, that this mineralogist was the first to divide a

Urge class of minerals, occurring commonly in basalt, lavas,

and other volcanic rocks, into two species, to which he ap-

plied the names of augite and hornblende. This division

was founded on the difference existing between the crys-

tallized forms and structure which, according to the expe-
rience up to that time, were never associated with each

other. The same division was shortly after adopted by

Haiiv. who applied to them the names of pyroxene and
amphibole, and gave the measurements, determining the

oblique rhombic prisms, with their most general modifica-

tions characteristic of either species, which, however, we
have modified by the later measurements of Rose, Mil-
scheruch, and Kupfier.

Augite, or pyroxene.

Fig. I.

Hornblende, or amphibole.

Pig. t.
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Professor Mobs, however, together with Professor Jame-
son of Edinburgh, has used the term augite to denote the
eighth g<-rm« nf their mpective systems, which consists of
the four species designated as follows :

—

First species. The oblique-edged sugite, corresponding
with the augite of Werner, and pyroxene of Haiiy.

Second specie*. The straight-edged augite, corresponding
to hornblende and amphibole.
Third species. Priamalexia 1 augite, containing as sub-

species the minerals cptdote or soisite.

Pourth species. Prismatic augite ; tabular spar, or Wol-
laalonite

Berseliua, on the contrary, viewing the subject in a
tmcal point of view, has been induced to use the term augite
or py roxeoe, oornosraoo or ampniMie, in tne same significa-
tion as employed by Werner and Haiiy. According to him,
the augite* are composed of one equivalent of the bisiltcate
of lime, united with one equivalent of the bisiucate of mag-
nesia, which expressed in bis chemical notation, on the
supposition, however, that silica » formed of one equivalent
of oxygen to one of sthaum. is

Ca 8i* + tig 8>.

There are a*vera] varieties of this genas formed by the
removal of the magnesia or lime, which are replaced either
by an* or bath of the isoatorpbous sobsUncea the protoxide
of iron, and protoxide of manganese. Of these the following
are the principal •

the augite genus, is readily recognised by the form of its

crystal given in fig. I. and bv the direction of it* (ear
cleavage planes, the most perfect corresponding with the
feces H, those in the direction of r and I being lea* eaauly
obtained; and by its pale-green, or greyish-white colour,
and vitreous lustre. Its hardness is i'i, and its specific,

gravity ia 3' 299. Alone before the blowpipe it mails into a
colourless, semi-transparent glass ; with borax, very readily
into a transparent glass. Its chemical constitution is ex-
firessed by the formula given above, as will be seen bv the
bUowing analysis of a variety from Tammare by Bons-
dorff :

—

54 '63 I Protoxide of iron 0 9*
S4'76 I Alumina o*28
18- J5 I Loss by hearing e 3*

Silica

Lime .

Magnesia .

99 73

Several varieties, little differing from tne above, are called

backalite and fassaite, names indicative of their locality.

2. Uedenbergite, whose constitution may be staled by the

formula C 8* y r* 8*. as may be seen by the analysts of
G. Rose of a variety from Lunaberg, who obtained of

Silica ..... 49'01
Lime . . jo 67
Protoxide of iron . . 26 08
Protoxide of manganese with magnesia 2 9S

9894
It is of a dark-green colour, sometimes nearly black.

3. Sahlite, those varieties in which the magnesia is only
in part replaced by protoxide of iron, and whose composition
G. Rose expresses by

Cat?

Berxelius gives the formula,

(C Si* + Fe Si) + 3 (Ca Si* + Mg Si*)

as expressing the constitution of a variety from Bjormyre, in
8weden, which would therefore be one equivalent of hedrn-
bergite united with two of diopside. He cans it malaholah
(See Anwendung der Lotkrokrt, by Berxelius.)

4. Diallage : the constitution of this variety ia i

on the authority of

Fe Si' + 3 Mg 8?.Berxelius, by

ofG. Rote, by

of F. KobeU.by

Mg
Ca
Fe

Mn

1. Uopeido, which may be as the type of

63'20 54 M
19-08 219
14*91 »»r
8'«7 IN
0-38 041
t-47 3-97
1-77 011

10048 100 ft

The difference in the analysis by Kbbler of two t,_
the first from Tuscany, the second from Ultsnthal in
Tyrol, would perhaps rather indicate the latter:—

I Silica

Lime
Magnesia
Protoxide of iron

Protoxide of manganeae
Alumina
Water

This variety is characterised by its mother-of- pearl hasti*.
and by its possessing the most perfect cleavage in the *W-
Uon of the diagonal of the pnsm. It ia aetata** fcamj aa
perfect

l
crystals. Its most general colour ia a broase ywUo*

». Hypersthene. which is verv similar in tu general ap-
pearances and characters to diallage, has the foUewrag
constitution : Fe Si* -I- Mg 8i*. Both of the hat-men-
tioned varieties may be distinguished from the farmer, aa
well aa from each other, by mean* of the blowpipe, and Wv
attending to the following character* aa stated Vy Berte-
lius :

—
Diallage alone in a matrass decrepitatea, liimmii of a

lighter colour, and gives off a little water.
On charcoal it ia with difficulty melted ea the edges asa»

a grey anuria.

With borax it ia difficultly fused into a dear gates, iwai
what coloured by the protuxide of iron.
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tteeosspoaed by tbe phosphate of sods and ammonia,

writ* the development oi the silica.

HrpTstbeno, <m tbe contrary, when healed alone in the

twn, decrepitates slightly, gives out a little water, but
4m Dot change its appearance ; while on charcoal it readily

fan— a green opaque glass, as is abo the case when healed

wath berax.

Tbe salt of phosphorus does not apparently decompose it,

hot the mineral at first becomes rounded on tbe edges, and
saay at leogth be entirely (used.

The structure abo deserves particular attention, the
cleavage plane* in bypersthene being perfect, both in the
direction of tbe laces r and M, tbe latter of which are ob-

tained in dtallage with very great difficulty.

We have now described the various species generally
considered as comprehended within the genus augite or
pyroxene; but Professor Oustave Rose Ess published a
paper in Poggertdorff s Annaltn drr Pkytik und CSemtt for

the year lsJl. the object of which is to prove the necessity

of uniting augite and hornblende (pyroxene and ampmbole)
into ooe genus. His arguments for this union are the fol-

lowing :—be first shows that the two prisms of augite and
hornblende, however different in appearance, admit of being
dented the one from the other, according to the laws ob-
served to connect tbe crystaUographk forms of varieties of
the same genus in other minerals. To show this, let tbe
accompanying parallelogram, whose semi-diagonal's are a
and 4, represent tbe bonsoBtal section of the prism of

A

•agile ; smew the whole angle of this prism at A is 07* *',

e b the tangent of an angle of 43° 33'; if this tangent be
doubled tbe corresponding angle will be found to be 63° 14'

tV, tbe double giving 134* 30' 50", an angle agreeing

most closely with 134° 31', tbe angle obtained by Mitscher-

bth in a spades ofhornblende when measured by WoUaston's
reflecting goniometer. Tbe larger parallelogram, there-

fore, formed by doubling the diagonal ft, is the horizontal

eatOoa of tbe prism of hornblende.

A urnOar relation is also approximately true for the incli-

nation of tbe feces « in augite and r in hornblende; for if

tbe angle ISO4 57* of augite be halved, and its tangent

doubled, the corresponding angle is 74° 11' 31", and by
doubling this we obtain 148° St* 42", not much differing

from 14** 34'. as found between r in hornblende of Vesuvius
by Rase.

His argument drawn from the chemical constitution of
these mmerab is by no means so satisfactory ; for though in

Durnblende we find a series of bisilicates of the same bases,

aod as it wore running parallel with those already described

as aagilca [see Hobhslbivdb], tbe circumstance observed by
BossalanT, that aO lbs varieties of hornblende contain fluo-

riae, white G. Rose has been unable to detect that element
in angste. weakens tbe connexion between these minerals,

mad renders the determination of what part tbe fluorine

arte in their constitution a most desirable object. Our
ignorance en this point, however, and tbe difficulty of deter-

tataiag what is tbe action of the alumina, which occurs in

ronssriiriles quantity in some hornblendes, prevent us from
forming any opinion front tbe results of chemical analysis.

The observations of Rosa, however, on the green-stone of

tbe Unban Mountains, tend to prove the existence of that

*ntntir*ft between the forms of augite and hornblende

which is osswnrisl to their ronstitutirg one genus, in a more
satisfactory manner than any remark hitherto made. He
demon, red in a soft greyish green-stone, near tbe village of

UnoHissjs which is situated north of Kstharinenburg, and

ea the road to Newiansk. and abo st the gold-washings of

f'STsflisati. rsewx Minsk, in a green-stone somewhat harder

and darker than tbe former, imbedded crystals, having tbe

farm of augite. but not its cleavage planes, these last being

fessd to eomcanc with those of hornblende. This mineral

was therefore either hornblends in tbe form of augite, or
augite with tbe cleavage planes of hornblende.
At the village of Muidakajewsk. near Miask, he dis-

covered a still more interesting crystal embedded in a green-
stone similar to that but dascribed. They were abundant,
and possessed the form of augite: the smaller crystals had
cleavage planes parallel to the sides of the prism of horn-
blende, and were similar in their appearance and colour to

those obtained from Cavellinski. The larger crystals, bow-
ever, possessed a kernel of a grass-green colour, and of a
lighter tint and greater lustre than tbe exterior. This
kernel differed from tbe darker exterior portion of the crys-

tal, tbe latter giving the cleavage of hornblende, while the
former presented those of augite, with faces sufficiently

bright and perfect to admit of measurement by tbe re-

flecting goniometer.
The observations of Mitscherheh and Berthter on tbe

formation of augite as an artificial product are so interesting

in themselves, end throw so much light on the nature of au-
gite in general, and on those crystal* we have just described,

for which Rose proposes the name of uraiite, that we cannot
omit to notice them in this place. Mitscherlich has ob-

served that at many foundries in Sweden and German)
tbe snorue possessed the form, structure, and chemical
composition of certain minerals found in nature. Fruin this

source he has obtained upwards of forty varieties ; and among
these, specimens possessing the form and structure of audita

are frequently found, whereas hornblende has never been
discovered. Guided by these observations, a mixture of
silica, lime, and magnesia in the proportion indicated by

the formula £a 8i( 4- Mg Si' was submitted to fusion in

the porcelain ovens of Sevres, near Paris. On examination,

tbe mass was found to have been completely fused : it pos-

sessed cleavage planes corresponding with those of augite,

and a hollow formed in tbe centre from tbe contraction in

cooling contained crystals of the form of fig. I. By these •

processes they failed in obtaining crystals either of the form
er structure of hornblende. As it would be at present out of
place to refer to the other results obtained by those chemists,

we must refer our reader to the original papers in tbe Ann.
di Chimie et dt Physique, torn. 34, and the Ann. det Mines,
torn. 9, particularly those who may be interested in metal-

lurgical processes.

Professor G. Rose, in accounting for this production of
augite to the exclusion of hornblende, was led to consider

that it was not the absence of tbe fluorine, or any error in

the proportion of tbe elements, which prevented tbe pro-

duction of hornblende, but that it was the effect of tbe rapid

cooling. This be fully confirmed by tbe following experi-

ments : a light-green variety of hornblende, tbe strahlstein

of the Germans, from Zfllerthal in tbe Tyrol, was sub-
mitted in a platinum crucible to tbe heat of s porcelain oven.

It was completely fused, and in cooling bad formed fibrous

tufts of dark crystals, which, however, admitted ofmeasure-
ment by WoUaston's goniometer, when tbe angles were
found to correspond with those of augite. A specimen of
diopside, of tbe same locality, was also fused, it cooled into

a dark mass, but regained its former structure.

We may therefore consider it to be demonstrated that
augite is formed whenever the process of cooling, and con-

sequently of crystallisation, is rapid; and hornblende, when
it is conducted more slowly. Many circumstances confirm

this view : tbe urahtesof Rose appear to be its natural con-

sequence; for, as by the tews or caloric we know that tbe

quantity of heat lost during equal portions of time varies

with the temperature, the exterior portions of the cry stal

from this cause alone must have crystallised under a more
gradual loss of best than the interior, while at tbe same
time the temperature would be maintained by the specific

heat given out by the parts first consolidated. The general

localities of augite and hornblende, and the minerals with

which they are found associated, affords snother argument

in favour of this supposition ; for hornblende is ususlly met
with in syenite, trachyte, and lavs, accompanied by quarts,

feldspar, albite. etc, minerals which decidedly require a slow

process of cooling for their formation ; on tbe contrary,

augite occurs in basalt and lava with olivine, which Mit-

scherlich hss recognised in the scoria* of various foundries,

and which is therefore formed by a process of rapid cooling.

We are thus sble to account for H. von Buch's remark m
his observations on volcano*, that those lavas which contain

feldspar have hornblende, but no augite.

Induced by these circumstances, Row, in a tabular view
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of the mineral* which he ha* added to h» KUwttnU of

CrytlaUngrapk*, published at Berlin in 1833, ha* united

into om genus the following species.

I. Diopside .

3. Sahlito

3. Hedenbergite

4. Basaltic augito

5. Rotbbraunateinerx

C. Armile

7. Diallagc .

8. Broniite

9. Ilvpcrslhcne .

10. Urehte

II. Tremoiite

12. Antopbyllite

13. Slrahlstoin

Ca S> + tig 8i\

Ca Si' + Fe Si'.

0a, Mg, Fe, i/. Si.

Mo Si'.

3 Na Si* + S /fc

Mg 8V t *
Fcj

•in Si*.

Mg Si* + Fe 8i

.

Ca Si* + S Mg Si*.

Fe Si' + 9 Mg Si*.

Ca, Mg, Fe. Al, Hi.

14. Basaltic hornblende Ca, Mg, Fe, At, Si.

Al'GMKNTATlON. in mutie of the olden time, was,

a* Mauler Murley tells us, ' an increasing of the value of

i hr nolo above their common and essential value,' and in

dicaiud by a sign. It i» unnecessary to dilate on this term,

which, a* wull as rasuy others of the same date, has long

Uin known onlv to musical antiquaries.

AL'CSIJL'RCj, the capital of tba Bavarian circle of the

l'|",ir DjiiuIr', stands ou a gentle eminence in an agroo-

uble and fertile country, near the influx of the Wertach
iiilo the Lech, and between both these rivers, in 4a° 21

N. 1st., and lu° 54' B. lung. It lies 1460 fcet above the
lewd of the ocean, ah ml forty miles N.W. of Munich;

l kith from it* position, and the number of main roads

which trs\er»a it, has lout; tinned one of tlie oontral

p.iinu for the internal commerce of Germany. It is divided

into three quarter*, the upper, centre, niul lower towns,

lU'lepeuduiitly of tlie suburb of St. Janus, which lies out-

side of tliu walU ; it is inler*ecti>d by four canals, which
ipply the mill* and manufactories of the town with

water. The exterior boundary of tlie glaris has been con-

verted into delightful walks, along winch the circuit of
the city may ho uisdc in a couple of hours; and within
the ghv-is ruin a wall Hanked with lowers, bulwarks,
.i u l diichc*, which are crossed by four principal and sis

minor entrances. The streets, with few exceptions, are

narrow and irregularly built, and the pavement annoy ing
i'i the fcut, being composed of small Hints though its

<li-.|H>Mtion in » mosaic form is not unploasing to the eye.

The (general np|M-:irance of the town is however much iin-

pr 'Vtd by a vanity of handsome buildings and squares,

and enlivened, though it can scarcely bo said to bo om-
I'.llishcd, b) the manner in which the

Titian's ' Venus holding a Mirror to Cupid.' or Parm*-
giano's ' Madonna.' The collection of models from the an-

tique, which occupy another apartment in tlie town-hall, is

lea* in character with its external device, ' Publico ron«ili<>,

publics aoluti,' than a very complete and wrll-arranirod

collection of another description, containing the archive* of
the town. Adjoining this fine structure i* the ' l'cnach

Tower,' which is ascended bv a staircase of Son steps ; and
the ' Arsenal,' the facade of which is embellished with a

noble group, representing ' the Demon of War vnnquolxd
by Michael the Archangel,' the work of Rcichel Von Rim.
the Bavarian sculptor. The episcopal palace (the town l»-mj

still the seat of a bishop's see) is on the Frohnhof near the

cathedral ; it was under this roof that Luther held his cele-

brated disputation with Cajetan, the papal legate, in the

year ISIS; and under the same roof, on tlie memorable ?':h

June, 1430, this great reformer presented tlie corner-stone

of the Lutheran faith, commonly called the 'Confession of

Augsburg.' to the emperor Charles the Fifth. Augsburg
was the place from which that sovereign, urged by the un-

daunted bearing of the protestanls of Germany, proclaimed

the ' Interim,' or religious armistice, which recognised tbetn

as a distinct and independent communion. Augsburg also

witnessed the signature of tlie treaty of 1 435, which sheathed

the sword of religious strife, and left tin- protectant* in ire

full enjoyment of their doarly-purebased immunities. Tlie

venerable walls of this palace wore, in 1817, converted

partly into ottices tor ine government ot the province, and

partly into apartments for the occasional residence of pa a'.iy

Among oilier conspicuous buildings arc tbc * Malic, a

handsome commercial mart and storehouse, which ha* s

machine for weighing loaded waggons and merchandise in

bulk, and is now partially used for judicial proceedings ; li.e

public library, which is rich in Greek books and mn.'i-

scripts; the Franciscan acadomy of arts ; the school of tiir

arts ; and the ' Cathedral,* which was built in the fifteenth

century on the site of the ancient Basilica, errt-ti-d in

the tenth. This edifice is 330 feet in length, and of the

Gothic order ; its main aisle is 43 feet in breadth, and the

side aisles are fitted up with four-and-twenty chapels, in-

dependently of several pictorial embellishments of some
merit, and two stone portals which divide the mam s.»W

from the choir ; there is also a side door of bronze, ran cd
with figures and emblems, dating from the year 104 s. A
visit to St. Ulrich'i church, which is 3)0 feet in length »n«
94 in width, will be amply repaid by the prospect from a*
lofty steeple (which is 148 feet higher than the monument
in London) of the town and its environs, to sav nothing uf

that fine specimen of sculpture called the ' Altar of the

Crucifixion,* and other striking object*. Of the numerous
monasteries, convents, and ecclesiastical structures of Augs-
burg, fifteen churches only remain, five of which are

appropriated to the use of protcstant*. In char-.ta'ii*

endowments there are few spots of the same extent so

rich ; and wc believe that three-quarters of a mi.:~n
sterling arc rather below than above the aggrrg.-r
apital which those endowments posses*. At the brad U
them stands tbc institution colled tlie ' Fuggerei,' established

generality of the I in tbc year 1419 by two brother* of tlie Fuggcr family. *'„•>

houses are painted with stripes, either green, rod, or yellow , were the founder* of more thati one earldom of the perse; t

alway* « j.srsUtl by white. Every street and lane is pro-
j
day ; it is a town of itself, situated in the suburb uf V

vidi-d with reservoirs of water for the use of the aih/nmng 1 James, has its own church, consists of three streets and »>

l> .ii v.. and a separate work for tlx purpose uf forcing the ' many lane*, ho* three gates, and contains 107 lodgings. l>t

m .tier into tin iii.
I

out to indigent natives of the town, at a rent of two *hil'.-ij*

Tlie finest edifice iii Augsburg is the tow ii hall, which |s-r annum. A philanthropist uf our own times, I-awnt, e

was built by Hull, iu tlie begiuuing of the svveiiUH'iilli SchacUler, a hanker of Augsburg, has more than cMuljiol
• entury, and contains the ' Golden Hall,' perhaps lite , this ' good work' of commercial munificence : first, bv r»t*-
most spUndid aparliueul in Germany, Us length being

,
bhshing a school of industry for IU0 pjur children ai-i

I in. Us breadth 41, and it* height ii feet ; it was used for
,

orphans of tins his native town, in 1*13 ; and then, twrl.e
the election uf two kings of the Romans, and wo* decutaUxl 1 tuoiilhs afterward*, by erecting an asylum within the wa'ls
al a great expense with painted ceilings and frescoes, by

J

of the eld Dominican monastery fir the reception aiJ
Kia.i t and Kottcnhauuncr, tlie former of whom was clo- . part.al maintenance and employment uf sixty -three afrd
sated by tlie gratitude of his Icllow -citixeu* to the Burgo-

| males, sort) -seven operatives, and seventy-six cluUlreo. wl»
i.int.rs chair. This hall, with the four royal apart- ore educated on the Laiicistenan system To these uisl.tu

it' nts adjoining, has since been appropriated to the pur-
|

ti 'tis ma) 1* added an adiuirabl) Conducted orphan asvlum.
Among tlie thousand Painting* , and a bank for **«}»,».- ( ,f a piriuie-g.ii'cry

wloeh it cunt mis (the whole arranged ill chronological
i ider), it i» |uiticu!arly nth in *pe< iiuens uf the Ger-
mall s. h.sjl Kraua< h s ' Sainvm and Dalilah;' Altsrrt

Ihint » 'Maximilian the Fust;' Kragcr * 'Last Ju<lg-
incut, sik! l("tteuluiuiuer°» ' River G«ls of Augsburg,'

ings. An ojually liberal and enhabt
eue-l spirit ha* ajnmatisl the more affluent classes in luak.ng
provision for the instruction of their humbler fellow -eiluiu* .

i ver) relig.ou* cunuuunity ill tlie town bo* s»ho.>!s of it*

own, the twi nly -seven week day scImjuU are attend**! by

licarl) J"t'0 children, the Sumls) s> hools by upwards of a

sUnd at the head of tbr saries; but fow will feel di.p s.tl to
j

thousand, and the three female schools of industry by U«x
I

:i ter even such a* llu >j ut Guido* ' Sleeping Infant ; | huudrvd. betscon five and six hundred youth* oi* supenut
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rank at* educated in the protectant gymtiasiuin and the

catholic seminary; and there are, bond**, two endowed
schools for females, the one founded by Barbara Von 8tet-

tm«ch*n. who died in 1804, for protestanta, and the other

roaductod by the English aUtarhood, for catholic*) ai well

as a polytechnic institution.

Amonf the public embellishments of the town wo must
n.y — it to notire the Grand Parade in front of the catbe-

dri Maximilian-square, next to St. L'lrich's church; and
scleral open areas, which are adorned with handsome foun-

tain, the general character of these embellishments shows
tin <e relationship which once subsisted between Augs-
burg and the Italian states. In the better days of Augsburg,
imWd. when the munificence of its citisens was lavishly

be I'M il.o I'm .irt». native school produced

su ii nwen a* Kugcrulaa, Hooker, Uolzer, Hieger, and Frey,

lb nt» <>f « •.. rv respectable dwelling shone with the

gV .of the pencil, and the whole Scriptures might be
st 11 fro« i illustrations out of doors. Not only the

Im arts, but science and the 1 wiles-lottres found patrons

in the merchants of Augsburg: their cahinett and libraries

Tied with their gardens and mansions : the first tulip known
m the west of Europe was brought to Augsburg from Con-
st! . and planted by Heerwart, in 1547. Such, in

short, was the splendid appearance of this city at the close of
the sixteenth century, that Bentivoglio himself was tempted
to exclaim, on witnessing it. ' (Quests Augusta certamente
hi i 11 Augusts ncgli ediflci, nelle ttrade, et nel popolo I

'

The pnnnpal sources of the present alfluenoe of Augs-
bs -.rv banking and exchange operations, and the transit

of • rrliandise. It is a staple town also for the deposit and
sal at the wines of Italy, Switzerland, and the south of
German*, and .till enjoy* repute for its plate and jewelry.

It baa above 200 mercantile establishments, and an annual
circulation, varying in value from three to four millions

sterling, in bills and merchandise. The linen and cotton
man ufartore* hare decreased, within the last forty years,

from 1100 to scarcely more than 200 looms; the woollen
awl linen-yam *pinr>. lich formerly circulated nearly
•-•(» ,<i«»o7. a week in w,u ne. have of late dwindled into

comparative insignificance ; but the manufacture of parch-
ment, and pon.eularIy of plain and coloured paper, continues
to thrrre. Augsburg has indeed strong claims to the merit
of banng invented the art of making paper from rags, which
came into use here as early as the year 1330—a date at

which, we believe, no record is extant of its use elsewhere.
Its mechanics, too. from their experience in wood-cutting
and in stamping cards m colours, had acquired that species
•if skill which rendered the process of printing an easy task
to their hands: they were among the first, therefore, to

avail themselves of Gnttenheig's invention. Latin Bibles,

bearing ike date 1 466, and a legend printed in 1471, both
from the Augsburg press, are sufficient evidence of the
fact. Grant numbers of the ordinary class of books,
pants, and charts are engraved and circulated through-
out Germany from Augsburg; and the present Baron
t'otta's father, the proprietor of the celebrated AUge-
snstae Ztfamg , and the founder of two popular periodical
works, the MorgtnbUtl and Abendxtitwig, selected Augs-
burg for the establishment of one of his four extensive

pu sses, which as set in motion by one of Bolton's steam-
wasnnea. This press was constructed by Kcenig, the finest

and esuiieet •neinrn of whose mechanical skill is to he
sen at the Timet office, in Printing-house Square, Black-
arasra. The marIsmo at Augsburg, which constats of three

pii isi s, throw* oeT from five to ten thousand copies of the
Allgfrnmrnt ZAtumg in the eourse of four or five hours, and,
•nth the aaaiatazsre of eight boys, does the work of sixty

pn»<~" • -•»• >« tiWxwise used for printing the two lite-

rary journals. No branch of industry , however, is in a more
thm i Bg state than the woollen manufactures of this town,
whM pj merit to nearly six hundred looms. The
working of the tatter is greatly facilitated by the canals
swp| tied tnun the Lech, which set 140 wheels in motion,
and are traversed try WO bridges and crossings. Augsburg
pr•lores about eighty ton* of beet-root sugar per annum

;

and usanunsrtnres mathematical and musical instruments,
papsr-hans^ngs, printing-types, and carpets, and a variety
of articles of pore luxury. Its population at the present
day savant* to about 34,000, of whom rather more than
one-third nre protectants ; but it was much greater in

former trass*, for the yearly average of births, which are at

f«.»sut under 999, was upwards of 2200 in the beginning of

the sixteenth century ; even in the seventeenth they vara
above 1000; and in the middle of the eighteenth they in-
creased again to nearly 1300; from which number they
have since gradually declined to their present averags. We
may add, that at the close of the sixteenth century the
number of its inhabitants is stated to have been 80,000.

The emperor Augustus planted a colony here, about twelve
years before the C liristian sera, to which he gave the name of
' Augusta Vindelioorum' (the city of the Vandals on the
Lech), and hence comes the name of Augsburg. There is

nothing to note in ita subsequent fortunes until tbo fifth cen-
tury, when it was pillaged by the Hun* ; it afterwards came
under the dominion of the Frank ish sovereigns, and in 788
was almost rased to the ground during the war which raged
between Charlemagne and Tasailo of Bavaria. Upon the
dissolution of the Frankish monarchy, Augsburg It'll under
the sway of the dukes of Swabia ; but growing rich by its

commerce and manufactures, it gradually shook off all exter-
nal authority, purchased its independence of its episcopal
sovereigns, was recognised aa a free state by the German
emperors, and retained its rank as a free imperial city for

upwards of five hundred yean— namely, from 1276 to 1806.
From about the twelfth until the sixteenth century, it was a
leading member of the famous Swabian Confederacy, which
included Ratisbon, Nuremberg, Constance, and other com-
mercial emporia of that day. In the fourteenth century it

was the chief medium of intercourse between the north and
south of Europe and the Levant, and -oppbed the markets
of northern Germany. Ru.-- I' n

: and other countries,
with woollens and nnens; ana u retained ita mercantile
pre-eminence until the transatlantic discoveries of the
Spaniards and Portuguese, at the close of the fifteenth

eentury, opened new channels to commercial enterprise.

It was at this period of its highest prosperity that the single

banking establishment of the Fuggers of Augsburg re-

cruited the finances of Philip II., and enabled him to sup-
port the sanguinary warfare carried on by the League in

France, and by his own generals in the Low Countriet.
Previously to these times (namely, in the year 136*) the
plebeian order in Augsburg raised the standard of insur-

rection against their patrician fellow-citizens, and esta-

blished a democratic form of government This endured
about 160 years, at the close of which the patrician order,

abetted in their attempt by Charles V., once more regained
the ascendency. In the seventeenth century, the rise of
Frankfort on the Main inflicted a blow on the prosperity of
the town from which it has never recovered. Augsburg
indeed has eeased to be a place of importance in the circu-

lation of exchange in Europe, and Frankfort is now the
chief money-market of central Germany. A law was made
in Augsburg (the date we are not acquainted with), that an
Augsburg merchant might, at any time between the ac-

ceptance and the maturity of a bill drawn on him from any
foreign place, cancel his acceptance; in other words, his

acceptance was not binding. Whether this law now exists

we are not quite sura, nor can ww undertake to say how
much of the decline of the commerce of Augsburg is due to

it. Under the settlement of Germany, in 1802, Augsburg
waa recog nised as one of the six Hanse Towns, which were
declared independent of the German empire; but three

years afterwards it was merged into the dominions of Bavaria,

under the treaty of Presburg: snd m March, 1806, it waa
surrendered accordingly into his Bavarian majesty's hands.

Sr the French general Rene, acting under the orders ot

apoleon Bonaparte.

Augsburg is the mYth-place of Holbein, Holt, and other

eminent artists. The gardens and places of public resort

around it, as well as the ride* and walks in its delightful

environs, afford a which will agreeably diversify a
lengthened residence in the town ; nor less so the nume-
rous societies within its walls, both musical and literary,

with its libraries and museums.
AUG8BURG, CONFESSION OF, the name given to

the profession of faith of the Protestant Lutheran Church,
which waa drawn up by Melanehthon, with Luther's appro-

bation, in order to be laid before the Emperor Charles V. at

the great Diet held at Augsburg in Jane, 1430. It was on
that occasion solemnly read in tha German language by the
Chancellor of Saxony, after which two copies of the Con-
fession, one in German and the other in Latin, were deli-

vered to the Emperor, bearing the signatures of John
Elector of Saxony, George Marquis of Brandenburg
Ernest Duke of Luneburg, Philip Landgrave of Hesse
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tad Wolfgang Prince of Anhalt ; betide* those of the free

town of Nuremberg, and other cities. The Confession was
immediately afterward* printed, and. being translated into

various languages, was spread over Europe. It has ever

sine* continued to be the rule of the Lutheran Church in

natters of faith. It consists of twenty-sight articles, twenty-

one of which stats the belief of the Lutherans on the prin-

cipal tenets of religion ; and the other seven consist of refu-

tations of certain points of either dogma or discipline as

maintained by the Roman Catholic Church, and on account

of which tho Lutherans separated from the communion of

Rome. Zuingle and the other 8wias and French reformers

did not subscribe to the Confession of Augsburg, as they

differed from it on several points, particularly about the

Lord's 8upper. The style of the Confession m clear and
fluent ; the matter was chiefly supplied br Luther in the

seventeen articles of Torgau, which li« liail pretentcd to

the Elector of Saxony the year before. Mclanchthon, while

drawing up the Confession, had frequent oonierenees with

Luther, who was then staying at Coburg, not far from

Augsburg. The Papal theologians, beaded by Faber, wrote

a confutation of the Augsburg Confession, which was like-

wise read before the Diet in August of the same year. Me-
lsnchthon answered them in his Apology /or the Augt-
bwrg Confeuion, which was published in I S3 1, and which
constitutes one of the books of authority of the Luthe-
rans which were published, including the Confession, at

Dresden, in 1)80. Ernest Solomon Cyprian has written a
good history of the Augsburg Confession, and Webber a
CntiraJ Hutory of the tame, Frankfurt, 1 703. (Schrmckh's
KtrchngetcMtckte ; and Mosbeim'e Reclenaitical Hutory,
and Sott*. by Dr. Murdoch.)
AUGSBURG GAZETTE. [See Allqimiims Zii-

TUNO.l
AUGST, a village in the canton of Basle, in Switzer-

land, built on part of the ground occupied by the antient

Augusta Raurseorum, a Roman colony under the empire, i

lite remains still existing are not very considerable ; they

have been minutely detailed by Schooner in his AUatia lUua- ,

trata. Medals of Roman emperors have been found in

abundance in the ground. Augtt is situsted on the left or
,

southern bank of the Rhine, six miles S.E. of Basle.

AUGUR. The earliest inhabitants of Italy, like all rode
nation*, imagined that they saw in every unusual occurrence '

a manifestation of the will of heaven. The power of inter-
j

prcting the signs thus furnished by the gods wst thought
t>i depend upon a peculiar talent conferred upon the favoured

mortal from his birth, but a certain discipline was necessary
to give to the talent iu full development. A superstition so

deeply seated in the minds of the people was turned to

account in the political constitution of Rome, by the esta-

blishment of a college of augurs, whose duty it was on all

occasions of importance, whether of a public or private

nature, by certain arte to ascertain and report the pleasure

or displeasure of the gods. Romulus himself was said to

have been skilled in the arte of divination from his earliest

youth, and at the foundation of the eitv the claims of the rival

brothers were decided by augury. The story of Tansqml,
of Servius Tullius. and still more the contest between the

elder Tsrquin and Attus Nsvius, afford additional evidence

of the peculiar nature of this Roman superstition.

The institution of the college of augurs msy be referred

to the very earliest period of Roman history ; for the asser-

tion of Livy (i. la. and iv. 4>, that there were no augurs in

the reign of Romulus is not merely opposed to the general
tenor of the history of Rome, but directly contradicted by
Cicero. (D* Kfpubltra, n. ».» The original number of au-
gurs is again differently reported. Cicero, himself an sugur,
ssys that Romulus sstoristed three others with himself, snd
that Numa added two. </W 14 ) Livy reports that in the

opinion of the augurs of bis time the number of the col-

lege was necessarily related to the number of the sonant
tnbes, and that consequently there must have been at the

beginning either three or six; so that each of the three

tribes should have either one or two augurs. On the other

hand, the same author found it recorded in the annals of
Rome that, prior to the Ogulnian law, there were but four

members of the college. In these different accounts
Niebuhr has pointed out strong reasons for giving the pre-

ference to the last. •The notion of there having been three

or six seems to have been a mere inference from the num-
ber of the tribes , and if all the tnbes had stood on an equal
footing, the argument would have had much weight But

the same writer has fully established the fact (hat the trst
two tribes possessed higher privileges than the third, nasi

this in a more marked manner in the offices of a religions

character, so that the number four, two for each of the
privileged tribes, seems to point to a similar distinction in

the highly-important powers of the augurate. On the
other hand, though Cicero's evidence is in favour of the
number six, hit mode of accounting for that number is

wholly at variance with the reasons of the augurs aa re-

ported by Livy. Again, if, aa Cicero implies, Romulus was
a member of the college, hit successors m the regal power
must have succeeded likewise to the augural office, a sup-
position in no respect confirmed by history, and scarcely
compatible with what is reported of Tarouin s dispute with
Attus Navius. Moreover, if such a power had passed
through the hands of the kings, it remains to be asked what
course waa pursued at the change of the government from
the regal to the consular form. At that revolution the
political powers of the king devolved upon the consult, or
prattors aa they were at first called, those of a religions

character upon the priest, called rex eoeri/leWew ; but there
is no trace of evidence to show that the authority of the
latter ever included the powers of the augurate. Under
this view of the subject, Niebuhr is of opinion that nrigsaaUy
the Ramlientian tribe possessing the chief powers of the
state had its two augurs ; that at a later period, wham the
Titienses were admitted to a share of these privileges, twe
others were added. This is confirmed by the statement of

Cicero that Numa added two to the college, for the name of

that king is always connected with the privileges of the
second tribe. Livy, in his wish to reconcile the rtiffcssnt

aecoonte, has been driven to the tupj that when the
Ogulnian law was brought forward, there may have been
two vacancies by death ; but it is not prooable that the
patricians would allow themselves to lose two seats in the
college through such sn accident, especially aa even after

the law was brought forward it was not too lata for the
remaining sugurs to fill up the supposed vn incies for us

them the election resided. The Ogulnian law, which was
brought forward by Q. and Co. Ogulmus, snd passed m
the year n.c. 307. openi 1 the pontifical and the aagural
colleges to the plebeians. (Liv. x 6.9.) in the latter, fee
plebeians were associated with the four patricians : aad that

number remained to the time of Sulla, a.c HI. who iaereasetl

it to fifteen. (Liv. Epit. 8».) Lastly, among the many ex-
traordinary powers conferred upon Augustus in Bx. 29 waa
the right of electing augurs at his pleasure, whether there
was a vacancy or not ; so thst from that period the nsuaasr
of the college ceased to be definite. (Dion, xli. 20

)

But s more important point than the number of the
sugurs was the mode of election. At first, the sugar*, has
the other priests, were elected by the patnetan aaseesniy

of the Curies, called the Comitia Cunata: but no stsctai
was complete without the sanction of the augury ; so that

the college possessed a virtual veto upon the admttmsa st*

sll members into it. (Dionys. it. 22.) That power was net

unlikely to lead to a gradual usurpation of the teattin
right ; and thus, as early as the year a.c. 452. we Bad „
the practice of the college to fill up vacancies by ca optaaaa
as it was called, that it, by the votes of the existing sugars.
(Liv. iu. 32.) This mode of election continued to the tWs
consulship of Manus. a.c. 103, when the tribune Ca,
Domitiut Abenobarbus earned a law, that in ease of aay
vacancy in an) of the sacred colleges, seventeen out of the

thirty -five tnbes rboaen by lot should, by a majority ef the

votes of the >atd seventeen tnbes, nominate s saeeeasar.

whom the college should be bound to elect. (Csc ratafee

lag. Agrar u 7. iu.) The return of Sulla to power restated

the election to tlie college* ; but in the consulship of Cases
lie. s I) T. Attius Lsbirnus. with the support of Cmsar.
procured the reversal of Sulla's law. (Dm. xxxvu. X I

After the desth of ( aur, Antony restored the old law, at

least in the election of the chief pontiC and therefore, atsaa

probably, in that of the other priests. (Dion. xhv. U. ) We
nave already mentioned that Ins emperors had the prrrsmge
of appointing augurs at their own discretion.

The ceremonies and superstitions which constituted ahe
supposed science of the sugurs would be tedious toosta-
merate ; but that nhtrh especially characterised the
augural office was the pretended power of aatwttamaag
the dittos wdl from the flights of birds. For this paraaaa
the augur selected some elevated spot, oa which ha eat

with his head veiled and bis Nee turned towards seeae par,.
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titular quarter of the heaven, varying perhaps according

to the occasion ; for the accounts differ so much that, while

Lirjr says it was the cant. we bare the authority of Varro

far the south, and Frontinus for the west. Then tlie augur,

with • bent wand or crook, free from knots, called a lituus,

Barked off a certain portion of the heavens and of the

earth, within which his observations were to be made, and
again divided this portion into two parts—the right and
left. The space so defined in the mind of the augur was
called a templum. and the steadfast observation of the

augur directed upon it may probably account for the mean-
ing of the Latin word etm-templa-ri, to contemplate, which

has been adopted into our own language. The gods then

signified their approbation by the appearance of birds on
the left, and the augury was complete. For some purposes

the whale circumference of the heavens, together with the

corresponding parts of the earth, were divided, according to

the rule* of the art, by lines directed to the cardinal points,

and others parallel to these. (Liv. i. 18, Dionys. ii. 70, and the

appendix to the translation of Nicbuhr, vol. ii.) So prominent
a place did the feathery creation hold as the interpreters of

the divine will, that aui, the Latin for bird, is the chief cle-

ment ui the term augur, as it is also in the nearly equiva-

lent word oumjxx (antpex ) . In the latter, the second syllabic

1 from spec, look, so that the word signifies bird-

The second element of the word augur does not

admit of satisfactory explanation from any existing word in

the Latin language. We have called the terms nearly

equivalent, anj if Plutarch's authority had been sufficient

jRomatca. e. 73), we might hare dropped the qualifying

But • Roman antiquary would have pointed out
distinctions between them. The most important of

I i%. that the leading magistrates of Rome possessed

the auspices (Cie. De Leg. in 3) by virtue of their office,

while the term augunum never refers to any other than an
augur. The name auspcx does not appear to have been in

early mors a technical word, and indeed was but rarely

employed | but the derivatives from it were frequently used,

ana applied with considerable latitude to the augurs as well

as to the magistrates. The objects of the auspices and
augunc* were nearly the same, and the means employed of

nature. Moreover, all legal disputes ubout the

> of the magistrates seem to have been referred to

Under all these circumstances we shall not

t to draw a very nice line between them.
at we have already stated, besides the move-

of birds, a variety of other occurrences in the phy-

rorld which, as expressive of the will of heaven, came
under the cognizance of the augurs. We shall not attempt

to give a catalogue of all the forms which the superstitions

nt man may take ; but absurd as these forms may have
been, lb* political power of the augurs was most substantial.

The election of a king, a consul, a dictator, a proctor, a

, of the various priests, pontifex, augur, vestal,

, all were void unlets the auspices were favour-

A general could not cross the pomrcrium. or sacred

_r of Rome, the frontier of the state, or even a river,

l the sanction of his birds. To engage an enemy in 1

of these interpreters of the will of heaven was turn
|

ir future defeat. In the assignment of

ence of the augur was required to mark
the different allotment". Among the patricians the

l of an augur was nrcessnry to render valid many
of the proceedings of private life, as marriage and adoption.:

and the same political body found in the auspices a power-
ful argument against the rising claims of the plebeians.

they aaid, were their peculiar privilege, and

I
magistrate! could not fu'.fil their duties with-

i distne assistance, there was an insuperable bar to

I of plebeians. Of the three comitia, or legis-

lative memblk I. that of the curies, being the special as-

sembly of the petneiant, was of course subject to the
nepire i ; the tame was the case with the mixed assembly

ef the cenhiriei ; but that of the tribes was free from such
Of the two last (for the comitia curiata became

a) the stiablj of the centuries was the most im-
ing the election of the leading magi-

strain; and so complete was the veto of an augur in this

aeaambly. that if he but beard a clap of thunder, nay, if he
hat tawl he bad heard one, and that falsely, the proceedings

of the aaeembly were void. Such was the power of the

i; and it was strengthened by the law that a

] an augur was an augur for life, no matter

what crimes he might commit. (Plin. Ep. iv. 8 I Plutarch.
Romaica, 97.) On the pecuniary advnnUget of tho office
there are no very definite ttatcraents. That they received
money in some shape from the public treasury is indeed
positively stated (Dionys. ii. 6) ; and the poet AtUus has made
a bad pun at their expense, charging them with extracting
aurum (gold) from the auret (ears) of thoto who believed in
them

j
and the public money may perhaps be traced in tho

dinners given bv the augurs on their election, which were
celebrated in the annals of Roman gastronomy. (Cic. ad
Fam. vii. 16; Varro, R. R. iii. 6; Plin. H. A', x. 23.)
In the latter years of the republic many of the duties of the
augurs were performed in the most lax manner. At the
inauguration of a magistrate, says Diouytiui (ii. 8), speak-
ing of his own time, the ceremony is a mere shadow ofwhat
it was. The candidate takes his seat, rites, repeats a set
prayer in the open air, an augur then declares he heart
thunder on the left, when in fact there was none, and the
candidate forthwith enters upon his magistracy.
AUGUST. The month of August was originally called

Sextilis, being the sixth month in the Alban or Latin calen-
dar ; and this name, as is stated, it retained in the calen-
dars of Romulus, Numa Pompilius, and Julius Ctssar.
Since Numa s reform, however, it has held only the eighth

Slace in the series of months. In the Alban calendar,
extilis consisted of twenty-eight days ; in that of Romulus

of thirty ; Numa reduced the number to twenty-nine ; Julius
Ca»ar restored it to thirty ; and Augustus Caesar, from
whom it derived its new name of August, extendod the
number of days to thirty-one, which has continued ever since.

It was originally proposed that September should bear
the name of Augustus, from the emperor having been born
in that month ; but he preferred Sextilis, not only as it stood
next to July, which had been recently named after his pre-
decessor Julius, but for the same reasons which influenced
the decree of the Senate detailed by Macrobiut, in hit
Saturnalia (edit. Bipont. i. 261). viz.. that since-it was in

this month that the Emperor Cesar Augustus had entered
upon his first consulship—had celebrated three triumphs in

the city—had received the allegiance of the soldiers who
occupied the Janiculum— had suMued Egypt, and put an
end to civil war— it appeared that it was, and hod been, pro-
pitious to the empire ; and the Senate therefore ordained that
Sextilis should thenceforward bear the name of Augustus.

Gassendi (Kalend. Romanum, apud Grcov. viii., col. 16-1)

savs that Commodus wished to ha\e had the month St-xtilis

called by his own name.
The Flemings and Germans have adopted the word

August for Harvest ; Oogtt maand is the harvest-month.
(Hadr. Junius de Annii el Mentibwi, apud Grov. Thesaur.
viii., coL 217.) So the German Augitutigen, a harvest-

waggon (see Wachter, Glvtsar. German.) ; and the Dutch
Ongtten, to reap or gather com from the field (Scwel's
Dutch Diction.) The Spaniards also have the verb Agoitdr,
to gather in harvest ; anil both French and Spaniards have
phrases for making harvest, /aire fAoutt, and huzer ru
Augutto.
Our Saxon ancestors named August Peob mon»S. the

weed-month, as abounding in noxious and useless herbs.

(.Saxon Menolog., and Lye's Saxon Diet, in voce.)

Lammas Day, the first of the month, is also called the
Guleof August (sec Brand's Popular Antiq., i. 275), proba-

bly from the. Gothic Hiol or lui, a trheel, indicating that

revolution of season which brought the return of harvest.

This day, called by our Anglo-Saxon ancestors Hlar-ma-rre,
i>. loaf mass, was the feast of thanksgiving for tho first

fruits of the corn. m
(Compare Pitiari Lexicon Antiq., Grtec. et Roman., v.

Augustus ; the different Treatises printed in Gnevius't Col-
lection ; and Brady't Claeit Calendaria, i. 76.)
AUGUSTA, this title was first given to his wife Livia

after the death of Augustus according to the will of the
emperor. (Tac. Ann. i. 8.) It was afterwards conferred by
Claudius on Agrippina (a.d. 51.), and by Nero on hit wife
Poppava at well as her daughter (a.d. 64). Eventually it

became a common title, of the mother, wife, sister, or
daughter of an emperor. [See Auoustos.]
AUGUSTA. This name was also frequently adopted

by towns, sometimes in placo of, sometimes in addition to

the previous name ; also many new colonies received it.

Thus we find Augusta in the country of tho Salaasi. now
Aosta

; Augusta Taurinorum, now Turin ; Augutta Rau-
racorum. now Augst near Basle: Augusta Vindelicorum,
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mow Augs-burg, sometimes written Augstburg; Ci

Augusta, now Ser-agoesa. Nearly similar to tbeae ii

Augusts dunura. formerly BibracU, the capital of the jBdui.

now Autun. In other town* it haa disappeared, at in

Augusta Verona and Augusta Asturica, now Astoria.

The Greek cities punued the tame course of flattery in the

n«e of the equivalent Greek term Sebaste. Thua we And a

Sebaste in Phrygiattee Huroci.ss and Coma); another

In Galalia in the country of the Tectosages, probably no other

than Anryre, which was intimately connected with Au-
gustus (Coi *») : Sebettopolis in the district of Poatue, oalled

Phanaroes (Strabo). and Sebaate or Sebastia, on the upper

stream of the Halys. now Sivas (ibid.), fcr.

AUGUSTA, a town of Maine in the U.S. on the near

Kennebec. J« mite* N.N.E. of Portland, in 44° 17' N. lat.

and 09° 50' W. long. It is a thriving town, and has, by an
net of the state legislature, been made the seat of the state

government since January. 1532. The river Kennebec is

navigable from its mouth np to Augusta, for Teasels of 190

tons. There is at Augusta a fine bridge across the Kennebec.

The population of Augusta was 3.980 in 1 MO, but mutt
hare increased since then. (American Almanac for 1833.)

AUGUSTA, a town of Georgia, U. 8.. on the right hank
of the river Savannah, and 123 miles N.N.W. from the

town of 8avannah. in 33° 28' N. lat.. and 81° 64' W. long.

Augusta Is the great depot for the cotton of Upper Georgia,

of which more than 100,000 bags are annually conveyed
down the river to Savannah and Charlestown. The popu-

lation of Augusta was 5000 in 1827. but it baa probably in-

creased since. The houses are mostly of brick and spa-

cious ; and the streets wide, straight, and ornamented with

trees. Augusta haa a medical school, called the Medical
College of Georgia, with six professors ; a college under the

direction of Methodists, with sis instructors, sixty alumni,
seventy-five students, and a library of 2,000 volumes; a
city - hall, a theatre, an hospital, two markets, and six places

of public worship. There was a great Are in April, 1829,

which destroyed a considerable part of the town. Augusta
is ninety miles by the road from Milledgeville. the seat of

the state government of Georgia. (Stuart's Three Year* in
North America ; and American Almanac fat 1834.)

AUGU'STA HISTCRIA, the name given tea
of Roman historian*, or rather biographers, who wrote the
lives of the Emperors from the accession of Hadrian to the

death of Carinus, the immediate predecessor of Diocletian

:

the«e lives comprise a period of 167 years of the history of
the Roman empire. They may be considered ss a continua-
tion of Suetonius s ' Ticthe Catart,' except that between
Domitian the last in Suetonius, and Hadrian the first in

the Hittoria Augusta, the reigns of Nerva and Trajan
are not included in either of the two series. We know from
Lampridius that four historians had written Trajan's bio-

graphy, Manua Maximus, Fabius Mareellinua, Aurelius
Varus, and Statilius Valcns : all these lives are lost.

The writers generally included in the collections of the
Hiilnria Auru*ta are six in number ; they lived under
Diocletian and hia successors Constantius and Constantine.

They are: 1. iClius 8partianua, who wrote the lives of Ha-
drian, and hit colleague M\nu Verus; of Didiua Julianas, of

Sepnmiut Severn*. Pescenuiut Niger. Antoninus Caracalla.

and Antoninus Gets. Spartianu* dedicated the first four to

the emperor Diocletian, and he states in hit life of .Cliua
V»ru., that hit intention was to write the lives of all the
emperon from the great dictator Julius Cesser, and of all

th<>»e who, whether tbey were the tuns or relatives of the
emperor*, or were by them adopted, had received the title of
Casters. It appear* from the beginning of hit Lift of t 'true,

that he had written the live* of the emperors who reigned
before Htilnan, which however have been lost 2. Julius
Captluiinu* is the second writer in the tenet. He wrote
the lues of Antoninus Plus, of Marrut Aurelius, and of
the second Vents. These he dedicated to Dtucletian. He
also wrote the lues of Pertinsx, of Clodius Albinus, of
Optima Maximus, of the two Maximini. of the three Oor-
dun*, and of Maximus and BalUnut. He appear* to have
written alto others, which are lost. 3. ifSliut Lampridius,
to whoa are attributed Jut lives of Cocomod us, Antoninus
DiaHuraenut, Hrltogabalus. and Alexander Scverui the
two Utt are dedvated to Constant inc. There are, however,
considerable duuUt elm her some, if not the whole of tbeae,
should be attributed to KparUenue; and both O. Vote and
Fabrviu* seem to think it not unlike!) that .tilius Spar-
titnut and .tlmt I-sroprtdiiu are one and the same writer.
<8e* literary notices prefixed to the Bipont edition of the

Hittoria Augusta.) 4. Vulcatius Gallicanus, a senator of
Rome, of whom we have only the lifc of Avtdius Casein*,

which he dedicated to Diocletian. 6. Trebellius Poliio: we
have fragments of his Uvea of Valerian the elder, and hit

eon Valerian the younger ; the Uvea of the two Gailietu

;

and those of the Thirty Tyrants, who assumed in various parte

of the empire the power and the title of Auguati. dunag
the distracted reignt of Valerianui and Gallienus. Among
these thirty, Trebellius Poliio has reckoned two women, the

famous Zenobia of Palmyra, and one Victoria. He baa alee

written the life of Flaviua Claudius, one of the iblest and
beat emperors of Rome, whose reign was however too short

to repair the evils of the disaatroua reigns which had pre-

ceded his. 4. Flaviua Vopiscua of Syracuse. He bred
under Constantine, and wrote the lives of Aureliaa. of
Tacitus, and bis brother Florianus, of Probus, of the tsar

tyrents, Firmus, Saturainus, Promina, and Bonosus. who
usurped the supreme power in various parts of the em-
pire under Aurelian ana Probus ; and also of the three saav

perors, Cam*. Numerianus, and Carinus, who immedsalary
preceded Diocletian. Here the collection called ' Mnwu
Augusta generally ends. Borne editors, however, have
added Kutropiua and Pauhit Diaeoane, two writers of a very

different class from the preceding. (See the Milan edits**

of the Histona Augtuta, 1475.) Others have inrJoded the

lives of Trajan and Nerva, translated from Dion Caaeraa.

(See Aldine edition of the Hittoria Augusta, 1519.) But
in general the Hittoria Augusta consuls of the Roman
writers above-mentioned. Claudius Bustbeniua wrote the

live* of Diocletian, Maximinus Herculeus, Conetanties.

and Galerius, which would have formed a saeuel to the

Hittoria Augusta, had they not been lot*. There at a
break In the Hittoria Augutta occasioned by. the live* of

Philippus, Decius. and Gaflus, which are wanting. (Febei-

riui, Bibhotheca Lattna ; Voss, de Histortdt Latimt ; and
the Bipont edition of the Hittori* Augutta.
AUGUSTIN, ST., Bishop of Hippo, also call**) Auna

Ltus AuousTiftut, one of the fathers of the church, wwa
born, as be himself inform* us (Epitt. 227). at Tagasta, a.

small town of Africa, in the inland part of Numidia, ac-

cording to the best authorities, on November 13th. *.o. 15-4

(Act. Sand. Augusti, torn. vi. pp.217, 363 ; Tillemont, term
xiii. 2.) His father's name was Patriciua. and hi* mother
Monica waa a woman distinguished for her piety. At the

beginning of hit treatise De Braid VUt, Augustin speak*

of his son named Adcodatus, and of hia brother NaviKtua;
and in his 109th epistle, of a sister who died an ebfceea.

He prosecuted his studies in bis earlier years, first at Ta-
gasta, then at Madaura, and latterly at Carthage, where tats

mortis became corrupted, and his son Adeodatut was aura

a.d. 371, the fruit of a criminal connexion. The perusal

of Cicero's Horienriui. about the year 373. first detached bats

from his immoral habit*; and, about the same rime, he
became not only a proselyte to the sect of the Mtnn htwaat.
but, for a short period, a zealous and able defendee at their

opinions. Chalmers, from Baillet. sets, one thing gsve haa
uneasiness in the perusal of Cicero s work, and thai vat
his not finding the name of Jesus, which had been famihtu
to him from nit infancy, in the writings of the celebrated

Roman, He resolved therefore to read the Holy Sens-
tures ; but the pride of his heart, and bis inraparrti at

taste their simple beauties, made bim still grre the pre-

ference to Cicero. In the mean time be acquired fame aa a
rhetorician, and taught eloquence successively at Tsrsttm.
Carthage. Rome, and Milan. At Rome be left the Maau-
chasans, and joined, for a short time, a* he himself rafonass

us, the sect of the Academics (De Brat6 V*tt4, torn, t Jit*
He armed at Milan, a.d. 384, where St Ambrose wa* at

that time bi.hop ; whose sermons, added to the tear* and
entreaties of Ins mother Momrs. about a.d. 3M, e€W*od
Augustin s entire tvnvrrti >n. He wss aeronlinglt hep
tiled by St. Ambrose in the early part of the jetr 3*7. eras'

the thirt) so ond irsr of bit sge: Bsronius says, in 'W*.

hsving, per \ lout to hit baptism, written his work Or >W
mortalitatt Anrmtr. Soon sfler this. Monica hit iMthsr
diedatOkUaTiberfna. (See Cou/eu. lib. ix. c. 10 ) Hesse*
renounced hit rbetoncsl pursuits, and devoted himself se

the study of the Gospel, going first to Rome, but afterwaeda
settling for near three years at Tagatta. where hetiling tor near tb

serai of bis works.

Bemtf at Hippo, Valerius, then bishop of that
ordained him a priest early in 391 ; and at a council fcwed

there In 393. be displaced such learning and eloquevsrw aa

defeaee of the faith, thai the bishop* who composed it weew
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iMMMoaaljr of opiaion thai ho should be chosen dm ef

thru- aunbar. In 891 be became coadjutor to Valerius,

sad in 396 succeeded him iu the aete rule of the bishopric

ef Hippo. Ha appears to bsve established about tbit uma
a kind of ctarical community within bit episcopal residence

j

tad sraa still active in bis opposition, not only to the bere-

«n of the Manichmsns. but to those of the Donatists and

Pslaarians. His great work. De Civitate Dei, is believed to

astabaen begun a.d. 413. In 418, after the general coun-

cil held at Carthage, he produced bis two works against the

pelagians, De Gratia Chritti, and De Peocato Original),

from the former of which ha received the appellation of

' the Doctor of Grace." His labours were continued both

personally and by hi* pen to the close of life. Hit last work

was his Co«ftmi<xu. ....
In the latter part of hi* career, however, be bad other

•oaroiM iu contend with besides those of the church. The
Vandal* had entirely overrun Africa, and passed eren into

Spam, and Angustin bad now for bis opponent* the ene-

ua* of the empire, Carthage and Hippo made resistance

for a considerable time ; and St. Augustin, though pressed

or bis associate*, refused to quit bis flock and escape by

tight. SliU be saw the imminent danger to which Hippo

waa exposed; and dreading that it would fall into the

bands of the enemy, prayed to God that before that calamity

happened be might be taken away. His prayer, it would

appear, waa answered, aa be died during the third month of

the stag*, of fever, August 28th, a.d. 430, at the ago of 76.

I Victor VMasai* Bptsc Hut. Ptrtecul. Vandalicat, 8vo.

Pane, 1694. p. I IX) The Vandals, who took Hippo the

year following, showed respect to his library, his works, and
his body. Victor Vitensia (Hut, Pertec ut supra, p. 6) says

bis library eenuined at that time two hundred and thirty-

two separata books, or treatises, on theological subjects,

bssiilai aa exposition of the Psalter and the Gospels, and an
innumerable quantity of homilies and epistles. The Ca-
tholic bishops of Africa carried his body to the island of

Sardinia, the place to which they were driven by Thrasa-

mood, bans of the Vandal*, a~o. 500 ; and Luitprand, King
of Lambaray, caused it to be conveyed, about or soon after

sj). 721. from Sardinia to Pavia (Boronii Annulet, foh

Vimm. 1 738- 44, torn. xii. p. 390.) An account of the sup-

posed discovery of bis relics, at a later time, will be found

m Muotfauoon s Dievium ttakcum, 4to. Paris, 1792, pp. 26,

27 ; am also Morston, Antiq. Ital. Mtdii ,£vi, torn. v. feL

Milan. 1741, dissert, vui. p. 9.

St. Augustin's works, as the reader will have gathered

foam the preceding account of him, were numerous, and
ka«« boon printed in a collected form repeatedly: at

Paris, in 10 vols, foh 1532 ; by Erasmus, from Frobenius's

praas, 10 vol*. foL 1840-3 ; by the divines of Louvain, 10
•ocn. fol. Lugd. I 186 ; and by the Benedictine* of the oon-

nvauan 8tManr. 10 vol*, fol Pari*, 1679-1700; 12 vols.

toi. Paris, 1688-1703; and 12 vols. fol. Antw. 1700-1703.

The reader who is desirous to become acquainted with
Use detached titles of St. Augustin's works, may consult the

/ssaVea/aw Seriptormm omnium, by bis friend and colleague

Pn— rl ins. printed in the Ada Sanctorum of the Bollandisla

the the month of August, torn. vi. pp. 441-460, with annota-
tions ; aa4 the same work, pp. 353-347, for the progressive
jreau* of the production of the greater part. Some of Su
Aiupistio i works are among the earliest specimens of
typography known m our libraries. The Liber de Art* Pre-
Jecmmdh' waa printed by Fust at Menta, in folio, before

14*4. and another edition appeared in that very year from
the praas of Mentelin. The first edition of the treatise De
Cm let* Dei waa printed by Sweynbeiro and Pannarts, in
Um moaasury of Subtaco, foL 1467 ; and tba treatises De
Vui CAruhama, and De Sinrularitate Clericorum, in the
earn* y«or. by Olric Zell, at Hanau, in 4 to.

The character of Augustin. says Chalmers, has been
dooraciatad by seme modem writers, and ought undoubtedly
to be Bunasdated with a reference to the tiroes in which he
red. and the state nf learning and religion. There is neither
wisdom nor eandoar, however, in collecting and publishing
tba rradtsM of hi* early years, nor in denying that he may
justly be ranked among those illustrious characters in a dark
aasa who prawaTVwd and elucidated many of those doctrines
which are held aarrod in days of more light and knowledge.
The following is tba rhararter of him which has been

drawn by nfoenoun. 'The fame of Augustin, Bishop of
Hippo, CQad Um whole Christian world, and not without

Mean, as a variety of great and shining qualities were

united in the character of that illustrious man. A subiima
genius, an uninterrupted and aealous pursuit of truth, an
indefatigable application, an invincible patience, a sincere
piety, and a subtle and lively wit. cons|ured to establuh
bis lame upon the most lasting foundations. It is. bow.
ever, certain that the accuracy and solidity of bis judg-
ment were by no moans proportionable to the eminent
talents now meuUuned ; and that, upon many occasions,

be was more guided by the violent impulse of a warm iroa-

Sination than by the cool dictate* of reason and prudence,
[ence that ambiguity which appear* in hi* writings, and

which has sometimes rendered the most attentite reader*
uncertain with respect to hi* real sentiments ; and banco
also the just complaint* which many have made of the
contradictions that are so frequent in bis works, and of the
levity and precipitation with which be set himself to write
upon a variety of subjects, before be bad examined tbem
with a sufficient degree of attention and diligence.'

A Lift of St. Aufuttin, the first part written by him-
self, in the first ten books of bis Confeetione, was published
in English, 8vo. Lond. 1660 ; but a far more elaborate life,

in Latin, is appended to the Benedictine editions of hi*
works ; and an account of his life and controversies fills

the 13th volume of the Memoiree pour terdr d CHittnir*
Eccteeiaetique, by M. Lenaine Tillemont, 4 to. Paris, 1702.
Many valuable remark* upon St Augustin's writings, a*
they relate to his connexion with the Msnichsrans, will be
found in Lardner's Credibility of the Ootpel Hu 'ory, part
ii. vol. vi. pp. 58, 59. and again part U. vol. x. pp. 198-303,
where the value of Augustin's works may be estimated by
the testimonies illustrating the canon of Scripture wbich
Lardner has drawn from tbem. The mora antient lites,

however, from which the chief foots of the preceding ac-

count have been derived, will be found in the 6tb volume
for the month of August of the Acta Sanctorum : 1. De
B. Aureiio Augutlino Commcntariut preniut, pp. 213-306

;

2. Acta Priora, auctore ipeo Auguttino, eccctrpta ex floors*

prioribu* librie Confeeeumum ejui, qua* anno 1 6AO Bal-
thatar Moretut Antverpiee edidit, pp. 387-426 ; 3. Acta aha,
tive tecunda Vxtm Pare, preteertim ab anno trigeeimo Or(is
eetatit usque ad obitum, auctore S. Pottidio, eancti dnetori*

diedpulo, ejuique per anno*fere quadraginta eontubemaJi :

Ex edit. Romano, anni 1731, cum tetutto MS. collat.

Another antient life of St. Augustin has been mora recently

edited -.—Vita D. Amr. Auguitini Epiecopi Hipponentii,
auctore incerto, ex antiquo codtct nuncprimum edtdit Andr.

Guil. Crsmer, 8vo. Kilias in Librarii Universitatis, 1832.

AUGUSTIN (ST.). CANONS OF THE ORDER
OF, usually called AUSTIN CANONS. Regular Canons,
says Bishop Tanner (Pref. to Notit. Monait.), were such aa
lived under some rule : they were a Ion strict sort of reli-

Siou* than the monks, but lived together under on* roof,

ad a common dormitory and refectory, and were obliged
to observe the statute* of their order.

The chief rule for these canons was that of St Augustin,
who waa made Bishop of Hippo, a.d. 395. But they were
little known till the tenth or eleventh century, were not
brought into England till after the Conquest, and appear
not to have obtained the name of Augustin or Austin
Csnon* till some year* after. (Bingham, Antiq. of the

Chritt. Church, b. til. c 2. a. 9.)

Bale {Script, cent xiii. 4) and Sir Robert Atkyns (Antiq.

of Glouc. p. I ) say, that these canon* were brought into

England by St. Birinus in the beginning of the seventh
century ; aj>. 630 or 040, aa Fuller states in his Church
History (b. vi. p. 268) ; but those were certainly secular

canons whom be placed at Dorchester in Oxfordshire ; and
all other historians agree that we had no regular canons
here till the eleventh, or probably till the twelfth century.

For though they differ about the place of their flirt settle-

ment, yet the general opinion is, that they came in after

King Henry I. began his reign. Jos. Pamphilus, according

to Fuller (Ch. Mitt, ut supr.), says they were seated in

London, a.d. 1039 ; but this is not believed. Soraner ssvs

that St Gregory's in Canterbury, which was built by arch-

bishop Lanfrano a.d. 1084, was their first house (Antiq.

Canterb. p. 89); but Lelandt faying (Collettan. vol. i.

p. 89) that Archbishop Lanfrano placed secular canons at

St. Gregory's, and that Archbishop Corboyl changed them
into regulars, makes the authority of that judicious anti

query in this case doubtful. Reyner says (Aposlol. benedict.

tr. L p. 157) that they were first brought into England by
Atbelwulphus or Adulphu*, confessor to Kin? Henry I,
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plunder of Troy, after Dorelnichino : a email folio frontis-

piece u> tha effigies of the pope* and cardinal*, published

at Rome, from Cyro Ferri.

A few only of lit* worke are bora enumerated. Thie cata-

logue it from Strait's Bing. Oirt. qf Engrartri.

AUERsTADT. a Milage of about 400 inhabitant*, in

the Pnu>iin rirrlo of Mersetmrg (about eight leagues to

the north-vast of Erfurt), which owe* it* celebrity to the

defeat of the main b«dy of the Prussian army by a divi*ion

of tho French armv un<ler Marshal Davoust, on the Uth of

Orliibei. Inu6. F»r tin* brilliant achievement Da*ou*t

received the title of Duke of Auerstadt from Napoleon.

On the tame<Uy Napoleon defeated Fnnee tlohenlobe at

Jena ; the two battle* have u*ually (tone under the name of

the ' Battle of Jena,' a* part of the tame field, though they

were nmte distinct, and indeed aome league* from each other.

At (iK'R. ATHAN A'SE. wa* born at Pari, in 1734.

Having entered tlie clerical profession, and taken order*,

he applied himself indeiutigahly to the atudy of the Greek
and Roman writer*, especially the orator*. He waa ap-

pointed proi'eoaor of rhetoric in the college of Rouen. The
Ixtlioit of l^*M-ar hating become acquainted with him. made
him hi* grand vicar, and used to call him jeatingly hi*

vicar in parlibut AtMmrnnum, alluding to hi* Greek eru-

dition, and hi* passion for that language. Auger'a first

publication wa* a truncation of Deavmthenc* and /Ksrhina*,

5 vol*. 8vo. 1777. Thia waa the firat French translation of

all the work* of Ihow two great orator*, and Auger enriched

it with treaties on the judiciary syetem and the law* of the

Athenians, and on the eonitilution of their republic. He
now settled at Pari*, where be lived in modest seclusion

upon a small income, entirely devoted to hie favourite

studies. After the publication of hi* translation be wa*
elected a member of the Academy of Inscriptions. His
next works were a translation of ISocrates, 3 vol*. 8vo.,

1 7 h i. and one of Lysis*. 8vo., same year. He applied

with equal seal to the atudy of the great Roman ora-

tor, and translated the whole of his Oration*, of which
he published selections. He wrote at the aaase time a
work on the constitution of Rome: D* la CtmiHtution
dr Rom* tout U* Rm*. el au tern* H* la Rnmbhqu*
which was published after hi* death as an introduction to

the whole of Cicero's Oration*, 10 vols. ivo. 1798-4. The
essay on the Roman constitution fill* the first volume, and
as an abridgment it may even now be consulted with
nmflt. although it ha* been in some measure superseded by
Niebubr's more elaborate and more profound work on the
history of Rome. Auger a object waa todevelope the system
and the working of the Roman political institution* in their

three essential parts— the legislative, the executive, and
the judiciary. The second volume is a continuation of the
first, being engrossed by a life of Cicero, chiefly relating to

hi* public character, and hi* connexion with the state and
vicissitude* of the Roman republic at the epoch preceding
Its fall. The *tuily of Cicero and of Roman history oceu-

Ried, in great measure, the last thirty year* of Auger s life,

la hnsre\er published, in the mean time, selections from
the works of the two Greek fathers, Chrysmtom and Basil

:

ll'imrlm, /*m«ri, W /Wire* ch"ttif* dr St. Jean CAry.
tntlnmr, 4 vols. hvo. 17*1 ; and A/owr»« rt Ijcttrt* ekntnn
atr St. RanU Ir lirattd. 8vo. 1781.

The first symptoms of the French revolution found
Anger deeplv engaged in his meditation* on the Greek and
Roman republic*. He frit naturally favourable to the
general pnnople* of constitutional liberty which were then
prom ultrated in France. an<l he wrote several pamphlets in
favour of them. One subject, which more than others
seemed to hate attracted hi* attention at the time, was thai
of s new system of public education. In hts Pr"jri ef tUlu-
rnnnm Pmt,/,</ur. prfrrV dr oue/'/ue* Rrltrriotu fMr I Aurn
eVce Satftnal*. 8to I7i"», he traced the outlines of two
distinct plane: one for learned or classical education, and
another lor the education of those who, not being able or not
wishing to studv Latin and Creek, might yet be desirous of
being instructed in the literature of their own country, and
of studying rhetoric, philosophy, and jurisprudence, in their
nslne lan kMiairw. In a subsequent little work. Catrrhitm*
cfw fVoyrw rVonpif*. Iftron. I Tt I, he reverted to the subject
of education. oWn nig. that his former phm being intended
f r the h.gher and the middle classes, there still remained
a much more numerous class, including the humbler ranks
of the towns pe- pie and the rural population, for whom be
has! sketched out the present calechftm. ' It may hare been

deemed advantageous,' he observe*. ' under tho former ays-

tern of government, to keep this vast multitude in ignorance,

but such a slate of ignorance become* dangerous now. This
class, with the knowledge of its strength, ought also to ac-

quire the knowledge of how to use that strength without

abusing it— it ought to be told iu duties as well aa its

rights- it onifht to become instructed, orderly, and moral.

In hie catchism ho clearly defines the rights and the

duties of individuals under a system of well understood

liberty : and he drawa the lino between libertv and the

abuse of it—between equality before the law, and social in-

equality, which is inherent in the nature of men. That line,

however, was soon after obliterated, and the consequences
were fatal to France and to Europe ; but the good Auger
was spared the grief of seeing the catastrophe : he died in

February. 1792, regretted by all who knew him. Herault
ile Keehellea, who afterwards figured as a member of the
Convention, and who had studied Greek under Auger, com-
posed his funeral eulogy. Auger waa a man of great

learning, with the simplicity of a child. His la«t work, a
treatise on Greek tragedy, waa published a few days after

hi* death.

AUGEREAU. PIERRE FRANCOIS CHARLES,
Duke of Cartiglion* and Marshal of France, was bom of
bumble parents (hi* father was ssid to be a fruiterer) ta

Paris on the I lib of November, I 747. He first enlisted in

the French carabineers, and from thence entered the Neapo-
litan service. He obtained his discharge in 1787, but con-

tinued to reside st Naples, where he gave lesson* as a
fencing-master. When the French were exiled from Italy in

1793, Augereau volunteered into tho revolutionary armies

of hi* country, and joined that which waa intended to

repel the Spaniards. As all the officer* had emigrated.

Augereau roao rapidly, and became in a short time Ad-
jutant-General. It may be observed, that Dugoumier.
appointed to command the army of the Pyirncea, pro-

ceeded from the capital to his head-quarters on foot, so

that tha want of birth or wealth was no obstacle to Auir*-
reau. During 1794 he distinguished himself by the cap-

ture of an important foundry, and by extricating a division

which, under another officer, had fallen into a dangerous
position. Augereau received two wounds on this occa-

sion. Soon after the army wa* divided, and Augcreaa
waa put in command of one division. He was then re-

moved to s more important scene of warfare in Italy, and
became one of the chief instruments in executing the first

bold maiKBuvrea of Bonaparte. It was under Auirrreaa
that the French carried the passes of Miltcsimo, in the spring

of 1 796 ; at Dego he again rendered eminent sen ice

.

and again, Augereau * brigade, with himself at its he s i.

rushed upon the bridge of Lodi, and finally earned it a
the teeth of the enemy's batteries. He was luremoai to the

advance into the Venetian temtnrie* ; and bring dispatched
to repel the hostilities of the Papal troops, he took tMogna.
At Lugo, unfortunatelv, he was driven by the desperate
resistance of the inhabitants to those excesses Ibat ren-

dered the name of Frenchmen execrable in Italy. He
gave up tlie village to plunder and massacre.
The field of battle waa Augereau'* proper *pbere : away

from it, ho descended into the rank of common men

.

and yet it was not merely ss a suUirdinate general, or s*

an executor of hi* command*, that he rendered e<«d ser-

vice to Bonaparte. Anient as this ymmg commander waa,

he felt that the French had advanced too far, and that it

was prudent (ir the present to retire brfire the frr«h ana*
under Wurmser, which Austns wa* pouring into Itsir

Augereau combated the id- a of retreat with all his energv .

be represented the spirit of the army as invincible, and I*
at last decided Bonaparte to attack, instead of relir t
The consequence was the battle and victory of Csatiglat.e,
of the gl >ry of which Augereau reaped the greater part.

It also procured him the title wharh be afterwards cnjjyed
a* flrandee of the French empire
The most brilliant action of this campaign, so neb ra

feats of heroism snd general. hip. wa* the battle of Am '.e.

which took place In ll>e middle of November The obieet

wa* to pass a bridge, defei ded not onl> by batteries ef

cannon, as that of L-h hid be, n. but also hv ovrrbang'ng
walls and bouses, from which the enemy sent a shower M
fatal musquctry. The French had been several times re

pulsed, when Augereau. sen nig a st .mdanl. I» re it upon the
bridge, followed hi a column, which urverthr less was un-

able to advance against the grape shot and musquctry. He
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was •nabto to eflbct lb* peseafre over <he bridge, but still

W wu rewarded by a decree of the Directory, griming to

bun. u> nimmonwratloa of hie bravery, tbe standard that

be bad born* on tbe oerauoo. [See Abcolk.}
la tb» tallowing year, 1 797, the attention and interest of

the French army vera withdrawn from the foreign enemy,
and axed upon the parties which disputed for supremacy
it home. The Directory wu menaced by tbe Royalists,

as wall as is • great measure by the friends of oonstitu-

tonal government, who now began to rally to the cause
at royalty in despair of realising their ideas under a re-

public Dut this party, amongst its other imprudent acts,

roumittcd the great mistake of making the armies hostile

to iu Bonaparte was accused for bis conduct towards Ve-
in**, and was treated as an accomplice of the Directory.

Tbe general replied by offering bis service* to the Directory,

and by sending addresses from his soldiery in favour of
rrwubltcaaism. In thecamp of the army of Italy Augereau
was so load in his execrations of royalty, and so extreme in

has rvToiatoooary ideas, that Bonaparte, at once to get rid of
him, and to provide the Directory with a useful agent, sent
bicn to Pans. Hera he continued his tone of vaunting
and violence amidst the feasts and honours with which
he was welcomed, and he was soon named military com-
mander of the district which included tbe capital. The very

tvinunatvm was enough to warn the opposition that tbe
DtrwcLwy meditated violent measures, and they accordingly

endeavoured to obtain the dismissal of Augereau. The
r>mp dttat, or revolution of Fruottdor, was planned by
Ban-as, and ably executed by Augereau ; the guard of
the legislative body was driven from its post; die Tuilerics,

• >K-re the aaaembly sal was invested; the members hostile

u> the Directory were seized; and a most infamous act of

u'.'-tfalrty and injustice was consummated with the utmost
sk.ll and success.

Augereau was rewarded for this important service by the
c»tnmandof the army on tbe German frontier. Here lie

surrounded himself with tbe most furious Jacobins, and
displaced to dangerous a spirit, that the Directory w.u
chaired to deprive mm of the command, and remove liitn to

Pcrjiignan. Augereau found bis way to Paris, and was
there on Bonaparte's return from Egypt. It is much to

A ugereau's honour that, discontented as he was with the
Directory, and connected as he had been with Bunaperte,
tbe latter could not count upon his assistance in the revo-

lution of the 1Mb Brumaire. Bemadotte and Augereau
were tbe only generals whom Bonaparte dared not summon
to bis sale. Augereau was at St. Cloud ; for he had been
rlccted deputy to the Cinq Cents, and anxiously hoped that
tbe representative body and the republic would triumph
oser the military usurper. While tbe result of tbe struggle
was doubtful, be approached Bonaparte and said,

4 Well,
you bare brought yourself into a pretty dilemma.' 4 Auge-
reau." rejoined Bonaparte, 4 remember Arcole ; my fortune

aoswjed more desperate there ; yet I retrieved It then, and
shell now !' Ue was right ; the usurpation was completed,
and A ugerseu obliged to submit with the rest

Bonaparte distrusted his old comrade too much to

appoint him again to tbe army of Italy. During the
campaign of Marengo, Augereau commanded a division,

for the moat part Dutch, on the Lower Rhine, where he
bod hard fighting and little glory. After the treaty of Lu-
•aenlle, he retired to a property which he had been enabled
to purchase near Mdun. He was intrusted with no im-
portant emptor until 1 805, when, with the new dignity of

Marshal, be commanded the division of the great army
whack twdnoad the Voralberg. In IMS he was engaged
in the battle a/ Jena, and commanded the division which
eabaoaorntly took possession of Berlin. The terrible

wraue ranmaigw which ensued undermined the health, but
added to the glory, of Augereau. In the advance through
Poland, be was frequently engaged, and commanded the
left of tbe French at Ej lau. His division, which was or-

dered to attack tbe centre of tbe Russians, advanced for that

purpose, when a tinea, shower of snow covered both armies,

and totally prevented Augereau from awing. He missed,

is ooosequcaoe. the desired direction (so say the partisans

of Napoleon), bat Ins fault was remedied by tbe quickness

of his commander, aa well as by his own courage ;
though

•rued with sadden illness and fever, Augereau bad himself

lied aeon his horse, and remained to tbe last in the action,

though be was wounded.
After the battle of Xylan, ha was obliged to retire for

the recovery of his health. In tbe years 1809 and lalo,
he commanded in Catalonia, where he showed but little

mercy to the Spaniards. Considering Augereau aa a ve-
teran general, Napoleon, instead of taking him to Russia
in 1812, left him to form a corps of reserve at Berlin.
But here the Cossacks found him in 1813, and it was
with some difficulty that be escaped. Notwithstanding bis
age, Augereau took part in the campaign of Saxony, and
made a valiant stand near Leipzig, defending a wood
against superior forces. In 1814 he was intrusted with the
defence of tbe south-east of Franco against the Austrian*,
when he occupied Lyons, and organised its defence. At
first he repulsed them in amoral combats; but at length,
aware of their prodigious superiority of force, as well as of
the diminishing resources or Napoleon, he made a capitula-
tion, and retired to the south.

Napoleon considered his conduct on this occasion as
little short of treachery ; and it ia certain that, of all the
Marshals, Augereau waa the least attached to a master
who waa so much bis junior, and who, by hia usurpation,
bad blasted the ambition of tbe republican general. Au-
gereau made hia peace with the Bourbons, was confirmed
in his dignities, and created a peer. On the return of
Napoleon in 1815, Augereau kept aloof. Louis Will,
being a second time restored, Augereau reappeared, when
the painful task was imposed upon him of being one of the
council to try Marshal Ney. His vote of condemnation on
his brother soldier is the greatest blot upon Augereau'a
memory in the eyes of the French. He did not long survive,
bcingbrought to the grave by a dropsy in June, 1810.
AUGILA, or AUDJELAH, as tbe Arabs pronounce

it, is a town situated in an oasis within the groat Desert of
liarca, on tho track of the caravans which trade between
Cairo and Fezzan. Augila is mentioned in the anticnt
geographers. Rcntiell, . in his (Jenrraphy of Herndutut,
pln. es Augila in 30° 3' N. lot., and 22° 46' E. long.. 1 80
miles S.K. of Baron, or Bengasi, 1 80 W. by N. of Siwah, in

the Oasis of Amman, and 426 E. by N. of Moorzook in
I'Yzzdii. Herodotus (iv. 182) places Augila ten days' jour-
ney from the city of the Ammonians; and Hornemann,
who travelled from Siwah to Augila in 1707, found the
calculation correct. The Oasis of Augila is a depend-
ence of the Beylick of Bengali, which is itself a province

of the regency of Tripoli. It contains two other towns
or large villages, besides Augila, namely, Mqjabra and
Meledila. The people are chiclly employed in tho caravan
trade ; and they have established, of late years, direct com-
munications with the countries of Borgoo, Bornoo, and
Baghormo, without passing through Fezzan. They have
also caravans which trade with the port of Bengazi, on
the Mediterranean Sea. The country round Augila is

saudy and flat, but wall watered and cultivated chiefly in

gardens. Of the dates of Augila, spoken of with praise

by old writers, and especially by Abulfeda, Hornemann
makes no mention.
The women of Augila make grey woollen cloths, called

Abba, which are sold in Fezzan. Tbe town of Augila ia

ill built and dirty. Tbe inhabitants speak, besides Arabic,
another language which resembles that of Siwah, of which
Hornemann gives a short vocabulary.

AUGITE. The minerals to wbioh this name haa been
applied present us with some of tbe most interesting and
at tbe same time most difficult investigations that can fall

under the notice of the mineralogist ana chemist, and bare
frequently occupied the attention of the moat eminent men
in both sciences. Nor are these bodies unworthy of such at-

tention. For not only would a thorough knowledge of their

constitution, and the relation which they bear to other mine-
rals, particularly to the genus hornblende, tend much to the
perfection of the mineralogies! system ; but, owing to their

frequent occurrence in nature, and from their forming one
of the principal ingredients in many porphyritio and trap

rocks, such aa the syenite, diallage, and schorl-rocks,

green-stone, Stc, they form a class of bodies of the highest

importance to the geologist, A due regard to the circum-
stances which are favourable to tbe formation of ono or
other of the species, to the exclusion of the rest, would be
likely to afford a safe guide in many geological inquiries

into the character and formation of rocks of igneous origin.

For such reasons we shall endeavour to lay this subject
before our readers in aa satisfactory a manner as possible

;

but in doing so we encounter considerable difficulty, owing
to the uncertain stats of our own knowledge on many ixu-
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portam point*, as well as from tba variou* Tim which

have been taken of thete mineral* by different writer*, the

effect of which ha* been the uae of the term • augile ' in •

more comprehensive sense by some authors than by others.

Under three circunwUnce*. we have thought it most advan-

tageous to give an outline of the different views which

hare oriKinated from the highest authorities, rather than to

adopt any one opinion which is not incoutrovertibly esta-

blished : the advantages which we hope to attain by this

plan are twofold, namely, to avoid the risk of endeavouring

to establish any erroneous opinion*, while we attain a more
comprehensive view of the whole.

As little would be learnt by inquiring into the views taken

of the genus augite before the time of Werner, it need only

be stated, that this mineralogist was the first to divide a

large class of minerals, occurring commonly in basalt, lavas,

and other volcanic rocks, into two specie*, to which be ap-

plied the names of augite and hornblende. This division

was founded on the difference existing between the crys-

tallized forms and structure which, according to the expe-
rience up to that time, were never associated with each
other. The same division was shortly after adopted by
Haiiy, who applied to them the names of pyroxene and
amphibole. and gave the measurements, determining the

oblique rhombic prisms, with their most general modifica-

tions characteristic of either species, which, however, we
have modified by the later measurements of Rose, Mil-
scheruch, and Kupfier.

Augite, or pyroxene.

Fig. 1.
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Hornblende, or amphibole.

Fig.t.
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Professor Mob*, however, together with Professor Jame-
son of Edinburgh, has used the term augite to denote the
eighth genus of their respective systems, which consists of
the four species designated as follows :

—

First species. The oblique-edged augite, corresponding
with the augite of Werner, and pyroxene of Haiiy.

Second species. The straight-edged augite, meresponding
to hornblende and amphibole.

Third speciea. Priamatoidal augite, containing as sub-
species the minerals eptdote or soisite.

Fourth species. Pnamatie augite ; tabular spar, or Wot-
lastonrte.

Berseiius, on the contrary, viewing the subject in a ehe-
mtcal point of view, baa been induced to use the term augite
or pyroxene, hornblende or amphibole. in the sense significa-
tion as employed by Werner and Haiiy. According lo him,
the augite* are composed of one equivalent of the btsilieale
of Imw, united with one equivalent of the bisiueate of mag-
nesia, which expressed in his chemical notation, on the
supposition, however, that silica is formed of one equivalent
of oxygen lo one of sUietuaa, is

Ca Si* -I- lag 8>.

There are several varieties of this genua formed by the
removal of the magnesia or use, which are replaced •|fJMr
*? °**» or both of the isomorpbous substances- the protoxide
of iron, and protoxide of ma nganese. Of these the following
are the principal :

-

I. ttofwde. which may be roosaterod as the type of

the augite genus, is readily recognised by the form of its

crystal given in fig. I. and by the direction of lie four
cleavage planes, the most perfect corresponding with the
faces M. those in the direction of r and / being lees eesuly
obtained; and try its pale-green, or greyish-white colour,
and vitreous lustre. Its hardness is i ' J, and its specific
gravity is 3' 39*. Alone before the blowpipe it metis into a
colourless, semi-transparent glass ; with borax, very readily
into a transparent glass. Iu chemical constitution is ex-
pressed by the formula given above, as will be seen bv the
following analysis of a variety from Tammare by Bons-
dorff :—
Silica 54 • 83 I Protoxide of iron 0'99
Lime . 34 '76 I Alumina a-gg.

Magnesia. 18'55 | Loss by beating o 34

9* :s
Several varieties, little differing from tne above, are called

backalite and fassaite, names indicative of their locality.

4. Hedenbergite, whose constitution may be stated by the

formula 0 8* f F 8", a* may be seen by the analysis of
G. Rose of a variety from Lunaberg, who obtained of

Silica ..... 49 01
Lime . . 2« 87
Protoxide of iron . 26 08
Protoxide of manganese with magnesia 3-98

98 94

It is of a dark-green colour, sometimes nearly black.

3- Sahlite, those varieties in which the magnesia is only
in part replaced by protoxide of iron, and whose composition
G. Rose expresses by

Ca Si* -I-

Berxdius gives the formula,

<C Si' -I- Fe Si) + 3 (Ca Br* + Mg 8r*)

aa expressing the constitution of a variety from Bjormyre. in
Sweden, which would therefore be one equivalent of bedro-
bergita united with two of diopside. He calls it malakohth
(See Anwendung der Lolkrokrt, by BerseUus.)

4. DiaUage : the constitution of this variety is <

on the authority of

BerseUus, by Fe Si* + 3 lag 8?.

of G. Rose, by tig Si* + £J«i*.

of F. KobeU. by 9*
Fe

Mn
The difference in the analysis by Kohler of two i, . ,

the first from Tuscany, the second from Ulatntbal in the
Tyrol, would perhaps rather indicate the latter:—
Silica 63*30 S4»l
Lime 19-08 t-lt
Magnesia . »«7
Protoxide of iron 8'47 ( as
Protoxide ofmanganese I U 0 41
Alumina t*47 f07
Water i-yy at,

Si<

100-48 10* ex

This variety is characterised by its motber-of- peer! laatre.
and by its possessing the most perfect cleavage ui the darsr-
tion of the diagonal of the prism. It is seldom feamd aa
perfect.crystals- Iu most general colour is a broase yellow

5. livpersthene, which is verv similar in iu general ssv-

pearances and characlsrs to diallage. has the futlewsag

constitution : Fe Si* -I- Mg Si*. Both of the last mis
tioned varieties may be distinguished from the former, ea
weU as from each other, by means of the blowpipe, sad by
attending to the following character* aa staled by Berse-
liu* :—

Diallage alone in a matrass decrepitates, aacoanss of a
lighter colour, and grvea off a httle water.
On charcoal it ia with difficulty metled on the edgaa ate

a grey scoria.

With borax it is difficultly fused into a dear gfeas, some-
what coloured by the protoxide of iron.
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Deoseapoeed by the phosphate of soda and anunnnia,

«iih lb* oevslopcaent of the silica.

Hypsrslhsne, oo the contrary, whan heated alone in the

itnw, decrepitate* slightly, giro* out a little water, but
does aot change its appearance ; while on charcoal it readily

forms a green opaque glass, a* is also the case when heated

wath borax.

The salt of phosphorus does not apparently decompose it,

hot the mineral at first becomes rounded on the edges, and
wsay at length be entirely fused.

The structure also deserves particular attention, the
cleavage planes in hyperstbene being perfect, both in the

direction of the faces r and M, the latter of which are ob-

tained in diallage with very great difficulty.

We have now described the various species generally

eatutdered as comprehended within the genus augite or
pyroxene; but Professor Gustavo Rose has published a
paper in PV>Kgendoru"s AnnaUn der Phytik una Chemte for

the year 1&3I. the object of which is to prove the necessity

of uniting augite and hornblende (pyroxene and ampmbole)
into one genus. Hu arguments for this union are the fol-

lowin* :—he first shows that the two prisms of augite and
hern blende, however different in appearance, admit of being
derived the one from the other, according to the laws ob-

served to connect the crysullographic forms of varieties of
the •ante genus in other minerals. To show this, let the
accompanying parallelogram, whose semi-diagonals are a
nod ft, represent the horizontal section of the prism of

A

•ngite ; sine* the whole angle of this prism at A is 87* «',

* is the tangent of an angle of 41° 33'; if this tangent be

doubted the corresponding angle will be found to be 63° 15'

14". the double giving 124*30' 50", an angle agreeing

mat closely with 134° 31', the angle obtained by Mitscher-

lkh in a species ofhornblende when measured by Wollaston's

reflecting goniometer The larger parallelogram, there-

fore, formed by doubling the diagonal b, is the horizontal

section of the prism of hornblende.

A similar relation is also approximately true for the incli-

nation of the faces « in augite and r in hornblende ; for if

the angle 1J*° J 7* of augite be halved, and its tangent

doubled, the corresponding angle is 74° 11' 31", and by
f-iMing this we obtain 148° St* 43", not much differing

from 1*8* tV. as found between r in hornblende of Vesuvius

by Rose.
His argument drawn from the chemical constitution of

these minerals is by no means so satisfactory ; for though in

bornbteode we find a series of bisilicates of the same bases,

mod as it were running parallel with those already described

so ascites [see Hoexblbitdb]. the circumstance observed by
BooedersT. that all the varieties of hornblende contain fluo-

rine, while G. Rose has been unable to detect that element
la angrta, weakens the connexion between these minerals,

aad renders the determination of what part the fluorine

acta in their constitution a most desirable object Our
ignorance on this point, however, and the difficulty of deter-

mining what is the action of the alumina, which occurs in

coswdersbk quantity in some hornblendes, prevent us from
forming any opinion from the results of chemical analysis.

The observations of Rose, however, on the green-stone of

the Uralian Mountains, tend to prove the existence of that

connexion between the forms of augite and hornblende

which is essential to their constituting one genus, in a more
sstisfortory manner than any remark hitherto made. He
aatoverod in a soft greyish green-stone, near the village of

Msstowaja, which is situated north of Katharinenburg. and

« the road to Newiamk. and also at the gold-washings of

Csveffiawki, near Minsk, in a green-stone somewhat harder

sod darker than the former, imbedded crystals, having the

fern of augite, but not its cleavage planes, these last being

fssad to coincide with those of hornblende. This mineral

was therefore either hornblende in the form of augite, or
augite with the cleavage planes of hornblende.
At the village of Muidakajewak, near Miask, he dis-

covered s still more interesting crystal embedded in a green-
stone similar to that last described. The* were abundant,
and possessed the form of augite : the smaller crystals bad
cleavage planes parallel to the sides of the prism of horn-
blende, and were similar in their appearance and colour to

those obtained from Cavellinski. The larger crystals, bow-
ever, possessed a kernel of a grass-green colour, and of a
lighter tint and greater lustre than tho exterior. This
kernel differed from the darker exterior portion of the crys-

tal, the latter giving the cleavage of hornblende, while the
former presented those of augite. with faces sufficiently

bright and perfect to admit of measurement by the re-

flecting goniometer.

The observations of MiUcherhrh and Bertbier on the
formation of augite as an artificial product are so interesting

in themselves, and throw so much light on the nature of au-

gite in general, and on those crystal* we have just described,

for which Rose proposes the name of ursine, that we cannot
omit to notice them in this place. Mitacueruch has ob-

served that at many foundries in Sweden and German)
the scoria) possessed the form, structure, and chemical

composition of certain minerals found in nature. From tins

source he has obtained upwards of forty varieties : and among
these, specimens possessing the form and structure of audita

are frequently found, whereas hornblende has never been
discovered. Guided by these observations, a mixture of

silica, lime, and magnesia in the proportion indicated by

the formula 6a 8i* 4- Mg Si* was submitted to fusion in

the porcelain ovens of Sevres, near Paris. On examination,

the mass was found to have been completely fused : it pos-

sessed cleavage planes corresponding with those of augite,

and a hollow formed in the centre from the contraction in

cooling contained crystals of the form of fig. 1. By these

processes they failed in obtaining crystals either of the form
er structure of hornblende. As it would be at present out of

place to refer to the other results obtained by those chemists,

we must refer our reader to the original papers in toe Ann.
dt Chime el de Phytique, torn. 34, and the Ann. de* Mines,
torn. 9, particularly those who may be interested in metal-

lurgical processes.

Professor G. Rose, in accounting for this production of
augite to the exclusion of hornblende, waa led to consider

that it was not the absence of the fluorine, or any error in

the proportion of the elements, which prevented the pro-

duction of hornblende, but that it waa the effect of the rapid

cooling. This he fully confirmed by the following experi-

ments : a light-green variety of hornblende, the strahlstein

of the Germans, from Zillerthal in the Tyrol, was sub-

mitted in a platinum crucible to the heat of a porcelain oven.

It was completely fused, and in cooling had formed fibrous

tufts of dark crystals, which, however, admitted ofmeasure-

ment by Wollaston's goniometer, when the angles were
found to correspond with those of augite. A specimen of

diopside, of the same locality, was also fined, it cooled into

a dark mass, but regained iu former structure.

We may therefore consider it to be demonstrated that

augite is formed whenever the process of cooling, and con-

sequently of crystallization, is rapid; and hornblende, when
it is conducted more slowly. Many circumstances confirm

this view: the uralitesof Rose appear to be its natural con-

sequence ; for, as by the laws of calorie we know that the

quantity of beat lost during equal portions of time varies

with the temperature, the exterior portions of the crystal

from this cause alone must have crystallised under a more
gradual loss of beat than the interior, while at the same
time the temperature would be maintained by the specific

beat given out by the parts first consolidated. The general

localities of augite and hornblende, and the minerals with

which they are found associated, affords soother argument

in favour of this supposition ; for hornblende is usually met
with in syenite, trachyte, and lava, accompanied by quarts,

feldspar, albite, &c, minerals which decidedly require a slow

process of cooling for their formation; on the contrary,

augite occurs in basalt and lava with olivine, which Mit-

scherlich has recognised in the scoria of various foundries,

and which is therefore formed by a process of rapid cooling.

We are thus able to account for H. von Bucb's remark in

his observations on vokanoa, that those lavas which contain

feldspar have hornblende, but no augite.

Induced by these circumstances, Row, in a tabular view
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of the mineral* which h*
Cryttailngrapkf, publishei

into on genu* tlx following species

1. Dioptide

to hi* Hit—mlt o/

at Berlin in 1833, has united

3. Sahlilo

6m H?

CaSi'

+ Mg 8i<

+

a.

10.

ii.

12.

13.

II.

Hedenbergil*

Basaltic augite

Rolhbraunsteiiieri

Aciuito . .

Diallagc .

Brotuite

Hvpcrsthcne .

Uralite

Tremolite

Ant»|>b)Uite

Slrahlatein

Cm hV + Fe 8i\

t*'a. Mg. Te. .It, Si.

Mo Si'.

3 Na Si* + 1 Ft «V.

Mg + £}hv.

Mg Si* + 8i\

Ca Si* + S Mr Si*.

te Si* + 9 Mg Si\

Cm, Mg. Fe, .A 8i.

Basaltir hornblende Ca, Mg, te, Si.

Al'GMKNTATlON, in music of the ol<len time, vit,

ii> Mauler Morley tell* us, ' an increasing of Ibe value of

i lie notes above their common and essential value,' and in-

• lii atcd by a »ign. It is unnecessary to dilate on thia term,
which, a* wull a* many others of toe name dale, has long
I n il known onlv to musical onti<|uarie».

Al.'(;SHl'R(j, the capital of tbu Bavarian circle of the

I'ppcr DanuU', stand* uu a gentle eminence in an agree-

able ami fertile country, near the influx of the Wertacb
iniu Ike Lech, and between both these rivers, in 4t>° 21'

N. lat.. and HP iV B. long. Il lira 1460 fuel above the
liu'l of the ocean, ah >ut forty mile* N.W. of Munich;
.til both fmm iU position, and tlio number of main road*

«hwh traverse it, has lung tinned one of tlie central

l»
«iiit» fur the internal commerce of Germany. It ia divided

into three quarters, the upper, centre, mid lower towns,

independently of tlie suburb of St. J anun, which lie* out-

side of thewalU; it ia iiilersccli-d by four canals, which
* ipply the mill* and manufactories of tlio town with
water. Tlie exterior boundary of tlie glacis ha* been con*
verted into delightful walk*, al mg winch the circuit of
the city may bo made in a couple of hours; and within

the gla-is run* a wall flanked with lower*, bulwark*,
and ditches, which are crossed by four phucipal and »ix

The streets, with lew exception*, areiciiuur entrances. ..._„.
narrow and irregularly built, and the pavement annoying

j

appropriated to the umi ut prutesiania.

to the feat, being composed of small flint* though it*
I
endowment* there are few -p <

Titian'* ' Venn* bokling a Mirror to Cupid,' or Par-au-

giano's ' Madonna.' The collection of model* from the an-
tique, which occupy another apartment in tlie town-hall. i»

lea* in character with ita external de\iee, ' Publico consilm,

public** saluti,' than a my complete and well-arranged

coUaction of another description, containing the archer* of
the town. Adjoining tin* fine structure n> the * I'rr.arb

Tower,' which u ascended by a alaircase of JO0 *trp* ; add
the ' Arsenal,' the farad* of which i« emht>lh»hcd with

noble group, representing ' the Demon of War vnni|in-l>rd

by Michael the Archangel,' the work of Kcirhcl Von Ra-n,
the Bavarian sculptor. The episcopal palace (the town Iwn.g

still the seat of a bishop * »ce> i* on the Frohnh»f near the

cathedral ; it was under this roof that Luther held hi* cele-

brated disputation with Cajetan. the papal legate, in the

year 1318; and under the same roof, on tlie memorable 2Mb
June, IS30, this great reformer presented the cornerstone
of the Lutheran nuth, commonly called the 'Confession of

Augsburg,' to the emperor Charle* the Fifth. Augsburg
was the place from which that • iverdgn, urged by the un-

daunted bearing of the protestants of Germany, prorlaunrd

the ' Interim,' or religion* ann.»... «wcu ivcogniM-d tl.«ra

a* a distinct and independent communion. Angsbnrg ai«o

witnessed the signature of tlie treaty of 1535, which sheathed

the sword of religious strife, and left the protestants in the

full enjoyment of their dearly-purchased immunities. The
venerable walls of this palace were, in 1817, romertrd
partly into offices for the government of the province. :md
partly into apartments for the occasional residence of rm a In

.

Among other connpicuou* building* ate the ' Halle.' a
handsome commercial mart und storehouse, which ha» a
machine for weighing loaded «a;tmn and incrrh.iiidi>e in

bulk, and i* now partially used for judicial proceeding* ; <>••

public library, which in rich ui tircck l> »ik- and ruin i-

M-ripts ; the Franciscan acadomy of arts ; the school ol t..e

arts; and the ' Cathedral,' wbich wa» built in liic flfWntli

century on tha site of the ancient Baj ra, crectol m
the tenth. This edillee i* 3S0 feet in length, and of tl..<

Gothic onlcr; it* main aide is 4j leet in breailth, and the
side aiiles are fitted up with four-and la cut) chapels, in-

dependently of several pieton.il ( >f t»«-

raerit, and two stone portals which divide uu i.><
from the choir ; there is also :!/••, caned
with figure* and emblems, dating Iruiu Ihe year I04i. A
visit to St. Ulrich's church, which is 310 feet in length and
94 in width, will be amply repaid by the prospect from its

lofty steeple (which is 118 feet higher than the monument
in London) of the town al > IU uuvirons, to say nothing of
that fine specimen of sculpture called the 'Altar of iLe

Crucifixion,' and other »U Of the numerous
monasteries, convents, and ucturvn of Augs-
burg, fifteen churcht Ite of whwh are

In rhanU'w*
CXtrllt SO

• li>l>o>iiion in n mosaic form is not unploaiing to the eye.

Tin' general appraraiu-c of the town u however much im-
pr .Mil by a variety of handsome buildings and square*,

.. id enlivened, though it can scarcely bo said to be em
I.. lli-'.Htl. t>> the manner in which the generality of the

I ...-.» arc painted with »tnpc», cither gax-n. red, or yellow

.ilwav* M'parand by white. Every street and lane u pro-

vid.il with reservoir* of water for the use of the adjoining
h >u%r-, and a separate work for the purpose of forcing the
v. .iter into them.
The finest edifice in Augsburg is the town hull, which

was built by Hull, in the Urinuing of the seventeenth
• iiitur). and eniitauu the ' Golden Hall,' perhaps I lie

in i»t sj'Un l.d apartiiiciit in ti<-rman<

I in, its bieaillh Si, awl its

the • In lioii uf twu king* uf tlio Romans, snd was ibxoiolnl
it a irn-at c\p<MiH) with painted ceilings and frvsr.«-s, by
Kia.'er and Kutteiihaminer. tlie fuiincr of whom was clo-

vjt.d by the gratitude uf hi* lellow cititou* to the Burgo-
i i i>t. t i i li.ur. Tin* hall, with tho f.ur roval apart-

in. lit, adj .iniiio, lis* siliix' Uvti apuropriatnl to the pur-
j. „ ,J » pi< luie-ga'.lcry. Amoug live thousand paintings
wl.ich it cunt mis (tlie wlnde arrangvil hi chronological
• olcr). it i* particularly rub in speciiuen* uf the (.cr-

ni. n s. hiail
: Kraiiarh* ' SamsoU and DuhUh , All*rt

llunT • ' Maxuuiliaji the First;' Krsgcr s 'Last Judg-
ment, and It .ttciiliaiuiuer * ' River G>»U of Augsburg,
sUnd *t the h> a<l of the stries; but few will feci di.r> *>d to

p.-ctar oca such a* Uh .j tu Cuidu* ' Slrepiug Infant ; ,

in (icrinaiit, it* length being ,
blish

heiubt il ki t ; it was usnl fx orph

rich; and we believe that three-quarters of a ru;.:»«

sterling are rather below than above the aggrr^.'e
capital which th.*c cnilowmrntl pusM-%*. At the head (
Uiera stand* the uistitutioii call.il tlie ' Fuk'gerci. c»tubl..b«-l

in tbc year lil'J by two brother* of tlie Fuggcr famil;. w'.u

were the founder* uf more thou olio earldom of the pre*e..t

day ; it is a town of ilvilf, situated in the suburb of St.

James, has it* own church, consist* of three streets and a*

many lane*, has three gates, and contains 107 IuIkui^s. let

out to indigent natitc* of the town, at a rvut of two sb.l ,-s

per annum. A pluUnthropist of our own tmet, I-twrci.. •

Schaetalcr, a banker uf Augsburg, has more than ciuu'.au-i

tins ' good work' of cuintueri lal niunit'iceuce : fir>t. bv reta-

iling a school of industry fur H'O p.wr children ai.l

all* of tin* hi* native loan, in 1*13 ; and then, tar «

muiitli* afterwards, by orccting an asylum within the ws.l*

of the eld IXimiuican monastery fir the rrtvplion »: J

part.al maintenance and cuiplov tucnt of »i\tv thrrc sa*rd

males, t.rtv seven operatives, and seveuty six children, who
are etluratiil oil the Laucvsterun system To these uislitvi

ti ins ma) he ad.Kil an admirably conducted orphan ssviuiu.

and a bank for saving*. An e<|uall> hbrial and rnligbl

cnel spirit ha* animated tlie more alCuent clasx-s iniuas... g
provisi.ii f..r the uistru* ti .11 of their humbler ftil.iw mucus;
every relig.ou* cummunity in the town ).** * bonis of its

own, the Iwenty sevell week da) srtioda are attended by

nrarl) J"00 rlunlrv.11, tl.e Siinda) * ti.s ls bv upwards ef a

thousand, and tltc thrr« female srhoul* of industry bt fow

buudivJ. Betscon five and six hundred youth* of supenot
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rank axe educated in the protMUDt gymnasium and the

catholic seminary; and there an, besides, two endowed
schools for females, the erne founded by Barbara Von Stet-

mucben. who died in 1805, for protestanta, and the other

raodurtcd by the English tUterboot), for catholic*; aa well

at a polytechnic institution.

Among the public embellishment* of the town wo must
rut omit to notice the Grand Parade in front of the cathe-

dral ; Maximilian-square, next to St. Ulrich's church ; and
several open arras, which are adorned with handsome foun-

tain* : the general character of these embelliihmenU show*
the rluae relationship which once subsisted between Augs-
o*rg and the Italian state*. In the better days ofAugsburg,
indeed, when the munificence of its citisens was lavishly

Uaetowod on the Una arts, and its native school produced

sorb men as Rugendas, Hocker, Holier, Rieger, and Frey,

the fronts of etery respectable dwelling sbone with the

glorw* of the pencil, ami the whole Scriptures might be
studied in fresco illustrations out of doors. Not only the

•ne am. but science and the belles-lettres found patrons

in the merchants of Augsburg: their cabinets and libraries

vied with their garden* and mansions : the first tulip known
m the west of Europe was brought to Augsburg from Con-
stantinople, and planted by Heerwsrt, in ISA7. Such, in

short, waa the splendid appearance of this city at the close of

the sixteenth century, that Bentivoglio himself was tempted
to exclaim, on witnessing it, ' Quests Augusta certamente
ha dell' Augusts negli ediflei, nelle tirade, et nel popolo I

'

The of the present affluence of Augs-
burg are *—"fc"ig and exchange operations, and the transit

of merchandise. It is a staple town also for the deposit and
sale of the wines of Italy, Switxerland, and the south of
Germany, and still enjoy* repute for its plate and jewelry.

It has above 200 mercantile establishments, and an annual
emulation, varying in value from three to four millions

sterling, in bills snd merchandise. The linen and cotton
manufactures have decreased, within the last forty years,

fr<>tn 1200 to scarcely more than 200 looms; the woollen
and linen- yarn spinneries, which formerly circulated nearly
So.oeo/. a week in wage* alone, have of late dwindled into

comparative insignificance ; but the manufacture of parch-
ment, and particularly of plain and coloured paper, continues
to thrive. Augsburg ha* indeed strong claim* to the merit
of having invented the art of making paper from rags, which
came into use here as early a* the year 1330—a date at
wnirh. we believe, no record is extant of it* use elsewhere.

Its maehame*, too, from their experience in wood-cutting
and in stamping cards in colours, had acquired that species

of *kill which rendered the process of printing an easy task
to their hands : the* wars smone the first, therefore, to

avail thems*4vM of ' luttcnbere's ltn ontion. Latin Bibles,

bearing the date 1 -.6. and a legend printed in 1471, both
from the Augsburg proa, are tumcient evidence of the
feet. Great number* of the ordinary das* of books,
prints, and charts are engraved and circulated through-
out Germany from Augsburg; and the present Baron
< 'aria's father, the proprietor of the celebrated AUg«-
wieiM tang, and the founder of two popular periodical
works, the bturgtnbimlt and Abenizeitung, selected Augs-
burg fcr the establishment of one of his four extensive
preanea, which is set in motion by one of Bolton's steam-

This press was constructed by Krenig, the finest

end rattiest smv iiuen of whose mechanical skill is to be
sawn at the Ttmrt office, in Printing-house Square, Black-
s' The marhtnc at Augsburg, which consists of three
pre*""*, throws off from five to ten thousand copies of the
* sense Zritung in the course of four or five hours, and,
v he assislsnce of eight boys, does the work of sixty

| - sen ; and it is likewise used for printing the two lite-

rary ymrnala. Ne branch of industry, however, is in a more
t ig state than the woollen manufactures of this town,— « grre employment to nearly six hundred looms. The
working of the latter is greatly facilitated by the canals
ssrppbed from the Lech, which set 140 wheels in motion,
sasl are trsrven-l by 220 bridge* and crossing*. Augsburg
sradnees about ' ignty tons of beet-root sugar per annum

;

and laanu

f

acto and musical instruments,

sasar-hanging*, printing- type*, and carpets, and a variety

of article* of pore luxury. It* population at the present

day sa>oaats to about 33,0*0, of whom rather more than
one-Curd are protestanU ; hot it was much greater in

times, for the yearly average of births, which are at

; trader 990, waa upward* of £200 in the beginning of

the sixteenth century ; even in the seventeenth they wen
above 1000; and in the middle of the eighteenth they in-
creased again to nearly 1300 ; from which number tbey
have since gradually declined to their present average. We
may add, that at the close of the sixteenth century the
number of it* inhabitant* is stated to have been 80,000.
The emperor Augustus plantod a colony here, about twelve

years before the Christian sora, to which be gave the name of
' Augusta Vindelicorum' (the city of the Vandals on the
Lech), and hence comes the name of Augsburg. There is

nothing to note in its subsequent fortunes until the fifth cen-
tury, when it was pillaged bV the Hun* ; it afterwards camo
under the dominion of the Prankish sovereigns, and in 788
was almost rased to the around during the war which raged
between Clinrlemaune and Tsssilo of Bavaria. Upon the
dissolution of the FrankUh monarchy, Augsburg ft-ll under
the sway of the dukes at Hwabia: but mowing rich by it*

commerce and manufactures, it gradually shook off all exter-
nal authority, purchased its iudepeiidi rf its episcopal
sovereigns, was recognised a. > m» by the German
emperors, and retained it* rank as a free imperial city for

upwards of Ave hundred year*—namely, from 1276 to 1806.
From about the twelfth until the sixteenth century, it was a
leading member of the famous Swabian Confederacy, which
included R*Lisbon, Nuremberg, Constance, and other com-
mercial emporia of that day. In the fourteenth century it

wss the chief medium of intercourse between the north and
south of Europe and the Levant, and supplied the markets
of northern Germany, Russia, Poland, and other countries,

with woollens and linens; and it retained its mercantile
pre-eminence until the transatlantic discoveries of the
Spaniards and Portuguese, at the close of the fifteenth

century, opened new channels to commercial enterprise.

It was at this period of its highest prosperity that the single
banking establishment of the Fuggers of Augsburg re-

cruited the finances of Philip II., and enabled him to sup-
port the sanguinary warfare carried on by the League in
France, and by hi* own general* in the Low Countries.
Previously to these times (namely, in the year 136s) the
plebeian order in Augsburg raised the standard of insur-
rection against their patrician fellow-eitixens, and esta-

blished a democratic form of government. This endured
about 160 years, st the close of which the patrician order,

abetted in their attempt by Charles V., once mora regained
the ascendency. In the seventeenth century, the rise of
Frankfort on the Main inflicted a blow on the prosperity of
the town from which it ha* never recovered. Augsburg
indeed has ceased to be a place of importance in the circu-

lation of exchange in Europe, and Frankfort is now the
chief money-market of central Germany. A law waa made
in Augsburg (the date we are not acquainted with), that an
Augsburg merchant might, at any time between the ac-

ceptance and the maturity of a bill drawn on him from any
foreign place, cancel his acceptance; in other words, his

acceptance waa not binding. Whether this law now exists

we are not quite sure, nor can we undertake to say how
much of the decline of the commerce of Augsburg is due to

it. Under the settlement of Germany, in 1802, Augsburg
was recognised ss one of the six Hanse Towns, which were
declared independent of the German empire; but three
yeai iiii-manl* itwl nerged into the dominions of Bavaria,

under the treaty or rTesburg; and in March, 1806, it was
surrendered accordingly into his Bavarian majesty's hands,

by the French general Rem1, acting under the orders ot

Napoleon Bonaparte.
Augsburg is the birth-place of Holbein, Holl, and other

eminent artists. The garden* and place* of public resort

round it, as well as the ride* and walk* in its delightful

environ*, afford a resource which will agreeably diversify a
lengthened residence in the town ; nor less so the nume-
rous societies within its walls, both musical and literary,

with its libraries and museums.
AUG8BURG. CONFESSION OF, the name given to

the profession of faith of the Protestant Lutheran Church,
which waa drawn up by Melanehthon, with Luther's appro-

bation, in order to be laid before the Emperor Charles V. at

the great Diet held at Augsburg in June, 1 530. It was on
that occasion solemnly read in the German language by the
Chancellor of Saxony, after which two copies of the Con-
fession, one in German and the other in Latin, were deli-

vered to the Emperor, bearing the signatures of John
Elector of Saxony, George Marquis of Brandenburg
Ernest Duke of Luneburg, Philip Landgrave of Hesse
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end Wolfgang Prince of Anhalt ; beside* thorn of tit* free

town of Nuremberg, and other citie*. The Confession wu
i—adialcly afterward* printed, and. bring tranalatad into

various languages, waa spread mr Europe. It baa ever

ainet continued to ba the ml* of the Lutheran Church in

Batten of faith. It consists of twenty-eight article*, twenty-

ona of which atoto the belief of the Lutherans on the prin-

cipal tenet* of religion ; and the other seven eonaiat of refu-

tation* of certain points of either dogma or discipline aa

maintained by the Roman Catholic Church, and on account

of which the Lutheran* separated from the communion of

Rome. Zuingle and the other Swiss and French reformer*

did not subscribe to the Confession of Augsburg, as they

differed from it on sereral points, particularly about the

Lord's Supper. The style of the Confession is clear and
fluent ; the matter was chiefly suddlied bv Luther in the

seventeen articles of Torgau, which ho hsd presented to

the Elector of Saxony the year before. Mclsnchthon. while

drawing up the Confession, had frequent conferences with

Luther, who was then staying at Coburg. not far from

Augsburg- The Papal theologians, beaded by Faber, wrote

a confutation of the Augsburg Confession, which' was like-

wise read before the Diet in August of the same year. hie-

lanchthon answered them in his Apology /br tAe Augt-
burg Confetmon, which was published in 113), and which
constitutes one of the books of authority of the Luthe-
rana which were published, including the Confession, at

Dresden, in 15S0. Ernest Solomon Cyprian has written a
good history of the Augsburg Confession, and Webber a
Critical Hutory of the same. Fran kfurt, 1783. (Sehrackh s

Kirckemgmchitkt* ; and Mosbeim's Eetletiattieal Hittory,

and Soln, by Dr. Murdoch.

)

AUGSBURG GAZETTE. [Sea Alloimcinb Zbi-
TWHQ.1
AUG8T, a Tillage in the canton of Basle, in Switier-

land, built on part of the ground occupied by the antient

Augusta Rauracorum, a Roman colony under the empire.

The remains still existing are not Tery considerable ; they

have been minutely detailed by Schosfler in hi* AUatia IUu»-
trata. Medals of Roman emperors have hern found in

abundance in the ground. Augat is situated on the left or

southern bank of the Rhine, six miles S.E. of Bssle.

AUGUR. The earliest inhabitants of Italy, like all rude
nations, imagined that they saw in every unusual occurrence

a manifestation of the will of heaven. The power of inter-

preting the siirns thus furnished by the gods wss thought

to depend upon a peculiar talent conferred upon the favoured

mortal from his birth, but a certain discipline was necessary

to give to the talent its full development. A superstition so

deeply sealed in the minds of the people was turned to

account in the political constitution of Rome, by the asm-
blwhment of a college of augurs, whose duty it was on all

occasions of importance, whether of a public or private

nature, by certain arte to ascertain and report the pleasure

or displeasure of the gods. Romulus himtelf was said to

have been skilled in the arts of divination from his earliest

Clh, and at the foundation of the city the chum* of the rival

her* ware deader! by augury. The story of Tansquil,

of Serviua Tullius, and still more the contest between the

elder Tarquin and Atint Nsvius, aflbrd additional evidence

of the peculiar nature of this Roman superstition.

The institution of the college of augur* may be referred

to the very earliest period of Roman history ; for the asser-

tion of Lavy <i. IS, and iv. 4), that there were no augurs in

the reign of Romulus is not merely opposed to the general

tenor of the history of Rome, but directly contradicted by
Cicero. (Or RtfmUtra, u. *.) The anginal number of au-
gur* is again differently reported. Cicero, himself sn augur,
says that Romulus associated three others with himself, and
that Noma added two. (Ibid 14 ) Ltvy reporta that in the
opinion of the augurs of his time the number of the col-

lege was necessarily related to the number of the aanent
tribes, and that consequently there must have been at the

beginning either three or six; so that each of the three

tribes should have either one or two augurs. On the other

hand, the same author found it recorded in the annals of
Rome that, prior to the Ogulnian law, there were but four

member* of the college. In these different accounts
Niebuhr has pointed out strong reasons far giving the pre-

ference to the Use -The notion of there having been three

or six seems to have been a mere inference from the num-
ber of the Inbee ; and if all the inbe* had stood on an equal
footing, the argument would have had much weight But

the same writer he* fair* eatabhahad the fact (hat the tret
two tribes posseeaed higher privileges than the thud, sad
this in a mora marked manner in the office* of a rohgiowa
character, so that the number four, two for each of the
privileged tribes, nam* to point to a similar distinction ta
the Kighly-important power* of the augurate. On the
otht lisn>l. though Cicero's evidence is in favour of the
number six, hia mode of accounting for that number at

wholly at variance with the reasons of the augur* aa re-
ported by Livy. Again, if, ss Cicero implies, Romulus waa
a member of tl - college, his succeeaor* m the regal power
mart have euer*r<li-.l hkcwiw to the augural office, a ap-
position in no .v-.uni ujiiuiuMid by history, and sranwli
compatible with what is reported of Tarquin'* dispute with
Attn* Naviu*. Moreover, if such a power had penned
through the bands of the kings, it remains to be asked what
course was pursued at the change of toe government Irani

the regal to the consular form. At that revolution the)

political powers of the king devolved upon the
prartor* aa they were at first called, those of a
character upon the priest, called rex mteri/kultu ; bat
is no trace of evidence to show that the authority of the
Utter ever included the powers of the augurate. Under
this view of the subject, Niebuhr is of opinion that originally
the Ramnensian tribe possessing the chief powers of that

state had its two augur* ; that at a later period, wham the
Titiense* ware admitted to a share of these privileges, tern

other* ware added. This is confirmed by the statement af

Cicero that Noma added two to the college, for the name of
that king i* always connected with the privileges of the
second tribe. Livy, in hi* wish to reconcile the dtffsssl
accounts, has been driven to the supposition that whan the
Ogulnian law was brought forward, there may has* been
two vacancies by death ; but it is not probable

patricians would allow thernvelve* to lose tw

college through such an accident, especially

the law was brought fo rard it was not too late for the
remaining augur* to fill up the tupposed vacancies—for la
them the election reside! The Ogulnian la«, which wae
brought forward by i). and ( ». Ogulmu*. and passed at

the year n.c. 307, open* .1 tin- pontifical and the augural
colleges to the plebeians. tLiv. x 6.9.) in we latter, five

plebeians were associated with the four patricians; and that

number remained to the time of Sulla, n.c Ml.wboiainaaed
it to fifteen. (Lit. Epil. 8».) Lastly, among the many ex-
traordinary power* conferred upon Augustus in nx. 2* waa
the right of electing augurs at bis pleasure, whether there
was a vacancy or not ; so that from that period the Danker
of the college cessed to be definite. (Dion.xli.M j

But a more important point than the number of the
augurs was the mode of election. At first, the auger*, hke
the other priests, were elected by the patrician saeeeaWy
of the Cunea, called the Comitia CunaIa : hut no
waa complete without the sanction of the augury ;

the college possessed a virtual veto upon the admass— ef
all members into it. (Dionys. u. 92.) That power waa net
unlikely to lead to a gradual usurpation of the essenvs
right ; and thus, as early as the year a.c. 441. we find

the practice of the college to fill up vacancies by <

as it was called, that is, by the votes of the e
(Liv. in. 32.) This mode of election continued to the i

consulship of Menus, a.c. 103, when the tribune Cav
Domitius Ahrnobarbua earned a law, that in eaee at* saw
vacancy in any of the sacred colleges, seventeen out of the
thirty Ave Inbe* chosen by lot should, by a majority of the
vote* of the said seventeen tnbrs, nominate a
whom the college should be bound to elect ICar.

/<*'- Agrar. u. 7. Stc. | The return of Sulla to power I

the election to the colleges ; but in the consulship of Careee
(a c. CI) T. Attius l.aUcnu», with the support of Cease*,
procured the reveraalof Sulla a law. 4 Dion, xxxvu. 37 >

After the death of I ataar. Antony restored the aid tow. at
least in the electum of the chief pontiff and thctwfcre, nsaaa
probably . in that of the other priests. ( Dion, xhv. Ul We
have already mentioned that the emperor* had the prrnaasj*

of appointing augur* at their own discretion.

The ceremonies and superstitions which constituted one
supposed science of the augur* would be tedious to eawa-

merate ; but that which especially characterised the
augural oftVw was the pretended power of

the d ivane will from the flights of I ids. For this

the augur selected some elevated .pot. on wharh'
with his brad veiled sou urn lace turned towards
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boiWr quarter of the heaven, varying perhaps according

l> the occasion ; for the account* differ to much that, while

Lire aayt it was tlx cut, we have the authority of Varro

fat the couth, and Fronlinus for the west. Then the augur,

wand or crook, free from knot*, called a lituus,

a certain portion of the heaven* and of the

within which his observations were to be made, and
again divided this portion into two parts—the right and

ML The space so defined in the mind of the augur was
called a Iemplum, and the steadfast observation of the

augur directed upon it may probably account for tho mean-
ing of the Latin word eon-templa-ri, to contemplate, which

has been adopted into our own language. The gods then

wgoincd their approbation by the appearance of birds on
the left, and the augury was complete. For some purposes

the whole circumference of the heavens, together with the

corresponding parti of the earth. were divided, according to

the rules of the art, by lines directed to tho cardinal points,

mod others parallel to these. ( Liv. i. 1 8, Dionys. ii. 70, and the

appendix to the translation of Niebuhr, vol. ii.) So prominent

• alar* did the feathery creation hold as the interpreters of

will, that aui, the Latin for bird, is the chief cle-

m term augur, as it is also in the nearly equiva-

\uMper(.avi$pn). In the latter, the second syllable

ti Induced from spec. look, so that the word signifies bird-

The second element of the word augur does not

admit of satisfactory explanation from any existing word in

the Latin language. We have called the terms nearly

I ; hti

and applied w,

to the mi
1MU were

• similar oatu

nt. and if Plutarch's authority had been sufficient

. e. 72). we might have dropped the qualifying

adverb. But a Roman antiquary would have pointed out

many distinctions between them. The most important of

Ihraa t», that the leading magistrates of Rome possessed

the auspice* (Cic. De Lsg.m.J) by virtue of their office,

while the term augunum never refers to any other than an
iu;ur. The nam* auspex does not appear to have been in

if tape* a technical word, and indeed was but rarely

; but the derivative* from it were frequently used,

applied with considerable latitude to the augurs as well

to the magistrate*. The objects of the auspices and
nearly the same, and the means employed of

nature. Moreover, all legal disputes about the

auspices of the magistrates teem to have been referred to

the augur*. Under all these circumstances we shall not

attempt to draw a very nice line between them.

Then were, as we have already stated, besides the move-
of bird*, a variety of other occurrences in the phy-

e of the will of heaven, came
the augur*. We shall not attempt

to give a catalogue of all the forms which the superstitions

r.f tn»n inty Uke . but absurd M those forms may have
been, the political power of the augurs was most substantial.

The> ciectmn of a king, a consul, a dictator, a praotor, a

curuJe tfdile, of the various priests, pontifex, augur, vestal.

tUroeq. &c, all were void unless tho auspices were favour-

able. A general could not cross tho poratrriura, or sacred

hssandary of Rome, the frontier of tho state, or even a river,

wrtawtrt the sanction of his birds. To engogo an enemy in

dcaWact of these interpreter* of the will of heaven was sure

to entail present or future defeat. In the assignment of
the science of the augur was required to mark

Among the patricians, the

of an augur was necessary to render valid many
and adoption.;

auspices a power-

ful argument against the rising claims of the plebeians.

Th« auepscew, they said, were their peculiar privilege, and
at the leading magistrate! could not fuifil their duties with-

out such divme assistance, there was an insuperable bar to

the) aieetaon of plebeian*. Of the three comitia, or legis-

lative attafiklii i. that of the curie*, being the special as-

aexably of the patrician*, was of course subject to the

the case with the mixed assembly
at* the pentunes j but that of the tribe* was free from such

Of the two last (for the comitia curiata became
>) the assembly of the centuries was the most im-

the election of the leading magi-
waa the veto of an augur in this

. that if he but hoard a clap of thunder, nay, if he
and that falsely, the proceedings

of the tan uj 111 i ware void. Such was the power of the

augural eCra ; and it was strengthened by the law that a

ma augur was an augur for life, no matter

of the proceeding* of private life, a* marriage

Mel the tame political body found in the aus]

what crimes he might commit (Plin. Ep. to. 8; ,

Romaica, 97.) On the pecuniary advantage* of the vllhu
there are no very definite statements. That thev received
money in some shape from the public treasury is in

"

positively stated (Diony*. ii. S) ; and the poet Attius has i

a bad pun at their oxpenie, charging them with extn
aurum (gold) from the aura (ears) of those who believed in
them ; and the public money may perhaps be traced in tho
dinner* given by the augurs on their election, which were
celebrated in the annals of Roman gastronomy. (Cic. ad
Fam. vii. 16 ; Varro. R. R. iii. C ; Plin. H. N. x. 23.)
In the latter years of the republic many of the duties of the
augurs were performed in the most lax manner. At the
inauguration of a magistrate, sayi Diony*ius (ii. «). speak-
ing of his own time, the ceremony is a mere shadow ofwhat
it was. Tho candidate takes his seat, rises, repeats a set
prayer in the open air, an augur then declares he hears
thunder on the left, when in tact there was none, and the
candidate forthwith enters upon hi* magistracy.
AUGUST. Tho month of August was originally called

Sextilis, being the sixth month in the Alban or Latin calen-
dar ; and this name, as is stated, it retained in the calen-
dars of Romulus, Numa Pompilius, and Julius Cesar.
Since Numa's reform, however, it has held only the eighth
place in the series of months. In the Alban calendar,
Sextilis consisted of twenty-eight days ; in that of Romulus
of thirty ; Numa reduced the number to twenty-nine ; Julius
Ctesar restored it to thirty; and Augustus Ctesar. from
whom it derived its new name of August, extended the
number of days to thirty-one, which has continued ever since.

It was originally proposed that September should bear
the name of Augustus, from the emperor having been born
in that month ; but he preferred Sextilis, not only as it stood
next to July, which had been recently named after his pre-

decessor Julius, but for the *ame reasons which influenced
tho decree of the Senate detailed by Macrobius, in hi*
Saturnalia (edit. Bipont. i. 261), vix.. that *ince~it was in

this month that the Emperor Cessar Auguttu* had entered
upon his first consulship—had celebrated three triumph* in

the rity—had received the allegiance of the soldiers who
occupied the Janiculum—had subdued Egypt, and put an
end to civil war— it appeared that it was, and had been, pro-

pitious to the empire ; and the Senate therefore ordained that

Sextilis should thenceforward bear the name of Augustus.
Gassendi (Kaletul. Rnmanum, apud Gnov. viii., col. 164)

says that Commodus wished to have bad the mouth Sextilis

called by his own name.
The Flemings and Germans have adopted the word

August for Harvest ; Oogtt maand is the harvest-month.
( Hadr. Junius de Annit et Mentibut, apud Grasv. Thesaur.
viii., col. 217.) So the German Augttwugen, a harvest-

waggon (see Wachter, Glouar. German.) ; and the Dutch
Oogtten, to reap or gather com from the field (Sewel'a

Dutch Diction.) Tho Spaniards also have the verb Agoitdr.
to gather in harvest ; and both French and Spaniards have
phrases for making harvest, /aire tAoutt, and hazer tu
Augutto.
Our Saxon ancestors named August Peott moiuS. the

weed-month, as abounding in noxious and useless herb*.
(Saxon Menolog.. and Lye's Saxon Diet, in voce.)

Lamrnas Day, the first of the month, is also called the
Gule of August (see Brand's Pnpular Antiq., i. 275), proba-

bly from the Gothic Hiol or In., a trheel, indicating that
revolution of season which brought the return of harvest.
This day, called by our Anglo-Saxon ancestor* II af -mrjj e,
ijt. loaf mass, was the feast of thanksgiving for the first

fruits of the corn. m
(Compare Pitisci Lexicon Antiq., Greet, et Roman., v.

Augustus ; the different Treatises printed in Gnevius'a Col-
lection ; and Brady's Clavit Catendaria, i. 76.)

AUGUSTA. This title was first given to hi* wife Livia

after the death of Augustus according to the will of the
emperor. (Tac. Ann. i. 8.) It was afterwards conferred by
Claudius on Agrippina (a.d. 51.). and by Nero on bis wife

Poppsa as well as her daughter (a.d. 64). Eventually it

became a commou title, of the mother, wife, sister, or
daughter of an emperor. [See Auovsttjs.]
AUGUSTA. This name wa* alto frequently adopted

by towns, tometimet in place of, sometimes in addition to

the previous name ; also many new colonies received it.

Thus we find Augusta in the country of the Salassi, now
Aosla ; Augusta Taurinorum, now Turin ;

Augusta Rau-
racoruin, now Augst near Basle; Augusta Vindelic

YoB.ra—Nt
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•ow Augs-burg, wnwtimM written Augstburg: C*u-
Auguste, now 8*r-egossa. Nearly aimilar to thaw ii

Augusto dunum. formerly Bibracta, tba tapital of tba Aidui.

now Aulun. In other town* it baa duappearail, aa in

Augusta Verona and Augusta Asturica, now Aatorga.

The Orrok eilies pursued tba same course of flattery in the

a» of tha equivalent Greek term Sebasto. Thua we tnd a

Keb.su in Phrygia (tee Hiaaoci.as and Coins); another

in Oalaiia in the country of the Tectosagee, probably no other

than Anryre, which waa intimately connected with Au-
gustus (Cot**) :

Scbastopolis in ihe district of Pootus, called

Pbaneroea (Strsbo), and Sebasto or Sebaatia, on tbe upper

Itream of the Halys, now Sives (ibid ), fcr.

AUGUSTA, a town of Maine in the U. 8. on the near

Kennebec. 5« milea N.N.E. of Portland, in 44° 17' N. lat.

•nd 69° 50' W. long. It is a thriving town, and baa, by an

act of tbe state legislature, been made the seat of the state

government since January, 1*32. The river Kennebec is

navigable from its mouth up to Augusta, for vessels of

tons. There is at Augusta a fine bridge across tha Kennebec.

Tbe population of Augusta waa 3.980 in I MO, but must
have increased since then. (American Almanac tor

AUGUSTA, a town of Georgia, U. 8.. on the right hank
of tha river Savannah, and 123 miles N.N.W. from the

town of Savannah, in 33° 28* N. lat., and 81° 6V W. long.

Augusta is tbe great depot for the cotton of Upper Georgia,

of which more than 100,000 bags are annually conveyed
down the river to Savannah and CbarUstown. The popu-

lation of Augusta waa 4000 in 1827, but it bas probably In-

creased since. The bouse* are mostly of brick and spa-

cious ; and tha streets wide, straight, and ornamented with

trees. Augusta haa a medical school, called the Mediral

College of Georgia, with six professors ; a college under tbe

direction of Methodists, with sis instructors, sixty alumni,

seventy-five students, and a library of 2,000 volumes ; a
city ball, a theatre, an hospital, two markets, and six places

of public worship. There waa a great fire in April, 1820.

which destroyed a considerable part of the town. Augusta
is ninety miles by the road from Milledgeville, the seat of
the state government of Oeorgia. (Stuart's Three Year* in

Worth Amenta ; and American Almanac for 1 834.)

AUGU'STA HISTCRIA, tbe name given to a aerie*

of Roman historians, or rather biographers, who wrote the
lives of the Emperors from the accession of Hadrian to the
death of Cannua, tbe immediate predecessor of Diocletian :

these lives comprise a period of 167 years of tbe history of

tbe Roman empire. They may be considered aa a continua-

tion of Suetonius's ' Twelve Ceeear*,' except that between
Domitian the last in Suetonius, and Hadrian tbe first in

the Hittoria Augusta, tbe reigns of Nerva and Trajan
are not included in either of the two series. We know from
Lampndius that four historians bad written Trajan's bio-

graphy, Msrius Maximus, Fabius Marrellinua, Aureliu*
Verus. and Stalilius Valens : all these lives are lost.

The enters generally included in the collections of the
Hitlnrta Aurwla are six in number; they lived under
Diocletian and his sun-essors Conetantius and Constantino.
Tliey are : I. vEHus Spertianua, who wrote the lives of Ha-
de isn. and his colleague iElius Verus ; of Didius Julianus, of
Srpiiraius Reverus. Pesrconius Niger, Antoninus Cararalla.

and Antoninus Geta. Spartianus dedicated the first four to

tb» tnperor Diocletian, and he states in his life of .Elius
V#ru., that his intention was to write the lives of all the
emperors from the great dictator Julius Cesser, and of all

those who, whether tbey were tbe suns or relatives of the
emperors, or were by them adopted, had received tbe title of
Conors. It appears from the beginning of his Life qft'mu.
that he had written the lives of the emperors who reigned
before Hadrian, which however have been lost 2. Julius
CaptluUnus is the second writer in the series. He wrote
the li«ea of Antoninus Pius, of Marcus Aurelius, and of
tbe second Verus. These he dedicated to Dsurlrtisn. He
also wrote the live* of Pertinax. of Clodius Allnnus, of

Opiliue Maxiroue, of the two Maximini, of the three Gor-
dians, and of Maximus and Batbtnua. He appear* to have
written also others, which axe lost 3. vElms Lampndius,
to whom are attributed .he lues of Commodus, Antoninus
DiaHumenus. Ilrliogabalus, and Alexander Severus tbe
two last are drdiratrd to Constaotinr. There are, however,
considerable doubts whether some, if not the whole of tbeee.
shouM be attributed to Spartianus ; and both G. Voas and
Fsbru-ms seem to think it not unlikely that .Euus Spar-
tianua and .Elms I-sraprxlius are one and the same writer.

iSee literary notice* prefixed to tbe Bipont ediUosof the

Hittoria Augutta.) 4. Vuloatiu* OsJlicaous, • senator *f

Rome, of whom we have only tba -life of Avtdiua Cessna*,

which be dedicated to Diocletian. 8. Trebellma Polho: we
have fragments of his lives of Valerian the elder, and bis

son Valerian tbe younger ; the Uvea of the two Gailumi

;

and those of tbe Thirty Tyrants, who assumed in various parte

of the the power and the title of Augusts, during

the distracted reigns of Valeriana* and GalUenua. Among
the** thirty. Trebetliu* Pollio haa reckoned two women, the

famous Z«nobia of Palmyra, and one Victoria. He baa alee

written the life of Flaviue Claudius, one of tba ablest and
best emperor* of Rome, whose reign was however too abort

to repair the evils of the disastrous reigns which had pre-

ceded hi*. 8. Flaviue Vopiscus of Syracuse. Ho head
under Constantine, and wrote the lives of Aureliaa. of

Tacitus, and his brother Ftorianua, of Probus. of the fear

tyrants, Firmus, Batuminus, Prorulus, and Boooswa, who
usurped the supreme power in various parts of the em-
pire under Aurelian and Probus ; and also of the three ea»
perors. Cams, Numerianus. and Carinas, who immedisuety

preceded Diocletian. Hera tha collection called • Hutorm
Augutta' generally ends. Borne editors, however, have
added Butropius and Pauhis Lhsoonus, two writers of a vary

different dass from the preceding, (tee tha Milan ediuon
of the Hutorta Augusta, 1475.) Other* have included the

live* of Trajan and Nerva, translated from Dion Casesesv

(See Aldine edition of tbe Hilton* Augutta, l»lt.) Bert

in general the Hittoria Augutta consists of tha Roman
writers above-mentioned. Claudius Eustbenius wrote tba

Uvea of Diocletian, Maxhninus Herculeus, Ceostantiea,

and Galen us, which wonld have formed a sequel to the

Hittoria Augutta, had they not been lost. There s* a
break in tbe Hittoria Augutta occasioned by. the Irsws of

Philippus, Deems, and Gallus, which are wanting. (Fabti-

cius, BibHotheea Latina ; Voss, de Hittortat Larinit ; and
the Bipont edition of the Hietoria Augutta.
AUGU8T1N. ST., Bishop of Hippo, also eaTleal Atm«

Ltns Adoustikos. one of the fathers of the ehurch. wws
born, as be himself informs us (Ejntt. 227), at Tagaata, a
email town of Africa, in the inland part of Nomidia. ac-

cording to the best authorities, on November 13th. a.d. 384
(Act. Sonet. Augusti, torn. vi. pp.217, 3S3; Tillemont, Mem
xiii. 2.) His fattier s name was Patrieius. and bis mother
Monica waa a woman distinguished for her piety. At the

beginning of bis treatise De Beata Vita\ Augustin speaks

of his son named Adeodatus, and of hie brother Navigiue;
and in hie I09tb epistle, of a sister who died an ebb***.

He prosecuted his studies in bis earlier years, first at Ta-
gasta, then at Madaura, and latterly at Carthage, where bra

morsIs became corrupted, and his son Adeodatus waa bora

a.d. 371, tbe fruit of a criminal connexion. Tbe percanl
of Cicero's Horientitu, about the year 373. first detached barn

from his immoral habits; and, about tbe same trsne. be
became not only a proselyte to the sect of the Meow haw*aw.
but, for a short period, a tealous and able defende* of their

opinions. Chalmers, from Bail let. sat*, on* thing gave hna
uneasiness in the perusal of Cicero's work, and that wws
his not finding tbe name of Jesus, which had been famt)*>
to him from bis infancy, in the writing* of the celebrated

Roman. He resolved therefore to read tbe Holy fv-ne-

ture* ; but the pnde of his heart, and bis incapacity ss

taste their simple beauties, msde biro still give tbe pee-

rerene* to C In the mean time he acquired fame as *

rhetorician, ami taught eloquence successively st Tins*.
Carthage. Rome, and Milan. At Rome be left the Maau-
chasana, and joined, for a short time, as he himsrlf rauVwaa

Us, the sect of the Academics (De HeatS Vita, torn. I 2 1 1 >

He armed at Milan, a.d. 384, where St. Ambrose waa st

that time U»hop ; whose sermons, added to the tears s>*4

entreaties of his mother Munu-a. about a.d. 388, efiWted
Augustm'a entire conversion. He wss according!* kwp
tiled by St. Ambrose in the carl; part of the jc»r 3a?. and
the tlnrt) soond year of his age: Barontus says, in jaw.

having, prriious to his beptum, wnttrn his wtsrfc De /»
moruilitate Annate. Soon after this. Monica his nwtrwv
died at Ostia Tibertua. (See Con/ett. lib. it. c to ) Htiwe
renounced his rhetorical pursuits, and devoted himself *e

the study of the Gospel, going first to Rome, but afterwaMa
settling for near three year* at Tagasta. where be smato
several of bis works.

Being at Hippo, Valerius, then bishop of tbat dneewsv
ordained him a pnest early in 391 ; and at a council aveid

there in 393, be displayed such Warning and efcqoewre a*

defence of lb* faith, that tbe htabops who composed it wwew
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f opiaiou that faa sndnld b« chosen on* of

tear number. In 394 be became coadjutor to Valerius,

tad in 396 *ticc*eded him iu th* tale rule of the buboprio

af Hippo. He appears to have established about this time

a kind of clerical community within bis episcopal residence ;

tad iu Mill active in bis opposition, not only to the bere-

tw* of the Mantchsaens, but to those of the Donatists and

Pelagians. His great work. Dt Civitate Dei, is believed to

bare bean begun a.d. 413. In 418, after the general coun-

cil bald at Carthage, be produced his two works against the

Pelagians, De Gratia Chruti, and De Peocato Original!,

from the former of which he received the appellation of

' the Doctor of Grace.' His labours were continued both

•ersooally and by his pan to the close of life. His but work

was h» Co*/*m\<mi.

In Use latter part of bis career, however, be bad other

tiienuas lu contend with besides those of the church. The
Vandal* bad entirely overrun Africa, and passed eren into

Spain, and Augustin bad now for bis opponents the ene-

mies of Oie empire. Carthage and Hippo made resistance

far a considerable time ; and St. Augustin, though pressed

by his motlata*, refused to quit bis flock and escape by

tight. Still ha saw the imminent danger to which Hippo
was exposed t and dreading that it would fall into the

bands of the enemy, prayed to God that before that calamity

happened ha might be taken away. His prayer, it would

appear, waa answered, aa be died during the third month of

the uage, of truer, August 28th, a..d. 430, at the age of 76.

(Victor Vitensis Bpuc Hut. Pertecut. Vandalicte, 8vo.

Pane, 1694, p. 113.) The Vandals, who took Hippo the

rear following, showed respect to his library, his works, and
aa body. Victor Vitensis (Hut. Ptrstc. ut supra, p. 6) says

bat library contained at that time two hundred and thirty-

two separata books, or treatises, on theological subjects,

besides an exposition of the Psalter and the Gospels, and an
innumerable quantity of homilies and epistles. The Ca-
tholic bishops of Africa carried his body to the island of

Sardinia, the place to which they were driven by Tbrasa-
aaond. Kin* of the Vandal*, am. 500 ; and Luitprand, King
af Lombardjr. caused it to be conveyed, about or soon after

a..o. 721, (torn Sardinia to Pavia (Boronii Annate*, fob.

Lucas, I Tit-Si, bam. xii. p. 380.) An account of the tup-

Meed discover*- af his relics, at a later time, will be found
m J&tttfaooon s Diarium Itakcum, 4to. Paris, 1792, pp. 28,

97 ; aaa also Moratori. Antiq. ltal. Medii .£Vt, torn. v. fol.

Milan. 174l. diiiaTt.Tui. p. 9.

St. Augustin's works, aa the reader will have gathered

fresa the preceding account of him, were numerous, and
have bean printed in a collected form repeatedly: at

Parts, in 19 vela. foL 1832 ; by Erasmus, from Frobenius's

areas. 19 rota. foL 1849-3 ; by the divines of Louvain, 10

torn, fot Load- 1888 ; and by the Benedictines of the con-
mmbmof HLllssr, 10 vols. fix. Paris, 1679-1700; 12vols.

foi. Paris. i«4*4t-l 79)3 { and IS vols. fol. Antw. 1700-1703.

The reader who is desirous to become acquainted with
taw detached titles of St. Augustin a works, may consult the

/aaVWar Scrtptormm omnium, by his friend and colleague

Posasdius. printed in the Acta Sanctorum of the Bollandists

lot the month of August, Una. vi. pp. 441-460, with annota-
bona ; and the same work. pp. 853-387, for the progressive

years of the pwodaeuon of the greater part. Some of St.

Augusttn'a work* are among the earliest specimens of
typography known in oar libraries. The Liber de Arte Pre-
dtcandt waa printed by Fust at Menu, in folio, before

1 4*6. and another edition appeared in that very year from
the preae of Manteltn. The first edition of the treatise De
On/ate Dm warn printed by Sweynheim and Pannarts, in

the rooaaslery of Subteco, fol. 1467 ; and the treatises De
Viti Chrittuati, and De Singularitate Clericorum, in the
same year, by Olrie ZelL at Hanau, in 4 to.

Tba character of Augustin. says Chalmers, has been
doorecaattd by aoCae modem writers, and ought undoubtedly
Id be considered 'with a reference to the times in which be
hved. and the testaof learning and religion. There is neither

wisdom nor causdonr, however, in collecting and publishing

tba rrulua* of bis early years, nor in denying that he may
jaatly be raokad among those illustrious characters in a dark
age who pieeervnd and elucidated many of those doctrines

which are bald sacred in days of more light and knowledge.

Tba following is the character of him which has been
drawn by Iffneirtrn. ' The fame of Augustin, Bishop of
Hip**, Iliad tba whole Christian world, and not without

aa a variety of great and shining qualities warn

united in the character of that Illustrious man. A nan)line
genius, an uninterrupted and aealoua pursuit of truth, an
indefatigable application, an invincible patience, a sincare
pioty, and a subtle and lively wit, consinred to establish
his fame upon the most lasting foundations. It is, how,
ever, certain that the accuracy and solidity of his judg-
ment were by no means proportionable to the eminent
talents now meuumed ; and that, upon many occasions,

he was more guided by the violent impulse of a warm iraa-

Sination than by the cool dictates of reason and prudence,
lence that ambiguity which appears in his writings, and

which has sometimes rendered the most attentive readers
uncertain with respect to his real sentiment* ; and hence
also the just complaints which many have made of the
contradictions that are so frequent in his works, and of tba
levity and precipitation with which be set himself to write
upon a variety of subject*, before he bad examined them
with a sufficient degree of attention and diligence.'

A life of St. Auguttin, the first part written by him-
self, in the first ten books of bis Confection*, was published
in English, 8vo. Lond. 1660 ; but a far more elaborate life,

in Latin, is appended to the Benedictine editions of bis

works ; and an account of bis life and controversies Alls

the 13th volume of the Memoirt* pour tervir i fHi tint re

Eccleeiattique, by M. Lenaine Tillemont 4 to. Paris. 1 70S.
Many valuable remarks upon St. Augustin's writings, as
they relate to his connexion with the Manichmans, will b*
found in Lardner * Credibility of (As Gotptl Hu 'ory, part
ii. vol. vi. pp. 59, 59, and again part il. vol x. pp. 198-398,
where the value of Augustin'* works may be estimated by
the testimonies illustrating the canon of Scripture which
Lardner has drawn from them. The mora antient lit as.

however, from which the chief foots of the preceding ac-

count have been derived, will be found in the 6tb volume
for the month of August of the Acta Sanctorum: 1. De
8. AureUo Auguttino Commcntariu* prmtviu*. pp. 213-306

;

2. Acta Prinra, auctore ipto Auguettnn, mxcrrpta ex unarm
prioribui librit Confetttonum que, qumt anno 16*0 Pal-
thatar Moretus Antverpim edidit, pp. 397-426 ; 8. Acta aha,
live ttcunda Vitce Pare, prenertim ab anno trigetimo tarda
atatit tuque ad obitum, auctore S. Pottidio, taxed i doetori*
diecipulo, ejutque per anno*fere quadraginla eontubernali :

Ex edit. Romano, anni 1731, cats* tttutto 148. coltat.

Another antient lira of St Augustin has been mora recently

edited:— Fita D. Aur. Auguttini Epitcopi Hippmeniit,
auctore incerto, ex antiquo codice nunc artmum edtdit Andr.

Guil. Cramer, 8vo. Kiliai in Librarii Univenitatis, 1882.

AUGUSTIN (ST.). CANONS OF THE ORDER
OF, ususlly called AUSTIN CANONS. Regular Canons,
says Bishop Tanner (Pref. to Notit. Monatt.), were such as
lived under some rule : they were a less strict sort of reli-

eious than the monks, but lived together under one roof,

ad a common dormitory and refectory, and were obliged
to observe the statutes of their order.

The chief rule for these canons was that of St Augustin,
who waa made Bishop of Hippo, a.o. 895. But they wert
little known till the tenth or eleventh century, were not
brought into England till after the Conquest and appear
not to have obtained the name of Augustin or Austin
Canon* till some years after. (Bingham, Antiq. of the

Chritt. Church, b. vii. c 2. s. 9.)

Bale (Script, cent xiii. 4) and Sir Robert Atkyns (Antiq.

of Gtouc p. 1) say, that these canons were brought into

England by St Birinus in the beginning of the *eventh
century ; a.d. 639 or 640, as Fuller states in his Church
Hitlory (b. vi. p. 266) ; but those were certainly secular

canons whom he placed at Dorchester in Oxfordshire ; and
all other historians agree that we had no regular canons
here till the eleventh, or probably till the twelfth century.

For though they difter about the place of their first settle-

ment yet the general opinion is, tbat they came in after

King Henry I. began his reign. Jos. Pamphilus, according

to Fuller (Ch. Hitt. ut supr.), says they were seated in

London, a.o. 1089 ; but this 1* not believed. Soroner *avs

tbat St Gregory's in Canterbury, which was built by arch-

bishop Lanfrano a.d. 1084, was their first bouse (Anita.

Canterb. p. 89); but Leland's saying (CoHectan. vol. i.

S.

89) that Archbishop Lanfrano placed secular canons at

t Gregory's, and that Archbishop Corboyl changed them
into regulars, makes the authority of that judicious anti

query in this case doubtful. Reyner says (Apottol. Benedict.

xt. L p. 157) that they war* first brought into England by
Athelwulphus or Adulpbua, confessor to Kins Henry L,
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and bad their first hooM at Nostell in Yorkshire ; but they

|mm not to have bran settled there till Thurston was I

archbishop of York, and that wai not till 111 4. Thurston

ni elected in 1 114. but not consecrated till 1 119. (Willis's

CathtdraU. vol. i. p. 34.) 8towe ssyt (Sum of London,

p. 930 ) that Norman was the first canon regular in England,

and that these religious were first seated at the Holy
Trinity, or Christ Church within Aldgate, London, a.d.

1108. but that bouse was not built till R. Beaumeis was
bishop of London ; whereas the bouse of these canons at

Colchester was founded before the death of Bishop Maurice

bis predecessor, which happened Sept. 26, 1 107. (Godwin
dt PrtrnJ. p. 17S; .Newc. Hep. Beet, vol. i. p. 10.) And
therefore Bishop Tanner thinks that John Kosse (Mon.
Angt. new edit, vol vi. p. 60-2) and Pope Paschal II. (Ibid.

p. 106) are right in placing them first at Colchester, though
it could not be in Rosses year. 1109, but was rather a.d.

1I0S. in which Fuller (CA. Hitt. b. vi. p. 268) places the

coming of these canons into England.
Stereos tells us. in his Continuation of Dugdale (voL ii.

p 65), that though there were regular canons who embraced
the rule of St. Austin, taken from his 109th epistle, in the

eleventh century (as particularly at the Abbey of St.

Denis, at Rheims, about a.d. 1067), yet the regular canons

did not make solemn vows nil the twelfth century ; and did

not, in general, take the name of ' regular canons of 8u
Austin* till Pope Innocent II. ordained, in the Lateran

Council, a.d. 1 139, that all regular canons should submit to

that rule of 8u Austin in his 109th epistle. So that these

regular canons certainly foil short of the time of their pre-

tended founder ; and therefore when black or regular canons
are mentioned before a.d. 1 105, the reader must thereby

understand secular canons : for it was usual in those days

to call the secular canons of cathedral and collegiate

churches ' caoonici regulares,' to distinguish them from
toe common parochial clergy, though probably many of

those societies might become Austin canons afterwards.

Their Aaoii was a long black cassock, with a white rochet

over it, and over that a Nark cloak and hood. The monks
wore always shaved, but these canons wore beards, and caps

oo their beads.

Tanner says be found above 1 75 bouses of these canons
and canonesees in England and Wales.

But besides the common and general sort of these canons
there were also the following particular sorts :— 1. Such as

observed SL Austin's rule according to the regulations of

St. Nicholas of Arroasia (see Stevens's Contin. of Memost.

vol. ii. p. 149, from Hut. det Ordr. Mori. torn. ii. p. 106;
Ada Sanctorum, Jan. 13, and Keyn. i. p. 159), as those of

Harewoid. in Bedfordshire; N alley, or Creadon, in Buck-
inghamshire ; Holland, in Devonshire ; Brunne, in Lin-
colnshire ; and Lillesbull, in Shropshire : 2. Some of the

rale of 8l Austin and the order of 8t_ Victor (among the
Harleian Manuscripts, No. 3392 is a M8. of the fifteenth

century, in Latin and Italian, containing the rule of St.

Austin, with the exposition of Hugh de St. Victor), as at

Keynsham and Worspnng, in Somersetshire, and Wormes-
ley. in Herefordshire. Fuller (CA. Hitt. b. vi. p. 325) says

8t. Austin's, Bristol was of the order of St. Victor: 3. Of
the order of St. Austin, and the institution of 8t. Mary of
Meretune, as at Buckenbam, in Norfolk : 4. Premonstra-
tensiana, or canons who lived according to the rule of St,

Austin, reformed by St. Norbert, Archbishop of Magdeburg,
who set up this regulation about a.d. 1120, at Pravmon-
stratum. in the diocese of Leon in Picardy, a place so called

because pointtd out, as it was said, by tbe biassed Virgin
to be the bead of this reformed order. {Mom. Angl. new
edit. torn, vl p. 655; YVeever. P>m. Man. p. 119; Collier.

BerL Hut. i. p. 337.) They were brought into England
after A-D. 1140. It is reckoned that in England this order
had about thirty-five houses.

Tbe above particulars have been in part taken from
Bishop Tanner s Preface to bis Sotitia Monastic*, and the
Introductory History of tbe Auguslin Order in tbe new
edition of Umgdmlt't Monatttcon, vol. vi. pp. 37-49. For
more extended information, the Hittotn otra Ordrrt Monat-
Hones, quoted by Stevens, may be consulted ; and, for tbe
mioalue at the customs of the order in England, Fosbrooke't

BrttuA Munarkitm. See also Hospiman dt Ong. *t Progr.
JMbnatAafus. Tig. US*. foL 71. b.

One copy of the rule of tbe Augustin order has been
already referred to ; other copies will be found among the

Harleian Manuscripts in tbe British Museum, Numbers

2939, 3995. and 4053. WOktes, in his Conciha, vol. fa

p. 629. and Spelman, Condi, vol. ii. p. 611, have given the
Constitutions of Pope Boniface XII. for the reformation of
this Order, a.d. 1339 ; and tbe Cottonisn Manuscript. Ves-
pasian D. I. contains. 1. The proceedings st various general
and provincial chapters of the Order, held within tbe province)
of Canterbury from a.d. 1325 to a.d. 1404. fol.4l.b. ; 2. Ties
details of tbe great chapter held at Leicester, a d. lilt,
fol. 63. This but chapter was held preparatory to the pro-

mulgation of the reformed rules of the Order for the houses
in England, set forth by Cardinal WoUey in the following

year. The cardinal's regulations are preserved in the
Cottonian Manuscript, Vesp. F. IX. ' Ordinations* et 8ta~

tuta per Thornam Wolsey, titulo 8. Cecilia) Cardinal***, per

singula Monasters Canonioorum Regulanum S. Aagwstm*
observanda : composits xxij* Martii, A*. Dom. aroxim. et
Regis Henrici Octavi xj.'

AUGUSTINE. 8T.. first erehbisbop of Canterbury, also

by contraction called St. AUSTIN, was originally a monk in

the convent of St. Andrew ot Rome, where be was educated
under Gregory, afterwards Pope Gregory I. and 8c Gregory.

He is usually called tbe Apostle of the English, because be
was sent with about forty other monks, Italians and Gauls,
to convert tbe Anglo-Saxons to the Christian religion.

This mission was undertaken in tbe year 596 iBede. Bed.
Hitt. edit Smith. I. i. c. 23). under Sl Gregory's immedtsar
direction, who had himself projected and undertaken the

conversion of tbe Anglo-8axons, previous to his advance-
ment to tbe Popedom. Augustine and his company having
proceeded a Utile way on their mission, began to dislike

their employment, and wished to return rather than take so

long a journey to a country, with the manners and language

of which they were unacquainted. This resolution being

taken, Augustine ws> himself despatched back to Rome to

obtain tbe Pope's leave for their return ; but bo came agate

with a letter of exhortation to the missionaries, which » still

extant (see Bede, edit. Smith, Append. No. vi. p. 674.

Acta Sanctorum, Mentis Msii. torn. vi. p. 379), by which
they were encouraged to prosecute their undertaking. At
the same time, Gregory wrote to Ethenus, archbisbop of

Aries (Bede, 1. i. c. 24 ; Greg. Eyitt. L v. ep. 52), and to

the King and Queen of tbe Franks, to assist tbe mawtnn

aries with every thing needful in the expedition ; by mesne
of which recommendations they were every where enter

tained with respect, and even furnished with interpreters

(Bede, L i. c. 25 ; compare also Godwin, dt PramU. Angt
edit. 1616, p. 43.)

Augustine and his companions having passed through

France, embarked for Britain, and were suffered to IsoH m
tbe isle of Thanet. whence they sent messengers to Ethel -

bert, king of Kent, to inform him that they were rami
from Rome, and had brought with tbem the best bangs m
tbe world.—the endless enjoyment of eternal Ufo to those

who received them. The territories of Ethelbert were pro-

bably selected for the first efforts of these missions*-***, be-

cause his queen Berths, daughter of Cberebert, king of the

Psrisii (Acta Sanctorum, ut supr. p. 386), was a Christum

;

and by the articles of her marriage (as early as a d 5*c)

had the free exercise of her religion allowed her. She bed
also a French bishop of tbe name of Luidhsrd in her suits

ss chaplain, snd had the use of tbe small church of St.

Martin without tbe walls of Canterbury.

Ethelbert ordered them, at first, to continue in the iale of

Thanet ; but, some time after, came to tbem and urrrtrd

tbem to an audience in tbe open air. (Bede. L i c. 25.1 He
refused at tbe outset to abandon tbe gods of his father* for

a new and uncertain worship ; but as their inleatxm was
benevolent, be allowed them to preach without mosoatsJna*.
snd assigned tbem a residence in Canterbury, then rallei

Dorobemia. which thev entered in procession, arngmg
hymns. Thorn (Script, x. col. 1739) says they took u»
their residence in a street which has been atnee calked

Stable-gate, in the parish of St. Atphage.
These missionaries, who now applied themse lves to tbe

strict seventy of monastic life, presrhed jointly in tbe chunk
of St Martin with the French Christians of Queen Bertha s

suite. Tbey were limited to this spot till the vommnmm
and baptism of the King himself, after which tbey bed
licence to preach in any part of bis dominions t Bedew 1 L
c. 26) ; which Bede assures us (c. 23) extended (probably

over tributary kingdoms) as for as tbe nver II umber.
In 397. Augustine, by direction of Pope Gregory, worn)

ever to Arias in France, where be was consecrated erea-
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» " "» and matoepoatea of the Kngbsh nation, by the
aranbwhop of that place; after which, returning into

Bntain. ne tent Lawrence tha presbyter and Peter the
nrank to Rome, to acquaint the Pope with the success of
has mission , and to desire his solution of certain questions,
whack Bode (Uc 27) has reported at length in the form
«s* mtsiiuf stones and answers. Some of these points savour
nmWmbsadly of the suspicious scruples of monastic auste-
rity; bat others lead to information respecting the early

OMHium im of tha Church. To his inquiries concerning
the maintenance of the clergy, Gregory answered that the
sfanattona made to the church were, by the custom of the
Roman sea. divided into four portions ; one for the bishop
and Baa family to support hospitality, a second to the clergy,

a third to the poor, and a fourth to the reparation ofchurches.
As the pastors were all monks they were to lire in common

;

bat such as chose to marry were to be maintained by the
monastery. With respect to diversities of customs and
btargiea, Gregory's answer was truly liberal, implying that

Augustine was not bound to follow the precedent of Rome,
bat might select whatever parts or rules appeared the most
eligible or beat adapted to promote the piety of the infant

church of England, and might compose tnetn into a system
for its use. Gregory also, at Augustine's request, sent over
mora missionaries, and directed him to constitute a bishop
at York, who might hare other subordinate bishops ; yet in

each a manner, that Augustine of Canterbury should be
mei iopohtau of all England. Ho sent over also a valuable
present of books, vestments, sacred utensils, and holy relics.

He advued Aoguatine not to destroy the heathen temples,
bat only to remove the images of their gods ; to wash the
wmlls with holy water, to erect altars, deposit relics in them,
and so gradually convert them into Christian churches,
not (Hkly to save the expense of building new ones, but that
the people might be more easily prevailed upon to frequent
those planes of worship to which they had been accustomed.
He directed him, further, to accommodate the ceremonies of
the Christian worship, as much as possible, to those of the
heathen, that the people might not be too much startled at

the change; and, in particular, advised him to allow the
Christian converts, on certain festivals, to kill and eat a
prat namber of oxen, to the glory of God, as they had
formerly dona to the honour of the devil. It is quite unne-

to offer any remark on this mixture of pious teal
" "y policy. Gregory, moreover, cautioned Augus-

ta* not to be puffed up with the miracles which he was
w>sbled to work in confirmation of his ministry. (Compare
Bode. Lie. 2», 31.)

Augustine having fixed his see at Canterbury, dedicated
a church which had been built in earlier times by some
Roman Christians to the honour of our Saviour ; and King
Kthetbert founded an abbey, dedicated to St. Peter and
St. Paul, since called St. Augustine's. (Ibid. c. 33.)

Being thus supported. Augustine now made an attempt
to establish a uniformity of discipline and customs in the
blend ; and, as a necessary step, to gain over the British,

that is, the Webb bishops, to his opinion. For this purpose
a conference was bald in Worcestershire, at a place since
caDed Augustine's Oak, where the archbishop endeavoured
to awrsoade tha British prelates to make one communion,
»od asaast in preaching to the unconverted Saxons. But
neither this nor a sorond conference was successful ; and
Aogastiae m said to have threatened the Britons with a
tembla calamity, as a punishment of their disobedience,
wiueb aconrdingfy fell upon them in the shape of war (see
Bade. L ii. c 2). a.o. 613, after Augustine's death, when
EtbeUraL king of Northumberland, marched with an army
to Cacrtoon, and when near twelve hundred monks of
Bangor were put to the sword.

In the year 604, Augustine consecrated two of his com-
paatona, Meilrtos and Justus, the former to the see of
London, the latter to that of Rochester (ibid, c 3). In the
ansae year he died at Canterbury. May 26th (Wharton.
Amgi. Sacra, i. »|), and was buried in the churchyard of
the monastery which goes by his name ; the cathedral being
not then finished. But after the consecration of that church
has body was taken up and deposited in the north porch,
where it lay till A.O. 1091, when it was removed and placed
fa the church by Wxio, Abbot of Canterbury (thorn,
finat. x. eoL 1793).
The inscription on St. Augustine's tomb, given by Bede

(L M. e. 3), to generally thought to be spurious. That which
Ahbat Wide placed upon hi* tomb

larktna Asftortm fnnl
Hie inmtm nq<

"

•*0K«*«l<«i

The observation of the festival o' Si Augustine was first

enjoined in a Synod held under Culhbert, srebbisbop of
Canterbury (Gervase, Act. Ponttf. Cantuar. Script, x. ool.

1641), and afterwards by the Pope's bull in the reign of
Edward III. (Thorn, ool. 2119.)

Gervase of Canterbury (ut supr. ool. 1632) informs us,
that Augustine was so successful in his labours for the pro-
pagation of Christianity, that it was said be baptised 10,000
persons of both sexes in one dsy in the river swale. Bede
(L ii. c 14) ascribes this labour to Psulinus, archbishop of
York, with whom Gervase appears to have confounded St.
Austin.

(See Joan. Diacon. Vita S. Qrtg., Vita S. Augustini.
auotore Gocelino Monacho ; Acta Sanctorum, Mensis Msii,
torn, vi p. 378; Biogr. Britan. vol. L p. 361 ; Henry's
Hut. Brit. 4to edit, vol.ii. p. 136; Lingard, 4to, vol. i. p. 83.)

AUGUSTINE. 8T, a town and sea-port or East Flo-
rida, in the United States, situated on a bay of the Atlantic,
two miles within the bar, which is very shallow, 310 miles
8. of Charlestown, and 30 miles S. of the mouth of the St.

John's river; 29° 48' N. lat, and 81° 34' W. long. Tbe
town is oblong, and consists of four principal streets. The
houses are built of stones formed by the accretion of shells
from the island of Anaataaia, near the town. It has a fort

with thirty-six guns on it In 1 82 1 , when Florida was ceded
by Spain to the United States, St. Augustine reckoned 2500
inhabitants; but it has been since in a state of decay. Tbe
country around produces very fine oranges, and good crops
of Indian com, but it is swampy and unhealthy. {Entydo-
p<*d>a Americana ; and Bertram's East Florida.)

AUGUSTOVO, the most northern voyvodeahip (a term
derived from the Sclavonian word ' voy ,' or * voi,* troops, and
' vodit," to lead) of Russian Poland. On the partition of
Poland it was merged in Eastern Prussia ; in the time of
Napoleon it became part of the department of Lomta in

tbe duchy of Warsaw ; and upon its transfer to Russia, in

1815, it was formed into a separate voyvodeahip or captaincy.

The line of its northern and eastern limits, which separate

it from the Russisn provinces of Vilna and Grodno, follows

tbe course of the Niemen. Bobr, and Narew ; in tbe south-

east it joins the Russian province of Bialystork, and on
the south, the voyvodeahip of Flock ; on tbe west it is wholly

bounded by Eastern Prussia. The length of this voyvode-
ship is 260 versts (about 170- miles), and it fa 100 versta

(about 65 miles) in its greatest breadth. Its area ia

about 7000 geographical square miles; it lies between
the 52d and 56th degrees of north latitude, is divided into

live circles and 155 parishes, and contains 47 towns, the

chief of which are Suwalky, tbe capital, Augustovo (from

which its name is derived), Slabin. Prenn. Novogrod, Lomxa,
Zambroff, and Staropol, 4470 villages, and about 5*9.Vuo

inhabitants. It abounds in small rivers, lakes, and mo-
rasses, some of the latter of which, namely, tbe Bobr.

Netta, and Lykbriicb, produce considerable quantities of

wild hops, which form an article of export to K.onie>berg.

It is likewise rich in forests, those which skirt the Meniel
being full of linden-trees, whence the celebrated 4 Linden-

honey.' The northern districts of Augustovo form an ex-

tensive plain, and tbe soil being fertile and well cultivated

produces a fine description of wheat ; excellent rye is also

grown in the southern districts, which are watered by the

Narew. Of the whole surface of the voyvodesbip about

three-tenths consist of arable land, and four-tenth* are

occupied by woods and forests : the quantity of unproductive

toil, after deducting about one-tenth for the area employed
for gardens, pastures, highways, and buildings, does not

exceed one-fifth of that surface.

The town of Augustovo is on marshy ground at tbe

southern extremity of lake Stabrina, out of which tbe

Netta flows, and at a distance of 16S versts (110 miles)

N.E. of Warsaw. It was founded by Sigismund Augustus,

king of Poland, in tbe year 1560; it is fortified, contains

two churches, an hospital, and about 3000 inhabitants, and
has large fairs for horses and cattle, as well as a depot for

salt. A canal with seventeen sluices is in piocess of being

excavated near the town for tbe purpose of uniting the

Vistula, by means of the Narew and Bug, with the

Niemen : a second canal wilt form a junction between the

Niemen and the Dubissa, and establish a line of communi-
cation with the mouth of the Duns in the Baltic. Augua
tovo is in 53° 40' N. lat., and 22° 58' E. long.
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AUGU'STULTJS. the lwt enrperw of the weatern pot-

1

tion of the falling empire of Rome, wu th« ton of Orestes,

a Psntionlsn ofbirth snd wmIUi. who itood high in the I

fmrour of Attila, filled the office of secretary to linn. and. on

hti death, entering the Roman *ervice, roie. step by step, to

iu highest dignities by favour of the Kraperor Juliu* Nopoa.

He rewarded hi* patron by ttirrmg to mutiny the barbarian

confederate* or troop* in the pay of Rome. Nepoa lied,

and Orestes, instesd or selling on the vacant throne for him-

**lf. established hi* »on upon it. Thi* youth, who bora the

loftv name of Romula* Augustus, ponsetsed no qualities to

distinguish him except personal beauty ; and hi* character

u aptlv expressed by the duninutiTe title Auguetulus, under

whuh'he i* universally designated. Within a vear Orettea

fell, a* he had riaen. by the army. He offended the lieen-

U >u« bartmriens by refusing to distribute among them a

thtnl part of the land* of Italy : and a let* acrupuloui leader

appeared in the celebrated Odoaeer, the firat barbarian

kin* or Italy. Orestes wa* besieged in Pavia. taken, and

put to death ; the helpleaa and inexperienced Augustulu*

yielded at once, and on hia abdication waa kindly treated

by Odoaeer. who allotted frbr hia abode the celebrated Tilla

of Lucullu*. on the promontory of Miaenuin, near Naples,

with a pctuton of 6000 piece* of gold. The date commonly

assigned to thi* extinction ofthe western empire i* 476. but

Gibbon appear* to sanction 479. (Jomandee, B*r. Get.

;

Gibbon, e. xxxvi.)

AUGUSTUS i* properly only a title of honour which

waa conferred upon the (lr»t emperor of Rome, and after-

ward* adopted by hi* successors. The meaning of the word

teem* to have been tarred, as it appear* to be derived from

Augur, the priest who gave the sanction of the god* to the

person* of the Roman magistrate* (see Ai'Oiia)—the sna-

fogy between the two word* being precisely the same aa

that between robur (strength) aud robuttut (strong). The
Greek writers interpreted the word by tetxuto* (adorable),

from ittxu, adoration. (See the inscription on the coin of

Aktiocb ) But though the title waa common to the em-
peror* of Rome, it is in history generally limited to the first

who held it, and it almost looked upon as hi* proper nam*.

For this reason it will be convenient to give an account of

that emperor under the present head, rather than under

the names Octavius, Julius, or Caesar.

AUGUSTUS. Thi* extraordinary man waa the ton of

;

C. Ortavius, and Atia. Atia wa* the daughter of M. AUu* I

Balbu* and Julia, lister of the celebrated C. Julius Cewar, 1

who wu consequently the great uncle of Augustus. The
Atii were particularly connected with the town of Aricia

and had given manv senator* to Rome, so that the antiquity

of the family afforded a pretext to Virgil for tracing thi

from At)*, the friend of young Aacaniu* (jKh. v. 568).

Octavii, on the other aide, were a wealthy family of Velii

but the first who obtained admission into the Roman senate,

if we reject the inventions of Battery, waa the father of the

emperor. Augustus, or, as we ought at present to call him,

Octavius, wa* born at Velitrre on the 22nd of September,

c. 63, in the consulship of Cicero. In • c. 60, his father

was appointed as pnetor to succeed C. Antoniua in the go-

vernment of Macedonia. On hi* route thither he waa further

directed to subdue some insurgent slaves, the remnant of

the bands of Spartacus and Catiline, who had made them-

selves masters of the district around Thurium, and from

his success in thi* expedition, he gate to his infant son the

name of Thurinu*. In Macedonia. Ortaviu* conducted
himself in a manner which wa* most favourably contrasted

with that of his predecessor, and Cicero in his letters pointed

him out as a pattern to his brother Ouintus. who, at the same
time held the pro-consulship of Asia (Cle. oat Alt. i. 17; ad
Quint i. I snl 2). Immediately after his return from bis

pniMnce, Ortavius died, leading behind him Oetavia the

[Drk. Mas. OoU. Duobte th» sctaal sw.j

he might employ the winter in study under Apolloderu* of

Pergamum. and at the same timn be ready to accompany
the dictator on hia projected expeditions against EWcia and
Parthia. Besides these marks of esteem, he had already,

through the interest of Caviar, been appointed poniifea

(Veil. iL 99). and had received the honour of patrician rank

under the Cassian law. However, he had scarcely been at

Apollonia six month* when be beard of the murder of hia

benefactor, and thi* was soon followed by the informsbon

that he had been appointed his heir and adopted into the

Julian family. He was only eighteen years of age, and his

step-father, id hia letters from Rome, strongly i

The
tra»;

[Brll Ms.

him to keep away from public affair* ; tel. after • tilths he-

sitation, he crossed over to Italy with his fnend Yipaaaiee
Agrippa. and wa* moat favourably receded by the lesrsa—
at Brundiaium. On the 16th of April be bed already

reached Naples (Cie. ad All. xiv. 10), and two or three day*
after, Cicero saw him at the house of bis step-father. An-
tony at this period was beginning to lay aside the hesita t ion
which marked his conduct in the first surprise of the »eae

of March, and but far the arrival of young Octet me. the

elder by his (lot wife Anrharia. and Octavta the younger,
|

two parties would probably toon hate brought the disease*

together with the son of a hum we are treating, then only four . to some deckled issue. But the appearance of Oektvius sat

iears of age, by hi* semnd wifa Atia. who allerward* married
Msrciut Priiltptms. the consul of N.c. 56. Young Oeta-

tias. at tlie age of twelve, pronounced a funeral oration on
the decease of his grandmother Julia. ((Jutntil. xu. 4.) In

bit sixteenth year be received the logs vtnlit. and already in

the veer 46 we find him the objert of Cewar t regard, who,

in his AfYicar triumph, allowed him to share the military

rewards given to bit army, though he had not been present

in the war. In the following year he was present with his

great uncle at the defeat of the sons of Pomper near Muods

;

after which be waa teat to Apollonia, on the Adriatic, that
j
kit counsels, and yet by

the scene waa the commencement of a series of uUrigwtw
which even the historian has (bund it diftVult to mrovei.
The connexion of Octavius with his murdered kwrsstWast)
might naturally have led to an alliance with Ante*? i

while, on the other hand, the marriage of hit mother with
Pbihppus brought him at ooee into contact with the cswat
of the opposite party. In this difficult situation a bey <sf

eighteen played his part with an art which bellied the erw-
dence of the oldest statesmen of Koine. Already at Ne-
rves, be persuaded Cicero that he was altogether devoted aei altogether d<

the dreaded
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ha threw out a hint which wa* veil understood by

law nltnni and the people to whom that name »u dear.

No sooner had he arrived at Rome than he appeared hefura

C AnUmius the prastor, and formal Is accepted the dan-

Mane inheritance of the dictator * name and property, to

that henceforward be wat called C. Julius Cresar Octa-

Tieuwt—the last epithet being added to mark hi* previous

eoaneivon with the Octavii. Having thus traced hun from

ha> btrtb into public life, wo roust leave to the historian the

task of recording the annals of the world during the next

fly eight years, in which the name of Ceasar or Augustus
tunaer is ileclf with every event of importance.

Ui* pnvala life may he briefly considered. A daughter of

P. Seroliu* laeuneut had been betrothed to hirn, but tho

marriage was not completed, when the troops, after the war
of eluutuv.and the reconciliation which soon followed between

him and Antony (B.C. 43), called upon him to marry Clau-

dia, car Clodia, the daughter of the notorious P. Clodius and
Fulvia, who, by the second marriage of Fulvia, had become
I lie step daughter of Antony. This marriage, however, was
only nominal, and Claudia, still a virgin, was formally di-

vorced on the occasion of the Pcrusian war (B.C. 411. His
marriage with Scribonia soon after was again dictated by

motive* of public expediency, not of affection. This lady,

already twice a widow, was the sister of L. Scribonius Libo,

whose daughter was married to Sextus Pompeius, with whom
Csrssr was then on the point of reconciliation. The result

of this marriage was the too-celebrated Julia, born B.C. 39.

But a marriage thus contracted was as readily dissolved at

the re-commencement of tbo war with young Poinpcy in 38

;

the more so as Cesar had begun to feel an attachment for

Lltia Drusilla. the daughter of L. Linus DrususCludianus,
who slew himself after the battle of Pharsalia, and who, by
birth, as his name implies, was a member of the proud
CUudian familr. Liria at this time was already married to

Tib. Claudius Nero, to whom she had borne one son, of the

same name as hi* father, afterwards the Emperor Tiberius,

and wat actually pregnant with another. These were no
obstacles to Caw ar, who prevailed on her husband lo consent

ts a divorce; and in three months after the marriage
LiTia gave birth to Drusu*. In B.C. 27. four years after

the battle of Actium, Caesar received from the flattery of

the senate the title of Augustus ; by which name lie is

generally known in history. In the mean time his hopes
of a son by Liria were disappointed. Sho was once preg-

nant, but did not givo birth to a living child. Under these

ro-rorastancee, Augustus directed all his thoughts to M.
Marccllus, ton of nit titter, and gave his own daughter
Julia in marriage to him ; but the death of Marcellus, in

hit twentieth year (B.C. 23), defeated his wishes, and the

hind ofJulia was transferred to his friend Vipsanius Agrippa.
This marriage wat fruitful; and the security of the imperial

h u»c appeared to be established by the birth of three sons.

Cams. Lucius, and Agnppa. and two daughters, Julia and
AgnpfHna. Cain* and Lucius were adopted by the emperor,
a c 17. almost from their birth. The death of Agrippa
(ac. If) It ft Julia a widow for the second time; and her
tWha i . strictly obeying the laws of marriage which he had
bisaarlf erurtrd. lost no time in contracting a third marriage
bwtwrwn Julia and his step-son Tiberius (B.C. 11). This
sunt year Augustus lost hit sister Octavia. the mother of

Marreflus. The latter part of the life of Augustus was
with melancholy events. The detection of the

conduct of hi* daughter Julia, and her consequent
I li e. 2). the death of her son Lucius at Massilia

Cava), t). and of Cams in Lycia, only eighteen months after

bit brother, were blows from which he could scarcely recover.

Tho taw* of hit adopted tons he endeavoured to repair by the

asVswtaafi of hit grandson Agrippa Pottumus and his step-

1 i ™nn, i * o. 4i; but the degraded character of the

f'wrtwr. and perhaps the arts of Litia. noon led to hit dit

f- M • vV ; and thus Tiberiut was evidently de»tineit

to aise r tsl Iha aged emperor. In B.C. 8. his grand-daughter
Julia, woo bad been married to L j€miliut Paulut. the

too of the censor, was discovered to have closely imitated

t Jus-t <»f her mother, and »he met a similar fate, beini!

I . i. s) to an island on the coast of Apulia (Tea, iv. 71)

Theaw of the Are children of Julia by Agrippa. Agrippina

antaat, anVe am* married to Germanic ut, ton of Drusus. and
grsasasoa of Lma. remained to honour the imperial house,

la Uva year n c. 14, Augustus, now in his seventy-sixth

**aw. taiiiawe t to accompany his adopted son Tiberiut, on
bat rJU^olllyncum, a* far as Beneventum. He pro-

eeedad by land to Attura, tad thence coasting along (be
Campanian shore he landed on the island of Caprett. After
spending a few days hero in idle amusement, he crossed
over to Naples, and thence proceeded to Beneventum. In
his passage from Astura to Capress ho had been attacked
bydiarrhtna, and had omitted to pay that attention to it
which his age demanded. On hit return from Beneventum
the disease rapidly gained ground, and at Nola he breathed
hit last, on the 19th of August, in the very room in which
hit father had died. Tiberiut wat immediately recalled

;

but it it doubtful whether he ever again taw the emperor
alive. It wat the policy of Livia to conceal the death of
Augustus until the had made tbo requisite preparations for
securing tbo succession to her ton. The remain* of tbo
emperor were conveyed to Rome with all possible honour,
ana placed in the Mausoleum in tho Campus Martius.
Augustus was of moderate stature ; but hit person

throughout life wat particularly graceful, though he took
but little pain* to adorn it His eyes were remarkable for
their magnitude and brilliancy, and he wat pleated with
the flattery of those who ascribed to them something of a
divine irradiation. Hit successful encouragement of lite-

rature, especially in the persons of Virgil and Horace, has
procured the name of toe Augustan age for the brilliant

period in which he lived. He wat also himself an author.
Plutarch (Anion. 22) and Appian (Bell Civ.h: 110) availed
themselves of commentariet written by the emperor ; and
Suetoniut (85), most probably alluding to the tame work,
mentions an autobiography in thirteen book* extending
down to the Cantabrian war. He wrote also a poem in
verte called Sicilia, tome epigrams, and a tragedy called

Ajax; the last did not satisfy him, and was never published.
The fragment* of the emperor'* work* ware collected by
J. Rutgers, and published by J. A. Fabricius, 1724. 4to.

(Cicero't Letter* ; Horace; Virgil; Ovid; the Monu-
mentutn Ancyranum ; Velleiut ; Tacitus ; Plutarch's Life

ofAntony, Jfc. ; Appian's C»w7 Ware, book* ii. iii. iv. v.;

Suetonius'* Life of Oetaviut ; Dion Cattiut, fcc. The
History of the time* of Augustus may be teen partly in

Ferguson's and partly in Crevier't Roman Htttorie* ; tee
alio Clinton'* Fasti.)

At the relation* of the member* of the Augustan family
are exceedingly intricate, and yet a knowledge of them it

essential to a full understanding of the history of the Roman
Empire, we subjoin a ttemma of the family drawn up by
Lipsius. (See Oberlin'* Tncitue, vol. ii. p. 581.)
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In the person of the Emperor Nero the Julian family

became extinct : as far as we bare traced it here, the Julian

blood descended from a tingle female, the aiater of the

Dictator Cavaar ;
tbe, dictator had only a daughter Julia,

who left no descendant*.

AUGUSTUS I. of Saxony was younger brother of Mau-
rice, who was made elector through the influence of

Charles V., in place of his oousin John Frederic who had
fought against the emperor in the wars occasiuned by the

Reformation, and was therefore deposed by the diet. [See

Maubicb.1 On the death of Maurice in IS J3, Augustus
succeeded him. John Frederic, ton of the deposed elector,

aspired to the succession, but was obliged to satisfy himself

with the duchv of Gotba and other districts. Hence arose

the division botween the electoral, now royal, house of

Saxoay. which continues in the successors of Augustus,

and the ducal bouses of Saxe Gotha and Saxe Weimar,

which are the descendants of John Frederic. The reign of

Augustus was more peaceful and prosperous than that of

Maurice. Once only was he obliged to take the field against

hit relative John Frederic, who was led away by the sug-

gestions of a Franraniaa adventurer, named Crumbech.
who had been outlawed for the murder of the srchbiahop of
Wiirtxburg. and the plunder of that town. Grumbsch found

an asylum with the 8axon duke, and urged him to assert

his claim to the electoral crown, by raising a general revolt

against the Kmperor Maximilian II. ; and be even laid a

plot for assassinating Augustus. The emperor demanded
of the duke the outlaw Gnimbech, and on the refusal of

John Frederic to give him up, he was put under the ban of

the and the Elector Augustus was charged with

bit punishment. He besieged Goths, took it. and made the

duke prisoner. Grumbsch and others were put to death

;

John Frederic was abut up in a prison for life, and his

territories were divided between hu two suns.

blm PaariUa lepUa aad MmUU
<>•» U aal *•>>»,wwd to Sod a

lata asraaak*. lb» Lryaai afs aaly S-aad

la to «aibaa praa. (tas Llt dal aa TarU. Am*, as. S4. sad Slav I , lad,
l.«f«ta la a IfaSaa tally Wdfcl

Augustusshowed himselfintolerant towards theCalvintsta

whohad spread into Saxony and other parts of Germany,
and between whom and the Lutherans there was much
bitterness at the time. He banished them from his do-

minions, and caused a creed of Lutheran orthodoxy to be

drawn up. which was styled Formula Concordia, and was
accepted by three other Protestant electors of Germany.
In other respects the sway of Augustus was mild and bene-

ficent- He respected the constitutions of his country, and
consulted the assembly of the states on all important occa-

sions, especially in the raising of subsidies. His laws ami
ordonnances were alto held in high estimation, and be was
styled by some tbe Justinian of Saxony. He embellished
Dresden, and built the fine palace of Augustenburg ; and
at tbe same time managed to leave the coffers of the state

well filled at his death in 1386. He was succeeded by has

son Christian I.

AUGUSTUS IL This is the title by which the monarch
is generally known who united the crown of Poland with

the electorate ofSaxony in 1698, although in Saxon histories

he is more generally styled Frederic Augustus I. He was
tbe second son of John George III., elector of Ssxony. snd
was born at Dresden in 1670. Distinguished from his earimt
age by great personal advantages, uniting beauty of feature

with Herculean strength, Augustus improved these to the
utmost by military campaigns, by travels through Europe,
and by a prolonged residence in its various courts. While
at Vienna he formed a friendship with tbe future emperor,
Joseph I. His father was somewhat mistrustful of the
partiality shown by his ton for courtiers and personages
so hostile to the Protestant interest ; and on this account
tbe old elector forbade bis visiting Rome,—a vain precaution,

as it afterwards proved. For similar reasons a jealousy
existed between Augustus and his elder brother, who suc-

ceeded to tbe electorate, as John George IV., in 1691.

This prince dying in 1694, msde way for Augustus, who
showed himself severe towards his brother's mistress and
favourites. His first step was an alliance with Austria, in

whose behalf he raised troops against France ; but as he
refused to serve under Prince Louis of Baden, who com-
manded as Imperial General upon tbe Rhine, the court of

Vienna entrusted him with an expedition against tbe Turks
in Hungary. Here he showed more valour and obstinacy

than either good fortune or skill. But it is to be remem-
bered, that tbe Turks were then at the very height of mili-

tary fame, that they had not long before encamped under
the walls of Vienna, and that Sobieski himself, who had
driven them thence, bad not been always subsequently suc-

cessful. As tbe Turks afterwards gave the name of /rosy

headed to Charles XII.. so they called Augustus the /res*.

handed.
Tbe death of tbe heroic Sobieski in 1696 left the throne

of Poland open to tbe ambition of candidates. Hu sen,

James Sobieski, was thwarted in his hopes of succeeding a>

tbe royal heritage by the avarice and enmity of his mother.
The elector of Bavaria, and the prince of Conti. both asptrrd
to tbe throne. Augustus wss induced to become their coas-

petitor by Count Prxebedowski, one of the chief dignitaries

of the kingdom, who promised that money would insure

success. It is probable that tbe court of Vienna also urged
him to tbe attempt, m order to prevent tbe crown of Poesaai

'from falling to the lot of a French prince. Augustus,
through bit able envoy. Count Flemming. lavished man
durable sums at Warsaw : lie thus obtained the advaataaw
over his rival, who could but promise ten millions of flcsnaa,

while Augustus paid them. The Protestant faith of the
Elector of Saxony was still a serious obstacle ; but Ausraaswa
removed it by a public recantation at Baden, near Van oa.

on Whitsunday, 1797. He thus sacrificed not only the
religious creed of bit native kingdom, but its interests aaal

resources, to tbe acquisition of a foreign crown. In edditaaa
to the tarn millions of florins, Augustus promised to taassart
an army of 6000 men at tbe cost of Kaxonv. and to rscsjvet

Kaminiets, Wallacbia. Moldawa, and the Ckraine.
Notwithstanding these promises, the great majority ef

electors, in s <b»t b»W fne 27th of June. 1697, gate ike*
toare* to the prince of Conti. The minority, however, prs>
ceeded to prorlsim Augustus, «ho entered Poland at the
bead of 8000 Saxons; while tbe prince of Conti, seilutf
unattendrd to Dansig. arrived in time to bear T» Demm
chanted in honour of his mat's accession. Augustus assess

his entry into Cracow in a dress valued at a million of flwossv

In tbe early part of 16*8 he succeeded in eeublislung huav
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uU almoet the undisputed monarch of Poland: France and
Sweden alone ivfused to recognize him.
The first aim of the new monarch was to keep hit promise

of recovering fur PoUod its loM possessions or Pudolia, the
Ukraine, and KaminiaU. War, conquest, the foundation
of a great empire, and hi* own magnificence, were the

onto dream* of Augustus. He aimed in every respect
H tetag the Louie XIV. of the North ; but it was his fate

< > Met with aa formidable rivals, and even more filial re-
in, than the French monarch. He commenced by con-
ins; an alliance with Denmark, a measure which pro-
d the hostility of Sweden, and then marched with an
y of Saxons and Poles to drive the Turks from Kami-

m»u. While proceeding on this expedition, the Polish
m l arch met at Rava the Cxar Peter, not yet the Great in
name, but returning from his travels with all the plans and

sctstl ut were to procure him this title. The bold, frank,
ambitions. \r\ uncrafty Augustus was the ally most suitable
to Peter's views: a dose alliance was concluded between
them, and • scheme of conquest, at tbe expense of Sweden,

project«l Augustus then continued his march against
the iWke. Dissensions toon after broke out in his ramp
batween the Poles and Saxons, and would have terminated
in combat, but for the interference of a Lithuanian regiment.
Thn cat short the military projects of Augustus; but the
tUsance with Russia enabled him to conclude the Treaty of
Cartowtu, by which most of the territories which he sought
t> recover were ceded to Poland.

This war being happily terminated, the allied monareha

pruneeded to tbe completion of their projects against Sure-

OML This kingdom, under the rule of an infant prince,
teemed likely to offer no formidable resistance; and to detach
Livonia from it struck Augustus as an easy task, more
r ;-daily as Patkul, a refugee Livonian, promised to rally

his countrymen in tupport of the Saxon cause. Augustus
rdingi* imaded Livonia, and laid siege to Riga. 1 he
jeatioti had one of those electric effects on human cha-

racter that change tbe face of history : it roused young
L'barlea XII. of Sweden from the insignificance of youth,
and nested at once tbe prince and his people to a pitch of

ism. that n railed, or even surpassed, for a time, the
glories of the great Gustavus. To resist his enemies,
1 !:..r|ea raited an army, and at its head first attacked Den-
mark, which was forced to tubmit. He then proceeded 1

a.-i.'ist tbe cxar. encountered a larze army of Russians at

Narva, and gained a complete victory on the 1 st of Sep-

'

U—-*r, 1700. Augustus was still engaged in the - je

«f Riga. Compelled to abandon it by the approach of^

Charles, he ejected to do so at the solicitations of the

'

Dutch, and hastened to join the czar, with whom lie oon-

eladed a new and more close alliance, offensive and defen-
eivc, at Bifvn.

Charles in tbe meantime re-occupied Livonia, and in July,

I To), defeated tbe Saxon army on tho Duna, compelling it

to abandon fortresses and artillery. The Russians afforded

anxnU wpport to their allies; the Poles still less. The un-
I la Saxons were throughout made the sacrifice and
the • Herert for others : for Augustus, wanting the art of
attar t mm to bun any of the great parties of Poland or Lithu-
ania, ottld depend In hit distresses upon the affection of his

I kingdom alone. Lost in self- admiration, like Louis
,\ do one would have been more worshipped than
Aug' tus, had he been fortunate or great; in adversity,

i tc more despised or forsaken. The only mode that
I id sow devise for arresting the hostile progress of
Loans*, was to dispatch to hrm the Countext of Krenigs-
aaark. his mistreat, in tbe hope that the persuasions of
besuty might soften the resolutions of the Swedish king.
(1,,'u however, refuted to see tho fiair envoy: he per-

t i regarding Augustus as a usurper, and would
grant on peace to the Poles, except on the condition of their
electing another king. But Augustus resolved not to yield

v i toother efbrt : he flew to hit native Saxonv, drained
it of fresh fanda and soldiers, and marched by the way of
Crarew to the deliverance of Warsaw. Tbe armies met
between Chtsow and Bincxow, on the 1 9th July, the very
day which, in tbe previous year, bad been marked by the
fatal battle on the Dona. The result was now similar.

The Poles, composing tbe right wing of the Saxon army,
trd, and the brunt of tbe battle falling upon the latter,

they sw&Vrarl another disastrous defeat. Several of tho
palanaatas of Poland, in consequence of this, formed a kind

•f league, far tow purpose of preserving the land from tbe

ravages of war. At the bead of tbaae was Poaen, of which
Stanislaus Lecxinski was Palatin. Charles succeeded ia
rallying this party against Augustus, who still made some

,
vain efforts to maintain his ground. The Saxon general
made another stand at Pultusk. with the cavalry which

!
he commanded, but the Swedes were, at usual, victorious

;
and Charles penetrating to Warsaw, prepared to have an-
other King of Poland elected in place of Augustus. His
views turned at drat naturally toward the sons of Sobieski.
whose election would have indicated a national choice ; but
Augustus succeeded in carrying off the two eldest brothers

;

and at tbe younger refused to accept tbe crown to the pre-
judice of hit elders. Chariot was obliged to seek another

I

candidate. He pitched upon Stanislaus Lecxinski, who was
' accordingly elected king, on the 12th of July, 1704.

I

The new monarch participated, of course, in his patron's
i
hostility towards Saxony and Russia, and both accordingly

i prepared to invade the electorate, and by the conquest of
i Dresden itself force Augustus to abandon all claim to the
! Polish crown. The elector of Saxony, however, bad not yet
lost all hope : Russia was his ally, Austria bis friend, and
tbe Pope obstinately refused to recognize tbe right of his
competitor. A new army of Saxons, commanded bv Schu-
lenburg, had been raited to defend the electorate, and the
cxar had promised to second its operations. But fortune
was again wanting to the efforts of the Saxons, and the de-
feat of Schulenburg at Frauatadt left Saxony completely
exposed to the conqueror. After this disaster, Augustus
began to consider submission as inevitable ; he accordingly
tent agents to treat with Charles, secretly however, since
he himself was yet within the camp and the power of
Russia. But before Augustus could escape, the cxar forced
him to a measure calculated to interrupt, or prevent alto-
gether, a reconciliation with Charlea XII. By the advance
into Saxony, the Swedish force in Poland had been much
reduced ; its commander had moreover relaxed his vigi-
lance, relying upon the negotiations which he was aware
were carrying on. Tbe cxar forced Augustus, however re-
luctant, to take advantage of tbe moment and to attack tbe
Swedes. He did so with success, and even entered Warsaw
in momentary triumph. But Augustus was ashamed of
an advantage to unfairly gained, and to little likely to con-
duce to a permanent superiority. Instead, therefore, of
making use of it to raise his tone, or diminish his concessions
to Sweden, be on the contrary offered to make amends for
the aggression; and at the same time accepted without
hesitation the conditions that Charles bad already imposed.
Abandoning Russia, he hastened in person to meet tbe
Swedish monarch at Altranstadt, and to conclude peace
upon terms sufficiently humiliating. Augustus abdicated
the crown of Poland in favour of Stanislaus, promised to
tend thit prince the crown jewels, and to congratulate bim
by letter. He abandoned hit allies and hit fortresses, and
waa obliged to give up the unfortunate Patkul to the ven-
geance of Charlea. What must have been still more
humiliating, Charles, in imitation of hit great predecessor
Gustavus Adolphus, made himself the Defender of tho
Protestant Faith; and stipulated that Augustus should
respect the creed and privileges of his protestant subjects of
Saxony. Thit peace was concluded towards the dote of tho
year 1706.

Auguttut now saw himself confined to hit native domi-
nions, and condemned to political insignificance. He endea-
voured to drown disappointment in luxury aud expense

;

but these alone did not satisfy bit restless spirit In 1 708
be placed a Saxon army of 9000 men at the emperor's dis-

posal in tbe Netherlands. Schulenburg commanded them ;

but Augustus himself served in their ranks as a volunteer,

and as such took part in the siege of Lille. His natural

son, Maurice of Saxony, made his first campaign on this

occasion. The battle of Pultowa, and the overthrow of tbe
power of Sweden in 1 709, recalled Augustus to the throne

of Poland. Tbe pope released him from his oath of abdica-

tion. Russia. Prussia, and Denmark supported his preten-

sions ; and Stanislaus, instead of offering resistance, fled

into Turkey to join Charles. The first efforts of Augustus
on his restoration were to drive the Swedes altogether from
Germany. In conjunction with Denmark, be marched into

Poroerania; but here he was repulsed by Steinbock. the

Swedish general. Fortune, often favourable to Augustus
while he remained inactive, never failed to abandon him
as toon as he took the lead, or endeavoured to play tbe con.

queror.

VouHI.-O
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Charles XTt. blmittf toon after re-appeared noon tbe

•mm ; but all hi* heroism tu leu dsngerou* to the allies

llian the intrigues of ht« minister, tbe Count de Ooertl, who
almost succeeded in subverting tbe existing alliances between

tbe European slates. He bad nearly dissolved tbe bond

between Augustus end Russia, when the death of Charles

XII. occurred, and >t once brought to a conclusion the

struggle* of wir and of political intrigue.

The restoration of Augustus to tbe throne of Poland

aggravated the ilia of that unhappy country. If Stanislaus

hod bean railed to the throne by the dictation of a foreign

power, Augustus was still more a foreigner, who relied

upon Russian support, and who first placed the country

•t the merry of surrounding states. Unable to rely on the

Poles, Augustus endeavoured to defend his authority by

Saxon soldiers. Insurrection and mil war were the conse-

quences ; and the means by which these were terminated

were as disastrous as tbe ills thev remedied. It was first

derided that the Saxon soldiers should evacuate the coun-

try ; and on the other hand it was agreed, under tbe crafty

mediation of Russia, that tbe national army of Poland
should be reduced, from near 100.000 to the insignificant

fore* of about 20,000 men. ' These of Augustus,'

•ays Maletewski, ' brought peace to Poland ; but it was tbe

peace of the tomb.'

The intenral between 1718, the year of Charles Xllth s

death, snd that of Augustus, which took place in 1733,
passed away without being marked by any remarkable
Incident*. The unsuccessful effort of Augustus to secure
the duchy of Courlsnd for his son Maurice, was almost tho
only attempt at active policy. A marriage between tbe
king's eldest son and an archduchess of Austria was an
opportunity for Augustas to display all bis magnificence
The procession was such as no court in Europe could rival

;

diamonds and embroidery had never been seen in greater

profusion. But the good people of Dresden could only
look with discontented eyes on a scene of magnificence,
cruelly contrasted with their own recent and present misery.
In addition to this, the recantation of the young prince, and
the favour shown by the king to the Jesuits and high
Catholie party in Poland, filled the Lutheran population
of Ssxony with anxious fears for their religious liberties.

Augustus was not belured by bis subjects in either of his
kingdoms; each complained that they were sacrificed to

the other, while, in reality, both were sacrificed to tbe
vain-glory of tbe prince. In Saxony, however, his prodi-

gality was favourable to tbe arts ; and the porcelain manu-
facture of Saxony (the rage with the princes of that day)
may be said to have been founded in his reign. Poland had
not even this trifling recompense. Such were the miserable
results of the reign of a monarch who possessed personal
aceomplishmenU in the highest and mental talents in no
mean degree. Like Louis XIV, his great model, be was
the hero of courtiers rather than of soldiers—beginning bis
o«resr with mighty plans of and saved at length
from ruin merely by tbe kindness of fortune. At once a
fsllsnt and a bigot, necessitous and prodigal, his pride com-
menced the ruin of tbe kingdoms over which he ruled,

while tbe gorgeous luxury and far-famed magnificence of his
person and hit court rather aggravated than diminished the
well-grounded discontent of his people.

AUGUSTUS III., son of Augustus II, elector of
Ssxony and king of Poland, was born at Dresden in I6»6.
Hi* father, wUhmg to give him the same acrompUahmente
that had distinguished himself, sent him in 1711 to visit tbe
different court* of Europe ; but tbe young prince gained
from his travels only the love of Idleness and pleasure.
He relumed ' stiff, indolent, and backward,' says tbe his-
torian of Saxony ;

' good natuted, indeed, which served to
render hire the prey of favourites. The father had at
least an aim. in which he may have failed ; but the son
bad neither aim nor purpose to fail in.'

The death of his father in 1733 made Augustus elector
of Saxony, and left him at the same time the strongest
pretension* to the throne of Poland. His indolent nature
shrunk, it is said, from struggling to attain this uneasy
eminence ; but ha wife, a daughter of Auttrta, supplied
her husband with ambition, and Augustus became a candi-
date. He was supported by the courts of Vienna and
Be Petersburg, both anxious that Poland should have fur a
monarch s pnrv-» of easy deposition, poses ased of foreign and
distant dutaiawns Prance, however, favoured ha father's
old competitor, Stanislaus, whoso daughter had become the

wife of Louis the fifteenth, and the Polish nation eagerly
embraced the occasion to elect and to rally round a native

prince. But a Russian army advanced to enforce the pre-

tensions of Augustus III.; the Pole* disputed gallantly,

but unsuccessfully, the passage of the Vistula, and under
Russian auspices a few of the Saxon partisans in Poland,
meeting in the village of Kamien, proceeded to tbe counter-
•lection of Augustus. His competitor Stanislaus was
obliged to fly and take refuge in Danzig, which he was
compelled eventually to abandon, along with his pretensions
to die throne of Poland. Augustus, although crowned at

Cracow in the commencement of 1734. did not become
undisputed monarch of Poland till after the Diet of Paci-
fication, held at Warsaw in 1736. Though oppressed by
foreign troops, the Poles showed themselves jealous of their

independence. They stipulated for the dismissal of fo-

reigners, and for the maintenance of only 1200 Sax«n guard*
within the kingdom. Augustus yielded ; and half reluctant,

Poland once more submitted to a Saxon prince.

Up to the time of his accession, Augustus bsd bestowed
bis confidence chiefly upon the old companion of hit

travels, Sulkowsky ; but this favourite was superseded
by another. Count Bruhl, who henceforth monopolized all

authority in Saxony ana Poland. Mutual spoliation was
then the sole thought of the powers of Germany. The
rise of Prussia excited the jealousy of the Saxon bouse, and

!

incited its ministers one day to oppose Prussian aggran-
1

dixement, the next day to Imitate it. The probable disso-

lution of tbe Austrian empire after the death of Charles tbe
1

Sixth gave rise to interminable Intrigues. It was Sul-
1 kowski s project to conquer Bohemia for Saxony. Bruhl
at first abandoned this scheme and leagued with Austria to

support (he succession of Maria Theresa. In a little time.
' however, he was tempted to throw Saxony into tbe opposite

party, and to resume the scheme of appropriating Bohemia,
while Frederic was to have Silesia. Augustus acquiesced.

|
The Saxon and Prussian troop* fought in alliance, but
bad not been long in the field, when Augustus learned
to his astonishment that his minister had again deserted
Frederic. Soon after, in 1 743, an alliance was concluded st

Warsaw between England, Saxony, and Austria, for tbe
1 defence of the house of Hapsburg. The king of Prussia
instantly marched 100,000 men into Saxony, routed all that

opposed bim, and made himself master of Dresden, Decem-
ber, 1 743 ; whilst Augustus, with his minister, took refuge

in Poland. The truce of 1746, however, restored to him tbe

electorate ; and at the same period took place the marriage

of Augustus's daughter. Maria Josephs, with tbe dauphin
of France : a marriage from which sprung Louis XVL,
Louis XVIII, and Charles X., tbe present exiled king of

: France.

Tbe impossibility of coping with Prussia, already proved

,
by the defeat of the Saxons and their allies, could not keep
Augustus or his minister from leaguing onee more agaiast

Frederic, and even planning to share tbst monarch s

, territories with Russia, In consequence of this, Frederst

[
invaded 8axony in 1 766. and succeeded in taking pmutwr
the entire Saxon army in its intrenched camp at Pima.

I Augustus again fled to Poland.

|
His reign in this latter country was as pernicious as in

I
Saxony. If Saxony was humbled in its pride, stripped of

its resources, and ravaged by invading armies, Poland tmS-

I fered equal injury, though less violence. It was allowed to

i

sink into what Rulhicrra call* ' • tranquil anarchy.' Is*

diets, which were seldom held, were never allowed to cease

to a resolution or pass a law. It had no court or kmc

;

Augustus, who was passionately fond of the chare, ft*-
ferred the well-stocked forests of Ssxony to the plain* st*

Poland.

Saxony itself hsring fallen into insignificance, its nsotsarvbs

sunk into a slate of dependence upon Russia, and St- Peters-

burg became the capital, to which the Poles resorted, rather

than to Dresden. Thus tbe aupreroarv of Russia sst
allowed silently to establish itself in Poland under the rtapt*

government of Augustus. Pictures, porcelain. frW. sad

I
music, were tbe only cares of this pnore, who was to as
father what Louis XV. waa to Louis XIV. ; except the*

|

Augustus III, though prodigal and luxurious, was no sew-

suali.t. Rullii£res e«wn reproaches bim f >c his stup»l ram-

stsney to bis queen ; a singular specimen of tl>e Frcejrh

historian s own ideas of morality. Augustus III. exposal

, at Dresden, in October. 1 763.

I AUK (Soolofyl. The vernacular name for ceru.a sen-
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bird* of Um family Akada, known sciaatilUsily umeifi
of lbs subgenera /fioa, Pratercula, MtrguJw, aa4 fftni.

8ubgmtu Aha.

The true Auk*, though they are strictly Oceania blrdi,

starcrly em leaving the water ascent for the purpotet of

reproduction, will sometimes proceed swiftly, though awk-

wardly, on foot when pursued on land. They breed in large

companies, in eavums and rocky rliffa. laying only one dis-

proportionately large egg. Their food, which they obtain

by diving (an operation in which they are materially assisted

by their wings as well as by their feet),consists ofsmall fishes,

crustaceans, and other marine animals. The young are

aud to be fad from the crops of the parents, not only before

they are able to leave the place of their birth, but also for

some time afterwards.

The genus A lea, as it is reduced by modern ornithologists,

includes but two species, apparently incongruous. The
first of these, the Or«at Auk (Alca impennu. Linn.) re-

markable for the imperfect development of its wings, seldom

leave* the arctic circle and the regions bordering on it,

and is a rare visitant to the British isles. Dr. Fleming,

however, gives an account of one taken alive at St. Kilda

» AUK
Museum, with 'Papa Westra' on the label. The Great
Auk breeds in June and July, laying one egg, about the
size of a swan's, of a whitish-yellow, marked with numerous
lines and spots of black, which have been supposed to bear
some resemblance to Chinese characters.

In the Black bilUd Auk, Riuvrbili, or JuWe (Alca tarda.

Linn.), the development of the wings is carried to the usual
extent necessary lor the purposes of flight, though tbo bird

uses them with great effect as oars when swimming under
water.

The northern hemisphere, where they are widely diluted,
is the portion allotted to these birds ; but it is in the higher
latitudes that they swarm. In England, the Needier, and
other adjacent precipitous cliffs, have a fair share of thcro ;

and here, as in other places, the ' dreadful trade' of taking
their eggs, which are esteemed a delicacy, for salads c«]>e-

cially , is carried on. In Ray's Willoughby, the habits of the
Raxor-bili are thus described : ' It lays, sits, and breeds up
its young on the ledges of the craggy cliffs and steep rucks

by the sea-shores that are broken and divided into many as

[Ilea tefeaab.]

(•here they are sometimes known to breed), which, even

with a long and heavy cord tied to its leg. swam under

water with extraordinary speed. The power of tho ap-

parently uteleta wing* as organs of progression waa still

more strongly »hnwn in the Great Auk chased ineffectually

by Mr. Bullock during his tour to the Northern Isles ; fur

the four oars of the bird are aaid to have left the rix-

tMrrd bust of his pursuers far behind. According to the

nor authority, only a single pair had been known to
|

breed in Papa Westra for several years. Newfoundland
|

m recorded a* ono of their breeding places, and Pennant

retaies that the Esquimaux who frequented the island

nude clothing of their skins. In the ocean that washes

the Fcroe Isles, Iceland, and Greenland, where they dwell I

in great numbers, they may be frequently seen on the

Boating ice ; but l'ennant says that they are observed never

u> wander beymd soundings, and that seamen direct their

measure* according to their appearance.

The load wf tho Great Auk consists principally of fish ;

and the Lump- Ash (Cyclopteru* lumput) is said to be its

favourite moneL
The length of the bird is somewhat under three feet.

The winter plumage, which begins to appear in autumn,

IraTw* the cheeks, throat, fore-part, and sides of the neck

white. In spring, the summer change begins to take place,

and confines the whit* on the bead to a large patch, which

ratecds in front and around the eyes ; the rest of the head,

the neck, and upper plumage is of a deep black. There

to a lawt inTi of the bird in its summer dress, in the British

[Alaska**]

it were stairs or'shelves, together with tbo Coulitrneb* and
Guillemot*. The Manks-men are wont to compare these

rocks, with the birds sitting upon them in breeding time, to

an apothecary's shop—the ledges of the rocks resembling

the shelves, and the birds the pots. About the Isle ot

Man are very high cliffs, broken in this manner into many
ledges one above another, from top to bottom. They are

wont to let down men by ropes from the tops of the cliff*, to

take away the eggs and young ones. They take also the

birds themselves when they are sitting upon their eggs

with snares fastened to the tops of long poles, and so put

about their necks. They build no nests, but lay their eggs

upon the bare rocks.'

On the coast of Labrador they abound, and the thou»ands

of birds there killed for the sake of the breast feathers,

which arc very warm and elastic, and tho quantities of eggr

there collected, amount to almost incredible numbers.

The summer and winter dress of the Rator-bill. though

different, do not vary so remarkably as the plumage of rosny

other birds. In the summer dress, the white streak which

goes to the bill from the eyes, becomes very Dure ; and the

cheeks, throat, and upper part of the front of the neck are

of a deep black, shaded with reddish. In winter, the throat

and fore-part of the neck are white.

The young of the year is. by the best authorities, sup-

posed to be the Alca Pica of Gmclin.

The Rator-biU is little more than fifteen inches long.

The egg (for they lay but one) is very large in proportion to

tho bird, being about the site of that of a turkey, but of a

longer shape, pointed towards the smsller end. white 01

sometimes yellowish, blotched, and streaked with dark

brown, chiefly towards the larger end.

Subgenus Fralercula.

Leaving the true Auks we come to the genus Pratercula

Briss. (Mormon, Illiger), of which the Labradot Auk, com-

mon Pujtn, or Coulttrntb, FraUrcuU Arcttca^Mormo*
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[FntairaU Arctic*.

)

'ratercula. Team., Alca Arctica, Linn., may be taken aa
an example.

Selby give* the following account of the habita of this

bird, and ia corroborated by other* who nave written on the

subject :
' Although the puffin ia found in very high lati-

tudes and its distribution through the arctic circle ia exten-
sive, it ia only known to us aa a summer visitant, and that

from the south, making its first appearance in the vicinity

of its breeding stations about the middle of April, and regu-
larly departing between the 10th and 20th of August for

the southern coasts of Prance, Spain, and other parts of
Europe, where it passes the remainder of the year. It

breeds in great numbers upon Priestholm Island, off the
coast of Anglesea, on the Iale of Man, and most of the
islands, indeed, of the English and Scottish coasts. Many
resort to the Peroe islands, selecting such aa are covered with
a stratum of vegetable mould ; and here they dig their own
burrows, from there not being any rabbit* to dispossess

upon the particular islets they frequent They commence
this operation about the first week in May, and the bole ia

generally excavated to the depth of three feet, often in

a curving direction, and occasionally with two entrance*.
Wben engaged in digging, which is principally performed
by the males, they are sometimes so intent upon their work
as to admit of being taken by hand, and the same may also
be done during incubation. At this period I have frequently
obtained specimen*, by thrusting my arm into the burrow,
though at the risk of receiving a severe bite from the power-
ful and sharp-edged bill of the old bird. At the fanner
end of this bole the single egg is deposited, which in sue
nearly equals that of a pullet, and. aa Pennant observes,
varies in form ; in some instance* one end being acute, and
in others both equally obtuse. Its colour when first laid is

white, but it soon become* soiled and dirty, from it* imme-
diate contact with the earth ; no materials being collected

for a neat at the end of the burrow. The young are
hatched after a month's incubation, and are then covered
with a long blackish down above, which gradually gnes
place to the feathered plumage, so that at the end of a
month or five week* they are able to quit the burrow, and
follow their parents to the open sea. Soon after this time,
or about the second week in August, the whole leave our
coast*, commencing their equatorial migration. At an
early age the bill of this bird is small and narrow, scarcely

'

exceeding that of the young Rasor-btU at the same period
of life ; and not till after the second year does this member !

acquire its full development, both aa to depth, colour, and
'

its transverse furrow*.

In rocky places (Dover cliff's for instance), they deposit
thrtr single egg. as Montagu observes, in the boles and rre-
' im. The length of the bird t* about twelve inches. The
hairof the bill nearest the bead u bluish; the rest red. The
corners of the mouth are puckered into a kind of star. The
leg* and feet are orange. The plumage ia black and white,
with the exception of the cheek* and chin, which are some-
times grey. The young, pickled with spires, are by some
considered dainUee ; they are also occasionally potted in
the north.

Sprat* art supposed to be the principal food of the paufaa/

bat there is little doubt that other fishes aad crestaeaaukt

are acceptable to the bird.

Subgenu* Mtrguiut.

The Little Auk. Common Rotcke, or Sea Dove, Merrubu
Melanolwax of Ray, Una All* of Temminck. and AUm

[M<rr«la> kfeluolneo*.]

AlU, Linv_ ia am example of the genua Merguiui of oar
countryman Ray.
The Little Auk brave* the inclemency of very high lati-

tudes, and congregates in great flocks far within the arctic

circle. The inhospitable coasts of Greenland and Spits-
bergen are the dwelling-places of these birds, and thousands
have been seen at Melville Island. In these dreary regions
they are aaid to watch the motion of the ice, and, wben it at

broken up by storms, down they come in legions, crowding
into every fissure to banquet on the crustaceans and other
marine animals which there lie at their mercy. It can
hardly be called an occasional visitant to this country, for

those which hate appeared here have been evidently ex-
hausted Lira*, buffeted by storms, and driven by contrary
wind* far from the spot congenial to their habit*. The Utile

auk ia between nine and ten inches in length ; the bill is

black, and the leg* inclining to brown; the plumage is

black and white, and in winter the front of the neck, which
i* black in summer, becomes whitish : the change take*
place in the autumn.
The bird late only one egg, of a pale bluish-green, on the

roost inaccessible ledgea of the precipices which overhaaaj
toe ocean.

Suttgenut PhaUrii.

The Penmquet Auk, Pkaleru pnttacula, Temminck.
Alca phttaeula. Pall**, may be taken as an illuatrauen of
this subgenus.

rrassww i-ttsmls.1
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_ _ and other northern regions shelter those

hade in abundance. They swim and dive admirably,

•tone* «r» told to prof* their unsuspicious character ; end
it aud that the natives place a dress with lam sleeves

mi their holes and borrows, into which the artless birds,

Matakiog the sleeves aforesaid for their own retreats, creep

sats are taken.

AWat Midsummer, they lay one Urge egg. nearly of the

so of a hen's, with brown or dusky spots on a whitish or

joHewish ground.

The Pemquet Auk is about eleven inches in length.

Frees behind the eye a tuft of white feathers, which hang
en either side of the neck, shoots forth. The head, neck,

sad epper parts are black, blending into ash-colour on the

fore-part of the neck ; the under parts from the breast are

white; the begs are yellowish. In the old bird the bill

red, while the young one has it of a yellowish or dusky

AUUC COUNCIL (Reiehabofratu), the name once
givwn to the personal council of the emperor of Germany,
which was distinct from the imperial chamber, or Reichs-

Ksfluaergerieht, which was the supreme tribunal of the

German empire. [See Impbbjal Chamber.] The Aulio
Conned consisted of a president, a vice-president, the vice-

chancellor of the empire, and eighteen councillors, six of

wheal were required to be Protestants : the votes ofthese six,

whew unaarmons, were considered equal to those of all the
rest. The nomination of the Aulio Councillors belonged to

the emperor, who paid them, with the exception of the vice-

praetdwat, who was appointed by the archbishop of Mains
;

they were drawn from two classes, nobles and civilians.

The affairs which were under the exclusive jurisdiction of
this court were of three sorts : 1. Feudal processes concern-

ing the immediate feudatories of the emperor; 2. Those
celled reetrvmia Cttmaru, including appeals from the here-
ditary dominione of the emperor; 3. All matters concerning
the imperial jurisdiction in Italy, as the emperor was staled

,

King of the Romans. The investitures of counties of the :

On mi— empire were given by the Aulio Council. The I

Auhe Council did not interfere in the political or state affairs
'

of the empire. The Council ceased at the death of every
emperor; and the new emperor made a fresh appointment.
The decisions of the Aale Council were submitted to thepuur for bis approbation, by which they became law. iWlasts, in the first volume of his Memoirs, compares the
Auht Council to the old French Parliament, with this dif-

|

earns, that the former could not make remonstrances to

the sovereign, and did not register any other acts but its

At the extinction of the German empire by the renun-
ciation of Francis U. in ISM, and the establishment of
the Coetfederatwo of the Rhine under the protection of
the K mpeiie Napoleon, the Aubc Council ceased to exist.

There is, however, an Aulie Council at Vienna for the
aCurs of the war department of the Austrian empire : it

i* called tb/hriegnetk, and consists of twenty-five coun-
cillors. The members also of the various boards or cban-
eeOoria* of stale for the affaire of Bohemia, Hungary, and
TiMijhuu, luly. and Gallicia, are styled Aulie Coun-
cillors, bet are inferior in rank to the councillors of state, of
wharh latter two art st the bead of each board. (Auttria at
U is, London. IW7.)
AVU8. [See Eoairos.1
AULUS OELUVS. [See Gbilivs.1
AUMALE, CHARLES DE LORRAINE, DUC D\

sprang from a branch of the ducal bouse of Lorraine, which
hisd settled in France about the beginning of the sixteenth
century, when it was possessed of the fief at Aumale. His
father. Claude d Aumale, was governor of Burgundy, and
atria to Henry Duke of Guise, the bead of the League.
[Sew Gone.] Charles d*Aumale entered into the party
•f the League, which, under pretence of suppressing the
Hngnenota, a*fired to the supreme power. He was the
means of* subjecting Pkardy and Normandy to the League.
After the nwaasrnsiion of the Duke of Guise, in December,
>***. D Aumale and the Duke of Mayenne became the
beads of then- party. D Aumale in 1689 took possession of
Paris, from which King Henry III. had been obliged to
xnre. and be dissolved the parliament by force, and sent
*• mrmbsrs to the Bastille. Shortly afterwards he marched
ham Pans with 10.000 men to attack the town of Senlis,

Vet was defeated by La None. He still defended Palis

for tome time against the forces of Henry IV., who, after
the assassination of Henry III., succeeded to the crown,
but seeing the bad state of the affairs of his party after the
battle of ITry, he left the capital. After the surrender of
Paris to Henry IV, D°Aumale joined the Spaniards, who
had invaded the province of Picardy, for which he was
declared guilty of high-treason by the parliament of Paris,

sad sentenced to be broken on the wheel, which sentence
was executed in effigy the 24th of July, 1 594. D Aumale,
however, continued to reside abroad, chiefly in Flanders,
enjoying the favour of the Spanish government. He died
at Brussels in 1631, in bis seventy-seventh year. (La-
cretelle, Hittoire da France pendant let Guerre* de Re-
ligion.)

AUNIS, one of the former provinces or military govern-
ments of France ; and remarkable as being the smallest of
those divisions. It was bounded by the ocean on the W.,
on the N. by Poitou. from which it was separated by the
river Sevre (distinguished as the SCvre Niortaise), and on
the E. and 8. by the province of Saintongo. It is watered
by the Scvre just mentioned and the Charente. These
nvers, rising in the more inland provinces, pass through
Aunis in their course to the ocean. The soil is generally
dry, but it produces corn, and grapes, from which good
wine and brandy are made; while the marshy tracts

afford pasturage for a considerable quantity of cattle.

There is little wood. The salt marshes, which are con-
siderable, yield salt of the best quality ; but their exha-
lations are prejudicial to the health of the inhabitants.
The maritime situation of the district, and the excel-
lent ports which it possesses, render it commercial and
wealthy. The chief article of export is brandy : but the
cod- fishery, and the colonial and coasting trade employ
several vessels. The coast abounds in sheU-Ash, of species
that are not very common ; and the mussel-fishery (peehe
de* monk*) brings in considerable profit. The salt is of
three kinds, white, grey, and reddish ; the first is the most
esteemed.
The map* differ considerably in giving the boundaries of

Aunis. Some contract the province so far as to exclude
the town of Rocbefort, which is on the northern bank of the
Charente ; while others make the Charente the southern
boundary of Aunis, and so include Rocbefort The map
given in the Atlas to the Kncydopidu Mithodimu extends
the province still farther south to the Gironde; for the
district of Brousgeais, which formerly appertained to 8am-
tonge, was dismembered from that province and joined to

Aunis, which thus included all the sea coast between
Poitou and Guienne, together with the islands of Re, Aix,
and Oleron. The district of Brousgeais seems lo be pro-
ductive in salt, as also the isle of Oleron. The isle of R6
produces wine ; but is ill-provided with wood, and is not
fruitful in corn.

The chief town of Aunis was La RocheUe ; and to this

we may add Rocbefort and Mamnnes as next in import-
ance.

The province is now comprehended in the department
of Charente Inftrieure (Lower Charente). (Malta Brun

;

Bncydopidie Mithodique, ' Geographic Moderne,' article

Aunii.)
AURANTIA'CEiE, or the orange tribe, are dicotyledo-

nous polypelalous plants, with dark-green jointed leaves,

filled with fragrant essential oil collected in little transpa-
rent dots, and a superior ovary changing to a succulent
berry, the rind of which is also filled with fragrant essential

oil. No natural order can well be more strictly defined than
the orange tribe, and none have properties more uniform
end definite. It consists of trees or shrubs found exclu-
sively in the temperate or tropical parts of the Old World,
and unknown in a wild state in America ; their flowers are
usually odoriferous, and their fruits subacid ; the rind baa
some shade of yellow. They principally differ from each
other in the number and proportion or arrangement of their

stamens, in the number of cells or seeds in the fruit, and in

the texture of the rind of the fruit, which docs not always
pull off as in the orange, the lemon, the citron, and their

congeners, but is frequently a mere skin inclosing the pulp.

The natural order which is most nearly allied to the orange)

tribe is that called Xanthoxi/Ute, into which the oranges
pass by their climbing genus. Lavanga, and which differ

principally in having a hard dry fruit which splits into
several carpels.
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[AnniHuf*.]
Conmoo octal*. I. A lover »Uh ila ea))i. corolla, tUtares. aa4 slrta.

t. A pantos at >»• ttaatrea. I. Aa orarj nil UiRja^a traasrostlr. 1 A
ft oil rut laroufh la tar asma dlrartioa.

AURB D , one of Ibe ' Pouf Valleys
-

(Quatre Vallees)

in Upper Armagnae. [See Akmaonac, and Pvrx'uVbs,
HaiitesJ
AURB, a small river in Normsndy, ruing near the town

of Mortagne, in the department of Orne, and flowing in a
direction a little to the north of east, until it joint the Burn
not far from Dreux. A* ila whole course it not much more
than forty miles, it woeld not dcrerve notice, but fqr the cir-

cumstance that Ha atream was interrupted and its waten
swallowed up in deep pits or abysses which occurred in its

course. It is supposed by Desroarest (in the article ' Aure,'

in the Bncye/opidit Mtihodiquti. ' Geographic Physique ').

that this absorption of the waters was consentient upon
the accumulation of mud in the bed of the nver, which
caused the waters to overflow, and to work out for them-
selves subterranean channels. But whatever may have been
the cause of the phenomenon, the mills on the stream were
materially injured by the frequent failure of Ibe water ; and
this injury led to the application of a remedy. The bed of

the river waa cleansed, the mud which had accumulated
taken away, the pits by which the water bad been absorbed

•topped up. and the orifices by which the water so absorbed

in • inter issued forth again, were made to empty themselves
into the stream. {Knryrloptdu Stttkodupt*.)

At; RK' I.I A. In entomology, a name gncn to thai state of

an insect which is between the caterpillar and ila final

transformation, and is commonly called a chrysalis or pupa.
The term aurelia waa first applied by the Romans, and that
of chrysalis by the Oreeka, to certain butterfly pupa* which
have a golden colour. In England, those of the peaeork
If unman /©( and the small tortotscshell (fanes**) />'!<••»)

butterflies are beautiful examples, and may be seen in

abundance banging to the common stinging nettles about
the latter md of the month of June. [ Par further account,

^ACRKLIA'NUS, LUCIUS DOM1T1U8, is commonly I

said to hare been born at Nirmium. in Pannonia ; but the '

place of hit birth is not distinctly ascertained, nor do we
J

And the date of it exactly stated. II 14 father was a bus-
\

Landman ; hi* mother priesteas of a temple of the Bun. It

was **kI. probably by the flattery of later time*, that his

subsequent elevation was presaged by a variety of prodigies

and omens. At an early tgs he enlisted aa • common

I tall haadeom*. and strong. skilfel and
•11 athletic and military •Miriam, temperate in baal

and of acuta intellect, he row tram bia humble sutam ta
the highest military offices, during the retgu of Valsnaa
and Claudian. It it a trifling cirourastsace, pat not u-
worthy of notice, as illustrative of the qualities looked
for in a general at that time, that the boy* used ta sag
to the following effect in praise of bia personal prowess .—
' Mill*, mill*, mille. mille. mille, millo, decolltvunus ; Unas
homo mille, mille, mille, mille, decollavimus

; Milt*,

mills, mille vivat, qui mille millo occidit. Taotum vmt
habet nemo quantum fudit sanguinis.' He waa distin-

guished by the soldiers from aoolber Aurelian, also a tri-

bune, by the characteristic epithet 'sword in band' («
ad /trrum). As an officer, hi* discipline was strict even is

seventy. He wrote to his lieutenant. ' If you wish to became
tribune, or to live, keep the soldiery in order. Let no to*
steal another man's fowl, nor touch his theep. Let tatstt

plunder gripes, nor injure oorn-flclda. Let none eiart «!.

salt, or wood- Let each be content with bia own returns.

Lot each get rich from the booty of the enemy, not faum ta*
tears of the provincial*,' tec.

On the death of Claudius, honourably distinguished by the
appellation ofGothic, a.o. 970, (.uiotillut. brother ofCUodte*.
assumed the purple, but resigned it by • voluntary death at

the end of seventeen days, on hearing that the legtona of the
Danube had raised Aurelian to the imperial dignity. The
new emperor suppressed an inroad of the buen and Kannais*.
and compelled them to retreat to the northern side of tax
Danube ; but bo withdrew the Roman troops bom the pas>
vinoe of Dacia, and thus doublv strengthened Ibe frontier of

the empire by rendering tlie Danube it* boundary, and by
abandoning a district loo distant to be easily rials railad. ana
too thinly peopled to defend itself. While thus engaged.
Aurelian waa recalled to the north of Italy, by an tmaaajo
of a German tribe, the Alemanoi or MaraomannL After
various alternations of success, among which we may rxxea
a battle near Placentia, in which the Roman troops wet*
defeated, the force of the barbarian* was entirely detuwysw,
A.D.27I. Aurelian then visited Rome, punished with a knv
cious severity the authors of a sedition which bad disturb*-*

the city, and repaired the walla, including an additional spar*
within their limit*. The disturbance at Rome was owsag
to the ' Monetarii,' a body of men explained by Psuxtouu
to be the comers, a sat numerous and united enough to

raise seditions ; to support which, he refers to the passage
of Bulropius (lib. ix ). Aur. Victor also says that the
1 monetani rehellaverunt,' got up a rebellion. These ni—

1

tarii were apparently the persons who managed the pwnhe
coinage, which they had probably debased lor the sake «/

their own profit. We know that Aurelian afterwards laasted

a new and improved coinage. See Gibbon (ch. xt. aoat.

who putt this rebellion after Aurelian * triumph. Veeasrws
putt it after the defeat of the Alemanui ; Kutroptus aa>4

Aur. Victor do not fix any time.

Aurtiien at this time was matter only of the central awe.

tion of the Roman world. Under the weak and cwairoasausae

princes who preceded the energetic reigns of Claud its* axj
Aurelian, a multitude of contenders for empire started tap.

who felt one before another, or maintained, in thaw so'osal

districts, a short and anomalous independence. Of iheaw.

the but and most powerful were Tetncus and aVeoebtA. ski
respectively held the extreme weal and eaat uf the Roaua
empire. Spain, Gtul. and Britain owned, in name, the a<*tta*-

rity of Tetncus ; but he was little more than a pegeaat of a

monarch, in seeming possession of a power which be ret '4

not wield and dared not resign. He himself invited Auswaaao
to relieve him from this splendid misery, and betraytaa sua

own army into a defeat near Chalons, tn Champagne, wtuje
he himself, with a few friends, look refuge with hat swawe

fortunate competitor. Spain and Britain acknowledged t%»
victor. Gibbon place* these event* in the year til. eaar

tranr to moat other historians, who make thorn suswaasaaeau

to the fell of Zenobia. (See Vopiseua. rap. St.)

The weal being secured, Aurelian betook himtalf ta taaai

war, by the auteaseful issue of which he it best known ; tW
reduction of the great, nourishing, and short-kved an a*T

Palmyra. [See Palm vaa. Udknatnus, ZanouiA.) tVsVe-

nalhus, who htd raised hit native etty to this hetsjba asT

power, was dead, and succeeded by bit widow, ttte eatto-

braled Zenobia, a woman of accomplished

masculine talents. The march of Aurelaan «

wall aa toilsome. In hi* route throngs lUrrta and
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ae oMt ud vanquished mm of the barbarian horde* who
miauled tbo frontier provinces of the Roman empire. Pass-

mf through Bytantium, be traversed Bilhyma. Ancyra
(in Oalatia) submitted; Tyana wo* besieged and taken ;

uhI Antaoch opened it* (ate* after a slight skirmish at

Daphne. Tbia ia the statement of Vopiscus; but Eu-
trooto* apeak* of • severe battle at Antioch, and make*
ma mention of that fought at Emeu. The hostile armies
n»-t at Em—a, in Syria, where Aurelian {rained • deci-

victory, and continued hi* march to Palmyra unop-
aiMt, except by the constant attack* of the ' Syrian
robbers.' from whom much inconvenience was sustained

in erasing the deserts. The resistance of the city did

credit to its warlike fame. Vopiscus has preserved a letter

from Aurelian himself, in which be complains that the
Roman* talk of bis waging war with a woman, as if she
f<«ight with her own unassisted strength, and continues,
' It cannot be told what preparation for war, what (tore of
arrows, spears, stones, is here. No part of the wall but is

occupied by two or three balittas, and there are engines to

cast Are. She dees not fight like a woman, nor like one who
fears punishment. But I trust that the god* will assist the

reeokbr, who never have been wanting to our undertakings.'

He offered favourable terms of capitulation—an honourable
retreat to Zenobia, and the reservation of their rights to the

Palmyreniens ; but a haughty answer was returned by the
queea. m the Syrian language, reminding him that Cleopa-

tra, from whom she was descended, refused to live except

aa a queen, and threatening him with the promised help of
the Persian*. Saraceni. and Armenians. But Zenobia was
dtsasBJiiiteri in her expectations about these auxiliaries;

and the skilful commissariat arrangements of the emperor
oimated the difficulties of procuring subsistence for an
army in the inhospitable deserts which surround the oasis

of Palmyra. Zenobia felt resistance to be hopeless, when
Prebus, to whom the re-conquest of Egypt had been en-
trusted, brought his victorious army to the assistance of
the emperoi ; and she tried to escape, but was intercepted

on her way to Persia, and brought to the Roman camp.
The soldiers clamoured loudly for her death. Aurelian
refuted to shed female blood; but he took bis revenge
on those who had directed her counsels, among whom
perished the celebrated Longinus, who had been Zenobia'

s

instructor in Grecian literature. The city surrendered soon
after the capture of its mistress, a.d.273, and was treated

with comparative clemency, being neither plundered nor
destroyed.

Aurelian was already returned into Europe, when he
beard that the Palmyrenians had revolted, and massacred
the small garrison of six hundred archers whom he had
left In charge of their city. He returned in wrath, and
exceeded even his usual ferocity in avenging this ill-judged

insult There is a letter extant written by him to Ceionius
Baseus, in which he says, 'The sword must go no farther

;

enough of the Palmyrenians are slain and cut to pieces.

We have not spared women ; we have slain infants, old men,
husbandmen ; to whom then shall we leave the lands and the
city > Let those who remain be spared ; for we believe that
so few may be amended by the punishment of so many.'
Ma goes on to give directions for the restoration of the
temple of his favourite deity, the Sun, at Palmyra, which
had been damaged by the third legion.

Aurelian was recalled a third time to the East by a re-

beliuo in Egypt, excited by Firmus, a merchant who had
acquired immense wealth by commerce in India. This was
immediately auelled by the emperor's presence ; and having
new clrarsd the Roman empire of all rivals and pretenders
to independence, and restored it to it* antient limit*, he
returned to Route, where he celebrated his various victories

with a triumph of more than usual magnificence. The
details wul be bund in Vopiscus, chap. 33, &c.

After Una ceremony the emperor visited Gaul and. Uly-
rirum ; but hia stay was short, tor in a few month* from the
isle of it we find him leading an army against Persia, to

menge the defeat and degradation of Valerian. On his

aureh between Heraclea and Byzantium he was assassinated,
ia consequence of the treachery of one of his secretaries,

earned Mnestheus, whom he had threatened with punish-
asnt ; and the emperor's threats were known seldom to be
nsda in ram. The secretary forged a list of names— those

*/ the chief otfteevs of the army ostensibly devoted to death
;'

sod (he reads** character of Aurelian caused the fraud to be
readily bettered, and promptly acted on. The conspirators

were those 'whose stations gave them a right to be near his
person ; he was murdered in October, tTA (in 875, according

[Gold. Brit. Mut. DooU* Um dUasstn.)

to some), after reigning from five and a half to six year*.
according to Vopiscus and Aur. Victor. Gibbon, without
quoting his authority, makes it (bur years and nine months.

' He left a single daughter, whose descendant* remained at
Rome when Vopiscus wrote.

Aurelian is not ill-described by Eutropiut as of a character
' necessary on some occasions rather than loveable on any ;

but harsh on all.' Yet he had many qualities noble and
valuable In a ruler : he was frugal in his expenses, tempe-
rate in his pleasures, moderate in providing for friends and
adherents, strict in preserving good order, and resolute in

repressing peculation, and punishing those who grew rich

on peculation and the spoils of the provinces. But these
good qualities were obscured by a temper naturally harsh,
and trained by a long and exclusive course of military
service into total carelessness for the sufferings of other*

;

insomuch, that the Emperor Diocletian, himself not over
inclined to compassion, said on that account that Aurelian
was better suited to command an army than an empire.

(Vopiscus, in the Hittnria Augusta ; Eutropius ; Aur. Vic-

tor ; Gibbon, c. xi. ; Crcvier, Hittoire de$ Empereurt Ro.
main*, vol. vi.)

Vopiscus informs us (can. i.) that his Life of Aurelian
was founded on Greek authorities (there having lieen no
Latin history of Aurelian before his), and on the Journals
and Campaigns of the emperor, which were then kept in

the Ulpian Library at Rome.
AURE'LIUS, MARCUS (or, as he is called on his me-

dals and elsewhere, Marcus Antoninus), was the son of An-
nius Verus and Domitia Calvilla. Verus traced his pedigree
to Numa, and Domitia hers to Malennius, a Salent ine prince

;

the fathers of both were consuls. Aureliu* was born on
Mount Coelius, in Rome, on the 26th of April, a d. 121. and
was named Annius Verus. Hadrian, with whom he was a

favourite from infancy, familiarly called him Verioimus. a
distinction which he even then merited. To his natural

disposition, habits, and early acquirements, which it is ho-

nourable to the emperor to have perceived and cherished

he owed his adoption into the Aurelian family by Antoninus
Pius, who was himself adopted by Hadrian, upon condition

that he should adopt Annius Verus, and the son of a de-

ceased favourite, L. Ceionius Cotnmodus (called, after his

adoption by Hadrian, Ailius Verus Ciosar). who was to have

been his successor; this son was named Lucius Verus. [Seo
Vkrus.] There waspolicy, as well as family connexion, in

these proceedings. The father of Aurclius dying while he

was young, his grandfather took charge of his education,

and gave him every advantage which the age he lived in

could afford. We learn from himself that he had masters

in every science and polite art, whose names and qualifica-

tions he ho* most gratefully recorded, modestly attributing

all his acquirements to their instruction and example. (See

Book I. of the Meditationt.) They were all more or less

remarkable for rigid observance of the rules of morality,

command of temper, polite conversation, and courteous

manners, and were all afterwards rewarded according to

their merits and just expectations, two of them being raised

to the consulate. These men, therefore, were not only

tutors, but model* upon which the more perfect character

of Aureliu* was formed ; the foundation of which, however,

he piously soys was laid by his parents. From what he had
heard of his father, he learned modesty and manly firmne*s

;

from his mother, piety, generosity, and simplicity of life:

from bis grandfather, virtuous disposition of mind, ana
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habitual command of temper, flee. For the art of govern-

ment, and the manner* that give dignity to a ruler, be

afterward* itudied the public and private conduct of Anto-

ninus Pius. Moat of hi* teacher* «rere Stoic*. One of the

tnott distinguished of them. Rusueus, procured him a copy

of the work* of Bpictetus, which confirmed hi* natural incli-

nation to Stoicism, and became hi* inseparable companions;

be delighted in commenting upon tbem. and thanked the

guds for furnuhinjf bun with a manual from which be could

collect wherewith to conduct hi* life with honour to him-

self and advantage to hi* country. The life and writings

of the emperor rank him. indeed, amongst the best teachers

and brightest ornaments of the stoical school, and have led

hi* biographer* to expatiate upon it* merit*. It would be
out of place here to do more than to acknowledge the general

excellence of it* moral rules, and their universal application

a* a tvstem of mora] philosophy to the use of men of all

ranks and condition* in society. From thi* circumstance,

Stmcum had more follower* than any other philosophical

sect. Much ha* been said of its extreme severity: per-

haps from some of it* followers having overstrained its rules,

and adopted practices more rigid than are consistent with
nature and conformable to reason : but tucb men are ascetic*,

and not Stoic*. But. admitting it* rule* to be laid down in

an extreme manner, they stand upon the same fooling as
certain theories in the exact science* that And their natural
limit* in practice. In the live* of Epictetu* and Aurrliu*,
the just limit* of the rule* of Stoicism, and the proof of
their utility to men of all conditions in life, may be found.
They were equally adapted to the purpose* of these two men,
who may be called the extreme links of the social chain.
The one was the slave of a man freed from every slavery
but that of his own vices by Nero, living in the worst of
times, with the worst examples immediately before his eyes,
and trusting to chance and his own exertions for education.

The other was not only a ffeeman, but born to command,
and enjoying every advantage

; yet there is nothing in the
lives and practices of these two men contrary to nature and
social order, and little or nothing more to be required of
either of them than what they performed. They were equally
remarkable for moral excellence and virtuous conduct in

every respect ; and they have each left us the rule* by which
they governed themselves. [8ee Abbian, and Efictxtus.]
The work of Aurelius, which is divided into twelve books,
and written in Greek, is generally known by the name of his

Meditation*. There has been much unnecessary cavilling

about its Greek title, riiv »t( Imrrov, variously rendered ' of
and to himself,' or ' concerning himself.' It is a private
note-book, kept for a purpote that the critics would have been
better employed in pointing out Aurelius accomplished the
arduous task of passing through a life of extraordinary diffl-

culty and temptation with unblemished character. His son
entirely failed in it, not from disability, fur be was educated
as bis father was, and showed every inclination to walk in

bis steps, till lie became free from his father' a observation and
control ; till then be must have given satisfaction, for his

father thank* the gods that he bail found proper tutors for

hi* children. Wc must therefore infer that education and
natural inclination are not of themaelve* sufficient to keep
a man in the paths of virtue without an unremitting die

;

cipline. The severest and most important rule of Stoicism

relates to self-government, and enjoin* daily and hourly

examination of all our thoughts, words, and actions. This
golden rule Commodus neglected. Aurelius always ob- i

served it. as his book prove* ; it was his monitor to keep
him to hi* duty ; it fully illustrate* the efficacy of stoical

discipline, and its effect upon the man himself gives it

it* peculiar value. Besides this, it contain* the history of
hi* education, and a collection of rule*, dogma*, theorem*,
comment*, and opinions, pot down a* they were suggntcd
by passing events, reading, or conversation ; sometimes
they appear to be preparatives for particular cases in which
be expected to be called upon to act or decide. They form
no regular aerie*, nor have (bey any relative order, but they

all tend to the purposes of morals, discipline, and self govern-

ment. When not new. they are placed in a new light. They
may bp considered as a supplement to Bptctetu*. and the
two together form the beat code of moral discipline left to

u* by the sntient philosopher*. This bnok was Brat edited

in Greek and Latin by Xj lander. Zurich. 144*. then by
M. Caaaubon in 1*43, much improved ; but still more by
Gatakev. Camb. I tlx, with wow valuable table* of refer-

It was re-editod by O. Stanhope, with Darter s life.

[Brit. Mm. Inn. Arias] riu ]

[Brit. Man

Lond. 1(97. 1704. An edition by J. M. 8cfauU was pub-
lished at Schleswig, 1 802 ; and another by Coray. Pans.
1816. The English translations are by M. Caaaubon—
seven edition* between 1634 and 1702; the reader is con-
futed by hi* explanations of hi* own language a* be goes am

:

by J. Collier, remarkable for iu vulgaritt : by J. Thomson,
and by1 747. Anonymous, Glasgow, 1 749. harshly literal

;

R. Grave*. 1 792, said to be the best, but very bad.
The event* of Aurelius'* life are marked bv wise and

prudent conduct He passed through sll the offices usually
given to person* of hi* rank and pretensions, and as be
most punctually attended to his duty in them, he obtained
those facilities as a man of business for which he was re-
markable. In hi* fifteenth year the daughter of Cetonioa
Commodus was betrothed to him by the desire of Hadrian,
but the union was dissolved by Antoninus Pius after Ha-
drian's death. His adoption by Antoninus Pius took place
in his eighteenth year, when he was named Mara* AShm
Aurelius. After the death of Hadrian be married hat
cousin Faustina, daughter of Antoninus Pius, a lady whose
conduct was not calculated to promote his happiness, and
though be had ample cause, he refused to divorce her.

Upon the death of hi* new father in 161. he took the
of Antoninus, and immediately associated Lucius V<
with himself a* partner in the empire : be also gave htat
his daughter Lucilla in marriage. This last ana highest
office Aurelius accepted at the request of the senate,

j

much against bis inclination ; but having accepted it be
never suffered hi* fondness for study and pbiUnophir retire-

ment to interfere with his public duty. A troubU issi

i

reign ensued, beginning with inundations, earthquake*,
' famine, and pestilence, causing universal distress, whtrb
it required extraordinary exertion to alleviate. The Lis

|
of a man whose object was peace was almost entirety

occupied by war, a* in« to former emperors hsvtng «wa>-

quered more countries than they could unite in one nspu*.
This was only making a* man) enemies, open and con-
cealed, as conquests. The safety of the empire, however,
now depended upon it* keeping all its provinces. Car *T

it* inability to do so could be proved, common cause wuwid
be made against it and it* destruction would follow.

Hence it became tbe duty of Aurelius to put down the in-

surrections that broke out in all quarters. This be did by
activity, fortitude, and a prudent choice of his lieutenants -

j
he was everywhere VK-ionou* ; and be took the best aaoaan

(

in hi* power to make hi* virlone* effective, by sbowia^
' merry and clemency to the conquered, endeavouring thee*
by to prove that he was a ruler under whose swey they martst

live in peace if tbe;' pleased. But the saint of liberty

and independence on the frontier* could not be suppresses) -

all that Aurelius could do was to maintain the integrity of

the empire during his reign, leaving tbe seme hopeless task

to bat successor*.
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Tbe—'—'l— in Italy were not ended when the Parthian

war broke oat' Vera* took the command in this war, and
returned victorious, A-d. 166, bat brought the plague with

hue to Rome. (See V«rus.) Cilpurniut Agricola was tent

against the Briton*, who threatened insurrection ; and Au-
auus Victorinua against the Catti. The two emperors soon

after marched together against the Marcomanni, and obliged

tJktsa to sue fur peace, in returning from this expedition

Varus died. ».c. 169. In the year 170 Aurelius was com-

•ahed to prepare for a more serious war against the northern

—limn During this campaign a battle was fought with

the Iaxrge* on the frozen Danube: and in the year 174

aa event happened which has given rise to much con-

troversy, though we have no good account of it. It is

aaid that the army of Aurelius, being unwarily drawn into

a defile bv the Quadi, was nearly overcome by the attacks

of the whom, from the nature of the place, the

Romans could not resist, as well as from fatigue, the

unusual heat of the weather, and above all the want of

water, which they bad not tasted for some days. From
this difficult* thar wens suddenly relieved by a violent

storm, that Ml lightly on them, and gave them an oppor-

tunity of refreshing themselvs. while it directed its Jury

against the runny, throwing them into confusion ; and,

am sons* say. the lightning, to which others add wildfire,

actually desuvro tonu. 'Im Romans took advantage of
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from all imputation of revengeful feeling. [Sea CaMltra,

the mats, and
;

kgawdist. not

nc<l a victory. Upon this, some unlucky
knowing that the 1 : th or Thundering Le-

gion, which w - engaged in this aflUir, had it* name before

at happened, took occasion to rail it a Christian Legion, and
to attribute the miraculous storm to the efficacy of its

prayers: and i letter exists from the emperor to the senate

acknowledging the fact. This letter is in Greek : no Latin

original, or any similar authentic document, can be found

;

and nobody will believe that Aurelius would insult the senate

by writing to mem in a jormgn language, though it may
be argued, as it has been, that this is only the substance of

the emperor's communication, and not to be considered as

tho original (See the letter in D'Acier's Life of Aureliui,
Stanhope's cd.) But the internal evidence of the letter is

perhaps sufficient to destroy its credit. The heathens are

also said to have acknowledged the miracle, and to have attri-

buted it to the prayers of their good emperor. (See Capito-

liou*. can. 24.) Toe Antonine column at Rome comine-
Baaratea the miraculous shower in the historical sculptures

m its shaft. [See Antoninb Column.]
This letter to the Senate, if genuine, would prove that

aome kind of persecution had been carried on against the

Christians ; for the emperor herein declares that they are

not for the fu re to be molested for their religious opinions.

There is also another letter; said to be written by Aurelius to

th* council of Asia assembled at Kphesus, upon the subject

of pelaeeu ting the Christians. This letter acquits Aurelius,

ia aa fax as it jorums persecution, and confines punishment
to civil crimes, and not to opinions. ( See Euseb. hist. EeeUt.
W. 13.) Some attribute it to Antoninus Pius : but the charge
of persecution is still maintained against Aurelius, especially

in the early part of bis reign. It is impossible, however,
to reconcile Una with his known character and writings.

Cmier (r». p. 443) call* him the author of the fourth pcr-

swrutian against the Christians, but he gives no proof, and
admit* that the emperor published no edict against diem.
Marcus certainly appears not to have liked the Christians

:

perhaps ba even hated them. (See Metht. xi. 3, and Gata-
iee's note.)

During his long northern campaignsAurelius crossed the
Danube, aad brought the Sarmatians to terms. His victories

are eeaaraeraorated on one ofthe medals which we have given.

But the lubeUaaa of Avidius Cassius in tho east compelled
rb* Emperor to return to Rome, and to leave the barbarians
of the north in a more powerful position than was con-

sistent with the safety of the frontiers.

The elfuseerv, justice, and sound policy of the Emperor
were pertjruiariy shown in this rebeihou of Cassius (a.d.

J 75). who, after a feeble and unsuccessful attempt to get pos-

asaassa of the empire, was put to death by his own officers.

Be weald not extend the usual penalties to his family, nor

safer many of his accomplices to be punished ; be even
aaattayed hat private correspondence, that none might live

*a fear, and bo induced to continue in rebellion as their

only safety. Ho left tho whole matter to the senate, aa

tf n bad bswfl an ordinary affair, recommending the great-

as he was most desirous of treeing himself

Avioius.l
After the death of Cassius, the Emperor made a journey

into the east in order to restore tranquillity, which had
been aoroewhst interrupted by the late rebellion. In hi*
visit to Lower Egypt and Syria, be conciliated the good-
will and aflection of his various subjects by hi* kindness
and his affable manners. During his return through Asia
Minor, his wife Faustina, who accompanied him, died at a
place called Halale, at the foot of Mount Taurus. Though
her infidelity to the Emperor was generally believed, the
good-natured prince, who either knew nothing of it or took
no notice of it, lamented her lose as if she had been tho
best of wives ; and the Senate, in the usual style of adu-
lation, decreed a temple to her memory, and raised her to
divine honours with tho title of Diva. Aurelius also in-
stituted a new establishment for young ladies under the
title of Novae Puella? Faustiniansc, in imitation of that
which was created by Antoninus in honour of the mother
of the empress. [Sec Antoninus.] We should not omit
to mention, in opposition to the accounts of Capitolinua and
Dion Cassius, that the emperor extols the obedience, affec-

tion, and simplicity of his wife. (Meditat. L 17.)

At Smyrna, the Emperor witnessed a display of the
rhetorical talents of ArUtides, who pronounced on that oc-
casion hi* declamation in praise of Smyrna, which still

exist* among his works. Two years afterwards, when
Smyrna was ruined by an earthquake, ArUtides prevailed
upon the Emperor to extend to its suffering inhabitants tho
same bounty that he had already bestowed on other cities.

(See Ajtis-riDis, Muvt.]
From Smyrna Aurelius passed to Athens, where he

appears to have been admitted into the sacred mysteries of
Cere*. During his -reign he showed his affection to this
antient seat of learning by founding chairs of philosophy
for the four chief sects, the Platonics, Stoics, Peripatetics,

and Epicureans ; and also a professorship of rhetoric.

The close of the philosophical Emperor's life was not spent
in the peaceful retirement which he loved, but in the midst of
a northern campaign against the Marcomanni, Hermunduri,
Sarmatians, and Quadi. His son Commodus accompanied
him during these campaigns, which appear to have lasted
between two and three years. Aurelius died, u.c. 180,
after a short illness, at Vindebona (Vienna), in his fifty-

ninth year, having reigned ten years alone, and nine with
his colleague. Hi* loss was regretted by the whole empire

:

be was ranked amongst tho gods, and every house in
Rome had bis statue or picture. One of the medals that
we have given, bearing the inscription consecbatio, repre-

sents the apotheosis of Aurelius. [See Apotheosis.] Suidaa
(copying, of course, some of the panegyrists of the emperor)
says, ' It is easier to admire his character in silence than to

give it due praise.' It may all be traced in his book ; and
whoever will contemplate that will assuredly be tlie belter

for it (See Life ofJa. Anloninut. by Capitolinua : Herodian,
lib. i. ; Dion. Cass. lib. 71 ; the various authorities referred

to in Gataker'a edition by Stanhope ; and the uncritical Life

of Aurelius by Crovicr, Hutotre de* Empereurt Romatru,
voL iv.)

AURE'LIUS VICTOR. Four books are commonly
published together under the name of Aurelius Victor.

I. ' Origo Gentis RoroanaV an imperfect work, begiunlng
with Janus and Saturn, and going down to the foundation

of Rome. 2. ' De Viris Illustrious Urbis Roma;,' which con-
tains short biographies of the most illustrious Romans, with
a few foreigners, from Romulus down to Pompey. 3. * De
Catsaribus,' which contains tho lives of the emperors, from
Augustus to the appointment of Julian to govern Gaul,
a.d. 356. 4. ' De Vita et Moribus Imperatorum Romano-
rum,' or Aurelii Victoria Epitome, another history of the
emperors, from Augustus to the death of Theodoaius the
Great, a.d. 395.

That all these are not written by the same parson is

generally acknowledged ; by whom they are written it is

harder to aay. It is pretty well agreed that the ' Origo ' is

not written by the same person aa the ' Illustrious Men,' or
the ' Csasars

;
' and aome persons, on very slight grounds,

have attributed it to Asconius the critic. The ' Illustrious

Men ' has been variously ascribed to Cornelius Nepoa,
Pliny the Younger, Suetonius, and the true Aurelius Victor,

who is the undoubted author of the 4
Caasars.' Of bis life

we know hardly any thing: he tells us (De Cot*. MX. it

that he was ' born in the country, of a poor and unlearned
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Charles XTT. hlm*eh* toon after re-appeared upon the

•mm ; but all hit heroism tu leu dangerous to the allies

than die Intrigue* of bis minister, the Count de Ooerti. who

almost succeeded in subverting the existing alliances between

the European state*. He had nearly dissolved the bond

between Augustus and Russia, when the death of Charles

XII. occurred, and at once brought to a conclusion the

struggles of war and of political intrigue.

The restoration of Augustus to the throne of Poland

aggravated the ill* of that unhappy country. If Stanislaus

had been raiaed to the throne by the dictation of a foreign

power, Augustus waa still more a foreigner, who relied

upon Ruaaifcn support, and who first placed the country

at the mercy of surrounding state*. Unable to rely on the

Poles, Augustus endeavoured to defend hia authority by
Ssxnn soldiers. Insurrection and civil war were the conse-

quences ; and the means by which these were terminated

were as disastrous as the ills the* remedied. It waa Aral

decided that the Saxon soldiers should evacuate the coun-

try ; and on the other hand it waa agreed, under the crafty

mediation of Russia, that the national army of Poland
should be reduced, from near 100,000 to the Insignificant

force of about 10.000 men. 'These measures of Augustus."

•ays Maleaewski. • brought peace to Poland; but it waa the

peace of the tomb.'

The interval between 1718, the veer of Charles Xllth s

death, and that of Augustus, which took place in 1733,
passed away without being marked by any remarkable
Incidents. The unsuccessful effort of Augustus to secure
the duchy of Courlsnd for his son Maurice, was almost the
only attempt at activo policy. A marriage between the
king's eldest son and an archduchess of Austria wss an
rrlunity for Augustas to display all his magnificence

procession was such aa no court in Europe could rival

;

diamonds and embroidery had never been seen in greater

I.
refusion. But the good people of Dresden could only
ook with discontented eyes on a scene of magnificence,
cruelty contrasted with their own recent and present misery.
In addition to this, the recantation of the young prince, and
the favour shown bv the king to the Jesuits and high
Catholic party in Poland, filled the Lutheran population
of Saxony with anxious fears for their religious liberties.

Augustus waa not beloved by his subjects in either of his
kingdoms; each complained that they were sacrificed to

the other, while, in reality, both were sacrificed to the
vain-glory of the prince. In Saxony, however, hia prodi-

gality was favourable to the arts ; and the porcelain manu-
facture of Saxony (the rage with the princes of that day)
may be aaKI to have been founded in hia reign. Poland had
not even this trifling recompense. Such were the miserable
results of the reign of a monarch who possessed personal
aecomplisbroents in the highest and mental talents in no
mean degree. Like Louis XIV, his great model, be waa
the hero of courtiers rather than of soldiers—beginning bis
career with mighty plana of empire, and saved at length
from ruin merely by the kindness of fortune. At once a
gallant and a bigot, necessitous and prodigal, hia pride com-
menced the ruin of the kingdoms over which he ruled,
while the gorgeous luxury and far-famed magnificence of hia
person and hu court rather aggravated than diminished the
well-grounded discontent of hu people.

AUGUSTUS III., son of Augustus II, elector of
Saxony and king of Poland, waa bom at Dresden in I etc.
Hm f«tb*r, wishing to give him the same accomplishments
that had distinguished himself, sent him in 171 1 to visit the
different courts of Europe ; but the young prince gained
from his travels only Ihe love of idleness and pleasure.
He returned ' stiff, indolent, and backward,' says the his-
torian ef Saxony ;

• good nstured. indeed, which served to
render him the prey of favourites. The father had at
least an aim. tn which he may have failed; but the son
had neither aim nor purpose to fail in.'

The death of his father in 1733 made Augustus elector
of Saxony, and left him at the same time the strongest
pretensions to the throne of Poland. His indolent nature
shrank, it is said, from struggling to attain this uneasy
eminence

; but ha wife, a daughter of Austria, supplied
her husband with ambition, and Augustus became a candi-

He was supported by the courts of Vienna and
Bi. Petersburg, both anxious that Poland should have fur a
monarch a pnno of easy deposition, possessed of foreign and
distant sVsaiawns Prance, however, favoured hi* father s
eld competitor, Stanislaus, whosu daughter had become the

wife of Louis the Fifteenth, and the Polish nation eagerly
embraced the occasion to elect and to rally round a native

prince. But a Russian army advanced to enforce the pre-

tensions of Augustus III. ; the Poles disputed gallantly,

but unsuccessfully, the passage of the Vistula, and under
Russian auspices a fcw of the Saxon partizane in Poland,
meeting in the village of Kamien, proceeded to the counter-

election of Augustus. His competitor Stanislaus was
obliged to fly and take' refuge in Danzig, which be was
compelled eventually to abandon, along with hi* pretensions

to the throne of Poland. Augustus, although rrownn] at

Cracow in the commencement of 1734, did not become
undisputed monarch of Poland till after the Diet of Paci-

fication, held at Warsaw in 1730. Though oppressed by
foreign troops, the Pole* showed themselves jealous of their

independence. Tbey stipulated for the dismissal of fo-

reigners, and for the maintenance of only 1 200 Saxon guards
within the kingdom. Augustus yielded; and hslf reluctant,

Potsnd once more submitted to a Saxon prince.

Up to the time of hia accession. Augustus bsd be»Urwed
hit confidence chiefly upon the old companion of bis

travels, Sulkowaky ; but this favourite was superseded
by another, Count Bruhl, who henceforth monopolized all

authority In Saxony ana Poland. Mutual spoliation waa
then the sole thought of the powers of Germany. The
rise of Prussia excited the jealousy of the 8axon house, and
incited its ministers one day to oppose Prussian aggran-
dizement, the next day to imitate it. The probable disso-

lution ofthe Austrian empire after the death of Charles the

Sixth gave rise to interminable intrigues. It was Sul-
' kowtki's project to conquer Bohemia for Saxony. Bruhl
at first abandoned this scheme and leagued with Austria to

support the succession of Maria Theresa. In a little time,
however, be was tempted to throw Saxony into the opposite
party, and to resume the scheme of sppropristing Bobem ia,

while Frederic was to have Silesia. Augustus acquiesced.

I
The Saxon and Prussian troops fought in alliance, but
bad not been long in the field, when Augustus leanved
to hi* astonishment that bis minister had again deserted
Frederic. Soon after, in 1743. an alliance was concluded at

Warsaw between England, Saxony, and Austria, for the
- defence of the house of Hapsburg. The king of Pruasua
instantly marched 100.000 men into Raxony. routed all that
opposed him, and made himself master of Dresden, Deeesn-
ber, 1 743 ; whilst Augustus, with bit minister, took refuge

in Poland. The truce of 1 746. however, restored to him the
electorate ; and at the same period took place the marriage
of Augustus's daughter, Maria Josephs, with the dauphm
of France : a marriage from which sprung Louis XVL,
Louis XVIII., and Charles X, the present exiled king of

France.

I The impossibility of coping with Prussia, already proved

;
by the defeat of the Saxons and their allies, could not keep

;
Augustus or hit minister from leaguing once more against
Frederic, and even planning to share that monarch s

i
territories with Russia. In consequence of this, Frederic

i invaded Saxony in 1 716. and succeeded in taking prisoner
the entire Saxon army in its intrenched camp at Pima.

I Augustus again fled to Poland.

I His reign in this latter country was at pernicious aw ta

i
Saxony. If Saxony waa bumbled in its pride, stripped ef
its resources, and ravaged by invading armies, Poland tmt-

I fered equal injury, though lea* violence. It was allowwd ta

i
sink Into what Rulbierrt calls 'a tranquil anarchy.' las

diets, which were seldom held, were never allowed to con*
to a resolution or pass a law. It had no court or king

;

Augustus, who waa paasionately f«nd of the chare, pre-

ferred the well-alooked forest* of Saxony to the plaint at
Poland.
Saxony itself having fallen into insignificance, its mooarrhe

rank into a Mate of dependence upon Russia, and St Peters-
burg became the capital, to which the Pules resorted, ratber
than to Dresden. Thus the supremacy of Russia we»
allowed silrntlv to establish itself in Poland under the eaaptv

' government of Augustus. Pictures, porcelain, ffiea. an4
|

music, were the only cares of this pnrwe, who waa to b •

father what Louis XV. waa to Louis XIV. ; except Use*

Augustus III, though prodigal and luxurious, was no se»e>-

I maha. Rulbieres even reproaches htm for bis stup«l cwes-

stancy to bis queen ; a sinpulsr specimen of the Frrark
historian* own idea* of morality. Augustus til. expires!

, at Dresden, in October. 1 763.

I AUK (Zoology J. The vernacular name for certa.n taws-
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Vow* of Um taffy Ahmdm, known seieatUWelly a* specie*

of Um subgenera .4Zoo, Pratercula, 3f<rguim, and. Piaknt.

Bmtgmuu AIcq.

Tbe into Auk*, though they an strictly Oceania bird*,

acarcrly ever leaving the water except for the purpose* of

reproduction. will sometime* proceed *wiftly, though awk-

wardly, on foot when pursued on land. They breed in large

companies, in caverns and rocky cliffs, laying only one dis-

proportionately large egg. Their food, which they obtain

bv diving (an operation in which lhay are materially assisted

by thetr winga aa well as by their feet), consists ofimall fishes,

crustaceans, and other marina animal*. The young are

aud to be (id from the crop* of the parent*, not only before

they are able to leave the place of their birth, but aUo for

UM lima afterward*.

Tbe genu* A lea, a* it U reduced by modern ornithologist*,

include* but two specie*, apparently incongruous. The
lint of these, the Gnat Auk (Atca impennu. Linn.) re-

markable for the imperfect development of it* wing*, seldom

leave* tbe arctic circle and the region* bordering on it,

and i* a rare viaitant to the British isle*. Dr. Fleming,

however, give* an account of one taken alive at St. Kilda

Museum, with 'Papa Westra' on the label. Tbe Great
Auk breeds in June and July, laying one egg, about the
size ofa swan'*, of a whitish- yellow, marked with numemua
line* and spot* of black, which have been supposed to bear
some resemblance to Chinese characters.

In the Black bilUd Auk, Baturbill, orMum {Alca torda.

Linn.), tbe development of the wings i* carried to the usual
extent necessary for the purposes of flight, though the brd
uses them with great effect a* oar* when swimming under
water.

The northern hemisphere, where they are widely diffused.

is the portion allotted to these bird* ; but it is in the higher

latitude* that tbey swarm. In England, the Needle*, and
other adjacent precipitous cliffs, have a fair share of them

;

and here, as in other place*, the ' dreadful trade' of taking

their eggs, which are esteemed a delicacy, for salads espe-

cially, is carried on. In Ray's Willougbby, the habits of the

Razor-bill are thus described :
' It lays, sits, and breeds up

its young on the ledge* of the craggy cliff* and steep rocks

by the sea-shores that are broken and divided into many aa

Calsmkeaoais.]

(where they are sometime* known to breed), which, even

with a long and heavy cord tied to its leg. swam under

water with extraordinary apeed. The power of the ap-

parent}* useless wings as organ* of progression was still

more stronglv shown in the Great Auk chased ineffectually

by Mr. Bullock during hi* tour to tbe Northern Isle* ; for I

tbe four oar* of tbe bird are aaid to have left the »•>-

cum/ buat of hi* pursuers far behind. According to the
j

hoc authority, only a single pair had been known to

breed in Papa Westra for several year*. Newfoundland

i* recorded a* one of their breeding places, and Pennant

relate* that the Esquimaux who frequented the island

nud<- clothing of their skin*. In the ocean that washes

tbe Force Isle*. Iceland, and Greenland, where tbey dwell

in great number*, tbey may be frequently »e*n on tbe

floating tee ; but Pennant says that they are observed never

u> wander beyond soundings, and that seamen direct their

measures according to their appearance.

The food ef tbe Great Auk consists principally of flsh ;

ami tbe Lump-Ash (CyctopUru* lumput) is said to be its

favourite morsel.

The length of the bird is somewhat under three feet

The winter plumage, whkh begin* to appear in autumn.

Irate* the cheek*, throat, fore-part, and sides of the neck

white. In spring, the summer change begin* to take place,

and manor* the white on the head to a large patch, which

rxteed* in front and around the eye* ; the re»t of the bea'l.

the aerk. and upper plumage is of a deep black. Th*™

*s a specimen of the bird in it* summer drees, in tne Bntian

[Alas Ha**.)

it were stairs or'shelves, together with tbe Cmlttrnebt and

Guillemot*. The Manks-men are wont to compare these

rocks, with the birds sitting upon them in breeding time, to

an apothecary's shop—the ledges of the rocks resembling

the shelves, and the birds the pot*. About the Isle ot

Man are very high cliffs, broken in this manner into many
ledge* one above another, from top to bottom. They are

wont to let down men by ropes from tbe tops of tbe cliffs, to

take away the eggs and young ones. They take also tbe

birds themselves when they are sitting upon their egg*

with snsres fastened to tbe tops of long poles, and so pur

about their necks. They build no nests, but lay their egga

upon tbe bare rocks.'

On the coast or Labrador they abound, and tbe thousands

of birds there killed for the sake of the breast feathers,

which are very warm and elastic, and tbe quantities of cgijf

there collected, amount to almost incredible number*.

The summer and winter dress of the Razor bill, though

different, do not vary *o remarkably a* the plumage of many
other birds. In the summer dress, the white streak winch

goes to the bill from the e> es, become* very pure ; and the

cheek*, throat, and upper part of the front of tbe neck are

of a deep black, shaded with reddish. In winter, tbe throat

and fore-part of the neck are white.

The young of the year is, by the beat authorities, sup-

posed to be the Aim rira of Gmclin.

The Raxor-bill ia little more than fifteen inches long.

The egg I for they lay but one) ia very large in proportion to

the bird, beinir about the size of that of a turkey, but of a

longer shape, pointed towards the smaller end, while 01

MKoetime* yellowish, blotched, and streaked with dark

brown, chiefly toward* the larger end.

Subgeniu Pratercula.

Leaving the true Auka we come to the genus PraUreuia

Bns*. {.M'irmon. Illiger), of which tlie l.abrudnt Auk. cm-
Ptufn, of CouUtrntb, fruttrtuU Arciica^ Morm-jr
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bat there U little doubt that other fishes and <

are acceptable to the bird.

Subgram Mtrgulu*.

The Little Auk, Common Rote**, or Sea Dove, Merrubu
MeUmoieucot of Ray, Una AUe of Temmtnck, andj/rw

CPiatsiesfc Alettes.)

'ratereula. Tenant., Alea Arctic*, Linn., may be taken as
an example.

Selby gives the following account of the habit* of this

bird, and U corroborated by other* who have written on the

•ubjoct : ' Although the puffin i* found in very high lati-

tude*, and its distribution through the arctic circle is exten-
sive, it is oolv known to u* as a summer visitant, and that

from the south, making its first appearance in the vicinity

of its breeding station* about the middle of April, and regu-
larly departing between the 1 0th and 20th of August for

the southern coast* of France, Spain, and other parts of
Europe, where it passes the remainder of the year. It

breed* in great numbers upon Priestholm Island, off the
coast of Anglesea, on the Isle of Man. and most of the
island*, indeed, of the English and Scottish coasts. Many
resort to the Keroe island*, selecting »ucb as are covered with
a stratum of vegetable mould ; and here they dig their own
burrow*, torn there not being any rabbit* to dispossess

upon the particular isleta they frequent. They commence
this operation about the first week in May, ana the bole i*

generally excavated to the depth of three feet, often in

a curving direction, and occasionally with two entrances.
When engaged in digging, which is principally performed
by the males, they are sometimes so intent upon their work
as to admit of being taken by hand, and the same may also

be done during incubation. At this period I have frequently
obtained specimens, by thrusting my arm into the burrow,
though st the risk of receiving a levere bite from the power-
ful and (harp-edged bill of the old bird. At the farther
end of this bole the (ingle egg is deposited, which in use
nearly equal* that of a pullet, and. as Pennant observes,
vanes in form ; in tome instance* one end being acute, and
in other* both equally obtuse. Its colour when first laid is

white, but it soon becomes (oiled and dirty, from its imme-
diate contact with the earth ; no material* being collected
for a neat at the end of the burrow. The young are
hairbed after a month'* incubation, and are then covered
with a long blackish down above, which gradually give*
place to the feathered plumage, ao that at the end of a
month or fivo weeks they are able to quit the burrow, and
f.-llow their parent* to the open tea Soon after this time,
or about the second week tn August, the whole leave our
roasts, commencing their equatorial migration. At an
rarly age the bill of this bird i* small and narrow, scarcely

'

exceeding that of the young Rawor-btU at the same period
of life ; and not till after the second year does this member

J

acquire its full development, both ss to depth, colour, and
its transverse furrow*.

In rueky places (Dover cliffs for instance), they deposit
their tingle egg. a* Montagu observe*, in the holes and cre-
vices. The length of the bird is sbout twelve inches. The
half of the bill nearest the head is bluish ; the rest red. The
corners of the mouth are puckered into a kind of star. The
leg* and feet sre orange. The plumage u black and white,
with the exception of the cheeks and chin, which are some-
time* grey. The young, psrkled with spires, are by some
considered dainties ; they are also occasionally potted in
the north.

riprsu are supposed to be the principal food of the pmjmf

(Merfslas Mslaaoleaeas.}

Alie. Linn., is an example of the genua Merguime of our
countryman Ray.
The Little Auk breves the inclemency of very high lati-

tudes, and congregates in great flocks far within the arctte

circle. The inhospitable coasts of Greenland and Spits-
bergen are the dwelling- places of these birds, and thousands
have been seen at Melville Island. In these dreary regions
they are (aid to watch the motion of the ice. and. when it at

broken up by storm*, down they come in legions, crowding
into every fissure to banquet on the crustaceans and other
marine animals which there lie at their mercy. It est)

hardly be called an occasional visitant to that country, for
those which hate appeared here have been evidently ex-
hausted bird*, buffeted by storms, and driven by contrary
winds far from the spot congenial to their habits. The utile

auk is between nine and ten inches in length ; the ball is

black, and the leg* inclining to brown; the plumage is

blsrk and white, and in winter the front of the neck, which
it black in summer, becomes whitish : the change takes
plsce in the sutumn.
The bird lets only one egg, of a pale bluish-green, on taw

roost inaccessible ledges of the precipices which overhang
the ocean.

Subgenus Phaleru.

The Permqtwt Auk, Phalerit pnttaemla, Temmiark.
Max pnitaemla, Pallas, may be taken as an lUustreuoa of
this subgenus.
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......... and other northern regions shelter these

hen* in afoundanco. They swim and diva admirably.

Manas era laid to prove their unsuspicious character ; and

it a aeid thai tba native* place a dress with Urn sleeves

aaar their botes and burrows, into which the artless birds,

Making the sleeves aforeasid for their own retreats, creep

Abes* Midsummer, they lay one large egg. nearly or the

ana of a ban's, with brown or dusky spots on a whitish or

yttWiih ground.

The Perroquct Auk b about eleven inches in length.

Fiaaa behind the eye a tuft of white feathers, which hang
•a eiihar side of the neck, shoots forth. The head, neck,

cod upper farts are black, blending into ash-colour on the

faro-part octhe neck ; the under parts from the breast are

white; the leg* are yellowish. In the old bird the bill

* rod. while the young one has it of a yellowish or dusky

AUTJC COUNCIL (Retchehofrath), the name once

given to the personal council of the emperor of Germany,
which was distinct from the imperial chamber, or Reichs-

Kammaigarkht. which was the supreme tribunal of the

German empire. [800 Imfkbial Chamber.] The Aulio

Council consisted of a president, a vice-president, the vice-

chaneaBor of the empire, and eighteen councillors, six of
wboaa were required to be protesUnU : the votes ofthese six,

when unanimous, ware considered equal to those of all the
root. The nomination of the Aulio Councillors belonged to

the emperor, who paid them, with the exception of the vice-

praasdaM. who was appointed by the archbishop of Mains ;

tfavr were drawn from two classes, nobles and civilians.

Tba affair* which war* under the exclusive jurisdiction of

that court wore of three sorts : 1. Feudal processes eoncem-
laa? the immediate feodaiorie* of the emperor; 3. Those
called 1mil 1 nta Ctnaru, including appeals from the here-

ditary dom inions of the emperor ; 3. All matters concerning

the imperial jurisdiction in Italy, as the emperor was ityled,
lung of the Romans. The investitures of counties ofthe

:

German #ytppiro wiv given by the Aulic Council. The
Aulic Council did not interfere in the political or state affairs

1

of tba empire. The Council ceased at the death of every

emperor ; and the now emperor made a fresh appointment.

The decisions of the Aubc Council were submitted to the
sipaiui for ma approbation, by which they became law. <

Wtaiu. ia the first volume of his Memoirs, compares the

AbJjc CaaocU to the old French Parliament, with this dif- 1

faranea, that the farmer could not make remonstrances to

tba asvareigu, and did not register any other acts but its

At the extinction of the Gorman empire by the renun-
oastsssi of Francis II. in 1806, and the establishment of
the Confederation at* the Rhine under the protection of
thai Impel is? Napoleon, the Aulic Council ceased to exist
There ai, however, an Aulio Council at Vienna for the
affWa of the war department of the Austrian empire : it

ia railed Hq/krwgwratk, and consists of twenty-five coun-
cillor*. The members also of the various boards or chan-
reUuriaa of atate far the affairs of Bohemia. Hungary, and
Traoeytrann. Italy, and Gallkia, are styled Aulic Coun-
cillor*, but are inform in rank to the councillors of state, of
whtrh latter two sit at the head of each board. (Auttria at
U it. Loodoa. 1N7.)
ALUS. [See Eca.ro*. 1

AULUS GRLUV8. [See Gsllius.1
AUMALE, CHARLES DE LORRAINE, DUC D\

eprwskg from a branch of the ducal house of Lorraine, which
hod settled in Franca about tba beginning of the sixteenth
eeejtanry. when it was poaoasaed of the fief of Aumale. His
father, Claude d'Aumale, was governor of Burgundy, and
ancle to Henry Duke of Guise, the head of the League.
[Sew Guns.) Charles d'Aumale entered into the party
•f the League, which, under pretence of suppressing the
Hagaenote. aspired to the supreme power. He was the

san i of subjecting Pieardy and Normandy to the League.
After the asaaasinarisn of the Duke of Guise, in December,
IMe. D Aumale and the Duke of Mayenne became the
soads of thesr party. D Aumale in 1589 took possession of
Pins, from which King Henry III. bad been obliged to
ntm, and he dissolved the parliament by force, and sent
it* sateahm to the Bastille. Shortly afterwards he marched
from Paris with 10.000 men to attack the town of Senlis,

Wt was defeated by La None. Ho still defended Paris

for some time against the forces of Henry IV., who, after

the assassination of Henry HI- succeeded to the crown,
but seeing the bad state of the affairs of bis party after the
battle of Ivry, he left the capital. After the surrender of
Paris to Henry IV, D'Aumale joined the Spaniards, who
had invaded the province of Pieardy, for which he was
declared guilty of high-treason by the parliament of Paris,

and sentenced to be bioken on the wheel, which sentence
waa executed in effigy the 24th of July, 1593. D'Aumale,
however, continued to reside abroad, chiefly in Flanders,
enjoying the favour of tho Spanish government. He died
at Brussels in 1631, in his seventy-seventh year. (La-
eretelle, HUtoire de Franc* pendant In Guerre* dt Re-
ligion.)

AUNIS. one of the former provinces or military govern-
ments of France ; and remarkable as being the smallest of
those divisions. It was bounded by the ocean on the W.,
on the N. by Poitou, from which it waa separated by the
river Sevre (distinguished as the Sevre Niottaiae), and on
the E. and S. by the province of Saintongo. It is watered
by the Sevre just mentioned and the Charente. These
nvers, rising in the more inland provinces, pass through
Aunis in their course to the ocean. The soil is generally

dry, but it produces corn, and grapes, from which good
wine and brandy are made; while the marshy tracts

afford pasturage for a considerable quantity of cattle.

There is little wood. The salt marshes, which are con-

siderable, yield salt of the best quality ; but their exha-
lations are prejudicial to the health of the inhabitants.

The maritime situation of the district, and the excel-

lent porta which it possesses, render it commercial and
wealthy. The chief article of export ia brandy : but the

cod-fishery, and the colonial and coasting trade employ
several vessels. The coast abounds in •hell-nth, of species

that are not very common ; and the mussel-fishery ipiche
del moulet) brings in considerable profit. The salt is of
three kinds, white, grey, and reddish ; the first is the moat
esteemed.

The maps differ considerably in giving the boundaries of
Aunis. Glome contract the province so far as to exclude
the town of Rochefort, which is on the northern bank of tbe

Charente ; while others make the Charente tbe southern
boundary of Aunis, and so include Rochefort. The msp
given in the Atlas to the EncyoiopUu MUhodiaue extends
the province still farther south to the Gironde; for the
district of Brousgesis, which formerly appertained to Sain-

tonge, was dismembered from that province and joined to

Aunis, which thus included all the sea coast between
Poitou and Guienne, together with the islands of Re, Aix,
and Oleron. The district of Brousgeais seems lo be pro-

ductive in salt, as also the isle of Oleron. The isle of Re
produces wine ; but is ill-provided with wood, and is not

fruitful in corn.

The chief town of Aunis was La Rochelle ; and to this

we may add Rochefort and Marennes as next in import-

ance.

The province is now comprehended in the department
of Charente Inftrieure (Lower Charente). (Malta Brun

;

Ena/etopidie Mithodique, 4 Geographic Moderne,' article

Aunis.)
AURANTI A*CEifi, or tbe orange tribe, are dicot)leoo-

nous polvpetalous plants, with dark-green jointed leaves,

filled with fragrant essential oil collected in little transpa-

rent dots, and a superior ovary changing to a succulent

berry, the rind of which is also filled with fragrant essential

oil. No natural order can well be more strictly defined than
the orange tribe, and none have properties more uniform
and definite. It consists of trees or shrubs found exclu-
sively in the temperate or tropical parts of tbe Old World,
and unknown in a wild state in America ; their flowers are

usually odoriferous, and their fruits subacid ; the rind baa
some shade of yellow. They principally differ from each
other in the number and proportion or arrangement of their

stamens, in the number of cells or seeds in the fruit, and in

the texture of the rind of the fruit, which docs not always
pull off as in the orange, the lemon, tbe citron, and their

congeners, but is frequently a mere skin inclosing the pulp.

The natural order which is most nearly allied to the orange)

tribe is that called Xandnorgleee, into which tbe oranges

pass by their climbing genus. Lavanga, and which dinar

principally in having a hard dry fruit which split* into

several carpels.
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AURE D*. on* of tlw ' Pour Valleys' (Quatra Vallees)

in Upper Armagnae. [See Armaonac, and PyrV.oe'bs,
Haiti*JAURB, a small river in Normandy, rising near the town
of Mortagne, in the department of Oroe, and Bowins; in a
direction a little to the north of east, until it joins the Bore
not tar from Dreax. As its whole course is not much more
than forty miles, it wooId not deserve notice, but fqr the cir-

cumstance that Ms stream was interrupted and its waters
swallowed up in deep pits or abysses which occurred in its

course. It is supposed by Desraarest (in the article ' Aur*,'
in the RncyelaptHf Mtlkodique, 'Geographic Physique'),
that this absorption of the waters was consequent upon
the accumulation of mud in the bed of the river, which
caused the waters to overflow, and to work out for them-

1

selves subterranean channels. But whatever may have been
the cause of the phenomenon, the mills on the stream were
materially injured by the frequent failure of the water; and
this injury led to the application of a remedy. The bed of

the mer was cleansed, the mud which had accumulated
taken away, the pits by which the water bad been absorbed
stopped up. and the orifices by which the water so absorbed
in • inter issued forth again, were made to empty themselves 1

into the stream. {KnryrlopMu SUUkodiqut.)
\

AURK'I.IA.In entomology, a name given to thai state of

an insect which is between the caterpillar and its final

transformation, and is commonly called a chrysalis or pupa.
The term aurelia was first applied by the Romans, and that
of chrysalis by the Greeks, to certain butterfly pupa* which
have a golden colour. In England, those of the peacock
if',im*»n lot and the small lortotscshell (foees** (V/irs*)

butterflies sre beautiful examples, and may be seen in

abundance banging to the common stinging nettles about
the latter md of the month of June. [Kor further account,
see Pur*.]
Al RKLlAfJUS, LUCIUS DOMTTIU8. is commonly

•aid to hsre been born at Sirmium. in Pannonia ; bat the
place of his birth is not distinctly ascertained, nor do we
And the date of it exactly stated. II 15 father was a hus-
bandman ; bis mother priestess of a temple of the Bun. It

waa said, probably by tit* flattery of later time*, that his

subsequent elevation was presaged by a variety of prodigies
and omens. At an eatly ag* hs enlisted a* •

I tnU.1

all athletic and mil

and of acuta intellect,

the highest military offices, during lb* retgna of Valerian
and Claudian. It is a trifling circumstance, bat not on-
worthy of notice, a* illustrative of the qualities tisis*
for in a general at that time, that the boys uaad to sing
to the fallowing effect in praise of bis personal prowaas :—
' Ifilia, nulla, mill*, mill*, nulla, mill*, d*coHavimu* ; Una*
homo mill*, mille, mille, mill*, decullsvimus ; Milt*,
mill*, mille vivet, qui mille mill* ocadit. Tanrum vibi

habet nemo quantum fudit sanguinis.' He waa distin-

guished by the soldiers from another Aurelian. also a tri-

bune, by the characteristic epithet ' sword in band' (as.—
oof /trrum). As an officer, his discipline was atrkt even a*

seventy. H* wrote to bis lieutenant, ' If you wish to human
tribune, or to live, keep tha soldiery in order. Let no one
steal another man's fowl, nor touch his sheep. Let
plunder grapes, nor injur* c

salt, or wood. Let each be
corn-fields. Let none exert est.

Lai each get rich from the booty of to* enemy, not (worn the
tears of lb* provincial*,' Ice.

On tha death of Claudius, honourably distinguished by th*
appellation ofGothic a.o.370, Quintillus, brother ofClaodms,
assumed the purple, but resigned it by a voluntary death at

the end of seventeen days, on bearing that the legion* of the
Danube bad raised Aurelian to tit* imperial dignity. The
new emperor suppressed an inroad of the bum and barmalav.
and compelled them to retreat to the northern aid* of th*
Danube ; but ha withdraw the Roman troops from th* pro-
vince of Dacia, and thus doubly strengthened the frontier ml

th* empire by rendering the Danube its boundary, and by
abandoning a district too distant to be easily defended, sad
too thinly peopled to defend itself. While thus engages).
Aurelian was recalled to the north of Italy, by an invasion

of a German tribe, the Alemanni or Marnomanni. Aran
various alternations of success, among which we may notn
a battle near Placentia, in which th* Roman troops were
defeated, the force of tha barbarians was entirely destroved.
A.D.S7I. Aurelian then visited Rome, punished with a feve-

cious severity the authors of a sedition which bad disturbed

the city, and repaired the walla, including an additional space

within their limits. The disturbance at Rons* was o»taa?

to the ' Monetsni,' a body of men explained by FaccsoUu
to be the coiners, a sat numerous and united enough to

ittons ; to support which, he refers to the neiseee
of Butropius (lib. ix.). Aur. Victor also say* that the
' monetsni rebellaverunt,' got up a rebellion. These nut
tarii were apparently the persons who managed th* pebne
coinage, which they bad probably debased for the sea* of

their own profit We know that Aurelian afterwards lasted

a new ana improved coinage. See Gibbon (eh. XL mat,
who puts this rebellion after Aurelian s triumph. Visum
puts it after the defeat of the Alemanni ; Kutroamus aati

Aur. Victor do not fix any time.

Aurelian at this time waa master only of th* central por-

tion of the Roman world. Under the weak and oanteaptiM*
prince* who preceded the energetic reign* of Claudia* sxJ
Aurelian, a multitude of contenders for empire started sow

who fell one before another, or maintained, in tboar ***»»!
districts, a short and anomalous independence. Of thus,
the last and most powerful were Tetrtrus and ZeooWa. sat
respectively held the extreme west and east of in* R itas sa
empire. Spain, Gaul, and Britain ow ned, in name, the uu»
nty of TsIncus ; but be was little more than a pageaai «i s

monarch, in seeming possession of a power which be eawai

not wield and dared not resign. He himself in» tied Auetteaa

to relieve him from this splendid misery, and betrayed has

own army into a defeat near Chitons, in Champagne, wash)

he himself, with a few friends, look refuge with has ease*

fortunate competitor. Spain and Britain arknewWdweal tfee

victor. Gibbon places these events in the year t*I. «*-
trary to most other historians. «ho make theta tukeassaasYt

to the fell of Zenouia. (See Vopiseua, can. it.)

The west being secured. Aurelian betook himsslf to toe*

war. by the successful issue of which he is beat known ; the

reduction of the great, flourishing, and short-kved em ef

Palmyra. [See Palmyba. Odinatmus. ZaxoaiA.) Osle-

nathus, who hail raised his native city to this height ef

power, was dead, and succeeded by his widow, th* eato-

braled Zcnobis, a woman of accomplished

masculine talents. The march of Aura-ban «

wall as toilsome. In his rout* tbxvngh lUyrto and

'
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feem and vanquished win* of the barbarian horde* who
wfaairnl the frontier provinces of the Roman empire. Pass-

Bt through Byuntium, he traversed Bilhynia. Ancyra
(in Osdatia) submitted; Tyana was besieged and taken;

sad Antioch opened its gate* after • slight skirmish at

Dspnae. This is the statement of Vopiscus; but Eu-
tromwa speaks of • severe battle at Anttoch, and makes
bo ms-ouon of that fought at Bmeta. The hostile armies
m-l at Bmesa, in Syria, where Aurelian gained • deci-

sive victory, and continued his march to Palmyra unop-
posed, except by the constant attacks of the ' Syrian
robbers.' from whom much inconvenience was sustained

in crossing the deserts. The resistance of the city did

credit to its warlike fame. Vopiscus has preserved a letter

Drum Aurelian himself, in which be complains that the
Romans talk of his waging war with • woman, as if she
fought with her own unassisted strength, and continues,
' It cannot be told what preparation for war, what store of
arrows, spears, stones, is here. No part of the wall but is

oreupsrd by two or three balistm, and there arc engines to

cast Are. She does not fight like a woman, nor like one who
fears punishment. But I trust that the gods will assist the

repabhc, who never hare been wanting to our undertakings.* I

He offered favourable terms of capitulation—an honourable
retreat to Zenobia, and the reservation of their rights to the

Palmy muani : but a haughty answer was returned by the

queen, in the Syrian language, reminding him that Cleopa-

tra, from whom she was descended, refused to live except

as a queen, and threatening him with the promised help of

the Persians, Saraceni. and Armenians. But Zenobia was
diMpBxuited in her expectations about these auxiliaries;

and the skilful commissariat arrangements of the emperor
obviated the difficulties of procuring subsistence for an
artuv in the inhospitable deserts which surround the oasis

of Palmyra. Zenobia felt resistance to be hopeless, when
Profcus, to whom the re-conquest of Egypt had been en-

|

trusted, brought his victorious army to the assistance of
lb* emperor ; and she tried to escape, but was intercepted

on her way to Persia, and brought to the Roman camp.
The soldiers clamoured loudly for her death. Aurelian
refused to shed female blood; but he took bis revenge
on those who had directed her counsels, among whom
perished the celebrated Longinus, who had been Zenobia's
uMroctor in Grecian literature. The city surrendered soon
after the capture of its mistress, a.d.273. and was treated

with comparative clemency, being neither plundered nor
destroyed.

Aurelian was already returned into Europe, when he
heard that the Palroyrenians had revolted, and massacred
the small gamson of six hundred archers whom he had
left in charge of their city. He returned in wrath, and
exceeded even his usual ferocity in avenging this ill-judged

insult. There is a letter extant written by him to Ceionius
Basso*, in which he says, ' The sword must go no farther

;

enough of the Palmyrenians are slain and cut to pieces.

W» have not spared women ; we have slain infants, old men,
buobsndmen ; to whom then shall we leave the lands and the
city • Let those who remain be spared ; for we believe that
so few may be amended by the punishment of so many.'
Ha goes on to give directions for the restoration of the
temple of his favourite deity, the Sun, at Palmyra, which
had bean damaged by the third legion.

Aurelian was recalled a third time to the East by a re-

bwUuo in Egypt, excited by Finnus. a merchant who had
enquired immense wealth by commerce in India. This was
immediately quelUd by the emperor's presence ; and having
bow cleared the Roman empire of all rivals and pretenders
to mdepnoVnco. and restored it to its antient limits, he
returned to Route, where he celebrated his various victories

with a triumph of more than usual magnificence. The
details will be found in Vopiscus, chap. 33, Sec.

After this ceremony the emperor visited Gaul and. Hlv-
rirum ; but his stay was short, for in a few months from the
•ate of it are find him leading an army against Persia, to

mwaje the debet and degradation of Valerian. On his

nuictt beeween Heraclea and Byzantium hewas assassinated,

a consequence of the treachery of one of his secretaries.

Baaed Mneaibeus. whom be had threatened with punish-

aant ; and the emperor's threats were known seldom to be

see in Tain. The secretary forged a list of names— those

4 (Ik* chief osVcers of the army ostensibly devoted to death

;

sod the rustles* character of Aurelian caused the fraud to be

nasUy MirTed, and promptly acted on. The conspirators

were those 'whose stations gave them a right to be near hie
person ; he was murdered in October, 474 (in «7S. according

(gold. Brit. Mas. DouUs Iks disaster.]

to tome), after reigning from five and • half to six years,

according to Vopiscus and Aur. Victor. Gibbon, without
quoting his authority, makes it four years and nine months,

i He left a single daughter, whose descendants remained at

Rome when Vopiscus wrote.

Aurelian is not ill-described by Eutropius as of a character
1 necessary on some occasions rather than loveable on any ;

but harsh on all.' Yet ho had many qualities noble and
valuable in a ruler : he was frugal in his expenses, tempe-
rate in his pleasures, moderate in providing for friends and
adherents, strict in preserving good order, and resolute in

repressing peculation, and punishing those who grew rich

on peculation and the spoilt of the provinces. But these
good qualities were obscured by a temper naturally harsh,

and trained by a long and exclusive course of military

service into total carelessness for the sufferings of others

;

;

insomuch, that the Emperor Diocletian, himself not over
inclined to compassion, said on that account that Aurelian
was better suited to command an army than an empire.

(Vopiscus, in the Hutoria Augwla ; Eutropius; Aur. Vic-

tor
i
Gibbon, c. xi. ; Crcvier, Hittoire det Empereurt Bo-

main*, vol. vi.)

Vopiscus informs us (cap. that hit Life of Aurelian
was founded on Greek authorities (there having boen no
Latin history of Aurelian before his), and on the Journals
and Campaigns of the emperor, which were then kept in

the Ulpian Library at Rome.
AURE'LIUS. MARCUS (or, as he is called on his me-

dals and elsewhere. Marcus Antoninus), was the son of An-
nius Verus and DomitiaCalvilla. Verus traced bis pedigree

to Numa, and Domitia hers to Malennius, a Salentine prince

;

the fathers of both were consuls. Aurelius was born on
Mount Ccelius, in Rome, on the 26th of April, a.d. 131, and
was named Anniut Verus. Hadrian, with whom he was a

favourite from infancy, familiarly called him Verissimus. a
distinction which he even then merited. To his natural

disposition, habits, and early acquirements, which it is ho-

nourable to the emperor to have perceived and cherished

he owed his adoption into the Aurelian family by Antoninus
Pius, who was himself adopted by Hadrian, upon condition

that he should adopt Annius Verus, and the son of a de-

ceased favourite, L. Ceioniut Commodus (called, after hit

adoption by Hadrian, ifilius Verus Ctosar). who was to have

been his successor; this son was named Lucius Verus. [See
Vbbuj.] There wospolicy, as well as family connexion, in

these proceedings. The father of Aurelius dying while he
was young, his grandfather took charge of his education,

and gave him every advantage which the age he lived in

could afford. We learn from himself that he had masters

in every science and polite art, whose names and qualifica-

tions he has most gratefully recorded, modestly attributing

all his acquirements to their instruction and example. (See

Book I. of the Afrdilationt.) They were all more or less

remarkable for rigid observance of the rules of morality,

command of temper, polite conversation, and courteous

manners, and were all afterwards rewarded according to

their merits and just expectations, two of them being raided

to the consulate. These men, therefore, were not only

tutors, but models upon which the more perfect character

of Aurelius was formed ; the foundation of which, however,

he piously soys was laid by his parents. From what he had
heard of his father, he learned modesty and manly flrmnos

;

from his mother, piety, generosity, and simplicity of life

:

from his grandfather, virtuous disposition of mind, and
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habitual command of tamper, 8cc For the art of govern-

ment, and tha manners thai give dignity to a tuler. ha

aftarwania studied the public and private conduct of Anto-

ninus Pius. Moat of his teachers *ere Stoics. One of tha

mott distinguished of thom. RusOcut, procured him a cop*

of the works of Bpictetus, which confirmed his natural incli-

nation to Stoicism, and became his inseparable companions;

be delighted in commenting upon tbem, and thanked the

god* for furauhinjr him with a manual from which he could

collect wherewith to conduct his life with honour to him-

self and advantage to his country. The life and writings

of the emperor rank him. indeed, amongst the best teachers

and brightest ornaments of the stoical school, and have led

his biographers to expatiate upon its merits. It would be

out of place here to do more than to acknowledge the general

excellence of its moral rules, and their universal application

as a tTstem of mora] philosophy to the use of men of all

ranks and conditions in society. Prom this circumstance,

SUNctsm had more followers than any other philosophical

sect. Much has been said of its extreme severity: per-

haps from some of its followers having overstrained its rules,

and adopted practices more rigid than are consistent with
nature and conformable to reason ; but tuch roan are ascetics,

and not Stoics. But. admitting its rules to be laid down in

an extreme manner, they stand upon the same footing aa
certain theories in the exact sciences that find their natural

limits in practice. In the lives of Epictetus and Aurrlius,
the just limits of the rules of Stoicism, and the proof of
their utility to men of all conditions in life, may be found.

They were equally adapted to the purposes of these two men.
who may be called the extreme links of the social chain.
The one was tha slave of a man freed from every slavery
but that of his own vices by Nero, living in the worst of
times, with the worst examples immediately before his eyes,
and trusting to chance and bis own exertions for education.

The other was not only a fi/eeman, but born to command,
and enjoying every advantage ; yet there is nothing in the
lives and practices of these two men contrary to nature and
social order, and little or nothing more to be required of
either of them than what they performed. They were equally
remarkable for moral excellence and virtuous conduct in

every respect ; and they have each left us the rules by which
they governed themselves. [See Abbiam, and Bpictbtus]
The work of Aurelius, which is divided into twelve books,
and written in Greek, is generally known by the name of his

Meditation*. There has been much unnecessary cavilling

about its Greek title. rwt> tit imnov, variously rendered ' of
and to himself,* or 'concerning himself.' It is a private
note-book, kept for a purpose that the critics would have been
better employed in pointing out. Aurelius accomplished the
arduous task of passing through a life of extraordinary diffi-

culty and temptation with unblemished character. His son
entirely failed in it, not from disability, for be waa educated
as his father waa, and showed every inclination to walk in

his steps, till he became free from hi* father's observation and
control; till then be must have given satisfaction, for his

father thanks the gods that he had found proper tutors for

his children. We must therefore infer that education and
natural inclination are not of themselves sufficient to keep
a man in the paths of virtue without an unremitting dis-

cipline. The severest and most important rule of Stoicism
relates to self-government, and enjoins daily and hourly
examination of all our thoughts, words, and actions. This
golden rule Commodus neglected. Aurelius always ob- i

served it. as his book proves ; it was his monitor to keep
him to his duty ; it fully illustrates the efficacy of stoical

discipline, and its effect upon the man himself gives it

it* peculiar value. Besides this, it contains the history of
hi* education, and a collection of rules, dogmas, theorems,
comments, and opinions, pat down as they were suggested

by passing events, reading, or conversation ; sometimes
they appear to be preparatives for particular cases in which
be expected to be called upon to act or decide. They form

no regular series, nor have tbey any relative order, but they ,

all tend to the purposes of morals, discipline, and selfgovern-
|

men*. When not new, they are placed in a new light. They
,

may bp considered as a supplement to Bptctetus. and the
two together form the beat code of moral discipline left to

us by the anltent philosophers. This bonk was Ant edited

in Greek and Latin by Xy lander. Zurich. 144«. then by
M. Ceeeubon in 1*4 J. much improved; but still more by
Gauker, Camb. Hit. with some valuable table* of refer-

li was re-edited by O. Stanhope, with Darter * life,
,

[Brit Mu. Arlasl dw ]

[Bill. Mas.

Lond. 1697. 1704. An edition by J. M. Schuli waa pub-
lished at Schleswig, 1902; and another by Corny. Paris,
1816. The English translations are by M. Casaubon

—

seven editions between 1634 and 1702; the reader is coo-
fused by his explanations of his own language as be goeson

:

by J. Collier, remarkable for its vulgarity: by J. Thomson.
1 747. Anonymous. Glasgow, 1 749. harshly literal ; and by
R. Graves, 1 792, said to be the best, but very bad.
The events of Aurelius's life are marked by wise and

prudent conduct. He passed through all the offices usually
given to persona of his rank and pretensions, and as be
most punctually attended to bis duty in tbem. he obtained
those facilities as a man of business for which he was re-
markable. In bis fifteenth Year the daughter of Ceiouaa
Comroodu* was betrothed to him by the desire of Hadnaa,
but the union was dissolved by Antoninus Pius after Ha-
drian's death. His adoption by Antoninus Pius took place
in his eighteenth year, when he was named Marcus .Una
Aurelius. After the death of Hadrian he married has
cousin Faustina, daughter of Antoninus Pius, a lady whose
conduct was not calculated to promote hts happiness, and
though he had ample cause, he refused to divorce her.
Upon the death of bis new father in 161. he took the
of Antoninus, and immediately associated Lucius Vi
with himself as partner in the empire: be also gave bun
bis daughter Lucilla in marriage. This last ana hsgbest
office Aurelius accepted at the request of the senate,
much against his inclination ; but having acrepled it. be
never suffered his fondness for study and philosophic retire-

ment to interfere with his public* duty. A troublesome
reign ensued, beginning with inundations, earthquakes,
famine, and pestilence, causing universal distress, wbarh
it required extraordinary exertion to alleviate. The Lfe

of a man whose object was peace was almost entire!}
occupied by war, owing to former emperors bavmg nso-
uuercd more countries than they could unite in one empire.
This was only making aa man) enemies, open and con-
cealed, as conquests. The safety of the empire, however,
now depended upon its keeping all its provinces, for of

its inability to do so could be proved, common cause wx>«J4

be made against it, and its destruction would fallow.

Hence it became the duty of Aurelius to put down the in-

surrections that broke out in all quarters. This be dad by
activity, fortitude, and a prudent choice of hts lieutenants :

he waa everywhere Victorious ; and be took the best meaata
in his power to make hts virtones effective, by showing
merry and clemency to the conquered, endeavouring tbere
by to prove thai be waa a ruler under whose sway tbey taught
live in peace if they pleased. But the spirit of liberty

and independence on the frontier* could not be suppressed

:

alt that Aurelius could do waa to maintain the integrity of
the empire during his reign, leaving the same boyless tank

to bat successors.
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The calamities in Italy irere not ended when the Parthian

srar broke out * Verm took the command in this war, and
returned rictorioua, A.D. 166. but brought the plague with

htm to Rome. (See Vanus.) Calpurnius Agricola was sent

against the Britons, who threatened insurrection; and Au-
amus Victorious against the Catti. The two emperors soon

after marched together against the Marcomanni, and obliged

them to sue fur peace. In returning from this expedition

Vera* died, B.C. 169. In the year 170 Aurelius was com-

pelled to prepare fur a more serious war against the northern

nationi. During this campaign a battle was fought with

the Isxygcs on the frozen Danube: and in the year 174

an event happened which has given rise to much con-

troversy, though we have no good account of it. It is

•aid that the army of Aurelius, being unwarily drawn into

a defile by die Quadi, was nearly overcome bv the attacks

of the enemy, whom, from the nature of the place, the

Romans could not resist, as well as from fatigue, the

unusual heat of the weather, and above all the want of

water, which they had not tasted for some days. From
thai dinVnl" ttw warn suddenly relieved by a violent

ftotm, that Ml lightly on them, ind gave them an oppor-

tunity of refreshing themselves, while it directed its fury

against the enemy, throwing them into confusion ; and,

sa some say. the lightning, to which others add wildfire,

actually oestroycu torn. A uc twmans took advantage of

the mm, and gained a victory. Upon this, some unlucky
trgendist. not knowing that the 12th or Thundering Le-

tt**, which was engaged in this affair, had its name before

it happened, took occasion to call it a Christian Legion, and
to attribute the miraculous storm to the efficacy of its

prayers : and • letter exists from the emperor to the senate

•rknawledtrtng the fact. This letter is in Greek : no Latin

original, or any similar authentic iWuinent, can be found;

and nobody wilf believe that Aurelius would insult the senate

by writing to uem in a nretgii language, though it may
be argued, as it has been, that this is only the substance of

the emperor's communication, and not to be considered as

the anginal. (See the letter in D'Acicr's Life of Jureliut,
Stanhope'* ed.) But the internal evidence of the letter is

perhaps sufficient to destroy its credit. The heathens are

also said to have acknowledged the miracle, and to have attri-

buted it to the prayers of their good emperor. (See Capito-

linus. cap. 24.) lw A-w^w column at Rome comme-
morates the miraculous shower in the historical sculptures

its shaft. [See AwroNtNB Column.]
This letter to the Senate, if genuine, would prove that

asm* kind of persecution had been carried on against the

Christians ; fur the emperor herein declares that they are

not far the future to be molested for their religious opinions.

There is also ther letter; said to be written by Aurelius to

the council o Asia assembled at Ephesus, upon the subject

of persecuting the Christians. This letter acquits Aufelius,

ia as far as it lorosas persecution, and confines punishment
and not to opinions. ( See Euseb. Hist. Kcclet.

tv. is.) Some attribute it to Antoninus Pius: but the charge
uf persecution is still maintained against Aurelius, especially

in the early part of his reign. It is impossible, however,
to recorjrOa this with his known character and writings.

Cm i*r (nr. p. 453) calls him the author of the fourth pcr-

aeralwn agamst the Christians, but be gives no proof, and
aanuU that the emperor published no edict against them.
Mams certainly appears not to have liked the Christians

:

perhaps ha era hated them. (See hiedit. xi. 3, and Gala-
ker's note.)

During his long northern campaignsAurelius crossed the
Danube, and brought the Sarmatians to terms. His victories

so* eMmmcmoratedon one of the medals which we have given.

But the rebellion of Aridius Cassiua in the east compelled
taw Emperor to return to Rome, and to leave the barbarians

csf the north in a more powerful position than was eon-
ssatent with the safety of the frontiers.

The clemency, justice, and sound policy of the Emperor
an particularly shown in this rcbetliou of Cassius (x.u.

IHI. who, after a feeble and unsuccessful attempt to get pas-

ssBwiea at the empire, was put to death by his own officers.

Be weald not extend the usual penalties to bis family, nor

•after many of bis accomplices to be punished ; he even
destroyed bis private correspondence, that none might live

in law. and be induced to continue in rebellion as their

only safety. Ha left the whole matter to the senate, as

if it bad been an ordinary affair, recommending the great-

y, a* be Was most desirous of freeing himself

from all imputation of revengeful feeling. [See Cashus.
An oi us.]

After the death of Cassius, the Emperor made a journey
into the east in order to restore tranquillity, which had
been somewhat interrupted by the late rebellion. In hie
visit to Lower Egypt and Syria, he conciliated the good-
will and affection of his various subjects by his kindness
and his affable manners. During his return through Asia
Minor, his wife Faustina, who accompanied him, died at a
place called Halale. at the foot of Mount Taurus. Though
her infidelity to the Emperor was generally believed, the
good-natured prince, who either knew nothing of it or took
no notice of it, lamented her lo>s as if she had been the
best of wives ; and the Senate, in the usual style of adu-
lation, decreed a temple to her memory, and raised her to
divine honours with the title of Diva. Aurelius also in-
stituted a new establishment for young ladies under the
title of Novas Puellas Faustiniano, in imitation of that
which was created by Antoninus in honour of the mother
of the empress. [See Antoninus.] We should not omit
to mention, in opposition to tho accounts of Capitolinus and
Dion Cassius, that the emperor extols the obedience, affec-

tion, and simplicity of bis wife. (Mtditat. i. 17.)

At Smyrna, the Emperor witnessed a display of the
rhetorical talents of Aristides, who pronounced on that oc-
casion his declamation in praise of Smyrna, which still

exists among his works. Two years afterwards, when
Smyrna was ruined by an earthquake, Aristides prevailed
upon the Emperor to extend to its suffering inhabitant* the
same bounty that he had already bestowed on other cities.

[See Ahistidbs, jBlius.]
From Smyrna Aurelius passed to Athens, where he

appears to have been admitted into the sacred mysteries of
Ceres. During his -reign he showed his affection to this
antient seat of learning by founding chairs of philosophy
for the four chief sects, the Platonics, Stoics, Peripatetics,

and Epicureans ; and also a professorship of rhetoric.

The close of the philosophical Emperor's life was not spent
in the peaceful retirement which he loved, but in the midst of

a northern campaign against the Marcomanni, Hermunduri,
Sarmatians, and Quadi. His son Commodus accompanied
him during these campaigns, which appear to have lasted

between two and three years. Aurelius died, n.c. 160,

after a short illness, at Vindebona (Vienna), in his fifty -

ninth year, having reigned ten years alone, and nine with
his colleague. His loss was regretted by the whole empire

:

he was ranked amongst the gods, and every house in

Rome bad bis statue or picture. One of the medals that

we have given, bearing the inscription comsbcratio, repre-

sents the apotheosis ofAurelius. [See Apotheosis.] Suidas
(copying, of course, some of the panegyrists of the emperor)
says, ' It is easier to admire his character in silenee than to

give it due praise.' It may all be traced in his book ; and
whoever will contemplate that will assuredly be tlie better

for it (See Life ofIt, Antoninu*. by Capitolinus : Herodian,
lib. i. ; Dion. Cass. lib. 71 ; the various authorities referred

to in Gataker's edition by Stanhope- : and the uncritical Life

of Aurelius by Crevicr, Hutotre de% Emjxreurt Romaxru,
vol. iv.)

AURE'LICS VICTOR. Four books are commonly
published together under the name of Aurelius Victor.

1. ' Origo Gentis Romanw.' an imperfect work, beginning
with Janus and Saturn, and going down to the foundation

of Rome. 2. ' De Viris Illustrious tlrbis Roma?,' which con-

tains short biographies of the most illustrious Romans, with
a few foreigners, from Romulus down to Pompey. 3. 'De
Cojsaribus,' which contains tho lives of the emperors, from
Augustus to the appointment of Julian to govern Gaul,
A.n. 356. 4. ' Do Vita et Moribus Imperatorum Romano-
rum,' or Aurelii Victoria Epitome, another history of the

emperors, from Augustus to the death of Theodosius the
Great, A.D. 395.

That all these are not written by the same person is

generally acknowledged ; by whom they are written it is

harder to say. It is pretty well agreed that the ' Origo ' is

not written by the same person a* the ' Illustrious Men,* or

the ' Canars
;

' and some persons, on very slight grounds,
have attributed it to Ascouius the critic. The ' Illustrious

Men ' has been variously ascribed to Cornelius Nepoa,
Pliny the Younger, Suetonius, and the true Aurelius Victor,

who is the undoubted author of the ' Cmsars.' Of bis life

we know hardly any thing: he tells us (De Cart. xx. 5)

that be was ' bom in the country, of a poor and unlearned
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father,' end it i* conjectured, from kit abundant praise* of

A fnca. that he was a native of that province. The ' Casiars

'

seems, on the evidence of a passage written in the present

lento, to have been composed about the year 359 ; and there

are other ground* for supposing that Victor was alive at that

time. It is said in Ammianus MarcclUnus (xxi.) that the

Emperor Julian * appointed Victor the historian prefect of

Pannonia SccumU, and honoured him with abrasen statue,'

and that some time after he was made prefect of the city.

Now there it an inscription extant, from which we learn that

A urchin Victor wet prefect of the city in the reign of Thco-
d«-iu« ; and it is probable that these two notices refer to

the «amo pcp->n. We also know that Aurehus Victor was
eon.ul with Vulcntinian, a.d. 369. This brings us to con-
sider who was the author of the ' Epitome,' which extends
t<> the death of Theodohiu*. In all the titlet prcQxod to the
MSS. it is mentioned at 'Epitome ex hbns.' ' brcviatus
ex libri«,' Sext. Aur. Victors ; and Mad. Darier thinks
that it it null) an epitome, taken partly from other sources
tl in the ' L'ir«ar» ' of Victor, which she believes to have
i»«ine to us imperfect, and to liavo extended to the reign of
Tlieo'lrsmt. This opinion is countenauccd by tliere being
n<> formal conclusion to the work as it now stands. Nor it

it impin,ible, nor indeed improbable, supposing Victor to ,

lu\e been in middle life between the years 359 and 369,
that he may have lived and continued his work down to
the end of Thcudotius's reign in 39i, where the Epitome
ciidt.

Neither the style nor the contents of these book* entitle
the author to a high place among historians. The most
important portion is that which contains the history of the
empire, where the frequent want of all contemporary autho-
rity renders a continuous sketch, even though it be a meagre
one. of the more value. The editions of Aurclius Victor
an? numerous : among the best are the Delpbin, and those
of Schott, Gcuner, A rnUenius, Sec. The most modern which
we h.ive_ seen noticed is that of Scboenberger, Vienn.
1*20. Valpy's Dulphin edition (vol. i.) contains • eollee-
lion of notices from various writers concerning the life

of Victor, and the authorship of the works bearing bit
name. (See also Moller, Duputatto de Aurtlto Victor*.
Altdorf. lhiii.)

At' REUS, or DENARIUS AUREUS, the ordinary
Roman coin of gold, was equivalent to twenty-Ave silver

dvtiani, or a hundred sestertii.

(Sold was first struck at Rome in the year of the city 647,
or 2u* before Christ, in the consulship of C. CL Nero and
M . Li v. Salinator, sixty-two yean after the introduction of the
coinage of silver. The earliest coin of gold at Una time was
named a scruple (serupulum), and went for twenty sesterces

ScTupaluau

[IWiL He, CuU. Aciaalriaa}

of that ag*>. fflee Plin. Nat. Hut. lib. xxxiii. e. 3 ; edit. Dale-
ramnii. et Variorum. In other editions, c. 13.) It bad the
bead of Mars on one tide, and an eagle standing on a
thunderbolt upon the other, with the word ' tout' below ;

and was msrked xx st the back of the head of Mara. Raper
(Inmitry into tht Value of anttent (freek and Roman Money,
Pkihx. Trantart. |»j. p. SO*.) determines the weight of the
scruple to have been 171 Troy grains, which is the weight
of one in perfect condition in the Britith Museum. Nauicus,
as quoted by Rckbel. (Doctr. Num. I'rt. tout. v. t. 4.) makes
the true weight twenty-one grains and one-third. These, as

[IUH sty*. C~U. JUlultki)

It appears, are Paris grains (are Krkhel. v. 4); \T\ Troy
grains \ntng ak.nl opnalrnt to 21 J Paris grains. Iu
double was marked »xt X< „r fay Mttrrcrs: and its triple

+». «e »•«««• *hirh wnirh«l 3j grains. The avmhol wba-h
the x on this triple scruple, ind* atcs L or JO

:

Eckhel shows, that on the denarii of Tib. Claudius, and in

other cases, the Romans represented 50 by a symbol very

like an inverted T.
Pliny proceeds to tar that it waa afterwards usual to

coin forty pieces out of the pound of gold (larger in sue. of

course, bearing the general name of Aurci), end that the
Roman emperors by degrees made them forty -five to the

pound. In a passage, the corruptness of w hich is more than
suspected, some of the texts ascribe this last change to Nero.

Alexander Sevcrus coined pieces of one-half and or.

-

third of the aureus, called Semutii and Trtmiun (.Kl.

Lamprid. in Alex. Srrrri Vita, cap. 3V). whence the aureus
came to bo called tohdui or loltdu* aureus, as being tin-

integer.

Soon after the reign of this prince the coinage became
very irregular, till Constantino entirely new-modelled u I.;

coining aurci of seventy-two to the pound of gold (m-c ii *

Codex Theud. de Ponderatoribus, $ |. Cud. Jutlin. I. x nt.

70. de Susceptoribus $ 5.) ; a more convenient number 1 1> i.

cither forty or forty-five, as it divided the ounce and
ounce without a fraction.

Eckhel from Nauzeus (Docir. Sum. I'rt. ut rupr.) dn !<

«

the variations of weight of the auroi between the year i i ; (

Rome and Cararallas time into eight epoch*, varyii..' n

the respoctivo coins from 153 to I2» (Pans) grains. '1 it

the estimates ore correct may be gathered from the follow i
•

facts, ascertained from autei. or gold denarii, all in a r

of high preservation in the British Museum. An aur. u. ,4

Julius Cattar weighed 123 grains, which is exwih the

weight of an English sovereign. Out of twenty five gi-id

denarii of Augustus, one weighed 1 15 grains, five wri k-: •<!

120 grains each, three lioi. four 131 grains, four 122. and
one 127. Of fifteen aurei of Nero, four weighed 11

J

grains, two 114. two 116, two I Id, one 119, one l.'o.

An aureus of Maximianua II. weighed HI grains, ( arou-
siua 67, and Maxentius 79. The can of Cereusiua,nf wii«-h

a copy is bore given, is believed to be unique. The Rev . Mr.

[Belt. Mm. OM. iriaasH.)

Cracherode, who bequeathed it to the British Museum,
bought it at the price of lioL Of the aurei of Constanta*
in the Museum, one weighed 66 grains, three 67, three cvj.

one 73). and one 81 J. The highest weights are possibly U
coins struck before Conatanline'a re-arrangement of the

coinage. Alt here mentioned, at far aa can be ascertained,

are of gold without alloy.

The average weight of the aurei of Augustus, then, ap-

pears to have been nearly 121 grains; that of Nero t asm
nearly 117.

Raper says the Consular aurei weighed at a mraa
126 groins. Some of the Family aurei in the Museum
weigh 122, 124, and 125 grains.

The following is Letronno s tahlo of the mean wears* of

Aurei, transferred into Troy grains :

—

rmik St. TMt ft.

J. Caaaar .... 153.15 185.73
Augustus. . . . 148.71 121.97
Tihenua .... 145.7 119.53
Caligula .... 144.5 II* i:

Claudius .... 144. • lis 4J
Nero 139.5 114.44
Titus IJ7.3 113.64

(See I^etronne. dmriiUrati mi t;enfmlet rur t Kmluati a

tUt Mmnairt tirm/uet et K vianm, Jfi-. Pans, 1 117 41 < 1

VsrlTi in the chariot rant were usually rrwsrWd w.:>i

anrri. (Ser Suetonius. Clawt. cap. 21. t 10. Ju» . >'af. v.t.

341.) Hie Hrhnliatt obtenea that no linre than flvr wtt*

allowed to be given in such nvt (Bulcng. oV
r. 55 ) The fee (probably the maximum) to a lawvrr was
erntum aurti, tee I'liuan (I), i. 12. >f> rrtr. rxyrntt ) A
single aureus was stl that Justinian prmitlrd to be mkrd
at dice. (Cud. Cakacninua de Tui'*um Tm. rt Coir.

Lutiit ap. Or»v TSrmmr torn, t is. oil 1259.)

The reader who withes for inforrnstioo \xyan the rurrws.
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bereft] what U here often, may eonmlt Pittocot, Lexiem i.

p. iiO in i-ooe ; Eckhel, Doclf. Num. Vtt. torn. v. ; Pin-

kertou. Em? on Medal*, vol. i. p. 144 ; and Raper's Inquiry,

already rvferred to.

AD RICH, at protest a landdrottei. or province, of Hano-

ver, formed, in antient timet, the oatUrn part of the land of

the Frisii. and at a more recent date the principality of East

Fneslvnd. It it the mott north-wcsterlv point of Germany,

and it bounded on the west by the kingdom of Holland and

the bay of the North Sea, into which the Emt discharge*

itwlf ; on the north by the North Sea; on the east by the

C

—

1
f Vuchy of Hrlstcin-Oldenburg ; and on the south by

t! tor) of Mcppen. The whole surface of the province

i« nplcic a flat, that the Plotenberg, the highest land,

A ' exceed sixty feet in elevation above the sea. The
li adjacent to the North Sea, which washes nearly

<•! f of its frontier, are the roost fertile marsh-land in

0 ..loverian dominions. They are separated from

tl rru>r of the nrDvincs), which is a series of moors and

h by a tract <>f sand between two and three miles in

b : ; on the wi side, met arc protected against the

a ri rampart of artificial dykes, twenty-four feet high,

and n. rly one hundred miles in length. The larger vil-

L i thu marsh land are built upon eminences, thrown

u the natives ; tbev are clean and airy, but destitute of

t - other natural shelter. The tenements in the more
t. districts are scarcely superior to the Hottentot

rrai The area of Aurich is estimated at 1134 English

square miles; of this the industry of the inhabitants has
r -d li J .202 Fricsland dimoU.out of 625,20:1. into cul-

ti> able land ; 49,000 more are barren heath, and the remain-

t .000 are moors which pnxluce turf for fuel. The
< "vimt of woodland is not more than 66 OU inorgen ;

aUmi .330 acres. The Ems traverses the province in the

> iml in the middle of its course receives the Led a,

a i r iu waters haw been tmrcssod by the Jiimme. The
r fronted by banks of sand, varying from four to nine

ii breadth, and covered by the tide at high-water ; their

u largin is uuwu iiu ciiwu of islands, which are

n . inure than mattes of sand thinly coated with grass,

and Anted by the poor fisherman and his family, whose
d hotel is exposed in high winds to the inroad of the

Nordeney, the central island in the chain, is partially

» n the summer months for the purpose of sea-bathing.

1 kUnds occupy about sixteen square miles of the whole
art-j oi Aurich. The province consists of six bailiwicks, or

r and contains nve towns, among which are Kinden,
Levr. nd Norden ; Mj 1, as appears by the

o at 1*33, 152,408 inhabitants, who, with the excep-
ti .. w. four eongregatiMi - of Roman Catholics, and as many
• unites, are of I I' faith. They are con-

» s giuwera of grain, particularly oats and rapeseed ;

b real numbers of horses, sheep, and cattle ; make
a oney ; and are actively engaged in foreign com-
n nd the herring- fishery on the Scotch coast Their
» apurt i i the native produce of the country is to the amount
<• >ol. a year and upwards. The immoveable property

o rovinoe producing income baa been estimated at

C 00 dollars (about Ml 1 .900/.). and the moveable at

< a dollars (about 606,270/., which give a total of
t.sin.i ."o/.i Iu gross return of produce sold is cor"""'—

'

at 531 dollars, or about 1,054. 140/. per annum.
are no people in Europe who allowed greater jea-

l->- their independence in past times, and dit

r urmge in asserting it, than the East Frieslumlers.

Tl is a Una, indeed, when they gloried in shling
tl es, pre-eminently, ' the emperor's free sul

au were every way deserting of this title until they
their leaden to surrender their liberties ii i > IM

<> *J the Zukaena family, in the middle of the ftlieenth

From this period, until the year 1637, that family
ri ftUu counts, and subsequently to the lattc r date,

» of the empire. The Zlrksenas having become
in 1 744. East Fnesland was taken possession of by
the Great : in 1606, the French separated it from
sun dominions and annexed it to Holland : and
rs afterwards Prussia, having re-establish* < I her

, ceded it to the king of Hanover, who ineorL

—

stair • under the name ofthe Landdroatei of Aurich.

contain* twelve rirelet, via. Aurich, Berum. Km-
dei i, FnadcboTs;. Yemgum, Leer, Norden, Pewsum,
Starso*»M, Vcwden. and Vidround.

Al/KlCH, last capital of the province, as well as of one

rl

F
th

ni

ri|

u
A

of the twelve circlet into which the province U drrlded. is

an open town, situated on the Trecktchuiden canal, which
unites it with Emdcn, from which it is about fifteen miles
distant in • north-easterly direction. It it r.catly built in

the Dutch stylo, and is embellished with a handsome old

palace, the residence of the former princes of East Fricsland,

but now appropriated to the use of the Landdrostci, or gene-
ral government of the province. It is the scat of jutti'-o

and place of judicial record for the province, at well at of
the Protestant Consistory, and once possessed a mint, the
coin struck in which wot stamped with the letter D. There
are a handsome market-place, three churches, a high school

or gymnasium recently erected, a poor and orphan house,
four public libraries, and a seminary for the education of
midwives, in the town. It contains nearly 500 houses, and
between 3200 and 3300 inhabitants, who depend upon inter-

nal traffic, particularly in horses, and a few manufactories

of brandy, leather, tobacco, tobacco-pipes, and pajier, for

their chief subsistence. The canal, of which we have spoken,

is forty feet broad, has three sluices, and is crossed by nine
bridges. Aurich lies in 53* 2»' N. lat.. and 7" 26' E. long.

;

about 120 miles in a direct line N.W. of Hanover. The
neighbouring village of Rube it the site of the celebrated

Upstalsboom, or national assembly, which the Fricslandvrs

held in former days.

AURICULA, in horticulture, a kind of primrose, found
wild abundantly on the Swiss Alps, where its (lowers are

usually of a clear bright yellow ; they are sometimes while,

but thu is unusual. It has for centuries been an object of

cultivation by florists, who have succeeded in raising from
seed a great number of varieties having but little resem-

blance to the wild plant except in foliage. Instead of yellow

or white there is substituted a centre ofdeep purple or brown,
surrounded by a broad edge ofa white, grey, or green powdery
matter, or tlie whole corolla it of some uniform colour, such
as purple, deep violet, or even green ; the latter are techni-

cally called it\f», and although more beautiful than the

powdered kinds, are lets esteemed by florists.

In these plants the great object of the grower is to obtain

large clusters, or trusses, of (lowers, and clear, well-defined

colours ; and the valuo of a variety is determined by iu ex-
cellence in these respocU. All the kinds have been pro-

cured by sowing seeds, but there is no (lower which produces

moro seldom a new variety of merit ; and it often happens
that out of some thousand seedlings not one is sufficiently

remarkable to be worth preserving.

Many books have been filled with dircctiont for the ma-
nagement of the auricula, and these directions liave been
given so fully, that one hardly knows which to admire the

most, the laboriouaness of the writers, or the patience of their

readers. As usually happens, the rules for the cultivation

of auriculae may be reduced to a very few fundamental
principles, the application of which may be safely left to

the good sense of the grower.

The first consideration is under what circumstances the
auricula grows naturally. It is found on the mountains of
all the south and middle of Europe, especially on those of

Switzerland. In those places it might be supposed that it

experiences intense cold in winter ; but this is probably not
the fact, for it is covered early in the winter with a thick coat

of snow, under which it lies buried till the return of spring,

protected from the severest cold, and screened from the

itiroulating effect of light When the snow melts, it

[>egins to feel the excitement of brilliant light and to un-
fold beneath • pure and equable atmosphere, perpetually

refreshed by the breezes that blow over it and rooting into

rich vegetable mould which is kept continually damp by
;he melting snow, but never becomes wet on account of
be steepness of the situations in which the plant delights

to dwell. Under the same circumstances they flower and
perfect their seeds ; the drier weather of summer arriving,

they cease to grow with vigour, and in the autumn have
reached a state of complete torpidity ; tney never, however,

leeome absolutely dry, because of the rains and storms to

which the auricula is necessarily exposed in its Alpine situa-

tion. To imitate these conditions, the cultivator in the
plains must have recourse to artificial meant ; the protection

afforded by snow he provides by a frame covered with glass

sashes and sheltered by mats. When the plants begin to

grow in March or the end of February, the natural mois-

ture of their mountains is supplied by gentle watering ; they
are left entirely exposed to light and air all day long, ex-
cept in cold or stormy weather ; and they are supplied with
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ton and more water u their leaves become Urge enough

to consume it. The pots in which they are planted are half

AIM with fragments of pottery m order to ensure the free

••rape of the water which the plants do not consume. At
last, in April, the flowers are about to expand ; that period

has armed towards which the anxious hopes of the culti-

vator hare been so long directed ; the leave* are fully formed,

and are ready to nourish the delicate blossoms that have

sprung from their bosom ; but a shower of rain or a storm

of wind would defsce the delicate surface, and tarnish the

soft velvety colour* in which the beauty of the auricula con-

sists. Grcster precautions than ever are now taken ; for a
few days the sashes are never removed from the frames

;

tbey are only elevated at the back to admit the free sir, and
screened by mats or awnings from the direct rays of the sun.

Al last the development is completed ; the corolla displays

its rich surfsce, ana all that care and skill can accomplish

has bean effected : to remain, however, in a frame but im-

perfectly ventilated and constantly shaded, would soon

destroy the freshness of the colours, produce a general

relaxation of the parts, and the blossoms would quickly

perish. As soon therefore as the flowers begin to open,

the pots are taken from the frame, are placed on slstes or

boards on the north side of a wall or hedge, and are screened

by hand-glasses propped up by pieces of brick or wood so

as to admit a free circulation of air, and provide against

injury from rain or sun.

When the flowering is past, the auricula baa fulfilled its

annual function ; and even if seeds are required, no further

care wilt be neoeaaary than to place the plants in a northern

aspect, in a spot where they are not exposed to constant wet,

and where the drainage which tbey would have on their na-

tive rocks is amply provided for ; many persons keep the

pots continually on a stage or on tiles, so as to prevent their

attracting too much damp from the soil. At last the au-

ricula will sink to rest; seeds will be ripened, its leaves

will have laid up new matter to form flowers the succeeding

year, and the powers of life will be exhausted ; but a win-

ter's rest will enable it in the succeeding year to recom-
mence its annual course with renovated strength.

The main points in the cultivation of it, with reference

merely to the preserving the plants in a healthy state, are,

moisture, drainage, protection from cold, and full exposure

to light and air : if these are properly attended to, no auri-

cula plant can be unhealthy, or fail to flower well ; for the

leaves will be enabled to execute all their vital actions fully

and regularly, and this will ensure the well-being of all the

other parts.

But the florist will not remain satisfied with keeping his

plants merely in health ; he requires a vigour altogether

preternatural, and he would have a hundred flowers where
nature unassisted forms but ton ; as many as 1*7 have been
obtained in a single cluster. For this purpose rich and sti-

mulating manures are applied ; and the must dtsgustiqg

refuse of the animal world has been ransacked for ma-
terials upon which the auricula may feed and grow strong.

The whole theory of manuring is at present so ill-under-

stood, that it is difficult to say what material is beat suited

for the purpose: all that we really know is, that ma-
nure acts simply by forming carbonic sod, which is tbe

food of plants ; and one would suppose, that whatever (arms

carbonic arid most readily and constantly would be the most
efficient manure. This no doubt explains the cause of tbe
different opinions that are held concerning tbe best manure
for the auricula. One person reroramends blood ; a second,

goose's dung ; another, night-soil ; a fourth, cow-dung ;
'

and a fifth mixes all these together : the only thing tbe I

growers seem agreed upon at, that the manure, whale* er it

be, should be thoroughly incorporated with loam and light
|

vegetable mould, and be in a stale of entire decay. One of i

tbe latest writers an the subject recommends the following I

compost •—" One barrow of nch yellow loam, or fresh-dug '

earth from some meadow, or pasture, or common, with tbe '

turf well rotten ; one harrow of leaf mould ; one barrow of

well-decomposed bone or frame dung ; one barrow of row
dsmg, two years old at least ; and one peck of OTrr-sand,
not sea sand.' (Hogg, Smppitwmt to • TVce/isr om Hotrrri,

p. 1»* ) Besides this, it is found advisable to apply a small

quantity of liquid manure three or four times during the
growing season ; water in which sheep and horse dung is

dissolved is usually eaaploved for this purpose. It would be
worth trying the effort of poind )oast, which is the saesl

active stimulant of vegetation that has yet been discovered

;

but if this material be used, it sbjuld be dilated with i

till it acquires tbe colour and fluidity of small boar.

By means of agents, such as have just been ilewcribod.

an extraordinary degree of vigour is sometimes infused into

tbe auricula, and splendid flowers are tbe result ; but it ia

said that such plants are short-lived, and that they rarely

recover tbe effects of tbe excessive excitement to which they
have been subjected.

The propagation of the auricula takes place by Ha lateral

offsets, which are produced mora or leas abundantly accord-

ing to tbe healthiness of tbe individual or of tbe variety.

In the spring, when tbe plants begin to grow, them offsets

will readily form roots, for it is then that their vital

powers are in their greatest activity ; it ia at that period,

therefore, that the propagation of tbe auricula should take
place ; the offsets should be carefully cut from tbe mother
plant, potted in light rich earth, and placed under a hand-
glass until they hsve established themselves; as soon as
that has taken place, the hand-glasses should be lifted up and
air freely admitted to the young plants, which will, how-
evet, still require to be shaded snd kept slightly moist, for
reasons which the reader will And explained under the ar-

ticle II AMD-GLASS.
All planto cultivated in pots are placed in a most un-

favourable condition for growing vigorously and remaining
in a healthy state ; tbey not only exhaust the soil, but
contaminate it by their excretions, and their roots have no
means of seeking fresh food, or of avoiding that which ia

pernicious to them. [See Potting.] Tbe only remedy
for these evils is to free tbe roots once a year from all the
soil in which they have grown, and to re-pot them in rich

unconlaminated soil. This operation should be performed
at the same time and in the same manner as u> tseom
mended for offsets.

New varieties of tbe auricula are procured exclusively by
sowing the seed ; and if this were judiciously saved, a large)

number of all seedlings would pout s* sufficient beauty to
deserve preservation. In tbe words ofone of tbe most suc-
cessful of its cultivators, the auricula ' ia to be bred as btgh
as a race-horse, by a corresponding attention to pedigree

;"

so little attention is however paid to the true principles at
' high-breeding.' that many persons foil to procure a single
good variety from some thousand seedlings. What a grow**
who would breed auriculas, or any other flowers, sboasd
bear in mind, are these maxims —

1 . All plants that have been obtained by artificial mesas*,
have a tendency to return to that wild state from which they
have been reclaimed.

8. This tendency is particularly strong when tbey srw
raised from seeds, and will be great in proportion to Use
deviation of the parent plant from tbe most highly-calm steal

3. But the tendency may be counteracted by oooticasJW
selecting the finest and most highly-bred flowers to ysrsd

seeds.

4. The hitler are, however, open to tbe influence of ether
and inferior varieties, provided tbey are placed near them as
tbe flowering season.

6. Especial care should therefore be taken, net entry to
select for yielding seed tbe most beautiful flowers of the
nmst perfect varieties, but slso to prevent tbe possabUtty wf
wind or insects conveying among them the pollen of aa-

fcmir specimens.

Tbe seed should not be sown as soon as M msv-m.
but should be kept in tbe seed-vessel till tbe surrewdeasr
February or March, when it should be plaeed in light www
table mould in earthen pans in a hot-bed frame, and *u»-
srouently treated like other seeds of a similar nature.

'Ibe marks of a good auricula are. in tbe opuurss of
English florists, these —the flower should consist at* fossr

principal parts, namely, tbe tube, tbe eye. the grusnaat

colour, and the bonier. Tbe tube should form one-stxth «sf

the whole diameter ; tbe rye, including the tube, esse hel' .

and the ground colour, with lU border, the other half The
nearer the fare of the flower approaehea a true circle, tW
more prrfcrt is it to be esteemed, and rice fwras* ; sterrv
flowers, that is to my, such as have the lobes of the faesi
very distinct, bring the worst The mouth of the ts»W
should be well filled by tbe anthers ; the eye should be s bttto
•unk below the mouth of tbe tube, and of a eiear evwes
while ; the ground colour must be deep and nch. east ww-TJ
denned nest the eye, but towards the border it ss to srsak
off regularly and symmetrically into the edging, wharas.
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nroat in iu turn be separated moat exactly from the white

border. (See Maddock * Ftorutt Directory, by 8. Curtis,

UrJt; Hogg's Supplement to a Treatiteon Flowert, 1833;
Kinaegiesser's Auriket-Jlor ; and Ranfts Bemerkungen
iter die Cultur, 4V. der Aurikel.)

AURICULA (zoology), a genua of phytophagous or

plant-eating trachelipods, whose organs of respiration ore

farmed far breathing air. Cuvier observes, that the species

«./ this genus differ from all the pulmoniferous aquatic mol-

lu>k* which precede them in his sjstem in having the

roluroella or pillar of the shell marked by large plaits. It

u carious to obeem the progress of an animal, in the in-

fancy of science, towards its natural place among created

brings. Linnonis placed the auricula known to him in

bis gams roluta, which comprised mollusks that can live

only by respiring water, and others which can only breathe

air. and would die if immersed for any length of time in the

water; in abort, the presence of plaits on the pillar of a

shell was sufficient to induce Linnams to place it among his

roluta. Bruguicres took the auricula from this hetero-

r>-neou» mass, and placed them among his hilimi, a genus
» hnw organs of respiration are fitted for breathing air onlv

;

and Lamarck, struck with the great development of the

plaits on the pillar, and suspecting from that structure a

particular organization of the animal, formed from the

• parte* so distinguished his genus auricula. Cuvier adopts

l-amarek'a genus, though he is uncertain whether the au-
ricular lire in marshes like the limnaa, or merely on their

borders, like the rumnea. The probability is, that the auri-

cula uvea in the neighbourhood of rivers, lakes, or morasses,

and that iu respiratory system, though formed for breathing
air, is so framed as to enable it to sustain any vicissitudes

»h«rh such a locality might render probable. Auricula
\f>Ja (Lam.), roluta aunt Mid* (Linn.), the Mtdai t ear
of collector*, is a good example of the genus.

[AufavU MMb.1

It >* mid to be an inhabitant of the East Indies. Lamarck
also names the Moluccas as its locality.

The fallowing is the generic character .—Shell somewhat
oraL or orate-oblong ; aperture longitudinal, narrowed above,
and won the base entire ; pillar with one or more plaits

;

outer hp either reflected or simple and acute.
The trae auricula are the inhabitants of warm climates.

There is one in the sooth of Prance, near the shores of the
Mediterranean (auricula myototit of Draparnaud), but it is

a snail •penes.

_Al'Rl GA. theCharioteer, a constellation situated between
P*•>'«< and Gemini. It is represented as a man holding
• brwfle in the right hand and supporting a goat and kids
en the left arm. The star in the body of the goat, called
Capetta (and Aliotb by the Arabs) is of the Drat magni-
tude, and presents the best guide to the constellation.
There is en satisfactory account of the mythology of this

It is amid to hare been the Horns of the Egyptians ;

unortff the Greeks, the human figure is by different writers
railed Brichthonias, Bellerophon, Hippolytus, &c. ; while
the goat w Amahbam. the faster-mother of Jupiter. But
thai explanation is even more unsatisfactory than most others,
owing to the want of apparent connexion between the figures
of the gronp.

The star CapeDa never sets in the latitude of Greenwich,
and m m the Rne drawn through the higher two (a and f)

of the fear stars which farm the body of the great bear. It

m en the aaoridian at six r.M. early in March, and at mid-
night in December.

The fallowing is the nomenclature of the principal stars.

Those in parentheses are from Piaxii.
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to a Benedictine monastery, founded here by St. Gereixl,

in the ninth century , tho inunashsiy celebrated not

only for the sanctity, but also for the learning of its in-

mates, who hail here a famous school. The successors of

Geraud in the abbacy were lords of the town, and took from

it the title of count. They had almost episcopal power.

Aurillac has wide but irregular streets, which are kept

clean and fresh by running streams. The town itself was
' walled and had six gates. As later authorities do not men-
tion these, it is likely they have been pulled down. It had a

collegiate church, which was partly destroyed by the Cal-

vinists: the remains show the grvai extent uf the building.

There are three suburbs, vis. Fauxbourg St Stephen,

Fauxbourg des Frerea, and Fauxbourg du Bub. Prior to

the Revolution, Aurillac and its suburbs possessed several

religious houses. In the suburb of St Stephen is a castle

on an elevated situation which commands the town. The
suburb des Frcres (which waa larger than the town itself)

took its name from two convents which were in it : there

were also two nunneries in the same quarter, and a Jesuit*'

college in the city, besides the foundation of St. Geraud

already noticed, which waa secularized by the Pope Pius

IV., in 1961 or 1562. and the monastery changed into a
collegiate church. There is a collige or high school, also a
society of agriculture, arts, and commerce. The theatre is

considered to be too large and too much ornamented for the

capital of so poor a department At the lower part of the town,

along the river, is the public walk called Ac Qraricr, plea-

sant in the day-time, but unhealthy in the evening, owing to

the vapours which arise from the river.

The manufactures carried on here are of common and

letter-paper, copper, household utensils, and leather; the

chief trade is in cattle, cheese, stockings, tapestry, and

lace. The inhabitants amount to 9500.

At an earlv period, and far several centuries, the towns-

men are said to have enjoyed a considerable degree of free-

dom, and to have met for the purpose of choosing magis-

trates, who bore the title of consuls. Aurillac suffered

considerably during the civil wars of France, of whieh reli-

gion was the cause, or pretext It was besieged by the

Protestant* ; and after this siege, lost the municipal freedom

which it had formerly possessed, and received a governor

appointed by the king of France.

AURIGNY. [See Aldkbwzy.]
AURILLAC, a town in France, capital of the depart-

ment of Cantal, one of the two departments into wluch the

former province of Auvergne has been divided. The town
is situated in a picturesque valley, watered by tho ri\er

Jourdanne, and stands on the bank of that river, a little

above its junction with the Cere, of which it is a tributary.

(The Ccro is a feeder of the Donlognc, which, uniting with

the Garonne, form* the Gironde.) Aurillac is 332 miles

south of Paris by the road through Orleans, Limoges, and
Uierchc : but judging by the map, there must be a much
nearer road through Fontainebleau, Briarc, Never*, Moulins.

and Clermont
Aurillac is built on a spot where the lava, so abundant

in Auvergne, is covered with calcareous deposits. The
town is not of very antient date. It is said to owe its rise
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Aarill*o baa produced aarcral persons of note ; among
them Gerbert, elevated to the Papacy under the title of

Sylnwter Tl : l-inq- Arhrei. Hebraist of *ome note in the

autecnth centurv ; the Marcchal and t. •nltnal de Noailles ;

Pipaniol de U Force, author of tn account c.r France; and

J. B. Carrier, infamous for hi* atrocities at NanU-a during

''^hVre'aVTwme Baltic columns in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the town, and in the suburbs are two mineral

aprtng*.

Aurillae. at already noticed, in capital of the department.

Tha arroodlaaemriii or sub-prefecture of Aurillae extendi

«i\er 796 square mile*, or 509,440 acre*, and has a popu-

lation of about 95,000. ( Dlctumnuirt Cnirertrl iU la

Fniw* ; PigahxJ de la Foree ; Malle-Brun ; Balbi.)

AUrUFKA BOREA'LIS, or northern Aiy-brrak, so

railed becau*e it usually appear* at or near the north, and

presents a light somewhat resembling that which precedes

Mil 1 SO.

The phenomena attending the Aurora Borralu arc so

various, in almost every particular, that no general defini-

tion ran be given, and till more is known on iba subject,

any remarkable luminous appearance, towards the northern

>:de of the barton, taking place between sunset and sun-

rise, must be considered as entitled to that name. Tha
following description, extracted with abridgment trora tLa

French Enejrl.ijia^lia, and cncl d in [). u an a. 0^14
of the most remarkable appearance* nf the kind.

[In the northern region of the horizon, but often toward*

the east or west, a horizontal cloud (nute) rises to torn*

degrees of altitude, rarely more than 40°. Sometime* U*
blue tkjr is seen between this cloud and tlie horizon. It en-

tends along an arc varying from 5° to I Off', some! in.. *

more. It is sometimes whitish and brilliant, but often bbc k

and thick. Its upper edge is luminous and irregular,

sometimes ncarlj parallel to the horizon, sometimes cumd
towards it. The higher part of the cloud ha* fn <,uei,l.v

a white and shiniug edge. After shooting a number >f

streamer*, the darker part of the cloud generally change*,

and becomes very' luminous. The streamers continue to U
shot from tlie upper edge, sometime* at some distance, some-

times very close to each other. Their light is very dazzling,

and might lead a spectator to imagine he saw a shmu.g

lwiuor forced violently out of a svringr. The light i« strongest,

and the streamer narrowest, near tlie main body of the pbr-

i* ar<ls from oaenmg*

>u the main cloud, with a slow ami uniform motion, be-

coming broader as they proceed. Their
'

time of duration are venous ; they are whitish, reddish, and
sometime* Id'nid-coloured, ami alter some time the apiM-az-

aue* of the whole raint*<>w, a* to colour, i* pri-senled. When
•etrral < duinns. emerging from ditlereut points, meet at

the zenith, a •null and dense meter u formed, whuh ap-

peals to burn with nv*e violence, tiiau either column In it-

. II. This meteor is grwn. blue, or purple, and allerw.mls

yt>* . eda Inwards tlie south in the loan of a small and riear

i I ii I. When the columns o a*e, the first mentioned li .ri-

zoiitsl metc-r bss hllU- mora than the »ii»«rmro »l in..run. i;

twiliL'ht. and graduallv disappear*. The pheiioiuen-.u l*»t*

son,, tunes all nitfht, and has sometimes been uli^nfJ many
h.tihls in sucrrsss ii. The honsoiital meteor sometime* k.i |>»

it* placr and its appearances unchanged for several hours,

h itnetiiaes the »l...le cnnsisl* in Uollnng more tl. ,n a gra-

dual increase..! I.kIiI hi tlx horizontal iwU'T, and tlie whole

ha* been known to take place ill a few tniuule*
]

It is evident that the presetting account relates onlv to

the aurora* which are secu in v cry northern latitudes, where

such phenomena are most frequent and most rplrw-hd
To slum what has been seen in our own Zone, We »u!j sa.

from the work ol M. <le Mairan on the suhjtcl, the two s»*u
dissimilar ap|iearanres whwh We can find.

The aurora represented aU.ee was seen at Bretn'.leTmt. *a

Normandy, ucurlv in the latiluile at Part*. S. ptrintwr t*

.

I It cniisiste.) entirely of •In-sincr* ot htthl. as here rv-

pr> *rutcd, without anv darker metevr.

The curious phenomenon represented on the i •pensile psufe

was ol.served lor several minute*, during an aurora wt -eh

appeared at the same place. Orlola-r 19. l.'J'i.

1 lie aurora borealis lias Ipern observed tn almost eseew
part of the world, but the frequency of it* <• . urn-no* Has
varied remarkably from century to century. In Knsrlsrt *.

banliv one sueh phenomenon a| peered in the •*»* enter : i Is

and earlier part of the rts'htceiith centur*. Itet-*rs> li st /
1716, s< curding to Hall. ), no such thing had beep rerun***!

in Kiiirland for more than cichly <ear*, and Ibone r4 asrr

magnitude sinew 1574, No ap|>earauce is recorded tn Use
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Tmvtiixii or tho Fronrli Academy of Science*, between
tats and 171(1. One recorded in the Berlin Miscellany for

1 797 it railed • vcrv unusual phenomenon ; and the one ob-

terred at Bajogria. tn 1 7 »S. wat atatcd to be the first which
hail rvvr been seen there.

In the northern regions the frequency of the Aurora
Boraalat, at teen by traveller*, led many to conclude that it

a* almost, if not quite, perpetual. Hut Celsius, who pub-
lished, in I 7.13, 316 obligations made in Sweden between
tar ream 1706 and 1 732. affirms the contrary expressly,

and ways that the oldest mhabitanta of Upaala eonaidered the

flwnealwnim aa a great rarity before 1 716. Anderson, a

nature of Hamburgh, who wrote on the subject about the

aarae time, says, that in Ireland the inhabitants themsclvea

were greatly astonished at the frequent recurrence of the

of Denmark, himself an Icelander, who wrote, in 1706,
waa old enough to recollect the time when the Aurora was
an object of terror in his native country.

It was at one time thought that the Aurora Australia (aa
wo must call it) was never seen in the southern hemi-
sphere. The first account of any such appearance was
ven by Don Antonio Ulloa, to M. do Mairan. Th«

r being at Cape Horn in 17-15, and in one of the thick
,
which he describes as common in that climate, saw,

whenever tho mist cleared off, a light on the southern hori-
zon, to an elevation of about thirty degrees, sometimes of a
reddish colour, sometimes like the Tight which precedes
moon-rise, but occasionally more brilliant. In 17 U an
Aurora appeared at Cuxcv. which very much terrified the Pe-
ruvians, who could with difficulty he persuaded by the Spanish
governor that it was not a mark of divine displeasure.

, Uvtcsuj.l

To go back to older times, the Aurora is described by

Ansl<de (cited by Mairan). as an appearance observed by

night m calm weather, and resembling flame mingled with

am<Ae. or the distant appearance of burning stubble. He
remark* that the predominant colours are purple, bright

red. and blood colour : from all of which, as well as from

the whole description (sec his work on Meteors, book i.

chapters if. and v.), there can be no doubt that be faithfully

described Use subject of this article.

Csrero, PUny, Seneca, and various more modem writers,

make allusions to, or descriptions of, similar phonomena

;

ami there can be no doubt that the fiery appearance of

•rm>es fighting in the heavens, described by so many au-
tikor* as having precede*1 remarkable events, must have
been Auroras Borealc*. heightened by the same force ot

imagination which converted comets into swords and other
weapon*. And the general terror which such appearances
seasa to have excited may be considered as adding a pre-

sumption to the evidence already produced, that the Aurora
&*t*1is did not by any means occur so frequently before

the eighteenth century, as it has done since.

In the work of M. de Mairan. already cited, which is, up
to it* date of publication ( 1 734), a complete collection of all

that was known, we find a table of all the recorded Aurora;

from a.n. M3 to 1751. All the observations, including

those of the same phenomenon by different observers, are

SII7 m Bomber; containing 1441 distinct phenomena.

These are at follows —

Prom A O. to A TV MtunVapr of Atirnrv

583 1354 26
1354 1560 34
1560 1592 69
1592 1633 . 70
1633 1684 94
1684 1721 *1»
1721 1745 9«1
I74S 17SI 24

Of these, the numbers observed in the different months
were as follows :

—

January, 113 July, 32
February, 141 August, 84
March, 202 September, 172
April, 124 October. 212
May, 45 November, 153
June, 22 December, 151

During the winter half of the year, 972
Summer .... 469

—

nearly in the proportion of 2 to 1.

The great paucity of phenomena in the earlier port of the
first list doubtless arises mostly from want of records : but
partly, it may be presumed, from the fact that many more
observations were latterly made in northern climatt*.

The mean height of the Aurora Borealis was placed by
Mairan at 175 leagues (Trench) ; but hit meant of tsrer-

taining this point were very imperfect. Mr. Dalton. from
later sources, concludes the average height to be about 100
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miles. That the paenomenon m really atmospheric and not

astronomical. U presumed from the diurnal rotation of tb«

earth producing no effect upon it» apparent position. It

ha* been placed by tome above the atmosphere, and Kuler

supposed it to be at the height of more than 1000 miles

above the earth.

The position of the Aurora has, in a majority of cases,

been rather towards the west than the cast, and it is more

frequently seen in calm than in windv nights. Among the

great variety of detached remarks which have been made
upon its attendant circumstances by different observers, wo
nia» notice the following assertions :—that there is always a

copious deposition of dew during the phenomenon— that in

the English Channel a hard gale from (be south or south-

east may be expected within twenty-four hours— that in

northern climates very brilliant instances frequently suc-

ceed a sudden thaw after very cold weather : but as we
have yet no satisfactory theory on the subject, it would be

useless to multiply such observations, and we only give

these to remind the casual observers of such phenomena,
that all the meteorological circumstances attending them

m are considered worth noting down.

The rise of the auroral arches is mostly from N.W. to

8.E. ; but Professor Forbes, tn I H26, traced one from the

N.E. through the tenith, till it vanished nearly on the

horiaon in the S.VV. This arch did not move in the direc-

tion of the magnetic meridian, and was diametrically

against the wind. (See Report* o/ the Britith Auociation,

vol. i. p. 356.)

The Aurora BorealU is said to be frequently accompanied
by sotmd, which has been variously described, aa a hissing,

a murmuring, a rumbling, and a crackling noise. M.
Ifairan never could hear anything of the kind ; but so

many positive assertions have been made by other ob-

servers, that little doubt can be entertained of the occasional

happening of this phenomenon. Pliny speaks of a noise of
arms and sound of trumpets heard in the air.

The influence of the Aurora upon the magnetic needle

must now be considered aa an ascertained fact. It was first

measured by Wargentin in ITiO, but Halley and Celsius

had previously noticed a similar circumstance. At the same
time it does not appear that in every instance the effect takes

place. Much discussion has arisen from the fact, that while

in one place the needle is violently agitated, in another it is

not disturbed at all. In one instance the variation of the

needle has been detected at a place where the Aurora was
not visible, though it was seen in other parts. [See Mao-
riktism.1

Our knowledge of the electrical phenomena of the

Aurora is confined to the observation, that the electric

matter may often be readily collected from the air during

its continuance—though decided instances have occurred

in which this was not the case—and that a very good re-

presentation of the auroral light may be obtained by passing

the electric fluid through an exhausted receiver.

The Aurora Borealis must rather be looked upon aa •
phenomenon well worth observing, than as one which
has been weB observed. The reason is that, all of late

years, there has been no concerted plan either as to the

phenomena to be noted, or the manner of observing them.

The British Association has lately directed its attention to

the subject, and has publavlied some recommendations
(Hrporti, vol. u. p. 486), to which we refer all who have
an) instrumental means. We shall select those paints

which do not require unutusl spparatus.

I. Whether the Aurora is arcuinpauted by any note ?

9. Whether there are any recurring periods of frequency

and brilliancy f

3. What is the potition of the phenomenon with respect

to particular stare ? <The*c mi) be ascertained oo a globe,

and very frequently the stars can be seen through the

Aurora )

4. The time of every phenomenon should be noise, and
the watch used should be compared with a watchmaker's
regulator as soon as possible after the observations.

i. The longitude of the place should be taken from a map.
6. Any perton who wi»he* regularly to watrb for such

phenomena, abould la>k carefully at the bunion e\ery

evening about ten o'rlurk.

7. If there is an arch, the positions of its two boundansa
sliould be noted by the way in which they pass among the

stare. Notice should be taken whether one edge is better

-SsUed than the other , whether there is a dear sky or dark

A tJ R

cloud above or below ; wl ether it terminates at the sad as
sky or in cloud , whether there is any dark band in a

;

whether, in its general composition, it is uniform or stnaled

;

whether stars can be seen through it.

8. If any change takes place in the situation or a [ipse i

aaee of the arch, the time should be immediately noted,
and then the change.

9. If there are beams or streamers, the time should be
noted ; then their position among the stars ; then thesr

height among the stars; their motion (whether vertical or
horixoutal) ; the velocity of motion (by the lime of passing
from one star to another); their changes; their penaa
nency ; whether they appear to affect the arch, or to ha
entirely in front of it.

10. If there be any black clouds in the luminous region,
notice should be taken whether the streamers or the arch
seem to have any relation to them ; whether and in what
manner they increase or disappear.

11. If there are waves or flashes of light, the observ
should notice the time of beginning and finishing ; the
general extent of the flashes (up and down, as well aa nght
and left) ; whether the flash is a real progress of light, sr
successive illumination of different places.

12. The existence and change of colours wiD of course aw
noticed.

13. It is useless to observe a common magnetic noodh
The one used for this purpose should be suspended by a
hair.

The various theories which have been proposed to ac-
count for the Aurora Borealis give nothing very satisfactory.

Halley and Cotes attributed it to the watery vapours of the
atmosphere; the former also suggested the effluvia, by w hick
be at the same time proposed to explain the phenomena of
magnetism. Mairan wrote the complete treatise already al-

luded to in support of a notion that the solar atmosphere (to

which be attributed the xodiacal light) extended as far aa
that of the earth, and being driven towards the poles (bow.
is not very clear) causes the phenomena observed. Eukr
imagined it to proceed from part of the upper atmosphere,
driven from its natural position by the impulse of light.

Beccaria, Canton, Franklin, and others, advocate the dee
trie fluid. The hypothesis of M. Libcs is at least Ingram**
and experimental, and was at one time much adopted. He
bad observed, that when one of the compounds of oxvjrea
and nitrogen was formed by the transmission of the esectne
spark through a mixture of those gases, reddish tapesna
were produced, which rose in the air. He found also, that

in a mixture of oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, the trans-

mission of the electric spark caused the union of the
oxygen and hydrogen (forming water) in preference to that
of the oxygen and nitrogen. He imagined therefore that
there was but little hydrogen in the upper strata of the
atmosphere near the pole ; so that while the a—sal das-

charges of electricity form water in lower latitudes, in cess.

nuence of the presence of hydrogen, a nitrous imapisswil
>rmed in higher latitudes, where be supposes that dace*

is little or no hydrogen.
This subject is one our knowledge of wbirb ww wary

expect to be rapidly increased. Should that be the ram.
we may provisionally refer the reader to Limits, Nostra-
KEN.
AURUNGABAD, of Hindustan, ftawssli

known as the province or soubah of Ahtnodnuggur. It at

situated in that part of Hindustan which bears the name as'

the Deecan. and lies between the 1 Bib snd 31st degree ef
north latitude. The limits of this province are net very
rk-srly defined, snd in common with those of other Indama
territories are subject to occasional alteration. To the ami fc

it hs» Guierat. ksndeisb, and Berar ; to the east. Beasfte

snd Hyderabad; to the south is Bcjapoor, and to the
the Indian Ocean. Iu length is estimated at 300 males*
snd its breadth at ICO miles.

Auruogsliad first became a province of the Magwl Em-
pire in I6JJ in the reign of Shsh Jrhan, when the Imtiaaa
of DuwUtabed was taken b> the Koubebdar of h* suds si h.
who Urns put an end to the shurt-livrd dynasty ef tW
Abvtwmsn Malik Amber. The fortress jua meet no is*

•it llien considered as the rspiul of the pruxince, and i im
tmued «o be so after the Nusms became indrpettdrnt of tW
Mogul government, and until, in more recent times, twa
eiM-ruarbinriits of the Puonab Mahrattaa made it aa uaswem
fortable reaafebce for the Nutam. who removed the swat ef
has government to Hyderabad. Tba province) at sswsr
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divided botwa*n the NLam and the Mahratta*, about one-
fourth being under the away of toe former, and three-fourth*

under that of the latter.

The surface of the province is in general mountainous,
especially where it is crossed by the western ghauts, the
hills there rising to a considerable height. The tract of

country which lies to the eastward of the ghauts, and which
tadudee the largest portion of the province, is for the most
part elevated table-land, seldom less than 1800 feet above
i'm- level of the sea. It abounds in those almost inaccessible

leases— the hill forts—which so often bofflod the sl-

it* of the Moguls, and were of the greatest service to the
res in their struggles for independence.

1 it its general character, the soil of the province is fertile,

ucing abundance of rice ; but, owing to the oppressive
actor of the native governments, the population is by

no meant proportionate to the extent or capability of the
Ma .r European fruita attain to a high degree of

perfection, particularly strawberries, peaches, and grapes;
last of wmon are very large.

A very hardy but ill-formed breed of horses is reared in

err it numbers for the Mahratta cavalry.

A unirigsbad contains the sources of several rivers;

ng others are the Neera, the Beema, and the Godavery.
1 first rises in the western ghauts to the south of Poona,

passing eastward divides the province from Bejapoor,

si falls into the Beema at Nursingur, in the province of
M wa. The Beema rises in the mountains about 40 miles

h af Poona, and passes at a distance of I) miles from
that place ; thence it Hows, with many windings, in a south-

> -« - *rly direction, receiving several hill -streams in its

course, and after flowing about 400 miles it joins the
K ihna. in the province of Hyderabad. The Godavery, one
nf the most seered streams of the Hindoos, and the largest

nrer of the Dekkan, proceeds from numerous sources in

t;.<- western ghaut mountains, and traverses the province

f m west to east. ioee uxjdatoy.j i"heie rivers do not

attain to any considersble size until they have left the limits

of ttie province.

1 \m principal towns of the Soubah ore Auningabad,
lednugjjur. Dbwlatabad, Poona, Jalna, and Bassein.

1 >• • -ripoous of these place* will be found in this work, as
wrll as of the remarkable excavated temples of Carli and
F. a, both of which are within the province. The inha-

1'itirits are principally Hindoos; only about one- twentieth

Mohammedans. The Mahratta language is that prin-

' (ally used, and of this there are several local dialects.

instance and Persian are spoken by the higher classes,

•iter being used in the courts.

I
See Fenshla's Uietary of the Deccan ; Malcolm's Afe-

swtri of Ctnlral India; Kennell's Memoir of a Map of
til m/awfran.)

URUNGABAD. a city of Hindustan, within the

ts of the Nixam's dominions, and the capital of the
ince just described. It is situated in 19° 54' N. lat,

»t.d 7 J* 3* g. long.

Aunmgabad was originally a village named Gurka, but i

becoming a favourite residence of Aurungxebe during the
time when he was governor of Khandeish, in the Dekkan, '

it speeddy rose in importance. For a long time after the

Nuuu had shaken off their dependence upon the court

off Delhi, thi* city continued to be the place of their resi-
,

cWnce.
Auningabad is situated in a hollow, on the banks of the

river Kowtab. a mountain-stream, which separates the city
j

from a considerable suburb called Begum Poora, the com- i

jBunvatmo with which is preserved by means of two sub-
,

stents*! bridges. On the north side is a considerable marsh
eta p*oy sd far the cultivation of rice, and it is probably owing
to the exhalations proceeding from this ground that the city

is very unhealthy, and that the inhabitants are subject at'

all seasons to be attacked by intermittent fevers. The mili-

tary cantoomenu, which stand about a mile south-west of',

the city upon • rocky plain, are said to be free from this

assUrn aM to be generally healthy. i

Considerable industry has been shown in providing a
|

assflVWot supply of excellent water for the use and comfort

of the inhabitants. This water is brought by means of

atone conduit* from the neighbouring hills, and is distributed

through earthen pipe* to numerous stone reservoirs in every
,

aart of the city. The principal street is nearly two miles

jog. and of a considerable width, with a spacious qua-

drangfe atom extremity, and a handsome market-place near
j

it The palace of Aurungxebe. which is now in ruins, covers
an extensive space. Here is also a celebrated mausoleum
erected by order of that ruler to the memory of hit daugh-
ter : it bears some resemblance to the t&ge mahal built by
the Emperor Shah Jehan, at Agra. The whole city it rapidly
falling to decay, and when visited in 1827 by Colonel Kiti-
clarence appeared, at least as regarded its principal build-
ings, little bettor than a heap of ruins. In 1825 it was
still, however, said to contain a population of 60,000 per-
sons, and to cover a spare about seven miles in circum-
ference. A considerable traffic is carried on in the bazaar,
where both European and native goods are exposed for sale

:

the principal trade is in sdk manufactures.
During eight or nine months of the year the wind usually

blows from the south-west ; in the months of Novem-
ber, December, and January, easterly winds commonly
prevail, and at this time the variations of temperature are
sudden and excessive, the thermometer changing from 50"

to 86
s
in the same day. At other times tho range of the

thermometer is from 78" to 100° Fahrenheit The average
quantity of rain which falls during the year is stated to In
36 inches ; but in this respect the climate is subject to much
variation, and for each of three consecutive years it has
been known that the quantity of rain has not exceeded 31
inches. All kinds of tropical fruits are good and abundant,
and both grapea and oranges are of excellent quality.

Auningabad is distant from Poonah 186 miles; from
Bombay 284 miles ; from Hyderabad 295 ; from Madras
647; from Delhi 750; and from Calcutta 1022 miles, travel-

ling distances. It is also about seven miles south-east
from the fortress of Dowlatabad. (Sec Rennell's Memoir;
Malcolm's Memoir of Central India ; Pemhta'a Hittory of
the Deccan ; Fitzclarenoe's Route through India and
Egypt to England.)
AURUNGZEBE was the last powerful and energetic

sovereign that ruled over the Mogol empire of Hindustan
during the latter half of the seventeenth century. Hit pro-
per name was Mohammed ; but his grandfather gave him
the surname Aurungxebe (properly Aurang-xtb), i. e. ' the
ornament of the throne,' arid when he became emperor, he
assumed the title* of Moht-eddtn, I. e. ' the reviver of reli-

gion,* and Alem-gtr, t. e. ' the couqueror of the world.'

Aurungxebe was the third son of Sliah Jehan, the son
and successor of the celebrated emperor Jehangir. He was
bom on the 22nd of October, 1618, and had just attained

his tenth year when, upon the death of Jehangir, hi* father

ascended the throne (1st February, 1628). Aurungxebe
appears from an early ago to have aspired to the throne of
the Mogott; but he artfully concealed his ambitious designs

under an assumed air of piety and devotcdnets to religious

duties. From hit twentieth year, however, military duties

devolved upon him, and soon engaged his entire attention.

After an expedition, which the tranquillity of the empire
had permitted Shah Jehan to undertake against the Dek-
kan, Aurunerebe was appointed governor of the conquered

province of Khandeish, and founded here a magnificent city,

which he called after his own name Auningabad (properly

Aurang-SbSd, i. e. the city of Aurang). Soon afterwards

the province of Cabul was infested by an incursion of the

Uzbeks. Aurungzebe was sent against them, and after a
long and desperate struggle succeeded in subduing the

Uzbek sovereign. But neither Aurungzebe nor Dara-She-

kuh, his eldest brother, was able to rescue the city of Can-
dahar, which Shah Abbas of Persia, during tho absence of

the Mogol army, had obtained by capitulation. At the

instigation of Emir Jumlah, a chief in the serv ice of the

king of Golconda, Aurungzebe renewed the war in the

Dekkan : he had taken Hyderabad by surprise, and laid

siege to the city of Golconda, when orders from the imperial

court at Agra arrived, directing that terms of peace should

be proposed to the besieged raja. Emir Jumlah was called

to Agra, and the emperor Shah Jehan conferred upon him
the dignity of vizier. Jointly with him. Aurungzebe led an
expedition against the raja of Bejapore. who, after the defeat

of hit army, was obliged to submit to very severe terms.

After these events (about the end of the year 1656), the

health of Shah Jehan, who was then upwards of seventy

years old, excited alarm. His eldest son, Dara-Shekuu
(born in ad. 1615), endeavouring to secure the throne to

himself, confined his father, and took the reins of govern-

ment into his hand*. He was at first opposed by bis bro-

ther Sujah (bom in ».d. 1616), the next in age to himself,

but without effect But Aurungxebe, under the pretence of
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ring the throne to his younger brother Morad Bakhsh
thorn in a.d. 1624), then at Ahmedabad in Gnimt, invited

bira to join turn with bit form at Ougein. the capital of

Malwah. Murad Bakhsh followed tht* invitation, and the
umled troop* of the two brother* encountered and defeated

the force* of l>ara Shckuh near Ougein, and again near
Agra. IHra-Shckuh fled towards Lahore, and Aurung
*ebe having tint seized nnd imprisoned hit brother Murad
Hakhsli al Agra, waa proclaimed emperor in the garden*, of
Izi alud. near Delhi, on the 20lh of Jul)' (.-ireording to

others on the 2nd of August). 1658. Hit fattier. Shah
Jehan. had in the mean time recovered from hi* illness

;

but Aurungietie continued to keep him in custody, and
removed him from Delhi to Agra, where be died at the age
of seventy four years, and it hat been tutpected by poison,

on t lie 2 1st of January, K>66.

Shortly after Auningzrbe had been proclaimed emperor,
hi* brother Sujah repeated the attempt to poue** himself of
the government, but wa« defeated in several battles, and at

last having no further mean* of resistance, he fled from hi*

retreat at Dacca in Bengal, and sought refuge with the
neighbouring raja of Arocnn, bv whom he was cruelly be-
trayed and imprisoned. Dara-Hhekuh had about the same
time returned from Lahore, and having gained the governor
of Guterat, wat marching towards Delhi, when he wa* met
and defeated by Aurungzebe near Ajmerc. He fled to-

ward* the Indus, but was betrayed into the hands of hi*
brother, and put to death at Khizr-abad, near Delhi, on the
2Mh of August, 1659. Hi* son Soliman-Shekuh had nought
the protection of tbe raja of Serinagur in the northern moun-
tains, but was by him delivered into tbe hands of Aurung-
zebe, who confined him in the fort of Gwalior (14th of
January, 1661 ).

Aurungxclic had, in 16 5'), been proclaimed a teeondtime,
when he ordered that, for tbe future, the beginning of
his reign should he dated from the 12th of May of that
vear (or the l«t of Ramazan, A. Ileg. I0i>9). At soon as
he had repressed all competition for the throne, be showed
great prudence and talent in bit administration, and his
reign was peaceful and tranquil. Much credit it due to the
foresight and prudent measures by which he succeeded in

averting or militating the disastrous consequences of a
famine that occurred in the third year of hi* reign.

Kmir Jural.ih bad been appointed governor of Bengal

;

and hit popularity excited the jealousy of Aurungzebe, who,
in order to prevent bira Imm forming trnbitious designs, sent
him on an expedition against the king of A*am. The arm*
of Kmir Jinnlah were victorious; but hit troop* were
afflicted with a dysentery, to which disease Emir Juralah
himself fell a victim.

It deserve* to lie noticed that the throne of Aurunjrzcbe
had nesrlv been endangered in consequence of the mistake
of a aerretary, who. in witting to Shah Abba* of Persia, had
a<l'ln>ssn| him by no higher title than belonged to the khan
of the Uzbek*. Sh ih Abbas, supposing this to be a prerae-
dit.ited insult, declared a war, which raiL'ht haso pmved
fil.nl to Auning/ehe, mid was actually iidvancmg With all

arm* f.iwsrds Inl.i. when he suddenly did.
In the in.-.iii tniir. a new enemy to the throne of Aurung

-

Ze'«- hid aii«. n in the person ol Se \ a i;ee, t he founder of the
Milirsita |»i».-r. who. w I,en thwarted ill his first exploit*,
•ohm n...| to tli,< rut|MTi>r, hut *<s»n resultnl.in consequence
ol l«'o,g trc>1e.| «,tt, o.MtimieU ; he struck co.ns in Ins oa n
rum.-, »m„. k~| i nit i,' ,i,,|..,,,| Viirjt. mul other parts of the

I •! •on.,' .11 ,...! „ .„|,. ,|,„ t,, ... „f |{,., ,p irr „„| „f f;t ,|

""'III' Lot n. I" 'ii'ii.. it |n ir.."; he rntcr.it the termors ol

(. ... lull ».:h |" i. n li r%e, an I pi ir.il M.ihritta e oeri, .r.

in I'ii- to • tl< >;i I In. •>..». nil I « hen he .ii.~l I » 1. IS-

I

his >l oiiiiii . i. i
. intir, li. ri. I. .| jn ext. lit ..( a', nit tin miles

.n -II •(!. Il« I'll III t.M 1 1 1 1 1 The h .,li ities l«-twi- II ti ,

Muh'l'll ll. I M . .1 .1 . ., ni ,ns Wl re e..litlnii.| uii'ler his

S. Hi *> . Ill •»*!.-.-< » 'i . r Ise I the llrllgiuti II slid resentment
of Won t.\ a(T rl ng a rr< .gr to |>ril.ce Akhar. ol.i

of the e . per ir « s <>iin .'cr s-mis. v> ho bad res ..lied ig i n«t his
f-lher In I'.s; Amu _•/.'*• le.l an .nmv into the DeWkau.
cun.iH- I.-I the • t , , ,,f ||,.|. r,h ,| Bejip.re. and (• a
to sii-r. o l. i. ami rvle'i'*e.| tils il i it • 1 > in m arts to the Inn Is

of Diet »r.isi lr S, ,hi...-,. v is taken prisohrr. and put I.,

a cruel de, n, |||, |, r ,.
r,er Kama thrrn hrnsrlf into the

fort <>f (Iiii.-re. » ,-r. he ..Ib-rcl a m ile.prralc r< si.tatwr.
end rrtanl.il the rclux. n of the (.artistic fro«o the vrar
U»t t II 1700. Ti.e settlement of tbe Dvkkan, and tbe tub
Jagiuon of the Mahratlas, continued to occupy the whole

attention of Aurongteb* d tiring the latter years of hi* life.

The imperial troops easily conquered tbe Mahratta tore*-*

whenever they met them in the open field; but the Mah-
ratta* skilfully eluded regular battles. Tber issued from
their fastnesses in the mountains whenever they mold, in-

fested the adjacent provinces by prcdatorv incursions, and
retired to their retreat* aa soon as a Mognl army ap-

proached them. The jealous policy of Aurungzebe pre-

vented him from intrusting bold and enterprising officer*

with tbe command of hi* troops, or with the government ..f

province*. Yesrs were lost in unavailing attempt* f>

due the dominion of these mountaineers, who soon fund
the whole country south of the riser Nrrbudda open to thcr
devastation*. In the midst of these struggle* Aurungtd*
died at Abmednagar, in the province of Diwlatabad. on the

2 1 at of January. 1707. With his death tcrminat.il therm 1
,

liant epoch of the Mogol power in India. He bad flsr wis
Mohammed, Moliammed Motim, Azero, Akbar. and Kun-
bakhsh. Mohammed Mozim (sumamed Shah Alem i»l
Kulb-eddin Bahadur Shah) waa proclaimed hi* successor.

(Sec Orme * llutorical Fragment! nf the Mngul Emfn't,
vol. i. Lond. I78i. Svo. Dow s Hittnry «f HtnHnilan, tij.

iii. p. CO, &r. Mill's Hitloty nf Brititk India, 2d edit., \U.
ii. p. .1.10—371.)

AUSCULTATION, from nuscW/o to listen, the metlysl

ofdistinguishing the states of health and disease by the stu.fi

of the sounds produced by the organs in the nwvcnvt.tt
which they make in the performance of their functi m»
When air rushes by the wind-pipe into the long in the *rtK>n

of inspiration ; when it is expelled through the same tube in

the action of expiration ; when it it acted upon in the lary tit

by the organs of the voice ; when the heart beats, thai is.

when the different chambers of which it is composed firrv N
contract ; when the blood flows through the great art/ml
trunks ; when air is contained in tbe intestine* and i* acted
on by these organs in their natural movements,—m a.'

these rases sounds are produced which can be heant. oft. *.

by the unassisted ear; and still more distinctly bv the a i

of an acoustic instrument. When attention it paid to these

sound*, it it found that they differ greatly from each < «t« r

The sound of the air in the wind pipe during inspirit - n »
different from that in the same tube in expiration . t>-

sonnd of the air in the larynx during the act of speak r j ..

different from both ; while the sound produced by the act r.

of the heart, and even by the action of its different r'a~.
hers, may l»c discriminated the one from the other. B» •' -

study of these sounds, it is obsious lhat it may be pus*.'

to become acquainted with those whirh are natural u> t*.-

different organs in the slate of health: but when th»s»

orgnnt become disordered, their movements are mshCel e

a great variety of modes, each modification of mosrnxit
being attended with a cnrretnonding modification of so.,

consequently, these mollified sounds are capable of at!

•ng indication* of various states of disease, the d.ffrr. - -

between the healthy and the morbid sound bring tbe *

and the measure of tbe deviation of the organ fvm "~
slate ©f health. The phvsician. carefully studsir ; • -

sounds pruliiceil by tbe organs during Mc, makes 1 : —
familiar with those whKh arr natural to them in a re-

ticular case he hears sound* which be know* In 1* i .

gether ihfferent from those that are natural the r»»t •

•lies: the physician examines the nrjins a'tcr it. »i

llmls that a certiin org in is ih-ea«.i| in a err tun e. • -

this n>"rl<id condition of the organ, wbe h he h>> '^s

I night by inspection after death, he as..«- at.-s ie h « r

with the pe. uiiar soulnlwhi. h he obsrrved that V-r
emitli^l di.iuig life. Another case, atlci w "i :

- r
sime souml, is prosed h» tus|iection »tlrr dealii to *« •

ii.i-te,| with the same disease of the *.ime er>;>" . • '

eiers time that he bears this peeuh ir •.•mil. lir ! ', •

• linr mjill llneivil in the same mode. A p.." ». s. •

mas thus become the sure and certain Mi.!»-sti n ' s

p irtieulir disi-sse ; m this manner. In persesiru^ »!»•

lion dtiniiL' lite and careful rxammati u after itei-> t

mas \«r |«i..ihle to <liv rniunate the m.ir'-ol states of i
"

" gms that gise. when in ad i in. a disuniruishalje
Kvt. i l.il ai.d rep ateil nlwrvat.on has slwiwn that t'w
.' tii tioii and discrimination of disease hs this n»s»!e r-«»
lie rff. cte.1 with a minuteness and pm isu<n that ci ; I » «

p .m'.Is hase lx-«-ii creilited prrsums to tbe peart ie si oWn-v
strati >n of tbe fact; and Modern science has elicited, atai
alin'Kt matured, a new mode, an inemrum i*ni***a. as jssc

of the first tuggetton of it justly Verroed it, of dztco*rr.Fat
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the morbid stats* *f imnl at the most rmporUul organs
]

<rf the body.
I

To the philosophical mind nothing ia more interesting

ami instructive than to trace the history of useful discovery.

It a dear that the idee on which tha modern art of ausculta-

twa u founded, had oceurrad to Hippocrates upwards of

t«u thousand years ago. 4 You will know by this.' says

Uu> first rvcordod observer of diarase as donoted by sound,
* Uut tbat cheat oaatains water and not pus, if. on applying

tha aar for a certain time to the aide, you hear a sound like

lhal ai boiling vinegar.' The non-existence of dissection in

the age and country of Hippocrates prevented all accurate

and extended observation ; and consequently rendered it
|apossible to follow out to any sore and useful result the idea '

wbieh had occurred to the most anLent writer on physic.

Accordingly, the suggestion of Hippocrates seems to have ,

attracted no attention for many centuries, and the mode of

:

stud) ins dtteese founded upon it, if it had ever been carried

to any client in remote ana, had long sunk into oblivion.

About the middle of the 17th century, a distinguished

philosopher and mathematician, who was not of the medical

pro* moo, and who does not appear to have been acquainted

witli the writings of Hippocrates, had the penetration to see

that advantage might be taken of the sounds produced by
the usauons of the internal organs to discover the nature of

their diseased stales, and he even predicted that artificial

mran* would none day be employed to assist the ear in the

pursuit of that object. ' There may be a possibility,' sa)

»

Hod ke. in ha posthumous works, ' ofdiscovering the internal

motions and sruons of bodies by the sound they make. Who
knows but that, as in a watch, we may hear the beating of

the balance, and the running of the wheels, and the striking

of the hammers, and the grating of the teeth, and multitudes

•if other nassas ;—who knows, I say, but that it may be pos-

sible to dsscoser tha motions of internal parts of bodies,

whether animal, vegetable, or mineral, by the sounds
they make : that one may discover the works performed
u> the several offices and shop* of a man's body, end
thereby discover what engine la out of order,—what worksm gasng on at several limes, and lie still at others, and
the like. I bale tha encouragement not to think all these

things utarriy impossible, though never so much derided by
the generality of men, and never so seemingly mad, foolish,

and fantastic ; that, as the thinking them impossible ran-

ant much improve my knowledge, so the believing them
po—ibis may perhaps be an occasion for taking notice of

such things as another would pass by without regard as

nee Ir as. And somewhat more of encouragement 1 have
«i*o from sxDsxtrnoe, that I have been ablo to hear very

piatnlv the beating of a man's heart ; and it is common to

hear the motion of the wind to and fro in the guts and other

small vassals : the stopping in the lungs is easily discovered

by lbs wheeling. As to tha motion of the parts one amongst
.toother, lo their becoming sensible, they require either

thai then* amotions be increased, or that the organ be mode
noee nice and powerful to senaate and distinguish them as
tbwy are ; for the doing of both which I think it is not im-
nw iiHsa bat tbat in many eases there may be helps found.'

Thss prediction has been realised : helps have been
fouad. Ahoat a century after this passage was written,
l>eneoid Atenbrngger. a German physician then residing
mi Wans, foil upon an artificial method of producing sounds
in various regions of the body (ass Percussion) by which
t he physwtan mightjudge of the state of the subjacent parts.

Thus aaelhod. announced to the world in a small volume in

Laun. first published in the year 1761. attracted little atten-
tat either among the countrymen of the inventor or among
f-vwgn nations far the space of half a century. In the year
lo»i, the c« Unrated Carviaart translated into French the
work of Avenbntgger. and made his method known to all

the countries of Europe. From tbat period the practice of
percussion baa been pretty general, and it soon became at-

tended, in skilful hands, with results far more precise and
certain than had been snunpaled.
The attention of physicians having been thus distinctly

directed to the method of studying disease from sounds
produced in the body whether naturally or artificially, a
number of* young French physicians, disciples of Corvisart,

ilisiu the i aeaaawnoi insist of the present century, took up the

tebsset wnfa extraordinary leal. Among the moat distin-

flibcd of ih ii i young men were MM. Double, Bayle,

sad Lswudsw. Spanking of the signs furnished by resptra-

ban, and of Use sounds produced by it within the chest, M.

Double, in hit work on Somatology, published two years
before the discovery which led to the establishment of aus-
cultation as an art and science, says, • In order to hear
distinctly the sounds within the rbest. wo must apply the ear
closely to every point of all its aspects, by a Inch mvsns wo
can distinguish not merely the kind anddegreo of the sound,
but even its precise site. I have frequently derived great
benefit from this mode of investigation, to which 1 was
naturally led by the employment of the like method in
exploring the pulsation of too heart.'

At the vory time when this was written. Laennee end
several of his fellow-pupils, under the guidance of their mas-
ter Corvisart, while diligently studying fhc»t diseases by
means of percussion, met occasionally with esses in which
this method afforded them little or no assistance ; and in the
hope of obtaining further aid, they areiisu.tuod themselves
in such cases to apply tho ear closely to the chest. Little
practical benefit resulted for some time : but at length it

led to a discovery of inestimable advantage ; a discovery
which may be said to have enabled the physician to tee into
the chest almost with as much clearness as if its walls were
transparent. The following is the account of this dismxery
in the words of the remarkable men who made it, and who,
in the course of a few years, with a diligence scarcely ever
exceeded, developed, matured, and systematized the highly -

important practical results which it lias afforded.
' In the year 1816.' says Laennee in his great work JM

tAtucultation Midiat* et dtt Maladtt* det I'oumaru et da
Caeur, ' I was consulted by a young woman affected with the
general symptoms of diseased heart, and in whose esse
purou»sion and the application of the hand were of little

avail, owing lo her being extremely lusty. The immediste
application of the oar being inadmissible for obvious rea-
sons, I happened to recollect a simple and welt known fart

in acoustics, and fancied it might be turned to some ute on
the present occasion. Tho fsct I allude to is the great dis-

tinctness with which we hear the scratch of a pin at one end
of a piece of wood on applying our ear to tho other. Im-
mediately on this suggestion, I rolled a quire of paper into
a kind of cylinder, and applied one end of it to my patient's

chest and the other to my ear, and was not a'little sur-
prised and pleased to find that I could thereby perceive the
action of the heart in a manner much mora clear and dis-

tinct than I had ever been able to do by the immediate
application of the ear. From this moment I imagined that
means might be fbumt to ascertain the character, not
merely of the action -of the heart, but of every species of
sound produced by the motion of all the organs within the
chest.*

Diligently applying himself to improve and perfect the
rude instruments which bo employ ed in his first trials.

Laennee at length constructed that which is now in general
use, called the Stethoscope (from srs}Ooc, brmut or cA<-i/,

and rrotriw, examine or tarplnre), by the aid of which lie

was at once impressed with the conviction that he should
be enabled to discover ' a set of new signs of diseases of

the chest, simple snd certain, and such as might probably
render the diagnosis of these diseases as positive and cir-

cumstantial as that of many affections which corao within
tho immediate reach of the band or the instrument of the

surgeon.' And this conviction, lo a great extent, has l>een

realised, for a new, clear, steady, and certain light has, by
the aid of this instrument, been thrown on almost all the

diseases of all the organs contained in the chest.

The art of distinguishing disease by sound comprehends
then two distinct methods, that of auscultation and that of
ptrcwuion. The study of auscultation may lie pursued
either by the unassisted ear, or through the medium of in-

struments; the first is called immediate or direct, the second

mediate auscultation. In like manner percussion may be

performed either on the natural surface of the body, or

through the medium of some solid or tense substance firmly

applied to it. The first is termed direct, the second mediate,

percussion. [See Pkrcussio*.) See also Double, Stmriiy-

logie (JeniraU ; Forties's Translation of Corvisart s Aren-
brugger ; Laennee, De tAutetUtution Mcdtate ; arts. ' Aus-
cultation' in Ct/clttpadia of Practical Medicine, and in the

Dictionary nf Practical Medicine, by Dr. Copland.

AUSONIAN8 (AU SONK8), an anlient people of the

Italian peninsula, who appear to have been a branch of the

great Opiean or Oscan nation. Niebubr shows tbat Auso-
nes is the Greek form of the native name Aurum, from

which the adjective firm Aurunicua, shortened into Aurun-
Q2
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pu*. would com*. This interchange of « and r, in eat

positions, i* not at all uncommon. The Auaonea, than, and

the Aurunci, are identical. Sueaaa Aurunca, near the Lira,

waa in the centre of the country which tbey occupied.

Cale* (Livy. viii. 16), Autona, Mmturnat, and Vetcta lis. Si)

were Ausoman cities. Livy (viii. IS, 16) seems to (peak of

tho Aurunci of Sueaaa and the Auaonea of Calea aa two dif-

ferent people : the former were the enemies, the latter the

allies of the Sidicmi. The explanation must be, that the

Au tones of Calea. and the Aurunci of Sueaaa, were both

Auxnioa or Aurunci (it ia indifferent which term we uee),

and that one part of the nation, at the period referred to,

tu bo* tile to the Roman*, and the other part friendly to

Uiem. (See NieMihr, i. p. 63, etc., Engtiah tranalation

;

and 0»ci.)
AL'SONIUS. DECIMUS MAGNUS (for so. and not

Derm*, we should certainly read hia name), waa born at

Burdtgala, Bourdeaux, some time early in the fourth century.

II i* father Julius Auaonlus waa a distinguished physician,

eminent also for his acquaintance with Grecian literature.

The son was brought up by hia maternal uncle, who was a

believer in judicial astrology, and presaged great things

from hi* nephew's horoscope. Auaoniua devoted himself to

the cultivation of letters. When about thirty, be waa
employed to teach grammar in the schools of Bourdeaux,
and soon after was appointed professor of rhetoric. He was
naturally attached to that aty ; and has celebrated in a
book of poems ( Cnmmemoratto Prqfmtorum BurdiraUn-
uum\ all those who had taught in the schools of Bourdeaux,
and those natives of the place who had filled professorship*
el«e«her«. In s.d. 369, his reputation caused him to be
selected by the Emperor Valentinian as tutor to his son
Gratian. This connection naturally led to his promotion

;

and be was appointed Praetorian Prefect of Italy aj>. 377,
and of the Gauls in the following year (for the nature

of tut* etetl office, see Gibbon, ch. xvn. middle) ; and made
consul by Gratian in 379.

It is of little consequence now, though it has been largely

disputed, whether Auaoniua waa a Christian or heathen

:

if the former, some of his writings do little credit to

his profession. His poetical talents were highly esteemed
during hu life (as indeed be ia among the best writers of
that late via) ; and the Emperor Theodosius wished to

obtain the same return of flattery from him which Augus-
tus received from Horace and Virgil. But hia style ia

v icious and full of conceits, and his subjects generally too

trifling to retain any interest. He wrote Epigram; which
contain wore indecency than originality; Ordo Notnliurn

I rbtmm, a tcne* of short poems on eminent cities ; IdyUta,

among which Cupid Crucified and the MotelU are perhaps
the best ; Ei>ut<J<r; Graliarum Actio, an address of thanks,

in pru*>. to Gratisn, which contains many of the particular*

of in* life. Ho also wrote a poem, now lost, on the Roman
Kuii. from the foundation of the city down to the year 366

;

and it might seem from the lines.

Mill* IIOKH (WtVHf^M H MB IfllWMNM
I uo.*!* Amwu momn mimrnqm leg—.

that he was contul in the year 366 ; but the Fasti and the

general consent of modern writers fix his consulate to the
)car .tra.

Of the numerous editions of this author, the Drlphin, by
Father Kouchay. i* recommended aa the beau The Vario-

rum. K. 71, and' Bipunt, 1783, may also be recommended.
Al'SI'U'KS iAuM)iaa). For a brief Mew of the Roman

superstition upon which the ceremony of the auspices waa
founded, the reader I* referred to Ai cua. It ia there staled
that the grestrr part of the Roman magistrates, before they
entered upon their > Aire, went through the ceremony of in-

auguration, which was supposed to confer upon them the
protection of heaven. When the Roman empire had greatly

eiu-iidvd itself, it was no longer possible for the small body
of augur* on all occasion* to perform their duties in person

;

and it waa therefore conducive to the public service that

the magistrates tbemsdtce who had been inaugurated
sliould be *uppo*ed to have received from that ceremony

1

some ih.ro in the divine privilege. Thus they too were
able to dwlure the pleasure of heaven from the movement*
of bird* ami to* other signs which belonged to the sacred
science. Original)*, this power was peculiar to the pain-

'

ctan member*, sud the privilege waa employed aa an argu-
|

tocnt fur etc ludmg tlx plebeians from the higher swags*- 1

im-ic*; but et'iituell). when the plebeians had acquired
,

a n»ht of admission to the sonmist*, prsstorship, Iml, they
j

also necessarily had the privilege of the

to these magistracies. Still, to the very last, those omoea
which in their origin were purely of a plebeian character, aa

the tribunate, bad no connection whatever with the suspires.

There were many niceties in the law of auspscea, which

were matters of dispute among the Romans themselves,

and were referred from time to time to the college of augurs,

or sometimes to a single member of that body. The moot
important distinction waa that which existed between the

greater and the leas auspices : thus the auspices of a con-

sul were superior to those of a prsstor ; and consequently

the Utter, it waa ruled, could not preside at a consular

election.

In an army the commander-in-chief received the ansyscoa
with the and so completely waa any success attri-

buted to this privilege, that if any part of bis army under
any inferior officer, in any part of the world, gained a victory

.

that success waa attributed to the commander-in-chief, who
perhaps might have been the whole time in the neighbour-

hood of Rome, and be alone waa entitled to the honours of

the triumph. In this case the lieutenant was said to fight

under the auspices of the commander-in-chief. As the

ceremony of the auspices waa originally employed to sanc-

tion the commencement of every important undertaking,

whether public or private, the word atupicari, • to take the

auspices, came at last to bear the significat ion of cornmene-
ing any matter of importance.

|

AUSTELL, or AUSTLB. ST, a considerable market-
town in the east division of the hundred of Powder, in the
county of Cornwall, on the road from London, through Lost
withiel. to Grampound, Truro, Redruth, and St. Ives; 343
miles W.S.W. of London, 64 from Loatwithiel. and 13 froo*

Truro. It occupies the side of a hill, and slopes gradually to
a small rivulet that waters a narrow valley. The street* are
narrow, and without foot pavement, which is the more in-

convenient as the town is a considerable thoroughfare. The
church is a handsome fsbric, consisting of a nave and chancel,
with side aisles separated by clustered pillars. It has a guud
tower, adorned with singular sculpture ; some other part* at
the edifice are also fancifully ornamented. Round the servos!

story of the tower are several rude statue* in richly orna-
mented niches. There are many figures on the west uaa.
and four on esch of the others. Those on the west ssde ate

(bus described, in the MS. collections of Messrs. Lytoas ca

the British Museum :
—

' The uppermost niche has the figure

of God the Father, with the crucifix. This niche is supported

by two angel* holding a cloth inclosing some little agar*
praying. In the next row of niches, St. Gabriel and the

Virgin pray with the lily-pot : in the lower one our Savior
is in the centre with [hi»] right hand elevated, the cress ta

the left, and [the] crown of thorns on. This niche is nrkiy
ornamented with scrolls of foliage on the side. On the right

hand of this niche [is] s saint with a staff in bis right hand,
a cord in bis left ; on the right [of the] niche is a bssboa

'

The remaining twelve figures, on the other sales, are sup.
posed to be the apostles. Over the south porch ais *v
srnption in stone relief, of the meaning of which the beat-

in formed antiquaries seem in doubt. Various shsrMt of

ornaments are carved on the outside of the church, sad oa
the seats ; and from (he frequent occurrence of the sbo^si.

hammer, 8cc, it would seem that the miners were the chief

contributor* to the building. The font is a very sorsral aa».

covered with runmii sculpture of grotesque animals. Tfcsv

archdeacon of Winchester. Philip Coruwslh*. gave an en-

dowment for a chantry chapel in the churchyard ef St.

Austell, and there was once a sanctuary here.

St. Austrll via* described by Leland, in the time of llersrv

VIII.. as a r*«» village. It has risen to eminence frusa ••»

vicinity to the great tin mine of Polgouth (which at pait.i aa

this parish, and was si one time esteemed the richest aai
ever worked in England), and other considerable mines. It

sldl owes it* principal importance to the (in mine*, tbecas*-

per mine of C rennis, snd the porrelsin-olsy works in or r

the parish. The pilchard fishery is earned on to a rer.i

able extent (for the parish extends to the coast, though the
town itself is a lull* inuuvl). and there bate been hartwwra
formed at Char lr*town and Penlewen for the conmiwaua •/
importing coals from Wales, and of exporting the ores or
porcelain rlsy of the district. A railroad connects the tews
with the harbour of Peolewan. There are. at the west end ml

the town, three blowing- bouse* (for sosne years the only saves

in the county > fur smelling ore. The ore smelted id laese

a for some purpose* preferable to what ts i
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Copper on is said to have been smelted

at 8t AumU before any other pUo* in Cornwall. There U
a dock and shipwright's yard at Chsrlestown. and the manu-
kun of coarse woollens waa carried on in St. Austell some
years since, bat whether it is still eontinued, we have no
information. There is at Pentewan a famous stone quarry,

frost which stone has been got for building many churches
aad geotlecaen s seats in the county.

There ia a considerable weekly market on Friday for corn

aad other articles. It is held under a charter granted by
Qoees Elisabeth, who directed that the tolls should be applied

to the relief and maintenance of the poor. There are two
aura, one on the Thursday in Whitsun-week, and the other

en the 30th November. It is said there was once another

feir. via, on Palm Sunday. The circumstance of the Black-

msoco Court (the most considerable of the Stannary Courts)

being held here has contributed to the prosperity of the

The pariah includes several villages ; of which the prin-

cipal are. Carvath, Corbean, Pentuan or Pentewan, Porth-

iiin, Rescorla, Tre«onissy,Tregorkk,Tiensjri«n,Tretlwrgy,

Trevamck, and Charleetown, formerly Porthmear. The
number of houses in the whole parish, in 1831, was 1628

(inelsxkng IS building and 70 uninhabited), and of inba-

bkanta 8758. The increase of population which has taken
piaee is very considerable. The number of inhabitants has

more than doubled within the last twenty years. This is

aecribod to the demand for labour in the mines.

Toe bring is a vicarage in the gilt of the crown. It is in

the rural deanery of Powder, the archdeaconry of Cornwall,

and the diocese of Exeter. There are several dissenting

places of worship ; also an alms-bouse built in 1 809, but not
endowed. There was anciently a free chapel at Menacuddle,
in the parish ;* also a chapel of St. Mary at Millinae, and
Mother at Treterbin Courtenay.

The town ofSt Austell, in which part of the parliamentary
army, under the Karl of Essex, had been quartered during
the great aril war,was taken by Charles I. in the year 1644,
a little before the capitulation of that army.
The old town of St. Austell was a little distance to the east

of the present. Its site is still marked by a few cottages.
:

(Lreonss Magna Bnlanma ; Beautiet of England and.
Halm.}
AUSTERLITZ (also called Slawkow) ia the chief town

at* the principality of ataunita-Rittberg, in the circle of
Bruna. ta Moravia, and about nine miles east of the town of
Bruno ; it he* on the Littawa, and with its suburb contains

about Warn houses, and 3300 inhabitants. A handsome
palace, to which delightful grounds are attached, forms its

principal embellishment This place owes its celebrity to

the ' Battle of the three Emperors,* which was fought in its

vicinity on the 2nd of December. 1805. In 1803, England
renewed the contest with France, and the first great blow
struck by Napoleon having stripped the English sovereign

of hie Hanoverian dominions, Pitt succeeded in forming a
coalition, to which Russia, Austria, and Sweden became
parties in 1843. Napoleon lost no time in rapidly pouring
ma troops into the heart of Germany, where he cut off the
retreat of 14.000 Austrian*, under Field-marshal Mack,
abet them up in Ulm. and forced them to surrender on the
17th of October. On the 11th of the following month
Napoleon entered Vienna ; and the Emperor Francis, having
r«earned the Austrian head-quarters to Olmiitx, in Moravia,
was there ioinerd by two divisions of the Russian army,
nder BuxhovoWn and Kutusoff. The arrival of the Em-
peror Alexander on the 34th was the signal for the move-
ment of the allied forces upon Brunn, with the view of
pessrmg battle to Napoleon, who had chosen that town for

the temporary centre of his operations. Napoleon gained a

complete victory at Austerlits. The first result of the battle

waa an armistice, the terms of which were dictated by
Napeieon en the) 6th of December; the second was the
treaty made at Presaburg^, on the 26th of the same month,
beteeen Berthier and Prince Liehtenstein, the French and
AsMtrmn plenipotentiaries, by which it was agreed that

Aeatres should abandon the Venetian territories in favour

of the kJaajrVim of Italy, and renounce her possessions in

me Tyrol and Swabia ; the latter being designed by the

for distribution between the Wurtemberg, Ba-
aad Baden sovereigns, aa a reward for their co-

Thk campaign cost the Austrian crown nearly

24000 square miles of territory, 2,786,000 subjects, aad aa
income of 1.300.000/. sterling, independently of severe tem-
porary sacrifices. [See Bonafaxts.1
AUSTIN. 8T. [See Acgustine.]
AUSTRALASIA. [So. Australia.]
AU8TRA'LIA is the name recentlv adopted to deeagnase

all the countries which are considered as forming the fifth
great division of the globe. Up to the middle of the last
century, and still later, theoretical geographers, from the
fanciful idea of the necessity of an equilibrium in the solid
parts of the surface of the globe, imagined that a vast con-
tinent surrounded the Antarctic Pole, and this imaginary
continent was called by them Terra Auttrahi. When the
errors of these speculative geographers were corrected by
the voyages and discoveries of Captain Cook, all the islands
lying to the south of Asia and those in the Pacific Ocean
had already received peculiar proper names. It did not
seem convenient to the geographers of that period to add
these islands either to Asia or to America; and they
wished therefore to devise a name which should comprehend
all of them, and at the same time express their position on
the globe. The English adopted Autralaria, the French
Oceanica, and the Germans changed the Terra Australia
into Australia, which name at present seems to have ob-
tained the ascendency.
The islands composing Australia are situated, as we have

already observed, partly to the south of Asia and partly in
the wide Pacific Ocean between Asia and America. From
America tbey are divided by a wide and open sea, but
there ia no natural boundary which separates them from
the islands belonging to Asia, When the Portuguese and
the Spaniards, in the beginning of the sixteenth century,
began to be acquainted with the islands of India, tbey only
visited those which offered some mercantile advantages, and
made settlements in such aa were calculated to reward the
expense and toil of a conquest Those islands which did
not offer any such advantages, and which were conse-
quently neglected by them, were not considered by their
geographers and historians as belonging to Asia. Such
islands, accordingly, remained excluded from the divisions
of the globe at that time existing, and they now form parts
ofAustralia. In this way, Japan, Formosa, the Philippines,
the Moluccas, and that long chain of islands which in the
east begins with Timoriaut, and on the west terminates
with Java, are considered to belong to Asia; while the
numerous islands lying between the Moluccas and New
Guinea, and at a short distance from the former, are in-
eluded in Australia.

Australia, then, consists ofone very large island, formerly
called New Holland, and now the continent of Australia, or
briefly Australia, lying between 1 15° and 153° E. long, and
10° 30' and 39° 8. lat, and of an indefinite number of
smaller islands lying to the 8.E., E. and N.B. of this
continent between 130* E. and 109° W. long., and between
30° N. and 50° S. lat

The continent of Australia extends, in its greatest length
between Sharks Bay on the west coast and Cape Sandy on
the eastern, 3400 miles; and from north to south between
Cape York on Torres Straits to Cape Otway on Bass Straits,
about 1700 miles. Its average breadth may be nearly 1400
miles. Timor and Timoriaut are the nearest of the Asiatic
islands, the former being about 280 miles distant from
Cape Talbot, and the latter equally distant from Coburg
Peninsula: but the continent approaches nearer to New
Guinea, which is separated from it by Torres Straits, not

n'
i 90 miles wide at Cape York. Australia ia divided
Van Diemen's Land by Bass Straits, which extend

from N. to S. about 140 miles at a mean. •

The other islands belonging to Australia lie in the Pacific

Ocean, either in groups or scattered singly over the wide
sea. They may be divided into those to the north and those
to the south of the equator.

To the north of the equator, between 140* and 150* E.
long., are three groups, the Bonin Sima Islands, the Ma-
rianas or Ladrones, and the Carolines ; the latter extend to
165° E. long. Nearly contiguous to the Carolines, between
165°and 1 60* E. long., are Lord Mulgrave's Islands, forming
different groups, or rather chains, sa RaUck, Radack, and
Marshall Islands. Gilbert's Archipelago, situated on both
sides of the equator, ia likewise considered aa belonging to

Lord Mulgrave's Islands. The group of the Sandwich
Islands lies at a great distance, between 150* and 160* W.
long, and 19* and S3* N. lat Tbe inhabitants of all these
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island* belong to the Malay raoa. except the Booin 8ima
island*, on which the Japan—a have settled.

South of tbr equator, and between it and tba continent of

Australia, is the large island nf New Guinea, which ex-

tends in the direction of W.N.W. and K.S.K. over seven-

teen decrees of longitude. Kaat of it lie the Admiralty

Group and the islands of New Britain, New Ireland. New
Hanover, and the Luisiade Archipelago, which are fol-

lowed hv the extensive Solomon's Archipelairo. All these

islands lie between the equator and I (J* S. lat.. and are

inhabited by nations belonging to the Austral Negroes or

Papua*.
Between 10° 8. lat. and the tropic of Capricorn lie the

following islands and groups:—New Caledonia; the New
Hebrides; tlx- Kcji Minds; the Santa C'nil Archipe-

lago; the Knew r l«ln>d«; the Navigator's Islands;

Cook's Ul Islands; and the Dangerous
Archipelago. North of the latter group are the Mendana
<>r Marquoas Islands, lying between 5" and 10° 8. lat.

At a great dotanre from these groups are situated Easter
Island and New Zealand : the former lies in 27" 8. lat. and
1 01* W. long., and the latter, consisting of three islands,

between 34" ami tr S. lat. and 166° and 1 78
J

K. long.

The inland. called Van Uiemcn's Land, or Tasmania, lies

south of the continent, between 41
1
ami 4.1° 8. let. and 144*

and 147* B. long. Further particulars of these islands are

Tound under their respective head*.

I. l>t*w*ry nf Aiutratta.— It happened that the Por-

tuguese navigators armed at the Moluccas, and that Fer-
nando de Magalhaens, after opening an entrance to the
Pacific Ocean, by the discovery or the strait which is

named after him, sailed round the world, ami discovered the

Philippine* nearly about the same time. The Portuguese
finding full occupation in the islands near India, did

not extend their navigation farther to the east or south,

except that they probably discovered the island of New
Guinea or Papua. But the Spaniards having conquered

Mexico and settled on the Philippine and Molucca Islands,

soon established a commerce between Arapulco and Manilla.

Their vessels annually traversed the Pacific Orean, but as

thev always followed the same track, they made at first

no discoveries in these sea* except the Marianas and Caro-
lina*, which lay in the route of their vessels. Don Jorge

de Menese*. in I J26. accidentally foil in with the north cooet

of New Guinea, or I'.ipua. in prorirding from Malacca to the

Moluccas. Alvaro '!<• Mcndana, in IH 7. discovered Solo-

mon's Archipelago. Towards the end nf the sixteenth cen-

tury (IV.O li'Jt>>. he was mm by the Spanish government
on a voyage of discovery, in whrh he found the group of

the Mendana Islands and those of Santa Cruz. In the

beginning of the seventeenth century, Pedro Fernandez
fie Quito* and Luis Vaez de Torres undertook another

voyage of discovery (1605-1007), and while they remained

together they discovered the Terra del Rspiritu Santo, which,

when re discovered by Cuok, was found to consist of many
islands, and was called by him the New Hebrides. Torres

tiring separated from Quino, sailed along the southern

-oast of New Guinea, and passed thnrtigh the straits which

separate that island fntn the continent of Australia, and
which at present bear his name. He saw the rm«l of

Australia, at its roost northern point, tape York, only a

few months after it had been discovered by the Dutch, but

lie was not aware of its being part of a vast nmlmriit, and
thought it was some islands of small extent. After this

voyage the Spanish nation fell into such a state of niacin it?

ibal they tliought no more of discoveries.

Not long bc#ire the voyage of (Juims and Torres, the
Hollanders hail successfully begun to assail the I'isrtiigiit-se

<>n the continent and islands of India, and to r»tal>li>h an !

active commerce with these countries. Being eager to ex-
'

lend their conquests and commen t1
, tbey wnt. iu I6«l, a '

varht, callrsl Dm fen. from Bantam, to explore the coast of!

New Guinea ; on it* return Imen the exposition, tins v<-*«e|
j

Ml in with the coast of (.Continental Australia, to the south

"f Kndsavour's Strait, on the eastrrn shore* of the Gulf of I

Carpentaria. This happened in March. ICo<>, only a tew I

months before the arrival of Torre* in the ncighls'urhood.

The Dutch did not at first pursue their Vovages of discovery.
!

though the greatest portion of the coasts of the continent
was shortly afterwards first amdentallv seen by their vessel*

carrying on the cuaamerce lietwtrn Europe and Balivia
|

In Ute, Theodorv Hertogo foil in with a part of the western ,

coast, between WF of lat. and the trocar, of Capooorn, and I

called it Indracbt's Land (Country of Concord i. foam list

Mm* of the ship by which tba discovery waa mad*. After
this time, discovers** on theae coasts followed eloselv na
one another. In 1*18, the coast from about 11° to lia H.

lat., waa discovered by Zeaeben, who seems to have coasted
thi* quarter of tba island from the entrance of the (tulf nf
Carpentaria to Cap* Talbot, and Do have railed the eastern

part of hi* discoveries Amtietn's Land, and the western Van
Dwtnen s Land. Tba following year. Von Bdel* foil iu

with Uk* western country about the .10° 8. laI., and it re-

ceived his name. In 1632, the southern extremity of the
island waa discovered, and named Leeuwin Land il.nmm
Land), from the name of the shin by which the discovery was
made ; and, five year* afterwards, Peter Van Nuyta saiU-d

along the southern coast, which extend* from Cape Lecuom
nearly to Spenorr'* Gulf. In 1628, the Dutch discovers**

on the continent of Australia were completed by the dis-

covery of De Witt * Land and of Carpentaria ; the first

named after the Commodore de Witt, who commanded the

squadron ; and the second, after the general Peter Car-
penter, who explored the Gulf of Carpentaria with tolerable

accuracy. Thus the Dutch navigator* discovered somewhat
more than half the coast of the cotitinent of Australia.

The regular voyage* of discovery undertaken by the
Dutch were not less successful. Shouten and Le Maire
( 161 J — 1617) discovered the straits of Le Maire. brtwwn
Terra del Fuego and Slulen l-and, and entered the PansV
Ocean by Cape Horn. In this ocean, however, tbey aril

in onlv with some small islands belonging to the IXangenius
Archipelago, and with the eastern part of New Ireland.

Abel Janscn Tasman (in 1642) discovered Van I hemrn s

island, wmch.uptothocloseoflh thought
to be a part of the continent of New Holland; and after-

wards New Zealand, New Britain, New Ireland, and the
group of the Friendly Island*. The last or the Dutch
navigator* who distinguished himself by discoveries in thr~r
seas, was Jacob Roggewcin, who, in 1721 and 1722. dis-

covered some islands of the Dangerous Archipelago, and a

part of New Britain.

The English entered much later on the career ofdiscovers

.

and were not at first successful. Towards Use end of tic

seventeenth century. Dam pier explored some parts of the
coasts of the continent, and surveyed New Britain and New
Ireland, which had prev iotish been discovered by the Dutch .

but be did not add to the number of discoveries. After the

middle of the eighteenth century, the discover*-« of the

English were of great importance. Captains Wallis and
Carteret ( I 76.1 - 1766) discovered the Society Island*. New
Ireland, New Britain, and New Hanover, and some other

islands of less ex lent. They were closely followed by
Captain Conk, who, in Ins three voyages, besides explorng
and survevinga large number of the island* (ormerlv known,
disrovered the eastern coast of Australia, from Cape How*
to Cape York, which was called by him New South Weir*,
with New Cnledoiiis. the Sandwich Islands, and nsany
smaller islands. After his vovages, many other English-
men explored these sens successfully. |y>rd Mulfrasss*
Islimds were discovered in I 7H7, and the Feeiee Island* ia

17*9 by Bhgh. After the establishment of the Kngtoa
oliHiy in New South Wales, those coasts of the eoatnarwt
winch till then had not been visited by European*
explored. Bass and Flinders discovered, in I79". the <

which separate* Van Diemen's I sisml from the eonbawnt

:

and the adjacent coast of the continent waa calks! Bass
l.nnd. In I sue, (Irani discovered the coast to the »cu •**

Has* I .and uploCupr Northumberland: this port»n of the

continent bear* the name of Grant's Ijsnd. Flinders, after

having surveyed Nuvt's I-and. dm oveved. in l»0J. a larww

extent of coast to the east of it, which after him I* relied

Flinders' l-and. Tims, nearl) all the remaining part of Use
roast* of continental Australia, unseen by the Dutrh. were
discovered by the English in less than fifiv voars: ants a
small portion Is-twrvn Flinders' |jmd and Grant * Ijsisd

rrtnained undiscovered, and was afterwards explored by las*

French.

The French government, in the last century, i

several vovages of discovery, but with no great sue
The m<»t fortunate was that of Bougainville < 1 76*— r#s.

who, beside* visiting some other group* already prevseashr

known, disci-vt-rcd the Navigator*' Island* and the l.um ias

Arrhiprlagn. In the pn sent eantary, under Napili ay.

Captain Haudia auecwadod ia maawi swing nasi expiating, sn

I SOi, that part of the southciu coast of the ronuxstai w
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1k« between FlmnW Land and Grant* Land, and gave
it the nuw of Napoleon's Land ; but on our ebart* it U
rummoaly called Baudin's Land.
A* to short a tame baa elapsed tinoa tha complete dis-

covery of tha eoasti of Continental Australia, it cannot be
a matter of surprise that we are so little acquainted with
the interior. After the establishment of the English colony

at l'ort Jackkon. in 1788, the .settler* began to penetrate

into the interior ; but their progress was soon stopped by
that mountain-range which runs along the coast of New
South M>*ales, at no great distance from the ocean. For
many years their attempts to cross these mountains were
baffled ; not so much by their height, which is inconsider-

able, as by the steep rocks which form the highest summits,
and because they probably had never been passed by the

native*. At hut an attempt made in 1813 succeeded;
and during the last twenty years the progress of discovery

in the interior has been surprisingly rapid. Nearly one-
eighth of this continent, which is thought to be not much
ink-ooc to all Europe in area, has been so far explored that

a pretty accurate ilea may be formed of its soil and capa-
bilities. We owe this to the attention which the governors
of the colony have commonly paid to this object, and to the

eoierpmiag activity of a lew gentlemen ; among whom,
Mr. Oxtey, Mr. Cunningham, and Captain Start, hare been
the most successful.

I!. Coast twrwyttL—Most of tha coast* of Continental
Australia have been surveyed. Captain Cook surveyed
New South Wales, from Cap* Howe (38° S. lat.) to Cape
York (10° 30* 8. lat.).

Tbe Uaif of Carpentaria was surveyed by General Car-
penter at the time of its discovery, but was explored with
greater accuracy and laid down by Captain Flinders.

Tbe coast of Amhem't, Van Diemen'i Land, and of a
large portion of Dt Witt's Land, was surveyed by Captain
King. But thai portion of the coast of De Witt's Land
which extends from Cape Villaret to Depoch Islands has
not been surveyed, and is nearly unknown.
The coast between Depuch Islands and North-West

Cape was surveyed by Captain Philip P. King.
shark * Bay was surveyed by Dumpier.
Tbe coast sooth of that Bay to Cape Leeuwin was surveyed

lately, at the time whan the settlement on Swan River was
formed UHiS).
Tha southern coaat of Australia, from Cap* Leeuwin to

Encounter Bay, was surveyed by Captain Flinders.

Taw coasts of Baudin's Land were surveyed by its disco-

verer; and those of Grant s Land and Bass Land, by Grant
and Flinders.

Suae of tha islands belonging O Australia have been
surveyed with great aeruracy by English navigators ; those
••pernlly which were visited bv Captain Cook, as New
Zradaod. the Society Islands, the' Friendly Islands, and tbe
Sandmch Niand*. Others, as Solomon's Archipelago, tbe
aslaade of Santa Cruf, and tbe large island of New Guinea,
hate not had this minute examination.

111. Hm/ncai r«o*rapAy.—Until very lately an idea pre-
vailed that tha continent of Australia rose on all sides to a
cnnaaterabW elevation at no great distance from the coast,
•nd that the iaterinr was an immense basin, where an ex-
trnxr* lake received all the water flowing down from the
eartaaed ndgea surrounding H on all points of the rom-
ps" This was teamed from the navigators, who surveyed
tbe caeat wetb aeruracy. not having been able to discover
tbe an(let of any great river; and it received great sup-
p»«t Oufa the discovery of Mr. Oxley, that the two greatest
n»crs of tbe interior, the Macquarie and tbe Lachlan, ter-

minated in swampy marshes. But this generalisation was
maate ton hastily. It is not proved that the land generally
itaim a eonwWrable height at no great distance from the
•bore*. Cape Flinders, in surveying tbe southern coast be-
ta era Cape Laaawin and CapeWiles, to the west of Spencer's
fiulT, on an extent of coaat of nearly twenty Ave degrees of
long, observed only very few eminence* which deserved to
be called hill*, and nearly all of tbetn were cornposed of sand.
Srarcely sa any part was a high country visible behind the
Ww nait The country about Spencer* Gulf up to Baa*
Stmt and Capa Wilson is more hilly ; but even here large

tract* of tbe coast are low aad no mountains are visible.

Abag the coaat of Now South Wale*, from Cape Wilson

to Cape York, tbe mountains appear at no great distance

from lb* abero. which m many parts i* low, and in otter*

tacky and saummlaw. But m tbe northern coast again

many extensive tracts of low shore are found, as on tbe
eastern and southern parte of Carpenter s Gulf, on Van
"Piemen's Gulf, where the alligator rivers discharge their
water, and towards North Went Capa. That portion of the
coast which has not been surveyed may also be a low land.
Tha western shores, however, are in many places high and
precipitous, especially to the south of Dirk Hartog s Island

;

and even where they are low, a range of mountain* appear*
at no great distance from the sea. From these short notices
on the character of tbe coasts, it is evident that all the
watercourse* formed in the interior may easily find then-
way to the tea which washes the soutliern and northern
shores. It ought further to be observed, that even the moat
careful navigator, in surveying a coast, may overlook an
inlet, which is the mouth of a large river, especially where
the shores are low and sandy : this happened to Captain
Flinders, whose general accuracy can be relied on. Ho did
not observe tbe sandy inlet by which tbe Murray River,
lately discovered by Captain Start, finds its way to the sea

;

yet this river probably flow* upward* of a thousand miles,
and surpasses tbe Rhine in the length of its coura*.

We are still far from being in possession of sufficient

data for forming a general idea of the interior of Australia.
Except a (mall tract along tbe western coast, both to

tha north and south of Swan River, only the south-eastern
part of this continent baa bean explored ; and this doe* not
embrace one-eighth of the whole area, and comprehends
only the country to tbe south of 30° 8. las. and to the east

of 140° E. long.

This region is traversed by a range of mountains which
begins at tbe moat southern point of Australia, Cape Wil-
son, and runs generally nearly due north up to 28* 8.
fait. Probably it continues in tbe same direction or with
inconsiderable bends to Cape York, at Endeavour's 8trait.

The distance between this mountain range and the shore is

not everywhere the same. South of 33° lat. it averages
between forty and fifty miles, but at that latitude the range
declines somewhat to the west, and continues in this direc-

tion to 33", where it* distance from the tea is 140 miles, at

the sources of the river Hunter. It then turns suddenly to

the east, and continue* in this direction for about fifty miles,

toil it again resumes its former course due north or a point

or two to the east, and at a distance of about 80 or 100
miles from the shore. The southern range up to 33' is called

the Blue Mountains : that portion of it which lies in the

direction of west and cast bears the name of Liverpool

Range ; and that which extends to the north of tbe Liver-

pool Range has not yet received any name. This chain
divides the rivers which cut the coast from those which
traverse the interior of Australia. As far as is yet known,
the greatest height of this range Is near 31° lat., where the

mountains rise to 6300 feet and upwards. The Warragong
Mountains or Australian Alps, which lie between 3$' ana
37" lat are doubtless higher, some of their peaks being
covered with perpetual snow ; but they do not form a part

of the dividing range, being separated from the mountain*
of this range and lying farther west. That portion of the

range which extends to the west of Sidney appears not to

rise much above 3000 feet ; Mount York, one of its highest

summits, attains only 3292 feet. The average breadth of

this range is above fifty mile*, and it is difficult to cross, as

the higher part consists of steep and bare rocks and deep

chasms, and contains only a few passes. This description,

however, does not apply to Liverpool Range, where the upper

part of the ridges is flat, or forms little hills and valleys

covered with fine soil of moderate depth overgrown with

grass. A newly-made road leads over this range from Sidney
to Bsthurst.

The country between the dividing range and tbe sea

may be called rather hilly : the Kate which are generally

found along the shore are in most places of small breadth,

though in some few they extend forty mile* inland, and

almost to the dividing range itself. These Kate have com-

monly a sandy soil, of indifferent fertility ; but the hilly

district* of the country, which in a few places, as at Illawara,

New Castle, and Port Macquarie, descend to tbe coast, are

of a better description, except where they are composed of

bare rocks. The valleys nave commonly a strong soil,

which in its natural state is covered with large trees, and
display* a very vigorous vegetation ; when cultivated it

give* good crops or grain. ' South of 33° S. lat. tbe ridge*

of tbe mils and the valleys between them are parallel to tbe

principal range; and here tbe rivers, of which the greatest
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part an only tomato, rat to longitudinal valley-., which

ejreamstanee give* them a much loafer coarse than they

would bare if they flowed directly to the tee. That the

Hawkesbary River baa a course of about 904 miles. It*

aourcee are in the mountains which enclose the alpine lakes

of George and Bathurst of which the fcrmer ia upwards of

twelve milea long and about Are broad. After the anion of

several amall rivulets the river i> called Wallandilly (Start)

or Wolondilly. After flowing aereral mile* nearly east it

runs for perhaps 140 miles north and north-east, gradually

approaching the sea. Near 34° let it is joined by the Cox
River, and after this junction is called Warragumbe.
After its junction with the Cataract Rim, winch joins it on
the right, it again changes its name to that of Nepean, and
before it makes the last great bend to the K.S.K. it takes

the name of Hawkesbury : its statuary is called Broken
Bay. The Shoal Haven River, which rises south of 36°,

runs for about 80 miles parallel to the sea from 8.8.W. to

N.N.B.. till bavin* approached the Wallandilly, it suddenly

changes iu direction, and flows nearly east till it discharges

its waters into Shoal Haven.
North of 33* lat. the principal valleys an transverse, and

the coarse of the rivers u consequently west and east. The
Hunter River runs about 140 milea in that direction, de-

clining, however, considerably towards the sooth. The
course of the Manning River and that of the Hastings
do not exceed a hundred miles, aa well as that of the Bris-

bane River, which falls into lloreton Bay, and is navigable

twenty miles inland for ships drawing sixteen feet water.

(P. Cunningham.)
The interior of Australia, which displays such peculiar

features in its form and aspect, may be divided into the

region of the Terraces and that of the Plains or Lowlands,
and the 14 if meridian may be considered as the mean line

of division between these two regions ; observing, however,

that on the south, especially between the rivers Lachlan
and Morumbidgee. the Terraces may extend somewhat
farther west, and on the north may fall short of this line of
division. The terraces, which may be considered ss the
western declivity of the Mountain range, which extends
parallel to the coast, and which has been noticed before, are

composed of more or less extensiveplains, separated from
one another by low ridges of hills. The plains, which often

extend twelve miles and upwards, commonly occur in the
immediate neighbourhood of some river; sometimes tbey

occupy the high country between two rivers ; they are either

dead flats or s succession of gently-swelling hills, clear of
timber and covered with luxuriant herbage, which affords

abundant food to cattle. The low ridges which divide them
are covered with open forests, through which the horsemen
may gallop in perfect safety, and are generally considered
as excellent grazing tracts. Captain Sturt observes that

these ridges decrease in height at they proceed to the west,

and adds, as a peculiarity, that every ndge presents a new
rock formation. He found successively serpentine, quarts

in huge white masses, granite, chlorite, micaceous schist,

sandstone, chalcedony, quarts, red jasper, and conglomerate
rocks. The quantity of sheep and cattle which pasture
on tbese terraces is already numerous, and by far the
greatest part of the wool exported from Sidney is furnished

by the sheep of this district. Some of the terraces are
better adapted for cattle than for sheep, and are noted for

their dame*, as Balhurst Plains.

Nearly all the rivers which drain these terraces rise in

the dividing range, and are full and rapid, though not well

adapted to navigation. Before tbey descend into the Low-
lands which extend farther to the west, the) join one ano-
ther, and form a few large rivers. Such are especially the
Morumbidgee, the Lachlan. and the Maequane. The
Murumbtdgce, which originates in the mountainous country
uniting the Warragong mountains with the dividing range
•t some distance to the south of Lake George, runs in

a north-western direction until it issues from the moun-
tains and enters the terraces, where it joins the Yass nver

:

alter the junction, it drains the terrace region, and enters
the Lowlands to the west of I4S* long. It is in this part of
its course a rapid and One river. The sources of the Lach-
lan. called by the natives Colore, are not yet known ; but it

supposed that they be at no great distance north of
Lake George, and that the upper course of this river is in

the same direction aa that part which Is known, from south-

east to north-west. It descends into the Lowlands to the
west ef lit, without joining any other wmttdersble river

The Macqttarie ia

mllei is cut
daring its course through the i

supposed to rise near the point where the 34* paralfi

by the 1 50° meridian, but its coarse is only known where it

approaches the road leading from Sidney to Baibunc
Hare it ia called the Fish River, but uniting, before it

reaches the town of Bathurst with the Campbell River, it

takes the name of Macquarie. and continues its course la

the north-west, through a fine country, till having formed a
cataract near the I4t)th degree of longitude, it enters the
Lowlands. Only 840 miles of its whole coarse, which is

above 600 miles, belong to the Lowlands.
It is remarkable that the courses of these rivers decline

more to the northward in proportion as they are farther from
the southern coast This peculiarity ia still more vntbfe in

the rivers which drain the terrace region between 37* and
30* S. hit This portion of the region, which is yet imper-
fectly known, and only in its southern districts, seems lo

consist of a number of longitudinal valleys, in which three
large rivers, the Peel, the Field, and the York, run nearly
south and north. The country traversed by tbese rivers ts

enclosed by two high ranges, the dividing range and another
farther to the west running nearly along the I SO* mendran,

the highest known part ofwhich is called Hardwicke Range.
These rivers seem also to chsnge their course, and, declining
to the west lo descend into the Lowlands.

The country south of the Morumbidgee sppears likewise

to differ from the general character of the Terraces. Csp
tain Start describes it ss a district whose surface is hilhr.

broken, and irregular, containing deep ravines and preci-

pitous glens : farther to the south, where the Warragong
Mountain* raise their summits, mountains succeed moun-
tains, and are overtopped by lofty and distant peaks. This
portion of the Terraces is still less known than that ts the
east of Hardwicke Range.
The Lowlands join the Terraces on the west; their extent

in that direction, as well as to the north, is not known.
Captain Start, who advanced on the north beyond the 1 45*

meridian, and on the south beyond the 140*. found that the
country preserved, ss far as he was able to see from some
hills, the same uniform appearance of an immense let**

plain. This extensive country resembles as little the plaint
of Sooth America, covered with abundant grass, aa the
African Sahara, with its moving sands : it seems to ap-
proach in character to the wide steppes which surround the
Lake of Aral and extend to the Caspian Sea and the Ural
Mountains. But we are inclined to think that they are
somewhat better adapted to sustain inhabitants than the
steppes of Asia. These plaint of Australia are, in many
parts, extremely level ; in others, they are slightly sses-
lating ; and here and there, but at great distances, s tan
times of more than 100 miles, a sandy eminence rssea,

which hardly deserves to be called a bill : the loftieat *f
these eminences are not above 300 feet higher than the
plain on which they stand.

All over this extent of country the soil prese nts only raw
varieties : it is cither a red sandy loam or a white rem
sand. In some places it is entirely destitute of vegetatkse,
at others it nourishes only aalsolsceous plants, wnhowt a
blade of grass between tbem. Others again arewed
with polv gonum. a gloomy and leafless bramble ; and at a
few Iracti patches of ground are discovered which i

to be moist snd in which the calyslemma is abas
Such patches probably form quicksands in the rainy i

Those parte of the plains which seem lo have the beet seal

produce stunted gum-trees and cypresses
. Large tract* sf

country are cov ercd w ith shells and lbs Haws of cravflats, and
tins soil, although an alluvial deposit it supcrflcteJly aaady.
They bear the appearance not only of being freqnrotlv in-

undated, but also of the floods having subsided upon theea.

On their surface no accumulation of rubbtsb is observed, ee
as to indicate a rush of waters to any one pmnt ; bwl aan
rous minor channels are traced, which evidently danns as i

the flood* equally and generally over every part of the area
which is subject to them.

• M) imprcsMon,' says Captain Start. * when tra-rrfliaw

the cHintry lo the west and north-west of the marshes «**

the Maequane, wa*. that 1 was traversing a country ef reaa-
parauvelj recent formation. The sandy nature of the ami. the
great want of vegetable decay, the seJaolaceous character e/
the plants, the appearance of Its isolated kills and
tracts, and its trifling elevation above the era. seventy eaa-
tnbated to strengthen these impressroot on my i

II would appear that these psaini
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awrvation above Um level of the sea, as they approach the
aoutbern shores of the continent The cataracts of the Mac-
quarie are 6«0 fart above the tea : that place on the Loch-
las, where Mr. Oxlcy formed a depot, 500 ; and the maxi-
aaiD height of the high banks of the Murray, where that
nrer begins ila southern eoune, i* only 300 feet

The mere which travene this region descend from the
sjerrara* aa larye and full waterrouraea ; but after having
ran in the lowlands a considerable distance, they chance
their character. Instead of increasing in breadth, depth,
ami solume of water, they begin to diminish in all these
respects. This is partly to be attributed to tho sandy soil

through which they flow, and partly to the want of tribu-
taries to replace their loss of water. Cspu-n Sturt observed
that in the course of 340 miles the Morumbidgee was not
joined by one stream of running water.
A still more remarkable characteristic of this region is,

that some of its large rivers terminate in marshes covered
with reeds. Captain Sturt describes the termination of the
Macquarie in the following terms : ' At some distance
inland, the marshes, tho reeds were of great height. The
channel of the river continued as deep and broad as ever

;

but the flood did not appear to have risen more than a foot
above the banks, which were now almost on a level with

tSSSk

tbm water, and the current was so sluggish as to be scarcely

perceptible. These general appearances continued for

Lout three miles, when our course was suddenly and most
«ukhpert silly checked. The channel, which had promised
•o wrell without any change in its breadth or depth, ceased
aJtosrether ; and while we were yet lost in astonishment at

sb abrupt a termination of it, the boat grounded. Exa-
mining this spot with peculiar attention, two creeks were
dtrpverwd. so small as scarcely to deserve the name, and
which would, under ordinary circumstances, have been
overlooked. One branched off to the north, the other to the
west. The former extended about thirty yards, and the
latter about twenty yards, where they terminated.'

The large rivers traversing the lowlands, which always
have water in their channels, are the Morumbidgee and
the Murray, the Lachlan. the Macquarie, and the Darling.

The Morumbidgee^ which reaches the lowlands west of
149' long, flowing in a western direction, declines further

la the north-west, and is joined by the Lachlan in 34° 30'

8. lat, and 143° E. long. Farther down, it unites with

the Murray, a much larger river, which is 350 feet broad,

sad from 12 tu 20 feet deep at this junction ; but whose
ssurcos, as well as the upper course, are utterly unknown.
Its transparent waters run over a sandy bed at the rate of

two sod a half miles an hour; and its banks, although

•tvrstrtag IS fee* in height, are subject to floods. After

tho junction the river preserves the name of Murray. In

141' long, is is joined by another large river, a hundred

•saw trad* and rather mora than twelve feet deep, which

is supposed bv Captain Sturt to be the Darling. Up to this

junction the Murray continues to flow to the W.N.W„ but
afterwards its course is changed to the S.W., and the titer

is considerably increased in size. As it approaches the 1
40°

meridian, it trends to the south ; and in this direction it

flows into the Lake Alexandrine, which i» SO miles long
and 40 broad, but irenerallg very shallow. The water of the

lake is brackish, and it communicates with the sea at En-
counter Bay, by a passage impracticable even for the smallest

boats. The river Murray, however, is navigable for vessels

of considerable burden, being, for 50 miles from its mouth,
350 yards broad and from 20 to 25 feet deep.

The Lachlan river, after descending into the lowlands,

traverses considerable marshes in 147° E. long.; and,
shortly after issuing from them, it changes its course from
north-west to south-west Flowing in this direction to

145° long., it again enters some marshes, which appear to

be much more extensive, and to continue to the place where
the river joins the Morumbidgee. 143° 30* E. long.

The Macquarie may be considered as entering the low-

lands at the place where it forma a cataract 148* 3' B. long.,

and 31° SO' S. lat It soon afterwards diminishes very

much, and scarcely deserves to be called a river at Mount
Harris, where its current is very sluggish. At no great

distance farther to the north it enters the marshes; but
Captain Sturt discovered a channel, which is commonly
dry, by which the superabundant water of the marshes,

after long rains, is carried off to the Morrisett Ponds and
the CasUereagh River, and thus to the Darling.

Vol. Ill—
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The Darling ha» only lately been di*oovered by Captain

8turu He traced it* course between 14b' and 147* K. brig-

and under 30' 8. lit., for about IS milea; and again,

between 146° and 144° 30'. and 29s 30' S. let. foe about 66

milea. At the flrat place tbe river run* nearly from east to

west ; and, in the second, iu course is directed to tbe 8.W.
That both currents belong to the same river it proved by
their water betug equally salt ; and though not quite so salt

a* that of tho ocean, its taste is precisely tbe tame, and it is

unfit to drink. In ita bed several brine-well* were disco-

vered. Captain Sturt is inclined to think, that the river

which joins tbe Murray, where this Utter begin* to run
southward, is the Darling, though he observes that tbe

water* of that river are not brackish.

IJie climate of Australia differ* considerably from that of

other countries. The most remarkable a* well a* the most
unfavourable characteristic, is the long drought* which
occasionally prevail. Captain Sturt say*. ' The year 1886
commenced the fearful droughts, to which we have reason
to believe the climate of New South Wales is periodically

subject It continued the two following years with unabated
severity. Tbe surface of the earth became so parched up.

that the minor vegetation ceased upon it. Culinary herbs
were raised with difficulty ; and crops failed even in the
most favourable situation*. Settlers drove their flocks and
herds to distant tracts for pasture and water. The interior

sufesad equally with the coast; and men at length began
to despond under so alarming a visitation. It almost ap-

peared aa if the Australian sky waa never again to be tra-

versed by a cloud.' These seasons without rain appear to

occur every ten or twelve years. They are succeeded by
excessively long rains; but afterwards the rains decrease gra-
dually, year after > ear. until they again w holly cease lor a time.

Another peculiarity is the quick transition from heat to

cold. There are instance* of the thermometer having varied

ti degree* in fifty minute*. This is owing to tbe sudden
change of the winds. The north-west wind* blowing over

tbe great sandy deserts in the interior, attain such a degree
of heat, that they become too scorching to be pleasant to

men and animals, or to be favourable to* vegetation. The
thermometer then rises suddenly from 80° to 1 10°. On the
other hand, tbe south-eastern wind* are often very cold and
piercing, especially when there is a sudden shift from a hot

north-western.

But. in spite of such occurrences, which are to be consi-

dered as exceptions, tbe climate, though somewhat too dry,

it commonly delightful; and the evening* and morning*
as pleasant as in southern Italy. Sven the great heat which
occurs doe* not produce relaxing and enfeebling effect* on
the constitution. On the lower part of the coast, the ther-

mometer ranges in summer (from September to March),
between 36" and 184°, it* mean elevation being 70°; and, in

winter (from March to September), between 97° and 98°,

iu mean being 66°.

In the interior, and to the west of the mountain-range*,
the wet season commonly take* place during the summer

;

on the coast, it commences in the beginning of tbe winter.

Mr. Oxley thinks the westerly wind* which prevail during
the winter dnve hack the vapour* collected from tbe tea.

which, being attracted by the eastern declivity of tbe
mountains, descend in rain on the country between them
and tbe eta ; but that tbe easterly winds, which prevail

during the summer, carry the vapours over the mountains,
which, being there attracted by the western declivity of tbe
mountains, are condensed into rain.
Dew* are very frequent and Heavy, and sometime* they

fell like a dnashng ram. Hail storm* are common in
December and January.
On tbe few coasts frost is very little felt; but in tbe

hilly district* it i* frequent, sad very keen on the high
terrace* on the western side of the mountains, especially on
the plains of Balhurst, and the plains contiguous to them :

these district* are lues feet above the sea. It is likewise

observed, that in these parts of the country the seasons are
nearly a month later than on the low district on the coast.

Tbe snow lie* on the top* of the mountains, and occasionally
also in the valleys, for many days together ; but it is abso-
lutely unknown in tbe neighbourhood of Sidney sod other
parts of I be coast.

The climate on the eastern coast is very favourable to
health ; sad enderaie disease* are not known, with the ev
caption of ophthalmia, which occur* m the months of
October and November, and is produced by the wind*

which prevail at that time. These winds, in pitrA as*
not unpleasantly warm ; but they resemble, in some ansa
sure, the English easterly winds which blow in April and
May : like tbcm, they occasion blights in vegetation, and as*

considered as tbe cause of the then prevailing ophthalmia.
Many of the islands belonging to Australia contain vol.

canoes, and a few teem to have been produced by vulcanic

agency. In all those islands voicanrt products ahound.
IV. Tkt Mum 9/ Auttrttlta.—The native* of thi* ports**

of tbe globe belong to two races—to the Malay, and «*
another, which seem* to constitute a separate division of the

human race : the men of this second race, from thesr re-

semblance to the African negro, have obtained the name est

Australian negroes, or Austral negroes. Tbe first rasa

occupies all the islands to the north of the equator, and to

the south of it those, which lie to the east of S0° W. lung.

The Austral negroes are extended over tbe continent ss

wel M over Van Dieroen't Land, New Caledonia, tbe New
Hebrides. New Britain, the 8olomon t Archipelago, sad
New Guiues. In the last-named island, they go under the
Malayan name of Papuas, which sometime* i* used to mdi-
catu U» vbUule rata. A -am* race inhabit* the Andaman
Islands, as well a* the interior of some islands of tbe Indian
Archipelago, and a few famine* are scattered in tbe contra!

parts of the peninsula of Malacca. [See Malay*. 1

Tbe Austral negroes, though they are sonssdered by
Cuvier as being a branch of tbe African negiaaa, re-

semble them only in the colour of tbe skin and their woolly
hair ; yet even their skin is not quite black, like that of the
Africans, but of * sooty brown. They difer widely from
one another in the form of tbe bead and face, and of the
whole frame. Their forehead rises higher and the hinder
part of the head projects more .in in tbe negro. The nose
projects more from tbe face, and the lip* sre not so thx t_

Tbe upper lip is larger and more prominent, and tbe lent
project* forward from the lower jaw* to such an extent ss is

divide the face into two part*. Their limbs and the whole
frame of their body are lean, and displsy nothing of the
muscular strength by whieh the African negroes art daako-
guitbed. The greatest difference in the formation of me
human body it found to exist between the Caucasian rare
and the Austral negroes. Thi* rare teem* to be purest a*

Van Diemen'a Land and in New Guinea, the inhabitant* of
the continent and of the other - rod*, having probably boats

crossed by some other race, perbapa the Malay.
The Austral negroes may be cuutidered a* still living a

tbe |owest state of civilization. Cannibalism is com mo.
among them, and they do not deny it : they have neither
habitations, nor do they wear raiment, at least not the met.

.

the women commonly wrap themselves up in a si— is* ut
cloak made of opossum skin, or in a blanket.

.
Where***

they intend to pas* tbe night they kindle a firs and pise*
a slip of bark or a bough to windward for shelter. 'Thai
want of habitation* is mainly to be attributed to thesr btar.g

continually on the move in search of food ; for in some
places along the coast, where fish snd oysters are so abra-
dant a* to afford them a eouaUut supply ut t**i Ut t_*

Ctor part of the year, they have erected eosrtwaaae*
of le* tree bark, which they clean dairy. (P. Oam-

ninghsm.)
They hsve no chiefr. either elected or hereditary, asal the

authority of a man depend* on his personal strength, sad
his cunning. Tboy believe in s good spirit, A'cyxaa. aj»d m
a bad one, Poloyan. The former is thought to watch ev
and protect them from the operations of the fester, sad »
assist them in recovering strayed children, which the ether
is supposed to decoy for the purpose of devouring tbeea.
They are not delicate in food. When onusid bv asaear

they devour grub*, snakes, stinking whales, snd even vtamaaTa,
with swawrnet*.

They Ire lively, good-humoured, inquisitive, sod isnst-
ligent, and see, ;„„ „, mam
almost a* speedily a* European* ; their sense* are iHnmiiy
acute, and they possets great power* of mimicry.

Their number it not great, and it was thought that the
interior was uninhabited, but Captain Sturt found them Ik
moat places, and on the banks of the Murray more aumssreoo
than anywhere else.

V. Dtnnnn and Srttirmmti - Tbe northern asal trusts***
coasts sre commonly comprehended under tbe name) of New
Holland, which we* given to them by the Dutch erase
having d iscovered these part* ; by thi* term the whale con-
tinent is sometimes designated. The several part* en tats
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northern roast are Carpentaria, round the gulf of the same
name, Arnhetn't Land. Van Diemen's Land, De Witt's

Land ; and on the Western coast Endracht's Land, Edel's

Land, and Leeuwin"* Land. One halTof the aouthern roast

It railed Nuyt's Land : after thU follow Flinderi' Land. Ban -

din t Land, Grant'* Land, and Bass's Land : the eastern

rout, which properly should be called Cook's Land, boars

the name of New South Wale*.
The English are the only nation who have founded sctilo

B^.VSvdneTj.'"^
not yet firmly taken root Settlements arc made on tho

eattern coast at Moreton Bay. on the aouthern at Western
Port and King Goorgo's Sound, on tho south-western at

Swan River, in Edel's Land, and on the northern at Mel-
ville Island, opposite Van Dicmcn's Bay. A new colony is

to be founded at Port Lincoln, on Spencer's Bar, on the

aouthern coast, between King George's Sound and Western
Port. (Sew these articles.)

The last-mentioned colony has received the grant of an
immense territory, which extends along the roast from
Fowler's Bay on the west, to beyond Cape Northumberland,

*to 141' E. long., and comprehends Flinders' Land
Towards the north, the boundary is to

to the Tropic of Capricorn. A very small extent of it

ir'sGulf. tbatofSt. Vincent, and on tho Murray
River, tt imperfectly known, the remainder utterly unknown.
The colony of Van Dicmcn's Land appears to be in a flou-

rishing condition. (See Van Diemen's Land Almanac for

1S.U. and Tasmama, under which more appropriate name
w« intend to describe this island.)

AUSTRALIA, BOTANY OF. There is no part of tho

world the vegetation of which is so unlike that of all other

countries as the middle and southern ports of New Holland.
The plants, like the animals, are, to a very considerable ex-

tent of so peculiar an organisation, that a large proportion

of the genera, and some entire natural orders, are absolutely

unknown beyond its shores or dependent islands. So dif-

ferent from others are many of the commonest plants, that

Bur-man, a Dutch botanist, of the school of Linnnms, actu-

ally mistook one of the leguminous species for a fern. Trees
are there with the leaves twisted constantly out of their

ordinary position, and with their functions inverted (Euca-

lirpttLt). or with transformed and dilated leaf-stalks per-

forming the office of leaves (Acacicu), and this so com-
moalv. that, according to the computation of Dr. Brown,
' if taken together, and considered with respect to tho mass
of vegetable matter they contain, calculated from the size

aa well as number of the individuals, they are perhaps nearly

•quel to all the other plants of that country.'

Considering how imperfectly the vegetation of this re-

markable continent has been examined, that of its shores

or maritime districts being the only part regarding which
we have any exact information, and considering, also, how
little baa been published concerning that portion of its flora

been collected, we cannot be expected to give

than a sketch of the general relation of its plants to

of ether countries, together with notices of a few of
the moat eunoas and characteristic of its vegetable produc-

tion*.

Perhaps the beat method of explaining the nature of the
pemiiar vegetation ofNew Holland will be by offering, in the
tm place, a general view of the characteristic forms of the
flora within the colony of Port Jackson, and to the south-
ward of ft, Ioelading Van Diemen's Land ; and by after-

wanh explaining betr it alters in character aa it approaches
th» north, till u finally melte Into that of the Malayan
archipelago.

In the southern parti of Australia we find the concen-
tration of all those eurioos forms of vegetation for which
tJ»« country t* so remarkable. Forests, consisting of many
aportee of gigantic fitteaJfpti, by the settlers called gum-
trews, many of which are a hundred and fifty feet high, with
a snrth of from twenty five to forty feet ; among which are
intermingled wattle-trees (Acacia*), with their countless
myriads of yellow tufted (lowers and bean-like nods ; wild
fisja. of enermooa «ise, furnishing a grateful food to regent
hints (Sfricuttm ehrfrxtpKalut), blue pigeons, and swamp
~*

IC-rvtu*. PhcuicmuM); and in some places nu-
constitute tho wooded part of the
*a near JJort Jackson, the Cory-

osrtrprewda ha umbrageous leaves, heavily

the fight and delicate many-parted frond*

erooa 9mfut thin palm* co
eonntrv. In shaded place*
Aa AmtrHii outspread* it

of occasional tree-ferns. Nettles of an aroorescent haWt
from fifteen to twenty feet high, are not uncommon, to which
may be added multitudes of proteaceous plants, with their
hard and woody leaves, giving a most singular appearance to
the places where they gro*; hair-branched weeping rasu-
arinas, and myrtaceous plants with white blossoms studding
their deep green box like leaves, or with tassels of yellow,
purple, or crimson stamens, contribute to produce the first
sensation of surprise in a stranger who explore* the wilds of
the uncleared country. But it is among the plant* of a
smaller growth and a lest conspicuous appearance that the
botanist recognises the greatest number of new and strictly
Australian forms. The thousands of compound-ftowt-riiig
plants are all of a structure with which he is unacquainted
elsewhere: in place of the heaths and the geraniums, the
Ixias, and other irideous plants, tho fig-marigolds, 'and
wood- sorrels, that diversify so beautifully the underVmwth
of the Cane of Good Hope, he finds thousands of rf*vn,le<e,
some with scarlet, and many with lilac, or white, or rosy
blossoms ; purple Iretnandreee, polygateous plants, yellow-
flowered species of the dtllenm tribe, looking like shrubby
buttercups, and vast numbers of yellow-and- brown-flowered
decandrous papilionaceous bushe*. The orchidttr of the
Capo and of the southern districts of South America are
represented by totally different genera, having, however, *
more decided resemblance to those of the latter than of the
former country ; while the diotmtee of those two regions
are unknown, although the order exists in abundance in
the form of the exclusively Australian genera, jihetxilmm,
bofonia, tferia, eortea, and eriottemon, which give a striking
appearance to many places. The common weeds, too. of
the land are often not leas peculiar: many of the umbelli-
ferous plants are remarkable objects, especially the beauti-
ful diducut caruleut ; while Qoodmtmtt, a curious tribe
nearly related to LnMitu, and Slflidiett, still more singular
objects with a slender irritable column of stamens, contri-
bute here and there to the wonders by which the traveller is

astonished. If to these we add a rich sward of grasses,
among which the kangaroo grass (Anlki$liria Auttralu) is
invaluable to the colonist ; festoons of the lovely Ttoma
Autfralit, a climbing trumpet flower; pine* belonging to
the genus Callitrit, and resembling cypresses ; little twining
Billardtera*, with narrow bells of green or yellow ; the sin-
gular xamia* with the trunk of a dwarf palm and the leave*
of a fern, which, with xanthorrhaa, are characteristic of
toil that the settler will do well not to select; and finally,
extensive plain* in the interior terminating in morasses
choked up with gigantic reeds— the botanist may form some
idea of the, vegetation in the parallel of Port Jackson.
To the southward it changes but little to the eye of the

ordinary observer, although the naturalist may discern signs
of an- approach to a colder than European climate in the
buttercups, anemones, and polygonums, that appear in
abundance in the high land of Van Diemen's Land.' Mal-
vaceous plants become uncommon, easuarinas gradually
disappear, palms shrink before the cold blasts from the
aouthern pole and migrate northwards ; and but a single
species of tree-fern extend* it* territory to Van Diemen's
Land. The celery-topped pine (Podoearpu* tupfenifoiia),

whose leave* taste as well aa look like those or the plant
from which it derives its name ; and some species ofeailitrit,

form trees of remarkable appearance, rising on the sides of
the mountains to the height of 4000 feet, and growing from
SO to 70 feet high.

Towards the westward the same genera] characteristics of
the scenery, varied chiefly by soil, mountains, or other cir-

cumstances, still continue to exist The shores of the pro-
montory ofCape Jems are bordered with mangrove swamps,
and the mountainous land at the back of the coast line i*

covered with trees of more than ordinary site i on the very
brow of Mount Lofty, at 2400 feet above the level of the
sea, trees have been measured of forty-three feet girth.

The vegetation of the neighbouring districts is said, how-
ever, to be of a far less luxuriant description, the country

separating St Vincent from Spencer's Gulf, and the mag-
nificent roadstead of Port Lincoln itself, being extremely

sterile ; and Kangaroo Island being probably fhr from fertile,

on account of its great number of salt-water swamps. Cap-
tain Sutherland, indeed, gives a much more favourable

description of the country in this division of the continent,

but the quality of the soil has not yet been satisfactorily

ascertained.

About King George's Sound, the extreme south-western

R3
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of the continent, the general appearance of the
i

country, although of a barren nature, u very picturesque. '

The hills are strewed with a profusion of beautiful shrubs,

flourishing among immense blocks of granite; Bankna*.

one of which is called by the colonists wild honeysuckle,

are of extraordinary beauty ;
grass-trees are abundant

;

and the forest* consist of swamp oaks (Casuarina) and gum
trees (Euca/yptta). the timber of which is, however, usually

decayed at we heart No grass fit for pasture grows on the

plains, which are overrun with a roarse herbage. Culinary

vegetables, in the form of a kind of parsley {Apium pro-

'stratum), and of a common European species of orach

(AlnpUx kalimut), are abundant in a wild state, and afford

the settlers an agreeable food. Here occurs a singular ex-

ception to the almost universal law in the vegetable king-

dom, that truly parasitical genera are incapable of growing
in the earth : on all the coasts of Australia the Loranthu*
is found growing sparingly like misletoe upon the branches
of eucalyptus, casuarina, acacia, and melaleuca; but in

King George's Sound a terrestrial species occur* forming
a smsll tree fifteen feet high.

The flora of Swan River, as it is produced in a more
northern latitude, changes a little from that of King
George's Sound. The plants consist principally of species

belonging to the Protea, Myrtle, Epatru, and compound-
flowertd tribes, and to the leafless part of the genua Acacia.

The singular production called grass-tree by the colonists

iKingim Auttralit) rises upon the sandy plains in solitary

uncouthness in the shape of scorched and blackened cylin-

drical trunks, terminated by tufts of long grassy leaves.

i Tm> (Kta«W AMnh)—B. Tialansw*,)

A remarkable species of XmtMnrrAtm. s Zamia with a stem
'

sometimes thirty feet high, man* individuals of the genus
Cmntmrimt remarkable for their Ions, weeping, thread-like
breach**, and some of the pine Inbe. belonging to the
genua Calitlrti, and resembling the Norfolk Island pine in
character, give a peculiar character to the Isndsrape. Kan-
garoo-grass m said to form here. a. at Port Jackson, a rich
and luxunaat herbafe ; BanJutat, which at King George a
Sound are o ly small trees, here acquire extraordinary
dimensions, one of them (H. grrtmiu) occurring JO feet
high, and more than t{ feet in "lameler. A noble species
of gam tree (Eucalyptus calopMyUa) form* a beautiful object
in the eeeoery. The latter, and several other sperfc-s of
the ansae genus, here, a* in so many other parts of Australia,

the common umber of the country Magnificent
i with scarlet flowers abound, together v uu |*p.

—eraaling weeping willows, and fragrant specwa

of mrtrrmaWrn, all cut off from the river by a belt of I

of great height and thickness. The island of Buacbe ie

overrun with immense thickets of a sotauum, too feet high,
and multitudes of arborescent of metroaideros.

It is especially deserving of mention that in this part of

the continent the vegetation of the singular plants called by
botanists proteeceous. while it retains its own peculiar Aus-
tralian features, yet presents a greater resemblance to the
corresponding part of the flora of South Africa than thai

of the east side, among which a perceptible tendency to the

South American forma exists, according to the observauoa
of Dr. Brown.
Turning from this side of the continent, and mustang

the consideration of the flora of the eastern coast, we find

that as we approach the equator from the colony of Port
Jackson, the appearance of the plants gradually changes.
But a little to the northward a variety of differences are

observable; the little billardieras all disappear, the arm-
caria pine begins to meet the view in Norfolk Island, and
becomes plentiful within the influence of the sea air ; the
singular genus Pandanut, which looks like a pine-

a

pple

(FaaJaaaO

gmring on a palm trunk, rears its slender stem among the
woodland scenery ; the blue gum-trees (Eucalyptus *a>tww*>
acquire stupendous dimensions ; sod a singular protewrwov*
plant resembling Knigktta sxceUa appears as a uasasaaa
timber tree.

Near Moreton Bay the top* of the mountains areweW

with, a vegetation similar to that which is common at fnsrt

Jackson, the difference in latitude and the approach to Urn

equator bang, as usual, compensated by elevation of surface

In the low lands, the forests abound in a gigantic nwuW. aa*
in the valuable chestnut bean (Castamnspermmm Amttrmm .

whose seeds, when roasted, afford a wholesome outrwawr.:
to the natives. Here also, in the forests near Bn»Su»
Town. Mr. Krater observed ' several species of flew* upward-
of 110 feet high, inclosing immense iron bar*. tr»—

.

(Eucalyptus rrumi/rra), on which originally the seed* *
those fig tree* had been deposited by birds. Her* they ka>:

immediately vegvtalcd. and thrown out their paraaitsrai east

rapacious routs, which adhering close to the bark of t •
iron-tree, had followed the course of Us stem downwards *»

the earth, where once arrived their progress of growth *»

truly astonishing. The roots of the bcu* then lams***
rapidly in number, envelops the iron bark, and send oat as

the same time such gigsntic branches, that it is not svaewaasl

to see the original tree at a bright of 70 or 8* feet, psf i«
through the fig as if itself were the parasite on the read

intruder. In the singular angles or wall: as they are
termed, which are formed by the roots of these t
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•f «kfak aaaay are nton feat high. there is room enough
to dm* half a dosen persona.' (See Hooker't Botanical

Mure*U*w. toI. i. p. 241.) Native cherries (Exocarput
emmtttformu) abound, Gyrottemon emulates the weeping
willow with its pendulous branches ; and extensive districts

of araucaria pine form, by their sombre green colour, a
striking contrast to the brownish hue of the gum trees.

The open parts of the forests contain an immense quantity of

yellow wood (Oxleya Xanthoxyla), with silk oak* (GreriUea
wenMAta). and a great profusion of magnificent trees. The
hssrh is in some places ornamented with Hibitcu* tiliaceut,

and native bread-fruit (Pandanu* ptdunculala) : in other

plane it is thickly clothed with mangroves. What are

called by the colonists apple trees (Angophora lanceolata),

sn remembrance of the grateful fruits of their native country,

appear on the richest forest land, along with the eatable

tarra root ( Caladium gU/cyrrhizum), and many remarkable
ferns. Xanthorrtuea also, of which mention has already

been made, is described as forming 'a truly superb object,

with its extraordinary bee-hive tops.'

Approaching ! >*«nl« the north, the araucaria still con-

tinues common palms increase in number; a rattan (Ca-
lamut) is most axtndfnt in a damp tract thickly wooded
with forest, between 19- and 17° S. ; and a most extraordi-

nary caper tree, with the dumpy but enormous form of the

Baobab of Senegal, forms a striking feature. At last, on its

northern shores, all the forms of Australian and Malayan
vegetation are blended; species of rtda and hibitcut,

which ware rare in the south, become common ; and Bank-
etat, the most Australian of Australian plants, disappear

;

Eucalypti indeed remain, and a melaleuea or two, like the

raiepoti tree; but an abundance of CincAonacece and other

Malayan forms almost overpower the effect that the former
produce upon the eve. * Cabbage palms (Livittona inertnit),

but too small to be of value as a fresh vegetable, are

abundant ; plana siuea 10 ine nutmeg and sandal wood are

not uncommon and Catuarinat and Pandanu* contribute

to confound the Australian character of the vegetation with

that of the Indian Archipelago.

It is observation, that New Holland does not

produce a singh native species of eatable fruit ; although
exotie fruits thrive exceedingly m trie genua climate 01

many carta. This remark is very nearly correct ; for it is

true that, with the exception of the Australian cranberry
(/.usnwfV eapida), and a few berries of scarcely any im-
portance, the country is, as far as has yet been seen, entirely

destitute of antrthinw whirJl nonld bv possibility be intro-

duced to a dessert.

(See Brown's Appendix to Flinders'* Voyage to Terra
AuMfraht ; Cunningham's remarks in the Appendix of I

King's I'njmfM to rma nwona ,- aim various papers oy
Brown, Cunningham, Fraxer. Nind, Sec., in the Journal of
th* Royal Gtographtcal Society; and in Hooker's Botanical

XuSTrlALlA, GEOLOGY OF. We possess so few
facts respecting the geological structure of Australia be-
yond an enumeration of a limited number of localities in

vhtrh granite, limestones, sandstones, and other rocks,

distinguished only by their mineralogical characters, occur,

that to attempt even general comparisons with the known
European deposits would be entirely useless. The mere
urrurrrnee of granite at any given place affords in itself no
information aa to its relative antiquity, since this rock, con-
•«ler»d mineralogically, haa been detected in situations

where it must have been protruded subsequently to the
deposit**) of the European cretaceous series. We therefore,

in the absence of the necessary evidence, cannot refer the

irranites of Australia to any particular geological epoch;
tbev may. indeed, he referable to several epochs, ss is the
r.i *e with the European granites. From the desire to consider

alt rorks in different countries as equivalent to some one or
..ther of the European deposits, the red sandstones which
prvvaiJ round Cambridge Gulf, at York Sound, and in other
pJ-srea on the northern coast, which are found at St. Vin-
.mt « Gulf on the southern coast, and which occur at Yass
Plains and other utuatkms in the interior, have been called

old red sandstone. Their claim to be thus distinguished is

merely ranwralagical. and therefore of little value, as is uow
weQ understood by geologists. A limestone also, which
appears to range with considerable thickness from the

vsaastv of Batburrt. both in northern and southern direc-

ts***, Was been termed carboniferous for the same reason.

A particular kind of foeail-shell, named a epinfer, has in-

deed been detected in it ; but this in itself affords little

information, since even with reference only to European
rocks, this genus is found, from the grauwacke to the
lias inclusive. The coal and associated bed of sandstone
and shell, which occur extensively on the eastern coast
from Port Stevens to Botany Bay, occasionally ranging into
the interior, have been considered equivalent to the coal-
measures of Europe, merely from their mineralogical cha-
racters. What the age of this Australian coal deposit may
be we have no means of accurately judging ; but it is

worthy of remark, that a fossil plant ( Glottopterit Brovn-
iana) detected in it is also discovered in the Damuda coal
district in India. The coal itself appears to be abundant,
and generally of good quality. Mr. Cunningham states
that four thousand tons of it are annually raised at the
Newcastle mine, producing 4000/. at Sydney. As iron ore
appears to be also abundant on the same line of coail, we
may conjecture that at some future period the eastern side

of Australia may be studded with iron foundries, distributing
their products over southern Asia, and among the numerous
islands of the Indian and Pacific Oceans.
Trappean rocks, varying aa usual in their mineralogical

structure, appear to be common in various parts of Australia,
but their relative antiquity and their general mode of occur-
rence are alike unknown to us. The Mittagong range, to

the S.W. of Sydney, is stated to be composed of these rocks,

and to rise from amid the sandstones of the district in a
manner which might lead us to suppose that it had been
protruded through them.

Mr. Start, in his passage down the Murray, crossed a
considerable extent of country occupied by a fossiliferous

deposit, composed of little else then a mass of shells. He
estimates the thickness of this deposit to be considerable,
and that it rises to the height of about 300 feet. He has
noticed and figured many of its organic contents (see Sturt s

Tim Expedition* in the Interior of Southern AuttraliaJ,
whence be infers its supracretaceous or tertiary character.
Be this as it may, an immense mass of marine shell* has
probably been accumulated at an- epoch long subsequent to
those of the limestones and coal deposits previously noticed.
Relative changes of the levels of sea and land have after-

wards taken place, by which the highest part of the deposit
is now raised 300 feet above the sea. As yet no other ruck
apparently of the same date has been noticed in Australia.

1 he tact which in the order of geological events next
claims our attention, is the occurrence of the bones of mini-
miferous animals in clefts and caves, in the same msnner
as those observable in the ossiferous caverns and clefts of
Europe. The caves and fissures are in the limestone dis-

trict, previously noticed aa extending to the northward and
southward of the vicinity of Bathurst. The principal ca\e
is in Wellington Valley, through which the river Bell (lows,

one of the principal sources of the Macquarie. The breccia
in which the bones are found is a mixture of fragments of
various sixes, cemented by a red earthy calcareous matter,
resembling in mineralogical character the cement of the
osseous breccias of the Mediterranean. According to Baron
Cuvier and Mr. Pentland. the bones found in the osseous
breccia of Australia by Major Mitcbel, and forwarded to

Paris, consisted of the remains of fourteen species of ani-
mals, rcferhble to the following genera : Datyurtu, or
devil of the colonists, three species, one of which does not
appear to differ from the D. Macrourut of Geoffrey ; Peru-
melee, one species ; Hyptiprymnui, or kangaroo rat, one
species ; Macropu; or kangaroo proper, three or four *|«-
cies; Halmaturut, three species; Phatcolomye, or wom-
bat, one species ; a small animal of a new genus, and of tin-

order Rodentia ; elephant, one species ; and a saurian
reptile allied to the genus Gecko. Now, it is worthy of
remark, that only four or five of these animals are known
as existing species. Certainly, no elephant has been de-
tected in Australia ; and there is no reason to suppose that
it now exists in that country. The evidence derived from
these remains points to a change in the animals of the
country since this osseous breccia was formed, both as re-

spects one remarkable genus, the elephant, and the species
of existing genera. And it is further interesting to observe,
that the remarkable marsupial animals, which, with few
exceptions (see p. 127), are confined to Australia, have been
the inhabitants of that part of our planet from a period
that may perhaps be considered equivalent to the residence
of elephant*, rhinoceroses, tigers, hyaenas, &c. in the British
islands. We may, perhaps, further infer, that since that
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period then bat* been no mornsenb ia the solid eratl of

our globe, or that part of H which should permit any land

to form a communication between Asis and Australia, and

thu« admit the paatag* of animals from one continent to the

other. The elephant haa ceased to exist, and its place has

not been supplied from Asia ; and. on the other band, the kan-

garoos and that tribe of creatures have hot roamed into Asia.

It only remains for us to notice some considerable and

apparently recent accumulations of aands, principally com-

posed of comminuted sea sbell*. in certain parts of the

coasts of Australia. Tbey hare been found in the gulf of

Carpentaria, but are particularly remarkable on the western

coast, especially in the vicinity of the new settlement of tlie

Swan River. They are distinguished by concretions which

appear to have been formed round vegetable substances

that have for the most part disappeared. Ap-hdeacon Scott

tPnrerding* (f th* UetJn^ical Society of LxruPm) states

that, to the cost of the intended town of Freeman tie, ' the

sandstone assumes the character of a thick forest, cut down
about two or three fret from the surface, so that to walk on

it becomes extremely difficult, and even danRerous.' Much
light is thrown on this kind of depo«it by the observation* of

I§. Clarke Abel, on a bank rising one hundred feet above

the sea. at the Cape of Good Hupe ; tor he detected the ac-

cumulation of sand round fuci, the calcareous matter pro-

ducing a cement, which retained the other particles of sand

together after the decomposition of the plant. This would

also appear to have been the case with the Australian depo-

sit, which, according to Archdeacon Scott, attains a height

of 300 feet above the «ca at Mount Eliza, ten miles from
the mouth of the Swan River. It is there based on red

sandstone, which appears to be associated with red marl
and gypsum, and to constitute the country up to the sienitie

mountains of Darling's Range, among the argillaceous

slates of which roofing-slate has been detected.

The mineral riches of Australia have been little ex-
plored. Iron and coal are, as above noticed, abundant

;

copper Is stated to have been found in Cumberland, and tin

and lead are also said to have been discovered. Large tracts

of limestone occur on the eastern side ;
clay* fitted for lb*

economical purposes of life are common, even in the vicinity
'

of the principal town of Sydney ; there are numerous sand-

atones which seem well adapted for ornamental buildings
;

gypsum is found abundantly in the clay or marl extending
from Bathurst to Hunter's River, and in the vicinity of

Swan River ; and there is roofing-slate both in the eastern

and western parts of Australia.

AUSTRALIA, ZOOLOGY OF. In treating or the
xoology of Asia and America, occasional allusion was made
to tbe influence which the natural productions, animal aa
well as vegetable, of large continents must bare had upon
tha early civilization of their aboriginal inhabitants. We
are not aware, indeed, that this influence baa been pro-

perly appreciated by those who have investigated the origin

and progress of human society ; if perceived at all, it haa
been in a vague and imperfect manner ; yet a very little

consideration will convince us that it ia in reality one of the

circumstances which bear* tbe most intimate relation to

this important subject, and that it consequently merits the
most serious attention, not of the professed zoologist alone,

but more especially of the philosopher and the historian.

Whatever was the original condition of mankind, it is

manifest that tbe geographical distribution of animals,
,

their abundance or scarceness in particular situations, their
j

peculiar qualities aa adapting them for food, raiment, and
,

other domestic purposes, must necessarily have had the
'

most intimate connection with the original condition of our
own species, and with all the earliest strps toward* cm-

J

luation. Asia and Africa abound in numerous spoor* of

large graminivorous quadrupeds and gallinaceous foals,

which not only furnish human food of the best quality

and In tbe greatest abundance, but are likewise most easily

captured : many supply both food and material* for drcaa.

These two continent* are tbe native seat of those animals,

which man ha* been enabled to domesticate and to render
tbe instruments of his further progress in civilization. But

,

in situation* less favourable, where animals were rare, and
|

of species not so well adapted for human food and rloihtng,

as, for example, in America, but more especially in Austra-
lia, man bad to contend with numerous and. in some raise.'

procuring a scanty and precarious **jb*l*4tojee, banr? fre*
tected by insufficient covering Iran the effect* of lb*
weather, and subject at all times to frequent end lot**,

continued fasts, be possessed neither tha means of sup-

porting a large family, nor the leisure to improve hit

condition by the development of hie natural faculties.

Under such circumstances it was impossible for any con-

siderable progress to be made in the arts of civilized life

;

the females also of the American and Australian savages
are notoriously fees prolific than the Women of the eld

continents ; and the aboriginal population of those countries,

in relation to their extent, is extremely scanty in sunt-

parison with that of Europe, Asia, or even Africa. Hence)
probably, in a great measure, it arises that tbe inhabitants
of the New World were found to be so far behind those ef
the Old in point of civilisation and social improvement : or
if this general rule finds an exception In the ease of the
antient nations of Mexico and Peru, it is a rare and partial

instance, and appear* to depend upon local and peculiar

circumstances.

These reflections will prepare us for forming a just
estimate of some of the cause* which appear to have ope*
rated in preventing the improvement of the Australian
savage. When applied to the physical circumstance* ef
his country, and more particularly to the peculiarities of
Australian zoology, as exhibited in the following table, they
will enable us not only to appreciate some of the reasons
of hit moral and intellectual inferiority, but likewise m
perceive the actual causes which prevented the increase at?

the •peace.
fWf*.

ww>i« *<>. tu «r*t«-
Wfcow No. sf Amu*- etss

OBDim*. sTsissva tlrf

I. Quadrants** .1*4 0 •
IL Cheiroptera . I»t t >

IIL Carnivore . . MO 10 •
IV. Marsupialia 67 41 it
V. Rodent* . . SM A •
VI. Edentata . . U « t
VII. Pachydermata . SO 0 •
VIU. Ruminantia . 147 0 •

IX. Cetace* . . 7» IS 4

Total . . IS4* 7* *l

*>*•».

•
t
t
•

t

14

insurmountable difficulties, which were altogether unknown
to the more faroured inhabitant* of the Old World. Inces-

santly occupied in toe primary and indispensable labour of

The first observation which we have to make upon the
mammalogy of Australia, as exhibited in this table, it the
very smslfnumber of species which inhabit this continent
when compared with tbe actual extent of the eouolry,

and tbe whole number of known species spread over otber
pens of the world. Tbe disproportion will be rendered stid

more striking. If we deduct from the total number 1%. the
!2 species of marine mammal*, via, 13 cetace* and f
•eat* (phoea), which are included in the table. We Use*
find that the mammal* actually inhabiting the land ef
Australia amount to no more than S3 different specie*,
forming scarcely the one twenty-fourth part of the who**
number of known quadrupeds ; a very limited propcrUxas
indeed when compared with the relative size of the country.
Nor is tbe small number <>f distinct specie* the only pecn-
lianty which is observable in regard to the number ef
mammal* which inhabit this country ; th* scarcity ef
imltriduaU ia quite as remarkable as that of specs**- ,- and
tbe traveller in the interior will frequentlt journey l*r week*
together, and pas* over many hundred miles of country
without meeting with a single quadruped. The cause ***

this peculiarity is lo be sought .fur in (be physical confor-
mation of the aniuuls themselves, rather than ia th*
prculuritie* of tbe country or climate, or the deslrurtioo of
them by tbe native*; for. a* may be observed from the tab**,

tbe great majority of Australian mammals belong to taw
Marsupial order, of which the specie* *ra less proline, and
of which the individuals require a much longer Uas* to

arrive at maturity, than those of any other group of qua-
druped*. It will be readily perceived that the** two
circumstances, the paucity of distinct sperm, and th*
scarcity of individuals in the several specs** among the
mammals of Australia, must have presented st all tune* a
formidable barrier to the increase of population and the
advancement of civilized society in thai part of the world.

The second peculiarity in the mammalogy of Aualtab*. as

that after abstracting, aa before, the 11 manne specs** fruea
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ftivUt nmabermehsded im the tibia, vis. tha 13 Cetaeea

IM » mU oomprited among the Cantivara.it will be found

tot all Um Australian quadrupeds are, without » tingle

e»eepticsn, pneultar to that continent ; or, in other word*,

that there u not a tingle Australian species common to

that and any other part of the known world. This is a very

Singular circumstance, and well worth the attention of the

carious inquirer, who will find ample scope for conjecture

in sa carious and unique a phenomenon. •

But there ia a third observation which we have to make
poo ttw geugiapl 'cal distribution of quadrupeds as indi-

cated ia the preceding table, which ia not leas singular than

the last i—with very few exceptions, all the quadrupeds of

Australia, at least all the terrestrial species, belong to the

Marsupial order. Thus if, as before, we subtract the 39
snanae spirin from the total number of Australian mam-
mals, we shall and that out of the whole remaining number
of ia, »e traer than 43, or about four-fifths of the entire

belong to this tribe : and the circumstance is ran-

still snore singular by the consideration that very few

animals of this order exist in any other part of tha world,

the few extra- Australian specie* beina. with the single ex-

ception of the common opossum (Didelpky Virginiana),

watch inhabits the southern provinces oi the United States,

t—fined to the tropical parts of South America, and to the

larger Indian ales, psrtirularly those which lie most con-

tiguous to the northern coast of New Holland. Australia

then ss the bead-quarters of this extraordinary and anoma-
lous race o* » a raoa wmeu unites almost all the dis-

tsaguudna* attributes of every other tribe of quadrupeds
witn its own poruhar characters. The peculiarities of these

anoeaaleos quadrupeds will be more properly discussed under
the arttdo Ms.asuni.Ls, to which we refer.

Too tart observation which is suggested by the general
«i*w of Australian mammalogy exhibit. 1 in the foregoing

table, is I it the country is entirely destitute of both pachy-

d ruminating animals— thst is, of all those

i which are best adapted for human food and for the
variaua purposes of social economy. It will be readily ad-

mitted, after considering the observations which we have
already made upon the connection between the geographical

distnbut* I of animal*, especially those which are most ap-

plicable to the purposes of human life, and the civilization

at mankind, that this circumstance must have at all times

exerted a powerful influence over the social condition of the

aboriginal inhabitants of Australia ; and that it readily ex-

plains, not only the thinness of population which exists in

tana enter untry. but likewise the abject and degraded
atate of misery in which its savage inhabitants have been
gsaiisily found. A precarious supply of fish, shell-fish, and
I— ilsil fern roots form the chief part of their subsistence

;

aaany be' » been ubai rvul greedily devouring the most dis-

aruettng reptiles, worms, and caterpillars : land animals, as

one have seen, aiw extremely rare throughout the whole
comatry, and even when met with, difficult to obtain ; a

h aaaxsimi was occasionally surprised, or run down by dogs
ae wild and savage aa their masters, but the small arboreal

mm petaanata could only be obtained by burning
iewn tha trees in which they were discovered,

bad no contrivance to shoot or ensnare birds,
sild they rapture the dolphins and seals which abound
Mr coasts, like the Esquimaux and Greenlsnders.
' these circumstances, it is scarcely conceivable that

Australian could have ever emerged, by any
arnons of bis own, from the savage condition

which be was found by his European discoverers.
|Wo now proceed to a more particular consideration of

Australian mammals. As will be observed from the table,

this extensive country is entirrlv destitute of quadrumanoot
animals, surh as monkeys and lemurs, as well aa of pachy-
dermata and ruminants. The cheiroptera, or winged
quadrupeds, consist, as at present known, of but two species,

i large •panes of pteropus, which lives upon fruits, and
ardmg to the season ; the other, a small bat,

unlike the species so common in our own country. It

i tha tanner of theae animals which so greatly frightened
; sailor during Captain Cook's first voyage, when
<l trwuiuiing trom a short excursion on snore, and

that be had met the devil creeping slowly through

. ant that bis terror nrevented him from making
any 'other observation than mat he bad long horns, and
was) skoal tha abut of a nine-gallon keg. This species pro-

haafy vtesta Use isles of the Indian Archipelago; like all

the frugivoroos bats, its flash is white and lender, and is said
to resemble chicken.
Of the order Carntroru, ten species are inserted in

the Uble ss inhabitants of Australia; five peculiar to
that continent, and five common to it and other countries.
Of these ten, however, nine are marine mammals, be-
longing to the teal genns (PAoca), and comprehending the
tea lion, tea hear, and other large specie*. The only lend
animal of this order is the dog. a variety of intermediate
site, with prick ears and a wolfish appearance, which is

found both wild and in a semi-domestic state among the
native tribes. It ia singular enough that this faithful
animal should be the constant companion of man in what-
ever country he has settled ; as fcr sa wo are aware, there
is not a single instance upon record of the discovery of any
nation or tribe who did not possess this universal domestie.
Even those countries in which the ox and the hog were un-
known, unquestionably the moat widely-spread domestic
animals after the dog, bad been familiar with this latter

animal from time immemorial ; and indeed, by all appear-
ances, he seems to be the first inhabitant of the forest

which was reclaimed and associated with mankind. Once
domesticated, it may be readily conceived that the dog would
ever after remain the inseparable friend and companion of
man ; and hence it is that tbey are found together in all

quarters of the world, even where no other domestic animals
exist ; and so universally true is this observation, that in

many places, as in the different groups of islands scattered

through the Pacific Ocean, for instance, where no game
exists, and where, consequently, he can be no longer turned
to tho purposes for which nature has fitted him, the dog
is still found, though under widely different circumstances,

being regularly fatted for the knife, and consider*! as a
dainty reserved only for the tables ofthecbieh and great men.
The next order, or MartvpiaU, is that which, as before

observed, comprehends the great majority of Australian

mammals, and forms the principal character of the xorlotry

of this part of the world. The forty -three species of ibis

tribe marked in the table belong to eight natural genera,

agreeing in the general structure and characters which relste

to the prematura production and subsequent nutrition of

the young in a pouch or bag with which nature has pro-

vided the female parents, and from which the order derives

its name of Martupialia, but differing widely in all the other

details of their conformation and economy. The first and
perhaps the most remarkable genus of this anomalous tribe

of beings, comprehends those singular and now well-known

animals which we call kangaroos (Afarropui), and of which

there exists a great variety of different species, though their

peculiar distinctions have not been very clearly determined

even by zoologists. Among the larger species, the common
kangaroo, called the ' forester,' and the ' old man ' in New
South Wales (if. labiatvt), the red and woolly kangaroos

(Af. nt/fa'and M.futiginotut), and the species called by

zoologists if. rufo-griteut, attain a very considerable sito,

and often weigh ss much as a large sheep. They associate

together in herds of greater or less extent on the open downs
and forests devoid of underwood, feed exclusively upon
grass and vegetables, and, though never fet. are held in

high estimation by colonial epicures. The tail in particular

is said to make very rich and savoury soup; the flesh,

from the natural deficiency of fat already mentioned, is

cooked with bacon, and considered wholesome and pala-

table. Of the smaller species, the most remarkable are

the rock kangaroo (if. rupettrit), remarkable for its bushy

fox-like tail, and for inhabiting the naked and most preci-

pitous rocks among tho mountains, where it makes its way
with all the speed and security of a wild goat ; the brush

kangaroos, called waJlabi aud padymaUa by the natives,

which live among the bushes and thick underwood ; and

the fasciated kangaroo (if. elegant), remarkable for its uni-

form light blue colour, and the regular and deep black

bands which pass transversely over its back and loins. This

beautiful species is a native of the western coast, where it

was observed by Dsmpier ; all the other species which we

have mentioned are found within the colony of New South

Wales. It is likewise pmbablt that most of them inhabit

Van Diemen's Land, at least the same local names are

applied to animals inhabiting both these colonies, but they

have never been sufficiently compared, nor is the identity of

the species established upon any better grounds than that

of the names applied to them in these two localities.

The pottoroos, or kangaroo-rats (kyptiyrymMut), are very
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similar in most mpecte to the real kangaroo, from which

indeed they only differ in their smaller site, and in some
slight modiBcsliona of dentition. They aeldom exceed the

sue of a rabbit, live tingle or in pairs, concealing themselves

in crevices or under fallen timber, and moving abroad only

at night, when they are hunted by moonlight aa food for

dogs, their flesh not being considered (It for human food.

Only one species has been distinctly described, but there are

four or five, and probably a greater number of very distinct

species found in different parts of the country. Like the

kangaroos, the hind legs only are employed in progression,

the fore-feet being used aa hands to carry food to the mouth
and fur other similar purposes.

Of the pbalangers (.Phalangitta). so called originally by
Buflbn. from the union of the two interior toes of the hind

feet a» far as the hut phalange or joint, Ave or six species

are known to inhabit Australia, whilst about the same
number are spread throughout the long chain of islands

which almost connect its northern coast with the peninsula
of Malacca. These animals, called ring-tatted opossums by
the colonists, from their habit of hanging suspended by
the tail, which it strongly prehensile, from the branches of

the trees in which tbey exclusively reside, are distinguished

from their congeners of the Indian isles, by having the tail

generally bushy, but always covered with hair, except a
narrow slip on the under side toward* the extremity, which
is directly applied to the branches in the act of grasping.
The three largest species, P. rulpina. P. lemurina, and P.
nigra, are about the siie of a domestic cat, and covered
with a soft and rich Air, which has been found at Sydney
to answer extremely well in the manufacture of hats, but
which unfortunately cannot be procured in sufficient quan-
tities to become extensively useful. The long-tailed pha-
langer (P. Cookii) is a rather smaller species, originally

discovered by Captain Cook on the south-eastern coast of
Van Diemen's Land, and chiefly remarkable for its fine

short fur, and long attenuated tail tipped with white. Two
still smaller species, the P. gliriformu and P. pygmtea,
are principally distinguished by their minute sue, the
former being not larger than a small rat, and the latter

•carcely equalling the common mouse in magnitude. All
these animals inhabit the forests, and feed principally upon
the leaves of the various species of gum-trees (eucalypti).

which occupy so prominent a place in Australian botany,

secreting themselves in the hollow trunks of decayed trees

during the daytime, and moving abroad only during the night.

Nearly related to the pbalangers in many respects, are
the petaurutt (Petounu), or flying opossums, and flying

squirrels, as tbey are commonly called by the colonists, a
genus exclusively Australian, and distinguished by the lax,

unprehensile tail, and by the skin of the sides and flanks

being distended into a kind of wing, or flying membrane,
which acts bke a parachute in supporting the body, and
enables these animals to make the most astonishing leaps,

among the thinly-scattered trees of an Australian forest.

Of these there are likewise Ave or six species ; the largest of
which (P. tagvanoidti) exceeds the size of the domestic cat,

whiUt the smallest ( P. wutumut). called the flying mouse
oy the colonists, scarcely equals the dimensions of this latter

animal. The petauriate, like the pbalangers, are an arbo-

real sod nocturnal genus, feeding principally upon gum-
tree leaves, and during the bright moonlight nights en-
livening the otherwise silent and lonely forests with their

rapid and varied motions.

The wombat (pAateolomy) is a large animal about the
eise of a badger, which burrows in the sand-hills of the

|

interior, and lives exclusively upon vegetables. It is of a
social disposition, many of them being generally found
together, bke rabbits in the same warren: like the ge-
nerality of Australian tnamtnale it is nocturnal, sleeping in

1

its burrow during the datum*, and moving about in search
of food. he. only during the night. Il consequent!) become*
very fat, and has been sometimes known to attain tli*

weight of forty or fifty pounds ; iU flesh it considered as a
delicate and wholesome article of food. Being a slow run-
ner, it ts easily captured when found at any distance from
its burrow, ana is at all times a most valuable resource to

the inland or hush tribe* of natives, who often retort from
great distances to some known warren to enjoy the abund-
ance of a •root I feast. In most of lit characters, tboa*

only excepted which it partake* in common » lib the other

marsapaala, it agree* with the rudcntia. and indeed appears

lo ha the natural link which connect* these two orders. i

The bandicoots (P*ram*l—) compose a very remarkable
genua which does not admit of a ready comparison with any
other group of animals likely to be more familiar to the ge-
nerality of readers. With a dental system and even an out-
ward form which very much assimilate them to the larger

shrews and other insectivorous mammals, tbey unite the
ordinary characters of marsupial animals, and feed exclu-

sively upon root* and other vegetable substance*. Thetr
habits are tifnilar to those of the kangaroo-rats, excepting
that they do not hop upon the hind leg* only, but use all

the four extremities in the act of progression, like ordinary
Quadrupeds

;
they form burrows, or take refuge during the

daytime in natural crevices, or under fallen Umber, move
about only during the night-time, and are not considered It
for human food. Two species only have been described,

the P. natuta and P. obetula, both found within the colony
of New South Wales.
Two other genera of Australian mammals, the da*run*.

(Datyurut), and tbyUcynes (Tkylacynui), partake of the
habits and appearance of the ordinary carnivorous quadru-
peds, and appear to unite this tribe of animals wuh the
marsupials in general. The first of these genera, called

Daiyurt* (•'. «. hairy-tails), to distinguish them from the
naked-tailed opossums of America, with which many natu-
ralists had associated them, consist* of Ave or six saw at*,

generally of small siie, and agreeably marked with nu-
merous white spots on a black, olive, or russet ground.
Their habits and mode of life generally resemble those of
the martins and pole-cats of Europe ; tbey are nocturnal,
and live for the moat part upon birds, reptile*, and other
small prey. Six or seven species have been described. The
ursine dasyure (D. urtintu), or native devil, as it is called
by the colonists, is perhaps the ugliest and most ditgutung
looking quadruped in nature. Its leg* are very short, its

.body thick and heavy, and its head disagreeably Urge and
disproportioned to its other dimension*. It inhabits the
coast of Van Diemen's Land, sleeping during the day tins*
in holes among the rocks, and moving abroad during the
night in quest of dead seals and other marine production*
which compose its food. The D. marrounu. D. tiwrnmmt
and D. maugei, are found in Van Diemen's Land as well aa
on the continent of Australia, and arc sometimes ra Ileal

native cats by the colonials, not from any dot* reara*
bianco which tbey bear to cats, but from soot* alight
similarity in their habits, as tbey climb trees rvwsUy
in pursuit of small birds* and capture their prey more by
address than by open force. The D. pmtaUalmt, called
the sugar squirrel by the colonists, a name which » aha*
sometimes applied to the pelaurui tdureiu, is about the
sixe of a common rat, of a uniform light aah colour, and ha*
the tail terminated by a pencil of long black hair. It re-

sides entirely among the branches of trees, chiefly of the
sugar maple species, from which it has acquired it* i

name, and appears to live for the most part upon the larger
night insects, and probably upon the eggs and callow yoaag
of small birds. The smallest known specie* is the D.
munnut, or mouse opossum of the colonists, which at net
larger than the little animal whoa* name has been trans-
ferred to it, and which, like the sugar squirrel, rtasdsa
upon trees, and live* principally if not entirely upon lasers*.

The genua Thylaeynut contain* but a single known sfsrtss,
and that apparently confined to Van Diemen's Laasv. It

it about as large at a moderate-sued dog, and not nafake
the canine specie* in general form and appearance, eareet
that it is longer in the body and has shorter legs. 1m
coI«ur i* a uniform reddish brown marked across the hark
and loin* with sixteen or eighteen transverse black bass**,

'cry regularly arranged, and terminating siagh up**) the
aides. Like the generality of marauptsl anintaH. it at aw*
turns! in its habit*, generally keeping concealed m la*
(ireatt and underwood during the dayUme, prowUng *W
at night in search of prey, and often committing deseed*
ti >na among the lamb* of lb* colonists of Van Daretew •

Land, as the da*)urn do in the poultry -yard* of New bWia
Wales. Fur thi* reavton lb* tb)lac)ne at keenly busart
by the colonial* : noteilhatanding iU an* and atrengOi it a
a cowasdl) animal, and easily worried by a miragn— aVar,

Of the five specie* of Rnirntta inserted in the tabular
diauiuutwn of Australian mammals, thrw beVang t* la*
rat remit ( Mm), and the remaining two couipna* the

i

llfdrumyt as defined by the mutt recent *nl> rs ea l

malog). The former are but utile diaVrent trees the <

moo aperies of rats and nuce in other part* of the •*rM -
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«kn Utter are merely distillguiihed by their larger aire, long
heir* tails, and paltailed hind feet, which assimilate them
n aotM measure to the beavers and coypom of America.
TWt ant aquatic in their habits, and are found in moat
of the nvers both of Van Diemen's Land and New South
Wale*.
The two BUntata, inserted in the table, belong equally if

not more properly to the marsupial order, partaking, indeed,

of the characters of both of these tribes, and forming the
ma.aaating link by which they are united. These animals
ate, without any question, the most singular and anomalous
quadrupeds that have ever been discovered. Though they
are certainly quadrupeds in the great majority of then-

characters, yet their organs of mastication more nearly
resemble the bills of birds than the corresponding parts of
other quadrupeds; and though it is now finally settled that

they are true mammals, and nourish their young by a
milky secretion like all other animals of the same class,

yet it ts still a matter of keen dispute among naturalists

and physiologists whether they produce their young alive,

or lay tm and hatch them like birds, or rather perhaps
like reptiles, for the whole detail of their organisation seems
to pant them oat as intermediate between this class and
ordinary mammals, rather than between mammals and
bsrda. Of these extraordinary beings there are two genera,
OrtntkorAyneiu and Echidna. The former, often called the
dock-billed animal, from the form of its head and face,

resides in rivers and ponds, where in (act, hke ducks, it

fares principally by searching for seeds and insects among
the mud at the bottom. For this purpose its bill is fur-

nathed with • complicated and delicate tissue of nerves,

which enables it to distinguish its food from the small mud
and gravel with which it is mixed, and it is indented by
small grooves along the sides so as to permit it to strain off

the muddy water which it necessarily takes in at the same
bote. It forms deep burrows along the banks of the rivers,

which are provided with two entrances, one above and the
other below the level of the stream, so as to afford it a
ready means of escape from whatever quarter it is as-

saulted. Some naturalists reckon two species of Ornitho-
rhyncus, the O. rmfut, and O. futcu* ; others consider

three both as varieties of tho same species, to which they
give the name of O. paradoxus. The genus Echidna,
though it agrees in its general structure, and in the very
anomalous nature of its production with the ornithorhyncus,
yet diners widely from that animal in its external appear-
ance, aa also in its habits and economy. It is covered with
abort stout prickles not unlike those of a porcupine, feeds
upon the eggs of ants as well as upon these insects them-
eeUee, rears its young, resides in deep burrows of its own
formation, and hybernaies or sleeps during the winter
season. Of tins genus there are two species, one without
any hair, the other with long red hair intermixed with the
sptnea. and called respectively from this circunutance, E.
spues— and E. serosa.

The roasts of Australia have been long known as tho
occasional resort of immense shoals of whales, dolphins,

and ether cetaceous mammals, and the enterprise of the
nwog colonies established in that quarter of the globe has
found a favourable and successful outlet in the fishery for

Many vessels are now annually fitted out
from Sydney and Robert's Town for this valuable branch of

, and the success which has hitherto attended the
apaculation has been a most important accession to the
general resources and prosperity of the colonies. The seal

iihi ry baa also been attended with considerable success,

and the oil and skins of these animals form very important
items in the annual colonial exports.

The ornithology of Australia, though far from being so
peculiar and anomalous as its mammalogy, contains, never-
theless, many new and singular forms, and wants many
of those which are most familiar in other quarters of the

Among rapacious birds, eagles, falcons, and various
of hawks abound every where, as well as owls of

it kinds. The common peregrine falcon (Jalco pert-
rrvui), and the barn-owl of Europe {ttrix Jlammea) are
ssad not to present any sensible difference from the same
species in England. There are. however, no vultures

throughout tbe> whole extent of Australia and its depen-
dssktun, • tmet probably to be explained by the absence

of bans apajninrvuroos animals, upon the carcases of which
this Ban* of birds support themselves in other parts of the

a* we have already seen, are wanting in

the animals of Australia. Incosaorial or perching birds
are extremely numerous every where, but not sufficiently
remsrkable to require a detailed enumeration. Among
the Scansorial order, there exists a vast variety of the parrot
tribe, comprising, among others, many beautiful species ot

Paroquets and cockatoos, which surpass those of the Old
World in the variety and gaudiness of their plumage.
These birds are held in great detestation by the native*, of
whose furtive inroads upon the fields of Indian corn and
other agricultural produce their loud and incessant scream-
ing gives notice to the owners : they are consequently con-
sidered to he in league with the colonists, and the white
colour of both the confederates furnishes an unamwerablo
argument in the logic of these simple savages for the truth
of this foolish belief. But the mo»t remarkable fact in tho
ornithology of Australia is the total absence of gallinaceous
birds. This is the tribe which among birds corresponds
with the ruminating animals among quadrupeds, and which
contains those species which are best adapted for human
food and the domestic economy of life. We have alrenriy

seen that the analogous tribe of mammals is a stranger to
this part of the world, and here again we find that it is

equally deprived of the common fowl, pheasants, turkeys,
guinea-hens, &c. which form no unimportant resource for

the natives of other countries, and which have stocked the
farm-yards and filled the preserves of civilized nations.

Doves and pigeons of various species indeed abound in

many parts of New Holland, and tho menura (menura
superba) approximates still more nearly to the ordinary galli-

naceous birds ; but these are by no means common, and of
too inconsiderable a size to have furnished any peculiar re-

sources to the aborigines. The tribe of birds most important
in human economy after the gallinaceous or raaores. are the
natatorea, or water-fowl, and of these New Holland and the
neighbouring isles contain a rather better supply. It will

be sufficient in this place to mention the cervopsis goose,
and the black swan, the ' rara avis' so little dreamt of by
the Roman poet, which now breeds spontaneously in Eng-
land, and is becoming sufficiently common upon the ponds
of the curious. It is rather smaller than the common whito
swan, but with a neck proportionabl)longer, and a carriage,

if possible, still more graceful.

Of the reptiles and fishes of Australia no detailed or

regular accounts have yet been published. A species of
crocodile or alligator is said to frequent the western coasts

of the continent and the shores of Now Zealand ; and
various descriptions of smaller reptiles and snakes, very few
of the latter venomous, sre found in different parts of the
country. Fish are abundant along the coasts ; and four or
five species of sharks have been described as frequenting

the neighbourhood of Botany Bay and Port Jackson, out
very little is known upon this department of Australian
xoology. Neither has the entomology of the country been
sufficiently investigated. There is reason, however, to be-

lieve that it contains nothing that would entitle it to a very
detailed tiotice in a sketch like the present.

AUSTRIA. EMPIRE OF. Noricura, in remoter s«es
a wild tract of country, which has the appearance of having
once been covered with water, extended from the Julian and
Carnic, orCarinthian Alps, to the right bank of the Danube,
and from Mount Cetius to the Rha>tian borders. From this

inconsiderable region, for its area scarcely exceeded that of

the present archduchy of Austria itself, sprung the ' Oester-

reich,' ' Eastern territory of the Empire,' or ' Eastern Mark
of the Empire of the Franks,' as it was designated by Charle-
magne, when towards the close of the eighth century be
united the territory composing the archduchy of our own
times with the German empire. This once wild and inhos-

pitable region has given birth to a race of rulers » bo have
gradually united kingdoms and principalities under their

dominion, which now comprehends nearly one-twelfth of

the entire surface of Europe. Tho some land which gate

birth to the marauder Odoacer, by whose band the lost of the

Cmsars foil, has become the centre of an empire, which, for

diversity of component parts, strongly resembles the once

gigantic empire of imperial Rome. Those parts, indeed, aro

not more dissimilar in natural character than are the peoplo

themselves in language, usages, and prejudices; so for from
being united into one nation, they are held together by a
solitary link—that of subordination to a common sovereign.

Though the dominions of the house of Austria compre-

hend, as we have observed, nearly one-twelfth of the sur-

face of Europe, they constitute only the third in point of
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extent, among its monarchies; fcr the European territory

of Riiasia is full «icht times, and the Swsdish one-twelfth,

mora eitensiv*. The * Campania of Germany.' as the Aus-

than empire bai been not inaptly destgnsted, msket a com-

pact dominion, to which its southernmost extremity, the

narrow tract of Dslroalia, form* tba only exception. It Um
between 42* and if N. let. and 9

C
and S7° K. Ion*., oeru-

pving an area of 235.226 square geographical miles, the

circuit of which hat been estimated at 4400 miles. It

tbui spreads over nine degrees of latitude and eighteen or

longitude: and under Um new conformation given to it

by the treaty of Paris, in 1814, and the adjustment made
by the Congress of Vienna in the following year, extends

from the castle of St. Stephen, thirty miles below Csttaro,

in Dalmetia, and the Punto di Gero, south of the mouths

of the Po, in Upper Italy, to the sources of the Spree,

olose upon' Prussisn Lusatia, and almost to the walls of

Sandomir, iu Polish Russia ; and from its extreme western

point, the hamlet of Kngera, at the southern end of the

Latto Mtgiriore in Lombard*, to Kboetim in Bessarabia,

which lies close upon its most eastern border. The terri-

tories of Saxony and Prussian Silesia bound the Austrian

dominions on the north-west and north, the. former for 450

and the latter for nearly 320 miles ; on the north-tart, the

frontier runs for about 50 miles next to the territory of the

republic of Cracow ; and. in the same direction, conjointly

with their eastern frontier, the Russian provinces of Po-

dolia. Volhynia, and Bessarabia border them for a distance

of more tlian 430 miles ; and it is in this quarter that the

Austrian dominions are the most vulnerable, as the frontier

is entirely open in the north-east for 160 or 100 miles.

The remainder of the eastern and the larger portion of

the southern confines adjoin the Turkish provinces of Mol-
davia, Wallaehia, Servia, Bosnia, and Croatia, along a line

of nearly 1400 miles. The Adriatic washes the Austrian
•bore for HO miles ; the land boundary on the south next
skirt* the dominions of the Roman See about 60 miles,

of Modena and Parma ISO, and of the Sardinian States

about 100. The western limits of the Austrian domi
nions, in their course from the south to the north, border

for an extent of 330 miles on the Swiss cantons of Tesaino,

the Valaie, and 8t. Oallen; of 14 on the principality of

Liechtenstein; of nearly the same distance on Lake
Constance ; and of 650 and upwards on the kingdom of

Bavaria. The extreme length of the Austrian Empire has
been estimated at 870. and its greatest breadth at 690 miles.

The territorial surface of the Austrian dominions has been
variously stated by the best writers on the subject : Ridler,

for instance, estimate* it at 259,395 square geographical
miles; Lichlenstern at 253,133; Roarer at 235,226; Hasset

at 217,208 ; and Blumenbach, whose authority appears to

have been followed by HSrsehelmann. in his new edition of
Professor Stein s Manual, at 260,493. In the statement,
however, which we are about to give, we have preferred to

abide by the dimensions assigned by Rohrer, whose Statis-

tics of the Austrian Empire are generally reputed to have
been founded on semi-official documents. For the same
reason, we have not hesitated to adopt the return which he
has made of it* population for the year 1 831 as our index to

its present amount The number of cities, kc. is from a
Return in the 'Vienna Archives' of 1833, drawn up, we
understand, by Clfimig.

Surface, Population, dy.. rf the Empire of Austria.
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The preceding statement give* • view of to* eostomary

subdivision of the territorial surface of the Austrian do-

minions; but for the purposes of internal administration,

they hare been distributed In a somewhat different order,

though the number of subdivisions or provinces remains the

me. These i
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Soil, climate, and production*.—The Austrian tkaaituaea

contain, in almost every part, lofty mountains, some foruuag

the natural line of demarcation into provinces, aa the

Sudetscb branch of the Hareyuan*, and the Ceryalhaaa
chains in the north and east ; and others, hke the Ala*
and their branches, in the south and west, psnetraUng tnt*

the heart of the several countries which form part of the

empire in this direction. The plains do not occupy asere

than about a fifth Dart of the whole surface ; the lew ex-

tensive levels which exist are found next to the notnhan
declivities of the Carpathians, in Galicia, and in the eautW-

esatcrn parts of Hungary, between the Matra aad the.

Transs) Ivauian branch of the Carpathians; they prrraal

within the Slavonian borders, and form the dtstiagimhaaf
feature of that portion of the Austrian posseawtst m the

north of Italy whkh lie* between the Alp* and the Asws>-

ninea.

Tlie soil is of endless variety, but in geratrsj farexrraal by

a mild and genial climate, ana distinguished by rseasrtibsi

pruluctiverteas.

Rlatonia and the south-eastern and central parts of Hum-
gar) (and we begin with these at forming the most exsesauve

subditision of this vast monarrbv) ptwsent a wide expanse
of low land, abounding in clay and marl, and of exubecaat
fertility, yet lying in immediate contact' with and. saaafy

steppes, and extensive morasses, wbtcb occupy mere thaa
4 ioo square miles of the Hungarian territory alone. Larva
tracts of these steppes however have been, aad Baore at*

in process of being, reclaimed and brought under cmUits-
Uon. This very territory, however, in Us northern SaW
western distncts, is characterued by mountain and fateat -

it it enc«apaaaed in the north by the Carpathians, whack
extend in a broad semicircle from Prattbti rg. one of the

most westerly points of Hungary, to its easier* nsajfiaa-s,

and their onsets also strike deep iBto the intent* af the

country : m the west, vanous branches aad gineats of the

Cetian, Slynan, and Julian Alps cover a Urge portsea of
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The lowland *f which wa ban spoken oceu-

pssa shoot 35,000 nnm mil**; tha larger portion, an area

of about i 1,000 nulee, lie* balwaen the Danube and the

Traassylvanien mountain*, and it watered by that river

and the Tbeua for a length of upwards of 300 miles, and
laurspemd with extensive steppes and morasses. The
ssatller plain in the west, stretching eastward from the Ncu-
»dl»r Lake, with a breadth of nearly 120 miles beyond Gran,
and along each bank of the Danube, comprise* an area of
•prods of 4000 square miles, which is remarkable for its fer-

tility. The general character of the Hungarian eoil, exclu-

sive of the more northerly districts and such as arc partially

a waste of barren sand and swamp, or whose toil is saturated,

aa in many eastern dtotneta, with saltpetre, is that of great

productivenet*. The climate is of a mixed character ; at

the eloae of Jane, when the harvest begins in the plains,

the earn is scarcely in ear in the higher regions. The tem-
perature to, on the whole, higher than that of Germany

;

and though the unwholesome vapours from the marshy
borders of the Danube and Tbelts, aa well as inland swamps,
may be prejudicial to health in a few quarters, it were
amjost to aay. as it has been said, of Hungary, that it is

'the borikl-plaee of Germany.' It abounds in rivers,

streams, and lakes, and possesses some considerable eanals

;

ia richer than most European countries in metal* and
minor*!*, tin and platin* being the only metals not found

ia it.

South of Hungary lie the former principalities of Croatia

and 8Urania, the larger portion of which are now incorpo-

rated with it Croatia, comprising, in it* south-western

quarter, the maritime territory from Fiume to Carlobago, is

intersected by a continuation of the Carinthian chain, to

which to owing its alternation of plain and highland, and
its variable though generally salubrious climate. Where
the aofl lies low. particularly in the vicinity of the Save and
Drave, it to productive; in more elevated situations it U
a cold ebv ; and near the coast, marsh and sand abound.
Nine-tenth* of the surface produce grain, wine, fruit, and
tobacco, or furnish metals and a supply of timber.

Sitvonia, the northern district* of which are separated

from Hungary by the Drave and Danube, whilst the
southern are watered by the Save, is traversed in it* whole
length from west to east by mountains and hill* : the prin-

cipal chain, the ' Fraahka-Gora ' or Moot Almfl, commences
in Croatia, and subsides not far beyond its eastern limits.

The rest of the province has sn undulating surface, which
give* some variety to its spaeioua and fruitful plains. With
the exception of the swamps that range along the banks of

the Save. Sitvonia is a land of unusual fertility : its chief

prodoeuoo* are wine, silk, honey, spirits, fruit, iron, and
coal.

Nearly the whole of the western frontier of the arch
principality of Transsylvanto border* on the Hungarian ter-

ritory. A* the Carpathian* range over its whole extent, its

surface ia at a much greater elevation than the neighbour-

ing territorwa, and tlopet gradually from the north-easterly

border of tbejprovioce to the south-westerly point, where
the Maroteh discharge* it* fertilizing stream into Hungary.
Traniajhania Is without a single plain, properly so called

;

but abounds in valleys, some of which are of considerable

extent, finely wooded, and inferior to none in Europe for

beauty of scenery and fertility. It is full of lake* and
natural niece* of water. In the more elevated regions, the

J

climate to raw and cold ; but, below them, it is temperate
and pure : no part of the province can be termed unhealthy.

'

The highlands being generally covered with forests, timber
it the chief Transst Iranian produce ; gold, silver, iron, and
rock-salt, and small quantities of copper, lead, and precious

I

ttooet are found in this province. In other respects
j

Transsyhraaia is characterized by nearly the same class of
productions at Hungary.

North of the Carpathians, which separate Hungary from
\

GeJicta, tie* the great Galtcian plain, gradually sloping

from the mountain* till it opena upon the extensive flat, of i

which a hill or river'i bank seldom relieves the monotony,
and the distant North Sea and the Baltic form the northern
boundaries. Galiba, though it contains many sandy tracts,

'

to, next to Hungary, a principal granary of the Austrian
tiles, and supplies large quantities of salt, some precious

metals, tad many other mineral and vegetable productions.

It* soil is of very varied character ; in the west, but more
partjculadv in toe vicinity of tho San, it is marshy and
andj, and Car inferior in all respects to the eastern part* of

the province, which an watered by the Dniester and covered
with a moist cold loam, and bed* of chalk. These beds are
intermixed with layers of granite, gneiss, and quarts, and
here and there rise from the surface into low hills ; and
the Galician toil to no where *o productive as in the dis-
trict* of Zlocxoff and Slanislawoff. In climate Galiria is of
northern temperature, for there are few parts in which the
cold influence of the Carpathian atmosphere to not sensibly
felt : hence the grape and moat other fruits do not generally
ripen.

The south-western limit* of Gtlicia adjoin the high
mountain region* of Austrian 8ileeia, a country as poor in
grain as it to abundant in pastures and timber, and known,
in common with Moravia and Bohemia, for its growth of
flax and its linen manufacture*.

South-west of Silesia liea Moravia, which, compared with
the adjacent regions of Hungary or Bohemia, baa a far milder
climate; it ia mountainous in its eastern, northern, and
western districts, but low and open towards the centre and
south, the rich expanse of which has been styled ' a land
of maize and wine.' In this direction it presents a line of
rich and finely-cultivated plains ; but the remainder of the
province, occupying upwards of one-half of its area, to inter-

sected by arm* of the Sudelsch and Carpathian ranges,
between which, however, lie many fertile valleys. The
greater portion of the province is from 480 to 900 feel above
the level of the sea.

West of Moravia lie* the great 'Cauldron Plain* of
Bohemia, bound in on every side by the granito-based chain
of the giant Sudetach mountain*, the ' Kiesengebirge,'
the Moravian, Bohmerwild, and Ore (Erzgebirge) moun-
tains, whioh tend out their oflkeU into the interior of the
country. The heart of this kingdom presents a surface
of gentle undulations, studded in many parts with lofty

isolated elevationt, and sloping from almost every point
towards the central and loweat part of Bohemia, the ' Val-
ley of the Elbe.' This country lies so high, that it haa
scarcely a river which does not rise within its own boundary
or close upon it The plain country, which occupies it*

centre, is equidistant from the Baltic and Adriatic and
enjoys a mild, regular, and healthy temperature; but the
climate is raw and variable over the larger part of it*

surface, which is occupied by the highlands and mountains.
Bohemia is rich in animal, vegetable, and mineral products

|

and the arable and otherwise productive lands, although
nearly two-thirds of the surface are occupied by wood*
and forests, extend over four-sevenths of the Bohemian
territory.

The Archduchy of A uttria consists of two provinces ; the
* lower province ' is intersected on the confines of Styri*

by a branch of the Norio Alps, and it* centre by en* of
their smaller arms, the Cetian mountains, whilst the warm
and fertile valley of the Danube traverses this and the
adjoining province for above 160 miles. The 'upper pro-

vince,' which forms the western part of the archduchy, is a
mountain region, the southern portion of which abounds
in the lofty peaks, glacier*, and valley* which distinguish

the Noric Alps ; the northern contains part of the less ele-

vated summits of the Bohemian Forest chain or ' Bdhmer*
wald Gebirge.' The ' lower province' is poor ss a corn coun-
try ; but produces much fruit and wine, iron, silver, and
coals, and may, in a manufacturing point of view, be con-

sidered as the Lancashire of Austria. The upper province,

which includes the Salzburg territory, and contains, in pro-

portion to its extent, more rivers and lake* than anv other

district in the empire, lias a foil which, in spite of the skill

and unwearied industry of its inhabitants, does not yield

grain enough for their consumption, though it raises large

quantities of fruit, hay, oats, and salt, and produces much
iron, and some inconsiderable supplies of gold, silver, lead,

copper, and other metals.

Styria, which the Archduchy bounds on the north, is com-
pletely covered, both in its northern and western districts,

by those majestic arms of the Julian Alps known by the

name of the ' Styrian Alps." The southern and eastern

districts contain fewer lofty heights, and are intersected by
gentle hills, the spaces between which arc often occupied

by broad and well-cultivated valleys. The who'c of the pro-

vince, which seems naturally to divide itself inl.i Upper and
Lower Styria, is amply provided with rivers and stream*,

whence its rich pastures, and abundant crops of every kind

of grain, of clover, vegetables, fruit, and wines, and its fine

race* of horses and cattle. Besides this, no country of the
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mum extent in Europe i* mora valuable for it* store* of

alt. iron. ateel, and tin. and its works and manafaetones.
West of this duchy lies one of the most antienl posseisiona

of the crown of Austria, the earldom of the Tyrol, which, in

conjunction with Upper Austria, has been denominated the

German Switzerland.' The Rbsstian. or Tyrolese Alps,

the most elevated mountains in the Austrian dominion*,

which run through this proxince from the Orison Irontier to

the I II) nan. and meet the Noric on that of Upper Austria,

are scarcely loss lofty than the Alps of Switzerland. The
Ferner mountain* traverse the Tyrol, at an inferior eleva-

tion, from the sources of the Etsch, or Adige, in a direct

north-easterly line to the valley of the Ziller; and the Mitlel-

bercre. or mountains' of middle elevation, on whose more
fertile ratface the Alps look down, divide the Tyrol into

smiling plain and valley , whence the Tjrolcse lowlands have

derived their appropriate name of ' Thaler,' or vales, of which
about twenty-nine are dotted with town or village, and fer-

tilized by the waters of the Inn, Etsch, Brents, and a num-
ber of other streams. The air is generally pure and keen,

though, in the south, the effect of the seiroceo is partially

felt. The chief products are burses and cattle, grain, wine,

fruit, potatoes, timber, salt, iron, copper, silver, lead, and a
little gold.

Ilhria, which touches part of the eastern borders of the

Tyrol, and is composed of the duchie* of Carintbia and
CnrmoU, the territory of Triest, Austrian Frioul, Istria. a
portion of Croatia, and the Quarnero Islands at the head of

the Adriatic, is principally of a mountainous character.

That portion which lies nurth of the Drave is traversed by
the Noric Alps, which extend to the banks of that river

;

south of it, and next to the Italian frontier, the Carinthian

range separates the territory of the Save and Itonzo from
that of the Drave; and. in continuance of this range, the

Julian, or Carniolan Alp*, run in a south-easterly course

towards Dalmatia, until it is bounded by the Adriatic.

These region* are full of lakes (amongst others, the cele-

brated Zirknitzer in Cannthia, which wholly loses its

waters at certain- seasons), of natural cave*, and wild

scenery. They are separated from the ' Kusten-land,' or

maritime frontier districts, by what is termed the ' Kant'
(from Carsn, a desert), extending, from Triest, deep into the
circle of AdeUberg, and covered with numberless limestone

bills, generally unfavourable to vegetation, and exposed to

the prevailing north-easterly wind. The Kusten-land itself,

liable to incessant tempest* and burning beats, and by >

nature sterile and uncultivable, would be a desolate waste 1

but for tlio industry of its inhabitants, who extort their pre-

carious crops from the most perverse of soil*. No country

can be more varied in climate than ltlyria : in the north,

where so many of its mountains are capped with perpetual

snows, a pure and bracing atmosphere conduces to health

snd exertion ; in the south and east, a hot sky, and, in

many districts, noxious vapours, render the country scarcely

habitable except by the natives. No less varied are its pro-

duct*. Horses and cattle. Max, hemp, maize, and buck-
wheat, the pure and semi-metals, coshi, and other minerals,

are raised ; and the vine, the olive, and the mulberry tree

grow luxuriantly.

The most southern province of the Austrisn dominions is

Dalmatia. a narrow strip of country fsr more favoured by
nature than the neighbouring territory of lllyria. but rom-
fiaratively unproductive, owing to the ignorance and indo-

once of the people. It has a long line of coast, washed by
the Adriatic , snd studded with numerous woods, harbour*,
inlet*, and nlanda: its interior and its eastern confines

are traversed by branches of the Dinaric Alp*, here termed
the Wellchtt. or Mortarhian mountains, and a few offsets of
the Julian, many of which are of considerable elevation.

Bmdes these, there are the Montenegrin© mountains, en-
circling the spacious gulf of Cstlaro. Both the high and
low land* of this pro* mce are in general of limestone Airma-

il m, uncultivated, and abounding in forests, where the

Kerka, the more southerly Ccltina, and other inconsider-

able streams water the sotl. it might be rendered pro-

durtuc. In climate it is Italian, seldom iisilod by snow,
but exposed to the cold north wind, and to the insalubrious

exhalation* from the marshes along its shores. The nume-
]

rous island* which line the coast, many of which are near
|

enough to it to form narrow straits, or, as the) are termed,

canals, posse** a naked nark* soil, are only partial!) inba
b.tcd, and of little use cirepl fir fishing, awl (soling sheep

•ud goats in summer. The chief products of Dalmatia con-

sist in marble of excellent quality, wine, oil, figs, i

wmx, homed cattle, sheep, salt, and more particularly fish.

At the north-western extremity of the Adriatic hsanJid
by the lofty chain of the Alps on the north, and by the Pa
along the whole line of it* southern frontier, lies the spin oil

plain which forms the larger portion of the modern kingdom
of Lombardy and Venice, one of the richest appendages of
the Austrian crown. The Rhstian Alps, which stretch

eastward from the Lego di Como, form • lofty barrier be-
tween Switzerland, part of Tyrol, and Lombardy : they ex-
tend southward to Ifonto Peitegrino, where the Cannlhsaa
Alps begin, end in their course encircle and traverse the
whole northern districts of the Venetian territory. Thss
elevated surface, which embraces one-third at least of
the Lombardo-Venetian soil, contains the fertile valley* of
the Adda, Piave, Tagliamento. and other leas consider-
able streams. Nearly in the middle of the magnificent
plain which lies between the feet of the Alps and the left

bank of the Po rises the picturesque chain of the Baga-
nean hills, which have no connexion with any part of the
Alps themselves, nor does any summit attain an ess-ra-

tion of eighteen hundred feet- The plain itself aoacwad*
gently to the margin of the Po, which is it* southern
limit as respect* Lombardy and Venice ; whilst its ssissra

slope to the Adriatic coast is so gradual aa to form almost
a complete level. The land is fertilised by artificial irriga-

tion : in the west, in particular, the soil consists of a
thick coat of loam or mould ; but at its eastern extremity,
especially in the vicinity of the month of the Po, the aarfaew

change* to extenuve swamps and marshes. Toe mantinsw
district* on the Adriatic are flat and sandy, and abound en
lake* of stagnant water, which have been gradually iiaateil

by the numerous streams which seek an outlet in this duwo-
tion. The climate is in general mild and temperate, thcogt*,

in severe winters, the thermometer baa descended WT ssf

Fahrenheit below the freezing point; snow has been known
to lie upon the ground for weeks ; and even the lasrunes of
Venice at time* have been coated with ice. In Lombardy,
however, the distinguishing feature of the winter season as

the continued recurrence of heavy rains, which last two
months at a time, or more. The air of the high leads as

keen and bracing. On the whole, except the parte

which the marsh or ' lsgune ' predominates, the climate of

Lombardy and Venice is unquestionably salubrious. The
soil, in addition to roost of the usual sorts of grain, produce*

maize, rice, and millet ; pease, beans, potatoes, hemp, and
flax ; vegetables and fruit* of all kinds, which are tit u rn*

almost necessaries of life in this cfimste ; and, in sotaw part*,

saffron. Rich as Lombardy in particular is in pasture assae.

there is scarcely a possession of the Austrian crown where
tlie rearing of cattle i* in general more neglected ; we
must, however, exclude from this remark the district* where
produce the celebrated Parmesan and 8imehina ctnmi

There is no branch of industry more carefully or profitably

rultu sled than the raising and manufacture of talk ; the

Alpine districts, too. yield considerable quantities of area,

copper, coal, marble, and other minerals.

Mountain*.—The larger portion of the Austrian ssaaai-

ntona, especially the south-western and eastern provinces,

is occupied by mountains, which send out nuroerou* Isfty

and wide-spreading branches. Their positron,

extent, break* up the Austrian territory into eeparate
|

and throw* great difficulties in the way of internal

muniration ; at the tame time, these nuroerou* aseut

ranges gite that manifold character to the produmoo* ef

the different districts which connects them by ties of
tual dependence and advantage.
We shall commence our view with the chain* which see

most rcmsrkablo for their extent and elevation.

In the south I at. the Hktriiam or TWroaVae Alp*, the
loftiest ranire in the Austrian dominion*. That chain, after

forming the northern boundary of Lorabardv. eaters the

Tvrul from the Orison*, beginning on the Austrian saaW

with the highest mountain iu the whole, empire, nana sly,
the Ortelo*. or O-rtiers KpiUe. at an elevation of t*M
Vienna klafter*. or li.nl I Knghsh fret, near the sosuew of

the Adda, ami extends in a north-easterly direction, lowing
the Tirol with it* enormous maase*. until it terminal** at

the Three Lorda' IVak (Dreiberm-*piUe). near the seraee*

of Cannthia. snd st no great distance from the sssjrea of

the Salzarh. in the province of Upper Austria. At
branch** of the Rhart tan Alps is one ohieh bs

towards the source of the hfuhr, in the circle of I
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m running northward between the Tram and Ens,
into several uw of considerable elevation, which
in the valley of the Danube. Another principal

•ranch stretches in a southerly direction to the Monte
PoUesrrino, eleaa upon the frontier of the Tyrolese and
Venetian territories, and tend* forth ita anna under the
name of the Leainian mountains (which lie between the
Logo di Garde and the Brenta) and the Euganeian and
Bermian hilla. In connexion with the RhaHian chain
are—Sad. the None Alp*, which commence at the Three
Lards' Peak, traverse the whole of Carinthia which lies on
the left bank of the Drove, then turn eastward through
8tyria, spread into Lower and Upper Austria, and gra-

dually subside into the plains of Oedenburg in Hungary.
A limestone range, to which the Scunnering, between
Lower Austria and Styria, belongs, accompanies this chain,

"snl<
"

extreme northern arms, the Kahlen and Leitha
heights, commonly called the Joseph and Leopold's Berge,
look down upon the plain in which Vienna is situated.

Connected also with the Rbatian, are—3rd, the Carmc or

Cannlktmm Afpt, which commence at the Monte Pellegrino,

in the southernmost Tyrol, run south-eastwai 1 through the

Ulyrian provinces of Carinthia and Carniola, and gradually

—aside in the tviistenland, or government of Tnest, on the

Adriatic. This chain abounds in iron, lead, copper, and
qosekstlver ; and many minor branches descend into the
eastern parts of the Venetian territory, whilst one of them
stretches, in a gradually declining elevation, from the Tergkm
in Western Myria, eastwards beyond Carlowiu, where it ter-

minates opposite the confluence of the Danube and Theiss.

With the Terglou begins the long chain of—4th, the Julian
or Cmnuolm dipt, which run in a south-easterly direction

between the right bank of the Save and the Isonio, until
they throw out two arms above the town of Idria in the
Ulyrian province of Lay-bach ; the western encircling and
tretvrsing the peninsula of 1stria to its western shore,
and the eastern descending along the left bank of the
Calpa in Illyria : the main chain stretches on in a south-
easterly line, until it has encircled the gulf of Quaruero
on the Adriatic, and farmed a junction, at the high lime-
stone rock termed the Kick near Zengh, with—5th, the
Dimmie Ahm, which, from this point, traverse that part of
Austrian Cro tia between the Kulpa and Unna, and right
bank of the fr ivu, and then enter Turkish Croatia; whilst
a branch turn- westward, spreads.out in short ranges to the
vssry hank i s of the Adriatic, and converts a considerable
sortton of the narrow elongated surface of Dalmatia into a
ssotsntam-rea; a, of which the Monte Dinars (5669 feet in

height), wbec'-r the parent chain has derived its name, is

the meat elevated summit The whole of the Alpine chains
spread through the Archduchy of Austria, and,
of it, into Styna. Myria, Croatia, and Dalmatia, assouth

cocapared wi
chain of the Alps, scarcely attain on
The eastern and north-eastern ten

by its own independent

Hnus elevation of the western
half of their elevation.

Mntory of Austria is

xintain system,

The CarpaOu >, which commence near I'ressburg on the
Danube, near the north-western bonier of Hungary, are con-
nected by their norurward slope witn the Sudetsch branch of
the Berryman chain : and when tbev reach the district where
tk* boandanos of Austnan-Siresu, Moravia, and Hungary
reset, attain a great deration. From this point the prin-
cipal amass sweeps in an arcn to tnc east, and then follows a
southerly course until it reaches the south-eastern extre-

mity ssT Transsylvania at Mount Mosa Mika, from which
Beaut it tunas towards the west, and then deviating a little

as the snath, terminates a course of between 640 and 700
silos on the left bank of the Danube near Old Orsova,
cease upon the frontier of Wsllachia. In this course, the
Caiylnisne form a boundary-line, separating Hungary
front Moravia. Austnan-Silesia, Galkaa, and the Buck-
ewin* in the north; Transsylvania from Moldavia and Wal-

, in the east and south ; and the military frontier of
Hungary from the western confines of Wal

nod the northern of Senia, on the right bank of the

Wn already noticed the extensive portions of the

of Hungary, Galicia, the Buckowine, and Trans-
which the Carpathians cover. The principal groups

they are usually subdivided, are.— I. The
aseeien Alp*, consisting of a number of parallel

stntchrac first north-eastward through the Aus-
the province, whence they

' hare their name, from Uipalanka. below Weisskirchen
(about 70 miles east of Semlin), and subsiding gently at
Mount Pietrosca, a little to the north of the sources of the
Theiss in the Hungarian circle of Marmaroa, No summits
in this group exceed 4000 feet in elevation until they have
reached the territory of Moldavia. They slope gently, on
the west, into the plains of Hungary around Temcswar and
Wardein, and occupy a surface of which the greats <t

length is about 350 miles, with a breadth varying from 25
to 95 miles. 2. The fValdgebirge or Forest Mountains, the
main chain of which takes a north-westerly course from
the sources of the Theiss in Hungary and Pruth in south-
eastern Galicia to the banks of the Hernad and Popred in
Upper Hungary. They form a series of low flat masses of
sandstone and flinty rock, extending in length from 140 to
160 miles, and in breadth about 50 or 60 miles, on the
northern or Galician side ofwhich the Dniester springs. On
this north side they descend, covered with forest and swamp,
into the Galician plain, their base being terminated by those'

enormous banks of rock-salt, between 700 and 800 feet deep,
which appear to spread eastward almost to the verge of
the Ural chain in Southern Russia. Their southern slopes
fsll into the plain of the Theiss in Hungary, and, where the
line of forest ceases, they are well cultivated, and highly
favourable to the growth of the vine. 3. The Central Car-
pathian* or Tatra Mountains : these not only constitute the
loftiest mass of the whole Carpathian system, but are the
only mountains of eastern Europe, north of the Alps, which
approach the latter in character. They extend for about
80 milea along the northern confines of Hungary, between
the Upper Popred and Dunajec, which lie at their south-
eastern end, between the Arva and the Upper Waag. The
average elevation of this stupendous mass of granite is

between 6000 and 6500 feet ; but that of the highest sum-
mit, the Peak of the Lomnitx, is 8133 feet. They ate cha-
racterised by Alpine glaciers, snow, lakes, and deep chasms,
chiefly however in the more northerly regions. In the
north they stretch out their arms towards the banks of the
Raba and Bialka in western Galicia ; and in the south, as
far into the heart of Hungary as Waitsen on the Danube,
and Erlau on the stream of that name, which is tributary to

the Theiss. In both directions they are bordered by a range
2000 feet high, and these again are bounded by a margin
of low hills. 4. The Hungarian Erxgebirge, or Mountains
of Ore, which rise to the south of the Tatra, consist of
numerous groups, divided by the valleys of the Neutra, Gran,
and other streams; they slope down into the plains of

Hungary, and at their western declivity, facing Gran and
Waitsen, approach the Danube. Their breadth varies from
50 to 60 miles. One of the branches of this chain, tlie

Matra, which forms the central group next the plains, is

celebrated for the excellence of its vineyards. 5. The
Betkidet, the highest point of which is the Babia Gura,

at an elevation of 5400 feet, abut eastward on the Wald-
gebirge, and, encompassing the northern range of the

Central Carpathians, - ilong the frontiers between

Moravia, Austrian-Silesia, Galicia, and Hungary. Towards
the north they extend into Galicia, and descend into the

elevated plains of Tamowitx and Cracow, in toe region of

the Upper Vistula, whilst their southern range subsides on
the plains of Hungary. Their western extremity, from

which the Becsva springs, stands in immediate contact

with—6. the Letter Carpathian*, or Jaworina Mountains,

which commence between Haimburg and Presaburg. on tbe

left bank of the Danube, and form tbe most westerly group

of the parent chain. Thence they take a north-easterly

course, crossing the district between tbe March and Waag,
and next form a line of demarcation between Moravia and

Hungary. Their greatest elevation does not exceed 2000

feet, from which they decline with thickly-wooded slopes as

they approach the March and Waag on the western and

eastern sides.

The sides of the Great Carpathian chain are generally

covered with forests to a height of 3600 and even 4200

feet, above which there is a succession of naked colossal

masses of rock, whose surface is unrelieved by any sign of

vegetation beyond a scanty sprinkling of rock-moss. The
highest points are every where composed of granite, and

the less elevated, either of primitive limestone or syenite

porphyry and sandstone ; the former of these is frequently

covered by trap. Even at their most elevated points the

Carpathians are not crowned with perpetual snow, nor

is the ice or snow which accumulates in their hollows
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capable of resisting the ••**« of mid-rummer heat* : T*ge-

ttuun. which it luxuriant, especially in tb* iieighbourbood

of the central nnge. become* languid m it approach**

the higher region* : the wood* on the eouibera eld* of too

chain next Hungary ere alternately composed of ire, fine*,

end beeches: but, on their northern tide, next Qslici*,

they consist principally of «r», frequently intermixed with

pine*, end at timet with beech**, bat not a single oak estate

on the Carpathian soil. Neither the vine nor walnut »ue-

ceed in the central rang*.

The declivities of the several Carpathian range*, but

more particularly thoje which (freed into Hungary and .

TranasvUania. contain the source* of several rivers. On
j

the II unitarian and TranaayIranian »ide». the Theias, Ria-

rao». Maroe, and Aluta ; on the northern and eastern aidea

of the Carpathian*, the Sereth. Moldara, Pruth. Hemath.
Gran, and Neutra ; and In the central and Besktde ranges, 1

the W*sg, Vittuta, Dunajee, and Dniester. 1

The l*«t mountain range* which w* have to notice

are the Httdctsch awl other branches of the Hercynian

chain. Where the westerly termination of the Beskide

croup descends with its broad masses into the low country

between the Vistula and Oder, an extensive girdle of raoun- •

Uins teke* its rise. Elevating themselves at this point

from the narrow ptnin which lies between the Upper Oder
and Becxve at their eastern extremity, and from the plain

of the Hanna or Upper March, the. lofty chain of the

Sudete* follows a north-westerly direction for more than

200 mile* through the upper part of Morsua, Austrian

-

Silesia, and along the northern districts of Hohcmia. until

it reaches the Elbe, the right bank of which on the side of

8exony forms its north-westerly limit. The Sudetc* are the

boundary-line between those portions of the Austrian ter-

ritory and the Saxon and Prussian dominions which lie to

to the Danube, on the left bank of which (bey form a
junction with the Bohemian Forest Mountain*, or BRhmer-
wald Gebirge. The most elevated point in this group I*

the Plbckenttoin, whose height I* 417* feet. Colliration

here rises to a considerable elevation, and the backs of the
mountain* are thickly wooded. The western branches of

the Olalier chain slope down Into the plains of Bohemia

;

and it* eastern, after spreading over the northern districts

of Moravia, disappear in the lowlands in that quarter. A
loft? roses, called the Waldenburg Mountains, m the south-

westerly part of the principality of 8chweidniu, unites the

Gtatxer-Gebirge with the third range of the Sudetes.

The Rietengebiret, or Gi»nt Mountains, which mark the

north-eastern boundary of Bohemia, rise rapidly from the

low region in the south west of Prussian Silesia, where the

Bober has its source, to a height of 3*00 feet and upwards,
ascend north-westward* until they attain an elevation of

5058 feet at the Giant, or Snow-Cap (Sehnee-Konpe). which
lie* nearly in the centre of the group, and then descend into

the vale of the Neisse close upon the environ* of Kitten, m
Saxon Lutatia. The latter half of this range. h» wildest

and most inclement region, is more commonlr known under
the appellation of the Iserkamm, or tser Mountain*, and
stretches in four parallel masses, with numerous weQ-
wooded branches, for more than thirty miles, and with s

breadth of about fourteen, from the vale of the Nets** into

the north of Bohemia, and into the circle of Ltegniu ra

Prussian Silesia. The of the Iser. which lie wHtua
it at a height of 3400 feet, in the Bohemian district of
Bunilou, sjive it its name. The southern branches of the
Riesengebirge consist of two high groups, running in a

Krallel line with the main range, from the, banks of the
»r to those of the greater. Aup*, in the north-eastern parts

of Bohemia; the loftier group of the two has summits
the east of the point at which the Elbe ha* forced a passage which rise here and there to 4000 feet in elevation, and
through the Ore-mountain group of the Hercynian chain. '

*u -— —
•

• ~ •
-«- : -«- — «- *~ «--«-

They are remarkable rather for their length than breadth

;

in no part are they completely broken by the interposition

of plains, and they occasionally rise from their general ele-

vation of 1000 to a height of 4000 feet. The natural cha-

racter of the Sudetes haa led to their subdivision into four

distinct ranges ; of which the first in order, commencing
with their vicinity to the Carpathian*, is

The Hitman- Moravian range, whose surface, mostly

covered with the elevated forests on the confines of the

two provinces, contains the sources of the Oder and March.
Its mass consist* of primitive clay-slate, which at time*
diverge* into mica-slate. The central summits of the range
have In general tOOO feet elevation, hut it* loftiest heights,

the Altvater and 8picgiitter Schneeberg, rise to 4468 and
4180 feet respectively. A number of branches extend in

various direction* from the msin group; the most northerly

descends to the banks of the Oppa. a branch of the Elbe, and
the most southerly runt parallel with the left bank of the

March to the neighbourhood of Olratit*. The forests in Ibis

range descend along it* declivities till they skirt a soil which

is variously and highly cultivated. The Altvater, which
stands on the north-western side of the range, is connected

by the Hundsrucken (or Dog's Back), a long narrow chain

running north-westwards, with the second or

Glaiter-Qebirge, a quadrangular mas* of mountains,

formed by two parallel groups, distant between 14 and 10

miles from each other, and extending about 40 or 45 mile*

in a direction from south-east to north-west; they are

united in the south by the snow-mountains of Gists, and in

the north by those of Schweidnits in Prussian Kile*is.

They encompass the earldom of Olati on every side.

The south-easterly knot, which bean the name of the
Glatrrr Snow Mountains, is, in eir-ry respect, the rawest

and wildest, as well as the most elevated, region of the

whole Glatter-Oebtrge. The latter throw out four large

arm*, chiefly of sandstone (urination, which connect
Prussian Hileria with Bohemia and Montis, into all which
countries they penetrate in a lea* or grraUr degree. The
main range it composed of limestone. The principal vallie*

are at a height of 1200 or 1300 feet above the level of the
Bra, and produce but scanty crops of grain ; the ilopes are
cotend with forest* to a conudenblc point of elevation.

The Grosser Schneeberg (Great Snow Mountain), 4444 feet

in height, is the loftiest summit of this range. The GlaUcr-
Gebirge abut In the south on the Moravian Mountains,
sometime* called the AllenAllen -Gebirge, which descend in a
oath-westerly direction by Landakron.^wtttau, and Igtau

throw out branches which run to the banks of both riven.

The mas* of the Riesengebirge is granite, which also dis-

tinguishes it* highest peaks ; and lot subsidiary formation n
gneiss, which i* almost wholly confned to the Eulen group
in Prussian-Silesia, and mica-slate. Nearly nine months of

winter prevail on these mountains, which, from being the

most elevated of any chain in the north of Germany, have
not been inappropriately denominated the Giant Mountains.

The rawness of their climate prevents rye from ripening at

a greater height on their slopes, or in the valley*, than I jea

feet ; nor will oats or potatoes thrive above 1400 feet— arMoea.

indeed, beyond that of I f00 ; wood become* ofMinted growth

when this exceed* 8800, and the regions whieh rise behind

it are naked granite. In spite of every disadvantage of
climate, not only are the valleys and offset* of the Rstasn
gebirge, but even their slopes half way to the top, tharih

inhabited ; their interior is occasionally the tit* of a broad

tract of manhy flats, and their descent, en the Bote
side, is fkr more abrupt than on the Sileaian. Of the ,

tian Mountain*, or Lausitier Berge. the fourth and bat
range of the Sudetsch branch of the Hercynian chain, when
rise from the vale of the Neisse, in Liitatia, and axlewd
to the banks of the Elbe and Oder, we shall simply observe,

in this place, that there is an arm which stretches front its

southerly declivity into the heart of that part of norther*

Bohemia which ha* the Elbe and Iser for its western sad
eastern boundaries.

It may be remarked generally of the Sudetes. that tWw
higher region* are of various primitive formation*, and. In

certain directions, rich in different kinds ofores. The mrntt
tain range* of more moderate height an eompoeed of rtat-

slate, limestone, and amygdaloid, and in part* raatatn bees

of coal. The offsets, which stretch deep Into Mora«u
and Bohemia, are of Hots trap and sandstone, or grauwari*
and basalt, with isolated and towering caps. Both ssde* ef

the Sudetsch chun abound in streams which iprtng fr-va

their bosom. Of these, the most considerable on the norther*
auto an. the Oppa. Nritse. Bober, and Nehwe in Latsatav.

all of which flow into the Oder: and on the snothern eats,

the Oder, the three source* of which lie about fourteen s»t*t

to the north-east of Olioiits ; the March, or Morara. wh*h
run* into the IHnube ; the Iter, which la tributary to tS»

Elbe ; and the Elbe itself, which springs from the i

foot of the Schnee Koppe.
Another eonsiilerable range of the Hercynians

of two mountain tange*. which commence from the
bank of the Elbe at that point of the Bohemian
where the river force* a passage into Sajtony, and
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in • soulb-wosturly lino between the two king-
then in south-easterly one between Bavanu

nia, terminate at Linz upon the Danube. The
i nominated the Or* iluuntaitu of Saxony and
(Sachaisch-Bohmisch Erzgcbirge), extend from

the left bank of the Elbe to the utoat western quarter! of

Bohemia whirh the Eger drains after crossing the confines
nf Bavana : from this point also the group called the fio-W« M,ddi* Mountain (Mitlel Gebirge). an isolated

range of basalt and porphyry formation, at no point rising

!.i,-h. r th»n 2196 feet, stretches, with its gentle summiti
wi>dod slopes, across the north-western districts

to the vicinity of Lcovoaitx, is nearly a parallel

the Brzffebirgc. The Ore Mountains, whose
i spreads into Saxony, and descends, in terrare-

ttiee, until it approaches tho Saale, penetrate,
i.i their south-westerly course, with abrupt descent, to

the raUeyi of tho Eger and Biel.i. which contain Carlshad
sod other celebrated mineral springs. The whule range,
with few exception*, particularly tho rocky masses- of sand-

> next the banks of the Elbe, is of granite and gneiss .

conical summits are well -wooded, and it abounds in

Its slopes are inhabited, and cultivated to a

height Iu length, on cither side of the

ween Saxony and Bohemia, has been esli-

oty-flve mil**, whilst its breadth, iu this di-

rrctwo, varies from twenty-eight to thirty-two.

Tho second and south-easterly line of the Hercyman
chain rommencca in the elevated plain on the right bank of
the Eger, and from tho sources of the Naah, immediately
rejaoait* to the southern extremity of the Bohemian Mittel

UeUrge- Under the denomination of the Bohemian Forttt
Jfrnraiaia* iBohmcrwald Gebirge, termed by the natives
tho Souaavai it runs between Bohemia and Bavaria until

it reaches the point where tho frontiers of those two king-
doms meet the north-westernmost extremity of the arch-
duchy of Austria, at the base of the Drcy-Scssel Mountain

;

from this punt it divide* into an easterly chain, running
bc)ond Rosenberg on the Muldau, and separating Bohemia
from the Archduchy ; and also into a southerly chain, which
terminates on the left bank of the Danube at Linz. Its

branches descend into the centre of the south-western
pans of Bohemia: one of them in particular, which ad-
vances deep into the midland plains, to the junction of

the Braon with the Molds u. The principal chain of
the Bohmerwald is between 110 and 120 miles in length,

its average breadth about 20 ; its general features are

of a wild, gloomy, thickly-wooded, and precipitous

, full of mountain-torrents and valleys. The highest

l oo the side of Bohemia, in tho districts of Klattau,

Budaeva. are the Drcyscssol Mountain, which
the Kubani. which is -1218 feet high. It is

nch in metals and minerals; and that portion of it which
lie* within the archduchy of Austria exchanges its original

name for that of the karlsbcrge, or Saarergebirge. Tho
principal mere which spring from tho Bohmerwald are the

Saab. Began, Beraun. Vottova or Ottova, and Moldau.
The last of this long succession of Austrian highlands it

that ether range of the Hercyman chain by which Moravia
i« separated (rum Bohemia, whence it has derived the name
of the Afen—i— JeWafWnj (Mahrisch Gebirge). At their

<j lb western extremity, they unite with the offsets of the

Bshmrrwald Gebirge, in the neighbourhood of Linz, spread

Uwarda Hoik on the Danube, and direct their course north-

eastward*, farming the line of frontier between Bohemia and
Moreno, until they form a junction with the Glatzcr Gebirge
af the Sodcteeh chain, as already described.

Water i. Laktt, Riven, and Canal*.—The only sea-coast

shsrhthia great empire possesses is on the Adriatic, the

waters of which, ao far as the Austrian dominions are con-
'-rrneil, extend from the Punto di Goto along the eastern

.mtory of Venice, the western, southern, and eastern

fruetiers of the goi eminent of Triest in Illvria, thc'littoralo'

of Hungary and Austrian Croatia, and the western limits

nf Dalnutta u> their most southerly extremity. In describing

i line, the Adriatic not only makes bar considerable bays

i of Venice, the Gulphs of Venice and
or Quimeru, and the Bay of Cattaro— but forms
—w straits railed canals, between tho islands

I in its north-eastern parts ; such are the Mor-

Len tho coast of Dalmatia, the canals of Pago.

, di Meno, Solta, Trau. Braata, Curgola. Narcnta. and

i

to a considerable

extent, cat off from communication with the bulk of the
Austrian domiiaons by intervening mountains, over
the roads are difficult, the benefits which the Adriatic I

to Austrian navigation are almost entirely confined to the
provinces immediately adjacent to it.

The Austrian territory, with regard to lakos and inland
waters, will bear a comparison with most countries in Europe,
particularly in its southern and eastern provinces. The
Platten See. or, as the natives call it. Lake Balaton (from a
Slavonian word implying dirt or mud), is in the south-west
of Hungary, lies about 60 miles south of Koraorn on the
Danube. Its surface occupies an area of &04 square miles,
including its swampy borders; and it receives the Stale,
and upwards of forty streams and rivulets. About *u miles
to the north-west of the Platten See lies the Neusiedler
See, whir h the Hungarians term Fertnc. an unnavigabl*
lake, which contains 120 square miles of surface, and it at
least 60 miles in circumference. The incrustations of salt,

soda, and vitriol, which are found along ita sides, render it*

water unfit for use. There is a small lake among the
Carpathians, the Gniner Sec. or Green Lake, on the Tatru
mountains, in the northern circle of Liptau. in Hungary,
the water of which has n green appearance, but proves to be
pure and transparent when drawn out. There is an abun-
dance of smaller lakes and swamp*, scattered, as we have
before observed, over the Hungarian soil; the most re-

markable of these are the Palitsh and White Lakes, which
are impregnated with natrura, and situated between There-
sianopel and the right hank of the Theisa. The adjacent
principality of Transsylvania is scarcely loss abundantly sup-
plied with lakes: they are of considerable depth, mostly
situated on the plateaus of high mountains, and are seldom
known to have any outlets. The inhabitants are accustomed
to torm them Eyes of the Sea. The Tsheger. or Hudosa See,

which has an area of 63 square miles, is 14 miles in length,

and lies in tho north-eastern circle of Doboka, Is the largest of

tho Trantsylvanian lakes. Compared with its extent, bow-
ever, there is no province in the empire which is richer in

lakes than that of the Upper Ens, in tho archduchy of Austria.

The most considerable among them are the Alter See, or

Kammer Lake, which the Alter, or Ascha, unites with the

Man See, or Mond See (Lake of tho Moon), the latter being
seven miles long and five miles broad ; immediately east

of the Alter See, the Gemund, or Traun See, through
which the Traun tlows into the Hall-stadtcr See, which
receives the small streams Iscbel, Gosa, and Fuderbach

;

the lakes Waller. Matt. Alben. or St, Wolfgang a. and Irr.

or Zeller. Tho neighbouring province of Styria hat no
large lakes ; but 111) no, particularly tho mountain districts

of Carinlhia and C'amiola, abounds in them. The moat
extensive are the Worth See. sometimes called the Lake of

Klagcnfurt, about two miles distant from that town , it is

eleven miles long, has a superficies of 28 square miles,

and is very nch in fish; and tho lakes Miihlsiadt and
Ossiacb, in the circle of Villach. But none are so remark-
able as the Czirknitze See, in the circle * of Adelsberg,

which is surrounded on all sides by limestone heights,

and occupies a surface of 63 square miles: it contains

eighteen subterraneous cavities, or reservoirs, through which
its waters at times disappear, and again flow in : in thia

basin arc three hills, which, when the water fills it. be-

come so many islands, and on the top of the largest of w hich,

called Vorneck, lies the village of Ottok. Eight atreem*

and rivulets run into this lake, and nine villages and twenty

churches arc seated on its margin. In Austrian Croatia,

besides the Tsuntralz, there are eight lakes among the

Capella Mountains, to the south of Carlsladt, called the

Pillwitzer Seen, the waters of which descend over magni-
ficent falls from the uppermost basin to the lowest.

Dalmatia, too, is full of lakes, of which we may mention, in

tho north-west, that of Novigrad, through which tho Zer-

manja flows ; lakes Narin. Kadin, ana V'rana, south of

Zara; the Trocklian. which receive* tho Kerka before it

falls into the bay of Sebenico ; and the Rostol. Prclosaz,

and Veliki Jcsero, which lie more inland. Many of the

Dalmatian lakea, however, frequently become dry from

want both of rain and springs, which are rare, owing to

the calcareous character of this province.

Of the several lakes in the Italian dominion* of Austria

there are two, of which the property is shared with neigh-

bouring states :" the Lago Maggiore, or Lake of Locarno,

on the north-western borders of Lorabardv, stretches south-

wards from the Swiss canton of Tetaino ; its south-western
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similar in most mpwta to the real kangaroo, from which

indeed tbey only differ in their smaller site, and in aome
alight modification* of dentition. They seldom exceed the

aue of a rabbit, lire single or in pair*, concealing themselves

in crericea or under fallen timber, and moving abroad only

at night, when they are hunted by moonlight a* food for

dog*, their flesh not being considered fit for human food.

Only one species ha* been distinctly described, but there are

four or Ave, and probably a greater number of very distinct

species found in different part* of the country. Like the

kangaroos, the hind legs only are employed in progression,
the (ore-feet being used a* bands to carry food to the mouth
and for other similar purpose*.

Of the phalangers (Pkalangitta). so called originally by
Button, from the union of the two interior toes of the hind

feet a» far as the last phalange or joint Ave or six specie*

are known to inhabit Australia, whilst about the same
number are spread throughout the long chain of island*

which almost connect it* northern coast with the peninsula

of Malacca. These animal*, called ring-tailed opossums by
the colonists, from their habit of hanging suspended by
the tail, which is strongly prehensile, from the branches of

the trees in which they exclusively reside, are distinguished

from their congeners of the Indian isles, by having the tail

generally bushy, but always covered with hair, except a
narrow slip on the under side toward* the extremity, which
i» directly applied to the branches in the act of grasping.

The three largest species, P. vulpina, P. Umurma, and P.
nigra, are about the silo of a domestic cat, and covered
with a soil and rich Air, which has been found at Sydney
to answer extremely well in the manufacture of hats, but
which unfortunately cannot be procured in sufficient quan-
tities to become extensively useful. The long-tailed pha-
lange* {P. CooJtu) is a rather smaller species, originally

discovered by Captain Cook on the south-eastern coast of

Van Diemen's Land, and chiefly remarkable for its fine

short fur, and long attenuated tail tipped with white. Two
still smaller species, the P. gtiri/ormu and P. pygmeta,
are principally distinguished by their minute site, the
former being not larger than a small rat, and the latter

scarcely equalling the common mouse in magnitude. All
these animals inhabit the forests, and feed principally upon
the leave* of the various specie* of gum-trees (.eucalypti),

which occupy so prominent a place in Australian botany,

secreting themselves in the hollow trunks of decayed trees

during the daytime,and moving abroad only during the night.

Nearly related to the phalangers in many respects, are
the petauruts (Petauru*^ or flying opossums, and flying

squirrels, as tbey are commonly called by the colonists, a
genus exclusively Australian, and distinguished by the lax,

unprehensile tail, and by the skin of the sides and flanks

being distended into a kind of wing, or flying membrane,
which arts like a parachute in supporting the body, and
enable* these animals to make the moat astonishing leap*,

among the thinly-scattered tree* of an Australian forest.

Of these there are likewise five or six specie* ; the largest of
which {P. taguanoidti) exceeds the site of the domestic cat,

wbiUt the smallest (P. uummui). called the flying mouse
o» the colonist*, scarcely equals the dimensions of this latter

animal. The petaumta, like the phalangers, are an arbo-

real and nocturnal genus, feeding principally upon gum-
tree leave*, and during the bright moonlight night* en-
livening the otherwise silent and lonely forests with their

rapid and varied motion*.

The wombat (pkateolomui ) i* a large animal about the ,

aise of a badger, which burrow* in the (and- hill* of the
,

interior, and lite* exclusively upon vegetable*. It is of a
social disposition, many of them bring generally found
together, like rabbits in the same warren: like the ge-
nerality of Australian mammals it is nocturnal, sleeping in

it* burrow during the da* time, and rooting about in search
'

of food, tut. only during the night. It consequently become*
very fat. and has been sometime* known to attain tlie

weight of forty or Ifly pounds ; its flesh is considered a* a
delicate and wholesome article of food. Being a *low run-
ner, it i* easily captured when found at any distance from
its burrow, and is at all tiroes a moat valuable resource to
the inland or bush tribes of nature, who often retort from
great dattancea to «ome known warren to enjoy the abund-
ance of a vassal feeat. In most of U* character*, thoae
only excepted which it partake* in common with the other
marsupial*, it across with the rudentia. and indeed appear*
to be toe natural link • hich connects these two orders. i

The bandicoots (PrramrUt) compose a very remarkable
genus which does not admit of a ready companion with say
other group of animals likely lo be more familiar to the ge-
nerality of readers. With a dental system and even an out-

ward form which very much assimilate them to the larger

shrews and other insectivorous mammal*, tbey unite the
ordinary characters of marsupial animals, and teed exrfo-
aively upon root* and other vegetable substances. Their
habits are similar to those of the kangaroo- rata, excepting
that they do not hop upon the hind legs only, but use all

the four extremities in the act of progression, like ordinary
Quadrupeds ; tbey form burrows, or take refuge during the
day lime in natural crevice*, or under fallen Umber, move
about only during the night-time, and are not considered It
for human food. Two specie* only have been descr ibed,

the P. natuta and P. obttula, both found within the colony
of New South Wales.
Two other genera of Australian mammals, the daayurea,

(Datyurut), and thylacyne* (.Thylacynut), partake of the
habits and appearance of the ordinary carnivorous quadru-
ped*, and appear to unite this tribe of animals with the
marsupials in general. The first of these genera, called

Datyuret (i. t. hairy-tails), to distinguish them from the
naked-tailed opossums of America, with which many natu-
ralists had associated them, consists of Ave or six species,

generally of small size, and agreeably marked with nu-
merous white spots on a black, olive, or russet ground.
Their habits and mode of life generally resemble those of
the martins and pole-cats of Europe ; tbey are norXnrnaL,
and live for the moat part upon birds, reptiles, and other
small prey. Six or seven species have been described. The
ursine dasyure (D. urnmu), or native devil, as it is called
by the colonists, is perhaps the ugliest and most disgusting
looking quadruped in nature.- It* legs are very short, its

.body thick and heavy, and its bead disagreeably large aad
diaproportioned to its other dimensions. It inhabits Use
coast of Van Diemen's Land, sleeping during the day time
in holes among the rocks, and moving abroad during the
night in quest of dead seals and other marine product*!**
which compose its food. The D. marrottrut, D. rtrrrrwaa
and D. maugei, are found in Van Diemen's Land as well as
on the continent of A u»trail*, and are sometimes railed
native cat* by the colonist*, not from any dose rearm
blance which they bear to cats, but from som* alight
similarity in their habits, as tbey climb trees iisaTiiy

in pursuit of small birds* and capture their prey mot* be
address than by open fore*. The D. ptntcitiatu*, rails*
the sugar squirrel by the colonists, a name which is akv>
sometimes applied to the petamnu tnurtut, is about the
size of a common rat, of a uniform light ash colour, aad has
the tail terminated by a pencil of long black hair. It re-

sides entirely among the branches of trees, chiefly of the
sugar maple species, from which it has acquired it* oa*o***l
name, and appears to live for the least part upon the largerpart upon
night insects, and probably upon the eggs and call

Urg«
callow loaag

of small birds. The smallest known specie* is Um IX
murxnut. or mouse opossum of the colonists, which a* awl
larger than the little animal whose name has been trans-
ferred to it, and which, like the sugar squirrel, runlet
upon trees, and lives principally if not entirely upon in—

m

The genus Thyiarynut contains but a single known sfa» —

.

nd that apparently confined to Van Diemen's I sa*_ It
i* Cbout as large at a modcrate-tued dog. and not wnbae
the canine species in general form and appearance, rat***,
that it u longer in the body and ha* shorter leg*. 1m
roI<>ur is a uniform reddish brown marked across the Wt
and loin* with sixteen or eighteen transverse black basalt,
very regularly arranged, and terminating singly upon la*
smIcs. Like the generality of martupial animal*, it at aa*>

turnal in its habit*, generally keeping concealed a la*
foretts and underwood during the daytime, prowling ah***
at night in search of prey, and often commuting dr**»»s
U>ot among the lambs of the colonials of Van Dmm .

Land, aa the daaj urea do in the poultry -yards of New
Wales. For this reston lb* tnilaryn* is keenly buataa
by the colonial* : notwithstanding its sis* and strength tt m
a eowstdly animal, and easily worried by a courageous eVay
Of the five species of Radentta intern il m the

distribution of Australian mammal*, thrw belottg l*
rat renut {Mutt, and lb* remaining two cowpnee the

i

ilydrumyi aa defined by the moat recent wnt. is en i

analogy. The tamer are but little different from la* <

of rata and •sic* is other pan* of lb* ••rat -
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the latter in merely distinguished by their larger lite, long
hairy task, and polmatod hind feet, which assimilate them
M mm measure to the beaver* and coypou* of America.
Tbev are aquatic in their habits, and are found in moat
•f the river* both of Van Diemen » Land and New South
Wale*.
The two EtUntata, inserted in the table, belong equally if

not more properly to the marsupial order, partaking, indeed,

of the character* of both of these tribes, and forming the
noaBooting Una by which they are united- These animals
are. without any Question, the most singular and anomalous
qaadnipodi that have ever been discovered. Though they
are certainly quadruped* in the great majority of their

characters, yet their organ* of mastication more nearly
n eeauble the bilk of birds than the corresponding parts of

ether quadrupeds; and though it is now finally settled that
they are true mammal*, and nourish their young by a
hbt secretion like all other animal* of the same class,

yet it is still a matter of keen dispute among naturalists

and physiologists whether they produce their young alive,

or lay ess* and batch them like birds, or rather perhaps
Khe reptile*, for the whole detail of their organisation seems
to Point them out a* intermediate between this class and
ordinary mammal*, rather than between mammals and
Bird*. Of these extraordinary being* there are two genera,
Orm&orkymcu* and Echidna. The former, often called the
dock-billed animal, from the form of its bead and face,

resides m rivers and ponds, where in' foot, like ducks, it

lives principally by searching for seeds and insects among
the mud at the bottom. For this purpose it* bill is fur-

m*hrd with a complicated and delicate tissue of nerves,

which enables it to distinguish it* food from the small mud
and gravel with which it is mixed, and it is indented by
small grooves along the sides so as to permit it to strain off

lb* muddy water which it necessarily takes in at the same
time. It form* deep burrows along the banks of the rivers,

which are provided with two entrances, one above and the
ether below the level of the stream, so as to afford it a
ready mean* of escape from whatever quarter it is as-

saulted. Some naturalists reckon two specie* of Ornitho-
rkfmeut, the O. ryfut, and O. futcut ; others consider

thro*, both a* varieties of tho same species, to which they
gr»* the nam* of 0. paradoxus. The genua Echidna,
though it agree* in its general structure, and in the very
anomalous nature of its production with the ornithorhyncus,
yet dinars widely from that animal in its external appear-
ance, a* also in its habit* and economy. It is covered with
sheet stoat prickles not unlike those of a porcupine, feeds
upon the eggs of ant* a* well a* upon these insect* them-
selves, rears its young, resides in deep burrows of its own
formation, and hybernates or sleeps during the winter
season. Of this genus there are two species, one without
any hair, the other with long red hair intermixed with the
•pine*, and called respectively from this circumstance, E.
sytmsa and B. utota.
The coasts of Australia have been long known as the

occa sional resort of immense shoals of whales, dolphins,

and ether cetaceous mammals, and the enterprise of the
nuof colonies established in that quarter of the globe has
(band a favourable and successful outlet in the fishery for

these animals, Many vessels are now annually fitted out
from Sydney and Hobart'sTown for this valuable branch of
ea—weire. and the success which has hitherto attended the
speculation has been a most important accession to the

general resource* and prosperity of the colonies. The teal

fishery has also been attended with considerable success,

and the oil and skins of these animals form very important
iei uis in the annual colonial exports.

The ornithology of Australia, though far from being so
pecuhar and anomalous as its msmmalogy, contains, never-
theless, many new and singular forms, and wants many
of those which are most familiar in other quarters of the
globe. Among rapacious birds, eagles, falcons, and various
specie* of hawks abound every where, as well as owls of
dumrent kinds. The common peregrine falcon (Join pert-

frnar), and the barn-owl of Europe (ttrix Jlammea) are
•aid not to present any sensible difference from the same
species in England. There are. however, no vultures

throughout the> whole extent of Australia and its depen-
dencies, a fact probably to be explained by the absence
of targe graminivorous animals, upon the carcases of which
this tribe of bard* rapport themselves in other part* of the

verfct and which, at we bare already seen, are wanting in

the animal* of Australia. Incessorisl or perching birds
are extremely numerous every where, but not sufficiently
remarkable to require a detailed enumeration. Among
the Scansorial order, there exist* a vast variety of the parrot
tribe, comprising, among others, many beautiful species ot

paroquets and cockatoos, which surpass those of the Old
World in the variety and gaudiness of their plumage.
These birds are held in great detestation by the natives, of
whose furtive inroads upon the fields of Indian com and
other agricultural produce their loud and incessant scream-
ing gives notice to the owners: they are consequently con-
sidered to be in league with the colonists, and the white
colour of both the confederates furnishes an unanswerable
argument in the logic of these simple savages for the truth
of this foolish belief. But the roost remarkable fact in the
ornithology of Australia is the total absence of gallinsceous
birds. This is the tribe which among hints 'corresponds
with the ruminating animals among quadrupeds, and which
contains those species which are best adapted for human
food and the domestic economy of life. We have already
seen that the analogous tribe of mammals is a stranger to

this part of the world, and here again we find that it is

equally deprived of the common fowl, pheasants, turkeys,
guinea-hens, &c. which form no unimportant resource for

the native* of other countries, and which have stocked the
farm-yards and filled the preserves of civilized nations.

Doves and pigeons of various species indeed abound in

many ports of New Holland, and the menura (menura
tuperba) approximates still more nearly to the ordinary galli-

naceous birds; but these are by no means common, and of

too inconsiderable a size to have furnished any peculiar re-

sources to the aborigines. The tribe of birds most important
in human economy after the gallinaceous or rasores. are the
natatores, or water-fowl, and of these Now Holland and the
neighbouring isles contain a rather better supply. It will

be sufficient in this place to mention the cercopsis goose,

and the black swan, the ' rare avis' so little dreamt of by
the Roman poet, which now breeds spontaneously in Eng-
land, and is becoming sufficiently common upon the ponds
of the curious. It is rather smaller than the common white
swan, but with a neck proportionabljslonger, and a carriage,

if possible, still more graceful.

Of the reptile* and fishes of Australia no detailed or

regular accounts have yet been published. A species of
crocodile or alligator is said to frequent the western coasts

of the continent and the shore* of New Zealand ; and
various description* of smaller reptiles and snakes, very few
of the latter venomous, are found in different parts of the
country. Fish are abundant along the coasts ; and four or

Ave species of sharks have been described as frequenting
the neighbourhood of Botany Bay and Port Jackson, but
very little is known upon this department of Australian
soology. Neither has the entomology of the country been
sufficiently investigated. There is reason, however, to be-
lieve that it contains nothing that would entitle it to a very
detailed notice in a sketch like the present
AUSTRIA. EMPIRE OF. Noricum, in remoter aKes

a wild tract of country, which has the appearance of having
once been covered with water, extended from the Julian and
Comic, or Corinthian Alps, to the right bank of the Danube,
and from Mount Cetius to the Rhaslian borders. From this

inconsiderable region, for its area scarcely exceeded that of

the present archduchy of Austria itself, sprung the ' Oester-

reich,' ' Eastern territory of the Empire,' or * Eastern Mark
of the Empire of the Franks,' as it was designated by Charle-
magne, when towards the close of the eighth century he
united the territory composing the archduchy of our own
times with the German empire. This once wild and inhos-

pitable region has given birth to a race of ruler* who have

gradually united kingdoms and principalities under their

dominion, which now comprehends nearly one-twelfth of

the entire surface of Europe. Tho some land which gate

birth to the marauder Odoacer, by whose band the last of the

Ctosars fell, has become the centre of an empire, which, for

diversity of eomponent parts, strongly resemble* the once

gigantic empire of imperial Rome. Those parts, indeed, are

not more dissimilar in natural character than arc the people

themselves in language, usages, and prejudices; so for from
being united into one nation, they are held together by a
solitary link—that of subordination to a common sovereign.

Though the dominion* of the house of Austria compre-

hend, os we have observed, nearly one-twelfth of the sur-

face of Europe, they constitute only the third in point of
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•stent, among iti nonaicMas ; for tat Inimu territory

of Ruaeia if full eitbt times. Mid the Swedish one-twelfth,

nor* extensive. The • Campania of Germany,' aa the Aus-

trian empire baa been not inaptly designated, mshes a cow-

pact dominion, to which ita toutbaremoat extremity, the

narrow tract of Dslmetis, forma tba only exception. It bat

between 41* and 42' N. tat., and 9 and if B. long., occu-

pying an area of 2)),226 square geographical miles, tba

circuit of which haa barn estimated at 4400 miles. It

thus spreads over nine da(Treat of latitude and eighteen of

longitude: and under the new conformation given to it

by the treaty of Paris, in 1814. and the adjustment made
by the Congress of Vienna in the following year, extends

from lbe castle of St. Stephen, thirty miles below Catlaro,

in Dalmatia, and the Punto di Gero, south of the mouths
of the Po, in Upper Italy, to tba sources of the Spree,

close upon ' Prussian Lusatia, and almost to the walls of

Sandomir, in Poluh Russia ; and from its extreme western

Cint, the hamlet of Engera, at the southern end of the

mo Maggiore in Lombard*, to Kboetim in Bessarabia,

which lies close upon its most eastern border. Tba terri-

tories of Saxony and Prussian Silesia bound the Austrian
dominions on the nuriM-tcut and north, the. former for 2)0
and the latter for nearly 820 miles ; on the north -eatl, the
frontier runs for about 10 miles nest to the territory of the
republic of Cracow ; and. in the same direction, conjointly

with their eattem fmntier, the Russian provinces of Po-
dolia. Volhyuia. and Bessarabia border them for a distance

of more than SSO miles ; and it is in this quarter that the
Austrian dominions are the most vulnerable, aa the frontier

is entirely open in the north-east for 160 or 190 miles.

The remainder of the eattern and the larger portion ol

the southern confines adjoin the Turkish provinces of Mol-
davia, Wallachia. Servia, Bosnia, and Croatia, along a line

of nearly 1400 miles. The Adriatic washes the Austrian
•bore for 6)0 miles ; the land boundary on the south next
skiru the dominions of the Roman See about 60 miles,

of Modena and Parma ISO, and of the Sardinian State*
about 100. The tr—ltm limits of the Austrian domi-
nions, in their course from the south to the north, border
for sn extent of 830 miles on the Swiss cantons of Tessino.
the Valais, and 8t. Gallen ; of 14 on the principality of
Liechtenstein; of nearly the same distance on Lake
Constance; and of 660 and upwards on the kingdom of
Bavaria. The extreme length of the Austrian Empire has
been estimated at 870, and its greatest breadth at 690 miles.

The territorial surface of the Austrian dominions has been
variously stated by the best writers on the subject : Ridler,
for instance, estimates it at 268,6*5 square geographical
mites; Lichlenstern at 2)3,168; Rohrer at 2)4,226; Hassel
at 3)7,208; and Blumenbach. whose authority appears to
have been followed by Horsehelmann. in his new edition of
Professor Stein s Manual, at 260,49). In the statement,
however, which we are about to give, we have preferred to
abide by the dimensions assigned by Rohrer. whose Statit-
tin of ihe A tu Irian Empire are generally reputed to have
been founded on semi-official documents. For the same
reason, we have not hesitated to adopt the return which he
has made of ha population for the year 1831 aa oar index to
its present amount The number of cities, kc is from a
Return in the 'Vienna Air hives' of 1633, drawn up, we
understand, by Ccornig.

8vr/oce, Population, 4>c </ the Empire ef Austria.
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The preceding statement gives a view of toe customary
subdivision of the territorial surface of the Austrian do-

minions ; bat far the purposes of internal administration,

they have bam distributed in a somewhat different order,

though the number of subdivisions or provinces remains the

ssmc. These are—

I. TW ArtUiwA* / Antrim. mmfauA ft
"

a. TW ar—iaaa at A. WW Ik* Baa. aUck lariaaVa
laa atty of Virata aad mm rlnir*. Una* aad Laaaa

MuaWuWr| > U.I

Saa titilal. vU.
> lllj.

Waranaaht. u4taa traaa
I TW tavalBca ot A. than Urn En*, which coaaaU

ml S». ritalaa. Uwaa ml laa Maakl. Bt.uaraek. laa, Tr.am.
aaal Balaath

II. Tha L>%r iy mf Stfri*. mtauila|
flmrk. StkUsbarf. Marbvrt. aaa *

III. The ftnaataa af JaVa. Sl«&*e lav

a. La/Wi. alia Ira tUrUa, Kla4a.fc.fi. VlUaah. Ln
WK.Kntfull. tni MU.barj . t.SSI

t TrW«l.wtlh 'Ktaa HrrW«.T>laat. Iifrla.aa4 OSn 4.SS4
TW Dmdt «aal aVacMaSta a/ IVraJ, aaa laUaa of araaa
rlrrla*. <Il t'parr *aa Laaat laalkaia, fitafcmfc.1, Itaah.
TtVat. tmMo, aad Vunnwrg.
Tka aPaeSaa mf » Aaall, SirhtrS lata Oa> atxWa atfrtaa

at BaJuaira Brtaaa, faaakua. Taaaa. Kaarstai, raaataa.
ChnHlint, Bitava. Hull Ethaeaa. Uiiawtiu. baadaa
Kooljrrali. nwlarU. Pilam. aaal KlatUa, haalln ih*
aiaaaaaal aXrlata af Praraa.
Ti a itmrgmimtt mf Umremm aaa) Aaa** mfS-lehe. aaa-

1

Uiolnf r>nhl clrtra. tla Olaiiu. Bruaa. Zuja >(>a«.}
Prvraa. Hradiark. Trrpfpao, aad Trarhaa. '

TW A' a»*« mf KakaM. aoa-.ini i/ rulia ahalaa, ala \
Unbrri. Tl-uxt. Waa^U. IkaHaia. laaaara. iaakxl
TanmtT, tuu<n. Saauck. - «>U», Praam;.!, VmrntkuM. f
SalhlaC laiaasat, Draraur. Mr). StaalaUaaat Balaaiaa.1

IV,

aaal Canaawiia
VIII. TW K *fi-m ./ nmrneerf. »tui>lia| at toot nnrrtaaaa. tU.

IW rnoalry oa thit iMa o< rW Daaaha. oiih Uanava att-

ain [at Oaaaaastfcaaaa) ; 1W aaaatry as iW oUVr aUa
of IW DaBwba «iikaWrrat>f«laai Uw raoatrj aa Ua> »aW
of tWTVIa. with b-k eiickra; aad Uw cavalry aa iW otw,
aUa at IW TWU. «llh roara. rbalaa . St.ktS
SUToota, aMhtkiaadnlaa . . . J.all
Croatia, ditto ditto . l.SM

rX. TW Pnmeimat'tm of TVaauyfaaata, raartahrbaf
I. Tka Land ofIW Manan,arHk II laailaSj

t Dti-a kVa.Ua. 6 dllta
8. Ditto ftaanaa, II dllta

X. TW JKf.aar* Framtlr, Diihitn,
Culaudt, Baaal,
Traaaa. Iraaiaa.

XI. Tba Xiaaaaa ef DeJmeBa. eostalabuj fcar dralaa.v)s. t

Sara. Spalataa. aUfaaa. aaal Cattaia I
XII. TW K-e+m -f LmrnUref aad Taaaar. caaaajajaa)

I. TV Prmioaa at Milaa, aHtfe alaa rlrtlaa, tH.
Mil.a. Braada. Ci i aaoaa. Maatoa. Barraaw. Coaaa
Paala. Loat aad Craaaa. aaal Saalria . 6.«H
t TW Provloca at Vaak-a. auh aiiaa ekaWa.rU.

Vaalra, Varna. Polaatao, Fadaa, Vkaata, Mlaaa.
TWrko, aad Prlall .... O.ate

MA6

l*.6al

M.SI8

t».l«

8t.8M

«7.akf

I4.SS>1

aaatkar. aw. raal
as. «!—s, aad

I
11.ate

l.7«

tta.taa

Sail, climate, and production*.—The Austrian
contain, in almost every part, lofty mountains,
the natural line of demarcation into provinces, aa the)

Sudetsch branch of the Here) mans, and the Carpathian
chains in the north and east ; and others. Use the Alp*
and their branches, in the south and west, penetrating tot*

the heart of the several countries which form part at Use
empire in tliia direction. The plains do not occupy snare

than about a fifth part of the whole surface ; the lew ex-
tensive levels which exist are found next to the nonbaara
derlitities of the Carpathians, in Galtcia, and in the aouib-
esatcm parts of Hungary, between the Metre and law.
Transs) Ivaman branch of the Carpathians; they pra-raal

within the Slavonian borders, and form the diitinpnsbaaf
feature of that portion of the Austrian poaaasaiuos to the
north of Italy which lies between the Alps and taw Apaw-
nine*.

The soil is of endless variety, but in general tevoared by
a mild and genial climate, ana distinguished by reeswHaMe
productiveness.

Sunonia and the south-eastern and central parte of Haas-
gar> (and we begin with these aa forming the most extamana
•ubdiMaion of this real monarchy ) present a wide expaaaas
of low land, abounding in clay and marl, and of exukaaraat
fertility, yet l)ing in immediate contact with and. eauaaty

steppes, and eatensite mors i aaa. which ocarupjt^ms

Larget too square miles of the Hungarian torritory i

tracts of these steppes however nave been, aad
in proceia of being, reclaimed and brought under cultiva-

tion. This very territory, boweier, in its raortbeni aaal

western districts, is cbararterund by mountain aad tartarf
-

it is encompeaaed in the north by the Carpathian*, wtera
extend in a broad semicircle from Pressburg, oae af Us*

moat westerly points of Hungary, to its eastern t—finis,

and their offsets also strike deep into the intent* ef law

country ; in the west, various branches Bad gspsjpe af las

Cetian, Stj nan, and Julian Alps cover a Urge porusa ef
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The lowland «f which wa bar* spoken oceu-

asas abosu UtXtO square miles; the larger portioo, an mm
of about 31.004 miles, lie* batwMn the Danube and the

Trnnseylvwntan mountains, end is watered by that river

and Um TbatM fur a length of upward* of 300 miles, and
miorspwrswd with extensive steppes and morasses. The—slier ptain in the west, stretching eastward from the Neu-
— dltr Lake, with a breadth of nearly 120 miles beyond Gran,
and along cweh bank of the Danube, comprises an area of

••wards of 4000 square miles, which is remarkable for its fer-

tility. The general character of the Hungarian soil, exclu-

sive of lb* more northerly districts and such as are partially

a waste of barren sand and swamp, or whose soil is saturated,

as at many eastern dietnets, with saltpetre, is that of great

s*o«Vsctr*cn*se. The climate is of • mixed character; at

the close of Jane, when the harvest begins in the plaips,

the earn f» scarcely in ear in the higher regions. The tem-
perature is, on the whole, higher than that of Germany

;

and though the unwholesome vapours from the marshy
banters of the Danube and Theiss, as well as inland swamps,
say be prejudicial to health in a lew quarters, it were

'

smjaet to say, as it has been said, of Hungary, that it is

'the bunul-place of Germany.' It abounds in rivers,

streams, and lakes, and possesses some considerable canals

;

is richer than most European countries in metals and
laiawli. tin asd phttina being the only metals not found
in it.

Smith of Hungary lie the former principalities of Croatia

and 8Urania, the larger portion of which are now incorpo-

rated with it Croatia, comprising, in its south-western

•warier, the maritime territory from Fiume to Cerlobago, is

intersected by a continuation of the Carinthian chain, to

which U owing Us alternation of plain and highland, and
its variable though generally salubrious climate. Where
the soil lies low, nartkularly in the vicinity of the Save and
Dravw. it is produrtire; in more elevated situations it is

a cold clay ; and near the coast, marsh and sand abound.
Nine-tenths of the surface produce grain, wine, fruit, and
tobacco, or famish metals and a supply of timber.

Slsvonia. the northern districts of which are separated

from Hungary by the Drave and Danube, whilst the

southern are watered by the Save, is traversed in its whole
length from west to east by mountains and hills : the prin-

cipal chain, the * Fmahka-Gora 'or Mous Almfl, commences
in Croatia, and subsides not far beyond its eastern limits.

The rest of the province has an undulating surface, which
ghres some variety to its spacious and fruitful plains. With
the exception of the swamps that range along the banks of
the Save. Slavonia fa) a land of unusual fertility : its chief

prodactions are wise, silk, honey, spirits, fruit, iron, and
coal.

Nearrr the whole of the western frontier of the arch-

principality of Transsylrania borders on the Hungarian ter-

ritory. As tb* Carpathians range over its whole extent, its

surface is at a much greater elevation than the neighbour-
ing territories, and slopes gradually from the north-easterly

border of the province to the south-westerly point, where
the Marasch discharges its fertilizing stream into Hungary.
Transsylrania is without a single plain, properly so called

;

but abounds in valleys, some of which are of considerable

extent, finely wooded, and inferior to none in Europe for

beauty of scenery and fertility. It is foil of lakes and
natural nieces of water. In the more elevated regions, the

climate u raw and cold ; but, below them, it is temperate
and pore : no part of the province can be termed unhealthy. ,—
The highlands being generally covered with forests, timber district in the empire, lias a soil which, in spite of the skill

is the chief Trma»*> Iranian produce; gold, silver, iron, and
j

and unwearied industry of its inhabitants, does not yield

rock-salt, and small quantities of copper, lead, and precious I grain enough for their consumption, though it raises large

the province, which are watered by the Dniester and covered
with a moist cold loam, and beds of chalk. These beds are
intermixed with layers of granite, gneiss, and quarts, and
hero and there rise from the surface into low hills ; and
the Galician soil is no where so productive a* in the dis-
tricts of Zlocxoff and StanialawoflT. In climate Galicia is of
northern temperature, for there are few parts in which the
cold influence of the Carpathian atmosphere is not sensibly
felt : hence the grape and most other fruits do not generally
ripen.

The south-western limits of Galicia adjoin the high
mountain regions of Austrian Silesia, a country as poor in
grain as it is abundant in pastures and Umber, and known,
in common with Moravia and Bohemia, for its growth of
flax and its linen manufactures.

South-west of Silesia lies Moravia, which, compared with
the adjacent regions of Hungary or Bohemia, has a far milder
climate; it is mountainous in its eastern, northern, and
western districts, but low and open towards the centre and
south, the rich expanse of which has been styled ' a land
of maise and wine.' In this direction it presents a line of
rich and finely-cultivated plains ; but the remainder of the
province, occupying upwards of one-half of it* area, is inter-

sected by arms of the Sudetsch and Carpathian ranges,
between which, however, lie many fertile valleys. The
greater portion of the province is from 480 to 900 feet above
the level of the sea.

West of Moravia lies the great 'Cauldron Plain* of
Bohemia, bound in on every tide by the granito-based chain
of the giant Sudetsch mountains, the ' Riesengebirge,'
the Moravian, Bohmerwald, and Ore (Bregebirge) moun-
tains, which send out their offset* into the interior of the
country. The heart of this kingdom presents • surface
of gentle undulations, studded in many parts with lofty

isolated elevations, and sloping from almost every point
towards the central and lowest part of Bohemia, the ' Val-
ley of the Elbe.' This country lies so high, that it has
scarcely a river which does not rise within its own boundary
or close upon it. The plain country, which occupies its

centre, is equidistant from the Baltic and Adriatic and
enjoys a mild, regular, and healthy temperature ; but the
climate is raw and variable over the larger part of its

surface, which is occupied by the highlands and mountains.
Bohemia is rich in animal, vegetable, and mineral products

;

and the arable and otherwise productive lands, although
nearly two-thirds of the surface are occupied by woods
and forests, extend over four-sevenths of the Bohemian
territory.

The Archduchy of Austria consists of two provinces ; the
' lower province ' is intersected on the confines of Styria

by a branch of the Norie Alps, and its centre by one of
their smaller arms, the Cetisn mountains, whilst the warm
and fertile valley of the Danube traverses this and the
adjoining province for above 160 miles. The ' upper pro-
vince,' which forms the western part of the archduchy, is a
mountain region, the southern portion of which abounds
in the lofty peaks, glaciers, and valleys which distinguish

the Noric Alps ; the northern contains part of the less ele-

vated summits of the Bohemian Forest chain or ' Bohmer-
wald Gebirge.' The ' lower province' it poor as a corn coun-
try ; but produces much fruit and wine, iron, silver, and
coals, and may, in a manufacturing point of view, be con-

sidered as the Lancashire of Austria. The upper province,

which includes the Salzburg territory, and contains, in pro-

portion to its extent, more rivers and lakes than any other

stansa are found in this province. In other respects

Trensayvrania i* characterized by nearly the tame class of
productions at Hungary.
North of the Carpathians, which separate Hungary from

Gelma. lies the great Galician plain, gradually sloping

quantities of fruit, hay, oatt, and salt, and produces much
iron, and some inconsiderable supplies of gold, silver, lead,

copper, and other metals.

Styria, which the Archduchy bounds on the north, is com-
pletely covered, both in its northern and western districts.

from the mountains till it opens upon the extensive flat, of i by those majestic arms of the Julian Alps known by the

which a bill or river's bank seldom relieves the monotony,
and the distant North Sea and the Baltic form the northern
boundaries. Galicia. though it contains many sandy tracts,

is, next to Hungary, a principal granary of the Austrian
state*, and supplies large quantities of salt, some precious

tacuU, and many other mineral and vegetable productions.

Its soil is of very varied character; in the west, but more
particularly in the vicinity of the San, it is marshy and
sandy, and far inferior in all respect* to the eastern parts of

name of the' ' Styrian Alps.' The southern and eastern

districts contain fewer lofty heights, and are intersected by
gentle hills, the spaces between which arc often occupied

by broad and well-cultivated valleys. The who'c of the pro-

vince, which seems naturally to divide itself inln Upper and
Lower Styria, is amply provided with rivers and streams,

whence its rich pastures, and abundant crops of every kind

of grain, of clover, vegetables, fruit, and wines, and its fine

races of horses and cattle. Besides this, no country of the
HI
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tame extent in Europe m mora valuable for it* stores of

uli. iron, steel, and tin, and it* work* and manufactories.

Wot of thia duchy lies one of the most aotient possessions

of the crown of Austria, the earldom of the Tyrol, which, in

conjunction with Upper Auilna, has been denominated tbe
* German Switzerland.' Tbe Rhetian. or Tyroleee Alp*,

the most elevated mountains in the Austrian dominions,

which run through this province from the Orison frontier to

the Illyrian. and meet the Noric on that of Upper Austria,

are scarcely less lofty than the Alps of Switzerland. The
Femer mountains traverse the Tyrol, at an inferior eleva-

tion, from the sources of the Etsch, or Adige, in a direct

north-easterly line to the valley of the Ziller; and tbe Mittel-

berge, or mountains' of middle elevation, on whose more
fertile surface the Alps look down, divide the Tyrol into

smiling plain and valley, whence the Tyrolese lowlands have

derived their appropriate name of ' Thaler,' or \ ales, of which

about twenty -nine are dotted with town or village, and fer-

tilised by the waters of the Inn. Etsch, Brents, and a num-
ber of other streams. The air is generally pure and keen,

though, in the south, the effect of the scirocco is partially

felt. The chief products are burses and cattle, grain, wine,

fruit, potatoes, timber, salt, iron, copper, stiver, lead, and a
little gold.

ha. which touches part of the eastern borders of the

Tyrol, and is composed of the duchies of Carintbia and
Carniota, tbe territory of Triest, Austrian Frioul. Istria, a
portion of Croatia, and tbe Quarnero Islands at the bead of

the Adriatic, is principally of a mountainous character.

That portion which lies north of the Dravo is traversed by
the None Alps, which extend to the banks of that river

;

south of it, and nest to tbe Italian frontier, the Carinlbian
range separates the territory of tbe Save and Iton20 from
that of the Drave; and. in continuance of this range, tbe

Julian, or Camiolan Alps, run in a south-easterly course

towards Dalmatia, until it is bounded by tbe Adriatic.

These region* are full of lakes (amongst others, tbe cele-

brated Zirknitxer in Carintbia. which wholly loses its

waters at certain- seasons), of natural caves, and wild

scenery. They are separated from tbe ' Klisten -land,' or

maritime frontier districts, by what is termed tbe ' Kant'
(from Carsn,a desert), extending, from Triest. deep into the

circle of AdeUberg, and covered with numberless limestone '

hills, generally unfavourable to vegetation, and exposed to I

the prevailing north-easterly wind. Tbe Kusten-land itself.

'

liable to incessant tempests and burning beats, and by
'

nature sterile and uncultivable, would be a desolate waste

but for the industry of its inhabitants, wbo extort their pre-

carious crops from tbe most perverse of soils. No country

can be more varied in climate than Ulyria : in the north,

where so rasny of its mountains are capped with perpetual

anows. a pure and bracing atmosphere conduces to health

and exertion ; in the south and east, a hot sky, and. in

many districts, noxious vapours, render the country scarcely

habitable except by tbe natives. No less varied are its pro-

ducts. Horses and cattle, Hax, hemp, maize, and buck-
wheat, the pure and semi-metals, coals, and other minerals,

are raised ; and the vine, tbe olive, and tbe mulberry tree

grow luxuriantly.

The most southern province of the Austrian dominions is

Dalmatia. a narrow strip of country far more favoured by

nature than tbe neighbouring territory of Illy ria. but com-
paratively unproductive, owing to the ignorance and indo-

lence of the people. It has a long line of coast, washed by
the Adnstic, snd studded with numerous woods, harbour*,
inlets, ami islands : its interior snd its eastern confines

arc traversed by branches of tbe Dinsrir Alps, here termed
the WellcUt. or Morlsrhian mountains, and a few uffscle of

the Julian, many of which are of considerable elevation.

Besides these, there are the Montenegnne mountains, en-
curling the spacious gulf of Csttaro. Both the high and
l»w Land 1 of this province are in general of limestone Ibrma-

tihi, uncultivated, and abounding in forests, where the

Kerka. the. more southerly Ccttina. and other incuntulcr-

sble atresias water the soil, it might be rendered pro-

ductive. In climate it is Italian, seldom visited by snow,
but vxn-ncd to the cold north wind, and to the intalubnoua

exhalations from tbe marshes along its shores. Tbe nume-
,

ruus uland* whu h tine tbe coast, many of which are near
,

enough b> it to furui narrow straits, or. as the) are termed,
canals, piissr** a naked rocky sod. are only pan tall) mba
b.trd, and of little use except f >r Ashing, slid feeding sheep
aud goats 10 summer. Tbe chief products of Dalmatia con-

sist in marble of excellent quality, wtae, oil, figs, irsasrHi,

was. homed cattle, sheep, salt, and more particularly fisb

At tbe north-western extremity of toe Adriatic, boundad
by tbe lofty chain of tbe Alps on tbe north, and by the Po
along the whole line of its southern frontier. Ilea tbe ayat i oua
plain which forms the larger portion of tbe modern kmgdoaa
of Lombardy and Venice, one of tbe richest appendages of
the Austrian crown. Tbe Rbzetian Alps, which stretch

eastward from the I-ago di Como, form a loft* barrier be-
tween Switzerland, part of Tyrol, and Lombardy ; they ex-
tend southward to Monte PeUegnno, where the CannlhiaJl
Alps begin, and in their course encircle and traverse tbe

whole northern districts of the Venetian territory. Tbss
elevated surface, which embraces one-third at least of
the L/mibarrio-Venetian soil, contains tbe fertile valleya of
tbe Adda, Piave, Tagtiamento, and other leas consider-
able streams. Nearly in tbe middle of tbe uxagmAceat
plain which lies between tbe feet of the Alps and tbe left

bank of tbe Po rises the picturesque chain of the Esum-
nean hills, which have no connexion with any part of the
Alps themselves, nor does any summit attain an eleva-

tion of eighteen hundred feat. Tbe plain itself das*ends
gently to the margin of the Po, which is ita southern
limit as respects Lombardy and Venice ; whilst ita saw tern
lope to tbe Adriatic coast is so gradual as to form almost
a complete level. Tbe land is fertilized by artificial irriga-

tion: in tbe west, in particular, tbe soil consists of a
thick coat of loam or mould ; but at ita eastern extremity,

especially in tbe vicinity of the mouth of the Po, tbe surface

changes to extensive swamps and marsbee. The uiantiass

districts on tbe Adriatic are flat and sandy, and abound u>
lakes of stagnant water, which have been gradually creeled
by tbe numerous streams which seek an outlet in thia direc-

tion. Tbe climate is in general mild and temperate. tbougK
in severe winters, tbe thermometer baa descended x«r ef
Fahrenheit below tbe freezing point; snow baa been knows
to lie upon the ground for weeks; and even tbe Ugunea of
Venice at times have been coated with ice. In Lombards-,
however, tbe distinguishing feature of the winter season as

the continued recurrence of heavy rains, which but t«w
months at a time, or more. Tbe air of tbe high lends ss

keen and bracing. On tbe whole, except the parts m
which tbe marsh or ' lagune ' predominates, the climate at*

Lombardy and Venice is unquestionably salubrious. Taw
soil, in addition to moat of tbe usual sorts of gram, prodacass
maize, rice, and millet; pease, beans, potatoes, hemp, anal

flax
; vegetables and fruits of all kinds, which are bicieas

almost necessaries of life in this climate ; and, in sons* parts,

uffron. Rich ss Lombardy in particular is in pasture lead,

there is scarcely a possession of tbe Austrian crown •**»
the rearing of cattle is in general more neglected ; we
must, however, exclude from this remark the districts whsrfc

produce the celebrated Parmesan and Straebina ch i n a*

There is no branch of industry more carefully or profitably

cultivated than the raising and manufacture of sdk ; tbe

Alpine districts, too, yield considerable quantities ef

Conner, coal, marble, and other minerals.

Mimnlmru.—The larger portion of the Austrian 4
nions, especially the south-western and eastern prjnu
is occupied by mountains, which send out nuns*roue lety

and wide-spreading branrlies. Tbeir position, to a eartasa

extent, breaks up the Austrian territory into separate parts,

and throws great difficulties in tbe way of internal eoes-

munication ; at the same time, these numerous asamataaa-

rangea give that manifold character to the prodwetiocm ef

tbe different di»lncta which connects them by ties ef mu-
tual dependence and advantage.
We shall commence our view with the chains which saw

most remarkable for their extent and elevation.

In the south 1st. the Ktxrtia* at Tyrnlr— Aip*, the

loftiest ran ire in tbe Austrian dominions. Thu
forming the northern boundary of Lombardy, enters tbe

Tyrol from tbe Orisons, beginning on tbe Austrian mi*
with the highest mountain iu the whole, empire, aeaaeiy.

the Ortelos. or Orders Spitze. at an elevation ef twM
Vienns klafters. or MM I Kncli.h feet, near the source ef

the Adda, ami extends in a north-easterly direction, l ennss*

the Tyrol with its enormous masses, until it terminate* at

the Three Lord* Peak (Dreiberrn-spitae). near tbe ewsuon
of Cannthia. snd at no great distance from tbe source ef

the Kslzarh. in the province of Upper Austria. A
branches of the Rhart tan Alps is one which

'

toward* tbe source of the Muhr, in the circle of
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_ northward between the Trmon and Ent,
divides into several araw of considerable elevation, which
mhsiihi in the valley of the Danube. Another principal

brawn stretches in a southerly direction to the Monte
PvOeffTiao, dose apan the frontier of the Tyrolese and
Venetian territories, and sends forth its arms under the
name of the Leainian mountains (which lie between the
Lsgo di Garde, and the Brents) and the Euganeian and
" man hills. In connexion with the Rbsstian chain

-tad, the) None Alp*, which commence at the Three
Lards' Peak, traverse the whole of Carinthia which lies on
the left bank of the Drava, then turn eastward through
Styria, aarrad into Lower and Upper Austria, and gra-

dually swbaide> into the plains of Oedenburg in Hungary.
A has—tone range, to which the Semmering, between
Lower Aostrin and Styha, belongs, accompanies this chain,
who** extreme northern arms, the Kahlen and Leitha
heights, conuaonly called the Joseph and Leopold's Berge,
look down upon the plain in which Vienna is situated.

Connected also with the Rhnrtian, are—3rd, the Comic or
Carimlkum Alp*, which commence at the Mon<o Pellegrino,

in the southernmost Tyrol, run south-eastwaiid through tho
Ulyrian provinces of Carinthia and Carniola, and gradually

seaside in thai Kfistenland, or government oi '1'nest, on the

Adriatic. This chain abounds in iron, lead, copper, and
qwjckMlver; and many minor branches descend into the
•astern parts of the Venetian territory, whilst one of them
stretches, in a gradually declining elevation, from the Tergkra
in Western in, eastward* beyond Cerlowitx, where it ter-

minates opposite the confluence of tho Danube and Theini.

With the Terglou begins the long chain of—4th, the Julian
er GtmioUm Alp*, which run in a south-easterly direction

between the right bank of the Save and the Isonxo, until
they throw out two arms above the town of Idria in the
Illynan province of Laybach ; the western encircling and
traversing the peninsuls of Istria to its western shore,

chain of the I

The easts*]

characterised

and the eastern descending along the left bank of the
Calpa in lllyna: the main chain tehes on in a south-
easterly lice, until it ho* encircled the gulf of Quarnero
on the Adriatic, and formed a junction, at the high lime-
stone rack •arssea roe sues near 4engh. with—5th, the
Dtmaric Atp*\ which, from this point, traverse that part of
Austrian Cro Hi between the Kulpa and Unna, and right

bank of the Save, and then enter Turkish Croatia; whilst
a branch torn <restward, spreads. out in short ranges to the
very larders of the Adriatic, and converts a considerable

portion of the narrow elongated surface of Dalmstis into a
ntoantatn-rejr, >. of which the Monte Dinar* (5669 feet in

height), when | the parent chain has derived its name, is

the moat ehm i nj summit. The whole of the Alpine chains
which spread through the Archduchy of Austria, and,
south of it. into Styria, lllyna, Croatia, and Dalmatia, as

coopered with the stupendous elevation of the western
cartel) attain one-half of their elevation.

northeastern territory of Austria is

i own independent mountain system.
The Carpathian*, mmea commence near r ressburg on the
Utojejne, near the north-western border of Hungary, are con-
nected by their northward slooe with the Sudetsch branch of

the rJerryman chain ; and when they reach the district where
the boanailarsM "f Austrian-Si) .•- Moravia, and Hungary
meet, attain a .-rrat elevation. From this point the prin-

cipal maes sweeps in an arch to the east, and then follows a
inetherly coarse until it reaches the south-eastern extre-

mity ef Tranaaylvania at Mount Mosa Mika, from which
point it turns towards the west, and then deviating a little

to the south, terminates a course of between 640 and 700
mil— en the) left bank of the Danube near Old Orsova,

Haas ttpon the frontier of Wallachia. In this course, the

Carpathians form a boundary-line, separating Hungary
from Matnrsa, Amti inn-Silesia, Galicia, and the Buck-
ewinw in the north; Transsylvania from Moldavia and Wal-

. in tha> east and south ; and tho military frontier of

—etsrn Hungary from the western confines of Wal-
, nod the northern of Servia, on the right bank of the

Unsafe*.
We have already noticed the extensive portions of the

of Hungary. Galicia, the Buckowine, and Trans-

, which the Carpathians cover. The principal groups
they art) usually subdivided, are:— I. The

•ass Alp*, consisting of a number of parallel

stretching first north-eastward through the Aus-
the province, whence they

'have their name, from Uipalanka, below Weisskirchen
(about 70 miles east of Semlin), and subsiding gently at

* Mount Pietroxia. a little to the north of the sources of the

j

Tbeiss in the Hungarian circle of Marmaroe. No summiu
in this group exceed 4000 feet in elevation until they have
reached the territory of Moldavia. They slope gently, on
the west, into the plains of Hungary around Tetneswar and
Wardoin, and occupy a surface cf which the greatest
length is about 350 miles, with a breadth varying from 25
to 95 miles. 2. The Waldgebirge or Forest Mountains, the
main chain of which takes a north-westerly course from
the sources of the Tbeiss in Hungary and Pruth in south-
eastern Galicia to the banks of the Hernad and Popred in
Upper Hungary. They form a series of low Nat masses of
sandstone and flinty rock, extending in length from 140 to
160 miles, and in breadth about 50 or 60 miles, on the
northern or Galieian side of which the Dniester springs. On
this north side they descend, covered with forest and swamp,
into the Galieian plain, their base being terminated by those

1

enormous banks of rock-salt, between 700 and 800 feet deep,
ft-hich appear to spread eastward almost to the verge of
the Ural chain in Southern Russia. Their southern slopes
fall into the plain of the Tbeiss in Hungary, and, where the
line of forest ceases, they are well cultivated, and highly
favourable to the growth of the vine. 3. The Central Car.
patkiant or Tatra Mountains : these not only constitute the
loftiest mass of the whole Carpathian system, but are the
only mountains of eastern Europe, north of the Alps, which
approach the latter in character. They extend for about
80 miles along the northern confines of Hungary, between
the Upper Popred and Dunajec, which lie at their south-
eastern end, between the Arva and the Upper Waag. The
average elevation of this stupendous mass of granite is

between 6000 and 6100 feet; but that of the highest sum-
mit, the Peak of the Lomnitz, is 8 133 feet. They are cha-
racterised by Alpine glaciers, snow, lakes, and deep chasms,
chiefly however in the more northerly regions. In the
north they stretch out their arms towards the banks of the
Raba and Bialka in western Galicia ; and in the south, as
far into the heart of Hungary as Waitxen on the Danube,
and Brlau on the stream of that name, which it tributary to

the Theiss. In both directions they are bordered by a range
2000 feet high, and these again are bounded by a margin
of low bills. 4. The Hungarian Erxgebirge, or Mountains
of Ore, which rise to the south of the Tatra, consist of
numerous groups, divided by the valleys of the Neutra, Oran,
and other streams; they slope down into the plains of
Hungary, and at their western declivity, facing Gran and
Waitxen, approach the Danube. Their breadth varies from
50 to 60 miles. One of the branches of this chain, tlte

Matra, which forms the central group next the plains, is

celebrated for the excellence of its vineyards. 5. The
Betkide*, the highest point of which is the Babia Gura,

at an elevation of 5400 feet, abut eastward on the Wald-
gebirge, and, encompassing the northern range of the

Central Carpathians, spread along the frontiers between
Moravia, Austrian-Silesia, Galicia, and Hungary. Towards
the north they extend into liahcia, and descend into the

elevated plains of Tarnowitx and Cracow, in the region of

the Upper Vistula, whilst their southern range subsides on

the plains of Hungary. Their western extremity, from

which the Beczva springs, stands in immediste contact

with—6. the Letter Carpathian*, or Jaworina Mountains,

which commence between Haimburg and Pressburg.on the

left bank of the Danube, and form the most westerly group

of the parent chain. Thence they take a north-easterly

course, crossing the district between the March and Waag.
and next form a line of demarcation between Moravia and

Hungary. Their greatest elevation does not exceed 2000

feet, from which they decline with thickly-wooded slopes as

they approach the March and Waag on the western and

eastern sides.

Tho sides of the Great Carpathian chain are generally

covered with forests to a height of 3600 and even 4200

feet, above which there is a succession of naked colossal

masses of rock, whose surface is unrelieved by any sign of

vegetation beyond a scanty sprinkling of rock-moss. Tho
highest point* are every where composed of granite, and
the less elevated, either of primitive limestone or syenite

porphyry and sandstone ; the former of these is frequently

covered by trap. Even at their most elevated points the

Carpathians are not crowned with perpetual snow, nor

is the ice or snow which accumulates in their hollows
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capable of reri.ting the iM ofmH-wmBw I"***!"**;
tation. which U luxuriant especially in the neighbourhood

of the rentrsl rang*, bseome* languid a* it *ppro*tthe*

the higher region* : the woods on the touthern side of lb*

chain next Hungsry are alternately composed of trs, pine*,

and beeches; hut. on their northern tide, next Galicia,

they consist principally of Ars. frequently intermixed with

nnn, and at times with beeches, bat not a *ingl* oak exist*

on the Carpathian toil. Neither the vine nor walnut suc-

ceed in the central rsnjje.

The declivities of the eeveral Carpathian range*, but

more particularly Iboje which spread into Hungary and

Tran»)lvania. contain the sources of several river*. On
j

the Hungarian and Transsylvanian tides, the Theis*. 8ia-

not, Moros, and Aluta ; on the northern and eastern aide*

of the Carpathians, the Serelh, Moldava, Pruth. Hemath.
Gran, and Neutra ; and in the central and Beskide rsngee,

the Waag, Vi«tula. Dunajec, and Dniester.

Tho last mountain ranges which we have to nottee

are the Sudetsch and other branches of the Herrynian

chain. Where the westerly termination of the Beskide

croup descends with its broad masse* into the low country

between the Vistula and Oder, an extensive girdle of moun-
tains take* its rise. Elevating themselves at this point

from the narrow plain which lies between the Upper Oder

and Becxva at their eastern extremity, and from tue plain

of the Hanna or Upper March, the lofty chain of the

Sudetet follows a north-weaterly direction for more than

200 miles through the upper part of Moratia, Austrian-

Silesia, and along the northern districts of Rohemia, until

it reaches the Elbe, the right bank of which on the side of

Saxony forms its north-westerly limit The Sudetcs are the

boundary-line between those portions of the Austrian ter-

ritory and the Saxon and Prussian dominions which lie to

the east of the point at which the Elbe has forced a passage

through the Ore-mountain group of the Herrynian chain.

They are remarkable rather for their length than breadth

;

in no part are they completely broken by the interposition

of plains, and they occasionally rise from their general de-
ration of 1000 to a height of 4000 foet. The natural cha-

racter of the Sudetet has led to their subdivision into four

distinct ranges ; of which the trst in order, commencing
with their tieinjty to the Carpathian*, is

The 8il**ian- Moravian range, whose surface, mostly

covered with the elevated forest* on the confines of the

two provinces, contain* the source* of the Oder and March.
It* mass consists of primitive clay-slate, which at time*

diverges into mica-slate. The central aummits of the range

have In general 1000 feet elevation, but its loftiest heights,

the Altvater and Spiegulter Scbneeberg, rise to 44M and
4360 feet respectively. A number of branches extend in

various direction* from the main group ; the most northerly

descends to the banks of the Oppa, a branch of the Elbe, and
the most southerly runs parallel with the left bank of the

March to the neighbourhood of OlmiiU. The forests in this

range descend along it* declivities till they skirt a soil which

is variously and highly cultivated. The Altvater, which

stands on the north-western side of the range, is connected

by the Hundsriicken (or Dog's Back), a long narrow chain

ninnlng north-westwards, with the second or

OlaJtrr-Gtoirgt, a quadrangular mate of mountain*,

formed by two parallel groups, duttant between 14 and It

nules from earn other, and extending about 40 or 45 miles

in a direction from south-east to north-west; they are

united in the south by the snow-mountains of Gist*, and in

the north by those of Rrhwetdniu in Pruuian-Silesia.
They encompass the earldom of OUti on every side.

The south-easterly knot, which bears the name of the
Clatter Snow Mountains, is, in every respect, the rawest

and wildest, aa welt as the most elevated, region of the

whole Glatier-Oebtrge. The latter throw out four Urge
arms, chiefly of sandstone formal ion. which connect
Pruasran-Hilesia with Bohemia and Moratia. into all which
countries they penetrate in a less or greater degree. The
main range is composed of limestone. The principal vallies

are at a height of 1200 or 1300 feet above the hnel of the
sea, and produce but scanty crops of grain ; the slopes are
rotersd with forest* to a considerable point of rtetstion.

The Grower ftrhneeherg (Great 8now Mountain). 4444 feet

in height, ta the loftirst •ommit of this range. The (ilatsar-

Gebfrge abut in the south on the Moravian Mountains,
sometimes called the AlUrn-Gebtrge, whirh descend In a
aoaih-wwaterly direction by Landskron.^wrttau, and Igtau

to the Dajrabe, on the Ml bank of which (bey form a
janetkm with the Bohemian Forest Mountain*, or Bohmer-
wald-Gebirge. The most elevated point In this groan {*

the Pfockenstein, who** height Is 4176 feet. Cultivation

here rises to a considerable elevation, and the backs of the
mountains are thickly wooded. The western branches of

tho Gtatser chain slope down Into the plains of Bohemia

;

and it* eastern , after spreading over ttie northern d 1stnet*

of Moravia, disappear in the lowlands in that quarter. A
lofty mass, called the WaWenburg Mountains, in the sooth-

westerly part of the principality of Srhweidmu. tmkrs the
Glataer-Oebirge with the third range of the Sudetea.

The Riettngttnrgn, or Giant Mountains, which mark the

north-eastern boundary of Bohemia, rise rapidly from the
low region in the south west of Prussian Silesia, where the

Bober has its source, to a height of 3000 feet and upwards,
ascend north-westward* until they attain an elevatsoo sf

5058 feet at the Giant, or Snow-Cap (Sehnee-Kiwipe), whsrh
lie* nearly in the centre of the group, and then dew-end into

the v*lo of the Neisse dose upon the environ* of ErtUa. m
Saxon Lutalis. The latter half of this range, ft* wildest

and moat Inclement region, is more eommonlv xnown under
the appellation of the Iserkamm, or Iser Mountains, and
stretches in four parallel mas***, with numerous well-

wooded branches, for more than thirty mile*, and with i

breadth of about fourteen, from the vale of the Neisse into

the north of Bohemia, and into the circle of Liegniu ta

Prussian Silesia. The of the Iser. which he wrthta
it at a height of 3400 feet, in the Bohemian district of
Bunilau. gpve it its name. The southern branches of the
Riesengebirge consist of two high groups, running hi a

Crallel line with the main range, from the, hanks of the
sr to those of the greater Aupe, in the north-eastern part*

of Bohemia; the loftier group of the two has stun carat

which rise here and there to 4000 feet in elevation, and
throw out branches which ran to the bonks of both rivers.

The mas* of the Riesengebirge is granite, which also dis-

tinguishes it* highest peaks ; and it* subsidiary formation is

gneiss, which is almost wholly contned to the Eulen group
in Prussian-Silesia, and mica-slate. Nearly nine months of

winter prevail on these mountains, which, from being th*

most elevated of any chain in the north of Germany, bar*
not been inappropriately denominated the Giant Mountains.

The rawness of their climate prevents rye from npenmg u
• greater height on their slopes, or in the rollers, than 1 300

feet ; nor will oats or potatoes thrive above 1400 feet— setdosa.

indeed, beyond that of I f00 ; weed becomes ofstinted wrwwta
when this exceed* 8000, and the region* which rise behind
it are naked granite. In spite of every diaadvantasr* of

climate, not only are the valleys and offset* of lb* Rteaesv

gebirge, but even their slopes half way to the top, ttueaiv

inhabited ; their interior i* occasionally the site of • broad

tract of marshy flits, and their descent, on the Bohamau
side, is for more abrupt than on the Sileaian. Of the L—
Hon Mountain*, or Lauritter Berg*, the fourth and bat
rang* of the Sudetsch branch of the Herrynian chain, wkuefc

rise from the vale of the Neisse, in Ltisati*. and extend
to the banks of the Elbe and Oder, we shall simply ihatt n.

in this ptoce, that there is an arm which stretches sVoaa aa

southerly declivity into the heart of that part of norther*.

Bohemia which ha* the Elbe and Iser for it* stikm ead
eastern boundaries.

It may be remarked generally of the Sudetes. that their

higher regions are of various primitive formation*, and. to

certain direction*, rich tn different kind* ofores. The as«o
tain ranges of more moderate height are composed of erst-

»l*te, limestone, and amygdaloid, and in part* rwatsia tod*

of coal. The off»«u. which ttretch deep into Mar*'U
and Bohemia, are of tl'Ks trap and sandstone, or granwartf
and basalt with isolated and towering cap*. Both ssdV* sf

the Sudetsch chain abound in stream* which spring fries

their b<s»m. Of these, the most considersble on the norther*

side are. the Oppa. Nri»«e. Bober. and Neis«e in Lwtata.
all of which flow into the Oder ; and on the southern sea*,

the Oder, the three sources of which lie about fourteen ardes

to tho north-cast of Olrouti ; the March, or Morava. wturl

nin* into thr Danube ; the Iter, which i* tributary to dw
Elbe ; and the Elbe itself, wbtrh spring* from the sowthera
foot of the Srhnce Koppe.

Another constderable rang* of the Herrynian* roossa**

of two mountain-ranges, which commence front the to*

bank of the Elbe at that point of the Bohemian fronts*

where the nm force* a passage into Saxony, nisi ran
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tusg first in • south-westerly lino between the two kinR-
dosa*. and than ia • south-easterly ono between Bavaria
and Boh—ia. terminate at Linz upon tbo Danube. The
fcllBll. denominated the Ore Mountains of Saxony and
HJxrmn (ffjwihaiiiib-Bflhmiifh Kngobirga), extend rrotn
tha left bank of tbo Elbe to the moat western quarter, of

HMWffi l wh*rb the Egcr drain* after crowing the confines
of Bavaria ; from tbu point al*o the group called the Bo-
nrmiam ShJJle Mountain* (Mittel Gebirge), an uolated
range af basalt and porphyry formation, at no point rising
higher than 14M fact, stretches, with its penile tummiu
an! fine!; -winded slopes, aero** the north-weatern dittricl*

of Bohemia to tbo vicinity of I.oovositz, 1* nearly a parallel

Une with the Erxgvbirgc. The Ore Mountain*. whose
r*arlhern Ma spreads into Saxony, and descend*, in terrace-

l k* drchvitir*. until it approache* the Saale, penetrate,
m thru soulh-wc*terly course, with abrupt dencent, to

tha Talleys of the Egcr and Biela, which contain Carlsbad
and other caWbratad mineral spring*. The whole range,
with few exceptant, particularly tha rocky masses- of sand-
stone nait tha banks of tbo Ella, is of granite and gneiss

;

its conical summiU are well-wooded, and it abounds in

sntneral*. It* slopes are inhabited, and cultivated to a
eoaatitarabl* height. Its length, on either side of the
boundary bctwaan Saxouy and Bohemia, has been esti-

mated at nincly-flve miles, whilst its breadth, in tbi* di-

natfwo. vane* from twenty-eight to thirty-two.

Tha socead and south-easterly line of the Ilcrcynian
e] a n <-->m.iJciioe» in the nictated pluin on the nplit bank "I

tha Kgrr, and from the sources of the Naab, immediately
eayoaita to the southern extremity of the Bohemian Mittel

CaUnre. Under tha denomination of the Bohemian Forest
MommJaint (Buhmerwald Gebirge, termed by the natives
tha Bsunm ) it runs batweaa Bohemia and Bavaria until

it reaches tha point where tha frontiers of those two king-
d.-ras meat tha north-westernmost extremity of the arch-
duchy of Austria, at the base of the Drey-Sessel Mountain

:

front this point it divide* into an easterly chain, running
beyond Rosenberg on tha Muldau, and separating Bohemia
fiura tha Arebducnr ; and also into a southerly chain, which
terminate* on the left bank of the Danube at Linz. Its
brioche* descend into the centre of the south-western
part* of Bohemia : 000 of them in particular, which ad-
> iht» deep into the midland plains, to the junction of
the Braon with the Moldau. The principal chain of
the BohjBerwaid u between lib and 120 miles in length,
and its average breadth about 20 ; its general features are

the** of • wild, gloomy, thickly-wooded, and precipitous

wSpoil, full of mountain-torrent* and valleys. The highest
rlevauoo* on the side of Bohemia, in the districts of Klattau,
Prarhtn, and Budweis, are the Drvyscssel Mountain, which
i. 3799. and the Kubani. which i* 4218 feet high. It is

neb in metals and mineral*; and that portion of it which
]*«*) withto the archduchy of Austria exchanges its original

i-usc for thai of the Karlsberge. or Saarergebirge. The
principal rivers which spring from tha Bohmerwald are the

Naah, Ragao, Bersun. Yottova or Ottova, and Moldau.
The last of this long succession of Austrian highlands is

that other range of the Ucrcynian chain by which Moravia
l« separated (rum Bohemia, whence it has derived the name
cf the .t/ururioa Mountain (Mahrisch Gebirge). At their

» uth -western extremity, they unite with the offsets of the
Ii*>boverwalil Gebirge, ia the neighbourhood of Linz, spread
• ward* Molk on the Danube, and direct their course north-

e 1 *t eard*. Canning the line of frontier between Bohemia and
Moravia, until they form • junction with the Glatzcr Gebirge
m! the Sudetsrh chain, a* already described.

H'aJm. Lakti, Hirer: and Canals.—The only sea-coast

• bschtbia great empire possesses is on the Adriatic, the

•rater* of which, so ar as the Austrian dominions are con-

cerned, extend from the Punto di Goto along the eastern

territory of Venice, the western, southern, and eastern

Iruatiers of tha government of Triest in lllyria, the ' littorale'

af Hungary and Austrian Croatia, and the western limits

« f Dalnwta to their most southerly extremity. In describing

that Una, the Adriatic not only makes four considerable bays
f.r udcU— theLagunea of Venice, the Gulphs of Venice and
Fiuxae or Quamero, and the Bay of Catlaro—but forms
aneral narrow straits railed canals, between the islands

anal raassssrul in its north-eastern parts ; such are the M»r-

hkian cnaal on the coast of Dalmalia, the canal* of Pugo,

tars, dj H*rrf Sol la. Trau, Brazia, Curgola, Narenta, and

Vhenv. Ths* itsst of coast being, however, to a considerable

extent, cat off from communication with tha bulk of the
Austrian dominions by intervening mountains, over which
the roads are difficult, the benefits which the Adriatic afford*
to Austrian navigation are almost entirely confined to tbo
provinces immediately adjacent to it.

The Austrian territory, with regard to lakes and inland
waters, will bear a comparison with most countries in Europe,
particularly in its southern and eastern provinces. Trie
Flatten See, or, as the natives call it. Lake Balaton (from a
Slavonian word implying dirt or mud), is in the south-west
of Hungary, lies about 60 mile* south of Komorn on the
Danube. Its surface occupies an area of 404 square miles,
including ite swampy borders; and it receives the Stale,
and upwards of forty streams and rivulet*. About 70 miles
to the north-west of the Platten See lies the Neusiedler
See, whirb the Hungarians term Fertoe, an unnavigable
lake, which contains 120 square miles of surface, and w at
least 60 miles in circumference. The incrustations of salt,
soda, and vitriol, which are found along its aides, render it*

water unfit for use. There is a small lake among tbo
Carpathians, the Griiner See. or Green Lake, on the Tatra
mountains, in the northern circle of Liptau. in Hungary,
the water of which has a green appearance, but prove* to bo

Sure and transparent when drawn out. There is an abun-
ance of smaller lakes and swamp*, scattered, as we have

before observed, over the Hungarian soil; the mart re-
markable of these are the Palitsh and White Lakes, which
are impregnated with natrum, and situated between There-
sianopel and the right bank of the Theisa. The adjacent
principality of Transsylvania is scarcely less abundantly sup-
plied with lakes ; they are of considerable depth, mostly
situated on the plateaus of high mountains, and are seldom
known to have any outlets. The inhabitants are accustomed
to term them Eye* of the Sea. The Tsbeger, or Hudosa See,
which has an area of 63 square miles, is 14 miles in length,
and lies in the north-eastern circle of Doboka, is the largest of
the Transsylvanian lake*. Compared with it* extent, bow-
ever, there is no province in the empire which is richer in
lake* than that of the Upper Ens, in the archduchy ofAustria.
The most considerable among them are the Alter See, or
Kommer Lake, which the Atler, or Ascha, unites with the
Man See, or Mond See (Lake of the Moon), the latter being
seven miles long and five mile* broad ; immediately out
of the Alter See, the Gemiind, or Traun See, through
which the Traun flows into the Hall-stadter See, which
receive* the small stream* Iscbel, Gosa, and Fuderbach

;

the lake* Waller, Matt, Alben, or St. Wolfgang's, and Irr,

or Zeller. The neighbouring province of Styria has no
large lakes ; but lllyria, particularly the mountain district*

of Carintbia and Camiola. abounds in them. The most
extensive are the Worth See, sometimes called the Lake of
Klagenfurt, about two miles distant from that town ; it is

eleven miles long, ha* a superficies of 28 square miles,

and is very rich in fish; and the lakes Miihlstiidt and
Ossiacb, in the circle of Villach. But none are so remark-
able as the Czirknitze See, in the circle- of AdeUberg,
which is surrounded on all side* by limestone heights,

and occupies a surface of 63 square miles: it contains

eighteen subterraneous cavities, or reservoirs, through which
its waters at times disappear, and again How in : in this

basin are three hills, which, when the water fills it. be-

come so many islands, and on the top of the largest of which,

called Vorneck. lies the village of Ottok. Eight streams

and rivulet* run into this lake, and nine village* and twenty
churches arc seated on its margin. In Austrian Croatia,

besides the Tsuntrats, there are eight lake* among the

Capella Mountains, to the sooth of Carlstadt, called the

Pillwitzer Seen, the water* of which descend over magni-
ficent falls from the uppermost basin to the lowest.

Dalmatia, too, is full of lake*, of which we may mention, in

the norm-west, that of Novigrad, through which the Zcr-

manja flow* ; lake* Narin, Kadin, and Vrana, south of

Zara ; the Trocklian, which receive* the Kerka before it

falls into the bay of Sebenico ; and the Roatol, Prelosax,

and Veliki Jesero, which lie more inland. Many of the

Dalmatian lake*, however, frequently become dry from

want both of rain and springs, which are rare, owing to

the calcareous character of this province.

Of the several lake* in the Italian dominion* of Austria

there are two, of which the property is shared with neigh-

bouring states :' the Lago Maggiore, or Lake of Locarno,

on the north-western borders of Lombardj/, stretches south-

ward* from tbo Swia* canton of Tessino ; it* south-western
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nil tonthem extremity border* on Piedmont, and nearly the

•hole of iu eastern bank* on the government of Milan aa

low as Seato Calende ; it has direct communication with

the capita] of Lombardy by the Ticino. or Tesaino, which

flows through it. and the Tinieello or Naviglio canal. It i

is above forty-five miles in length, and from four and a I

half to seven miles in breadth. The other lake, the Lego

di Lugano, or di Laviso, is connected with the former by the

Tresa ; the larger portion of this lako is in the canton of

Tessino; it is nearly twenty five miles long, lias an avers go

breadth of about Ave. and on the lombardy tide upwards of

forty rivulets flow into it. The remaining lakes of importance

la this quarter are situated wholly within the AusUisn ter- I

ritory : they are the Lago di Como. which lies a little to

the east of the latter, in the north-western part of Lombardy.
|

Its length is about thirty-three mile*, but its breadth never .

exceeds more than two and a half. Beyond Bellagio, where
'

it divides into two arm*, the eastern is more commonly called
i

the Lago di Lecco. Beside* the Adda, which runs through

it, 19} small river* and streams foil into it. The Lago di

Garda, the largest lake in Italy, and the most important for

its traffic, is politically intersected by a portion of the boun-

dary line between Lombardy and the Venetian territory.

It covers a surface of upwards of 290 square miles, runs

Cllel with the Adige from Riva to Peschiera, west of

ma, for a length of nearly thirty-live miles, and has a
breadth varying from about live to fourteen miles; it it

deep enough to be navigated by large vessels, is traversed

by the Mincio, and receives the waters of the 8area and
several minor streams.

To this enumeration, lake Iteo, which lies north-west of

Brescia, and is traversed in its whole length of nineteen
miles by the Oglio; Idro, to the east of the I too, seven miles
long, through which the Cbiese flows; and d'Alleghe, of

the same length, in the delegation of Vicenza, may be
added.
The adjoining earldom of the Tyrol and Vorarlberg has

numerous lakes, but they are of limited size ; the largest,

called the Acben See, in the circle of the Vale of the Lower
Inn, doe* not exceed five miles in length. The northern

extremity of the Lago di Garda, and the south eastern part

of the Boden Sea, or Lake of Constance, are likewise com-
prehended within the Tyrolese borders.

In doting this summary of the principal inland seas which
lie scattered over the Austrian dominions, we roust not omit
tha multitude of sheets of water to which the Bohemian*.
Galicians, and Moravians, give the name of teen, or lakes,

though neither from their extent nor any other character-

istics is this an appropriate term. Bohemia, especially,

besides the TeschmiU, Plockeniteiner. and Kumracr Seen,
in the respective circlet of Klattau, BudweU, and Saau,
possesses so great an abundance of these sheets of water,

or ttiche, that they were ettimated. forty years ago, at

90,000 and upwards, and the extent of soil which they

covered at 1 89,600 acres. Tha Ezcperka, near Pardubicze,

in the circle of thrudim, is ooe of the largest, and contain*
several finely-wooded island*. Of late years, however, the

number baa been much reduced, and the toil recovered has
been brought under cultivation. In Galicia, there are said

to be nearly 3900 of these sheets of water ; and in the Mo-
ravian circle of Znaim alone, nearly 300.

The laguncs, or swamps, which are formed along the
coasts of the Adriatic in the passage of the Alpine river*

inuthat basin, are divided into Ave dutinct systems, each
appertaining to one of tho«e live river*. One of tliero. the
l.agune of Venice, stretches fiora Brondolo to the inoulh
of the Piave. and is defended against the inmads of the
Adriatic by a dam, partly formed by nature and partly by
art. Where the waters are quiescent they are termed
* dead,' ami where they are in motion, * living' lagune*.

The empire of Auvtria belongs, to a greater or lot extent,
to four of the great river syttera* of Europe— th'~o of the
Euxine. Baltic. North Sea, and Mediterranean. The unim-
peded navigation of tlie Danube can now be no longer
accounted one of the chief object* wlnrh the government
of this vast monarchy has yet to acenroplith ; the power* of
Btetm have triumphed over ph\ »ie»l obstacle* ; and the
projected junction of the Rhine with the water* of this great
nver will gradually render the internal navigation of this
empire a source of additional wealth. The Danube, among
European stream*, it second only to tha Volga. It enters the
western part of Austria at Paatau. on the border* of Bav ana.
and flowing in a general B. by 8. direction

Vienna, and Pressburg. it turns round at Waitaen, in the

heart of Hungary, and has a southerly course Ull it st

joined by the Drave near the village of Aim vs. to the east

of Kaseg or Ksxeck. the capital of Slavonia. Hare it takes

a general south-eastern direction, and washing the walls ol

Pctervardein snd Semlm, meets and the Save at

Belgrade : from this point it contiuues its tortuous course

eastwards between the Austrian and Turkish dor ri'uot,

until it reaches Orsova, below which it enter* Wallarhta

:

having traversed the Austrian territory for more than tva
miles, along the whole line of which it it navigable, although,
from the rapidity of its current, it has hitherto been used only

in its descent. Where it first enters Austria, its valley,

narrowed by the declivities of the None Alps and Boomer-
wald. is continued between rocks until it arrives below Luu

;

nor do the difficulties of it* navigation terminate until Us
steep banks sink down into the tranquil valley which open*
above Vienna. Hera it divides into several channels, created

by a multitude of islands, such aa the Lobau, Prater, tee,

and then flaws towards the borders of Hungary : its passage
into this kingdom, between Haimburg and Pwathurg. at

skirted by the Leitha range of tha None Alps on its right

bank, and the Lesser Carpathians on its left. This point i*

the termination of the Upper Danube. From Presemirg to

Koroorn the Lower Danube flow* through two channel*
(the northern receiving the Waag and the southern the

Raab), which bound each side of tha extensive ulaad «f
Schiitt ; uniting at the eastern end of that island, it •usat
between the Bakony Forest (mountain*) and the base of the

most western arm* of the Carpathians through Gran to

Waitxen. From Waitxcn it describe* a very winding haw
through the spacious lowlands of Hungary into Slavonia.

winding round islands, and edged by swamp and marsh.
The average width of the Danube, in its course through
Austria, is stated by LichtensJem to be 600 feet, and as
average depth to vary from 8 to 44 fret ; iu fall betera
Vienna and Ofen in Hungary is 77 feet; and, according a)

Heinncht, between IngoUtadt (which lies about 90 nub*
nearly due west of Pu>au and Pesth) it is 813 Parisian fast.

The absolute elevation of its surface is set down by the

former ks 972 feet at Pastau. 690 at Linx. 4M at Vienna.

312 at Pressburg. 238 at Raab, and 216 at Pests.

The more important of the streams which discharge

themselves into the Danube, after they have flowed throngs
portion* of the Auttrian territory, are,

I. The Inn. which crosses the Griton* frontier above tk*

pass of Finsterrountx into the Tyrol, through whoa* north-

ern districts, particularly the extensive and fertile vaJWv «f

the Inn, it ruu< to the border* of south-eastern Barana. wnjrk
it meets at Kichelwang. From this point it runs north aasl

then east through the elevated plateau of Bavaria Car afctatt

90 miles, to Braunau. in Austria, whence it flows north -

wards, forming the boundary between Bavaria and Aostna.
until it joins the Danube at Paatau. after an entire eassrst
of nearly 320 miles. It becomes navigable at Hall, ajarr

pasting Inntbruck. It* principal tributary stream ss the
Salxa, or Salxach, which springs from the None Alps at

the Kriimmler Tauern, above Ronach. on the south fa
limits of Austria : it traverses the vale of the Ptaigas.
turns north and passes through Salxburg, at a abort

«'

above which town it becomes navigable, and Ursa
course of nearly 200 mile* by joining the Inn at Ha
little south of Brnunau. Between Braunaa and the

where the left bank receive* the Seal*, it runs beta
Archduchy and Bavaria.

2 The 7Vuv*. another navigable river of the Upper Baa
province, spring* out of two lake* in the north- wesaara

comer of Sty rn, soon after enter* the province of the Ens.
flows north* ard through the HaDststter and Getsnsasl ar

Trnun lake*, and pasting through Wei* terminate* a mmrm
of about I Iu miles near ZiUeisu, betow Lint, where si snswt*

the Danube, after it* water* have been increased by the Agar.
Aim, and Krems.

3. The hm, or Enns. ha* its source in a lake above RaaV
stadt, in the circle of Saliburg. passe* through the x»«vV
wertcrn part of Stvns. and entering the Arrhdocat* *f

Auttna. falls into the Danube near Enns. It imnn the
Steyrr just above the town of that name, and has a assail

of about 1 70 miloa.

4. The MurrA. or Morava, begins it* course of theart O*
miles at the ft«>l of the Sehneeberg* (snow aaousLaunk. at

the most north-westerly point of the border b*tasj«a> sW-
hemia, Moravia, and Austxiaa-SUeass ; i"
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to LUtaa. in Moravia, between gradually lowering banks

;

thane* it runs through lowlands, where woodland and marsh
aUaroatety bound iu bed. to Olmiitx and Hadrasch. It

leaves Moravia above Hobenau in the north-eastern ex-

tremity of the Archduchy of Austria, separates that province

from Hungary daring the remainder of its course, and meets
the Danube at Theben, a little above Pressburg. The
There has a coarse of about 1 70 miles through Znaim from
the Maranan mountains ; after it has been joined by the
8cbwarU, which crosses Moravia through Brunn from the

Bohemian frontier, it is the principal stream which flows

ml* the March.
*. The Drove, or Drau, which rises on Mount Pellegrino,

net far from Inniohen, on the eastern frontier of Tyrol,

drams the Pusterthal as far as Liens ; here it turns to the

east, caters Carinthia, and passes VUlacb, where it becomes
navigable : it then traverses the southern part of Styria, flow-

ins; past Mahrburg. enters the south-west of Hungary above
Vareadia, bounds the north-eastern districts of Croatia, and
jotne the Danube near Almas, a Tillage east of Essek, in

Slarccua, which is built on iu southern bank, after a course

V nearly 4M miles. Its chief subsidiary streams are the
Gad. which joins the Drava on the right bank below ViUach

;

and the Muhr. or Murr, which issues from two lakes in

the mountains of thai name belonging to the Norio Alps in

the circle of Sailburg, and flows through Styria eastwards

to Judenburg, where it becomes navigable : it then passes

Brack, and afterwards taking a southern course runs by
Grata. The last part of its course is more to the east : it

meets the Drare on Us left bank at the market town of

Leered, about 40 muea east of Varasdin.

a. The Sure, or Sea, spring* from the east side of Mount
Targioo, at the western extremity of the Carinthian Alps,
takee a south easterly course above Laybach to the centre

of the boundary line between Styria and IUyria, follows

that hoe to iu south-eastern termination, then crosses the
south of Austrian Croatia to the north-eastern confines of
Turkish Croatia, and during the remainder of a course of
about 440 stiles runs along the frontier between the military

frontier province of Austria, Bosnia, and Servia. It empties
iu«rW into the Danube between Semlin and Belgrade, and
becomes navigable above Agram in Croatia. The largest

streams which fall into it are on its right bank,—the
L'naa. which crosses into the Military-Frontier province
from Turkish Croatia above Novi, and forms the line of
frontier between the Austrian and Turkish territories to the

spot near Usciaa, opposite Dubicxa, where it joins the Save
after a course of about 130 miles; and the Kutpe, which,
issuing from a lake near Mount Szagora in IUyria, becomes
parnalhr navigable at Karlstadt, and terminates a course of
see miles and upwards by joining the Save between Sissek
and Petriaia.

7. The » aag, farmed of the White Waag, wnich issues
frees the Green Sea, in the northern circle of Liptau in

Hungary, and of the Black Waag. which springs from the
celebrated Mount Kravola-Hola, flows from their junction,

oast of 8* Mikloa, changes from a south-westerly to a south-
easterly direction at Neustadt, and completes its course of
a 70 miles by traversing extensive plains until it empties
itself into the Danube at Komorn. North of that fortress

the Waag receives the Nostra, which flows 1 10 miles from
its aoorco in the Ore mountains between Treutsin and
Neuaohl.

0. The Grim, whose source lies in the Ramsa mountains,
en the upper plateau of the Hungarian Ore mountains,
skirls the southerly feet of the Liptau range until it reaches
Neueohl. from which it winds to the south and traverses a
kmc aeries of plains to its junction with the Danube at

Parufcy. opposMe the town of Gran. Its length is stated to

be Ml miles. The Bypel. or Ipoli, likewise falls into the
Danube somewhat below Gran ; it has its source in the
Ofairoaky mountains north-east of Sagh.

t. The Lmtka rises in the Summering, south of the Wie-
ner-WaU, in the Lower Boa, runs north-east into the Hun-
garian circle of Wieatlburg, and then Mows south-east into

an arm of the Danube near Ungarisch Altenburg. sbeve
the town of Wieeeiburg, after a course of about 80 miles.

10, Tbe Ramt rises on Monut Rechberg, in Styria, takes
a aoathorn bend into the western plains of Hungary, where
it is navigable, and then flows, between swampy banks,
north eastwards to Raab,near which it falls into the Danube.
Is* kragth about 170 muea,and its average breadth 53 paces.

11. Tbe SmrvitM flows from the Bakony Forest, in the

west of Hungary, takes a south-easterly direction to Stuhl-
weissenburg, from which town tbe Ssrviis Canal renders U
navigable ; it joins the Danube on the right bank at Bala,
to the north-east of Fiinfkircben.

13. The Theiu, or Ticia, which is tbe most consider-
able of the streams tributary to the Danube, and is said to
have a greater abundance of Ash than any other river in
Europe, issues from three springs on Mount* Sirssul, Rueca,
and Pietros, in the most north-easterly part of the Tranasyl-
vaniac range of the Carpathian chain. From two of these

Strings flow the Black and White Tbeiss, which unite at
tigelh, whence the river takes a very tortuous course,

chiefly, however, in a westerly direction, to Great Siollus
and Tokay, and then descends, with numberless windings,
and bordered in general by marsh-lands, through the
extensive plains oncentral and southern Hungary, keeping
a line nearly parallel with the Danube until it crosses into
the Military- Frontier proviuce, and joins tbe Danube about
twenty miles to the south-east of Petervardein. The whole
length of tbe Tbeiss is estimated by Malehut and others at
740 miles. It has numerous large tributaries : tbe Bodrogb
is composed of several mountain-streams from tbe Carpa-
thians, and joins the Tbeiss at Tokay ; tbe Hernath springs
from the Kravola-Hola, in northern Hungary, becomes navi-

gable at Kaschau, and after it has received the Sajo (or

Schajo) within a short distance from its mouth, terminates a
course of upwards of 1 SO miles below Onod, about 28 miles
to tbe south-west of Tokay ; the Zagyva, in conjunction
with the Tama, comes down from the Matra mountains in the
circle of Heves, and forming one stream meets tbe Tbeiss
st Sxolnok. The Sxamos rises on Mount Batra, in the north-

eastern angle of Transsylvania, and receives tbe tester

Sxamos at Dees, in Northern Transsylvania, after the
latter has descended from the western mountains of tba»

principality past Klausenburg ; from Dees the Sxamos flows

in a north-western direction to Srathmar, in Eastern 'Hun-
gary, and thence continues its course, which is above 300
miles in length, until it reaches the Tbeiss at OlUva, about
60 miles due east of Tokay. Tbe Koeroess or Keeroes is

composed of several streams, particularly the rapid, white,

and black Koeroeu, which issuing from the Ore mountains
in Western Transsylvania, and flowing westwards through
the plains of Debrecxin and Gross-Vardein, unite in one
channel a little below Bakes, tbe capital of tbe circle of
Bekesh in Eastern Hungary : the united stream joins the

Tbeiss opposite to Cxongrad. The whole length of tbe

Koeroess united stream nas been computed at 280 miles.

Tbe Marosch or Maros rises on Mount Detbegy, south-

east of Sx Miklos, near tbe eastern borders of Trans-
sylvania, has a tortuous course through the bean of that

principality, passing near Neumark and Karlsburg, and
quits it in the south-west : it thence flows westerly through
the great Hungarian plain, passes tbe towns of Arad and
Mako, and falls into tbe Tbeiss, after a course, according

to Lichtenstera and others, of more than 500 miles, at

Sxegedin. This river abounds in fish, and gold is found

in its bed. Tbe Begs, to which the name of Karos is

given in its lower course, has its source near Gyular, on
the Hungarian side of the south-west borders of Transsyl-

vania, and following a south-westerly line through tbe

£iins of Temeswar, throws itself into the Danube near

arduk, about eighteen miles north of Semlin, in the midst

of extensive morasses.

13. The Temeth, or Teroes, is another considerable

stream tributary to the Danube, for its whole length is not
less than 270 miles ; this river flows from Mount Samenik,
one of the Transsylvanian Alps, situated in the Hungarian
Bannat (now the north-eastern part of the Military Fron-
tiers), winds tortuously through tbe plains, swamps, and
woods of South-eastern Hungary and the Military Frontiers,

and has its influx near Pantsova, eight or nine miles east

of Belgrade.

14. The Alula (Alt, or Olt) rises in Mount Loeawas, at

no great distance from the source of tbe Maroah, in eastern

Transsylvania, begins a course of 3S0 miles by running

south to Illyeealva, then flows northward to Hoperx, and
thence south-westward in the direction of Hermanns!adt.

from which point it descends to the south, breaks through

the pass of Rothenihurm, nearly in the centra of the

southern confines of Transsylvania, into the plains ofWU-
lachia, and empties itself into the Danube, opposite to

Niropolis. Within the borders of Transsylvania, it isjoined

by the Fekete, Hormorod and close upon the pass of
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ftmhenthurm, the Cabin, on which Htmuuutadt it

built. [See A lota.1

15. The Prutk, whote mice liet in the Osorna rooun-

Uini of the Carpathian chain, within the lintiu of ibo

circle of Mannaroa in Hungary, flowa in • deep Taller
!

through aoutbeni Oaliria past Kolotna to Tabernovitx, and ,

traverse* tba Oaltcian frontier, from which it forma the

boundary between Ruaaia and Moldavia, until it turn* to

the •oulh-east and fall* into the Danube near Reni, below

Oalalah.
16. The Sereth, which rises from the northerly branch of

the 8xe*ul mountain. nortb-we»t of the town of that name
in the Buckowine, only ao far appertain* to the Austrian

dominion*, that it wind* round the northern part of that

province, and quit* it just above the town of Sereth to paaa

into Moldavia, through which it Howe until it reaches the

Danube at Fodeni. to the westward of Oalalah.

The Dniester doea not riae within the Austrian borders.

This impetuous river ha* it* source in Lake Mtedoboresek,

on the north-eastern aide of the Carpathian Forest moun-
tains, and in the circle of Sambor in Oalicia. It thence

runs in a south-easterly direction along the western borders

of the Galician plain*, winding more to the east as it

approaches Zalescsyk, below which, and until it draws
near to Clioexym, it forma the boundary-line between
Gal iris and Bessarabia. The Dniester traverses or bounds
the former kin(Horn for a length of about 1»0 miles, but is

difficult of navigation from the rocks and shallows with
which it abounds. The Dnsister ha* various subsidiary

streams in Oalicia.

Parte of the northern dominions of Austria are likewise

connected with the Baltic through the Vutula and Oder.

The former of these river* originates in the confluence of

the White, Black, and Leaser Vistula* ; three rivulets which
descend from the aide* of three mountain* of the Beskida
range, in the south-eastern part of the duchy of Teachen in

Austrian Silesia, and unite at Vistula, a village at the foot

of Mount Tankow. After flowing to the northern boundary
of that circle, it turn* westward, and separate* Austrian
from Prussisn Silesia, until it reaches the confine* of
Oalicia; from this point it pursue* a course gradually

inclining more and more to the north as it describe* the
frontier-line between Oalicia, Prussian Silesia, tba territory

of Cracow, and the kingdom of Poland, and it quits the
Austrian borders below Zawhicoat, having previously passed
between Cracow and Padgorxe. So early in ha course does
the Vutula assume a majestic character, that even above
Skotshau it attains a breadth of 1 700 feet and upwards,
which increases to a still greater breadth before it leaves the
duchy of Teschen, whilst it become* It for navigation at

Cracow. The length of its course through Oalicia, and
along it* frontier, is about 195 miles. It* numerous tribu-

taries form the most important stream* in the kingdom of
Oalicia.

The Oder is not connected with any other portion of the

Austrian territory but the northern margraviate of Moravia
and Silesia. Its sources lie near the village of Haslich,

about fourteen miles east of OtmiiU ; from this spot it run*
in an easterly direction between wooded acclivities toOderau
in Silesia ; hence it soon turns to the north, and meet* the

Prussian frontier north ofOstrau, where, after receiving the

Oppa. winch flows along the Auatrian-Silesian border west

of that town, it continues that line of border until the EUa
(or Orl>a ) has descended into it from the southern extremity

of the duchy of Tesrhen, the capital of which is situated on
its banks. It now passes at once into Prussian Silesia,

after a course in the Austrian dominions of about fifty

miles.

A part of this empire is likewise comprehended within

the limit* of the mer system of the North Sea, by the

yUbt, winch commences lit upper course from the junction

of a multitude of brooks, all issuing from the western foot

of the Snow -cap on the north-eastern frontier of Bohemia,
In the Giant Mountains of the Sudetsch range, and at an
elctation of 4111 feet above the sea. It leaves the moun-
tain* at Hohenelbe, descends southerly to Kdntgingratt tn

•astern Bohemia, then wands round by the south, and flows

weslerlv till it reaches Brand*™, fourteen miles north-east

of Prague ; from this town It pursues Its course through
the nurthern distort* of Bohemia to LettraeriU, and thence I

to the village of Herrnkretsrhem, where it crosses into
|

Ssxuny through the opening of a deep romantic rale, after
.

flawing for • distance of about 1*0 miles through the Bo-
j

bemiaa territory. It ha* been ascertained that the eutaV*
of the Elbe, which has an elevation of tig foot at Konig.
ingrats, declines to 4<6 feet at Melnick, about fifteen miles

north-west of Brandeis, and to 320 feet at Schandau, to the

Saxon circle of Meissen. This river doe* not become na-

vigable until it ha* received an accession of waters frum
the Moldau, the most considerable of iu collateral bran be*

in Bohemia. The Moldau issues from the Black Moun-
tain, on* of the Bohemian forest range in the south cau
of Bohemia, become* navigable at Budweit. flows through
the heart of Bohemia to Prague, and. after a course of

more than 'l >0 mile*, foils into the Elbe a short distant*

to the south of Motuick.

The AAiae, another groat branch of the river system of

the North Sea. form* part of the western boundary betano
the Vorarlberg and Ssriuerland, and foils into Lake t'oej-

stance at Bregeiu, after it baa, in the former, received tb*

III, which flows into the Rhine at Feldkirchen.

In the river system of the Mediterranean are compre-
hended the streams which discharge themselves into tb*

Adriatic. The Po is the only large Austrian river who**
outlet is in the Austrian dominions. It first louche*

Lombardy between C'asale and Pavia, where it reesmes the

Ticino, and, bearing its slow and turbid current castwsnU.
with a slight inclination to the south, for about 190 iui!c».

separates I»mbardy and Venire from the principalities U
Modens and Parma and the States of the Church, until it

falls into the Adriatic ; the only exception to this remark
is the territory of Mantua, which lie* upon its right btok
between Lunar* and Stellate, and renders the Po a purrii

Austrian stream for a distance of fifty miles, after whw-h
it forms the frontier between the Papal and Venetian um
torios. It* surface throughout nearly the whole of this course

is at a greater elevation than the land through which it fives

.

and in spite of the embankments which wall in its water*,

they are insufficient to prevent its volume, overcharged by

its Alpine tributaries, from bursting over them in the *pnnf
and autumn, and creating those numerous awamp* and
marshes which line it at various points, and extend dvtv
particularly over the territory in the vicinity of its f..u?

Adriatic outlets; neither is its foil, which does not exma
twelve inches in each mile, calculated to mitigate iu devas-

tation*. The largest of its subsidiary streams bound er

traverse Lombardy, and have their influx on it* northern
banks. The more important of them are the T\nm> i

Tessino), which enters Lombardy from the Lego Magg.*t
at Sesto Caleode, marks the westerly line of frontier n»it

to Piedmont for about seventy miles, throughout whirls u *>

navigable, and foil* into the Po with a somewhat rsnd de-

scent not far from Belvedere, about four mile* below Pari*

.

the Ofomt, which rises among the Alps near Vcdano. ta

the Austrian territory, between lakes Lugano and Varsa*.

flow* through Legnano and Milan in a south easterly d.nr-

lion, and discharges itself below Carte Oloae, about am
mile* north-west of Placentia; the Lambro, which first

makes its appearance on an eminence near Vaasena be-

tween the two southerly extremities of the Lago di C w i.

directs its course past Moms, east of Milan, and meet* la*

Po at (.'Mo E*te. below Placentia ; it communicates b* a

canal from Cassano with the Adda, and by another ha
Milan with the CMona; the Adda, a considerable nm.
abounding with fish, which, after entering the Lago d> (. <*»
from the Valteline, quits it as a navigable stream at it*

eastern extremity, and thence flow* through Caaaaa» aa-i

Lodi into the Po. below Puiigheltone. to the west of Cre-

mona; it* water* ar* increased by the Beno and 1 1

minor rivers; the Oghn, whose source be* in the epe*e

Tning of the Vsl C'amonica. in the most northern distrv-i*

Lombardy, flow* southward through Bdolo into Lake
Isen. and then, in a south-easterly direction, reran* inc «*»

Mdls and t'lncse in Us course, and pa**ing through 1'alrss,

Ponte\ h-o, and Lktiano, It fall* into the Po below Onisaii
and the Mmao (or Memo), whirb run* under the nans* -f

the Sarka from the T> rot into the Laro di Gards, betesea
Rivs and Arrv issues from it at Pesrtncrs, where it aaasssses

the name of If* Minrto, directs its course southwards e»

Mantua, expending into the lake, at the eastern end U
which that fortress stand*, and ditcharge* itself into the IS
near Oovemolo, to the south ea»l of Mautua.
The Athgt (or Etvli) i* next in importance to the IS at

the Italian possession* of the house of Austria. The whose
length of the Adige Is esUmsted st about J.'J mile*. The
Passeger, A Ipud, and Adigetto also feu into this rrrer.
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The ether ttnuu in this quarter of the Austrian domi
nun* which flow into the Adriatic, such as the Brenta,

Put*. Ice. will be noticed in their proper placet.

The Canal* which exist in the Austrian dominions are

at limited extent, and merely local in their advantages ; for

their object in general is merely to facilitate the oommuni
cation between one particular district or town and another.

Their whole number is not more than nve-and-thirty ; and
thru entire length doss not exceed 600 miles (107 Gorman
rode*) at the almost. The largest of them, the Bega, or

Temesh Canal, was the work of the Romans, and is an
artificial channel, into which the Bega has been brought
from its old and winding bed ; it runs nearly in a straight

hoe of serenty four miles, from Fakset to Becskerek,

through Temeswar. in the south-eastern part of Hungary,
and u connected with the Berxava Canal. Another and a
more important canal in the same kingdom is the Bmptrm
Fnm-u Cone/, which unites the Danube and Thei»«, and,

by saving a circuit of about 820 miles, reduces the commu-
nication between those two rivers in the south of Hungary
from two or three weeks to two or three days ; it opens be-
low Bedxin. and ioins the Theiss below Bolra, about twenty-

four mile* north t-.i>l of IVti-nanli'iu ; its length is sixty-

*et*a miles; its breadth is sixty fuel, with s depth varying

from four to six fret, nnd it it provided with live ihliooo The
Kamtx, AUbunar, Albrecbta, and Garda and Bola Canals,

likewise in Hungary, are of little further use than to drain

osT the water* in the lowlands. The Yarssina in Blavonie

is the remains of sn old Roman canal, which it is intended

to re-open ; end the SehwarUcnberg in Bohemia is only 8t
for floating down timber, See. Ti i a canal also between
V icnna and ..c.—... max .he Neustiidter, which
a thirty-seven miles in length, and which it is in contem-
plation to carry through Varaadin to the right bank of the
iMMieo. However deficient the other part* of the Austrian
trrntones may he in canals, the provinces of Lombard*- and
Venice abound in them : the Naviglio Grande, about thirty-

seven miles long, mn tram tarn i Kino inrough AbUgrosso
to Milan, with its branches, the Beregnardo and Paris
canal* ; the Naviejbo delta Martisans, whose line of twenty-
eight miles, commencing at Milan, and terminating on the
rttrbt banker the Adda, unites that capital with Lake Como;
the Coamsaania connects the Adda with the Serio ; the Fossa
Martuasssga connects the Serio with the Oglio ; the Oglio
Canal, which rune to the banks of the Chieee ; and the
Foata Serioia, which unites tlie Chieee with the Lego di

Garda ; the two last-mentioned, however, serve merely as

conduits to the dvXrtats ivlns alone; their banks. The whole
of the preeedmi are in Lombardv. In the Venetian terri-

tory, those most worthy of notice are the canals of the Pole-
ami, m the neighbourhood of Rovipit, of whieh the Bianco
and Adigetto are each about forty miles long ; the Monse-
Ikv. or Battagha. which unites Este and Padua, and is

about eleven mile* in length ; the Piavejo, which extends
between six and seven miles to the Brents-Morts ; the Non-
eelta and Moduno, from Nonceila to the Livema ; and the
twenty-three canals in the Gulf of Venice, amongst which
i* the Grande, which divides Venice into two parte. Lom-
bardy and Venice are likewise fall of canals, which answer
the useful

p
urposea both of irrigating the circumjacent low-

lands and draining the marshes.
Cn/hrahom of Me 8oU and if Product*.—The variety

of suds within the Austrian empire is perhaps not equalled
by any ether state in Europe. But there are few portions of it

ua which the liberality of nature has hitherto been adequately
eewuded by human skill and industry. This deficiency
baa. in one branch of cultivation at last, been eandidly
acknowledged, as wwll as felt ; both government and people
ha%c become sensible that much yet remains to bo done
before the state of agriculture can be raised to a level with
the advance wmeh it has made among most of the inhabit

mated at 839,400, of which 998,570 being about 01 pari* am
every 100 of the entire area, or 87 parts in every 100 of the)

cultivable portion, have been rendered available. This ex-
tent of available surface may be thus distributed

:

Arable land .

Sqaara mOm
91,300

Gardens . 3,040
Vineyards . . 4.090
Meadow land . . . 1W90
Gracing land . 18J30
Forests and woodlands, &c . 73,840

808,470

From this estimate it would seem that the quantity of
surface, either unproductive or not yet turned to any ac-
count, does not much exceed 18 parts out of every 109 of
the whole area, and is less than 13 parts out of every 100 of
what is estimated as the cultivable portion of it.

When describing hereafter each subdivision of the Aus-
trian territories, we shall have occasion to notice the respec-
tive proportions of cultivated or otherwise productive soil

which appertain to it ; in the mean while we may generally
observe, that the proportion of that soil with reference to the
surlhea of each subdivision may be stated, for

ants of western Europe. Their first attention has therefore

been direrted to the formation of agricultural societies and
aoaeetafion*. the setting on foot i

i x-onotnical institutes, and
the foundation of prostasm ihips of rural economy in the
Austrian univetvtaea. it ts not our business, however, to

saw aisle oa the probable effect of these measures, but to

rk ef the extent to whieh cultivation has been carried in

Austrian dotnrniotts. With this view, we shall avail

earnest s of I>htetMtcrn's statements, of which the general

universally admitted. It appears, then,

tow enftrrabie portion of the 155,286 square miles,

i Use area ef these dominions, may be esti-

v or am
181 out of rtrry llun.'

Styna M .
Th» Tpet mod Vonrlbrrt. »l ahoal i

IstoulurnwytlMi. m.)
Bohemia 1st ..

Monti* tad •IMa, at ahoal IS* ami I

dnt) IIM at. J
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This glance at the actually producing extent of the Aus-
trian soil naturally leads to a consideration of the species
and quantities of products which are derived from it, whether
vegetable, animal, or mineral ; and here th* first object of
solicitude to a statesman, and of inquiry to an intelligent

observer, is the proportion which the cultivation of grain
bears to the number of human beings, whose existence
depends upon an adequate provision of this first neces-
sary of lire. Unfortunately, at the outset of such an
inquiry, we are called upon to contend against the want
of special and authentic data; a want whieh will more
or leas embarrass us in every stage of our subsequent
sttempts to ascertain the actual quantities of any other
article which Austria produces. This circumstance has
given rise to the most discrepant estimates of the annual
irrowth of grain in the Austrian dominions; Licbtenstem,
I 'or instance, assuming it to be but 36,134,000 quarters,

Blumenbaeh upwards of 43,640,000. Stein 43,620.000,
Hassel 76,300,000, and some more recent writers as high
as 93,600,000, and upwards. Of those, however, who
have given their attention to the subject, Malchus sppeare
to us to have handled it with the greatest degree of discri-

mination ; and it is his opinion, that, looking at the present
state of husbandry and the uniform system of cultivation

which is prevalent throughout the empire, with very
trilling exceptions, it is safe to estimate the gross quantity

of grain produced at 82,070,000 quarters, from which
17,820,000 being reserved and deducted for eeed corn,

there will remain a surplus of 64,250,000 for consump-
tion or export He likewise computes the gross produce

to be composed of .18,080,000 quarters of wbest and rye,

and 43,990,000 of barley and oats; and calculating the
average yearly consumption of tho former kinds by each
individual to be about one-quarter, he considers the whole
domestic consumption of bread corn to amount to 33,280.000
quarters, leaving a residue of 4.800,000 applicable to other
purposes. The largest quantities of these four sortsof grsin

are raised in Hungary, Galieia, Bohemia, and Lombards-

T2
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and Yank* (whan amy available acta is judiciously culti-

vated) ; but then are part*, aurh as the north of Hungary,

Upper Styria. Carinthia, the Maritime Frontier. Dalmatia.

the Tyrol. Silesia, and a few other*, constituting about

one-fourth of the whole territory of Austria, which do not

grow sufficient for their own consumption. This remark

attaches equally to the province of the Lower En* in the

archduchy of Austria, where, however, the subsistence of

the metropolitan population alone creates the necessity of a
large importation. This province and the Upper Ens enjoy

the, reputation of producing the finest wheat in the empire.

In most districts there is more wheat grown than rye,

and mora oats than barley. Besides these descriptions of

grain, a vary considerable supply of maize, amounting to

6,100,000 quarters yearly, is raised in various parts, parti-

cularly the south of Hungary, the Buckowine, Styna,

the Tyrol, Dalmatia, Lombardy, and Venice ; the last-men-

tioned kingdom likewise produces from 131,000 to 142,000

quartan of rice, independently of 4400 to 5600 more
grown in the marsh-lands of Temeswar, Slsvonia, the Mili-

tary-Frontier districts, Dalmatia. and other provinces in

the south. It has been estimated, indeed, that the growth

of these several substitutes for wheat and rye increases the

annual produce of grain adapted for human subsistence to

41,400,000 quarters. Buck-wheat, millet, podded grains

(the Bohemian pea particularly), and lentils, rapeseed

(though to no great extent), and linseed, potatoes, ami other

ordinary vegetables, an more or leas cultivated in almost

every part of Austria : nor is there any want of an adequate
supply of fodder for horses and cattle, in the growth of
which, especially of clover and lucern, Lombardy, Strria,

the Archduchy, Bohemia, and Silesia take the lead.

Though we have no complete accounts of the produce of

the meadow lands in Austria, an approximative estimate

may be arrived at by assuming the crop of hay and after-

math to be thirty cwt. per annum to each yoch ; this calcu-

lation will give about 12,500.000 tons for the whole yearly

supaly. Much pepper (called paprica, or Turkish pepper)

is derived in Hungary from the capsicum amuum ; mustard
is raised everywhere, the finest in Moravia and Lombardy

;

aniseed is most grown in Lombardy and the neighbourhood
of Znaym in Moravia ; ginger is cultivated in the Lower
Ens and Slsvonia, and truffles chiefly in Lombardy.
Among commercial products the tobacco, raised to the

extent of 200,000 cwt in the south of Hungary, is ac-

counted by some the best which is grown in Europe;
an excellent kind is also produced in Slavonia, Transsyl-

vania. and Galicia; and no small quantities in Styria,

the Tyrol, Lombardy. and other districts. The quality

of the latter is generally indifferent; but the whole pro-

duce of Austria (about 700,000 cwt) leaves a surplus

for exportation beyond the domestic consumption. Of
those 700,000 cwt*., about 300,000 an raised in Hungary
alone, 80,000 in Transsylvania and the Military Frontier,

100.000 in the Tyrol, and 20,000 to 30,000 in Galicia.

Of AofM, Bohemia not only yields the finest sort in

Germany, but has been known in some years to export aa

many as 12,000 or 15,000 cwta.; Galicia. Moravia, and
Transsylvania rain sufficient for their own consumption.

Flax, of uncommonly fine quality and great length of fibre,

is cultivated about Crams in Lombardy, and other parts of

the delegations of Lodi and Brescia ; the SOesian is scarcely

inferior to it ; and. next to the latter, stand Moravia, Bohe-
mia, Styria, the Upper Ens. Hungary, and Camiola. The
whole quantity raised in these and other parte of Austria
is. however, inadequate to supply the demand, although
Transsylvania makes it an article of export to Wallachia.
Hemp of peculiar gomlneas is grown in the district of
Hanna in Moravia, and in Lombardy. and inferior qualities

in Silesia, Transsylvania (which exports large quantities).

Styna. Bohemia, Camiola, and the Tyrol, hut what is raised

in Hungary m of worse colour and snorter fibre. Though
hemp is not so universally cultivated in Austria as flax, it

ranks among the exports of Lombardy and some other pro-

vinces. A substitute for this arUcU. called Ginster. grows

in the wild state in Dalmatia and Croatia. The tmbgo of
North Carolina has been transplanted to the Milanese, and
la said to surpass the original dve both in colour and general

excellence ; and the tajfram of the Lower Ens is equal, if

not superior, to any grown in Europe : it is one of the pro-

ducts too of Hungsry and some of the islands on the coast

of Dalmatia. The cultivation of madder-root which was
Introduced into the Lower Ens at the close of the last cen-

tury, has been checked by the return of peace ; it is n>rw

principally confined to some few districts in the south nt

Hungary, where it appears to have been raised and lor si Iy
used at a much earlier date, though the circumstance was
not generally known. Besides amA a species of indvo,
which is a product of Slsvonia and Camiola. wood is reared

as a substitute for indigo in Hungary, Bohemia, and is

the vicinity of Vienna, Molk, and other places m the Lower
Ens ; eaJBower is no longer a product of Bohemia, where, we
are told, the improper use made of it as an article of food by
the peasantry has occasioned its cultivation to be prohibited,

but it continues to be grown in large quantities in Hungary
and Lombardy. Considerable trade, both with the other

parts of the empire and foreign countries, is carried on ta

Hungary in what is called yellow wood (rAsts rofuou). the
stem of a shrub which grows spontaneously in the south-

western districts and Slavonia, under, the nam* of the

raja, and is largely employed in some of the prunes*is of

dyeing.

The principal medicinal plants cultivated in Austria are—
rhubarb, which is raised in Styria, the Lower Ens, Boheana.
and Galicia ; liquorice, a favourite article of growth in Mo-
ravia, whence 400 tons and upwards are annually exported,

and which is also gathered in the wild state in Hungary
and Slavonia ; manna, derived from the Frumnu onuu,
which abounds in the forests of Hungary and Slavonia

;

and spikenard (Spica Celttca), which is collected with much
care in the mountains of Camiola, Styria, the Tyrol, and
the Upper Ens. The white species of this plant is mostly

exported to the Levant where the Turks and Greeks nuke
use of it in their baths on account of what they concern- to

be its invigorating properties. A brandy spirit is distilled

in Carinthia and Styria from gentian, which is found m
most of the elevated regions ; and Iceland -moas is collected

in considerable quantities* on the Carpathian mountains,
where it grows in masses of five and six feet in height
The cultivation of fruit is carried to a great extent in

every part of Austria, with the exception of Genoa ; the
best descriptions are raised in the Archduchy. Styna. the

Tyrol, Moravia, and Bohemia, Illyria, Lombardy. Croatia.

Slavonia, and Transsylvania. Whole furest* of plums and
damsons are to be met with in Hungary ; and 10,000 ams
of land an devoted to the produce of the format alone m
the Slavonian circle of Syrmia, which annually manwise-

lures above 600,000 gallons of Slivavitsa (or Raky ). a brand?

extracted from the plum and damson, which is a fbvwaroe

beverage among the Slavonians, and is also made in the

Archduchy and Hungary ; filberts and i hastnuts. flgs aad

almonds, are the growth of Lombardy and meat of tb»

southern provinces; some few of the northern prwrinrrs

also produce the former ; currants and raisins are exported

from Dalmatia and the adjacent islands ; and the fraud*,
pomegranate, lime, lemon (which is extensively grown ra

the Tyrol, Lombardy and Venice, Illyria. and Dalasatai.

orange, date, and aloe, an natives of soma of the swnthera
and south-eastern provinces. In these parte the olrve

likewise cultivated largely ; the best grow near Catun.
and the district of Trau in Dalmatia, in which vicinity th*

produce of oil amounts to 20,000 or 25,000 barrels par

annum; I stria also manufactures about 30,000 barrels a

year ; but the production of this article is not at all adequate

to the consumption of the empire at large. Mi tern are

extensively cultivated in Lombardy. Venice, and Hungary .

but grown as a garden-fruit only in other parts of Aaotna.

Hungary indeed has bean called ' The Paradise af she

Melon.' In that country, the fruit is raised hath m she

open field and garden, and eaten by all rlasses, of whssa the

lower use the water-melon, which succeeds hast in sawdy
soils.

We have seen that more than one- third of what todeemed
the available sod of the Austrian dominions, is oecwpasd to

wood* amifbrutt ; it is equal, indeed, to a fourth part sad
upwards of the whole area ; and it will therefore natars-'
occur to every reader, that wood must constitute an* «s"

the staple productions. The more level dutnets grow the

oak. beech, ash, alder, elm, poplar, lime or linden, tort*,

willow, and plantain ; whilst the fir. pine, larch, cedar, and
yew, and, where these will not thrive, the dwarf ptne and
juniper, seek the more elevated regions. The Bah—

»

forest in Hungary, which is above fifty miles toasj. sad
from ten to fitr-and-twenty broad, and the Pragma—a
Illyria. as well as the forests of the Buekowina. near/was*.

. and Dalmalia, abound in oaks af axtractduaary dtssonaBswa.
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tad would sJbrd {anhmrtibfa rwouww to • state like
Kngfaad. The fallowing details from Licbtenstem will
hwwwver ecmrry a mora exact idea of the extent of these

Uada than any wntnl remark. He ttetet the
wwada and fcresta or Hungary to occupy a surface of
I.Mt;« yochs ; of Tranasylvania, 4,483,900 ; of Gainst,
J.M5J7J ; of Bohemia, 2^19.811 ; of the Military Fron-
har disencta, 1.172,793; of the Archduchy of Austria,
l.8r».0W; of the Tyrol. 1.508,6*0; of 8tyrie, 1,507,214;
of Lombardy and Venice. 1,405,400 ; of Illyna, 1,359,461 ; of
Moravia and Silesia, 1,1*0.285; and of Dalmatia. 633.1 00 ;

sashing altogether a total of 31.186,748 yochs, or about
4050,000 acres. With respect to fuel, we have no means
at hand of ascertaining the quantity of wood felled for its

swaply. The neglect of the forests, particularly in the
neighbourhood of large towns, has become so crying an
•nl among the Austrians of late years, that general at-

tention has been roused to the subject, and much pains
are taking to prevent the recurrence of a deficiency of
faeU by fresh plantations, in which Prince Lichtenstein
has set a moat useful example, shore two millions of
American trees and shrubs baring been added to the
woods on some of his estates in the Archduchy and
Moravia. Among the products of the Austrian forests we
•say name potaahee. which are chiefly made in Hungary,
GaLoa. and the Bockowine, Moraria, the Archduchy, and
Buhemia. The Hungarian potash, of which about 1500
tons are produced, stands in highest estimation ; the supply
tram Galicia. and from the Buckowine, where fcurteen

works yield above 300 tons annually, is also considerable
;

sad there are upwards of 800 manufacturer* of the article in

Bohemia, who produce 850 to 900 tons a year for exporta-
Uuq. besides supplying its domestic consumption, for which
nrwrly 5000 tons are required. Moraria is also a consider-

ate exporter of potashes; and there is a sort made at
lAnitsrh BraderadorC in the Archduchy of Austria, which is

said to be superior to any that is produced elsewhere. In
an other province is this branch of manufacture carried
to any extent. Tar. charcoal, gall-apples, and turpentine
should be added to this enumeration of the product of the
Aostnaa forests, though they are not of considerable mo-
ment : that of tar, for instance, not exceeding 300 tons

;

that of gait-apples being not more than 800w. in yearly
value ; and that of turpentine not exceeding 1 000/.

The quantity of anise annually made in the Austrian
trmtory averages between 570,000,000 and 600,000,000 gal-

lons. Ofthis produce, Hungary contributes 370,000 ; Lotn-
bsrdy and Venice, 83,670,000; the Archduchy, 36,000,000

;

Tranasylvania, 15,000,000; Styria and the Tyrol, about
t.oeo.eeo each ; Myria, 10,080,000 ; Dalmatia, 8,505,000;
Moravia. •308.000 ; and Bohemia, 405,000. The quan-
tity consumed by the inhabitants themselves is estimated

at S25.000.0w0 or 540,000.000 gallons. No wine is made
in Gaiarta. the climate, as we have before remarked, being
unfavourable to the cultivation of the vine, nor had any
been made in the adjoining province of the Buckowine
untu within the test few years. The ' King of Wines ' is a
name of the Austrian sou : it is the produce of a district not

much mora than one hundred square miles in extent, situated

on the high grounds of Tokai and Tarcsal, which form part

uf the HeggaUya range of the Carpathians, in the circle of
Zeisplio. in north eastern Hungary; and it is somewhat
mnartabJe that the generous grape, from which the several

•partes of Tokai are made, should ripen to such perfect

» ncnass as to be wholly devoid of acid at so high a
latitude as 48°. The Tokai, Tarcsal, and Mada aorta are

wjteemad the finest, from combining strength and aroma
with the moat delicate sweetness. In point of body, the

Ta%a sad Zambar sorts are preferred. Next to these, in

toe bat of Hungarian wines, stands red Menesch, a strong,

sweet, and aromatic liquor; and the Ausbruch, or first

quality of the Oedwnburg growth, is also in demand among
those who prefer a less powerful wine. The vineyards in

the neighbourhood of Own also yield a wine of astringent

quality, which is frequently substituted for Burgundy.
SUvotua. Croatia. Tranasylvania, and the Archduchy, pos-

sess winaa which, under better treatment, would probably

be iseeaed very little inferior to the best Hungarian or

Bhaniih We know of no sparkling wine in Austria ex-

eeptmg that which is brought from the valley of Vinodol, in

Croats*. Some strong wines, particularly Muscatel and

Panacea, aa well aa the delicious Manemin del Teodo, are

produced m DeimaUa; but there an none of marked ex-

cellence made in the Italian provinces. The whole exporta
of this article from the Austrian dominions are estimated
at about 75,000,000 gallons.

Having thus pointed out the leading productions which
characterize the vegetable kingdom in the Austrian Em-
pire, we will now direct our attention to the resources with
which the animal kingdom has supplied it And here we
shall again have recourse to the general estimates made by
Lichtenetern, who possessed sources of information to which
few other writers on the subject are said to have had
access. He tells us, thst the domestic and more useful
classes of animals, of which the whole Austrian stock is

composed, present the subsequent totals, vis.

:

Hones (including one to three year old foals) 1,800,000 to
1,900,000; mules and asses, from 60,000 to 70,000 ;

horned cattle (including one-fifth for the young), 9,000,000
to 10,000,000; sheep (of which about one-eighth are of
improved breeds), 1 6,000,000 to 1 7,000,000 ; swine. 5,000,000
to 6.000.000; goats, 800,000 to 900.000. Blumenbach
estimates the number of horses as high as 2,200,000 ; and
of the sheep, at 19,000,000 or 20,000,000, among which are
some few of the Dishley and New Leicester breeds, intro-
duced in 1825.

Malchus, a subsequent and very recent writer, has like-

wise investigated this subject with much care ; and we give
the following statement upon his authority, to which we
have added the surface of each province, in order to faci-

litate the comparison between them :

—

btrat ofMn. Hot* Canto Ska,.
mtlm.

L AtcMacby °t A«MrW MJttl 119.091 771.177 •SUMS
t. Styrta «jm 44.7SI 3034*3 l»,W4
3 Th. Tyrol HUMS 13 378 933.431 137 301
4. lUrri*
a. Boknli

10,916 17.491 ST«.M» 638. -39
S0.0I3 1374*3 *X.17i \30i 44*

«. MottU ud 80»U 10.111 I30.4IS 383004 44* H'

J

7. GtUela. ftc. mux ao.477 13*3.736 647.663
a. HasfftiT, at
». TnsMyfruU

7.810
93,988

790.000 4^00 000
900.000 ,-00 000 600.00

10. Military Fnattw DWtrkt 13.890 173.«a» 600*00 SOu.000
11. OalawlU 6.718 M.««0 63.1*4 7i7.ISI

376AJ711. UmUtij ud VrmVa I7.SM 69.760 440*50

S.U0J99 I0.4S6.1M 19/67.377

To this statement it may be added that the proportion

of oxen to cows is estimated a* being that of 7 to 12. and
the whole number of mules and asses at between 58,000
and 59,000. With respect to the horse, the finest breeds
are reared in Tranasylvania and the Buckowine; tbey
are well formed, and of Turkish descent : the Hungarian,
on the other hand, are of slender make, and commonly
much below fifteen hands, their greatest height ; but they
are a swift and durable race of animals. The Galician

breed, with the exception of the few of Polish blood which
are bred in the circles of Zloexoff and Bnerany, are of

still more diminutive site, and in general trained from a
wild state, but they are remarkably hardy, as well aa
swift- footed. The Bohemian and Moravian horse is prin-

cipally adapted for agricultural purposes, whilst the breed
reared in the Archduchy, Styna, and Carinthia, are of
strong and powerful make, fitted for private use and military

service ; but the stock of the latter is by no means abun-
dant. In fact, the supply of horses in the Austrian domi-
nions is so inadequate to the demand, that they are com-
pelled to resort to Naples, Mecklenburg, and even our own
country for carriage-horses, as well aa to various parts of

Germany for remounts for the cavalry. The immense
studs, which the government maintain in Hungary, Galicia,

the Buckowine, and other quarters, where thousands of this

useful animal are reared and trained, have, however, greatly

contributed to replace the deficiency occasioned by the

destructive succession of wars out of which Austria is

emerging. Lombardy takes the lesd in supplying mules

and asses, and conjointly with Venice possesses a stork of

between 48,000 and 49,000 of thorn, above four-fifths of the

whole Austrian stock. The moles of lUyria and the Tyrol

are larger, stronger, and handsomer than the ordinary race,

and as swift aa the fleetest horse.

Of horned cattle the choicest breeds are reared in Hun-
gary, Tranasylvania, Lombardy, and Styria; those of the

first two countries are remar?table for their size snd hand-

some horns, as well as the quantity and quality of their

flesh; the Lombardy cattle appear to be a cross of the

Swiss and Hungarian breeds, and are of handsome size and
strong make; the Styrian breeds are the same large, long

bodied, crumpled-honied, short-legged no* as the Carta.
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tMaa ami Croatian. AlUwgh Hungary. Calieta, and tbair

•outbero neighbour* export between 150,000 ami iso.ooo

bead of cattle annually, tbeir grot* number throughout the

empire ia aaid to have been constantly on the decline during

the Ust forty roan ; the Austrian fanner and (trailer

baring found it la tbeir interest to attend rather to tbeir

flora* than tbeir herd*. The produce of Austria in tallow,

cbeems, fcc, will be found under the bead of its manu-

facture*. Buffaloes are bred in parts of the south of

Hungary, as well as in Tranasylvania and Slavonia, where

they are used for the purposes of draught, it being found

that, in those countries at least, a buffalo can draw a heavier

load than three native horses, and is indifferent to the

quality of his food : tbeir milk is also extremely rich.

The breeding of sAetp baa in most part* been followed

up to the injury of the stock of cattle. In Bohemia,

Moravia, Silesia, and the Lower Bns, a very marked im-

provement in quality, arising from the cross of the native

bread with the Spanish Merino, has more than counter-

balanced a trifling decrease in quantity. But there is

no part of the Austrian dominion* equal to the east of

Hungary and to Tranasylvania for the extent of their flock*

and pasture*. Hungary, indeed, possesses so much larger

a supply than ia necessary for its own use, that there have
been years when it baa exported above half a million of

aheep and gnat*, independently of upward* of 170.000

lamb* and 1,400,000 lbs. of wooL The latter, however,

which is chiefly obtained from the common Hungarian rac*.

<ori« ttrrpnrerot), a breed with long twisted horns, and
long, clotted, hairy wool, not found elsewhere excepting on
Mount Ida and in some of the Greek islands, is but of

coarse texture. In the western and southern parts of

Hungary the breed has been improved by crossing it with

Merinos, and now yield* very line wool. Galicia has much
increased iu flock* during the last thirty years, and greatly

improved them by mixing them with Merino* ; it* stock,

which amounted to 375,oio only in 1807, baa now risen to

nearly JS0.000. In the east of Lombardy, the Venetian
territory, Dalmatia, and the Quarnero Islands, where the

Paduan breed is reared, an excellent quality of wool it also

obtained. On the whole, Austria doe* not, however, pro-

duce a* mueh wool aa the consumption of her manufactu-
rer* requires, and therefore makes up the deficiency by
importation from Turkey and other countries. Her native

supply has been estimated at 474,000 cwt per annum

;

namely, about 10,000 of superfine, 370,000 of fine and
middling, and 1 70.000 of coarse qualities. We should add,

that there are five distinct race* of aheep bred in Austria

—

toe Hungarian, also called the Zaekebehaaf, which we have
just described, the common curly-coated sheep, the improved
breed, the Paduan, and the pure Spanish or Merino species.

The rearing of goat* it carried to to great an extent in
some parts that no other animal food ia eaten at certain

period* of the year. We have already stated that their

number may be estimated at 800.000 or 900.000. They are
principally bred in the mountainous district* of Austria and
Lombardy. and good ebeeae is made from their milk in the
Tyrol and Bohemia; hut the government are anxious to
diminish the asock on account of the injury which they do
to young plantations.

Sot ** are kept in large herd* throughout almost every
province of Austria, particularly in Hungary, where their

flesh is so favourite a food with the Magyar and Slavonian,
that in some year* two millions have been known to be
slaughtered, brevlee 210,000 exported. They are mostly
kept in the vicinity of forest* of oaks and beeches, at a dis-
tance from dwelling place*, being driven into marshes and
upon heath* in summer, where they bed on roots, snakes,
and other reptiles, and into forest* or other feeding grounds
in the beginning of October. The markets of Debrectin
and Oedenburg, in Hungary, are unquestionably the
largest market* for rein* and lard in all Kurope; it

is said indeed that ' an Hungarian would die without lard,
aa surely aa a German without coffee.'. In the north-
western part* of II ungary . too, ptm.lrj it brad in such large
quantities that one ran scarcely pa** from village to village
without encountering Bock upon flock of fowl*, duck*,
geese, and turkey*. The tame may be said of the districts
around the Austrian metropolis, and indeed more or leas,
of every province within convenient reach of targe town*.
< sports and turkey* are tent away by thousands from Styna
the latter art the ordinary domestic fowl of the Tranesyl-
vstuan. Tbt wan* of gees* ia Lombardy, when there Is

an abundance of other poultry, is amply
in Bohemia, Galicia, and Hungary, in which quarter* Us*
Jew* have contrived to monopolise nearly the who** trash
in down and quill*. The pheasant of the finest Auatasaa
breed ia a native of the first-mentioned of those three king-

doms, though this bird abound* equally in all of then*.

The Tyrol is celebrated for rearing canary birds, of which be-

tween 3000a. and 4000/. in value are annually sold, and soeae

even in the markets of Constantinople. Game of all kinds
it plentiful in moat parts, and on the list of wild souse*
we find the bear, lynx, wolf, fox, martin, rhemoavgoat,
otter, and land-tortoise. The bear and wolf, indeed,

are found at time* to be such troublesome neighbour* as

Galicia, that a premium ia set upon tbeir heads, and between
tlie year* 1819 and 1814. tixteeen thousand florin* i

paid to the peasantry for bringing in 41 of (be former

4938 of the latter. The Tyrol also appears to have
particularly infested with them in 1819, when above 1 J*/,

were expended in reward* for the slaughter of a lynx, if
bears, and 11 wolves.

The streams of the Austrian empire abound in jta*. The
sturgeon is found in the Lower Danube and frequently ia

the Theiss, and some are often caught that weigh fifteen

hundred pound*. Next to the aturgeon is the pike, the

largest of which are at times forty pounds in weight : n
it found with the carp and trout in the Theiss and other

river* ; but if we were to proceed in our enumerauoo. from
the lamprey of the Milanese to the salmon of the Vistula,

for each intervening stream or sheet of water, we should
omit scarcely one species out of the numerous fresh water
varieties which exiat in other part* of Europe. We most
not, however, forget the pearl-bearing muscle which inhabit*

the rivulet* of Hungary, the Archduchy, and Bohemia
and of which the finest are taken in the Vatava, where a
regular pearl fishery is carried on, and in the MoMau. 11*,

Belike, and Ketaelbach. Coral is collected on the coasts of
Dalmatia, particularly in Lake Sebenico; and the tunny
mackerel, anchovy, and other sea-fish are caught in the
Adriatic The fisheries on the Dalmatian coast employ
8000 individuals, and yield a yearly return not far short of

600.000/.

The rearing of the iWbtorm, though not wholly newlertod

in other part* of the south of Austria, is no where earned ea
to such an extent as in the territory of Lombardy and Vesuer.
where it was introduced from the two Sicilies by the enperor
Charles V. The western districts of this kingdom, these
on the right bank of the Mineio, are said to produce nearly
3.500,000 pound* weight of tilk per annum, and thee* on its

left bank, which comprehend the Venetian provinces, abowt
1 ,100,000 pounds; both together produce net murk lea*

than aeven-eighth* of all the ailk railed in the Austrian do-
minion*, and give employment to upward* of I OO.oee heads.
This branch of industry is actively prosecuted alao m the
southern districts of the Tyrol and Illy ha, as well aa m Dal-
matia, which produce conjointly about 800,000 pasmds
weight. An inconsiderable quantity is likewise rested a*
the south of Hungary, Slavonia. and Croatia. On the *k**s
it has been computed that the annual production of *alk at
Austria amounts to 5.370.000 pounds weight, of which fee**

1 .300,000 to 1 ,700,1 00 are used for domestic manufacture, and
that iu value 1* between I.Jon.uoo/. and l.reo.ooo*. strrlm*.
Nemnich states that the Milanese alone yield* tJe.se*)
pound* weight more thsn all Piedmont ; but that the qaahtv.
though better tb*n the French, i* inferior to that of the
Picdmontese. neat in goodness to which stand* the hVes-
cian. A very considerable proportion of this article in the
wrought state, chiefly of the sort termed ' orrmosme. at

exported from the Italian provinces to the English market.
Bees are also an object of much attention ia llungarr.

Galicia, and Trans*; Ivania ; and numbers of those who de-
rive *n income from their productions, poears* apaanea at*

150 or S00 hue*. In many part*, however, those induatrscss*
insect* are abandoned entirely to tlirir instinct, or at li ail
no other car* is bestowed upon them beside* enlarging the
bole in the tree in which they establish their e»i
wealth, and providing tbctn with a shelf In

~

where the small district of Catlsro annually ex

*

1 3.000 pounds weight of wax and honey, the hn e* are con-
structed of rough marble with a moieable lid. The finest
Austrian hooey is the white kind made in Ilunrary and
Galiria: the whole quantity produced is estimated at
3J0.OO0 cwt. to which JO.ooo cwt of wax may be added

Beside* the bee, mnthamlc*, *r hpansth fljsa, an aattr-
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eJsVrraUe article ofextort from Hangar* and Slavonia ; tba
cochineal insect drawi many purchasers into the sandy timcta

of Gains from Turks » and Armenia ; and toe leach of lata

yean has become an article if considerable trade between
Austria and France.

In itinml Productions Anatria torpaaaaa every other

country in Europe. With the exception of platinum, it

woaud be difficult to name any metal which it doea not

pni naa, The richest of iu jroW-mines an in Transsyl-

vanis. which baa been called ' the ((old-mine of Europe,'

and in which no leu than forty are worked, the moat
product!re being at Voroschpaieck, Sialslhns, FMebay,

and Nagy-Ag ; the annual quantity of pure metal which
the whole yield ii stated to be about 30,060 ounces. The
gold obtained in Hungary is partly found in a pure stats,

but moat commonly extracted from silver, and even at times

from copper ore : the mines of Lower Hungary produce about

30.000 ounces yearly, and those in the north-western dis-

tricts about lt»0. There is a mining academy at Schem-
mu ( or bwlmees-Benya), in the heart of the Utter, which has
groatly advanced the science throughout Austria, and be- I

come the retort of many foreigners who are desirous of study-

1

tag il The ramaining produce of this metal, in the circle of
'

SaUborg, the Tyrol, and other provinces, including the dust

eulLeded in the Danube, Muhr, Drove, Marosch, &c, is not
estimated at more than 2490 ounces ; so that the total quan-
tity of gold annually accruing to the crown is about 60,000
ounce*, the gross value of which may be estimated at

S«u.ooa/. And here it should be observed, that all ores

found in the Austrian dominions are the property of the
sovereign. Hungary possesses the richest of the tilver-

suass, in wh» u. the mountain- about SchemniU and
Nagv-Buaya moat abound; the whole supply annually de-

nted from that kingdom it about 1 , 1 30,000 ounces, of which
nearly three- fourths are irom we achemniU district The
otW parts of Austria which produce this metal are Trans-
sylvania, about 34,000 ounces : Bohemia, particularly the
mines at Prubanm, m toe circle oi Beraun, 103,600; the

Buckowtae, from the lead-in near Kirlibsba, 0600; Sty-

na, 10.000; Galicia, 4800; and Saliburg and the Tyrol,

about 40*0. The decline in the richness of the veins which
were worked on Mount Trctta, in the province of Vicenxa,
and el Anoaberg, in the province of the Lower Ens, has
occasioned them to be almost abandoned of late years. It

would appear, therefore, that the annual produce of the
niter mines is between 1,290,000 and 1,300,000 ounces, and
their value ia estimated at rather less than 250,000/. No
part of the e&pirc either is so rich in copper ore, or yields so

luxe a supply of the metal, as Hungary : its most produc-

ts a works are in the mining district of Schmbllnitx, or

Siosaulnuk. when between seven and eight

thousand hands, and yield full t» >-thirds of the supply from
that ^'"gA«, wbrh amounts t" 40,000 cwt. at least The
'corneal watrr,' which the Zips brings down to SchmollniU,
and of which instances again occur near Neusohl in north-

ern, and at Jaatka in south-western Hungary, is too re-

markable to be passed over without notice. The rivers in

these pacts are saturated with sulphate ofcopper,which is pre-

cipitated on all iron thrown into them ; in this way from 1600
to 1 7so cwt. of copper are extracted from them every year.

The copper works at Dwva and Sxendomokos in Transsyl-

vania produce about 2500 cwt. per annum ; the Styrian,

1*00 ; the IDjnao, 1000 ; those of Galicia and the Bucko-
wine, 2000; that Tyrolese, 1200 to 1100 ; and the Dalmatian
and Istrisa, 104)0. On the whole, the annual supply of

which is raised in the Austrian dominions would

to amount to about 2500 or 3000 tons. More than
i this quantity of lead is produced ; and above one-

fourth ef it, namely, between 1750 and 2000 tons, proceed

from the Bleyberjr, (lead mountain), Kouigsrcrg, and other

aaiaes to Cannthia. The Hungarian are next in value, their

•redoes averaging about 1200 tons a-year; and to these

ay be added 1 1 04) from Bohemia, 250 from Transsylvania,

about 35 each from Saliburg and the Buekowine, and 50

fossa rHTHt- latria, and the maritime districts. The
whuas yearly produce of lead is estimated, however, at 9000
teas. Iron ia a metal of which almost inexhaustible re-

ssmji.es exist, though, on account of the clearness of fuel,

tfcwy wave not yet wen turned to any very extensive use

:

the quantity nitsad throughout the empire is at present

about M.0OO tone per annum, in value about 600,000/.

;

nd of this quantity nearly mare than one-half is derived

from Stvrm, Csnnthii, and Caxnioia alone, the former pro-

vince producing about 99.500 and the latter two about
23.000. The most productive of the Styrian mines are those
which lie between Eisentrs and Vordernberg, and yield
upwards of 14,000 tons, and those at Neuburg and Gulbrath,
which have been known to yield above 6000 ; the remainder
is supplied from fourteen other works in that province. Iu
iron, as well as that of Carinthia, which was known among
the Romans by the name of ' Noric Iron,' is in general
8laced for it« excellence on a par with the Swedish, and
nds its way occasionally into the English market. In the

Hiittenberg, Carinthia possesses one of the oldest, and at
the same time one of the richest, iron mines in Europe, its

produce being from 8000 to 9000 tons a-) ear. The circles

of Beraun. Rakoniu, and Pilsen, in Bohemia, are also rich
in this metal, of which the whole kingdom furnishes about
1 0,000 tons. The other parts of Austria from which it is

obtained are Moravia and Silesia, in all about 9U«0 tons ; the
Archduchy, between I2u0 and 2000; Galicia, 2000'; the
fourteen works in the Buekowine, 450; Transsylvania, 850
or 900 ; and Hungary, particularly in the circles of Goroor,
Liptau, and Sohl, where the beat of its iron is producea, and
the first of which supplies 5000 out of the 7uoo tons raised

in that kingdom. The mountains of Lombardy lying within

the territory of Brescia, Bergamo, Como, and tba Valteline.

where there are 200 shafts open, which supply iron for Unity-
*

seven high-blast furnaces, are also estimated to produce
from 8000 to 10.000 tons a-year, a considerable proportion

of which is made into cast-iron. 7Y* is raised in no part of

Austria but Bohemia, and the whole produce does not exceed
2000 cwt., which is far short of the consumption. The quality,

however, is good ; and indeed that which is obtained Irom the

Schlackenwalde mine, in the circle of Ellenbogen, it said to

be equal to the best Cornwall tin. There is no mine of
quicktilver in Europe so rich as the mine at Idria in Car-
niola, the produce of which has, however, gradually declined

from 12,000 cwt a-year to its present amount, which ia not

above 40u0 ; about 60 cwt. are also obtained from the Za-
lathna works in Transsylvania, and 640 cwt more from the

mines in Bohemia, Hungary, and Carinthia. Calamine
and line, to the extent of 6950 cwt., are obtained from the

Tyrol, the Archduchy, Slyria, and Bohemia; cobalt, about

1600 cwt., via., from the mines at DoWhau in Hungary,
1300, Styna, 200, and Bohemia, 100; arsenic, about 250
cwt., irom Hungary, Transsylvania, Bohemia, and Salt-

burg; and antimony, about 6000 cwt, of which 2U00 from
the mines of Rasenau in Hungary, and the remainder from
Transsylvania, the Tyrol, and Bohemia. Chrome is got in

the Tyrol, and about 700 cwt. of bismuth, and 850 of man-
ganese, principally in Bohemia.
The various species of salt, such as sea, rock salt, and that

made from brine-springs, exist in abundance. The second

species is abundant on both sides of the Carpathians;

and the celebrated mine of Wielicxka, which baa been

worked ever since the year 1253, and lies in the north-

western part of Galicia, ia but an inconsiderable inroad

upon a massive bed extending for a length of nearly

600 miles along the Carpathians, as far as Okna in Walla-
chia. Of its yearly produce, which amounts to 35,000 tons,

three-fourths are composed of what is called ' green-salt,'

xiclony sol, a kind that abounds in mineral particle* ; the

next kind, szybikowa sol, or ' shaft-salt,' i» much purer and
sharper ; but the third, ocskowala sol, or ' crystal-salt,' which

is perfectly pure and transparent, ia the quality used for

the table. This, and the neighbouring mine at Bocbnia,

which yields about 12,500 tons per annum, are said to pro-

duce a net revenue of at least 600,000/. yearly to the state

:

and the whole quantity of salt of all kinds raised in Galicia

and the Buekowine is estimated at 62.500,000 tons, which
include 15,000 of remarkably white colour and tine quality,

obtained by the process of boiling. The mines and boiling

works in the archduchy of Austria, which are principally

situated at Hullein, Bbensee, Ischel. and Hallstadt, with

those of the Salzberg, near Aussee in Slyria, and at

Hall in the Tyrol, yield a further supply of between 78,000

and 79,000 tons ; to which we must add 50.000 extracted

from the twelve mines in Transsylvania, and 34,000 chietty

from the six rich mines of the circle of Marmaros in Hun-
gary. Bay-salt, too, though to the limited extent of 30,000

tons, is supplied from the salt-pita along the coasts of Dal-

matia and Istria, and in the maritime districts and Quar-
neric islands in the Adriatic The annual quantity of salt,

therefore, which the Austrian territory produces, appears to

be about 275,000 tons, the whole of which is the produce of
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• corematnt monopoly of the most profitable kind ; * de-

ficiency, however, of between 80.000 and 30.000 Una still

remain* to be imported for the consumption of the southern

provinces. Of vitriol Austria raises about 10,600 cwt.

almost wholly in Bohemia and Myris; alunOabout 11,500

cwt., in the proportion of 3500 from Bohemia, 4600 from

Moravia, 600 from the Archduchy, and 2300 from Hungary ;

saltpetre, about 3J0 tons, of which 340 are made at the

government works in the east of Hungary, whence an

almost unlimited supply might be obtained ; and soda, which

abounds in Hungary, particularly on the moors of Debrecxin

in the circle of Bihar, where above 10.000 cwt. of the purest

quality are frequently obtained in the course of the year.

The saline morasses of that kingdom likewise furnish an

abundant supply of the finest sort of sulphate of soda, or

Glaubers salts.

Although the forests furnish nearly the whole of the fuel

which is consumed in the Austrian dominions, there is

scarcely a province which is deficient in coaL At present,

however, the whole quantity raised is not estimated at a

higher value than 60.000/., and scarreW amounts to 100.000

tons, which are obtained in the following proportions:

from the Archduchy, st the mines near Wiener-Neustadt.

10.000. and from four others in the Upper Ens, about S000

;

from nearly forty mines in Bohemia, about 70,000; from
Styria, 1 S.uOO ; from the Tyrol. 1 0.000 ; from Moravia, 1 0,000,

a^ the mines near Rossits, where excellent coke is also made

;

from Hungary, chiefly the Orenburg mines, 28.000 ; and
from Galicia, 1 7,500. The remainder, about 35.000 tons,

is raised principally in the district of Varese, the province

of Brescia, and other parts of the kingdom of Lombardy and
Venire. And we may here incidentally remark, that not-

withstanding the abundance of peat or turf which is found
in many districts of Styria, Carinthia, the Archduchy,
Hungary, and Galicia, this substance is nowhere used as

fuel in any quantity but in the first three of those provinces,

where, however, it is mostly employed in manufacturing
processes. Every part of the Austrian dominions possesses

more or lea* of native tutphmr, but more particularly Gali-

cia, whose annual produce is 2500 cwt : Hungary, which
could supply nearly the whole consumption of the empire
from the works at Radoboi in the circle of Varaadin, pro-

duces, in conjunction with Bohemia and Transsylvania,

about 3000 cwt. ; and Styria produces about 450 cwt. Mi-
neral tar and oil are chiefly obtained in Galicia and the

Burkowine, where the country-people denominate them
* roppa

;
' but they are also produced, though but partially

turned to account, in the Archduchy, Hungary, Bohemia,
lllyria, and Delmalia.

Among prtrious stone*, the Bohemian carbuncle and
Hungarian opal stand in highest repute. The former, par-

ticularly the carbuncle or garnet found in the circle of Leit-

merili, is considered puperior in depth snd brilliancy of

colour, as well as in hardness, to the oriental stone ; it is a
prod ur t«>n, also, of the Lower Kns, Hungary, and other
mountain dulncu in Austria. The latter it procured of the
flnot <|iinlity from the ops I mines on the Peklen domains
in the i-irrle of Hiarnsh, which occupy a surface of nearly

130 miles ; inferior kinds are found in Tranaai Irani*. Mo-
ra* la, and the Lower Ens. The chslcedony, ruby, emerald,

Jasper, amethyst, tops*, camelian, chrysolite, and beryl, aa

well as what is called the 'marble dismond' in Hungary,
must be added to the list of Austrian precious atones.
Marble of e\ery dearnntuin and vartclv of colour and vein
is raited either in Hungary. Trans** ivania, Bohemia, the
Archduchy. Tyrol. .Styria, lilvns. Daimatia. or the Italian
poatcttiont of Austria, in aluch latter the Veronese alone is

said to possess 1 0b distinct varieties. ( annthia and Suns,
indeed, supply a quality of white marble no way inferior to

the celebrated ' Bianca di Carrara ;' that of Nco Parua, an
Uljnd on the Dalmatian coatt, enjoys equal repute. Ala-
baster, too. is of common occurrence in lerviua parts, the

finest being a product of the Saliburg and Galician moun-
tains ; the serpentine, black tourmaline, and other valuable

substances of this clsaa, are found both in the German and
Italian pcoMi.re*. Gypsum it obtained in the Archduchy,
Tirol, and Galicia ; considerable bedt of graphite, or black
lead, of which only one it worked, exist in the Lower Ens.
and it it a product likewise of Moravia, Hungary, and
Tranaayltsnu. The best slate in Austns is found at Vtthnyo,
in Hungary ; and the hardest and finest flint in GsIm-ib.

|

from which the hole srtny is supplied. The Ktynan
,

fnuasstooas) are of a much inferior quality to those which
i

art obtained from the quarries at Bergamo. arM export*!
to the United States and England. Bohemia. Styna. and
the Upper Ens, as wall a* other parts of Austria, produce
excellent alumina and ailex for the manufacture of china
and earthenware; indeed, the porcelain made in the im-
perial manufactory at Vienna, for which the material is pro-

cured from BngelhardxeU in the Upper Ens and Paasau. at

considered superior by many even to the Sevres or Berlin

china for purity ofcolour and durability. The meertchaum. of
which the highly prised beads of tobacco-pipes are made, M
a product of Moravia and Hungary ; the aperies found at

Krumao In the former province is esteemed equal in quality

to the Kiltshikoran of Anatolia. Neither ia Austria any.
wis* deficient in clays, stone, earths, or aueh other mineral
substances aa are adapted to the use of the potter, builder,

or dyer.

Every part of the Austrian dominions abounds in mnmml
tcaleri, and it is said that 1500 distinct spring* may be
enumerated. Among the 150 which belong to Bohemia,
none enjoy so universal a repute as the waters of Carlsbad.
Toplili, and Bger, the but of which possesses actdaioos

springs scarcely equalled by any other* in Germany. The
water* of Bilin, precisely similar to the Seller, the farra-

ginous springs of Licbwerda, closely resembling those at

Spa, and the water* of Sedlits and Seidschuu. which yield

a salt as much esteemed for its medical qualities aa the

Kpsom or Cheltenham, are all within the Bohemian borders.

The adjacent province of Moravia is likewise full of mineral
waters, and number* of invalids from distant countries retort

to the powerful chalybeate spring* at Carlsbrunn in Amman
Silesia. The acidulous waters of Rohitsch, near C j lly m
Styria, have, from their sparkling character and agreeable
flavour, acquired universal favour, in Italy especially, where
they are known by the name of ' acqus dt Cilli.' In Hun-
gary, no less than 352 mineral spring* ate said to ha vr been
already discovered. The most esteemed springs in that

kingdom are at Bartfeldt and Furet, and partake of the
same qualities as the Pyrmont water. The famous Her-
culean baths of the Romans have given celebrity to Mehadss
and its sulphurous springs in the Hungarian dnuion of the
Military- Frontier districts; but the recollection of their Crasrr
glory has not been sufficient to preserve them from entire

neglect in modern time*. Transsylvania has aUe an
abundance of mineral water* ; in the Archduchy of Au»tr»
there are several, of which little account is made, with the

single exception of the warm sulphur springs at Bedca.
about twenty miles south of Vienna, with whose noble* sad
loungers it is become a favourite place of summer retort.

The alkaline steel spring* of Dorna-Handrem in the Bock
owine ; the acidulous water* of KryniUa in Galx-at : the
warm and delightfully clear sulphurous springs of the Gass-
riner Wildhad in Saliburg ; the ferruginous waters ef

Rsbi and Pejo in western Tyrol; the warm springs ef

Abbano, Battaglia. and other spots along the Enganean de-
clivities in the Venetian territory ; and toe acidulous waters,
which flow near Lessina in Illy riat ;—these are but a —ail
number of the mineral sources which form so started a
characteristic of the Austrian soil. Many of tbeaa hais
become articles of consumption in foreign dinars, assl

among other places Sedlits and ScidscbiiU export see. «t<a)

stone bottles, Rohitsch 400.000. and Bilin 50.000, filled I

their several spring*.

In the beginning of this article we spoke of the
.

lion of the Austrian Empire as being estimated, in the year
I8J1. at 33.610.311 souls ; and it cannot but prove interest-

ing to look back and trace the constant!) fluctuating aatxoet
of this populstion during the la.t hundred years. At the
decease of the Emperor Charles VI.. in 1 740, the posse sw »
of the bouse of Austria had a population of l7.4»J.»nw
souls; at the close of what ia called the ' arvvu tear*
war.' in 1 763, the disasters of that war had reduced it a*
16.243 000; on the death of the Empress Mana Thernu.
in 1 7*0. an interval of seventeen veers only haling elspss t.

it bad increased to 22.634.000 ; during the following tea
years —which were rendered memorable by the altera*** at
social reform made by Joseph II- a monarch who distasted
more resolution than judgment, and more benevolence than
foresight— it rose to 24.427.000 ; these numbers were tssjasi

to bale increased after the treaty of Campo F.-naua, aa
1797, fl<e years subsequent to the present emperor s aero*
two, to 24 009.497; in IsOJ. after the new r' is sal at*

the German states, in which Austria was unl i isiiswad
for preceding losses, the number of Ms inhabitants was
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UXMM; fat IMS it waa reduced under the treaty ot
Pre—hurt; to 23,047,099; and again, in 1807, under that of
VaaNkv «o S0.U5.S83. Upon the downfall of Napoleon,
the raatfratfania and eeaaiowj of 1815 enlarged the dominion!
el Austria beyond all former limits : in 1818, therefore, we
tod them Inhabited by S8.413.483 individual*; in 1825
they had inereeeed to 31,624,888 ; and fix years afterwards,

aa we bar* already aeon, to 33,630,381. From these last

data it will be found that the average yearly increase of
the papulation of Austria during the thirteen years be-
tween 1818 and 1831. waa 401.399; now as that interval

was marked by frightful losses occasioned by the cholera in

Hungary ana many of the adjacent provinces, we may
aafely assume that average in our estimate of the existing

population, and conclude that it does not fall snort of
34.m.0*0 souls. We are not possessed of equally safe

data, however, as to the proportions with reference to sex

;

but even here we shall not fear to be misled by presuming
them net to have varied, in any essential degree, since the
year 1818, when the ascertained numbers were 13345,947
melee and 14,5*7,535 females; showing an excess of 731,588
in /favour of the latter. In the same proportion, the present
ciasaincatioo of sexes would give a proportion of about
1M0O.00O males to 1 7,750.000 females. These proportions

are. however, by no means uniform throughout the several

provinces; for the excess of females in Bohemia is 1 3-16ths
» every hundred souls, and in Moravia 1 3-9ths ; but in
the Archduchy it is only I in 800, snd in Hungary no more
than I in every 1000 ; indeed, it ceases altogether in Trans-
sylvania, where the male inhabitants exceed the female by
I in every 4300. About four millions and a half of thewhole
population are said to be dependent upon trade and manu-
factures, and the remaining thirty millions upon agricultural

and rural occupations : one-fourth, too, are generally con-
sidered aa inhabitants of towns.

The groat mass of the Austrian population is composed
of six distinct rare*—distinct as much by descent, features,

and bodily conformation, as in character, language, man-
ners, and usage*. Nearly one naif, about 16,300,000, is

of SUvonic extraction. Of this race are the Wenden or
Vandals, in Illyria and the eastern parts of Styria; the
Slawaks and Hinsea settled in those districts of the Arch-
darby whieh border upon Hungary and in certain circles in

the Utter kingdom ; the Creches, •'. e. aboriginal Bohemians,
at Bohemia and part* of Moravia ; the Hanaks, Slswsks,
and Podonlaks of Austrian Silesia and Moravia ; the Poles
(of two distinct damn, the Mazuraks and Gorals), and
Ruasniaka, or Russians of Gslicia and the mountain con-
fines of Hungary and Transsytvania ; and the Morlaks and
Meateoegrines of Dalmatia, the military frontier districts,

Itc. The second race in numerical importance, and perhaps
the Ira in point of intelligence and usefulness, is of Ger-
man descent: their number* are estimated at 6,400,000;

nform an integral part of the population in the Arcb-

y, Styria, Carmtins, the Tyrol, Moravia, and Bohemia,
but constitute separate communities in Hungary, where
their numbers are between 800.000 and 900,000 ; in Trans-
sylvania. where they are denominated Saxons, and have
increased to about 320,000 ; in Gslicia, where there are

1 »6 colon ies, consisting of about 75.000 individuals ; in the
Military-Frontier districts to the extent of about 10,000 ; on
the JCulpa, in Carniola, where the Gotschewen amount to

4 7,004*or 48.000 beads; and in the Venetian territories around
AMago, where they have lived isolated for centuries under
the name of the Sette and Trediei Communi. and are about

55,000 in number. The third tace are the Magyars, who
migrated from the Kuma and settled around the bank* of

the Danube and Tbeiss in the ninth century ; they are

esteeeaed to be of pure Asiatic extraction, akin to the

Tartar and Turk, and are a fine and intelligent class of
en ; they are about 4,500,0V0 in number, form the ma-
jority of the population of Hungary and Transsylvania.

and are possessed of the finest lands in both countries

;

some few of them have also settled in the Buckowine and
Military- Frontier districts. The Italians compose the fourth

race, to the extent of about 4,770,000; they constitute

nearly the entire population of Lombardy and Venice,

inhabit a considerable portion of the south of the Tyrol

and the government of Triest, and are scattered through-
out Dalasatia and other parts of Austria. The fifth race

•re me Valaka, Dako-Valaka, or. as they term themselves,

Ranaaai, a medley of antient Thracians, Romans, and Sla-

vonians, in number about 1,950,000, whose language is

evidently a corrupted dialectof the Lafav
tiona, indeed, have proved their Roman <V
that they colonised Daaa at an early period, ev
wards allowed to recroae the Danube in the nth
relian: this ill-treated race of men are chiefly to.

Transsylvania, Hungary, and the Buckowine. The Jw
to the extent of about 520,000, form the fifth race : nearl>
one-half of them are settled in Gslicia, and about 160,000
in Hungary ; the remainder are dispersed over Bohemia,
Moravia, and other parts of Austria. The residue of the
population, in number about 190,000, consists of Zigeuner,
or gipsies, of whom, upwards of 100,000 are conjectured to
exist as a wandering people in Hungary. Galioia, the Buck-
owine, and other provinces ; Arnauts, Greeks, Armenians,
French, &c
The established rtiigion of Austria being the Roman

Catholic it will be inferred that it is the religion of the ma-
jority of its inhabitants ; and this inference will be corro-
borated by the following estimate :—
Roman Catholics, and Greeks received into union with

tnem, 37,800,000 ; Greeks not in union, 3,000,000 ; Pro-
testants, of the Lutheran and other denominations,
3,300,000; Jews, 630,000; Gipsies, Mohammedans, &c.,
110.000.

A reference to our former enumeration will show that,
with a view to the civil administration, either the antient
subdivisions of the soil have been retained, which ha* been
the case in general, or a more convenient distribution ha*
been formed. We have, therefore, as the component mem-
bers of this monarchy. seven kingdoms—Hungary. Bohemia,
Slavonia and Croatia, Dalmatia, Galicia and Lodomeria.
Illyria, and Lombardy and Venice ; one archduchy, that of
Austria; one arch-principality, Transsylvania ; one Msr-
graviate, Moravia ; five duchies, Styria, Salsburg (which
now forms part of the Archduchy of Austria), Carinthia and
Carniola, which are incorporated with Illyria, and Silesia,

which is united with Moravia ; and two princely earldoms,
those of the Tyrol with Voralberg, and of Gon and G ra-

tiisca, which has been consolidated with the kingdom of
Illyria. These several principalities, or indeed provinces, are
united under an hereditary monarchy, the head of which
assumed the title of Emperor of Austria, King of Jeru-
salem, Hungary, &c., on the 1 1th August 1804 ; snd by a
solemn act on the 6th of August, 1 806, in which he re-

nounced the style of Emperor of Germany, determined the

tide and armorial bearing* which the emperors of Austria
should thereafter use. The prefix of Apostolical Majcsty
haa been borne by the Austrian sovereigns ever since the

year 1 758. In bis character of sovereign of certain atale*

m Germany, which include the Archduchy, Styria, IlUna,
the Tyrol and Voralberg, Bohemia, Moravia, and Sili-aia,

with the principalities of AufachwiU and Zator, he is one of

the six leading member* of the German confederation. As
Emperor of Austria be enjoys every right and prerogative

attached to sovereignty, whether legislative, judicial, or

executive, with the exception of certain limita as to the

exercise of the legislative and executive powers in Hungary
and Transsylvania, which he shares in common with the

diets of both countries. Every other province but Dalmatia,

the Military-Frontier districts, and the maritime territory,

has its provincial assemblies ; the rights of these repre-

sentative bodies are. however, of very dissimilar nature,

though few of them are invested with any higher privilege

than that of submitting reports and representations to the

sovereign, and partitioning the quota of the taxes which be
may impose among tbenropertJes and individuals in their

respective province*. Tno succession to the crown of Aus-
tria i* in the male line, and in default of this passes into

the female, as determined by the Pragmatic Sanction, pro-

mulgated by the Emperor Charles VI. on the 19tb April,

1713. The minority of the heir-apparent ceases, as respects

the kingdoms of Hungary and Bohemia, on his attaining

the age of fourteen ; but. as respects the empire at large,

not until he has attained the age of eighteen. During a

minority the empress-dowager, or next relative of the

minor, assumes the regency, provided no special provision

has been made by the deceased monarch ; but this rule docs

not apply to Hungary, where the Palatine or Lord Lieu-

tenant is hereditary regent, by virtue of a law enacted in

the year 1485. The emperor professes the Roman Catholic

faith, and cannot, under a family compact, marry any

female unless she be of royal blood. The princes and prin-

cesses of the imperial family are styled archdukes and

Vol. III.—
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MeMoehMMt. and <bo bcir^pporeut or

.

Imperial Clown Prim*. The groat offices of the imperial

household eontiit of • Grand Marshal. Lord ChambsTlsin.

Msster of the Horse, sod Orand Master of the Court ; bat

ou greet occasions the hereditary great officers of the ie-

veral provinces, to the number of 134. are aummoned to

increaae their splendour.

Theadrninntrailnn n/jmbUr afmirt partakes of a twofold

character : on the one hand, there are departments which

superintend and conduct the general affairs of the state

;

and. on the other, there are offices the duties of which are

confined to isolated portions of the monarchy. At the head

of the former is the Council of State and Conference*, con-

sisting at present of four members, which exercises a general

control over every other department, and communicates its

decisions to the Privy Cabinet, composed of a director and
several secretaries, by whom those decisions are made known
to the heads of offices. The great departments for general

affairs, or. as we should term them, secretaryships of state,

are— I. The Priry Chancery of the Household, Court, and
Bute, divided into two sections, the one for domestic and
the other for foreign affairs, but under one general presi-

dency—that of the prime minister, or chancellor of state.

3. The Council of War, which, under its president, lakes
charge of every matter connected with military or naval
affairs, as well as of the political government of the Military-

Frontier district*. There are thirteen military administrations,

subordinate to this council, for the various province*. 3. The
Ministry of Finance, under a special minister, control* every

department connected with finance, taxation. coining, govern-

ment printing, stamps, the post-office, the provincial authori-

ties, the property of the state, mining, manufactures, and
commerce. Subordinate to it is the Imperial Board (Hof-
Comrnission). for aystematixing the land-tax. and regulating

the maintenance, feus., of the military. 4. The General Di-
rectory of Account*.

The special departments, whieh are subordinate to the
section for domestic affairs of the Privy Chancery, consist

of the United Chancery, together with the Board of Educa-
tion in connexion with it : its superior chancellor (for there
are three others) is minister of the interior, and its province
extends to every subject of a civil character which concents
the general welfare, but not to the affairs of Hungary or
Transsylvania. Those of the former kingdom are under the
cognizance of the Hungarian Chancery, to which a Board
of Education is also attached ; and there is another Chancery
for Transsylvania, with a special Board for regulating ail

matters connected with education, religion, and endowments.
The United Chancery has twelve provincial governments
under its control, the respective seats of which are Vienna,
Prague, Bruno. Lemberg, Liru, Grits, Lavbech, Triest,
Zara. Innsbruck, Milan, and Venice. Each of them has
• president, in general a vice-president, and as many mem-
bers as are requisite. They form a subordinate executive
for the conduct of all public business which does not trnme-
diately foil under the cognitanee of the judicial, ecclesi-

astical, and military authorities.

The admim$trahon ofjustice it under the superintendence
of the Superior Ministry of Justice (oberste Justiz stelle). at
the head of which there are two presidents. It is divided
into two senates : one at Vienna, for the province* of Bohe-
mia, Oalrera, Germany. Hlyria, and Dalmalia; and the other
at Verona, for the kingdom of Lombardy and Venice.
There are nine high court* of appeal and criminal judi-
catures subordinate to them : their seats are in Vienna.
Prague. Briinn. Lemberg. Innsbruck. Klagenfurt, Zara.
Milan, and Venire. Next there are sixteen special courts,
termed Landrecbte. in as many different town*, tie adjudi-
cating matters relating to the nobility, clergy, and corporate
bodies ; and local courts (Ortsgerichte) for such matter* as
concern the common laity. In some ptovtnws, particularly

the Italian, there are likewise eivtl and criminal tribunal'*

of the first instance. There is a special court at Vienna
called the Supenor Earl- Marshal's Office, for deciding all
judicial matters in which member* of the imperial family
and foreign envoy* are interested. Suit* ha commercial and
exchange concerns are determined by the Mercantile and
Exchange Courts, which exist to every principal town ; and
suits in mining concerns are referable to the Mining Courts,
Which have delegate rssVrees (berfTrrvrbU-*ab*titutwaen)
undo? them. Criminal matter* brlutig exclusively to the

The clergy are amenable, ra

1 JudsreJures; but the

«UW1 111,111 V- I IIH1IM1 I

local courts and magistracy,

all temporal matter*, to the

military to their own tribunals. The sovereign enjoys, ex-

cepting in very fow oases, the prerogative of making law*.

All provincial statutes have been abolished : nor are any
eompiote codes extant but in Hungary and Tmnasytvarua.

which have their own courts of judicature.

The maintenance at* publie order and provenlion at*

offences are vested In the ministry of police, assisted by

provincial and district boards. The ceaworehip of the proas

is also wholly confided to its jurisdiction ; hut Hungary f»IU

no way within it Medioal police is carefully attended to

and a surgeon and physician, paid by the slate, have ehargi

of every circle or dtslnot.

When treating hereafter of Hungary and Tr*neeyIrani*,
wo shall have a fitter opportunity to apeak of the jwfartary

systems in those countries

Another most important prerogative enjoyed by Um
sovereign of Austria is that of an insssjousible control

over the public ineomt arsa* trmmdUurt. This la a anbjert

however, which it Is Impossible to handle with minuten»i
or accuracy of detail, for wo are not disposed to follow other*

in attempting to unravel that over which the gen
has, at least by withholding information, thr

almost irnpenetrable veil of mystery. We shall

confine ourselves, on the present occasion, to quoting what
Matchus, himself once minister of finance under two Oar-

man sovereigns, has stated as the general result as* very

diligent inquiries. *A portion of the publie mrssai. b>

observes, ' is derived from the immediate property of thr

state, consisting of crown lands and mines, and another pnr

tion from royalties and monopolies ; but the greater par
proceeds from taxes and rates, which are not. however,

raised according to any uniform system for the whole state.

The total amount of this publie inriinso. which, ta the
absence of official data, can only bo sstimsted with an
approximative approach to the reality, can searrery be less,

after allowing for the expense of collection and Bonare-
men t, than 1 50.000.M4 gulden (eboot I4.JM.00*/.); indeed
it ought perhaps to ho set down at a higher sum (This
is also the estimate of Blumenbach.) Toward* thn
amount the immediate property of the state contribute*

about 15.000.000 (or 1.435.000/.); a sum of SI.0OO.MO (or

4.705.000/.) is raised by direct taxes, and another of sboet

32.000.000 (or 3,040,000/.) by indirect taxation and r*y-

altiea. The amount contributed by the rtitbrsal suhdV
vitions of the empire has been thus computed (vu. by

Haud, in his statistical outline) :—
' By the pro*

i

nto ef lbs

lower Ens. lfi.500.otO. or l.Mi.400/. ; the province sf the

Upper Errs, with Sshrburg. 4.030.000. or 670.0OO/. ; Stvna.

the same, 570,000/. ; the Tyrol 4.500.000, or 037.6*0/ ;

Illy ris and the Maritime Territory, fi.700.000. or *37.*cW ;

Bohemia, I9.500.oo*. or I.RSI.500/. ; Moravia and S,W-a,
8.000.000. or 7*0,000/.; Oaliria, 10.000.000, «*• tM.oeo/

,

Hungary. 33,3 1 7,000, or 3,155,700V. ; Trans*; lraara.

fi.500.000. or 617.500/.; Dolmatia, 500.000. or 47.44** ,

and the kingdom of Lombardy and Venire, Is.SOv.oeo.
or 1.710.000/.' The sum total of these several smanmi ay
however, but I3.fi00.700/.. which is above one mdb«
sterling less than Mairbus • estimate. With respect to the
expenditure, be adds, 'we labour under a paucity of dsn*,
and those refer to earlier times ; they are indeed of so mt-
prrWt and equivocal a description, that they cannot pas-
tabry servo as the groundwork of any estimate of the pre-
sent amount of the public expenditure.' And his ma—
i» borne out by that of the writer who boa rwpptted tea*
with the preceding amounts. • A much greater degree ef

uncertainty prevails,' soy* Haasrl, *wrlb regard to the
expenditure than the tncome. This only is not to ho owee-
tioned. that the army alone absorbs one-third of the wfasto
revenue, though not so much as Liebti
nearly 140.000,000 gulden (13.300.000/.); whilst ho i

the expenses of the crown and end department* I

54.000,000 ( 4.I30.OOOV ). All penonal and many
charge* are defrayed by the sovereign out of hi* p
property, which m not in any way connected «ith the swAear
treasury, and ia of an uncommonly large booms! Hew-
ever important the subject may be, we must rest artasaV I.

therefore, with our present ignorance ; and we clean it w«h
remarking, thot the amount of the public debt,
to MsJrhus* rolculatwo. 'amy bo eslrmated at
•00 and 040 millions of gulden.' or from 70.00*
00.700.000/. : and that 'the amount of paper-sxa
been reduced to 45.411,310 gviMen.' or t.Wt.lOOV.
The mnnagsmsnt af the swntery reeeswre* of As
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to the other eorp* tn the Mrvtce, the disposable force of

the etaair*, when carried to its full war complement,
amount! to 44«.«S3 infantry, SS.714 cavalry, and 30.857
ertiUorv. engineers. 8ce.. which (five a total of S2 7,224 men,
which is at the rale of about IS in every 1000 inhabitants

;

whflat for tha wear* eaUbtishment the proportion is under 6

in every IMf ; a proportion much leu than that of France
at tba pr-aunt i . which is about 94; in every 1000 inha-

Mtanta, hot twore than that of Great Britain, which, in-

rfaehng even I • and marines, is very little above 5 in

Ah the regiments but the Hungarian and Transsylvanian
have a district assigned to them of from .107,000 to 378,000

inhabitants, tbr filling up vacancies in their ranks ; every

male peasant and citixen being liable to serve in the line

from the ajr* of ' that of 27. and from the latter age until

be attain* that of SO in the Landwehr ; the only exemptions
made are in fc^our of the nobility and clerjty. and in a few

other instance* The Hungarian and Transsylvanian

troops are raeruitad by bounty, or filled up by the con-

tingwnts to which the nobility and free towns are subject.

The nnmber of ficM-offirers, attached and unattached, is

• 19; nx., 9 field -marshals, 34 field-majters-general and
geiieTaJB ofcavalry. 9« field-manhals-lieutcnant, 199major-

fenerals, and 309 colonels.

The military seminaries comprise the Academy of Engi-
nam in Vienna, in which 79 cadets are gratuitously edu-
cmlM , the Military Academy at Wiener-Neustadt tor 447
eadeta iimrnded to serve on the quarter-manter-generala

and

COWa UUari>QC*> o-,,r 1111 u,r tia, ,ri -l„*.»ri - KCI itri i

1 80 pupils ; the Schools of Artillery
|

Vt Insutution at Milan: there are

Onitx, etch for

and the Military

48 schools for the military education of boys^ 44
mlal schools ; a Military Geographical Instilutiuu at
: a Medtoo-Chirurgical Academy in Vienna for

for the army aeivice
; veterinary schools ,,,

the same metropolis, and at Peeth and Milan ; and an
establishment for forming gunmakera at 8leyer in the
Upper Ens. There are invalid hospitals in Vienna, Prague
(»iili which three branch establishments are connected i,

Pettau in 8tyria, and I'esth, with branches at Leopoldstadl
and Tymau. Soldiers not wholly disabled are drafted into
the invalid battalion at Cenoda in the delegation or Venice,
or enjoy pensions which vary according to their length of
service. The number of actual fortresses amount* to 26, of
which the most important are. And, Brad, Cattaro, Basek,
Gradisca, Josephsladt, Carlsburg. KiinigingraU, Kouiorn,
Legnago. Mantua, Olmiila. I'alma-Nuova. Peachier..
Prague, Petcrvardein, Kagusa, Salxburg, Temeavar, Thera-
rilWatadtt Venire, and Zara. The Austrian government
have also the riulit of garrisoning the papal fortresses oi

Commachio and Frrrarn. as well as Placenlia in the prin-
cipality of Parma, and Mayence in conjunction with Pruasia.
Hi-Mdi- llii-se tlicrr ii > fortified plan-* uf interior Mrength,
which are not under gmt-mors but local commandants. The
whole territory is divided into 13 military districts, each
under the control of a general of superior rank, assisted bv
a regular establishment with five subordinate departments,
vie, a military, political, economical, victualling and
clothing, and judicial department. The establishment ot

the council at war in Vienna consists of IS different depart
ments for conducting the various branches which comu
within its cognixance.

The Austrian novy is under the msiiRKcment or a naval
commandant at Venice, who is accountable to the council

of war. It consists of between thirty and thirty-four vessels

of war; among which are three ship* of the line in ordinary,
five frigates, five sloops, eight brigs, and six schooners.

The establishments altai-hed to it are a corps ot nav al artillery

and engineers, a cadet academy, and a corps of marines.
The Hag, which is borne also by the merchant vessels, is oi

a red ground, with a broad white stripe in the centre.

In a preceding page we have spoken of the Roman Ca-
tholic as the established religion, and given an estimate of
the numbers who adhere to that faith and the other leading

creeds professed by the people of Austria. With the ex-
ception of Hungary, Transsylvania, and the kingdom or

I-omhardy and Venice, there is no part of the empire in
which at least the letter of the law places the nonconformist
upon anything like an equality of rights with the Catholic :

in the other rovmcrs, whether he be Protestant, Greek,
Jew, or Infidel, the nonconformist simply cnjois toleration.

The Roman Catholic Church of Austria acknowledges th»

Bishop of Rome as its visible bead, but is otherwise suffi-

ciently independent of it, as all appeals to the Rota Romano
are prohibited, and no papal bull or decretal can be pro-

mulged without the previous sanction of the sovereign.

The pope's nuncio is recognixed in no other character but
as an ordinary envoy from his court ; nor have the horrors

of the Inquisition at any time been allowed to disgrace the

Austrian toil. Persecution, it is true, has at times de-

luged tho land with blood, but never otherwise thau a>

the effect of over-excited religious antipathy and a spirit

of retaliation. At the head of the hierarchy are the thirteen

archbishops of Vienna. Prague (primate of Bohemia),
Olmiitx, Milan (primate of Lombard) ), Venice (patriarch

and at the tame time priroato of Dalmttia), Gran (primate

of Hungary and hereditary legate from the Roman see),

Erlau and Kolocxt (for the states of Hungary), Lemberg,

Spalatro, Rtgusa, Salxburg, and Udina (for the kingdom

of Lombordy and Venice). The Armenian* united with the

national church have also tn archbishop at Lemberg. Next
to these its heads follow the sixty bishops, most of whom
arc suffragans of the archbishops, to whose sees their dio-

eeaea are generally subordinate. The remainder of the

secular clergy consists of twelve titular bishops, the mem-
bers of the diocesan chapters, six heads of collegiate endow-

ments, arch priests, deans, rural deans, parish priests, local

chaplains, co-operators and vicars, and beneficed ministers.

The higher clergy enjoy in general very handsome incomes,

their benefices yielding them between 1000/. and 10,000/.

in some cases considerably more ; as in that

of the vf Hungary, whoso revenuca are

L 2
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and Venice (whan amy available ten is judicicwaly culti-

vated) ; but there are putt, •urh Si the north of Hungary,

Upper Styri*. Cahnthia, the Maritime Frontier. Dalmatia.

the Tyrol, Silesia, and a few others, constituting about

one-fourth of the whole territory of Austria, which do not

grow sufficient for their own consumption. This remark
attaches equally to the province of the Lower Ens in the

archduchy of Austria, where, however, the subsistence of

the metropolitan population alone creates the necessity of a

large importation. This province and the Upper Ens enjoy

the, reputation of producing the finest wheat in the empire.

In moat districts there is more wheat grown than rye,

and more oats than barley. Besides these descriptions of

grain, a vary considerable supply of maize, amounting to

ft. 1 04,000 quarters yearly, is raised in various parts, parti

-

eularly the south of Hungary,' the Buckowine, Styria,

the Tyrol. Dalmatia, Lombardy, and Venice ; the last-men-

tioned: kingdom likewise produces from 131,000 to 142,000

quarters of rice, independently of 4400 to 5600 more
grown in the marsh-lands of Temeswar, Slsvonis, the Mili-

tary-Frontier districts, Dalmatia, and other provinces in

the south. It has been estimated, indeed, that the growth
of these several substitutes for wheat and rye increases the

annual produce of grain adapted for human subsistence to

41,400.000 quarters. Buck-wheat, millet, podded grains
(the Bohemian pea particularly), and lentils, rapeseed

(though to no great extent), and linseed, potatoes, ana other

ordinary vegetables, are more or less cultivated in almost
every part of Austria : nor is there any want of an adequate
supply of fodder for horses and cattle, in the growth of
which, especially of clover and luccrn, Lombardy, Styria,

the Archduchy, Bohemia, and Silesia take the lead.

Though we have no complete accounts of the produce of

the meadow lands in Austria, an approximative estimate

may be arrived at by assuming the crop of bay and after-

math to be thirty cwt. per annum to each yoch ; this calcu-

lation will give about 12,500,000 tons for the whole yearly

supply. Much pepper (called papriea, or Turkish pepper)

is derived in Hungary from the capsicum annuum ; mustard
is raised everywhere, the finest in Moravia and Lombardy ;

aniseed is most grown in Lombardy and the neighbourhood
of Znaym in Moravia ; ginger is cultivated in the Lower
Ens and Slavonia, and truffles chiefly in Lombardy.
Among commercial products the tobacco, raised to the

extent of 300,000 cwt in the south of Hungary, is ac-

counted by some the best which is grown in Europe;
an excellent kind is also produced in Slavonia, Transsyl-

vania, and Galicia; and no small quantities in Styria,

the Tyrol, Lombardy, and other districts. The quality

of the latter is generally indifferent; but the whole pro-

duce of Austria (about 700.000 cwt) leaves a surplus

for exportation beyond the domestic consumption. Of
those 700,000 cwu., about 300,000 are raised in Hungary
alone, 00.000 in Transsylvania and the Military Frontier,

100,000 in the Tyrol, and 30.000 to 30.000 in Galicia.

Of hops, Bohemia not only yields the finest sort in

Germany, but has been known in some years to export aa

many aa 13.000 or 15.000 cwt*.; Galicia, Moravia, and
Transsylvania raise sufficient for their own consumption.

Flax, of uncommonly fine quality and great length of fibre,

is cultivated about Crema in Lombardv, and other parts of
the delegations of Lodi and Brescia ; the Silesian is scarcely

inferior to it ; and, next to the latter, stand Moravia, Bohe-
mia, Slyna, the Upper Ens. Hungary, and CamioU. The
whole quantity raised in these and other parts of Austria
is. however, inadequate to supply the demand, although
Transsylvania makes it an article of export to Wallachia.
fttmp of peculiar goodness is grown in the district of
Hsnna in Moravis, and in Lombardy, and inferior qualities

in Silesia, Transsylvania (which exports large quantities),

Slyna. Bohemia, Cannula, and the Tyrol, but what is raised

in Hungary is of worse colour and shorter fibre. Tbotirh
hemp is not so universally cultivated in Austria aa flax, it

ranks among toe exports of Lombardy and some other pro-

vinces. A substitute for this article, called Gtnater, grows
in the wild stale in Dalmatia and Croatia. The tmdigo at

North Carolina has been transplanted to the Milanese, and
h said to surpass the original dve both in colour and general
excellence ; and the tafirn* of the Lower Ens H equal, if

not superior, to any grown in Europe : it is one of the pro-
ducts too of Hunrsry and some of the islands en the roast
of Dalmatav. The cultivation of madder-root, which was
introduced into the Lower Eos at the dose of the last cen-

tury, has boon checked by the return of peace ; it is now
principally confined to some few districts in the south ot

Hungary, where it appears to have been ra ised and locally

used at a much earlier date, though the circumstance wsa
not generally known. Besides wtil, a speoea of andsrot

which is a product of Slavonia and Camiola, wood is reared
aa a substitute for indigo in Hungary, Bohemia, and ta

the vicinity of Vienna, Mulk. and other places in the Lower
Ens ; safflower is no longer a product of Bohemia, where, we
are told, the improper use made of it aa an article of food by
the peasantry has occasioned its cultivation to be prohibited,

but it continues to be grown in large quantities in Hungary
and Lombardy. Considerable trade, both with the other
parts of the empire and foreign countries, is carried on ta

Hungary in what is called yellow wood (Whits cotumsi. the
stem of a shrub which grows spontaneously in the south-

western districts and Slavonia, under, the name of the

ruja, and is largely employed in some of the s«masses af

dyeing.

The principal medicinal plants cultivated in Austria are-
rhubarb, which is raised in Styria, the Lower Ens, Bohaaana.

and Galicia ; liquorice, a favourite article of growth an Mo-
ravia, whence 400 tons and upwards are annually exported,

and which is also gathered in the wild state in Hungary
and Slavonia ; manna, derived from the Fraximu onus*.

which abounds in the forests of Hungary and Slavonia

;

and spikenard (Spiea Celttea), which is collected with much
care in the mountains of Camiola, Styria, the Tyrol, and
the Upper Ens. The white species of this plant is mostly

exported to the Levant where the Turks and Greeks make
use of it in their baths on account of what they eoneen* to

be its invigorating properties. A brandy spirit is dartillrd

in Cahnthia and Styria from gentian, which is bond a
most of the elevated regions ; and Iceland -moss is collected

in considerable quantities' on the Carpathian mountains,
where it grows in masses of five and six feet in height
The cultivation of fruit is carried to a great extent in

every part of Austria, with the exception of Galicia ; the
beat descriptions are raised in the Archduchy, Styna, the
Tyrol, Moravia, and Bohemia, Illyria, Lombardy. Croatia.

Slavonia, and Transsylvania. Whole forests of plume and
damsons are to be met with in Hungary ; and 10,000 acres

of land are devoted to the produce of the far— atone as

the Slavonian circle of Syrmis. which annually men•tor-
tures above 600,000 gallons of Slivavitsa (or Raky ). a brand?
extracted from the plum and damson, which is a fevwonie

beverage among the Slavonians, and is also made in the

Archduchy and Hungary ; filberts and i heetnuto, figs seat

almonds, are the growth of Lombardy and moat of the

southern provinces; some few of the northern aswvuancs

also produce the former ; currants and raisins are exported

from Dalmatia and the adjacent islands ; sad the grasssaV.
pomegranate, lime, lemon (which is extensively grown a
the Tyrol, Lombardy and Venice, Illyria, and Dalasati >.

orange, date, and aloe, are natives of some of the ssejthera
and south-eastern provinces. In these parts the olne
likewise cultivated largely ; the best grow near CaOare,
and the district of Trau in Dalmatia, in which wuuty the

produce of oil amounts to 30,000 or 85.000 barrets per

annum; I stria also manufactures about 30,000 hams* a
year ; but the production of this article is not at all safeaaasto

to the consumption of the empire at largo. Mesa— era

extensively cultivated in Lombardy, Venice, and Hangar* ,

but grown as a garden-fruit only in other parts of Aaecna.
Hungary indeed has been called * The Paradaw of the

Melon.' In that country, the fruit is raised bash as the

open field and garden, awl eaten by all classes, of whose the

lower use the water-melon, which succeeds hast in sandy
soils.

We have seen that more than one-third of what tsdWwasd
the available soil of the Austrian domintone, ia aecwfwed W
woods amifbrrtls ; it is equal, indeed, to a fourth part sad
upwards of the whole area ; and it will therefore aaamrsJv
occur to every reader, that wood must constitute one af

the staple productions. The more level dutnets grow the

oak, beech, asb. alder, elm, poplar, lime or lindsss. sarvsv.

willow, and plantain ; whilst the fir, nine, larch, cedar, saw
yew, and. where these will not thrive, the dwarf sane seat

juniper, seek the more elevated regions. The Behaav
forest in Hungsrr, which is above fifty miles long, seal

from ton to flir-and-twenty broad, and the Dragsaura
Illyria. aa well as the forests of the Buchowuas. SUvwaaa.
end I ^i"^- 11 - sheaual m oaks of exiranedusssw shassasssasakw^sw^ snP^BBBaBBBBBs^v^m) wswFWjaaswa ^a> vwsay WMVweewsmswJ ^aaaBBBBSssBBBBB^^BBBBBasBj
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Manna.

and wewld *Jbrd fambractiUe neoureee to a state like

Kagtaad. The fallowing detail* from Lichtenstern will

husam convey a more exact idea of the extent of these

far—I lands than any general remark, lie state* the
weeds and farests of Hungary to occupy * surface of
e.m.740 yoehs; of Transaylvsnia, 4,482,900; of Galieia,

3445.373; of Bohemia, 2,319,811; of the Military Fron-

ts**- districts, 1,172,793; of the Archduchy of Austria,
l.*W.oa»; of the Tyrol. 1.408,660; of 8trna. 1,307,214;
of Lombardy and Venice, 1.463.400 ; of Illyna, 1,359,461 ; of
Moravia and Sileem, 1.130,285; and of Dalmatia, 633,100;
mating altogether a total of 31,186,748 yoehs, or about
44.JJo.ooo ktm. With respect to fuel, we have no meant
at hand of ascertaining the quantity of wood felled for its

•apply. The neglect of the forests, particularly in the
neighbourhood of large towns, has become so crying an
erd among the Austrian* of late rears, that general at-

tention has been roused to the subject, and much paint

are taking to prevent the recurrence of a deficiency of
fuel, by fresh plantations, in which Prince Lichtenttein

has art a most useful example, above two millions of
American trees and shrub* having been added to the

tome of his estates in the Archduchy and
Among the products of the Austrian forests we

may name potashes, which are chiefly made in Hungary,
Gains, and the Buckowine, Moravia, the Archduchy, and
Bohemia. The Hungarian potash, of which about 1500
toot are produced, stands in highest estimation ; the supply

from GaLria. and from the Buckowine, where sWteen
works yield above 300 tons annually, is alto considerable ;

and there are upwards of 800 manufacturers of the article in

Bohemia, who produce >so to 900 tons a year fur exporta-

tion, beudea supplying its domestic consumption, for which
Dearly 5000 tons are required. Moravia is also a consider-

able exporter of potashes ; and there is a sort made at

Deutsch BrodersdorC in the Archduchy of Austria, which is

said to be superior to any that is produced elsewhere. In
no other province is this branch of manufacture canied
to any extent. Tar, charcoal, gall-apples, and turpentine

should be added to this enumeration of the product of the

Austrian forests, though they are not of considerable mo-
ment : that of tar, for instance, not exceeding 300 tons

;

that of gall-apples being not more than 8000/. in yearly

value ; and that of turpentine not exceeding 1 000/.

The quantity of mne annually made m the Austrian

territory averages between 370,000,000 and 600,000,000 gal-

lons. Of this produce, Hungary contribute* 370,000 ; Lom-
berdy and Venice, 83,670,000; the Archduchy, 36,000,000;

Transsyrvania. 13,000,000 ; Styria and the Tyrol, about
•.000.090 each ; Illyna. 10,980,000 ; Dalmatia, 8,503,000

;

Moravia, 6,808,000 ; and Bohemia, 405,000. The quan-

ta < consumed by the inhabitants themselves is estimated

at 523.900,090 or 340,000,000 gallons. No wine is made
in Galaria. the climate, as we have before remarked, being

uobioarabie to the cultivation of the vine, nor had any

been made in the adjoining province of the Buckowine
untu within the mat few years. The ' King of Wines' is a
native of the Austrian soil : it is the produce of a district not

much mora than one hundred square miles in extent, situated

on the high grounds of Tokai and Taresal, which form part

4.4 the Heggallya range of the Carpathians, in the circle of

Zempiin. in north-eastern Hungary ; and it is somewhat

resnarkeble that the generous grape, from which the several

aperies of Tokai are made, should ripen to such perfect

nreetneea as to he wholly devoid of acid at so high a

astaode a* 48°. The Tokai, Tarcsal, and Mada sorts are

assessed the finest, from combining strength and aroma
with the moat delicate sweetness. In point of body, the

Tailya and Zambor sorts are preferred. Next to these, in

the last of Hungarian wines, stands red Meneech, a strong,

wees, and aromatic liquor; and the Ausbruch, or first

quality of the Oedenburg growth, is also in demand among

those who prefer a less powerful wine. The vineyards in

the isetghbmhood of Ofen also yield a wine of astringent

quality, which is frequently substituted for Burgundy.

Suvooia. Croatia. Transsylvania, and the Archduchy, pos-

teea wine* winch, under better treatment, would probably

b* deemed very little inferior to the best Hungarian or

Rhsnssh. W* know of no sparkling wine in Austria ex

eswtnwr that which is brought from the valley of Vinodol, in

CnmXm. Same strong winee, particularly Muscatel sad

p____ M ul| as the delicious Marsemin del Teodo, sre

but there are none of marked ex-

cellence made in the Italian provinces. The whole exports
of this article from the Austrian dominions are estimated
at about 73,000,000 gallons.

Having thus pointed out the leading productions which
characterise the vegetable kingdom in the Austrian Em-
pire, we will now direct our attention to the resources with
which the animal kingdom has supplied it And here we
shall again have recourse to the general estimates made by
Lichteintern, who possessed sources of information to which
few other writers on the subject am said to have had
access. He tells us, thst the domestic and more useful

clataes of animals, of which the whole Austrian stock is

composed, present the subsequent totals, vis.

:

Horses (including one to three year old foals) 1,800,000 to

1,900,000 ; mules and asses, from 60.000 to 70,000

;

horned cattle (including one-fifth for the young), 9.000,000

to 10,000,000; sheep (of which about one-eighth are of
unproved breeds), 16,000,000 to 17,000,000; swine. 5,000,000

to 6.000.000; goats, 800,000 to 900,000. Blutnsnbaeh
estimates the number of horses at high at 2,200,000 ; and
of the sheep, at 19,000,000 or 20,000,000, among which are

some few of the Dishley and New Leicester breeds, intro-

duced in 1825.

Matchus, a subsequent and very recent writer, has like-

wise investigated this subject with much care ; and we give

the following statement upon his suthority, to which we
hsve added the surface of each province, in order to faci-

litate the comparison between them :

—

Bariam Hanav HaraatCanSi

L ArrWacky at AaMrta 14.881 118,091 773.177 •61.81*

t. HlrrU 41.76* 303.193 IX,4*4

S Th. Tyrol 10.846 13 978 mat 137 301

4. lUrrU
t. UoWla

10.916 47.4M 378.31* 639. -39

S0.013 137.633 8f*.t7» IJOr 1*1

t. MonrrU tad BOstta lo.llt 130.418 383.06* 448 8.

«

7. Gall«ta.*«. S3JSC* SCS.477 1.3*6.736 647.M4
oe.ovoS Hassan. S*.

*. TranaaTtraaU
tr,x\* 700.000 4J0OOOO
13,2*8 300,000 700.00* 6O0.0<«

IS Military mete District 1».»» 173.431 600.00* »>'.ooo

11. Dalnada 6.74* tS.480 63.1*4 7i7.UI
37SAJ7U. UsabaiSyaed Vtales 69.760 460 tfOO

3,110,3*3 I0.4S6.46* li.M7.377

To this statement it may be added that the proportion

of oxen to cows is estimated as being that of 7 to 12, and

the whole number of mules and asset at between 68,000

and 59,000. With respect to the horse, the finest breeds

are reared in Tranatylvania and the Buckowine ; tney

are well formed, and of Turkish descent : the Hungarian,

on the other hand, are of slender make, and commonly

much below fifteen hands, their greatest height ; but they

are a swift and durable race of animals. The Gslician

breed, with the exception of the few of Polish blood which

are bred in the circles of Zlocsoff and Brxerany, are of

still more diminutive siie, and in general trained from a

wild state, but they are remarkably hardy, as well ss

swift-footed. The Bohemian and Moravian horse is prin-

cipally adapted for agricultural purposes, whiltt th* breed

reared in the Archduchy, Styria, and Carinthia, are of

strong and powerful make, fitted for private use and military

service ; but the stock of the letter is by no means abun-

dant. In fact, the supply of bones in the Austrian domi-

nions is so inadequate to the demand, that they are com-

pelled to resort to Naples, Mecklenburg, and even our own
country for carriage-horses, as well as to various parts of

Germany for remounts for the cavalry. The immense

studs, which the government maintain in Hungary, Galieia,

the Buckowine, and other quarters, where thousands of this

useful animal are reared and trained, have, however, greatly

contributed to replace the deficiency occasioned by the

destructive succession of wars out of which Austria is

emerging. Lombardy takes the lesd in supplying mules

and asses, and conjointly with Venice possesses s stork of

between 48,000 end 49,000 of them, above four-fifths of the

whole Austrian stock. The males of lllyria and the Tyrol

are larger, stronger, and handsomer than the ordinary race,

and as swift as toe fleetest horse.

Of horned cuttle the choicest breeds sre reared in Hun-
gary, Tranatylvania, Lombardy, and Styria ; those of the

first two countries sre rental?table for their sise and hand-

tome boms, as well ss the quantity and quality of ineir

flesh ; the Lombardy cattle appear to be a cross of (he

Swiss and Hungarian breeds, and are of handsome sise and

strong make ; the Btyrian breeds are the same large, hmg

bodied, crumpled-boated, abort-legged race as the Carta
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than and Croatian. Ahfc—gh Hangary, Oaliats, and thoir

southern neighbour* export Wncn 1 10,000 and ISO.ooo

head of cattle annually, their gross Dumber throughout the

empire ia laid to bare Men constantly on the decline during

the laat forty yean; the Austrian farmer and jrracier

baring found it to their Interest to attend rather to tbeir

flocks than their herds. The produce of Austria in tallow,

cheese, fcc. will be found under the head of iu manu-
factures. Buffaloes are bred in parts of the south of

Hungary, as well as in Tranasylvania and Slavonia, where

they are used for the purposes of draught, it being found

that, in those countries at least, a buffalo can draw a heavier

load than three native horses, and is indifferent to the

quality of his food : tbeir milk is also extremely rich.

The breeding of sAasp baa in moat parts been followed

up to the injury of the stock of cattle. In Bohemia,
Moravia, Silesia, and the Lower Ens, a very marked im-
provement in quality, arising from the cross of the native

breed with the Spanish Merino, has more than counter-

balanced • trilling decrease in quantity. But there ia

no part of the Austrian dominions equal to the east of

Hungary and to Tranasylvania for the extent of their Hocas

and paituraa. Hungary, indeed, po*scs«cs so much larger

a supply than ia necessary for iu own use, that there have
been years when it has exported above half a million of
aheep and goats, independently of upwards of 170,000
lambs and 1,400.000 lbs. of wool. The latter, however,
which is chiefly obtained from the common Hungarian rac*
(«•»'* Mtrrpsirenu), a breed with long twisted horns, and
long, clotted, hairy wool, not found elsewhere excepting on
Mount Ida and in some of the Greek islands, is but of

'

coarse texture. In the western and southern parts of
Hungary the breed has been improved by crossing it with
Merinos, and now yields very floe wool. Galicia has much
increased its flocks during the laat thirty Tears, and greatly

improved them by mixing them with Merinos; its stock,

which amounted to 375.019 only in 1807, has now risen to

nearly 550.000. In the east of Lombardy, the Venetian
territory, Dalmatia, and the Quamero Islands, where the
Paduan breed ia reared, an excellent quality of wool is also

obtained. On the whole, Austria does not, however, pro-
duce aa much wool aa the consumption of her manufactu-
rers requires, and therefore makes up the deficiency by
importation from Turkey and other countries. Her native
supply haa been estimated at 474.000 cwt per annum

;

namely, about 10,000 of superfine, 970,000 of Ana) and
middling, and 1 70.000 of coarse qualities. We should add,
that there are five distinct races of sheep bred in Austria

—

the Hungarian, also called the Zackelachaaf, which we have
just described, the common curly-coaled sheep, the improved
breed, the Paduan, and the pure Spanish or Merino species.
The rearing of goat* it carried to so great an extent in

some parts that no other animal food ia oaten at certain
pmods of the year. We have already stated that their
number may be estimated at 800,000 or 000.000. They are
principally bred in the mountainous districts of Austria and
Lombardy. and good cheese is made from their milk in the
Ty rol and Bohemia ; but the government are anxious to
diminish the stork on account of the injury which they do
to young plantauona.

Anne are kept in large herds throughout almost every
province of Austria, pemetilarly in Hungary, where their
flesh ia so favourite a food with the Magyar and Slavonian,
that in some year* two millions have been known to be
slaughtered, beanies 850.000 exported. They are mostly
kept in the vicinity of forests of oaks and beeches, st a dis-
tance from dwelling places, being driven into marshes and
upon heaths in summer, where they feed on roots, snakes,
and other reptiles, and into forest, or other feeding grounds
in the beginning of October. The markets of Debrecnn
and Oedenburg, in Hungary, are unquestionably the
largest markets for swine and lard in all Europe; if „ ln ™-„. .~

as surely as a German without coffee.
. In the north- no other care is bestowed upon them hedee enlarging the

bole in the tree in which they establuh tbeir tvmt-~-

an abundance ef other poultry, ia amply
in Bohemia, Galicia. and Hungary, in which quarters the
Jews have contrived to monopolise nearly the whom Mafias

in down and quills. The pheasant of the finest Austrian
breed ia a native of the first-mentioned of these three king-
doms, though this bird abounds equally in all of thews.

The Tyrol is celebrated for rearing canary birds, of which be-

tween 3000/. and 400W . in value are annually sold, and sum*
even in the markets of Constantinople. Game of all kinds
is plentiful in most parts, and on the list of wild antmaki
we find the bear, lynx, wolf, fox. martin, rharness-goal,
otter, and bud-tortoise. The hear and wolf, indeed,
are found at times to be such troublesome neighbours m
Galicia, that a premium ia set upon their heads, and between
the years 1818 and 1814. sixleoen thousand florins were
paid to the peasantry for bringing ia 41 of the former and
49.18 of the latter. The Tyrol also appears to have been
particularly infested with them in 1819. when above 15*/.

were expended in rewards for the slaughter of a lynx, n
bears, and 18 wolves.

The streams of the Austrian empire abound in JUk. The
sturgeon is found in the Lower Danube and frequently ia

the Theiss, and some are often caught that weigh fifteen

hundred pounds. Next to the sturgeon is the pike, the
Urgest of which are at times forty pounds in weight : it

is found with the carp and trout in the Theiss and other
rivers ; but if we were to proceed in our enumeration, from
the lamprey of the Milanese to the salmon of the Vistula,
for each intervening stream or sheet of water, we should
omit scarcely one species out of the numerous fresh water

I

varieties which exist in other parts of Europe. We most
not, however, forget the pearl-bearing muscle which inhabits
the rivulets of Hungary, the Archduchy, and Bohemia
and of which the finest are taken in the Vstars, where s
regular pearl fishery is carried on, and in the Moldsu. lit,

Belika, and Keaselbach. Coral ia collected on the coasts of
Dalmatia, particularly in Lake Sebenico; and the tunny
mackerel, anchovy, and other sea-fish are caught in the
Adriatic. The fisheries on the Dalmatian coast employ
8000 individuals, and yield a yearly return not far short of
500.000/.

The roaring of the tilkworm, though not wholly neglected
in other parts of the south of Austria, is no where earned ea
to such an extent aa ia the territory of Lombardy and V caste,
where it was introduced from the two 8iriliea by the emperor
Charles V. The western districts of this kingdom, those
on the right bank of the Minrio, are said to produce nearly
3.500,000 pounds weight of silk per annum, and those on m
left bank, which comprehend the Venetian provinces, about
1.800,000 pounds; both together produce not murk teas
than seven-eighths of all the silk raised in the Austrian da-
minions, and give employment to upwards of 1 OO.Ooo beada.
This branch of industry' is actively prosecuted ateo m the
southern districts of the Tyrol and illvria, aa well aa in Dai
matte, which produce conjointly about HOO.Owa
weight An inconsiderable quantity is likewise n_
ths

i
south of Hungary, Slavonia, and Croatia. On the-,

it haa been computed that the annual production of adk
Austria amounts to 5,370.000 pounds weight, of which f
1,300,000 to 1,700,100 are used for domestic manufacture, sad
that iu value is between l,3«n.ooof. and l.?00.00w/. slrrtmg.
Nemnieh states that the Milanese alone yields tJe.eae
pounds weight more than all Piedmont; but that the qoehtv.
though better than the French, is inferior to that ef the
Picdmootese, next in goodness to which stands the Bres-
cian. A very considerable proportion of this artarlv ta the
wrought stale, chiefly of the sort termed 'onraatm* m
exported from the Italian provinces to the English _

Bees are also an object of much attention in Ho
Galiria. and Tranasylvania

; and numbers of those who <fo-
nT* an income from thru* productions, possess aaasnea ef
130 or 800 hues. In many parts, however, those induwti

western parts of Hungary, too, poo.try is bred in such large
quantnies that one can scarcely pass from village to village
without encountering flock upon flock of fowls, duehi.
geese,.and turkeys. The same may he said of the districts
•round the Austrian metropolis, and indeed more or less,
of every province within convenient reach of large towns,
t spans snd turkrvs are ml away by thousands from Strna
the latter ars the ordinary domestic fowl of the Trans.) 1-
Tanian. The la Lombardy, where there at

wealth, and providing them with a shelf In Dalmana.
where the small district of Cattaro annually exports sheee
15.000 pounds weight of wax and honey, the bnes are eaas-
slructed of rough marble with a moveable lid. The fiaswt
Austrian honey is the white kind made in Hungary mi
Osiris; the whole quantity produced is estimated at
330.000 cwt-, to which So.ooo cwt of wax may be added.
BeatdM the be*, caninemfos, or Spanish flies, are a sen-
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> snick ofextort from Hungary and 81*vonia; the
eorhincel insect drmwi many purchaaera intotbs sandy tracts

ml Gausria from Turk*' and Armani*; and the laaehof lata

years baa become an arttcla is* considerable trade between
Austria and France.

In Uimtrai Production* Austria wrpaaaai every other
country in Europe. With the exception of platinum, it

would be difficult to name any metal which it does not
aoaaaaa. The ncbest of ita jroW-mines are in Transsyl-
rania. which has been called 'the gold-mine of Europe,'

and in wbiah no leas than forty are worked, the most
productive being at Vorotchualack, Bsalathna, Faxebay,
and Nagy-Ag ; the annual quantity of pure metal which
the whole yield is stated to be about 30,060 ounces. The
gold obtained in Hungary is partly found in a pure state,

bat most commonly extracted from stiver, and even at times
from copper ore : the mines of Lower Hungary produce about
20.000 ounce* yearly, and those in the north-western dts-

tnru about S200. There is a mining academy at Schem-
ruts ( or Mel meet- Banya), in dm heart of the latter, which has
greatly advanced the science throughout Austria, and be-

came the resort of many foreigners who are desirous of study-
ing it. The remaining produce of this metal, in the circle of

1

SaUbara. the Tyrol, and other provinces, including the dust

'

collected in the Danube, Muhr, Drave, Harosch, ate, is not

,

estimated at more than 2400 ounces ; so that the total quan-
j

tay of gold annually accruing to the crown is about 60,000
ounce*, the gross value of which may be estimated at

ttu.o«eV. And here it should be observed, that all ores

found 10 the Austrian dominions are the property of the
sovereign. Hungary possesses the richest of the rilver-

—»*». in which the mountains about Schemnits and
Kagy-Bunya most abound; the whole supply annually de-

nted from that kingdom is about 1,130.000 ounces, of which
nearly three-fourths are from the Schemnits district. The
other parts of Austria which produce this metal are Trans-
sj Irani*, about 34.000 ounces; Bohemia, particularly the

mine* at Przibaum, in the circle of Beraun. 105.600; the
Buckowine. from the lead-mines near Kirlibaba, 9600 ; Sly-

ria, 10.000; Galicia, 4800; and Salsburg and the Tyrol,

about 40*0. The decline in the richness at the veins which
were worked on Mount Tretta, in the province of Vicenza.
and at Anaaberg, in the province of the Lower Ens, has
occasioned them to be almost abandoned of late years. It

would appear, therefore, that the annual produce of the
niter mine* is between 1,390,000 and MOO,000 ounces, and
their i*lim i* estimated at rather less than 250,0001. No
part of the empire either is so rich in copper on, or yields so

Luxe a supply of the metal, as Hungary : its most produc-
tive works are in the mining district of Schmbllnitx, or
Ssomotnok. where they employ between seven and eight
thousand hand*, and yield full two-third* of the supply from
that kingdom, which amounts to 40,000 cwt. at least. The
' cement water,' which the Zips brings down to Schmullniti,

and of which instances again occur near Neusohl in north-

era, and at Jaaska in south-western Hungary, is too re-

markahie to be paaaad over without notice. The rivers in

tbaee part* are saturated with sulphate ofcopper, which is pre-

aptatad on all iron thrown into them ; in this way from 1600
to 1 7M cwt. of eopper are extracted from them every year.

The copper works at Deva and Sxendomokos in Transsyl-

vmni* produce about 2500 cwt. per annum ; the Styrian,

1»M; the rUyrian. 1000; those of Galicia and the Bucko-
wroa, M0w; the Tyroleee, 1200 to 1500 ; and the Dalmatian
aad Iatriaa, 1000. On the whole, the annual supply of
i oypt which is raised in the Austrian dominions would
appear to amount to about 2500 or 3000 tons. More than
double this quantity of lead is produced ; and above one-
fourth of it, namely, between 1750 and 2000 tons, proceed

frosa the Bleyberg (lead mountain), Konigawrg, and other
mine* in Canatlua. The Hungarian are next in value, their

produce averaging about 1200 tons a-year ; and to these

may be added 1104 from Bohemia, 250 from Transsylvania,

about Si each from Salsburg and the Buckowine, and 50

from Delmsria. lstria, and the maritime districts. The
whale yearly produce of lead is estimated, however, at 9000

ton*. Jnm u a metal of which almost inexhaustible re-

aoateea exist, though, on account of the dearness of fuel,

they bar* not yet been turned to any very extensive use

:

the quantity raised throughout the empire is at present

about M.BOO tons per annum, in value about 600,000/.

;

ami of this quantity nearly more thsn one-half is derived

torn Stjm, Cartnlhts, and Camiola alone, the former pro-

vince producing about 32.600 and the latter two about
23,000. The most productive of the Styrian mines are those
which lie between Eisenors and Vordernberg. and yield
upwards of 14.000 tons, and those at Neuburg and Gulbrath.
which have been known to yield above 5000 ; the remainder
is supplied from fourteen other works in that province. Iu
iron, as well as that of Carinthia, which wss known among
the Romans by the nsme of ' Noric Iron,' is in general

S
laced for it« excellence on a par with the 8wedish, and
ods its way occasionally into the English market. In the

Huttenberg, Carinthia possesses one of the oldest, and at
the same time one of the richest, iron mines in Europe, its

produce being from 8000 to 9000 tons a-year. The eircles
of Beraun. Rakonitx, and Pilsen, in Bohemia, am also rich
in this metal, of which the whole kingdom furnishes about
1 0,000 tons. The other parts of Austria from which it is

obtained are Moravia and Silesia, in all about 90J0 tone; the
Archduchy, between liuO and 2000; Galicia, 2000; the
fourteen works in the Buckowine, 450 ; Transsylvania, 850
or 900 ; and Hungary, particularly in the circles of Gomor,
Liptau, and Sohl, where the beat of it* iron is produceo, and
the first of which supplies 5000 out of the 7000 tons raised
in that kingdom. The mountains of Lombsrdy lying within
the territory of Brescia. Bergamo, Como, and the Vslteline,
where there are 200 shaft* open, which supply iron for thirty-

*

seven high-blast furnace*, am also estimated to produce
from 8000 to 10.000 tons a-year, a considerable proportion
of which is made into cast-iron. 7Ya is raised in no part of
Austria but Bohemia, and the whole produce does not exceed
2000 cwt., which is for short of the consumption. The quality,

however, is good ; and indeed that which i* obtained from the
Schlackenwalde mine, in the circle of Ellanbogeo, is said to

be equal to the best Cornwall tin. There is no mine of
qutcktilver in Europe to rich a* the mine at Idria in Car-
niola, the produce of which has, however, gradually declined
from 12,000 cwt a-year to its present amount, which is not
shove 4000 ; about 60 cwt are also obtained from the Za-
lathna works in Transsylvania, and 640 cwt more from the
mines in Bohemia, Hungary, and Carinthia. Calamine
and sine, to the extent of 6950 cwt, are obtained from the

Tyrol, the Archduchy, Slyria, and Bohemia; cobalt, about
1600 cwt, vis., from the mines at Dobochau in Hungary,
1300, Slyria, 200, and Bohemia, 100; arsenic, about 250
cwt., from Hungary, Transsylvania, Bohemia, and Sals-

burg ; and antimony, about 6000 cwt, of which 2000 from
the mines of Rosenau in Hungary, and the remainder from
Transsylvania, the Tyrol, and Bohemia. Chrome is got in

the Tyrol, and about 700 cwt of bismuth, and 850 of man-
ganese, principally in Bohemia.
The various species of *alt, such as sea, rock salt, and that

made from brine-springs, exist in abundance. The second

species is abundant on both sides of the Carpathian*;

and the celebrated mine of Wielicska, which has been

worked ever since the year 1253, and lies in the north-

western part of Galicia, is but an inconsiderable inroad

upon a massive bed extending for a length of nearly

600 miles along the Carpathians, as far as Okna in Wslle-

cbia. Of its yearly produce, which amounts to 35,000 tons,

three-fourths are composed of what is called ' green-salt,*

zickmy sol, a kind that abound* in mineral particles ; the

next kind, ssybikowa sol, or ' shaft-salt,' is much purer and
sharper ; but the third, ocskowala sol, or ' crystal-salt,' which
is perfectly pure and transparent, is the quality used for

the table. This, and the neighbouring mine at Bochnia,

which yields about 12,500 tons per annum, am said to pro-

duce a net revenue of at least 600,000/. yearly to the state

:

and the whole quantity of salt of all kinds raised in Galicia

and the Buckowine is estimated at 82,500,000 tons, which
include 15,000 of remarkably white colour and fine quality,

obtained by the process of boiling. The mines and boiling

works in the archduchy of Austria, which are principally

situated at Hullein, Ebensee, Isabel, and Hallstadt, with

those of the Salzberg, near Aussee in Styria, and at

Hall in the Tyrol, yield a further supply of between 78.000
and 79,000 tons ; to which we must add 50.000 extracted

from the twelve mine* in Transsylvania, and 34,000 chiefly

from the six rich mine* of the circle of Marmsros in Hun-
gary. Bay-salt, too, though to the limited extent of 30.000

ton*, is supplied from the call-pit* along the coasts of Dal-

matia and lstria, and in the maritime district* and Quar-

neric islands in the Adriatic The annual quantity of salt,

therefor*, which the Austrian territory produces, appears to

be about 275,000 tons, the whole of which is the produce of
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tnTMMMt monopoly of the most profitable kind ; a de-

ficiency, howw, of between 90.000 and 80.000 low still

remains to be imported for the consumption of the southern

provinces. Of vitriol, Austria raises about 10,000 cart,

almost wholly in Bohemia and lllyria ; alum. >aboot II,500

cwt, in the proportion of 3500 from Bohemia, 4600 from

Moravia, 600 from the Archduchy, and 2300 from Hungary

;

saltpetre, about 360 tons, of which 340 are made at the

government works in the east of Hungary, whence an

almost unlimited supply might be obtained ; and sods, which

abounds in Hungary, particularly on tbe moors of Dsbrecxin

in the circle of Bihar, where above 10.000 cwt of tbe purest

quality are frequently obtained in tbe course of the year.

The saline morasses of that kingdom likewise furnish an

abundant supply of tbe finest sort of sulphate of soda, or

Glauber i salts.

Although tbe forests furnish nearly the whole of the fuel

which is consumed in the Austrian dominions, there is

scarcely a province which is deficient in coal. At present,

however, the whole quantity raised is not estimated at a

higher value than 60.000/., and scarcely amounts to 100,000

tons, which are obuined in tbe following proportions:

from tbe Archduchy, at tbe mines near Wiener-Neustadt,

10.000. and from four others in the Upper Ens. about 4000 ;

from nearly forty mines in Bohemia, about 70,000; from
Slyria.1S.u00; from tbe Tyrol, 10.000; from Moravia, 10,000,

et^the mines near RossiU. where excellent coke is also made

;

from Hungary, chiefly the Oedenburg mines, 28,000 ; and
from Galicia, 1 7,500. Tbe remainder, about 36.000 tons,

is raised principally in tbe district of Varete, the province

of Brescia, and other parts of the kingdom of Lombardy and
Venice. And we may here incidentally remark, that not-

withstanding the abundance of peat or turf which is found

in many districts of Styria, Carinthia, tbe Archduchy,
Hungary, and Galicia, this substance is nowhere used as

fuel in any quantity but in the first three of those provinces,

where, however, it is mostly employed in manufacturing
processes. Every part of the Austrian dominions possesses

more or less of native tulp/tmr, but more particularly Gali-

cia. whose annual produce is 2500 cwt. ; Hungary, which
could supply nearly the whole consumption of the empire
from the works at Radoboi in the circle of Varasdin, pro-

duces, in conjunction with Bohemia and Trans*) Ivan is.

about 3000 cwt ; and Styria produces about 450 cwt Mi-
neral tar and oil are chiefly obtained in Galicia and the

Buckowine. where tbe country-people denominate them
' roppa

;
' but they are also produced, though but partially

turned to account, in tbe Archduchy, Hungary, Bohemia,
lllyria, and Dalmatian

Among precious lionet, the Bohemian carbuncle and
Hungarian opal stand in highest repute. The former, par-

ticularly the carbuncle or garnet found in the circle of Leil-

roeriu, is considered superior in depth and brilliancy of

colour, as well ss in hardness, to the oriental stone ; it is a
production, also, of the Lower Ens, Hungary, and other

mountain districts in Austria. The latter is procured of the
finest quality from the opal mines on the Peklen domains
in the circle of 8isn>*h, which occupy a surface of nearly

130 miles; inferior kinds are found in Transsylvania, Mo-
ravia, and tbe Lower Ens. The chalcedony, ruby, emerald,

jasper, amethyst, topai, camelian, chrysolite, and beryl, aa

well as what is called the 'marble diamond* in Hungary,
mutt be added to (he list of Austrian precious stones.

Marble of every desrnptmn and variety of colour and vein
is raised either in Hungary, Transaifvania. Bohemia, tbe
Arcbdurhy, Tyrol, Stint, lihria. Dalmatia, or the Italian
possessions of Attains, in allien Istter the Veronese alone is

said to pusaest 106 distinct varieties. ( annthia and Styria,

indeed, supply a quality of while marble no way inferior to
tbe celebrated ' Bianea di Carrara ;

' that of Nco Parua, an
island on the Dalmatian coast, enjoys equal repute. Ala-
baiter, too. is of common occurrence in » snout parts, the
finest being a product of the Saliburg and Oilman moun-
tsins ; the serpentine, black tourmaline, and other valuable
substances of this rlsas, are found both in the German and
Italian prmn.res. Gypsum is ohtsined in tbe Archduchy,
Tyrol, and Galu-ia; considerable beds of graphite, or black
lead, of which only one is worked, exist in the Lower Ens,
and it i« a product likewise of Moravia. Hungary, and
Transit Itsnu. The best slate in Austns is found at Vtahnyo,
in Hungary ; and the hardest and finest dint in Galicia.
from which the whole army is supplied. The Kit nan
(ruadstuoea art of a much infer** quality to those which

\

are obtained from the quarries at Bergamo, aril exported
to the United States and England. Bohemia, Styna, and
the Upper Ens, aa wall aa other parts of Austria, products

excellent alumina and silex for the manufacture of china
and earthenware; indeed, tbe porcelain made In tbe im-
perial manufactory at Vienna, tor which the malarial is pro-

cured from Engelhardieil in the Upper Ens and Paaaau. is

considered superior by many even to tbe Sevres or Bsarha

china for purity ofcolour and durability. Tbe meerschaum, of
which the highly prised beads of tobacco-pipes are made, is

a product of Moravia and Hungary ; the species found at

Krumau In the former province is esteemed equal in quality

to the Kiltshikoran of Anatolia. Neither is Austria any-
wise deficient in clays, atone, earths, or such other mineral
substances aa am adapted to the use of the potter, builder,

or dyer.

Every part of the Austrian dominions abounds in aswssnW
waterI, and it is said that 1500 distinct springs may be
enumerated. Among the 150 which belong to Bohemia,
none enjoy so universal a repute as the waters of Carlsbad.

Topliti, and Eger, the last of which possesses actdalooa

springs scarcely equalled by any others in Germany. Tbe
waters of Bilin, precisely similar to the Setter, tbe farra-

ginous springs of Licbwerda, closely resembling those at

Spa, and tbe waters of Sedliu and Setdachiiu. which yield

a salt aa much esteemed for its medical qualities as tbe

Kpsom or Cheltenham, are all within tbe Bohemian borders.

The adjacent province of Moravia is likewise full of mineral
waters, and numbers of invalids from distant countries retort

to tbe powerful chalybeate springs at CarUbrunn in Auttnaa
Silesia. The acidulous waters of Rohitsch. near Cy lly in

Styria, have, from their sparkling character and agreeable
flavour, acquired universal favour, in Italy especially, where
tbey are known by tbe name of 4 acqua dt Cilli.' In Hun-
gary, no lets than 352 mineral springs are said to have been
already discovered. The moat esteemed springs in this

kingdom are at Bartfcldt and Furet, and partake of the
same qualities as tbe Pynnont water. Tbe famous Her-
culean hatha of the Romans have given celebrity to Mehsiiia
and its sulphurous springs in the Hungarian dimnn of tbe

Military- Frontier districts; but tbe recollection of their (inner

glory bss not been sufficient to preserve them from enure
neglect in modern times. Transsylvania has also an

abundance of mineral waters ; in the Archduchy of Austns
there are several, of which little account is made, wttb tb*

single exception of the warm sulphur springs at Bedew,

about twenty miles south of Vienna, with whose nobles and
loungers it is become a favourito place of summer resort

The alkaline steel springs of Dorna-Handrem in tbe Boei-
owine ; the acidulous waters of KryntUa in Galma : the

warm and delightfully clear sulphurous springs of the Gats-
ciner Wildbad in Saliburg ; the ferruginous waters ts*

Rabi and Pejo in western Tyrol; tbe warm tpnngs af

Abbano. Baluurlia, and other spots along tbe Eugaaeaa de-

clivities in the Venetian territory ; and the acidulous waters,

which flow near Lessina in lllyria ;—these are but a aaaaU

number of tbe mineral sources which form so marked •
characteristic of the Austrian soil. Many of tbeas hate
become articles of consumption in foreign clime*, east

among other places Scdlits and Seultchiits export *>oe.t-ee

atone bottles, Kobitsch 400,000. and Bilin 50.0*0, filled frtas

their several springs.

In the beginning of this article we spoke of tbe ytfm l*

linn of the Austrian Empire aa bring estimated, in the year
I Ml, at 33.610.3HI souls ; and It cannot but prove interest-

ing to look hark and trace tbe constantly fluctuating amount
of this population dunng the last hundred years. At the
decease of the Emperor Charles VI., in I 740, the possets* *»
of the bouse of Austria bad a population of 1 7,4*1.r«w
souls ; at tbe close of what is called tbe ' mva <isn
war.' in 1 763, tbe disasters of that war had reduced it s>

16.243.000; on the death of the Kmpress Maria Theriwaa.
in 1 7x0, an interval of seventeen years only bating elapsed.
U bad increased to tt.636.000 ; during the following Sew
years—which were rendered memorable by tbe attempts at

social reform msde by Joseph II., a monarch who dstpssted
more resolution than judgment, and more benevolence than
foresight— it rose to 3t.427.000 ; those numbers were Wast
to bate increased after the treaty of Campo Furaaisv as

1 797, five years subsequent to the present emperor a areas
two, to 24 609,497; in 1*03. after the new ml asaaa at*

the German stales, in which Austria was indstmaafasd
for preceding losses, the number of Ma tababttaaia was
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fJ.UM— ; fa 1M5 it wu reduced under the treaty of

Prsaaburg to 23,047,398 ; and again, in 1807, under that of

Vssaaa. to 10.C95.883. Upon the downfall of Napoleon,

the restitutions and cessions of 1814 enlarged the dominion*

ef Austria beyond all former limit* : in 1818, therefore, we
tad then inhabited by 28.413,483 individual!; in 1825
they bad increased to 31,694.888 ; andm yeara afterwards,

a* we have already eaen, to 33,630,381. From theae last

data it will be found that the average yearly increase of

the population of Austria during the thirteen yeara be-

tween 1818 and 1831. waa 401,290; now as that interval

waa marked by frightful loan* occasioned by the cholera in

Hungary and many of the adjacent provinces, we may
safoty aeaame that average in our estimate of the existing

popokriou, and eonclnde that it dote not foil abort of

3Ul30.-9 esuk. We are not possessed of equally safe

data, however, as to the proportions with reference to sex

;

bat even here we shall not fear to be misled by presuming
them net to have varied, in any essential degree, since the

year 1818, when the ascertained numbers were 13343,947
males and 14,347,535 females ; snowing an exeeaa of 721,588

in /avow of the latter. In the same proportion, the present

flessifosliwi of aexes would give a proportion of about

1M0O.0OO melee to 1 7,750,000 females. These proportions

are, however, by no means uniform throughout the several

provinces; for the exeeaa of female* in Bohemia ia 1 3-16tha

m every hundred souls, and in Moravia 1 2-9ths ; but in

the Archduchy it is only 1 in 800, and in Hungary no more
than I in every 1000 ; indeed, it ceases altogether in Trans-
sylvania, where the male inhabitants exceed the female by
I ia every 4300. About four millions and a half of the whole
papulation are said to be dependent upon trade and manu-
factures, and the remaining thirty millions upon agricultural

and rare! occupations: one-fourth, too, are generally con-

sidered as inhabitants of towns.

The great mass of the Austrian population is composed
of six distinct rew-distinct ss much by descent, features,

~
• conformation, as in character, language, man-
usages. Nearly one half, about 16.300,000. ia

of Slavonic extraction. Of this race are the Wenden or
Illyria and the eastern parts of Styria; the

Slawaks and Hinses settled in those districts of the Arch-
duchy which border upon Hungary and in certain circles in

the latter kingdom ; the Csecbes, 1. 1. aboriginal Bohemians,

at* BVtostaie and parts of Moravia; the Hanaks, Slawaks,

and Podenlak* of Austrian Silesia and Moravia ; the Poles

(of two distinct classes, the Mazuraks and Gorals), and
Ruaeaiaka, or Russians of Galicia and the mountain con-

knee of Hungary and Tranesylvania ; and the Morlaks and
Mantepee-Tinea of Dalmatia, the military frontier districts,

foe The second race in numerical importance, and perhaps

lbs fr*t in point of intelligence and usefulness, is of Ger-

man descent: their numbers are estimated at 6,400,000;

they form an integral part of the population in the Arch-

duchy. Styna. Carmthia, the Tyrol, Moravia, and Bohemia,
but constitute separata communities in Hungary, where

than numbers are between 800,000 and 900,000 ; in Trans-

•y Wants, where they are denominated Saxons, and have
inrreaaed to about 220,000 ; in Galicia, where there are

1M colonics, ronetsting of about 75,000 individuals ; in the

Military- Frontier dtatnots to the extent of about 10,000 ; on
the fclalpa. ia Canuola. where the Gotscbewers amount to

4 7.000 or 48,000 beads ; and in the Venetian territories around
AMago, where they have lived isolated for centuries under

the name of the Setle and Trediei Communi. and are about

55.000 in number. The third tace are the Magyars, who
msgraasd from the Kuma and settled around the banks of

ttw Danube and Tbeiss in the ninth century ; they are

1 1 1mix il to be of pure Asiatic extraction, akin to the

Tartar and Turk, and are a fine and intelligent class of

are ; they are about 4.5V0.QU0 in number, form the ma-
jority of the population of Hungary and Transsylvania,

and are possessed of the finest lands in both countries

;

some few of them have also settled in the Buckowine and

Miliary- Frontier districts. The Italians compose the fourth

race, to the extent of about 4,770,000; they constitute

nearly the entire population of Lombardy and Venice,

inhabit a considerable portion of the south of the Tyrol

aad the government of Triest, and are scattered through-

eat Dabaatia aad other parts of Austria. The fifth rase

are the Vslaka, Dako-Valaks. or. ss they term themselves,

Rsmsai, a medfay of anticnt Thracians. Romans, and Sla-

rsossas, in number about 1,950,000. whose language is

evidently a corropted dialect of the Laftv
tions, indeed, have proved their Roman <V
that they colonixed Dacia at an early period, ax
wards allowed to recross the Danube in the r**^
relian: this ill-treated race of men are chiettyto.
Transsylvania, Hungary, and the Buckowine. The J«.
to the extent of about 520,000, form the fifth race: nearl> .

one-half of them are settled in Galicia, and about 1 60.000
in Hungary ; the remainder are dispersed over Bohemia,
Moravia, and other parts of Austria. The residue of the
population, in number about 190,000, consists of Zigeuner,
or gipsies, of whom upwards of 100,000 are conjectured to

exist as a wandering people in Hungary, Galicia. the Buck-
owine, and other provinces ; Arnauta, Greeks, Armenians,
French, &c
The established rtiigion of Austria being the Roman

Catholic it will be inferred that it is the religion of the ma-
jority of its inhabitants ; and this inference will he corro-
borated by the following estimate :

—

Roman Catholics, and Greeks received into union with
tnem, 27,800,000; Greeks not in union, 3,000,000; Pro-
testants, of the Lutheran and other denominations.
3,200,000 ; Jews, 520,000 ; Gipsies, Mohammedans, &c„
110.000.

A reference to our farmer enumeration will show that,

with a view to the civil administration, either the antient
subdivisions of the soil have been retained, which has been
the ease in general, or a more convenient distribution has
been formed. We have, therefore, as the component mem-
bers of this monarchy, seven kingdoms—Hungary, Bohemia,
Slavonia and Croatia, Dalmatia, Galicia and Lodomeria.
Illyria, and Lombardy and Venice ; one archduchy, that of
Austria ; one arch-principality, Transsylvania ; one Mar-
graviate, Moravia ; five duchies, Styria, Salzburg (which
now forma part of the Archduchy of Austris), Carinlhia snd
Carniola, which are incorporated with Illyria, and Silesia,

which is united with Moravia ; and two princely earldoms,

those of the Tyrol with Voralberg, and of Giirx and Gra-

disea. which has been consolidated with the kingdom of

Illyria. These several principalities, or indeed provinces, are

united under an hereditary monarchy, the head of which
assumed the title of Emperor of Austria, King of Jeru-

salem, Hungary, &c. on the 1 1th August 1804 ; and by a
solemn act on the 6th of August, 1 806, in which ho re-

nounced the style of Emperor of Germany, determined the

title and armorial bearings which the emperors of Austria

should thereafter use. The prefix of Apostolical Majesty

has been borne by the Austrian sovereigns ever since the

year 1738. In his character of sovereign of certain slates

in Germany, which include the Archduchy, Styris, Illyria.

the Tyrol and Voralberg, Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia,

with the principalities of Aufschwitx and Zator, he is one of

the six leading members of the German confederation. As
Emperor of Austria he enjoys every right and prerogative

attached to sovereignty, whether legulstive, judicial, or

executive, with the exception of certain limits ss to the

exercise of the legislative and executive powers in Hungsry
and Transsylvania, which he shares in common with the

diets of both countries. Every other province but Dalmatia.

the Military-Frontier districts, and the maritime territory,

has its provineisl assemblies ; the rights of these repre-

sentstive bodies are. however, of very dissimilar nature,

though few of them are invested with any higher privilege

than that of submitting reports and representation* to the

sovereign, and partitioning the quota of the taxes which be

may impose among tbeproperttes and individuals in their

respective provinces. The succession to the crown of Aus-

tria ia in the male line, and in default of this passe* into

the female, as determined by the Pragmatic Sanction, pro-

mulgated by the Emperor Charles VI. on the 19th April,

1713. The minority of the heir-apparent ceases, as respects

the kingdoms of Hungsry and Bohemia, on his attaining

the age of fourteen ; but, aa respects the empire at large,

not until he has attained the age of eighteen. During a

minority the empress-dowager, or next relative of the

minor, assumes the regency, provided no special provision

has been made by the deceased" monarch ; but this rule does

not apply to Hungsry, where the Palatine or Lord Lieu-

tenant is hereditary regent, by virtue of a law enacted in

the year 1485. The emperor professes the Roman Catholic

faith, and cannot, under a family compact, marry any

female unless she be of royal blood. The princes and prin-

cesses of the imperial family are styled archdukes and

Vol. HI.-U
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and ttf neu^pperent or

Imperial Crown Prince. The greet oOom of tb« imperial

household consist of a Grind Marshal Lord Chamberlain.

Master of the Hone, ami Grand Master of the Court; Urt

mi mat occasion* tha hereditary great officers of tha se-

veral provinces, to tha nunbar of 134, are suminoued to

incraasa their splendour.

The<K*ni»it<ra/io»i rtfpublic afiin partake* of a twofold

.-haractcr : on the one hand, there are departmenta which

aapenntend and conduct the general affairs of tha stale

;

and. on the other, there are offices Ibe duties of which are

confined to isolated portions of the monarchy. At the head

of the former is the Council of State and Conferences, eon.

eisting at present of four members, which exercise* a general

control over every other department, and communicate* its

decisions to the Privy Cabinet, composed of a director and
several secretaries, by whom those decisions are made known
to the head* of office*. The great departmenta for general

affairs, or. as we should term them, secretaryships of state,

are— 1. The Privy Chancery of the Household, Court, and
Bute, divided into two sections, the one for domestic and
tha other for foreign affair*, but under ana general presi-

dency—that of the prime minister, or chancellor of state.

2. The Council of War, which, under its president, takes
charge of every matter connected with military or naval
affairs, as wall a* of the political government of the Military-

Frontier districts. There are thirteen military administrations,

subordinate to this council, for the various provinces. 3. The
Ministry of Finance, under a special minister, control* every
department connected with Anance, taxation,coining, govern-

ment printing, stamps, the post-office, the provincial authori-

ties, the property of the state, mining, manufactures, and
commerce. Subordinate to it is the Imperial Board (Hof-
Comtnission), for systemaniing the land-tax. and regulating

the maintenance, kc. of tha military. 4. The General Di-
rectory of Account*.

The special departments, which are subordinate to the
section for domestic affair* of the Privy Chancery, consist

of tha United Chancery, together with the Board of Educa-
tion in connexion with it : its superior chancellor (for there
are three others) is minister of the interior, and its province
extends to every subject of a civil character which concern*
the general welfare, but not to the affair* of Hungary or
Transsylvania. Those of the former kingdom are under the
cognizance of tha Hungarian Chancery, to which a Board
of Education is also attached ; and there is another Chancery
for Transsylvania, with a special Board for regulating afl

matters connected with education, religion, and endowments.
The United Chancery has twelve provincial govemmen si

under it* control, tha respective seats of which are Vienna.
Prague. B rutin, Lemberg, Lira. Griu, Laybech, Tnest,
Zara. Innsbruck, Milan, and Venice. Bach of them has
a president, in general a vice-president, and as many mem-
bers as are requisite. They form a subordinate executive
for tha conduct of all public business which does not imme-
diately fall under the cognizance of tha judicial, ecclesi-
astical, and military authorities.

Tha admimttrahtm ofjustice is under tha superintendence
of tha Superior Ministry of Justice (oberste Juatii stelle), at
tha head of which there are two presidents. It is dinded
into two senates : one at Vienna, for the province* of Bohe-
mia. Oileia, Germany, lllyria, and Dalmeiia; and the other
at Verona, for tha kingdom of Lombardy and Venice.
There are nine high courts of appeal and criminal judi-
catures subordinate to them : their seats are in Vienna.
Prague. Brtinn, Lemberg. Innsbruck. Klsgenrart, Zara.
Milan, and Venire. Next there are sixteen special courts,
termed Landrecbte. in as many different towns, for adjudi-
cating matters relating to the nobility, clergy, and corporate
bodies ; and local courts (Ortsgericbte) for such matter* as
concern tha common laity. In soma provinces, particularly
the Italian, there are likewise civil and criminal tribunals
of the first instance. There is a special court at Vienna
called tha Superior Karl-Marshal's Office, for deciding all
judicial matters in which members of tha imperial family
and foreign envoys are interested. Suit* m commercial and
exchange concerns are determined by the Mercantile and
Baching* Courts, which exist in *iery prtnerasJ town ; and
suit* in mining concerns are refer*bis u> the Mining Courts,
Which have delegate referees (bem*rirbt»->ubsiitut>orjen>
nndef them. Criminal matters belong exclusively to tha
local court* and magistracy. Tha clergy are amenable, m
tU temporal matters, to the temporal juojcaluras ; hot tha

military to their own tribunals. Tha sovereign enjoy*. «*>

cepting in very few oases, the prerogative of makmg laws.

AO provincial statutes have been abolished ; nor am any

complete codes extant but in Hungary and Transsylvania,

which have their own oourta of judicature.

Tha maintenance of public order and prevention of

offences are vested in tha ministry of police, named by

provincial and district boards. The censorship of the press

is also woolly confided to its jurisdiction ; hut Hungary fall*

no way within it Median! polios is carefully attended t«

and a surgeon and physician, paid by tha state, have charm
of every circle or district.

Whan treating hereafter af Hungary and TranseyrvuBta.

wa shall have altter opportunity to speak of tha judsrtary

system* in those countries

Another most important prerogative enjoyed by tht

sovereign of Austria is that of an tnawporawbla runtmi
over the public income aussf trwtmktxr*. This ia a subject

however, which it is impossible to handle with minutooeej

or accuracy of detail, for we are not disposed to follow other*

in attempting to unravel that over which the gnvei nmeot
has, at least by withholding information, thrown aa

almost impenetrable vail af mystery. We shall tlmsfoii

confine ourselves, on the present occasion, la ousting what
Malebus, himself once minister of finance under two Oar-

man sovereigns, ha* stated aa the general result of very

diligent inquiries. 'A portion af the public income, ba

observes. ' is derived from the immediate property af tht

state, consulting of crown lands and mines, and another par

tion from royalties and monopolies; but the greater par
proceeds from taxes and rates, which are not, however,
raised according to any uniform system far tha whole stale.

The total amount of this public income, which, in the
absence of official data, can only ha estimated with aa
approximative approach to the reality, can aaawely be less,

after allowing for the expense of collection and manage-
ment, than I 3*,*00.00* gulden (about U.JM.ton/.) ; indeed
it ought perhaps to be set down at a higher earn (This
is also the estimate of Bhimenharh.) Toward* this

amount the immediate property of the state contributes

about 13.000,00* (or I.43S.M0/.); a sum of •I.****** (ar

5,7»J.OOO/.) h) raised by direct taxes, and another of eboM
32 000.000 (or 3,*4*,*00/.) by indirect taxation and roy-

alties. The amount contributed by tha dihVronl sua*
vi»nms of the empire has been thus competed (nt. by
llsswl, in his statistical outline) :

—

' By the province of the

l/rwer Ens, lt.300.0**, or 1.MJ.3**/. ; tha province of the

Upper Ens, with Ssltburg, «.030,000. or 570,***/. ; Brtna.
the same. 578,0*0/

;
the Tyrol. 4,500,0**, or 4*7 joe/

;

lllyria and the Maritime Territory, 4.7*0,000. or sJT.toW
;

Bohemia, 19.3oO.OM, or 1.841.5**/. ; Moravia and Sileeo,
S.ooa.ooo, or 7*0.00e/.; Oalirta, l*.*0*.o**, or t30.eee/.,

Hungary, 33.1I7.0O0, or 3,133.700/.: Transsyrraaav
6.300,000. or 417.30*/.; Dahnatia. 3*0.004. or 47.***/. ,

and the kingdom of Lombardy and Venire, lt.eoo.oan.
or I.710.0O0V. The sum total of these several im k.
however, but 1 3.(04.700/, which is above one mdhw
sterling less than Mslebus's estimate. With reepert to the
expenditure, he adds. ' we labour under a paucity af ana*,
and these refer to earlier time* ; they are indeed of so bb-
perfoct and equivocal a description, that they cannot pos-
sibly serve as the groundwork of any estimate of the pre-
sent amount of tha public expenditure.' And his omaasa
is home out by that of the writer who has supplies) sas*
with the preceding amount*. • A much greater degree ei

uncertainty prevails.' soy* Haaarl. 'with regard I* the
expenditure than the Income. This only ia net to bo amro-
ttotted, that the army alone absorbs one-third of the whofe
revenue, though not to much as Ltchtenatern eaeorta.
nearly I40.0**,00* gulden ( 13.300.00*/.) ; whilst he **n*ss
the expense* of the crown and mil deportments to be
34,*0*.**« (3.1 30.000/.). AU personal and many etho*
charge* are defrayed by the aovemgn out of hi* pnvo**
property, which aj not in any way wunnntad with tha pita
treasury, and ia of an uncommonly largo amount.' Hear-
ever important the subject may be, wo must root sntaated.
therefore, with our present ignorance ; and we close it «*
remarking, that the amount of the public debt, arcordaaf
to Mak-buts calculation, 'mar be eatrmated at between
»o* and »3* millions of gulden.' or from 7e.e**,***Z m
M.7**,***/. : and that 'the amount of paper money ban
barn reduced to 33.41 1.33* gulden.' or a.tM.1**/.
Tha man»g»mi i it af tha wuhhmy reeooeree of Aa
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inhabitants, far litrac op mmia a their ranks ; every

mate peasant cad atifen betas' baste to serve in the tit*

from the a** of 1 9 to that of 17. tad frora the latter until

be attaraitast rfje. is the Laadwebr : the only exemptions
m*W are is favour of the nobrSty sad elergr. and in a few

other instances. The Hungarian and Transsylvanian
troops at* rtcnatod by bounty, or Bled up by the con-

tinjrmts to which the nobrHty and free town* are subject.

The number of neU-oficcrs, attached and unattached, is

• 14; rrx.. 8 field-marshals, 34 field-masters-general and
generals ofcavalry, ft letd-marshals-lieuienint, 199 major-

generals, and 309 colonels.

The military seminaries comprise the Academy of Engi-

neers in Vienna, in which 79 cadets are gratuitously edu-

cated-, the Military Academy at Wiener-Neustadt for 447
cadets intended to serve on the quarter-master-general's

sttffj flat Unitary Academy at Wsitien in the circle of
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^-prd the Uad atfh bteod. bat rjr«*r etberane than as

the caret of oier-eieited refc«wos antipathy and a spirit

rf rrti_i*ooa. At the head rf the hjerarchy are the thirteen

archbishops rf Vienna. Pracne (pnmate of Bohemu).
Olmutz. Milan (primate of Lombards i. Venice (patriarch

and at the same time primate of Dalmatia), Gran (primate

rf HunjrarT and hereditary lesrste from the Roman see),

Krtau and axfersa (for the states of Hungary), Lembeix.
Spatatro, Raeusa, Ssliburg. and Udina (for the hinedora

of Lombardy and Venice). The Armenians united with the

national church hare also an archbishop at Lemberg. Next
to these its heads follow the sixty bishops, most of whom
are suffragans rf the archbishops, to whose sees their^ dio-

ccmos are generally subordinate. The remainder of the

secular clergy consist* of twelve titular bishops, the mem-
bers of the diocesan chapters, six heads of collegiate endow-

ments, arch priests, deans, rural deans, parish priests, local

chaplains co-operators and vicars, and beneficed ministers.

The higher clergy enjoy in general very handsome incomes,

their beneBces yielding them between 1000/. and io.ooo/.

of 1 per annum, and in some cases considerably more ;
•* ,n "»at

id
|
bf the archoUhop-primato of Hummr) . whose rr*^ «•
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abort- 34.00C!. a yeer. The bishop* are prohibited from ra-

orting fcr their anointment and inauguration to Ron*;
and pay only one-fourth instead of whole jw i income as

the pore of their benedictory hall froai the pontiff. The
whole clergy are liable in common with (heir fcUow-ciliiens

to rate* and taxes, and subject to temporal jurudiction

;

and all right* of sanctuary have been abouebed. The value

of the properly beIonKin*; to the national church to estimated

at 1 9,000,000/. sterling.—The regular clergy and their

establishments, independently of the member* of the Teu-
tonic, Maltese, and star and cross orders, are constituted of

ssi abbots, and IM priors, Hungary alone possessing 147

of the former, and 106 of the latter; 8 endowment*
dames, and 6 for noble spinsters ; 530 monasteries, and 110

nunneries, besides 14 religious establishment* of the order

of St. Basil for the Greeks in union, and 3 of Mecbarists

for the Armenians in union with the national church.

The members of these institutions are at present required

to employ themselves on some work of temporal or spiritual

usefulness, such as the cum of souls, education, attendance

on the ark. ate. ; and we may cite as an instance, that the

order of Charitable Brothers alono had, in the year 1838,

admitted no leas than 18,542 patient* into the 75 hospital*

under their care. The order of Jesuit* ha* been restored of

late years, but subjected to the control of the diocesan

bishops, and restricted in it* (unction* to the education of
the younger laity. Six years ago they bad four colleges in

Galicia. and one in Grata. From tune to time, however,
such religious communities as are positively useless or in-

active are suppressed, and their funds are appropriated to

benevolent purposes. In conclusion, we should add, that

Lichtenstem computes the number of males attached to the
secular and regular clergy in Austria to be £6,000, and
elates them to be proportionably most numerous in the
Italian province*.

The united or Catholic Greek Church has one archbishop
at Lemberg. and five bishops, namely, at PremsiyU Mun-
kace, Grosavaruein, Kreux. and Blasendorf ; four vicariates

and sixty -five archdeaconries in Transaylvania, 3467 cures
of souls in Gslicia, and 787 in Hungary. The primitive
Greek Church is under the superintendence of it* own area-
buhop, who reside* at Carlovitx, and presides over the su-
preme court of appeal far the members of his communion in
(hat town ; be has ten bishops under him, whose sees are
And. Pakras. Ofen, Verses, Baca, Transsylvania (residence
at Hennaunstadt). the Buckowine (residence atCsemoviU)
Dalmatia (at Sebenico), Carlstadt, and Temesvar. These
prelates have been latterly admitted to seats in the Hunga-
rian legislature. The Member* of Urn church appear to be
on the increase, at least in Hungary, where it possesses
30'JJ cures of souls: in Transsylvania, it has 991 ; and in
the Military-Frontier districts, 374. The regular and secular
clergy are in number about 6000.
The rights and liberties of the Protestant Church are

founded on the edict of toleration promulgated by the Em
peror Joseph in 1 784, confirmed by hi* successor Leopold II.
and solemnly recognised by the present emperor. This
edict entitles the Protestant to the full and ftwe entorment
of bis tenets and private religious practices throughout the
Austrian dominions; but no place of worship can be opened
unless the congregation be composed of 100 (amides at the
least. The members both of the Lutheran and Reformed-
Lutheran persuasion in the German and Gelician provinces
are under the jun«aVuoo of the joint-consistory in Vienna,
to which the five Lutheran *upermtendencies and the four
»upermtendencies of the Reformed Church are subordinate;
there are likewise four independent superintondenciea for
each persuasion in Hungary, and one for the Lutheran in
Trans*) Uania. There are 806 cures of souls of the Lu-
theran Church, of which 411 in Hungary, and 386 in Trane-
sylvania; and io35 of the Reformed, of which 1384 in Hun-
gary, and 487 in Transsylvania. The cause of so over-
whelming a proportion of Protestants being found in these
two provinces is to be traced to the extended immunities
granted to the Hungarian Protestants by Leopold 11_ and
the unlimited freedom of eoosctenee and worship, a* well a*
enlargement of citil rights, conferred upon the Protestants
by tiie state* of Traneaylvania at an earlier period. These
wuntnes, be it observed, are the only portiane of the empire
which possess constitutional legislatures. The total num-
ber of the ministers of both communions la estimated at
MOO. The Unitarians of Transsylvania are the only mem-
oors of that creed la Austria; they enjoy a coBuntuuty of

privileges with other Protestants in that principality ; bavw
a consistory, general synod, and supermtendency at Kaus-
•enburg, and 164 place* of worship. The Jews are moatry
of the Talmud sort ; the minority, of the Karialiah : they
have in Galicia 3*4 synagogues, a species of college at
Brody . and a seminary for Hebrew teachers at Lemberg ;

in Hungary forty-two synagogues, in Moravia fifty-two, and
in Bohemia fifty-nine, besides a seminary and twenty-one

As to tdnemtim. there are three head ' boards of studies
one at Vienna, for superintending and controlling whale-ret;

concerns the business of education in every province but
Hungary and Transsylvania; a second at Ofen for the
former ; and a third at Klausenburg for the latter prinripabiy,
which also take* cognizance of all ecclesiastical affair*. The
various provincial authorities, in conjunction with the clergy
and consistories, act under the immediate sanction or direc-
tions of these boards. The same system obtains with 1

to the Greek and Protestant schools, though it will be
ceived that the state of the latter is not likely to have
improved by subjecting them to the visitation of
Catholic deans and episcopal consistories. A director w
appointed for every branch of instruction to every province
and academical district, and he is assisted by a pro-duettor
in matters of external, and by an exbonator in swatter* of
religious discipline. In the universities, both are entrnssed
to their own magistracy. The lower class of schools are
subject to the inspection of the local clergy at each spot,
but that of whole districts is vested in the dean or vww-deaa
appointed by the bishop ; and the general superintendence
and conduct of all matters connected with education m in
each province carried on by its own local government. The
several description* of schools are aa follows :— 1. aatiinil
schools, which exist in every place when there is a parse
registry, and are open to all ages ; and head schools, each
of three classes for pupils, in most cities and market towns,
for educating youth intended for handicrafts, mechanical
employment*, &c, There are normal schools of four classes
each for educating teachers; and erne schools for the acqui-
sition of practical knowledge, with three daises in earn, t*
which youth intended for the higher branches of the am.
commerce, the station of surveyors, Ike. resort. Inde-
pendently of Hungary and Transsylvania, the whole asmabei
of national schools is 84.931. and they an attended by
1.993,523 pupils; they an conducted by 33.053 inn
and teachers, being on an average about one to every entry

pupils, whilst the pupils in these schools alono are, reiatmiy
to the whole population of Austria, excepting always the
two provinces before-mentioned, in the proportion of one ia
about every ten inhabitant*. The only certain liltmail—
we possess on the subject of the national schools in Hwa
gary is, that in the second decennium of the pimai oca
tury they did not amount to more than 5505 ; bat that at
this moment no tillage which can afford to pay a Hi »
without one. Beside* these schools, the asylums far the
blind and deaf and dumb in Vienna, Prague, Mima, ami
four other towns, educate about 300 poor children.

8. The Claawcal Schools consist of gymnasia or p mmii
schools, including ordinary laiid-gymnastoof five, and Lyems
and university-gymnasia of six classes. The latter, m abe
larger towns in Hungary, are termed archi-gywuaaaea. The
number of these schools is 837, of which Sen an M m
Hungary alone; the remaining 154. spread through the

r provinces of the empire, an conducted by 884 1

and teachers, and frequented by about 36.800 pwpua.
these gymnasia an in the hands of the meaaberi
Planet order of monks, or ' Pains scholarum psarum. mam
cularly as reaped* Hungary and Traneaylvania. Majryheve
laymen a* professor*, but no foreigner ba admiBed to tear* -

and the Benedictine, Franciscan, and other mnnisii frv'
tenutar* in vanou* parts also supply teacher* to then*. Affa bound down to a certain prescribed •ystom of inatrwrUaa

^5 r**"1*1 B«fcD»P°».t°ry of Sl As*, in Vienna. The£bool. »£ supported bv the pupU. fee*, endowment*, grm*.
rrom ecclesiastical and other sources, and public aid*, a theway principally of stipends for poor achoUr*. The barbae

tUT r
f !*odT " °*m * *• n'°- Aurtnen UnivwnetZee-

berg, reath. In nabruck. and Grata. Phuoaoahy and di-matt

8*1 by 334 professor*, to about 7JP0 students ; aMmnsst*
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la U. iaetsssivo of tpsroopal and monastic asminaries, by

3*4 Ssaphan to •boot MO* students. The students in lmw,

sf waseh tiMr* an 47 piutssoocs, amount to about 380* ; and
the students in medicine and surgery, for which thore are

ssaooss in Una. Selsbarg. Laybech, Klagenfurt. Milan,

Tneet, Zara, and Csemowits, besides those at the universi-

a«, hmok to about 4J0O, to whom instruction is girea by

Ut teachers.

J. Speetal Irtstitaboos ara alio established for particular

breaches of knowledge and separate elaataa of the oommu-
mty. 8oeh ara the Polytechnic School in Vienna, with

abort 730 students ; tbe Technical Institute in Prague, with

abaat 4H ; the Tnannonm or Technical Institute at Grin,
with 230 ; the various medical and other schools for the

asslirary. as already enumerated ; the Equestrian Aeademy
in Vienna ; the Irrrperiai Academy of Eastern languages

in the same eapitol ; the school for the Greek language at

Milan ; the Imperial Mining Aeademy at Schemnitt ; the

Agricultural Secainary at Ungrisch-Altenburg ; the Nau-
Ueai School at Tnest. See. There are academies of the

torn arts in Vienna, Prague, Venice, and Milan ; and eon-

ssrvatorawof musk in the same as wellai other towns. The
a—bar of suoMttei for Uis promotion of the arts and sciences

sad agriculture in various part* ofthe empire, is 33; amongst
them we particularly nonce the Imperial Institute for Science,

Literature, and the Fine Arts, at Milan, with sections at

Padua. Venae*, and Verona ; the Society of Agriculture in

Vienna ; the Imperial Societies of Art and Science, and of

Nstuoal Economy, in Prague ; the Society of Husbandry
at Grata; and the Society for promoting Agriculture and
other national objects in Moravia and Silesia.

The greater part of these institutions are well supplied with

libraries and otaentite collections. Of public libraries there

is a* deficiency: those most deserving of mention are the

Imperial Library at Vienna, consisting of 330,000 volumes,
and the University libraries of 130,000 in the same capital,

and of 100.000 in Prague; the Ambrosian, of 90,000, and
that hoVwiging to the college of Brera of 80,000, in Milan

;

the libraries at Brescia. Venice. Grata, and Mantua, and of

the Thereaianum in Vienna, of about 70,000 volumes each

;

and lb* Perth University Library of about 100.000. The
number of museums ana cabinets of science and the fine

arcs, both public and private, is very considerable ; they

abound more particularly in Vienna, Milan, Venice, Prague,
and Perth. Of the 33 botanical gardens in Austria. 10 are

in Vienna or its vicinity; and that at Padua, which was
oatabhehod in 1533. is said to be the oldest. TImj 9 Austrian

oaoorratorisa are those of Vienna. Milan, Padua, Grata,

Kariaburg. Erlao, Kremsmunstor, Ofen. and Prague.
The liberty of the press is restricted by a censorship,

which in intrusted to the police department, and officially

manned to the prohibition of such publications, or articles

id journals, ss may be deemed injurious to the security

of the stale or of individuals. It is illegal for any subject of
tbe crewn of Austria to print a work not previously examined
by the censors in fcreagn parts : the very title of a book
requires an official sanction ; and even such works as have
recanted aa taaprmrtar under any preceding reign, require
to bo aeasund da novo before they can be reprinted. In
ouch a state of the press, the number of political journals is

of course as inconsiderable aa their character and influence

•re insignificant, Letters sad science constitute, therefore,

the great refuge of the reading portion of the Austrian
public and anted employment snd support to more thanM penedieal works. We learn from Ltcbtenatern that the
number of authors is shore 2300, and that of tbe yearly pub-
tiraUo— in Austria about 1000.
The principal east of the Untn maatfarturt. or rather of

Umbo productions in which flax and hemp are employed, is

Rnhernia. Moravia, and Silesia, which furnish toe finest

rsrtaelss of this description, in Austria, though in diminished
quantities aa compared with tbe earlier part of the present
eeatary. For variety and goodness of manufacture, the
states of Lombardy and Venice deserve to be classed in the
nest rank to those three provinces. The Tyrol, Hungary,
Gelwis, and Trsaesylraniaproduce scarcely any but tbe mid-
dhng and coarser speciesof linen; nor is there much beyond
what at termed hopes linen made in the Archduchy, Illyria,

er tbe Military-Frontier districts. Of linen alone, and exclu-
sively ef cesisjderabse quantities of cambric and similar fine

srrtrere. as well aa tapes and stockings, it is stated that the

arangy annual quantity manufactured in all Austria, be-

tween lb* years 1M4 and IB 27, was 1*9 millions of ells

(03.300,000 yards); of cordage, lines, and other twisted
articles. 4.000,000 ells (4.100.000 yards) ; arm of yarns and
twist, 90,000.000 (70,930.000 yards.) Tbe average value
of this particular class of manufactures for the interval be-
tween 1920 and 1 826, was 4,404,235 gulden (about 4 1 6.400/.

)

per annum ; snd after deducting all linens, fee- imported,
about 383.700/. or 4,039,387 gulden. The raising and pre-
paration of flax alone in Austria are estimated to give em-
ployment to 730,000 individual*, and its native manufactures
to yield sufficient not only for domestic use, but for partial

exportation.

The largest manufactures of woollens, both doth and
other kinds, are established in Moravia and Bohemia r those
in the former province have, it is true, declined in more re-

cent times to the extent of one-third of their former pro-
ducts; but tbe increate in the manufactures of tbe latter tias.

on the other hand, made amends for this decline. These
products in both oouutriea are said to be as much distin-

guished for their excellence ss their variety. In the other
parts of the empire, where this branch of industry is pro-
portioasbry pushed to a much less extant, the principal

articles manufactured are of middling and coarse quality,

whilst tbe finer sorts, so far as their domestic consumption
requires it, are of Moravian and Bohemian fabric. Consi-
derable quantities of the latter are exported to foreign parte.

Kees, indeed, tells us, that the exports of woollens from
those provinces had increased, between 1620 and 1826,
from 13,900 cwt. in quantity, and 8,631,300 gulden
(about 880,000/.) in value, to 22,380 cwt in quantity, and
16,4*9,400 gulden (about 1,363,703/.) in value; whilst tbe
imports into them of foreign woollens bad fallen from 84.316
guidon (about 8030/1). to aa little as 3700 (about 330/.)

Tbe woollen manufacture employs at least 320.000 Aus-
trian hands ; and the crown has given no small impulse
to it by erecting several establishments, conducted at its own
expense, among which that at Linx, which employs 10.000
spinners and weavers, is peculiarly deserving or mention on
account of the beautiful cloth, carpets, &c, which it produces.
Briinn, in Moravia, is a Leeds on a minor scale ; and Rai-
chsnberg, in Bohemia, promises hereafter to become its rival.

The silk manufactures have been rapidly extending in

Austria since tbe introduction of tbe late celebrated M.
Jacquarts machinery. They are principally carried on in

the province of tbe Lower Ens, at Vienna, and in other
parts, where above 600 establishments furnish occupation
to between 130,000 and 170,000 workmen; and in the
Milanese and Venetian territories, where tbe spinners snd
manufacturers of Milan, Bergamo, Viceaxa, Venice. Bss-
sano,&c^ employ upwards of 100,000 hands. In tbo Tyrol
also, particularly at Roveredo, the silk manufactures are
of considerable importance; and there have been times
when this province has turned above three millions sterling

in them daring the year. They are spreading likewise in

Hungary, Bohemia, Moravia, Styria, and other quarters.

Two years ago it was computed that the silk manufacturers
of Austria consumed nearly nine million pounds weight of
raw material, tbe whole of native growth; and that tbe
weight and value of the silk exported to foreign markets
were 3.600,000 lbs., and 1,100,000/. respectively.

What has been said of the prosperity of tbe preceding
branch of industry will not apply, we are informed, to the

cotton manufactures. Those concerned in them have not

yet been able to meet, by tbe cheapness of their fabrics,

tbo low prices of the English makers. Hence the Aus-
trian establishments, if not in a course of positive decay,

are in a stagnant and precarious state. Tbe Lower Ens
is peculiarly the seat of this manufacture, whether for spin-

ning, weaving, knitting, or printing. Vienna tek.es tbe
lead in the choicer description of cotton cloths, such ss

muslins, fine prints, &c ; and tbe whole province, some few

years since, possessed above 3000 manufactories, large snd
small. Cotton-printing is the principal branch carried on

in tbe Upper Ens. Bohemia has likewise considerable

spinneries and cotton manufactories, particularly in tbe

circles of I^iUneriti and Elbogen ; tbey exist to a much
more limited extent in Moravia, tbe Tyrol, Lombardjr and
Venice, and other provinces. In fact, tbe whole yearly

produce of tbe cotton manufactures of Austria, which are

estimated to find employment for upwards of 400.000

bands, is not sufficient to supply tbe domestic consumption.

Tbe province of the Lower Ens, again, takes the lead in

tbe manufacture of leather, of which tbe best qualities are

made U Vienna, The Upper Ens, Moravia, Styria, Bob*.
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ml*, •ml the Tyrol rank mx« in rmportanee. Hungary
abounds in tanneries ; and in fart nearly every province in

Austria i* engaged mora or leas in Ihi* branch, though its

produce has hitherto proved so Inadequate to the demand, aa

to render a considerable importation of the raw malarial

necessary. In IMS this importation amounted to fl, 1 00,000

gulden (aboat 400.000/.).

In a former page we (rave aome detail* on the subject of

the raw iron raised in various patta of the empire. The
article, in a rut Mate, ia principally supplied by Bohemia,

whore there are seventy-ninc iron-work* ; Styria, where the

government possess work* near Mariasell, in whirh iron

cannon are cast ; Hungary, lllyria, and the Buekowine.

In in and steel, in ban and* sheets, both rolled and ham-
mered, ire produced in largest quantitiea in the Lower Bna,

where between A00 and 700 tons of remarkably line quality,

besides the coarter description*, arc annually made ; Styria,

Carinthia. and Bohemia are al*o considerable manufacturers

of the article ; and here and there an iron-work may be met
with in Moravia, the Cpper Kns, and at Milan, Trcviso,

and Dongo, in the kingdom of Lombard)- and Venice. Iron

and steel wire are made in mmt provinces, but more parti-

cularly in the Archduchy. Manufactories of nail* are nu-
merous; the best are made in Stvria. Carinthia, the Arch-
duchy, and Bohemia. Of the manufacture of arm* it will

almost be sufficient to say, it is so abundant, that many
works arc thrown out of employ in time of peace. The
crown-works for the supply cf swords and muskets are prin-

|

ripally situated in Vienna, at Muristeig in Styria, and lira-

deck in Hungary. In short, the numberless articles into I

which this most useful of all metals is converted are pro-

duced in such quantities by the Austrian manufacturers,

that a surplus constantly rc'muiiis for the partial supply of.

other countries.

The manufacture of copper, both in sheet* and other

form*, is molt extensively carried on at the crown-works
j

near Cslikcvra, in tbe Hungarian Bannat. and two other

large works in Hungary ; in Bohemia, the Archduchy, <

Styria, and the Tyrol. That of brass and brass-ware is
'

principally established on the same spots. Aclienrain, in

Hungary, has a cannon foundry, and that kingdom abounds

in button manufactories. Tin is the produce of Bohemia I

only ; and lead is raised or most extensively made into

sheets and other customary forms and articles in Vienna,

and in the provinces of Carinthia. Hungary, Galieia, and
Transs) Irania. The principal manufac tories of balls and
shot are in Vienna and Chi»ggia, and in the province of

Carinthia. In the manipulation of gold and silver.no manu- I

farturcr* in Austria excel those of Vienna, Prague, Pesth, 1

Milan, and Venice.
JAmong the other productions of this monarchy, we may

notice that tobacco is a monopoly engrossed by the depart-
'

ment of finance in every province but Hungary, Tran»syl-

vania, and the Tyrol ; and that the manufactured article

produced in the eight government work* (at Milan, Venice,

Kagusa, Haimburg, Nedlett, tiling. Winiki. and r'iir-

•tenfold) amount* to between 1*0.000 ami Sio.000 cwt. per

annum, employ* about 5000 indiv idual*. and we are told

that, in la.10. the quantity sold produced a profit of more 1

than ten millions of florins, or about 9-0.000/. There are

pnvale manufactories in the three provinces to w hieh this
)

monopoly doe* not extend. Of seed-oil. though the produce I

i* very ciin«drrable in all quarters, enough is not manufac-
tured for the consumption ; the deficiency is therefore made
good by importation to the extent of '.'sO.OOO/. or 300.000/.

a-vcar. large quantities of olive oil also are obtained from
'

the territories of Lombard* and Venire, particularly the
neighbourhood of the Lego di Carda, Illyna> and Dalmatia. I

The manufacture of paper employs upwards of 400 mdU. of

whirh Bohemia possesses above 100. and Louiberdy and i

Venice above 1 10, but the supply w *aid not to be equal to the

demand : this must be apparent when ill* added that tbe esti-

mated value of the •upply does not exceed t.OOO.M* gulden,

or atmut 190,00c/. The number of glass work* It above
'.'«0. and of looking-glass manufactories IS: the quality of

the latter article produced in Bohemia is considered equal to

the finest made in any other country. Tlw exports of glass

vary from Jlo.ooo/. to ?30,00«/. per annum. In conclusion,

we shall add. on Ijchtrnstrrn't authority, adopted both by

Stein and Malrhua, that the number of* manufacturers em-
ployed in working up the native produce of Austria, or the

raw materials imported from other countries, is estimated at

'

3.3* 5,000, and the yearly value of their production* at I4t5 I

tofflion* of (fiver earrency. iiinmriliaaj a mm aa Bdasah
sterling of upwards of 140 millions,

With respect to external trade, no ooamtry of eneasl extent
ia perhapt more di«advantageously situated ; Ha hike of aeav
eoaat is comparatively inconsiderable, and, with the solitary

exceptions of the 1*0 and Adige, ito finest stream*, such, for

instance, a* the Danube and Kibe, lie. even whan mannas;
it* frontier*, at a considerable distance from the see. There
is another circumstance, too, which cannot fail to operate
most prejudicially on its external commerce t the system el
administration, which extends over three-fifths of Ma whole
territorial surface, and, what is more to be deplored, ever
tbe richest and most productive portions of it tare refer a*

Hungary, and I/>rabardy and Venice in particular), deals
with them almost as if they were foreign countries. The
natural consequence of these several drawback* a* a* pre-

vent the Austrian dominion* from assuming that rank ia

their commercial relations with other countries, to whsrh
their position in the centre of civ lilted Europe, the varsity,

abundance, and excellence of their indigenous product ap-
pear to give them so undeniable a claim. Their maritime
commerce, which is confined principally to tbe Mediter-
ranean, centre* in the port* of the Adriatic, and dose not
employ above 30,000 vessels, even including the craft which
carry on the coai-ting trade. The most active of these port*

are Venice and Triest, « Inch have been declared tree porta, a*
well as Fiume.the channel ofexport for the groa ta ana manu-
facture of Hungai). lk.-iiles t;„_^. ....... some trade

in the harbour* of Rovign», Capo d Ivtna, and Pota; the
Venetian territories in those of Malamocco. Broadolo, and
Chioggta ; and Dalmatia in H tlaro, Zara.
Seheinco, Spalatro, Sec. We are not othernw mformed of
the amount of shipping owned by Austrian subject* in the**

quarter*, than that about ten vcars ago it waa estimated at

4000 vessels, of which 2993 belonged B IJalmatta, and sr»
to I stria ; and that in Itv.'C tbe number of merchant-vessels
so owned, between the 1'iirden* of 100 and 500 ton*, is

said to have amounted to Itioo. With a view to promo**
the foreign trade of bis dominion*, the present emperor hat
concluded treaties of commerce with Great Britain ard
the United States. The trade by land or river is m -st

active with reference to Turkey and the German State*, bat

lest so with Poland, Russia, Prussia, and Italy ; and *>e

amount of all exports from Austria, whether by ate. bod.
or river, to foreign countries, bat been computed to be sb~-t

6.000,000/., whilst it* import* are estimated tt ab *rt

5.900,000/. per annum. The internal trade, we mean that

between one part of the empire and another, is of a far n>>-»

active description, and the exchange of their varied rr>-

ducti ni ami manufactures it greatly facilitated by tbe

abundance or navigable rivers, and in most part* by (w"d
roods. No towns enjoy so large a share of this trade at

Vienna. Prague, Petth. Lemberg. Brady, Botavn. Muaa,
Brescia, Bergamo, Semlin, and Debreexin.
Blumenbacb tells utthat a considerable number ofwrtawts

it employed in navigating the Danube, many of from lie ss

1 50 tons, and, below Komorn, even of 400 or 450 tons asartbew.

The intercourse on the Italian lake* to likewise very consi-

derable ; of which he instance* that on tbe Lago di Our!*,
where more than too vessel* of the larger size, indeper* iratty

of harks, fcc., are actively employed. All article* of dwisest

pro-lure may be exchanged between province and pros tssre

upon paving' the frontier duties, which are not heavy, east
where nut fixed otherwise, are usually equivalent t« a
moiety of the duties payable on tirailsr article* of fWega
production. Among the articles, of which the imports'. ><a

is prohibited, are wines, salt, all woven, knit, and: srertvad

manufactures, spunout metal*, and certain drugs. Taa
export of aihes, raw flax, ami herop, with tbe mot* attas-tied

to them, and of unwruught gold and stiver, l« prohibttrsL

In tbe time* immediately turceeding the Christian errs,

the Roman* advanced from tt.r Alp* and invaded thai part

of the Archduchy of Austria which is at present raited

the 'Province below the Ens,' in whirh Vienna itsrtf to

situated. But they found here no hotaogeneou* state tsar

united people to encounter ; the land was occupied a* mm
rate hunting grounds, the retort of semi-barbarians, awing
whom the Pannotui, Bon. and Noriri occur most frequently

in the Roman annals. Over such a race triumph was easy

:

a state of dependence qutrklv wtrvwded to a rondilssa at

savage freedom ; and the establishment of mdttary rebsvusa)

on the Danube, at part of the Roman una of defence again*
the barbarous hordes of the north, area Itcwdist In the
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year 33 by the uieoraoralion of Ibi* tract of country with the

bmimm of Pannonia. Noricum tbenceforwsrd supplied

aW Hi«an Wgioos with Scree and hardy soldiers. In the

fawrth century, whan the north poured down iU hordes

aawa the sooth, the nuddle regions of the Danube fell a
mum to the spoilers who successively croased them in Quest

of snore alluring prey. The agriculture and industry which,

the sovereignty of dviliied Rome, had oorered Nori-

wtth towns and Tillages, gradually disappeared under

ve naroadsof Hhadagasitus multitudes, Alaric's

Osoogoiha, the Hugh, and the Huns, the last of whom,
led by the ' Scourge of God,' at four different periods tra-

rersed and devastated Illyriaand Noricum. The succeeding

oratory brought rest with it : a new horde of plunderers

from the frontiers of China now took possession of Noricum,

and converted it into a receptacle for the cattle and the

ether toads of which they stripped the adjacent countries.

Its noose now avsraod into that of Avaria, and the Asiatics,

from whom tf was derived, held possession of it until

Charlemagne, having been led into these quarters after

dnrmjr the Hungarian* back upon the Rsab, in the year

794 reduced the oountry between that river and the Ens
to subjection, and set Margraves over his now conquest,

as the ' Oeater-reieh,' or eastern mark or territory of his

moire. We neat Had it a dependoncy of Bavaria, and then

in the possession of the counts of Babenbcrg, one of whom.
Count I copnM. made it hereditary in his family in the year

944. Frederic I- after uniting the land above the Ens to

his dominions r*i»-d the earldom to the dignilv of a ducby

:

from this bar until the year 11*6 it remained in the pos-

•mmoq of tb* >u»e of Babenberg. who enlarged it by the

ir^umbon of Sana in 1 1 HO. The line becoming extinct

by the death •< frvderw 11., Ottokar. kintr of Bohemia, took

pnt*e**inu of tad country . and in 1269 added to it the duchy
<>f Carnssla ami pert of Fnul. which l.-ll to him by right of
mhmlaace ; but in hi* struggle to maintain his conquest
sirsinst Rode ph of Hahsburg, emperor of Oermany, the
latter expelled nam worn the Austrian territories in 1876,

snd seven yean afterwards invested his son Albert with the

amereignty. as aa appendage to the II. ii -burg possessions,

lira pouenty. m the course of time, extended their dominion
o\ cr several ei - r states, which they acquired either by mar-
riage, pnrrnm nice : among these we may men-
two the Margravtate of Burgau, in Styna. acquired in 1383;
Csnnthsv in 1331 ; too 1 yrvi, m iw; A nest in 1 380 ; and
the UiUtfrerialoef the Breiagau, in Swabia, in 13«7. From
the middle of the Ifteenth century, or, more accurately

spooking, from the year 1437. when Albert II. was raised to

the dignity of King of the Rt mans and Emperor of Ger-
many, thai high ottos has been uninterruptedly enjoyed by
the Hahataorg boo of Austrian sovereigns. tor a brief

interval, dating tke trst half of the fifteenth century, the
eroptros of Hasurary and Bohemia were wielded by an
A iMtriaa prince, Albert V, who married a daughter of the
Emperor aigssnrond. From Una period the inltuenee and
power of Auatria tntrsasarl with Brest rapidity.

In 1477. the marriage of Maximilian I., Frederic III. s
•on. with Maria, only daughter of Charles of Burgundy,
brought him the vmeaese secession of Alsace and the Ne-
therlands to has Oerman passes! inns, which, it should here
bo observed, hod been protected from dismemberment by
the establish—at of the right of primogeniture at the early
asls of 1 144. The miiru; ilso of his son, Philip the Fair,

with Johanna, only daughi< of Ferdinand and Isabella of
Spain, for a toe invested Kroderie's grandson, Charles V.,
with the united sovereignties of Spain and the Indies, the
Netherlands, and Austria: hot the treaties of separation
eondoded m lstl and l»40 dismembered this gigantic mo-
narchy ; the Swjonash and Netherlands' dominions being re-

tained as a joint possession by Charles, and his Austrian
rnhentaaee relinquished in

|

petuity to his brother Ferdi-
1. and ms posterity. 1 ae Utter, by bis union with

daughter of Lewis II. of Hungary, who died without
ISM, became poseeseod of her extensive in-

kaeh was composed of Hungary, Bohemia,
Masaiia, wfleaia, aad Lnsatia. The anbent possessions of
he hues ofnahetonrg in Swrtxerland had been gradually
•rested from ft, two signal being given by the confederation
formed by Uri, Sohwyta, and Unterwalden, in November,
law7 ; aad the thirty years' war stripped it in the middle of
mw as i sa

s

wath iwulairy of Alsace and Lusatia. Austria,

hswiiai . reonrcew. alalia compensation under the treaty of

Bwwrwl fit 1/1$, wVkm watted the Netherlands and certain

states in Italy to its dominions. The mate line of the
Habsburg dynasty becoming extinct with the demise of the
Emperor Charles VI. in 1740, the sovereignty devolved to
Francis I., duke of Lorraine by his marriage with Maria
Theresa, Charles's only daughter, and, under the enactment
of the Pragmatic Sanction in 1713. his solo heir. From
her very accession she waa involved in a series of sanguinary

aggies 1>\ tli ambition of Prussia and Bavaria; among
their disastrous conseqeences were the cession of Silesia to
Prussia in 1 742, snd the loss ofParma and other possessions
in Italy in 1748. This ereat princess had the gratification,
however, of seeing her husb ind crowned Emperor of Ger-
many, and was subsequent I \ indemnified for ber losses by
the acquisition of Galicia si 1 Lodomeria, under the first
treaty for the partition or Poland in 1772; a treaty of which
she deeply felt the [gnotniny, an 1 t > wbich the vehement
importunity of her ministers ultim «torted ber reluctant
signature. The Buiu...... w« UM. ceded to ber by the
Turkish sulton six years afterwards. No additions were
made to the Austrian territory by either of ber successors,
Joseph II. or Leopold II. Francis 1L, the reigning prince,
whose accession took place in 1799, lost the Netherlands
and Lombardy in 1 797, in exchange for which the treaty of
Campo Formio gave him the Venetian territories. The
subsequent treaty of Luneville in 1801 did not much sleet
his dominions, but the peace of Pressburg in 1805 was pur-
chased by the sacrifice of his possessions in Italy, Swabia,
and the Tyrol, for which the acquisition of Salxburg waa
but a poor indemnity ; and the treaty of Vienna, four years
afterwards, wrested from him in addition not only a consi-
derable portion of Galicia, which fell to Russia, but Csrni-
ola, Istria. Salxburg. the lands called the ' Innviertel.'
Venice, and other southern provinces. Full restitution waa,
however, made to him by the provisions of the treaties of
Paris in 1814, and of Vienna in the following year. The
Breiagau, we should add, became the property of Baden in
1810. The present sovereign declared himself hereditary
Emperor of Austria in 1804. and laid down the dignity of
Emperor of Germany and King of the Romans two yean
afterwards. Bv rizht of his German possessions—the Arch-
duchy, the Tyrol, Styria, Carinthia, Csrniola, Bohemia,
Moravia, Auslrian-SileM snd the duchies of Aufschwiu
and Zatte, -m«.u uocupv an area of 75,150 square milea
(lea than one-third of his whole dominions), and contain
about 11,550,000 inhabitants—be is a member of the Ger-
man confederation, entitled to four out of the seventy votes
in its full diets, and his representative has the prerogative of
presiding over their deliberations. As such member, it is

his duty to keep one in every thousand souls of the popula-
tion of his German dominions in a perfect state of equip-
ment and in marching order, and to supply, in case of
publio emergency, a first contingent of 94,883 men, as
settled by the act of the Confederation in 1818, which entitles

that contingent ' the first corps of the confederate army,' or
erttes Heerhau/en. (For a list of the Austrian sovereigns,
sec Habsburo.)

Weights and Measures.—Under this bead we have gene-
rally to state, that

>°rW pounds
80 feet of Vienna
37 ells

1 klafter or fathom
7Tis yoohs

45/A metsen
4 metsen
t-rVt rimer (or aulms)

9ui t

are equal to 1 13 pounds avoirdup.

„ 83 English feet.

„ S3 English yards.

„ 6 BngL ft, St* mens.
10 acres.

,. 10 quarters.

„ 7 Winchester bushels.
„ 100 gallons.

n S25M gallons.

1 posting mile of4000 klaftern „ 4rVi English miles.

1 geographical ditto 3910) „ «*Vs ditto.

(Von Lichtenstem. Outlines of the Statistic* of the Aus-
trian Empire, and Manual of the latest Geography ofthe
Austrian Empire; Hietxinger's, Demion's, and Rohrer's

Statistics ofAustria; Griffer's Manual; Hassel's Aus-
tria; Malchns's States of Europe; Stein's Manual of
Oeog. and Stat.; Schiitis Geography; Blumenbacb,
Kees, Ridler, Schnabel, Ctiimig, £e.)

AUSTRIA, ARCHDUCHY OF. [See Ews. Pmo-
riNcts or THi.l
AUTHENTIC, in music a term used in the antient

ecclesiastical modes [see Modes], but utterly unknown in

modern music, whether sacred or secular.

Almost every writer on the subject attempts to expiate
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the word Uim:—when tha octave is divided hanneaicallv,

aa in the proportion «. 4, 3.—that » to Mjr. when the fifth

below and tha fourth above, e.g.

< >

than tha mod* ii called authentic. Whan tha octave

divided arithmetically, in tha proportion 4, 3. «,—that i

when tha fltlh is abova the fourth, e.g.

tha mode ia than called plagaL [8ea Plaoal.]
Dr. Pepuseh throws more lifrht on tha nutter than any

writerwhom we have consulted. He says. * When the fugue

is in the fifth above or below, or in the fourth abova or below,

than one of the parts ia in the aalienac, the other in the

plagal mode of the key we compose in.' Handel's chorus,

'He trusted in God.' in the Metiah, may be offered aa an

example of this, where the subject is in the authentic mode,

the answer in the plagaL But, as wa have before observed,

the term is now entirely disused, even by writers of fugues

and canons, and only introduced here as soma aid to those

who may encounter it in the old writers an music
AUTHBNT1CA, a barbarous Latin version of the No-

vell* of Justinian, so called by early writers on tha civil

law, from it* being a literal translation from the original

Greek. (See Ducsnge. Oloet. ad verbum.)

AUTO-DE-FK' (Act of Faith), or, aa it ia commonly
termed by foreigners. AUTO-DA-FE', was tha public and
solemn reading of extracts from tha trials promoted by the

Inquisition, and of the sentences pronounced by the judges

of that tribunal. At this form or act tha offenders them-
selves were present, or in case of their death or unavoidable

absence, their bones or effigies ware substituted for thorn

:

there were also present the civil authorities and corporate

bodies of the town where it was performed, particularly the

criminal judge, into whose hands the offenders were de-

livered, that he might inflict upon them the punishment
prescribed by the laws; tha Are, gallows, and executioners

having been previously prepared by order of the inquisitors.

When this execution was performed with the highest pomp
and ceremony, it was called auto publico general, general
and public act. There was also an auto particular, private

act, at which the inquisitors and criminal judge only were
present ; the autillo, held in the halls of the Inquisition,

n the presence of such persons aa the inquisitors invited,

and of the ministers of the tribunals alone ; and. Anally,

the auto lingular, held in tha church, or in the public

square, against a single individual. The following is the

description given by Olroo of the auto publico general cele-

brated st Madrid in 1680 :—
King Carlos II. having signified bit desire to witness and

add solemnity by his presence) to on* of these spirtarias,
the inquisitor-general, who was than Don Diego Sarmiento
de Valladares. bishop of Oviedo, knowing that the prisons of
Msdnd and other place* worn crowded with culprits, ap-
pointed Sunday, the 30th of June, for the celebration of a
general autn-de-fe. The king gave orders to provide tlie

nrreitsry funds for the removal of the prisoners to the
capital, and for the erection of the amphitheatre. All the
authorities and airporate bodies of the town, and likewise
the familiorrt and oflhers of the tribunals, having been
inuted to attend, a prurosion was formed, consulting of

IM onVers of the tribunal, all mounted on hones rv-hlt

caparisoned, and accompanied by a military band. YViih

this parade the auto was announced on the 30th of May,
first at the door of the tnouisitor-general. next before the
king's palace, and afterwards in all the public places of the
metropolis in the following manner :— ' The inhabitants of'

the town of Madrid are hr T^y informed that the holy office

of the Inquisition of the city and kingdom of Toledo will

celebrate a general auto-de it on Bunds* the 30th of June
of the present year, and that all those who shall in any way
contribute towards the promotion of, or be present at, the
said auto, will be made partakers of all the spiritual graces
granted by the Roman pontiff.' With this encouragement
such energy was exhibited by everybody . that the amphi-
theatre was begun on the 33d and tamptstod on the 2»U of

May. Not fever than fifty master-builders, with their i

men. went to offer their assistance, and laboured incessantly,
stopping only the necessary time to take their mea ls, and
joyfully exclaiming in the middle of their work. ' Soroses to

the faith of Jeans Christ ! all will bo done in due time ; and
if materials should be wanting, wo will pull down our hassaaa

to supply what ia necessary to accomplish so holy a pur-

pose T The amphitheatre was erected in the Plaxa Mayor,
or Great Square, and waa 190 foot long, and 100 wide. It

waa elevated thirteen feet above the level of the square.

There were two entrances to it ; one on the east side far the

grand inquisitor, and another on the north side far the king.

Both the balconies for tha king and the grand inquasrsar

were hung with crimson damask, spread with rich carpets,

and contained two magnificent thrones. Under the srajffoM

of the tribunal were eight rooms, soma of which were des-

tined aa prisons for the culprits, others for dinner and re-

freshment, one for the preacher, and another for the |

who performed the mass. Under the staircase of the i

scaffold vara other apartments for the inferior mia
and where the criminals might take some refreshment m
case of their fainting or meeting with any other aecadnal

during the ceremony.
On the afternoon of the 28th a troop of the soldiers of the

faith proceeded from the tiibunal to the Plaxuala de Alrala.

where the marquis of Ugene, the mayor at Madrid, bad
caused a number of bundles of wood to be prepared ; and
every soldier having fixed one bundle on the point of bis

halbert, they went to the king's palace. The captain of the

troop presented the king with a bundle, which he earned
on his shield, richly ornamented and decorated with ribands.

Carlos having shown it to his queen, returned it to the rap-

tain, signifying to him his dears that it should be the first

bundle to be put in the braeero, or bnrning-plara, The
company then proceeded to tha braaero, which waa budt

about 300 paces from the gate of Fuencarral. towards the

right of the road to the village of that name. The brasers

waa a piece of masonry, of which the area waa ssxty feet

square; it was elevated seven feet from the ground, and suaV
ciently capacious to contain conveniently the culprits, the

executioners, and the monks appointed to offer the <

of religion to the victims in their last momenta.
Oil the evening before the day appointed for the i

tha prisoners were removed from the bouses of the asp,set-

ters, where they had been placed both for want of ream ia

the prisons of the tribunal, and to keep them leparsli frees

one another, to the prison of the Inquisition. There, hat-

ing separated those who were to suffer the capital ssrsssb

meat, the deacon of the inquisitors, accompanied by severs!

monks, delivered to each of the victims the follow sag ad-

dress :
—

' Brother, your process has been « asanasd by see-

sons of great learning and knowledge, and your cranes are

so great, and of such a nature, that it has been deemed Bee-

per to pronounce sentence of death, in order to punish I

To-morrow you die. Prepare yourself aa you
this purpose I leave with you two monks.* A <

of the tribunal waa sitting all night to hear the i

of such of the culprits as might repent and c

On the following morning, at seven o'clock, the
y

moved from the bouse of the Inquisition in the faUeviag
order.—The soldiers of the faith led the march . the cress

of the perish, covered with a black vet], and aramded by

twelve priests in surplices, came next; then followed lis

victim*, of whom fifty flic were rtUtjadat, or i

the fire, thirty four in effigy, and twenty -one in
(

of the eifigies bore in thru hands boxes containing the I

of those whom Um-) represented, and others their I

writings. Of ihc rclojvlu. who appeared in person. twei't

bad gsgs in their mouths, and their hands tasd. All were
accompanied by monks. Next came the ofiVers of the
Inquiwlion, in the midst of whom were two members sf ma
congregation of Kan Pedro Martir. each bearuag a be*
covered with gold cloth, containing the trials of the cwlyrns

.

then followed a enumerable number of famikaree. lbs
greatest part of »hom sera either grandees or their seen, al
on horseback. The general inquisitor, upon a fine bay
horse, with trappings of velvet, of ttolet colour, and as asm
panied by twelve lacqueys, dressed in liiery of the saane
stuff and colour. eh«ed the precession. A guard of fiats

men. dressed in black satin with sliver Iare. aaconssl she
irquuulur. Thu guard waa commanded by the Marqaus ef
Mslpsra, who marched at the head of u upon a Wane saaa>
ufirently repamooed. The having
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amphitheatre, the criminal* were paraded before the king and
the royal family. A tolemn nun then began, and a sermon
was delivered by the preacher of the kins. After the ser-

mon, an extract of the process of each culprit and his sen-

tence were read. All these ceremonies lasted till four P.M.

One of the secretaries of the Inquisition, called the tecrt-

tano dot eecrrto, then took the relajados by the hand, and
delivered them to the civil officer, saying that be delivered

the persons of those criminals into the hands of the secular

lodge, praying him most earnestly to deal mercifully and
kindly with them. The victims were accordingly conducted
to the brasero. riding upon asset, and preceded by an escort

of the soldiers of the faith. Behind them were the civil

eaVers and executioners. The secretary of the Inquisition

followed behind tbo procession, and attended the execu-
tor* to bear testimony that the sentence had been exactly

complied with. When the victims arrived at the brasero,

the penitent were strangled and then burnt, and the im-
penitent were east into the Are alive. Some of the latter

threw themselves boldly into the flames, and it seems that

this ad of courage produced some favourable impression
on the minds of the spectators, for our author endeavours to

warn the unconscious against the danger of taking for a
proof of valour what was nothing else than a brutal and
celpabU act of despair. The execution lasted until half
alter nine on the following morning. In the mean time
(that is. after four p.m.) the inquisitor continued the reading
of the sentences against the other criminals, and absolved
toeb as had repented. The ceremony ended at nine p.m.
Such is the description given by Olmo, who was an eye-

witness, sad an officer of the Inquisition, of this horrible

fasti i si. In the different autos-de-fo which have been cele-

brated in Spain, from the first which took place at Senile
in 1481, to the abolition of the tribunal by the cortes in

1*1 J. no lees than 341,031 victims have suffered various
penuhaseats. The last auto, according to Llorente. was
the auto lingular, celebrated in December, 1814, at Mexi-
co, against a certain ecclesiastic named Morellos, accused
of heresy . He was absolved from the charge of heresy, but
was afterwards bung by order of the viceroy for high trea-

son, as being concerned in a plot to effect the emancipation
of Mexico from Spain.

(See Olmo, Relation del Auto General de Fi, celebrado
en Madrid, en 1690; Llorente, Hiitoria Critica de la In-
rnmiietom.)

AUTOGRAPH, from the Greek airriypa+ov, written
sail* one's cam hand, an original manuscript ; the hand-
writing of any person.

Thai word, tt relation to manuscripts, is used in opposition

to an apograph, or copy.

CoQeonons of autographs, as the handwritings of indi-

vidual persons, had their origin about the middle of the
sixteenth century in Germany, where the gentry, and
especially persons who travelled, carried about with them
mmte^poper books, to obtain and preserve in them the sig-

neteres of persons of eminence, or new acquaintance;
whence soch a book received most generally the name of
Album ; though it was sometimes called ' Horlut,' or
* Tkmmrui Amuorum.' Persons who travelled, it is to be
observed, showed, by soch means, what sort of company
they had kept. (See the facts mentioned in Izaak Walton s

Life of 8tr Henry Wotton, Reliq. Wotton. edit. 1651 ; and
Waaler's Account of tk* Harleian MS. 933. in hit Cata-
log**.) These albums are frequently found in the manu-
script bonnes of Europe. Several are preserved in tbo
British Museum, and some are adorned with splendid
iUnmtnarinos. The oldest (MS. Sloan. 851) bears a date
aa early as 1478, and appears to have belonged to a lady :

others will be found in the MSS. 8loan. 2035. 2360, 8597,

1413, 34 It. There is one also in the time repository,

preserved in the library which belonged to George the
Third, evidently made for King Charles the First, with
whose and hat queen's mottoes and signatures it opens.
* let*. St r» oouua subiicere. tubjice te rat ion i, Carolut, R."
* En Dieo est men espCrancc. Henrielte Marie, R.' The
ether signatures with snort sentences, English and foreign,

era nemoreoa. all upon paper, but with alternate leaves of

vettwsa, bearing rich illuminations of the arms of the re-

spective parties, inserted. Amongst them are the signature
end areas of Charlotte de Tremouille, countess of Derby,
afterwards the celebrated defendrest of Latham House.
The album of the synod of Doct, a.d. 1618. 1619, is still

extent. It was collected by John Dibbexius, or Dibbits, the

pastor of the church, and is at present in the poeseasion of
Dawson Turner, Esq.
The earliest royal autograph of England, now known, is

the small figure of a cross, made by the hand of King
William Rufus, in the centre of a charter, by which the
manor of Lambeth was granted to the church of Rochester.
This charter is preserved amongst those which were
bequeathed some years ago to the British Museum by
Lord Frederick Campbell. The next royal autograph
known is Le Roy R. E., the signature of King Richard II.,

affixed to two documents, one preserved in the archives of
the Tower of London, the other relating to the surrender
of Brest, among the Cottonisn manuscripts. From his
time the royal signatures of England continue in uninter-
rupted succession.

We sometimes read of the signing of Magna Charts,
which really means the sealing : a signature at that period
was not the authentic attestation of an instrument, or even
of a letter.

D israeli, in his second series of Curiotiti** qfLiterature,
voL ii. p. 207—214, has given a section on * Autographs,'
partly taken from a smsll volume by a disciple of Lavater,
published at Paris in 1816, entitled ' L'Art de iuger du
Caracter* dee Homme* *ur leurt Ecritteres,' and accom-
panied by twenty-four plates of illustrations.

It may, perhaps, be true, that nations are distinguished
by their writing ; and that the vivacity and variableness of
the Frenchman, and the delicacy and suppleness of the
Italian, are perceptibly distinct from the slowness and
strength of pen discoverable in the writing of the German,
Dane, and Swede ; and that when we are in grief we may
not write as we do in joy. 8henstone, in one of his letters
said, ' I want to see Mrs. Jsgo's handwriting, that I may
judge of her temper :' and General Paoli told Mr. North-
cote that he had decided on the character and dispositions
of a man from his letters and the handwriting. But
numerous causes must always counteract or obstruct that
analogy which many think the handwriting of an individual
bears to bis character: and none more than that close imita-
tion which the hand of an assiduous scholar is likely to
bear to that of bis instructor. The form and fashion of
Roger Ascham's handwriting is clearly perceptible in
the autographs of King Edward the Sixth and Queen
Elizabeth!

In later times, collections of autographs have been formed
far more extensive than those which the Germsns made in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. There is one,
though of comparatively small extent, in the British
Museum, formed by the late Sir William Musgrave ; but
infinitely larger collections have been made by Dawson
Turner, Esq., of Great Yarmouth, and by Mr. Upoott, late
of the London Institution. Autographs have an occasional
utility, not only beyond the mere amusement afforded to

the collector, but beyond the intrinsic interest of their con-
tents as letters or notes: they are often serviceable in

verifying the hand-writing of scholars who have been
busied in historical researches, or in making collations of,

or commenting upon, the antient classics.

The first English work in which a series of fac-similes of
autographs appeared, was Sir John Fenn's Original Letter*
from the Archive* of the Patton Family, published in 1 787 ;

followed by ' Britiih Autography, a collection of Aw-ainules
of the handwriting of royal and illustrious personages, with
their authentic portraits, by John Thane,' 3 vols. 4to. 1 789—
1791. Another work, more extensive and more correct

will be found in Autograph* o/ Royal, Noble, Learned* and
Remarkable Pertonagtt, amtpicuou* in Bnglith Hittory,
from the Reign of Richard II. to that of Chart** //„
by John Gough Nichols, fol. Lond. 1829 ; from the pre&ce
to which some of the preceding particulars have been
derived.

AUTCLYCUS of Pitane, in /Eolia [see Astronomy,
p. 431 ], the earliest of the Greek writers on the Sphere who
remain, has left a work Dip! awsveifec efaipat. On the

Sphere in Motion, and another llipi iwtnkHr *ai Ivmttv,

On Riling* and Setting!. He lived about B.C. 300. His
works are only worth mention as showing the state of

astronomical theory among the Greeks of his time, and are

fully described by Delambre in his Hitt. Ait. Anc., vol. t.,

p. 19, be The only Greek edition of this author is that of

Conr. Rauchfuas (Dasypodius). Strasburg, 1572, containing,

besides Autolycus, Theodosius and Barlaam. There is also

Forcadel's French translation ofAutolycus and Theodosius,

\ou ni-x
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Pari*. 147s: a Latin version (anonymous). Rom*. 1468;

another of Jo*. A una, with the cornmen t*17 of Maurolyeua,

Rome, 1 487. of the llrst-mentioned work only, and of the

second, by tbe same editor. Rome. 1488; both together,

with scholia, by tbe aame. Rome. 1491 ; and the work on

tbe Sphere U in tbe Unmrrnt Gtomrtrim, 4*- Synaptic of

Menenne. Pan*. 1644. There ire Ave manuecripU of Au-
tolycus in the Vatican library.

AUTOMATON, derived from twoGreek word*, meaning
tt(f mavtd, u a name generally applied to all macbinea

which are t» mmtrueted aa to imitate any actions of men or

animal*. Without pretending to describe the mechanical
detail*, wc thall give aorne account of the extent to which
Uii* amusing specie* of ingenuity has been carried.

We may pas* over the pigeon of Arrbytas. the clock of
Charlemagne, the automaton made by Alucrtu* Magnus
to open hi* door when any one knocked, the speaking head
of Kojrer Bacon, tbe fly of Regtomontanus, and several

other*, not knowing whether their performances may not
have been exaggerated. They serve to show, however, that

tbe idea of applying machinery to imitate life is of very

antient date, and that considerable success was not deemed
impossible.

In tbe Mrmotrt o/ IK* Academy of Same— tot 1799. a
description is given of a set of actors representing a panto-

mime in Ave ecu. But previously to this, M. Camus had
described an automaton group which he had constructed Air

the amusement of Louis XIV., consisting of a coach and
horse*, etc Tbe coachman smacked his whip, and the
horses immediately est off, moving their legs after the
manner of real horse*. The carnage turned at tbe edge of
the table on which it was placed, and when opposite to the
king, it stopped, a page got down and opened tbe door, on
which a lady alighted, presented a petition with a curtsy

and re-entered the carnage. Tbe page then shut tbe door,

the carriage proceeded, and tbe sen-ant, running after it,

jumped up behind it. (Hutton, Mathematical Rterwatiom,
vol. ii p. 94.) This is by no means inconceivable, but is

somewhat hard to believe. *

Tbe flute plater of Vaueanson is fully described in the

Enc. Mrth.. article ' Audroide." It was exhibited at Paris

in 1738. where tt was seen by M. D Alembert, who wrote

tbe above article. It really fJayad on Me Jbttt, that is,

projected the air with its lips against the embouchure, pro-

ducing the different octave* by expanding and contracting

their opening : forcing more or Iras air. In tbe manner of
living performers, and regulating the tones by its Angers.

It commanded three octaves, the fullest scale of the in-

strument, containing several notes of great difficulty to

most performer*, ft articulated the notes with tbe lips.

Its height was nearly six feet, with a pedestal, in which
some of the machinery was contained.

Two sutomatou flute players were exhibited in this

country some years ago. as perfect as the preceding, except
(if our memory serve* us) in tbe articulation, which we did

not perceive. They were of the site of life, and performed

ten or twelve duets. That they really played tbe flute we
uv proved, by placing tbe Anger on any bole which tor the

moment was unstopped by the automaton.

Tbe automaton trumpeter of Maelsel. the inventor of the
metronome, exhibited at Vienna, is thus deembed in the

Journal dm Madm tor no*. (We cite from a very useful

work, the Dictionary q/ Matinami, London, Sainsbary and
Co- 18/7.) ' From a tent M. Meets*! led out a martial
fjrnre in the uniform of a trumpeter of the Austrian
dragoon regiment Albert, bis trumpet being at bis mouth.
After having pressed the Agure on the left shoulder, M
played not only the Austrian cavalry march, and all the
signs!* of that army, but also a march and an allegro by
Weigt, which was accompanied by the whole orchestra

After tin*, the dress of the Agure was completely changed
into that of a French trumpeter of the guard ; it then
began to play the French cavalry march, all tbe signals,

and lastly, a march of Ouesek s. and an ailee-ro of Pleyet.

seeompanied again by tbe fall ercbectra. The sauna of
this trumpet U pure., and more agreeable than that which
the ablest mu»*rt»n could produce from that instrument,

borause tbe breath of the man gtve* the inside of the

trumpet a mosstur* which la seejwdietal to the parity of the

tone. Maetsel publicly wound a* his aastrument only

twtse, and th» was en the left bin.'

In 1741. M. Vawrensow ecudacsd a flageolet player who
boat a lajnbeaarUw with eae hand. The sssasalet had only

three boles, and some notes ware made by half-*

these. The force of wind required to produce the lowest

note was one ounce ; the highest. Ally -six pounds ( French).
Its construction was altogether different horn that of the
flute player.

The same year. M. Vaueanson produced a duck, which
ha* been considered as the most ingenious of bis perform-
ances. It dabbled in tbe water, swam, drank, and quaessd
like a real duck ; and the peculiar motions of the animal
were very successfully imitated. It raised and moved us
wings, and dressed its feathers with its bill It extended
its neck, took barley from tbe hand and swallowed a);

during which tbe natural motion of tbe muscles of the neck
was perfectly perceptible. It digested tbe food it had
swallowed by means of materials provided for its solution la

the stomach. Tbe inventor made no secret of the ma-
chinery, which excited great admiration at tbe time.

Several other automata are described in Hutton e Mathe-
matical Dictionary, article ' Automaton

;

' in particular,

one of M. Drox which drew several likenesses of pace*
characters. A machine which wrote and drew, and another
which performed on tbe pianoforte, were also exhibited sees*

year* ago in London.
Tbe celebrated chess-player is now usually considered ss

a solved mystery. It is supposed (and has not been denied)
that a boy was concealed inside the Agure. The great

difficulty existed only so long as it was imagined that tbe

player waa outside the figure ; nevertheless the machmery
by which the hands were regulated must have been in-

genious.

In looking at the preceding instances, our leaden wdl
regret that so much power of invention has been wasted
upon trifles. What is Vaueanson compared with Arh-
wright in tbe estimation of posterity ?

AUTONUMKA (Risso), in xoology, a genus of long-
tailed decapod crustaceans, founded on Amtonommt Ohm,
which is a little more than an inch in length, and bear*
great resemblance in form to Sika and Alphetu. Auto-
momma lives solitarily in sea-weed, fee* and the female pro-

duces red eggs, which she carries with her about tbe middle
of summer, ft is found in the Adriatic See, and sosaotimss.
but rarely, in tbe neighbourhood of Nice. [See Nibs-]
AUTUN, a city in France, in the department of the

8»6n* et Loire, on the river Arroux. one of tbe tnbatansa
of the Loire. It is 1 79 miles S.B. of Paris, and U NX.W.
of Macon, capital of tbe department.
Autun is one of tbe most antient cities in Franca, having

existed before tbe Roman conquest under Jabu* Casaar

It was known under tbe name of Bibraete, and belonged w>

tbe M&ui, a powerful people in Gaul. Cntsar id* BmtOatL
lib. i. c %3) speaks of it as ' by far the greatest and weal-

thiest town' belonging to that people ; and again t tab. vu.

c 44) aa possessing the greatest influence among t) *
It was made a Roman colony under Augustus, whose neaae
it took, combining it with tbe Celtic terminattest dsn* la

bill), and thus forming the name Auemaso-dtsasnn. ef
which tbe modern name Autun is a corrujstian. It ap-

pear* to have borne also the names Julia, Paha, and Fte-
rantia.

In tbe third century it suffered much from the ravage* ef

war. Tetricus, one of those aspirant* to inniai* sweet
(commonly but erroneously termed ' The Thirty Tyranto\
who rose during the period of weakness consequ ent en the

defeat and captivity of tbe Emperor Valenana*, and the
luxurious earelsssnese of bis son Galltenus. having aasssmsd
the imperial purple, and extended his dominant eve* Qss*
and over parts of Spun and Britain, bsvaegwd As
took it in spite of the vigorous resistance of the i

From the elects of this severe blew, tbe town <

by tbe patronage of tbe emperor Constantms Chlaros end
his sen Constantino the Great, from whom it rece ived ansssn
kindness. In gratitude to these prince*, wbeee mmam
name was Flsvius, the town took the nam* ef Flaws, ft

may be mentioned that some antiquanes have i

to show that Bibraete was identical, not with Aa
num. but with a mountain several miles from H.
Besjvrai ; bat D'Anvill* and others, wbsao selbssm an*

have followed, are decidedly of opinion that As
and Bibraete were identical, and D AavtUe
cause of the opposite error in the eup*.s*sil

tbe nam* Bewxrai from Bibrarto.

Upon the downfal of the Rimin peeni, t

to s*b*e by Alois, kiag sf lbs Han
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successively into tb* hands of the Burgundians

tb* Frank*, la the Urn* of Charles Mart*! (about
T30>, whan Um Saracene invaded Franc*, they took
karat Anton, which ha* never recovered iu former

The antient town atood on tb* left or south-east bank
at the river Arroux, and at the root of three hills which
now bear the name* of Mont-Dru or Drud (supposed to

have beta derived from it* being a place where druidical

a—mlil in i were held), Mont Jeu or Jou (from a temple of

Jupiter upon it), and Mont-Cent*. From the last-named

of these eminences, which has. like the Mont Cenis of the

Alps, a lake en it* summit, the town is well supplied with
water in every part
The remains of antiquity are numerous. The circuit of

tb* antieot walla may still be traced. They are of consi-

derable extent (between three and a quarter and three and
a half English miles, or possibly more), built with great

solidity, of stones so well fitted and so nicely joined as to

give to the whale the appearance of solid rock. These
walk wave Banked with a great number of towers, at un-

equal distances from each other, and are supposed by some
to be of earlier date than the Roman Conquest The space

mrlseed by the walls was in form approaching to oval, with

ita Ion(«r diameter in the direction from N. to 8.. and
about ana mil* and a quarter in length. The shorter

diameter was abort two-third* of the longer one. The
Dumber of gate* is a disputed point Somo contend fur

only bur. the Porta Stnomra (gate of Sens), otherwise the
Porta Januaht (gate of Janus), to the N.W. ; the Porta
Ltnrtmnuu (gat* of Langree), on the N.B. ; the Porta
Cm&lommu (gate of Chalons), otherwise Porta Romana
(Rooms gate), on the S. or S.E. ; and the Porta Druidum
(gate of the Druids), on the 8.W. There were, it is likely,

some smaller gates or posterns. Of these gates, the first

rwo rvatatn. vnt_ the Porta Senomea, now called Porte
ifArroux, from the river Arroux, close to which it stands ;

ami the Porta Lmfonentie, now Porte Saint Andri, close to,

and indeed pertiyincorporaied with, the church of St. Andri,
or St Andrew. Tb* Porte D'Arroux, at gate of the Arroux,
through which the traveller from Paris enters Autun, is

a kind of triumphal arch built of atone, without any mortar
er cement, about S3 feet high and 64 feet broad, having
two greater archway* for carriages, and two smaller ones
f* soot pacoengor*. Above these is an entablature, and'

then a kind of open gallery with seven arches yet remain-
sag of ten which formerly existed. The pilasters which
separata these arches are fluted, and are of the Corinthian

order. Tins gallery waa never finished on the inner or

town side of the gist*. The architectural ornaments are

eWranUy sculptured. The Porte Si. Andri, or gate of St
Andrew, is almost as well preserved, and nearly similar to

the other, except that the punsters are of a different order.

It had two projections or wings on the outer side, or side of
the country, one of which now forms a chapel of the church
of St. Andrew ; tb* other has been destroyed. Two main
streets ran through the town, one from the gate of Janua to

the Rooun gate, and the other from the gate of Langres to

that of the Druids. Oo the first of these wave, just within the
gat* of Janua, waa a fine pavement, formed with irregularly-

shaped but wad-fitted blocks of granite, laid on a bed of
smaller stoat* icaiBoutage). It was destroyed in 1 776, be-
came it stopped tb* passage of the horses which went that
way. Some traces of a similar pavement have been ob-

served in other parte of the town. These ways, which
Wd to the main arches of the galea, had footways leading

to the smaller aid* arches. At the intersection of the two
saaia streets was the Martial* Forum, which retains tome
tree* of its anneal designation in the nam* Marchau. In
Use neighbourhood of this (where Um Abbey of St. Jean le

Grand, at St John Um Great, waa afterwards built), Um
taraapl* of Cybew is supposed to have stood, and some have
thought that Um tower, which waa common to Um abbey
and to the pariah church ofSt John, waa part of the tempi*.
It believed that in the foundation of this abbey there is

hwUen a stone, a remnant of the square pillars of the Me-
anen schools On these pillar* was engraved an itinerary

at* the ftotaaa roads leading into Italy, an accompaniment
a* the chart of tb* world which adorned Um wall* of those

fa
reel
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A short distance south-east of the town is a singular mo-
nument called Pierre de Couhard, or Conor. It is a pyra-
mid surmounted by a spherical mass, and is about 43 or
43 feat broad at the base on each side, and about So fact
high, including the base on which it stands. It has the
four corners nearly towards the four cardinal points, and
consists of a solid, mas* of unhewn stone*, joined by a
very hard whitish cement Iu origin and use are involved
in doubt Some suppose it is a monument of some illus-

trious jftdnan. It is in the midst of what is called U
Champ dee Vrnt* (the field of urns), from the funeral urns
which hsve been discovered at different time*.

There are the mint of a theatre, and traces of tb* teats
and arena of an amphitheatre, covered with turf, having
around and under the seats small dens, the purpose of which
is not clearly known. They do not seem to nave been for tbo
wild beasts employed in the sports of the Amphitheatre.
Not far from the Theatre and Amphitheatre, but without
the circuit of the antient walls, is the site of the naumarhia,
a large basin or hollow used for exhibiting the representa-
tion of a naval engagement, with the remains of an aque-
duct for conveying the water to it There are. also, the
ruins of some temples. One of these, that of Janus, on the
other side of the Arroux, appears to have been very mag-
nificent. A marble pavement waa discovered within it in

1750, and many gold and silver medals have been dug up
in the neighbourhood. Somo remains of a rotunda, sup-
posed to be the temple of Pluto, were observed within the
last sixty or seventy years, but have now disappeared.
They were also beyond the Arroux. Between these two
antient monuments the river Tarenai (in Latin Tarami)
flows. A Roman bridge over this little stream still exist*.

It first crosses the stream at right angles, having ten semi-
circular arches of seventeen feet diameter, and pier* of
about eight feet and a half; and then turns to the right

in a direction contrary to that of the stream, having eight

smaller semi -circular archea of between eleven and twelve
feet diameter, with pier* of rather more than five feet, to

allow a passage to the waters when they overflow the banks.
This river runs through the antient Campus Martin* of the

jEduans, where they neld their assemblies. The nam* of
Chaumar or Cbamar it still given to the spot.

Of several antient edifices described by the rhetorician

Eumenius (who lived in the third century at Autun). there
are no traces now left : such as the temple of Hercules, the
palace of the Emperors, and Um Menian schools iScholat

Menianaf or Meniana), a celebrated college of antient Gaul.4

A round building, not far from the supposed site of these

school*, is regarded as the remains of antient baths. A
square tower, called Tour de Minetve (Minerva's Tower),

near the gate of the Druids (resembling in some respects

that already noticed as having belonged to the Temple
of Cybele), is thought to have belonged to a temple of
Minerva. Ruins, supposed to be those of a temple of Apollo,

stand near the spot, where waa Um Porte dot Marbre*, Gate
of the Marbles (one of the galea of modern Autun, pulled

down in 1777). There were several temples within the

antient capitol or citadel. The sites or ruins mentioned in

this last paragraph are within the circuit of Um modern
city ; but the more important remains, previously noticed,

are without it

Many remains of antiquity, paintings, statues, medal*,

&c., have been dug up; but Um Autouois are generally re-

proached with carelessnees in collecting ana preserving

them.
The modern town, as appears from the accompanying

plan, is far smaller than Um antient one, and occupies tb*

southern part only of its sit*. It is on the slope of a bill,

and from Um river a good prospect of it can be obtained, as

Um bouses rise in Um form of an amphitheatre. It w
divided into three parts, Um most elevated of which is

termed Le Chilean, Um Castle, and is considered to occupy

Um site of the antient capitol.

The cathedral, dedicated to St. Laxare, at Lasarue, was
considerably improved in the course of the last century.

The choir and chancel are much admired, and Um spire

was accounted the finest in Burgundy. The aide entrance

is of modern construction, but in it are preserved four co-

lumns, each differently but singularly carved. One repre-

sents fir cones, those in one part of Um abaft having their

• That Anrurtodasoa ra • pise* at rtndy for lh> Toaut for Mf OtiUm
rrrm m tmty m Ik* irira oTTVaritu, A.B.I1. it »«<>*>"• 1 *v

"TacilM, AmaUt, lib. la. c O.
X 3
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point* directed upward*, those in the other part downward*.
A second column is adorned with ribands and studs, and a
third by branches of the vine, twining round it in spiral

form, with dependent cluster* of grapes. These columns
support two arches adorned with medallions, in which the

sign* of the madias are represented alternately with the

labour* of the year. Nearly all the pilasters in the church
have capitals rudely but singularly adorned. The library of

the chapter contains some curious and interesting M88.
This church of St. Lazarr does not appear to hare been

originally the cathedral, but the bishop and his clergy re-

moved to it upon the destruction of the cathedral of St. Na-
saire, or Nasanas, until that should be rebuilt. That edifice

tot. never restored, owing to the magnificence

extant of the plan on which the reiteration wa* com-
1 The choir alone was finished, and in this the

entered upon the possession of hi* see : so that it

was considered to be properly the cathedral. Both these

are in the quarter called Lt CaeVeaw. In front of the
cathedral of St. Lmsart is a plmrr or square adorned with a
hand*mas fountain. The second quarter, called Lm I'tlU.

(the city.) contains the principal open space {jJart\. that of
St Latare. called by corropttoa U Chamtp <U St. lair*.

It is surrounded by good houses, sad bnn» planted with
trees furasthes the eitueos with a promenade close at band.
The third quarter, the Mmrrkau, already noticed ss the
JaWf»a» form of the antaent oty. ha* low ill built

dA
are row bridges orsr the Anna ; one. the Pnmt
(Bridge of the Arrows, just be the rate of Ar-
tbsd ehnre),

'

,
built partly on the foundations of

•t one. which was a little more to the northward.
The other bridge, that of St. Andoehe. w lower down the
stream*. Before the Rerolutioa. Aetna pnaasi rd twelve
rehgams hauias. and. with Ma suburbs, was dinded into

eacht pnnshes The enlkgate church of Sotrt Daw,
which was founded, or at least rendered col legiate, by the

chancellor Rollin and his wife, in 1444.
|

on wood by Peter of Bruges, which is much adiaarad'by con-

noisseurs. The abbeys of St. Martin sad St. Jram UGrmmi.
or John the Great, were of considerable taagmmceac* ; seal

that of 5/. Andoehe was remarkable for the remans of a
temple of Diana, which serred as the kitchen of the esta-

blishment. Two hospitals sad two insti tutions far the ab-

straction of ecclesiastics (slsttaotrre) are sail aaaoag the

establishments of Autun, which appears te hsse owed Ms
importaure very much to its episcopal digastt, sad to Use
ramus religious foundations which it ooatejaod

The bishops of Autun held high rank in the r a—ia.
They were pres*drnu of the order of the clergy m the otasas

of Burgundv. and administrator* in spuitual and teaaaaral

matters of the archbishopric of Lyon when that see was
« scant They had jurisdiction over part of the coy of Ae-
tun. At present the diocese comprehends the deaaraatat
of SsAne ct Loire, snd the bishop a> a suffragan of the Ait*
bishop of Lyon snd Vienne. Talleyrand was bsshop rt tha
see when the RcTolution broke out.

The trade of the town ronusts in horses, rattle, wood, sad
hemp. Serge, rottoo -rrlvet. doth fee reguaratais. hssssn •

snd leather, are smone us manufactures. To the oast <sf

the town are several mills. A fabric called leiisrii «V

stesrAaa, fitted for coverlets of beds, bene doth*, aad start

purposes, is made in this town. Of tins manufacture Autea
wss, and perhaps still is, the only seat. The pofilsf sf

the commune of Autun on the 1st of January, laJX. was
about I •.*•», of whom between

There are here three libraries; a rsfteruoa of
sbnea. aad medals : sn agrirultural sonety ; bat

weatre ; a rntswa/ sV roaasasrre. or rcoaauttes
"

BBerraaule disputes, and a trtesusai aV praarn ._
subordinate court of justice, wtth powers lafaraw
of the roars rvpo/es, sr assise marts.
Among the aminos of Aataa assy be
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eseaat Tosnnin, on* of the confidential ministers of Henry
IV, though some place hi* birth at Auxerre. He ia buried

la lb* cathedral. Brunehaut quean of Australia, who
founded the abbey of St. Martin, already notioed,ni buried

m the subterranean ehapel of the church of Notre Dame,
bat her lamb tu removed to the church of the abbey of

St. Martin, and placed near the sacristy or vestry.

Anton is the capital of an srroudissement containing 647
anoare miles, or 414.000 acres, and bavins; a population

of between 11.000 and 86,000. The district round the city

abounds in a gray granite that is much used for building

as veil as far paring. A handsome variety of green por-

phyry is also found, and there are iron and lead mines

:

potter's day is also obtained. The country of Autunois
was far more extensive than the arrondissemtnt, and com-
prehended a tract fertile in wheat and rye.

(Malts Bros, Amulet de* Voyage* ; MiUin, Voyage dan*
lee Dtpartemen* du Midi de la France; Lhctirmnairt
L'mwereel de la franc*,- Rekhard's Itinerary; D'Anville,
Notice de tAndeame Ga%.le.)

AUVBRGNE (Geology of). A considerable portion of

Central Prance is fanned of gneiss, mica-slate, and other
of (he warrior stratified rocks, associated with granite.
'Whether any part of the granite has or has not been pro-

traded through the gneiss and mica-slate, since their conso-

udaUoc, ia not apparent ; but as it seems occasionally to

peas into gneiss, which ia its turn graduates into mica slate,

we may infer that a part at least of the mass of granite was
oontecBpsraneous with the inferior stratified rocks of the
district. Be this as it may, the beds of gneiss, mica-slate,

and others of the same class, are sometimes highly inclined

and contorted, es may be observed near Menat, showing
that they have been acted on by some powerful force ; but
as these beds mav have bean exposed to the actum of many
powerful forces, daring the aeries of ages which have elapsed
since their production, we cannot, without better evidence
than we possess, readily fix on the geological epoch when
the gneiss and mica slates were first thrown out of their

original positions. As a whole, those rocks constitute a
kind of elevated plain, having a mean height, according to

Ramond, of about 3200 English feet, and rising, at Pierre-

•ur-Haute, to an elevation of 5410 fast above the level of
the sta.

Above these rocks, which are sometimes termed primitive,

or primary, because they are the most antient with which
we are acqpainted, we find others that must have been
farmed at periods separated from each other by considerable
intervals of time, since many rocks, necessary to complete
the series of European deposits, sre wanting between them.
Finally, numerous volcano*, now extinct, poured forth an
abundance of igneous products, which, though compa-
ratively recent, have covered the remains of animals that
have disappeared from the surface of our planet The
rocks which in the order of relative antiquity succeed the
inferior stratified and granitic rocks above noticed, are

refel led. from the vegetable remains detected in them, to

the same age as the coal measures of Great Britain. Their
general mineralogkal characters are also similar, beds of

coal being associated with shales, sandstones, and conglo-

merates ; the whole appears to be the result of drifted

vegetable matter, and of detritus from pre-existing rocks
accumulated in unequal quantities and at unequal intervals

of time in particular situations, The extent to which these

carboniferous rocks once covered the granitic area of Central
Franco cannot be conjectured, owing to the various geolo-

gsnal changes to which the surface of the country has been
exposed ; but we may infer, from the general characters

of the scattered portions now observed, that the coal mea-
sures were once more extensively distributed over Central

Prance than we now find them. The manner in which
these carboniferous rocks occur would lead us to suppose

that they had been deposited upon an uneven surface of

preexisting rocks, and that the time necessary for the

aorumnlatioo of the vegetable matter must have been
considerable ; since the coal-beds, though they vary con-

aakrably in this respect, sometimes attain twenty or thirty

yards in thickmee. As the fossil plants discovered in these

deposits do not afford any evidence of distant or violent

transport, we may consider that dry land existed in the area

now uaeapied by Central France at the epoch of the carbo-

niferoma group.
A tons! interval of time appears to have elapsed, judging

at least from the rocks now found in Auvergne, before any

other deposits were formed in this part of the European
area. During the .various changes to which it has heen
exposed, rocks may indeed have been produced and have
been subsequently removed; but aa no traces of such
products are now visible, the evidence is in favour of con-
ditions unsuited to the formation of rocks in this district

during s considerable geological period, extending from
the epoch of the carboniferous group to that of the creta-

ceous group inclusive. If Central France has been elevated
above the general level of the ocean from tbe time of the coal
measures to tbe present day, as we might infer from the
total absence of rocks with marine remains, conditions would
necessarily be unfavourable to the production of any abun-
dant equivalents of those thick and numerous deposits of
transported matter which occur in various parts of Europe,
and which are inferred, from their organic contents, to have
been formed in a sea. We should, however, expect to
discover traces of deposits effected in lakes, by the sides of
rivers, and in other situations where transported detritus

and calcareous matter precipitated from water could find

places of rest. Conditions appear, however, to have heen
unfavourable for any accumulation of such' deposits in
sufficient sbundance to leave traces of their existence, until

the supracretaceous epoch, when large lakes were filled

with detritus and calcareous matter.

Tbe supracretaceous lacustrine deposits of Auvergne
may, according to M. Croixet (Bulletin de la Sec Geol. de
France, 1833), oe divided into three portions:— 1. An inferior

accumulation of sandstones and red and variegated marls

;

the former being the lowest In these sre discovered tbe
remains of a quadruped, of a few small reptiles, and the

impressions of dicotyledonous plants. 9. A central accu-
mulation of maris, limestones, and gypsum, in which are

found tbe exuviss of the pelatotberium, anoplotberium, an-
thracotberium, a small pachydermatous creature, the croco-

dile, tortoise, some small reptiles, and of birds analogous to

the genus Ana*. To which may be added the eggs of birds,

sometimes well preserved. 3. A superior deposit of lime-

stone and marl, containing an abundance of the Indusia

tubulata, Cypris faba, Gyrogonites, Potamides, Helix, &c
The remains of numerous vertebralod animals sre disco-

vered in it ; among which there are three species of rhino-

ceros, two ruminants analogous to the genus Moeekut,
animals of the genera Canit, Folit, &c. The only portion

of this mass of deposited matter of which tbe relative age
has been doubted, consists of certain sandstones, constitut-

ing the base of the whole, and termed arkoee, a name also

given to a rock discovered in a situation intermediate

between the lias and-the granitic district of Central France,

and therefore of much greater antiquity than the lacustrine

deposit under consideration. The mere mineralogiral re-

semblance of the two rocks is of little importance, since they

are both formed of detrital matter derived from tbe granitic

district itself, and which has afforded similar silt sand, and
gravel, at various geological epochs ; so that rocks formed

at different periods may be separated from the granitic mass
beneath by similar sandstones.

The lakes, for there would appear to have been several,

in which this mass of limestone and marl was deposited,

must have been deep, since the thickness of tbe lacustrine

formations of Auvergne has been estimated at 800 or I0P0

feet in some places. The beds of which it is composed vary

from two or three inches to six feet (n depth, some or the

lamime being exceedingly thin; and the whole, taken

generally, presenting the appearance of slow and tranquil

deposition. As tbe remains of the mammiferous animals,

detected in the upper portion, do not correspond with those

discovered in the lower part ofthese beds, we may infer that

a considerable change in tho terrestrial animal life of the

district waa effected even during tbe time that the various

deposits were made in the same lakes.

Subsequently to the production of the greater proportion

of the lacustrine rocks noticed above, the surface of tbe

country was broken up, and volcanic products ejected in

great abundance. In the Cental, which for the sake of

greater clearness we shall consider as part of Auvergne,

though geologists have been in tbe habit of separating

them, there is no evidence yet adduced to show that any
portion of the lacustrine rocks was produced after the

vulcanic eruptions commenced; it ia otherwise, however,

with the northern part of the listrict, for the lacustrine

deposits of Limagne had not ten linated before the volranos

burst forth in that direction, as may be seen at the hill of
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Owrgovie, and two or three other place* in tb. vieiniry of

Clamant.
Tb* Tnlmnb products sre extremely various; mom

•ppsaring Ilk* th* okUr rorkt melted byW beneath and

thrown up. whil* others mm to hav* bun derived hw
matter dm* Mated. The two group* or th* Cental and

the Monts-Dor* are remarkable for a certain general re-

semblance to each other, consisting principally of trachyte*

and basalt; the former having been, at a whole, first

thrown up. dieioeating the laouctrine rock* where they

opposed their ejection, a* may be icen in the Cental be-

tween Aurillac and Mural, particularly from the Tillage of

St. Roque to Polminhac. Large fragments of lacustrine

limestone (from 40 to 60 feet in diameter) are included

among the trachytic conglomerate near Owu. The tra-

chytic rocks of the Cental ha** not been produced at a

tingle eruption, bat appear to hare been formed at distinct

inferred of time, judging at least from the repetition of the

beds. Dykes of trachytes cut through the principal maisee.

as may be observed near Ferval, and near the source of th*

Cer ; and It is inferred, that the trachytic eruptions of the

Cental eeased before the basaltic matter was poured forth,

since the trachytie dykes do not Inters* th* basalt. Th*
latter and its conglomerate! cover the trachyte in a nearly

continuous mass, broken only by the radiating lines of

valley and the central part of the group, where the inferior

rocks are exposed to view. The Plomb d* Cental, which is

the highest part of the group, attaining an elevation of

6095 English feet above the sea, is farmed of a small patch

of basalt. This rock alto occurs in dykes traversing the

trachytic mat***, sometimes spreading out over their upper

surfaces; the Puys Violent (333) feet above the sea) it

thus formed ; and it is worthy of remark, that the basaltic

dykes of this mountain keep a very constant direction from

8. 10°B. toN. 10° W. Like tb* trachytic rocks, the basalts

of the Cental do not appear to have been farmed at a singl*

eruption, sine* they constitute several beds. In the envi-

rons of the Puys Violent, and on the flanks of the V slice du
Mars, two beds of basalt are separated by a thick accumu-
lation of basaltic conglomerate, the lowest bed of basalt

resting on trachytic tuff. MM. Dufrenoy and Blie de
Beaumont (mr fat Group* dm Cantal, fcc.. Annals* dm
Mese. 1833) consider that the clinkstone at tb* Puys de
Onou and adjacent placet it more modern than th* tra-

chyte* and basalts ; and that its eruption forced up these

rocks, breaking th* whole volcanic group of th* Cantal into

those radiating valleys we now see, and which diverge from

the ceotral part of the group outwards.

Th* Monts-Dor* constitute another somewhat circular

system of volcanic mountains, about four leagues in dia-

meter, and rising at the Puys de Saner to the height of

• ItO English feet above the tea— the most elevated point of

Central Franc*. The trachytic rocks are here alto the moat
anbent volcanic products, and occupy the central and
largest part of this group of mountains, the basalts skirting

the genera] mats, though ther are not stiietly confined to

the outer portions, patches of basalt occurring among the

trachyte of the interior. The whole rests on the granite and
other snttent crystalline rocks of Auvergne. Trachytic

conglomerates alternate with solid trachyte, and the latter

is often divided into prisms as beautiful as those of basalt.

The upper bed of trachyte is th* thickest, and forms the

rock beneath the greater part of the pasture* of Moots-
bore. Veins of tractate are well teen in the Vallee de*
Knfers. More modem volcanic action can be traced around
the great central mass of these mountains at Monteynerd.
and the Puys d'Bnfer ; and scones extremely fresh are ob-
servable at the Puys Vivanaon and the Puys d Aiguilher.

Tb* great proportion of th* mors modem volcano* of
Auvergne occur in the vicinity of. or at moderate distances

from, the town of Clenoont. It would far exceed our
limits to eater iota a detail of the volcano* which are

band in this pert of Auvergne, and whirh possess various

degree* of interest according to the situations where thev
occur, and the rock* with which they are assortsled.

Though they are, far the moat part, distinguished by era

tors in different stales of preservation, kv lava currents, and
by accumulations of riadees, ashes, and ejected portions of

pre-existing rooks, there are some remarkable for the ab-

sence of erasers and lava currents, and which srem due
to a modification of the more usual volcanic action. Of
these, one of the moot remarkable it the Puys de Dome,
farmed eft perttealar kind of reck, whieh ha* the* to been

named dmit: This rock varies much m its appearance

;

but is generally light grey, and sometimes eontaint frag-

ments of granite and of the porpbyritie trachyte of the

Monts-Dor* (Puys de Dome, Puts de Barrouy).

The Pariou may be considered one of the moat interest-

ing of the erater-voleanos of the district : it rises la the

height of 3986 feet above the level of the tea ; and Its trun-

cated cone is a remarkable object, even among the other

volcanic eminences of the country. The crater is beemti-

fully preserved, and is about 930 yards in circumference,

and 93 in depth. The upper part of the mountain nses from

another crater, from which tb* upper cone has evidently

been thrown up. The lower crater has been broken oWa
on the side of the Puys de Goulet, and a current of lava

baa issued from it, passing near Orcine*. and forming the

sheet of volcanic matter on which La Baraque te btuk.

Before it arrived at this point, tome granite elevatseaa

arretted the lava-current, and divided it into two unequal

streams, the smallest of whirh psssrd the point where the

village of Durtol now stands, and stopped at Nehemeat.
The other stream, after passing La Baraque, and forming th*

cMetre (as these sheets of lava are termed in Auvergne) of

Villsrs, descended on the granitic plateau of the reentry,

and flowed on to Funtinore, about half a league from
Clermont. The Puys de Laschampe is a more modern
volcano, which attain* the greatest elevation above the tee,

its height being 4170 feet above its level. Nothing can be

more exact than the resemblance of these rolesnos to thee*

now in activity in other countries. Their pre sears m
Auvergne shows that volcanic action may suddenly com-
mence in any part of tb* earth's surface, where no earh

action had previously been apparent; and that haiwtg

caused the ejection of various igneous products, and alteram;

the whole physics) character of a country, it may cease, for

at least long periods of time, snd * district once laid was**
by volcanic eruptions he sgain freed from their ravage*.

During the period that the volesnos of Auvergne were in

a state or activity, conditions would necessarily be favourable

for the production of alluvial deposits, the ashes, cinders,

and ejected stones being readily washed down into the val-

leys, where thev would be swept onwards by the irrers. and
exposed to still further attrition. In them we ahouhl

expect to discover some traces of the snimals which mbe-
bited th* country at this period, and from which we anrht
obtain an insight into the geological date of some of the

eruptions themselves. The remains of snimals, so i

i

t—

l

td
that they must have been entombed in the places when
they now occur when the Auvergne volcano* were in actmty,
have been found, and from the kind of remains distuned,

volcanic eruptions are supposed to have occurred ap at a
late part of the tupracretaceous period. Aneeding as

MM. Croiaet and Jobert (ffrcArrrAes nrr let On. /bss. ea
Puwt dt Mint), there are, at the Montague de Pernor
(N!w. from Iasoire). and in the neighbouring country, at tat

thirty beds above the lacustrine limestone, which assy be
divided into four alternations of alluvium and baseJur de-

posits. Three or four beds contarn organic remains. Th*
principal ossiferous stratum is about ten feet thick, and ran
be traced for a considerable distance at the Montage* as
Perrier. The remains discovered consisted of tlspbaet.
on* species; mastodon, on* or two; h ippopotamna. ea*

.

rhinoceros, one : tapir, one ; horse, one ; boar, one ; feha,

four or flv* ; byama, two ; brer, three ; cants, one ; eeessr.

one ; otter, one ; bare, one ; water-rat. one ; dear, fifteen ,

and ox. two. The remains are mixed confusedly with earh
other, and are of all ages ; and mingled with them are the
fecal remains of carnivore, appearing to occupy the afar**
where they have been dropped. As. moreover, th* banes
are never rolled, though frequently broken and oAm
gnawed, the animals whose remains are thus ensamatd
would appear to have been Inhabitants of the imass Into
vicinity of the places where their remain* are now fa—a.

The lava-currents discharged from the votranos of A*
rergne have sometimes traversed pre-existing voJbry*. ar-
resting the progress of rivers, the waters of which at i ease
lated into fakes behind the harrier* of lava. Wbrn thee*
lakes became full, the surplus water* discharged ever the
dams gradually eroded them, until they formed ewe*
channels for the river*, and the fake* disappeared. We
should anticipate, unless the physical features of a gf*wa
locality were materially changed during an erapttues. that
th* lowest hp of the brtm of such lakes would be ta lb*
direction of the preexssttag valleys, and at tb*Jawt— of
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&lava-currants with tbe opposite sides of mcb valleys,

i stems to have bm the cue with the lavs-current from
tbt Puts da Com* (near Clermont), which flowed into tbe
valley of the Sloule ; tbe river having cut a new bed be-

tween the lava and tbe granite on the opposite tide of the

rUley. An example of a deep cut made by a river into the
rock over which it flow* may also be observed in another
part of tbe same valley, where a lava-current that issued

from tbe Puys Rouge, sad barred the progress ofthe stream,

has been cut into a ravine, and an excavation formed in the
gneiss beneath to the depth of fifty feet.

A CXERRB. a eity in France, capital of tbe department
of Yonne. situated on tbe left or west bank of the river

which gives name to tbe department It is 102 miles S.E
ef Pans by tbe road through Melun, and 104 through
Foataioebleau.

Auxerre is mentioned in tbe later periods of the Roman
dominion in Gen! under tbe name of Autissiodurum, Autis-
liodorum, Autisodorum, and Autosidorum. It was in tbe
country of the Senones ; but by s division of that territory

enquired a district of its own. The line of demarcation
between tbe former dioceses of Sens and Auxerre (now
incorporated together), is supposed to have coincided with
the frontier of this district. The bishopric of Auxerre is

said to be as antient as tbe third century, its first bishop

having been St. Peregrin, who was put to death for his

religion in tbe reign of Aurelisn, a.d. 273.
After the fall of tbe Roman Empire in tbe West, the

city came under tbe dominion of the Franks, without ever
being subject to tbe Burgundians. Under the Carlovingian
dj nasty, tbe county of Auxerre, which was then co-extensive
with the bishopries, was granted by tho kings of France to

the bishops of Auxerre -, and by these the city of Auxerre
was bestowed on tbe counts of Never* to bold on condition
of fcaKy and homage to tbe see. After passing through
tbe famines ofCourtenay and others, tbe county of Auxerre
(amsisung at that time, as it appears, of the city and such
part of the former county as bad been granted to the counts
of Never*) was sold to the crown of France in the year 1370.

In 1435 it was ceded bv Charles VII. to tbe Duke of Bur-
randy, in order to win him over from his alliance with tbe
English ; bat was again united to the crown bv Louis XI.
However, the princes of tbe bouse of Austria, though theyver. tbe princes

ocer obtained possession, do not appear ever to have
renounced their right to tbe county, as heirs of the family of

m bishop retained, till of late years, the only
**" - 1

'
" !

solemn
vassal,

Bargundy. The _

relic of his feudal superiority. When he made bis

entry into his see, tbe king's procvrew, as first

ssnsted m carrying him to the throne.

Tbe city stands on tbe slope of a bill, in a country fruitful

a wine ; tbe air is considered very pure. It is a fine old
place, with many well-built bouses, but with dirty and nar-
row streets. There are two squire* (placet), but both smsll.

Tbe cathedral, dedicated to Si Stephen, stands high, and
i> accounted one of tbe finest in France. It escaped with
little damage the violence of the Revolution. Tbe portal is

a^puftraot. and there are some fine painted windows. The
abbey of St Germain was celebrated for its crypts, in which
were the bodies of no less than sixty saints, and a ' pro-
digious quantity' of holy relics. This sacred spot suffered

come violence from tbe bands of the Calvinists, in the reli-

fiuus wars of Franc*. Previous to tbe Revolution there
were fourteen religious houses ; besides a commandery of

tbe order of Malta, two seminaries for the priesthood, and
as many bospials. Tbe number of parishes is differently

stated at eight (Piganiol de la Force) and twelve. (Expilly,

B/temHopUie MithodHjut^i One of tbe churches (Notre
Dsme) was collegiate. The foundling hospital is a large

building near tbe northern entrance of the town. The
oetMopal palsee. which is spoken of in high terms by Mar-
Umer* (Le Onmd Dictkmmart), Expilly, and others, is said,

in tbe Bncmdonidi* klttkodique, to be only an ordinary

Woollen dotbs. serges, druggets, stockings, cotton-yarn,

and pottery, are mad* in Auxerre, but it should seem to a
trifling extent ; the chief trade of the town is in wine, of
which it is a considerable mart The navigation of the

Yenne commences here, or at least a very little way above,

and lb* win* is sent down the river to Paris and elsewhere

by wsase-osrriage. The win* of Auxerre is generally known
by tb* nam* of Petit Vm dAuxerre; but two or three

•veto pre l* i* growths of great reputation. Tb* cnablit (a

wlto want) ami lb* «*• 4» la ekineUe and ette de to mi-

grin* (red wines), are made in this neighbourhood. Tb*
vintage draws to Auxerre two sorts of dealers from Paris.
One class purchase the wine from the grower, and. remain-
ing on the spot, see tbe crop gathered, put into tubs by tbe
road-side, pressed, and put into casks, and immediately sent
off to Pans. This is ssid to be tbe only way to prevent
adulteration by the country merchants, who mix with it

their ok! wine, or with the strong wines of the south of
France, in order to make ' more Burgundy.' Wines of the
most celebrated growths are found to possess, by this pro-
cess, a marvellous faculty of increase : those of which only
a few small casks are msde, even in favourable years, can
be had at any inn in France. Wood is also a considerable
article of trade at Auxerre.

_
There are in this town a library, a museum of natural

history, and a collection of philosophical instruments, an
agricultural society, a high school (coliige) of considerable
repute, a theatre, and baths. Some wealthy wine-mer-
chants have collections of antiquities. Some medals and
coins in these collections show that money was once coined
here. The population in 1632 was between 11,000 and
1 2.000.

The bishopric of Auxerre appears now to bo united to
the archbishopric of Sens, to the bolder of which see tbe
bishop was formerly suffragan. The dignitary now has tbe
title of Archbitkop qf Sen* and Auxerre.
The town suffered considerably in tbe middle age* from

the hostility of tbe Huns, Normans, Saracens, sud English

;

and from tbe religious wars of the sixteenth century. The
marshal of Cbatelux. who took Cravaut (a small place near
Auxerre) from tbe English, and restored it to the chapter
of the cathedral, received in perpetuity a canon ry for tbe
eldest son of the family. They entered upon their office

dressed in a curious combination of ecclesiastical and mili-
tary garment*.
The arrondissement of Auxerre include* a district of 774

square miles or 496,360 acres, and a population of about
112,000 persons. (Malta Bran: Piganiol de la Force;
Martiniere ; Encyclopedic Milhodique ; Dictionntare Vni-
venal de la France ; Letter*from France, by J.M. Cobbett

;

Reichard'i Itinerary of France ; Dupin; Expilly.)

AUXILIARY VERBS are distinguished from other
vorbs in tbe following way. Verb* express the notions of
action : auxiliary verbs, though they originally expressed
notions of action, only express relatione of action when
considered as auxiliary verbs, and are accordingly employed,
in connexion with other verbs, to give to them certain relations

called by grammarians tense, mood, and voice. The modern
languages of Europe, and ourown more particularly, abound
in such forms ; but they are likewise found in tbe languages
of Greece and Rome, sometimes altogether undisguised,

more commonly so completely blended with tbe main verb

as to pass for a mere arbitrary suffix, which the grammarian
does not attempt to explain. It is in the very nature of a
particle which plays a secondary part, that it should not

occupy too large a share of the attention ; and thus those

verbs which in course of time are used as auxiliaries, though
originally as significant as any other verbs, lose something

of their distinctive character; so that if the fuller form

happen to disappear from a language, the corrupted auxiliary

present* anomalies which it is not easy for the philologist

to explain. This difficulty is increased by tbe circunutanoe,

that verbs used as auxiliaries generally throw off much of

the distinctive meaning which they originally possessed.

Among the auxiliaries, tb* most important is the sub-

stantive verb signifying to be; and, as might be expected,

of forno word baa passed through more variations of form.

Grimm and other grammarians, indeed, have laid down
that there are three or even more distinct roots combined in

the conjugation of this verb. But when allowance is made
for the known changes that take place in the letters ef tbe

alphabet there will appear, we think, some reason for sup-

posing that all the varying form* of that verb are derived

horn a common origin.

As tb* ultimate form from which all the rest appear

to us to have flowed, we will propose the root am; and
we are inclined to assign to this root a* its primary mean-
ing, tb* notion of eating. Such a form appears in the Latin

twsror (pronounced wescor), I eat, ana in the German
wet-en, to be. Tbe initial te. it is well known, sometime*
assumes the form of g, and hence we have g* gee* en. eaten.

Still more commonly the to is altogether dropped, and then

we hare the root **, whisk is tb* basis ef the Green *wb»
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sUntivs mb ee-wri (tha original torn). ee-it, •*-** (etai ex-

isting io this form in Um Lithuanian language), of the old

Latin verb et-ewt, et. et-t, ** umut, ee-tit, it-ttnl, ei-to,

ee-ee, and with • aliffht varistion of Um Sanacrit <"-". &c
With the tame form of the Latin we may connect «#-/, A*

ewta, e»-e». to eat, mea. et-culentut. Sic. and the German
m*-en, /o ra/. After the word had thut been itnpped of

its initial consonant, the ihort vowel alto was apt to dtsan-

pear. at leaat in the longer form*. Thin from the old

Latin forms mum, eemnt, etim, &c. there aroae the shorter

forma turn, runt, rim, Stc. ;
praeei-eni, ab et eni, were

reduced to praeeent, abieni ; and in German we And trim,

to be, rind, they are, in place of et-ein, etind.

lo Um second place, the consonant « interchange* with

the letter r [see Ausohxs], so that were exists by the side

of wot. and art, are, with it. Thus in the Latin, too, we
hato er-am, er-o, where more regular forms would have

been et-am, it o. or rather ee-eo. Again, the same letter 4

is interchangeable with the dentals /. d. Hence, while the

Germans have ets-cn, Irh ate, the English express the

same notions by to eat, late; and the Latin tongue use*

indifferently ed it or et-t, he eat; ed-ere or ee-te, to eat.

The form be is evidently the parent of the German bin,

I am, bitt, thou art, and of the English be ing and be-en.

With the abort vowel changed, it appears in the Lithuanian

bu, aa bu-ti, to be, button, I have beat ; and as the latter

language is closely allied to the Greek, and other lndo-

Germanic tongues, we cannot be surprised at the Greek
form fu-o, Ibeget, ttc.pefu-ca, and *fun. I am, &c.; whence
also the Latin fu-ri or fu-i, fu-am, fu-turui, &c. That
these forms are all related among themselves is generally

allowed ; but the question now proposed is, whether they

are not also radically connected with the root wee. If it

could be shown that the root be ever existed with an t at

the end, it would no longer be thought a violent step to

suppose a connection between bet and wet, more especially

whan we And the b already half way towards a to in fut.

In foetut, foecundut, &c., pronounced probably fuettu, Stc,

wo have a still nearer approach to the digamma. Now a
strong presumption that the root be had a sibilant, arises

from Um old German form birumet, we art, compared with

warumee. we were, in the same language (see Grimm).
In these words the suffix, which denotes the plural pronoun,

cannot claim more than the four letters umet, thus agreeing

very precisely with the Greek suffix oases, Um Latin umut,
and Um Lithuanian ame of the same power. The radical

parts then are Mr and war ; and aswe know the latter to be
connected with the form woe, there is no slight suspicion

that bit implies an early form, bit. If the Greeks lost the

• in many of their forma derived from the short root at, as
they did, and if we ourselves have dropped it from am, we
can scarcely be surprised at its disappearance from the

longer form bet or bit. The notion that the roots bee and
wet are connected, is confirmed again by Um other forma in

these languages, which represent the idea of eating. In
Greek, we Ana bo-teo, bo-toe. bo-ra, in Latin paeeo, patcor, as

well aa vetenr. The root pat is another instance of Um
arbitrary retention or omission of Um sibilant, aa we have
pat-tor, pat-tut with the sibilant, pa-bulum without it.

The use of this auxiliary in toe passive, both in ancient

and modern languages, is familiar to all ; but it baa been less

carefully observed, that H is likewise employed in the perfect

tenses of the active voice, at leaat in the Latin language.

Amae-eram, amav-ero, amav tteem, amav itte, evidently

contain the forms eram, ens, eetem. ette ; and in the perfect

subjunctive, an older form, amaveeim, may be inferred from
Um three existing forms amatttm, amaverim, amahm . and
in amav-eetm we see the full form turn which preceded ttm.

Attar the verb to be, Um next in importance among the
auxiliaries is Um verb habe re. Latin, to have ; in German.
hob-en. Like Um preceding verb, this also has undergone
great corruptions. In Um English, hart, hat, had, the

main consonant has already disappeared. While in the

Italian ho, from the Latin habeo, we And nothing of the root

but the aspirate, and even thai is often omitted, so that we
should doubt the connection between the words but for Um
Arst and sseond persona plural. But aa we shall ba\e

further eeraasan for the forms of thai vrrb in the Roman

The use of the verb fo have in the formation of the nor

-

nguagos derived froon

Latin, may be occasionally seen in the parci

frets, so universal in Um modern Una

*2

languages of Europe, we will place here the present lenses.

Latin, baboo,'
Italian.

Spanish,

French,

babes, habet ; babemua, babrtia, habeuL
ho, hat, ha; abbtamo, avete, banno
he, baa, ha; bebrmos or bemae, habest, ban.

at, as, si arons, aves, ont

derived I

parent Unguoaps
also, where such phrases' as Jurem amttrietum t s ft ss.

furee amttrietot haSeo, differ but slightly in meaning frooa

Jurem eonttrinxi. Sic ; and there was the greater notoaatty

for adopting a new formation, aa the Latin perfect amataa

two tenses in itself, vix.. Um aorist and the prvaent-perfori.

It will bo seen, too, from the examples which wo have
given, why, in the derived tongues, the participle in seta*

case* agrees with Um accusative; ss je.let at tuft. Bat
the use of habeo aa an auxiliary is not confined to the
perfect tenses. In connexion with the infinitive it forms a
convenient periphrasis for a future. Prom the IUlan
infinitive eentir, we have a future ttntir-o, -at, -a, rasa.

-ete, -anno, the Arst and second persons plural, now they at*

used aa suffixes, being reduced aa completely as Um rest.

In the Spanish verb nabldr the future is hablar-4, -am, -at.

-fmoe, -tie, -An ; and in the French, from eentir there w
formed eentir ai. -at, -a, -ont, -ex, -ont. In the tense rolled

generally the conditional, the infinitive is again employed.
The Italians unite with it their perfect tense of to km*.
derived from habui, vis., ebbi, averti, ebb*, avemmo, mvmte,
ebbero; and their conditional is tentirei, -etti. -tbbe, •

•ette, -ebbero. On the other hand the French
avail, which may be proved to have been derived

the Latin imperfect habebam (see Raynouard); but aa

avont, avex. of Um present dropped their radical letters or
when attached aa suffixes to the future, so also aspoit, |lc_

throughout lose the same letters in forming Um conditional,

thus, tentir-oit. -oil, -oil, -ion*, -iex, -oient. Tha Bpsnub
language, in like manner, employs the imperfect habu,
hablai. habia, habfamot, hablau, habian, derived also frees

habebam, &c. ; and thus, with the same suppression of tha
two Arst letters, the conditional of habtar is hablar-ta,
•tat, -la, -Samot, -tail, -tan. This view of the formalism
of the futures is of service in explaining the apparent irre-

gularities so often found in those tenses, which nor
generally extend to the infinitive.

Many other verba of the Latin language have
auxiliaries in Um derived languages. I. Vain, Let. I go, m
employed thus by the Italians, as io vo /anemia, 7 so
doing, and in French for a future, je ran parirr, Imm gmmg
to tpeak. 2. Venin, Lst. I come, in Italian aa an equrraWaa
for the verb to be: egU vien riputato, he it eomnetered; aa

French to denote an action just passed : il vienl tie i

Ae hat jutt found 3. Ambula-re, to walk, (cerrwptad

the Italian andare and the French oiler.) is used m
former language thus, andra roeinato, he wtU be
and in the French, it alloit diner, he wot going tm

4. Sta-re. to itand. in Italian eono ttato, I hare been, eta
terirendo. he it writing; and the French itou (fcrmcvty
eetoii) is a corruption from ttabam, precisely aa atmmt fraoi

amabam. The Spaniards, besides several of the amibanss
here mentioned, use tenor, derived from the Leon wme-e*.
to hold, but not exactly aa an auxiliary verb : and boaales
err, to be, they have ettdr. to be, from Um Latin stare. la the
Teutonic Isnguages the auxiliary verba are vary niissmas.
and our owu language contains nearly the whole of thasa
1. may, might, are the present and perfect of Um 1 de-
fective verb. In the German we And an infinitive of toss
verb, mog en, aa well aa the forms mag, and moehte ; l cam
and could correspond to the German kann and kammle bum
the infinitive konn rn ; I. will and womU to the <

will and wotlte from voll-en ; 4. thall and sAosmW to saaT i

eolltt from tollen.

But though Um German auxiliaries correspond with the
English as to their having a common origin, tbey hate s
use which it not quite the same. • In general, poemmmm,
it expressed by konnen. durfen (the English dorr. aWafs.
morn, and netrtttty by minten (the English atosf >. 1

1
" u

wnllen ; lateen (the Enflish let ) implies necessity aa weal sa
piawibihty.' ( Bcrksr't Orrman Grammar, n. tl.) The Oar-
man word habem, like the corresponding English .

the German werden, when used alone, are
or verbs expressing a dntinct notion and not a
lion : thus we ran tay, er wtrd mch, he beeomm
in the expressions trh werde kammtn, I u%U
frame wtrd ran ihm beantwortel, the 9a
by htm, Um verb werden is used sa an auxihary
future tense and the passive voseo reapertiveiv.

In the anuent Greek language it has not'bsew
till of late years, nor, indeed, u it yet aatvoraaUy 1
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that the watts to Aosw and /o tm'M and MXw) are often

sed as auxiliary verba. That •neb, however, it the fact,

will not be disputed by those who are the best judges. The
ferns of the auxiliary verbs in the modern Greeklanguage
are a confirmation of this opinion.

Those who wish to compare the forms of the Lithuanian
taagaege with those of the cognate tongues, may consult

An/mMi grirnde miter Littamtchen Sprachlehre, ate.. Von
C. O. Mieleke. Konigsborg. 1800.

AUXONNE, orAUSSONNB, a fortified town in France,
en the left bank of the SaAne, sod on the road from Paris
through Dijon to Geneva ; 201 miles 8.B. of Psris snd 18
8lB- of Dijon. It is in the department of COte d'Or.

The foundation of this cily is Axed by some about the
year 400 of the Christian am, but nothing certain appears
to be known of it. It was first part of the county of Bur-
gundy, and then was made the capital of tho county of
Anionne. which came by exchange into the hands of the
duke* of Burgundy, but wss not united with their duchy.
Upon the seisure of the possessions of the dukes of Bur-
gundy by Louis XI.. it fell into the power of that prince.

By thetreatyofMsdrid.it was ceded by Francis I. of France
te the emperor Charles V. ; but the inhabitants refused to

submit to the emperor, and obliged his general, Lannoy,
who in 112* besieged the town for nine months, to raise

the siege. Before the kings of France acquired possession

ef the Franebe Cotntl, Auxonne was one of the frontier

towns of Burgundy, and waa defended by a castle flanked
by six large towers, erected by Louis XL, Charles VIII.,
and Louis XIL In 1(73, the town was fortified by Vauban.
The streets are straight, and the fortifications serve as

pleasant promenades. There is a fine bridge over the Sadne

;

and at the end of the bridge, on the side next the town, is a
causeway of 1310 paces inlength (nearly 2J English miles),

having twenty-three arches for allowing passage to the
water in ease of inundation. This causeway was constructed
er improved by^fargaret of Bavaria, duchess of Burgundy,
in 1401. There are barracks, an arsenal, a school of artil-

, a cannon foundry, and powder nulls : also, a library

a high school. There were several religious houses be-

fore the Revolution, and a poor and ill-built hospital. The
sown formerly oonsisted of two parishes, which are now in-

corporated into one.

The trad* of Auxonne consists chiefly in wino, grain, and
wood ; as well as doth and serges, which are sent to Lyon.
In return, groceries, silk, and the wines of Macon, are re-

ceived. These wines are sold again in Lorraine and Franche
Comic. There are several working goldsmiths in the town.

The number of inhabitants was, in 1832, about S.000.

There are. in the neighbourhood of Auxonne, quarries of
stone of various colours—blue, red, yellow, and purple.

Soase species of turquoises and fossil corals are found in these

quarries. There is also pretty good marble. The district

of Auxonnois is low and marsh v, watered by many brooks,

and affording abundance of good" pasturage. (Encyclcptdi*

JtVcAadfyavr; Dteiiommare Uitictrtel de la France; Dupin ;

Malta Bran ; Bxpdly.)
AUZOUT. ADRIBN. was a native of France, but neither

the place nor time of bis birth is known. He had established

his reparation as an astronomer in 1666, and was one of the

original members of the Academy of Sciences, founded in

that year. He died in 1691, according to Delambre and
others ; in 1*93, at Room, according to Montucla, who cites

the records of the Academy. The collection hereafter

noticed, published in 1693, speaks of him as living (p. 340).

Autout is celebrated as having, in conjunction with

Ptrard. applied the telescope to the mural quadrant. This
rests on an admission of Picard to Lahire (Montucla, ii.

M9K asserted by the latter ; but there is no mention of it

tn Ptrard s book Om the Figure if the Earth. Autout also

made an independent invention and application to the tele-

scope of the moveable wire micrometer, on which he pub-

lished a treatise in 1667. Picard assisted him in perfecting

that instrument Huygbcns has been frequently stated as

an inventor of this micrometer, but his instrument is dif-

fcrvnt from, and inferior in principle to, that of Autout.
(Ddambre. Atl. Mod., Diet. Prelim, p. 47.) The prior in-

vention of Gaseoyne ( Astkomomy, p. 534) is admitted, and
was brought forward by Hooke and others of the Royal
Society, m opposition to the invention of Autout The
French have always retorted, with just severity, that the

tsren&oa «f their countrymen must needs be original, since

the fnghjh themselves did not know what Gaseoyne had

done, till Autout communicated his own micrometer to the
Royal Society ; thus allowing a method of first-rate im-
portance to astronomy to lie idle, till national feehng, and
not love of science, ransacked their own records.
Autout published observation* and calculations of the

comet of 1664, and the presentation of his results to Louis
XIV. is said to have given that prince the first idea of
founding an observatory at Paris. He also made a laborious
comparison of the weights and measures of France and
other countries, which is to be found, together with his own
account of hit micrometer, in the folio collection of Memoirs
of the Academy, entitled Direri Outrage* de Mathtmatique
el Phytique, Paris, 1693. Among other result, of the mi-
crometer, he observed and measured the diurnal variation
of the moon's diameter, first explained by Kepler. He was
engaged in several discussions with Hooke, which more
concern tho biography of the latter.

Besides the preceding works, we have left of Autout a
letter on some new observations of Jupiter and Saturn
Paris, 1664 ; and a letter to the A bb* Charles on a collets
lion of observations published by Campani, Paris, 1665.
Autout was a good optician and maker of telescopes

;

and when it is added that be never enjoyed even tolerable
health, he must be considered as having done not a little

for astronomy.
AVA. [See Bikmax Emfiki.]
AVAL. [See Bahrein Islands.]
AVALANCHES are the most dangerous and terrible

phenomena to which the valleys embosomed between high,
snow-topped mountain ranges are exposed. They are
especially frequent in the Alps, owing to the steepness of
their declivities, but they are also known in other moun-
tain regions, as in the Pyrenees and in Norway. They
originate in the higher region of the mountains, when the
accumulation of snow becomes so great that the inclined
(lane on which the mass rests cannot any longer support it.

t then is pushed down the declivity by its own weight, and
precipitated into the subjacent valley, where it often destroys
forests and villages, buries men and cattle, and sometimes
fills up the rivers and stops their course. Besides what is

covered with the masses of snow, persons are often killed
and nouses overthrown by the sudden compression of the
air, caused by the incredible velocity with which these enor-
mous masses descend.

Four different kinds of avalanches may be distinguished

:

drift avalanches, rolling avalanches, sliding avalanches, and
glacier or ice avalanches, ofwhich the first commonly take
place in the early part of the winter, the second and third at
the end of winter and in spring, and the last only in summer.
The drift or loose snow avalanches (called, in Switzer-

land, staub-lauinen) take place when heavy snow has fallen

in the upper region of the mountains during a still calm,
and this accumulated mass, before it acquires consistency, is

put in motion by a strong wind. The snow is driven from
one acclivity to another, and so enormously increased in its

progress, that it brings down an incredible volume of loose

snow, which often covers great part of a valley. The damage
caused by these avalanches is, however, generally not very

great, because most of the objects covered by them may be
freed from the snow without having sustained great damage

;

but they often produce such a compression of the air that

houses are overturned, and men and cattle suffocated.

The rolling avalanches are much more dangerous and
destructive. These take place when, after a thaw, the snow
becomes clammy, and the single grains or flocks stick to

one another, so as to unite into large hard pieces which
commonly take the form of balls. Such a ball, moved by its

own weight, begins to descend the inclined plane, and all

the snow it meets in its course downwards sticks firmly to it.

This snow-mass, increasing rapidly in ita progress, and de-

scending with great velocity, covers, destroys, or carries away
everything that opposes its course—trees, forests, bouses,

and rocks. This is the most destructive of the avalanches,

and causes great loss of life and property. In the year 1 749,

the whole village of Rueras, in the valley of Tawich, in the

canton of the Orisons, was covered, ana at the same time

removed from its site, by an avalanche of this description

;

but this change, which happened in the night time, was
effected without the least noise, so that the inhabitants were
not aware of it, and on awaking in the morning could not

conceive why it did not grow day. A hundred persons were

dug out of 'the snow, sixty of whom were still alive, the

interstices between the mow containing sufficient air to sup-

3
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CUfe. In ISM, mi avalanche descended into V»l Calanee,

raw in tbe csntoo of the Orisons, transplanted a forest

from oh aide of the valley to the other, and placed a Br tree

on tbe roof of a parsonage-house. In I MO. saly-four per-

•ana war* killed in Pettan. in the high valley of Bngedin.

to the country of the Gnsons ; and. in the same Tear, elghty-

(oar persons end four hundred head of catlle, in Ober-

geetoton. and twentv three persons at Brie*, both situated

in the canton of Wa'llis. In the same country, the village

of Briel was almost entirely covered by an avalanche m 1N27.

Many thousands of strong Iran aredestroyed by these ava-

lanches,eitherby being broken offnear the ground,orby being

rooted up. shivered to pieces, and thus precipitated into the

valley. Where these avalanches are of common occurrence,

the inhabitants of the valleys know the places where they

00me down, and by observing the changes of the wealher,

thev are ablo to foretell the time of their descent.

The sliding avalanches (rutseh lauinen. also called snoggi

Cpron. suggy) lauinen in Swittertand) originate on the

lower and less steep declivities, when, after a long thaw in

spring, those layers of the snowy covering which are nearest

the ground are dissolved into water, and thus the bond is

loosened which unites the mass to its base. The whole

snowy covering of a declivity then begins to move slowly

down the slippery slope, and to carry before it every thing

which is too weak to withstand its pressure. When an object

does not directly give way to the mass, it is either borne
down by the snow accumulating behind it. or the whole mass
divides and proceeds in its course on each side of it.

The ice or glacier avalanches are nothing but nieces of
iee which formerly constituted a part of a glacier, but,

loosened by the summer heat, are detached from the prin-

cipal mass, and precipitated down with a noise like thunder.
They are commonly broken into small pieces by the rocks
which they meet in their progress. When seen from a dis-

tance, they resemble the cataracts of a powerful stream.

In the valley of Orindelwald. in the canton of Bern, they
may often be seen ; and at the base of the Jungfrau. the
thunder which accompanies their (all is almost continually

heard. They are less destructive than the other avalanches,

because they descend only upon places which are not in-

habited.

Occasionally the avalanches change their character in

their progress. When the declivity t* not too great, and
the ground under it not too slippery, the mass of snow
begins to slide ; but arriving at a precipitous descent, its

velocity and Ha mass are greatly increased, and it begins to
roll. If, at this stage of its course, it meets a strong, craggy
rock, the mass is instantly divided into innumerable small
pieces, and thua it appears at the end of its progress like a
drift avalanche.

Avalanches is the commoo French expression for these
natural phenomena, but to those districts of France which
are situated between the ranges of the Alps, they have
other names: as avalsnges, lav inches, lavangea, lavanxct,

lids, lits, lydts. In Italian they are called lavtna and
lavine; and in the Rhetie dialect of the Orisons, levins

and tavigna. Among the German inhabitants of Switzer-

land, they are named lauinen, lauwinen, lauwen. leuen,

lowen. and lihnen. In the Pyrenees they are sometimes
cslled congeres ; and in Norway, snee-shred and snee-fond.

( Kastbofor'a Obtrvationt on a Journey through the Alp*,

AVALLON. a town in France, to the department of
Yonne. on the road from Pari* to Lyons, 132 miles from
Pan* to the 8.B. It it mentioned in the Itinerary of An-
toninus under the name of Aballo, and the attacks made
upon it. in the tenth and eleventh centuries, indicate that it

was at that period a place of aotne note. It stands on an
eminence composed of coarse red granite, of moderate
elevation, on the right bank of the Cousin (railed in

Brues Map of France, and in that given in the Bmy.
etnpHir Mtthmbqut, the Vouin), and has well-built houses,
and broad and clean streets. Along the brow of the hill on
which tbe town stands, on the aide next the river, is a plea-
sant walk planted with lime trees. Tbe ascent is at this
part pretty steep, and the bright of tbe hill above the bed of
the stream ts estimated at 600 fret, so that aa extensile

Cipert is obtained of the district of Morvan, within the
ndary of which Avallon is •itoatcd. This dtstnet of

Morran consists of primitive rocks, and abounds with wood

;

from it a considerable part of trie supply of that article

** Paris b derived. [See Moat a*.] It U collected at

Avallon, and from thenee sent in otinoosly-oaoatroatod rafts

down the Cousin into the Cure; by this again urao the

Yonne, and then by the Seine to Paris. Casks, mustard,

woollen earth, and paper are among the manufactures ef

the town and neighbourhood, and a trade is earned on hi

corn. wine, cattle, and in coals. The inhabitants are above

4000. Avallon is the capital of an arrondusement or eab-

prcfeeture, and haa a tribunal <U rommrrr*. or court at

reference for settling commercial disputes, a high -secant

(eotUgt), and an agricultural society. There are a theatre,

public baths, and an hospital. Before tbe revolution there

were (bur religious houses, and the church was coUegutte.

Near Avallon may be traced some remains of tbe Rueaaa
road formed by Agrippa, son in-law of Augustus, from

Lugdunum (Lyon) to Geaoriacum (Boulogne).

The neighbourhood of Avallon consists, on one aide, ef
meadow land and marshes, and on the other of arable land,

fertile in corn, and producing wines of good quality. The
arrondiasement contains 4M square miles, or 89 1.MO acres.

It* population is about 47,000. (Expilly, Inrtmmnmrr
Gfogtvphque, dV.. dr* Oaulm et <U la Rrwme*; MilWa,
Voyag* dun* <m D*part*mentt du Midi d* Is Prmmew ;

Lttttri from Pranrr, by John M. CobbeU ; Malls Bruav)
AVANTUR1NB. a variety of quart*, remarkable for the

brilliancy with which it reflects light, the effect being m
general produced by line points ofmica imbedded within tbe

crystalline mass. From this circumstance it is aecaetunei

employed in jewelry, but it is of little value.

AVATARA is a Sanskrit word, which properly eigniaea
' a descent, or the act of descending.' e.g. from
other vehicle ; but is particularly applied to tbe i

of the Hindu deities, or their appearance, to

shape, upon earth. Our information regarding tbe 1

aive development of religious and mythological ideas 1

tbe Hindus is yet very imperfect. It

that the doctrine of the Avaline belongs to a comparatively
recent period. Those portions of the vedes or sacred writ-

ings of tbe Hindus, to which, from the style and structure of
their language, the highest antiquity may with safety •*>

attributed, inculcate the worship of elements and deUM
natural powers, but do not allude to those apparently more
spiritualiied deities that require to be invested with a bodily

frame to operate in the material world.

Tbe number of tbe Arattraa mentioned to tbe Pureaaa,
or legendary poems of the Hindus, is very great. These ef
Vishnu alone, who is distinguished by the ehararssr at*

Preserver' in the Trimurti, or triad of the principal Hosda
deities, are stated to be endless. They are vurtoueJy eaw-
merated ; but all accounts seem to agree to

following ten as the most conspicuous :

—

1 . Mattya, tbe Fish, under which form Viahau
\

Manu. the ancestor of tbe present human race, duruag a
universal deluge.

2. Kirma, the Tortoise, which incarnation Vishnu under-
went in order to support Mount Mandare. or rather the en-
tire earth, when the celestial gods and their 1 .

.

Asuras, or bait) as, were churning the sea for the 1

of immortality (aranta).

3. Var&ka, the Boar. Vishnu, with the bead of a assav
atroua boar, is represented as slaying Hiranjtiiasv ike
chief of tbe Aaurea, who had taken Poasesasoe, of tbe reass
tial regions, and a* uplifting the earth which hud bee* easts,

to the bottom of the sea.

4. In bis incarnation as Nmraminha, a being half aaam
and half lion. Vishnu killed Hiram akaaapu, the I

Uiramtksha.
fhe form of ttmrna, the Dwarf.

Vishnu to humble tbe pride of King Bali. He xrai t» it

samflee whirh the kins was performing, and autalweli 4
for as much ground as be could measure with three atrsav
wbirh request being granted, the dwarf sbddealy grew a*
an immense sue. and with bis steps comprised earth, man-
air, and heaven.

a. Vishnu appeared in a human form, as far ai arias,
tbe son of Jamadagni and Rtnuki, in order to ueeaani
mankind, and especially tbe Brahmana, from the tvreaay
of the military tribe of the Kshstnvas-

7. Vishnu was bom aa the son of King Daaarathsk anal
under tbe name of RAma, to order to destroy RJraasv uW
Daitja sovereign of Ce) ton, and other demons was wee*
then infesting the earth. The actions ef Rims farm aW
subject of a celebrated onto noem to Sanskrit, calks! «*>
Rimlvana, and attributed to the antieot safe Vtlmfli,
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8. The most celebrated of the AvtuVa* of Vishnu it bw

saaawarnnee in the human form of KrisAna. in which be U
ssnmeaed to have been wholly and completely incarnate,
whites* the other AvaUras are only considered at emana-
tssen from his being. Krishna misted the family of the
Pfindava* in their war with the Kuril*, and through them
iwfaeved the earth from the wicked men who oppressed tt
The history of this conflict » toW at length in the Mahabha-
rata, another {feat epic poem in Sanskrit

9. RmddAa is, by the followers of the Brabmanical reli-

gion, considered as a delosire incarnation of VUhnu, assumed
by bus in order to induce the Asuras to abandon the sacred
ordtoancea of the Vedas, by which they lost their strength
and supremacy.

10. A'odb is the name of an Avatfira in which Vishnu
will appear at the end of the Kaliyuga, or present age of the
world, to destroy all vice and wickedness, and to restore the
world to virtue and purity.

We cannot enumerate the AvaUras of the inferior deities,

ia which the mythology of the Hindus abounds. We do
not remember ever to have beard of any of BrahmA or Siva,
the two supreme deities who. with Vishnu, constitute the
Trtmurti. In the seventh volume of the Asiatic Researches
(Calcutta. 1*01) may be seen an account given by Captain
Edward Moor of an incarnation of Ganesa, or Ganapati,
which had, since the year a.d. 1610, become hereditary in
the family of ktooraba Gosain, a Brahman at Punah. Mrs.
Graham (new Mrs. Calleott), who in 1 809 visited this living
Avatire. which was then a child, haa given an interesting
swore of it in her journal.

(See the article* Manu, Ram*. Krishna, Buddha ;

Bohlen. Do* ate /aoY«i. vol. L pp. 213-234; Van* Kennedy.
Rtmurehn into the Nature and Affinity o/ Antient and
Ihmdm MytMnlngy. London. 1831. 4to.)

AVBBURY. ABURY. ABIRY. the name of a village
and parish in Wiltshire. England, is remarkable as the site

of what was once the largest and most interesting Celtic or
Dnudieal temple in Europe. The origin of the name is

uncertain : the last part, bury, a borough, or fortified place,
appears to be a Saxon word, and if so, Avcbury is not the
original name of the place. We shall endeavour to furnish
the reader with an eeoount of this great work, as it i* pre-
sumed to have been when in a perfect state ; and also with the
opinions of some eminent antiquaries respecting its original
draiiiiBiiuu. For this purpose we must refer to the descrip-
tions, drawings, and printed accounts which Dr. Stukeley
has left in his interesting work, entitled Abury, a Ttmplt
e/tAe British Druids, fol. 1 743. Though the volume bear*
this date, it appears that the doctor surveyed the place, and
made numerous drawings of it, and of the various objects

m the vicinity, during the year* 1720—24. It is due to
that learned and sealous, but rather credulous antiquary
te say, that his delineations hsve every appearance of
general accuracy, and that his descriptions are sufficiently

Bsisauuoa* to be understood.
Bsours Stuketey's publications, very little was known of

Avwhary ; neither Camden, Letand, nor any other topo-
grapher er*antiquary seems to have published any account
of it- Aubrey, a native of Wiltshire, and an ardent lover of
antiquarian subject*, bad visited Avebury in 1648. In the
year IM3. he was eommsnded by King Charles II. to write
sosne account of (his remarkable monument, the monarch
being then en bis way to Bath, and having examined
the whole in company with Aubrey and Dr. Charlton, who
afterward* published An Account of Slnnekengs. • These
aanquibe*.' say* Aubrey in hi* M8. treatise, • are so ex-
ceedingly eld that no books do reach them. I can affirm
that I have broacht this temple from utter darkness into
a thin mist, and nave gone farther in this essay than any
hnSsre me.' Though Aubrey's account is very imperfect,
and was never completed, and though his sketches are
even more defective than his descriptions, yet as they are
the first records of tbe place, and contain some useful

faet* and evidence of the stele of tbe temple seventy-six
year* before Dr. Stukeley commenced his survey, they are
valuable and interesting to tbe antiquary. [See Aubksy.1
Tbe ammpanting plans show the general form and

arrangement of the temple, with tbe avenues of approach.
When the aborigine* of the island fixed on this site for their

great temple, we may reasonably conclude that it waa in a
stale ef Baton, end, like the general character of tbe Marl-
borough Dawns and Salisbury Plain, waa without either

In tel lima or underwood of any kind. A thin stratum of I

mould here cover* a continuous chalk substratum, which
presents a clean, dry, grassy surface. Tbe immediate
site chosen for the grand circular temple is a flat area of
ground, having an irregular range of gentle bill* to tbe
cast, running north and south, a rising tract of lend to the
south, a level country of some miles in extent to the north,
some undulating and rather high hills to the west, ami
extending tbenee to the east. A small brook, or {itulet,
called the Kennet, a tributary to the Thames, baa iu source
a short distance north of the temple. The geological cha-
racteristic* of the district probably occasioned its being
chosen for the erection of a temple which was to be tbe
chief edifice of the sort in the island. A* Stukctry remarks,
this might have been reganlod a* the grand nations!
cathedral, while the smaller circles, in different parts of
the island, might be compared to tbe pariah, or vilUgo
churches. On the surface of the ground, both in the neigh-
bouring valleys and on the high (and*, are numerous large
masses of stone. There is still a great number of detached
oolitic sandstones of various sizes, known by the name of the
Grey Wether*, lying near the Bath road, in the neigh-
bourhood ofAvebury. From amongst these stone* scattered
about the neighbourhood, tbe builders or rather makers of
the temple selected such ss seemed best adapted to their
rude design.

No leu than 650 blocks were brought together and
placed in circles and rows. These stones were of various
dimensions, measuring from five to twenty feel in height
above the ground, and from three to twelve feet in width
and thickness. One hundred were raised on end, and
placed in a circular form, around a flat and nearly circular
area of about fourteen hundred feet in diameter ; and these
stones were bounded by a deep ditch and lofty bank, which
enclosed the whole work, except at two places, whore open-
ings were left for entrances to the temple. Tho bank or

mound at present is broken down in four place*, but there
seem to have been originally only two openings correspond-

ing to the two great avenue* which will be described here-

after. The inner slope of the bank measured eighty feet,

and it* whole extent, or circumference, at the top wo*,
according to Sir Richard Colt Hoare, 4418 feet: the area
within the bank or mound is somewhat more than twenty-
eight acres. About half way up the inner dope was
a sort of terrace walk, apparently adapted for spectators.

Dr. Stukeley conjectures that there was a second circular

arrangement of upright stone* at a short distance within

tbe other circle ; and ne founds bis opinion upon tbe feet of

there being one large stone in a position which does not

come into any other component circle of tbe temple. As
shown in the accompanying diagram. No. I, and view.

No. 3, there were two other small temples within the

periphery of the great circle. One was a double circle of

upright stones, with a single stone raised near tbe centre,

which Stukeley calls the ambive, or obelisk: thb small

temple consisted of forty-three stones, and is referred to in

No. I at e. Another temple, of forty-five stones, some of

which are still standing and of immense sue, was placed a

little north of the former, and consisted also of two concen-

tric circles, enclosing a group of three tall stones, called tbe

cove. These were the component parts snd the gcnoral

design and arrangement of tbe triple temple, as it may
be called ; but there were two members, or connecting

Sarta, which belonged, and gave a peculiarity to this work,

istinguishing it from all other Celuc temples. These
were avenues of approach, consisting of double rows, or

lines of upright stones, which branched off from tbe cen-

tral work, each to the extent of more than a mile. One of

them branched off from the outer circle, to the south, turn-

ing, near its extremity, to the south-east, where it ter-

minated in two circular or rather elliptical ranges of upright

stones (see No. 2, #). According to Stukeley. ibis avenue

was formed by two hundred stones, being finished at its

eastern extremity with fifty-eight stones. The width of the

avenue varied from fifty-six to thirty-five feet between tbe

stones, which were, on an average, eighty-six feet apart from

each other in their linear direction. Tbe outer oval of tbe

terminating temple (e) to tbe south-east, on an eminence
called Overton Hill, or the Hakpen, measured about 144

feet in diameter ; the inner oval was forty-five feet across.

Tbe western avenue (e) extended about one mile and a

half, and consisted of 203 stones $ its extremity ended in "

point, or with a single stone. These avenues, or grand

approaches to the temple, wen not arranged in straight.
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(No. 1. Oi sobs' PUm o/fJU TrmfU, wttk * tortioasl

Oj lam uun 4 t« *—*. «. uuu uui ijj »c*i. j hi .

IWuk oa • uil nli. ohoo-i lb. nUliri mrtou ud
• - • «; to. 41k*. ororrtafsssnris of lb* lofty bosk, or

not./; Ik*— of Iks wortora. or tWkksaisssa
Avosso. s ; Iks wMilkno. or KnMt Atvtto*. • ; Um oatlsrr*
Isaor Ussflo. c ; Um sortWrs roaor Worpto. at.]

No. 3.

[No. 1— Ms., or Vos off*. o-AW. r«-»l/. oltk iU l-oinn t sad *; 1W krarsi. • I •

mm. of la. rWar ajaart. i i Uasofhosssa rosd trass »sl* *> tllita. 1< s s kralis i i o»es

of vtUafss.'.]

[No. > —^ SirVi eat Pb> ./(A. Trmfil, from th.

I ud 3 ; IS. roars, of Ik* KraaH rim. 4: Ik. ossr

Mr* Dratds' borrow, i; s ootaJsca. osn i sadid kjr •

but rather in flowing or curved linen, and, according to the
theories of Dr. Stukeley and not of hi* followers, were
intended to represent the natural action of a serpent.

Besides the works already described, there are others of

very remote antiquity in the immediate vicinity, which, if

not integral parts of the temple, were either connected with

it. or may be regarded as belonging to the same age and
people. These are the numerous barrows, or tumuli, which
abound on the neighbouring downs, with the cromlechs

and the track-ways. Among the first may be named that

large barrow called Silbury Hill, the position of which
it shown in diagram No. 3. /. and No. 3, 7. This vast
artificial rouiral mound of earth is regarded ai the largest

tumulus in Europe, and may be compared to those men-
tioned by Homer. Ilerudotut [ore Alt Arras], and other
tnlieiit writers, Stukeley, who has given a minute but

not very accurate account of it, consider* it to be the sepul-

chral monument of a British king who founded the temple

at Avebury. ' 1 have no scruple to affirm.' he sava, ' it is

the most magnificent mausoleum in the world, without ex-

cepting the Egtpban pyramids.' Though this is a great

exaggeration, il is a work which must have cost immense
labour. In Kir Richard Hoarv t Urge publication, entitled

Antirnt It'tlttkirt, we are furnished with the survey and
calculations of Mr. Edward Crocker, a scientific practical

surveyor. ' The circumference of the hill, as near the base

as possible, measure* 2037 feet, the diameter, at top. ISO

feet, the sloping height 311 feet, and the perpendicular

height 17* feet, but that part of our measurement which

will excite the most surprise, is, that Una artificial hill covers

the space of >ve acres and thirty -four perches of land.*

For what purpose this huge ptle of earth was raised, appears

tor the variation of the compass, we four

reel in the year tft|4. Many other barrows of v
very nearly i

to be beyond the reach of conjecture ; but ' 1 think,' earn

Sir R- Hoare, ' there can be no doubt it was ass* of the

component parte of the grand temple at Abury. Dot a
sepulchral mound raised over the bones and ashes of a
king or arch-druid. Its situation opposite to the leeapaa.

and nearly in the centre between the two avenues, seesaw

in some degree to warrant this supposition.' Dr. Stnksery
(p. 51 ) observes, * that the meridian line of the whole week
passes from Silbury Hill to the centre of the It mess of

Abury.' which observation, making the proper
repast, we found very I

Many •

dimensions and forms are seen on the downs, sows* of

which Sir Richard Hoare opened in the year ISM. (Sew
Baaaow] A proof that Silbury Hdl. and some other
harrow* near it. were raised before the Roaaan cohsaasatraa

of Britain, may be found in the fact that the hoe of the
great Roman road from Aqutr Solit. or Bath, to ,'

or Lundon, is straight for some mile* till it Co
hill, when it diverges to the south, and again, coalmen ta

a direct line to Marlborough : in one place the road-nssier*
cut through a Urge barrow in forming their road.

In the garden of the Castle Inn at Marlborough there at

a corneal mound of consulcrable elevation : it is now peaa****1

with trees, and a Binding path has been made ruwad av.

leading to the top. Mr. Bowles remarks that this asossssi,

Silbury Hill, and the mound at Harden form a tnassgi*.

which of necessity they must, unless they he in a sfsreaga*

hue.

About one miU north of Avebury are the rasatats of a
large rromUck. with the stone* fallen, which Stukeley eaawa
faaf-eweti; and at Clatford- bottom, about three ami*** east
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efAw>«T. it another erewfaa*. consisting of two standing
Mm. mm one larger raised on them. Sooth of Avebury

,

aijoet tww miles, u a large and loiig tumuliis, which 8tukeley
called Um Arch- Druid'* barrow, and which waa formerly
mimadid bjr upright Mooes, and had a kist-vaen, or a
eresnteeh. ax one end. At Winteifcourne-Basset, north of
Avebury. were two circlet of standing stones, and a single

mot standing detached from the circle. At Rockley, and
ea Tempi* Downs, east of Avebury, were other cromlechs,
and works of a similar kind to those already referred to.

There were numerous other earth-works and standing stones

in diahreot parts of the downs, all tending to show that this

diettirt was, at a remote age, not only a place of permanent
mirttnce Cor a large population, bat that it was the chief

seat af the religions order of the antient Britons.

The apace inclosed by the great earthen bank of Avebury
new contains a village with its fields, hedge-rows, and
budding*, so that it is difficult at present to make out the
anginal design. When Aubrey surveyed the place, in

164a, there were many more stones than at the time Dr.
8tuketey commenced his examination in 1720 ; and when
Sir Richard Hoere and his surveyor made their plan and
drawings, in ISIS, the stones were still further diminished
is number. Even since the latter date, others of the up-

tight atones have been broken to pieces, and it is feared

that the remainder will speedily be destroyed and converted
into materials for stone fences or roads. Aubrey describes

•3 semes as remaining within the entrenched inclosure in his

time, which were reduced to 29 when Stukeley made his

Ian. Only 1 7 of those remained in 1812, as mentioned by
Sir Richard Hoere. In the western avenue there are two
apright stones left, and about 16 of the southern avenue

;

hut not one remains of the two ovals on Hakpen Hill.

As to the time when this singular work at Avebury was
constructed, and the design of it, opinions differ considerably.

The most common opinion is that it was raised by a class of
the aboriginal inhabitants of Britain called the Druids or
Priests, before the Christian an, and was a national temple
an which they performed their sacred rites. Some authors
imagine that it served the double purpose of religion and
judicature. It seems certain that at least it was not in-

sastded for defence, because the ditch is within the mound.
On these matters we seek in vain for any thing like

authentic history, or evidence which may satisfy the dis-

crmrinating anttquary. Nearly all writers on this sub-
ject, such as Stukeley. Borlace, Toland, King, Valiancy,
Rowlands, Davies, and others, have indulged their fancy in

eaaacrtatiooa and speculations on the religion, the manners,
the arts, and the polity of an antient people, without any
data at ail. Dr. Stukeley prosecuted his antiquarian studies

with intense seal and considerable learning, but with a dis-

position to indulge in extravagant speculation ; and some
of his followers have embraced his theories without adopt-

ing the same process of study and research. They contend
that the Temple at Avebury was raised by the Druids,
who worshipped the sun and the moon, and where ' public

sacrifices, games, hymns,' &c were periodically performed
at ' four seasons or great festivals of the year.' ' On no
ana subject.* says the Rev. Mr. Ledwicb, in Arehaiologia,
vol. riL, ' has fancy roamed with more licentious indulgence
than on that of the Druids and their superstitions. Their
sdmirers have represented them as cultivating the abstrusest
stirocc*. and penetrating the sublimest mysteries of na-
ture, anttripsting the discoveries of Pythagoras, Epicurus,
Archimedes, ana Newton ; and all this without the aid of
letters or experiments, without those progressive steps in

cmluatioa which polish and refine the mind, and naturally
lead a to the study of abstract knowledge.* Such infor-

mation, or rather such inferences, have been drawn from
a few imperfect and incidental notices in the writings of
Julio* Caesar. Dwdoru*, Sirsbo, Mela, Lucan, Tacitus, and
Puny. The whole information of all those authors would
act amount to three or four pages ; yet from such materials
some modern English writers have contrived to write many
vnlamss It is not necessary here to make any remarks
a the theories of Borlace, Stukeley, King, Higgins,
Dates, and Deane. The last-mentioned gentleman has
Ulely published a volume * on the worship of the serpent,'
ta which be adopts the theories of Dr. Stukeley, and
endeavours to prove that the Temple at Avebury and
some others were constructed in Imitation of the form of
a serpent, and hence may be called dracontia, or serpent

(•amies. The 23th volume of the Archaiologxa contains

his account, srith plans and views, of the vast ranges of
upright stones at Carnac in Bretagoe.

For dissertations on Avebury particularly, and other mat-
ters connected with Druidical antiquities, ttc^ the reader is
referred to Dr. Stukeley* volume already noticed; to
another folio volume by the same author on Sonatas**/
to Sir Richard Hoaxes Antient Wiltthire; Davwss
Celtic Beeearehee, 8vo, 1804 ; and his other volume, The
Mythology and Rite* of the British Druid*, 8vo. 1809

;

Roberts's Sketch of the Early HUtoty of the Cymry, or
Antient Briton*. 8va 1803; Borlace'e AnHquitiee of
Cornwall, foL 1760 ; King's Mwmnenta Antiqua, fol.

1799; Mallet's Northern Antiquitie*, 2 vols. 8*o., 1809;
Toland's History of the Druid*, 8vo. 1814 ; Higgins's
Celtic Druid*, 4to., 1827; Prttent State of Abury.bf the
Rev. J. Hunter ; Gentleman'* Magazine, July. 1829.
AVEIRO, a city of Portugal, in the province of Beira.

40° 38' N. laU 8° 56' W. Ions. It stands on a gentle eleva-

tion, upon the banks of the river Vouga, which flows
through the town, where it is very narrow, and is adorned
with a handsome quay. The town is divided into five parts,

one of which is surrounded with an antient wall, and the
remaining four are the suburbs. At the highest pert of tbo
city, on the southern side, is a promenade leading to a con-
vent of Franciscan friars. Both in this promenade and in
the suburbs are several fountain*, the water of which is

employed for domestic uses and for irrigating the gardens.
Aveiro is separated from the sea by a bar of samMiilb)
formed by the tide of the mouth of the river Vouga, which
forms a small haven. Over this bar vessels that do not
draw above eight or nine feet of water may conveniently
pass. The small gulf opposite the town is covered with
little islands on which the inhabitants make great quantities

of common salt ; this article, with oranges and salt fish,

forms their principal branch of export. In these islands

they cultivate several species of vegetables for common
use. The sea on the coast abounds in delicate fish and sea
birds. The lampreys of the Vouga, and the shell-fish of
that part of the coast, are celebrated in Portugal. The
town has two parishes, four convents of monks, and three
of nuns ; its population amounts to 5064 inhabitants.

Aveiro is the capital of the Coinarea, or district of that
name, which embraces all the territory comprised between
the districts of Coimbra and Fairs on the south and north,

and between Viseu and the ocean on the east and west.

The whole district contains a population of 81,570 inha-
bitants, distributed in several villages, all situated on the
banks of the rivers Vouga and Agueda. The country is

generally ferule, and produces grain, wine, oil, and fruit,

especially oranges. The territory is low, intersected by
many brooks and small channels, and confined on the east

side by a high mountain, which is a branch of the Sierra

de Alcoba. This situation renders this district unhealthy,

and subjects its inhabitants to intermittent fevers. (Mi-
nano's Dicdonario G+ograflco ; Antillon's Geografia ; Cas-
tro. Mama de Portugal antiguo e maderno.)

AVE'LLA. a town in the province of Terra di Lavoro,

in tbo kingdom of Naples, near Nola, on the skirts of the
plain, and at the foot of the mountains which divide it from
the province of Principato Ultra. It commands a fine view
as far as Naples, from which it is eighteen miles distant

N.E. It gives the title of Prince to a Neapolitan family.

Near Aveils are the ruins of the antient Aboil*, celebrated

by Virgil UHneid. vii.) for the abundance of its apples, for

which its territory is still famed. The honey gathered in the

neighbourhood is also renowned for its flavour. Remains of

the extensive sntient walls and of the amphitheatre are

still to be seen. The river Clanius, or Lagni, has its source

in the mountains near Avella, and after watering the plain

of Campania, flows into the sea near the lake Patria.

AVELLl'NO, a considerable town of the kingdom of

Naples, and the capital of the province of Principato Ultra.

It i* on the high road from Naples to Puglia, 30 miles E.

by V. of Naples, in 4o° 55' N. 1st., and 14° 45' B. long.

Avellino is built on the declivity of a hill in a fine valley

watered by the river Sabato, between two offsets of the

Apennine chain, of which the one to the north-west of

Avellino divides the valley from the plains of Campania.
In this ridge is the strong psss of Monteforte, famous in

the war* of that country. The ridge on the eastern side

of the Sabato is formed by the mountains of Montcfusco

and Montemileto, which divide the valley of Avellino from

that watered by the river Calore, beyond which is the third
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or eentrel ridgs. en wbieh Ansae stand*. (Bet AatAWO.) '

The Cmlora and the Sabeto afterward* unit* ibexr water* at

Beaevento, IS roilee N. by W. of Avellino. From Avellino

a Ana new road bad* to Salerno, which » seventeen miles

to tba tooth. Avellino was built in tha litaa of tba Lorn- 1

horde, il k believed, by the inhabitants of Abelhnum.
which was situated on a mountain about two mile* east-

ward, near tba small town of Atripalda, where many re-

main* of antiquity have been fcund. Three miles north 1

of Avallino, on a rugged mountain, stands the celebrated ,

sanctuary of Moats Vergine, once a nch Benedictine Son- 1

vent, now eoypresssd ; it wss built in the eleventh century.
'

on tba ruins of a temple of Cybel*. The population of

Avellino is reckoned by Balbi at 13.000. which we think I

too low, as the town baa considerably increased of late I

years ; we believe it most be at least 90.000. Avellino is
|

a bishop's see, and a place of considerable trade in country

produce, cattle, eta., owing to its favourable central position ;

1

there are also several manufactures of rlotb, macearoni.
|

and paper. It has a royal college lor the instruction of

youth ; it also contains the courts of justice tor the province

of Prineipalo, and is tha residence of the intendento or

governor of tha province. It gives the title of prince to a ,

Neapolitan famflv, a branch of tha house of Carsecioli,

whim bjosaossaq of considerable estates in the neighbour- i

hood. Tha eldest son of the Prinoe of Avellino bears the

title of Duke of Atripalda. The territory of Avellino

abounds with fruit trees, especially tha apple and the hexel-

nut : tba latter was much esteemed in the lima of the
Romans, under the name of nux Aveilsna.

A'VB MARI A, the two first words of a short Latin
prayer or invocation to tha Virgin Mary, which is frequently

said by Roman Catholics in their orisons. The tret part of
the prayer is merely a repetition of tha sslutation of tha
angel to Mary on bar conception. (Sea Luke's Ootpel, i.

38.) Tha second part is an entreaty to tha Virgin ' to

pray tor the salvation of sinners now and at tba time of
their death.' The recital of the Ava Maria generally follows

that of tha Pater Noster. or Lord's Prayer.
Ave Maria is also in Italy the name of a particular time

of the day, about half an hour after sunset, when the church
balls ring, and pious persons leave off for a moment their

occupations or pastime* and ejaculate the Ava Maria. It is

also called the Angela* in other eatbolio countries. To
this custom Byron allude* in these Arte lines,

—

A~ Marts I Mrsswl to the boar I

The Haas, the eta*, the asm warn I as oA
Have Ml thatnmi la lu rollro pom
Sink o rr the earth m beeatlM and soft,

WWW m., ik, «_ WU k. the abuit torn.
Ot the falat «rto« day >pa> etele •left.

A*a not a breath crept ihroufh the ro>) *k,
Ami jret the breel lee.e, area's ttitfiwilM WT'T"-

As* Jeaa.Ceale III.

In many churches, and espeeially convents, the bells are
also rung at the fl rat dawn of day. and this is called in Italy

the morning Ave Maria, tAvt Maria dttriomo.
AVBMPACB. or AVBN PACE, properly ABU BBKR
MOHAMMED BEN BAJAH. but better known in the
Bast under the surname of BBN-A8 8AYKO. an Arabian
philosopher and poet, was, according to the Bibliographical

Dictionary of Bon Khallicen, a native of Saragoua, or,

according to Joannes Oeoesius Sepulveda, of Cordova. Of
the eireumstanoss of his lift we know but little. He enter-
tained vary frew opinions retparting the divine authority of
the Koran, and several other point* of the Mussulman faith.

He died at an early age, according to Bbn Khalliean in the

Sm »13 after the Hegtra U.o. 1 138). according to other*
A. Heg. »tl (a.D. 1130). He wrote several abort dis-

aertanon* and eeesvs on philosophical subjects, which were
oolleeted by Abui-Haasan Ah. who preferred Averapare to
all Mohammedan phtlnopbers that bad preceded him.
Other more extensive work* be left behind in an unfinished
etate ; among these Bbn Tophsil notice* * Tresrtse on the
Soul, one on Solitary Lift, another on Logic, and on Natural
So*nc* Several of hi* works were known to the scMttJ-

i by Latin translation*. The name Avempace. or Avon
is a corruption of Bbn Bljsh. (Kee Pkilo4<mktu

AutoAUortut, tin BpiHala Abi Joa/ar Kbn Vytkml, ed.
Poenek. pp. IS It. and preface; NkiI. Antonii Ao/toMsca
Hupmma Vttut. Rome, UK, vol. il p. US; D Hsrbeiot,
AfMosAeW OnrntaU. art. 8*>g )

AVBN. (See Avon ]
AVB'NA, the botanical name of the genas to which the

awitrcated eat belong*. As uriderstootf by Lmnanu sad

iiurisaUy Uaaaasst

the writers af his sehaaj it mmpr
anet farms of grasses, aa wall aa tha

kinds; hut by other botanists U it

to tha species that yield corn, and to

allied to them. They are known by their lax

their two loose membranous gramas, and by the
number of their florets, aaeh of whish baa one at* its I

or palam armed with a strong twisted award or awn. Tbs
grain is generally, bat not unisunnly, cloaely mvwatad w*tn
the hardened husk.

The oommon oat, Avama as/raw, is that whtan la *a**t

generally cultivated for tba use of man; has)

corn-plants, its native country is unknown ; it i

ever, be supposed to be tha offspring of eultivatssn as- at
chance, but la mora likely to be an inhabitant of sen** esT

the nortliern provinces of Asia, to which European* have
little act as*. For its agricultural varieties and their I

live quslitie*, see Oat.
The Tartarian oat is considered a distinct

account of its more compact and ana-sided pansnte. and <af

both its floret* having a beard ; it is, however. sVmWtntl *f

it can be rewarded as any thing snore than a variety of
A. saliva. Botanists call it A. ontntaju, hat it* swtrew
country seems as uncertain aa that of tba last.

The naked oat, A. smaVi. so sailed because its grain s*

loose in the husk, is found wild in many parte of Bwree*.
and by some is thought to be a more dogeneration of t*w
common oat It is common in Austria, whore it is eoktveieal

for it* grain, which ia, however, (mail ant) not mwrh silimas I

The Chinese oat, A. CkinmtU, ia another spasai*. tha
grain of which is loose in tha husk j it is said to have been
procured by the Russians from tha north of China alaear

with their tea. This species is the most productive of afl

the known kinds, every flower producing from three to w*«
grains, which are large and of excelleat quality. It **,

however, said to be difficult to harvest en ascount of raw
grains not adhering to the basks, bat being very eswtiy
shaken out. Il ia probable that thia is the kind in ess***
of which so much has been lately said la the Bngttek and
Irish newspapers, where it is saoken of under tha i

name of avenaetafarina.
Besides tha species cultivated for tha com

yield, there is another that deserves to be noticed, on sen ma*
of its remarkable hygrometrical action. This pleat, the **M-
rasl oat of gardeners, the A. ttenlit at systemet>e artssr*.

is something like the common oat when ywung ; bwt when
ripe, its grains are inclosed in hard, hairy, brawn bank*,
from the back of wbieh rises a stout bent and fiend awn ;

usually two such husks grow together, and sewarate frsaa

tha stalk by a deep oblique tear. Taking the sear tor the
head of an insect, too husk* with their long stiff beown tats*

resemble it* body, and the two bent awn* represent n* lew*.

In this state flshermen use a smaller awl naatfy sJfcaw

specie*, called hmert tA. /ofsw), instead of artrfteaxl nam
for catching trout When the animal oat Is rife at sail* seat

of its glumes, and in warm dry weather may be sewn rsAaa;
sod turning about on its long ungainly leg*, aa they tw**t

up in consequence of their bygromrtrical quality. It a*v

cesssrily advances as it turns over, barwase the' tang *hff
hairs upon its body catch against every little

point on the surface of the sod and prevent its

Nothing can be more curious than to sea the path of a
{

den-walk covered with these thine* tumbling and i

shout in different direction*, until their awn* are *e> <

that they ran twi*t no further. They then remain quart t3
tlie dew* fall, or they are moistened try a shower . when tnry
raptdly untwiat and run about with renewed actrrrty. a* if

they were anxious to get out of the way of the vet
for A Mmvtcent, a grass employed in agi aieJtmv. ***

TaiVBTt'M.

AVRNBRUOOBR. LEOPOLD, a physiriaa of the bast
i rnlury. was born at OrarU. in Slvna, in the year irtt
I le studied medicine and graduated' at Vienna. wWr* he
practised, and became physician in ordinary to the "pawn*
nation in the Imperial Ho>pttal of that erry. Ia trt!
he aubhsbed a treatise, entitled fai rwfam .¥ t lsi. m
wbirh be made known hi* discovery of an application of raw
law* of acouaiir*. or of sounds, to the Invaattgatsan af tna
phenomena or action of the internal part* or the basaxan
body, particularly the cavities of the cheat and absnsxasn It
was translated out of the original Latin into Prrnck Vy
Rotiert*. in 1 77P, and again by Corviaart m lOwt, ia
uad wit *i notes and commeau. It has sine* been I

of s war-

•xnwrmr
so I* an*

I
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into lagissli by Dr. Porbaa of Chichester, along with a
aeleeaoa of Cerraart'a comments. Thia translation is

entailed Original Cm**, by John Forbes, M.D., London.
Ml A. This method ia tanned Prrciueion.

Aveabrugwer a/rota a work on Madnew, in Latin, 1776.

and souther work In German, published in 1783; ha died

m 16*9. The** lest work* are not much known, and even
kit Ant, though announcing a moat valuable discovery, of

tast importance in the examination of the various diseases of

lbs cheat end abdomen, attracted little attention till Corvisart

tnntlafd and illustrated it in hia practice and writing*. It

u now appreatated as it deserves to be. [See Auscultation.]
AVEN8. rSeaOaun.]
AVENTINK HILL rSee Rosfe.1

AVENT1NUS. JOHANN TOURMAYER. the eon
of a pabltran, was born at Abenaberg, in Bavaria, in 1474.

lie UaaW at IngoUtadt, and aftaiwarda at Pane, where he
look the degree of Master of Arte : ho aftaiwarda taught
dequeue* and poetry at Vienna, and Greek and mathe-
mattee at Craeaw. In 1*18 be waa called to Munich by the

l)uk« of Bavaria, who entrusted him with the education of
hi* two aooe, Ha then wrote, in Latin, hia Annate*
Batamm. or History of Bavaria, which ia much esteemed.
In thk undertaking he bad aeoesa to the best sources of
information, as the various archives, and the libraries of
content*, ate, ware opened to him. The work waa first

printed in IUt, after the author's death; but the editor,

Zi*i(i*r, suppressed aame passages, which, however, were
ra*lured in the edition of ISM by Cisner. Several other
ediboos have been published: that of Leipaig, 1711, by
Gaodkng. at eausidered the beat It has also bean pub-
lished in Oenaan, bat abridged. Aventinue wrote several

other teamed works ; among the rest ' Numeranm per digi-
tal aaaaaufe*. faaVs art— teauendi, vrttrum contuetudimt
Abaem*. 4ao. 14*3. Ha eoorerred the idea of this work
hum some tables which he fcond at Ratisbon representing the
anttrat naaanar of the Romans of counting on their fingers

;

ahteh custom ia still continued in Southern Italy. Vita
//nana mmmH Imptrmtari* ewe* ejwtdem BpittoUt, 4 to. 1418.
Tbie work ia vary rare. AveatintM died in January, 1334.

AVBNZOAR, or AVEN ZOHAR, ia the name of two
Arabian phroriam, father aad eon, who flourished in Spain
innag the twelfth century. They were Jewa by descent
and lebgiow. The first and moat celebrated of them ia

Abwaaerea Avwnaoar, or, with his complete name, and cor-
rsrtly siiiaan. Abu Merwan Mohammad ben Abdalmelic
baa Zobar. Acaaramg to Eon Alabari, an Arabian author
qasesd by Caairi (AMos*. Eecmr. t ii. p. ISO, be waa
a native or* Senile (according to others of Pefiaflor, near
BeeiUaK aaai lived aa physician at the court of Ibrahim ben
Yaaeuf ban Taahln, the Almeravide sovereign of Msroreo
sod Cordova. He died, according to the aame authority,'

at Barilla, is the year 657 after the Hegira (a.d. 1 168).

He * the author of several works on medicine, which have
loaf bam head in high esteem. The most important of
them ia the Teaifr, or 7 Introduction,' a Latin translation of
waseb, made from aa intermediate Hebrew version, haa
been printed repeatedly— far the tret time by Joannes de
Porlivte and OtowaHua, at Venice, in 1490, along with the
CoUifti of Avwrreoa, and with the fallowing inscription :—
Imttnl bber Iheimi (*) doAaJnodana vahaltadaLtr, cujtu
*et intsrprHmh* Bmtijtemio nudieathm* et regimim*,
esWaw in Jrmmm a ptrfetto viro Abumaruan Aventnhar,
ft traneUhu aV Hmrmiee in Latinum VenetUi a marittro
Pmramt io. mpeo etas' vmigaritante magiitro Jarobo Hehreen,
•same AseoMs Smrn Xti 13*1. In the subsequent editions
the title of the work ie more correctly printed Theitir, bat
the anther's name is variously disfigured : the Venice edi-
*>oo of 1949 ensue it Abimeron Abvnxoehar, Abbyroeron
Abrnsobar. and Abynmeron Abyenhar; another, printed in

1443, haa Alifeimi Abymtohar. A manuscript of the
Arable arigteal af thia work, beside* a treatise on simple
sad compound mesbcaaoe, which ia likewise attributed to

Aveaaobar. is sasd to exist in the Bibliotheque du Roi, at

Peru, Latin translations of several other works attributed

1* AvaajDhar are enumerated by Nie. Antonius ; among
•warn we notice a treatise De cure cateuii, printed at Venice,
14*7; and another. De regimnn* tanitati*, Basil, 1618.
'assngsU after giving an account of the Tcntir, proceeds to
observe that Avanaalisr bat done leas to improve the theory
•tea the praettee of medicine. • Contrary to the custom of
ha eeaatrrsaaa, ha area a aeahuwd enemy of sophisms and
amleatei aahahajaB. PoUowiag the phut of his father, he

intrusted himself to no other guide but experience ; bat m
doubtful eatee had often recourse to Galenus. Ha waa not
free from prejudice, and his practice sometimes approached to
empiricUtn.' {Hut. de tm Mederine, trad, par Jourdan, t li. p.
335. ) Avenaobar waa the teacher of the celebrated Averroes.
Tbe younger Aveniohar, who ia also named Rhasb taut

must not be confounded with another Arabian physician of
that name. Mohammed ben Zararia al-Raii, who died a.d.
92*). waa the son and pupil of the farmer. It appears that
after the death of his father, and in consequence of a persecu-
tion, ha quitted Spain and srent to the court of Mantur. the
Alraoravide sovereign of Maroeoo, who received him with
areol honours, and appointad him his physician. He died in
Marocco, at the age of seventy-four years, a. hbo. 594, a.d.
1197. According; to the testimony of Joannes Leo Afrl-
canus, be wrote, like hia father, several works on medicine

;

among others, one on the treatment of the eyes. Nic. An-
tonius observes that of several books which have the name
of Aveniohar, it is doubtful whether they should be ascribed,

to the lather or to the son. (Nk. Antonii, Bibliothera Hit-
pana Vetut, t. ii. p. 839-93} ; Hottinger, Kbttothecanu*.
p. 889-271 ; Sprengel, Hittmre de ia Mtdetine, t. ii. p. 332-
337 ; Casiri, Hibiiulheea tUemrialentit, t ii. p. 239.)
AVERAGE ia a quantity intermediate to a number of

other quantities, so that the sum total of its excores above
those which are leas, ia equal to the sum total of its defects
from those which are greater. Or, the average is the quan-
tity which will remain in each of a number of lota, if we
take from one and add to another till all have the same ; it

being supposed that there ia no fund to Increase any one
lot, except what comes from the reduction of others. Thus,
7 is the average of 9, 3. 4, 6, 13, and 14; for tbe sum or tbe
excesses of 7 above 9, 3, 4, and 6—that ia, the sum of S, 4,

3, and I—ia 13 ; and the sum of the defects of 7 from 13
and 14—that is, the sum of 6 and 7— to also 13. Similarly,
the average of 6 and 7 is 6|. To find the average of any
number of quantities, add them all together, anddivide by
the number of quantitiet. Thus, in the preceding question,

add together 2, 3, 4, 6. 13, and 14, which, gives 42 ; divide

by the number of them, or 6, which gives 7, the average.
It must be remembered that the average of a set or ave-

rages is not the average of the whole, unless there are equal
numbers of quantitiea in each set averaged. This will be
seen by taking the average of the whole, without having re-

course to tbe partial averages. For instance, if 10 men
have on the average 100/., and 90 other men have on the
average 300/., the average aum posiessed by each individual

to not the average of 1 00/. and .300/. ; for the 1 0 men have
among tbem 1000/., and the 90 men have among them
15,000/., being 16.00"/. in all This, divided into 60 part*,

gives 966/. I3#. 4of. to each. A neglect of this remsrk
might lead to erroneous estimates; as, for instance, if a
harvest were railed good because an average bushel of its

corn was better than that of another, without taking into

account the number of bushels of the two.

The average quantity is a valuable common-sense test

of the gdSdness or badness of any particular lot, but only
when there to a perfect similarity of circumstances in the
things compared. For instance, no one would think of
calling a tree well grown because it gave more timber tban
tbe average of all trees ; but if any particular tree, say an
oak, yielded timber than the average of all oaks of the

same age, it would be called good, because if every oak gave
the same, the quantity of oak timber would be greater than it

is. It must also be remembered thst the value of tbe average,
in the information which it gives, diminishes as tbe quan-
tities averaged vary more from each other; but this and
other points connected with average* will be mentioned more
fully in the article Mb an, this being the mathematical word
which to used in the same sense as average in common life.

AVE'RNO, a lake in the neighbourhood of Naples, about
two miles and a half N.W. of Pouuoli, and near tbe coast

of tbe gulf of Baia». It is a circular sheet of water, about a
mile and a half in circumference, the water clear, and of

great depth, surrounded with high banks, which are covered

with vineyards and gardens. On the south-eastern side to

a break through this high margin, where formerly was a
channel communicating with the Lucrine lake. Tb.- scene,

though secluded, is serene and pleasing, very different

from the gloomy descriptions found in antient poets, and
even historians, of the impervious oarkness and foul meph'tic

emanations of this lake, near the shores of which tbe Cim-
merians, a people who lived in place* where tbe sun never
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shoo*, one* resided, according to fabulous tradition. It is

likely, however, thai when tho surrounding bantu wen
thickly covered with forest trees overhanging the water, it

may hare bad a much gloomier appearance than at present

;

but the trees had been cot down even before Strata's time,

and tbe sides of the hills partially cultivated. Tbe story of

the mephitic exhslstions which killed the birds that at-

tempted to fly over the surface of tbe lake (Virgil, b. vi.), (a

phenomenon which gave rise to tbe Greek name of Aorno*.
• without birds') although evidently exaggerated, may at

one time have bad some foundation in truth, as tbe whole

of this region it of volcanic formation, and emits volcanic

exhalations . indeed, the lake itself is the crater of an ex-

tinct volcano. Hannibal is reported by Livy (xxiv. 12) to

hare visited tbe banks of A remits, under the pretext of

sacrificing, but in (act with other views. But in the time of

Virgil, a communication was opened between Aremus and
the neighbouring lake Lucrinus, which, itself communi-
cating with the sea, was converted by A grippe into a fine

harbour, called Portus Julius. The Lucrine lake was filled

up by an eruption which took place in 1538, when a conical

mountain rose in its place, which is called Monte Nuovo.

Averno has thus become again a separate lake ; and a small

muddy pool half Ailed with reeds, and close to tbe sea-coast,

it all that remains of the famed Lucrinus. On tbe south-

eastern bank of Averno stands a large and lofty octagonal

building of brick, vaulted, and with niches in the walls,

supposed by some to have been a temple, and by others a

bath ; it is now surrounded by vine trees. Farther to the

westward is the entrance to a subterraneous passage, called

Grotta delta Siliilla; it divides into two galleries, one of

which opens to the neighbouring tea-coast near tbe pool of

Lucrinus. and the other branches off to tbe right in the

direction of Cuma, which place it once reached : Strata in-

forms us that it was made by Cocceius, under the direction

of Agrippa. This last passage has become obstructed by

the falling in of tbe earth. There are several mineral

springs in the immediate neighbourhood of tbe lake of
Averno, some of which are used as baths. Tho most cele-

brated are the baths called the Baths of Nero, which are

close by the sea-shore, and consist of galleries worked
through tbe rock, and terminating in a fountain of hot

water strongly impregnated with sulphur, so hot as to boil

eggs immersed in it, and the vapours of which fill up tbe
whole place. Persons resort here for the purpose of taking
vapour-baths, the efficacy of which in several complaints
has been ascertained. The ruins of Cuma are about one
mile west of Averno. The air of tbe country about Averno
and the Lucrine pool is unwholesome in summer. (See
Strata, p. 244; end Bai.« )

AVETtRHOA, a genus of plants belonging to the wood-
sorrel tribe (Orahdetr). It consists of two species, both of
which form small trees in tbe East Indies. They are re-

markable for their leaves, which are pinnated, possessing, in

a slight degree, tbe kind of irritability found in the sensitive

plant, and for their fleshy oval fruits with five thick longi-

tudinal wings. From the other genus of rxxaltdele they are

known by this character, independently of all others.

In tbe earambola {A. caramtmla), the leaves are smooth,
the flowers of a violet purple, and the fruit about tbe sixe of
a goose's egg ; it is of a pale yellow colour, and is said to be
agreeably arid in the East Indies. It was expected that it

would prove worth cultivating in the hothouse for tbe des-
sert, but it proves upon trial to be insipid, and far inferior
to tbe common fruit of the European markets.
The other species, railed the brushing {A. bilimbi), has

downy leaves, and fruit rmrabling a small cucumber. Tbe
latter is iiitonwty acid, and cannot be eaten raw. It 1*

pickled or candied, or a syrup is obtained from it by tailing
with sugar, and its juice is found an excellrnt agent for

removing iron-moulds or other spots from linen. To the
Malays it answers the same purposes as tbe citroo, the
gooseberry, tbe caper, and the cucumber of Europe.
AVERROES. or AVKRRHOES. properly EBN

ROSIII). or. with his complete name. ABl L-WALID
MOHAMMED BEN AHMED BEN MOHAMMED
BEN ROSI1D, was sn Arabian philosopher and physician
of great celebrity, who lived during tbe latter part of
the twelfth and the beginning of tho thirteenth century.
He was born in s o. 114*. at Cordova, where his father
tilled the high office of mufti or chief Judge and pneet
of Andaluua. Some of the most distinguished Arabian
scholars of the age are meouooed aa hat teachers. He

studied Mohammedan jurisprudence under the guidance of
his father ; theology and philosophy under Ebn Saves;
(Aven Pace) and Tofail ; and medicine under Aveosobor.
the father. His diligence waa indefatigable : he devoted
the greater part of his time to the study of philosophy sad
medwine, and turned to tbe perusal of works of history or

Cy
only by way of recreation. As a Mussulman theo-

n, Avermes adopted the creed of the Asb'sn sect. La*
main principle of which is, that God, being tbe universal

cause of every thing, is also the author of allhuman eetaeeM ;

but that, neverthelesa, men being free, either acquire name
or incur guilt according as they obey or disobey the pre-
cepts of religion. Averroes at first succeeded bis father ea
mufti of Andalusia, and at tbe same time delivered lecture*

at Cordova. He waa afterwards appointed chief judge at*

Mauritania; but Avenxohar the younger, the son of has
preceptor, charged him, at the court of Maneur. tbe Muwab-
hedite sovereign of Maroeco and Spain, with baviaur ex-
pressed heretical opinions. Averroes lost his ottoe and wee
summoned to Maroeco. where be was forced publicly to recast
tbe heretical doctrines which he was accused of hsvfng pro-
pagated. He was then dismissed, and went first to Fee. and
afterwards to his native town Cordova. But the judge w*se
had succeeded him in Mauritania gave to little satavforthoea,

and public opinion waa so strongly expressed in favour of
Averroes. that he was ultimately reinstated in bis fcrxnoi

office, which be continued to All till his death. Be dtsd.
according to Caairi (BibUoduea BtcuriaUnm, res. L p. imi.
in tbe year 593 after tbe Hegira, a.d. U9S, accordjoa; a*

Leo Africanus (quoted by Hottinger, Bibtiotketahu* oa»-
driparttiut, p. 279) in A. Bio. 603 (A.D. 1200). Tare of hat
tons are said to bare visited the court of the Peruana em-
peror Frederic II.

Averroes entertained tbe highest respect for Aristotle,
whom he regarded as tbe greatest of all phiknupbia,
though in studying and translating htt works be seems to
have placed too much reliance on bis commentators, A ro-
monius, Tbemistius, and others. The works of ft lecroaa
were numerous. Caairi notices a list of them which ho
found among tbe oriental manuscripts of the library in aW
Escurial, and which specified not less than seventy -eight dis-

tinct treatises. Many of them were early translated awns

Latin, and studied by the schoolmen. An edition of Aver-
roes in Latin was published at Venice, 1 562, in eleven vohsaaoa,

folio. We are not aware of anv of his work* hseng pub-
lished in tbe Arabic original. His commentaries ea> Ans-
totle and on tbe Republic of Plato seem to be the most
generally known ; but be composed likewise original trea-

tises on philosophical subjects, and on Mohammedan tbeaiagy
and jurisprudence. Among bis medical works, tbe Kmihft
(i. e. ' The Total,' or Comprehensive System) at the aaeat

Important, a Latin translation of which. commoohr coated

tbe CMget Averroit, has been repeatedly printed sites*

with the fauir of Avenxohar, for the first Uaar tat sesame)

at Venice, by Joannes de Forlivio and Grogortms, a.d. 1 4so,

fol. It is divided into seven books, the headings of wWu
we subjoin, as they will give some idea of the uraaurasateM
of tbe work:— I. Dt Anatomua. J. Liber emmlaht, I. Likw
rerritudinum. 4. Liber rifnorum. 5. Liber murhnnmrmm *t

riborum. 6. De rtgimime eamtah: 7. De rerwriuats orrvv-

tudinum.
(See Nic. Antonti, Btbliotheeo //upend fetus, t- u. pp.

240, 246 ; Hottinger. Btbti*4hecahme quadnpmrtttu*. Faron.
IC64, 4lo. p. 271-279; 8prangel, Ihttare del* Je'iaVireu.

trad, par Jourdan, vol. u. p. 337-340.)
AVE'RSA. a town in the province of Terra da Laser*,

in tbe kingdom of Naples, situated in a fertile pitas ear**
miles N. by W. of Nsples, and on the high road to IT i an

.

in 40' 57' N. la!., and 14° 1 1' E. long. Averse wa* asuit aa
1020 by Rainulpb. a Norman rhief. who first touted ta taas
country as auxiliary to the Lombard prior** of Cap** oast
Salerno. The Norman advrnturers made it a streoghaawt
for the purpose of keeping in check then* Lombard flu a as
as well as their Oreek enemies. The new tows bob* eJaar
received an increste of population by fresh arrrraia of
adventurers from Normandy, attracted by the report of
Rainulph s success. Tbe emperor Conrad, in 1*4*, naaste
Rainulpb count of A versa and its territory. The raausey
was afterwards merged la tbe new Norman * ft m
founded by the oaT.pnng of Tattered of Hautewllo Arena*
although occastonally injured by foreign invasions aad creel
wars, still maintained it* rank as a town of oattaaeWsoans
importance. It t* now a busUaag, lively plaee, with ahsmt
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MM aafcoMtonta, and its mmmmm gives the traveller

who foot vtaita this country a preluiK > that peculiar and

sassy tort of gaiety which characterizes Naples. The king*

af Naples had fornwny a casus «n, whieh tarred aa

a peatee for their occasionil residence : it was replaced

by a convent, in whieh Andreas of Hungary, husband

af Queen Joanna I., was strangled by tome conspirators

on the Ith September, 1345. Prom Averse a fine broad

avenue leads to Naples. The most remarkable object

at Arena ia the house for the insane, established by the

well-known philanthropist Linguiti, not many years since,

and directed by him. The treatment of the patients

kind, cUeairful. and ingenious; they are occupied in

various pursuits congenial to their respective tastes ; they

have music, a fine garden, and other amusements. This

eatabashment: has served as a model for another of a similar

nature lately bonded at Palermo. Averse is a bishop's see.

one of the richest in the kingdom. The territory of Aversa

ia very fertile in corn, grapes, fruit, &c. It contain* many
large and popolona villages, among which 8ant Elpidio,

about three miles 8.B. of Averse, is built close to the

arte where the antient Alalia formerly stood. [See Atki -

laxjb Fascist.] The sweetmeats of Averse, especially

a aort of almond-cake called lorrone, are in great repute at

Naalta.
AVB8. a small island 195 miles W. by 8. from Guade-

loupe, and remarkable from its detached position; it is

three-onarters of a mile long, very low, and has only n little

grass growing on it It is much resorted to by birds, and

has a white appearance from their dung; the Dutch, from

Babe and St. Kuatatius, visit this island to srather eires and
eatrh turtle. Fresh water may be obtained by digging. It

it in 15* 40' N. let., and 63° 38' W. long.

There is also a clutter of (mall islands bearing the same
name Iring 30 miles W. by N. of the Rnecas, and 35 E. by

S. of Buenos Ayrrs. They are composed of two groups of

islets rising on distinct reefs ten miles apart, two larger

islands and three smaller ones ; they arc quite barren and
uninhabited, and surrounded by dangerous reefs, especially

to the northward, where they run off Ave miles. They lie

in I2°N. 1st., and between 67° 30* and 67" 48' W. long.

AVBSNES, or AVESNE, a fortified town of France on

the south or left bank of a small river, I.a Grande Helpe,

which Hows into the Sarobre below Landrecies. Avesnes is

1 73 miles N.E. of Paris, on the road to Mons and Brussels.

Though the capital of an ammdissement, it is a small town,

not having much above 4000 inhabitant* ; but it has esta-

blishments for refining salt, manufacturing soap, and espe-

cially tanning leather. It carries on a trade in wood and in

boars* heads. Before the revolution the church was col-

logu'e. and there were two religious houses, a high-school,

U-d an nO?pital. Whether the last two establishments still

• v •
: . the authorities which we have consulted do not in-

form us.

The interior of the town is ill-built, and the streets arc

31-arranged . The fortifications were repaired and strength-

«m4 by Vauban.
Avaaaaa waa (bunded in the eleventh century. It came

into the hands of the kings of Spain of tho Austrian family.

1 to France by the treaty of the Pyrenees in

t it separated from the rest of the de-

. by the bills which bound the upper part of the

_ of the Sambre. Many iron works, potteries, and

glass-houses are scattered over it Its population in 1832

was I27J53. ,
AVEYRON. or AVEIRON. a nver in the south of

France ; one of the many whose waters ultimately swell the

stream of the Garonne. It rises in the department of

Avevron, in the branches of the Cevennes, near the town

wf Scverae. and flowing towards the west, receives, on the

right bank, the little river Scrro ; after which it continues

its course to Rodei. or Rhodez. the capital of the depart-

ment. Near that town it winds very much. From Rhodez it

i on, still lo the westward, without receiving any mate-

until it reaches Villerranche. where it re-

small river on the right bank, the Alsou.

Vfflecrenehe it turns southward to Najac. Below

toss town it receives the little stream of the Serene on the

kft. andjust below on the same side, the larger river, the

Vuur This last rises from the same ridge as the Avevron

not far from the springs of the latter, and pursuing, like it,

a western couoe, joins it at the place mentioned above. Alter

the junction, the stream of the Avevron tutus again to the
west, and talk into the Tarn (a feeder of the Garonne), a
little above Motssac. The dimensions of this river, aa mea-
sured on the Man of France published by the Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, are as JbU~ws :—From tho
source to tho junction of the Serre, about 14 or 15 miles;
from thence to Rhodez, 25 or (6 miles ; from Rhodez to
Villefrancbe, 45 milea; from Villefranehe to the junction of
the Viaur. 1 7 or 18 miles ; and from then * to the junction
of the Aveyron with the Tarn, S3 or 53 miles; making tho
whole length about 1 55 milea. The length of the Serre ia

about SO miles ; that of the Alsou about 25 milea ; and that
of the Viaur about 80 miles. The Dtchcmnmre dtt Oauim,
&c. of Bxpilly, gives the length as 34 leagues, which is

about 1 00 miles ; but tbe measurement on the map is in
all probability more correct.

The current of the Aveyron ia very rapid, and it fre-

quently overflows its banks. The navigation commences at

Negrepelisse, about 20 milea above the place where the
river falls into the Tarn. The Roman name of the Avey-
ron seems to be unknown.
AVEYRON, a department in France taking its nam*

from the river Aveyron. which rises within its boundary,
and traverses it in a direction for the most part east

and west. The department is bounded on the N. by
that of Cental ; on the N.E. by that of Lozrre; on the E.
hv that ofGard; on the S E.' by that of Hcrault ; on the
S.W. by that of Tarn : on the W. by that of Tarn et Ga-
ronne; and on the N W. by that of Lot. In form it is

nearly quadrilateral, having its sides facing the N.B.. N.W„
S.E. and S.W. The N.E. and S.W. sides are the longest,

being each of them about seventy-five miles in length: the

N.W. side is sixty-three miles, and the S.E. thirty-two;

measured on the Map nf France in Department* publiehed

by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
The diagonals of this quadrilateral are— one (drawn nearly

from N. to S). ninety miles, and the other (drawn from

W.N.W. to E.S E.) eight \ -four miles.

The area of the depurtment is about 3400 square milea

;

it ranks tilth among the departments of France in point of

size, and is only about 50 square miles less than the two
English counties of Norfolk and Suffolk. The population

in 1832 was about 360,000, which gives nearly 106 to the

square mile.

The western part of the department is the lowest, and eon-

tains some plains of considerable extent. The eastern part

is mountainous, being traversed by branches from tho chain

of La Margeride, which unites the mountains of Auvergno
with the Cevennes; the Cevennes themselves form the

south-eastern border. From these two ranges of moun-
tains flow the streams which traverse the department, some
having their source within the boundary line, others beyond

it ; their general direction is from E. to W. TTseTruyero,

entering near the northern extremity °r the department

from that of Cantal, runs for some instance nearly parallel to

the N.W. border to the town -rEntraygues, where it unhee

with the Lot, which. enteHng about the middle of the N.B.

border of the department from that of Lozcre. runs W.N.W.
till it meets tb« Truyere; their united waters then flow

towards W by S., separating for some distance this de-

partment from that of Lot. Several small streams flow

from the mountains of Aubrae (one of the branches of Mar-

geride). which lie between the Truyere and the Lot : tho

Selve and Selvet (united), into the former river; and tho

Merdanson. the Mossau, the Bouralde. and the Coutaonno.

into the latter. The Lot becomes navigsble upon its re-

ceiving the waters of the Truyere, and lower down receive*

the Dourdou and the Dieges from the interior of the deport-

ment. The course of the Aveyron itself has been described ;

needs to be added that its principal tributary, this
it only . . . - .

Viaur. receives successively the waters of the Aictou. the

Seor (augmented by the Gifou), and the Lezert, The Tarn

.

entering the department on the N.B. boundary (rt come a

from the department of Lozere), crosses it in a direction

nearly parallel to the range of the Cevennes (which form* in o

S.E. boundarv). and some distance from it. Tins river also

receives several tributaries, chiefly on its left bonk, aa thojr

flow from the Cevennes they sre the Dourbie, the Cernon,

or Ternon. the Dourdou (which receives the Sorgues). and

the Ranee. The Tarn is not navigable till after it leaven

this department. . ..^ „,d^
The three principal rivers, the Lot. the Aveyron. ant^tno

Tarn, divide the department into four parts. Tot

Voi-IIL-Z
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northern, bounded by ths Lot, i* occupied by the mountains

of Aubrse, which havs been »lro*ilv mentioned, anil which

extend more than thirty miles in length. Tbey are subject in

winter to heavy falls of snow, which penetrate the ill-built

habiutions of the country people. Tho winter is long, aud it

is not till the beginning of May that the fields become trreon

;

but the mountains soon present the most beautiful verdure,

and flock* and herds assemble from otlier parte of the

pent, where a scarcity of grass is fell. The pastures

are divided into ' mountains.' and the extent of these is de-

signaled by the number of animals for which they are suffi-

cient -as • a mountain of thirty or forty cows {.montagm <U

Irrnlt. d» quarantt nickel). From the milk of the herds

cheese of good quality, called Quiolle cheese, is made. The
eattlo are not turned out to pasture in winter. Of grain

this district produces onlv rye. oats. *n<l buck-wheat (»or-

corral. September is the month of harvest, but it is often

prolonged into October. In summer, the mountains, rising

in the form of an arophitheatro one above another, and

covered with a rich turf freshened by a thousand nils, present

a beautiful prospect. The air is unfavourable, except to

those who are habituated to it. Tow valleys oootoin many
villages, and even some small towns (bmrgt). The inha-

bitants carry on trade in cattle and cheese. Those of the

territory of Quiolle. the principal place in the district, ex-

change the surplus of their oats for the wines of the depart-

ment of Lot. When wine is dear, they are peaceable tad
well-behaved ; but when the vintage is abundant, quarrels

frequently arise, which are so much the more dangerous, as
nearly all the inhabitants arc accustomed to carry a small

dagger. Fruit-trees are almost unknown.
These mountain* are of volcanic origin ; and between

Guiolle and the village of Naves basaltic columns of various

forms may be observed. (KncyclopitUe M :>, i, ,t.,
, Uio-

gravkn Pkynqu*. art. Aubrae.)

The district bounded by the Lot on the one band, and
tne Aveyron on the other, contains the principal mineral

wealth of the department. Near Albin, or Aubin, a
small town about four miles from the left bank of the

Lot, are coal-mines of considerable importance. The coal

is used for fuel in the neighbourhood, and supplies many
of the forges in the department : a considerable quantity

is also sent to Bordeaux. The coal appears to form on*
immense mass, containing several strata, mostly in-

clined at an angle of 44°. It is covered with a decom-
posed vegetable soil, rising in the form of round-backed
bdls. and sends out its seams to the surface in the form
of a coaly slate (acAu/e rarbontu-r). The abundance 01

the mineral, and the ease with which it may be obtained,

have led to a very negligent and inartificial manner ol

working it. Individuals commence mining in the simplest
way. and abandon their work* when they cease to yield a
profit, in when the water burst* in '.

In the midst of tb* coal district of Albin are the mineral
.
wm-h are in good repute, and much re-

I to. Near these «.'.-, u the burning mountain of
tar* a maas of • • which in former days

was set on Are by some accident, cvotinue* burning. An
sUipUcal opening in the earth, like the .rater of a volcano,
render* the combustion visible at night to thoss who can
sufficiently bravo the boat and smoke to approach u. The
plants near the opening arc languid and unhealthy. Fine
ochre, pyrites, rock crystal, and marble, are found in the
Mine district. Of the two alum mines in the department,
una is st Funtayues, near Albin. Ths produce of these
works finds s sale in the department* of Hcrault and Cants],
and in lbs interior of that of Aveyron. Copper** is pro-
cured from the alum mine of Foutsyncs.

Between the sourrwa of the Aveyron and the Tsrn rises

the group of mountains of Lovoxou. The principal rang*
run* from N.K. to S.W., and tend* out many branches.
On* of these branches run* along tho U-ft bank of the
Aveyron. toward* which it has an almost perpendicular de-
scent, and is nearly • desert. On the other side it has «
gentler slope, and si the bottom of this slope are ullage*
and habitations. The ma** of these mountains is composed
of gneus and srbistu* , but *t the village of St. Bauicl)
these ore sin-peed*d by calcareous strata, which extend to
lb* sbora of lbs Mediterranean. The disinst of the Lcveaou
it one of Us* least populous and least civilued district* of

• 11

rjtpsrtnxnt Tho climate is

rn. Small widely-scattered patches of cultivated land
produce oats and rye

i but U i» said that lbs former
itegonarate. The psitutea tre covered with fern, awl
broum {/i«tgrr*« and gmiU), snd prickly shrubs. It is

ouly in the valleys that trees grow : the oatlls and she**
arw Wan and miserable, and the ewes and oows yield little

milk, and that little of inferior quality. Their flesh also »
poor. In the quality of its vegetable and it* animal pro-

duction*, this district form* a marked contrast to the
district of Aubraa. Tho snow Mia in great quantity, aad
melta slowly. Sometimes the wind separate* the flak** into
particles as fine as dust, and it then penetrate* In the

snisllesl openings into the bouse*.

Toward* tba eastern extremity of the district south o< u»
Tarn, in the neighlwurhood of St. Jean do Bruel. the L«
venne* mountains yield an abundance uf excellent slate*,

good piaster or g)p»uro. and a kind uf fellers earth. A Utile

west of this part, between the rivers Dourbie, Cernon, and
Sorgues, rise* ths elevated plain of Larxac or Larvae, t

2400 and 2500 feat shove the level of the sea. It is *

on ths S.E. and S.W. by the Ct-vennes and the I

of C'auue, and overlooks the valley of the Tarn on the <

hand, and that ui 1st EMwdlon the other. Ili* covered
with huge iquarc M rekt of calcareous stone, block snd bard
at the top, and while snd friable at buttum. which susar geo-
logist* have supposed to lie the relies of superincumbent
strata. These blocks, which have neither mots nor la-hen on
Ibtm, present at a distance the appearance of human babsU-

Tlns plain, uherc tlie traveller may pursue bis w«

menl. It ra Arwr
irtment of IS n'

greasy as to w
rosace* sre sec t

i in ths norther-;

grtabie pr

lion*, tin* plain, wnerc tlie traveller may pursue hi* way
Slid not meet with a bou»e, or a tree, or a brook, for sevrrsi
miles, furni.hes pasturage to va»t flock* of slvcep. Tt*
dryness of the atmosphere, and the aromatic plant* which
abound, sage. Uiyme, aud lavender, impart great dehesry
of flavour to the mutton lad lu re, aud render the wud
superior to that of almost any other depart

and sdky, like that of the sheep of the dep
nee* Oriental** ; but at the »ainc lime •»

half it* weight by washing. The dioicesl

to Elbeuf and other manufacturing town
part of France. The similarity of climat
ductions, and toil, which exists between this district and'thr
higher district* of Spain, point it out a* a suitable place for

the naturalixation of the Spanish sheep.

From tlie village or Roquefort ,n thi-v asighbourhood. IU
Roquefort cheese derives iU name. Il is msda of ewe*'
milk, and is very delicate : s little goat*' mdk is added
in many place*, but the least quantity of that of th*

cow would alter the quality of the cheese, Tba awe* art af
a breed closely resembling the inehnos, Tbev lield saaia-
dance of milk; and it is slated that lOO.OOu a/ thrm fur.

nitb the supply for making the Roquefort cheese. It ., i t>̂
up in cellar*, built up again*! the lull upon which the v«
lage stands, but not dug In it. The temperature ir„.
cellar* (about i*° or J>° of Fahrenheit) vane* Utile all Ik*

ho/ flavour* which .1 it \ ui.r^tnd^wcomtoen^L**Ti
wis in great repute i sd years age. ; snd W si :|

exported into most countm. in Europe. The nBage bat
not more than 300 or 400 inhabitant*

^ but they expert
yearly l»,»00 to 18.000 cwt». S mm cheese, sold under the
name of Roquefort, is made at Milium
Some beds of coat are wurkod in tlie district of Ur™
The atmosphere of the department is general I » purr, u-

the iky clear ; but the temperature vane* eonssri-rsbrt w*
different part*. The snow remains on the mountain -its*,
half tho year. The wind* art so violent a* tsanrtnssr*
to unroof the hou*rs snd blow down hug* trees The ar»-
valence of the touth wind gives to the branches of tt»
trees a general direction towards the north. Ths* w« )
brings rsin to the southern ditlncU of the department m
the west wind dors to alt the other*.
The quantity of wast* land i» more tiu

the surface. The principal wealth of the
m*v tie inferred from the foregoing account of parlsraaar

ts, consist* of cattle and stork of all kinds , b est*.
,rn. sheep, g it,, and Iwhvf. Tlie nomto-r

sheep was given in the liiftarJiit I'nietrttUr of M Mats*
Brun <-«-* Isst edition. Porta, l-.ri. *f se,i ) at above ten* saw
Mules, Us- export to Spam, are reared in crciiyVrtbtr nirav-
bars. The vslley* of the (eraral nvars sr» tiled wrtb nrk
alluvial toil . and the gram raised i. sufficient far ^.
•umpuon of the department ; wheat, buwwvrr. r* not Bisrtj
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Win*, which, for the most part, is of ordinary

made only ui Um eastern districts. A considerable

of mulberry -trees arc grown for the silkworms.

Ths> sides of sons* at the mountains are covered with vast

|l«**ls Woive* sometimes attack the herds ; but the

irlively rankle themselves round tilt stalls and
with their horns i sometimes they even pursue

Tb* Dtetinnnaire Untcrrtrl de la Franc- ( l'ans,

speaks of iron and copper mines ; but Malte

OiagrafJkie Vnivert^Ue) says that the metuK of the

seat arc sbll unworkwe'. and he adds that the produce

«T lite coal and alum unnet, might be vastly increased.

B •••)<-» th* mineral waters cf Cransac, already noticed,

there are srarm baths at SUvanea. in the mountainous dis-

trict between the Surgues and the IXmrduu. Their tera-

is 40° of Reaumur, or 12'.'° of Fahrenheit.

woolWtW (especially serge, linsey-woolsey, and grey

ad paper, are manufactured. TIk streams, especi-

ally the Lot add the Tarn, furnish the moving power for

Uie machinery of the factories ; and alter their navigation

e omicnces, ussy also facilitate the conveyance of goods.

The chief places are as follows :—The capital, Rudcz or

Rhodes (a name derived from that of the people, the Ruteni,

who inhabited the country before the Roman conquest), is

an the Avwytvm. and is a citv of about HUOO inhabitants.

OB the Tarn, baa about 10.00U inhabitants in the

i Aveyron,
of whom above 7000 live in the town itself; and Espalton.

on the Lot, has more than 2000 in the town, and 3500

in the commune These are ail the seats of sub-prefectures.

|Se« Etr alios, Milhai . Ruouar, and ViLLa»HANcna.J
Tb* communes are the smallest municipal divisions; and,

tut extent, may be compared with our panslies.

St. Afnque having been omitted in its proper place,

wa shall give a abort account of it here. It waa, early

in the seventeenth century, in the hands of the Cal-

Tinisls. and waa then more populous, and hod a more
llourishiug trade than since. It stood a siege against

tlir royal army in 1628, but was afterwards obliged to

submit to Louis XIII.. and from that period its ducuy

»»> be dated. Soma cloth* and fricie ore made here, but

die trade of the place is scarcely of any extent ; and except
its rank as capital of an arroudissement it has few claims to

notice *. The town is surrounded with Duo walks, aud is

•tuated in the midst of orchards, meadows, and viucyards.

The streets are crooked and the houses antique An hos-

f t»l and the reformed church are the only buildings worthy

To the towns mentioned above, we may add St. Genius
d OU. or St, Genies de Rivedolt, on tho right or south
bank of the Lot, a neat and smsll town of 4000 people

who manufacture woollen stuffs : it was the native place of

the Abb* RaynaL Sevorac le Chateau is built on a conical

k il. and is commanded by an antient castle : it haa a popu-
lation of 1000. Entraygus*, at the continence of the Truvcre

' Lot. where the navigal
. ation of the latter river com-

rable timber trade, and was for-

meriy a place of some conaequonce as a fortress. La Guiolle,

an the little rim Scire, has 4000 inhabitants, who inanu*
(bctar* doth and worsted stockings. It is on the slop* of a
haeajtac mountain above 3500 feet high. V aires, an insig-

nificant place very near St. Afrique, was a bishopric up to

lis* tun* of tb* French Revolution.

Thss department constitutes tho diocese of Rhodes ; the
h.shop is a suffragan of the archbishop of Alby. Il is under
the jnnadction of the cour royale (assise court) of Mont-
's-liar, and m in the ninth mihtary division, tire head-quarters
of wheh^aw at lfontpolhcr. It returns live deputies to the

It ne+rij *oinadas with the antieut district of Rouergue,
• •nb-division of the province of Guicnne. (Encyrlof*die
JKatAesAea**, Oiograpkit PAyiiuKC, srt. Aveyron; MM.
Malm Bron et Balbia Lhcttvnnatre Umvtrtei a* la France.)

\ \ Ii KNN A. named ABEX SINAby Hebrew writers,

b-t profKrl) EBN SINA. or. with hiscnuiplutc name, called

ALSUEIKH AL-RAYlS ABU ALI AL-IIOSSE1N

BEN ABDALLAH BEN SINA, was • celebrated Ara-
bian philosopher and physician, whose nam* bas ruled m
the realm of science during a longer period than that of any
other writer, with the exception of Aristotle and Galen.
He was, according to lite biographical dictionary of Khn
Khallican, bom at Kliarmatain, a village near Bokhara, in

the year 3*0 after the Hegira (a.d. 980.) Soon after bis

birth his parents removed to Bokhara, and in Ihia town
Avicetina received his first education. Elm Khallican in-

forms us. that when he hail reached his tenth year, lie waa
thoronchly versed in the study of the Koran, and knew
something or lire elements of Mussulman theology and of
Hindu arithmetic <hi*b a* Hind) and algebra. About this

time Abu Abdallah Al-Natheh. a scholar of some note
among hU cotitemporarie*. came to Bokhara, and Aviecnna
was placed under (us tuition. He studied under him logic,

Euclid, and the Almagest. When Al-Nalheli left Bokhara,
Aviecnna. then about sixteen years old, began to turn his
attention to the study of medicine, but soon interrupted his

medical pursuits to devote another year and a half ton
course of philosophical study. In an autobiographic me-
moir of Aviecnna. which has been preserved by Abulfarnj.
lie informs us. that so great was the real w ith which he
devoted himself to his studies, that during two vears he
never went to sleep at night : if ho was unable to find the

solution of an intricate problem, he went to the mosque to

pray, and then seldom tailed to overcome the difficulty.

We are assured lhat even before he had reached his

eighteenth year, he cured the Sumanide Sultan of Bokhara.
Null ben Man«ur(who reigned a.d. 975-997) of a dangerous
disease. In his twenty-first year he wrote a work which
Casiri styles an Encyclopedia, (the Arabic title is KiMb at

Majmt, t, e. literally ' The book of the sum total.') He
subsequently compiled a commentary to it, which extended
to about twenty volumes. When he was twenty-two years
old, Aviecnna lost his father, whom he succeeded for a

short time in the or minister to the sultan of Bokhara ;

hut after the downfall of the Samanide dvnasrv, which
happened about the beginning of the eleventh century, he
quitted Bokhara, and removed first to Karkanj in Know-
arezm, afterwards to Nisa, Abiwerd, Tus, and other places.

He was for a time attached as physician to the court of the

Dileniitc sovereign, Shams ul Math Kabfis ben Washmgfr.
When this rrincc was dethroned, which happened about

a.d. 1012, Avicenna retired to Jorjan, where he began
to write his celebrated treatise on medicine known under
the title of the Canon (Ktliib al-Kindn /Cl-Tibb,i. e. 'Book
of the Canon in Medicine.') He subsequently lived for a
time at Rai. Kazwin, and Hamadan. In the last place he
was appointed vixir to Shams-cddaulah, the reigning sove-

reign of lhat town. In this capacity, however, Aviecnna
gave but hale satisfaction, and lost his office when Shams-
cddaulah died. He now took up his abode at Ispahan, where
he compiled several of his works, and began to tak* note*

of th* eases that came under his observation in his medical

practice, intending to avail himself of them as materials for

the completion of his Canon of Medicine ; but we are

informed that these notes were lost before ho found time to

in ik* the intended use of them. H* was physician to

Al;i eddaulah, then the sovereign of Ispahan, and accom-

nied him on a journey which that prince undertook to

inadah. Avicenna, who** health had been prcviously

d. had an attack of cholic on the road, of which he
r then fin

pani

li

nrtiv after his arrival at Hamadan. being then fifty-

jars old. Ebn Khallican fixes the time of his death
died shor

m^thVmwUh of Ramaxan. A. Heg. 428 (a.d. K
same year is assigned by Abulfaraj (p. 233, ed. l'ocock),

and by Casiri {Bibl. Escur. vol. i. p. 269) on the authority

of a different Arabian writer. According to Hottinirer

(RtbUotheeariut Quadnparlitut, p. 261), Aviecnna died.

' at the age of about eighty' in A. Heg. 442 (a.d. i »

;

and, according to a short "biographical notice prefixed to

Anton. Dcusings Latin translation of the CanHcum prin-

cipiM Abi AH* ton Sinai de Mtdirina, Groning. 1649, 12mo.,
' al the age of eighty-eight years and seven months,' in A.

Heg. 468 (a.d. 1075) : both these statements appear to be

erroneous, but we are unable to trace the origin of the mis-

take. The writings of Avicenna, chiefly on philosophy,

mathematics, and medicine, are very numerous. Casiri

(vol. i. p. 299) notices a list of them. In which sixty am
enumerated : Ebn Khallican states the total number of his

L -
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ad lb* Kamun . the titles of many others nj be mo ia i

Catari (vol L p. 370). Among them, the Kanun acquired

the greatest celebrity, and Wane, era in Europe, for many
•antuna*, the •taodard authority in medical anaooa, lea* on

account of original merit, in which, according to Sprengel,

it ia very deficient, than on account of ita judicious arrange-

meat, end the comprehensive view which it afforded of UM
doetrinea of the antient Greek physicians, at an age whan
the knowledge of the Greek language wai vary scanty. It

waa translated into Latin by Gerardus Cremonensia, at

Toledo. Tbis translation, revised and accompanied with a

commentary, by Jacobus de Partibus, waa edited for the

Ant time in 1438, at Lyons, in four large volumes in folio, 1

by two Germans, Johannes Trechsel and Johannes Klein ;

several other editions have since appeared, the latest at

'

Venice, in 148 J, fbl. An edition of the Arabic text of the I

Canon was published at Rome, IS93, fol.

(Sea Ebn Khallican, art. al-Hoasein ben Sina ; Abulfaraj, I

Hitloria Dynastiarum, ed. Pooock. p. 229-333 ; Bar Hebrew,
j

Chronica* Dymutiarum, L i. p . 23 1 -233 ; Caairi, Bibitotkaca 1

Arabtro-Hitpana, L i. p. 268. &c. ; Hottinger. Bibtiotkaea-
,

Hut Quadrtpartitut, Tiguri. 1664, 4to. p. 218-261 ; Sprengel,
Hittoirt at la Militant, trad, par Jourdan, t ii. p. SOS, Ice.

We have not had an opportunity of consulting_FardeUs's
translation of an account of Avicenna s life by Ebn Joljol

Joriani. Venice, IS9S, which is cited by Sprengel.)
|

AVI'CULA (xoology), a genus of maiino conchifers, or

bivalves with unequal valves, in which Sowerby. with much 1

show of reason, includes the genus Mtleagnna, also formed
by Lamarck. The shell in both is foliaceous externally ; and
internally, of a brilliant pearly lustre. The left-hand valve

ia contracted and notched posteriorly ; and so ia the right,

but very slightly. Through this sinus passes the byssus, by
which they are moored to rocks and other marine bodies.

The ligamental area is marginal and broadest in the centre ; >

and there is generally a small tooth in each valve near the
\

umbooes. This is most conspicuous, generally speaking,
in Avieula (Lam.), but is not always found, while it is often
present in Lamarck's MHeagHnte, though it ia sometimes
absent. The muscular impression is nearly central, some-
what orbicular and large.

Avieula, then, as characterized by Sowerby. will comprise i

two section* : the first including those species which have
their base, or hinge - line, considerably prolonged ; the
second embracing those which are without that prolonga-
tion—in other words, the MeleajrHnat. Both sections are
the inhabitants of warm climates. Avieula macroptera may
bo taken sa an example of the first section.

Avieula margantr/m {MrUagHna wtargant\/era. Lara..
Mvtilmt mmrranti/trtu. Linn.), commonly known as Ike
pearl-oyster, the source whence the most precious pearls sre
derived, will sfford an illustration of the second section.

The shell itself is imported in great quantities, for the
manufacture of the nam, or moUirr •>/ prar! . into buttons,
knife-handles, paper-knitr*. Ike. ; but iu great commercial
value rests on the pearls which it contains. For these beau-
tiful productions, which mat be coruidercd as extravaaslad
nacre, there are fisheries in both hemisphere*. The pearl
of greet price, bower, is found in the East, where the
•iaapel fisheries, at Ceylon, Cape Consortn, and in the

[Artfh n.naw.. ».)

Prrtian Gulf, are carried on by means of divers. Ceptaisi
Pereival haa given so lively an account of the pearl- fishery
at Ceylon, that the whole busy scene is brought before th*
reader. [See Pbab.l.1

AVIE'NUS. or AVIANUS. sometimes written AN1A-
NU8. As it is not within the plan of this work to allot

much space to the discussion of minute and obscure points
of literary history, we shall not inquire which ia the trow
way of writing the above name, or whether the diaVrrot
forms belong to one or two persons. UnoW one or other
of them we have a collection of ^Bsopiau fable* in Lena
elegiac verse ; translations of the Pbarnomena and Prog-
nostics of A ratus into hexameters; a translation of the Pe-
riegesis of Dionysius, entitled ' Deseriprio Otbts Term .'

and a poem in iambic verse, entitled ' Ora Maritime.' ofwharh
only the first book remains, containing a description of the
Mediterranean, from the Straits of Gibraltar to Maiasenea,
The fables commonly bear the name of Planus Avmbws .

the other works that of Rufus Festus AVienna. The reader
will find the identity of these two persons largely dssruaaed

in the dissertstion annexed to the edition of Avsa— *

Fables, by Henry Canniegeter. Lugd. Bat 1731 : bat at

requires some patience to wade through the mass of aaoero
geneous matter there collected. The translatasaa fraea

Arabia will be found in many of the editions of that author,

and especially in that of Buhfe. Lips. 1 604. The ' P> stiipf
was edited by Fricsemann. Amst. 1 786, and. together wah
the Ora Maritime, is contained in the Oxford editaaa ef the
Minor Greek Geographers. The author of these works ap-

pears to have liven about the year 400 : A<anus the fib*,

list is placed, by those who deny his identity with A'wojsbv.

about 240 veers earlier.

AVIENC8. GBNNAD1C8. waa a Wading molar of

his day (see bis character in the Letter* of 8(dooms Apat-

Imam, i. *) and colleague of Valenttnian in hie 7th nsia
late. a d. 4S0. Two years after be was sent on the emsaase
which induced Attila to pause in his march against Rasa*
(See Attila ; Ktrmond. \uirt toSiAommt, Par. 1642 ; GeV
bon, ch. xtxv.)

AVIGNON, a celebrated city of France, ra tha depart-
ment of Vaorluse. of whirh it is the capital. It is sat—sad
on the left bank of the Rhone, just above where the mw
Durance (lows into it : and is 432 miles 8.8 E. of Pans,
4 J' if N. 1st . 4° 46' K. long.

Atignoa (the Latin name waa Arrma) is s verv an-
tient city, and some writers have ascribed it* arurm te raw
pwple of the Greek colony of Massilw. new MarsesBas

• TW Sr«» nmim »u • r^*t Istixasal TW aaalam *> • haw*
"rn lit — )• I

'
li
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»biect of

j to another opinion, it >u the capital of a Gallic t

the Cavares, in whoae territory it was doubtless si-
|

and from whom it was called Areata Cacurum. It

into the hands of the Romans st an early period of

mioo in Gaul, and a Roman colony appears to

ecu established here- Upon the downfall of the

empire in the west of Europe it was possessed by
ihe Burgundians, and afforded to the king of that people a
•ecu re asylum from Ihe power of Clovis. king of the Franks,

• ho besieged it in vain. It subsequently became subject,

perhaps far a short time, to the Visigoths, certainly to the

Ostrogoths, Franks, and Saracens. The Saracens took it

retain it Afterward* it came into

l of the kings of Aries and Burgundy. It was an
j

ition between tha Counts of 'Provence and
> at last agreed to hold the city conjointly, and

to dnide its dependencies between them. Part of the

lependeooea was also held by the Counts of Korcnlquier;

but the last of that family bequeathed his portion to the

aniens of Avignon, who were enabled by this accession to

their resources, ami by the dissensions of the Counts of

Provence and Toulouse, to acquire a kind of independence.
But shen the domains of the two last-mentioned nobles
came by marriage into the hands of Charles and Alphonso, I

brAhere of Louis IX. (or St. Louis) of France, Avignon was
:

obliged to submit. It was at first divided between the two
pnnee*. but afterwards was wholly included in the county
oi Provenre. The period of independence terminated in

mi. after subsisting less than half a century.

Yet this »bort period sufficed to subject the town to the
horrors of war. The crusade against Raymond of Toulouse,
chief of the Altagenses, was directed also against Avignon, i

which supported him. Louis VIII., King of France,
besieged and took tha city in 1226, beat down the walls ai.d

all the homes in the environs, put some of the most patriotic

iti/em to death on pretext of sedition, and would have quite
extinguished the liberty of Avignon if death had not re-

'

moved him
half a century after this, Pope Clement V.,

f a native of France, removed his court and residence

iich continued to be the papal
XI.. in 1376. left it to return to

In the grand schism which took place on the

of Urban VI., successor of Gregory, Avignon
tha residence of the anti-popes Clement VII. and
: XIII. The latter was dm en out in 1408 by the

French, who were tired of the schism. Pope Clement VI.
m the year I Ms. during the period of the papal residence

at Avignon, purchased the city of Jane Countess of Pro-
ofl>ce and Queen of Sicily | and the sovereignty was re-

tained by his successors until it was seized by the French,

in 17*1, sine* which period Avignon has been a part of

France. The popes governed the city and its dependent
by a cardinal-legate, or rather, as the legate was

by a vice- legate, who had jurisdiction

onto over tha county of Avignon, but also over the

nty Venaissin. which, though frequently confounded
with it, was really distinct, and asftrad its name from the

antarnt town of Venasquc. which was once the seat of

a bishoone and the capital of the county. (Piganiol de la

Force. AoawW/e Description de la France, 1 72'2.) The in-

habitanta of Awi:non. however, while they continued sub-

ject to the pope, were naturalized in France, and were eli-

g»he» to oflsc— or su.tenasla.al appointments in that country.

A garrison of about 18* nan (via. so light horse, who served

as lbs gsssrd of tha rice legale, 100 infantry, and 90 to 24
8wise guards, and officers with good pay) was maintained
by has Uslinsas.

Thar* were in tha city several courts of justice. That of
the Vigmm waa the moat anlient. It took cognizance of

whether civil or criminal, in which the laity were
There were two judges: bat an appeal lay from
to tha Vigtatr himself, who heard the cause

ssraia. na conjunction with three assessors. The Court of
V%L*gwrwme* was far all cases in which the military and re-

lajpawa orders were concerned ; and that of the Rote (delta

MotXn) tar all eases in which the clergy were engaged. This
of tha Awktor-General, as president, and

'or free other judges. Another court, that of the Audi-
', had a primary jurisdiction in particular cases ;

ead waa also a court of appeal from the sentence of indivi-

dual judges or magistrates of Avignon and the county
Vsasasaaaa. From thia court again an appeal might be made

nominally to the I'tce-Legate. but in reality to the tribunal
of the Rote, to which the Vtce-Ugalt transferred the
affair; in such cases the Audttar-deneral took no part in
the decision. In criminal cases an appeal lay in the last
resort to a tribunal composed of the Auditor- General and
some other judges, with the fire-Legale himself fur presi-
dent It seems likely that in this case the appeal was in
form made to the Viet- Legate, and that he commuted the
rase to the tribunal just ment-oned. He usually gave
audience twice a week to receive appeals. According to
some authorities, there was a further right of appeal from
these several courts to Rome. The Inquisition wns also
established at Avignon.
The vigvier, who has been already mentioned, though

nominated annually by tho Pope, appears to have been tlio

successor or the podettul, the chief magistrate of Avignon
at the period of its independence. He was always a gen-
tleman by station. The police was under the direction of
three officers, called contuU, who, with their assessor, were
the police magistrates.

Since the cession of Avignon to France, these various
courts have of course given way to the ordinary tribunals of
that kingdom.
The city at the most antient period was built on what

was called Le Rocher dee Dons (on or near which the ca-
thedral stands), and gradually extended towards the plain,
forming nearly a square. It was surrounded by a strong
wall, by whom built is uncertain ; but a change in the
course of the Rhone having left part or the ritv open, a new
wall was erected, probably by the Romans. ' These latter

walls were built on very substantial arches. Some remains
of them were existing when Expilly wrote his account
(viz. 1762), and the antient gates had been then removed
only about twenty years. Several remains of antiquity have
been dug up at different times.

Avignon is pleasantly situated in a valley, which is adorned
with meadows, orchards, and mulberry plantations. The
city is in great part surrounded on the land side by a court,
or promenade, planted with elms, which runs outside the cir-

cuit of the walls. The Rhone Hows on the west side of it, and
is crossed by a wooden bridge, remarkable for its length.

A stone bridge was erected in the latter part of the twelfth

century. The work was undertaken and commenced by
St. Benezet, a shepherd boy or eighteen, but he did not live

to see the completion of the work. It had nineteen arches ;

and was regarded as a wonderful structure, on account of

the breadth, depth, and rapiditv of the river. In the year
1669, in the reign of Louis XIV., it was almost entirely

earned away by the violence of the stream, and only four

arches were left entire: the part destroyed was replaced

by a wooden structure, which appears to be the one now
standing.

While under the papal dominion, Avignon abounded in

rhurrhes and religious establishments. Tho continual

noise of their bells led Rabelais to give to the city the
name of La VUU Sonnanlc. The cathedral is by no means
of uniform architecture. Its portal is supposed to have been
removed from an antient temple of Hercules. Its magni-
ficence at a former period was considerable : but as later

authorities do not sav much of it, we cannot tell whether it

has gone to decay during the last eventful hair century.

Among the tombs which it contains are those or the Popes

Benedict XII. and John XXII. There were, during the

later period of the papal dominion, collegiate churches tod

by many ecclesiastics; and a great number of religious

houses for persons of both sexes, namely, twenty for men,
and fifteen for women ; besides hospitals and charitable in-

stitutions. The number of ecclesiastics was estimated by

Expilly, in 1 762, at 900. The church of the Cordeliers waa
celebrated for the tomb of Laura dc Sade. The same tomb
contained also the body of her husband Hugues de Sade.

Her best monument is the poetry of her lover Petrarch.

The church is now in ruins, and the tomb hm disappeared,

but it is said to be atill entire under the ground. The aite

of the church and its enclosure is convo.-ted into a fruit-

garden, and a small cypress tree marks the spot where

Laura is interred. {Travel* in France in 1814-15) The
same church contained the tomb of ' the brave Crillon,'

one of the most disungvished warriors of France in the

unhappy religious troubles of the sixteenth century. In

the church of the Celestins there was a valuable library, a
painting of a human skeleton of the natural size, said to

have been done by Rene of Anjou, the tomb of Cle-
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mant VIL, oad that of U. Pu i n l. the arohiteet of the

•ridir* ow lb* RUM. To* church of U» monks of St-

Anthony contained the tomb of Alain Cbarttor. a Frotrth

wnt«r of eminence in too fourteenth end fifteenth centuries.

An ivory orocjfl*. M inches long. of moat exquisite was*,

menship. a production of the nxtomth emtury. is in tn*

cburob 'deUMiserteorde.- Tbia is considered one of the

greatest curiosities in the eity.

Avignon m Mill remarkable fur the number of ita ohe-

nisbte ana useful institution*. It baa an infirmary tor

soldiers whose wound* require a milder climate than that of

Parti ; a lunatic aaylum ; a high-school (eoUigt mpW» ; a
«eininary for the education of priests; a society of the

fhettda of the arte; an agricultural society ; a collection of

paintings and antiquities ; a museum of natural history ; a
botanical garden ; and a public library of 37,000 volumes.

There is also a learned society called the Academy of

Vsuclusc The present theatre was erected in 1831.

The town is clean: the houses are of stone and well-

built; but the streets, in part at least, are narrow and

crooked. The town i* subject to violent winds. Avigiion con-

tains many relies of lU former greatness. The papal palace,

which is adjacent to the cathedral, i* an enormous mass of

Gothic architecture, and baa been for some time and is still ,

used as a barrack. The former mint is now applied to a

similar purpose ; it baa a fine (root.

The trade of Avignon has been making considerable pro-

gress for some years past. Silk stub are the chief articles

manufactured ; and there is a cannon foundry; also a
foundry for sbeeta of iron, copper, and tin ; and a saltpetre

refinery. The cAif/ productions of toe neighbouring country

appear to bo madder roots and silk. The uumber of mul-
berry trees has increased eery greeffv of late years. A
great part of the trade of Avignon is carried on through the

port or Marseilles, to and from which goods are conveyed on
the Rhone by way of Aries. The population of Avignon in

183*. waa about 10.000 for the commune, or 36,000 for the

town itself. Id 1763, Bxpilly computed them at 88.0oo.

Among those were about 600 Jews, who lived by themselves

in a quarter called the Juiverie, or Jewry.
Toe bishopric of Avignon is of early date, though we

need not adopt the tradition which makes St, Rufus, the

son of Simon the C7reman (who carried our Saviour •

cross), the first npassesor of the see ; and which ascribes

the plantation of Christianity here to Martha, the sister of

Lexarus, and Mary Magdalene, The bishop was succes-

sively a suffragan of the Archbishops of Vienna and of'

Aries ; but in 1474 or 147J, Pope Sixlus IV„ at the insti- :

gation of his nephew, Cardinal Julian do la Roucre, who
!

was then bishop, raised the aee to an archbishopric. The >

suffragans of this new metropolitan were the Bishops of I

Csrpentras, Cavaillon, and Vaison, who were also taken from
|

under the jurisdiction of the Arabbishop of Aries. The
archbishop still retains his rank ; and baa under him the

Bishops of Nismes, Valence, Viriers, and Montpellwr. The
department of Vaucluse forms his diocese.

Several councils were in the middle ages held at Avig-
non ; but tney do not appear to have been general councils.

A council of the archbishop and his suffragans was held in

1737. In 1103, Pops BonUmoe VIII. erected a uoivemtv,
but it is not now in existence. It enjoyed considerable

reputation to ita day.

It may be observed that while the eity and territory were
subject to the Pooe, the river Rhone waa always under the
dominion of the King of Prance.
Avignon is remarkable for the vivacity of its inhabitants

and the beauty of lb* women, Several illustrious persons,

male and female, were natives of this place ; among them
Laura, the mistress of Petrarch t the Chevalier r'ulard, a
writer on military affairs; Claude Joseph Vernet, the painter;

and the Abbe Penile, a celebrated pulpit orator.

The arrondissomont of Avignon comprehends 1 74 snusre

miles, or 1 1 1.360 acres, and contains a population of fcs.ooo

inhabitants. {Lt (Jrwid Dtcttammmrt, by Martimere ; lMc~
liusMtnr* dm GamJm tt d» U /Vance, by the Abbs ExpiUy.

i;*J; MM. Malt* Brun. Belt*.)

A'VILA, a district 10 Old Castile, comprising the tern-
ton situated between 40° »' and 41° IV N. 1st-, and 4

J
la'

and 4° lO* W long. It is bounded, on the east, by the pro-

vince of Segovia ; on the west, by that of Salamanca ; on
the south, by that of Toledo; and on the north, by Valla-

doltd. Tne territory of thai province is the must elevated in

the ceoirai part of Boom, particularly mi Us southern **-

of
of

of
71

tremrty, where tt la very

those mountains are the Stoma do AviU. the

whmb is, in general, from east to was*. There
great pmraamm of Avila, a truncated oca*, the

which contains a surfoe* of • aquae* Isaguos,

English square mile*. This vast extent *f ground m almas*,

barren, and serves only for pastor* and fire wood . Too
southern part of this province being so mnainoi—ns la <•>
tremely cold, and very thinly peopled. The oustaw a she*

trials are milder, mar* productive, and better tcjseeatod »

but they are doficiont in fuel, which m supplied fro* taw-

forests in the south.

Titer* is a lake, of small extent, near Don Jim son ; east

two still smaller lakes, colled Los Saba**, not for free*

Ueman-Sancbo. .
The rivers of this province are very ineonatdarabl*. Taw

Adsja. which is the principal, baa its source near ViUaesro,

30 miles wost of Avila. Its coarse is from west to *aat as for

as that city, where it forma an angle, and taking a du ses aw
from south to north, after being enriched by the Betkvra,

empties itself into the Duero, in the province of Vailedotai.

Its course is about 3« mile*. The Albercb* sptmgs near
Piedrabita. on the western boundaries of the province. eVro1*
first south, then east, and lastly south-west, and bib) saoa
tli* Tagus. near Caialagas, in the proviuc* of Toledo. Its

course through the provino* of Avila is about mils*. Tk*>
other men. or rather streams, are net Jscarring of nai
two i with lb* exception of the Ust-mentmoed. all Mow tot*

the Duero. following lb* inclination of lb* land, whetb Ms
general is to the north.

The area of this province is, according to Meaena. 17*
square loagoee of 30 to a degree, which asakas U7a

1

phiosl square miles ; and its population 1 06, 710 1

distributed among tot towns and villages.

More than half the lands of the province ore 1

The part which is cultivated, and which dees not 1

pasture-ground, produces grain, fruit, oil. win*, and Sax.
The unfaiourable state of agriculture in this provino* a*
chiefly owing to the circumstance, that the gu sto 1 pan of
the land* is either vested inalienably in erchaiaaiaaal

bodies or is fettered in tbo bands of private hmihss aw
strict entails. (See Mirtano. and also the MtlmUtttm 7V»
ritoriat d* U Prootmaa dt AvtU, by Don B. atoms y Tor-
ruts.)

A'VILA. the capital of the province of that name, is ssts>

ated in a plain elevated 1484 feet above the leva! of to* ana,

00 lb* right bonk of the Adage, 40' A* N. let. 4' J4» W.
long. It is surrounded by old walls, which wore bwdt m>

the time of Alonao VI. of Castile. The streets or* vary

irregular, but well paved end clean. The
general built ofgranite of a dark colour, whieh <

gives to the city a gloomy aspect. The town is 1

with many fountains, and has a good fiuunnaOs
suburbs. At a certain distance the city presents aa •

anc* of grandeur, owing to tbo great aamber of
and steeple* which rise msjeeticellv over lie old walla.

Avila is an episcopal see, and baa a chapter, a
seven dignitaries, twenty canons, and a great number *f
chaplains. The bubopnc contain* kli parishes, Tbo osay

has eight parishes, eight contents for moo awl eagfct aw
woman, an hospital, a seminary, and a university to so*
convent of Santo Domingo. The population is 40*6.

A «da has the privilege called Pose do groan*, or tne
standard aeeosur* fur grains, known in Spam by tli* ana**
of Marco do Avila.

Tins town has been the theatre of many r mn* 1"
events ; among others, of the solemn act of ilssa Hi— of
the »t>sk Enrique IV., who. on the Mb of Juno, 146*. wa*
solemnly degraded to the public square frees lb* royal daf-
ruty, snd his brother Alone* proclaimed king m to* »SS*jL
There are at Avila nine maauisrtonca of epallao stsaV

flte of c.«lou prints, and several of bets, feeleafing to ssnss*
induiduals; WMiles the royal mannfs story of rssib, taa
machinery of which at moved by water.

Avila is the birth place of Santo Theresa, the tows a 11 «f
the here-footed Carmelites, whose writings are a* hsfbrj
valued m Spam for the puruy and elegance of thssr sty to.

(See Muiano; Antdlon; Htmdutic* 4* U ~

AnU, par Duo Bernardo Bona* y Tamos.)
AVISOS. CHARLES, amussruauf

,

neejce, both as a entss and a neaposer, was bum
tear 173*. When young be visited Italy for the ierpen aa*

study, and aftor hst retura became a pupal of (
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under whom he acquired hu knowledge of score-writing.

He settled at Neweastle-upon-T\ n«, hai mi; accepted the

place of ocyani»t of the principal church in that town, where
he continued till hi* death. In 1732 he published his

fr'tmi/ o»i < m Hrpretnon, a well-written work, which
.l.»pl»yi much ecuteness, and no small share of that taste

out of good sense and deep reflection ; but he
I prejudices, and laboured in vain to exalt

ainiani at the expense of Handel. Many,
r, of hia opinions will bear the test of strict exa-

mination ; and much of what he has advanced, especially

m favour of simplicity in choral music, will be admitted to

be just, wheal • little philosophy is called to the aid of mil-

steal criticism, ilia essay was answered by Dr. William
Hayes, of Oxford, who certainly exposed two or three errors

"» Avison had fallen into respecting the established

of musical com position. But the learned

ich asperity, and was, in a fow
defending certain lawa of har-auous in

then were beginning to be slighted, and
abrogated in practice. Avison, in the fol-

"i to Hayes, in a short pamphlet contain-

ing much sarcasm and little argument : and here the matter
dropped : bat his work continues to be read, while that of

his assailant is forgotten. Mr. Avison was tlio projector

of the »jl«ft»*in«« of Marrelln's i'salnis to the English ver-

sssn, which Garth of Durham undertook and published,
much aanatad by the former. His own compositions consist

•iaary of Ire sets of Concertos for a Pull Band, forty-five

ubit more elegance than originality i

i vary favourably received, and one or

of their n k-Iu.Iv always
these aavaa willing hearers, and some warm admirers.
AVLONA. called by the Italians Valona, or La Valone,

a town ia Albania, on the gulf of Avl6na, which is formed
by in* beadland known to the Greeks and Romans aa the
\ • 1

i l' • n. hi I < i
• at the present day

C LinwoetUs, or Osiaa (i. a.. Cape Tongue). This headland
i> the termination of the Aoro-Ceraunian Mountains of the
sntienta, now the Mountains of Khimira. The gulf of
A vtAaa is a deep recess, in proportion to iu extant : the
town is not at the bottom of it, but on the left hand as you
seal into the gulf. The town baa a considerable lake near
it ; and to the N R. it is sheltered bv one of the ranees of

.man mounts!,

which varies in different places. Dr. Holland dcaMnded
into on* tbaft which was only 40 feet deep, 30 bat being
out through tbo bed of pitch. At this depth, and wlulu
having yet a floor of the minora), the workmen began to
tunnel in a horizontal direction

i but this mine waa of
rtrent origin, and tlie workings had yat advanced only a
few feet from the shaft. The miners reported that in some
parts the bed of pilch (or beds, for U is not ascertained
whether it is one continuous bed or not) waa 70 or 60 feel

thick. The colour of this pitch approaches to black ; the
fracture is eonehoidal ; it is slightly brittle, and baa a speci-
fic gravity of 14 or 1 "4. U Ukvuwi viscid, or nearly fluid,

when heated, and burnt with a tolerably bright flame. Tba
property of the mines is vested in the Grand Seignior, and
Alt Pacha paid a rent of 10.000 piaatrea par annum. The
carriage of the pilch to Avlona waa chiefly dona by horsts,
and six or seven cargoes were (about lbl2) annually ex-
ported, chiefly to Malta and to diflerant Italian ports.

Taking the piastre of Sclim of 1601 aa the i

10,000 piastres an- i-M uul to nesrlv 600/.

AVOCADO PEAR. [See Pbiuha.]
AVOCAT. a French word, derived from the Latin i

catut, and corresponding to the English ' counsellor at law.'

[See AovocATK.] In French law language tba avoaata
are distinguished into 1 avocats plaidaus,' who answer to

our barristers, and ' avocats coiuultans," called alto ' juris-

coi. suites,' a kind of chamber counsel, who do not plead in

court, but give their opinion on intricate points of law. Un-
der the old monarchy the avocats were classed, with regard
to professional rank, into <to professional rank, into various categories, such as ' avocats

au conseil, who conducted and pleaded cauaea brought be
fore the king a council ; they were seventy in number, and

i of Avlona with Italy hat given to it

an Italian town. Dr. Holland, nn hit

Italian stylo of building in the street

.-• The population is now, however,

i«t eniiraiv Mohammedan. Although there is a Greek

i %
-4 Avion i. v i t the number of Greeks is few, perhaps

'this.** families. There are a few Christians of the

rharefc, "hose superior is the Bishop of Monte Negro.

At the time «/ Holland t viait (via., in 1813), and

when Mr Hobh* •»•» *»* »" Albania (in 1809), it supplied

*i sueh articles of Italian and GermanUpper Albania en.
manufacture as were

piss.n l fsarnrls, glass.

gun and

, p»
l

-w, ana v^aiaunan capotes. The
r. gallants, wheat, maiae, wool, oil. and

mineral pitch from the bbimk' of Selenitaa, on the left bonk

jf the vVoas, orHonissa. aht ttt 8 miles to the N E. of

A»VW. Dr. Holland estimaten the number of houses at

ossxrlv looo. and Mr. Gall had previously estimated the

.habitants at Sat*. There were six ru-osques and one Greek

ebunrh
\wwta waa known to the anrients by t he name of Aulon.

It la ha 1st 48*af N .and Ion?. 19° «6' E. from Greenwich.

AvtAna was in th*> paohalir of Berat [ana Bamat] |
and

Ibrahrse Pacha of Berat. who waa deposed and imprisoned

\f AH Pacha, retired here after the turrender of hi* capital,

mtk hia ante and treasures, and held out for some !<me

sffasrsst a bfarbading fore*, until, after he had escaped to

taw nwswBtaios, he fell into the hands of his enemies by

l»- H-iUn.1 describes the oed of asphalt urn or compact

awnrrat pitch at Seleniua at probably extending over a snr-

*ae» at >e—l four miles in circumference. The pitch appears

as saw.u« place i on the declivity of the ravine* which inter- I

•art the district, and is occasionally worked in such situa-

tsntia, bat snore frequently by shafts sunk down from the

wrfaaav It ia covered by a loose dsraoait of calcareous

"day . by beds of abates fcc
.
, the thtekneaa of

j

appointeil by the chancellor ; they i

attached to the king's court : and ' avooata
_

pleaded before the parliaments, and other superior courts, in

all causes in which the king, the church, communities, and
minors were interested. At first the ' avocats aeiieraux ' were
styled ' avocats du roi. and the other barristers who pleaded in

private causes were called 4 avocats generaux. buttowards tha

end of tho seventeenth, or the beginning of the eighteenth
century, these appellations were changed, the I avocats du roi

ware styled 'avocats generaux,' and three of them ware ap-

pointed to each superior court, while the counsel who filled

the same office before the inferior courts assumed tha name
of 'avocata du roi.' ( H'/ rtmi t> Vntveriel dm Juntpru
denct, and Dtctionnair* da l Aeadtim*.) ' Avocat fiscal

waa a law-officer in a ducal or othor seignonal court of justice,

answering to the avocat du roi in a royal court.

At present there aro in France ' avocats au conseil du

roi,' as formerly ; 'avocats generaux,' ofwhom there aro fivu

at the Court of Cassation or Supreme Court, four at Ilia

Cour Royale of Paris, besides substitutes, and two or three

at each Cour Royale in the departments. Tha practising

barristers are classed into 'avocats i la Cour de Cassation,'

who are fifty in number, and who conduct exclusively all

causes before that court t and ' avocats a la Cour Royale.

who plead before the various royal courts. All avocata must
be bachelors at law, and must have taken tha oath before the

Cour Royale. There ia a roll ol the advocates practising in

each court. Candidates are admitted by tba Council o(

Discipline after a probationary term. The members of tho

council are elected by the advocates inscribed on the foil.

The * avoues latturue) s) al»u picod when the number of

advocates is not sufficient for the despatch of business

(Almanach Royal il National.) The word ' avgue,' in oanou

law, meant the protector or guardian of soma church, abbey,

or monastery, or other eoelesiaatiral community and jurisdic-

tion. In the middle ages he waa generally tome feudal

lord who took core of the temporal interests of the commu
nity, and defended them either in court or field ; he dit

pensed justice in the name of the ecclesiastical superiors in

all places under their jurisdiction, and commanded the forces

.uscmbled in their defence. In German ha was called

'katirogt;' the name occurs often in the history of tba

middle ageS<

AVOIRDUPOIS, or AVERDUPOI8. the name given

to the common system of weights in England, now applied to

all gooda except the precious metals and medicines. Thus,

a pound of tea ia a pound averdupou, and contains 7000

grains : a pound of gold is a pound troy, and contains 4760

grains. The word haa bean I

Preneh ocotr du potdt, to I

averdupot* is tha more ami

supposed to be derived from tha

^"nmaW ta!eUin*

n
h
d
w^M ""d
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(hat the obsolete Prejieh verb merer, and the middle I.arm

word averart, signify to verify (see Dueenge, at tba word
Arrrart), it is more likely that wa are to took bora tor tba

true etymology. It baa also bean supposed that tba word

is derived from arena pnnderii, nrma, and antra, being
(on tba same authority) words used tor goods in general

Tba ounce averdupois is generally considered as the

Roman uncia. It contains 4374 grains (N.B. there is bat

one grain in use amongst us), while the Roman tmria, ac-

cording to Arbuthnot. contains 4.174 grains; according to

Christiani {Detle Miturf. Sir., Venice. 1760. cited by Dr.
Young) it is 415^* grains ; and according to Paucton (cited

by Dr. Kelly) it is 431 i grains. Whether the preceding be
correct or not. we cannot suppose that in any case the sup-
position could be nearly vended, as oar ancestors do not
appear to hare been very attentive to small weights : tor

instance, in the list of church gold and silver plate delivered

to Henry VIII. (preserved in the Bodleian library), nothing
lets than an ounce is mentioned, except only once, in which
a quarter of an ounce it given.

The antient pound (now used in Scotland) was heavier

than the averdupois, and weighed 7600 grains : the earliest

regulations on the subject fix the (my weight ; the averdu-
pois is mentioned in soma orders of Henry VIII., a.d. 1534,

and a pound of this sort was placed in the Exchequer aa a
standard by Elisabeth, a.d. 1588. The committee of 1758
found this pound to be I J grains less than it should be as
deduced from the standard troy pound kept at the Mint,
which they attributed to frequent ute ; but considering the
averdupois weight altogether as ' of doubtful authority,' and
troy weight aa tba one * best known to our law,* they re-

commended the adoption of the latter aa a standard, which
it baa accordingly been ever since, though goods in general
are weighed by averdupois weight.

The committee of 1816 made no alteration in tba weights,

but ascertained the value of the grain, aa afterwards de-
scribed in the Act of Parliament 5 Geo. IV. c. 74 : 'A cubic
inch of distilled water, weighed in air by brass weights, at
tba temperature of sixty-two degrees of Fahrenheit s ther-

mometer, the barometer being at thirty inches, is equal
to two hundred and fifty-two grains, and four hundred and
fifty-eight thousandth parts of a grain.' The pound aver-
dunois contains 7000 such grains. Pram this it may be
deduced that a cubic foot ofwater, under the above con-
ditions, weighs M7*I4 ounces, which, being very nearly
1000 ounces, gives an expeditious rule far deducing the real

weight of a cubic foot of any substance from ha speoile
gravity. For example, if the specific gravity of gold be
!»-3s, tba weight of a cubic foot of gold is 19340 ounces
averdupois. If more accuracy be required, subtract three
or every thousand from the remit.

The averdupois pound is divided as follows:—
Grains. Dram.
971) I Ounce.
437* 16 I Pound.
7000 956 16 I

88 pounds make one quarter.

1 19 pounds, or 4 quarters, one hundred weight.

tO hundred weight one ton.

The ounce is mora commonly divided into quartan than
into drama.

The usual cootractions are aa follows :—
grain . . gr. pound lb.

dram . . dr. quarter qr.

ounce . . ox. hundred weight . . eat
To reduce a Urge number of pounds to hundred weights

roughly, from allbuthro figurm Imkt mil but three. That
1 7,614 pounds oontain I it hundred weight, done aa fallows:—

176

17

When
error e
The

are 41
If

Subtract 159

tba number of hundred-weights exceeds 164), tba

n never be greater than two.

pound averdupota it -45354 of the French kilo-

and *907 1 of the common French pound. That u,

are 410 hilayammas, and 4*9 pounds evaluates
• French pound*. [See Wsiohts and Massonas.]

be employed : from one hundredth ef the
one thmmmdlh, and from the result eaa-

Tbe result is about one five-

Wo give the pceosdmg example,

17,684 Ob.
174-84
17-66

ISO 16

1»»

157-57

Htm
in
119

l'i

lit

AVON, the name of several British rivers, tba principal

of which we shall mention below. It is said to be den ied
from the antient British language, and to signify a river *.

I. TK* Upper Avon, at the Avon of Warwickshare,
is a tributary of the Severn. It rites from a source railed
Avon-well, to the village of Naaeby, in Northamptonshire

;

and after flowing a little way towards the N.W.. turns to
the S.W, and forma the boundary between the counties mt
Northampton and Leicester. About twelve or fifteen maws
from its source it is crossed by the Roman Wmthmg-mteemt
at Dow bridge, near the remains of a Roman station, nap-
posed by Mr. Ireland to be tba Tripontium of \ atom—

e

This station is in excellent preservation, and is dose la the
bank of the river. It ia not on the Walling' atraet, ew4
about half a mile from it on the north-east side, and mare-
fare a little higher up the river. From Dow bodge taw
river has a winding course of above thirty mis
direction being first to the west, and then to the i

past Rugby, Bretford. Stotieleigh, and other places to War-
wick. In this part of its course it receives three tnbutenea,
which may be noticed: the Swift (from Lutterworth aa

Leicestershire), and the Sow (from the north-east part ef
Warwickshire), fall into it on the right bank, and the Leva
or Leame (which comes from the borders of Nc
shire, past Leamington Priors), on the left bank.
Warwick, where it flows under the walls of tba castas, it

winds gently towards 8trafiord, the birth place of Sbak-
apeara, about eight miles south-west from Warwick, by tba
road ; but the length of the river is probably from twelve to
fifteen. A little below Stratford, the river Stow (wtuefe,

rites just within the border of Oxfordshire, sad eamaa oaT
the waters of the southern part of Warwickshire) falls iaaa
the Avon on the left bank ; a few miles below tba Aba*
(which comes from the north, and receives the waters of tea
Arrow, at Alceeter) enters it on the rurht bank ; aad tea
stream leaving Warwickshire, enters Worcestershire, aad
passes on to Evesham, having had a course from Straaard
of about eighteen miles. From Bveeham the river teaaa a
circuit by Pershore to Tewkesbury, just within the aaeaar
of Gloucestershire, where it falls into the Severn. That teat

part of its course may bo twenty-five or twenty-au aunts

;

aad the whole length of the stream from its rise to ajar,
non with the Severn, may be estimated at about a (

The stream of the Avon is gentle, and its bank',
j

ing and beautiful, though occasionally flat. It
'

from 8tratford for vessels of about forty tons tvn
Ireland slates, on the authority of a pars'4, wno ,

the mill near Rugby tor almost forty v #art< 1tgt
frosts (not in all) the river freesee 6or./ the hot
freezing commences at the bottom c', the gnod-L
be (the miller) first becomes een'jule of by tba
tba water being stopped at tha', . ^ „ _
ceived at tba flood-gates, in iU program frees the I

the top, to fill up end »u<- osssirsly close tba ers_.
appear in the surface, "iljey attempt to draw tba ,_
but in vain, and tilth r><> better success attempt, wan mmm
poles, to break the ice. These poles, when drawn eejtef
the river, are inrruaud with light, hollow, aad Imbst* -coasted
ire. Aftar these frosts the nver alwsys ovwraew* at WaaaVa,
Other masses of tea, in various parts, nae to the seaman aad
are brought down by the stream. The boost part es* tea
water is not frosea , and by the time the aaabaahaaa tear
bours above the boriaon the whole » dissolved, aad taw
null no longer impeded in its operate*. Tats brad ef Baas
the miliar denominated the anchor frmt A ataauar eaa-
namenun has been observed in the Thames, aad abut ta
America, where the same designation ofaacAnr/raafM aaai,'
(Ireland s Ptetmreeone /'mum oa the .-trot.) A aaaal mmm
Stratford to the NVeacter and Rirwrnngkmrn Caaaai eaa»
noete the Avon with the great system of teJaad 1

ia the midland counties

8. The Lower Amen rues m lbs bulv damra* ia 1
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an part of Wiltshire. Several springs, after uniting their

waters, flow flrat to the N.W. put Wootton Baaaet (but not
ckaa to the town), then turn to the W., and afterwards to

the 8.W.. peat Chippenham and Melksbam to Bradford,
•early forty miles from the source, following the windings
af the stream. Between Wootton Basset and Chippenham
the Avon receives a stream from the neighbourhood of
Malmesbury. which is marked in some maps as the Avon,
as though it were the main stream ; and another small
stream from the neighbourhood of Cslne (kill into it just

above Chippenham. From Bradford the river has a cir-

ensoaa eomraw. of more than ten miles to Bath, receiving the
utile stream of tho Were from Trowbridgo, and the Frame
from Frame. 1«jtli on the left bank. Between Bradford and
Bath the river enter* Somersetshire. From Bath, where it

navigable, it flow* about twenty-seven or twenty-

kites to the N.W. through Bristul into the Bristol

Its whole course is thus between seventy and
ea» Large Tessels can get up to Bristol, which is

nine or ten miles up the river.

• This rrrwr is more remarkable,' says Skrinc (General
Account of alt the Rivers of Note in Great Britain), ' for

the ramanue valleys it forms, and the rich country it winds
through, than for its extent, being generally buried between
deep banks. Its colour also is liable to be affected by
storms—those from Wiltshire tinging it with white from a
chalky sod, and those from Somersetshire with red from the
ochre prevailing in that country ; but it naturally presents a

dark and deep stream, except where shallows intervene,

sad is occasionally rapid.'

The Kennel and Avon Canal, from Bath to Newbury in

Berks, connects this river with the Thames; and other
artificial navigations to open water communication be-
tween Bath and Bristol, and the clothing district of Wilt-
shire and s rnorsetshire. Just below Bristol the fine rocks
of St. Vincent rise abruptly close to the river. It was in

rootemplstion some few years since to throw a suspension
bridge over the stream at this point, as tberc wohIH hr
tufhcient height for the largest vessels to pass beneath it.

Below these rocks the river runs between marshes into the
Bristol Channel.

J. The Little Aran is an insignificant stream, which rises

in the southern part of Gloucestershire, and flows past

I The Avon of Wiltshire and Hampshire rises in the

fcr—I county. It is formed by the junction of several rivu-

lets (rising m the hills and downs which lie between Hun-
gerford and Devizes), and flows in a southerly direction by
Amesbury towards Salisbury, watering a low valley, consi-

derably below the average level of the county, which inter-

sects Salisbury Plain. At Salisbury it receives the Wily
or Wilier, or WtUey-bourne (which comes from the neigh-
bourhood of Wanninster, and is augmented by the N ad-

der, or Adder-bourne", from the border of Dorsetshire),

and the Bourne which rises to the east of the springs
of the Avon, and pursues a course nearly parallel to it.

The Bourn*, it may be observed, is dry in summer and har-

vest time. By these accessions the Avon becomes navi-

gable, and entering Hampshire, runs along the western
edge of the New Forest, past Fordingbridge, Ring-
wood, and Christehurch, until it fslls into the English
Channel, just below the last-mentioned town. Near its

outmil it receives the Stour, which rising at Stourhead.
Wilt*, pursues its course in a south-east direction, past Stur-

saineser- Newton-Castle. Blandlord-Forum, and Wimbourne-
MuMter, into Hampshire, and unites with the Avon. The
length of these rivers may be estimated to be as follows :

—

Tbe Avon, from its rise to Salisbury, is about thirty-seven

miles long, and its whole length is above seventy miles. The
Willey u about twenty-four miles long, and the Nadder
about eighteen i the Bourne is nearly as long as the Willey.

Tbe Stour is more important, and nearly approaches the

Avon itself in length : perhaps its course may be stated at

about sixty to sixty-five miles.

Various handsome seats sdom the hanks of the Avon on
1 to Salisbury, as well as in the lower part of its

'
i the New Forest. Below Ringwood, inde-d,

isless interesting sandy level to Chtist-

- *- — r-m-' *— "- t—ri—r*f tit N*t>bju, Nebbne,
•e SSUCjUw » SW atal Vim mm4 of «tucb <mt uosssi »onl wUri la a cor.

wf il— k aan to aataaaal km Usu Ito UrmUl uwUirr Ma of U> Wil

«J>lU«.S|b1MTM»IMl
at* It.™m : » Canuiru autr. ,

Sto Tom km* has • lour"

church. The Stour haa a very winding course through a
country adorned with a number ol beautiful seats.

Large ships can get up to Christehurch, where tbe late
rises seven or eight feet ; but a few miles higher up, locks
and sluices are required to make tbe river navigable.

5, 6. The name Avon is given to two rivers in the prin-
cipality of Wales. One is in Glamorganshire. It rises in
tbe inland part of the county, and after a south-west course
of about fifteen miles, falls into the sea below the village of
Aber Avon. The other river rises in Monmouthshire and
falls into the Usk near Caerlcon. It ia of about the same
length as the foregoing. This last-mentioned stream ia

distinguished as tbe Avon Lwyd, or the Torvdeo.
7, 8, 9. Three streams in Scotland bear this name. One

is a feeder of the Spey, and rises in tbe south-western
extremity of the county of Banff, close to Caimgorum
Mountain. Its source is a small lonely loch, called Loch
Avon, with steep precipitous banks, rising sheer up almost
to tbe very ridges of the adjacent mountains, and entirely
keeping the sun from tbe surface of the loch during tbe
winter months. Ito course is first easterly for about 13
miles, and then northerly for nearly 20 more, until it joins
the Spey at Inveravon. Its whole course ia about 32 or 33
miles. It flows from the lake in a large rapid stream ; and
the water is remarkably transparent, so as to appear fordable
where it ia not really so. In different books of geography it

ia said to have a course of only about 20 miles.

Tbe nut stream rises just within the border of Ayrshire,
and flows in a circuitous course till it falls into tbe Clyde
on the left bank near Hamilton. Its length ia nearlv 20
miles. The banks are high and bold, and in many places
covered with natural wood.

The remaining stream runs from Loch Fannyside in
Dumbartonshire ; and flowing first to the east, and then
towards the north, falls into the Frith of Forth, a little

west of Burrowstoness. Its course is rather more than
20 miles ; hut it would be increased in length if measured
from the head of one of its tributaries, the Logie water,
which haa a longer course than the parent stream previous
to their junction. For about half its course, the Avon
forms tbe boundary between the shires of Linlithgow and
Stirling.

All these Scotch rivers era called sometimes Avert.

(Skrine's English River* ; Beauties of England and
Wales ; Camden's Britannia ; Ireland's Picturesque
Views on the Upper Avon, 4V. ; Sir T. D. Lauder's Account
of the Great Floods of Moray. Tbe lengths are measured
on Arrowsmith's Map of England, four sheets, 1813; and
Ainslie's Map of Scotland, in nine sheets ; except Nos. 2
and 4, and part of No. 1, which have been measured on the
Ordnance Survey.)

A'VOSET (Zoology). The vernacular name for some
of the genus recurvirostra (Linn.), formerly included
among the palmipedes, or true swimmers, but now, with
greater attention to the habits and affinities of the birds,

placed by Vigors among tbe grallatores, or waders, in the
family scolopacida, between the genera tetanus (sand-
pipers) and limosa (godwits), in which last the bill begins
to be a little reflected.

: (BessrvevsSja AtpsvUs^
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norihnrn, bounded by th* Lot, U armpi*d by the mountnini

of Aubrse, which hav* been already mentioned, and which

extend more than thirty milwin length. They are subject in

winter to heavy (all* of mow. which p*n«tralo the ill-buill

habiutiont of the country people. The winter u long, and tt

not tillUm beginning of May that the ueld. become green

;

but the mountain* aoon present the moat beautiful venture,

and flora* and herd* assemble from oilier parte of the

department, where a »carciiy of gnat w fait. The pastures

are divided into •mountain*.' and the extent of the*e it da-

signatsd by the number of animal* for which they are suffl-

cionl —a* ' a mountain of thirty or forty eowa imontasn* iU

Irml*. d» quaranl* cachet). From the milk of the herd*

cheeae of good quality, called Quiolle eheesc, i* made. The
eattle are not turned out to pasture in winter. Uf Kraut

thi* diatrict produce* only rvc. oat*, and huek-wbeat (ear-

ran*)). September i« the month of harvekt, but it tt often

arofengad into October. In luratncr. the mountain., ruins

in tho form of an amphitheatro one above another, and
covered with a nrh turf freshened by a thouaand nil*, prevent

a beautiful prospect. The air it unfavourable, except to

those who are habituated to it. The valleys contain many
villages, and even aotne small town* (lumrgi). The inha-

bitant* carry on trade in cattle and chnese. Those of the

territory of Quiolle, the principal place in the ilistnnt, ex-

change the surplus of their oats for the wine* of the depart-

ment of Lot. When wine i* dear, they are peaceable and
well-behaved ; but when the vintage la abundant, quarrel*

frequently arise, which are so much the more dangerous, aa
uearly all the inhabitant* are aeeuttomad to carry a small

iammm. Fruit-tree* are almoat unknown.
rtieso muunUin* are of vulcanic ongin ; and between

Guiolle ami the villsga of Nave* hasaltu- columns of vanoua
form* may be observed. {Encytiopitiie MdModtpu, Uio-

/erapAit /'Ayii'/ue. art. Aubrae.)

The dutnrt bounded by the Lot on the one band, and
tne Aveyron on the other, contain* the principal mineral
wealth of the department. Near Allun. or Atibin, •
imall town about (bur mile* from the left bank of the

Lot, are coal-mine* of considerable importance. Tho coal

i* used for fuel in the neighbourhood, and tunpliaa many
j( the forge* in the departmont ; a considerable quantity
it also wnt to Bordeaux. The coal appear* to form on*
immense max*, containing several strata, mostly in-

clined at an angle of 44°. It is covered with •

the department Tho climate a i u ,„.. and tho toil

barren. Small wvMy-tcslterod patch*, of cultivated land
produce oau and rye; but it M said tltat tho former
dagenente. The pasture* ar* covered with term, and
bruum {/iMgrfm and gtitils), and pnrkly shrub*. It ta

ouly in tlie valleya that Uvea grow : the oat tie and sheep
are Wan and miserable, and the ewes and cow* yield little

milk, and tliat little of ulterior quality. Thexr flesh also is

poor. In Um quality of it* vegetable and it* ammal pro-
ductions, tint district form* a marked centra** to th*
district of Aubrar. Tho snow fall* in great quantity, and
Ulell* *lo BosnftlUii - the

posed vegetable soil, rising in the form of round-backed
bill*, ana tend* out U* team* to the surface in the form
of a coaly elate (ecAwf* carbontux). The abundance of
the mineral, and th* ease with which it may be obtained,
tiave led to a very negligent and inartificial manner of
working it. Individual* eommenc* mining in th* simplest
*«y. and abandon their work* when they cease to yicui u
profit «i when th* water bunt* in *.

In th* midat of th* anal district of AHun ar* the mineral
water* of Cranaac, wns>h are in good repute, and much re-
torted to. N*ax these w»u», ja the burning mountain of
Funteynes. where a mat* of w< which in former days
#a» set on ore by some accident, coutinucs burning. An
vlliptscal opening in the earth, like th* srater of a volcano,
render* usiuU at mitht to itoMc uho ran
sufficiently brave tne heat and invoke to approaaV it. That
pUnl* near th* opening ar* languid and unhealthy. Fin*
ochre, pyrites, rock crystal, and ujsiutc, are found in the
same district. Of the two alum nun** in the departmont,
ene i. st Fontaynrs, mm Albin. Th* produce of the**
work, flnd* sale in the department* of H'raull and Cental,
and in the interior of thai of Aveyron. Copperas it pro-

i the alum nun* of Puntayn**.
th* sources of the Aveyron and the Tarn rises

j of mountains of Levexou. The principal rang*
from N K i . S W . and scuds out many branches.

On* of the** branches run* along th* lift bank of th*
Aie) run. toward, which it ha* an almost perpendicular dc-
teent and I* nesrlv • desert. On the other side rt has •
gentler slope, and at th* bottom of tins slop* are villages
and habi t ations. The mast of lliess mountains i* composed
of gneiss and trbsttua , but at the villag* of St Bauxely
the** ar* aoncswdsd by calcareous strata, whirls cstand to
the shore of th* Mediterranean. The disUsst of Its* Lcvavou
is one ef the bast populous and least endued dislncU of

Ins

ind separates th* daks* mi*>
particle* as tin* as dust, and it then penetrates by th*
smallest opening* into tlie bouse*.

Toward* the **»t*rn •xlrtmity of th* district south of lb-
Tarn, in th* noighlwurhood of St. Jean de Bruel, th* C«
veune* mountam* yield an abundance of excellent slates,,

good plaster or gypsum, and a kind of fuller* earth. A lull*
west of tbit part, between the men Duurbse. tsrnssn, and
Surguet, rises th* elevated plain of Larxac or Larvae, between
2400 and 1 Jl»u feet above the level of th* sea. It i» sustained
on th* S.E and S.W. b) the Ccvennea and th* mountain*
of Cauu*, and overluoks tho valley of the Tarn on th* oar
band, ami (hat uf the Hcrault on the other. It a covered
with huge square block* of ralrareou* stone, black and hard
st the top, and while and friable at butt' m. which sues* gars
legists have supposed to he the relioa of superincumbent
strata. These block*, which have neither muss not lichen on
them, present at a distance the appearance of
tiona. Tin* plain, where tlie tra\ellcr may
and not meet with a bouse, or a tree, or a

'

miles, furnislic* pasturage to vaat

drynet* of the *lmo*phei*. and the
abound, sage, thyme, and lavender,

of devour to the mutton fed here,

euperior to (bat of almost any other department
and tdky, like that of tbe sheep uf the department of I'w.
nee* Oriental** ; but at the same time to greasy as to Ussw
half its weight by washing. Tbe choicest learea are sent
to ElUeuf end other manufacturing town* in th* northern
part of France. Th* similarity of climate, vegetable pro-
ductions, and toil, w hich exists between this diatrict and the
higher distric t, of Spain, point it out a* a autublc place tot
the naturalixstion of tbe Spanish sheep.

From Use village of iioquefort in this o«ghbr>urboai. the
Roquefort cheese derives it* name. It it made of
milk, and is very delicate: s Utile goat* milk b
in many places, but the least quantity of thai of th*
cow would alter the quality of the cheese. Th* tin are 4
a breed closely resembling the merinos. They vbM abvia -

dance of milk; and u is stated that I00.OOO of them fur.
tviah (be tupply fur making (he Rxiucfort chart*. It u UM
up in cellars, built up against the hill upon whirh the <u
lag* stands, but not dug In it. The temperature uf tftesw
cellar* (about *4° or ii° of Fahrenheit) vane* Utile all Us*
v**r round, and the cheese stored here acquire. Oi.t r~<.
liar flavour which distinguishes and recommend* it It
wat in great repute eight hundred yean ago ; and b tt.fl

exported into most countries in F.urope. Th* nllags tat
not more than 100 or 400 llltllhtlami , but the* rxrart
yearly I),too to 18.000 cats, gome cheese, sold under Lta
name of U qucfurt, t* made at Mil halt
Some bed* of coal are worked in the district of Larrsr
The atmosphere of the department is generalli mire, and

th* sky clear ; but the temperature vane* conttXnbh *
different part*. The snow remain* on th* muunlsro-to**
half the year. Th* wind* ar* to violent as I Tanimii
to unroof the houun and blow down large Irars. Thw
valence of tbe south wind giie. to the branch** of ta*
tratt a general direction towards the north. Tb*. was.
bnngs rain to the toutbem districts of the

'

the west wind dues to all the othera.
The quantity uf wast* land i* more it

the lurfar*. The principal wealth of the
may be inferred from the fwegomg account of p*nn aha!
distrtcte, conststt of cattle and stork of all kind*

, hw*.
mulr*. oxen, sheep, g *t,. and twine. Th* namser «#
sheep was given in tb* Hi frarJiit { airrratsVe of H MsV«
Brun ( see last edition. Pan*. 1 K.rJ, *t *r<{ ) at above «<>* *•*>

, ar* reared in cc*isirler%b|* ss*.
seraral rivers ar* fllbd with new

ut*d is *umei*nt thr the e«t>
wheat, bowvvwr. rt net

Brun (see last edition. Pans.
Mules, f i export to Hpain, i

her*. Th* valkryt of the at

alluvud^^;^nd the gr,,,,
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-> k. wouiieua [auyaamilj aarga, iin»c>

(lotlil. sud paper, are manufactured. T
ally tl>« Lot and the Tarn, furnish tha

i.*i-uiiwnM>r th* factories; and altc

cultivated. Wine, which, for the moat part, is of ordinary

qoahfy. as made only in the eastern districts. A considerable

i.umber of mulberry -trees arc grown for tho silk-worms.

Tha sales of some of the mountains are covered with vast

forests. Wolves sometimes attack tlie herds; but the

cows insUoctivalv range themselves round the stalls and
rr^r

-

, :Lim with the it horn*: sometime-, they even pursue

Useta. Tha Dicticmnaire Univertel de la Frantr (l'aris.

IS04-S1 apeaka of iron and copper mines; but Multe
Brvn < 'tt<^rraptki* Vnivrrt^Ue) says that the motel-, of the

department are still unworke>'. and he adds that the produce
of Lb* coal and alum uunot- might be vastly increased.

B>»4ew tha mineral waters cf Cransac, already noticed,

there are warm baths at Silvancs, in the mountainous dis-

trict between the Sorgues and the Duurdou. Their tem-
perature is 40° of Reaumur, or 122° of Fuhrenheit.

Silk*, woollens (especially ssrge, linsey-woolsey, and grey
The streams, especi-

moving power for

alter their navigation

ty also facilitate the conveyance of goods.

are as follows :—The capital, Rudcz or

> derived from that of the people, the Rmleni,

i tha country before the Roman conquest), is

and is a city of about 8000 inhabitants,

tha Tarn, has about 10,000 inhabitants in the

and nearly OOoO of them in the town itself.

St. Afnque, on tha Sorgues, has a population of 6 100, of
wham 4*oo ara in tha town; Villefrancha, at the junction
of the Alsou with tha Aveyron, has about 9300 inhabitants,
of whom above 7000 live in the town itself; and Espalion,
on the Lot. has more than 2000 in the town, and 3500
in the commune. These are all the seats of sub prefectures.

[Sew Esr alio*. Milhau, Rhoukc. and Villb>hancnm.]
The communes are the smallest municipal divisions ; and,
for extent, may he compared with our parishes.

St. Afnque having been omitted in its proper place,
we aboil give a abort account of it here. It was, early
in tho seventeenth century, in the hands of tho Cal-
Tiniata, and was then more populous, and hud a more
flourishing trade than since. It stood a siugo against
tho royal army in 1628, but was afterwards obliged to

submit to Lout* XIII.. and from that period its decay
may be dated. Some cloths and fricxe arc made here, but
the trad* of tha place is scarcely of any extent ; and except
ita rank as capita', of an arrondisscment it has few claims to

The town is turroundod with fine walks, and is

in tha midst of orchards, meadows, and vineyards.

towns mentioned above, we may add St. Gem.-/.
Sl Oeniex dc Rivedult, on the right or south

of the Lot, a neat and small town of 4000 people
manufacture woollen stuffs : it was the native place of
Abb* RaynaL Sevcrac le Chateau is built on a conical
and ia commanded by an undent castle : it has a popu-

lation of 2000. Rntraygues. at the confluence of the Tiuyc.ro
and tho Lot, where tha navigation of the latter river com-
maasoes, camas on a considerable timber trade, and was for-

marly a place of some consequence as a fortress. LaGuiollo,
on tha httk river Selre, has 2000 inhabitants, who manu-
factum doth and worsted stockings. It is on tho slope of a

'
i mountain above 3500 feet high. Vaires, an inaig-

place vary near 8t Afriquc, was a bishopric up to
t of tha French Revolution.

I department constitutes tho diocese of Rhodex ; tho
i ia a suffragan of the archbishop of Alb) . It is under

claim of tha oour royale (assize court) of Mont-
> in the ninth military division, tin? head-quarters

It returns five deputies to the

with the antient district of Rouergue,
» sub-dinnon of the province of Guicnne. (EncyHunedm
Afr'/iWifttr, Uiorrapkie Phytiyue, art. Aveyron; MM.
Maito Rrnn rt Balbu Dicttunnairt Umrtrtei de la France.)

A YICENNA. nameil ADEN SINAby Hebrew writers,

!

pniuwlv EBN S1NA, or, with his eomplote name, called
-lir.lKH AL-RAYIS ABl A I.I AL Mos.sKlN

* ssfH»»l»r» iif Hi™ hum Ow tVWwl it la Aan,

;
BEN ABDALI.AH BBN SINA. wai a celebrated Ara-
bian philosopher and physician, whose name has ruled in
the realm of science during a longer period than that of any
other writer, with tha exception of Aristotle and Galen.
He was, according to the biographical diclionarv of Khn
Khallican, born at Kbarmataln, a village near Bokhara, in
the year 370 after the Hegira (a d. 080.) Soon after hia
birth his parents removed to Bokhara, and in thia town
Avieenna received his flrat education. Kbn Khalliran m-
h ru>* us, that when he had reached his tenth year, he was
thoroughly versed in the study of the Koran, and knew
something of the elements of Mussulman theology and of
Hindu arithmetic {Hitdb «{-/7rW)and algebra. About this
time Abu Abdallah Al-Natheh, a scholar of some note
among his contemporaries, came to Bokhara, and Avicvnna
was placed under (lis tuition. He studied under him logic,
Euclid, and the Almagest. When Al-Natlu>H left Bokhara,
Avieenna, then about sixteen years old, began to turn his
attention to the study of medicine, but soon interrupted his
medical pursuits to devote another year and a half ton
course of philosophical Uudy. In nn autobiographic me-
moir of Avieenna. which has been preserved by Abulfaraj.
bo informs us, that so great was the real with which he
devoted himself to hia studies, that during two years he
never went to sleep at night : if ho was unable to find the
solution of an intricate problem, he went to the mosque to
pray, and then seldom failed to overcome the dilllcultv.

We are assured that even before he had reached his
eighteenth year, he cured the Sumauide Sultan of Bukhara.
Nuh ben Mansur(whn reigned a.d. 975-997) of a dangerous
disease. In his twenty-first year he wrote a work which
Casiri styles an Encv cloptedia. (the Arabic title ia /Tird* id

MajmO, .. e. morally ' the book of the sum total. ) He
subsequently compiled a commentary to it, which extended
to about twenty volumes. When he was twenty-two years
old, Avieenna' lost his father, whom he succeeded for a
short time in the ' Itlce of minister to the sultan of Bokhara

;

but after the downfall of the Samanide dynasty, which
happened about tho beginning of the eleventh century, he
quitted Bokhara, and removed first to Karkanj in Khow-
arezm, afterwards to Nisa, Abiwerd, Tu>, and other places.
Me was for a time attached as physician to the court of the
Dtlcmitc sovereign, Shams-ul Ms'Hli Knbus ben Washmgtr.
When this rrincc was dethroned, which happened about
a.d. 1012. Avieenna retired to Jorjan, where be began
to write his celebrated treatise on rnedicine known under
the title of the Canon (A'i/-?6 al-KrlnQn /Tt-Tibb.i. e. 'Book
of the Canon in Medicine.') Ho subsequently lived for a
time at Rai, Kazwin, and Hamadan. In the last place ho
was appointed vizir to Shams-cddkulah, the reigning sove-
reign of that town. In thia capacity, however, Avieenna
gave but Utile satisfaction, and lost his office when Shams-
cddaulah died. Ho now took up bis abode at Ispahan, where
he compiled several of his works, and began to take notes
of the eases that came under his observation in his medical
practice, intending to avail himself of them as materials for

tho completion of his Canon of Medicine; but wa are
informed that these notes were lost before ho found time to

make the intended use of them. Ha was physician to

Ala-eddaulah, then the sovereign of Ispahan, and accom-
panied him on a journey which that prince undertook to

Hamadan. Avieenna, whose health had been previously

weakened, had an attack of cholie on the rood, of which ho
died shortly after his arrival at Hamadan, being then fifty -

eight years old. Ebn Khallican Axes the time of his death
in tho month of Ramazan, A. Heg. 428 (a.d. 1036); the
same year is assigned by Abulfaraj (p. 233, ed. Pooock),
and by Casiri i Hibl. Escur. vol. i. p. 269) on the authority

of a different Arabian writer. According to Hottinger

(Hibliolhecariut (Juudnparlittu, p. 361), Avieenna died,
' at the age of about eightv' in A. Heg. 442 (a.d. 1050)

;

and. according to a short biographical notice prefixed to

Anton. Deusinc s Ijitin translation of the Cantirum pan-
crwi Abi Alii Ihn Sinai de Medicina, Growing. 1649, limo..
' at the age of eighty -eight years and seven months,' In A.
Heg. 468 (a.d. 1075) : both these statements appear to be
erroneous, hut we are unable to trace the origin or the mis-

take. The writings of Avieenna, chiefly on philosophy,

mathematics, and medicine, are very numerous. Casiri

(vol. I. p. 299) notices a list of them. In which sixty are

enumerated : Ebn Khallican states the total number of hia

great and short treatises at nearly a hundred, and mentions

particularly the She/it ftlhkmat, the NriAt, the IthSrit,

Z 2
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and the Ad*-*.- Um
Casin (toI. i. p. 279)

title* of many other* may be teen in

the Kinun acquired

the greatest celebrity, and became, even in Europe, for many
centuries, the itandard authority in medical science, let* on

_ Jtof original ment, in which, according, to

it is very deficient, than on account of its judicious arrange-

ment, and the comprehensive view which it afforded of the

doctrines of the anticnt Greek physicians, at an age when
the knowledge of the Greek language was very scanty. It

was translated into Latin by Gcrardus Crcmouensis, at

Toledo. This translation, revised and accompanied with a

commentary, by Jacobus de Partibus, was edited for the

first time in 1498, at Lyons, in four largo volifirst time in ll'-. at Lyons, in four large volumes in folio,

by two Germans, Johannes Trechscl and Johannes Klein ;

several other editions have since appeared, the latest at

Venice, in 148S. fol. An edition of the Arabic text of the

1 •

at

text of the

Canon was published at Rome, 1593, fol

(See Ebn Khallican, art. al-Hossein ben Sina ; Abulfaraj,

Hoi Ti i Dynatliarum, ed. Pocock, p. 229-2-13 ; Bar Hetinet.

Ckmntcon Dymutiarum, t. i. p. 231-233 ; Caairi, Bibltothxa
Aralnco-Htipana, t- i. p. 268, Sec. ; Hottingcr. Btbtiotheca-

niu Quadnparhlut, Tigun, 1664, 4to. p. 256 261 ; Sprengel.

Hiitoirt de la iffdecine, trad, par Jourdan, t ii. p. 305, Sic.

We have not had an opportunity of consulting Fardella's

translation of an account of Avicenna's life by Bbn Joljol

Jorum. Venice, 1595, which is cited by Sprengel.)

AVI'CULA Uoology). a genus of
bivalves with unequal valve*, in which Sowerby. with m

by Lamarck. The shell in both is foluceous extern allv ; and
internally, of a brilliant pearly lustre. The left-hand valve

is contracted and notched posteriorly ; and so ia the right,

but very slightly. Through this sinus passe* the by**u*. by
which they are moored to rock* and other marine bodies.

The ligamental area is marginal and broadest in the centre

;

and there i* generally a amall tooth in each valve near the
umbones. This is most conspicuous, generally speaking,
in Avteula (Lam.), but is not always found, while it is often

i in Lamarck's M'leagrinte, though it is sometimes
The muscular impression is nearly central, some-

what orbicular and large.

Avteula, then, as characterized by Sowerby. will comprise
two sections : the first including those species which have
their base, or hinge - line, considerably prolonged ; the
second embracing lho*e which are without that prolonga-

tion—in other word*, the Meleagniut. Both section* are
the inhabitant* of warm climates. Artcula maenvtera may

> of the first

|ll.l.]

margantxfrrxt {Mrlmgrtmi mtirganltfrru. Lam.,
marganhftnte. Linn.), commonly known as tin.

pearl-oyster, the source whence the most precious pearls are
derived, will afford an illustration of the second section.

The shell itself is imported in greet quantities, fir the
manufacture of the narrt, or muUur ••/prarl. into buttons,

-knives, fee. ; but iu great commercial

. >arb which it contains. For
Mul productions, which may be considered as
nacre, there are fisheries in both hemispheres. The pearl
of great pnee. however. .. found in the Bart, where the

.i Ceylon. Cap. Conor.n, and m the

Pirsian Gulf, are carried on by means of divan. Captain
Pereival has given so lively an account of the pearl- flsberv

at Ceylon, that the whole busy scene is brought before the
reader. [See Pxarl.1
AVIEtol/S. or AVIANUS. .ometime* written AN 1 \

NUS. A* it i* not within the plan of this work to allot

much space to the discussion of minute and obscure points

of literary history, we shall not inquire which is the tree
way of writing the above name, or whether the dif"

forms belong to one or two person*. Und"r one or

of them we have a collection of .Ktnpiaii fables m
elegiac verse ; translations of the Pharnomena and Prug-
noatica of Aratu* into hexameters ; a translation of the Pe-
riegesis of Dionysius. entitled ' Descriptio Orbs* Term .'

' a poem in iambic verse, entitled 1 Ora Maritime,' ofwhsrh
the first book remains, containing a description of t

The fables commonly bear the name of Flavin* At
the other work* that of Rufus Pestus Avienus. The reader

will find the identity of these two persons largely dm uses il

in the dissertation annexed to the edition of Avsamts *

Fables, by Henry Canmegeter. Lugd. Bet 1731 : tsat «
requires *<mc patience to wsde through the mate of best re
geneous matter there collected. The tran*latmss frees

Aratus will be found in manv of the editions of that eattssr.

and especially in that of Ruhle. Lips 1804. The ' Dmnpf
was edited by Friesemann, Amst. 178*. and, together wee
the Ore Maritime, is contained in the (>\f >rd edition mf the

Minor Greek Geographers. The author of these works ap-

pear* to have lived about the yeer 40»: Avienus the feast-

list is placed, by those who deny hi. identity with A.wam
about 240 years earlier.

AVIENUS. GENNA'DIUS,
3his day (see his character in the Letters of Si

linant. i. *) and colleague of Valentinian in hi* 7th
lata, A.n. 430. Two years after he wee sent on the ei

which induced Attila to pause in

(See Attila . Sirmood. A'ofre lo

bon, oh. xxxr.)

AVIGNON, a celebrated city of France, m the d
ment of Vaucluse. of which it Is the capital It is si

on the left hank of the Rhone, just above where the

Durance flow, into it ; and is 492 miles 8.8X of
*r 5«'N let. 4° 4* K. long.

Ap-

Avignon (the Latin name was .tmsse) ie • veer ea>
tient citv. and some writers have ascribed lU origin *e saw
pe- pi. of the Greek colony of Ma.siUe, new " ~
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\rcofoing to another opinion, it was the capital of a Gallic

CavareOo whose ^^jry it was^doubtless
Sh-

into the hand* of the Romans at an early period of

dominion in Gaul, and a Roman colony appears to

been established here- Upon the downfall of the

Roman empire in the west of Europe it was possessed by
the Burgundians, and afforded to the king of that people a

icrure asylum from the power of Cloris. king of the Franks,

bo besieged it in vain. It subsequently became subject,

perhaps lor a short time, to the Visigoths, certainly to the

Ostrogoth*. Franks, and Saracens. The Saracens took it

twsar, but could not retain it. Afterwards it came into

the hands of the kings of Aries and Burgundy. It was an
.»btect of contention Between the Counts of Provence and
foukwse. who at last agreed to hold the city conjointly, and
to diMde ila dependencies between them. Part of the

dependencies was also held by the Counts of Forcalquier

;

but the last of that family bequeathed his portion to the

alliens of Av ignon, who were enabled by this accession to

thaw resource*, and by the ilissfii~.i-.ti-. of the Counts of

Provence and Toulouse, to acquire a kind of independence.

But when the domains of the two last-mentioned nobles
earns) by marriage into the hands of Chnr!< » and Alphonso,
br then of Louts IX. (or St. Louis) of France. Avignon was
Wigrd to submit. It was at first divided between the two
princes, hot afterwards was wholly included in the county
oi Provence. The period of independence terminated in

I. after subsisting less than half a century.

Vet this sbortneriod sufficed to subject the town to the
horrors of war. The crusade against Raymond of Toulouse,
chief of the Albigensea, was directed also against Avignon,

Louis VIII., King of Fiance,

land took the city in 1226, beat down the walls ai.d

all the houses in the environs, put some of the most patriotic

i to death on pretext of sedition, and would have quite

the hbcrtv of Avignon if death had not re-

1 him
More than half a century after this. Pope Clement V.,

himself a native of France, removed his court and residence
n>m Rome to A»ignon, which continued to be the papal
rrsidenre. until Gregory XI., in 1.176, left it to return to

Rome. In the grand schism which took place on the

of Urban VI., successor of Gregory, Avignon
l of the anti-popes Clement VII. and

! XIII. The latter was driven out in 1408 by the

, who were tired of the schism. Pope Clement VI.
m the year 1348. during the period of the papal residence

>t Avignon, purchased the city of Jane Countess of Pro-
vence and Queen of Sicily ; and the sovereignty was re-

tained by his successors until it was seized by the French,

a 17(1, since which period Avignon has been a part of

Franc*. The popes governed the city and its dependent
eonnty. by a cardinal-legate, or rather, as the legate was
klways non-resident, by a vice- legate, who bad jurisdiction

aot only over the county of Avignon, but also over the

rooty Yenaissin. which, though frequently confounded
with it, was really distinct, and derived its name from the

town of Venasque, which was once the seat of

lof the county. (Piganiol de la

l Detenvtion de la France, 1722.) The in-

ignon, however, while they continued sub-

ject to the pope, were naturalized in France, and were eli-

gtble to offices or ecclesiastical appointmenu in that country.

A garrison of about 1 60 men (via. 50 light horse, who served

as the guard of the rice legate, 100 infantry, and 20 to 24
Swiss guards, and officers with good pay) was maintained
>t bss Holiness,

there were in the city several courts of justice. That of

the figwtr was the most antient. It took cognizance of

rases, whether mil or criminal, in which the laity were
There were two judges : but an appeal lay from
to the Vigwer himself, who heard the cause

junction with three assessors. The Court of
i was for all cases in which the military and re-

ugms orders were concerned ; and that of the Rote {delta

B-4ta) tar all eaves in which the clergy were engaged. This
of the Auditor-General, as president, and

r «r ire other judges. Another court, that of the Audi-
'»-•!». had a primary jurisdiction in particular cases ;

was slat a court of appeal from the sentence of indivi-

judges or magistrates of Avignon and the county

From this court again an appeal might be made

nominally to the Vice-Legale, bat in reality to the tribunal
of the Rote, to which the Vice-Ltgali transferred the
affair; in such cases the A uditor- General took no part in
the decision. In criminal cases an appeal lay in the last
resort to a tribunal composed of the Auditor-General and
some other judges, with the l ice-Legate himself for presi-
dent. It seems likely that in this case the appeal was in
form made to the Vice-Legute, and that he committed the
case to the tribunal just mentioned. He usually gave
audience twice a week to receive appeals. According to
some authorities, there was a further right of appeal from
these several courts to Rome. The Inquisition was also
established at Avignon.
The viguier, who has been already mentioned, though

nominated annually by the Pope, appears to hare been the.

successor of the podettat, the chief magistrate of Avignon
at the period of its independence. He was always a gen-
tleman by station. The police was under the direction of
three officers, called contuU, who, with their assessor, were
the police magistrates.

Since the cession of Avignon to France, these various
courts have of course given way to the ordinary tribunals of
that kingdom.
The city at the most antient period was built on what

was called Le Rochcr des Dons (on or near which the ca-
thedral stands), and gradually oxtended towards the plain,
forming nearly a square. It was surrounded by a strong
wall, by whom built is uncertain ; but a change in the
course of the Rhone having left part of the city open, a new
wall was erected, probably by the Romans. These latter

walls were built on very substantial arches. Some remains
of them were existing when Expilly wrote his account
(viz. 1762), and the antient gates had been then removed
only about twenty years. Several remains of antiquity hare
been dug up at different times.

Avignon is pleasantly situated in a valley, which is adorned
with meadows, orchards, and mulberry plantations. The
city is in great part surrounded on the land side by a court,
or promenade, planted with elms, which runs outside the cir-

cuit of the walls. The Rhone Hows on the west side of it, and
is crossed by a wooden bridge, remarkable for its length.

A stone bridge was erected in the latter part of the twelfth
century. The work was undertaken and commenced by
St. Benezet, a shepherd boy of eighteen, but he did not live

to see the completion of the work. It had nineteen arches

;

and was regarded as n wonderful structure, on account of
the breadth, depth, and rapiditv of the river. In the year
1669, in the reign of Louis XIV., it was almost entirely

carried away by the violence of the stream, and only four

arches were left entire : the part destroyed was replaced

by a wooden structure, which appears to be the one now
standing.

While under the papal dominion, Avignon abounded in

churches and religious establishments. The continual

noise of their bells led Rabelais to give to the city the
name of La Ville Sonnanle. The cathedral is by no means
of uniform architecture. Its portal is supposed to have been
removed from an antient temple of Hercules. Its magni-
ficence at a former period was considerable : but as later

authorities do not sav much of it, we cannot tell whether it

has gone to decay during the last eventful half century.

Among the tombs which it contains are those of the Popes
Benedict XII. and John XXII. There were, during the

later period of the papal dominion, collegiate churches served

by many ecclesiastics ; and a great number of religious

houses for persons of both sexes, namely, twenty for men,
and fifteen for women ; besides hospitals and charitable in-

stitutions. The number of ecclesiastics was estimated by
Expilly, in 1 762, at 900. The church of the Cordeliers was
celebrated for the tomb of Laura de Sade. The same tomb
contained also the body of her husband Hugues de Sade.

Her best monument is the poetry of her lover Petrarch.

The church is now in ruins, and the tomb hus disappeared,

but it is said to be still entire under the ground. The site

of the church and its enclosure is converted into a fruit-

Kden, and a small cypress tree marks the spot where
ura is interred. (Travel* in France in 1814-15) The

same church contained the tomb of ' the bravo Crillon,"

one of the most distingvished warriors of France in the

I unhappy religious troubles of the sixteenth century. In

the church of the Celestins there was a valuable library, a
i skeleton of the natural size, said to

havr ™ ^ne of Anjou, the tomb of Cle-
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burnt VIU mi that of •*. Burn t. Um architect of the

bridge mt the Rhone. The church ef the monks rf 8t
Ambon? ooMeined Um tank of Alain Chartiee. • French

writer of aminenee in tba fourteenth and IfUenlh senturies.

An ivory ©rweifia. M inches long, of moot eaquieito werk-

nmnship, a production of the sisleenih century. U in Um
ebureh 'do la Mtserteorde.' Thia to oMMidorad ona of tba

greatest curio»itM» in tba city.

Avignon to stdl renmrhable for the number of ita cha-

nt able and useful institution*. It baa an infirmary for

soldiers whose wound* raquiro a miWar eliaaaU than that of

Peru ; a lunatio asylum l a htgb-scbool ieoUif mmolt ; a
seminary for the education of priests; • society of Um
friends of Um arta ( an agricultural society ; a collection of

Cuntings and antiquities ; a muaaum of natural history ; a
itnnical garden ; and a public library of 97,000 volume*.

There to alao a learned eoeiety called Um Academy of

VounluM. Tba praaent theatre waa erected in 18x5.

The town te clean: Um bovisa* are of stone and well-

built ; but the street*, in part at least, are narrow and
crooked. Tba town is subject to violent wind*. Avignon eon-

tains many relics of its former greatness. The papal palace,

which is adjacent to the cathedral, is an enormous mas* of

Gothic architecture, and baa been for aome time and is aUll

used a* a barrack. The former mint to now applied to a

similar purpose ; it baa a ftoa front.

The trade of Avignon baa been making cunsideraU* pro-

gress for soma years past. 8ilk stuffs are the chief articles

manufactured; and there to a cannon foundry; also a
foundry for sheets of iron, copper, and tin : and a saltpetre

refinery. The cAif/ produotiona of the neighbouring country

appear to be madder roots and silk. The number of mul-
berry tree* baa increased eery greerie of late years. A
great part of the trade of Avignon is carried on through the

port of Marseilles, to sod from which goods are conveyed on
the Rhone by way of Aries. The population of Avignon in

1 811, waa about 30.000 for Um commune, or 26.000 for the

town itself. In 1762. Bspilly computed them at 28.000.

Among these wen about 800 Jews, who lived by themselves

in a quarter called the Juiverto, or Jewry.
The bishopric of Avignon to of early date, though we

need not adopt the tradition which makes fit, Rufus, the
,

son of Simon Um Cyrenian (who carried our Saviour •

cross), the first possessor of Um see ; and which ascribes

the plantation of Christianity here to Martha, the sister of

Laiarua, and Mary Magdalene. The bishop was succes-

sively a suffragan of the Archbishops of Vienna and of

Aries; but in 1474 or 147). Pope SiUus IV., at the insti-
(

gation of his nephew, Cardinal Julian da la Rouere, who ,

waa then bishop, raised Um see to an arehbtoboprie. Tba ,

suffragans of this new metropolitan were Um Bishops of I

Carpentras. Cavailhm, and Vaison, who were also taken from I

under Um junsdiottoa of the Arabbubop of Aries. The
'

archbubop still retains his rank ; and baa under him the
Bubopsof Nuxne*, Valence, Verier*, sod Montpallier. The
departmeet of Vaucluee forms his dioeoao.

Several councils were in Um middle age* held at Avig-
non ; but they do not appear to have been general councils.

A council of Um archbishop and his suffragans was held in

1727. In Dot, Pope Borufoce VIII. erected a universitv.

but it to not now in existence. It enjoyed considerable

reputation in ita day.

It may be observed that while the city and territory were
subjaot to the Pope, the river Rhone waa always under the
dominion of the sung of France.
Avignon to remarkable for Um vivacity of its inhabitants

and the beauty of Um women. Several illustrious parsons,
male and tomato, were natives of this place ; among them
Laura, the mistress of Petrarch) the Chevalier r'olerd. a
writer on military affairs ; Claude Joseph V cruet, the painter

;

aod the Abbe Poulle, a celebrated pulpit orator.

The arrondiasement of Aiignon comprehends 174 square
miles, or 1 1 1,360 seres, and contains a population of afc.uvo

inhabitants, (te (Jrami Duitantmrt, by Martimere; iMc
Uimmnr* dm GmJm e< <U U Prnmm, by the Abu* Kkptlly.

1762; MIL Malta Brun. BeJU.)
A'VI LA, a district to Old Castile, comprising the terri-

tory situated between 40° a' end 41° le* N. lau, and 4
J 14'

and 4° 30* W. long. It » bounded, on Um east, by the pro-
vince of Segovia ; on the west, by that of Salamanca ; on
the south, by that of Toledo; and on Um north, by Valla-

dottd. The larrUory ol thai province is the moat elevated in

Um central part of Spain, pansnuarty m lie southern u

trwatity, where to to vary in—iamana. Tba aibiitoml ml
these asoualsma are Um Stoma da Avile, tba dtreetom of
which to, in general, front east to wast. There ales to Oke
great rmrumeoa of Avila, a truncated cone. Um sumratt mt
whieb eontaina a serfoos of • square Uaguaa, about rt
Bngltoh square mile*. This vast extent of ground m alnsast

barren, and serve* only for pasture and fire-wood. The
southern part of this province being so mnenlsaaone at ea>
tremely cold, and very thinly peopled- Tba northern em-
mets are milder, mora productive, and better iahahstod

i

but they are deficient in fuel, which to supplied frees Use
forests m Um south.

Tbere is a lake, of small extent, near Don Jim sari ; ami
two still smaller lakes, Tailed aits Salinas, not for fossa
Usrran-Sancfao. .
The rivers of thia province are eery incoasaderable. The

Adsjs. which is Um principal, has its source near VUlster*,

20 miles was! of Avila. Ita course to from west to eaat as for

as that city, where it forma an angle, and taking a direotmn
from south to north, after being enriched by the Bettors,
empttoa itself Into the Duero, in the province of Valmrlntal
Its course to about 36 miles The A Iberth* sprmga near
Prndrahite, on the western boundaries of the province. jvv
first south, then east, and lastly south-weal, and folto man
tlie Tagus, near Cssalegas, in the province of Toledo, la
course through Um province of Avila is about 68 mile*. Tba
other men, or rather streams, are net ilsnorting of men-
tion t with the eaoeptson of Um last msntmood. all flow raw
the Duero, following Um inclination of Um land, whash to

general w to the north.

The area of Una province to. aceordiag to Mmaaa. |fa

square leagues of 20 to a degree, which makes 1176
i

pUiosl square miles; and Hs papulation 1*6,716 i

dUtnbuied among tat towns and villages.

More than half the lands of the province are uncultivated.
The part which is Cultivated, ami wbtoh dees not coneast of
pasture-ground, produces grain, fruit, oil. wine, and flax.
The unfavourable state of agriculture in Una province as
chiefly owing to the circumstance, that the greaaei part of
the lands to either vested inalienably m acebretoatosal

bodies or is lettered in Um hands of private famine* by
strict entails. (See Minano, and al»o the idImdittism 7W-
riional dt M Prtminom dt Avtio, by Don B. Boreas y Tae-
nia.)

A'VILA. Um capital of Um province of that ansae, n attav-

ated in a plain elevated 6484 (set above the level of Use sen,

on the right bank of Um Adaja, 46' 4«/ N. tot. 4' J4» W.
long. It i* surrounded by old walls, which ware Basis as
Um time of Alonso VI. of Csettle. The etreele ere very
irregular, but well paved and clean. The hi

general built ofgranite of a dark colour, which <

give* to Um city a gloomy aspect The town is <

with many fountains, and baa a good pcoiaiaeaa ta

suburbs. At a certain distance Um city presents an apj
ance of grandeur, owing to Um great somber of to
and steeple* which rise msjestieallr over its aid walla.

Avila is an episcopal see, and has a chapter, a
•even durnitahe*. twenty canons, and a great asm
chaplain*. The bwbopnc eontaina 636 penabee. The eaf/
has eight pensbes, eight convents for men ami eagtot for

women, an hospital, a seminary, and a oniterssty in the
convent of Sank) Domingo. Toe population s* 4*76.
Aids has the privilege celled Pute de graaoe, ar tba

standard saeeaure fur grains, known in Spam by the SMS
of Marco de Avila,

This town baa bean Um theatre of many nmsiiiil

i

evenu ; among others, of Um solemn act of depeattsssi ef
the weak Bnnaue I V.. who, oa the 4th of June, 1466, woe
solemnly degraded to Um public square from Um revel eaf-
ruty, sud bie brother Alonee pruclaiased king as baa aaamL
There are at Avila nam manufactories of weetlen stasia.

Ave M cetou pnnla, and several ol bale, belonging te senem
individuals; besides the royal manufactory of rtolb. aba
machinery of which w moved by water.
AviU u> the birth-place of Santa Theresa, the fasmdet ef

the bare-footed Carmelites, whose writings are a* high 1

1

valued m Spain for the punty and alseranr* of their eryhv
(See Muiaoo . Anullon ; hMmdH.licm dt U

AnU. par Don Bemerdo Bonas v Tsmaa.)
AVIHON. CHARLBS. a mamsma of t

rmnee, both es a enlie and a compoeer, waa bum aboast aba
year 1726. When young be vuiied Italy for Um pwrweae ef
•tody, and after km return became a pupal of <
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Lie acquired hit knowledge of score-writing.

Newcastle upon-Tyne, having accepted the
tat of the principal church in that town, where
till hia death. In 1752 he published hii

* Mumcai Hrprttuon. a well-written work, which
i much acuteness, and no small share of that taato

rises out of good sense and deep reflection ; but ho
I
free from prejudices, and laboured in rain to exalt

and Geminianl at the expense of Handol. Many,
, of hi* opinions will bear the teat of striot exa-

mination ; and touch of what he has advanced, especially

1a favour of aimplicily in choral music, will be admitted to

be just, » hen • little philosophy ia called to the aid of mti-

awl entMuoi. Hia essay was answered by Dr. William
Havre, of Oxford, who certainly exposed two or three errors

wharh Avuon bad fallen into respecting the established

But the learned professor

much asperity, and was, in a few
iuous in defending certain laws of bar-

then were beginning to be slighted, and
i been abrogated in practice. Avison. in the fol-

lowing year, replied to Hayes, in a short pamphlet contain-

ing much sarcasm and little argument ; uml here the matter
sbweuod : bat hia work continues to be read, while thut of
bis assailant ia forgotten. Mr. Avison was tho projector

of the adaptation of Marcelki a Psalms to the English ver-

sion, which Garth of Durham undertook and published,
much aaoiatod by the former. His own compositions consist
chiefly of ire sets of Concertos fur a Full Band, fortv-flve

in number, which exhibit more elegance than originality :

they wore nevertheless Tory favourably received, and one or
two of them are abll performed at the Antient Concerts,
where the nistinrlnen uf their melody always secure* to

i hero «*i<-r»> willing hearers, and some warm admirers.
A VLO'S A. called by the Italians Valona, or La Valona.

o town in Albania, on the gulf of Avl6na. which is formed
by the headland known to the Greeks and Romans as the
Acro-Crraunian Promontory, and railed at tho present day
C Linguetta. or Gloea (L e.. Cape Tongue). This headland
is the termination ef the Aoro-Ceraunian Mountains of the
•ntienta. new the Mountains of Khiroira. The gulf of
Avlona ia a deep recess, in proportion to ita extent : the
town is not at the bottom of it, but on the left hand as you
awl into the gulf. The town has a considerable lake near
it : and to the N E. it ia sheltered by one of the ranges of
the Albanian mountains.
The lean connexion of Avlona with Italy has given to it

tho sppsaran— of an Italian town. Dr. Holland, on his
vsasi. observed the Italian stylo of building in the street

. .
ng which he p ssscd . The population is now, however,

alnMk' 1 entirely Mohammedan. Although there is a Greek

Bt«bop 'f A»l6ne. yet the number of Greeks is few, perhaps

about ihtt.*v families. There are a few Christians of the

I ji in rhajirti. whose superior is the Bishop of Monte Negro.

At the time a/ Dr. Holland a viait (via., in 1813), and

wham Mr Hobha'"* *ae •» Albania (in 1809), it supplied

l>-r Albania wh.^ «** »rtiele* of Iulian and German
•n use among the natives ; gun and

glass, ( .,,
and Calabrian rapotcs. The

> were tinker. geii-i 1" 1*. wheat, maiae, wool, oil. and

J pitch from the mi no. 1 of Selenitia, on the left bank

of the Vioaa, orBomssa, afcvut 8 miles to the N E. of

Avlona. Dr Upland estimates' «be number of houses at

aeawfy loo*, and Mr. GoJt had previously estimated the

aahebst.nl. at *©•©. There were six Koenaee and one Greek

Avlona tea* known to the eatients by the nam* of Anion,

ham 1st. «w*tf N .and long. 19° 16' E. from Greenwich.

Avians wan in the peehaUc of Berat [mm B««at] ; and
Iwrehttn Pacha of Berat, who waa depoaed and imprisoned

by All Pacha, retired here after the surrender of bis eapilal,

wwh hht ssnte and treaourea. and held out for some !'nse

a blockading (bran, until, after he had escaped to

na, be fell hrto the bands of hia enemies byenemies

Dr. Hstland dowwiboa the oed of aaphahom or conrpaet

I piarh at oilonhja aa probably extending over a tor-

tenet fcnr nrftoa fn eireunifVience. The pitch appears

on thedecKrity ef the ravines which inter-

aueh sftua-

ftom tho

of
of

•at* the daatrict, end ta oceaaionnlly worked in such sft

tjeanOaat mare jrwqneart^ by a^tfcjsr^dnwnJVo^

which rarlta ia diflbrent pUcee, Dr. Holland _
into on* abaft which waa only 40 feat deep, SO feat being
out through the bad of pitch. At this depth, and white
having yet • floor of the mineral, the workmen began to
tunnel in a horizontal direction : but this mine waa of
rvrent origin, and the workings had yet advanced only a
few feet from the shaft. The minora reported that in some
parts the bed of pitch (or beds, for it M not aaoertained
whether it ia one continuous bed or not) waa 70 or 80 feat
thiek, Tho colour of this pitch approaches to black i the
fracture ia eonehoidal ; it ia slightly brittle, and baa a speci-
fic gravity of 14 or VI. It becomes viscid, or nearly fluid,
when boated, and burns with a tolerably bright name. The
property of the nines ia vested in the Grand Seignior, and
Ali Pacha paid a rent of 10,000 piastres par annum. The
carriage of tho pitch to Avlona waa chiefly done by horse a.

and six or seven cargoes were (about 1812) annually ex-
ported, chiefly to Malta and to different Italian porta.

Taking tlte piastre of gelira of 180 1 aa the standard hare,
10,000 piastres are equal to nearly 600/.

AVOCADO PEAR, [8m Pane.*.]
AVOCA T. a French word, derived from the Latin ooVe-

catut, and corresponding to the English ' counsellor at tew.'

[Boo Aovooatk.j In French law language the avocate
are distinguished into 'avooata phudans,' who answer to
our barristers, and ' avocate oonsuitana, called also • juria-
Boiisultaa,' a kind of chamber counsel, who do not plead in

court, but give their opinion on intricate pointa of law. Un-
der the old monarchy the avooata were etalead, with regard
to professional rank, into varioua categories, such aa 1 avocate
au eonaeil,' who conducted and pleaded causes brought he*
fore the king's council \ they were seventy in number, and
wen appointed by the chancellor i they were considered aa
attached to the king's court t and 'avooata grjneraux,' who
pleaded before the parliaments, and other superior courts, in

all nausea in which the king, the church, communities, and
minora were interested. At first the ' avooata generau

x
' were

atyled ' avocate du roi,' and the other hamsters who pleaded in

private causes ware called • avocate generaux, buttowards tho
end of the seventeenth, or tho beginning of the eighteenth
century, these appellations were ebangad, the ' avooats du roi'

wore styled ' avocate generaux,' and three of them were ap-

pointed to each superior court, white the counsel who filled

tho same offiee before the inferior courts assumed the name
of 'aroosts du roi.' (Biptrioiti Univertei <U Juritpru-
oVnce, and DieHommain <k tdmMmu.) * Avocal fiscal

'

waa a law-officer in a ducal or other eeagnorieJ court of justice,

answering to the avocat du roi in a royal court.

At present there are in Franco ' avocate au coneeil dn
roi,' aa formerly ; * avooata generaux, ofwhom there are five

at the Court of Cassation or Supreme Court, four at tho
Cour Royale of Paris, besides substitute*, and two or three

at each Cour Royale in the departments. The practising

barristers are classed into ' aarocate a la Cour do Caseation,'

who are fifty in number, and who conduct exclusively all

causes before that court | and 'avooata a la Cour Royale,'

who plead before tho varioua royal eourte. All avocate must
be bachelors at law, and must have taken the oath before the

Cour Royale. There ia a roll of tho advocates practising in

each court. Candidates aw admitted by tho Council of

Discipline after a probationary term. The members of the

council are elected by the advocates inscribed on the roll.

The • avouea ' (attorneys) also plead when the number of

advocates ia not sufficient for the despatch of outness.
(Almmmmek Royal at tfattomL) The word ' avoue,' in canon
law, meant the protector or guardian of some ebureh. abbey,

mastery, or other eocleeiaatiral community and jurisdto.

In tno middle agoa ha waa generally some feudal

lord who took care of the temporal interests of the commu-
nity, and defended them either in court or field ; he dis-

pensed justice in the name of the ecclesiastical superiors in

all places under their jurisdiction, and commanded the forcesr luruKuet

defence. In German he
in the battery of tho

taeeaaoled in their

'kaairogt;' the name oeoure

middle ago-
AVOIRDUPOIS, or AVBRDUPOI8. the

to the eoosmon system of weights in England, now applaud to

all goods except the precious metals and madieinea. Than,

a pound of tea ia a pound unsvrfeawer, and eontaine 7800

grains; a pound of gold ia a pound troy, and oasttaina me)
grains. The word haa bean aoppoaed to he derived foam the

Frenehaweer
eyaSlmgtan>wnna, wad
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(hat lb* obsolete French verb ueerrr. and the middle I.atin

word averart, signify to Pen/y (see Docangw, at tba word
Avtrare), it is mora likely that we are to look bora for the

true etymology. It has also been supposed that the word

b derived from aceria ponderit, and av*ra, being

(on the tame authority) word* used lor good* in general.

The ounce averdupois is generally considered as the

Roman unna. It contains 4371 grains (N.B. there is but
one grain in use amongst us), while the Roman undo, ac-

cording to Arbuthnot. contains 4374 grains; according to

Christiani {DtUe Miture. &c.. Venire. 1760. cited by Dr.

Young) it is 415^ grains; and according to Paucton (cited

by Dr. Kelly) it is 4)314; grains. Whether the preceding be
correct or not. we cannot suppose that in any case the sup-
position could be nearly vended, as our ancestors do not

appear to have been very attentive to small weights : for

instance, in the list of church gold and silver plate delivered

to Henry VIII. (preserved in the Bodleian library), nothing
less than an ounce is mentioned, except only once, in which
a quarter of an ounce is given.

The antient pound (now used in Scotland) was heavier

than the averdupois, and weighed 7600 grains : the earliest

regulations on the subject fix the /my weight ; the averdu-
pois is mentioned in some orders of Henry VIII., a.d. 1432,
and a pound of this sort was placed in the Exchequer as a
standard by Elisabeth, a.d. 158$. The committee of 1758
fuund this pound to be I) grains less than it should be as
deduced from the standard troy pound kept at the Mint,
which they attributed to frequent use ; but considering the
averdupois weight altogether as ' of doubtful authority,' and
troy weight as the one 1 best known to our law,' they re-

commended the adoption of the latter as a standard, which
it has accordingly been ever since, though goods in general
are weighed by averdupois weight.

The committee of 1816 made no alteration in the weights,

but ascertained the value of the grain, as afterwards de-
scribed in the Act of Parliament 5 Geo. IV. c. 74: 4 A cubic

inch of distilled water, weighed in air by brass weights, at

the temperature of sixty-two degrees of Fahrenheit's ther-

mometer, the barometer being at thirty inches, is equal
to two hundred and fifty-two grains, and four hundred and
fifty-eight thousandth parts of a grain.' The pound aver-
dupois contains 7000 such grains. From this it may be
deduced that a cubic foot of water, under the above con-
ditions, weighs 097*14 ounces, which, being very nearly
looo ounces, gives an expeditious rule for dedwring the real

weight of a cubic foot of any substance from its specific

gravity. For example, if the specific gravity of gold be
19-36. the weight of a cubic foot of gold is 19360 ounces
averdupois, If more accuracy be required, subtract three
nw every thousand from the result.

The averdupois pound is divided as follows :

—

Grains. Dram.
S7M 1 Ounce.
4374 16 I Pound.
7000 956 16 I

88 pounds make one quarter.
1 19 pounds, or 4 quarters, one hundred weight.
SO hundred weight one ton.

The ounce is more commonly divided into quarters than
into drams.

The usual contractions are as follows :—
gram . . gr. pound lb.

dram . . dr. quarter qr.

ounce . . os. hundred weight . . ewt.

To reduce a large number of pounds to hundred weights
roughly, /roes all but two figur— tatu mil but Mrw. Thaw
1 7,694 pounds contain 1 59 hundred weight, done as follows :

—

174

17

Subtract 159

When the number of hundred-weights exceeds lee, the
error can novel be greater than two.

The pound averdupois I* '45354 of the French kilo-

, and -907 1 of the common French pound. That is,

i are 410 kilogrammes, sod 459 pounds averdupois

are 419 French pounds. [See Wbiohts and Mastt-aas.]
If eVtasals be employed : from one AausaVesUA of the

pounds oastreet one tMtmmmdtA, and from the result sab-
tract its Aaadrnitl part. The result is about one Ave-

i part soo small. We g— the | r'ing tnsmplr

IMMBk 1191k.
ITs-M 1*19

17-69 *ll«

15916 ISO*
1-59 -919

157*57 '999

AVON, the name of several British rivers, the principal
of which we shall mention below. It is said to be denied
from the antient British language, and to signify a river *.

I. Tk4 Upper Avon, or (he Avon of Warwickshire,
is a tributary of the Severn. It rises from a source called
Avon-well, in the Tillage of Naaeby, in Northamptonshire

;

and after flowing a little way towards the N.W.. tarns to

the S.W., and forms the boundary between the counuw* ml

Northampton and Leicester. About twelve or Itown antes
from its source it is erased by the Roman Waiting-ttrmmt
at Dow bridge, near the remains of a Roman station, ews-
posed by Mr. Ireland to be the Tripontiutn of Anionuraa.
This station is in excellent preservation, and is dose to the
bank of the river. It is not on the Wstlmg-street, bwt
about half a mile from it on the north-east side, and there-
fore a little higher up the river. From Dow bridge th*>

river has a winding course of above thirty miles—mt mam
direction being first to the west, and then to the south wist,
past Rugby. Bretford. Stoneleigh, and other places to War-
wick. In this part of its coarse it receives three Inbalance,
which msy be noticed: the 8wift (from Lutterworth m
Leicestershire), and the Sow (from the north-oast part of
Warwickshire), fall into it on the right bank, and the Lewi
or Leame (which comes from the borders of Ne
shire, past Leamington Priors), on the left bank. Front
Warwick, where it flows under the wails of the castle, it

winds gently towards 8tratford. the btrthjaasee of Shah-
spears, about eight miles south-west from Wwjsisa by that
road ; but the length of the river is arebally from twervw to
fifteen. A little below Stratford, the river Stoor (winds
rises just within the border of Oxfordshire, and eamea oaT
the waters of the southern part of Warwickshire) falls men
the Avon on the left bank ; a few mflea below the Aha*
(which comes from the north, and receives the waters of the
Arrow, at Atoeater) enters it on the right bank ; and taw
stream leaving Warwickshire, enters Wotvwstersbsra, ami
passes on to Evesham, having had a course from fltiaras d
of about eighteen miles. From Evesham the nvwr takes a
circuit by Pershora to Tewkesbury, just within the harder
of Gloucestershire, where it falls into the Severn. That leal

part of its course may be twenty-fire or twenty-am aulas

;

and the whole length of the stream from its rise In Ms jwa*.
taon with the Severn, may be estimated at about a f

Two

of

The stream of the Avon is gentle, and its baak'.
ing and beautiful, though occasionally flat. It

«

from StraUbrd for vessels of about forty Ions own
Ireland states, on the authority of a perv^, wtso
the mill near Rugby t>r almost forty vw
frosts (not in all) the river fraeses uorJtol
freexiug commences at the bottom r\

tbe flood
be (the miller) first beoomei sensible of by the
the water being slopped at the*, pnoi ; and is i

ceived at the flood-gate*, in i'j progress from the torteaTte
the top, to fill up and »u<- cwssivwly close the cracks that
appear in the surface, "hey attempt to draw the In i _
but in vain, and nth Do better success attempt, vnth least
p-Je*. to break tbe ice. These poles, when drawn catef
the river, are ineruswd with uglm hollow, and ban i ml I
*»• After these frusts the nvwr always oversow, us Wsat*.
Other masses of toe. in various parts, nee to the ewfwr* mwl
are brought down by the stream. The boost wart of law
witer is not frown ; and by the tune the sunbasbesvj hear
hours above the horison the whole is dissolved, and law
null no lunger impeded in iU opsratton. This kind «f float
the miller denominated the amrkor frmt A sundae |S I
namenon has bean observed in the Themes, and else as
America, where the satne designation ofamck»r frmx* wand.
(Ireland t Ptetmrtmmt f msm oa |A« ^roa.) A eaaml frwas
Stratford to the Hurt—tw ami Btrwmngkam m%
nwcts the Avon with the great system of inland i

in the midland counties.

*• Tkw Lmrar Am* nam in the hiUv dietrist im <
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em part of Wiltshire. Several spring*, after uniting their

wstrrs, flow first to the N.W. put Wootton Buiet (but not

dose to the town), then turn to the W., and afterwards to

the 8.W.. put Chippenham and Mclksham to Bradford,

nearly forty mile* from the source, foltowing the winding
tt the stream. Between Wootton Basset and Chippenham
the Avon receive* a stream from the neighbourhood of

Maltnesbury. which is marked in some maps as the Avon,
as though it were the main stream : and another small

•(ream from the neighbourhood of Calne falls into it just

above Chippenham. From Bradford the river has a cir-

cuitous course of more than ten miles to Bath, receiving the

ream of the Were from Trowbridge, and the Frame
I frame, both on the left bnnk. Between Bradford and

Bath the river enters Somersetshire. From Bath, where it

becomes navigable, it flows about twenty-seven or twenty-

rurht miles to the N.W. through Bristol into the Bristol

(. tunnel. Its whole course is thus between seventy and
eighty miles. Large Teasel* can get up to Bristol, which is

nme or ten miles up the river.

' This river is more remarkable,' says Skrinc ( General

Account of all the Rivar* of Sole in Great Britain), ' for

the romantic valley * it forms, and the rich country it winds

through, than for its extent, being generally buried between
deep banks. Its colour also is liable to be affected by
ttorms—those from Wiltshire tinging it with white from a

chalky sou, and those from Somersetshire with nil from the

ochre prevailing in that country ; but it naturally presents a

dark sad deep stream, except where shallows intervene,

and is orranonally rapid.'

Tkt Kennel and Avon Canal, from Bath to Newbury in

Berks, connects this river with the Thames ; and other

sjsjffjjsj navigations to open water communication be-

tween Bath and Bristol, and the clothing district of Wilt-

shire and S mernetshire. Ju-t below Bristol the line rocks

at St. Vincent rise abruptly close to the river. It was in

contemplation some few years since to throw a suspension

bridge over the stream at this point, as there would be
sufficient height for the large- t vessel* In pass beneath it.

Below these rocks the river runs between marshes into the

I. The Utile
in the

i(

i

which rises

part of Gkmceatershire, and flows past

into the Severn.

of Wiltshire and Hampshire rises in the

It is farmed by the junction of several rivu-

j in the hills and downs which lie between Hun-
gerfurd and Devizes), and flows in a southerly direction by

A metbun towards Salisbury, watering a low valley, consi-

derably below the average level of the county, which inter-

faces Salisbury Plain. At Salisbury it receives the Wily
or Wilier, or Willey-bourne (which comes from the neigh-

bourhood of Warminster, and is augmented by the Nad-
Jrr, or Adder- bourne', from the border of Dorsetshire),

and the Bourne which rise* to the east of the springs

sf the Avon, and pursues a course nearly parallel to it.

The Bourne, it may bo observe 1, is dry in summer and har-

vest usee. By these accessions the Avon becomes navi-

gable, and entering Hampshire, runs along the western
nig* of the New Forest, past Fordingbridge, King-
wood, sad Christchurch, until it falls into the English
Channel, just below the last-mentioned town. Near its

outfall it receives the Stour. which rising at Stourhead,

Wilts. pursues it* coarse in s south-east direction, past Stur-

tninster- Newton-Castle . Blandlord- Forum, and Wimbourne-
M in.ter. into Hampshire, ami unites with the Avon. The

i of these rivers may be estimated to be as follows :—
, from its rise to Salisbury, is about thirty seven

I its whole length is above seventy miles. The
Willey u about twenty-bur miles long, and the N adder

about eighteen: the Bourne is nearly as long as the Willey.

The Sluur is more important, and nearly approaches the

Avon itself in length : perhaps its course may be stated at

about sixty to sixty-five miles.

Various handsome seals adorn the hanks of the Avon on
u descent to Salisbury, as veil as in the lower part of its

course through the New Forest. Below Ringwood, indeed,

it pan— through a less interesting sandy level to Chiist-

*TW stnt Ism 1 ha lu Mrpmia* rkw. Nibftju, Nennjie.

Is Ik* aU Sum wmt at which our moArra mart utter U • eor.

I' mm, k. Mlent km tkal lb* Dmnll. uoUVr hr-lfi ofUw Wtl
isoa nrt of i!>

flassaasM
: «o ('.nulrn ll»l»« .

tmofc h*s a kmrn

church. The Stour has a very winding course through a
country adorned with a number of beautiful seats

Large ahips can get up to Christchurch, where the tide
rises seven or eight feet ; but a few miles higher up. locks
and sluices are required to make the river navigable

5, 6. The name Avon is given to two rivers in the pnn
cipality of Wales. One is in Glamorganshire. It rises in
the inland part of the county, and after a south-west course
of about fifteen miles, foil* into the sea below the village of
Aber Avon. The other river rise* in Monmouthshire and
falls into the Usk near Caerleon. It is of about the same
length as the foregoing. This last -mentioned stream is

distinguished as the Avon I,wyd, or the Torvden.
7, 8. 9. Three streams in Scotland bear this name. One

is a feeder of the Spcy. and rises in the south-western
extremity of the county of Banff, close to Caimgorum
Mountain. Ila source is a small lonely loch, called Loch
Avon, with steep precipitous banks, rising sheer up almost
to the very ridges of the adjacent mountains, and entirely
keeping the tun from the surface of the loch during the
winter months. Its course is first easterly for about 13
miles, and then northerly for nearly 20 more, until it joins
the Spey at Inveravon. Its whole course is about 32 or 33
miles. It flows from the lake in a large rapid stream : and
the water is remarkably transparent, so as to appear fordablo

where it is not really so. In different book* of geography it

is said to have a course of only about 20 miles.

The nut stream rises just within the border of Ayrshire,
and flows in a circuitous course till it falls into the Clyde
on the left bank near Hamilton. Its length is nearly M
miles. The banks are high and bold, and in many places
covered with natural wood.
The remaining stream runs from I»ch Fannysidc in

Dumbartonshire ; and flowing first to the cost, and then
towards the north, falls into the Frith of Forth, a little

west of Burrowstoness. Its course is rather more than
20 miles ; but it would be increased in length if measured
from the head of one of its tributaries the Logic water,
which has a longer course than the parent stream previous
to their junction. For about half it* course, the Avon
forms the boundary between the shires of Linlithgow and
Stirling.

All these Scotch rivers are called sometimes Attn.
(Skrinc's English Riven ; Reaulie* of England and

ll ale$ ; Camden's Rritanma ; Ireland's Picturetque
I'iewt on the Upper Avon, #c. ; SirT. D. Lauder's Account
of the Great Ftoodt of Moray. The lengths are measured
on Arrowsmith's Map of England, four sheets, 1813; and
Ainslie's Map of Scotland, in nine sheet* ; except No*. 2
and 4, and part of No. I, which huve been measured on the
Ordnance Survey.)

A'VOSET (Zoology). The vernacular name for some
of the genus reenrvirottra (Linn ), formerly included
among the palmipede*, or true swimmers, but now. with
greater attention to the habits and aflinilies of the bird*,

placed by Vigors among the grallaloret, or waders, in the
family tcolopacidtr, between the genera tttanut (sand-
pipers) and limota (godwits), in which last the bdl begin*
to be a little reflected.

Vot.in.-8 A
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rpeeies-et least

—Jt imM * many. The muddy

aW tha banks of stunnes are tbcir

UmtM on aquatic snirnels. such

a. and mollusks, and the apnwn of

rw» .n- deep waders, but do not mmb to be adepts

,.ng. l>*lr ana of Um species is European, and

tan* marked to the euigularity of tha tbapa of
' TVn need* no groat paint bo taken, or lima

tit dearnbing thia bird. says Ray in hia edi-

.M \Yu.o«fch*. ' to tba «inarular bill reflected upward*

t» wflnwa sieoe ta characterise and distinguish it bom all

^-%1« w* hat* hitherto aaan or beard of.* Tbia tpeciea.

mvft:a (Linn.), ta widely diluted through

rfatuate* of Europe. Siberia, tha shores of

M» t »vpt«r. and the salt-lakes of Tartary, are alao Hated
to be parotirulhr tapplwd with those birds, and it is said to

baM «->ia ta Kjnpt and other parts of Africa. In England,
aW> are ta be found on the eastern coast below the Homber,
aaU us R>«nney Marsh. In the north, and in 8ontland.

the* ate rarely seen.

Ketwithstanding Ray's remark, this species cannot lay

ckasm to aneb an exclusive singularity in the shape of the

WU. To sav nothing of Um other species of reeiirviroelm,

the rsdWrtsd bill appears in Um humming birda. As long

a« there was but one •penmen known, there ware not wanting
tn>«« who looked upon ImchHut recurvimtri* (Swainson)
wtth the eyes of doubt, and the curvature was considered to

be accidental, or the effect of the position in which Um bird

had been packed fur transportation. 8ix or seven indivi-

dual* have, however, since been seen, and Lesson haa even
described a second species under Um title of trochiku avo-

rc/Ss. That this, therefore, is a genuine form of the bill

among -the hamming birds, there csn be no question ; but

Um structure of the organ in raeurvirmtra avocttta differs

widely from that of the bill of these trocMiti.

Pennant well describes the arose/'* bill as 'very thin,

flexible, and of a substance like whalebone.' Bnflbn makes
it the subject of one of hit lamentations open tha errors of
Nature and her niggard disposition in providing for some of

the less favoured of the animal creation. But, in truth, no
organ could have been devised more admirably adapted for

the function which it has to perform than tha bill of the
avont, as be who haa seen the bird scooping, probing, or

apparently patting and beating the water and soft mod
with it, while the msndibles act as a strainer and retain Um
prey, will readily acknowledge. The motel frequently

wades up to the breast, and its long legs are well formed
for this purpose; for they are compressed laterally, and
present but a thin edge, so aa to offer hardly any resistance

to the medium through which they have In make their

progress. Though the feet are palmated, they appear to

be adapted not fur swimming, but for supporting the bird

upon the oote, after the manner of Um rand-boards need by
fowlers, and figured by Colonel Hawker: this office the
feet of Um arose* execute in perfection. Montagu says,
' We remerabet one of this species being wounded in Um
wing, sod floating with the tide for near a mile, when it was
taken up alive without ever attempting to swim : so that

the palmated feet seem only intended to support it on Um
mud.*
The nests of Um mw/i, which are very inartificial, are

generally formed in Um spring, in marine marshes, where
the driest pisnt is selected. They bread in the fens of
Jjncolnshire and Norfolk. Tha eggs are greenish, spotted
« nil brown or black. When disturbed, soon after the young
sn> hatched, they fly round and round, repeating their pe-
culiar cry 'twit twit' incessantly, and are said to feign
Ismeneaa. like the lapwing, to decoy the intruder away.
Pennant gives the following dimensions of an arose/ which
he shot :

-• Length to Um end of Um tail eighteen inches,
to thst of the toes twenty-two, Um breadth thirty.' The
weight was thirteen ounces.
The plumage is black and whim. The bin is Mack, and

the Wr* a ltd loss are of a pale bine, or blueuh grey.
AVOYKR la • term derived from Um latin anW

ce/avs. Ar-mi or Avoftr was no doubt a French form
«• corruption of ssfco sTan. and was applied in general to
"** Wy anampun or guardian of tha church. In South

an<l Mwiuertsnd. however, a country aa antiently

"•"wfsally of ecclesiastical organnutton, the officers
** «s aspoliss of tba amassor wore induced to

authority by Am (Um which wa

in the country, vis., Um title implying n sl sai ti

tscal authority. Thus wo And in the beginning of the

thirteenth century, Bertbold, Duke of Zu>nngen. styled the

emperor s tdcocmJut in Umbo regions, and Rodorpb after-

wards waa sdvocatna of Sue**. This term, half Gernsaa-

iaed. half Galtieiied (for Um Bnrgundians then governed the

plains of Western Switzerland), became incommon perkukr*

Atoyer, and waa assumed by Um magistrates of sock tows*

aa bad attained Um rank of Imperial. This meant thst

they belonged nominally to Um emperor, which pnnlcr*
rendered them independent of. and on a level with, the

feudal aristocracy. The magistrates of Swiss cities asavnaad

Um title of /froper, but the title sank every where into disuse,

except at Berne, in which town it lasted till Um revoiutjan

of 1794.

AVRANCHES, a city in Um department of Manche. m
France, on Um sooth bank of the little nver See or Sees.

The distance from Paris through Caen is IM miles

4a°4l'N. 1st., and T 3V B. long.

Avrancbes is delightfully situated on the aide of a kst.

with the ruins of the cathedral crowning the summit. *Tb*

river winds at the bottom of Um hill, and falls torn Um as
two or three miles below Um town. The tide flows op to

Um bridge over the See at the foot of Um hill on wharb the

oily ia built; and brings up with it a quantity of sseal

which Um inhabitants of Um surrounding diatnet una to
manure. The valley of the rivor is covered with Ins ver-

dure and with woods which reach quite down to the shoes.

Before Um Revolution, Atranches had, bawd s Ms cathe-

dral, three pariah churches, two or three monastic establish-

ments, of which the Benedictine convent yet remains, s

seminary for priests, a college, and an haspiial. The
cathedral, built in Um eleventh century, waa puaaged m
the religious wan of the sixteenth eenturv, and mm
during Um Revolution. Tha republicans took Um Wad
Um roof to convert it into shot ; and Um weather haa <

parted the work of destruction. Mrs. Stothard, who visstrd

it in ISIS, says, that nothing remained bat a few broken
arches and pillars, with a heap of stones. A flat stone,

with a cop mgravad upon it, marks the spot where Kng
Henry II. did penance, in 1 173. before two of the pope •

Itgttaa. to Um murder of Becket According to UmM last

• Paras.edition of Malm Brun'a Qtogropki* L'i

1832), a single pillar and the above-mac
Um only relies. From a raised platform or terrace, in fr»*t

ofUm cathedral, there is • very extensive prospect over saa

aa well aa land.

Small vessels can gat up Um river as far as Um bridge

Hemp, flax, tees, and cotton, are among Um artsrtae U
trade ; but the city does not appear to possess any asana
factum worthy of particular notice. There are a good n>gh-

schoel (coUirt), a library of tS.M* volumes and 304 ansae
scripts, ami a botanic garden. The number af nss
brtanta is about 7MP. Many English tonuses sypiss is

have settled here after Um peace ef 1114.

Arranchea was known during Um Roman domintoi m
Gaul under Um name of Ingens, and atorwarde by ll at e/

Abrineatui, from Um people whose capital city it wan. ¥r~n
Abrineatui Um name waa changed into Abnncse. and aW>.<
into Avrancbes. As being in Normandy, it waa omder the
dominion of the trst Knglish monarch* of Um Norman sad
Plantagenet races ; and was considered as one of the t*al

warks of Normandy against the Bretons. These, however,
took H m ItOS, and rased Um castle and walls. The*,
last were afterwards restored ; and Um pines was further

strengthened by St. Loots of France, into whose Waa a t
hsd It fell again under the power of the Eaarlnh.
during the war earned on by Henry V . and tornag tto
reign of his successor Henry VI. ; but was rcwneswl rrrsa

them by the French in 145*. In Um retiirtmss wars af the
sixteenth century, ATranches waa token by the Hagniman.
who pillsged the charebee. It snhasqueotly embraced as*
party of the League, and was, after a brave estoaro, takes
by the troops of Henry IV.

The diocese of ATranches was established. N *s laps i I

about the year 4M ; hut the **eri«e wrs is not known. It

wss small, containing only 18* pan*be* • the btskwp was s
suffragan of the arrbbtthnp of Howen. Antes** ttoew whs
beet this saa, waa Um cetsbraasd rSerre Darnel lines. The
dmcoss dees net nast new ; hot the town, wtth tto rest «f
the dspartmsnt, is in the diocese af C outanres.
A Tranches is the

are

n Tranches at she saastsl of an arraniUn
i Um towns) of Gfajrvnan, la, Jsanes, nasi I
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nrihw of tho mwJm——1 is given at 47a square miles,

er J04.000 acres ; and the number of inhabitant* in 1833
ni above 1 10,00*.

The di*tnet of Avranehin im on* of tbe subdivisions of
Normandy, and included tbe baain of the little rivers

Olune and Sc*. Tbe Couesnon divided it from Bretagne
or Bnttany. The See and the Couesnon are navigable as

for a* tbe tide flows up, which is not above three or four

miles, if so much. The climate of this district is mild, but
somewhat bam id. Its mildness is attested by tbe circum-

stance that peach trees are grown as standards ; while about
Cherbourg, in the northern part of the department, they
arc grown only against a wall. Flax, hemp, corn, and
fruit, are tbe chief production*. Cider is made in consi-

derable quantity, ana is in good repute; but no wine is

mode. A Road deal of salt is manufactured on the coast.

(Mrs. Stuthard's Letter* written during a Tour in Nor-
mamdy, A}t. ; Malte Brun ; Bxpilly, Dicttomnaire Qeogro-
pKiqnr <ir* OmuUt et eh la France, *e.)
AWARD. (See Abhitbatio.<<.]

AWATS atA BAY is a capacious basin on the eastern

coast of Kamchatka, lying in tbe bight between Cape Qa-
vana and Chepoonski Noss, and the only good harbour in

tbe whole peninsula. The entrance, which is N. by W.
tree, it four miles in hmgth, and one and a half in breadth
at tbe narrowest part. The land is high on both sides, and
the succession of bluff points, with alternate sandy bays, pro*

darn a very pleasing enact On the S.B. point of the en-

trance is a small fort and lighthouse ; the latter it only used
when the annual visit of vessels from Europe is expected
with soppltes. This entrance leads into a large basin, about
thirty miles in circumference, within which are tho three

harbours of Rakoweena, Petiopaulovski, and Tareinski.
Tbe bay is bounded by high and well-wooded land on all

sides, except to the N.W, where the rivers Awatska and
Paratounca discharge themselves among swamps and shoals.

Tbe general depth of water is from twelve to fourteen

fathoms, the bottom level, and of soft mud.
Tbe bay abounds in flsh of tbe finest quality, which con-

stitwte tbe principal food of tbe inhabitants, and the whole
of their abort summer is employed in catching and curing a
supply for tbe winter. Salmon, trout, herring, flounders,

and smelt are tbe most plentiful ; tbe salmon are particu-

larly large and line ; they am cured by drying, without salt,

that article being scarce and dear.

In June tbe snow still lies even on the low land, but the

change of seasons during the early part of July is very
reptd : summer advances without tbe intermission of spring,

and tbe transition to winter about the beginning of October
is equally sudden. The bay is generally covered with ice

daring the winter, and the thermometer foils sometimes as
lev as — io° of Fahrenheit; the range during the first

fourteen days of July was from 44° to 71°, mean temp. »5°.

About twenty miles to the northward am three very high
mountains, the highest of which is nearly 13.000 feet above
tbe sea ; tbe central one is a volcano (of which then am
several on the peninsula) : these mountains may be seen at

the distance of ISO miles. The country Is generally filled

with mountains, whose sterile sides present vast strata of grey
limestone ; agate, jasper, serpentine, asbestos, amethystine
quarts, and other crystallised rocks, am found, with many
fossils, to which the volcanic action baa added the various

bras. The soil of the valleys is a dark rich mould, but as

the sea supplies the inhabitants with their chief sustenance,
the* have no necessity to cultivate the land ; a small quan-
tity of rye, with a few potatoes and cabbages, is all that is

produced' by their labour.

Wuhan the entrance is the harbour of Rakoweena, about
four miles deep, and one and a hall wide at tbe entrance,

narrowing towards tbe head. It has depth of water fur the
largest \easeb, but a shoal lies across the mouth, leaving

only a narrow channel on each side of it, so that vessels can
onlv eater with a fair wind.
Two miles to tbe northward of this lie tbe town and har-

bour of St. Peter and St, Paul, or Petropaulovski (pro-

uuunced shortly Petropanbki), now the capital of tbe pro-

vince, and rvssAence of the government and tbe commercial
agents, who have removed from Boleberisk, which is

about ninety miles to tbe westward. Them am two small
forts far the protection of the harbour, a good hospital, and a
school. Tbe town, which formerly consisted of a few huts
en tbe sandy spit across the harbour, is now situated at the
head of this snog little landlocked basin, which is capable of

containing six or eight ships of the line in the moat perfect
security. The town, flora being built without any regard,
to regularity, has but a poor appearance : the houses are all
constructed of logs; on tiie upper side of earn log a groove is

cut to receive tbe next, and a notch at each end for tbe
transverse log, the ends being allowed to project some
inches, and the interstices filled up with moss, whioh ren-
ders the dwelling proof against the weather. They am for
the most part thatched, the entrance is intricate, and tho
visiter has to pass several doom previous to reaching the
apartments, which am warmed by hot air com eyed through
(pes from a large fireplace or oven in the centre of the
uilding. The excessive cleanliness which pervades the

interior of these dwellings amply compensates for tho de-
ficiency of external beauty. Asa substitute for glass, large
plates of mica, brought from Siberia, arc used by all clashes,
except in the governor's house and the public buildings. A
new church, in the oriental style, has lately been built near
the beach. It is entirely of wood. The chief instrument
employed in the construction ofthese buildings is a long knife,
which the natives use with great dexterity. Most of tho
houses have gardens attached for rearing a few vegetables

:

in the governor's, at the time when we visited it, there were
peas, beans, lettuces, radishes, and cabbages. The popu-
lation of the town in 1 826 was about 400, exclusive of the
military; that of the peninsula 1900 males and 1700 fe-

males including the Aleoutaki and Koriacs. Every family
has one or two milch cows.

Travelling is performed on sledges, formed of a light lat-

ticed seat, sufficient to hold only one person with his skins
and provisions, curving up at each end, and fixed by four
legs on two flat pieces of beech, eight feet long ana four
inches broad, ana distant from each other about eighteen
inches, also turning up a little at each end. On this vehicle,

which is stained red and blue, and adorned « ilh bits of
coloured cloth, leather, tassels, &c, tbe native sits sideways,
one foot on the piece of beech, the other provided with a sort

of shoe attached to the vehicle by thongs. For the purpose
of stopping it, they have a long stick armed at tbe point
with iron, which they plunge into the snow at the fore part

of the sledge ; the upper end of it is provided with bells,

which are shaken to urge tbe dogs to greater speed. To
tbe vehicle are attached five, seven, or more dogs, alwsys an
odd one as a leader, and they are guided by word of mouth.
These dogs am of the wolf breed ; tbey are ferocious, and
burrow kennels for themselves in the snow, or under knolls

of earth, and am fed generally on fish. They arc very

valuable, a good leader being worth 200 roubles, a large

sum in Kamtcbatka, The same set of dogs will travel at

the rate of eighty miles a day for two or three successive

days.

The Russians have been so long residents among them,
that the native Kamtohadales are rarely seen in the town,
which they only visit for the purpose of bartering tbe pro-

duce of their hunting for spirits, tobacco, and iron imple-
ments, a supply of which is brought annually from Okhotsk
in the vessels which carry away the collection of fun mode
during the winter. Sable skins am chiefly sought ; thev
are worth from twolve to twenty roubles in the town, and,
with tbe exception of the sea-otter, which is scarce, is the

only valuable fur obtained; these two kinds are highly

prised in China, their principal market. There are also

foxes and wolves, and bean are very numerous, chiefly

brown.
There are two posts from Petropaulovski to St. Peters-

burgh in the year, one in April, via Bolcheresk and Okhotsk,
which takes four months ; the other, in November, requires

eight months, as the sea of Okhotsk is so obstructed with ice

as not to be navigable, and the whole journey must be per-

formed by land, making the circuit of that sea.

Birch, poplar, and alder am the principal trees : there are

also willows. From tho bark of tbe birch tbe natives make
domestic vessels for holding their milk, butter, &c There

am various sorts of berries growing wdd, tbe whortle and
cranberry very plentiful, and a wild garlic, of which the

cattle am very fond, but which impregnates strongly the

milk and butter with its unpleasant savour. The saranna,

a bulbous root, grows wild in great abundance : of this the

nativesam very fond : when roasted, it serves as bread ; when
boiled, for potatoes: it has rather a bitter taste, but is very

nourishing.

At tbe head of the bay is the river Awatska • it i* nearly

a quarter ofa mile broad at the entranoe, but soon gets nax-

2 A 2
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[Vram C°<|>Uia Bf*rW)*t 8«n»j— Vrmlh of wslrr la blboau.]

row. It is very rapid, especislly st the season of the snow-
melting, and if said to continue its course 100 miles in

N.W. direction, but is so shallow even at its mouth, that it

i* only navigable for canoes. The small village of Awatska,
consisting of eight or ten houses, is situated on the eastern
point of entrance.

About five miles S.W. of this is the small river Para-
tounra, and the land between these two rivers is very low
and swampy.

In the S.W. part of the bay is the spacious and commo-
dious harbour of Tarcinski, ten miles loos;, and three broad,
affording every convenience for a civil and naval establish-
ment of the largest kind, free from danger, easy of access,
in short leaving nothing to be wished for as a harbour. In
consequence of the high land, squalls arise with great vio-

lence, which must be guarded against, and the winds are
very variable in the bay ; but should the progress of com-
merce put the Pacific on an equality with the Atlantic as to
trade (against which no reason can be urged), Awatska
Bav mu.t take its rank as one of the first in the world. The
lighthouse at the entrance is in sr S? N. let, 158° 47' B.
long. Variation of the needle 4° 45' B. ; inclination, 64° 02'.

The tides are regular and strong : it is high water, at full

and change, at ] hours SO rain. p.m. ; the rise in the springs
i» 6) feet, in the neap H feet. In the entrance the eddies
aro very strong.

AWE, LOCH, a fresh-water lake in Scotland, in the
county of Argyle. It divides, for a part of its extent, the
district of Lorn from that of Argyle Proper. From the
head of the Loch (which is not above three or four miles
eastward from the bead of the inlet called Loch Craignish)
the sheet of water extends in a north-eastern direction,

without much winding in its shores, to the point where
it receive* the river Urchay, a distance of about twenty-
three miles, measured on Langlands Map of Argylcshirc;
or twenty-four, measured on the Map of Scotland published
)>v the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
The breadth, on an average, very little exceeds a mile,
measured on Langland s and the Society's Map*, and the
greatest breadth is about a mile and a half. If we include

the bay or recess from which the Awe flows, as mentioned
below, we shall have nearly three miles for the greatest

breadth. The Omrrat Hrjxtrt >>/ Srnttamd gives twenty-
lite miles a* the length, and the average breadth at about a
mile; but Thf BmuUrt of Srotlamd, Playfair's (Jrognmht-
ml nmi SlututimJ Dncriptinn nf Smtland, and Web-
ster" • Ti**igraplnnU Dirt. «/ Srotlamd, give the length as
thirty miles.

It m-eivea several small streams from the mountains snd
bilUwlnrh surround it The account given in T%r Butmtitt
,.( Sc otland state* that it receives a considerable nvwr at
>« h extremity . but this seems to be an error as far as re-
gards the south-WMt evtremitv. which we have spoken of
above as

1

the head.' At the north cost extremity « receives
|

the Urcbay. or Orchy. which comes from the north seat

and drains Glen-Urchay. or Gkmorehy. On the north-west

side, near the middle, it receives a stream from Loch Arch,

a small lake about five or six miles long, and for the mast
part leas than one broad, being distant from two to fear

miles north-west from Loch Awe.
Near the north-east end of Loch Awe there is a sssal

bay running to the westward, which terminates in a river

(the Awe) which enters Loch Blive, an inlet of the sea at

Bunaw. From the entrance of the inlet to the month of the

river is about eight or nine miles (Langland s sad Sonetj s

Maps) ; the length of the river alone, without the inlet,' at

about seven miles.

The surface of the loch near this part is studded with
small islands, as Inisbail, Froech-Elan, Inish-Cbonrwi.

Iruth Eraith. &c On Inisbail are the ruins of a small Cav
tertian convent, with its chapel, and on lmah Eraith the
remsins of a chape). On Kroach-Elan are the remains, now
trifling, of a castle, granted by King Alexander III. of
Scotland to a chieftain, Gilbert M'Naughton, on conditio*

of his entertaining the king whenever he passed that way.
Inish-Chonnel was for several centuries a residence of the
family of Argyle. On a rocky point of land jutting out tnu
the loch, and connected by a flat wide meadow, evidently

alluvial, with the higher shore, stands Castle Kilcbura,
whose square tower was built in 1440 by one of the Camp-
bells, an ancestor of the Breadalbane family. Sucreasste

additions were made to it ; and it waa garrisoned, during
the rebellion of 1 74), by a party of the king's troops, bat
has been since then going to decay. It is pre-emment m
the western Highlands, no less from its magnitude and the
perfect atale of the ruins, than from the very psUuiesqwe
arrangement of the buildings.

At this end of the loch are all its chief natural bean-
ties. Dr. M-Culloch, in bia Highlands mud Httlerm /**»
of Scotland, says that ' the only interesting part of that

lake is that which lies between its upper extremity in
Glenorchy and its exit. .... To the mere traveller there
is no inducement to pursue this song lake throughout its

extensive course, as it lies in a dull and uninteresting

tract of country In approaching from Iaverary the
flrst views of the lake are very striking, and, I may add,

equally magnificent and wild. They are very diaWiea
in character from those which appear in approaching frssa

Ty iidrum (an inn in Perthshire, from which yon g* by
Glenorchy to the lake), the water appearing to be a eon-

fined basin inclosed among lofty mountains, rude anal

ssvsge in their aspect, but lofty arid grand ; filling at once

the eye and the picture, and literally towering to Use easwaW
It is the elevated ridge of Cruachan which farms the distant

boundary : majestic and simple, and throwing its dark sha-

dow on the water, which, spacious as we know it to be,

seems almost lost amid the magnitude of the surraaussVag

objects. The castle of KUchuro. hence a mere swat as the

landscape, adda much to the sublimity of the •fact, as
affording a scale and an object of comparison.'

Cruachan is a mountainous ndge, which presents sseae at*

the finest and moat extensive mountain view* in Bcwtataal

It is computed to be thirteen or fourteen mile* in rvraut.

sloping gently on the side towards the lake, except near the
summit, where the ascent is more abrupt. The lasses it si

divided into two points, each resembling a sugar-loaf The
height is 3«69 feet above the level of the sea. The ssaea

are covered with natural woods.
Lorn Awe is estimated to be IOS feet above the level of

the sea ; like Loch Ness and some other lochs in Scotlass*.
It is seldom subject to freeling. Its waters abraxas' with
the most delicious fish. The salmon are remarkably gwaaV.

and the trout nearly unrivalled, and of all sue*. rap t»

twenty pounds weight There are also some char, assd

many eelt ; but these last the Highlanders hold a* stare
renee, esteeming them water serpents, unfit far the use at*

man. l>och AvVh. which may be ran* ids red as an asaasaal-

sge of Loch Awe. is full of trout, and at the resort mi gaiav
cranes, eagles, and wild ducks.

At Bunaw, at the mouth of the hi er Awe, there ts same*
for small vessels, which carry pig-nan. tanners' berk, keisv.

and salmon to Whitehaven, Liverpool, far., end impart Brass

ore for the furnaces at Bunaw, meal, coals, loathe*, far.

The name Ate denotes wster. er a river. The each, sssd
the river which forms its outlet, both beer N; aaal si as

incorporated in the names Bun aw and Inver-aw. I M'CaaV-
loch t H'gMmnd* mmd 'f refer* 111** r/flwrtawj, ate Jssxas
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AWN or ARl'STA, in Botany ; the beard of grasaea, ia

• rigid, often hairy, and frequently twisted brittle, proceed-
ing from the back of tome of the envelopes of the flower.

It m often employed for systematic purposes, in consequence
of the number of modifications to which it is subject. It

appears to be one of the veins or ribs of the envelopes, un-
usually lengthened, and separated from the cellular sub-
stones to which it belongs.

AX or AXK, a small river rising close to a farm called

AxBoiler, near Chedington. in Dorsetshire, and flowing
through Somersetshire and Devonshire into the English
ChanDei. Its course is at first westward about 11 miles;
it then tarns to the 8.W., and flows 4 or 6 miles, to Axmin-
ster, to which it gives name. From thence it flows, first to

the &.W. and than more to the south, about 9 miles, into

the see, near the village of Axmoutb. Its whole course is

thus about 24 or 26 miles. It flows through a deep valley
between high hills. Its principal tributary is the Vart or
Yarty. whisk rising in Staple hill, just within the border of
Socaerastshire, flows almost due south about 14 miles, and
jams the Ax below Axminster.

There fa another river Ax in Somersetshire, which
roes in the S.W. slope of the lfendip Hills, in Wokey
or Woohey Hole, about two miles from Wells. From
its source it flows flr»t to the 8., and then turning N.W.
runs parallel m toe range of hills in which it rises, into
the Bristol Channel. It* whole course is about 24 miles.
It gives name to the town of Axbridge, which however ia

about a mile from the bank, about mid-way between the
source and outfall. It receives the Cbedder water, which
rieea from the base of the Cbedder Cliffs [see Chxddsb],
sad flowing between the town of Axbridge and the river

Ax joins the latter a httle lower down. The lower part of
the course of the Ax is through marshes, (Ordnance Sur-
asy «/ Great Britain ; Skrine s /truer* o/ Great Britain.)
AXBRIDGE. an ancient corporate town in the hundred

of Winterstoke, county of Somerset, seated in a rich level
dose under U M. n.lip HilU, I Ju miles W. by 8. of London,
and 10 miles N.W. uf Wells. It ia a place of little im-
portance, and we only manufacture is of knit stockings.
The town consists of one street about half a mile long,
running in a winding direction nearly east and west It

has a good market for com, sheep, pigs, &c. on Saturdays,
and two (or u-runiint; to some three) fair* in the year. The
market-house and shamble* are near the east end of the
town, as ia also the church, which stand* on an eminence on
the east aide or the market-place. It ia in the form of a
cress, and has a nave, a chancel, and north and south
transepts ; a chapel on each side the chancel, and a lofty

tower at the western end. On the west side of the tower,
in a niche, stands the statue of a king with his sceptre, and
on the east fate a bishop in his pontifical vest The living
s a rectory is the gift of the Bishop of Bath and Wells.
The manor was once a demesne of the crown, and was
given away by King John.
Near the town the river Ax ia crossed by a wooden bridge

sapported by stone piers, the remains of a more sntient
structure. Axbridge. as already noticed, is a corporate
town : the member* ofthe corporation are a mayor, recorder,
tow* clerk, tan aldermen, and twenty-two burgesses; out
ef whom are chosen a sheriff, serjeant-at-mace. and con-
stable*. Axbndge sent member* to parliament in the reigns
at Edward I„ II-, and III., and was then excused at it*

own desire. The population in 1831 was 998; and the
amber of house* 1 79, of which six were uninhabited. (Col-
baaon's HUtnry o/ SomererUhire.)
AXHOLMB. or AXHOLM, ISLE OF. a river-island

in the county of Lincoln. It is hounded on the eastern side
by the Trent, and on the northern and north-western sides
by the old river Don. which Homed by Crowle, Luddington,
and Garthorpe, into the Trent, and formed in part of its

coarse the boundary between Lincolnshire and Yorkshire.
The old rriers Tome snd Idle fonned the western boundary

;

sad the sntient Bykersdyke. or Vicardyke, which runs
frasa the Idle to the Trent, may be regarded as completing
the orrssL In early times the old Don was navigable, and
boats could pas* by it into the Trent. (See Dugdale* Hit-
t~9 e/JbaWtaw and Draining.)
The his efAxhouiM ia about seventeen or eighteen miles

mag from S. to 8. ; and, on the average, five or six mile*
hsaad from E. to W., except in the northern part, where it

becomes narrower and ends in a point It includes a small
portion of the county of Nottingham in its circuit, namely
the village (and probably the township) of West Stockwitb.
Leland in bis Itinerary (drawn up in the reign of Henry
VIII.) gives the dimensions of Axhotme as ten miles in
length, and six in breadth.

The name Axhotme i* a corruption of Axel-holme;
formed from the name of the principal place Axel (now
Haxey, a mere village), and the termination holme, which
was used by the Saxons to denote a river-island.

In the middle ages, and indeed till within the last 200
years or thereabouts, Axbolme waa covered in a great degree
with marshes, especially in the western and southern parts.
At a remote period it was a forest, part perhaps of the
great forest of the Brigantes who inhabited Yorkshire.
This will appear by the following extract from the work of
Sir William Dugdale already referred to, which was pub-
lished in 1662 :—

' Being now come into Lincolnshire, I shall first begin
with the Isle of Axbolme, which for many ages bslh been
a fenny tract and for the most part covered with waters

;

but more antiently not so: for originally it was a woody
country, and not at all annoyed with those inundations of
the rivers that passed through it as is most evident by the
great numbers of oak, fir, and other trees, which have been
of late frequently found in the moor, upon making of sundry
ditches and channels for the draining thereof; the oak trees

lying somewhat above three foot in depth, and near their

roots, which do still stand as they growed, namely, in firm
earth below the moor; and the bodies for the most part
N.W. from the roots, not cut down with axes, but burnt
asunder somewhat near the ground, a* the ends of them,
being coaled, do manifest. Of which sort there are multi-
tudes, and of an extraordinary bigness—namely, five yards
in compass, and sixteen yards long ; and some smaller of a
greater.length, with good quantities of acorns near them

;

and of small nuts so manv that there have been found no
leas than two pecks together in some places.

' But the fir-trees do lie a foot or eighteen inches deeper

;

of which kind there in more than of any other, many of
them being above thirty yards in length : nay, in the year
1653, there was a fir pole taken up by one Robert Browne,
of Haxey, of thirty-six yards long (besides the top), Wing
near the root, which stood likewise as it grew, having been
burnt and not hewed dow n ; which tree bore at the bottom
ten inches square, and at the top eight

' About twenty year* since, also, in the moor* at Thume
(near five foot in depth), waa found a ladder of fir of a large

substance, with about forty »laves, which were thirty-three

inches asunder ; but so rotten, that it could not be gotten
up whole. And in Haxey Carr, at the like depth, a hedge
with stakes and bindings.

* The truth is, that there are so great a number of trees

thus overgrown with the moor, through a long time of stag-

nation by the fresh waters in these parts, that the inha-
bitants have for the apace of diver* years last past taken up
at least two thousand cart-loads in a year.

' As to the time when this woody level (which extends
itself into Dikes Marsh and Hatfield Chase in Yorkshire)
became first thus overflowed I can sav nothing, there being
not any memorial thereof transmitted to us from the light

of history or records ; but that it bath been to tor divers

hundred* of years the depth of the moor doth sufficiently

manifest which could not in a few ages grow to that thick-

ness it is of. Howbeit as to the occasion thereof, I may
rationally conclude it to have been through the muddinei*
of the constant tides, which, flowing up [the] Humber into

[the] Trent did in time leave to much silt [or sea sand] to

obstruct the currents of [the] Idle, [the] Don, and other

river*, that having not their free passage as formerly, they
flowed back, and overwhelmed that flat country with water,

insomuch as the high ground became an island, ss it is still

[we sec] called ; and a place so defensible, in respect of

the spaciousness and depth of the waters environing it that

Roger Lord Moubray, an eminent baron of this realm in

King Henry ll.'s time, and then lord thereof, adhering to

joung Henry upon bis rebellion in those days, repaired

thither and fortified an old castle, which had been long
ruinous ; for reducing whereof to the king's obedience the

Lincolnshire men, having no other access thereto, trans-

ported themselves by shipping in the year 1 1 74 *. So like-

• Tim nriaa *f lata satus (wbio* was Mat K«Mro"t ton out IW TmO
a»MM by UUad m ea IksMk sMa ofsst aknearua ofOilaa (sow
Owrtco). — a —

hi - -
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wtM in [the] 5e[th year of] H[enry] III. after the battle

of Kreahara, wherein the rebellious baron* were discomfited,

some of than flod hilhar as to a plaoa of security, for the

reason* above expressed. But after that Urn* it waa not

lone «ra the inhabiUcU of lhaaa parts, imitating the

good huabandry of thoac in other countries, who bad by

banking and draining made good hnprovemonta in such

fanny placca, did begin to do tha Uko bar* ; for in [the]

Ifst year of King] Kfdwardl III.. 1 And that Robert do

Notingham and Roger da Ncwmarch war* oonititutad com-

missioners to view and repair tboee banks and ditches, as

had been made to that purpose, which won than grown to

aoroe deoay.' (eh. xxvii.)

Many commissioners were appointed for a like purpose in

after times, but still • vast extent of marshy waste remained

in Axholme Island, in Hslfleld Chase in Yorkshire, and in

the neighbourhood, the whole forming a vast level. Tlie

impediment to tbo natural course of the rivers continued ;

and the water even in summer waa in many place* three

feet deep, so that boats laden with piaster passed over Hat-

Held Chase, and Urge boats, with twenty charters of oom in

them, crossed the island from the Idle to the Trent. Sixty

thousand acre* were estimated to be thus overflowed.

(Dugdale, as above.)

In the reign of Charles I., however, tbo drainage of 'this

level was attempted on a large scale. It had. together with

Hatfield Chase, come into the hands of the king as feudal

superior; and he. in the second year of hi* reign (1620), con-

cluded an agreement with Cornelius Yermuden, or Ver-

muyden, then of London, but by birth a Dutchman, a native

of the province of Zealand, who undertook, with the support

of many of his countrymen, to dram the marshes at his

own charge, on condition of receiving one-third of the land

so recovered. ' lo hold of the said king, bis heirs and suc-

cessors, as of his manor of Bast Greenwich*, in free and
common sorcage.* The owners of all lands in the level

were to receive compensation at the award of four commis-
sioners, two to be named by Vermuyden. and two by tbo

l»rd Treasurer of England for the time being; persons

hsving the right of common pasturage were lo receive a

compensation In land or money ; and a corporation was to

lie appointed by Vermuyden, and lands assigned by him,

for the preservation of the works.

The work was forthwith entered upon, and completed

within the space of Ave years, at a cost of 65.824/.: 'the

waters which usually overflowed the whole level being con-

veyed to the Trent through the Snow sewer' (in the southern

part of the island) ' and Altborpe river' (which seems to in-

clude what ire laid down in the maps as the new rivers

Dun. Tom, and Mle, for these empty themselves into the

Trent near the Tillage of Althorpe), by a sluice, which
issued out the drained water at every ebb, and kept back
the tide upon all comings in thereof.' (Dugdale, mt

mpra )

The work was no doubt an excellent one ; and Dugdale,

specifying the advantages resulting from it, stslea that,

since the draining of llaxey Carr*. a great part of H had
liccn sown with ' rape and other com' for three years toge-

ther, and hail borne plentiful crops ; and that many houses

liarl been built and inliabited in sundry place* of the said

( arr. The productiveness of the land may be estimated by

the aaeerti'in that it had risen in annual value from sixpence

lo ten •hilling's, and from two shilling* to thirteen shillings

six! fmrpem-e per acre ; that fifty quarter* of rape seed had
Iwn got from ten acres ; that the usual produce was three

ami a half quarters of wheat, three quarters of rye. and
ct^ht quarter* of oats per sere ; and that seven quarter* of

oats per acre bad been obtained for six yrsrs together.

About two hundred families, Dutch ami French <nf the

French Protestants who had taken refuge in Holland),

srttlcd in the recovered lands; and a rhapet was built at

Hsndtoft, in the island, a spot previously consecrated by
religious associations (a cell f.<r one of the religtnu* of the

abbey of Rt. Mary at York had been once placed there),

and central to the whole drainage. This was in 1614. Here
srr\»re was performed in the French and Dutch languages.
The original inhabitants made, however, eomiderablc oppo-
sition to the whole work. Proceedings in the Exchequer
Chamber were commenced, by the participant* in the
engagements of Vermin den. against those person* of the
manor of Epworth, in the island, who possessed the right

of common on the waste of that manor (smoanUng to

* Cms t> a ewasMs *w» aw • aww, MwaSw's saw*

thirteen thousand few* bandied eeres) ; and at teat the aflbsr

waa referred to the than Attorney-General, Hir John Banks

;

bat las award of six thousand aero* to the commoners, to be
preserved si tbocost of ' the partssipante, and oftbo remainder
to ' tbo participants' for their own share and the king's, did

not give satisfaction. This was in 1*3*. Tbo frrwbotdrr*

were dissatisfied with the award ; and the poor had lost tbo

power offishing and fowling in the marshes. Tumults arose,

but wen* put down by the law ; the evil disposition towards toe
new settlers, howcv or, remained ; andafterlbey had continued
about seven year* in tolerably quiet possession of Iheu
lands, at the commencement of the groat civ il war a general

attack was mode upon thorn. In 1641, upon a report that

Sir Ralph Hansby, who eupportrd the king's cause at

Doncaster with groat seal, intended lo march into tbo
island (the inhabitant* uf which wwra in the interest of the

parliament), the flood-galas of the Snow sewer wvre pulled

up by order of the parliamentarian * committee' at Lanct>ln,

tbo waters of tbo Trent ovotflowed tha level*, and Use now
settlers war* injured to the amount of to.OoW. In 1*45,

in consequence of groat tumulta and injury done to the

settlers by tbo destruction of tbo banks, ditches, ate-, na
part of the Rpworth common, tbo parliament made an order

to the sheriff of lineolnehire to protect them in the repara-

tion of their works ; but when he arrived in the isle be was
forcibly obstructed by a body of four hundred men. beaded
by the commoners' solicitor, Daniel NoddolL A gam. m
1650, when tlio award of 8ir John Banks was confirmed, a

still more violent riot took place. The rioters defaced the

chapel at Sandtoft. demolished the little village which bod
boon formed round it. destroying there and in the nogb-
bourbood above fourscore habitation*, besides a windmill

and out-building*, such a* bam*, stables, lie., and all the

corn and rape growing on that part of the settlers' share of

Rpworth common which bad not been artanaod in the

former riot

Daring the Protectorate, the eonfasioa in the island seems
to have continued, and for half a centrat after tha resto-

ration of Charles II. a state of insubordination prevailed

such a* no other part of England at that time prmonnd.
Nearly three year* after the original compart between the

crown and Vermuyden, a further grant of the r*morn ing
interest of the orown in the level was made over to the letis*.

for a specified sum and a rent of about •«•/. a year. That

rent bad been granted by Charles I. to tbo second ViDwes,

Duke of Buckinghsm, and upon his being declared eViia-

qnent, had been seised by tbo state. During tbo end war.

and the troubled time* which followed, it had ran morn mm
arreer. In U31. one Nsthsniel Reading, a hamster (a man
who, white making the tour of Europe, had engage*) in the

extraordinary afnur of Maseaniello, at N spies, and bad been

secretary to that personage), waa appointed to collect the

rent and the arrears, and to keep down the inswawwasu.

which he engaged to do for tool, per annum. Inamemsnal
drawn up by him in the latter part of his Me (imi be
states thst he had obtained • several writ* of s Ssara, sad
orders of the House of Lords, and drpotatsan* frees the

sheriffs of the three counties * ;' bad provided horse*, arms,

and necessaries, with twenty hired men. and often mors,

with a surgeon in ordinary ; and bad. after thirty -eae «et

battles, wherein many of hi* men were kitted. wwaasVe.

and lamed, besides numerous mutual indsrtmeau. pro—re,

lions, and action* at law, reduced the riotous inbabstaaft *»

obedience, repaired Ike church, settled another anwr.
and rendered the level* safe, quiet, and fluunshrnr Is

I 1*93, or 1694. bis fences and corn were bwmt ; in lew* te

and all hi* family were nearly burnt in their bed* aw Ire

1 inlanders ; and, notwithstanding bis boast of hevwig r*w-

I dcred the district quiet ami safe, his son's reap* were A-

I Uroved in 171*. Few probably suspect thai M*rb dw-

! orders could have Occurred in England at that tma* tm —
lone a period.

The litigation between the 'commoners' of EpwwSh s-<4

the •Cillers continued till 1719. In 1691 s new decree was

obtained, awarding to the commoners (inehsdrag tb sas M
Mtsterlon) lo.m seres, and leaving only »**» to aW su-

tler*. This seem* to show that the award of Sir J**n
Rank* (who had indeed acted as tbo friend and adrwaw af

Vermuyden throughout the whale proceedings) w»* i

and that the opposition, however violently real

"

not groundless. But the commoner* were n
They continued proceeding* in Chancery Mil 1*1*,

• Of tx*. Uarats. saw I
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Ikdr hit was Hamiaiil with eoeta, and thus the affair ended.

Far fella* particulars we refer the reader to Sir William

Duawiats'a warm already mentioned, end Mr. Hunter's SouiJk

}eraaftjBne*

It Bar ba aaentioned. that Vermuyden himaelf retired

•ran* the concern, after sustaining considerable low, before

the year IMS ; and of the foreigner* who settled in the

arret, few. if any, of tba descendants remain in the distriot

at the pswaont day.

The ami and natural productions of tbe island are thus

asoevthwd by Laland : • Proa the west point of Bikers

Dike wp along (the Idle) to tbe great mere, tbe soyle by the

water u fenny and morieebe and ful of caries (marshes).

The reasdsrw is meatoly high ground, fertilo of pasture and
rarna. The principal wood of the isle it at Bellegreve

Park, by Hepworth (Epworth), and at Melwood Park, not

fer from Hepworth . There is also a praty wood at Creole

(Crowie), a lordship a lata longging to Sellcby Monasterie.

.... Tha fenny part of Axholni berith much UaUe. a low

Pints l. rewu in burning. Tbe upper part of tbe isle bath

plentiful quaeres of alabaster (gypsum), eeramonely there

caalttd plaster: but eoeh stones aa I saw of it were of no

great thtknea, and sold for a xijrf. the lode. They ly yn the

ground ryke a mothe tabic. and lx> !> one flake under
aaathar ; sad — m«. « k..c ui (hem be rour/be

atones to build withal.' (Itinerary, vol. i. fol. 40-42. c.lit.

Oxf. 1770.) Camden, at the beginning; of the seventeenth

eentnry. grret us substantially Leland's account; but

he adds flax to the natural productions. The changes

wrought by the draining of the great level have been

already rtottosd. ' It was not till the farmer* on tliew

lands (of the '"Jflfl level) were more English than French
tc Dutch, that anything was cultivated but oats or rye ; nor

was tt till tha beginning of the last century that the plan

was adopts d a 'leslroying the grub, the great enemy of the

crops in low etui watery lands, by lime, which then began
to be brought In great quantities from Balby and Hexlliorpe

(near Dawaator) Flax, peas, beans, clover, and wheat, are

new tbe produc <( three lands.' (Hunter' r South Yorkshire )

Taking the island as a whole, the soil may be described

as very fertile: and in the map prefixed to Mr. Arthur
Young's Agri iHural Survey of Linro/n»htre (1799), it is

hseludsd in the ' rich tract' which comprehends the sea-

eaast and fens '' that extensive county. ' The soil of the
tela of Axbohn say* that gentleman, 1

is among the finest

in England; they have black sandy loams: they have
warp mad (lam formed of the rich mud, brought up by the

msn at high water) ; they have brown sands ; and they

have neb leasts, soapy ana tenacious ; the under-stratum

at Haxey, Beam, me., rs m many places an imported
pleats* stone.' In 1794. there were in the four parishes
*** Haxey, Epworth. Belton, and Owston, 18,000 acres

at* common hi a wretched unprofitable state; hut about

the eioae of the last century an act wit passed for in-

closing these. When Mr. Young made hi* report (in

1700). the ind asm) was on the point of beginning. At
that period, be -cmarked a resemblance in tbe appearance
of tbe country to some of the rich parts of France and
PVaadcra. ' 1 c inhabitants arc collected in Tillage* and
hamlets ; and I mo»t every house you see. except very poor
cottages on tbe border* of commons, is inhabited by a
farmer, the propnewjr or nts larm ot irom four or Ave, or

teen fewer, to twenty, forty, and more acres, scattered about
the open fields, and cultivated with all that minuties of care
and anxiety, by (be hands of the family, which are found
abroad, in the countries mentioned.'

Thai win serve to show that the customs of the settlers of
the seventeenth century had continued to influence their
• ueeaae after tbe names and families of the foreigners
had became in s great degree extinct.

To the agrw,natural produce already noticed, may be added
potsmas. onions, raps, and hemp. Potatoes are cultivated

to s considerable extant, bat are not equal in goodness to

those grown on the banks of the (Yorkshire) Ouse. The
errors aflbrd peat or turf for fuel. (See Stone's (1 794) and
Young's (1799) Agricultural Report*.)
The water m the low districts is almost every where

hrariiah. At Haxey It is to hard that it is impossible to
wash with k. If mixed with milk, and boiled, it causes tbe
ssilk to curdle.

This island hi in the west division of Manley Wapentake,
knd Inrraasi tha seven parishes of Althorpe, Belton, Crowie.
Epworth, Haxey, Lnddmgton, sod Owston. These parishes

contain (see AbHrtt of lAe Annoert and Return* under
Me Population Act, 1831) 46,980 statute, acres, and had.
in 1831, a population of 11.411 persons. The area of the
township of West Stockwith, which, though in the isle, is in
Nottinghamshire, wo fc*AYe no n)6oUiav of sUwortaviniDff t too
population is 635 ; giving 12,160 inhabitant, for tUe wnoi„

island. Tba most populous parishes are Crowie, 1889
inhabitants, or including the township of Bastoft, 9113;
Haxey, 1868; Epworth, 186J ; Belton. 1697; and Owston!
1409. or, including the township of West Butterwick and
Kelfiekl, T10T. There are two market-towns, Crowie and
Epworth. Crowie is 1 6 7 miles N. by W. of London, through
Gainsborough, from which it is 18 miles distant. The
weekly market which was held on Saturday has been dis-
continued ; but during the spring (from March to May),
there is still s cattle market on Monday in every alternate
week ; there are also three fairs, for cattle, flax, and hemp.
The petty sessions are held here. Tbe church, which is

very salient, presents a fine specimen of Norman (or, as
many term it, Saxon) architecture. Tbe living is a vicarage.
There is a charity school, supported partly by endowment,
partly by subscriptions; and two meeting houses, one for
tbe Wesleyans and one for the Independents. Tbe Stain-
forth and Keadby canal, which crosses the island and
connects tbe Don with the Trent, passes within a mile of

i town.

Epworth is 7 miles south of Crowie. and 11 N. by W. of
Gairjsborough. It is a long straggling town, tbe inba-

ont* of which are chiefly employed in spinning flax and
nap (which, as observed above, are grown in the island),

1 in tbe manufacture of sacking and bagging. The
market is on Thursday, and there are two fairs in the
year. The living, a rectory in the gilt of the Crown, was
held for many years by the Rev. Samuel Wesley, tbe

her of the celebrated John Wesley, tbe founder of the

ssleyan Methodists, who was born hers ; as was also his

ithar and coadjutor, Charles Wesley.
Haxey, once the principal place in the island, is now *
re village.

Axholme is in the diocese of Lincoln, and (except the
t o vnship of West Stockwith) in the archdeaconry of Stow.
At Milnwood, or Milwood Park, near Epworth, stood

what Leland describes as the right fair monastery of the
I rthusians, where one of the Mouhrays, Dukes of Norfolk,

s buried in a tomb of alabaster. It was founded in the
jn of Richard II. by Thomas Moubray, Earl of Notting-

ham, and Earl Marshal of England, afterwards Duke of
irfolk. At the dissolution, its revenue was valued at

2'JO/. 144. 7\d., or 237/. lt«. 2]d clear of all deductions,

i ne monastery itself was converted into a manor house.

There was also a small cell or priory at Hyrst, in this island,

founded by Nigel de AlMni in the time of Henry I. ; the
revenue of which was valued, at tbe dissolution, at It. 1 1». 8d
Scarcely a fragment of the buildings is remaining. (Dug-
dale's Monatheon AngUeanum.)
Tbe Mouhrays had a castle at Hsxey ; but we are not

aware that any remains of it exist.

In the PhiloeopMeal Trantaetion*, vol. xliv., part ii.

(1747) p. 571, is a singular account of the body of a woman
dug out of the moor of Amcotta, in tbe parish of Althorpe,

in this island. It bad very antient sandals, and the
•kin of tbe body was completely tanned, so aa to stretch

like doe leather, which it equalled in strength. This was
caused, it is supposed, by the influence of the moor-water,
which is (or was then), by the great quantity of oak and
fir timber, turned to a eoflee colour. In tbe same paper it

is added, that the oak-wood dug up (as noticed in our ex-
tract from Sir W. Dugdale) is as black as jet ; that the fir-

wood retained its turpentine smell, and that, when exposed
to the sun In hot weather, tbe turpentine would drop from
it. No worm would touch this wood.

AXIL'LA, in Botany, is the angle formed by the sepa-

ration of a leaf from its stem ; hence the term axillary is

applied to any thing which grows from that angle. It is at

this point that buds appear, whether they are to be deve-
loped as branches or as flowers ; and it is a remarkable
circumstance that they never appear anywhere else, ex-

cept when they are adventitious, and unconformable to the

usual order of growth. For this reason the position of buds

upon a branch will show in what position the leaves bars

grown, notwithstanding the leaves themselves may have

fallen off; and the scars whence they fefl have disap-

peared.
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Ht« axdla of all leave* contain rodincnU of a bod in «

malar or lew degree of perfection. and are capable, under

favourable eircumataneea. of bringing it to toll development.

Gardener* eometimee profit by a knowledge of thii (aw, to

propagate planU in which, from the claee manner in which

the leave* are arranged upon the ttem, it would be impos-

aible to increaae them bv the ordinary modes. Thus a

hyacinth bulb i* a abort branch with rudimentary leave*,

called tcales. growing closely over all its surface ; and
consequently at the axilla of each rudimentary leaf there

exists a bud either latent or manifest. Under ordinary

circumstances, two or three only of those buds develops

near the outside of the bulb, in the form of rlovei, or young
bulbs ; but if, at the time when the bulb i* just beginning

to grow, the central shoot ia destroyed, either by cutting it

across or searing it with a hot iron, the nutritive matter
which was laid up in the bulb, not being expended upon
producing flowers and leaves, will be diverted into other

channels, and exercising its vital force upon the axillary

buds, will cause them to derelope in great numbers ; and
thus the hyacinth will be increased with rapidity, instead

of by the alow production of two or three cloves yearly.

Although buds, or bulb*, which is the same thing, are

universally axillary to leaves, and, indeed, to every part

which is theoretically a modification of a leaf ; yet one leaf

cannot be axillary to another leaf, although it may seem so

in coniequence of the incipient development of an axillary

branch to whose system it belong*. Thus in pine trees the
clustered, needle-shaped leaves teem to be axillary to the
withering rudimentary leaf that grows round their base

;

but in reality each cluster of leaves is a small branch with-

out perceptible axis, a* is proved by the cedar of Lebanon,
where the axi* sometimes lengthen* and sometimes does not
AX1NITK. This mineral usually occur* crystallized in

flat, prismatic crystals, with very sharp edges, from which
it has received its name. The fundamental form is a
double oblique prism, from which Neumann has obtained
the following angles :—

MonT = 135°34' and 44' 36
P on M> 134* 4* and 45° I*
P on T-U3* a* and SO* 31

It is imperfectly cleavable in the direction of the faces

P and M. Its colour is clove-brown, sometimes inclining to

plum blue; sometimes transparent, at other times only
translucent on the edges ; its lustre is vitreous. The spe-

cific gravity of a crystallised variety from Cornwall is stated

by Mobs to be 3 * 7 1 . snd iU hardness o S to 7.

Before the blowpipe it readily fuses with intumescence
into a dark-green glass, which in the oxidiiing flame be-

comes black on account of the presence of super-oxides of
manganese. With borax the glass is citlier green from
won or of an amethyst tint from manganese, according as

it ha* been exposed to the interior or exterior flsme of the

blowpipe. By fating it with sulphate of ammonia and
fluor-spar, the presence of borsrw arid ma) be detertrd.

The following is an analysis by Wiegmann of a variety
from Treseburg, Hara :

—
Silica . 4S0O
Alumina itoo
Lime . 1?- su-

peroxide of iron I'i 2S

Peroxide of manganese 9 00

Magnesia 0 ii

Boracic aod . 2 so

I 00'0«

, however, ha* marked the iron and manganese a*
protoxides.

This m ineral ts not very abundant : it is found at Thorn
in Saxony, whence it is tnmstimoa called Thueserstooe. It

occurs at Botallach near the Land > Rod. Cornwall, both
crystallised, and farming a rock with tourmaline and
garnet.

AXIOM, a word derived from the Greek Uimpa. which
is formed from the Greek verb 4(t*», to tMtnJt amrfAjr of;
and thence to demrt or dtmamd. It was not used in the
time of Euclid, by whom the principles which we call axa
are termed itxmi /russet, or rowasow notton. The
waa not in universal use aa late as the year 1*00, at whirh
date we find ' comrnumit tmtrntta ' preferred to ' ones**.'
(See Chambers' edition of Harlaam. Paris. IS9S >

The term axiom waa originally peculiar to geometry, in

which science it means a proposition which it is necessary
to take for granted. It is usual to define an axiom as a
tetf-mdent proportion ; but this, though a true descrip-

tion of all the axioms which are found necessary, is not a
good definition. In the first place, it ia well known that
the geometer must deduce the properties of space in the
bast way he can. from the smallest possible number of the
moat evident principles; and it must be hit study so to

chooso them, that hi* own mmd. or that of his pupal «r
opponent, shall be at the lestt possible expense of com es
sion. But he cannot saj !»-r.irrl>an<l that ha
tkali be deduced from self evident principle*. Ii

a person of cultivated reasoning powers first approaching
geometry, and capable of being made to take a tiew at the
general objects of the science. It would not appear to his*

certain that he should be able to deduce all the properu**
of figure from those which are self-evident ; on the contrary,

be might suspect that he would be obliged to have recourse
to actual measurement, in order to icnfy tome eeaeatiai

preliminaries. At least no answer could be given to ham. if

be did express such a suspicion, except a reference to the
' science itself; and this clogs an axiom, defined aa a sWf-
' evident proposition, wiih a condition which can only be
verified by subsequent study.

In the second place, a self-evident proposition, as such,
< ought not to be called an axiom, because it is not admitted

I

aa such in geometry, however evident it mar he. provided
it can be proved from those proposition* which are called
axioms. That two aides of a triangle are greater than lava

third, has a greater degree of evidence than tome of the
admitted axiom* ; yet it is not taken for granted, beeaaua
it can be deduced from these.

The Epicureans are said to have laughed at geometry
because, among other things, it proves the proposition that
two sides of a triangle are greater than the third ; wkvh,
said thev, is evident even to a jarkass. who always mates
practical use of it in going from one place to another. Thss
evidently arises from the mistake that a geometrical i

is self-evident, and that all self-evident proposibous <

to he axioms. And tlie oldest remaining opponent of _
metry, Sextus Eropiricus, ha* a chapter upon the subject

( PyrrKumarum HypotypoMon, lib. ii. cap. II); on a tuck,

as on moat other things of the same sort, it may be saaViv

averred, that the axiom* of geometry tbemsrlse* are mark
clearer than the axioms of metaph) tics, on which the oo.su

sition to them is grounded. Pur it is not to be supposed
that the opponents of axioms take first principles whsrh are
mora evident than that * the whole is greater than Us part.'

or that ' two straight lines cannot enrluse a spare.'

The necessity that there should be some almost at evi-

dent from the process of reasoning. The deduction ssT

propositions from the comparison of other propositions most
bate a beginning somewhere, so that there must be at Wast
two propositions to begin with, the cttdcncc af wheat as

derived from other sources than reasoning. Every attempt
which haa been made to dispense with axioms sJu^.s
has. as might be expected, proved uuiun rWul ; soOM
or other in the process assumed theorems bate t*<ra

Tim more modern disrustions whirh have anss-n
axiom* appear to us to prurcrd front some taller ) ef that
sort, that the idea ron\r)ed bt the whole of a senu-ure sasxat

be more complicated than that omtctcd by any one «f aa
parts , or at least, that it must ales) s be necessary 1st eats*
separately upon the roiitidcration of the auxdtary forms ef
speech in whirh a simple idea is conveyed, before that stem
ran be said to be explained. As an instance, in that asast
simple of sll propositions, ' two snd two are the
four,' whirh by Itself is mmprrliended as soon aa
we nave the (by itself ) difficult phrase ' are the
pit ing identity, and leading, if pursued far enoogh, to nseay
tery abstruse metaphtsacal caotsderettona. These, in tfcesr

proper science, and considered with reference to other o» ) cat,

are net misplaced ; but, as applied to gsomttry. are ass)

only unnecessary, but tubversite of the natural order wf
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for however ranch may be said upon ran
Irst principle*, or by whiU;ver nam* they may be

called, there remains the simple proposition, ' two and two
are the same as (bar.* clearer, as a whole, than any one of
the explanations, illustrations, or comments, which have
Wen brought to its aid. There is, however, this to be said

fbr nanny writers wbo bare endeavoured to make such points

Win known than they are already ; namely, that the older

writrra. in their love of what is called the a priori method,
had Ailed their books with notions against which it was
i r iitj to contend ; whence sprung a confirmed habit of

masoning upon the nature ofself-evident propositions. Locke
(boo*, iv. chap. 7) on Maxims can hardly be intelligible to

a 1 1 a il if who has not some knowledge of what the school

writers have said upon our simplest perceptions; which
rendered it necessary to contend both against words without

meaning, as when they said some such thing as that ' know-
ledge is toe likeness of the thing known, formed in the
knowing faculty ;' and also against errors, such as 4

general
propoiitjons are known, at least sometimes, before particular

The axioms employed by Euclid, and which hare been
for the most part adopted by other writers on geometry, are

evidently constructed with no very close attention to meta-
physical distinctions. Among them we include the postu-

late* (which really come under our definition of axioms)
which am called by a separate name, miritmara, tkittgt dk-

mandmL We give them at length.

Postulates,— I. Let it be granted, from any point to any
point, to draw a straight line. 8. Also, to lengthen s finished

straight line, and continue it straight. 3. Also, with any
centre and radius {Itaar^pa, meaning interval measured
/ram that eemtre) to describe a circle.

-Commom Sotiom.— I. Things equal to the same am
equal to one another. S. Abo, if equals be added to equals,

the wholes are equals. 3. Also, if from equals equals be
taken, the remainders are equals. 4. Also, if to unequal*
equals be added, the wholes are unequal*. 5. Also, if from
unequal* equal* be taken, the remainders are unequal*,
a. Also, things which are double of the same am equal to

one another. 7. Also, things which am halves of the same
are equal to on* another. 8. Also, things which fit one
another (have toe same boundary) am equals. 9. Also,

the whole is greater than the part. [10. Also, all right

angles am equal to one another. II. Also, if a straight

hue, (ailing upon two straight lines, make the angle* which
are within and upon the same side less than two right

anyto. the two straight lines, being lengthened without

end. shall meet one another upon that side on which the

angles am less than two right angles.] 12. Also, two
straight lines cannot inclose a space.

The two axioms, 10 and II, inclosed in brackets, are in

aome copies placed among the postulates, and this we have
no doubt was the true original ; for it will be observed that

they have no claim to be headed mvai Ivvwat (common
notions), being propositions of some little intricacy, though
they am striper*, thing* demanded as necessary to esta-

blish the succeeding propositions. There is nothing in

the words of Euclid which implies that be wished to sepa-

rate ' problems granted without construction' from ' theo-

jwaaa granted without demonstration,' which is the distinction

generally drawn between the words postulate and axiom.

The whole of the axioms may be divided into three

1. Those of which the truth is conveyed in the words
themselves, and which could not be denied without altering

the meaning of the words. These am the eighth and ninth

at the * common notions.'

2. Those which have no peculiar reference to geometry,

hut am true of all kinds of magnitude, aa well as of spaces

or lengths. These am the first seven of the ' common
notion*.'

3. Those which have direct reference to geometry. These
am the three ' demands ' or postulates, and the last three

ef the ' mmmen notions.' What is required to be conceded
as the three postulates, is not that a straight line or circle

eaa be imagined to be drawn, in the sense usually attached

to these words, but that the geometrical line can be drawn,
which is length without breadth. This is impossible, me-
chanically speaking, the line being a conception of the mind
which cannot he executed. [See Line.]
The last of the ' common notions ' is a self-evident pro-

perty of the straight line, a term incapable of other defini-

tion than that which is contained in its properties ; that is.

we can make no use of the obvious notion conveyed in the
words ' straight line,' unless we admit some one or other of
its dUtinguishing characteristics, which is more definite than
saying that it he* evenly between it* extreme points. We
might appear to avoid an axiom by saying, let the nam*
' straight' line be given to that species, no two of which can,
under any circumstances, inclose a space; but in that cam
we should need another axiom—namely, we should require
it to be granted that there is such a thing as the straight
line so defined, and that we have not assumed any contra-
diction in supposing the above species of lines to exist It
must be remembered, that though the definitions am placed
at the beginning in Euclid, it is not thereby implied thst
the term* defined are really possible. ' Let lines which,
being in the same plane, do not meet, though ever so far

produced, be called parallels,' does not mean us to assume
that such lines do exist, but only, that when they shall have
been proved to exist, the name by which it i* agreed to call

them has been given.

The axiom 10 i* a theorem of more difficulty than the
subject requires, since, with one additional assumption re-

specting the straight line, it admits of proof. The assumption
previously discussed, namely, that two straight lines cannot
enclose a space, amounts to assuming that if two straight

lines coincide in two points, or if two different points of the
one can be made to lie upon two different points of the other,
the portions of the straight lines lying between these points
will also coincide entirely. Let it be granted, in addition,

that the parts which are not between these points will coin-

cide (an equally evident proposition), and the 1 0th axiom of
Euclid admit* of proof. Euclid, in taking this axiom for

granted, makes use of it to prove our additional assumption,
which, as he phrases it, is, ' no two lines can have a common
segment;' that is, two lines cannot coincide between two
points and not coincide elsewhere. But, of two propositions,

one of which it is found necessary to assume, that one
should be the more simple of the two.

The llth axiom, which is a theorem of some difficulty,

neither self-evident, nor even easily made evident, is uot at

all required in the form given, even in Euclid. For he proves,

without its assistance, that ifthe two lines there mentioned
meet, it must he on the side on which the angles are less than
two right angles. But it may be reduced to a very evident form
as follows : If a straight line be taken, and a point exterior

to it, of all the straight lines which can be drawn through
the point, one only will be parallel to the first-mentioned
straight line. The whole assumption lie* in the word only

;

tor Euclid shows, without the help of this axiom, that a
parallel can be drawn, and bow to draw it.

This axiom is the cause of the celebrated discussion on
the theory of Pajullsls, under which bead it will be more
fully treated.

It appears, then, that geometry is establisned upon two

results of observation, experiment or intuition, by whichever

name it maybe called, independently of axioms which are

common to the whole science of quantity, and simple asser-

tions of the possibility of certain notions laid down. These
two propositions are—

1. That two indefinitely extended straight line*, which

coincide in two points, eoinciile altogether in every part.

9. All the straight lines which can be drawn through a

given point, meet any other line in the same plane (with the

exception of one at most) if produced far enough.

At the same time, many other tacit assumptions may be

met with in Euclid which are not formally placed among the

axiom*. In the first proposition, for example, it is assumed

that two circles, one of which is partly within and partly

without the other, will meet in one point at least: in the

fourth, it is assumed that change of place, without change

of form, is possible. These would hardly be worth notice,

had it not been that among the formal axioms we find ' the

whole is greater than it* part,' after which we have a right

to conclude that no proposition, however evident, will be

taken for granted without being distinctly and formally enu-

merated aa an axiom.

AXI8, AXE. This word is used in so many different

senses, that it may be dofined as follows : any line whatso-

ever which it is convenient to distinguish by a specific term

with respect to any motion or other phenomenon, is called

the axis. Thus we have axes of co-oidmatea, of oscillation,

of inertia, of rotation, of polarisation, fcc., under which beads

definitions will be given.

Vol. in.—^ B
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The word. when used by Itself, generally bmuh either

>ofrub of Rotation, at axis < Au axis of rote-

tion, or revolution, is the Una about which a body turn* ; an
axu of tymtnetry it a Una on both sides of which tba nam
of the body am disposed in tba aania manner, aa that to

whatever distance it extends in ona direction Irani the axis,

it extendi ss far in the direction exactly opposite. Or if

perpendicular? to the axil be drawn from all points and in

all direction! through the body, the whole of each perpendi-

cular which ii within the limits of the body will be bisected

by the sxii. Much in the middle line of a cone, any dia-

meter of a iphere, the line drawn through the middle of the

opposite fsocs of a cube. Sic,

AXIS, a specici of Indian deer. The word is also used
renoncally to denote a imall group or subgenus of solid-

horned ruminants, presenting the same characters and in-

habiting the tame climate as the common axis. [8ee

A'XI US, in tonlngv. a genus of long-tailed decapod eius-

tscesnt. founded by Lcarh on Ariut $tirkyncMtu. which is

about three inches, or three inches and a half in length,

snd rarely round on our coasts. It has been taken near
Sidmouth snd Plymouth. Detmaresi, with much reason,

consider* this genus entirely artificial, and thinks that it

ought not to be separated from CaJkantuta. [8aa Cal-
liamisva 1

A'XIUS, a river of Macedonia, now called Vardar, which
empties itself into the Gulf of Salonica near the western
part of tlie bay. The alluvial depositions have encroached
greatly on the gulf, leaving a low and swampy land, inler-

B>!f! •»

r 4- «S!5

sected with numerous small branches forming islets of high
reeds, and rendering tba principal branch difficult to dis-

cover. The entrance is very intricate, being much ob-
structed by shoals snd sand-banks, but the river is navigable
fur the large country boats (from twenty-flve to thirty tuns)

for several miles. It runs about N. by W. nearly a straight

course for eight miles, when it is joined from the eastward
by a small stream not navigable tor boats (possibly the aa-
twnt Ecbeidurua) ; the* taking a more westerly direction, it

becomes more tortuous. Four miles above tba junction is

a ferry on the road from Salomes to Thessaly, and about aa
many more higher up the river is crossed by a solid wuuden
bridge on the road to Fella. The depth of the river depends
on the season of tba year: during tine summer there ta not
more than four feet under the bridge, but as tba bottom * of
soft sand, it is haaatdona to ford. From this point down-
wards tba river appears to have deviated from Us salient

bed. which may still bo traced about six miles from Salo-
mes to tba west, and to have taken a mom westerly direc-

tion i it is now joined, about a league from tba sea, by the
Kara Anuac tappereeuly the anhsnt Lydias), Huetag from
the Lake of Peek Tba nearest petal of the met is new
aluul feurteen miles west of the town of Salonira. ahence
ahem » « eamage mad to Bella.

TrieAaius baa ita aoasres ia the raagea betweea Scsrdus
and OrWlwa. about ninety miles us the wtenof ; it ia joined
by several email Mraeaoa. but pease* an town of importance.

Herodotus t»u kM) -» -mt,, f sstsstiu aa aowing
tajouirb swvadnssa. —1 —

- nx ska gwat ii il ii in tba
manual the mouth of the Anus Ia the age ef the swainsa
it- Ixius was the boundary between M) plows on the east.

and BoUuaie on the want, along the snore ef the gulf. The
emtoaufer of Strabo (book vn.) sava that the Axius is a
maddy stream : he also states that a branch or channel of

the Axiut runs into that lake in which Pella elands, sad
out of whioh tba Lydus flowi into the gulf. Aceuntma to

Herodetus (vii. 197) the Lydias and Hsusrmoa united be-

fore they reached the tea, but this does not appear to be the

ease at present, (bee Continent Mtrn/oMu.)
AXMINbTRR. a market-town in the hundred of Ax-

mimter. county of Devon, on the road from London le

Exeter. 147 miles W.8.W. of the former, and M miles K.

of the latter. It is called Axeminstre in /iomssdew BauA,

snd Axmyiter in old writings. It is said that the aaas* n
owing to King Athelstan having given the church to aetra
priests who were to pray fur the souls of certain earls and
others slain in battle with the Danes, at or near C'uim uft

in this neighbourhood. The college was not however kept
up after the death of the Aral members.
Tba town is on the left or B.K. bank of tba river Ax or

Axe, and is irregularly built on the side ofa little hill ruing
from the river. The streets are sunVtently wide snd asrv.

and the pisre altogether is clean and healthy. The i-hur-h.

which stands on the K.W. side of the town. » cumbrous
and heavy in its appasranee, particularly on the rn—V-

There is a Norman door-way wita enriched mouldings, three

tone stalls of unequal height, and the monument of sa
ecclesiasta? with a mutilated effigy. Besides the pans*,

church, there are three places of worship belonging re

sportively to the Roman Catholics, Independents, and
Methodists.

The ehief manufacture ef the place is carpets. In tats

it baa rivalled the productions of Turkey and Prrsa se

successfully, that the carpets of Aiminster am raassdcrwd

little inferior to those imported. They are woven m toe
entire piece. Woollens, leather breeches end gloves, and
lane, are also made. There is a market oa Saturday : bat
the business done ia corn has become iacoeaadorabse.

There are three (or, according to some sotbontwsv. tour)

/hire ia the yesr, chiefly fur cattle. The papulat ion of the
pariah (which is subdivided into four tubings, sad contains

•390 acres, or above ten square miles) was 2710 ia IsJ I.

The living is a vicarage, with the curacies of Kihmingtoa
and Membury appended to it, all in the rural deanery <d

Honiton. the archdeaconry of Exeter, and the dioon * of

Exeter. There is a school, in which twelve children ef the

parish of Axminster and two of the parish of Kiranogtea

are educated gratis. The master is allowed to receive other

scholars on his own account, and the whole are taught m a

school house built by the pariah above forty years ego.

The manor of Axminster was, in early times, the pro-

perty of tlie Crown. King John bestowed it oa tba Lord
Brewer or Briwere. After some changes M came to the

Cistertian Monastery at Ncwnham. sumo very senary re-

mains of which are st.ll seen near the towa ; sad trpssa me
dissolution of the religious houses in the reign ef llewry
VIII., it fell again to the Crown. James L granted m to

Sir W. Petrv, afterwards Lord rVrre, in whose family it aasll

remains. It it said there was (>nnerly a resile si Anus-
ster. In an action near this town, between the Rovshsat
and Parliament anans. in October. 1444. during the'

civil war. Sir It. Cholmondrlry, who commended
was killed.

The Rev. MVsish Towyond, an eminent
minister of Bvtcr, ess a nslive of this parish.

(Polebeie'a Ibttnty if /Afo<saA«n> ; Lvwsne'e ifag-sM

Britannia ; Rkkman s (S-JAir ArchilTtwri, sjV.t

AXOLOT L ( ' Hrmandei and Shaw K m lent

a singular genus of bstrsrluaii reptiles, belonging te t»»
perennibranrbutp fcroilv. or thisse whirh retain thesr g s

throughout life, snd duttniruished from other gersrra «sf the
ssme family by having four feet, furnished with tav
before snd five behind. This very remarkable growa\ r i

tuning at present but four small genera - the ^rW»»i. u«
MrnoSrunrJki, the /Vo/if. and the .Hrrrt— i omwrsset tat

only knuwa animals whirh posrss at the aaasv taawe

bvta lungs and gills, sod which are runseuwewtlv «rfs>-

nued to live either on land or in water. These. tt»ts i

fore, are, strvtly tpcskmg, the onrv true .festAtsV.*- am

nature ; fur though this t«-rtn has often been ee»pt»>»«>d sa a
very vague and indeterminate tense [too Asrrtiustal •**

the literal meaning of the word Mnrtt it to the artspaatisw

bam given to it, and deludes not only the ri puma mewU
to which Ltnnajus applied it, but even ta
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l»irs»-uuui»— liio frogs, the toads, and the salamanders

—

«hx-h. though furnished with gill* in their tadpole state,

thorn a* soon as the lungs are developed, and at no
1 of their lire* possess this double organization siraul-

Jr. The transitory union of these two great aya-

of ' respiration, aa exhibited in the tadpoles or the
" salamanders, bad long been familiar

physiologists; but their permanent and
existence was a fact much out of the way

of common experience, so that it is not surprising that

zoologists should have received it at first with doubt and
t*witation, or that they should have considered tho animaK
t emselvc* as the young of unknown species, which, as in

1 iinary rates, would gradually lose tho branchial apparatus

as they approached to maturity. Repeated observation'*,

however, and a king acquaintance with the natural form

id habits of these very singular animals, at length dissi-

pated ail doubts upon this interesting question ; and it is

now a well-established and universally admitted fact, that

not only possess both these respiratory sys-

al the same time, but even preserve them permanently
I their entire lives, and can consequently breathe

"air or water according to the circumstances in whicli

i to he placed,

the animals thus circumstanced, the axolotl wn-

i
and in a manner described, long befor

At the period of the Mexican conquest,

i found this animal in great abundance in tho

. ike which surrounds the city of Mexico, to the inhabitants

T which capital it then furnished, as it still continues t >

furnish to their successors, an agreeable and much-esteeme I

article of food. Hernandez, who seems to be the first writer

who actually described the axolotl, expressly mentions its

having been thus used by the ancient Mexicans, and add*,

that the flesh was considered as an aphrodisiac, that it w»,
ible, and tasted not unlike eel. Sue

:
authors, without taking the trouble of observing for

i content to copy what Hernandez had said

i ; bat distorting his short description by absurd com
sta of their own, and adding the figures of far different

whole subject became at length involved in

inextricable confusion, that finally all memory of

tbe axolotl was ioat. or the animal itself considered a

* Actitioua being. The late Dr. Shaw, however, who
•nceivrd • specimen of the animal direct from Mexico,

recognized in it the axolotl of HernanJcZ, as is proved by

has having used the generic term. Gyrinus, in his account

of it published in the Naturalist $ Miscellany, which hail

been originally applied to it by its first describer. though
liwn.n Cuvier seems disposed to deprive the British notu-

rahst of this credit, and to ascribe the solo honour of redit-

. .. enng the axolotl to Baron Humboldt. It is indeed truo

that Dr. Shaw subsequently described the same animal, in

the third volume of his General Znology, under the very dil

Went name of tirtn piteiformit, but this only proves thai

. -.,ns •. -. lit, i- B.ir..n ( u\ ier »ns hinwlf afterwards in

rimed to do, not aa a perfect animal, not in fact as the typ

< a new genus, but rather as the immature state of some
•fw»->r» belonging to a genus already known. To Baron
• !« wr him •elf. rmwever. we arc indebted for the complete

description and elucidation of the form and organic struc-

ture of this curious reptile. Two specimens, brought by
M Humboldt from Mexico, were submitted to the cxami

of the French naturalist, whose researches on the

; of their anatomy, compared with that ofthc kindred

_ in his Brrherehe* tur le* Hrvtilr<

sr. inserted in the zoological part or MM. Hum-
t and Bonpland's Travels. A detailed examination of

all the balraehian reptiles, and more particularly a careful

investigation into their anatomical structure during the

tadpole stage, and the gradual change which they undergo

m passing from this state to their mature and perfect form,

U*i Baron Cavier to establish as an unquestionable fact, that
|

•main of thee* animals retain both lungs and gills through-
'

•sat the entire period of their existence : but whilst he un-
j

tsasttabngly announced this fact with regard to the tirrn

sssi ssrotrsur, he was disposed to consider the axolotl as the

tadpole of some of the larger species of American salo-

naaders, an error induced as well by tho general simi-

larity which these animals bear to one another, as by the

»go ..f the specimens of the axolotl which were

I to his observation. Succeeding naturalists

M Carters Tiews upon this subject; but that

subsequently altered his original

dition ol

great zoologist himself
opinion, and candidly confesses in the second edition _
tho Waffle Animal, that tho concurrent testimony of all
original observers overbalances the mem deductions of the
Biysiologist, however plausible or apparently well founded
e has accordingly admitted the claim of the axolotl to

rank as a new genus in the Syitema Nalurtr. but a* he has
not provided it with a proper geneiio name, it is but justice
to Hernandez and Dr. Shaw to retain that of gyiinut. by
which it waa originally distinguished and described ; and
which, though perhaps not exactly intended by either of
these authors to be taken in the strict acceptation of •
modern generic appellation, may nevertheless, and particu-
larly in the present advanced state uf the scienoe. be con-
sidered in this technical sense with considerable advantage
to zoology.

The generic characters of the genus iiynnut then, in
addition to thoao already reported, consist in having the
gills formed of three long ramified or branch-like prorosses
on each side of the neck, four toes on the anterior extre-
mities, and five on the posterior, and teeth in the vomer, aa
well as in both jaws. The tail is compressed on the sides

like that of the common water-newt (talamandra palmata),
and surrounded both on the upper aud under surfaces by a

thin, erect membranous fin, which is prolonged upon the
back, but becomes gradually narrower as it approaches the
shoulders, between which it finally ceases. The head is

broad and Nat, the nose blunt, the eyes situated near the
muzzle, the tail nearly as long as the body, and the toss

unconnected by intermediate membranes. The singular

form of the gills will be best understood from the accom-
panying figure, which represents the under jaw and throat

of the animal as seen frotu beuetth. One species only is

known at present

—

[AsotoU. fljriDM M.IU.J

The Axolotl of the Mexicans (Gyrinui Fduht. Her-
nandez), when full grown, measures about eight or nine

inches in length ; its ground colour is a uniform deep brown,

thickly mottled both on the upper and under sitrfares of tho

head and body, as well as on the limbs, tail, and dorsal and

caudal fins, with numerous small, round, black spots. The
head and body are larger and broader than in the generality

or reptiles, and but for the long tail which terminates the

latter, the whole animal might tie not Inaptly compared in

form to a large frog ; the gills are prolonged into three

principal processes, with numerous smaller ramifications

from the sides of each, the whole being as long as the fore

legs, and resembling three small branches; the legs are

short though fully developed, and tho toes are long. Blender,

separate, and without claws. The communications which

open from the gills into the mouth are four in number, and

of . sue considerably larger than Ihono of the kindred

2B«
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MM ; they art covered externally by a tpwrn of opercu-

turn formed by a feW in the skin of the bod.
Such it • description of the only species of this lingular

nana which baa bam hitherto distinctly characterised.

St do Beaurois has. indeed, described an animal under the

name of Sin* Optrmlata, which, if not the Axofotl of

Mexico itself, appears to be at least a Tory closely-allied

species, but we do not possess data upon the subject to war-

rant us in considering it, even temporarily, as a second

species of too present genua. Still it is highly probable

that further researches will furnish the means of distin-

guishing other kindred species, snd travellers and observers

who have the opportunity could not employ themselves

more agreeably than in pursuing this curious and interesting

inquiry. The Axolotl i* very common in the lake of Mex-
ico, and, according to Baron Humboldt, likewise inhabits

the cold waters of mountain lakes at much greater elevation

abova the level of the see than the plains surrounding that

city. It is commonly sold in the markets of Mexico, and
esteemed a luxury by the inhabitants ; it is dressed after

the manner of stewed eels, and served up with a rich and
stimulating sauce.

AXUM. a town of Abyssinia, in about 14* V N. lat, and
about 120 miles from Arkeeko. on the coast of the Red Sea.

The most recent published account that we have of this

place is from Mr. 8alt, the late British consul in Egypt

:

that of Riippell, a German traveller in Abyssinia, is not

yet published. The town stands * partly in and partly

at the mouth of a nook formed by two bills on the N.W.
end of an extensive and fertile valley, which is watered
by a small stream.' One of the objects that first strikes

a traveller is a small plain obelisk, with the remains of
many others lying near it ; but the great curiosity is the
large obelisk, sixty feet high, made of a single block of
granite. It stands near a large Daroo, or fig sycamore,
as it is represented in Plate XX. of the folio coloured en-
gravings that accompany Suit's work. This obelisk has
no hieroglyphics upon it like those of Egypt, nor does
it exactly agree with them in shape. Though it is

quadrilateral, one of the sides haa a hollow space running
up the centre from the base to the summit, which, instead

of terminating in a pyramid like the regular obelisks, is

crowned with a kind of patera. At the bottom of the hol-

low space just described, a doorway is represented. The
reader may form a better idea of this from Mr. Salt's beau-
tiful drawing, or, in the absence of that, from our reduced
copy of it. The obelisks of Axum were originally fifty-live

in number, and four of them, it is said, were as large as that
now standing ; yet nothing is known of the period at which
they were erected, though we can hardly doubt that they
belong to a period not earlier than the Christian awa.
Among the other antiquities of Axum is a stone which con-
tains two inscriptions : that on one side is in rude Greek
characters, and has been copied by Mr. Salt ; that on the
opposite side, of which Mr. Salt could only copy a small
p«rt, he believes to be in Ethiopian characters, and also con-

jectures, with great probability, that it was cut at the same
lime with the Greek inscription.

Besides the obelisk, there is a Christian church at Axum.
to which there is an ascent by two fine flights of steps.

The church itself, which is not two centuries old, is 1 1 1 feet

long, SI broad, and 4u high, with a flat roof, and no great
beauty in its architecture. Another remnant of former
times, near the church at Axum, is a square enclosure, with
a pillar at each corner ; witlun it are a seat and a footstool

;

the whole is of granite. On this seat, tradition says, the
sntieiil kings were crowned. Bruce (vol. iv. p. 323) gives
from this stone, which he rails a freestone, an inscription of
three Greek words, which, he says, ' though much defaced,

may safely be restored.' As restored by him, they signify
' King Puilemy Euergete* :' but Mr. Sslt, and his fellow-

travellers Mr. Smith and Stuart, assert that there is no in-

scription at all on the footstool, while there is an Kthttrpmm
inscription on another granite stone, resembling a footstoul,

thirty yards from the genuine footstool. Mr. Brace's account
therefore is probably not true ; at least it is certain that be
did not see the large Greek inscription, though the Jesuits
had observed it long before him. (See Tellet, Hutory a/
KtAtnpt*. I. rap. Ji.)

The kingdom of the Axumitee is first noticed by the
author of the Ptnptut <•« Coast Surrey ) of the Red Sea and
part of the east <^«st of Africa, etc. This document, which
Is Ktll extant, was written probably about lb* ekes of the

second century ; but bow long this Axumito emptre had

existed before, we are not able to ssv. The Greek inscrip-

tion, which was copied by Mr. Salt, shows us thai toe

monarch of Axum had an extensive emptre ; in Afi<-a. a

was co-extensive at least with the present province of Tie*i*.

and his possessions extended even into Arabia. Throve a
the port of Adule on the Red See, Axum maintained a

oommercisl intercourse with Arabia and India : and it ese

probably for some advantage to be secured to Greek met -

chants from Egypt in the Indian trade, that the Bysantii*

Canars paid a yearly tax to the Axumile king until toe

commencement of the Arab conquest. Axum was tue

great emporium for ivory, which was exported throws
Adule. U'ertfJm* ; Hudson's Minor Orrrk C^vTrswjeVr. i

It may be mentioned as a cunous fact, that when the la
peror Aurclian took Palmyra in the Syrian desert, be Umai
among the assemblage of nations wittun its walls mm
Axumitee. probably traders. The By tantine writers, sorb se

Procomus.C'edrenus.&r.,csll both this Axumitee and the H*-

mentes (Himyandes)uf Arabia ImUami, while they carrfw .v

restrict the term Ethiopians to the Axumitea. It apawarv
then, that for a certain penud. at least for several centuries

after the Christian asra, the vague term Ethiopians was swl
in a limitrd sense, and applied to a people who tnha'aSsd

ooe of the lanre districts m>w forming a part at the aaodWta

Abyssinia. We may conjecture, but we cannot in the ab-

sence of all evidence affirm, bow the Greek language a>* te

Axum. and bow it came to be adopted by the native kmtv
The most probable by potbevs would be. that as the Greets
gradually got a footing in Kgy pt, and finally, after the use*

of Alexander, became masters of the country, so that rest-

leas people spread even into Ethiopia, where soeee e»*s

adventurers, partly by conquest, partly- p-rbape ta eshsr

ways too. became the ruling caste, and formed a dynasty M
half Greek sovereigns, whose resemblance to their own aa

two would gradual!) fade away, on account of last prsu-
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maty la barbarous tribes, and their distance from the centres

ef Greek ennlnation.
Aium iu probably the first pert of Abyssinia into which

Chnshsnity waa introduced. In the Apology of Athana-
m, which is addressed to the Emperor Constaniius Nios-

te*. tha patriarch gives a copy of a letter sent by Constantiiis

la Axum CA&apc) on tha subject of Frumentius. This

latter u addtw—d jointly to two persons, named Aiianas
tad Sataaes. without any indication of one being superior

Id Um other; but tbey are evidently addrowed at the sove-

ssigas ofAram. From thu letter it appear* that Frumen-
hat bad bora appointed Bishop ofAxum by Athanasius. The
fearer intimated that the imperial decree is as valid in the

Alexandrine as in the Roman church, and he accordingly

enters the brother* to tend back Frumentiut to Egypt, in

order that his appointment and qualifications might be exa-
mined by Gregory, who then held the tee of Alexandria, in

alare of Alhanesius who had been ejected, and by the other

bishops of Egypt [See Atbanasiu*.] In conclusion, the
emperor adirsasss the two Axumite princes by the title of

'meat honoured brethren' (iitXfoi nsuwrarot). See the

works of St. Athanalius, by the Benedictines of St. Maur.
vol. L pt I. p. 315.

It ie a singular coincidence that the Greek inscription

copied by Mr. Salt records the name and exploits of vfiixa-

aes. King of the Axumite*, Homerites, &c. ; and that

Sattaaas ts also mentioned in the tame inscription at one of
hit brothers, who, with Adephas, another brother, was tent

against the revolted Bougaritss—the modern Beja. Adephas
is not mentioned in the letter of Constanuus. The inscrip-

tion commemorates the success of the expedition and the
rloraoncy of the victorious sovereign, who stylet himself the
ton of Ares (Mara). There can be no doubt, then, that this

inscription belongs to the same epoch at the letter of Con-
stanuus. Athanasius was driven from tut tee about B.C.

3i*. and the letter of Constaniius must have been written

soon after. It it a reasonable inference from this letter

that Constanuus considered the two Axumite princes as

Cbrisbaas ; bat from the inscription, which appear* to refer

to the same personages, it it clear that when this monu-
ment was elected, the sovereign was a heathen ; and yet

the oobversion of the Abyssinitns to Christianity took

place at least aa early at a.o. 330. The difficulty may
be solved by supposing that the monument was raised

before the mission of Frumentiut; or perhaps better by
supposing that the heathen forms continued to be used on
public occasions even after the introduction of Christianity.

Another of Axum, called Elesbaan, it men-
tioned by Cosines, a Greek writer of the sixth century of

the Chnsuan hi. A comparison of the inscription of

Aduk. as reported by Cosma* [see Adclx], shows that the

inscriptions of Axum and Adult refer to the tame dynasty,

and thai the inscription of Axum is posterior to that of

Adule. In both inscriptions the king calls himself the son

of Area, who seems to have been the guardian god of the

family. In tha Adule inscription the king declare* he was
the Ant conqueror of several of those nations, of which the
king Dsrotkoed in the Axum inscription simply calls him-
self sovereign. It appears from these inscriptions that the

Akutnite dominion extended into Arabia, and comprised

the Huayarides, called by the Greeks, HomeriUe. [See
Abasia, p. 311, &£.] Dr. Alexander Murray, in one of

his letters to Sell (see Hall s Life of Salt), supposes the

vausassit of Adule to be nearly of the age or century of

Co**bbs himself ; and be founds this opinion on toe iden-

i»y. which be assumes, between the Axumite king Eles-

b-sn, the contemporary of Cosmas, and El Atsbeha or

Caleb. Bat the premises, even if correct, lead to no such

roncluason. As far aa the internal evidence of the two

uueriptkoa* goes, that of Adule is undoubtedly the older;

how far they are reconcileable with the list of Axumite
lunar* ts another question.

Mr. Bruce brought from Abyssinia a copy of the Abyt-
jbVsssb* Ckrmuim, or Um Bonk of Arum ; but this work has

ax vet hern translated. It is worthy of remark that the
' Arabse article Al or El. The, stands before the names of

several sovereigns in the antient list, though it is long

emee obsolete in the Gees.' (Dr. Murray.) The chronology

of these Axumite kings is doubtful and much disputed,

(Ree Brace's 7Var*£r, Sail s Voyage to Abyiama, &c)
AYACU"CHO. the name of a plain in Peru, in South

ft man-- in the dulrirt of Guamanga. It is bounded on

the east by the abrupt ridge of Coodorcanaui, or Con-

dorkankj; on the west, after a gradual descent of alone
six miles, it abuts upon the main road from Guamanga
to Lima; and it is hounded north and south by deep ra-
vines. Its form is almost a square, about four miles in
circuit This plain waa the scene of a desperate conflict

between the Spaniards and the independent Americans
in December, 1 824. This battle waa the result or nearly
three months' skilful muou ring on both sides ; of a suc-

cession of marches and counter-marches, during which
several skirmishes took place, the American troops always
retiring, and the Spaniards endeavouring to outflank them.
The royalist army, overcome with fatigue after so long and
fruitless manoeuvring, were in such a state of discontent, that
the viceroy always halted by columns, and placed a circle of
sentinels, of the most trusty men be had, round bis camp to

Krevent desertion. For the same reason he would not allow

is soldiers to go in search of provisions, and his army suf-

fered so mach from want, that they were obliged to subsist

on the horse* and mule*. Both officers and soldiers mur-
mured at the conduct of their chiefs, and ardently wished
to join battle with the enemy. At Guamanguilla, shortly

before the battle, placards appeared pasted on the tents of
the viceroy Laserna, and of Csoterse, who waa second in

command, accusing them of cowardice. On the other band,
the Americana were reduced to such extremities, that only
a desperate effort could save them from complete ruin. Bo-
livar was at Lima, and Sucre had the command of the inde-

pendent army. On the afternoon of the 8th of December the
Spanish army occupied the heights of Condorkanki, and
were within cannon-shot of the independents. The latter

occupied the opposite extremity of the plain, having on their

rear the small village of Quinua. During the night a sharp
fire was maintained between the outposts on Doth sides.

On the morning of the following dsy, the Spanish army,
consisting of 7200 infantry, 1300 hone, and a respectable

artillery, was posted a littlo below the summit of Condor-
kanki. General Vaides commanded the right wing. Villa-

lobos the left wing, and Canterac the centre. The patriot

army consisted of 5627 men, including 1000 horse. The
right wing was commanded by General Cordoba, the left by
La Mar, and the centre by Lara. At nine in the morning
Villalobos began to descend with his division down the

ridge in an oblique direction, and aa the files reached the

plain they formed themselves into column. The viceroy

Laserna was on foot at the head of this division.

At this moment Sucre rode along the front of bis army, and
addressed a few emphatic words to the men, which were an-

swered by enthusiastic huxsae from all. He then ordered

General Cordoba to advance with his division and two regi-

ments of cavalry. The gallant Cordoba, placing himself in

front of bis division, dismounted from his horse, and plung-

ing his sword into its heart, said, ' There lies my last horse

.

I have now no means of escape ; we must fight it out toge-

ther ;' then waving his hat over his head, cried, ' Onwards,

with the step of conquerors.' These words produced a

powerful effect on his men ; and the independents charged

the enemy with the bayonet The royalists resisted the

charge with firmness and apparent confidence. For three

or four minutes both parties struggled together, so as to

leave the victory doubtful. At this moment Colonel Sdva
charged with the independent Columbian cavalry ; and

though he fell covered with wounds, so intrepid waa the

attack of the Columbians, that the royalists began to give

way, and were at last driven back with great slaughter.

The viceroy himself was wounded and taken prisoner. The
independents then extended their line, and directed a deadly

fire upon the retiring enemy, many of whom were seen to

drop down as tbey attempted to climb the heights. At this

critical point. Colonel Miller, of the independent army,

placing himself at the head of the hussars of Junin, ad-

vanced, and completed the success.

Early in the morning Valde* had marched bis division

down the north side of the mountain, and making a detour

of nearly three mile*, bad placed himself on the left of the

independents, within musket shot. He was separated from

them by a deep ravine, and just at this critical time in the

engagement, be opened so heavy a fire of artillery and mus-
ketry upon the division of La Mar, that he forced it to (all

hack. A Columbian battalion was now sent to support

La Mar. but was also forced to give way. Two royalist bat-

talions now crossed the ravine, and began to pursue the
1 retiring patriots. Al this moment Colonel Miller made a

j
successful charge with his hussars on the hitherto victorious
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Bptirlardt trader VebW*, 4rar* them bask. Mid fcUo*«4

them across the ravine. The division of La Mar rallied,

and. rapport<d by the mounted grssiadiers, alio oruased the

ravine. Cokmel Plaaa, of the independent army, did tbe

tame with hit legion on tbe toft, and Lieutenant -Colonel

Moran at the bead of tbe battalion Bergs* on the right,

Theee two battalion*, eupported by tbe cavalry, made their

repeated charm •» successfully, that Valdei wat defeated,

and hit four field-piece* taken. Tbe Spaniard* now began

to rmllr the remains of their army on the height*, and the

division* of La Mar and Lara gained the summits at about

I p.m. ; but at sunset the royalists aued for term*. Canterae

rode down to the tent of 8ucre, and a rapitulation waa agreed
!

upon, by which tbe viceroy. 15 general officers, 16 colonels,

'

4*4 officers, and 3800 men became prisoners of war. Tbe
whole of tbe territory hitherto possessed by Spain in Peru.

|

with the exception of Callao. was also surrendered to tbe

independents. The royalists bad 1400 men killed and 700

wounded. The loss on tbe part of tbe Americana waa 370

lulled and 801 wounded. 1

(See Memnirt o/ General Miller. »ol. ii. ch. *xiv. **v.

;

Annual Rrgitter ; American Annual Regular.)
j

AYAMONTR. a city in Spain, in the kingdom of Serine,
37* \ t N. lat 7° lo* W. long. It is situated on the slope of

a lofty hill, at the place where the rirer Guadiana enters the

ocean. It is a fortified town opposite to Castromarin. in I

Portugal, the capital of the district which bear* its nsme.
and comprises thirty Tillage*. There are in Ayamonte two

|

parishes, five hermitages, two convent* of monks, one of

nuns, a (bundling hospital, and an alms-house. It* popula-

tion is 0347. three fourth* of which number are fishermen,
j

sailors, and ship-carpenters, and the remaining part are em-
ployed in agriculture and commerce. The women make '

fishing-nett and lace, which latter article is much esteemed

in South America. There are some soap manufactories, a
|

lew brick and lime-kilns, and some of common earthenware.

In the neighbourhood of Ayamonte there are forests of fir-
j

trees, which are employed in the building of ships. The
territory is not very fertile. It produces on an average eight '

bushels of com for one. The castle is of very old con-
|

•traction. The place was conquered by the Moorish king
of Granada in 1406. Tbe infante of Antequera wrested it

from the bands of the Infidels two years after (1408). See
Airraqi-iKA. (Minano's Dtiriunario, vols. i. and xi. ; and

t

Mariana, lib. ix. r. 16.) . ,

AYEES AKBBRY. properly AYiN-I-AKBARI. is

the title of a geographical and statistical account of the
Mogul empire in India during the reign of the emperor
Jdlleddin Mohammed Akbar flee Akbab], written by hit

,

vitir Abu'l Pail. [Sec Abul Faxl.1 It constitutes pro-
|

perly the third or concluding part or the Akbarnamrn of

'

the same author: the first volume of this work consist* of
a summary account of Akbar' « ancestors, and the se-

cond volume comprises tbe occurrences of his reign, from
'

hi* accession to tho throne down to the 47th year. A free

and often abridged translation of this work into English
was undertaken by Mr. Francis Gladwin, and began to

be published at Calcutta, in 1703. It has twice been
reprinted in England. At an original, and we may say an
official account of the internal orginitation of the Mogul

y

empire at the time ol its greatest pro»penly, the Ay In i-
j

Akbari is highly interesting. It i« divided into finir parts

:

the flr»t three are chiefly political and legislative, contain-
ing the regulation* of the different household, military, and
revenue offices, and showing the manner in which these
several department* are managed ; the fourth part i* chiefly

[

statistical and geographical, giMiig a description of the
scleral protinre* at that time comprehended under the '

Mopol government, and a detailed arciunt of tho uutirnl
iiiftitutions, religion, and literature of the Hindus, which is

]

very comprehensnc, sod in many part* surprisingly nccu-

rsle. Tlie whole work l» interspersed with a number of
table*, many of which are very iiislrurtitc, *nd it abound*
in notices of general interest and of great utility for the
history and geography of Asia. Among them wc shall

hers only mention the comparative arcmint Df t|,P principal
arras used in computing time bj different nations of Asia,
and a long list of geographical names, arranged scrordnig
to the Oriental plan of the seven cli n i air*, and stating
lb* longitude (from tbe Happy Islands) and latitude of
each.

AYLESBURY, a considerable town in Buckingham
thire, oo lbs) road from Loudon to Warwick and Bumuigham.

thirty-eight mOass from London, t*wotaf> Watford.
hampstead and Thng. and fotty and a naif through L'a>
bridge, Arowrtbaia, and WendoVur.
Tbu town at sttuaied near the centre of the ooumy. an a

•mail etovatwa in the midst of the fertile vale of Ay Utbsrr.
It is close to • small rivulet which cornea from tbe neigh-
bourhood of VYendovsr, and which, after pasting Aytoabary.
AtUa into too Thame about two mils* north-west of law
town. It consists of several streets and lanes i/T**ral*rlT

built. Tbe etovation of tho town above the general level as*

the vale caused tbe want of water to bo frequently felt by
the inhabitanU ; but tbe bouses at* now well swaptsssi wy
means of machinery in the gaol, which ia worked by late

prisoners. Tbe town at also wall paved, and lighted wttj*

Although Aytoabary doe* not give name to lb* aownty. at

•vera* to have the fairest title to be considered aa the oowaty
town. The quarter-

s

ession* are always bold bore. Lard
Chief Justice Baldwin caused the removal of tbe i

to thia town in tbe reign of Henry VIII.. but in 1 734
Cobbam procured an art of parliament for holding tbe

mar assise* at Buckingham t tbe Last i

still held at Aylesbury, where ab» is the eouaty gasi.

is the place where the county member* are

where tbe return is anrwurwed.
Tbe county ball U • handsome brick building,

the earlier part of tbe last century. Tbe old town-ball anal

market-bouse, built at tbe expense of Lord Chief J wettest

Baldwin already mentioned, have been lately replaced ay a
building on the model of the Temple of the Winds **t

Athent. The parish church, dedicated to SL Mary, at a sasw-

eious antlent structure, in tbe shape of a cross, with a towhear
rising from the intersection of the nave and transepts. Toss
tower, from its elevated situation, is aaen for many mils* m
every direction. Tbe church contains little that u remark-
able. There ia • monument of Sir Henry Les t lady, who
died in ISM, and a marble effigy dag ap boom year* *u>rw>

in tbe ruins of tbe church of the Grey Knars, tappoawst by
Browne Willi* to be that of Sir Henry Lea. who shed *a>

1460. The pulpit is ornamented with
work. Tbe churchyard to very large, and ha* I

Canted with double row* of tree*. There are misugy-
ruses for Independent* (formerly for Presstytawauis), Bap-

tut », Quaker*, and Methodist*.

There is a school, the origin of which doss not aaawee tw
be clearly known. It wat endowed with aoose I

by Sir Henry Lec, of Dilchley, in Oxfordshire, I

year I6f<7; but tbe principal endowment is a bssswast of

5000/. left by Mr. Henry Phillips of London, m 1714, astd

invested in tbe purrhate of land, which, with the ether re-

sources of the school, produce* an income of nearly 54 at*.

Tbe school buildings are adjacent to the ehurahyaed. aaw)

consist of two bouses, one for tbe bead or Latin

the oilier for the writing or English master, with a
room connecting the two. In this school-mom IM beysaiw
taught by the English master, wbde twenty ***** are Sa-

ttrueted by tlie bead master in the different aranch— ef a
classical and mathematical education. In a building adssaw-

ing ami belonging to the church, supposed tw base basest

originally a chantry chapel. There is a charity. 4sawass
nated, from the name of the founder, Bedfoid a rbar tv.

deriving a yearly income of about Hi/, from
lands, which income is employed in repairing the i

and about the town, or distributed in I

the poor. There are five large cottages near the ca
gate, occupied sa alms-bouses, bequeathed by a ********* **f

the name of Hickman, in together wit* ***** ether
l<n>perti, the net proceed* of which (about 6*7 per aasamm i

are distributed in aim* to the poor. There 1* ***** • awsv
Milrrahle property left bv William Harding of Walton, an
1*19. for the purr*wo of* apprenticing par children. An
apprentice fee of ivl is guru with each child, and tswrSewat

host and girls are on an ssetag* bound yearly Thar*
are many minor charities, (AVts-rf r/ 0*a*ss*tvsw»ta*»w •/
Chanhrt. January. 1811.)

Tbe only manufacture carried on In the town to of
There I* a market on Saturday, principally fee eon*, aa
fairs in the year, rlnrfly for tlie tale ef cattle A I

once helil on Wednesday has been diansed.

Aylesbury was ma/te * corporate town and a parbaaasvaterv
borough by charter of Queen Mary, in li.lt. TV* stjeyavw-

ti'Mi ciinsitted of a bailiff, ten aldermen, and twetvw eataaasl

burgvste* ; but the powers of lb* chartermaired (to iar as)
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tha rwraantion was concerned) in * few years after it wn§
granted, in consequence of neglect in Ailing up the vacan-

cw rained by death ; and the right of voting for the mem-
ber* of parliament, which had been at first in the corporation,

pa*«ed to the inhabitants paying scot and lot. In the early

part of the laat century occurred the cue of Aahby and
Whita, which brought on a aerioua difference between the
two housaa of parliament. Ashby claimed to be a voter of
Aylesbury, ana brought an action at law against White and
other*, the returning officers, for refusing his vote. He ob-

tained a verdict ; but the Court of Queen's Bench, before

which tba case was subsequently brought, gave judgment in

favour of the defendants. A writ of error was brought into

the House) of Lords, who reversed the judgment of the Court
of Quean's Bench. Hie House of Commons claimed the !

sole jurisdiction in all matters relating to the right of

electing their own members; and on the 2Mb. January,
17*3-4, passed some strong resolutions on, the subject,

ordering Ashby guilty of a breach of privilege. An
attempt on the part of Ashby to follow up the proceedings,

and the insulation of new legal proceedings against White
ami his brother officer* by other parties, roused the spirit of
l be Common*, who committed the parties to the new pro-

ceedings to Newgate, and their attorney to the custody of
the serjeant-at-arms. The prisoners moved for an habeas
carpus in the Court of Queen's Bench, but being remanded
b) that court, they petitioned the queen for a writ of error

to bring the last proceeding into the House of Lords. The
Commono ordered the parsons professionally engaged in

these legal measures to be taken into custody ; and some
of tham were taken, but the Lords granted them a protec-

tion, and passed resolutions declaring that neither house of
parliament oooVd create to themselves any new privilege,

not warranted by the known laws and customs of parlia-

ment— that every freeman might seek redress for supposed
injuries in a court of taw—that the Commons in committing
the persons who instituted the new proceedings liad created

a new pnvuege, and had, * as far as in them lay, subjected
the rights of Fnejinhmeej, and the freedom of their persons,

to thai arbitrary rates of Ik* House of Commons.' They also

condemned that House far censuring or punishing the pro-

fessional men, and declared a writ of error to be ' not a writ

of grace, but of right.' The) Houses had several conferences

;

fresh eomnuttels to the custody of the serjeant-at-arms were
is passed by the Commons, directing

' not to make any return of or yield any obedience

to the write of Habeas Corpus on behalf of some of the

aarassta ata i iouslT in custody, assuring bun of the protection

of the House. Ultimately proceedings were stopped by the

i of Parliament. Since this time actions have
i|ojantly brought against relurmng-ofticers, and ver-

dicts obtained : to that the Commons were in effect defeated.

The parliamentary history of Aylesbury present* another

rowers able incUauL In isu-i. in consequence of the cor*

rwptaan of the scot and kit voters, the ngui ui voting was ex-

tended to the freeholders of 'the Three Hundred* of Ayles-
bury, eotajotntty with the inhabitants of the town not re-

eemof alma. (Okueld a Rtprttntativ* Miliary qf Great
Brstara.)

The pariah of AyWabufy includes the hamlet of Walton,
ton e was formerly a ehaeeL The rectory forms the en-
aViwaacDt of a prebend in the cathedral of Lincoln, within

erbarh duress Aylesbury lies, and in the archdeaconry of
Buckingham : the vicarage in in the gift of the prebendary.

Tea population of the pariah was in 1831 about 5000, and
the area was Mat) acres. Many of the inhabitant* of the

aawKhbonifcand derive support from their skill in breeding

aaaV tearing dock*, though the method pursued is by no
msans creditable to their humanity. They tend • oonti-

dwrahte munber of ducklings to the metropolis about Christ-

Aytooeawy ie a vary antient town, and is said to have been
one of the straasyeat garrisons ofthe Britons in their struggle

, who took it in S7I : from which time iu
t appear in history, till the great civil war in the

i af Charles I., when it was garrisoned for the parlia-

yaars 1*44, 1641. The British name is

called it Aaxterbunxe (Aeglceburge).

Maraaiaaf Aueebnry,
Uaata nutate town.

it appears under the name of Klesberie.

ie written Aleabury ; and in Camden, Ailee-
' ie retained in the title of

Jy of BradeneU Bruce

|
There was a boute of Grey Friar* at the south end ofme

town, founded by James Karl of Orroond in 1387, but it
was very poor ; the revenue, at the general suppression of
religious houses under Henry VIII.. being valued only at
3/. it. id. per annum. It became Ibe seal of Sir J. Bald-
win, Lord Chief Ju.ticc of the Common Pleas, to whom
Henry VIII. granted it, and afterwards of the Pack-
iiigton family ; but it was so rauoh damaged in the
great civil war, that it was never afterwards iuhabiied br
them.
Tho vale of Aylesbury extends on the S.W. to Thame.

The other boundaries, except on the south side, are rather
difficult to ascertain. Lelaud makes the talc extend 'other-
way* to Buckingham, to Slonyc Stratford, to Newport
Pained, and alonge from Aleobury by the Rooies of Chil-
tern Hillea almost to Dunstable.' ' The Chiltern Hills
bound the vale on the south side, and run in a direction
E.N.E. and W.S.W., nearly across the country. They are
formed of chalk. The vale is better cal< ulated for grating
land than almost any in the kingdom ; but when the agri-
cultural report of this county was drawn up (in 1794), the
method of (arming serins to have been little creditable to the
skill and attention of the agriculturists. Grating and dairy
farming seem to be at present the chief objects of attention.
Camden (iu tho beginning of the seventeenth century) says,
' round about (the town of Aylesbury) on every side are
numerous Hocks of sheep, loaded with wool, and yielding
great profit to their owners.' ( Ly sons' s Magna Britannia

;

Beauties <if England and fVaUi.)
AYLESFORD. a village in Kent, on the right hank of

the Medway, a little to the left of the road from London
to Maidstone, thirty-two miles and a half from the former,
and about three mile* and a half from tho latter. The
village consists only of one street. Tho church, a handsome
building, with a sq< towi r it tho west end, is situated
on an eminence at the back of the village. It contains a
costly monument of Sir John Banks bait., who died 1690.
The ground rises so abruptly, that the churchyard is higher
than the chimneys oi ine nouses in ine street. There is a
stone bridge of six arches over the Medway ; and in Ayles-
ford- street is a building erected for an alms-house, and
endowed by the will of John Sedley, in 1605, for a warden
and six poor persons ; but the greater part of the property

has been perverted to private use, though now, by means of
the commissioners for inquiring concerning charities, it is

likely'to be recovered, and the charity re-established. Ayles-
ford has one Coir in the year, on the J9lh of June. The
parish extends on both sides of the river - it contains 3330
acres, and bad in 1831 a population of 1301 persons. It

includes the hamlet of Milbalo, on the left bank of the

Medway, and in the civil jurisdiction of the Corporation of
Maidstone.
The living is a vicarage in the gift of the Dean and

Chapter of Rochester. It is in the diocese and archdeaconry
of Rochester. The church was granted by Henry I. to the
bishops of Rochester. One of these gave it to the priory
of that city ; but by one of his successors it was, towards
the close of the twelfth century, transferred to the newly-
founded hospital at Stroud. Tho monks of Rochester priory

appealed to the Pope ; and after many years contest, and
many decrees and confirmations in favour of each party, it

remained with the hospital, the master of that institution

appointing a near to celebrate divine service. Just before

the dissolution of the religious houses, the master and
brethren of the hospital resigned their hospital and all its

possessions to the prior and convent of Rochester; and
when, by the dissolution, the possessions of the priory came
into the hands of the king, he granted the advowson of the

vicarage to the Dean and Chapter of Rochester, in which it

is still vested.

An endowment of 20/. per annum for a charity-school was
itcqucathcd by a Dr. Charles Milner, of Preston Hall, in

this parish, who died in 1771.

Close to the Medway, a small distance west of the village,

was a Carmelite friary, founded a.d. 1240, by, or under

the patronage of. Lard Grey of Codner. At the suppression

of monasteries, the site, precinct, and lands of this were
granted to Sir Thomas Wvatt. and on the rebellion of bia

son in the reign of Queen Mary were forfeited to the crown.

Queen Elizabeth granted them to the Sedlev family, and

they are now in the possession of the family of Finch. Saris

of Ay leaford. In the mansion of this family, and in the do

metlie offices, many portions of the friary buildings are still
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Tmbte. We tab tW Ubraf description from Hasted s

'TW twfci part of thcantjcnt priory remains wj fair,

and *rr far taw least demolished of any conventual edifice

The greet fate from the roed u yet entire.

It iei— at a huge tqnare court, in which are aeen all the
aWr-ways to the cell*. The aide where the high buttresses

are XV. oo the left hand within the gale, was the great hall

or ieeM.ua i . now divided into rooms. The kitchen was like-
wise oo the east ude of the square, as appears by the large

*re-S*cr*inooe part of it. The chapel was that part of the
:t=* which stands east and west ; the north side of it

fronts the garden as the south does the nver ; the east win-
dow of u was where now is the dining-room or gallery-door
w«h the iron balcony facing the town. The principal part
of this pray, as the halt, chapel, cloisters, &c, was con-
verted into stately apartments by Sir John Banks (who re-
nd«-d here in the latter part of the seventeenth century),
and the cloisters were by him inclosed and paved with white
and black marble. There is a fair high stone wall which
fronts the road and incloses the garden, the same as when
in Us antient state.*— (Vol. ir. 2d ed. 179% )

There are in the parish the ruins of the antient free
chapel of Longsole. now u«ed as a barn, and called, from its

lonely situation, 'The Hermitage.' It is about two miles
from the town, on the other side of the Medway. On the
window-frame of a large antient barn (belonging to Preston
Hall in this parish), built of stone, as well as on an out-
house near it, also of stone, and on a chimney-piece, are the
letters TC with the date 1 102 in Arabic figures. The use
of these at so early a period has given rise to much discus-
sion among antiquaries : the inscription is probably of a
much later date, and refers not to the date of lite erection of
the building.

But the most remarkable monument of antiquity is that

called Kit's Cotv House, situated on the brow of a hill,

about a mile N.R. of the village. It is composed of four
large stones, of the stone called Kentish rag, according to

Grose ; while Hasted vaguely describes them as being ' of
the pebble kind.* The following description of this monu-
ment is given by Stow in bis Chronicle, and quoted by
Mr. Colebrooke in the ArrAteologia, vol. ii. p. I IS (pub.

1773) :—' I have myself, in company with divers worshipful

and learned gentlemen, beheld it in anno 1590, and is of
four Hat stones, one of them standing upright in the middle
of two others, inclosing the edge sides of the first, and the

fourth laid flat aloft the other three, and is of such height
thai men may stand on either side the middle stone in time
of storm or tempest safe from wind and rain, being defended
with the breadth of the stones, having one at their backs,
one on either side, and the fourth over their heads ; and
about a coil's cast from this monument lieth another great

stone, much part thereof in the ground, as fallen down
where the same had been affixed.' * This last stone,' savs

Mr. Colebrooke. ' lies about seventy paces to the N.W. in the

same field. The thickness is half buried ; but from its

r
resent position, it seems as if it had once stood upright.'

t has since been buried ' for the convenience of agriculture.'

It may be observed, that the openings formed by the stones

of Kit's Coty House are not of equal dimensions, but the

larger one fronts between E. and N.K., whence some writers

(as Grose) describe them as forming three sides of a square.

The upper stuns) is not quite parallel to the boriton. but in-

clines towards the W. or S.W. opening, in an angle of about
nine degrees. The dimensions of the stones are as follows

We take them from Grose's Anliquitie:

Upright stone on the N. or N.W. side, eight feet high,

eight feet broad,* two feet thick : estimated weight, eight

and a half tons.

Upright stone on the 8. or S K. side, eight feet high,

seven and a half feet broad, two feet thick, estimated
wright. eight tons.

Upright stone between these, very irregular, medium
dimensions, five leet high,* five feet broad, fourteen inches
thick : estimated weight, about two tons.

Upper stone, very irregular, eleven feet long, eight feet
broad, two feet thick: estimated weight, about ten tons,
seven ewta.

None of the atones have any marks of workmanship.

*-r< Is WuM. mmJI nthrt sa> la

TW ikmmmtmmt ff*vs

(Kit's Caty IImw.]

At the distance of two fields southward from Kit's Otv
House, in the bottom nearer to Aylesford, is a heap of the
like kind of stones, some of which are partly upright, aasl

others lying in a circle round them, in all to the number of
nine or ten. Those that are partly upright, with a large
one lying acmss them, appear to have once formed a kind
of structure like that of Kit's Coty House, and to has*
had the same aspect: the whole heap is now intcrgrown
with elms and other coppice shrubs. This monument
of antiquity is supposed to have been demolished by some
persons digging a trench beneath it. in hope of finding
treasure. (Hasted* Hitlory of Kent.) Still nearer to
Aylesford is a remarkable stone, called, from its shape, the
Coffin.

Respecting the origin of Kit's Cory House, as well as of
its singular name, different opinions are entertained It

appears that about a.d. 455. soon after the arrival of the
Saxons in England, under Hengist and Hons, when hn»t>

lities broke out between them slid the Britons, a battle *>•*
place at Atlesford, one of the three which are thought %»

have compelled the Saxons to leave the island fur a law
(Turners Hillary of Ike Anglo-Saxon, book m. e. I.) In
this battle, Caligern, brother of Guortemir. or Vorbmer. the
British commander, fell, as also Horsa, one of the Sax *
chieftains. It is commonly supposed that this is the nsutis-

ment of Catigem ; and the name. Kit's Coty House. M
considered by Stow, Camden. Grose, and others, u be
derived from the name of that person. Grose has trw
passage :

* Perhaps the appellation of Ket s Cost? How
(so he writes it) ' may be thus illustrated : Ket or t a* s>

possibly the familiar abbreviation of Caugern : and m
Cornwall, where there are many of these monuaseats. Uu«
stones, whose length and breadth greatly exceed ttnr
thickness, are called eoits: Kit s Cotty House mav then
express Catigem' s House built with coils, and mikbt have
been a taunting reflection on the memory of that rttarasM
for the British liberty, used by the Saxons when in pa a
of the county of Kent* Mr. Colebrooke inclines to thus* at

is the sepulchral monument of Horsa, wbsrb at i nmat is

'

supposed to be at Morsted. a manor a little to lb* left of* the
mad from Rochester to Maidstone, about two cade* frsea
the former, where are many large stones scattered aaasst taw
fields, some standing upright, others thrown dew*. <&**
Hasted s Hi«(. of Kent.) The name of Kit's Coty H -um
Mr. Colebrooke supposes to be Arrived from soasw cad ibis
herd, who used to keep sheep on this plain, and to sW.srr
himself from the weather in this monument. Mr.
{Archtml vol. iv..p. 1 10. et seq.) considers Mr C<
h> pi(thesis very doubtful, and regards this and other
lerhs as places of devotion rather than sepulchral _
menu. Bede (quoted by Mr. Colebeookel obsenss that taw
place where Horsa was buried retained hat
words are ' haetenus in onentahbus C antn parubsss
menlura habuit suo nomine insigoe.' Now we swi
one will pretend to eay that the name of Horsa at

rated in the presen t title of that monummc The as ass at

tanously wrttoa: v—hCotyH by Camden ; < I i ias

House. by Laabarde

(

/Vrawsiada/nia a/ Aearf. edit a/ !>•*>.
Cit t Cotihooae, by Stow ; and dufaraotry by ether ill ri.
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Bssedsa the •bora engagement, between tb« Britons and

Saxons. Aylesford deserves notice ai the place to which
Edmund Irontide, about the year 1018, pursued the Danes
whom be bad defeated at Otford. Dr. Ptott was inclined to

Is the Roman station VagniacsB at Aylesford; but he
doe* not appear to have any followers in this opinion.

The name of this place has been variously written. The
Saxon Chronicle calls it Agssssfbrd. According to Nen-
suua (a British historian of the early part of the seventh
century) the Saxons called it Epstford. and the Britons

Ssthonogahafl. or Saiaaenaig-Hobad, from the overthrow of

the Saxons her*. Aaser (in the time of Alfred, who died

about a.o. 900) calls it .Abrelsthrep ; in Domesday Book it

is Elawfcrd. in later writers Aillesford. and in Leland and
Camden. Adesford.
The manor of Aylesford was. at the time of the Domesday

Survey, a royal demesne. It waa subsequently held by the

Greys of Codnor, the Wystta, and others.

In one place in the parish are several springs, which
change the stones in them, as well as pieces of wood, to a
eexmme hue, which becomes deeper when they are taken
out and have become dry. The water flows from a deep
chalky loose soil, is very chilly, and has • rough taste ; but
there are no chalybeate qualities belonging to it (Hasted's

But. of Ktmi.t
AYLSHAM, or AYLBSHAM (written in Domesday

Book ' BWsbam), a market-town in the hundred of South
Erpingtiam, in the county of Norfolk, about 1 1 miles N.

Sr
W. of Norwich, and ISO N.N.E. from London through

orwieh. or 1 18 through East Dereham. It is on the right

or S.W. hank of the nver Bare, one of the streams which
unite just above the town of Great Yarmouth. Aylsham
waa, in the tone of Edward II. and III., the chief place in

Norfolk for the linen manufacture ; and in old records the
• Ailesham webs* and ' Ailesham linens,' and 4 the One cloth

of Aibahsm' are frequently mentioned. In the reign of

Henry VIII. the linen manufacture had in a great degree
given way to the woollen, and about the time of James L it

waa chiefly inhabited by knitters ; but this branch of in-

dustry has since decayed, and no particular manufacture
now prevails in the town, unless it be that a few looms are

employed for the Norwich manufacturers. The market, for-

merly on Saturday, is at present on Tuesday ; the business

is chiefly in corn : there are two fairs in the year. The
river Bure waa made navigable for boats of thirteen tons

burden, and drawing two feet four or Ave inches water, in

the years I77J-1770. It bad previously been navigable

only to ColbsbalL six or seven miles below Aylsham. The
parmh is large, containing 4250 acres. The population in

1831 was 1334.

The church, dedicated to St Michael the Archangel, was
built by John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, fourth son of

Edward III., in the fourteenth century, and is in the deco-

rated Engfash style. It has a nave and chancel, with two

steles to each ; also two transepts ; the north is called St
Peter s Chapel, and the south the Chapel of the Virgin

Mary. There is a square tower, with a small spire on the

tap. The church contains several monumental brasses, a
richly-carved foot and in the south window a neat painting

of the Salutation, pat op in 1416. The living is a vicarage,

eecocdmg to Btomefleld, though other authorities erro-

neooajy call it a rectory. It is in the diocese and arch-

Jui nary of Norwich, and the presentation is in the hands
of the dean and chapter of Canterbury, to whom the impro-

priate rectory was grant*!. There are two dissenting

pesos of worship-

There is a national school at Aylsham. It was originally

a free-school, endowed by Robert Jennys, who was mayor
of Norwich ta 1JI7 ; but the endowment is small (a school-

roans sad Meier's house, with above an acre of land, and
!•/ paid by the corporation of Norwich), and it is chiefly

supported by voluntary contributions. The county bride-

well is in this town.

The country round Aylsham is the most agreeable in

Norfolk, and when Blomefleld wrote his history (towards

the miMi of Ibe last century) it was much frequented in the

sesawser season ea account of a spa or mineral spring, about
keif a aMto from the town. (Blomrfield's Bit. of Norfolk.)

AYR. a royal burgh en the coast of Scotland, and the

esssat} teem of the shire to which it gives name. It is situ-

etrel am the roth bank of the nver Avr, near it* mouth, and
77 miles 8.W. of Edinburgh, and 34 S.S.W. of Glasgow.

The satm* Ayr to supposed to be of Celtic origin, and to

bar* been tint given to the river, from which it has been
transferred to the town : the meaning is /Are. or ihaUow.
The principal street (called Higb-street) i« broad, with

two rows of well-built bouses, The town u lighted with ess,
and waa entirely re-paved some years since, so thst it is
now one of the cleanest and best-paved burghs in Scot-
land. At the end of the street is the old bridge over the
Ayr, connecting the town with the burgh New Town upon
Ayr, which, though a distinct parish, may be considered as
a suburb ; and, with the adjacent villages of Wallace Town
and Content, is included in the boundaries of the prewnt
parliamentary borough of Ayr. A Utile below this old bridge
is the new bridge, an elegant structure of Ave arches, which
connects Sandgate-street in Avr with Main-street in New
Town. At the junction of High-street and Sandgate-ctroet
stand the town public buildings, consisting of an elegant
suite of assembly-rooms, and a public reading-room well
supplied with periodicals and newspapers. There is a spire
in the centre of the building 317 feet high, which is much
admired. These buildings were erected by the corporation
at the coat of 10,000/. Near the south end of Sandgate-
street is Wellington-souare (the name of which indicates
its modern erection), having at its western extremity the
county buildings, containing court and record rooms, and
other public offices. Behind these is the county jail for
debtors and criminals, erected on the most approved prin-
ciples, and in an airy situation near the sea. Wellington-
square is of considerable sixe. From the houses on the
north side to those on tho south, it is about 300 feet wide,
and the length from the road towards Carrick, into which its

eastern extremity opens, to the court-house on the west is

about 600 feet South of it another new square, of much
smaller dimensions, hsa been commenced, as well as a
number of new streets in the same neighbourhood. In High-
street is a new building called Wallace Tower, erected in
the place of an old building bearing the same name, and
said to have been the occasional residence of the Scottish
hero. In front of the building is a statue of Wallace, exe-
cuted by Thorn, the sculptor of Tarn O'Sbanter and Souter
Johnnie. Ayr is the residence of persons in easy circum-
stances, professional men, and tradesmen ; and the business
which is done arises much from its rank as county town, and
from the residence of several of the gentry. There ire two
banking establishments, besides branches of the Bank of
Scotland and the Union Bank of Glasgow. New Town is

the seat of the coal trade. The different character of the
population of the two places may be estimated by this, that
though the parish of New Town has more tbsn half as
many inhabitants as Ayr, there are only 40 female ser-
vants, while in Ayr there are 489. Ayr has 166 capitalists,

bankers, professional and other educated men ; New Town
only 31.

The harbour is formed by the mouth of the river Ayr;
and from each aide of the mouth a pier runs out into the
sea, aa far as low-water mark. The length of the south
pier (that of Ayr) is about 1250 feet, and the length of the
north pier (that of New Town) about 1 140 feet*. There it a
bar at the month ofthe harbour, and the depth of the water
at spring tides is fourteen feet ; so that vessels exceeding
300 tons registered burden can be brought over the bar in

safety. There are two light-bouses to guide vessels into

the harbour. The dues exceed 1000/. annually.

There are two parish kirks in Ayr : the old one stands at

the back of the High-street on the east side of the town ;

and the new one at the bead of Catheart-street The parish

kirk in New Town stands in Main-street not far from the
bridge. Besides these places of worship of the establish-

ment there are Episcopalian and Catholio chapeln, and
meeting-bouses connected with the following bodies of dis-

senters: viz.. Burghers, Anii- Burghers, Relief, Came-
ronians. Independents, Methodists, and Moravians.

Close to the new parochial kirk of Ayr is the academy,
which, from the celebrity of tho teachers, bss drawn m«ny
fsmdies to the town for the education of their children. The
number of scholars averages from 400 to 600 annually : the
building is very handsome. This baa benefited the town
by causing an incteeae of the buildings, and an improve-
ment in the society. Ayr is a place of gaiety and fa.hion.

It baa a theatre close to Wellington-square ; and its races,

which are held on a course about a mile south of the town,

are well attended. On the roads to Maybole, and along the

• TW Mian ass—By an mmU ea Um atas asMaawd la uv
boaadaty naens.
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to Carrick. art a number of villa*, chiefly inhabited

by persons who are in business in Ayr.

To tbe *ml of the town, between it and the shore, stood

the t >rt built by Oliver Cromwell, but demolished at the

restoration of the Stuarts. It was defended by sis bastions,

and two or three places appear to hav* been intended for

magaimcs. In it* area, of about ten acres, was included

the ancient parochial kirk of St. John the Baptist; in

which the Seotli.h Parliament mot to confirm the title

of Roliort Kruco to tho throne of Scotland. This kirk

Crom»cll appropriated ss an armoury, and save the burgh
JOOu mark* Knuli.b (1.66/. 13*. Ad.) to build a new one,

Tia.. that which is mentioned above as " the Old Kirk," built

in 1614. The tower of the kirk witliin the fort still remains,

and there are somo relics of the fort itself. Ayr is one of

the towns at which the high court of justiciary fir the

southern circuit (correapondiug to tbe English assize courts)

is held. ShenfT. justice of peace, and burgh court*, are

also regularly held.

The trade of Ayr. in former times, consisted in a (Treat

degree in the importation of wine from France, and the
population was then considerable. There was a tradition,

that nearly i'tO years ago 2000 persons died of the plague.

Subsequently the town declined; and in 1743 the popu-
lation (of the parish, as it seems) was reckoned at no more
than 2uU0 ; but it must have increased rapidly soon after,

as in I 75 J it was returned at nearly 3000. At present the
trade of Ayr consists chiefly in the export of coals to Ire-

land, and tho import of timber ana deals from British

America, and of iron and hemp from the Baltic. Ship-
building and fishing are carried on to some extent, the sand-
banks of tbe coast abounding in all sort* of white fish. A
considerable woollen manufactory has bean lately com-
menced, which bida fair to be attended with beneficial re-

st) I is. Tbe rise of New Town into importance is more recent

than that of Ayr, and ha* been owing to it* collieries,

which are now flourishing. The population of the burgh
and parish of Ayr in 1631, was 7606 ; that of New Town.
4020; and Wallace Town and Content 4277 :—together,

13.903. There are two weekly market* at Ayr on Tues-
day and Friday, and four fair* in the year.

Ayr is said to have been • place of note at the Norman
Conquest, and was erected into a burgh by William tkt

Lam, king of Scotland, in the year 1202. The corporation

consist* of a provost, two baillies, a dean of guild, a treasurer, 1

and twelve councillors; and has an annual revenue of
2 1 oo/., and a debt approaching to near 80,000/. Tbe juris-

diction of the magistrates extend* over the whole parish.

It is a contributory burgh, returning conjointly with Irvine.

Campbeltown, lnverary, and Oban (the last three in
Argyllshire), one member to parliament.
New Town is a burgh of barony ; the burgesses or free-

men are limited in number to forty-eight, and each p<><

scs.es what is called a lot or freedom, consisting of four

sere** of arable land, besides the right of pasturage on tbe
common of 150 acres, which right is enjoyed only by the
burne.ses. Tbe common revenue of tho burgh is small.

The community meet every year to elect their magistrates

an. I otlicers, w hen two baillie*, a treasurer, and nx coun-
cillors are chosen.

The buuiKlsnes of the parliamentary borough of Ayr, as
fixed in I* 12. comprehend part* of the three parishes of
Air. New Town, and St. (Junox. and contain a population
of I4.M7.
The coast to lb* north and south of A vr is flat j on the

eaat tli* cuntry rise* gradual)*. The ausl of Ayr parish
seems to be heller than tb«t of New Town. The/ are both
in the p.-e«b) tery of A* r. and the synod of A) r an<i (• I aagnw.
New Town was separated from tbe parishes of Monkluu and
Preatirk. and f .nue-l into a separate parish in I7J».

In the peruh of Ayr (at least, in that of Allowsy whs-h
has been long annexed to it). Robert Burn* was bom, in

17 ill. Tit* house stands by the road-aid*, about two miles
from Ayr, and is poiuted out to the traveller by a board with
an uucrtpiton. On a height between tbe kirk of Allowsy
and tbe brulge of Upon, a motionswit has bswa eraeted to
the puet » memory. It t* budt of par* white etna*, to in tbe
form of a G-wun temple, and contains aanrtrail of Burn*,
and sums rrl «. ctmarted with bio*. Tbe snnery Ml Ibe
Dotftioxmlioud „ ,|«.| ll(m i u | in ih* •streak*, whsrb rsase* tt

to ia> a pu<« mu,h r«wrted to by strangers, Johannes

TW

Scotuft, or Brigena, one of tho lights of the dark age*, ••. I

the Chevalier Ramsay, an churned as natives of tho pan. i

of Ayr.
There was formerly a monastery of Dominicans, or k»Wk

friar* (the first they had in Scotland!, and one or the Ot»

•crvanttna*. A statu* of lb* Virgin Mary waa said to hate

worked many miracle*.

(Webster * Topogrt^kiftd Diet. o/.W/esW; Sinclair t

Stall i Itcat Aecnumt ; Plav fair's Dfcnplion of 8mttaPid.Ut >

AYRSHIRE, a county in tbe S. W. part of hcotlst .i

deriving its name from the town just described. The Fein

of Clyde, an arm of the sea which washes it on the W. %vU.

forms a bay, at tbe bottom of which is lb* town of Ayr. Th «

town divide* into nearly equal part* th* portion of roast be-

longing to the county, being distant, in a straight line,

from iu northern eitremity shout thirty-one miles ; si-i

about thirty-five mike* fro* the southern. The distant 4
the two extremities from on* another in a direct lm* t>

about sixty miles. Such a lino would be in a direruoc

nearly N. by B. and 8. by W.
The inland boundary, leaving the northern point of thr

coast just mentioned, ran* in an irregular line toward* the

8.E . and separates Ayrshire from Renfrewshire and La-

narkshire : after it reaches the most eastern pntnt (which »
about forty-four miles from the northern extremity of uw
roast, and about twenty-six or twenty-seven mike* K. by N
of tbe town of Ayr), it turn* to tbe 8.W. and with nan*
windings reaches the southern point of the coast, wharh
distant from the most eastern point of th* shire st»«.t

fifty-six mile* in a straight kin*. This last part of the

boundary divide* this shir* from those of Dumfries, Kirk-

cudbright and Wigton.
The southern and eastern parts, with a small pnrtssa *(

tbe northern part, are th* most hilly ; and sons* of the emi-

nences are of considerable height Along th* shores ,S

th* Frith ar* narrow plain*, abounding with gravel ; ifx

country inland rises into bills, which inclose, ss within an
amphitheatre, the beat part of th* county. Th* principal

hills ar* a* follow* :—
Ss*.

Knockdolian, a conical mountain near tbe *oa*t in
the southern part of th* county . . 1*1 *

Cairn-table, in th* eastern part of tho county . li.v
Black side-end, in th* parish of Sam, near th* nvwr
Ayr . ,• . )V»*-

Csrleton Hill \ 1 14201 or I J 4*

Knockdaw tutu Knockdolian '. <

Knocknorman J I )*.•
Ben-erard, in the southern part of th* county .

Misty Law. on tbe border of Renfrew and Ayr . I J.'
*

Ails* Craig, a rock off the coast . . lt--|

Brown Camck Huh a litti* way south of th* town of

Ayr . . . . »J»i

Ayrshire is a natural basin. Many streams nsw new iw
inland boundary, and flow through the county into the aea

but tbe shortness of their course prevents thru Irum bmu . - i
of much importance in a commercial pant of » ar» ] -

Garuork. rising in tbe north, and pursuing a course i. a »• ••

(lie south, unite* with the Irvine, wbxh comes fr <a

east: or rather, both thes* rivers fall toto Irvine *-»/ • —.-

Tlie Irvine, which is the larger of th* two, is aUatt l»a. - •

miles long. Tbe Ayr crosses th* county at Ma -u

part, flows from east to west, and tail, into th* *ew mi i -

town of Ayr. It bas a course of from thirty to it>.-i» * •
miles. The Lugar is it* |>rincip*l tributary. Tt*.

rises from several siusll lochs on the S K. burd«-r a* .. -

county, and passing through Loch Doon. flows N Vs t-

falls into the se* not far from lb* mouth of the A>> 1

is of atarat lb* same length as that nvsv. The (ii."»as s-»

the Stinclisr rt«c in Hi* same dtsltsrt ss iih> 1W. s. a

drain lb* southern parts of the county. They are st>a.

twenty to twenty fii* miles long. The Nub, aut sV «•
through Dumfries shire, and tbe free, which divnses ho*
eudbrigblahir* from VYiglorsshlr*, rue in Ayrshire er en •

border.

There are sersral saasil keeh* near th* tovuvwa *f u>
Doon, Oirvan. and Stinrhar. Loch Dues, thissas;* >t-»*
th* rtvsr Doon runs, IS about mo* mikes kessg eccwv.'«
to th* Appendix te bar John Sinclair • CssasrsW stays***.

i
a fnaa •*•».»„, T.,v~fi .a.

-

,'- ' ./ <. '. .

I « f> at S ,).-.- u ... »„..• .< «,

f trmm r\,» '»u • (..-a- Iaw f ' —. -I Vwi>w
I I > « l!« *. -/«/ Xafaass, f . I iSS< k) I
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Ser^lsnd ' twjt by iiwuufviMnl on Its* Mn of Scotland,

pa Wished by the Society far Diluting Useful Knowledge, it

n not more than about Are or (it, which agree* with the
staicnent tn Chalmers's Caledonia. The last authority
girt-* the breadth a* three-fourths of a mile. It abound*
with Ane trout. This Ash is common in many of the other
ttn-ams: but in the river Ayr itself, the quantity has been
di-mnishcd. partly by the water that comes from the coal

and iron mines and lime quarries near the sources of the
n»er.

The Craig of A ilia lie* in the set about eight miles from
the southern port of the Ayrshire coast It is not a mere rock,

but the summit of a huge sub-marine mountain. It shelves

rsptdly into the sea. and is surrounded by deep water on all

»»!<•» except the south-eastern, whore the accumulation of the
debris ha* formed a small beach. It is about two miles in

rin-umfcrencc, and its summit rtsos to the height of 1098 I

fn-t. It U covered with verdure, and is the abode of goats
snd rabbits, gulls, auks, and ganncts. Viewed from the

N.W.. ii» form is hoavy, but when seen from the north it

uiuiims an elegant conical figure.

It has on the N.W. perpendicular cliffs 200 to 300 feet

h-trh ; but on the other sides it descends into the sea with a
si f* presenting here and there some rocky faces, but co-

vrrrd centrally with grass or wild flowers. It has springs
about jl'O tret below its summit.

nil* island U almost entirely composed of one species of
rock. an even and small-grained mixture of white felspar

nd transparent quartz, the former appearing to predomi-
nate. It is mottled by minute and distinct stains of a black
colour, which on examination are seen to be small grains of
hornblende dispersed through the stone a* from a common
centre ; and giving to it, according to their proportion to

the other ingredients, a darker or lighter gray tint The
rack U commonly amorphous, and breaks into irregular

miMrt : but in several parts, and especially on the N.W.
side, it has a columnar structure. The columns vary in

the number of their sides, but are mostly pentagonal or
hexagonal, and from six to eight feet in diameter : they are
n >t j. inted. but rise continuously to the height of 100 fret

Their fracture is at right angles to their axes, and hence
their summits are flit, and afford a habitation for numbers
of gannets. Their dimension* far excoed those of the
basaltic column* of Staff*; and they possess a requisite

• hich the latter want, the power of catching from their

I ictitrr colour the most varied lights and reflections. There
n *a old ruinous castle on the rock. (See an account of
Atl«a bv Dr. M*CulVach in the Trahtaetiont of the Ueolo-

f-.it 3-jaWy. »oL ii. No. 18.)

The mineral riches of Ayrshire are considerable. Coal
i> abundant, especially in tho middle and northern parts of
tta county, which may be considered as included in the

im«i coal- Arid of Scotland. Harbours aud railroads have
bvm furrow] to carry on the export coal trade. The cool is

u4 diflV rrnt varieties, among which is the blende cool, found
in the earth charred, or reduced to the state of a cinder. It

b'jrn* without smoke or much llama, and is used for drying
grain and malt. Considerable quantities are exported to

ln-land and to the Western Isles. Cannel coal appears to

hate born dug formerly, but we are not able to ascertain
w nether or not it is procured at present. Near Saltcoats
eJftrn different strata or seams of cool have been disco-

vered. The coal of those seams is not all of the same qua-
l.t • . They were discovered by Mr. Cunningham, who sunk
sba/U. constructed the harbour of Saltcoats, aud built salt-

pans to consume the otherwise useless part of the coal.

The coal-Avid near Saltcoats is divided into three parts by
two d»ke* or natural walls of whinstone.
The cmoty affords abundance of limestone. Freestone

i* quamed in great quantity; and there is some »hiu-
and puddingstone. Mill-stone* of coarse granite are

quamed at Kilbride, near the northern part of the coast,

ao-l are in great request for their hardness and durability.

They are said to be exported oven to the West Indie* and
to Amenta Near Auehinleck is a quarry of black stone

(Barb used br budding ovens, on account of its power in

nmaiuug Use action of Are. Tile whetstone known by the

name of Watra-of-Ayr stone is found near the bank* of the

mer Ayr. Marl also is procured in many places.

Inuuea i* obtained ; and at Muirkirk, near the eastern
e\t msntv of the county, extensive iron work* are carried on.

Lewd, plumbago or black lead, antimony, and copper (of

each of which the rjvantity is small) may be considered as

nearly completing the list of aD the minerals of Ayrshire.
(Playfairs Otngrapktcai Dueriptim of aeolsW ; Are*.
tin of SrxUland.)

There are several mineral springs. Wit none of them of
Mich repute a* to attract many visitors.

The soil of this county is thus distributed by Chalmers
in his Caledonia i

Clay soil . 981.980 acres
Sand or light soil . 180,1 10

Moss and moor land . 883..S30

Total . . 865.600 statute acres.

The light or sandy soil is met with along the coast, inter-
spersed with a deep and fertile loam. On the eastern
boundary the moor lands, intersected with mosses, occur.
Of these mosses, Aird's moss and Moss-Maltork. whirh last
is partly in Lanark and Renfrew shires, may he noticed for
their extent. In the parish of Muirkirk and New Cum-
nock, which are in the cast part of the shire, more than half
the land is moss. The clay soil, which constitutes so large
a portion of the land, varies in its character ; it is, in some
parts, strong and productive, while in other* it is spongv,
wet, and cold ; producing grass unfit for fattening rattle,

and merely sufficient for keeping alive a breeding stock.

(Fullarton's General View of the Agriculture of the County
"fAwr.)

Till about the middle of the last century, the agricul-

ture of Ayrshire wss In a most wretched condition. There
was scarcely a practicable road ; the farmers' houses were
mere hovels ; the lands were overrun with weeds and
rushes. The arable farms were small, for the tenants
had not stock for larger occupations ; the tenure was bad.
and the tenant harassed by a multitude of vexatious ser-

vice* to the landlord. The land, divided into the croft or
infield, and outfield, was either neglected or worn nut by
successive crops of oats, as long as they would pay for seed
and labour, or by an ill-managed rotation of two or three
successive crops of oats, one of bear (or four-rowed barley),

followed by a year of rest The wretched condition of the
country may be judged of by the fact, that little butchers*
meat was used by the fanners, except a portion salted at
Martinmas for winter stock ; porridge, oatmeal cakes, and
some milk or cheese, constituted the chief of their diet
Even in the town of Ayr, containing from 4000 to S000 inha-
bitant*, not more than fifty head of cattle were slaughtered
annually. A succession or bad seasons, at the ena of the

seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth centuries,

obliged hundreds of families to fly for subsistence to the

north of Ireland ; and the poor were not unflrcquently

obliged to subsist by bleeding their rattle, and mixing the

blood with any oatmeal they could procure. (Fullarton's

General J'ieir, <J<.)
Wheat is not cultivated to any great extent ; and though

the quality of that which is raised is very go-id, yet the cul-

tivation of it is attended by many disadvantages. Big or

bear is generally preferred to the common barley ; but the

principal grain raised is the oat, in which the county
stands pre-eminent, both for quality and produce. Turnips
are increasing ; potatoes arc universally cultivated, and the

artificial grosses on all improved farms. Flax also is raised.

The best rotation of crops is considered to b>> oats or Kmis
raised after ploughing up a grass field: after these, in dry

soils, turnips or other green crops, such as kale, vetches,

tares, or potatoes. In very strong soils, drilled beans, cab-

bages, and carrots may be substituted in the place of tur-

nips. These are followed by a crop of barley sown with

artificial grass seed*. After the clover, wheat or oat», and,

in very light lands, rye. (Fullarton's Genera 1 View, fr.)

Lime is the most common manure. On the roast, »t«-

weod is much used, and soapcrs' waste is in great request

with some farmers.

The cattle in the southern part of the county are chiefly

reared for the market, and are for tho most part of the

Galloway breed. They are commonly black or brindled

(though somo are white or dun), and tho best are

without horns. They are very hardy, and grow fat where

the large heavy breed of some other counties would be

starved. Great numbers are yearly sent to England. The
cattle in the northern part of tho county is paitly of the

Dunlop breed, whirh has been established there for a cen-

tury and a half. They are remarkable for the quantity and
quality of their milk. Besides these, there is a breed of

brown and white mottled cattle, which is considered to have
2C 2
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muma ; they are oovered externally by species of operc u-

lum formed by a fold in the skin of the bead.

Sach k • description of the only •peeiee of this singular

anna which baa been hitherto distinctly chararteriied.

M. do Beoavois baa. indeed, described on animal under the

name of Sirm OptreuUUa, which, if not the AxoVotl of

Mexico itaetf. appear* to be at least a vary closely-allied

species, but we do not possess daU upon the subject to war-

rant us in considering it, even temporarily, as a second

specie* of the present genus. Still it is highly probable

that further researches will furnish the means of distin-

guishing other kindred species, and travellers and observers

who have the opportunity could not employ themselves

more agreeably than in pursuing this curious and interesting

inquiry. The Axolotl i» very common in the lake of Mex-
ico, and. according to Baron Humboldt, likewise inhabits

the cold waters of mountain lakes at much greater elevation

above the level of the sea than the plains surrounding that

city. It is commonly sold in the markets of Mexico, and
esteemed a luxury by the inhabitants ; it is dressed after

the manner of stewed eels, and served up with a rich and
stimulating sauce.

AXUM, a town of Abvasinia. in about 14* V N. laL. and
about 1 20 miles from Arkeeko, on the coast of the Red Sea.

The most recent published account that we have of this

plane is (rum Mr. 8a)t, the late British consul in Egypt:
that of Riippell, a German traveller in Abyssinia, is not

yet published. The town stands ' partly in and partly

at the mouth of a nook formed by two hills on the N.VV.
end of an extensive and fertile valley, which is watered
by a small stream.' One of the objects that first strikes

a traveller is a small plain obelisk, with the remains of
many others lying near it ; but the great curiosity is the
large obelisk, sixty feet high, made of a single block of
granite. It stand* near a large Daroo, or fig sycamore,
as it is represented in Plate XX. of the folio coloured en-
gravings that accompany Suit's work. This obelisk has
no hieroglyphics upon it like those of Egypt, nor does
it exactly agree with them in shape. Though it is

quadrilateral, one of the sides has a hollow space running
up the centre from the base to the summit, which, instead

of terminating in a pyramid like the regular obelisks, is

crowned with a kind of patera. At the bottom of the hal-

low *pace just described, a doorway is represented. The
reader may form a better idea of this from Mr. Salt's beau-
tiful drawing, or. in the absence of that, from our reduced
copy of it. The obelisks of Axum were originally fifty-fire

in number, and four of them, it t* said, were as large as that

now standing ; yet nothing is known of the period st which
they were erected, though we can hardly doubt that they
belong to a period not earlier than the Christian swa.
Among the other antiquities of Axum is a stone which con-

tains two inirriptions : that on one side is in rude Greek
eharsrters. and has been copied by Mr. Salt ; that on the
opposite side, of which Mr. Salt could only copy a small
p-»rt. he believes to be in Ethiopian characters, and slso con-
jectures, with great probability, that it was cut at the same
time with the Greek inscription.

Bmiles the obelisk, there is a Christian church at Axum,
to wlm-h there is an ascent by two fine flights of steps.

The church itself, which u not two centuries old. is 1 1 1 feet

long, SI broad, and 4u high, with a flat roof, and no great
beauty in its architecture. Another remnant of former
lin»r». near the churrh at Axum, is a square enclosure, with
a pillsr st each corner ; within it are a seal and a footstool

;

the whole » of granite. On this seat, tradition says, the
sntieiit king* were crowned. Bruce (vol. nr. p. JiJ) gives
from thu stone, which he rail* s freestone, an inscription of
three Greek words, which, lie say*. ' though much defaced,

may safely be restored.' At restored by him. they signify
' King Ptolemy Euergetc* ;' but Mr. Salt, and his fellow-

traveller* Mr. Smith and Stuart, assert that there is no in-

scription at all on the footstool, while there is an Ktktnpta*
Inscription on another granite stone, resembling a footstool,

thirty yards from the genuine footstool. Mr. Bruce * account
therefore » probablv not true ; at least it is certain that he
did nut see the Urge Greek inscription, though the Jesuits
had observed it long before htm. (Sao Telle*. Hulory a/
EtAtnjHa, I. cap. 2t.)

The kingdom of the Axumilea ia first noticed by the
author of the PmyJmt (or Coast Survey) of the Red Sea and
art of the east r,«»t of Africa, itc. This document, which
• still extant, was written probably about the ckaaj of the

r

t'lUiiu *A Stum
]

second century ; but how long this Axumile empire hs4
existed before, we are not able to ssy. The Greek marnp-
tion, which was copied by Mr. Salt, shows us that tow

monarch of Axum had an extensive empire ; in At'-**, a
waa co-extensive at least with the present province of Tigr*.

and his possessions extended even into Arabia. Through
the port of Adule on the Red Sea. Axum maintained a
ootnmercial intercourse with Arabia and India; and it waa
probably for some advantage to be secured to Greek mer-
chants from Egypt in the Indian trade, that the Bissau--*
Csssers paid a yearly tax to the Axumile king until Uw
commencement of the Arab conquest. Axum was t~*

greet emporium for ivory, which was exported thr»-.-a

Adule. iPmfJmt ; Hudson* Mifir Gr+tk Ofgrupkrrt t

It may be mentioned as a cunoua fact, that when the fc™

peror Aurclian took Palmyra in the Syrian desert, he fwuoi

among the assemblage of nation* within its walls mm
Axumites, probably trailers. The Byisnune writer*, aaarti as

Proeopius,Cedrcnus.4ic..csll both the Axumites and the ll»
men lea (llimyandca) of Arabia AsJiujm, while thev caret,. »v

restrict the term Ethiopian* to the Axumile*. It aptwaxv
then, that for a certain period, at least for several centurar*

after the Christian mru, the tatfue term Ethiopians was awed
in a limited tense, and applied to a people who inh*>«**at

ooe of the larve districts nuw forming a part of the asodesa
Abyssiius. We may conjecture, but we cannot la the ab-

sence of all evidence affirm, how the Greek language r< **

Axum, and how it came to be adopted by the native kiarv
The most probable by puthen would be. that a* the Grr»*_»

gradually got a footing in Kcipt, and finally, after U<e ussw
of Alexander, became masters of the country, so tba* iwat-

leas people spread even into Ethiopia, where aorae t»<*d

adventurers, partly by conquest, parti v perhaps in etas*
way* loo. became the ruling ca»t». and formed a dynasty «4

half Greek aovemcn*. whose resemblance la their own aa

-

una woald gradually fade away, on account of Ibny praxr-
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asstv to barbarous tribes, and their distance from the centra
ef Greek civilisation.

Axons was probably the Ant part of Abyssinia into which
Christianity was introduced. In the Apology of Alhana-
staa, whteh is addressed to the Emperor Constantius Nico-
las, the patriarch give* a copy of a letter sent by Constantius
to Axwsa CAfMfuc) on the subject of Frumentius. This
Utter is addressed jointly to two persons , named Aixanas
and Watanas, without any indication of one being superior
to the other ; but they are evidently addressed as the sore-
•signs ofAxum. From this letter it appears that Frumen-
kus bad been appointed Bisbop ofAxum by Athanasius. The
eaaparor intimate* that the imperial decree is as valid in the
Alexandrine as in the Roman church, and he accordingly
order* the brothers to send back Frumentius to Egypt, in

order that his appointment and qualifications might he exa-
mined by Gregory, who then held the see of Alexandria, in
place of Athanasius who had been ejected, and by the other
btshops of Egypt. [See Athanasius.] In conclusion, the
emperor addresses the two Axumite princes by the title of
' asset honoured brethren' (iliXfoi ryuwrarot). See the
works of St. Athanasius, by the Benedictines of St. Maur,
vol. L pi. I. p. 315.

It is a singular coincidence that the Greek inscription

copied by Mr. Salt records the name and exploits of yttiza-

nas. King of the Axumitee, Homerites, sc. ; and that

,

Saiiane* is also mentioned in the same inscription as one of
his brothers, who, with Adephas, another brother, was sent
against the revolted Bougs»ita>—the modern Beja. Adephas
is not mentioned in the letter of Constantius. The inscrip-

tion commemoratea the success of the expedition and the
clemency of the victorious sovereign, who styles himself the
son of Ares (Mars). There can be no doubt, then, that this

inscription belongs to the same epoch as the letter of Con-
stantius. Athanasius was driven from his see about B.C.
3±6. and the letter of Constantius must have been written
soon after. It is a reasonable inference from this letter

that Constantius considered the two Axumite princes as
Christians ; but from the inscription, which appears to refer

to the same personages, it is clear that when this monu-
ment was erected, the sovereign was a heathen ; and yet
the conversion of the Abysnnisns to Christianity took
place at Isaat as early as a.d. 330. The diiBculty may
be solved by supposing that the monument was raised

before the mission of Frumentius; or perhsps better by
supposing that the heathen forms continued to be used on
public occasions even after the introduction of Christianity.

Another torvreign of Axum, called Elesbaan, is men-
tioned by Cosines, a Greek writer of the sixth century of

the Christian awa. A comparison of the inscription of

Adule, as reported by Cosmas [see Addlx], shows that the
mseriptioos of Axum and Adule refer to the same dynasty,

and that the inscription of Axum is posterior to that of
A dole. In both inscriptions the king calls himself the son
of Area, who seems to have been the guardian god of the

family. In the Adule inscription the king declares he was
the Bra conqueror of several of those nations, of which the
king mentioned in the Axum inscription simply calls bim-
srU sovereign. It appears from these inscriptions that the
Axumite dominion extended into Arabia, and comprised
the Hunysrtdes, called by the Greeks, Homenta). [See
Abasia, p. 315, 8u.] Dr. Alexander Murray, in one of

h» letters to Salt (see Hall's Life of Salt), supposes the
monumen t of Adule to be nearly of the age or century of
loesses himself; and he founds this opinion on the iden-

u.y. which be assumes, between the Axumite king Eles-

W-aa. the contemporary of Cosmas, and El Atsbeha or

I aleo. But the premises, even if correct, lead to no such
rondusson. As far as the internal evidence of the two
msmptoona goes, that of Adule is undoubtedly the older

;

bow far they are reconrileable with the list of Axumite
bogs m soother question.

Mr. Brace brought from Abyssinia a copy of the Abyt-
mms CMxmieim, or l/u Bonk of Arum ; but this work has
not yet been translated. It is worthy of remark that the
' Arabic article Al or El. The, stands before the names of

severs] sovereigns in the snbent list, though it is long
Knee obsolete io the Gee*.' (Dr. Murray.) The chronology

of these Axumite kiugs is doubtful and much disputed.

(See Bruce * Travtii, Salt s Vuyagt to Abgtrima. &c)
AYACU'CHO. the name of a plain in Peru, in South

America, in the district of Guamanga. It is bounded on
|

the east by the abrupt ridge of Condorcanqui, or Con-

dorkankj; on the west, after a gradual descent of shout
six miles, it abuts upon the main road from Guamanga
to Lima ; and it is bounded north and south by deep ra-
vines. Its form is almost a square, about four miles in
circuit This plain was the scene of a desperate conflict
between the Spaniards and the independent Americans
in December, 1824. This battle was the result of nearly
three months' skilful manoeuvring on both sides; of a suc-
cession of marches and counter-marches, during which
several skirmishes took place, the American troops always
retiring, and the Spaniards endeavouring to outflank them.
The royalist army, overcome with fatigue after so long and
fruitless manoeuvring, were in such a state of discontent, that
the viceroy always halted by columns, and placed a circle of
sentinels, of the most trusty men be had, round bis camp to
prevent desertion. For the same reason he would not allow
nia soldiers to go in search of provisions, and his army suf-
fered so much from want, that they were obliged to subsist
on the horses and mules. Both officers and soldiers mur-
mured st the conduct of their chiefs, and ardently wished
to join battle with the enemy. At Guamanguilla, shortly
before the battle, placards appeared pasted on the tents of
the viceroy Laserna, and of Canterac, who was second in
command, accusing them of cowardice. On the other hand,
the Americans were reduced to such extremities, that only
a desperate effort could save them from complete ruin. Bo-
livar was at Lima, and Sucre had the command of the inde-
pendent army. On the afternoon of the 8th of December the
Spanish army occupied the heights of Condorkenki, and
were within cannon-shot of the independents. The latter

occupied the opposite extremity of the plain, having on their
rear the small village of Quinua. During the night a sharp
Are was maintained between the outposts on both sides.

On the morning of the following dsy, the Spanish army,
consisting of 7200 infantry, 1300 horse, and a respectable
artillery, was posted a Utile below the summit of Condor-
kanki. General Vaides commanded the right wing, Villa-

lobos the left wing, and Canterac the centre. The patriot

army consisted of 5627 men, including 1000 horse. The
right wing was commanded by General Cordoba, the left by
La Mar, and the centre by Lara. At nine in the morning
Villalobot began to descend with his division down the
ridge in an oblique direction, and as the files reached the
plain they formed themselves into column. The viceroy

Laserna was on foot at the head of this division.

At this moment Sucre rode along the front of his array, and
addressed a few emphatic words to the men, which were an-
swered by enthusiastic huzzas from all. He then ordered
General Cordoba to advance with his division and two regi-

ments of cavalry. The gallant Cordoba, placing himself in

front of his division, dismounted from bis horse, and plung-
ing his sword into its heart, said, * There lies my last horse

.

I nave now no means of escape ; we must fight it out toge-

ther;' then waving bis hat over his bead, cried, 'Onwards,
with the step of conquerors.' These words produced a
powerful effect on his men ; and the independents charged
the enemy with the bayonet The royalists resisted the

charge with firmness ana apparent confidence. For three
or four minutes both parties struggled together, so ss to

leave the victory doubtful. At this moment Colonel Silva

charged with the independent Columbian cavalry ; and
though he fell covered with wounds, so intrepid wss tbe

attack of tbe Columbians, that the royalists began to give

way, and were at last driven back with great slaughter.

Tbe viceroy himself was wounded and taken prisoner. The
independents then extended their line, and directed a deadly
fire upon the retiring enemy, many of whom were seen to

drop down as they attempted to climb the heights. At this

critical point, Colonel Miller, of the independent army,
placing himself at the head of the hussars of Junin, ad-

vanced, and completed the success.

Early in tbe morning Valde* hsd marched his division

down the north side of the mountain, and making a detour

of nearly three miles, hsd placed himself on the left of the

independents, within musket shot He was separated from
them by a deep ravine, and just at this critical time in the

engagement, he opened so heavy a fire of artillery and mus-
ketry upon the division of La Mar, that he forced it to (all

back. A Columbian battalion was now sent to support
La Mar, but was also forced to give way. Two royalist bat-

talions now crossed the ravine, and began to pursue the

retiring patriots. Al this moment Colonel Miller msde a
successful charge with his hussars on the hitherto victorious,
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Spaniard, under Velde*. toon them beck, and UleMt
then mtom the nrlne. The division of La Mar rallied,

and. iutrpoTted by the mounted grsatadiers, alto eroaeed the

ravine. Colonel Plata, of the independent arm*, did the

tame with hla legion on the left, and l.ioutonant-Colunel

Mortn at the head of the battalion Bsrgns on the right

These two batuliont, supported by the cavairy. umbo men
repeated charge* » »ueoe*srully. that Valdex waa defeated,

and hit four fleld-pleeet taken. The Spaniard* now began

to rally the remains of their army on tho height*, and the

divisions of La Mar and Lara gained the summits at about

I p.m. ; but at tunaet the royalists tued for terms. Canterae

rode down to the tent of 8ucre, and a capitulation wai agreed

upon, by which the viceroy, 15 general officer*, it colonel*.

484 ofneort, and 34*00 men became pritoner* of war. The
whole of the territory hitherto possessed by Spain in Peru,

with the eiceptton of Callao, wa» alio aurrendered to the

independcnti. The royaliaU had Moo men killed and 700

wounded. The toae on the part of the Americana wa» 370

killed and 60« wounded.
(See Memnirt o/Oeneral Miller, vol. ii. ch. **i». »*».

;

Annual Register; American Annual Register.)

AYAMONTE, a city in Spain, in the kingdom of Senile.

37* It N. lat. 7° W W. long. It U situated on the »lope of

a lofty hill, at the place where the rircr Guadiana enter* the

ocean. It it a fortified town opposite to Castromarin. in

Portugal, the capital of the district which beam iu name,

and comprises thirty Tillage*. There arc in Ayamonte two

paritbe*. Are hermitages, two coment* of monks, one of

nuns, a (bundling hospital, and an alms-house. Iu popula-

tion is 6347, three-fourth* of which number are fishermen,
j

sailor*, and ship-carpenters, and the remaining part are era-

ployed in agriculture and commerce. The women muko
flshiiig-neu and lace, which latter article is much esteemed

in South America. There are some soap manufactories, a

few brick and lime-kilns, and tome of common earthenware.

In the neighbourhood of Ayamonte there are forests of fir-

trees, which are employed in the building of ships. The
territory it not very fertile. It produces on an average eight

butheIs of com for one. The castle i* of very old con-

;

struction. The place was conquered hy the Moorish king

of Graniida in 1406. The infante of Antequera wrested it

from tho hands of the Infidels two years after ( 1 400). See
Axtiqi'ika. (Minano's Dfeionario, vols. t. and xi. ; and

Manana. lib. ix. r. 16.) , ,

AYKEN AKBERY. property AY(N I-AKBARI. is

the title of a geographical and statistical account of the

Mogul empire in India during the reign of the emperor

Jeltleddin Mohammed Akbar r«re Akbar], written by his

vixir Abu'l Fail. [See Aula Pail.1 It constitutes pro-
I

perly the third or concluding part of the Akkmameh of 1

the same author : the first volume of this work consists of

a summary account of Akhar's ancestors, and the se-

cond volume comprises the occurrences of his reign, from

bis accession to the throne down to the 47th year. A free

and often almdgrd translation of this work into English

was undertaken by Mr. Francis Gladwin, and begun to

be published at Calcutta, in I7H. It has twice been

reprinted in England. As an original, and we may say an

official account of the internal urganuatMii of the M«g»l

empire at the time of its greatest prusprnt). the Aytu i

Akbari is highly interesting. It is divided into four parts

:

the first three arc chiefh political and legislative, contain-

ing the regulations of the different household, military, and

revenue offices, and showing the manner in which these

several departments arr managed ; the fourth part is chiefly

statistical and geographical, giving a description of the

several provinces at that time comprehended umlrr tha

M->gol government, and a detailed account of the antiriu

institutions, religion, and literatim- of the Hindus. »h,< Ii is
;

vers comprehensive, aud In many parts surprisingly accu

rsle. The whole work is Interspersed witli a numb, r ..f

tables, many of which are very instructive, and it ats-un Is

in notice* of general interest and of grrat utilit) for the

history and geography of Asia Among them we shall

her* only mcnti'>n the comparative account of the principal

arras used in computing time by different mtiont of A.ta.

and a long lw« of geographical names arranged .cr. g
,

toth. Oriental plan of the seven climate^ and .Ut.ng

tba tonjttud* (from the Happy Islands) and latitude of
|

~AYWSBVRY. a coesidertbU town in Buckingham

lhh% OlstaWwd from London to VTarrtci sad Birmingham,

thirty-eight mil** from London. taWNafh Wadbtw.
hampstead and Tring. and forty and a naif tbjvuajfc

bndg*. Amarsham, and WendoVot.
Thu town it situated near lha centre of tba cavanty. an a

small etovation in tba midst of the fertile rale of Aj lasvbary.

It Is close to a email rivulet which comes frees tba oeijb-

bourhood of Wondovar, and which, after easssng Aylesbury,

fall* into tba Thame about two mtlea north-wost of tba

town. It consists of several streets and lane* in**jauarty

built. Tba elevation of tbo town above the general level af

the vale caused tba want of water to be frvqacntly foil by
tba inhabitant* ; but tha houses at* now well swanttest by

1

mean* of machinery in tba gaol, which ia worked by tba
1

prisoner*. Tba town ia also wall paved, and laghtoa wtU
gas.

I Although Aylesbury doe* not giro name to the county . at

teems to have tba fairest title to be considered a* the oosusry

town. Tbo quarter-as a>ione are always bold bate. Lord
C'hiof Justice Baldwin caused the removal of tbo aaeust*

to this town in the reign of Henry VIII.. bat ia I7J4) Lord
Cobbam procured an act of parliament for holding the i

user assises at Buckingham ; the Last assise* ar* I

dill held at Aylesbury, where also is the county anal. It
is tho place where the county member* are
where the return is announced.
The county hall U a handsome brick building. <

tho earlier part of tha last century. Tba old town-bail sad
market- house, built at the expense of Lord Chief Jaacje*
Baldwin already mentioned, have bean lately replaced by a
building on the model of the Temple of tba Wind* at

Athens. The parish church, dedicated to St- Mary, is a spa-
cious antient structure, in tba shape of a cross, with a tow fcnrer

rising from the intersection of the nave and transept*. That
tower, from iu elevated situation, U teen for many miss* us
every direction. The church contains Utile that is remark-
able. There it a monument of Sir Henry Lee * tody, who
died in 15*4, and a marble effigy dug ap tome year* sinew
in the ruins of the church of the Grey Knars, *appoa*sl by
Browne Willi* to be that of Sir Henry Lea, wbo esed it.

1460. The pulpit is ornamented with sons* eursssj* eartesl

work. The churchyard i* very large, and hat several waits
planted with double row* of trees. There are mssrtiog-
house* for Independenu (formerly for Prestrytartan*), Bap-
tists, Quakers, and Methodist*.

There is a school, the origin of which doe* not apnea* to
be clearly known. It wa* endowed with eome
by Sir Henry Lee, of Ditrhley, in Oxfordshire,
year I6H7; but the principal endowment i* a bassssas* uf
5000/. left by Mr. Henry Phillip* of London, hi 1714,
invested in the purchase of land, whirh, with Us* stWf re-

source* of the school, produce* an income of nearly 54*i
The school building* arc adjacent to the churchyard, sad
consist of two house*, one for the head or Latin atstlrr. sate

the other for the writing or English master, with a srheati-

room connecting the two. In this school room 1 00 Wy» ar*
taught by the English master, while twenty snore ar* in-
structed by the head master in the different branch** af a
classic*! and mathematical education, tn a building ewMsn-
ing snd belonging to the Church, suptssjed la have bee*
originally a chantry chapel. There is a eherttv. dsausss
nated. from the name of the founder, Bedford * rssar.tr.

deriving a vrsrly income of about JO/, from
lands, which income is employed in repairing the i

and about the town, or distributed in money an
I'lejss.r. There are five large cottage* near the rawer*
gate, occupied a* alms-houses, bequeathed by a sssrasas of
the iisioe of Hickman, in l*''J. together with saw** atbar
propcrtt. the net proceeds of which (shout 60/ per snasai
are distributed in alms to the poor . There Is *Uo a sasv
si.leral.le property left bv William Harding of Waksna. a*

171*. for the purpwe of apprenticing p«r children. Aa
apprentice fee of in/ it given eilh each child, an*) favrtewa
U>ys and girls are on an evrtage bmiitd yrartv Tbast
sre many minor chsntie*. (/rVja-rl </ ( \sssssssasoskrr* */
('Aurr/i'i. January, lat I.)

Tlie only mamlfariure earned on In lit* town at el tore.

There it a market on Halurdav. principally for earn, anst s*a
fairs in the year, chiefly for live sale of rattle A Bnarkr*
oine held on Weilru-»<li» has been dtsusesl.

A V Irsbury was ms<le • corporate town snd a ] 1 rll t asiaasi I

hnr-ogh l>y charter of Quern Mary, in I lit. The ass |— a

ti mi en sulci of a bailiff, ten aldermen, and twelve rsssstai

burgrsse* ; hut the powers of lb* chartor eipsred tea for aa
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Om rarporatiorj wu concerned) in • few years after it wu
granted, in consequence of neglect in filling up the vacan-

cies caused by death ; and the right of Toting for the mem-
ber* of parliament, which had been at first in the corporation,

passed to the inhabitants paying scot and lot. In the early

part of tha last century occurred the ease of Ashby and
white, which brought on a serious difference between the

two house* of parliament. Ashby claimed to be a voter of

Aylesbury, ana brought an action at law against White and
others, the returning officers, for refusing his vote. He ob-

tained a verdict ; but the Court of Queen's Bench, before

which the case was subsequently brought, gave judgment in

fatear of the defendants. A writ of error was brought into

the House of Lords, who reversed thejudgment of the Court
of Queen's Bench. The House of Commons claimed the

•ale jurisdiction in all matten relating to the right of

electing their own members; and on the 21th January,
I7SJ-4. passed some strong resolutions on the subject,

drrlanog A»hby guilty of a breach of privilege. An
attempt on the) part of Ashby to follow up the proceeding*,

and the institution of new legal proceedings against White
and hi* brother officers by other parties, roused the spirit of
the Commons, who committed the parties to the new pro-
ceedings to Newgate, and their attorney to the custody of
the serjeant-at-arms. The prisoners moved for an habeas
carpus in the Court of Queen's Bench, but being remanded
by that court, they petitioned the queen for • writ of error

to bring the last proceeding into the House of Lords. The
Commoos ordered the parsons professionally engaged in
these legal measures to be taken into custody ; and some
of them were taken, but the Lords granted them a protec-

tion, and passed resolutions declaring that neither bouse of
parliament eouid create to themselves any new privilege,

out warranted by the known laws and customs of parlia-

ment- thai every freeman might seek redress for supposed
injuries in a court of law—that the Commons in committing
the persons who instituted the new proceedings had created
a new privilege, and had, • as far as in them lay, subjected

the rights of Bngtehmen. and the freedom of their persons,

to the arbitrary votes of the House ofCommons.' They also

condemned that House for censuring or punishing the pro-

fc—

s

snaj men, and declared a writ of error to be ' not a writ
of grace, but of right' The Houses had several conferences

;

amiUals to the custody of the serjeantat-arm- were

and resolutions passed by the Commons, dirt ting

er act to make any return of or yield any obedience

to the wnu of Habeas Corpus on behalf of some of the

psrssfMmwrtoualr in custody, assuring him of the protection

ef Ik* Home Ultimately proceedings war* stopped by the

•roregaaea of Parliament. Sinoa this time actions have
mm frequently brought against returoing-oraeers, and ver-

dstts obtained : so that the Commons were in effect defeated.

The parliamentary history of Aylesbury presents another

swaaisaUs incident. In 1804. in consequence of the cor*

rapuoaof the scot and lot voters, the right of voting was ex-

tended to the freeholder* of ' the Three Hundreds ofA) let-

wary.' aoojosntty with the inhabitants of the town not re-

ennog alma. (Oldfleld s Rtpnttniativt Hittary qf Qrtat
BrtUmm.)
The pariah of Aylesbury includes the hamlet of Walton,

where was formerly a ehaaei The rectory forms the en-
dowment of a prebend in the cathedral of Lincoln, within
wbsru dioraee Aylesbury lies, and in the archdeaconry of
Buckingham : the rParage in in the gift of the prebendary.
Tee population of the pariah waa in 1831 about 5000, and
the area was awe acres. Many of the inhabitants of the

aasiibisiihmid derive support from their skill in breeding
and tearing docks, though the method pursued is by no
means creditable to their humanity. They send a oonsi-

r of ducklings to the metropolis about Christ-

Aytoowary kt a very anbant town, and is said to have been
see ef the stresses** garrisons ofthe Britons in their struggle

,
who took it in ST I : from which time its

t appear in history, nil the great civil war in the

i si Charles L. when
sent daneg the years
lost- The Sexoas cai

it waa garrisoned for the parlia-

1*44. 164*. The British name is

it Aexterbunje (Aeglesburge).
la Daswatslew Book, it appears under the name of Elcsberie.

In Leased, it ia written Alesbury ; and in Camden, Ailes-

hnry ; whsch last mode ef cpeiling ia retained m the title of

Ifarewia ef Aslaebury, whksh the mnuly of BrudeneU Bruce

There was a bouse of Grey Friar* st the south end of the
town, founded by James Karl of Ortnond in 1387, but it
was very poor; the revenue, at the general suppression of
religious houses under Henry VIII , Wing valued only at
3/. 2i. id. per annum. It became the seat of Sir J. Bold-
win, Lord Chief Ju.tirc of the Common Pleas, to whom
Henry VIII. granted it, and afterwards of the Psck-
ington family; but it was so much damaged in the
great cixil war, that it was never afterwards inhabited br
them.
Tho vale of Aylesbury extends on the S.W. to Thame.

The other boundaries, except on the south side, are rather
difficult to ascertain. Lelaud makes the \ ale extend other-
ways to Buckingham, to Stunye Stratford, to Newport
Painell. and alonge from Ale-bury' by the Urates of Cbil-
tem Hilles almost u> Duiutable.' ' The CUiltcm Hills
bound the vale on the south side, and run in a direction
E.N.E. and W.S.W., nearly across the country. They are
formed of chalk. The vale is better calculated for grazing
land than almost any in the kingdom ; but when the agri-
cultural report of this county was drawn up (in 1 794), the
method of (arming seems to have been little creditable to the
skill and attention of the agriculturists. Grazing and dairy
farming seem to be at present the chief objects of attention.
Camden (in the lieginning of the seventeenth century) says,
' round about (the town of Aylesbury) on every side are
numerous flocks of sheep, loaded with wool, and yielding
great profit to their owners." ( Lysons't Magna Britannia

;

Beauties </ England and Wale*.)
AYLKSFORD. a village in Kent, on the right bank of

the Medwuy, a little to the left of the road from London
to Maidstone, thirty two miles and a half from the former,
and about three miles and a half from the Utter. The
village consists only of one street. The church, a handsome
building, with a square tower at the west end. is situated
on an eminence at the bock of the village. It contains a
costly monument of Sir John Banks, bart, who died 1690.
The ground rises so abruptly, that the churchyard is higher
than the chimneys of the bouses in the street. There is a
stone bridge of sis arches over the Ifedway ; and in Ayles-
ford-street is a building erected for an alms-house, and
endowed by the will of John Sedley, in 1605, for a warden
and six poor persons ; but the greater part of the property

has been perverted to private use, though now, by means of
the commissioners for inquiring concerning charities, it ia

likely to be recovered, and the charity re-established. Ayles-
ford has one fair in the year, on the I9lh of June. The
parish extends on both sides of the river * it contains 3330
acres, and had in 1831 a population of 1301 persons. It

includes the hamlet of Milbale, on the left bank of the

Medway, and in the civil jurisdiction of the Corporation of
Maidstone.
The living is a vicarage in the gift of the Data and

Chapter of Rochester. It is in the diocese and archdeaconry
of Rochester. The church waa granted by Henry I. to the
bishops of Rochester, One of these gave it to the priory
of that city ; but by one of his successors it waa, towards
the close of the twelfth century, transferred to the newly-
founded hospital at Stroud. Tho monks of Rochester priory

appealed to the Pope ; and after many years contest, and
many decrees and confirmations in favour of each party, it

remained with the hospital, the master of that institution

appointing a vicar to celebrate divine service. Just before

the dissolution of the religious houses, tho master and
brethren of the hospital resigned their hospital and all its

possessions to the prior and convent of Rochester; and
when, by the dissolution, the possessions of the priory came
into the hands of the king, he granted the advowson of the

vicarage to the Dean and Chapter of Rochester, in which it

is still vested.

An endowment of 20/. per annum for a charity-school waa
bequeathed by a Dr. Charles Milncr, of Preston Hall, in

this parish, who died in 1771.

Close to the Medway, a small distance west of the village,

was a Carmelite friary, founded A.n. 1240, by. or under

the patronage of. Lord Grey of Codner. At the suppression

of monasteries, the site, precinct, and lands of this were
granted to Sir Thomas Wvatt, snd on the rebellion of his

son in the reign of Queen Mary were forfeited to the crown.

Queen Elizabeth granted them to the Sedley family, snd

they are now in the possession of the family of Finob, Earls

of Ay lesford. In the mansion of this femur, and in the do

mestk offices, many portions of the friary buildings are still
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risible. We take the following description from Halted •

History of Kent.
" The greatest part of the antient pnury remaina vary fair,

and by far the lout demolished of any conventual edifice

in theae parta. The great gate from the road ia yet entire.

It opena to a Image square court, in which are aeen all the

doorways to the cells. The aide where the high buttresses

are left, on the left hand within the gale, was the great hall

or refectory, now divided into tooms. The kitchen was like-

wise on the east side of the square, aa appears by the large

fire-places in one part of it. The chapel was that part of the

building which standi east and west ; the north side of it

fronts the garden as the south does the river ; the east win-

dow of it was where now is the dining-room or gallery-door

with the iron balcony facing the town. The principal part

of this priory, as the ball, chapel, cloisters, tic, was con-

verted into stately apartments by Sir John Banks (who re-

sided here in the latter part of the seventeenth century),

and the cloisters were by him inclosed and paved with wliile

and black marble. There is a fair high stone wall which
fronts the road and incloses the garden, the same as when
in its antient state.— (Vol. iv. 2d ed. 1798.)

There are in the parish the ruins of the antient free

chapel of Longsole. now used aa a bam. and called, from its

lonely situation, 'The Hermitage.' It is about two miles

from the town, on the other side of the Medway. On lbs

window-frame of a large antient bam (belonging to Preston

Hall in this parish), built of stone, as well as on an out-

bouse near it. also of atone, and on a chimney-piece, are the

letters TC with the date 1 102 in Arabic figures. The use

of these at so early a period has given rise to much discus-

sion among antiquaries : the inscription is probably of a

much later date, and refers not to tbe date or the erection of

the building.

But the most remarkable monument of antiquity is that

culled Kit s Cotv House, situated on the brow or a hill,

nbout a mile N.E. of the village. It is composed of four

large stones, of the stone called Kentith rag, according to

Grose ; while Hasted vaguely describes them as being ' of

the pebble kind.' The following description of this monu-
ment is given by Stow in bis Chronicle, and quoted by-

Mr. Colebrooke in the Archtrolngia, vol. ii. p. 113 (pub.

1773) :
—

' I have myself, in company with divers worshipful

and learned gentlemen, beheld it in anno 1 590, and ia of

four flat stones, one of them standing upright in the middle
of two others, inclosing the edge sides of the first, and the

fourth laid flat aloft the other three, and it of such height
thai men may stand on either side the middle stone in time
or storm or tempest safe rrom wind and rain, being defended
with the breadth of tbe stones, having one at their backs,
one on either side, and the fourth over their heads ; and
about a coit'a cait from this monument lieth another great
stone, much part thereof in the ground, as fallen down
where the same had been affixed.' ' This laat stone.' aat*
Mr. Colebrooke. ' lies about seventy paces to tbe N.W. in the

same field. The thickness is half buried ; but from its

present position, it seems as if it had once stood upright.'

It has since been buried 1 for the convenience or agriculture.'

It mav be observed, that the openings funned by the stones

of Kit s Coty House are not of equal dimensions, but the

larger one fronts between K. and VP... whence some writers

(as Grose) describe ttiem as forming three sides or a square

The upper stone is not quite parallel to the homon, but in-

cline* towards the W. or S.W. opening, in an angle of about
nine degrees. The dimensions of the stone* are aa follows.

We lake them from Grose s Antn/uitiei.

Upright stone on the N. or N W. side, eight feet high,

eight feet broad,* two feet thick : estimated weight, eight

and a half tons.

Upright stone on the 8. or S K. side, eight feet high,

seven and a half reet broad, two feet thick

wriirht. eight tons.

Upright stone bri»«m these, very irregular,

dimensions, five I'eet high." five reet broad,
"

thick : estimated weight, stout two tons.

Upper stone, very irregular, eleven feet long,
broad, two feet thick : climated weight, about tea tans,
seven ewts
None of Uw stones n«.« ejrj marks of workmanship.

I ..- • IV,. ,

[EN • l-'otj Ilout )

At the distance of two fields southward frnrn Kit's I
House, in the bottom nearer to Aylesford. is a heap of lb*

like kind of stones, some of which are partly upright, and
others lying in a circle round them, in all to the number of
nine or ten. Those that are partly upright, with a Isrgv
one lying acmsa them, appear to have one* formed a kind
of structure like that of Kit's Coty House, and to have
had the same aspect: the whole heap is now intrrgrtran
with elms and other coppice shrub*. Thia monument
of antiquity is supposed to have been demolishes* by i

persons digging a trench beneath it, in hope of fin

treasure. (Hasted s Htitory of Kent.) Still

Aylesford is a remarkable stone, called, from ita shapa, i)»

Coffin.

Respecting the origin of Kit's Coty House, u wm «,

its singular name, different opinions are entertained. It

appears that about a.d. 455. soon after the arrival of lb*
Saxons in England, under Hengiat and Horsa. when hosti-

lities broke out between them and the Unions, a haflW t»sk

Elsee at Aylesford, one or the three which are thougbt t«

av« compelled the Saxons to leave the island fur • lass*.

(Turner's History of the Anglo- Saxon*, book in e. I.) In
this battle. Catigern. brother ofGuortemir. or Vorbmrr. tt,
British commander, fell, as also Horsa. one of taw Sax j*
chieftains. It is commonly supposed that this at the smisv
ment of Catigern ; and the name. Kit * Cory Hoots, as

considered by Stow. Camden. Grose, and other*. t*> W
derived from the name of that person. Grow has t>ss

passage :
' Perhaps the appellation of Kef* Cetty Hoaar

(so he writes it) ' may be thus illustrated : Krt or t a* as

pnasibly the familiar abbreviation of Catigern ; aass aa
Cornwall, where there are many of these mnnnaisli. truss
stones, whose length and breadth greatly exceed thear
thickness, are called colte: Kit s Coity House may thra
express Catigern * House built with cits, and mi. tit haw
been a taunting reflection on the memory of that raanrwi
for the British liberty, used by tbe Saxons when in | mi
or the county or Kent. Mr. Colebrooke inrlinre to tain* a
is tbe sepulchral monument or Horsa. whtrh ss ininsjiali
supposed to be at Hurtted. a manor a little sd the Wft caf law
mad from Rochester to Maul. lone, about two BBitaa fnea
the former, where are many large stone* scattered about taw
fields, some st.Hiding upright, others thrown down. tSea
Hasted s lint of Kent. I The name of Kit * Cory Hsausa
Mr. I olebrooke suppose* to be derived from aataw taVd ibis
herd, a ho used to keep sheep on this plain, and so saWt*ar
himself rrom the weather in this monument. Mr Pssrvs
I ArrhtfJ vol iv.. p. I |o. el set). » considers Mr " 'isml t

hypothesis very doubtful, and regards this and other etwssj-

lech* a* place* of devotion rather than sepulchral aa-re
menta. Bedc (quoted by Mr C oWbrcokel u aTs. 7.. lass. taw.

place where Horsa waa buried retained bis b>*m as*
words are ' hartenus in orsrntahhua C antn

.

mentura habuit suo nomine instgne.' Neat ww i

one will pretend to say that the name of Horsa ss

rated in the present title of this monument. The I

various! v wr lieu : KeilhCotv Hosier, by CaawaVrsa. ; 1 starts**

House, in Lambarde (Perambulation nf AesW.eait of l>t«l).

Lit I CoUhouse. by Stow g and d.flereotry try I

'
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Basinet: the above engagement, between the Britons and
Saxons. Aylesford deserves notice as the plaee to which
Edmund Ironside, about the year 1016, pursued the Danes
whoa he had defeated at Otfbrd. Dr. Plott was inclined to

fx the Roman station Vaguiacm at Aylesford; but he
don not appear to have any followers in this opinion.

The name of this place has been variously written. The
Saxon Chronicle calls it Agelesfbrd. According to Nen-
niu <• British historian of the early part of the seventh

century) the Saxons called it Epieford, and the Britons

8taeoeicahail. or Saiasenaig-Hobail, from the overthrow of
1

the Saxons here. Aseer (in the time of Alfred, who died

about a o. 900) calls it iEgelsthrep ; in Domesday Book it

is Eleeford, in later writers AiUesford, and in Leland and
Camden. Ailesford.

The maiier ofAylesford was, at the time of the Domesday
Survey, a royal demesne. It was subsequently held by the

Greys of Codnor, the Wyatta, and others.

la one) plaee in the parish are several springs, which
chance the stones in them, as well as pieces of wood, to a
sarmme hue, which becomes deeper when they are taken
eat and have become dry. The water flows from a deep
chalky loose sod, is very chilly, and has a rough taste ; but
there are no chalybeate qualities belonging to it (Hasted s

nut. «r *:*/.)

AYLSHAM, or AYLESHAM (written in Domesdsv
Book ' Rhrsham ). a market-town in the hundred of South
Brptngtiam. in the county of Norfolk, about 1 1 miles N.
by W. of Norwich, and ISO N.N.B. from London through
Norwich, or 1 18 through East Dereham. It is on the right

or 8.W. hank of the river Bure. one of the streams which
unite just above the town of Great Yarmouth. Aylsham
was. in the time of Edward II. and III., the chief place in

Norfolk for the linen manufacture ; and in old record* the
• Ailesham webs* and ' Ailesham linens,' and ' the One cloth

of Aileaham' are frequently mentioned. In the reign of

Henry V1IL the linen manufacture had in a great degree

giveo way to the woollen, and about the time of James I. it

was chiefly inhabited by knitters ; but this branch of in-

dustry has since decayed, and no particular manufacture
now prevails in the town, unless it be that a few looms are

•tostored for the Norwich manufacturers. The market, for-

mer) r on Saturday, is at present on Tuesday ; the business

» chiefly in corn : there are two fairs in the year. The
river Bure was made navigable for boats of thirteen tons

burden, and drawing two feet four or Ave inches water, in

the years 1773-1770. It had previously been navigable

only to Coltuhall. six or seven miles below Aylsham. The
pariah is large, containing 4250 acres. The population in

1831 was 2334.

The church, dedicated to St Michael the Archangel, was
built by John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, fourth son of

Edward III., in the fourteenth century, and is in the deco-

rated English style. It has a nave and chancel, with two

milts to each ; also two transepts ; the north is called St
Pater's Chapsi and the south the Chapel of the Virgin

Mary. There is a square tower, with a small spire on the

top. The church contains several monumental brasses, a
richly-carved but. and in the south window a neat painting

of the Salutation, vol up in 1516. The living is a vicarage,

•coordmg to Bloncfteld, though other authorities erro-

—omjy call it a rectory. It is in the diocese and arch-

deaconry of Norwich, and the presentation is in the hands
of the dean and chapter of Canterbury, to whom the impro-

priate rectory waa grant'vL There are two dissenting

piaras of worship.

There is a national school at Aylsham. It was originally

a free-school, endowed by Robert Jannys, who was msyor
of Norwich in 1 5

1

7 ; but the endowment is small (a school-

room and master's bouse, with above an acre of land, and
l«£ paid by the corporation of Norwich), and it is chiefly

•uMofted by voluntary contributions. The county bride-

wril is in this town.

The country round Aylsham is the most agreeable in

Norfolk, and when Blomefield wrote his history (towards

the middle of tbe last century) it was much frequented in the

irnrwason on account of a spa or mineral spring, about

haJfaaMlefeomtbetown. (Blome field's Hut. of Norfolk.)

AYR. a royal burgh on the coast of Scotland, and the

csssnly town of the shire to which it gives name. It is situ-

ated an the tooth bank of the river Avr, near its mouth, and
77 aailea 8.W. of Edinburgh, and 34 S.S.W. of Glasgow.

The mm Ayr is supposed to be of Celtic origin, and to

have bam first given to the river, from which it has been
transferred to tbo town : the meaning is /At*, or tMaiiow.
The prineipai street (called High-street) i* broad, with

two rows of well-built bouses. The town is lighted with gas,
and was entirely re-paved some years since, no that it it

now one of the cleanest and best-paved burgh* in Scot-
land. At the end of the street is the old bridge over the
Ayr, connecting the town with the burgh New Town upon
Ayr, which, though a distinct parish, may be considered as
a suburb

; and, with the adjacent villages of Wallace Town
and Content, is included in the boundaries of the present
parliamentary borough of Ayr. A little below this old bridge
is the new bridge, an elegant structure of five arches, which
connects Sandgate-street in Ayr with Main-street in New
Town. At the junction of High-street and Ssndgate-street
stand the town public buildings, consisting of an elegant
suite of assembly-rooms, and a public reading-room well
supplied with periodicals and newspapers. There is a spire
in the centre of the building 317 feet high, which is much
admired. These buildings were erected by the corporation
at the coat of 10,000/. Near the south end of Sandgate-
street it Wellington-square (the name of which indicates
its modern erection), having at its western extremity the
county buildings, containing court and record rooms, and
other public offices. Behind these is the county jail for

debtors and criminals, erected on the most approved prin-
ciples, and in an airy situation near the sea. Wellington-
square is of considerable site. From the houses on the
north side to those on tbo south, it is about 300 feet wide,
and the length from the road towards Carries, into which its

eastern extremity opens, to the court-bouse on the west is

about 600 feet South of it another new square, of much
smaller dimensions, has been commenced, as well as a
number ofnew streets in the same neighbourhood. In H ig h-

streat is a new building called Wallace Tower, erected in

the place of an old building bearing the same name, and
said to have been the occasional residence of the Scottish
hero. In front of the building is a statue of Wallace, exe-
cuted by Thorn, the sculptor of Tarn O'Shanter and Souter
Johnnie. Ayr is the residence of persons in easy circum-
stances, professional men, and tradesmen ; and the business
which is done arises much from its rank as county town, and
from the residence of several of the gentry. There ire two
banking establishment*, besides branches of the Bank of
Scotland and the Union Bank of Glasgow. New Toan is

the seat of the coal trade. The different character of the
population of the two places may he estimated by this, that
though the parish of New Town has more than half as
many inhabitants as Ayr, there are only 40 female ser-

vants, while in Ayr there are 389. Ayr baa 166 capitalists,

bankers, professional and other educated men ; New Town
only 31.

The harbour is formed by the mouth of the river Ayr;
and from each aide of the mouth a pier runs out into the
sea, as far as low-water mark. The length of the south
pier (that of Ayr) is about 1250 feet and the length of the
north pier (that of New Town) about 1 1 50 feet*. There is a
bar at the month of the harbour, and the depth of the water
at spring tides is fourteen feet ; so that vessels exceeding
200 tons registered burden can be brought over the bar in

safety. There are two light- bouses to guide vessels into

the harbour. The dues exceed 1000/. annually.

There are two parish kirks in Ayr : the old one stands at

the back of the High-street on the east side of the town ;

and the new one at the head of Cathcart-street The parish

kirk in New Town stands in Main-street not far from the
bridge. Besides these places of worship of the establish-

ment there are Episcopslian and Catholic chapels, and
meeting-houses connected with the following bodies of dis-

senters: vix.. Burghers, Anti- Burghers, Relief, Came-
ronians. Independents, Methodists, and Moravians.

Close to the new parochial kirk of Ayr is the academy,

which, from the celebrity of the teachers, hss drawn many
families to the town for the education of their children. The
number of scholars averages from 600 to 600 annually : the

budding is very handsome. This has benefited the town

by causing an inoraase of the buildings, and an improve-
ment in the society. Ayr is a plaee of gaiety and fa»hion.

It has a theatre close to Wellington-square ; and its races,

which art held on a course about a mile south of the town,

are well attended. On the roads to Maybole, and along the

• TW nun mimU gssstsBy an aaet sa tba aba ssaunss l» uw
bosaaUrj nfsft*.
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to Carrick. are a number or villa*, chiefly inhabited

by persons who arc id business in Ayr.
To the went of the town, between it and th* shore, atood

the Tort built by Oliver Cromwell, but demolished at the

restoration of the Stuart*. It wa* defended by six bastions,

and two or three place* appear to have bean intended fur

magazine*. In it* area, of about ten acre*, was included

the ancient psrorhul kirk of St. John tha Baptist ; in

which the Scottish Parliament met to confirm the title

of Robert Bruru to the throoe of Scotland. This lurk

Cromwell sppropnatcd a* an armoury, and Rare the burgh
JOOU mark* English (f.8ft/. 13*. Ad.) to build a new one,

tu.. that which i* mentioned above at " the Old Kirk," built

in 1654. The tower of the kirk within the fort *till remain*,

and there are toino relic* of the fort itaelf. Ayr i* one ol

the town* at which the high court of judiciary lir the

southern circuit (corresponding to the English aaaixe courts)

is held. Sheriff, juutce of peace, and burgh court*, are
alto regularly held.

The trade of Ayr, in former times, consisted in a great
degree in the importation of wine from France, and the

population was then considerable. There was a tradition,

that nearly 2">0 year* ago '2000 persons died of tha plague.

Subsequently the town declined ; and in 1 743 the popu-

lation (of the panth, as it seems) was reckoned at no mora
than 2i>00 ; but it must have increased rapidly toon after,

as in I 75 J it wss returned at nearly 3000. At present the
trade of Ayr consuls cbietty in the export of coals to Ire-

land, and the import of timber ana deals from British

America, and of iron and hemp from tho Baltic. Ship-
building and fl»hing are carried on to some extent, the sand-
banks of the coast abounding in all aorta of white fl»h. A
considerable woollen manufactory ha* bean lately com-
menced, which bids fair to be attended with beneficial re-

sults. The rise of New Town into importance is more recent
than that of Ayr, and baa been owing to it* collieries,

which are now flourishing. The population of the burgh
and parish of Ayr in I tt II, was 7606 ; that of New Town,
4020; and Wallace Town and Content, 4277 :—together.

15.903. There are two weekly market* at Ayr on Tues-
day and Friday, and (bur fairs in tha year.

Ayr is aatd to nave been a place of note at the Norman
Conquest, and was erected into a burgh by VVdliam the
Linn, king of Scotland, in the year 1202. The corporation
consists of a provost, two bail lie*, a dean of guild, a treasurer,
and twelve councillors; and baa an annual revenue of
'2

1 oof., and a debt approaching to near xO.OOOf. The juris-
diction of the magistrates extends over the whole parish.

It i* a contributory burgh, returning conjointly with Irvine.
Campbeltown, Inierary, and Oban (the last three in
Ariryles hire), one member to parliament.
New Town i* a burifh of barony ; the burgesses or free-

men are limned in nuinlwr to forty-eight, and each pos
scs.es what is called a lot or freedom, consoling of four
acre.* of arable laud, beside* the right of pasturage on the
common of 1 50 acres, which right is enjoird only by the
lmrbic.se*. The common revenue of tlw burgh i* small.
The community meet every year to elect their mainstrata*
an I ollicer*. when two bsulliee. a treasurer, and au coun-
cil!' >rs are chosen.

The boundaries of the parliamentary borough of Ayr, a*
flxrd in I h 1 1, comprehend parts of the three partthe* of
Air, New Town, and (sit, Ouivox, and contain a population
of I4.M7.
The roast to the north and south of Avr U flat ; on the

east tli* country rise* irradualli. The soil of Avr pan*h
scetii* to be better than thst of New Town. The/ are U.»h
in ttic- c.-i'sb) tery of A» r. and the synod of Ayr and; liljstfnw.
New T'wn *.i* separated Irom the parishes of Monkion and
Prrstiek. and f rme l into a separate psrish in 1779.

In the p*n»huf Ayr (at least, in that of Allowsy whwh
ha* been long annexed to it>, Kobart Burns was bom. in
1 * '!». Tit* house stand* by the road -side, about two mile*
from Ayr. and i* p. i tiled out to the traveller by a board with
an inscription. On a height between the kirk of Altoway
and the bridge of Dooo. a morinnaant baa been erected to
the puel s memory. 1 1 ta built of pare white ston*. ts in the
f.nu of a U-reutn tempi*, and contains i pnnrait *f Bairn*,
and some rrl.r. cniierted with htm. Tb* scenery ra the
neigtiuwriKsjit i. .Miuhtiul in the estrone, wturb can*** it
to i« a pU«. aub r.*..n*d to by rtraogera, Johanna*

»-«.. S.,. - . ... . , ,tUJl mmtmm
»»»

Scotus, or Brigena, one of tha light* of the dark ago*, »• 1

lb* Chevalier Ramsay, are claimed aa natives of tb* pan.-,

of Ayr,
There was formerly a monastery of Dominicans, or b>*< V

friar* (tha first they had in Scotland), and one of lW tit.

sen antine*. A statue of lb* Virgin Mary was said to Is* <•

worked many miracles.

(Wcbstor* Tapogrupkimi Diri. o/ .W/«*W ; Sinclair .

Staluhcal Arenntl ; Play fair's Dfcrtptton a/ Mm/Vend, at* )

AYRSHIRE, a county in tb* K. W. part of Hnjtlar.j.

ilcnving its name from the town just described. 1 be In-,
of Clyde, an arm of tb* sea which washes it on tb* W. s«W.

forms a bay, at the bottom of which is the town of Ayr. Tn.t
town divide* into nearly equal part* tb* porttno of roan h*.

longing to the county, being distant, in a atraignt l.rw.

from it* northern extremity about thirty-one tnilr* , », .]

I
about thirty-five mile* from tb* southern. Tb* distant V
the two extremities from on* another in a direct line is

about sixty mil**. Such a tin* would be in a direru.n
nearly N. by E. and S. by W.
The inland boundary, leaving tb* northern point of the

coast just mentioned, runs in an irregular line towards tb*

S.E , and separate* Ayrshire from Renfrewshire and La-
narkshire : after it reaches tb* most eastern point (which is

about forty-four mile* from the northern extremity of the

coast, and about twenty-six or twenty ••even miles K by N.
of the town of Ayr), it turns to tb* H.W. and with tnant

winding* reaches the southern point of the eoaat, wlurb m
distant from the most eastern point of the abtre sur*.t

fifty-six mile* in a straight tin*. This lsst part af it*

boundary divides this shir* from the** of Dumfries, K./a-
cudbnght and Wigton.
Tb* southern and eastern parts, with a email pnrtxm ef

the northern part, are the moat hilly ; and some of tb*> ra>
nenre* an of considerable height Along the shorn <J

th* Frith are narrow plains, abounding with gravel ; tb*
country inland rise* into hills, which Inclose, a* within an
amphitheatre, tb* best part of tb* county. Tha prmojvs.
hill* ar* aa follows :—

!<***.

Knockdolian, a conical mountain near the eoaat in
the southern part of the county . . 1*1 •

Cairn-table, in the eastern part of the county . Isis—
Blacksida-end, in tb* pariah of Son, new th* nvwr
Ayr . ,• . m*»

Carleton Hill 1 lliiOJorll i-

Knockdaw mm* KnockrloUan '.I !'.*»•

Knocknorman I I !>.•
Beo-erard, in the southern part of the county . )*«•;
Misty Law, on the border of Renfrew and Ayr . >.'<•••

Ailsa Craig, a rock off the coast . . U-S
Brown Camck UilL a utile way south of th* town of
Ayr ..... vj»;

Ayrshire is a natural basin. Many streams nse seas im
inland boundary, and flow through the county into ii» a*

I
but Ibe shortness of ibeir course prevent* thriu Iroca srt.«i .-

1

I
of much importance in a commercial punt of »»r 1..
Carnork. rising in the north, and pursuing a rosin* !•>•»- .

llie south, unite* wub the In in*, whuh eossr* fr-o
cart: or rather, both these nirrs fall into Irvine &«/ » «-r

The Irvine, which is the larger of tb* two, is *i>«*t i*».j >

miles long. Tb* Ayr crosses lis* county *t Ms
part, flows from *a*t to west, and falls into th* era iwsvr ua
tven of Ayr. It ha* a course of from thirty te tt..rn i>«
miles. The Lugar is its principal tributsrv. Th. !»-•
rise* Crura scleral *m*ll Inch* on the S E. border sf »

county, and passing through Lorb Uooo. flow* Ntt l
fall* into lb* sea not far troio the mouth of tW Air 1

is of shout the same length a* that river. Tb* Umu * -

th* Sbnrhar rise in tbe same dist ( irt as tlx* 1Jsm. *>-*

dram tbe southern parts of lb* countv. T Ley are *s^.
twenty to twenty fi>* mile* long. Tb* Nub. «b«* * «»
through Dumfries shire, and tbe Cree. wbarh ****>*• k><«
rudbngblaiure from VYigtoa*hlr*, rue in Ayrwhsie *r en t- •

. bonier.

I There ar* several saaail tosh* taw th* sosure* mi ia>
Dooo. Oirvaa, and hunraer. Loch Dos*, uarssata si*t
th* nv*r Dwn run*, is about mo* mil** ksasg arcssraW^
to tb* Appendix to Sir Juna Stneiair a tfsw*r*J *T*~- .

\

* Vnm W^s-r'a f.fysst iW y t .-. ./
1 t fr « S» I*. Ik<l» I i.ism *7-~ • «sst

I I rss» nslfsst • Cms« l-m | I— -I Scwi.-*
t »<» u» kf %r 1 1 1 asii *, ysii i > i ss us> i s* a* las ri a _

l Vmf-' -—-
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SrrtUmt.' bat Kf mtummmll on the Man of Scotland,
pahlitbed by the Society for Diffusing Useful KnowMp, it

it not more than about Ore or six. which afreet with the
OainTxnt in Chalmers's Caledonia. The last authority

fun the breadth as three-fourths of a mile. It abounds
• ith firm trout. This fish is common in many of the other
»trv-i:n« . but in the river Ayr itself, the quantity has been
drmmshed. partly by the water that cornea from the coal

xtA iron mines and lime quarries near the sources of the
mcr.
The Craig of Ailsa lies in the tea about eight mites from

the southern part of the Ayrshire roast It is not a mere rock,

bat the summit of a huge sub-marine mountain. It shelves

randl) into the sea, and is surrounded by deep water on all

h (<•» except the south eastern, where the accumulation of the
<lebn» ha* formed a small beach. It is about two miles in

ri-fumfrreuee, and Ms summit rises to the height of 1096
fret. It is covered with verdure, and is the abode of goats
snd rabbits, gulU, auks, and ganrtets. Viewed from the

N.W.. «» form ts heavy, but when seen from the north it

a*«umc» an elegant conical figure.

It bos on the N.W. perpendicular cliffs 200 to 300 feet

l.yh ; but on the other sides it descends into the sea with a
•1 ft presenting hero and there some rocky faces, but co-

vered cencrally with grass or wild flowers. It has springs
abiv.it 2uo feet below its summit.

This uland is almost entirely composed ofone species of'

rrx-k, an even and small-grained mixture of white felspar

and transparent quartz, the former appearing to predomi-
nate. It m mottled by minute and distinot stains of a black
c».our. which on examination arc seen to be small grains of
hornblende dispersed through the stone as from a common
centre ; and giving to it, according to their proportion to

the other ingredients, a darker or lighter gray tint. The
rock is commonly amorphous, and oreaks into irregular

mxMcs : but in several parts, and especially on the N.W.
wit, it baa a columnar structure. The columns vary in

the number of their sides, but are mostly pentagonal or

hexagonal, and from six to eight feet in diameter : they arc
n t j tnted. but rise continuously to the height of 100 feet

Their fracture U at right angles to their axes, and hence
their summits are flat, and afford a habitation for numbers
of gannct*. Their dimensions far exceed those of the
bualue columns of Staffa; and they possess a requisite

which the latter want, the power of catching from their

\<gUter colour tb« most varied lights and reflections. There
n *n old ruinous castle on the rock. (See an account of

Ailsa by Dr. M'Culloch in the Trantaction* of the Geolo-

gical S-jetetu, vol. ii. No. 18.)

The mineral riches of Ayrshire are considerable. Coal
>« abundant, especially in the middle and northern parts of
tW county, which may be considered as included in the

en*t coal-field of Scotland. Harbours and railroads have
Um formed to carry on the export coal trade. The coal is

of different varieties, among which is the blende coal, found
in the earth charred, or reduced to the state of a cinder. It

burn* without smoke or much flame, and is used for drying
grain and malt. Considerable quantities are exported to

Ireland and to the Western Isles. Cannel coal appears to

hate been dug formerly, but we are not able to ascertain

whether or not it i* procured at present. Near Saltcoats

elcwn different strata or seams of coal have been disco-

vered. The eoaj of these seams is not all of the same qua-
U i . They were discovered by Mr. Cunningham, who sunk
sbsfU. constructed the harbour of Saltcoats, and built solt-

fia* to consume the otherwise useless part of the coal,

be coal-field near Saltcoats is divided into three parts by
two d< kes or natural walls of whinstone.
The c ».nty affords abundance of limestone. Freestone

t* quarried in great quantity ; and there is some whin-
stone and puddin^ntone. Mill-stones of coarse granite are

quarried at kulbrule. near the northern part of the coast,

an- 1 are in great request for their hardness and durability.

They are said to be exported even to the West Indies and
to America. Near Aucbinleck is a quarry of black stone

ssarb used for building ovens, on account of its power in

smuing the action of fire. The whetstone known by the

bsbm of Walre-of-Ayr atone is found near the banks of the

met Ayr. Marl alto is procured in many places.

Ifub»ua» is obtained ; and at Muirkirk. near the eastern

extremity of the county, extensive iron works are carried on.

Lead, plumbago or black lead, antimony, and copper (of

•eh of which the 'juanUty is small) may be considered as

nearly completing the list of all the minerals of Amhire.
(Playfair a Geogrmfh$t*l Dtcnplton of scotLaul; Beat-
lift of Scotland.)

There are several mineral sprinira. But none of them of
snch repute as to attract many visitors.

The soil of this county is thus distributed by Chalmers
in his Caledonia i

Clay soil . . 8« 1.980 acres
Sand or light soil . 180.1 10

Moss and moor land . 883,530

Total . . S6S.600 statute acres.
The light or aandy soil is met with along the coast, inter-

spersed with a deep and fertile loam. On the eastern
boundary the moor lands, intersected with mosses, occur.
Of these mosses, Aird's moss and Moss-Mallork, which last
is partly in Lanark and Renfrew shires, may he noticed for
their extent. In the parish of Muirkirk and New Cum-
nock, which are in the east part of the shire, more than half
the land is moss. The clay soil, whioh constitutes *o large
a portion of the land, virion in its character; it is, in some
parts, strong and productive, while in others it is spongv,
wet, and cold ; producing grass nn6t for rattening rattle,

and merely sufficient fbr keening alive a breeding stock.
(Pullarton's General View of the Agriculture of the County
of Ayr.)

Till about the middle of the last century, the agricul-

ture of Ayrshire was in a most wretched condition. There
was scarcely a practicable road ; the farmers' houses were
mere hovels; the lands were overrun with weeds and
rushes. The arable farms were small, fbr the tenants
had not stock fbr larger occupations ; the tenure was bad,
and the tenant harassed by a multitude of vexatious ser-
vices to the landlord. The land, divided into the croft or
infield, and outfield, was either neglected or worn out by
successive crops of oats, as long as they would pay fbr teea
and labour, or by an ill-managed rotation of two or three
successive crops of oats, one of bear (or four-rowed barley),

followed by a year of rest. Tho wretched condition of the

country may be judged of by the fact, that little butchers*

meat was used by tho farmers, except a portion salted at
Martinmas fbr winter stock ; porridge, oatmeal cakes, and
some milk or cheese, constituted the chief of their diet.

Even in the town of Ayr, containing from 4000 to 5000 inha-

bitants, not more than fifty head of cattle were slaughtered
annually. A succession of bad seasons, at the end of the

seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth centuries,

obliged hundreds of families to fly fbr subsistence to the

north of Ireland ; and the poor were not unfrequently

obliged to subsist by bleeding their cattle, and mixing the

blood with any oatmeal they could procure. (FuUarton's
General I'iew, <f-a)

Wheat is not cultivated to any great extent ; and though
the quality of that which is raised is very good, yet the cul-

tivation of it is attended by many disadvantages. Big or

bear is generally preferred to the common barley ; but the

principal grain raised is the oat, in which the county
stands pre-eminent, both for quality and produce. Turnips
are increasing ; potatoes are universally cultivated, and the

artificial grasses on all improved farms. Flax also is raided.

The best rotation of crops is considered to be oats or beans

raised after ploughing up a grass-field : after these, in dry

soils, turnips or other green crops, such as kale, vetches,

tares, or potatoes. In very strong soils, drilled beans, cab-

bages, and carrots may be substituted in the place of tur-

nips. These are followed by a crop of barley sown with

artificial grass seeds. After the clover, wheat or oat», and,

in very light lands, rye. (FuUarton's General View, <fc.)

Lime is the most common manure On the coast, »oa-

weod is much used, and soapcrs* waste is in great request

with some farmers.

The cattle in the southern part of the county are chiefly

reared for the market, and are for the most part of the

Galloway breed. They are commonly black or brindled

(though some are white or dun), and the best are

without horns. They are very hardy, and grow fat where

the large heavy breed of some other counties would be

starved. Great numbers are yearly sent to England. The
cattle in the northern part of the county is partly of the

Dunlop breed, which has been established there for a cen-

tury and a half. They are remarkable for the quantity and

quality of their milk. Besides these, there is a breed of

brown and white mottled cattle, which is considered to have
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been introduced at a considerably later period. They are.

lika toe others, excellent milker*. The dairy i» an object of
great altentioD in Ayrshire, and a considerable quantity of
cheese it made. The Dunlop cheese is in good repute ; and
the making of it form* almost the sole business of the farmer*

in the parish of Dnnlop. Other breed* of cattle are more
or le** in u*e among the farmer* : a* the Alderneys, which
are occasionally introduced to give richness and colour to

the milk and butler; the Irish, which are large, wide-

homed, and raw- boned, but difficult to fatten ; and a small
Highland breed, which, having been bred on the hill*, im-
prove rapidly in the low country, and are esteemed superior

to any in the flavour of the meat. A proportion of Dutch
or Holdemes* cattle bad been propagated in former times,

but they aeem to have declined ; and the attempts made to

introduce the best breed of the wide-homed Craven, Lanca-
shire, and Leicesterehire cattle appear to have failed. Oxen,
it may be observed, are acarcely ever used at plough.

On the dry lands along the coast a small white-faced
breed of sbeep has long been maintained. They produce but
little wool, and that of middling quality, and seem to have

j

very little to recommend them. The native •beep is bred in

greet numbers on the moors. These are among the hardiest,
!

most active, and most restless of the sheep tribe. They are
round. Arm, and well-shaped, with black face* and horns.
The wool is scanty in Quantity, and coarse in texture ; but
the flesh at Ave year* old is excellent, and the tallow equal
to one-fourth of the weight of the carcase. There is a breed
at one part of the coast, the wool ofwhich is very fine. The
number of sheep in Ayrshire baa been stated to exceed that
of any other county in Scotland.
This county, with the adjoining one of Lanark, posseMei

a valuable breed of hardy and strong work-horses, superior
Perhaps to any in the kingdom. They were supposed to
have originated from some Flanders or Holstetn horse*,
brought over in the seventeenth century by one of the duke*
of Hamilton; but it appears that great pains had been
taken, at periods long anterior to that, to improve the Scot-
tish horses by importations from Denmark, Flanders, and
Germany. There is hardly an ass to be seen in Ayrshire.

Although a prejudice was long entertained against swine,
it has for some time been giving way ; and a considerable
number are now fed upon the refuse of the dairy : but the
breeding of them has not been so systematically conducted
as in tout counties of England. Rabbits are more numerous
than in any other county in Scotland. They are bred for
their fur; and are killed from the beginning of-December
to the end of February. Dunghill fowls are reared at almost
every farm- bouse ana cottage, but other kind* of poultry
are not numerous ; neither are pigeons nor bees.
Between two and three centuries ago there were consi-

derable forests in this county. At the time of the Reforma-
tion a forest extended ten miles eastward from the town of
Ayr; but this, with every other wood of any extent in the
county, excepting Dalrymple wood on the river Doon. be-
longing to the Marquis ofAdas, baa been entirely destroyed

;

and nearly a century ago there waa little wood in the county,
except the natural woods of oak and birch on the banks
of the rivers Gtrvan, 8tinebar, Doon, and Ayr. There
were clumps of ash and sycamore round moat of the farm-
houses in the north, and some of those in the midland and
southern parts. At present all the lower parts of the country
and the banks of its numerous rivers are thickly studded
with plantations around the mansions of the proprietors. It

is to be regretted that, in tbe early period of improvement,
the Scotch Or was preferred to tbe larch. Plantations of
willows for bo»us and baskets hate been made with con-
siderable benefit. There is a reed near the lakes in some
parts which is excellent for thatching.

Tbe climate of Ayrshire is moist, but far from unhealthy.
The westerly wind* blow severely on the coast ; and the
part near the Isle of Arran is subject to frequent and heavy
showers, the clouds being attracted by the lofty mountains
of that isl\nd. The air is milder and more temperate than
in the r»M of Scotland ; snd towards tbe western or coast
sule it is pure and free from fogs, Snows malt as they fall

on the rue>t.

Tbe manufactures of Ayrshire are important, for the dit-

trv t possesses considerable advantages. Fuel is abundant

;

insu-nals (or buililmg are at band ; and there are channels
of r .rarou.iiraiion open. The vicinity of Glasgow and
I'.i.lcT seems u> haw given an impulse to improvement.
The woollen manufacture baa been lung established; and

bonnets and serge* were early made at Kilmarnock. Ian

proved machinery soon came in. and carpets, clothe (ex-

cept the liner broad cloths), and stockings have been mad*.

Towards the end of tbe last century the woollen manufac-

ture extended to other parts of the county, and t* earned ue
to a considerable extent by the aid of machinery. D)«r*
and fullers have established themselves in connexion with

this manufacture. The linen manufacture has also been
introduced, though never carried to any great extent. In
tbe village or town of Beith there is a considerable manu-
facture of thread. The silk manufacture waa tried above

sixty year* since, but it did not become permanent.

The cotton manufacture, having been established in Glas-

gow and Paisley, soon extended itself into Ayrshire. Greet
cotton work* were erected at tbe village of Catnne on the
river Ayr ; and the weaving of muslins has been established

nearly all over tbe county. Bleaching, as connected with

tbe cotton trade, has also been extensively carried on.

Leather is another article of considerable importance

Tanneries have been greatly extended ; and the leather ia

employed in making shoes, boots, snd saddlery. Of tb»

latter some is exported to foreign parts. Tbe iron-works 0/

Muirkirk bare been already noticed. There are foundries

in many other places. Pottery for domestic purposes ts

made, but not to any great amount, or with much proftt

Kelp, soda, and aalt have all been made to advantage aloof
the shore. It may be remarked here that neither bnck nor

tile are much used in this county in the erection of booses
,

the numerous quarries supplying plenty of stone for build-

ing, and tiles being neither so handsome as slate nor so

warm as thatch.

Formerly there were no other roads than the pathways
which led to church or to market ; but now roads bate beer
made in almost every direction in which they are wanted.

There is a rail-road nine miles in length from Troon Point

on the Frith of Clyde to Kilmarnock, made by the Duke at
Portland ; and others in different part* of the county, as
well aa some small canals, either for convey ing coals to Salt -

coats, tbe place of export, or transporting minerals to tbe
iron-works at Muirkirk. A canal of thirty-one miles waa
projected from Glasgow to Ardroasan; a third part baa
been executed, vix. from Tradestown opposite Glasgow, past

Paisley, to the village of Johnstone: a rail-road has been
commenced from Ardroasan to tbe canal with a view ofcom-
pleting the communication.
The county of Ayr contain* the three antient districts of

Camrk. Kyle, and Cunningham. Camrk include* the

country to tbe south of the river Doon ; Kyle, the country

between the Doon and tbe Irvine (which la again subdi-

vided into King's Kyle, south of the Ayr, and Kyle- Stewart,

north of that river) ; and Cunningham, tbe district north of

the Irvine. These divisions are marked in many maps,

and are used in speaking of tbe county ; but they have bad
no distinct legal existence since the act abolishing here-

ditary jurisdictions. The extent of these different district*

•nd their comparative population are thus given m Sir John
Sinclair's GentraJ Report 0/ Srollamd, Apyrmhx, vol. 1.

Csrrick 396 sq. miles 33 inhah. to the sq. mil*.

Kyle 380 71
Cunningham 200 ,,13} „

This gives for the wbo.e county 1 030 square mil**, or saJ.ase

acres, which is not far from the statement given by Mr.
Chalmers in bis Calrdtrnm*
Tbe comparative population, a* given by Sinclair, was

calculated from returns previous to that of I HOI. Tbe pro-

portion calculated from the returns of 1131. whsrh gsie
I4J. 100 inbsbitsnts Id tbe county (assuming the eaJcwsativsi

of surface given above to be arrurate). is nearly as MVnv —
Camrk between 04 snd 03 to a square male.

Kile between 14 1 and I4»
Cunningham J44 „

For tbe whole county 140
Tbe chief towns in Avrshire are as (fellows. In K*W.

Ayr. the shire town, a roval burrh. having in its p*mb s

population of 76i>t persons ; and Newtown upon Avr. wn«-e
rosy be rrgsrded aa a suiairb of Air, with a popuUiwsi ,e

the parish of 40-.'« persons. To these msy be ed<ied IN*

village of Troon, which baa riven to importance tnm Id*
improvement of its harbour, tbe rail road from Kt>m*r*»«*.
tbe opening of the extensive quarries, and tbe Dour
stale of the r>«l trade In Cunningham is Ike wargk

^^rv.tfcw • rv.i a *. 1 y i. 1 ffws 1*4* umii s* tta ~r-r
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of Irviw or Irwin*, with a population in the parish ofMH parsons: it it at tba mouth of the river Irvine.
The Urge manufacturing town of Kilmarnock (popu-
lation 01 tba parish 18.093); the ports of Saltcoats
(population not aMnrtained). Ardrosaan (population of the
pansu 3494); and Largs (population 3045). which is fre-

•••owd as a bathing-place, are alro in this division of the
•now. as wall as the inland towns of 8tewarton (which
has US* inhabitants), and New Milns in the parish of
Loudon (population 1630). [See Ahdbosian, Ibvijvs.
Kilm abjuock. Labos, Saltcoats, and 8tbwabton.] In
Camrk. the towns of Girvan (population of the parish 6430)
and May bole (population of the parish 6987) have risen in
importance by the increase of manufactures, and by the
influx of operative weavers, chiefly Irish. [See Oirvan
and May bole.] Ayr and Irvine have custom-houses.
The county returns one member to Parliament. Ayr

and Irvine, with Campbeltown, Inverary, and Oban, in

Argyleahire, make up one district of burghs, and Kilmar-
nock is a contributory burgh of the Renfrew district.

The population returns and Playfaira Description of
Smtamd contain a list of forty-six parishes, of which
sixteen are in the presbytery of Irvine, twenty-eight in
that of Ayr. and two in that of Stranraer, the chief part of
the jurisdiction of which is in Wigtonthire, in which Stran-
raer u Mtuated. Ayr and Irvine presbyteries are in the
synod of Ayr and Glasgow : Stranraer in that of Galloway.
There are in Ayrshire several monuments of antiquity.

In Gelsleu parish is a cairn or srav stones, sixty feet in
diameter ; and in the parish of Sorn ono much larger. At
the base it a about 250 feet in circumference, and it rises
tea feet above the surface of tbo ground. The s tunes, which
are not large, are covered with gray moss. There is no
tradition about the time or cause of collecting t his mass of
stones. In some parishes of the county are oval or cir-

cular encampments, the origin of which has U rn ascribed,
perhaps w : I >umJa(ien, to the Danes. One of these,
on Waiiet. Hill in the parish of Dundonald, consists of two
concentric circular embankments of loose stones and earth

;

the inner on* incloses a space of one acre : the outer one a
apace of tan acres. There is another ramp on the tame
hill about WO yards off, comprehending about an acre.
From thee* encampments there is a fine prospect There
are some vestige- of an encampment un a hill called Knock-
georgan, in the parish of ArJmssan ; and on the eastern
extremity of the mgi in toe remains of an antient
structure used aa an alarm-post From this post and from
Koorkgeorgaa signals were made by smoke by day and fire

by night.

There are the ruins of several castles and of religious
hawses, the relics of a somewhat later age than the fore-

going. Of the castles. Loch Doon Castle, on an island in
Loch Doon, deserves notice from the circumstance that it

waa built of large blocks of freestone, and no quarry is

known to exist within less than eight miles, and the inter-
vening space w rough and mountainous without the vestige
of a road. Turnberry Castle, on the coast of Carrick, was
the residence of the Earls of Carrick. and among others of
the immediate ancestors of Robert Bruce. Being in the
occupation of the English, it was stormed by Bruce, and does
not appear to have been afterwards inhabited. Little more
than the foundations remain : the ruins cover an acre of
ground. Among the other ruined castles are those of
Tbomastown; Fortencross or Portencross, opposite the
island of Little Cumbrae : Dunure. on the Carrick coast

;

Dean Castle, between Kilmarnock and Stewarton; Ter-
renaean. in the pariah of Old Cumnock ; Auchinleck and
Dundonald (the last a royal castle, where Robert II. of
Scotland, the Ant king of the Stuart line, lived and died),
in the parubee so called; Kemplaw, in Dundonald parish,
and Carietoo Castle, and others in Colmonell parish. The
castles oT Son. in the pariah or Sorn ; Dolquarran, on the
bantu of the Girvan ; and Greenand. on the coast of
Comck, are still inhabited. Skelroorly Castle, on the '

coast, in the northern part of the county, and Eglintoun
Castle, near Irvine, are the residences of the Earl of Eglin-
toun ; and Culxean Castle (a modern edifice near Thomaa-
town). of the Marquess of Alba.
Of the ecclesiastical ruins, the chief are those or the

Abbey of Croasragwell. otherwise Crosregal, Crosragmol.
Crueracmer or CruarairwelL in the parish of Kirk Oswald.
Tim abbey is more entire than any other in the west or Scot-
land ; but as it boa low, and the surrounding country swells

into hills on all sides, there b but a confined prospect from
it The walls of the church are almost entire, being about
164 feet long and 23 feet high. The abbey stood iu an
enclosure of about eight Scotch acres, which was sur-

rounded by a strong stone wall, now almost entirely demo-
lished. Kilwinning Abbey, a splendid bouse, was destroved

about the time of the Reformation. A part of it was used
till 1774 aa the parish church. At Maybole are the re-

mains or an old collegiate church. The ruined kirk or

Alloway near Ayr has bean immortalized in Burns s Toe*
O Shanter.

Ayrshire was inhabited, at the time of the Roman invasion

under Agricola, by the great tribe of the Damnii. At a
later period, the descendants of the Scota, who came over

from Ireland to the peninsula of Cantire, and crossed from
thence into Ayrshire, were mingled with the Damnii. In
the eighth century, Kyle fell into the hands of the Saxon
kings of Northumberland. In the ninth century, an attempt
made by Alpin, king of the Scoto-Irish in Kintyre, to sub-

jugate the district, (ailed. The invader was defeated and
killed. The people of Ayrshire at that time poke the

Gaelic language, and their country formed part of Galloway.
The twelfth century waa marked by the introduction of
colonists from England, with new principles, customs, and
jurisprudence ; but the change waa very gradual, and even
at the end of the sixteenth century the Gaelic language waa
still spoken in Ayrshire. In the middle of the thirteenth

century, the Norwegians invaded this part of Scotland;

but in 1263 they were defeated and driven to their ships by
the king of Scotland, Alexander III. The decisive battle

took place at Largs in Cunningham. The earldom of
Carrick came soon after, by marriage, into the family of the
Braces, lords of Annandale ; and, on the accession of
Robert Bruce to the throne, was merged in the crown.

In the religious troubles which occurred in the time of
the later Stuarts (Charles II. and James II.), the men of
Ayrshire supported the Covenant with much seal, and
suffered severely from their steady adherence to the cause
which they had embraced : many were put to death, and
the highland clans were brought in to live at free quarters

among them. They consequently rejoiced in the revolution

of 1688, which overthrew the power of their persecutors. In
the moors, mosses, and fastnesses of Ayrshire are several

monuments to the memory or those who fell in the troubles

:

and especially of the field-preacher Richard Cameron and
some of his associates, who were killed after a skirmish with

a party of the military in Charles II. s time. The character

of the people at the present day indicates their descent

from the zealous presbyterians. They are remarkable
for their regard for religion, their decency, and good con-

duct Bums' s Cotter'* Saturday Night may be regarded as

descriptive of the manners or many or those in humble life.

Their religious fervour haa led them however, in some
instances, into irregularities and errors, as waa shown by the

rise of the prophetess, Mrs. Buchan, towards the close of

the laat century. Dissenters from the kirk are said to have
increased much of late years in the populous towns and
villages.

The island oT Little Cumbrae, about a mile in length and
hair a mile in breadth, belongs to Ayrshire. There is in

the south part of the island an antient castle, which waa
surprised and burnt by Cromwell's soldiers. There are also

several caves. The loftiest eminence in this island is 7b0

feet high. The whole island belongs to the Earl of

Eglintoun. There is a light-house upon it. Great Cum-
brae is in Bute-shire.

(Chalmers s Caledonia; Sir John Sinclair's General

Report of Scotland ; Colonel Fullarton's General Report on

the Agricultural Survey* ; Playniir's Deteription of Scot-

land; Beau tie* of Scotland. dV.)

AYUNTAMIENTO, JUST1CIA. CONCEJO, CA-
B1LDO. REGIM1ENTO. are the names given in Spain

to the councils of the towns and villages. These councils

are in general composed of the curregidor. alcalde, reiii-

dores, jurados, and personerot, or bombres-bueno*. All

these officers, with the exception of the corner, idor. who was

always appointed by the government, were originally elected

every year by the inhabitants of the concejo or commune.
To be the head of a family, a native of Spain, and settled

in the commune, were the only qualifications required

either from an elector or a candidate. The origin of this

institution may be traced to the remotest period of Spanish

history. (See M**<ieu s Hittvria Critica, vols. iv. to ix

,
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pwrtiewb-Hy vol. vW. book 1, tax «JM».) It existed I

hi the Peninsula under Um Rotaan*; and under the I

Onths it wu called the Council of the Propositus or i

Villiru*— a political and military governor appointed by
j

the king. The individuals who formed the council were I

called priores or senior**. In the eleventh and twelfth

centuries, the territories which the cruel and devastating

wars between tho Christiana and Moor* had deprived of

inliahitants were again peopled, and the kings of Leon and
Cn«tile granted particular fwmt, or charters, by which

|

many great pnwliges were bestowed on such as chose

tn settle in these new colonic*. The colonists setnow-
j

ledged the king as their only lord, and bound tbemselvos

by a solemn oath to observe all the laws contained in the ,

fuero. and to pay a certain tribute to the king, called Mo- ,

neda-Porera, or charter-money. The king likewise was
bound by an oath to maintain' faithfully all the privileges

granted in the fuero, not to defraud the eoncejo or any of

its inhabitants of their property, and to keep them under his I

protection. Krery man in the eoncejo was a soldier, and
was bound to arm himself, and to follow the pennon of his

alcalde, when legally summoned to the defence of the eon-

cejo or of his country. In some of these concrjos the king
appointed an officer who had the political and military com-
mand in the commune, collected the revenues, and watched
over the observance of the fuero ; but this officer bad not

either a voice or a vote in the ayuntamiento, and was in

every other respect subject to the authority of the oonrejo.

These officers were called domini, dominantee, and also

seniores. The administration of justice, the levying of

taxes, raising of troops, and all the interior policy of the
eoncejo, devolved upon the ayuntamiento. The members
of this bodv were chosen every year by ballot, by the inha-

bitants of the commune. Whoever solicited a rote, either

tat himself or for bis friends, or endeavoured to bribo the elec-

tors by money, or even by the favour of the king, was thereby
deprived of the privilege of ever becoming a member of any
ayuntamiento. To supply the expenses of the eoncejo, tn

provide for the erection of public buildings, the endowment of

schools, the construction of roads, and other works of public

utility or ornament, every eoncejo possessed owruxta propert y,

which was inalienable. This fund was Inerease'l hv the

mulcts imposed on certain criminals by me ayuniamienio.

Any individual of that body, who waa found guilty of mal-
versation of this property, was obliged to restore double the
sum be had misapplied:. All the citizens enjoyed equal
rights in these eoncejo* : Christians, Moors, and Jewa, all

had the same privileges. No nobleman was allowed to settle

in them, unless he first renounced all the privileges of his

elm*, and became a commoner ; nor was he allowed even to

build a castle or a palace by which he might be distin-

guished from the rest of the citizens. If any one attempted
to do so, the alcaldes were bound by fuero, and under the
m»st severe penalties, tn expel him from the eoncejo.

Kvery individual who resorted to these colonies found in

them the most perfect security against oppression ; and in

some of them, as was the rn«e in Cuenea. he could not he
prosecuted for any crime which he might have committed,

j

or even for debts contracted, previous to his settling in the
'

eoncejo: many accordingly withdrew from the tyrannical !

rule of the feudal lords, and flocked from every quarter to :

this seal of liberty.

Such were the immunities enjoyed by these colonies and
their consequent state of prosperity, that man) ban>us to-

,

luntarih renounced the privileges of their rank to settle in
them. Mal'V liehctlias, or free cities, which were at Ithcrtv

to place themselves under the protection of any lord the)
chose, preferred the patronage of the king in order to enjoy
tho same privileges as the cuncr)'*. NuniUr fuero* w. re

also granted to sue ti cities as rendered eminent services in

the » «rs against the Moors. In all ordinary esse* the
atuntainleiito derided alone, but every subject which mold
interest the whole community was, and is even at this day.
particular!) in tillages, derided in mncejit abtrrtn, nr open
council, m wh.'-h alt the citizens in the commune have a
» e-e. When the k ng ordered any thing con/rujW\ the
alcalde, pi.mug the king's order upon his head as a sign of
rrspr<-t. pronounced b's veto bv the well known formula of
*ot»-dc>cau> , |,„ M ctnpls,' i. e., let it lie ol»cyed and not
fulfilled. These a« untsiuienln* had also the' pru i.cge of
sending their procurators*, or deputies, to the Cortes, or
great assemblies of the nail >n : and the** procuradore*
formed there tlie Bnuo •!* lu l nr»er*idadc*. or the house of

This Brass) waa arrays tb
auxiliary of lbs down, and the most effective check again*!
the pr*tension* of the baron* tn lbs times of feudalism.
During the disturbed minorities of Fsrdinaodo IV. and
AIonso IX. of Castile, the mantelpal constitution of Spain
suffered greatly. The kings and the feudal lord*, alwavs
ready te take every advantage to forward their own interest,

and to encroach upon the liberties of lbs nation, availed
themselvea of the pretext of disturbance* in the election* of
the ayuiitaroientna. and the king usurped the right of

appointing their member* in some ooncejo*. The Carle*
constantly remonstrated against this abuse, and apteral
Isws were enacted to prevent its continuance. Another
innovation introduced by the kings was that of sppasnttng
coireguloro* or jutftt tuaJanaJnt, salaried judges, to ad-
minister justice in the concejoa in the name of the king,
thereby depriving the ayuntamiento of the judicial power.
Under John 11. of Castile, in the fifteenth century, en
account of some dispute in the city of Toledo, it waa esta-

blished that the ayuntamiento of that city should constsi of

sixteen roundorcs—eight for the nobility, and eight fi» tlx
commons, all appointed by the king, and holding their

offices for life. ' This sbuse. any* Mariana, ' led to another,
vis., that of selling those office*, to the groat detriment of
the common weal, and thus, institutions which are good in

their origin and tendency are often turned into evil. The
nation continuing its remonstrances against this aboae. a
law waa enacted about 1540 face HrrnfMlarion, bonk ni
title 3rd. law .'5th). by which it was ordered that no town
lusting a population under 500 veeinus (about xoeo *oul«i

should have an avuntamientoappointed try the government.
Under the protliguto government of Philip IV . the muni
eipal offices were shamefully sold to the highest bidder in

every large city ; but in the small towns and villages, where
these offices offeree, little or no inducement, they continued
to be elective. Borne towns bought the privilege of ekv-ting
their municipal officers, and were called en that account.
ctmeejn* rrdimidnt, or redeemed council*. Under tbe pre-
sidency of Count Arenda it was eatahliabtd that two officers

named pemonero* diputados del cumun. or hefnbrea-bue-
nos. should be elected in every town to protect the interest

at the people in the ayuntamiento. The Cortr* of l » f

abolished all the abuses,' and all the town* war* rrsierrsf

to their primitive right of electing their municipal officer* .

Ferdinand VII., on hi* return from France in Ifcla. re-

scinded everv thing which the dries had done, and reetceed
the ayuntamiento* ptrrpotuo*. Under the admrnMratsoe. of

Burgo*. an innovation ha* been introduced by wtitrh tW
OVUIIt iniielltos are ai present composed partly of the eil

perpetual regidorea and partlv of officers ejected anneal, y

!>y a certain number of individual* tbe Hebeet m the

commune.
Notwithstanding the continual efforts of the giisiflist

to destroy thi* salutary institution, so contrary a* thai orev

tralifing system first established by Napoleon,'and unsarts-

nately blindly followed by more than one enlignaaawal na-

tion, it still exist*, and ha* been at all time* a check agamt
tlcspntism — feeble indeed, but yet sufficient to bare *ofl

preserved in the Spanish nation a democratic*! *p*nt wh'. h.

on all occasions of great national interest, baa aasasnV****!

itself in its fulness. Thus we have seen in ettr das*, net to

quote other more remote example*, that when the Wyi n4
government in I MOH deserted the nation, dctcrrrtng Max**
the hands of the French ; when the nobihtv, tbe hark
clergy, and all the high civil and military functional it
acknowledged the disgraceful transaction* of H*v.«ae.
the alcalde of M<»l 'les (see Behcpelrr. Hftitrt aV U HVio
Imlt'md h'tpngne. vol. i. chap .1. p iJl. an insigni great v*V

lage in the neiglir»urh»nd of Madrid, raised the narssanl

standard against the emperor of the French, and tbe east**

uniion flocking round It. exercised in its fulness that aasrussa
of the ervereign power which H had alwav preaervrsl Igea*-

ranee of the municipal constitution* ef fspain at one of (he

cause* that politicians, both native and foreign, are s*> *>
qismtly deceived in their judgment* and fwlculatkan* reisers*

to Spain, partirtilaily In tune* of great political exriii axeast.

Tins ignorance it prrhap* one of the reason* wbv *s**M

in lii iduals have so unjustly aceuaed of dangers*!* mm*-
v*lK>n* the principle* of the constitution of fa*its. tn ease*
however noih ng else I* contained than doctrmwa urckaasd
bv all tbe l-s-al fueros ; snd no ncht* are there f ' 1 1 m»i
IKit those winch the nation at all time* hadm inad. a*sd

was then actually exercising. (Nee Mariana, Krmmm eV m
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Antigua Legietackm de RapaSa ; Reeapilacion de la* Lenee

de —tot Itnnot. book vii. { Mariana, HUlona de Eepana,

book XX chap. 13.)

AZALEA (in Botany) i* the name of a genu belonging

to the natural order Bricmm, and consisting of throbs

remarkable tor the beauty and fragrance of their flowers

;

on which account they are very generally cultivated in

Europe. By now botanists the genua is esteemed the

same as rkododtmlnm. in which it is accordingly sunk ; and

it must be confessed, that it is difficult to point out any

positive character, except the thin and generally deciduous

Wares by which aaalea can be distinguished from rhodo-

dendron. It will however be more conformable to popu-

lar usage if we apeak of them apart ; and, as the subject

is one of great general interest, we shall do so at some

length.

Since the year 1734, when we have the earliest record of

the existence of American assises in England, in the garden

of Mr. Peler Collinkm. they have bean so generally diffused,

and have been so much altered from their wild characters

by domestK-aUon. that it is no longer possible to trace them,

in a satisfactory manner, back to their original types. It is

not by merely raising them from seed that this deviation

from their wild characters hss been brought about, but also

by their having been either accidentally or artificially hy-

bridised till all trace of their original forms is lost in new
and unnatural features. We shall therefore state, in the

first place, the character* by which the species are distin-

guished en their native hills, and then advert to the nu-

merous garden) varieties in cultivation in this country

;

premising only that it is doubtful whether the following are

the only original apaciea from which our garden plana have

Four principal forms exist, to one or other of which all

these species are referable t vis., 1. those with glutinous

flowers and short stamens ; 9. those with glutinous flowers

and stamens much longer than the corolla ; 3. those with

flowers that are scarcely at all glutinous, and stamens much
lunger than the corolla; 4. those with flowers that are

scarcely at all glutinous, and short stamens. These will

form toe nstars! sub-divisions of the genus.

covered with numerou* glutinotu

little or not atoll longer than the tube
Section I

Acer*,

e/nfe

I. Azalea eteraea, linn. (A. odoreta, vitUU, Bias, lucid*,

of author*). Leaves shining, green on both sides, fringed

at the edxe.—A native of swamps, copses, and wet and
shady woods, throughout the United States of North Ame-
rica, from Canada to Georgia. It is a shrub from three to

tncht feet high, with the young branches covered with

numerous stiflUh brown bain. The waves are bright

green, shining, and smooth on the upper side ; paler but

n -t at all glaucous, on the under side. The flowers are

dV.iewudy fragrant, usually white or nearly so, with a long

narrow lube, and a contracted limb with narrow sharp-

pointed divisions ; they are covered all over externally with

glutinous brownish-purple glands. The stamens are not

au lutig as the segments of the corolla, but longer than its

tube. It is one of the most common species and the moat
fragrant Gardeners seldom distinguish it well from

A- vendnmrn, er A. nmdjdora, supposing its difference

to depend upon its flowers appearing after the leaves are

expanded ; this is however an unimportant and accidental

circumstance hale worth attention ; the essential difference

bnweea this and periofpwMMa consists in its glutinous

coroOea and very abort stamens. Aaalea mhda of the

gardens, and of the Botanical Register, plate 414, is this

species.

*. AxaUa glauca, Lamarck. Leaves dull- green, some-
what wnnkletfaad wavy at the adge, glaucous on the under
side, ffingad at the edge.—Found in clayey swamps in the

middle states ef North America, where it flowers rather

earner than the asst. la a wild state it is a much rarer

petal, and does not grew so toll ; its white flowers appear

m the iitissl profusion, and are very like these ef A.vueoea.
but the ettmeni are a bttat longer. Some botanists con-

aider it a mere variety of that species ; hut it is readily

known by Its broader and more wavy leaves, which are not

at all sasnusg, bat have a dull grey surface, and are very

la the nurseries it is called

at

a. PUnoert cowered unth nwneroue glutinawt hnieo.

Stamen* mtueh longer than the corolla.

S. Ataiea nitida. Pursh. Branches with very few hairs.

Leaves small, rather leathery, shining, and smooth on both

sides.—Found in deep mossy swamps on the mountains of

North America, from the state of New York to Virginia,

flowering in June and July. The leaves of this plant,

which appear a little earlier than the flowers, are dark-

green, shining, and smaller than in any other aperies ; the

only parts which are hairy are the mid-rib and the margin.

The flower* are white, with a red tinge, and glutinous

;

tbeir tube is a little longer than the segments ; tbe calyx

is very short ; the stamens are longer than the corolla.

It is doubtful whether this is to be met with in cultlvsiiun.

(See No. 1.

4. Azalea Mtpida, Pursh. Branches elothed with numer-

ous stiffish hairs. Leaves long-lanceolate, covered with

bloom on both sides, hairy on the upper surface, snd

smooth on the lower—A native of the borders of lakes;

and on the highest part of the Blue Ridge in the state

of Pennsylvania, flowering in July and August. An
upright shrub, growing ton or fifteen feet high, with a

bluish aspect, by which it may be recognized at a distance.

It is distinguished from A. glauca by its greater stotuie,

its longer stamens, and its very erect mode of growth ; its

glaucous bloom will readily separate it from all tbe other

species. Pursh says iu flowers in a wild state are white

with a red border, and a tinge or red in the tube, which

makes them appear to be of a rose colour before they are

open ; and that they frequently have ten stamens. In

gardens it is often called A. glauca.

5. Azalea pontica. Linn. Leaves large, not shining,

puckered, reflexed and wavy at the edge, green and slighilv

hairy on both surfaces. Flowers yellow, long-stalked,

covered with long hairs and glutinous glanda.—Common
in the Crimea, the Caucasus, and tbe eastern parts of Po-

land, rendering the whole country a brilliant garden with

its golden fragrant flowers, during tbe month of May.

Although found on the mountains, it is by no means an

alpine plant, but disappears in the higher regions of the air,

where the Pontic rhododendron takes its place. Its flowers

abound in a fluid nectar, whioh is said to render poisonous

the honey collected by the bees at the time of iu blooming.

It is readily known by its huge yellow corollas from all tbe

American species' in tbe gardens it deviates to ipaleetraw

colour, which is called whUe by collectors.

Section 3. Ftovere with tamely ami gluttnou* hair*.

Stamen* much longer than the corolla.

6. Azalea peridumena, Persoon. (A. nudiflora, WiUd.

;

perielymenoides, Michaur; coccinea, speeiosa, rubra, ruti-

lana. carnea, alba, papilionaeea, partita, pohandra «/ the

Garden*.) leaves flat, nearly hairless, except tlie mid-

rib, which is bristly. Tube of tbe corolla much longer

than tbe limb, which is white.—Found wild on tbe ndVs .»f

hills, in woods all over North America, where it it called

Upright Honeyeuckle-a name which it well merits f..r its

fragrance and beauty. It is a smaller plant than A. ei#-

rojti, rarely exceeding the height of a man, and being lie-

nerally much shorter, and exceedingly branched. B> boia-

niats it was formerly diatinguisbed by its flowers appearing

before its leaves, whence it was called A. nudtjhra ; but as

this is an uncertain circumstance, the name we have adopted

from Persoon deserves the preference. Its leaves are bri*!*

green, and nearly smooth on tbe upper side. list, and by no

means puckered or wavy; their under side and the brandies

are sliithtly downy, and their margin covered with stiff heirs.

The flowers, which appear in clusters at tbe ends of the

branches, are almost entirely destitute of the glutinous

glands ofA viecaea; they hsve generally more red than

white in tbeir colour, ami have remarkably long stamens.

Our gardens are filled with variations from this species
:

it

it easily known by its smooth htwy flowers and long sta-

mens from A. nteota, which is far more sweet; or the

rarietiea tbe handsomest is tbe old scarlet antes.

1. Axalea eanetcen*. Michanx (A.birolor.ParsA). Leaves

boary. especially beneath, where they are also downy :
Uietr

midrib without any stiff hairs. Tube of tbe corolla of about

I the length of the limb, which is while.-On barren ssndy

hill*, in the southern parte of the United Slates, on the

I banks of rivers in South Carolina, and on the mountain* of

1 Virginia, this species grows wild; it resembles A. penclu-
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j very modi, but Is a tenderer plant and baa the

grey appearance which renders A.glauea so contpicuoue

an object. IU flower* an small and white, with a deep nay
red tube ; they appear the earliest of the American specie*.

8. Azalea caiendulaeea, Michaux. Leave* convex,

shining, bright green. slightly hairy on both side*, reflexed

and wavy at the edge ; their midrib without stiff hairs.

Tube of the corolla not longer than the broad orange-coloured

or scarlet limb.—A native of moist place* in the southern

slates of North America ; sometimes inhabiting the banks

of rivers, but more frequently adorning the mountains with

a garment of lning scarlet. It is very nearly tb* sam* as

A. penclymena, from which it is distinguished by its larger

and more orange-coloured flowers, and by its rugose wavy
leaves. It is certainly no variety of A. pontiea, as some have

thought; it* downy flowers without glutinous glands dis-

tinguish it at first sight.

9. Azalea arbortteem, Pursh. Leave* covered on the

underside by a glaucou* bloom, and smooth on both sides.

Tube of corolla longer than the segments. Calyx with

leafy divisions.—The only botanist who ha* described this

remarkable plant is Pursh, who says it grows on rivulets

near the Blue Ridge in Penns) Ivinia. flowering from May
to July, lie speaks of it thus : 'This beautiful species has,

to my knowledge, not yet been introduced into the gardens.

I have only *een it in its native place, and in the garden of

Mr. John Bartram, near Philvlelphia. It rises from ten to

twenty feet high, and forms, with its elegant foliage and
large abundant rose-coloured flowers, the finest ornamental
ahrub I know. The flowers are not so much pubescent as

the rest of the species ; the scales of the flower-buds are

large, yellowish-brown, surrounded with a fringed white

border/

Section 4. Flowert entirely destitute of glutinout hair*.

Stamen* thort. Corolla* beU-thapecL

10. Azalea tinentit (A. pontiea; tinentit. Botanical Re-
gister, plate 1253). Leaves downy on both sides, sharp-

pointed, glaucous beneath, reflexed and wavy at the edge*.

Flower* covered externally only with a fine silkines* ; their

tube much shorter than the bell-shaped limb, the divisions

of which are acute.—Introduced from China by Mr. Wil-

liam Wells, of Redleaf, about the rear 1826, and supposed

to be a native of that country. It* leave* are very like those

ofAzalea ponti-a, except that they are glaucous underneath,

and its flowers are of a bright clear oehry yellow ; it is even

supposed to be a mere variety of that specie*. It* bell-

sbsped corolla, however, without any glandular or other

conspicuous hsirs on the outside, and with scarcely any
tube, distinguishes it sufficiently. The segments of the co-

rolla are broadly ovate, slightly wavy, and the upper one is

distinctly dotted in tb* manner of a rhododendron. This
specie* and the two next will not thrive in England, unless

kept in a conservatory, or in a good frame well protected

from cold iu winter, and from excessive drought in summer.

1 1. Azalea indica. Linnaau*. Leave* obovate, flat, green

on both sides, and very abundantly clothed with stiflUh

brown hairs. Flowers quite smooth externally ; their tub*

much shorter than the bell-shaped limb, the division* of

which are rounded. Calyx small and very hispid ; stamens

Ave.— This and the following are the most beautiful plants

wbwh exist in the rich Flora of China, where they far ex-

eerd in •plondowr of appearance the camellias, moutans.
chryianthrmums. and ruse* of that favoured climate. This
tjriin a btuh varying in height from two to six feel, with

tt*B branch** utuallv drooping, and covered when young
with n.-iJ br>»n hair*. The testes are deep green, flat,

and half eietyrren, u«u»U» tinged with brown, in conse-

quence of the iwn) brown hairs with which the) are rMlml.
Tli* rl iwers are large and showy, and gaily marked
with brilliant colours. Toe cshx is very smsll, and rl«*ely

omered with stiff heirs. Of the many vartetie* cultivated

by the Climes*, die f .11 >vrmg are tb* only kinds that have

yet been e»labii»hed id the EngliUi gardens: 1. The Brick-

red wuli very rutty leaves, and flower* coloured with
orange and dusky red - a spU-ndid variety introduced in the
year I *«• . t The I>iM* Purple, with double purplish
lilac fliwerv not very brauufuli 3. The Vanrgated, with
teae coloured fltwers variegated with red and whit*, and
orcssioaaUt becoming wbulit red ; the moat beautiful kind
of all.

1 2. Azalra Ud>t>J,a. Hooker. Leave* obovate. flat, ever-
green, green on both side*, and clothed with brown hauv

Flowers qtrit* smooth externally : their tube ranch shorter

than the bell-shaped limb, the divisions of which are dJ*»*d
and wavy. Calyx with leafy nettle sepals ; stamens ten —
A native ofChina, and less impatient of cold than the last,

from which it chiefly differs in iu leafy calyx, evergrwn.
less rusty, shining leaves, larger flower*, and mora numer-
ous stamens. There are two varieties in the gardens, the
HTiite and the Royal Purple, at Phamicea. of which the
latter is a most noble object when covered with its large

blossoms of the richest T) nan purple.

For Azalea procumbent, see Chamalbdow.
For A. lappomea and fragrant, tee Rhododiwdbow
Aa the nurseries abound in varieties of all the preceding

species of very unequal degree* of beauty, it may be useful
to the borticuituhsWo know that the most remarkable are
the following : A. vieeoea pnecox, scabra. putntla glaora.
muda; A. nudijlora rubra, violace*, cotc inea (mayor and
minor), staminas, rulilans, variabilis. Iongiflora, bteoiur. pul-
cherrima, incamsta. blands ; vittata ; mtraUbt ; trium-
phant ; grandtfiora ; vereieolor oobourgii and patnlionaera

;

gloria mundt; amamiuima ; chryteleetra ; fionbmmU

;

and cumulata. The beauty of all these is, however, far ex-
ceeded by that of the Highelere Scarlet, or thynijhra (Bo*.

Beg. t. 1367). a plant which is covered in tb* spring wuh
lonV tbyrses of the most brilliant crimson flowers

The foregoing are the nurserymen's name* by which the
varieties may be purchased. It would ba impossible to peace
them in their respective specie* with any sort of accuracy.

There exists, moreover, in several collection*, a number
of most beautiful hybrid kind*, which could not be restore*)

to any of the wild species. They have been chiefly ratted

at Ghent, whence they are known in the nursene* by the
name of Ghent Azalea*, or at Highelere, in Hampshire, by
the late Lord Caernarvon. Their parents hare been
usually some deep-coloured variety of A. pene/umemm or
caiendulaeea on the one hand, and A. pent* en the other,
the former giving colour and fragrance, the letter saa*>.

Some of the finest of them are the following :—the change-
able pontiea or verticolor, figured in the Hotomod BegiOrr.
plate US9 ; the eparklui or tcinitUan* (Bni. Beg L
1461); the Highelere Uuth, or leptda (But. Beg. t. I4»i>.
with large white blossoms bordered with rose and stained

on one petal with yellow ; the eopper-eommted at tee)

prta (Bvt. Beg. L 1366); and above all. Lady H*rnH
Stapleton t (Bot. Beg. 1407). with deep rose coloured
flowers having a crimson tube, and one of the petals «*»—-H
in the centre with a dear buff colour.

The 'culttpation of azaleas must be divided into that at*

the hardy and that of the green-bouse kinds Hs'iu
azalea* succeed perfectly if planted in peat earth so tied

with about one-third or even one-half loam. They
should be sheltered when young by one another, or by
rhododendrons, which can be cut away as the a ielse* ad-
vance in size, for they are natives of swampy uraatkaox
where they spring up among the bushes, and are, sst*
young, completely protected from the scorchtag two. The
dampoena of our climate render* it unnecessary as treat

tbem a* swamp plants; on tb* contrary, they saareeed

nowhere in England better than on the side* of dn aj«
oron elevated ground ; hut it is absolutely indwpenaabse t_ at
the soil in which they grow should be sereened from tb*
»un, either by their own shadow, or by that of other tbtag*.
Their roots run along just below tb* surfer* of the sat. and
never fore* their »«) downward* more than a few utrtun

;

they are of a delicate fibrous texture, and are remit mju-ed.
For Ibis reason the best gardener* never allow the soal la

which their azaleas grow to be either hoed or raked . m m
only hsnd-weeded. end allowed to become moaay. Every
vest or two the beds receive a too-d raaemg at peat sad
loam, into which the voting Mot* immediate!*; etna* feus*

wiilnu the old snd exhausted sod.

Fur the gieen- house azaleas a mode of ansa
ewniu.li the ww in principle, but different m spr-l*

is required. I Inns, tbeir native country, i» suHect ** a
long peikal ol Un or cutd weather, where vegHaiiuu e*a>
unuee torpid ; but during the growing inn n Out ear •
remarkably mild and messl. with brUuaat r*-ihirr» TWa
lultivstor must adapt b*» prartiee ss thss natawei stars* af

things; by growing the azalea* rapadly when thev ere
grueuig. and afterwards allowing than to take a laevg «*•*.

Fer this purpoae he should eooansenc* fumog theea gra-
dually m a too|«ralur* of SO' or if dunrag the swart* af

• January, kswpuig them gently mosst ; to Fsbraawy aas
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but Mould bt bxrsanad, ud as vegetation

•Hit*, saoist-re should be mora freely applied along with a
become* more
4 along with a

my small quantity of liquid manure. This mode of treat-

ment must be persevered in. never allowing the temperature
to ram above 75° or 8»° at the utmost, until the flowers are

expanded ; after that baa happened the plants should still

be kept growing till June or July, when watering should be
discontinued, except at intervals, and they should be
allowed to sink to rest, in which state they are to remain
till the succeeding January, great care being taken that
daring the whole of the growing lime they ore fully ex-
mtedto light, and that as much air as possible is given them.
When about to be again called into existence, they should
be shifted into new pots of a larger site than before, and
supplied with fresh peat and loam ; but in doing this the
utmost care should be taken of their delicate roots : it is

better to wash away any soil that it may be necessary to
remove, rather than to break it off in the rude manner too

usually practised by gardeners who are ignorant of the
principles of the operations which they perform. Managed
thus, the Chinese azaleas are beyond all comparison the

Eyeet plants that are grown: loss stiff and formal than
r camellia, equalling in brilliant colours the South Ame-

rican cacti, and infinitely superior to all of them in their

graceful aspect, and mildly odoriferous flowers, it is won-
derful that they should not be more extensively cultivated.

Those who would see them in their full beauty should, in
their flowering season, visit the garden of the London Hor-
ticultural Society, or particularly that of Sir Edmund An-
trobua, at Cbeam. where these gorgeous plants appear in
unrivalled magnificence.

Axaleas are usually propagated by layers ; but they may
* quite as readily, and at less expense, by cut-

tings of the young half-grown wood, placed under hand-
glasses in an exhausted cucumber-frame, and struck in

river-sand. The principal difficulty under this mode of
treatment is to preserve them during the first winter after

they become plants, as they are apt to damp off ; the only
remedy fur which is free ventilation, and constant care to
remove those which perish.

AZA'NL as antient town of Phrygia, in Asia Minor,
bww in ruin*. Herodian calls it ^Bxani, from jfiten, the
sou of Tantalus, and says that some called it also A*anion.
The inhabitants were called Aianites, or jExanitse. (Ste-
phanas Briantinus, air Urbibue.) Strata (xii. S76) men-
tion* Axani. Nacoieia, and Kotyaeion (the present Kiotaya)
as towns of Phrygia Epictetns. Its situation had been long
a aeattar of doubt, until a few years since, when Mr. Keppel
visited its remains, and ascertained from the inscriptions

he found there that they belonged to the Atani or iExani
of the antient geographers. It is situated twenty miles
S.W. of Kiutaya. on the banks of the river Rbyndacus, on
whaeh are two antient bridges. A vast quantity of shafts

of columns, beautifully-worked capitals, entablatures,

be scattered on the ground, and the Turkish village of
Tjadver* Hiaur has been built entirely out of the ruins.

Rows of erect columns are still standing in several places.

The ftneat remains are those of a temple and a theatre.

The temple a on a hill, and is 116 feet in length, and
•8 ia breadta ; thirteen out of fifteen pillars on the north
side, and five out of eight on tbe west front, remain stand-

ing, and in the highest preservation. Those on the east

and south sides are overthrown, but lie close to theiroriginal

position. They are of the Ionic order ; the shafts are fluted,

and made each of a single block of marble 28 feet in length.

Tbe walla of the temple on the north and west sides are

also St—ding, but tbe other two sides have fallen. Under
the temple at « subterraneous chamber, having an arched
stone roof, and of the same extent as tbe temple itself. The
theatre is 23* feet exterior diameter; tbe stone benches
and part of the walls still remain. Some of tbe Greek
i—enpoone on tbe walls of the temple refer lo th; reign

ef Hadran.. Numerous coins of Roman emperors and
ethers have been found in this neighbourhood. (O. Kep-
aei s Jomrmtf arrow the Balkan and into Asia Minor,
li—»4r». 18JI.)

AZA'RA. DON FKLl'Z Dg, was born at Barbunales,
•ear Balteatro, or Barba»tro, tn Aragon. in May. 1746. He
received his early education at Huesra.and afterwards studied

at the asihtary academy of Barcelona. In 1764 he entered
the army, and served as a lieutenant in tbe expedition against

Algiers under O'Reilly, in which be was wounded. *He waa
aawie a captaia i* 1 7Jt. la 1 780 ha waa sent, with the rank

of lieutenant-colonel, aa one of the eetntmaMooen appointed
by Spain to define the limits of its possessions in Paraguay,
which had been long a matter of dispute between Spain and
Portugal. While there, he undertook tbe task of making
a map of Paraguay, a labour which occupied him for thirteen
years. He had to explore vast and wild unknown regions,
inhabited by Indian tribes, often hostile, and in the midst
of dangers and privations of every kind. Far from being
assisted by the Spanish authorities, he waa persecuted by
them: even his papers were taken from him, he waa
accused of having a treasonable understanding with tbe
Portuguese, and was subject to numerous vexations from
the governor at Assumption, and from tbe viceroy at Buenos
Ay re*. Jealousy and ignorance were the origin of these
persecutions.

•Azars'i character, however, stood proof against them,
and he rendered some essential services to his government,
especially in reconnoitring the coast south of the Rw de m
Plata, in the country of the Patagonians. He waa recalled
to Europe in 1801. He then went to Paris, where his
elder brother, Nicolas de Axara, was then ambassador for
Spain ; and he remained there until his brother's death in
January. 1803. Afterwards, Charles IV. king of Spain,
called him to Madrid, and appointed him a member of
the council for Indian affairs. Axara's travels in South
America were published in French at Paris in 1 809. and
edited by C. A. Wslckenaer, to whom the author had in-
trusted the revision of the work ; with notes by O. Cuvier,
an atlas, and a life of Axara, 4 vols. 8to. They con-
tain a description of Paraguay, and of the various Indian
tribes scattered through that vast region, their habits and
characteristic varieties; with an account of tbo Spanish
discovery and conquest, and of the establishment of the
missionary colonies by the Jesuits, and of their singular
system of government. Tbe second part of the work con-
sists of a valuable history of tbe quadrupeds and reptiles of
that country, which had been previously published sepa-
rately in 2 vol*. 8vo.. Paris, 1801 ; it was translated into
French from tbe MSS. of tbe author, by Moreau St Merv.
AZA'RA, DON JOSE' NICOLAS DE. was born at

Barbunales, in 1731. He studied at Salamanca, where
be distinguished himself so aa to attract the attention of
Don Ricardo Val, minister of King Ferdinand VI., who
offered him a place in tbe department of foreign affairs,

which Axara accepted. In 1760 he waa sent to Rome,
as agent for the ecclesiastical affairs of Spain. Don
Jose Monino, known afterwards as the Count of Florida
Blanca, who waa then Spanish ambassador at the court
of Rome, being toon after appointed prime minister of
Charles III., waa succeeded in tbe embassy by the Duke
Grimaldi, but Axara performed all the real diplomatic busi-

ness with the papal court. He took an active part in the
difficult negotiations concerning the expulsion of the Jesuit*
from Spain. After Grimaldi's death. Axara was appointed
his successor. He enjoyed the full confidence of Pop*
Pius VI., and had much influence on tbe Roman politic*

of that time. Axara waa fond of literature and of the arts,

and waa intimately connected with all the distinguished
men who were then in the Roman capital, such as Cardinals
de Bernis, Albani, and Borgia ; the arehasologista Winekel-
mann. Fee, Marin t, and Visconti; the artists Canova,
Angelica Kaufmann. Mengs, Volpato, fee. ; and the learned

Jesuits Arteaga, Andrea, Clavigero, and Ortix. Axara waa
especially the friend and patron of Mengs. After tbe death
of that artist, he provided for his family ; and he wrote a
life of the deceased, which he prefixed to a splendid edition

of hi* works, made at his expense by tbe printer Bodoni
Axara made a valuable collection of antiquities, and bo
was successful in several excavations near Rome. In 1 79a,

when Bonaparte threatened Rome, Axara repaired to hi*

head-quarters in order to avert the storm, and he succeeded

in preventing the advance of the French, though at the

price of exorbitant contributions imposed on the Roman
state by the conqueror. Axara, after this, felt that his in-

fluence with tbe papal court had declined, and his position

became unpleasant. In 1798, when the French took pos-

session of Rome, Axara withdrew to Florence. In 1801 be

was appointed ambassador for Spain at Paris. He lost bis

situation through the Intrigues of Godoy, the favourite of

King Charles IV., and died in 1803. as be was preparing to

set off for Italy to resume hie favourite studies.

AZAROLE. [See C»»t*'ous]
AZSRBUAN. or AZERBAIJAN, also named AZBR-
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BAldAN (OnteUy i Kbo HaukaJ) and ADERBIJAN.
U the most wcttcrn province of tb« present Persian empire.

According to an observation of Sir William Ousekry

(TtaieU. vol. iii. p. 412). Tabrix. the principal town of

Axerbijan. «u originally called AzerWuUgun. from • cele-

brated Ore-temple (axtr ' fire. bUd^dn 'a keeper ), which

not only gave thU denomination to the p'ace where it

•tood. but to the whole province; thia name baa been

altered into Azrrbaigdn. and by thoae who affect to write

after the Arabian manner, into Azerbaijan. (Compare
Hvde. Dt RfligKme I'rtrrum Pertarum. p. 4 I i ; Scbullens'

index to lua I'tta Saladtni, oic, art. Auserbeisjana.) We
•re inclined to think that the name Azerbddegan, or Axer-
bijan, ia. et) mnlogicaUy, the tame with Atropatene, under
which designation the country wae antieutly known aa a

province of Media. Strabo, indeed, (lib. xi. c. 13.) would

make the name Atropatene. a derivative of Alropatet, the

name of one of it* governors; but thia explanation aeema
unlikely to bo correct

AlcrUiin i* aituated between 44° and 40° E. long, and
between 37' and 39' N. laL It ia aeparaled in the north

from Armenia b* the river Araxcs, in the east from the

table-land of Irak Ajemi and Persia by the Bizil-Oxcin

:

towards the toulh and we*t it bordera on Kurdiatan ana
Turkish Armenia. The limiu of Attopateno are thua de-

fined by Strabo (xi. c 13): it ia aituated. he say*, towards

the east of Armenia and Maliano, toward* the weal of the

Greater Media, and at the tame time toward* the north of
the two latter countries, and toward* the south of the na-

tion* dwelling around the corner of the Hyrcanian or Cas-
pian Sea. ( See Groskurd's note to his German translation of
Strabo, t ii. p. Ail.) Nearly the whole country consists of
a succession of high mountains, separated by numerous
deep valleys, partially cultivated and opening into fertile

plaint. In the very centre of Axerbijan, between Tabrix
and Maragha, are lie mountain* of Sahend. forming an
isolated mass, which rise* to the height of 9000 feet above
the level of the tea. In a defile in these mountain* firmed

by the river of Sied A bad, near the village of Secundcrcah,
Colonel Montcith visited and examined a large cave similar

to the Grotla del Cane in Italy, and filled with a heavy
noxious gas. Towards the cut of Tabrix, and in the vicinity

of Ardebil. Mount Sevellan attain* an elevation of 12,000

or pcrhapa 13.000 feet It baa the appearance of having
been a volcano, though no remains of a crater are now visible.

Toe rocks near the mountain are decidedly volcanic, and all

round it* base are not springs. Towards the south-east the
high rang* of the Kalian- Kub, a branch of the mountain*
of Kurdistan, follows the course of the Kixil-Oxein. and in

common with that river constitute* the boundary of Axer-
bjan towards the Persian Irak. In the north. Kinneir

mention* the btark rocks of the Barabaug. Towards the

east of Ardebd. the Talish mountains extend in a direction

from north to south, nearly parallel to the shores of the

Caspian. The famous, though now abandoned, fortress of

Slnnlan. standing, on the summit of an Hoisted rock, at an
elevation of nearly 7000 feet, forma the leading feature of

the range.

The principal river* of Axerbdan are the Araxes and the
Ktiil-Oiein. [See ARAXtt.l The Bixil-Otein, toe Amar-
dus of Ptolemy, and, according to Rennell. the Goian of

S<-npture ( 1 Kings xvu 6; Rennell * Cco/rcpAy o/ Hero-
d'tu*. 2d edit vol. i. p. 519. itcX rise* in Ute mountains of

Kurdistan, eight or nine mile* from the town of Sinncb or

Sennah. It is during part of the year only a shallow an J

narrow nv*r; but from April to Jul) the melting of the

SO >w render* it passable only where bridges or feme*
are established. It runs at first id a northern direction,

along the loot of the Kenan- Kuh, till it approaches the

town of Miannab : here it is met by the Garonguo or Ka-
rankou (a river which baa its source in the Sahend moun-
Ui»t, westward of Miaumh), and then lake* it* Course

eastward, furring its way through • frightful cbesro in toe

BU>ur* mountain* It is there joined by the Suahrud. a
river formed by two stream, the on* (toe Abhar. Bbner,
or Kboehar) rising in lb* Blburi mountains, near Teheran,
and the other coming from the vicinity of Kajwin. Hanng
r»»rb*d the lower country of Ghilan, lb* collective water of
In*** nrers. under tivs designation of boarud and S*4d-rud.
or lb« Wime Ri\ er (so named from Ma rapid and foaming
enir** through the mountain*), now* with a winding and
n.vigst.l* courw i0 the Caspian Sea, which fet rearbe* near

|

lb* wwa at aUaht, 1 u* road tram Gntlu to Hirnodin l

Wads through the defile of Rudbar along lb* tide of the

chasm through which the Bud Oxciu descends into tba

low country, and is doscrilwl by travellers as surrounded

with grand and ternflc scencrv. (Sec the \u * of a U.dg»

over the Km) Oxcin in Malcolm's llnt"ry »/ /Who. iw il

p. 124.) Another pass over the (ihilau Mountains, that of

Mosulla. leads through twenty miles of a dillii ult rugg>d

defile wbirh Colonel Montcith describes as being infu.. ciy

stronger than that of Rudbar. That from Astara ovei to*

Tahsb mountain* to Ardebil also i» exceedingly slee p. *l>.n«.

and dangerous, though somewhat shorter than the ilet.c of

Rudbar: it leads along the Astara river, which no* form*

the boundary between the Ruwau and Persian lerntones.

Beside* these two principal river* of Axerhijsn. wc n. .st

mention the Jagally, which h;o> it* source in the JiatUn-
Kutl, run* towards the N.W. and fall* into the lake of

Urmiah ; the Yezdiran rises in the tnoonla.it* bctwnn tu«

lakes of Urmiah and Wan, and join* the Araics; the An.
which fertilues the plain aiound Tabrix, and tl e > sr.

which waters the country around l lie town of I'rmiab. Ut
foil into the lake of that name; and the Kara Su, oc

Derra Yurd. which rise* in the Sevellan muuuta,ns bear

Ardebil, and fall* into the Araxc*.

The lake of L'rmuh (called Itnumi by Tavemier. l>»k i

r.h. 4, Miami b) Colonel Motitctlh, Journal uf Me h t, J
UrograpAiral .Socie/y. vol. in. p. 6, ice. Jjsrya-i Arwo. A .a

Ouseley • Ebn ilatikal, p. I'i-'I constitute* one of the m wt

remarkable features in the pl.yxcal character of Alert j»n.

Strabo (xi. c. 13, t. ii. p. 450, ed. Tnuchn ) describe* it ur«lcr

the name of I-ake Spauta; lie says, that it* water is salt ;

' the saline particles rise to the surface and crystal .ir ;

they cause an itching sensation and gripes, agan.st n/h
oil it • remedy: if garment* are wustn-d m the water uf

the lake, they become corroded, which effect may kiwiver
be obviated by dipping them into sweet water.' Et u Hsu-
kal also waa aware of this peculiarity of the lake .

* its

water,' he says, * is salt and bitter, and contain* not an*
living creature. All round this lake are village* *i«l b«..d-

inga: from tbe lake to Msragha is a disume of u, rs>

farsangs, to Armi (L'rmiah) two farsangs. Tue Wi.gtb of

this lake it five day** journey by land; and by water, w.'fc

a fair wind, a person may traverse it in the space of i«v*

night.' Tavemier (7VurW*. book i. rh. 4) observe* that v.*

water of tbe nver Aggi-*ou,or bitter water, whs b c ;.«-»

from the mountain* in the north and fall* into tt.« au
Urmiah, thirteen or fourteen league* In>m Tabru. i* c( i:m

same Quality as that of tbe lake, both being with «*i * <

Ash. This fact is corroborated by Kinneir, who says

the water of Lake Urmiah u more salt than sea water.

remarks, at tbe same time, that it is perf<ctly clear T a
same traveller estimate* the cireuuifereiue ot ihe lake sl

bO farsangs or 300 miles. It contain* several islands c *
of them wa* made use of a* a treasury by the c«lt0rairst

Tatar conqueror Hulaku.
Tbe climate of Azerbuan i* desrnlieti a* healths T».«

beat during summer is consulerahU' . the atii»*>( l,«t» .*.

even during winter, generally verv clear, bi.l tnr •> . i a
intense, and it tbe more severely fell in const. •• re «i lie
almost entire want of fuel, dried cow dnug mn< 1 ».iti s--»w
being tbe only substitute. Nevertheless, few uf tt« *-

bitants of either sex put on a<td ti -nal -.g w- «
the cold seasun lasts; but Sir Robert Ker Por'.er u6srr<e«.

thai at Tabru scarcely a day passe* without oi r i t»j
persons being fooiwl Iruien to d< alii in Uie t>ci," .s tu^.
Tbe tops of the higher mountains are covrr.d »nn «
during nuie inonti.s uf the year. ( • I .nel M >i,te in >>:!
several day* in August in tne Sain lid Inounlaios, u - t
which tune lie found II.e therm meter ncu r s ->>» ,.\ t.

and at night it always Iron-, the gieatest < . 1 was . i

rslireiiheil. The same travi i.er m™ rvrs, mat r«r «» L««.>.
a village situsted >>n ttie Bo. in . . it n> < r. in an • » • a'<st psv \

of tbe Saliend mouiit niis. tlie ha'vist is two n, «t
than in tbe plain. On tl.e suiuuul ul a huh ssra* .r i m
Balks*, a branch of the knph.tan u • ,i tain*, at an
two uf from ' jVO to «oi o Let sl..\e lltr level vf It* tra a*i

saw water fruen at o;nl o i.« k A M on the 1 Jlh . / S»r»-

toanbar. and de»c»n'hng a distance of only forty six*, be
eaaae to Yengaga, a fin* tillage, nearly n>TKWs>i*d b* gwr-
densv, in wh eb eveo pomegranate* grew. Tbe btgb sw —

m

tains of Gndan. arbich bound Alerbgsn in lb* swii. asw
netrwr perfectly fro* from snow : yet at a distance of ,«J< *>x
mil** from them, at Durraax. in tb* diMnrl of Tieinaa
Cvkkmai Maaisxth taw sd..- '—^» niUivaJasi ia law jn iiti
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of a Persian prince : and at Kullat hi thewm neigbbour-

bood, be fnund walcut and plane trrei of gigantic height

Violent bail-ttorm* are common. The coil of Axerbtjan.

•hrn> it it cultivated, U very productive: the be*t yields

from fifty to *ixty fold. It is fertilized chiefly by artificial

imgatua. The plough i» drawn by oxen. Traveller* no-

ma the cheapness of provision*, and the pleasing appear-

ance of the gardens and orchard*, which abound in deli-

el<xm fruit* of almost every description. In the Koolaboose

tauntain*. which form part of the Kaflan-Kuh. are inn.

capper, and lead mine* : ' a treasure of riches." observes

Sir Robert Ker Porter, ' which, if properly worked, would
111 the coffer* of the Persian monarch to overflowing.'

(Tnrrh, i. 266.) In the same neighbourhood salt-mines

are noticed by Colonel Montcith.

The moat flourishing part of Azerbijan is that along the

northern and western border of the lake of Urmiah, from Ta-
bni to the confines of Armenia. Here we find the towns of

Sbebitter (or Shebuster). Tasouj. Shar, Selmts, Khoi, and
Utmuh ; the three last were already known to Abulfeda

(w Srbultens' index to his Vita Saladini, Jtc.. art. Adser-

bei«jana). who Axe* their geographical position. Selmls,

or Selmast, is now a town of about 2004 .'nhabitants, most
of whom are Nestorian Christiana. Khoi is described by
Kionetr as one of the finest and best-built towns of Persia

:

iU wait* are in good repair, the streets are regular, shaded
with avenue* of trees, and the ceilings of many of the
b<>u«r* are tastefully painted. The town of Urmiah, the

»upi«Hcd birth-place of Zoroaster (see Anquetil Duperron.
Imd Arrtta, t L part u. p. J), is situated on the 8.W. side

of the lake to which it gives its name : its population b
estimated by Kinneir at 12,000 souls.

Maragha, a town of about 15.000 inhabitants, is situated

in a low valley, at the extremity of a well-cultivated plain

opening to the lake, from the east side of which Maragha is

duunt eight or nine miles. The place is famous in Oriental

r»->tfnphy for the observatory of the celebrated astronomer
NiMreddi'n (born k o. 1200, died 12*3), erected under the
autptoet of Bulaku. who. after putting an end to the cali-

pi'M of the Abbastdes, at Bagdad, fixed his residence at

Mara*ha (A.O. 1260). Ruins of this observatory still exist

on a lull near Maragha ; and close by. on the western
bnw of the hill, there is a curious excavation, forty-one feet

in length and sixteen in breadth, and similar in many
mpert* to the caves of Elephants and Salsette, in India.

Of the time when it was made, as well as of the purpose for

wh«-h it was intended, we are utterly ignorant
The principal town of Az?rbiian is Tabriz—(situated, ac-

eoHmg to Browne, in 38° 4'lat_46° 35' long.; see Ker
Porter s TVareii. i. 220 ; according to a number of obser-
vatim* made bv Colonel Monteith, long. 40° 8' 30", lat
J* l'J9'; see }>urnal of the Royal Geographical Society,

m 17). The number of its inhabitants is at present about
Jo.#00 ; but the extent of its ruins, which towards the east
continue to • distance of three miles beyond the actual
circareference of the inhabited town, shows that it formerly
was much more populous. Chardin, in 1686, estimated its

ropulation at J00.000 souls, which is perhaps exaggerated.
t» situation, near the confine* of the Persian and Turkish
dominum*. sufficiently accounts for its present desolated
run<iit»m. as the town has been subject to frequent conquests
and devastations. It ha*, moreover, repeatedly and most
severely suffered from earthquakes ; in that of 1 727, 70,000
perwns are said to have perished ; and in a subsequent one,
4U.0OO. A slight shock of an earthquake occurred at

Tibrtx when Sir Robert Ker Porter was there, in March,
1*18. Whether, according to a prevailing tradition, Tabriz
was (bonded by Zobaidah. the wile of Harun al-Rasbid,
remain* dVmbtful. although it is certain that it was a fa-

Totirite residence of that caliph. LV Anville and Sir William
Ouaeic-r < TrartU, Hi 410) appear inclined to attribute much
greater antiquity to Tabriz, by supposing it to be identical

with the town of Gabris (orTabris), mentioned twice by
Ptolemy (vt. c. t), though with different degrees of latitude

and longitude.
Meannab (also called Mianeh or Mianrj) it situated in a

long and winding valley on the western side of the Kaflan
Kwb. It w»« nearly ruined by the Russians in their late
mrutin* of Persia, and is now • miserable village. It is

int— ied by a poisonous insect, named milleh, the sting

of whir* v* described as very dangerous. The road from
Munrrah to Tabriz leads over an extensive plain, called

the pisua of Aujan. In this plain, about six miles west of

the village of TJkmedaab. there is an eminence, where, on
both sides of the road, are many large and upright hewn
stones, arranged in lines; one row. on the right hand
(coming from Miannah), appeared to Sir W:l! im Ou^lry
to have formed part of a circle now imperfect These *'onea
had already been observed by Chardin (tiii. p. 13. R.<uen
edition of 1*723): Mannert (vol v. part ii. p. 1P2) is inclined
to consider them as marking the situation of the antient
town of Gaza, Gazte, or Guars.
The ruin* now called Kalah Zohak (t. e. the castle of

Zohak, a tyrant celebrated in the early fabulous hUtorv of
Persia), situated on a precipitous rock near the river Ra-
rangoo, are supposed by Colonel Montetth to he the remains
of the antient Atropatana. Near Lvlau. in a fertile plain

irrigated by the river Jagatty. the same traveller saw the
ruins of a large town, about fourteen miles in circumference,
which he, differing from Mannert is inclined to consider aa
the antient Guars ; and on the top of a steep and rugged
mountain, near the valley of the Sbahrud (the southern
branch of the Kizil-Ozein). be visited the remains of the
residence of the chief of the Assassin*, or Old Man of the
Mountains.
The town of ArdebQ has already been briefly noticed in

t separate article. It b situated at the eastern descent of
the high Serellan mountain*. Towards the north of the
town there b a fertile plain with excellent pastures, but in-
fested, it b said, by a dangerous species of snake. It

spreads as far as the mouth of the Araxes, to an extent of
sixty fkrsangs in length and twet.ty in width. It b named
Chowal Mogam— (i.e. the plain of Mogam).
The mountainous country to the west of Urmiah and Sel-

mast b inhabited by a race of Christians of a singularly
savage and ferocious character. They are said to be the
remain* of the numerous Christian population which inha-
bited thb province in the times of the Greek emperor*, and
who retired into these mountains from the persecution of the
Mohammedan conquerors. Of their institutions we know
little, for they live exclusively among themselves, and allow
no stranger to enter their territory. They consist of four
tribes, and are under the rule of a prelate, "whose dignity b
hereditary in the family, although the chief himself b not
allowed to marry. The family name of the present prelate
is Marchimoon. He keeps up a sort of alliance with one
Mustapha Khan Hukaroo, a Kurdish chief, but owns no
allegiance, either to the King of Persia, or to any other
of the surrounding powers.

(See Kinneir'* Geographical Memoir of the Persian
Empire, p. 148-159: Sir William Ouseley s TrareU. t. in.

p. 38»-4t6 ; 8ir Robert Ker Porter * TrareU, t i. p. 216-
270; Colonel Monteith's Tour through Atrrbij-m; Jour-
nal of the Royal Geographical Society, vol. in. p. I, &c.

;

Frazer's Travel* on the Southern Bankt of the Caspian Sea.)
A'ZIMUTH, a corrupted Arabic «ord. whi> h when pro-

perly written b as-iamt, the a* being the article at, assimi-
lated tr the initial letter of the word to which it b prefixed

:

tamt means * a way, a road, a path ; ' also ' a part, tract,

country or quarter.'

Azimuth denotes the angular distance of the horizontal
point which b directly under a star from the north point of

the horizon. Thus if S be the spectator, Z hi* zenith, Z N
his meridian, N A the horizon, and Z A the vertical

circle passing through a star *, then the angle A S N is

the *tar's azimuth, or it b the angle made by the vertical
circle Z A and the meridian Z N.
The only instruments in use by which tlie azimutn could

be immediately observed a*e the theodolite and the altitude
and azimuth circle. [See Theodolite. Cibcle.] It is not
one of those elements which are usually measured in astro-
nomy. When the star is known (that is, when its declination
is known), the azimuth can be found by observing the altitude
A and solving a spherical triangle ; for in the triangle whose

2 D3
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ides an lb* complements of lb* star'i tltitods. the star's

inclination, and Um latitude at lb* nlaee, the siunuth is the

angle opposite to the complement of the declination, as may
be seen in (be triangle Z P *, where P is the pole. Simi-

larly the latitude of the place may be found when the alti-

tude and azimuth of a known star are observed at the same

moment. For in the triangle just mentioned, Z* and *P are

riven, and the angle »Z P ; whence Z P may be calculated.

When the asimuth of a star is found by means of an instru-

ment adjusted by the magnetic needle, then the asimuth

obtained (which needs a correction on account of the de-

viation of the needle) is termed the magnetic azimuth. In

this way the deviation of the needle may be bund at any

known place by observing the magnetic asimuth and cal-

culating the true asimuth by observing the altitude of a

star in the manner before described.

An instrument is said to be moved in aznmrtk when it is

turned on a vertical axis, so that any line in it drawn through

the axis points to the same altitude in the heavens, but not

to the same asimuth. Similarly an instrument is moved
in mitttuds when it is turned on a borisontal axis. An alti-

tude and asimuth instrument is one which admits of both

It is baldly necessary to observe that when the star is

in the borixon, and when the asimuth is lees than 90*,

(96*— asimuth) is the amplitude (which see); and that

when the asimuth is greater tban 90", (asimuth— 90°) is the

amplitude.

An aximulh dreU is a circle all the points of which have

the same asimuth, that is, a vertical circle. For asimuth
Compass, asimuth Dial, see those words.

AZINCOURT. [See Aoircoubt.]
AZINB'PHORA. in entomology, a genus of the order

lepidoptem and family geotnetndav.

AZOF.THE SEA OF, is commonly considered as a part

of the Black Sea; but being a close see, united to the Black
Sea by a narrow strait of considerable length, and differing

from it in many peculiar features, it is rather to be considered

aa an independent piece of water.

This sea extends from the eastern shores of the Peninsula

of Crimea in an east-north-east direction to the embouchure
of the river Don. If the outlet of the Don, and the most
western creek formed by the Putrid Sea, near Perekop, on
the Isthmus of Crimea, are considered aa its two extremities,
it extends from west to east over 4° SO* long, from 33° *f
to 39° East of Greenwich. lu whole length, therefore, is

upwards of 200 miles. From south to north it extends over
about S° of lat.. from 45° SO* to trW.but its breadth varies

in different places. The north-eastern portion of it is aahay, which may be called the Bay of Taganrog : it ex
in length from the mouth of the Don to the low and

ssndy Capes Dolgava and Bieloaoroiakaja, about 70 or 80
miles, with an average breadth of scarcely fifteen. The
main body of the sea, which lies to the west-south-west of
this bay, may extend to somewhat more than 100 miles from
east to west, with an average breadth of 80 miles from north

to south. This sea covers a surface of upwards of 14,000
square miles, and is more than half of Ireland, and double
the Lake of Ladoga, in area.

The Russians call it More Asowskoe (the Sea of Asof)
among the Romans it was known by the name of Palus

*Ms>otis. who derived this name from the Greeks, by whom
it was derwminated Limns Msietis, or Maiotts, that is, the
Lake Mewtis This name is more appropriate than that of
sea ; far this sheet of water is a lake, and a shallow lake too.

In the centre of the main body, where the depth is greatest,

in a few places it m seven fathoms and a half, but on an ave-
rage only between six and seven ; and this depth continues
to the Strait of Yenikale.by which it is united with the Blsrk
Sea. Towards all the other shores, its depth decreases to fire

fathom*, and even four and a half. The Bay of Taganrog
is much shallower : at its entrance, the depth of water does
not exceed tve fathoms, and it decreases rapidly towards

the east, so that opposite the town of Taganrog it is not
more than two fathoms, and near the mouth of the Don
only four feet No teasel drawing more than twelve fret

can navigate this bay, and tin those of less draught are
obliged to take in their cargoes at a dutanee of four or tve
miles from Taganrog. The shallowness of the bay opposite
this town is such, that with north-easterly winds there is

not a death of mors tban two or three feet for about one
mile and a half, so that the carts are obliged to be drawn
that distance by horses in ordor to load the lighters, wham

approach nearer the shore. With strong sou

westerly winds the depth is much increased, and the dif-

ference is said sometimes to amount to seven fret. In seats

of such disadvantages, the commerce of this sea is not m-
considerablo. it being the only channel by which the mbe-
bitanla of the eastern provinces of southern Russia are able

to convey their products to the great markets of the worst,

and by which they csn obtain loose of other countries.

The shallowness of this sea was well known to the Greeks;
and it waa the prevailing opinion in the time of Anstoue
that it was rapidly filling up by the earthy matter brought

down by the rivers which discharge into it. The same
opinion baa been maintained by some modern travellers

;

but we do not possess data by which this question can be

decided, as we have yet no meant of comparing the state ef

this lake at different and remote epochs. (See Aristotle.

Ueltorohgira, i. 14 ; also Polvb. Hut. it. 42.)

The bottom of the sea is partly swampy, but mostly ssndy.

Its waters are drinkable, but have always a disagrwauhW

flavour; after south-westerly winds have prevailed for a
time, it becomes brackish by bring mixed with the water

of the Black Sea, which then enters through the Strait ef

Yenikalc. It is osually firosen every year from Nmumtsi

to the beginning of March. This is partly to be altnbaled
to the floating ice which descends the Don, but still more
to the shallowness of the sea and to the freshness of da
water.

There is perhaps no equal extent of water on the whale

surface of the globe which abounds in fish so much as that

sea. The most important fisheries are along the sou thern
coast, between Cape Dolgava and the Strait of YenikaJc,

where great numbers of sturgeons and sterlets (S/ano
ruthentu) are taken, and great quantities of caviar and
isinglass are prepared. The belugas (Stuno kmto) aUo
abound here a* well as in the Strait of Yenikale. bat they

are generally not so large, nor in such numbers, as in the
Caspian Sea. near Astrakhan. Near the mouth of tbo

Don a small kind of Cypnntu balUrtu, called by the native*

Sings, is caught These fish are so numerous, that from
forty to seventy thousand am often taken in on* net.

Tbey are sent into the interior, and consumed during toe

frequent fasting-days of the Greek Church.
The most western part of the Sea of Asof. which was

named the Putrid See by the Greeks, and by the Bossuna
Siwash, is separated from the main body by a narrow, sandy

stripe of low land, which, at iu northern extremity, am>ae
a narrow opening aa a channel of commnnicauon with the

tea itself. By this opening the Siwash rereiies. when the

wind is easterly, the wsters of the Sea of Asof. bat at ail

other times its surfaceexhibits nothing but swamps andquag-
mires, equally impassable to men and an imals It is a aw re

nuisance, and the noxious exhalations which nse frees a
render the adjacent country fur several miles unhea lthy

and nearly uninhabitable. (Compare Strain's dssrnptisa »

The strait which unites the Sea of Asof with the Black
Sea was called by the Greeks the Cimmenaa Baaaaoraa,
and is now commonly named toe Strait of Yenikale. avaa a
small fortress built on its northern entrance ; it at 1 1

times also called the Strait of KsfFa. from a once nra aad
flourishing town,which lies at some distsnce from its soswhsva
entrance, on the shores of the Peninsula of Crimea. TU
strait is about ton miles and a half lung, and at the aac-

roweat parts nearly four miles broad; bot the aatiraaw
channel does not exceed a mile. Its entrances are afeaiir*

and extremely intricate, with a depth of water srhk»es »•
reading twelve fret. On each side it is lined by lew sso •»

hills, and t* frequently frozen over, though the water •
always brackish.

The country surrounding this sea indicates its trva cha-
racter, and shows that it u one of those lakes which aw
designated by the name of steppe-lakes, and that it 0047*4 w
be compared with the northern part of the Caspssa Sea aad
with the Sea of Aral. To the north of the 8c* atAW at-
tends the desert which ta known under the aame af the
Nteope of Nagsi. snd which continues farther to tea east
under the dstiurainatiori of the Steppe of the Coaaaaka, aaa I

It reaches the Great Uracrt. which extends from the feat af
the Csucasus to the Ural, and farther eastward ta the Altai
Mountains. The immediate shores of the sat an the nana
in all thru- extent, and on the south up to t as* Dasgeva,
are commonly formed by a narrow and tew belt of sead. sad
even Cape* Fedolowa, Viaannawa, Bardiaaakaaa, mweaw-
roukaja, and Dolgava am low and sandy ; bat.
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to* atrip tka higher ihore* ri*e from 38 to 40 feet, and an
eoaseowd of calcareous and marly strata. Sometime* they

Wrmoe* cioea upon (be tea, w in the ease of too cliff* on
which Um town* of Taganrog and Asof stand. The coast

fees the somh of Dolgava to the Strait of Yenikal* exhibit*

a aiaWoat character. Though the interior of the country

present* the eame monotonous aspect a* the other steppes,

the low shore* are here much broader, and extend some
auU* into the interior. They hare not a sandy soil, but are

marshy, and sometime* a part of them is corered by the

water of the sea. Bat as the bottom of the sea along this

marshy tract ts swampy, it is rery productive in Ash, and the

whet* coo** is lined with the huts of the fishermen. In this

low, marshy country pelicans in great numbers were ob-

served by Bishop Heber.
The two peninsula* which, projecting respectively from

the European and Asiatic continents, form the Slnut of

Yeoikale, have some peculiarities : that to the east of the

strait ts a part of the island of Taman [see Kuhan], sad
consists of •mall strips of low land, which separate several

salt-lakes of considerable extent from one another ; these

asit-Uke* occupy the greater part of its surface. Tbepenin-
sala to 'the west of the strait* which is now called the Penin-

sula of Kertsch, from lb* town of that name, and once

formed a part of the Grecian Taurica Chersonesus, exhi-

bit*, at some distance from the shore, a range ofhigh land,

which rises to MM feet sod upward* ; but on its northern low

shore* it likewise ha* salt-lakes. On both peninsulas nume-
rous savings of petroleum are found, to which Pallas attri-

bute* the mud volcano* which exist here.

The uninhabited shores of the Siwaah an low, and the

fend above them is s dreary steppe.

No considerable place is situated on the shores of the Sea
of Asof, except Taganrog. On the Strait of Yenikale stands

the town of Kertsch, which is considered as having been
the residence of the great Mithridates of Pontus in the

latter unhappy part of bis life. [See KamrscH.] (Pallas

;

Captain Jones ; RenneU's Allot of Wetter* Ana ; Strabo,

Caaaab. n. 398. tie.)

AZOF, or AZOV, called by the Turks Assak, a town
of southern Russia, and once a fortress of great celebrity,

gives its name to the adjacent gulf of the Black Sea : it

is titsted on an eminence, washed by one of the prin-

cipal arms of the Don. at a distance of 20 miles from
«u mouth, and SCO miles to the south-east of Ek»ten-

th* capital of the Russian province to which it

la antient time* it was known to the Greeks

under the name of Tanaia; and in the twelfth century
was under the dominion of the Polofttian princes, from
whom it was wrested by the Genoese in the thirteenth :

the Genoese, who called it Tana, were driven out of it by
Timur-leng, in 1392. Atof and its domain fell into tbe
possession of tbe khans of the Crime* ; and eighty years
afterwards were reduced by tbe Ottomans. Tbe obsti-
nate contests for this important post, which took place
between the Turk* and Rtuwians in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, terminated in its cession to the
Russians in the year 1774. It has now lost all traces of iu
former importance ; the town is become s cluster of filthy,

miserable cabins, its fortifications are gone to decay, the
branch of the river is choked with sand, and its onre busy
port has sunk into a deserted haven. Tbe only attraction

which it possesses st the present day is a flue and exten-
sive prospect of the surrounding country, as far as the oppo-
site coast of Taganrog, and the prominent point of the
Cbumberskaja foreland on the Asiatic shore.

Strabo (p. 493) says, thst Tanait was a colony of Greeks
from the neighbouring Bosporus : it was ruined by Pole-
mon before the time of the Greek geographer. Strabo alao

describes it as being at one time the common market of tbe

European and Asiatic Nomadic tribes of this part of tbe
world : the barbarians gave slaves and skins in exchange
for articles of drees, wine, and other commodities, the
products of civilisation.

AZORES, orWESTERN ISLANDS, are situated in the
North Atlantic, about 795 mile* from the west coast of Por-
tugal. They consist of nine islands in three distinct groups,

lying in the direction of W.N.W. and E.S.E., and extending
about 330 miles. The north-western group contains the
small islands of Corvo and Flore*, distant about 1 14 miles

from the central group, which includes Terceira, St George,
Pico, Fay si, and Gracies*. The third group, 69 miles to

the 8.E. of tbe second, is composed of tho two inlands of

St Michael and St Mary, and the Formica* Racks.

Doubts still exist with regard to a smsll island aeen by
Pimento, the Portuguese navigator, who calls it Topo : it is

supposed to be about four miles north of the S.E. point of

St George (Ponto de Topo). and to be about seven or eight

miles in circumference. This island is not laid down in

our present charts, but is said to have been seen by an
English ship of late yean.

The Azores have sometimes been called the Terrain*,

from tbe name of that island ; by some geographer* they

have been classed among the African islands, though there
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can be no doubt that they belong more properly to Europe,
frees thaw latitude and proximity to that continent

To*) hneaory of these islands is obscure, and the exact

em of larir discovery uncertain : tbcv appear, however,

i discovered about the middle of the fifteenth

century (Behman ssyt in 1411) by Josbua Vanderberg
of Bruges, who in a voyage to Lisbon was driven thus

for to the westward by stress of weather. Boasting of his

discovery on his arrival at Lisbon, the Portuguese govern-

ment immediately fitted out an expedition and look poa-
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Mtioo of thee* islands, to which they gave d/im
of A core*, from the number of hawks or ftloom found

on them | the Portugueae word Afor (Latin. Aeripiter)

signifying a bird of prey or hawk. They were then en-

tirely destitute of inhabitants, and of every animal ex-

cept' binli, which were numerous and of various species.

8> much importance waa attached to the acquisition >A

these islands, that in M4» the great Don Henry, pnnce of

Portugal, proceeded there in person to take a more formal

poitooi m. In H06 they were gnen by Alphonto V. to

In, sinter the duchess of Burgundy, and rolonited by

Fleming*, who, however, appear always to have reco.-niicd

the authority of the king of Portugal. They fell under the

dominion of Spain when Philip I. seised the vacant throne

of Portugal In ISiO, and continued so till the restoration of

the house of Braganta in 194V; amre which tune they

have remained in undisturbed possession of the Portu-

guese.
Alt the islands are of volcanic origin. Though there

is no visible volcano now in operation, the effects of in-

ternal heal and disturbance are seen not only in the cal-

deiras. or fountains of boiling water that exist in many
parts, but in the frequent and disastrous earthquakes to

which the inlands are subject. The most formidable on
rvcord occurred in 1991 ; it continued twelve days without

intermission, and entirely destroyed the nourishing town of

Villa Franca in the island of St. Michael. The last erup-

tion thai took place was in 1808, in the island of St.

George : on the 1st of May a dreadful volcano burst out.

and a Urge crater, rising to the height of about 3 J00 feet,

waa formed in the centre of the island, amidst fertile pas-

tures ; it continued raging with terrific ftiry till the evening

of the 2nd, when a second small crater was opened, and
subsequently from twelve to fifteen others. On the 5th its

force began to fad ; and a few days afterwards it ceased

entirely. Although it had given timely warning, yet about

sixty persons lost their lives, and numbers of cattle were
destroyed. The lava inundated and swept away the town
of Ursuliua, with many cottages, farms, and country-house*

;

and this beautiful island, before rich in cattle, corn, and
wine, became a scene of ruin and desolation.

There are also instances of the more extraordinary phe-

nomena of submarine volcanoes, throwing up rocks and
islands from the bottom of the ocean. The first on record is

that mentioned by Kircher in 1938 ; another in 1720 ; and
in 1811 a volcano burst forth off the west end of Si. Michael,

throwing up from the depth of forty fit horns a very dan-
gerous shoal. This took place in February ; on the

Isth of June, after raging several days, and ejecting ashes,

cinders, and stones, the crater made its appearance above
the surface of the water, increasing so rapidly, that in two
days it had attained the height of 190 feet, and ultimately

to r.ear 3u0 feet, forming an island about a mile in circum-
ference. Subsequently it sunk gradually into the sea, and
by the middle of October in the same t ear no part of it was
visible above water, but a dangerous shoal still remains.

The soil, which is formed entirely of volcanic substance*,

is very prolific: the lava districts are cultivated with vines,

orange*, and lemons ; but where decomposition baa afforded

richer land, it yield* wheat. Indian corn, beans, itc. Both
Kuropean and tropical fruits arrive at the greatest per-

fection ; and the fare of the earth is so diversified, as in many
plare* to exhibit within a small extent gardens of aromatic
II users, pasture*, vineyard*, orangeries, ice. The island*,

though still abounding in uncultivated lands, produce much
more than sulfii lent for the supply of their present popu-
lation, not only of the noecasane*. but also of the luxuries of

life. Vessels touching at any of them are certain of being
able to prorure an abundant stock of refre»htnenu ; and the

catt.e are equal to any in the world. During the pen.a) of

Spanish po>w-»ion, the Afore* were very much frri|urnted

!•> the fleets both in going to and returning from their

American colonics ; and were the scene of many gallant

c\pl lit* by Kairigb, Howard, and other British coui-

msnder*.
Tlie general character of the island* is mountainous, of a

etaitral luria. and great bulk. The moat rwnvarkabl* among
litem is the Peak of Pico ; the annexed at a sketch of the
Miami (as tern six or seven league* from the westward),
which takes its name from that singular elevation. Tbc
small sugar loaf on its summit is so very regular as to appear
the w k of art. The height baa been various!* computed,
b; the rrsocu at 7032, and by Use Spaniard* at ttia

ABO

English feet. The sides of this mountain produce the flora)

wine*, which, though inferior to Madeira, being tnvh
cheaper, find a good market both in Bumpe and A merv-a.

On approaching the islands the aspect is onsr.mi. rig.

from the barren appearance of the mountain* and the strap

rorky coasts, which nearly everywhere present high *M
cragirv cliffs ; but a nearer view exhibit* a most luxuns-t

landscape of vinevsrd* and corn-field*. inter*per*rd * tfc

orange and lemon orchards, and open pasture* bounded fcy

wood*
St. Michael is the largest island, and the residence of the

bishop; but Angra, In Tereeira, is considered the capstal cf

the group, and the seat of the civil government. Ten-ens.

itself is one of the least fertile, and is often supplied fr ta

the neighbouring islands; from the nature of na ma* is

it may be deemed almost impregnable, everv arreaatb.e

point being defended by batteries.

Among sll the Atores there i« not one good port ft ves-

sel* of burden, all the anchorage* being in open bay* at

roads, from which ships are often obliged to put to s«a at a

very short notice. The channel* among the island* ars

clear and deep, but strong currents »et through them, ar.i

the Florida or Gulf Stream i* at time* sensibly felt here.

From the nature of the land, vessel* are Mihiert to »u .•sen

calms, squalls, and eddy winds by approaching too close :a

the shore.

The trade of the Atores was formerly a mrmopolv of Por-

tugal, but it ha* been thrown open to other coontnea.

whence woollen*, hardware, board*, slave*, pitch, tar. inas,

&c.. are imported: in return for which wine and fru.t are

the chief pavment*. From the mother country the pay-

ment of iu imports consisted principally In d ispan sai s r s»

indulgence*, image* of saints, aarred relic*. o.e.

The climate is mild and pure. A residence in ttw-s*

islands ha* ollen been recommended to thoae *m»-ted w.ik

pulmonary complaint*, at they have a more equable tr-a-

pcratnre than continental regions. The wu.trr. ih vtb
attended with heavy storms, is not severe, nor are the beats

of summer oppressive. *urrouiidcd a* tio-se islands are • *

»urh an expanse of ocean. The Portuguese settler* tst»-

rally introduced their own religion, manner*, aisd mile*
which their almost undisturticd pirssession. and a »«r -

lanty of climate to that of their own country, have err: •

hutcd to maintain. Regularly built town*. h*r.d«i*»«

rliurrlie*. large convent* and monaatenc*. and lb* prrva-

Jenre of whitewashing their building*, are the same *r*vs.-r*

as are found in Portugal. The population of the isiavt.ii a
computed to be under Juo.uoo souls.

Among the Asorrs the rise of tide v*ne* frta 4( tr ?

feet, but it is much aflected by the prevailing wuvi». t •
flo.al sets In the csstward.
- Al«>ut sixteen mile* to the N K. of St. Mary are se-is-e «
eight small rorks, <«xupi ing a spare of nearlv a mise . tbrl

are call. -d the Form
i
gas, of Ants, the highest of thvrw »

al«Hit fortv feet »l-o\c the sea. and thry rise so *brvi,i •.

thai witmn thirty yards of tnem there is no hvrflota s> -_a

fifty fathoms. Another patrh of narks, of about the saaaase

extent, but only lust above the water * edge, lie* atsw <sr Sra

mile* to the N K. of the r'oraiige*. eaJsed TulUark • tWte.
The geographical position of the gn» p i* wl u aasl W-

tween lis* parallels of Ji.
J JV and T» 4j' N. 1st. aa4 t-«

men.Inns of ti" Ji and 31° IV W. long. Tm arsrrsai

islands will be described under their srparale natskrs

A ZOTK. or AZOTIC GAS. from • pr.r*/u«. aad C~a
life, sigtufiea ' deetruclii* of Mi,' a a frequently ekod
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mtrvgm, at tntrpgm got, u being on* of the oonstitus-nts

of mine add. Dr. Rutherford, of Edinburgh, recognized

tint a* a peculiar »ubalance, in hi* thesis De Air* Mephi-
tico, published in 1772, but ho mentioned only a few of

is properties, and gave it no name. Dr. Priestley procured

il about the aame period, and described several of it* quali-

ties w the Pk4lo*oplueal Transaction* for 1772; be sfter-

wsrds called it pUogittiealed air. The priority of disco-

ten is generally awarded to Dr. Rutherford ; but it would
psrbsps be difficult to establish his claim to it.

Tlu» gas may be obtained by several processes: Dr.
Rutlwrfurd separated it from the oxygen gas, with which it

t.rm* atmospheric air, by repeatedly breathing the same
portion of atmospheric air. ana agitating it afterwards with

a suluUM of caustic alkali ; this absorbed the carbonic acid

funned during respiration, and left the azotic gas unacted
upon.

Dr. Priestley procured azotic gas, by exposing a given
volume of atmospheric air to a mixture of sulphur andiron
thugs : by this lbs oxygen was absorbed, and the azotic

gas left : be also prepared it by some other means.
We shall give, first, the readiest method of obtaining this

gas. and then state its properties. Put a small piece of
phosphorus on a cork floating on water and set fire to it

;

while burning, hold inverted over it and dipping a little into

the water, a glass jar or wide-mouthed bottle containing at-

mospherte air: during combustion the phosphorus unites

wiili the oxygen of the air to form phosphoric acid ; but
bating no affinity for the azotic gas, that remains, and
nearly in a pure state, when it has either stood over the
water, or been agitated with it, until all the white vapour
e/ phosphoric acid has disappeared.

AxoUc gas thus obtained, or by other methods which
we shall point out. has the following properties: it is

transparent, colourless, inodorous, and insipid. It is lighter

tiun atmospheric air, which being reckoned 1, the spe-

cific gravity of azotic gas is stated as follows by the
authors named. Biot and Arago, 0969; Dr. Thomson,
0 »/t : Berzelius. 0 976 ; and assuming that at 60° of Fahren-
heit, and with 38 inches of barometrical pressure, 100 cubic
inches of atmospheric air weigh 31 grains, an equal volume of

azotic gas will weigh according to the above specific gravi-

ties, and in the order given, 30*04 grains, very nearly

;

Jo 13 grains and Jo*«J grains. The refractive power of
this gaa is stated to be to that of atmospheric air as
1 S14t>S to I. Its specific heat, according to Berzelius, is to

that of so equal weight of atmospheric air as 1*0247 to 1

;

but chemists are not agreed on this difficult subject.

Azote is generally considered as an electro-positive ele-

ssent, and in voltaic combinations, as attracted to, or elicited

from, toe negative surface. Mr. Faraday has, however,
lately found, that according to the nature of the substance

decanipoard. azote may appear at either pole ; but he con-
aludas. that when it is evolved at the negative one, it is

a primary result, and when at the positive, a secondary one.

Water dissolves but a very small quantity of this gas

;

areotdiog to Dr. Henry, too cubic inches take up only 1*47

cufase incites of the gaa ; Dr. DsJton states it to be 2 5, and
Seuasure 4*1 cubic inches. It is fata] to animals when
respired by itself, as implied by the term azote ; it ex-
tinguishes fUroe immediately; no degree of cold and
nrrssore to which this gas has been subjected has con-
densed it to a fluid form.

Azote resembles all other elementary bodies in being
destitute of and or alkaline powers ; its affinity for sub-
Stances, both elementary and compound, appears to be ex-
tremely week, there being no one with which it combines
by users mixture, or by the action of beat under common
turumatances. By electricity, however, and perhaps by the
intense heat which it excites, it may be made to combine
with osirren, and the result is nitric acid; the experiment
was first made by Dr. Priestley ; but the true nature of the

artno, and the tvsult of it, was ascertained by Mr. Caven-
dish. [See Nrrmic Acid ]

Although the properties of azote are rather of a negative

than a positive description, and although its affinities are

weak. ret it enters into the composition of a great number
ef uaportaat compounds. Thus it constitutes from tV» to

yVs •» the volume of atmospheric air: this, however, may
be rewarded rather as a mixture than as a chemical oom-
poonsl of oxygen and azotic gases ; but with oxygen it forms

five defieita compounds, viz., nitrons oxide, nitric oxide,

tutrous nesi, byponipo** acid, and nitric acid (which see).

With hjclrogeo it constitutes the alkali am»-aonia. already
described ; with chlorine and iodine it gives rise to date
nsting compounds ; with carbon it forms cyanogen ; and
with phosphorus a photphuret; but it is at least ques-
tionable whether it combines with the other non-metallic
elements, or with any of the metals. It enters into the
composition of most animal matter except fat and bone

;

and though not a constituent of the vegetable acids, it forms
a part of most of the vegetable alkalies.

Azote by itself is fatal to animals, yet it is a moat im-
portant constituent of the air, as serving to moderate the
action of oxygen during combustion, and the too great
excitement which that gas respired unmixed would produce
on the animal system. It appears also from the experiments
of Majendie that animals will not live on food that contains
no azote.

Although azote has not been decomposed, it is strongly
suspected to be a compound body ; ana various facts have
been cited in support of this opinion : thus, when mercury
is negatively electrified in a solution of ammonia, the metal
increases in volume and becomes a soft solid, which was
supposed by Davy to be derived from the formation of aa
amalgam between the mercury and a metal furnished oy
the azote of the decomposed ammonia ; when, however,
this amalgam is no longer under electrical influence, it

decomposes, hydrogen, ammonia, and mercury being pro-

duced. Davy further imagined that these changes were
occasioned by the decomposition of water, the oxygen of
which reproduced azote by combining with the supposed
metal, and that one portion of the hydrogen formed in'
monia by uniting with the azote, while the remainder was
evolved in the gaseous state. According, however, to Gay-
Lussac and Thenard, these effects are produced even when
water is not present, and they consider the amalgam as a
compound of mercury, azote and hydrogen, the last element
being combined with less azote than in ammonia. Professor

Daniell refers the apparent amalgamation to the communi-
cation of an adhesive attraction to the particles of the metal
by the electrical action, by which the particles of liquid and
aeriform bodies are entangled and retained, a kind of

frothy compound being formed, and the fluidity of the
mercury destroyed. (Journal of Me Royal hulilution,
vol. xxx. p. 1 2.) Berzelius also supposes that azote is a

compound ; and although his views on the subject are ex-
tremely ingenious, they cannot be considered aa conclu-

sive: Davy attempted, but in vain, its decomposition by
means of the sction of potassium and the voltaic battery.

The following experiment, related among others by
Mr. Faraday, is strongly in favour of the compound na-

ture of azote, although the author confesses that be is

not satisfied on the subject. An empty tube was filled

with hydrogen gas, and zinc foil and a piece of hydrate of

potash were put into it It is evident that the only elements

present were zinc and potassium ; with oxygen and hydro-

gen, forming the water of the hydrate of potash ; and
yet on the application of heat ammonia was evolved, as

indicated by its action on moistened turmeric paper, plsced

in the upper part of the tube. In this experiment, then,

ammonia, which is well known to yield azote by its decom-
position, appears to have been formed without its presence,

and if so, the azote must have been derived from the com-

bination of some of the elements enumerated. At present,

however, and until further experiments hare elucidated the

subject, we must continue to regard azote as an undecom-
posed body, and to class it among the elements.

We shall now slate various other modes of procuring

azotic gas from atmospheric air, in addition to those alresdy

mentioned ; and we snail conclude with noticing its produc-

tion by the decomposition of some chemical compounds.
It may be separated from atmospheric air by the slow

combustion, as it is termed, of phosphorus; that is, by

merely exposing a stick of phosphorus, supported by a wire,

in a bottle of air inverted over water.

By the exposure of moistened iron filings, or iron burnings,

to air in a bottle inverted over water, the metal oxidizes,

and the azotic gas is left: this acts even more slowly than

the phosphorus in the above experiment.

By the agitation of mercury and lead in a corked bottle, for

a few minutes, a black powder is formed, which is probably

a mixture of an oxide of lead with finely-divided mercury :

azotic gas is left

The passing of atmomheric air repeatedly over iron, or

some other metals, heated to redness in a tube.
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The expoeure of air to a solution of tulpharet of lira*, or

of sulphuret of potash in wafer: this operation is rather

slow.

By mixing over water 1 00 measure* of air and 80 mea-
sure* of nitric oxide gas, mine acid t* formed and absorbed,

and about 80 volume* of azotic gas remain nearly pure.

By mixing 100 measure* of atmospheric sir with 43 mea-
sure* of hydrogen gas over water, and patting the electric

spark through the mixture about 80 measures of nearly

pure azotic its* are left.

By paa»wg electric shock* repeatedly through atmospheric

air confined in a tube, over a solution of potash, nitric acid

U formed and absorbed, and azotic gas is left • the operation

is extremely alow. [See Nitbic Acid ]

Afotic gas may &Uo be obtained by decomposing ammo-
niscal (i> by means of chlorine gas ; nitrous oxide gas by
hydrogen and the electric spark ; nitric oxide gas by the

action of potassium : by the decomposition of nitrate of

ammoma with sine ; this last experiment- requires certain

precautions. (Stlliman's Journal, vol. xviii. p. 248.)

Lastly, when flr*h is heated in a retort with diluted nitric

acid, azotic gas is also obtained ; but whether it is derived

from the animal matter or from the acid, has not been satis-

factorily ascertained.

AZOTUS. [See AsHDon.]
AZTECS is the name of a tribe who settled last in that

part of America now called Mexico, or New Spain. They
were living as a tribe about the year 1 160 of our awe, in

Aztlan, a country situated to the north of the Gulf of Cali-

fornia. A man of great influence in the tribe, named
Huitxiton. availed himself, as it is said, of the chirping of a
bird to persuade the men to leave their native abode. Hav-
ing crossed the Rio Colorado, or Red River, at a point be-

yond 35° N. 1st., they proceeded south-eastward to the river

Gila, where they Uvea for some time, as appears from the

ruins of certain anbent buildings found on the banks of

that river. After dwelling in several places, they arrived

at Hueicolbuacan. or Culiacan, 24* 44' N. laL, 108" I' W.
long. II ere they remained three years, reformed their calen-

dar, and constructed a wooden image of their god Huitzilo-

pnchtli. In 1196 they arrived at Tula. From this place

they removed, in 1316, to Zumpanco, in the valley, where
afterwards the city of Mexico was founded. Tbey were
kindly received by the chief of that place. Tochpanecatl ; and
after wandering some years about the lake of Tezcuco, they

Anally settled at Acocolco. a group of islands in the southern

extremity of the lake. The chief of Colbusean waged war
against them, and in 1314 reduced them to slavery. In
this wretched state they lived for nearly half a century at

Tizapan. A service which the Aztecs rendered to their

masters in a war between the Colhuacanians and the Xo-
chimilrhians was the means of procuring them their liberty.

Clavigero says (torn. i. p. 166) that, after the battle, the

Aztec* asked their masters for some victim to offer to their

god, and that they were presented witb a dead bird, wrapped
up in a piece of coarse stuff. During the night the Aztec
priests removed this mean offering from the altar, and
placed instead of it some odoriferous plants, and a knife

of itzli or obsidian. On the following morning they in-

vited the Colhuacanians to the festival, and bringing out
four prisoners whom they had concealed, the pnests sacri-

ficed them in the horrid manner ever afterwards predated

by the Aztecs. The Colhuaranian*. horror-struck at this

scene of blood, ordered thit cruel tnbe to remove from their

territory. The Aztecs then fixed their abode in Acatiit-

Sintlan. but wohing to separate themselves sbll further
from their masters, prucrvfed to Yilarafeo. a group of
islands, which were situated in the western part of the lake
On one of tlieae island* they found an eagle perrbed upon
a nopal, which grew out of a n» k. and they selected that

spot for their permanent abmle, in compliance with the
oracle of their god, who gave them that omen as a sign of

the termination of their migration. Tbey built there a
wooden leoralh or temple to their idol, and encompatsed it

with homes, giving the place the name of Tenorlititlan,

that is, the place of a nopal upon a n«-W. and also of Men
cilirinro. from the name • f tltvir god of war. HuiUilupnrbili.
or Metitli. from win- h the prewut name of Mexico is cor-

rupted by the Spaniard*. Tin* event, according to the
Aztecs' rorooolotf). took pU<-* in the year of the two Calli
i 1 12 J of our atra) Tbrv diii-M their city into f«ur quarter*,
each of which that dc-lv-sted to some parte ular god. to
whoa* honour tbey built a touttill.

In 1338 discord arose among them, and the tribe w
divided into two faction*, one of which removed to a ssaeJI

island north-west of the toocalli of Mcxitli. where tbey built

a town, called at first Xaluloloo, and afterwards Tlelelolco.

which waa conquered and united to TenocbtiUan under taw
reign of Axajecatl. about a.d. 1464.

The government of the Aztecs waa at first ah*torreu-al.

A body of twenty men of the most dtstingui-hed m the
tribe presided over the affaire of the nation. In I Jit tawy

altered this form of government, and chose for thetr king
Acamepitxin, a noble chief of their own tnbe. The I ktarU-
ehians, after the example of their brother*, also altered the

form of their government, and requested a king from the

chief of Axespox*loo, to whom the territory where thwy bault

their town belonged, and that chief gave them a prmee of ha
own family, turned Queauaubpilzahuac. On the death of

Huitzilihuitl. the second king of Mexico, it wa« estaiiisshsd

as a law, that four of the nobles should elect the king est
of the collateral relations of the deeeaaed monarch, xe the
exclusion of his children. This law continued till the

destruction of the empire. Motezume-Ilhuieamiae, the
first of that name, was the great legislator of the Aztec*.

He also erected the great toocalli of Mexico, made several

important conquests, and after the great inundation. whsra
took piece in 1446, ordered the construction of a aaaarai-

ficent dyke, nine miles long and sixteen feet end a half

wide. In a succession of wars with the surrounding stales,

the Aztecs extended their dominion over all the country
comprising the modem districts of Vera Cruz. Oaaara.
Puebla, Mexico, and Valladolid. an extent, according to
Humboldt, of from 1 8,000 to 30,000 square leagore.

Until the latter times of the empire, the royal aertaorrtv

waa restrained within very narrow limits. The emperocs
were not allowed to undertake any affair of imparlance
which could affect the community, without first coawaliiasr

the three supreme councils of the nation. These paean li

were composed of the nobility. With the power acquired
by conquests the emperors gained every day more ace—
deney over the nation, until, under the smpsiu* Mass
zuma II.. the Aztec government degenerated sate a
complete despotism. When the king was chasm he waa
consecrated with many fantastic and sapcrsUtiow* cere-
monies by the bigh-pneat, after which be was compefled to
fast rigidly for four days ; then he went to war m order to
procure prisoners to serve aa victims at the festival of the
coronation. When the kingreturned from Una cxsitati a
be was solemnly crowned. The crown was a sort of ailn.
made of thin plates of gold, and ornamented with feather*.
The mantle was a square piece of cotton stuff, with stripes

of deep blue and white colour. The principal servants of
his household consisted of a grand-steward, and the treaaawer
of the jewels. The latter waa at the same time the bead
and director of the workmen employed in the palace far

the polishing and setting of gems. All the onVw* m the
king s household were bold by the first nobtlitv. Other
nobles superintended the cultivation of the lands MoBer-Kg
to the king, and had the usufruct of them. Those an
men accompanied the king everywhere, and each pnnsl. I

him with a nosegay on certain occasions.
Wlien war bad been decided upon against any a*tn by

the king and his councils, an ambassador waa sent to the
chief of that nation, to signify to him the motive of she
war and to propose the mean* of avoiding *L If the
chief submitted to the terms proposed, peace waa grease** .

if be refused, two successive embassies were then teat, taw
first to the most influential men in the nation and sssaths*
to the people. They also sent with thetr smee^aadae* a*
image of thetr god Mexitli. which if the e*»senea peered
among their own gods, that nation lnaiiii the illus of the
Aztecs. In every nation of Anahuac (the sweat iaat i i

bciitive natiie name for New Spam) there was a aVst «t
spirt, called jaotlalb. in which the first battle was aaosrsx
When the Aztec army was numerous * waa roamsad by
xw|uipilli. or diviuons of see* men. The dignity a/ gene-
ralissimo was the Ar*t 111 the slate after the emperor Three
other superior oftVer* commanded under him. The a*—
ral* and other officer*, who were alwey* chosen earn e/ the
nokliti. gradually rose from the rank of thr come**** •*<

dier. A nc* *Ww was at first empfeved in carry •*« the
arms and baaicago of hat master. He «as aleass* aaa. d.
Whew lie captured a prtooner, be received a M)un aaeeife
•Hh a device of flower*, which waa the first asm W sew-
motion in the army; when be centered few reeaaae*
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to received likewise a mantle having two ttripet of black
and fellow, and a fringe round. They had three mili-
tary orders, called those of the princes, of the eagle, and
of the ocelot or American tiger. The first was the most
honourable, and its device consisted in the person knighted
wearing his hair tied upon the crown of his bead, and
hanging from it as many tassels of cotton as the feats

of valour he bad performed. The defensive arms of the
Astac* were the shield, the cuirass, and the helmet The
shields were made if reeds interwoven with cotton thread
and covered with feathers, or of turtle-shell covered with
plates of copper, silver, or gold. Some of these shields

were large enough to cover their bodies entirely, and were
made so that they could be folded together and carried

under the arm, like an umbrella Their cuirasses were
made of cotton quilted, and were arrow-proof. Their
helmets were made of wood, in the shape of hesds of tigers,

serpents, and other animals. Their offensive arms were
slings, bows, spears, pikes, clubs, and swords. They never
made use of poisoned arrows. Their sword wss a piece of

some hard wood, three feet and a half long, the edge of
which was formed of obsidian. b The first blow of this

weapon was terrible; but it was then rendered useless.

Their ensign resembled more a Roman than a modern
standard. It represented an eagle in the act of darting

upon a tiger. They were acquainted with the art of fortify -

ins; cities, and surrounded them with walls, ditches, and
paluadoss; but their principal fortifications were their

teoralus. or temples.

The judicial system of the Alters showed no small
degree of civilization. A supreme judge, called cibuacoatl,

decided definitively in all matters, both civil and criminal,

and appointed tome of the inferior judges and also the col-

lectors of the revenues. A tribunal composed ofthree judges,
called tlaeatecatl, decided upon all the cases in the first and
second instance. These judges sat every day to bear all

the cause* brought before them. In civil matters there was
an appeal from this tribunal to the cihuacoatl, but not in

criminal causes. In every quarter or division of the city

there was a certain magistrate elected annually by the

people, called teuctli. This magistrate judged in the first

instance, and was obliged to give an account every day to

the tlaeatecatl of everything that had happened in his

peculiar district These teuctli had other inferior officers

under them. In every commune there were municipal

officers elected by the inhabitants. There were also

officers who patrolled and watched during the night In

matters of importance the judges were bound to consult the

king. Krerv month, or rather every twenty days, all the

different judges assembled before the king, when all the

causes still left undecided in their respective tribunals were

finally settled. Their criminal laws were very severe.

Treason, voluntary homicide, robbery of gold or silver, theft

in the market-place, adultery, and incest, were the crimes

rutted with the utmost rigour of the law. Drunkenness in

a young man was punished by hanging, and throwing the

body afterwards into the lake, if the offender was of a noble

family ; if he was one of the common people, he was made
a slave for the first offence, and hung for the second. At
the age of seventy, a man or a woman might get intoxi-

cated with impunity. No advocates were in use among the

Attecs : the criminal himself conducted the defence of his

s«d cause. No other proof could be adduced except wit-

nesses, and in the absence of witnesses the criminal was
allowed to clear himself by an oath. They swore by the

son : the form of taking this oath was to touch the ground

with two fingers and then carry them to their mouths.

The right of private property was fully understood among
the Aztecs. The lands were held by different tenures:

some possessed them in full right, and were allowed to

transfer them either by sale or demise ; others held them
akmg with certain offices, and consequently could not dis-

pose of them. The lands were apportioned among the

king, the priests, the nobles, snd the people. Of these the

nubility alone wete full possessors ; the other three merely

enjoyed the um. The com izion lands were cultivated in

common, and the produce was deposited in storehouses, from

•bra all the inhabitants were supplied gratis according to

their wants. In their paintings the lands of the king were

painted red. those of the nobility scarlet and those of the

people light yellow. All the inhabitants of the conquered

countries were obliged to pay a tribute in kind to the king,

toth of the produce of the field, and of their industry, and

them was a storehouse in every town in which the prodoca
of this tax was deposited, and proper officers were appointed
to collect it Slavery was admitted among the Aztecs.
Slaves were either bought or persons became so as a punish-
ment for certain Crimea, but the son of a slave was in all
cases a free man.
The Aztecs had some imperfect idea of a 8upreme Being,

absolute and eternal, to whom worship waa due. They
believed him to be invisible and incorporeal, and therefore
no representation of him was either painted or sculptured.
They gave to this being the name of Teotl. The epithets
of IpaJnemoeni, him by whom we live, and Tloque-Na-
huaque, he who has all in himself, were also (riven to him.
But the knowledge of this supreme being was obscured by
a multitude of inferior deities. Tbey also believed in the
existence of an evil spirit called by them Tlacatecolototl.
whom they supposed to he always employed in causing evil

to mankind. The souls, both of man and beast they be-
lieved to be immortal. According to their notions of a future
state, there were three different mansions where men enjoyed
a future state of existence. The first was the house of the
sun, where the soldiers who fell in battle, and the women
who died in childbed, were received. It was the dailv occu-
pation of the spirits of the departed warriors to hail the sun
with hymns and dances on its rising, and to accompany it

to the zenith, where it was met by the female spirits, who
in like manner escorted the great luminary in the rest of its

course. After a period of four years bad elapsed, they were
transformed into clouds, or into birds of the most brillisnt

plumage, and tbey ascended into heaven to breathe the
pure ether, or occasionally descended on the earth, where
their time was passed in singing and inhaling the perfumes
of plants and flowers. The second abode was the Tlalocan,

or the abode of the god Tlaloc, the god of water, which was
the place that the spirits of young children who had been
sacrificed to that god, and of all others who had died of
certain diseases, inhabited : in this place they were regaled
with every sort of delicacy that could produce delight The
third abode was the Miction, or hell, where Mictlauteuctli

and Mitlancihuatl, the god and goddess of hell, reigned.

This place was destined for those who died in any other

way. In this place the departed spirit* suffered nothing
except the inconvenience arising from the complete dark-
ness of the place.

The Aztecs supposed that four successive revolutions bad
at different epochs destroyed mankind. These epochs were
called ages or suns. The first was called Tlaltunatiub. or

the age of the earth, which took place 5206 years after the

creation of the first sun, in which the giants, who hsd then

dominion over the earth, were destroyed by famine, and
those who escaped from this scourge were devoured by
tigers. The second was called Tletonatiuh, the age of fire,

and happened 4804 year* after the preceding axe. At this

epoch the world was destroyed by fire; and as the birds

only could escape the general conflagration, men were

changed into birds. A man and a woman were, however,

saved in a cave. The third epoch. Ehecatonatiuh, or the

age of wind, took place 4010 years after the age of fire. In
this revolution the world was destroyed by violent hurricanes,

and the few men who escaped were changed into apes. The
fourth epoch, AtonaUuh, the age of water, happened 4008
years after the preceding revolution. In this revolution a
universal deluge occurred, in which all men were changed
into fishes, except a man and a woman. This privileged

pair were saved in the hollow of a tree : the children of this

couple were all born dumb, and were tadghl to speak bv a
dove ; but every child learned a different language. The
duration of the»e four ages, which, according to Humboldt's

interpretation, is, as we have stated, 18,028 years, doe* not

exceed 141* years according to the interpretation of Ixtil-

xochitl. (See Humboldt's AtUu Httortique, p. 209.)

In all the European historians who have «ntlcn on the

antiquities of the Aztecs, the order of these revolutions is

different; the age of water being placed first, and that of

fire last This error, according to Humboldt, has arisen

from their reading the painting which represents this part

of the Aztecs' history from left to right beginning at the

top, instead of reading from right to left, beginning at

the bottom, which is the system adopted by the lfe>iran

historian Fernando Alba Ixtilxoehitl. who lived soon after

the conquest : he was a great grandson of the last king

of Acolhuacan. Hi* history of New Spain waa in manu-
script, in the library of the Jesuits at Mexico,
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Beside* the supreme being, the Axtee* worshipf**! Innu-

merable divinities, the principal of which were thirteen.

Every trade and profession had iU particular god. They had

betide* their household gods, of which the king and the

first noblemen had six. the inferior nobility four, and every

plebeian two. Theae divinities were worshipped by offering

to them sacrifices of human victims, of animal*, plant*,

flower*, and fruit* ; by prayer*, hymn*, fastings, and other

rigorous penance*, in which the worahippen frequently shed

their own blood. The human aaerincea were to horrible,

that the *imple recital of them excite* disgust; and *o fre-

quent and numerous, that the Mexican hutorian* calculate

that no lc»» than 20.000 victim* perished every year, but

this must be a (peat exaggeration.

The prirata were very numerou*. Beside* serving in the

temple, they were employed in educating the youth, in

painting the annals of the empire, in forming and regulating

the calendar, in composing hymns, and in other scientific

•nd literary pursuits. The body of the priests was subject

to two hign priest*.—the Tcoteuctli, or divine lord, and the

Hneitroptxqui, or high priest : both offices were elective

;

but it is not known whether the electors were the body of

the priests themselves, or the electors who appointed the

king. In Acolhuacan the high-priest was always the second

eon of the king. (L'lsvigero, vol. ii. ch. vi. p. 39.) There

were also persons of both sexes devoted to the service of the

gods, who lived in retirement, practising very severe auste-

rities.

The Aztecs had two ceremonies, resembling the cir-

cumcision of the Jews and the baptism of Christians.

Every child who was devoted by his parents to the service

of the temple w«» consecrated by the priest* by making an
incision on it* breast with a knife of obsidian. A child of

either sex, (bur day* after its birth, was taken by the mid-

wife to the court of the bouse, where a ceremony analogous

to our baptism was performed.

The Aztecs attended very assiduously to the instruction

of their children. In general, every child followed the pro-

fession of his father. From their third to their fifteenth

year tbey were instructed in their houses by their parents.

At the age of fifteen they were sent to the temples, or to

some private school, to be taught those acquirements which
their parents were unable to impart to them. The education

of the Aztec youth is described in the collection of Menduza,
piste Iviii.-lxiv. (Agho, Anttquitin nf Merit*), vol. I.)

When a man and a female had armed at a proper age,

which for the former was twenty or twenty two, and for the

latter seventeen or eighteen, the marriage was contracted

between the families by means of a female negotiator, who
was tent to the bride that the father of the youth had chosen

for hi* ton. This woman, accompanied by four other fe-

males wnh lighted torches in their hands, carried the

bride upon her shoul<Vrt to the house of the bridegroom.

There slie was met liy the relations of the intended husband,

who, after fumigating her with copal, introduced her into

the house. The c tuple were placed upon a mat by the fire-

side, and the female neguciator tied together the end of

their garments, in which ceremony they made the inarnage,

contract c insist. An elderly man and woman, who at the

same time acted a* witnesses to the ceremony, then deli-

vered a speech to the ncsr-married couple, and presented

them with some fowl. Four days after they went to the

temple to offer to their god the mats on which they hod slept.

Tbe ceremonies which the Aztecs used in their burials

were no less singular. As »<ion aft any one dml. a certain

master of ceremonies Br«t covered the body with pieces of

the paper of aloe, and sprinkled the head with water; then
he dressed the corps* in a garment representing that of the

particular god or gods who were the patrons of the profes-

sion or professions whirh the deceased had followed III In*

lifetime. Under this dress they placed a (look of water for

the journey wlm h the derraaed was going to enter on,

and likewise six pieces of paper containing instructions,

in virtue of which be would be allowed to paas through

different places in his voyage. Tbe body wm* afterwards

burnt, with all tbe ornaments, arms, instruments, and
tools of the trade of tbe deceased, and with a leehtchi. a
dofswatW quadruped of the Mexican*. Whilst the master
of cerwfoonies was kindling the Are, some priest* sung
funeral hymns. WUn the bod) was consumed bv the Ore,

they placed the ashes in a vessel, with a gem of more or
Us* value, according to the means of the deceased s family,

and this funeral urn wa* buried in a deep hole, and libanoo*

of pulque offered upon it for several day*. With the bodies

of king* and great lords, their priest, soroe of their wive*.

*lave*. and other servants of their household, were killed and
then burnt. Those who died of leprosy and other diseases, or

before attaining the age of seventeen, were buried without

burning : their bodies were placed in niches made of *t. ue

and mortar, sitting upon a chair surrounded by their arms,

and wearing many valuable jewel*. They had no app-'.ntcd

place for burying their dead; arse buried them in th«*r

own gardens, and other* in the teucalli. The ashes of the

kings were deposited in the great Icocalli.

The manner adopted by the Aztecs of computing time

shows that they had attained a certain degree of astro-

nomical knowledge. They had a solar year of J6J da»s

divided into eighteen months, of twenty days each. The
Ore complementary days, which they called nemonter.i.

or useless, were added to the last month, Tbe year wo*

[Press CUrtfM*.]

represented in their paintings, a* tbe engraving shows, t»v a
circle, in the centre of which they placed a figure n. triple*!

to represent tbe moon illuminated by the sue , and in u*
circumference tbey placed the svmhols of the eithtr»o

month*. Tbe month was divided into four pervuds of f >e

days each. Thirteen of their year* formed a perul sr.*.

logons to tbe Roman Indiction, which they called t-ai

pilli ; four tlalpilli formed a xiuhmolpilli. or ligitunr M
years: and two xiuhmolpilh a buehuclilulli. or old «t» 4
hundred and four year*. Instead of adding one <iav nn

fourth year, as we do, they added thirteen dais every £•:<

two years. They had also a lunar year. b> »h.< b thev re-

gulated their tarred festival*. The year* were dutingu.st^d
by the names of Torhtli, a rabbit ; Aratie, a cane uc reed .

Tec pall, a flint ; and Calli, a bouse. Tbe first tear of u«-r
century w a* called first rabbit ; tbe second, second cane , t'-e

third, third flint; the fourth, fourth house, the tr.h. t'Vi

rabbit, and so on. till the indiction ended with the th.rtee- :*

rabbit Tbe second period began with Use first reel a -4

then followed second flint, third bouse, and fourth rat>- v.

to end with the thirteenth cane. The order of the t . 4
period was flint, bouse, rabbit, reed ; and that of the kuu,
house, rabhit. reed, and flint. The age was repress" test ta

their painting* by a circle formed l>> * serpent Ui.r g at*

tail, and funning four foldings with its l*J». which c /re-

sponded to the four iiidiclions. In the centre of I: .• c - m
they painted a face representing tbe sun. and r u j .t taa
images of a rabhit or hare, a reed, a knife of H i t. aj»; a
house, and upon each sign the number of that sign express**!

in dots or rounds. Their >o*r, according to the n-.p.ta.»*)

of I lavigero (vol. ii. p. 214). began on the 'lath of rVbrwary,
on the first year of the cycle ; but every fourth year it was a*
tit i pated one day, and on the last year of the cycle it Utraja
on the fourteenth of the tame month, because of the tkirteesx

intercalary day* of the bap tear*. Accutding to U u as aw: .it

(AesewrrAc*. n. Uji, the beginning of the Alter tea*
varied from the ninth to the twenty eighth ef Jsau-T
The day wa* divided into eight ports, four ef wharh sserw

fur the rising and setting vf the sun, and tew fee am
passage acruea the meridian, correspoouUng to the tsscsi.
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ninth, fifteenth, and twenty-flrst boon of aatronomieal

turn. They ascertained ibe hoar in tha day-Urn* by lb*

too, and at night by tha stars. The names of different

sooths were taken from tome festival, or from some cir-

ramstanoo. which uauatly happened in the month, and the

tame was obaerved with regard to the name* of the days.

Tbe dave were all designated by a particular name. At the

end of every xiuhmolpilli they held a religious festival,

somewhat analogous to the sabbatic year of tbe Jews.

On the ere of tha festival they destroyed tbe furniture

of their houses (Clavigero, vol. ii. p. 64), and extin-

guished the fires. On tha evening of the same day,

some priests proceeded from the principal temple into a
neighbouring mountain to kindle the new fire. The priests

aUsje set out in proper time to arrive at the place a little

before mulmght. The women remained confined in their

boiuea with their faces covered, as tbe Aiteca believed that

they would be changed into wild beasts if they witnessed the

ceremony : the men stood in anxious expectation upon the
terrace* of their bouses awaiting tbe result, for they fancied

that if tbe priests did not succeed in obtaining the new fire

tlie world would be destroyed. The fire was procured by
means of tbe friction of two dry pieces of wood upon the

breast of a prisoner, who was afterwards sacrificed upon the

mountain. After the fire was lighted, the priests returned

to the oty. and, having lighted the fire in the temples, they

distributed among tbe inhabitants a portion of this sacred

fire. Tbe next thirteen days were spent in supplying their

bouses with new things, in tbe place of those which had
been destroyed.

The Attecs had made tome progress in tbe arts of

social lifo. The monuments of architecture, sculpture,

an>l painting which still exist, though very far behind that

degree of perfection which these arts bad obtained among
suioe of the nations of the old continent, are not devoid of

went. Tbe Altec painters had no knowledge of perspec-

Ute, nor of light and shade. Their designs are coarse snd
uncouth ; their figures are fantastical, and only drawn in

prufile; but they are remarkable for the brilliancy and
durability of their colours. Their works of architecture and
sculpture evince a far superior degree of excellence. The
Aitect were also acquainted with the art of casting in

metal figures of natural objects. Their mosaic, or rather

works of embroidery, were admirable. The method they
adopted waa to glue feathers of different colours upon a
piece of canvas, and then place it upon a tablet of wood or a
pUu of copper. They laid the feathers so even and matched
the colours so admirably, as to give to objects thus repre-

sented the appearance of painting. Another work, which
tourhi with greater propriety be called mosaic, they made
with pieces of shells of different colours. This work was
done by separate artificers, every one of whom undertook a
certain part of it, and then another artist arranged the
different parts together, to as to complete the performance.

Tbe houses of the poor were made of reeds, or of unbaked
hrirk, and were roofed with a certain species of gnr*, upon
which they placed leaves of tbe aloe, cut in the riispe of
tiles. They had but one apartment, where all l.ved toge-

ther. The houses of tbe citizens had besides an ajauhcalli

or oratory, and a tamaacalli or bath. The nobles bad their

houses built with stone and mortar, and consisted of two
stories, covered with a Hat roof or terrace. Tbe stone most
commonly used for building was tbe teUontli, a red stone,

very hard and porous. Their tools were made either of

nbudian or copper. Their stuffs were of cotton, of rabbit's

hair, of • certain species of palm, and of thread made
out of the leaves of the aloe. The dress of the men con-
Kited merely in a sash tied round the waist, with the two
extremities banging before and behind, and a square

mantle, four feet long, the two extremities of which were
feed upon the chest. This mantle covered the shoulders and
ad the body behind. The women wore a square piece of

atuff t-d round their waists, which descended down to their

ankles, and • sort of waistcoat without sleeves. Tbe stuff

awed by tbe poor waa made of the aloe, and that of the

nobles of cotton embroidered with feathers or rabbit's hair.

Their shoes consisted in a sole cut out of the leaves of the

aloe, fattened to the foot with a cord. Tbe kings wore
rottead thin plates of silver, gold, or copper. None of the

Asters ever cut their hair, with the exception of tbe virgins

who were consecrated to the service of the temples; the

saeo bed it on tbe crown of their beads, and the women let

xt hang down their shoulders. Both men and women wore

rings and other ornaments in their ears, net*, and wader
lip, as also collars and bracelets. On their festivals tbey
ate the legs and arms of the prisoners or slaves who had
been sacrificed in the temple. Tbey also made use of
several intoxicating liquors, the principal of which was that
called by the Spaniards pulque, made of tbe juice of the
aloe. They were not acquainted with the use of beasts
of burden. Things were conveyed from one place to ano-
ther upon men's shoulders. Tbey had public roads and
inns, also bridges, some of which were suspended over the
torrents. These suspension-bridges consisted in a sort of
hammock, made of strong ropes of aloe, and suspended
from two trees on each side of the stream. In their traffic

with each other they made use of the bean of the cacao,
nut ( Thnbroma cacao), a bag of which represented 8UO0
units ; a feather or quill full of gold, which represented 400

;

and a tort of coin, the value of which is not known, made
of copper, cut in the form of a T. In their chinempas, or
floating-gardens, they cultivated Indian corn and several

species of vegetables and (lowers. These gardens were
made upon large rafts formed of reeds, rushes, and brush-
wood, covered with tbe black mould of the lake. Tbe
farmer who cultivated it built at one of the extremities of

tbe chinampa a but for his abode. These gardens floated

on tbe lake, or were attached to tbe shore.

The Astec language wants the sounds corresponding to

tbe letters 6, d,/, g , and r, and abounds in those expressed
by L x, I, tl. In, and #. The letter A though occurring so
often in that language, is never found at the commence-
ment of a word. Tbe language is very copious. Cist igero,

as a proof of this assertion, gives a list of forty-four authors
who have written in that language, mostly on religious sub-
jeeat, and were able to express the moat abstract ideas without
being obliged to borrow any words from other languages. 1

1

has very few monosyllabic words, and although it allows great
freedom in the compounding of words, even to tbe extent
occasionally of no lest than sixteen syllables, yet few are
monosyllables in their roots. It abounds in diminutives, like

the Italian, and there is no verb from which many verbal

nouns are not derived, and few substantives that cannot be
converted into verba. The plural of nouns is formed by
doubling the first syllable and adding the particle im to the
word, thus from mistli, a cat, is formed mimiztin, cats. This
reduplication is sometimes made in the middle of the word,

as ic.hpochtli, a girl, ichpopochtin, girls. In all tbe ex-

amples quoted by Humboldt, it should be obaerved. tbo
/ is dropped in the plural Verbal nouns are formed
by meana of the particle liitli ; thus from Uatlolana. to

ask a question, tbey form the noun tetlanilizlli, a ques-

tion. The Aztec language is very regular in its con-

struction, and abounds in words adapted to compliment.

The word notlazomabuizteopixcatatxin. i.e., my esteemed

lord and reverend priest and father, is the word commonly
used by a Mexican in addressing a priest. This word is

thus analyzed by Clavigero, no, my, tlazontli. etUemed,

mahuixtic, revered, teopixqui (god-keeper), priest, taili.

father.

Tbe Aztecs cultivated the arts of oratory and poetry.

Few of their moral, religious, historical, and dramatic per-

formances have reached us. They had orators, who spoke

on certain public occasions, such as on embassies, elections

of kings, marriages, and other ceremonies. Specimens of

these discourses have been transmitted to us by Father

Sahafrun in his Hittoria General de Sueva Etpaia. (Seo

Aglio s Antiquities of Mexico, vol. vii.)

The Aztecs were not acquainted with tbe art of alphabetic

writing, but represented past events by means of certain

hieroglyphics. The objects were represented either in full, or

by such a part of them as was considered sufficient to com cy

the meaning of the painter. To record the events of their

history they painted round the canvas the signs of tbe data

or years, and close by each sign the hierogh pbics repre-

senting tbe event which at that period had taken place. In

writing any series of hieroglyphics, Humboldt says that their

order was from right to left, beginning at tbe bottom of

the page and proceeding upwards ; but Clavigero sajs, that

if the painter began bis terics at the right superior angle

of tbe canvas, be proceeded horizontally from right to left

.

if he began at the opposite superior angle, be continued per-

pendicularly downwards; if he began at tbe left inferior

angle, he proceeded horizontally to tbe right ; and perpendi-

cularly upwards when be began on the opposite inferior

angle. Wo have teen a aeries of Aztec hieroglyphics

SE2
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written in thw four different ways, bat the mott usual

method it that which Humboldt atatea. They had certain

conventional symbols to represent earth, water, wind, age,

year, iky, day. night, the middle of night, ipeech . and motion.

The* also could exprae* whether a perm wa» dead or alive,

whether be was speaking or silent, and. if •peaking, who
•poke the moat. The* pot—toed other signs, by meant
or which they expressed the name of any person or

place. A man » head with a crown, and behind it the

hieroglyphic of the tky pierced with an arrow, repre-

sented the name of the king. Motesuma-Ilhuicamina,
which name signifies, he who piercet the aky with an
arrow ; a tunal or nopal upon a rock expreaaed the name
of Tenochtitlan, or the place of a nopal upon a rock.

They had alto certain aigna to exprea* numbers. The
units, below fifteen, wero expreaaed by rounds or dots. A
flag, three parts of which were coloured, expressed fifteen

;

if the flag was of one colour, it expreaaed twenty ; a feather

represented four hundred, and a hag right thousand. Thus
when we see in their paintings the hieroglyphic of a place,

and by the side of it certain articles surmounted by a leather,

it expresses that such place paid a tribute of four hundred
of such articles. (See vol. i. of Aglio'a Antiquities ofMexico

;

the Collection of Mcndtiza, part ii. p. 17.) To such aa

may be inclined to atudy the antiquities of the Asters,

we ' recommend the excellent work, recently published

by Lord Kingtborougb, On the Antiquities of Mtxxco— s
work which, for the number and variety of the lac-similes

of hieroglyphics, and monuments relating to the antient

Mexicans, no leas than for the skilful arrangement and
splendour of the performance, will alwaya reflect honour
upon the age and country in which such a work has
been produced, and upon its modest author, who has not

even mentioned his name in it. The first four volumes

of this work contain fac-similes of all the Mexican paint-

ings in the Vatican, in the Borgian museum of the

College of Propaganda at Rome, of the Codex Telleriano

Remensit at Paris, of those of the Institute of Bologna, of

the libraries of Oxford, Berlin, Vienna, and Dresden ; and
alio several collections belonging to private individuals.

The fourth volume is almost entirely occupied by the rare

and excellent collection of engavings of Mexican monuments
made by Captain Dupaix by order of the Spanish govern-

ment. The three remaining volumes contain the description

of the paintings, and monuments in Spanish, Italian, and
English, with numerous judicious and learned notes and
cntiritms. The original and interesting Hutoria General
de S'ueva Etpaia of Father Sabagun, never before published,

occupies the whole of the seventh volume.

The following is a chronological table of the kings of the

Altec dynasty, taken from Clavigero, toL iv. pp. 51-56:—

Aramapiuin . • • 1352-1389

Huitxilihuitl . . • • 1389-1410

Cbitnalpopoca • • 1410-142*
Irroatl . • • 1433-1436
Motciuma-Ilhujramina • • 1436-1464

Axajacatl . . • • 1464-1477

Tixoe . • • 1477-1480

Ahutxotl . . • • 1410-1S02

Motrtum a- Xocoiottin ISO2-I540

Cuitlahuatxin, reigned three months • 1520
(JutubtnnoUin, reigned nine months 1521
(See Clavigero. 8toria Antiea del Meuico, Cetena, 1 780

;

HumUJdt, Utttmre Politique dm Rnyaume de la Souvelle
Etpjgne; Allot Pltloreeque, oat Vurt de* Cordtllrrtt

;

Afbo, Antiquum ofMexico, London, 16M>.)

AZITMl DOMBNI'CO ALBERTO, wat bom at See-

tan, in the island of Sardinia, about 1760. He applied

early to the study of the law, and paid particular attention

to the maritime regulations, which have offer Seen Baiter
of dispute between nations. Axuni becoming known as

distinguished jurist, was made a senator and >udge of the>

tribunal of commerce of Nixxa, in the continental state* of

the king of Sardinia. In 1795. aftet the French had takes
possession of Nixxa. Atuni published his Sttttmm aut»r*~-

tale dm Principii del Diretto Manttieio deW Europe, in

which he endeavoured to reduce the maritime laws to fixed

principles, He afterwards recast his work, and publnhrd
it in French at Paris, with the title of Droit Maritime de
I Europe, 2 volt. Bvo. 1805. The first volume, which is

historical, is a recapitulation of the principal maritime re-

futations and usages of different nations, enbrnt and
modern. Great warmth is here displayed sgainet what it

called the assumption of lupenonty by the British na»y
over the flags of other countries, and its disregard ofequ«|
rights on the seas, and especially of the rights of neutral*,

which formed at the time a subject of loud complaint on
the part of Bonaparte » government. The second voluate

ducuaaet the maritime rights of nations in time of war.

The author shows himself decidedly favourable to the prac-

tice of arming privateers, and seizing the merchant-*rvaeb
and property of persons belonging to an enemy's country,

a practice which, although general, has been repr>-bat*4

by several writers. This work recommended Axuni to Na-
poleon's ministry, who appointed him one of the rotntms-
sioners for the compilstion of the new commercial rale,
and intrusted him with the part relative to maritime affairs.

In 1807 Axuni was appointed president of the Court of
Appeal at Genoa, which city and territory had been annexed
to France. He was afterwards elected member for the same
to the legislative corps sitting at Pant. He there puUi.b«d
hit Ettai turtHittoire Gtographiqu*. Politique, rt M'-ntie

de la Sardai/rne, 2 vols. 8vo.. accompanied by a map of that

island, the draught of which waa taken from the archn «-» of

Turin. The second volume it entirely occupied by the

natural history of Sardinia. Axuni may be aud to tune
been the first writer who made Sardinia known to the re*t

of Europe; but since the publication of tbia work other

writers have given a fuller account of that microti rig

island. In 1809 Axuni wrote a pamphlet, in whtrb be
ascribed to the French the invention of the manner's ratw-

pass. This engaged him in a warm dispute with those who
maintained the prior right of the Italians to the dwmn,
and especially with the orientalist Hager, proteases m taw

University of Patia, who refuted Atum't book. Ann
next published a Dictionary of Mercantile Juneprmdrmre,
which is much esteemed, and of which a new edition was
published at Leghorn in 1823. He continued his fuarores
in the tribunal of Genoa until the fall of Napoleon, when,
like many others, he lost his situation. He then withdrew
first to Nixxa. and afterwards to his native island of Sar-
dinia, where the late King Charles Felix appointed ba
judge of the consulate of Cagliari. and librarian k> the I Di-

versity of the same city. He died at Caglian in Janwart.
|H27. He alto wrote several other works, among »*«-*.
Mcmotm pour trrrir d t Hiil"ire Manttmt dm Menme
Sarigateur* de MarteiUe. Axuni was member of sncral
academies. (RiograHa tlegti IteJiani I'lrcafi )

A'ZLRITK. a term u*rd by Phillip* to denote hum' to.

under which name this mineral la moat rener.lli daarnWd
by mineralogists. [See Laxulitb.) It ta different frwa

[

aiure-stone. by which name Upas buuii, the lUra naanaw ef

{

painters, is sometimes known.
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INDEX TO THE LETTER A.

VOLUME L

Am (mm). 1

Aalbarg. t

AmM-nHk, 1

Aaid-*oU,4
Aanrau, 5
Aarhuua, 5
Aanm, 5Am [an Ahbaaidn]
Ab, 5

Ahehdo, 5
Abaciacua, 8
Abacus, ia arrh itadiua, 6
AWa, Bn— Htm, •

.7,
Anan, FWtorda, 7

All«»«<, 7
Ab4te, 8
Afaana«r,6

Aknairnb,t

AMiialr«,9
AM. II

Abbra
AMm. ||

ASWnU*. 12
Abbey. 13

Abbat. IS

Abbat, Onigo, 13

Abbarriabaa, ia mdha»iHci,
U

Abbrariatiaa, m maeic, 14

AbbreriatMaa, 15

AMeaatrf. 15

>•

. 1«

, l«

Abdaanaofwrt,H
AM tin, 18
AUudiN, 19

Ahdertioa of child [an Kidajp-

»»*)
AUbom of wire, 19
Abductwaofward, 19
Abdoctnaofbeuaaa, 19
Abductma ofmm faoaraUy,

AM, 19
AM, CW» Fradtnck, 19
AM, NwW-Heari, 19
Abrlard.90
Abate Tree [en
Alilm irhm, 31

Ah«eare«oo, 21

Abaa fan, 23
AWr, 23
AtoMMct. S3

AbarenMk^Str lalfh, 38

, 34
- , y.84
Aharaatfcy, Mm, 34
Abaltatenj of BShtf 2ft

Alamlrtk, 28
AhHan,2S

Abaa. 29

Aeeacalna of tho Realm, 35
.•Mb of, 35

AUonCw,K
Ablatjoo, 38
Abo, 38
Abfme [no Boa]
Aborigines, 37
Aboo-UmoMO, 37
Aboo-Herb, 38
Abou-Hoenia, 38
Aboukir, 38
Abooasaibnl, Iraaabul, or Kb-

aambel,38
Abou-Schom, 39
Abouahehr, 39
Abounr.40
Abraham, 40
Abraham-men, 40
Abtaatoa.40
Abnuso, 40
Abaca-, 42
Mm asi. 43
Abssatee, 43
Absolution, 46
Abaorptioa, 44
Abetiaeace, 48
Abstraction 4»
Abmrrdum, Redoctio ad, 49
Aba Bekr, 50
AtNjlfarijpae, 50
Abul Fatl, 51

AboMtda,51AW [see Anbury]
Abotraeut,51

Abuttals, 51

AbyUes, Grata town, 53
Ab^me, andaat city of E^ypt,

Abyariaia,5>
Abraiaiaa Omotiaas, 58
Acacia Tit* [tat Robiaia]
Acacia, 59
Ariilsme, 81

Acadia [mo Nora Scotia]

AcaJtphas, 65
Acaatbicaaj, 68
Actathsso, 66
Arinthochu, 67
Acaatboptery'gii, 67
Acaatherus, 67
Mathns, in architecture, 88
Acaathue, ia botany, 88
AcapeJeo,69
Acaridee, 69
Acaraaaia, 83
A<carue,70
Accelerated Motioo, ActaWratiag

Force, Aeealerarioa, 70
Acecal, ia mathematics, 72
Accent, on syllsblcs, 72
Aeesat, ia nosac, 7i

Acceptance [no Bin of Es-

A tciisst [an PradieaMaa]
Accmbnerr (no Sturgeon]

"73
74

[noAnk-kaqaas]
• 74

ay. 74_
78

,76
Acetate, 80
Acetic Acid, S3

81
83

Acaaloaa, 83
83

Achillea, 84
Achillea, 84
AehninTatrae,84
Aehiri, 85

Adaaoaatie, 85

Aconite, Winter [an Iceathis]

Aoioriae, 88
Aeorfae* [an Aioidaat]

Accra [an Quercus]
A'coram. 89
Aooaia, Joseph do, 89
Acotylrdoore, or Acorylodtfaaai,

89
Acouchy [an Agouti]

89
lanto,97

Acquittal, 98
Aconittaaca, 96.
Ada, 98
Aoa, BL Joaa <T, 98
AoDcb6nltts. 98
Aereoychel, 99
Acff6pobft» 99
Aereterioa, 109
Act of Parliaanat [an Statute]

Act, iatba UanarJtin, 100
Ad, ia Iha Diana, 100
Act of Faith [an Anto-da-F«]
Ada Drama, 101
Acta KrudftonuB, 103
Ada/a, 103

103
Actiaowo, 105
Adioa, ia law, 105
A'ctana, 105
Aetna Moleeolaa, 106
Actoa, Joaaph, 106
Adar aad Action [an Drama]
Ada of Sadoraat, 106
Ado of tho Apootln [no Apoa-

tln]
Adaary, 108

108
AcwM*tchiit*t 107
Ad Lftatata, ia araaic, 107

> 107

108
Absaadar, 188
Jaana, 109

Adam, Robart, 109
Adam, Kulpton, 110
Adam'a Bndga, 1 10

Adam's Paafc, 110
A'domaat, 111
Adamaatina Spar, 111
Adama, John, 111

III

i, 118
113

A'dapia, 114
Adar, 115
Adda, baud, 115
Adda, mar, 115
Addas, 115
Addor [no Vipar]

Jaaaph, 115
117

118
Adalaaw. Jabaaa Ojriattph, 1 18

AdaaTns

Adi«ia.iai
Adam, Cadi

US

1,180
Adajo,l30

180

,119

181

Adrt [no afioaar]

Adjadin, 123
Adiilmoal, 133
Adtutaat, military oSSnr, 134
Ad)utaat-Oaaoral, 124
Adjutaat-Onwrai, amona; tha

Joooita, 124
Ad^uUat, or Gigantic Craoo,

Admiaiatratioa aad Admiaiatra-
tor, 125

Admiral, 125
Admiralty Courts, 125
Admiralty Ialaada, 139
Admiralty Ialaad, 125
Adtaa, 127
Adaaia, ia bdaay, 138
Adoption, 13
Aden, 129
A.iowa, 129
Addia, 130
A'dria, 130
A'driaa [an Hadriaa]
A'driaa 1, 11, UV, IV, V,

VI., 130,131
Adrioaapla, 131
Adriaa't Wall [an Romaa
WaU]

1

Adriatic 8ra, 139
Adolaria, 132
Addlr, 132
AdttluSeboola, 133
Adultory, 133
Adraat, 134
Adnotora Bay, 134
AdTaaturc, Bdl of, 134
AdTarfa, 134
Advdrtinmaat, 134
Adrica, 135
Advocata, 135
AdTocaBr*! Library, 135
Advuwaoa, 136
AdTowaoaa, Varas of, 138
A'dytum, 138
Acidium, 138
Adfloa, 139
Mgkgn, 139
iKffdaa Boa, 139
Affiaa, 139
^lofcaa Stylaof Art, 148
Milne, 143
AKgmhard [an Ec-iahard]

jKlttaua. Ciaidiua, 143
iEliiaaa, author of a book oa

T»ctic«, 143
iCmdii, 143
iCaaaa, 144
Afoid, 145
Anfgma, 145
JRaiiaa Harp, 145
X*Uut LUadt, 146
JFMum Hod*, 146
JBMtm, 146
Aolipyfe, MolipAt, 147

Aerial Bmpactire. 148
Aero-Dynamics, 148
Aaroataa,150
Arraoautic* [an Balloon]
Aera*ahem, A'craatatioa, 153
A'ochiaoa, tha Orator, 152
A'achwca, tha rTuloaophot, 15S
^arhylua, 153
iBaeumpiua, 154
^'aculua, I

iBafaoa, 1!

iffaiUtita.

155

135

158
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xtutrj, 157
JRtner, 157
/Rthiopia [tee Ethiopia]

.XUmea, 156
Aim, 159
Avt61ia, 163
Aflettuoao, 164
AtBdavrt, 164
Affinity, inch—unt i l, 164
Affinity, in Uw, 16/
Affirmation, in Uw, 167
Affix. 168
Afghanistan, 168
A'fioum, 171

Africa, 171

Africa, Man of, 181
Africa, Animal* of, 182
Africa, Plants of, 186
African Association, 188
African Company, IH9
African Institution, 189
Africanue, Leo [tee Lao Afn-

canut

]

Afncinus, Sextus Julius, 190
After-math, 190
Aga. 190
Agamemnon, 190
A*g*me, 191

AVama, 193

A'Kami, 193
A'gapa-, 194
A'^aphitc [weTurauoiBt]
Agarlcie, 194
Agaricus, 194
Agaaiat, 195
Argate, 195
Agathtrchides, 196
AnUiemerus, 196
AVathia, 197
Agathocles. 197
Agathode/mon, 198
Agave, 198
Age, 199
Age of Ufa [sn Mortality]

Age of Animals. 201
Ago of Trees, 202
A get of the World, 204
Ageaeioses, 204
Agent, 204
Agealleus, 207
Aggerhuus, 209
Aggertren, 209
Aghrim, 209
Agiocourt, or Asiacour, 209
A'gio, 210
Ag.. I, II., Ill, IV, 210
Agistment. 211
Agnano, 211
Agueai. Maria Oastana, 211
A'gnolo. Bscoo d\ 212
A'gouua, 212
Ago.ta, or Augusta, 213
Ag»uii, 212
Agra, City of, 214
Agra, Provisos of, 215
Agram. '.'15

Agrarian Law, 2A
Agreement, in law, 216
Agnruta, t nam Julius, 217
Anfro a. Kodolphua, 218
Ag'iculture, 21

H

Agngenti.m. 'it

8

AgrWoie. 220
Ak;nA|«r», 220

Air>i|it«, llrnry Cornelius, 220
Agiifi-a, Ilrrud [an IlsrudJ
Api| pa, Marcus \ ipasniue, 221
Agri|>|»na, daughter of M. V.

Agripps, 221
Agn| |.ioa. daughter of Qsnu-

airua, 222
A«m.ijb, -tn
Ague, 2VT2

Ag<»*teeu, Henri Fraacusi d',
22S

'

Ahanra. Tm
Abaaurnia, 'On
A has. 22S
Abetiab, t29
Ahsse4L.lL, 111,129

TOL. I.

Ahmedabad, 229
Ahssedauggru, 229
Ahwet.229
Ai, 230
Aia-Solouk, 233
Aide-de- Caere, 233
Aids, 233
Aikin, John, 233
Almoin, 235
Am, 235
Aio-Tab, 235
Aintworth, Robert, 295
Air, 836
Air-gun, 238
Air-pump, 239
Air, in music, 241
Air-bladder. 242
Au-cella, in plants, 242
Air-pUota, 242
Air vessels, in plants, 243
Aire, river, 243
Aire and Calder Navigation [see

Calder]
Aire, town, 243
Aisle, 243
Ajsne, 243
Aix, in France, 244
Aim, in Savoy, 244
Aix-le-ChapeUe, 244
Ajaceio, 245
Aian, 246
Ajax, son of Telsaou, 246
Ajsx, son of Oileus, 246
Ajemeer, or Ajoeer less Raj-

pootanah]
Akbar, 246
Akenside, Mark, 247
Akerblsd, Jobn David, 24*
AlUwsnaaa, 948
Alabama, 248
Alabama Rim [see Alabama]
Alabaster, 251
Alabea, 251
Alais, 251
Alakananda, 252
Aland, 252
Alarcon, Juan Ruiz do, 252
Alarie, 252
Alataroaha, 253
Alauda, 253
Alars [are Basqoe]
Alba, Duke of, 253
Alba Longs, Albino, Allien
Mount and River, 254

Albaoi, 255
Albania, 255
Albino, Francesco, 259
A I bans, St., 260
Albany. Coonteat of. 261
Albany, in America, 261
Albatross, 262
Albemarle, Duke of I see Monk]
Albemarle, 262
Albemarle Sound. 262
Alberooi, Cardinal. 263
Albert Durer (aee Durer]
Albert L, 11,263,264
Albert, Archduke of Austria,

264
Albert, Prince of Meckleoberg,

264
Albert, Margrave of Brandon

burg, 264
Alberti. Leon Battiata, 264
Altarrtua Magnus, 264
Albigrneea. 265
AH'luus, 26i
Albinos. Bernard Siegfried, 267
All iob, 267
Albion, New, 887
AllAin, 26H
AI Borah, 26H
Alhornea, (id CarriUo da, 968
Albourt, or Alburs [ere tiburst
Albuera, 269
AlBufcVe, 269
Album, 269
Albumen, 270
Albumen, la plants. 871
iihtn.annyas, UlH, «7|

' VOL. L
Alburnum, 273
Alb), or Albi, 273
Ales, 273
Alcaraa, 273
Alraids, or Alcayds, 273
Aleals, 273
Aleale de Heneret, 273
Aleala U Heal, 274
Alcalde, 274
Alcarno, 274
Alcantara, 274
Alcantara, the Knights of, 274
Alcarriaa* f see Cooker]
Alcarria, 274
Alcfciu, Span.,h officer, 275
Alcedo. King.fi.hrr, 275
Alcoa [tee Klk]
Alcester,275

Alchemy, 275
Aleiblsdea. 276
A'lcohol, 280
Ale. .ran, or Alkoran [tee Koran ]

Alcove, 282
Alcuin, 282
Alcyone.. 282
A Id borough, 283
A..!. ..i.i. 283
Aider [aee Alnua]
Alderman, 283
Aldemey, or Aurigny, 283
Aldine Editions [tee Manutius]
Aldrovand, Ulysses, 284
Aldus [me Msnutias]
Ale, 285
Alehouses, 285
A'leman, Mateo, 288
Alemaam, or Allemanni, 288
Alembert, Jean le Rood d -

,

289
Alembic, 291
Vl.-n. .'.:), 292
Alentcjo, 292
Aleppo [see Hsleb]
Aleessndria, diriaion of Pied-

mont, 293
Aleaetndrix, town in

293
Aleutian Islands, 293
Alexander [see Pant]
Alexander III., the Great, 294
Alexander I, 302
Alexander II, 303
Alexander I, King of Syria,

303
Alexander Jannros, 303
Aleiandcr II

. Zcbinat, 304
Alexander, ton of Aristob&lut

II., 304
Alexander Severut [see SernW
Alexander Polyruetot [tee Poly-

histor

)

Aleiander I.. II, III., IV, V,
VI, VII, VIII, Pop-, 304,
303

Alexander 1,11, III, Kings of

Alexander. Wi
Alexander Jaroelawiti Nerskoj,
306

Alexsndrr,
307

Alexanders [are Smyrniusa]
AlexsadrHta [tee Scaadrruori]
Alexandria, 309
Alexandria, Ancient, 310
Aletandrva, tuwn in America
312

Alexandrian Library, SI J
Alexandnaa Codex, 311
Alexandria. Verse, 313
AWsei MichauowiU. 313
Alesei I'rlru-.tt, 313
Alexil ('utuluu |, 315
Altlen, Vittano, 316
AlUaaia [as* Khsssl
Alloato V^of Aragoo, 317
Alfonso II , of Ns|4es, 311
Altoaeaa of Inn asm Patfajal

Awuru «v La.

Arfort, 313
Alfrtgiaius, or AJ Fargia^m
Alfred the Great. 318
Alfretoa, 322
Algs., 388

Al£Irv.
,

,

,

324*

Algebra, 324
Algebraic, 326
Algebraic Geonsetry, 32
Algrciras, 326
Algeciras, or AlietlreK, 384
Algbtro.o, Algeri.323
Algiers, regency of. 386
Algiers, city of, 331
Algonoinna, 331
Algoa Bay. 332
Alguacil, 332
Alhtma, 332
Alharobra, palace, 332
Alhambra. town. 334
A I w. ii. 334
All Ben AU Taleh.334

i.arte
A1u», 337

Alicante, tovra, 9

Alirtta, 338
Alwudi. 338
Alien, 338
Aliment [est Feed I

Alimony. 349
Aliquot Part, 349
Alitmarext, 340
Alkali, 341
Alkmssr.341
Alkmaar, Henry of. 341
A 11 hallow., 342
All Saints, 343
All Saints' Bsy, BranI. 343
All Saints' Bay, I 34)
All Souls' College, 343
Alls, in music, 344
Alls- Breve, in mustc. 344
Allsh, 344
Allahabad, prorhset af

tan, 344
AllahaVsd. tubdrviataB

344
All ^V5

AlUtius, Lea. 345
Allegbaay River, 349
Al>eghaay Mt natalat. 345
Allegiance. 344
Allegory, 344
Allegata, 344
A
'r^]

A--
' ^

Allegro. 344
Allelaia [ess HaOelmsah]

Allen, 347
Alleudale, 347
Allerton. North,

Jetton]

Alleys, or Alloa.

A^lgemriae Zeitu

A line. 348
Alligatwa, 3a
Alligator. 349
Allighur. 353

Allium, 354
Alsldium. 353
Allowance, 344
Alley, 364
Ailtpire [see
Allttvram, 354
Almacentn, 341
Alms44a, 341

Almagtu. treeve, 341
Alesagro. Dssg* aV 348
Alslaa.ua

.

Alasa
Ate
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AhneUn,364
Almeida, Fmriiri, MA
Al—to, prorisM, M4
AlaorU, town, 366
fllmihorin. 344
Almond [sse Amygdalae]
Alo»ewdbury, 866
AloHUf, 3*4
Alsaarah,368
Alaor.n4M.3U
Alms Uouss, 361
Ainu* or Alder, 3M
A'pwxrk, 370
AW, 370
Aloruioe, or AJphonaue Tihlss,

371
Atooso.371
Alonso !., II, III., IV., V., VI,
IX, Kings of Leon, 371, 378

Amruo VII. AioOSO I. of

Afngwa )

Alooso Vni, t, XI. King* of
t a* le end Leon, 372, 373, 374

A: Ill, Kmc of lMt.lr.37i
Alooao I, 11, III, IV, Kings

»f Ara,ron. 374, 375
Awnojs V. [see Alfonso I. of

ai ...» 1, ii , in., rv., v,
X^ofPbrhn,.l,37S

I
37«

Al prrvnu, 376
Aw, 376
Aip Anion. 376
Alps*, Bun .37
Alpn, Haunts, 377
A l)> «, M.n iwt, 377
Al, h.brt, 377
AI|.brtoa, 344
Al,* 3*6
A 'i». «w*>gy of. 384
Al|*. vegetation of, 343
Al| U)SITSS, 393
Al RmIuJ I Ahhasidsa]
Alreefard. New, 394
Aiwa, 394
Al»n. 344
Al S r.t, 394
A.-ton. or Aldstoa, 394
Ait. 394
Ai-«. 394
Altai Mountains, 394
A nostra, 441
AlUr. 401
A uiorf, 403
Aitonburg, 403
AitrmiVM, 403
A.'oraolo, 443
Ahhw/e OrBcinahs, 4*3
A tlxioM, 403
A iUuoV, 403
Alto, 444
Alto-CLf. 404
Alto- Rihoro, 444
Alton, 444
A1i.«o, 444
Altnagtuaj, 444
AJsna,4w»

VOL. t
406

Al&mmum. 406
AWd.407
AtoU, or Alt, 407
Alva, Duke of (too AlhoJ
Alrar, principality, 407
Alrar, town, 407
Atrsrei, Francisco, 407
Alrerstoks [mo Goeport

]

Alysttas, 408
Alyth, 408
A'msdeus I, II, III, IV., V,
VI, VII, VIII., IX, Dukoo
of Savoy, 408, 409

A'madis do Gauls, 410
Amaddu, 410
Anupf, 410
Amilaric, 41
Amalekites, 410
Amain, 411
Amalgam, 411
Amelia, 412
Amend In Eaux, St, 413
Aminos, 413
A'mars, 413
Anuumatieea, 413
Amsrspura, 413
AmaryWdew, 413
Amsnah, or Amitia, 414
Amssis, or A mom, 414
Amsthente, 415
Amiti, Hieriuymui, 415
Amilo, or Amatus, Joannes Ro-

drricus, 415
Ams.n6.it, 415
Amsiish, 415
A'nusoo, or Msrsfioo, 01 Orsi-

Isna, 415
A'maionn, -116

AmbssMil.'i, 418
Ambsr, 421
Amberg, 421
Ambergris, 421
Amlcrt, 422
Ambheer, 422
Ambon*, 422
Amhoise, Cardinal Georges d',

422
Amboor, 423
Amboyna, 423

'

Ambrose, St, 484
Ambrosian Library, 425'

Ambuscade, 425
Ambulance, 425
Ambulatory, 425
Amed, 42tf

Ameland,426
Amelot da la Hooasaye, Abra-

ham Niehulaa, 426
Amen, 426
Amende Honorable, 426
Amendment, in las), 426
Amendment, in parliamentary

proceedings, 428
>, 428

43
.429

America, the man of, 439
•oology of, 441

of.447

VOL. f
America, botany of, 443
America, political dWisaoK

Americanism, 448
Amerigo Vespucci [sea Vespucci

]

Amerkote, 449
Amrrsfoort, 449
Amersham, 449
Ames, Joseph, 450
Ametbury, 450
Amethyst, 450
Arohira, 450
Amhiric Language, 451
Amherst, United Slants, 451
Amherst, East ladies, 451
Amherst, Jeftrry, Baron, 452
Amhcrstburgh, 452
Amianthus Fens Asbestos

J
A'midme, 452
Amiens, 453
Amiens, treaty of, 453
Amilcar [see Hamilcar]
A'miot, le Pin, 453
Amir al Omars [ess Kmir al

Omars]
Amlwch, 454
Amlwch Copper Mines, 454
Ammiinui HarcelUnus, 455
Amman, 455
Ammonia, 456
Ammoniac, Gum, 459
Ammonites, 459
Ammonium [sse Btwsh]
Ammonium, 460
A'mnesty, 460
Amomum, 460 I

Amood, 461
Amoritos, 469
Amos, 462
Amoy, 463
Ampslfdeei [see Vttse]

Amphibia, 463
Amphibolits, 464
Amphlctyons, 464
Amphidestna, 464
A'mphila, hay of, 467
Amuhipohs, 467
Amphiprostyle, 467
Amphisbtsna, 467
Amphfscii, 468
Amphitheatre, 468
Amphi6ma, 472
A'mphora, 473
Amplitude, 473
Ampthill [see Bedfordshire]

Ampullar.a, 473
Ampurdan, 473
Ampuriss, 473
Amputation, 473
Amhuir, 474
Amsterdam, 474
Amsterdam, New [ass Berbics]
Amu [sse Oxus]
Amulet, 477
Amur, 477
Amurath [see Hand]
AmygdUcw, 478
Amygdaloid, 478
Am/gdalus, 478
Amyot, Jsquen, 479

215

Ok L
Aasyridsa, 479
Ana, 479
Anabaptists, 443
AnibMis, 483
Anseardiacr*, 4*4
Anschsnis the J inlaser [sat

Barthelemy]
Aoicnon, 484
Anadyr. 485
Anegillis, 485
Ansgni, 485
A'osgrsm, 486
Analeptics, 444
Analogy, 487
Analysis, 488
Ansiyais, chemical, 480
Anamour, 489
Aoanassa, 489
AnanfM, son of Oniaa, 490
AnsnlM, name of several Jews,
490

Aaapasn, 490
Aospawtic Versa, 490
Anapu [see Ns6plia]
Anarchy, 490
Anastssius I, II, Emperors, 490
AnsstMius 1, II., Ill, rv.

Popes, 491
Anastomosis, 491
Anathrma, 491
Anatida, 492
Anatolia, 492
Anatolico, 498
Anatomy, 498
Anatomy, Comparstirs, 600
Ansxigoras, 503
Annsinlander, 504
Anazlmenes, 504
Anbury and Club-Boot, 504
A'ncenis, 604
Anchor, 504
A'nchoret, 507
Ancho>y , 507
Anchovy Hear [see Lauras]
Anchylosis, 507"

Ancient, Ancients, 508
Aneula, 508
Aacillon, Charles, 508
Aacillon, Oarid, 508
AacbBr, 509
AncAoa. 509
Ancus htsrrins, 510
A'neyliis, 510
AncVra, 510
Andalucia, or Andslusia, 611
Andaman Islands, 513
Andante, 614
Andsntino, 514
Andetys, Les, 514
AncVrnach, 514
Aaderaon, Adam, 515
Anderson, Alexander, 515
Anderson, Sir Edmund, 515
Anderson, George, 515
Anderson, Jsmes, 516
Anderson, Jamas, LL.D, 516
AndersoaUn Institution [sea

Glasgow]

AnoW516

volume n.

AndNrra, I

A'adVrer, I

All (MM
Aadnt. St, 3
Aa-lri, Joba, t
A'edrwa Vi

Barto, 3
Aie.iesh.is., 4

Dal

Aa-»rew**, Ceent, 4
Andrew. Xiaars ofHassm [era

Mi of

Andrews, St, 5
Andrews, Lsncslot, 7
Aadriscus [see PhiUppos]
Andromache, 8
Andromachna, 8
Andrucneda, coostetlation, 8
Andronlcus, Jewish advocate, 8
AndVoadcua Comoonna, 8
Andronlcus Cyiihostas, 9
Aadraateue, Lrviua [sea Lrvina]

Aadroolcns Palasflogus, 9
Andrunfcus, Rhodios, 9
Andros [sse Bahamas]
Andrea, 10
Androooaggia, or Amsrjntogfia,

10

And&iar, 10

Andfite, 10

Aoegida, 16

Anemometer, II

Anemone, 11

Anemoscope, IS

Anethum [ess Fomirnhna and

PimpiMlIaJ
A'larurrsmTir

Angel, coin, 13
Angelica, 14
A'ngelo Buonarotb, kfichet, 14

Angela Camriggio [sre Oara-

Angeln,I7
Anger, 17

Angerburg, 19

Angrrmanlaod, 18

Angvrmuende, 30
Angers, 20
Angerssrin Gallery [ess Na-

tional Gallery]

Angtna Pectoris, 21

Anginerdrmis [ess Dtdrnanrla]
Angle of Cootingrnot [sea Cur-

TStursJ

Anglo, Corvtlinear, 21

Angle, Horary, 23
Anglo of Inctdenea, Reflection,

kMrscUon, Elongstioo, KU>
vation, the Vertical [ess thee*

several termsJ
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Angle, Plane,

Parallactic
|

Angle uf Pixiiion, 22
Angle, rectilinear, 22
Angle, Insertion of [**e Triare-

aa*J
Angles, Of Angli, 24
Anglesey, or Angle***, 24

Anglo-Saxon* [mSuiioi]
Angola, M
AngAr.[.e«Ancyr.]
An.fo.ltrr*, 28
AnfPoC [••**• Ambium, AItuvs]
AiiK'iniir rnr, 29
Aiicuu nnr, ( :h*rlr» <U V-wloU,

DulwoC 29
An|(uuiooit, 30
Angra,30

I .*e* Trisect ion

Theorem 'De

Angulax^oritr [«• Velocity]

Aogu. [see Foriarahue]
Anh.lt, 30
Aaholt, 31

Amelia, Toinraaao 31

i 32
I \! n, 32
J Physiology [a*

Animklcull*, .->4

A'nio [see Tesrrone]
Ann* [see Pimpernell*]
Anjar, district, 34

,
town, 34
,34
, Duk*» and Coonl* of, 34

Ph.

njouan [*M Anaouao]
nkantn ,38A nkantroetn, John Ji

Anker, 37
Anklam, 38
Anna Boleyn [are Bokryn]
Anna Oimn<a*. 38
Anna IwaoAwna, 39
Annabrrg, 40

Ann^t- 8""^
, 40

41
Ann.mooka, island of [see Rot-
terdam]

Annan [— Cochin Chin*]
Annan, town, 4

1

,
riser, 42
•.42
, town in M*ryland, 42

h county of *N»w*Sooli*a

Annate*, 42
Ann* of Austria, 42
Anne, Queen of England, 43
Annealing, 44
Annecr. 44
Annelida, 43
A'nutbal [•** Hannibal]
"twill.
Aaai*4f*vr, 43

Anno fern, ii" 1

Am i, 45
Annual Kegater, 46
Annual*, 4/

Annuity. „ 47

Annulet, 51
A'nnulu., il

Ano*. 51

A'aodnee. 51
A'l • ;i

: T«r, 53

A'yiat l du Perron.

VOL. tl

Ansbach, Aaspach, principality,

.'iti

Ansbach. town, i6
Aomin). 57
Anaer, 51
An*on, George, Lord, 541

Anatry, Chraiopner, 59
Anstrutaar, Raster and \Ve*trr,

59
Ant. RO
Ant-Bear, 63
Ant Kata*, 63
Antacid*, 66
Ants, (7
Antagonist Muscle, 67
AalaJkauee, 67
Autalo [tee Abyssinia]
AnUr.<8
Antarctic Circle [*r* Arctic Cir-

cle]

Ant.rrtic Ocean, 68
Airfare*, 68
Antecedent, 68
Antecedent!*, 68
Aiitefixa, 68
Antelope, 61
Antenna, 91
Antepagmenta, 92
Anteqiara, Antikiria, 92
Anthelmintics, 92
Anthem, 94
A'nthemis, 94
Anther, 95
Anthology, 95
Anthony, St , 96
Anthony, St, Fall* of. 96
Anthony 1

*. St., Fin [ana Kryii.

Anthuiantham, 96
A'nthracita, 96
Anlhropngraphr, 97
Anthropology, 97
Anthropophagi [en Ci
Anthropomorphism, 98
Anlhua. 98
Ant tins, 98
Ant i he*, 99
A'ntichr-st, 99
Anticoeti, 99
Ant..licum»n»nite» fx* Here

Ik.]

Antidotes, 99
Antigonu*. 101

Antigonu. GooaU*. 103
Antigonu. Down. 103
Antigonu. C«rr*stiia, 103
Antigua, 103
Antilibanu* [*r* LTbaan*]
Antilithia

[
Antille*, 104
Autilogarithm, 105
AntiMilo (seeMslo.)
A'ntinsony, 105
Antimony, medical a. of. 107
Antinamians, 108
Antinou*, 108
Antinou*, constellations, lit
Anttorhela, in Srris, 108
Antioehela, in Paidia, 109
Antiorhu* 109
Adtiochu. u re, m, iv, v,
VL, VII, VIII, IX-.X,XI,
King* of Syria. 109—1 IS

Anliurliua

Anllpater, the I

Antipatar, go.,

Antipal*T,L.Ce>l.u.r«
Antipathy, 114
Ani>.Pato [**e Peso]
AntiphlogiMK Treatment, 114
A'otiphon, 115
Antiphaaary. 116
Ai.-qJmsa, ||«
AalipmVs, II*
Antiques.*, aariety «f. ||7

III

VOL IL
Antiquity [i

ti.pntn-s

Anti., 118
An- ( vii. 118
Antiscorbutics. 118
Antiseptics. 120
Antispasmodic*. 124
Antfslhenes, 127

*.ntiarophe [see Strophe]

Antitscto*
|
see llerrtjca]

Ant.-T.uru. [sr*T.uius]
Antithesis, 128
Anti-Trinitarian* [•**

Boeiniana, Unitarians]

A'ntium, 128
Antirkn, 129
A'ntlia Pneumatic*. 129
Ant.ro, 129
Antoiu. de Bourbon, 129
Antoinette, M*ne [a* Mane]
Antom* Major, 129
Antunia Minor, 129
Antonin, St-, 130
Antonin* Column, 130
Antoninus Plu*, 130
Antoninus, the Itinerary of, 1SI
Antoninus, wall of, 132
Aatoolnu* Liberela, 132
Antonio Marc [see Rsimondij
Antonio, 132
Antonio, Nicola, or Nicolao, 133
Antonio, St, 133
Antoniu*, Marcu*, 133
Antoniu*, C*iu*, 133

Antnnim, Marcus, the Trranrtir,

134
Antoniu* Mus* fare Mum]
Antrim, county, 131
Antrim, town, 138
Antwerp, cily, 138
Antwerp, prorince, 139
A nut, i.. 140
AiiTille, D\ 140
Anwtri, 141

Anweilrr, 141
Amur [***

A'uytus (•*•
Aniin, 141

Aniuan, 141

Aorta, 142
Aoata. duchy, 142
Aoeta, city, 144
A 'panage, 144
A'patH*. 144
Ape, 144
Apell**, 150
Aptlucon, 151

151
155

ApereafaeeCnre]
Apenent. I see ('.Ihartic.]

A|wtaloua Plenty 156
Aphelion. 156
Aphis, 156

'i.lor,.A',*Son.m, 157
Aphrodito.157
AiKithoniu*. 157
A'pian, or Api«aa,

Apiriu*. 158
A'plon. 159

.1"

Ap» [see Ben]
Apa. KgYpt..o deity. 159
Aplome fee* tiaraet]

Ap«Valy,a*. 160
Apn*aly,**r KnighU, 1(3
Aparrspia, 163
ApoeVneas. 163
A 'nodes 164
A'|»a. 114
AfwOa. 164
Aaollinin*. C Sukslcia*. 164
\|uUiaari>. uf AWs.ndns. 164
ApaJle, 164

AH- Belr^ler*, 165
A|~Uo*Vo., f-«^uJU
AeadbaUru.. p*,ntef. 165

165

tycawa, 166
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Apolloniu*. Pergvue. 164
ApolWu* ansa*, 167
AixUoaiua, Maoury of

168
Apollonins, sUtuary of A-

168

I7J

Apoll6niu* of Tyaan, 169
Apologetic*, 169
Apologa. of the Fathers. 141
Apologue, 170
A,»logy, 170
Apophthegm, 178
Apnph)llite, 170
Apoplexy, 171
A^phyge. 174
A Pu***Tidri [m* A Pr-a,,
Apostles, 174
Applies. Act. of tbe. I

.-4

Ap-.t. i.c Fatkara, 174
Apaet«*ci, 174
Apo*tropha, 175
Apot*ctites (*«.

Aiothecartra,

Apoiheoaa, 177
Ap6io*n*. 178
A'ppalache, 178
Appalachietta, 188
Appoialia Srnlptora. Ill
Apparent, in tjsjaaja It!
Apparent Magnitude. 181
Apparent Morses, III
Appantaa. 181

Appr*l, 166
Appeal, old rraatBal lav, IM
Api-ellean* [see Heretac.

j

Aptwnaell, caataa, 117
ApiaoarlL town, 187
Aj-pOaia, 188
A'ppi* Vuv 168
A'lT,o*Ci.4«.o.r-,
Apple. ,. botany [h*

Ap,«„^4ra, |M
A i pranmn.nl. 192
Appraiser*. I9t
A|preatst», 192
Ap,«oache*. 195
Api«or*r, 195
Aireosunatvm, It*
Apricot, 197
A'prie*. 191
April. 198
April C.rwien, U
A Pnoei «ad A I

Araide*. IM
Apt. IM
A'pteral, IM
Apuleraa Latmsa, IM
Apulia, IM
A|-ur* Rrser [sr. Oraar.)
Apunaaac, 209
Apua, JM

— X*»r.
Au^-Kegi. f«.

-

Aoiariu*, J0»
Aiiiala Animal.. 301
Aquatic 11.at* fH

Aqua loAaa. M4
Aqueduct, .tM
A'quil*. 2*5

4V#->t
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AnUt Land, MO
A'*b'« Gulf. 229

AVkhaa, 231
A. Schauta, 231
A/ark, or Arrac, S33
Area lala«d [ass Bahrain]
Ararucarter [•«» Hydrometer]
ArweVjW. 233
A/a*asy>tyla, 233
A'.^a, £H
Aral, an of. 237
Araltscres. 238
Ar.a. 238

at Aremiie Lar*.

239
AmbU, Count of, 240
Aranra [see Spain]
Arluiua.240
AVarat. 241
Ann), Moart. 241
Ararat, or Pilot Mountain [no

North Carol)mJ
Arm*, or Knu, 242

author of •strooooueal

,241
Aretus, of 8ktob, 243
Arauriniana, 245
A.eucana, 24*
ArarnUi. 24»
Ar+», 30
ArMla, IfiO

A'rtairr, AO
Arbiiratioa, 251
ArbU»t, or Arbalest, 254
Aitxvrast, Lotus FrwWric

toins, 254
Arbor*. 254

A'rtwUuioc Joba, 254
A'rbutua, 255
Arr, 2S8
Arc. Jon of, 25<
Arcade, 258
Arcadia, 259
Arcadians, 259
ArradiM, 260
ArresalAus, 260
An*, 2(1
Area, ib building, 262
Area, truampoaL 263
Arrbang*!, prorioco, 265
Arrbaaget, lava. 267
ArertsMdogy, 268
Archbrehoy, 268
Arcadeaeoa, 270
AitWiw, 270
Arebrlaus, too of Prrdiecss, 270
Arehrieus, General, 271
Arrhrteue, too of the above. 271
ArraoUu*, aou of the hut, 271
ArctwUua, hung of Capfadocia,

271
AnMaa. «ha Milesian, 271
Archataua, Bishop of Cantor, in

Ma-ylassia, 271
ArrheUus, *oa of Herod. 271
Arrnrahutu, Johana Wilhelm
na. 272

Arrarr, 272
ArcWry, 272
Arche*. Court of, 274
A'rrh.aa, A. Lidaana, 274
Arctuaxr. 275

I, II, III, IV,
«f Seeirta, 275, 276

Axrnigwara, 276
Archil, or Oread, 276
ArcaUocaaa. 276
Arraasaaatdrite, 276
ArcaraataVa, 277
ArrtapM^o. 279
Aarn^wlagu, Aleutian [seeAleu-

VOt. II.

Archipelago, Graat Cyclades, 281
Archijwiagu, Laecauise, 281
Archipelago, Luubuoe. 281
Archipelago, ataldira, 282
Archipelago, Quaaa Adelaide's,
282

Archipelago, Kccherche do 1', 282
ArehipeUifo, Solornon'a, 282

taaa Islands]
ArrtasprUgo Cbegos, 2 9
Arrajavtafo, Daagrroos. 279
ArdayrUfo. Grecian, 279
Arctarr^Uapa, Caribbean far*

, 281

Architecture, 282
A'rchitrare, 284
Archrre, or Archives, 285
Archivolt, or Aichivault, 28
Arch-Lute, 285
Archou, 285
Archy'tas, 287
Arcis-sur-Autie, 287
Arckrnholr, John, 287
A'rcole, 287
Arjon, Jem Claude d', 288
Arcot, diitriet, 288
Arcot, city, 289
Arctic Circle, 289
Arctic Fox. 290
A'relomys [tee Marmot

)

Arcto.tiphylos. 290
Arct6ru«, 290
Arcy, grollo of, 290
Ard. Loch [aee forthl
Ardagh, 2'<0

293

A'rdea, 291
A'rdebil, 291
Ardeche, department, 291
Ardeche, rirer, 291
Ardee, 292
Arden. 292
Ardennes, 292
Ardennea, department,
A'nleahir [aee S.

Anlfert, 293
Ardglass, 294
Ardnamurcruiii [>«c Argyl. ihire]

Ardoch, 294
Ardrossau, *J!'<>

Ardatraw, 29<i

Are, French measure, 296
A'rea, 296
Areea, 297
Aremberg, 298
Araniriua [see Archimedes]
Arena;, 299
ArenaburK, 299
Areopagus, 299
Areopagus, council or tha, 299
Arequlpa, department. 301
rtrequipa, city, 301
Vrrs, 301
Wa-iu, 302
\reth6u, 302
\retlno, Pietro, 303
AreUnua (aee Quido]
Areiio, 304
Vrgali, 304
\rgand Lamp, 304
Argefi, 305
Argentine, 306
Argens, Mirqui* d', 306
Argensota, Bsrtolomc Leonardo

da, 307
Argensola, Lupercio Leonardo

da, 307
A'rgentan, 307
A'rgrnteuil, 308
Argenteus Codex, 308
Argent iera, 308
Argentiere, L\ 308
Argentine Republic fare La

Argenton for Creuaa [an IndreJ
Argil [are Alumina]
Argo, 303
Argot, 309
A'orolia, 309
Argonauta [« Nautilus]

Argonauta, 309
Argonoe, 311
Argoa, city, 31

1

Argot, town of AmphUochia, 31

1

A'rgo-ie, 31

1

Arg6atoli [aee CephaloniaJ
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Arguio, or Arguim, 311
A giunvnt, in aatruaomical ta-

biea, 312
Argyle, 312
Aruyle, Dukn and Marquis of

[•aw Campbell]
A'rryro Castro, 315
A'na, 315
A'na, in music [see Air]
Ariaua, 316
Ariaoo, 316
A'rians, 317
Ariarithaa [sea Cappadocia
A'riaa Moulinus, Benedictus,
317

Arlca, 318
A'ries, cooarellauon, 318
Aries, 318
Arietta, 318
Arillus, 318
Arimanes, 318
Anna, or Ahnnos, 319
Ariobareinea [sat Cappadocia

J

Arion, 319
Arioso, 319
Aiioato, Lodorfco, 319
Arish, or Kl Arish, 321
AriataVoetus, 321
Aristaaa [ana 8eptuagint]
Arutarchus, astronomer, 321
Aristarchus, critic, 322
Aristides, 323
Aristidea, painter, 325
Aristides Alius, 325
Aristides Quintdiinus, 325
Ariaiippus, 325
Aristubulus [see Asmonjsaas]
Aristocracy, 327
Aristogftoo, 327
Ariatolochisa, 328
Arutolochia, medical uses of, 328
Ariatfimenes, 329

|

Aristophaaaa, 330
AriatSuhanea, of Byiantium, 332
Aristotle, 332
Aristoxeuus, 336
Arithmetic, 336
Arithmetic, Political [sea Statis-

tics, Interest, Annuities, Popu-
lation, Mortality, ftc]

Arithmetic of Sines [sac Trigo-
nometry]

Arithmetic, Specious [see Vieta]
Arithmetical Complement, 339
Arithmetical Mean, 339
Arithmetical Progression, 339
Arithmetical Proportion, 340
A'rius, 340
Ark, 341
Arkansas Rirer, 341
Arkansas Territory, 342
Arkreko, 342
Arklo*. 342
Aikanght, Sir Richard, 344
Arka, 346
Arlon, 348
Armada, 348
Armada, Spanish, 348
Armadillo, 350
Armagh, county, 355
Armagh, city, 366
Armagh Obaerratory [sea Ob-

servatory]

Armagnac, 357
Armagnae, Counts of, 358
Armatoll, 358
Armenia, 359
Armeaiaca fees Aprieot and

Prunu*]
Armvotierrs, 364
A'rmigvr [are Esquire]
ArmilTa, 364
Armdlary Sphere, 365
Arminians, 365
Arimnius, 365
Arminiua [aee Hermann]
Annley [sea Leads]
Armonca, 367
Armour, 368
Anna, 371

VOU IL
Arms, Coata of [~rr Heraldry]
Armstrong, John, 376
Army, the Kugl»h, 376
Aruarmia [>«e AitMma
v:i da Bietaa, .79
Arnauld, Anluiitr, 379
Arndt, John, 380
Aroe, Thomas Augustine, 38

1

Arnhnm, 381
Ami [are Buffalo]
Amo. 381
Arnobiua, 382
Arnold, Benedict, .183

Arnold. Samuel. 384
Arnottu, 384
Arniberg, larger circle, 385
Arnsbrrg, Irsser circle, 385
Anuberg, town, 385
Arnatailt, 385
A rqaw aide, circle, 385
Arosaalde, tosm, 3d5
Aroldrss, 385
Arolaen, 386
Arums, 386
Aromatari. Joseph of, 386
Aromatic*, 386
Arona, 387
A m-v V

: 388
Arpino, 388
A'rquebus [see Arms]
Arqurs, 388
Arracicia, 389
Arrac [are Arack]
Arragoo [see Arsgon]
Anigonite, 389
Arraignment, 390
Arrao, 390
Artan, lairs of, 391
Arras, 392
Arreoy, 392
Arrest, 393
Arrhidams, 394
Arrianus FUrius, 394
Amege, rivrr, 396
Arnege, ileoartment, 396
Arna, 396
Arris Fillet. 397
Arroba, 397
Arroe, 397
Arroo, 397
Arrow-headed Characters, 397
Arrow-toot, 399
Arrow-root [see Ms rant si
A'rsaces, 400
Araarides [are ParthiaJ
Arsenal, 400
Araenic, 400
Arsenic, detection of, 402
Arsenic, mrdical uses of, 403
Arisiitual Minrrala. 404
Areenius, 405
Arelooa, daughter of Ptolemy I,

Kinj; ol 1 1. 405
Arainuc, dangi.i. r of Lysima-

chua. King of Thrare, 405
Artinoc, dauglilrr of Ptolemy

III., Kurrgetra. 106
\rainor, cities, 40*i

Arais, 406
Arais and Thesis, 406
Arson, 406
Art and Part, 407
Arta, Gulf of, 407
Arts, town, 408
Artabioua, 408
Artaxrrxes. 408
Artaxrrxee, Longlmanua, 408
Artaxrrxes, Mnrmon. 409
Artaxrises, Uchua, 409
Artedi, Piter, 409
Artrmidorus, of Bpheeus, 410
ArtemMlorua, of L)dia, 410
A'rtcmia, 410
ArlemKia, Queen of Halictr-

ua, 411
Artemisia, Queen of Carta, ill
Artemisia, in botany, 411
Artesian Wells, 412
Arhrreld, Jacob, 414
Artareld, Philip Van, 414
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Arthritis fiee Ouot|
Arthur, 416
Arthur, Duka of BraUfiu [sea

J..hn]

Arthur'* Seat [see Edinburgh]
Artichoke [mm Crura]
Article, 416
Article* of Filth [see Coefse-

uon«]
A.tide* of Wat [sea Mutiny

Act]
Articulate. 417
A'tKulstioo in anaiecoy, 417
ArtiruUtion [sew Vote*!
Artillery, 418
Artocerpra, 420
Artocarpus, 430
Aftois, 421
Anotyrites [aw Heretic*]

Ana, degree* in, 423
Ana, fine. 423
Anim [see Aroidra]
Aruo.lel, 424
Arundel Marbles, 425
Arun.to, 427
Aru«pex fata Haruspei]
Ar»«, 428
Am-, 428
ArvfcoU [aaa Caapafaal]
A'namaa, 428
Aa.428
Aao, 431
Asaph, St, 434
AtLium, 435
Asbestua, 435
Ascalaboleo [aaa Geeao1
A'scalon, 435
Ascarides [aaa IntaatinaJ

Asceadant [aaa Astrology]
Ascension, right and ubUqna,

and sscexsnooal difference, 434
Aaceo.ioo Day, 434
Aacrnaion I aland, 434
Ascetics, 437
AschaJKroburg, 437
Aacham, Roger, 434
AacMia, 439
AarU|>iada [aaa **culapio*]
AscUpuhiem, 439
AtUpiadra, 444
A'aculi, 441
Aacou di bmtrilne, 442

INDEX.
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Ascdohja Q. Pnliiaus, 442
AVltuUl [ee Uaadrubal]

Asrcrghur, 442
AwlU, 442
Ash [are Fraxinus]

Ash, Mountain [era Pjrrus]

Ashsiiteea, 413
Aahbome, 448
Aahburtun, 448
Ashburton, Lord [aaa DunningJ

Ashby-de-la-Zouch, 449
AtMod, 449
Aehdown Forest. 450
A.hrm, 450
A.hford, 451
Ashlar, 451
Ashler, 451
Altering. 452
Ashmole, Eliaa, 452
A'shorer. 453
A'hton.ro-MacaerSelo

1

, 453
A.htun under-Une. 454
Aah Wednesday, 454
Asia, 455
Alia, botany of, 477
Asia, cotJogv of, 440
A»ia Minor [ere Anatolia]

Astatic Boosts**, 484
A.kew. Anna, 485
Askryton, 485
Atkngg [era Yorkahirs]
A*kue,485
Aimonaaana, 485
Asp, 487
Asparagi [eaa Aiphodilai]
Asparagus, 488
Asps*ia,488
Aapect, in sstrotMsay, 448
Aspen [era PopoJas]
A.par, 489
As|«rgillum, 489
Asprra, Grral, 489
Aaphahltaa Lacua [aaa Dead

Aaphaltum, 489
A.phodclem, 489
As|.h6oelua, 494
Asphyxia, 494
A'spvate. 491
Afpoa.492
Aspredo, 492
AspropSunvo [eaa AdVttto*]
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Aaa, 492
Asse/oxida, in botany [sea Fe-

rula]

AsuCatida, 493
A -salua, 49.1

A**a>eine, 493
A -suit and Baltary, 494
Assai iag, 495
Aaertneui, Joseph Simonioa, 497
Aaarmani, Blephanue Krodiue,

498
Assemani, Simon*, 499
Assembly General of Scotland

[are Genet*l Assembly]
Assembly, National [aaa Na-

tional Assembly]
Assembly of Dmnre [sea YVeet-

ro raster Assembly]
Asseut, royal, 498
Asser, 499
Assessment ofTaxes [see Taxes]
Assessment or Damages, 500
Assets, 500
Asstdcam, 503
Assieote Treaty, 503
A'ssignat, 503
Assignee, of • bankrupt [aaa

Bankrupt]
Assignee, of an imoleeat debtor's

estate [aaa Iooolecat Debtor]
Assignee, of bill of lading [sea

Bill of Lading]
Assignee, of a lease, 505
Assignment, 506
Aaaioiboiu Rirer [ sea Red Biter]
Aasiniboina, 506
Assint, 504
Asstsi, 506
Assise, 507
Association, in metaphyaiea, 808
Asaocaatioa, African [aaa African

Associstionj

A'ssonancr, 509
Assouan [see Hyena]
Assumpsit, 610
Assumption, or Assuoctoa, dry,
510

Assurance, 51

1

As^e, 611

AaVna,5ll
A-tacolitee, 613
A'stacua, 513

vol. h.
Astsrte, PhaHnciao deity, (14
Aatarte, in soowgy, 614
Asiburr, 514
Astrr, 514
Astcnaa. 514
Asiertem, 5IS

Asteroids [see Juno, Cera*, Pal-
las]

Asthma [see Bronchitis]
Aati, provinc, 515
Asti, tus-o, 515
Astir, Thorns*, 516
Astolphus, 516
A«ton [>aa Birmingham]
Astorga, 516
Astrabad, 516
Astra*., A17
A'strsg.l, 517
Astragalus. 517
Astrakhan, 617
Astrakhan, d'y, 620
Astringents, 522
Astroraryum, 634
A'atrolaba, 524
Aetiology. 526
Aetionomy, 624
Astruc, John, 584
Aatur, 538
Asluriaa, 538
Asty'sges [see Media]
Aay, or Aty [see On aimJ
Asylum, 544
A'symptosr, 541
Asiod, 543
Atsbsks, 64t
Atocama, 543
Atahuallpa, ot AtasaJraa. 648
Ale-MeUk, 544
Atsulphua, 644
A'ibera [aee Tscaxee and Kate]
Atchaf.Iaya, 544
Atcheca, or Aram, 645
Afcheeo, town, 54*
Atchi.jrff, Atclwk, or Ascksa, 644
Ateles, 546
Atcllarar Fibulas, 64*
A Tempo, 549
Aifih,649
Ath, or Aath, 644
Athabasca, or j

AihaHah. 554
Athanagilde, 554
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Athanark. page 1

A'thanaa. I

Alhanaaian Creed, 1

Athaat-ius, St., 1

Atlunasiua, the rhetorician, 6
Athemn [sea MatetuUkm)
A'lheling, or Ahellog, 6

A'lhelnry, Isle of, 4
Athelstan. 4
Ailwniii [see BudeXsl
AihroVu., pliysicisa, 7
A'hetia/u*, erhic, 7
Aihenarus, author of work on

eoaiura <•( war, 7
Aihutgoraa, 8
A'h»..e, or Athena, 4
Atheoioa. pKiloopher, 9
Athrmua, p inUf, f
AiHeaioa, puet, 9
Ai*«ory. 9
Aih.es, or Athene*. 14
A'hm.. tuwa of Georgia, Uaratd

htsass, 19
Athma, Iowa of Ohio, Uarted

Sutra, IV
Athens. New. 19
Atherstoa. •• Alheratooa, 14
AthertMi. to
Allot*. 94
A'hUm*. 24
A'hloaa, Earl af [see QiaAaU]
Ath.4, 31

'

Albasfel

Athy, 23
Atkyua, 8u Robert, 98
Atlanta, ia analogy, 24
Atlante*. 24
Atlantic Ocean, 25
Atlas, 93
Atlas, in anatomy, 35
Aiuu, ma|«, 35
Atmosphere, 35
Atmospheric Atf, 84
Atoll, or AioMoo, 88
Atom, or Atoms, 34
Atomic Throry, 84
AfcMivesent. 44
AtiA, ur A'oeai. 45
Aiw-oi, or Ataatti, 46
At-elusj (see Knrlle Islands]
Airageoe [sea Cleasatas]

Ai>4t... 45
Atrl. Hatna rV4«a, 44
Ainb, or Anrils 44
Atnskui, or Atrtt snakei, 44
Atnum, 44
A'irupa. 47
Atrapa Bellsdosuu, Xsadical aaa*

ot. 48
Atrophy, 49
AtrApia. 64
At.h.oak, or Achbaax, 64
Attacca, 50
Attsrhasntt, fersign, 54
Attachment, process, 54
Attack, 58

Attaiader, 52
Aruiot, 53
Attala*, 54
Attalua I, II, IHn Ksage of

Peritamus, 54, 55
Altaius, Roma* saaatar, 66
Attar, ur Otto of Rosea, 54
Attrrbiirr, Francia,64
At rrrliaV, 57
Aitersea, the, or aUauaarawa, 67
Attic. 58
Aire, upper room, 69
A'-tica. 59
Anir D alert, 62
A'Uirus, T. Keoadaiua, 48
Attics. Hemdea [so* Uaatdta]
A'ltd*. 63
A'tU-hurgh, 44
A'toca, 45
Attwrwey, 65
Attorney

-

Osastal, 67
Attraction, In ahyasra, 47
Attntioa [see Fnctioa, Heat]
Atiwoc-l. George, 70
A1ya,7l
Atyluo. 71

Au. or Aue, 71

Aubegna, 71

Aubsu*. 72

Auhe. rleer, 78
Auhe. depsrtsseat, 78
Aubrmas, 71
Auhsgaa, Thai isrsAgrisyad',73

Aubia, Sal, 74
Aubrey, Joka. 74
Aabura, Carted Stataa, 7ft

Auboaaan. 74
Aubusaua, Pierre *T, 74
Aueh. 77
Auchdaw [sea Lease

]

Auchterarder. 77
Auchtermnchty. 77
Auckland. It. Aadsrw. 77
Auckland. Buhan's 77
AucIkms, 78
Aurtwoerr, 79
Aaruha. 79
Aude, rrre», 79
Aude, deMsrsseat, 44
AusVbert. Jsaa cU,4>eSe. 6*
Audiaas [see Heretics]

Auditor. 41
Audraa, Gerard, 41

AurrsUsV, M
Auger, AthaaaW, 48
Auerrreau, Cierre Fraassmav

Char lea. 42
Aagda. 43
AugHe. U
Augsseatatssa, la assent, 44
Aiersbueg, M
Augsburg. rawsVaalaa at 47
Asersburg Gsorts, [see asTerns*

meiae Isftsssg]

Attgw),44
A«g-i.44
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A«fi»ra.89
A >*>*'*• to Maine, U. 8., 90

A'ftu**, u> Qxiftoa, U. S., 90
AufuaU Ili*Mcw, 90
Au«uaiia, Sc., 90
Awvlia. St, Canons of Dm

Order of, 91

Au«u^>n«, SI, 93
AusaAtor, St, is East Fieride,

C. S- »J
An*4 ioto, 93
Auic^atuhat, 94
AuglteflM, 94
AufftMita, kasasro c , 94
Arqpsstaa I, II. Ill, of Baaeay,

9*, M
Auk, 98
Aulic Council, 101

AuoU. 101

Auraatiime, 101

Aur», 1)', [m Armagnac and
Piiiuera Haatee]

Aon. JW
Aur4IU. lOt
Aarelilnae, lAcio* Doaxfttuo,

102
Aurtlrua, ktarraa, 103
Auralioe Victor, 105
Aurtch, 107
AuiknU, 107
Auricula, KxAogj, 109

A-riaa, 109

Amin BorrUie, 110
Aaruejgafced, pnmaee, 113
Aurangabad, city, 113
Auruajfxrba, ||J
Auscultation, 114

VOt. III.

Aaaonians, 115
Au«oniu», Deciraus htsirnua,

116
A6>picaa,U6
AuefcU, oc Auetle, St, 116
A-terlirt, U7
Austin, St. Tew Augustine]
Australasia [see Australia]
Australia, U7 1

Australia, botany of, 133
Australia, geology of, 125
Australia, oology of, ISO
Austria, ampin af, 139
Austria, Archduchy of fat*

Kaa, prrmnoae of thai
Autbsatie, ill music, 15 J
Authiohca, 153
Auto-de-Fe, 152
Autograph, 153

AuMlycus, 153
Automaton, 154
Autonomea, 154
Autuo, 154
Aurcrgne, geology oil 157
Auxartr, 159

Auxiliary Verba, 159
Auxonnr, 161
Auxoul, Adrian, 161

A*a [en Birmao Kmpire]

Aral [tea Bahrein Islands]
Avalanches, 161
Asallon, 161

Ariatorioa, 163
Aratara, 163
A'ebury. Abury, Abiry, 163
Areiro, 165
Artlla, 165
Arellfno, 165

A're klxife, 166

apace, or A,en Pace, 166
i [en Avon]

VOL III.

At
Ann
tren*; 166
rcnbrugKcr, Leopold, 166

Arena [tea Oram]
A'fntine Hill [en Borne]
Attentions, 167
Arentoar, or Arenaohar, 167
inrage, 167
Areroo, 167
Arsrrhoe, 166
AtetToea, or Arerrhots, 161
Arena, 1M
Aral, 169
Arnaea, or Arcane, 169
Areyron, or Areiron. rirer, 169
Airyroc, departmcui, 169
AriccBna. 171
Arfcula, 172
Arianua, or Arlanna, 1 72
" vifnut, Qrniiidiua, 172
vignon, 172

AMIa, district, 174
A'rila, town, 174
A'rison, Charles, 174
Atlooa, 175
Aracado Pear [aw Pereta]
Aroeat, 175
Aroirduputa, or Avtrdupoir, 176
A»on, 176
A'voset, 177
Aroyer, 178
Atranches, 178
Award [are Arbitration]

Awataka Bay, 179
Awe, Loch. 180
Arm, or Arista, 181
Ax, or Axe, 111
Axirridge, 181
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Aaholrna, or' Axholra, lata of,
181

Axi la, 183
A'xinite, IS4
A'xiom, 184
Axie, Ate, 185
A*ix, m xuulogy, 186
A'xius, in soolugy, 1M
Axiua, riser, 186
Aimiasrer, 186
Axolo.1, 188
Axum, ISO
Ayaeeehe. 189
AyeaMMe, 190
Ayren Akbery, 190
Aylesbury, 190
Aylraf. rJ, 191
AyWham, or Ayletham, 193
Ayr, 193
Ayrshire, 194
Aj untamtrnto, Justlcia, Con.

cejo, CabiWo, Rrrimiento, 198
Aaajea, 199
Axeai, 201
Astra, Dan Falii da, 201
Astra, l>on Jn.4 Nicola, de, Ml
AsertU [an Cralragu*]

A'tvrlijan, or Aserbaijaa, 301
A'ximuth, 203
Asiocuur [are Agincourt]
Aiiuephura, 204
Aaof, era of, 204
Asof, or Asor, 205
Axons, 205
A'sute, or Aaotic Gas, 308
Axotue [aw Aakded]
Astrca, kOS
Axt.ni.213
A'turite, 313

%• In the frw instance* in which the aecentnatlon given in tha above Index varies from that given in the body of the

erork, that in the Index haa been adopted after deliberate consideration.
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B, which occupies the second place in the Hebrew alphabet,

and thoee derived from it, is the medial letter of the order of

libiale. It readily interchange* with the letter* of the same
organ. 1. With v, aa habtrt Latin, avert Italian, to hare

;

kabfbam Latin, arena Iul- 1 had. In Spain, and the parti

of France bordering upon Spain, the letter b will often be
found in word* which in the kindred languages prefer the v.

Thi* peculiarity has been marked in the following epigram
by Scaliger

—

C«l nihil rat «U»4" itim^ua bibm
The modern Greeks pronounce the b, or second letter of

their alphabet, like a e>. thus dWeiXjec, bamteut, is pro-

nounced by them varityt. When they write foreign words,

or word* of foreign origin, it is not unusual for them to

express our sound of b by as- imp). It appear* probable

that the anuent Greeks pronounced the b more like the
Spaniards and modern Greeks than we do; for they
wrote the Roman name* Varro, I'ir/riliut, thus—B^iwr
(Barron), BteyiXiec (Birgilius). The Macedonian Greeks
wrote Oiwttoc thus— BtXimrec (Bilippus).

3. The interchange ofm and b take* place very frequently,

especially when they are followed by the liquid* / or r.

Thus maJaMot and blaki are two Greek nominally**, sig-

nifying; toft. Metit, in the same language, mean* boner,
and blitto signifies * I remove the honey from the comb.' So
bro-toe, the Greek for mortal, and mor i. the Latin for

to die, contain a common root. An interchange of a similar

nature mark* the difference between the Greek molubot or

molubdot. lead, and the Latin plumbum. If an m in the
middle of a word be followed by either of these liquids, the
m is retained, but is strengthened by the addition of a b,

just a* a of inserts itself between n and r. Instance* are to

be found in nearly all language*: met-emer-ia, mid-day,
was reduced by the Greek ear to metembria ; the Latin
cumulate, to heap, ha* been changed to the French
combUr; the Latin numerut, number, to the French
rvimbre, tic. The Spanish language afiords example* of
a still greater change. Thus, if * Latin word contain
the letter* min, after an accented syllabi*, we find in the
corresponding Spanish term the syllable (re or bra : homine
Latin, hombrt Spanish, man ; ftmina Latin, hembra
Spanish, female ; famina (middle-age-Latin), hambre
Spanish, hunger. [See Auamu.] This corruption
arises from a previous interchange of the n into an r,

as in diaeono* Greek, deacon, dtacrt in French. The
Spaniard* have carried this corruption even further, by
changing the Latin suffix tudt'n* (tudo nom.) into tumbrt
or dumbrt : amtuttuduxe Latin, eottumbre Spanish, cou-
tume French, custom; multttudine Latin, muchtdumbn
Spanish, multitude. 3. B interchange* with p. Of this

the pronunciation of the English language by the Welsh
and German* present* sufficient example*. 4. With /.
Thus the term «/e-guards appears to have meant originally,

/no-guards. Dotty-guards, from the German lab, body.
The word was probably introduced by tbe Hanoverian
Dj nasty, 5. Dm before a vowel in the old Latin language
became a b in tbe more common form* of that language.
Thus, io the old writing* of Rome, we find dmmui. good,
oW/iu, fair. rfuW/tun, war. Ice , in place of bonut, Mint,
bellum. The Roman admiral Duiliut is sometimes
called Bilius; and in the same way we must explain
tbe form* bit (omi) twice, and viginti {dm-giatt) twenty
(ttratm lf) compared with thir ty, Ice.) «. B» before a
vowel ha* taken the form of a soft g or j in several French
words derived from the Latin : eambtart (a genuine Latin
w.rd), changer, French; rabUt, rage, French; Lhbtoa.
Dijon; so rouge has for it* parent some derivative of
raoeo, and rage is from oaewe. 7. In some dialects of the
Greek language a b exiata (apparently as a kind of aspirate)
brf ire tbe nutial r, where the other dialects omit it : aa
b'-don, * rose. Ice. Again U and gl are interchanged in
dulcet, of the same language. Thus balanot Greek, and
tl**i Latin, are perhaps related words ; as well aa blandm
atm. signing •soft. mild, calm.' and gaiemo* Greek,

which haa tbe tame signification. For tbe farms of the
letter B. see Alpha air.

In tbe Sanskrit alphabet the letter » is Haased la thai

division of the consonant* called mute*, and ia that eeav
division of the mutes called labials. Tbe sabdinsaon of
labials contain* four letter*—)*, ph ; b, bh ; and as. Tba
p and ph are called hard (turd) consonant* ; the 4 sad
oh are called soft (tonatl) ; bh is the aspirated aonaat
corresponding to ph tbe aspirated surd. (Sea Journal */
Education, No. xvi, p. 341. Ice.)

B (in music), the seventh note of tbe
answering to tbe ti of tbe Italian* and French. In I

it always signifies B-flat, B-natural there taking the
of H. B also stand* for bat*.

BAAL (from the root he governed or

means literally lord, hence also hueband.

with the definite article, by3iT the Baal, mean* the deary

of the Phoenicians and Carthaginians, whose complete title

seems to occur in a Maltese inscription, as "fa *7J^ /TTp'^O.

Mattureth Baal Ttor. L e. King of the Off. Lord of Twr*.
(See Philotoph. Trantaet. T. 44 pL. lin. 1.) The nam*
Malkereth ia a contraction of JTTfJ T^O. king of the caty.

Hence it appears likely that Baal and Moloch are name* of
tbe same idol. Tbe cruel warship of Baal, together wath
that of Astarte, was frequently introduced among tbe
Israelites, especially at Samaria. Aa the Greeks. Germane,
and other nations frequently form the names of men by us*?
pounding them with the names of God (e, g. Oottbeb. tfbM-
hold, Furchtegott, BieaiAec, OMmft, Ti»*S*r. Ice.), as tbe
Phoenicians and Carthaginians frequently formed names
by composition with Baal, as Ethbeal (

<

7V3J"U*>. tetth Baal.

tbe name of a king of the Sidooian* (1 Ktngt xvi. 31 k

whom Josephus calls lii&akot and BOuflmX*, from bjja\m
L e. with him Baal ; Jtrubaal, ^3TT. i- e. Baal wad

behold it. Hannibal is written in Panic inscriptions ^g33Tt

La. grace of Baal; Haadrubal X
JSl3na1 i. a. Art> of

Baal.

In Hebrew also many nam** of cities OCCUT, COQMaMAaMal
with Baal ; aa Baal-Gad, Baal-Hammou. Baal-Tbaaaar. fcr.

The statuea erected to Baal were called Baalim, or rather

B*alim, BrTJfo- Tbe temple* and altars of Baal were chatty

built on the tops of hills under trees, and also on the ream
of house*.

Tbe worship of Baal gave employment to a msaaeeasa
priesthood, who burned incense, sacrificed children. iW mi
round tbe altar, and if their prayer* war* not ipisiwy
heard, cut themselves with knives and lancets tdl the baaed
gushed out upon them. By this seU-rhsrtiiemswt. the
priests expected to excite tbe compaasaan af Baal, and thsas

to obtain the object of their prayers.

The general character of Asiatic idolatry renders ri kkety
that Baal meant originally tbe true lord of the uanwraa. and
that his worship degenerated into the worship at a puwerfal
body in the material world. Sanchomatbon state* that taw
Phoenician* worshipped the sun a* a*Wer ii>*i ii
' tbe only lord of Heaven.' called MXe*>*».

,~

fOt> by3- lord of heaven) ; and that Una

the Greek x<**. Znu. In the 8*ptuagiat. Baal
"HreeXax, Hercules, called in tbe Pacansnaa

7*a~^N. Or-cW. l.e. light of all. Some mythosogtste base
aaserted that Baal waa Saturn (compare Servte* ad .Km i
72*) ; others have considered Baal to be the plant t Juaasec
A supreme idol might easily be compared with thaw* of
other nations , hence arose this variety of npinmna

Tbe statement of Herodiaa (v. J ; and Capital ra.
Macrim. ») that the Pharaimas and Synaa* wwrahmpwd
the sun, is confirmed by tbe occurrence of the nan ef
Baal together wuh that of the sua on Cartbagnma 1

1

and Palmyreoe inscriptions, as HMf ffln *Jf^.

Tba mm ef Baal occur* frsqaraUy with mithila. as
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BAA 221 BAA
Beat-Brit*, OT"Q byi) •'• «. lord of confederacy, or God

of asanas, like the Greek Zt*t Sacwc. and Latin, Deui Fidiui.

Beebwbub, C3Ut »• •• fcrd 9/_/h'««,) corresponds to

Ike Greek a#*c eirty-jwc. Mw'aypoc, Zeui toe fly-chaser

(Panian. v. 14) : compare Hercules poiaypoc.

Baal P*or OftS ^JED it the Priaput worshipped by the

Moabilet on Mount Poor, from HJB. dutendit.

To worship Baal signifies frequently, in the phraseology
mt the Jewish writera of the middle ages, to practise the

rite* of the Christian religion. Rabbi Joseph Ben Jotua
Ben Meir tells us, in his Chronicle*, that Clovi* forsook his
God and worshipped Baal, and that a high place was built

at Paris for Baal Dionysiua, •'. «. the Cathedral of 81 Dents.
Rabbi Joseph informs us also that the Friar Vincent, of
the sect of Baal Dominic, t. e. the Dominican Friar, was a
SaUn unto the Jews in Spain about a.d. 1430.

For further information on Baal we refer to the commen-
tators on Judges, Kings, Chronicles, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Hosea: J. K. Eisner. De Situ Baalem exorandi. Ling.

1 723 ; Fromman, De Cultu Deorum ex Onomotheria illuttri,

Ahorf, 1 745, 4to. et seq. ; Munter, Religion der Carthager,
•Copenhagen. 1831. 8ro. ; Serr. ad Ma. i. 729; Lingua
Punica Deua Bal dicitur. Isidor. Origin, viii. 1 1 ; CreuUer's
SfwtnhJt, a. 268, &c ; Eusebii Pnrparatio evangetica, i.

10 ; Fragment* Sanchooiathon, ed. Orelli, p. 14; Gesenius
in his dictionaries, and in the HalUtche Bmwclopadie

;

Wiser s BMuche* Seal Worterbuch ; dattical Journal,
vu\ p. 2»3.
BAALBEC. or BALBEC. called by the Greeks Helio-

pnba. or the City of the 8un, is in Ccele-Syria, in 34° f
N. 1st., end 36* 48* R. long., according to a map of the Holy
Land and Syria, published in Pococke s Travel* in 1 74$. Its

situation, however, ought to be somewhere about 34° 1' 30"

N. laL. and 36' II' K. long., according to Major Rennell.
(See his Trmatu* an the Comparative Geography of Wettern
Ama, ret i. p. 75.) Major Rennell makes the distance from
Tnpoli 38| geographical miles, and from Palmyra 109 geo-
graphical mile*.

Baalboc signifies, in the Syrian language, the City of
Baal, or the Sun ; the Greeks, in changing it into Helio-
polis. as in many other cases, translated the Oriental name,
winch the Romans appear to have retained, until it was
egam changed into its original Svriac name, Balbee.

The city is pleasantly situated on a rising ground, near
the north-east extremity of the plain of Bocat*. and im-
mediately under the mountain-run L'e called Anti-Libanus.
This plain extends from Balbec almost to the sea, in the

directaon of N.B. by N. to 8.W. by S. : the width appears
»• he in few places mors than four, and not in any leas than
three leayuas.
The mars which water the plain are the Litane and

the BarrWmni ; the farmer takes its rise in Anti-Libanus,
a bnle to the north of Balbec ; the latter rises in a valley at

the foot of Mount Libanus, near a village called Zakely
«Wood and Dawkina) or Zahala (Bruce), about eight hours'

journey •ooth-weet of Balbec. This river joins the Litane 1

in tha plain, about an hour's journey from a village called
|

Banllaa. Pococke and De la Roque mention also another 1

n«*r called Ate, whirb they suppose to to the antient

Orontea. It rites in the same plain about eight hours'

J juroer north of Balbec, near a village ca.led Ras. ( Pococke's
Tmwrit im Sfta, voL ii. p.' 106.) Tne Litane also reeeives

• great increase of water from a One fountain close by the

ruy walla, called Ras el Ain, the fountain* head. These
»u«aia» are augmented by several constant rills from the
meitiajf snows of Libanus, and form the river Caaimeah,
which) eaters the sea near Tyre. This abundance of water
must at all times have rendered Balbec a delightful resi-

drmwe.

When the city was in a flourishing state, it is probable

that that advantages arising from it* commerce with Tyre,
Ma cooswruon with Palmyra, and the traffic with India,

asay faasw been very great, and possibly the source of its

wealth, and the means of erecting those edifices, the ruins
of wbara still exist. The ruins in front of the great temple,
of sbtcb we shall speak hereafter, were most probably de-

«M<i for Fore (markets or places of business), and are

th in f a e provided with suitable shady porticos and exhedna,
a> wbsca the merchants could conveniently transact their

•
1 * h> iiwimIj wittM— Baa*. Hatha, Bafca. Baa**, aatBssaa,

(•*» Waaa a*4 Daasaa*. area* D» la Eos—, iaaaaU. at.)

affairs. The history of the place itself is very obscure ; but
from two Roman inscriptions of the time of Antoninus Pius,
there can be no doubt that it was then a place of some
importance, under the name of Heliopolis. These facts are
also confirmed by several coins of Roman emperors.
At what time and by whom the city was first founded is

wholly unknown ; even the epoch when the temples, which
from their style must be attributed to the Roman period,
were erected, is matter of much uncertainty. ' The only
historical authority for the building the temples of Balbec is

that of John of Malala, from whom we learn that jfilius

Antoninus Pius built a great temple to Jupiter at Helio-
polis, near Libanus in Phoenicia, which was one of the
wonders of the world. (Joan. Malala*, Hi*t. Chron. lib. xi

)

Julius Capitolinus, who wrote the life of this emperor, doee
not mention the temple of Heliopolis.

' From the reverses on several coins of the Romsn
emperors, we find, first, that Heliopolis was constituted a
colony by Julius Casssr; and again, at a future period,

having received part of the veterans from the fifth and
eighth legions in the time of Augustus, was eventually

made Juri* Italici by Septimius Several (Ulpianus, lib. t.

de Ceneib.) ; and we accordingly find its temple, for the
first time, on the reverses of this emperor's coins.

' At the same time also that we meet with Heliopolis on
the coins of Julia Domna and Caraealla, vows in favour of
that emperor and empress are inscribed on the pedestals of
the columns of a great portico' (marked A on the plan),

forming a sort of Propylsse to the extensive inclosures which
we conjecture to have been used as Fora by the merchants.
Several coins which appear to belong to Heliopolis are
preserved in the British Museum.

' The representations of the temples at Heliopolis, im-
pressed on these coins, are not always exact with regard
to the form of the temple they mean to represent, as will

probably appear iu the following instances:— On the
reverse of the medal of Septimius Severn*, we find a
temple, in form like the great temple of Balbec, and
having, like it, ten columns in front with the legend COL.
HEL. I. O. M. H. Colonia Helinpolitana Joei Optimo
Maximo Heliopolitano. On the reverse of another medal of

[Coppfr rata la uw Brit Ka AataalitM.]

the sum dnpofof with the same legend, there is a temple

in perspective, having indeed the same form with both the

great and the smaller temple of Balbec, but with only six

columns in front, whkhns less than the number in either

;

and the same is repeated on the reverse of a medal of Cara-

calla. On the reverses of some medals of Philip the Elder

and bis wife Otacilia we find the same legend with a temple

of a different form and site, bearing no resemblance to any

of the temples of Balbec. Upon the reverse of another medal

of the same Philip, we find a fourth temple, which seems to

belong to Heliopolis. by the inscription Col. Jul. Aug. Pel.

Hel. : Colonia Julia Augusta Felix Heliopolitana.' (Wood
and Dawkina, Ruin* of Balbec.) On the reverse of this coin,

there is a flight of several steps leading to an irea, in which

is a temple of the form of the great temple of Balbec This

tCiseai satalaOa BrtL Urn. Astasias*.)

is in all probability an awkward and certainly an incorrect

representation of that great temple, with the courts and the

steps leading up to them. The propytoa do not appear to
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/Reruary, 157
JRther, 157
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>

ffitaa, 159

.ffiaVua, 163
AtsVnoeeo, 164
Affidavit, 164
Affinity, in chmriatn, 164
Affinity, ia Uw, 167

Affirmation, in Uw, 167

Arax. 168
Afghanistan, 168

A'ftoum, 171

A'frsee, 171

Africa, Mao af, 181
Africa, Animals of, lM
Africa, PUata of, 186

African A—ciHoa, 188
African Company, 1 89

JUricaa laatftatjoa, 169
Airiciaua, Leo [aw La* Ala-

ArhdTii, Sextos Jalam, 190
After-math, 190
Ags. 190
Agamemnon, 190

AVarna, 191

AVima, 193
A'gemi, 193
A'gapw, 194
A'gaphite far* Turquoise]
Agarfcia, 194
Agaricue, 194
Ageeiee, 19)
Argeto, 195
Axatbarcbido, 196
Anthamania. 196
AWU». 197
Agsthocles. 197
Agattoda/moa, 198
Agin, 198

199

A«* of Ltd [aat Mortality]

Aft* of Animals. SOI
Aft.ofTiaaa.a08
Ages of the World, 804
Aftaaaioata, 304
Agent, 204
Agsmleue, 207
Agger huias, 209
AftWVXeea, 809

Aftbrim, 209
Agtncourt, or Atiacour, 209
A'ftio, 210
Aftii I, II , III, IV, 210
Agistment, 21

1

Agnlno. 211
Again. Maria Qaetana, 111
A'gw>l*. Beeeio d*. 218
A'gouiss, 212
Agoeta, or Augusta, 218
Agoui1,212
Agra, Crty of, 214
Agra, Prosiaee of, 21S
Agram, 215
Agreriaa Law, 213
Agreement, ia Uw, 216
AgriroU, < name J6liua, 217
Agnco'a. Kodoiphue,218
Agriculture, 21a
Agngeatum. 218
Aftrvmfaia, 220
Aftriavn.220
Agripva, Ileary Caraaliaa, 230
Agnppe, Itsved [we Herod]
Agnppe, Marca* Viaaa.iua, 221
Agrrpplae, daughter of If. V.

aims, 223
Aft*** 223
Ague, 818
A« i, Haari Ftaaaaia a",

228
Ahaats, 993

Abas, 236
AaaaUk. 829

IL.IL, IlL, I

TOL.I.
Aluaaaabaa, 229
Alsnsednuggur, 229
Ahwae, 229
Ai,230
A>a-8olouk, 233
Aide^Caena, 833
Aula, 233
Aikia, John, 233
Almoin, 235
Am, 235
Ain-T*h, 235
Ainsworth, Robert, 23S
Air, 236
Air-gun, 238
Air-pump, 239
Air, in music, 241
Air-bladder, 242
A. '-ells, in plants, 242
Air-pUata, 242
Air veaaeli, in planta, 243
Aire, river, 213
Aire and Gaidar Narigatioa [aaa

Calder]
Aire, town, 243
Aula, 243
Aieoe, 243
An, in France, 244
Aix, ia Savoy, 244
Aix-UvChapeUe.244
Ajkccio, 245
Ajen, 246
Ajax, eon of Telamen, 246
Ajax, boo of Oileus, 246
Ajrmeer, or Ajmoar [aaa Raj-

pootanah]
Akbar. 216
Akeneide, Hark, 247
Akerblad, John Davsd, 248
Akamaaa, 848
Alabama, 248
Alabama Rim [eat Alabama]
AUbaatar, 281
Alabca, 251
AUia.251
Alakennnda, 252
Aland, 252
Alarcon, Juan Run do, 252
Alarie, 252
Alatomaha, 253
Alaoda, 253
ATara [are Baaqnel
Alba, Duke of, 254
Alba Longa, Albino, Aibaa
Mount aad Rmr, 254

Atbani, 255
Albania, 255
Albano, Francesco, 259
Albans, St., 260
Albany. CouaUaa of. 261
Albany, in America, 261
Albatross, 262
Allwmarle, Duke of [at* Meek]
Albemarle*. 262
Albemarle Souad, 262
Alt<rr6ni, Cardinal. 263
Albert Durer [ace Durer]
Albert I., II , 263,264
Albert, Archduke of Austria,

264
Albert, Prince of Meckleoberg,

264
Albert, Margrave of Brands*

burg, '.'64

Albert! l.e..n Hatt.tta, JC4
Albert.u Mag.ua. •»'»!

Albigeuses, '.'65

Albfuoa, 26*>

Albloua. Beroard Siegfried, 267
Albion, 267
Albion. New, 267
AIU.U, 26H
Al Burak. 264
Alheruos, ti.1 Camllo da. 268
Alboura, or Albun [ate Kibural
Albuere, 269
AI-BuUr*. 269
Album, 269
Albumen, 270
Albumen, w pleats. 271
iUbuuueraee, AJiosws, 871
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Alburnum. 273
Alby, or AIM, 273
A Ira, 273
Alcana, 273
Alra.de, er Alcayoa, 273
Aleali, 273
Alcala do Hrnarea, 273
Alcala U Heal, 274
Air aide, 274
A.r in,.., 274
Alcantara, 274
Alcantara, the Knights of, 274
Airanli as [see Cooler]
Al. a.r, a. 274
Alcedo. Si.an.sh officer, 275
Alcedo. King-fisher, 275
Alcoa (see Klk]
Alcestrr, 275
Alchemy, 275
Alcibladea, 276
Alcohol. 2»0
Air. .ran, or Alkoran [toe Koran

J

Alcore, 282
Alcuin, 282
Alcyone*. 283
A Id borough, 283
Ablebaran, 283
AUlrr [so* Aluus]
Ablerman, 2HJ
Aldemry, or Aurigny, 283
Aldme KJitHms (see Manutius]
A .1. ...... I. Ulysses, 284
Aldus [a
Ala, 285
Alehouses, 285
A' rman. Mateo, 288
Alemaani, or Alleraaani, 288
Alrmbert, Jean b Road d',

289
Alembic, 291
AleocAn, 292
Alenttjo. 292
Aleppo [seeHeWb]
AWsaandna, diriaion of PiedV

, 293
Alesaandru. town ia

293
Aleutian Islanda, 293
AIslander [see Pari.]
Alexander III, the fW, 294
Alcsander I, 302
Alexander II, 303
Alexander 1, King of Syria,

303
Alexander Jannwna, 303
AUsander II, Zcbinaa, 3

Alexander, son of Arialobolut

II..

Alexander Sesfrus [see Sererus'
Alexander Polyhietor [as* Poly

histor
]

Alexander I_ II, III., IV, V,
VI, VII, VIII,

-

305
Alexander 1. II, III, Kiagi of

HcutUnd, 305, 306
Alexander, W!
Ab lander J
306

Alexander, Kmrerar of

S8f
Alexanders [see BmyraiuBj]
Atexaadretta [see Ocaaderuuo]
Alexandria, 308
Alexandria, Ancient, 310
Alexandria, town in America,

A .landnan Ubrary,8l3
AWxaadnan Codex, JII
Atexaodrtise Vera*. 313
Alexei Michailovrti. 313
A.i. IVtrowsta, 816
Alexia Caasxawaua I, 315
A. fieri, Vittarie, 316
AlUosia [see Klsris]

Abwao* V , of Arajruo, 317
AKooaa II- of NatJee, 316
Al<osa*a of Seaaa aad FSesagal
^soa AUos.0

AlC.rt. 316
Alfrsgiaius, or Al-FaegwatL tit
Alfred the (treat. 318
Alfreton, 322
Algw, 322
Aja^^Fr^axreeco, 3A

Algebra, 324
Algebraic, 326
Algebraic (ieomrtry, 32
Algeciraa, 326
Algrriraa, or A Iset Ireh, 326
Algbero.ot Algen.326
Algiers, regency of, 336
Algiers, city of. 3J

I

A lijfonu'unis, 331
Algo.bay.332
Alguacll. 332
AlUma, 332
A l ham bra,

A Ihambra,

Alhlien, XM
All Ben Abi Taleb, 334

Alias, 3.17

A1ibi,337
Al.ra.te, rewrata,W
Alicante, town, 337
Alsrita, 338
AlKudi. 336
Alien, 338
Aliment [am Food]
Alimony. 340
Aliquot Part, 348
Ahsmxresr, 340
Alkali, 341
Alkmaar. 341

Allhallowa, ',

AH Saints. 343
All Saints' Hay, llrar ;. J 41

All Saints' Bay, '
I f l ah. 9X3

All Souls' Collega, 343
Alia, ia music, 344
A.la.Bree.,1—i-e.344

AlUhabad, peotinc* of asfs>8a*-

,
ton, 344

AllahaW. subdnisaoa of sfrtas,

344
Allahabad, city, 345
Alia.. Dend, 345
AlUlius, Leo, 345
Alleghany Riser, 345
Allegaaay Ma
Allcgiear*. 348
Allegory, 346
Allegrrtlo, 346
All4gn. 6.

-air-]
Allegro. 346
Alleluia [see

Allemara.e. 1

Allen, 347
Allendale, 347
Allcrton. North,

[
Wrtoal

*

A le) n or Alloa,

Allgemeiaa
~

Allior. 348
Alligattga, 348
AlligMor. 149
Albghur. 353
Alliters tioa. 352
Allium, 354
AlsUium. 355
Athroaace, 366
Alley. 356
Allspice [on
Alii..max. 356
»aa 111.III. 361
Alma.Ua, Ml
Aswag.ii*. M2
Aaolgso, Oeoaa, 38t
Almagn. Oseg, ds.

A^ Maa.ua f-n,

Almanac, 663
Aimaasor, J64

tar, 368
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jUat*,3tt
AiaaeUa, FiMCWeo, MA
IMt, proviaea, 364
AlasorU, town, 364

AJ«e*d [see Aneygdaine]
Alaoadbury, 369
AlHHt,3M
AJaafcea, 368
AlsaatavsaW, 366
Alan Boom, 369
Alaua, or Alder, SC9
A nnk, 370
AW, 370
AWosuat, or Alpha— Teases,

571

At»asa,371
Aloeao U H, III., IV^ V.,VI,
IX, Kim of Leon, 371, 373

Alooao ML [see Aloneo L of

A atfon }

AUoso vni., X, XI. King* of

i «.t is and Un, 3 72, 373, 374
.11

.
Kingof«.satile,372

1, II, III, IV, King!
of Ara,ron. 374, 37 5

Abase, \ , [see Alfonso I. of

S*Uy]
Alonao 1, II, III, TV, V,

Kiotf* of Portugal, 375, 378

Al.-peconM, 3ft
AW. 376
Alp Aralan. 370
Alpea, Bmk, 37
Alr-e, Haute*, 377
Alp a, HuviMt, 377
Al, h.brt, 377
Alph*iue, 3M
Alps, 366
Ali-v geology of, 3M
Al(«. vs^retataoo of, 393
Ai| ujirraa, 393
Al rU»iuu I mo Ahcaaaides]

Alrweferd. Nov, 394
Alvkta, 394

994

394

Alern.394
Al Sr.t, 394
Al-too. or

Alt. 394
Are, 394
Aliii

Altaasora, 401

Alur. 401
A toW, 402
AhVoburg, 403
Alteratives, 409
A.timale. 403
Ahhoy* omdatik,m
A lioHOM, 403
Altitude, 403
AIm, 404
Alto-* Uf, 404
Alto- Biratvo, 404
Altos, 404
Attuaa, 404
Albing*,***, 494
AJ.-.444
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Alnmmwm, 406
Anurod.407
Anuta.or Alt, 407
Alva, Duke of (at* AlhoJ

Alvar, principality, 407
Alvar, town, 407
Alvares, Francisco, 407
Alverstoka [see Goeporl]

Alyittes, 408
Alyth, 408
A'madeus I, II, III, IV., V,
VI, VII, VIII, IX, Dukes
of Savoy, 408, 409

A'madis do Gaula, 410
Amadou, 410
Amager, 410
Amilaric, 41

Amalekites, 410
Amain, 4H
Amalgam, 411
Amelia, 412
Amend In Eeiix, St, 412
Atnanus, 412
A'mara, 413
AmaraotacesB, 413
A maran 6 ra, 413
Amarytildes, 413
Amisieh, or Amisia, 414
Amitia, or Amusis, 414
Amathonte, 415
Amiti, Hieronymui, 415

Amito, or Amatue, Joannes Ro-
drricus, 415

Aina\ii6.it, 415
Amuiah, 415
A'nuaon, or MarafioD, or Oral-

lina, 415
A'm axons, 416
Ambassador, 418
Amber, 421
Am berg, 421
Ambergna, 421
Amhert, 422
Ambheer, 422
Amboiae, 422
Amhoiae, Cardinal Georgoa d',

422
Amboor, 423
Amboyna, 423

'

Ambrose, St, 424
Ambroeiao Library, 425,'

Ambuscade, 425
Ambulance, 425
Ambulatory, 425
Amed, 426
Ametand,426
Ameiot da la Hooasaye, Abra-

ham Nicholas, 426
Amen, 426
Amende Honorable, 426
Amendment, in law, 426
Amendment, in parliamentary

proceeding*, 428
Amentics*, 428
Amercement, 42
America, 429
America, the man of, 439
America, ecology of, 441

01. f
America, botany of, 445
America, political divisions of.447

Americanism, 448
Amerigo Vespucci [see Vespucci]

Amerkote, 449
Amersfoort, 449
Amersham, 449
Ames, Joseph, 450
Ametbury, 450
Amethyst, 450
Amhira, 450
Amhiric Language, 451
Amherst, United Slates, 451
Amherst, East Indies, 431
Amherst, Jerky, Baron, 452
Amherstburgh, 452
Amianthus Fees AsbestosJ
A'midine, 452

.

Amiens, 453
Amiens, treaty of, 453
Amflcar [see Hamilcar]
A'miot, le Pin, 453
Amir al Oman [ess Kmir al

Omara]
Amlwch, 454
Amlwch Copper Minos, 454
Ammiinut MaroslUnus, 455
Annua, 455
Ammonia, 456

imoniac, Gttm, 469
Ammonites, 459
Ammonium [see Stwaa]
Ammonium, 460
A'mnesty, 460
Amomum, 460

'

Amood, 461
Amoritee, 468
Amos, 462
Amoy, 463
Ampalideai [ass Vitas]

Amphibia, 463
Amphfbolite, 464
Ampafctyons, 464
Amphidesma, 466
A'mphila, hay of, 467
Amphipolia, 467
Amphiproatyle, 467
Amphisbssna, 467
Amphlscii, 468
Amphitheatre, 469
Amphiama, 473
A'mphora, 473
Amplitude, 472
Ampthill [see BscUferdehire]

Ampullana, 473
Ampurdan, 473
Amp&rias, 473
Amputation, 473
Amritair, 474
Amsterdam,474
Amsterdam, New [eat Barbie*]

Amu [•** Oxut]
Amulet, 477
Amur, 477
Amurath [ess Murad]
Amygdilcsa, 478
Amygdaloid, 478
Aaay'gdalus, 478
Amyot, Jaquas, 479
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Amyiiaasa, 479
Ana, 479
Anabaptists, 483
Anibaaia, 483
Anacaidsseras, 484
Anachanta the Jlwlligej [see

Barthe1cmy]
Anicraoo, 484
Anadyr, 485
Anagillis, 485
Anagni, 485
A'oagram, 486
Analeptics, 486
Analogy, 487
Analyaw, 488
Anil)aia, chemical, 489
Anamour, 489
Anenisis, 489
Ananias, son of Onias, 490
Ananias, nams of sevsral Jews,

490
Anapaast, 490
Aoapsanic Versa, 490
Anapli [see Natptia]
Anarchy, 490
Anaatisius I, II., Emperors, 490
Anaatisius I, II., Ill, IV,

Popes, 491
Ansstumuais, 491
Anathema, 491
Anitidss, 492
Anatolia, 492
Anatdlico, 498
Aniiomy, 498
Anatomy, Comparative, 500
Anaxigoras, 503
Anaximandsr, 504
Anazimenea, 504
Anbury and Club-Root, 504
A'ncenis, 604
Anchor, 504
A'ocnoret, 507
Anchovy, 507

Anchovy Hoar [see Lauras]

Anchylosis, 507
Ancient, Ancients, 508
AnciUa, 508
AneiUon, Charles, 508
Aacillon, Darid, 508
Anchfle, 509
Ancone, 509
Ancne atarcins, 510
A'ncylua, 510
AncVra.510
Andalucla, or Andalosts, 511

Andaman Islands, 513
Andante, 614
Andantfno, 314
AntWys, Lea, M4
Aooernach, 514

Anderson, Adam, 515

Anderson, Alexander, 515
Anderson, Sir Edmund, 5 IS

Anderson, George, 515

Anderson, James, 510

Anderson, James, LLD, 516

Andersoaian Institution [sea

VOLUME IL

aatrrw, (k. rM

Andrews, St., 5

Andrews, Lancelot, 7

Andriacus [see Philippua]

Andrdmache, 8
AndrOmachua, 8

Andrumrda, constellation, 8

Andronlcus, Jewish advocate, 3
Andronlcus Comnenus, 8

Andronlcus Cyrrhestes, 9
Andronlcus, Liviua [see Livius]

Aodroolcus PalssMngut, 9
Andrunfcus, Bhodius, 9

Andros [see Bahamas]
Andrna, 10
Androscoggin, or

Andujar, 10

And6ie, 10

Aoegida, 10

Anetnoflseter, 11

Anemone, 11

Anemoscope, 12

Anethum'TsM F—1

1

1

Ilium anal

Pimpinella0
A'neunsm, 12

Angel, coin, 13

Angilica, 14

A'ogrlo Buonarotti, MichoL 14

Angslo Carsriggv. [eat Cara-

vaggio]

Angeln, 17

17

Angerrournde, 20

Angers, 20

Angentrin Gallery [se* Hs-
tmnal Gallery]

Angina Pidoris, 21
Aogiuaplrniia [see Didrnamla]

Angle of Continence [ass Cur-

vature]

Angle, Curvilinear, 21

Angle, Horary, 22
Angle of Incidence, Krrlectinn,

Kefractwn, Elongation, Ele-

vation, the Vertical [at* these

armsi terms]
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PanOactklan
Aagnaf ffiiiHll,

•r [mTdw-

g AmB,»4
Aan^anjr, at Aaa4ana, 34
Aaflo>MBaat [mImw]
Aagala.34
Aaganjan Aneyra]
Angara, 28
Aajjot [m Annua, Akron]

AiMtat Chains 4* Vatan,
Duk. af, 39

AafouMou, 30
Aatrs,M
Aagtab, M
AaguiUa, SO
AamUt Bscrtaaa tan Ttnsettoa

TWaooouwtri, TWna 'Da
Monm')]

Ang«Ut Vstoritr [sea Vatarity]

AumfmraMnkin]

Aafa^ 31

Aaielle, Teaamaao 31
Animal, 32
Animal Masmetlam, 33
Animal Physiology [an Pfcf

Antraslculea, 34
A'tuo [an Tmiin]
Aaa* [an FinmlU]
Aajtx, district, 34
Aaiar, tows, 34
Anion, 34
Aojan, Dakas m« Oman at 34
Anjonan [an Aaasuaa]
Aakarstru
Aafcer, 37

John Ja

Anklam,38
Aaaa BaUya [see Dulsja]

'

Aaaa Coaunae, 38
Aaaa IwaasVaa, 39
AnnWr|, 40
Aaaaa?na4ay [ant BiaaagBot]

Annals, 40
Anaaaunas, 41
Aaaamaska, Waad of [tee Rot-

CocttaChna][M«Cad
Wa,4l

Aaaaa, rim, 42
Anatadale,43
Aaatpolis, ton ia M*fylaad, 43
Aaaepebs, cettatyofNoes Scotia,

43
A suites, 41
Aaaa af Aastrie, 41
Amm, Qaaaa af BafUad, 43

A^t,"
ftaallfds ti

A'ssieeUsee Banana!]
A'aaias, «
Aaal*4isanr, 4i
Aaaa [no lies

Aaaa Iba, 45

Bsg tstst, -

Aaa
Aaaaal]
Anemia, •

Aaeutty, ta lav, 47
AaaaMy, 40
Asmtlst, 51

A'aealas, 61
Aaaa, II

AWdyaes, SI
A'aelie, H

Taar, M
U

• Uahnana,

vol. n

M
Aaabaea, teen, *
Aaislm, 57
Aasor, 58
Aaaaa, (marge, Lara, S4)

A>a#>y» Ctwlophv, 50

5»
Aat, M
Aat-Bee/,63
Aat-Bsasr, 43
Aatabaa, 64
Aaaa, «7
Antagaaist Moecn, 47
Aatsikabss, 67
Aatfte^MaAkjraaiaia]

Antarctic Greta I»M Antic Cir>

eta]

Antarctic Oeaea, 68
Aat4m, 48
AtatSCaMaWsta 00
Antscodsatis, (8
AaUau.68

Aaicaam, 91
Aatepaganata, 93
Aamnsfca, Aatiaam, 93
Aataahaiatka, 94
Aathrm, 94
A'nthtssis, 94
Aether, 94
Aaihi lsgy, 93
Amboar, St, 94
Anthony, 8t, Falls at 94
Anthoay's. St. Ta* [tee Bryai-

ArtWiatirtna, 94
A'athrarrU, 94
AMtuofrfmpbr, 97
Aatiunpsugy, 97
Anthropophagi [an Cannibals]

Aatiaria,»s
Aatibes,99
A'abiekhai, 99
Aaticaati,99

Antidicoojurisjutss [see
bo]

Aatidaata.99
Aatlguaaa, 101

Aattgeaas Qoaataa, 103
Aatlgoaus Doses, 103
AatiKoau* CarrVtaa, 103
Aatirue, 103
AntiTfbeaas [an LAeaas]
Aahl^toa [wa Lithonihiyptics]

Aatiioonths*, 105
AstilSflo [ore Melee]
A'atuaoar. 105
AntiiaoaT, axdieal aaa mt, 107
AaliaaaMaaa, 109
Aatiaoam, 103
AaUaoam, eaaataUalieaa, 100
AattaraaU, ia Svtia, 109
Aaliathata. ia PWiaia, 109
AaUaahaa/109
Aallacaaa I, II, nU IV, V,

VL.VII..VII1., IX..X,XL,
Kiajmof SrrU. 109—119

AatMckut af 1'iaanlu [aja

tOL. O.
AaMaaHy faat

Aallaam, 1 13
*

AaMpatar, Uw
'

Aailaatar,

113
AaUaatar, L,Ca4iaa[awCaaiai]
Aaliaalkjr, 114
AatUPasa [aM Faaa]
Aaitratagiiin Twitaiaat, 114
A'rt^aaa. Il»
Aatiaaliary. lit
Aiihanj, lit
At(m4m. lit
Aatajaaftaa. asataty af, I1T

119

lit

118
Aaitorn, 118

118
ISO

194
Aatfttbaaaa, IS7

Aattabaaaa [aw 8toaakt]
Aatitacaa [an Hantka]
AaH-Taorua [aia Taanal
AafHaaaa, 138
AaaWTViaitaiiaaa [ata Aran,

Booaiaaa, Uattanana]
A'ati«a, 138
Aattairi, 129
Atalia Paaoaaika. 199
Aahad, 199
Aataiaa da Boartoa, 139
Aatoiaatta, Maria [an Maria]
Aataaia Maiar, 189
AaUMa Miaor, 139
Anlooin, St, 139
Aatoaiaa Cohaaa. 130
Aataafaat Plua, 139
Aataalaaa, Iba Ibanafr af, 131
Aataaiaaa, wall at, 133
Aataaiaaa Ubnalk, 133
Aataaia Mare [an Saiawodi]
Aataaia, 133
Aataaia, Niealaa at NieaUa, 133
Aataaia, St, 133
Aataaioa, Ultra, 133
Aatoanu, Cum, 133
Aataaiof, Mareoa, Iha Trrnamr,

Aatoaiaa Mow fata Man]
AfltrnBa county

t 136
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Aatrim, leva, 138
Antwerp, dtj, 138
Aatwarp, pro.iocs, 139
Aaibit, 149
AnrJU, V, 149
Aaairi, 141

Aavntat, 141
Aaior [an Tmaefaal
A'aytu. [an Steaan]
Aana, 141

Aantaa, 141

A<Wta, 143
Aaata, ixxhj. 142
Aaata, atj, 144
A'paaaaa, 144
A'aabla, 144
Am, 144
Apattaa, 150
ApallKoa, 151

Apaaaian, 151
Apaarad*, 155
Apftaa [ara Carr]
AptraaU [an Cathartic*]

Aprtalou. PlaaU, 154
ApMlioa. 154
Aakn, 154
A'pharwa, 157
Apatodita, 157
Aphlaaaha. 157
A'piaa, at Apcua, Patar, 157
A'piary, 157
Aakiaa, 158
A'piaa, 159
Apia [an Bat]
Apia. Kratiaa mVtj. 159

wfanOaiOaraat]
AHraljrpa*. It*
ApanJyatit Kai.aU, 16J
ApfarrpU 143
Apac/ana, 143
AWn. 144
AWat.144
Apalda. 144
AaaUtaAfta. C Salpfeiaa, 144
Apatialrk.af Ataaaadria, 144
ApaUa, 144
Apalta ataadan. 145

rananriaa, 145
aiatm , 145

patatar. 145
Aaallaaitaa. 145
ApalMalat Ofwmm, ltd

A iwli^ittjv

148

144
147
af

af Ail
16*

ApsU&aaa, Iba aa^Mt, 148
ApaU4«iaa af T/aaa, 149
Apak|(*tMa, 149
Apalagia* af taa Fataan. 169
Apotaftaa, 170
Apalanr, 170
Apopaib^n, 170
Apopajllitr, 170
ApapW«jr, 171
A|4payg«t 174
A Poanriari [an A Pfiarij

Apaatlrt, 174
Apaattaa, Acta of tin. 174
Apostolic Fataan, 174
Apostabci. 174
Apatftapaa, 175
ApotaetitM [an
Apotlntariaa, as

ApitanoV/
7

A'ppalacbr. 178
AppaUchicdla, 180
AppMiiaa Snlpiu«a,161
Appanat, ia utii aany. 191
Apparaat Masaarada. 181
Appanat notwa, 1st
Appantioa, 161
Appeal, 184
Appaal, aM crnriaal lev. 166
Apptttaam [an Unuc.]
AppaanU, raana, 197
Appaaaall, ion. 187

175

A'ppiua Oaaam [an 1

Appla, ia bataa; [an Pyea.]
Appb,189
Appla, Lata fan Lara Aaai.1
Appta. Piaa fna Pn
AppWby, l»f
APPeWat*'a. 193
Aiprimanat. Irt
Apptancfi, 193
Apptaatiet, 193
Ap|«aaclwa. 195
Apptavaff, 195

Anjaainaitfcn. 196
Apncot, l»7
A'prin, 199
April, 199
April Cm niaaa, 19
APrianaadAI
ApaidW. 199
Apt 199
A'ptnal, 199
Apul*«a» Ladaa, 199
Apiba, 199
Ap*ia Bmr [an Oman]
Apuaw, an
Apaa.390
A^aanttat [an S*rx Am]

Aqaatn Aaaaata. 991
Aaaatic PUate. SH

A^aa TaOaa. 994
AtftMinicfc. AM
AVuWa. 395
A^uUa,i
AauU, naa. «90
Aajuda, cmhiI n

.

Aaa.laffia. 394

»9"'»»»,
A^ula^"

An.309
Arafn. 1

Araan, 998
Ataana Qatf [an Bad taal
A»WaaNnkJa[aM-
Aj4W,9J9
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Armbte Lud, ttO
A/a»'. G»if. 229
Ararat i.'9

AW ha, 231
A.Wtuiuta, 231
A/ark. or Amt, 233
Ai*U iaa»d [see Bahrain]

A»«nHif £•« Hydrometer]
AnasVyta. 233
Atnyuyas, 213
A'.^oa, 234
Aral. «u ot 237
Arabic.*. 238
Aram. 238

or Aramaic Lan-
239

imdi, Count of, 240
Ar4n»« [am Spader]

Ariajuaa, 240
A'raral. 241
Ararat, Mount. 241
Ararat, o* Pilot Mountain [an

North Carolina]

Area, of Brma. 242
author of astronomical

243
Arittasof Sscyoa, 243
Arsjaranaana, 245
Araoctria, 249
Aravolli. 249
Art*. »•
Arbela, 250
A'rtstrr, 250
Axburatwo, 29

1

ArbtMt, or Arbalest, 264
ArtMraat, Louis Fradaric An-

tatne, 254
Artssie. 2J4
Arbroath [aaa Aberbrothwick]
A'rbulbnot. Jaha, 254
A'rbutua, 255
Arc, £>6
Are, Joaa of, 256
Arradw, 2S8
Arradia, 259
Arcadians, 259
Arrad.ua, 2*0
Anwaliue, 260
Arc*, 261
Arch, ia building, 262
An*, triumphal. 283
Asrhancvl, province, 265
Arrhaa^rl, town. 267
ArcheHalogr, 268
Archbishop, 268
AirtatUaveua, 270
ArctWaoa, 270
ArrheOeus, ana of Perdieeas, 270
Arcttrlaoa, General, 271
Arrtkrlaua, Km of the above. 271
ArrBwUua, eon of lbs last, 271
Arcbxlaua, King of Cappadoeia,

271
Arrhwbtna, tha Milesian, 271
Arcfcaiaiaa, Biafaop of Canbat, in
M*—iputHBia, 271

ArHwtaua, mo of Herod, 271
ArchmhuUs, Johaaa VVdhelm
w, 272

Asrsarr. 272
Arrhvfy. 272
Arches, Court of. 274
AVhiaa, A Liruuue, 274
Arrhiater. 275
AteHUasm I, II, III, IV.,

ICmC» of Sparta, 275, 276
ArrhigwaMa, 276
Arfcii. or Orchil, 276
Areailacaoa. 276
Artsnnaajwtnte, 276
ArctuaaMn, 277
Arrb>tai>«o. 279
Airaa|«laajo, Aleutian [seeAlau-
uea letsndtl

Arr*<nj»Utn> Cbagos, 2 9
ATBnpeiago, DaaKvnroa, 279
Arrsn.wlaaa, Grecian, 279

Caribbean [tea

vol. n

A«»*erwJa»,
AalsltaT)

281

Archipelago, Ureal Cyclades, 281
Arrhijieiago, Lsccatlive, 281
Archipelago, Luuiaiade. 281
Archipelago, Haldire, 282
Archipelago, Queen Adelaide

282
Archipelago, Hecherche de 1', 282
Archipelago, Solomon's, 282
Archipelago, Sooloo, 282
Architecture, 282
A'rchitrave, 284
Archive, or Archives, 285
Archivolt, or Archivault, 28
Arch-Lute, 285
Archou, 285
Archytas, 287
Arcis-sur-Aube, 287
Arckenhols, John, 287
A'rcole, 287
Arjoo, Jean Claude d', 288
Arcot, district, 288
Arcol, city, 289
Arctic Circle, 289
Arctic Fox, 290
A'rclomyi [ace Marmot]
Arctostaphylos, 290
Areturui, 290
Arcy, grotto of, 290
Ard, Loch [see Forth]
Ardagh,
A'rdea, 291
A'rdebil, 291
Ardeche, department, 291
Ardeche, river, 291
Ardee, 292
Arden. 292
Ardennes, 292
Ardennes, department, 293
A'rdeshir [iee Sastanida]
Ardfert, 293
Ardglasa, 294
Ardnarnurehan [see Argyleshire]
Ardoch,294
Ardrossau, 296
Ardslraw, 294
Are, French measure, 296
A'rea, 296
Arece, 297
Arembarg, 298
Areniriua (see Archimedes]
Areng, 299
Arensburg, 299
Areopagus, 299
Aredpsgns, council of the, 299
Arequfpa, department, 301
Arrqui|«, city, 301
Ares, 301
Arefaus, 302
Areth6sa, 302
Aretfno, Pietro, 303
Aretinui face Quido]
Aresso, 304
A'rgali, 304
Arjrand Lamp, 304
Argefi, 305
Argemdnc, 306
Argens, Mirquis d', 306
Argensula, Bsrtolome Leonardo
de,307

Argenwla, Lupercio Leonardo
de, 307

A'rgenUn, 307
A'rgrnteuil, 308
Argenteua Codex, 308
Argentiera, 308
Argentiere, L', 308
Aijgentine Republic [are La

Argentoa tor Crease [see Indre]
Argil [tee Alumina]
Argo, 303
Argol, 309
A'ocolU, 309
Argonauta [are Nautilus]

Argonauts, 309

AnrooDe, 31

1

Argos, city, 31

1

Argos, towu uf AmphUoehia, 311
A'rgo-ie. 311
Argostoli [see Cephalonia]
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Ar*uin, or Arguim, 311
A giiment, in astronomical ta-

ble., 312
Argylr, 312
Arrets, Oiikea and Marquis of
[mm Campbell]

A'reyro Ciistru, 315
A'ria. 315
A'na, in music [see Air]
Ariiua, 316
Arianu, 316
A'rians, 317
Ariar4ihea [ate Cappadoeia
A'rias Monlanus, Benedictus,
317

Arfca, 318
A'ries, cooatellation, 318
Ariea, 318
Arietta, 318
Arillus, 318
Arimanes, 318
Anns, or Ahnnes, 319
Ariobarssnes [see Cappadoeia I

Arion, 319
Arioso, 319
Ariosto, Lodorfco, 319
Ariah, or Kl Arish, 321
ArutWoetus, 321
Arlatsaa [soe Ssptuagint]
Aristarchus, astronomer, 321
Aristarchus, critic, 322
Ariatides, 323
Aristides, painter, 325
Ariatides Alius, 325
Aristides Quintdianus, 325
Ariatippus, 325
Arisiobulus [see Asmonarani]
Aristocracy, 327
Ariatogiton, 327
Ariktulochia), 328
Ariatolochia, medical uses of, 328
Aristfimenes, 329

|

Aristophanes, 330
Ariitiphanes, of Byiantium, 332
Aristotle, 332
Arist6xenus, 336
Arithmetic, 336
Arithmetic, Political [see Statis-

tics, Interest, Annuities, Popu-
lation, Mortality, ftc]

Arithmetic of Sines [see Trigo-
nometry]

Arithmetic, Specious [see Vieta]
Arithmetical Complement, 339
Arithmetical Mean, 339
Arithmetical Progression, 339
Arithmetical Proportion, 340
A'lius, 340
Ark, 341
Arkansas Rim, 341
Arkansas Territory, 342
Arkreko, 342
Arklosr, 342
A.kwnght, Sir Richard, 344
Arlrs, 346
Arlon, 348
Armada, 348
Armada, Spanish, 348
Armadillo, 350
Armagh, county, 355
Armagh, city, 356
Armagh Observatory [see Ob-

servatory]

Armagnic, 357
Armagnac, Counts of, 358
Armatoli, 358
Armenia, 359
Armeniaca [see Apricot and

Prunua]
Armentiervs, 364

'rmiger [are Esquire]

Arrnilla, 364
ArmilUry Sphere, 365
Armiiiians, 365
Anntnius, 365
Armioius [tee Hermann]
Annie)' [ass Leeds]
Armdnca, 367
Armour, 368
Arms, 371
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Arms, Coata of [-*e Heraldry]
Armaiioug, John, 376
Array, ih« Ku^luh, 376
Arua»ui> [mtc Aitvma
»•>• da Brescia, <79
Arnauld, Antuiiir, 379
Arndi, John, 380
Arnr, Thomas Augustine, 361
Arnhrim, 381
Arm [are Buffalo]

Aran, 3is\

Amobius, 382
Arnold, Benedict, 383
Arnold, Samuel. 384
Araotto, 384
Arntbcrg, larger circle, 385
ArnsUrg, |rlser cm . , 3B5
Arruberg, town, 385
Arnstailt, 385
Ariuarslde, circle, 385
Aruawalue, tovm, 3t>5

Aruldra, 385
Arolaen, 386
Arums, 386
Aromaliri, Joseph ot, 386
Ammatica, 386
Ariina, 387
ArP'lc'gio. 388
Arplno, 388
A'rquebus [see Arras]
Arques, 388
Arracicia, 389
Arrac [lee Arack]
Arragon [see Aragon]
Arrigonite, 389
Arraignment, 390
Arrau, 390
Arran, Itlea of, 391
Arras, 392
Arreoy, 392
AiTest, 393
Arrhidaua, 394
Arriinm FUvius, 394
Amege, .iv»r, 396
Aniige, ileositmcnt, J96
Arris, 396
Arris Fillet, 397
Arroba, 397
Arroe, 397
Arroo, 397
Arrow-headed Chtvacters, 397
Arrow-root, 399

Msraota]

dat fas* PsTthia]

A'rs^s, .

Arsaridn
Arsrn.i

Ar»enic, 400
Arsenic, detection of, 402
Arsenic, medical uses of, 403
Ar.enical Minerals, 404
\rsenius, 405
^rulcue, daughter uf Ptolemy I,
King of Bjnrpt, 405

Artinue, duughter of Lyaima-
chus, King of Thrace, 405

Arainoe, daughter of Ptolemy
III., Euergetes, 406

Aminos, cities, 406
Arsis, 406
Ai-.ii and Thesis, 406
\raon, 406
Art and Psrt, l()7

Arts, Gulf of, 407
Arts, town, 408
Artabauiia, 408
Artaxrntes, 403
Artaxenss, Longlmsnoa, 408
Artaxerxea, Mneinou. 409
Artaxrrxes, Ochua, 409
Artedi, Peter, 409
Artemidorua, of Kpbetus, 410
ArtcmMlorus, of Ljdia, 4 10

A'rtemis, 410
Artemi.ia, Queen of Halicer-

a, 411

Artemisia, Queen of Caria, ill
Artemisia, in botany, 411
Artesian Wells, 412
Arteveld, Jacob, 414
Arteveld, Philip Van, 414
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Arintllia (oat Qvat|
Arthur, 41 &

Arthur, Duka of Brrtagao [*aa

J..hn]

Arthur'. Soot [too Edinburgh]
Artichoke [art Cynmra]
ArticU-. 416
Amclrt of Forth [too Coofcnv

Nona]
AiticW* of Wot [no hfuaury

Act]
AnioJita, 417
AittcuUiioa. ia anatomy, 417
AttmUiion [*r* Votcol
Art.lUrjr, 418
Artocorpro), 420
Artocarpua, 420
A<ti>w, 421
Aflotyrif** [on Hctotiet)

Ant, drgrcoo in, 422
Ant, fine, 423
Arum [at* Arotdr*]
Aruo.lcl, 424
Aruodrl Marblot, 425
Arumlo, 427
Am<prx^wo B oroipoi]

Am, 428
AnrlcoU [oto Camnafmall
A'r».m«, 428
At, 428
Aim, 431
A-aph, St., 434
A>Liua, 435
A.bntut, 405
Aacalabotot [too Cocke]
A'acaloo, 435
Atciridaa [too IntootioaJ

Aacaadaol [too Astrology]
Amtwioo, right and uMioao,

owl otconoioaol diffaroaco, 434
Aacm-ioo. Doy, 434
Aanrnaioa I aland, 434
A*c*ikm, 437
AarhanVrnhurg , 437
Aacham. Rogor, 434
Aartdia, 439
Aarldpiada [oto jEoctuopioo]
AtcWpiauaat, 439
A>d4i>iooVo, 444
A'acwii, 441
Aocou dl hoiriiao, 442

INDEX.
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Aacoarut Q. Prtliinut, 442
A'-liul-al [•** HatdruboJ]

Atrrrghur, 442
Awlli, 442
A«h fare Frexiau*]

Ath, Mountain [o>o Pjrrut]

Athaiitcoe, 413
Aahbomr, 448
Athburtuo, 448
Athhurtun, Lord [too Dunning

J

Athbyde-la-Zoueh, 448
Aabdod, 449
Aehdown FortoL 450
A.hct, 450
A-hford, 451
Athler. 451
Athlrr, 45!
A»hlering. 452
Athmulo, Elmo, 452
A'thoTor, 453
A-htoa-io-Mockorfiold, 453
A«hlgn uodet-Lia*. 454
Ath Wedoaaday, 454
Ana, 455
Atit, botany of, 477
Atia, aoulogy of, 440
Auo Minor [mo Anatolia)

Auatic SoootMO, 444
A.krm, Aim, 445
Aalu-ytoo, 486
A.kr^g lata Yorkakbo]
Aakur, 485
Awnnn—no, 445
Atp, 447
A.piragi [oto Atpkidilf]
AtrAragva, 444
A.pt.ia, 488
Atpoct, in aat i ouomo, 444
Aapen [too Populo* J

A.ptr, 489
At|«rgiUum, 489
Atprm, Grraf, 449
Atphohltoo Laeua [too Dead

Atphalrom, 489
AtphodrWos 489
Atchodoloo, 494
Amahy-nn, 490
A'apa-ata.491

Atpoo,492
Aaprrdo, 492
AtpropoUsM [ooo Achottoo]

fOL IL
Ato, 492
AttoToHido, ia bcUojr [too Fe-

rula]

AtfCotidt, 493
A uIud, 49.1

A«tt»tino. 493
A**ult ond Battery, 494
Aoto>io|b 495
Aaermaui, J<~«t4i Simoniuo, 497
Aotrmani, Suphanu* Krediue,

498
Aaaemaai, Simooc, 499
Anorobhr Ocncrol of Scotland

[wo General Alterably]

Aaeembly, Nu tonal [oto No-
tional Atertnbl)

]

Ataambly of Ui'iort [too Woot-
romater AttcroMjr]

Atar.it, royal, 494
Aotor, 499
Aottttmont ofTama [tooTawt]
Awrttacnt of Dam paw, 500
Aaaata, 500
Ataldaam, 502
Antral* Treaty, 503
A'«ijrn*l, 503
Attiirno*, of • bankrupt [tat

Bankrupt]
Aaournoe, of ao inaolrcatdtbWl

caUto [ooo Inaolreat Debtor]
Aoaignoe, of biU of ledin* [too

BiU of Lading]
Amigaee, of • loaao, 505
Aaeignoaent, 506
Atuuibau River [too Rod Rrrer]
Attinibomo, 506
Attmt, 504
Atrial, 504
Aaate, 507
Aeaociaiioa, in raotaohytara, 504
AwKtatwa, African [eat African

Atoociatioa]

A'maner, 509
Aorauaa [mo Sjroaa]

Attumpoii, 510
AawmMioo, or Aaronrian, ertj,

510
Atauraaea, 51

1

At^o, 611
A»Vna,5U
A'tacotitos, 613
A'ttacuo, 513

OL n.
AtUrto, PhoMiciau imtH, 114
Aotarto, ia toawgj, 614
Attburr, 514
Attrr, 514
AtUna*. 514
At'trnra, 51 i

Aatoruidt [too Juno, Com, Pal-

lat]

Atthnta [too Brootoltja]
Aati, protincr, 515
Atti, towo, 515
Attlr. Tbomat, 516
Atlotphut. 516
A>ton (>ot Biratrafhaai]
Aitorita, 516
AtUabad, 516
Aatraw, AI7
AMrtR.I, S17
AtlrtVaiut, 517
Attrakhan, 617
Aatrakkaa, ei'», 620
Attnngvota, 622
Aatrorirjrum, 524
A'alroUbo. 524
AttiC.lojrjr. 526
Attiuoomjr, 529
Attruc, Joan, 594
Atlur, 538
Aatahaa, 538
Attjr'«(rit [too Modia)
A*y, or Aiy ] too OraaMa]
Atjlua, 540
A'tjrmptow, 541
A>tud, 541
Aitbokt, 642
Atacaau, 543
Atahnallpa, or Atabakpa, 64S
Ata-Mttik, 544
Ataulpbua, 544
A'ibara [too Ttcana and Kaa]
Atrhaftlata, 544
Atrhoaa, or Acharm, 645
Alchecn, town, 546
Aldr..jrff. AtcWk.tr Alcaat,Mt
A*t*krt,546
Atollaia* Fkbula, 649
A Trrapo, 549
AtOh.549
Ath, or Aath, 644

AiaaMab, 550
Alhtatyildo, 550
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Athiaaric, pago 1

Athaaaa. I

Atnanaaiaa Crood, 1

AthaniMaa, St., I

Athaaaaiuo, tha rhotorieiaa, 6
Athanra [on MaUnahtm]
A'llwring, or Aih^laa, 6
AtMary, ItU of, 6
AtholoUn, 4
Athrnii* [to* RudoViol
Athma>'u«, pliyucian, 7
Aitwba/ut, rrfiic, 7
Aihaoaxia, author of work *a
rncimi <•( war, 7

Aih^ijcona. 6
A'h»..r. »r Athona, 9
Aibcooa. phih>»phar, 9
AlHnM, p.latrr, 9
Athoaioa. Bt«t, 9
At>«a>y. 9
Aitkroa, or Athonts, 19
A U.. U.wa of Ororgia, Uarktd

(MakM. 19
Athwa*. to*a of Okie, Uarttd

AlkaM. Nrtr. 19
AtMontaa. ,4 AinonUao, 19
Athtviaa. t«
Athiaa, 99
A'hkwo. 20
A'hUa*. Karl of [to* Oamaatll
Ath.4. 21

'

Ataat, 22

AthT , 23
Aikjrua, Sir Rohart, 9J
Atlanta, ia tttltgy, 14
Atuwtot, 24
Atlantic Oeoaa, 25
Atlaa, 12
Attaa, ia anatorajr, 35
Ailat, m*|«, 35
Ainwapharr, 35
AittMphan* Aw, 39
AtiJI, or Ato-lua, 44
Atom, or Aloraa, 34
Atomic TVtKjr, 34
At<««aMMM. 44
AtuA, ur A'oaoi. 45
A*u<''Oi, or Ataacu, 46
At.alu* (m« Kuril* Itlaada]
Air*«*o> [•a* CWatOtrt]
Atiato. 45

Atri Hatna Piciao, 44
Ainb, or Anr>h, 46
Ainalua, or Auikaaahoi, 44
Atnum, 46
ANraoa.47
Atrapa Balladoaaa, Btodkal

ot. 48
Atrwphr, 49
AlrApia. 54
AiOuoak, or AcUaak, 94
AtUrra, 50
AttMhaantt, fart.cn, 54
Attach— at, arattot, 50

51

Ktafft of

,55
54

67

Altaiador, 52
Attaint, 53
ArtaUa, 54
Attaint I, II, III

rVtfaatua, 54, 55
Altaiut. Rami
Attar, or Otto of
Attrrburjr, Fruo*,64
At rrHiaV, 67
A'ltrttt, too,

Attx, 58
Ait t. iiprwr room, 69
A' tica. 59
Ante D iki, 62
AMirua, T. P.aapdoiuo, 41
Ati.c* Horodot [too U
A'ltJa. 63
A'tU-hwrwh, 04
A'lwk, 65
Atturavy. 65
Ailaotarj^roaarai, 67
Attraction, m ahvatra, 47
Amnio*) [aat Fncttaa, llaat)

Altwao.1. Ooorgo, 70
Atyo.
A"l;lu* 71

An, or A at, 71

Aubar**, 71

Aubata*. 72

Auha. rltor, 71
Aah*. tVratrtmtwl, 71
Anam* », 71
AubHaa,Tkmtmt agriffatr.73

AuWn, 8C, 74
Aubrey, Juha. 74
Aabura, I'adad f

Auaoooao.76
Aubtwaun, Farm d*, 76
Aueh, 77
Aurbdaw [too Lama]
AuditmnU. 77
Auchimnxbty, 77
Auckiaad. B< Aadrrv. 77
Aucklaa.1, Buhan s 77
Auctwa, 76
Auction*!, 79
A6.uba, 79
Aud*. rraor, 79
Aadr, dtuapatoat, 40
AaaVhort. J*aa bWpOtrta. 4»
Audiaat [tat Uatrura]
Aaditur. il
Aurfraa, Uaaard, 61
AutrttaaV, H2

Am*, Alhaaaar, 94
Aua>r*ao, Ftatt* Framatm

C-harUa, U
Aa«ua,03
Aaci'r. V
Aucaaratatata, at taaaar, 4a>

A'arwajrf . 96
Anaf»burg, roadbatiaa at, tf
AactUtra? Oaartta [ooo AVI

atrta* aatlmaatj

Aucal. m
Aagut.a.
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Aiigw»«.w9
Aimeia. Mafaj*, U. 8^ 90
A<^Mts in Orudis, U. S., 90
Augusta llxioria, 90

Ataxia, 90

A*ff»>«io. St, CHOW Of Um
Older of, *t

A^ptftiac, St, 93
jlu.-S-tio*. St, t> East Florida,

t'. «- 93
A»«-6 loro, 93
As*4-*ui»s 04
AifWis 94
A»gastua, Kuan, 94

i, n.iii,<

IAcust Domltiue,

. I, IilU,ofSasoay,
94, to

Auk, 98
AuIk Ou&cil, 101

Aunim. 101

AMuatiacwes, 101

Aurw, I)'. r*M Armsgnsc and
Prrenawe Hawtsa]

Aon, IW
Au>«lia, 109}

Aareliaaaa,

IW
Auitliua. Haras, 103
Aur+hoa Victor, 105

Auric*, 197
AuitcnU, 107
Auricula, aootagy, 199

Aarige, 10*

A^ClS?^1

Aoaira BorcAlie, 110
Asrvagafcad, psorince. 113
Aoruafabed, city, 11$
Auruagseba, 113
Auscultation, 114

VOL. U1.
Amanitas, Hi
Au«Aniu«, Decimus Magma,

116
A&tpicea, 116
Austell, or Austle, St, 116
A.-terlta, W

TaM AoguetineJ
i Twa Australia]

Ii7 *

Austin, St.][we Augustine]
AuttrxlUia

Australia,

Australia, botany of, 123
Australia, geology of, 1*25

Australia, toology of, 120
Austria, empire ef, 129
Austria, Archduchy of fa

Kot, prOTiaoM of the]

Authentic, in ramie, 151
Authentic*, 153
Auto-de-Ft, 152
Autograph, I S3
Autdlycus, 153
Automaton, 154
Autooomea, 154
Autuo, 154
Auvergne, geology of, 157
Auxerrr, 159

Auxiliary Verbs, 1S9
Autonnr, 161
Auiout, Adrian, 161

Are [see Birman Empire
]

Aval Teee B»h rein Islands]

Avalanches, 161
Avallon, 161
Avaatorine, 162
Avatars, 163
Avsbury, Abury, Abiry, 163
Areiro, 165
Avella, 165
Avcllfno, 165

AVe Marls, 166

VOL. lit.

Arempace, or Aven Pace, 166
Avso [see Avon]

tveoa, 166
renbrugger, Leopold, 166

Anns [sea GcumJ
Aventine Hill [ate Borne]
Arentfaus, 167
Aventoar, or Avensohar, 167
Average, 167
Averao, 167
Averrhoa, 169
Avdrroea, or Averrhoes, 166
Averse, 166
Area, 169
Atesoes, or Avesne, 169
Aveyron, or Aveiron. river, 169
Aveyron, department, 169
Avicenna, 171
Avfcula, 173
Arianus, or Aviaons, 172
Avitnui, Ornnidjux, 172
Avignon, 172
A'rils, district. 174
A'vile, town, 174
A'visoo, Charles, 174
Avians, 175
Avocado Peat [ass Penes]
Avocat, 175
Avoirdupuia, or Afsrdupoir, 176
Avon, 176
A'voeet, 177
Avoyer, 178
ATranches, 178
Award [are Arbitration]

Awatska Bay, 179
Awe, Loch. 160
Awn, or Arista, 181
Ax, or Asa, 181
Axbridgs, 161

219
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Axi la, 183
A'xiniu, 184
A'xioin, 184
Axis, A»e, 185
A«i«, in tuology, 168
A'xiua, in sooTugy, 166
Alius, river, 166
Axmiaater, 166
Axokxt, 169
Axum, 166
Ayaciche, 166
Ayamoate, 190
Ayren Akbery, 190
Ay leant iry, 190
AyU-sf rJ, 191
Ayliham, or Aylethsm, 193
Ayr, 193
Ayrshire, 194
Ayuntamirnto, Justiria, Con-

eejo, C'abiMo, Rrgimiento, 198
Axalee, 199
Axani, 301
Astra, Don Felix de, 301
Axira, IKtaJmdNiculaide, 301
Asarsle [see Cralatgus]
A'xvrbijan, or Axeruaijao, 301
A'timuth, 303
Asincour [ere Agincourt]
Axtuephura, 204
Axuf, era of, 204
Axof, or Axov, 205
A tores, 205
Alwre, or Axotie Gas, 906
Axotus [ass AaMedl
Axtrcs, 308
Ax6ni.313
A'lurita, 313

%• In the few instances in which the accentuation given in the above Index varies from that given in the body of the

work, that in the Index has been adopted after deliberate consideration.
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B
B, which the second pUea in the Hebrew alphabet,

mod those derived from it, U the medial letter of the order of

tibial*. It readily interchange* with the letter* of the tame
organ. I. With e. aa habtrt Latin, avert Italian, to have;
hatrbam Latin, onra ItaL I had. In Spain, and the part*

of France bordering upon Spain, the letter 6 will often be
round in word* which in the kindred language* prefer the v.

This peculiarity has been marked in the following epigram
by Sealiger

—

Haas'
Col alkU nl tUwi rlvm v

The modern Greek* pronounce the 6, or second letter of
their alphabet, like a e. thus finnXttf ban'Uut, is pro*
nounred by them vatilt/i. When they write foreign words,
or words of foreign origin, it is not unusual for them to

express our sound of 6 by nw imp). It appear* probable
that the anoent Greek* pronounced the 6 more like the
Spaniards and modern Greeks than we do; for they
wrote the Roman names Varro, I'irriliut, thus—fctfrW
(Barron), mpy&ut (Birgflius). The Macedonian Greek*
wrote «HXiirroc thus— BdUmroc (Bilippus).

3. The interchange ofm and b takes place very frequently,
especially when they are followed by the liquids / or r.

Thus maJakoi and blakt are two Greek nominatives, sig-

nifying toft. Melit, in the same language, means honey,
and bltito signifies ' I remove the honey from the comb.' So
bra-tot, the Greek for mortal, and mor-i, the Latin for

to die, contain a common root. An interchange of a similar
nature marks the difference between the Greek molubot or
molubdot, lead, and the Latin plumbum. If an m in the
middle of a word be followed by either of these liquids, the
in is retained, but is strengthened by the addition of a b,

just as s d inserts itself between n and r. Instances are to
be found in nearly all languages: mu-emer-ta, mid-day,
was reduced by the Greek ear to metembria ; the Latin
cumulare, to heap, has been changed to the French
combUr; the Latin numerut, number, to the French
ntmbre, Slc. The Spanish language aAord* example* of
a still greater change. Thus, if a Latin word contain
the letter* seta, after an accented syllable, we And in the
corresponding Spanish term the syllable brtorbra: homing
Latin, hombrt Spanish, man ; femina Latin, Membra
Spanish, female; famina (middle-age- Latin), hambrt
Spanish, hunger. [See Alhami**.] This corruption
arises from a previous interchange of the n into an r,

as in diaamo* Greek, deacon, diacrt in French. The
Spaniards have carried this corruption even further, by
changing the Latin suffix tmebiu Undo nont.) into lumbrt
or dumbrt ; contwtlmfm* Latin, eottumbrt Spanish, sou-
turn* French, custom; mmltttndin* Latin, muehedumbrt
Spanish, multitude. 3. B interchanges with p. Of this
the pronunciation of the English language by the Welsh
and Germans presents sufficient examples. 4. With /.Germans present* tut
Thus the term A/e-guards appears to have meant originally.
fao-guards. body guards, from the German tetb, body.
The word was probably introduced by the Hanoverian
Dynasty. 5. Dm before a vowel in the old Latin language
became a 6 in the more common forms of that language.
Thus, in the old writings of Rome, we And dwrnut, good.
oW/hs. fair. dmrtlum, war. lie . in place of boni. beilnt.
be/turn. The Roman admiral Duiliut is sometime*
called Bilius; and in the same way we must explain
the forms bu lata) twice, and pigimti (dui-ginii) twenty
(twain if) compared with thir-ty, Ice.) 4. B% before a
vowel has token the form of • soft g or j in several French
word* derived from the Latin: cambtart (a genuine Latin
word), changer, French; rabitt. rage, French; Dibtun.
L*)i*; so rang* has for its parent some derivative of
rmbm, and cage is from ceoea. 7. In some dialect* of the
Gr**k language a 6 exists (apparently aa a kind of aspirate)
bef ore the initial r. where the other dialects omit it : a*
b-nlon, a rose. Ice Again bt and gl are interchanged in
divert, at the same language. Thus balanot Greek, and
tUtmt Latin, are perhaps related words ; a* well aa bUndmt
sun. signify .ng 'soft. mild, calm.' and fatness Greek,

winch has the same signification. For the forma of the
letter B. see Alphaiii.

In the Sanskrit alphabet the letter 1 1* classed in that

division of the consonant* called mutes, and in that awn-
division of the mutes called labials. The aubdinsson ***

labials contains four letters—p. ph ; b,bh ; and as. The
P and ph are called hard (sura) consonants ; the b and
bh are called soft (tenant) ; bh is the aspirated sonant
corresponding to ph the aspirated surd. (See Journal </
Education, No. xvi. p. 341. Ice)
B (in music), the seventh note of the diatonic scale,

answering to the si of the Italians and French. In Germany
it always signifies B-flat, B-natural there taking the
of H. B also stands for bat*.

BAAL (from the root bj73. h* govtrmd or

means literally lord, owner; hence also hutband.

with the definite article. ^3H. the Baal, means the desty

of the Phoenician* and Carthaginians, whose complete telle

seem* to occur in a Maltese inscription,** "fa ^jp JTipho.

Malkerelh Baal Ttor, L e. King of tht City, Lord of fere.
(See Philotoph. Trantaci. T. 54 pL. lin. I.) The nasse

Malkereth is a contraction of/Tip "fro. king of the esty.

Hence it appears likely that Baal and Moloch are names of
the same idoL The cruel worship of Baal, together snth
that of Astarto. waa frequently introduced among thai

Israelites, especially st Samaria. Aa the Greek*. Germans,
and other nations frequently form the names of men by cnatf-

pounding them with the name* of God (e. g. tToctoe*. Uoti-
hold, Furchtegntt. OtesAoc, BMmpc, T<*v*»**c. Ice.), so the
Phosniciana and Carthaginiana frequently formed names
by composition with Baal, as Ethbaal (Spa/IK). «rU* Bant,

the name of a king of the Sidooians (1 Kmgt in. 11 >,

whomJosephuscalls iSifaXof and BOwfimX*. from^£3 \P¥L
L e. with him Baal ; Jerubaal, ^yyy, L e. Bant arad

tmholdit. Hannibal i* written in Punic inscrrpttons Sy^y^
L e. grace of Baal; Hasdrnbel ^'jrrty. i. *- Acqs ©/

BaaL
In Hebrew also many names of cities occur, nssnposinded

with Baal; ** Baal-Gad. Baal-Hammon. Baal-Thaaaar. kr.
The statues erected to Baal were called Baalim, or rather

Balim. OVyy, The temples and altars of Baal were chanty

built on the tops of hills under trees, and also on the res*
of houses.

The worship of Baal gave employment to a namasnaa
priesthood, who burned incense, tarndeed children, jawed
round the altar, and if their prayers were not speaaW
heard, cut themselves with knives and lancets till the esssd
gushed out upon them. By this seU-chaststeeaeau. the
priests expected to excite the eompsaston of Baal, and thaw
to obtain the object of their prayers.
The general character of Astatic idolatry renders it khery

that Baal meant originally the true lord of the universe, sad
that bis worship degenerated into the worship of a powerfea
body in the material world. Sanchomathon states thai the
Phoenicians worshipped the sun as a*rer «» mi m+fm*.
'the only lord of Heaven,' called uuXmnnnr, Bet/mmwrn it *

fOt> ^pa. lord of heaven) ; and that tins Beeteaaxwa was

the Greek X**v. Znu. In the 8«ptua«inl. Baa
'HfesAec. Hercules, called in the PboMieian
Sa~1wt. Or-nU. I. e. light of alL 8ome mrth<4a*r»u have
aasertad that Baal was Saturn (compare Somas ml .Km i
729) ; others have cooeidered Baal to be the plant! Jwpassr.
A supreme idol might eeaily be compared with these at
other nations, hence arose this variety of itpwmsn.

The statement of Herodian (v. i; and CearteL vw>
Macnni. ») that the Phoenicians and 8)mas wershinawd
the sun. u confirmed by the occurrence of the naass of
Baal together with that of the sun on Carthagiaaui rasa*

and Palmrrene Options, aa X)Q*^ fSH ^
The mam of Baal occurs frequently with lyhhitx. as
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Baal-Frith, (JVQ ^JQ.)

•*. «. lord of confederacy, or God

oftraaOM, like the Greek Zric Spaoc, and Latin, Deut Fidius.

Baetoebub, C3UI bjQ. •'• •• lord 0/yft'««,) corresponds to

the Greek X«'<c irifi-Mf, paiaypoc, Zeus the fly-chaser

(Paasan. T. 14) : compare Hercules svtaypoc.

Baal Peor fftpB tyl) is the Priapus worshipped by the

Moabitas on Mount Peor, from TJfB. dutendit.

To worship Baal signifies frequently, in the phraseology
•f the Jewish writers of tho middle ages, to practise the

rites of the Christian religion. Rabbi Joseph Ben Josua
Ben Meir tells us, in his Chronicle*, that Clovi* forsook his
God and worshipped Baal, and that a high place was built

at Paris for Baal Dionysius, 1. e. the Cathedral of SL Denis.
Rabbi Joseph informs us also that the Friar Vincent, of
the sect of Baal Dominie, 1. e. the Dominican Friar, was a
8aua onto the Jews in Spain about a.d. 1430.

For further information on Baal we refer to the commen-
tators on Judges, Kings, Chronicles, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Hosea; J. E. Eisner, De Ritu Baalem exorandi. Ling.
I '13 ; Fromman. De Cultu Deorum ex Onomothetia illiutri,

Akorf. 1745, 4to. et seq. ; Miinter, Religion der Carthager,
Copenhagen. 1821, 8ro. ; Serr. ad Mn. i. 729; Lingua
Punic* Deo* Bal dicttur. Iaidor. Origin. viiL 1 1 ; Creutzer's

SfmboUi, a. 26«, &c ; Kusebii Praparatio evangelica, i.

10; rYajrnnta Sanchoniathon, ed. Orelli, p. 14; Gesenius
in his dictionaries, and in the Halliiche Emiyclopadie

;

Winer's Btbluchet Rial fVdrterbuch ; Classical Journal,
ri. p. 2*3.

BAALBEC. or BALBBC, called by tho Greeks Helio-

f*s. or the City of the Sun. is in Ceele-Syria, in 34° 9*

N.iaL, and 3tF Stf B. long., according to a map of the Holy
Land and Syria, published in Pococke's Travel* in 1 745. Its

Mtaabeo, however, ought to be somewhere about 34° 1' 30"
N. Ul, and 36' 1 1' E. long., according to Major Rennell.
(See his Trtttii** on the Comparative Geography of Wettern
Ama. vol. i. p. 7s.) Major Rennell makes the distance from
Trtpoii S8| geographical miles, and from Palmyra 109 geo-
grajriueal mile*.

Baalbse signifies, in the Syrian language, the City of
Baal, or the Snn ; the Greeks, in changing it into Helio-
polis, a* in many other cases, translated the Oriental name,
whack the Romans appear to have retained, until it was
again changed into it* original Syriac name, Balbec.
The aty ts pleasantly situated on a rising ground, near

(he north-east extremity of the plain of Bocat*, and im-
mediately under the mountain-ran ire called Anti-Libanui.
That plain extends from Balbec almost to the sea, in the

direction of N.B. by N.to S.W. by 8. : the width appears
u he in few place* mora than four, and not in any less than
timer laaguea.

The rrrera which water the plain are the Litane and
the Bantooni ; the farmer takes its rise in Anti-Libanus,
t halo to the north of Balbec ; the latter rises in a valley at

the foot of Mount Libanus, near a village called Zakely
(Wood and Dawkins) or Zahala (Bruce), about eight hours'

ponsey *outh-wtat of Balbec This river joins the Litane
in the plain, about an hour's journey from a village called

Rsnllae. Pooocke and De la Roque mention also another
river called Aee, whirh they suppose to bi the antient

Oronlea. It rises is the same plain about eight hours'
jxarnev north of Balbec, near a village cm.led Ras. ( Pococke's
TrameU in Sfrta, vol. h. p.- 106.) The Litane also receives

• giant tocremae of water from a fine fountain close by the
ray walla, called Ras el Ain. the fountain* head. These
ursams are augmented by several constant rills from the
Batting »oows of Libanus, and form the river Casimeah,
*aich eaten the sea near Tyre. This abundance of water
mast at all tones have rendered Balbec a delightful resi-

dcare.

When the city was in a nourishing state, it is probable
thai the advantages arising from iU commerce with Tyre,
tu connection with Palmyra, and the traffic with India,
•say have been very great, and possibly the source of it*

•aslih. and the means of erecting those edifices, the ruin*
of wharh still exist. The ruins in front of the great temple,
"f which we shall speak hereafter, were most probably de-
"a*n*el Car Fora (markets or place* of business), end are
than tare provided with suitable shady porticos and exhedne,
m which] the merchants could conveniently transact their

• * ' *• »Mt wttNaa— Bant. IMUU. Bdu. Bqau, mi Bskah.
C«a »aaa >aa DwUm, Bern., Dt Is Xoq-, BmmII, **)

affair*. The history of the place itself is very obscure ; but
from two Roman inscriptions of the time of Antoninus Pius,
there can be no doubt that it was then a place of boom
importance, under the name of Heliopolis. These beta are
also confirmed by several coins of Roman emperors.
At what time and by whom the city was first founded is

wholly unknown ; even the epoch when the temples, which
from their style must be attributed to the Roman period,
were erected, ia matter of much uncertainty. ' The only
historical authority for the building the temples of Balbec, ia

that of John of Malala, from whom we learn that yflliua

Antoninus Pius built a great temple to Jupiter at Helio-
polis, near Libanus in Phoenicia, which was one of the
wonders of the world. (Joan. Malala*, Hilt. Chron. lib. xi.)

Julius Capitolinus, who wrote the life of this emperor, does
not mention the temple of Heliopolis.

' From the reverses on several coins of the Roman
emperors, we find, first, that Heliopolis waa constituted a
colony by Julius Caesar; and again, at a future period,
having received part of the veterans from the fifth and
eighth legions in the time of Augustus, was eventuslly
made Jurit Italia by Septimius Severus (Ulpianus, lib. 1.

de Centib.) ; and we accordingly find its temple, for the
first time, on the reverses of this emperor's coins.

' At the same time also that we meet with Heliopolis on
the coins of Julia Domna and Caracalla, vows in favour of
that emperor and empress are inscribed on the pedestals of
the columns of a great portico' (marked A on the plan),
forming a sort of Propyl** to the extensive inclosures which
we cornecture to have been used as Fora by the merchants.
Several coins which appear to belong to Heliopolis are
preserved in the British Museum.

' The representations of the temples at Heliopolis, im-
pressed on these coins, are not always exact with regard
to the form of the temple they mean to represent, as will

probably appear in the following instances :— On the
reverse of the medal of Septimius Severus, we find a
temple, in form like the great temple of Balbec, and
having, like it, ten columns in front with the legend COL.
HKL. I. O. M. H. Colonia Helinpolitana Joci Optimo
Maximo HeHopoHlano. On the reverse of another medal of

[Copper rata hi Uw Brit Mai. Aataal •!«.]

the same emperor, with the same legend, there is • temple

in perspective, having indeed the same form with both the

great and the smaller temple of Balbec, but with only six

columns in front, which-is less than the number in either

;

and the same is repeated on the reverse of a medal of Cara-

calla. On the reverses of some medals of Philip the Elder

and hia wife Otacilia we find the same legend with a temple

of a different form and site, bearing no resemblance to any
of the temple* of Balbec. Upon the reverse of another medal

of the same Philip, we find a fourth temple, which seems to

belong to Heliopolis, by the inscription Col. Jul. Aug. Fel.

Hel. : Colonia Julia Augusta Felix Heliopolitana.' (Wood
and Dawkins, Ruin* ofBalbec.) On the reverse of this coin,

there is a flight of several steps leading to an area, in which

i* a temple of the form of the great temple of Balbec. This

(Coppw Catalan* Bill. Mas. Aataal (Da.]

is in all probability an awkward and certainly an incorrect

representation of that great temple, with the court* and the

steps leading up to them. The propyUoa do not appear to
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bain been than built On the reverie of the com of Otaciha

there it however a tolerable representation of this portico

or prom lea, varying in *om* particular* ftoro the restora-

tion by Mr. Wood. It would therefore appear to have

been added after the first coin waa atruck.

{Cliff to u» Br*. Mm. Amul aas.1

AbuUaragius says that Conatantine built a temple here,

and that be abolished a cuatom of this place which per-
mitted the promiscuous ute of wive*. (Greg. Abalpharagii
Hal. CompemL Dynast., p. 85.) Wo learn alto frum the
Chronica* Paschale, that while Conatantioe doted the
tern plea of the pagan* oulv, Tueodoaiu* destroyed tome, and
converted tho great and famous temple of Heliopoli* into a
church. ( Ckron. Patch. Olymp. eclxxxix., p. 303.) ' Church
hiatory givo* little more than the name* of aomo l>t«liopa

and martyr* of Heliopoli*, and inform* u» that when Miho-
metanum prevailed, thi* part of the country fell under the
government of the caliph*, called the Ommaiadea. an igno-

rant and incurioua race, during whose time we And only
that Balboc waa a considerable city.' ( Ilerbelot, Bibliotkique
Orientate.)

In the annexed cut w* have given a plan of the city,

principally from the drawing* made by Wood and Dawkina,
and corrected from a more recent survey by F. L. Cat***.

The area incloaed by the walla contain* the great temple,

with it* court* or for* ; and the amaller tompla, or perhaps
basilica, which is in the beat condition of all the building*.

There i* also a very singular and unique circular temple,

of which we have given a view, and a curious column, on
the highest situation within the walla, which poaaibly may
have been a clepsydra, or water-dial.

By reference to the plan of the city, it will be seen that A
u the portico or aromUee, whioh farmed the grand front to
the building* BCD. The length of tbt* building is 260
feat, and it is adorned with twelve columns. The column*.
w*th their pedestals, ere about >7 feel high ; and the whole

height of the order, with ita attic and podium, is, ariarahnar

to Mr. Wood's restoration, about 93 feet. On the peoWsS
of these column* are the inscriptions mentioned shore.

B— Hexagonal court or forum, to whiob the aartna A
leads, 190 feet long by 266 feet wide.

C—Quadrangular court or brum. 404 fact long by 440
wide.

D—Great temple, to which the approach waa throorh the
above-mentioned buildings. The length of this building t»

nearly 290 feet, the width 160. with ten columns in front

and nineteen at the side ; and when perfect waa, from that

ground to the top of the pediment, ISO feet high ; the
column*, with theirpedestals, are 71 feet < inches high, and
the entablature 1 1 feet 9 inches.

B—The amaller but more perfect building, which has
eight columns in front and fifteen on the flank, at 214 feet

in length, 118 in width, and I0J feet from the base of Use
columns to the apex of the pediment. The eolumna of Use
portico, which ia dipteral, have been fluted, with the cassa-
tion of tho two column* at each flank,

F—The circular temple, which is 32 feet in diastasis*

internally, and 63 at it* greatest width externally, wsut a
portico about 30 feet in width.

G—A Doric column (Wood and Dawkina). Fmosks
calls this a Tuscan column.

II II. &c.—Tbe city walls, said by traveller* to be sheet

4 miles in circuit, but, according to the plan grtea ia use
Ruint of Bailee, by Wood and Dawkina, they will be boost
to be something lets.

I—The city gates.

By a reference to the plan* of tbe hatha of Caracal!*, si
Rome (see Cameron * Bath* of the Ronton*, I vol fat, with
plates, London, 1772) [see Baths], it will be fcund that
tbe two great incloauree or courts, with their portsm seal

exhedrss, very much resemble the open ball* and a i h seiss

of the great baths there. Both, though applied to ilifcum
buildings, appear to have been intended for the same saar-

pose—the protection of tbe people from sun and rain. Few
travellers who have visited Balbee appear ever te has* ess*,

sidered for what purpose such vast inrlaaurea were mats .

we have hazarded the conjecture that they were feranad

for the purposes of form, which muat have been assentisl a*

a wealthy community, such aa Balbee certainly era*, u* use

magnitude of its ruins may be taken aa evidence of wealth
Wood, however, thinks that the buildings round the nv

closures served aa schools and lodgings for the "Meats ef the
tun. Strabo inform* u* that be saw such habilebeosi at

Heliopoli*. in Egypt. (Strabo, lib. xvu. p. IW« ) The grawat

entrance to these buildings, which we have called /cam. *
through the portico or propyls** A. the sseenl te wheel
wsa by a magnificent flight of forty-eight steps, sane 4seg
to Wood and Dawkina: tbe propylaea were also aWsuWd Vr
a podium or low wall, at the extremity of ehaeh an two
square exbedne decorated with Corinthian pitas*** *. This
front is represented on the reverse of the com «f Onanist
The Turks appear to have turned thia banking anas a Sar-

tre**, *nd to have heightened the wall* of the aibosbu.
finishing them with a battlement after the Turkish *a*4aaaa.

The front of the propyl*** and the adjoining buissssag w
called the Castle by tbe inhabitants at the toe Ms it l|

\isited Balbee in 1 74 J. (Maundrell a Jnmmej frmm Wiipi
to Jerusalem, p. 1 34 ) The shafts of the columns »s»»4u is«l

in the courts of the fora were at one peace ef grama*,
and above the enlabisture there waa an altar erne** el
interval* by short pilasters, forming p»lintels few statues

.

a similar attic was placed ever the exbedne ef the greet
entrance. In every pert of these building* also thee* wese
nch niche* decorated with column* and adaemad with sea-

tues sad butts.

The great temple appears, from the plan ef Mease*.
Wood and Dawkina, to have been a peripteral pysatiw
temple, having ten columns in front and nineUeei aaa Ike
flank, the columns being seven feat ten inches an ins—an.
and eight feet one inch apart, except in tbe centre uat— »»

lumntation of the portien. The walls of the cell*, a* reilsul
by F. I. Castas, are shown on the plan ( Fey/sure AM^nrrw
dt la Synt), with an internal arrangement o/ rutasanas (see
Man). It appears that a certain Tbetet. in I***), saw
twenty seven column* of the great temple, end eaeswewed
them the greatest wonders of Balbee. (t osen^rsyeVn Pm-
rerar/fe. 1.6, e. 14 1 KubarqUrnt traveller* nareatastt Vast

nine columns, with an entablature over them ; and VsaWv
In 17a4. sew only ttx standing. The sbaAs ef these eeataaaaaa*
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mmM of three piece*; united so erectly, that the blade of

e knife cannot be inverted between the joint*.

The (mailer building, called bjr Mr. Wood ' the more
entire temple.* but which appears in some respect* to

resemble an antient basilica, is very near the large temple,

but built on a lower level, the bottom of the basement
of the great temple being nearly a* high as the ton of

the basement of the smaller edifice. The site of these

building* being Terr uneven, the basement on the south

side is raised cooadersblr, with a solid foundation of large

fW wt Om Cbeokw Tempi*,ha Wood ud Dtwkiu.

starts* This building is peripteral ; the columns are also

pysnaety lo, and the portico is dipteral with a pseudo-inter

-

colummalum before the ants* of the pronto*. We con-

jeetare this building to have beep a basilica, from the

saailaritv of it* internal arrangement to the basilica in the

(rum of Pompeii : it has, among other features of the

basilar*, the raised platform at the end, with the vaults

betes? at and steps descending into them. . In the plan we
haw shown this bwlding with an internal arrangement of

column*, on the authority of If. de la Roque and Pococke ;

the former mention* them very distinctly, and the latter bos
iwetorwd them on the plan published in his work. Mr.
Wood, however, think* that this internal arrangement is

much more modern than the building itself ; Wood and
Daw kins, therefore, do not give the columns on their plan,

although they were of opinion that they were placed there

when the betiding was turned into a church. The roof

appears to hare been arched ; and as there are no windows
in the sides, we must conclude that there were openings in

u. The columns of this building are also made of three

sni r»a of stone, joined very accurately together without

arcnent, and strengthened with iron cramps fixed into a
orkvt worked in each stone. Most of the bases hod two
sockets, one circular and another square, corresponding to two
ssJaera ofthe same shape and dimensions in the under part of

the abaft : some of the lsrgest of the circular cramps were a

foot long and a foot in diameter. The bashaws or Domas-
raa have carried away large quantities of iron from these

nuae at different time*, and have left mark* of their at-

tempts to get at the iron in the column* which are still

iU aiding. This method of putting together the shaft of a

nolumn contributes very materially, in a dry climate, to the

atrrsHtth and durability of a building, and in the most per-

fect building at Balbcc a very remarkable instance of its

uttkrty is shown : a column has fallen against the wall of the

catOn onus such violence as to drive in a stone of the wall

wx heart fan the least disuniting the joints of the shaft.

MaundrwB, speaking of this building, says, ' that it strikes

Uoa Bound wuh an ail of greatness beyond anything that he

ever taw before, and Is an eminent proof ofthe magnificence
of antient architecture.'

The circular building may be considered unique. Tra-
vellers have called it a temple. It is of the Corinthian
order, with niches on the exterior of the cella, and deco-
rated with twelve column*, eight of which form • dipteral
portico, which has a flight of twenty-one steps in front From
the two lateral columns of the portico commences the circular
peristyle of the building (see Plan). The entablature of
the dipteral portico is carried in a straight line, and that of
the peristyle is curved on the perpendicular face, and sweeps
in an elegant line from column to column, the centre of the
curved architrave being bedded on the circular wall of
the building. This edifice is decorated in the interior with
an Ionic order of columns, above which it another deco-
ration, consisting of niches with pediments, and between
each there is a single column with a small portion of an
entablature over it ; the roof we* a dome probably open
at t'.ie top, like the Pantheon at Rome. This building has
been converted into a Greek church called St Barbe.
The order most frequently used throughout these build-

ings is the Corinthian. The Ionic occur* in tbe interior of
the circular building only ; and in the niches which decorato
the interior of the fora, a* well as in the building which we
have called the basilica, the Composite is employed. Tbe
niches are decorated with columns and pediments, and form
the principal feature of these edifices in their ruined state

;

they were intended for statues and busts, the pedestals for

which still remain ; and, if wo can credit De la Roque,
there were quantities of statues and busts with inscription*

on their pedestal*, but so much obliterated, that only one
could be distinguished. Pococke saw in the fora two busts
in mezzo-rilievo, one of which was very singular, lieing a
young person with bull's horns coming out of his back : we
should rather think that these were meant for wings. By
a reference to the plates in Wood and Dawkins's Ruin* >/
Balbee, it will be seen that these edifice* were highly deco-
rated with sculptured ornament very well executed.

The single column on the hill stands on tbe south-west
part of the city, where the walls enclose a little of the
foot of Anti-Libanu*. This column i* raised on a square
foundation five feet seven inches high, consisting of three
steps ; the shaft and capital are composed of eighteen stones,

each about three feet thick (high) ; about ten feet below
the capital the shaft is surrounded by an ornament, con-
sisting of five festoons very finely executed. On the top

of the capital there are two tiers of stones, which form a
small basin about three feel deep ; from this basin there is

a hole cut through the capital, with a semicircular channel
nine inches wide and six inches deep, down the south side

of the column and step. (Pococke's Travel*.) This channel
is not perpendicular, but forms an irregular curve. (See
the drawings in Pococke's Travel*.)

Without the walls there are also several ruin*. The
most remarkable is a Corinthian column in the plain, about
two leagues from the city, and one from Mount Libenus,
called Hamoudiade : the shaft consists of fourteen stones,

each about three feet thick (high), and stands on a base of
five steps, six feet three inches high ; on the north side

there is a square compartment, probably for an inscription,

but no traces of any now remain. To the south-east of the

famous temple there are fragments of columns of red gra-

nite, and some signs of the foundation of a building. There
is also a Mohammedan sepulchre, of an octagonal form,

to the south-east of the city, on the way to Damascus, the
dome of which is supported by granite column* of the
same kind, which were probably brought from the ruins

to the south-east of the great temple. These columns are

about twelve feet long and five feet in circumference, so that

each column was probably sawn into two parts : tbe granite

is of a most beautiful kind, with large soots, and is finely

polished. (Pococke's Travel* in Syria, d)e. vol. ii.) There
are also some ruins at a village a league from the city, on
the road to Tripoli ; among others, a building forty feet in

length. (Brace's Travel* in Syria.)

The city walls appear to be a confused patchwork, put
together in haste ; with the rough stones are fragment* of
capitals, entablatures, and reversed Greek inscriptions. The
walls are from ten to twelve feet in height, with large square
towers at intervals (see Plan). The gates are also built in a
rude style, with the exception ofone on the north side, where
there are the ruins of a largo sub-basement, with pedestals

and base* for four columns, in magnificent taste, and of a
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much higher antiquity Both within and without the wall,

are c^nleed heap! of i
nihbiah. which appear to be the nun*

of anlient building*.

nUHiiwiUil n ol th» |wi iloni of la» !»*•*»»«• of Ik* fiMt Trap**,

f,oa Pocotk. • TV<«W< u »>«*)

In contemplating these ruin*, we are •truck by the im-

mense aire of the atone* employed. Among other* there

are at least twenty of enormous dimensions. On the west

aide of the basement of the great temple even the second

course i» formed of stones which ere from twenty-nine to

thirty-seven feet long, and about nine feet thick; under

thia. at the north-west angle, and about twenty feet from

the ground, there are three stones which alone occupy

1 82 feet nine inches in length, by about twelve feet thick ;

two are eixty feet, and the third sixty-two feet nine inches

in length. (See Pocorke* Travel* tn Syria.) Mr. Wood
thinks that the word rptXtOov, in the Chronierm PatehaU,

refers to these stones. The material is a white granite,

with large shining veins like gypsum. (Volney.) This

atone abounds on the spot and in the adjacent mountains

;

quarries have been opened in several place*. In one called

St Eliaa. there is still, among other stone* of a vast site,

one worked on three face*, which is nearly seventy feet long,

and about fourteen feet in thickness each way. The more
ornamented parts of these buildings were carved out of a

coarse white marble, which was brought from a more dis-

tant quarry west of the city.

When Wood and Dawkins visited Balbcc in 1751 only a

small part of the city was inhabited, towards the south and

west, near the circular building. The houses were mean,

with flat roofs, on which, during the summer months, the

inhabitants often pas* the night. A.large portion of the

•pace within the wall* ia entirely neglected, while a small

part ia employed for garden*, a name which the Turks give

to any spot near a town where there is a little shade and
water. In 1751 the number of inhabitant* amounted to

about 5000, of whom a few were Greek and Maronite Chris-

tiana, and some Jews, and all without trade and manufac-
tures. The bad government of the emir* of the bouse of

Hnrfburbe, the earthquake of 1759, and the war* of the.

Emir Yousef and of Djezxar, had reduced the population to

1200 at the time Volney visited Balbee in 1785. The
ground immediately about the wall ia rocky, and little

advantage is taken of a command of water, which might be

usefully employed to irrigate the garden*. A little cotton,

a small quantity of tnsixe, and some water-melons, was all

that the wretched inhabitants cultivated when Volney was
there.

( The Ruin* of Balbee, by Wood and Dawkins, 1 vol. folio

;

Journey from Uleppi to Jerusalem, by Henry Maundrell

;

M. dela Roquet Travel*; Vulnev. Voyage Pttlore*<pu

dan* la Syrir ) Mr. Druce also visited Balbee, and made four

drawing* of too ruins, which he presented to George III.

The*e drawing* are not to be found in the catalogue of
' Maps, Drawings,' &c, in the King's Library in the British

Museum, given by George III. and IV. to the nation ; from
which circumstance we may infer that they were kept back,

and ma) perhaps cxitt in the present King's collection.

BABA*. CAPE, in Turkuh Babi Boumou. is the Cape
Ledum of the Greckv It is a rocky bold headland of

Anatoli*, north-west of the northern extremity of the gulf of
Adramjti. the anlient Adramy Ilium, and between the

islands of Lesbos, now Mitylcne, and Tenodoe, which pre-

eerres its anttent name. The cape, which is scarcely twelve

mites distant from the northern extremity of Lesbos, is in

39° 30* N. 1st , and 26 E. long. Doctor Chandler calls it

a promontory of Mount Ida. and it is indeed a shelving

continuation or off-shoot of that celebrated mountain mass,

the numerous tops of which are teen in the distance. The
whole line of coast frt>ra the bred of the gulf of Adram) t-

tium to Cape Babi is lery rocky and sleep, and inland
from the bleak cliffs there runs a continued chain of moun-
tain! that gradually increase in elevation a* they recede
from the sea and approach the summits of Mount Ida.
After the rape u fairly doubled, the long level of the plain
of Troy presents itself in striking contrast ; for it M so flat

and low that. «ben observed from a short distance at see, U

looks like • mere line nearly all the way from Cape Babe
to the promontory of Sigrium and the Hellespont Pro-

jecting from Cape Babi there is a curious group of small

islets, called anlientW. from their number. Heeatoonos ar

the Hundred Islands, but named by the modern Grot ha

Musknntti. Six leagues to the north of the Cape, and ia

the Trojan plain, are the ruins of the anlient city of Alex-

andria Trees, and about four league* to the south, and

standing upon a bold hdl facing the sea and Lesbos, are Us*

more important remains of the anlient city of Aaaoe.

A email town, called by the same name, and sometimes, by

the Franks, St Mary's, stands on a shelving point of Cape
Babi. immediately above the sea. It contain* a moaqoe
and a half-mined castle: the dwelling-houses, occupied by

Turks and Asiatic Greeks, are built of unbaked brick, sad
are mean in the extreme. In front of the town of Babi there

is a little port formed with massive fragments of rork ; bat

it is only capable of receiving the small country lUhref
boats, and even they are not safe in it dunng galea (rasa

the south or west. Vessels bound to the Hellespont, ex

Dardanelles and Constantinople, frequently come to anchor

in the roadstead under shelter of the Cspe during the pre-

valence of the Etesian or northern winds, but peat earr as

necessary to guard against any sudden and violent change
of weather, by which they would be exposed to the danger*
of a rocky fee-shore and of a narrow see. The Iowa of
Babi was formerly the seat of a considerable manufacture in

steel, and the sword-blades and knives made there were
highly esteemed by the Turks. Though the trade has de-

clined, certain yataghan* and large knives, bke the cnuiemmm
de eha**t, and said to be of superior quality, are still ma-
nufactured there. The chief employment of the inhabit-

ants is pastoral ;—the wild, uncultivated bills, rating h%e
the downs on the south coast of England from the ana,

afford good pasture for one part of the year, and at the othaw

the inhabitants conduct their flocks to the areunties of
Mount Ida. The voyager, passing between the sslaad of
Lesbos and the main, may often ace their

sheep grating among the nuns of the one* large and i

perous city of Assos. The neighbouring country

in extensive woods, or rather copses, of valonea oak (the

Querent eeqilnp*,) a dwarfish tree, seldom exceeding flve or
six feet in height The large cups that contain law aroma
of this specie* of oak are well known in commerce ; thsy
are used for tanning, and form a principal article of expert
from all this part of Turkey. The few of the inhabiaeta
of Babi who attend to this branch of trade carry their

valonea (as the product ia commercially termed) to a pan
in the gulf of Adramyti, where it is either shipped at oaee
on board of European* vessels, which have repaired last bee

expressly, or it is put into country craft, which carry a as

Smyrna, where it is sold, and then re shipped tn Europe**
vessel* for Italy, England, and other oountnea.

BABEL [See Bahtlon
]

BAB-KL MANDEB is the nam* of the straits by •

'he Red Sea or Arabian Gulf is ioined to the bay of
and the Indian Ocean. It ia formed by twe
angles of the Asiatic and African continents, or.

risely, the two angles of Arabia and Abyssinia. From 'taw
Arabian shores a cape of moderate height project*, waarfc.
on all our map* and charts, is called likeaue ( ape Bafcet-
Mandeb; the much more elevated land on the Afnram
side runs in a straight line. Opposite Cape Babel Maadea
the coast of Abissinia may be distant upwards of altera «r
sixteen miles, and here both continents spproaeh ueetssa

one another and form the straits. Within the strati*, baa
much nearer to the Arabian shore*, is an island. caUed as
Arabic Pertm : this name is also adopted on our map*. Taw
strait to the east of this uland is called the Little Stran. ami
that to the west of il the Large Strait The Little Sara* *a

moat frequented bv vessels, on no other amount bat
its moderate depth allows anchorage, if ctreuaaeta*

der it necessary. The depth here vane* from awe
teen fathoms ; on one small shoal il is only seven i

This strait it four miles wide, but oeitrsrted by
water extending from the Cspe of Batirl-Mandeb to a
ltlsnd about a mile from it, called Pilot (slot The alt A
of Pertm is rorkv and low, with a gentle deeln** - *a
the middle towards the extremities. It is heme sad earn
habited. On the 8. W. »ule it baa an opening tale aa ea-
eellent harbour or rove, which affords abetter sgeiau aear>p
every wind, and a good anchorage in frota Sjui to six or i v am
fathoms water. This island at from four u> t«e as-saa
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far*. Tbe Large Strait i« from nine to ten miles wide, and
to tbe south of it, near the coast of Africa, are eight small

blaada, or rather rocks, called the Eight Brothers. In
the midst ofthe strait no soundings are found with a hun-
dred fathoms of line; but close to the Eight Brothers,

along tbe coast of Abyssinia ami near the Island of Pertm,
tbe depth of the sea varies from sixteen to thirty fathoms.

The Eight Brothers are of moderate height, rocky- and
barren. Cape Babcl-Mondcb (12° 40' N. 1st.) projects a
great way from the main land, which here is low, so that

when seen from a distance it has the appearance of an island.

It rue* to no great height, but is rocky and scraggy on its

southern side, and extremely barren.

lite currents are commonly very strong in this strait, but
they vary in direction according to the prevailing winds.
[Sev Rao Ssa.1
The name Bebel-Mandcb. which in Arabic signifies ' the

gate of leafs,* seems to apply properly to the straits ; and tbe

appellation might naturally ari*e in consequence of the

dangers to which small and light vessels are exposed in a
narruw tea. surrounded by rocky shores, and subject to fre-

quent gusts of wind. But this name appears on our maps
and charts to be given with less propriety to the Cape, which
probably has some different name among the natives. (Nie-
buhr. Lord Valrntia. Capt Horsburgh )

BASER or BABUR. with hm complete name ZAHIR-
EDDIN MOHAMMED BABKR, the celebrated founder
of tbe Tatar, or, as it is often improperly called, the Mogol
empire in Hindustan, was born on the sixth of Moharrem,
a. h«o 888 (Nth February. 1483). His father. Sultan
Omar Sheikh Mirxa, a great-great grandson of tbe cele-

brated Tunur, or Tamerlane, was sovereign of FerghSna. a
province situated on both sides of the river Sirr, the Jax-
•rtrs of tbe antirnls. Tbe revenues of this province, ac-

cording to a remark made by Babcr himself, may suffice,

without oppressing the country, to maintain three or four
thousand troops. Baber was in his twelfth year when his

father died (9th of June, 1494). He succeeded in securing
poucuion of his paternal dominions, though opposed by
his tntemal uncles, Ahmed Mirza, the sultan of Samar-
cand and Bokhara,* ho. after a short and unsuccessful cam-
pawn, died in tbe middle of July, 1494 ; and by Mahmud
Mirza. the sovereign of Badakhshan, who, after the death
of Ahmed, succeeded him on the throne of Samarcand,
but died, after a short reign, in January, 1495. Baber
• as equally successful in rescuing the towns of Asfera
and of Khojend from the aggression of other hostile neigh-
bours, but be was unable to recover the country and town
of L'ratippa, which bail likewise formed part of his father's

aotninions. Tbe history of Buber's reign till the twenty-
third year of his age is a continuous succession of vicissi-

tudes, in which we find him alternately conquering and
swung Samarcand, Andijan, Khojend, and other places in

or near his paternal dominions. In the year 1503, SheibSni
Khan, a descendant of Chengiz Khan by his eldest son,

Tttsht or JOjikhan. the sovereign of Kipchak, conquered
not only 8unarmnd and Bokhara, but also the countries of
Fervbana and Uratippa ; and Baber, alter wandering fur

nearly a year as a fueiti»e among the mountains that sepa-

rate Ferghana from Hissarand Karaligin, quitted his native
country and resolved to try his fortune in Kborasan (1504),
w/bsrh was at that time held by Sultan Hus«ain Mirza, a
powerful and distinguished prince of the family of Tunur.
With lets than three hundred followcis, and only two tents,

Babcr crossed the river Amu. or Oxus, a little above Ter-
in «_ He did nut receive from Sultan Hussain Mirza the

awwanet ahich he had anticipated; but a number of Mo-
aros* i> the service of Khosru Shah, one of his opponents,
who beVd Htssar. Khutlan. Kundet. and occupied Badakh-
•tsast. quitted the sen ice of that chief, and, by declaring for

Baber. dreed Khosru Shah himself to submit to him. Thus
•crvnsrlhened. Baber marched towards Kabul, which was
aMarrvndered to bim after a short siege (October, 1504). He
allowed tbe Afghan governor and the garrison to depart in

aasVsv. and divided the country of Kabul among those chiefs

at bo bad lately entered bis service.

In the month of January of the ensuing year (1505)
Bat"* resolved on an irruption in'o Hindustan. From
Cabal be advanced straight towards Kohat, a town situated

S W. of Attok. which be plundered. He then marched in

m aoutbern direction between tbe western bank of the Indus
avrsd toe Mahler Soliman mountains, as far as the tomb of

Ft* Kara (probably near Dm Ghaxi Khan, in lat 39°

500, and hence, without having crossed the Indus, be turned
westward, passed over the mountains, and returned by lake
Ab-ulAdeh and Ghaxni to Kabul.
In 1506 Sultan Hussain Mirxa died, and tbe state of

affairs in Kborasan rendered Baber 8 presence, during the
greater part of that year, a matter of necessity. Tbe suc-
ceeding year also was nearly consumed in repelling tbe
Uzbeks, who infested Kabul and Kborasan by their incur-
sions, and by the capture of Kandahar, which two Afghan
noblemen, Shah Beg and bis younger brother Mohammed
Moktm, refused to surrender. It was not till September
that Baber could set out on another march against Hin-
dustaaaaahich Was again unsuccessful, owing to the oppo-
sition**xFtbe predatory Afghan tribe between Kabul and
Lemghan.
Of Baber's proceedings during the next eleven years

(1508-1519), owing to a defect in bis autobiographic me-
moirs, our information is imperfect. In 1510, the death of
his old enemy Sheibini Khan seemed to open to bim a bona
of recovering the dominions of bis forefathers. In the suc-
ceeding year he undertook an expedition, by which he
gained possession of Hissar, Bokhara, and Samarcand ; but
toon after, an invasion of the Uzbeks under Mohammed
Timur Sultan, the son of Sheibfini Khan, brought him into
imminent danger, and, unable to preserve tbe conquests
which ho had made, be returned to Kabul (probably in
1515).

In 1519 Baber undertook another expedition with a view
to conquer Hindustan. He now for the first time crossed
the Indus, probably a little above Attok (17th February,
1519), but soon ro crossed it, having taken a few places, and
appointed governors in them. The next invasion, in 1524,
in which he conquered and burnt Lahore, brought him
beyond the Setlej, as far as Sirhind, and gave him a per-

manent footing in the Pcnjab. But the overthrow of the
Afghan dominion in Hindustan w'aa decided by the expe-
dition which Baber undertook in 1525. On the 16th of
December of that year he passed over tbe Indus ; then
marching along the skirts of the Himalaya, and crossing

the rivers Behut and Chenab, he advanced straight to Sial-

kot (December 29), passed over the Ravee and Boyah, and
took the Afghan fort of Milwat (January 5, 1526). where
he left a governor and garrison. Upon reaching Dun,
Baber resolved to march at once against Sultan Ibrahim
Lodi, the Afghan sovereign, in whose possession the throne
of Delhi and the dominions of Hindustan at that time were.
Advancing gradually by the towns of Sirhind, Ambaia, and
Shfibfibtd. be crossed the Jumna by a ford near Sirsaweb,
and reached Panipat (April 12), a town famous for several

important battles fought near it. and situated about fifty

miles N.W. from Delhi. Here Sultan Ibrahim, with
his army, encountered him on the 21st of April, but was
completely defeated and killed in the battle. This victory

decided the conquest of Hindustan : for although there

were many little principalities in the hills, yet tbe Afghan
government, which extended from the Indus to Beliar,

was the only one of importance. Baber immediately
despatched detachments to occupy tlte two principal cities.

Delhi and Agra ; the latter town he himself entered on
tbe 10th of May, and took up his residence in Sultan Ibra-

him's palace, while his son HumAiun marched eastward

against two Afghan chiefs who had assembled an army of

forty or fifty thousand men. They were defeated and dis-

persed. The provinces of Sambal and Rohilcand, and the

celebrated fortress of Gwalior. were in the possession of

Baber before the end of tbe year. In the succeeding year

(February, 1527) Baber won a decisive victory at Biana,

near Agra, over Rana Sanka, tbe most powerful of the

native Hindu princes, in consequence of which he assumed

tbe epithet of OKixi, •'. e. ' the victorious in war against

infidels;' and early in 1528 the fortress of Cbanderi, on

the river Setwa, south of Agra, was token, after a long and

desperate resistance on the part of tbe Hindu garrison.

The conquests of Baber, from the Indus to the mouths
of the Ganges, were made so rapidly, and they com-

prehended so wide an extent of countries and so great a

variety of population, that to cement them into a firm union

would have required a much longer reign than what he
himself was destined to enjoy. Even his s.m Humiiun
could but with difficulty maintain possession of these ex-

I

tensive territories ; and it was not till the reign of Baber'

s

grandson, Akbar, that a regular administration of tbe

whole empire was established.

Vol. 111.—« O
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Toward* the conclusion of his reign. Baber endeavoured

to promote the prosperity of hi* empire. He made or im-

proved publie roads, with resting places for' traveller* at

suitable distances ; he caused the land to be measured, in

order to have a Mate whereby to fix the taxation : he

planted garden*, and introduced fruit-tree* from abroad

into the several province* of Hindustan; and he ordered

a regular line of post-houses to be built from Agra to

Kabul.
Baber died at the Charbegh. near Agra, on the S6th of

December , 1 130. and wa* luccecded by hi» ton Huraldn
on the throne of the empire, which it commonly, though

improperly, called that of the Mogols. Baber » a* undoubt-

edly one of the moat distinguished sovereigns thsh^hsr tat

upon an Asiatic throne. In hit character we perWve an

uncommon portion of benevolence, good-nuture. and frank

gaiety : and joined with this, he possessed the leading

qualification* both of a statesman and a military com-

mander in a high degree. Of hit literary sccomplishinents

and general information, the autobiographic memoir written

by litmtelf in hit native language, the Jsghstai Turki,

gives u* a most advantageous idea : there is perhaps no

other work of thit kind in existence which afford* a more
accurate notion, not only of the life, character, and way of

thinking of it* author, but of the whole aspect of hi* age,

and of the person* and object* surrounding him. (See

Memoirs of Zehir-ed din Muhammed Baber, translated by
John l»yden and William Krskine, London, 1826, 4to.)

BABKR ISLAND. [See Moluccas.]
BABIA'NA. a genus of Cape plants belonging to the

natural order Irideas. It derive* ita singular name from

Hobianer, by which the Dutch colonists call these plant*,

because their round subterranean stems are greedily eaten

by baboon*. It differs from Glodiolut in itt round, leather-

coated seeds, and in the flower* having the tube of Ixia, and

from Ixia in their having the irregular limb of Oladiolu*.

Fourteen or fifteen species are known, among which are some
of the handsomest ofthe Cape bulbous plants, as they are com-
monly though incorrectly called. Of these all have narrow,

plaited, sword-shaped leaves, rising from a cormu* which is

covered with rigid, netted, brown scales ; this part, which

is sometime* called the bulb, sometime* the root, but which

is in reality a short, underground stem, is propagated by

one or more young bods near its point, which shoot up at

the season of growth, feed upon the old consus till they
have tucked it quite dry , and by that time become near
corrai themselves elevated upon the point of the original
one. In thi* way the underground eormi gradual!; haw
toward* the surface of the earth, and afford an instance of
vegetable progre*«ion which by some has been adduced at)

extremely remarkable, but which it in fact, if the pheno-
menon be rightly considered, precisely analogous to the
progression of the stem of a tree into the air by the farma-
tion of fresh branches year after year.

The flowers of habiana are yellow, purple, and even
scarlet, of considerable sire, and extremely handsome.
They are produced in perfection, pro\ ided the plants are **>

cultivated a* to be exposed abundai:tl> to air, light, warmth.

J

and moisture, wlicn in a state of growth, and presrned
cool and dry while in a state of repose. It is in the plain,
of the Cape of Good Hope that these plants are sound.

• where they are exposed fur two or three months, at the most,
to rain : and where, dunng the remainder of the year, they

' are buried beneath a soil to dry, that even succulent place*
themselves can scarcely contrive to exist upon it. The
following species will illustrate the genus.
Babiana tulphurea, one of the commonest specie*, grows

about a foot high, with oblong plaited hairy leave*, and a
' one-tided spike of four or Ave flower*. The latter are about
two inches long, of a pale sulphur-) ellow, with a short sky-
blue tube and rye ; the segments are oblong, slightly »«r».
nearly equal in size, and spreading nearly equally round
three short erect stamen*. The stile and stigma ore
tkv-blue: the latter very narrow and channelled.
BABINOTON. WILLIAM, a distupuabed physician,

wa* bom in June, 1 7)6, at Portglenon, a village on the Ban.
near Coleraine, in the north of Ireland. Hit father »*» a
clergyman, who, having a numerous family, determines!
that one of bis sons should be brought up to medrine : his
ehoiee fell upon William, and he, after acquiring the usual
elements of general education, was apprenticed to a o*»
dical practitioner at Londonderry. After the end of k»
apprenticeship, be proceeded to London to complete kt*
medical education. Being provided with an intruductM
to Mr. Frank, surgeon to Guy's Hospital, he became bis
dresser at that institution. Thence he went to Hatlar
Hospital, and afterwards, for a short time, to Wmrbrsu*
Hospital. Having made a most favourable iinpusnai with
respect to his talent*, application, and ttoadtnete darvg
hit studies at Guy's Hospital, he was, upon the ncram us
of a vacancy in the ohVe of apothecary, summoned h-osa

Winchester to enter upon the duties of that situation, at sat

earlier age than it is customary to intrust so responsible an
office to any one. Soon afterwards be was selected to anil
Dr. Saunders at the hospital in hit lectures on chemistry.
Thi* contributed to reader hi* merits known beyond raw
walls of the hosp.tal ; and while still there, by the adttre -J
some friends, he purchased the valuable collertjon of nuaw-
rsls which hod belonged to the Earl uf Bute— the trxmt
perhaps which at that time existed in England. That
bad much influence in determining him to the stndi W
mineralogy. Upon obtaining possession of his purchase. We
proceeded to class the minerals and to catalogue tawtav
He also dnided the cabinet into several portions, wbarh ne
disposed of at different times. In 1*91 he smblatned a
SyitemaJir Arrangement of .Wnerait, fuunded cm Ike /***
rtmndrraliim of their chemical, phy/i cut, and ejUrm+1
characters, reduced to the form of tables : whjrh was few-
ceded by a smaller work.

In 179? he resigned his office at Guy s Hospital, sou
having obtained tiro dctrrrc of Dock* of Medina*-, he com-
menced private prartire at a phisician in Fr*»sa*a *
Court, Corahill. in the ( ity of London. Nona one* k* woe
elected one of the phisiciansto Guy s Hospital, whnw h*>
had continued to lecture on rliemistn. in wbarh dat* kst
was joined by Mr William Allen, in K»» he puasstna 1

his Sew Syitrm if Mineral gf, whw h may be curia. iseed
a continuatioii of the furtnrr work. In I mi/ ks> ansinssst
a Syll.tbui of the f,.u rt, «/ Chemiwl Lecture*. la l.*M.
Pennis to leaving Gin's Hospital, he had
ellow of the Mrd» al Society of i.ondun. and ax

•elf seslousl) to promote the adtanrwment of the srtrSKw asT

medicine- which is the chief object of that sortstt. Ma> «sss>

rriooiad from Freeman's Coutt to Baaingasll street, feat

become the neighbour and friend of Dr I rtts isai. the gtmrnt
supporter and benefartor uf the Medical Society, wasatss
sffort* in tt* behalf sere ably seconded by Dr. T
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From this lioM bo row rapidly in public estimation u a
pbjwaan. Bad hi* practice having greatly increased, be
rvmoved to a Urge bouse in Aldennanbury. To this

bouM, ia I 80 1. 'with a view to enable Count Bournon,
of «bom be bed oeen a, pupil, to publish his elaborate

monograph on the carbonate of lime. Dr. Babington in-

vited • number of gentlemen the most distinguished for

their seal in the prosecution of mineralogies! knowledge.

A subscription was opened, and the necessary sum readily

collected. This object having been accomplished, other

meetinga of the same gentlemen took place, for tho joint

purpose of friendly intercourse and mutual instruction.

From such small beginnings sprang the Geological So-
ciety ; and among the names of those by whose care and
watchfulness it was supported during the early period of
its history, that of Dr. Babington muat always stand oon-
sptruousT (From Mr. Greenough's Addreu to Me Geolo-

gical Society, 1 834 .) In 1822 he was elected president of the
society, having been vice-president in 1810 and the three

subsequent years. He enriched the museum and library

with liberal donations, and the Transactions of the society

contain several papers by him. The interest which be
took in the objects of this society and the collateral

science* continued unabated to the latest period of his

prolonged lift ; and ever willing to consider himself, though
so fit to instruct others, as a learner, he became a pupil of

Mr. Webster, after he had quitted the office of president of

the Geological Society. He exhibited a similar real in

respect to chemistry, by attending the course of chemical
lectures at the London University in <the year 1832. In-

deed to the close of hi* life, in addition to the discharge

of his duties as a physician, practical chemistry, especially

pharmacy, with geology, and vegetable physiology, con-

tinued to engage his attention as much as in bis earliest

years.

It deserves to be recorded that his acquaintance with the

physical appearance, a* well as chemical qualities, of mi
naval* led him to suspect that a substance sent from
Cornwall by Dr. WaveC and which was at first considered

aa a species of teolite, waa a mineral not before described,

a suspicion which waa confirmed by the analysis of Davy.
(See Trxuuaetione of Royal Society, 1809.) It has ac-

cordingly been designated Wavetote.
The interests of medicine were not neglected by Dr.

Babington ; and in order to promote its advancement, he
was the chief means of instituting, in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of bis residence, a society railed the Hunterian.
far the purpose of friendly meetings and the discussion of
medical topics. He also became a member of the Medico-
Chu-urgical Society ; and the first volume of their

Transactions contains a paper by him : A Caee of Krpo-
ittrr to the Vapour of burning Charcoal.— 1809.
While his morning* were devoted to the practice of his

proaasesoo, his evening* were dedicated to study, or social

intercourse with individuals distinguished by their attain-

ment* or love of science. Ho was the personal friend of

nearly all the moat eminent scientific men of his day, by
whom be waa as highly appreciated as he was justly

esteemed by the public as an able and enlightened phy-
asrian.

The Royal Society admitted him as one of its fellows,

and the Royal College of Physicians testified their sense of
has character by electing him from among the ranks of the
beentiatoe into the number of the fellows. In 1831, being
desirous of lessening the fatigue* attendant upon his exten-
sive practice, be removed from Aldennanbury to Devonshire
Street. Portland Place, where, however, he continued to

vtart. aa their physician, a few of bis attached friends and
patients. During the prevalence of the fatal inllucnia in

the spring of 1833, be jealously attended his patients, till at

asst. from exposure to the evening air after being present st a

crowded scientific meeting, he was attacked by that disease,

and on the 2»th of May expired at his house in Devonshire-
street, m the seventy-seventh year of his age. The general

cmpreasion of regret which followed the announcement of

Dr. Babington'* death proved the estimation in which he
waa held. Not only bis numerous private friends, but all

the public scientific bodies to which he belonged, lamented
the loss which they had sustained in the most feeling and
honourable manner.
Aa a man, be acquired the affection and esteem of all

aamong whoso he moved, with whom be had occasion to

transact business, or to whom be gave bis professional at-

tendance, by his kind and gentle manners and the warm tit

of his heart. Ever eager to promote merit, and to render
men of talent more useful to tho public by being brought
out of inferior to more elevated situations, be was above all

petty jealousies, and dreaded no increase of rival*. It waa
the proud but just eulogy pronounced upon him by a con-
temporary, that * he never rose by depressing others.' On
the contrary, his Uberal and generous conduct toward* the
junior members of bis profession form* one of the brightest

parts of bis character. One instance of this, among many
others, waa bis conduct towards the late Dr. Gooch, who
bore testimony to the virtues of bis benefactor in a dedica-

tion at once just, elegant, and affecting. (See Gooch, On
Dieeate* peculiar to Women, 1829.)

As a scientific man, without any ostentation, he yet

greatly contributed, during nearly half a centun. to the

promotion of many brant-ties of physical science, a* well as
medical, and gave an impulse to the study of mineralogy
and geology, the beneficial effects of which will long be Tell.

Though he bad a Urge family, few of them outlived him

:

but among the number are two sons, both member* of
the medical profession.

For further particular* we refer to the forthcoming Me-
moir of kit Life and H'ritinge, by bis son-in-law. Richard
Bright. MX>., Fellow of the Royal College of Phy-
sicians, Sic.

BABIROU8SA is sometimes called the horned hog by
travellers, from the great length and curved form of its

upper tusks, which pierce through the upper lip and grow
upwards and backwards like the horns of the ruminant ia : it

ia a species of wild hog which inhabits the woods of Java,

Celebes, and other* of the larger Sunda Ules. From iu
more slender proportions and longer limbs, compared with

other species of the same genua, this animal has been like*

wise called the stag-boar, and waa not altogether unknown
to the antiant* : at least it seems probable that it ia the Sue
Tetrarerot of j£lian (lib. xviiL, cap. 10). and is pUinly re-

ferred to by Pliny (lib. viii., cap. 52). For ita description

and history see Hoo.
BABOON (Cynoefpkahu, Cuvier), in toology, a genus

of quadrumana, or four-banded mammals, which forms

the last link in the chain that unites the aimies, properly so

called, with the lower animal*. The soological or technical

name of this genus, Cynocephalus, is a Greek word em-
ployed by Aristotle and other antient writer* to designate

the common species of Egypt and Arabia, the C. kuma-
dryat at modern writer*, and is plainly derived from the

marked resemblance which the bead and face of these ani-

mal* bear to those of a dog, and which, in truth, constitute*

the most distinctive character of the genus. The origin of

the common name baboon is a subject of greater doubt.

Skinner and other (British etymologists -are content with

deriving it from our vernacular word babe, without consider-

ing that the German porton. the Dutch baviaan, the French
babnuin, and the Italian babbuina, are manifestly but so

many different modes of writing the same term. A more
probable origin of all these term* appears to be the Italian

habbuino, from which is likewise derived, according to the

opinion of Aldrovandus, the vulgar Latin word papio, ap-

plied by the writers of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

to these animals, and which is itself a diminutive of the

common Italian word babbo, which answers to our papa.

Though the baboons differ widely from the other group*

of quadrumanous animals, and may be readily distinguished

at sight even by those who are not much in tbe habit of

observing them, yet it hi* been found not a little difficult to

form such a simple definition of tbe genus as will compre-

hend all tbe species properly belonging to it, and also dis-

tinguish thetu from those which appertain to tbe proximate

genera, Maraeue and Cercopitkecue. This difficulty, which

is indeed common to most of the genera of quadrumana.

arises -from the fact that tbe loological characters or these

groups consist not in actual differences of organic structure

so much as in the different degrees or modifications of

tbe same structure which each exhibits, and which, though

readily seiied by tbe eye, are not so easily conveyed to the

ear. Yet notwithstanding this difficulty of defining tbeir

limits and nature, tbe modifications in question are of the

utmost importance in studying the history and structure

of these animals, and exercise a powerful influence on

their habit*. The most marked and prominent of tbe

characters which more immediately distinguish the ba-

boons from the other simile, consists in tbe great pro
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feagrtion of the face and jaws, and in the truncated form

wf the muule, which (five* the whole bead a dose resem-

blance to that of a large dog. and from which, aa already

eWrved. Iha Greek* and Romant very approoriately de-

nominatad them CytioajJtalt. or do*-beaded monkey*.

In the ordinary quadrumana, which nave the bead and
face round aa in the human species, the noae ia flat, and

the noatrila situated about half-way between the mouth
and the eye*, the whole bearing no unapt reeemblanee to

that of a man who ha* lo*t the greater part of hi* noae :

but in the baboon* thi* organ i* prolonged uniformly with

the jaw* ; it even surpasses the lip* a little in length, and
the nottnli open at the end of it exactly aa in the dog.

Here there i* a marked difference in form and development
from what we observe in the apes and other higher group*
of quadrumana. The great length of the face detract*

from the »ite of the skull ; the organ* of mastication are

strongly developed to the prejudice of the brain and intel-

lectual functions ; the facial angle, which has been gene-
rally regarded ss a pretty accurate measure of the mental
capacity, is reduced to 30", wh'Ut it is never leas than 4i"

in the monkeys, and among the apes amounts even to 60*

or 65* ; and the character of the baboons, as might be
readily suspected from Ihese indication*, ia lea* docile and
intelligent than that of the kindred genera. To the same
prolongation of the face, and preponderance of the anterior

part of the head, i* to be attributed, at least in a great

measure, the fact that the baboons less frequently assume
an erect posture than any of the other quadromana, and
are less capable of maintaining it for any length of

time. The weight of the long nose, to which the small size

of the skull forms but a very inefficient counterbalance,

fatigues the muscles of the neck, and constantly tend* to

make the animal seek for support upon all four*, as may be

observed in a dog or a bear; and in fact the baboon*

are but very little superior to these animals in the faci-

lity with which they maintain themselves in an upright

postore.

The compressed and robust form of the body, and the

short, muscular, and powerful nature of the limbs, are

other character* which broadly distinguish tbo baboons,

and exercise a very sensible influence upon their habits

And economy. Generally speaking, the quadrumana are

of a slender and active make, with long arms and legs,

which adapt them for climbing and residing among the

branches of trees; but the shortness of their limbs, and the

weighty and powerful make of their bodies, whilst they do
not entirely exclude the baboons from grasping and climb-

ing trees, nevertheless render the woods and forest* a less

agreeable habitat to them than the precipitous sides of

rocky mountains, where they live in large families, and
climb among the cliff* with great ease and security. Then
whole habits, indeed, as well as tbeir organic structure,

approximate these animals to the ordinary quadrupeds:

the great development of their org«n» of smell, toe position

of the nostrils, which are more conveniently placed for the

exercise of that function than in the other quadrumana

;

the robust make of the extremities and the equality of their

length, their gait, their habitat, the sue and power of their

canine teeth, and the nature of their food, all indicate their

inferiority to the apes and monkey*. And as the habits of

animals are necessarily derived from their organisation, as

the functions of an instrument depend upon the component
parts of its structure, in proportion as the baboons are

degraded in the scale of nature by their organic conforma-
tion, in the same degree do they participate in the intellec-

tual inferiority, and. if we may be -allowed the expression,

in the moral debasement, of the common quadrupeds. Still,

with the general outlines of tbe organisation, they pre.cn

c

much of the character of tbe other quadromana ; but it u
only tbe worst part of the character of the apes and monkeys
which is exhibited in the baboons ;— it is their malignity

still further heightened by an increase of phy steal .force,

without their pUyful curiosity. -their disgusting approach

to humanity, without tbeir gentleness and docility.

In their native mountains, the ordinary food of tbe baboon*

ia berries and bulbous roots ; but in the vicinity of humsn
habttaijoas they make incursions into tbe cultivated fields

and garden*, and destroy a still greater quantity of grain I

and fruits than they carry away with them. In well-

inhibited countries, where Ibey are likely to meet with
<*»k»tance. tbrir predatory incursion* are usually made

'

during the night, and trateller* assure us that, taught '

by experience of the risks to which they expos* tawsawervea
during such expedition*, .bey place sentinels upon tbe a*jr»

rounding trees snd heights to give them timely warning of
the approach of danger ; but in wilder and mora solitary

districts, where the thinness of the population and tbe nst
of fire-arms place tucm on some degree of equality with
the inhabitants, they make their forays in tbe open day.
and dispute with tbe husbandman the fruits of bia lab—r.
' I have myself.* saya PVarce, in his Li/* and Adrnturtm
in Abytrima, • seen an assembly of large monkeys tbsbeeaw)
drive the keepers from the fields of grain, in spite of tbear
slings and stones, till several people went from the nisage
to their assistance, and even then they only retired slowly,

seeing that the men bad no guns.' some traveller* evwa
assert that if the troop happens to be surprised in tbe art as*

pills ging, the sentinel* pay with tbeir Uvea for their nrgtert
of the general safety ; but however this may be, it si nrlaaa
that individuals are frequently met with which exhibit
marks of ill usage from their companions, and which e-sea
sometimes appear to have been expelled from then- society.

Others assure us that tbe troop sometimes forms a loss*

chain, extending from the ticinity of their ordinary haaata
tion to the garden or field which they happen to be engaged
in plundering, and that the produce of thru- theft m pilches!

from hand to hand till it reaches Us destination ra thai

mountains. By this means they are enabled to carry off o
much larger booty than if every individual laboured for
his own peculiar benefit ; but notwithstanding this atten-
tion to the general interest, each take* rare, before re-
tiring, to fill bis cheek pouches with the moat rbostst

fruit* or grains which he can procure, and also, if not
likely to be pursued, to carry off quantities in bis bands.
After these expeditions tbe whole troop retire to the moun-
tains to enjoy their booty. Tbey likewise search with;

avidity for tbe nest* of bird*, and sock the eggs ; but if there
be young, they kill them and destroy tbe nest, as, not-
withstanding tbe evident approximation of then- orgam-
talkm and appetites to carnivorous animals, tbey are neter
known to touch a liiing prey in a state of nature, east

even in captivity will eat no flesh but what has boa*
thoroughly boiled or roasted. In this stale we have *»ea
various baboon* enjoy their mutton bone, and sack st smb
apparent satisfaction, but it was evidently an acquired ba*><.

like that of drinking porter and smoking tobaorw, whsra
tbey bad been taught by the example of their keepers.

Of all the quadrumana, tbe baboons are the meat fright-

fully ugly. Tbeir smstt eyes deeply sunk beneath bags)
projecting eyebrow*, their low contracted forehead , and tbe
very diminutive size of their cranium, compared with law
enormous development of the face and jsws. give th is* a
fierce and malicious look, which is still further besghtr—

d

by tbeir robust and powerful make, and by the »»s »r-

anee of tbe enormous teeth which tbey do not fail as dis-

play upon the slightest provocation. The fiercea*a* aeal

brutality of their character and manner* correspond with
the expression of their physiognomy. These cbararSees
are most strongly displayed by the mains ; but it ss sbosw
especially when, in addition to tbeir ordinary dupasits ay.

,

they are agitated by tbe passion of love or jooJoway . thaw
their natural habitudes carry them to the most forms* aasd

brutal excess. In csptmty. they are thrown into the grass
est agitation at the appearance of young female*. It at a
common practice among itinerant show men to excise taw
natural jealousy of their baboon* by caressing or sSTswiasj

to kiss the young female* who resort to their cxasUUsaks,
and tbe sight ne\cr fsils to excite in thee* animal* a
degree of rage bordering upon phrrnsy. On one ereSMsaw,

a large baboon of tbe spme* which mhabst* the least

|
of Good Hope < Cfni<tjA>i/ut pnrcariui) ist asid frees

his place of confinement in tbe * Jardin dee Pianese at

Pans, and far from shooing an« disposition to return to baa
cage, severely wounded two or three of lb* keepers who
attempted to recapture htm. After many insfertesl at-

tempt* to induce him to return quietly, tbey at Wwgta bst

upon a plan wba-h »a» successful. There was a sasal
grated window at the bark part of hi* den. at which ewe at*

tbe keeper* appeared in company with the daughter ef the
superintendent, whom be appeared to kua and caress wstbart

new ef the animal. No sooner did the baboon w its— laaa

familiarity, than he flew into tbe cage with the greases*
fun, and endeavoured tn unfasten tbe grating of the »*»-
dow which separated biro from tbe object of hi* jsaji—v.
Whilst employed in tin* tain attempt, tbe keeper* loan s»
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payernrnrty of fattening the door and securing him once

MN in Ms place of confinement. Nor is this a solitary

instance of the influence which women can exert over the
pa—ins of these savage animals : generally untractable and
incorrigible whilst under the management of men, it usually

happens that baboons are most effectually tamed and led to

even more, than ordinary obedience in the hands of women,
whose attentions they even appear to ropay with gratitude

and affection. Travellers sometimes speak of the danger
which women run, who reside in the vicinity of the situations

whirh these animals inhabit, and affirm that the negresses on
the rout ofGuinea are occasionally kidnapped by the baboons,
and earned off to their fastnesses : we are even assured that

certain of these women have lived among the baboons for

many years, and that they were prevented from escaping,

by being shut up in raves in the mountains, where, however,
they were plentifully fed, and in other respects treated with
great kindness. It is to be observed, however, that these
accounts rest upon authority which is by no means unex-
ceptionable: credible and well-informed modern travellers

do not relate them, and even their older and more credulous
predecessor* give them only from hearsay.

In addition to the mental and physical characters

already mentioned, the baboons, besides the great develop-
ment of their canine teeth, are distinguished by having a
Ah tubercle upon the posterior molar of the under jaw,
in which respect they differ from the apes and cercopi-
tbeci. and resemble the macaci and semnopitheci. They
are furnished with large callosities and capacious cheek
pooches, and their tails, always shorter than those of the
aaaeacks and monkeys, arc carried erect at the root, and
then hang pendant perpendicularly, like that of a horse
which has not been truncated. Those species which

'

have very short Uils carry them upright and erect The
bones of their cheeks, also, are protuberant and form large

|

swelling* on each side of the nose ; and though this cha-
racter is more strongly marked in the mandrill and drill

than in the other species, vet all exhibit it in a greater or
le«a degree. It is only since the labours of MM. Geoffrey
aaxl t Cuvier have developed the true generic characters of
Use different groupawhich compose the family ofquadrumana,
that we have become acquainted with the geographical dis-

tribution of these animals, and the habitats of the different
fatten. We have thus learned that the quadrumana of the
African continent are as distinct from those of Asia in their
Moluvjeal characters, as tbey are in the localities which they
inhabit ; in fact, among upwards of fifty species of siniiss be-
h*ffing to the old world, there are only two known instances of

(

«*» Asiatic genus occurring in Africa, or of an African genua
anrarnag in Asia. One of these instances is even doubtful,
amra the animal to which it refers, the common magot or
Barhary ape, though generally considered as a tnacack, is

u* reality an intermediate species between that genus and
taw baboons, which it resembles equally in its habitat as it

<k»sa in its powerful and muscular frame, and in its general
habsu and character, and from which it only differs in the
comparative shortness of its face and the less truncated form
af ita ncH* These, to be sure, are very essential characters
in the true baboons; but in all departments of zoology we
and intermediate species which partake, as it were, equally
of tbe characteristic forms and organisation of two or
even three conterminous genera, and which it is often im-
anaaible to include in either, without a considerable re-

laxation in the stnct import of their respective definitions.

Tbe other instance to which wc have alluded regards a real
specie* of baboon, the Cynoeephalu* hamadrya* of authors,
whtsch is found in Asia and Africa, and which forms the
only indisputable instance of any quadrumannus animal
bans; common to both those continents. In other respects
the baboon* are a strictly African genus

; they inhabit all

(he (rreat mountain ranges of this continent, from the shores
of the Mediterranean to tbe Cape of Good Hope, and are
man hie of supporting a much lower degree of temperature

any of the other quadrumana. The lofty mountains of
* in Abyssinia, and tbe bleak anil desolate range of the
awfcerg in South Africa, are both tenanted by nurae-
troop* of these animals, which appear to prefer the

• ruroroos climate cf these elevated regions to the hot and
esslcry forests of the lower plains. Fischer, the most recent
writer upon mammalogy, enumerates eleven different species

af t>ahooos, but it is evident that some of those which he
ansa sibes are tbe females or young of other species; and
sat tact the most judicious naturalists, those who describe

from their own original observations, do not reckon mora
than five or six. The following are very distinctly marked,
and have bean universally admitted.

JrVfaUl

[Tbt Chvnsa. C. poraafias.]

1. The Chacma (C. porcdriut. Desmarest). The colour

of this species is a uniform dark brown, almost black, mixed
throughout with a dark green shade, deepest on the bead
and along tbe ridge of tne back, and paler on tbe anterior

part of the shoulders, and on tbe flanks. The hair over

the whole body is long and shaggy, more particularly

on tbe neck and shoulders of the males, where it forms a
distinct mane ; each hair is of a light grey colour for some
distance from the root, and afterwards annulated through-

out ita entire length, with distinct rings alternately black

and dark green, sometimes, though but rarely, intermixed

with a few of a lighter and yellowish shade. Tbe green

predominates on the head more than on other parts ; the

face and ears are naked, as are likewise the palms of the

bands and soles of the feet ; the interior surfaces of tbe

arms and thighs are but thinly covered with hair, which is

long and of a uniform dark-brown colour ; tbe hair on the

toes is short, bristly, and uniformly black ; the neck and
shoulders of the male are furnished with a mane of long

shaggy hair, which is wanting in the females and young

;

and the cheeks of both sexes nave small whiskers directed

backwards, and of a gretish colour. Tbe tail is rather more
than half the length of tbe body, and is terminated b> a

tuft of long black hair ; the skin of tbo hands, bee, and

ears, is of a very dark violet-blue colour, with a paler ring

surrounding each eye ; the whole of the upper eyelids aro

white, as in the Mangabey (Cercopithecut/uliginimu) . the

nose projects a little beyond the upper lip. the noxlrils

are separated by a small depression or rut. as in tbe dog

and other carnivorous animals, and the callosities are less

strongly marked than in most other species of tbi» genu*.

In the adult animal the muzzle is extremely prolonged in

comparison with tbe skull, which is proportionally con-

tracted and flattened : the young on the contrary have the

region of the brain much larger in proportion to the length

of tbe face, the bead considerably rounder, and in form re-

sembling that of the adult monkeys (cercopitAerit.

The Chacma. so called from the Hottentot word TChac-
kamma, the aboriginal name of this baboon in South Africa,

is one of tbe largest species of the present genus, and when
full grown, is equal in size, and much superior in strength, to

a common English mastiff. This smmal inhabits the

mountains throughout the colony of the Cape of Good Hope,

and associates in families more or less numerous. They are

still found on the Table Mountain above Cape Town, though

thev do not exist in such numbers as they appear to have

done formerly. Still, however, they pay occasional visits

! to the gardens at the base of the mountains, and with

such skill and caution, that even the most watchful dogs,

as we are assured by Professor Lichtcnstein, csnnot alwa> •

prevent them. ' Although,' he remarks, ' Koltie some-

what exaggerates the regular and concerted maimer tit
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which their robberies ere carried on. yet it is very true that '

they go in large companies upon their marauding parties,

reciprocally to support each other, and cam' off their plunder
;

in greater tecum v.' Their common food consists of the
'

bulbous roots of different plants, particularly of the babtana
j

[see Babi ana, p. 226] ; these they dig up with their Angers

and peel them with their teeth, and heap* of the panngs
are frequently seen near the large stones upon which

the babuuns delight to sit and look round them. In as-

cending the kloofs or passes in the mountains of South
Africa, which are frequently steep, narrow, and dangerous,

travellers often disturb troops of these animals which have
been sunning themselves on the rocks : if not attacked,

they scamper up the sides of the mountains, yelling and
screaming ; but if fired at and wounded, they no sooner gel

tmond the range of the gun, than they commence rolling

and throwing down stone*, and otherwise resenting the in-

jury. A full-grown chacma is more than a match for two
good dogs, and though there it no animal which hounds
pursue with so much fury, yet the boors of the interior

would rather set their dogs upon • lion or panther than

upon one of these baboons.

2. The Derriat (C. hamadrgat, Linnssas), the most
celebrated of all the baboons, and probably the only aperies

of this genus known to the sntienl*. inhabits the mountains
of Arabia and Abyssinia, and grows to the sue of a large

pointer, measuring upwards of four feet when standing

erect, and two feel and a half in a sitting posture. The face

of this species is extremely elongated, naked, and of a dirty

flt»h colour, with a lighter ring surrounding the eyes ; the

nostrils, as in the dog, are separated by a slight furrow ; the

bead, neck, shoulders, and all the fore part of the body as

far aa the loins, are covered with long shaggy hair ; that on
the hips, thighs, and legs, is short, and, contrasted with the

former, has the appearance of having been dipped, so that

the whole animal bears no unapt resemblance to a French
poodle. The hair of the occiput and neck is upwards of a foot

in length, and forms a long mane which falls back over the

shoulders, and at a distance looks something like a full short

cloak. The whisker* are broad and directed backwards, so

as to conceal the ears ; their colour, as well as that of the

head, mane, and fore part of the body, is a mixture of light

grey and cinereous, each hair being marked with numerous
alternate ring* o( these two colours ; the short hair of the

hips, thighs, ana extremities is of a uniform cinereous

brown colour, rather lighter on the posterior surface of the

thighs than on the other parts; a dark-brown line passes

down the middle of the back, the hands are almost jet black,

and the feet are rusty brown. The tail is about half the

length of the body, and it carried drooping as in other

baboons ; it is terminated by a brown tuft of long hair ; the

callosities are large and of a dark ttesh colour ; the palms

of the hands and soles of the feet dark brown. The female

when full grown is equal to the male in point of site, but
differs considerably in the length and colour of the hair.

This sex wants the mane which ornaments the neck of the

male, and is covered over the whole body with short hair of

equal length, and of a uniform deep olive-brown colour,

slightly mixed with green. The throat and breast are but

sparingly covered with hair, and the skin on these parts, as

well aa on the face, bands, and callosities, is of a deep tan

colour. Hemprich and Ebrcnherg. who have given a very

complete history and description or this specie* in their ex-
cellent work entitled Symbol* Phytic*, now in process cf
publication, compare the female armas to a bear, whilst

the copious mane which adorns the fore Quarters of the male
give* to that sex much of the external form and appear-

ance of a small lion. The young of both sexes resemble

the female, and the large whisker* and manes of the male*
only begin to make their appearance when the animal* ar-

rive at their full growth and mature age, that is, when tbey

have completed their second dentition. At this period they

undergo as great a change in their mental propensities

as in their physical appearance. While young they are

gentle, docile, and playful, but a* soon as tbey have acquired

their foil development, they become sulky, malicious, and

This specie* inhabits Arabia and Abyssinia, but is not
found either in Egypt or Nubia, though its figure is often
sculptured on the antient monuments of both these coun-
tries. Hempneh and Ehrenberg found large troop* ofthem
in Wadi Kaaun and in the mountains near the city

Chafed in the country of the VTahabeos, as well a* in I

of

the

mountains above Arkeeko on the Red Sea; .
from Salt and Pearce that they are extremely i

all the high lands in Tigre. The travellers

tioned (bund troops of a hundred and upwards in the ttattihv-

bourbood of Eilet, in the chain of the Taranta. These wee*)

usually composed of ten or a doaen adult males, and eawa*
twenty adult female* ; the remainder of the troepVas) asaae
up of the young of the four or five preceding years. Wheat
seen <it s distance approaching a small stream for lis* pwr-
posc of quenching their thirst, they bore a close rwsewj-

blance to a fleck of wild bogs ; and it waa observed that the

young ones always led the van, and that the old males
brought up the rear, probably for the purpose of batata; ism

whole family continually under their immediate oiaani
They did not appear to pay the slightest attanttow te the

Galla* snd Abvssinians, but when toe European iraieuW*
approached, whom tbey probably distrusted from the ap-

pearance of their fire-arms, the old males abanduaesl thssr

station in the rear, and placed themselves between the
troop and their pursuers, so that it waa found very diAcaJt to

procure specimens of either the female* or the young. Woe*
they first observed the travellers approaching, they ail sated

up on their hiud feet for the purpose of examining tbeaa j

the old males, having driven away the females and yewast
animals, remained in this position till the near spars ss a ef

the party compelled them also to retire, when the wheat
troop scampered up the tide* of the mountains, asaksasj

them resound with their shnll clamour. The Arabs* rrwi
of this animal is rvbak or rvbba; the Abyssinian* ceil at

den iot, according to Pearce » orthography, or Aevrwe. re-
cording to the spelling of Hemprich.
The name of this species in the antient Eutopic or Oeea.

the learned language of the Abtuinians, I* lot or lea*.

The figure of tin* animal, in a tilling posture, is ruia—
upon the antient monuments of Egypt and Nuba ; mmm%
metal images of it bsve been dug up among the rants at*

Memphis and Hennopolis, and mummies oonuuauag the
embalmed body of the animal are still found aasaatg taw
catacombs. Strabo, indeed (p. 812). in menuootns; Be
polis at the centre of the adoration paid to the <

says that the Babylonians in the vicinity of J

divine honours to the cepu* : yet though the gi

makes use of very different names, and though
reality, apply to very different animal*, there » easts' I

to believe that they both refer, in the prases

"

the same species ; no quadrumanous animal »
represented upon the sacred monument* ef anuoajl Egypt,
except the baboon, nor have the images of any other awenea
ever been dug up in searching for antiquities. Owe er ***>

instances, indeed, occur in the rcpreteutatinttt at*

subjects, such as the procession of a returning eeatevi

which monkey* (cercapithrci) are introduced, at tar as»

stance the painting discovered at Thebes by the las* Mr.
8slt, snd represented by Mtnutoli (tab. xti,fig. •>, aa wbtoh a
monkey is represented riding on toe neck of a raajoiipsr*

;

but this was manifestly intended merely te fix the ssaatsry

of the country or people whose subjection the trieatph was>

meant to commemorate, and by no meant indssate* a par-
ticipation in the ditine honours which were peel at Baa
baboon. Neither does the female ever appear to h* i

tented aa an object of worship ; all the figures aasl

seem to be those of males, as is proved by the I

covers the neck and shoulders, and which gives a I

to the fore part of the body in this sex which st t

the other.

3. The common baboon (C. fmJHo, Pesmarest) st at* a atkt-

fortn yellowish brown colour, slightly shaded with saasJy er
light red upon the head, shoulders, body, and estr**s»aias

,

the whiskers alone are of a light fawn colour ; the few*, nr.
and hands are naked and entirely black, the upper rye-esss
whit*, snd alto naked, and the toil about half the k*s*rta ef

the body, but not terminated by the tuft which a

It in the last two specie*. The hair of the otipvl aasl i

is rather longer than that on the neck and i

'

neither so long nor so thick as to grre a any
to the mane of the chacma or derria* ; netther

of the present specie* so much proioaged a* at tt in

two animal*; the note, however, is adtanead rathe* Be-
yond the extremity of the lips, and ha* the l

as in the other baboons ; the checks at

swollen immediate!) below the eyea, after which the I

of the face contracts suddenly, giving the asauts or saw
the appearance of having been broken in that sitaslna by
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m heavy blow. The whiskers are not to thickly furnished

a* in the species already described; they are, howevet,
equally directed backward*, but do not conceal the ears,

whscn are black, naked, and less regularly oval than in man
and the generality of tbe omito. The under parte of the
body, the breast, belly, abdomen, and inner fare of tho

arm* and thighs, are very sparingly furnished with long
hairs of a uniform brown colour. The females and young
differ in no other respect from the adult males, except in

being of a lighter and more active make.
This species inhabits the coast of Guinea, and is that

most commonly seen about tho streets, and in menageries
and museums. In youth it is gentle, curious, gluttonous,
and incessantly in motion, smacking its lips quickly, and
chattering when it wishes to beg contributions from its

visiters, and screaming loudly when refused or tantalized.

As it grows older, however, it ceases to be familiar, and
auuraes all the morose look and repulsive manners which
characterize the baboons in general. The specimen observed
b* Button was full grown, and exhibited all the ferocity of
di«pwtion and intractability of nature common to the rest

of its kind. ' It was not (says he) altogether hideous, and
yet it exntrd horror. It appeared to be continually in a
stair of savage ferurity, grinding its teelh, perpetually rest-

less, add agitated by unprovoked fury. It was obliged to

be kept shut up in an iron cage, of which it shook the bars

to powerfully with its hands as to inspire the spectators

with apprehension It was a stout-built animal, whose
nervous limb-, and compressed form indicated great force

and agility ; and though the length and thickness of its

sha.-gy coat made it appear to be much larger than it was
in reality, it was nevertheless so strong and active that it

might have readily worsted the attacks of several unarmed
tneo.

TW aUaonll (C. Masssasad C. Mtfaaos).

4. The Mandrill (C. Mormon and C. Maimon, Lin-
natus) is the largest of the whole genua, and may be readily

distinguished from all the other baboons by the enormous
protuberance of its cheeks, and the bright and variegated
colours which mark them, a* well as by its short upright
tad. The full-grown' mandrill measures above live feet

when standing upright;- the limbs are short and powerful,
the body thick and extremely robust, tho head large and
almost destitute of forehead, the eye-brows remarkably pro-

minent, the eye* small and deeply sunk in the bead, the

hawk-bones swollen to an enormous size, and forming pro-

tections on each side of tho nose as large as a man a list,

Marked transversely with numerous alternate rib* of light

blue, scarlet and deep purple, tbe tail not more than a
coopie of inches in length, and generally carried erect

;

the esusasitie* large, naked, and of a blood-red colour. The
genera] colour of the hair is a light olive brown above, and
sthwy grey beneath, and the chin is furnished underneath
with a small pointed yellow beard. The hair of the fore-

head and temple* is directed upward* so as to meet in a
point on lb* crown, which give* the hoad a triangular ap-
tstsvraaoa ; the ear* are naked, angular at their superior and
posterior borders, and of a bluish black colour ; and tbe

nvuzte and hps aro large, swollen, and protuberant. The

former is surrounded above with an elevated run or border,
aod truncated like the snout of a bog,- character winch
we have observed in no other baboon, and which leads us
to suspect that the mandrill is the species that Aristotle
incidentally mentions by the name of Chotropithecus (got-

pesr<0scoc), (.Hut. Anim. lib. ii. cap. S.) and which may
have been brought into Egypt or Greece .by tbe mer-
chants who kept up a regular intercourse between Egypt
and the countries of the interior. There are other con-
siderations which give a strong degree of probability to this

conjecture. The short, indeed almost tuberculous, tail of
the mandrill, for instance, would lead Aristotle to compare
it with tbe ape or pitWcus (*-t0a«>c), rather than with the
other simisB. all of which have tails of considerable length

;

and the truncated form of the snout would readily suggest
its similarity to tbe bog (xolpoc). We are aware that tbe
chaeropilhecus of the Greek philosopher has been generally
identified with the common baboon or the drrnas; but
neither of these species possesses anv character which justi-

fies that supposition ; and besides, the demos is indis-

putably allowed to be the species designated by the much
more appropriate name of cvnoccphalus (cwocifoXar..) Nor
does the mandrill differ much in its general form and
appearance from the pithecue of Aristotle, which wu the
common magot or Barbory ape (Muaieut inuut) : there
is no very great difference in tho size of these animals, tlieir

colour is very nearly the same, both are equally remarkable
for the powerful make of their bodies, and the sinewy cha-
racter of their short stout limbs ; and in fart the only
striking difference which exists between them is the pro-

longed, truncated, swinish snout of the one. and the round
head and short face of the other. Thus we can very satis-

factorily account for both members of the compound name
employed by Aristotle ; nor can an objection be fairly taken
to the approximation which we have here made of his

chmropitbecus to the mandrill of Guinea, on account of
the extremely limited knowledge which the antient Greeks
possessed of the western coasts of Africa ; since we know
that they were well acquainted with other animals from the

same or even a more remote locality ; such, for instance,

as the gnu (Antilope gnu), which is clearly the catobWpas
of antient writers, and the pecasse or buffalo of the Gold
Coast.

The female* and young mandrills differ from the adult

males in the shorter aod less protuberant form of the muzzle,
which is moreover of a uniform blue colour; tbe cheek-
bones have little or no elevation above the general plane of

the face, nor are they marked with the longitudinal furrows

which give tbe other sex so singular an appearance ; at

least tbey ore far from being so prominently developed. It

is only indeed when they have completed their second den-

tition that these characters are fully displayed in tbe males,

and that the extremity of the muzzle assume* that bright

red hue by which it is so remarkably distinguished.

. The mandrill is often mentioned by travellers, and bear*

the different name* of smitten, choral, boggo, barrit, Stc,

according to the language or dialect of the tribes in whose
territories it has been observed. It is described as being

amazingly powerful and mischievous, but many traits of

its character and habits have been confounded with

those of the chimpanzee (Pithecut troglodyte*), a very dif-

ferent animal. Its mental character and habits do not differ

sensibly from those of the other baboon*, except that it

become*, in advanced age, still mora morose and lascivious.

Those which have been observed in a domestic state

aro generally remarked to have bad a strong taste for

spirituous and fermented liquors ; a remarkably One indi-

vidual, which was long kept at Exeter Change, and after-

ward* at tbe Surrey Zoological Gardens, drank his pot of

porter daily, and evidently enjoyed iti it was a moat

amusing sight to see him seated in hi* little arm-chair,

with his quart pot beside bim. and smoking his abort pine

with all the gravity and perseverance of a Dutchman. In

a state of nature, his great strength and malicious character

render the mandrill a truto formidable animal. As they

generally march in large bands, tbey prove more than a
match for any other inhabitant of the forests, and are even

said to attack and drive the elephania away from tbe dis-

tricts in which tbey hare axed their residence. The inha-

bitant* of these countries themselves are afraid to pass

through tbe woods unless in large companies and well

armed ; and it is said that the mandrills will even watch

their opportunity when lbs men are in the Aeids, to plunder
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mocfa higher antiquity. Both within and without the walk

an confused heap, of rubbish, which appear to be the nun*

of antient building*.

nij|iiiMli11ii~ at OW fratl Mmm of Ik* hunwal <d d*> ***** TnBfta,

from Pocock»'» IWl •> Sprit.)

In ronteroplsting tbe§e ruin*, we are (truck by the im-

mense uie of the stones employed. Among other* there

are at least twenty of enormous dimensions. On the west

side of the basement of the great temple even the second

course it formed of stones which are from twenty-nine to

thirty-seven feet long, and about nine feet thick; under

this, at the north-west angle, and about twenty feet from

the ground, there are three stones which alone occupy

1 84 feet nine inches in length, by about twelve feet thick ;

two are sixty feet, and the third sixty-two feet nine inches

in length. (See Poeorke's TrareU in Syria.) Mr. Wood
thinks that the word t(*)uBo», in the Chromenn PatehaU,

refers to these stones. The material is a white granite,

with large shining veins like gypsum. (Volney.) This

stone abounds on the spot and in the adjaeent mountains

;

quarries have been opened in several places. In one called

St Bliss, there is still, among other stones of a vast site,

one worked on three face*, which is nearly seventy feet long,

and about fourteen feet in thickness each way. The more
ornamented parts of these buildings were carved out of a
coarse white marble, which was brought from a more dis-

tant quarry west of tbo city.

When Wood and Dewkins visited Balbce in 1 751 only a

•mall part of the city was inhabited, towards the south and
west, near the circular building. The bouses were mean,
with flat roofs, on which, during the summer months, the

inhabitants often pass the night. A large portion of the

space within the walls ia entirely neglected, while a small

part is employed for gardens, a name which the Turks give

to any spot near a town where there is a little shade and
water. In 1 73 1 the number of inhabitants amounted to

about JOOO, of whom a few were Greek and Maronite Chris-

tians, and some Jews, and all without trade and manufac-
ture*. The bod government of the emirs of the house of

Harfoucbe, the earthquake of 1749, and the wars of the.

Emir Yousef and of Djczxar, had reduced the population to

1300 at tbo time Volney visited Balbec in 1785. The
ground immediately about the wall is rocky, and little

advantage is taken of a command of water, which might be
usefully employed to irrigate the garden*. A little cotton,

a small quantity of maize, and some water-melons, was all

that the wretched inhabitants cultivated when Volney was
there.

< The Rmm </ Ratine, by Wood and Dawkins, I vol. folio

;

Journey /mm Ulepf*i to Jerutatem, by Henry Maundreli

;

M. dr la Roquet TrareU; Volnev, I'oyajrr Piltoretipu
dani la Syrir ) Mr. Bruce also vi.iteil Balbec, and made four
drawing* of the ruins, which he presented to George III.

These drawings are not to be found in the catalogue of
' Maps. Drawings,' &c, tn the King's Library in the British

Museum, given by George III. aud IV. to the nation ; from
which circumstance we may infer that tbey were kepi back,
and m») perhaps cxi»t in the present King's collection.

BABA\ t'APK. in Turkish Babi Boumou. is the Cape
Ledum of the Greeks. It is a rocky bold headland of
Anatolii. north-west of the northern estrcnuty of the gulf of
Adramvlt. the antient Adramtltium, and between the
ulsnds of Lesbos, now Mitvlene, and Tcnedoa, which pre-
serve* its antient name. The cape, which is srareely twelve
miles distant from the northern extremity of Lesbos, is in
39° 30> N. 1st, and 26 E. long. Doctor Chandler calk it

a promontory of Mount Ida. and it is indeed a shelving
continuation or off-*hoot of that celebrated mountain mass,
the numerous top* of which art seen in the distance. The
whole tine of coast from the bead of the gulf of Adram; t-

tium to Cspe Babi is «ery rorky and steep, and inland
from the bleak cliffs there runs a continued chain of moun-
tains that gradually increase in elevation as they recede
from the sea and approach the summit* of Mount Ida.
After the rape i* fairly doubled, the long level of the plain
ef Troy present* itself in sinking contrast . fur it it so flat

and Vow that, when observed from a short distance at sea, U

look* hke • mere line nearly all the way front Cap* Bab*
to the promontory of 8igeium and the Hellespont. Pro-

jecting from Cape Babi there is a curious groirp of small

islets, called antientlv. from their number. Hecatoaneaut. or
the Hundred Islands, but named by the modern Gretka
Mutkonui. Six leagues to the north of the Cspe. and in

the Trojan plain, are the ruins of the antient city of Alex-

andria Trees, and about four leagues to the south, and
standing upon a bold bill feeing the sea and Lesbos, are the

more important remains of the antient city of Asso*.

A small town, called by the same name, and sometimes, by

the Franks, St. Mary's, stands on a shelving point of Cape
Babi. immediately above the sea. It contain* a motqoe
and a half-mined castle : the dwelling-houses, occ upied by

Turks and Asiatic Greeks, are built of unbaked bock, sad
are mean in the extreme. In front of the town of Babi there

is a little port formed with massive fragments of rock ; ksst

it is only capable of receiving the small country fishing

boats, and even they are not safe in it during gales tram

the south or west. Vessels bound to the Hellespont, or

Dardanelles and Constantinople, frequently come to anchor
in the roadstead under shelter of the Cape during the pre-

valence of the Etesian or northern winds, but great ear* ia

necessary to guard against any sudden and violent change
of weather, by which they would be exposed to the dangers
of a rocky lee-shore and of a narrow tea. The town of
Babi was formerly the seat of a considerable manufacture an

steel, and the sword-Made* and knives made there were
highly esteemed by the Turk*. Though the trade has de-

clined, certain yataghans and large knives, like the omltmus
de chaste, and said to be of superior quality, are Mill ma-
nufactured there. The chief employment of the inhabit-

ant* i* pastoral;—the wild, uncultivated hills, rating hta)

the downs on the south coast of England from the sea.

afford good pasture for one part of the year, and at the other

the inhabitants conduct their flocks to the archvttir* est

Mount Ida. The voyager, passing between the island off

Lesbos and the main, may often see their broad-tailes)

sheep grazing among the ruins of the once large and proa
perous city of Asso*. The neighbouring country ahoatndk

in extensive woods, or rather copses, of valonea oak (Us*
Querent frqiUrpi,) a dwarfish tree, seldom exceeding five at

six feet in height. The large cups that contain the acera*
of this species of oak are well known in commerce ; liter

are used for tanning, and form a principal article of expert
from all this part of Turkey. The few of the mhaketaia
of Babi who attend to this branch of trade carry ihctr
valonea (as the product is commercial I v termed) to a pen
in the gulf of Adramtli. where it is either shipped at eewat

on board of European vessels, which have repaired tbttaee

expressly, or it is put into country craft, which carry a ta>

Smyrna, where it is sold, and then re-shipped in Kurrswsav
vessel* for Italy. England, and other countries.

BABEL [See Bahylo*.]
BAB-KL-MANDEB it the name of the strata by whtrh

•.he Red Sea or Arabian Gulf it joined to the bay of
"

and the Indian Ocean. It it formed by two
|

angle* of the Asiatic and African continento. or,

citely, the two angles of Arabia and Abysaiaas. Freaa'tW
Arabian shore* a cape of moderate height projects, waurfc.
on all our map* ana charts, is called likewise Caps BiUl
Mandeb ; the much more elevated land on law Afnr***.
side runs in a straight line. Opposite Cape Babel MassWe,
the coast of A Inmm* may be distant upward* of tftota
sixteen miles, and bore both continents approach mswrt
one another and form the straits. Within the strata, ksst
much nearer to the Arabian shores, is an island, ceiled an
Arabic Perlm : this name is al*o adopted on our nsapa. That
strait to the east of this uland it called the Little Strut, «asl
that to the west of it the Large Strait. The Little Street at
moat frequented b\ vessels, on no other account bat Wim a
its moderate depth allows anchorage, if rireumsUnewa ***>-

der it necessary. The depth here vanes from suae to *aaa>
leen fathoms ; on one until shoal it t* only seven fr'tii***
This strait i« four mile* wide, but extracted by
water extending from the Cape >4 Babel- Mandeb to a i

itland about a mile from it, called Pilot ItloL TU* wit 4
of Perfui is rorky and low, with a gentle dWlmt* ******

the middle towards the extremities. It i* html and
habited. On the 8. W. tide it has an opening ml* an eav-
eellent harbour or rove, which affords shelter agtun** aur**
every wind, and a good anrborag* in from bur to six or antes
fathoms wstcr. This island at from four to Its a lam
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lor*. The Large Strait is from nine to ten mile* wide, and
to tae tooth of it, near the coast of Africa, are eight until

Wand*, or rather rocks, called the Eight Brother*. In
the midrt of cite strait no noundings are found with a bun-
dntd fathom* of line; but close to the Eight Brother*,

alone, the coast of Abyssinia and near the Island of Perttn,

the depth of lbe sea vanes from sixteen to thirty fathoms.

The Eight Brother* are of moderate height, rocky and
barren. Cape Babel Mandeb < 12° 40' N. lat.) projects a
gmi way from the main land, which here is low, so that

when teen from a distance it has the appearance of an island.

It rues to no great height, but is rocky and scraggy on its

km lhem side, and extremely barren.

The current* are commuuly very strong in this strait, but
they vary in direction according to the prevailing Winds.
(See Rao Ssa.1
The name Babel-Handcb, which in Arabic signifies ' the

gate of leafs,' seem* to apply properly to the strait* ; and the
appellation might naturally ante in consequence of the

dangers to which small and light vessel* are exposed in a
narrow tea. surrounded by rocky shores, and subject to fre-

quent gusts of wind. But this name appears on our map*
and charts to be given with less propriety to the Cape, which
probably haa some different name among the natives. (Nie-
budr. Lord Valrnti*. Capt. Honburgh.)
BABRR or BABL'R. with hi* complete name ZAHIR-

EDDIN MOHAMMED BABRR. the celebrated founder
of the Tatar, or, as it is often improperly called, the Mogol
empire in Hindustan, was born on the sixth of Moharrero,
a. hio 888 (Nth February, 1483). His father. Sultan
Omar Sheikh Mirza. a great-great grandson of the cele-

brated Tiraur. or Tamerlane, was sovereign of Fergh&na, a
province situated on both sides of the river Sirr, the Jax-
artrs of the anik-nts. The revenues of this province, ac-
cording to a remark made by Babcr himself, may suffice,

without oppressing the country, to maintain three or four
thousand troops. Babcr was in his twelfth year when bis
father died (9th of June, 1494). He succeeded in securing
pouetaion of his paternal dominions, though opposed by
his paternal uncle*. Ahmed Mirza, the sultan of Samar-
kand and Bokhara, who. after a short and unsuccessful cam-
pai*n. died in the middle of July, 1494; and by Mahmud
Mirza, the tovereign of Badakhshan, who, after the death
of Ahmed, succeeded him on the throne of Samarcand,
but died, after a short reign, in January, 1495. Baber
•as equally successful in rescuing the towns of Atfera
and of Khojend from the aggression of other hostile neigh-
bours, but be was nnable to recover the country and town
of Urauppa, which hail likewise fonned part of his father's

dominion*. The history of Bauer's reign till the twenty-
third year of his age is a continuous succession of vicissi-

tudes m which we find him alternately conquering and
loung Samarcand, Aqdijan, Khojend, and other places in

or near bis paternal dominions. In the year 1)03, Sheibtni
K'lan, a descendant of Chcngiz Khan by bis eldest son.

Tushi or Jfljikhan. the sovereign of Kipchak, conquered
not only Samarcand and Bokhara, but also the countries of
Ferghana and Uratippa ; and Baber, alter wandering fur

nearly a vear as a fugitive among the mountains that sepa-
rate Ferghana from Himot and Koratigin, quitted bis native

country and resolved to try his fortune in Khorasan (1604),
wbarti was at that lime held by Sultan Hussain Mirza, a
powerful and distinguished prince of the family of Timur.
With le»a than three hundred followers, and only two tents,

Baber crossed the river Amu, or Oxus, a little above Ter-
ra**. He did nut receive from Sultan Hiusain Mirza the
•amort etucb he bad anticipated: but a number of Mo-
ral* in the servwe of Khosru Shah, one of his opponents,
who beld Hissar, Khutlan, Kundes, and occupied Badakh-
tbao, quilted the service of that chief, and. by declaring for

Baber. Cured Khosru Shah himself to submit to bim. Thus
strengthened, Baber marched towards Kabul, which was
surrendered to him after a short siege (OCober, 1 504). He
aUe«*d the Afghan governor and the garrison to depart in

salrii . and divided the country of Kabul among tho*e chiefs

who Vad lately entered bis service.

In the month uf January of the ensuing year (1505)
Baber resolved on an irruption in'o Hindustan. From
Kabul he advanced straight towards Koliat, a town situated

S W. of Attok, which be plundered. He then marched in

• southern direction between the western bank of tbe Indus
and toe Meater Solimsn mountains, as far as the tomb of

FV Kan (probably new Dora Ohazi Khan, in lat 29°

500. and hence, without having crossed tbe Indus, he tamed
westward, passed over the mountains, and returned by lake
Ab-islideh and Ghaxni to Kabul.

In 1506 Sultan Huaaain Mirza died, and tbe state of
affairs in Khorasan rendered Baber's presence, during the
greater part of that year, a matter of necessity. The suc-
ceeding year also waa nearly consumed in repelling the
Uzbeks, who infested Kabul and Khorasan by their incur-
sions, and by the capture of Kandahar, which two Afghan
noblemen. Shah Beg and hi* younger brother Mohammed
Moktm, refused to surrender. It waa not till September
that Baber could set out on another march against Hin-
dustajaaaahich Waa again unsuccessful, owing to the oppo-
sitiorMPtne predatory Afghan tribe between Kabul and
Lemghan.
Of Baber's proceeding* during the next eleven years

(1508-1519), owing to a defect in bis autobiographic me-
moirs, our information is imperfect. In 1510, the death of
bis old enemy Sheibani Kban seemed to open to him a hope
of recovering the dominions of bis forefather*. In tbe suc-
ceeding year he undertook an expedition, by which he
gained possession of Hissar, Bokhara, and Samarcand ; but
soon after, an invasion of tbe Uzbeks under Mohammed
Timur Sultan, the son of Sbeib4ni Kban, brought bim into
imminent danger, and, unable to preserve tbe conquests
which bo had made, be returned to Kabul (probably in

1515).

In 1519 Baber undertook another expedition with a view
to conquer Hindustan. He now for the first time crossed

the Indus, probably a little above Attok (17th February,

1519), but soon ro crossed it, having taken a few places, and
appointed governors in them. Tbe next invasion, in 1524,

in which lie conquered and burnt Lahore, brought him
beyond the Setlej, as far as Sirhind, and gave him a per-

manent looting in the Pcujab. But the overthrow of the
Afghan dominion in Hindustan was decided by the expe-
dition which Baber undertook in 1525. On the 16th of
December of that year be passed over tbe Indus ; then
marching along the skirts of the Himalaya, and crossing

the rivers Behut and Chenab, he advanced straight to Sial-

kot (December 29). passed over the Ravee and Bcyah, and
took the Afghan fort of Milwat (January 5, 1526), where
he left a governor and garrison. Upon reaching Dun,
Baber resolved to march at once against Sultan Ibrahim
Lodi, the Afghan sovereign, in whose possession the throne

of Delhi and the dominions of Hindustan at that time were.

Advancing gradually by the towns of Sirhind, Ambala, and
Shahibtd, he crossed the Jumna by a ford near Sirsaweh,

and reached Panipat (April 12), a town famous for several

important battles fought near it, and situated about fifty

mile* N.W. from Delhi. Here Sultan Ibrahim, with
bis army, encountered him on the 21st of April, but waa
completely defeated and killed in the battle. This victory

decided the conquest of Hindustan : for although there

were many Utile principalities in the hills, yet the Afghan
government, which extended from tbe Indus to Behar,
was tbe only one of importance. Baber immediately
despatched detachments to occupy the two principal citic*.

Delhi and Agra ; the latter town he himself entered on
the 10th of May, and took up his residence in Sultan Ibra-

him's palace, while his son Humtidn marched eastward

against two Afghan chiefs who bad assembled an army of

forty or fifty thousand men. They were defeated and dis-

persed. The province* of Sambal and Rohilcand, and the

celebrated fortress of Gwalior. were in the possession of

Baber before the end of the year. In the succeeding year

(February, 1527) Baber won a decisive victory at Biana,

near Agra, over Rana Sinks, the most powerful of the

native Hindu princes, in consequence of which be assumed

tbe epithet of Qhdxi, i. e. ' the victorious in war against

infidels;' and early in 1528 tbe fortress of Cbanderi, on

the river Setwa. south of Agra, was taken, after a long and

desperate resistance on the part of the Hindu garrison.

The conquests of Baber, from tbe Indua to the mouths

of tbe Ganges, were made so rapidly, and they com-

prehended so wide an extent of countries and so great a

variety of population, that to cement them into a firm union

would have required a much longer reign than what he
himself was destined to enjoy. Even bis sun Hum&iOn
could but with difficulty maintain possession of these ex-

tensive territories ; and it was not till the reign of Baber a

grandson. Akbar, that a regular administration of the

whole empire was established.
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Toward* the conclusion of hi* mpi. Beber cndcaToured

to promote the prosperity of hi* empire. He made or im-

proved public roa/U, with resting place* far traveller* at

suitable dulance* : be caused the land In he measured, in

order to have a Male whereby to 6x the taxation : he

planted gardena. and introduced fruit-tree* from abroad

into the several province* of Hindustan; and he ordered

a regular |mc of post-houses to be butlt from Agra to

Kabul.
Baber died at the Charbegh. near Ajrra. on the ttth of

December. I 51». and wa» succeeded by hi* w>n HumiiOn
on the throne of the empire, which t* commonly, though

improperly, called that of the Mori4*. Baber • a* undoubt-

edly one of the roost distinguished tovwrcigns tha^^kr tat

upon an Asiatic throne. In hu character we perrerre an
uncommon p ftion of beneviAcnce. good-nature, and (rank

gaiety : and joined with thia, he poaac*»ed the leading

qualifications both of a statesman and a military com-
mander in a high decree. Of hi* literary accomplishments

and general information, the autobiographic memoir written

bv liimtelf in hu native language, the Jauhatai Turki.

give* u* a moat advantageous idea : there i» perbap* no
other work of thia kind in rxi*tence which afford* a mora
accurate notion, not only of the life, character, and way of

thinking of it* author, nut of the whole aspect of hi* age,

and of the penton* and object* surrounding him. (See
Memoirt of Zekir-M din MuMammfd Baber, translated by
John l^rvdcn and William Krsktne, London. 18.26, 4to.)

BABltR ISLAND. [See Molucca*.]
BABIA'N A. a genu* of Cape plants belonging to the

natural order Indea?. It derive* it* singular name from
B»btantr, by which the Dutch coloniits call these plant*,

because their round subterranean stem* are greedily eaten

by baboons. It differs from Gladiolus in its round, leather-

coated seeds, and in the flowers having the tube of Ixia, and
from Ixia in their having the irregular limb of Gladiolus.

Fourteen or fifteen specie* are known, among which are some
of the handsomest ofthe Capo bulbous plant*, as they are com-
monly though incorrectly called. Of these all have narrow,

plaited, sword-shaped leaves, rising from a corrous which is

covered with rigid, netted, brown scales ; this part, which
is sometime* called the bulb, sometime* the root, but which

is in reality a short, underground stem, is propagated by

one or more young bad* near it* point, which shoot up at

[SlMni >!*)
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the season of gro ted nan tl old consul nil they
have sucked it qafj and b> ilial time become near
corral thetn>*Jvc* • point of the original
one. In thi* way r . ound cormi gradually nss)
towards the surface oi ine eann, ami afford an in*tanee of
vegetable progression which by tome ha* been adduced a*
extremely remarkable, but which it in fact, if the pheno-
menon be rightly considered, precisely analogous to the
progression or the stem of a tree into the air by the forma-
tion of fresh branches year after year.

The Mowers of habiana are yellow, purple, and even
scarlet, of considerable sue, and extremely handsaws*
They are produced in perfection, prouded the pUnts are a*
cultivated a* to be exposed abundant!) to air, light, warmth,
and moisture, when in a ttatc of growth, and preserved

' cool and dry while in a state of repose. It i* in the plains
1 of the Cape of Good Hope that these plant* are louad.
where they are exposed for two or three months, at the moat,

• to rain : and where, during the remainder of the year, they
' are buried beneath a toil so dry. that even succulent plant*
themselves can scarcely contrite to exitt upon it. The
following specie* will illustrate the genu*.
Babiana tuljjturm, one of the commonest specie*, grew*

about a foot high, with oblong plaited hairy leave*, and a
one-tided tpike of four or five flowers. The latter are aUait
two inches long, of a pale sulphur-) ellow. with a short sky-
blue tube and eye : the segments are oblong, slightly wavy,
nearly equal in size, and spreading nearly equally round
three short erect stamen*. The style and stigma are
skv-blue: the latter very narrow anil channelled.
BABINOTON, WILLIAM, a distinguished pbrainan.

was born in June, 1 756, at Portglenon, a village on the Ban.
near Coleraine, in the north of Ireland. His father <*a* a
clergyman, who, having a numerous family, determined
that one of his sons should be brought up to medrine : hie
choice fell upon William, and he. after acquiring the usual
elements of general education, was apprenticed to a me-
dical practitioner at Londonderry. After the end of hi*
apprenticeship, be proceeded to London to complete k s
medical education. Being provided with an intruductusa
to Mr. Frank, surgeon to Guy_» Hospital, be became ha
dresser at that institution. Thence he went to Ha*!ar
Hospital, and afterward*, for a short time, to Wtoehestar
Hospital. Having made a mo»t favourable impress** with
respect to hu talent*, application, and steadiness daring
bis studies at Guy » Hospital, be was, upon the amm-m
of a vacancy in the ofl'n e of apothecary, summoned (ram
Winchester to enter upon the duties of that situation, at ea
earlier age than it is customary to intrust so responsible aa
office to any one. Soon afterwards be was selected to mm
Dr. Saunders at the hospital in hi* lecture* on chemistry.
This contributed to resuW hi* menu known betoad taw
walls of the hospital ; and while still there, by the advice wf
some friends, he purchased the valuable collection of aune-
rals which had belonged to the Karl of Bute— the trawl
perhaps which at that time existed in England. TVae
had much influence in determining him to the stadt ml
mineralogy. Upon obtaining posscttion of hu purchase, be
proceeded to class the Minerals and to catalogue ta***_
He also divided the cabinet into several port too*, whsrh as
disposed of at different tune*. In KOI he puMstbrd a
Syitrmatir Arrangrmrnl <>/ \tintralt. fimttdrd on tkt y»nt
enmndrraliim of ikrir chrmical, nA erica/, ami rjUrmml
rfinrarlm, reduced to the form of tablet : whsrh was few-
retled by a smaller work.

In 1 797 be resigned his office at Ouy s Hospital, and
having obtained the degree of Dock* of Medina*, he eoay-
menced private pro- tic* a* a physician in Pmsta a
Court. Cornhill. in the City of London. Soon after be was
elected one of the phiwrtansto Guy * Hospital, ahwea ba-
ll*. I continued to lecture on rhcmittn. in which dat* aw
ws* joined by Mr William Allen. In I7t* he puliaaad
hi* Sir Sytrm »/ Mtnrrul .gy, whwb may be corns, aw »4
a continuation of the former work. In I +oi be

|

a Syl/ubut of the f'.ur,r »f Chsmi.iU L+clmrrt.
preiiou* to leaving Gut * Hospital, be bad
Fellow of the Medical Sonet; of London, sad i

self aealousl) to promote the advancement of the i

medicine- which i* the chief object of thai •octet*
removed from Freeman'* Court to Baaingball
became the neighbour and friend of l> I * Itmas, la*
*U|.porter and benefa. tor of the Medical Sonet*,
effort* in U* behalf were ably seconded by Dr.

~
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From this time he rose rapidly in public estimation a* a
pojsiaan. and hi* practice bavins greatly increased, he
removed to a Urge bouse in Aldermanbury. To this

house, in 1807, 'with a view to enable Count Bournon,
of whom he bad oeen a pupil, to publish hit elaborate

monograph on the carbonate of lime, Dr. Babington in

tiled a number of gentlemen tbo moat distinguished for

their teal in the prosecution of mineralogies! knowledge.

A tubxnpbof] was opened, and the neoesaary sum readily

collected. This object having been accomplished, other

meetinga of the same gentlemen took place, for tho joint

purpose of friendly intercourse and mutual instruction.

From such small beginnings sprang the Geological So-
ciety ; and among the names of those by whose care and
watchfulness it was supported during the early period of
Us history, that of Dr. Babington must always stand con-
spicuous: ( From Mr. Greenough's Addreu to the Geolo-

gical Sodetw. 1834. ) In 1832 he was elected president of the

society, having been vice-president in 1610 and the three

subsequent year*. He enriched the museum and library

with bberal donations, and the Transactions of the society

cootun several papers by him. The interest which he
took in the objects of this society and the collateral

sciences continued unabated to the latest period of his

prolonged life ; and ever willing to consider himself, though
so fit to instruct other*, as a learner, he became a pupil of

Mr. Webster, after he bad quitted the office of president of

the Geological Society. He exhibited a similar teal in

respect to chemistry, by attending the course of chemical
lectures at the London University in ,tbe year 1833. In-

deed to the dose of bis life, in addition to the discharge

of hi* duties aa a physician, practical chemistry, especially

pharmacy, with geoktgy, and vegetable physiology, con-

tinued to engage his attention as much as in his earliest

year*.

It deserve* to be recorded that his acquaintance with the

phytic*! appearance, at well as chemical qualities, of mi
Dermis led nim to suspect that a substance sent from
Cornwall by Dr. WaveC and which was at first considered

a* a species of ttoltte, was a mineral not before described,

• suspicion which was confirmed by the analysis of Davy.
(See Tranettione of Royal Society, 1809.) It hat ac-

cordingly been designated Wavcllite.

The interest* of medicine were not neglected by Dr.
Babington ; and in order to promote it* advancement, he
was the chief means of instituting, in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of hi* residence, a society railed the Hunterian,
far the purpose of friendly meetings and the discussion of

medical topics. He also became a member of the Medico-
Chirurgieal Society ; and the first volume of their

Transactions contains a paper by him : A Caee of Expo-
tmre to the Vapour of burning Charcoal.—1809.

While his mornings were devoted to the practice of his

profession, hi* evening* were dedicated to study, or social

intercourse with individuals distinguished by their attain-

ments or love of science. He was the personal friend of

nearly all the moat eminent scientific men of his day, by
wham he was mm highly appreciated as he was justly

esteemed by the public as an ablo and enlightened phy-
sician.

The Royal Society admitted him as one of its fellows,

and the Royal College of Physicians testified their sense of
hi* character by electing him from among the ranks of the
hrenliate* into the number of the fellows. In 1831, being
sWroo* of lessening the fatigue* attendant upon bis exten-
sive practice, be removed from Aldermanbury to Devonshire
8tre<t, Portland Place, where, however, he continued to

visit, as their physician, a few of bis attached friends and
patient*. During the prevalence of the fatal influenza in

the sprtng of 1 833, he zealously attended bis patients, till at

east, from exposure to the evening air after being present at a
crowded scientific meeting, he was attacked by that disease,

and on the 29th of May expired at hi* house in Devonshire-
street, in the seventy-seventh year of his sge. The general
expression of regret which followed the announcement of
Dr. Babington'* death proved the estimation in which he
»a* held. Not only hi* numerous private friends, but all

the public scientific bodies to which he belonged, lamented
the loss which they had sustained in the most feeling and
honourable manner.
Aa a man. he acquired the affection and esteem of all

among whom he moved, with whom he had occasion to

transact business, or to whom be gave bis professions! at-

tendance, by hi* kind and gentle manners and the warmth
of hi* heart. Ever eager to promote merit, and to render
men of talent more useful to tho public by being brought
out of inferior to more elevated situations, be was above all

petty jealousies, and dreaded no increase of rivals. It was
the proud but just eulogy pronounced upon him by a con-
temporary, that * be never rote by depressing others.' On
the contrary, his libera! and generous conduct towards the
junior members of his profession forms onoof the brightest

parts of bis character. One instance of this, among many
others, was his conduct towards the late Dr. Goocb. who
bore testimony to the virtues of bis benefactor in a dedica-

tion at once just, elegant, and affecting. (See Gooch, On
Dieeaeet peculiar to Women, 1829.)

As a scientific man, without any ostentation, he yet

greatly contributed, during nearly half a century, to the

promotion of many brandies of physical science, as well aa

medical, and gave an impulse to the study of mineralogy
and geology, the beneficial effects of which will lung lie felt.

Though be had a large family, few of them outliwd him;
but among the number are two sons, both members of
the medical profession.

For further particulars we refer to the forthcoming Me-
moir ofhie Life and Writinge, by his son-in-law, Richard
Bright. MS)., Fellow of the Royal College of Phy-
sicians, fiic.

BABIROUSSA is sometimes called the horned hog by
travellers, from the great length and curved form of its

upper tusks, which pierce through the upper lip and (trow

upward* and backwards like the horns of the ruminantia : it

is a species of wild hog which inhabits the woods of Java,

Celebes, and others of the larger Sunda isles. From its

more slender proportions and longer limbs, compared with

other specie* of the same genus, this animal has been like-

wise called the stag-boar, and was not altogether unknown
to the antients ; at least it seems probable that it is the Sue
Tetrareroe of VEIian (lib. xviii.. cap. 10). and is plainly re-

ferred to by Pliny (lib. viii., cap. 52). For its description

and history see Hoo.
BABOON (Cynoefphalue, Cuvier), in sookxry, a genus

of quadrumana, or four-handed mammal*, which forms

the last link in the chain that unites the simin, properly so

called, with the lower animals. The loological or technical

name of this genus, Cynocephalu*. is a Greek word em-
ployed by Aristotle and other antient writer* to designate

the common species of Egypt and Arabia, the C. hama-
dryat of modern writer*, and is plainly derived from the

marked resemblance which the bead and face of these ani-

mal* bear to those of a dog, and which, in truth, constitutes

the most distinctive character of the genu*. The origin of

the common name baboon is a subject of greater doubt.

Skinner and other .British etymologists '•re content with

deriving it from our vernacular word babe, without consider-

ing that the German potion, the Dutch baviaan, the French
babouin, and the Italian babbuino, are manifestly but so

many different modes of writing tho same term. A more
probable origin of all these terms appears to be the Italian

babbuino, from which is likewise derived, according to the

opinion of Aldrovandus. the vulgar Latin word papio, ap-

plied by the writers of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

to these animals, and which is itself a diminutive of the

common Italian word babho, which answers to our papa.

Though the baboon* differ widely from the other group*

of quadrumanou* animals, and may be readily distinguished

at sight even by those who are not much in tbe habit of

observing them, yet it has been found not a little difficult to

form such a simple definition of tbe genus a* will compre-

hend all tbe species properly belonging to it, and -also dis-

tinguish them from thoto which appertain to the proximate

genera, Maracue and Cereopitherue. This difficulty, which

is indeed common to most of the genera of quadrumana,

arise* -from the feet that tbe ioolo«icsl character* of these

group* consist not in actual differences of organic structure

so much as in the different degrees or modifications of

the same structure which each exhibits, and which, though

readitv seUed by the eye, are not so easily conveyed to the

ear. Yet notwithstanding this difficulty of defining; their

limits and nature, the modifications in question are of the

utmost importance in studying the history and structure

of these animals, and exerciso a powerful influence on

their habits. The most marked and prominent of the

characters which more immediately distinguish the ba-

boons from the other simi*), consuls in the great pro
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loBftioB of the fhee and jaw*, and in the truncated form

a/th* mnule, which (fire* the whole head a eloee pmn-
btance to that of a large dog, and from which, as already

observed, the Greeks and Romana very appropriately de-

nominated them Cynncrphali, or dog-beaded monkey*.

In the ordinary quadrumana, which bare the bead and
face round as in the human species, the noae is flat, and

the nostrils situated about half-way between the mouth
and the eyes, the whole bearing no unapt resemblance to

that of a man who has lost the greater part of bis nose :

but in the baboons this organ it prolonged uniformly with

the jaws ; it even surpasses the bps a little in length, and
the nostrils open at the end of it exactly as in the dog.

Here there is a marked difference in form and development
from what we observe in the apes and other higher groups

of quadrumana. The great length of the face detracts

from the size of the skull ; the organs of mastication are

strongly developed to the prejudice of the brain and intel-

lectual functions ; the facial angle, which has been gene-
rally regarded ss a pretty accurate measure of the mental
capacity, is reduced to 30", whHsl it is never less than 43'

in the monkeys, and among the apes amounts even to 60*

or 6}" ; and the character of the baboons, as might be
readily suspected from these indications, is less docile and
intelligent than that of the kindred genera. To the same
prolongation of the face, and preponderance of the anterior

part of the head, is to be attributed, at least in a great

measure, the fact that the baboons less frequently assume
an erect posture than any of the other quadrumana, and
are less capable of maintaining it for any length of

time. The weight of the kmg noae. to which the small size

of the skull forms but a very inefficient counterbalance,

fatigue* the muscles of the neck, and constantly tends to

make the animal aeek for support upon all fours, as msy be

observed in a dog or a bear; and in fact the baboons

are but very little superior to these animals in the faci-

lity with which they maintain themselves in an upright

posture.

The compressed and robust form of the body, and the

abort, muscular, and powerful nature- of the limbs, are

other characters which broadly distinguish the baboons,

and exercise a very sensible influence upon their habit*

and economy. Generally speaking, the quadrumana are

of a slender and active make, with long arms and legs,

which adapt tbem for climbing and residing among the

branches of tree* ; but the shortness of their limbs, ami the

weighty and powerful make of their bodies, whilst they do
not entirely exclude the bsboons from grasping snd climb-

ing trees, nevertheless reader the wood* and forests a lea*

agreeable habitat to tbem than the precipitous sides of

rocky mountains, where they live in large families, and
chmb among the cliffs with great ease and security. Then
whole habits, indeed, aa well aa their organic structure,

approximate these animals to the ordinary quadrupeds;

the great development of their organs of small, the position

of the nostril*, which are more conveniently placed for the

exercise of that function than in the other quadrumana

;

the robust make of the extremities and the equality of their

length, their gait, their habitat, the sue and power of their

canine teeth, and the nature of their food, all indicate their

inferiority to the apes and monkeys. And aa the habits of

animals are necessarily derived from their organization, as

the functions of an instrument depend upon the component
part* of its structure, in proportion as the baboon* are

degraded in the scale of nature by their organic conforma-
tion, in the same degree do ibey participate in the intellec-

tual inferiority, and. if we may be'alkraod the esprranon.
in the moral debasement, of the common quadrupeds. Still,

with the general outlines of the organisation, they pre.cn

c

roach of the character of the other quadrumana ; but it u
only the went part of the character of the apes and monkeys
which ia exhibited in the baboons ;—it is their malignity i

still farther heightened by an increase of phy sicsl .force.
'

without their playful curiosity, -their disgusting approach

to humanity, without their gentleness and docility.

In thou* native mountains, the ordinary food of the baboons

mi berries and bulbous roots ; but in the vicinity of human
habitations they make incursions into the cultivated fields •

and gardens, and destroy a still greater quantity of grain I

and fruit* than they carry awsy with them. In well-

inhabited countries, where they are likely to meet sub
"•stance, their predatory incursions are usually made
during the night, and traveller* assure US thai, taught 1

by experience of the risk* to which they expose (

during such expeditions, »hey place sentinels upon the ear-
rounding trees and heights to give them timely warning of
the approach of danger ; but in wilder and more solitary
districts, where the thinness of the population and the want
of fire-arm* plane tiietn on some degree of equality with
the inhabitants, they make their foray* in the open day.
and dispute with the husbandman the fruits of bis btbewr.
' I have myself.' aaya Pearee. in hie Lift and /toYewrWwf
in Abytrima, ' seen an assembly or Urge monkeys (baboons)
drive the keepers from the fields of grain, in spite of thesr
slings and stones, till several people went from the nlaags
to their assistance, and even then they only retired atowfy,
seeing that the men had no guns.' Some travellers etwa
assert that if the troop happen* to be surprised in Ibe art of
pillaging, the sentinels pay with their live* for their neglect
of the general safety ; but however this may be. it is inlaw
that individuals are frequently met with which exhsast
marks of ill usage from their companions, and which esesj

sometimes appear to have been expelled from then- society.

Others assure us that the troop sometimes forms a leag
chain, extending from the vicinity of their ordinary halata
lion to the garden or field which they happen to be engaged
in plundering, and that the produce of their theft • patched
from band to hand till it reaches its destination m use
mountains. By this means they are enabled to carry off a
much larger booty than if every individual laboured far
his own peculiar benefit ; but notwithstanding thia atten-
tion to the general interest, each takea care, before re-

tiring, to fill hi* cheek pouches with the moat eheaoa
fruits or grains which he can procure, and also, if not
likely to be pursued, to carry off quantities ia at* bands.
After these expeditions the whole troop retire to the moun-
tain* to enjoy their booty. They likewise search with
avidity for the nest* of birds, and suck the eggs ; but if I

be young, they kill them snd dcUroy tbe nest, as,

withstanding the evident approximation of thesr em
ration and appetite* to carnivorous animals, they are asner
known to touch a liung prey in a state of nature, ead
even in captivity will cat no flesh but what baa been
thoroughly boiled or roasted. In this state we have *»«a
various baboons enjoy their mutton bone, and pack at wwh
apparent satisfaction, but it was evidently an acquired bab s.

like that of drinking porter and smoking tobeora, wharfs

they bad been taught by tbe example of their keeper*.

Of all the quadrumana. tbe baboons are tbe most fngaaV
folly ugly. Their small eyes deeply sunk beneath assays

projecting eyebrows, their tow contracted forehead, and Use
very diminutive site of their cranium, compared with law
enormous development of the face and jaws, give tbem a
fierce and malicious look, which is still further heightened
by their robust and powerful make, and by the
anee of the enormous teeth which they do not fail as <

play upon tbe slightest provocation. The aarosaoaa aaal

brutality of their character and manners eorrssawd walls

the expression of their phvstognomy. These rk
are most strongly displayed by the males; but it as

especially when, in addition to their ordinary dm
they are agitated by tbe passion of love or

their natural habitudes carry them to tbe mc
brutal excess. In captivity, they are thrown into the (_

est agitation at the appearance of young females. It a
common practice among itinerant shoe men to

natural jealousy of their bsboons by esr* s«ing
to kiss the young female* who resort to Ibetr el
and tbe sigdt never fails to excite m these aat—la a
degree of raite bordering upon phrrnsy. On one eeraaaaa*

a large baboon of tbe •penes which inhabits the CafB)
of Good Hope t f'au'wepAu/ei* fxwmnms) a at seed fWaa
his place of confinement in the ' Jardtn dee Plentee' t%
Fans, and far from shoaing ant disposition to return la Ml.
cage, severely wounded two or three of the
attempted to recapture him. After many la

tempts to induce him to return quietly, they at length am^y
upon a plan wharb was successful. There was a

—
grated window at the bark part of his dan, at sauc* i

the keepers appeared in company with the daughter **T i

superintendent, whom be appeared bi kiaa and <

view of tbe animal. No sooner did the t

familiarity, than he flew into the cage with the
i

fun, and endeavoured to unfasten the grating af I

dow ahirb separated him from the object of DM /

Whilst employed in this vain attempt, the I
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. ^— gjfail asiserrsossss, j»

wnmVwho reside in the vicinity of the situations

TJ^"°™„U int ,bit. and affirm that the regresses on

L SLaa^Mr fastne-e, : « are evenU.^
I i^irfthe* women have lived among the baboons for

I ZTtLTud that thev were prevented from escaping,

I teknHtat op in raves in the mountains, where, however,

*nnfullv fed. nnd in other respects treated with

f %*£l7£* be observed, however, that these

aalWaTspon ""horitr which is by «"-»• »»""

I assaasaw; credible and well-informed modem travellers

' k'sliH* them, and even their older and more credulous

saaanaan rive them onlv from hearsay.

fa safes* to the nienul and physiral characters i

ikstll —lii mil th- baboons, besides the great develop-

asat sfnssi eaaine teeth, are distinguished by having a
j

( Mt trtmili tasa the posterior molar of the under jaw,

m t*s* mm they differ from the apes and rereopi-

taesi. sal netotit the maeaei and letnoopitbeei. They

j
m IsraaW wuh aire cillosrbes and capacious cheek
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which their robberies ire carried on. yet it is very true that

'

tbey go in Urge companies upon their marauding parties,

reciprocally to support each other, and cam off their plunder

to greater security.' Their common food consists of the
1

bulbous roots of different plants, particularly of the babiana
J

[see Basji ama, p. 226] ; these they dig up with their fingers
,

and peel them with their teeth, and heaps of the paring*

are frequently seen near the large stones upon which

the baboons delight to ait and look round tbem. In as-

cending the kloofs or passes in the mountains of South
Africa, which are frequently steep, narrow, and dangerous,

traveller* often disturb troops of these animals which have
been sunning themselves on the rocks: if not attacked,

tb*y scamper up the sides of the mountains, yelling and
screaming ; but if fired at and wounded, they no sooner get

botond the range of the gun, than they commence rolling

and throwing down stones, and otherwise resenting the in-

jury. A full-grown chacma is more than a match for two
good dogs, and though there is no animal which hounds
punue with so much fury, yet the boors of the interior

would rather set their dogs upon • lion or panther than

upon one of these baboons.

2. The Demos (C. hamadryat, Linnscus), the most
celebrated of all the baboons, and probably the only species

of this genus known to the sntient*. inhabits the mountains
of Arabia and Abytsinia, and grows to the siie of a Urge
pointer, measuring upwards of four feet when standing

erect, and two feet and a half in a sitting posture. The face

of this species i» extremely elongated, naked, and of a dirty

flt.h colour, with a lighter ring surrounding the eyes ; the

nostrils, as in the dog, are separated by a slight furrow ; the

bead, neck, shoulders, and all the fore part of the body as

far as the loins, are covered with long shaggy hair ; that on
the hips, thighs, and legs, is short, and, contrasted with the
fbrmer. has the appearance of having been clipped, so that

the whole animal bears no unapt resemblance to a French
poodle. The hair of the occiput and neck is upwards of a foot

in length, and forms a long mane which falls back over the
shoulders, and at a distance looks something like a full short

cloak. The whiskers are broad and directed backwards, so

as to conceal the ears ; their colour, as well as that of the

head. mane, and fore part of the body. Is a mixture of light

grey and cinereous, each hair being marked with numerous
alternate rings ol these two colours ; the short hair of the

hips, thighs, ana extremities is of a uniform cinereous

brown colour, rather lighter on the posterior surface of the

thighs than on the other parts ; a dark-brown line passes

down the middle of the back, the bands are almost jet black,

and the feel are rusty brown. The tail is about half the

length of the body, and is carried drooping as in other
baboons ; it is terminated by a brown tuft of long hair ; the
callosities are large and of a dark flesh colour; the twlms
of the hands and soles of the feet dark brown. The female

when full grown is equal to the male in point of sixe, but
differs considerably in the length and colour of the hair.

This aex wants the mane which ornaments the neck of the

male, and is covered over the whole body with short hair of

equal length, and of a uniform deep olive-brown colour,

slightly mixed with green. The throat and breast are but

sparingly covered with hair, and the skin on these parts, as

well as on the face, hands, and callosities, is of a deep tan

colour. Hemprich and Ehrcnberg, who have given a very

complete history and description o? this species in their ex-
cellent work entitled Sumbo/te Phytic*, now in process cf
publication, compare the female dcrrias to a bear. whiUt
the copious mane which adorns tbe fore quarters of the male
gives to that sex much of the external form and appear-

ance of a small lam. The voting of both sexes resemble

tbe female, and the large whisker* and manes of the mile*
only begin to mske their appearance when the animals ar-

rive at their fttll growth and mature age, that is, when they

here completed their txrond dentition. At this period they

undergo as great a change in their mental propensities

as in their pbjsieal appearsore. While young they are

gentle, docile, and playful, but as toon as they have acquired

their foil development, they become sulky, malicious, and

This species inhabits Arabia and Abyssinia, but is not
found either in Egypt or Nubia, though its figure is often
sculptured on the antient monuments of both these coun-
tries. Hetapnch and Ehrenberg found Urge troops ofthem
in Wadi Kanun and to tbe mountains near the city of
OuaAtd to use country of the Wshabeos, as well as to the

mountains above Arkecko on the Red See : and
from Salt and Pearce that they are extremely I

all the high lands in Tigre. Tbe travellers

tioned found troops of a hundred and upwards in the *•*]•-
bourhood of Ellet, in tbe chain of tbe Tarsal*. These *wew
usually composed of ten or a doaen adult male*, and abssst

twenty adult females ; the remainder of the Uuop'waa a*a**s

up of the young of the four or five preceding years. Wk**a
seen it a distance approaching a small stream for ike a*sr>

pose of quenching their thirst, they bore a close reawea*

bisnee to a fleck of wild bogs ; and it was observed toot Use

young ones always led the ran, and that the old sssiss

brought up the rear, probably for the purpose of bating lbs

whole family continually under their immediate ob*or«aiao*.

They did not appear to pay the slightest attention to lbs)

Gsllos and Abvssinuns, but when the Europe— umtrUets
approached, whom tbey probably distrusted from the s*v
pcarancc of their Are-arms, tbe old males absndonod ikwsf

station in the rear, and placed themselves between the)

troop and their pursuers, so that it was found very dUacna ss
procure specimens of either the females or the young. When
they first observed the travellers approaching, they all •aaod

up on their hind feet for tbe purpose of examining ikies j

the old mates, having driven away tbe females and y awaw
animals, remained in this position till tbe near apnranih sf

the party compelled them also to retire, when the wools
troop scampered up tbe sides of tbe mountains,
them resound with their shrill clamour. The Arabic I

of this animal is rvbah or robba ; the Abyssinian* eatt st

drrt iai, according to Pearce' s orthography, or karrm, ac-
cording to the spelling of Hemprich.
The name of this species in the antient Ethiopia or Owen,

the learned language of tbe Abyssinian*, u tot or less*.

The figure of this animal, in a sitting potior*, is curses—
upon the antient monuments of Egypt and NuUat asss
metal images of it hare been dug up among the ruins of
Memphis and Hermopolis, snd mummies ceauuswag tow
embalmed body of the animal are still found ao*ws*g ins
catacombs. Strsbo, indeed (p. 812). in mentsacung Barms
polis as the centre of the adoration paid to the <

says that the Babylonians in the vicinity of ]

divine honours to the ceput : yet though the gi

makes use of very different names, and tbooga
reslity, apply to very different animals, there a goad i

to believe that they both refer, in tbe present
the same species ; no quadrumanous animal at

represented upon tbe sacred monuments of oatasnl Ecynt,
except tbe baboon, nor have the images of any other *******

ever been dug up in searching for antiquities. One er sow
instances, indeed, occur in the rcpreseotobons of presnns
subjects, such as the procescion of a returning ranawsiss. es

which monkeys (cerrnptthrri) are introduced, as lor **>

stance the painting discovered at Thebes by the bate Mr.
8alt, and represented by Minutoli (tab. Xii- fig. •>. as wbsen a
monkey is represented riding on the neck of a esunsswaned

:

but this was manifestly intended merely to fix the ********

of the country or people whose subjection tbe tnsunpn wan
meant to commemorate, and by no moan* rnsb****** a par-
ticipation in the dmne honour* which were pool a* a**
baboon. Neither does tbe female ever appear Is be
tented as an object of worship ; all the figures and
seem to be those of males, as is proved by the man*
cover* the neck and shoulders, and which gives a I

to the fore part of the body in this sex which ss i

the other.

3. The common baboon (C. pnyn'o, Destnarest) at of a snw-
form yellowish brown colour. *lighlly shaded wsUi sandy er
light red upon tbe bead, shoulders, body, and n " 1 1 ii 1 1 .

the whiskers alone are of a light fawn colour ; law n**a, ****,

and hands are naked and entirely black, the wpfwr rye-nsav
white, and also naked, and the tail about half too sssarUk of

the body, but not terminated by tbe tuft which •

it in the last two speaos. The hair of the eonout i

is rather longer than that on the neck and shew'

"

neither so long nor so thick as to give it any i

to the mane of the chacma or denies ; neither st the t**w>

of tbe present specie* so much prolonged as ** ikons
two animals; the nose, however, w adianred tube* kg
yond tbe extremity of the lips, and has the nostrils •owes***
ss in the other baboons; the cheeks are cwnsssWnsww
swollen immediate!) below the eyes, after wbsrh the
of the face contracts suddenly, giving the muasts er

the appearance of having been broken la that
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m heavy blow. The whisker* are not so thickly furnished

a* fas the species already duociibed; they are. howevei,
•eoally directed backwards, but do not conceal the ears,

which are black, naked, and less regularly oval than in roan
and the generality of the uroito. The under parts of tho
body, tho breast, belly, abdomen, and inner fare of the
arm and thighs, are very sparingly furnished with long
bain of a uniform brown colour. The females and young
differ in no other respect from the adult males, except in

being of a lighter and more active make.
This species inhabits the coast of Guinea, and is that

UKMt commonly teen about tho streets, and in menageries
and museums. In youth it is gentle, curious, gluttonous,

and incessantly in motion, smacking its lips quickly, and
chattering when it wishes to beg contributions from its

visiters, and screaming loudly when refused or tantalized.

As it grows older, however, it ceases to be familiar, and
tmumes all the morose look and repulsive manners which
characterize the baboons in general. The specimen observed

In Buffon wat full grown, and exhibited all the ferocity of
deposition and intractability of nature common to the rest

of its kind. ' It was not (says he) altogether hideous, and
yet it excited horror. It appeared to be continually in a
•tale of sa\age ferocity, grinding its teeth, perpetually rest-

less, arid agitated by unprovoked fury. It was obliged to

be kept shut up in an iron cage, of which it shook the bars

to powerfully with its hands at to inspire tho spectators

with apprehension It was a stout built animal, whose
nervous limb, and compressed form indicated great force

and agility ; and though the length and thickness of its

sha.-gy coat made it appear to be much larger than it was
in reality, it was nevertheless so strong and active that it

might have readily worsted the attacks of several unarmed
men.'

TW UusriU (C. Mmoasad C. Msfaaoa).

4. Th* Mandrill (C. Mormon and C. Maimon, Lin-
Mtus) is the largest of the whole genus, and may be readily

distinguished from all the other baboons by the enormous
protuberance of its cheeks, and the bright and variegated
colours which mark them, at well as by its short upright
tad. The full growtl mandrill measures above five feel

when standing upright ; the limbs are short and powerful,

the body thick ana extremely robust, the head large and
almost destitute of forehead, the eye-brows remarkably pro-

minent, the eyes small and deeply tunk in the bead, the
•hawk -bones swollen to an enormous size, and forming pro-

jections on each tide of the nose at Urge at a man t (1st,

marked transversely with numerous alternate ribs of light

blue, scarlet and deep purple, the tail not more than a
couple of inches its length, and generally carried erect

;

the callosities targe, naked, and of a blood-red colour. The
general colour of the hair is a light olive brown above, and
silvery grey beneath, and the chin it furnished underneath
with a small pointed yellow beard. The hair of the fore-

head and templet it directed upwards to as to meet in a
point a* the crown, which gives the bead a triangular ap-

taannoa ; the ears are naked, angular at their superior and
pvjstvooc borders, and of a bluish black colour ; and the

asuxxie and lips are Urge, swollen, and protuberant. The

former is surrounded above with an elevated rim or border,
and truncated like the snout of a hog,- a character which
we have observed in no otber baboon, and which leads us
to suspect that the mandrill is the species that Aristotle
incidentally mentions by the name of Chosropithecus (got-

pos-iOecoc), (Hist. Anim. lib. ii. cap. 3.) and which may
have been brought into Egypt or Greece .by the mer-
chants who kept up a regular intercourse between Egypt
and the countries of the interior. There are other con-
siderations which give a strung degree of probability to this

conjecture. The short, indeed almost tuberculous, tail of
the mandrill, for instance, would lead Aristotle to compare
it with the ape or pithecut (irieVoc), rather than with the
other simitB. all of which have tails of considerable length

;

and the truncated form of the snout would readily suggest
its similarity to the hog (xoieoc). We are aware that the
cbceropithecus of the Greek philosopher has been generally
identified with the common baboon or the dernat; but
neither of these species possesses any character which justi-

fies that supposition ; and besides, the denies is indis-

putably allowed to be the species designated by the much
more appropriate name of rynocepbalut (rworifoXac.) Nor
does the mandrill differ much in ita general form and
appearance from the pithecut of Aristotle, whirh was the
common inagot or Barbary ape {Muoiku* inum) : there
is no very great difference in the tixe of these animals, their

colour is very nearly the tame, both are equally remarkable
for the powerful make of their bodies, and the sinewy cha-
racter of their short stout limbs ; and in fart the only

sinking difference which exists between Uiem is the pro-

longed, truncated, swinish snout of the one. and the round
head and short face of the other. Thus we can very' satis-

factorily account for both members of the compound name
employed by Aristotle ; nor can an objection be fairly taken
to the approximation which we have here made of his

chceropithecus to the mandrill of Guinea, on account of
the extremely limited knowledge which the antient Greeks
possessed of the western coasts of Africa ; since we know
that they were well acquainted with otber animals from the

tame or even a more remote locality ; tuch, for instance,

as the gnu (Antilopt gnu), which it clearly the cat6bk-pas

of antient writers, and the pecaste or buffalo of the Gold
Coast.

The females and young mandrills differ from the adult

males in the shorter and less protuberant form of the muzzle,
which it moreover of a uniform blue colour ; the cheek-
bones have little or no elevation above the general plane of

tbe face, nor are they marked with the longitudinal furrows

which give the other sex to singular an appearance ; at

least they are far from being so prominently developed. It

is only indeed when they have completed their second den-

tition that these characters are fully displayed in tbe males,

and that the extremity of the muzzle assumes that bright

red hue by which it it to remarkably distinguished.

I . Tbe mandrill is often mentioned by travellers, and bean
' the different names of tmitten. ehorat, boggo, barns, Sic.,

according to tbe language or dialect of the tribes in whose
territories it has been observed. It it described as being

amazingly powerful and mischievous, but many traits of

its character and habits have been confounded with

those of tbe chimpanzee {Pithteu* troglodyte*), a very dif-

ferent animal. Its mental character and habits do not differ

sensibly from those of tbe other baboons, except that it

becomes, in advanced age, still more morose and lascivious.

Those which have been observed in a domestic state

arc generally remarked to have had a strong taste for

spirituous and fermented liquors ; a remarkably fine indi-

vidual, which was long kept at Exeter Change, and after-

wards at the Surrey Zoological Gardens, drank his pot of

porter daily, and evidently enjoyed iti it was a most
amusing tight to see him tee ted in bit Utile arm-chair,

with his quart pot beside him, and smoking bis abort pine

with all the gravity and perseverance of • Dutchman. In
a state of nature, his great strength and malicious character

render the mandrill a truly formidable animal. At they

generally march in Urge bands, they prove more than a

match for any other inhabitant of the forests, and are even

said to attack and drive tbe elephants away from the dis-

tricts in which they have fixed their residence. The inha-

bitants of these countries themselves are afraid to pass

through the woods unlets in large companies and well

armed ; and it is said that the mandrills will even watch

their opportunity when the men arc in the fields, to plunder
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MM eatable, and toactimci

wood*.

THs Drill (C. WveDphvaa).

5. The Drill (C. Uueophtttu, F. Cuvier) is a specie*

only recently admitted by the most judiciou* modem natu-

ralist*, though Ions since described by Pennant, and after

him by various other writer*. It is likewise a native of

the coatt or Guinea, and, like the mandrill, is distin

pushed by a short, erect, stumpy tail, scarcely two inchei

in length, and covered with short bristly hair. The cheeks

are not so protuberant as in that species, neither are

they marked with the same variety of colours ; and the

sixe and power of the animal are much inferior. The
colours of tho body bear some resemblance to those of the

mandrill, but they are more mixed with green on the

upper parts, and are of a lighter or more silvery hue beneath.

The head, back, tides, outer surface of the limbs, a band at

the base of the neck, and the backs of the fore hands, are

furnished with very long fine hair, of a light-brown colour

at the root, and from thence to the point marked with

alternate rings of black and yellow, the two last colours

alone appearing externally, and by their mixture giving

rise to the greenish shade that predominates over all the

er parts of the head and body. The under parts of the

V are equally covered with long fine hair, but of a
uniform light-brown or silvery grey colour, and more
sparingly furnished than on the back and sides ; the whis-

kers are thin and directed backwards ; there is a small

orange-coloured beard on the chiu ; the hair on the templet

it directed upwards, and, meeting from both tides, forms a
pointed ridge or crest on the crown of the head . and tho

tail, khort at it it, is terminated by a small brush. The face

and ears are naked, and of a glossy black colour like polished

ebony ; the cheek-bones form prominent elevations on each

side of the nose, as in the mandr.il. only not nearly so

large ; neither are they marked with the same series of

alternate ridges and furrows, nor with the brilliant and

varied colours, which render that species so remarkable : the

palms of the hands and soles of the feet are also naked in

the drill, and of a deep nipper colour ; the colour of the

skin, when seen beneath the hair, is uniform dark-blue,

and that of the naked callosities bright-red. The female
differs from tho male by ber smaller sue, shorter head, and
much paler colour; and the voung male* exhibit the same
characters up to the time of their second dentition.

The wood baboon, the cinereous baboon, and the yellow
baboon of I'-nnant. are all manifestly rrfersble to this

specie*, snd differ only from the difference of the age and
set of the specimens from which be took his description.

The habits snd manners of the drill hare not been observed
in a state of nature, nor do we And the animal itself indi-

cated in the works of any of the travellers which w* have'

consulted. In it* native country it is probably confounded
with the mandrill, at least by casual and passing observers,

but it i« frequently brought into this country, and s* well

known a* s menagerie animal. Its hal'its in confinement
do not appewr to differ in any matunal respect from those of

its congener*. Those individual* which w* have ubsen ed
"f the Zoologies! Society, and in other col-

li of immature age snd growth, and es r-

of lb* adult baboon* of other specie*. They were in general
silent, sedate, and sufficiently gentle, when nut tantalised

with food or otherwise strongly excited ; but the giuomy
ferocity of their natural temper was, nevertheless, gradually
beginning to show itself in those which had acquire.) •
certain sixe and strength, and there can be little doubt that
tho adult males exhibit ail the repuisne and mallow*
character of the kindred species.

Some writers have enumerated two or three other spent*
of baboons, but they are for the most part fictitious, or retrr

to different age* or sexes of one or other of those whsrh ere

here described. The C. babomm of Dvsmarest, for instance,

is confidently declared by Hcmpnch and Ebrcnberg to te

the young male of the denies. C. Aammdryas.
BA'BRIAS. or BA'KRIUS. according to Sulda*. «nii

• collection of .tiaopian fable* in ten books, which he turned

from prose into rboliambict. [See M*or snd I'holi saiair
]

Avunua, in the preface to hi* fables, state* that the (*k**s

of Babriu* were contained in two volumes, by wbw-h he
mean* rolls of papyrus. The ten books mentioned by Suado*
were division* of the fable* themselies. such, for exaaapie.

as the twelve books of La Fontaine's fables. From the man-
ner in which A nanus mentions Babnut in the prvfaae t*

his Latin fables, and from the occurrence of some terse* <U

Bsbnus in the Homeric Lexicon of Apollonius. who pro-

bably lived in the Augustan age, or some* list earlier, st

may be conjectured that Bsbnus flourished within half a

century before that period. All other circumstances rrUt<og
to him are however unknown ; nor would any of bis writing*

ba*T come down to us if they had not been used by tt-e

transcribers and rniarteuri in the middle ages, as tbe
foundation of their versions of .'Ksopiao fable*. In •><*•*

cases the copy ist was fortunately contented to Irsntniw.
with only a few variation*, the metrical original of Babnar*.

and thus some of the chohambic fable* of ibst poet b*»«
been preserved in the form of prose in different ntnasmst
collections of the /Ksopian fables. A few fsbte* have like-

wise been preserved accidentally in an entire fr«tn. aaal

several fragments are cited in the Lexicon of Susda*. Cos
lections of the extant fables and fragments of tins *»•«

have been made by several scholar*. (See Tyrehut '• £*»-

terlatio de Babrio ; Schneider'* Fubultr M*oft<r. Vratistes .

1bI2; Berger, Babrii Fabularum CHoltambtrom dbn
trcs ; Bishop Blomfleld in the Mutrum Cnttrtm, sol. t ;

Mr. Burges in the CtottiraJ Journal, vols. xxv. and xtrt ;

and an article in the Phil'Jogtrot Muuvm. vol. i pp. t*#-

304, which last contains a detailed account of the sontaVa-
tion of Babriu*. and an amended edition of hi* fable*. » Taw-
language of Babriu* i* extremely terse and elegant, and bo
style of narration lively, pointed, and simple ; and eve* txse

small number of hi* fable* which bate been rescued fraae

different manuscripts (about twenty ). are. in our us»a*M.
sufficient to put him on a level with La Fontaine, tbe boat

fabulist of modern times. It is much to be regretted tats*

no manuscript of his fables should hate been
which were evidently extant till a comparatively
period.

BABUYA'NES ISLANDS. A clutter of small nasi,
and islets forming part of the Philippines, and lying a* taw
north of Luzon or Lucotua. the most considerable of tW
group. Babui an. the most northern of the cluster, h a If
4 J' IS. 1st. and US' E. long., and is about xJ miles m esr-

cumference. Four other* of about the same sue are iHoauH
ss follows:—

C'alayan 1
9° IV N. lat. I SI* W E. long.

Cannguen \<fi «' 1*1 Is'

I>a!aptn \<fi \i'

Fuga l»° 1*1* 30'

The remainder are little better than rorky islets. TW in-

habitants of the five which are peopled carry <« trade wwfc
the Chinese, whom they supply with gold. wsa. <

coco-nuts.

BA BYLON. HISTORY. The Babylonians I

to the Semitic rare of nations ; tbnr language was est

Aramaic dialect, and differed little from the nono* Xtrsv
The existence of their city and empire can be traoee astre.

to an eoorh of the remotest sntiquitt . In the tenth rWaaawt-

of (Sens-sis. Babel is me lit* Hied a* hating formed part «* tsa
domuiions of Nimrod. and Josephus {Ami. JmU i *i csJw
him the founder of the t.wn of Babylon The bao^'sw^ •*

Ibe city and tower of Babel, and the subsequent cwnts » at of
tongues ( (Vexes, xi. I - t) are among the esulvwt twos m %mm
history of mankind which we find rwoorded in las* I
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auiuUue*. We lean from Josephus, Eusebius, and the Ar-
rssnisn chronicle of Motet ofCDarene. that the Chaldajans
had a similar tradition to account for the origin ofthe different

aukgnagea now spoken by men ; but it it difficult to deter-

auae whether this tradition was independent of, or whether
it waa derived from, that recorded in the book of Oenesia.

Diodonu (ii. e. 7), on the authority of Ctes'as, attribute*

the foundation of the city of Babyion to the celebrated

queen Somtramis, and when we read of immense numbers
of workmen (two hundred myriads) from all part* of ber

empire, whom she employed in the execution of her design,

we are almost involuntarily reminded of that part of the
Hebrew narrative, which describes ' the children of men

'

budding the tower, until ' the Lord scattered them abroad

from thence upon the face of all the earth, and they left off

to build the aty. (Gene: xi. 8.) The epoch at which the

aty and the tower were founded cannot b» determined with

precision : according to tbe calculation usrally adopted, it

hanpeoed about two hundred year* after the deluge.

Herodotus (i. c 184) say* that tbe building of Babylon
was tbe work of several successive sovereigns : but among
them he distinguishes the two queens, Semiramis and
Nitocris, to whom tbe city was indebted for extensive

embankments along the Euphrates, and for many other

improvement*. According to Diodorus (ii. 1. &c.), the
Assyrian king Ninus, assisted by an Arabian chief, Ariasus,

conquered and killed tbe then reigning king of Babylon,
and made himself master of his dominions : the town of

Babylon did not then exist, but there were other flourishing

town* m the country. Hi* wife Semiramis, who succeeded
him, founded Babylon, and made it ber residence. She
enclosed it with bnck walla of great height and thickness,

joined the two banks of tbe river by a bridge (besides a
subterraneous passage or tunnel), built a royal palace on
each side, and erected in tbe middle of tbe town a high
temple in honour of tbe god Belus. This is usually sup-

to have happened about the year 2000 before our

Respecting tbe history of Babylon under the successor*

of Semiramis we are left in almost entire ignorance. After
the) overthrow of tbe Assyrian monarchy and the death of
Sardanapains (a.c. 888), Belesis, a skilful priest and astro-

loger, aeenmed tbe government of the Babylonian state.

(Dkador. ii. e. 34. tie.) He was succeeded on tbe throne
by bin son Nabonasaar, and tbe regal dignity became here-
ditary in hi* family. The «era of Nabonassar, beginning
the 26th of February, 747 B.C., is supposed to have been
so called, because the Chaldeans, during the reign of this

king, might have begun to avail themselves in their astro-

nomical observation* of a moveable solar year, which they
might either have invented themselves, or received from the
iSgyptiana. This am was, however, never used in common
hat. and for all ordinary practical purposes the Chaldasans
owsalod by lunar years. (See Ideter, Lehrbuch der Chro-
•oiapt, p. 89 >

V»e know nothing of the four immediate successors of
Nsbnna—

s

r. Tbe fifth, Merodacb-Baladan, or Berodarh-
Boiadan. the son of Baladan, is mentioned in tbe Old
Testament (t Kimgi xx. 12, 13 ; Itaiak xxxix. I ) a* being
on friendly terms with Hezekiab, the king of Judah, at a
tone when both dreaded tbe ascendency of Sennacherib, the
king of Assyria. Soon afterward* tbe Assyrian monarch,
Itearnaddon, incorporated Babylon into bis empire. But
towards the latter part of tbe seventh century before our
sera, we again tad Babylon under Nabopolasnar (627—
**4 s.c.) an independent and powerful state, and as such
it conbooed till the period of iu destruction by Cyrus. In
the battle of Circesrum (604) the independence of tbe Baby-
k aiata state was vindicated against the ambitious designs of
Nekna. king of Egypt, who had sent an army to conquer it

Baby Inn bad its bright epoch in tbe reign of Nebucnad-
neexar. or Nabuebodonotor (604—561 i c.|, who increased

ma by tne>.couquest of Palestine, Tyros, and
(2 Kingi xxv. ) ; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 17), and

i te the tortUlcaUons a* well as to the ornament* of the
earn ef Babylon. He subdued tbe Idumaaant (the Edomite*)
aaat Ism Ammonite*, and his empire extended from the
Camsaanaa mountains to the African desert. It is surpris-

ang that the nam* of Nebochadnexxar is apparently un-
kawam to Herodotus, especially as we are told bv Joeenhua,
thaw, it waa familiar to Megaatbenea and other Greek bisto-

xaaaa. Hseren supposes that tbe queen Nitocris, mentioned
Vy HeroaVau* 0- |83>, who contributed much to the im-

provement of the town of Babylon, may have been the con-
temporary, and perhaps the wife of Nebuehadneiur. But
after the death of Nebuchadnezzar, the empire began
rapidly to Ml into decay. His son Evilmerodach (561—
549) permitted king Joarim, of Juda, to return home out
of his captivity at Babylon, whitber Nebuchadnesxar had
brought him. Evilmerodach was killed in the second year
of his reign by his brother-in-law Neriglissar, who occupied
the throne during tbe four succeeding years (559—555).
He was followed by his youthful son Laborosoarchod, or La-
basnoarascus, who had been only nine months on the throne
when a conspiracy broke out in which he was dethroned
and killed. Nabonnedus (the Labynetus of Herodotus,
i. 74—77, and tbe Belshaxsar. or Balthaaar, of the Old
Testament) followed him, and reigned seventeen years
(555—538 b. a), at the end of which he was attacked and
defeated by Cyrus (Dan. v. 30, 31), and Babylon became
subject 4o the Persian empire. [See Chaldjbuns.]
Cyrus did no injury to the town of Babylon: on the

contrary, be made it his winter-residence, and the third
capital town of his kingdom, after Susa and Ecbatana.
But in consequence of a revolt under Darius I., the walls
and gateways of the town were broken drown, and tbe
population soon decreased in such a degree that a supply of
women from the surrounding country became requisite.

(Herod. III. 159.) Xerxes carried away tbe golden statue
of Belus (Zeus, Herod. I. 183). and Alexander tbe Great
found tbe temple of tliat deity in ruins. (Arrian. Exp.
Alex., vii. 17.) Soon afterwards Seleucua founded tbe
town of Seleucia in tbe neighbourhood of Babylon, which
further contributed to the decrease of the latter. At tbe
time of Diodorus and Strabo, the greater part of Babylon
lay in ruins, and there were corn-fields within its antient
precincts. Curtius says, that at his time only one-fourth of
the town was inhabited : Philo and Joscpbus observe, that
a considerable proportion of the inhabitants were Jews.
BA'BYLON. an antient city of Assyria. Mr. Rich, fol-

lowing Major Rennell in his Geography of Herodotus, is of
opinion that the site of Babylon is near Hillah, a town
situated on tbe Euphrates, which was built out of the ruins
of the city, a.d. 1 1 01 : it is about forty-eight miles sooth of
Bagdad. This opinion is founded on, I . the latitude of
tbe place as given by Abulfeda, Ebn Haukal, Edrisi, and
other oriental geographers, compared with the situation of
Babylon as recorded by classical writers ; 2. tbe stupendous
magnitude and extent of tbe ruins at and near Hillah

;

3. its vicinity to tbe bituminous fountains of Is, or Hit,
mentioned by Herodotus as being eight days' journey above
Babylon, upon a stream of the same name, which falls into
the Euphrates ; and 4. the circumstance of the whole sur-
rounding district having been, from the remotest historical

time to the present day, distinguished by tbe name of Babel.
Ebn Haukal, who wrote in the tenth century, calls it Babel.
(Maurice's Observation* on Mr. Rich't Memoir.) Niebuhr
baa fixed the latitude at 32° 28' 30".

Herodotus, who visited Babylon, says it ' was the most
celebrated city of Assyria. The kings of the country
made it their residence after the destruction of Nineveh.
The city, situated in a great plain, was of a square form,
each tide 120 stadia in length, which makes the circuit

480 stadia. It was m> magnificent that none could be
compared with it. It was, moreover, encompassed with
a wide ditch, deep, and full of water. Besides this there
was a wall, 50 royal cubits thick, and 200 high. Aa
soon aa the earth was dug out to form tbe ditch, it was
made into bricks, which were burnt in furnaces. Hot bitu-

men was used to cement them together, and at every thirty

layers of bricks a layer of reeds was placed. The sides of
the ditch were flnt built in this manner, and then the wall*

above them ; and upon tbe edge* of tbe wall they erected

buildings, with only one chamber, each opposite tbe other,

between which there was space enough left for a chariot

with four horses. In tbe wall there were a hundred gate*

made of brass, as well aa tbe jambs and lintels. The
Euphrates runs through tbe city, and divides it into two
parts. Each wall forms an elbow, or angle on the river, at

which point a wall of baked bricks commences, and the two
sides of the river are lined with them. The house* wore
built of throe and four stories. The street* were straight,

and intersected bv other* which opened on the river. Op-
posite the end of the streets small gates of brass were fanned
in the walls which lined tbe river. By these gate* there waa
a descent to the river, and there were as many gate* aa

Vot»m
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there were tr&nwene Unfit. The external will

deCr;
there w« also an internal wall which was not Was

•bong, but narrower.
• The centre of each of theae two parte of the town » re-

markable, the one for the palace of the king, of whieh the

inclosure was large and well fortified ; the other, for the

place consecrated to Jupiter Belus, of which the (rate* were

of brass, and in existence when Herodotus wrote. The
sacred inclosure was a regular square, each side being two
stadia ; in the centre was a massive tower, one stadium in

length as well as width, and above this tower was raised

another, and above that again were raised others, until there

were eight. An ascent, which winds round the towers on
the outside, led up to them. About midway in the ascent

there is a resting-place and scats, where those who ascend rest

themselves ; in the last tower is a law chapel, and in this

chapel a large and magnificent bed. and near it a taMc of gold.
•A bridge was built by Nitncris, a queen of Bahtlon, to

connect the two parts of the city di\ idol by the Euphrates.
The piers were formed of large hewn atones, and in order
to fix them in the river the waters of the Euphrates were
turned into a greaj excavation, leaving the bed of the river

dry. It was at this time that the hunks of the river were
lined with the walls, and the descents to the river from the
smaller gutcs were made. The bridge was built about the
middle of the city, and the masonry ma conncrtcd with
iron and lead

; during the day picric of squared wood were
laid from pier to pier, which were removed at night lest

the inhabitants on each side should rob one another. When
the bridge was finished, the waters of the Euphrates were
turned bsck into their antient bed.' (Herodotus, t. I 70- Km )

The fragments of Bcrosu* may be compared with the de-

scription of Herodotus. [See Bkhosi's.]

The ruins of B.ihtlon consist of mounds of earth formed
by the decomposition of buildings, channelled and furrowed I

by the weather : the surface of them is strewed with pieces

(Pisa n m u f sir»„ M.'-.Wa. Sj C. I. lul
}

of brick, bitumen, and pottery (Rich'sMtmar on ,

8oa also the view of the ruin* iu Sir Robert Ker Ports* t

TrareU.)
• The ruin* of the eastern quarter commence about two

miles above Hillah, and consist of two large ma—s-e «
mounds, oonnerted with and lying north and south at svh
other, and scleral smaller one* which rroas the plain at

different intervals. These ruins are terminated on the
north by the remains of a very extensive building radical

the Miijelilic. from the south-east angle of which proceed*
a narrow ridge or mound of earth wearing the appearance
of hat ing been a boundary wall. A A. This ndge forma a

kind of circular inrloaure, and joins the south-east petal U
the most southerly of the two grand maaeea.' (Sir Roarrt
Ker Porter lavs down these walls differently. See his pUa.
vol. ii. of hia /Varr/a.) 'The river-bank, on the south im
of the tomb of Annan, is skirted by a mm (B). eiUrcxkc*
from K to H neurit boo tarda ; it is, for 300 tarda, al B. *»
feet perpendicular : a little above this is a piece of ground. It,

formerly tho bed of the river; here earthen va*es with am
were found. From the eaat angle of the ruin B cumnates—
another mound, similar to that marked A. but broader and
Matter; this mound is tlie moat southerly of all the reus'*
( Rich's Memoir.)

' On taking a v iew of the ruins from south to north. t>-«

first object that altrarla attention is the tow mound con-
nected with tho ruin B : on it arc two small walla chaw
together, and only a few feet in height and breadth. Tt.-s

ruin, which is called Jumjuma, and Ibraard part of a
Mohammedan oratory, gives its name to a vdlaga a little t»
the left of it. To this succeeds the first grand bin
ruins, which is 1 loo tards in length and noft us its rrs-atcr
breadth ; its figure nearly resembles that of a quadrant, i's

height is irregular ; but the most rbrvaled part may bar

about 50 or *>o feet above the level of the plain, and it Las
been dug into for the purpose of procuring bocks Jurf
below tlie highest part of it is a small dome, in an i tiasnt

inclosure. distinguished by the name of Am ran It>n Aa
On the north is a valley of SJO sards in length, the ansa (

which is covered with tussocks of rank grass, and creased W
a line of nuns of very little clrvalmn. To this aurreed* taw

second grand heap of ruins, the shape of which is assarts a

square of 700 yanls' length and breadth, and its sooth sis'
ancle ia connected with the north-west angle of the nvwa
of Ainran by a ndge of considerable height, and Marts l a*

yards in breadth.' (Rich's Memoir.)
Mr. Rich considers this the most interesting part af ta*>

ruins of Babylon ; and that the buildings here were tar

superior to those which are situated to the north east. ' N «
more than 300 yards from the northern ettrrtattt as* u.-s

mound is a ratine, O, hollowed out by those who dag far arsra*.

in length 100 t aide, and 10 feet wide by 40 or iO *ns t K
one side of it a few yanls of wall remain standing, the ta..

ofwhich is very clean and perfect, and appears to haw ass
the front of some building. Under the loundatams at taw
southern end an opening is made, which discovers a «-,

terranean passage, floored and walled with large ararka bsj*

in bitumen, and entered oter with psccwa <-f unaitnaa a

yard thick and several yards long ; the weight ilasi Was
been so great as to have given a cuossdersble Saam •>

obliquity to the side-walls of the passe go : the aarsuaw is

nearl) seven feet in height, slid its course is as the aaaan.

The superstructure oter the passage is union ted osth Wta
men, other parts of the ratine with mortar, and the ararta
hate all writing upon them. The northern rod of taa
ravine appears to hate been crossed by aa nil i an 1 1 tas-4
wall of yellowish brick, cemented with a WtUsanl asa
mortar.' A little to tlie west of the ravine at H ana
kasr or palace, by which appellatasn Mr. Hu h iti aaj naesa as*
whole mass. (Kee the cut under the bead of Histiaons
AacMlTirruas ) It is a very remarkable rain, anst fcaoa as
being unentered and III part detached from the I

Suable from a considerable distance, but ta
frw»h in ila appearance, that u was only after

inspection that Mr. Rich waa satasfled af its bring an naaav l

a Bebi Ionian remain. 'It consula of setoral

which face the cardinal pointa, asght faot i

places onmraeuted with rawana, as

by pilaatars and buttrsssis. oath af eaaa ksaaat
lly eiean and sharp, lead m t II «f

tenacity, that H ts alaauat uapesaaMa as eaaiaaa %
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bnek whole. The top* of Umm walla in broken and may
k*t* bran much higher ; on the outride they have in some
1 «ox been cleared nearlv lo the foundation*; but the

iaurrul spare* formed by them are yet Oiled with rubbish,

in torn* part* almost to their summit. One part of the wall

baa been •pli* into three part*, and overthrown at if by an
earthquake ; mnM detached wallsof the same kind, standing

at different distances, ahow what remain* to have been only

a small part of the original fabric ; indeed it appeal* that

lb* passage in the ratine, together with the wall which
mwrt it* upper end. were connected with it Near this

ruin m a neap of rubbish, the tide* of which are curiously

streaked by the alternation of its materials ; the chief part

of which, it is probable, was unburn! brick, as some were
found hsre.' Mr. Rich did not And any reeds in the inter-

stice* of these brick*. * A liule to the N.N.K. of this ruin is

lite famous tree (I), which the natives called Athela, and
which tliey maintain to haw been nourishing in antient

Bah» Ion. It stands on a kind of ridge; one side nf its trunk,
with verdant branches at the top. only remains : the branches
waving in the wind produce a melancholy rustling sound.

It u an evergreen, something resembling the lignum vitas,

and not common in Babylon. A tree of the same kind is

•aid to grow at Basaora.' (Rich's Memoir.)

E and P are two extensive mounds running from north
to suuth.

' A mile to the north of the kasr or palace, Ave miles
from Hillah. and 930 yards from the river-bank, is a ruin
called the Mujelibe, meaning the overturned: its shape is

oblong, and its height, as well as the measurements of its

•vies, irregular. The sides face the cardinal points ; the
northern is ?00. the southern 219. the eastern 182, and the
western IM yards hi length; and the elevation of the

south-east, or highest angle, is Ml feet.' Two hundred
years before, when Dels Valle saw it, this building was
29* fret high, and the base, including the ruins of sur-

rounding buildings, about 700 feet on each side. ' The west-
ern (see, which is the least elevated, is the most interesting,

on amount of the appearance of building it presents. Near
the summit of it sjipears a low wall, with interruptions,

built of un burnt bricks mixed up with chopped straw or
reeds, and cemented with clay-mortar of great thickness,

haung between every layer a layer of reeds; and on the
north side are also some vestiges of a similar construction.

The south-west angle is crowned by something like a
turret or lantern : the other angles are in a less perfect

•tale, but may originally have been ornamented in a similar

manner. The western lace is lowest and easiest of ascent

;

the northern the roost difficult. All are worn inlo furrows
bv the weather ; and in some places, where several streams
of rain-water have united together, these furrows are of
great depth, and penetrate a considerable way into the
mound. The summit is covered with heaps of rubbish, in

digging inlo some of which, layers of broken burnt brick
cemented with mortar were discovered, and whole bricks

with inscriptions are sometimes found. The whole is covered
with innumerable fragments of pottery, brick, bitumen,
pebbke*. vitrified brick or scoria, and even shells, bits of
glass, and mother of pearl. In the northern face of the
Mujelibe, near the summit, is a niche or recess, high enough
fir a man to stand upright in, at the back of which is a low
aperture Wading to a small cavity, whence a passage
branches oft* to the right, sloping upwards in a westerly

direction till it loses itself in the rubbish.' Mr. Rich was
informed that a human body was found here wrapped in a
light wrapper, partially covered with bitumen and inclosed

in a coffin of mulberry wood. Mr. Rich was induced by
tats cirrum»tance to excavate here, when, after digging into

a •haft »r hollow pier, sixty feet square, lined with fine

knek laid in bitumen and Oiled up with earth, a brass spike,

some earthen vessels, and a beam of date-tree wood, was
found ; one of the vessels was remarkably thin, and had the

rccwatna of One white varnish on the outside. After carrying
on the excavation some way further, they discovered a
narrow passage nearly 10 feet high, flat on the top, exhi-

biting both burnt and nnburnl bricks, the former with

ascription* on them, and the latter laid with a layer of

reads between every row, except in one or two courses near

lb* bottom, where they are cemented with bitumen. The
balls* pier Jfjst alluded to, corresponds exactly to Strabo's

description (p. 738) of the hollow brick piers which supported

the hanging-garden (sfwauwrric : in the hollow thus
filed with earth, the largest trees grew.

I .
T
! »Pr*»rs that the walls wwm lined with a One burnt

brick to concert the unburn! bricks, of which the body
of the building was principally composed ; there to a con-
tinuation of thi* passage to the eastward, choked up with
earth. Her* Mr. Rich discovered a wooden coffin con-
taining a skeleton in high preservation. Under the head of
the coffin waa a round pebble ; attached to the coffin, on the
outside, was a brass bird, and inside an ornament of the
same material, which had apparently been suspended to
some part of the skeleton. A little further, tho skeleton of
a chad was found ; and Mr. Rich was of opinion that the
whole passage was occupied in a similar manner. It may
therefore be conjectured, that the Mujelibe was a great
brick pyramid for the dead. It may perhaps also have been
used for an observatory.

• About 70 yards to the north, and west of the MujoliU-.
are traces of a very low mound of earth, which may ha\e
formed an inclosure round the whole.'

_
Mr. Rich could not perceive any ruins on the tictcrn

side of the Euphrates, except a large ruin, supposed to
be the Tower of Belus, and some trilling mounds culled
Ansna, near the bank of the river; Sir R. K. Porter
shows, in addition, some extensive ruins between these. By
reference to the general plan in the preceding page, the
reader will perceive traces of them two miles in extent, which
Porter has conjectured to be part of what ho calls tho
lesser palace of Alexander, an edifice about whirh there is

no evidence in antient writers. Further on is the modern
village of Tahmasia, and beyond this village is the great
ruin, supposed to be the Temple of Belus. This is by far
the most stupendous and surprising mass of sll the ruins of
Babylon. ' It is situated about six miles to the south-west
of Hillah. and is called by the Arabs BirsNcmroud. and by
the Jews Nebuchadnezzar's Prison.' Mr. Rich describes it

in tho following terms :— • The Birs Neraroud is a mound
of an oblong form, the total circumference of which is 762
yards. At the eastern side it is cloven by a deep furrow,
and is not more than fifty or sixty feet high ; but at tho
western side it rises in a conical figure to the elevation of
1 98 feet, and on its summit is a solid pile of brick, thirty-seven
feet high by twenty-eight in breadth, diminishing in thick-
ness to the top, which is broken and irregular, and rent by
a large Assure extending through a third of its height. It
is perforated by small square holes disposed in rhomboids.
The fine burnt bricks of which it is built have inscriptions
on them, and so excellent is the cement, which appears to

be lime-mortar, that it is nearly impossible to extract ono
whole. The other ports of the summit of this hill are occu-
pied by immense fragments of brickwork of no determinate
figure, tumbled together and converted into solid vitrified

masses, the layers of brick being perfectly discernible.

These ruins stand on a prodigious mound, the whole of
which is itself a ruin, channelled by tbe weather, and
strewed with fragments of block stone, sandstone, and
marble. In tbe eastern part, lajers of unburn! brick, but no
reeds, are to be seen. In the north side may be seen traces

of building exactly similar to tho brick pile. At tbe foot of
the mound a step may be tmced scarcely elevated above tbe
plain, exceeding in extent, by several feet each way, the true

or measured base ; and there is a quadrangular inclosure

round the whole as at the Mujelibe, but much more perfect,

and of greater dimensions. At a trilling distance, and
parallel with its eastern face, to a mound not inferior to that

of the Kasr in elevation, but much longer than broad ; on
the top of it are two koubbes or oratories ; round the Birs

are traces of ruins to a considerable extent.' (Rich.)

There ore numerous other mounds, some of considerable

dimensions, besides those described. But most of these ap-

pear to be beyond any possible limits of the antient city,

and some undoubtedly belong to other towns ; such, for in-

stance, are the ruins called by the natives Boursa or Brousa,

four leagues below Hillah, on tbe some side of the river.

Mr. Rich conjectures them to bo the Borsipp* of Strabo

(p. 739) and Borsitaof Ptolemy.

Tbe greatest circuit allowed by antient writers to the

walls of Babylon is 480 stadia. Strabo (p. 7381 allows 385.

Quintus Curtius says that there was pasture and arable

land in the inclosure sufficient to support tbe whole popu-

lation during a long siege ; and Herodotus says that when
Cyrus took Babylon, the inhabitants of tbe central parts of

the town were not aware of it till some time after, ' owing to

tbe magnitude of the city,' as the Greek historian adds.

It has been disputed whether the Mujelibe or the Bin
2H2
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Nemroud ii the remains of the Tempi* of Belus. Mr. Rich

think* that, in some respects, the MigeliM would answer

sufficiently well to tbe accounts of the Hanging Garden,

which, according to Suabo, formed a square of four pW-

thra, or 400 feet, on each face, and stood upon the mar
from which it was supplied with water. Mr. Rich, how-

ever, cannot decide, and leaves it to the learned, although

it seems that he rather leans towards the opinion that

tbe Birs Nemroud is the Temple of Belus. Tbe dif-

ficulty has been increased from the circumstance of tbe

walls of the city not having been discovered. For the opi-

nion of travellers and geographers on the subject, see

Niebuhr. DAnville's Geograpto. Rennells Gvognnhy of
Herodotus, and the Memoir of Rich. See also the Travel*

of Sir Robert Ker Porter.

It seems exceedingly difficult to reconcile the descriptions

of the antient historians with tbe actual site of the ruins.

Presuming, however, that Herodotus is correct in the dimen-
sions that be has given of the city walls, and that by the
centre of tbe two quarters of tbe city divided by the Bu-
Shrates, is not meant literally the centre, it will not bo so
ifficult to determine that the Birs Nemroud is tbe Temple

of Belus ; and at tho same time we shall be able to lay down
with some appearance of probability, the walls, on the mo-
dern plan ol the actual site, a* drawn by Sir Robert Ker
Porter.

(Wast tan of U» Bin Krauoaa, Inm Kick • M—utt «a Bsbjtea]

It seems to bo agreed by all travellers who have visited

tbe spot, that the large masses of ruins on tbe east bank of

the Euphrates are the remains of tbe fortified palace. The
lines of defence surrounding it are apparent even at the

present day, inclosing also the Mujelibc, which we think

must be considered as part of the palace, or at least con-

nected with the palace, and not as the Temple of Belus.

The palace then (if we may suppose that Herodotus dal not

affect extreme accuracy in speaking of so extensive an

indoenre), might be said to be in the centre of the eastern
quarter, and. according to the ruins still netting, on the)

banks of the Euphrates. The bridge also was said en
be in the centre of the city, and it is probable that it was
built near tbe palace, A. That part of the embankment. B.
on Mr. Rich's plan, which is 300 yards wtde and 40 fart
high, looks so much like part of the approach to the bridge,

that we think it might be taken as one point on a straight

line, crossing the Euphrates, end extending to, or nearly lev

the Birs Nemroud ; on this same line as an axis, ana en
tbe diagonal line of the Euphrates, we think the straight

lines of tbe walls, forming a square according to the
dimensions given by Herodotus, might be laid down,
forming tbe angle or elbow at tbe extremities of the dingo
naL Having constructed the walls on this theory, we shall

find that the Euphrates divides tbe city into two quarter*,

and somewhere near tbe centre of one of them, on the banks
of tbe river, we shall find an enormous palace, and in the
other quarter we shall find the Temple of Belus, which; sf

not in the centre, was quite near enough for the histonaa *

purpose, who describes the place in very general terms ; or at

any rate was as much in the centre of one quarter ae the
palace was in tbe centre of the other. For the purpose ef
explaining this view, we have made the accompanying plea,

from the materials furnished by Mr. Rich and Sir Robert
Ker Porter. Tbe only way we can account for tbe nun
destruction of so much of the walls as was left by Danes, a
by supposing that all the cities within a reasonable distance
of Babylon, which have been built out of its ruins, have had
their materials chiefly taken from the walls tbemeehw*.
Some of the rubbish may have been thrown by the labourwra
into tbe ditch, and tbe rains of ages may have washed
down the earth, and have completely obliterated all traces
of tbe walls. Mr. Buckingham states it as bis opinion, that
the great ruin at Al Hyroer is a part of th* great wall ef
Babylon, between which and the Kasr, be says, that be saw
mounds indicating the streets of the city with their trans-

verse streets ; and that there were none beyond that ream.

(Buckingham's Travel* in Metnpntamta, vol h. chap. 10 I

BABYLONIAN ARCHITECTURE and ANTHJ LI-
TIES. The ruins of Babylon do not show any example
of one entire building. Architectural combination*, ejsh

all their details, as in Egyptian, Grecian, and Roman archi-

tecture, cannot therefore be ascertained. Tbe great Tens***
of Belus, as described in general terms by Herodotus, woaid
have a pyramidal form, and would be similar, in eeme re-

spects, to tbe Hindu temple at Tanjore, and the great

Mexican temples, which, in tbe opinion of Mr. Maanaw,
are copies of the Temple of Belus. (See Maurice's Ofoerne-
tioru on Mr. Rich i Mammr.)

Buttresses and pilasters were component parts of Baby-
lonian buildings, which were sometimes decorated oaUs
niches ; tbe edifices generally acre of bricks, either dned m
the sun, or burnt in a kiln or furnace. Til 1 1 were ajm paiati d
and gtaied for the purpose of decorating buildings, snsl

a very fine sort of brirk was employed to case thick waJle
built of common bricks or rubbish. These bncks were
impressed with characters (tee Aaaow-HXAOao Cnaaac-
Tta*). The clay of which they were formed aeweara
to have been mixed up with chopped straw or ti ed* K kra
baked or dry. they were laid in hot bitumen, sometime* an
clay-mortar, and sometimes alto in a fine lime-mortar. In
tbe bridge oter tbe Euphrates bewn stones were em-
ployed for the piers, and were firmly connected with uwn
and lead. They had no idea of constructing a coaVi ansa,
and. therefore, to Is* tbe foundations of the parrs, Nitevns
turned the course of tbe nter snd UaJ the bed dry. On the
piers rectangular beams of wood were placed biruantaUy
it does not appear, from the examination of those imaUi

n

travellers who bste taken the greatest pains to aacertaan
the fact, that the Babylonian* understood the prioripie of
the arrb. A patsage-wsy. dwnbed by Mr Rich, ts co-
vered with large pieces of sandstone bud boraontally
A passage of llrrudotus <i. 1*7) however might aawenr

by implication to show thst the great gate ways m tbe rev
• alls mutt hate been srrhrd. notwithstanding fin statews—

<

about tbe jamb* *n<l luitcU of the fin being of brass.

He informs us that Nitucns was butted in the wall sax*
one of the galeae)*: and that, owing to a supcrstil m*b*
feeling, that gateway was not used. It is not earn I* suppose
that the upper part of a huge gateway, made ifluru a wsJL
was supported bt beams or sny other eunlntaare than that
of the arch. If w* take the testimony of Strabo, the anuent
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Babylonians artualjy did use the arch in forming the sub-
strorture of the Hanging Garden (see p. 738) : whether
the geographer report* the circumstance truly or not may
be a question ; but hia worda will hear only one meaning.
That their edifices were highly decorated there can be no

doubt. The palace waa surrounded by three vast walla, the
external wall being 60 stadia in circumference, the second
4*. and the third 30 stadia, which Diodorus informs ua
were ornamented with animals in relief, resembling life,

richly painted in their natural colours on the bricks of
which they were composed, and afterwards burnt in. (Diod.
Sic ho. ii.) Statues were also employed. Rich saw a
Colo—aJ lion of white granite. The inhabitants, who exca-
vate in the ruins, call all statues which they discover idols

;

and, aa they are of no value to them, they throw them back
among the rubbish while excavating for bricks.

The gates of the city were of brans or bronze, as
well aa the jambs and lintels, and the walls were built

of a surprising height and of immense thickness. ' The
Tower of Belus appears merely to have been astonish-
ing (rata its siie. It was inferior, in some respects, to the
pyramids, and did not surpass either them, or probably the
great temple of Mexico, in external appearance ; and the
ornaments of which Xerxes despoiled it convey an idea of
barbaric richness rather than taste; all the sculptures
which are found among the ruins, though some of them
are executed with the greatest apparent care, speak a bar-
barous people. Indeed, with a much greater degree of
refinement than the Babylonians seem to nave been in pos-
session of, it would be difficult to make anything of such
aapropitious materials as brick and bitumen.' (Rich's Me-
moir.) For columns they used thick piers : on such piers

the Hanging Garden waa formed, and the floor laid on
the piers was covered with stone (Curtius, v. 1). on which
the earth waa laid. Timber was scarce, and the wood-work
af the bouses, which were sometimes of three and four
stories, waa made, of the date tree ; round the posts reeds
were twisted, on which a coat of paint was laid.

Senuramia is said to have made a tunnel under the Eu-
phrates. The tunnel, according to Diodorus (whose au-
thority ts very small), was made like a vaulted passage,
not by digging under the bed of the river, but by turning
its coarse, aa was done to lay the foundations of the
bridge. (Diod. Sic lib. ii.) It took 160 days to complete,
aad was IS feet high and IS broad ; it served as a com-
aaoDicahon between one palace and the other, which were
bault, according to the same authority, at each end of the
bridge. Semiramu is also said to have erected a stone obe-
hak IIS feet high. To increase the wonder of Babylonian
works, it is added by some modern writers that all the stone
asid in Babylon came from Armenia. It is now well
known that there is abundance of this material above Hit.

The bitumen used in the building of Babylon is not by
nay means so tenacious as the mortar. Mr. Rich thinks
that lime cement was most generally employed.

In the British Museum there are many specimens of
Babylonian bricks. Stones, elegantly engraved, and seal-

nogs were in general use among the Babylonians. (Hee-
rwn. vol. ii. rap. ii. page 203.) Heeren is of opinion that
tbcas* stones and the engraved cylinders served for sig-

natures. These cylinders were made not only of clay,

hut of the hardest stones, and the Babylonians bad brought
the art of cutting these stones to a very high state of per-

fection. Heeren mentions a cylinder of jasper, and Sir
R- bL Porter another of wbito agate. Sir R. K. Porter
gives some representations of cylinders and Babylonian
scsdpture. as well as two curious coins, which were found in

as earthen vessel Ashed up from the Euphrates close to the
nuns of the palace : in it also were found some coins of
Alexander and hia successors. He considers one of the

[3wtt shs .fa, Kaar, Cram ftkk'i Montr ss Btbrlgs.]

coins to be a curiousportrait of an antient city, and per-
haps of Babylon itself. The cylinders are engraved with
hieroglyphics and groups of men and beasts, and combina-
tions of beasts and men : they are exceedingly rurious.
(See plates 79 and 80, vol. ii. of SirR K. Porter's TnweU )

There is also, in plate 80. a representation of a woman with
a child, and two curious figures in btonze : the C) linders
are all perforated.

BACCA. the technical name by which botanists distin-
guish the fruit, commonly called a berry. While, how-
ever, the English word is familiarly applied to all sort

fruits, of whatever construction internally, barca is, strictly

speaking, made use of to designate those fruits only which
have a thin skin, are pulpy internally, and have several
seeds finally lying loose in the pulpy mass ; such are the
gooseberry, currant, vine, potato-fruit, &c When a fruit

has only a fleshy rind, without any internal pulpiness, as
is the case with the capsicum, it is not called a berry, but a
berried capsule. It will be seen that this definition excludes
the berries of the hawthorn, the raspberry, the orange, the
rose, &c. [For which see Pom a, Etario, Hkspkridium,
and Cvnarrhodon.]
BACCARAT, a town in the department of Meurtbe in

France, on the banks of the river which gives name to the
department, 23S miles E. of Paris, and 27 miles E.S.E. of
Nancy, the capital of the department. It is situated at the
foot ofa steep hill and in the neighbourhood of a considerable
forest. It was a small town in the middle of the last centurv,
for Expilly (Dirt. Giog. dee Gaulet tide la Franc*. 1762)
states the number of families to have been only 1 1 7. which,
allowing six persons to a family, gives 702 persons. At
present there are in the commune above 2800 inhabitants,

of whom nearly 1 700 are in the town itself. More than 700
workmen are employed in the manufacture of flint glass,

(criitaux) both for drinking-vessels and windowa, which is

in considerable repute. These glass- works are said to have
belonged to the Bishop of Metx, in whose temporalities the
CMtetlenie, or manor of Baccarat, was included. There
are also some iron-works (forget), and some trade in timber
is carried on. Before the revolution there were a convent
of Cordeliers and an hospital. Lat. 48° 27' N, long.
6° 44' E. from Greenwich.
BACCHA, in entomology, a genus of the order Divtera,

and family Syrphida*. The species of this genus of two-

winged flies are peculiar in having the two basal joints of
the abdomen remarkably long and slender, with the re-

maining joints depressed, and suddenly increased in breadth.

They are generally of a Mack or bronze colour, with >elluw

spots or markings ; they are met with near London, and fre-

quent flowers.

BACCH ANA'LIA. feasts or festive rites in honour of
Bacchus, at which a mixed crowd of men and women, in-

toxicated with wine, clothed in deer-skins and Asiatic robes,

and carrying thyrsi in their hands, ran up and down the
country shouting, beating drums and cymbals, and crying,
' Evoe J lo Bacche t Evan t

* &c. They were introduced at

Rome, B.C. 187. (Liv. xxxix. 8.) These rites were cele-

brated every third year, and were hence called Trieterica.

They must be distinguished from the vintage festivals, on
which see the article Dionysia.
BACCHIGLICNE, a river in the Venetian States,

which has its source in the Alps that divide the province

of Vicenza from the Lower Tyrol ; it flows in a SB. direc-

tion, passes through the town of Vicenza, and a few miles

below it receives the Astego, another Alpine stream coming
from the north ; it then crosses the rich plain of Padua, and
passes by the walls of the city of that name, thirty miles

below which it enters the Adriatic at Brondolo, opposite to

the island and town of Chioggia. The Baccbiglione is

navigable for large boats from Vicenza down to the sea. A
canal joins the Baccbiglione to the Brenta between Padua
and Stra, and affords a direct communication by water

between Padua and Venice. Another canal, called Delia

Battaglia. runs from Padua to the town of Este, passing

by Monselice. The Baccbiglione was called by the Romans
Meduacus Minor, in contradistinction to the Meduacus
Major, or modern Brenta. The whole course of the Bac-

cbiglione is about ninety miles.

BA'CCHIUS. sometimes incorrectly called Vacceus, is

a Greek writer on music. His work is entitled iieafn^
r*X"K ptnmcitt. ' An Introduction to the Art of Music,' in

questions and answers. Bacchius follows in general the sys-

tem of Aristoxenus. iiis epoch is uncertain, but it is ooojeo-
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famd that ha tired offer Ptolrmy. The work of Bacchju.

if contained in the couoction of Meibornius.

BA CCHUS ( U*x«. AOrtnc ) wa», »ceording to the

common traditions of the antient Greeks, one of the per-

sonage* worshipped under the generic name of heroes

;

according to the more systematic mythotogcr* he was a

demon or genius. His worship seems to have arisen from

that 'striving after objectivity" (Warhsrouth, HelUn. Alter-

(Asm. n.i p. 1 13) which is the characteristic of a primitive

people, and which kails man in his rude state to the worship

of the active and productive powers of nature. The com-

mon story of the birth of Bacchus, bis mother Semele's fatal

wish, his imprisonment in the thigh of his father Jupiter,

and the various adventures attributed to him. are loo well

known to need description ; and it would take up more space

than the nature of tins work allows to diwuss the inferences

drawn from the old traditions by modern my thologers. These
deductions, and especially the description of tho mvstlcal

character of Bacchus, as distinguished fioro his worship as

the god of wine, may be seen fully developed by Creuter

(Symtnitk, theil. in. pp. 81, 266 ; pp. 319-366), whose theory,

however, of the Indian origin of the Bacchic rites, though

abundantly ingenious, does not appear to be established by

sufficient external evidence. The southern coast of Thrace

seems to have been the original seat of this religion, and it

was thence introduced into Greece shortly after the coloniza-

tion by the ;Eolian* of the Asiatic coast of the Hellespont.

The admission of the identity of Osiris and Dionysus by
Plutarch and other mythological theorists, as well as Hero-
dotus s simple statement of the assertions of the Egyptian
priests to that effect, is no proof of the common origin of the
worship of this divinity in Egypt and Greece ; but there is no
doubt that certain modifications of the Dionysiae rites took

place after the commencement of the intercourse of the

Ionian* with the Egyptians.

The worship of Bacchus is intimately connected with that

of Deroeter ; under the name of Iacchus. he was worshipped

along with that goddess at Eleusis. [See Dimbtii.] Virgil

invokes them together {Georgia, i. 5) as the lights of the

universe. According to the Egyptians they were the joint

rulers of the world below. (Herod, ii. 12.1.) Pindar calls

Dionysus ' the companion of Dpmeter' (goXcocfxlroe wAp-
ifpev daautrteof), and in a cameo he is represented sitting

by the goddess in a chariot drawn by male and female cen-

taurs. (Sea Buonarotti, Ofemuiomi tnpru alcuni Me-
daglimi Anlicki, p. 441 ; Manette, Traiti He* Pterrtt

Orareee, t. it p. i.)

On the form and drees of Bacchus almost all the antient

testimonies have been collected by F. G. Scbon in an in-

genious dissertation on the costume of the character* in the
Bacehg* of Buriptde*. From these it appears that he was
represented ss a young man with an effeminate face (0*X»-

eopeec. Beech. 353 ; Euseb. Chrrm. p. 29), with long blord

hair ( Beech. 45*. CwH. 63), wtlh a fillet on bis bead ( Ktrabo,

xv. p. I03S), or an ivy crown {CyrL 393). with a long purple
robe and a nebris (deer-skin), and with a thyrsus in hi* hand.
Many of his numerous appellations may be seen in the
Index to Wachsmuth. p. 470. and in 0»id Mel. lib. iv. init.

His attendants were the Bacchantes, the Lenss, the Nsiades
and Nymphs, the Thy odes, the Mimallones, the Tityn, Pan,
Silenus, the Fauns, and the Satyrs. (The reader may con-

sult, in addition to the authorities quoted, Midler's Hand-
buck drr Arrhanlngif d*T Kutttl, Breslau, I MO.)

UACt'II Y'MDKS. a Greek Port and a nephew of the
elder Himom-les, wss a native of the island Ceo*. He pro-

bably lued in the first half of the fifth century before Ibe
Christian trra, waa a contemporary of Pindar, though
younger than that celebrated poet, and 1* said to hare \ isited

Hiero king of Sicily. His compositions were wry venous,
consisting of hymns, dithyramb** poems, odes in relrbrstna
or the Pythian victors, amatory poems, Ike, all of whsrh are
now lost except a few small piece*, twenty in number.
Longinus (4 33) institutes a kind of comparison between
Barchylides and Pindar, but it is so brief and unsatisfactory

thai the precise meaning of the critic is not sewn. The
fragments of Ilarrhylides were published separately by
<' F. Ncue, Berlin. 1*22. ftvo. They are translated in
Merit slo s edition of Bland * Amlhn4ogf. pp. 75-80.
BAt CIO DELLA PORTA. This distinguished painter

was so named from harms; resided near the gate of St.
Peter *, at Florence ; but be is more georrsily recognixed
by the nam* *f Fmta b*rtotom*o di 0. Marco. Hs was a
native of the diotriet of Ssognooo, and born in the year

1460. He comsoeneed hi* stadia*, andain ** mmm ymm*
under the tuition of Cosirao Reesetti at Florence. b*M H est
from the greet father of modem art. Leonard* da Vfcnet,

that he obtained the first idea of that effective slyk* at eutostr

and chiar' eeruro by which his subsequent works are dis-

tinguished. He attempted to acquire Died principle* of tor**

and ideal character from antient sculpture; and, m **•
pony with hi* friend. Manotto Albrrtlnelli. he drew *aat

modelled from statue* and uasm-nlievi with nsoesetsgs***

attention. It wa* fortunate that be had made consider****

proficiency in those studies previously so hi* arsjuamlaaww

with the celebrated Dominican. Savonarola, who appears Ss

have exercised a considerable influence over kts nuod. sad
by whose fanatical scruple* ha was indaead to destroy. *
account of their nudity, a prodigious number **T stasha*

which be had made of the human figure. Tkss uafiasssssi

sectn* to have remained with Bonolorneo during Us whoW
life ; he seldom treated subjects which elhtMtrd the *a**sl

form, but the knowledge he had previously acquired of *t ss

perceptible in the fine understanding of the figure, whsrh t*

visible through hi* draperies. His early works war* *f* —sa il

dimensions, and distinguishes! by graceful rocspouts** sad
high finishing; but it was in the fresco of the Las* Jaskf-

ment. painted for the chapel of Si*. Maria Nuovo, that aha

grandeur of his sty to and the extent of bis pow*r* wet* trot

manifested. Shortly after tin r impletion of tins sssn .

Bartolumeo being at work in the convent of 8l Mark, a
forcible entry was mode into the monastery by the pope •

officer* for the purpose of selling the person of Sarottarssa*

;

a formidable resistance was made by the monks, bsst tas>

unhappy sealot was born* away, and expiated bta eaomama
•t the stake. ' This event affected Bartefe**** *o strangle,

that be determined on devoting himself to the dot—rr. *a*l

in 1500 he took the habit of St. Dominie. In 13*4 Raf-

faslle made a visit to Florence, and an intimacy naai ial
between him and Bartolomco, who communicated la has

great contemporary hi* own principle* of eotowrmg. agoi

received from him in return some instructwos m per-

spective. Shortly afterwards Bsrtolomeo went to Itssaw.

where his mind, naturally timid and sensitive. »>***
to have been so overwhelmed by the eontempmisan or che

great works of Michael Angelo and Reftsell*. that M waa
with difficulty he persuaded himself to make any *** steal

effort ; ha painted, however, two single figure* *f St.

Peter and St. Paul, which were long pre*erred aa taw

pal sec of the Quinnal. Some alur- pieeaa and ******
works, nevertheless, executed shortly after hi* latoia m
Florence, showed that be had profited larger* by has vwax

to the Vatican ; be had addr£ a purer and mat* iir ii*
taste io design to his own bold style of relief and p* aural
colouring, and the sublime figure of St Mark laow u> the

gallery of Florence) was alone • sufficient proof that ha had
no reason to shrink from any competition. The great «*r*

of the Florentine school ws* an oateuutiooa shaft**- **T

anatomy, which not unfrequenlly gave to their wwrka. sssth

in painting and sculpture, an appearance little ahurt of «W-
giisnng. The fine feeling and good sense of B*emfo*awa>
led him to avoid this error, and a* • delsracy. a* chap* •ear-

scrupulous, induced him to avoid subjects reqnirtssg * «**>-

play of naked t«rm, the jealousy of his competitor* evassssl

itself of these circumstances to accuse him of detV ss— i m
nalomiral knowledge, and an incaparily to treat **ry soV
ject demanding an accurate acquaintance with the aasaaaa

figure. To refute these aspersions Bortotnraco * usasl *
St. Kehtwlisn, the .only fault of which wss that M wo* ass

perfect, the representation of nsture bring so just **td *****

that the monk* forbade it to he publicly exposal sa thanr
church. The subjects In which bWUisnroro drhzhtest osx*
Saints, Evangelist*, and Madonnas, wiih the Dntts* lassoes,

surrounded by angelic rboir*. The Fnmch. whra m I sat*

during the wars consequent on the Revvdutaosv carrant *sT

scleral of these fine performances, among thesa tho Mar-
riage of St 1 albrnne, a grand composition ; snd tka sVsar

EvangrhsU from the church of the Nunuato. Tawsar srasta
decorated tlie Ixsuim for sow* time, hot wore final)* re-
stored among the other spidialM>n*. Vaaort aseatsosss *W
a number of studies of dgurra. drapersra. Iimhs. Isc, Wad
been left by Bartolomoo to a scholar, a nun of St 1'iiaaia i.

at Florence. Many of these were in pnss*j*slon *f Mr. Wsa,
the Uto l*reaident of the Roy*l Academy, and fusil a
strong *vi.lenco of the swal atid apatiratMM wtlh waarh the
artist had pursued kts Mod***. B*rs»l*m— dted ss to*
convent of St Math, ia 1417, aged tarty-**wk»
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Ibsen

BACH. JOHAKN 8KBA8TIAN. wbot* nana holds

m —piauoM • place in the musical history of Germany,
end train the various branches of whose family have sprung
mi organists and able contrapuntists than any one family
•vwr produced, was born at Eisenach, in the circle of Upper
Saxony, in l«»4. Hit ancestor in the fourth degree. Veil
Bach, was a miller and baker at Presburg in Hungary early

la the ehuarath century, but being obliged to quit his coun-
try on account of religious troubles, he settled at a village

ear Base Goths. In his leisure hours he amused himself
with bis guitar, and communicated hi* taste for music to his

two soos, who made it their profession, and taught it to their

children, by whom it was handed on, till by degrees six

generations, including the founder, practised the harmonic
art. and bald among them nearly all the offices of chantors
and organists in Thuringia. In the AUgrmeine Muti-
kmiuckt tmtung (18-2.1). is a curious genealogical tree of

the Bach family,—John Sebastian appearing in the fifth

ganoraUoti,—wWh shows that, down to the middle of last

century, there were fifty-eight mate descendants from Veil,

all of whom, according to Forkel, were professors of music.
When John Sebastian had not quite completed his tenth
sr. be lost his father, musician to the court and town of

seh, and was obliged to claim the protection of an
brother, organist at Ordruff, from whom he received

etioas on the clavichord (see Clavichord), but not
meh as were proportioned to his facility in learning ; he
therefore gained more through bis own efforts than he ac-

aiufwd from his relation, who, soon dying, left him again
esplate, when he accompanied one of his schoolfellows to

La—burg, and entered the choir of St Michael's as a
soprano singer. There he obtained a good livelihood by his

fine votes, which, however, soon changing, he found himself
•wee snore without resource till 1 703, in which year he be-

came court musician at Weimar ; but exchanged this place
the yoar following for that of organist to the new church
at Anastadt. His reputation now began to spread, and in

1 rot, the reigning Duko of Weimar, offering him the ap-
pouitmeirt of court organist, be accepted the situation.

This afforded him an opportunity of communicating with
and hearing many of the great musicians of his day, and
his studies continuing unremitted, he became master of
•vary branch of bis science. In 1717 his prince made him
director of the concerts, and in executing the duties of this

ooVe, he had to compose sacred music for the service of the
dulse's chapel.

About this time M. Mart-hand, the celebrated French
ergsunt, having visited Dresden, and performed before the
king, was owered a large salary if he would engage in his
Majesty's service. Volumier, then director of the concerts
at Dresden, fearing a rival, privately invited Bach to the
capital of flaxony. who arrived, and with the royal approba-
tion proposed a mimical contest between himself and Mar-
ehand, who accepted the invitation : but when the day ap-

pelated arrived, and a large company had assembled in the
ef the Marshal Count Fleming, the French musi-

etsn cad not appear, and, upon sending to his hotel, it was
found that he bad quitted Dresden that very day, without
taking leave of a single individual. The king desired that
a present of let Louis d'or should be sent to the challenger,
hat they never came into his possession.

After this, Bach accepted the office of kaptttmeiiter to

the prince of Anhalt Cothen, in which he continued six

years. In 1 723 be was appointed director of music and
chanter to St. Thomas's School at Leipzig, which place he
held tdl his death. On the decease of Prince Leopold of
Anhalt-Cvthen, he wrote a funeral cantata, in which are

some of his finest double choruses. He now accepted two
artuaboas which were little more than honorary— kapell-

sneHter to the DtfVe of Weissenfels, and court composer to

the King of Poland, elector of Saxony.
H» second son. Carl Philipp Emanuel, entered the service

of Frederic the Great in 1740. The king often expressed
a desire to receive a visit from John Sebastian, who did

not readily comply. The roval wishes were so often

repealed that prudence forbade any further resistance.

Bach weat to Potsdam, just as the king's conceit was on
the point of commencing : an officer brought in a list of
tht strangers who had arrived. Frederic nastily running
it evwr, exclaimed to his musicians, ' Gentlemen, old Bach
la arrived f and immediately ordered him to be introduced,

without allowing him to change his travelling dress. The
ww suspended, and John Sebastian was hurried

from room to room, trying pUno-fortes, of which there were
fifteen in the palace, and playing on several organs. During
the evening Bach asked his majesty for a subject on which
he might play a fugue. This was immediately given, for

the king wrote muaio very readily, and the voluntary task
was executed most satisfactorily. The royal dilettante then
asked for another fugue, to be in six parts, which was imme-
diately executed, to the astonishment of all present. After
bis return to Leipzig lie composed the subject given him by
the king, in three and six parts, and haul it engraved, under
the title of Munkahtckrt Opjer (Musical Offering), and
dedicated it to the inventor.

Bach's uninterrupted studies affected his eves, and
brought on a disease in them: having submitted to an
operation which proved unsuccessful, he became Quite blind.

His constitution now felt the effect of the medical treat-

ment he had undergone, and he continued declining for

half a year. Ten days before his death he was suddenly
enabled to see again ; but in a few hours be was attacked
by apoplexy, and after lingering some time, he expired on
the 30th of July, 1750, in the sixty-sixth year of his age.

He was twice married, and had by his first wife seven chil-

dren ; by his second, thirteen ; in all, eleven sons and nine
daughters.

So great was Sebastian Bach as an organ-player, that he
had only one rival ; but this was Handel.—On the autho-
rity of old Kirkman, the harpsichord maker, Dr. Burner
relates that these two extraordinary men once met at Salz-

burg, when both performed on the organ of the cathedral

;

but Forkel, whom we have followed in this article, states most
distinctly, that they never came together. Bach's compo-
sitions, in almost every class, are very numerous ; of these

scarcely any are known out of Germany, except his Clavecin
bin Temptrc, or Preludes and Fugues in all the tones and
semitones, major and minor. These were composed as

exercises for his sons ; and while we admit the deep team-
ing and ingenious contrivance they display, as well as the vast

labour they must have cost, we are heretical enough to think

that, as regards effect—and what is music without?— they
have been over-valued. His vocal works, in our opinion,

are much more likely to convey his name to distant ages,

than those of the instrumental kind. Among the former

are the funeral cantata before mentioned, a Magnificat, a

motet, several chorait, or psalm tunes, and, above all, his

Paititmtmurik, which show that he possessed genius as well

as science ; that he could not only write laborious fugues,

but create pleasing melodies, and clothe these in harmonies

ravishing as recondite.

BACH, FRIEDEMANN, eldest ton of Sebastian, fol-

lowed his father's footsteps as a performer. He preferred

playing extemporaneously, and therefore left but little behind

him : but some few fugues which are published, are unde-

niable proofs of his knowledge and talent. He died at

Berlin, in 1 7W, in verv distressed circumstances.

BACH. CARL PHILIPP EMANUEL, second son of

Sebastian, was bom at Weimar in 1 7 14. He was educated

as a civilian, but music prevailed, and was adopted as his pro

fession. In 1738 he went to Berlin, and entered the service

of Frederic in 1740, in which he continued till 1767, when
he succeeded Tclemann, as music-director at Hamburg,
and likewise became kapHlmeiiler to the king's sister— the

Princess Amelia. He died in 1 788. Emanuel Bach com-

posed much for the piano-forte, and it has been said that

Haydn was much indebted to him for his stile. We have

never been able to convince ourselves of this feet ; and after

a careful examination of several—certainly not all -of his

works, bavo not been fortunate enough to meet with more

than two pieces, or three at the utmost, that at all justify

the panegyrics which have been lavished on his compositions. e

BACH. JOHANN CHRI8TIAN, called Bach of Milan,

and afterwards of London, was not instructed by his father,

but received his musical education chiefly in Italy; bis

stvle, therefore, if a style he may be said to have had, exhi-

bits few of the features which characterize the music of his

native country. He came to England in 1763, to compose

for the King's Theatre, and produced some operas, winch

were superior to moat of the works then in vogue ; but

hardly a vestige of any one of them remains. Soon after

the marriage of George III, Christian was appointed music-

preceptor to Queen Charlotte, which office, or at least the

1 salary appertaining thereto, he enjoyed till his death.

! In conjunction with Abel he commenced and carried on for

1
nearly twenty rears subscription concerts, which were
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extremely successful He composed orach, and of mil

kind*, but hie works are forgotten, notwithstanding the

high praise bestowed on tbero by his biographer in Keen
CwclfuKtia. He died in London, in 1 782.

BACHELOR OF ARTS. [See Aers.]

BAL'KBRGUNGE. a district in the province of Bengal,

situated on the eastern side of the Sunderbunda, and form-

ing, with that tract, a part of the labyrinth of creeks and
rivers which characterise the delta of the Ganges. Until

the beginning of the present century. Bsckergunge formed

part or the large district of Dacca Jelalpoor. The popula-

tion in 1801. when the separation took place, amounted to

926.724 souls ; and the area of the new district compre-
hended 4464 square miles.

From iu low situation, this district is liable to inunda-
tions, and has frequently suffered from that cause. A
calamity of this kind occurred about the year 1 574, and was
soon after followed by an invasion of the country by the

Hughs, the combined effect of which events was long ruin-

ous to the district. The quantity of jungle covering its

surface gave shelter to numerous alligators and tigers,

which committed great depredations upon the property and
the persons of the inhabitants. The country became also

the resort of numerous dacoils, or river pirates, who were for

• long time as troublesome to the peaceable inhabitants as

the savage animals just mentioned. Since the time when
Bsckergunge has been constituted a separate district, the

attention of the Indian government has been turned to iu
improvement ; the land has been in a great measure cleared,

which has rendered the climate more healthy, and has at the

siroe time dislodged the beasts of prey, while the exertions

of a strong establishment of police have been equally suc-

cessful in suppressing the pirates.

During the periodical rains the lands of Bsckergunge are

overflowed by the water of the Ganges, which leaves a slimy
and very fertilising deposit. This, acted upon by the hot

sun. makes the soil exceedingly productive, so that it yields

every year two harvests of rice, which are abundant and of
good quality, and serve in a great degree far the supply of
the market of Calcutta. Owing to an excessive fall of rain,

a large tract of this district was inundated in June, 1822,

and great numbers of cattle and bouses, together with more
than 10,000 inhabitants, were carried off by the flood.

About five-eighths of the inhabitants are Hindus, and
the remainder Mohammedans. Several colonies, the de-

scendants of Portuguese who settled here 200 years ago,

are living in the southern quarter of Bsckergunge : they

have degenerated from the ci\ ilixalion of their ancestors to

a great degree.

The town of Backergunge, which is situated in 32* At
N. laL, and 89" 2u/ E. long., is about 120 miles east of
Calcutta. The courts of justice and of revenue under the
British government were formerly stationed bete, but when
the separation of the district from Dacca Jelalpoor took
place, the courts were removed to Burrisbol. which is now
the rapital of the district (Hamilton's East Mia Oa-
Mttleer ; and Reports of Committees of House of Commons
on the affaire of India.)

BACKGAMMON, a game played by two persons with
dire, upon a table divided into two parts, upon which there

are twelve points of one colour and twelve of another. Dr.
Henry («»«/. o/ Engl. 4 to. 1774. vol. iL p. 601). speaking
of the end of the Anglo-Saxon time, says, ' the game of

bsrkgammon, it is pretended, was invented in Wales in this

penod, and derives its name from the two Welsh words
JurA little, and common battle.* He refers far this In for-

mstion to the glossary at the end of Wotlon's L*gm H al-

hcer, p. 5*3. Bishop Kennet t. however, among his manu-
script collections, gives us a more probable etymology of l*ek-
gammon from back or backward, and the Saxon jsmoae or
jimiex. a game, sport, or play.

Hoyle, In a snort Trtalim on Barkgamumm (fifth edition,

!2mo. 1748). baa treated amply of its practice, and given

full directions bow to play the different chances, with obser-

vations, hints and cautions to be attended to. He gives the

following as the laws of backgammon .-—1st. If you take
a man from any point, that man must be played ; toe same
must be does if two men are taken from it. Id. You are
not understood to have played any man bll you have placed
him upon a point and quitted bim. 3d. If you play with
fourteen men only, there ts no penalty attending it, because
by staying with a leaser number than you are entitled la.

you play to a disadvantage, by net having the additional

man to make tap your tables. 4th. If you bear any number
of men, before you entered a man taken up. and which,
consequently, you were obliged to enter, such men, so bora*,
must be entered again in tour adversary's tables, aa weB aa
the man taken up. 6th. If you have mistaken your throw
and played it, and if your adversary has thrown, it is test m
your or bis choice to alter it, unless both parties agree tat it.

Strut!, in his Sport* ami Pxutimei, 4to. London. I Ml.
p. 240, says, ' at the commencement of the last century back-

gammon was a very favourite amusement, and pursued at

leisure times by most persons of opulence, and especially

by the clergy, which occasioned Dean Swift, when writing
to a friend of his in the country, sarcastically to ask the
following question, ' In what esteem are you with the near
of the parish ; can you play with him at backgammon >'

BACKHUYSEN.LUDOLPH. This celebrated i

painter was born at Embden in 1631, of a highly
able family. Being intended by his parents for a
tile profession, he was sent to Amstrrdsm at the agu ef
eighteen, and placed in the counting-house of M. Barthnsst,

an eminent merchant. The youth bad been early remark-
able for his singularly fine hand-writing, but it does net
sppear that, up to this period, his talent far painting bed
developed itself; the latent faculty, however, was stimu-
lated by the picturesque objects which the sea presented to

young Beckhuysen before the windows of his office, and ha
first delineations were of shipping, done with a pen ta a
style of extraordinary beauty and correctness. These
drawings excited such surprise and admiration, that it

became a fsshwn to possess them, snd they were aatd at
the prices of 10. 20, and even 100 norms each. Beck-
huysen now determined on relinquishing his

pursuits, and devoting himself to art. His first I

Albert Van Evendingen ; but not wishing to confine him-
self to one style, be made acqusintsnce with all the artists

in the city, and spent a large portion of his tune in law
studies, until, by sedulous observation, and repeated prac-
tice, he had acquired a full mastery in the executive pan ef
bis art. But those subjects to which his genius particularly

directed him were not to be found in the ipartial Ms mt
painters, or in the silence of academics. His element wae
the gale and the storm ; nor did be shrink from the penis
which accompanied the study of Nature in her sternest seal

most appalling aspects. It was his practice to induce boat-

men, by large rewards, to put to sea at times when no ether

person would venture from shore. Amidtt the dash utnm.
the roaring of breakers, and the danger of teasels, he eat

making his sketches with perfect composure , and he baa
transmitted this terrible scenery to the canvass wuh a
fidelity which can scarcely fail to inspire the spectator wuh
a portion of that terror to which be issmsd perfectly tstsm-

sible himself. He stamped, by this mode of study, a
character of truth on bis works which could have been
obtained by no other means; and be acquired the rare
distinction of farming a stvle peculiarly his own. wharu ns>

rivalry has approached. His works of a trraps tin—a cha-
racter, it may be affirmed, are superior even to tissue ed
Vandevelde, beautiful as those of the latter unquastinsjsiry
are in subjects of mild and tranquil character. Ts*
moment that be landed from bis marine excursions, Beck-
huysen hastened to his painting- room, nor would he i

the visits of bis most intimate friends ui.nl he
'

nutted his impressions to canvass. He was at all

assiduous, and considering the exquisite finish of tan pro-

ductions, the number of them is astonishing. Hss works
possets, in the highest degree, the peculiar oxcoUoacsos at*

the Dutch school.—nchn— transpai y -Hmtr handling.
and appropriate colour. No artist ever excelled htm m the
art of giving depth without darkness: frequently, sa has
pictures of an approaching storm, the very states*;"

seems to labour with gloom, vet the clearness, and
vivaeitv of effect, are not in the least impaired.

Barkhuysen had the good fortune to be appreciated oa
bis own lime. His works were eagerly sought ana*:
among other important rommttsions, he was employed be
the burgomsaters of Amsterdam to paint a huge picture,
with a multitude of vessels, and a new ef the eery at u
distance ; far which he received thirteen hundred filssts.
and a present slso of considerable value. This psrture wen
sent, in 16*5, a* s present to Louis XIV, who searid st aa

the Louvre. Many royal personages honoured Use artsst by
vtsibug his study, among them the king of Plants, and
the C«ar Peter ; the Utter especially found hst laser far
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Mtifl affairs gratified by the frequent inspection of bis

wart*. lie engaged Baekboysen to make designs of various

vessel*, and delighted to convene with him on the mode of
constructing and roancmivnng them, in which Bsckhuysen
wa« profoundly skflled. At the age of 71, he amused him-
self with etching o set of views on the Y, near Amsterdam.
He died in 1709. aged 78. His pictures are numerous in

Holland, and not unfrequent in English collections. Many
of them hate been engraved, and some were etched by
himself

Although his latter years were embittered by a painful

malady, Backbuysen's natural cheerfulness of temper never
forsook him. This was strongly exemplified within a few
days of hi* death. He ordered in a number of bottles of
wine of the choicest quality, on each of which he set his

seal. A certain number of his friends were then invited

to his funeral, to each of whom he bequeathed a gold coin,

requesting them to spend it merrily, and to drink the wine
with as much eordislity as he had consigned it to them.
BACON. ROGER. The little that is known of the

greatest of English philosophers before the time of his cele-

brated namesake, show* how long the effects of contem-
porary malice might last, before the invention of printing

bed made an appeal to posterity easy. His writings,

destroyed or overlooked, only existed in manuscript or

mutilated printed' version*, till nearly the middle of the

lea century. In the mean time tradition framed hi* cha-

racter on the vulgar notions entertained in his day of the

results of experimental science ; and the learned monk,
searching for the philosopher's stone in his laboratory,

aided only by infernal spirits, was substituted for tho saga-

cious advocate of reform in education, reading, and reason-

ing; and— what was equally rare—the real inquirer into

the phenomena of nature.

Roger Bacon died in HM, in about the 78th year of his

age. which places his birth near the year 1214 ; roughly

speaking, be lived from the time of the Interdict in the

reign of John, to the beginning of the interference with
Scotland in that of Edward I. His age is that of Cardinal

Cuss, Thomas a Krtnpts, Matthew Pans, Albertus Magnus,
Rsj mood Lufly, Sacrobosco, &c„ to whom wo add, as they

are sometime* confounded with him, and not for their own
nobs, two theologians. Robert Bacon (died 4248) and John
Bacon (died about 1346).

Roger Bacon was born near Ilchester in Somersetshire,

of a respectable family. He was educated at Oxford, and,

according to the usual custom of his day. proceeded to

Pans, which was then the first university in the world.

The course of study in vogue, however unfavourable to

independence of thought, did not give so great a prepon-

derance to the works of Aristotle a* was afterwards the

ea»e. Tho theology of the day bad set strongly against

philosophy of every species. In 1209, a council at Paris

condemned and burnt, if not the works of Aristotle, at least

the mutilated and interpolated translations from the Arabic

which then existed. But when, towards the middle of tho

century, Latin versions from the Greek began to appear,

_ and the philosophy contained in them to be warmly edvo-
* rated by the new orders of Franciscans and Dominicans,

Mid particularly by Albertus Magnus (died 1 282), the repu-

tation of Aristotle advanced so rapidly, that he had gained

the exclusive title of ' the Philosopher' by the time Roger
Bacon srrote bu Opu Majut. But Bacon in no sense be-

came au Aristotelian, except in that which comprehends

all m bo are acquainted with the opinions and methods of the

Greek philosopher. Better versed in the original than most

of bu contemporaries, he freely criticises all he meets with

(especially the men! of the translations, all which he says

he would burn, if be could), and is himself an early and

•uffsnent proof that the absurdities of bis contemporaries

otazhi out to Ue called ' Aristotelian,' any more than Aris-

totle himself ' the Philosopher.' Bacon could read Aris-

totle without danger of falling into idolatry : bis antagonists

ruuld have erected a system of verbal disputes upon the

Prmapiu of Newton, if they had possessed it.

After his return to Oxford, with a doctor's degree granted

at Paris, which was immediately also confirmed by the

former university, be took the vows of a Franciscan in a

movent possessed bv that order at Oxford, on the persuasion,

M is said, of Robert Greatheed or Grosteto, bishop of Lincoln,

of whom we shall presentlv speak. It has been conjectured

thai he bad already done this before his return to Oxford,

hstt thai appears to nave arisen from hi* having been knows

to have resided in a Franciscan convent while at Paris.
From the timo of his return, which is stated to have been
X.O. 1240, be applied himself closely to the study of Ian-
guages, as well as to experimental philosophy. In spite of
the vow of poverty, he does not appear to have wanted
means, for he says himself that in twenty years ho spent
2000 livres (French) in books and instruments ; a very large
sum in those day*.

'

The vow of the Franciscans was poverty, manual labour,
and study ; but the first two were soon abandoned. On this
subject we notice a writing of Bacon, of which (except in
Dr. Jebb's list) we can find only one casual notice (in
Vossius, de Hitt. Lit. art. Bacon). It is said that he
answered a work of St. Bonaventure, general of his order,
which treated of the abovementioned vow ; but which side
cither party adopted is not stated.

The enmity of his brethren soon began to show itself: the
lectures which be gave in the University were prohibited,
as well as the transmission of any of his writings beyond
the walls of his convent. The charge made against him
wa* that of magic, which was then frequently brought
against those who studied the sciences, and particularly che-
mistry. The ignorance of the clergy of that time as to
mathematics or physics was afterwards described by An-
thony-a-Wood. who says that they knew no property of the
circle except that of keeping out the devil, and thought the
points of a triangle would wound religion. Brought up to
consider philosophy as nearly allied to, if not identical with,
heresy itself, many of them might perhaps be honest be-
lievers in its magical power; but we can hardly doubt that
there were a few more acute minds, who saw that Roger
Bacon was in reality endeavouring to evoke a spirit whose
influence would upset the power they had acquired over
the thought* of men, and allow them to read and reflect,

without fear of excommunication, or the necessity of in-

quiring what council had authorized the book. The follow-

ing detached passages of the Oput Majut no doubt contain
opinions which its author was in the habit of expressing:—

* Most students have no worthy exercise for their heads,
and therefore languish and stupefy upon bad translations,

which lose them both time and money. Appearances alone
rule them, and they care not what they know, but what they
are thought to know by a senseless multitude.—There are
four principal stumbling-blocks in the way of arriving at
knowledge—authority, habit, appearances as they present
themselves to the vulgar eyo, ana concealment of ignorance
combined with ostentation of knowledge.— Even if the first

three could be got over by some great effort of reason, the
fourth remains ready.—Men presume to teach, before they
have learnt, and fall into so many errors, that the idle think
themselves happy in comparison— and hence both in science

and in common life we see a thousand falsehoods fur one
truth.—And this being the case, we must not stick to what
wo hear and read, but must examine most strictly the opi-

nions of our ancestors, that we may add what is larking,

and correct what is erroneous, but with all modesty and
allowance.—We roust, with all our strength, prefer rea*m
to custom, and the opinions of the wise and good to tho per-

ceptions of the vulgar: and we must not use the triple argu-
ment ; that is to say, this has been laid down, this hat been
usual, this baa been common, therefore it is to be held by.

For the very opposite conclusion docs much better follow

from the premises. And though the whole world be pos-

sessed by these causes of error, let us freely hear opinions

contrary to established usage.'

As might be supposed, Roger Bacon cultivated the ac-

quaintance of men who held sentiments similar to the uboic,

which could not please his brethren. Among them wo have
mentioned GrostPte. bishop of Lincoln, who usually resided

at Oxford. This prelate, who was a good mathematician,

and a resolute opponent of undue interference on the part of

the see of Rome (trrrijtcut papa- redargulor, sais Cam-
den), had opposed Innocent IV., who attempted to appoint

his nephew, a boy. to a prebend at Lincoln. On being ex-

communicated, Grostete appealed from the tribunal of Rome
to that of Christ ; and so prevalent was the opinion of his

antipathy to the pope, that a story is gravely told by
Knyghton (cited by Blount, Centum, fcc), that the bishop

of Lincoln, after his death, appeared to Innocent in a dream,
and exclaiming ' Surge, mater, vem in judicium T actually

slabbed his Holiness, who waa found dead next morning. It

is needle** to say that Innocent IV. died a natural death,

and useless to speculate upon tho means by which such a
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ctranuUae* m the preceding, if true, could come to be

known. Bui perhaps the memory of Grost*te may have

been one ration of the willingness with which (uccvcdinir

pope* continued Bacon'* imprisonment, to which we shall

•oon come ; for though they might hold hit spirit guiltless

of the death of Innocent, they long remembered what he had

done in the flesh : and when Edward I. and the University of

Oxford, long after, applied to Clement V. for the ranonixa-

tion of Grostete, they received for answor that the pope would

rather hi* bones were thrown out of consecrated ground.

In the mean time a pope wa* elected, to whom we owe
the production of the Oput Majut. This was Clement IV.

(elected 1265), who bad previously, when cardinal-bishop of

Sabina, been kgate in England. Here he had heard of

Bacon'* discoveries, and earnestly desired to sec his writ-

ings ; but, as before stated, the prohibition of the Francis-

can* prevented hi* with being complied with. After hi*

election a* head of the Church, Bacon, conceiving that

there would be no danger or impropriety in disobeying his ,

immediate superior* at the command of the pope, wrote to

him. stating that be wa* now ready to send him whatever

be wished for. The answer wa* a repetition of the former

request ; and Bacon accordingly drew up the Oput Majut,
of which it may be presumed he had the materials ready.

It appear* that he had mentioned the circumstance* in

which he (toad ; for Clement * answer require* him to send
the work with haste, any command of hi* superior* or con-

stitution of his order notwithstanding, and also to point out,

with all secrecy, how the danger mentioned by him might
be avoided. The book wa* sent in tho year 1267, by the

bands of John of London, a pupil ofwhom be speak* highly,

and who ha* usually obtained some notice from the very

great praise which Bacon in one placo appear* to give him.

when be fay* that be only know* two good mathematician*,
namely, John of London, and another whom be names.

But from tome other circumstances Dr. Jebb conclude*,

with great probability, that the Utter of the two wa* John
Peccant. • London Franciscan, afterward* archbishop of.

Canterbury, who was well known a* a mathematician.
Before the Opus Majut, Bacon, according to hi* own

account, had written nothing except a few alight treatises,

' capitula quatdam. Before he took the vows he wrote

nothing whatever; and afterwards, a* be say* to Clement.
,

he would have composed many book* for hi* brother and !

hi* friend*, but when he despaired of ever being able to

communicate them, he neglected to write.

With the Oyut Majut he sent also two other works, the
Oput Mmut and the Oput Trrtium, the second a sort of ab-

•tract of the first, and the third a supplement to it. These
exist in manuscript in the Cottonian Library, but have not

been printed. It appear* that, alter the death of Clement,
which took place in November, 1268 (not 1 27 1, as stated by
some ; the latter date ia that of the election of Clement's
successor, the see having been vacant two years and three
quarters), he revised and augmented the second of these

work*. What reception Clement gave them is not known ;

some aay he wa* highly gratified, and provided for the
bearer ; other*, that be ax least permitted an accusation of
heresy against the writer. Both stories are unlikely : for

Clement could hardly have received the work before be was
•rued with hi* last illness.

Till the year 1278 Bacon wa* allowed to remain free from
open persecution ; but in that year Jerome of Ascoli, general
of the Franciscan order, afterward* pope, under the title of
Nicholas IV., being appointed legato to the court of France,
this waa thought a proper opportunity to commence pro-
ceedings. Bacon, then sixty -four years old, was accordingly
summoned to Pari* ( Dr. Jebb implies that be bad already
removed hi* residence there, to another convent ofhis order),

where • council of Franciscans, with Jerome at their bead,
condemned bis writings, and committed him to close con-

finement. According to Bale, or BaUeus (ated by Dr. Jebb),
the charge of innovation wa* the pretext, but of what kind
was not specified : according to others, the writing* of Baron
upon astrology were the particular ground of accusation.
We cannot learn that any offer of pardon was made to the
eeeused upon his recantation of the obnoxious opinions, as
usual in such case*; which, if we may judge from the Oput
Majut, Bacon would have conceived himself bound to accept,
at Uast if he recognised the legality of the tribunal. A
confirmation of tbe proceeding waa immed iately obtained
from the court of Hume. During ten years, every effort
m*de by him to procure bis enlargement wa* without suc-

cess. The two succeeding pontiffs bed short and bwey
reign*; hut on the acceeeton of Jerome (Nicholas IV.)

Bacon once more tried to attract notice. Be sent to that
pone, it is said, a treatise on the method of retarding the
infirmities of old age. the only consequence of which w*a
increased rigour and closer confinement. But that ehsra
wa* not to be obtained from the justice of the pope, waa
conceded to private interest, and Bacon was at last rniorrd

to liberty by the intercession of some powerful nobles, but

who they were is not mentioned. Home say he dttd in

prison ; but the best authorities unite in stating that b*

returned to Oxford, where he wrote a compendium of theo-

logy, and died some months, or perhaps a year and a half,

after Nicholas IV. (who died April, 1292). We hate
adopted 1293 from Anthony- -a-Wood, as the moat

p
robable

)ear of his death, though foreign work* frequently state

that he died in 12*1. He wo* buried in the church of th»

Francivans at Oxford. The manuscript* which be left

behind him were immediately put under lock and key by
the magic-fearing survivors of his order, until, not so tarty

ss those of another wizard, Michael Scott, tbey are Mod te

have been eaten by insects.

Ofthe i»»erted work* of Bacon there is a very targe cata-

logue, cited mostly from Bale and Pit*, in the preface to

Dr. Jebb's edition of the Ojmi Stajut. They amount ta

five on grammar, six on pure mathematics, seventeen en
mechanics and general physics, ten on optics, six on geo-

graphy, seven on astronomy, one on chronology, nine en
chemistry and alchemy, five on magic, eight on logw aitfi

metaphysics, nine on medicine, six on theology, twelve mis-
cellaneous, a hundred and one in alL But it is moat It* cry
that the greater part of these were extract* from the Ojmt
Majut. tic., with separate titles, that some are not genuine,
and that others are more properly attributable to the two ether
Bacon* already mentioned. The principal manuscripts of
the Oput Majut are, one in Trinity College Library, Dev-
lin, discovered by Dr. Jebb, which form* the test of hss

edition, two in the Cottonian Library, one in the Hirlnss,
one in the library of Corpus Christ! College. Cambridge,
one in that of Magdalen College, two In the King'* Library,

all containing various parts of the work. These ere isste-

pendent of the Oput Minut and Oput Trrtium is the C«sv
tonian Library , already mentioned, of some in Lambeth
palace, in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, and a boat of ethers

at home and abroad which we cannot specify. The Daesm
manuscript is the only entire one with which Dr. Jebb wa*
acquainted. It is a folio of 249 leave*, beautifully entire
on thick paper, with a good margin, and in doable eoeama*.
It i* not dated, but from the character of the w riting *t a
judged to be of the reign of Henry VIII.. or perhaps me
early part of that of Elizabeth. The mornetrtraJ tpra mm
neatly drawn in the margin. Pope Clement'* letter* aee at

the \ atican library.

Ofprinted work* we have found the following Prrmm
lira, Frankfort, 16U ; D* Sprruht and SpecmJa JearAieae
lira, Frankfort, I6U. reprinted in 1671 ; Dr MnaVA *V
Iflair Artxt tl Satura*. Paris. 1512; Oirard. /Je fossae

ruble Pouuuir, <fr. ou ml Irairlf oV la Purrrw PrnmimmJumh
(translation of the preceding). Paris, 1 33 7, reprinted sa Uf*.
Scripta qutrdam oV Artr CKrmitr, Frankfort. 16*4 awe
1620; Stxrulum Alekrmitr, and D* Srerrltt Of mm*
Artit rl \(i/ur<r, el at Suititalt Maria; in volt, n ami v.

of Zetxner't Thralrum Chemirum, Strasburg, lei»: me
Oput Majut, edited by Dr. Jebb, London. ITU; Dr **
larilanJtt Srneelulit Amdrnlikui, Oxford. ISM. trsmsjetrd

by Dr. R. Browne, London, In a volume of tract*

on alchemy, Lyons, Ui7, there are two Mmtsated t*

Roger Bacon ; and there is one (the Uprfulwm AMummm,
in English) in a similar collection, Ixmdon. IttJ. The
work on old age wa* published in English. ICU.

It onh remains for us to take a general view of the rtst-

rarter of Roger Bacon's writings, and of the contrats rt tae
Oput Maju: It is surprising bow little ts known of Us*
work, the only one to which we can appeal, if we wwsmt
show that philosophy was successfully cultivated as an
English university during the thirteenth ceaturv. It at of
course in Latin, but m Latin of so simps* a character, thnt
we know of none in the middle ages more easy to rend : ami
it form* a brilliant exception to the stiff and I irbsauoi attar

of that and tucreeding times. W* think we see the tawoaymw
of the author untranslated, though the tdaxa » often ttmt of
an Anglo-Norman ; by which we mean that we frwawoety
find Latin words used tn their modsro Bnguah soaae, as, far
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instance, iniemUre tat in anno habere, meaning the mow
ai oar word to intend ; pratwnere for «W arragare in the
•dm- of to preeume. Wo should perhaps rather My that

Um English word* receive their meaning from the corrupted
Latin, and not riot erred, in whioh case the work of Roger
Bacon may become useful in tracing the change, and the
m<>ra so on account of the great simplicity of the style.

The charge of heresy appears to be by no means so well

(bunded as a Prutcstant would wish. Throughout the
whole of his writings Bacon is a strict Roman Catholic that

is. he expressly submits matters of opinion to the authority

of the church, saying (Colt MSS. cited by Jebb) that if

the re*pert due to the vicar of the Saviour, ' vicariua Sal-
vataris, alone, and tho benefit of the world, could be con-
sulted in any other way than by the progress of philosophy,

he would not, under such impediments as lay in his way, pro-

ceed with his undertaking for the whole church of Ood. how-
ever much it might entreat or insist. 11 in zeal for Chris-
tianity, in its Latin or western form, breaks out in every
page ; and all science is considered with direct reference to

theology, and not otherwise. But at the same time, to tho
credit of bis principles, considering the book-burning, heretic-

hunting age in which he lived, there is not a word of any
otbrr force except that of persuasion. He takes care to have
both authority and reason for every proposition that he ad-
v *ncca : perhapi. indeed, he might have experienced for-

bearance at the hand of those who were bis persecutors, had
he not so clearly made out prophets, apostles, and fathers

to bate been partakers of his opinions. ' But let not your
Serenity imagine,' he says, '.that 1 intend to excite the cle-

mmru of >our Holiness, in order that the papal majesty
»h<>uld employ force against weak authors ami the multi-
tude, or that mi unworthy self should raise any stumbling-
bl irk to study. Indeed the whole scope of the first part of
the work is to prove, from authority and from reason, that
philosophy and Christianity cannot disagree; a sentiment
altogether of his own retival, in an age ill which all philo-

sophers, and mathematicians in particular, were considered

as at best of dubious orthodoxy.

The reasoning of Bacon is generally directly dependent
upon his premises, which, though often wrong, seldom lead

him to the prevailing extreme of absurdity. £ven Ilis astro-

logy and alchemy, those two great blots upon his character,

at Ibey are usually called, are, when considered by the side

of a later age. harmless modifications, irrational only because
unproved, and neither impossible nor unworthy of the inves-

tigation of a philosopher, in the absence of preceding expe-
riments. His astrology is phytical. ' With regard to

human affairs, true mathematicians do not presume to

make certain, but consider bow the body is altered by the
heavens, and the body being altered, the mind is excited to

public and private acts, free will existing all the same.' An
age which is divided upon the question of the effect of the
moon upon lunatics, and of which the philosophers have col-

lected no facts decisive against many alleged effects of the

same planet upon plants, can ask no more of a philosopher
of the thirteenth century than that he should not be too posi-

live. The fame of Leibnitz has not suffered from the pre-
rttabliihtd harmomf one half as much as that of Bacon
from his astrology and alchemy, which were behoved in to

a much greater extent by many of the teamed of bis time,

and the united effect of which would seem to us sense and
logic, compared with the metaphysical folly, all his own, of
the eminent philosopher just cited.

This planetary influence appears to have been firmly

behrtcd in by Bacon, and in particular the effect of the
comtelbtions on the several parts of the human body. Per-

haps be was rather prejudiced in favour of a doctrine which
»n condemned by the same men who thought mathematics
and philosophy savoured of heresy. And it must be remem-
bered that the pretended science was almost universally

allowed existence, even by those who considered its use
unlawful : nor can we infer that the church disbelieved it,

because that body discouraged it, any more than that it

rejected infernal spirits, because it anathematized magic.
We must draw a wide distinction between the things

which Bacon relates aa upon credible authority, and the
•pinions which be professes himself to entertain from his

own investigations. In almost every page we meet with

something now considered extremely absurd, and with rea-

son. But before the day of priming there was very little

fmMMng : a book which was written in one country, found
its way but slowly into others, one copy at a time ; and a man

of learning seldom met these with whom be could disrws*
tha probability of any narrative. The adoption of tha prin-
ciple that a story must be rejected because it is strange,
would then have amounted to adtsbeliefof alt that had been
written on physics ; a state of mind to which we rannot eon.
eeive any one of that age bringing himself. Nor can we
rightly decide what opinion to form of Bacon ss a philoso-
pher, until we know how much ho rejected, as well as bow
much he believed. These remarks apply particularly to his
alchemy : be does not say bo had made gold himself, but
that others had asserted themselves to have made it; and
bis account of the drink by which men had lived hundreds
of years is a relation taken from another. Voltaire, in his
philosophical dictionary, has overlooked this distinction, and
has much to say in consequence. It was, however, no very
strange matter that Bacon, who (if the Sp*ruJum Alchnute
be really his, of which, from the style, we doubt) believed
with many others that sulphur and mercury were the first

principles of all bodies, should endeavour to compound gold,
or should give credit to the assertions of those who professed
to have done so. But them is not in Bacon's alchemy any
direction for the use of prayers, fasting, or planetary hours.
The great points by which Bacon is known are his re-

puted knowledge of gunpowder and of the telescope. With
regard to the former, it is not at all clear that what we call
gunpowder is intended, though some detonating mixture, of
which saltpetre is an ingredient, is spoken of as commonly
known. The passage is as follows :

—

' Some things disturb the ear so much, that if they were
made to happen suddenly, by night, and with sufficient

skill, no city or army could bear them. No noise of thunder
could compare with them. Some things strike terror on the
sight, so that the flashes of the clouds are beyond com-
parison less disturbing ; works similar to which Gideon is

thought to have performed in the camp of the MidUnltes.
And an instance we take from a childish amusement, which
exists in many parts of the world, to wit, that with an
instrument as large as the human thumb, by the violence of
the salt called saltpetre, so horrible a noise is made by the
rupture of so slight a thing as a bit of parchment, that it is

thought to exceed loud thunder, and the flash is stronger
than the brightest lightning.' Opu* Majiu, p. 474.
There are passages in the work De Serrelie Operibut, dV.

(cited by Hutton, Dictionary, art. Gunpowder), which
expressly mention sulphur, charcoal, and saltpetre as ingre-
dients. But, independently of the claim of the Chinese and
Indians [see Gunpowder], there is an author, Marcus
Gnecus, whose work. Liber Ignimm (now existing only in

Latin translations from the Greek), is cited by Dr. Jebb
from a manuscript in the possession of Dr. Mead, ami who
appears to have been considered by both as older than
Bacon. Dr. Hutton, into whoso hands Dr. Mead's manu-
script passed, found this writer mentioned by an Arabic
physician of the ninth century. Gnecus gives the receipt

for gunpowder, namely, one part of sulphur, two of willow-

charcoal, and six of saltpetre. Two manuscript copies of
' Gnaocus were also found in the Royal Library of Paris. See
Marcus Grxcus.]
With regard to the telescope, it roust bo admitted that

Bacon had conceived the instrument, though there is no
proof that he carried his conception into prariirc, or invented

it His words are these :—
' We can so shape transparent

substances, and so arrange tbem with respect to our sight

and objects, that rays can be broken and bent as we please,

so thst objects may be seen far off or near, under whatever
angle we please ; and thus from an incredible distance we
may read the smallest letters, and number the grains ofdust

ami sand, on account of the greatness of the angle under
which we see them ; and we may manage so as hardly to see

bodies, when near to us, on account of the smallness of the

angle under which we cause them to be seen : for vision of

this sort is not a consequence of distance, except as thst

affects the magnitude of the angle. And tbua a boy may
seem a giant, and a man a mountain, etc.' The above

contains a true description of a telescope ; but if Bacon
had constructed one, be would have found that there are

impedimenta to the indefinite increase of the magnifying

power; and still more that a boy does not appear a giant,

but a boy at a smaller distance.

That the remarks of Bacon are derived from reflection and
imagination only, is further apparent from his asserting that

a small army could be made to appear very largo, and that

the sun and moon could be made to descend, to all appear-

aia
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anee. down below, and stand mt tba baad of the enemy.

At Ibe tamo time it is worth notice, that these ideas of

Baron did. in after times, produce either the telescope, or

some modification of it, consisting in the magnifying of

image* produced by reflection, and that before the date either

of Jensen or Galileo. Thomas Diggee, aon of Leonard

Diggea, in his StrvitoHJtot. London, 1190, page. 3)9. thus

speak* of what his father had done, in the presence, as be

asserts, of numerous living eye-witnesses :—
• And such was his PointUe and bappie tnocesse, not

only in these conclusions, but also in )• Optikes and
Catoptikes. that be was able by Perspectiue Glasses, dneiy

sciluele upon conuenient angles, in such sort to disoouer

everv particular!tie of the country round about, wheresoever

the Sunne beames might pearse : aa sithence Archimedes

(Bakon of Oxford onely excepted) I bare not read of any in

action euer able by means natural to nerfbrme the like.

Which partly grew by the aid he had by one old written

book of the same Baton's Experiments, that by strange

aduenture, or rather Destinie, came to his hands, though
ehiefcly by oonioyning continuall laborious Practise with

his Mathematical! Studies.'

And the same Thomas Diggee, in his Pantomttria,

London, Ii9l, Preface, repeats the same story, with more
detail, omitting, however, all mention of Bacon. He says

that his father — * sundrie times hsth by proportions!!

Glasses duely situate in conuenient angles, not onely dis-

couered things farre off, read letters, numbred peaces of

money with the very coyne and superscription thereof, cast

by some of bis freeads of purpose upon Downes in open
Fields, but also seuen miles off declared what hath beene
doooe at that instant in prtuate places.

_
There are yet

living diuerse (of these his dooings) Oemlati Ttttt*.'

We must refer, for further details, to the article Tils-
scop*.
The question has been agitated whether the invention of

spectacles is due to Bsoon. or whether they had been intro-

duced just before be wrote. He certainly describes them,
and explains why a plane convex glass magnifies. But he
seems to us to speak of them as already in use. ' Hence
this instrument is useful to old persons and those who hare
weak eyes.'

The Opm* Majus begins with a book on the necessity of

advancing knowledge, and a dissertation on the use of
philosophy in theology. It is followed by books on the
utility of grammar and mathematics ; in the latter of which
he runs through the various sciences of astronomy, chro-
nology, geography, and music The account of the inha-

bited world is long and curious, and though frequently
based on that of Ptolemy, or the writings of Pliny, eontsins
many new facts from travellers of his own and preceding
times. His account of the defects in the calendar waa
variously cited in the discussions which took place on
the subject two centuries after. The remainder of the

work consists of a treatise on optics and on experimental
philosophy, insisting on the peculiar advantages of the
lstier. The explanation of the phenomena of the rainbow,
though very imperfect, was an original effort of a character
altogether foreign to the philosophy of his day. He attri-

butes it to the reflection of the sun's rays from the cloud

;

and the chief merit of his theory is in the clear and philo-

sophical manner in which he proves that the phenomenon
is an appearance, and not a reality. Between the two Isst-

mantioned books u a treatise Dt Afulitphcatione Specierum,
entirely filled with discussions somewhat metaphysical upon
the connexion and causes of phenomena.
Our limits will not allow us to enter further into details

:

nor could we, in any moderate space, do justice to the varied
learning of the author, or distinctly msrk the principal of

the numerous singular and now-exploded notions which
are introduced ; nor, as far as we know, does there exist

any full account of the contents, to which we can refer the
reader.

BACON. SIR NICHOLAS, father of Sir Francis Ba-
con, and Lord Keeper of the Great Seal of England during
the first twenty years of the reign of Elisabeth, waa de-

scended from sn snltent and weahhy family in Suffolk, which
bad held considerable possessions in that county for several
*»t>e ration*. || 0 was the second son of Robert Bacon, of
Drinkstoo. in Suffolk, by Isabel daughter of John Qege.
of Pahrnbam. m the same county, and waa born in the year
IlloalClnaeUiurat. in Kent. The biography of his early
yean at uncertain ; hut be received hat scholastic educa-

tion at Bene't (Corpus Christ!) College, Cambridge, and
having finished his course of study there, spent a consider-

able time abroad, and particularly at Pans, fur the purpose
of completing his education. On bis return to England, he
kept bis terms at Gray's Inn. and waa called to the bar m
that society. In consequence of the absence of detailed

reports of the proceedings of courts of justice in the reign

of Henry VIII., the professional course of an advoraie

cannot be traced with the same minuteness aa in modern
times. It is highly probable, that at an early period of hat

practice be attained a high reputation; for in 1437, at which
time be was only twenty-seven years of age. he was ap-

pointed solicitor to the Court of Augmentations, and Bias

years afterwards was promoted by Henry V 111. to the oaVw
of attorney of the Court of Warn*, a place of cooanfaraUa
emolument and responsibility. He continued to hold last

latter office during the reign of Edward VI.. hts patent

being renewed immediately upon the accession of that

Srince. Upon the dissolution of the monasteries, in I i19,

ir Nicholas Bacon prepared and presented to Henry VUL
a written project for the formation of a college for this etady

of politics and diplomacy, to bo endowed with part of Hat

property of the dissolved religious bouses. The design

|
was to instruct the students, in the first instance, in a eoca-

petent knowledge of the French and Latin languages,
' and then to send them abroad with the king's ambas-
sadors to acquire a knowledge of foreign affairs. Some

I
of the persons thus educated, were to he appointed so wnie

. the history of all embassies, treaties, and other forrtga
' transactions, and also of all public trials and important
' judicial proceedings at home ; but before any of them
were permitted to write on these subjects, they were to

take an oath before the Lord Chancellor that they would
do it truly, without respect of persons, or any other corrupt

affection. This design miscarried, probably, aa Borne*
suggests, because the king, * before be was aware at it. had
so outrun his bounty, that it waa not possible far him as

1 bring any such projects to effect.' illittorwtff /A* ttrj-w-

malum, vol. i. p. 269.) Having adopted the Protestant faith.

Sir Nicholas Bacon was of courso excluded from all favour or

public employment during the reign of Mary ; but upon the

I accession of ERzahetb, he was selected, with Sir VYiiUasB

;
Cecil, Sir Francis Knolli*, and several others of the Prvare-

]
tant party, to be of her privy C"uuctl. and to qualify tba in-

fluence of those of the Catholic party whom she thought A
prudent to retain as her advisers. With Cecil be was reav

I nected not only by opinion and politics, but by relation.baa,

' as they both married dsughters of Sir Anthony Cooke. <C°

|

Giddy Hall, in Exex. In December. 1 lift, the que.

placed the Lord Chancellor Heath, who was also Arch
ofYork, and gave the Great Seal to Sir Nicholas Bacoev The

|

keepers of the teal in former reigns bad no dignity aa*
! authority attached to their office, having merely the trtanarary
' custody of the seal, until the appointment of a Loud Ohaa-

|

cellor, for the purpose of sealing such writs and patents aa

t were required. Sir Nicholas Bacon, conceiving it Is W
' inexpedient that doubts should exist respecting the extent
of his authority, advised the quern to make the appiasl
men! by letters-patent, which rendered the office permanent.

' and expressly gave him all the rank and authority of a L*ed
' Chancellor. 'His not being raised to that high title. *»js
Burnet, ' perhaps flowed from bis own modesty ; for. aa

I

be was one of the most learned, most pious, and wi«e*t aara

I

of the nation, so be retained in all his greatness a -saury
equal to what the antient Greeks and Romans bad earned
with them to their bigheat advancement.' (//uivrp a/ is*
Rrf'irmattoH. vol ii. p 380.)

On the 2Mb of January. 1319. Sir Nicholas Baron eaanasd
the first parliament of Elisabeth with a discreet and w«a-
perate speech, recommending in particular to the l>vd» saal

,
Commons a candid oonstdcralion of the religious dinVr
wbarh then agitated the nation, with a view to thew
factory arrangement. This speech, which Is given at Iseajah
in the BiofrapAia Bntammra, though partaking at law
diffuse and redundant style of that age. is aa mnsailj
judicious performance, well calculated to roavslasas raaa-
lending factuna and to remove the difficulties ftv wharb
Elisabeth a government was beset at the —mnnnnaaai I as?

her mgn. One of the most senous of these diafo
the icttiemerit of religain. and m this wot V Su N«
was an important instrument both in

action. In March, I »19. the queen appointed a pwUat eaav
ference to he held in Westminster Abbey, tat Us* Mfaaa)
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ng several controverted points in the doctrine*

tea cf the Churrh of Rome. It was »(freed
that mas divine* should argue on each tide, and Sir Nicho-
las Bjcoo, aa Lord Keeper, was nominated president or

' sdcrator. The conference ended abruptly, in consequence,
as it was asserted by the Protestant party, of a breach of
•rder on the part of the Catholic divines, some of whom
•**• in consequence committed by the Lord* of the Council
to the Tower, and other* were required to give security to

answer for their disobedience) and contempt.
Baron s intimacy with Sir William Cecil, a* well a* his

own upright and msnlv conduct, enabled him generally to

retain the favour of the queen ; but in 1 564 he was sus-

pected of having approved, and even assisted in writing, a
book, published by one Hales, which questioned the title

of Mary. Queen of Scotland, to succeed, after Elizabeth,
to toe English throne. At that time Elizabeth enter-

tained a project of marrying the Earl of Leicester to the
queen, and both she and that powerful favourite were greatly

exasperated at the appearance of this hook, which was ex-
pressly complained of by Mary's ambassador. Hales was
eommitted to the Tower, and the Lord Keeper, who is said
not to hare bad more hand in the book than Sir William
Cecil, was dismissed from the privy council and from court,

and discharged from all interference with public afTairs ex-
cept in the Court of Chancery. Anthony Wood says

(A Iheme Orom.. vol i. p. 177. edit. 1721) that it was contem-
plated to take the seal from him at this time, and that it was
ottered to Sir Anthony Browne, who, in the reign of Mary,
had been Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, but that he
refused to accept it At length, however, by the assistance

of Cecil, who continued through life his firm friend, Bacon
succeeded in reinstating himself in the good opinion of the
queen ; and he from this time until his death appear* to
have enjoyed her favour and full confidence without inter-

ruption. In IS 77 the queen visited him at the splendid
mansion which be bad lately built at Gorhambury, in Hert-
fordshire ; and it was to that occasion that the anecdote
refer* which is related by Lord Bacon in his Apnphthegmi.
Upon the queen's telling him ' that hi* house was too little

for him," he happily replied, ' Not so, madam ; but your
majesty has made me too great for my house.'

Sir Nicholas Bacon died on the 20th of February, IS 79,
in the 70th year of his age. The character of bis mind, as
given by his son. Lord Bacon, appear* to be just and
accurate, and is quite consistent with all the facts which
ate recorded of his life and conduct. 'He was,' says
be, * a plain man, direct and constant, without all finesse
and doubleneas, and one that was of a mind that a man, in
hi* private proceeding* and estate, and in the proceedings
of state, should rest upon the soundness and strength of his
own courses, and not upon practice to circumvent other*.'

Many speeches of Sir Nicholas Bacon as Lord Keeper
upon formal occasions will be found in the parliamentary
atssory of the first twenty years of Elizabeth's reign, and
several addresses by him to judges on being called to the
bench are stilt extant in various depositories of manuscripts.
His-addw asas on these occasions are replete with good sense.
The following observations on judicial delays, contained in
his address to Sir Roger Manwood on being sworn in as Lord
Chwf Baron, are a fair specimen of bis remarks on similar
occasions. ' Certain it is,' say* he, ' that albeit a judge be
felly furnished with knowledge, discretion, and integrity,

yet if be be slothful and do not expedite his judgments, but
•etayeth the same when the causes be ready to be judged,
then it follow*ih necessarily that all the former three part*
serve to smsll purpose for the furtherance of justice ; for

true it that a cause resdy to judgment, and delayed by
the judge, is • plain point of injustice ; and as a wrong
judgment is a perpetual injustice till it be reversed, so is

tfee delay of judgment a plain injustice to the subject till

Judgment be given, for qm diu Hiitulit, diu noluit. Again,
the subject many times doth not only consume himself and
ha substance in unnecessary delays, but it happeneth also

that sometimes it had been better for him to nave had an
eanist judgment speedily given against him before be had
consumed himself, than, being consumed and undone, to
bar* just judgment done unto him which will be small
rebeC Of his derisions and judgments in the Court of
Chancai y fow records are preserved. There is, however,
among Use Harteian Manuscripts in the British Museum
(No. 3*1, a eery sensible judicial opinion pronounced by him
•fun Um question whether a peer of the realm it privileged

from an attachment from the Court of Chancery for disobe-
dience to a decree or order of that court. This question be
decided in the negative.

BACON. FRANCIS, the youngest acn of Sir Nicholas
Bacon, was born at York House in the Strand, on the 2id
of January, 1561. In boyhood he was sprightly and intel-

ligent beyond his rears. 'The Queen, who was team with
the smartness of his answers, r>*d to try bira with ques-
tions on various subjects ; and it is said, that once when
she asked him bow old he was, his reply was ingeniously
complimentary :

—
' I am just two yean younger than your

Majesty's happy reign.' Elizabeth expressed ber approba-
tion by calling the boy • her young Lord Keeper.' Nothing
is known of his early education. Having, however, parents
of a superior order,—a father distinguished as a law)ei
and a statesman, and a mother gifted w'ith uncommon abili-

ties, and eminent for her learning and piety. Bacon was
friaced favourably, from tbe first, for the formation of a
earned and a virtuous character.

In his thirteenth year lie was sent to Trinity College,
Cambridge, and was placed under the tuition of Dr. W hit-

gift, at that time master of the college, and afterwards
Archbishop of Canterbury. Here Bacon studied with dili-

gence and success. The following fact, connected with his

residence at college, has been thus stated and authenticated
by Dr. Rawley, bis chaplain and biographer :—• Whilst he
was commorant at the university, about sixteen years of age
(as his Lordship hath been pleased to impart unto myself),
he first fell into the dislike of the philosophy of Aristotle.

Not for the worthlessness of the author, to whom he would
ever ascribe all high attributes, but for the unfruitfulness of
the way— being a philosophy (as his Lordship used to say)
only strong for disputations and contentions, but barren of
the production of works for the life of man. In which mind
he continued to his dying day.'

Bronst awUl. British Ms cf Dsder )(ta*Blb*i

On leaving Cambridge, ne entered Gray's Inn a* a
student of law. It is likely that his admission was in

Michaelmas term, since it appears, from the records of tbe

Inn, that he was made an antient on the 21st of November,
1576— an honour usually conferred on barristers, but be-

stowed on the sons of judges in consequence of their binh.
His attendance in London not being required for some years,

by the regulations of his inn. Bacon was sent, in compliance

with a custom at the time common among the nobility, to

study the institutions and manners of other countries. He
went accordingly in the suite of Sir Amiss Paulet, the British

ambassador to the court of France. His superior tagacity

and discretion soon induced the ambassador to intrust him
with a message of some delicacy and importance to the

Queen ; a commission which Bacon executed ho as to obtain

the royal approbation. On his return to Paris, he made fre-

quent excursions into the country, spent some time in Poic-

tters, and busied himself in collecting information on the

characters and resources of the different prince* of Europe.

His work Of the State ofEurope, in which he arranged and
estimated tbe information thus collected, and which was

written when he was nineteen j cars of age, displays con-

spicuously tbe industry, guided by deep penetration, which

characterised his youthful mind. He places every thing in

tbe light which best shows iu nature as a political clement.

He estimates the different weighu. in the scale of national

importance, with an inductive and philosophic soberness

—

a justness of discrimination, and a nicety of tact and ucutc-

ness, which give us not merely a knowledge of the subjtct,

but also an insight into the state of his mind, prompted to
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bake nek nhwrnton by U» early influence of that am-
bition which wee the spring and life of hia cunt,

Hi* studies abroad were interrupted by the death of hie

father in 157*. Returning to London on Qua occasion, he

found himself the only one of hi* family left unprovided for

;

hi* father having been prevented by the suddenness of bis

death from purchasing an estate with the money set aside

for bis youngest son. Instead of the whole, Francis received

only a fifth share of the money. .This caused him ' straits

and difficulties ' in his youth. When a student in Gray's

Inn, be dittoed bis time between law and philosophy; and
nothing can he more false than the fustian of his biographers

about his genius being too lofty for the dry and thorny paths

of legal investigation. He was early a proficient in law,

and the knowledge which be attainod could only have been
acquired by a bent of mind suited to its investigations.

Law was his principal study. Though when a student

he sketched bis great work the Organon, in a piece which
his youthful pride entitled Partut Tempnri* Maxima*, Ik*

Ortatatt Birth of Tim*, his studies were chielly directed

to legal subjects.

On toe 37th of June, 1383, he was called to the bar.

Hia practice soon became considerable. In 1586, four

years after, be was made a bencher. In his 3Mb year he
became counsel extraordinary to the Queen. In li&8 be
was appointed a reader to his Inn ; and again, in 1600,

the Lent double-render ; appointments which showed the

opinion of his professional acquirements held by una*, who
were best able to judge of them, since the duty of reader

was generally discharged by men of eminence in the profes-

sion, and seldom by persons so young as Bacon iu years

and practice, when be first received the honour. His double-
reading on the Statute of Uses baa been ropublislied

several times, first in 1642; and in 1804 It was edited by
William Henry Rowe, as a work of high authority on the
difficult subject which it investigates.

Although connected with the most powerful family of
Elizabeth's reign,—the nephew of Lord Burleigh, and* the
cousin of Sir Robert Cecil,— his advancement corresponded
neither to the natural influence of his talents nor the appa-

rently fnmumble position in which he was placed by bis

connexions. The practical and every-day minds of the
Cecils were ill-fitted for appreciating the philosophic genius
of Bacon ; and his early ana sealous friendship for their h\ al.

the accomplished and unfortunate Earl of Essex, armed
their prudence against him. They represented him to the
Queen as a speculative man ; a dangerous individual,

therefore, in tho realities of business. All that the Cecils
ever procured for him was tho reversion of the office of Re-
gistrar of the Star Chamber ; an appointment which, to use
Bacon's comparison, ' mended bis prospect, but did not fill

his barn.' It was twenty years before he received the salary

of 1600/. per annum, connected with this situation. The
exertions of Essex in behalf of Bacon were more hearty but
less efficient The office of solicitor -general becoming vacant,

Essex endeavoured to procure tho place Fir his friend, and
when baffled by the superior influence of the Cecils, he
generously made him a present of Twickenham Park, worth
about 1 800/, and so beautiful a spot, that Bacon called it

* a Garden of Paradise.'

The friendship of Bacon for this nobleman waa not one of
mere interest: and Essex msde bim this liberal present
because be knew that Bacon's friendship for htm had been
a bar to his promotion. Baron's seal also in attaching bis

eldest brother to the interests of Essex, and braving the
opposition of bis own powerful relations in his cause, proves
that, in this instance al least, selfish feelings did not in-

|

fluence bis conduct. A coldness came over their friendship
owing to difference of policy and opinion. Baron in vain '

intreated Essex to desist from the proceedings which caused
|

Ins ruin. They parted on bod terms in consequence, i

Bacon reckoned the last act of Essex no better than mad-
ness. When ruin closed round upon him, Baron did not '

desert bim. Risking and encountering the displeasure of
|

the Queen on behalf of a friend, of whose conduct be did not 1

approve. Baron did eiery thing that ingenious remonstrance
and aflertioaate intreaty could do with ber Majesty in
behalf of the lU-advited Bart It ta true, that al tho com-
mand of her majesty. Baron appeared as one of her majesty a
counsel against hia former friend ; but not to mention the
eocapulsion laid upon bim by the duties of bis office, ami
the risk of implication in the treasons of his paired, eouse-
cjuont upon refteaal, the opportunity which it gave bun of

mitigating the severity of
securing the interests of hia friend al

«

things ought to be, in connexion with list awla'niaa of* has
manner of conducting tho ease, hia choice of a part that

least prominent possible, and the dssinlarewasdawaa nasi

dexterity with which be urged the Queen for the pardon aaai

restoration of Essex, appear to place bis conduct mm thai

occasion in a light less equivocal than that in wksrh it baa
beeu generally displayed by many of those who leave oat-,

rated the circumstances. When oommanded by tho Qwaaa
and her counsel to draw up a declaration of too tiwewawje mt
Robert Bar! of Bssex. it was) found necessary ta akar
and embitter it considerably, the attachment mt Baeoa
having softened down his statement so much that « ewe
reckoned loo mild for the nature of the ease ; aaat bar
majesty remarked on first reading it, ' I see old love net
easily forgotten.' The public judge only by ajpeataoawa.
and Bacon's conduct was accordingly much censured, la
his owu vindication, he addressed to one of
esrl's moat devoted friends a letter, stating his i

claiming merit to himself on grounds which
not satisfy those who require, in political frirodabajav taw
disinterested and self-sacrificing feelings of private I

menL
In 1 393 Bacon was returned to parliament far the <

of Middlesex, and distinguished himself in the debates* by
taking the popular aide. His Oral political prodortasei was
published in 1694. It was observations upon a lifaed. esv

titlcd A Declaration of Ik* Cuuttt i\f Ik* grtmt TrnmMn
It waa charged with flattery to the queen and the aauststry.

But the praise never oversteps the modest truth, whack) kas-

tory lias confirmed, and the pamphlet a) mora a rrodtoatsnej

of England than of its government, la ISM baa sweat

popular work, Ettayi or CouhxU, Citit mmd Ararat/, was
published, and about the same time hia Umxmm* mf Lmw.
II is circumstances at this time were very bad : he waa aW
appointed in bis sitern pis at Cunning a lucrative saatn-

monial connexion, and twice arrested for debt. Tw» years

afterwards his li\tt ,ry of Ik* Alimaium OJUs* waa wmara -

the MS. is in the Inner Temple Library. The ejawetasa

which it considers is, whether * the profits ought to be Ire*

out to farm or not ;' and the principles of political enejaeav

on which the matter is decided, if they would ereveary atsol
the test of the present state of science, certainly dasptsry eaav-

spicuously his talents for such discussion. His In jrirtmm

Mrmoriam tUitabrtkar Angltar H*gin*t waa aia* wrstaaa

about this period. It waa not published, however, aorta

after his death, when it appeared, according to data urn
left in his will. This work, entitled in English ImntUtm
of Queen hhzabttk, is a noble culogiuta on the cbarwess* of

an illustrious princess, covering all the parts of her baasarv

with the etjquent pra-so of one whose admira t ion gaswed

fully, in spite of the fact that aha bad constantly abstracted

and retarded his ambitious views and advau iwaaat U
was about the time this pauogvrir was written, that a aaasaad

legal treatise appeared, railed THr Vm o/ law Lamf*r ma
I'merratiom of oar Prrrmi, Hood*, and Quad Aawa
forxltng to Ik* lav* and cm»tnm* of /Am land.

Upon the accretion of James I. the factanoa of
brightened. He bad employed every art ia aw
make sure of bis interest with the new awowarcb,

to all the Scottish gentlemen of whom ho
knowledge to engage their influence and
behalf. His vigilance bad its reward. On the tJrd of

July, 1603, be was one of 337 gentlemen who raco ivwa saw

honour of kmghtlKsal. 1 1 is eloquence and lajaranaasaa pas*

hun great weight in the House of Oraaaona. Haveng been

appointed by the lower bouse to make a n praaeailsr—I of

tho oppressions of the royal purveyors committed ta the

name of tho king, he executed his deurets task wAh a aV
gree of address, which combined prudence and hwadawaa a*

well a* to aan.fy both the king and the paillasseOS Ta*
parliament gate him a vote of thanks, end tho kiasj aaoaw

rum one of Ins counsel. He received with this aapa

on the 3Mh of August, U«4, a pension of 4ei o-j

60/. additional for the joint service* of biaaeeaf

brother Mr. Anthony Baron : and he roatiaoed to rem
spite of tlie opposition of Cecil, now Bart of T
and the powerful rivalry of Kir Edward Coke, the

general. Tnr Admmermtnt o/ Ia

1(03. Two years after he
and his nrofeaanoa! ddayworo was crowned

{wished sucrose. Hat prostate ia We
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innonttful in bit profosiion, and • favourite with

taw people, be added to hi* Rood fortune a rich wife. Alice,

daughter of Benedict Barnham, Esq., a wealthy alderman
a/ London. Hi* addreu in stating the grievance* of the

nation to the king, an undertaking with which be wa*
mtrueted by the Common*, without lessening bis influence

M court, increased hi* popularity among the people. Hi*
speech on exchanging the antient tenure* of the crown
for • competent revenue, advanced hi* reputation still higher
by it* clearness snd eloquence. Though engrossed with the
affairs of public bib. hi* engagement* did not turn him
aside from bis grant design—formed in bis early youth and
cherished in hi* maturer year*—the development of bis im-
prorwd plan for studying the science*. He published the

ground-work of bis Ncmum Orgamm Srienliarum, his Cogi-
tate et Vita, and sent copies of it to bis learned friends for

elimination and cribeism. The Fifum Ltibyrinthiwu the
original draught of hi* Cogitaia et Vita. The authorof ori

ginal and unpopular (because new )opinionsin philosophy. Sir

Francis Bacon, exercised the utmost prudence in the publi-

cation of bis view*, adapting the light to the visual organs

of other* *o a* rather to enlighten than to dazile, and
letting in no more ray* into the dark chamber of science,

whirb it wa* bis purpose to light up, than wa* necessary

greduallv and effectually to increase its brightness into sun-

shine. This waa not all. He gained a literary and philo-

sophical reputation by writing on less perilous subjects, with

toe intention, as be frequently stated, of securing an amount
of consideration and respect likely to protect and bulwark
bis peculiar and original opinions from the attacks to which
they would necessarily be exposed on their first publication.

Thts was the object of his next work. The Wisdom of the
AntimU. which was published in 1610. It-prepared persons
of all varieties of opinion for receiving with respect any thing
that came from him : the admirer* of the wisdom of our
ancestors were conciliated by the discussion of a favourite

theme, and the original thoughts clothed in beautiful and
eloquent language, which be infused into • hackneyed di»-

cawon. pleaswl a higher class of readers.

In the rear 1(11 Bacon was a joint judge of the Knight
Marshals Court In 1613 be was appointed attorney-

general, and elected njmerober of the privy council. On
this orrasion the House of Common* showed their regard
for him in a particular manner. It was objected that a seat

in the lower wa* incompatible with the duties of the attor-

Doy general in the upper boose of parliament The objeo-

tna w%s thought valid, but overruled in his particular ease,

in consideration of their regard for hit service*. Hi* income
wa* now consiilsrsble. Hi* professional practice wa* great

:

the attorney-generalship was worth 6000/. per annum ; a*

Registrar of the Star Chamber, he received 1 600/. ; and he
bad a goad estate in Hertfordshire, and hi* father'* seat of
Onrhatnbury, by the death of hi* brother. An income like

this, added to bit wife'* large fortune, might be supposed
auuVssat to remove all temotations to increase it by doubt-
ful or dishonourable means.
While he was attorney-general Bacon was engaged pro-

fessionally in several important case*. He was the king's
agent against Pwaehnm. a clergyman who wa* prosecuted
for treason contained in a sermon never preached ; and he
exerted himself in getting the opinion of the judges before

the trial, notwithstanding the unwillingness of Chief Justice
Coke, and the illegality and injustice of such procedure.
On the trial of the Barl and Countess of Somerset for the

murder of Sir Thomas Overbury in the Tower, be distin-

guished himself by the perspicuity and eloquence with which
be conducted the prosecution.

It has been common to describe Bacon at a flatterer of
psTSosu in power. That he wa* a courtier is undeniable.
It moat be mentioned to his praise, however, that he never
pud ha court to Somerset ; and hi* connexion with Villiers

wa* by oa mesas one of servility and flattery, for he often
' 1 independently, and hi* letter* to him are full of advice,

On the 7th of March. 1617. be wa* made lord keeper of
the great teal, and on the 7th of May following he took
euW During the King's visit to Scotland, the new lord

keeper eaoroitod eowjsaerabte power ; but be did not excr-
eta* *t at a* to aires*. Hi* taanouvriug to prevent a mar-
riagw betweea Sir John Villiers, brother of Buckingham the
royal foveaiita, and a daughter of Sir Edward Coke, an
albane* which would hare increased the power of his rival,

m in perplexity, and brought on him the resent-

ment of Vniier*. He ako offended James by thinking 01 of
the projected marriage between the Prince of Wales and the
Infanta of Spain. In many instances he acted in bis high
office in a way beneRcial to the stale. He several times
refused to put the seals to the improvident grants of Buck-
ingham. His prudence, however, enabled him to regain the
favour and friendship which he lost by these proceedings,
and his advancement continued. On the 4th ofJanuary. 16 is,
he reached the summit of his ambition in being appointed
lord hij;h chancellor of England, and by letters-patent dated
Wanstcad. 1 1 tit July, 1618. ho was created Baron Verulam,
and took his seat amons the peers. Ejection, the old bird
chancellor, had wished Bacon to be hi* successor, and Bacon
himself wrote to the king soliciting the place on the grounds
of his superior fltnoss for the office, and the ready flexibility

with which be would accommodate himself to tbo will and
wishes of bis sovereign. On putting the seals into his hands
his Majesty gave him three advices, first. ' never to seal any-
thing without mature deliberation : secondly, to give righte-
ous judgments between parties with dispatch ; and thirdly,

not to extend the royal prerogative too far.' Bacon entered
on bis high office with great pomp, and delivered a long and
eloquent speech on the advices of the king, in presence of
many of the nobility. The influence of Buckingham bad
been exerted in his behalf, and his letter of thanks to that
nobleman is truly eloquent and beautiful. Anxious to secure
the ' golden opinions ' of the profession, the new lord chan-
cellor invited the judges to a dinner, and requested that
since it was not his intention to extend the power of the court
of chancery beyond its ordinary limits, they would inform him
ifever they were dissatisfied with his proceedings, in order to

a mutual and satisfactory adjustment of matters. He intro-

duced some reforms into bis court He caused two reporters

to be appointed with a salary of 100/. each, and made some
judicious arrangements in regard to hearing counsel and
cases. On the 19th of November, 1619, he got the forming
of the Alienation Office. Next year he was made Viscount
8t. Alban s. In the beginning of 1620 he kept his birth-day

with great state. Ben Jonson, the poet, celebrated hi*
virtues, according to the fashion of the day, in some line*,

which are part of a masque performed on the occasion.

Bacon chose this favourable moment for the publication of

his Organon, We have seen that it was the chiefconcern of
his early thoughts and of hit matured mind. In the midst
of a rising career of professional, political, and literary effort.

Bacon was moulding and shaping his great work, listening

with an anxious ear to the remarks of the learned of his

times, and at the height and maturity of his genius, when
possessing all the highest honour* which talent and learn-

ing could give him in his native land, we find this ' servant

of posterity ' committing to its slow but infallible tribunal a
work which, in reference to science, his been universally

pronounced—the judgment ofreason and experience in this

rare instance confirming the boastings of youth—Me
grtatett birth of time. This work was the gradual forma-

tion of a creating spirit. It wa* wrought up and polished

with the sedulous industry of an artist who labour* for pos-

terity. Like the Analogy of Butler, and all the greater

productions of thought the Orgstmm of Bacon wa* the

result of painstaking labour spread through many years.

Besides the Parttu Temporit Marimue, the Cngitata et

Vita, and the Filum Labyrinthi, works which wore outline*

and model-figures prepared at distant and different stages

of this long-studied production, Bacon copied his work
twelve times, revising, correcting, and altering it year by
year before it was reduced to that form in which it was
committed to the press.

The reception of the work wa* such as, in the nature of
things, must always be given to a production of it* class

—

mingled ridicule and admiration. The geniuses laughed at

it and men of talent and acquirement whose studies had
narrowed their minds into particular channels, incapable of

understanding its reasonings and appreciating its origi-

nality, turned wits for the purpose of ridiculing the new
publication of the philosophic lord chancellor. Dr. Andrew*,

* forgotten wit of those days, perpetrated a vile pun upon

the town and title of St Alban s by saying, in some doggerel

verses, that it wa* on the high road to D%mtx-tabU, ie„
Dunstable, and therefore appropriate ta the author of such

a book. Mr. Secretary Cuffe said that it was a book which

a fool could not have written, and a wise man would not.

The pedantic king described it a* like the peace of God.—it

pataeth all understanding. Bacon presented a copy to Sir
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Kdward Coke, on which there it still to he teen, in the hand-

writing of thit eminent lawyer, the following reproof to the

author for going out of hit profession, with an allusion to hit

character at a prerogative lawyer, and bit corrupt adminia-

tratioo of the court of chancery

U* C«1l» : n 4o*o »uihort«.

AarUrl esuAlaav
tattssrsm p«r*a *rwrt** 4oeam«at* aajitarsm,

IhIMTI |rf*« j«MI«HM|U» p»l««—On. IS40.

Under a deviee. on the title-page, of a tbip patting

through the pillar* of Hetcutet, Coke wrote in a clumty

attempt at wit—
II 4Mm«k art lo be trmA la «r*o.4«.

Bat to to fwighlei la la* tHIp of fcol*

Some who retperted Baron's character and office, remon-

strated with the Lord Chancellor. Sir Thoroat Budley

wrote to him. that it ' consisted of averment without other

form of argument.' And he was repretcnted by more than

one man of distinction in those timet at ' no great philoso-

pher -i man rather of thow than of depth, who wrote phi-

losophy like a lord chancellor.*

He wa» understood by tome. Ben Jonton. after the

author's death, dctrnbed the hook in terms of the highest

praise. ' Though by the most of superficial men who can-

not get bevond the title of nominal*, it it not penetrated nor

understood, it really opencth all defects of learning what-

soever. My conceit of bis person was never increased to-

wards him by bis place or honours. But I have and do

reverence him for the greatness that was only proper in

himself, and in that he teemed to me ever by hit work one
of the greatest men and most worthy of admiration that

had been in many ages.' Though the king had expressed

what doubtless he felt, the difficulty of understanding the

work, he wrote to Bacon stating what it is likely was bit

sincere opinion, that he agteed with him in many of hit

remarks, and assured him that he could not have ' made
choice of a subject more befitting hit place and hi* universal

and methodical knowledge.' Sir Henry Wotton, on re-

ceiving three copies, was highly complimentary : ' Your
lordship hath done a great and crerliving benefit to all the

children of nature, and to nature herself in ber uttermost

extent of latitude : who never before had to noble nor so

true an interpreter; never so inward a secretary of her

cabinet.' On the continent the work wat more highly

honoured than at home, being esteemed by many of the

most competent judises, as one of the most important
accessions ever mode to philosophy.

After this the glory of Bacon set for ever. Hit name be-

comes taruished with infamy. The ordinary apologies for

bis conduct, tho rapacity of bit servants, and his connexion
with Buckingham, fail entirely in washing out the foul blot

fixed upon bim by the facts of his conduct He wat the

victim of improvidence, a vice which gave him a perpetual

craving for money t>> supply the want* which it created. A
desire of thit kind, kept aliv e by the constant necessities which
it caused to press upon him, undermined those honourable

and honest principles in retard t<> pecuniary matters without

which no man wat ever either upright or respectable. Various

writers have gloxed over the disgraceful truths which belong

to this period ofan extraordinary life, and have thus deprived

the world of tho warning ami instruction which they aobrd.

The facts are almost too painful for minute statement ; they

increased in number and dissrarefulnett as the inquiry

proceeded, and the two complaints and accusations which
flrtt occupied attention multiplied to upwards of twenty-four

before the end of the proceedings. Shortly after his ele-

vation to the woolsack, one Wrenharn, against whom he bail

decided a case in chancery, complained to the kins, and
tb 'Ugh. when inquired into, the cm um>tancc* turned out in

Bacou's f-vour, tho industry and pciuiiariiy of this indi-

vidual excited suspicions in several quarters of the mtrjriitj

of the chancellor. The House of Commons appointed a

committee to inquire into the proceedings »f the courts of law.

Ou Die 13th of March, 1 1, .'». Sir Kolwrt Phillips reported, in

a manner full of delicacy and respect to the high station and
illustrious talents of Baron, that two charge* of corruption

bad been brought agtinst the lord chancellor. The cases

were sifted immediatrlv. Eager to ascertain the exact par-

ticulars, to elicit the just amount and bind of blame attached
tn a personam so elevated, the committee sat every day on
the case, and mail* daily reports to the bouse on the evi-

dence brought beam them. In the discussions ea these

facta, though there were not wanting apologists and de-

fenders of the conduct of this corrupt judge, the moral ia>-

dignation of many of the members was expressed in trrate

of the strongest reprobation. The first ra«e aaa of a puor
gentleman of the name of Aubrey, who finding his snrt m
chancery going on with a ruinous slowness, was advMeJ ts>

quicken it by a gift to the lord chancellor. In bis anxrty
and distress be borrowed a hundred pounds from a usurer ;

Lord Bacon received the money. Sir George Hasting* tad
Mr. Jenkins took the bribe in to the Lord CbaneeMur at Ha
lodgings in Cray's Inn. and on coming out again assured
the poor and anxious suitor in bit lordship's nam* of thank
fulness and tuccot. The case was decided against ha.
When the chancellor heard of the complaints of his tanax,

he tent for his friend Sir George Hastings, and entreated

him. with many professions of affection and esteem, le stay

the clamour of the poor man whom he had cheated. The
evidence in the next case varied the form and deepened ike

colours of the lord chancellor't guilt. Mr. Egerton bea
several suits pending in chancery against Sir RowbsomI
Egvrton, and under the name of an expression of gra. rivals

for past services, lie presented the chancellor with Jo« L
The case went iu hit favour, until the opposite end Laung
party expressed hit gratitude also to the judge in the
shape of 4U07.. when the superiority of four over three

turned the scales of equity against him. On one of i>m
occasions, when the decision wat drawn out though nut deli-

vered, the influence of a well-bestowed bnlw induced lbs

chancellor to reverie hit decree. Tin Lady Wharton, beareag
that her suit wat likely to go against her. » as too clever

and bigh-tpiritcd a woman to be defeated without a struct; le

She wrought a purse with her own bands, and hating
Ailed it with 100/., waited upon Baron at his apanroer.t*.

and begged hit -acceptance of a purse of her own making.
The chancellor wat of course too gallant a gentleman ' la

refute anything from the hands of to fair a lady.* Star

gained her cause.

The discussion in the Commons issued in referring the

whole of the case to the Peers, the only authority caaiprirm
to subject him to trial. The king told a deputation sd

the Commons to proceed fearlessly whatever might ba the

consequences, snd whoever might be implicated : Wwt aw
felt exceedingly for the chanccllotflteceited -him with sav

diminished affection, and caused exhort recr»* of ParLa*
ment to give him time for hit defence. The spirit of &•*-«
wat crushed within him. His servants were uadvatakaiiy

the agontt who sought out the varum* of bit corrupts,** .

and it is equally undoubted that their matter was l.is-ar'i

ruined by the rapacity and extravagance in wturb he **•»-

raitted them to indulge. During the investigation v4 u*>

charges, when Bacon one day entered bis bouse. aaW kjt

costly menials rose up and saluted biro, he saad latterly,

* Sit down, my matters, your nse baa been say CslL' lis

wat great even in such circumstance*, and the nam*
dignity of hit mind shone out even through, the d-agrw*
in which he had clothed himself. There it sntaetlnaar

inexpressibly touching in the contr.tion wturb be n|iwl
in the general confession which be first sent to the bed* ap-

pointed to try him. This, however, did not satisfS lb* ssvtar-

nation of hit judge*. They demanded a paruruUr rsav-

fessnn ofeach charge by itself, a specification of the asi—i*
detail* of his meanness and gu.lt. This Lnrd Bants nss.
and when a deputation of the k>rd* waited upon bias k> a» j—i

:

if this paper was hi* own voluntary art. be res*aaa • |i ••

my art— my hand—my heart. O. my lords, snare a * i a—
reed.' He was stripped of hit office*, disqualified war fassasr

life, banished beyond the precincts of the court, su't rssd

to a fine of so.tii'O/ , and to imprisonment us taw Tvwes
during the king's i Icasure.

He was confined for a short time in the Tower, anal tasm
dtxlitrged. In the c.iuise of a few months be Jbt+imml a
license to come fir a tune w it Inn the vsrge of la* natsx.

And though this •enlrnre was afterwards csatBuwd W« taw
king. Ins ruined fortune* were never repaired, aaat **
have seldom felt the. degradation into whsrh Bxas aaai

sunk hims. K so painfully as when reading tb* w.oJs %4 \m
pardon f * all the frauds, deceits, impauurrv Una**, exe-

mptions, and other msl practices of * hx h be hast taaat

fcaind guilty. He was sumavoaed to attend | si I neataw Be-

fore be died ; but the remainder of bis day* wee* saaaa*

chiefly in scientific pursuit*, ami the sorsrtj of the f>aa*at*

whom adversity bad left him M» nan» taring h ifh aaaajaat.

when the Marquis d Effral brought into Ersgtaaal raw
pnncet* Henrietta Maria, the wife of Char*** L. he awssi a
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vkit lo Baoon, and wa* received br hit lordship, who tu
lying sick in bad. with the curtains drawn. ' You resemble

the angass (aaid that minister to him) ; wa bear those beings

continually talked of. we believe them superior to mankind,

and wa never have the consolation to see them.' His lord-

ship repitad, ' that if the charity of others compared him

to an angel, hat own infirmities told him he was a man.'

Bacon's works on natural history, bis Hittory 0/Henry VII.,

and tome others, ware published after hit disgrace. Scien-

tific pursuits ware hit consolation, and at laat caused hia

death. The father of experimental philosophy waa the

martyr of an experiment. The retort which he was using

buret, and parte of it struck hia head and stomach. Fever

and defluxioa ware the consequence. We have no parti-

cular account of hit death. Hit laat letter was written to

the earl of Arundel, in whose house at Highgate he expired

on the ath of April. 1636, in his sixty-sixth year. In this

latter ha calls himself the 'martyr of science,' and compares

himself to Pliny the elder, whose death was caused by his

(iTsr unions observation of Vesuvius. In his will he says,

' My name and memory I leave to foreign nations, and to

my own countrymen, after some time be patted over.* Lord

Beam tell no children.

Tb« accomplishments of Lord Bacon were unrivalled in his

day. and hia character displayed the phenomenon of great

onipoality combined with a most extensive range of acquire-

ments. He waa a poet and an orator, a lawyer and a itatea-

man. In the philosophy of experiment and of observation

he waa pre-eminent The metaphysical and the physical

ware both congenial to his genius ; and although the taint

of hia immorality baa induced many to doubt the extent

and to depreciate the excellence of hit knowledge and ability

in every department, except bis method of studying nature,

an impartial and searching examination will fill us with

admiration aa wa sncrasaiveTy trace hit steps in almost every

branch of intellectual exertion.

The mind of Bacon waa poetical : hia works abound in

inaamrry. It ia true that small wits have ridiculed all hia

oatteat pretensions, because in his version of the Psalms he

aaya that ' man't life hangs on brittle pint," and speaks of

Tb» (ml LnUU»a
Ttotf ulm IWmu to Mrth Uk* boiliaf pan.

8ull we tad in Lord Bacon's verses many vigorous lines

and aaaae passage* of great beauty.

The saeritt of Bacon at an orator were, in the opinion of

Ben Jonaon. the moat competent critic of his age, confirmed

as it it by the testimony of Francis Osborno, and the effects

of his eloquence, undoubtedly not equalled in bis own time.

Sir Walter Raleigh reckoned him the only man of his

day who waa equally eminent as a writer and a speaker.

The fallowing passage, from Jonson, ia a remarkable one

:

its daafriminatwn and its racineat give weight to the opinion

watch it expresses

:

• There happened in my time one noble speaker who waa
of gravity in hia speaking. Hia language, when he

could spare or pass by a jest, nobly censorious. No man
ever spake more neatly, more prisly, more weightily, or

•ufared laaa emptiness, less idleness in what he uttered,

Ms aatmear of lua speech but consisted of his own graces

;

hut hearers could not cough nor look aside from him with-

out laaa. He commanded when he spoke ; and his judges

aleaaod and angry at hia devotion. No man bad their

in hu power. The fear of every man that

_ a last be should make an end. Cicero is

said to be the only wit that the people of Rome had equalled

aa thaw empire. Ingenium par imperii). We have had

anaay. and in their several ages (to take in but the former

asat). Sir Thomas More, the cider Wist. Henry Earl of

, Chalooer. Smith. Cliot, Bishop Gardiner, were for

1 admirable, and the more because they began elo-

> with us. Sir Nicholas Bacon, singular and almost

the beginning of Queen Elizabeth's timet. Sir

Pkabf Sydney and Mr. Hooker (in different matter) grave,

grata masters of wit and language, and in whom all vigour

aa* isMsswiim and strength of judgment met. The Earl of

and high, and Sir Walter Raleigh not to be

far judgment or style. 8ir Henry SaviU grave

aaad truly Uttered. Sir Edwin Sands excellent in both

;

Lewd Egartoa. the chancellor, a grave and great orator, and

hatat when be waa provoked. But hia teamed and able

(tlaoagfa unJartunate auceeaaor) it be who bath filled up all

sslisn ; and pasformud that in our own tongue which

•awy be compared or preferred either to insolent Greece or

haughty Roma ; in short, within his view aad about hia
time were all the wits born that could honour a language
or help study. Now things daily fall : wits growdown-
wards, eloquence grows backwards, so that be may be named
and stand aa the mark and acaut of our language.'
The observations and experiments of Bacon in physical

science, viewed beside the results obtained by hia immediate
successors, do not appear to great advantage : nor can we
compare them at all with the brilliant discoveries of hia
contemporary Galileo. It is only when viewed with reference
to the general state of knowledge in bis own times, that
Bacon's recorded experiments and observations can be fairly

estimated. His merits indeed would bave been greater than
those of any experimental philosopher, were hia discoveries
at all equal to the method of studying science which he
taught

In the first part of hit great work on the InttauraHon of
the Science*, Bacon proposed to make a survey of knowledge
aa it then existed, wnicn was a necessary preliminary to the
reform which he contemplated. In this work be baa made
a distribution of all knowledge under the three heads of
Memory, Imagination, and Reason. This division has been
occasionally adopted by subsequent writers, though it does
not appear to have the recommendation either of exactness
or utility. The Novum Organum, which is divided into two
books, is the second part of the Inttauratitm. In the first book
of the Organum Bacon attempted to point out the stales

of mind which caused the existence of a false and fruitless

philosophy. He saw cauaea of error in ourcommon nature—
m the peculiarities which mark the individual— in the
mental use of the symbols ofthought and in those sectarian
and party habits which the processes of association interweave
with all the elements of the character, and harden into the
schools and creeds which exert a despotic sway over successive

generations. The influence of these mental states upon the
interpreters of nature. Bacon called the worship of an idol

;

and the states themselves, in bis fanciful nomenclature, are
idols of different kinds : those which proceed from principles

common to the species are idol* of the tribe; those pro-
duced by the peculiar character of the individual are idol*

of the den; the commerce or intercourse of society by
the use of words cauaea the worship of the ioW» of the

forum; and the idol* of the theatre are the creatures of the
imaginary and visionary systems of philosophy which hare
appeared. Some causes of error are universal ; the undue
love of simplicity, and the spirit of system, are illusions in-

fluencing every mind, and therefore perpetually opposing
the advancement of real knowledge. Other cauaea of error

are peculiar. Some are disposed to mark the differences

and others the resemblances of things, and the pecu-
liar studies of a single mind are apt to warp its views in

other regions of thought. Words influence thoughts, and
the subtlety of the processes of the mind in using them ia

a source of error affecting the operations of the intellect

and the communication of its results. The perverse influ-

ence of systems ia obvious ; it is illustrated fully by the his-

tory of philosophy. The undue reverence for antiquity, the
authority of names, the pursuit of unattainable objects, the

examination only of the rare, the extraordinary, and the

great together with superstition, which Bacon doea not

forget to enumerate, had long opposed the progress of all

true knowledge.
In the first part of the Organum. the true object of science

is clearly pointed out by Bacon :
* It ia impossible,' be says,

' to advance with any profit in the race, when the point to

be attained ia not distinctly determined. In science, the

true end is to enrich human hie with new discoveries and
wealth.' {Organum. lib. i aphorism. 81.) In the second

book Bacon proceeds to explain the method of studying

nature which he proposed for the advancement of science.

The first thing ia to prepare a history of the phenomena

to be explained, in all their modifications and varieties,

written with the utmost caution and care in regard to the

correctness of the language empkned. and the evident* of

the facta which wo narrate. Having brought together the

facts, wa must begin by considering what things they ex-

clude from the number of possible causes, otjorm* aa they

are called in the language of Bacon. Negative instances

in which the supposed form is wanting ought to be col-

lected. ' It may perhaps (says Bacon) be competent to

angels or superior intelligences to determine the form or

essence directly by affirmations from the first consideration

of too subject But it ia certainly beyond the power of
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man, to wbocn it u only Riven at trrt to proceed by nega-

tive*, and in the last place, to end in an ajtrwtatio* after

lb* exclusion of everything else.'

The obwmtiou and experiments of the natural philo-

sopher—Ui« fact* which he is to record in his inductive his-

tory—axe witnesses who** evidence, and the weight due to

who** teslimontc*. vary in the tame way a* tha evidences

which form the grounds of moral investigations. The focts

or tntltuv**. at B«c<in call* them, vary in clearness, in

authenticit), applicability, etc. Bacon enumerate* twenty-

even different kind* »f imttmcrt, and estimate* the weight

due to each from the peculiar circumalancea which conati-

tuie their tulu* or worthlet»no** a* mearu of dimsovery and
aid* to inveaiigation ; hut it ia impossible, in this outline,

to enter into a description of their nature and importance.

Of these twenty-seven instances fifteen are enumerated to

assist the understanding in estimating the value, and
farming a riiflit judgment, of different facta ; five correct the

fallacies ofthe senses and instruct them in their observations

;

and the remaining seven direct the hands ' in raising the

superstructure of art on the foundation of science.' This
last division includes the use of instruments in aiding the

senses in subjecting objects to alteration for the purpose of

observing them better, and in the production of that alliance

of knowledge and power which has, in our day, crowded
every part of civilised life with the must useful inventions.

Such were the principles which Bacon shaped into rules

tor the conduct ofexperimental inquiries, when be was almost

without an example of success to confirm his confidence
and encourage bis efforts. In the words of Professor Play-
fair, * the power and compass of the mind which could form
such a plan beforehand, and trace not merely the outline
but many of the moat minute ramifications of sciences

which did not yet exist, must be an object of admiration to

all succeeding ages.'

The great menI of Bacon undoubtedly consists in the
systematic method which be laid down for prosecuting phi-

losophical investigation ; and his services in this department
cannot easily be overrated. At the praaant day, those espe-
cially who busy themselves with physical pursuits would
often do well to recur to the severe and rigorous principle* of
the Organum.
The praise that is generally given to Lord Barton ia, we

are aware, considered by some to be at least extravagant

and indiscriminating. However this may be, there is no
occasion to exalt him, as is sometimes done, at the expense
of all who have preceded him. It is not unusual to repre-

sent Bacon as freeing the human mind from the chain* of
the Aristotelian philosophy ; and this assertion ia conveyed
in such terms as to imply, or even distinctly to express, that
observation, experiment, and what is tensed the inductive

philosophy, or the Baconian method, were not practised by
Aristotle and others, his contemporaries and successors, in

their inquiries into the phenomena of nature. Such state-

ments are perhaps hardly worth confuting. The science of
geology ha* now taught us that the surface of the earth ia

unleruoing continual change: the facts collected by Aris-
totle as to the action of water led him to infer that on the
surf*re of the earth all ia in a state of change,—that lakes

are filling up. that rivers have not always flowed where
rivers are now flowing, and that the land and sea in the
long course of time change their places. {Mtlmmlog. lib. l)

The greater part of Bacon's work* were written in

English, but some were written in Latin, and others were
translated into tbst language. We shall mention only the
principal works. His Fritn tiet o/ Uwwn Eiitabtlki rfngw
was first written in English, and then revised, corrected,

and turned into Latin. II t* work of the JUkHmrrmml «/

1

Ltammi was partly written in English and partly in Latin ,
j

and be caused the first part written in English to be trans-

lated into l-atin for him bv a gentleman of the name of
Herbert and «oroe others. His Cogitate tt I im was written

i

in Latin. <)/ Ik* Wimlom o/ Ik* AmlimU and the A'octia*

Orgnmtm were written and published in Latin, and several

traaaiaisao* of them have appeared. The beat ediuo* ef
b» work* ts the laet pwaiisbed. to royal five- by Basil
MoMagwe, Ben . and completed in IUI. An Atfmt */
Lonf Banm t A ornm Orgiieews baa bam published eader
the sapsTiatswdenea of the Becatty for the UlWua of Use-
ful Knowledge
BACON. JOHN, was bom on lb* Utk of November.

174*. at Ho.ilhe.rk. ,„ Hurrey. where hi* father ramrd on
the trad* of • cUb worker. He showed at a very early

age a taste for drawing, and was apprenticed when foar-

teen to Mr. Crupe of Bow Church-yard, a porcelain mana-
facturer, where be learned the art of painting on china,

and also of making those little ornamental figure* in that

material which are still frequently earn on mantelptm-s.
It is an extraordinary proof of talent that in the atri>tyt \»*r
of his apprenticeship be was intrusted with the format > n
of all the model* for the manufactory ; and it is a iuli

higher praise that at thia early age be contributed essen-

tially to the support of his parents, then in reduced rtm.DV
stancee. The transition from modelling to arulptun
wa* natural, and Bacon's profession was sootl determined.

It was the practice of sculptor* at that time to *rr*i

their clay models, for the- purpose of bring burnt, to the

pottery where he was employed, and In these workt h*
soon discerned a style far superior to that to wturh be bid
been accustomed ; the next step wa* to imitate what be

admired, and from this time bis leisure was arafouth de-

voted to bis new pursuit. In 1 748. bring then eighteen,

he ventured to send a small figure of Peace to the Socetv
for the Encouragement of Arts ; it wa* favourably rvrvttr<i.

and be wa* rewarded with a premium of ten guinea*. Tb«
first premiums of this institution were adjudged ta bum
on nine different occasion*.

The discovery of the art of making statue* in artiftr .«!

stone (cement) das been ascribed to Bacon, but although ibrr*

is reason to believe that the invention wa» of pnor date, b* »
unquestionably entitled to the praise of having fenlitatrd IW
process of that art, and of rendering it popular. He laboawtd

during a considerable rime in C'oade's manufactory at Lam-
beth, where not only figure*, but every specie* of arrbjler

tural and monumental ornaments, were made in st - ».

and by hi* exertion* retrieved the credit of the deH.f.r.r

establishment. On the institution of the Royal Arsdrrat

in 1768, be entered himtelf as a student, and the wit
year gained the first gold medal for sculpture w* % k

waa awarded by that society. In 1 770 be was elected **

associate of the same corporation. Be exhibited about r>.s

lime a statu* of Mara, which brought him a great acre—»<
of reputation, and procured him the personal notire ef ttw

Archbubop of York, who commissioned hrm to exerwat s

bust of George III. By this prelate Bacon was rotrerfcor*

to the king, who sat to him, and the artist had the gwaw ke-

tone to gain the royal favour by tbe general simple it* »*d
propriety of his manner*. Bacon, sensible of the aeVaataaw
which be had thu* got, took care to maintain it, and den-j
hi* whole professional career be succeeded ia aacvneg the

king'* favour against all competition.

About thia time Baron married, and moored trees ta*

•mall and inconvenient apartment* which he had pra nawaii

occupied to a spacious house in Nevrosn Street, tbe pre-

mises, it is said, bating been fitted op with sturla**, exrft

shops, tie., without Im knowledge, by tbe hberab** «** *

fnend. who left the affair of pat men! to htt own er*»viwi«a i

Every circumstance now tended to hn prnoperev . a*

wa* employed by public bodies, as well aa by
vate indttuluaU, and his profits were grewtry at

by the use of an ingenious instrument of bis own i

which facilitated the prorcst of copting the ebrv taeaW t

marble, and by which he was enabled to etrewte bn figw»

in half the time previously required. In 1777 he wwa en-

gaged to erect a monument for Out '» Hospital. I

in honour of it* founder. The merit of this wvwm '

him a oomrnivsion for tbe monument of theVarl ef fa*
bam. now in Guildhall. Thu performance torwtssss* bar*

and incontestable pr «jf of Bacon's abilities, bwt it *** -»

*t the same time the pret stent detects of hi* styts. L<*4
Chatham's attitude is oratorical and coorramodiar. seat ea*

allegory of Britaou la receittng from IndussTv ajsd C*eav

mercc the contributions of the four quarter* of the OW«
i» perspicuously expressed. The who** ewVrt » wed *w>

tilled to lite epithet ' magnificent.' bestowed on be **»

cntscv of tlia day. There is a nchooa* mtWwtawW be w*awm

the eye is irresistibly rantitanVL, but the

dundent line* which conduce to that ta
^

see with the simple and arvrre anniipbi* ef da*

)1* of *eolpture. Bacon indeed was roatmaajaty

by bis mala of a deficiency in thai true waste

eslsblisherl on a knowledge of tbe anuqtar. In
fute the** imputation*, he modelled, apperwasry in aaaaWaeaeo

of a atratagem practised by Michael Ante** • aswad

Juptur Ton*us, w rurh be dasrotoured to fjv* w a
auu^utty, and aaatad off for a gwaume
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i deceived ; but what da rock, deception! prore ?

Da uwy dunuuah tha value of antient irt, or are they any

preus* a* aktll in the modem imiutor ? Certainly not. To
anew bia work an appearance of the general ityU of the

antique is within reach of the humblest practitioner, but

thai slender capability furnishes no proof of a profound

aenwintinrr with the principle* of antient art. Bacon
stood en higher pound, when be candidly disclaimed any
yreienaiana to that knowledge which be was accused of

warning, aeserttng that in the study of living nature he
•ought for excellence where the antient* had found it.

Hm want of the refined perception of beauty was one of the

eausew of hie extraordinary professional succors. Bacon's

power lay in the plain realities of life, and whatever illus-

trations he empUycd were of the most popular character,

and understood at once hy the multitude. ' His Gene-
rosity .' aa on* of his biographers has amusingly expressed

is. ' baa bar pelican; bis Sensibility her sensitive plant,

Commerce her compass, and Manufacture her spinning-

jenny.' Symbols like these lay 110 tax either on the

Warning or the imagination of the spectator, and thus it

was that Bacon's works became universally popular, while

the productions of men of higher qualifications were com-
paratively neglected.

In 1 7MO Bacon received commissions for the monument
to Lord Halifax m Westminster Abbey ; the statue of Black-

atone for All Souls' College, Oxford ; that of Henry VI.
fcr the Ante-Chapel at Klon ; and for the ornamental groups
in front of Somerset House. The recumbent figure of
•Thames' in the court-yard of that edifice is also by bim.

When it waa proposed by Government to erect a monument
to the Karl of Chatham in Westminster Abbey, the various

artistewere in* ited by thecommittee of taste to send in designs.

The power ofdeciding on this competition, and ofnominating
the artist to be employed, was at that time conceded to the

Royal Academy ; and however injudicious this practice

ought have been. Bacon owed at least some deference to the
rules of a society of which be himself was a member. He
preferred, however, availing himself of bis private influence

with the king, and having procured an audience for the pur-

pose of showing his model, obtained his Majesty'? commands
to make the monument. His academic brethren were
deeply indignant at this manoeuvre, but they bad too much
pulicv to ax press their resentment. A much deeper subject

of offence was in store for them. Bacon, in the true spirit of

a trading speculator, actually made a proffer to Government
to make all the national monuments at a certain pcr-centagc

below the parliamentary price. His proposal was rejected,

but neither with the promptitude nor the contempt which
was due to it. It is but fair to infer, as Bacon had many and
teakms friends,that the defects of his character were tempered
b) a huge admixture ofbetter qualities. His character, in the

private relationships of life, was said to be blameless ; and
although it is admitted that he was somewhat penurious in

the management of bis household, it is also said that he some-
time* gave large sums to public charities. No particular

instances, however, have been mentioned. He was emi-
nently loyal, and during the threat of French invasion he
had his workman armed and drilled for military service, and
he published soma tracts with the view of preventing the
spread of revolutionary principles.

So numerous are bis works, that to enumerate them all,

or to •pacify the precise order in which they were executed,

would oe difficult Among the principal may be reckoned,
the monument to Lord Halifax in Westminster Abbey, the

statue of Blackstone at All Souls' College, Oxford, that of
Heanr VI. in the Ante-Chapel at Eton, and those of Howard
and Johnson in St. Paul's Cathedral. The two last espe-

cially are fine examples of the sculptor's powers. Benevo-
lence and philanthropy beam from the countenance of How-
ard, as, holding in one hand a key, in the other a plan for

the amelioration of prison discipline, he prepares to descend
into the dungeons of miserv. The fleure of Johnson is

equally characteristic To those already enumerated may
be added the statue* of Mara, Venus, and*Narcissus ; the

monument at Worcester, in memory of Mrs. Wither* ; that

fcr the founder of Guy*• Hospital ; a statue of Mrs. Draper
(Sterne's Eliza), in the Cathedral of Bristol: some figures,

executed lor the Duke of Richmond, now at Goodwood ; and
the pediment of the East India House. It was part of

Bacon's good fortune to have bi* work* distributed and
his fame extended over various part* of the globe. In
Jamaica are hit monuments of Doctor Anderson and of

ttw Sail and Countess of Effingham; at Calcutta the

statue of Lord CornwaTKs,
figures ; and various other of his productions are scattered
through the dependencies of the British empire. At the
time of his death he left unfinished the following monu-
ments : that of General Dundas for St. Paul's ; Captains
Harvey and Hutt, for Westminster Abbey; the etnvsw
mentioned of Marouess Comwallis ; Mr. W hithread ; the
poet Mason ; the Rev. Joseph Milner ; and an equestrian
statue of William III. for St. James's Square : with ethers

of less importance. Like most eminent sculptors. Bacon
was a skilful worker in bronze.

Bacon died on the 4th of August, 1T99. He had been
twice married, and left two sons and three daughters by his
first wife

;
by his second, three sons. The works which he

left incomplete he directed to be finished by his second son.
John Bacon. His wealth, amounting to sixty thousand
pounds, he divided equally among his children. He was
huried in Whiteficld's Chapel, Tottenham Court Road.
London ; and the following inscription, by himself, waa
placed on a plain tablet over his grave :—* What I was as an
artist seemed to me of some importance while I lived ; but
what I really was as a believer in Jesus Christ is the only
thing of importance to me now.' (Cecil ; Allan Cunning-
ham.)
BACS, or BAT8-BODROGH. a considerable circle in

the south of Hungary, between the Danube and the Theiss;
the banks of the former river constituting its western and
southern boundaries, and those of the latter its eastern. On
the north it adjoins the circles of Pesth and Csongrid. Its

surface, with the exception of a semicircular and rather
elevated plateau, arching to the south, between Ssatanisits

above Zorobor and Maria-Theresiopel, is an uninterrupted
plain, and contains 3386 square miles. The plateau just

mentioned, termed the ' Teletskan Hills.' is situated imme-
diately north of what are called ' the lesser and greater Ro-
man entrenchment1*.' which extend in a serpentine line

from A pa tin near the Danube to Foldvar on the Theiss,
but are supposed by some writers to be the * Ringi ' raised by
the Avari. Between these entrenchments and the Telet-
skan Hills runs the great Bacser, or Emperor Francis'

Canal, which commences above Monostorscegh on the Da-
nube, passes Zorobor, Kula. Verbasz, St. Tomas, and Turia,
and joins the Danube at Foldvar; it was constructed, at an
expense of 300,000/., between the yesrs 1796 and tM0<; it

is nearly seventy miles in length, and has a breadth of sixty-

two feet, and a depth varying from four to six fcet. About
700 laden vessels navigate it annually, many of whirh
are from 230 to 300 tons burthen, besides upwards of 309
vessels in ballast. The circle contain* no stream of note
besides the Mosztonga, which flows with a sluggish
current, forming numberless swamps in its eourse, into

the Danube near Bukin. There are several large sheets
of water in this circle, such a* the salt lake of Polity,

near Maria-Theresiopel, and the adjoining lake Ludasto.
Its soil is in parts of such great natural fertility as net
to require manuring ; in other* it is so arid and sandy
as to be scarcely available for any useful purpose: the
latter is more especially the character of many districts

around Maria-Theresiopel, Madaros, Bnja, and Monostor, aa
well as the ' Prssdia' (domains of the Hungarian sees, which
have their own civil jurisdiction under the diocesan's palatine,

and are exempt from public taxes), in the northern part of
Baes. The productive portion of its surface is estimated at
1,230,000 jochs (about 1,783.700 acres), of which nearly one-
half is arable land. In consequence of the swamps, its

climate is in general insalubrious. Though husbandry ia

not carried on with any degree of energy. Bars seldom
produces leu than 430,000 quarter*, and, in favourable

seasons, 630,000 quarters of grain ; its wheat in parti-

cular i» in great request, from the excellence of its quality,

and is exported in targe quantities. The vineyards occupy

88.120 acres, and an abundance of wine is made in the

neighbourhood of Maria-Theresiopel, Baja, Zambor, and
the Francis* Canal. Fruit ia largely produced ; hemp
is cultivated to a great extent ; and a good quality of tobacco

is raised on the * Stfcllase,' or isolated farms, which are an
institution peculiar, we believe, to Hungary. Madder and
woad are grown near Apatin. Woods, particularly of oak.

•bound along the banks of the Danube, but their whole ex-
tent does not exceed 172,170 acres; hence the lower classes

are compelled to use straw, dried rushes, and cattle-dung

for their fuel. The 332,830 acres of pasturage wbieb Bars
contain* are used for the rearing of cattle, horses, and
sheep in considerable number* and of excellent breeds
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«k_ < « •_ < --:—». a* wwa 'v "~ • :w< and bite. i»

S^S^" S rC^tr«»t Taeswuss.n ihisouartersre

SuTt ««d TwT«mroi». rf Apcun. «d the fhbenes

en dw Dumb* and Thau* are a source of no itwoosidersble

wealth id the inhabitants. Water-fowl an like**e abundant

Bees contains neither metals nor atone. Its 370,004 inha-

bitants, of whom 22e.t>00 are Roman Catholics, and $000

Jews, are dispersed over three ro>al free towns. Maria-Tbe-

jestopel, Zombor (the capital), and Neusau, fifteen markat-

•ewns, ninety-«ix villages, and ninety-one pratdia. besides

•aallaee, &c The people are far behind in respect to edu-

cation; and theft, particularly in the rural districts, is

very common : steps are. however, taking to remedy the

wvil by the institution of national schools. {Staiittir$ and

Gfxrapkt of Htmganf < ' t*3i) ; Csaplovic's Deteriptton of

Hmmnr*; GrifTer s Dictionary, &c.)

BACS-BATSCH. on the Musxtong* rivulet, north-west

«T Neusau, in 44° 24' N. lat. and 19" 14' E. long, is a

«|uThtly>fortined town, situated in a fertile plain, and the

aeat of the chapter of the Greek bishop of Baca, who is also

archbishop of Calotexa. It is the chief place of the minor
circle of the same name, possesses a Greek church and a
Franciscan monastery, has a population of 7500 souls, and
carries on considerable trade.

BA'CTRIA, or BACTRIA'NA (now BOKHARA).
The province of Aria was hounded partly on the north, and
to a greater extant on the east, by Bactria. The river

Oxus was the boundary between Bactria and Sogdiana,

which lay to the east of Bactria, and was possessed by the

Greek kings of this province. (Strebo. p. 517.) The
northern boundary of Bactria was naturally indefinite, and

the western was Margiana. These limits, which mark the

extent of Bactria as a province or satrapy, do not of course

correspond with the more extended limits of the Greek
Bactrian kingdom. The province of Bactria was a territory

of great extent, partly barren and waste, but in many parts

of great fertility, watered by the Oxus and its tributary

streams, and peopled by a brave and hardy race, who were
reckoned amongst the best soldiers in the sen-ice of Persia

after Bactria became a Persian province. The chief city

was Bactra, railed also Zariaspa, situated on the Bactros.

one of the tributary rivers of the Oxus. Of Bactria little

is known prior to its subjugation by the Macedonians
under Alexander the Great. The account of an expedition

against it by 0»ymandyas the Egyptian, merits no confi-

dence ; and those of Ninus and Semiramis perhaps not much
more. According to Herodotus, Cyrus, having defeated

Croesus, intended to invade Bactria ; and (according to Cte-

st**) after a drawn battle, the Bactrian* voluntarily surren-

dered themselves to him. A short time before his death he
appointed his youngest son, Tanyaxarres, the brother of Cam-
byses, to be satrap or governor of Bactria and the circum-

jacent countries: be was treacherously put to death by
Cambysea. In the reign of Darius I. the Bactriaru paid

a tribute to that monarch of 360 talents. In the time of

Xerxes there were Bactrians in the army which be led

against Greece, who were under the command of Hye-
taspes, a son of Darius by Atossa, a daughter of Cyrus.

The province continued to be governed by the satraps of

Persia down to the time of Darius Codocoannus. In the

final overthrow of that king by Alexander the Great,

at the bettle of Arbela or Gaugamala, there was a body
ef Bactrians in bis service who were under the command
of Bessus, the satrap of Bactria; they were stationed

in the left wing, and behaved with great bravery. After

the conquest of Bactria by Alexander be appointed Arte-
bexus, a Persian, as governor, with Macedonian garrisons

in the towns. Shortly afterwards they were attacked by
the Scythians, joined by the people of Sogdiana and some
Baetnans, the whole under the command of Spttamene*.

Who slew the garrisons and fortified themselves. They were
attacked in their turn by Alexander, who stormed seven of
their cities, and among them Cyropolis, the strangest of the
whole. His next step was to build a city, which be walled
to tw*ntT days, and gave to his Greek mercenaries and to

"*
i£?

**** Macedonians as were unfit from age or wounds

*TL service. Such was the foundation of the Greek
eotcy "<rWir>». to which volunteer, from the neighbouring

"Itmued. This, however, was not the earliest

T* VT' ' k * Hertna; for the first Darius trans-

fsi^d JL!
Dx"r,

,

y^' rf «rreks from Barce. in Africa
dlcsod.iv.Sv4) «*1 ih, IWcWis sUo, from Iowa, .em

planted here by Xerxes I (Strsho, p. SI 7.) Al
shortly afterwards displaced by Alexanderoa sccoarrt of has

age, and Amyntas appointed in his stead. Comas, with has
own and Meleager's force*, a small troop of cavalry, and nil

the mounted spearmen, were left for the prows taws of the?

colony, and Amyntas was directed to follow the orders of
Ccenus. The colony was again attacked by SpHameno*. when,

being defeated by Ccenus in an engagement, concealed tews

self in the deserts of the Scythians and Managsea; test

being seised by them, he was put to death, and ha head west

sent to Alexander. Soon after, Alexander wont en km
Indian expedition, leaving a force with Amyntas of !*.*»•
foot and 3500 horse. (Arrisn. iv. 22.) From the death ef
Alexander, 323 years n.c. to 254 B.C.. Bactria

pert of the possessions of Seleucus and bis root

was governed by their sstrsps. About the last

date Tbeodotus, in the reign of Antiochn* II, of Sine,
assumed the government, end founded an empire whack
lasted 122 years. A difference of opinion exists as to uW
names and number of the Greek kings of Bactrvs darsag
this period; we here give a list of them according to
Bayer and Schlegel :

—

MS ThaafcXM I.

(at IHo4ol»)
MS TWoHmm It

IN Exkyaran*
IM Mnuadrr
Ml E«ikl« I

14* KsasilQM II.

i oa am >>»» «r v»-

1(1 iMfiiUal.
14* Kimtlliill.

In the early part of the reign of Theodoras I. the Per-
thi»m under Aresect got possession of Hyrcania : at tW
close of bis reign he prepared to make war on the Partbsaaa.
W bether any war took place, and with what nice—s ea satawr
side, can only be conjectured. Tbeodotus II-. the sen of
Tbeodotus I . according to Justin, made peace wab Areaewa
II., and entered into a league with him against

Callinicus, the son of Antiochn*.
Euthydemus, a native of Magnesia, dethroned

'

n and usurped the kingdom. About 208 n.c. Anuaei.es the
Great attacked bim with a large army, intending to i

Bactria to a province of hi* empire. Euthydn
vigorous defence, but was defeated, and lied to \

The war being, however, protracted to the third year, east

beyond the expectation of Antiochus. be sent Tessas as
ambassador to Euthydemus, to expostulate with has en toe

conduct. Euthydemus justified his usurpation by alleging

that he had not rebelled against Antiochus, bat bed de-

stroyed those who bsd. He urged the necessity ef aware
on account of the difficulty of restraining the NoaweeW
tribes on bis borders, who were alike dangerous as

both, and who, if tbey should gain admittance into P
would reduce the whole country to a stale of
Antiochus was convinced by these argu ments, and. aawr
much negotiation, terms were agreed on. and Eeikideesos
sent his son Demetrius to ratifv the treaty, by whara a was
agreed that Euthydemus should deliver up all his ssswesssts.

but should retain the title of king. This treaty wee eaa-
firmed by oath, and Antiochus promised to ru • Deeastnea
one of his daughters in marriage. AnDoenae lass net

into India with his arm%. and Anally retained *y Car-
mania to his own dominions. We shall peasantry aensw
Demetrius again : he d'>r» not appear to have i

fsther on the Bartnan throne.

Of Menander. the fourth king of Bactria
Bs)er. Utile is known ; but from a passage ta Pie*auk a
appears he ruled the kingdom with so mark jmbn sad
moderation, that when be died in bis camp a roots** aeeae
amongst the cities of hi» kingdom which shook! pews as
ashes, and it was with difficulty settled by ea eejaal eViwaai
of them and the dedication of a monument m eseey ewv.
Of the lime of his accession, as well as of has rig** a* me
throne, we are «quallr ignorant He M i nsijsi lawad V*
Bayer to have been a Greek king of India, and as have get
possrsMon of Baclris by force. Of ApoUudotwa 8s
lleWles Dtkaws nothing e> known. Eacrs teles L.
ing to Bayer, succeeded Menander : bat erana
It has been supposed that he was the sen ofDe*netr*oa i

grandson of Buth)demus; but, according to Bayer, w it i si

foundation. He appears to nave been a warlike aseaswwh,
to have waged a successful war ui India against a Kaag Do-
Mtriue, and to hate founded a ctty asmsd after km Ee>
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ha styles himself the Great King.

Jostin relates that be vat assassinated on bit return
tram hi* Indian expedition by bis eon. alto named Eu-
eratidee, who bad been aaeociatod by bis father in the
government.
KurrstxWi II. reigned twelve years, according to Bayer,

whan the kingdom was overrun by the Scythians, or 8acs»

;

and the government of the Greek king* of Bactria termi-

nated by the country becoming a part of the Parthian em-
pire. This event happened about the year 134 B.C.; but,

according to Schlegel. 125, making the reign of Eucra-
Udee 1L of twenty-one years' duration. From that time to

the present this kingdom has undergone various changes of
dynasty, and submitted to different conquerors. The reader

is resetted to the articles in Ibis work, for the present
Male of the country. (See Arrian ; Quintus Curtius ; Strsbo,

lib. xL; Justin, lib. xli.; T. F. Bayer, Hittoria Rtgni
Grtrmruu Baetriam, PetropoL 1738, and the authors
quoted by him.)

Of late years travellers have made small collections of
Baetrian coins, which throw some light on the history of
Bactria : of these the most extensive is that of Lieutenant
Barnes. (See Note* by Mr. Prinsep and Professor Wilson
in the Appendix to Burnet Travel*.) Some of these coins

were found at Khoju Oban, the ruins of an antient city

thirty miles north-west of Bokhara. One, a coin of Euthy-
demus. is similar, but. as far as we can judge from the en-
graving in Burns*' Travel*, much inferior, to the coin here
given. Another, presenting a different profile, is erroneously

supposed to be a Demetrius. Three other silver coins, with
danced inscriptions, appear to differ very little in character

from the coin of Euthydemus, sad may perhaps be consi-

dered coins of the tame king, though they are of inferior

workmanship. There is a very curious coin, a silver tetra-

draehm. with an inscription on one side, in the Pehlevi

character, some of the letters resembling badly-executed

Greek ; the form, on the reverse, is similar in design to the

reverse of Euthydemus, but the head, on the obverse, has
the character of the Arueidan coins. It seems to have
been an imitation of the Greek type of coinage, representing,

perhaps, the barbarian conqueror who overthrew the Greek
Bactnan dynasty. A copper coin, found in the neighbour-

hood ofManykyata, is, however, by far the most curious ofall

;

the inscription is not quite perfect, but Mr. Prinsep argues,

with some appearance of probability, that it is the coin of

Kanuhka. a Tartar or Sc> thian conqueror of Bactria, who
may by possibility be the individual who overthrew the

Baotrian dynasty 1 34 years ».c. (according to Schlegel, 1 25).

Mr. Prinsep is also of opinion, that the smsll copper coins

found at Manykyala, having a horseman on the reverie,

may be considered as belonging to Eucratides I. A square

copper coin found at Sborkoth may. from the inscription

AX1ABQX NIKATOPOZ. be ascribed, with some appear-

ance of probability, to Menander; the obverse, however,

agues bettor with the coin of Apollodotus found by Colonel

Tod at Sarapurs on the Jumna, between Agra and Etawah.
Colonel Tod found at the same place a square coin, which

aaenbas to Menander ; the inscription on the reverse is,

however, in the Zend character. (See Mr. Prinsep and
Profs—or Wilson's Sole* on Lieutenant Burnet'* Coin*

;

am I Tratuaetion* of the Royal Atiatie Society.) Besides

the Greek Bactnan coins, Lieutenant Burnes found Indo-

Grertaa. Indo- Scythian, and Hindu coins, with some en-
graved gems.

Meyendorff. in his travels in Bokhara, became possessed

of a large coin of Demetrius, the son of Euthydemus.
(Sea the coin copied from the engraving in Meyen-
eWsT't Travel*.) The head of Demetrius it covered with a
retails in the form of an elephant's head ; the diadem—

a

atoA of royalty— encircles his brow. The reverse is sup-
;

posed by Meyendorff to be intended to represent De- !

Bsacnus, with the attributes of Hercules; a lion's skin
'

haisgi ovjer and mil* from his left arm ; in his left hand
is a dub, and with the right he places a crown of poplar

Wares an his bead ; underneath is the monogram KPA.
(Tha text in the French copy of Meyendorff nas KPA.)
Meyendorff is of opinion that this coin is of Bsrtrian

workmanship. (See p. 322, Voyage aTOrenbourg d Book-
kara /ait en 1820. Paris. 1826.) It is however superior,

an point of design and execution, to the Greek BscIrian
coins in the British Museum.

Tbs» that Demetrius was a king, although

perhaps not of Bactrim. He possessed great talents; and

when sent by his father Euthydemus to Anttoehus. be was
so successful in bis embassy, that Antichus not only con-
cluded a treaty with him, which contolidsted the power of
bis fsther. but gave him one of hit daughters in msrrisge.
(Polyb. Ret. Ixi. C 34. pp. 379, 300. Ed. Srh» ) These
events occurred in the second year of the 1 43d Olympiad,
.c. 207. Demetrius was a victorious prince. In conjunction
with Menander, who was king of Bactria after Euthydemus,
he conquered, as far as the Hrpanis or H) phasis, the exten-
sive provinces which formed the possessions of Porus ; from
thence he pushed his conquests as far as the I mails (tha
Himalaya mountains), snd having become mtiter of this

territory, once the dominions of Sandroeottus, he gained
possession of Pstislene—an island formed by the mouths
of the Indus. He conquered, also, sll that part of India
which lies on both sides of the Ganges, and the country
of the Seres. It is very probable that be founded the
two towns of Detnetriss and Euthydemia, one in Arsebona,
the other near the Indus. As we have no authority to
show that he reigned in Bactria, we must conclude that
from these conquests be founded an independent empire.
This be governed more than sixty years, snd wss st length,
after a long struggle, in which victory often wavered, con-
quered by Eucratides I., king of Bactria, who took posses-

sion of bis extensive dominions. (Justin.)

According to Bayer, Demetrius would htve been eighty-
seven years of sge when he was conquered by BucrsUdes.
(Bayer, p. 93.)

It appears, from two medals of Eventides I., which
Meyendorff published in 1822—one (belonging to Sir Gore
Ousely) representing him in early youth, the other (in the
cabinet of medals of the Imperial Academy of Sciences at

St Petersburg) at a very advanced age—that he. also, must
have reigned a long time in Bactria. Another coin of Eu-
cratides, similar to the one engraved here, is preserved in

the British Museum. Mr. Psyne Knight calls it Eucra-
tides II. : the head it younger looking than the coin en-
graved below ; it possesses, however, the same character of

countenance. The monogram differs, being jpj •

The figure of Hercules on the reverse of this coin of
Demetrius appears to have been designed to commemorate
his conquests in India. (From Meyendorff"s Travel*.)

The coin of Demetrius should be classed smongst lndo-
Grecian rather than Greek-Baetrian coins ; still, as so inti-

mately connected with the Greek-Bactnan dynssty and the

history of Bactria, it may with propriety be admitted in this

place. The Greck-Bactrian coins found at different times,

are of gold, silver, and copper. The specimens in the Bri-

tish Museum are very perfect. The silver coin of Deme-
trius, as for as we can judge from the drawing in Meyendorff
it fluer than all the known Greek- Baetrian coins. A gold

coin of Euthydemus is described in Mionnet't Detcriplion

de* MedaUle* Antique*.

Colonel Tod's medal of Apollodotus has the inscription

BAXIABQ2 XOTHP02 AflOAAOAOTOY round a naked figure

with an arrow in bis hand. The monogram is The

Zend characters on the reverse surround a tripod with two

other Zendcharacters, probably monograms. The coin ofMe-
nanderhas an armed head on one side, with the inscription

BAXIAEQX NIK NANAPOY; on the reverse,

a winged figure with a palm-branch, with an inscription in

the Zend character, and the monogram

Colonel Tod gives also coins of the character of the Ka-
nishka coin mentioned above : bis coins are well worth the

attention of the curious on these subjects.

To the following list of Baetrian kings by Schlegel. we
hsve added a notice of such coins at we are acquainted

with:— *

B.C. 255. Theodotua I.

243. Tbeodotut II.

220. Euthydemus, of Magnesia, Coin of, in the British

Museum, and one of silver given in Lieutenant

Burns'* Travel*.

195. Apollodotus Soter.—Alluded to by Plutarch, Tra-

gus, and Arrian.

Menander Nikator.

Coins of these kings found by Colons Tod at 8urtpura

on the Jumna, and one of Menander, by Lieutenant Burnet,

at Khoju Oban.

I
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tb» authority at Vbconti | with • rabwiJ rather fibrous palp, toelose-4 In • bhtlab-

j^^a^TZn of Bulhydetnus: doubtful if I-

tvtVtM-xf in BmetrUL

Coin of D*metxiut. given in MerendorlT* Trarrl*.

. isl Eucratidc-* I.—A flne coin of thif monarch u pr»-

' ' served in the Briti»h Mu»um. There i» also in the

British Museum • wry perfcot »m«ll coin of Eu-

cratides, weighing I J grain*: on the reverse are

two raps and two palm-branches.

146. Eucratides II.—Murdered hi* father, and was him-

self afterward* (lain.

Hi. Destruction of the empire by the Scythian* or

Sacto.

I. .. i I • ( « ,;,hi js; )

I1WTKIS. a tfcmi. of paltna, ron-uating of a ronti-
ili r.i'.l-- ii'i 111!- r • ( i in f.uiid aU.iit rum. and in imr.li*
|i!.i< i » in AniiTK-.i. %* ith : ii tlir Impii •, r-juvialU in .ir the
line Tln ir trunk i» u.ually of un«I.-rali- he. .-lit. ..r i-x-n

it* irfi.h. i»'\. r «-\«*»»>-«l inn nirtitt, fiTi . xiiih tun.« Ii n ni|>

I lii- .tout t-i-i- like a«|xi t i f p.iliiM in i;i ii. r i|, I. .it often

U-.i.n m iip -iiinljr In n-ri|«. Ti ••> often crxa ;n dan**
pit. In-v t •lining itn[..-i».aMe thicket*, on ace..utit nf On*
numerotM. Imiir. Iianl. .dark *pin<-« with which tin- •(•in la

pp»tt-rted Tlicir »<h»I ia omi- rally hard and Mirk t .»».irda

ll i- out... I.-. li ,t pair )rll.i» iiiU-rnalU . mith lilj. k lil.rva.

The l*a-e« u.ujIIi tr'o* all over the. turfaee nf the •trtn.

iti.te.,., ,.f Iv-mi; run 11 mil tn the •ummit onlv ; the* hue
ritrriiK-U .

(
,.n> ,t.,IW«. and are either pinnated alter the

manner of th* .late palm, or roerrh nminl of tn o broad,
auarp. dncfK>n«. pl.it.Ml lobe*. Tlie fruit » ahull, soft,

• TW I-jUSi U*i». -J >lM *mm , 4 | m
>• •> 1. . .. r, .I--.' 1 l .-1.1 1, . |- ....It.,,.
HUM t~m/m* 11" f II- i«u A l-rta.li.ai.

black rind, and afford* a grateful fruit to small bird*.

Baclrii atwMhorarpa, a aperies whirl) gm»» twelve or
fifteen feet high in the prima-tal wood* aU.ut Bahia. (.rul-

ing pairhe* thirty feet in circumference, ami bating elejant

pinnated leave* aix or eight feet long, with ttout >pux» on
tbeir atalk*, yield* an extremely kiugh thread, flora atixh
the native*, who call it tucum, manufacture >tmng net*.

It* drupe* are of a kind of vermilion red, britlUag « tt>a

short black prickles.

am is. «i|iwl >-va
'.I j . Juhi(«l a

Martiu* mention* seventeen other ipeHe*.

BACUL1TES (zoolopr), a genu* of Laaiafr* • a*Mi«kM

lamou* or many chambered cephalopoda, bateeigistf t*> tk

family of Ammrmiln, or, a* they were fcnoeri? call*

Crrrnua .Immonii, horn* of Ammon, A-om the twaeabia

of the ahcll of the typiral genu* Ammonites to late raaa s

horn, ftaid to be rharartennlir of Juniler AtBDOB. Kawa-
/l/e», which wa» tint dt«rovrred by Fanjat oV Si Wmmt aa

the limealone of Mae«trirhl. i« only known in a foaul aaasav

and i* eomparatively ahnndant in the liroeatotie af Vakya,
in Normandy. The ahcll ta »tr»iffht. more or lee* «a>>
pretneil, eonii-il, or rather tapenng to a pmnt. and Ten mmrk
elon(f»tcd. The rhamtter* are amuou* and paiifai aw a
marginal *iphon, and the l*»t chamber is several i

1. y rwiaata t
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BAD 2ir> BAD
lsstftk BarylitH vtrUbralit, Montfort, affords a good
•tun pie of the genui. (Sec C«Piuuipnn».l
BADAKHSHAN (by some written BL'DL'KHSIIAUN)

Is the name of one of the numerous KlunaUor principalities

into which the eountrv of TurkisUn in divided. It u situ-

ated between 69*- 7r E. long., and 36*—38° N. Ut. It U
bounded on the touth and east by KaferUtan, which sepe-
rate* it from the country of the Afghans and Koshgar ; on
the »«i it borders on the territory of the independent
Uzbeks of Kundux and Hissar ; and in the north on the
dominion of the Kirgiie* of Paroere. and of the Tajik* of
Bhugbnin, Derwii, and Wakhtla. The country is exceed-
ifts ly mountainous, and filled with highlands connected in

the east with the Belur or Belut-Tagh, and in the south
with the high range of the Hindu Kush. It it intersected

br two principal valley* formed by two rivers which unite to

make the Amu or Oxu*. The first, which is the larger of the
two. is the Pen), called also the HamuiQ (whence probably
the name of Amu). It rise* in the high grounds cast of the
Belut-Tagh range, issuing from under the snow of the lofty

mountain* of Pusbtckhar, and working its waj by the lower
grounds of Sbughnan and Dsrwfix. The second is called

the Kokcbaor Badakhsban river: it rises towards the south
of the Bret, in that part of the Belut-Tagh which separates

Badakhshtn from the Chitral territory. It is seldom ford-

able so low as Feizibid, and there are several wooden
bridges across it The two rivers are separated by a range
of lofty hilts : they meet near a place called Kela Buret
Beg. Numerous other valleys of less extent exist among
the mountains, and are fertilized by streams which pour
their waters into the two larger rivers.

The climate of Badakhshin is healthy, and travellers

praise the beauty of its scenery. The valleys and small
plains are described as fertile. The part of Belut-Tagh
within Badakhshtn produces iron, salt, sulphur, and lapis

lazuli. The mode in which tbe last is detached from the
cliff* is the same that is practised for getting large masses
of stone from the quarry in some parts of Hindustan : ' a
Are is lit over the block of lapis lazuli, and when the stone
become* sufficiently heated, cold water is dashed upon it,

and tbe rock is thus fractured.' (Burnes's Travel* into

BoUmra. vol. u. p. 205.)

Tbe celebrated ruby mines of Badakhshtn, often alluded

to by Persian poets, are situated at a place called Gbaran,
near Shughnin, on the verge of tbe Oxu*. They are at

percent worked by tbe command of the chief of (fundus,
who baa conquered this part of the country. The rubies

are said to be found like round pieces of pebble or Hint,

and imbedded in limestone.

Tbe inhabitants of Badakhshin are Tajiks; their lan-

guage is Persian ; and they are Mohammedans of the Shiah
sect. Neither the Uzbeks nor any of the Turki families

bare settled in the country ; but towards tbe west there are

many camps of wandering Uzbeks. The capital is Fcizibad,

a cotxsiderable town situated on tbe Kokcha river, but now
almost without inhabitants in consequence of an invasion of

the chiefof Kundux, which happened about the year 1822. It

also suffered much from an earthquake in January, 1832,

which was likewise felt at Multan and Lahore, but which
appears to have been most violent in tbe valley of the Oxu*.
There is, according to Fraaer, another town, also of consi-

derable importance, and of the same name as tlie province

:

tome writers tmm to identify this town of Badakhshin with

Feixibid.

The chief of Badakhshin, at the tune of Mr. Blpbin-

stooe's embassy to Kabul, was Sultan Mohammed, who
was then supposed to be an independent sovereign. His
revenue was estimated at six laks of rupees (about 60,000/.),

and bis tares from 7000 to 10,000 men, mostly matchlock

men, a service in which tbe natives of Badakhsban greatly

excel Tbe nam* of the present chief is Mirza Abd al-

Gir&r. too of Mohammed.
(See Leyden and Erskiae's Mtmoir* of Baber, Introd.,

p xxix. xxx. ; Klphinstone a Acnmnt of tM* Kingdom of

CaxwW. «*L i. p. 441, 449, 2d edit. ; Burnes's Ttwelt into

/lieWafs, voL iipta^fcc^andsmai; Fraaer s Travi*
sw JfAaewMi*, Appendix, p. 105*)

BADAGRY is a town on (bat part of the coast of Guinea
whs** ia commonly called the Slav* Const : about 6° N.
let, and f Je* K. long. It ia six or seven miles from

lb* share, ou the banks of what is called tbe Western
River of tbe Lagos : this river, according to Bowdich, runs

boaa the n>*r Lagos, whose mouth ia about 4" 30' E.

long., toward* the west to the river Volts, which approaches
the meridian of Greenwich : it there joins tbe \ ulta near
it* mouth. [Sco Lagos.] A natural canal unite* this
western rivcr^rith the sea at Badagry. The U>wn may con-
tain upwards of 1 0,000 inhabitants, who formerly dealt in
slaves to a great extent, for which reason the Portuguese

i established at this place Ave factories, and resorted to it
1 annually with many vessels ; indeed it is probable that this
I trade has not yet ceased. The houses, except that of the
1 king, are constructed of bamboo cane, and are only of one
story. Tbe market is well supplied with poultry, y ams, maize,
palm-wine, country cloth, &C The king of Badagry is not
an independent sovereign, but subject to tbe king of Eveo
or Katunga, who resides at a great distance from the coast.
How far the authority or the king of Badagry extends over
the level and often swampy, but in many parts fertile coast,

is not known. Captain Clapperton and Richard Lander
set out from Badugry on their expeditions into the interior

of Africa. (Bowdich, Lander.)
BADAJO'Z (PaxAugtula), a city in Spain, the capital of

Eslreniadura. It was called by the Moors Beled-Aix, or

the limd of health, from which its present name is derived.

It is situated in a vast plain, at the confluence of the river

Guadiana with the Rivillas, and is 270 feet above the

level of the former river; 38° 52' N. lat.. 6° 12' W. long.

Badajoz is a fortified place, opposite to Etvas in Portugal,

from which it is distant about twelve mile*. The town con-

tain* 12.683 inhabitants, a cathedral, the chapter of which
consists of a bishop, twenty-three canons, and a number of

chaplains, five convents of monks, and eight of nun*. Tlie

whole bishopric contains fifty-three parishes. There are

no fountains in the town, but a great number of wells and
cisterns. The streets are regular and clean, but very nar-

row. Badajoz has given birth to many eminent charac-

ters both in science and arts, among whom we may mention
the celebrated painter Morales, some of whose works are

preserved in the cathedral. The soil of the surrounding

country is very fertile, and produces abundantly grain, fruit,

wine, oil, and grass. The industry of the inhabitant* is

confined to the tanning of leather, the manufacturing of

soap, and the weaving of coarse woollen stuffs in the bos-

picio, or almshouse.

The castle, or tower, which is built on a calcareous rock.

300 feet above the level of the Guadiana, and on the south

side of it, commands both the town and tbe confluence of

the two river*. The city spreads like a fan between the

two river*, and i* protected by eight good bastions, from

twenty-three to thirty feet in height, with a counterscarp

and glacis. On the north-west side of tbe place is a bridge

upon tlie Guadiana, 1874 feet in length, and 23 wide. It

has twenty-eight arches, and is protected by a good bridge-

head (tcte-du-f>ont). There are, beside* the gate of the

bridge, four other entrances to the town. Tbe outworks

consist of the ravelin of San Roque, on the eastern side,

which covers a dam and sluice upon the Rivillas; Fort

Picurina, on the south-east : Fort Pardalvras, a crown-work

occupying the southern side of the town, from which it is

separated 600 feet ; and on the opposite side of tbe Gua-

diana, Fort San Christova), which is 600 feet square, stands

upon a rock overlooking the interior of the town, and i*

connected with the bridge-bead.

Badajoz was possessed by the Moors until 1168, when

Alonso Enriquez. the first king of Portugal, wrested it fVi.m

them. Fernando II., king of Leon, who Bed for protection

to his ally the Moorish king of Badajoz, rescued the place

from the hands of the Portuguese, and made Alonso a pri-

soner, but generously granted him his liberty, and rein-

stated bis ally in possession of the town. In 1181 Fer-

nando himself took ll from the Moor*, but be lost it through

the perfidy of the Moorish alcaide, in whose hands he

left it. In 1227 it was again token from tbe Moors by

Alonso IX. of Castile. In 1666 it was besieged by the Por-

tuguese, who retired after a few days.

As soon as the news of the rising of tbe people at

Madrid, in May, 1808, against the French, reached Bada-

joz, war was declared against France, a junto was formed

for the defence of the province, and • messenger sent

to General Carraffa, who commanded a Spanish division

in Portugal, to invite him to come to tbe defence of ihe

country. The soldier* than at Lisbon dispersed themselves,

and passing the frontiers went to form part of the garrison

of Badajoz. General KcUerman sent three successive mes-

sage* to the junta of Badajos, exhorting them to submit to
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Mi ffsjQyia and

' the aiiiacosity of the

&nr mmMwiw; bat U» Pui tuguees.

r woe. the Spaniards, sought * rerog"

tl esrani the garrison of that pi**

.„ w chat KeUrrman was obliged to maintain a

sow* fcrre at KW In April. 1809. Marshal Victor^il
, i—awai to the junta, which was answered "TP"? ,

"7
ib* » erwsado against him. In January. HI I. Soult laid

weif* to Bsdajoa. The governor of the place. Menacho,

srrth about ?«\0w« wen, defended it rigorously «""Vhe
?nd of March. On the night of thai dav. in a sallv which

he gallantlv made against the bowm be was killed by a

cannon-shot. Imu. who succeeded bin in the command,

cowardlv surrendered the place on the loth, and 11.000 men.

VDo then formed the garrison, became prisoner* of war. In

ibe course of that rear two attempts were made by the

allied English and Portuguese army to storm the place,

but both failed.

After the fall of Ciudad Rodrigo, in March, IS 12. Lord
Wellington threw his army with the greatest secrecy over

the Tagus, with a view of investing Badajox before Soult

and Marmont should be able to relieve it. The better to

deceive his enemies, be ordered the artillery for the siege

to be embarked at Lisbon on a feigned destination : when
at sea it was re-shipped into small craft, and conveyed

up the Sado to Alcacar do Sal, and from thence in car-

riages to Badajos. On the 1 1 th the British army reached

Blvas, on the 16th they crossed the Guadiana over a dying
bridge, and the place was suddenly invested by the fifth

and light divisions, commanded by Marshal Beresfcrd and
General Picton ; the first, sixth, and seventh divisions, under

General Graham, advanced to Los Santos, Zafra. and Lle-

rens. Sir Rowland Hill, with the second division, and
General Hamilton, with the Portuguese corps and one bri-

gade of cavalry, moved to Almendralejo ; thus threatening

the French General Drouet in front and flank, and forcing

him to retreat from V illsfrancs to Hornachos. The re-

maining part of the force invested the place. At the be-

ginning of the siege the weather was particularly favourable,

and the works went on with rapidity, but on the 1 7th a sud-

den change took place: in the afternoon and during the

whole of the night the rain fell in torrents, notwithstanding

which, during the obscurity of the night, ground was broken

within 480 feet of Port Picurina, undiscovered by the ene-

my. On the 2Jih fire was opened on Fort Picurina. and
Lord Wellington determined that it should be taken by
auault ; the fortress was carried after a short but violent

eon test, in which all the chief British officers were either

killed or wounded. Of the enemy, out of 250 men 33

escaped. 86 were made prisoners, and the remainder were

eilher killed or drowned in attempting to cross the Rivillas.

The possession of the Picurina enabled the besiegers to

establish the second parallel with little loss, and on the 26th

two bretching batteries opened fire within 900 feet of the

body of the place. At this time news arrived that Soult

was advancing from the south to relieve the place, and

bad obliged General Graham to retreat towards Albuera.

while Marmont, crossing the frontiers into Portugal, bad

marched, laying wa»le the country, as far as Couvilhao.

in the Sens de Estrella. The allied cavalry, which had

been left there to observe bis movements, bad crosted the

Tagus, and were retreating. It was then deemed necessary

to push on the siege with greater vigour. On the Cth of

April two large breaches hsving become practicable in the

bastions Trinidad and Santa Maria, orders were giien fur

s general a*«aulL

At ten o'clock at night the fourth and light divisions

began the a**sulL As anon as they reached the glacis

tbev were discovered by the enemy, who instantly opened

a deadly fire. In spite of this fire, and of a heavy can-

nonade from the town, the troops continued their march,

ami entered the covered way. The ladders were filed down
the counterscarp, and the men quickly descended into the

ditch. They then adtsnced to the breaches, and succeeded
in gaining the ascent ; but the obstacles which the enemy
had placed there were found to be insurmountable. The
summit* of the breaches were crowned with rAceaar-sV-
frim, Wvond them deep and wide trenches covered with
iron •pikM he/I been losde, snd all the surrounding build-

ings were rasrmsled si»l occupied hy the enemy s hrmUtmn
After repeated eff.et*. the a««aiUnta were "compelled to
retire. In the mean ume the tliir I divui.m. under General
Psstoa. advalued w escalade the castle. The ladders wore

placed against the wall, but unfortunate)* they ware as*
short. This obstacle was overcome by the men pushing:
one another forwards upon the rampart. The sneay
poured down on them shearers of hand grenades, besty
stones, and burning rafters of wood : the slaughter was im-
mense. The officer in command being severely wounded.
Colonel Campbell led the troops, and after a short struggle
succeeded in taking possession of the castle. General
Walker, with his division, enured the town by aseaUdo.
In the assault this officer was severely wounded. At day-
break Lord Wellington, upon receiving the news of taw
success of these corps, ordered the fourth and light dn i**uo*

again to advance to the breaches ; and the British, being
already in the town, all resistance on the part of the eaeaay
soon ceased. General Pbilipon, with hi* staff and abowt
400 men, escaped to fort San Christoval. but shortly after-

wards surrendered, and the whole garrison, constating of
about 4000 men, became prisoners of war. A con*ider*b*e

quantity of arms, ammunition, snd other stores, were Lmm*
in the place. The number of killed and wounded on the
side of the British was nearly 4000.

Unhappily the lustre of tbts brilliant action was tar-
nithed by the desperate and wild rage of the soldiers again**
the unarmed inhabitants of the town. All the effort* of ibe
officers, who, at the risk of their own lives, endeavoured la
check their excesses, were useless. ' Shameless nusaoi <

,

says Colonel Napier. ' brutal intemperance, savage liwt,

cruelty and murder, shrieks and piteous lamentalioo. laatad
for two days and nights, and the tumult rather *ub*«U4
than was quelled.'

(See Colonel Napier's Hitfory of tkt Ptmuulor War.
vol. iv. hook xvi. ; Colonel Jones's Hututy of tkt Sieges us
tkt Penimula.)

_
BADEN. The origin of this grand-duchy, whose poli-

tical existence is not of earlier dale than the year I aol, amy
be referred to the German margrai isle of Baden Baden ; sod
that margraviate. as well as the title of the family daimi***
to be its sovereigns, is derived from the snuent ate off the
baths of the same name, the ' Civitas Amelia Aquca****
of the Romans.

Boundaries.—H forms a compact territory extending. w*h
very irregular breadth, along the right bank of the Rbtoe
in its upper course, from south to north, and is situated
between 47° and S0° N. IsL, and 7s and ir E. lung, lu
superficies is about one-twentieth part less than that U
Yorkshire, but it exceeds Yorkshire about two per rent,
in number of inhabitants : it is more than equal to Sax/icy
in extent, but much below that kingdom in point of puf>4-
lation. The length of the Baden dominion* in a *tra*jhi
line from north to south, namely, from the tillage of
Lautenbach, south-east of Hepprnbeira, in the g-snd-
duchy of Hesse, to the Swiss frontier immediately *u*.tb J
Creuxnach. is about ISO miles; but if estimated by Ue
curved line drawn from the ls*t-mentioned puiot in a nrvtb-

easterly direction to the extreme northern pint betuw Hoes-
burg, it u not »hort of 190. The greatest breadth o/B> *a
is about 100 miles, between Rtieinwcder and the fresuwr-
line east of Marbsdorf ; and the West about 14. brtaeea
Effezheim on the banks of the Rhine, and Uma.Wa,
which lies dose upon the border* of Wurtrraberg. both stares
being nearly equidistant from Kuppenbeim on the Ms%
Iu southern limit* on the side of SwiUerisnd *re seas*

a

1 t*
the ' Untera ' or ' Zcller-See.' a westetn srm of the rVxir*-
Ses (Lake of Constant), snd the right bank of the I

Rhine, from it* leaving the Baden See until it rewbr* im
canton of Basle, excepting for two short distance* wbeea
the territory of 8cbsffbau*en intervene* Ba*W. as ass
•outh western extremit* of Baden, makes s small osier tees
in Its territory, which disconnect* It a third lira* tress ab*
course of the Rhine ; but this nver hating here esrbaatevd
its westerly for a general nurtberly cuur-e, once aww* **.*•«*

the grand dueh jr. and from the puinl opposite to IK
until it quit* it about seven mile* north of Msonheias
the line of demarcation between the whole western ssa* of
Baden, France, and Rhenish- Bavaria, la the sssetb wsss,
the paisoasnns of grand due*] Hessa bound the
dominion. ; and Barana becomes in north-eastern I

as far a* the poiat where the frontiers of Rod***. kU'sr**,
tn<l Wuneiuhrrg meet. In the ee*t, the grand -dwrai a>

principally bordered by th
•nut h eastern neighhour, ft

•a* Hohefiadlern S>,

of lbs

polity
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Om taterpoition of parti of the canton of Scbaffhausen and
lb* au of Iho Wiirtemberg furtreu of Hohentwiel.

Arm and Peculation. -The area of Baden has been
varmitly estimated ; for there ia scarcely a state in Germany
of which we poarion fewer statistical details of an official

character. Deroian Mates it to be between 6048 and 6069

square mile* ; Hsssd and Schnabel net it down at 58J9

;

and the compilers of the Topographical Military Attat, at

*75'J ; but we prefer, in common with Eggler, a.id particu-

larly Ditlenberger. who waa secretary of the Baden mi-

murv. to adopt Tulla's Rented Ettimait of the Board of
EnfinetTt, whKh does not make this area beyond 5712
square miles. Its political distribution, as re-constituted in

the tear 1 832. is the following : I . The Circle of the • Lake,'

I0.'9; of the 'Upper Rhine,' 1659; of the ' Central

Rhine,' 1660; and of the ' Lower Rhine,' 1344. According

to the enumeration made in 1832, the population of the

several circles appears to have been as follows:— Circle of

of the Neckar throw* oat its arms into the neighbouring
districts, where its wild and wooded heights subside into
slopes covered with vineyards and orchards, thickening in

proportion as they approach the Rhine. Its heart is primi-
tive granite and gneiss, with porphyry on iu sides, and
sandstone at its base and along its most elevated ridges.

The principal chain contains silver, copper, lead, and co-

balt : it abounds in pines and fir*, oaks and beeches, and
occupies 800,000 morgena, or about 1290 square miles,
of which upwards of one-half belongs to Baden. The
highest summits, the Feldberg, between Todtnso and
Obergarten. the Belchen, at the extremity of the vale of
Munster, and the Candel near Wsldkiich.do not ri*e higher
than 4386, 4356, and 3906 feet respectively. Its greatest
length is estimated at 83 English miles, and iu greatest

breadth in the south at 37, and in the north at 18 miles.

It is inhabited by about 300,000 individuals, who maintain
themselves by rearing cattle and by mechanical occupations.

the Lake. 168,111; of the Upper Rhine, 3)5,523; the
I
The rivers which rise within it are the Danube, Neckar,

Central Rhine. 393,237; and the Lower Rhine. 298.438

;

total. 1,1 75.309, distributed among 227.815 families, so that

the average number of individuals to each family waa about 5.

The males amounted to 573.508, and the females to 60 1 ,801

,

which shows an excess of 28,293 in favour of the latter.

As Wort states the increase between the years 1819 and
is JO to have been 166,805, and as no check upon a con-

tinued increase baa since occurred, we feel justified in as-

suming that proportion of increase to have marked the

years 1633 and 1834. and therefore, in estimating the pre-

sent population of Baden at 1,206,000 souls.

Chararter of the Sod.—The larger part of this state is of

a mountainous or hilly character ; it is interspersed with

fertile and pleasant valleys, but contains no considerable

tlain. except the almost uninterrupted rich and beautiful

vel. which, lying on the right bank of the Rhine, and
in its sweep northward, between that river and the Black

Forest, baa the Boden-See for its southern and the Main
for its northern extremities. The general face of the coun-

try has a uniform descent from east to west towards the

Rhine, into which there ia scarcely a river in the Baden
territory which does not discharge its waters. The soil is

generally productive ; but more particularly in the ' Valley

of the Rhine,' and the land adjacent to the Neckar; even

the sandy region about the capital (Carlsruhe) has been

worked into fertility by persevering cultivation ; and there

are few tracts, in the more elevated districts, where the

luxuriant growth of timber is impeded by climate or positive

barrenness. The following return of the extent of land

which has been brought under cultivation, or rendered

otherwise productive, will place the preceding remarks in

a vet more striking point of view. It is derived from Hor-
arbeimann's edition of Stein's Manual, which assigns the

date of the 29th of February, 1832, to it.

Arable land
Woods and forest*

Meadow land
Pasture*
Occasionally cultivated

Vineyards
Gardens .

Chestnut plantation*

Quarries and chalk-pits

Wasteland

MoTfrna.

1,363.167

1,296,071

406.613
225.759
113.459

68.064

37.507

790
103

3.511.532

21.214

or

or

Act**.

1.409.514

1,340.137

420,437
233.435
117416
70.378

38,782
818
105

3,630.922

21,935

3.532.746 or 3,652.857

Jfosaistsi and JhretU.—Of this surface, a* we have
|

airradi remarked, the larger portion is of a mountainous
ar bully character, which is mainly owing to the elevated

rmmxw at the Sehwarxwald Black Forest, which derive* its

r from the dark tint of its foliage. The high lands

which compose it spread over the southern districts of
Baalen. almost to the hanks of the Rhine, and rising

owarty opposite to the northern declivities of the Jura,

Isavw been considered by many a* a prolongation of the

J are, range. The Black Forest, which forms a small

mart of the Hereynian Forest of the Romans, runs parallel

to lae Rhine from 8.8.W. to N.N.K. ; it form* a connected

sham rather than a series of isolated group*, and in it*mm from the vale of the Wutach toward* the left bank

Wutacb, Schwariach, Conder, Treisam, Kinxig. Murg,
Em, Nagold, Alb, etc. Most of them flow westward
through picturesque valleys, and discharge their waters into

the Rhine. In one of these valleys are situated the cele-

brated baths of Baden-Baden. Its most northerly continua-
tion spread* out into a spacious plateau, from 13 to 18 miles
in width, which is occasionally diversified by eminences of
some altitude, such as the Ksiserstuhl near Heidelberg,
which rises to a height of 1 752 feet.

Immediately opposite to the Black Forest, but on the
northern or right bank of the Neckar, rises the Odenwald.
a range of inferior elevation, which is sometimes considered
a* a prolongation of the Black Forest. It spreads through
that portion of Bsden which lie* north of the Neckar. and
takes a north-easterly bend towards the Tauber and Main

;

in the west it has an abrupt descent to the valley of the
Rhine. In the latter direction it is composed of granite

and gneiss, overlaid with sandstone, but its eastern masses
are wholly of sandstone-formation and of much gentler

declivity. It is not nearly so wild and inhospitable a* the
Black Forest ; it is densely covered with oaks, beeches, and
pines, and intersected with small valleys watered by incon-

siderable streams ; and its sides and base, as well as these
valleys, are in general highly cultivated and thickly peopled.

The most elevated points in the Odenwald are the Katzen-
buckel, near Eberbach, and the Walxknopf. north of

Weinheim f the first is 1878 and the latter 1752 feet above

the level of the sea. The south-westernmost point of this

range is the Heiligenberg, in the vicinity of Heidelberg,

which is 1 148 feet in height.

The Ksiserstuhl. or Emperor's Seat, a volcanic mass,
nearly ten miles in length and five miles in breadth, aim h
lies between the Rhine and Treisam, and is wholly isolated

from the Black Forest, may be looked upon as an independent
group; its highest summit is the Todtcnkopf, or Desd-
Head, at an elevation of 1760 feet : the finest vineyard* to

the grand-duchy lie around it.

River* and Laket.—Baden contains three springs, which
are the source of the second in rank of European risers.

The most considerable of these springs are the Brig or
Brigach, which flows from Mount Kesselberg in the
SchwariwaM, near St. Oeorgen, in the south-eastern part

of the grand-duchy, and passes through Billtngen ; and the

Brege. which rises at the foot of Mount R>n>»ack. above

Furtwangen, and flows nearly in a parallel line until it

meets the former, and immediately afterwards unites with
the third and smallest stream, in the court-yard of Prince
Funtenberg's residence at Donaueachingcn. from wlm-h
spot the united waters assume the nsroe of the Danube.
Hence it takes a north-easterly direction, quits the Baden
territory soon after to the we»t of Miihnngen, wh.-iue it

flows through the south extremity of the west of Wurtcm-
berg, and once more entering Baden beyond Frielingtn,

passes into Hobeniollom to the west of Sigroaringcn. The
most important stream in the grand duchy is the Rhine,

which enter* it west of Stein, in the canton of Srhaff-

bausen. forms its southern boundary, excepting where

that boundary ia twice, though but for a short distance,

broken by the intervention of that canton; and after it baa

quitted the territory of Basle, where it turns to the north, it

skirts the western district* ofBaden until it enter* the grand-

duchy of Hesse immediately north of Mannheim. It* fall,

between that town and the point where it issues from the

Boden-See, is 916 feat; between Schaffbausen and Basle

Vol. nx—« L
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'
r~— .boot *4» to fiO feat, and » I «lu*e wo"'"* thc «r«n«tinn from th* winter to th# opr*

SatSS? .rt^JT Tbe „x flying bndge, *c»on_i. ^
, , . , _ , to jtox„ . ^ruu 01 communir..— fro»« »•«• •n0'» •* •**• inU> lbe rieat of *umm*r. ami »i. -
»*hF™ sLfS-MUrrland. namely, in the west, at K.hl thia into the depth of winter. The expowd parts «f if..

MJISiaTaad in the wuth, at Kaiaeralubl. Laulen- I Blark Forest can acareelv be brought to produce o.t. .»

bcr*. S*r*in«r». and Rheinfeldeii. Iu winding court is ' potato**, nor does the cherry nrjen before th. nvmih ot

intersected by tuntcraui islands, abounding in wood and

*»ro# ; iu waters are rich in tab, and lU bed affords gold-

do*! and crystal, in amall quantittea. it ia true, but the

search after the gold empW)> a considerable number of

Mv^>)«, » prosecuted at thirty different spate, and produce*

from a thousand to fifteen hundred pound* aterling a year.

In former time, the coin which waa atruck from it bore for

Us motto * Su- fulgent htora Rbeni.
-

The principal tribu-

tary* of the Rhine on the Badeu aid* are the Neckar.

winch t* naiigahle before it reaches lleinabeim, where it

enter* the grand-duchy from Wtirtemberg ; it then wind*

first to the north and then to the aouth aa far aa Neckar

-

(.•cmiind; and thence flow*, north-westward*, through the

narrow lowland between the Blark Foreat and Odenwald

September. Yet the atmosphere of Badm u cv»r\ « t*-t„

charactenxed by salubrity, a fart which u proved ht tic

vigour of -frame and longevity to which ita inhabitant*

attain.

Natural Produrtirnu.—It is no exaggeration to say . a* J

haa been observed of Baden by one who wa* not a nat.ve.

that it i* pre-eminently the 'Eden of Germans.' Ti> -i".

•one third of it* turfae* i* covered by the Blark Forest. »• 1

no inconsiderable extent by the Odenwald. it possesses * * :

favourable to the growth of grain, wine, and fruit. and is t._ .

of noble forest* and navigable streams. The major (
it belong* to the valley of the Rhine. At one extrrm ;> : —

%

the majestic expanse of the lake of Constant, and at i •«•

other the rich lowland* of the Neckar : here the gmiU- r • * •

and passing Heidelberg, fall* into the Rhine at Mann- i of the Kiniig and Kit, there the let* frequentM --ss

heim. The Main, another navigable stream, form* the par-
|
known vale* of the Murtarh and Alps, and bctoiid a.. o»«-

tial boundary of tn« northern district* of Baden, and before
j
tht picturesque valley of the Murg. the Arra.lia nt rU.-- -.

quitting its territory receives the Tauber above Wertheim.
(
Agnrullure I* the chief occupation of its inhabitant*. »- s

after the latter has traversed the north-eattern part of the ! yield* a surplus of produce for which SaitterUnd and r'nr*~*

circle of the Upper Rhine. The Kiniig rise* on the Wur- afford a ready market. Even in 1*09. since «hrh tit.»e t «•

temberg side of the Black Forest, run* from south-east to ! grand -duchy has obuined an accession of K.o.iio vm,
north-west through Ilansach, Gongenbaeh, and Oflenburg, the surface under the plough amounted to I. li '• uuo s-r«-«.

! or thirteen thirty-fifth parts of its whole extent ; sM .:

i ha* inrrer«eil in the present day to upward* of l.tt .
•-.

|
It would be difficult, indeed, to instance any other n»,r ~v

j

where the watte land* constitute to small a port! n <A • »

i whole toil a* less than six acres in everv thousand 1 : •

in the circle of the Middle Rhine, and discharge* itself into

the Rhine at svehl. The Murg, a smaller nver, though
not of inferior utility for the transport of timlier, enters from

Wtirtemberg at Forbach. run* northwanla and then north-

westward*, through the delightful vale which bears it»

name, to Rastadt, near which town it leceive* the Uos, and
fall* into the Rhine at Steinmaucrn north of Rastadt. The
Wutach rushes south eastward* through the wild regions

of the Black Foreat. joina the Scblurht below Thirngen.
and enters tho Rhine aouth of that town. The EU rises

in the higher region* of the Black Forest, at no great dis-
|

is estimated at I6.»4*,7.iu florin*, the value of tl* «•

tanco from Schouach, in the northern part of the circle of
,

property liable to land-tax represent* a capital < f 4hi •

»

the Lower Rhine, runs in a winding and rapid course past florins, or abiut 44,8 1 0.noo/ sterling; indcpcndet "iv u4 u
Waldkirch, Emmcndingen, and Renxingen, is joined by
the Dreisam (or Treisam) at Riegel, and flow* into die

Rhine through several arms in the neighbourhood of Nieder-
hausrn and Kuppel.
The largest lake within the grand-duchy is composed of

that portion of the Lake of Constant which is the entire

property of Baden, consisting of tbe Zellrr. or L'ntcr See,
aUiut nine miles long and four and a half broad, in which
the picturesque island of Reirhcnau is situated; and the

Ueberliiigcr See, an arm of the Lake of Constant, which
stretches into the south-eastern part of the circle of the lake,

and i* enlivened by the beautiful islet of Mainau. These
Waters are full of fish, but of no great importance in a com-
mercial point of view, though they facilitate tbe intercourse
between the districts around them. Tbe principal tntlhc

on the Baden side is carried on by tbe ports of Constant.
Sertiatingrn, LVbertmgen, and Mecrsburg. Among tbe
other lakes in tho grand-duchy are the Mockinger See.

near lake Constant, a small but deep sheet of water, in

wliu-h ttnrgeont (here called • weller ) of one hundred poundt
weiirht are caught; the Iilmen Sec. south of I'follciulorf.

noted for the ahuiidanee of its fish ; and within the regent
of Uie Black Forest, the Schlurht See, near tlie spot ot that
name; the Keld See. Tli7 feet aho»o tho sea, which u
llllito.1 by the CuUih with the Titti See ; tbe Kichner See. 1 hanks of the Mam.
iu the iirighbourhisd of Sclmpf heim. at an delation of I Ttiuher aUiin.l*. but more |»rtK-ul«rU in t

1* II s
)4fi7 feel, whose waters suddenly disappear and as tud- , Firrsl and the central and upper psrts ,<t Bs wn I ,
deiih return, forming at one time a lake, and at others being i isneties consist nrn» ipalh of the fir. pine. mt. b»»-> - * -

.

c inerte.1 into arable or grating land ; mid the Nonnin.lt. ! *l.|er, a*p. n. and ash rsrUlvvr estimate thr.r annas, r

weiher. or Noiiiiinatler, See, at an elevation of lin n f,ct. Mu. e at l,i;i..'»<. Bvlen c>rda. Al» ut one-baif s* i««
enrin le.1 by a rocky, w (»»l crowned sraptiith, atrv. which I I. no. <.<>.• acres of stood, and fors«u are enrmubs) m »»--
risr-s VI 0 feet aUne It. ami cel. hrstecl. not as the credulous I < l..j| pM|» rH, sl^ ut J7i,('U0 belong to the state, . -.- is
tx-ople of those parts wuuhl have the Murauiel See, or lacut pniste individuals, l»*.4i« to p*uy pnncaa aasa aaasst*
Miral'ili*. to be, aa tbe resilience of roerma-'v but for it* tcitrn.inal pruvriehars, and 3l.»»o to tbe rhurrsv

|

meadow lands and pastures form more than a wvh r*-i

of the area of the Baden dominion*. The capital. t»-—•
-

sentcd by th* property liable to land lax and ottver f
I dues, ia valued at 448.iV0.*l J florin*, and adding t- '- •

' the lands belonging to the clergy and local seb->-|,, wt •

lauds which are exempt from the patment of the L>

tax. but of whtrb the value is unrertjin. It apprwr* t- ,

:

Bailen annually raises about MiH. out) quarters ot s'l *•«•-

srriptions of grain, and exports between 74.POO arni « i .

.

it yields, also, hay and other fodder for bor-<s and csi ,» ,r

superabundance. Tbe upper and lower districts r-c

rapeseed, hemp, of which Thcningen is rrpoted to jr * •• t

finest in Germany, flax, and opium ; and tbe loser .. *
trieta in particular, which include the foresee Ha.*: -»•»

of tbo Rhine, where tbe best husbandry obtainv ««-
ahic quantiticaof tobacco and bops. Potatoes are a t»»o - •«

article of cultivation in the mountain-districts, tb ••»»

wise raised in even quarter : and besides the oilunn s •

of fruits, which are extensively raise), and of sll var .«,

filberts and chestnuts are m<svt ahtunlaut. 1 uler ar.-i r»~-
nre made in ni'>*t prmineea; and the average pr>»(

vine, which is rhiellv cultivated on the b.gh Is.. Is »» - ;

the vallevs of the Rhine ami Main and I-ss. t n»t«rj * ,

licen estiuiati'd. from the returns c4* tbe tears |».s

and I82». at 2."»,4IS aulrot, or alanit 4 uri.i-vO ra . r. • •

annum. Tlie fsvourtle qualities of the Hail, n aires s^ »

Durliarhcr and others, which are grown in tbe d ••• "
Ortenau. the MargraM.ites ( Ma: kgrafferl. from ll«- >

of Mohlheim and Lorrai h, and the YYrrtbriUK-r, lr »

floating island of turl. from six to twelve feet in th« kness,
which rise* and falls with every nse aud fa'd of its surface.

Climutf The climate throughout the level* and v all,- vs.
wh*b are boon.U-d b) the Rhine, and lie deep emUstotncd
by the roounuins, is tin Id and conducive In health but
in the ele^a,,,, , r^,% „f ,(,„ I,;,, k t,„

r ,.% , lMrIlW .M
tt is etrawlinglt „„| „„),.„„„,. J| cr. lna«,l, ,u„

AmimaJt.— Ilorned cattle are bsed rhiellv ia tbe Brr-srwa.
the Baar (alxul UoDSUeachingen. Kurstentsreg. Btsswtirs-

k.c I. and tii* parts adjacent to Lake I .saaaana 1 —
iii,iiil»-rs sis roiitpuled at betseen 4.'<>>0e anal *v» ass*

I I.e hireling ul shr*p has inuch mrreasssi at 1st* v.a-s
the tl,» st have hrsn greatlt mifiwied t.» irw gvwjstl —
e.ul.l sliiiieul, which lias mtr.sjoced th* rnwis} •/ I

*P,ut- »umm,,< •smI atituutu era ciowdoj mW the ipate of , uaitivw w.tU the Metus* Urea , aoa la* sasvas aasca mm*
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Bow be estimated at ISO,MO head*. The) race of bone* U
eaal lo be deficient both in quality and quantity, but paina

arr taking to improve the braed ; their number doe* not

cirewl 76.000. Goata are reared in every part, to the

number of about 23,000, and the ewine amount to 310,000

or .120.OU0. In several quarter* honey and wax are obtained

;

and in all. poultry and domestic animal* are found in abun-

dance The wild boar, stag, roe, fallow-deer, fox, badger,

marten, otter, and wolf (the Tatter being *een occasionally in

the i>lan<i* of the Rhine), the vulture, eagle, falcon, hawk,

kilo, and owL are tbe principal wild animal*. Moat of

the lake* and river*, tbe Neckar being a peculiar excep-

tion, are neb in fish; trout, aometimet fifty pound* weight,

are caught in Lake Constant ; and carp, weighing at time*

forty pound*, in tbe Rhine. Lake Constant, a* well aa

Lake Mnckinger. and the Danube, produce the sturgeon.

Mrteds and Mtnerali.—Among the mineral productions

we roiy enumerate tbe garnet, crystal, jasper, chalcedony,

and on; x ; marble, alabaster, gypsum, chalk, porcelain-earth,

and puller's clay. Silver, copper, and lead are found along

the valley of the Kinsig and Miinster. and in the neigh-

bourhood of Kork and Pforiheim: silver to the amount
ol aUml »J00 ounces annually ; copper to about 900 cut

;

ami lead of fine quality, between 60 and 100 tons in

some years, and in others not more than 40. From
Si'uo to 2i00 ton* of iron are annually obtained from tbe

mines at Stockach. Kandern, the Black Forest, Hauen-
stein. ice. Inconsiderable quantities of cobalt, manganese,
(inc. sulphur, coal*, alum, vitriol, and bismuth, are likewise

ratted. Salt, until of late years, was not a native product;

but it is now obtained in such abundant quantities from tbe

government saltworks at Durrheim in the higher region* of

the Black Forest, and at Rappenau, near Mosbach, as to

admit of the exportation of 60,000 out of 370.500 cwL
annually produced.

Tbe grand-duchy is rich in mineral waters ; the warm
pnnr* at Baden-Baden at the north-western foot of the

Blark Forest, impregnated with sulphur, salt, and alum,
have acquired great celebrity ; a spring of nearly the
same quality exata in Badenweiler; acidulous waters are

found at Gnesbach, Antogast, Peterslhal, and Rippokstau

;

and sulphur springs and bath* at SaUbnch, Langeubrucken,
and other places.

TrrnlonaJ Smbdivirion, 4V.—We have assigned our

reasons. 10 a former page, for estimating the actual number
of inhabitants at 1,206,000; the proportion of males to

female* being as 100 to 104«V But this proportion varies,

according to Malchua, in the several circles; for in the

circle of tbe Lake the excess of females is 6 1 per cent., and
in that of the Lower Rhine it is 6|. whilst in tbe circles of

tbe Central and Upper Rhine it declines to 4| and 3| per

cent- respectively. Professor Rau baa also stated, that, on
an average of nine year*, there is one marriage annually in

every 146 souls; one death in every 39 (which diminished

to one in every 41 i in 1827; and that in this year tbe

proportion of births to deaths was as 3 to 2). The inha-

bitants, according to Von Biichler and Demian, are thus
torsted. VlX.

—

«-..-. U Karbl Vlll««,
M — t»-... ru«.

Oa IMS. talk* 'CM««rta* L*W mnariatac Cob.
•<•«» iW thwt wi. 6600 inhaWunU, asd l»
l>..t wn% , \rmlrfi M 3 3?9

1SW. !»!•.»• I'irrW <rf ih> t'pprr Rhine ;' chWf town
VrnSmrt. I1_«0. »>th in Ih-uku . t> 7 »50

lSV*. !o lb* * Cirri* oftbr OniraJ RMn* ;' chlr flown,

«s>l iS* <-.plt ,1 of ih» Granil tlnehy. CarUruh*.
SO. c« inh .MUnfck Mb »l Ih.tilrU . ft 17 Mi

UU. la i*« • IVtWuMh. LowrrKhiw;' ehMlma.
vj.nnbruu, »JW Inlubitaau, «>lh 90 Dii-

» 10 844

ToUl no 3* 1068

To these details it may be added, that tbe whole number
•f bouse* in the grand-duchy amounted, in tbe year 1»23,

to 114.710; and their value, with offices and other appur-

tenances, as estimated by the National Insurance Company,
in 1*3 i. when tbe number had increased to about 176,000,

or. as Von Berttett, the Baden minister, stated in the legis-

lature, between 170.000 and 180,000, wa* 172,623,950

toons: about 18.623,000/. sterling.

Kftifim.—Tbe inhabitants, with the exception ot several

fcmihev descendants of French Huguenots, and about
1 1.04)0 Jews, are of pure German extraction. They consisted

in 1*31 of 792.723 Roman Catholics, 362,461 Protestants

efthe Lutheran and Reformed-Lutheran persuasions, 1422

Matwoniie* and Herrohulhers, and 18,703 Jews, For the

purposes of ecclesiastical government, the country is divided
into sixty-four Catholic and thirty Protectant deaneries.
The head of the Catholic church of Baden is the archbishop
of Freiburg, whose jurisdiction also extends oxer the prin-
cipalities of Hobenzollern, and within whose metropolitan
diocese, according to the settlement made in 18:10. are in-
cluded the bishoprics of Freiburg, Mains (Hew Darm-
stadt), Fulda (Hense-Casset), Rottenburg (Wtirtctnherg),
and Litnburg, which constitute the ecclesiastical provmre of

tbe Upper Rhine. No church affair* can be referred to

uny foreign tribunal for adjudication ; none but individuals

of German birth can be admitted into the hierarchy, nor
can any rate or due be exacted by a foreign authority. The
diocese of Freiburg comprehends the « hole grand-durhv

:

the diocesan's income is estimsted at 14,720 ttorimt. about
1420/., and the number of Catholic cure* of souk in Baden
amounts to 736. The few nunneries which are allowed to

exist are subject to rigid regulation, and their attention it

principally directed to female education. Tbe Protestant
cures of souls are 392. Every individual, whatever hi* creed
may be, possesses equal civil righta, provided hit principles

and conduct be not inimical to the allegiance which be owes
to the sovereign, and the peace and well-being of the com-
munity at large: but the edict of the 1 4th of May. 1807,
which established this liberal policy, excludes "all but
Catholics and Protestants who are Trinitarians from being
employed in the public service. Rau state* the increase of
the three leading communities, between 1619 and 1827, to

have been in the following proportions: Jews, I3| per
cent; Roman Catholics, 1 2$ ; and Protestants, 12,

V

Education.—The diffusion of sound instruction has long
been an object of concern with tho Baden government.
With this view a seminary for the formation ol Catholic

teachers is established at Rastadt, and another for Pro-
testant teachers at Carlsruhe. Besides national or ele-

mentary schools, as well as Sunday schools and schools of
industry for the lower classes in most towns and villages,

where upwards of 2500 teachers are emploved, and twenty

-

eight well-conducted elementary schools torHebrew children,

there are numerous institutions of a superior class. Such
are tbe twelve Latin schools; the three Catholic establish-

ments for educating masters at Tauberbiscbofsheim, Er-
lingen, and Baden ; and the four Protestant academies of
the same description at Pforxhcim, Durlacb, Lahr. and 1-or-

rach: the four Catholic gymnasia at Bruchsal, Offenburg,
Freiburg, nnd Donauesclnngen ; the Protestant gymnasium
at Wertheim, and that for youth of either persuasion at

Heidelberg; the four Lycea, namely, for Catholics at

Rastadt and Constant, for Protestants at Carlsruhe, and
for both communions at Mannheim ; and the two univer-

sities, of which that of Heidelberg, founded in 1 3S«, is more
particularly designed for Protestants, and that of Freiburg,

founded in 1460, for Catholics. There are polytechnic

schools at Carlsruhe and Freiburg, and establishments for

the acquisition of mechanical science (or gewcrbn-srbu-

len) in aeveral towna; a commercial academy at Mann-
heim ; a theological seminary for Catholics at Freiburg,

and another for Protestants at Carlsruhe; deaf and dumb
institutions at Carlsruhe and Pforxheim ; and an asylum for

the blind at Bruchsal.

Tbe chief establishments for the superior education of

females are those in tbe convents at Baden. Freiburg,

Ottersweyer, and Rastadt, under tbe special superintendence

of the public authorities ; there are others at Mannheim,
Carlsruhe, and Heidelberg. All affairs connected with

national education, with the exception of such as relate to

the two universities, fall under the cognisance of the Beard
of General Studies. The principal libraries are those of

Freiburg (above 100.000 volumes), Heidelberg (70,«0o),

Carlsruhe (75,000), Mannheim (70,000). and Donauescbin-

gen (30,000). Among the numerous institution* for the

advancement of the arte and sciences are tbe excellent

Botanic Garden, the Museum of Antiquities, Paintings,

Coins, &c_ tbe Society of Arts and Industry, and the

Hebrew Society for the encouragement of Agriculture

among the Jews, at Carlsruhe ; the Galleries of Painting*,

Natural History, Antiquities. &c. at Mannheim ; the grand-

ducal Society of Natural History and Physics, and tbe

Hospital at Heidelberg; and the societies for promoting

tbe natural sciences, and for encouraging tbe study of

history, statistics, and antiquities, at Freiburg.

Manu/aeturet.—Tbe manufacturing industry ofthe grand-

duchy does not rank high •Uhex for its extant, or for the

UL2
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variety or superiority of .to |>rodnct»ot>* Von Beratett.

ten years ago? d'd not •»«»•«• »•>• number of esta-

blishments, in which manufecteree were earned « upon
' a larger or .mailer icale. »* moro 160 altogether; and

no essential addition baa, we believe, aince been made to

them. Prorxbeim. Carlsruhe, and Mannheim are the chief

place*. The government possess eight iron-work* : the

most extensive u at Albbrugg, whence about 1000 ton* are

annually obtained ; but the whole produce does not exceed
5«,oiiO/. per annum. There are private establishments,

likewise, such as those at Bachzimmern and Falkeasteig,

in the principality of Furstenberg ; but the quantity which
they bring to market is small. There is a manufactory

of arms at St Blasien, and others, as well of arms as

of iron wire and utensils, copper ware, nails, &c at

Albbruejf. Scbopfheim. Scbonau near Heidelberg, Pfora-

heira, Freiburg. Mannheim, Carlsrube, and in various other

parts. Alum and vitriol are manufactured at Scbriesheim,
Gerspach, and Au ; saltpetre at Schwarzwalda, and gun-
powder at Pforzheim. Ettlingen, &c. The moat extensive
branch of the Baden manufactures is perhaps that of the
middling and coarser descriptions of linen, which are car-

ried on in the circles of Lahr, Endlingen, the Odenwald, Sec.

and in which about 10,000 hand* are engaged. Next in

importance are the woollen manufactories, established at

1-ahr, I'lorcheira (where the finest descriptions are woven).
Michelfeld, and Sinsbeim near Heidelberg, which, with
some minor ones, employ about 1200 hands. Cotton manu-
factures exist in moat quarters, particularly at Gehrwihl.
Nusswihl, Unteralpfcn, St. Blasien. Pfortbeim, Mannheim,
and the parts adjacent to the Black Forest. Silks are

made at Lahr, Kandern. Schwaxbach, &c There are

twenty manufactories of clocks, watches, and jewellery at

Pforzheim, the yearly returns of which average 60,000/. or

70,000/.. beside* those at Carlsrube and in other places

;

and the region of the Black Forest has been long cele-

brated, not only for the production of wooden ware, but of
wooden and brass clocks, from which above 700 master-
mechanics derive a livelihood. The paper-mills are thirty

in number, the most extensive being those near Eulingern
and Niefern, where machinery is skilfully applied. Tobacco,

potashes, whitelead. smalts, glass, and earthenware farm
leading item* in the enumeration of the products of Baden
industry. Ship-building is likewise carried on to some
extent at Neckargemiind and Neuenheim, in the neigh-

bourhood of Heidelberg

The regulations adopted by the legislator* in July, 1822.

have imposed very severe restrictions on the exercise of

mechanical skill ; every branch is placed under the super-

vision of Councillors of Industry (gewerb-riithen). who are

themselves subject to the control of the executive. The
whole operative community is classified into apprentices,

assistants, and masters, and no one is allowed to enter the

last class except he is of age, and can produce proof of bis

skill.

Trade.—The position of the country on toe Rhine,
Msin. Neckar, and other streams, and the access which
they give it to Switzerland, France, and Germany, have
rendered Baden a country of extensive transit, and secured

to it outlets for its own productions. The institution of

free ports at Mannheim, Schriick on the Rhine above

lerlahrube. Oltenheim and Freistett on the same river,

LudwiKshafan and Constanz on the lake of Constant, and
Hci.lrlL»rg on the Neckar, has been dictated by sound
policy. The imports or Baden, which, as well as its ex-
ports, exceed one million sterling each per annum, consist
of bVeiicb and other wines, colonial produce, drugs and
dyes, iron, steel, cottons, silks, fine woollens, horse*, cattle,

kf.. and its exports of timber, grain, meal. oil. akin* and
hi' lev wine, hemp, hoen. tobacco, iron wans, jewellery,
fish. &c.
Coremment —The executive and judicial powers in

Badra are vested in the grand duke, and the legislative

shared by him with an upper and a lower chamber of re-

presentatives. The ducal prerogative is defined by certain

enactments contained in the ' Constitutional Record,' or
charier, of the 22nd August. I BIS. which fixes toe ngbt of
succession in the heir* male of the reigning family who
are of the Protestant faith, and. in default of them, transfers
it to the mils descendants of the female line : the charter
also establish** equality of civil rights, renders every public
serv ,nt responsible far the doe oheanrsrice of Ma enactment*,
ahutiahoe ail exemptions from taxation, declare*

liable to the military conscription, end places the Jedicts!

tribunals on an independent tooting ; * secures full liberty

of conscience and private worship, and a coosinanity of poli-

tical rights to the professors of the Roman Catbnir,
Lutheran, and Reformed faiths. The legislature contests

of an Upper Chamber, the members ( statutes -bcrrni of

which are, the princes of grand-ducal blood, m. the two
Margraves of Baden, the six heads of the setgnonal families,

vie., the princes of Furstenberg. 8alm-Kranibeim. Vtrmn-
stein-Werthcim, Letningen-Neudonsu, and Leuungen- Bit-

liKheim, whose possessions lie either wholly or m part

within the borders of the grand-duchy ; the Catbolsr eten-

bishop of Freiburg ; a prelate of the Protestant church : six-

teen representatives of the domainisl nobility, provided ihe-v

have an unincumbered estate of the value of .10.000/. it lie
leaat ; one representative for each of the two Universities, iid
certain members chosen by the grand duke, without retard
to birth or rank, but not exceeding eight. The Upper
House, therefore, at its full complement, is composed as?

thirty-six members. The Lower House consists at aixry -

four representatives of district* and towns, chosen for eurbt
years, and elected by all male individuals without distinc-

tion, who are not representatives, or represented in th*>

Upper House, who nave attained their twenty-fifth senr.

are settled in some electoral district, or fill a public oaVt.
One-fourth of the members of the Lower House at rent eesl
every second year, and the whole of them must be either
of the Roman Catholic Lutheran, or Reformed persuaassa.

Both houses join in the election of a permanent man

mittee, which is composed of the president of the U pye
House, three members of the Upper, and aix of th*>

Lower House. The right of proposing laws belong* ex-
clusively to the grand duke. No tax can be levied en ay-

out consent of the legislature, and the supplies are voted
for two years consecutively. In case of a collision between

I

the two bouses, tbey form themselves into • single bods.

!
and the question is decided by the majority of vote*. There
are five ministries.— namely, for foreign affairs and (be
grand-ducal house, and for justice, borne affairs, finance,

!

and war : the holders of these appointments, in conjunct***
with the grand duke or premier minister as pcwJeot, lb*

I commander-in-chief, and the hood of the staff, form what as

i
called ' the ministry of state.' Every circle has its own
provincial government, and the circles themselves are sub-
divided into superior districts, land districts, or distracts

(obcr-aemter, land aemter, or aemter), each bating its Iml
functionaries, to whom are referred all affair* copneeted
with the regular administration of justice, police, It*. Ta*>

tribunal of first instance is the Hof-genrbt or AaV Coun-
cil, of which there is one in each circle, and appea ls from at

go before the superior Aulic Council, which sits st Mann-
heim, and is the highest tribunal in the country.

Military Force*.—The grand-duchy of Baden is sear of
the thirty-eight state* which compose the German C<«ifede-

ration ; it holds the seventh rank in the list of confederates,

standing between Wurteraberg and Electoral Hesse, and at

entitled to an entire vote in the minor diet, and lo three

votes in the major. The contingent which Baden it bna.s4

lo furnish for the army of the Confederation, and wreck
forms the second division of the eighth corns, constats ef

7751 infantry, 1429 caialry. 720 arullerv. ana low pioneers
.

amounting altogether to 10.000 men. But the abate as

tary force, under tlie existing scale, would be cutapnaeO ef

8i8« infsnlry ;—namely. 1 battalion of grenade*- IrV-

guardt 8s 2 strong; 4 regiments of infantry of 1711 eavh.

mall 68J2 ; and I battalion of light infantry of HJ Bare-

The estairy is composed of 3 regiments of dragnets i • X*

each) mustering 1884 men; the artillery, of a tngaaVef
(70; and a corpa of pioneers 22* strong; in all. !!.•»*.

On its present reduced footing, however, the etVsal i

state Its composition lo be 3603 infantry. It>5« caialrv. i

481 artillerymen and pioneer* ; amounting altogettsts* a*

JI47 men, with 1 1 9* bene*.
>W*jce—The budget laid be(or* the letpsletere as* the

past year (1833) stale* the gross receipts far the tear

1831-tto hate amounted to I9.9I3.97 1 guldens, or at
1.011.800/. and the expenditure ** have
1 0.424, 1 JO gold., or about 1,014,040/. It also

the former for 1832-3, at lo.->»7.7»8 guld.
I.etl.HOV, and the latter (or (be saaae tear at Is.rVI te*
guhL. or about 1.00 1.440/. ; braving a surplus for the tea
years of iii.'iti guld- or about »7.40W. spalirsblt as tbe

redemption of the debt. Ttu* item m ladeptsxkeu ef last
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aswaawi wi tbe accumulating fund (betriebs-fbnd). Distri-

buted among a population of 1 ,135,000 touU.it would benee
•swear that, at tbe present moment, the average amount
of revenue derived from each individual ia 1 7*. iid. per
Wd. With reaped to the public debt, we And it offl-

aallv stated U amount to 26407,834 guM., or about
3.43H.615/.. which sum. by making allowance for the active

capital ef the sinking fund, may be reduced to a net amount
of 1J.943XI gukt, or about 3.210.640*. A portion of the
royalties,—namely, the produce of the salt-works, which
averaged 930.733 gold., or about 88320/, for the years

1 831 and 1 843. ia assigned for the gradual extinction of the
debt, which u is redeeming at the rate of four per cent, per
anaum. independently of any other appropriations in aid of

it. Toe financial resource* of Baden are of three descrip-

tion* ; direct, from a national impost of about 6tL on every
lot. «T property assessed ; indirect, from excite duties, cus-

toms, highway rates, && ; and variable, from the produce
of grand -ducal revenues, such as those derived from the

salt works, post-office, &c.
The bouse of Baden ia one of the oldest families in

Germany, and. according to its own showing, trace* its

decent from the antient Dukes of Alemannia, who
flourished in the seventh and eighth centuries. Their
great ancestor wa* undoubtedly Bertbold, Count of Breis-
gau. a sovereign prince of the eleventh century, who built

the castle of Zahringen, whence his posterity derive the
name of Zihringers ; this prince was the first duke in

Swabia, and Hermann II., his grandson, waa the first who
assumed the title of Margrave of Baden. Their descend-
ants gradually acquired considerable possessions in Swabia,
S«ux*rUnd, and Burgundy, but they were from time to
time much reduced by partitions smong collateral branches,
until Basest, the second son of Christopher II., became
founder of the line of Baden-Durlach in 1527, which
acquired considerable celebrity from George Frederick,
his sen. The line of Baden-Baden becoming extinct in

U7I, their scattered dominions, which lay between the
Swiss frontier, the Rhine, and the Neckar, were united
under one bead, though even so late as the year 1801
tney did not occupy a larger area than 1617 square
miles, or contain more than 310,000 inhabitants. By the
tresty of Luneville, Baden acquired an accession of 1260
square miles of territory, and 246,000 inhabitants ; and a
further and much more considerable accession under the
trraty of Pressburg in 1806. Two years before this treaty,

Charles Frederick, in whose person the two houses were
united in 1771, exchanged the rank of margrave for that of
an elector of the empire, in which character he forwarded
Napoleon '* views by joining the confederation of the Rhine.
In I HuC no married Stepnania, the adopted daughter of
Napoleon, and again exchanged his title for the dignity of
grand duke. At the settlement of Germany by the Con-
ire** ef Vienna in 1814 and 1816. the very existence of
Baden as an independent state hung upon a single breath.
Bavaria was on the point of receiving an indemnity for its

c**aiana to Austria by the transfer of the circles of the Main
aod Tauber. aa well as of the palatinate of the Rhine to
its dominions, and Austria waa to have received the Breis-
gau. when the Emperor Alexander, the grand duke's
son-in-law, stopped in. and pronounced the dominions of
Baden to be 'one and indivisible.' The latest addition
made to the grand-duchy is the Earldom of Hohen-Ge-
roldaek. which was united to the duchy of' Zu and von der
Lr\en' is the Ortenau. by exchange of territory with
Bavaria, to which Austria ceded it in 1819. It is 62 square
mile* in extent, and contains about 4600 inhabitants.

ThIU's Grand-Ducky of Baden ; Demian's Geography
ewd statutic* of Haden ; Dittenberger's Geographical,
SUtinlteai and Topographical Dftcription of Baden ;

Bam in ' PUits * Juhrbucher,' 1830 ; Buckler* Uetcriptton
of Bade* according to ite Circlet ; Proceeding* of the
LrftiaJurr of Baden ; Hassel's Pnncipalitie* and Be-
jmUtr$

>.f
Germany ; Stein's ManuaJby Hdrschelmann, &c.

BADEN (also called BADEN-BADEN). Among the
town* possesse d by the various tribes, who inhabited the
western parts of the antient ' Dec umates Agri,' to which
atodera Swabia generally corresponds, was the ' Civitas

AureWa squcnsi*;' a spot which wa* much frequented by
Roman visiters in the days of Antoninus and Aurelius. It

is situated in the centre of the grand- duchy of Baden, in

4ft' N. laL. and b° 16' E. long., about live miles from
R aatadt , and eighteen south-west of Carlsrube : it is built

upon a hill which is crowned by the residence of the former
Margrave*; and it stands on the Os, or Oelbarh, in a
alley surrounded on all sides by heights covered with
forests. The town is irregular and old-fashioned in it*

construction, and the walls were formerly protected by a
ditch, which is now laid out in shady walks and ground i.

It owes it* prosper ity chiefly to the numerous visiters, who
often treble the ordinary population, and its celebrity

to seventeen warm springs impregnated with salt, alum,
and sulphur, which flow down from the hill on which
the cattle stands, and rise from a spot, to which the nam*
of' Hell' has been given : toe temperature of these spring*
varies, according to Stein, from 37° to 54* of Reaumur
(115° to 163° Fahrenheit), and their dischsrge is said to
be above 1 1,420,000 gallons per annnm. Even when other
water is foul, that which flows from these hot spring* is per
fectly translucent and pure, and will remain so, though kept
for several weeks together in open vessels. The vspout
arising from the hottest springs is collected and used by
invalids in the shape of vapour-baths. There are chaly-

beate springs also in the neighbourhood, which ia as re-

markable for the salubrity of iu climate and the luxuriance
of its vegetation, as the varied and picturesque scenery
in which it abounds. Indeed, a stranger may stay here
for weeks,' and never find himself at a loss for an unex-
plored ramble. The most remarkable object near the
town, is not so much the castle aa its extensive sub-

terranean apartments, which some conceive to have
been designed as places of shelter for persons and property,

and others as constructed for the use of the * secret tri-

bunals' in the middle ages. The church, built on the site

of some Roman ruins in the seventeenth century, contains

the burying-place of the Margraves, and handsome monu-
ments in memory of two of them, Lewis and Leopold-Wil-
liam ; the bill of antiquities, built in the Doric style, and
styled the ' Museum Palasotechnicum,' is a depository for

all the remains of Roman antiquity brought to light on
this spot. There is a small Lyceum in the town, besides

the school for females attached to the nunnery, eight hotels

with baths, an hospital, and adjoining the town a handsome
• promenade bouse,' with baths, reading and assembly
rooms, &c. for the recreation of the visitors. The number
of inhabitants is upwards of 4000.

BADEN, a town in the province of the Lower Ens
in the Archduchy of Austria, about fifteen - miles due
south of Vienna ; the ' Thermal Cetias,' or * AustriacaV of

the Roman*. It wa* almost entirely destroyed by fire in

the year 1812, but has gained much m architectural beauty

by the calamity. None of its older structure* are left but

the fine old Gothic church : among the modern edifices are

the church of St. Augustine, the ' Weilburg,* a handsome
imperial residence, the town-hall and theatre, the ' Sauerbof,'

containing ninety dwelljigs, several baths, a military hos-

pital, with baths for the reception of sixty officers and three

hundred privates; the ' Mana-Zeller Hof,* purchased and
endowed by the present emperor for the maintenance of

ninety indigent sick person*; the hospital of the Virgin,

built in 1815 by a society of ladies of rank in Vienna, fur

sixty invalids; a refuge for six men and women, founded

by the townsmen themselves, and a multitude of establish-

ments for the convenience of visiters. It is frequented

by the fashionable people of the Austrian metropolis to

the number of between twelve and fifteen thousand every

season. Tbe waters are sulphurous, and flow from eleven

springs into fifteen reservoirs or hatha, at tbe rate of 80.640

cubic feet every twenty-four hours. The temperature of tbe

hottest spring is 30°, and of the coolest, 24° of Reaumur ;

or by Fahrenheit's scale, the former is 99°. and the latter

86°. Baden is a possession of tbe crown, contains about 600

houses and 4500 inhabitants, and has a park and delight-

ful gardens, besides pleasing environs.

BADEN, a town in tbe canton of Aargau. in Switier-

land. on the left bank of the river Litnmat, thirteen miles

N.W. of Zurich. It was once the capital of tbe county of

the same name, and was taken in 1415 by the Swiss Can-

tons from the Duke* of Austria, who by the treaty of peace

of 1418 gave up their claims to it It was from that time

held in common by the seven older canton*, as a subject

bailiwick. In the war between the Protestant and the

Catholic cantons which broke out in 1709, the Catholics

took exclusive possession of Baden and of other parts of

Aargau ; but the troops of Bern and Zurich besieged Baden,

the castle of which, after a vigorous resistance, surrendered
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and OuJTwS* -»« br turns • landrogt or AmA. «
SILrluTrt magistrate in French Switzerland, to adrai-

~7wr tJ» country. The population of Baden and «•

districtm reckoned at the clow of the la»t century at

84.000 inhabitant*. After the French invasion of 1798,

and by the subsequent remodelling of the Swita political

system, Baden wet incorporated with the new canton of

Aargau. The town of Baden is small and doll ; its popu-

lation is about 1700 ; it is surrounded by walls ; the castle,

which was built on a steep hill, has remained in ruins ever

since 1710. The population of Baden and iu district is

Catholic, although the surrounding districts are Protectant.

The rich Benedictine mouaatery of Wettingen, which is two
miles from Baden, in a delightful situation on the right bank
of the Limtnat. has been left in possession of its estates, and
is one of the finest and wealthiest monastic houses in 8* its-

eriand. Baden is on the high road from Bern to Zurich
The baths of mineral water, which constitute the principal

attraction of the place, are on both sides of the Limmat, half

a mile below the town, and are much frequented in summer.
A village has arisen round these springs, which is nearly as

large as the town itself, and much more lively and hand-
some : it contains half-a-doten large hotels, besides smaller

ones, having each its private baths, an ordinary, and every

accommodation for visiters. The numerous compsny that

is found here in the summer months is drawn from every

part of Switzerland, but chiefly from Zurich, the citixens of
which town consider Baden as their regular watering-

place. The language spoken here is Swiss German.
There are two large common baths to which the poor have
access gratis. There are several springs issuing from the

ground ; the hottest is 10 7° of Fahrenheit. The water con-

tains carbonic-gas, marine salt, glauber salt, carbonate of

lime, and magnesia : it is clear, and lias • slight smell of

sulphur, and is used for drinking, as well as for bathing.

These baths are especially recommended for several com-
plaints peculiar to female*. The country round Baden is hilly,

and the lower heights are covered with vines, but the wine
made here is poor. These baths were known to the Roman*
by the name ofThermal Helvetica*, and are probably alluded

to by Tacitus <//uf. i. 67). The neighbourhood of the

Roman colony of Vindoniase, which is only three miles dis-

tant, contributed probably to their celebrity. In the middle

ages the baths of Baden were much frequented, especially

at the epoch of the Council of Constance ; and Poggio, the

Florentine historian, gives in his letters a curious, but per-

haps an exaggerated, account of the licentious life people

were leading at these baths. The annual Diet of the 8wi*s
Confederation used to meet at Baden until 1713, when
the meeting* were transferred to Fraurnfeld, in Thurgau.

naturalist*. The T.innsjan genus LVsws, as ft

the hand* of the Swedish philosopher himself, was m fsvrt

very nearly equivalent to the modern family of pUntigrariaa

carnivore, and, according to the characters upon wnv-h be
formed its definition, would have included the greater num -

ber. if not the whole, of the species belonging to this fare ; . y
which have been discovered since his lime. The opini «n»

of loologists, however, with regard to the extent and rci»ti»«»

value of the groups, the subordinate ones in particular, of i

animal kingdom, have undergone a very eonsaderahle moir-
Aeation since the death of Linnams; the multitude as* new
species which have been discovered since his time, the r»- t

progress which has been made within the last half-crnlurs i>

the science of comparative anatomy, and the applicator 4

the principles which this science has developed In the sj.. •»

of the habits and economy of animal life, rendered the •<-*

division of the greater number of the Linne-wn snotvis-v
groups a matter, not merely of choice or convenience, k .t

of absolute necessity. Among the earliest lubdimi « t

tlii* description that were intnxliieed into mammalogy wis
the separation of the gluttons, badgers, and rscra .ns f> .

the true besrs, and their formation into distinct genera - *c

that the genus L'r*u* of Linnvas thus became a group r-t %

higher order, itself composed of different genera ; a. d
diversity of formation and lialntt observsble among ih--«

animals fully justified this proceeding. Since that p»-r -i

other genera have been discovered and associated wr r#
same group, so that the family of Ptanftg raoVi. as it mi
been called by Cuvier, at present contains a eon»»1»r»' »

number of carnivorous animals, differing eonstdmbii
the form of their dentition, as well as in their habit* a-',

economy, and agreeing only in the plantigrade formal - e

their extremities, that is to say. in resting upon the » t> v
sole of the foot in the acts of standing, walking. i

contradistinction to digit i(Trade animals, which tramp •

upon the toes. The various modifications which ore*: 1

upon this conformation of the extremities, as tl.«-y ar» rt-

bibtted throughout the family generally, will be exnU - - i

in the article Planti<;*ada ; those which more p*rt«r _l. • »

concern tb<' badgers belong to our present tul>j«-t.

This genus, as definitely characterised by modern r* *-

gists, is distinguished by a system of dentition wl.arh » -.

msny respects analogous to that of the mousrtir* ( V»
pAi'is), a genus of carnivore which, indeed, ts ss-arcr», ».>

be recognized as differing from the badgers, eirrpt in

plantigrade, or rslher semi- plantigrade formation M t
l - r

extremities. There is nothing remarkable eahrr in tSe ••»#

or number of the incisor or canine teeth : the gr-«vV-v

however, are m some respects peculiar, and it ts th • r i-t

of the dentition which principally distinguishes the b*»li-»-%

There are four false molars in tlie upper and eight ir •'

under jsw. two snd four on eoch side respertiveH, f •H
BA'DKNUCIl, a district in the south-east division of the

I

by a camassicr and a single tuberculous t.«*h of u*r*
county of Inverness, in Scotland. It is bounded on the

east by the counties of Elgin and Aberdeen, on the south

and west by At ho), and on the north by Nairnshire.

Il derives its name from a term which signifies tmthy,

having been originallv covered with natural forests, of

which some of considerable extent still remain. It is

thirty. three miles in length, and twenty-seven in breadth

It i* chieflv a mountainous district, and is but thinly ponu-

Istcd. I^ieh Spey, the source of the great nver Hpey. lies

dimensions; the whole sv stern i* better adapted foe mas-
eating and bruising vcgetjble substances than flw «-»•*-{

and tearing raw flesh; and in fact the badgers ere ts.

less carnivorous than sin other onimsl of the order t» »

they belong, except perhaps tlie bears. The qua *

•

the food is, in all cn%es, ucccssarilv depetsdent wpce
nature of the dentition. Tlie principal character of t

w^- *»*

in the badger* cousitts in Uicir having Bve twee W<b del t
and behind, short, strong, deeply buned in the nV»Y t-

1

Badcnoch. Not far from this is seen the towering sum- 1 furnished with (mwerful enmprrssol claw* edrotr»K« rs.-

rmt of Cairngorum, a mountain which has long been eele
lirated for the lieautiful rock crystals, of everv vanety of tint,

found on it, and which were so eagerly aougdl after bv lapi-

daries until crystals equally beautiful and at one-humtrcdlh
part the price, began to be imported from Braid. Bndenoch
was in early times a lordship of the Cummins, who fir insnv
centuries were the most powerful family in Scotland. On
its forfeiture bv that family the celebrated Robert Bruce
included it in the earldom of Moray, from which il was de~

Isched by Robert 11., who granted it to his son, Alexander,
so virll known in Scottish history by the title of the * Wolf
of Badcnoch.' The issue of the latter failing, the lordship
of BsoVnorh remained in the rmwn until the year \4it,
when it was given to the Karl of Huntley. Badcnoch was
long the property of the Gordon family, but baa, within the
last few months, pissed into other hands.
BADGER (Vefe*. t'uvwrt, in i.mlogv, a genus of plan-

tierade. carnivorous mammals, included bv linnvus among
the bears, but, a* w,|| as the giutton*. racmms, coslis. Ike.
very properly separated from that group by laoreeding

rulsted for bumming «r turning up the earth in k <

roots. Tlie lejjs arc short and musrulsr, ll>e bndt te-*{.

flsl and rompo<t, tlie head more or h>»s pml.w^»d r»#

snout pointed, the ears small, snd the tsil shoft. Br*** \

the anus there ts an aperture of ronsi h-rabte sue. si •.

opens trsnsver»<lv , and e\udes from its inner surf** s

greasy or oleigin-us miller of very oftVnsue aln-r T^e
same fiTinatioii la observed in manv other geners vf cs~
vorons iiivuiinals. tliouth the iiualittes of the stiSsCsrve

accreted il IT. r sn-,.nln\g to the spwv*. In the civets sr *

trrnets, for instance. Its smell is so pies sing BS to rati* t

to the rank of a perfume , wh.lat in the moon-tie*. «• rv*

contrarv. its odour is so extremely fm id as to haw* »•

quired for them. sl«nr all other animals, the
|

of mrjAitrt. or stirskanls.

The hs'l.-crs sl.Tp all <br at the bottom of tberr 1

and move sUml dunng the night in search of fJbeaL TW»
are frequently accused of destroying rabbits, gas*, aad
even young lambs : but roots sod fallen fruits apprwr u
cotuutute toe chief part of tbetr (bed. and tksry urtaaary
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exhibit a mat* tsnrked tut* for vegetable than for animal
food. at laast whan kept in confinement. With the powerful
claw* of their fore-feet they construct a deep and com-
modious burrow, generally in a tandy or light gravelly soil

:

this has but a single entrance from without, but it after-

«ar<l» divide* into different chambers, and terminates in a
round apartment at the bottom, which is well lined with
dry grass and bay. The habits of the badger* are ex-
tremely solitary : they an never found in company even
with the female* of their own species, and aa they sleep

all da« rolled up in their bed of warm hay at the bottom of
their bole*, they are always fat and in good condition : their

flrsh i»retubed in many places as an article of food. They
carefully remove every thing of an offensive nature from
their earths, never deposit their excrements in the vicinity

of their habitations, and are even said to abandon them if

accidentally or intentionally polluted by any other creature.

In us pro -raphical distribution the genus extends through-
out the ehole of Europe, Northern and Central Asia, and
North America: we have no accounts of its extending into

Afrsra or South America, in the former of which continents

it appears to be represented by the rattel { Quia md/ivora,

Desmarest), and in the latter by various species of moufettes

< Urpkttitt. Australia possesses no specie* of mammal be-
longing to the plantigrade family, at least none has been
hitherto discovered in that country; and in the Eastern
Peninsula and Isles of India, the place of the badger is

supplied by the tebgon ( Mydtau mmicept, F. Cuvier).

The number of specie* which soologist* admit into the
genus Mtlet is very limited indeed: all writers, without
exception, have (allowed M. F. Cuvier' s example, in ex-
cluding/the Indian badger, for the purpose of making it the
type of anew genus, though for what reason it would be'

difficult to say. since the dental system of this animal has
never been properly described, and in all iU other characters
it differs in no respect from the common badger. Many,
again, are disposed to consider tbe American badger as only
a simple variety of the European : so that, according to

these authors, the genus includes but a single species. The
observations of Dr. Richardson, however, have placed the
distinctness of tbe American animal beyond a doubt ; and
so long as we bare no definite observations to contradict the

approximation, we shall continue to associate the Indian
species with the genus to which iU known characters so

Dearly assimilate it.

I. T%0 common Badger (M. vulgari*, Desmarest) is I

shout the site of a middling dog, but stands much lower on
the leg*, and baa a broader and flatter body. The head is

long and pointed, the ears almost concealed in the hair of
the heed, and the tad so short that it scarcely reaches to the

middle of the hind legs ; tbe bide it amazingly thick and
tough ; the hair uniformly long and coarse over the whole
body, and trailing along the ground on each side as the
animal walks. The badger and its congeners offer a strange

intermixture of colours, which is seen in no other msmmal,
except those of the genera Oulo and Mepnilit, which, as

already remarked, approximate so nearly to it in many other
respects : in general, the darker shades are found to predo-

minate upon the back and upper parts of the body, and the
lighter below; but in tbe animal* above-mentioned this

general rule is leversed, and it is the light shades which
occupy the back and shoulders, whilst the dark ones are

spread over tbe breast and abdomen. The head of the
badger, for instance, is white, except the region beneath the
chin, which is black, and two bands of the same colour,

wturh rise on each side a little behind the corners of tbe
mouth, and. after passing backwards and enveloping the

eye and ear. terminate at tbe junction of the head and
neck. The hairs of the upper part of the body, considered
separately, are of three different colours, yellowish white at

the bottom, black in the middle, and ashy grey at the

pent ; the last colour alone, however, appears externally,

and gives the uniform sandy grey shade which covers all

the upper parts of the body : the tail is furnished with
long coarse hair of the same colour and quality, and the

throat, breast, belly, and limbs are covered with shorter

heir uf a uniform deep black.

Though tbe badger is found throughout all the northern
pans of Europe and Asia, it is rather a scarce animal
everywhere. Its food is chiefly roots, fruits, insects

and Croc*, bat it likewise destroys the eggs and young
of partridges and other birds which build on the ground,
sad stuck* the oest* of the wild bees, whicn it rob* with

impunity, as tbe length of tu hair and the thisknea* of
its hide render it insensible to the sting of the bee. It
choose* the roost solitary woods for it* residence, is quirt
and inoffensive in its manners, bnt, when attacked, defends
itself with • courage and resolution which few dogs of
double its own site and weight can overcome. It bite*
angrily, and holds on with great tenacity, which it it

enabled to do the more easily from the peculiar construction
of the articulation or hinge that connects its under jaw with
the skull, and which consists of a transverse condyle com-
pletely locked into a bony cavity of the cranium. The
badger is not mentioned by Aristotle, and possibly may not
be found in Greece, as tbe antient language of that
country has not even a name for it, and as it is less com-
mon in the southern than in the northern parts of Europe ;

Pliny however notices it under the name of .l/r/i«(\iii. ,ix),

and various other Roman authors have spoken of it. More
recent writer* also use Tarut. perhaps derived, like other
Romati names of northern animals, from the German lan-
guage, in which the badger is called Zacki or Darht ; in
Dutch Dot. The female brings forth her young in the early
part ofspring, to the number of three, four, or five ; she con-
tinues to suckle them carefully for the first five or six weeks,
and afterwards accustoms them gradually to shift for them-
selves. When taken young they are easily tamed, and become
as familiar and playful as puppies ; they soon learn to distin-

guish their master, and show their attachment by following
or fawning upon those who feed them ; the old, however,
are always indocile, and continue solitary and distrustful

under the most gentle treatment.

The badger is hunted in some parts of tbe country during
the bright moonlight nights, when be goes abroad in search
of food : his hide, when properly dres»ed, makes the best

pistol furniture ; hit hair it valuable for making brushes to

soften the shades in painting, and his hind-quarters, when
salted and smoked, make excellent hams. This kind of
food, indeed, is not so universally esteemed in our own
country at in China, where Bell informs us that he saw
dozens of badgers at a time banging in the meat markets
of Pekin ; but there is no reason why it should be inferior

to the flesh of tbe bear, which is universally esteemed by
all who have an opportunity of tasting it

2. The American Badger (At. Labradoriea, Sabine) mea-
sures, when full grown, about two feet and a half from tbe

muzzle to the root of tbe tail, which is six inches more. Its

snout is less attenuated than that of tbe European species,

though its head is equally long; its ear* are short and
round, the claws of its fore feet much longer in proportion

than those of tbe common species, it* tail comparatively
shorter, its fur of a quality altogether different, its colours

also very different, aud its appetites more decidedly carni-

vorous ; the head and extremities alone are covered with
short coarse hair ; all the other parts of tbe body are fur-

nished with remarkably soft, fine, silky fur, upwards of four

inches in length, and differing only in being rather mire
sparingly supplied on the under than on the upper parts.

Taken individually these long hairs ire of a purplish brown
colour at the root, and afterwards variegated with alternate

rings of black and light brown, but to arranged that the

latter colour occupies the extremity, and consequently com-
poses the predominant colour of the coat, which is a uniform
mottled or silvery zrey shade, as well upon the bark and
sides as upon the breast and belly ; the ground colour of
the head, cheeks and throat is white, but a dark brown or
black band passes over each eye and ear from the muzzle
to the occiput, and there are patches of the same colour,

only of rather a lighter shade, surrounding the eyes und
immediately in front of tbe ears. The leg*, like the head,

are covered with short coarse hair, which is a dark-brown
colour, and the claws are very long, crooked, and of a pale

horn colour, which is alone sufficient to distinguish this

species from the European badger, which, though altogether

a larger animal, has much shorter claws, and of a dark-

brown colour.

The American badger is called Bretro and SiJUur by tho

Canadians, ifutonutk and Awatctetkatoa,ai the digging ani-

mal, by the Crccs, and Chocartootk by the Pawnee Indian*.

Its form and habit* have been well described by Dr. Richard-

son in his admirable Fauna B"rtxUi-Antmoama,awork of first-

rate authority. ' The Melt* Labradoriea,' say* Dr. Richard-

son, ' frequents tbe sandy plains or praines which skirt the

Rocky Mountains as far north aa the banks of the Peace
River, and sources of the River of the Mountains, in tali-
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tnde 58". It abounds an the plains wmtwrf by the Mkwoori.

but its exact southern range has not, at far aa I know, been

denned by any traveller. The sandy pmr« in the neigh-

borhood of Carlton Houae. on the bank, of the Sa.katche-

wan.andalsoon the Red River that Hows into LakeWunpeg,

are perforated by innumerable badger-holes, which are a

neat annoyance to honemen, particularly when the ground

j» covered with enow. These hole* are partly dug by the

badgers for habitation*, but the greater number of them are

merely enlargement* of the burrow* of the Acelomyi Hoodii

and Kichardjtomi. which the badger* dig uo and prey upon.

"Whilst the ground i* covered with anow. the badger rarely

or never comes from it* hole ; and I tuppote that in that

climate it passe* the winter, from the beginning of November

till April, in a torpid »ute. Indeed, as it obtain* the small

animals upon which it feed* by surprising them in their

burrows, it has little chance of digging them out at a time

when the ground is froxen into a solid rock. Like the bears,

the badgers do not lose much flesh during their long hyber-

nation, fur on coming abroad in the spring they are obaerved

to be very fat. A* they pair, however, at that season, they

soon become lean. The badger is a alow and timid animal,

taking to the lint earth it meet* with when pursued ; and

and the tail is nearly naked, being but sparing!? faraishrd

with coarse scattered hairs, and in all respects similar to Use

tail of a domestic bog.

n.4c"i

The individuals, a male and female, observed in the me-
nagerie of the governor-general at Barrackpore by the Fmrt

as it make* its way through the sandy soil with the rapidity
j
naturalist Duvanrcl, who furniahed M. r. Cutier with the

of a mole, it soon place* itself out of the reach of danger. ' statement from which the greater part of the above <lnmp-

The strength of its fore-feet and claws is so great, that one
!
lion has been extracted, were remarkably shy and w M.

which had insinuated only it* head and shoulder* into a'
- '

hole, resisted the utmost effort* of two stout young men who
endeavoured to drag it out by the hind legs and tail, until

one of them fired the contents of bis fowling-piece into it*

body. Early in the spring, however, when they first begin

to stir abroad, they may be easily caught by pouring water

into their hole* ; for the ground being froxen at that period,

the water dues not escape through the sand, but soon fills

the hole, and it* tenant i* obliged to come out. The Ame-
rican badger appear* to be a more carnivorous animal than

the European one. A female which I killed had a small

marmot, nearly entire; together with some field mice, in its

stomach. It had also been eating some vegetable matters.*

This account leaves little further to be expected, or indeed

desired, relating to the habits and economy of the American
badger. It may be observed, however, that Dr. Richardson's

ideas on the subject of it* supposed hy bernation are at vari-

ance with the known analogies of its congeners, and in

other respect* seem to be contradicted by the fact which he

himself state*, that they are in the early part of spring,

when they begin to leave their winter retreats, as fat aa they

were in the end of autumn upon retiring to them. As to the

southern limit of the geographical range of the species, at

least in one direction, it is known to inhabit Mexico, as ap-

pears from the detailed and correct description of Fernandez,

who calls it by the native name of llamyotl seu Coyotl-
humuti ; and a very fine skin was sume time ago sent from
California to the Zoological Society.

3. The Indian Bvigrr (.If. fullaht). called Bhalloo iitor,

or bear-pig, by tho Hindoos, is about the sue of the common
badger, but stands higher upun iu legs, and is at once dis-

tinguished by its attenuated muzzle ending in a truncated

snout, like that of the common hog. and by it* small and
nearly naked tail. The whole height of thi« animal is about

twenty inches, and the length of its tail nine inches. It has

the body and limbs of a bear, with the snout, etc*, and tail

of a hog. Its ears are short, completely covered with hair,

and surrounded by a slight bonier of white. The feet are

plantigrade, and have five tors on each, united throughout
their whole length, and armed with vigorous claws an inrh
long. The tnuxxlr is of a flesh colour, and nearlv naked,
having but a few tbinlt -scattered hairs on the side* ; the
belly also is nearly destitute of hair. The general colour of

the hair over every part of the body is a yellowish white,

with black point*: thu* giving a dark-brown shade to tlx
coat, that appear* in wavy lines when the ammsl motes.
The throat is tcllowish.and on each side of the lieail are two
black bands which unite towanls the muixle ; the inferior of
these, which is very narrow, borders the upper lip; the other
is much broader, and pease* on each side of the eye. sur-
rounding tlx* ear. and descending on each aide of the neck,
to unite on the breast with the buck colour which rover*
the anterior extremities uniformly. The whole of the throat,
"*clo**»\ by these black bands, is of a similar colour to that
of the body, but of a rather lighter and yellower shade. The
hind Unr» are Mack, like the fore, and covered with abort

Tbe female, however, waa less savage than tlx

showed a certain degree of intelligence, which gave reason s*

believe that, if taken young, this animal might be ea* i

domesticated- They passed tbe greater part of the tin-

buried beneath tbe straw of their den in deep sleep A a
their movements were remarkably slow. Though the* •fed

not altogether refuse animal food, yet they e*b»U*r<i a

marked predilection for bread, fruits, and other »eb»t*.-<-<*

of a vegetable nature. When irritated, they uttered a pe-

culiar kind of grunting noise, and bristled up the ba r U
their back ; if still further tormented, they would ra-se u<b-
selves upon their hind legs like a bear, and appeared, ka*
that animal, to possess a power in their arms and claws n*
less formidable than their teeth. This confirmed a* Mr
Johnson in his Sketckrt tif Indian Field Sports. ' Badrm
in India,' says be. ' are marked exactly like tboae in Eng-
land, but they are larger and taller, are exreedmcly lm».
and will attack a number of dogs, I bate seen dkf* that
would attack an hyscna or wolf afraid to encounter ttw-cav

They are scarce, but occasionally to be met with among law
hills. In their nature they resemble the bear.

MM. Duvsncel and C'utier write the native name of tbaa

animal Bali-Saur. which tliey properly interpret sarui »*sr ;

but we are credibly informed by a gentleman kooaj a—tmVot

in India, and well acquainted with the lanjuace <4 taw
country, that the real name is BhaUno-S>tor. whirl* sign ***

the bear-pig. and alludes to the strange compound w»«-s *
exhibit* of tbe characters of these twu tery different i

The orthography of the French naturalists u *i*n i

the words ought to be written Batlon- Sour, and wsth U--s

correction it is very easy to perceite bow the raittas* »a u*
name of tbe annual may hate originated. In fact, a traw-
ler like M. Duvanrcl. entirely ignorant of Hindustan**, or
possessing but a very imperfect knowledge of that Uorav*.
might very reedil) confound the words Halloo and -\

as pronounced by a native : since, as far as lb* mere s>.«.«4

is concerned, they onl) differ in the aspirate, thusurb t*»»r

\
meanings are very distinct indeed ; Halloo, as iwmii
translated by M. Duvsncel. sigmrting sand, whilst bVi..«
(Blialla in Sanskrit) is the common Hindu starve* mass Lc
a bear. Neither is the Frri.ch traveller the first Jiw> <<•««*

of tins animal, as imagined b» M F. C'utsrr H»n * a
description of it in Bc»i< k s (jii idrvjnii. pu' 'oslsrd *J - -

1

thirtt tears before M. Dutancrl s Jtiutntylo ImJu. aav4 ar-

iMUi|anwd with a tolerably giud figure bt thai mrU»~4
engrater. Nor is it tu be ctif.uimlsd with tl» !..:>•
badger of IVnnanl srwl Dr. Shaw, nor with 1 1 -at iWt- «4
under the same name bt (iencral llarlwsrk*. and t.--»J
in vol. IX. of I lie /mxo-u* I rawiarMont.alluf wbsrb, u s>x

ralel ilarlf. are at least referable to tery pro* ieasts iss m s>

BADl'STKR. in entomology, a genua of the order C
on/era, and family Harpalid*. This genua. tuawtKae «4»
the genera 7ViesuepAav>. Ltnnm*. Rrmbut sad /avsrsaa.

form a conspicuous grjup aanong the rimi<srt U Uae kmna
tribe. The ttpe of this group is prtiJsalJs ia ths> c»««
Larinus. under which hetvt this chararvrs of taw *n—a

haw. Tbsi j »lUnn»h » hue predominates on the rump, together with that of the group, sill be (KsS.
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BAOTCA. om of the antient divisions" of Hispania

ftfin), to catted from its chief river, the Baatis, now ibe
Gasdalqnivir.

According to the uruin»iili of Augustus, Barticam
secmdod on the weat and north by the Anas (Guadiana)

;

oa the south by the Atlantic and Mediterranean ; and on
the Mut by a line drawn from near Ciodad Real, near the

Guadiana. through Jsen and Granada to Moxacar, on toe

rout of the Mediterranean. Consequently, it comprised
Senile; part of the Portuguese province of Alentejo;

Spanish Batremadura. south of the Guadiana ; the western

put of La Mancha ; Cordoba ; the weat part of Jaen ; and
the chief part of Granada.

Before the time of Augustas, Spain was divided by the
Romans into two great divisions. Hispania Citerior and
Hwpania Ulterior, which latter was also called Bsstiea. The
eastern limit of Balnea at this time was near Carthago
Nova, Certhagena.
The district, Bavtica, from which these two large divisions

took their name, was the country drained by the lower course

of the Bsstis. The Sierra Morena on the north, and the

western prolongation of the mountains of Granada on the

tenth, close in the extensive plains of the lower Guadal-
quivir, which have so long been noted for their fertility.

(Menncrt, Hupamen ; Strabo, lib. iii.)

BART1S, in entomology, a genus of the order New
npUrm, and family Kphemindee. This is one of the four

genera of the British family of May-flies ; the generic

characters are taken from the number of wings, and the

srtat or hair-like appendages to the abdomen. The genus
hpkewttra has four wings and three seta) ; Rattit has four

wings and two sets ; Brachyeercut has two wings and three

eeua ; and Cloiom has two wings and two set*. These sets are

of great use to the little animal in steering its way through
the air whilst performing that beautifully undulating (light,

which all must have observed. It is to the first of these

genera (EpJktmtra) that the common May-fly belongs,

under which bead its metamorphosis and other peculiarities

will be given.

BAK'ZA, BKAT1A, a city of Spain, in the kingdom of

Jaen, situated on a bill commanding a fertile plain which is

watered by the rivers Guadalquivir and Guadalimar. The
country round is productive ingrain, wine, oil, and fruit. The
town enjoys a very pore air. There are in it many fine build-

ings, the remains of its former grandeur, when it was in the
power of the Moors. King San Fernando wrested it from
the Mohammedan king in the year 1228 ; and in 1236, when
that monarch conquered Cordoba, be added to bis titles

that of king of Been. In the collegiate church of Baexa
are still preserved the coats of arms of the thirty-three

knights who accompanied the king to the conquest, and
were the first settlers in the new Christian city. The pre-

sent population of Baesa is 14,265. The town contains nine

pariihoa. three hospitals, seven convents for monks, and the

same number for nuns, a cathedral, and a collegiate church.

The episcopal see of Baexa was transferred to Jaen in 1248,

after Uw conquest of the latter city, where it haa remained
ever since. Been is the capital of a district comprehend-
ing six towns : it is also the birth place of Gaspar Becerra,

a celebrated sculptor and painter of the sixteenth century.

Its distance from Jaen ii eighteen miles ; it is in 37* 57' N.
let-, r 28* W. long.

(Mmano's Dictionary ; Mariana, Huiamia de Erpaia.)

BAFFIN. WILLIAM, an enterprising English navi-

gator of the seventeenth century. Of his early life nothing

» known. In 1613 he sailed in the fourth voyage of Hall
en dweovery to the north-westward, of which the only ac-

count we have was written by him: it is remarkable as being

the first voyage on record in which a method is laid down (as

then practised by himself) for determining the longitude at

sea by observations of the heavenly bodies. In the follow-

ing year be went on a voyage to the coast of Greenland, in

the narrative of which be notices the extraordinary refrac-

tion of the atmosphere, the quantity of which he calculated

la amount to 26' as a maximum when a heavenly body is on
the horiaoo. In 1615 he was appointed mate and associate

to Robert Bitot on another voyage of discovery, for the ac-

esaat of which we are also indebted to Baffin ; and again the
next year, be accompanied Bylot as pilot in an expedition

which discovered and penetrated to the bead of that exten-
sive hay which bears his name. It appears rather strange

that the hay was not named after Bylot, the commander of

the axpedxtoa. Of Uw voyage Captain Ross observes that.

he found all the positions and descriptions of this able
seaman remarkably accurate.

In 1618 Baffin waa mate on a voyage from Surat to
Mocha ; and in 1621 he engaged in an English expedition
acting in concert with the Persians to drive the Portuguese
out of the Persian Gulf, in the course ofwhich be was killed

at the siege of haunts, a small fort near Ortnux, while em-
ployed in measuring the distance from the place, for the
purpose of cannonading it. (Purchaa's Piigrimt.)

BAFFIN'S BAY is an extensive gulf on the N.B. coast

of America, between the shores of that continent and the
western coast of Greenland. It is comprised between the
parallels of 68° and 78° N. lat. and the meridians of 51° and
80° W. long, and lies in a N.N.W. direction. It is about 780
miles long, with a mean breadth of about 280 miles, thus
giving an area more than double that of the Baltic It waa
Aral explored by Baffin in 1616, in company with Bylot, but
his accounts • of its extent to the northward were always
much doubted, until corroborated by Captain Rom in 1818.

Its shores are generally high, with perpendicular cliff*

rising sometimes to the height of500 and 1000 feet above the

sea, and backed by stupendous ranges of mountains, always
enveloped in snow. On the surface of the land above the

cliffs is found a scanty appearance of vegetation, principally

mosses sad ground-berne*. The cliffs are frequently rent

into deep ravines, which become filled with snow : as the

snow increases, it projects into the sea, till, detached by its

own weight, it forms the nucleus of those immense icebergs

which are met with in these seas.

A peculiar feature «is the prevalence along the coasts of
those small, high, and sharp conical rocks, whose form has
suggested their being called monument*, as if they were
the work of art. It is remarkable bow void of large islands

this tract of sea is, all those which border its shores (except

Disco) being very small, and the centre of the bay being
entirely without them. The depth of water, wherever it haa
been tried, baa been found very great. The shores are
deeply indented with sounds and bays, few of which have
yet been examined. The ice, which extended in a compact
slate several leagues from the shore, prevented Captain Rosa
from exploring those two large arms to the northward,

called, by Baffin, 8mith's and Whale Sound; but the

largest of these bays, formerly known as Sir James Lan-
caster's Sound, was passed through by Captain Sir Edward
Parry in 1819, who gave it the name of Barrow's Straits.

The prevailing geological feature* of the coasts arc granite

and gneiss, abounding in garnets; there am also found
porphyry, chalcedony, quarts, felspar, jasper, and a wood
coal. Bears, black foxes, and haras; walruses and seals

;

ptarmigans, tan*, gulls, eider and other ducks, auks, ami
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ita breadth widens from about 340 lo 750 fret, and at ' three month*, the transition from the winter to the open

Mannheim it widens to 1*00. The six flying bridges season it to abrupt, that it it not uncommon to peas (new

which crow it afford to Baden a meant or communication 1 frost and mow at once into the heat of summer, and fr..m

with France and .Switzerland, namely, in tho west, at Kehl i Ihi* into the depth of winter. The exposed parts »f the

and Mannheim, and in the south, at Kaiterttuhl, Laufen- i Black Forett can tcarcclv be brought to produce nn or

burft, Seckingro. and Khcinfcldeu. Ita winding courae it I potatoes, nor doe* tho cherry ripen before the monih ot

intersected by numcrout itlandt, abounding in wood and
,

September. Yet the atmosphere of Baden it mmU™
Jime; tit water* are neb in fish, and it* bed afforda (told- characterized by talubnty, a fart which u proved h\ the

utl and cry«ul. in tmall quantities, it U true, but the I vigour of -frame and longevity to which ita inhabitants

tcaich after the gold employs a considerable number of attain.

Salmral ProdurtinnM —It it no exaggeration to say. at it

hat been observed of Baden try one who wet not a nat.tr.

that it u pre-eminently tbe 'Eden of Germany.' Tt -»-•.

'one third of lit turfoce it covered by the Black K>«m. a I

no inoonaiderable extent by the Odenwald. it posse*-.'-* a

people, it prosecuted at Unrt) different spots, and produce*

from a thousand to fifteen hundred pound* sterling a year.

In former timet the coin which waa struck from it bore for

itt motto * Sir fulgent htora Rheni.' The principal tnbu-
lariet of the Klnne on the Badcu side are the Ncckar.
winch it navigable before it renchet lleintheim. where it

|
favourable to the growth of gram, wine, and fruit, and >•

enler* the graud-duchy from Wurtemberg ; it then wind* i of noble forctta and navigable ttreamt. The major ta-i -4

first to tlie north and then to the touth aa far aa Ncckar-
| it belong* to the valley of the Klnne. At one cxtrt ir m —

Gemiind ; and thence How*. north-westwards, through the
|
the majestic expense of the lavkc of Constant, arvt at i »

narrow lowland between the Black Forett and Odenwald.
j

other the rich lowlan.lt of tho Ncckar : here the gctnle
f

. ••

and pa»*ing Heidelberg, fall* into tho Klnne at Mann- i of the Kinxig and KU, there the le»* frequented ai«i •—•«

Iicitu. The Main, another navigable stream, form* the par-
{
known valet of the Murtarh and Alp*, and beyond all t'. —

lial boundary of the northern district* of Baden, and before
j
thi picturesque valley of the Murg. tlio Arcadia of H-'V .,

quitting itt territory receive* the Tauber above Wertheim, i Agriculture it the chief occupation of it* iiihah.tai >». a- i

afler the latler has traversed the north-eastern part ol the . y lelda a surplus of produce for which Switzerland and F*ar»c»

circle of the Upper Rhine. The Kinzig rise* on the Wur- 1 aflbnl a ready market. Kven in 1S09. since which inur t *
temberg tide of the Black Forest, runt from south-east to grand-duchy bat obtained an accession of lito.nnu urn,
north-west through Ilansach, Gengenbach, and Offenburg.

j
the surface under the plough amounted to l.sil into a -r»»

in the eirrlc of the Middle Rhine, and discharge* ittelf into or thirteen thirty-fifth parts of its whole extent . at d .:

the Rhine at Kehl. The Murg, a smaller nver, though ha* increased in the peev tit day to upward* of I. <<»'• • .•

.

not of inferior utility for the transport of timber, enters from I It would be ditlicult, indeed, to inatance any other et.ur.-r-i

Wiirtemberg at Forbach, runs northwards and then north-
,

where the waste lands constitute to tmall a porti nul t r

westwards, through the delightful \ale which bears its whole soil at lets than six acres in every thou.sn-1 1 ;-»

name, to Kottadt. near which town it tereivet the Oos, and I meadow lands and pastures form more than a ssxih r-s-t

fall* into the Rhine at Steinroauern north of Rastadu The of the area of the Baden dominion*. The capital. r»;~^
Wntarh rushes south eastwards through the wild regions

J

tented by the property liable to land lax and other pi.

of the Black Forest, joins the Schlurht below Thiengen,
j

dues, is valued at 4*h,2ii.Hi florins, and adding l>. •• «

and enter* the Rhine south of that town. The KU rises the lands belonging to the clergy and local »ch . |.. »• . •

in the higher regions of the Black Forett, at no great die
j

is estimated at I6.&-IN.730 florins, the value of ll.e r: • •#

lance from Schonach, in tile northern part of the circle of
,

property liable to land-tax represents a capnal r f 4.. 1 • * -.. >

the Lower Rhine, runs in a winding and rapid course pott llorint, or alsiut 44.81 o.i oo/ sterling ; indcprndctitlv <-l

Waldkirrh. Kmmcndingen, and Remingen. it joined by
f

lands, which are exempt from the payment of the L. ,.

the Dreisam (or Treisaiu) at Riegcl, and flows into tlie tax. but of which the value it uncertain. It apy-wrs r
Rhine tb rough several arms in the neighbourhood ol Nieder-

J

Bailen annually raises about M.'.K.ouO quarter, vt s i
<*--

bauscn and Kunpel.
|

tcriptiont of grain, and exports between ri.eOo and « i • .

.

The largest lake within the grand-duchy is composed of it yields, also, hay and other fodder for hoc*-* and cwr.» ,r

that portion of the Lake of (JonaUm which is the entire superabundance. The upper and lower distorts t-» •' -»
pn>|ierty of Baden, consisting of tbe Zeller, or Untcr Sec,

;

rapeseed. hemp, of which Theningen it rcpule-d to gr m
alsiut nine mile* long and four and a half broad, in which i flnett in Gvrmanv, flax, and opium ; and tbe U.w.r <-. *.

the picturesque islaud of Rrirhenau is situated; and the I tncu in particular, which include the forages- Ha a: -•«
L'eU-rlmger See, an arm of tlie Lake of Constant, which

j
of tbe Rhine, where tbe best husbandry obtains. o«. . r-

stretches into the south-eastern part of tlie cirrle of tbe lake.
|
able quantities of tobacco and bops. Potaloet are a (a«.» - -

ami it enlivened by the beautiful islet of Msinsu. These
j
article of cultivation in the mountain-districts, tb.i*,^h • »»•

Waters are full of fish, but of no great importance in a com- I wi«e rai*cd in every quarter ; and beside* the ordir.srs t <

mereial point of view, though they facilitate tbe intercourse
|
of fruits, which are extensively raiseil. and of all v*r

between the districts around them. The pnncipal Iralhc I fill>erU and chestnut* s re root abundant. Cider and
on tlie Baden side l* carried on bv the port* of Constant.

I
are made in moat provinoe* ; and Ihc average pr"'

Sernaiingrn, L'i berhngrii, and Mecrtburg Among tlie vine, which is ehielir cultivatid on the high lai.ds »t - r
other laket in the grand-duchy are tbe Mockingor See.

|

the vallevs of the Rhine and Main and 1-akc t . n.I.rj t ,

near l^ke Constant, a small but deep slice! ol water, in been estimated. fn>m the returns t4 the sesrs !•;» :».'
which sinrgcons I here ralle<l • wcller )of one hundred pounds . and Itiiti. ot 2.'».tlJ aulms. or aUxit 4 ori.nii ca r« i»-
weight are caught ; the Urocn See. south of 1'follcmlorf. I annum. Tlie ftvuunle qualities ol the Baden wire* >t «
nolrsl for tlie abmidaiice of Us fish; ainl witlun tlie renin*

|
Durbacher and others, which are gnrwii in tbe d »•-•

ol tlie Bla< k Forest, the Schlu< lit S<-e. near the t|»>t ol that
\
Ortenau. the Margrat utes I Mar kgranVrl. fr.*w live »

name; the F.td See. '.'is; f„.t alwve the sea, win. h i* of Mnhlheirn and Lorra.li, and the \\ erilriuier. (n^ : •

Minted by the (Jut... Ii with the Tilti See ; tbe Kndiner See, ' bank* of the Main.
in the ncigliUi.urlii.J of Schopfheim. at an elevation of

|
Timber abounds, but more particularlv in t*-* B »

146? feet, who— water* *ud.leiil) disappear and a* »ud- . Fm-.l and the central and ii|prr pan* .4" B»vn I -
denly return, forming at one time a lake, and al others being lanelie* consist principalis of the fir. [sne.oak. her, - • -
c.r.\ertod into arable or grazing land ; and Ibe Noni.mstt- ' alder, aspen, ami ash. Ketlner eetiinetc* ihsir anasss. t •

weiher. or Kui atlcr. See. al an clcvatim of .10' u f.el. I du.e at l.iri.'sh Bflen crds. Atsul one-ha.l af tsa
encnlcd by a ru<Wv. w.*-l crowned amphitheatre. wh«li| 1. 1 iu. >.»..• acres of wool, and I.hs-u are rommubal nr *»-

-

rise* 'M 0 feet aUnt it. and celrhralcl. not as the crclulous ' dual prop. rtv. about 'i?"».i'UU belong lo Ihe state, . as
IM-ople of those parts would Imte the Muramel See. or lju us , pnv ale iikIivmIosIs, lt».41w lo neUr anoeww
iff. .„ L._ at . | _ # I t . . i . . * ' '
Mirsl'ilis. to be, as tbe residence of roerma-'s but for ita

fi.tling island of turl. from six lo twelve feel in thickness
which rise* snd falls with every nse and fall of its suifsr*.

Cltmult The < lunate throughout the leirlssnd vsllevs

sriirn.<ial profiiiei.wm. and JI.9uo to Ibe ehoreaV
Ammalt - ILtrned cattle are bred cbwflv taw Hnwrsv

he Ba*r (about Uintuawchingen. Fursleotwtw- B ».«...,
k.r.1. and Ibe parts sajsc.nl to Lake I <uum T »r""*"* oouii.teU b) the Kb, n«. and lie deep embosom.*)

|
i,,,,ul»-r. are r. .incited at b*4«wrn 4 o..oe aaai «ve . ml

k. 1

u"u "u,n »- '» "> ''I and coi.ducnelo health, but
|
lie bire.ling of sl.rep has uusrb UecewawJ <4 Isas s^a-w

Jf
,hr leg Kit of the Black Forest slid mictiwa.l I the lU. s. Ii.ve l-rn greatlv luproved b» the rrmU - ..

II Is •xrswl.ngtt ,«« ,,,,1 ,n,U-menU Here. imUsnl, wbne 1

r.ial.l .lui^nl. wlo<b has mlr.sdueed IU rrwaoat ./ I>«
apring, sumusci, and autuiuu are cruwded mW the s|um.« vd , uaUie wait the Merino breed , and tbe
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Bow b* aatimtad at 180,040 head*. Tb*) race of bortot U
mjJ to be defleicnt both in quality and quantity, bat pains

an taking to improve the breed ; their number doe* not

exceed 75.000. Goat* are reared in every part, to the

number at about 83,000. and the twine amount to 310,000

or 3*0,000. In several quarter* honey and wax are obtained

;

and in all. poultry and domestic animal* are found in abun-
dance. The wild boar, stag, roe, fallow-deer, fox, badger,

marten, otter, and wolf(the Tatter being seen occasionally in

the talands of the Rhine), the vulture, eagle, falcon, hawk,

kite, and owl, are the principal wild animals. Most of

the lake* and rivers, the Neckar being a peculiar excep-

tion, are rich in flab ; trout, sometimes Bfty pounds weight,

are caught in Lake Constant ; and carp, weighing at timea

forty pounds, in the Rhine. Lake Constant, as well aa

Lake Mockinger. and the Danube, produce the sturgeon.

Mrialt and Minerals.—Among the mineral production*

we may enumerate the garnet, crystal, jasper, chalcedony,

and onjx : marble, alabaster, gypsum, chalk, porcelain-earth,

and putter'* clay. Silver, copper, and lead are found along

the * alley of the Kuuig and Miinster. and in the neigh-

bourhood of Kork and Pforaheim : silver to the amount
of about 8500 ounce* annually ; copper to about 900 cwt,

;

and lead of fine quality, between 80 and 100 ton* in

»ome year*, and in other* not more than 40. From
2000 to 2500 ton* of iron are annually obtained from the

mines at Stockach. Kandern, the Black Forest, Hauen-
stein. ice Inconsiderable quantities of cobalt, manganese,
«inr, sulphur, coals, alum, vitriol, and bismuth, are likewise

raised. Salt, until of late years, was not a native product

;

but it i* now obtained in such abundant quantities from the

government saltworks at Durrhcim in the higher regions of
tlie Black Forest, and at Rappenau, near Mosbach, as to

admit of the exportation of 60,000 out of 876,500 cwt
annually produced.

Toe grand-duchy is rich in mineral waters ; the warm
aprtngt of Baden-Baden at the north-western foot of the

Black Forest, impregnated with sulphur, salt, and alum,
have acquired great celebrity; a spring of nearly tho

same quality exist* in Badenweiler ; acidulous waters are

found at Gnesbarh, Antogast, Petersthal, and Rippolstau
;

and sulphur springs and bath* at Salibnch, Langenbrucken,
and other places.

Trrntartai Subdivision, 4V.—We have assigned our
reason*, in a former page, for estimating the actual number
of inhabitant* at 1.206,000; the proportion of male* to

female* being as 100 to 104A. But this proportion varies,

according to Malcbus, in the several circlet; for in the
carle of the Lake the excess of females is 6 1 per cent., and
in that of the Lower Rhine it is 61, whilst in the circles of

the Central and Upper Rhine it decline* to 4| and 3| per

cent, respectively. Professor Rau has also stated, that, on
an average of nine year*, there is one marriage annually in

etery 146 souls; one death in every 39 (which diminished

to one m every 41* in 1887; and that in this year the

proportion of births to death* w*» as 3 to 2). The inha-
bitantm, according to Von Biicbler and Demian, are thus
located, VlX.

—

*. la M«rk« ViltacM,
M — To»u. rUc«. A—

Oa let*. lath* ClnfeaTUw Lak*.' (OBBtWmf Con.
•last, tb chWf wi, 4600 lehauilaaU, mad 1*
Dot'lrt. : A«aUrrl 94 3 379

ia». la ivrurlr of ib> I'patltMae/ehBrf towa
raWbao. ICM. wiik in IH-inct* . 99 7 MO

WW. la Ik* ' 1\it*» of lh» (Volral Rhine;' chirflowo,
•n<l ih# «1 of ihe nninil Duchy, Carltruh*.
sn,ioo tnh.Uur.ta, with tl Distrteta . 0 17 3M

1141. la tk> • Crakruftbr Umrr Rhia* ;° cbiaf town.
M-naarm, 90JW) lulubiuiiu, «Uh 90 Di»-

wtrta » 1* 844

tUt Total 110 3t 1668

To these details it nay be added, that the whole number
•f bouse* in the grand-duchy amounted, in the year 1823,

to 1 54.710 ; and their value, with offices and other appur-

tenance*, a* estimated by the National Insurance Company,
in l*3i, when tb* number bad increased to about 175,000,

or. as Von Berstott, the Baden minister, stated in the legis-

lature, between 170.000 and 180,000, waa 172,523,950

*>nn«: about 16,(23,000/. sterling.

Kftifiom.—The inhabitant*, with the exception ot several

amine*, descendant* of French Huguenot*, and about
1 1 o»0 Jew*, are of pure German extraction. They consisted

in HMof 7*2,723 Roman Catholic*. 362,461 Protestant*

of the Lutheran and Reformed-Lutheran persuasion*, 1422
MennoaiU* Bad Hermkuthert, and 11,703 Jo**, For lb*

purpose* of ecclesiastical government, the country to divided
into sixty-four Catholic and thirty Protectant deanenea.
The head of the Catholic church of Baden i* the archbishop
of Freiburg, whose jurisdiction also extend* over the prin-
cipalities of Hohenzollern, and within whose metropolitan
diocese, according to the settlement made in IK.tu, are in-
cluded the bishopries of Freiburg, Main* (lle«*v-Ltarra-

stadt), Fulda (Henie-Caasel). Rottenburg (Wurtcmherg),
and Limburg, which constitute the ecclesiastical province of
the Upper Rhine. No church affairs can be referred to

any foreign tribunal for adjudication ; none but individual*

of German birth can be admitted into the hierarchy, nor
can any rate or due be exacted by a foreign authority. The
diocese of Freiburg comprehends the whole grand-duchv:
the diocesan's income is estimated at 14,780 dorms, about
1480/., and the number of Catholic cure* of souls in Baden
amounts to 736. The few nunneries which are allowed to

exist are subject to rigid regulation, and their attention it

principally directed to female education. The Protestant
cures of souls are 392. Every individual, whatever his creed
may be, possesses equal civil rights, provided hit principle!

and conduct be not inimical to the allegiance which be owe*
to the sovereign, and the peace and well-being of the com-
munity at large: but the edict of the 14th of May, 1807,
which established this liberal policy, exclude* all but
Catholics and Protestant* who are Trinitarians from being
employed in the public service. Rau states the increase of
the three leading communities, between 1819 and 1887, to

have been in the following proportions: Jews, I3| per
cent; Roman Catholics. I8i; and Protestants, I2,y

Education.—The diffusion of sound instruction has long
been an object of concern with tho Baden government.
With this view a seminary for the formation ol Catholic

teachers is established at Rastadt, and another for Pro-
testant teacher* at Carlsnihe. Beside* national or ele-

mentary schools, as well a* Sunday schools and schools of

industry for the lower classes in most town* and village*,

where upwards of 2500 teacher* are employed, and twenty-
eight well-conducted elementary schools for Hebrew children,

there are numerous institution* of a superior class. Such
are the twelve Latin schools ; the three Catholic establish-

ments for educating master* at Tauberbiscbofsheim, Er-
hngen, and Baden ; and the four Protestant academies of
the same description at Pforzheim, Durlach, Lahr. and Lor-
racb; the four Catholic gymnasia at Bruchsal, OHenborg,
Freiburg, and Donauescbingen ; the Protestant gymnasium
at Wertheim, and that for youth of either persuasion at

Heidelberg; the four Lycea, namely, for Catholics at

Rastadt and Constant, for Protestants at Carlsrube, and
for both communions at Mannheim ; and the two univer-

sities, of which that of Heidelberg, founded in 1 336. is more
particularly designed for Protestant*, and that of Freiburg,

founded in 1460, for Catholics. There are polytechnic

school* at Carlsrube and Freiburg, and establishments for

the acquisition of mechanical science (or gewerbs-schu-

len) in several towns; a commercial academy at Mann-
heim ; a theological seminary for Catholics at Freiburg,

and another for Protestants at Carlsrube; deaf and dumb
institutions at Carlsrube and Pfortbeim; and an asylum for

the blind at Bruchsal.

The chief establishments for the superior education of

females are those in the convents at Baden, Freiburg,

O ttersweyer, and Rastadt, under the special superintendence

of the public authorities ; there are other* at Mannheim,
Carlsnihe, and Heidelberg. All affairs connected with

national education, with the exception of such as relate to

the two universities, foil under the cogniiance of the Beard
of General Studies. The principal libraries are those of

Freiburg (above 100.000 volumes). Heidelberg (70.ooi»).

Carlsrube (75,000), Mannheim (70,000), and Dunaueschin-

gen (30,000). Among the numerous institutions for the

advancement of the art* and science* are the excellent

Botanic Garden, the Museum of Antiquities. Painting*,

Coin*. &o, the Society of Arts and Industry, and the

Hebrew Society for the encouragement of Agriculture

among the Jews, at Carlsnihe ; the Gallerie* of Painting*,

Natural History, Antiquities. 8ce. at Mannheim ; the grand-

ducal Society of Natural History and Physic*, and the

Hospital at Heidelberg; and the societies for promoting

the natural sciences, and for encouraging the ttudy of

history, statistics, and antiquities, at Freiburg.

Maaufactum.—The manufacturing industry of the fnted-

duoby do** sot risk high eUbar for its taunt, or for tb*)

2L2
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Wfsvwf. SMlM _
H .!.. Tr-.ni>(lml.- n ' ..isiem*..* Ml B» spsMtity WhlCl

a*.-* trux n.u-tt* <mI. rmo» a » manufactory

„ a-nc u S. RinM, »tu_ Mhn>v a* well of inn aa

h |..,| tn hiu <ui<rxiiv <wmt ware nail*. &c at

* iWi'i; n >*.'hir. 'hniiti JviKmitt near Heidelberg. Pfor*-

hr-.u, «*-..S4ix V«m.hf«iBk.C»rarwhe.and in various other

..-v «. u.d uu vinn. are aaenufaetured at Scbrieaheim,

at Schwarxwalda, and gun-
«Mwr iV-i-i >r-je. Euhruren. &c. The moat extensive

Wn <* a aw Ifosam manufactures is perhaps that of the

ai.ui. ix »»i narM detenpuons of linen, which are car-m «* .-> t.v arein of Lahr. Bndlingen, the Odenwald, etc,

*.». t a adout hand* are engaged. Next in

svt jv.-j.-v* are the woollen manufactoriea, established at

1 1 > -. tV--> -wra labere the finest description* are woven),

M t .v •. >x aad SiBsbetm near Heidelberg, which, with

iuw a coes, esaploy about 1200 hand*. Cotton manu-
ws.i.;re» r\i*l in most 'quarter*, particularly at Gebrwibl.

NiivtwvhV. Inten) pfcn. St. Blasien. Pfortbeim. Mannheim.
a»i the part* adjacent to the Black Forest. Silks are

made at Lahr. Kandera. Schwaabacb. &c There are

Hr-tt manufactories of clocks, watches, and jewellery at

PvTiN-im. the nearly returns of which average 60.0001. or

brides' those at CarUrube and in other places

;

and the rtgtaa of the Black Forest has been long cele-

brated, not only for the production of wooden ware, but of

wooden and brass clocks, from which above 700 master-

mechanics derive a livelihood. The paper-mills are thirty

in number, the most extensive being those near Ettlingern

and Niefern. where machinery is skilfully applied. Tobacco,

polishes, whitelead, smalta, glass, and earthenware form
leading items in the enumeration of the products of Baden
industry. Ship-building is likewise carried on to some
extent at Neckargemund and Neuenhoim, in the neigh-

bourhood of Heidelberg

The regulation* adopted by the legislature in July, 1822,

have imposed very severe restrictions on the exercise of

mechanical skill ; every branch it placed under the super-

vision of Councillors of Industry (gewerb-riilhen). who are

themselves subject to the control of the executive. The
whole operative community is classified into apprentices,

assistants, and masters, anil no one is allowed to enter the

last class except he is of age, and can produce proof of his

skill.

Tradr —The position of the country on toe Rhine.

Main. Keeker, and other streams, and the access which

thev give it to 8witxertand. France, and Germany, have
rendered Baden a country of extensive transit, and secured

to it outlet* for it* own productions. The institution of

free ports at Mannheim, Schruck on the Rhine above

Carlshruhe. Ottenheim and Freistett on the same river.

Ludniifshefen *nd Constsni on the lake of Con•tans, and
]|ri<lrlu*r« on the Nectar, ha* been dictated by sound
policy. The imports of Baden, which, as well as it* ex-
ports, exceed one million sterling each per annum, consul

of hreiirb and other wines, colonial produce, drug* and
dvet, iron, steel, cottons, silks, one woollen*, borate, cattle,

otr.. and iu exports of limber, grain, meal. oil. akin* and
bi'iea. wine, hemp, linen, loWco, iron ware*, jewellery,

nth. 4tc.

tiovrmmtrni.—The executive and judicial power* in

Baden are vested in the grand duke, and the VsgialaUv*

shared by him with an upper and a lower chamber of re-

presentatives. The ducal prerogative is denned by certain

enactment* contained in the ' Constitutional Record, or
charter, of the Had August, 1918. which fixes the right of
succession m the heirs male of the reigning family who
are of tit* Protestant faith, and. in default of them, transfer*
it to the <«>si. uW^Ht.nt. Qf the female line : the charter
alsoe.lsl.il...*. —u,!,,, of „„, nabta. render* every public
a7s.ni r**[*'""bl* '"' <"* due ol^^snce of rU enactments,
•W-hes ail exempuotv, from taxation, declare* every male

baker to the mfitary conscription, and place* the Javta-aal

tnbwnal* on an independent footing ; * teeuses full liberty
of conscience and private worship, and a community of poti-
or*! right* to the professors of the Roman Cetho»sr,
Urtberan. and Reformed faiths. The legislature consist*

of an Upper Chamber, the member* (stindes berrni of
which are, the princes of grand-ducal blood, <u . the two
Margrave* of Baden, the six headaof the teignonal familsva.

vie., the prince* of Furttenberg. Salm-Kranibetm. Ltnrn-
stein-Werthcira, Leiningen-Neudonau, and Lrmingen BiU
ligheim, whose possessions lie either wholly or in part

within the border* of the grand-duchy ; the Catholic eiee-
bitbop of Freiburg ; a prelate of the Protestant church : srx-

teen repreaentaUves of the domainial nobility, provided tbry
have an unincumbered estate of the value of .10.000/, at ti

«

least ; one representative for each of the two Un i» cruises, and
certain member* chosen by the grand duke, without recard
to birth or rank, but not exceeding eight. The L'pv**
House, therefore, at ita full complement, it composes! ef
thirty-six member*. The Lower House consist* of ants-
four representative* of districts and towns, chosen foreicat
years, and elected by all male individuals without distinc-

tion, who are not representatives, or represented in the
Upper House, who have attained their twenty-fifth sear,

are settled in some electoral district, or fill a public ooV-e.

One-fourth of the members of the Lower House » renewed
every second year, and the whole of them mutt be either
of the Roman Catholic. Lutheran, or Reformed

]

Both house* join in the election of a permanent
mittee, which i* composed of the president of the Upper
House, three member* of the Upper, and six of the
Lower House. The right of proposing laws belongs ex-
clusively to the grand duke. No lax can be levied with-
out consent of the legislature, and the supplies are v*

for two year* consecutively. In case of a collision beta
the two bouse*, they form themselves into a single bad.,
and the question is decided by Use majority of vote*. There
are five ministries,— namely, for foreign affair* and the
grand-ducal house, and for justice, borne affairs, finanre.
and war : the bolder* of these appointments, In coniuas-tssa
with the grand duke or premier minister aa pre*silent, the
commander-in-chief, and the bead of the staff, form what st

called ' the ministry of state.' Every circle has iu omm
provincial government, and the circle* themselves are tab-
divided into superior district*, land districts, or dastrsria

(ober aeruler, land-aemter, or aemter), each hating n> W«-al

functionaries, to whom are refermd all affairs cneimwe iest

with the regular administration of justice, police, fee. Taw
tribunal of first instance «s the Hof-gencbt or A«V Coun-
cil, of which there is one in each circle, and appeal* from st

go before the superior Aulw Council, which tils at Mana-
heim. and is the highest tribunal in the country.

Military F>rrrrt Tim grand-duchy of Baden is one*/
the thirty-eight state* which compote the German IV-afeaw-
ration ; it hold* the seventh rank in the list of ruofeoVrases.
standing between Wurlemberg and Electoral 1 1esse, east st

entitled to an entire vote in the minor dirt, and u> tars*
votes in the major. The oontn.irent which Bade* is bos.a4
to furnish for the army of the Confederation, and srsur k
forms the second divisson of tlie eighth corps, rucsvtsu sf

7711 infsntry, 1429 cavalry, 720 artillrrv, and 10V pwsarers .

amounting altogether to 10.000 men. But the abate ss. .

tary force, under the dieting sr. Is. would be cssm pissssj ml

hj»e infsntry;—nsmeli, I battalion of grenadier hv-
guards fts'i strong; 4 regiments of infantry of 171 1 eswh,
in all Chil; and I battalion of light infantry ef HI ae*.
The cavalry la cvnnposed of 3 rrgimrnta of dragcs«is 1 • tt

each) mustering lost men: the artillery, of a Ingassssa*
ft*0; and a corn* of pn.neert 226 strong; tn til. 11. is*.

On it* present reduced fooling, however, the ottoa) restart*

state itt eoraposiiain to be 3t.oj infantry. Ivil cat sirs, east

48* artillerymen and pioneers; amounting allasretttwr e*

5147 men. with IIX> bt-rees.

»»aisc» - The budget laid before the legttletBre ssT taw
paat year (113J) tutes the groat rerwipU for the sear
IB3I-2 to haie amounted to 10.9 Ji.»; I guhfewa. er aassat

1.011.800/. and the expenditure a* have
10.424.1 JO gold , er about 1.014.040/. It also

the former for lftJi-3, at lo.m.rj* guia.
I,ell, I IW^ and the Utter for the *am* veer at l*.J"»j *««
guld., or about I.OOMauf. ; leaving a surplus for the tssa

rears ef ityri J guld, or about >7^rW. »p*hr*kli ss its*

redemption of lb* debt. Tot* item av utdepwowtM ml La*
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1i ml mt the accumulating fond (betriebs-fond). Distri-

UiUrJ among a population of 1,225,000 souls, it would hence
•pacer that, at the present moment, the average amount
of revenue derived from each individual ia 1 7#. Sjol per
IhA With respect to the public debt, we And it offl-

csmlly stated to amount to 44.307,834 guld., or about
l_4JS.il iL, which sum. by making allowance for the active

capital ef the sinking fund, may be reduced to a net amount
of tt,94XjHl guld.. or about 2.210.650/. A portion of the
revalues.—namely, the produce of the salt-works, which
averaged 930.733 guld.. or about 88.820/, for the years
I Ml aad IMS. is assigned for the gradual extinction of the
debt, which it is redeeming at the rate of four per cent per
aoauta. independently of any other appropriations in aid of
it The financial resources of Baden are of three descrip-
notu ; direct, from a national impost of about 6d. on every
IW. ef property assessed ; indirect, from excise duties, cus-

toms, highway rates, &c ; and variable, from the produce
ef grand-ducal revenues, such as those derived from the
salt works, post-office. Sec.

The bouse of Baden is one of the oldest families in

Germany, and, according to its own showing, traces its

dmnt from the antient Dukes of Alemannia, who
flourished in the seventh and eighth centuries. Their
great ancestor was undoubtedly Berthold, Count of Breie-
gau, a sovereign prince of the eleventh century, who built

the castle of Zahringen, whence his posterity derive the
name of Zihringers ; this prince was the first duke in

Swabia, and Hermann II.. hia grandson, was the first who
aasuaacd the title of Margrave of Baden. Their descend-
ants gradually acquired considerable possessions in Swabia,
S«ntxsrl*nd, and Burgundy, but they were from time to
time much reduced by partitions among collateral branches,
until Ernest, the second son of Christopher II., became
founder of the line of Baden-Durlach in 1527, which
acquired considerable celebrity from George Frederick,
his sen. The line of Baden-Baden becoming extinct in
I '71. their scattered dominions, which lay between the
Swiss frontier, the Rhine, and the Neckar, were united
under one heed, though even so late as the year 1801
they did not occupy a larger area than 1617 square
miles, or contain more than SI 0,000 inhabitants. By the
treaty of Luneville. Baden acquired an accession of 1260
square miles of territory, and 245,000 inhabitants; and a
further and much more considerable accession under the
treaty of Pressburg in 1805. Two years before this treaty,
Charles Frederick, in whose person the two houses were
united in 177 1, exchanged the rank of margrave for that of
an elector of the empire, in which character he forwarded
Napoleon 's views by joining the confederation of the Rhine.
In I ho* he married Stephania, the adopted daughter of
Napoleon, and again exchanged his title for the dignity of
grand duke. At the settlement of Germany by the Con-
errs, of Vienna in 1814 and 1814. the very existence of
Baden aa an independent state hung upon a single breath.
Bevana waa on the point of receiving an indemnity for it*

eesatMu to Austria by the transfer of the circles of the Main
and Tauber, aa well aa of the palatinate of the Rhine to
its dominions, and Austria waa to have received the Breis-
gau, when the Emperor Alexander, the grand dukes
son -in law, stepped in. and pronounced the dominions of
Bsden to be 'one and indivisible.' The latest addition
made to the grand-duchy is the Earldom of Hoben-Ge-
roldsek, which waa united to the duchy of Zu and von der
L*jeo' in the Orteneu. by exchange of territory with
rUiana. to which Austria ceded it in 1819. It u 52 square
aulrs in extent, and contains about 4600 inhabitants.

Tufts '* Grand-Duchy of Baden ; Detnian's Geography
and ^tatutic* of Haden ; Dillenberger * Geographical,
SUhthcal and Topographical Description of Baden ;

Ham in ' Filils i Johrooeher; 1830 ; Biichler's Uetcriptton
</ Baden according to it* Circte* ; Proceeding* of the
Legtttature of Baden ; Hassels Pnneipalitiet and Be
pmUtrt •ffitrmamtf; Stein's Manualbj Horschelmann,&c
BADEN (abo called BADEN-BADEN). Among the

towns possessed bv the various tribes, who inhabited the
western parte of the antient ' Decumates Agri,* to which
modem Hwabta generally corresponds, was the * Civitas

AiuwUa eqeensu ;' a spot which was much frequented by
Roawa vinuera in the days of Antoninus and Aureliua. It

at situated in the centre of the grand- duchy of Baden, in
4sr» 4*' N. leC. and b° 15' E. long., about five miles from
Rastadt, aad eighteen south-west of CarUruhe : it is built

upon a lull which is crowned by the residence of the former
Margraves; and it stands on the O*. or Oelbsvh, in a
valley surrounded on all sides by heights covered with
forests. The town is irregular and old-fashioned in its

construction, and the walls were formerly protected by *
ditch, which is now laid out in shady walks and ground j.

It owes its prospel ity chiefly to the numerous visiters, who
often treble the ordinary population, and its celebrity

to seventeen warm springs impregnated with salt, alum,
and sulphur, which flow down from the hill on which
the cattle stands, and rise from a spot, to which the name
of ' Hell' has been given : the temperature of these springs
varies, according to Stein, from 37* to 44° of Reaumur
(115° to 143° Fahrenheit), and their discharge is said to
be above 1 1,420,000 gallons per annum. Even when other
water is foul, that which flows from these hot springs is per
fectly translucent and pure, and wilt remain so, though kept
for several weeks together in open vessels. The vapoui
arising from the hottest springs is collected snd used by
invalids in the shape of vapour-baths. There are chaly-
beate springs also in the neighbourhood, which is a* re-

markable for the salubrity of its climate and the luxuriance
of its vegetation, as the varied and picturesque scenery
in which it abounds. Indeed, a stranger may stay here
for weeks,- and never find himself at a loss for an unex-
plored ramble. The most remarkable object near the
town, is not so much the castle aa its extensive sub-
terranean apartments, which some conceive to have
been designed aa places of shelter for persons and property,

and others as constructed for the use of the ' secret tri-

bunals' in the middle ages. The church, built on the site

of some Roman ruins in the seventeenth century, contains
the burying-place of the Margraves, and handsome monu-
ments in memory of two of them, Lewis and Leopold-Wil-
liam ; the hill of antiquities, built in the Doric style, and
styled the ' Museum PalaMtechnicum,' is a depository for

all the remains of Roman antiquity brought to light on
this spot. There is a small Lyceum in the town, besides

the school for females attached to the nunnery, eight hotels

with baths, an hospital, and adjoining the town a handsome
• promenade bouse,' with baths, reading and assembly
rooms, &e. for the recreation of the visiters. The number
of inhabitants is upwards of 4000.

BADEN, a town in the province of the Lower Ens
in the Archduchy of Austria, about fifteen miles due
south of Vienna ; the ' Thermes Cetist,' or ' Austriacaa,' of
the Romans. It was almost entirely destroyed by fire in

the year 1812, but haa gained much in architectural beauty

by the calamity. None of it* older structures are left but
the fine old Gothic church : among the modern edifices are

the church of St. Augustine, the ' Weilburg,' a handsome
imperial residence, the town-hall and theatre, the ' Sauerhof,'

containing ninety dwellings, several baths, a military hos-

pital, with baths for the reception of sixty officers and three

hundred privates; the ' Maria-Zeller Hof,' purchased and
endowed by the present emperor for the maintenance of

ninety indigent sick persona; the hospital of the Virgin,

built in 1814 by a society of ladies of rank in Vienna, for

sixty invalids ; a refuge for six men and women, founded

by the townsmen themselves, and a multitude of establish-

ment* for the convenience of visiters. It is frequented

by the fashionable people of the Austrian metropolis to

the number of between twelve and fifteen thousand every

season. The waters are sulphurous, and flow from eleven

springs into fifteen reservoirs or baths, at the rate of 80.640

cubic feet every twenty-four hours. The temperature of the

hottest spring is 30°, and of the coolest, 24° of Reaumur ;

or by Fahrenheit's scale, the former is 99°, and the latter

86". Baden is a possession of the crown, contains about 500

houses and 4400 inhabitants, and haa a park and delight-

ful gardens, besides pleasing environs.

BADEN, a town in the canton of Aargau. in Swiiser-

land, on the left bank of the river Limmat, thirteen miles

N.W. of Zurich. It was once the capital of the county of

the same name, and waa taken in 1413 by the Swiss Can-
tons from the Dukes of Austria, who by the treaty of peace

of 1418 gave up their claims to it It was from that time

held in common by the seven older cantons, aa a subject

bailiwick. In the war between the Protestant and the

Catholic canton* which broke out in 1*09, the Catbolwa
took exclusive possession of Baden and of other parts of

Aargau ; but the troop* of Bern and Zurich besieged Baden,

the castle of which, after a vigorous resistance, surrendered.
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in 1710. By the pwet of Aaraa. 1712, the possession of

Baden masoned with the three cantons of Bern, Zurich,

and Glarus, which tent bv turn* a landvogt, or batUt, a*

they call that magistrate in French Switzerland, to admi-

nister the country. The population of Baden and its

district was reckoned at the dose of the last century at

84.UOU inhabitants. After the French invasion of 1798.

and by the subsequent remodelling of the Swiss political

system, Baden was incorporated with the new canton of

Asrgau. The town of Baden is small and dull ; its popu-
lation is about 1 700 ; it is surrounded by walls ; the castle,

which was built on a steep hill, has remained in mint ever

•inoe 1710. The population of Baden and its district is

Catholic, although the surrounding districts are Protestant.

The nrh Benedictine monastery of Wctttngen, which is two

miles from Baden, in a delightful situation on the right bank
of the Linimat, has been left in possession of it* estate*, and
is one of tlio finest and wealthiest monastic liouses in Hw its-

erland. Baden is on the high road from Bern to Ziinrh.

The baths of mineral water, which constitute the principal

attraction of the place, are on both sides of the Lirnmat, half

a mile below the town, and are much frequented in summer.
A village has arisen round these springs, which is nearly as

large as the town itself, and much more lively and hand-
some : it contains half-a-docen large hotels, besides smaller

ones, having each its private baths, an ordinary, and every

accommodation for visiters. The numerous company that

is (bund here in the summer months is drawn from every

part of Switzerland, but chiefly from Zurich, the citixens of
which town consider Baden a* their regular watering-

place. The language spoken here is Swiss German.
There are two large common baths to which the poor have
access gratis. There are several springs inning from the

ground ; the hottest is 1 07° of Fahrenheit. The water con-

tains carbonic-gas, marine salt, glauber salt, carbonate of

lime, and magnesia : it is clear, and has a slight smell of

sulphur, and is need for drinking, as well as for bathing.

These baths are especially roeoramended for several com-
plaints peculiar to females. The country round Baden it hilly,

and the lower heights are covered with vines, but the wine
made here is poor. These baths were known to the Roman*
by the name of Thermal Helvetica?, and are probably alluded

to by Tacitus {Hitt. i. 67). The neighbourhood of the

Roman colony of Vindoniasa, which is only three miles dis-

tant, contributed probably to their celebrity. In the middle
ages the baths of Baden were much frequented, especially

at the epoch of the Council of Constance ; and Poggio, the
Florentine historian, gues in his letters a curious, but per-

hsps an exaggerated, account of the licentious life people

were leading at these baths. The annual Diet of the Swiss
Confederation need to meet at Baden until 1712, when
the meeting* were transferred to Fraucnfeld. in Thurgau.
BA'DKNOCH. a district in the south-east division of the

county of Inverness, in Scotland. It is bounded on the

east by the counties of Elgin and Aberdeen, on the south

and west by Athol. and on the north by Nairnshire.

It denies its name from a term which signifies tmthy,
listing been originsllv covered with natural forests, of

which some of considerable extent still remain. It is

thirty three miles in length, and twenty-seven in breadth.

It u chiefly a mountainous district, and is but thinly popu-
lated. I/wh Spry, the soupre of the great river Spry, lu-s

in Bsdenorh. Not far from this is seen the towering sum-
mit of Cairngorum. a mountain which has long been cele-

brated f>>r the hcsutiful rock crystals, of everv tanety of tint,

found on it, and which were so esgerly sought after bv lepi-

dnnr* until rry»tals equall) beautiful and at one-humtredth
part the price, began to be imported from Brasil. Bsdenorh
»m in carl* time* a lordshipof the Cummins, who for insny

centuries were the most powerful family in Scotland. On
!(• forfeiture by thst family the celebrated Robert Bruce
included it in the earldom of Moray, from which it was de-

Itchest by Robert II.. who granted It In his son. Alexander,

so wrl| known in Scottish history by the title of the ' Wolf
of Bailciiorh.' The t»ue of the latter failing, the lordship

of Badrmrh remained in the cmwn until the year l*>i,
when it ws< given to the Karl of Huntley. Bsdenorh was 1

long the property of the Gordon family, but has, within the
U*t few tii'inths, passed into other hsnds.
BAIXiKK < Vrlti. Cuvtrrt, in »<«dogv. a genus of phwi-

tigrarie, carnivorous mammals, included bv Linnavus among
the bears, but, as well as the gluttons, racoons, costis. fcr

very properly separated from that group by succeeding

natural iits. The Linnasan genus Drum, a* ft

'

the hands of the Swedish philosopher himself, was m feet

very nearly equivalent to the modern family of plantirrasse

camivora, and, according to the characters upon wnirh he
formed its definition, would have included the greater num-
ber, if not the whole, of the species belonging to thst fsn- ,.»

which bare been discovered since his time. The r»p>n><«ia

of aootogttts, however, with regard to the extent and retttne

value of the groups, the subordinate ones in partsrtilar. of t ne

animal kingdom, have undergone a very consider*his modi-
fication since the death of Linnaeus: the multitude of nrw
species which have been discovered since his time, the rsr- -i

progress which ha* been made within the last half-rent urv n

the science of comparative anatomy, and the application (
the principles which this science hss developed to the *«.. it

of the habits and economy of animal life, rendered the «i>.

division of the greater number of the Liniuvan err .n-ia-v

groups a matter, not merely of choice or convenience, 1 .1

of absolute necessity. Among the earliest eubdi*i»».» f

this description that were introduced into mammalogy m
the separation of the gluttons, badgers, and rsm«i fr i

the true bears, and their formation into dtttinet genera «t,

that the genus l.'nut of l.innnut thus became a group s

higher order, itself composed of different genera : a: d f»
diversity of formation and habits observable among tfc-

animals fully justified this proceeding. Since thst per -1

other genera nave been discovered and awoe.»led «:t . r»
same group, so thst the family of Ptanttgrnda, a* it his

been called by Cuvier, at present contains a ron«»i«-r»' -

number of carnivorous animals, differing consider*Wi a
the form of their dentition, as well as in their habits a-

4

economy, and agreeing only in the plantigrade format r. >.

their extremities, that is to say. in resting upon the • t> »

sole of the font in the acts of standing, walking. tVr -.

contradistinction to digitigrade animals, which tramp ,» »

upon the toes. The various modifications which aVpr- i

upon this conformation of the extremities, as they are ex-

hibited throughout the family generally, wiD be npa - i

in the article Hl*>iti<;*ada : those which more parijr.Ur ,

concern the badgers belong to our present suhy-rt.

This genu*, as definitely rharactenled by modern r» '-^

gists, i* distinguished by a system of dentition which * >
many respects analogous to that of the mousrttrs < tf«-

nhtttn), a genus of carnivore which, indeed, is aran-r»» t?

be recognized as differing from the badgers, except in t
1--

plantigrade, or rather temi-plantigrede formatki M t» - r

extremities. There is nothing remsrksble eMhrr in tSe • r»

or number of the incisor or canine teeth ; the sjr.»,4»«*.

however, are in some respects peculiar, and it s> th.s r»-t

of the dentition which principally distinguishes the bavi;r-s.

There are four false molars in the upper and etgbt i- •• •

under jaw, two and four on each side respectively . f -»»d

by a camassicr and a single tuberculous t«-«h. «f ka-r*

dimensions ; the whole «\«inn is better adapted for bui' -

csting and brui«ing tegrijble substsnre* than **r c.— -j

ami tearing raw flesh: and in fsrt the badgers ere c *

less cortmorou* thsn sin other animsl of the order m tt
they belong, except perhaps the tsrer*. The qo» •*

the food is, in sll cases, necessarily depends n t srsrss

nature of the dentition. The principal character etf t
k- r»t

in the badgers cousist* in their hating Use toes Wwh ssrl**

and behind, short, strong, deeply buried in tl-e flr-»h. t-!
furnished with powerful compressed rtsws. admo-aKii •-*.

-

rulsted for burrowing or turning op the earth in *s-ar»s J
roots. The leys sre short and niusrultr. t!-« b**d« (•»*>!

flat and compact, the head more or h*ss pmlor t*«

snout pointed, the cars swill, and the tsil sSort. Hrnrs-V,

the anus there it an aperture of const h-rsble sue. w*- .

opens traiistrrs< It, and exude*, from it* inner surfs,-* s

grcity or olr.tgin ut muter of *rry offensive (*Vsx.r T>w
same formation it or-srncd in msnv other gvners «f cm—
ttiPMit luamiiidls. th-'iigh the oualitiee of the n pjstaaswsi

srereted d.flVr irmnln g to the species In the cuets *• !

genets, for instance, it* smell is sn pleasing a* to roi'W X
to the rank of a perlume ; wit 1st in the mosifrttrsv, sss rt«

rontrsry, its nhmr is so rttremrlv fin id as to ha*** ar

quired for them, above all otlier animals, the

of mrfAitrt, or stinasnls.

The badger* sl.-ep all day at the bottom of these 1

and m-eir aliout dunrg the night in search of fond. Tt«*
sre frequently accused of destroying rabbits, gaaw*. ssU
even young lamb*: hut m<\» and fallen fru'ts Sf f sr s*

constitute the chief part vf theu food, and they ctmasaJy
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exhibit a man Marked taate for vegetable than for animal
food, al least when kept in confinement. With the powerful

claw* of their fore-feet thejr construct a deep and com-
modious barrow, generally in a candy or light gravelly toil :

thu has but a single cntranoa from without, but it after-

wards divide* into different chamber*, and terminates in a
round apartment at the bottom, which it well lined with
dry grans and bay. The habit* of the badger* are ex-
trrmcly solitary : they are never found in company even
wiih the female* of their own species, and a* they sleep

all da* rolled up in their bed of warm hay at the bottom of

their holes, they are always fat and in good condition : their

ftV.h i» relished in many places as an article of food. They
careful/y remove every thing of an offensive nature from
the<r earth*, never deposit their excrements in the vicinity

of their habitations, and are ex-en said to abandon them if

accidentally or intentionally polluted by any other creature.

In its geographical distribution the genus extend* through-
out the whole of Europe, Northern and Central Asia, and
Nnrth America: we have no accounts of its extending into

Afrv-a or South America, in the former of which continents

it appears to be represented by the rattel {Oulo meJlicora,

Deuaarest), and in the latter by various species of moufeltes

( Mrpkitui. Australia possesses no species of mammal be-

longing to the plantigrade family, at least none has been
hituerto) discovered in that country; and in the Eastern
Peninsula and Isles of India, the place of the badger is

supplied by the telagon (Mydaut melieept, F. Cuvier).

The number of species which zoologists admit into the
genu* Malts is very limited indeed: all writers, without

exception, have followed M. F. Cuvier'* example, in ex-
cluding/the Indian badger, for the purpose of making it the
type of anew genua, though for what reason it would be
difficult to say. since the dental system of this animal ha*
ne»cr been properly described, and in all it* other characters

it differs in no respect from the common badger. Many,
agaio, are disposed to collider the American badger as only
a simple variety of the European : so that, according to

these authors, the genus includes but a single species. The
observations of Dr. Richardson, however, have placed the
distinctness of the American animal beyond a doubt ; and
so long as we have no definite observations to contradict the

approximation, we shall continue to associate the Indian
specie* with the genus to which it* known characters so

nearly assimilate it.

I. Tkt comma* Badger (M. vulgaris, Desmarest) is

about the size of a middling dog, but stands much lower on
the legs, and has a broader and (latter body. The head is

long and pointed, the ear* almost concealed in the hair of

the bead, and the tail so short that it scarcely reaches to the

middle of the hind legs ; the hide is amazingly thick and
tough ; the hair uniformly long and coarse over the whole
body, and trailing along the ground on each side as the

animal walks. The badger and its congeners offer a strange

intermixture of colours, which is seen in no other mammal,
except those of the genera Oulo and Mephili; which, as
already remarked, approximate so nearly to it in many other

respects : in general, the darker shades are found to predo-

minate upon the back and upper parts of the body, and the
lighter below; but in the animals above-mentioned this

general rule is reversed, and it is the light shades which
oerupy the back and shoulders, whilst the dark ones are

spread over the breast and abdomen. The head of the

badger, for instance, is white, except the region beneath the

chin, which is Mack, and two bands of the same colour,

which rise on each side a little behind the corners of the

mouth, and. after passing backwards and enveloping the

eye and ear, terminate at the junction of the head and
neck. The hair* of the upper part of the body, considered

separately, are of three different colours, yellowish white at

taw bottom, black in the middle, and ashy grey at the

purat : the last colour alone, however, appears externally,

and gives the uniform sandy grey shade which covers all

the upper part* of the body : the tail is furnished with

k«og coarse hair of the same colour and quality, and the

Ureal, breast, belly, and limb* are covered with shorter

heir «f a uniform deep black.

Tnuagh the badger is found throughout all the northern

parts af Europe and Asia, it is rather a scarce animal

e» try-where. It* food is chiefly roots, fruits, insect*

er»d trot*, bat it likewise destroys the eggs and young
of partmige* and other birds which build on the ground,

and attack* the neat* of the wild bees, whicn it rob* with

impunity, as the length of iu hair and the thiaknem of
its hide render it insensible to the sting of the bee. It
chooses the most solitary wood* for it* residence, is quiet
and inoffensive in it* manner*, but, when attacked, defend*
itself with a courage and resolution which few dog* of
double its own size and weight can overcome. It lutes
angrily, and holds on with great tenacity, which it i*

enabled to do the more easily from the peculiar construction
of the articulation or hinge that connects its under jaw with
the skull, and which consists of a transverse condy le com-
letely locked into a bony cavity of the cranium. The
adger is not mentioned by Aristotle, and possibly may not

be found in Greece, as the antient language- of that
country has not even a name for it, and as it is less com-
mon in the southern than in the northern parts of Europe

;

Pliny however notices it under the name of Mrlit(wu.
and various other Roman authors have spoken of it More
recent writers also use Taxu*. perhaps derived, like other
Roman names of northern animals, from the German lan-
guage, in which the badger is called Zach* or Dackt; in

Dutch Da*. The female bring* forth her young in the early

part of spring, to the number of three, four, or live ; she con-
tinues to suckle them carefully for the first five or six weeks,
and afterwards accustoms them gradually to shift for them-
selves. When taken young they are easily tamed, and become
as familiar and playful as puppies

; they soon learn to distin-

guish their master, and show their attachment hv following
or fawning upon those who feed them ; the old, however,
are always indocile, and continue solitary and distrustful

under the most gentle treatment.
The badger is hunted in some parts of the country during

the bright moonlight nights, when he goes abroad in search
of food ; his hide, when properly dressed, makes the best

pistol furniture ; his hair is valuable for making brushes to

soften the shades in painting, and his hind-quarters, when
salted and smoked, make excellent haras. This kind of
food, indeed, is not so universally esteemed in our own
country as in China, where Bell informs us that he law
dozens of badger* at a time hanging in the meat market*
of Pekin ; but there is no reason why it should be inferior

to the flesh of the bear, which is universally esteemed by
all who have an opportunity of tasting it

2. The American Badger (St. Labradnrica, Sabine) mea-
sures, when full grown, about two feet and a half from the

muzzle to the root of the tail, which is six inches more. It*

•nout is less attenuated than that of the European species,

though its head is equally long; its ears are abort and
round, the claws of its fore feet much longer in proportion

than those of the common species, its tail comparatively

shorter, its fur of a quality altogether different, its colour*

also very different, and its appetite* more decidedly carni-

vorous ; the head and extremities alone are covered with
short coarse hair ; all the other parts of the body are fur-

nished with remarkably soft, fine, silky fur, upwards of four

inches in length, and differing only in being rather more
sparingly supplied on the under than on the upper parte.

Taken individually these long hairs are of a purplish brown
colour at the root, and afterwards variegated with alternate

rings of black and light brown, but so arranged that the

latter colour occupies the extremity, and consequently com-
poses the predominant colour of the coat, which is a uniform
mottled or silvery grey shade, as well upon the back and
sides a* upon the breast and belly ; the ground colour of
the head, cheeks and throat is white, but a dark brown or
black band passes over each eye and ear from the muzzle
to the occiput, and there are patches of the same colour,

only of rather a lighter shade, surrounding the ey es and
immediately in front of the ears. The legs, like the head,
are covered with short coarse hair, which is a dark-brown
colour, and the claws are very long, crooked, and of a pale

born colour, which is alone sufficient to distinguish this

species from the European badger, which, though altogether

a larger animal, has much shorter daws, and of a dark-

brown colour.

The American badger is called Brairo and Stjlevr by the
Canadians, Sfutonuth and Atcatcittktmxi, at the digging ani-

mal, by the frees, and Chocartootk by the Pawnee Indians.

Iu form and habits have been well described by Dr. Richard-
son in his admirable Fauna B"rtuJi-Ammcama,**ork of first-

rate authority. ' The Mela Labradorica,' says Dr. Richard-
son. ' frequents the sandy plain* or prairies which skirt the
Rocky Mountains as far north as the bank* of the Peace
Rrrer, and source* of the River of the Mountain*, in lati-
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tod* 58*. It abounds on the plain* watered by the Mkaouri.

but ita exact southern range baa not, at fir a* I know, been

defined by any traveller. The aandjr prairie* in the neigh-

bourhood of Carlton House, on the banks of the Saskatche-

wan, and alsoon the Red River that flows into Lake Winipea;.

are perforated by innumerable badger-boles, which are a

great annoyance lo horsemen, particularly when the ground

is covered with snow. These hole* are partly dug by the

badgers for habitations, but the greater number of them are

merely enlargement* of llie burrow* of the Artlowtyt Hoodii

and KirSartUomi, which Ihe badger* dig up and prey upon.

"Whilst the ground i* covered with snow, the badger rarely

or never comes from ita hole ; and I suppose that in that

climate it passe* the winter, from the beginning of November

till April, in a torpid state. Indeed, as it obtains the small

animals upon which it feeds by surprising them in their

burrow*, it has little chance of digging them out at a time

when the ground is frozen mt» a solid ruck. Like the bears,

the badgers do not lose much flesh during their long hy ber-

nation. f»r on coming abroad in the spring tbey are observed

to be very fat. As they pair, however, at that season, they

soon become lean. The badger is a slow and timid animal,

taking to the first earth it meets with when pursued ; and

as it make* its way through the sandy soil with the rapidity

of a mole, il soon place* itself out of the reach of danger.

The strength of its fore-fret and claws is so great, that one

which hid insinuated only its bead and shoulders into a

hole, resisted the utmost efforts of two stout young men who
endeavoured to drag it out by the hind legs and tail, until

one of them fired the content* of hi* fowling-piece into ita

body. Early in the spring, however, when they first begin

to stir abroad, they may be easily caught by pouring water

into their hole* ; for the ground being frozen at that period,

the water dues not escape through the sand, but soon Alls

the hole, and ita tenant i* obliged to come out, The Ame-
rican badger appears to be a more carnivorous animal than

the European one. A female which I killed bad a small

marmot, nearly entire; together with some field mice, in its

stomach. It had also been eating some vegetable matters.'

This account leaves little further to be expected, or indeed

desired, relating to the habits and economy of the American
badger. It may be observed, however, that Dr. Richardson's

idea* on the subject of it* supposed hybernation are at vari-

ance with the known analogies of its congener*, and in

other respects seem lo be contradicted by the fact which be
himself states, that they are in the early part of spring,

when they begin to leave their winter retreats, a* fat as they

were in the end of autumn upon retiring to them. As to the

southern limit of the geographical range of the species, at

least in one direction, it i* known to inhabit Mexico, a* ap-

pear* from the detailed and correct description of Fernandez,

who call* it by the native name of llumyotl seu Coyotl-

humuli ; and a very fine skin was some tiuie ago sent from
California to the Zoological Society.

.1. The Imtian Bulger (M. f.Jlurit). railed RKulloo &>or.

or bear-pig, by lite Hindoos, is about the size of the common
badger, but stands higher upon lU legs, and is at once dis-

tinguished by it* attenuated muzzle ending in a truncated

snout, like that of the common hog, and by it* small and
nearly naked tail. The whole height of thit animal is about
twenty inches, and the length of it* tail nine inches. It has
the body and limbs of a bear, with the snout, eye*, and tail

of a hog. Its ears are short, completely covered with hair,

and surrounded l>> a slight bonier of white. The feel are
plantigrade, and liave (to tors on each, united throughout
their whole length, and armed with vigorous rlaws an inch
long. The muzzle is of a flesh colour, and nearlv naked,
having but a few thinly -scattered hairs on the side* ; llie

belly also is nearly destitute of hair. The general colour of

the hair over eTery pari of the body is a yellowish white,

with black pmnts; thus giving a dark-brown shade to ihe
mat, that appear* in wavy lines when the annual move*.
The throat is vcllowith.and on each side of the head are Iwn
black bands which unite towards the muzzle ; the inferior of
these, w Inch ts very narrow, borders the upper lip, the other
is much broader, and passe* on each tub of the eve, sur-
rounding the ear, and descending on each aide of the neck,
to untie on Ihe breast with the black colour which rovers
the amrrvor eitrrtuihr* uniformly. The whole of the throat,
enclosed by the** black bands, it of s similar colour lo thai
of the body, but of a rather lu'hler aad yellower shade. The
hind leg* at* Mark. hkc the Sir*, and covered with short
eoar«* haar

. Tb» j vllowuh w hue predominate* on the rump.

and the tail i* nearly naked, being but sparingly ftiraiihod

with coarse scattered hairs, and in all respects similar lo tiaw

tail of a domestic bog.

[lo«aa Dtdfrt ]

The individuals, a male and female, observed in the ***»

nagerieof the governor- general at Barrarknore by the Ynm h
naturalist Duvanrcl, who furnished M. P. Cuiier with lb*

statement from which the greater part of the above drsrrnv
tion has been extracted, were remarkably thy and * it.

The female, however, wss less savage than the male, sad
showed a certain degree of intelligence, which gave issntn i*>

believe that, if taken young, this animal might be *«•. i

domesticated. They passed the greater part of the die
buried beneath the straw of their den in deep sleep. A 0

their movement* were remarkably alow. Though the* dad

not altogether refuse animal food, yet tbey eihsbttrd a

marked predilection tor bread, fruits, and other saUtsj-c*
of a vegetable nature. When irritated, they uttered a pe-

culiar kind of grunting noise, and brutled up the hair U
their bark; if still further tormented, they would ra-*e lie ab-

solves upon their bind leg* like a l>ear, and appeared, htr
that animal, to possess a power in their arms and rUw* rut

less formidable than their teeth. Tins is confirmed In Mr
Johnson in his SMrtchf of Indian Field Sport*. * Bsdrm
in India,' says he. ' are marked exactly like those in Row-
land, but they are larger and taller, are exceedingly Acme,
and will attack a number of dog*. I have seen dors itoi
would attack an hyarna or wolf afraid to encounter thrtsv

They are scarce, but occasionally lo be met with among tea
hills. In their nature they resemble the bear.'

MM. Duvsncel and Cuvier write the native nans* of rasa

animal IkUi-Suur, which they properly interpret sand-fear :

but we are credibly informed by a gentleman long m id «
in India, and well acquainted with the ktnguaare af us*

country, that the real name is /Matfoo-Suor. wbtrh tircfe*
the bear-pig. and alludes to the strange compound »k»s *
exhibits of the characters of these t»u very different aniaassi

The orthography of the French nsturahsU it aUo amnm
;

the words ought to be written Balbio-Sonr, and with u «
correction il is very eaty to perceive bow Ihe mistake ta us*
name of the animal may have originated. In f*r«. a tr*«*>-

ler like M. Duvanrcl. entirely ignorant of llm Imtaiaa. tr
possessing but a very imperfect knowledge of thai Uztruar*.
might very readily confound the words BaUm and b *

as pronounced by a native ; since, aa far as the user* »«.ad
is concerned, tbey only differ in the aspirate. tb.«ugb law
meanings are very distinct indeed ; Halloa, at nrwi ,

translated by M. Duvanrcl. signifying sand. »hUst Bat-.st
(HhslU in Sanskrit) is the common Hindustan** mat i«
a bear. Neither it the French traveller the Ant disrvoesr
of tins animal, as imagined bv M. F. I'uvier. 1 brr* » a
dewription of it in Bewick s Qujdrufrdi, pu '.»l.cd at Wast
thirty vears before M. Duvanorl s Journey to ImM*. ar*4 ar-

c»in|ianicd *ith a tolerably g<ud figure by that relet*
engraver. Nor it it lo be confounded *uh the I.-iaa
badger of IVnnant and Dr. Shaw, nor with that de^v —

d

under the tain* name by General Hardaieke. and Asv-ssi
in vol. ix. of the l.mntran /ruatoriionf.allufabvb, it as* its*

ralel itself, are at least referable lo a very | im isasli save*?*.

BADI'bTKR. in entomology, a gwnua of the ardrr f*
ootm, and family Hmrpaltd*. This genu*, tew* thee a«s>
the genera Tnmurphut. Ucnut, Brmkm. and /arsr***,

form a mntptruout group among the ramose* U law Una
tribe. The type of this group t* probably in <br
Linn us, under which head the eharactvrt of lb*

together with thai of Ihe group, a ill be fivao.
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MJT1CA, mm of the antient divisions' of Hispania

CSpua). so called from its chief river, the BsKis, now the
Gtutdalquivir.

According to the arrangements of Augustus, Bsrtica was
bounded on the west end north by the Anas (Guadiana)

;

on the south by the Atlantic and Mediterranean ; and on
the vast by a line drawn from near Ciudad Real, near the
Guardian*, through Jten and Granada to Moxacar, on the
cotat of the Mediterranean. Consequently, it comprised
Setnlla ; part of the Portuguese province of Alentejo;
Spanish BatratDadiira, south of the Guadiana ; the western
part of La Mancha ; Cordoba ; the west part of Jaen ; and
the chief part of Granada.

Before the time of Augustus, Spain was divided by the
Romans into two great divisions, Hispania Citenor and
Hispania Ulterior, which latter was also called Bertie*. The
eastern limit of Bertie* at this time was near Carthago
Nora. Carthagena.
The district, Bsrtica, from which these two large division*

took their name, was the country drained by the lower course

of the Bartis. The Sierra Morena on the north, and the

western prolongation of the mountains of Granada on tho

swath, close in the extensive plains of the lower Guadal-
quivir, which have so long been noted foe their fertility.

(Mannert, Hitpmmen ; Strata, lib. iii.)

BARTIS, in entomology, a genus of the order A>u-
roptera. and family EphemerieUc. This is one of the four

genera of the British family of May-flies ; tho generic

characters are taken from the number of wings, and the

sets* or hair-like appendages to the abdomen. The genus

Kpktmtra has four wings and three seta) ; Ba'etis has four

wings and twosetss; Brackyeemu has two wing* and three

sous ; and Cioeom has two wings and two seta*. These setae are

of great use to the little animal in steering its way through

the air whilst performing that beautifully undulating flight,

which all must have observed. It is to the first of these

genera {Epkemera) that the common May-fly belongs,

under which head its metamorphosis and other peculiarities

will be given.

BAE'ZA. BEAUA, a city or Spain, in the kingdom or

Jaen, situated on a bill commanding a fertile plain which is

watered by the rivers Guadalquivir and Guadalimar. The
country round is productive in grain, wine, oil, and fruit. The
town enjoys a very pure air. There are in it many fine build-

ings, the remains of its former grandeur, when it was in the

power of the Moors. King San Fernando wrested it from
the Mohammedan king in the year 1 228 ; and in 1 236, when
that monarch conquered Cordoba, he added to his titles

that of king of Baexa. In the collegiate church of Baexa
are still preserved the coats of arms of the thirty-three

knights who accompanied the king to the conquest, and
were the first settlers in the new Christian city. The pre-

sent nopulation of Baexa is 14,263. The town contains nine

parishes, three hospitals, seven convents for monks, and the

same number for nuns, a cathedral, and a collegiate church.

The i psaoopal see of Baexa was transferred to Jaen in 1248,

after Use conquest of the latter city, where it has remained
ever since. Meets is the capital of a district comprehend-
ing six towns : it is also the birth-place of Gasper Becerra,

a celebrated sculptor and painter of the sixteenth century.

Its distance from Jaen is eighteen miles ; it is in 37* 57' N.
sat. rjfW. long.

(Mnanos Dictionary ; Mariana, Mulatto de Etpoio.)

BAFFIN. WILLIAM, an enterprising English navi-

gator of the seventeenth century. Of his early life nothing

ss known. In 1612 he sailed in the fourth voyage of Hail
on discovery to the north-westward, of which the only ac-

count we hare was written by him : it is remarkable as being

the first voyage on record in which a method is laid down (as

then practised by himself) for determining the longitude at

sea by observations of the heavenly bodies. In the follow-

ing year be went on a voyage to the coast of Greenland, in

the narrative of which be notices the extraordinary refrac-

tion of the atmosphere, the quantity of which be calculated

to aanonat to 24' as a maximum when a heavenly body is on
the horison. In 1615 be was appointed mate and associate

to Robert By lot on another voyage of discovery, for the ac-

count of which we are also indebted to Baffin ; and again the
next year, he accompanied Bylot as pilot in an expedition

which asseoverad and Mootrated to the head of that exten-
sive hay which bears nil name. It appears rather strange
that the hay was not named after Bylot, the commander of
the uftoiuu. Of Uut voyage Captain Roes observes thai

be found all the positions and descriptions of this able
seaman remarkably accurate.

In 1618 Baffin waa mate on a voyage from Sural to
Mocha ; and in 1621 be engaged in an English expedition
acting in concert with the Persians to drive the Portuguese
out of the Persian Gulf, in the course ofwhich he was killed

at the siege of Kisrats. a small fort near Ormux, while era-
ployed in measuring the distance from the place, for the
purpose of cannonading it. (Purchss s Pilgrim*.)

BAFFIN'S BAY is an extensive gulf on the N.E. coast
of America, between the shores of that continent and the
western coast of Greenland. It is comprised between the
parallels of 68° and 78° N. lat.. and the meridians of 5 1° sod
80° W. long , and lies in a N.N.W. direction. It is about 780
miles long, with a mean breadth of about 280 miles, thus
giving an area more than double that of the Baltic. It was
first explored by Baffin in 1616, in company with By lot, but
hia accounts -of its extent to the northward were always
much doubted, until corroborated by Captain Ross in 1818.

Its shores are generally high, with perpendicular cliffs

rising sometimes to the height of 500 and 1000 feet above the
sea, and backed by stupendous ranges of mountains, always
raveloped in snow. On the surface of the land above the
slifts is found a scantv aDoearance of vegetation, principally

mosses and ground-!* The cliffs are frequently rent
into deep ravines, which bectme filled with snow : as the
mow increase*, it projects into the sea, till, detached by its

own weight, it forma the nucleus of those immense icebergs

which are met with in these seas.

A peculiar feature Ss the prevalence along the coasts of
those small, high, and sharp conical rocks, whose form hss
suggested their being called monumentt, as if they were
the work of art. It is remarkable how void of large islands

this tract of sea is, alt those which border its shores (except

Disco) being very small, and the centre of the bay being
entirely without them. The depth of water, wherever it has
been tried, has been found very great. The shores are
deeply indented with sounds and bays, few of which have
yet been examined. The ire, which extended in a compact
state several leagues from the shore, prevented Captain Ross
from exploring those two large arms to the northward,

called, by Baffin. Smith's and Whale Sound; but the

largest of these bays, formerly known as Sir James Lan-
caster's Sound, was passed through by Captain Sir Edward
Parry in 1819, who gave it the name of Barrow's Straits.

The prevailing geological features of the coasts are granite

and gneiss, abounding in garnets ; there are also found
porphyry, chalcedony, quarts, felspar, jasper, and a wood
coal. Bears, black foxes, and hares ; walruses and seals

;

ptarmigan*, tents, gulls, ekUc aad other ducks, auks, and
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«f the bsv though it has been generally observed to art to

ifae loulfaward thron«h Devi*'* Straits, which farm the

Lmmunreauon between Baffin t Bay and tbt Atlantic

(Ross t and Parry*• V<yg— )

BAFFIN'S ISLANDS, a clutter of three amalU burn,
and uninhabited Ulanda on the eastern thorn of Baffin *

Bay. Tbey are mentioned by Baffin aa the Three Islands,

but obtained their preaent name Iron Captain Rom. Tbey
are retorted to by numerous bird* of varioua kind*. The
water between them and the (bore ka remarkably deep.

Ther are in 74" 1' N. lat. and tr tt' W. long.

BA'FFO. a aea-port town on the we»tern ooaat of the

W«nd of Cypru*. in 34* Mr* N. lat.. and 31" IV B. long. It

i* a amall town* which has declined from it* former import-

ance ; iu harbour it unsafe, and only frequented in ram-
mer. It i* the residence of a Turkish aga, and of a Greek
bithop. suffragan to the metropolitan of Nicosia. There is a
cattle which commands the harbour, and tba ruin* of an-
other castle on a hill above the town. The Church of

St. Oeorjre. which it almost the only building remaining of

the time when the Venetians ruled the island, is in poaaoawoo

of the Greek clerjry. The country around BaaTo is fruitful,

and well irrigated by spring* ; ittoroducea cotton in abund-
ance, and much silk is alto raited here. This puss* is called

by geographers New Paphos, in eonlrsdhvuocuoo to Old
Paphos. which ttn.nl farther to the south-east,—eleven mikes

according to the Peutinger table, and sixty stadia socording

to Strauo. and probably near where the tillage of Cuouelia

no* stands. Manti. who resided in the island for several

years between 1 7(0 and 1768. says that no traces of Old Pa-

phot remsined above ground, but that many tombs and other

antiquities bad been found under ground at and nearCouu-
rlia. but that on account of the iealousy and the extortions

of the Turks, the excavations had been discontinued. Msnti
revkont twenty -one miles from Piscopia, near the western

tuna of the river Lveu*. at the southern extremity of the

island, to Conuclis. or Old Paphos. Old Paphos is believed

to bare been built by the Phoenicians, and waa famous in

the most remote times for its temple of Venus. Homer
C>i/yu<y. v.) tpeaks of it at the favourite abode of Venus.
In Strabo's time Old Paphos still existed, and was an-
nually frequented by a solemn procession of men and
women from New Paphut. and from the other towns of the

island Ktrsbo (xiv. p. 6*1} says that Old Paphoa stood

ten stsdis from the sea, and had a harbour. He speaks
*l«o of New Paphos as a considerable place, having toe
temple* and a good harbour, ami as bating been built by
the Arcadian chief, Agapenor, who, according to Pausaniaa,

Wing dnten on aliore by a storm on bis return from the

siego of Tr»y, founded here a little kingdom. Under the

Romans, New l*apho* was the chief town of the western

dm.ion of the i«lsnd. It was destroyed by an earthquake

in lite rrign of Augustus, but »»« slier re-budL Rl. Paul

( Arts xiii I came to Paphos, and there male a convert of

tl>e Roman deputy-governor, Sergius Psulus. The nsme
of Ralfo u s Venetian curruption of that of Paphoa. <Ree

Mennrrv, Cf.gntftttt drr Unn-krn und Homtr, 6th part.)

BAGDAD (i'asbslic). This important province forms

•he south-eastern part of the Turkish empire ta Ass*.

Prrbsps there is no Austic Paabalir the limit* of which

are d<ou<-d with even li>iersble precision; and the great

extent end pxilion uf the Bagusd provuiee prevent s)s

boun'lanes from being distinctly ascertained. We sway,

ho«»\«.r. consider it a tolerably safe approach to aecaraey,
to desmU ine Pashshc of Bagdad aa bearing sssae re*era -

Mane* in fra ta a Inane;Is, the base of whack ta (erased by
a somewhat irregular line drawn frusn about 31' N. 1st.

3C *# B long, to nearly ir N lat. 44 K. leaf. The
apes of Una trauigle ts at Ike Psman Qwlf, ut If N. sat.
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and 4e*lV E. long., and it is bounded on ike sooth-wsnaara

al uim by the border deserts of Arabia, and on the north-eastern
I by Persia and Persian Koordistan. Thus considered, toe
length of the territory is about 6J4 miles long by 44* of
extreme breadth, comprehending the principal part of tit*

antient Mesopotamia and Assyria, the whole of Babylonia
and Chaldasa. and a considerable portion of Susiana. The
pari of Mesopotamia wbicb is comprehended in the modem
Paahauc of Bagdad is now called Aljexirah, or the Island ,

Bab; Ionia and Cbabies* form Irak Aram; Assyria partly

corresponds to Koordisun ; and the preaent Kh-rr-raa ass
the antient Susiana.

This extensive territory is traversed by the Euphrates
... and Tigris, which ultimately unite, and enter the Parvus
to Gulf in • single stream. Within the Paahahc of Beantad,

and indeed in its whole course, toe Frat, aa the natives rwU
the Euphrates, makes more extensive dttours then tka
Tigris, but the course of the latter la more mtxu,wir
serpentine than that of the Euphrates. The two risers

within the limits of Ihia territory are moat distant (rasa

each other between Rahaba Malek on the Kuptirsias.
and the point where the Great Zab enters the Turns,
where the distance is about ISO miles; and the mum
approach is at Bagdad, where the distance of the T*rr»
from the Euphrates does not exceed thirty Busts. Tss>
latter river may he considered to enter the Pasha r

at the point where it receive* the Khabour: the d..-<«t

distance from thence to the junction of the mwrs w aWt
100 miles, but by the winding course of the stream t
cannot be less than Hoo miles; and if we add to this the
mile* after the junction, the entire course of the Euphr*-**
within the Pashalic of Bagdad will be about t J4> sa.^«
From the Khabour to its junction with the Tigris, the

Euphrates receive* only a few very inconsiderable stress •

.

on one side it ba* the deserts, and oo the other the eontrsetrd
region of Aljetirsh and Irak Arain. The Khabour amJ
is a small river originating in the union of several lr*
brooks: it pursues a southerly course until it is jua**t
by the westerly course of the Huali, and the united tti*« .
then pursues that direction to the Bupbratea. The - •

rise of the Euphrates, during the floods of spring, is tee' «

feet; that of the Tigrit is greater, perhaps taenty fr-t

(Niebuhr aaya twenty at Bagdad), and thus surh mur 1»
lions are eometimet produced as sre mentioned tr, our errtM, t

of the city. The tide extends farther up the Euphrates U.«a
the Tigris ; it reaches ui the former nver to the ti uur A
sixty miles from Korna. while in the Tigris tt scarcely exieoes
to more than thirty -Ave miles. We may more ynr.ali
indicate the hmils of the tide in both rivers, by stating i_ at

the spot i* marked on the Euphrates by the tomb ml a
Moalem saint called Negaib, on the western bank . and en
the Tigris by the mouth of the Deweiah canal: t «-e
mark* are, in both inatanoaa. a hulc above the Urnus ef iae
spring tide. In the season of flood the tide doe* not cxtesU
so far up either river ; but the disparity bcteeeo the te, »
Mill maintained. At such seasons, a spectator pinred at
the punt of the triangle formed by the junction of ike tw»
mors msy observe the tide flowing up the Euphrates .•
the one hand, while the strength of the Tigris brew* 4 km s
on the other. Oo account of the two large eUare of kV»~
and Bagdad on the Tigris, the hanks of that nver ass? he

considered more populous than those of the Euphrates < «u
the population q*> the latter is distributed ansung a gtawjasr

number of towns and villages. In the whole aWn s

between Bagdad and Korna on the Tigris there av only Hm
nueereble tillage of Eoute ; but the parallel distance jm \Jm
Euphrates eotilains man) villages, and some small swsi.
Constdermg the Tigrit to enter the Psihalar ml Bsg^W

at the point where it rwcenee the tmsll nvsr Kura.a. ! be
direct dutanoe to hlurna tt alwut equal a* thnl sf tse
Euphrates ; and its numerous trod* probably rev est as
srtual course fully as l»ug. The banks of beak r-.rrs

benosae very low as they approach to a juocUjo. and tu>«
of the united stream are very Oat. But Ine hanks mt im
Tign* maintain a steep rlisractt r much lower 4Wa tkssi
those uf the Euphrates. The Tigris av luaally railed taw
•haU-al-Uijile until it amies al the canal of nasattwi Max
when * receives the nam* of SbaU-si Aaxarak. wasrn *
retains until Us junction mill the Frat. The mwr rw»« sw
no tnbutanes from Irak Arab*, and the only stream mi m-mm
that enter* U from Alwiireh at the 1 n itiat Ws sV
net lad tlus nver hud down in any map, atst as aswjeae la*
not bassx traced, but It enter* the Tsyna an a straws* tamajr
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feet wide fa Si* M' N. Ut, tad the nattves My that H
www down from tbe neighbourhood of Sinjar. From
Korea to the ruin* of Cteeiphon the Tigris receive* no
nrtr on its eastern bank ; but between that pomt and
Mosul a considerable number enter it, all of which riee in

and low through Koordistan. The principal of thee* are

tbe Great and Little Zab. and the Dialah. Tbe Great

Zab rite* in tbe mountain! of Persian Koordittan, and
pursues a north-westerly direction, until it it joined by a
email stream which come* down from the north ; it then
takes a south-westerly direction, and. traversing the breadth

of Turkish Koordittan, empties itself with rapidity into the

Tigm about fort) Are miles below Mosul, and impart* its

o«n turbid character to the subsequent course of that river.

Its breadth where it enters the Tigris does not exceed 60 feet,

although at tbe low-water horse- ford on the road to Mosul it

is at least 300 feet wide. The Little Zab is a narrow but deep
riter which rises in the nearer declivity of the Koordistan

mountains, and pursues a nearly direct 8.8 W. course ofl 50
mile* to tbe Tigris, which it enters in lat. 35° 10*, where its

width is only ii feet, although in its upper course, alter it

has received the Altun 8u (golden water) at AHun Kupri
(golden bridge), its breadth is nearly three times as greet.

It. however, discharges an immense body of water into the

Tigris, which immediately after forms a fearful rapid and
fell, which great'y endangers the rails that navigate the river

between Mosul and Bagdad. The Dialah is formed by the

union of several small streams in the mountains hehind

Kuhmanieh; ana aner n pas receiveo. tne noiuan and
Arwand from the Kermanshah districts it becomes a con-

siderable river, whirh discharges itself into the Tigris about
Sve mdes al>u\e the Tiiik. K' i tCtesiphon. It is crossed

by a bridge of boats a little above its mouth, and its breadth
is there sixty vards; and at Bukooba, about forty miles

above its mouth, it may, during the summer, be forded on
horseback, although its stream is very rapid.

The 8hatt-al-Arab u the name given to the united

stream of the Euphrates and Tigris. We should perhaps
prefer to call the united stream by the name of one of those

mors : but tbe natives never do so— perhaps from inability

to determine to which of the streams the distinction is most
due; and it also agrees with their custom of calling a river by
different nn 'lies in different parts of its course. OurHumber.
fanned by the junction of the Ouse and Trent, is a parallel

instance. After the junction, the river continues the

direction which the Tigris was before pursuing, and after

a course «f about 1 SO miles enters the Persian Gulf by
a single embouchure. The Shalt-al-Arab is navigable, in

sstd-stree.nl, for vessels of 300 tons burden ; but towards the

banks tbei is such a labyrinth of channels, shallows, and
sandbanks, as renders its navigation sometimes difficult

and perpU ng. This noble river receives from Persia tbe

Kerah, and communicates dy the canal of Hafar with the

Karoon. Tbe Kcrah or Kara-tu rises in Ardelan, a pro-

vino* of Persian Koordistan ; and after collecting all tbe

rivers ofthat pro\incc and the northern portion of Luristan, it

Ion with a very tortuous course through the plains of Khu-
aistan. passing near the ruins of Susa, and enters the Sliatt-

al-Arab i twenty miles below Korea. The length of

its whale course may be estimated at four hundred miles,

and ita width at the mouth approximates to that of the
,

Dialah. The Karoon rises on the western declivity of the
;

Koh-i-Zerd, or yellow mountain, on tho opposite side of

,

which, the Zeindvrood, the river of Ispahan, has it* source.
,

It proceed" »• -t*ard. but in passing among the mountains

ef Lunstan it takes a S.S.W. direction, receiving in its ,

passage through Kbusistan the river A ita], which comes
down front tne norm ; alter wbicti u contains, in Kinneir'*

j

eankw. • greater body of water than either the Tigris or
j

Euphrates. Whether, however, the Abxal jojns the Kcrah
or Karoos appears still uncertain. Near Sabla it receives

the Jerahi, and after it baa passed Sabla it* stream di-

vmUs into two principal branches, one of which proceeds
|

westward, aa if to enter the Shatt-al-Arab ; but at tbe i

ataance of three miles from that river it rather abruptly

lake* a st .ith-eatterly direction, and flow* to the Persian
|

Golf a* • parallel and independent stream. IU former

dirwaUoo ia, however, continued by an artificial cut, through :

which a portion ol lis waiers emor tbe Shatt-al Arab.
|

The 01her principal branch of the Karoon at once takes a
' direction, and enters the Persian Gulf by

|

'

aanels : and thus, with tbe main stream of I

•fax dtetiact current* issue from the Delta into 1

the sea at no great distance from each other, and this lad
early observers to conclude that there were so many mouths
of the 8batt-al- Arab, although, in point of fact, that river
flows in a single stream to the sea. It is for the sake of
explaining this that we have spoken of the Karoon, although
that river does not flow within our limits.

The country between the Euphrates and Tigris, from 1st,

34
s

to Korea, ia intersected by the dry beds of many
natural and artificial canals. One or two of the latter in
the vicinity of Bagdad might perhaps be made available
for navigation without any enormous expense. The only
canal now useful is the natural one of Shatt-al Hie : it is

about 100 yards in width where it opens into the Tigris, and
is navigable during eight months in the year, but becomes
nearly a dry bed in summer. Its stream divides at about
thirty-five miles from the Tigris, and afterwards re-umung
forms an island of a form somewhat oval, and about thirty

miles long by fifteen broad. The name 8hatt-al-Hie is

locally limited to the part between tbe Tigris and the
point of separation ; the western branch of the divided
stream is called Bu Jehiral, the eastern Shatt-al-Amah,
and the re-united stream is named Subbil. We avail our*
selves of this opportunity of correcting a somewhat serious
error in all the maps which we have seen. About half
way between Koote and Korna. a river, railed Mendeli, some-
times supposed to be the antient Gyndes, is represented to

come down from the north and discharge its waiers into
the Tigris. A -tre.im certainly appears at the spot indi-

cated, but it is the Hid or Hud, a canal which receives its

stream from the i igris ana conveys it in a south-easterly
direction to the Kerah. Shortly after leaving the Tigris, it

divides into several branches, the principal of which joins
the Kerah about sixteen miles from Haweexa. Besides
such waterless natural and artificial beds as we have
noticed, rtfb.™ m.v h» tr«m>rf whirh extend in a direction

parallel to the Tigris and Euphrates, and might have been
originally intended not only to serve the purposes of irriga-

tion and to drain the marshes, but to avoid the delay and
trot trie which vessels have now to encounter in following

the >< mdings of the river. The most important of these

canals is tbe Naharawan, which commenced near Samara
on the east side of the Tigris, from whence its remains may
still be traced to below Koote: and although all further

traces are lost in the marshes of 8usians, it appears that it

originally extended to the Kerah. It received the Dialah in

ita course, and it is a fact notorious in the neighbour-
hood, that tbe existing channel of that river from the
Naharawan to the Tigris is of comparatively recent forma-
tion. Ruin* of towns on both sides of this noble canal and
aqueducts leading from it towards the Hamereen mountains
on one hand, and to the ruined towns of the Tigria on the

other, remain to this day. Much of tbe marshy land now
existing near the line of it* course haa been formed by
the waters once carried off by it* bed. It is thus, and by
their grit and debris, which in the course of ages have been
carried far around by inundations snd winds, that the

numerous canals and aqueduct* which once fertilized tbe

country now contribute to increase its desolation.

In briefly describing tbe surface of the Pashalic of Bagdad,
we shall consider separately the part to the cast ol the

Tigris, that to the west of the Euphrates, and that between
the two rivers. Of these three portions that to tbe east of

the Tigris is the most fertile. In this part of his territory

the Pasha of Bagdad (urates with the Persians tbe country

of Koordistan and the province of Kfcusistan. As tbe

country and people of Koordistan require a separate notice,

it will suffice now to state that the portion of Koordistan

nominally subject to the Turks is the largest and finest part

of one of tbe most beautiful countries of Asia. Koordistan

is altogether a billy country. The stern and lofty summits
of the centre are exchanged, on proceeding towards the

borders, for wooded and vine-clad buls, which inclose many
beautiful plains, fertile valleys, and romantic dells. The
Koords who live within the limits of the Turkish pashalic

are not migratory. They are principally cultivators ; and are

generally governed by chiefs of their own choice. Their

plains and valleys produce rice, wheat, barley, sesame, to-

bacco, gall-nuts, and all sorts of fruits, particularly grapes.

Tbe inhabitants of the oilier part* of the pashalic draw
largely upon Koordistan for their agricultural produce.

Tbe people of Koordistan are all Soonees, and the Persians,

being of the opposite sect, are not liked by them so well as

the Turk*. Nevertheless the Persians have acquired great

3 Mi
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m the fcnwr. Trafttwi Mm that

castor-oil plant once grew luxurisatly ta Um coaatry. hast

now there it only one specimen, which (Tow* at a Ire* an lb*
tite of antient Cteripboo. The atcUjmm Senses a tall sad

infloeTice among tbe Koords of tba Turkish empire, by very not so

admit interference in the quarrels of the chiefs smong them-

selves. Sulimanieh, Kerkook. and Erbil are the principal

towns of Turkith Koordistan : Sulinunieh is the capital of

• patbalic of the sane name, the territories of which are

more extentire than those of sny other chief in that part

of the country ; but the population of the town doss not ex-

ceed 12.000.

The limits of KhusitUn are so variously defined, that, in

order not to multiply distinctions, we will consider it nearly

to correspond to the antient Susisna, and to comprehend

the country between the mountains of Lonstan on the

east and the Tigris on the west, and between the Dialah

on the north and the Persian Gulf on the south. The
climate of this district is, on the whole, very similar to that

of the city of Bagdad. The province may be described as

actually a desert, although no soil could, in its natural stale,

be more fertile; and this is true of extensive territories

which are called deserts in Wettern Asia, which only want
water, or the care of the cultivator, or both, to become lux-

uriantly productive. In KhusitUn, however, extensive mo- I tpermum and heliotrope are seen occasionally ; aad

abundant in some places ; and it is worthy of

follicles are, when young, eaten as beans by the Arabs,
although with us that lactescent tribe is dawmed potaostettt.

and unfit for the food of man. The carab plant (osrwJonte

tiliqum) sometimes attains the height of six or sevwa feat.

Camel-thorn (hedytanmt oMsvp) is very imams a. aad a

species of buck-thorn is seen occasionally, as west at the

blackberry bush. The caper shrub is rather roanmen ; the

Arabs express a sweet juice from its hemes, aad eat me
leaves as we do spinach. Among the other pleats whtrb fi iaaj«
this desolate region the most common are. a rare

rue ; raster, nut very common ; eamopooYsa*
very abundant; coioeynlA, the honsootsl

gourds ofwhich overspread Urge tracts of ground
the brushwood which skirts the rivers ; a beautiful

of wtemmbrimthemtm ; centamrm, very

restet have been formed on sites once inhabited, and the

ssndt of positive deserts have encroached upon its once fer-

tile plains. The tpota that still retain a productive soil sre

chiefly in the neighbourhood of the rivers, and either afford

good pastures or richly repay the labour of cultivation.

The cultivated districts are almost exclusively within the

territorial limits of Persia, although in reality the southern

half of Persian Khusistan, and nearly all of Turkish Kbu-
tittan, are occupied by different tribes of Arabs, chiefly the

Chsab and Bern-Lain. The Persian province of Shuster

is peculiarly favoured by Nature, whose blessings, however,

are turned to very small account. The Chsab sheik derives

his principal revenue from extensive rice-grounds and plan-

tations of date-trees on the Shstt-s! Arab, on the Hater, and
on the Jerabi river. The dates of Khntittsn attain very high
perfection, and those produced in the MendeU district are

considered the very best in the Bagdsd paihalic ; which is

not much less than to ssy thst they sre the best in the world.

The portion of the paths)ic of Bagdad which lies to the
west of the Euphrates may be dismissed very briefly. Be-
yond the immediate vicinity of the river, the whole territory

is a desert of the most positive character—sandy, flat, with-

out herbage, and without wster. The banks of the river

are. however, very fertile in many parts, and the annual
overflowings of the river in its lower course form the most
productive rice-grounds in the country.

That part of the patbalic which is comprehended between

and a beautiful twining species of toUmtam are very <

particularly the former. The marshes near the Tapis as*

in some parts thickly covered, in the spring, far the extent

of many miles, with the blossoms of the white floating crew-

foot. A •pecict of carrx and of alapecuna complete s bat

prepared from actual although rather cursory iilttei rattta.

Of the cultivated fruit trees, near the. towns, the date to

far the most important, as it contributes largely so the sat>-

sittence of the population. Grapes, figs,

quinces, &c., are very good and abundant ; but app l

'

ts.
\

oranges, 8tc_ are of inferior site and quality ; sad
ries. gooseberries, strawberries, and currants are a
Melons, cucumbers, and onions, with other racan-ttt1

arpkodeUts, sre most abundant and excellent ; bat of I

as well as of fruits and of cruciferous and Isgursintat Batata,

it may, with few exceptions, be stated that the speesss whirb
are the rarest in this country are the most eoasasssa tt the
Bagdad patbalic

The principal wild birds of this region are black i

: snipes, and wild doves ; the lskes and
with wild geese and ducks, widgeons, and

!
common fowl and pigeons are the only

|
There are no turkeys ; and geese and dorks are net <

I

csted. The wild animals are gaxelles, lions, iachals, hart.
' and hares. The lions are not numerous, and their*anu
are chiefly among the sepulchral barrows of the Tien*.

I
The jsekslt are more abundant and troublesome, sat"

they find an opportunity enter the towns and vuatgas <the Tigris and Euphrates is divided into Aljexirah and _._ .
,

Irak Arabi. The fanner is thst portion which extends i the night. The domestic animals are horses, sates, assart,

from the northern limit of the pashalic to the point where . buffaloes, single-humped camels, and drotardanes. The
the rivers approach each other near Bagdad. The whole horse of the country is a most beautiful animal. As beef •
of the interior of this region is a complete desert, generally

j
not an article of food, oxen are not reared for

ssndy, and sometimes salt, affording only the unprofitable but they sre much employed in agricultural I

plsnts to which such a soil it congenial. The turftoe m It is not to be understood that the direct satherny *f thecongenial. The turftee
lets even then that of the Irak, sod it is also dittinguithed

by two small lakes, both of which are salt. The banks of
the rivers, particularly on the Tigris, are in much better

condition than lower down. There are more human habita-

tions, more tress, and more cultivation.

Irak Arabi. the most fertile of countries in the time of
Hemlotus. is now almost a complete desert. The soil rosy
in general be characterised as a ssndy clay in • great degree
emcred with the rubbish of ruined tuwnt and cantit. Of
these sufficient traces remain to afford the observer some
notion of a tystera of imgstioo which, for its extent, and
the cost and labour which its establishment must hsve
required, does not tppesre^er to htve been equalled. The i Arabia Proper. The thetks acknowledge a tart tt* tV

paaha of Bsgdsd extends over the whole of that

of at least 1 00.000 square miles. In the north the
j

Mosul is sppointsd immediately bv the sultan, aad
a small territory in some degree of independence, t
be usually sets as if overawed by his great assgbbaar.
the north-east the Koordt take care that the yoke of Y
shall not lie heavy upon them ; and. latterly, the
government has much extended its influence aad i

thst direction. In the south, with the exrwptsta af tat
tmsll districts sround the few towns, the Arabs are the artsal
rattlers of sll the country from Bagdad to the Pattiae ft*;',

snd from the mount tint of Lunstan to the fraatav 4

banks of the Euphrates and Shall al-llie are not so per
fortly desolate ss those of tbe Tigris, but It is only near
men snd canals that we may expect any redeeming features

in the scene. On the Euphrates the lernbiry of the Kheitil
Arabs msy be described ss rich snd beautiful. The district

is not indeed very large, but it contains neb pastures snd
good cultivstion. with numerous » Ulages of an hospitable

and courteous tribe.

Tbe bankt of tbe rivers, more etperially the Tigris, are
skirted to s very grett extent with tbe tsmanak shrub,
which in some pltcet grows to the bright of twenty or
teenty-fUe feel, snd the liquorice plant, whtrh sometimes
sltaias the bright of ten or twelve feet. These two form
the Are wood used st Bsgdsd snd other places. Tbe willow
and poplar also frequently appear at shrubs, but they are

pendence upon the paths, with s sincerity
]_

the strength of his government Then- Btptaaetiit ss, hew-
er sr. precsnous snd uneertsin st beet, sad
favourable times il is ss much as be can do at i

from ruining the commerce of the city by I

on tbe merchindtt* transported bv artier sad by Wad. Tan.
snd tome of the Koordnh chiefs, are boaad as IWwa

in time of need with a certaia twnaboi af
and if these contingents were property I

of the pashalic in urns of war ought t

about twenty thousand men. bat (ha regular fares* af tat
pasha scarcely exceed three laonsand asea. part af watts
have bad some noruoos of diecipitae Utstjllrd save Sassa 1st

European officers. This eataBbady mast ka all casta heat
the principal oectodaocs of the seaha, whs eeasaot asm any
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tolerable eonftdenee eal-mlate on his Arabian ami Koordtsh
troop. unless the ease be such m to make it manifestly
ibmt uteres* to bring their fane* forward.

A* the above article may be found in aame poinU to differ

from previous accounts, it m proper to Mate that it baa been
drawn up chiefly flam petaonal obesrvstion. and from un-
pubiishcd papers and msps, for aoeeaa to which the writer

M indebted to the kindness of Lieutenant-Colonel Taylor,
the Brineh reeident at Bagdad.
BAGDAD, a large city of Asiatic Turkey, formerly the

capital of the great empire of the caliph*, and now of a
peahalic of it* own name. It i* in 33° SO* N. let and
44*W E. long., on the banks of the Tigri*. about 200
ailea, in a direct line, above the junction of that rirer with
the Euphrates, and 300 mile* above the point where the
united stream enters the Persian Golf.
The external appearance of the city does not disappoint

the expectation* which may have been formed from eastern
history and romance. It stands in a forest of date-trees,
which eooceal the meanness of its buildings from the
approaching stranger, but allow such glimpse* of its splen-
did minarets and domes as prevent him from suspecting
that the antient glory of Bagdad has entirely departed.
Bagdad is divided into two parts by the Tigris. It was

originally built on the western bank of that noble stream

;

but the court having been removed, in the latter part of the
eleventh century, to the opposite side, the more respectable
part of the population gradually followed, and the original

site became a sort of suburb, inhabited chiefly by the
poor. This is the present state of the town, the whole of
which, on both sides of the river, is surrounded by a high
and thick wall of brick and mud, which is flanked at regular
distances with round embattled towers. Some of these were
constructed in the time of the caliphs, and in workmanship
and sise greatly exceed those of more modern date, and are
now mounted with cannon in no very serviceable condition.

The citadel is on the eastern bank of the Tigris, at the
point within the wall where it abuts on the river, to the north
of the city. It commands the communication across the
nvar, hut it is not of great extent, nor are its fortifications

much above the funeral level of the ramparts of the city.

It serves as an arsenal and barrack. The whole city

wall on both aides of the river is about five miles in

circumference ; but a large portion of the area which it

inclose* is laid out in gardens and plantations of date
tree*. Under the wall them is a dry ditch of considerable

depth, which may, when occasion requires, be filled from
the river. We ought not to judge of Eastern fornfiea-

bons by European rules. Successive traveller* had spoken
of those of Bagdad with contempt; but they have, in the
recent troubles, been found adequate to the purposes for

which they were intended.

The interior of Bagdad miserably disappoint* the expec-
tations which the exterior view may have raised. It is

built on no regular plan, and there am few towns, even in

Asia, the streets of which are so narrow and tortuous. They
am not paved ; they are full of inequalities, occasioned by
deposits of rubbish, and rendered disgusting by dead car-

cases and all manner of filth, which would endanger the
public health, were not the most noxious part speedily re-

moved by the numbers of unowned and half-savage dogs.
In general, the hones* do not, a* in Western Turkey, pre-

sent any windows to the street. Instead of a regular front

with windows, them am high walla pierced by low and mean-
looking doom ; but in some of the better street*, the Turkish
hoik, or large projecting window, or else the Persian lattice,

occasionally occur. The bouses am mostly built of kiln-

burnt bricks, which am not, when new, much unlike those

employed in London, either in shape or colour: but new
Wicks am rarely employed unless in public buildings, ss old

can ba easily obtained by turning up the ground in

at any direction around the city. The walls are, to ap-
pearance, of very great solidity and thickness ; but they are

only faced with bnck, the space between being filled up with
earth and rubbish. The bouses am much higher than those

in Persia. The latter have seldom more than one floor,

w ith perhaps a cellar for lumber ; but the houses at Bagdad
have two floors besides the habitable cellars. The ground

occupied with baths, store-rooms, and servants'

The first floor contains the state and family rooms.
The great height of the apartments on this floor makes the

' ih as one of two stories in this country. The
1 often elegant appearance of these rooms pre-

inr contrast to the filthy end beggarly aspect of
The rooms have often vaulted c*ilin*r*,.whieh

sent* a striking

the streets. The rooms have often vaulted ceiling*..*
am decorated with chequered work and mouldings in very
good taste. They am amply provided with windows of co-
loured glass, and the walls are so profusely ornamented with
gilding, painting, and inlaid mirrors, as to make a stronger
impression on a stranger than a detailed examination will,

perhaps, be found to confirm. The buildings of a house in
Bagdsd commonly occupy two or three sides of the interior

of s square court. In this court, which is paved with squared
stones, some date trees am usually planted; and them is

frequently a fountain in the centre. Access to the first

floor is afforded by external stairs of atone, which conduct
to the verandah, into which all the doom of that floor open.
This verandah, which is supported by the walls of the ground
floor, is generally wide, and paved with squared stones, and
its boarded covering and carved screen am supported by
pillars of wood, the capitate of which am often very curious.

In Bagdad, as in all other Turkish cities, the only public
buildings of note am the mosques, the kbsns or caravanserais,
and the bazaars. Them am said to be about 100 mosques in
the town ; but not more than thirty am distinguished, in a
general view of the city, by domes and minarets. The
domes am remarkable not less for their unusual height than
for being covered with Kissed tiles, of various colours, chiefly

green, blue, black and white, disposed with considerable

taste. The minarets, which am more massive in their
structure than those of Constantinople, and am without the
conical termination which the latter exhibit, am also glased,
but in better taste than the domes, the colour being ofa light

brown, with a different colour to mark the lines formed by
the junction of the bricks. These lofty minarets and beau-
tifully-shspsd domes reflect the rays of the sun with vary
brilliant effect. Some of the more antient tower* am sur
mounted by the nests of storks, the diameter of which
nearly cotresponds with that of the structure.

The bazaars of Bagdad am numerous and extensive, but
am in appearance much inferior to those of some other
oriental cities of leu note. Many of the street* of shop*
which compose them are long, tolerably wide and straight,

and vaulted, in the usual manner, with brickwork; many
others am narrow, and covered only with a roof of straw,
dried leaves, or branches of trees, supported on flat >warns
laid across. The besaare am, in ordinary times, well sup-
plied with oriental produce and manufactures. The baths,

a* in all other oriental towns, am numerous. The khan*,
or caravanserais, which amount to about thirty, do not de-
mand particular notice : they am inferior to those of some
other Turkish towns, snd do not admit of the least com-
parison with those of Penis.
The communication between the two parte 'of the city

divided by the Tigris is by means of a bridge of thirty pon-

toons. Another mode of communication is by means of

large round baskets, coated with bitumen, which are the

wberries of the Tigris, Euphrates, and Dialah. The river

is about 7S0 foot wide, in full stream, at Bagdad, and the

rapidity of it* course varies with the season. Its waters

am very turbid, slthough perfectly dear at Mosul, snd
until the Great Zab enters the Tigris.

The existing antient remains in Bagdsd are very few ;

but these few for exceed any of the modern structures in

solidity and elegance. There are three or four mosques,

the oldest of which was built by Msnsur s successor in the

year 785, and has now only remaining a minaret which ts

said to be the highest in the city, near the centre of which
it stands. It commands a moat extensive view over the

town and adjacent country, and on a clear day the Tauk
Kesra at Clesiphon can be distinctly perceived from it

Of the mosques of more modern date, that of Abdul Kadder.

although rivalled by two or three others, is the largest snd
finest. Underneath its lofty and beautiful dome are de-

posited the bona* of a ftunous Sonni doctor of the shove

name, who lived at the latter end of the twelfth century,

and who is considered the patron saint of Bagdad. This

mosque is well supplied with water by a canal from the

river, and the court is furnished with a vast number of cells

for the accommodation of three hundred devotees, who are

supported from the funds of the establishment. Bagdad
was at one time the Athena of Mohammedan Aria, and
the seat of, perhaps, more science than at that time existed

in any other part of the world. The eolkge, founded in the

year 1x33 by the Caliph Moostanasr Bulah. acquired great

feme in the Bast : it still exists, as a building, near the
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Ia the aaooth of Jsenary, the ftweetag af towels hung to dry
upon tha nver. and tha formation air a thin terrace of tea

neon water left standing in jugs in tha open air. ara re-

garded aa indications of a surprising degree of cold. Tha
people, nevoethoteea, lufct Mara from the eeid of winter
than would he imagined t thia ansae from their noma being
exelueively constructed fcr luantr tue | and from tha trra-

peratore of tha aama room* being vary l*Ue heightened
by the bruiera or earthen pane of charcoal which, in the

absence of stoves and Ire-pUcee, ara ernploved. On tha

subject of temperature, the tallowing table, although iwa

so complete aa might be eastrod, be found la afford

more information than haa been hitbrrlo furnished It

sbowa tha highest and lowest observed temperature for every

month in the year in three different situations. Aa our
observations commenced in tha middle of April, last, and
ooneluded early in Marah, I all, the loweal temperature of

the former month, and the higheal of the latter, could net

be obtained, and ara net stated. The time of observation *aa
changed with the length of the dare, from half peat at to

eight o'clock in the morning, ami from two to three m the

afternoon. The Brit observation wee in an ordinary inba-
bied room, the eeoond wee in the verandah, and the third

on the house-top. Summon eonaiderabty warmer than tha
of which wo apeak are not nnnaual ; but a colder *inter
exceedingly rare.
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en woe >a the kswe, there ia

) euust J* were* ra a tomb
tie it Um Caliph Haran al

V -no ' rheaaaad and One
jm ^wiea a eaaend eon Ahdallah

•a Bunr-iiar slrueture, capped by a

Haa a p»>e-appie in ahape. The
jt jwi aulalmea. and even the linea

:<i e great dutanee beyond the pre-

Om the weatern sale these remains

a* Aavrtut er the ' Mound of Nimrod. aa

ev the rauna Thia structure must originally

a> anal distance from the gates of tha antient

<«r< It a new reduced by tuna to a shapeless mass of

brara.w-r4 ahaaat lit foot m height, 100 feet in diameter,

aaa >ee foot as esreesafereuoa al the lower part, which,

amw. a» meea above the real base. The natives think,

ear* naveierrs gwaerally concur in the opinion, that it waa
erat'«a-lv sanreaied aa a beacon on which signal-Bres might

be l in in I Bat the late Biahop of Babylon, M. L'ouppene

i -a a hrtarr pebliabed in the JmmsUt lit I Annexation oV la

f t yuan ra eV as rw, 1839). ia strongly of opinion that it

a grand observatory ; and tbe seal with
i was cultivated in thia country, aa well under

entrant, renders thia

cearjeeaare aa probable aa any we have aeen. There is a

tare of thaa mass of brickwork in Ivea'a 7VotW*. p. 398;

a al ia S*r R. K, Porter's Trace*, vol. ii. p. 977. (8ee

N rehears eraoo.nl of it, RmMmmickrmikumg mock Arobien,

itr.. vol. u. p. 306 )

The cItmale of Bagdad ia salubrious, but intensely hot in

lameaai From our own eareAilly- registered obserrationa,

danng a year in which the temperature waa considered by

the aatitea te have bean at a fair average, the summer heat

seeeaa to be rather exaggerated by some travellers. It ia

at ill. however, much greater than the geographical position

of the place would lead a person to expert ; and tbte ia

eeailv accounted for by its situation in a vaat naked plain on

the burden of a desert, aa well aa by the prevalence, during

part of the summer, of the hot wind, tbe aair*i>/. This wind

ia popalarlv considered to prevail during forty days, but

it* actual duration is often twice as long; during which

panud it commonly rises about noon, or somewhat earlier,

aad cuauauea until three or four o'clock in the afternoon.

It ia foil like a gentle breese which haa just passed o\er the

mouth of a lime-kiln. At Bagdad it does not appear to

produce any bad e fleet, either upon the health or lives of

the aeUree, or even of Europeans. Its heat, nevertheless,

aad thai of the anlamer months in general, is so oppressive

aad rewaing. and of such long continuance— without tbe

intervention of storms, or showers, or cloudy days- that the

spot would at that season searcely be habitable but for two

sompenaating areumstamva : one of these is the bracing

a>wloees of the Bights, to enjoy which the people sleep upon

the hat rears of their bouaee from tha middle of May to

the latter part of September ; tbe other ia provided by the
people tneaaaelvea, who have under their bouses sparioua

vaulted rvllara, called trr4aitb*, in which persons whoae
rtrvumMatiree er occupations allow It live almost entirely by
da> duruia, the summer season. These cellars are rather

bUmb« sW*W>s ; the light Is very spertnglv admitted ; but

the apartments are well venltlated by eaeetlent wind-china- [ calamitous' aa that of the year 1AJI, when the good waa as

Bi'va. ah» k appear on the house-tops like maasive towers
'

strengthening and crowning the parapet On these venti-

lator* the numeruaa storks which frirqueot the city in the

summer build thaa' vaal rtlindnoal nests It ta remarkable,

that the people are in tbe habit of eempauoing mora whan
•be Maimer temperature does not attain its usual height
thaa wbea M closeda They eay that, ia a rammer Use
thaa usually warm, sickness abounds in tha city ; and me-
d>eal an. a>whom ihas has bean mentioned, are of opinion,
•hat. having Ween ell their beea aceastomad to tbe discharge

any ooa>

i injuriously

At three hi the afternoon, during the warmsat Mamtha. It

was generally found that the temperature in the inhabited!

cellars waa two or three degrees leas than it had been m thai

ordinary rooms at eight o'clock in tbe morning of the aama
days.

A drop of rain rarely falls at Bagdad lamr than the be-
ginning of May, or earlier than towards the end of Septam-
ber. After the end of September, the rains are aopvoaa for

a time, but the winter is, on the whole, dry ; and ahboagk
we do not possess a minute register of every rainy day. we
think we may safely stale that the number of days oe a hark
any rain mile, in ate whole year, does not exreed tweaej-
five. Nevertheless, the autumnal rains at Bagdad, aad ether
parte of tbe country, are so heavy, that tbe Tigris, wba-h
sinks greatly during tbe summer months, again Ilia as
channel and becomes a powerful and majestic stream. Tha
occurs again in the spring when (be snows dissolve ea the

distant mountains. The low lands on both aafoa af tha)

nver and the Euphrates ara (hen Inundated ; and when the
fall of snow has been vary great in the preceding winter,
tbe country between and beyond the two rivers, m the kwat
part of their course, assumes the appearance of a vast lake,

in which the elevated grounds look bke ialendo. aad tea
towns and villages are alto insulated. Perhaps the

of Ibis city does not offer sn instance of aa
hteeory

—•—• — ' m ail law uvw* ail aaini
as* a •arta<n quantity af parwxration m
HT^'^JT*Uw •."•My may
aa iha health af the Beanie.

et tensive and of such long duration, that the waters t

an entrance to tbe city, and so aaany buildings were swept
away by tha flrst irruption, and so many more ware aaSat
mined end foil from the long continuance of the water at

the cellars and the streets, that fully one-half of lha fern
waa ruined, with little prospect that it will speeddy reeevar.
Thousands of lues were also destroyed ; and aa the meat
destructive plague which had nailed Bagdad for attty yean
waa at the same time raging, the comtnned npsialiia af
those relararti»e reduced the population from about 7k,eag
to to,sea or tt.ooo. Oar latest adwwa da net inform sa
that any great progress haa been made ta

da
i
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lifto U ewasr*vd n visit Bsgdsd atmtomleoften
bat the •mount of destruction which it geturaily

sedingly light compared with that to which we
T*rtoa\. Thoro is only one othor malady to

Tea
»j

ha** just ad'

wturh the Bagdadam ara much exposed that wa nacd parti

ealarly mention: it is a cutaneous disorder, which tome
sail the • Aleppo malady,' and others the ' Aleppo button

;

bat although Aleppo may be its native city, it is not so pre

valeat there as at Bagdad. It is first a tumour, and then a
wide, deep, and distressing nicer, for the cure of which no

have hitherto been found, until, after six or eight

, it heals of itself. It leaves an ugly and indelible

I as eoe seldom comes alone, and children are gene-
rally attached in the lace, the eountananee suffers so greatly

in consequence, that the people of Bagdad may, without
injustice, be considered the ugliest people in Turkey. Adulu
are generally attacked in the limbs. It is said that those
who bars once suffered this disorder are exempt from future
attacks.

The population of Bagdad is exceedingly mixed ; and the
vary distinctly dresses of each people clearly indicate the

aampedant perm of the population. The Osmanli Turks
scarcely ever wear at Bagdad the embroidered jacket, capa-
cious ire*****, and close cap so common in the neighbour-
huoci of the capital : the civil dress prevails—the long loose

of cotton, muslin, or silk, with wide shapeless cloaks

af broadcloth or shalloon ; while the red cap, with its blue

tassel, instead of fitting close to the head, hangs loosely

backward, and is wound about with white muslin, flowered
with guid. Christians dress much in the same manner.
They are aot, as in many other towns, restricted from light

estoare in their dress, or from wearing yellow slippers ; but
they ere expected to abstain altogether from green colours

and tram white turbans. The Jews ere generally distin-

guished by having their red cape fitting close to the head,
with only a yellow handkerchief tied around them. As the
ranatone are not distinguished in the same manner in other
Turkish towns, it is worth while to mention this. The
Araks farm a very important part of the resident population,
beside* a large number from the desert as occasional so-

j- tamer*. They are distinguished chiefly by their head-
dress, which consists of a coarse shawl of silk fend cotton,

with wide stripes of red and yellow ; this is folded triangu-
larly, an*) laid upon the head, around which a thick roller

ef brown worsted is then passed. The ends of the shawl
earn the neck and shoulders j and as it is also furnished
with a fringe of knotted strings which hang down the hack,
H helps t» give a wild appearance to the Arab countenance.
They are aha dWtintruubed by their wide sleeveless cloak*,

which are whollyblack, or white with a wide stripe of blue,

brown, or red. This cloak (abba) is made of hair and wool,

sa>l when confined st the waist by a leathern belt, it generally,

with a coarse shirt underneath, forms the en<ire dress of an
Arab. His turban also diktinguishee the Koord : it is fre-

Jneatly of silk, with stripe* of blue, red, and white ; and its

intra of knotted string*, though not so long as in the Arab
tarWn, which is also differently worn, excellently sets off

Um bold, grave, and strongly-marked countenance of the
anra Koord. Then there are. in considerable numbers,
the attire and animated subjects of the Persian king,
in their curly, Mack, and conical caps, high-heeled slippers,

and gowns of green or blue, which are dUtinguuhed from
tba*e af other eastern people by their tightness in the body
sad the sleeves. Such are the figures which, on horseback
or on foot, appear in the streets of Bagdnd, or sit smoking by
the way-side. It would be incorrect and impassible to com-
prehend these various masses of people under one general

character. They can only be spoken of in the mass with a
iwhrenes to their knowledge : and it may be said that they
are prejudiced, self conceited, and bigoted, because they
are profoundly Ignorant. There is not among them that

dne proportion of informed and educated men which re-

deems the character of a people. In those countries, two-
thirds ofthe small amount of knowledge which is the object of

the education afforded to the higher classes, is not worth know-
ing. The Armenians are decidedly the best-informed people

in tha city. Many of them have been in India, and several

have spent much of their lives in that country. They have
than bevnrn* acquainted with English manners, institutions,

and madea of government ; and through them much infor-

mation Is communicated to their countrymen who have not

enjoyed a similar advantage. They, and tha mora respect-

IM Moslem merchants in the town, long for such security

of property and person as is enjoyed under the British
government in India. This, combined with the presence of
an English resident, who is much respected and

|

great influence, secures a European from that open in
suit to which he is much exposed in many Mohammedan
town*.

We cannot give any precise statement of tha numerical
proportion of the different parts of the population ; but it is

perhaps an approximation to state that four-Anns of the
entire number are Turks and Arabs in nearly equal pro-
portions. In the remaining fifth the Jews are apparently
the most numerous. To them tha vicinity is eoneeoraied, by
the recollections of their captivity, and by the tombs ol

the prophet* Eiekiet and Ezra. The latter is situated
not far above the point where the Tigris joins the Eu-
phrates, and forms a place of pilgrimage to both Jews
and Moslems.
The only women in Bagdad who exhibit any part of the

face in the streets are the Arab (enisle*. Their dress con-
sists in general of an exceedingly wide chemise of red or
blue cotton, to which in winter is added one of the ssme
cloaks that ara worn by tha men. They seldom wear shoes,
and never stockings ; but about tha head they wear a mass
of black cotton or silk stuff, which is rather gracefully dis-

posed. It is brought round, so as to cover tha neck and
throat and the lower part af the face. This head-dress is

often profusely ornamented with beads, shells, and current
and antient coins. They are also fond of wearing anklets
and bracelets of silver, which are generally more than an
inch in diameter, and suggest the idea of shackles rather
than ornaments. But their most whimsical decoration is

worn on one side of the nose, which is bored for the pur-
pose : it consists of a gold or gilt button, about the sise of a
halfpenny, in the centre of which a small torquoi*e stone or
a blue bead is inserted. Their faces, arms, and other parts
of their bodies are also decorated with stars, flowers, and
other figures, stained on the skin with a blue colour, and
the effect of which is exceedingly unpleasing to a European
eye. The Turkish ^nd other women so mulfle themselves
up when they go out, as to appear the most sbapele** masse*
imaginable. They are enveloped in large sheets of checked
blue linen, which cover them from head to foot. These
sheets are sometime* of crimson silk, striped with white.

Their legs are inclosed in formidable tack-boots of yellow

leather ; and their face* are covered with a stiff and thick

black horse-hair veil, through which they can see perfcctlv,

although it appears to the spectator like painted tin. Ladies
of any consideration generally ride out astride on the backs
of mares or asses,— most generally the latter, which ire

fine Urge animals, and in many parts of the town are kept
standing, ready saddled, for hire. Asses of a while colour

are common, and are preferred for this service; but tha

unfortunate taste of the people require* their appearance to

be improved by stains of a dusty orange colour.

Bagdad was formerly a great emporium of eastern com-
merce. Besides the traffic with its own manufacture*, it

was the entrepOt for the commodities of eastern and western

Asia. It wa* still; until very lately, a place of considerable

trade, the commodities of India being brought thither by

water, and from thence dispersed, by lend, to different

parts of the Turkish empire ; the Persians, also, ta<k to

Bagdad such of their goods as were intended for the Turkish

market. But ss the Persians now send to Constantinople,

by the safer and more direct road of Erserouin and Tocat - aa

trade in general has not been encouraged of late years by
measures of enlightened and liberal policy—a* the govern-

ment has been too weak to protect the property of the mer-
chants from the Arabs of the river and the desert—and as

commercial business was greatly interrupted in the late

calamities of plague, war, and inundation, trade is now in

a very low state indeed, with few symptom* of revival. But

it may be expected that if the contemplated steam-naviga-

tion on the Euphrates be carried into effect, it afll operate

favourably on the welfare of this renowned city ; parti-

cularly if a canal be opened a little above Bagdad, through

which the vessels may pass from the Euphrates into the

Turn*.
The manufactures of Bagcad are not very numerous or

extensive. The red and yellow leathers are excellent, and

ara held in high estimation throughout Turkey. Another

principal manufacture consists of pieces of a sort of plush,

in shawl patterns, often verv nch and beautiful, and used

by the Turks for coveting the cushions which form their
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divans or sofas. The Arabian 'abba' or cloak, which we
have already mentioned, is rather extensively manufactured

at Bagdad: mm of the qualitiaa an vary fine, and the use

of the article is not at all confined to the Arabs, to whom it

properly belong*. Ifwe add to thia some atone of ailk and
cotton, the li«t of the principal manufacture* of the place is

completed.
Bagdad was founded by the Caliph Abu Jaafer al Maa-

sur, in the year 763 a..d., whether on the site of a fonaer
city or not, is unknown ; but it is (freed (hat the mate-
rials were drawn front Ctenpbon and beleocia. The town
was much improved by Harun al Raschid, who is said to

have been the first who built on the eastern bank of the
Tigris, connecting the two parts by a bridge of boat*. It

remained a moat flourishing metropolitan city until the year

1S59,when the town was taken by storm by Hulaku. a grand-
son of Ohengis Khan, and the dynasty of the caliphs waa
extinguished. Bagdad remained under the Tartars until the
year 1393, when it waa taken by Timur Beg (Tamerlane),
oa whooe approach the Sultan Ahmed abandoned the place
and took refuge in the territories of the Greek emperor. It

was soon, however, retaken by Timur. and for several sub-
sequent years it waa alternately in his poetessinn, in that of
the deposed Saltan, or of the Turkoman Kara Yusef. The
hat of these princes ultimately remained in undisturbed
poeeession of the place, and it continued with his descend-
ants until 1470 A.D.. when they wore driven out by Ussum
Caaaim, whose family reigned thirty-nine years in Bagdad,
when Shah Ismael. the founder of the Sulfide dynasty in

Persia, made himself master of it From that time to the
present the town has been an object of occasional contention

between the Persians and the Turks. It was retaken by
the Turkish sultan, Solyman the Magnificent ; and it was
regained by Shah Abbas the Great of Persia: but the
Persians were ultimately obliged to surrender the place to

the Sultan Mured IV., by whom it was besieged with an
army of 300,000 men, in the year 1(38 a~d. It has since

been noosinaUr subject to the Porte; but the Pashas have, for

the last hundred years, been nearly independent of the

sultans, particularly since the government has been in the
hands of the Georgian Mamelouks. brought, when young,
as slaves to Bagdad, and instructed in the Moslem faith.

In the year 1831 the present sultan aimed at their power
a blow which might not, in ordinary circumstance*, have
been formidable ; but which was rendered effective by the
immediately precedug desolation of the city by plague
and inundation. Neverthe less, the town held out for three

months, and then it was rather the want and misery
within its walls than the force of the besiegers which com-
pelled a surrender. Daoud Pasha was sent, without dis-

respect, to Constantinople as a prisoner, and be was lately

living in retirement at Brass. The other Georgians were
at first treated with consideration, but were finally put to
death at different times and under various pretences;
scarcely one of the number remains alive. The conqueror,
AU Pasha, formerly of Aleppo, brought to Bagdad a very
high reputation for talent and energy of character; but
from mistaking his position, and from his ignorance of

tbe>

safety

either

around it

BAGHRRMK. [See BtosuaMi.j
BAGU'VI, GEORGE, a distinguished physician, was

born in 1068. but at what place is not ascertained ; 11 slier
affirms that Ragusa was his birth place, but Commeniis
asserts that it waa Leoce, in the kingdom of Naples. Having
early manifested an inclination to the study of medicine, he
began to» studies at the University of N spies, and continued
them at Padua, where he took his degree of Doctor of Medi-
cine. He endeavoured to increase his knowledge by visa-

ing almost all the hospital* of Italy. Dalmetia. fee. ; after

which he settled al Rome. His merits and sruiurvmenU
having been made known to Pope Clement XL. be was,
though vet very young, by him appointed profaocor of sur-
gaey and anatomy at the college of La Sapianra. called the
staan Arehdyeeum.
In the address prefixed to his Sfmeumtm Qsterwor Ubro-

raas ale Pifeu asornre be stales that after the yirassl of
many works, he al last confined his attention to the works
of HippiM stes. which he learnt almost by heart; and in
hie praotiee endeavoured to haul his sUeotion to a sereful

seswrvahen of the pbononeona of dieeasa. and to I

rules of treatment upon sound principles, dura issing

theories which then held the medical
[

of slavish subjection to the authority of names Suets
waa his independence of mind, that, notwithstanding hue
respect for Hippocrates, he differed from him and all pre-
vious writer* in discarding the doctrines of the Aenworas*

pathology, or that theory which ascribed all A to sosbw

altered state of the fluid* of the body. He, on the other

hand, not only from bis own observation and reflection, bat

from learning the mode of treating diseases in India and
other parts of the East, the success of which was entirety

owing to an action on the solids primarily, meinlsined the*

tbe itoltdi were, in moat Bases, first

when sfleeted at all. only secondarily.

These opinions he published in UN, and i

them by further observations and experience, which he made
known in successive editions) of his work, of which sss>

appeared before 1704.

It must be allowed that preparations had been asasW tar

an overthrow of the antient doctrine by the publican— mt
various observations and opinions in different ceostres, par-
ticularly Willis's Ctrtbri Analamu, 1664. and PmlhtJmpm
Ctrtbrt *t Nrrvon Gtnerti, 164 7, in England, and VMa-
sen's Ntvrogropkia L'mvirialU, 1 6 Si, in Prance ; m
which works the share which the nervous system had m the
production and character of disease* was shown ; and above
all, by Glisson's Traetatu* dt Vtntriculo H htUttim*. 1*7 1.
' It was in this hut work that the hypothesis of ssu— a-
Ur irritability was originally brought forward as a apecsfie

property which is supposed to be attached to the bring ass*,
ana from which is deduced its peculiar power of contrac-
tion.' To the** succeeded Bsgfiri, with more extends!
views, and more accuracy in his principles. These are de-
tailed chiefly in hie Specimen Quatuor Librvrwm mt /Mrs
motnet. Valuable and just as are many observatiesM aad
conclusions in this Treatise, he greatly erred in ascii*BS»g

the contractions and relaxations of the muscular fibres se

certain imaginary contractions and dilatations of the Is* so
of the dura mater. See Sptdmmm, lib. L, cap. v.

His opinion, that the fluids are affected seeondnrirv *
consequence of a previous sfleetion of the solids, lets sms
gradaslly gaining ground since the time it was first prwa»»l
gated. It received important addition* from Hoafetaaa, an
Germany (see Hoffmann's Mtdictna Ratimmht liifiwi
Uea, vol. iu_ s. L. chap, iv.), and CuUen in EagWsJ < Aire«
Lint* of th* Practict of Phytic, Preface. «f poena* ».

Still the most candid pathologists of the present Ism
admit that in a few case*, perhaps, the fluids are pumen'j
affected (se* Andrei's Pathology by Townirod >. vet the
opposite doctrine may be considered as the current h«p»
thesis of the present day, and Bagfavi the father mt the
modern system of tolidttm,

Baglivi died at Rome in 1704. at the early age of thertv-
{ht, worn out by bis arduous exertions. The first ee
lion of his works is that of Lyons. 1 704. entitled ( •

omnia Mmheo-praetiea tt Anatomism, 41©, and
at the same place. 1710. 1715. 1745; also at Pans.1711
Anvers. 1715; Basle. 1737; Venice. 1754. Pknel pa*V
lished an edition with notes, corrections, and a aswfess t
vols. 8vo, 1788. Begun was a Fellow of the Royal Scarry
of London. His works have never been printed sa lbs*
country, and copies of them are rare.

BAGNA'RA. a town in the kingdom of Naples, sa the
proline* of Calabria Ultra II., situated en the rrmt mt She
gulf of Quia, aad at the foot of a lower ndge of the Apses-
nines which here runs close to the shore. Several sins mi
descending from the mountains in little cataracts fell mm
the sea at and about this piece Bsgaara has mmm mmt
buildings close to the beech ; Us population u> skoal twee)
The women of Bagnsra have the reputation mt hosae, iw-
msrkably handsome. Bagnsra is five miles N.E of Srdta*
eight miles S 8 W. of the town of Pslme, and eight -t

1—
B. of Cspe Pelorus in the islsnd of Sicily

BAGNrTRKS DE BIGORRE. a town ia the fee mt
mentof Hsuteei>reii4ee(HighPyrsosMi.44}maM si«r
of Paris, through Perigueux. Age*, and A era, or VJt mmm
through Orleans. Limoges. Cshore. Monteuban, Tewleaasv
and Aurh. U° t N. UU.. fr K ksn« frees Grewaww*.
This town, situated near the beginning of the telley «f

Canaan, al the entrance of the smaller rmlWt m dafe rahrfU MrtJr. sod on the left or west hank sf the AeVw.
Lie our own Bath er Cheltenham, the resort of t

if
1

edit
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eeek for health or pleasure. It owe* it* attractions to the

besaty of its situation and the celebrity of it* medicinal

mm.
The road from Tarbes, which is between Aueh (where the

two routet from Paha, above deacribed, unite) and Bagneres,
is delightful. On each aide are large orchard* well slocked
with fruit tree* to which the vines are trained ; the millet

grow* among the tree* : and neat cottage*, built of the

prbblet brought down by the Adour. and sometime* covered
with thatch, often with »late, give additional beauty to the
landscape. This rich and extensive plain, the plain of Bi
gone, u covered with a thick bed or layer of these pebbles,

which increase in bulk as the traveller approaches the moun
tain*. Nearer to Bagnerea the country assume* the appear-
ance of an English park and the meadows are so well irri-

gated as to present a covering of beautiful verdure.

The town of Bagnerea is at the foot, and on the eastern

side of a limestone hill covered with green turf, and shaded
with oaks and beeches. Prom the sides of this bill the me-
dicinal water* How which supp'.y the public and private

hatha. The number of the spring* ha* been reckoned at

thirty -two. but some aro no longer in existence, or have
taken another course There are about seventy baths.

They are of various degree* of temperature, from 26° to 46°
of Reaumur's thermometer, or from about 90° to 135° of
Fahrenheit's. Some account* make the temperature ofone
spriog (that of Salts) 50° of Reaum., or 1 44° of Fahrenheit
The spring in highest estimation is that entitled du Salut.

It is about a mile S.W. of the town, in a tolerably deep
ravine between rocks of grey limestone. The spring de
Soli*, mentioned above, is used principally for the cure of
wound*. The water* of all the baths differ only in tem-
perature: they are clear, and without any peculiar taste,

aperient, and tonic They are frequented twice in the year,
in spring and autumn.
The streets of Bagneres are twenty-two in number, well

laid out. watered by stream* from the Adour, and of suffi-

cient breadth. The neatness of the town is attested by the
singular remark of a French traveller, that ' it seemed as if

one of the kings had caused it to be purchased in Holland,
to serve a* a model to his subjects in the southern provinces.'

The pavement is composed of round pebbles from the
Adour. arranged in the form of a mosaic pavement, as
fatiguing to the feet as it is pleasing to the eye. There are

delightful walks in the neighbourhood, in the valley of
Campan and along the banks of the Adour. There are
hone-race* >early at the village of Pouxsc, distant two or
three mile* to the NE, on the road to Tarbe* ; and thetown
contain* plenty of establishments of various kinds for relax-

ation and pleasure, such as a library, and reading-rooms,
and the establishment of Frascsti, where are accommoda-
Uoos for dancing, reading, bathing, gaming, theatrical per-

formances. Sec.* In the centre of the town is an oblong place,

or open space, planted with two rows of fine trees, and sur-

rounded with tolerable bouses : it is called Le Couttou. The
church of St. Vincent contains some picture* and figure* in

wood executed here. There are a high school and an hos-
pital for the poor.

The celebrity of Bagnerea is not of very modem date.
Montaigne, who wrote in the latter part of the sixteenth cen-
tury, speaks of it as the place where invalids might be«t And
a delightful situation, with the advantage of good lodgings,
provisions, and company. In the Dicttonnatre of Expilly,
the population is stated at 4000 : in the census of 1st Ja-
nuary, 1832. the number of inhabitants is given at 7586 for

the commune, ofwhom 5633 were in the town. The visiters

are estimated by some at 16,000 or 18.000 yearly, of whom
<MO can be accommodated at one time.
Some manufactures of woollen stuff* of different kinds

and of good qualities, [serges, crapes, and other fabrics, are

esmrd on here ; some paper is also made.
The baths were known to the Romans, by whom the

inhabitant* were called Aquenses, whence the name of

Afmrmtu View is supposed to have been given to the town.
It has bean thought by some to have been the Aquet Conve-
eranej of the Romans ; but D*Anville is not of this opi-

nion. There are the remains of a Roman camp at Pouxsc.
Bagnerea is now the seat of a sub-prefect, whose srron-

daaseeacat comprebends 770 square miles, with a population,

m IU*,*f N4S4.

The mountains round Bagnerea are composed ofa specie*
of ordinary marble or gray fine-grained limestone, of which
the house* are built. The rocks about the baths du Sdut,
which, aa mentioned above, are a little distant from the town,
are calcareous and schistose : cubical py rite* may be found dis-
persed in the limestone and the slate. A little to the north of
the town the hills are argillaceoua; beds ofgray slate and slate
partaking in a degree of the nature of mica-slate (tchitte un
peu mieaei) are also found there, and at last the gray marble
re-appears. Vertical and inclined beds of gray slate, and
beds of gray marble, are found between Bagnere* and the
baths du Salut, or in the neighbourhood of the latter:
and about a mile from the town white marble, which bears a
fine polish, has been discovered.

There is a remarkable cavern, called the Grotto of Beds,
in the limestone-hill, at the foot of which Bagnere* be*.
(Encydopid, Methodiuue ; Malic Bran; Millin. I'oyage
dan* le* Dipart. du Midi d» la France.)

BAGNE'RES-DB LUCHON is a bathing town in the
department of Haute Garonne (Upper Garonne), and is dis-
tant from Paris 513 miles S. by W. through Orleans. Ca-
bors, and Toulouse, from which last town it is distant 75
miles S.S.W. 42° 47' N. lat., 0° 34' E. long, from Green-
wich.

Bagnere* is at the junction of the fertile valley* of Luchon
and Larboust, from the former of which it gets the append-
age to its name by which it is distinguished from the Ba-
gnere* de Bigorre. For a long time it was recommended by
the cheapness of provisions and lodging, consequent upon its

being leas frequented by the wealthy than the other town.
Early in the present century a splendid bathing establish-
ment was commenced ; and the town appears to be now
increasing every year. It is in the form of a triangle, each
corner of which is prolonged by an avenue of trees : one.
composed or plane-trees, leads to the valley of Luchon ; the
second, of sycamores, runs up the valley ofLarboust; and the
third, composed of two row* of lime-tree*, ascends the valley
of the Pique, a small stream (a branch of the Garonne) upon
which Bagnere* ia situated. This last, which is the most to
the northward, it skirted by well-built bouse*, and lead* to
the bath-room*, which have the appearance of a modern cha-
teau, and are among the handsomest edifices of their class;
There are twelve springs ; the waters, which are sulphureous,
are commonly arranged in three classes, the hot the tepid,
and the cold. They are diuretic, and of great efficacy in
cutaneous disease*, especially the ring- worm (let darlrrt).
They rise from bed* of bard slate, between blocks of gra-
nite, and are conducted under ground into reservoirs, lined
at the bottom with small slabs of slate. The smell of the
water is like that of rotten eggs ; they have a Hat taste,
and though transparent when they flow from the springs,
they assume a milky appearance under the influence of air,

light, and beat. These waters appear to have been used
by the Romans, and some relics of their baths have
given to one of the springs the name of the Roman*'

em MUMeelm FVwaeceer A«bfa
st—»«f—mem.mm sectdt"
lerrWcot —tlm l sberc.

Spring : some contend for its being the Aquat Convenorurn
or the Itinerary of Antoninus. (Martimire, Le Grand Dic-
ttonnatre.)

There is a mine of lead and pyrites in the immediate
vicinity of Bagnerea. At the hospital is a bed of elay-slate,

in which the inhabitants of the place have opened a quarry.
The mountains to the south are for the most part composed,
to their loftiest summits, of gray marble.
The valley of Luchon. near Bagneres. is wide, and divided

into pasture and arable land, which often yields two harvests
in a year. A great quantity of large cattle and many goats
are fed in the environs The view of the summit of Mala-
detta on the Spanish territory, and the cascades formed by
the mountain torrents, give great interest to the surrounding
country.

The population of the commune of Bagnere* was almost
2000 in 1 824 : we have no means of ascertaining what it

waa in 1832. The inhabitants of the neighbournood are
liable to be affected with the rottre ; but the number
of these unhappy and ill-used beings is diminishing
yearly, under the influence of increasing comfort and
neatness.

BAGNES. VAL DE, is a valley in Switzerland, em-
bosomed in the highest range of the Alps, which divides
the canten of Wallu from the territories of the King of
Sardinia in northern Italy. It extends on both sides of the
river Drum* to the ridge of snow-corered peaks which unite
the nxwntain-maeaes of Mount Combin and Mount Cervin,
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and opens, at It* lover extremity, into the tiller of the

Rhone, in the neighbourhood of the town of Martigny.

From Martigny this valley rum for ebout Ave mile* nearly

due (oath to St. Branchier, where it tunia to the east and

continue* in that direction to the Octroi glacier; farther

upwards it declines one or two point* to the south. The

which in the mean tin* had rtera to the level of the ewt,

began to flow off through it, and all danger seeened to be
averted. On the 14tb of the same month, the w alar of tbo
lake had already sunk forty feet, and the cut bed been con-

siderably deepened by iu rush. But on the same day the
water opened another road near Mount Mu«nun, at a

whole length of this valley cannot be les« than thirty miles,
j

place where the glacier rested on some loose pieces of rack,

and it* breadth, in the lower parts, it often more than two which not being able to withstand the pressure of the orator,

miles ; but above the Octroi glacier it is much narrower, suddenly gave way. An enormous mass of water, wbib.
A part of the latter district is covered by the extensive ice-

j

according to the public accounts, amounted to ove hundred

masses of the Chermontane glacier, in which the river
j

and thirty thousand cubic fathoms, rushed at on«a into the

Dranse rise*. This valley is remarkable for its rapid ascent I lower valley. In less than half an hour, it had o*erwhe'*Md

Martigny is only 1603 feet above the sea, hut St. Branchier 1 the village of Bagnes. and in a still shorter period it armed
i* 3447. From St. Branchier to the village of Bagnes it !

from Bagnes at Martigny. Although signals were ia»*»e-

iliately made to acquaint the inhabitants with this evert,

about fifty persons lost their lives. Not only house* **>]

barns were carried away, but even extensive fcmto, ami .a

some place* the soil lying upon the racks, was enrirrU

wished off, so that nothing remained but the bar* rorsi

The damage wa* very great, and estimated at upward« U
1. 100.000 francs in the districts of Bagnes. St. Branchier.

Bouvcrnier. and Martigny. It was a happy rtrrunssun**

that the water of the Rhone was uncommonly low. so n.u
the bed of the river wa* capable of containing the eSoie

mas* of the water and carry ing it to the lake of Ger»e» a

.

otherwise the inundation of this other valley would rur~u

derablv have increased the loss of property. It is the gene-

ral opinion that this calamity would have taken pUo /
the cut had not been made through the ice Semer . <r
a mat* of water, twice or thrice at Urge, would have -oi

lected behind it if the cut bail not been made. T>*
glacier standing in the gorge was not removed by iS»

ruth of the waters, and it was feared that tf it* rem i *i

could not be effected, the valley would often be npiW
to similar catastrophe*. This gave rise to a plan tf re-

moving it by the labour of men. For that purpose water

waa brought by wooden pipe* retting on frames to the »<.r-

facc of the glacier, and there conducted into canals mi u
the ice. The water thus running in the canal* by degrees

dissolved the ice that form* their bottom, and tbey grow

ne formed by both mountains may be deeper and deeper ; when they attain such a depth a. w
de. In 181 1 the masse* of ice, and the approach the surface of the ground, an immense block of

continue* to rise with equal rapidity, but farther upward
the ascent it much more gentle. The difference* of eleva-

tion, which are the consequence of this rapid ascent,

account for the difference* of climate and product* in tho

different districts. The climkte of Martigny approaches

that of Italy, and it favourable to the growth of all kinds
of fruits, especially of chestnuts and vines ; the wine made
here is much priied, particularly that of Coqueropin and de
la Margne. At Bagnes, grain is raised with difficulty :

the upper valley is too cold for agricultural purposes, and
only adapted for rearing cattle ; the cheese made here is in

great demand in the neighbouring countries. The inhabi-

tant* of this valley, who, with the exception of Martigny,
may amount to about four thousand, are distinguished by
their industry. The mountains which enclose the valley

contain many kinds of minerals, and it is said that in the
fifteenth century silver wa* worked here.

This valley has, in our time*, become better known
owing to an event which was destructive of life and pro-

perty, but threw some light on the formation of new gla-

ciers, and the consequence* to be dreaded from such an
operation of nature. The Octroi glacier occupies the upper
part of a mountain called Mauvoiain, which terminates at a
•hort distance from the rner Dranse in a nearly perpen-
dicular rock, about Ave hundred feet high. On the oppo-
site tide of the river ttandt Lnother high mountain called

Plenreur; the gorge formed by both mountains may be

avalanche* falling down from the glacier on the steep side

of the M'uvouin were of such a *iie that the summer heal
did not dissolve them, and consequently a glacier was
formed in the gorge itself. This glacier increased every
year, and in 1817 it occupied even the bed of the rivulot,

"—for such only the Dranse is at this spot,—and stopped its

course. The consequence wa*, that a lake began to form
behind the ice barrier, which wa* fifty feet deep ; but no
danger wa* apprehended when it wa* observed that tile

Water of tho lake was discharged by an opening under the
'

ire it broken off and precipitated into the rtrrr. Sever*:
enormous pieces have in this manner already been removed.
On the 1Mb of June, 1812, an enormous block, cotiLsining

five hundred thousand cubic feci of ice, was drWbrd fr.ta

the glacier ; the water* of the Dranse. and even of itm

Rhone, up to the place where it enter* the lake **T ftearvs,

were rendered cola to a great degree by it. Of the prewct
state of the glacier no account ha* reached us, <G.»u,
Blotiheim, and Schocb.)

BA'CNIO, a word derived from the Italian e*xw>. wkeh
Eacier. This opening waa unfortunately shut up by the

,
means a bath, and also a bathing-house. It ha* brra to-

> in 1118, and the lake behind the ice-barrier soon in-
[

plied, by the Europeans trading with the Levant, to u»
created to eight thousand feet in length, and more than two priwns in which the slaves nr con' iris who are mad* 1 1 it
hundred feet in depth. The rce-barricr itself, which pre- ' in the ducks, and at other public works, in l'onsUat-t»«*w.
vented the water of the lake from running off, was five bun- 1 Algiera. and other cities of Turkey or Barbery, are sW .»
dred feet long, about one thousand feet broad, and where ' for the night. The French likewise call bagmt lb* W~
lowest, upward of two hundred and twenty feet above the of detention, where they keep their galley-slates at T««
surface of the lake. The water, however, receiving supplies and Brest Bagnio, in English, has been ussd as sywtwy
from the melting snow of the Cbermontane glancr, in- m«us with brothel,
created rapidly, and from the Nth to the 24th of May the 1 BAGNOI.S, a
»urfae* of the lake rose nearly twenty-three feet The in
habitants of the lower » alley began now to be aware of their
danger, if the ire-barrier should gne way to the pressure of
the water behind. Tbey recollected that, in liti. a similar
•vent had laid waste the whole valley, and drowned lb* til-
lage of Bagnes with one hundred and forty persons. They
accordingly applied to the government of the cinton. and
suitable measure* were immediately token to prc\ cut *urh
• misfortune. A boriiontal gallery was cut into the ire
barrier, six hundred feet long, and fifty feet above the sur-
face of the laka. It wa* thought that this elevation above
the water waa sufficient to allow time to finish the work be

town in the department af Goad, a*

France, on the south or right bank of lb* rner IVtsv. a
feeder of the Rhone, and on the road from Pans to N .'ia**w

4 1 4 mile* 8 S B. of tlie f rater, and .K miles N .N E. u*
Utter. It it in a flue country, about four or foe tniles ir«
the bank* of the Rhone. 44 '/ N. lot.. 4' ii E. Wear trsw*

Greenwich.
The town is til-built and the street* are narrow . bat s

ha* a fJart. or open space, one of the bandiocoeai sa tssl
part of France, surrounded b) arcade*, and sihaassl by a
fountain. The Ccie brings down particle* of avid a as
•tresm ; but It contribute* more to the wwallh at Ik* tw

,
by turning s*>eral silk-mills, which hat*

fore the like could attain this height When finished, it
J

A great quantity of silk is wound off from the
wa* supposed that the new supplies of water would be car- ! the neighbourhood of thai town, and a
nod off by this galUry, and that aftsrward* the water fceclf
Vvukt duooh* the ico over which it ran. and by Iho* gra-
dually d*eu»oing the cut, would also lower the sortarw of
the lake The operation was difficult and evwtt sUngorou*,
but a* the danger waa immured, law work was oorsoed
•«h groat •**»*». The cut wa. tnisbad aa iholMh
•T Jaa*. No sooner wee it terminated than the water,

of Huff,, tit/umlmrtt, or fabrics mad* af the rtwwao asla, ae*
woven bare. It Is supposed that too R mm bad 'r"i
Iter*, and the supposition is conirmed by a**B*> aalw a*
monument* which have been found tram «usm to I mi TW
populated of the iisatsi tw INI wa* 4two, a* wIssbb
ism were in lb* town. There an a high swJso*

hospit al. Thar* sr* *a Bagnols two tprusg*, *e
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thai the wmUr to eaaweywd out of the town by • canalt and
serve* far watering tba neighbouring Until.

Their aiw aeveral small plana* in Franca of this name.
At Begnola, not Aw from Domfroni. in the department of
Onw, are celebrated mineral waters, tepid and sulphureous,

rarommended for eaaaa of palsy following an attack of apo-

plexy. It is a mere hamlet of seven or eight houses, form-

ing the bathing establishment. There is an hospital for

the working class and the soldiery, who ara supported while
here by the Government.
There are mineral *stars also of considerable lorsi rami,

tattoo at BaattoU-les- Bains, in the department of Lotere,

about Bra miles east of Monde, the capital : they excite the
appetite and promote perspiration. Bagnols les BauU is In
44* ia' N. I at-, and 8° 3o' E. long, from Greenwich.
BAGNORE'A, a town in the Papal State, and a bishop's

see, with a population of 1 700 Inhabitants. It is situated on
the mis* of calcareous bills which divides the lake of Bol-
sena from the valley of the Tiber. The ahtient Balneum
Regiuta was one mils distant, at a spot now called Civita

;

it was planed on the pinnacle of a limestone rock, joined to

the surrounding country by a narrow neck of land. This
approach baa been gradually worn out by the rains, and one
portion of it baring entirely given way, the rock ia now
isolated.

In eootequenee of this, the inhabitants removed about a
century since to the new town. At Civita. there are. Wing
in front of the old cathedral, aeveral marble pillars, which
have evidently belonged to some temple. A fine Etruscan
am, with a beautiful basso- rilievo, repreaehting two sntient

bias* with their horses, and a number of figures crowding
after them, the whole in ah excellent state of preservation,

has been transferred to the bishop's palace at Bagnorea.
( Review of Cramer's Dwcriptim of Antimt /fafe in Journal

of Kdmnahon, No. XIV.) Bagnorea ia eight miles N.N.E.
of Mi>nteflasoone, and sit miles 8. of Orvieto, and three
miles distant from the high road from Rome to Florence.

The old Bagnorea, or Balneum Regiura, was the birth-

place of St Bonaventura. a distinguished theological writer

of the thirteenth century and a cardinal who exercised

much Influence on church affairs in his time.

BAGCUS. in entomology, a genus of the order Cotenp.
(era. and family Cureulionid*. The little beetles com-
peting this genus are all of a mud colour, and feed upon
aquaor plant*, probably both In the larva and imago states.

There are six or eight species found in England.
BAOI'IPE.a musical instrument of the pneumatic kind,

still well known, though fast falling into disuse, and which
probably will, in a few years, be banished from all pans of
our island, except the most remote and least advanced in

ta»te. It is described by Grassinesu as consisting of a
leathern bag. inflated by a port-rent fixed in it, which has a
valve ; and of three pipes, the Best and second called the

great and little dmne. each giving but one note, the third,

s kind of oboe having eight ventages, or holes, an which the

tana is plajed by the Angers. The wind is communicated
to the pipes by compressing the bag under the arm, the
mouth-pure of each pipe being fixed in the bag. The corn-
paw of this instrument is three octaves.

The bagptp*, or something nearly similsr tp it. was in use
among the antients. Blancninus give* a figure of it under
the name of tibia utriculant, though this is not precisely

]

the same as the modern instrument Luscinius, in his
'

Mmturgia (1316), has a wood-cut of it, whence it appears 1

that the bagpipe in his time was in all respects the same as
|

ours. Indeed, it is mentioned, though not described, by
Chaucer, who says of his miller

—

* A aaavtela* mat at feagwv ass Mass t
*

and this, we are told in the same prologue, was the music
to which the Canterbury pilgrims performed their journey.

Bagpipe seems a translation of the German Saekpfetft.

Bv the Italians it is called Cornamuta ; by 'the French,

ttttrttr, not Chaturnraid , as Dr. Burney states; the latter

eigmfi ing a single pipe of the simplest kind.

BA'GRADAS. (See Msmrdah.]
BAHAHA8. or LUCA'YOS, are a chain of low islands

stmching in a north-westerly direction from the north side

of Bt Domingo to the coast of East Florida. It Is composed
of innumerable rocks, islets (called keys), and islands, of

which not more than twelve or fourteen are inhabited : these

are New Providence, Turk's Island, Eleuthera, Exuma,
Harbour Island, Crooked, Island, Long Island, St. Salva-

dor, Cayoos, Wailing a Island. Rum Key, and Haaaagua.
Some of the largest islands, as Great Bahama and Lunaye,
now ealled Abaco, with many smaller ones, remain without
inhabitants. 8u Salvador, called by the Indiana Guana-
ban i, was the first land fallen in with by Columbus en hi*
first voyage in 1499.

When the Bahamas were first discovered, they ware
peopled by a numerous, mild, and happy race of Indiana i

however, aa the islands produced no gold, the Spaniards did
not form any settlements on them, but carried the native*
over to Hispaniola to work the mines, or act ts divers in the
pearl-fisheries of Cumana, and thus, in shout fourteen years,
the whole race became entirely extinct Sum* stone batebeta
and domestic utensils of the aborigines are occasionally
found in tho islands.

The Bahamas remained uninhabited nil the year IBS*,
when New Providence Was settled by the English, who held
it till 1641. and were then expelled by the Spaniards, who
destroyed the colony, but made no attempt to settle there
themselves. It was again colonised by the English in 1666,
and continued in their hands till 1 703, when a combined
force of French and Spaniards destroyed Nassau, and
obliged the Inhabitants to seek refuge by flight. Some,
however, who remained were rendered desperate by their

recent sufferings, and the place became a rendezvous for

pirates, who became so notorious, and committed such de-
predations in the adjacent seas, that government deter-

mined to suppress them, and re-settle the colony. This
took place in 1718, arid shortly afterwards settlements were
formed on some of the other islands : Nassau itself (the
town of New Providence) was fortified in 1 740.

The Bahamas now enjoyed tranquillity till the commence-
ment of the American revolutionary war, when New Pro-
vidence was taken possession of by the Americans (1776);
but the* abandoned it vjery shortly afterward*. In 1781 all

the Bahama* were reduced by the Spaniard*, but, by the
treaty of peace in 1783, they were again restored to tho
British crown. At the close of the American war, many of

the royalists transferred the remains of their property to these
islands, and since that period the number of the people and
the cultivation of the land have progressively increased.

To encourage commerce, Nassau was declared a free port rft

1787 ; this town is the centre of trade, but there are three

other regular ports of entry—Exuma, Cayeos, and Turk's
Island.

Nassau is also tho seat of government which i* similar to

that of most other British West India islands : there is

a governor and council sppointed by the Crown, and a
House of Assemblv, or representatives of the people. Tho
governor is the principal executive authority, it commander-
in-chief of the militia, and has the power of summoning and
dissolving the legislative body, or of putting a negative on
its proceedings. The council is composed of twelve mem-
bers, and is equivalent to the House of Peers ih England.
The House of Assembly (similar to the Commons) consist*

of the representatives of the several islands, in number be-

tween twenty and thirty: the necessary qualification for

this office is, property to the value of tooof. currency, or

200 acres of cultivated land. The electors are all free white

persons, above twenty-one years of age, who have re-

sided twelve months in the colony. Besides the courts of

chsnrery and errors, there is the supreme court, an in-

ferior court of common pleas, and a vice-admiralty court

A chamber of commerce has also been established at Nas-
sau, which serves as a court of arbitration for salvage on
property saved by vessels of the islands ; each party giving

bond to abide by the arbitrament made.
The principal islands are situated on those remarkable

flats called the Bahama Banks, of which the Great Bank
(lying at the western extremity of the archipelago) occupies

an extent of 300 miles in length N.W. and 8.K., and 80 in

breadth ; the deepest water on any part of this bank is

thirty feet, but the patches of coral rock and dry sand are

innumerable. These bank* rise almost perpendirulsiljr

from an unfathomable depth of water, and are formed of

coral, with an accumulation of shells and calcareous sand.

The character of the islands is generally long And narrow,

low, and covered with a light sandy soil, their figure ana
surface throughout being nearly the same. At the greatest

depth yet reached by digging, nothing has been found but

calcareous rock, with an intermixture of shells. Those
islands not situated on the hank have a reef of rocks extend-

ing a short distance from the shore, forming the boundary
SN a
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of soundings, immediately eutside, which the en is often

unfathomable.
The climate is temperate and healthy ; the cummer range

of the thermometer is from 80° to XT Fahrenheit, and in

winter from M* to 65°. The north-east trade-wind prevails

throughout the year, with the exception of the winter

months, from November to March, when strong gales fre-

quently blow from the north-west Thunder-storms are

violent and frequent, and earthquakes are sometimes felt.

There are no streams or rivers, but water is easily procured

by digging. The soil is dry and hard, but the islands are

generally fruitful, and produce several species of trees, as

mahogany, satinwood, lignum vita*, cedars, pines, brasiletto,

wild cinnamon, fustic, and pimento, with a great variety of

esculent vegetables. Cattle are reared in great plenty, and
in the woods are found the wild hog and the agouti.

The following is the latest statistical account of the Baha-
ma* for 1831, as laid before Parliament, according to the

Statistical Tablm eompUtd umUr Me direction o/ Me
Board of Trad*—

BAHAR. a very extensive

sidered to be the second in porUnee annua
possessions in India, is situated between ST ana IT* N

the Bnfaw

Revenue . . .

Expenditure
Value of imports .

Ditto exports . . .

Shipping inwards. No. 4M.
Ditto outwards. No. 499. .

Population, whites and free coloured

Ditto ditto ditto

Ditto slaves .

Ditto ditto .

£22.399
46.333
91.561

74.638

48.765 I

54.264 —
3,368 males
3,863 female*
4.727 males
4,830 female*

Total population . 16,788

The islands sre divided into ten parishes : there are

sue places of worship, capable of containing 4899 sou]

seven schools, in which 448 children of both sexes and in

about equal number* are taught, and one prison. The
chief articles of export are cotton, dyewoods, bark, fustic,

salt; with turtle and fruits. The crops of cotton are often

destroyed by the chenille and red bug ; the latter stains

the cotton so as to render it of little value. The cultivation

of cotton is no longer the staple. The total export of this

article in 1831 was 69 bale*. Altogether the exports of the

Bahamas are very trifling. Not more than 600 tons an-

nually, 560 of which consist of Brasilletto wood and fustic.

Great numbers of pine-apples are grown for sale, principally

to North American traders. In 1831. 38,465 docens were
thus raised. The islands generally produce sufficient maixe
and ground provisions for the use of the inhabitants. Turk's
Islands afford the principal supply of salt ; from one to two
thousand ' rakers' visit them annuslly, beginning their ope-

ralion • in February. A large portion of the inhabitants of

the Bahamas derive considerable profit from giving amist-

ance to vessels involved in the inextricable labyrinth of their

innumerable rocks and shoals, and in danger of being

wrecked, or by saving Uvea and property from those already

wrecked, whence they have obtained the namo of' wreckers.'

They are licensed by the government, and a legal salvsge

i* allowed on property recovered by them. This is the prin-

cipal trade now carried on in the Bahamas
The people of the Bahamas appear to have but little

attachment to their native soil, which arises probably from
their having so little solid local interest : in the town of
Natsau only are there buildings of any value. From the
necessity which the planters sre frequently under of shifting

from one tract to another, their dwelling-houses sre mere
negro huts upon a larger scale, and sometimes even are

furnished by the hands of the seme rude artist*.

The English packet on her way home from Jamaica
slwsvs calls at Crooked Island to drop and receive the

Bahama msilv

The n»e and fall of tide varies from three to six feet in

the different harbour*, and the time of high water, full and
change, from 7h. 30m. to 9b. 30m. a.m. The velocity of

the Gulf Stream is at its maximum between the Bahamas
and the Florida shore, running at the rate of Ave to six

miles an hour.
The whole group is contained between the parallels of 20°

and 27* 40' NT, and the mendiana of 68* 40* and 79* 20» W.
of Greenwich.

< Bryan Edwards'* But. o/ Wttt Indtm ; Colombian Sm-
etfofvr.)

it is computed to contain about 50.900 square nu
is hounded on the north by Nepal, en the east Wy Bcosrsl,

on the south by Gundwsna, and on the west by All shebed.
Oude, and Gundwsna.

Bsbar. together with Bengal, was added to the Mchao*
medan dominions in the beginning of the thirteenth cen-

tury by Cuttub, a native of Turkistan. who, having been
originally the slave, became the favourite general, ana after-

wards the adopted son and successor, of Mohammad, the

founder of the Afghaun or Patan dynasty in India- la

1530 Bahar was conquered by Baber. the graadhther of

Akber. and with him began the dynasty of the Mogwkv es

Hindustan, which continued until the satahhshaseot of the

British empire. This extensive district, together with the

provinces of Bengal and Onssa, came into psswaassan of the

British East India Company on the 12th of Aago**. 1761,

and were conveyed by flrmaun from the Mogul Shah
Allum. The imperial grant thus acquired is distingu ished as

the annals of the Company as ' the Dewanny, or colssrtssn

and receipt of the revenues in Bengal, Bahar, and Onu s,

and its acquisition laid the foundation of the poiitsral power

of the English in India. It is not to be imagined the* so

vast an extent of territory was ceded voluntarily on the part

of the Mogul. Tbst sovereign had been previously I

so far within the power of the Company aa to he eoeawefted
to agree to any conditions, however arbitrary, that the Brwiah
might impose. In return for the princely aominsea thaw

ceded, the Mogul wss assured the annual pa ileal of
tweoty-six lacks of rupees, equal to about 3#*,*ee/. starts

money, a* • quit-rent.

By this change of masters, however brought i

inhabitants of Bahar have undoubtedly been
gainers. They have acquired the quiet and

possession of their farms, snd have enjoyed an
from the evils of war. Under

the

number of inhabitants has very greatly

cultivation of the soil has been
The population of the province, aa
the magistrates and collectors of the various distracts i

beginning of the present century, amounted to I0V97

souls.

Bahar may he pronounced one of the most fertile, hew*
cultivated, and most populous districts in U ssdestsn It ha*
the advantage of a temperate climate, is weD water**, «s pro-

vided with eesy internal communications, and baa the far-i eesy
ther advantage of being a thoroughfare for the <

i Bengal with the upper provinces.

I The province may be considered a* divided

! districts. The first and second of these

l almost entirely of s level plain containing
I squire miles of fertile snd nighty cultivated

|
two divisions are separated by the Ganges, which i

, sn easterly course for 20u miles through the provti

! plain on the north of this stream extends for 70 assies *>

the forests of Nepal and Morung. and is swparaaed nwe*

|

Gorurkpoor, in the province of Oude. by the nrn Gaasiea*.
and from Purncab. in Bengal, by the Cow. The eea*aa4

I
district extends from the south hank of the Gangs*, aod
is separated from Allahabad oo the west by the nver Cs-

' ramnaaaa, which Major Rrtineil supposes to be the I'eawans-
1 oases of Amsn. [htdira 4.) On tb* east, thw i

j
extends to the confines of Rajmahal, where iti

1 of the southern lulls in Bengal, near to the peas of Tetusvs-

, hurry. The third district, which compress* naartv r*j»*e

:
squsr* mile*, is composed of high and rugged buss, east m

I

bounded on the west by Allahabad and Guadwsaa . aa the

south by Gundasna and Onssa; on the east by Biseasl.

and on the north by the ullsh or district of Bahar. Tka
;

Lilly trsrt is subdivided into three oe/osh named PslsJ—J».
Rstnghur, snd C'huta Ksgpore < Little N snore l TV*
whole divuioo sometimes goes by the nsme of Nspare.

In the plains, a hot parching wind frees the west pjwvwas
during a great portion of the but season,
during the day ; but at night the air is mmmiarj I

by a cool brees* from the opposite direction. The*
|

wind M) not constant, but
gether. During the cold

neoced among the bills, the air of which
be bracing to the constitutions of Europeans who have Wees
enfeebled by the continued heat of other distorts. Dsnej
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Afe mU mm tin thermometer at sunrise frequently
MnUi as low as 35° to 40° of Fahrenheit'i scale, but in the
tnmuoa rises to TV.
TW of Bihar ii divided into six lillahs or dis-

trirta. vii., Boglipore. Bahar, Tirhoot. Sarun (the asylum)

;

which district of Sarun comprehend* Bettiah or Churoparun,
naia iily a separate district ; Shahsbad (the royal residence),

and Raitnghur (the home of Rama).
TWe principal rivers of Bahar are the Ganges, the Sone,

the Ondaki. the Caramnaasa, the Dummodah, and the
IXrwab. Beside* these, there are a great number of smaller
streams. The tracts south of the Ganges are not so well
ttppimi with water as the country north of that river, and
the artificial means of irrigation common in the Bast, such
aa we'.ls and tanks, are provided as necessary substitutes.

A targe quantity of saltpetre is produced in Bahar, prin-
espally in the divisions of Hsdjypoor and Sarun, whence
sW greater part of that article intended for the Company's
pusahan has been procured. This article of commerce
is prodneed in artificial beds, consisting of the refuse of
vegetable and animal matters in a state of decomposition,
mixed with calcareous and other earths. It is believed that
the hot, dry wind which prevails in those parts for a oon-
ssderabte portion of the year is essential to the formation of
the nitre. The oxygen and azote which enter into the com-
position of- this salt are supplied by the air and the putre-
fying organic substances; but bow the potass which it

contains is developed has hitherto remained undiscovered.

TW manufacture of cotton cloths is general throughout the
province.

Opium ia produced very abundantly and of excellent
woality in all the diatricta of the province. This drug is

atnrtly mooopotiaed by the Company's government, and the
cultivator* of the poppy are in consequence placed under
wry strict regulations. Wheat, barley, and rice of excellent
quality, sugar, indigo, betel-nuts, and essences, particularly

the attar of rasas , are among the ordinary productions of the
province).

The inhabitants of Bahar, particularly in the upper part
of the province, are superior in size and strength to their

neighbours, the Bengakse ; from one-fourth to about one-
third of them are Mohammedans, and the remainder Hindus.
The berth-place of Buddha is within the province, and, pre-
newal* to the Mohammedan conquest, the Buddhist religion

waa professed by the chiefs; but this system of faith nas
since been completely eradicated from among them. In-
toxication, by means both of fermented liquors and drugs, is

very eoonpoo. especially in the hilly districts ; cleanliness

m not to be numbered among their virtues, the filthinesa

of their villages being excessive.

It is traditionally believed that, previous to the Moham-
sstdan invasion of Bahar, this province formed two inde-

pendent sovereignties, the northern division bearing the
name of MithOa. and the southern that of Magadha. The
language of these two divisions consists of different dialects

ta the present day ; both have a great affinity in the form of
the characters and in many of their terms with the Ben-
galee : this rssi mbhmce ia greatest in the south.

(Mill s History of Bnti*h India; Ayern Akbery ; Ren-
nrll s Mrmotr of a Map of Hindu*Icat ; Report* of Commit-
ten of Ike Howe of Common* on the Affair* of India.)

BAHAR. a tillah or district of Hindustan, occupying the
southern part of the central portion of the province just de-
scribed. This district is bounded on the north by the Ganges,
on the east by the district of Boglipore, on the south by
Ramgfaau* ana Boglipore, and on the west by Shahabad.
The aasUhern boundary has been but ill defined. The ex-

treme length of the district, from cast to west, is 1 20 miles,

sod its greatest breadth, from north to south, is 80 miles

;

its <uprrfictal extent is 5348 square miles.

The district of Bahar is for the greatest part a level plain

throughout, but interspersed with rugged, barren, naked,
sod. for the moat part, isolated hills. About the centra of
the district are three remarkable clusters of hills. One of
these clusters, the Berabur Pahur. is on the west side of the
river Phalgu ; another, the Raiagriba. is on the east side of
that river ; and the third, which is a long narrow ridge, is

adjacent to Sbeikhpoorah. The elevation of these hills is

net coatstderable. the highest being not more than 700
feat. Towards the southern boundary of the district is a
parrtoa of the Vindhyan chain of mountains, by which the

grass Gangeuc plain is bounded on the south, and whieh.

Iinisa i iiig in the province of Bahar, extends to Banaaaa

ram. in the straits of Ceylon, near to Cape Oomocin. These
hills are double the height of those already described. The
hills in this district do not any where spprosch the Ganges.
The Ganges is generally a mile wide in this district, and

is not any where fordable within its limits. In addition to
this stream, thedistrict is watered by the Sone, the Punpun,
the Phalgu or Fulgo, the Saeri. and the Panchane. with
their numerous branches. The Sone. or Golden River, rises

on the east side of the province of Gundwana, and flows to
the N. B. through Allahabad, where it is joined by other
streams

; taking then • more northern direction, it joins the
Ganges three miles below the town of Moneah in this dis-

trict. The channel of the Sone. in the province of Bahar. is

celebrated for containing beautiful pebbles, which take a
high polish. These pebbles are probably brought from the
southern hills by the rapidity of the stream. The river
likewise contains excellent fish, including several kinds of
carp. After heavy rains the rapidity of the current is un-
favourable to navigation ; but, at other times, boats of con*
siderable size pass in a direct line for about fifty-five miles
between the districts of Bahar and Shshabad. This river

and the Nerbudda derive their common source from a lake,

and, (lowing in opposite directions for 1 500 miles, make, con-
jointly with the Ganges, an island of the southern part of
Hindustan.
The climate is considered to be generally healthy. In

spring, the beat is very great, and is, in some places, in-

creased by the reflection of the sun from the saiids in the bed*
of rivers, or from naked rocks. In the winter, the natives

generally kindle fires in their sleeping apartments, although
frosts are rare. Una district produces excellent wheat,
barley, and rice : the rice is much esteemed, and is in great
request in the markets of Calcutta. The cultivation of
cotton is not of sufficient amount for the employment of the
native looms, and the deficiency is supplied from the west.

Tobacco and indigo are also raised, but not in any con-
siderable quantities. The rent paid for land is high,

usually amounting to one-half its produce, yet the cultivators

are generally comfortable. When first it came into the pos-
session of the British, the greatest part of this district waa
in a wild uncultivated condition, and the inhabitants, par-

ticularly in the southern part, were a prey to internal dissen-

sions. Now the plains are universally cultivated to the very
bases of the hills ; but the greater part of the hills them-
selves are utterly unfit for any kind of tillage. A great por-

tion of the lands in the vicinity of the Ganges give two
annual crops.

Nearlv one-third of the lands in this district is ex-
empted from the payment of rent, yet it is observed that

the state of cultivation of this portion is by no means so
good as of that which is subjected to the land-tax, an effect

which may perhaps be referred to the established custom of

succession, which causes these rent-free estates to be par-

celled out into petty holdings. In this state of things, the
majority of the zemindars are reduced to the condition of

peasants, and are but little removed from a state of beggary.

The generality of the cultivators who contribute to the land
revenue, and who are under a different law or custom of
inheritance, are, on the contrary, in very good circum-
stances.

The winds blow almost constantly either from the east or
the west. From the middle ofJanuary to the end of March
the west wind prevails ; from that tints to the middle of
June* the wind varies from east to west, the duration being
nearly equal from each quarter; thence to the end of July,
the wind is constantly from the east, when it changes again,

and blows from the west until the end of August, r'rum

that time until the end of October, it again shift* to the east,

and thence to the middle of January the winds blow from

the west or the east for nearly equal periods. Of course this

order is liable to occasional irregularity ; but taking one year

with another, the statement may be considered correct.

The principal town* in the district are Patns (Padmdvali,

the lotus-bearing), the capital of the province ; Gays, the

capital of the district ; and Dinapoor. The villages are ex-

ceedingly numerous and consist ofmud-built bouses, huddled

together, without regard to comfort or ventilation. The
population was estimated in 181 1 by Dr. Francis Buchanan
(Hamilton) at S.755,150 persons, of whom 7x4,159 were
Mohammedans and 2,030,991 Hindus.
There are six places of pilgrimage in the district ; these

are, Gaya, Rajagripa, Baikuntha, the river Punpun, Loha-
danda, and Qhyabsn Muni. The first four are much fra-
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considered saervd by the Hindu*, to Daving been the scene

Of one orVuhnu i victories which he gainedlover a giant

The «ov.rninent derive* • revenue from pilgrims who Ire

quent these hoi/ places, by which mean, their number, are

Known ; 200,000 persons hare been taxed in a year, aa pil-

grim-viaiUrs at Gays.
The marriage ceremony take* place at an early age in Ba

bar, but the wife due* not enter net husband's bouae until

aba has reached the year of maturity, when abe i* con-

ducted b it with great ceremonies. Widows have been

allowed the privilege of burning themselves when they re-

ceive the account of their husband's death, even although

this should happen at a distance; in the adjoining pro-

vince of Bengal this act of self-devotion has not been per-

mitted unless in presence of the corpse. The inhabitants

of Bahar differ also from their neighbours in not considering

it necessary to place the feat of dying persons in the sacred

river. Poor ana ignorant persons are here left to die in their

own houses, but the religious feelings of people of rank
and education lead them to turn their relations out of doors
when they appear about to die. Placing the sufferer then

upon a mat, he is exposed to every inclemency of the wea-
ther; tome sacred herb or stone is placed near his body,

and prayers are repeated until he dies. In some cases, and
when toe circumstances of the dying person admit of it, be
takes into his hands the tail of a cow, and makes an offering

of the animal to the Brahmins. The better feelings of our
nature have so far overcome religious injunctions in these

cases that the natives have acquired great skill in observing

the symptoms of approaching dissolution, so that the d> ing

man is seldom exposed in trie manner here described till

sensation is deadened or has ceased.

Leprosy is of common occurrence here, and the prejudice

against persons seised with this malady is so great, that it

is not uncommon for them to be taken to the middle of the

Ganges in a boat, and to be there cast into the stream with

a pot of sand tied round the neck. Nor do the sufferers ob-

ject to this proceeding. Being helpless and miserable out-

casts, they bars little to render life desirable, and they are

besides taught to believe that the sin for the commission
of which the disease it inflicted, can be expiated only by
dying in the sacred stream.

(Rennell't Memoir of a Map of Hindnttan ; Dr. Ha-
milton's Stalittieai Survey of Bahar ; Rrportt of Commit-
tee* of the Haute of Common* on the Affair* of India.)

BAHAR, • town in the province and district of the same
name, which was, in all probability, once the capital of both;
but has since been superseded as to the province by Pains,
and as to the district by Oaya. The town of Bahar is situ-

ated in i*° 13' N. let., and »i° 3b' B. long. It is. in it* pre-

sent condition, a Urge straggling place, whose buildings
surround a ditch which formed the boundary of the antient

city, now nearly deserted. Here are the remain* of a heavy
building of stone, covered by several diminutive domes ; the
interior is divided into as many cells, resembling the an-
tient mosques in the upper province* of Hindustan. The
best part of the town consists of a long but narrow street,

paved irregularly with bricks and stones. The place alto-

gether contains about 8#00 bouses, but is poliucnlly of

httle or no importance. The surrounding country is well

cultivated, and unproved by artificial irrigation. Bahar
is 31 miles (roan Palaa, J97 from Calcutta, and 642 bom
Delhi.

(Dr. Hamilton's Slattitinti ftarveu ofthe Ihttnd qf Da-
kar; llsmilton's Bat India Uameltrr.

)

BAHAWULPOOR, an extensive division of the pro-
vince of Mooltan in Hindustan. 280 mikes tone;, from north-
east to south-west, and 120 miles broad. Tbi* ternt.sry was.

until Mil, tributary to the Afghan government, which,
however, did not in any way interfere with the proceedings

of the immrnliata ruler of the division, Bshawul Khan. At
hts death, which look ptaee in the year just mentioned,
Runjeot Singh. Rajah of Labors, taking advantage of the
inferior abilities of the son and successor of Bmhawul Khan.

I upon the territory, and has sines possessed It IS full

•Mrnty-
,

- - _
Behawalpoar ia watered by the rivers of the Punjab, by vines ewtoog to that ealenetv* system whirl*

which term is comprehended the country Wing between > the south Id the north of the '.she Pates tUtrwa* sV Its

the nre streams tributary to the Indus, which yean that , Pesos! m the province of Ru> Grande sV> BtriTeWs** fsT sV
nvor within taw prwrtnee of Mooltan. These Bio streams I Ut, and extends along the most at • dattanre of teess BW
saw the Jbyhasa or Hydaspes, the Chtoaak or Assumes ; to IM assies a. the meet northetn tasrttoftho woiewt tf

the Ravee or Hydraotos : the Beyah or Hyphteii; assitsaw
Sutleje or Hcsudrus. The soil on the sunk* of Use rrrssr*

ia very fertile ; but westward of the Cbuuub, and at soea**

distance from that stream, the land ia pour, whde in that
east part of the division it is perfectly sterile. In tra-
velling towards the Rajpoot states, it ia necessary «*>

provide an establishment of camels, as in the desarla ssf

Arabia. The rich land on the margins of the mors as.

for the most part, in a state of good cultivation ; seme ******

are, however, uncleared, and covered with coppice of te-

rnaruk trees. These places abound with wild hog*. U ***V

geese, partridges, and bog-deer, are likewise psrnufui, par-
ticularly on the bank* of the Be) ah.

The chief towns of this territory are Bshawulpoor, t

poor, Scedapoor, and Ouch. Bahawulpoor stands i

river Gurrah, which name is given to the united i

of the Boyah and Sutleje. Including its garden*. teas

town is four miles in circumference. The bouses are assail

of unUurocd bricks with mud terraces. The camel* hews)

here are much in demand, owing to their strength sssa

fleetness.

The greater part of the inhabitants are Hindus t the rest

are Juts and Baloocbes, both professing M rhsmnvrdaniim
The manufactures earned on by them are of silken gxrsUss

and turbans, and some species of cotton cloth* cmltsaTrsKss-

gees, which are celebrated for the fineness of their tsrxtauw -

the weavers are chiefly H indus. The merchants of Hassan nl

poor are also Hindus ; they have t great drtl of notnmawsad
enterprise, and deal extensively in goods of Kasreawwn
manufacture, which they receive from rslice in Marwar. ay
way of Bicancer and the desert of Aj tn sor. and cooiey tSMsa
by land-carnage through Mooltan and Lahore, rxo—snsj, taw

Indus at Kaberee. These Bahawulpoor irr-r-waUt arasa
travel to Balk and Bokhara, and sometimes to Astrakhan* for

commercial purposes. They take the rout* of Parser* is*

Malwa), Cabul. and Bemtan, and crossing the true,
exchange at Bokhara the productions of India far tasssw af
that quarter of Asia and of Russia which are brossghfl to

meet them by the traders of the Utter eesustry. Tbnr
meaner of crossing the Osus is to yoke horses to sssssl

boats, and then drive them across the stream. The GwrrsX
on which the to« n of Bahawulpoor stands, is a nai*g*>*>

river, but is not used for the transport of merchandise, as a
does not present any available line of route except to Steal

with which country there is no trade from the mp
vine** of India.

The town of Bahawulpoor is in ft' If K. tot, assm Tf
2V B. long. ; it stand* *t mile* south of the at*

(Rennell's Memoir of a Map of Hi*
Rmbatty to Cabul; Report ofa Commtttae e/ the Hamm of

Common*, in IH.tx, on the A/Futrt of India.)

BAH I A. [See All 8ai*tV Bst.J
BAHI'A. a province of Brexd. between t* end If 3. 1st,

snd 36
: and 43' W. long., and consequssstly snthta taw sta-

ples of tlie southern hemisphere. It extends from tae tsest

: northern point, near Pambu on the nvrr 8. Franc**** to its

Rto de Boiinotite. about 4*0 miles in length, ass* sts sis* if*

breadth certainly exceeds 800 mile*. This would fr» •»

I tin* country at least an area of ••700* square nsalra, **

I that it would only (all short ol the who** area of law Br***
islands by shout 20.000 miles. The attotstaml as una

|
however, differ much in this respect The surface of aW*->

i
is commonly estimated at about Jl. JO* square assies ; pa* *

more m>»Um srnwnt gives to it M.faa square SBsWm ; sad

|
tin*, w* think, approaches much nearer the truth.

I
On the east Bains is washed by the Alasiitie 1 1 eat ; as

j
the west, snd in part on the north, tt la dnkisej ft *» sto

Province of Pernamhum, and it* Seruta by the tts» tx

rancisco. On the shores of the ocean these aswvasrw* as*
' ih\ uied from one another by the small tee* into of heam
Trum which Bahis is separated by the little n<er Ra» tvsv

tin tlie south it is dmtlcd from Rto Janeiro bv tae
irmnaj prounces, F.spnto Hanto and Mine* On set,

separsu>l from the former by the Rio sto

(rura the latter chiefly by a rang* of Mount****,
• By far the greatest part of its sort**
' mountains ; plain* only occur along the mast aa*

banks of the Km Prannsre. The stsaniaiai af
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•hi*, wber* it may be considered as terminating. The
MODUiiu which approach the tea farther to the north, be-

long to one of the chain* which traverse the interior of

Snail, and not to the range which run* along the ocean,

and Ms far that reason, called by the Portuguese Serra do
Mar t the Sea Range). The highest part of thi* mountain-
chain Ite* to the west-north-west of"Rio Janeiro, on the com-
mon boundary of the three provinces Mines Oeraes, 8. Paolo
and Rio Janeiro, where some summits of this range, which
here is railed 8erra de Mantiqueira, rise to between 8060 and
•ioe feet shore the sea. Farther to the north the mountains
are leas elevated ; and in the province of Bshia the highest

summit* probably do not exceed 4000 feet. The whole
•ham m the southern district of this province is called

Aimorea, and in the northern Serra de Cincura. The former

u higher, and contains near the boundary of Minas Oeraes
the Monies Altos (High Mountain*). The watershed of

this range lias in general parallel to the coast at a distance

of about 160 miles, and about 50 from the banks of the Rio
Francitoo. Bat the offsets and branches from this boun-
dary approach the sea within about twenty or thirty miles,

and they advance still nearer to the river. They come nearest

the sea to the south of the Rio de Comas, snd to the west of
the bay of Camamu. By this disposition of the lateral

Wanebe* of the mountain-range, the level, and in some part

hilly shore* are connected on the west with long valleys,

wh«*h commonly are of moderate width, and extend fifty

mile* and upwards into the interior, till they terminate in

high open plain* called sertSes, on or near the summit of
the rang*. It seems mat at a distance of about fifteen to

twenty-five or thirty miles, the whole country rises with a
pretty rapid ascent ; for about this distance all the rivers

traversing the coast are full of cataracts and rapids, and
hoi anis unfit far the purpose of navigation.

Bahia may, with respect to its climate and productions, bo
divided into three districts, of very unequal extent. The
first comprehends the southern coast up to point Mutta, or

the hay of Camamu, and the lower part of the contiguous
valley*, to a dtstanee of about ninety or one hundred miles
from the sea. This district is called Beira-Mar. To the
north of it bos the Reeoneave, which extends round the

Bahia de Todos os Santos, or All Saints' Bay, to Cane
8. Antonio, and from twenty to thirty miles inland. To the
we*t of both extend the sertSes and mountains, and these

comprebend also the high country which to the north of the
Reooocava occupies both banks of the Rio Itapfcura, and
extends to the Rio 8. Francisco, and the shore* of the

Beira-Mar enjoys many advantages. It has abundance
of running water, and commonly a fertile soil, there being,

if the backs and tides of the mountain* are excepted, scarcely

any situation where mandioca, rice, Indian com, the coffee-

tree, the sugar-cane, and the cotton-plant do not prosper.

Bat. on the other hand, heavy dewa and almost incessant

ram reodor it an unpleasant and unhealthy country.

There la scarcely a distinction of seasons ; the trees bear
blossoms and fruit* in all stage* at the same time. The
I—apt i stare of the winter is never cold enough to check
vegetation, nor is the summer hot enough to call forth

it* lull force, because the sky is commonly covered with
clouds. The perpetual moisture occasions aguish dis-

eases ; ami yet if there happens to be a fortnight of sun-
shine, the rich dayey soil is parched and cracks, and
flee weather becomes a serious calamity. The unfavour-
able climate of thi* district i* the cause of its having been
agloated by the Portuguese, and containing so few ret (le-

ssee*l The predominant race in the maritime towns, and
eveej hi Use valleys, are the Mamalueos, of Tupininquin
extraction ; which nation was in possession of the country at

the arrival of the Portuguese, but soon submitted to their

•annuo*). There are few of pure European blood, and not

man* negroes, the intermediate breed of all shades far ex-
rs sting the unmixed race*. There are, however, tome purr
laskaas ; and on the boundary of Minaa Oeraes there still

exist* the nation of the Mongoyos, which was converted
ta Christianity in the beginning of this century, and culti-

vate* lnaisdinen, several kinds of potatoes, with other roots,

and teas water-meletts. They make alto pottery, with
whseh they supply the sertoea of Pernamboco and Bahia

;

and in the Indian town of Olivenca. a large and popu-
lous pises, the people tew almost all employed in works
af turnery, ef which some is annually exported. From the

of Rat *Ve Csntaa ixemdioea and rice are tent to

Bahia, the climate and soil of the district being very favonr-
able to their growth, especially that of rice, which returns
three hundred fold. 8o abundant is it that even the poultry
and cattle am fed with it But the greatest wealth of tin*
country, ofwhich the inhabitants have not yet avuiled them-
selves, consists in tho immense wood* which cover the
plaint, valleys, and mountains ; the frequent mine further
the growth of the trees, which again preserve the soil in a
state of moisture.

Reeoneave is properly only the country which extends
round All Saints' Bay, hut as the coast south of it to
Point Mutta enjoys the same advantage* of climate, agri-
culture, and commerce, we have included it in this district.

The bay itself extends, according to Alcedo, twenty-seven
miles from north to sooth, and twenty-seven miles in the
widest part from east to west. Henderson says it is twenty-
three miles long from north to south, computing from the
point of St. Antonio to the mouth of the river Pitanga, and
nearly thirty miles wide from east to west, which seem*
to be nearest the truth. Southey, in his history of Braail,

ssserts that it extend* both northward and westward a
whole degree. This last is doubtless an exaggerated state-

ment, which, however, as far as regards the length from
north to south may be defended, if the whole coast to

point Mutta is included. From this cape to the Wand of
It*paries, which form* the two entrances of All Saints'

Bay, a series of islands extend, between which and
the continent small vessels and barges may make their

way to Bahia without entering the tea. Adjacent to

Point Mutta, on the north, » the bay of Camamu, in which
large vessels may enter and lie safe against all winds.
This bay itself contains some islands, and to tba north of it

lies the island of Bovpeba, of considerable extent, and
farther north other* of less importance. Then follows the
island ofTinhare, which i* eighteen mile* long from north

to south. Some smaller island* continue to the False Bar
(Barra Falsa) or the western entrance of All Saints' Bay.
This entrance is less than two mile* wide at the narrowest

point, and by it the numerous vessels and barges proceed

from the bay of Camamu and the adjacent country to tba

town of Bahia. Foreign vessels enter All Saints' Bay by
the eastern entrance, which is eight miles wide. Between
both entrances lies the island of Imparioa, which i* twenty-

three mile* long from north to south, and ten in the widest

part. It is of irregular form, having a hay on the western

•ide, and a large curving projection on the eastern, and iu
surface presents considerable inequalities. The soil of this

island is fertile, and planted with cocoa-palms, mangoes,jacas

and oretig**. It ha* alto a whale fishery, cord manufactories

of the picutaba, and some distilleries. The number of its in-

habitants amounts to upward* of 10,000, ofwhich nearly one

half, or at least 7000, live in the port of St. Oooeslo. The
capital of the province, 8t. Salvador da Bahia de Todos os

Santos, lies near the eastern entrance of the bay. on a pro-

jecting rock, which rises about six hundred and fifty feet

above the sea. The hay itself, which contains several

islands of different sixes, branches out in numerous creeks

and cove*, and receive*many rivers, of which some are navi-

gable to a distance of fifteen or twenty miles. Thi* show*

the great advantages this district enjoys in a commercial

point of view, and in fact upwards of eight hundred launebee,

smacks, and barges of different sixes, are constantly em-
ployed in bringing the produce of the oountry to the capital.

To these advantages, the Reeoneave aid* those of a

healthy climate, an excellent sou. and plenty of water. The
winter or rainy season begins about the end of March, and
continues till August, with considerable intervals of dry

weather. In the other months the sky is commonly with-

out a cloud, but thunderstorms are frequent ; and these,

as well a* the breexee and heavy dews, moderate the summer

beat and support vegetation. The vine bean three times

in the year, and is cultivated on the island ofItaparica. and

in other parts; but the climate which fane* this triple

fruitage ha* hitherto rendered all attempt* at making win*

unavailing. The country is hilly, with a gently-undulating

surface, and many large and open valleys and even plains

between the hill*. The soil is commonly ofa fine quality,

and produces, besides rice, mandioca and many fruits and

vegetables, great quantities of sugar, tobacco, and cotton.

All the sugar and tobacco exported from Bahia is grown in

the Reeoneave. The moat noted district for the growth of

sugar is the valley of Iguana, which extend* to the north-

east af the amall town of Mamgogype, along oo* of the
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brrehes of tbe Paraguay rirer. It » aboot five miles long

and of varying width ; iU black ami U mott favourable to the

auger-cane. There are nearly twenty Mgar work* within

its narrow limits. Tobaooo it raised in many district* of the

Reconeave ; but the greatest quantity and the bast quality

is grown in the neighbourhood of Cochoeira. an inland

town with upwards of 13.000 inhabitants, situated on the

river Paraguay. Cotton is raised in several districts ; and
likewise brought from the sertoes and adjacent provinces.

All these advantages, with those arising from the fisheries

along the coast, especially that of the whales, render the

Reconeave the most populous district of Brazil, and pro-

bably of all South America. Villages and farm-houses are

frequent ; and the number of small towns mar amount to

twenty or thirty. Though we have no exact data in this

respect, it is probable that the Reconeave. together with

the capital, contains more than three-fourths of the whole

population of the province, which, according to the latest

accounts (about 1830), amounted to 882.500 persons.

The remainder of the province, which is of a very dif-

ferent character, comprehends the mountains and the ser-

toes. The latter are open dry plains on the backs of the

mountains or between their ridges, and aford at certain

seasons abundant pasture to numerous herds of cattle. The
regular winter or wet season however does not extend to

this part of the province. The rain which falls here comes
only in thunder-showers, which of course are irregular, in no
5art frequent, and they occur more rarely in the nortliero

strict* of the province than in the south. After rain the
ground is immediately covered with the ricbekt verdure, and
the cattle fatten ; but when drought succeeds to this season

of abundance, they browse upon such shrubs as resist the
burning sun. If then the streams fail, and the tanks,

which the thunder-showers had filled, are dried up. a dread-
ful mortality ensues among the cattle. Some places, espe-

cially in the more narrow valleys, are wooded, and contain a
better soil ; and in such the lew towns of this region have
been built Hera mandtoea. vegetables, fruits, and cotton

are raised. Two or three roads, leading from the town of
Bahia to the interior of Brazil, traverse the eertiies, and
along them villages have been built, and some vegetables

are raised ; but the largest part of this district has no inha-

bitants except two native nations, the Camacans and the
Patochos.

Among the rivers which water this province, the Rio de
S. Franoiwo is by tar the largest. Before it arrives at its

boundary, this river has already run about 500 miles from
its source, which lies to the south of Villa Rieca in Mines
Per

s

os. and it continue* its course to the north, north-east
and east between Bahia and the sertao of Pernambuco for

at least 600 miles. About 200 miles from its mouth it

leaves Babia. and forma lower down the boundary between
the prwinres of Seregype and Pernambuco. At no great

distance above the place where it leaves Bahia the river

become* unfit for navigation on account of its long rapids

and high cataracts. Higher up. its course lies in a wide valley,

which is often covered by inundations; but here the rapids
are short, and do not impede navigation. This valley lies

at a considerable elevation above the sea, perhaps not much
less than 1000 feet, if we consider the number of the rapids

and the height of tbe falls of water. For further particulars

of this river, its navigation and Ash, aw Fasncisco.
The next in size is the river Itaptcura, which discharges

its waters between tbe mouth of the Rio S. Francisco and
Cape St. Antonio, at nearly an equal distance from each.
Its length may amount to nearly 2*0 miles ; but it is only
navigable for a short distance and for small craft. The
adjacent country belongs to the sertoes, and is only fit for

breeding cat lie.

The most important river of Bahia is the Paraguaasu or
Prruaguacu, which rises in the centre of the aeitues, and
(mas a few cataracts before K descends to tbe Reconeave.
It begins to be navigable at Gcboctra, above which town
rocks impede the navigation. Its lower course lies through
the most fmde and brat cultivated district of the Recon-
eave, where nearly all the sugar and tuoeeeo eiportad from
Bahia i* collected. The whole course of tbe nver may be
about 200 miles.

The other titers of the Reconeave are the Iague rife, the
Sengy or Strops, the Sarahary. the Pireia. the Matwia.
and the Puanga. With the exeeptM a/ the bflsatipa,
which runs nearly law sails*, aad at aavwable far largo
barks for twenty ante*, those rivers an ssaali stiwaaaa, and

only accessible to boats aa far as the tide ram mm. Tm
same observation is applicable to tha rivers watch sator Us*
sea to the north of Point Mutta; among which the aw*t
considerable are the Jiquie.the Acarahy. and Marsha. To*
largest of them baa not a course exceeding sixty unit*.

The rivers which enter the ocean to the south at P.»nt
Mutta do not differ much from the former, except that ibev
rise at a much greater distance from tbe coast, tbe man*
of the larger streams being 150 miles and upwecsK
The most considerable are the Rio de Cools*, tbe Partpe
or Pardo, and the Belmooto. which separates Bahia fnss
tbe province of K*pinto Santo. Between tbe two baser

runs tbe river Salsa, which, about twenty-eight mites fossa

the shore, divides into two branches ; of which ooe eaters

tbe Patyne and the other the Belmonte river.

The lakes of Bahia are not numerous nor of great nkst
The largest is that of Itahype, between tbe Rio <W Ciniaa
and the river Ilbeos. It is very deep, seven railea am cir-

cumference and three in length, with a small island sa the

middle. It is bordered with extensive woods aad forests, anas
which several small streams flow into this lake ; the sarssss
water is carried to tbe sea by the river Itahype. whsrh is

narrow and deep, and about twenty-five miles bog. The
fine trees which cover tbe banks of this lake msrfat a*
conveyed with much facility to the town of Ilbeos by •earn-

ing a canal from the river Itahype to that of llheos . sst

undertaking which in fact bad been commenced soaae fctsa*

ago. but discontinued.

Tbe metals, which once formed a considerable partem **•

the wealth of this province, are now of very Utile—j—nin
Gold has long ago ceased to be worked : silver *s fossasa,

but it would not pay the expense of working. Iran ss

abundant, but neglected. Copper is still worked in the
northern district, but not to any great amount. The tanrest
piece of native copper perhaps in the world was foe.

two miles to tbe east of the town of Cochoeira. It

1666 pounds, and is now in tbe Royal Museum at

Near Maragogype, armenian bole and alimony are I

Some places in the sertoes possess great ~\ -in
saltpetre; but tbe distance from the sea prevents •
being collected. Rock-salt is not uncommon in the a
tains along tbe Rio S. Francisco.

Tbe subjects of agricultural and horticultural

are numerous and important. In tbe more elevated rearm a*
tbe west, in those places which have a sod fcvasaranss a*
agriculture, wheat is raised ; and all the frusta as weg sa
tbe pulse and grain of Portugal prosper. There are grape*
and oranges of good quality, and extensive prannt»»**s of

quinces, from which considerable quantities of
are made, and exported to Babia. Cotton ss a
places raised for the market. In the lower i

common grain is Indian corn and nee.
where raised for tbe consumption of the uibahstamw Sasrar.

tobacco, cotton, and a small quantitv of cones are exf
Tbe coflee plant is by some considered aa
well aa tbe tea plant, which seems to be tbe
cultivated in China, but it is entirely neglected,
plants and pepper-vines, as well as spjeo trees, has* l*a
introduced and prosper. Fig tree*, pins apples, oas—> trees,

mangos and jaccaa are abundant along tbe cases. The
culture of hemp has several times been stsaaaptod. east eat
successfully ; the wild palm-tree, however, awards a »**»
lute, and the bark of the psaasaba-tree mrplsri suesVses

and cables ; the bitter answers better for oakum smsaszss 4
lasts longer under water
The spontaneous products of the sod. lapsiiatli sa the

woods, are much more numerous : many of Lhasa base as*

} el found their way into our botanical system. Areas**, me-
dical plant* are ipecacuanha. Jesuits b
Brazil root, curcuma or turmeric, an
tbe trees which produce gum are tbe copal, dr*r°ai • I

angebm. manic and copaiba. Tbe tree* which •
timber and the material* for cabinet works are very a
reus; aa well as those whose wood *» awed la dieea
Brazil-wood, bow-wuud, iron-wood, ud-eoud. and
known in Europe. The eajue- nut tree ss very
Tbe na) ha tree, which grows id tbe wtenur.
bills inferior to the cocoa nut ; st is very sweet. Ta
also numerous •psoas ef palm tram, seat* of whsca asms*
a prodigious am*.

A singular feature m the eagatstiaa ef Bread, assd eaaw-
ciallyoftbis sawnae*. ss the IstaBeas a**raa*te sdassta. - The*
are ail cssauwahewdad under the ginaiel nagneaf msam* and
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km for basket-work and are beaten into tow. Their juice

M need in tanning ; being bruised and cast into the lakes
and riven, they stain the water with a dark colour and
intoxicate or poison the flah. These plants twist round the
trees, climb up to them, grow downwards to the ground,
take root there, and springing up again, cross from hough
to bough and tree to tree, wherever the wind carries their

limber shoots, till the whole woods are hung with their

garlanding, and rendered almost impervious. The monkeys
travel along this wild rigging, swing from it by the tail, and
perform their antics. This vegetable cordage is sometimes
so closely interwoven, that it has the appearance of a net,

and neither birds nor beasts can get through it Some are
as thick as s man's leg. their shspe three- tided, or square
or round ; they grow in knots or screws and every possible

form of contortion. Any war they may be bent; but to

break them is impossible. Frequently they kill the tree

which supports them ; and sometimes they remain standing
after the trunk which they have strangled has mouldered in

their involutions.* (Southey.)
The cootogy of this region is less interesting. The do-

mestic animals of Europe have been introduced, but they
are far from being numerous, except blsck cattle which are

fed on the serines in great numbers; but. owing to the

frequent want of pasture, they are subject to great mor-
tality, and the supply is not sufficient fur the sugar-works,

the usual consumption, and the furnishing of ships. The
defloenry is made up by the provinces of Pianhy and
Goya*. Hogs are few; and sheep and goats still fewer,

bring almost universally deemed of little or no use. Among
wild animals, the ante or tapir, the ounce, the boar, and
deer, are the most numerous species and most hunted.
Monkeys of different kinds are common in the woody dis-

tricts. Parrots and some other birds, more distinguished
by the beauty of their plumage than by their voice, are
found in all parts of the province. Among the snakes some
are poisonous. Various species of bees produce honey

;

some in the cavities of the trunks of the trees, as in Poland
and Ruuu, others in little hives of wax which they form in

the twigs. Whales, which were once so abundant along the
roast, that the produce of the fisheries formed a considerable

artirle ofexportation, have much decreased in number ; and
at present the train-oil which isobtsined from them is hardly
adequate to the consumption of the province. Sharks are
very Awquent, and a good deal of oil is extracted from their

livrrt. The sea as well as the rivers, and especially the Rio
8. Francisco, contain many other kinds of fish, which afford

sabststanre to numerous families.

The province of Babia is divided into three comareas or

districts, of which that of Ubeos was formerly a separate

eaprtaaia, and comprehends the coast south of the island of

Ttnhaiw, and all the country inland to a distance of about
a hundred miles. Tbecomarca of Bahia, which lies to the
Berth of it, contains the Reconcsve, and all the country
to the north of it up to the boundary of the provinces

and Pemambuco. The comarea of Jacobina

ode the western part of the province,

i principal places in Ilbeos are Otivenea, Ilheos, Villa

do Coatas, and Camamu ; in Bahia, besides the capital

(with 1 Si.S<M> inhabitants), Corhoeira, St Amuno, Mara-
fogype; and in the comarea of Jacobina is Jacobina, Rio
da Coatas. and Urubu. on the Rio S. Francisco.

(Alredo, Souther, Henderson, and Schiller; Map in

Bmi aad Martiua* 7VwcWf.)
BAHPREH. a province of Lower Egypt. [SeeEorrr.]
BA'HLINGBN. a bailiwick (ooer-amt) in the south-

waat of Wixtemberg. and in the circle of the Black Forest

;

baandiJ on the north and east by the principality of Hohen-
aoflera. and in the south by the Baden dominions. It con-

aiata of the vale of the Eyach, which river flow* through it

;

aad has an area of 126 square miles. There are 2 towns, SI
Tilages with cure of souls, three of which hare markets,
aad I* other villages and hamlets in this bailiwick ; it is

habited by 26.1 28 Protestants, and 34 72 Roman Catholics,

who rear saueh cattle, breed sheep, and are actively engaged
h tkw msnafartore of bed-ticking, stockings, brandy, fee.

;

eking, stockings, brandy
they da oat raise sufficient grain for their own consumption

The local authorities are established in the town of the

aaoao nami. which is situated on the Eyach, and on the

haffa read into Switzerland, It contains about 430 houses,

aod 3t*a inhabitants, carries on considerable trade, partieu-

krJjr a> grain, manufactures linens and woollens, spirits,

fee. Bakbngwn was the birth-place of N. Friachlin, the

celebrated philologist There are sulphurous baths in its

vicinity. 48" 16' N. lat.. 8° 31' E. long., about forty miles
south-west of Stuttgart

BAHR, the Arabic word for the sea, a lake, or a large
river, appears aa a component part of many proper names
in eastern geography: Bakr alKoltum, ' the Sea of Kol-
xuro,' i.e. the Arabian Gulf, or Red Sea. especially iu
north-western extremity (Ibe Sinus Heroopolitea) ; Bakr
Lit, ' the Lake of Lot.' i.e. the Laeus Asphaltitea. or Dead
Sea. in Syria ; Bakral-Abiad, ' the White River.' and Bakr-
al-Azmk, * the Blue River,' t. e. the two principal southern
branches of the Nile. The diminutive of Bakr is Bokeirak,
or Boketrat, ' a small lake,' which is likewise found occa-
sionally in maps or books of travels relating toHhe geo-
graphy of the east ; as Bokeirat Tubariyak, ' the Lake of
Tiberias.' It has passed into the Portuguese language
under the form Albufeira, ' a reservoir, a tank, a lagune

;'

and into Spanish under the two formsAlbufera and Albukera,
in the same sense. The prefixed at in these words is the
Arabic definite article ; and it is a general remark that the
letter k of many Arabic words that have been received into

the SninUh and Portuguese languages, has been changed
into/
BAHR-BELA-MA^or ' the waterless sea. a remarkable

valley in the Libyan desert on the borders of Egypt about
fifty miles west of Cairo. It runs westward of and parallel

to the valley of the Natron lakes, from which it is divided
by a sandy ridge. General Andreossi, who visited it saw
that it extended above thirty miles in a N.N.W. and S.8.B.
direction, but he did not ascertain its northern termination,

which some have supposed to reach the shore of the gulf
of the Arabs, S.W. or Alexandria. Browne, however, who
travelled along the coast of that gulf, did not see any ap-
pearance of the valley on that side. Hornemann, in his

journey from Cairo to Siwah. seems to have crossed the
southern extremity of the Bahr-bela-ma, without knowing
it, as he reached it after dusk. (See Major Rennell's Geo-
graphical IUuttration* of Hornemann'i Route, eh. ii.) The
valley is very deep, and about nine miles in breadth : it is

totally barren and waterless. It has, however, the appear-

ance of having been once a watercourse, and is strewed
with loose stones, quarts, silex. fragments of jasper, &c
There is also a quantity of petrified wood, trunks of trees,

and large splinters. Andreossi found also the vertebra) of

a large fish. (Andreossi. Mimoire tur la VaUie det Lact
de Natron, et tur cette du FUure tint Rau.) From the

Copt convents in the Nitron valley it takes an hour and a
half to reach the Bahr-bela-ma ; the descent of the ridge

which divides the two valleys took Andreossi forty minutes.

Several writers have supposed that tlie Nile, or at least a
branch of it once turned westwards near the pyramids of

\

Sakkara, where there is a depression in the ridge that

bounds the valley of the Nile on that side, and that it

flowed through the valley now called Bahr-bela-ma as far

aa the gulf of the Arabs. Major Kennell, however, totally

discards this supposition, which appears to have been in

some measure founded on a misunderstood passage of

Herodotus. (See Beloe's mistranslation of this passage.

Journal of Education, No. II. p. 330.) Herodotus (ii. 99)
says, that before the time of King Menea, and consequently

before the building of Memphis, the river flowed entirely

along the sandy mountains on the side of Libya, that is to

say, through the low flats now called the Plain of Mummies,
near Sakkara. Menea constructed a bank 100 stadia to the

south of Memphis, and led the river into a new channel
which he had excavated, more to the eastward, in the

middle of the valley where it flows at present On the

ground thus rescued from the water, Menes built Memphis;
and in Herodotus* time, when the Persians were masters

of the country, the embankment was annually repaired and
guarded by soldiers ; ' for.' says Herodotus, ' if the river

were to break again on that side, all Memphis would run

the risk of being covered with water.' All this evidently

has nothing to do with the Bahr-bela-ma. which is far away
on the other aide of the western ridge. It has been sup-

posed that part of the water of the Nile, when the river waa
flowing close to the western hills, might have found its way
into Ibe Libyan desert, through the depress ion in the ridgo

which Pococke observed near Sakkara; but Major RenneU
observes that the level of the depression » above the level

of the river at high water, and the story about the river

being tamed is hardly credible in the form in which it baa

come down to us.
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Than to another B*hr-bela-ma mentioned by Browne,

farther icuth. between the canal of Yousaouf and Lake
Kcroon, or Mceria ; it wa» formerly part of the communica-

tion between the Nile and the lake, but to now dry. the canal

pausing more to the aouth-west. (Rcnnell, Gtngraphicot
Syttem of Herndotui. tort. IS.) In fact, Bahr-bela-tna

aevmt to be a general appellation with the Araba for a place

wbeie wUcr once wa» or appears to have been flowing. We
may observe here, that petrified wood is found not only in

the Balir-bela-nia visited by Andreoasi, but lie* also scat-

tered in large heaps over tbat part of the Libyan desert

which Hornumann cru*»*jd for several days to the westward
on his way to Siwah. He saw trunks of trees, of from thirty

to forty feet in length, broken aud shivered into large

splinters, lying near each other. Some trunk* arc twelve

feet in circumference, and still retain their side branches,

and the grain is perfectly discernible. They are of a dark,

and some of a brownish, colour, aud so much like wood, that

the slaves belonging to the caravan used to gather them and
bring them to the camp as fuel. But none of this petrified

wood has the appearance of having been wrought with tool*,

or applied to any purpose of man. and the story of the masts
and other parts of ships which were said to have been found
in the Bahr-bela-ma are mere visions of a fancy worked
upon by the contemplation of a favourite hypothesis. How
the trees came upon the Libyan waste is another question :

the fact, however, proves that that part of the world must
have undergone very great change* at remote times. [See
Natron Lakcs.I

l.-ABIAD. [See Nin.l
BAHR-AL AZRAK. [See Nu«.]
BAHREIN BAY is on the Arabian coast of the Persian

Gulf, between Rat Recean and Ras Tannora. It extends
in a south- westerly direction 70 miles, but i* so completely
filled up with extensive sandy shoals aa to be perfectly un-
navigable by vessels of burden, lis shore* are low and
aandy, and. with the exception of a short distance to the
south-west of Ras Reocon, almost without inhabitant*.

[Ir« U» Surir? <** Ik. SaU) Mans* J

BAHRRIN ISLAND, otherwise called AVAL, is

situated in the middle of Bahrein Bay. It is mil**
loo! fnrm n^rth to smith, and about 10 miles arrow; it is

•ummnded by slrnsU. nvwt of which are dry at low water.

A nrnifp of m<«l<Ta'cly hiirh hills runs through the contra
of llv> nland. but the shores all round are very low. The
island ta fertile, aii'l envered with plantations of date tree*,

boi <«fity about one fifth of it» aurtsoa m under rullivauua.
Tbara am nunvnHia spnnga of vtrellrnt water in the in-
terior, but at too irrrat s distance from the port Id be
*<a>lahW «,r »hipt»nir. The only sralrr with which tbav
ran be sunplml. a« well as all that ta used <>• the island
«f And. is hrmiiiht up fries (he rmttotn of the are at the

°* ««blt*t, «ref.whrT» there h a spring a/ good Mi
watar. It la procured in akins with the tap ef a jar fitted

to the month ; through this orifice tha fresh water rushes
into the skin, but, as may be supposed from the method uf
obtaining it. the water u rather brackish and axprnanr.
The chief town, called Manama, is at the north-raat ex-

tremity, and is Urge and populous, bring supposed W o.ou.n
upward* of -10,000 inhabitants. The buildings air ru«.
paratively well constructed, and tlie place aliuf titer nwrns

respectable than any town in the IVrsiui Gulf. TheWun
is well supplied with fine cattle, sheep, poultry, fish and <iii-
tables; and a very considerable trade Is earned on with the
town, particularly by tha* tribes w ho Inhabit the whole ciUt.t
of the Arabian coast between Ras el Kb) roa and Grain. Tb*
prices of cattle and sheep are. however, higher than at ar.j

other port in the Gulf, and rice, being an article of imputa-
tion, is scarce and dear. Upward* of 1 40 vessels of » «i ou>
sixes are employed in trading, and they possess nsanj aa

constructed aa to answer for war or traffic ; but the pra/i

fishery is of the greatest importance to the island, wbtrb at

the season employ* 2400 boat*, each containing from n,u
to twenty men. The annual produce of these Albert**
amount*, it I* said, to sixteen or tweuty lao* of dollars.

There is a very good harbour to the north of Manama,
but it i* open to the north-west wind*, which blow string
during the winter months ; and another to the south «*u
of the town, which, though •mailer, and not *o easy **f

access, should be preferred, a* it is sheltered from *J
wind*.

The town of Ruffin, situated 00 a hill seven miles sooth
of Manama, and three from the eastern shore. swat aa
importance ; but. like most Arab towns, it consist* only at
a fort surrounded by inconsiderable bouse* built aa ib«
ruins of a former town ; and still further to the south, no u*
eastern shore, are very extensive ruin*. Besides these the**)

are about fifteen villages on the island.

The island of Area, lying close to the northward] of Bah-
rein, i* very low, and nearly divided into two by the ssa a*
high water. It forms the eastern aide of Bahrein b«W,
and the northern of the smaller port so the south east At
its south-west extremity is the town of Maharag. *! a
mile to the eastward of Manama, but not nearly so posts.

It to environed by a wall for defence by musket*, and a cass-

iauoiciUon i* constantly kept up between the tww piarsa *>y

mean* of ferry-boats, the distance serosa being only ***
yard*. The distance from the west coast of Baama to tae
Arabian shore to only 10 miles, and between the two has a
•mall low island called Jebel Hussein, which st mat »W-
Sitad. Bahrein to surrounded by flats, one of whack. csOjaal

Teignmouth Shoal, extend* off from the island Is miss* a*

the northward, with a breadth of 14 auks : assay pawl* at*

this shoal are dry at low water.

Manama lies in 46° IV N. 1st, SO* May* E. laasj, 1* *»

high water at ah. 30m. r.M., and the tide nsea anst ass*.

It was turveyed by the East India Company a Miner at
1824.

This island has undergone numeroua ntbueai atasasM.
About the time of the first arrival of the rtnttsgaasa st was
tributary to the king of Urates, who sonusa at team tar

assistance to enforce the pa) stent of arrears, aaat e eV-
tscbmrnl under Corre* succeeded la tahiM the toenm Taaj
Portuguese thus gained a footing on the island, wear* aW?
maintained, with more or less security, for nearly a 1 mi
and there still ratata. three miles west of Manama, the rasas*

of a fort, -iff which lies a small rock on which ares a ssrhs
bouse. After the Portuguese were driven teas lass* easat

tt fell under the dominion of Persia, iisnee that testa a I

been successively in the possession of «•

Arab chiefs of the neighbouring; cant)

became powerful; to the Wahabses at eae t*

other* has born tributary to the Perasaa. tha naaara af
Una**, or Buehtre, or to the Imaam of I

last monarch u now pays a mease el
yearly.

The Bahrein islands wee* known to the
phcrs under the names of Aradu* and Tyhts. or Tyrat. 'aaat
•rcurding to an old but nut s nroUsMr toedsuoa. tasr ptjaai
aaos on the roast of the Mediterranean it ml I nvam
these islamK end as** lb* names of Tyre* sad Ar^a aa
the two small ulsoils on the roast of Pttnmaa*. the ansa ad
the rittes uf Ttrua and A radua. Phajr laashs is* las

|

sad meaUons the springs W (rath '
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BAt.fi, the name of a sea-port town and • celebrated

wsJeving-place of the antient Roman*, which was situated

go the western shore ef the Bay or Naples, between the

LurrtM Lake [see AtsmnoI and Cape Misenum, and
opposite to the town of Puteofi, now Poiiuoli, from whieb
it was distant about three miles arroas the water. The
around oo which Baiai stood is supposed to be that crescent-

like sweep of coast between the base of Mount Gnllo. which
divulea it from the Averno and Lucrine Lakes, and the

frumontory on which the present Castle of Baja stands,

t is a narrow semicircular slip of ground, about one mile in

length and confined between the hills and the sea. Here
the wealthy Roman* built their villas and baths ; and, for

want of space, often encroached upon the sea. Horace
(Cams. 2. 181 stludes to this practice. Remains of sub.

marine foundations, and of jetties and buttresses, pro-

jecting, into the water, are still seen. The only remains
above ground are three or lour circular buildings, commonly
called temples, but two of which, at least, were, to all appear-

anr«. thermal, or warm-baths. There is one building,

however, rising behind a small projection of the shore, near
the centre of the crescent, which is generally believed to

nave been what it is called, namely, a Temple of Venus,
lor that goddess ia known to have bad a temple at Baias.

It to an elegant structure, octagonal outside, but circular in

its internal are*; the diameter of which is about ninety

fret. Adjoininii to me tempie are several small rooms,

hating- on the walls stucco r representing erotic

subject*. The pretended Temple of Mercury, also called

Trmgiio, conns of two quadrangular rooms, and a circular

one : this last is vaulted over like a rotunda, receiving the

light from a rouou opening at toe top, and is about 70 feet

internal diameter | it has niches slid several lateral recesses,

The pavement is swamped with water, which issues out of

the ground.
The whole of this country is full of mineral springs.

The hatha, sometimes called Tritoli, and sometimes the

baths of Nero, although there is no reason for believing

that they were constructed by that emperor (Paoli, Antx-
cJuli di Pasauoit), are two separate buildings near one
toother. Thee stand on the slope of Mount Grillo, farther

from Baia». looking towards the Lucrine Lake. Nero had •
*»ll» somewhere in this neighbourhood ; but the site is not

known, nor that of the villa of Julius Csssar. Augustus
frequented the const of Bairn ; and his nephew, young Mar-
eellua. the presumptive heir of the empire, died here at the

age of twenty, of a disease of the chest for which he had
been advised to try the waters and the climate of Bairn.

Under the profligate Canars who succeeded Augustus,
Baiai became a scene of vice, of lust, and cruelty : Tiberius,

Caligula, Nero, and Carsealla, left on these shores memo-
rials of their infamy. Seneca (Epiilol. 41). describes the

esTeuunacy and the unbridled licentiousness that prevailed

here. Stilus, Martial, and Statius celebrated the beauties

ef bVua*. The great attractions of Baiai seem to have been
its genial winterlee* climate ; its situation protected by •
crescent of hills from the blasts of the north and of the

south-west winds, and open to the eastern breese, which is

freshened by blowing across the bay; a sea generally

smooth, abundant hot-springs, and a delightful view—these

were the charms which made opulent men, tired of the

aotsy bustle and the sultry heat of Rome, resort to Baiai fur

quietness and for health.

With the fall ef the empire, Baiaa became deserted by
its Raman visiters, it* villas and palaces fell into decay,

and the incursions of barbarians and earthquakes com-
pleted us desolation. The whole of this coast has under-
gone changes, and the sea comes evklonlly farther in shorr

tnan it did in the time of the Romans; it also appears ti

have stood with respect to the land, at some intermedial
period and in consequence of some convulsion of nature
several feet higher than its present level, if we are t>

jwlgr from the marks of the daelyiides (a species of shell

sVb which burrow* in the stone) on the three standing

pillars of the Temple of Serapis, near Poszuoli. [Se
Pouuou.] The whole coast of Baiss ia now a desert

;

fcw eaurir or farms and vineyards are scattered on tb
Bills aosTe. but chiefly on the opposite slope towards lh«

Lake Fusaro and Cuaus. [See Cum.*-] The numerous
tarings being neglected, have oosed down the declivity of

tne h»Ua.and formed stagnant pools, the exhalations of which
sender the art unwholesome in summer. The ground is

strewed with foundations and remains of walls, bricks,

cement, ahd pieces of marble, tender (be »at»r. nest trie

shore, cameos, cameliant and other valuable stones hive
been Tound.

The name of Gulf of Baja Is now applied to the extent of
sea between Cape Misenum and the point of Porztioll. which
affords a good anchorage to large vessels and men of war,
while the oay of Naples Is exposed to the fury of the /irWv-io

or south-west wind. The castle of B«ja is 4 modern stmc
lure rising high on a cliff above the sea ; it has two range*
n| batteries, which command the roads, and a garrison is kept
in it. South or this point is the coast of Baull. which was a
continuation of Bairn. Hortcruius, the contemporary and
rival of Cicero, had here a fine villa, where afterwards seve-
ral emperors resided, and where Nero had hi* last interview
wjth his mother. The attempt to drown Agrippina took place
off Baiaa: she was afterwards murdered in her oWn villa

near the Lucrine Lake : her body was burnt and her ashes pri-

vately buried near the road to Misenum, where a modest
monument was raised to her sftcr Noro's death. (Tacit, xiv.)

The structure, however, which now goes by the name of
Agrippina » sepulchre appears rather to have formed part of
a theatre probably belonging to Hortensius's villa. Further
south near the shore are the Cento Camerette, a number of
smalt subterraneous apartments, the walls orwhich are coated

with cement ; the partitions between do not reach the vault.

It was probably a place Tor cither soldiers or slaves. At
Hadrians villa, near Tivoli, there are ranges or similar

apartments, which are said to have been destined for the
Emperor's guards when he resided there. The poor village

or Bacolo or Bauli is near tbc Cento Camerellc ; it ia inha-

bited by iicn. On the bill above it is the structure

called Iai Pu ausg ilrrooMC, which wss evidently s reservoir

for water. It is tbe best preserved piece of antiquity in this

neighbourhood. Forty-eight pillars ranged ;n four rows
support the v«o1f tb»v « »»" •« '•'«">! walls, are co-

vered with a cement extremely hard. This reserv oir is sup-

posed by some to have supplied the fleet in the ltsrbour or

Misenum; by others it Is thought to have been one or the
famous fish- ponds of I.uoullus ; others again think it to have
been part of Nero's projected, but barer finished, reservoir,

>n which he intended to collect all the hoi spring* between
Cape Misenum and Averno. (See Suetonius, AVro. 31.)

On the south side of the hill on wmcn me nscina stands

lies the harbour of Misenum, which is an inlet of the sea,

sheltered by the promontory of the same name. It was one

of the principal stations of the Roman fleet under the Em-
perors. The innermost pari forms a pool called Marc Morto,

the flat shores of which are called I Campi Elisii. They arc

shaded by mulberries and poplars, garlanded by festoons of
vines, and their lonely paths lined by tombs intermingled

with cypresses. This was a vast cemetery Tor the people who
died in this neighbourhood ; the honours of the gra\ e alone

could ensure tbe spirits of the departed free ingress intotho

Elysian shades, and the depository of the body becoming,
in the fancy of poets, confounded with the abode of the souls,

tbe burying ground I Misenum *t)led the El)sian

Fields, and trie Mare Mono wa* tne Acnenin through which
tbe dead ware wafted to their Isst abode. The villa of Cams
Man us, afterwards the property of Lucullus. is said to have'

been on the pinnacle of the bill or promontory of Misenum,
looking on one side to tbe sea of Sicily, and on the other to

the Tuscan sea. (Phadrus, ii. 5.) Tiberius died in this

villa. The town or Misenum appears to have been at the

base or tbe bill. To the w est or Mare Morto is the hill called

Monte di Procida, which fares the island of that name.
BAIGORRV, VALLEY OF, in tho department or

Basses Pyrenees (Lower Pyrenees) in France. This valley

it the frontier of Frsncc and Spain, and is

about eleven miles Joug and eight broad. It is watered by

a little stream, the Ilourepelcco. which Tails into tbe Nive.

a tributary of the Adour. The Ilourepelcco has a longer

course than the Nive itself above their junction; and it is

probably from this circumstance, that in the Encycl<l>ctit«

M, ih hIiju- yOiog. Phytiyue—art. Bsigorry) it is called the

Siva, The principal place in the valley is the village of

St. Elienne-de-Baigorry. near which were the most im-

port .mt copper-mines and copper-works of the department.

1MK les were worked at a very early period, proba-

bly .in tb* time of the Romans, but they were afterwards

abandoned. In 1*28, M. de la Tour obtained s grant of

them. Tbe works commenced in 1 730, snd sppear to have

continued till some time after tbe commencement of the

present century. That they are not worked now. is only

20 2
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inferred from the department out being mentioned in the

but edition of M. Malte Bran's Qiographie Univertr/Je

(Pari*, IMS), aa one of those yielding copper. The works

were in an inconrenient and confined spot, which prevented

their being carried on so economically as they might have

been if belter situated. These disadvantages were, however,

counterbalanced by a constant supply of water as a moving
power, and by a supply of wood close at hand. The ore was
worked in ten mines, and the supply is stated in the Etttyr.

Mithnd. Paris, 1809, to have been abundant The build-

ing* for the various processes of roasting, melting, and re-

fining the ore, separating the silver which was contained

in it, tee., were extensive.

The yellow copper ore, and gray copper ore, each yielding

about 30 per cent of copper (and the latter also from 1 to 24
per cent, of silver), are found in the neighbourhood of these

mines.
About a mile N.W. of the village, and on the other side

of the river, are the ironworks of Echaux, supplied with ore

from a mine in the neighbourhood, or from La Bastide de
Clarence, in the same department The iron wrought here
is of excellent quality, and Ands a ready sale.

The population of the commune of St. Etienne de Bai-

gorry in I83S was 3463 ; that of the village itself, 1559.

BAIKAL, the largest and most remarkable of all moun-
tain lakes, is embosomed in the mountain-ranges which
skirt on the north the high table-land of that part of Asia.
It lies between SI" and 6G

U
N. tat., and between I04

9
and

1 1
1* E. long. It* length, according to Georgi. is 355 miles,

but the modern Russian accounts increase it to about 400.

Hitter, therefore, compares it very properly with the Adriatic
Sea, from the gulf of Trieste to the straits ofOtranto ; but it

is not half as wide as that part of the Mediterranean. Its

widest part between the northern extremity of the island of
Otkbon and the mouth of the river Bargusin is not more than
about fifty-two miles ; and between the mouth of the Selinga
and the rivulet Bugoldeikha, the two shores are only twenty
miles distant from one another. Its mean breadth varies be-

tween thirty and forty mile*, and its circumference is said

not to fall short of 1200 miles. Its surface n calculated

by Berghaus to cover 14.800 square miles, so that it occu-

pies a space larger than half of Scotland. This lake, like

Other alpine lakes, is very deep, with the exception of a few
tracts along the shores, and some bays ; in some places the
bottom hss not been reached by a line of a hundred fathoms.

The greatest part of the lake extends in the direction

south-west and north-east but both extremities are some-
what bent : the northern, from the mouth of the river Bar-
gusin to the most northern end of the lake, lie* nearly north
and south ; and the southern, from the place where the lower

Angara issues from it. to its western extremity, east and
west ; so that with some allowance, the form of the lake

may be compered to the segment of a circle. That portion

of the lake which lies to the west of the embouchure of the
river Selinga, and of the outlet of the Lower Angara, is

the narrowest sod commonly called the Bay of Kuttuk.
Within the curvature of the segment or on the north-

western shores of the lake, the mountains which encircle it

so closely as to constitute in many parts the very shores,

are interrupted only by one narrow and deep which
occurs towards the western extremity of the lake, and by
which the Lower Angara carries off the surplus of the waters
of the lake. Numerous streams descend from these heights

into the lake, but all of them have a abort coarse, and are
only torrents, which, however, commonly flow e\en in the
hottest summer. The mountain-ranges, which inclose the
eastern and southern sides of the lake, advance, in many
parts, as dose to its shores as those on the other sides of the
lake, but they are more broken into beys and capes ; and
besides, there are two large openings and one narrow open-
ing in them. By the latter, the Bargusin river, whirb
enters the lake north of 54° N. 1st after a course of about

300 miles, carries to it the drainage of a country which,

in extent exceeds any one of the counties of England,
except Yorkshire. The Upper Angara, which, after a course
of nearly 450 miles, discharges its wslers into the north-

eastern extremity of the lake, enters it by an opening
which, an the shores, enlarges to about ton miles and up-
wards, and drains s country which perhaps is not inferior

to all Scotland south of the Forth and Clyde canal. But
by An the greatest volume of water is brought down by
the Ming*, which terminates its long course of about 70*)

aulas, nearly in the middle of the south-eastern side, be-

tween S3* and 53° N. 1st At its mouth, the

skirting the shores of the lake are about twenty auto* dis-

tant from one another, and the Selinga. with its tribu-

taries, drains a country extending 5" N. and S., and nearly
10° from E. to W. ; it probably does not yield as extent to

Greet Britain, and may even be more. Thus the basso ef

the lake extends to a considerable distance from its shores

on the cast and south. At the of the Upper Angara
its boundary is distant upwards of 350 miles direct <"

and along the course of the Bargusin. nearly let:
farthest tributaries of the Selinga. as the Orkhon and !~~

rise at a distance of at least 350 miles. On the i

side of the lake its basin rarely extend* to twenty Basle*,

and perhaps never farther. The river* which, beasdea ate

three larger ones already mentioned, empty thocaeervws into

the lake, are small, but very numerous. A mod—a tra-

veller asserts that they amount to 177. and on a chart

published by the Russian government some years ago. lie

are inserted. Georgi asserts that the water earned off fraea

the lake by the Lower Angara, its only outlet, though * m
an extremely rapid stream, is not one-tenth of the aaass

brought down by lhc«e numerous rivers.

According to an incomplete barometrical nsssMstmamt,
the surface of the lake was staled to be 2318 feet above the
sea, but more modern observations have reduced it so KM
feet. This accounts, in a great degree, for the soventv ef

the seasons on its shores and the whole extent of its bswa
The summer is very aliort and the nights are raid and
often frosty : sometimes it begins to snow in August, and
alway* in September. In the bogs and morasses are as

always found, even during summer heat This is probably
in a great measure to be attributed to the thark road fog.

which often, for many days together, covers the sarfae* «f
the lake even in the months of Julv and August. The sake
i* never covered with ice before the middle of Dworwass* ,

often only in the beginning of January, which max be
escribed to its great depth and its troubled surface It assy
be traversed on sledge* up to the end of April, or even the
beginning of May. No trace* of the appro** h of sprang see

discovered before the middle of April, and this as*

itself in its vigour only at the end of May or the I

of June. In comparing these data with the diaanle at

Europe, we find that they agree pretty well with that or* the
countries lying round the Gulf of Bothnia, '

10* farther to the north.

This severity of the seasons renders the <

the lake unable to maintain a numerous poaadatsan. baat stall

the population is less than we should suppose at to he. ««
taking the climate into the account The aosrtWra *W
tricts of it* basin being subject to the Chinese em pare, seal

in the Russian accounts, the northern being mixed on waih
other countries, we are unable to form any Idea of the passe
lation which approximate* to truth ; but according to wLet
we learn from Palls* it is probable that the whole saspsaW-

tion of the countries belonging to the bases of Che ksne
does not much exceed 50.U00. and certainly fails assart ef
100,000, even if we make the necessary allowance for the
colonic* lately established there by the Russian gw
This scarcity of population, however, is not to be
entirely to the want of productive power* in the
itself, but to the Isle penod in which agncuhnre w*a> asas*>

duced. and the alow progress of that art m cold nnr-n
After the beginning of the last century the cahwre as* taw
soil was begun by the Russians; yet there are aa
places undoubted sign* that at

country was cultivated with care by some unknown i

which also worked the iron and copper mines, and assaaWi
was destroyed, or obliged to bate the borders of the tea*
More than fifty > ear* after the introduction of agr» !*—«,
Georgi found onlt a few Acids cultivated on the bank* «**

the Bargusin, aiwl still much less on these of the I fsase
Angara ; but on the delta of the Schnga, from esgtht t> wear
hundred families were occupied in cultivating uW

i

Since that time some improvements have taken pisea.
On the Selinga atone a sasall wsasa

barley.

to no great extent
of wheat I* raised ; besides this, waiter- rie,

hemp, and tobacco, likewise the meal i

aa cabbage*, potatoes, beans, and pan* : but the
always destroyed by the frost on the bank* of the
and Upper Angara, and sometiose* even the barter

Not one-fourth of the present pepulatam,
can bo maintained by the scanty prodwee of ate

bat the lake sappUes thee* with feed w
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tun to what is generally observed of mountain lakes, the
Baikal abound* in fl»h, and from this source nearly all the
inhabtUaU of its shores derive subsistence and even a
competency . The largest Ash of the Baikal is the sturgeon
(Strnho acenenter). which also ascends the Selinga, Bar-
gunn. and tipper Angara, but not the other rivers. It

attains a great site, and sometimes weighs 190 pounds.
Daring the whole summer this flsh is ought snd salted,

and. aa well as the caviar and the isinglass prepared from
its roe and bladder, is destined for the market. The salmon
(Salmo mtgratotiut), in the month of August, leaves the
lake and axwnds the larger rivers and some of their tribu-

taries in incredible numbers ; and thus affords subsistence
to all who inhabit their banks. A considerable quantity of
salmon, in a frozen state, is sent to the adjacent countries.

This flsh is sometimes two feet in length, but it com-
monly varies in length from fourteen to sixteen inches.

The scale also afford some profit to the fishermen. These
auimal* are found all over the lake, but especially to the
north of the mouth of the Bargusin ; they are of the
same species as those of the Baltic and German seas.

Georgi could discover no difference, except that the hair

of those of the Baikal is softer. From 1200 to 2000 seals

sr« annually killed, especially the young ones, whose soft

akin is much sought after by the Chinese, who dye
them and use them to ornament their state-dresses. The
tram-utl obtained from the seals is partly exported to

China, and partly consumed in the preparation of leather

in Siberia.

The existence of the salmon, of the seal, and of a kind of
sponge in the fresh water of the Baikal, has given rise to

many speculations among naturalists. Pallas and Georgi
are unable to explain this phenomenon, otherwise than on
the sopposition that the Lake of Baikal, at some remote
period, formed a part of the Northern Ocean, though be-

liefa it and the lake the mountains rise to at least 3000
feet above the level of the sea : or. on another supposition,

that these animals were transported into the lake by some
excessive inundation of the Lena river, whose sources are

not far from its western borders ; but here too the moun-
tains rise at least to 3000 feet The salmon is also found
in another lake of Siberia, that of Madshar, which is em-
bedded in the mountains of Sa'iansk.

A singular flsh of the Baikal ha* been noticed by Pallas,

and was called by him CaUyonymo* Ratralentu. Its length
vanes from four to six inches, and except the head, a very
thm back-bone, the skin and the fins, it consists only of a
piece of fat, which soon dissolves over the fire into very fine

train-oil. which may be used nearly like olive-oil. What
rendered this fish most remarkable was the circumstance,

that it had only been known by the fishermen of the Baikal

far the first time five years before the arrival of Pallas, snd
that in 1770 and 1771 it made it* appearance in such im-
mense numbers, that the dead fish in some places, and
particularly near the mouth of the Bargusin, covered the

shores to the depth of several feet. In 1772 it had again
become so rare that Pallas and Georgi had some difficulty

in procuring a few specimens. Pallas is of opinion that this

flsh generally lives near the bottom of the lake in the
greatest depths, and that it was carried to the surface of
the lake, in the above-mentioned years, by some draughts
of gas or air, but being here out of its element languished

and died ; for it was always taken either actually dead, or

to • very languid stale. The train-oil made of this flsh

fauad a ready sale among the Chinese.

Agriculture is exclusively exercised by the Russians
settled on the shores of the lake ; but in the fisheries the

natives, especially the Tunguses, have some part. The
Taaguses, however, occupy themselves chiefly with the

banting of the wild beasts which inhabit the woods and
mountains. Wolves, bears, foxes, lynxes, wild cats (Ftlit

aaru), and glutton* ( Urtut gulo), are numerous in the
woods and on the steppes ; and otters abound in the river*.

Beavers are only found in the upper part of the Upper
Angara, but the elk and the musk-goat nearly in every dis-

trict bordering on the lake. The musk obtained from the

latter, however, does not emit so strong a scent as that ob-

tained bum these animals in Thibet. Deer and stags abound
everywhere, but the rein-deer is onlv met with in a wild

state in the northern mountains, and even there it is not

Eunv?n>us. The common hare, the mountain ham (Letts*

e/psmrs), and the Daurian hare (Ltput Dauriau) are found

hi past numbers on the surppas. The sable too at well a*

the hermeline abound in many districts. The squirrel
(Sciurut vulgaris) exists in this region in incredible num-
bers. Sometimes tboy unite in companies and travel through
the woods and steppes, swimming over rivers, and traversing
the summit* of the mountains. The colour of the skin is

reddish in summer, and grey in winter. A larger species,

which inhabits the northern and eastern shores of the lake,

assume* in winter a silver-grey colour. The species whose
skin sells highest is of the colour of the sable in summer,
and black-grey in winter. An immense number of squirrel

skins is sent from here to the other parts of Siberia and
Russia, aa well as to China, besides the consumption on
the spot, which is very great
The Burates, a Mongolia tribe, the neighbours of the

Tunguses, are chiefly employed in rearing cattle. They
keep horses, sheep, black cattle, goats, and camels. The
last are numerous in some steppes, and many of then
white as snow. Tbey pass the winter there, and live on dry
grass and salino plants. Their flesh and milk are eaten,

and their skins afford excellent bags for liquid matters;
they are also used, in some difficult parts, in the mail-
coaches like horses, especially on the road to Nertshinsk.
The Bunites possess numerous herds, principally on the
eastern side of the take, where one person has sometimes
1000 camels, 4000 horses, 8000 sheep, from 2000 to 3000
head of black cattle, together with a small number of goals.

The Tunguses generally have only herds of reindeer, which
are of a white colour, rarely spotted, but never grey, while
those which live in the neighbouring woods in a wild state

are always of an ash-grey colour.

The commerce which the Russians carry on with the
Chinese is considerably facilitated by this lake. The Rus-
sian goods, for which the town of Irkutsk, on the banks
of the Lower Angara, forty miles from the lake, is the

Ecipal depot, are carried thence to Kiachta in summer
mall vessels and large barges, and in winter by sledges,

vessels are drawn from Irkutsk to the place where this

river issues from the lake, and thence they sail over the
lake to the mouth of the Selinga. They then ascend this

river to Wershnei, Udinsk, or even to 8elinginok. but
rarely higher. Thence the goods are carried by land to

Kiachta, a distance of about sixteen miles. The navigation

on the lake lasts only from Msy to the month of November,
when the masses of ice render it dangerous. From the
month of January to the end of April the goods are carried

on sledge*, and the great smoothness of the ice of the
lake considerably abridges the time necessary for taking

them from one place to the other. Without the facility

which this lake affords to the carrying on of this continually

increasing commerce, it probably would never nave risen

to any degree of importance. [See Kiachta and Mai-
NATSHI!*.]

The country around the lake display* unequivocal trace*

of volcanic agency. In some places, at its western extre-

mity, large masses of lava have been discovered, and on
the eastern side, especially along the course of the Bargusin
river, hot and sulphureous waters are numerous. It would
even seem, that the lake itself, or some place in its neigh-

bourhood, is the focus of earthquakes. These terrible phe-
nomena are very frequent here, and it is even supposed that

tbey happen every year in one place or other, though data

are wanting to prove it To their operation the singular

movements to which the water* of the lake are subject

may probably be attributed. Sometimes, though rarely,

the surface of the lake is perfectly smooth and yet the
vessels are so much agitated that it is difficult to stand in

them. But even in the most complete calm the surface is

very rarely without an undulation. This undulation, called

by the sailors knlychen or *p6. increases whenever a wind is

coming. This increase takes place about an hour before

the wind arrive*, and the undulation proceed* from the

quarter whence it advances. Sometimes, with very mode-

rate winds, a wave rises on the surface, proceeds a distance

and breaks, and is soon followed by another in the same
direction. A moderate wind agitates the surface violently,

but a storm produces much less effect on it All these

peculiarities prove that there is some hidden cause for

these strange movements of the water.

The islands which exist in this lake are numerous along

the eastern, and in some place* along the western shores,

bat most are of email extent, and nothing but masses of

rock, which seem to have been separated by some convulsion

of nature from the mountains on toe shore. Too largest i*

i
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(be blind of Olkhon, which from 8.W. to N.B. extends t

•bout thirty-two miles, but nowhere exceed* ten mile* in ,

breadth. It if extrcmelv rocky knit mountainous : and on 1

it« south-weetem shore the mountain! rise to a considerable

height, bat do not preserve (be snow in summer. In its

neighbourhood there are some rocks on which seaU are

annually killed in greet numbers. The mountains, in many
part*, are covered with larch; birch, pines, poplars, and

willows ; other districts afford food pasture for the cattle

of alHHit 150 families of Burates, who are the only inhabit-

ant* of the island. The strait which separates it from the

continent is only two mile* wide, but rery deep, a tine of

loo f.iihomj not reaching the bottom; and the fishermen
j

a««rrt that even • line of 80* fathoms would Hot re.«eh it.
;

The name of the lake is said to be derived from the Ian-

piage of the Yakutes. who once inhabited its shores, and
at present still call it Bayakhal, that is, the rich water. All

the uncivilised nations in its neighbourhood hare a venera-

tion for it. and name it the Holy Sea ; and even bv the

Ku«slans it is not called a lake, but a sea, Baikal More.
(I*all.i«: Georgi: and Hitter's yftfo.)

BAIKALEAN MOUNTAINS la a name sometimes
extended to all the mountain ranges, which inclose the lake

of Baikal, and surround and travorse its basin ; but as the

western chains belong to the Tangnu OOla and the moun-
tains of SaTansk, and the southern end eastern to the ex-

tensive mountain system of De-uiia or the Kingbam Oiila,

the name of Bsikalean Mountain* is with more propriety

limited to that range which separates the great lake from

the lowlands of Siberia, and unites the mountain* of SaTansk
with those on the bank* of the Upper Angara, which form
a part of the Da-urian mountain-system. In this more
limited sense the Baikalean Mountains begin at, and are

united to, the Mountains of SaTansk, by the mountain-knot
which stand* between the western extremity of the lake of
Baikal (or the Kultuk) and the lake of Kossogool, and ter-

minate with the high tang* which divide* the lower course

of the Upper Angara from the tributaries of the Lena river

;

consequently, they lie between 51° and 57" N. lat and 103*

and 1

1

V B. long. The length of this range may amount to

upward* of 600 mile* | but the estimate of it* breadth will

vary according aa we reckon only the mountainous part, or

take in also it* extensive slope* toward* the west to the

lowlands on the Yenewi Rim. The mountain* occupy,

in some place*, hardly ten or twelve mile*, in others upward
of sixty ; together with the mountain*, the slope* may
extend, en an average, to two hundred miles or upward*.

This range is divided In two unequal part* by the Lower
Angara, which issuing from the lake of Baikal.'in a north-

ern direction, carries it* water* to the lowland*, and dis-

charge* them, under the name of Upper Tunguska, into

the Yeneeci. That portion of the mountain-range which
lies to the west of the Lower Angara f* the lowest but at

the same time exhibits the more alpine aspect Close to

the lake the mountains rite with an extremely sleep

ascent, and consist of narrow and sharp ridges, winch
are di\ ided from one another by short and narrow valley*,

which are often so deep and close that the ray* of the sun
cannot penetrate to their bottom. They open southward to

the lake and northward to the river lrkut which runs

parallel to the range from W. to B.. and fall* into the Upper
Angara at Irkutsk, after a course of about a hundred mile*.

The chain which divides the valley of the lrkut from the lake

may n*e, on an average, to about lOi'O fret above the lake,

wtv>«* surface i* 17*3 feet ahove the srs ; in some parts it

is lower, end in others, especially towards the western ex-
tremity, much higher. The chain which run* along the
northern s*de of the valley of the lrkut ra still lower, and
here the slope* of the Baikalean range unite with lh-i*e of

the mountain* of SaTansk. Granite, of grey as *>rll « red
colour, t* by tar the moot prevalent component of the*r

chains. It passes in some places into gneiss, and in other* is

entered with extensive layer* of limestone, among which
tnsrbU of a splendid whiteness occurs. Where the moun-
tains approach the western extremity of the lake they con-

tain Russian glass, a kind of saw*, formed in uneommonly
large crystal*, tost not tn a state to be of any use. In the
neighbourhood lapis laanli. ef all diaVrrnt shades of blue
and of greet beauty, is met with. The road which leads
from Ifkuuk to Kiscbta aeeaee over the mountaia* between
the western extremity ef the asks and lan upper veilev of
the lrkut River.

The Lorn* Angmm, lawatag from the

enter* a narrow gorge, which la soon contracted to I

half a mile, and t* thch almost entirety occupied by tbe

ri\er. Here the ttrcim. running in a rorkyhed. u extremely

swift, and form* almost continual rapid*, which reader the)

navigation extremely difficult. Some mile* lower duwn the?

valley widens to a mile and up«srd« ; the ntvr inrremar* m
breadth and runs with let rapiditv. till it cutties to tbe U/wa

of Irkutsk and Joint the lrkut Tbe distance brtwew* tbe

outlet or the Angara and the town of Irkutsk la. about fcety

miles, but in a direct line It tnsj not amount to more thaa

twenty.fttemile*. The town of Irkutsk it Si J feet below tbe

surface of the lake, being, according to tbe ohserv st»n« at

Rrman. only I IB* feet above tbe level nf the are. Tbe An
gnra conftcquentlT falls, in a course of forty miles, JJ.i *Wt.

or more than elgttt leet In each mile between the hue and
Irkutsk. Before the Angara reaches Irkutsk It kit HI
behind the granite formation of the mountain*, anal ha*

entered the sandstone formation, which hence extends t.. tU
north and wctttill it reaches the lowlandt of Siberia n Bc*»fc

on the Lower Angara, and at Krasnoyarsk cm the Teoe»rt

A soft One grained sandstone lit* on a eonglnsat rat* ef gra-

nite, quart*, and feldspar, the piece* of which are wetted

together by a fine sandstone. The whole regv-o ttsrowgh

which this formation prevails 1* covered with bill* of cry
ascent, and often grown over with trees and bushes. Tbe
country in all this extent lowers gradually toward* the

north a* well a* toward* the west, and KrasnoTarak is only

733 feet above the ace. Through this region the cowrie of

the Angara is comparatively slow. Beluw Break a rater*

the lowlands, and changes its name to that of Upper T«»-
gusks, Where it* northern course is changed mas a snm
one, in which direction it continues to its confluence wah ik*

Yenesci, receiving not far from it the river Tsbuaa frees the

south.

That portion of the Baikalean Mountains, which rated*
between the lake of Baikal on the east, and Use eoane ef t-e

Lower Angara on the west, and contain* the sooner ef she

Lena, is much more extensive, bat less known. Tue higtvst

part of It here also skirts the Shore* of the lake axel rtr%

from them abruptly, so that the water at an average n t»«

shed farther from it* shore* than about tew ar rwri<*

miles. The rivers, therefore, which descend from st *»•»

the lake, have a short but extremely rapid mart, and ere

full of cataract*. The mountain* here rise tjeca hig^.
probably more than 1500 feet above the surface ef tbe take -

some summits about the source* of the Lena aad fen -et-

ui the north are always covered with snow, sad p» *Wh
are not much short of 3000 feet above the saw : bwt t'w

height of none of them has been determined. The swreW
of the upper parts of the mountains is not Woken w«*
summits and edges, but either exhibits plains eg cxtn as* 't

slow slopes, which are divided from one another be a irt,
open, and gradually descending valley. That 10 wWh rtw

Lena flows in its upper course i* Ji70 I

snd the gradually ascending mountains I

feet above it The whole country, therefore, ia awk barber
than that which separates the Angara from the Yes****,
and it sinks at the same time more slowly m its sswew te raw

north and north -r»»t, the surface as* the Lews awtwweaj tsa*

mouth of the Olckma and the town ef Yakutsk koto*? *t»l

as much elevated above the sea a* the Yea** a* at Erea-
noTarvk. On some of the highest summits, a* aw
Altn, not far from the north-wesjetn extremity of taw I

<>f R*ikal. innumerable low bills are (bond, wbtrh haw* raw

form of hoe luxe* snd are composed of loo** pteeeeas* mi,
thrown in a hi sp together. Tbe eoberene* kwtwwasi SW
ptcr,-* h so small, thst the hill* ewnnot be aarwaaVd woaaaw*

danger, snd It Is said that sometime* tbe raaxMsaaj Twav
gu«-« or Burete* (•>«* their lives among tbrsa.

Tbe Haikatrsn Mountains contain inorb treat wv.eto*
is worked m a *>w places to the north of IrkaUk. Not tar

from otie of these mine* are several sswall kskea. wa law
%urfbre isT which a kind of Rpaotn aall is farmed, the wwaar
I"ring tn strongly impregnated with the a*atlaw, ahsu a
pound contains a quarter of aa ounce ef east The aaat

crystallise* naturally along tbe shore* of the sake* law*

ice, tbe centre alone remaining open and beans! Taw
Burssp*. who inhabit lots country, awe to** sail as pre a
ftatwur to tbesr tea.

In tht* asmintain-ref/io*), ewe ef the karts st u sees ef
Siberia, the Lena, has as ontla. A Boot it* mikse a* she

north of Irkutsk Is ru principal source, antra tafea* at as**

the awao of Ufa, aad run* k* a »«rUksra aw: latitat *> aa
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about If V- 1*1, when it decline* to the north-oast, and
b oatlrt) ttud*. The Kuda is joined by the other great

tributary of tb« Upper Lena, the Kireni^, which rite, to

the north-*e»t of the source of the llga, and. like that
river, runt in a longitudinal valley to the north, till it meet*
the Kuda. The river formed by this junction is called

Lena, and runs for many hundred mile* to the north-east,

receiving from the south the large rivers Wilim, Olekraa.
•ml Talbatshik. Below the town of Yakutsk the Lena
makes a greal band, by which it* course is changed from
north-east to nearly due north, and receive* from the east
the Aldan, and from the west the Wilyui. It enters the
Northern Ocean after a course of about 2000 miles. (Pal-
la* ; Georgi : and Rater's Asia.)

BAIKALITE. a liirht-green variety of sugite. deriving

its name from it* locality, the mouth of the river Sljuraanlu.

Which fall* into lake Baikal.

BAIL. In Scotland, anticntly, pledge* of prosecution

and appearance were demanded from litigants no less uni-
versally than in Rngland: the judicial writs in both countries

being then essentially the same. The writ* which originate

pniceeding> iu the Court of Session, however, do not usually

make mention <>f pledge*: and, accordingly, bail is now
little known m the Snitch court*, and, when demanded, it

j* lubtUimUal bail. Tins mil is of two kind*, caution de
jmdidn mitti, and caution de juduato ro/twido—phrases
derived from the civil law through the medium of the old

French couna. anu answering to the forthcoming borgh, and
ts)« surety as law will, of the anlient common law of Scot-

land.

In civil ease*, the defendant—or a* he is called, from the

French. dtftndtr— may be attached or arrested till he And
aubatanual bad, or caution de judicio titti, by two sorts of
warrant,/aman warrant and /light warrant. The foreign

warrant i* of two kinds, usually called burgh warrant and
border warrant. Of all these the burgh warrant appears
(he most antient, and from it the others are perhaps de-

rived. It seem* also to have a common origin with the
/"tfign atfqchmn* of London. Bristol, and other town* of
England.
The burgh warrant is a burghol or civic proceeding

directed arrainst foreign debtor*. It appear* as early a* the
reign of King David II. ; by chapter 36 of who** laws it was
enacted, that if any stranger take up good* or necessaries

within burgh, and onto to go away leaving the same unpaid,

be shall be attached and detained by public warrant At
length, after various determination* of the court* on the
subject, which it ts not necessary here to detail, the Act
U72. c 8. was passed, by which the custom i* now regu-
lated. The following particular* may be observed on the

suUact : — The privilege is limited to royal burghs, and to

book debt* for man's meat, horse meat, abuiliiements, and
other merchandise due by • stranger to an inhabitant bur-

gees, the plaintiff being the merchant innkeeper, or stabler

from whom the same was gotten, and to whom it was ori-

ginally eddeated, and having no bond from the stranger nor

any other security except hi* own eompt-book ; and lastly,

the remedy is attachment and imprisonment of the stranger,

by warrant of the magistrate*, on plaint to them made, till

he And cautsan dtjudiao titti in any prone** to be brought
for pa) men! of the debt within six month*. Bordtr war-
rants are granted, on application to any judge ordinary, on
Ike border* between England and Scotland, against debtor*

whose domicile is on the opposite side, for attaching them
ull lbey And like caution dtjwkota titti. To obtain njkght
Warrant, fugs* warrant or warant against a debtor as in

toJiomtfugou a petition or plaint is made to any judge
ordinary by the creditor, setting forth hi* debt, and hi* in-

formation and belief that the debtor is about to nee the

kingdom without paying the same, and praying warrant
the petasoner's oath on the premise* being Ant taken, to

knag him before the court for examination. With this

applicataan the creditor produce* hi* ground* of debt. He
ake oath to hi* debt and to hi* belief that the

i to abscond, justifying such belief by a state-

ot its grounds. If the circumstances are sufficient,

taw magaurata or judge then issue* his warrant to bring the

debtee before him for examination ; at which examination

Ike aaegtstrate or judge must also look to any eolUurai evi-

dence that may uibr. If. after due inquiry, it appear that

tea* debtor la about to See the kingdom in defraud of hi*

iter, warrant ia mated, in term* of the applicarion, to

t nasi napnson kna tall he And caution *<*pukao titti.

In maritime cantos the defender* must And cauuon *>
jwkcin titti et judicatuat t'Jci.

Tlio Scot* law of bail in rases of crime, if it m not always
explicit, is at least stmt up within a narrow romp***, it

being almost altogether contained in the Acta I7b|, e. 6,
and 39 Geo. III. c. 49. By titer former, all crimes not in-
ferring capita) punishment are made bailable; and for
clearing the method of Anding bail, whether before or after

imprisonment, it waa enacted, that on the application of the
accused to the committer, judge* of justiciary, or other judue
competent for cognition of the crime, and offer to And suffi-

cient caution to appearand answer to any libel that shall bo
laid against him within aix month* for the enro* whorrunto
he is charged, under such penalty as shall be modified, the
judge or magistrate must if the crime is bailable, modify

!
the bail within twenty-four hours, and on the party Andmg

|

the required bail he must be discharged. In the same art
i the highest bail demandahlo is laid down ; but by 1 1 Geo. I.
1

c. 30, $ 1 1, the sums so filed were allowed to be doubled

;

,
and by 39 Geo. III. c. 49. the judge or magistrate may
extend the bail to 1400/. for a nobleman, 600/. for a landod
gentleman, 3011/. for any other gentleman, burgess, or house-
holder, and 60/. for an inferior person.

BAIL in civil causes, signifies the sureties who become
responsible for the appearance of a defendant arrested by
legal process, to answer to the complaint made against him

;

and they are so called because antienll) the defendant was
baiUi. delivered or committed to the custody of hi* bail,

who were bound to produce him at the time appointed for

hi* appearance. By the statute of 13 Hen. VI. c. 9, the
sheriff la compelled to admit to boil all persons arrested by
him in any personal action, or because of any indictment
of trespass, on reasonable sureties being offered for their

appearance : and if he refuse to take sufficient bail when
offered, he is liable to an action by the party arrested.

Bail were formerly either cxmvwm hail or tpeaaJ bait,

a distinction which arose thus : — until the commence-
ment of the but century, the defendant was in all case*

of process againet bis parson actually arrested ; and it

was then discretionary in the court either to discharge

him on common bait (that is, fictitious sureties, John
Doe and Richard Roe) being entered for hi* appearance,

or to detain him till be found real sureties or tperial

bail. But thi* discretion in the court was abolished by the

13 Geo. I. c 29. which provided that no person should

be held to special bail unless the demand amounted to

10/., over and above easts, which sum is now increased, by
the 7th and 8th Geo. IV. a 71, to 3o/.; and for set* than
that sum no debtor can now be arrested and required to give

special bail. In all caaea where the defendant waa not

actually arrested, the antient Action, stating that he was
delivered to bail to John Doe and Richard Roe, continued

in the Court of King's Bench to be the only mode of his

effectually entering an appearance to the suit ull the late

act for uniformity of process 8 Will. IV. e. 39, s. 9, which
provides that, for the future, the appearance ofthe defendant
in case* where he i* not arrested, shall he by entering a
memorandum that ha either appears in person or by some
attorney to the suit instituted by the plaintiff, so that com-
mon bail ia now entirely abolished.

In considering the subject of special bail we *h*U explain,

1. In what cases and in what manner special bail are ren-

dered necessary ; 3. Who may become special bail ; 3. The
mode of putting in bail and their justification ; 4 The na-

ture and extent of their liability ; S. The mode in which

they may be discharged : 6. Proceedings on the bail bond,

and against the sheriff.

1. /a what ratet tptriat bail it mareatarjf.—We have seen

tbet by a recent act a defendant can only be arrested and
held to special bail (which are convertible terms) where the

plaintiff's demand amount* to 90/., over and above costs.

To satisfy the court of this feet sn affidavit must be made
by the plaintiff or bis wife, or some competent third person,

slating explicitly the amount and nature of the debt, and
deposing positively to its being unpaid. If the claim con-

sist of mere damages for a tort or breach of contract and
not a debt in monies numbered, the defendant cannot be

held to bail en the plaintiff'* affidavit* without a *pcrial

order of the court or a judge. The court* have been long

in the habit of making such order* in action* of apecud

assumpsit, for breach of special contracts, and of trover and
detinue for the conversion or detention of the plsintiff's

goods. If the plaintiff • demand it far a penalty in a deed
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or rantrot, {e.g. if the debt be 100/. and a bond is given far

200/., with a condition that it shall be void if the debt of

100/. is paid) he cannot arrest the defendant (or the penalty

(the 200/.), but only for the debt (vis. the 100/.) secured by

it ; and if there are mutual accounts between the plaintiff

and the defendant, the balance is the sum for which alone

special bail can be required. The defendant cannot be
arrested in an action on a penal statute, since it is presumed,

till a verdict has passed, that he is innocent of the prohibited

offence ; nor, in general, can a person be held to bail lor a

cause of action for which he has been arrested before.

When a plaintiffintends to proceed by holding the defend-

ant to special bail, a capiat is issued against the defends nl,

commanding the sheriff to take bis person and keep him nil

he has given bail or made a deposit with the sheriffaccording

to law. The amount of the debt which has been sworn to

by the plaintiff is indorsed on the back of the writ as an
authority to the sheriff for the amount of bail or deposit

which be is to require. The defendant, instead of giving

bail, may, under the 43 Geo. III. c. 46, deposit with the

sheriff the amount sworn to, with 10/. for costs, on receiving

which deposit the sheriff is bound to discharge him. If be
does not make this deposit under the statute, he either re-

mains in the sheriff's custody, or is discharged on giving an
attorney's undertaking to appear according to the requisition

of the writ, or on entering into a bail-bond to the sheriff

with two or more sufficient sureties, the condition of which
is, that the defendant shall duly appear to answer to the

plaintiff's suit. These bail to the sheriff are called bail

below, in contradistinction to the special bail or bail above.

of which this article mainly treats : the condition of the

bond thus given by the bail below can only be satisfied

either by the defendant being actually surrendered before

or on the day on which the sheriff is to return the writ, or by
bail above being duly put in and perfected for the defendant,

in the manner which will be afterwards explained.

2. Who may become bail.—The general qualification of
special bail is that they should be householders or free-

holders. A peer of the realm, a member of the House of
Commons, a servant in the king's household, liable to be
called on to attend the king, cannot become bail, all such
persons being exempted from the ordinary process of the

courts. It is anile of the courts that no attorney shall become
bail, which rule has been extended to their clerks, and was
intended to protect attorneys from the importunities of those

who employ them ; and no person can be bail who is indem-
nified for his liability by the defendant's attorney. In order

to prevent extortion, no sheriff's officer, bailiff, or person con-
cerned in the execution of process can become bail, which rule

has been extended to keepers of prisons and turnkeys : un-
certificated bankrupts and insolvent debtors are disqualified

from becoming bail by their want of sufficient property ; for

the same reason, persons who have suffered their parents or
near relations to receive parochial relief have been rejected.

Foreigners cannot become bail merely in respect of property

abroad which is beyond the court's jurisdiction ; Mil it

seems that British subjects may become bail in respect of
property abroad belonging to such British subjects.

3. Of Me mode of putting in or recording baU and their

juitifiratto*.— Special bail may be put in by the defendant
trmself or his attorney in pursuance of his undertaking, or

by the sheriff or his bail in order to theirown indemnity ; and
by the 4th and Slh WdL and Mary. e. 4. they may be put in

either before a judge in London, before a judge of assise in
his circuit, or before a commissioner appointed to take bail

by the judges of the several courts under the seal of their
court Wlu-n bail are put in. they are required To make a
formal acknowledgment, railed a recognisance of bad, that
they owe to the plaintiff a sum of money double the amount
of the debt which is the subject of toe action, or I00v/.
beyond the debt if it exceed 1000/.. to be hnied upon their
property, unless the defendant, if defeated in the action,

p*> s t he debt and costs or renders himself to prison ; or, in
ra»e be fails to do either, unless they, the bad. pay the costs

and money recovered for bim, or surrender him to custody.

If Ibe plaintiff is dissati s fied with the sufficiency of the bail,

he excepts to them by entering an exception is a bank
kept for that purpose at the judge's chambers, and giving
notice thereof in writing to the defendant s attorney. The
bad are then called upon to justify or prove thesr suaV
csewcy, preparatory to which a two days notice is given
of the time at justifirauoo. (which may either be before a
judge in chambers, or in open court, and m a country eauae

by affidavits sworn in the country.) specifying the Christian
and surnames of the bail, and the street or place and the
number (if any) where each bail resides, the object of the
notice being to give ample information to the pkmbff and hss
attorney to enable them to inquire into the ommuUnm of
the bail. In order to justify their sufficiency, each bail m
required to swear that he is worth double the sum sworn u
by the plaintiff in the action, over and above his debts, aad
over and above any other sum for which be is bait

The hail may be opposed on their justification by pmosil
examination as to their sufficiency, or by affidavits dWfcmx>(
such facts as show some irregularity in the proceeding*, er

that the bail are really incapable of fulfilling their ewgsare-

ment. The corrupt practice of men hiring tbrmseivea oat

as bad is as old as the time of Charles II.. when Bailer
alludes to it, and it is much to be regretted that tt still rum-
Unties to a considerable extent. Personating another per-

son so as tp render him liable as bail, is made a capital fefooi

by the statutes 21 Jsc. I. e. 2«, and 4th and ith Will aad
Mary. c. 4.

4. Of the extent of the liability qfbmL—We have area

that the bail enter into a recognisance, that if the daora.

dant is convicted be shall pay the debt, or damages sod
costs recovered, or render hi* body to the prison of the cuurt

.

and therefore if the plaintiff proceed in his ertswi in dee
time, for the cause of action expressed in the prom*, sad
regularly recover judgment, the bail are in general haMr to

pay the money which be recovers or to render the defendant
to prison. Antienlly an absurd practice prevailed, that if s
man became bad for another, in howeier small a turn, be
was bail for bim in all actions brought by the aaae plaiet.f

against the same defendant during the same term, ware
the sums ever so great : while, on the other hand, if

the plaintiff declared in bis action against the defrwdsai
for a greater sum than was expressed in the process. rte>

bail were wholly discharged. It is now however setod.
that whatever sum may he declared for or rweowd tv
the plaintiff, the bail remain liable ; but they are enli WW
to the extent of the sum sworn to by the plaintiff, sod tk*

costs of suit, not exceeding in the whole the amount of tire
recognisance.

5 The modes in which the bail are mschmrged—The
bail are discharged either by performing the recvermxs ->-«•.

or by some matters which operate to excuse tbrea f- -n
such performance. The most ordinary mode ofperform •

j
is by rendering the defendant to prison. Ttos render n.»v

I be made either by bail put in by the defendant tease* I .*
1 by bail pot in by the sheriff, or by the bail to the sbenff ( e

;

their own indemnity ; and as the only object m the *e*-»n »

|

of the defendant's person, bail merely put in and whu k**e

I

not justified, are sufficient for the purpose of smundsii 4
him to custody. The liability of the bail on the reraar*ti*»

I

attaches, according to its terms, on eoovirtioa of la* sV
I

fondant—that is, on final judgment being entered agm-aae
him ; but as the recognisance is in the alternative, tferv are
not immediately fixed with the debt, etc- bat have a carta-a
time allowed by the practice of the courts, wittea atoea.
even after judgment, they may discharge theaaaerre* ay
rendering the defendant's person ; the length of what* as-

terval is determined by the mode of proceeding bv wear* taw

;

plaintiff proceeds against the bail on their recogeaaaasw

I
As to the special circumstances which operate to rstarre

the bad from their obligation, the general rule av (tea

!
wherever by the act of God or by the set of the law a total

1 impossibility or temporary iasprarurmbdity to reeswar ike
defendant has been oresmined, the courts will referee tan

,
hail from the unforeseen eoossqoeejoas of haiaag Urease

j
hound for a party whose condition la ae changed as to pas
it out of their power to perform the ahwrnatnw at Um
obligation without any default of their own. Tbae. sf taw
principal da* before the return of the wnl of ex*
(the capiat ad satisfaciendum) against bun. or if

that tune he is made a pear of the
member of the House of Commons ; er sf be
rupt and obtain his certificate, or be 1

insolvent set ; or if he be sentsiansd

impressed into the Knag's sarrssa.

kingdom under an shew net ; er if the peuatiff m
,

sosee defsuit, as if he do not pea
peoper sseaner against the a 1*1a lint ; erifbetafeti
nty from the defsodan t. and thereby
consent of the bad.- la these rosea the bail are 1 1 |
troaa aesfecaaanos of thast saJigatisa, and wall »a rstetosd by
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ta**owrta. In ems** where there U not • total impossibility

*f rendering the bail, bat only • temporary impracticability,

Um eourta will not absolutely discharge the bait, but will

assutf them in other mod*s ; aa by issu>n|{ a habeas corpus,

w order to bring up the defendant to be rendered in cases

where he is in legal custody for crime, or by enlarging the

time for making the render.

6. Of proceedings on the bail-bond and against the

shrrif.—We have seen, thst when the defendant is dis-

chsrgrd from arrest, be in most cases enters into a bail-bond
with sureties to the sheriff, the condition of which bond is

that the defendant appears at the proper time to answer
to the plaintiff's action. If special bail are not put in and
justified in proper time, according to the rules of practice

of the court, this bond becomes forfeited, and the plaintiff

then may either proceed against the sheriff by calling upon
him to bring in the defendant's body according to the com-
mand of the writ ; or, if he is satisfied with the bail to the
sheriff, he may cause the sheriff to assign over to him the
bul bond, under the statute 4 and 4 Ann, c. 16. s. 20, and
may sue the defendant and his bail on the bond. The
plaintiff, by adopting this last course, in general discharges

the sheriff from bis liability ; and therefore it is only resorted

to when the sheriff"s bail are of undoubted sufficiency. If
the plaintiff's proceedings on the bail-bond are irregular,

they will (like other proceedings) be set aside with costs.

But the courts will also stay such proceedings in many eases,

even when they are regular; the action on the bail-bond

beiug in fart only a subsidiary proceeding for enforcing the
general object of bail. In cases where there is really any
defence to the original action—any fair question to try— it

i* obvious that this can only be properly and satisfactorily

tried in that action, and not in the collateral action on the
bail-bond. Therefore, if the defendant makes application

to the court with • proper affidavit of merit* (i. e. a good
and lawful defence) in the original action, the courts will in

general stay proceedings on the bail-bond, so as to give an
oppetumty for a trial in the original action.

If there is no bail-bond, or if the plaintiff it dissatisfied

with the sheriff's bail, he take* proceedings against the
phenff, who is responsible for the due execution of the
wnL The plaintiff therefore obtains a rule or order of

the court calling upon him to make a return to the writ

which must, by the 20 Geo, II. c. 37, s. 1, be done before

m mouths after the expiration of his office ; and the

rule must be served personally on the sheriff or his under-
sheriff. If there b no return, it is a contempt of court, and
an attachment against the sheriff will be granted. To the

rule to return the writ the sheriff may make such return as
i* consistent with the fact, either that the defendant is not
Inrnd in his bailiwick, or that he has taken him (rept corpus)

sad has him ready; or that he is sick, or that he has
emped. or has been rescued; or that he has been dis-

charged on making a deposit with the sheriff, under the

41 Geo. III. c. 46. s. 2, Sic., Sec. If the return is false, the
sheriff u liable to an action. If he return erpi corpus el

pasaturn habeo, and if special bail are not put in and per-

tried in doe time, the plaintiff may either take an assign-
ment of the bail-bond, and proceed thereon against the
hail, or be may obtain an order of the court requiring the
sheriff to bring in the body or person of the defendant.

If the plaintiff adopt the latter course, the sheriff must
estber bring the defendant personally into court, or he
must put in and perfect bail within the time allowed by the
rale. If he fail in this it is a contempt of court, for which
an attachment will issue on an affidavit that the rule baa
been duly served, and that no bail is put in. As these

proceedings against the sheriff are (like the proceedings on
the bad-bond) regarded by the courts as only intended to

enforce the attainment of sufficient bail, the courts will also

in this case extend their indulgence to the sheriff, and stay

the proceedings against him, and tot in a trial on the merits

for the benefit of the sheriff, or the bail, or the defendant,

en good bail being put in and perfected.

The rules on the subject of bail, which were formerly
very eonsplicatod. and different in each separate court, have
bean wf ml* ranch simplified by rules of court ; and by the
statute above cited, for uniformity of process, which was
isaoodacwd by Lord Teatardea.
A report has been mad* by the commissioners for in-

•jawing rata the eourta ofCommon Law, recommending the

tholitnn mt arrest for debt, except in some few case*. A*
ta these *s*opted cases. the above provisions.

*jn prowjWy remain in substance nearly unchanged.
(See Tidds Practice, edit »; Jervis s Rule* of Cmrt

;

Bacon's Abridgment, edit. 7. tit. Hail.)
Bail in Error are sureties required to be given by a de-

fendant at common law who sue* out a wnt of error to re-
verse a judgment which has passed against him; and the
condition of the recognizance into which they enter is. that
the party suing out the writ of error shall prosecute it with
effect, and if the judgment be affirmed, shall satisfy the
debt and costs recovered, together with all such costs and
damages as are awarded by reason of the delay of execution
occasioned by the writ of error, or else that the bail shall do
it for him. By the common law, no hail in error was re-
quired, and a defendant might therefore delay a plaintiff
of hi* execution without giving any security to prosecute his
writ of error, or to pay the debt and costs if the writ failed.

This inconvenience was only partially remedied by the
statute 3 J sc. L, c 8, which required bail in error only
in certain particular actions, and by the 13th Car. II,
atat ii„ c. 2, and the 16th and 17th Car. II., c. 8, which
rendered it necessary only where the judgment was after
verdict, and not in case* where the defendant suffered judg-
ment by default. And accordingly it became the common
practice of defendants sued upon bills of exchange and
other simple contracts, and having no real defence, to delay
the plaintiff by suffering judgment by default, and then by
bringing a writ of error, in which ease they were under no
obligation to find bail. These delays have been effectually
suppressed by a late salutary act, 6th Geo. IV, c 86, s. I.

introduced by Sir Robert Peel, which requires bail on
every writ of error after judgment for the plaintiff, whether
by default or after verdict, unless it is otherwue ordered
by the court or one of it* judges. The bail should be
put in within four days after delivery of the writ to
the Clerk of the Errors, otherwise the plaintiff in the
original action may treat the wnt of error aa ineffectual,
and proceed to take out execution. The recognisance
is taken in double the sum recovered by the judgment.
The bail must justify, if required, and may be opposed by
the plaintiff, in the same manner as has been described
with respect to bail for the defendant's appearance in the
original action. But as the engagement is not alternative,
like that of the bail in the original action, but absolute to
pay the sum recovered and costs, bail in error cannot dis-
charge themselves by surrendering their principal ; nor are

' they entitled to relief if their principal becomes bankrupt.
(S.-c Tidd s Practice, ch. 44 (9th ed )

I Riil in Criminal Cote* are the sureties given to the
rio.vn by a party accused of a crime, and who is allowed by
a court or magistrate to be at liberty till trial, on giving se-
curity for his due appearance. By the common law, all

accused person*, even though charged with heinous felonies,

were allowed the privilege of bail, till the crime of murder,
and afterwards treason, and other felonies, were excepted

i

by statute. Further regulations were introduced on tho

,

subject by statutes of Henry VI, and of Philip and Mary,
which contained many nice distinctions as to the offences

which were bailable, and those which were not so. But
these statute* are now repealed by a general law, the 7th
of Geo. IV, c. 64, *. I, introduced by Sir Robert Peel,
which precisely defines and marks out the power* and
duties of justices of the peace as to hailing parties charged
before them with felony. By this statute, where any
person is taken on a charge or suspicion of felony before
one or more justices of the peace, and the charge is sup-
ported by positive and credible evidence of the fact, or
by such evidence as, if not explained or contradicted, shall,

in the opinion of the justice or justice*, raise a strong pre-

sumption of the guilt of the person charged, such person

shall be committed to prison to take his trial. But if only
onejustice is present, and the whole evidence given before

him shall be such aa neither to raise a strong presumption

of guilt, nor to warrant the dismissal of the charge, such
justice shall order the party to be detained till he is taken
before two justices at the least ; and where such two justices,

or any two justices before whom a party may be charged in

the first instance, shall deem the evidence not such aa
to raise a strong presumption of guilt, and to require the
party's committal ; or if such evidence shall be adduced on
behalf of the person charged a* shall, in the opinion of the
justices, weaken the presumption of hi* guilt, but there

shall notwithstanding appear to then sufficient ground for

judicial inquiry, the party uh»rg*i shall be admitted to bar)

VO!
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un™ ,, ,n,£r ,.. them conducive to the en... of .usUr. so

to do. BcJiic.- eh*, admit m bill, or commit any pcmm

charged with felon/. Ibev are bound to take lie eiaminitijn

of such perwn. and lo<! information of thoae who know the

cjrcuin»unce*. and to put the same into writing, and to

subscribe their names to the bailment and examinations,

i to the proper officer of the court in which

before or at the openinir of the court. By

_ statute, the power of a $imgU justice of the

peace to lake bail for felony i* now done away, and inch

bail ran only bo taken by two justices either after an exa-

mination bv one justice, or on an original examination

bv themselvea. With respect to mimiemennnrt, parties

charged therewith are in general entitled to be admitted to

bail, which may be taken by one justice aa well as two or

more. By the third aertion of the above art, any justice, on

faking bail, or committing a person for misdemeanor, it

required to take the examinations in writing, and rrrtify

-be bailmont, and deliver the examinations and recog-

nisances to the proper officer or the court ln-foro trial, in the

„rne manner as in case* of felony.

The abovemenlioned act applies only to the taking of

bail bv justicea of the peace, and has not in any way

-fleeted the authority of the superior courts of law to

,tlniii prisoners to bail. The courts of Common Pleas

aiid Exchequer, at any timo during term, and the Court

„f Chancery, either in term or vacation, may. by the com-

mon law, award a habeas enrpu* to bring up any person

rtiraroilted for a crime under the degree of felony or

infsson, and may discharge him. if it appear that the com-

imen't was illegal, or bail him if it appear doubtful. The

ihonty of the chancer)' is said, indeed, to extend to cases

*f felonv ;
that of the other two courts is confined to misde-

°
fanors

'

The Court of King's Bench has a more cxten-

!L authority ; that court, or any one of its judges, in time

v vacation, may bail a party committed for any crime what-
'
fX „en for treason or murder ; and they will in general

;.ercise this authority in cases not capital, ami also in capi-

i ...... .here the circumstances raise a presumption of

It nam . innocence. But neither the Court of King's

Bench nor any other court can bail prisoners in execution.

nT suffering imprisonment under the sentence of a com

-

t> court for crime, or for a contempt of its authority,

P*
I noc„| it U plainly made to appear to that court that

£ f*arv nol guilty of ,ne off«-'n<'e '
of unleaa a prisoner ia in

. •

0f logmg his life from the effects of continued con-

T "IncnL Xndlt seems now to be considered aa settled

,he roU rt of King » Bench has no authonty to admit

HXjf a oenoo committed bj either House of Parliament so

I - . « ibe Parliament is sitting : though, when the session
long as idc

admitted that it possesses such power.

W-Mt-WW for felony witTC than two^sure-

fSti ,* usual w.th the Court of King s Bench to re-
,KX

'fan ThHum in which the sureties are bound ought

«Z ft2KB£ taea^of. capita, crime ;
bu, ,t

,T dictionary * «h. court or magistrate to require a
n j , reirn.l to the i ir« 'uin.taiicrs aiel

j^ffBlr? i*» ~turc of lhe otr'un
-

c,re
rank «[1 ^_ taken not to require such exceaaiie
mu.l ho*e»ef

.o^unt |o a denial of bad. which is

ha>l "J"
" cunipWined of I.) the Bill of lights

,b4
B^h. 1* ft »«. 0~ Metropuh. Police

» 5 Vis U.tUl (o( »y constable or hr.ulboru.igb in

» aC at an* waUhbouse to take ba.l from par-

lors, without warrant
shall be of equal oblt-

sre. (See Black-

en./gascut. tit.

rlts i»"

super in ten.lent

«d Lull,, wh
snd

I l|ila • >

the Latin«* "*
and that from

lrua> ^__ii, . r «eri««. >"

_ s-ouVa* at t
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sheriff called the King s kauKC aasl kis rasnrty ia In.

mihwick. The keeper of Dover Castle at eailed the bailiff

;

usd the chief rnagiatrales of many antient corporations
n England have this name. But the chief funn>.«tarv>«

» whom the name ia applied, at* the bailiffs of sltmftt.

be bailiffs of liberties or franchises, and the bailiffs of lords

of manors.

1. Batlifk o/ tktrift were antiently appointed in every
lundred. to execute ail process directed to the sheriff. tl»

ollect the King'a fines and lee-farm rents, and to attrnd

I he justices of assise and gaol delivery : they are raised ia

: be old books bailiffs errant. There is now a certain nurnt*?
f bailiffs appointed by the sheriff in his county or ksulia x-a.

rho are commonly called bound bailiffs, from their entrnr.g
>nto a bond to the sheriff in a considerable penalty fur tt>*-r

I lie and proper execution of all process which the stwr.ff

"nt rusts to them to execute, whether against the prrw t «
the goods of individuals. These are called ntmmrm bailiffs .

mt the sheriff may and often does, at the reqoeet of v*
uitor or otherwise, entrust tbc execution of proeeea a-> a
ier»on named merely pro hUr rice, who is called • jf^io.'

Iiaittff. The bailiff derives hie authonty from a warrant
inder the hand and seal of the sheriff : and be cannot law-

fully arrest • party till he receives such warrant. It is a
•ontempt of the court from which process iaauev to hinder
the bailiff in executing it ; and when a party is taken by

the bailiff, the law considers him in the custody of the

heriff. An arrest may be made by the bailiff a follower
.

hut the bailiff must in such case be at band and acting ir.

the arrest. The bailiff is forbidden by the l>*d s Dat Art.
19 Car. II. c. 7, to execute process on Sunday ; and h* s

lot authorized to break open an outer door to make aa
irrest under civil process, or to scire goods ; but if U<r ot.>r

door is open, he may, in general, break open inner a
execution of the process. If • bailiff misdetnean biowl:
grossly in the execution of process, aa if he use unnecessary
riolence or force, or extort money from prisoners, or ns
>eule money levied, he will be punished by an arris— r I

Vom the court from whence the process issues.

2. The bailiffnfafranchitt or liberty is one who has the
ame authority granted to him by the lord of a bbert. as
he sheriff"a bailiff antiently had by the sheriff. Tbrse
liberties are exclusive jurisdictions which still exist in susbm

parts of the kingdom (aa the honour of Poourfract. in

Yorkshire, the liberty of Gower in Gloucestershire, sad
idjoining counties) in which the King's writ cuulsi net tW-
nerly be executed by the sheriff, but only by the lord of the
'ranchise or his bailiff. Theae districts proving mcoton.mi
the statute of Westminster the 2d., c. 29. pro. idrd, t^st J
he bailiff, when commanded to execute a wr.t wuhsa Ust
'ranchise, gave no answer, a writ, with a clause uf a as

>mttttit, should issue, authoriung and oamanding u«
iheriff himself to enter the franchise and execute tbe wr.t

,

ind it is now the practice in every case to insert thas rlejM
in the writ, in the first instance, which enables the sheriff at

once to execute it in tbe franchise. If. bowr.er. tbe parts

suing out the writ neglect to insert this clause, the sisn .sT m
lot b',und to enter Ibe franchise ; though, if he slo rtwt .i.

lie execution will not be invalid : but il a sheriff s a»
n executing such a wnt within a frascluw. is is ajaest tm

I he party to be takeu, and is killed, a at nut saurdsrr . Le use
'Jail iff is ouiomilting a trespass in consei|u<'nee of use -i i sea

>f nokj '»ni//sM nut U'ing inaerted in the wrsL
3. lUuU/fi >/ m*v»»ri are strwanls or agents asasasxas>d Wy

lie lord (gsnerall) by an authontv under seei) w ssspss

Intend the manor . co lert flues and qua rents , mseai i use
buildings; onler repairs i cut down trees; impusjass) i n m
'rrspasaaig; Uke au arcuunt of wastes, sewila. and m it-

ueanurs in the *n>ls and demesne lands ; atW eW 1

1

hm
u Is for lie lord's ustorest. Such a bailiff ran buasl has sstsl

by acts wksvh are for has benelil. but not by seek so saw as

lias pcejixlire without the sard s ismtl anlkarsty
I Vr rUr.Hi s Atindgment. Hi. Uasiiff. .*th asi. ; Till' a

Lear iMrlxmaty, aause title.)

BAIL1 Wit hi. (ruea the Freawh bmUi. and the fhsassa
st irs.su>. the street, dweUrng place, or sWrart W ska
sail.*. siatuiAea either • easialy whwh «s the baastwsrh ef law
.In- riff, as bailiff of the king, and wtshm which has swasaswe-
•ua anil hat authority to execute arm sea ntsead ; av a star
sutea Use awrtmalax Ubertt a* rranehaae «f seeass heal waa*
sea an exrhsatse aatthonty wsUuss Aa busssa to as* ea awat
sheriff does wtshaa the aoautly. (heo Aavaaaasv fsasaataawja
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BAILLEUL, • town in France, in the dnartment of
hard. It he* on tho road between Lille and Dunkerque,
seventeen mile* from Lille aad twenty-nine from Dun-
kertiue. It m 147 miles from Pans, N. or N. by B.. very

ear tbe Belgian frontier, on the little river Bellebee. which
flo«* into the Lye. a tributary of the Scheldt. It is a
bu»y manufacturing place, with a population, in 1632. of
»n* I for tbe commune, and MM 4 (or the town itself. Twut,
tape, tare, eluth. linen, towels, and napkins, are among the
Pftxluruons of its industrious population ; also pottery,

earthenware, and salt. Excellent cheese is made in the
neighbourhood. This town has suffered much by fire,

hat ing been burned, by accident or by an enemy, five or six

times : the last time was in 1681. It was once fortified, but
is now an open town t 40° 44' N. lat., 2" 44' K. long.

Several villages beer the name of Bailleul ; there is one
town itxmrg) so called in the department of Sarthe, but
it is a place of* no importance. •

RAILLIAGB. a French term equivalent with bailiwick,

a di.trirt or portion of territory under the jurisdiction of
an officer called a bailiff. This term wu more especially

appropriated to certain sub-governments of Switzerland,
which at the time Coxe wrote his travel* were of two
sorts : tbe one consisting of certain district* into which all

the ahstoeratical cantons were divided, and over which
a particular officer called a bailiff was appointed by the
government, to which be was accountable for his admi-
nistration ; the other composed of territories which did not
brl.>ng to the cantons, but were subject to two or more
of them, who by turns appointed a bailiff. The officer

of this last sort of bailliage, when not restrained by the
peculiar privileges of certain districts, had the care of the
police, and under limitation tbe jurisdiction in civil and
criminal causes. He also enjoyed a stated revenue, arising

m different place* from various duties and taxes. In case
of exaction or mal-administration an appeal lay to the can-
tons to which tbe particular bailliage belonged. (Coxe*
77«r. in Santa , 4 to. Load. 1774. vol L p. 3D.) These
Utter bailliage* anciently formed part of the Milanese.
Tbeir names were Mendrisio, Balerne, Locarno, Lugano,
and Val-Maggia. Uri. rkhweiu. and Underwalden poa-
seued the three bailliage*, Belliniona, Riviera, and Val-
Brenna. all which had also been dismembered from the
Milanese. Tbe chief of thee* bailliage* were ceded to the
cantons, in 1413, by Maximilian 8foria, who was raised to

the ducal throne by tbe Swiss, after they had expelled the
troops of liouis XII. and taken possession of the duchy.
Francis I., lurcesoor of Louis, having recovered the Milan-
ese, and secured his conquest by tbe victory of Marignano,
purchased die friendship of the canton* by confirming their

right to the ceded territory ; a right which the subsequent
Dukes of Milan were too prudent to dispute. They were
6nally confirmed by tbe house of Austria. (Ibid., vol. ii.,

pp. 1 70. 418.) In 1737, tbe Italian bailiwick* were surren-
dered, with the cantons of Switzerland, to tbe French.
( Plants s UiH. c/ tht r/efoef. Com/kUracy, 8vo. edit. voL uu,

p. MO.)
In 1804. when Bonaparte, as first consul of France, re-

modelled the constitution of Switzerland, and increased tbe
salient number of its canton* to eighteen, that" of Tessin
was tunned out of the Italian bailiwicks; an arrangement
which was afterwards confirmed by the treaty of Pahs, 3uth
of Msv. 1814. and recognised in tbe Helvetic Diet of l»tb
March, 1814. (See tbe Monittur* for 20th Feb. 1803 and
3Jd May. 1814.)

BAILLIE, MATTHEW, an eminent anatomist and
phvsician, was born in Scotland on the 27th of October,
1761. at tbe manse(or parsonage)of Sbotta, in Lanarkshire.
Hit father was the Rev. James Baillie, at that lime cler-

m man of tbe parish of Sbotta, and his mother, Dorothea
Hunter, sister of the celebrated anatomists William and
John Hunter. Boon after his birth his father was removed
to tbe charge of the church of Bothwell, and subsequently

to that of Hamilton, at the school of which place young
Badhe acquired a character both for industry and talent
His father having been elected professor of divinity in tbe
University of Glasgow, bis education was carried on in that
place. Dunr.x tbe three years of his attendance there, tbe
first tw*> were devoted to the Latin and Greek classic*, and .

the third to mathematics, to which be applied diligently : i

at tbe same time he attended logic, and the class of moral
philoaophy, at that time taught by Dr. Reid.

Though crqrinaliv inclined to adopt ha father's profession.

or to enter tbe bar. his uncle. Dr. William Ha
out such inducements as determined him to choose the)

medical profession. This celebrated individual, at that
time the moat eminent teacher of anatomy in London, was
dexrou* of superintending the aduraum of his nephew in
person, a scheme which was only partially practicable, as. in
order to obtain a degree of doctor of medicine from one of

the English universities, It was necessary that part of his

time should be spent at Oxford or Cambridge. Measures
were accordingly taken at Glasgow to procure for him an
exhibition to Baliol College, Oxford, which is in tbe gill of

the professors of the University of Glasgow. The loss of

his father at this lime, and the consequent dimmuttun of

the family income, rendered such assistance very desirable.

It was at last obtained, and in March. 1 7/9. he intimated by
letter to bis uncle, that be was ready to proceed to Oxford.
This' letter, asking advice from his uncle as to his studies

and conduct on his first entrance into lile. is highly creditable

to him : it displays good sense, correct principle, and a
degree of tender feeling toward* his mother and sisters,

which he continued to exhibit throughout the whole of bis

and their lives.

On his way to Oxford he visited London, and for the first

time saw his distinguished uncle, from whom be received

directions respecting bis studies, which be prosecuted for an
entire year at Oxford. But subsequently be visited the
university only at term time, spending all the intervening

periods m,London with his uncles, whose lecture* be at-

tended, aa well as those of other eminent teachers in other
department* of medicine. Two Years after be had com-
menced his studies in London, be became a teacher in

his uncle's anatomical theatre in Great Windmill Street,

in the capacity of demonstrator. About • year after this

time Dr. William Hunter died, and bequeathed to his

nephew tbe use of hi* splendid museum, bis anatomical
theatre and bouse in Great Windmill Street, as well as a
tui.ul e»late in Scotland (which Baillie generously gave up
to hi* uncle John Hunter) and an annuity of loof. a year.

Dr. Hunter, a short time before his death, told his nephew,
* that it was hi* intention to leave him but little money, as
he had derived too much pleasure from making his own
fortune to deprive him of doing^ the same.'

The eminence of his uncle* proved a spur to Baillie

to sustain the character of the family. He followed

their example of indefatigable industry and unremitting

diligence in investigating the healthy structure of the

human body and its functions, as well as tbe deviations

from this in tbe various morbid structures which are pre-

sented in tbe dissecting-room. Tbe knowledge thus ae~

J
mired proved the foundation of his future usefulness and
ame. From his own experience be always contended for

the necessity of a minute acquaintance with anatomy, for

tbe successful practice of medicine. He also maintained

the importance of an acquaintance with physiology, or a
knowledge of the functions of the different organs of tbe

body. ' It is impossible,' be state* in his introductory lecture,

' for men to examine tbe structure of an animal body, with-

out reasoning about tbe use of the several part* ; and it

would be a very unprofitable pursuit to attend to tbe one,

except aa being subservient to the other.'

In 1 784. two years after William Hunter's death, Baillie,

in conjunction with Mr. Cruickshanks, gave his first oourse

of anatomical lectures : thus in bis twenty-fifth )car taking

upon himself the task of supplying tbe place of one abuse
talents as a lecturer were of the first rank. But so well waa
be qualified for the office, that the number of pupils at tbe

school did not diminish. In his introductory lecture* be
seem* to have anticipated the now universally received

opinion, that tbe vital action* of the body, morbid as well as

healthy, are carried on in tbe extreme vessels, or more mi-

nute tissues of tbe organs. * It must have occurred, be
observes, ' whenever men were disposed to reason on the

subject, that the actions of an animal body are not to be re-

ferred to the larger parts, but to the smaller, of which these

are composed. Hence tbe examination of minute structure

is evidently more connected with physiology, and if ever

the latter is to be known at all. it must be through tbe me-
dium of the former.' He took every opportunity of pre-

serving morbid structure, and thus formed a museum, in-

ferior indeed to that of tbe Hunter*', but of great value,

which now enriches the College of Physician* of London.

This collection waa iberally presented to that body by Dr.

Badhe during his life-tune, atong with 400f. to keep M in n
*P»
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mar Mate of uiesei ration. To the mom body, in bit will,

ha bequeathed his medical library.

In 1787, though only a Bachelor of Medicine, he was ap-

pointed physician to 8L George's Hoapital, and two yean
afterward* be received bit degree of Doctor of Medicine
from the University of Oxford, upon which be became a
fellow of the College of Physician*. In 1789 be married
Sophia, the second daughter of Dr. Denman, at that time
a very eminent accoucheur in London.

Previous to his appointment to St George's Hospital, be
had enjoyed few opportunities of acquiring a knowledge of
the practical part of his profession : bat his assiduity and
natural powers of observation, aided by his dear perception
and correct reasoning powers, soon enabled him not only
to became equal to others, but highly distinguished for

his power of discriminating diseases in the living body, or
in what is technically termed the dtagnorii of diseases.

Respecting his attainments in this way, be spoke with great

modesty and truth. ' 1 know better, perhaps, than ano-
ther man, from my knowledge of anatomy, bow to discover

a disease, but when I have done to, 1 do not know belter

how to cure it: This, however, was scarcely possible ; for

a knowledge of the particular disease with which the phy-
sician has to contend is the first step towards its correct

treatment ; be, therefore, who knows precisely with what
disease a patient is afflicted, is most likely to succeed in

curing it.

To render the collections of his uncles, as well as his

own, useful to the public be undertook an examination
of them, and in 179) published, with his Morbid Anatomy,
' a work which, whether we consider the subject or the
manner in which it is treated, has been justly estimated as
one of the most practically useful and valuable acquisitions
to medical science.' (Wardrop.) It was soon translated
into French (two translations) and Italian, and into German
!•> Professor Soemmering. About four years after the
appearance of this work be began to publish engravings
for its illustration : these, as well as the work itself, will

remain a lasting memorial of the teal, toe industry, and
the talents of their author. He also published various

E
inert in the Traiuaetiont of the Royal Society (of which
e was a fellow) and in different medical periodicals : these

are now collected in the edition of his works, edited by Mr.
Wardrop. He likewise edited William Hunter's work on
the Grand Uterus (left in MS.), to which be made some
additions.

To a second edition, published in 1797. of his Morbid
Anatomy, he added the ' Symptoms' of the different morbid
lesions described in it, so far as they were known; but
scarcely anything farther, though be had. up to this time,
been in the habit of keeping an account of the dissections
of interesting esses, some of which were afterwards pub-
lished in the collected edition of his works. In 1799 he
resigned bis office of pbvsician to St George's Hospital,

and also his anatomical lectures, his time being entirely
orrupied in the practice of bis profession.

The progress of a physician is proverbially slow; and
lhou|(h no man laboured more in early life than Dr. Baillie,

and no one ever commenced under more favourable eircom-
stances, be was nearly forty years of age before be found
himself fully established in practice. His progress from
this time was rapid and bis success complete. This was
much promoted by his anatomical knowledge, and also by
his being known as the relative of such distinguished men
s« the Hunters; his marriage with the daughter of Dr.
IVnman greatly assarted in introducing him to practice.

Dr. PiU-airn, hating been obliged to relinquish his practice

and retire to a warmer climate, recommended Dr. Baillie

to his patients ; and though Dr. Pitrairn was able to return
partially In discharge the duties of his profession, the death,

which occurred in l»0*. of this able phvsirian, made a most
favourable opening for Baillie. On this accession of practice

Dr. Baillie removed from Windmill Street to Groat enor
Street

Dr. Baillie added to bis great foolity in diagnosis a know-
Mire of the precise effects and extent of the powers at
medicines. He excelled in the art of delivering bis opinion
on a rase, being concise, clear, and practical, has language
simple, and remarkably free from teebnaralities. Ilia man-
ner was natural and unassuming, yet derided and im-
pressive. He waa the same to aO persons and on all oeea-

' his benevolent principles led him to datclatm all
oos IB has anode of sdiir sasing the sick.'

He was remarkable for the coosiderate attention wbirh

bo paid to the feelings of his professional brethren, more
particularly to the younger members of the profession. The
consequence wss that he never lessened the conAdenc* of the

patient in his ordinary attendant whib be himself acquired

the good will and esteem of all whom be met in conenltatieev.

It waa one of his characteristic traiu to bo remarkably patao-

tnal to the time appointed for consultation. Tbss might

naturally be expected from a man who knew so well taw

value of time, and whose p rofess ional duties required from

him sixteen hours a day for the space of many years. • He
used to narrate, in the most open manner, the history ef

his own life, and to describe to the younger raomhin of the

profession the rocks and shoals which be had met with,

contrasting these with his long-looked for but ultimata)

success. He pointed out the nsosssity of competency, of

integrity, and of industry, and the alow progress of the

most eminent men who had gone before them ; and, on taw

other hand, the transitory fame of ail those who bad eve*

attempted to gain professional reputation aa if by storm.

Amid so much that was excellent in his character, a re-

gard for impartiality and truth requires us to state that
during the period when be was moat fully orcupard, be

frequently exhibited an irritability of temper which perhaps

caused more regret to himself than annoyance to others :

for any display of it waa followed by sincere romp
and efforts to make reparation to those who bad
from it It is difficult to say whether, in cases w
considered remuneration for his sen ices beyond the mwawe
of the patient hi* generosity, or the delicacy with whira

be earned it into effect waa the greatest H«
regard for the feelings of the objects of us kta

greatly enhanced its value.
• His physical frame was feeble, compared with his t

tal power*. He was under the middle stature, and of n
a slender form. His countenance was marked with a i

deal of sagacity and penetration.' He continued aa

unremitting exercise (with a few occasional excepts**)*) »|

if we

his profession nil the spring of the year ISO.
affected with chronic inflammation of the trachea tor «u»4-

C'pe),
for which be went to Tunbndge, and afterward* aa

a estate in Gloucestershire, where be died on the Del as*

September, 1823, in the 63d year of bis age.

Dr. Baillie waa frequently called upon to render baa pro-

fessional services to members of the royal aaawuV Tb»
Princess Amelia, George III. (on whom be attended fear ten

years), and the Princess Charlotte of Wale*, sppaa irlid him
their physician. Hit friends erected a monument to base,

with a suitable inscription, in Westminster Abbey.

The mental training which he underwent, having taw

benefit of commencing bis education under sweat abas m-
ttroctors as Professors Jardme and Read, of Glasgow, sad
having his medical studies superintended by Dr. Wdhows
Hunter, was admirably calculated to produce ssarh a ras-

racter as Dr. Baillie. The adv anuges which he eeywywd by

his connexions with the Hunters and Dr. Demean aaey be

regarded by some as the causes of bis eminent luorea

perhaps it would be a more just view of his earn
were to say, that these very aids would have proved raia

by inducing a fatal reliance on them alone, to any paw***)

not possessed of such resolution and self-dipsndeawe a* Dr.

Baillie. It was no unmerited eulogiom which was passes*!

upon him by his diatinguuhed contemporary Sir H Da»«.
when be said of bim. ' lua bigheat ambition was to be r*e>

aidcrcd aa an enlightened and honourable pbyasraan . bat

greatest pleasure appeared to be in promoting the hap
and welfare of others.'

His work* have been published tn t vols. •**»,

Itiil, edited by Mr. Wardrop, who has praised a absorb «f

his life, from which moat of the above particulars are tabew
There la, besides his hngrattngt </ .tforsaaf Aaatmmf, I

vol 4 to. 2nd edit, l-ondoo, IH01. a puslhasaous vwbaaaw. «*"

which only I SO copies were (according to dirertaaaw nt baa

will) printed, but not published. It rootaiaa ha* two i

durlury lectures to his anatomical class, I J*i ; I

lectures on the nervous system, delivered before the C otWare

of Physicians, in 1 794 ; and some brief oilant Haass en a
number of diaeaaea. in which he cote sail aaraaaa the fwaaaw ef

bat experience, after the manner of Hebawden a Cswaaaeav

ten«*. These ar* marked by the seats geed i inn mad jm*
sbservslinoa wha-h characterise his other writings.

Under the head Of aoma AffarUaaat of the hi i l. aw
aaawabate the popular opuuea that

;
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ad aMekon. and, above all, bacon, are easy of digestion,

ad It fcr dehcess stomachs or convalescents. ' Mott eom-
moalj. animal food that is very fat, or much salted, or fried,

is difficult of digestion, and should either be eaten very

sparingly, or should be altogether avoided. Young end
white animal food it in general more difficult of digestion

than what U brown and of middle age.' (Baillie's PotUku-
mmu Work*, p. 189.)

BA1LLY. JEAN 8YLVAIN, was born at Paris. Sep-
tember I J, 1 734. Hit father and grandfather were artist*

of some reputation, and the former was attached to the court

mgordeem tableaux, and was besides the author of many
forgotten poems, principally parodies. The subject of oar
memoir applied himself early to both the paternal pursuits,

and composed some tragedies, which Lanoue (a successful

writer both in tragedy and comedy) ' approved of, but with-
out recommending any further attempts,* that is, civilly

hinted were good for nothing.

An accidental acquaintance formed with Lacaille, at the
house of a common friend, was Bailly's first motive to at-

tach himself to astronomy. The ftrat fruits of the instruc-

tion which be received from this great master were some
lunar observations, presented to the Academy in 1763. He
was received into this body in 1763, and had previously

made one among the various calculators of the orbit of the
comet of 1759. In 1763 be reduced Lacaille t observations

of l aliaral stars, and began to turn bis attention to the
theory of the satellites of Jupiter. This was the subject of
lbs pnse offered by the Academy for 1 764 ; and Bailly, by
applying the formula) which Clsirsut had employed in his

lunar theory, was enabled to deduce from the hypothesis of
grs» nation several of the inequalities observed by Bradley
simI Wancenun. The prise was gained by Lagrange, who,
by a new and more powerful analysis of his own, carried the
lh«>r> touch further ; but the attempt of Bailly immediately
plsi-rd him among the successors of Newton. His esssy
Smr la I heorie dee Satellite* de Jupiter was published in
I'st. In 1771 be wrote a curious and original paper on
the light of the satellites of Jupiter, which be bad mea-
sured by Boding bow much the object-glass of a telescope

bum bt diminished in order to make these bodies disappear.
In 17 7i be published the first pan of bis history of astro-

nomy, of which we shall presently speak. The whole of
tin* publication was completed iu 1787 by the appearance of
bi» Indian Astronomy, and the supplementary works
• Inch st different times came from his pen were Lettret tur
MMitV. 1779: Lettret tur [Origin* de* Science*. 1777;
tjuxt ntr If Fable* *t tur Itur Hittoire, written in 1781-
tri. published posthumously in 1799. Their author was a
candidate for the secretaryship of the Academy in 1 771, at

which tuna Condoreet was preferred by the exertions of
D Alembert. But Badly was elected to the Aeadimie Pran-
putt in 1 784. and to the Aeadimie det Intcriptiont, &c, in

ITS), be and Fontenelle being the only two instances of
Frenchmen who belonged at once to all the three academies,

and himself the only academician whose bust adorned their

library during the UN of the original.

We shall complete the references to the scientific life of

Bailly by mentioning his reports to the Academy of Sciences

on animal magnetism (1784), and on the plan of a new
Hold- Diem (I7M). as well as his iloget of Charles V,
Molrfrr, Corncille, Lacaille, Leibnitz. Cook, and Gresset.

The first tendency of both the French revolutions has
been to bring forward men of letters to a prominent place

in the management of public affairs. At the election of

the Stales-General in 1789, Bailly was the first chosen for

Pans. He had previously acted as secretary to the assem-
bled body of electors, and their deliberations have been pub
lithed in three octavo volumes. Lalande says, ' his talent

t* writing was well known ; the interesting reports which
he had made on animal magnetism and on the new hospital

had caused a sensation among the public ; his austere and
rational character had given him a high moral reputation.'

He was chosen president of the Tiertitat (June 17, 1789),

the day after that body declared itself a national assembly.

He held this ofBee during the memorable sittings at the

Jet de Pemme on the 20th, and at the church of St Louis
on the 22d, during the personal attempt of the king to dis-

perse the assembly ; at the consolidation of the three orders

uti the 1*U». and till July 3d. It might be the national

representatives felt that their president had not the energy
required bv the state of things : the short but derisive

sw eat to the king s message to disperse came from Mira-

|
beau, not from Bailly. Bat he appears to have been their
organ of conciliation in the previous attempt to unite the
three orders ; and his address to the elerjry. on their joining
the Tiert-itat (which they did before the nobles on the 33d),
is s skilful compliment. His conduct plessed the people of
Paris, who elected him mayor of their city on the 15th of
July, being the time when the king returned to it after the
fall of the Bastile. On presenting the keys of the town to
Louis XVI., the new mayor thus addressed him: 'Sire, I
bring your Majesty the keys of your good town of Paris

;

they are the same which were presented to Henry IV. ; ho
had regained (renmquit) bis people, here the people has
regained ita king.' At this period Mirabeeu. Lafayette
and Bailly were the three most marked men of the revolu-
tion ; ana Mignet calls the first the tribune, the second the
general, and the third the magistrate, of the people of Paris.

During the petiod of his mayoralty, no accession to any
violent measure distinguished Bailly's conduct ; the most re-

markable proposition he made to the Assembly was that for

the celebration of the taking of the Bastille (June 5, 1 790).
He completely satisfied neither extreme, being charged with
devotion to, and contempt of, the royal cause, by the two

I

parties. We most pass over the events of his life until we
come to that of the 17th of July, 1791. The attempt at

1 escape on the part of the king had irritated the republican
party, and the gathering of foreign troops on the frontier had
lent colour to their violence. A tumultuous assembly, headed
by all the chiefs of the Jacobins (ss they were afterwards
called), assembled in the Champ de Mars to petition for the
dethronement of the king. ' Two invalid* whom they took
for spies were massacred, and their heads placed on pikes.

The insurrection became alarming ; Lafayette came again
to the Champ de Mars at the bead of 1 3l>0 National Guards.
Bailly accompanied him. and caused the drapeam rouge to

be unfurled. The multitude was summoned in the manner
required by law. but would not retire, and crying ' A bat I*

drapeau rouge f assailed the Guard with stones. Lafayette

eaused them to Are in the air ; the crowd was not intimi-

dated, but recommenced its attack; then, forced by the
obstinacy of the rioters. Lafayette ordered them to fire again,

but this discharge was real and murderous. The frightened

multitude fled, leaving many dead on the field ; the not
ceased, order was restored, but blood bad flowed, and the

people never forgave either Lafayette or Bailly the stern

necessity to which itself bad reduced them. It was • real

combat, in which the republicans, not yet sufficiently strong

or sustained, were defeated by the constitutional mo-
narchists.' Mignet, Hittoire, dV., vol. i. ch. iv.

The account of Bailly himself is, that the firing took place

against bis consent; which, though the only tenable defence

before the tribunal of 1 793. and from his disposition most
probably a true one, only exhibits an admitted fact, that his

character waa deficient in the necessary energy. Events
are judged by their results. Had the news of the treaty of
Pilnits, which waa signed only three days afterwards,

not arrived in time to feed the revolutionary fire, history

might have had another tale to tell, and Lafayette and Bailly

might have descended to posterity as the men who checked
the progress of the revolution at the moment when its legi-

timate end bad been obtained.

The measure of the 1 7th waa approved by the Assembly,

but Bailly offered bis resignation on the 19th of September,

and finally* relinquished the mayoralty on the 16th of No-
vember. He either travelled abroad, or retired to Nantes,

according to different accounts, till towards the middle of

1 793. During this time he compiled memoirs of the Revo-
lution and its causes, which were published in 1804.

The execution of LouisXV I „ on the 2 1 at ofJanuary , 1 793.

made Bailly feel that a man so much the object of enmity

to the ruling faction as himself could no longer live openly

in France. He wrote to Laplace, who bad retired to Melun,

wishing to know whether be might ssfely eome there.

Laplace answered that he might ; but, in the meanwhile,

the insurrection of the 3 1st of May established the armed

power of the Jacobins, and Laplace wrote again to Badly,

warning him not to come, aa a detachment of the revolu-

tionary army was at Melun. In spite of this warning ha

had the imprudence to venture. He waa recognised by a

soldier in the streets, seised, and conducted, after some delay,

to Paris. He was charged as well with the affair of the 1 7th

ofJ uly already alluded to, as with conspiring in favour of the

i late royal family. Being produced as a witness on the trial

1 of Marie Antoinette, he denied all accession to any schema)
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*> let up a pbrmophical revolution tltere.' gravely accuse*

feat «f libertinism and luxury—the 0ntt without any attempt

at fftnL tbe second on the ground of his being a muff- taker.

He asks what would become of tbe unfortunate mayor, if

Jc4a Basil'>wiu were kins;, who cut off tbe noses of all

Ramans who fed them with tobacco? As this Cato knew
wo utile of M. Bailly as to imagine that he, and not hie

father, had been garoV det tableaux, his work (entitled f t'«

,Jr M. Raillg, and published in (790) is in ducct confirmation

of tbe testimony of Bailly * friends, who afttrm that be was
retired, simple, and (snuff-taking excepted, on which they

have been remits) rather approaching to seventy. But tbe

unusual and solid respect paid him by his countrymen
bedire hi* political life began; the arduous employments
which fell thick upon him at the very first moment when a
plebr inn could be called into public life, and the furious anger

which be had the honour to excite among tbe savage*

of 1793. are so many strong presumptions that he must
have been no common character, even among tbe distin-

guished.

Tbe character of M. Bailly a* a writer is that of on* of

the most Interesting and elegant among many. On the

history of science no man baa treated so as to approach him
in the agreeable qualities of style. But bis whole system is

lmilt upon surmise* or conjectural interpretations of fact.

He imagine* that be sees, in the early science of all nations,

rather the ruins of some complete »y»tem. than one in pro-

ce»» of formation ; and he supposes, therefore, that some
nstion, whose name is now lost, is the common original of

the Ktry ptian. Chaldean, Hindoo, and Chinese astronomy.

[See A VraonoMY. vol. it. p. 430.] On this supposition he
•peculates must agreeably ; and, a* has been observed, gets

every point connected with bis primsjxsl people except --

their name and existence. Their creator placed them at

first in Asia, about the parallel of latitude 49' N. This
notion led him into • correspondence with Voltaire ytjrttm
»«r t Oris*** efe* Srimm), who had found his inventor* of

all things in the Brsmintcsl tribe of India. Voltaire seems
t.> hsie driven his opponent off the dry land ; for in a

Mvon.l correspondence t Lrttrn imr I Atla*tulr\ Rsillv erects

hrs altar to the unknown people upon the l«lsnd Atlantic,

winch Plato and others hsd drowned, as the* tl.otiglit. to

ri«c no more. He strenuously contends for the existence of
n I •! rare from this tradition, with more learning ami mge-
nuiU than success. At the same time, all the writing* of

Bailly on the dark ages may he usefully read, with one
»hi{hl alteration. For *| affirm' read ' 1 conjecture." and
U<t • I conjecture' read ' it is possible'—we ahsll then bs\e
legitimate and interesting speculation substituted for a
fallacious attempt at btstory without records.

With an avowed Intention to destroy, ss far as in ui lies,

the credit of Bailly as an historian, we proceed to consider hi«
modern astronomy. Here, it might be supposed, no svstem
coul'l mislead, as not even Bailly could tnaktt an Atlantid
sUii-UrofTyrhoBraheovt'opcrnirus. But, nevertheless, he
appear, to u. to hsie been utterly deficient in tbe power of
retim-nr all the circumstsnces necessary to a nsrration The

B A I

win baswiy asW awjasbos, Ike

sotunea.

Bailly bad mentioned, as • dassorery of baa own. ssmsm
phenomena eonacted with tbe satellites) of Japater. Agasassvt

this Lalande put in bia own claim, sad ansae ea*stre*s«r%w

ettsood. which ended by BaiBy, who did as* gr»e up hsa
presensiona. in**rung in his History, vol to. p. IM, a tear

statement of tbe point in dispute, aceawpsmed bv tbe asv-

oessary references to both sides of Use question. This aasgLt

have been a warning to ba caatssusiy fair sawaid* LaiaaaaW

for ten page* at least, yet within thai limit the nam* at* its*

latter ia entirely excluded from osta *f das mm
underUkings of bia useful bia. In describ ing tbe <

process fur settling tbe return of HsUey's <

ta mentioned exeept that of C bursat, thoogb it i

who suggested tbe trial, and worked night and any fee art

months to furnish Clauraut with tbe numerieal data, wmb-
out which he declared he woubl wot trndertake taw i

Tbe task of Laland* required both theoretical i

knowledge of every detail. Ctairaut waa ant the only ma*
in France who was equal to hi* part of the work, ban 1 alswss

waa tbe only man* who dared to undertake hit shore. Tae
eyes of all the scientific world were axed with eager i

upon tbe process, and Bailly himself bad been
upon tbe same orbit in a different way. Whale
pretation may be put upon this omission, H reader s two wast
of Bailly a verv suspicious authority. We might rvto au>r
grounds, but this ia sufficient to raise tbe doubt whsris ww
wish to raise.

We have dwelt thus nrarh upon the Haaraftet of B*.r»
aa an historian, because we tnd m many works, Englnk and
French, one onvsned note of prsise upon the subyert. Ksrs
bis Hulory n/A'tromomm appeared, the elegance of the st < U.

and tbe plausibility of the hvpotheeis. caught tbe wfc»*V

world. We doubt not that Voltaire regretted ra has heart
that ke bad committed himself to the Braanas. Three was
no work on tbe subject in existence which eoakt clam th*>

title of hulory, and praise to every possible extent brra<»*>

the order of the day. The work of
1

Delambre soon daspe w«
this mist from the eyes of setentifte men, as could he sasf-

ctently demonstrated if we had room for qootatsaas. fast

experience has abundantly proved that time is aetissen t*

work a reformation in such matter* of opinion. Were e» ta

collect the sentiments of our most celebrated works of r*4rr

ence on tbe merits of Bailly a Hittorf. and compare is***

with those expressed in France at the time of its apps atanee.
ss well ss at the present day, the reader would ensile to as
that we have Keen receiving the hgbtof a star which has

long been extinguished, a phenomenon as hkely to bapaa a

in morals as in astronomy.

(See the Htngniphie IWreraW/e; Larande. JfeaVi*fe«>

jthir Aitrtmnmtqut ; and those works cited in the a-» #

AoTaoMouv. vol. ii. f. 537, which have sweat ymbsa* aj

since IMiO.)

BAILMENT, in law, is a term derfred from the Freaek
word batlltr, to deliver, and may be defined lobe *a «Vr«e»y
of gi«»U f..r a particular purpose, upon a contrart. express rr

impheil, thst the purpose shall be carried into i wa it. a>(
t licit, when that is done, the goods shsll be r* soured. W< Us*

bailee or perwni to whom they are delivered, to the ee isi

or b.nha;. or. according to his directions.' Tbe dagm
re*|vin,tliiliiy which attache* to a person who lemurs fcej
or other pn>|>crty belonging to another, depertds es»t--e ,

upon the rirruimtanre* of the delivery, and as tVat nt

<-iiui«taiices are intlmtely vsncd. tbe subject Is one if pi
sHlrrable lu<-cty ; while ita C"nnex»n With the trawaaetaTS
of ei tnnierre and the ds.lv occurretice* of hfe rrndars i J
great pnrticil Importance. Tbe whole Bngltsh law «f

bn'ment n-«ts up>n the Koraan law, from Wcirh M nV— 'ra

ii >t oi ly ita Hurtrines but u» technical terms. In thts art »

it will ta- Mitflcit-nt M enumerate the general rakso wfc^k
hare been nt ihliahcd by the law of Bnglsnd ma I %t
bailment ; under some of which the cases wha*h ore) ns." i

occur in practice will in general be compreKetidrd TW s»*4
convenient and accurate methist of classify ing the dusVas**

species of bailimnU i* that suggested by Sir Wt'bsm i«we«

in his Eh,iii no Me Law nf ft.itlmmtt; we shall ftsUtsw kss

srTsiig>-meut of the subject. Using tbe Latm
are comm«n to tbe Rngh<h and Roman law.

I. /Vf»tiru*s, which rs a mere delivery or simple i

of goods to be kept by the bailee for the batVw with i at" is>
instann- we shall cite we cannot attribute to any other defect.
Unintentional anfetme*. to the same extent would . „..M , _ M ,4>SMtsave been uuaae tHly, and (orretfulnese ansiof out of pre-

j
Js,...,,iw is». witati ' litur, .M
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In wh of this kind, the Bain obligation

iaspased upon the bailee it faithfully to return tbe good*

upon dwmaad : anil be U not liable for the lota or injury of

tM property deposited with bim. unless it has boon ocea-

stonad by vilftii abuao, or such gross negligence M to be
tiulrnra of fraud, or at lout incompatible with Rood faith,

la the Roman law, gross negligence waa denominated mag-
ma, at lata culpa, and waa held to be presumptive evidence

of fraud, when applied to eases of trust. This principle is

adopted by Lord Holt in the ease of Coggt v. Barnard (3

1-ord Raymond, *13) ; and indeed where confidence it

reposed, grow negligence bears so near a resemblance to

fraud, as to he often equivalent to it in its effect upon con-

tract*. The measure of diligence required from the bailee

in eases of mere deposit*, or, as they are sometimes called,

general bailments, is that which he uses in his own affairs

;

it (>r instance, his house is on Are and be saves his own
goads, leaving those deposited to be burned, though he has
time and power to save both, he will be bound to restore the
value to the owner ; if, on the other hand, he is only able

to save one of them, he is at liberty to prefer his own, un-
less the deposited property be obviously of much greater
value; in which ease it is said that the bailee ought to

as*e it, and that he may then claim indemnification from
'

the depositor for his own loss. The general rule is, that a
j

gratuitous bailee mutt keep the goods as he keeps his own, 1

and if he does so, be is not answerable for loss or damage,
|

however careless or negligent be may be in his general i

habits. * If,' says Lord Holt, in the case above cited, * the
j

bailee be an idle, careless, drunken fellow, and comes home
drunk, and leaves all bis doors open, by reason whereof the
goods deposited are stolen, together with his own, he shall

not bo charged, because it is the bailor's own folly to trust

such an idle Miow.*
II. MtnJa/um, or commission, which is a delivery of goods

fcr the purpose of having them carried from one place to

another, or of having some aet performed upon them, for

which terriee the bailee is to receive no reward or payment,
and (rem which the depositor alone is to derive benefit. The
distinction between this kind of bailment and a mere de-
posit, t* that the former implies some action to be done by
the bailee, whereas the latter simply relates to custody.

Hence arises a difference in the nature of the duty imposed,
which is not merely to return the property to the owner, but
to execute the commission which, by the acceptance of the
rod* ft* that purpose, the bailee has engaged to perform.
There n. however, no real difference in the two cases as to

toe degree of liability incurred by the bailee ; for his accept-

ance of t be commission implies an undertaking to do so much
towards the execution of it, as he would do if he were per-

forming his own work ; and his neglect to do so is such a de-
gree of negligence as amounts to an evidence of bad faith

:

ma negligence, therefore, or breach of faith, are the only

(round• upon which either a depositary or a mandatary can
be charred with a loss.

III. Cvmmodalum, which is a loan of goods to be used by
the person to whom they are lent or delivered. In this

case, as the bailee alone derives a benefit from the transac-
tion a pr 'portkmate increase of obligation and respon-
Mtsluy u east upon bim. Where a chair, a book, a car-

nage, or any other article is lent for the accommodation of
the borrower, be is bound to re-deliver it specifically in as
good condition as it was in when delivered to bim, subject

oalv to the deterioration produced by the ordinary and rea-

sonable use of it for the purposes of the loan ; and he is

slsi bound to indemnify the lender against any loss or da-
aiire which might have been avoided by very great care
and vi|(dance. A borrower, therefore, is answerable not
<»W for dight. but for the slightest neglect ; he is to apply
not merely ordinary care, but the greatest possible diligence ;

sad it is not sufficient to exonerate bim from responsibility
far the loss or injury of the article borrowed, that be has
taken as much rare of it as of his own property ; it is his
doty to apply the utmost care of a careful and vigilant man.
Thus, if 1 place a borrowed horse in a ruinous stable, and a
rwlent tempest blows down the stable and kills the horse,
I must bear tha loss, because it was not entirely an acci-
dent, as a very careful man would have repaired the stable
or would not have put the horse into it ; on the other hand,
if the stable hrd been in good repair, and had fallen from
the violence of the tempest only. I should not have been
bible. Even If the goods bo stolen from a borrower, he
" " Indemnify the owner, unless ho has observed the

I greatest rare, end need ovary precaution to prevent the
!

occurrence. Thus, if I lock up a borrowed horse In mr
•table, and robbers break the door and steal htm. I am not
chargeable; but if 1 or my servants neglect to lock the
stable-door, and thus give an opportunity to the robbers, I
shall ba liable, because my negligence has occasioned the
loss. This instance will also serve to illustrate a distinction
between a loss by robbery and a loas by theft, which is fully
adopted into our law from the Roman law : if I neglect to
lock the stable-door, in consequence of which the horse is
stolen, this is a case of theft, which would not have happened
but for my neglect ; whereas if robbers break the door and
take the horse, ibis is a case of robbery or overpowering
violence which, no care of mine could prevent. • Advertus
latront*; says the civil law, • pernm prodest custodia : sd-
versus furrm potest, si quis advigilet." There may, how-
ever, be a case in which a borrower may be liable, though
the borrowed article be taken from him by superior
force. Thus, if I borrow a horse for a journey, and instead
of taking the common road, I ride across a country noto-
riously infested by robbers, in consequence of which I am
assailed and the horse is killed or taken from me : in such
a case, I should be chargeable because the loss was occa-
sioned by my imprudence in quitting the main road. The
borrower of an article is also bound to use it for no longer
time and fir no other purpose than those for which it waa
lent Thus, if I borrow a horse for a week to ride to Bsth
and instcsd of using him for that time and purpose, I ride
him to Oxford and keep him a month, I am liable to indem-
nify the lender for any accident which may befal the horse
in the journey to Oxford, or after the expiration of a week.
So also, if 1 lend a borrowed horse to another person, in
consequence of which the horse is injured, I must indem-
nify the owner.

IV. Vadi um, which is a delivery of goods In pledge or
pawn as security for some debt or engagement. In this
case a benefit is derived by each party to the transaction, the

Jiawnee by having a profit on his loan and also a security
or it, and the pawnor by having the advantage of goods or
money on credit. The duty, therefore, of the bailee in this
case is to take ordinary care of the property while in his
custody,— such care, namely, as a careful man bestows
upon his own property. He is not bound to use the most
exact diligence, as in the rase of a borrower for use ; but be
is responsible for less than grqss neglect. As the presump-
tion is, that a bailee does not use ordinary diligence who
suffers the goods deposited with him to be taken away by
tteallh, it follows that if they are simply tloien from him,
be is liable to account for them to tbe pawnor unless ho
can show by the circumstances of the transaction, that he
was in no default ; but upon the distinction abo%e mentioned
between a theft and a robbery, be will not be liable if bo
should be forcibly robbed without any misconduct or neg-
lect on his part. Also in case of bis bouse being burnt
accidentally, the pawnee is not liable to restore to tbe owner
the value of goods pawned if he has used ordinary care to

prevent the occurrence of such an accident The pawnee
is at liberty to use tbe goods pawned, provided they are of
such a nature as not to be deteriorated by his so doing ; thus
clothes, &c, when in pawn, must not be worn b) tbe pawnee,
but jewels or other articles which cannot be injured by being
worn, may be used by bim. This is, however, alwa)s at the
peril of the pawnee, who must indemnify the owner in all

cases, even of robbery by violence, if tbe goods pawned are
lost by him while he is wearing or otherwise using them.
It is said that where the pawnee is at expense in main-
taining the articles pledged, as in tbe case of a horse or cow,
be may moderately use the bone, and take the milk of tbe
cow for his compensation.

V. Locatum—This species of bailment, which is of the

most extensive importance in the common affairs of life,

is the hiring of an article, with a payment or remuneration

made either by the bailee for the use of it, or by tbe bailor

for work and services to be performed by tbe bailee upon
the article delivered to bim. For more clearly under-
standing the relative rights and duties of the parties to

this complicated kind of bailment, it may be conveniently

divided into two parts: I. A bailment of goods to be

used by the hirer for a compensation to bo paid by him to

the owner, which contract is calledWocoiio ret ,* and, 8. A
delivery of goods for the purpose of having work dona upon
them, or of being safely kept for tha owner, and in each
case for a reward or payment to be given or made to the
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Wee by the owner. This letter contract is called **^>°

"^^'bird diviswo has been made by iodm author^ naB^J-

foeafto -tcrts— p^tmimrtm^ whore goods ^J*^..
the purpart of being carried from one pUce toanotfter wr

stipulated or implied reward to the carrier. This seams,

however, to be merely an instance 0/ the loratio (a*"*-

With regard to the first of these divisions, the modern

and approved doctrine is. that the hirer of goods for a pay-

ment to the owner is bound to keep them with ordinary

care, that is, with that degree of care which a careful man
» uses in keeping his own goods. If, therefore, I hire s

bone, 1 am bound to treat it in all respects with the

same care and moderation as a man of common sense

and prudence would apply to his own horse; if I place

it in a stable and leave the door open, so that it is stolen

through my negligence, 1 must indemnify the owner ; but

I am not answerable if it is violently taken from me by rob-

bers, unless, by riding at unseasonable hours, sod travelling

by unusual roads, I have imprudently placed myself in the

wsy of danger. So, also, if I hire a bouse, lodging, or car-

riage. I must take the same care ofthem, and of the conduct

of my servants and family respecting them, as all prudent

and discreet men would do of their own property.

The second kind of bailment comprised under this general

head, vis., loeatio operit, is of very general occurrence in

the common concerns of life. Not only manufacturers and
artisans, who have materials delivered to them to work up,

but innkeepers, carriers, factors, wharfingers, and ware-

housemen fall under this general head. But as innkeepers,

factors, and carriers are exposed to a greater degree of re-

sponsibility by the law of England than that of mere bailees

for hire, by means of acts of parliament and antient customs,

we refer, for the details of their liabilities, to Carbieb,
Facto*, and Ism. Generally speaking, all bailees of this

description, who in fart let their skill and attention to

hire, are bound to take ordinary care of the things re-

spectively bailed to them. With respect to manufacturers

or artisans, they ate not only bound to keep with ordinary

care the goods deposited with them to be worked upon

;

but they must also apply a degree of skill equal to the per-

formance of the particular kind of work respectively com-
mitted to them. This obligation is founded upon the

presumption that everv man possesses the ordinary skill

required for the art or business be professes. The doctrine

of the civil law is, that every person professing an art or

handicrsf rpowUt pert tiam artit ; and the consequence

•f this dortrine is that imprriha culpa numeratur. If,

therefore, I deliver cloth to a tailor with directions to mske
It into a coat, and if, for want of having the ordinary skill of

his trade, he cuts it so as to spoil the cloth, be must indem-

nify me for the loss. With retpert to agisters of cattle,

wharfingers, and warehousemen, it may be stated generally

that they are all responsible for want of good faith, and of

reasonable and ordinary care and diligence, and not to any
greater extent unlets under peculiar circumstances.

(Upon the whole of this subject, see Sir William Jones's

Stray on tin Law 0/ Bailment* ; Bsron's Abridgment,
title Bailment ; Pothier s Tratlft det Contract*. dV. ,- and
Kent's Commentant* on American Law ; in which latter

work the subject of bailment is treated in a most perspicuous

Banner )

BAINBRIDGE. or BAMBRIDGB. CHRISTOPHER,
arrlibishop of York, and cardinal-priest of the Roman
Church, was born at Hilton, near Appleby, in Westmore-
land, and received his education at Queen's College, Ox-
ford, of which he became provost in 1491, and was created

Doctor o Laws about the same time. He was afterwards a
liberal benefactor to his college. In 1503 he became Dean
of York ; in 130) Dean of Windsor ; and, in the same jeer.

Master of the Rolls and one of the king's privy council.

In 1 jo; he was advanced to the tee of Durham, end was
translated the next year to the ajvhlashopric of York.

Bale and Pits assure us that Bainbridge had been very

intimate with Morton. Archbishop of Canterbury, and
shared in that prelate's suflenngs during the usurpation of
Richard III., after whose death his affairs took a more pros-
perous turn, as he was appointed almoner to King Henry
VII.. and employed by that pnnre <m several embassy to

» B A t

Bainbridge distinguished himself eharfly by his ami
from King Henry VIII. to Pops Jalius IU who ere

him cardinal of St Prasad*, in March, till, and wtarfcn

days afterwards appointed him legate of the ecrleeiaattraaJ

army which bad been sent into the Ferrarese. and a

then besieging the fort of Bastia. His letter to Kii»er

Henry VIII.. concerning the pope's bull giving brat u»
title of most Christian King, is extant in Rtmere Farmtrm
(edit 1704-1735, vol. Xiii. p. 376V This prelate d*ed a*
Rome, from poison. July 14lh, 1514. and was buried ut Iks*

English hospital (since called the English college) thee*.

Bainbridge is usually stated to have been potaoned a* ease

of his domestics. Rinaldo de Modem, whom he bad rea-
lised. Rinaldo de Modena, however, was not the steward
of Cardinal Bainbridge, as Roeroe says in the Lift 0/ V .

nor one of the household chaplains, as be is described aw
Stow, but simply a priest, whom the cardinal empV/ied at

menial services in his chamber. Rinaldo de Modena. after

confessing that he was suborned to this art by 8y Waster da
Giglis, Bishop of Worcester, who was at that tune
from King Henry VIII. to Rome, committed sutnde. Ts»
presumption that the Bishop of Worcester inauratrd ue
deed is strong. Richard Pare, one of the cardinal s ten s

tones, afterwards Dean of St. Paul's, in a kriter to K.r.x

Henry VIII. (Elliss 1st .Series 0/ OnrtsuJ Letter, L
1 110), acknowledges that his lord ' hsd tome views. Taw
' violence of the cardinal's temper to those about him m par-
ticularly dwelt upon by Oldoinus. the eontinuatne of C n et

nius. The death of Cardinal Bainbndge, by opening the
road of preferment, hastened Wolsc) s greatness. Sort

in his work on English silver coins, has engraved a ba f-

groal of King Henry VIII., struck in the arrh>rpM<-ut-*i

mint at York during Bainbridge s prelacy, which ha* an im
reverse X. B. at l!-e sides of the shield of - the rot aJ area*.

(See the Bingraphia Bntanniea, edit. 1778, vuL 1. pi tli ;

Wood's Athene* Oram. edit. Bliss, vol. it. p. .'Of . F.u» a

Original Letter*, la series. voL L pp. 99. IM, ins ; -id

series, vol. i. p. 226.)

BAINBRIDGE, JOHN, an astronomer of merit. We
1582. at Ashby-di -la-Zouch; died 1643. at Oxford. H.
was the first Savilian professor of astronomy in that a a per-

sity, and was appointed, in 1*19. by Sir Henry Savue t-n»-

self, to whose noure be was recommended by his desrrtaw •
of the comet of 1618. He was also a Doctor of Meda-.<-e.

and a good oriental scholar, baring studied Arefer for t-«r

purpose of reading the astronomers of that language. I r

more detail tec Martin's Btngraphia Pktlotopktca, sr Hus-
ton's Lhrtmnary. (The list of bis works in the latter it lb*

more precise ) Hit published works were, I. ' Aslrtoa^
cal Description of the Comet of 1618/ London. HI* : A
Latin vcr»ion of the Sphere of Prurlus, and of Puarstv u-

llt,pi)thettbtu Planetarum, together with the Camtm h-t
nnrum of the latter,' quarto, I6J0. 3. ' Canteulmna, s
treatise on the Doctor, and the Eirvptian veer, left ux-.ee-

plete, but published b> Mr. Greaves, after has deals. .-.

1649. Hit unpublished works are, I. ' Anupriarna»i «•».
againtt Attn.l- u> 2. ' On the Method of finding U*.~
ences of Longitude.' 3. ' On the Planet Venus iTU
remaining. U-tt b) will to his fnend Arrhbtsha* Usher, are

in the Liljrsry of Dublin College ) 4. ' A Tnevry st t—
Sun." 5. • A Theory of the Moon.' 6. 'On the Qsaau-n
of the Year.' 7. Two volumes uf Obserrsttoos. s, Sranl
volumes of miscellaneous mathematx-sl papers.

The preceding list is from Dr. Hulton. There ee
mention of Bainbridge that we can find as Dasaaaaes ar

Weidler.

BAINS. Two places in France bear this name The
first is in the department of Vosgea. and is a scnall am.
agreeably situated on the brook Begnerat. or Bejffwms.
three or four miles N .K of the town uf Fuotenota. the

boundary between this department and that of Haute S *•*•*.

It has severs! warm springs, wha-h draw m«b* man
The waters are dear and laeirleaa, except thins U mm
spring, whw-h are sli||hlly arid

; the; are not quite ee warm
as tbe nriglibounnir thnntfS of Plumber**, their trotprrs
tore brine, only 3.' of Resumur. or 104 of Fahre&U*
thst of tbe latter it 3e' of Reaumur, or 1

1

J 5' af Fahrvc.hr «

but thev sre ronsiilered more sttVaouus for oWaaes ml t-W

chest, for gout, and rheumatic gout (iar gyeUtem rejasa. sad
let rkemmatttmee, rimtteus )

Home ano-nt brunts medak, mostly Roman, bat a are-

Greek, were ditcotered here in Kit, while datgrne to

of -mm OSTaM mm Wbsta bad
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. be* in om of the springs. Tbey were found under
a large stone, placed over the spring itself, and having a
verta-al opening, through which the water flowed ; and were
rewarded aa snowing decisively that these baths were known
to the Roman*.
There are nameroot lodging-houses for visiters, and de-

lightful walks in the neighbourhood. The population is

given in Keirhard's Detrriplive Rnad Bonk of Prance (Lon-
don. 1829) at 30*0. 48° N. 1st.. 6° 16' E. long.

The other Burnt is a village in the department of the
Pyrenees Oriental** (Eastern Pyrenees). It is on a rivulet

running into the Tech (a small river which waters the

This line of coast is bold, rocky, and naturally destitute
of seaports. The enterprising inhabitants of old Assos,
however, remedied this defect by art and industry. They
threw out a strong mole, or stone d)ke. from the shore, and
this wss so disposed as to shelter their vessels from all the
more dangerous winds. Through the neglect and storms of
many centuries this valuable work has fallen to pieces and
almost disappeared, but in stormy weather the waves stUl
break and foam over its foundations and fragments.
A steep and well-defended ascent led from the port to a

broad but shelving platform which was the cemetery of the
city, and which is still strewed with huge antient sarcophagi

southern part of the department), and near the frontier of of granite. From the cemetery a long Might of steps, alto
France and Spain, two or three miles east of the little town
of Aries. Here Louis XIV. caused a fortress to be built in

1*70, o« the summit of a mountain which commands the
village. At the foot of this fortress are two mineral springs,

di (feting only in temperature, and distant about 180 feet

from one another. The water is very hot; it is collected

fortified, conducted to a terrace and porticoes, and' to the
principal gate in the city walls. Within that gate the lower
city, with its baths and edifices, rose up the gentle accli-

vities of a hill, in the rear of which a steep granite rock
towered above all the city, and served for the natural
Acropolis or citadel, which the Greek* always looked for in

in a large basin or reservoir, the descent to which is by
|

selecting the sites of their towns. On the summit of this
steps. Over the bath and the steps is an antient vault,

with an opening at the top. to admit light This, as well as
the bath, is ascribed to the Romans, or to the early Moors.
«* *r N. lat.. 2" 4* E. long.

BAIRAM is the designation of the only two festivals

annually celebrated by the Turks and other Mohammedan
nations. The first is sl*> called Id-al Fitr, i. e. 'the festival

of the interruption.' alluding to the breaking of the universal

fast which is rigorously observed during the month Ra-
nisdban or Ramaaan. It commences from the moment
when Use new moon of the month Shewal becomes visible,

the appearance of which, as marking the termination of four
weeks of abstinence and restraint, is looked for and watched
with great eagerness. At Constantinople it is announced
by the discharge of guns at the seraglio upon the sea shore,

and by the sounding of drums and trumpets in all public
places of the city. This festival ought, properly, to last but
one day ; but the rejoicings are generally continued for two
days more. The second festival, denominated Id al-AzKS,
or Kurbmn Bairam, i.e. 'the festival of the sacrifices,'

is instituted in commemoration ofAbraham offering his son
Isaac, and is celebrated seventy days after the former, on the
lOih of Zulhyjah. the day appointed for slajing the victims

by the pilgrims at Mecca. It lasts four days. At each of
these festivals but one khutba is read. i. e. divine service is

only anew publicly performed, on the first day, about an hour
after sunrise ; and in the Turkish empire even this solitary

act of public worship' is now no longer announced by the
sanenina, or public criers, from the tops of the minarets or

turrets of the mosques. At Constantinople the two Bairdms
am celebrated with much pomp. The sultan on this occa-

sion receives the homage of the different orders of the em-
pire, and proceeds in state, followed by all the higher officers,

to the mosque. As the Mohammedans have a lunar vear
of 314 days, the two festivals run, once every thirty-three

years, through all the seasons. ( See Afuradgea d Ohtton.
TttbUam Qfnrral dt tEmpire Othoman, Paris, 1788, 8vo.

vol. u. p. S2 J 31.)

BAIRAM. or BAIRAM KALESI.a small and miser-
able Turkish town in Asia Minor, situated on the Gulf of
Adramyttium, opposite to the island of Lesbos, or Mitylene,
and near the promontory of Lectum, or Cape Baba. [See
Caps Baba.1 Bairam is not otherwise remarkable than
by standing close to the site of the antient city of Assos. the
remains of which are still very considerable. Assos waa a
marit ime town, strongly fortified by nature and art, and
celebrated for its exportation of wheat of a superior quality.

(Strain, 734.) It is mentioned by Strabo as a proof of the
dentate luxury of the antient kings of Persia, that they
earned the corn for their bread to be brought all the way
from Assos. This city, which is said to have been founded
by an Mabma colony from the neighbouring island of
Lesbos (Strabo, 610), is mentioned by St. Paul, who visited

Asses en bis return from Troas. (See Act* xx., 13, 14,

W)

•B«w Coiaefajeo*.

rock stood the building of the Acropolis, and on its sides,

fronting the sea. rose temples and porticoes, a theatre and
other public edifices, all of great and noble proportions, as is

evident by their remains and fragments. In the days of
its prosperity, therefore. Assos. with its outworks rising gra-
dually from the line of the sea to an elevation of five or six
hundred feet, and from the nature of its position reveal-

ing and throwing out all its best parts, must have presented
a striking and beautiful aspect Its inhabitants, also, from
the' sloping hill, or lofty Acropolis, could enjoy one of the
finest views in the /Eeean Sea. Looking straight before

them, across a narrow arm of the Adramtttian Gulf, their

eye could take in nearly the whole extent of the island of
Lesbos with its fertile plains and lofty mountains, behind
which, at sun set, as being loftier still, the curious acumi-
nated point of the highest mountain of Chios (Scio) is gene-
rally visible.

The walls of Assos were of great strength, and about five

miles in circuit. Three of the city gates remain almost en-
tire, and the ruins of the principal gate, that faced the sea,

indicate a magnificent structure. In front of these ruins

the traveller may still walk over part of the grand flight of
steps which led from the port and the cemetery to the city.

The ruins of Assos have been rarely visited. In 1801,

when Dr. Hunt and Professor Carlyle went to Bairam, on
their descent from Mount Ida, they found these ruins so

considerable, and of so elevated a class, that they called

them ' magnificent remains of a city.' These two gentlemen
may be styled the discoverers of Assos. for even until their

description appeared, which was not before 1817 (in Wal-
pole's Memoirs relating to European and Asiatic Turkey),

no account of that important and splendid city had ever

been published. M. de Choiseul, in his Voyage Pittoretav*,

indeed, makes mention of the ruins, but slightly, and in a
way that shows he not only bad never been at the spot, but
knew nothing positive about it or its antiquities.

Dr. Hunt found—
1. Three of the antient gates quite entire, and the fourth

gate and flight of steps in ruins, or imperfect, aa already

described.

2. On the summit of the Acropolis the remains of an
edifice, which, in the revolution of ages, had been a Genoese
castle and a Greek church, and was then (in 1801) a
Turkish mosque. Over the doorway of this building waa
an inscription in very modem Greek characters. Near the

same edifice were two reservoirs or cisterns to bold water for

the garrison, and on* of them still supplied, in part, the

modern town of Bairam.

3. On the brow of the Acropolis some bros.cn columns

(fluted) of granite, and various bassi-rilievi. the figures of

which were twenty inches high, and cut on blocks of granite.

The subjects of these sculptures were, a procession to a
sacrifice; a symposium, or banquet; two bulla fighting,

with their horns locked together : three horses running, and

two winged sphinxes, resting each of them a foot on a kind

of candelabrum, placed between them, and looking upwards.

The style of the sculpture resembled the Egyptian.

4. A number of fragments of shafts of columns in their

original tit* (on the Acropolis), so that a person conversant

with antient architecture could easily trace the plan and

different details of a temple to which they had belonged.

These columns were of granite, and three feet in diameter.

5. Descending from the Acropolis, a small but beautifully
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. . , ... , . . . „, _,t.„
VI1ulred. ' you please, yon may knock me down and walk out orer my

©obstructed edifice, having an arched, or rather /. •? 7

P^W!^!l!^^WT <X>rap0^^^TurkTbi ' In 1.79 Captain Baird hi. raiment to
granite fitted together without cement. The lurM oau

f ( j _ r
# ^ ^ (

i ^ . „granite nuea ™f™T*,7'
, k .h £ t at that India, and «>. present at the dt.ai.tr

TV
t^d ^J^S8 to • vapour-Uth. hut at uu P

tune it appeared neglected.
.. _ I

. .,. . .

to
rt>ua affur of !*• ram
he next Vcar. when ame it appearea ucKitfcieo. i, ,, .- ,•»... . . ,, . \ ,

6. On .lower declivity of the rock of the Acropoli* an handful of British tront-. after a mostgallant d,-feiier. were

orient Greek theatre, of which the remain- were very con- porndiousl)-UauKl.U-r.-l by the army of Hyd.r All In .

aiderable. Tbe stone aeata for the spectator* remained sequence of an arcidcnt which deprived the Isrit>-h tn«.t». of

almost perfect; they were conveniently biliowed out in front, their ammunition, and after repulsing the f r>e. ,f Hyd r a«

for allowing the people sitting on them to draw their feet a least twenty time* more numerous. I o!..ricl Bail lie. the Kng-

liltle back and under them. so as not to incommode tlio»e
I
lish commander, made s,gnal of surrender It was sckn ..-

who sat before them. There were forty rows or range* of . lodged by the enemy, and his men threw d<iwn their art-,

these seats, and at the top of the theatre there was a broad the moment they did so the r ivatry of Hyder. minmti i-d

open terrace. Two large vaulted entrances, by winch the by his son Tipo->o, rushed forward, atid liti-rsily «ut It •

people entered into the area, whence they ascended by live ' British force to pieces. Captain Baird received twu sa- •*•

flight* of steps to their appropriate places ; some large blocks wounds on the head, a b ill in the thigh, and a pike

remaining in their original places, in front of the stage,

and supposed by Dr. Hunt to be tho ruins of the Thy mete,
where the singers and musicians used to bo placed in tho
Greek theatres; and several other component parts of such
an edifice, either entire, or but partially destroyed. The
diameter of the whole theatre was seventy pates.

7. Along the whole line of the wall that fronts the sea,

fragments of columns and architraves, which indicated an
extensive portico. Some massive tngtyphs, which still re-

mained, snowed that this portico bad been of the Doric
j

din, vol. ii. p. 194), 'can do justice to the Inunamtv of iw

in the arm, and fell s'IimUv On recovering be fowni
himself in the midst of hi* dead and dung comrade* H»
fortunately rallied sufficiently to In- ah'.e to crawl atvi »o>-

render himself to some French officers in tlic scrvstv uf ti»

enemy.
The humane and generous treatment of the Er.g! -V

prisoners by the French otllivrs in the scnirr of lit >r
Ah did honour to their European education. ' No per- i

wntes one who experienced it (<|U»t<-d in Mill * Hnlult /•-

order. Two broken inscriptions in large antient Greek
characters, but apparently of no importance, lay near this

spot

8. At the foot of the antient flight of steps, in the ceme-
tery already montioned. Dr Hunt observed many sarco-

phagi, some of which were seven or eight feet high, and of

firoportionate length and breadth. Each of them had been
lewn out of one massive block of gray granite, and its heavy
lid or cover out of another. The sides of most of them were
ornamented with festoons in relievo, and many had the re-

mains of inscriptions which were so much defaced as to be
illegible. The destructive Turks had broken into all these

saicophagi by making- holes in their sides : and these en-
trances admitted kid* and lambs, w ho were glad of the shelter

and shade which they found within.

Dr. Hunt moreover observed in various parts of the
old town heaps of broken vases, beautifully varnished with

black, and of that light elegant fabric called Etruscan.

He was led to believe that the labours of any one who should
carry on excavations at A*sos would be repaid by the dis-

covery of many valuable relic* of antient art The t radii i >ii

of tbe inhabitants preserved tbe bu t that, during the middle

ages, tho place bad been a fortress and commercial settle-

ment of the enterprising Genoese.

Some English travellers who visited Assns in lfe-iH and
in loll, conrlnn Dr. Hunt's description in all Us important

P-hiiU. They were equally struck with the beauty of its

situation, the extent of it* walls, and the number sud mag-
nificence of its rums; but the) found that m my things hail

been broken and defaced »incc the doctor's tune, and that

m<nl of the more portalde fragments had been carried away
bv the Turk* for buildings, for tombstone*, trough* lor

rattle, corn-mills and for other purposes. For the articlr

if toinlislones akne. Die Turks, since their occupation of

A«i* Minor and Greece, have worked up the materials of

whole cities, and have blown up and shattered some of the

most exquisite remains of antient arrsbitecture to rot the

franmeni- mio grave slab*, or hew thctn into paltrt lurbsncd
pillars. (R \\ alpole s Mrmnut relating Id t ufifrun "lid

A»<*lic Turkey ; tdtttd/rxm mtamHtcnpl juurnait, London,
1817 I

BAIRD. SIR DAVID. BART.. General in the Bnti.h

army, and K C.B.. was born on lU- 6th Uercmln-r, trj;.

at Newbvth. in Scotland. He entered the *ervn-e at till. -en I mi brave fell f..!l.i* i

»osr» uf age, a* an enugn in llie -Jnd reemvent o( I **.

and oiitained a comnaiiv. in IK*, in tbe JJrd lliirhlaud

MViiwnL Before eiileruig upon active »er»ice ho *p> nt

•neaa months at an academv al I bel«ea, then belli in much
estarera a* a school of military discipline. An anrcalote I*

told respecting hi* condoei al tlus uonod which evince* an
early but morally detertrre sense of tbe inviolability of raili

tar* ruin. Young Baird bappened. acrordmg to the di»-
etf-line nf Ibe artutemy, to be *entinel one evening. « lien a
leilow elu4mi, baa sensor mi years, eosVeavotirol to paaa,
esnlrery to 'TtWr.. Tlrrwata and entreaties were both ssa-
pUiyni se nxh.ca the »mnw mM ie» to sink al lh« traa*gre*

a, but iu vsiu .

gentlemen, without whose a.-iUtanro many of i^ir

tnu»t have perished ; but their merit will live f.»r nrt r-^-

balmeil in tbe hearts of all who felt and witnesord uvsr
beneflecnce.'

But tlie French officer* had not tbe power of rest - - j
the English prisoners U) lilicrty. Before their wour. I. *
cured, they were marched Indifferent f>rtn*»e* in H> .»* t

dominion*. The strong fortress of Serm^apatam wa* i •
destination of Baird and about lnO Bnii»h soldier*. HVt
he had to endure a captivity of nearly four years <1 ir»-.

embittered by every privation and suffering shrh **v» t-r

vengeance could devw. He Wire all with a nnar><-«s a '.

equanimity which attended bun through hie. After I s

release from prison. Baipl visited Eneland, and rrturn*.! i.

India in I."91 with tbe rank of lieutenaiit-eutonel I>„r -g
his stay be (luarrvlled with the Bnlisli aulliocii w* rcpr -.

-

ing their conduct in the affair* of the Rajah of T»t., <-».

believing, in hi* simplicity, thai the policv of the B- • »j

government in India tliwards the native prince* wa* —r

-

|
lated solelv by a regard to »lrv-l justice and e««I !• . .

! He left India in disgust on the I 7th Ocloln-r. 17-*'. (or l'..

Cape of G<»id Hope, but returned *-..n sfter with i>k rs *

I

of bnga<lier-gencral. and was encaged in ai tive *.-r»ire . r

(Jeneral Harris in the war winch a.-ain br >L« out !»-<»•• -.

i
the British government and the sultan of My tore. T.fi**-

! the son of Hyder All.

j

After various »u<o »».•«, the British armv encampr.' ^r. *~r

' the walls of SeriiiL'apatam. a fortr>-»s of ^rrwt slrt-ngi'v. s

' defended by a numerous and confident army. The B- .i
commander detenu n<-<l t> take it by Sturm ; and Iris

' duct of the dangerous enlerpns.* vs as. at his o*n s. . . ».* .

intrusted to Major (ielietal Baud. Tbe srr mgrtas-n'.s »

storming were completed on the lib May, IT-v aass

o i lock of that day was fi\< <| upon for the it '« <
known tint the lialive. usoallv ».,i»-ht six r n-i rr-*s «
from the heat of the sun at that hour. A few m-"ut«s> k

s- *sy

[
one. Baird went round I" the st mn ng par<». and Is. J ; - as

to be ready at all instants Warning. \\ l« n Use sk«<
|

moment arrived, he ascended the j>»ta|«-t of tlsr tr» •» •

I full view of Is.tb aruiK-s, * a m I.tsry figure, orssrrx-s 1

lonel Wilk*. ' suite.1 10 su< h all onas.on. aiwt. 4t»« fc
i »

.word aitli the gal'.mt bearing of a knv.it >>f r .«•-*».
' sl.ootol. 111 a tone that thn list al >ng ttvs trc.< >srsa, ' \ «

a .•! |--ove yissirwltes) m .* «

the name ot It' > 1
1
- Ii s-'ll.rs Will, in sroti tssw '.sis*

F.ngh.h tlsg wsve^l from the oi.ter tust oil . f t;^ I <ms>
and before night Serin/ '[ulaiu s as in pn»e«s»«i • -sr

Ir.'i'um. 1 in- skill and ii.tn pi-htv d .:'itv.*l i.s C. -s.

Haint on tin* nicuioral-le ura.i -n were . i rsjv i,,a .

Ill* bumsiiity tosanl* llie ra|.|.ves, humsuits Mm a»
wurthv of praise when it i* rrodWrtcd that Seinf .s^xsam
Wa* llie scene ig his suffrniigs and long sw»pr»*.*na»-*iit.

Thriugh 'Ut In* pr.fesa'onal rartstsr l.ersrrsj Bairst 1st w
endure many of tbntw th^nts and WMsTba. slsm* *>.«•.»
person* in of command i

"

k- t.irth a*ad rainislsnsl isls*»«
srr tisi fm|iieiilly *u:>jr< led in tlie Bntasb atSB* la ssa

7 Kit I cannot d*>, said Baard, ' but, if i other sen kx ha* its* ' wld shasW of tbe aruWciss i, a* esse
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tbe happy Urguafe of the historian of the Peninsular
war. so constant and extensive an influence : yet such is the
Bilne valour, and to buoyant arc the hopes of the British

soldier, that in no service are there to be found more enter-

prising officer* of comparatively inferior birth and con-
nexion*. At lb* lime of the taking of Scringapatatn, Lord
al-«mngton llhe present Marquess Wellesley ) was eovcrnnr-

lO'itcral of ludu.: lus brother. Colonel Arthur Wellesley

tiki* present Duke of Wellington, who even then displayed

tt»o qualiue* of a skilful officer) comraaniled a corps of

rvx-nc under General Bturd. Usage entitled Baird to tho

cuuituaixi or governorship of the town which be had taken,

e<cn hod his services bteu less brilliant and successful.

L'oder this impression be took possession of the palace of

Tippuo, wh<> ww among the slain, as his head-quarters. lie
was next da) abruptly commanded to deliver up the keys of

tlic town to CoIoimu Wellesley, w ho, as it happened, had no
aetite sbarw in the capture. ' And thus,' tunl Baird, ' before

the sweat was dryon my brow, 1 was superseded by an
inferior officer.' The injustice of this proceeding is not

lessened by the consideration that this ' interior officer,'

al».ut ten year* after, proved himself to be a man of far

bixlirr military capacity : he was appointed to the command
becsu«e be was brother to tho governor-general, and not
bn iuw he was a soldier of promise.

The storming of Scnngaputain was the great achievement
of Sir Dttid Baud's military life; and though his subse-
quent service* were numerous and important, wo do not
feel it neceuary to notice them in detail. lie received the
thank* of Parliament and the East India Company for his

brilliant conduct at Seringapatam, and declined a pension
from the Company, in the hope of being rewarded by a red
riband by his sovereign. Such a reward was held out to

him at tb* Urne (our authority is Air. IJook's^ Life) by
Lord Moraington ; but the promise was forgotten*

In I so I General Baird was sent from India to co-operate

with the British troop* in Egypt against the French. He
landed at Kusseir, on the west coast of the Red Sea. and
marched by the usual route to Kenneh.on the Nile. Follow-
ing the course of that river, be arrived at Rotctta August 30,
IsOl, where he received a letter from General Hutchinson,
announcing that the French had sent a Hag of truce to treat

fur the surrender of Alexandria. General Baird returned
to India through the Red Sea, and landed at Calcutta July
31. I»u2. For the particulars of this Egyptian expedition,

we refer to the Life of General Jhurd, attributed to Mr.
Hook ; and to the itimoires, &c, of the Count de Noe, who
served m the expedition in the 10th English regiment of

foot.

On bis return to India he was removed to the »taff of tho

establishment at Fort St George, Madras, at his own request.

He was afterwards engaged in the hostilities against Scin-

diah and the Rajah of Raj pore. During this campaign,
considering himself neglected and thwarted, and having in

vain remonstrated with tbe government of Madras, be
applied for leave' of absence. This being granted, be relin-

quished his command and returned to Europe, quitting,

*ms his partial biographer, ' the land of his early sufferings

and bis later glory fir ever.'

In IhOi General Baird commanded an expedition directed

agan»t the Dutch settlements at the Cape of Good Hope

;

u»»k Cape Town, and was proceeding to organise his con-

quest when he was recalled for having sanctioned an ill-

judged expedition of Sir Home Popham against one of the

poucuiuns of Spain in South America.
In 1807 he accompanied I>ord Calbcatt in the expedition

of that year against Denmark ; and, though wounded twice
during the capture of Copenhagen, he is hardly mentioned
la tbe despatches : while General Wellesley, bis junior, who
also had a command under L>rd Cathcart, is made the sub-
ject dt an elaborate eulogy. On hi* return, he was sent to

superintend a 'camp of instruction' in Ireland; an employ-
ment which would imply that his proficiency in tbe mecha-
ncal branches of the military art was more highly rated by
hi* superiors than his fitness to command an army.

In ID09 Baird commanded a large force that was sent
out to co-operate with Sir John Moore, then commander-in-
chief of the British forces in the Peninsula. As we shall

have u speak of tbe fortunes of this expedition in another
plaee. we shall here merely stale that it formed part of Sir
John Moore's army in his retreat to Coruna, and shared in

the glory of the battle of that name, which vindicated the
of the English arm*. On the death of that able

commander (see Napier's History q/ the Pemisuultv Wm,
vol. i. passim). General Baird. as second in command, be-
came commander in chief, and tbe despatch relating to tbe
battle was accordingly written in tit's name. He »a» how-
ever too severely wounded to lake advantage of ihu srei-
dental promotion, even had cuvurnswnces been otherwise
favourable; lor be received tonic grape shot in tbe lelianu,
which so shattered the bone or the arm and shoulder, tlist

amputation from the socket became necessary. On bis re-
turn, he received tho thanks of Parliament for bis valiant
conduct, was gratified with the long-sought fur red riband,
and created a baronet.

In lb 10 Sir David Baud married Miss Campbell Preston,
of Perthshire, with whom he received considerable estates
in that county. In l»U. at the termination of the war, he
applied for a peerage and pension, considering the baronetcy
and K.C.8. honour quite inadequate to the length and mi-
IKirtaiice of his services ; but he failed in bis application,

n ls2u Baird was appointed commander -in-chief in Ireland,
but remained in office only long enough to show that,
though an intrepid and gallant soldier, he was wholly igno
rant of the principles of good government. He was removed
from his command in 1»2I, when the Marquess Wellesley
became Lord Lieutenant. From this period till bis death,
in 1629, he lived in retirement.

(The L(fe nf General Sir David Baird, <$c ; Mill's
Britith India ; lint'iricul Sketches of the South </ India,
by Colonel Mark Wilks ; Napier's History of the Penin-
sular War ; and Notes on the Campaign of I BUB 9 in the
North qf Spain, by Colonel Sorrell, Baird s Military
Secretary.)

BAIRDSTOWN. [See Bahd^town.)
BAIREL'TH. or BAYRBUTII. This principality,

which formed part of the possessions of ttie margrave* of

Anspacb-Raireulh in Frauconia, was. after its cession by
tbern to Prussia in 1 791, surrendered by the latter to France
in 1807, at which time it contained a superficies of 1213
square miles, and a population of 2bo,7i<0 souls. It

was subsequently transferred by France to Bavaria, under
tbe treaty of Paris in February, IblO. when it was divided
into tbe upper and lower districts, the former Wing at pre-
sent included in the Bavarian province of the Upper Main,
and the latter in that of the Rezat. The circle or bailiwick

of this name lies in the north-eastern part of Bavaria, in the

province of the Upper Mam ; and is a hilly country owing to

the numerous arms which the Fichtelgebirge throws out in

all directions, but it has excellent pastures, and raises much
grain and fruit. It is 109 square miles in extent, and con-
tains about 23,000 inhabitants, two market-towns, and 104
villages and hamlets, besides Baireutb, which is the capital

of the province of the Upper Main, and in former times

was that of the principality itself. This town is plea-

santly situated in a spacious and fertile valley between
the Red Main, which is here crossed by two bridges,

and the Mistelbach and Sendelbach, and is about IIS

miles due north of Munich. Including the town of St.

Gcorg, which adjoins it, tbe number of its inhabitants is

about 13,000, of whom about 900 are Roman Catholics,

and 200 Jews. Baireutb is an open, cheerful, well-built

place, and has six gates, though parts only of it* old wall*

are standing : the streets are broad, regular, and well-paved

,

and it is embellished with gardens, grove*, promenades,

and public fountains, three of which on tbe great market-
place are adorned with statues. Tbe most remarkable

buildings in Baireutb are the ' Sopbienburg,' formerly the

margravial residence, which was destroyed by fire in 1743.

but lias since been in a great measure restored ; snd its

church with an octangular tower of freestone ; tbe new
palace with its gardens ; the chancery building*, a hand-

some opera house, tbe riding-bouse (a spacious and
massive edifice, containing a play-house), tbe barracks, the

mint, and bunting establishment*, now converted into

schools, in the *ame way a* tbe orphan-bouse has been appro-

priated a* a gymnasium ; the town-ball, the market-place,

with throe handsome fountains, a lunatic asylum, an in-

firmary, and an hospital, a house of correction, and a hall for

the exercise of tbe gun and bow (schiess-baus). Besides

the palace-church and a gothic church erected in 1446 in

honour of St. Mary Magdalen, there are six other churches

and a synagogue in the town. It is the centre of adminis-

tration for the province, has boards for the borne and finan-

cial departments, judicial tribunals, and a Protestant con-

sistory. At the bead of the public schools in Baireuth is
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the Christian-Ernestinum, which take* it* name from the

margrave who founded it in 1664 : it ha* also aeveral pri-

vate and national schools, and a Jewish seminary. There
are tanning-yards, manufactories for making tobacco-pipes,

parchment, linen, porcelain and earthenware, cottons, and
stockings ; and the inhabitant* carry on considerable trade

in grain and flour. According to stein, Baireuth lie* in

49° 37' N. lat, and 11* 4C B. long.

A road, bordered with trees, and scarcely more than half
a mile in length, leads to the little town, or rather suburb, of
' 8t Georgam See,' on the Red Main, opposite to Baireuth,

and close to the site of a lake called the ' Brandenburger
Weiber,' from which the water* have been drawn off, and
which ha* been cultivated for agricultural and grazing pur-

poses : it consist* of a single straight street, composed of

210 handsome dwellings, all uniform in height, and has
•bout 1800 inhabitants. The house of correction at Bai-

reuth ha* a manufactory of playing-cards, and workshops for

marble-slabs, &c attached to it, in the latter of which the
prisoner* work up fifty-five different kind* of native marble.

A spring of mineral water, impregnated with iron and sul-

phur, was discovered here in 1821. The celebrated Jean-
Paul (J. P. Fr. Richter) died in this place on the 14th of
November, 1825, and a monument incloses his remains.

About three mile* distant are the beautiful park, temple,

gardens, and waterworks of the Hermitage ; the mansion to

which they are an appendage ha* two wing*, the one fitted

up with twelve cell*, for the use of the former margrave* a*

superior*, and a* many hermit* ; and the other with an
equal number for the margravine and twelve female recluses.

Six mile* beyond it lies the Sanspareil, a royal country-seat,

romantically situated.

BAIROUT, the antient Berytus. [See Biibout.]
BAISB. [See Garonne, &c]
BA'JA, a large market town in Hungary, situated

near the banks of the Danube, in the north-western part of

the circle of Bscs, and on the border* of that of Pesth ; in
46° 10' N. lat., and 18° 58' B. long. It contains 1676
houses, and 13,834 inhabitants (Blumenbacb, 1833), and be-

longs to Prince Grassalkovics, who has a handsome residence
on the spot It carries on an extensive shipping-trade on
the Danube, ha* several churches, a synagogue, a Catholic
gymnasium recently erected, a civic school of the first rlasa

(haupt-schule), and a military store for provisions. It is

celebrated throughout Austria for its annual fair, to which
immense herds of swine are driven ; and the prices obtained
for them are a guide to most other part* of the empire.
Much grain and wine are produced in it* vicinity.

BAJAZID. or BAJAZET. [See Bayaxid.]
BAKER, DAVID, an English Benedictine monk and

ecclesiastical historian, was the son of William Baker, and
nephew, on the mother's side, to Dr. David Lewes, judge of
the Admiralty. He was born at Abergavenny, December
9th, 1575. He received his carry education at Christ's
Hospital, in London, whence, in 1590, he went to Oxford,
where be became a commoner of Broadgale Hall, now
Pembroke College. Here be is recorded by Anthony a
Wood to have fallen into vicious and disorderly habits.

Having left the univerMty without a degree, he came to

London, and joined lus brother Richard, a hamster of the
Middle Temple, where he studied law, and, in addition to

the loose courses be had followed, became a professed infldei

After the death of bis brother, his father sent for him to
Abergavenny, where (being steward to Lord Abergavcnnv)
he was enabled to make him recorder of the town. Here,
whilst reluming home from holding a court at a distant
place, a miraculous escape from drowning recalled htm to a
sense of religion, and made bim ultimately desirous, inmm way. to enter lU service. After much mediUlHm. be
berime convinced that there was no safety but in the Roman
Catholic C'hurrh ; and. taking a journey to London, be lei I in

with some Benolirtine father* of the Cawune congregation,
with one of whom be shortly after repaired to Itah. He
gave no further notice of his intentions to bis father than
that he was going to travel. Aiming at Padua, he was
racrned and admitted to the habil of religion by the abbot
of Jutlina. :7th Mat. I60J. about wbirb tune be changed
bis nam* from l>a< kI to Attguttim* Baker. After his no-
vmsu. a fit of atckiveea rendering it necessary that he should

the enact of ht< nsti\e air, b
' be arrttail

disposed of hi* own estate. Wood say* 'ha as*

fession of a religious state to the fathers as* the

gregation, to whom he gave an account of hat

After Una he resided partly in London ami partly wuk Ra-
man Catholic families in the country for some years, pro-

fessing his religion as openly as could be done with asslsry.

try th*

where
be returned to England.

Z * Ju'» <n Um* to reconcile bis father, who

"»•* °*r" to *" provided for has mother, awl

He then retired for • time to Doway.

became the spiritual director of th* convent elf

Benedictine nuns at Cambray, and also thesr ee

with whom he passed nine years, and then

to Douay.
About 1621 an employment was rotnsaraaadsd to ham

by the superiors of his order, that of searassaag after aaai

transcribing the records of the antient oanfrtsgaaam af oh*

black or Benedictine monk* in England. Hat cwaWtaaass

on this subject filled six volumes in folio. Tbey at* aawt a*

have been lost ; but father Clement Reyners Af\*t lass i

Benedietinnrum in Angtia, foL, Dune. 1626, we* afraaw.il

and methodised from them ; and they sappbed sassy af law

material* of Creasy'* Ckmrtk Hutory. foL Ream, It**.

Baker's religious treatises, which were omasum, taasssjh

none were ever published, filled nine folio t ula-ana* of awaaw-
script : these, in Wood'* time, were prussn sd in the aasasa-

tery of the English Benedictine nun* at Caavbray, and
Wood has recorded many of their title*.

Among the name* of the literary friends of Bake*, akwaa

of Sir Robert Cotton. Sir Henry Spelman. SeMeav. Caaa-
den. and Godwin, are especially recorded- The exact laaaa

of bis last return to England is not nmatssaos. He shad an

Gray's Inn Lane. August 9th, 164 1, and was asanas at Sc.
Andrew's. Hoiborn. Father Austin Baker at esfewa —
boned with great respect by Dame G ertrude Maes, in saw
Spiritual Exrrruet. (Wood's AOn*m Ore*, edst. Bbsa,
vol. in. col 7 ; Grainger, voL iL p. 200 ; (

Diet., vol. iii. p. 333.)

BAKER. HENRY, whom nam* is

who are interested in microscopic observations, was the seat

of William Baker, a clerk in chancery: he was barn
on the 8th May. 1698, in Chancery -lane, Laatawa. la
1 713 be was placed with a bookseller, whom ho krftje I7re
to reside with Mr. John Forster, an attorney,

first practised tuition on the deaf and dumb, an i

which be afterwards followed with so much eon
pupil being Mr. Forster • daughter. The nsrasi ef eaase as*

the first families in the land are to be found aasMShf saw

scholars ; but be seems not to hsve been vary solanaaaa ska*

mankind in general should profit by his power ef cesaaawaas-

eating idea* to these unfortunate object*, for be as seal as

have required a bond for 100/. from each pupil mot t

his method of teaching. In 1 724 and 1 725 ha
some poems, sufficiently licentious ; and from that

1 737 bis labour* appear to have been chiefly ISeaart , aaai saw

calculated to add a great deal to hie fame. In 1 7*9 be aaar-

ried the daughter of the celebrated Daniel Deaa*. aaat as

1740 was elected first a fellow of the Society of AnUaaaias,
and soon after a fellow of the Roy at Society . Be new ga«*
proof of bis talent fa- accurately observing objects of aaaas ai

history, a turn for which be snowed at a very early sarast

of his life ; and. about two tears after his easrtaaa he p>-*>

I lined die first edition of T%* Jeficrosronr aaaaV fiasw. esara
was followed by his EmfJnymenl fnr /Ac *fi 1 1 aa> la
1744 be recened from tlie bands of Sir Hans Sasaaw.

dent of the Kotal Society, the Copley medal, far ha* i

scopM-al experiments on the eryttaluxattooe

bons of saline particles.

Iluexperuaeots upon the frawh-waavr polype. HpaVw tsr*

dii, and upon other minute animate, are very it— aaat

instructive ; and though be was censured by sera ef i

minde as an observer of little thing*, bat eaaarrst
still t alued. while Umr name* are forgotl**, er asUy
bared with caotempt. Dr. Hill, a ditafswaased
for a frllowahip of the Rnal .Vunetv. whe had
great obligation* to him, was one of than esTvaee*.

Henry Baker died in the Strand oa the tftth Nwasaaaas.
1774, in hat e*«eoly-*eienlh year, baring saain sal has wata,

and was buned in the church lard of St. Marv-k
Hts c«4lectK« of natural product*)**, wvtb

quttiea. foe,, occupied tea days m the sal*, whack
in 177ft,

Th* larger Alpine strawberry aaai the an
( ft*cast pulmmtum) were intrwdeeed by kasa Mass Ikaa eaaaav

try : he alae made us acquainted with she bssaary of tea
Cocoes /Wooinn, or cochineal ef the earth.
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by Dr. Wolfe. This roccsw tu generally used u one of

lb* principal kinds of scarlet dye before the discovery of

South Asmfien.

Tbe following ' cautions in viewing objects,' from bis Mi-
rresrop* ason* Eaty, are well worthy of the attention of

those who pursue their inanities even with tbe improved
instruments of the present day.

* Beware of determining and declaring your opinion sud-

denly on any object ; for imagination often gets the start of

judgment and makes people believe they see things, which
better observations will convince them could not possibly be
seen: therefore assert nothing till after repeated experi-

ment! and examinations, in alllights, and in all positions.
* When you employ the microscope, shake off all preju-

dice, nor harbour any favourite opinions ; for, if you do, it is

not unlikely Fancy will betray you into error, and make
you think you see what you would wish to see.

* Remember that truth alone is the matter you are in

search after; and if you have been mistaken, let not vanity

seduce you to persist in your mistake.'

BAKER. SIR RICHARD, the author of the Chronicle

of the King* of England known by his name, was born

about the year 1*68. Wood (Athena Oromentet). and tbe

writer of the article ' 8ir Richard Baker,' in tbe Bingraphia
Bntantmea, make Sissinghurst in Kent, his birth-place;

but Fuller, who spealu of him as a personal acquaintance,

in his Engheh Worth***, states that he was a native of
Oxfordshire. He was descended from Sir John Baker,

who filled tbe office of Chancellor of the Exchequer to

Henry VIII. ; was educated at the University of Oxford ;

knighted in IMS ; and married and settled in Oxfordshire

before the year 1CM. Having got into pecuniary difficulties,

as it should seem, soon after his marriage, be was thrown

into tbe Fleet Prison, where he spent tbe remaining years

of his life, and died in the year 1644-5 in a state of extreme

poverty. It was during his imprisonment and as a means
of subsistence that be wrote his Chronicle and various

other works ; a circumstance which should, perhaps, induce

as to judge leniently of their imperfections.

Of the Chronicle, the most celebrated of his works, the

author has himself said, ' that it was collected with so great

ear* and diligence, that if all other ofour chronicles should

be lost, this only would be sufficient to inform posterity of

all passages worthy or memorable to be known.' Baker's

CkromcU is by no means entitled to this high commend-
ation; at the same time, we are not surprised at tbe

great popularity which it enjoyed for more than a century

after its publication (1641) among the squires and antient

genilewotnen of the school of Sir Roger de Coverley. The
tanner was new, and as the sarcastic author of the Huto-
neml Library remarked, ' pleasing to the rabble

;

' meaning,

bv the term ' rabble,' all persons not eminently learned.

Hothnshed was too bulky, and 8peed too dull a writer to be

pBpiiIsi ; and Sir Richard's residence in the Fleet was not

very compatible with those numerous references to autho-

rities and antiquarian researches which find favour in the

eyes of Warned men. but perplex and weary tbe general

nadir. Though full of errors. Baker's Chronicle was long

the text book of English history to country gentlemen and
their families, and has given more plessura and perhaps

diffused more knowledge than historical works of far

higher pretensions. It is now little read. Tbe other works

of Sir R. Baker are mostly of a devotional character;—

Meditation* and Ditquirihom on the Lord"* Prayer and
•a the Ptalmu ; Meditation* and Prayer* for the Seven

Deye '/the Week ; An Apology for Laymen writing on

Dmnttw ; A Soliloquy on the Soul, or a Pillar of Thought

;

Unmtafme on the Pall of Lucifer; and various trends-

tarns. He also, in a posthumous work, the Theatrum Kedi-

m—j. enoeatoured to show that the Fathers were not so

opposed to dramatic representations, as Prynno had repre-

sented m his Hi*trioMa*lii.
(Wood's Atheme Oronienrt ; Fuller'i Bnglith Worthie*

;

and tb» Biographta Bntannica. Tbe writer of the notice

of 8ir Bsehard Baker, in the last-named work, makes some
smsjsneata, on the authority of Wood, which we cannot find

in bua ; and erroneously represents the Theatrum Trium-
phant aa a different work from the Theatrum Redtvtvum.

Too sccnod title was a bookseller's trick to dispose of some
eepiss of the Redtcwum that lay on his hsnds. The work
was ftrst pubbsbed in MAS. Baker's Chronicle brought tbe

history of England down to the death of James : he wrote

•lee a term boas of the reign of Charles L, by way of intro-

duction. A fourth edition of the Chronicle was made and
published in 1 665 by Edward Phillips, tbe nephew of Milton,
which brought the work down to the coronation of Charles
II. Phillips says (the Spittle to the Reader) that as to the
transactions of Monk (Duke of Albemarle) he had permis-
sion to make use of his ' Rxcellencie's own papers, and seve-

ral other private collections of persons active with him in

that service.'

BAKER. THOMA8, the Cambridge antiquary, was
born at Crooke, in the parish of Lancbester, near Durham.
September 14th. 1656. His fsther was George Baker. Esq.,

and his grandfather Sir George Baker, Knight, recorder of
Newcastle. He was educated in the free-school at Dur-
ham, and afterwards sent, with his elder brother George, to

Cambridge, where be became a pensioner at St. John's
College, July 9th. 1674, and was elected follow of his col-

lege upon Dr. Ashton's foundation in the month of March.
1679. Having applied himself with assiduity to bis studies,

he entered into orders in 1685, and in June. 1687, was
collated by Lord Crew, then bishop of Durham, to the
rectory of Long Newton in that diocese, which be cheer-

fully resigned in 1690, upon refusing to take the oaths to

King William. He now retired to his fellowship at St
John's, in which he was protected till January 30th. 1717,

when again refusing to take the oaths to a new government,
be was ejected from it, in company with several other
learned men. Mr. Baker retained a lively sense of this de-

privation, which be particularly expressed by writing in tbe

blank leaves of all tbe books which be afterwards gave to

the college, ' Tho. Baker Coll. Jo. aoeius ejectus.' He was
the more offended because he thought the master of the
college, Dr. Jenkyns, might have screened him by conniv-
ance, as he had done in the preceding reign. Whiston
(Memoir of hi* own Lift and Writing*, 2nd edit. p. 29)
says that, after the death of King James IL, Mr. Bsker had
some thoughts of taking the oaths to the government, but
was prevented by the abjuration oath being also enjoined,

which put an end to hi* deliberations on the subject. After

his ejectment, he still kept his chambers in St John's
College, snd resided there as a commoner-master during
the remainder of his life. An annuity of 40/. s-vear was
at Bret his onlv subsistence after the loss of bis fellowship.

(Masters'* Memoir* of the Life «f Biker, p. 37 ) Tbe Bio-

graphia Britmnnica, however, says that ' though he lost his

fellowship, it appears thst this was in part made no to him
by the generosity of s friend. Tbe celebrated Metibew
Prior, not scrupling the oaths, or needing the profits of a
fellowship, took the oath*, kept his fellowship, and gave
Mr. Baker tbe profits of it' (Biogr. BrU. edit 1778. voL i.

p. 5, from a communication to the Rev. R. Robinson, of

Cbetterford. by Dr. Guddard, master of Clare Hall.) Cole,

in his M8S., vol. xxiii. p. 149, doubts this fact hut says

that Edward, the second Lord Oxford of tbe Harley family,

certainly gave him continued assistance.

Dr. HMwrden, who attended him. communicated a me-
morandum of the last illness and death of Mr. Baker, which
be had taken at tbe time, to Mr. Cole, in a letter dated

13th October. 1777, still preserved among Cole's MSS. in

the British Museum. Mr. Baker died July 3, 1740. and
was buried in St John's outer chspel, near tbe monument
of Mr. Asbton, who founded his fellowship.

Being appointed one of the executors of his elder brother's

will, by which a large sum waa bequeathed to pious uses,

he prevailed on the other two executors, who were his other

brother, Francis, and the Hon. Charles Montague, to lay

out 13101. of the money upon an estate to be settled upon
St John's College for six exhibitioners. The right of dis-

posal of them was reserved to himself during his lite, and
afterwards vested in the master and eight senior fellow* of

the college. Mr. Baker likewise gave the collrge low/, for

tbe consideration of six pounds a-year (then legal inierest)

for bis life ; and to the library several choice books, both

printed and manuscript : medals and coins ; besides what

j

be left to it by hia will, which were ' all such books, printed

I

and manuscript as be had. and were wanting there.

All that Mr. Baker printed was, 1
.

' The preface to Bishop
' Fisher's funeral sermon for Margaret, Countess of Rich-
' mond and Derby,' 8vo. Land. 1 708 ; 2. ' Reflections on
learning, showing tbe insufficiency thereof in its several

particulars, in order to evince the usefulness and necessity

of revelation,' 8vo. Load. 1710, which west through eight

editions : both works were without his name.

I
His manuscript collections relative to the history and an-
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auitiea of the University of Cambridge formed the great

uur of hit life, anil chiefly entitle bun to a notice here.

They amount to thirty -nine volumes in folio, and three in

quarto, clo»ely written ; and are di\ tiled between tho British

Museum and the Public Library at Cambridge. The lormer

possesses twenty-three volumes, which ho bequeathed to

the Earl of Oxford, hi* friend and patron: the latter.

tecn in folio and three in quarto, which be bequeathed to

the University. A minute account of the contents of every

volume will be found ill the ' Catalogue of Mr. Thomas
Baker * MS. I'olleclioni' appended to Masters'* Memoir
of him. and in the Bt'igruphia lirttannica, vol. i. p. il l-iUS.

See also the catalogue ol the Harleiau Manuscripts for the
runlenU of those deposited IU the Museum.
The assistance »lm h Mr. Baker gave to his contempo-

raries engaged in literary pursuits was vahiable and exten-
sive; audi aid is more particularly acknowledged by Walker
in his Suffering* «/ On- Clergy, by Bishop Burnet, Arch-
bishop Wtko, Slope, Thomas Ucariie. Professor Ward,
Browne Wilhs. Perk. Le Neve, Bishop Kennel, Dr. Con-
vert Middletuii, Dr. Waterland. Dr. Zach. Grey. &c. The
Society of Antiquaries have a portrait of Mr. Baker, and
there is another in the picture-gallery nt Oxl .nl.

For the particulars of Mr. Baker's I'fe here reoonleil we
are indebted to the litngrajthia Britanmra, as already re-

ferred to ; to Masters'* Mrmmr* drawn Jmm the Pa\t-rn of
Dr. Zwk. Urey. hvo. Cambr. I"H4; Chalmers's Umgr.
Diet. vol. iii. p. aiJ ijO; and C;l,-'$ MS. C-Uecti-m*. Brit.

Mus. vol. xxiii, xxvii., xxx., xxxi., with bis Allien. Corttabr.

lett. B. In the second volume of Lord Orford s works, p.

3JU, is a life of Baker, but erroneous and flippant : nothing
has been dr*wn from it for the present account,

BAKEWELL, a parish and market-town in the hundred
of Huh Peak, and county of Derby. The parish compre-
hends fifteen townships, and contains a population of "it>3.

The town of Bakewell is of great antiquity. It is first

mentioned in the reign of Edward the Elder, who, according
to the Saxon Chronicle, in the year 924, marched with his

army from Nottingham to BadecanwUlan, which was the
original name of Bakewell. Edward, in the same year,

ordered a ' castle ' to be built in the neighbourhood, which
has generally been translated a burgh or town (see Lvsons's
Magna Britannia, vol. v.. p. 24.) The Castle I J ill is a
knoll on the east bank of the river Wye, opposite the bridge

:

it retains traces of the keep. ice. Bakewell stands on the
west bank of the Wye, about two miles above it* influx into

the DerwenL According to Camden, it derives its name
from a mineral spring and an ant lent bath in tho place,

which are supposed to have been known to the Romans.
* The latter spring,' says the same authority, ' bubble* up
warm water, which is found by experience to be good for

the stomach, nerves, and the whole body.' In the Domeiday
Survey, the name of the place is written Bsdrquella. and
was soon afterwards corrupted to that of Bauquelle, whence
the change to its present name was very easy and natural.

There is uo evidence to prove tbat Bakewell was a Roman
station. A Roman altar was discovered in the meadows
about a mile south of Bakewell, near Haddon : it is at

present on the porch of the old dining-room at lladdon. I

William the Conqueror gave Bakewell to bis natural son
'

William Pcverrll. The son of the latter having forfeited

all his heritable property in tho reign of Henry II., King
John, soon after bit accession to tho tbrune, granted the
manor of Bakewell to Ralph (Jernon. in whoso family it

remained for some time. From the Gt-rtions, it came by
marriage ultimate It to Kir Roger Wentworth. who sold it,

in Uio reign of Henry VII., to the Vernon family, who
afterwards disposed of it to the Duke of Kntlmd. in winch
family it still remains. Bakewell had a bailill ami burgesses

in tho time of Elisabeth, but it never sent raemlwrs to

parliament. In tbe town there it a cotton manufactory,
established by the late Sir H. Arkwnght, which carries oo
business to a considerable extent. A number of tbe inha-

bitants are employed in the lead mines and stone quarries

which are found in tbe neighbourhood. Tbe pariah church,
which is dedicated to All Saints, it an antient and ban (some
structure, situated on au eminence. Tito workmsnship
exluinia spmotens of the style of three different psttisls. It
IS built in th* form of a erosa. sihI bad once an octagonal
lower in th* centre, from winch a lofty spire rose; but tbe
tower and spire have been taken down. The western pan
of the nave is of ptaun Saxon architecture ; but tbe external

\ a* tbe vawt door-way exxnebad with Saxon orna-

1 menU. The test of the building it is the Goths- style

|
The west part of the present church it probably as old as !!>•

eleventh century. Part of it was built in the tl.irtiwiith.

i
part in tbe fourteenth, but lite grestest pait in Ow fiit->t>> U
century. In the interior of the church, against an ar< i. un
the south side of the nave, is a very run "lit mur utoent '.a

the memory of Sir Godfrey Foljamt« and his lad) . 'I im
former died in 1376. and the latter in I3&J. Ttir) were -i*

founders of a chantry in Bakewell in the reign of ilrurv ill,
which was destro) «1 at the Kef .rotation. TW uwnuuxi.i.

|

though somewhat defaced by tunc, is still remarks 1

,t beau-
tiful. The arm* upon it arc cvicV-iitiv those of r<>.j-tiu' « .i 1

Darlev. The figures are lis II length, and ra.b. r >..«(
than life. They are carved in alabaster m alto m •

I under a canopy. (See Lvsons's Mugua Bnta»m% t In i!.*

|
vestry, within the south transept of tbe enure:., it a u> .<«•

ment, with the effigies in alabaster, of a ku ^bt i.,

armour, mail gorget, and pointed helmet, sitli a inU.i c-

' mented bandeau. hi« pillow sup|»*~tcd b) augwU An
I

to tradition, and the almost unanimous upinr o, ><i a t<-

I quartans, this monument is tbat ol Sir Th una* Wen ie-Wt.

generally called Wciisley, who lost bit life in the r> ..a u
Henry IV., at the battle of Shrewsbury. In the m*> i < A
the chancel are the tombs of set era! individuals ut tit«-

tinction.

In tho parish of Bakewell. which is the matt exlrr.^vw
in the county, being more than twenty mile* in length *>•«

upwards of eight in breadth, there are nina pan«-ti,«J rha-
felnes, betides several places of worship tut lAssri.lers

t is stated in the Domesday Survey to bat* bad im-j
priests. In the first year of bis reign. King J *n sp-*uu-4
the church of Bakewell, then collegiate, with Us prrucntls
and other appurtenances, to the canon* of 1-sriitW.l. at
whom it was aflerwarils appropriated. At that tint* there
were three priests wlio constantly officiated in Use chunk,
and fur whom a sufficient maintenance was pnr- >W la
coii»e<|ucnce of tbe above graut, one of the pret«t»asns» uf
Licbtleld engaged to say mas* ftw the soul* uf lit* ajstg sis*
his ancestors, in the cathedral of that city, la Use year
lito a complaint wa* made tt the then An-: U*b • «*

Canterbury, that tho ileaiun and sub-deacon of tbw ru^rrk
of Bakewell, then celebrated (ur its riches, were so u>< sV-
rently prov ideal for, thai they were obliged to beg tbr-r twrt-i.

in consequence of which that prelate ordained, la lasr s*om
year, tbat they should cat at tbe vicar s table, to namlni
tion of which he wa* allowed ten marks per anoua* owl «|
tbe rectory, in addition to the twenty marks wb«b be pre-
viously received yearly for the performance of tus rwrwal
duties. Tho annual allowance to tbe ilea©* for riusWs wa*
a mark, and ten shillings were given to tbe sub «W*r>« aar
the tame purpose. The patronage of the itrarag* of B*aw-
well still belongs to tbe Dean and Chapter of LsrfcaVsw.

Hie weekly market of Bakewell wat furaaeriy bead sa
Monday ; but for the last thirty years it has brew awat)

on Friday. Very little business of any kind at eVaae js
it. Bakewell bos t free school of antient date, tbet t» mmm
kept in tbe town-ball. Chaltworth House, the res. lessee «f
the Duke of Devonshire, I* about three miles from b*ae-
well. This splendid mansion was built by YAi.liauw. taw
first duke who bore that name. It wa* erected ma Usr ssw
of the mansion built by Sir William Cavendish s'sjbsi Use
middle of the sixteenth century, and m which Mart af

Scotland was imprisoned for thirteen years. Tt.* pTseri
cdiflro was begun Ul lbs* snd completed in 1 7OS . Utt cr»s*
ad.litiont have l»-eu recently luaile to it. It stands ua a gv »
acelivitv near the bottom of s high hill. wh. b is rs i

covered with Wood. The situation is extrrtaw-ly tsrawi v.
The river Derwriil runs before the principal trout- Tlies* r, t
htndsome stone brslge over tlve Drrwent intnted iu.i sx
front of Chatsworth House. 11m house is 4r<ssxl w a

' Ionic columns, ami bat a flat roof, surrowisdssd »v a sww«
b.tiustrade. Its f.irm is nearlv a square of It* W*. ^
closing a sparKiut quailrangular rouiL la the min U
the court is a bunuin. with a statu* of Orpawats Ts»
grand entrance tt on the west, by s grand fli.-bl mi tar*
to a terrsee which extend* tbe length of the what* bw.Wiasg

I

Vemo |>ainted the ceilings, ate . and Ctaorr rxswsusst lim
statue*. Tbe water-work* are not equalksd by sot u> In f i.

except tlHsse of Versailles. One (ountaan throw* wf wssva*

to the bett;lit uf ninety tret.

About two mile* south of Bakewell tt Has**** Hail, tW
property of the Duke of Rutland. It stawde «• • m~t
eauaeuce en the east ttdo of the mar Wyw, aad i Hi m
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tfa» swarutJful rate of Haddon. Haddon Hill ii the most
complete of oar antient baronial residence* now remaining

.

Though not now inhabited, it ia in • State of excellent
repair. It waa erected at different period*. The moat
antient part waa erected about the time of Edward III.

:

part ia of Henry VI. 'a time ; and the moat modern part
waa erected in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. It waa
acquired bjr the Rutland family in the reien of that queen
by the mamas* of Sir John Manner* with one of the co-
heiresses of Sir George Vernon, to whole family it then
belonged.

B*k*well te US miles N.N.W. of London, end 2! N.N.W.
of Derbv. The population in 1831 waa I89». (See Cam-
den * Britantun ; Lytons's Magna Britannia ; Glover'*
Dtrbntkin; Btamtin qf England and Wale*; Popula-
tion Brpnrtt\
BAKBWSLL, ROBERT, a celebrated agricultural

and improver of live stock. He was born, about the year
17 ii, at Diahley, in Leicestershire, and died there in the
year 1 795. Though it doea not appear that he contributed
anything to literature, even on the subjects to which be
devoted hi* life, his efforts, particularly to improve the breed
of theep. procured for him a widely-extended reputation

:

the etnas- breed which he introduced i* designated by the

name of the Diahley or New Leicestershire breed. He
is to be distinguished from a Mr. Robert Bakewell, who, in

I bob. published 'Observations on Wool,' with notes by
Lord Snmcrville.

BAKTC'HISSARAI (or BAKTSHE-SERAI), the
' Palace of the Garden*,' a Tartar town of the Crimea, of
whose khan* it wa* formerly the capital ; now included in

the circle of Akmetshet, or Simferopol, which forms part of

the Russian government of Tauria. It is situated in 44°

iV N. let. and 33* J4' B. long., in a long, deep valley, be-
tween two considerable mountains, and i* built in an irre-

gular meaner upon each tide of the sloping ground which
descend* to the Tihuruk-Su. a rivulet that How* into the

K ausha. A stranger on approaching dose to the spot is

taken by surprise at the scene which breaks upon him ; for

the town stands suddenly before him with its buildings
Tailored terrace-wise beneath impending rorks and preci-

pice*, which seem to threaten it with indent destruction.

The sight of fountains, streams, smiling gardens and ter-

races, intermingled with minarets and elegant tower-shaped
dsuaneys, vineyards, and groups of Lombard)- poplars, soon
render* the first impression pleasing; but this is not con-

Crated by en examination of the interior of the town. The
aaatn street (for the remainder are in general mere lanes

scarcely broad enough to admit a cart), which lead* between
rows of low wooden shops from the gate of the town to the

celebrated Khan Sersi. the residence of the old Crimean
raters, and which is about two miles in length, has scarcely a

window or door without its Tartar tenant sitting cross-

legged within it. too intent upon his occupation to notice

•Hat mav be passing around him. The most attractive fea-

ture* of Baktchtsaarai are its numerous fountains, mosques,
swedrwasi (or schools) and baths, and the khan's palace.

The mosque*, to the number of thirty-one. are mostly con-

structed of freestone, and ornamented with lofty towers of
etewant appearance. The Greeks, Armenians, and Jews
bare also several churches or synagogues in the town ; and
awatdee two baths with domes, there are sixteen khans for

the reosdenee of strangers, or deposit of merchandise, six of

which are of freestone, and of spacious dimensions. In-

cluding seventeen coffee-house*, the number of houses of

public entertainment ia thirty-eight, of shops there are

about five hundred. The manufacture* of the town consist

ef Momrro-teather, aaddlery, and other leather articles;
* asm* .' a spirit distilled from millet : silks, knives, woollens,

ensd and salver plate, pottery, arms, tobacco-pipes, &c.
The population, which at the time of Pallas" s visit in 1793
amounted to 5773, ha* nearly doubled itself during the last

ftartv year*, and i« at present estimated at upwards of 1 1 ,000.

No Russian is permitted to settle in the town, of which,

under a ukase dating from the time of Catherine II., none
ban Tartars can become burgesses. Of Greeks, Armenians
and Jesr* tt contain* about 1500, the Jews forming about

thr**- fourths of the number: the remaining inhabitants

are exHwaiveiy Tartars, whose dialect is purer than that of

any of their kinsmen in the Crimea : they, a* well as the

Gvwwfce sand Jews, are governed by their own laws and local

asegftrear*. except in matter* of police, wtth regard to

wtuefc. tbey are subject to officers appointed by the crown.

Fountain* have been erected in every quarter of the town,
and add to its salubrity and ornament : the water in one of
them flows through ten pipes, and falls on handsome marble
slabs, round which the Tartars collect four times a day for the
purpose of performing their ablution* before they proceed to
ravers in the neighbouring mosques. The Greeks are con-
ned to a distinct quarter, which may truly be dcsignaled the

' atews of Baktrlie-seral' • The Khan Serai,' or palace of the
antient khans of the Crimea, stands on a slope nearly at the
eastern extremity of the town. This prodigious range of
eastern buildings, a perfect labyrinth of princely abodes and
offices, courts and gardens, fountains, corridors, and halls,

has been restored to its former magnificence by the care of
the Russian government: the various structures which it in-

closes are roofed with red tiles, and surmounted with nu-
merous turrets, which answer the purpose of chimney a. On
entering the first court, which is built upon a qua) on the
Tthuruk Su, a splendid mosque is seen on the left hand,
lower down lie the stables, and on the right stands the spa-
cious residence of the khans, one story in height ; a collec-

tion of edifices varying both in elevation and dimensions.
Its front is furnished with an iron door, enriched with parti-

coloured arabesques, over which soars the double-headed
imperial eagle, in place of the old Turkish crescent. It

opens upon the grand flight of steps leading to a splendid
vestibule with floor of marble, ana over the door is sculp-

tured an Arabic inscription to the following effect: ' The
master of this door is the conqueror or the surrounding soil,

the mighty lord. Gadshy Gerai, son of the khan Menicli-
Gerai Khan. May God, our Lord, vouchsafe onto the Khan
Mcngli-Gerai, and to his father and mother, tbo gift of
felicity in this world and in that which is to come !° In the
vestibule itself are two noble fountains, the waters of which
are constantly flowing into marble basins

; they have also, a
long inscription over them, which is thus wound up : ' He
that is tormented with thirst will raise hi* eyes across the

stream that Hons through pipes thin as his finger, and read

these lines. But what is the invitation they bear? Come

;

drink ye of this limpid fount, which flows from the purest

of source* ; it brings you health !' The great garden
attached to the palace i* carefully kept up, and the area be-

hind the mosque is used for n cemetery, where the poplar,

nut, and mulberry are intermixed with the tombs in which
the khans and their kindred lie interred. One of these mau-
solea stands on an eminence, and is composed of a gilt

cupola, fifteen feet high, supported by marble columns, which
the celebrated Kerira-Gcrai Khan erected to the tneinoiv of

his beautiful wife, Dilara-Bikez. a Georgian princes*. The
singular ' Tshufut-Kalc,' or Jew's Citadel, is about four miles

out of the town, and one-half of the road to it runs by the side

of a perpendicular and natural wall of rorks, some hundred
feet in height ; at one point behind this barrier is a deserted

monastery and church, called the ' Uspenki Monastvr,' or

monastery or the Virgin * ascension, in which there are

habitations for seventy brothers, hewn out of the solid rock.

This place is held in high veneration among the people of

the country ; and attracts vast numbers of pilgrims. Afier

quitting the line of wall, the road traverses a very precipi-

tous district to the ' Valley of Jehuuphat,' where the

Jewish cemetery stands with its grove of cypre»»c» and
several monuments in white marble : from this valley a
short but exceedingly steep ascent leads to the gate of

Tshufut-Kale. The place was the site of an old fortress

constructed by the Genoese on the summit of a rock sur-

rounded by precipices ; it is a clean town, inhabited solely

by Karaitish Jews to the number of about I t2U0, and con-

sequently contain* nearly one-third of the whole of this

sect, whether in Europe or Asia. They live isolated from

the rest of mankind, cleave rigidly to their ant lent rules

and usages, are governed by their rabbi as well in temi>orul

as spiritual matters, and are unmolested by any interfcrcD<-e

on the port of the Russian government : their integrity has

passed into a proverb among their neighbours ; they de-

serve credit for the pains tbey bestow upon the education of

their children, and for the exemplary life winch they lead.

They trace the separation of their sect from the rest of the

Hebrew nation to the time of the Babylonish captivity

:

they never intermarry with strangers, and depend upon
trade for their livelihood.

BA'KIITEGAN, is the name of a salt lake in the pro-

vince of Far*, or Persia Proper. It seems most probable that

this lake lie* about oast of Shirai, but the distance from Shi-

rol due* not appear to be certain; it may be from forty to
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town in iU vicinity. The detonation of 1 Lake of Basil
tegan,' which the old eastern geographer* bar* given it, i

dcnved from an antient village in the neighbourhood, tb

eixty milev but good authority if wanting. It i* now generally

called Derya-i-Nlit*. or the Lake ofNiris. from the principal

"Bakh-
«

»

village in the neighbourhood, the
ruin* of which are said still to exist to the eastward of
Kheir. According to Hamilallah Mast aufl, a Peraian geo-

grapher quoted by Sir W. Ouseley (7Var«V. ii. 171-172).
tbe Lake of Bskhtegan ia twelve farsangs in length, and
seven in breadth, and its circumference thirty-five farsangs.

Kinncir (Geographical Memoir of the Prrnan Empire, p.

60) gives it a circumference of not more than twenty far-

sang*. The river Kur (of Fan), better known under the
name Band-Emir or Bundemir, falls into it. During sum-

r the lake ii nearly dry, and its bottom becomes encrusted
with salt, which ia collected by the people who live on iU
bonier*. Thitaalt.i

used throughout Ki

iy the pe-'pl

remarkably ne, and is much

BAKING. [See Brkad, Porcelain, and Sooa*.]
BAKU or BADKU. The term..,* bis name, which

ia confined to the peninsula of Abosheron or Absbora, on
the west side of the Caspian Sea, forms part of the con-

•i
- ti'.i I- l>v lea li'.-- 18* ii • lies to the north

of the former Khannat of Shirvan, to which it ha* since
become an appendage, besides the town of Baku, it con-
tains thirty-five villages, ami, including the town, 19,000
inhabitant*

; among whom Klapruth statei that there are
I uuo Turcoman families. Their stock, according to Gamba,
is composed of 500 camels. 3000 horses, S000 oxen, and
4.M 00 sheep ; and he adds that there is no spot in this

r of tbe globe more favourably situated for carrying
ve traffic with the East than Baku tbe
in his report upon a mission into these

parts in the year 1830, speaks of the peninsula, though
elevated, as having no height within it which exceeds 1000
foot ; in general, tbe soil is of a rocky nature and sterile,

without one attractive spot in its whole extent, destitute of
a tingle stream, and without anv water but what is drawn
from wells, and this has a salt disagreeable flavour. Not a
tree exists upon it ; but portions of the territory, we learn
from Georgi, have a layer of mould on whii b wheat, barley,

and maize, melons, fruits, rice, and cotton, and, on the
highest ground saffron, are raited. In tome parts, too,

opium is prepared from poppy-heads ; and a species of red
and highly-savoury onion, -Inch is not tbund elsewhere,
is cultivsted under cover.

Beside* the gaseous eruptions proceeding from the satu-
ration of the soil with naphtha, the pemntula is celebrated
for numerous volcanoes, which discbarge volume* of mud.
One of tbe most violent eruptions, says Lents, broke out
seven miles to tbe south-west of the town, in December,
1817. A column of flame 1,230 feet wide in ita greatest
diameter was vomited out, accompanied by the discharge
of large stone* and jet* of water ; it lasted, with a gradual
•Ii uitiun »f iu swSfbs, eighteen days, and formed an
immense field of mud interspersed with conical mound*,
one of which is fifteen feet high, and still continues to

emit bubbles several inches in diameter, at intervals of *
few minutes. The height of this mass of mud it 816

feet (868 Eiigli»h). Near Baku itself there is •
volcano, with iu field of mud. which, M. Lents

wa* informed, date* also from tbe year 1817. The penin-
sula is. however, better known for the superabundance
of naphtha, with which its soil is charged, particularly in
the neighbourhood of tbe capital. It not only stream*
spontaneoutly through the surface, but rise* wherever a
bale i* bored. It is of two description*, black and white

;

and iu principal source* are »itualed. according to Colonel
Rotuert. at a spot called Balcgsn. about sen verata (six

nnl.-tj from Bsku :

1
it appear*.' says be. to undergo dis-

tillation a* it ascend* to the surface, ami thence Mis down
tbe sides of the mountain* into rewn trs, constructed

at some unknown period. It ia conjectured, that entire

forevt* of resinous tree* were once ingulpbed by some
Violent eflbrt of nature, and that their >lro imposition is tbe
origin of this inflsinrosble liquid. The < dour of the od a*

black, but it shines with a reddish tint wheti the sun'* raya
are upon it.' He observes, that toenail*** | as it for burning
as a light, and mat their ruufs with it. ' Not far froaa the

hill

• aler. and in calm
tkwawsstte by

»p*4. s spring of while oil gushes out from the foot of
It readily inflame* and burn* on ' a* surface of the

of the country amuse
of it into a bay of the

Caspian ; they than set fir* to it. and it is borne out af

sight, giving the wave* the appearance of a sea of Are.

Our finest illuminations and firework* sink into uaatarni-

flcance when compared with this splendid exhibit**.' Tbe
whole of these naphtha tpnnga belong to the gotrrnment ;

and in 1820 were rented by an Armenian fur Si.ooa *<l**r

roubles (about 8200/.). The weavers and otbet poor perns
of the neighbourhood obtain a cheap light, ana ebuadaare
of heat for cooking, by driving a clay-pipe or boUow read,

steeped in lime-water, into the ground on which tbnr
dwelling stand*, and letting fire to tbe gas which nan
through it Tbe Persian Ghj'oer*. or fire worshipper*. t»

sojourn in this quarter, bottle the gaa for the purpose U
sending it to distant connexion* in their native fwnan.
a* it ia found to retain its inflammable qualities far bmuh
together ; and tbe inhabitant* of Ateeahiah employ a as f.M
tar their lime-kiln* and for consuming the remains of ih»ir

relative*, a* well a* instead of wood, coals, or lamp*. BoU
Reineggs and Router* describe the A»jur-Met»j»n. or tun
ing field, near Baku ; it is a hollow expanse full of fissure*,

and coated with white land and grey dust, in whwh parurir*

of sulphur abound. Some fissures are seen burning, i nan
smothering, and others sending naphtha vapour*. 1 here a
a boiling lake too, not far from tbe town, which n m can
ttant motion, and emit* a flame altogether devosd of brat
' After tbe warm showers of autumn.' observe* Rut>am.
' when tbe atmosphere is scorching, lb* whole turrouod *f
country appears to be on fire, and it frequently roils akx.g
the mountains in enormous masset and with inerrdiu*
velocity. At other time* it stands motionless. Ia Oct nam r

and November, the moon being bright, an illnmiaatraa at a
brilliant azure lint lights up tbe whole bonaoa in the *t*t
Mount Soghda Ku (tbe Mount of Paradise, a

|

of tbe Caucasian range) ia also clothed at tin

beet of flame ; but on these occasion* it i

into the plain country. On the other hand, if the aurbt aw
dark, innumerable jets of flame, sometime* rxdaied. a-4 at
others in masses, cover all the low ground, leavaag taw
mountains in obscurity. Tbe fire does not burn, aad ekwa
in the midst of what every one would conceive to be a
devouring element, it ia impossible to detect tbe least beat
in it The reeds and grass are no ways afterted by st ; ass*

I remarked, during these fantastic conflagrations, thai its*

empty tube of my barometer seemed more partsrulartv as sf

on fire ; whence I am disposed to regard the whale pbrae
menon as connected with electricity. In sack a regasa aa
this, one might well be tempted to become GbeWe save •
•elf.' These appearance* never occur when tbe wtaa bit s i

from the east. In antient times, the burning grid was esse

of the most celebrated Ateshyaha, or shrines of Grata,
among tbe Gbebert or Pane*; it wa* a saws as waarsi
thousands of pilgrims resorted ; another Mecca or Jsee*

salem. where the fire-worshipper purified hisses If bwea
mortal stain previous to tbe day* of Shah Abbas tswana-
leas persecutions. A few adherent* of this sort, wbe aew
thinly scattered over the south of Persia, tbe Malabar i

and the banks of the Ganges, find their war tram ta

time to the Ateeahvah of Baku, which he* about tea i

from the town, and paaa five, seven, or lea year* ea taw,

pot; lb* term being regulated by the degree af lawsr
anxiety to acquire more or less of tbe oharartrr of ewarut*
among their countrymen. Here they spend thaw ear* <a

worshipping the sacred fire, ia pray ing. and petuloatsal <

Gamba describes the place as a walled asadia
with an altar raised on a flight of steps in the eraire. As
each of the four earners stands a chimney, five aad twwaae
feet in height, from which issues a flame three fawt sa
length. The walla of tbe sanctuary are -hit aawed aw
twenty cell* or more, where tbe priests and Ghefaere
tbe cells were kept vary clean, and their leaaato bad •
complexion and emaciated appearance : aeeae i

wrapped in a cotton garment, and other* were
about Mark naked, with the exception of a weuUea gweje
about their loin*. Each cell contained threw eartkwa a»swa
inserted in the floor, far the purpose of prvxvtnsur gas he
domestic and other use*. Tbe pen** an u wbara taw*
have recourse are so severe, thai scarcely owe tadivOaaJ eat
of ton ultimately sumvws them.
Tbe town of Baku ho* at the southern extrn ily of aba

peninsula of Aboabrroa. where tbe Caaasaa at Uai -law

by two island*, which reader tbe roadstead a sal*
even dose upon the shore. The walls af

by the Caspian , but ikwy art
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abort IAms Cm* from it : in other places the tea ha*
piMd upon the land ; and the ruins of antient buildings
art discovered at a depth of eighteen feet and more.
The town is walled, and built upon a declivity, the summit
of which is crowned by the palace of the former 8hahs.
and commands some delightful prospects. The streets

are narrow and tortuous; and the houses ill-constructed

and of small dimensions, with Hat roofs coated with naphtha
as a substitute for lead. An antient and lofty tower, which
giie* bjr the name of the Virgin's Tower, is the most striking

object in the place. Baku possesses several spacious mosques,
public squares, marts, and caxavansarays, betides a Greek
and an Armenian church, and some Tartar schools. Its

inhabitants are between 3500 and 4000 in number ; and its

principal exports consist of naphtha, saffron, cotton, silk,

opium, rice, and salt The duties of customs produce
3 0.000 silver roubles (about 4 750/.) a year. The fisheries of
the adjacent island of Salian are of some importance.
4«° 22 N. lat ; 4V0 40' E. long.

BALA, a town in the county of Merioneth, in North
Wales. 180 miles W.N.W. of London. It is situated on
the northern extremity of the lake from which it derives
its name. It has only one main street, which is very wide

:

the house* are generally low. At the south-east end of the
town is a high artificial mound, which is generally supposed
to hate been the site of a small fortre**. It is a place of
connderable trade in flannels, stockings, glove*. Sec., in the
manufacture of which articles most of the inhabitants are
constantly employed. It has a weekly market on Saturdays,
and five annual f>ira. The assises are held here and at

Dolgelly alternately. It is an incorporated town by pre-

scription, and the government is vested in two bailiffs and a
common council. Neither it nor any other town in the
county, however, ever had the right to return a member to

parliament. It has no public building worthy of notice.

There is sn endowed grammar-school, on the foundation of
which thirty boys are now clothed and educated. Bala is a
place of great antiquity : there are the remains of three
Human camps in roc neighbourhood, which seem to have
been used ss stations before the total subjugation of the
Oidut ices. Bala is in the parish of Llanykil. a village about
one mile from the town. The number of houses is 310

;

and the population in lull was 1 163. In the parliamentary
returns for 1831, the population of Bala is not given sepa-
rately, but conjointly with that of the parish, which is 2359;
of whom 1 134 are males, and 1225 females.

BALA POOL, or PIMBLE-MERE (called by the
native* Liyn Teuid), a lake in the county of Merioneth.
Bala is lit* large*! lake in Wales, being four miles in length,
from N.E. to S.W.. but less than one mile in breadth. Its

average depth of water is forty feet ; but it sometimes rises

a burs us usual level, and overflows the adjoining valley of
Eidenuoo. The bottom of the lake is mostly rocky, and
the eater is so pure, that the nicest chemical tests can
detect acarcely any quantity of foreign admixture. From
the N.E. part of this lake issues the river Dee. The fishery

of the lake belonged, in the thirteenth century, to the Abbey
of Buingment. but is now the property of Sir William Wat-
kin* Wynne, who has several Ashing lodges on its margin.
It is well supples) with pike, eels, red trout, and the fish

railed gwfniad, but contains no salmon. The usual mode
of fl*hing is by angling from the shore. The scenery in

the immediate neighbourhood of the lake has nothing re-

markable about it, though it is pleasant and varied ; but
the distant view is magnificent. A Roman road passed near
the margin of this lake, and some very curious tumuli are

soil to be seen in the vicinity. It is sometimes, though not
often, frown oxer ; and when covered with snow baa been
mistaken by travellers unacquainted with the localities of
the district tor an extended valley or plain. The principal

w-itke which have been consulted in this and the preceding
article are, Gougb's edition of Camden's Britannia; Beau-
fie* »/ England and Walei; Pennant's Tour through
If ; Aikin's Tour through H'aUt ; Evans's Letter* on
fiorth Walti i Warner's Walk through Wain ; Cartile s

Topographical Dictionary of Wale*, vol. iv. ; Parlta-
mtnlaty Report*, tee.

BALAC'IINA. or BALAKN A, one of the circles of the
province of Nishegorod. in the eastern part of Great Russia,

lying between 55' 59' and 56' 35' N. lat.. and 43° lO* and
44 B. k'Ug.. principally on the right bank of the Volga.

Its surface is hilly and irregular, and the thickly-wooded

•oclintiea of the Balakna-Gora range bound it on the left

bank of the Volga, both sides of which river are here diver-
sified by bills and valleys. The land is highly cultivated
even to the very edge of the woods, and the plains produce
rich crops of flax, hemp, and corn, at well as afford pas-
turage for considerable numbers of cattle. Its popuiaunn
is between 90,000 and 100,000 souls. The chief town of
this circle, which bears the same name, is situated on the
right bank of the Volga, where the rivulet, called toe
Usola, falls into that river, and about twenty miles north-
west of Nishny-Novgorod. The wooden wails and towers
which once surrounded it were destroyed by fire in 1730:
its present inclosures consist of earthen ramparts and a
deep ditch. It contains fifteen churches, a monastery, and
a population of about 4500 individuals, who carry on a bruk
traffic in grain, linens, and other manufactures, and con-
struct barks for the navigation of the Volga. The salt

springs in its vicinity, which were first rendered available

in the year 1 53 1, and in process of time were raised to the
number of fifty, have been abandoned under a government
prohibition issued in 1755. Balachna lies in 56" 15' N. lat,

and 43* Sir* E long. Among other towns in this circle the
most deserving of notice are Gorodistshje, belonging to

the Orloff family, which has three churches, a monastery,
where the celebrated Alexander Nevskoj (see vol u of ibis

work, p. 306). Grand Duke of Russia, spent some years as
a monk— (population about 3400) ; and Niselskoe-Selu, on
the left bank of the Volga, a manufacturing town, noted for

fancy articles ofjapanned wood.
BALACLA VA, or BALUKLAVA. the Sy'mbolon Li-

nen (Zvji£oXwr Ai*te» of Strabo (p 3«<8), probably the
XaXic Xipirr (Good fort) of Pompumus Mela (n. I), and in

more modern times the Tsbembale, and subsequent!) the
Cembalo, or Bella-chiave (whence its present name) of its

Genoese conquerors. It is a port on the S.W. coast of the
Crimea on a small bay of the Black Sea, in the circle of Ak-
metsnet, which forms part of the Russian province ol Tauria.
The Tartars, by whom it «us inhabited when the Crimea
fell into the hands of Rus>ia, having abandoned it, Cathe-
rine II. made it the head-quarters of a regiment composed
of 2000 Albanians and Greeks, whose descendants still

compose the coast-guard in these parts, occupy the town,
which he* on a hill close to the harbour, to the number of
about 1 700, and live in the peaces ole enjoy ment of their

native customs and mode of life. It has an excellent har-

bour, capable of receiving ten or twelve sad of the line, and
with so narrow an entrance (see Strabo), that scarcely more
than one vessel can enter it at a time. In I79f, however,

the port was closed sgainst merchant-ships, as Uie only

means of putting down the extensive smuggling which its

position had encouraged. The ruins of an old Genoese
fortress on an almost inaccessible height overlook the har-

bour's mouth to the ea»t of the town, and the rocky sub-
structure on which it stands is excavated into spacious

magaxtnes and other apartments, all with stuccoed sides.

In the plain below are the ruin* of churches and mosques,
which indicate the former opulence of the port. The streets

are narrow and paved with the limestone which enters so

largely into the composition of the adjacent bills. Balaclava

has at present but one church, ana its inhabitants, who,

were they possessed of greater industry, might cultivate

with profit a soil well adapted for the growth ol grain and
grapes, subsist principally on the traffic they carry on »ith

other towns in the Crimea: 44° 50* N. lat., 33° 36' E. long.

(Weiland).

BAL/E'NA (from the Greek wdXaars). the Latin name
of the common or Greenland whale, and adopted by na-

turalists aa a generic term, to comprehend all the other
species which agree with it in their zoological characters.

[See Whalk.)
BALiENU'PTERA : this term was invented by De

Lan'pede, to denote those whales which are distinguished

by having an adipose fin on the back, whence they are

called tinners by sailors, and which he proposed to separate

from the other bahxna for the purpose of forming them into

a distinct genus. The character, however, upon which he
proposed to make this separation is utterly void of import-

ance, and exercises no assignable influence upon the habits

and economy of animal life. His division is consequently

vicious, and cannot be admitted into a natural or philoso-

phical system of mammalogy, at least for any other purpose

than as a matter of simple convenience. The word itself is

compounded of the terms battena, a whale , and trrssor, a
wing or/a.
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BALAOHATJTS, the name (riven to an extensive and
fertile district in the south of India, and which U so called

in consequence of it* being situated above the Ghaut*, a

stupendous mountain wall which rises abruptly from the low

country, and support*, as it were, the table land beyond.

This table land, which is sufficiently clcxated to produce a

sensible effect upon the temperature, extends from the nver

Krishna to the southern extremity of Mysore. The term

Balaghauts docs not, howexer. in its more usual acceptation,

embrace so extensive a region, but is restricted to the terri-

tories acquired by the government of the East India Com-
pany uuder a treaty with the Nixatn, concluded in October

1800. This district has since been divided into the two col-

lectorates of Bellary and Cuddapah, which comprUo the

conquests of the Niiaro, acquired in his wars with the Rajah

of Mysore in 1792 and 1799. This territory is sometimes

described as ' the ceded districts." It forms part of the pre-

sidency of Madras. Its northern boundary is well defined

by the Krishna and Toombuddra rivers ; the southern por-

tion consists of valleys lying between the eastern ghauts

at Gurrumcondah, in 13 46' N. 1st, and 7b
J

34' E long.,

and extending to Sera, in the Mysore territory, which last-

mentioned town is situated in 13' 44' N. laL, and 76* 5b' E.

long.

fith the exception of the two rivers which form their

northern boundary, these colleetorates do not contain any

large streams, a circumstance which is owing to their ele-

vated position. Tbey have, consequently, always been

subject to frequent droughts.

The soil of the BalaghauU is in general good ; and in

some parts, particularly on the western side, where a black

earth occurs, is so fertile, that, if once well cleaned and pro-

perly ploughed, it will require but little further labour for

twenty years than that of harrowing before the seed is sown.

The system of drill husbandry is universally pursued. This

rich soil is pure black mould, and occurs in some places twelve

feet deep ; it does not contain any undecayed vegetable

matter. The expense and labour necessary for first clearing

this land are very considerable, so that the poorer cultivators

are frequently obliged to settle upon less fertile soils which

may be cleared with less labour and with less cosily imple-

ments. This poorer soil consists sometimes of red gravel,

which i» occasionally mixed in uncertain proportions with

the black mould already described, and with sand and cal-

careous stones. These less fertile farms are sometime*

manured by folding sheep upon them. There is much poor

waste land in these colleetorates, but in the more ferule parts

two or three days' rain suffices to insure an abundant harvest.

The rainy season should occur in June, and if it fails, the

whole crop is placed in danger. Much mischief is also ex-

perienced at times by heavy rains in September and Oc-
tober, which burst the tanks and sweep the growing crop*

from the ground. By a survey made in U07, it was found

that the Balaghaut ceded districts contained 50.248 tank*

and wells, nearly 14.000 of which were out of repair. This
circumstance may afford some idea of the supinenes* of the

population, a disposition that may be, in a great measure,
attributed to the frequent presence of hostile armies, which
were accustomed to destroy such works of public utility.

When first the country came into the possession of the Bri-

tish, it was in a state of desolation, from which it bad scarcely

began to recover, when a severe drought, which continued
throughout the years IH03 and 1M>4, destroted the vegeta-

tion, and a great proportion of the rattle perished in conse-
?|ucnce. On this ocration the inhabitant* were only saved
rum the hormrs of absolute famine through the exertion*

of Sir Thomas Muuro. In the neighbouring district, under
the government of the Niiaui. the distress from ibis cause
was extreme. Notwithstanding this warning, we find so

little effort made to avert similar calamities in future,

that the wells and tanks were left unrepaired in the propor-

tion already mentioned. The following year, l»ui. was one

of great abundance, and although bad season* have since

occasionally been experienced, the district ha* been steadily

and greatly improving. The production* of the country

beyond the load required fur Ibe papulation, consist princi-

pally of indigo, sugar, and cotton : the first and last men-
tioned of Uir*o articles are exported in considerable quanti-
ties. Cattle, shrcp, and govts are reared la great number*.
The central and eastern diiiumi contain several diamond
tines; and it is from these, and not from nunc* M their own
district, that the dssmond merchant* of Qolcooda have been

The inhabitant* of the district are generally a hardy and
laborious rare, and are not so peaceably hwlmes) as the

native* of the country below the ghauts. When the Eng-
lish first acquired the territory, every male inhabitant car-

ried and waa expert in the use of arm* ; thaw villages,

too. were for the most part fortified, and *o greet »u im
•tate of anarchy into which they had fallen, thai the inha-

bitants of neighbouring ullage* were frequently engaged m
contlictt with each other, while the troop* of the super*.'

government were continually occupied in putting down >
surrertions. Assassination* were of such common mm-
rence, that scarcely any family could be found that ha<] i~t

suffered from this cause, and that bad not at the aame t*nw

been guilty of the crime.

Previous to the transfer of the district to the ( oopsm,
the cultivators had not any permanent interra m it* » >.

which was monopolised by the government ; even iu
house* were the property of the ruling power. THr pr- tie

were consequently without inducement to make unprv>r
menta, and were continually moving about worn one situa-

tion to another.

Under these circumstance*, it waa fortunate for the naine*
that they were placed under the administration of so »w-

lightened and benevolent a man as Sir Thocoa* Mcrm
B) his able and conciliatory management the inh*btt*r.t<

were, in a few years, converted from email, tndep»od»i-t

hordes of lawless freebooters into peaceable suhject* snd in-

dustrious men. Tbe benefits of the »> *tem which be adof*>4
are further apparent from the increase of revenue d«-med
by the Compsny's government in tin* distnri. whtrh •»«
raised in seven years from 1 0.0* .593 to ll.ir.trt parul** .

aa well as from the great addition made during tbe sarr*

period to the number of tbe inhabitants, which add.t • c

amounted to one-fourth of tbe entire population aa it r» i.t.«J

at the tune of tbe cession in 1 800. Thi* increase erase, n

a great degree, from the return of persons who bad «-r •-

grated during the troubles of tbe former government. Fr «a

a census made in I806.it appeared that tbe dastnrt no
tained 1,917,376 inhabitant*, among whom the uumtr H
male* exceeded that of tbe female* in tbe pn>e>*t»«- -f

eleven to ten. Tbe greatest part of the populate* an
Hindus, but there is a considerable proportion of Mi*>»-
medans among the inhabitant* of Adorn, BelLan. ( onXj-
pah, and Curnoul. which are the chief town* in the <J »tvi
(Rennell* Memoir ofa Map of Himdmttan ; Mill * lh>t -»

of fintith India ; Hrjxtrli iff the Committee* of Oar

of Commoni on like Affair* of India.)

BALANCE, a corruption, probably, of the middle !jt n

word Valentia, uaed (see Oueange) to denote pore iru.«
whence came valance, mentioned by tbe same aut.S.e.

considers the word Balanx, or Htlanr, to be a re «i<mny' • c
from the common idiom. Tbe word ballameta » fo*.— '.

the thirteenth century. From meaning tbe worth or t» «.
it came to signify any instrument used foe aaevrta 1 t.

but particularly when weight was the quality rc frm-i t

Hence came the general meaning of tbe term, in : . h t

stands for any state of things under which opem.nr < -

cumstances just destroy the effects of each ether ; a* « ! - a
we speak of a balance of power, of good and *-< «. k.-
Hence also the commercial meaning, in which the b*.u «
is not tbe state just mentioned, but the sum of Bonn « 1

«i

roust be added to one or the other side of an acr>n.r-. a
order that the debts and credit* may be balam-^t. u
••IusI amount. As an instrument of roramco u**. tt* urns
Sca/e* t* more frequently applied. In philim-priv-al sreay-
ralus, the word la applied to any machine by which aa r-nV.-t

is measured, at the pleasure of tbe invent.*, f<» there m m
other rule. For the hxdrmtatlrsJ balance. **w C.aniTi.
Nracinc ; for the torsion balance, ere T<>*»h>v 4V<-. <w
*lso St««l-vabd, Liven, Wnoittwo Mat iums. Srs.'>%-
BaLA.ira.)
The instrument most commonly known Vy the kra

balance la a superior sort of secies, rveculol with si. the
precision ncee**ary for the nicest oprratm* at phi u~v Mad
parlieuUrly of rhrmistry. We shsll there* re o«tw *r-
srlies to state the cirrurastance* which are Srorwsn «|
good performance of the philnmhiral balance.
A aimple straight lever, balanced by weights r»»t_*»;

immediately upon It, as that the centre of rnntj .«
the fulcrum, is st rest In ex err powtion Ar aw ex two < —
change tbe position of the centre of gravity. TV* *a*a*
may he aaai where scene of the weights hang by stress?* .

»r»Uy, on the anechanjeal armctple that any (awe snsy net
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at any point of iu direction, and secondly. *by a geometrical

theorem, which point* out that when weight* either hang by

strings from different points in a straight line, or when
tome are on the straight line, and others hanging from it,

if the centre of gravity of all the weight* be ever in the

tame vertiral with tho fulcrum, no motion round the fulcrum

can remove it out of that vertical. And all that is necessary

to a perfect equilibrium U. that the centre of the weight*

(that of the machine included) should fall directly under

the fulcrum.

Tue preceding rest* upon the hypothesis of a system so

n«r»nvedt that every weight shall hang as it were by a
stnair. and from a straight line, so that all the strings shall

approach in, or recede from, the vertical passing through the

fulrium. at the same time and in the same proportion. But
if the line from which the weights hang be bent, or if any
weight be to attached to the system that it cannot he con-

n'lervd as banging from a given point, tho equilibrium

wbirh »ul»Uu in one position will not subsist in another.

And tins, namely, that there should be only one position of

equilibrium, is nut only required for the use of the instru-

ment, but practically necessary in it* construction, as an in-

Jifrrmt balance, like that just described, would be difficult

of execution.

A balance should be sensible, meaning that, when poised,

a very small addition of weight to either scale should make
it turn— that is, overcome the necessary friction and adhe-

sion of the pivot or knife-edge on which it rests. If there

were no friction, the smallest weight would make it turn.

The first condition of sensibility, therefore, is the diminution

of friction to the utmost possible extent. This is done by
making all the part* of a high polish, and by placing the

beam upon the support by mean* of knife-edge* attached

to iu sides. But in order that the knife-edge may not

become blunt, the beam is not allowed to rest upon the

support except when the instrument is in use; at other

ume* it is raised by two arms which just remove the knife-

eilge off the support, and these arms can be let down by
means of a handle. We shall presently come to the ether

comltU»ns of sensibility.

A balance should also be stable, that is, should, on being

disturbed, immediately return and oscillate about the posi-

tion of rest. This is done by making the centre of gravity

of the whole apparatus fall below the point of support. But
as stability is not so difficult to attain a* sensibility, the

latter mu»t be most attended to. The scales in the shops

are sufficiently stable, but few are very sensible.

Neglecting the particular nature of the method of sup*

port, and circumstances of mere conformation, the balance

tu4> be represented a* follows (see Whewell » Eiemenlary
Mtckanux, Cambridge, 1833) :—

C is the point of support, showing a section of one of the

knife-edges, which rests upon a smoothly-polished plane
;

G the centre of gravity of the whole beam, A and B the

point* of suspension of the scales, D the point of coinci-

dence of A B and CG. The stability of two balances is

thus compared. Suppose that the same small disturbance

b» given to both, say the beam is inclined one degree in

both. Then if the force with which the first endeavours to

meter its position be double or triple that of the second,

the stability of the first is double or triple that of the

second. To compare these forces, construct the following

formal* for both.

To weight o/ both eeeJm x CD add weighty beam x
CO.
For instance, suppose two balances a* follow* :—

Wtm. Second.

Arm AD It 14 inches

CD S 3 ..

CO 1 . «
Weight of beam 30 . 90

Ds.boU scale* S4 30

Then will the stabilities of the first and second be a* 34x9
+ .10x1 to 30x3 + 50x2, or s> 78 to 190.

The sensibility is estimated by comparing the angle*
through which very small equal weight* would incline the
balances. If, for example, a grain put into a scale of each
inclines the first four degrees, and the second only Wo de-
grees, the first is twice as sensible a* the second. To com-
pare the sensibilities, multiply the length of the arm of each
by the number winch represents the stability of the other in

the formula just given. Thus the sensibilities of the pre-

ceding balance* are as 12 x 190 to 1 4 x or a* -' Jno to W9i.
It would not be worth while to work very aoeurately by

the preceding formula; but the general rule* deductbie
from them are valuable.

1. Other things remaining the same, the longer the arm
the greater the sensibility.

2. The arm having a given length, every increase of sea-
sibility is s decrease of stability, and rice r#r« J.

3. Additional weight, either to the scale or beam (the

arm remaining the same), is favourable to stability, and
unfavourable to sensibility

4. Whatever doea not alter the length of the arm oanuot
be favourable to both.

In all that precede*, it must be recollected that in the
weight of the scale* is included whatever may happen to be
in them. Consequently every balance has different degrees
of sensibility and stability, with the different weights winch
are employed. But as, generally apeaking, the quantities

weighed in delicate balances are small, a balance which
is highly sensible when no weight is in the scales, will be
so for every weight with which it is intended to use iu A
balance made by Ramsden for the Royal Society, weighing
ten pounds altogether, turned with the ten-millionth of that

quantity, or with about the thousandth part of a grain.

A balance should be mad* a* much a* possible of bras*.

Steel and iron are apt to acquire magnetic properties. It

should also be inclosed in a glass case, with door* for com.
munioation ; and. when not in use, a portion of muriate of
lime, or any other strong absorbent of moisture, should be
placed in the case. A needle is usually attached to the

beam, which point* either exactly upwards or downward*
when the beam is borisoniaL A graduated scale of degree*

is attached to the frame-work of the instrument, in such
manner that the needle may poiut to iero when it i* ver

tical. The oscillation* of the balance, when the centre of

S
rarity is near to that of suspension, will be very slow, and
y means of the needle it may be ascertained, before the

balance comes to rest, whether horizontal equilibrium ha*

been obtained: for in that case it will describe equal ares

on the graduated seaieon each aide of the iero point ; while,

if either scale be overloaded, the needle will move through
more degree* on the aide of that scale than on the other.

All that precede* ha* reference to the theoretical con-

struction of the instrument, and supposes that a perfect

balance can be made, so that equal weight* shall counter-

poise each other. This is certainly impossible in practice ;

though one balance may be nearer than another. The fol-

lowing simple method, imagined by Borda, overcome* this

difficulty, provided only the balance be sensible and very

well constructed at the knife-edge. Instead of weighing. saV

a portion of a salt against brass weights, weigh both the salt

and the weights against some third substance, say, for dis-

tinction, iron weight*, as follows :— call the scales A and B

;

weigh the salt in A against iron weights in B till there is a

counterpoise : then remove the salt and substitute the l>r»*»

weights in A until there is again a counterpoise. It is now
of no consequence whether the weight of iron was equal to

that of the salt or not ; the weight of the salt and of the

brass must be the same, because, under the same circum-

stances, the two counterpoise the same weight of iron.

(For more detail on this subject, see the treatises of Biot

and Pouillet on Phytic* )

BALANCE OF ROBERVAL. an ingenious mecha-

nical paradox, which may be more usefully described in the

article Lsvkr.
BALANCE (of a watch), the circular hoop which u

made to vibrate by the hair-spring, and supplies the place

of the bob of the pendulum in a clock. [See Watch.]
BALANCE OF POWER. The notion upon which

this phrase is founded appears to be the following. When
a number of separate and sovereign states have grown up

beside each other, the entire system which they constitute

may be eoncelTod to bo fit tqnihbno, or evenly balanced, so

IRS
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km* u no single one of then is in a condition to interfere

with the independence of any of the rest

Bnt a* in auch a •ystem of autea ao connected there are

generally a few which may be conaidered aa leading power*,

it is by these beta*; made to counterpoise each other that

the balance is principally maintained. It is in this war

oniy that the safety of the smaller states can be secured.

Thus, in the antient world, after the destruction of Car-

thage, there was no power any where left strong enough to

cope with Rome ; and the consequence was, that, one after

another, the countries that yet remained sovereign powers

fcll under her dominion, until she became the mistress of

the antient world. The gradual subjugation of nearly the

whole of India by Great Britain, and the establishment of

the late widely-extended empire of France on the continent

< f Europe, may be quoted as other examples of the effect

that results from the destruction of what is termed the

balance of power.

On the contrary, so long as the power of one great state

(however far surpassing in extent of territory, or other re-

source*, of «tren«ih and influence, many of those in its neigh-

bourhood) can be kept in check, or, in other words, balanced

by that of another, toe independence of the smaller states

is secured sgsinst both. Neither will be disposed to allow

its rival to add to its power by the conquest or absorption of

any of these minor and otherwise defenceless members of

the system. And in this way it happens that eaeb state,

whether great or small, has sn interest and a motive to exert

itself in the preservation of the balance.

This point of policy is so obvious, that it must have been
acted upon in all ages, by every assemblage of stales, so

connected or situated as to influence one another. There
ma) have been less or more of skill or wisdom in the man-
ner of acting upon it, or the attempt to act upon it may have
been more or less successful, in different cases ; but to sup-

pose that iU importance had been overlooked by any states

that ever existed in the circumstances described, would be
to suppose such stales to have been destitute of the instinct

of teif-preserrsuon.

Mr. Hume (see his Essays, part ii. essay 7th) has shown
conclusively, in opposition to the opinion sometimes ex-
pressed, that antient politicians were well acquainted with
the principle of the balance of power, although, as far aa
appears, they did not designate it by that name. ' In all

the politics of Greece,' he observes, ' the anxiety with regard
to the balance of power is apparent, and is expressly pointed

out to us even by the antient historians. Thueydides (lib. i.)

represents the league which was formed against Athens,
and which produced the Peloponnesian war, aa entirely

owing to this principle ; and alter the decline of Athens,
when the Tbebsns and Lacedemonians disputed for sove-

reignty, we And that the Athenians (as well as many other
republics) always threw themselves into the lighter scale,

and endeavoured to preserve the balance. They supported
Thebes against Souls, till the great victory gained by
Epanunondas at Lauetra: after which they immediately

went over to the conquered—from generosity, as they pre-

tended, but, in reality, from their jealousy of the conquerors.'
' Whoever,' he adds, 'will read Demosthenes' oration for

the Megaiopolitans, may see the utmost refinements on
this principle that ever entered into the bead of a Venetian
or English speculatisL' He afterward* quotas a passage
from Polybius (lib. i. c. S3), in which that writer states that
Hiero, king of Syracuse, though the ally of Rome, yet sent
assistance to the Carthaginians, during the war of the
auxiliaries. ' esteeming it requisite, both in order to retain
his dominions in Sicily, end to preserve the Roman friend-

ship, that Carthage should be safe ; lost by iis foil the re-

maining power should he able, without contest or opposition,

to execute every purpose and undertaking. And here be
acted with great wisdom and prudence ; for that is never

on any account to be overlooked ; nor ought such a force

ever to be thrown into on* hand as to incapacitate the
neighbouring state* from defending their rights against it.

' Here,' remarks Mr. Hume, ' is the aim of modern politics

pointed out in express terms.'

It mast be confessed, however, that the preservation of
the balance of power was never so distinctly recognised sad
adopted as a principle of general policy in aniient as it has
been in modern times. The systematic observance of the
principle of the balance, subsequently to the subversion of
the Roman empire, may be Irsl traced in the conduct of
the several Italian republics. It appear* clearly to have

formed part of what may-be called the public law of the**)

rival sovereignties from about the commencement of tjfee

fifteenth century. From the commencement of the next
century it became an influencing principle la the general
policy of Europe.
The leading rule by which it has ever since then brtej

attempted to maintain the balance in question, ut he

stated to be the opposing of every new arrangement *>b«a
threstens either materially to augment the strrngtu of one

of the greater powers, or to diminish that of souther . The*,
first Austria, and afterwards France, have been the great

object* of the jealousy and violence of the other stair* <M

Europe. While the supremacy of the Empire was united sa

the person of Charles \ . to the monarchy of Spain, thai pro-

vince was naturally regarded ss formidable both b* Fnv»
snd England. If be could hare effected a permanent s..

ance with either of these powers, or could have even imli^esl

one of them to stand aside and senuiesrr, there rsn br I itie

doubt thst be would hsve taken that occasion to *ltrrop« ti

crush the other. The vast possessions of Philip II. spprarsd
to call for the same watchfulness and opposition, in rvs>*^

to his projects, from sll other state* that vilurd tSf-- -
dependence. In later times, the smbtuoo of Ijmtn XIV.
of France, and the scheme concerted under tin msn •fo-

ment to unite in one family the crown* of France aiM
Spam, drew upon him, in like manner, the general !»*
tility of Europe. There can ba no manner of doubt, that,

if the designs of this sovereign had not been thus rr-wsie»l.

France would have become a century earlier than it •! '1

the mistress of the continent, and the independence V all

other nations would, for a time at least, have hern e\tir..

guisbed. Our own liberties, as founded upon the Rev »' u'>

«

of 1688, could, in such circumstances, certainly not tu<*
been maintained.

It is nothing to the purpose to argue that the an n-

tenance of the balance of power has often involved im
nations of Europe in contests with each other, which, if taw
had disregarded that principle, would not bate taken purr

.

at least, not at the time. It may be better that all cat..'*

should be subject to one. than that each should prr**-r>* -»

independence ; but thst is not the question hrre : if nai> **
will be sovereign and independent, tbey must Achi far i.

- «-*

sovereignty, as men must do for any other pmsawma. Wa
it i* attacked.

But some persons appear to think that we in this caw i u

»

have nothing to do with the maintenance of the **> c*l«*i
balance of power in Europe, because we live not an the c e-
tinent, but in *n island by ourselves. If the whotr rot,
nent were reduced under subjection to • single d* seat. *«
certainly should not long remain independent. The pro-

tection which we now possess from the see with waurfc **r

are surrounded would in the cise supposed, certainlv

insufficient. The water alone would not keep off aa <

if we bad not a navy to ride on it ; and we cvuld i

tain a great navy without our foreign trade ; wbsris. was si
the rest of Europe united under one bead against aw. cer-
tainly could not subsist.

The maintenance of the principle of the balaare of ssm .

however, although it has no doubt given orcasasa u, »**»
wars, has probably prevented more. Its general rar**rt>-

lion has, to a certain extent, nailed all the stair* of Eeroe
into one great confedersrv. end habituated earn •** u*
leading powers to the expectation of a most tsmalsaei re-

sistance in case of lis making any attempt to rnmesrh easas
the rights of Us neiicbUiurs. It is not suhVienl ^y—uom w
say that such sttempu hsve been artuslli masfe TW*
would have been made much oflenrr had Ihere earn aw
such general understanding as we have spokra of It mml
have operated as a great dLscouragrasent aad cherh te us*
schemes of ambitious potentates to know that, (rasa tax Brat
consulalation of the modern European ststess dViv n %» »*—
partition of Puland in 17,'J -a period, we mat sa*. U ik-*w
centuries -not tb* smallest itxWprndrnt state had wfort
extinction, or had been even Very srt>w.st» carteiiest ci

power or ternlnry. notwithstanding all the ear* far taw par-
pose of conquest snd agffrsnditesacal that had assra waged
during that long interval

BALANCE OK TRADE. In s tract puhtavtsea « |*T.\
called AmWi Oruf //Blisses*., which ts award si Mr
Mt'ullurh in the mtrudut Uey duroatrw to La raws* ssf

Smith* Hralth ,./ .Wioan, „ the fUtowlag essitara* a*>
tween 'Complaint' aad ' Content :'

—

• CvmpUmi. What Uuak yea of the 'react trasH
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draw* away oar money by wholesale ? Mr. Fortrey give* an
acruamt that they get 1,600,000/. a year from u».

' Comtrnt. *Ti» a great sum ; but, perhaps, were it put to

a vole in a *uc eoancil, whether for that reason the trade

shot-Id be left oft 'twould go in the negative. I must con-
fr»s 1 had ruber they'd use our goods than our money ; but
if not. I would not me the fretting of ten pounds because I

can t get an hundred. . . . I'll suppose Jonn-a-Nokes to be
• butcher. Dkk-a-Siyles to be an exchange-man. yourself

a lawver.—will you buy no meat or ribands, or your wife a
fine Indian gown or Ian. because they will not truck with

you for indenture* which they have need of? I suppose no;
but if you get money enough of others, you care not though
you give it away in specie for these things. I think 'tis the

same case.'

The year after this sensible and conclusive passage was
written, the French trade waa prohibited for three years

;

and in the reign of William III. the legislature voted the

French trade a nuisance, and made the prohibition perpe-

tual. This was to enforce what was called a favourable
|

balance of trade. The notion, we thus see, was not a vague
theory, but a mischievous rule of practice, which even now
some people regard with admiration, and would eagerly

labour to make it a part of our commercial code. They
would have the nation to be the lawver who wants to truck

his indentures with the wine-merchant; but because the

wine-merchant will not have the indentures, the lawyer
ou <h t, according to this, to go without the wine, although
he might til the indentures to the exchange-man. who
would thus furnish him with the specie for buying the
wine.

The balance of trade, as understood by those who adopt
the theory, is the difference between the aggregate amount
of a nation's exports or imports, or the balance of the parti-

cular account of the nation s trade with another nation. If

the account shows that the imports (valued in money)
exceed the exports (valued also in money), the balance is

said to be against the nation ; if the exports exceed the

imports, the balance is said to be in the nation's favour.

This mode of estimating the so called balance is evidently

founded on the assumption that the precious metals consti-

tute the wealth of a country ;—when the imports from any
country, as valued in money, exceed the exports to the

same, also valued in money, the exporting country must
part with some of its precious metals in payment; and,

according to the doctrine, must so far lose by the trade.

The nation has not the means of keeping very clear ac-

counts of these matters, for it has an arbitrary standard

of value, called official, which has been in use for nearly a
century and a half, and which official value is an ingenious

devir« for perplexing many otherwise simple questions, and
for keeping up many absurd prejudices. Now, taking these

official or unreal values in connexion with the device of the

balance of trade, we find that during the year 1833 the

United Kingdom gained some thirty-four millions sterling

by a favourable balance ; for its imports, or the goods it re-

ceived from foreigners, amounted to forty-five millions,

whilst its axport*, or the goods it sent to foreigners, amounted
to seventy-nine millions. In 1832 the same sort of excess

amounted to thirty-two millions, and in 1831 to twenty-two

million*. If the favourable balance of these three years were

anything but a fiction, it is manifest that the nation would,

m these three years only, have accumulated specie to the

extent of the favourable balance, and this would amount to
'

the sum of eighty-eight millions sterling. But, further,

the same favourable balance ha* been going on for the last

hah* century, or longer ; and the result would be, that all

the specie in the world would at the present time be locked

ap in this island, and that the balance of thirty-four million*

in I »33 would only be a small addition to the heap. Such
a result is impossible, for bullion is as much a commodity
for *ale as corn, and is consequently as generally exchanged.

[See Bullion.] But if this result were possible, and a
dsuoo resolving to sell only for specie, as the Chinese sffect

to do with regard to tea, could have the power of selling

only for specie, this power of turning all its goods to gold,

like the same power bestowed upon the wi«e king Midas,

would confer the privilege of being without food, and clothes,

and every worldly comfort upon the unhappy inhabitants of

such a nation. The truth is, that no commerce is of any

value to a country except a* it gives the people of that

country the power of consuming foreign productions, which
they either cannot produce at all at home, or which are \

I produced cheaper and better abroad. It is the power of
! exchanging the surplus produce of one country for the
surplus produce of another country which constitutes the
ultimate object of all foreign commerce. The profit of the

|
individual merchant is the moving force which impels the
machinery of this commerce, but the end is, that each coun-

I

try may consume what it would otherwise go without. In
!
this point of view, every country is a gainer by it* foreign

commerce ; and if ibis gain could be estimated by figures.
' every country which exchanges its products with another
country would have a favourable balance of trade : for both

individuals and nations exchange that which they do not
want for other things that they do want ; and when both
parties continue to carry on such exchange, it is clear that

both are gainer*. Which gain* most i* a question that

cannot be settled, and would be of no use it it could be
settled.

BALANITJUS, in entomology, a genus of the order

Colenptera, and family Curculionida*. The specie* of this

genus are all remarkable in possessing a long slender rostrum
or snout, which is furnished at the Up with a minute pair

of sharp horizontal jawa : this instrument is used by the

animal in depositing its eggs, which are generally placed

in the kernel of tome fruit.

[Balaahvu saraa.]

t. Ttw tip of um mtraal MMfalaad. hawta* Iht )awa, * a. rSidg rirw at
Ua mml 3. T1m km. 4. Um papa- Tea lam. papa. Mat prrfart Ian 01,

ua tack npnaratad ralhat Urjtt thaa lbs aalaial atat.

Balammu nuewn, or the nut-weevil, deposits its eggs in

both the common nut and the filbert, having bored a hole

for that purpose while the nut is young and tender. When
about to perform this operation, the little animal may bo
seen travelling over the nut, and feeling with its antennas

to discover a convenient situation, in selecting which it

shows great care : the spot being determined on, it cuts a bole

with the jaws at the top of the snout until it reachet the

kernel ; in this hole the egg is deposited, which in a short

time is hatched and becomes a maggot or larva. The nut

being but slightly injured continues to grow and ripen,

while the larva feeds upon it* kernel. In course of time,

this larva gnaws a hole in the shell, through which it

makes its escape, and immediately burrow* into the ground,

where it assumes the pupa state, from which, in the follow-

ing summer, the perfect insect proceeds. The above figure

represents a nut which ha* been pierced by the larva.

Balaninut glandium, another apecies of the same genus

sttacks the acorn in the same manner as the one above

mentioned doe* the nut.

BALANOPHORE-iB, a natural order of parasitical

plants belonging to that one of the five principal clas«cs in

the vegetable kingdom, to which the name of Rhixanthtat

is applied. They grow upon the root* of woody plant*, in

tropical countries, rooting into their wood, from which they
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Fnaail Mont hare bran found in the later deposits, and
nmn are recorded from the bed* at Piacenxa, Bourdeaux,
Pan*. Ewi, fcc. [See Cirrhipeda ]

BALARUC, a Tillage near the town of Frontignan, in

the department of Herault, in France, celebrated for it*

»»rm balba. It is near the border of tbo Urge pool (Hang)
of Thau ; 4J° 2**' N. lat.. 3° 4 1' E. long. The baths are at

tome distance from the village : there are three of them

;

and the place U well frequented. The waters are described

a* tonic (Malte Bran), and good for relaxation of the fibres,

obstruction* and pains, whether rheumatic or caused by
wounds : they are salt to the taste, but not so salt or so dis-

sfreeable as sea-water. The temperature is about 129° of

Fahrenheit in summer, and 115" in winter. In Malte
Bran's Geo*;, (last edition) the temperature is given at 48°

of Riaumur. or 1 40 of Fahrenheit. The spring from which
the waters flow is below the level both of the pool and of

the sea.

These waters are taken from May till the end pf Septem-
ber: they are much recommended by the physicians of

Montpeiher, from which place Balaruc is about fifteen or

tuteen miles distant to tne S.W. It is doubtful whether
the baths were known to the Romans.

Opposite the baths of Balaruc, in the midst of the pool of

Thau, there is an isolated rock, called Rocairals, or Rocque-
rol. the base of which is commonly covered with muscles
and other shell-fish. These the inhabitants detach from
tbe rock by means of an iron ring attached to a long handle.

The chapel of Balaruc contains an inscription to tbe me-
mory of Montgolfier, the aeronaut, who was buried here

in 1H0.
We do not know tbe present population of Balaruc. In

the Dietimmair* Umvertel de la France (Paris, 1804) it is

given at 404. (Encyc. Mithodique ; Reichard's Detcriptw*
Road Rnak <\f France.)

BALAS RUBY, a term used by lapidaries to designate

the rose red varieties of SpineL [See Spinil.1 It should

be carefully distinguished from oriental ruby (the sapphire)

a gem of much greater rarity and value.

BALASORB, a large town in the province of Orissa, in

Hindustan, now in the possession of the Danes. At an
early period of the commercial intercourse of Europeans
with India, the English, Dutch, and Portuguese natives had
also factories at BeJasore, for the purpose of procuring tbe
doth* of the surrounding district. The different channel
into which that trade has since come sufficiently accounts
for tbe retirement of tbe British, and probably also for the

declining condition of the town. The buildings erected by
Europeans have for the most part fallen into ruins; and
the bouses which are habitable are meanly built. In 1 822
th» town wss estimated to contain 10,009 inhabitants. The
trade now carried on here is principally with the Maldives'
uUndrrs, whose boats, constructed of tbe trunks of cocoa-

nut trees, arrive at Balasore in the months of June and
July, during the south-west monsoon. Their import cargoes
extstst of coir, cocoa-nut oil, and other products of tbe cocoa-

ant tree, which is their grand staple ; cowries, tortoise-shell,

and salted fish. These articles they exchange for rice,

sorar. broad -cloths, stuffs of silk and cotton, hardwares, and
miWry ; and with these they return home during tbe month
of December, favoured by tbe north-east monsoon. Some
trade is likewise carried on in salt, which is made on tbe
sea-shore a few miles from the town, by lixiviating tbe mud
in the manner practised in tne Sunderbunds of Bengal.
Balaam is still the principal port of Cuttack, and is pro-

vided «ith dry docks, in which vessels drawing not more
than fourteen feet water can be admitted at spring-tides.

The town is situated in 21° 32* N. lat.. and 86° 56' E. long.

;

and is 141 miles travelling distance from Calcutta.
(RenneU's Memoir of a Map of Hindustan ; Hamilton's

Batl India Gazetteer ; and Report* of Committee of the
Homee of Common* on the Afatrt of India.)

BALA8SA-GYARMUTH. the chief town of the Hun-
garian circle of Neogrid, to the wast of Sxctseny. is sito-

atod ob the Ipoty , in 4"T 4' N. 1st, and 19* 18' E. long., and

in the centre of a rich expanse of corn-lands. The vicinity
produces much wine as well as grain, and its annual fairs
and manufactures are of considerable importance. Tbe
inhabitants amount to about 4300, among whom are many
Jews. Close to the town are the ruins of a castle celebrated
for its frequent and successful resistance to tbe attacks of
the Turks. It has a ' ComitaU-Haus, where the principal
authorities of the circle conduct its civil affairs ; a Catholic,
Lutheran, and Greek church, and a synagogue.
BA'LATON, LAKE, or the 1 Platten Sea, a lake situ-

ated in the south-western part of Hungary, and called by
the native writers the ' Sea' or ' Mediterranean' of that
kingdom. It* length, in a line from south-west to north-
east, is estimated at 40,000 klaftos (about forty-six miles)

;

it is bordered by the circles of Voiprim. Ssala. and Somogr
or Su'meg ; in breadth it is extremely irregular, for though
it is not less than nine and a quarter miles near Fok, it is

not more than 1 263 feet (under a quarter of a mile) near the
peninsula of Tihany : on the average. Csaplovica states tbe
breadth to be about 3000 kJaflers, or three miles ana a half.

Its geographical posiupn, according to Wetland, is between
46°45'and 47" »' N. lat.. and 17*14' and 18° 10* E. long.
The depth of this lake is very variable, but in general it

may be set down as ranging from twenty -seven to thirty-six

feet, the latter being iu depth near Tihany ; it occupies a
surface, according to Lichtenstern, of about 110 square
miles, to which may be added an extent of 129,738 yocbs, or
about 88,170 acres, of swamps and marshes, on the side of
Somogy in particular, which its inundations render unfit for

cultivation. Such portion of its waters as are not bnny are
supposed in part to be derived from an underground com-
munication with the Danube ; at all events, it is supplied
with fresh water by the Szala, which flows into it at its

southern extremity, as well as by nine springs which rise on
its margin, and thirty-one rivulets and brooks, independently
of whatever quantities it receives from tbe sources which
ascend from it* bed. The outlet of the lake is through the
Sio, near the town of Fok. Its northern sides are encircled
by hills and mountains, some covered with woods and others
with vineyards; the surrounding country is full of lime-
stone, intermixed with red and yellow clay. Tbe waters of
the Balaton are in a state of constant motion, and not a day
passes without their foaming and becoming so violently

agitated as to drive in waves against its banks ; Ibis occur*
mostly in tbe evening, and they have a gentle ebb and flow

daily likewise, which some ascribe to the influence of tbo
moon ; at least it has been observed that, when tbe moon is

nearest tbe full, the springs which rise through it* bed flow

with peculiar rapidity. These springs are supposed to bring
much carbonic acid mixed with particles of iron from the
limestone heights in the vicinity of the lake. Tbo water
is beautifully clear and transparent, excepting when it be-
comes boisterous or a storm is at hand, and then they assume)
a sombre, blueish hue, which those who navigate its surface

regard as a prognostic of tbe approaching weather. We an
also told by Csaplovica, that ' so groat an abundance of fish

is found in the lake, that the fishermen of Keastbely toko
at times from 150 to 200 cwt. of them st a single draught.'

There is one species, the Kogas (Ferea lucioperca), which
is found in no other spot ; it is commonly termed the ' tooth-

fish,' or ' teethed-mouth,* from four tusk-like teeth, which
protrude even when its mouth is shut: in form it corre-

sponds exactly with the pike, but in colour it is darker ; it

frequently weighs between ten and fifteen, and sometimes
twenty pounds, and its flesh, which is of snowy whiteness,
is delicious. Another kind of fish, the ' whitefish or sword-
ling' (Cyprinut cultratitt), greatly resembles the herring,
and they appear in the lake in such immense shoals daring
the winter season, that the fishermen haul from under

the ice in a single day sufficient to load forty or fifty certs.

Tbo ' goat's claw' is soother remarkable production peculiar

to lake Balaton ; it is a small petrifaction, of the sue and

shape of half a goat's elaw; they are in fact nothing but

mussels, rendered undUtinguishable by the incrustation

which has formed around them. The lake, indeed, i* full

of this shell-fish in a natural state ; and amongst them wo
find what is hero called tbo • btooding-muasel' (//•*»

"
is about an inch and a hah* long, andr laying eggs like tbo tost of its kind, bring*

*ve. with the shell fbJMbraed ; neither

a at the ease with others of tbo spo-

a glass of pose wotar for a fo*»

snty or thirty young. Crabs, otst
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«»h. otter*, tntoixo. &c. are »I» inhabitant* of the Jake.

Irot,.*and is l.kewfse one of it. peeu iaritie. ; and lam

not aware.' **y» Caeplova*. though it i. found wr H*
ina in Sieilv. ,De Canaries, and on the eoa«t of Coro-

tnandel tbat it e*ist* in any other inland aee. Although full

part^ie* of iron of peculiar brilliancy and purity, il dor»

not eoiTode either in fresh or »all water, and it remain* un-

affected br heat If the magnet be applied to it, about a

fourth part of the sand will be taken up by it ; and when
examined with the microscope, it exhibit* (mall grains of

various precious stones, such as the garnet, ruby, amethyst,

topat, &c.' There is an excellent spring of acidulous

water near Fiired, dose upon the bank* of the lake, which

has become a plsce of great retort.

BALBKC. [See Bvalbkc I

BA'LBI. GA'SPARO, a Venetian merchant and tra-

veller, who lived in the second part of the sixteenth century.

He wa» a dealer in precious stones, and the business of his

trade led him to Aleppo, whence be undertook a journey to

India, which lasted several years. On hi* return to Venire

he published an account of this journey, I'iaggin aW Indie
Oriental!. 8vo. Venice, 1590, which was reprinted in 1600.

Bairn's narrative is curious, a* it refer* to an epoch when
India was much less known than it is now, and was in a

state very different from the present. The Portuguese were

then the great, indeed the only, European nation trading to

India, and iheir establishments on the coasts were numerous
and strong. Those Venetian merchants who ventured so

far appear to have been on good terms with the Portuguese,

and to have enjoyed security under their protection. Balbi

wrote in an unpretending style, which bears marks of his

candour as to what he himself saw. and also of his credulity

with regard to matters which he knew only from hearsay.

He is very minute and exact in every particular of mercan-

tile information ; but hi* statement* are scanty with regard to

the history and geography of the countries which he visited.

Balbi proceeded from Aleppo to Bir on the Euphrate*,

and then embarked on the river, which he represents as

H artpermit, owing to rapids and shallows. He landed on
the left bank, at the distance of one day and a half from
Bsgdad, which he calls New Babylon, and to which city

be proceeded by land. From Bagdad he descended the

Tigri* to Busaora. and there embarked for Ormux, where
the Portuguese had a fort, the sovereign of that barren

little island being tributary to them. All provisions came
from the roast of Pcisia. Balbi speaks of the pearl fishery

which was earned on at Bahrein and other island* in the
Persian Gulf. From Ormux he proceeded to Diu, another

factory of the Portuguese at the entrance of the Gulf of

Cambay. and thence to Goa, their chief settlement on the
Malabar coast. He gives a full account of the trade

in those places, of the various goods brought to the mar-
kets, their prices in Venetian currency, the duties, freight*.

See. From Goa he went to Cochin, and thence round
Cape Cotnorin to .St. Thorns*, or St. Thorn', a* he call*

it. another Portuguese factory. He give* a curious sketch
of the missionaries, and their mode of converting the
people at that time. He *aw the king of t'orbin. and an-
other Indian chief, who came to the Ix.uv of the Jesuits at

Cochin to settle amicablt certain di*pute*witb those fathers,

who hail *ent numerous missionaries inland, anil had con-

vened so many of the people, that one of the native king*
waa afraid of losing hi* crown. * The Jesuit father*.' say*
Balbi, ' go about armed, and followed by ifits t numbers of
the convert* : one of them in particular, a Genoese by birth,

ride* about the country, he and bis men, armed with mus-
kets, and earning before them a standard with the image
of the Saviour, and converting multitude* of people, who
follow him wherever he goes, which *o ternde* the Pa-jan*.
that it i* a wonder to *ea it* At St. Thome Balbi embarked
with several Portuguese merchants for the kingdom of Pegu,
where be arrived in the year 1JHI. Hi* account of that

remote country is the most curious part of his narrative.

Pegu waa then a powerful kingdom ; Ava was subject to it,

and even Siam waa it* tributary. The ship in whirb Balbi
wa» having arrived at Nrgrais, the goods and passenger*
were transferred into boats, in which they ascended the
river Irawaddi for eleven days, at the end of which they
armed at M err-so, and proceeded bv land to the capital of
Pcgw. " bach waa twelve miles east from the river. Balbi
lepiesenu the town a* very huge, divided into old and
**• • •9«4*r#. surmwnoed with walls and

A nnsaksw ef large crococules were kept in the

ditches to prevent any one from swimming over The
streets were wide, the houses built of wood, and dirty loetdr.

The king's palace waa in the middle of the new town : the

old town waa occupied by the trading people. The town of

Pegu has been since destroyed by the Btrmant, who mo-
qucred it about the middle of the eighteenth century . and
left standing only the great temple of Shomadoo. BalU
had an audience of the king, who inquired about the in
veller'a native country, and being told it waa a republic mod

had no king, he burst into sueh violent laughter at ti.a

novelty, that it brought on a fit of coughing te whtra

he was subject. He appears, however, to have breH
something of European politic*, far be asked Balbt f*
name of the sovereign who had recently conquered Pur
tugal (Philip II. of Spain). The king, according to BajL< s

account, behaved very graciously to him, and made V.im *

present of a golden cup and several pieces of China 'ilouu
silk, to the great surprise of the natives. Balbi had brute Lt

from India some line emeralds, which the king puiri-ascl

at the price set on them by the brokers, and Balbt was p*4
partly in other precious stones and partly in gam—, or *U
piece*, which were the currency of the country . The liaiua

traveller observe* that be might have cbtained double iS»

price, had he made a present to the brokers, 'they U-ir<

easily bribed.' He gave a firelock to the king's mo, <•* «• » a

he was never paid. He asked leave to proceed to Ava. ! rr •

the finest rubies were to be obtained, but waa prevented u
a war breaking out between Pegu and Ava. The letur
kingdom had revolted; and the king of Pegu draruvei r.f

that many of hi* own officer* and governor* had con«puT»l
gainst him. found means to entice them to the capital, si:,
their wives and children, and there burnt them a.ne. >•

the number of 4u00. The number is no doubt exagcrrslrsi.

but Balbi -< ite* that he saw the poor wretches, and tv-vi
their shncl.- Of course he did not count them, ar-d br >.

not very particular about hi* ciphers in these matters, t*
he talks of armies of a million, or at the leaat half a. >a
of combatant*. He, however, often qualifies hi* atatctssrsu

by saying **urh was the common report.' The war rei--4

favourably for the king of Pegu, who killed the kit»n rf

Ava, after which he returned to his capital iu tr^es-i*.

Balbi mentions the festival* and crremonia!* of ihr n.*m >(*

Pegu, in which the white elephant* of the king artrd a
conspicuous part. Upon the whole he give* a fafaarsW.
account of the people of Pegu, as being a n.iM, aell-di.pusail

race, and remarkably tolerant, a* veil aa tlietr taasBs>c«. a*

monks, whose conduct seem* to have been as exctaptart a*

their doctrines were charitable. Thet did ik4 pnvratf
any of their countrymen from becoming I hii>tuu.s. *a4
said that men could be good in any religion Itxtiaa iul*
stun* were then the principal article of itopurtat , i to Peg* .

tilvcr wa* exported to Bengal, and rv-e to Malacca. wh*a
was another Portuguese establishment Balbt. after re-

maining two year* in Pegu, set off for Martaban. asvd thee*
embarked to return to Cochin. In thta v»vage be «a» -a
danger of being cast on the island of tiro» ,J*i. the qahe-
bitant* of aliK-h. he savs, were cannibal*. The a>M. how-
ever, turned fav ourable, and in trventeen dais tKrv saw
the uland of let Ion. where the Portuguese had fartm
At Cochin lie *i« detained »even month* brf >cc he cr*_U
get a passage for Ormux. He tells many runout p*n»s>
lan of the people of the Malabar coast, their tuprrsxn.
&e. He also beard there of the prince* of Japan. *>• b*s4

just returned from Ite.lv. altera thry had been oe a <mJ
to Pope Gregory XI if, and were going boose. a*a* aw.
panieil by a number of Capuchin* and other fn*r» \
Chinese vessel, which arrived at Curhm. brought '- - : res
of the great progrci* which Chnatianitt waa tusk tag *a
China, where a Neapolitan Jesuit, bating learnaal t!» lea*

iruigc. preached with the emperor's permisshta. Balsa tv—
turned home by the wat of Ormtu. Bus*.**. Bag*
Aleppo. He hail left Aleppo in tilt, and return*.

> hate been the fir*Balbt aeetn* to hate been the Aral traveller «ho
account of Tran*gangrtir India. Oleums, in has
Mandelslo't tratels. giie* an abridgment of Balks'* .
.» M*ndrlslo himself, who tratellcd in the East
about half a century later than BalU. did at* vttst

A Latin translation of Balbi'* narrative a a Ik
'"//rcfion of I'tfiigtt ami 7Vwre/« fe (4* Emtl

,

Frankfort. U«#- 44. PiMoat, in bis AWasre

tin /'"vi**". give* an account of Pegu frue*

Ul
r*^.s&ei £££zx&: sv^..HALB1W" •*-raMUw CA'BXITS, a
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tor. after being twice consul, tu elected emperor by the
senate in opposition to the usurper Maximinus, who was
supported by the legions in Germany. The two Oordiani,
father and son. who had been proclaimed shortly before in
Africa with the approbation of the senate, were overpowered
and killed by the soldiers of Capcllianus, the governor of
Mauritania, who had taken the part of Maximinus. [See
Count ANOs.1 Maximinus himself, hearing that the senate
had outlawed him. was preparing to march from Ulyricum
into Italy. Rome was in great consternation. The senate
in this emergency elected two emperors—Clodius Pupicnus
Maximal, an experienced officer who hail risen from a low
station to the highest ranks, and Balbinus, a man of fortune
and connexions, and of a mild conciliatory character. As
thr two emperors elect were proceeding to the Capital to
offer sacrifice to thwgods, the people and the soldier* stopped Icletian, no less than lbiruVm^^~\Z^'T^l^"'
the way. demanding an emperor from the family o/ the followed e^hMW in^ ~? Pre^cr»-

Oordiani. who were popular f&urites. Aboy. tweLyeZ. £\y^ed^
Crevicr, Hittoire dei Empereurt Romaitu.)

and Scythiani They were both regretted in privateMaximus for his firmness, tempered by m<xl.r*U,nBalbinu. for bis affability and hi. eleg»T£uuu£. andtaste. Balbmu. wM fbnd of luxury and rcfln.Wt,^nd^also a lover of literature : he appears to have beenTa mt ofno mean reputation in his time. His house, inhabited bvhis posterity was still existing in the time of DiocWtian(Juhu. Camtohnus. Hhloria Au^uU ) M.xim^, h"i
foreseen his fate ; and be told Balbinus. at the time of their
elccuon. that the hatred of the soldiers would prove foul
to them both. Tho account or the transactions of the reum
or those two emperors affords a striking picture of the social
and political condition or Rome in the ago which followed
that of the Antonincs. In the century which elapsed be-
tween the death of Coramodus and the accession of Dio-

of age. the son of a daughter of the elder Gordianus, being
found, was saluted Cmear, by tho namo of Marcus Antonius
Gordianus, afterwards known in history as tho Third Gor-
dianus. After the tumult was thus appeased, and the cus-
tomary games in the Circus wcro given for the amuse-
ment of the Roman people, Maximus set off for North
Italy to oppose Maximinus, and Balbinus remained at
Rome. A serious tumult broke out shortly after in the city

:

two praetorian soldiers, having entered unarmed the senate-
houMt to listen to the discussions, were stabbed to death
by some of the senators, who pretended that they were spies
or Maximinus. The praetorian guards rose to avenge the
death of their comrades ; and the people, on the other side,
exrtfed by the senators, ran to attack the praetorians who
defended themselves in their camp, and killed many of the
eiusens. The people next cut off the conduits that supplied
the camp with water; but the praetorians sallied out,
repulsed the besiegers, and set Arc to a district of the city.

Tbe greatest disorder prevailed, when Balbinus, who at
first bad remained inactive, came out to endeavour to part
tbe combatants, but he was assailed with stones, and
wounded. As a hut expedient, the senators thought of
exhibiting to the multitude the boy Gordianus, who was
dad in the imperial purple and lifted upon the shoulders
of a tall man. The veneration which both the people and
the soldier* felt for the name of Gordianus produced the
desired effect, and the tumult was appeasetL Meantime
Maximinus had laid siege to Aquiteia, where be was killed
in a mutiny by bis own soldiers, who afterward* made their
submission to Maximus ; and the latter returned to Rome
to enjoy a triumph for having, though without much
exertion on his part, ended the civil war. a.d. 241. Tbe
people of Rome were overwhelmed with joy, but the soldiers
were dissatisfied, seeing their influence on tbe decline;
they remembered that Maximinus was an emperor of their
own cbuce, while Maximus and Balbinus were the choice
of the senate. Provocations on the part of the senators

j

Gracias-4-Dios.

exasperated these feelings. A body of Germans whom
Maximus had led back to Rome, and in whom he chiefly
trusted, added to tbe jealousy of tbe praetorians. A mis-
understanding also appears at the same timo to have un-
fortunately existed between the two emperors: Balbinus
was jealous of the military reputation of his colleague.
While most of the citizens hail gone to witness the celebra-
tion of the Capitoltne games, the pnetorians sallied out to
attack tbe palace of the emperors. Maximus, being in-

formed of this, sent for bis trusty Germans ; but Balbinus,
through some suspicion of the designs of Maximus, opposed
the order ; in consequence of which the praetorians had time
to force the entrance of the palace, when rushing into tbe
apartments, they seised both emperors, whom they dragged
ignominiously towards their ramp, insulting and tormenting
them by tbe way. Hearing that the Germans were coming
at test, they killed their two prisoners and left tho bodies
m tbe street. They then took the boy Gordianus to their

camp and proclaimed him emperor. Tbe peoplo likewise

acknowledged him, and tbe senate was obliged to do the

. A.D. 243. The two murdered emperors were no
talked of, and no punishment was inflicted on the

Balbinus and Maximus reigned little more than
one year ; during which time they had shown assiduity in

their duties, attention to justice and public security, and
respect for the authority of the laws. They were, at tbe
lime of their death, making preparations for carrying on tbe
war against tbe Persians, and also against the Sarmatians

[Brit. Mm. Aota.l

BALBOA, VA'SCO NU'NBZ DB. was bom in Jem
de los Caballeros, in Estremadura, about the year 1473.
His family, though belonging to the class of hidalgos (or
gentlemen), was not in very affluent circumstances. Vitro
m his youth held some office iu the house of Don Pedro
Portucarrero. lord of Huelva; and in 1501 he accompanied
Rodrigo de Bastidas in his voyage of discovery to the now
world. Bastidas sailed from Cadiz in October, in two ves-
sels. It is not known whether Balboa remained with Bas-
tidas to the timo of the unfortunate death of the latter, or
whether he left him before, to settle in Espanola (St. Do-
mingo) ; but in 1410 Balboa was at SalvaUerrs, one of tbe
settlements in that inland, and, far from having bettered his
fortune, he was much in debt. About that time, Alonso de
Ojeda and Diego de Nicuesa projected a voyage of disco-
ver}', the king having granted them tbe privilege of colo-
nizing and governing all those territories which they might
discover from Cape Vela (or de la Vela), in 12' 5' N.lat., and
72° <y W. long, to Cape Gracias-a-Dios in 15° N. lat. and
82° 44' W. long. Tho portion or territory allotted to Ojeda
extended as far as the middle of the gulf of Uraba (or Da-
rien), and that allotted to Nicuesa, from that point to Cape

Both chiefs set sail almost at the same
time. Ojeda arrived first, and landed near llie site of Carta-
gena. After suffering severe losses from the natives, he was
obliged to re-embark, and proceeded to (lie gulf of Daricii,
where he determined on forming a settlement on the east-
ern side of that gulf. With great difficulty he built a few
houses, to which he gave the name or San Sebastinn.
Daily expecting Bachiller Enciso, a lawyer who belonged to

tbe expedition, and who had remained at Espanola to load
two ships with men and provisions, Ojeda at last determined
to sail in quest of him. Entrusting the command of the
settlement to Francisco Pizarro, be proceeded to Rspaiiola,

where he died in extreme poverty. His men, after waiting
some time in vain for their leader, embarked in two bri^s,

and sailed for Cartagena. On entering the port tbe)- disco-

vered tbe vessels of Enciso. Tbe governor of Espanola had
made a law in that island, that no one should quit it before

he hail paid all his creditors. Balboa, who was in debtyind
was anxious to get away from the island, hid himself in a
cask in Enciso's ship, and when the vessel was far from
land presented himself to Enciso, who. though much irri-

tated at the trick, was at last reconciled by tbe intreaties of

Balboa and his friends.

Enciso, on learning the absence of Ojeda, claimed the
chief command ; and his men. alter some resistance, sub-

mitted. He ordered them to proceed to tbe gulf of Dsrien ;

on entering which a violent storm overtook them, and
after struggling with the elements for a long time, the vessel

of Enciso was violently driven against a rock on the coast,
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lf& wa> atsaaiaMaaa. lb* SpansaVrde pal laaaTBl to flight, entered
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uf a Wv». fianta Maria de la Antigua del Doncn.
Ul. Yha Spaniard*, after Ibair a.taMi.hmrnt

,ge Willi the nativoa good* and tnnkot*
a, It recetioil lu tin mount ,,1 I J,nun

naiio, under |>ain of death, for hade tlw ex-
vhang* uf atiylliuig fur gold. On thia Ida men deposed him.
mid some of them elected Palboa and Zamudui for their

Wailor*. Hut lliorc, waa a party still faithful to Bncieo; and
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NMUHaV In tha midat of these diaputr* • ahip armed
1 1 Spain with turn and pnniaiona fur Nuinsa. The
raptam distributed pari of hi* .lore, among the aettlara;

and this nrcunwlaiicw determined tha partiea in favour of

Nicuoaa. They aroordtniily •{•••patched the vaaaal in que«t
of that ahwf. and found I near Portnballo in g* .1 dia-

Ireaa. Nirwaai, Indignant at the alaU of inauburdinatiun

111 lb* colony, aailcd toward* the. aeltlcmrnt, but he waa
mH allowed toUnd. After inii.ii.n.' periniaaion, which waa
rrfoaaal aoaa, he came on ahore *errct|y 111 apite of the advice

of R<!l» Hi re he waa aeiied by order of bia advrraanea,

and nearest, in a miarraMo veaasd, with eeventeen men who
aaaxr *• fallow him. The veaael aailed for Spam, and it U
awan ai ad to have been foal at aea

The pari 10a of Kio'iao and Ballioa now resumed their

dispute, and Balboa trained the victory. Inefcwm placed

—air arrest, tried, and condemneil to iwpriaonmenl ami
the law* of all hia pmparty. for having usurped the command
a/ Ojrd*. By the entreatiea of frtenda Balboa granted him
to* liberty, on condition of hi* leaving Darien. Balbuo now
a_.nl /.attiU'lio to Spun to om. mi .11., unit of ulmt Mai
taken alaee, and having aent Sir the men whom Nicueaa

Waal left at Portobello, he made a aucreaaful expedition

tjFto the eonntry. On that occeeion Balboa became ac-

quainted Willi 11 very |»i» «-rf ul nirii|iir. who gnie linn

much uaeful information about bia own country, and alao

about a very powerful and rich at ale, which, aa In- « n.|,

wwa als sun*, or daya, to lb* eouth of hia own
Tbia waa the flrat

Balboa and hia

rainforrement. which (o|ui

Tbe provision* brought by that veaael were

and they had. beeidce, the mi*f«rton* i>f l.aai _
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be eaad. ' HeboM. aay brother*, the ubjea-t
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M» mm the era w lor h waa
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A fa
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the name* of Kemando and
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-
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gave Ilia name of (lotto de San Miguel, on acaaxiaat af as

having been diacovered on Hiebaolmaa day.

Balhoa. after Halting aome of the lalamla in tha gwkf. re-

lumed lo Darien. The fatigue* of the journey broagaal aaaaaa

Ballioa a very dangeroua fever, which obliged bia to to ear-

ned pari of live way on a hammock to the aellVmerit. wtaaaaW
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you and 1 lo in
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ih.
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' ibi
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Irtssd Garabito secretly to Cubs, to procure sixty men, with
the in» of making a settlement near the Ptrifle. When
Girabitn returned. Pedranas had Riven to Balboa his rank
and title. Garabito landed his men about twenty mile*
tVssa Darirn. and informed* Balboa. Tho information,

secret aa it waa. reached the ran of Pcdrarias, at which
In vum indignant, that he ordered Balboa to be im-
aejaanid ; but on the entreaties of the Biahop Quevedo, and
hi* o«n wife. Balboa was released and rerotiriled to hla

enemy. This reconciliation *>• further remehted by the
marriage of Balboa with the eldest daughter of Pedrariaa,

then tn Spain. Notwithstanding this apparent reconci-

liation. IVdrsnas kept Balboa at Danen. and was alwaya
afraid of employing hint. In 1317, I'edrarias, having been
unsuccessful in all his attempts to reduce the country,
sent Balboa in the direction of Port Careta, with orders to

found a colony there, and to build ships, in order to visit

some of the islands in the Pacific. Balboa established his

culony at Aria, taking an active part himself in the labour

that was required, both in tho fleid and in the town. With
his men he rut down wood, and built four brigs ; but un-
drtunately the timber was so bad, that they proved un-
it fcr service. This disappointment by no means deterred

Balboa. He found better timber, built two brigs, and taking
in tin-in a* man) men as lie could rarry, he sailed lor I lie

gulf, and landed on one of the islands. Hero having
learned that L»pe de Sosa hud been appointed by the

government to supersede Pedrariaa, ho sent one of his

rjptanis |o LXinell, to procure positive information, sod 10

provide him with such articles as were requisite for build-

ing ships. ' Go,' said he to Garabito, tho captain, ' and if

Prdrarias is still governor, ho will supply us with all we
may want, and by the favour of God. wo will immediately
sail' fcr our destination.' It is said that a soldier who, as

Raits« uttered the last words of his message, overheard

him, went and informed Pedranas that Balboa intended to

go on a voyage of discovery on his own account. Others
say that Garabito, having fallen in love with an Indian
woman kept by Balboa, had determined to work his ruin ;

tn effect which, he gave the same information to Pedra-

riaa. Howell this may be, Pedrariaa, immediately after

the arrival of Garabito at Santa Maria, ordered Balboa to

to Aria. Before he arrived at that place, he was in-

by some ft-iends that Pedrariaa had determined to

ruin, but Balboa, trusting to his innocence, went
met Francisco Pizarro with an armed force, who

to him the order of arrest from Pedranas. When
received this intelligence, he said to Pizarro in a

Was this the way in which you were aceus-

„ to meet me ?' Having arrived at Aria, he was

thrown into prison, and tried on tbe very charges on
which be had before been acquitted. Although the judge

ftsatid him guilt), ho recommended him to merry, in con-

of his services, but tho indexible Pedranas an -

tbe judge, * If be is a criminal, let him die for his
' He waa accordingly condemned to be beheaded.

Wham Balboa was taken to the place of execution, and
pub!* cner proclaimed that he was condemned as a

* and usurper of the dominions of tho king, he said

a Arm voire. • That is a gross falsehood ; as sure as my
HjDwHts are near at hand, I never-had even a thought

of the most loyal and faithful devotion to my king,

any other desire than to increase his dominions,

with all my power and ability.' Balboa died with the flrju

mm of a hero, in his forty-second year. Herrera says that

was a tall and graceful man, of a pleasing counte-

with flaxen hair ; and that he had an acute under-

and was possessed of great fortitude. In danger
bo always took the lead, and was the last in

t and comfort. ' Ho was,' says Quintana, ' rigid

hut when his soldiers were sick or wounded,

consoled them as a brother, and ho was on

many occasions seen to go in pursuit of game, and even to

drc. it himself, for his sick men.'
Herrera. Hittoria General de la* India* Occidental™.

Brst and second, Quintana ; ViJa* de Etpaiolet

n. ; Navsrreto. Colerion de lot tlagrt y De-
«M de tot Etpaiolet detde finet del Sigh AT.
Mail rid, 1829.)

BALCASH. THE LAKE OF, called also BALKAS II

and BH ALKH ASHl-NOR, w the largest of tbe nume-
rous takes which exist on the lowest terrace by which the

fags UWe-landi of central Asia descend toward the north-

west. It lies between 4J° and 4i° N. laU, and Tf and r»*
B. long., in the country of the Zungarea, or, according to
the present poliiira! division, in that province of tho Chil
empire which is called Thian-shan Pelu (

shan), or the government of Hi.

The extent of this lake is not known. On the most mo-
dern mans it occupies, from north to south, about

1 1 degree
of latitude, which would give for its length about ISO miles

;

and this is probably not too much, as tbe caravans going
from the banks of tho Irtish to Tasbkend and Khasghar
travel for many days together on its shores. Its average
breadth seems to be considerably less.

It would be very interesting to know its elevation above
the level of the sea, as it is placed nearly in a straight bne
between the lake of Zaisang, which, according to H iiuiholdf

,

is more than 1600 feet above the sea, and the lake of
Aral and the northern part of the Caspian Sea, of which the
former is 231 and the latter 378 feet below tbe, sea level.

On the east and on the west the lake is inclosed by moun-
tains, which terminate not far from iU shores. Those on
tho cast separate it from the lake of Alak-kul, and those on
the west and south- wes. from that of Issi kul ; both ranges
are called Ala-tau, though they are divided from one
another by the lake and the wide valley of tbe Hi river. On
the north and north-west of it extends a steppe rosny hun-
dred miles in length, which, from tho nation that inhabits
it, is called the Steppe of the Klurghis Kasaks, and con-
tinues lo the northern parts of the lake of Aral and the
Caspian Sea. It seems to descend by a very gentle slope

to the west, as the course of all its rivers proves. On tho
south and south-east of the lake opens the wide and extcn-
sivo valley of the Hi. which, less than eighty years ago.
was the principal seat of the independent and powerful
Zungarea, from whom this country was called Zungaria.
Their empire was destroy od and the whole nation nearly
annihilated by the Chinese, who, since that time, have
settled other nations there— Turks, Mongols, Manshus, and
Chinese ; and have introduced agriculture. The hordes of
the Turgut, who in 1771 left tbe banks of the Volga and the

Russian empire, likewise received from tbe Chinese tbe

countries to the south of the lake of Balcash. Tbe river Hi,

which traverses this valley in all its length, has, according
to the Chinese geography, a course of upw ards of 2-10 miles
it empties itself into the southern extremity of the lake,

which has no outlet, though it receives, besides the Hi, the

water of several other rivers on the north and east, of which
one or two run perhaps a hundred miles and upwards.
(Humboldt; Ritter s Aria.)

BA'LCONY is derived from the Italian word balcn, or

palco. (Diszionario delta Crutca.) Balcon is often used by
Boccaccio in his Nacelle, from which circumstance we mav
conclude that balconies were very common in Italy at that

time. Palco signifies, in Italian, the box of a theatre : and
in the great theatre at Bologna, built, we believe, by Pslladio,

each box or balconv has a balustrade. [See Ho I mhuh
]

The balcony is much employed in edifices of modem date.

Tho object of balconies is to give the inhsbitants of a house
a better view. They are formed nearly on a level with tbe

floors of rooms, and supported on cantilevers or brackets, and
sometimes, though more rarely, on columns of wood or stone.

The floor of the balcony is bud on the canttl?vcrs, and tho

sides are inclosed with a rail of iron, or a balustrade of stone.

Where balconies are formed, the windows are for the most
part made to open down to the ground. In London cast-

iron railing, vanously designed, is most commonly used.

There are, however, balconies with balusters of stone some-

times placed before single window s, or continuous ranges of

them. Tbe Goldsmiths' Hall, at the back of the Post-

oflicc, is an example of the former : the balustrade in

the space above the columns of tbe Quadrant at the

of Regent-street in London, and the Crescent st the end

of Portland -place, are examples of the latter. Some balco-

nies have a very slight projection, and rest not upon canti-

levers, but upon the basement wall, as is tbe Bauqucling-

bouse at Whitehall. [See H ssi mk \ t .]

Since the introduction of Grecian architecture some bal-

conies have been inclosed with small Greek columns, instead

of tbe baluster used by the Italian architects. In Venice

there arc very magnificent balconies in the Gothic taste

remarkable for their richness. It is uncertain when bal-

conies were first introduced into England. Some of tbe

old inns, with tbe galleries round them, are perhaps the

oldest examples existing. Elizabethan architecture shows
2 8 2
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> nrj elaborately driigned baleonie* ; but perhaps the

jst example to the pulrnaf the Italian* will bo found in

tome of the college* of Oxford. Magdalen College coo-

Uina an example of such a balcony in a pulpit tupportod

on corbelt. [ScoCorbkl.] (Mackenzie and Pugin, Spe-

cimens o/ Gothic Architecture.)

BALD BUZZARD (Zoology), one of tho English name*
fortho Otprey or Hiking Eagle ; the Pithing-Hawk and

Pith-Hawk of the American* ; Aquila Petcatrici of the

Italian* ; Hatiatut and Morpknt* of Aldrovandu* ; Bal-

butardut Anglorum of Ray; and Palco Halitrlut of

Linnarua; forming the typical if not the only species of

the subgenus Panion (Savigm ) : for Cuvicr limit* the sub-

genus to thi* »pecie* ; but Lesson think* that the Jokmcuru
(Falco Ichthyeetnt of HorsCeM) should be added.

The Bala Buzzard, Pandion halitrlut, appear* to be

[Pacini kallelas.)

widely diffused. Terominek observe*, that it i» generally

distributed through Ruropc, and that it abound* in Russia,

Germany, and Switzerland. It is alto found in Egypt.

In the British islands it seem* to be comparatively

rare. Willughby record* one that was shot at Penzance
with a mullet in its claw* ; and Whito mention* another

that was »hot at Fhn*ham Pond, near Sclborne, while it

was sitting on the handle of a plough and devouring fish.

* It used,' say* White, * to precipitate itself into the water

and take it* prey by »urnrisc.'

It ha* been *een at Killarncy in Ireland ; and Montagu
apeak* of it* frequent occurrence in Devonshire. Sclhy

•ays, ' I have seen them upon Loch Ixroond, wbeie they

are said to breed ; but tbey are far from being numerous in

Scotland.' Montagu corroborate* this ; for he says, in hit

Ornithological Dictionary, ' It i* said to make its nest

general It on the ground by the side of water, composed of

Hag* and rushes : but we oner saw the nest of tins bird on
the top of a chimney of a ruin in an island on Loch Lomond
in Scotland : it was large and flat, formed of sticks laid aeros*.

and resting on the side* of the chimney, lined with flag*.'

That it is found near Rome is evident from Bonaparte'»

$f*rrhio Comparatito delte Ornil"l'>gie dt Roma e dt

Filadeifla.

In America it >• taid to be found in the tumtner from
Labrador to Florida ; and it i* even dated to hare been teen
in Cayenne : indeed Latham give* it the name of Cayenne
neprrp. But it it in the more temperate climate of the

New Continent that the bird abound* ; and there it*

coming is eagerly watched by the fishermen a* the harbinger
of the shoals of Ash that approach the »horc* in the ipnug
' Towards the close of March,' write* Nuttall in his inter-

esting Manual. ' or beginning of April, they arrive in the
vicinity of Boston with the Orel *hoal of alewive* or herring*,
but yet are seldom known to breed along the coast* of
Massachusetts.' The same author attributes their depar
lure from New York and New Jersey, as early a* the

close of September, or at farthest the middle at October,

when they migrate farther south, to the going of the Ash

on which tbey are accustomed to feed ; for they principally

live on flab, which they take by dishing from on high into

the water with such violence, that, aa Pennant observe*, the

Italian* hare applied to the bird the epithet piomlnma.

But the bald buzzard i* haunted by a persecutor that often

matches from it the hard-earned prey. Cateabv and other*

describe its sufferings from the piracy of the white headed

sea-eagle, Haliaetut leueocephalut ; and Wilson gives the

following vivid description of such a scene,—a descnpUua

which those only who have devoted themselves to watching

tho habit* of animals can give. ' Elevated.' says thai ad-

mirable ornithologist, speaking of the white-beaded eagle,

as he saw him in America, ' on the high dead limb of some
gigantic tree that command* a wide view of the ocean, be

teems calmly to contemplate the motwo* of the venous

feathered tribe* that purtue their busy avocations brV/w,

tho snow-white gull* (lowly winnowing the air ; the btaty

tringsB coursing along the sands ; trains of ducks stream

ing over the surface ; silent and watchful cranes, intent

and wading ; clamorous crows, and all the winged multi-

tude* that subsist by the bounty of this vast liquid Dtp-
line of nature. High over all these hovers one sba*
action instantly arrest* hi* attention. By hi* wide run atur*

of wing, and sudden suspension in the air, be know* h.m tv

be the fiith liawk. M illing over none devoted victim ff tLc

deep. His eye kindle* at the sight, and balancing bun* If

with half-opened wing* on the branch, be watrbe* tLe

result. Down, rapid a* nil arrow from heaven descend* tiw

distant object of hu attention, tlie roar of it* wings reach i.
•

the ear as it disappear* in the deep, making the wr.vi
foam around. At tin* moment the eager looks of il#

eagle are all ardour; and levelling his neck fur fl12bt.br

sees the fish-hawk once more emerge struggling with Lu
prey, and mounting in the air with scream* of exult*** *>.

These are tlie signals for our hero, who, launching into ike

air, instantly give* ehacc, and *on gains on the tab bask.

Each exert* his utmost to mount above the other, dispiat >avc

in these rencontres the most elegant and sublime srrui

evolutions. Tlie unincumbered eagle rapidly advance*,

and is just on the point of reaching hi* opponent, wbe*> eita

a sudden scream, probably of despair ana honest cxecratws*.

the latter drop* his fish : the eagle, poising himself far a

moment, a* if to take a more certain aim, descends bke a

whirlwind, snatches it in his grasp ere it reaches the water,

and bear* hi* ill-gotten boot) .silently away to the woods.

Tho bald buzzard is a powerful bird, and the (entases,

which arc the largest, as indeed they are among ntost of taw

birds of prey, sometime* weigh Ave pounds. The plumage.
wliH-h is very like that of the water-fowl, and adapted
to resisting the fluid into which it plunges far it* are*,

is white below, with a few bro«n streaks and apeeklr* <**

the throat. There is. indeed, a patch of brown on (he

upper part of the breast in young bird*. The crown mt la*

he^d is light-brown, edged with white ; and there i* a streak
of dark brown from the eve to the shoulders. The * bo**

of the upper part of tlie Indy is brown. Tbe feather* «•
the thigh* arc clow, and the leg* slwrl. stout, and grey***
and in this part of its organization we see a beatitiral

instance of adaptation to its habits. The close thigh feathers
resist the action of the water, while the talon at
toe i* much larger than the inner one, and capable of bcutj
turned backward*; tlie under surfaces of oil the lor* are

al'o vers rough and covered with protubrranrev wfaark

en idle it to secure its slippery pre). Tbe indes are **f a
lemon colour.

Tlie bald buzzard, or osprry, la)* from two to lour rggv
a little larger than those of the common fowl, of a iiiWiih.

or vellowith cream colour, marked with blotches and sV*> at

reddish brown. During incubation the male often feeds the

female. Nuttall. in hu Hamuli, gives the following amsxal
of their habits in tbe breeding season :

—

' Unlike other rapacious bird*, the osprey • may
'

considered grrgsnout, breeding so near each other,

according to Mr. Gardiner, there were on the small aUad
on which be resided, near to tbe eastern extrenvit* of Loasg
Island, New York, no less than 300 nest* with yowata.
Wilton observed twenty of their nests within half a nut*
I have *e«n them nearly a* thick about Rehunoth Ba>. an
Drlaware. Here tbey live together at least aa
as rooks; and so harmless are they considered in

birds, that, according to Wuauo. the crow HUrktoras,
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ir sometimes allowed refuse by the ospreys, anil

I tbeir nests in the very interstices of their v\ ry. It

sometimes, that, u with swallows, a general

is (riven in the constructing of a new nest ; for,

to this event, a dork have been seer, to assemble

the same tree squealing, as is their custom, when any-

thing materially agitates them.'

BA'LOACH I N {.balduehinn, Italian), a kind of canopy,

either supported on columns, or suspended from and used

to cover an altar in a Catholic church. The word is derived

from tin- Italian baldarhinn, signifying a piece of furniture,

which is earned, or which is Axed, over sacred things, or over

the seats of princes and persons of great distinction, as a mark
of honour. The form, for the most part, is square, and the

top cmi-red with H"th with ;i hanging fringe: sometimes
the fringe is formed of pieces of cloth cut out after the

fashion of a banner. The baldachin has been supposed to

have been derived from the anticnt ciburium <»..•{. ,...<

.

a large cup or vase). An isolated building, placed by the

Christians over tombs and altars, was called a cibo-

nura. The modem baldachin is of the same form as the

nbonum erected by Justinian in tho church of Santa
•t Constantinople, which was made of silver, gold,

stones, and supported by four silver-gilt

The baldachin is however deprived of the cur-

in the nbonum were intended to inclose what-
wes deemed sacred within, t Enryelnpedie Mtthitdique.

)

The Mohammedans seem to hai c copied theciborium in tbeir

leasts- (See the domed tombs at Cairo, in the work of

the Frsnrh Institute on Egypt.) The baldachin carried

over the host in Catholic countries is not unfrequcntly of an
umbrella shape ; a similar sort of umbrella may be seen on
ao Etruscan vase. (See Milltngen's work on V'atet.)

The baldachin in St. Peter's at Rome, made by Bernini,

is the most celebrated, ami is (lie largest knoSrn uork of the

kind in bronze. The ibis, or roicring. is supported on four
" columns of the composite order, placed upon
Mack marble, the dies of mbich are ornamented
escutcheons. The columns are Muled for one-

beight ; the remaining part is ornamented with

leaves of laurel, combined something after the
Sssassssr of the columns of the temple designed by Raphael
ia una ofhis cartoons. The whole work is beautifully executed
aad highly -finished. Above the columns arc four figures

of nun Is standing upright ; at the top of the covering there

as a cross, and below the entablature the banner-like cloth

snage of the portable baldachin has been imitated. Tlic

sJaa at square, and the altar stands between the two pedes-

tals of the foremost columns. The height is 126 ft. 3 in.

the floor of the church to the summit of the cross, of
tal is 1 1 ft 8 in., the columns 40 fl. 4 in.;

It ft. 6 in., the covering 40 fL. and the

a I X ft 9 in. There were 1 86,392 lbs. of bronze cm-
rork ; the chasing alone cost more than
The Pantheon was despoiled of iu fine

its to form this baldachin, and there being

than were necessary, the remainder were

as IV

baldachin of Santa Maria Maggiore, the next in int-

ra so that of Sl Peter's, is a kind of crown supported

r flgurea standing on columns of porphyry orna-

I with bands of bronze. It was made by the Cava-

ssjra. It is not improbable that the Gothic canopies

C AaxsiTOCTVBji and Cawopv). over figures

td personages of distinction, were intended for

aslbcv appear to be used as marks of distinc-

i

ajot for a covering only to protect Ibeso from the

as they are placed horizontally on the tombs of

£ aaim i and oilier personages of high rank (see

mml the kings in Westminster Abbey I. (Slothards

Remains; and Blore s Monumental Hrmai,„

ttrilarm.)

BERNARDI NO, was bom at Urbino in usa.
famdy. After having rcceived.his early edara-

o alive town be went to Padua, where ha stssW
jurisprudence, and the languages, of whsr*

ABo says he acquired fourteen. Ha
branches of learning made hi

Gocizaga. l»rd of Guaslalla. whs

laacber of mathematics. The
a Raul 's manners and abdsues that I

of Guaslalla. with the pope s aaj iasi

•Jae duties of his new \ M tt §

BaW

and zoal, but in defending the prerogatives, juiisdteiinn,

and immunities of his abbey, he found himself entangled in

disputes with the cominuinty and lay authoiilies of Guaa*
tnlla, and with the prince himself. Annoyed, pcrha|>s, at

those controversies, lie absented himself, und repaired to

Home, where Cunlimil Cintio Aldobniiulini, nephew nf I'npii

Clement VIII., became his friend, and inxiled Inm (uli\o in

his bouse. Baldi resigneil tho abbacy of Guaslalla. retaining

an annual pension from its income. Having left Rome, ho
returned to Urbino. where the Duko Francesco Maria della

R re sent him. in 1612, as his envoy to Venice, to congra-
tulate the new Doge Andrea Mcmmo. On (his occasion Baldi

pronounced an elegant oration before the Venetian senate,

which so pleased the doge that he presented the orator with

a massive gold chain of considerable value. Baldi wrolc a
vast number of works in prose and verse, the greater part

of which have remained inedited. Among those published

are a poem on navigation, and several eclogues, which ore

not without merit. He painted the Italian rustics not as

imaginary Arcadian beings, such as those of Guarino, Fon-
lenelle. and Gesner, but as rustics really arc, describing

tbeir habits and employments, and deriving a moral from
and their humble enjoyments,

a poem called Deifobe, purporting lo be a

nicle of the vicissitudes of Rome Irocn iu foundation lo the
epoch in which he lived, in the form of a prophecy which be
puts into the mouth of the Sibyl of Cuma. after the manner
of the Cassandra of Lyeophron. Of Baldi's prose works we
have several dialogues, one on ' dignity." in which be gives

a definition of the meaning of honour, wbVb is remarkable
for its philosophical justness; and another on the qualities

and duties required of a ponce, written with considerable

freedom, considering the age and country in which be lited.

He also compiled a short chronicle of all the matbetua-
tK-ums known from Euplsorbius i mentioned by Diogenes
Laertius in his Life •( ThaJa) down lo his own time. This
was but the outline of an extensive series of biographies
which Baldi intended to write. He also published two Latin
works in illustration of Vitruvius : SeamiUi impareiVilru-
etsnti m Bernardino Haldv noca raliune eiplicati. Augs-
burg. 1612; and Dt Verboram Vitravianoram Stgnijtra-

lione, ibid., with a life of Vitruvius. Both have been inserted

by the Marquis Poleni in his EzerntaJwnet Vilruvianer,
Padua, 1741. Two inedited historical works of Baldi were
published only a few years since ; Vita e t'alli di (Jutdit-

baldn 1. di Monlepeltro Data d Urbino, 2 vols , Milano,
1821 ; and V\la e Valli dt Federinj di MontepeUro Uuea
d Urbino, 3 vols., Roma, 1824. These contain some eunous
information about the Feltre dynasty in Urbino, and about
the epoch of Cesar Borgia s rule in the Romagaa. (Afio,
Vila di Bernardino Baldi.)
BA LDI VI A. [See Valditia-1
BALDRICK. or BAUDRICK (Fr. baudner), a asaV

lary belt. band, or girdle, much used by warriors ia more
antient. as well as in the feudal l

'

the waist, but occasionally nendaat I

and sustaining a sword. Menage denies tin* i

the medium of the low Latin baldrtms;**. from
ballemi. Dueange derives it •hrrmrh iMii
The figure of William de Valence, Earl ef 1 _

Westminster Abbey, has a bahlncfc «r sett assay i

with Ins coat of arms. Vanoas ;

the belt of Edmund Cross*bar*. Earl at
•n the same church. The be* was as

BALDWIN,
oars,

merit of that

Charieasseac
oa

aa a
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Baldwin, who had heard of her great beauty, went to meet

ber at bar landing. He prevailed on her to accompany him

to the eaatle of Haeriebeck, where they were privately

married, aa Baldwin could not expert to obtain her father *

content, on account of his former hostility to him. Charles,

incensed at the new*, sent his son, Louis the Stammerer, to

make war upon Baldwin, who defeated htm near Arret.

After the battle. Baldwin caused several of Charters barons,

whom he had taken prisoners, to be hanged, as the Insti-

gators of the war. The Pope, Nicholas I., having excom-

municated him. at the request of Charles the Bald, for the

abduction of bis daughter and his subsequent refusal to

eive her up. ho resolved to journey to Rome *ith his wife

Judith; and there be not only obtained absolution, but

prevailed on the Popo to tend a legate to Charles of Franco,

lo settle all differences between them. The legate suc-

ceeded; and Baldwin and his wife repaired to Charles's

court. Charles received them kiudly. enlarged the limit* of

Flsnders. and arreted it into a county, in »««. Baldwin

built castles at Bruges aud Ghent, to defend the country

against the Normans, who, under their chief Hastings, bad

landed on the coast. Baldwin died at Arras, in 877.

BALDWIN II.. Count of Flanders, ton of the above,

roamed Alfnth, daughter of Alfred of England. He
madf war against Eudes, count of Paris, who had usurped

the Ftenrli crown, and defeated him. He had alto disputes

with Charles the Simple, the rightful heir, after the latter

hn>l ascended the throne. Baldwin died in* 19, and was
succeeded by his son Arnold.

BALDWIN 111-, styled 'of tbe handsome beard,' suc-

ceeded Count Arnoul the younger in 988. He married a

daughter of tbe Count of Luxemburg. During the trouble*

that followed the death of tbe Emperor Otbo III., the Count
of Flanders seised upon several places in the neighbour-

hood of his territories : among others, upon Valenciennes,

which he afterwards defended against the united forces of

the Emperor Henry, King Robert of France, and the Duke
of Normandy. It was a*reed *t last that be should retain

Valenciennes, as an imperial feud, as well as the island of

Walcberen and other parts of Zealand. These be retained,

notwithstanding tbe opposition of the Count of Holland,

who aswrtcd a previous claim to them. Baldwin then

obtained the hand of Adele, daughter of Robert of France,

for his son Baldwin. It is recorded in tbe chronicle*, that

be held an assembly of the prelates and nobles of Flanders

at Oudcnarde; ana this appears to be the first mention
made of the states of Flanders. Baldwin III. died in 1034.

BALDWIN IV.. called by some 'of Lisle.' and by others
' le Debonnaire.' son of the preceding, succeeded his father.

He conquered several districts on the right bank of the

Scheldt, which river had till then formed the boundary be-

tween tbe territories of France, of which Flanders was con-

sidered a part, and those of the German Empire. These
districts he retained on condition of doing homage to the

Emperor for the same; and thus tbe Counts of Flanders
were vassals of both the crowns of France and Germany.
Baldwin gave his daughter Mathilda lo William of Nor-
mandy, afterwards king of England. Henry I. of France,

at bis death, appointed Count Baldwin guardian to his

ton Pbibp, then a minor. Baldwin fulfilled hit trust with

great honour; and defeated the Gascons, who had re-

volted. He then accompanied his son-in-law, William, to

the conquest of England; and for bis service* on that
occasion William assumed him and bis successors a yearly
pension of 300 marks of silver out of the English treasury.

itaMwin died in 1007, and was buned at Lisle.

BALDWIN V.. called' tbe Oood. and also • of Mons.' from
hi* having married the Countess Richilda, of Hainault, who
brought him tbe lordship of Mons before he became l -ount

of Flanders, succeeded bis father. Baldwin IV. He died

in 1070. leaving two sons, Arnoul and Baldwin. After

hit death, his brother Robert, called the Fneelander, from

having conquered the principality of Foe*land, invaded

Flaiyler*. and defeated hi* nepbesrs and Philip of France,

who bad come to tbetr assistance, in a battle near St Outer.

Arnoul was killed ; and Baldwin, after a time, renounced
his claims oa the county of Flanders in favour of his uncle
and his descendants, and kept fcr himself the ruunty of

llainsult, which be had inherited from bis mother. This
Baldwin baa been reckoned in the sane* of the princes of
bis family a* Baldwin VI.
BALDWIN VII, grandson of Robert the Fneslander.

socrwrded his father, Robert tbe younger, as Count of Flan-

ders, in tbe year II 11. He was called BaMwtn Hawfcfe.

from tbe name of a kind of axo used during his re»gw m lb*

numerous public execution* of the outlssrs who Intasti d the

country, among whom were many tuibulent feudal lord*. It

I* slated in an old chronicle, that one Peter of Oostksmn,
having seised two cow* belonging In a pour countrv woman,
was arrested and taken to Bruges, where be was eondetsned
by Baldwin to be plunged, dressed and boute-j as be was,

into a large cauldron of boiling water, in the market -place

of the town. Bsldwin made war in Normandy In favour of

William, son of Robert Curthose, against Henry I. of Eng-
land ; and being severely wounded at tbe siege of Hwo.
died soon after, in III 0. He was succeeded In the county

of Flanders by Charles pf Denmark, son of A dels. i)j*

daughter of Robert the Frieslander and Baldwin's aunt

BALDWIN V III.. Count of llainault. was de*.rt>d*d

from Baldwin VI., and became Count of Flanders after lbs

death of Count Philip, in 1194. Thus tbe line uf BaMsm
of Mon* was restored, snd the two counties of llajaa-ilt

and Flanders war* re-united. Philip of France, afterwards

Philippe Augusta, married Isabella, Baldwin * oVuchut
Baldwin died in MM. leaving hi* dominion* to BaMwot
IX., afterward* Emperor of Constantinople. (OusVgherst.
ChrtJtiqurt •/ Antuuet oV Ftandrt.)

liALDWIN I.. Emperor of Constantinople, was the »*
of Baldwin of llainault, and of Margaret Countess <*f Flsa
tiers. He became Count of Flsnders by the death of bis ato-

ther in 1 194. and the following year succeeded his father as

Count of HsinaulL After his accession, he did botnag* V>

tbe Emperor Henry VI. at Met*, for tbe lands which kw hrai
of tbe German empire, and to King Philip II. of Franc*, at

Compiegne fcr the county of Flanders. Soon after, bww-
ever, be made war upon King Philip fur tbe recovers tif the
province of Artoia. which hail been detached from P*ianaw r«

under Count Philip his uncle, and Countess Margaret's
predecessor, and given aa a portion to Isabella, Baldwin s

sister, who married King Philip, but died in 1 1 to. BaJstwa.
having made an alliance with Richard of Engissd acuta*
tbe French king, conquered part of the Artota, wot e-s»W
not take the strong town of Arras. By the treaty ef FV
ronne. in 1 199, tbe Artois was divided : Ht Omer. Arrfrr*.

Aire, &c, were restored to Flanders, and Arras ami Beth>»
remained with France. In 1200, Baldwin basing rested
lo join the fourth cr tsade. which was formed in rotrseqwewer
of tbe exhortation* of Pope Innocent III., far the pur*-*
of reconquering Palestine, appointed his brother Pt>bs\
Count of Namur, with other persons, to the n eiini ef

Flanders and Hainault, while he and bis kvathrr Hsasrv.
with a numerous body of knight* and men-at arms, pro-

ceeded through Burgundy and Italy to Venire, whsrw was
the appointed place of meeting. His wife. Mary oft. naves

pagne, followed bim afterwards. As the rrwiaaVni r*».M
not raise tbe sum stipulated with the Venetians far the ifcspi

and provisions which tbe latter bad engaged to rWarsa.
Baldwin exhorted his brethren in arm* u> part sua taw
private money, their Jewel*, and ornaments, and he set thews
tbe first example himself. 8till a large sum being waatawg.
Dandolo, the Doge of Venice, proposed that, aw ihrsr wet
to the East, tbe crusader* should stop before Zara u> Da,
roans, and assist the Venetavns in rreooquering thai flare,
which had revolted, and given its, If up to tbe King of It a*
gary. Manv of the crusaders refused and left Vn„
others, and Baldwin among the rest, agreed le tbe pi ay «;
Tbe fleet suled in October, IXOl. and having s*. p*»-4 at
Zara, the crusaders and the Venetian* took taw swwa. asm
they wintered. At Zara the crusader* ware apntsssi as tw
messenger* from Alexius, son of Isaac / ngwina. Kansas* n M
Constantinople, who had been Massed bad bat rvws a*

s

u ed
out. and been thrown into a dungeon by his seethes Afcr&vs
111. Tbe young Alexius implored the rraiadm to awn- n
Ins father, and restore him to the three*. engm«ring aw b*»
pert, to give iLctn afterwards every assistance fcr the re-
covery of Palestine, to par there a Urge sum ef ssmn *«4
to make the Orerjt church acknowledge the aajsawsaas ***

tbe Roman See. A great consultation being awes be una
chiefs of the crusaders, some objected to this sswwawt tV**»
Man from their original purpose ; but Bsxifacsv Msjsjwi ef
Montferrat, Bildwin of Flanders, and the aid Dug* Uaav-
ilolo. supported the entreaties of Alexius, and the ear-

to Constantinople wa* resolved aDon. They then
to Corfu, where they ware joined by young Abrxsaa '

In Msv. lies, the fleet, consisting ef nearly ftv» |

sail, left Carte, aad stwarad fer the BelhsspaM , they

,
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the Propootis without meeting any opposition, and cast
anchor «l Chrysopolis opposite to Constantinople. The plan
of attack being formed. Baldwin, who had with him the
bt*t archer* and a numerous body of brave knights, was
appointed to lead the van. Having crossed the Bu>phonu,
they landed near GaUta, and ea»ily debated the Greeks,
who ran away, the usurper Alexius setting the example.
The Venetian fleet forced the entrance of the harbour, and
Lfendulo gatned possession of part of the rampart* on that
ante. Meantime a revolution took place within the city :

the usurper Alexius escaped in a boat with his treasures, and
Isaac was restured to the throne. The war was now at an
end. and »oung Alexius being associated with his father in

the imperial dignity, began to fulfil part of his promises to

hi* allies the crusaders, who remained encamped outside
the walls, lie found, however, great opposition from his

own subjects, especially with regard to the acknowledgment
of toe supremacy of Rome. A fire, too, which originated
in the ainaticistn of some Flemish crusaders, who were
scandalised at the sight of a mosque, for the use of the
Saracen traders, within the walls of the imperial city, and
which raged for several days, destroying some of the most
populous quarters of tho town, aggravated the hatred of the
Greeks against the Latin intruder*. The crusaders, on
their part, sent an insolent message to the Emperor Isaac,

demanding an immediate fulaiinent of the stipulations

agr«ed upon. Hostilities broke out again in January, 1204,

and that was the sigi al for a new revolution in the city.

A noiber Alexius, of tLe house of Duoas, related to the reign-

ing fauit) , who enjoyed the confidence of young Alexius
Angelus, betrayed bis friend, cast him into a dungeon, and
murdered bim. Tho old Emperor Isaac died at the same
tune, it was said, of terror and grief. Alexius Dues*, called

M uruugus, on account of bis shaggy eyebrows being joined

together, usurped the throne.

Tho crusaders now invested Constantinople, and at the

and of Dearly three months' siego a general assault was
made, and the town was stormed from the harbour side, as

U lore, though after a stouter defence. The Greeks at last

sued fur mercy, and the carnage was stopped ; but the city

was gnen up to plunder, attended by all its concomitant

eicnees, although both Baldwin and the Marquis of Mont-
fcrrss exerted themselves to restrain the licentiousness of

the soldiers. A great share of the mischief was perpetrated,

as usual in such events, by the depraved part of the popu-

lation itself, and by those Latin inhabitants, who, having
been driven away by the Greeks some months belore, now
returned with their triumphant countrymen. The booty

was divided between the crusader* and the Venetians; the

share of the former, after deducting their debt to the re-

public amounted to 400.000 marks of silver, or about

see.uuoX. sterling. MurUutlos had run away, but being

overtaken, he was condemned to be thrown from the sum-
mit of the pillar of Arcadius. The other usurper, Alexius

AngWus, was also seised, and sent captive to Italy. The
Latin conquerors appointed twelve electors, six Venetians

and six crusaders, to choose a new emperor of the East.

The crusaders proposed, at first, the gallant old Doge Dan.
Aula, but the Venetians objected to his nomination, on the

ground thai the imperial dignity was incompatible with. that

of tret magistrate of their republic The choice then fell

poo Baldwin of Flanders, the most distinguished as well

as the most powerful of the crusaders. The Marquis of

MoeUsvTSl, the only candidate who could be bis rival, was
the first to swear allegiance to the new emperor. The
authority of Baldwin, however, was much circumscribed

:

not more than one-fourth part of the provinces of the em-
pire was appropriated to him, one-half of the remainder being

allotted to tho Venetians, whose doge was procla imed Despot

of Romania ; the other half was distributed among the

adventurers of France and Lombardjr. The Marquis of

MooUerrat had, for his share, the kingdom of Theasalonica

sad the island of Crete, which last be sold to the Venetians.

Others received fiefs in various parts of the empire. Several

province*, however, remained in the possession of Greek

none*, the relatives of the former emperors. Theodore

Laecans kept part of Asia Minor ; a descendant of Andro-

maeawCoumenusbeld the duchy ofTrebisond ; and Michael,

a bastard of the house of Angeli, formed a strong princi-

pality m Bptrus. Baldwin was, therefore, rather a titular

than s real emperor, and all his abilities and good intentions,

tar which hastorian* have generally given him credit, could

sjttpssTvaot the disorders inherent to such a state of things.

' Meantime the discontent of the Greek* was meaanseA by
John, or Joannices, King of the Bulgarians and Walla-
chiant, who bad revolted against the empire under Isaac

(

Angclus. Joannices was of the Latin communion ; be
boastod of being of Roman descent, and be corresponded

.
with Pope Innocent III. Rejoicing at the fall of the Greek

' dynasty, he sent ambassadors to the Latins to propose sn
alliance, but be was haughtily told that ho must begin by
making his submission as a vassal of the new emperor.
Upon this Joannices secretly intrigwed with the disaffected

Greeks, promising them his support. A vsst conspiracy
was formed, and aa soon as Henry. Baldwin's brother,

bad crossed over to Asia on an expedition, taking with him
the flowor of bis troops, the Greeks of the town* of Thrace
rose and massacred the Latins who were scattered among
them. The survivors escaped to Adrianople, but the insur-
rection spread there also ; the French and Venetians were
slaughtered, and the fugitives fell back upon Constanti-
nople. Meantime Joannices, having crossed the moun-
tains of Hwinus (the Balkan), at the head of a strong force

of cavalry, Baldwin aent order* to his brother to return,
but without waiting for him. be took the field with a small
force, and advanced against Adrianople. He waa-sutrounded
by the multitudes of the Bulgarians, defeated, and taken
prisoner on the 15th of April, 1903. Y'dlehardouin. the
Marshal of Romania, who has left a history of the whole
expedition, and the old Doge Dandolo, effected a gallant
retreat with the scanty remainder of their troops. Bald-
win died a prisoner of tho Bulgarians in the following year.
Innocent III., having written to Joannices. requesting him
to give up the emperor, was answered that ' Baldwin had
paid the debt of nature.' The manner of bis death is un-
known. A story was circulated of his having been cruelly
mutilated by Joannices at the suggestion of his wile, who
was said to have been actuated by motive* similar to those
of Potiphar's wife toward* Joseph, as related in the Book
of Genesis. Henry. Baldwin's brother, succeeded bim as
Emperor of Constantinople. Twenty years after, a hermit
appeared in Flanders, pretending that he was Baldwin, hut
he was convicted of imposture, and put to death. * Mary,
Baldwin's wife, died before her husband, on a pilgrimage to

Jerusalem. Two contemporary historians, of the two oppo-
site parties, have each left us an account of the memoialile
events connected with the conquest of Constantinople by tho
crusaders: one is Villehardouin of Champagne above-turn -

tinned, and the other Nicelas, a Greek, who held a high rank
in the imperial court. (See Nit-etas, books xix. xx. xxi.)

There are also letter* from Baldwin, inserted in the Cietla

lnnocmtii III. See also I-ebeau, Hitloir* du hat Empire,
Ducange. the Venetian historians, and Gibbon, ch. 60.

BALDWIN II. wss the son of Peter de Cvurtenay.

Count of Auxerre. and of Yolande. sister of Baldwin I., tbo

emperor. After the death of Henry, Baldwin'* brother

and successor in 181 7, Peter de Courtenay wss called to the

imperial throne ; but Peter never reached hi* destination,

being treacherously arrested in Epirus by Theodore An-
gelua, the despot of Ihst country. He died in eaptiv ity, but

the manner of his death is unknown. His second son

Robert was called to succeed bim on the imperial throne,

and having reached Constantinople in safety, was crowned

in the cathedral of St. Sophia. At his death in 1228, his

brother Baldwin was yet a child, and the barons of Romania
called to the throne John of Bricnne, titular king of Jeru-

salem, on condition that young Baldwin should marry his

daughter and become his colleague and successor. John of

Brienne. after obtaining a victory over the Greeks of Asia

Minor and the Bulgarians, who besieged Constantinople,

died in 1237, and was succeeded by Baldwin. The empire

of the Latins might be said to be now confined to the walls

of Constantinople, and Baldwin had neither money nor abili-

ties to retrieve hi* fortune*. After years of humiliating re-

verses and fruitless negotiations, be was surprised within

hi* capital by the troop* of Michael Palasologus, who ruled

over the Greek* of Asia Minor as well as of Thrace.

Michael'* general, Alexiu* Strategopuhi*. found means, with

the assistance of the Genoese as well as of the Greek inha-

bitants, to introduce a small body of men within the walls

on the 23th of July, 1361. Michael was immediately pro-

claimed emperor by the multitude, and Baldwin had lust

time to escape by sea to Bubcsa, and thence to Italy. With
bim ended the dynasty of the Latin emperor* of Consun
unople. Baldwin continued to hi* death, which occurred

thirteen year* after, to assume the empty title of Emperor,
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which wu transmitted to hit descendants for mt«i1 geno-

raticne, until the end of the fourteenth century, when it

wu at hut dropped. The bat of these titular emperors of

Constantinople waa James de Baux, Duke of Arein* in the

kingdom of Naples, who was descended from Baldwin II.

by his mother's side. (Gibbon, eh. 6 1, and his authorities.)

BALDWIN I.. King of Jerusalem, waa the son of

Eustace, Count of Bouillon, a feudal territory in the Ar-

dennes, and of Ida of Lorraine. He accompanied bis two

elder brothers, Godfrey, Duke of Lower Lorraine or Bra-

bant, and Eustace, Count of Boulogne, to the first crusade

in 109«. [See Crcsadss.] Baldwin distinguished him-

self in several actions against the Turks of Asia Minor, and

took Tarsus in Cilicia. He there quarrelled with Tancrcd

the Norman about precedence, and was near coming to battle

with him. As tho crusaders advanced into Syria, Baldwin

being with his division on the left of the army near the

Euphrates, was invited by the Christian inhabitants of

Edessa, who were tributaries to the Turks, to enter Meso-
potamia. He crossed the Euphrates, waa well aeccived by

the Bdcssans, who soon alter proclaimed him their lord.

Upon this Baldwin assumed the title of Count of Edessa,

which county continued in the bands of the Christians for

about halfa century. He also took Samosata and other places,

and thus extended the limits of his territory. While be

was thus engaged in Mesopotamia, the rest of the crusaders

took Anttorh in 1098; and Baldwin joined them again in

attacking the Turks of Aleppo, but soon after returned to

Edessa, while the main army advanced against Jerusalem

in 1099, at the siege and taking of which city Baldwin waa
not present Alter his brother Godfrey had been elected

King of Jerusalem, Baldwin repaired, with a large retinue,

to the Holy City, and after having visited the sanctuaries,

returned to Edessa. In the following year. 1100, Godfrey

died, and Baldwin being called to succeed him. resigned

the county of Bdesaa to bis cousin Baldwin du Bourg, and
repaired to Jerusalem, where be was crowned on Christmas

Day 1 1 00. His reign, which lasted till 1118. was one ofcon-

tinual warfare against the Turks, the Arab*, the Persians,

and the Saracens of Egypt, in which Baldwin displayed much
bravery and perseverance, and indefatigable activity. He
defeated the Kg) ptians near Jaffa in 1 1 01, took Acre in

1 1 03, with tho help of the Pisans and Genoese, besieged

Stdon. and took Tripoli in Syria, which be gave as a fief to

Bcrtrand. son of Ray utund of Toulouse He next marched
to the assistance of bis cousin of Edessa, who was bard
pressed bv the Turks, and then quickly returned to Pales-

tine, which had been invaded during bis absence by the
Arabs and the Eg) ptians. He there met with a band of

Norwegian pilgrims who bad come by sea all the way from
their distant country under the guidance of Magnus, brother

to the King of Norway. With their assistance Baldwin
took Sidon in 1 1 1 1. In 1 1 12. Asealon, which he had re-

peatedly besieged, surrendered to biro ; and the Christians

were now in possess ion of all the coast of Syria, from the
gulf of Issusto the frontier of Egypt Baldwin, intending

to carry the war into Eg) pt, advanced as fsr as Rninocolura,
which ho took, but proceeded no farther. On his return

towards Jerusalem, ne waa taken ill, and died in March
1118, Baldwin was a very different character from his

brother Godfrey, who was a sincere enthusiast, pure and
disinterested ; Baldwin was ambitious and worldly, but at

the same time brave, clever, and firm. Taeao. in the first

canto of his Omualrmme (st. 8— 9), has faithfully por-

traysd the character of the two brothers. Por the event* of
the first crusade, anil the reigns of Baldwin and his suc-
cessors, see William of Tyre, Gibbon, and Michaud
lotr* dti Crmiadrt.

BALDWIN II.. or Baldwin du Bourg. Count of Edessa,
succeeded his cousin Baldwin I. on the throne of Jerusalem,
when he resigned the county of Edessa to Jocel) n of Cuur
traay. Under his reign the military and religious order of
the Tempters waa instituted for the defence of the Holy
Land. [See TsMPLabs .J The order of St John of Jeru-
salem had been instituted many years before for psoas and
charitable purposes; but it also now assumed a military

character. Baldwin's reign, like that of his predeeeaeor.
waa one of almost constant warfare against the Turks,
Arabs, and Egyptian Saracens. In Ilt3 be went to the
relief of fdeass, which was attacked by the Turks, who had
token Jeeetyn of Conrtenay prtsoner. Baldwin was sur-
prised by the Turks, and taken also, Jocelyn. however,
found sassus to escape, defeated the Turks, and obtained

Baldwin's release on his paying a ransom. During Bail-
win's captivity, a Venetian armament arrived in the ports

of Palestine, and most opportunely for the rehef of Use
Christian inhabitants. Baldwin abdicated the crown us

favour of his son-in-law, Foulqucs of Anjou, in 1131, anal

retired to the monastery of the Holy Sepulchre, where he
soon sfter died.

BALDWIN III., the son of Foulqucs of Anjoo. sor-

ceeded his father in 1 143. Under his reign the Chnstiaae
lost Edessa. which was taken by storm in I MS by Zengan.
Turkish prince of Aleppo, and father of the farooos Neas-

reddin. Baldwin had to struggle, during the greater part

of his reign, with the power and abilities of Noureddin. ef
whom he wss sometimes the enemy and sometimes the til?

against the Fatimite sultana of Egypt, who were perpetually

at war with the Abbaside caliphs of Bagdad, lowborn Nasi

reddin bore allegiance. [See Noons not*.] Louts VII,
of France, and Conrad III.. Emperor of Germany, under-
took the second crusade in 1 147. at the exnortalioa of Sc.

Bernard, for the object of supporting their Christian brrtbree

of Palestine. Their expedition turned out unfortunate.

They lost the greater part of their men in then* usarrai

through Asia Minor ; and having reached Palestine auk
the remainder, tbey joined Baldwin's forces in an attrsaas*

upon Damascus, in which they failed. Conrad snd Lotus
then returned to Europe. Baldwin married Thowler*, the
niece of Manuel Comnenus, Emperor of C'onOantuMaaW.
He died in February. 1 162, with suspicious svraptor**. aiW
having taken some medicine from a Jewish pb) avian at

Antiorh. He was succeeded by bis brother Anvaury. «r

Amalric.

BALDWIN IV.. ion of Amaury. who was still a mtoer
when his father died in 1 1 74. was aril»rled with srproay aasi

was nearly blind. In this distressed state he had tu> en-

counter the might of Salaeddin, woo had succeeded N«aa-
reddin. and bed extended his power over both Egypt aa4
Syria. Baldwin, however, obtained a truce from Salas«its*.

He died in 1 1 86, leaving for his successor hi* nephre.
Baldwin, then a chiWl. the son of hi* sister SjMla sa>4 «/

her first husband, the Marques* of Montferrat. Th>* B»*t-
win, who has been styled Baldwin V.. died seven Maria-*
after bis uncle, snd. it was suspected, bj piaaou adnunss-
tered by Guy de Lusignan, Sybilla's second husband, wte
next became king. Soon after Guy'* assumptasa. ra*

Christians lost Jerusalem, whirh wss token by frskusVtia

in 1187.

BALDWIN, Archbishopof Canterbury in the retga* ef
Henry II. ami Richard I. This prelate was bom of oAoin
parents at Exeter, where he received a liberal uliual-sss.

and in bis younger years taught school. (Gea-taa, in
PoHtif. Script. X. Twysd. col. 1675; Bale. Or S-t-rsrf. ml
in. n. 27.) Having entered into holy order*, he wa* as****

archdeacon of Exeter, but soon quilled both has dsgnsu east

the world, and became a monk in the Citternan ahasj «#
Ford, in Devonshire, of which in a few years he was ilislsd
abbot; and from thence, in 1 1 so, was precepted to the
bishopric of Worcester. (Wbsrton. Anxha Sm-ra, i. 47? i

In 1184. King Henry II. translated Baldwin to the ssw ef
Canterbury, in spite of a very powerful oppo-utMO) fraea taw
monks of the cathedral, where he waa enthroned Me* 1*.

1181, and on the same day rece ived the pall fruea rVp*
Lucius III. (Gen at. Art. fomti/. eoL l»?».) Baldwin swat

not been long settled in the see when he kwarsa to sweat a
church and monastery at Hockingloo. rear fanawhaai i. ea

honour of St Thomas a Berkef, intending it for the rmmf
lion of secular priests ; but the oppoutioo. ef the —i -it «f
bis cathedral, supported by the authority of wnresiis i |i .

caused turn ultimately to desist and even to destroy the ess-M-
ings wbirb be bad erected. (ReeGervassMsupr. BJsd the «•*-

tx>n of hie work lit Jtttconhu tntir MmmtAot ( awtrwes* ri
Haldnnnum Arrkirp. Script. X. col. 1303-1 Si* . Mat. Par-
ker. Dt Antiq. fint. iWedit. 1 72*. p 214.) Urban 111 asW-
wards made Baldwin his legale fur the dtorese ssf t'sesw*
bury. ( Wbsrton. Amgl.Socr. u. t»J.) Oo Septet-aher 3. 1 1 **.
Baldwin performed the ceremony of crowning Rjrasard 1 at

Westminster (Gervas, ul supr. col. H7») ; and us taw sasae
year, when thai king's natural brother. Geoafrrv. waa trass*
latod from the see of Unooln to York, he sm tooarafli i | I

the pre-eminence of the see of Canternary, rani beg the
bishop* of England to remre eooseeratwo froas any nasi
than the archbishop of Canterbury. (Parker, as •***

P tl») In llf-0 he ssadea prog res. inteWaW. to sswas*
the rrnaads ; and in the same year, hassasr kwM a **as«a4
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at Westminster, he fellowed King Richard I. to the Holy
Land. lie embarked at Dover. March 85, 1 1 9 1 . abandoning
the important duties of his station, and, after suffering many
hardships on his voyage, arrived at Acre during the siege,

where be died, Nov. SO. in the same year, ana where his

body was interred. (Oervas. col. 1678.)

Gtraldus de Barri, or Cambrensis, who accompanied Arch-
bishop Baldwin not only in his progress through Wales, but
to the Holy Land, tells us he was of a dark complexion, an
open and pleasing aspect, a middling stature, and a spare

but hemlthfUl constitution of body ; modest and sober, of
great abstinence, of few words, and not easily provoked to

anger. The only fault he charges him with is a remissness

in the execution of his pastoral office, arising from an innate

lenity of temper. (Giraldua, De Vitu Sex Epiie. Coelan.

;

Whsrt. AngL Sacr. ii. 489.)

Buhop Tanner {BtbHotk. Briton, //to. pp. 67. 68) has
given a list of a great many treatises by Archbishop Baldwin,

which remain in manuscript, and has noticed the different

libraries in which they are deposited. The most important,

however, were collected by Bertrand Tissier, and published^

in 1*62, in the fifth volume of the Schpiorei Bib/ioth.'

Cutrrdenti*. The reader who desires more minute infor-

mation than is given here, upon the life and labours of

Archbishop Baldwin, may consult the Biogr. Brit. edit.

1778, p. 530; Mat. Par., edit 1640, pp. 141, 143, 154, 157.

I C I ; Henry. Hitt. Brit. 8vo. edit. 1 805. vol. v. pp. 408, 4 23

;

Pits, De illuttr. AngL Script, an 1193. Giraldus Cam-
brrasis's account of Archbishop Baldwin's journey into

Wales, the original Latin of which was first printed in

ISmo. at London, 1585, and afterwards by Camden in his

Anglica, Normanmca, dV., fol. Franoof., 1603, has been
since translated, and successfully compared with the present

topography of Wales, by Sir Richard Colt Hoare, Bart. 4to.

Lond. 1806.

BALE. JOHN, in Latin Bal*u», Bishop of Ossory in

Ireland, in the middle of the sixteenth century. He was
born, as be himself tells us, at Cove, a small village in Suf-

folk, about Ave miles from Dunwich, November 21st. 1495,

and complains that his parents, being encumbered with a
large family, placed him, at the early age of twelve years, in

the monastery of Carmelites at Norwich, whence he was
afterwards sent to Cambridge, and he adds that there he had
neither tutor nor patron. (Balo. dt Script. Briton^ cent, viii.,

e. alt.) He was entered of Jesus College in that uni-

versity, wbere, according to Baker's manuscript collections,

we And him as early as 1514 {MS. Hart. 70JI. p. 356). In

1529 be occurs as prior of the Carmelites of Ipswich.

(Strype. Annali, Append, No. 25.) His education, of

course, was in the Romish religion ; but some time subse-

quent to the last date, at the instigation of the Lord Went-
wortb. he turned Protestant, and gave proof of having re-

nounced one, at least, of the rules of the Catholic religion

(the celibacy of the clergy) by immediately marrying his

wife Dorothy. This, as may be conjectured, exposed him
to the persecution of the Romish clergy, sgainit whom,
however, be was protected by the Lord Cromwell. An ori-

ginal letter from Bale to Lord Cromwell occurs in the Cot-

Ionian volume iCUop., B. iv„ 134), complaining of poverty,

sjmcrulkoa. and imprisonment, and asking favour and delt-

\rranrw, jn which be styles himself doctor of divinity and
* Isle parysb prest of Thornden in Suffolk.' After Crom-
well » death. Bale retired to the Low Countries, where he

remained eight years, busying himself chiefly with bis pen.

He was then recalled into England by King Edward VI.,

and obtained the living of Bishop's Stocke, in the county of

Southampton. (Bale, de Script, ut supr.) In the tract which

he call* his Voemyon, he steles that on the 15th of August,

1J52. King Edward came m a progress to Southampton,

whmar B*le'» living being only five miles distant, he mounted

has ban* to get a sight of the king, and ' betwixt two and

threw of. the clock the same day he drew towards the place

wbere hi* majesty was, and stood in the open street right

against the gallery.' The king having notice from some
of the gentlemen of his privy chamber that Bale was in tho

street. * marvelled thereof, for so much as it had been told

hua a little before that he was both dead and buried. With
that his grace came to the window, and observed him with

an earnest regard :' and, as Bale learnt from those who were

resent, immediately proposed to, and settled with, the

tarda of the council, that Bale should be immediately nomi-

nated to the bishopric of Ossory in Ireland, at that time

Tinas* (Focoeyo*. fol. 16) ; to which be was consecrated

early in 1553. Bale's demand to have his consecration
performed according to the new ceremonial of the Church
of England, and bis uncompromising endeavours to reduce
the people, and more especially the priesthood of hi* digress,
hastily to the reformed religion, rendered him so unpopular,
that upon the arrival of the news of Edward VI « death,
his life was endangered : five of his servants were killed by
the kernes, who attacked his house at Holmes Court, near
Kilkenny; and he himself was obliged to be escorted to
Dublin by a hundred horse and three hundred (out soldiers.

Here also be found himself insecure, and being assaulted in
Dublin by the Catholics, he at last made his e*cape on board a
trading vessel of Zealand in mariner's apparel. This vestel
was subsequently captured by a Dutch man-of-war, the cap-
lain of which not only made Bale his prisoner, but deprived
him of all his money, apparel, and effects. The Dutch man-
of-war being driven by stress of weather into St. Ives in

Cornwall, the bialiop was there taken up on suspicion of
treason, but wa« discharged ; and, a few days after, was
again in danger through a false accusation, when the same
vessel arrived in Dover roads. He, however, got at last

to Holland, where he was kept a prisoner three weeks,
and then obtained his liberty on the payment of thirty

pounds. (Vocation, fol. 33-41.) Prom Hollsnd be re-

tired to Kosle in Switzerland (Fuller's Wurthin, last

edit., vol. ii. p. 3.12), and continued abroad during the »hort
reign of Queen Mary. On the accession of Queen Elisa-
beth he returned to England, but not to his bishopric in

Ireland ; preferring a private life, and contenting himself
with a prebend in the cathedral church of Canterbury, to

which he was promoted on the 1st of Jan.. 1559-60. {ftym.

FomL, torn. xv. p. 563.) He died in November 1563. in the
sixty-eighth year of his age, at Canterbury, and was buried
there in the cathedral. (Warams, de Script. Mb., vol. ii.

p. 136.)

Bishop Bale's famo now principally rests on his valuable
collection of British biography, first published under the
title of JUuttrium Mejorit Britannia Seriptorum, hoc nt,
Angtia, Cambria, »t Scotia, 8ummarium,4to. 1548; an
account of the gradually improved editions of which will be
presently given. He has himself in this very work preserved
a long list of his other writings, in Latin, which Fuller has
translated in his Abet Redimvut. Bale divided them into,

1. Those which be had compiled while yet a papist;

2. Those which he wrote after he had renounced popery

;

3. His comedies in English, in various kinds of verse; 4. His
works in English in prose : adding that be had written and
translated many others which be could not bring to recollec-

tion. The subjects, however, only of bis writings are enu-
merated in this list, and not their actual titles, so thst it is

impossible to ascertain distinctly from it which among them
are his printed works, and which were those remaining in

manuscript.

The following is the list of Bale's printed works, with their

successive editions, as far as they have been discovered.

They are, most of them, very rarely met with :—
I. • A new Comedy or Interlude, concerning thre Ijiwes,

of Nature, Moises, and Christe,' 8vo. Lond. 1SJ8, 4to. Lond.
1562. 2. ' A brief Comedy or Knterlude, concernynge the
Temptatvon of our Lord,' 8so. 1538. 3. 'A Tragedie or
Enterlude manifesting the chief Promises of God unto Man.'
8vo. Lond. 1538, 4to. 1577. 4. 'Yet a Course at the Ro-
roysh Foxe," against Edmood Bonner, Bishop of London,
(under the name of John Harrison.) l6mo. Zurich, 1543.

5. ' A brefc Chronycle concerning the Examination and
Death of Sir John Oldecastell, Lord Cobham, 8va Lond.
1544; !2mo. Lond. W. Seres, w.d.8va Good. l57G.snd 1729.

6. ' A Mystery of Iniquyte conteyned within the Hereticall

Genealogye of Ponce Pantolabus,' I6ma Genev. 1545.

7. •The Actcs of Englysh Voteryes,' 1st part, 6vo. Westl.

1516, 8vo. London, 1548 ; first two parts, l2mo. 1550. 1551.

1560. (No -more parte were published.) 8. 'The true

Ilystorie of the Chruten Departing of the Reverend Man
D. Martyn Luther,' translated from the Latin of Justus

Jonss, Michael Celius, and Johannes A urifaber, 8vo. Lond.

1546. 9. ' The first fcxaminacion of Anne Askewe. lately

martyred in Smithflcld.' Ova. Marpurg in Hesse, 1 546. 1 0.

•The fattre Examination of Anne Askewe,' 8vo. Marp. 1547.

1 1. ' A brifo and faythfull Declaration of the true Fayth of

Christ.' !6rao. Lond. 1547. 12. 'lUustrium Maioris Bri-

tannia Seriptorum, &c Summarium. in quasdhm Centu-
rias divisuin.' 4to. Wesel, 1548, (at the end, ' Gippeuici in

Angha,' 1548,') Five Centuries, fol. Baa. 1657 ; Nine Cen-

V©L.IIL-«T
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timet, fol. Bos. 1659, trim • second part, carrying the work

on to fourteen centuries. A copy of the edition of 154ft.

corrected by Bale's own hand, is preserved in the library of

the British Museum. I t. 'The laboryouse Journey and

Kcrche of Johan Leylande for Englande's Antiquities,'

l6mo. Lond. 1549. reprinted in the Life of Lcland. h\o.

1 77'i. 14. ' A Duloguo or Communyrsrton to be had at a

Table betwene two C htldrcn, gathered out of the Holy
Scriptures by John Kale for his two vonge 8onnes, Julian

and Paule.' 8vo. Lond. 1549. 15. 'The Confession of the

Synner after the Sacred Scriptures.' 8ro. Lond. 1549. 16.

'The A pol»gy of Johan Bale against a ranke Papyat.' 8vo.

Lond. 1 550. 1 7. ' The Image of both Churches.' t parts,

8vo. Lond. J. Daye; 3pnrta. 8vo. l/ind. T. Ka«t (1550), 8ro.

Lond. 1584. 18.'* An Expostulation or Complaynte against

the Blasphemyes ol a frantic l*mpyst of Hamshyre, 8ro.

Lond. (1552): another edit. Iis4. 19. 'The Vocation of

Johan Bale to the Bishoprick of Ossoric in IrelanJe, his

Perserucions in the same, and finale IWyveraunce.' 14!mo.

Lond. 155.1. to. 'A l>c l.i rat urn of Kdnionde Bonner's

Articles concerning the Cleargye of London Dyocete.' 8vo.

Lond 1161. SI.' Acta Romatiorura Pontiflcum a dupcr-

sione Disripulnrum Chnsti usque ad tempora Pauli quarti.

ex Joannis Bals?i Catalogo Anglicorum Hcriptorum do-

sumpta,' urn. Francof. 1567 ; 8to. Leyd. 1615. 22. 'The
Pageant of Popes,' translated from the Latin of Bale, by

I. 8. (John Studley). 4to. Lond. 1574. Bale also himself

translated Baptist Mantuan's ' Treatise on Death,' 8vo.

Lond. 1584; and in 1548 prefixed an epistle dedicatory to

the Prinress Elizabeth's translation of the Meditations of

Margaret Queen of Navarre, published at London, 8vo„ in

that year. Wood (Alhm. Oxrm. edit Bliss, vol. iii. coL 4.15)

says Bale translated Polydore Virgds work de Hrrum In-

rmtiiribuM in the time of Edward VI., but in old and rude
English. He does not say whether this translation waa pub-
lished.

Pox tells us (Act* and Monument*, 1st edit. p. 574) that

Bale wrote several books under the name of Harrison. One
work only appears under that name in the preceding list.

Bale's father s name was Henry Bale, and on that account
perhaps Bale assumed the name of Harrison.

His Collectanea (in bis own handwriting) de Religione
Carmetitana, et Scriploritms ejuedem, 4to.. if still preserved
among the Harleion Manuscripts in the British Museum.
No. 1819. Hearne writing to Baker, the Cambridge anti-

quary. in 1715. says. Dr. Sloane had just then presented to the
Bodleian a MS. of Bale's account of the Carmelites. Tanner,
in his fitbliotketa Bhtannicn Hibernica, haa given a lint of

some other of Bale's manuscripts, with notices of where they
are preserved.

No character has been more variously represented than
Bale's. Qc»ner. in hi* liibliothrra. calls him a writer or the
greatest diligence ; and Bnhop Godwin gives him the rha-

|

racier of a laborious inquirer into British antiquities. .Simi-

lar pT4iM> is also bestowed upon bim by Yogler (Inlnxt. ,

I'mrmal. in Koltt. Srriptnr.) Anthony a Wool, how-
ctrr. styles him ' the foul-mouthed Bale' Hnnir il'rrf
to Iteming/.) rails him ' Baleus in multis nietidax.' And
even Puller (IrorrAief, last edit vol. ii. p. 3J2) »ay«
* Bihosus Babvu* passeth for his true character.' He in-

|

trighed with to much asperity against the pope and papi»t« I

that his writings were prohibited by the rburrh of Rome
among those of the Arst class of heretical books ; and hi*

j

intemperate leal, it must be acknowledged, often earned
hira beyond the bouydt of decency and candour. Fuller, in

'

Ins Chmrrh //is/ory, cent, ix p. fit. plead* for Rale * railing
|

•gainst the papists. ' Uld age and ill u«agr,' he sat*, 'mil i

make any man angry. When young, ho had seen their
superstition ; when uld. he felt their oppression. The best

'

is. Bale rail* not more on papi«U than Pit* (cmplotrd on
'

the nm» subject) on Protectant writer* ; and rten «rt oi.e
against the other, alulst the ditcrcct reader of both, paring

'

of Ibe extrstaganrrs of pa»ion on each «ide. may benefit i

himself in quietness from their loud and clamorm* inter
'

Ute*. The greatest fault of Bale s hook on tlie Hnli.h i

writers is its multiplication of their »otk* by frrqurut|j gii.
mg the heail* of chapter* or section* of a book a* lit* title*
of distinct treati«r*. He ha* likes ok- put many prrsun*

'

down as author* who had no rUim to *urh dittinetmn.
Beside the reference* already guru relsttngtn Bale, the !

reader may compare Hftgr Hnl edit. tr7i, »„l i p JIJ
'

Fuller s AM Aresftr.es*. p. 50.' 511. Tanner. Htbi.' tint
ZIlsV. f. •«, Cose tHH.Mkrnw Cantabr. Wtt B.

; Uranfcr

Bmgr. Hiil., vol. i. p. 139 ; S try pe s MrmurmU of Cm*
6. 360 ; and
[See B»*> l.

mer. pp. 106. 360 : and I'halnirrs s Btogr. Dirt.

BALK. [See B»sn-1
BALEARIC CRANK. [Swl'im]
BALEA RIC ISLANDS (•'•-»-*>•»• (OtmnaatsH. tv-

Xtaf>fi(, Strab., BaXAi«r»ir. Diod., Balrarrs. Pirn. I are sitwatrd

in the western part of the Mediterranean, off the east etasst

of Spain, to which country they now belong. These t»J»W.

are three in number (exclusite of the two (mailer i«ei U
FormenteraandCabrera ) . naincly , I v iza. M a 1lurca (Ma>urra >

.

and Minorca. They lie in • N.K. and 8.W. direct**,

occupying a space of 160 milea in length, by a mean brratUa

of .<0 miles, with an area of 4800 square miles. I < >**. ttw

nearest to the Spanish coast, is distant from Cap* Nan i*

miles ; Majorca, the central and the largest, lie* 41 railri

to the N.E. of lviza ; and Minorca is separated frum Ma) **
by a strait 22 miles in width. These island t are now (rot
rally comprehended under the term Balearic, as than are *<

Sirsbo, who mentions only (bur, and classes them under t;»

names of Gymnmrr (Majorca and Minorca), and /*>'•»•*

(Itixa and Formentera), giving the name Balearic t» is*

whole group. The name Pityu»o>ia supposed to be a Ores*
term dented from the pine trees with »hirh the target

island abounded. The two Pitvusa? were railed by lur

Greeks respectively Kbusu* ami Ophiusa (snake Kt*i»' i.

which last the Romans translated inu> Colubrana. i atari r*

is the Capraria of the Roman geographers.

rjpc.ii,

r—.i™. i JAi | 's.

Tlx S(*m rami u> Col*abrHe> «i.'stf> tb> «Wf(S « 0<a—

I

[From tW at Das v«m. T«afat.i

The word Bslrires is generally ailmittrd to he froea tV
Greek /toXAw, ' to throw :' the original inhabitants were ier
expert in the use of the sling, to which they were tn^xxi
from their infancy ; and their dexterity a* tlinr***. *t m
sening in the Carthaginian and Roman arm*-*, ts t/Wi
noticed by antirnt authors.

The Phn-nirians, it appears. Were the first settlers m the*
ivluiwlt. which, however, had a race of ortgirsil inhsnuax?*
The ( arthafnnians, under Hanno. hating made tWiaartsx
m.ioter* of llie whole group, proceeded to torm new Ortlle-

ineiit*. and founded the towns of Magi (Mat***) I wi
.lamnon tCmdndela). Tlie idand* fun..>h*>l tavra »
ci>n»i<lerablc U«he> of tnxip* in their war* aga-nU •»« t

and Rome, and a large force of their simper* vnast- »

llantulal in hi* pa»sge across the Alp*. W U-r. t »
CarihaKiinans were dnten from Spam, the ksUtksre* «t

tamed their freolora. which lliey made use vt tn ar««<
themselve* to piracy till they were tubdued l>y tne R-e*
consul. I). Metellut, who founded the cities of Ps'ma a*.
Polleiitis in Ma)orra. and lotk the surname M B»le«rwtv
They continued attached to the Republic as part U II -

Iijiua Citcrior. .and sulrvquently to the etafarv. olww
islcanc i.lamU pruluhly belonged to the jvcikisl d-*X-«

(<-..<?rer/iu jundirui) i>f New ( arthage. one \4 the w*w
jurisdiction* of |li>pjnia ( itertor. etlvrwi** rslk«i Ts"*
eonriui*. From the reign of l'<«istaiiline IHe tJ>»al s,

.

tlie reiirn of TheoLniut the Crest ihel hail law »

ginerniiient. S|uin hating fallm into the hand* •/ tx-
VandaU and Hun*, a U»l» pasted otrr t» thrv
win. h Im^ »me an ea«t roi»|oe»t, snd sft«f«

•

that pcniii.ula, were .uIkIucI bt the Missrs TW *V^«
lati u. of th>*t> l«rl>aiian* mdueral t hsrUmsfn* t w^'m*
take an eX|a-<litiou ari.n.t them, aixl he itl iinvd r " '

•ion of the i.'.iniU but he oiilt kept them six tears.
they were rerotcrcd by the Moor*, aho c*t i.issd |*ra>te»* 4
itiratii <l e\r>«w> agsin«l the t hnUisn p»*ers U4^«H
lit m.ral Lull, of llie P.-sr. tlie K>nc> «t Arraa»— aaa> .

frequent attempts against them Majorca *WI ia ltT» »—

s

the Moors wars not finally eipvUrd trucn law wkwis srrvsst i_J
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nearly »ixty year* after, when titer were formally annexed to

the crown of Aragon. Minon a wa* taken In the English
in I7(i«. and nnallt ceded to theiu by the treaty of Utrecht;
but on the breaking out of the war it wa# recaptured by the
rumlimed force of France and Spain. In I7uft it again
surrendered to the British, nnd remained in their possession

till the peace if IHM. when it restored to Spain.
Relic* of the original inhabitant* may bo traced in large

tumuli of great routfh stone*, enrloaed in a fence of large

flat stone* set on end rloae together—erected probably over
tbnr dead, though, from their being alwa>« erected on cle-

vat«l spot*, and having a spiral path contrived outride to

ascend to the summit, they appear alto to have served the
purpose of watch tower*. Of Koman antiquities there are
few vestige*. *« their work* were all iealou»ly destroyed by
the Vandal* and Hun* on their occupying the, islands; but
several Roman inscription* remain, and lamp*, urns, and
coins, both consular and imperial, are often found. The
building* of the Moor* may be known by their stylo of
architecture ; *ueh are the *mall caitlei and watch-towers,

and much of the wall* of cities, a* it proved by tho Arabic
tUMTiption* on them.
These islands are hilly, and Majorca may be termed moun-

tainou*, but they are not of volcanio formation. Granite,
marble*, jasper, porphyry, date, and pit-ci*l are found ; also

lead and iron. The soil i* generally good, and chiefly cul-

tivated with Tine*, olive*, and other fruit-tree*, but com i*

not produced in luffirient quantities for home consumption.
Tins article and cattle form the principal imports of* the
island*, in exchange for wine* and brandies of an inferior

quality, coarse woollen cloth*, and dried fruits ; the pottery-

ware made in these islands i* alio much esteemed. The
general feature* of the coasts are steep and rugged, sur-

rounded by rocks and islet*, but affording some excellent

harbour*. The water around them is deep. There are no
river*, but the mountain torrent* during the rains, or on
the melting of the snow*, are impetuous. [See Majorca,
Mikobca. etc.] (Slrabo. p. 167; Casaub. ; Diodoru*.

lib. t. 17. 18; Flin. iii. 4; P. Mela, ii. 9: Dameto's Mil. nf
the Balearic Kingdom; Armstrong's Minorca; Sauveur's
Travels im the Balearic Islands.)

BALFOUR, SIR JAMES, of Pittendreich. Lord Pre-
sident of the Court of Session in Scotland, and tho reputed

author of Balfour * Practickt o/ Me Law, was son of Sir

Michael Balfour, of Pittendreich and Montquhany, county !

Fife, and in hi* early years received a liberal education
|

far the church, in the course of which ho distinguished

himself particularly in the study of the canon and civil

law*. The clerical profession in Scotland had long engrossed
j

tume of the Brat offices of the state, and, by tho establish-

ment of the Court of Session, had brought to a favourable

termination an arduous contest with the Lord Justiciar
j

for the aupreme place of judicature. Just at this lime
the great religious revolution which had overthrown the

papal power in the neighbouring kingdom began to extend
'

itself to Scotland; and though from it* being in the

former directed by the sovereign, whereas in the latter it I

wa» altogether popular, the mode of it* operation in the two
j

countries must have been dissimilar, yet there ia littlo
,

doubt that not a few anticipated here the same easy and rich

conquest which bad been achieved in England. Among
,

other*, young Balfour left the antictit religion and joined '

the standard of the Reformation, and was indeed ' the chief
|

and principal Protestant that then was to be found in tin*
j

realm, and wald have given his l)f, gif men tnicht credite

hi* words*, fur defence of the doctrine that John Knox i

laut-ht.' - Knox** Hist, of the He/., p. 73. He alsojoined the
,

conspiracy led by Norman, eldest son of the Earl of Rothes, 1

M*iu*t tba Cardinal Bi-aloun ; and being taken in the

castle of St. Andrew* when that fortress surrendered to

the French auxiliapc* in the end of ilia summer of 1547,

was put into the same galley with Knox, and carried pri-

soner to France. The cause of Scottish Protestantism
•xruMsl now at an end, and the partisans of Rome shouted
with joy through the street*

—

Y# prints, conSyt ye Bom

;

Y» |»t u**s, nttitptit x f bnn

;

Fnr Neman,! ftD'l his rumpsaSI

There was. however, no reason for congratulation : the re-

former* were yul alive, and the evils indicted on their party

proved only a* the prone** of the winnowing floor, which *epa-

i tlie chaff from the wheat. Accordingly, on the peace of

1 5 19. Knox. Balnavis, and other*, returned to Scotland with
new ardour in tho cause of the reformation Balfour also re-
turned, but professed himselfa Rom in Catholic, and had even
thoeflroiiterv todeny that he had Iw-enof the Protestant pjrtv ;

though, a* Knox say*, hi* o-tn conscience and a tbousaiid'
witnesses could testify the fact. He was immediately ap-
pointed official of 8t. Andrews « it tun the archdeaconry of
Lothian, vacant by the promotion of freighlon. provos't of
Dunirla*. to the bench of the Court of Session ; and in tin*
situation, with the zeal of a suspected confederate, be pro-
ceeded er officio against the poor old priest Walter Myitis,
for heresy, because he had given up saving mass, and 'had
him condemned to the (lames and burnt.
On the breaking out of the cud a ar between the owre-

gation and the queen-regent III 1459 Balfour took the part
of the latter: vet it appears he* knew all the lran sac is of
the former, a boy of hi* being taken with a writing • qululk
did open the insist aecreit thing* that nar dew sit in
the counsail, yea those very things quhilk were thoticlit

tojiave been knowen bot to a very few.'— Knox, p. lux.
He escaped the search of the reformer* in Fife in Fe-
bruary 1560 ; and was about the same time appointed
parson of Flisk in that shire. Soon after the arrival of
the young queen in 1461 he waa appointed an extraordi-
nary lord of session, and on the 5th of November, 156.1,
advanced to the place of an ordinary lord in the same court.
On the institution of the Commissaries' Court of Edinburgh,
in the room of the court of the official of Lotluan, he was
constituted it* chief judge ; and on tho 5th of Juh. 1565,
he was sworn of tho queen's pnvy council. To these various
employments of privy councillor, judge, and priest, he seems
to have added prartico at tho bar, for in Januarv 1466 we
find him in the court of justiciary a* ' as-ister' of the crown
in the criminal prosecution against old Andrew Ballingall,
of Drumburro, for wilful absence from the raid of Stirling.

—

Pitcaim's ('rim. Trials. He was with the queen at Holy-
rood on the night of Rixzio'• assassination ; and if we be-
lieve ber statement, hi* death alto waa in contemplation,
though we shall afterwards find Damley accusing him to

her of being accessary to the crime. But however this may
be. he not only effected hi* escape from the palace, but
bad new honours conferred upon him, tho queen immedi-
ately afterward* creating him a knight, and appointing him
lord clerk register, in the room of M'Gill, who was one of tho
conspirators, and bad fled.

The same year a royal commission was issued on the sug-
gestion of Lesly, Bishop of Ross, that 'certain leamit, wise,

and expert men qululk best knawisthe laws suld be chosen
to see and exanimate the buikis of law, and set them furth

to the knowledge of the queene's subjects.' The result was
a vulurae of acts of parliament from 1 -1J4 to 1564, winch wa*
printed within six month* after the date of the commission,
and bear* abundant mark* of tho precipitation with which
it was thrown upon the public : but in the compilation of it,

such as it was, Lesly and Balfour are especially nosed for

their diligence and exertions.

From this hasty yet peaceful work of a legislator Balfour

wa* already burning to a scene of treachery and blood, lie

saw the influence of Botbwell in tho royal closet. To that

nobleman, therefore, he attached himself, and quickly joined

in the conspiracy against the youthful Damley. who, with

Momcthing like a presentiment of his fulo, now urged the

queen to accuse Balfour of being accessary to the murder of

Kixiio. and to dismiss him from her councils. Balfour

framed the bond fur mutual support entered into by the con-

spirator*, and prepared the house in the kirk of Field fur the

execution of the deed, but wa* not actually present on the

occasion. Accordingly, be was distinctly charged as an
accomplice in the crime, both in the Earl of Lennox's des-

patch, and in the popular placard put up in answer to the

government offer of a reward for a discovery of the per-

petrators.
—

' 1 have mode inquisition for the murder of tho

king (says the anonymous accuser), and do flud the Earl of

Bolhwell, Mr. James Bullour, parson of Fluk. Mr. David

Chalmers, and black Mr. John S pen*, the principal dewscr*

thereof.' B«thwell wa* brought to an early trial, which no

entreaty of Lord Lennox, his prosecutor, could slay ; but a*

tho evidence wa* not ready, his guilt wa* not established,

and he was acquitted. It would appear that Balfour pro-

fessed a determination to hate himself cleared by an assise

also ; but he afterwards saw it expedient not to pre** this,

or play with an edged tool.

On the aadof April, 1567, the queen, under the influence

8T8
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of WntnweH, no doubt imagined he bad Balfour bound

to Wm, if ov n0 other * ••*»» that of few of

miMir- iustice, appointed him captain of Edinburgh Castle,

in the room ot 8U WiUi,m Cockburn of Skirting, to whom

aho had g"v*° in chnrge, only on the Mb of March

preceding. Both the queen and Bothveil, however. lived to

repent of their confidence, and on their fortunes falling

sought to 'displace Balfour, who now disowned bis lieute-

nancy, and holding the fortress as ' full master thereof," be-

gan to treat with the associate lords for its surrender to them.
On the defeat of Carberry, Bothwell despatched a special

messenger to the castle for Mary's letters. These Balfour

delivered ; but, as Bothwell's influence was now entirely gone,

he first sent notice to the associsto lords, who watched
the messenger's return, attacked him, and carried off the

famous casket with its contents, to which they ever after

appealed in proof of Mary's guilt, and in justification of
their conduct towards her. We afterwards find Balfour
negotiating with the Earl of Murray, regent for the infant
James, in whose favour Mary bad been forced to resign her
crown, for the delivery of the castle, which was at length
surrendered on the following extraordinary conditions:—
1st, a pardon for art and part in Darnlcy s murder;
2d, a gift of the priory of Pittenweem ; 3rd, an annuity
to his eldest son out of the priory of St. Andrews;
4th, a huge sum (Spottiswoodc calls it 40007.) in present
band ; and 4th, delivery of the castle into the hands of
Kirkcaldy of Orange, an adherent of the queen's. Mur-
ray, on attaining the regency, pursued in religion the same
course of policy which Bothwell had held, favouring the
reformation ; and in his first parliament we find a commis-
sion issued, and Balfour (now prior of Pittenweem) named
therein, to ascertain the jurisdiction of the church of Scot-

land. In the same parliament we find Balfour a lord qf the
article* on the spiritual side ; and on the 12th of September,
1467, he was sworn of the privy council. He soon after-

wards resigned bis place of lord clerk register to please the
regent, who wished to restore M'Gill. For this he got a
pension of 400/. ; and was raised to the chair of Lord Presi-

dent of the Court of Session, in the room of Bailie of Pro-
vand. who had occupied it for about two years, but was now
hastily turned out on the pretence of his not being a pre-
late, agreeably to the institution of the court.

At tbe battle of Laogude. May I46H, Balfour was in the
rear-guard with tbe regent, and displayed no little valour on
the occasion ; yet in the end of the same year, when the
regent and his commissioners were in England at a confer-
ence called by Queen Elizabeth to consider of Mary's gudt
or innocence in the matter of Darnlcy's murder, he remained
iu Scotland, and endeavoured to agitato there for her resto-
ration. This conduct so incensed the Lord Lennox, that be
had him apprehended in order to be tried for the murder ; but
by means, it is said, of bribes administered to Wood, the
regent's secretary, Balfour effected his peace with Murray,
and regained bis liberty, though he lost his situation of
President of the Session, to which Bailie of Provand now
returned

Tbe year 1 470 opened with the murder of the good regent
by Hamilton of Bolhwdlbaugb, an event which appears
to have inspired Mary's adherents with great hopes. Of
thoMi Balfour was now one ; and on the 3ith of August,
I *• * I . he and some others of that side were attainted in a
parliament held by the king's men. For a while the queen's
part) hail some success, and in September 14*1 Mary was
made rrifi-ni ; but the aspect of affairs soon changed : an
slliai.ro wa» formed between Prance and the Queen of
England, who alwi at length openly declared for the king's
part), and lent her powerful aid to place Morton in the
regency. Morton, mi his becoming regent, endi'svoured to
effect a settlement with the queen * partv ; but all hia over-
turn were rejected by Mailland and Ivirkcaldy. Ballour.
however, readily anrded to the triumphant Morton, wltom
be also endeavoured to conciliate by acts of \ile treachery.
He »u mainly instrumental in bringing about the concord
csllrd tbe Pacification of Perth, in February 1 47 J. whereby
his tale coadjutors were given over to the tender merctcs of
the repeat ; and on the brave Kirkcaldy be mOx-ted a further
blow when he revealed lo Morton that Kirkcaldy's brother
was about to land at Blackness with a supply of money from
France. In July 147* Morton brought his victims lo tml
for Derate* s murder, and had them sentenced to the scaf-
fold. Balfour, howsver. not only escaped a trial, but the
foUowuig year had tua forfeiture annulled and himself re-

igwwt of
stored by act of parliament; and in 1474 the regent

m itted to him and Skene • design for a general di|

the laws. What progress was made in this matter,

whether Balfour's Practickt was tbe result, do** not cer-

tainly appear. Balfour did not remain much longer in law
country : dreading tbe ground on which be stood, he tied, lo

France, where he continued till tbe young king of Scotland

assumed the reins of government. He then returned as bus

native country, and joined tbe party who watched tor taw

destruction of the yet formidable Morton. The same year

he was one of the arbiters chosen by the Earls of Arr>>-

and Atbol, in tbe attempt then made to effect a reconcilia-

tion. On the 4th of February. 1478, we find htm at law

bar. aa one of the advocates, or as they were then fiwqswwslt

called •prelocators," for tbe prosecution in the criminal tnsl

of one Thomas Tumbull for murder. The following vwar

Morton recovered bis authority, and Balfour again fled 6aa>

before hint. An act was thereupon passed in Partn aj—

.

renewing tbe forfeiture which bad been pronounoed m 1471.

a proceeding against which Balfour afterwards protested

on the ground of his restoration in 1473 ; and hat tiem.

though not immediately, was ultimately successful. TW
death of Morton, whose enemies daily increased both a
number and power, was now to bo accompli

Balfour had taken care to preserve the bond by that

roan and others in support of Bothwell in tbe Border af

Darnley, a plan was speedily devised : Mutton was ac

of treason, tried, convicted, and beheaded.
This was Balfour's last public act. and it too dearly

that age bad in no degree dulled hia capacity for ua)

nor his thirst for revenge. He died soon after, in the year
1463. After hia death, be was restored, agamst the for-

feiture of 1479, by act of parliament ; but acts of parltawawat

can wipe off those taints only which human laws have

created: they cannot remove the stains of profligacy, aw
wash away infamy from the memory of the corrupt. (See

Knox's Hut. qf the Ref. ; Keith's Hut. of the kef .

Goodal's Preface to Balfour t PraeUckt ; Tj tiers L*ft •/

Craig ; Hittorical Account of the Senator* of the C-Megt

qfJutlice.)
BALFOUR, JAMES, of Pilrig. in the shire of Edav

burgh, was admitted an advocate of the Scottish Bar «a> nW
14th of November, 1730; and on the decease of Mr. Beyae.
professor of Scots law in the University of Edinburgh, m
the beginning of 1737, he and Mr. John Krskuse. at Car-

nock, advocate (afterwards author of the well-known Pna-
ciples and Institutes of tbe Scots law), were presented b» the

Faculty of Advocates to tbe patrons of the vacant 'hear,

who made choice of Mr. Erskine. Balfour was afterwards

appointed sheriff substitute of the county of Edwhwrr*.
but having occupied himself much with pht l a n yawal
science, be eartv became an opponent of the lelilwasjd

David Hume, whoso speculations he attacked in two aasv

nymous treatises, the one entitled a ' Delineation a/ Maia
lity,' tbe other, ' Philosophical Dissertations.' It is at id—
that opposition procures an antagonist's esteem, but Bart—r s
bad that rare merit On tbe 1Mb of March. 174s. he
received from Hume a letter which began thus • When
1 write to you I know not to whom I am addressing nrvsstf

I only know be is one who has done me a great deal wf
honour, and for whose civilities 1 am obliged. If we be

strangers, I beg we ma) be acquainted as soon aa sow It. afc

proper to discover yourself ; if we be acquainted altwasS . I

beg we may be fneiids ; if iriends. I bet* we may ba> as w*

so.' In 1741 be resigned his judicial oAee. having ta raw

death of Prufcnnr Clcitliorn, in August of that year. Weea
elected lps suceuor ill the chair of moral phuVweavkv. at

Edinburgh. This ho re. lulled, in May 17*4. for the caws*
.»f public law ; and mum alterwanls he publ.sbed what ap-

pear to have Urn hi* lecture* while in his former utaetusv.
under I lie title of I'hit-nojJucal Aj>-i»« In the spnnt as*

I7?» he resigned the chair of pvibli- law, and retsred la

Pilng. where be died. «>lh of March. 1 7»i. at the ace as* sr
having spent (says tbe author of tbe IaJ* / JCasam. efcv

must hsve known him well) a long hfe in the prarirw W
those virtues which it was tbe object of has wnt-ogs a* as
cu teste.

BALFRl'SH, BALFROOSII. or BALFUROSH. s
town in tbe provu.es of Maaenderan m Pcrsaa. m »> i il

twelve miles from the south shore of the ''-pi 5sav

Though only tbe second city of the pre*una ua rank. 4
is larger than tieree. the capital. The city standi «a a
low and iwaapy plain, in and HUTounded by a sWawe
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Sweat of tall treee. which to conceal the building*, that,

exeepi in tbe bazaars, it baa no appearance of oeing a
large and populous place. The houses, which are corn fort

-

able, well-built, roofed with tiles, and enclosed by a wall,

stand in clutters, of which there are twenty distinct (troupe.

The streets or roads an broad and neat, though chiefly un-
paved; they are free from rubbish, and kept in good order.

The bazaar* extend full a mile in length ; they are covered
a from the sun and rain by a roofing of tiles and wood, and
are kept in excellent repair. Tbe display of merchandize
is better than in almost any town in Persia, except Ispahan.
Balfrush is peopled almost entirely by merchants, mecha-
nics, and their dependant*. It is governed by a native, also
a merchant, who dare* not oppress them or extort exorbitant
levies : it is moderately taxed, and not required to furnish
any contingent of troops. Its greatest happiness and pros-

perity consist in not being burdened with the weight of an
aristtrralical or military government. The town does not
lay claim to any antiquity, and it may be difficult to give a
reason for the choice of such a site, but it owes its present
stale of prosperity chiefly to its commerce, though that has
of late years much diminished, and likewise to the richness
and productiveness of the plain in which it stands. This
plain extends southward from the Caspian thirty miles to

the first range of low hills, and its principal products are
nee. eotton. and sugar. Wheat is Utile grown, and what is

used is imported from other provinces. Rice, buttermilk,

butler, an inferior sort of cheese, sour oranges, and the wild

pomegranate are tbe principal food of all classes. The roads
around are frequently impassable, owing to their being cut
up by the numerous watercourses ; even the great causeway
of Shah Abbas, in the neighbourhood of Balfrush, is quite
destrojed. There are no public buildings of any importance
in tbe town, those created by Shah Abbas having fallen to
decay. There are, however, about ten principal caravansa-
ries, and thirty colleges, or medrasses, the place being almost
as much celebrated for its mooUahs and learning as forits

merchants and commerce. Tbe plain abounds with numer-
ous reservoirs for irrigation ; and near the city is an artificial

lax* of considerable depth, two miles in circumference, with
an island in the centre laid out as a beautiful garden, and
connected by a bridge with the border of the lake. The
Bawul river run* through Ibis lake, and empties itself into

the Caspian at Ifusbed-Sir. A bridge of nine arches has
lately been thrown over it. Tbe trade is carded on by
horses and mules, which travel in caravans. The place

is unhealthy, and subject to those diseases which may be
expected from its low and damp situation — acute and
intermittent fevers, affection* of tbe eyes, putrid sore throat,

and rheumatisms. Its population is estimated at 20,000.

It be* about 30 mile* west of Saree, the capital of the pro-

vince, in 35° 44' N. Iat„ 32° 40' E. long. (J. B. Fraser's

Trxwrlt and Adventures.)

BALGUV, JOHN, an eminent divine of the church of

England, was born August 13th, 1686, at Sheffield; and
was educated in the Grammar School of that place, partly

under bis father, and partly under the instruction of a Mr.
Deuba*, who bad succeeded his father as master there. He
became a member of St. John's College, Cambridge, in

1 702, and in 1 706 vu admitted to the decree of B.A., soon
after which he ceased to reside in tne University, and for

awhile taught in the grammar school at which he was
brought up, but whether as master, or during a vacancy of

the mastership only, is uncertain. In J7U6 he was taken
into the (amily of Mr. Banks of Revesby, in %c county of

Ijncoln, where he became private tutor to hi* wn Joseph
B«nks. R<a., grandfather to Sir Joseph Banks, Bart, Pre-

sident of the Royal Society. Mr. Balguy took orders' in
* 1710; in 1711 he became private tutor in the family of Sir

Hcnrr Ltddcll, of Ravensworth Castlo in the county of Dur-
ham, who afterwards bestowed upon him the donative of

Lamesly and TanOeld in that county ; and he married in

1714.
The first occasion of Mr. Balguy's appearance as an

author was afforded by the Bangorian controversy. In 1718
he published, without hi* name, Silvius's Examination of
certain Doctrines lately taught and defended by the Rev.

Mr. Stebbing ; and in tbe following year, Silvius's Letter to

the Rev. Dr. Sherlock. Both of these performances were

written in vindication of Bishop Hoadly. Mr. Stebbing

having written against these pamphlets, Mr. Balguy, in

1 720. again appeared in the cause of the bishop, in a tract

entitled Stlvius's Defence of a Dialogue between a Papist

and a Protestant, in answer to the Rev. Mr. Stebbing , to
which are added several Remarks upon that Author"m man-
ner of Writing. This also being answered by Mr. Steb-
bing. Mr. Balguy had prepared a further defence ; but Dr.
Hoadley prevailed upon him to suppress it, the public having
grown weary of the controversy, and the booksellers bring
unwilling to publish any new works relating lo it at tin ir

own risk. In 1726 he look tbe degree of M A , and in the
same year published A Letter to a Deist concerning the
Beauty and Excellence of Moral Virtue, and the Supfnrt
and Improvement which it receives from the Christian
Revelation. In 1 728 Mr. Balguy was collated, by Bishop
Hoadly, to a prebend in the church of Salisbury. In 1 727
or 1 728 he preached an assize sermon, on llie subject of
' Party Spirit,' which was printed by order of the judges;
and in the latter year published a tract entitled The Founda-
tion of Moral Goodness, in answer lo Mr. Hutclieson's In-
quiry into the Original ofour Ideas of Beauty and Virtue

;

its design was to show that moral goodness doea not depend
solely upon instincts and affections, but is grounded on the
unslterable reason of things. In 1729 he became vicar
of North Allerton in Yorkshire, in which preferment he
continued to his death. In 1729 he also published The
Second Part of the Foundation of Moral Go-dness, illus-

trating and enforcing the principles contained in tbe former
art, which had been answered in some remarks written

y Lord Dairy. His next publication was Divine Recti-
tude ; or a brief Inquiry concerning the Moral Perfec-
tions ijf the Deity, particularly in respect lo Creation and
Providence. It wax follo%ed by A Second Letter to a Deist
concerning a late Boo^entitled ' Christianity as old as
the Creation,' more particularly that Chapter which re-

lates to Dr. Clarke. To this succeeded The Law of Truth,
or the Obligations of Reason essential to all Hrligion ; to

which are prefixed some Remarks supplemental to a late

Tract entitled ' Divine Rectitude.' All the treatises which
have been mentioned (excepting the assize sermon, and
those on tbe Bangorian controversy) were collected, after

having gone through several separate editions, by Mr.
Balguy, into one volume, and published with a dedication
to Bishop Hoadly, 8vo., London, 1734. In 1741 appeared
Mr. Balguy's Essay on Redemption, in which be explains
the doctrine of the atonement in a manner similar to that of
Dr. Taylor of Norwich, but Hoadley was ofopinion that be had
not succeeded. This and his volume of sermons, including
six which bad been published before, were the last pieces

committed by him to the pre**. A posthumous volume was
afterwards printed, which contained almost the whole of the
sermons be left behind him. While in possession of the

donative of Lamesly and Tanfield, for the first four years he
never intermitted one week without computing a tertnon

;

but fearing that hi* son, who was afterwards in order* also,

might not follow his example, he destroyed almost his

whole stock, and committed, at one time, two hundred and
fifty sermons to tbe flames. The third edition of Mr. Bal-

guy's Sermons (twenty in number) was published in 2 vols.

8vo., London, 1 790. He died at Harrowgate, September
21st, 1748. The account of Mr. Balguy here given has
been chiefly abridged from the life of him communicated
by bis son to tbe editors of the Biographta Britannia, edit.

1778. vol i, p. 548— 442.

BALGUY. THOMAS, D D . only son of the preceding,

was born at Lamesly, in the bishopric of Durham. September
27th, 1*16, and was educated at the free school of Ripon in

Yorkshire. In 1 734 he was admitted at St John's College,

Cambridge; took the degree of B.A., 1738; M A, 1741

;

D.D., 1748. In March. 1740. he had been elected Fellow

of hi* college, upon Mr. Piatt'* foundation, which be vacated

in 1748, upon being presented by his father (under the right

of his prebend of Salisbury) to the living of Sloke, near

Grantham in Lincolnshire. He was alv> f r a tune joint

tutor of St John's College. By the interest of Di»h«p

Hoadly be obtained a prebend in the cathedral of Win-
chester in 1747 ; became archdeacon of Salisbury in 174'*

;

and afterwards archdeacon of Winchester. In 1 709- be
published a sermon preached at Lambeth at tbe consecra-

tion of Jonathan Shipley, D.D., bishop of IJandaff. which
was attacked by Dr. Priestley. In 1771 -he was presented

by the dean and chapter of Winchester to the vicarage of
Alton in Hampshire, upon which he resigned his former
living of 8toke. In 1772 he published A Defence of Sub-
scription to Articles in Religion, in a charge delivered to

the clergy of hi* archdeaconry, which pioduced a reply from
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a diaeenting minister of the name of Palmer. Hi» sermon

at the coiuecrmtion of Bishop* Hurd and Moore. alto pub-

lished in 1775, produced same Remark* by One of the Pe-

titioning Clergy. In 1775 he edited the sermons of Dr.

Powell, matter of Jetus College, Cambridge, with a life

of that divine prefixed. In 1 78 1 the declining state of hi*

health, and particularly the decay of hi* light, which ended

at last in total blindneaa, prevented hi* acceptance of the

bishopric of Gloucester, to which hi* Majesty, without any
solicitation, had nominated hitn upon the death of Bishop

Warourton. In I "Hi he published Dirine Benevolence

warned and vindicatedfrom the Reflection* of Antient and
M'xtern Sceptic*. 8vo., thought to be by far the ablest of hia

performance*, though only part of a large dissertation <>n

tialural religion, which he did not live to complete. It was
reprinted in l2mo., London, 1*03. In 1785 he republished

his father * Kttayon Redemption, with a preface, seemingly

intended to bring bis father • sentiments nearer to the or-

thodox belief. A collection of hi* sermons and charges

appeared the same year, under the title of Ditcourie* on
t'arinut Subject*. 8vo. These were again printed in 1822

nt Cambridge, with additions, in two volumes, edited by the

Uov. James Drake. Dr. Balguy died January 19th, 1795.

in his 7*Jth year, at his prebendai house at Winchester, and
was Buried in that cathedral. In 1*11 a small portion of a

course of lecture* on the feudal laws and the English con-

stitution, which Pr. Balguy h id computed while resident at

Cambridge as tutor of hit college. was published under the

title of I. Converted I'tetr of the teeeral Step* by trhich

the Parliament <\f England obUamed it* pretent Form

;

i. The Maxim that Power fnUmrtj^pperty atiplied to the

llftory of the Engli*h ComtitutianYt)\'o. The chief ma-
terials of (his account are derived from Nichols'* Life

of Rotryer ; Chalmers** Rvigr. Diet. vol. iii. p. 3«3 ; and
the Memoir of Dr. Balguy, prefixed by Mr. Drake to hi*

edition of the Diteourtei, Kvo. 1 822.

BALI ISLAND. [See Bally.]
BALIOL. [See Balliol.]
BALIST.*. [See A*tilliry.]
BALISTES (in Zoology), an extensive genni of fishes,

belonging to the Cuvierian order PUrtognathet, and family

Scleroderme*. The group* thus denominated by Baron
Cuvier are intermediate in point of structure between the
common, or osseous, and the cartiloginou* tribe* ; for though
the skeleton is in reality of a fibrous or bony texture, it

ossifies very slowly, and is never entirely complete; the
iil>». in particular, usually remain imperfect throughout the
whole period of the animal's life. The maxillary and inter-

maxillary bone*, again, form but a simple piece, distin-

guished only by a slight suture or furrow at the point of
junction, and the palatal arch it soldered firmly to the skull,

nud consequently devoid of individual motion. The oper-

cula and gill-ray* are concealed beneath the akin, which
gate origin to an opinion, at one time common even among
professed naturalists, that these fishes wanted the bronchial

,

apparatus altogether; an error, which, like many others of
n similar nature, had its origin in hasty and defective obser-

{

vation, and which a mora extonsi\c cultivation of compara-
tive anatomy, the only true basis of aoulogy, has long since

corrected.
|

The halistrs are particularly distinguished by the vertical

compression of tho body, by having eight teeth arranged in

a single row in each jaw, and a scaly or granulated skin. !

'I'll. ) have, two dorsals ; the first composed of numerous
powerful spines, articulated to a peculiar bone, itself am-

|

ruUtvd to the skull, and furnished with a longitudinal .

furrow for the reception of the spines, winch can be erected
or depressed at the will of the annual ; the second Urge,

J

soft, or without spines, and placed opposite to an anal An of
similar structure. Like other genera of the same order, the
batiste* have no ventral fins ; notwithstanding which, how-
ever, their skeleton is furnished with a complete pelvis,

suspended from the bone* of the shoulder. The intestinal

raral is large, but without ettvea, and the air-bladder of con-
siderable site. These fish abound in all the seas of the
torrid i me, where the) swim on the surface of the water,

particular!* in the neighbourhood of rocky coast* and coral
rtrfs. feeding with avidity upon the p»l>pi of the latter, and
•Ini.uig with the most brilliant and vaiicd colour*. Their i

flesh is at til time* a very indifferent f mil, and is said to be
'

actually poisonous dunug the period that the cural worm*
[

art in season. The species are very numerous, but poatest ;

Do peculiarities or useful qualitic* whtcb would entitle them
]

to a detailed notice. The* are eajaflv dishr^pothed bjr the
rhomboid al form of their large and hard scale*. wh«eh are

disposed in regular rows, not overlapping one anther a* in

the generality of fishes, but merely touching at their edge*,

and thus giving the whole body the appearand* of br ng
divided into so many regular compartment*. Though, as

already observed, they have no real abdominal fins, vet

a few isolated spines are often found in the * trinity <af the

pelvis, which have been generally considered aa n persrrl-
tig these organ* ; and the greater number have the *ad<-t

of tho tail armed with one or more row* of strung <t> m
curved forward*. The species, upwards of thirty to rn-a-

hcr. are enumerated in the note* to the second edition at u<
Regne Animal, vol. ii.. p. 372, 373.

BALIZK. or BELIZE, the chief town of British 1! -.-

dura*, is situated at the southern mouth of the river of \t»

same name, which divides the town into two parts, sod »
crossed bv a substantial wooden bridge of 220 feet epan. tod
20 in width. The number of house* amounts to tw-trlt ie~;

many of them are convenient, well-built, spacious, and evro
elegant, constructed entirely of wood, and raised eight ea-

ten feet from tho ground, on pillar* of rnahotfani. The
town is immediately open to the sea, standing on a low flat

shore, guarded by numerous kevs, or small islands, wh«-h
are densely coveted with tree* and shrub*, and so very sna lax

as to render the navigation extreme!) difhVult The (r*.;*
of lofty cocoa-nut tree*, interspersed with the lively (.lis^r t

the tamarind, give a pleasing and picturesque appraranr*
to the dwelling*, independent of the agreeable shasl* they
afforil. The streets are regular and parallel, mterseettng
each other at right angle* : there are a governmeet bouse ;

a church, with a school, on the Madras system, attacked in

it. in which 13.1 boy* and 91 girl* are educated ; an hospital.

Iiarrnrks, and other public building*. Baliir it attaeScd ti

the sec of Jamaica ; there are also Wesley an and Baptist
establishments.

The word Balice is a corrupt spelling of Walia, the aaase
giwan to thi* spot by the Spaniard* in oaoseqocnor of U*
harbour and river having been discovered and much rrsvctesl

to by a piratical Englishman named Wallice.
Beside* several battcne*. the town it defends*! by a rr*>

lar fort, called Port George, situated on a tmall isiet st tbe
entrance of the river, which ha* been principally furanl of

tbe ballo»t from shipping, every vessel being oUirwd u
leave a portion ; it i* only f.«0 feet long, and 200 Wnad.
Thc first settlement of Baltic is uncertain, at the r*r*y

visiters were merely the mahogany and logwood niters,
whose residences were but temporary. The first r»Ul..»t,-

mcnt of the English in this quarter wa* m*<lc short!) after

the treaty with Spain in 1667. The Ant fillers were ad-

venturer* from Jamaica, who Axed themselves at < at*
Catouche. and gradually extended their loratKto to Ba ui.
Great hostility was shown to this settlement by the Speniar-i*
residing in and al«>ut Catnpcachy, by whom etprsliiaa.*

were at different llines filled out with the object of dr.i ig
away our country men. Tliese attempt* did iwl tucjees-sL Kt
on the contmry tbu English settlers and seamen utt

occasion* (in K.j^and 167b) attacked and loo*, rrinwi a
of the town of Campcarliy.
Our right to maintain a settlement in tbia pbsrw IvamrsT

been recognized bv lhe*frown of Spain, in a trratv ojoro>l«d
in July, lo7i>, tiic Eug'ish establishment* inrreaasr-l rrral. i

.

and hi a very short time the resident* (all free wb>ie |*rr-

sons) amounted to I Too people.

In 1718 a Spanish force was collected at the bead o/ iW
river Bali/e, Willi the olijcrt of dispose rasing die Bnti»t
but after rvmau.ing there inactive for a time *ufl»> sral l«

admit of reinforcement* being sent from our prwir.<-r« u
North America, the Spaniards withdrew witlsvut strvki;* a
blow. In 1 754 the desire of the Spaniards in th» rssisjs-t

was, however, fully vx<, utcd. and the English disss •
broken up. At the restoration of peace U«wre*s Etas act
and Spam, permission was given to form thr ertu>ta*J
anew; and in April. 176 1. Use British lugw.xsl ruttrrs r»

turnod to tUiir former ttatton. It wa* not ti I Uus rr im
nation that their attention wa* dm* led to tbe rv,iu»va; •/
mabogaii). wb.ch at pn-scnt form* aim sst theotny Wats a
of mdustr) carried on by the settler*. In SiptrtnUr. I"*,
tbe English were (gain rxprllid. aixl their acttWusrats aw-
Iroyed , but thr treaty of I 7m put there nor* us «v .a fssw

session, which, w.'.h lite exrrpli n of an unsucteWul «ltas*>

by the Spauiarls m |7»i, ha* sine* hern und<Uurtasvl

From toe Hist furmaUvin of so Enghab tsrttktaMtil aa last
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DAL DAL
Bay of Honduras to tbo rear 1741, tho magistrate* were
elected by the inhabitants; but in the yearjust mentioned two
commissions were appointed by George 1L for the govern-
meat of the colony. The chief authority in the settlement
it at present held* by a superintendent nominated by the
crown. Seven magistrate* ate annually elected by the in-

habitants to act as a council, at which the superintendent
pmtdea. The magistrates act gratuitously, and at they
manage the public fund* of the colony, they form • body of
importance.

Tbo neighbourhood of Balize abounds in lakes, and
swamp* quite overflowed during the rains. An extensive
moras* to the northward ia now being drained. The inter-

course with the interior by land it extremely difficult, and
travelling is only conveniently performed by the river. The
commerce of Bailie it very confined, consisting almost ex-
clusively in the exportation of mahogany and other woods j

but within the last few year* the interior hat opened
a new market for the consumption of articles of British

manufacture. The climate ia generally moist, but it con-
sidered healthy ; the place is constantly refreshed by tho
tea-breexe (except for a few months) tempering the heat,

which, however, i* not excessive, at the thermometer seldom
rite* above 83

J
in the hottest time, and during the wet

season sinks to 60°. The variation of temperature during
the twenty-four hour* is very great, frequently 25°". [See
Uomdubas.]
Tho nver Balize take* its rite in the mountain* which

bound the Honduras territory at the distance of about one
hundred mile* direct from the tea-shore. Its course is in

an east-north-east direction, very tortuous: it discbarges
itxlf into the Bay of Honduras by two mouths, one, as
already mentioned, at the town, the other about three mile*
and a half to the north-west ; the latter is, however, not I

accessible. The fall* in different parts of the river, and the
trenerv along the banks, are extremely grand. Eight or
ten miles above the lakes at the back of the town, the rapids
begin ; and farther on is a rapid, a quarter of a mile in

length, and with a considerable fall. Above that, the river
wind* its way, by a natural tunnel through a ridge of bills

which cross*)* its course, in singular and magnificent sub-
terranean excavations. During the floods, the mouths of
these cavern* are filled with water, which boils up with
prodigious fury.

Gold has been found in a branch of this river called

Roaring Creek ; and another branch, called Labouring
Creek, is remarkable for the petrifying properties it pos-

sesses : it* waters have a powerfully cathartic effect, and a
healing property when applied to ulcers.

The population, in 1833, consisted of 3794 person*, inde-
pendent of 743 soldiers and military pensioners. Of the
first mentioned number, 223 were white*. 1 788 free coloured
people, and 1 783 (laves. In the same year the exports from
the settlement consisted of 4,500,000 superficial feet of
mahogany, 1800 tons logwood, 2200 serous of indigo, 1200
arroot cochineal, and 730 bales of aarsaparilla root, besides
some inconsiderable quantities of tortoise-shell, hides, cocoa-

nuts, and balsam. About five-eighths of the whole were
trot to this country, and employed 9000 tons of British
shipping.

Mane, rice, yams, and plantains, are cultivated for the
consumption of the inhabitant* ; and a considerable number
of horned cattle are bred, and employed in the mahogany
works.

Balise lie* in 17° 89' N. lat. 88° 8' W. long.

BALKAN MOUNTAINS, or GREAT BALKAN, is

a name which properly belongs to that range of moun-
tain* in Turkey in Europe, which, lying between the 42nd
and 43rd parallel and the 23rd and 28th meridian, divides

the plains on the Lower Danube from the river* running
southward to the Archipelago. But at in geography the
name of a portion of a range i* frequently used to indicate

a larger mass, so this name also has been applied to its

western continuation, and even to the whole mountain
syMrtn, which covers with its range* and branches the
eastern peninsula of southern Europe. But this application

u not generally admitted, and has nothing to recommend it

The most considerable mountain-chain, and that which,
by ao extension of the term, may be called Balkan, runs
from the Adriatic Gulf to the Black Sea, between the
parallel* of 42 and 43. It begins on tho shores of the
Adriatic Gulf with the rocky peninsula of Sabioncella,

opposite the island of Curiola, and toon assumes an ex-

tremely wild and alpine character in the mountain* of
Cierna (pronounced Cherna), Gora, or Montenegro, which
are inhabited by the Montenegrin*. Proceeding farther
east, between the provinces of Servia and Albania, it trcms
to increase In height, in the mountains of Pcrscriro. which
join the Shard Dagb, or Kara Dagh, the Mon* Srardu* of
the antients. The highest part of the range lies still

farther to the east, where it receives the names of Gliu-
bolin, Argcntaro, and Egritu. Here it it supposed that
some summits attain the point of eternal snow. To the
west of the town of Sophia, near the sources of the I.k.-r.

atributaryof the Danube, and those of the Struma < St rymon),
is Mount Orbelus, 9000 feet abovo the sea, as it ia conjec-
tured, which is the highest known summit of the whole
system. From Mount Orbelus the rang* declines to the
south-cast, and is called Dupintha Dagh, but it resumes its

eastern direction again at the sources of the Marina (the
Hebrus), and from this point, to its termination on the
shores of the Black Sea, it is called Balkan, or Emineh
Dagh ; the latter name is derived from Cape Eminch. uiih
which it terminates on the Black Sea. This portion of the
range is considerably lower than that farther to the west,

and it is thought that its mean height does nut exceed 3ot)0

or 4000 feet above the sea. It forms the llssmus of the
Greek geographers, probably so called from its cold and
snowy clunute.

This range, like the whole mountain-system, is distin-

guished by craggy summits and steep sides which render
travelling in many parts impossible, and everywhere very
difkjrult. Most of the narrow roads, of which only a few are
pasted in carriages, are made in the dry bid* of torrents,

and the traveller runs the risk of being drowned in them,
when they are suddenly filled by heavy rain*. The most
frequented, or rather the only passable roads over it, are six

in number, which, from east to west, succeed one snother in

the following order. The road leading from Shumla, or
Shumna in Bulgaria, to Aidos, or Haido* in Rum-di, offers

less difficulties than the others, as it traverse* the lowest

portion of the range, and is therefore the most frequented.

By this road the Russian army passed the Balkan in 1829.

The second, leading from Shumla to Karnabad, is much
more difficult : it unites with the former to the south of
Karnabad, and then passes through W'isa and leads directly

to Constantinople. The third road unites Tirnava on the
Yantra, a tributary of the Danube, with Selimnia or Se-
limno, a commercial town, situated on a branch ofthe Maritia
in a narrow valley near the principal range, and it also much
used. The fourth road begins, likewise-, at Tirnava and ter-

minates at Kasanlik, a commercial town situated on the

Tundja, a tributary of the Marina. Passing over a very
elevated part of the range it presents numerous difficulties,

and is the least frequented. The fifth road leads from
Sophia, on the laker, to Tatar Basardshick, on the Manila,
It passes through the Kapuli Derbend (the Gate of the

Gorge), which is exceedingly narrow, between steep moun-
tains and deep abysses, ana is thought to be the work of

the Emperor Trajan. The last three roads lead to Adrian-

ople, and hence to Constantinople. These five roads tratene
the Proper Balkan. The higher portion of the range, farther

to the west, is only traversed by one road, which lead* from

Pirislina, or Pristina. in Servia, to Uskup, or Skopta, in

Macedonia. It is only passable by mules and asses, but

much frequented, being the only rued by which the pioduca

of Macedonia ia carried to the north.

The Balkan is united to the mountain* of Middle Europe
by two range*. The Dinanc Alps, which separate the Low-
lands of Hungary from the Adriatic Gulf, join it to the

mountain system of the Alp*. Thu range ha* its name
from the highest of it* mountains. Mount Dinar*, which

rises to nearly 6000 feet, and is very steep on iu western

descent It contains two great mountain masses, the Great

Capclla on the east of Zengh, and the Wellebit Mountains,

Kouth of the same town. The Great Capella joins the Julian

Alp* near Zengh. [See Daim»tia]
By another range the Balkan is united to the Carpathians.

This chain, which ss yet ha* reoeiied no name, we shall

call the Bulgarian Mountain*, it detaches itself from in*

Balkan to the north of the source* of the Marina, run*

north-west, parallel to the Dupinsba Dagh. and terminates

in numerous brandies on the bank* of the Danui« by which

river it is separated from the Carfwthiana. The majestie

Danube is here, for upwards of 60 mils* between Goiubess

and Klodows, narrowed by the two chains of mountains
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which extend along iu course, and forms numerous rapid*

and whirlpools. At one place, called Deminkapi (the Iron

Dale), it is only 400 feet broad.

The country between the Dinar* Alp* and the Bulgarian

Mountains, which romprehfed* the Turkish province* of

Bosnia and Servia. is a truly alpine region, presenting only

high, steep mountains, and narrow, deep valleys. Its valleys

in the southern districts run parallel to the Balkan chain,

but in the northern they are transverse valleys. None of

the numerous chains of this tract are remarkable except the

Rudnick Mountains, which run along the nver Morsva on

iu western bank, from south to north, and have always

served as a stronghold to the Servians in their wart with

the Turks. The most remarkable rivers of this region are

the Bosna, the Drina, and the Morsvs. all affluents of the

Danube. The Morava may have a course of 200 miles, and
drains an extensive country, more than one-half of this

alpine region.

The country to the east of the Bulgarian Mountains,

and extending between the Balkan and the Danube at an
average breadth of fifty or sixty miles, is not mountainous,

but only hilly, with many little plains between the hills.

Near the Danube it is quite a plain. No considerable rivers

traverse it, except the Isker (the Skios of Herodotus, iv., 49

;

and Oskios of Tbucvd. ii.. 96). whose source is between the

Dupinsha Dagh and the Bulgarian Mountains, and which
breaks through the latter range before it enters the hilly

plain of Bulgaria (Herod, iv., 49).

Three extensive and continuous chains branch off from
the southern side of the Balkan. The most eastern de-
taches itself from the principal range at a distance of rather
more than a hundred miles from Cape Emineh, and run-
ning in a south-eastern direction, gradually approaches the
shores of the Black Sea, where it forms the high and rocky
coast to the south of the Bay of Burgas, and terminates
with the rocky hills on the Straits of Constantinople. It

bears the name of Strandsbea Mountains, and, though not
of great height, is difficult to pass, being very rocky. Near
Wisa it is traversed by a road already described. The Tekir
Dagh. or Tekiri Mountains, may be considered as a con-
tinuation of this chain. This range branches off from the
Strandshea Dagh at a distance of about seventy mile* west of
Constantinople, and running in a south-western direction,

and approaching very near the Sea of Marmora (Propontis),

it divide* into two branches, of which the northern lermi-
* nates at Cape Paxi. north of the Bay of Saros, and the

southern in the peninsula ofGsllipoli (Chersoncsus Thracia).

This chain merely consists of hills.

The second great range issuing from the Balkan branches
off at the sources of the Maritxa, between 23° and 24° E.
long., and runs likewise to the south-east; but before it

reaches the shores of the Archipelago, it turns to the east,

and in this direction, running nearly parallel to the sea-

coast, it advances to the very banks of the Maritxa, where
it terminates oppo«ite a branch of the Tekir Dagh. One of
it* lateral branches forms the Cape of Msrones. This chain
n*c* to a considerable height, and is called Despoto Dagh :

part uf it is the Kbodope of the anlients.

Tlie tract of country which lies to the west of the Strand-
aliea. and to the cast of the Despoto Dagh, and has for its

northern boundary the Balkan, and tor its southern the

Tekir Dagh, is a spacious cl>we valley, and may, in this

reipect, be compared with Trans*) Kama and with Bohemia.
Like (bete Usl named countne*. it is traversed by numerous
rsogos of hills ; between which ranges there are long and
wide valleys and some estensivc plain*, rich in the produc-
tion* of southern Europe. Thi* country is drained by the
Manila (tlrbrus) and its tributaries, among which the
Tundja ami the Arda are the largetl [See Mauitxa]
The nfMt western of the three chains winch branch off

from the Balkan la by far the mnl extrnsive, and mu«t be
considered as a separate mountain system. It separates

Albania from Macedonia and The***)i*. and it* mo»t south-

ern branches extend through the northern part of Greece,

terminating on the shores of the Gulf of Lrpanlo and at

Cspe Colonns (Sumum of the anticnU) : not having a

proper name, it may be distinguished by that of the Alba-
nian and Macedonian range. [See Mvcbdoiia awl
Goose*

]

The country which extend* between the Albanian-Mace-
donian Mountains and the Adriatic Sea from Cape KsUoo-

to t ape Uoguetta, comprehending Albania Proper,
er law aabeat lUrncwsa, is the most tawuntainous country in

Europe. The tnoontame, though probably none eS their

summits attain the line of eternal snow, are barb, tbetr

ascent very steep, often perpendicular, and the relicts

between them very narrow and winding. There are n*>

plains; and the shore* themselves are ever* where barh

and rocky. Those valleys which lie near the principal chat*

run parallel to it, as those in which the two pnnnp«J
branches of the Drin descend ; but along the costal ihvy

are transverse, extending east and west. The principal

rivers which drain this mountain region are the Dns. the

Scombi, and the Volutxa. [See Albania.]
The extensive region which lies to the east of the great

chain of the Albanun-Macedonian range and to the north,

of the Volutxa Mountains (the loiter of which eitrod froen

this range eastward, in about 40' laU. and terminate with

Mount Olympus), extending to the Despoto Dagh sad
the great chain of the Balkan, comprehends the antissst

Macedonia and great part of Thrace, and I* only nssavn-

tainout near the great ranges which enclose it. The othsw

parts, though extremely uneven, rise onW into hills, won,
the exception of Kastagnatx Dagh or Mount Pangim.
which traverses nearly the middle of the country, and ter-

minates on the peninsula called by the Greek* t hsvlrwhsw :

Mount Atbos may be considered a* the south eastern ex
tremity of this chain.

The natural riches of this extensive mountain trsteaa are
very imperfectly known. The silver and rosd mine* worked
by the anlients are not now known. Yet. in soeae part*,

mine* of this description are worked, a* at Kaaarndil •*>

Giustendil, not far from the sources of the Karaaa Straus,
in the Egrisu Dagh. In the same range, farther to the
west, are considerable mines of copper, which are also f*wa*i

in the Emineh Dagh, near Shumta, and probably in othsw
places. Iron seem* also to bo abundant, and s* got frees

the Dupinsha Dagh. near the place which has givea as that

range it* name. In many parts there are mine* of head,

and in other* rock-salt in great abundance. Mares*
abundant in the southern ranges.

BALKH.a town in the kingdom of Bokhara,abowttwwwrr.
Ave mile* south of the Oxus, and 1800 feet shore the arm

;

the town stands on a gentle declivity, sloping toward* law
river. The remains of its former magnificence cover a ay
of about twenty mile* in circuit. They consist wf fslhe
mosques and decayed tomb*, which have been built «*f ***»-

dried brick* : there are no ruins prior to the age of Mrtiaa
medanism.
By the inhabitant* of the surrounding countries. Bsft a

is called ' Mother of Cities,' and is soul to have been ****«.

by Kyamoors, the founder of the Persian monarchy . Aawr
the conquest of Alexander the Great, it nourished unsW taw
name of Zariaspa or Bactra (Strabo, p. J 16). with a «Hna>*ry
of Grecian kings. In the thud century of the CI
mra, Artaxerxes the Persian bad his aatbonty
lodged in a great assembly held at Balkh. It

subject to the Persian empire, and the res

head of the Magi, till the followers of Zoroaster '

thrown by the conquests of the Caliphs. Its

were butchered in cold blood by Jenghi* Khan .

who took Balkh. attached it to his empire ti l

Ali. by P. de la Crux. chap. i.. p. 2* ) It

government of Aurungxebe in his youth,
invaded by the great Nadir. On the
the boorance monarchy, after hi* death, it frO
bands of the Afghans; and within the last tea ywars leas

been seixed by tlie king of Bokhara, whose depart* assw

B >verns it. The present populatton doe* not -in sal s»
.'000 soul*, who are chiefly natives of Canon*, aaal the
remnant of the Kara noukur, a dsernptswa uf asihti
established here l>v the Afgbana: there are also a a-*
Arab*. The Koondoos rhtrf, ahnjosiiassd the rtlv yrssr
to it* fslhng into the band* of the Bokharv**, man had «*T a
great portion of its population ; and by still threats—if sa>

stuck on it. hss csused most of those left Siaiail iat)k
the neighbouring villages.

The circuit uf Balkh appear* to have ecanuasd assaswewaa
gsrdcns, which increased iu sue wilhowt ad hssg a* est

population ; and from the trail tnsJvnal of wasraj the aatanV
uur* are constructed, a does not appear that at ever was a
substantial city. There are three large u lsisji i of»*
structure, now in a stau of decay. A asstd wall ssjrfwaaaa*

the present town ; outatde of which are new** oa rwn ***,
to the e*t»nl of shout two aailes. TWcstede* or avsVea iea>

aonheru skIc. bs* been csostrweted ui s aware *su*i •*}*. yet

lis*

e*tabh*bssM« wf
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turiea, fol. B*f. 16J9, witn a second part. carrying the work

on to fourteen centuries. A copy of the edition of IW*,

corrected by Bale » own hand. i» preserved in the library of

the British Museum. II. "The laboryouse Journey ami

Kercho of Johan l>eylande for Englandc* Antiquities,"

Ifimo. Loud. 1519. reprinted in the Life of Lcland, 8to.

I 772. 14. ' A Dialogue or L'oramuni rnrjon to be had at a

Table bctwene two 1 h)ldrcn, gathered out of the Holy

Scriptures by John Kale for hi* two vonge 8onnc«, Johan

and Paulc." 8vo. Lond. 1549. 15. 'The Confession of tho

Synner after the Sarred Scripture*,' 8vo. Lond. 1549. 16.

'The Apology of Johan Bale against a ranke Paptst.' 8vo.

Lond. ISJo. 17. 'The Image of both Churches,' 2 part*.

Hvo. Lond. J. Daye : 3 parts. 8vo. Lmd. T. Ka«t (1550). hvo.

I»nd. 15H4. IS.'* An Expostulation or Compleynte against

the Blasphcmycs ol a frantic l*apy*t of Hamshyre,' 8vo.

Lond. (1552) ; another e<lit. I5"»4. 19. ' The Vocation of

Johan Bale to the Bishopnck of Ossone in Irelande. hi*

Pcrsecucions in the aame. and flnalo IV-lyvcratince.' 1*1mo.

Lond. 155.1. 20. 'A Declaration of Kdmonde Bonner*
Article* concerning the Cleargye of London Dyoceee.' Hvo.

Lind 1501. 21. ' Acta Romanorum Pontiflcura a disper-

*mne Discipuloruin Chnsti uaque ad tcmpora Pauli quarti.

ex Joanma Baltci Calalogo Anglicorum Hcnptorum de-

sumpla,' 8 to. Francof. I5ti7; 8to. Leyd. Ic:i. 22. 'The
Pageant of Pope*,' translated from the Latin of Bale, by

1. S. (John Studley), 4to. Lond. 1574. Bale also himself

translated Baptist Mantuan's 'Treatise on Death,' 8vo.

Lond. 1584; and in 1548 prefixed an epistle dedicatory to

the Princes* Klixabeth't translation of the Meditations of

Margaret Queen of Navarre, published at London, 8vo., in

that year. Wood (Athm. Oron. edit. Bliss, vol. iii. col. 4-15)

sa)s Bale translated Polydore Virgil's work de Rrrum ln-

rmtnribuM in the time of Edward VI., but in old and rude
English. He does not say whether this translation was pub-
lished.

Fox tells us \Actt and Monument*. 1st edit, p. 574) that

Bale wrote several bonks under the name of Harrison. One
work only appears under that name in the preceding li«t.

,

Bale's father * name was Henry Bale, and on that account
,

perhaps Bale assumed the name of Harrison.

Hi* Cuttertannt (in his own handwriting) tie Religione
Carntehtana, el Scnpl'ihbutejumtem.AXa., it Mill preserved

among the Harleian Manuscripts in the British Museum,
No. 181). Hearne writing to Baker, the Cambridge anti-

quary, in 1 7 1 5, says. Dr. Stoanc had just then presented to the
Bodleian a MS. of Bale's account of the Carmelites. Tanner,
in his Bibliothera Britannic) llibernica, haa given a h«t of

some other of Bale's manuscript*, with notice* of where they
are preserved.

No character has been more variously represented than
Bale's. Gcsncr. in hi* Biblinthrrn, mils him a writer of the
greatest diligence; and Bishop Godwin gives him tlie cha-
racter of a laborious inquirer into British antiquities. Simi-
lar praise is also bestowed upon him by Vuglcr ilntnot.
I'mrmal. in A'o/if. Smptnr.) Anthony 4 W«>l, bow-
ever, sttles him ' the foul- mouthed Bale.' Ilcanir {I'r- f
to lirm%ngf.\ calls him ' Baleu* in multi* tnendax.' And
even Fuller (/f'or/Airt. last edit Vol. li. p. .1.1 >) says
' Bihnsua Balavus paaseth for hi* true character.' He iii-

veiglied with so murh asperity against the pope and pnpi«l«
that hi* writings were prohibited by the rhurrh of Home
among those of the Aral class of hcrrtiral books ; and his
intemperate teal, it must be acknowledged, often rarru-d
Into h-tond the bounds of decency and candour. Fuller, in
his Church Htitoru, cent, ix p. f.«. pleads for Bale's railing
against the papists. 'Old age and ill usage,' he sats, 'will

,

Make any man angry. Wlwn young, ho hail sern their
1

superstition ; when old. he felt their oppression. Tin- l.-st !

is. Bale rails not m>re on papists than Pits (nnplotrd on
!

the same subii-rt) on Prolcstsnt writers ; and even set o|,p
against the other, whilst the disrnsM resdrr of both, paring
of the extravagances of pa.. inn on rarh sulr. mat benefit
himself in quietness from their loud and rlamor<ms inter-
tites.' The greatest fault of Bale s hook on the British !

writers is its multiplication of their works bv frequently git-
'

nig lite heads of chapters or section* of a U»k as the till,-*

of dtslinri treaiiw*. He has likrsisr put many |ier*ons
down as suthors who hail no claim to surh distinrtion. i

Besi.le the references alreedt given relslmg !•• Bale, the |

reads*- may compeer Hi;gr Hnl. edit. v.l ( p. J ij
Fuller* AM Hmbrtrmm, p. JOi 511 ; Tanner. rlirV. Httt
*!#•*„ p. OoiesMS. Athene, Co-jioeV. leu. B. ; Granger, |

Bingr. Hit!., Tol. i. p. 139 ; Strype'e Mrmnrtadt of OrmH
tner, pp. 21)6. 360: and Chalmers • Btogr. Dirt.

BALK. [SeeB»«n..l
BALKAKU: I RANK. [See Cna.it

1

BALEA RIC ISLANDS tiv-ee«wi lOtauiaet. *W-
Xmp.i'if, Strab., BnXAotniir. DkkI, Bah irrs, Plin.larr *ita*u-1

in the western part of the Mediterranean, off the east natt
of Spain, to which country they now belong. These telaact*

are three in number (exc-lusne of the two smaller >km** tj

Formenteraand Cabrera), namely, I vifa. Mallorra iMiwn
and Minorca. They lie in a N.E. and N.W. dtrvetma.

occupying a space of 160 miles in length, by a mean beea>W.»i

of JO miles, with an area of jhoo square miles. Inn. the

nearest to the Spanish coast, is disisnt from Cape Nan J-«

miles; Majorca, the central and the largest, lies 4 J rail*

,

to the N.E. of lvixa ; and Minorca is separated from Mat *r*

by a stnut 22 mile* in width. These islands are now grs*>

rally comprehended under the term Balrane. as they an Vs.

Strain, who mentions only four, and classes them uneVr tt»r

names of Gwmnentr (Majorca and Minorca), and /*>few
(Iti/a and Formentcra). giving the name Kalrarir u>

whole group. The name Pityussis supp<ia<-d to be a Om-t
term dented from the pine tree* with tthwh tlx- larfr
island aboumled. The two Pittuta? were called by w.«

(•recks rcspcctitcly Ebusu* ami Ophiusa (snake i*iat>'>.

which last the Romans translated into ( olubrana. ( aX*> r»

is the Capraria of the Roman geographers.

Tl.# Ui«n round Ibr (.'ulasilfrWs sl.-blfj IW <s-|sa at SjtassBS.

[Frost Urn Hsnry of P*a V«*>sSr T^fas.'.

The word Bslc&ret is generally ailmittcd to hr ftwea th»

Oreck )<aXXs>, * to throw the original inhabitants were «r—

i

expert in the use of the sling, to which they wer* tn.v<
from their infancy; and their dexterity at *linr*f«. a k m
serving in the Carthaginian and Roman araur*. at «Ara
noticnl by antient authors.

The l*hfrnn iaii*. it appears, were the Brst settler* tn t*a-s»

isUiids. winch, however, had a race of nngirsaj itib.sbjar.tt

The Carthaginian*, under llanno. hating mail* thvrmss-is.«

m.Kters of the whole group, proceeded to form rww em*-
ineiit*, and founded the towns of Msgo (Mibei a»<
.la union (Ciud.nlela). The island* funo«h*xl trseca •
coiiHiilerahle Ixalies of troops in their wars *c» n«l *»r .

and Rome, and a lorcr forre of their shngrrs tmass** ,

llantuhal in his p*»«nge amiss tlve Alp*. Wl« l a

Cartliagiinan* were dnten frt'tn Spain, the Uiasvirrt «s»

taiunl their frce<lom, winch they maile use of to *?•>••

themselves to piracy till they were subdued b* the R
consul. Q. Metellut, who foundctl the cit*-* of Ps'rsta s»
Pollentia in Majorca, and k the surname of R*J»*r- »v
Thet continued altaelml to the Republic as part M II

fiani* Citerior, jind siilvseoueutlt to the etnrsre. »tt-s . s.

tal, aric i.|jn.|» pn. I, jl.lt Wlotiged to the |ud>t*l dst-st
i-- tit rrtut jur„li, ut\ of Ne« ( srtharr. 00c *4 th» srs«
jiirisilirtt'iits of lli.p.ima ( itcrtor. <<tltrrais*> c»'.'.«s1 T»"»
roneiK's. From the reign of t 'otistantine tbr (i«ral t

the rri.'ti of Tin <«|.~ius the Crest tln-t had l»»«f -as
r'terniiirtit. *<pa.ii hatnio fallen into Ute hattjs »«* i «
Vaiiilals and Hons, a l»>lt |vt*>n| over to tr«-~- ».»«
win, h la-, sine an ri«t cuixpirst. and artcrws»»!s. • \

that |x-imii.iiI». »rre sut«liu«l lit the M.»*-s Tt» str *»*

l-»tt 'tis of th. w harttatiaiis mducril Charlrm*rrs> t • *>'.•
lake an expe<l.lion ai'sinst them, and be i»>.ts.i««l •*•>•.»

ti'-u of the is' amis : IKit he odlt k«p4 th»tn »i\ irsrv stbt
thet were rrr.iirml h> the Mi»«rs. ab,i r>«t i.wssl is-svlw •

oust 1 at rvrrssrs against lite t lirislian povrra. Ib.i<s.J
lit w >.rtl Lulls of the P.*». 11m- Kmtf* of A rrtp«- c »
fmpMrnt atb-inpt* agalnal them Majurea sVJI is t?r* •»<

the Moors were not nneJly exfwurd frvtn Uta wksaW frtw*, iU
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nearly tixty year* after, when they were formally annexed lo

the crown of Aragon. Minorca was token by the English
in I7b0. and finally ceded to tb«m by the treaty of Utrecht;
but on the breaking out of the vrur it wo* recaptured by the
cismlmwd force of France and Spain. In I'ut* it again
surrrtidrred to the British, and remained in tbeir possession

till I Ho pears if 1814, when it waf restored to Spain.
Reltc* uf the original inhabiUnt* may be traced in large

tumuli of great rough stones, enclosed in a fence of large

flat stone* set on end close together—erected probably over
their dead, though, from their being always erected on clo-

vatixl spot*, and having a apiral path contrived outside to

ascend to the summit, they appear alto to have served the

purpose of watch-towers. Of Roman antiquities there are

few vestiges, as their works were all lealously destroyed by
the Vandal* and Huns on tbeir occupying the. islands ; but
several Roman inscriptions remain, and lamps, urns, and
coins, both consular and imperial, are often found. The
building* of the Moors may be known by their style of

architecture ; such are the small castles and watch-towers,
and much of the walls of cities, as is proved by the Arabic
inscriptions on them.
These islands are hilly, and Majorca may be termed moun-

tainous, but they are not of volcanic formation. Granite,

marbles, jasper, porphyry, slate, and pit-coal are found; also

lead and iron- The soil is generally good, and chiefly cul-

titsted with vines, olives, and other fruit-trees, but corn is

not produced in sufficient quantities for home consumption.
This article and cattle form the principal imports of the
islands, in exchange for wines and brandies of an inferior

quality, coarse woollen cloths, and dried fruits ; the pottery- .

ware made in these islands is also much esteemed. The
j

general feature* of the coasts are steep and rugged, sur-

rounded by rucks and islet*, but affording some excellent

harbours. The water around thorn i* deep. There ore no
river*, but the mountain torrents during the rains, or on
the melting of the (now*, are impetuous. [See Majorca,
Minorca, etc.] (Strabo. p. 167 ; Casaub. ; Diodorus,

lib. t. 17. IS; Pun. iit. 5 ; P. Mela, ii. 9 : Dameto's Hitl. of
ikt Balearic Kingdom; Armstrong's Minorca; Sauveur's
TravtJi in the Balearic Inlands.)

BALFOUR, SIR JAMES, of Pittcndreich. Lord Pre-
sident of the Court of 8cssion in Scotland, and the reputed

author of Balfour's Prartick* of the Lute, was son of Sir

Michael Balfour, of Pittcndreich and Montquhany, county
Fife, and in his early years received a liberal education

far the church, in the course of which ho distinguished

himself particularly in the study of the canon and civil

law*. The clerical profession in Scotland had long engrossed
sum* of the first offices of the state, and, by the establish-

ment of the Court of Session, bad brought to a favourable

termination an arduous contest with the Lord Justiciar

for the supreme place of judicature. Just at this lime
the groat religious revolution which had overthrown the

papal power in the neighbouring kingdom began to extend
itself lo Scotland; and though from its being in the

former directed by the sovereign, whereas in the latter it

was altogether popular, the mode of its operation in the two
countries must have been dissimilar, yet there is little

doubt that not a few anticipated hero the same easy and rich

conquest which had been achieved in England. Among
other*, young Balfour left the antient religion and joined

the standard of the Reformation, and was indeed ' the chief

,

and principal Protestant that then was to be found in tins
,

realm, and wald have given bis 1) f. gif men michi crcdite i

tut wocde*. for defenvo of the doctrine that John Knox
Uucbx — Knox's Hut. of Iht Hrf., p. 73. He alsojoined the

conspiracy led by Norman, eldest son of the Earl of Rothes, .

against the Cardinal Bvatoun ; and being taken in the

caalle of St. Andrew* when that fortress surrendered to 1

low French auxiliaries in the end of the summer of 1547.

was put into the same galley with Knox, and carried pri- 1

saner to France. The cause of Scottish Protestantism
trained now at an end, and the partisitua of Rome shouted
with joy through the streets

—

Y« ttrisvte. content Tr nan

;

Yf |MVf<a, coufc-til \* uon

;

F<« Normaml an.l Uis rampant*
llxalldUmrslsrysnwl

There was, however, no reason for congratulation : the re-

farmer* were yot olive, and the evils inflicted on their party

proved only a* toe process ofthe winnowing Hoor. which sepa-

i Use chaff from the wheat, Accordingly, on the peace of

1 5 19. Knos. Balnavi*. and others, returned to Scotland, with
new ardour in the cause of the reformation Balfour also re-
turned, but professed himselfa Roiniu ( ntbolie. and had even
the effrontery todvny that he had been of tlir Protectant p irt) ;

though, as Knox sa>», his o-»n conscience and a thousand'
witnesses could testify the fact. He wo,, immediately ap-
pointed official of 8t. Andrews within the archdeaconry of
Witlinin. vacant by the promotion of Creighlon, provos't of
Dunglaa, to the bench of the Court of Session ; and in tins
situation, with the zeal of a suspected confederate, he pro-
ceeded ex officio against the poor old priest Walter M»lne
for heresy, because he had given up saving mass, and had
him condemned to the llamcs and burnt.
On the breaking out of the ci\il war between the congre-

gation and the queen-regent in 1159 Balfour took the part
of the latter; vet it appears he*knew all the transactions of
the former, a boy of his being taken with a uriting ' qulnlk
did open the maist secreit tilings that « ar deitsit in
the counsail, yea those very things quhilk were thouclit
to

(
have been knowon bot to o very few.'— Knox. p. Iks.

He escaped the search of the reformers in Fife in Fe-
bruary 1460; and was about the some time appointed
parson of Flisk in that shire. Soon after the arrival of
the young queen in 14CI he was appointed an extraordi-
nary lord of session, and on the 5th of November, 156.1,

advanced to the place of an ordinary lord in the snine court.
On the institution of the Commissaries' Court of Edinburgh,
in the room of the court of the official of Lothian, he was
constituted its chief judge ; and on tho 5th of July. I5h5,
be was sworn of the queen's privy council. To these various
employments of privj councillor, judge, and priest, he seems
to have added practice at tho bar. for in January 1566 we
find him in the court of justiciary as ' assister' of the crown
in the criminal prosecution against old Andrew Ballingall,
of Drumburro, for wilful absence from the rutcf of Stirling.

—

Pitcairn's (Vim. Trialt. He was with the queen at Holy-
rood on the night of Rizxio's assassination ; and if we be-
lieve her statement, his death also was in contemplation,
though we shall afterwards find Darnley accusing him to

her of being accessor) to the crime. But however this may
be, he not only effected his escape from the palace, but
had new honours conferred upon him, the queen immedi-
ately afterwards creating him a knight, and appointing him
lord clerk register, in the room of M Gill, who was one of the
conspirators, and bad lied.

The same year a royal commission was issued on the sug-
gestion of Lesly, Bishop of Ross, that ' certain leamit, wise,

and expert men quhilk best knawis the law* suld be chosen
to see and examtnatc the buikis of law, and set them furth

to the knowledge uf the queeiie's subjects.' The result was
a volume of acts of parliament from I4:i4 In 1564, which was
printed within six months alter the dote of the commission,
and bear* abundant mark* of the precipitation with which
it was thrown upon the public ; but in the compilation of it,

such as it was, Lesly and Balfour are especially noted fur

their diligence and exertions.

From this hasty yet peaceful work of a legislator Balfour
was airead) hurrying to a scene of trcacher) and blood. He
saw the inlluenre of Buthwell in the royal closet. To that

nobleman, therefore, he attached himself, and quickly joined

in the conspiracy against the youthful Darnley, w ho, with

something like a presentiment of his fate, now urged the

queen to accuse Balfour of being accessor) to the murder of

Ritzio. and to dismiss him from her councils. Balfour

framed the bond for mutual support entered into by the con-

spirators, and prepared the house in the kirk of Field for the

execution of the deed, but was not actually present on the

occasion. Accordingly, he was distinctly charged as an
accomplice in the crime, both in the Earl of Lennox's des-

patch, and in the popular placard put up in answer to the

government offer of o reward for a discovery of the per-

petrators.
—

* 1 have mode inquisition for the murder of the

king (says the anonymous accuser), and do find the Earl of

Bothttell. Mr. James Bui lour, parson of Flisk. Mr. David

Chalmers, and black Mr. John 8 pens, the principal de\ isers

thereof.' B"*'1*6" ws* brought to on early trial, which no

entreaty of Lord Lennox, his prosecutor, could stay ; but as

the evidence was not ready, his guilt wa* not established,

and ho was acquitted. It would appear that Balfour pro-

fessed a determination to have himself cleared by an assise

also ; but be afterwards saw it expedient not to pre** this,

or play with an edged tool.

On the 2-idof Apnl, 1567, the queen, under the influence

»T8
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•T B*4Wl who no doubt ^^J^J^^}
to if bv no other Ck. el •*•*! °JL*hV , ,p«W ;->tJci uMoxd bim captain of Edinburgh Castle.

STi£ ,££3 sTwiUism CoekWu of Skirling, to -boo.

ehw had (nv»a it in charge only on the 8th of Match

preceding. Both the queen and Bothwell, bowsver. hvod to

repeat of their confidence, and on their fortunes falling

•ought to dt»place Balfour, who now diaowned hi* lieuto-

unrt . and holding the fortress as ' full master thereof.' be-

gan to treat with the associate lords for its surrender to tbem.

On the defeat of Carberry. Bothwell despatched a special

messenger to the castle for Mary's letters. These Balfour

delivered ; but, as BotbweH's influence was now entirely gone,

he first sent notice to the associate lords, who watched
the messenger's return, attacked him, and carried off the

famous casket with its contents, to which they ever after

appealed in proof of Mary's guilt, and in justification of
their conduct towards her. We afterwards find Balfour
negotiating with the Earl of Murray, regent for the infant

James, in whose favour Mary bad been forced to resign her
crown, for the delivery of the castle, which was at length
surrendered on the following extraordinary conditions:—
1st, a pardon for art and part in Darnley's murder;
2d, a gift of the priory of Pittenweem; 3rd, an annuity
to his eldest son out of the priory of St. Andrews;
4th, a large sum (Spottiswoode calls it 5000/.) in present
hand ; and 4th, delivery of the castle into the hands of
Kirkcaldy of Orange, an adherent of the queen's. Mur-
ray, on attaining the regency, pursued in religion the same
course of policy which Bothwell bad held, favouring the
reformation ; and in his first parliament we find a commis-
sion issued, and Balfour (now prior of Pittenweem) named
therein, to ascertain the jurisdiction of the church of Scot-

land. In the same parliament we find Balfour a lord of the
article* on the spiritual side ; and on the 12th of September,

1567, be was sworn of the privy council. He soon after-

wards resigned his place of lord clerk register to please the
regent, who wished to restore M'Oill. For this he jot a
pension of 500/. ; and was raised to the chair of Lord Presi-

dent of the Court of Session, in the room of Bailie of Pro-
vand. who bad occupied it for about two years, but was now
hastily turned out on the pretence of bis not being a pre-

late, agreeably to the institution of the court.

At the battle of Langside, May 1568, Balfour was in the
rear-guard with the regent, and displayed no little valour on
the occasion ; yet in the end of the same year, when the
regent and his commissioners were in Knglsnd at a confer-
ence called by Queen Elisabeth to conader of Mary's guilt
or innocence in the matter of Darnley's murder, ho remained
in Scotland, and endeavoured to agitate there for her resto-

ration. This conduct so incensed the Lord Lennox, that he
had him apprehended in order to be tried for the murder ; but
by means, it is said, of bribes administered to Wood, the
regent's secretary. Balfour effected his peace with Murray,
and regained bis liberty, though he lost his situation of
President of the Session, to which Bailie of Prorand now
returned

The ) ear 1 470 opened with the murder of the good rigent

by Hamilton of Botbwellbaugb, an event which appears
to have inspired Msry s adherents with great hopes. Of
those Balfour was now one ; and on the 3vtb of August.
1571, he and some others of that side were attainted in a
parliament held by the king's men. For a while the queen's
part) had some »ucces», and in September 1571 Mary was
made reitcm ; but the aspect of affairs soon cbanirH : an
alliance was formed between France and the (Jueen of
England, who also at lenitth openly declared for tbe king's
part), and lent her powerful aid 'to place Morton in the
rrvency. Murton, ou his becoming regent, endratoured to
eftVcl a aelllement with the queen a partv ; but all his over-
turn were rejected by Mai (land and Kirkcaldy. Balfour,
bowrwr. readily acceded to tbe triumphant Morton, whom
be also endcatourrd to conciliate by acts of vile treachery.
He was mainly instrumental in bringing about tbe concur I

ralU-d tbe Pacification of Perth, in February 1 47 J. whereby
his lair coadjutors were given over to the lender memrs of
the regent ; and on the brave Kirkcaldy be indicted a further
blow when be repealed to Morton that Kirkcaldy a brother
was about to hind at Blackness with a supply of money from
France. In July 1474 Morton brought bis victims to tnal
for Darn ley s murder, and had tbem sentenced to the scaf.
fold. BauW. bowsver. not only escaped a tnal, but tbe
follow uig year had bat forfeiture annulled sad himself re-

stored by act of parliament ; and in IST4 the l

milted to him and Skene a design for a general digeet ef

tbe laws. What protrrcas was made in Uu> matter, and
whether Balfour's Practtck* was the result, dews not cer-

tainly appear. Balfour did not remain much longer in thw
country : dreading the ground on which he stood, he feed aw

France, where he continued bll tbe young king of Srotanasf

assumed tbe reins of government. He then returned a* sua

native country, and joined tbe party who watched for taw

destruction of the yet formidable Morton. The same year

be was one of tbe arbiters chosen by the Earls of Anryll

and Atbol, in the attempt then made to effort a rvroanhs-

tion. On the 5th of February. 1578, we find htm at the

bar. as one of the advocates, or as they were then freejaawrtry

called •prelocators,' fur the prosecution in the criminal tnal

of one Thomas Tumbull for murder. Tbe followmg vear

Morton recovered his authority, and Balfour again Bed Owe*

before him. An act was thereupon passed in Parln iaat .

renewing tbe forfeiture which bad been pronounced m 1571.

a proceeding against which Balfour afterwards peoesaSed

on the ground of his restoration in 1 573 ; and bis pssav.

though not immediately, was ultimately successful. The
death of Morton, whose enemies daily increased

number and power, was now to be accomplished ; i

Balfour had taken care to preserve the bond by that

man and others in support of Bothwell in tbe

Darn ley, a plan waa speedily devised : Mottoo <

of treason, tried, convicted, and beheaded.

This was Balfour's last public act. and it too clearly i

that age had in no degree dulled his capacity far

nor his thirst for revenge. He died soon after, m the ys

1583. After his death, be was restored, agamst the I

fciture of 1579, by act of parliament ; but acts of
|

can wipe off those taints only which human
created: they cannot remove tbe stains of proflafary. ssv

wash away infamy from the memory of the oorrewt. (Set

Knox's Hiit. qf the Rtf. ; Keith's lift, of the Bef .

Goudal's Preface to Batfour i ProetirJu ; Tj tier s Uft <f
Craig ; Hiilorieal Account •/ the Stnatort of On CUirgi

qf Juitice.)

BALFOUR, JAMES, of Pilrig. in tbe shirr of Edo>
burgh, was admitted an advocate of tbe Scottish Bar «• me
Nth of November, 1730 ; and on tbe decease of Mr. Bays*,
professor of Scots law in tbe Universitv of Edinburgh, as

the beginning of 1737, be and Mr. John Erskine. of C'ar-

nock, advocate (afterwards author of tbe well-known Prin-

ciples and Institutes of tbe Scots law), were presented bv the

Faculty of Advocates to tbe patrons of the vacant in,

who made choice of Mr. Erskine. Balfour was after-eases

appointed sheriff substitute of the county of EeTmbavwJs,

but having occupied himself much with ph ibwapoaral
science, be early became an opponent of the relilwesjsf

David Hume, whose •peculations be attacked in two ano-

nymous treatises, tbe one entitled a ' Delineation ml Mem
lily,' tbe other, ' Philosophical Dissertations.' It is iaideas

that opposition procures an antagonist's esteem, bed Bs Heav s

had thai rare merit. On the 15th of March. I lyx. ha
received from Hume a letter which began thaw. * WW*
I write to you I know not to whom I am addressing misst/

I only know be is one who has done me a greet deal a/
honour, and for whose civilities I am obliged. If we aw
strangers. 1 beg we may be acquainted as soon as vww li as
proper to discover yourself; if we be acquainted allied i. I

beg we may be friends ; if friends. I bee we may be awes
so.' In 1754 he resigned his judicial office, bating cat the
death of Prufeaanr (.'leghorn, in August of that year, sees)

elected Ips sun-caw* m the rhair of mors! phifeaassby. at

Edinburgh. This be resigned, in Msy 17*4. for the ream
of public law ; ami soon afterwards be wubliihed wbei ap-

pear to have been hi* lectures while in his funnee sarwsuas.
under the title of l'tul»4<pfJkicaJ Asms*. In the spr—f •/
1779 he re»iuned the cluir of publi- law. and refwd to

Pilng. wliere be died. Mb of March. I * 95. at the ace ei Ft,

having spent (aais tbe author of tbe L*J* •/ ATasass. •*»
must haie known him well) a long life in the praetara W
those virtues wbrb it was the object ef has writings a* a>
ruIrate.

HALFRC8H. BALFROOSII. or BAI.rX ROe.H. a

town m tbe pcuvit*w of Msavoderaa in Pcrsas. m atari
twelve miles from the south bare ef the Taisna Ssav
Though only the second city of the acwrusce sa rank, at

is larger than Harec, the capital. The rsty *

low and swampy plain, in and MrrauaoM by-
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fcrawi of tall tree*, which to conceal the building*, that,

except in the basaars, it baa no appearance of Ming a
large and populous place. The house*, which are comfort*
able, well built, roofed with tile*, and enclosed by a wall,

stand in clusters, of which there are twenty distinct group*.
The street* or roads are broad and neat, though chiefly un-
dated ; tbey arc free from rubbish, anil kept tn good order.

The baiaars extend full a mile in length ; they are covered
in from the sun and rain by a roofing of tiles and wood, and
•re kept in excellent repair. The display of merchandize
»• better than in almost any town in Persia, except Ispahan.
Balfrush is peopled almost entirely by merchant*, mecha-
nics, and their dependant*. It is governed by a native, also

a merchant, who dares not oppress them or extort exorbitant
levies : it is moderately taxed, and not required to furnish
any contingent of troop*. It* greatest happiness and pros-

perity consist in not being burdened with the weight of an
anstiieralical or military government The town does not
Uy claim to any antiquity, and it may be difficult to give a
reason for the choice of such a site, but it owe* its present
state of prosperity chiefly to its commerce, though that has
of lale years much diminished, snd likewise to the richness

and productiveness of the plain in which it stands. This
plain extends southward from the Caspian thirty miles to

the first range of low hills, and its princ ipal products are
nee, eotton, and sugar. Wheal is little grown, and what is

used is imported from other provinces. Rice, buttermilk,

butter, an inferior sort of cheese, sour oranges, and the wild

pomegranate are the principal food of all classes. The roads

around are frequently impassable, owing to their being cut
up by the numerous watercourses ; even the great causeway
of Shah Abbas, in the neighbourhood of Balfrush, is quite

destroyed. There are no public buildings of any importance
in the town, those erected by Shah Abbas having fallen to

aWay. There are, however, about ten principal caravansa-
ries, and thirty colleges, or medrasses, the place being almost
as much celebrated for it* moollahs and learning a* forJta

merchants and commerce. The plain abounds with numer-
ous reservoirs for irrigation ; and near the city is an artiflcial

lake of considerable depth, two miles in circumference, with
an island in the centre bud out as a beautiful garden, and
connected by a bridge with the border of the lake. The
Bawul river runs through this lake, and empties itself into

the Caspian at Mushed-Sir. A bridge of nine arches bas
lately been thrown over it. The trade is carried on by
horses and mules, which travel in caravans. The place

is unhealthy, and subject to those diseases which may be
expected from it* low and damp situation — acute and
intermittent levers, affection* of the eyes, putrid sore throat,

and rheumatisms. Its population is estimated at 30,000.

It be* about 30 mile* west of Saree, the capital of the pro-

vince, in 34° 45' N. lat, 32° 40* E. long. (J. B. Fraser's

Travels and Adventures.)

BALGUY. JOHN, an eminent divine of the church or
England, was born August 12th, 1686, at Sheffield; and
was educated in the Grammar School of that place, partly

under his father, and partly under the instruction of a Mr.
Daubua. who had succeeded his father as master there. He
became a member of St. John's College, Cambridge, in

1702. and in 1706 was admitted to the degree of B.A., soon
after which be ceased to reside in the University, and lor

awhile taught in the grammar school at which he was
brought up, but whether as master, or during a vacancy of
tb* mastership only, is uncertain. In 1706 he was taken
into the family of Mr. Banks of Revesby. in %e county of

tjncoln, where be became private tutor to hi* son Joseph
Banks. Esq., grandfather to Sir Joseph Banks, Bart, Pre-

sident of the Ro)al Society. Mr. Balguy took orders' in
* 1710; in 1711 he became private tutor in the family of Sir

Henry Liddell. of Ravensworth Castle in the county of Dur-
ham, who afterwards bestowed upon him the donative of

Lamesly and Tanfield in that county ; and he married in

1714.

The first occasion of Mr. Balguy's appearance as an
author was afforded by the Bangorian controversy. In 1718

he published, without his name, Silvius's Examination of
certain Doctrine* lately taught and defended by the Rev.

Mr. Stebbing ; and in the following year. Silvius's Letter to

the Rev. Dr. Sherlock. Both of these performances were
written in vindication of Bishop Hoadly. Mr. Stebbing

having written against these pamphlets, Mr. Balguy, in

1 720. again appeared in the cause of the bishop, in a tract

entitled Silvius's Defence of a Dialogue between a Papitt

%

and a Protestant, in answer to the Rev. Mr. Stebbing , to
which are added several Remarks upon that Author's man-
ner of Writing. This also being answered by Mr. Steb-
bing, Mr. Balguy had prepared a further defence ; but Dr.
Hoadley prevailed upon him to suppress it the public having
grown weary of the controversy, and the booksellers being
unwilling to publish any new works relating to it at their
own risk. In 1726 he took the degree of M.A.. and in tbo
same year published A Letter to a Deist concerning the
Beauty and Excellence of Mural Virtue, and the Support
and Improvement which it receives from the Christian
Revelation. In 1728 Mr. Balguy was collated, by Bishop
Hoadly, to a prebend in the church of Salisbury. In 1*27
or 1 728 he preached an assize sermon, on the subject of
' Party Spirit' which was printed by order of the judges ;

and in the latter year published a tract entitled The Founda-
tion of Moral Goodness, in answer to Mr. Hutcheaon's In-
quiry into the Original ofour Ideas of Beauty and Virtue

;

its design was to snow that moral goodness dues not depend
solely upon instincts and affections, but is grounded on the
unalterable reason of things. In 1729 he became vicar
of North Allerton in Yorkshire, in which preferment he
continued to his desth. In 1729 he also published The
Second Part of the Foundation of Moral Qtf dness, illus-

trating and enforcing the principles contained in the former
part, which had been answered in some remarks written
by Lord Dairy. His next publication was hivinc Recti-
tude ; or a brief Inquiry concerning the Moral Perfec-
tions of the Deity, particularly in respect to Creation and
Providence. It wan followed by A Second Letter to a Deist
concerning a late Boo^entitled ' Christianity as old as
the Creation,' more particularly that Chapter which re-

lates to Dr. Clarke. To this succeeded The Law of Truth,
or the Obligations of Reason essential to all Religion ; to

which are prefixed some Remarks supplemental to a late

Tract entitled ' Divine Rectitude.' All the treatises which
have been mentioned (excepting the assise sermon, and
those on the Bangorian controversy) were collected, after

having gone through several separate editions, by Mr.
Balguy, into one volume, and published with a dedication
to Bishop Hoadly, 8vo., London, 1 734. In 1741 appeared
Mr. Balguy'* Essay on Redemption, in which he explains
the doctrine of the atonement in a manner similar to that of
Dr. Taylor ofNorwich, but Hoadley was ofopinion that be had
not succeeded. This and bis volume of sermons, including

six which had been published before, were the last pieces

committed by him to the press. A posthumous volume was
afterwards printed, which contained almost the whole of the
sermons be left behind him. While in possession of the

donative of Lamesly and Tanfleld, for the first four years be
never intermitted one week without composing a sermon

;

but fearing that his son, who was afterwards in order* also,

might not follow bis example, he destroyed almost his

whole stock, and committed, at one time, two hundred and
fifty sermons to the flames. The third edition of Mr. Bal-
guy's Sermons (twenty in number) was published in 2 vols.

8vo., London, 1 790. He died at Harrowgate, September
21st, 1748. The account of Mr. Balguy here given has
been chiefly abridged from the life of turn communicated
by hi* son to the editors of the Biographia Britannia, edit.

1778. vol L, p. *48— 442.

BALGUY, THOMAS. D D . only son of the preceding,

was born at Lamesly, in the bishopric of Durham, September
27th. 1716, and was educated at the free school of Kipon in

Yorkshire. In 1 734 he was admitted at St John's College,

Cambridge; took the degree of B.A., 1738; M A., 1741 ;

D.D., 1748. In March, 1740. he had been elected Fellow

of his college, upon Mr. Piatt's foundation, which be vacated

in 1748, upon being presented by his fsther (under the right

of his prebend of Salisbury) to the living of Stoke, near

Grantham in Lincolnshire. He was also for a time joint

tutor of St John's College. By the interest of Bishop

Hoadly he obtained a prebend in the cathedral of Win-
chester in 1757 ; became archdeacon of Salisbury in 174'*

;

and afterwards archdeacon of Winchester. In 1769- he
published a sermon preached at Lambeth at the consecra-

tion of Jonathan 8hipley, D.D., bishop of Llandaff. which
was attacked by Dr. Priestley. In 1771 -he was presented

by the dean and chapter of Winchester to the vicarage of
Alton in Hampshire, upon which he resigned bis former
living of Stoke. In 1772 he published A Defence of Sub-
scription to Articles in Religion, in a charge delivered to

the clergy of bis archdeaconry, which pioduced a reply from
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a dissenting mini»ter of tbe name of Palmer. Hi* terroon

at the consecration of Bishops Hurd and Moore, also pub-

lished in 1775. produced some Remark* by One of the Pe-

titioning Clergy. In 1775 he edited the sermons of Dr.

Powell, tauter of Jesus College, Cambridge, with a life

of that divine prefixed. In 1781 the declining state of his

health, and particularly the decay of his sight, which ended

at last in total blindness, prevented his acceptance of the

bishopric of Gloucester, to which bis Majesty, without any

solicitation, bad nominated him upon the death of Bishop

Warlnirton. In 17H2 he published Dirine RencvoUnce

averted and vindicated from the Reflection* rf Amien t and
Afi*lern Srepltrt, 8vo., thought to be by far the ablest of hi*

performances, though only part of a large dissertation on
natural religion, wWh bo did not live to complete. It was
reprinted in l2mo., London, Ihu3. In 1785 he republished

his father's Etnytm Redemption, with a preface, seemingly

intended to bring bis fathers sentiments nearer tq the or-

thodox tielief. A collection of his sermons and charges

appeared the samo year, under thp tule of IHteouriet on

I'tnout Sutytctt, 8wi. These were again printed in 1822

nt Cambridge, with additions, in two volumes, edited by the

Uov. James Drake. Dr. Balguy died January 19th. 1795,

in his 79th year, at his prehendai house at Winchester, and
was Buried in that cathedral. In ixll a small portion of a

course of lectures on the feudal laws and the English con-

stitution, which Dr. Balguy h id composed while resident at

Cambridge as tutor of bis college, was published under the

tillo of— 1, Cunaerted View of the feverai Slept by trhich

the Parliament of England obttujped it* present Form

;

•2. The Mtixint that Pouvr folt'Urt j^operty applied to the

Hutory of the Englhh Cnnttituti<Mrbvo. The chief ma-
terials of (his account are dented from Nichols'* Life

nf Rmryer ; Chalmers'* Uwgr. Did, vol. iii. p. 383 ; anil

the Memoir of Dr. Balguy, prefixed by Mr. Drake to his

edition of the Ditcourte*, 8vo. 1 822.

BALI ISLAND. [See Bally ]

B.VLIOL. [SceBALLioL]
BALIST.B. [See Artillery.]
U.VLISTES (in Zoology ), an extensive genus of fishes,

belonging to the Cuvierian order PUetognathet, and family

Srlerotlerme*. The group* thus den .initiated by Barun
Cuvier are intermediate in point of structure between the

common, or osseous, and the cartilaginous tribes ; for though
the skeleton is in reality of a fibrous or bony texture, it

ossifies very slowly, anil ia never entirely complete; the
nl«s, in particular, usually remain imperfect throughout the

« hole period of the animal's life. The maxillary and inter-

maxillary bones, again, form but a simple piece, distin-

guished only by a slight suture pr furrow at the point of
junction, and the palatal arch is soldered firmly to the skull,

and consequently devoid of individual motion. The oper-

cula and gill-rays are concealed beneath the akin, which
gave, origin to an opinion, at one time common even among
professed naturalists, that these fishes wanted the bronchial

apparatus altogether; an error, which, like many others of
n similar nature, had its origin in hasty and defective obser-

vation, and which a more extensive cultivation of compara-
tive anatum), the only true basis of aoulugy, has long since

corrected.

The balistes are particularly distinguished by the vertical

compression of the body, by having eight teeth arranged in

a single row in each jaw, and a scaly or granulated skin.

They have two dorsal* ; the first composed of numerous
poserful spines, articulated to a peculiar bone, itself arti-

culated u> the skull, and fumubed with a longitudinal
furrow for the reception of the spines, which can be erected
or depressed at the wdl of the animal ; the second Urge,
soft. <ir without sptur*. and placed opp>site to an anal fin of
similar structure. Like other genera of the same order, the
balistes hsve no ventral fins ; notwithstanding which, how-
ever, their skeleton is furnished with a complete pelvis,

suspended from the txines of the shoulder. The intestinal

esi:al is large, but without caeca, and the air-bladder of con-

siderable sue. These fish abound in all the seas of the
torrid fine, where the) swim on the surface of the water,
particularly in the neighbourhood of rocks coasts and coral
reefs, feeding with avidity upon the polvpi of tho latter, and
sliu.ing with the most brilliant and tailed colour*. Their
tic th i. at all times a very indifferent f **!. and is said to be
arlusll) pnsonou* dunng the period that the coral worms
arc in season. The spoor, nr« very numerous, but posses*
no peculiarities or useful qualities ahtch would entitle them

to a, detailed notice. Thee are easily distinguished by the
rhomboida! form of their large and hard scale*, which are
disposed in regular rows, not overlapping one another as in

the generality of fishes, but merely touching at their edge*,

and thus giving the whole body the appearance M be tig

divided into so many regular compartments Though, as

already observed, they have no real abdominal fins, vet

a few isolated spines are often found in the tsrmity <of the

pelvis, which have been generally considered a* reprrsert-

ing these organs ; and the greater number have the setrs

of tho tail armed with one or mora rows of strung sp.nrs

curved forwards. The species, upwards of thirty in nn a-

her. are enumerated in the notes to the second ediuuo of Mm
Rigne Animal, vol. ii.. p. 372. 373.

BALIZE. or BELIZE, the chief town of British Hon-
duras, is situated at the southern mouth of the river of the

same name, which divides the town into two parts, and »
crossed bv a substantial wooden bridge of 220 feet Sfssn. and
20 in wufth. Hie number of houses amounts to neaih i*»i;

many of them are convenient, well-built, spacious, and even
elegant, constructed entirely of wood, and raised eight or

ten feet from the ground, on pillars of mahogan*. The
town is immediately open to the sea. standing on a tow flat

shore, guarded by numerous kevs. or small islands, wb'h
arc densely coveted with trees and shrub*, and so vers sira lar

as to render the navigation extremely difficult The Kr-n.pt

of lofty cocoa-nut trees, interspersed with the lively t disce .if

the tamatind, give a pleasing and picturesque appewrarxe
to the dwellings, independent of the agreeaide abasia they
afford. The streets are regular and parallel, intersect m<
each other at right angles : there are a government bouse ,

a church, with a school, on the Madras system, attarhrd to

it. in winch 1 3.1 boys and 91 girls are educated; an hospital,

barracks, and other public buildings. Balite is attar>*-fl n
the see of Jamaica ; there are also Wesley an and Baptist
establishments.

The word Balize is a corrupt spelling of Walit, Use name
givsan to this spit by the Spaniards in ewnsequenee of the

harbour and river having been discovered and much restated

to by a piratical Englishman named Wallice.
Besides several batteries, the town is defended by a regu-

lar fort, called Fort George, situated on a small islet at the

entrance of the river, which has been principal)* formed ,/

tbe ballast from shipping, every vessel being obsigwd to

leave a portion ; it is old) AtiO feet long, and 2tM» broad
The first settlement of Balixe is uncertain, as tbe e»r!y

visiters were merely the mahogany and logwood cullers,

whose resiliences were but temporary. The first rsUbl-sV
tnent of the English in tins quarter was m»lc short!; siV*
the treat) with Spain in 1667. The first settlers were sd
venturers from Jamaica, wbo Axed themselves at ( sow
Catoucbe. and gradually extended their location to Ba.ua.
Great hostility ans shown to this settlement by the Spat, tarsi*

residing in and alsmt Campeacby, by whom exped,.***
were at different times fitted out with the object of dnvu.g
away our country men. These attempts did not succeed, rvt
on the contrary the English settler* and seamen us* twe
occasions (in l(ij#*nd 1 6 7s> attacked and took puses, s m
of the town of Campcactiy.
Our right to maintain a settlement in this sun l»s.'g

been recogniicd bv the*frown of Spain, in a treats ruetr->«W*t

in Jul), 1 0 To, the English establishments increase-! rrcat.i.

and in a Very short tnno tbe residents (all free wb.te per
tons) amounted to |;oo people.

In 1718 a Spanish force was collected at the head -t la*
river Batixc, with the object of dispossessing, lie Bn(t»L
but after remaining there inactive for a lime su&Viroii*
admit of reinforcements being sent from our pumices .a

North Amciica, the Spaniards withdrew witlwut slrvki-t- a

bkiw. In I 754 the desire of the Spaniards in this rr»f«j»*

was, however, fully executed, and the English o.snv «ss
broken up. At the restoration of peace Utwewti Kae'tot
and Spain, permission was given to form tbe *ru»o«»l
anew; and in April. 1 76 1. the British ksgwvssd cutlers re-

turned to their former station. It was not li I th.s re sm,
patiun that their attention was dim ted to the cwiur*- /
mahoganv. which at preseul forms aim »t tbe otii) arson a
of induslr) carried on bv tbe settlers. In Si pit-tpusT. IT*,
the English were again expelled, arxl their srttWtasrots sW-

stroyed , but the treaty of 1 7s> i put them urstw nvsre -a ssss-

session, which, with the exception of an unswcsrssvfUl attack,

by the Spaniards in |7ys, has since been und stu/Ussl

From the first formation of an Enghaa settistasxal ia taw
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Bay of Honduras to tbo rear 1741, the magistrates were
cicrtrd by the inhabitants ; but in the yearjust mentioned two
commissions were appointed by George, IL for the govern-
ment of the colony. The chief authority in the settlement
is at present held by a superintendent nominated by the
enmn. Seven magistrates are annually elected by the in-

habitants to act as a council, at which the superintendent
pmules. The magistrates act gratuitously, and as they
manage the public funds of the colony, they form a body of
importance.
The neighbourhood of Baliia abounds in lakes, and

swamps quite overflowed during the rains. An extensive
morass to the northward is now being drained. The inter-

course with the interior by land is extremely difficult, and
travelling is ooly conveniently performed by the river. The
commerce of Balize is very confined, consisting almost ex-
clusively in the exportation of mahogany and other woods:
but within the last few years the interior has opened
a new market for the consumption of articles of British
manufacture. The climate is generally moist, but is con-
sidered healthy ; the place is constantly refreshed by the
sea-breeze (except for a few months) tempering the heat,
which, however, is not excessive, as the thermometer seldom
rises above 83' in the hottest time, and during the wet
season sink* to 60'. The variation of temperature during
the twenty-four hours is very great, frequently 24* [See
UoMDUBAS.]
The river Balixe take* its rise in the mountains which

bound the Honduras territory at the distance of about one
hundred miles direct from the sea- shore. Its course is in

an east-north-east direction, very tortuous: it discharges
iuelf into the Bay of Honduras by two mouths, one, as
already mentioned, at the town, the other about three miles
and a half to the north-west ; the latter is, however, not

]

accessible. The falls in different parts of the river, and the
scenerv along the banks, are extremely grand. Eight or
ten miles above the lakes at the back of the town, the rapids
begin ; and farther on is a rapid, a quarter of a mile in

length, and with a considerable fall. Above that, the river
winds its way, by a natural tunnel through a ridge of bills

which crosses its course, in singular and magnificent sub-
terranean excavations. During the floods, the mouths of
these caverns are filled with water, which boils up with
prodigious fury.

Gold has been found in a branch of this river called
Roaring Creek; and another branch, called Labouring
Creek, la remarkable for the petrifying properties it pos-
sesses : its waters have a powerfully cathartic effect, and a
healing property when applied to ulcers.

The population, in 1833, consisted of 3794 persons, inde-

Srndeot of 743 soldiers and military pensioners. Of the
rs* mentioned number, 2X3 were whites, 1788 free coloured

people, and 1783 slaves. In the same year the exports from
the settlement consisted of 4,500,000 superficial feet of
mahogany, 1800 tons logwood, 2200 serons of indigo, 1200
serous cochineal, and 730 bales of sarsaparilla root, besides
*cme inconsiderable quantities of tortoise-shell, hides, cocoa-
nuts, and balsam. About five-eighths of the whole were
sent to this country, and employed 9000 tons of British
shipping.

Mum, rice, yams, and plantains, are cultivated for the
consumption of the inhabitants ; and a considerable number
of homed cattle are bred, and employed in the mahogany
works.

Balixe lies in 1 7° 29' N. lat. 88° 8' W. lone.

BALKAN MOUNTAINS, or GREAT BALKAN, is

a name which properly belongs to that range of moun-
tains in Turkey in Europe, which, lying between the 42nd
and 4-trd parallel and the 23rd and 28th meridian, divides
the plains on the Lower Danube from the rivers running
southward to the Archipelago. But as in geography the
name of a portion of a range is frequently used to indicate

a larger mass, «o this name also has been applied to its

western continuation, and even to the whole mountain
syOetn, which covers with its ranges and branches the

•astern peninsula of southern Europe. But this application

is not generally admitted, and has nothing to recommend it

The moat considerable mouniain-chain, and that which,
by an extension of the term, tnav be called Balkan, runs
from the Adnatir Gulf to the Black Sea, between the
parallels of 42 and 43. It begins on the shores of the
AdrauJa Gulf with the rocky peninsula of Sabtoncella.

'rt'iiilu the island of Curxola, and soon assumes an ex-

tremely wild and alpine character in the mountains of
Cxerna (pronounced Cherna), Gora, or Montenegro, which
are inhabited bv the Montenegrins. Proceeding farther
east, between the province* of Servia arid Albania, it seems
to increase In height, in the mountains of Persorim. which
join the Shard Dagh, or Kara Dagh, the Mons Srardut of
the antienta. The highest part of the range lies •till

farther to the east, where it receives the names of Gliu-
bolin, Argentaro. and Egrisu. Here it is supposed that
soma summits attain the point of ctcinal snow. To the
west of the town of Sophia, near the sources of the Inker,

a tributary of the Danube, and those of theStruma(Strymon),
is Mount Orbelus, 9U00 feet above the sea, as it is conjec-
tured, which is the highest known summit of the whole
system. From Mount Orbelus the range declines to ihe
south-east, and is called Dupinsha Dagh, but it retunion its

eastern direction again at the sources of the Mantra (the
Hebrus), and from this point, to its termination on the
shores of the Black Sea, it is called Balkan, or Emineh
Dagh ; the latter name is derived from Cape Emineh, wuh
which it terminates on the Black Sea. This portion of the
range is considerably lower than that farther to the west,

and it is thought that its mean height does not exceed 3uoo
or 4000 feet above the sea. It forms the Homius of the
Greek geographers, probably so called from its cold and
snowy climate.

This range, tike the whole mountain-system, is distin-

guished bv craggy summits and steep sides, which render
travelling in many parts impossible, and everywhere very
di%ult. Moat of the narrow roads, of which only a few are
passed in carriages, are made in the dry btds of torrents,

and the traveller runs the risk of being drowned in them,
when they are suddenly filled by heavy rains. The most
frequented, or rather the only passable roads over it, are six

in number, which, from east to west, succeed one another in

the following order. The road leading from Shumla, or
Shumna in Bulgaria, to Asdoa, or Haidos in Rum-ili, offers

less difficulties than the others, as it traverses the lowest

portion of the range, and is therefore the most frequented.

By this road the Russian army passed the Balkan in 1 829.

The second, leading from Shumla to Karnabad, is much
more difficult : it unites with the former to the south of
Karnabad, and then passes through Wis* and leads directly

to Constantinople. The third road unites Tirnava on the
Yantra, a tributary of the Danube, with Selimnia or Se-
limno, a commercial town, situated on a branch ofthe Maritxa
in a narrow valley near the principal range, and is also much
used. The fourth road begins, likewise, at Tirnava and ter-

minates at Kasanlik, a commercial town situated on the
Tundja, a tributary of the Maritxa. Passing over a very
elevated part of the range it presents numerous difficulties,

and is the least frequented. The fifth road leads from
S6phia, on the Isker, to Tatar Basardshick, on the Maritxa.
It passes through the Kapuli Derbend (the Gate of the
Gorge), which is exceedingly narrow, between steep moun-
tains and deep abysses, and is thought to be the work of
the Emperor Trajan. The last three roads lead to Adrian-
ople, and hence to Constantinople. These five rouds traterse

the Proper Balkan. The higher portion of the range, farther

to the west, is only traversed by one road, which U-ads from
Piristina, or Prislina, in Servia, to Uskup. or Skopia, in

Macedonia. It is only passable by mules and asses, but
much frequented, being the only road by which the product)

of Macedonia is carried to the north.

The Balkan is united to the mountains of Middle Europe
by two ranges. The Dinaric Alps, which separate the Low-
lands of Hungary from the Adriatic Gulf, join it to the

mountain system of the Alps. This range has its name
from the highest of its mountains. Mount Dinars, which

rises to nearly 6000 feet, and is very steep on its western

descent. It contains two great mountain masses, the Great

Capella on the east of Zengh, and the Wellebit Mountains,

south of the same town. The Great Capella joins the Julian

Alps near Zengh. [See Dalm«tia.]
By another range the Balkan is united to the Carpathians.

This chain, which as yet has received no name, we shall

call the Bulgarian Mountains. It detaches itself from tne

Balkan to the north of the sources of the Maritxa. runs

north-west, parallel to the DoDinahs Dagh, and terminate*

in numerous brancheson the bank* of the Danu)«. by which

river it is separated from the Carpathians, The majestic

Danube is here, for upwards of 60 aulas between Golubaws

and Klodowa, narrowed by the two chains of mountains
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which extend •long it* court*, and <brms numerous rapid*

and whirlpool*. At one place, called Deminkapi (the Iron

Gate), it is only 400 feet broad.

The country between the Dinarir Alps and the Bulgarian

Mountains, which comprehends the Turkish provinces of

Bosnia and Servia. is a truly alpine region, presenting only

high, steep mountain*, and narrow, deep valley*, lu valleys

in the southern districts run parallel to the Balkan chain,

but in the northern they are tramverse valley*. None of

the numerous chains of this tract are remarkable except the

Rudnick Mountains, which run along the river Morava on

it* western bank, from south to north, and have always

served as a stronghold to the Servian* in their wars with

the Turks. The roost remarkable rivers of this region are

the Bosna, the Drina, and the Morava. all affluent* of the

Danube. The Morava may have a course of 200 miles, and
drains an extensive country, more than one-half of this

alpine region.

The country to the east of the Bulgarian Mountain*,

and extending between the Balkan and the Danube at an
average breadth of fifty or sixty miles, is not mountainous,

but only hilly, with many little plains between the hills.

Near the Danube it is quite a plain. No considerable rivers

traverse it, except the 1 »ker (the Skios of Herodotus, iv., 49

;

and Oskioa of Thuctd. ii., 96), whose source is between the

Dupinsha Dagh and the Bulgarian Mountains, and which
breaks through the latter range before it enters the hilly

plain of Bulgaria (Herod, iv., 49).

Three extensive and continuous chains branch off from
the southern side of tlx) Balkan. The mml eastern de-
taches itself from the principal range at a distance of rather

more than a hundred miles from Cape Emineh, and run-

ning in a south-eastern direction, gradually approaches the
shores of the Black Sea, where it forms the high and rocky
co*»t to the south of the Bay of Burgas, and terminates
with the rocky hills on the Straits of Constantinople. It

boars the narao of Strandsbea Mountains, and, though not

of great height, is difficult to pass, being very rocky. Near
Wisa it is traversed by a road already described. The Tekir
Dagh. or Tekiri Mountain*, may be considered a* a con-
tinuation of this chain. This range branches off from the
Strandshea Dagh at a distance of about seventy mile* west of
Constantinople, and running in a south-western direction,

and approaching very near the Sea of Marmara (Propontis),

it divide* into two branches, of which the northern termi-
%

nates at Cape Paxi, north of the Bav of Saros, and the
southern in the peninsula ofGallipoli (Chcrsonesus Thracia).

This chain merely consists of hius.

The second great range issuing from the Balkan branches
off at the sources of the Mantis, between 33° and 24° E.
long., and runs likewise to the south-east; but before it

reaches the shores of the Archipelago, it turns to the east,

and in this direction, running nearly parallel to the sea-

coast, it advances to the very banks of the Mantis, where
it terminates opposite a branch of the Tekir Dagh. One of
it* lateral branches form* the Cape of Marottee. This chain
rises to a considerable height, and is called Despoto Dago :

part of it is the Kbodope of the anlicnl*.

Tit* tract of country which lies to the west of the Strand-

shea, and to the cast of the Despoto Dagh. and has for its

northern boundary the Balkan, and for it* southern the

Trkir Dagh, is a spacious cl<»e valley, and may. in this

respect, be compared with Trans*) Hams sod with Bohemia.
Like these last named countries, it i* traveraed by numerous
range* of hill* ; between which range* there are long and
wide \ alleya and some extenaive plain*, rich in the produc-
tion* of Hjulliern Europe. Tbi* country u drained by the
Mantza lllcbrua) and its Iributsries, among which the
Tundja ami the Arda are the largest. [See M«hiv(*.]
The tiHMt western of (be three chain* which branch off

from the Balkan is by far the mo«t extcn«ite, and rau*t be
eonudrrrd a* a separate mountain S)Uem. It separates

Albania from Macedonia and Theoalia. and il* tno»t south-

ern brsnrhe* extend through the northern part of Greece,
terminating on the (bores of tlie Gulf of Lepanto and at

Cape Coloona (Sonium of the auticnUI : not baring a
proper name, it may be distinguished an that of the Alba-
nian and Macedonian range. [See Mtc*oo<ii* and
Oaf.sc* ]

The country which extends between the Albanian-Mace-
donian Mountains and lb* Adriatic Sea from (.'ape Sabton-
cello to Cape LmgueUa, comprehending Albania Proper.
m the aatieot lUrrtcaax, i* law moat mountainous country in

BAL
Europe. The mountain*, though probably none af their

summit* attain the line of eternal *now, are high, tbro*

•scent very steep, often perpendicular, and the vailcj*

between them very narrow and winding. There are no
plain*; and the snores themselves are evert where barb

and rocky. Those valleys which lie near the principal chain

ran parallel to it, as those in which the two pnswsp*)

branches of the Drin descend ; but along the roast they

are transverse, extending east and west. The pnnrtwal

rivers which drain this mountain region are the Una. me
Scombi. and the Volutza. [See Albania.]
The extensive region which lie* to the east of the great

chain of the Albanian-Macedonian range and to the north

of the Volutxa Mountain* (toe latter of which extend from
this range eastward, in about 40* laL. and terminate with

Mount Olymput). extending to the Despoto Dagh and
the great chain of the Balkan, comprelamd* the anl****t

Macedonia and great part of Thrace, and l* only moun-
tainous near the great ranges which enclose it. The oilw*

part*, though extremely uneven, rise anlv into bill*, with

the exception of Kastagnalt Dagh or Mount Pangaioa.
which traverse* nearly the middle of the country, and ter-

minates on the peninsula called by the Greek* t 'baindsre

:

Mount Athos may be considered as the south eastern ex
tremity of this chain.

The natural riches of this extensive mountain aystsaa are

very imperfectly known. The silver and guld mines worked
by the antients are not now known. Yet. in some pars*,

mine* of this description are worked, as at Koatrodd •*>

Giustcndil, not far from the sources of the Kara** Susans,
in the Egrisu Dagh. In the same range, farther to ta*>

west, are considerable mines of copper, which are also found
in the Emineh Dagh, near SbumU, and probably m other

places. Iron seems also to be abundant, and t* got treat

the Dupinsha Dagh, near the place which baa given as that

range its name. In many parts there are mines of k***t.

and in others rock-salt in great abundance. Marble
abundant in the southern ranges.

BALKH.a town in the kingdom of Bokhara,aboat twenty
Ave mile* south of the Oxus, and 1 600 feet above the sea

;

the town stands on a gentle declivity, sloping sow aid* law

river. The remains of its former magn ifteence cover a i

of about twenty miles in circuit. They consist a**

mosque* and decayed tombs, which have been built of aaa-
dried bricks : there are no ruins pnor to the age uf I

medanism.
By the inhabitants of the surrounding countries,

i* called ' Mother of Cities,' and is said to have been await

by Kyaraoora, the founder of the Persian monarchy. AiW
the conquest of Alexander the Great, it ttuuruhed ua*l*r taw
name of Zariaspa or Bactra (Sir*bo, p. 516), with a dysasaty

of Grecian kings. In the third century of the CT
atra, Artaxerxcs the Persian bad hi* authority

lodged in a great assembly held at Balkh. It

subject to the Persian empire, and the re*

head of the Magi, till the followers of Zoroaster <

thrown by the conquests of the Caliph*, lu ink
were butchered in cold blood by Jeogbn Khan ;

who took Balkh. attached it to bis empire. (t fa

Ah, by P. de la Croix, chap. i„ p. J*.) It

government of Aurungsebe in his youth, and wsa* at taat

invaded by the great Nadir. On the nt*l In ******* ti

the Dooranee monarchy, after hat death, it frit asto the
hand* of the Afghans ; and witbut the but tea ywars has
been seized by the king of Bokhara, whose deputy a**r

g>vems it. The present populatioa doe* uot aasessat *»

'VOO souls, who are chiefly name* of Caubul. aad in*

remnant of the Kara noukur, a ilserripttis* at atihsi
ctlahlishcd here by the Afghan*: there ant at** a r*
Arab*. The Koondoo* chief, who nosaeeswd the ray w*t
to it* falling into the hands of the Bo*halve*, min hsd **T a
great portion of its population ; sod by Mill lanalaa*** mm
attack on it, ha* caused moat of those Ml befctad to ay a*

the nnghbounng tillages.

The circuit of Balkh appear* to have analmaed aaaaaawwas
garden*, which increased its sue without ad ha* a» sat

population ; and from lb* frail axaaaraal of abash tW aaaaaV
mg* sr* constructed, it does not appear that at esev was a
substantial city. There are Uuw* large mlWgai af I

at ructure. now in a *tat* of decay. A I

the present town ; outside of wbaca are i

to the extent of aboat two miles,

northern »<dc, ha* been l ensti a tiatd ta a I
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it la a place ofno strength. There is* stone ofwhbwsanrble
in U which is pointed out u the throat at Kyamoers, or

Cyrus.
Tbe river of Balkh, Adirmh or Debts (lb* salient Bm-

tnu), which nn name to the city and province, tiw in the

Mountain* of the Hindoo Kooeh. and enters the plain of

Toorkietan about six mile* louth of Balkh. According to

Quintus Cortina (vii. 4) it formerly washed the walls of

the teem, or. according to Strata, ran through it ; hut

thia is not the case at present; far at the point where
H leaves the mountains it is distributed with great bbour
over the whole district by numerous canals (said to be
eighteen in number), and conducted to the city, and also to

Masar and Akhchu on each side of it Akhchu is about

fifty miles from Balkh, but none of the other canals extend
so far, though the waters of some trickle half way down to

the Oxus, and afford a supply of water to the roving Toork-
mans. The gentle slope of the land towards the Oxus
affords great facilities for irrigating the country, the sod of
which is rich and productive, and will account for the great

papulation and vast fertility that once existed in this pro-

vmce. Many of the canals are scarcely now discoverable,

being nearly choked up. They frequently overflow and
leave marshes, which may account for the unhealthineas of

the country : intermittent fevers and rheumatism are verv

prevalent In June the thermometer did not rise above W5
.

Wheat ripens in that month, and the stalks grow as high

as in England. The fruit of Balkh is most luscious, par-

ticularly the sprioots. which are nearly as lane as apples ;

a shilling will purchase a thousand, and won iced water

they are great luxuries, though dangerous ones. Snow is

brought in quantities from the mountains south of Balkh.

Pernaacoins, as well as those of the emperors of Hindustan,

are found among the rain* ; and it is remarkable, that in

the countries north of the Hindoo Koosh. the current

coinage of the present time is that of the emperors of Delhi,

who ruled prior to the age of Nadir. The trees, fruit, and
com of Balkh have a great celebrity ; and its hones are

equaltafemed. Balkh yields no revenue to the crown of
Bokhara ; the scanty returns from it, amounting to about

\Xj»9*L, are granted to the chief who protects it.

Balkh is in 3*° 48' N. lat, and 67° IV E. long.

(Barnes's Travel* into Bokhara, dV.)

BALLAD, in poetry, a popular song or roundelay, gene-

rally sung in the streets. Bishop Percy says, the English

word ballad is evidently from the French balade, as the

latter is from the Italian ballota; which the Cruses die-

(senary defines ' Canxone ehe si eanta baUando,' a song

whtoh is sung during a dance. But he adds that the word

appears to have had an earlier origin : for in the decline of

the Roman empire, these trivial songs were called baihttra

and mltatiamn ' Belli*teum,' Salmasius says, ' is properly

t—'filfl'nw. Or. ffaXXimtcv, ari roi fiaXXHt faXX—rim

oaltatin Balbiitiam igitur est quod vulgo voeamus
refffi; nam inde deducts vox nostra.' (Percy. ReL of
Amc Eng. Poet. 8to., 1 794, voL L, p. xcviii. Sarmas. Not.
tm Hut. Aug. Serial, vt, p. 439.)

Ballads and rude poetry have been, in all countries, the
oarWaq memorials ofpublic transactions ; and in the savage

state of each were invariably used to rouse and perpetuate

a anartml spirit Tacitus tells us that Arminius, long after hie

death,was remembered in the rude songs of his country (A n-
naL u. fit) ; and the same writer informt us that ballads were
the only anna!* known among the antient German*. Tbey
haw a tradition, be add*, that Hercules visited those parts,

aad tbey sine his praises, whan rushing to battle, in pre-

ference to all other heroes. (De Morib. Genu, sect it

m.) Saxo Grammatieu*, speaking of the Northern writers

of • oosaewhat later period than this, says tbey drew the

aaateruk of their history from Runic songs. The Seandi-

nevaaas had their Scalds, whose business it was to compose
ballads, in which tbey also celebrated the warlike arbieve-

aU of their ancestors. Similar panegyrists of warrior-

existed in Gaul, Britain, Wales, and Ireland ; and it

; not be forgotten that when Edward I. formed the plan

afi* ssjfiueaag Wale* to subjection, he thought it necessary to

r the batds. Their compositions, however, survived

;

late as Queen Elisabeth's time, describing

i Wales, *ays, ' Upon the Sundays and holidays the
~ lef all sorts of men, women, and children of every

i to meet in sundry places, either on some hill

I of some mountain, where their hsrpers and

[ titto* songs of the doings of their ancestors,'

(Unas (trig Lettytmg. #*•*, find *er, v«L fit, p. fifij

Eva* m the New World, the Aasenrea savage* had tl

war-eewgs and rede poetry, in wturfc they saute the
[

of lb»ir vbo bad bat!** sad bed *>Um rowatry. Oar.
cdasao de la Vega sars. that sa wntosur bvs btsaorv'ef

he availed himself of eld songs and ballads. «t<* a
cess of the nee of the* Incas taaght bias te ett by bean an

his infancy.

In process of time, as manners retard, the balati

country by degrees included a wider range of

it was no longer solely empkned m rehearsaag

deed*, but included in its rhi me* the marreUcas tale or tbe
wild adventure, occasionally becoming tbe vehicle of senti-

ment and passion ; and no fcstmtv was esaeemcd cosaptesa

among our ancestors in the earTenth, racifkh, and thirteenth

centuries, which was not set off with tbe exerrttc of the

minstrel's talents, who usually sang his baUad to his own
or some other harp, and was every where received with

respect

As maeOectsal gratification advanced, however, these

rude performances gradually lost then- attractasn w*h the

superior ranks in sacsetv.
* Wbea busgwage became refined.' says Dr. AAa. * and

poetical taste elevated by am acquaintance avth tbe Greek
and Latin authors, the subjects of the esse mote were no
longer drest m tbe homely garb of the popular baOad. but.
assumed the borrowed or*in nt and statr!* axr of henoe
poetry, and every pet tit il itlintfl in the sabLaae and beau-
tiful cast was an ——~- ef the ehtaac saodeU. Tbe
native poetry of the eeamtrv was reserved snererv Cc tbe
' moroajs and bariesqae, and the lera bOad
by custom, to ssgnifV a comic ttorv. t«*d a tow

guage. sad an—la'ian i by a diwfi trmal tsaav It

mack used by tbe wits oi the tame a* a '

ridicule and marthfal sarin sad * great vnnety ef tnei

•UM! ipi awiai ef tat, kad ef ersuag a 1

'

the wmv era ef Eagbsh renins, wfiueh I take t* be <

Ira aid between the bersaaong ef Clark* IX.
and the tames ef Swift and Prior, Saee that period, tbe

tm* afthe age baa cbarffy been cbararjermed by tbe car-

red. riegaat aad leader: and a

( fcawajsj « Sang Writing
In the further pragma
•cms came te be

account ef the insight they afforded

modes of thintaae: of reasote

nature with wkoch they *'

and strength of their hmguage excaed tbe t** of
liberal eritka. When, therefore, they had tong ceased to

be current in popular song or Rotate*, tbey were catefaBy

eolleeted by poetical antiqoaries, aad rsacatsted by haWcrieal
and tbns a secondary imp arm* was sttaebed to

them scarcely inferior to that wkoch tbev p—eased wbea
chanted te the harp of the ajnmtreL (See Akaa's £****/
prrjtxed to ku Vocal poetry, svw. Laatoe. lUfi.i

ballads. Percy's Behqmet. Evaaa s Oaf BaUmAt. Hummed
Narrative, aad Kit—a'* Antomt &mg*fnm the tame

of Henry III-, staad eaawaicaoua. Piakertui. Jiam a.

and Pmlay have collected tbe Hmttith BalirnA* ; sad 6sr
Walter Scott tbe **wurufetr Utnetrtley </ the %rrjttitk

Border. Of those of other coaotnes we cannot eant the
SpeniaL baUad* so frequently quoted by Perry from Hut.
de lat Cmlee Owerras de Granada, Madr , 14*4 ; and «hw
Collection de Poena* CoetefUnat arUtrviree ad High XV*
by D. Toeaas Antonio Sanchez. 3 vol*, kra., Madr.. 1 77*

;

among the Italians tbe Canti CamatrtaUvJa of tbe tnae
of Loreuo de* Medici. %»o, I iH ; and teanag u* antunrt

baOad* of tbe North, the Altdanueke HtUUnhraer. hut
laden and Marehen, uberwtxt voo Wilbeim Cari Gnaw,
8to, Heidelb.. ISI 1. St Ca?*ari and the mofcka of Hwrn
collected tbe remains and bvjgrapbie* of the minstret* of

and the canon Maaeaa* those of the

Ritson mys the number of our own antient printed songs
and ballads which have perished must to eonstaersbie. Very
few exist of an earlier date than the reign of Jam**, oreven
of Charles I. Being printed only on single sheet*, wh*-h
would fell chiefly into tbe hands of the vulgar, who had no
better method of preserving their fevounto wimposition*
than by pasting them upon the wall, their deatntetka la

easily accounted for. The practice of collecting i
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books did not take plaee till after Qn~* Khabetb • Ume,

and is probably owing to Johnson end Deleoey (»rc»l bal-

aad-monger»). who when they were advanced in year*, and
t»,,->moug*rs), -—
incapable, perhaps, of producing anything of merit, aerm

to have contented tbemselve* with collecting their more

juvenile or happier compoMtions into little penny hooka,

entitled Garlands ; of these, being popular, and often re-

tnnted. many arc »ull extant, particularly in the Pepyatan

brary. tD>**. on Ant. Songs and Mutic, p. Ixxu.)

The earlml ballad now remaining in the English lan-

Britiab nuonfacttire. far the private dm of lb*MM and

crew, at.d not by way of merchandise, but aueh fowl* must

not exceed in value tol. far the maater. 10/. far the

and it. for each of the crew.

Regulation* have at various time* been made in different

porta and countries determining the modes in which ships

may be supplied with ballast, and in what maanrr they

may discbarge the same: such regulation* being neces-

sary to prevent injury to harbours. It has likewise been

sometimes attempted to convert the supply of maleneW la?

rcan
~ Mamd to 'bV a

"' Cuckow Song of the latter ballast into a morwpoly. In voL 1*. of U> mer . /aafcra.

^streigncfHenrylll. The aong* w,l. ape* far ^fj"™^U^Z^^
the river Thames but a person appointed by bim (a* that

purpose,' and this appointment was sold far the king s ewveH.

Since that time, the soil of the river Thames from Lead m
Bridge to the sea has been vested in the <nrpurai*a. mi law

Trinity House, and a fine of lo/. may be recovered from aay

person for evory tou of ballast which he may use out of Us*

river, within those limits, without the authority of that cea-

poration. Ships may take on board ' land ballast ' from aay

quarries or pits east of Woolwich, upon paying one peaey

per ton to the Tnnity House. For nver ballast, law eorpu-

ration are autlionsed by Act of Parliament (3 Geo. IV.cu-l
to charge according to the fallowing I

a*s»rr U Imam la.

IJkuU •*>! nw«

;

Oroaaih and bloarth Bad
KmA apna>lh la* w*t aa.

Hm n*«a«.

A" r brtrlh after lamb.
I jKHIth afUf ral*< CO,

Bull.ir ,Uftrth,

Butte avrtrth.

Slititr alnji drfeil i

Vmeru. corau [

W«»l «lncaa tbu eurca.

Ha laik Ihu WH DO.

i. e. Summer is come in ; loud sings the cuckoo ; now the

seed grows, and the mead blow* (i.e. is in flower), and the

wood springs. The ewe bleats after the lamb ; the calf

lows after the cow ; the bullock starts, the buck vcru (i t.

pom to harbour in the fern) ; merrily sings the cuckoo.

Woll sin^rst thou, cuckoo. Mayest thou never ccatc. (See

Ritvin s Hut. Essay on National Song, pref. to his Select

Coll. of Eng. Songs. 8vo. London, 1783. vol. L p xlvii.

The earliest specimen of Scottish song, after the Scot*

spoke the English language, is preserved in tlie Uhyming
Chronicle of Andrew Wyntown. prior of Lochleven, written,

as is generally supposed, about the year 1420. in which

he relates the song which was made on Alexander III.

who was killed by a fall from his horse in 1266. Ritson has

given it in the Hitt. Essay pref. to his Scottish Songs,

vol. L, p. xxiv. (See Alcxandbmi III.. voL i., p. 306.)

The earliest English song, separately printed upon a

single sheet, is believed to be oue upon the downfall of

Thomas Lord Cromwell, a.o. I MO.
An ingenious Frenchman, M. Meuanier de Querlon, pro-

jected writing the historv of his country by a chronological

aeries of songs and ballads.

The effect of the ballad in raising the passions ha* been

known, and felt even in late time*. Tbe * Marseillois

Hymn.' and Bums's song of 'Scots wha haewi' Wallace
bled,' are sufficient proof* of this. Andrew Fletcher, of
Saltoun. speak* of a wise person whom be knew, ' who be-

lieved that if a man were permitted to make all the ballads,

ho need not care who should make the laws of a nation.'

(PiJit. »'or*».B\o. p 266. Glaag. 1749.)

BALLAD, in music, a short air. repeated to two or more
stances, simple in construction, therefore confined m modu-
lation, and having an accompaniment of a strictly subordi -

Dale kind. Wben an air. or its accompaniment, is flund, or

modulate* into unrelated keys,—wben, in short, either

assume* a more elaborate form, tbe composition generally

take* the name of song, or canzonet, even wben several

atantaa are repeated to the same melody. [See 8omo, and
Caxiomkt.]
BALLAST (Danish. Baglast ; German. Dutch, and

Swedish, Ballast ; French, Lest ; Italian, Satorru ; Spa-
nish. Las I re ; Portuguese, Lustra; Russian. Boast), a
term used to denote any heavy material placed in a ship's

hold with tbe object of sinking her deeper in tlie water,

and of ihersly rendering her capable of earning sail

without danger of being overset. Ships are sau to be in

ballast wben they sail without a cargo, having on board
only tbe stures ana other article* requisite fur the use of the

vessel and crew, as well as of any passengers who may be
proceeding with her upon the voyage. In favour of v
thus o.cumslanced it tt usual

For every ton (20 cwL) of ballast, not bemg o
last, earned to any ship or vessel employed u> the

the sum of U.
For every such ton. carried to any other Bratsk earn at

vessel, the sum of It. id.

tar every such too, carried to any foreign thsp at v ml,
the sum of I*. 7ol

For every ton of washed ballast, double the above rasas am
chargeable, in each case respectively.

Further sums are chargeable :— For every too dearimd
in, or unladen from, the inward Bast or West India 1***.

lOd ; if in or from the outward East or West lnd*a liars,

tlie London Dock, the Commercial Do**, tbe East C^smary

Dock, the City Canal, the Surry Canal, or the Bases** *

Canal, id.

The receipts of the Trinity Corporation from that aa— i.

in 1832, were 29,000/., and their expenses U-OwW-. east tiua

revenue is necessarily fluctuating. In tbe prwswsiuag veer

( 1831) it produced, after payment of ail ebtvgas. a4ooL <
IQd.

Tbe ballast of all ships or vessels coming into taw Thame*
must be unladen into a lighter, and if any bailee* be Usrvww

into tbe river, the master of the veasel whence tt at lanma
is liable to a fine of 2n/. Some ragulattoo Hauler a* ifcs*

usually enforced in every port.

Some art is required in properly beilssttng a easa. Tas
quantity required by different vessel* of the eaaee seavastg*

vane* according to Uuar shape or build. If any grew! • «**>

tity uf hravv ballast, such as lead or iroa. is drt> «tt«si m la*

outturn of the hold, tlie centre of gravity • ill he placed a*

low thst the vessel will labour sod roil tioieoUy in taw eta.

stvl in bad westher will he in danger ef being daseaastsd

.

ll will besides impair her sailing qualities. A tee* tea*

ballasted is said to be too stiff. On the eeatrary, wbeo a
ship ha* too bttle ballast, or this tt to dtspasesi aa a* net*
the centre of grant) too high, equal danger will an**: see

is then said to be loo crank. Tbe art uf properly aallaetmg
ship* consul* in placing the centre ef gravity stv as *» be

neither too bigb nor luu low, and a* tk» will to a reset

measure depend upon tbe shape uf the teasel, tt as mm* pss-

sible tu giie any particular direrOuo* cearernsag a. ha* to*

task should be confided to exper»orad hena*
Ship* that tsk* on board cargoes of light gsaas **•)«•

also turns portion of ballaat, in order Is lower them *>
ctsntly in toe water, and by adjusting the me tre of grass*
to ensble them to carry with sairly law aawassary paw** ef

I to dispense with many
formslilsn* at the custom

-

houses of the port* ef departure
and eolry. and to rami! the payment of certain doe* nod
aurtehargo* which are levied upon ship* having cargoes oa

By a recent regulation. a foreign voaarl proceeding from a
Bruwh putt may uks oa board chalk as ballast ; and shall
Out be osowUnd as other than a ship to ballast in conse- ...

queoce of her baling an board a small quantity of goods of 1 body, and twveotesn members woe

|
(Humes Laws of the Customs ; Bfnwl */ OtwaotMtv «/

,
House of Lords on Lights and Harbour iMsse; Mswtaaar*
Lhcltunaru ; M*Cuue< u * iMcitanan.t
BALLAbT- OFFICE COKWlUTlON. DCaUJX.

or, more correctly, the l«raarottoo far Preaarrwaa oast l*o>

proving tbe Port ef Dublin lot* Board was
IXas. by the Art U Geo. III. r. 1 s of the Into .

and cuutttta of twenty three assosaera. ior Taw leaf

and aheriffs. fur the lime being, ef toe etty wf DaMae, Usssv

aldcrrawo, chosen by the B^sud of
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first instance, by the Act of Incorporation, and who are, on
•II future vacancies, empowered to elect new members, but
leaving the city member* as member* of the Board.' Among
the seventeen members of the Board are two peers; the re-

mi i rider are principally merchants of Dublin.
This self elected body is endowed with extensive powers

t» enable it to carry on the works and to improve the port

of Dublin ; betide* which, it has an exclusive right, similar
to that exercised by the Corporation of the Trinity House in

London, of supplying with ballast all vessels sailing from
the port of Dublin. In 1810 the management of all the
light-house* on the coast of Ireland was transferred from
the Commissioners of Customs to the Ballast-Office Corpo-
ration in Dublin, which, however, exercises this part of its

duly subject to the control and direction of the elder
brethren of the Trinity House in London. The examina-
tion and Wnsing of pilots for the port of Dublin is also per-
formed, according to the provisions of the before-mentioned
art of parliament, under the direction of the Ballast-Olfice
Corporation.

Tito Board is empowered to demand and receive 1*. per
ton from all foreign vessels, Dd per ton from national ves-

sels employed in foreign trade, and 3a*. per ton from all

ctasting vessel* and colliers, which enter the harbour of
Dublin, towards defraying the expense of preserving and im-
prov mg the port Power is likewise given to charge to British
vessels I a. per ton, and to foreign vessels U. 4J. per ton,

for all the ballast supplied. The Board likewise collects the
light dues from all vessels sailing to or from ports in Ire-

land. The revenue from this source amounted in 1833 to

•U.o-Jg/. 3*. 4tL

The Ballast-Board has greatly improved the port of Dub-
lin, by rebuilding the walls of the river Ltfley, and by deep-
ening its channel. In the beginning of 1834 a very exten-
si\c work of the latter kind was undertaken, in the execution
of which powerful steam machinery is employed. Since
1820 the Board has expended, for the erection of light-

houses and the building of ttoating lights, the sum of
I S J. 2 rot, which has been defrayed out of the surplus dues,
as there is no debt owing by the Board for light-houses.

There are now thirty-five lights supported by the Ballast-

Board, three of which are floating lights. Vessels engaged
in foreign trade, or on what are called over-sea voyages,
pay towards the expense of these lights one bribing per
too for each light-bouse passed : the same charge is made on
coasting-vessels when loaded, but if proceeding in ballast,

only one-half the rate is demanded from the latter class of

BALLET, a theatrical representation, in which a story is

told by gesture accompanied by characteristic or illustrative

music, and to which dancing (as mere saltation), scenery,

decorations. See., are the accessories.

We are indebted for the word, and even for its pronun-
oaiMo, to the French, who had it from the Italian, battare,

to dance; the latter having been derived from fiaWiluv,
which has the same meaning.
The French enumerate three kinds of bullet, namely, the

Urfitt iaction, or ballet-pantomime ; the opera ballet;

and the cvmidie-balUt. The two last are not now in use

:

tbe first is that above described, and tho only true ballet

;

foe those which consist of little else than steps, leaps,

piromeltet, and entrechat*, are unworthy of the name, and,
in tact, are divertieeemen* ; in which, as Rousseau remarks,
there is no subject, no connexion, and the best performers
tell you nothing, but that they dunes well. These, however,
under the name of ballet, are what are now most commonly
produced at the King's Theatre; where distortion of the
person and unnatural action being more appUudod than
expression nod true gracefulness, have almost superseded
both.

*A ballet,' says M. Noverre, who by Garriek was called

The Skaktpemre of Dance, ' perfect in all its parts, is a
picture, drawn from life, of the manners, dresses, cere-
monies), and customs of all nations : it must, therefore, be a
complete pantomime, and through the eyes speak to the
vary soul of the spectator ; and being a regular represen-
tation, ought, as far as is possible, to be under the general
rules of the drama. If it does not point out with perspi-

cuity, and without the aid of a program, the passions and
lOosWnta it is intended to describe, it is a divertissement, a
mrr asaiun of dances, and nothing better.' (Lettret tut la

Dmmee.)

Appropriate mask is a constituent part of a good balkt

;

it supplies the language which action alone cannot speak,
and is grave or lively, energetic or tender, according to the
Bassion or sentiment meant to be pourtrayed on the stage,
iy iu rhythm it also regulate* tho motion of the dancer

(for all the performers in the ballet are indiscriminately
called dancer*), whose every action and step ought to be
more or less measured. Aristotle, in his Poetic* (rap. in.),

goes so far as to say, that there are dancers who bt rhythm
applied to gesture express manners, passions, and actions.
A composer of good ballet-music is carefully attentive to
locality and to nationality. Almost every civilized nation has,
in addition to a general style of melody, a style peculiarly its

own; and by a judicious adoption of this, an incalculable
addition is made to the interest and tbe reality of the scene,
through the powerful medium of association. Cluck did
not hesitate to introduce, in his Iphirtnie en Taunde, the
real air of a cannibal nation, to which ho made certain
barbarians dance. The occasional and cautious use, too,
of melodies which recall to tuind any thing, whether iu the
shape of narrative or sentiment, analogous to what is re-
presenting on tbe stage, is practically found to heighten
the effect of the action. But in having recourse to such
means great judgment must be shown ; for if the composer
be not sensible and experienced, he runs considerable danger
of exciting ideas very foreign to those which he intended to
raise.

To the antients, what we call the pantomime-ballet waa
well known. The Rev. Robert Nares, author of Remark* on
the Ballet o/Cupid and PtycMe, written when he was young,
and before he had arrived at those dignities in the church to
which his great learning and high character eulitled him,
says, speaking of what be calls the dance, meaning the
mimetic part of it, ' Being in its origin used iu the service

of religion, it thereby acquired a dignity which in modern
times it never possessed. Tbe most sacred mysteries of
heathenism were thus accompanied. Apollo, in a passage
of Pindar, is called the Dancer (4px*Tirc) ; and there is a
Greek line extant which represents Jupiter himself in the
very act of dancing. Even at Rome, where the dance waa
on the whole much less respected, the priests of Mars, to

wbom the care of the sacred analia was committed, were,

from their customary and solemn dances, denominated
Salii (from lotto). Of tbe imitative dance both Plato and
Xenophon, in the person of their master, Socrates, speak
very favourable : and Aristotle ranks it with tbe art at
poetry. Plubin Ii. in the last book of Sgmpotiae Qureliont,

considered it worthy of distinct discussion. And Lucian,

an author certainly not deficient in genius or sagacity, has
left an express eulogiuro, in which be scruples not to prefer

tbe orchettic to the speaking dramas. " The Greeks, aaya
Athenssus. " bad brought their dance to such perfection,

in the art of imitating the passions, that tbe most eminent
sculptors thought their time not ill-employed in studying

and designing the attitudes of tbe public dancers. And to

this study (he adds) they owed, undoubtedly, some of the
transcendent beauties of their works."

'

M. Noverre, between forty and fifty years ago, operated a
greet change in the ballet, and restored it to nearly tbe
dignity, considered as a public amusement, which it sup-

ported among tbe antients. His Midir, his IMiertemr. and
his PtycM, are still spoken of with enthusiasm by the lew

]

who remember tbem. Tbe influence of these works lasted

! many years ; but at length fashion, almost always opposed
to good tense and good taste, would view with favouring

eyes nothing but that which passe* under the name of

,

dancing ; and what ought to bo the ballet, is now, with oera-

! sionally an exception, reduced to a divertissement, in which

I

even good grouping is generally neglected ; and vaulting,

spinning, and distortion of limb threatening dislocation, are

the only exhibitions that gain any applause, and conse-

quently the only attainments to which a performer's labours

are directed.

BALLINASLOB, a town in the county of Galway. in

Ireland, on the west side of tbe river Suck, a tributary to

the Shannon. Though a small place, BaUinasloe is one of

the most prosperous towns in the county. (Dr. Beaufort's

Memoir of Ireland.) It is celebrated for its great wool

fair, which is held on the 13th of July. This fair was
established by Mr. Trench, in tbe year 1737, and the

town is now the property of his grandson. Viscount Dunlo.

In consequence of tbe great convenience of its situation,

being in the centre of the wool country, and tbe efforts

made by Mr. Trench and his successor* to afford every

sua
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titjr is sold there without being brought to the fur at all.

BaUinasloe has also a large cattle market, which » new

in October ; it begins on the 5th and ends on the wn. ai

the commencement of the present century the number oi

oxen annually sold at this fair was 10.000. and of sheep

100.000. Owing, however, to the incresjed cultivation or

the soil and other causes, the number of sheep brought to

Bsllinasloe market is supposed lo bare diminished of late

years. The cattle tolls bring 6001. a year. Ballinasloe is

a handsome town. It hss two breweries, and a barracks

for cavalry and infantry. There are several public schools,

two of which are supported by voluntary contributions. A
canal was formed a few years ago, which makes a commu-
nication between the town and the river Shannon. It is

sixteen miles in length, and drains nearly 12,000 arras of

hog. This canal was opened for the purposes of commerce
in 1838. Ballinasloe i* eighty miles west from Dublin in

a straight line : by the road the distance is ninety mile*.

The population, in 1831. was 4140: in 1821 it was only

1811. (Camden's Britannia ; Dr. Beaufort's Memoir ofa
Map of Inland ; Young's T»ur in Ireland, vol. i. ; Se-

ward's Topographia Htberniea ; Carlisle's Topographical

Dictionary ; Parliamentary Paper*. Sec.)

BALLIOL, or BALIOL, JOHN, the successful compe-
titor with Bruce for the crown of Scotland, was descended

from an antient Anglo-Norman family that held large

possessions in England, Normandy, and Scotland. He
was the only son of John Baliol, lord of Galloway, and was
born about the year 1259. In 1290 he first becomes an
object of historical notice, as one of the claimants to the

then vacant Scottish throne; claiming in right of bis

grandmother, the eldest eo-heiress of the only son of David L,
king of Scotland, that had issue living. A short explana-

tion of the circumstance under which the Scottish throne

became vacant will make the validity of Babel's claim

evident.

The hue king of Scotland. Alexander ITL, was married

t* the daughter of Henry III. (father of Edward I.), then
king of England. In 1281 Alexander gave bis only daugh-
ter Margaret (who bore her mother's name) in marriage
to Eric, the youthnil sovereign of Norway ; and, by the six-

teenth article of the treaty of marriage, it was stipulated

that the issue should succeed to the throne of Scotland in

the event of failure in the male line. This failure shortly

after took place by the death, in I2S4. of Alexander's only
anrviring son without issue ; by which circumstance, the

only child of Eric and the Scottish princess, a daughter also

called Margaret, and known in Scottish history and an-

tient ballads by the appellation of the ' Maid of Norway.'

became heir presumptive to the throne of Scotland. By the

death of Alexander himself two years after by a fall from

his horse, the Maiden of Norway became rightful queen of

Scotland, She was at this time but three years old. and
a council of regency was appointed to execute the duties of

the sovereign.

Edward 1„ the ablest and most ambitious monarch of

that age, had long regarded Scotland with the eyes of a
feudal superior, and only waited an opportunity to assert his

claim. Such an opportunity now presented it«elf He was
the nearest male relative on the mother's side of the infant

princess, who wsa hut grand-niece; and Eric, naturally

anxious for the interest of bis daughter, solicited in her favour
the protection of the king of England. Edward having al-

ready formed the design of uniung Scotland to the English

throne, by marrying the royal heiress to bis eldest son.

the prince of Wales, promptly interfered and commanded
obedience lo the government of the regents. E'ery thing

went on prosperously in favour of this great object of

his ambition. He managed it so adroitly, that the first

official proposal for the marriage emanated from the Scottish

parliament; the consent of the infant's father was souo
obtained ; the pope granted the necessary dispensattaei,

and a treaty of marriage was agreed to. which nominally

rcort and more •
gy^ rf^ Mud rf Nofw>y ^ votkmity «#

I the three last kings of Scotland became extinct, and the)

throne became the posse ss ion of the next in km or law.
Thirteen candidates presented themselves, each
the claims of birth and consanguinity ; but the

of the majority were so utterly groundless, that the cons
was soon reduced to two competitors, John Baliol, lord of

Galloway, and Robert Bruce, lord of Annandale, The
claims, relative and direct, of these two noblemen wil as
seen in the following table :

—

DnU t, Kate.

Reary, art— «f SwjSj

IV, WBMaw. Klsc. Dsvte. last eft

(Ml
II.

MaUafMVt, fJMsTTtaal w&ftfr*

slat of Wm|.
Kupm. la* M«M of
Norway (a* law*)

I. fetufux. nnU AWa t luboDa. MnW I

•JGaMmr.

DatTWWwwal. **" l^lVtMgiUfft. eaaatfTaww)

Mm B*ttol

JsaaBmUoL

This table shows that Baliol was the grandson of the
eldest daughter ; Bruce the son of the second daa
the point at issue therefore was. whether the crown I

of right to the representative of the eldest daughter, th—gh
more remote by one degree, or to the representative of the
second, who was nearer by one degree.— that is. to fact,

whether the crown descended in the order of both, i

tog to the modem system of primogeniture, or we
ditary in the order of proximity of blood. At the

,

day, the question would not admit of any dispute ;

the unsettled jurisprudence of a barbarous age andrewMrv.
the claims appeared to be so equally balanced, that a derv
sion in favour of Brace would by no means warrant the
imputation of deliberate injustice. The claim of Edward III.

to the throne of France, and of Ferdinand of Castile to the
sovereignty of Arsgon. jar much more violently with ear
modem principles of inheritance. The estates of Seatosad
were either afraid or unwilling to decide between the essa-

petitors, and alarmed at the prospect of civil war, vwry pru-
dently determined to refer the decision of the ceesttwvwrsv
to one who was able to enforce it—namely, the knsg at
England.

It does not belong to our present purpose to as tail toe
proceedings by means of which Edward I. made that sense
of arbiter instrumental in imposing the cheats of
subjection upon Scotland. It is sufBcient for the
to state that, though Edward delighted to <

dered the enlargement of his dominions as the great as

of a sovereign, he was extremely partial te the
—the letter, if not the spirit—of judicial

Though there can he no doubt that he
alleged feudal superiority as a t

gating Scotland, be laboured to invest the
with the garb of judicial deliberation and I

The declaration which be compelled the estates of
to subscribe of their acts (by which h» claim a* lard

mount of bis vassal kingdom of Scotland was i

without qushflcation) being wboiW unmtawaead by sate
force—a declaration which bears the stamp of

•'

the bee of it— is a striking uMtaane of his rw
forms and external observance of justice.

After a ledum* inquiry of nearly two years'
delegates lo whom the English king reserved

stlon, as a punt of the law of inheritance, ef the
several competitor* te the vacant tineas. saesV

unanimous!; in fa' our of the hetr of the shiest ewswriktsr. tosa
is, in favour of primogeniture ; and acewrdiasjty Kdwaed awes

secured the liberties and independence, but in reality judgment, not as arbiter, but as feudal
the claim lo feudal superiority, precisely as it stood before ' Hal**, as the heir of the eldest daughter.

ess projected. But all toeee flattering hopes
ware suddenly destroyed by the untimely death of the young

have setun of the kingdom of Scotland and all sta

lenances. This occurred on the 1 9th of Nivsmls*.
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Heart imj Baliol swore fealty to tha king of England in these
"at**—' Hear you this, my lord Edward, king of England,
and sovereign lord of the realm of Scotland, that I, John
Sabot, kins of Scotland, do fealty to you for the realm of
Scotland, which I hold and claim to hold of you; that I
will be faithful and loyal to you. and faith and loyalty will
bear you of life and limb and worldly honour against all men
that assy lire and die ; and loyalty I will acknowledge and
loyally perform the aerrieea that are due to you for the afore-
Mid kingdom of Scotland, so help me God and those holy
mpeb. The new king was crowned at Scone on the 30tb
November, and again went through the ignominious cere-

of Tasaalage within leas than a month after at New-
. It is but right to add that the estates of Scotland

and the other competitors, with Bruce (the namesake and
grandfather of the hero of Bannockburn) at their head, bad,
n the first stage of the inquiry, fully acknowledged Ed-
ward's claim as lord paramount ; so that Baliol's oath of
realty after the decision in bis favour was only in keeping
with the whole proceedings. In point of fact, Edward in-
terfered solely with a view to asserting bis feudal supre-
macy, and would bare asserted it by force if necessary.
For this be has been fiercely denounced by the Scottish
historians; but in truth with more patriotic real than
soundness of reasoning. The claim of the king of England's
feudal superiority over Scotland was of long standing, fre-

quently acknowledged, and though constantly evaded, very
seldom openly denied ; the assertion or evasion being wholly
an affair of temporary expediency, depending on the per-
sonal influence and courage of the king, and the internal
condition of either kingdom for the time.
Edward's object in causing the ceremony of homage to

be repealed was soon seen. A number of petty indignities
oon taught the new vassal king of Scotland that his lord
paramount only waited a pretext to seize the fief into his
own hands. To his subjects be dared not look for the means
of throwing off the yoke of feudal subjection thus ignomi-
nkmsty imposed upon him; for the mass of the Scottish
people were indignant at the humiliating position to which
the sordid ambition of the competitors for the crown had re
dured their country. Appeals from the decisions of the Scot-
tish king to his superior lord were encouraged. Every suitor
in the courts of Baltol who was dissatisfied with bisjudgment,
found in Edward a willing hearer; and within the first year
of his reign he was served with no less than four citations to
prove the legality of his decisions in the courts of the lord
paramount It was in vain that Baliol reminded the Eng-
lish monarch that he had distinctly covenanted on oath at
Bingham, that no Scottish subject should be called into an
English court to answer for acts done in Scotland. Edward
haughtily replied, that the conditions of the treaty at Bing-
ham mAied solely to his son's projected marriage with the
Scottish princess, and that it was his duty to administer even-
handed justice to the lowest as well as the highest of his
vassals. Baliol was timid and weak but not mean in spirit
These indignities bitterly mortified him, and he could not
bear the reproaches of his people. He was summoned to
answer the complaint of the Karl of Fife before the king
of England. He attended, but maintained that he was not
bound to answer the appellant ; that it was a natter which
retarded the rights of the crown ; and that he dared not
answer without the advice of the good men of his realm.
He waa reminded of his oath of fealty, but told that he
might have time to consult his council. He replied that
be would not atk for either time or adjournment. Judg-
ment fee contempt and disobedience to the authority of his
feudal superior wss formally given against him by the
English court, which he. however, continued to wsrd off by
requesting permission to consult bis subjects. War en-
seed, and be lost his kingdom before the judgment was
aassd upon.

In Itti war broke out between France and England.
The estates of Scotland eagerly caught at so favourable an
opportunity of asserting the independence of their country,
sad prevailed upon Baliol to conclude an alliance offensive

and defensive with the French monarch. The management
of Una waa intrusted to a committee of nobles, the nation
having no confidence either in Baliol's patriotism or wisdom.
Edward made extensive preparations for chastising his re-

tain*** vs sea ls He first cited Baliol to appear before him
at Newcastle. The summons was unattended to, the Scot-
tish hasuna detaining their king in a kind of honourable
ftrrtty tn the highlands, This was in March. On the

5th of April Baliol sent to the English monarch a formal
renunciation of homage in his own name and that of ha
barons. * Felon fool 1' exclaimed Edward, in a tone of
scornful pity. ' but since he will not come to us, we will go
to him.' The usual fortune of the English arms prevailed

:

the Scotch were everywhere defeated ; and the unfortunate
Baliol wss compelled to perform the most bumilisting acts
of feudal penance. Mounted on a galloway, and bearing a
white wand, the emblem of vassalage, be met bis offended
sovereign, and after expressing his sorrow for his alliance

with the French king and rebellion against his liege lord, be
was compelled to sign an instrument in which be acknow-
ledged the right of the superior lord to enter into possession
of his fee after the renunciation of homage, and transferred

to him the fealty which the Scottish barons and freeholders

had sworn to himself. This formal surrender of his king-
dom of Scotland took place on the 2nd of July, 1 296, just
four years after his accession.

Edward's treatment of the deposed monarch was indul-
gent, and showed that be regarded him as a mere puppet of
royalty in the hands of the lords of his council, who ori-

ginated and conducted the war. From Kincardine, where
he signed the act of abdication, be was transferred, with his

son Edward Baliol, to the Tower of London, where he re-

sided for three years, with some state, and the liberty of a
circle of twenty miles. There is reason to believe thst .be

was serious in saying that he parted with his crown without
regret, and that he longed to lead a private life on his patri-

monial estates in Normandy. His wishes were gratified in

1299, three years after his abdication. He solemnly pledged
himself never more to intermeddle in the affairs of Scotland ;

and the pope having become surety for the performance of
his promise, be was permitted to return to Normandy,
where he lived in obscurity, and apparently forgotten, till

his death, which took place in 1314. just after the battle of
Bannockburn.

Baliol is usually held up to scorn by Scottish historians

as a mean-spirited prince, who purchased the empty honours
of a throne at the expense of bis country and independence.
But it required much more firmness and ability than be
possessed, and a much more favourable combination of cir-

cumstances than attended his elevation, to defeat the ambi-
tious designs of his powerful neighbour, and wield the
sceptre of Scotland in the unsettled times in which he lived.
4 To me,' says Dr. Lingard, ' he appears as deserving of
pity as of blame.' The contemptuous epithet Toom Tabard,
' Empty Jacket* bears significant testimony to the estima-

tion tn which he was held by his countrymen.
(Hemingford s Hitt., and Rymer's Fax/era ; Lord Hsiles's

Aimalt; Tytler's Hitlory nf Scotland; and Lingard's Hit-
lory of England, The article 'Baliol' in the BtngravAia
Bntanmra, compiled with unusual care and research, is

worth consulting.)

BALLIOL, or BALIOL. BDWARD. shared his father's

captivity in the Tower, and accompanied bim to his paternal
residence in Normandy. With the exception of bis visits to

the English court in 1324 (when he was invited over by
Edward II. with a view to intimidate Robert Bruce), and in

1327, it would appear that he led a life of retirement in

Normandy till the year 1332, when wo find bim taking an
active part in the enterprise of the Lords Wake, Beaumont
and other ' querellours' (ss the disinherited lords were called ),

to take forcible possession of their forfeited estate* in Scot-

land. Many of the Anglo-Norman barons poneseed estates

both in Scotland snd England ; and during the war between
the Bruce and the English kings, which ended in favour
of the former, their estates were seized by both the belli-

gerents. An express clause, however, in the tresty of
Northampton in 1327, restored the forfeited Scottish estates

of the English Lords Perry, Wake, and Beaumont ; and
under the sanction of this clauoe, the last two noblemen, after

having in vain claimed its fulfilment from the regcot snd
parliament of Scotland, determined to assert their rights by
force of arms. Edward Baliol waa readily induced to join

the enterprise,—urged by an adventurous spirit and the
recollection that bis interests were most affected by tho pre-

sent state of things in Scotland.

The force collected by these adventurers for the invasion
of a kingdom Hushed with the recollection of the victory of
Bannockburn and with newly-won independence, did not
exceed 300 horse and a few foot soldiers. With this small
body Baliol and his associates set sail from Ravenspuron the
Humber—then a port of consequence, now • range of sands.

castfo
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dry at tow water—baring been prohibited hy Edward Til.

twho. however, covertly sanctioned the enterprise) from

inarching armed men through the northern counlic*. or per-

petr»ting any aft which could lie deemed a violation of the

peace between the two kingdom*. Tlie progress 0f thit

handful of invader* read* like romance. They entered the

Firth of Forth, landed at Kinghurn in Fifcshire. defeated

the Earl of Fife. and. with an inrrcased force not ex-

ceeding altogether 3ut>0 men. marched boldly acrou the

country to meet an enemy at least ten time* more nu-

merous than themselves. The army of Baliol encamped
near Forteviot, with the river Earn in its front On the

opposite bank the Earl of Mar lay encamped with a force of

front .10.000 to 40,000 men ; while a second army lay within

eight mile* of Baliol** flank. His situation was desperate

:

and he relieved himself from it by a resolution as desperate.

In the dead of night the English fort e missed the Earn at

a point where it was fordablu. and attacked the sleeping and
defenceless Scots before they were aware or their approach.

The carnage was dreadful : 13,000 Scots, including the Earl*

of Mar and Moray, and manv knight* and bnroiis, lay dead

on Dufllin Moor, the scene of battle : while the Km* of the

English, as at the memorable field of Cressy, did not exceed

a few gentlemen and foot soldiers. From Dufllin Moor
Baliul and hi* confederate barons hastened to Perth, where

he was unsuccessfully besieged by the Earl of Murch. the

commander of the army that lay on hi* left flank when
encamped at the Earn. This force having been dispersed,

the antient followers of his family, and all persons disaf-

fected to the family of Bruce, crowded to his standard, and
he was crowned king of Scotland at Scone, on the 24 th of

September, only seven week* from the day of his landing

at Kinghorn.
So rapid a conquest, with means so disproportionate to

the magnitude of the result, was only equalled by the sud-

denness with which it was overturned. Bahol having pri-

vately renewed to Edward III. all the form* of feudal

subjugation imposed on his father by the first Edward,
and concluded ait armistice for the purpose of settling the

kingdom hy a convention of tho states, lay carelessly en-

camped at Annan, where he was surprised by a body of

horse commanded by the young Earl of Moray, brother to

the Earl who fell at Dufflin, and with difficulty escaped

half naked to the English Marches, once more an exile

and a fugitive. This event occurred on the 16th December,
within less than three months from the date of his coro-

nation.

Edward 111. promptly interfered in favour of his vassal

;

and the battle of Ilalidon II ill, July 10. 1333, attain placed

Edward Baliol on the throne of Scotland. The loss of

the Scot* in this action was so great a* to be deemed irre-

coverable, and probably Ballot's seat would have been Arm
had ho not outraged the national feeling* by tho extent

of hi* concessions to his royal benefactor. The obligation

of homage and feudal service to the king of England was
undertaken in the fullest term*. The town of Berwick wo*
given up to hire, and Haliol by a solemn instrument made
an absolute surrender of the fertile province, of Berwtt-k-

shire. Roxburghshire, Selkirkshire, Fovbleshire. and Dura-

fneslure. together with the Lothians. The price which lie

thus pud for a mutilated sovereignty proved his uuworthi-

nes* to hold it. The nation turned with disgust from him
to David, the infant son of Hubert Bruce.

It would he a tedious snd unprofitable task to detail the

vsnous fortune* of Edward Baliol till hi* final expulsion

flora the throne of Scotland. So long as he wu* sup|«jrted

by the king of England be c\cms«sl a nominal sovereignly,

but the moment the pressure of that mononh • iron hand
was withdrawn, the deep-molcd hatred of the Scots against

their vassal king broke out into fresh acts of resistance.

Baliol himself placed so little reliance on his subjects, that

he fled to England at every reverse of fortune. '1"be feel-

ing* of the bulk of the Seotush nation toward* hi* person

are forcibly port raved by an old historian quoted by Sir

Walter Scutt. (//•»/. Smtlamt, ('ah. <'yn\) 'If you asked

a grow n- up person who was his king, he dared make no
|

other answer save by naming Edward Bahol, while the

undissrrnbling franknes* of chitdlKiud answered the same
question with tlx name of David Bruce

"

In this manner Baliol contrived fur some years to

struggle again** the obstinacy of hi* opponents, and the
lukewarmness Mid perfidy of h*> adherents. In be
w *» <-vmpellcd to fly, in consequence of • quarrel between J

the moat powerful of hit confederate baron*. He was ma
after restored bv the arm* of his feudal master. Next
year Edward 1(1. again marched an army mtn AmtWnd.
for the double purpose of sustaining his vassal and se-

curing the territories which had been ceiled to him. For-

tuuately for Scotland, the power and ambition of this war-

like and able monarch were soon after allured by a nx-re

splendid mite, the conquest of France, which mainly en-
grossed his attention and resources for several year*: d«mr-s»

which, fortress after Iorires* fell from the hands of Bal-J.

and the cause of King David, tho heir of Bruce, daily ac-

quired strength.

In 1 335 Edward III. determined to put an end to the rt>.

terra ptions which the Reottish wars hail constantly rajfcred

to his operation* Ih France. He marched an intxta
arrov. composed, in great part, of the \ irtoriou* veterans »
the French warm, with a view of effecting a final rnaqorsi »<

the kingdom, and annexing it. as Edward 1. had ar.r>*x*d

Wales, to the larger and nrher portion of the inland As a

preliminary step he purchased Ballot s nghu to the Srortisk

throne. This was easily arranged. In point of fact BV -A

had ceased to exercise the functions of royalty since I III.

when King David ventured to visit his .kingdom ; and. ad-

vanced in year*, and without children or near of km u. in-

herit, he gladly exchanged the phantom of sovereignty fur the

retirement and calm suitable to the evening of l.fr. II*

appeared before Edwanl attired in all the *y muds of rot slty.

and formally divesting himself of them, and lay ing his a* l'»a

crown at the feet of the English king, ceded to b-m all right,

title, and interest which he had or might claim to the sove-

reignty of Scotland. For the surrender of a barren and
disputed title he received a prevent of 3000 marks, and aa

yearly annuity of 200l7. sterling. * W'ith thu splendid la-

conic (we quote Sir Walter Scott, //i«f. Sn-ilmJ, vuL l p.

206) Edward Baliol retired into privacy and obscurity, sad

is never again mentioned in history. The sptnt of cawr-

prise which dictated the invasion of Scotland in MM. end
the adventurous attack upon the Scottish enramptnrat *t

Dufllin Moor, shows itself in no other part of la* ruodwt,
which may lead us to think that an attempt so daring was

no suggestion of his own mind, but breathed into it by ta*

counsels of some master spirit among his counsellors. la

battle he showed the bravery of a soldier, but id other re-

spect* be never seem* to have displayed talents, » briber a
war or peace.' He died childless at Doncasler, in the year

1303 ; and with him ended the line of Baliol.

BALLIOL COLLEGE. Oxford. The founder ml that

college was John Balliol, or de Balliol, of Barnard * Casta*,

in the county of Durham, a man of great opulence and posi sa-

in the thirteenth century, and a steady adherent to Kaaf
Henry III. in all his wars and contests. The wealth aast

political consequence of John de Balliol were dsgnifWd ey

a love of learning and a benevolence of dispuasiiuo sssk
about the year I2CJ (or 126*, aa Wood thinks), tasavrrd

hun to maintain certain poor scholars of Oxford, aa war
sixteen, by exhibition*, probably with a vsrw to a mass)

permanent establishment. On hi* death, la lit*, be nusi
mended the objects of his bounty to his lady and has ex-
ecutors onh, leaving no written deed or auuWvtf tor lsm
support. As what lie had previous! v give* was freaa •>*»

personal estate, now in other hands, the rare of the— csasie,

in alt probability, have cs-asrd, bad net b» wssVw. waw a
styled the Lady Dervurgtlle. been pertusslrd to fslfti k*s

intention in tlie most honourable manner li tsi.sng as; w
heisclf their future luainlenance. Her |«vrx .psU ssim sa

this busiuesa is said to have been llstbard fctarkksary. a
tninontr Iriar, her confessor.

Hie first step which Uie Lady IVrvorgill* Inssk was **

hire a bouse in what was then Hisrss-osunger Lane. sJtor-

wards called (.'anditih. in St. Mary MsgdaUu's ssarssK. aavd

un the site where part of tbe present ciskevw st*B*U, sad
bring aidni in the design bv her husband s aorta s, sW
continued tbe provision whsrb be had allotted, la I t»J ssss

gave them sUtule* under her seal, and appointed Hsri *W
HartipoU and William de Meayie their piaamn m
gov etnor* ; beside « horn they ware also allowed to etosa i

a Principal, subordinate to the procurator*, la l»v» «aW
purchased a tenement of a eitiien of Oxford, raited Mars s

Hall, a* a perpetual settlement fur the reu* i pal and n a stars

of tbe bouse of Ballad. This edifice, after warm in* ssatskto
repairs and additions, was railed hew Bail**! Hal . sto
former residence of tbe scholar* then br|

name uf OW ttalhol Hall, la the same y<
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i land* in the county of Northumberland, the greater

pari of which were afterwards lost. The foundation, bow-
ever, iu, about this time, confirmed by Oliver, Bisliop of

Lincoln, and by John Balliol, the founder'* ton, afterwards
the ill bled King of Scotland.

The revenue* of thi* college were at first very (mall,

yielding only eight -pence per week to each »chilar, or
t7L 9t. 4<L for tbe whole per annum, which wa* toon found
insufficient. A number of benefactors, however, promoted
the purpose* of the founder by enriching the establishment
with ipft* of land, money, and church livings. In 1294
Hugh do Wyrbenhroke or de Wyer gave the advowson of St.

Lawrence Jewry, London, and some other property in that

rish. In 1310 Hugh de Warkenby, principal, and William
Gotham, a follow of the college, gave four messuage*

in School Street, Oxford, for tbe support of a chaplain to

officiate in tbe oratory, which had been provided a few years
before. In 1340 Richard de Hunsingore gave a tenement
in Oxford, in St. John's parish, which is now part of Alban
Halt, and some land*. But a* with all these help* the
scholars had no more, weekly, than the eight-pence before

mentioned, and that no longer than until they became Mas-
ter* of Art*, many of them were obliged to relinquish their

studies, and even to follow mechanical trade* for • main-
tenance.

The first benefactor who stepped forward to relieve them
in thi* distress, and to support the college, wa* Sir William
Felton, knight, who, about the year 1340, gave them the
rectory and manor of Alboldesly, or AbboUley, in Hunting-
donshire ; and Pope Clement, who confirmed Sir William
FHton'a gift, joined with him likewise in introducing a regu-
lation, that the follow* might keep their place, even after

becoming masters or doctors, until they succeeded to a
living. About the same time, both their number* and re-

venue* were augmented by tbe bounty of Sir Philip Soraer-
ryle, of Wykenore, in Staffordshire, who gave the church of
Lung Benton, with lands in the county of Northumberland,
fur the maintenance of six scholars, who were to be chosen
by the sixteen fellows already belonging to the college, and
to be native* of the place* nearest to the estates he mad*
over to them, and such a* were the poorest and of the most
promising abilities. This benefaction wa* accounted so
euo•finable as to give Sir Philip the privilege of intro-

ducing a new body of statutes, the principal article* of which
were, that the society thould choose out of their number
one who should govern all tbe house, he and his successor*
to be always called by the name of Master; that after

the election he should be presented first to the lords of
the manor of Wykenore, if of the posterity of Sir Philip

Somervyle ; secondly, to the chancellor of the university ;

thirdly, to tbe guardian or warden of Durham College, Ox-
sard ; end lastly, to the extrinsic roaster* of this college, who
were to confirm the election, and make him swear to main-
tain the statutes. So-., of Sir Philip Somervyle. Other
regulations were introduced respecting their studies, and the

weekly allowance of the fellow* and scholars waa raised to

I Id., which, in case of deames* of victual*, might be in-

creased to l«. 3d. Tbeae new statute* were dated October

Is. 1340. and were confirmed by Aungerville, bishop of

Durham, and by Edward Balliol. king of Scotland.

Two year* after, Thomas Cave, rector of Welwykc. in

Yorkshire, left 100/. for the purchase of benefice* in Lin-

colnshire, out of the profit* of which tbe number of scholars

was to be increased. William Brocklesby, clerk, to whose

care this money wa* entrusted, purchased, in 1343, the

livings of FUIiugham, Risebolme, and Brockleby or Brat-

tleby, which were settled on the college; but it does not

appear what number of scholar* wa* added. Their number,
at all time*, seems to have been regulated by the stale of

their revenue*, and to have fluctuated accordingly ; and it

was wisely provided that the number of scholars on any par-

tteuUr foundation should be reduced, if that foundation

proved inadequate to their maintenance, and thus any in-

fringement on the general revenues or other foundation* of

tbe college was prevented.

In 1 3«4. Simon de Sudbury, then bishop of London, after-

ward* archbishop of Canterbury, gave thi* society a new
body of statute*, which continued in force till 1407 ; when,
in consequence of an application of the matters and scho-

lars to Pop* Julius IL. the bishop* of Winchester and
Carlisle, Pox and Sever, drew up another body of statutes,

hauling tbe number of fellows to ten, who were all to study

djiuuij, sud enter into holy order* after some year*' Hand-

ing in the degree of master. Each follow vat to have the
presentation of one scholar, *nd the roaster two, who were
to serve the master and fellows consistently with the pro-
secution of their studies. Of the fellows, two were to be
priests perpetually oflirtating in the chapel, and two were
to be deans, and two bursars, annually chosen. The exact
number therefore, at this time, was one master, ton follows,

and twelve scholars.

Tins number was afterward* increased by lands be-
queathed in 1322 by Thomas Harrope, or Harrowe, rector of
Haaely. in Oxfordshire ; and in 1660, Dr. John Bell, bishop
of Worcester, who died in that year, founded two exhibitions
for youths born in the dioceto of Worcester, on certain

land* in tbo pariah of Clerkenwell, London. William Ham-
mond, esq, of Guildford, in Surrey, and m.mc time mayor
of that place, who died in 15*}, bequeathed loo/, per an-
num ; but no more of that legary was recovered than the
principal sura of 200/., with w Inch the society nun based
Hammond Hall, afterward* called Hammond's Lodgings,
on the west side of the college.

At tbe latter end of Queen Elixabeth t reign, Peter
Blundell, of Tiverton, in Devonshire, clothier, who died in

1601, gave two-third* of 2000/. for founding six scholar-

ship* in Oxford and Cambridge, to be filled by youths from
the grammar-school of Tiverton, which he had endowed ;

and a third part of this money wa* laid out on land* in Ox-
fordshire for the maintenance of one follow and one scholar

in this college. One fellow and one scholar were appointed

in 1615, ana another fellowship and scholarship added by
the representatives of Blundell* executors in 1676. In 1605,

Mrs. Mary Dunch, wife of William Dunrh, of Brightwell, in

Berkshire, gave an annuity of 10/. charged upon North
Morton, in Berkshire, for the maintenance of one scholar.

John Browne, B.D.. vicar of Basingstoke, founded an exhi-

bition here, for youths from that place. In 1620, Lady
Elizabeth Periam. of Greenland, in Berkshire, widow of Sir

William Penam, laxd Chief Baron of the Exchequer (and
sister of Lord Bacon), founded a fellowship and two scholar-

ships, the scholars to enjoy their place* three years alter

they had proceeded B.A. Dr. John Warner, Bishop of Ro-
chester, gave, in 16t>6, part of the profit* of hi* manor of

Swayton, in Lincolnshire, for the maintenance here of four

scholars of the Scotch nation, to be chosen from time to time

by the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of Ro-
chester. Each was to have 2u/. yearly until M.A., when
they were to return to their own country, in holy order*.

Owing to some demur on the part of the college, these

scholars were first placed in Gloucester Hall (now Worcester

College), and there wa* a design to have made that a college

for their use ; but in the mastership of Dr. Tnoma* Good,
in 1672, they were removed hither; and the fund lor Scotch

scholars was soon increased by the liberality of John Snell,

esq., who gave the manor of UfTtou. in Warwickshire, for

that purpose. Mr. Snell vasa native of the county of Ayr,
in Scotland, and educated in the University of Glasgow.
He died in 1679, and left the estate at Ufflon for tbe main-
tenance of certain Scotch scholar* in tuch college or ball of

Oxford as should be chosen by the Vice-Chancellor, the

Provost of Queen'*, the Master of Balliol, and tbe President

of St. John's, and their choice fell upon Balliol. The estato

wastbeu valued at 450/. per annum, which, after a certain

number of years, and money expended thence, was to bo

applied for the benefit of not more than twelve, nor under
five scholars, to be chosen from Glasgow College, from such

as had passed three years there, or two at the least, and one
or two in some other college.

The latest considerable benefaction to this college is that

of Mr*. Jane Williams, who, in accordance with tbe bene-

volent design of her husband, formerly a follow of tbe

college, bequeathed, in 1830, an estate, of which the annual

proceeds are to be applied to the purchase of ailvowsoiis, or

the augmentations of small livings already belonging to tbe

society.

Tbe actual society of Balliol College at present consists

ofa master, twelve follow*, and fourteen scholar*. Of these,

nipe fellow* and ten scholar* are on tbe old foundation

;

and their fellowship* am) scholarships, together with the

fellowship and two scholarships of Lady Penam* founda-

tion, are all open to candidates, without regard to tbe place

of their birth, resideuce. or education. The nomination to

the two fellowships and two scholarships supplied from

Tiverton school is vested in the feoffee* of Blundell's lands.

The number of members, resideul and non-resident, upon
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Tbe master and folio**

•njoy tb« siiurular pnriieu
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* ftLooTtk*. B^W College b« bee"£T^WJ
it

the bk-X eouoenL Tl*^^"^^
*,mn* U» «»*!»J^X*r»7er « Commentary

A^-^t/itTT ii .. . work in no great estimation.

gf^^iLSr, J\rL*«* Jenkyn*. D.D.. elected in

1
V*.asoasr the more eminent members of this college are

^anMJ Humphrey Duke of Gloucester, the first founder

j , public library at Oxd>rrl ; John Ttptoft. Karl of Wor-

firtetTi. Edward IV.: Row of Warwick, the historian;

•forton. Archbishop of Canterbury, the favourite of Henry

Vll. ; Tunstall. Bishop of Durham ; Lord Keeper Coventry

;

parson*. lb* celebrated Jesuit ; Tobias Crisp, reputed founder

efibe sect of Antinomians ; John Evelyn ; Gregory, Keil,

•nd Bradlet. mathematicians a(u) astronomers; James

West. President of the Ro>sl Society ; and Douglas, Bishop

of Salisbury.

The Churrh livings in the patronage of this Society are,

the rectory and the vicarage of Duloe, in Cornwall; the

rirerage of Beere Regis, in Dorsetshire ; the rectories of

All Saints, Si Leonard, St Nicholas, and the Holy Trinity,

tad the curacy of St. Botolph, at Colchester, in Essex ; the

riearage of Marks Tey, and the rectory of Tendring. in

Essex ; the vicarage of Abbotesley, in Huntingdonshire

;

the rectories of Braltleby. Fillingham. and Rysolme, in

lincolnshire ; the alternate presentation, with the Dean

and Chapter of 8t Paul's, to the vicarage of 8U Lawrence

Jewry, and the rectory of St. Mary Magdalen, Milk-street,

in London ; the vicarage of Mickl* or Long Benton, in

Northumberland ; and the rectories of Culfe or Kilve cum
Stringston, Hontspill, and Timbsbury. in Northumberland.

The more antient parts of the building* of this college

have been so completely changed by successive alterations,

made in the course of Ave centuries, that it would he idle

now to attempt to identify the original * refectory, kitchen,

outhouses, and wslks,"- ascribed by Wood to the lady Dervor-

etlle. in the latter part of the thirteenth century. It appears,

however, that old Balliol Hall stood westward on the ground

afterwards occupied by Hammonds Lodgings; and that

Mary * Hall, to which the society soon removed, catted for

some lime New Bslliol Hall, was situated at the 8.W. corner

of the present quadrangle.

The oldest part of the quadrangle, as it stood in Wood's

lime, was supposed by blm to be the east side, having been

partly rebuilt about tbe time of Henry VI. The whole of

thw, together with the south side as far as the tower, was
either rebuilt or recased about a century by the aid of

contributions from several benefactors, among the principal

of whom were Dr. Henry Compton. Bishop of London.

Visitor of tbe College ; John Radclifle. M.D. ; and Sir E
Turner. Nearly about the same penod was erected, in the

western extremity of the college, facing Magdalen pariah

churrh. a building formerly known by the name of the

Britlol Building, being intended for the accommodation of

certain exhibitioners from that city : the plan, however, for

that purpose, then in contemplation, was never earned into

effect. The front of this building was cased with Bath

stone in 1826, so as to correspond with the adjoining new
building then just finished on the north side; that on the

south was erected in 1 769. from a design of Henry Koene.

architect, upon the site of some old buildings, supposed to

hate been formerly St. Margaret » Hall. This was done

chiefly at the expense of tbe Rev. Henry Fisher, who con-

tributed 30O6V. toward tbe work: he bed been formerly

fellow of the college, end near of Beer* Regis, Dorset,

where an inscription is to be found over his grave, aimUar

to that wturh, by bis own order, was placed on the build-

ing raised by hi* benefaction : vaaavn, mom AMrLiTO—
ri>Haa.

In IS '26. several set* of rooms contiguous to tbe Bristol

Building were pulled down : and upon their sit* was
awttia, by tkw maten and follow*, an edince oootominf

the elevation and itwelve teto of commodious room*

:

by George Basevi, architect

The College Hall, which is on the west side of the qwad
rangle, was originally built in the nsgn of Henry VL ; boa
Represent interior is modern.
The interior of the Library was rebuilt about the hsgm-

ning of the present century, bv Wyat. in imitation of the

Gothic style.

The Chapel was built between 11111 and I St*. In on* of

tbe windows on the south side is the story of Hejekash •

sickness and recovery, by Bernard Van Linge. deled l*J7.

(See Wood s Hut. o/tA« College and Hall, of Oxford.

by Gulch. 4to.. Oxf. 1786. pp. 70-103 ; Chalmers tji*« </
lk» Univ. «/ Oxford, 8vo„ Oxf. 1810. vol. t pp. 4J-*I .

MtmoriaU of Oxford, by Dr. Ingram, 4to. ; and the Oxford
Univ. Calendar, l2mo.. 1834.)

BALLISTIC PENDULUM, a bearv wooden »»*
no, in section like a gardener's sptde ; the lower •art is s

heavy cubical block of wood, platen with iron at the bock - a
was invented and used by Mr. Robins, the celebrated wnatr
on gunnery, for the purpose of n>assuring the veWaty of

cannon and musket ball*. It must be of such a weight that

the ball fired into it may not cause a vibration of very treat

extent. It is described at great length in Robins s Prm>
eiplet t(f Gunnery (we recommend Mutton's edition. I.nodea.

1805), prop. viii.. and in Hutton's Mathematical Tract*,

vol. ii. tract 34. Those who attempt any experiments west
such an instrument should particularly attend to the eaotaoae

given by Mr. Robins, who learnt truss st the nsk of his has.

Tbe principle is as follows :—The pendulum in ha stats

of rest all but touches with it* lower end a boruoatal hat.

To the lower end of tbe pendulum is attached a
which passes through an orifice in Lb* bar. moving
freely. When, therefore, the pendulum is raised, a <

of ribbon is drawn out, which, if the radius be the
length of tbe pendulum, is tbe chord of the angle
which the pendulum is inclined by the shock. Whom a test

is fired into the 'pendulum, no more ribbon is drseauragsd,

during tbe oscillations which follow, than was drawn oat ky

the first rise of the pendulum; because friction ami rk*

resistance of the air will continually diminish the extern af

tbe oscillation. The extent of the first osciDatton at
/

or less, according as tbe momentum of the shot u
or less ; and the mechanical problem to he solved at as fel-

lows :—Given lb* weight of the shot, the place at whack «
strikes, the weight, form, fce. of the pendulum, aad rk*

eftect produced upon it by tbe shot ; required the vvsocsty af

tbe shot The formula which answers this ssistsi • as
follow* :

b is the weight of the bsJL

p that of the whole pendulum.

g distance from the pivot of the centre of gias itj mt mm
whole (after the ball).

•' distance from the pivot to the point i

e length of ribbon disengaged,
r distance from the pivot to the ribbon.

tbe number of vibrations in a nunul*

b and p must be measured in the mm* unit of wesgbt, anal

g, i, e. r, in the same unit of length. Then will lis* v*a*>

city of tbe hall at tbe moment of sinking, m feet, he

p + •

Tbe value of g may he determined by meehansrnl I

(see Gbavity, Cawra* o») : but if it be i

usual before the shot, then tbe value of g after tb* shot •

f
Tbe ballistic pendulum, in tbe hands of Rohtaa anal

Hutton, has given almost all the uifoimsbsai v* base
obtained respecting tb* velocity of cannon balky assd lb*
resistant* of lb* air to rapid motion*. [See Aaao-arrn*
atics.] It baa also tested the correctness of the Ikes**
propounded on that subject by Rooms. (See Gcaraaav J
We gi\e m the following peg* tbe results of that set of **•*>
rimenta. in which the greet—t difibrrnee was funasi bit* son

the prediction from tbeorv and lb* experiment, smutaag al
tbe circumstances of each charge, as no coaawxm ee*> W
traced between them and lb* dtsrordsnre*. In tbe

•ad IfU of oat bet, tbe barrel bad msimnaly mm bt
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aftoiet peace. Considering the very great difficulty and
uncertain**' of the subject, the accordance is remarkable.

The two first columni represent the length of ribbon dis-

engaged (in inebaa and tenth*), the flrat from experiment,

the Meond from theory ; the third ia the difference between
the two:

bfmnt Unary. DiaVrsac*.

17- 1 17"3 + -1

14-3 180 — -9

154 15 0 — -4

11*5 13'8 + 1-3

11-5 13-8 + 13
8-7 9-0 + -3

18-3 13*5 + -3

14*4 14-4 |
0-0

14-4 14-4 0-0

10-3 105 + -8

14-7 14-5 — -3

15-7 153 — -4

Average discordance + -18

When a heavier pendulum waa used, the discordances

were considerably less. The friction of the pivots was not

taken into account in the theory.

It has been proposed to make the gun itself a pendulum,
by hanging it as such, and observing, by means of a ribbon,

the arc of recoil. This instrument was also used by Robins
as an epromvette fat gunpowder, by Bring the same gun
with suoressive charges of powder of different qualities, and
using no ball. By first measuring the recoil without ball

and afterwards with it, it is presumed that the additional

momentum given to the gun in one direction is also that

given to the ball in the other. This there appears no reason

to dispute ; but the comparison between the gun-pendulum
and the ballistic pendulum cannot be very satisfactorily

made, because between the two comes another unknown
quantity, namely, the effect of the air on the ball between
the instant of leaving the gun and striking the pendulum.
But various circumstances, particularly described by Dr.

Button in the tract alluded to, render the principle assumed
in the use of the gun-pendulum very doubtful.

BAT-LIUM. This term, according to Dufresne.antienUy
Beaut an outer bulwark ; but was afterwards adopted for

the area or court-yard contained within one. It appears

dear from the word, and its original use, that it ia a cor-

rupted form of the Latin Vallium.

Grose iAntiq. of Engl, and Wait*, vol. i. pref. p. 7) says,

the ditch of a royal castle was sometimes called the Ditch
del Beyle, or of the Ballium—to distinguish it from the
ditches of the interior works. Over it was either a standing

or draw bridge, leading to the ballium. Within the ditch

were the walls of the ballium, or outworks. In towns, the

appellation of ballium waa given to a work fenced with

palisades, and sometimes masonry, covering the suburbs

;

but in castles it was the space immediately within the outer

wall. When there was a double enclosure of walls, the

areas next each wall were styled the outer and inner bailie.

The manner in which these are mentioned by Camden, from

the Chronicle of Dunstsple. in the siege of Bedford Castle,

a.d. 1334, sufficiently justifies this position. The castle

waa taken by four assaults. In the first waa taken the

barbican ; in the second, the outer ballia ; in the third, the

wall by the old lower was thrown down by the miners, when
with great danger they possessed themselves of the inner

ballia through a chink ; at the fourth assault tho miners
set fire to the tower, so that the smoke burst out, and
the tower itself was cloven to that degree as to show
visibly some broad chinks, whereupon the enemy surren-

dered.

The wall of the ballium in castles was commonly high,

flanked with towers, and had a parapet, embattled, crenel-

lated, or garretled fur the mounting of it. There were
flights of steps at convenient distances; and the parapet

often bad the merlons pierced with long chinks, ending in

round holes, called oilleta.

Within the ballium were the lodgings and barracks for

the garrison and artificer*, the stable, hospital, wells, chapel,

and e*wn sometimes a monastery. Large mounts were also

thrown up in this place : these served, like modern cara-

tters, to command the adjacent country ; these last being
generally raised within the body of the place ten or twelve

feet higher than the rest of the works, and commonly within

the

The entrance into the ballium was commonly through s
strong machicolated and embattled gate, between two
towers, secured by a betas or portcullis. Over this gate
were rooms, originally intended for the porter of the castle

;

the towers served for the corps de garde. Compere the
representation of the works of Dover Castle, in Grose s
Antiq., vol. i. p. 10.

The church of St. Peter in the Bailey, at Oxford, derives
its appellation from having formerly stood within the outer
ballium ofOxford Castle. The Old Bailey, or outer space
nesr Ludgate, in London, received its name from iu relative
position in regard of the sntient wall of the city.

Froiasart, in hie account of the siege of Amend by the
Earl of Hainault, /. Edward 111., says, the attack waa so
furious that the btnUitt were instantly won. Johnea, in his
English Proiteart (tto. edit vol. i. p. 161), translates this
word barriers.

Besides Grose's work already referred to. see Dufresne's
Qloeear. ad Script, mad. el inf. Xtatu. foL Franco*. 1681,
torn, i.c.447; King's Oinerv. on Ane. Cattle: Archseol.
vol. vi. pp. 249, 308 ; Munim. Antiqua, vol. ii. p. 45 ; Henry a
Hilt, of Great Brit., 8vo. edit 1805, vol. vi. p. 189 ; Elba's
Paileaux. edit. 1815, vol. i. p. 153, Notes.

' BALLOON, from the French ballon, a little ball, is ap-
plied, in our language, only to the well-known machine
which, consist ing of an envelope of linen or other stuff filled
with hydrogen or other gas specifically lighter than the
atmosphere, is employed to raise those who dare trust them-
selves to a voysge in the air.

We have preferred placing what we have to say on the
subject of AsaONADTtcs under this word, because the art
has not arrived at a degree of approach towards perfection
which makes such a name of any use, or even meaning.
Our air navigation, compared with that of the sea, ia little
more than on a level with the essay of the first rude men
who discovered that a hollow wooden vessel might be made
large enough to float a body heavier than water. The first
step towards guiding the machine is yet to be made ; and
some little power of ascending and descending is all that
has been gained.

Halloo** ss tknr inml to •prrUton oa th» muib.
«. First Vsrst*. Hev. 17SS. ». Snwd Voy.r*, Dk I7KL

If we consider that the first aerial voyage was made in the
year 1783, and that minds of every variety of power have
since been employed iu the attempt to reduce air navigation to
some degree of certainty, it will appear surprising that some
success has not been obtained. All do not observe how little

analogy there is between the motion of a ship and that of a
balloon. The former sails in two elements, and the action
of the water upon the rudder is a guide to the impelling
power derived from the air. But no such regulator ran In
applied to the balloon, which ia sustained, as well as impelled,
by the air ; and the apparent cause of surprise ceases when
we begin to see that the circumstances of the two kinds of
motion present totally different problems.

We shall proceed to give some account of the history of
the invention. Our principal authorities are, I. Cavallo.
History and Practice of Aerottation. London, 1 785 r

3. Faujas de St. Fond, Detention dee Experience* Aero-
ttatiquee. See. Paris, 1784 ; 3. Bourgeois, Reohereket ear
CArt de Voter, Sec Paris, 1784.

The notion of imitating the flying of birds is very sntient.
We pass over the winged gods, the stories of Abans, Des-
dalus, and the like, as fictions which, like many others,
might have been purely imaginative, and not traditions o.

any previous reality. But Slrebo (p. 896) mentions the Cap-
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b~lf W be.v<m by the
ofMV mt« al»o mention the pigeon of Await**, l"^""

Uw^mA*. which Livcjs* professes Wl"""". 'l
,*
c ' r

im tWiT; the table, in Bnu»h mythology, of Bladud or

H*U .U, Iho father of the well-known Lear, which resero-

hist,. u£, ef u^OJu* ; and asany others, ell of which servo

»o show thai lee tatam of the possibility of ru*mg amo or

» tnathint was WO- wsleW extended in Iho ant»nt world.

R.^-r Bacon ( £fe .Vrro/sA fttoW* Ac.) saya that tbcro

cw^mjj M a flying machine, of which Wo knows the namo
of tbo inventor, but which he baa neither mm himself, nor

any une whom he know*. Van Helmont and others proved

Lena, the awry Jay rxwerruvent of soaa-babUaa, anal taw

kka. should haw* remained w It boat results till than Bint
We eomider him the inventor of the balloon who raessd

a mass of solid robwiaaoe to some eonetaVrable bwaa-tM

in the atmosphere. But if we were to take the Umm
which is so common, of disputing the right of an invests** ea

account of turns experiment* ountaimux a pnnciptr n<aa<c
with Ins own. wa might either say that that mathine
been invented from tune immemorial, in the ascent ••( *-»r-

bubblcs, or we might ntc Candido Buono, who ma-l* iw
scale of a balance ascend, by larefv ing with a ml not u <.

the air underneath it. AfterCevcndtsh liad ascertained r. >«

much h\ drogen weighs leu than air. it immodisla It or. «<H
to Dr. Black, that a light substance, filled with the sbv**-

mcntioned gas, would rise of Nself. But he did not suiw
the idea farther; andCavalko, who tned to put it in practsr

in the tear ITS.', could not succeed in raising, by mna. (

Ihw possibility of flying, by very eloquent discourses, 'which
j

hydrogen, anything heavier than a wap-bubbl*. W*
•aovmcwd all hearers. Buhop Wtlkins. in his Matk+matt-

,
sec that, natural as it might appear to use hi drags* t»

fU %ir, a.u. IGSB. proposes a carriage, with sails like

those of a windmill, to be dm en hy the air ; and the same
Hung, according to custom in the rase of all inventions, has
been attributed to the Chinese, We shall only mention
Schotl, Baptists Port*. Cardan, and Fahri. as having main-
tained the possibility of Hying. The Jesuit Francis Lana
(s.o. 1*781, among many other projects, has given per-

il.ip* the Brsl idea of a real balloon, a* we have denned H.

lie proposes to raise a vessel by means of metal balls,

strong enough, when exhausted, to resist the pressure of
the external air, hut at the same time so thin as. in the

same circumstances, to be lighter than their bulk of air.

To the possibility of thn he asserts that lie sees no objection

except that the Almighty would never allow an invention to

succeed, by means of which civil government oould so easily

be disturbed. A reason of this sort was all-powerful in his

age. which abounded in the knowledge of the minutest
secrota of Providence : had the good father tried the experi-

ment, be would have found that strength to resist the ex-

ternal air ts incompatible with the necessary degree of thin-

ness in the material, as was observed by Leibaits. The
work of Lana, Pmdramo delt Arte martIra. was published

in 1670, and a full account is also to be found in the Co/-

legtum Curiotum of Sturmius. A.D. l"o I (Tentamen X ),

and in the work cited of M. Bourgeois. As a wanting not

to trust implicitly the relations of writers of lbs seventeenth
and preceding centuries, we cito the following cases.

In the Art Mugnetioa of Kircher. that author describes

a rodbod of imitating the dove of Arrhytas. by attaching
the bird by a string to the hand of a statue, over which is a

Isrve dial. A magnet revolving behind the dial causes the
doie to fly round the head of the statue, and point to the

hour of the day. Ncholt (Mafia L'nirermht. part hi, book
.1) expressly says thst Kircher carried this notion intorflcrt,

and that whan lie thereupon refused to satisfy inquirers who
w shed to know from him whether he understood the art of

flying, it was behaved that he had been prohibited by the

pope. But Kircher himself dues not siy he bsd constructed

such a machine ; but only • you may arrange it thus by help

of workmen.' And in speaking of the poAcrof the msgnct
required, which be say* must be very grr*t, he does not

stale what tuo power of his own ws*. but only that he
bad seen a magnet which, etc etc., (page 379, edition ol

loll) »
The second instance is as follow* :— Sextos of Ralisbon,

Kircher, Porta. S'holt, Gasseudi. Lana, Kamus. Bishop
tVilkiu*. all unite in steuog tlial RruMiwauiiui con-

structed sn eagle which (lew out from Nuremberg to meet
the emperor (Charles V., expressly stated by souse of thorn >,

and uu meeting turn ttew back again oi»r his head to the
town. If ihifv on any who can bebeve this, tbey will probably

n»t reject it, accompanied by the additional fact, that Kegio-
tnontanus died twenty five tear* boaste Charles V. was lions,

which has been overlooked by some of the authontsss above
rued. Alter such an instance, we may pass over the ear of
cjutinus, and numerous other flying machines, and be are ooiicntrsted. and hate lust a part of their etererwsit

'

the art ' The ides, of J MonlffolaW. as la the pnssir4e w r/ .

the purpose, the experiment succeeded only with a v*n
difTcreut agent.

Stephen aad Joseph de Moutgo!let were parvsr-

turers at Annonay. not tar from Lyons. Tbey
studied natural philosophy and chemistry, and laesr hue
gate thetn facilities for procuring large mum of Urn
envelopes: so that we owe the mtentiua <aT bslksue* to -aw

of two accidents ; either to that of pluloaophers br ing pas**

makers, or to that of paper-makers being phuWspbera. W •

are quite in earnest, because it is staled that the be ease*

were nut brought up to the above -mentioned bussas-ss. bat

entered upon it on the death of a third and ebier basasii
Struck with the notion of conBning sousrtbmg hghsev teas

air in a recipient, as the means of making the latter an t
they tried this metbed at about the same persss) as U
Catallo. by conninng hydrogen la paper. Tries mi * i

to some extent ; but the gas so soma sacspad tbasu^k •**

paper. that they abandoned |he idea of auttasng ksVe par

maoent olevatmn by means of it The neat tbusvwhl aW

I

struck tliem was, that aa it was su pposed the eirsataei d
the clouds was caused by the presence of riertne asaearr

and as it seemed to them froa* some expernDnits isvsl iW
trifled bodies were diminished in weight, it nuerbl la> pin >»
to raise a surface, of great extent in proportion b> sts •fs-wV
gravity, by means of electricity. After trtiug xtrwrn*

methuda. they applied Ire underneath a beltnuss. asst s>

rarefy the inclined air. but * as well to increase taw laser

Kcow k') of electric Nuid upon the vapour IP the teseei
'

to divide the l spoors into smaller moamtes, and stital* ls«

gas us which they are suspended. ( M»a* tr qf J M^'r**
Her ao Uu Arudrmtf of t yoni.) It appears thee, taw***
their ex prassioiis sre somewhat ebsetww. thst taew tiksw(W
thoy were imitating a cloud, by eWtrtf) ing the

i

vapours contained in the atnxispbere. The eay
sueoeeiled ; and a balloon of xJ,*oO euhss fart tFrsaeai <

raised with cuosiderable force. AU this sank pass* sswH -a

\7nl; arvl at that time the elertne theory wae s«ai«4 te

above. But m the report made to the Aeadeaat rsf fcnea —
(lXTembor. I'HIl by the eommiasaua spsunle.) laeaaa»t«
MuntgxlBrr's mvent»>n, the inventors sre soufcea of as

simply rarrh ing the air contained in the ba llawa ;

by that tune further ennstdcratma had led

correct view of the subircL Kxoew* a verv sligb* *!••
bv Dr. llutton ( t/o/A. /J»r> >, prr^wded by 'it > ses>t. w*
have not l<iund in any Knghsh wnrk an seeoont ef the ar«s

ideas of the Montgoliters ; we shaM therefure rasbe a Isslt

citatum from their trsl memtar.
* An orifstnied bo>ly in a staleof ignitmn di f snip—1 1 ae

snd funnshes chalky (cremwxi, asephiixi, sod nwiai i'

g.i«es. The st.ite of ignition fsrililstes the ui»s W IS*

electric fluid with this b»ly of vapear ; the heat ans>wg fr»-j

rumbustMin ss etmcswtraasaV. sw as by itself s* oViaas ow
heatK-st of the gases, and make M speriaeally rag aw iWi
commou sir : therefore the bsllooa me*. Kic It

falls Is the earth, because the heat Is dissipated, taw <

contented wah thai stogie result only, that though
of tt> uig bad been diligently studied, or at Wast discussed,
it eenturirs. the exceedingly simple contrrt once ofbl .nl-

K 'I6e» b«d not Imwu tried, or even osentsnowl, by aay of the
prujertars, swn« ,,f «bom were men of ingenuity.

Nothing ran «-i m a stroagwr light the anltpathv of the
earlier moderns to es|wnusealal resswreh. And it

invents m. hsve that eharaeasr ef stmpheuy BJsd

which distinguish the phil s.spbs r frorn the pw iiraas «ss s-«a
|xsnis. ' l^trge balloons might be easpb'ved f sr istaiV-r
s U-«-e jt«I tiiwa. fur raising streeked semis, psraaps e«»-
fisr tov»ires. and eertainlv. m partsrutar cases. *sr tgm mn
tKHts of diaVreat kinds ; it* rerunaeslnng the pnsitMt •/

to the MrmlgnltWcm, that the hint grswa by
j
army, or the course of vrassls at twenty *<s sw rrtwj tavrty
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fcan** distant, fee.* One ofibeteMhi wm put in rirscHee

At the battle of Fleam*, where the French made a recon-

oiasanec and prevented a surprise, by mean* of a balloon.

The first public experiment ws* made at Annonay,
Jane 3. 17*3. The present* of the ' Etats Partiruliera'

of Vivarois at that place, tempted the brother* to request

their attendance at an experiment which they proponed

to male, Without Mutiny Its nature. At the appointed

time, nothing wa» Men in the public Blare of tho town
but immrnve (bids of paper 110 feet in circumference,

Axed to a frame, the whole weighing almut 400 pounds,

aad containing 11,000 cubic feet (French measures). To
the great astonishment of all. it was announced that

this balloon would be filled With ens, and would rise to

the clouds, which very few could believe. On the appli-

cation of Arc underneath, the muss gradually unfolded and
assumed the form of a large globe, Striving at the same
time to bunt from the amis which held it. At length It

ro*c with great rapidity, and in less than ten minutes was
at I ooo tones of elevation. It then described a horizontal

line of 7?0» feet, and gradually sank. This balloon con-

tained nothing hut heated air, maintained in a Stale of

rarc'artion hv a Are, the receptacle of which was attached

wndemeath the globe of paper. Which had an oriflce opening

downwards. Machines on this principle were called 3fo*/-

fJlim. to distinguish theni fr<mi the hydrogen balloons

which wi-re made immediately afterwards.

The news of this phenomenon flew W Paris, where it

immediately produced an excitement almost unheard of

before. That hydrogen could not have been used was
evident from the description given, namely, that it was hair

as heavy as air. It wns immediately resolved to repent the

experiment with hydrogen inclosed in lutestring, which hud
bes-n dipped in the solution of Indian rubber. A subscrip-

tion *u opened, and the balloon was ready fbr filling on the

?trd of August The gas was obtained In the usual

to snncr, by the action of dilute sulphuric acid on iron filings.

But the difficulty of Ailing the machine was very consider-

able : common air got in, no one knew how. It was at Inst

discovered that a stop-cock had been left open ; the machine
was again Ailed, and on the 26th was allowed to rise 1 00
fret, to which height it was confined by ropes. On the 27th,

it was transported to the Champs de Mars, where it was
abandoned in the presence of an enormous crowd. It fell

A«e leagues from Paris, after being about a quarter of an
hour in the air.

J. Montgolfler had bv this time arrived in Paris, where
be exhibited one of his balloons on the 12th of September
snd again on the 1 9th.

The interest attached to the mere ascent of the balloon

alone here cease*. We pass over therefore the various

repetition* of the experiment which were made at Paris,

previously to the time when men trusted themselves to this

conveyance. The first afrial voyagers were a sheep, a cork,

snd a duck, who were sent up, without leave asked, in

M iiitgolflcr's experiment of the 19th. All came down
safe with the exception of the second, whose wing was
hurt ; ' but this.' says M. de St Fond, zealous for the

honour of the balloon, * was done by a kick or the sheep,

half an hour before the ascent in presence of more than
ten witnesses.' He also assures his readers that they may
ufVly diwredit the rumour that the cock had broken his

head ; and be adds, ' It is vexatious to see the public papers

thus a»ert farts without proof, which in tuck ewe* ought

al«4>» to be guaranteed by the signatures of those who
arud them.'

It was judged prudent not to trust human life to a free

batlMO till lite experiment of holding the machine with

rope* had been tried. In this manner M. Pilfttre dc Rozier
ascended 100 feci on the ISlh of October, and 324 feet on

the 1 9th. The first persons who offered to leave the earth

eutirely were the Marquis d'Arlundes and M. Pilatre de
Rxzter ; and they performed this feat at the Chateau de la

Muette. near Pa*»y. November 21, 1783, in a montgoljier.

We prefer to give the original documents connected with

this most interesting of all voyages, namely, the Prods
Verbal, and the letter (in part) of the Marquis d'Arlandes

:

• Prodi Verbal. To-day, November i If 1783, at the

Chateau dc la Muette, took place an experiment with the

aerostatic machine of M. de Montgolfler. Tho sky was

partly clouded, wind north-west At eight minutes after

noon, a mortar gave notice that the machine was about to

he filled. In eight minutes, notwithstanding the wind, it

was ready fo set off. the M.rqm. d*Art«nd<* and H. PUttraj
de Roiier being in the oar. It was at flnt intended to retain
the machine awhile with rope,, m judge what weight It
would bear and see that all was right. But the witid pre-
vented It from rising vertically, and directed it towards one
of the garden walks: the ropes made several tent* in it,

one of six feet long. It was brought down again, and in
two hours Was set right. Having been Btlcd again. It set
off it fifty-four minutes past one.eartylng the same persons.
It rove in the most majestic manner, and when it wm about
170 feet high, the intrepid voyagers took off their hats and
Saluted the spectators. No one couW help feeling a mingled
sentiment of l'ear and admiration. The voyagers were soon
undlstinguishabte, but the machine, hoveling upon the
horlwn, and displaying the most beautiful figure, rose at
least 3000 feet high, and remained visible all the tttno. It
Crossed the Seine below the barrier of La Conference: Mid
passing thence between the Boole Militnire and the II (Mel
des Itivelides, was In vie* or all Paris. The imagers,
satisfied with their experiment, and not wishing lo' tra>ei
further, «gr.-ed to descend; but seeing that th • wind was
carrying them Upon the house* of the Rue de 6e«c. Faub.
St. Germain, they preserved their presence of mind. In-
creased the fire, ami continued their course thmoiih the air
till they had crossed Paris They then desccndi-d quietly
on the plain, beyond the new boulevard. opp>Mte the mill of
Croulebarbe. without having felt the slightest inconvenience,
hd having in the car two thirds of their fuel. They could
then, if they had wished, have gone three times as fbr as
they did go, »hich Was 5000 tolses, done in from 20 to 25
minutes. The machine was 70 feet high. 46 feet in diame-
ter, it contained 80,000 cubic feet, and carried a weight of
from 1600 to 1700 pounds. Given at the chateau «T La
Muette, at Ave In the afternoon. Signed, Due de Pulignac,
Due de Guisnes, Cofcite de Pblastron, Comic do Vaudreuil,
D'llnnaud, Benjamin Franklin. Faujas de St Fond, de
Lisle, le Roy, of the Academy of Sciences."

Eftrttrtsrifn Ifilerfrnm Ihe Mutrjnit dArlande* to M. rfc

.V/. t'ond.dated MrfrmAer 28, I7t»1 :- After stating that he
had obtained permission from M. Montgolfler to ascend
alone, but that by the jtdvirc or the latter M. dc Rozier was
associated With him the evening before the aseent, he pro-
ceeds thus : * We set off at 54 minutes past one. The Bal-
loon was so placed that M. de Rosier Was on the West and I

on the east. The machine, says the public, rose with ma-
jesty: I think few of them saw that, at the moment when
it passed the hedge, it made a hair turn, and we changed our
positions, which, thus altered, we retained to the end. I

was astonished at the stnallness or the noise or motion
occasioned by our departure among the spectators : I

thought they might be astonished and frightened, and
might stand' in need of encouragement' (a beautiful trait

I of coolness from the man in the balloon to those on terra

flrma). ' I waved my arm with litt'.c success ; I then drew

|

out and shook my 'handkerchief, and Immediately t>ei

reived a great movement in the garden. It seemed as ir tl

spectators all formed one mass, whreh rushed, by an involun-

tary motion, towards the wall, which it seemed to consider as

the only obstacle between us. At this moment M.de Rosier
called out " You arc doing nothing, and we do not rise.

'

I begged his pardon, took some straw, moved the fire, and
turned again quickly, but I could not find La Muette. In
astonishment. I followed the river with my eye. and at last

found where the Oise joined it Here, then, was Condans

;

and naming the principal bends of the river by the places

nearest to them, I repeated Poissy, St. Germain, St. Denis,
Sivc, then I am still at Pnissy or at Chaillot. Arcordinglv,
looking down through the car, I saw the Visitation de
Chaillot. M. PilStre said to me at this moment, " Here Is

j
the river, and we are descending." " Well, my friend,''

, said 1, " mora fire ;" and we set to work. But instead of
crossing the river, as our course towards the Invalides seemed

I

to indicate, we went along the lie des Cygnrs, entered the
' principal bed again, and went up the stream till we were
alwvc the barrier La Conference. I said to my brave asso

ciatc, " Here is a river which is very difficult to cross." •' I

think so,'' said be ; " you are doing nothing." " I am not
so strung as you," I answered ; " and *e are well as we

i are." I stirred the fire, and seized a bundle of straw, which
I being too much pressed, did not light well. I shook it over
the tiame, and the instant after I felt as if I had been seized

: under the arms, and I said to my friend, "We are rising

|
now, however." " Yes, we are rising," he answered, coming

the
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j tb« interior, where be bed been eeeing all was rigbt

At lhi< moment I beard a notes, high up in the balloon, which

made me fear it had buret I looked un and saw nothing

;

but at I had my eye* fixed on the machine, I felt a shock,

the Am I had experienced. The shock wat upward*, and I

cried out " What are yon doing—are you dancing ?" "I em
not stirring." " So mush the better," I said ; - this must be

a new current, which will, 1 hope, take us off the river."

Accordingly. I turned to see where we were, and found my-
self between the Ecole Militmire and the Invalids*, which we
had passed by about 400 toises. M. Pilitre said, - We are

in the plain/ " Yes." I said. " we are getting on." " Let
us set to work," he replied. I heard a new noise in the

machine, which 1 thought came from the breaking of a cord.

I looked in and saw that the southern part was full of round
holes, several ofthem large. 1 said, "We must get down."
"Why?" "Look." said 1. At the same time, I took my
sponge' (pyroteohnical term,) 'and easily extinguished the

Are. which was enlarging such ofthe bole* as I could reach

;

but on trying if the balloon was feat to the lower circle, I

found it easily came off. I repeated to my companion.
" We must descend." He looked round him and said, " We
are over Paris." Having looked to the safety of the cords,

I said, " We ran era** Paris." We were now coming near

the roofs ; we raised the fire and rose again with great ease.

I looked under me, and saw the Missions Strangers, and it

teemed as if wo were going towards the towers of 8t 8ul-

pice, which I could sea. Raising ourselves, a current turned

us south. 1 saw on my left a wood, which I thought was
the Luxembourg. Wc passed the Boulevard, and I called

out, " Pied 4 terra." We stopped the fire; but the brave

Pilitre, who did not lose his self-possession, thought we were
coming upon mills, and warned me. . . We alighted at

the Butte aux C allies, between the mill Dee Mervetlles and
the Moulin Vieux. The moment we touched land I bald

by the car with my two hands ; I felt the balloon press my
head lightly. I pushed it off, and leaped out Turning to-

wards the balloon, which I expected to find full, to my great

astonishment it was perfectly empty and flattened.'

On firm land we leave our voyagers. The curious, who
would know how the populace, not ao alive to the scientific

fame of their country as they have become since the Revolu-
tion, established • claim to M. de Rotter's great coat par
rote de fait, must consult the work of M. de St Pond.

We need hardly observe, that all the measures mentioned
in the French voyage* are French.
The second voyage was that ofMM. Charles and Robert,

iust at sunset Dee. >• 1783, from the Tuileries, in a hydro-
gen balloon of 36 feet diameter. After coming down,
M. Charles re-ascended alone, and was soon 1500 toiaa*

high, or nearly two miles. He saw the sun rise again, and
as be says, ' I waa the only illuminated object all the rest

of nature being plunged in shadow.* A small balloon,

launched by Montgolfler just before the ascent was found

to have run a totally different course ; which first gave rise

to the suspicion of different directions in the currents of
air, at different heights..

The third voyage, from Lyons, January 19, 1784, waa
made in the largest montrolJUr yet constructed ( 1 03 feet

diameter, 136 feet high) by seven persona, among whom
were J. Montgolfler and M. de Rosier. It bad been intended

for six only, and the** were found too many, but no per-

suasion could induce any one to abandon his place. The
instant after the rope* bad been cut a seventh person
jumped in. A rent to the balloon caused it to descend with
great velocity, but no one was hurt.

February 33, 1784. a small balloon, launched by itself

from Sandwich, crossed the Channel, and was found nine
it went above thirty miles an hour,

March 3, I784.M. Blanchard made bit first ascent from
Psns in a hydrogen balloon. He added wings and a rudder,

but found they were useless. He first earned a paraehmir
or open umbrella, attached above the ear. to break the fell

in case it separated from the balloon.

April ti, 1784. MM. de Morreeu and Bertrand ascended
I3.0O9 feet (English) at Dijon. Some effect was found. they
thought, to he produced by the use of oars.

May 30. 1784. Confidence in the balloon ao far established

that M. Montgulfier, two other gentlemen, and four ladies,

ascended, the balloon Wing confined by ropes. A lady, i

Madame Tbible. ascended with only one other person m a
'

Jrre balloon, et Lyons, en the 4th of June. I

December t«, 1784. Mr. Boulton (well known a* the!

partner of Watt) constructed a baQeon, to which a
and serpent were attached, that the gas might
the air. The object was to see whether the

growl of thunder is eaased by echo or by euea

awns. The point remained unsettled owing to the i

of the people; but those who did bear rt thought it
|

like thunder.
November 35. 1 783, the first balloon launched in 1

from the Artillery Ground, London, by Count T
It was filled with hydrogen, and was ton feet i

it was found forty-eight miles from London, near Pets

September 15, 1784. the first voyage made m
by Vincentio Lunardi, accompanied by a cat a dag, and a

pigeon. He started at the Artillery Ground, and tended at

Standon, near Ware.
January 7. 1785. M. Blanehard and Dr. Jeffries run il

the Channel, it being the fifth voyage of the formal m the

same balloon. They set out from Dover, and landed m the

forest of Guiennea, having been obliged to threw eatf aft

their stock to prevent the balloon falling into the sea.

June 15. 1785, M. Pilitre de Rosier and M
ascended from Boulogne in a montgolfler of i

feet in diameter, with the intention ofcrossing the CI
They had not been twenty minutes in the air when taw

balloon took fire: both fell from a height of 10«e yards, mat
were killed on the spot July S3. General Money eaeewded

at Norwich ; the balloon dropped into the water, m wtewb
the traveller remained six hours before he was learned, la
1807 M. Garnerin ascended from Parte, and landed at ar

rather was dashed against Mount Tounerre, 300 mile* fnea
that place, after running very great risks.

September 81. 1803. M. Garnerin descended i

from a balloon by means of a parachute, near the

pox Hospital, St-Pancras, London. The height from watch
be descended was so great that he could scarcely he t~

guished. * At first namely, before the parachute <

be fell with a great velocity ; but at soon a* it <

panded, the descent became very gentle am
(Hutton's Die*., article ' Aerostat**,' in winch mads tafer-

mation may be found.)

Three voyages have been undertaken, sines dm cwav
menceraent of this century, for purposes professedly aeaav

tiflc In 1804. MM. Gay Luasac and But ascended at Para
to a height of 13.000 feet provided with apparatus. Tat
same year M. Gay Luasar ascended alone to a awaght ef

33,000 feet This is not the proper place to state the ex-

perimental results of these ascents (see Aia. MmoaoiotT.
and similar articles] ; neither voyage offers any n mart this
circumstances, except the well-known talents ami cxperv

mental successes of the two gentlemen named, who are

both alive to enjoy a reputation, of which their sacetitt (arm
but a small part

In 1806, Carlo Brioschi (died 1833). astronomer royal at

Naples, ascended with Signer Andreani. who bed anv
ously been the first Italian aeronaut Trytog to nee higher
than M. Gay Luasac bad done, they got into an afjaneetear*

ao rarefied as to burst the balloon. Its remnants rhecaod
the velocity of their descent ; and this, with
on an open space, saved their lives : but Bnoscan <

a complaint which brought him to bis grave.

We say nothing of the various methods whkh have Wee*
proposed for guiding the balloon, because none have **>
caeded. It is now a toy. in which ascents are seaastawaa

made to amuse a crowd. That which was howrausbsi nek.
so long as anything could be gained to science, « aw* awe*
fbotbardineas, and will continue to be so until same deateas

object be proposed, and some probable mean* auggwsaad ef

attaining, it

BALLOT, sword taken from the French
baltoltt, signifying a but* ball, and used te

mod* of voting employed upon occaawQM where U
sidercd desirable to preeervs secrecy to reward totaw<
of each toter. In many cues where any matter
by votes, there are good reasons why it should be l
known how earb person has voted ; but tare* ar* ether <

in which there may be equally good rrea

voters to vote by ballot Voting by ballet therefore, <

be railed either a good or a bad system of voting, w
conaatonng the particular cases in ehirh H » sa twd
The rnndes of performing this kind of vwtms; vary, te

some respects, according to the object to be aO

instance, in the case at an election to an <

choice ran fall upon only on* candidate, ar open a i
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nsawAar ofcandidates than mi* pot in nomination, it is Mail
toMw hats which are folded so aa to conceal the name or
aaaaaa which they boar, and which, in that condition, are
pieced in a rUm, or urn, from which, ifter the votes are all

col lected, they are taken and examined, in order to deter-
mine in whose favour the greatest number of votes has been
given. In cases where a simple affirmative or negative is

atone required, the same method is sometimes employed,
and then the papers deposited in the urn bear only the
ward ' Yea' or ' No.* Sometimes the original mode of
voting by ballot is mora strictly adhered to. and balls are
used in one of two ways. One of these ways is to choose
in which of two compartments into which the urn is

divided, the voter will deposit the ball ; the other method
is to select the colour of the ball to be employed. In
eases where the last-mentioned method is resorted to,

each voter is furnished with two balls, one white and the
other black ; the black ball is used to express a negative,
whence romes the expression 'to blackball,' signifying
the rejection of a candidate. In determining this point of
rejection, no uniform rule is preserved by different bodies.

In tome societies, or bodies, one ball is made sufficient to

rgmtire the election ; sometimes a larger number of advene
votes tsnn asssry for this purpose. Other bodies adopt st a
regulation some definite proportion between the rejecting
and accepting votes, such as one in three, Ave, ten, &c
whereby to determine upon the admission of the candidate.

This mode of election is now almost universally resorted
to in England by clubs and scientific societies, as well as in

hospitals for the election of medical officers, and by in-

surance offices and commercial associations for choosing
then- managers or directors. The directors of the Bank of
England and of the East India Company are thus chosen.
The ballet is now used in many English parishes in the
annual election of the officers called vestrymen.
In France, voting by ballot is used in the election ofmem-

bers of the Chamber of Deputies, and the same mode of
voting b frequently resorted to in the deliberations of the
leganatrre chambers. In determining the acceptance or

lojsiUuu of the separate clauses of any law, the votes of
the members present are taken by the approving party rising

up while their opponents remain seated. If, however,
twenty members should concur in demanding a ballot, that
coarse must then be resorted to ; in every case the ultimate
acceptance or rejection of the entire law, with all its clsu>us
is determined by the ballot.

In the United States of America, almost all public elec-

tions are thus conducted. Some of the states (Connecticut,

Kentucky, and Louisiana), in which a viva roc* mode of
election formerly prevailed, have within the last few years
adopted the use of the ballot; in Virginia they soil use
open voting. It is usual to appoint the same time of the
year for the election of various office-bearers in the United
Slates of North America; and we are informed by Mr.
Stuart, that when he was at Ballston Spa, the capital of
the county of Saratoga, in the state of New York, in

November, 1829, an election was held at the same time
* for electors of a president and vice-president of the

United States; for the governor and lieutenant-governor

of the state of New York ; for a senator and representa-
tive to the congress of the United States; for three mem-
wars of Assembly of the state of New York ; for*a sheriff,

fx four coroners, and for the county clerk.' The votes

are) taken in each township of every county separately,

and the mode of doing this, on the occasion just men-
boned, is thus described by Mr. Stuart, who was present.
' The ballot boxes were placed on a long table, at which half

a dosen of the inspectors or canvassers of voters were seated.

The voters approached the table by single files. Not a word
was spoken. Bsch voter delivered his list when he got next
to'tbe table, to the officers, who called out his nsme. Any
person might object, but the objection was instantly decided
on. the officers having no difficulty, from their knowledge of
the township, of the persons residing in it, and to whose
test imony reference waa instantly made, in determining on
the spot whether the qualification of the voter was or was
not sufficient The county canvassers for the different

townships of the county afterwards met and made up their

returns for the county, and thus, in a state far exceeding
Krntlsnd in extent, and almost equalling it in population,

the votes for the chief magistrate of the United States and
baa substitute, for the governor and lieutenant governor of

tfcw state, for a senator and representative to congress, for

three representatives to the state of New York, for four
coroners, a sheriff, and a clerk to the county, were taken,
and the business of the election finished with ease, and with
the most perfect order and decorum, in three days.'
BALLSTON SPA. a town in the state of New York,

about 167 miles north of the city of New York, and S3 miles
north ofAlbany. This town was formerly in Albany county,
but is now in Saratoga county. It is much frequented on
account of some medicinal springs, the waters of which
are found to be serviceable in dyspeptic cases, for obstruc-
tions, •lone and gravel, and in cutaneous diseases. The
springs are in the bottom of a valley, which forms a kind
of basin, fifty acres in extent. The water is remarkably
limpid. It contains iron, common salt, and lime. When
fresh from the springs it is brisk snd sparkling, and when
drunk has a slightly exhilarating effect: it is, st the same)
time, cathartic, diuretic and sudorific The water, aa it

flows from the springs, is remarkably cool, so that when
the thermometer has stood at 86° in the open sir, and the
water of a running brook near has indicated 79°, it stood
at 51" in one of the springs which waa exposed ; and in an-
other, from which the rays of the sun were excluded,
at4»".

The soil in the vicinity of the springs is sandy and unpro-
ductive ; almost the only vegetation being pine-trees, scrub-
oaks, and fern. Ferruginous and cupreous pyrites have)

been found in the surrounding hills. The Kayaderosseras
river, a stream thirty feet wide, runs through the town, and
adds to the natural beauty of the spot. In 1 830 the per-

manent population of the town was 3113 inhabitants.

(Thompson's Alftdo ; Stuart's Thrte Yean in NorthAme-
rica ; and Companion to the North American Almanac)
BALLY. BALI, or LITTLE JAVA, an island sepa-

rated from the eastern extremity of Jsva by a strait called

the Strait of Bally : it is actuated between the 8lh and 9th
degrees of S. latitude, its southern promontory being in
8* 4<r* S. 1st and 1 14° Jtr* E. long. The island u 70 miles

long from east to west, snd its average breadth is 35 mites.

No bottom is found with 480 feet of line in the narrowest

part of the strait which separatee Bally from Java.

The geological features of Bslly are the same ss those of

Java. The strait which divides them is very narrow in

some parts, and the spring tides pass through it at the rate

of six miles sn hour. The coast throughout is difficult of
approach, and has not s single harbour or even good an-
choring ground. The country is mountainous, and rises

gradually from- the north and south coasts towards the inte-

rior for the distance of about ton mites, where a ridge of

mountains occupies the centre, and extends through the

island from east to west : at the eastern extremity is a vol-

canic mountain called the Peak of Bally.

There are numerous small streams and rivulets running
from the mountains to the coast on all sides, and affording

sbundsnt opportunity for irrigation, by which means the

lands are rendered highly productive.

The chief vegetable productions of Bally are rice, idsite,

sweet potatoes, and cotton. Cocoa-nuts, oranges, and
citrons are also very abundant, but are not cultivated. No
part of the rice produced is allowed to be exported, but in

years of abundance the surplus produce is stored in grana-
ries on the tops of mountains, against s time of scarcity.

Great numbers of cattle and swine are maintained, and,

notwithstanding the prevalence of the Hindu religion, form
a large part of the food of the common people. Oxen are

sold st a very low price; a pair of them, broke in to tho

yoke, may be bought at from six to eight dollars. In addi-

tion to the cotton grown on the island, a further quantity is

imported from Sumbawa, and the whole is spun snd s great

part woven by the females. Cotton yarn and cloths are

purchased by the Chinese traders wbo visit the island.

The external trade of the island is almost entirely carried

on by Chinese and by prows from the ifland of Celebes. Be-

sides the cloths and cotton yarn already mentioned, the

traders of Belly furnish cocoa-nut oil, edible birds
4

- nests,

hides, snd s few other trifling articles, receiving in exchange
opium, betel-nuts, ivory, gold, and silver.

A considerable export trade in staves was also carried on
formerly, nor has it >et entirely ceased, although it is much
diminished : as many as 1000 have been sent off the island

in one year. These bsve consisted of prisoners made in

war, persona who have attempted to emigrate contrary to

the laws, insolvent debtors, and thieves. The prices for

which these staves have usually been sold are, for males, from
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10 to *• doWam eat*, and far (mmIm from »• to 100 toil**.

The CbiMM traders b*»s been the buyers.

TIm entire island i* said to have Wo formerly unittWM
chief. It it now divided into eight independent suu*. each

governed by a despotic rajah. The population of ike whole

bland baa been variously atatod at 600.0VO and hOO.IWe. No
eumputatioo. baa been made by actual ecroroerstan, but only

an mtwaato founded on the number of males whose teeth

have bean Wed, • ceremony wbieh u performed on their

arming at puberty. Thia number u atotod roundly aa being

gat.ouu in the aggroirate, according to which the whole

popalalien should amount to somewhat more than the largest

number hare mentioned. The Balinese are a liner rnos of

men than the Jevan*. and indeed are superior in stature and

mussuW strenKth to the generality «f Eastern islanders.

It has been supposed that Bally was originally peopled from

different parts of Celebes.

By far the largest part of the inhabitant* are Hindus,

subdivided into the four great eastoa of Brahmins, Kshatreca,

V saves, and Sudrsst there are a few Buddhist*. The
Brahmins sre said to retain their with in its purity, but the

remaining three oaslesof Hindus haw a mixture of idolatry

with their worship, snd have set up tutelary divinities, the

personiBnUien of the element* or of some striking natural

ohjeet. so that every village or mountain has iu peculiar god.

The Brahmins are viewed with great respect by the other

cosies, and are intrusted with the administration of civil

and criminal justice. Women are held to be on an equality

with men, and are treated with eonsulcraliea. so that they

sre not called upon, as among many other half civilised

people, to perform degrading stttoes ol labour. The people

are alas, in a remarkable degree, tree from the tire* of

drunkenness and libertinism, but are much addicted to

gaming and coek-nghrmg.

The preetie* of women sscriAejag thetnealres at the obse-

quies of their husbands or chiefs is very common in Bally

;

but it is worthy of remark that female Brahmins do not fol-

low this custom, whinh i* most frequently observed among
the Kshatreee and Vaisya*. Sir Stamford Rallies mention*

thst when one of the late rajahs died, seventy-four women
mounted the funeral pile with the body.

The revenues of the princes, or rajahs, are derived in only

• very small part from landed possessions, the greater nor-

tion being made up of a share in the produce of the lands of

their subieets. The demand for this tribute la made on the

ground that being the owner* of the streams on which the

farmer* greatly depend for the productiveness of their crops,

the rajshs may, if they please, prevent the irrigation of the

fields : according to Mr. Crawford, the share exacted by the

rajah is usually about fivefold for the seed sown.

No European power ha* ever mad* any permanent settle*

ment on the island. In 1814. in consequence of an insult

offered by the brother of one *f the rajahs to the British post

at Blsmbangan in Java, some English troops were sent to

Ballv, snd during some time occupied the town of Blrlling.

t Rallies'* History 0/ Joe* ; Crawford * Indian AraAi-

BALLYSHANNON, • town in the county of Donegal,

in Ireland, on the north side of the river Erne, over which
there is a handsome stone bridge of fourteen arches, con-

necting BtUysbannon with that part of it called the Purt.

It is the principal town in the county, and had the right,

before the Union, of returning two members to the Irish

parliament. It was mad* a corporation in 161 1, and pos-

sessed various peouhar privilege*. It has been gradually
rising in importance since the beginning of the present
eentnry, and weald, from the advantages of its situation,

and other censes, have dene so more rapidly, but for

the borlnios of Ha harbour. When the wind blows off

Treling Heed, which it doe* a considerable part of the
year, it is highly dangerous for vessels to attempt to enter

the harbour. Toe danger duefir arise* from two banks,

wbe-h are called the Summer and Winter Bar*. A little

below the bridge is a beautiful and most picturesque easrwde.

(Bee Seward s TopogroyaAM Hibrrmra.) The fall I* down
a ridge of rorks, twelve Met high at low water. This
is considered one of the pnncinal tainted leaps in Ireland.

The groat quantity of water adds much to the effect of the
fall Below lb* os irede the river is navigable at the flow

of the tide by vessel* of forty or fifty ton* burthen. The
number of season taken at the foil a so great, that the

The salmon are exported

to law Leeston ami

token at
fi ibsry songs In In*** a year.

Wax* *«r*s« vim rant* the

fjeorpaoi market*. There to am* aa a

same piece, winch tote at from UOi to 4**f. a \

There are several good hear*** ta the town, and re* <

rortabl* inn*. The parish ehurrb, a bandsom*
wbieh is en the summit of the hill on which the town l*

built, was erected in I Ttv. The markat-kouae b attested

in the centre of the town, and above it to the enably.
room, in which the petty seeavons ere bekt BeJrysHaaawa
is a military station. There ia an exsenrive ffwtiilrrv a
the place; and several other branches of industry, amra
were not formerly attempted in it, have of bite years haw*
engaged in, and. on the whole, with fair sweeese. There n s
school in the town which a partly supported by V>*mi
Robinson's fond. In the Purt there is another, slurb be-

longs to the Hibernian Borwty. There is, brttdae, a srrta*
classical school, a Roman Cathobe chapel, and a Press*

-

tenan meeting- boose. About a mil* from the town are the
ruin*, of the snuent abbey of Ashore*, winch stand ea •
very curious rock of secondary Itmeat itoa. The anooarv
of the abbey is not known. The town has foar aanwal fairs

which are held on the 4th of April, the Twasday befor* taw
lllhofJune, Ihth September, and the Tuesday alter the I it*

November. The dartanee from Dublin ia Ian ssia* N W
in a etraight line. By the road the oatanre I* If7 mtW
In loxl the population was got : in IMI. *T7$. ft sea
den's Bntamtta ; Wakefield's Aeeammt of/iatoiiet, vet a ;

Beaufort's Mrmoir of e Map of /rrtons' ; Seward's T>yev
grapkia Htbermira; Csrlislss TopogrmpAtCal D*eti ane* f ,

Pariiemtentary Pmpttt.)

BALMK. LA. Thi* nam*, which is given u erroval
eaverns supposed to have served as sepwkbrss, ta derive*!

from a word, baima, used by the Latin writer* of the mUitW
ages to denote a sepulchral stone, a tomb, or an earavwtion
in a rock ; aa also ' a hill stretching from valley to vaBr*
in mountainous countries.' (Do Cengs, Ohnaiea est

Scriptore* siaeVis *l \nfkmm Lmlimiiatis.)

One of the cavern* wharb heart thai nan** to m D*a-
phine (now in the department of Isers) ; it t* artownad en*
of the wonders of that country, and draw* the aaeataa ef

all traveller*. It is in the siroodassuHm ef La TW da-
Pin, and near a village (on the toft bank ef the Rkwce.
bout the junction of the Am with that nvwri, what he*
derived from it the name of Notrt Dmm aw fa llasW. It

is in a very lofty mountain. The first apartment t* well

lighted, owing to the entrance being large, and ha* are*
formed into a chapel of the Virgin, once tnwrh n—tid x*

by pilgrims. From the first apartment an hvcuavs naat
passage toads to a large apartment, from which two rsl
tones proceed, ornamented with stalactite* of vaneaa fhrma.
In one of these apartments or galtene* toadmg to tha rurht
(called the Bate' Gallery, La (jlssWie *V> (%msee aaerttt.

a a iu— mil formed of tha earn* substan** as the etaJae-

utes. filled with vary clear water, wbieh Mrkha sWr a
mass of similar stslsetic matter. In an apartmeat Icaafas;
to the left it • stream which flows from aa spiesag «r
passage, the length of which is wot known,
daamaar* a* anon as it issue* from tha ope*inc. aad pa

ing by a •ubterraneou* channel under the greets,

appear* near the entrance, and takes its course •»

Rhone, which a not far off*. A etofgytaaa ef La
with some of bis friends, traced thi* stream threw am
up the narrow paassg* from wfctrh it comes fbrth uatn law

,
grotto, and atcertained that it had it* rue to a rows** sad

|

spacious opening, from which tha water gu*aaat eat e*>

piously. A previous attempt to dtsrorer the awn ef tha
stream bad been made without sure*** by arder ef fVsa-
cis 1. when in Dauphine. The reck tote wtwrh nW grata
of La Balms penetrate* to reJcartwas, hard, serikiac ***
with steel, snd of a grey colour. It metoeee ta sets, ef

1 its strata the relics of sheas and other

I

tarns.

' There a a mountain, L» Pmn t, in the a< aatmsil ef
Wro. about eight mile* east by south of On nehte ; aad]
one near the town or Crumlle. in the dwehv ef Savwe K
the totter is • deep, narrow, snd winding cavern, tmj |—

d

to have been formed bv the pa**afe of water tiueag' s
rrwvtre which H has enlarged hi tt* arrevnt drmeass <a
Another mountain in the Navnyard Alp* bears the same
name. It a in the canton of Venn*, a town ea the WavweeH

,
hank of the Rhone, where thai met waarato* Savwe fWwt

I Prance.

The mm* nam* La Barm* 1* Incorporated with tma* ef

ta Um P^hhwurhoijd of tk* Alft aaetttVa
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range of the Jura; the arsoaraaUy kindred ante* of Banme
and Heaume prevail oinedy in the south-eastern parts of
Frano*.

BALNAVIS. HENRY, of Halhill. on individual who,
by his talents and probity, raised himself from obscurity to
• situation of loo first importance in the state in Scotland.
Ho waa born of poor parent* in toe town of Kirkaldy. county
of Fife, •banco, after obtaining a little learning at one of
the schools at 8l Andrew's in the aamo county, be pro-
ceeded abroad, and when at Cologno got admission into a
free school there, where he received a liberal education,
together with instruction in the principles of the Protestant
fauh. He returned to his native place towards the latter

|

end of the reign of King James V., and having applied
i

himself to the study of the Roman jurisprudence, fur

some time acted as a procurator in the courts of the then
metropolitan city of St. Andrew's. About the same time be
mamed Christian Seheve* (a relation perhaps of the eccle- '

siastie of thai name), and on the I Oth August, 1J39. he had
I

a charter to himself and his said spouse of the lands of
Eaater Colleeeay. now called Halhill, county of Fife, from
which he thereafter took his designation, according to the
Scottish custom. From St. Andrew's he removed to Edin-
burgh, where he was one of the earliest friends of the Re-
formation : and notwithstanding the jealousy of the papal
clergy, who hated him for his religious sentiments, his repu-
tation introduced him to the court. On the 31st of July.
I its. be waa appointed a Lord of Session. Whether he had
pre* iously practised in any of the courts of Edinburgh, or
was an advocate of theCollege ofJustice, does not appear, the
records of that period being defective : the Court of Session,
it will be recollected, waa instituted only a few years before,
and at its institution the only literary qualification for the
bench waa a knowledge of the Roman laws, in which Bal-
navis waa skilled. He sat in the parliament of 4th Novem-
ber. 143**, by special commission; and in the subsequent
parliaments his name often occurs. In January, 1541. he
wa> joined in a commission to adjust one of the frequently-
reoomog disputes about the Borders.
On Mary s accession to the Scottish throne, in 1543. the

Earl of Arran waa made Regent of the realm. Balnavis,
who is said to have powerfully contributed to Arran's ap-
pointment, was then also promoted to the situation of Secre-
tary of State. In raising the timid and yielding Arran to

power, however, Balnavis and his party erected a support
which tranaflxed them when they leant upon it : a surer
stay they (bund in the public press. He was instrumental
to the pasaing of the important act, introduced into the
parliament by the Lord Maxwell, and passed, notwith-
standing the opposition of the Lord Chancellor and all the
prelate*, for allowing the Holy Scriptures, ' baith the New
Testament and the AuJUl,' to be translated and read by the
people in the vulgar tongue. In May of the same year he
waa one of the commissioners despatched by the parliament
to the English court to treat of a peace with England, and
of a marriage between Prince Edward and the young
Queen of Scotland, both of whieh were quickly agreed to,

except aa to the time of Mary'a passage into England, on
which point new instructions were given and additional

commissioner* appointed. We learn from the Scottish
reformer (Knox. Hitt. 35) how fondly those treaties were
rewarded by the Protestants.and that by such aa desired tran-

2utility to their country they were viewed aa the special

iraur of heaven towards Sentland. Cardinal Beaton, bow-
ever, who had just succeeded to the Chancellorste, aaw in

them the nan of the religion to which be clung : he was
opposed to the match, and his seal and influence drew
all the BOrnish clergy to prefer aa alliance with Papal
France rather than with Protestant England. ' They raged
in fane aa if they had been bye their minds,' says Pits-

eouie. * and rested never till the cootracts were dissolved

sa piesa parliament.' Balnavia also was dismissed from
has oaftee by Arson, at the instigation of the Regent's base
brother, John. Abbot of Paisley, a bigoted Catholic, just
returned from Fasnee, nasi oa whom the Cardinal, sure of
has aaflneneo near the tunoreua Regent, immediately con-

tarred the perry seal, and soon afterwards the post of Lord
Troaoiirsi Tut same year Balnavia. together with the

Earl of Rothes and the Lord Gray, waa seised at Dundee,
aad eonveyed to the castle at Blackness, on the Forth,

where they in all peobability lay immured, till the arrival of

the Kaguah fleet in the river, in the month of May follow-

ing, aet them at liberty. It has been insinuated that Bal-

navia entered into the oonrpiraoy at the court of King
Henry for the murder of Beaton ; bat of this there at a*
evidenoe, though unquestionably ha took refuge in the
castle of St Andrew's, like Knox and several others who
were not engaged in the cooaptrery ; and ia all bkelihood
be participated also in the rsfecaair's aanusoata oa the mil
of ' the bludie booeher.' (Knox, Hut. A.\

On the secession of Edward to the BngUah throne, ia
January, 1547, the conferences for a pease and marriage were
renewed ; and oa the Mh of March following, Balnavia and
others bound themselves to endeavour to the utmost of their

power to bring about the union, and also, for the more ••ac-
tually securing ihst object, to keep pnssssiirsa ofthe castle of
St. Andrew's : Edward, on the other hand, gave them pecu-
niary assistance and a military foeoa te defend the phire
supplies susceptible no doubt of the eonstssjetion which
some writers have put upon them, but certainly received by
Balnavis in the beat faith, and not for private or personal
aggrandisement, but for the public weal On the 16th of
the same month also, the parties that above-mentioaed
bound themselves to Edward to endeavour te get Mary into

England to be educated and brought up there until her
marriage, and on the latter event taking place, to deliver

up the castle of St. Andeew's to the English monarch. In
August, however, a fleet and land forces from the King of

France appeared before St Andrew's, in support of the
Regent and the papal faction; and those within the
castle were, after a vigorous defence, at length obliged to

surrender. They were eonveyed to France, and, in direct

violation of the articles of capitulation, threat into the
castle of Rouen, in Normandy, aa prisoners of war. Here,
as we are expressly assured by Knox, who wee one of the
captives, solicitations, threats, and even violence, were em-
ployed to make them recant their Protestant opinions, but
to no purpose. Knox narrates a humorous incident which
took piece on one of those occasions, whieh, aa it iltuelratee

the courageous spirit that animated the little band, may be
here related, though we are not certain who was the hero of

the piece. One day an image of the Virgin was brought
into one of the galleys and presented te a Scots prisoner

that he might kiss it. He desired the bearer to be off, for

that such idols were accursed, and that he would not tench it.

' But you thallf said the follow, thrusting the image into

his arm*. The Scotsman took hold of the Virgin, and
then dashed her .into the river, saying, * Let our rad>e now
save hirself ; she is light eneoeb ; let her learn to swim.*

While in prison Balnavis employed himself in writing a

treatise on justification, and the work* and conversation ot

a justified man. Knox was so pleased with the performance

that be divided it into chapter*, added some marginal notes

and an epitome of its contents, and to the whole prefixed a
recommendatory preface. The manoacript disappeared, how-

ever, for tome time ; but after Knox's death, it was discovered

by his servant Richard Bannaryne, at the house of Cork-
born of Ormiston, and printed, anno ISM, under the title of

Ctrnfrttion of Faith, containing how tkt troubled wum
thrmld teeh refuge at kit Ood : compiled by M. Henry Bat-

naei*. of Halhill, one qf the lord* of Council and Setnon

of Scotland, being a pritoner unthtn the wall* of the old

Sttlaiee of Roan (.Rouen) in the year 1548. T. Vautrollier,

din., 1584.

In 1554 Arran resigned the regency, to which the Queen
Dowager, Mary of Guise, was then raised ; and she, to

soothe her Protestant supporter*, recalled the laird of

Grange and the other conspirators from their banishment

;

and the forfeiture which bad been pronounced against Bal-

navis was also rescinded. In the proceedings of the peoplo

of Scotland which soon afterwards followed, Balnavis took

a leading part for the reformers; and in September, 1539,

be was secretly despatched by the Lords of the Congregation

to Sir Ralph Sadler, the English plenipotentiary at Ber-

wick, from whom be obtained an aid of 2000/. sterling for

the Protestant party. It seems to have bean contemplated

to send him to England again for assistance ; but Randolph,

the English resident, discouraged the mission, and he waa
not appointed. It appear*, however, that Cockburn of

Ormiston was tent and that he received an aid of 4000
crowns ; but the Earl of BothweD, at the queen * instiga-

tion, lay in wait for hi* return, attacked him. dispersed bis

follower*, and carried off the money. Destitute of funds,

the ruin of the Protestant party seemed to be at band

;

and, indeed, their resistance was for some time spiritless and
unsuccessful. But the tide of prosperity again flowed in
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their favour, and in the parliament of 1560 the reformed

religion ra established by Uw.

fSnlh. llth February. >"3. B.l.»™«. JT^1"*

Lord of Boamob, in the room of Sir John Campbell, of

Land* deceased ; and on tho 89th December, um yew.

U the General Assembly of the Church of

Scotland one of the commissioners appointed by that vene-

rable body to revise the Book qf Dueipbne. He is said

by Keith (Hut. 374) to have been one of the soseswr. to

the Lord Justice General on the trial of the Earl of Both-

well for the murder of Damley ; but this u extremely

doubtful. The next year ho attended the Resent Murray as

one of the eommisiionert from Scotland to \ ark in relation

to the charges against Mary for the same murder; and be

was one of the two afterwards sent to London on the pert

of the Regent in the same matter.

According to Mackenzie (Live*, vol. iu. p. 1*7), Balnavis

died in 1479 ; yet in the Pitmedden MS. we find it stated

that on the 20th October, 1470. MacnUean. of Clifton Hall,

was appointed a Lord of Session in the room of Henry

Balnavis, deceased. , _ ,

Besides the treatise above mentioned. Balnavis wrote a

abort poetical piece, entitled Advtcf to a Headstrong youth,

which the Scottish poet. Allan Ramsay, has transcribed

into his Evergreen.

(See Rimers Padera, vol xiv. pp. 781. 783. 7«6. 792;

vol. xv. pp. 142, 144 ; Sadler a Stale Paoert. vol. i. pp. 83.

430 ; Belt Ann. vol. i. p. 304 ; Hut. of A'w* Jam*« VI..

p. 34 ; Knox. Hut. pp. 34,41 ; Keith, Hut. p. 4X9 ; MCne'i

Life of Knox, p. 39, note; Catalogue of Senator* of the

Coll qfJutt. p. OO.seq.)
, , m ...

BALSAMITLUA. a natural order of plants first indi-

cated by Theodore Noes v. Ksenbeck, defined by Dr. Blume

in his Flora Java, and adopted by Dr. Lindley in his Strut.

It is intermediate between the tt'tltow and Plane tribe*,

from the former of which it differs in having a two-celled

fruit and downless seed ; and from the Utter in having

numerous seeds. It consists of lofty trees, flowing with

balsamic juice, bearing the flowers in small scaly heads,

without either calyx or corolla, and having the stamens in

one kind of head and the pistils in another. Tlie different

species yield the resinous fragrant substance called liquid

storax, which is so much prised by the inhabitants of the

Bast. The whole order consists of but a single genua,

called Liquidammah [which see].

BALSA'MINA. one of the only two genera of which the

natural order Baltaminea consists. It differs from Impa-

tient in hsring sll its anthers two-celled, its stigmas dis-

tinct, and the valves of iU fruit curling inwards when

bursting. There are numerous species, several of which

have very handsome flowers : they are chiefly found in the

damper parts of the East Indies ; but the only one thst is

mucn known in Europe is the common garden balsam, Hal-

lamina kortentit, wbirh, in iu double state, has been an

object of cultivation since the earliest records of modem hor-

ticulture. This plant, which is supposed to be found wild in

the mountainous parts of Sdhet, in the form of what botanists

call Bauamtna tripetala, is one of those species which not

only has a tendency to vary with double flowers, but has also

the power of continuing to produce them when renewed from

aecds. On this account it particularly deserves the attention

of the cultivator, especially as it may be brought by art to a

state of beauty equalled by few plants. AU that is ncressarv

in order to secure fine balsams is, first, to save the seed with

great care from the finest and most double flowers only,

throwing swsy sll whole-coloured end single blossoms ; and,

secondly, to cultivate the plants with a due regard to the

natural hslnts of the species. A nativ* of the hot. damp,
shady woods of Silbet, it is inrspsble of bearing much
drought or bright sunshine. It should, therefore, be raised

in a hot-bed. treated with great rare as a tender annual,

grown in rich soil, sheltered from excessive sunlight, and

kept constantly in a damp atmosphere, but freely snd fully

veusilsled. It should not, however, be stimulated into ex-

tremely rapid growth until the plants have become stout

bushes and the flowers have grown to the siae of small peas.

At that time the plants shouldhave all the heat and mutsiure

they ran bear, and the roost brilliant flowers the plant is

capable of producing will be the result : in the latter stage

of growth great care m still to ha token to expose the plants

fully to sir.

BALSAMI'NKiV. a small, natural order of plants

belonging to the GtnobaMC alliance of Dieotyledims, and

principally distinguished from (Jarameeess by their

seeded fruit and unsymmetneal flowers. They are

lent herbs, most abundant in hot countries, with
opposite, or alternate leaves, and showy flowers, with a

to their calyx. They have no sensible properties of

portnice, but are the ornament of the damp or esrw,

places in which they grow wild. The order n rwasari

for the elastic force with which the valves of Ma trust

tract and reject the

m s rtln M*ff*'S -
Wkec lktiu»i «. •• stwinil mmm. «. Ik* ttm *-»«. f. Ifc.

tWactafbwaSSf aaS aMUriaf **••*• ; #.ss»sS. A. On— o
vmsij.

BALSAMODEN'DRON. a genua of Ousts! tra

longing to the natural order Amyridess, and
their powerful balsamic juice. They have small

lary diosceous flowers, a minute four-toothed

four narrow inflected petals, eight stomal

annular duk, from which eight Utile

alternating with the stamens, and a small oral eresi
four sutures, and either one or two cells, in each of a
u lodged a single seed- The leaves are posnetoi

or two pairs of leaflets, and an odd one. Free
mentioned by botanists, the bast account of w
lWcssor Fee, from whom ww gather the foBowamg
rulsrs.

Baltamndendron opobaUamnm, the Bslsnsn of
lias a trunk from six to eight feet high, furn

out-

number of »lender branches ending in a sharp spano.

leaves consul of from five to seven sessile, obevasa. •

m a

The

hiid shining within which
on short

as. Fro

are soared the
slender stalks, as

m thst *> dastsM

flowers, whieh grow in pairs

succeeded by small oval plui

the

Bmlmunodendrtm Gileademw, supposed to he the/
tirlfv of Thcophraslus, which is daarribsd as a
used tree, with the leaflets growing in threes, and the I

uigly. But it ra probable that, as these I

found in the same places, and prodwoe the <

they are, m fart, nothing bat raneUes of the mm*
They both produce three different subseaaewa; I

Jferew, or of ft/eosf, or Opohmlmmmm 1 Xfi ill i ;

and. 3. Caiyokalammmm ,- the first swtaswad frees the Mrs*
of the balsam trees by simple incssssn ; tho serene be tann-

ing the branch** and skimming of* the lease aa st rases to

the surface of the water ; and the thud, by ample asoaanee
of the fruit. They are no longer met with, even sn gsyjs*nn%

about Gucad to Pslrstiuc.
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Myrrh, a ram-res*, celebrated from all antiquity for iu
(notbo and fragrant properties, is yielded by two other
apatite of this genua.
BaUmmodtndnm Myrrha is a small scrubby tree found

in Arabia Felix, near Goon, scattered among species of
acacia, euphorbia, and moringa. Both its wood and bark
bare a strong and remarkable odour. The branches are
stiff, short, and spiny ; the leaves composed of three obovete,
nnrqnt l leaflets, with distinct crentturee, tod the fruit a
narrow, oral, furrowed plum, surrounded st the base by the
persistent calyx. Iu flowers are unknown to botanists.

Bedemmademiron Koto/ has fewer spines, and downy and
more distinctly serrated leaves. Iu wood, which is red and
resinous, is a common article of sale in Egypt.

Whatever may be the product of the last species, which
Forakihl stales to produce the myrrh of commerce, it is

now certain that this substance is yielded by Balsamoden-
dron Myrrha, which Bhrenberg found on the frontiers of
Nubia and Arabia, bearing a substance identical with the
ami of the shops. It is, therefore, no longer to be doubted
that the suggestion of Bruce, that it is the produce of a
kind of mimosa, a most improbable circumstance, by the
way. originated in tome incorrect observstion.

BaUamodendron ztyianewn is mentioned as a fifth

species, producing oriental elemi, which is very different

from the American kind ; but of this too little is known to
eeable us to do more than advert to its existence.

Myrrh, a natural gum-resin, the source of which wss
loos doubtful, was observed by Bhrenberg to exude from
the berk of the above-mentioned species of balm, much in
the same way as gum tragacanth exudes from the aitraga-
Im* venu. It is at first soft, oily, and of a yellowish-white
colour, then acquires tbe consistence of butter, and by ex-
posure to the air becomes harder, and changes to a reddish
hue. As met with in commerce, it is of two kinds, that
which is called myrrh in lean, and that called myrrh in
eorit. Tbe former, called also myrrha electa, occurs in dif-

ferent-shaped pieces, often of s roundish or angular form,
and variable size, but generally small, of a reddish yellow
ar brownish hue, externally rough, and often covered with
a fiae powder. In other pieces, the surface has a shining
aspect, which is said to be owing to the action of alcohol.

The fracture is vitreous or eonchotdal. It is in general only
pertisUy transparent at the edges ; when perfectly trans-

parent, it is of suspicious quality. The small is peculiar

and rather disagreeable, the taste is bitter and very un-

Mi rrh in aorta is the term applied to various inferior and
adulterated kinds. These are generally in much larger
pieces than that described above, from which they diner in

physical apnearanee as well as chemical qualities.

The alcoholic tincture ofthe best myrrh, mixed with equal

fans of nitric arid, becomes red or violet. The tincture of

the raise myrrh (of Boosstre) so treated becomes turbid snd
yellow, but not red. The taste of this raise myrrh is very
hater, but the smell is that of turpentine. Another false
kind is in iu inner portion almost without bitterness, but
the outer portion is often moistened with tincture of myrrh,
or entirely covered over with some of tbe genuine. Dr. Von
Msrtius mentions a sMtre myrrh, which has a very bitter
taste like colocyntb. and an external appearance like am-
moniacum ; it is probably ammoniacum, treated with tine-
ture of colocyntb. Another raise myrrh may be distin-
guished by iu transparency and toss bitter taste.

Bdellium is often substituted for myrrh, from which it

msy be distinguished by being generally in larger angular
pieces, of a dark-brown hue, scarcely transparent at the
edges ; tbe odour fainter and more agreeable than myrrh.
It softens slightly with tbe heat of tbe hand, while myrrb be-
comes drier. It contains more bassorine, and possesses some
degree of scidity. It melu almost entirely in the mouth,
while genuine myrrh, when chewed, adheres to the teeth,
and imparts to the saliva a milky colour.

Beat Indian myrrh is in large pieces, altogether opaque,
frequently covered with a brownish-white powder. The
source of this is unknown, but it is conjectured by Louriero
that a tree called laurue myrrha, a native of Cochin China,
yields it. The so-called myrrh of Abyssinia, which is gum
opocalpaetim, is yielded by the acacia gummi/era (Wild.),
called also Inga Scuta, ana is probably a variety of the gum
of Bassors or Bagdad.
A portion of myrrh brought from Arabia by Bhrenberg.

analysed by Brandea, yielded

Resin, soluble in ether . . 22
Resin, insoluble in ether S
Gum 34
Bsssorin .... 9
Volatile oil (myrrh oil), which is heavier
than water .... 2

Traces of salts, mslstes, bensoates and sulphites.

Iu specific gravity is I 360. Water dissolves about C6
parts, one-third of which is deposited upon sUnding. Alco-
hol dissolves the remaining 34 parts ; but on the addition of
wster, it becomes opaque and milky, but without any pre-
cipitate. Acetic acid and milk also dissolve it.

Myrrh, though containing a volatile oil, seems to set more
from iU hitler quslities, which approach to tbe character uf
a stimulant tonic. It increases the energy of tbe wbolo
frame, giving solidity to the solids, and greater consistency
to the fluids. Tbe secretions of the mucous membranes
particularly are improved by it, and diminished in quantity

when excessive. Iu introduction into the stomach is fol-

lowed by a tense of warmth, which diffuses itself over the
whole abdomen. The appetite is increased, and the diges-

tive process is much facilitated, especially where there is

weakness and torpidity of the intestinal canal, sometimes
accompanied by too copious mucous secretion, (constituting

what is termed diarrhaa murota.)
The mucous membrane of the lungs is acted upon in the

same way ; hence myrrh is very useful in affections of lan-

guid ana feeble persons, who are unable to expectorato the

abundant fluid secreted by the air-tubes (bronchia.) For the

humid and chronic rough of old people it is very serviceable,

especially if given along with sulphate of zinc. For tbe

cure of a cough which often occurs during pregnancy, and
even continues after abortion, along with oxide of tine, it is

well-suited ; as well as for hysterical coughs, in which Isst

it may be given along with cinchona bark, or preparations

of iron.

From iu cleansing power in the case of external ulcers,

it has been recommended in consumption (phthisit pulmo-
nale) ; but in tbe early stages, or even tbe later, if there

be much hectic fever, it is quite inadmissible ; and when
allowable, it is only useful by imparting strength to expec-

torate, having no power to cure the disease.

In amenorrbese occurring in feeble persons, h is of great

use. along with aloetic medicines and preparations of iron.

It is best given in substance in the greater number of

cases in which it can be employed ; but as a means of

cleansing ulcers, ss well ss a wash to parts in danger of

ulcerating from pressure (ss in patienu long confined to

bed, from fever, fractured limbs, or other causes), the tinc-

ture is preferable.

Myrrh is an ingredient in a great many tooth-powders.

Tbe produce of the BaUamodendron QxUadenie, though

called a balsam, and denominated balsam of Mecca, balsam

Vol. 111.-2 Y
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of fllleir,. It not entitled. ebemieany . to rank u tueh. being f

n olto-rnin. It it of two kind*, the* obtained by *pon-

,

taneou* exudation, end that which H obtained by boiling

the branches. The former it eo highly prued in the East,

end *o expensive, that it i* never brought to Europe That

which to obtained by boiling it of different qualities and
,

value, according a* the boiling i« continued for a *hort or i

H-fig time. When for a ahort time only, the aubatanee 1

whn-h Moota on the surface ia highly e»teemed, and almoat

all of thia quality it consumed in A*>atie Turkey and I

Egypt. The variety procured by long-continued boiling ia '

aeut tt» Europe in amall conical, leaden bottles, the mouth

of which it cloned with a leaden ttopper. and covered over

with bladder. The freth balsam i» ol moderate consistence,

of a light yellow colour, odour agreeable, the taste bitterish,

aromatic and heating ; tpecinc grav. 0 950. When dropped

upon water it tpread* out into a thin Aim. which may be

•kunmed off the surface with a apoon. When exposed to

the air for tome days, it loses thia property, at well aa it*

fine smell. It has been described by Strata (b. xvi. p. 763 •

:

' The balsam it a shrub of a brambly appearance or kind,

like the cytitut and terebinthus, and potseenee aromatic

properties. They cut the bark, and catch the juice that

exude* in vessels : the juice resembles oily milk. When
put into shells it hardens, or assume* consistence. It has

|

wonderful power* in curing headache*, incipient defluxions

(he means catarrh*), and dimness of the eyea : it is accord-

ingly high priced. The xylobalaamum ia also uaed at an
aromatic'
Numerous fabulous statement* are recorded in writers

on medical substances respecting this article: such, for

example, aa the mode of judging of ita punty by dipping

the finder in it, and then setting fire to it, when, if it

burns without causing pain. It ia considered pure. From
its high price it is often adulterated with sesamum oil, the

produce of the Ptnut baliamea. and P. Canadtnn; Chian
turpentine, and even tar, A portion of the purest kind, ana-

lysed by Trommtdorff, yielded

Volatile oil 38 per cent
Resin (with some extractive) (4 „
Resin, insoluble in alcohol, a amall quantity.

It burns without leaving any residuum.

Though formerly considered a cure for many diseases, it

has now fallen into disuse. Anv benefit which might be

denved from it can be obtained from any of the finer tur-

pentine*. Its heating qualities render it very unfit for case*

where any inflammatory action exists, whether internal, at

consumption, or external, aa wounds. There i» reason to be-

lieve that manv of the cordial* told under the name ofbalms
contain no portion of Mecca balsam : hut that the most
celebrated of the«e medicines, called Solomon * Balm of

Gilead. consists of cardaroumt and brandy, which must be

even mor.- hurtful than any balsam. I

BALSAMS. The substances commonly included under
|

this title are of various nature* : Brat, there are natural bal- ,

earn*, exuding from trees, aa those of Peru and Tolu, &c,
|

winch contain bentoic acid and resin, and these only

will be considered at present. There are, beside*, the

balsams of Copaiba, Otlead, fke. ; these contain no ben-
1

loic arid, but are turpentines containing a volatile oil and '

re«in ; these will he described as turpentine*. Lastly, there

w«re in former pharmacopoeia* sundry very droVrent prepa-

rations ranked together as balsam*. Fur example, balsam
of sulphur, traumatic balsam. Jkc. : these, when retained in

modem pharmacopoeia*, are arranged under other forma.
Balsams are obtained from certain vegetables, chiefly

'

of the / rjfuminoMtr or pea tribe, the Slyrurtte or ttnrax

tribe, ami that section of Amrntac+ir called Salirinr*.

Numerous substance* of a resinous nature were formerly

designated bat'ami. and turpentines and balsams are still

popularly confounded with oa.-h other. The term balsam,

however, should be limited to such articles as contain 6nt-

M<Mf arid along with a volatile oil and twain. The others, 1

which contain only volatile oil and resin, should be called

turpentine*, er oleo resins. The true balsams appear to be
only (We. vix. balsam of Peru and balsam of Tolu (yielded

b» the Myratptrmum pfrw/rrum and M. Thlm/rntm U~
gummottr). and benzoin, from Slyrax bnuoin {Pnramirr),
and St -tax. from Slyrus oflnnuht ( .T'vrocesei. and IkiukI-

aiul-er, fnmi the / iqndumi*tr Siyracijtua, and /.. nnhri bit

(.S</< -i'<r«r>.

1 'In- "b" nations upon the medical use* of balsams are
therefurs to be uudci stood to apply only to those specified

,

above. To produce their characteristic effects they most We
digested and assimilated ; on which account they are charily

administered internally, their external application bntg
followed by very limited action. They are with diAVuity
soluble in the animal juices, so that it is nut tall alter ibs-r

have been u»ed for some time that the accretions era,* re

their peculiar odour. These farts, taken into cmsskV rau •
along with the enduring nature of their action, pusau <ast

their greater fitness for chronir than acute disease*.

They may be regarded at stimulants of the so »

t

un aaal

excretory systems, which they rouse to continued act»«.
Their influence is greatest over mucous membrane*. tW
secretions, from which they render more aliundsnt etwa
deficient, and more consistent when too liquid and of im-
perfect quality. The mucous membrane* of the lunr* aasl

of the urinary passages seem to lie more under tie r in-

fluence than that of the intestinal canal. They po~*r%» a
similar power over the akin, the secretion of w toco ih»j
regulate according to its condition: when cool, pair, ar,_
and in a state of atony, they promote the per*r«n*t>*» . k*at

if the weakness be so great that the skin is covered mnb a
cold clammy sweat, or of a colliquative kind, the t-l-etw,rr

medicines frequently check itt flow.

When given in large and lonx-cnntinued doaee, that art

upon the vascular system, and quicken the heart * av-tautv.

aa well aa the extreme or capillary vessel*, which Wat tawy
excite when brought into direct contact with theta, as ui tls*

case of wounds or ulcers.

They possess some power over the nervous system, bast

less over the nerves of animaLj.lian of organic bar. It to
diseases referable to morbid states of the nerve* at orvar.-<-

life that balsamic mediant* are moat ttsa-lal. e*es*ria>|iy

when tbev are in a state of weakness, torpor, and tmpsi fc <l

action. They act also on the nervous system when over-

excited, calming it, and approaching, in this respect u> the
character of antispasmodic*. Under this head be sun at

the moat powerful, and most frequently employed, gaakrraary

in the form called par'gnrtc elinr.

From what is stated above, it ia clear that they are ass-

aulted to the beginning or early stag** of the d>waa*» **

which they are moat commonly employed by uninsWaaasj

persona. So long aa am acute inflsininst.ey actio* exist*

they are decidedly hurtful : but after thtt baa subsided laart

are frequently v.-ry benetlna) fn common colds, to arss.-*

the cough and facilitate the expectoration, in the later states

of hooping-cough, and in the humid cough nf old or veaa
persona, '. t. in one of the morbid states popularly em. a*4

a>thma. Basimlc medicine* are, however, totally n»4-
misaible when the asthmatic symptom* are iwi assrsjal w ix
any organic change of the heart or lung*. Thes aa*v w*
advantageously employed in the later stage* of uvf*****
and suffocative catarrh. The early use of pars g sa- at at

common colds t* frequently productive of much injur*.

The external employment of halsamt i* adnata* eaaav

pletely baniahed from modern surgery. The evU at* tbase

employment sraa nhvmuslo I he eye*, rnmr* sWaawa I

bottom, bal*rm J>ir full, dV„ aa Certain comb»nat>«. sr

solution* of balsam of Tolu. ttorax. and benann ia rer-'W
spirit were called, had, when anrlied to recent •*•<*>«*.

the manifest bad effect of stimulating the edge*, aaal its*,
pising a mechanical impediment to their utuoo by t*V avat

mlmltrm. aa the direct reunion of divided sartacan is \umii
hi surgeon*. In this way they were healed bv sapfsaeBt.ai

ami granulation, winch i* a much more tedaaai* prsssss.

To some indolent wounds and sure*, esperullv in parts a>*4

poiscssed of much vascularity, their applM-ataan at s> •ass-

umes beneficial. Internal wounds and ulcer* are is gs>sasa-at

equailv injured by tbem : their vaunted power «w" »s,r-r*t

consumption is only maintained by ignorant and unf**
ci [iled person*, who tend their pertiwwMit cocaposmat* a* <kw
weak and credulous among their suffering f» How i r—tan s.

whom they delude both of health and money.
[For balsam of Canada, see P|*jfs Rat*aataa: far WaJ

mm of Copaiba, see Curairta* ; and tm Ytlnaas at* INrw
and Tolu. see MTao*raaati at J

BALTIC SKA i* a close aea. wUeh arreasta. a* m wee*,
the centre of northern Europe, aenarating Sassiea aosj taa>

Danish islands from Germany, rruaaaa. and R»«* It

extend* from ftt° to «•' N 1st and from If to "ar K k«<
Its great length and eomperativelv small tsreskl-k t <•

it the f.ern of an rxtensite gulf, and such it 4 s«

rtsnsidered. if it were ra>t separated froeji the Atlantar (Wsa
by the low and cvmparauteiy Barrvw tract **T aassd «tuc*
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forms ths southern part of tit* Daniih prninsnla celled

Sehleswig. Ii u connected with the ocean by meant of a
large gulf railed Kattegat, which separates Denmark from
Norway and Sweden, and by three straits, the Hound, the

Great Belt, and the Little Belt, which may be considered

as three gate* by which the Baltic Sea in entered.

The main tody of the Baltic Sea doe* not lie in one
direction. Between Denmark and Prussis it extend* from
west to cait, but between Cape Torhamsudde in 8weden
and Cape Brusterort in Prussia it bends to the north, and
the remainder of the main body lie* nearly due north and
south. The 48th parallel divide* this main body into two
Dearly equal part*, but the northern add* considerably to it*

extent by branching off into three large gulfs, those of

Bothnia, Finland, and Livonia.

A line drawn from Swinemfinde at the entrance of the
Stettinrr Half, about the roost southern point of the Baltic,

to Tnrneo, it little lets than 90" miles long. The breadth
of thit w> is not great ; and the most western part is the nar-

rowest Between the Danish islands and the coast of Hol-
atein. and Mecklenburg, it it nowhere more than tlurty miles

inwidtb.and frequently lets. Farther to the eait it it wider.

The islaud of Riigen is upwards of fitly miles from the

southern shores of Sweden. Gradually increasing towards

the cast. U« greatest width is at its bend northward, between
Torhamsudde and Brusterort, where it may measure about
150 mile*. The main body narrows very little farther to the

north, its mean width being always between 120 and 130
miles. But the far-extended limb* of this part are much
narrower. The Gulf of Bothnia, which extends to the north

fur about 400 miles, is only from 30 to 100 miles wide;
and the Gulf of Finland, which runs about 290 miles

to the cast, is not more than from forty to seventy miles

in breadth. The smallest of the three gulfs, that of Livonia

or Ritra, is from twenty to sixty miles wide ; but it extends
only about a hundred mile* to the south-east between Li-
vonia and C'oorland.

The surface of the whole sea, according to the calculations

of German geographers, is upwards of 160,000 square miles.

The southern coast of the Baltic, from the Little Boll to

Cape Demesnes, at the entrance of the Gulf of Livonia, is

low and sandy, and lined by numerous sand banks. The
beach is covered with small pebbles oi granite and por-

phyry, which, in tome places, as at Dobberan in Mecklen-
burg, have formed walls of considerable height and extent

;

in many other parts there are downs, or sand-hills. This
part of the coast is characterized by fresh-water lakes

called Huff*, which are separated from the sea by very nar-

row and sandy but somewhat elevated tracts of land called

Nehrungs. Cliff* and rocks begin to appear near Cape
Demesnes, but the shore* of tho Gulf of Livonia are low.

and commonly sandy, though in a few places interrupted

by a rocky beach. The rocky coast become* general

at Cap* Spintbambre, at the entrance of the Gulf of Fin-

land ; and it preserves tbi* character along this gulf and
that of Bothnia, and even to the south of the latter to the

entrance of the Sound of Calmar, which separate* the

island of (Eland from the continent. With the exception

of the innermost recesses of both gulfs, which are low and
sandy, the whole of this extensive coast is rocky, though
commonly low, rising in very few place* to mora than
fifty fevt. Along this coast there are numerous cliffs

and rxky island* of small extent, called by the Swedes
*k«r (pronounced share), which render access to it* ports as

difficult as it i* rendered on tho southern shore by the

numerous sand-hanks. The shores of the Sound of Calmar
are sandy and low, but at Cape Torhamsudde rock* appear
again, and continue westward to Sulfvitsborg, with a con-

kkdrrable elevation. The remainder, or the coasts of Scania,

are of moderate height, but not rocky.

The basin of the Baltic Sea is of considerable extent.

On the south it receive*, by the Oder and Vistula, the

drainage of countries which he 3U0 miles and upwards from
K* shore*. On the east it does not extend quite so for; yet

the Niemen end the Dun a, near tboir sources, drain countries

which are from 2*0 to 3V0 mile* from the sea. To the north

of U»e Gulf of Finland the basin of the Baltic becomes
more contracted, though round the Gulf of Bothnia and
southwards to the parallel of Stockholm, it generally ex-

tend* 140 mile* from the coast. It is only at its western

extremity, where it approaches the North Sea, that the waters

tailing into it have a short course, frequently only a few

nulcs. Comparing the cxteut of country drained by the

river* which empty tWemsslT** rate ths BsJtJe, with that
drained by the river* which tall in other parts of the

I ocean, it appear* that the basin of the Baltic i* on* of the
most extensive in Rumps, and is only exceeded by that «f
the Black Sea, and even by the latter not to any larva
amount The drainage of more than one- fifth of the sur-
face of Burope goes to the Baltic.

The basin of close seas is generally bounded bv moan-
tains or high table lands, as the Mediterranean and the Gulfc
of Persia and of Arabia ; and. in such caves, the countries
lying within the basin are not subject to have their climate
materially influenced by that of the countries situated be-
yond the limits of the basin. But this is not the case with the
Baltic. Only a comparatively small part, not one-fourth of
the boundary of its basin, is formed t>y high mountains;
the remainder rises to no great elevation above the leiel of
the sea. and sinks with a very gradual and often imper-
ceptible descent towards the sea. By this singular position
some of tho most distinguishing peculiarities of the sea.
as well as of the country about it, may be explained.

Perhaps in no inhabited country on the globe such a
quantity of snow falls as in the countries round the
Baltic. This phenomenon may be accounted f>>r by the
atmosphere of the Baltic being alternately filled with
warm moisture, and subjected to a dry piercing cold ; and
by the frequent and rapid transition from one to the
other. The warm moisture is brought by the south-
western and western winds from the Atlantic Ocean, over
the low peninsula of Jutland, and the equally low plaint of
northern Germany, as far as Petersburg)! and the forest of
Wolkhonsk. where the Volga rises. Upon a sudden change

j

of the wind to the north-east, cast, or south-east, the cold
! dry air from the frozen shores of the Icy Sea. tbo elevated
countries along the Ural Mountains, or the cold steppes ex-

(

tending to the north of the Caspian Sea, is brought into

contact with the moisture, which being suddenly con-
densed, covers, in the form of snow, the countries round the
Baltic. In summer the same causes produce an alternation
of rainy and fair weather. To this peculiar character of
their climate these countries owe their wealth. Though
not endowed with great fertility, the soil being, with very
few exceptions, sandy and light, they atound in timber of

the best Quality ; support, in their green pastures, innume-
rable herds of cattle ; and produce abundant crops of grain,

which have made these districts the richest granary of the

flobe. No oilier portion of the earth approaching so near the

War Circle can be compared with them in natural wealth.

Some of the peculiar qualities by which the Baltic is dis-

tinguished are intimately connected with the climate of its

basin. By experiments it has been found that three pounds
of water taken from the North Sea contain ~V grains of
salt, but the same quantity from the Baltic d<«s not yield

more than 389 grains. In general, it is calculated that salt

constitutes only from ,'»lh to ^tb part of the water* of the

Baltic; but here also some variations exist. The northern

parts, especially the Gulf of Bothnia, contain less than the

others; and the amount varies greatly according to the sea-

sons. At midsummer only s ton of salt can Iw obtained

from about 300 tonsofses water taken from the Gulf of Both-
nia, while at Christmas 40 tons give the same qusutily. The
weight of the water, taken from the centre ol the Itallic, is

to that of fresh water as I 038 < r I 'UI to 1000; that of ths

Atlantic, is rani. Tbi* small degree of salines* i* doubt-

less to be attributed to the immense quantity of fiesh water

which in spring lime and. tho early part of the summer,
when tbo snow I* melting, is brought down by the numer-
ous twullen and rapid rivers. The streams winch fall into

the Gulf of Bothnia are mora numerous and rapid than

the rest; accordingly this portion of the Balue conWins

less sail than other parts.

The comparatively small depth of the Bailie may per-

haps in some degree be attributed to the numerous river*

which flow into it. in this respect the Baltic may Iw con

sidered a* the vast actuary of a great number of streams

;

and the greatest part of its surface is filled up by the bar*

formed by rivers, which in spring-time are exceedingly

turbid, and carry down vast quantities of earthy matter.

This supposition is confirmed by its depth being greatest

where no great rivers enter, as near the island of Born-

holm, and between it and the coast of Sweden, where it is

110 and even Hi fathom* deep, while in general it only

attains from forty to sixty fathom*. The common depth of

the North Sea is from ISO to ISO fathoms.

2 Y2
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To Umm two dreumstancee—the snail degree of ssJtneaa

and tbe UuU depth of iU waters— it t» to ba attributed that

the share* of the Bailie nearly every year are covered with

ice, which in general, (rot* the end of December to the be-

ginning of Apnl. ahuta up the harbours, strait*, and bays,

and interrupts navigation. In the Gulfs of Finland and of

Bothnia the freezing begin* sooner and ends later. In the

first months of tbe vear great piece* of ice are sometimes

met with between Stockholm and tbe islands of Dagos and
OeseL It even happens, though rarely, that extensive por-

tions of tbe Baltic are frozen over. According to tradition,

a communication over tbe ice was established in 1333 be-

tween tbe town of Lubeck and tbe Danish islands and the

coast of Prussia, and public-houses were erected along tbe

road. In I6i6 Charles X. of Sweden marched an army
over both Belts to the conquest of Zealand ; and in our
days, in 1809, a Russian corps passed from Finland to

Sweden over the ice, at tbe narrowest part of the Gulf of
Bothnia, called the O/uarken.

Tbe wave* of tbe Baltic do not rise to aucb a height as in

the North Sea, or in any other part of tbe Atlantic but
they break much more abruptly. The first circumstance it

probably caused by tbe narrowness of the sea, and the se-

cond by its inconsiderable depth.

The current of the Baltic may be compared to that of

a wide river or a large actuary. It commences at tbe re-

motest extremities, and iis course i* towards the outlets of
the sea. Tbe greatest volume of fresh water is discharged
by numerous rivers into the northern part of the Gulf
of Bothnia, whose united waters form a current which is

very rapid in the strait of tbe Quarken. It becomes lea*

rapid where tbe gulf enlarges, and divides afterwards at the
Aland Islands into different branches, which however again
unite, and tbe stream is Celt over the whole surface in tbe
central parts of the sea, until it make* it* exit through tbe
three straits, being most sensible in the Little Belt. What
is commonly observed in wide statuaries happens here also.

When a strong wind has blown directly into tbe entrance
for some time, it changes the current, and causes an influx
of water from the open sea. Such a temporary current ia

said to exist sometimes even at the entrance of tbe Gulf of
Finland, after a long prevalence of north-west winds.
The tides, which rise to a greater height in tbe North

Sea than in most other parts of tbe ocean, especially along
the shores of Germany and Jutland, decrease rapidly in the
Kattegat, to that in some places they produce only weak
and irregular oscillations of the water. Their feeble efforts

may still be traced in the three straits, but farther south-
ward they disappear entirely. At Copenhagen tbe average
tide ia about one foot.

Tbe Swedish naturalists have observed a rise of the waters
in the Baltic, which seems to proceed from another cause.
Tbe surface sometimes rises to three feet and upwards above
the ordinary level, and maintains itself at that height some-
times only for a few days, but occasionally for several weeks
altogether. This change occurs in all seasons, but ia most
frequent in autumn. This phenomenon baa not yet been
explained in a satisfactory manner.
Tbe Baltic doe* not abound in fish either a* to species or

numbers. The herring once visited it in shoals, and Ibis
fishery was considerable in tbe 14th and 1 5th centuries along
the roasts of Scania or southern Sweden ; but since that
time only individuals have been caught It would even
seem that it has abandoned the Kattegat But on the
pastern coast of Sweden, especially on tbe Gulf of Bothnia,
a (Ub is caught in great numbers, which is only distinguished
from the herring by IU being smaller. It is called •tracro-
ling. and ia tbe only fish of the Baltic wlneh ia not con-
sumed In it* fresh stale, but dned. salted, and otherwise
prepared for a distant market Tbe greatest quantity is

taken between tbe Quarken ami the Aland Islands, and
many families on this coast gain their subsistence by that
fWtirry. Tbe next most important fishery is that in the
straits between the Danish Island*, Many specs**, which
are not found farther to tbe oast, especially those of tbe
cud kind, eater these straits from the Kattegat and afford
an abundant supply of food to tbe inhabitants of some
of tbe smaller islands. On tbe eaat coast of the Baltic
o lj a few families subsist by fishing alone, if we except
the island of Gothland and the Aland Islands, on which
a ronVferahle numtwr of seals are killed at the breaking— oi lb* ice wh.rh m winter attache* itself to

The moat abundant specie* of fish, next to those

already named, are salmon, i

and the sword-fish. Whales are sometime*, but rarely, eaat

upon tbe shore in a dead stale. The Delpbmu*
~

ia frequently caught along the shore* of Scania.

.Among tbe production* of the Baltic we
amber. Though met with sometime* in a few other cweav-

triea, as in Sicily, it ia only on the southern coast of taes

sea. and especially in Prussia, between Kooigaberg seal

Memel. that it ia procured in considerable quantities. Part

is dug up in a few place* at a distance of two handred feet

from the beach ; and part ia thrown upon it by the waves
after a prevalence of north-westerly and westerly anads
[See Astas-a.]

The countries surrounding tbe Baltic supply tie*bar,

grain of different kinds, hides, tallow, etc, in the
abundance and of tbe first quality. If we except
seas contiguous to the British islands, and
encloses the maritime tracts of the Chin*** empare, mm
portion of tbe ocean is so much frequented by ships as

tbe Baltic. To support this assertion w* shall only staae.

that in 1829, 13,486 vessels passed through the Sowed, seal

several hundred more through the canal of Kiel ; and al
this in spite of tbe difficulties and disadvantage* to wherh
tbe navigation of this sea ia subject These difficulties ana*
partly from tbe narrowness of lb* sea, and partly from us
numerous sand-banks along the southern and eastern i lines,

where shipwrecks are more frequent than in any other part
It ia thought that two per cent of the vessel* whack vaatt

tbe Baltic are annually lost while the commerce betwee
Great Britain and America is carried on with the be* of
one per cent Besides this, the harbours of the Baltic are
shut up for three or four months by the ice. and thwa the
navigation is interrupted for nearly one third of the year.
Another disadvantage is the shallowness of the berboej* en
the southern coast, and the complete want of ndwa. No
vessel drawing twenty feet of water can enter any harbeear

a* far a* the Gulf of Finland, and most of then adaatf easto

•och as draw fifteen or sixteen feet Consequently the vwsssas

which visit these ports average only between toe and Ma
ton*. This circumstance piares these countries under great
disadvantages in carrying on a commerce with resaear

parts. In long voyages the profit arising from the eas-

ployment of Urge vessels is much greater than wheat seeal
ships are used ; and countries which are limited la the swa-

ployment of the hitter cannot enter into competalmm warn
those which use large vessels. Tbe navigation of the eawav
trie* about the Baltic consequently extends only to rawer

own tea and the neighbouring port* of tbe Atlantic. Teas
shows the great advantage* Britain denvw* frees at* mmm-
grapbical situation, which makes h the netera]
tory of the commodities exported from tbe Bakar, w|
from the porta of Britain are afterwards earned aa
vessels to the remote countries where they are os*bm
Tbe harbours to tbe north of the Gulf of Finland are i

deeper, and admit vessel* of 600 tons and upward* ; I

these countries ere lea* productive, their trade a* ia <

quenre comparatively inconsiderable.

Tbe Swedes who inhabit the coasts long eta** t

that some place* formerly covered by the eea had be-
come dry land in the course of time. This uadarwd sawaa
Swedish naturalists to suppose that the surface of the ',

was lowering. But as thai opinion could net he
without supposing that the surface of the whob <

derwent a similar change, other* thought that Jaw whale
of the Scandinavian peninsula waa slowly nasag. Ceaesae

forty -•«*

wen calculated, about eighty years age,

tional data, that thai nse amounted to

inches in a century; but other invawturafaow*

favourable to his opinion. He as well aa
marks on a few rocks, that this matter might be <

safer evidence ; but • difference of epuuoa en this i

still prvt ails. It is certain that eapicvslly ahwag the I

of Bothnia, and anil more to lb* north of
several tracts are now dry land which wore feres"** Is se-

vered by the tea ; aa for instance near To
which were passed over in boats by the French i

when they measured a degree, are new changed me* a*wa-
dowa. As, however, Una portion of the gulf tw*wr>ea sary

numerous, large and rapid river*, wnarh being down
|

quantities of stone* and earthy matter, it i

bebie that thee* change* have bean prodare* by the ,

ef tbe nvera.

Tbe Baltic m called by the Oorsaaa*, Danes, and I
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fch> Ifestorn 8—. It b uncertain whence the name ofBaltic
ia derived. It wu Brit wed by Adam of Bremen, a monk
of the twelfth century, in hi* description of the Baltic and
tto countries about it, Several etymologies have bam pro-

mod : some derive it from the Danish Baett, which tigni-

fcrs a rirdle ; but it aeenu more probable that it M derived
ha the language of the antient Prussians, whioli ia now
extinct and entirely unknown. In the Lithuanian language,
which probably had tome affinity with that of the antient
Prussians, belts signifies tcble; and it would teem that
tea* which in winter are partly covered with ice hare fre-

quently been called White Seas. (Catteau. Tableau de la
iter Haitian* ; TraveU of Von Buch. Thornpeon, Schubert.}
BALTIMORE, a coniiderable city in the county of the

MO* name in the atate of Maryland, in the United Statea
of America. Baltimore ia situated on the north aide of the
river Patapsco, and between it and Gunpowder River, both
of which streams empty themselves into Chesapeake Bay on
the west side near its. head. The county is separated from
Ann Arundel county on the south and south-west by the
Patanero, and from Harford county on the east and north-
east by the Gunpowder. On the west and north-west it

joins Frederick county, baa Pennsylvania on the north, and
» bounded by Chesapeake Bay on the south-east.

In 1 729 an act was passed by the proprietary government
af Maryland for erecting a town on the north side of the
Patanero, and in the following' year it was laid out and
eelled Baltimore, from the name of the founder of the colony
of Maryland. For many years it did not flourish, and
in 1763 it contained only about fifty houses. Captain Hall
teds us, on the authority of Mr. Carroll, one of the signers

of the declaration of independence, whom the captain
saw in his visit to America, in ISM, that Baltimore, which
then contained 7600 houses, was a village of only seven
houses within Mr. Carroll's memory. The rapid extension
of the place is no doubt to be ascribed to its position, which
ia so favourable for foreign trade, and which has been suf-
flcient to overbalance the disadvantage of unhealthiness, to
which it has always been exposed, though in a less degree
now than formerly.

The town of Baltimore is built round a basin which forms
one of the securest harbours in the United States, and ia

capable of containing 2000 sail of merchant-shipa. The
entrance to this harbour, which is little more than a pistol-

shot in width, is defended by a fort. At common tides the
water rises five or six feet, and the harbour ia at all times
deep enough, through the greater part of its extent, to re-

ceive shins of large burthen, but only small vessels can go
quite up to the town. As, from its formation, vessels can
only depart from this harbour with the wind in a particular

quarter, it is usual for large ships to load and unload in a
harbour near the mouth of the basin, which is formed by
a neck of land called Fell's Point For the convenience
of being near to the shipping, many stores and houses have
been built on this point, and these are now so numerous as
to be jocned to, and to form a part of, the city of Balti-

incorporation was granted by the state of Virginia ra 1M4
to the company by whom this canst was undertaken, and
it was confirmed by the legislature of Maryland, and by the
Congress in i&ti. The work was commenced in 1 Sia.

Baltimore is laid out with regularity ; the streets, tome
of which are of considerable width, are for the most part
placed at right angles to each other. The town contains

several large and handsome churches; those particularly

which are appropriated to Roman Catholic and Unitarian

worship. The cathedral contains a One organ. The alliens
have erected a monument to General Washington : the

statue, which ia 15 feet high, is placed on a circular pedestal

which stands on a base so feet square ; the summit is 160

I

feet from the ground, and as a spot haa been chosen for the

erection of the monument, which it 100 feet above high-

water mark, the statue is a very conspicuous object : it waa
sculptured in Italy.

The progress of the town may be seen from the following

statement of its population at various periods :

—

The exports of Baltimore consist principally of tobacco,

wheat , wheat-flour, maize, hemp and flax ; and its imports,

ef colonial produce and the principal European products and
nasaufacturee. Much of the export trade that waa carried

oa at this port has of late been transferred to New York,
awing to the great improvements in water communication
with the interior effected by the latter city. In consequence
an attempt has been made to revive the commercial activity

of Baltimore by the construction of railroads to facilitate the
conveyance of produce to and from the interior. One of
these railroads, as originally projected, was to extend from
Bahhoots to Pittsburg on the Ohio, by a route which would
make its length 32J miles. The proposed capital for tht%
undertaking was Ave millions of dollars, to which the state

subscribed liberally. This railroad is partially constructed
and in operation, but great obstacles to its completion have
been prmcnted. Another railway, to extend from Baltimore
to York, Pennsylvania, a distance of 76 miles, was eom-
aaroced in 1 830. A branch of the Baltimore and Ohio
railroad, to connect the city with Washington, has also been
undertaken. In addition to these, several canals have been
needed, one of them to extend from the tide-water of the
Putomac river above Georgetown, in the district of Columbia,
to Pittsburg. The length of this canal would be 340 miles,

and ita estimated ami 22,375.000 dollars, one million of
which was subscribed by ^e United States. A charter of

1775, 5,934

1790, 13,503

1800. 26.614

1810, 46.555
1820, 62.738
1830, 80.625

The city contained, in 1830, ten banking companies with
an aggregate capital of nearly seven millions of dollars, four

marine insurance and two Are insurance companies. The
tonnage belonging to the port at the end of 1831 amounted
to 43,263 tons, ofwhich two- fifths were employed in the coast-

ing trade. The ship-builders of Baltimore are celebrated

for the construction of very fast-sailing vessels, and were
much employed during the war in building privateers. The
total value of imports into the state of Maryland, in 1832,

almost the whole of which were received at Baltimore,

amounted to 4,499,918 dollars. The average quantity of

flour exported during each of the five years ending with

1830, waa 557,409 barrels. During the last war between
England and America (in September. 1814), an attack was
made upon this city by the British troops- under General
Rosa. The assailants were repulsed by the cititens with

considerable loss on both sides. To commemorate thia

event, the inhabitants have erected a monument of marble,

thirty-five feet in height, which they call the battle monu-
ment, and upon which are inscribed the names of their

fellow-citizens who fell on the occasion.

The University of Maryland, which was incorporated by
the state in 1812, is situated in Baltimore, and is in part

supported by an annual grant from the state of 5000 dollars.

It waa intended that all the usual branches of education

should be taught in this University, but, up to a recent date,

the only classes in actual operation were those of medicine

and law. The Washington Medical College, which was in-

corporated in 1833, is alio opened in Baltimore. Two other

institutions, for more general education. St Mary's College,

and Mount Saint Mary's College, are under the direction

of Roman Catholics, which sect is very numerous in Mary-
land. The first-named of these colleges, which was founded
in 1791, haa a library of 10,000 volumes, and a good phi-

losophical and chemical apparatus. Mount Saint Mary's
College, which waa established in 1809, has also a consider-

able library. There were besides, in January, 1831, about

1 75 male and female schools in the city.

Baltimore sends two members to the House of Delegates,

and one member to the senate of the state of Maryland.

The city is 'about 34 miles N.B. of Washington, and 83
miles WJJ.W. of Philadelphia. It is situated in 39' 19*

N. lat and 76° 44' W. long. (Thompson's Alcedn ; Hall's

Travis in America; American Almanac; Paper* pre-"

tentrd to Congrett.)

BALTIMORE. LORD, founder of the colony of Mary
land in North America. The family name of the Lords

Baltimore was Calvert, who were originally of Flcminh ex-

traction, but for a long time were settled in Yorkshire, where

they were large landlioldera. George Calvert, the first Lord

Baltimore, held several lucrativo situations, and obtained

extensive grants of land in Ireland and Newfoundland under

James I.; but having, in the year 1624, become a Roman
Catholic, be was compelled to give up bis office of secretary

of stole, and to abstain altogether from interfering in public

affairs, the intolerant spirit of that age prohibiting the open
exercise of the Catholic worship. It was an age, howe\er,

of great enterprise as well as of religious intolerance. The
impulse towards maritime discovery guen by the discovery

of America, and the passage by sea to the East Indies, had
not yet spent its force ; and the founding of settlements, or
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plantation*, m they were taen nailed, in dimtant colonic* tu I

pursued with great ardour, no less by the adventurous spirits
|

who. in • lea* pacific reign, would have employed their ener-

gies in «v, than by those who in v-iin *oukIii for freedom of
,

conscience at borne, or who, abhorring the civil and religious
,

tyranny of the Stuarts, became voluntary exile* from the

land of their birth. The Catholic were not. it it true, aa poll-
I

twally obnoxious to the court of Jamea I. and hia successor,

as tboae numcrou* Frote*tant sretane* who are known to na

by the common appellation of ' Puritan* ;' but by the great

bulk of the nation they were regarded with feelings of luna- i

tical hatred. Though the plantation of Maryland waa

originally what, in modern phraseology . might lie termed a

commercial (peculation, the religion of iU founder ami tba

political evenu of the time invented it with the character of

a purely Catholic settlement

The French bating taken possession of a settlement in

Newfoundland, upon which Lord Baltimore had expended a
,

very large sum of money, Charles I. made him a grant of

all tint tract of country which constitute* the present stale
|

of Maryland, but he died before the grant was legalised ;

•nd the patent or charter waa accordingly made out in the

name of his eon Cecil, the tecond Lord Baltimore. This

charter ia dated June tivth. ICU, and slates in the preamble

that ' Wbereaa our riuhl truaty and well beloved Cecil Cal-

vert. Baron of Baltimore, of Longford in Ireland, pursuing
j

hi* father * intent, and being excited with a laudable C brut-
j

lian teal for tbe propagation of the Christian faith, and the

enlargement of our empire and dominion*, hath humbly I

besought leave of ut. by Ins own industry and charge, to

transfer an ample colony of tbe English nation into a cer-

tain country, hcreatler to be described, in part of America
not yet cultivated or planted, tliougb in some part* thereof

inhabited by certain barbarouspeople. having no knowledge
of Almighty God.' etc. &c. The charter goea on to invest

Lord Baltimore and hi* heir* with full powers over the new
colony, ' to be holder* of us and our heirs and successors a*

of our castle of Windsor, and in fee and common soccsge,

by fealty only, for all services, and not in cupitt, or by

knight's service; yielding and pay ing therefore to us two
Indian arrows of those parts every year, on Easter Tuesday,

•nd also the fifth part of alt gold and silver mine* which
shall hereafter be discovered.'

Under this charter, about two hundred per* in*, of
respectable family, and mostly of the Roman Catholic

persuasion, entered the Chesapeake Bay, in February, I6J4.

Having purchased a village from the native Indiana, they
proceeded to organise the new colony, called Maryland,
in honour of Henrietta Maria, the wile of Charles I.

Tbe 'experiment was moat successful [sec Mary land]:
• representative form of government was established; all

persons professing a belief in the divitulf of tbe Chris-

tian dispensation were declared eligible to the civil ad-

vantage* of the state, without distinction ; and as long-

continued persecution had taught the Catholics the whole-

some lesson of religious tolerance, tbe constitution uf Mary-
land stood alone in not sanctioning laws directed auainst

liberty of conscience. This most honourable exception,

which, however, did not extend to the Jews, stun made
Mar\ land an asylum to the persecuted for conscience sake

in the mother country and the adjacent settlements.

The inhabitant* of Virginia all along viewed with a jea-

lous eye the rapid progress which the ' papist idolaters' of

tbe neighbouring slate were making in population, wealth,
and prosperity ; and as Maryland original!) lornied part of
Virginia (taking that terra in Its extensive icnv), they were
with difficulty restrained from Heating l»rd Baltimore as a
usurper of their rights and privileges. Wlien the cavil war
had extended itself to the clonics, the triumph of the anti-

Catholic* was soon felt in the harsh messurwt which were
directed against the Catholics by the legi»lature uf Mary-
land But at the restoration the more liberal pobct bv
which the affair* of that settlement bad been regulated

before the Commonwealth waa again adopted ; and Lord
Baltimore lived lung enough to see his most sanguine expec-

tations with regard to its welfare realised. He died in 1(74,

at an advanced age. Though proprietor of Mary Und, Lord
BalUmore never resided in it, Our, as it should seen, ever
•van visited it.

(/Vera** 'if Inland, • Extinct Peers ;' Art. * Baltimore.
iVtaforv "/In* fln/iiA

lAe hr»t Itltcortry *y Srhattian Cabot, la lie /Vure a/
17*3. London, 1773. Thm Bntuh tmptr* t* Anuncv ;

containing a Hittoty of lk» Ditovtrn. SrtlUmmmt. mmJ
Praxrett q/ •or* Co/ony. London, I7H. A RrUhm «/
Maryland, etc. fee. eke London, 163*. Taw Oss* e/ sVeaf

Baltimore, wtlh a iVejVy. I6M.»
BALTIMORE BIRD, or BALTIMORE HANG-

NEST. [See Casmcu*.]
BALT1NGLA88. a parish and town in the rsasaty mt

Wicklow, in Ireland : the town i* on the south •*** of law

river Slsiiey. It wa* once a place of consarWrabs* iaras«v

anre. • parliament having been held in it (he* AaVLtasa*

to Camden s Bnlannta. art. 'County of Wwkk-w. ». M >

The assise* for the county were also formerly basal ss

Ballinglas*. at wtiich time it returned two meanbet* ss aa*.

liamciit. (Dr. Beaufort's Memoir of a Map of Irtttmd >

The name i* supposed to be derived from Bcal uwtte glassy,

which signified the Fire of the Mysteries of Bcal : st ss aea
conjectured to hate been tbe grand Beat! -waste oi Us*

soulhnrn states ot Leinater. In the neighbourhood us
the remains of several Druidical altar*. In 17*7 aaaaa*

graves or tombs were discovered at Kaunder s Grove, whsra

is in the vicinity of the town : they were composed mf kanr*

llxg-stones. set edgeways, without a bottom, and eaneead ss

the top with other shapeless stones. Within tbe to*
were urn*, made of baked earth, of • pale cafour. sssm

farmed in such a way as showed that they ware insrs»M
to be ornamental. The interior of the tombs waa f»U
of burnt bones and astir*. (See liub-in Cnrumtrit id

October 8. of the same year, quoted in Additmn* to Caas-
den's Britannia.) Not far from tba town » B*>iraarU«
Castle, which is a venerable and spacious tin* tsirw tsw>

age of the buiMing ia not recorded. In BaluagUs* tWrw
is an abbey, winch is still in good condition, tb »<b W- k
between the years I I4S ami 1 141 : tt bwsoogwd ts> taw

Cistertian order of fnars, and wa* founds*! by Isrrswosl

Mac Murrogh. king of Leinster. He was rotea-rad ia ta*

ablwy. (Arrhdall* Momuticm Hti'i an asl l'p» !>•*

authority of Ware, tbe abbot sat as a barun in anx -4 u*
Irish parliaments. King John confirmed tbe Uods of taw

abbey, and granted other*, among whwh were taw laa aa J
Arklow. containing a aalt nit of cousinWabte value TW
name of tbe last abbot was John Galtsilly. who mnisin f

on the lith December, 1437. in considerstioo a** wh»k aw
received a pension. In the thirty-thinl tear of the raw/a «st

Henry VIII. ( 1 141) a grant of the abbey and its pin t —
was made to Thomas Eustace, Viwount B*lttngl*»» It • •
reign of Queen Blutahcth another grant was msvV ia (Vr

Henry Harrington. (Grose s Antiquities a/ IrrU nd i

Baltinglass belongs to tbe Earl of AlduunrtieB. wWssr
father did a gaeal deal for tbe enlargement and na»r—» »-

ment of the toen. Wilson, in his A>«< rAass* C pm in
savs that be bad nearly doubled the houses ia the «w*;it <«ar>

omling 1786. He also established manufacture s <4T ka«-.

woollen, and diaper, which still exist, and give esapiossawcl

to a great number of the inhabitants.

I
Ballinglas* has six annual fairs, ian the tad ot Fitaswn

|

17th of March, l ith of May. 1st of Julv. llttcfSrsmi
t

and the hth of December. The magistrates are a »*»r»fa,
', deputy, recorder, and town-clerk. The town baa a eksewk.

but no glebe. The living is a rectory, m the daw sws aaT

Lcighlin.

About seven miles north east of Baltraglaa*
On th, or Church Mountain. On tbe summit <d this a
tain is a large pile of rough stonea. including sa

1

within which is a well, wharb haa from Im
lieen much froiuented by pilgnma. According la law r*^-

renl traditions of the district, these stone* oerw nJU > s»< as
' the twelfth century, for the purpose of buiklin«T a rase»a»
and afterwanl* msking a paved palhwmv o< et thw sar*>a

[
tsin from old Kilcullen. in the countv af Kiblafw. as U«s>

jSW»loch. Part of the project was earned into r\«r*t. «.
1 and is still to be seen in a wonderfully perfect state it aa>
den's Brttanma.)

Bsttiiiitlass it .18 miles 8 W. of Dublin ; the d>«**rs*»

the ruail is 48 mile*. The panah eonlaioed a s»s»mI»i.» W
j
9101 in ll.'l ; and tbe town a populsUaa of I J*w »i tx*

j

census of lall. tbe p>>puUltan of thts pansb was 4 I ie. awi
of lb* town 1*70. \Soe ( smdea • Bntnmmn . lUsteti
M'nvnr o/ a Map of hUamd; Carlisle a r^"x'sws*s> ml fmw

|

(lon.iry ; Wilsons Pott rkatwm fWr*M * M
(irtsvea AntiamhH n/ htlamd ; Alcbdail s JeVas*

//laVnairaoaa ; Papulation Rrnwli
BALL'S TER. or BA LUSTER. Swiss

i
neouslv. to be derived fruea * badjistraaa.' a* '
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place railed off in tba antient bath*. (WeholtotTt ArrM-
Uetuni Dictionary.) It is alio conjectured to be derived

Awn 'balanstium (fimXaOmov), the flower of the wild

pomegranate, which it it uld to referable. {Enn/elop+tKe
ititkndtque it ArcAitectare ) Baluatrum appear* to be only
a modification of the word balanstium. It is difficult to

imagine how the word * baluster ' is derited front the Greek
name of the flower of the pomegranate, when we do not even
know the form of the antient baluster, or whether it bore

any resemblance to that of the modems. We think it more
probable that the word was derived from 'balista,' an
engine used by the Romans for throwing stones, 8tc. (Vi-
tint iu».) Balistawas the engine, and balistarium the place

where the balista was put ; and it is possible the balistarium

was railed in. The balistarium was, according to Lipsiua,

the engine itself. (Plautus, Ptrnul., i. I, 73; Lipsius.

Poliorrtt. e. iii. dial, i ; see Facciolati.) The balista, or

balistarium, was in the form of a bow, and the profile of
lbe baluster or ballister is also in the form of a bow. The
Norman-French word for a crossbow is ' arbalastre.' and the

modem French word for baluster is ' balustre.' There is

so much resemblance in the form of the two objects, and in

the words by which they are expressed, that we are of
opinion that the word baluster, or ballister, is derived from
the Roman engine of war balista, or balistarium. The
baluster is a peculiar kind of column, of the form of an
amient bow in its profile; it is employed in balustrades.

rSrc B>Lt>«TRADi.j The baluster has also of late years
been formed after the model of Greek and Roman columns.
Baliuters ar*> planed on a plinth, and are surmounted with
a cornice. (See the published works of Pallndio. Vignola,
bVamoui. and others.) The proportions of balusters are
gi»*n in the work of Sir William Chambers on Architecture,
when they are proportioned to the orders, and are made
heavier or lighter according to their destination : the
beat test balusters are given to the Tuscan, and the lightest

to tiie Corinthian and Composite orders.

BALUSTRADE, the termination of a modem edifice.

There d»» not appear to be any example of a balustrade in

the remains of antiquity now existing ; although there are

example* of railing or fencing. [See Potipatt.] Balus-
trade* are most commonly placed over the cornices of large

ed« term, after the manner of a parapet, as at the Banqueting
House at Whitehall. St. Paul s church, London, ana Black-
f tan and Westminster bridges : the two last present very
torn examples of the balustrade. Balustrades are not only
mplmrd m large edifices, above the orders of architecture

[•*• Ba'SMkxt], but also to inclose stairs, terrace*? altars,

aata. and the balconies of houses. [See Balcony.] The
balaslars forming a balustrade are placed on a plinth, at

equal distances from one another, with a small opening
between them : they support a cornice, and are divided at in-

tervals by a pedestal. (For the proportions of a balustrade
o»er an order of columns, see Chambers'* Atchiteclure )

When a balustrade i* placed over an order of columns, it is

usual to set the die of the pedestal over Ihe columns, making
the breadth of the die equal to the breadth of the shaft.

Balustrade*, are made of iron and wood, as well as stone.

In Italy IwJustrades are of very frequent occurrence, and
af prodigious extent At Frascati there is a balustrade in

the Villa Conti. more than 2000 feet in length. The colon-

nade of St. Peter's, by Bernini, is surmounted with a
lalustrad*. Bat perhaps the moat elegant balustrade in

Rome is at the Villa Albani ; the form of the baluster in

Una differ* from the old and bow-shaped baluster commonly
employed.

of BalMSas tavphyW ta mm dfwsaS strains.

BUcfcMw* Brtdpu

The cot represents four kinds of baluster ; one like tho

VUU Woofea
AUauO. how ahapnl

lUJtuirr.

bow abore-mentioned, the bthetn as if the bow-like balotter
had been cut in two horizontally to form two be]inters.

The latter is the baluster most commonly n«ed ; but the
former appears to be the oldest and earliest form : an
example of it may be seen In some of the galleries of. old
wooden buildings in England and other countries of Europe.
The court-yard atChillingham Castle, and the gate ofhonour
leading into Caiut College. Cambridge, present example*
of the bow-like baluster. There are examples also in the
works of Palladio, Vignola, Bcimozxi, and other architects

of Italy.

BALZA'C. JEAN LOUIS GUEZ. Seigneur of Baliac,
was born at Angoul*me. in 1394. His father. Guillaume
Guei, was attached to the service of the Duke d'Epernon ;

and young Balzac went early to Rome a* secretary to

Cardinal La Valctte. His residence of some years In Italy

led him to compnrc the high polUh which the language of
that country had attained, and the rich literature which it

had produced, with the rude and barren condition of the
language and literature of his native land. On his return
to France he fixed himself at Paris, and then began
writing. With the assistance of a cultivated taMe, an
extensive reading of the Latin classics, and a good ear,

he contrived to introduce a harmony, a precision, and a
correctness of style which were before unknown in French
prose, and which acquired him the name of the most elo-

quent writer of hit time, and the reformer of the French
language. His contemporary, Malherbe. effected a similar

improvement in French poetry. They were both the fore-

runners of tho great writers of the age of Louis XIV.
Balzac's merit made him known to the Cardinal de Richelieu,

who obtained him a pension of 2000 francs, with the hono-
rary rank of Councillor of State His works, in his own
time, had many admirer* and also many detractors; the
most violent among the last was Father Goulu, a monk,
who attacked Balzac with bitter invective. Balzac replied

with great temper io, several pamphlets, bearing the
fictitious name of Ogier : but at last, disgusted with these

polemic*, he quitted Paris, and went to lit* at hit estate on
the banks of the Charente, near Angoulfine. He there

continued to write, and to keep up a correspondence with

his friend*. He died in 1653, and was buried, according to

his own directions, in the cemetery of the Hospital of Angou-
l§rae, to which institution he left a legacy of 12.000 francs.

He also left a gift of .'000 francs to the French Academy
fur the purpose of establishing a prize for eloquence in

prose writing. In course of time most of Balzac's works fell

into neglect, except his ' Familiar tatter*.' which have

been repeatedly printed. There are sonic of hi* other works

which do not deserve to be buried in obscurity. His
Aritttppe. ou de la C»ur, which he dedicated to Christina,

queen of Sweden, is a series of discourse* on the duties of

princes, ministers, and men in office ; on g.wd and on fal»e

politics, and on moral principles, with references to antient

and modern history-, interspersed with some curious anecdotes.

It shows much sound judgment and honest principle, and is

a book worth reading even now. He also wrote Le Prince

;

the title of which he probably took from Machiavelli s cele-

brated work of the same name, with which, however, it has

little in common but the title. It i«a sort of commentary on Ihe

politics and events of bis time, and a eulogy of Louis XIII.,

who i« represented as the model of a good king : it con-

tains much invective against that king's enemies, and chiefly

against Spain, the old rival of France. It is curious to ob-

serve, at this distance of time, and under circumstances so

much altered, the mixture of dread and hatred shown by
French and Italian writers of the 16th and 17th centunea

towards Spnin, then the most formidable power in Europe.

Balzac compares it to the beast with seven head* and ten

horns, which aspire* to the dominion of all the world ; and

he calls the Spaniards brigands of all tbe lands, and pirates

on all Ihe seas. He depicts in vivid colours the ambition

and the remorseless cruelty of Philip II. ; and accuses the

Spanish cabinet of still pursuing tbe same maxims of dark,

crooked, and sanguinary policy. There is considerable

Cer and some historical truth in the whole ofthis invective,

i work is dedicated to Cardinal Richelieu, who, the

author observe* in his letter of sddresa, • will be amused at

the vehemence of some of hi* periods, and will enjoy the

sight of a philosopher in a passion ' The other work of

Balzac which deserves mention is Le Sacrale I'hritien,

a series of discourses on tbe Lhristian religion and morality

in which tbe author reprobate* fanaticism, hypocrisy, par.
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their favour, and in the parliament of 1560 tbe reformed

religion was established by taw.

On tbe I Ith February. Ii63. Balnavis was reappointed

a Lord of Session, in the room of Sir John CamptwU. of

Landy, decoaeod ; and on the 29th December, tamo year,

be iu named by the General Assembly of the Church of
Scotland one of the commissioners appointed by that vene-

rable body to revise the Book of Ducipline. He is said

by Keith {Hut. 375) to have been one of the assessors to

the Lord Justice General on the trial of the Earl of Both-
well for the murder of Darnley ; but this is extremely
doubtful. The next year be attended the Resent Murray as

one of the eommismioners from Scotland to \ ork in relation

to the charges against Mary for the same murder ; and he
was one of the two afterwards sent to London on the part
of the Regent in the same matter.

According to Mackenzie (Lives, vol. iii. p. 147), Bslnavi*
died in 1579 ; yet in the Pitmcdden MS. we find it stated
that on the 20th October. 1570. Macalzean, of Clifton Hall,
was appointed a Lord of Session in the room of Henry
Balnavis, deceased.

Besides the treatise above mentioned, Balnavis wrote a
short poetical piece, entitled Adder to a Headstrong Youth,
which the Scottish poet, Allan Ramsay, has transcribed
into his Evergreen.

(See R)mers Ridera. vol. xiv. pp. 781, 703, 786, 792;
vol. xv. pp. 142, 144 ; Sadler's State Papers, vol. i. pp. 83,
430; Balf. Ann. voL L p. 305; Hut. if King James VI.,

p. 35 ; Knox. Hut. pp. 35, 4 1 ; Keith, Hist. p. 529 ; M*Crie's
Life of Knox, p. 39. note; Catalogue of Senators of the
Coll. of Just. p. 60, seq.)

BALSAMrFLUiB. a natural order of plants first indi-
cated by Theodore Nees v. Ksenbeck, defined by Dr. Blume
in his Flora Java, and adopted by Dr. Lindley in his Situs.
It is intermediate between the Willow and Plane tribes,

from the former of which it differs in having a two-celled
fruit and downless seed; and from the latter in having
numerous seeds. It consists of lofty trees, flowing with
balsamic juice, bearing the flowers in small scaly beads,
without either calyx or corolla, and having the stamens in
one kind of head and the pistils in another. The different
species yield the resinous fragrant substance called liquid
atoms, which is so much prised by the inhabitants of the
East. The whole order consists of but a single genus,
called LiqitiDAkmsn [which see].

BALSA'MINA. one of the only two genera of which the
natural order Balsaminete consists. It differs Iron Impa-
tient in having all iu anthers two-celled, its stigmas dis-
tinct, and the valves of its fruit curling inwards when
bursting. There are numerous species, several of which
have very handsome flowers : they are chiefly found in the
damper parts of the Bast Indies ; but the only one that is
much known in Europe is the common garden balsam, Hal-
samtna kortensu, whic h, in its double state, has been an
object of cultivation since the earliest records of modern hor-
ticulture. This plant, which is supposed to be found wild in
the mountainous parts of Sdhet, in the form of what botanists
call BaUamtna tnpetata, is one of those species which not
only has a tendency to vary with double flowers, but has slso
the power of continuing to produce them when renewed from
seeds. On this account it particularly deserves the attention
of the cultivator, especially as it may be brought by art to a
state of beauty equalled by few plants. All that is necessary
in order to secure fine bsUams t», first, to save the seed with
great care from the finest and most double flowers only,
throwing sway all whole-coloured and single blossoms ; and
secondl). lorultivste the plants with a due regard to lira
natural habits of the specie*. A native of the hot. damn,
shady woods of Kilbet. it is incapable of bearing much
drought or bright sunshine. It should, therefore, be raised
in s hot bed, treated with great rare as a tender annusl.
grown in rich soil, sheltered from excessive sunlight, and
kept constantly in a damp atmosphere, but freely sail ful!y
Tentallied. It should not. however, be stimulated into ex-
tremely rapid growth until the plants have become stout
bushes and the flowers have grown to the size of small aess
At that time the plants should have all the heat and moisture
they ran bear, and the most brilliant flowers the plant is
capable of producing will be the resuK : in the latter stage
of growth great care m still to be tekeo to expose the asanas
fomr to sir.

BALKAMl'NBiV, a small, natural outer of plants
belonging to the G,noba>ie alliance of DtcwtylettasnsVand

principally distinguished from Geraniecwa by
seeded fruit and unsymmetnoal flowers. They ere i

lent herbs, most abundant in hot countries, with
opposite, or alternate leaves, and showy flowers, with a i

to their calyx. They have no sensible proawrtaas of iss-

portance. but are the ornament of the damp or essay
places in which they grow wild. The order n fwaawrkaMe
for the elastic force with which that valvws of Us trust ess>
tract and reject the seeds.

Its HOiM wtUoMaf U»^Uk.l.|Wh«rfWMa_ .k
Ifc. mmm. 4. mm mn ml kmi, .. Um rta S-M. * ' _
immnumt mm* •rtiuria* U. m*» . f, . mU. k. — ^Ti"

psttrw N«U Uaf*».]
• m rm

tact at I

itamrf
Wlwly.

BAL8AMODEN'DRON. a genua of Oriental craws ew-
longing to the natural order Any ridesa. and rfcawds for
their powerful balsamic juice. They have small nwa* ax*V
lary diosceous flowers, a minute four-toothed pinsn—I easVa.
four narrow inflected petals, eight stamen
annular disk, from which eight Utile
alternating with the stamens, and a small oval trams warn
(our sutures, and either one or two coils, in ma wfwtorh

— — - — -~ - . ». hmm, 9wmwgm\ ssssjes.

, within which are sawed the — T
n pairs on short sksndwr stalks, aawj as
val plume. From that is wastiamaahsa

u lodged a single seed. The loaves are l
or two pairs of leaflets, and an odd one. Five i

mentioned by botanists, the beat account of whseh s> tar
l*roressor Fee, from whom we gather the fcOewaww - -

culars. ^ '

Balsamodendron apobalsamum. the Bslissan a* aw
has a trunk from six to eight feat high, funushed wsnTanumber of slender branches ending in . ,h«rp wf i Taw
leaves consist of from five to seven ussili, owavnte. lata, iand shining leaflets, within which

t

flowers, wbieh grow in
|

i succeeded by small ovi

I

the

|

Bmlsamodrndrxm Gtleademee. supposed to he thai
'"V' <* Th-ophrastus. which u dawmhad as • a
»>sed tree, with the leaflets growing in throws, and taw l

singly. But It m probable that, as these I

found in the same places, and produce the .

they are W fort, noUing hot vanatms wf tl
They both produce three dinerval
Merca, or of Gilead, or OpesWasasssw • %. JJ.
and. 3 CaryAatsammm ; the fir* obtained I

of Die balsam trees by simple taxation ; thwng the branches and skimming off taw row
the surface of the water ; and the third, by
of the fruit. They are no lunger met wuk.

.

sbuulGLk.4 u> Palestine.
*
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Myrrh., a wm-wmb, celebrated from all antiquity for its

omatko and fragrant properties, k yielded by two other
•cw* of Una tnu.
Balumodmirm Myrrka is a small scrubby tree found
Arabia Felix, near Gison, scattered among pecies of

,
euphorbia, and moringa. Both its wood and bark

have a strong and remarkable odour. The branches are
stiC short, and spiny ; the leaves composed of three obovate,
unequal leaflets, with distinct denatures, and the fruit a
narrow, oval, furrowed plum, surrounded at the base by the
persMtont calyx. Its flowers are unknown to botanists.

Btitmmodtndron Katnf has fewer spines, and downy and
more distinctly serrated leaves. Its wood, which is red and
rasiuona, is a common article of sale in Egypt.
Whatever may be the product of the last species, which

Forskahl states to produce the myrrh of commerce, it is

now certain that this substance is yielded by BaJsamoden-
dron Myrrhs, which Ehrenberg found on the frontiers of
Nubia and Arabia, bearing a substance identical with the
myrrh of the shops. It is, therefore, no longer to be doubted
that the suggestion of Bruce, that it is the produce of a
kind of mimosa, a most improbable circumstance, by the
way, originated in some incorrect observation.

BaUamodendrxm srylanicum is mentioned as a fifth

spseisa, producing oriental elemi, which is very different

from the American kind ; but of this too little is known to
enable us to do more than advert to its existence.

Myrrh, a natural gum-resin, the source of which was
long doubtful, was observed by Ehrenberg to exude from
the bark of the above-mentioned species of balm, much in
the same wav as gum tragacanth exudes from the atlraga-
Ium verut. It is at first soft, oily, and of a yellowish-white
colour, then acquires the consistence of butter, and by ex-
posure to the air becomes harder, and changes to a reddish
hue. As met with in comroeroe, it is of two kinds, that
which is called myrrh in /ears, and that called myrrh in
sort*. The former, called also myrrha electa, occurs in dif-

ferent-shaped pieces, often of a roundish or angular form,
and variable size, but generally small, of a reddish yellow
or brownish hue, externally rough, and often covered with
• flaw powder. In other pieces, the surface has a shining
aspect, which is said to be owing to the action of alcohol.

The fracture is vitreous or eonchosdal. It is in general only
partially transparent at the edges ; when perfectly trans-
parent, it is of suspicious quality. The smell is peculiar
and rather disagreeable, the taste is bitter and very un-

Mvrrh in sorts is the term applied to various inferior and
adulterated kinds. These are generally in much larger
peaces than that described above, from which they differ in

physical appearance as well as chemical qualities.

The alcoholic tincture ofthe best myrrh, mixed with equal
pans of nitric acid, becomes red or violet. The tincture

the false myrrh (of Booastro) so treated become* turbid and
yellow, but not red. The taste of this false myrrh is very
bitter, but the smell is that of turpentine. Another false
kind is in its inner portion almost without bitterness, but
the outer portion is often moistened with tincture of myrrh,
or entirely covered over with some of the genuine. Dr. Von
Marfaus mentions a white myrrh, which has a very bitter
taste like colocynth, and an external appearance like am-
moniacum ; it is probably ammoniacum, treated with tinc-
ture of colocynth. Another false myrrh may be distin-
guished by its transparency and less bitter taste.

Bdellium is often substituted for myrrh, from which it

may be distinguished by being generally in larger angular
pieces, of a dark-brown hue, scarcely transparent at the
edges ; the odour fainter and more agreeable than myrrh.
It softens slightly with the heat of the hand, while myrrh be-
comes drier. It contains more bassorine, and possesses some
degree of acidity. It melts almost entirely in the mouth,
while genuine myrrh, when chewed, adheres to the teeth,
and imparts to the saliva a milky colour.

Bast Indian myrrh is in large pieces, altogether opaque,
frequently covered with a brownish-white powder. The
source of this is unknown, but it is conjectured by Louriero
that a tree called taurui myrrha, a native of Cochin China,
yields it. The so-called myrrh of Abyssinia, which is gum
opocaipatum, is yielded by the acacia gummi/era (Wild.),
called also Inga Sana, and is probably a variety of the gum
of Baasora or Bagdad.
A portion of myrrh brought from Arabia by Ehrenberg,

analysed by Brandes, yielded

Resin, soluble in ether , . 22
Resin, insoluble in ether S
Gum 54
Baasorin 9
Volatile oil (myrrh oil), which is heavier
than water .... 2

Traces of salts, malates. bensoates and sulphates.

Its specific gravity is 1 360. Water dissolves about 66
parts, one-third of which is deposited upon standing. Alco-
hol dissolves the remaining 34 parts ; but on the addition of
water, it becomes opaque and milky, but without any pre-

cipitate. Acetic acid and milk also dissolve it

Myrrh, though containing a volatile oil, seems to act more
from its bitter qualities, which approach to the character of
a stimulant tonic. It increases the energy of tbe whole
frame, giving solidity to the solids, and greater consistency

to the fluids. The secretions of the mucous membranes
particularly are improved by it, and diminished in quantity
when excessive. Its introduction into the stomach is fol-

lowed by a sense of warmth, which diffuses itself over tbe
whole abdomen. The appetite is increased, and tbe diges-

tive process is much facilitated, especially where there is

weakness and torpidity of tbe intestinal canal, sometimes
accompanied by too copious mucous secretion, (constituting

what is termed diarrhoea mucosa.)
The mucous membrane of the lungs is scted upon in tbe

same way ; hence myrrh is very useful in affections of lan-

guid ana feeble persons, who are unable to expectorate the

abundant fluid secreted by the air-tubes (bronchia.) For the
humid and chronic cough of old people it is very serviceable,

especially if given along with sulphate of line For Ibo
cure of a cough which often occurs during pregnsncy, and
even continues after abortion, along with oxide of tine, it is

well-suited ; as well as for hysterical coughs, in which last

it may be given along with cinchona bark, or preparations
of iron.

From its cleansing power in the case of external ulcers,

it has been recommended in consumption (phthuii pulmo-
natit) ; but in tho early stages, or even tbe later, if there

be much hectic fever, it is quite inadmissible ; and when
allowable, it is only useful by imparting strength to expec-

torate, having no power to cure the disease.

In amenorrheas occurring in feeble persons, it is of great

use. along with alootic medicines and preparations of iron.

It is best given in substance in the greater number of
ses in which it can be employed ; but as a means of

cleansing ulcers, as well as a wash to parts in danger of
ulcerating from pressure (as in patients long confined to

bed, from fever, fractured limbs, or other causes), the tinc-

ture is preferable.

Myrrh is an ingredient in a great many tooth-powders.

The produce of the BaUamodendron Oileadenie. though
" a balsam, and denominated balsam of Mecca, IwUam

r Vou 111.-2 Y
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of Oilrtd. It not entitled, chemically, to rank u mob. being !

an olto-rttin. It U of two kinds, that obtained bjr tpnn-

tanemtt exudation, and that which t» obtained by boiling

the branches. The former » to highly priied in the East,

tnd #o exprnsive. that it n never brought to Europe That

which U obtained by boiling it of different qualities and
,

Ttlue. eccordmg a* the boiling continued for a short or

longtime. When for a thort time only, the substance

which Hoata on tlie surface ia highly esteemed, and almoat

all of this quality ia consumed in Asiatic Turkey and I

Egypt. The variety prorure>i by long-continued boiling ia

tent to Euro|« in imall conical, leaden bottle*, the mouth
,

of which ia rloaed with a leaden ttiipper. and covered over
'

with bladder. The freah balnam is or moderate consistence,

of a light yellow colour, odour agreeable, tbe taate bitteriah.

ammatic ami heating : tpeeiflr grav. • 940. When dropped

upon water it spreads out into a thin dim. winch may be

•kimmed off the aurface with a apoon. When exposed to

the air for aome day», it lo«ea this property, aa well aa its

fine smell. It has been described by Strabo (b. xvi. p. 7«3

:

' Tbe balaam ia a shrub of • brambly appearance or kind,

like the cytisua and terebinthu*. and possesses aromatic

properties. They cut the bark, and catch tbe juice Ibat

exude* in vessels : the juice resembles oil? milk. When '

put into shells it hardens, or assumes consistence. It has

wonderful powers in curing headaches, incipient defluxioos
i

the meana catarrhs), and dimness of tbe eyea : it is accord-
!

ingly high priced. Tbe xylobalsamum ia also used aa an
aromatic'

|

Numerous fabulous statement are recorded in writers

on medical substances respecting this article: auch, for •

example, aa tbe mode of judging of ita purity by dipping

the finger in it, and then setting fire to it, when, if it

burns without causing pain. It is considered pure. From
lis high price it is often adulterated with sesamum oil, the

produce of tbe Ptnut balsamea. and P. Canadinttt, Chun
turpentine, and even tar. A portion of tbe purest kind, ana-

Itsed by Trommsdorff, yielded

Volatile oil 39 per cent
Resin (with some extractive) 64 ,,

Re»in. insoluble in alcohol, a small quantity.

It bums without leaving any residuum.

Though formerly considered a cure fur many diseases, it
'

baa now fallen into disuse. Any benefit which might be

derived from it can be obtained from any of the finer tur-

pentines. Its heating qualities render it very unfit for eases

where any inflammatory action exists, whether internal, aa

consumption, or external, aa wounds. There is reason to be-

lieve that many of the cordial* told under the name of balms
contain no portion of Mecca balsam ; but that the most
celebrated of these medicines, called Solomon's Balm of
Gilcad, consists of cardaroutnt and brandy, which must be
even mor- hurtful than any balsam.

BALSAMS. The substances commonly included under
this title are of various natures : first, there are natural bat-

j

tains, exuding from trees, aa those of Peru and Tolu, &c,
which contain bentoic acid and resin, and these only

will be considered at present. There are, besides, the
balsams of Copaiba. Gilcad, he. ; these contain no ben-

toic a>id, but are turpentines containing a volatile oil and
re.in ; these will he described as turpentines. Laally. there

1

were in former pharmacopoeias sundry very different prepa-

rations ranked together as balsam*. For example, balsam
of sulphur, traumatic balsam, fcc. : these, when retained in

modern pharmacopoeias, are arranged under other forms. I

Balsams are obtained from certain vegetables, chiefly

of the / rfumi nnttr or pea tribe, tbe Styrurttr or storax

tribe, and that section of Ammtaen* called Sa/tnn*a>.

Numerous substance* of a resinous nature were formerly

designated bat'ami, and turpentines and balsams are still <

popularly confounded with ea.-b other. Tbe terra balsam,

b'lwever, should be limited to such articles as contain 6*a>-

Bwr and along with a volatile oil and resin. Tbe others, 1

which contain only volatile oil and twain, should bsf called

turpentines, or oteo resins. The true balsams appear to be
only five, via . balsam of Peru and balsam of Tolu (yielded

bi the Myrarptrmum ptrutfemm and Jfcf. Tnlut/rrum U~
gumiHota-). and hetvfoin. from Siyras txnsmn (/>rtro*jdVr|.

and St rax. from Stytai njUnavi/u ( .'/stoccsf), and liquid-

aiii'-er. f'04o the / lytttdamimr Xyruci/fuu, and /.. tmbt'tni
(.S'j/|-I"rs*>).

Th.- .it** MSltons upon the mediral uses of balsam* are
therefore to be uudeistuod to apply only to those specified

,

above. To produce their characteristic effects they I

digested and assimilated ; on which account they are rntrgy
administered internally, their external application ksnig
followed by very limited action. They are »nh diftVuity

soluble in the annual juices, so that it is nut till after tbry

have been Used for some tune that the secretion* acqu r*

their peculiar odour. These farts, taken into consul, rau a
along with the endunng nature of their action, putot oat
their greater fitness for chronir than acute diseases.

They may be regarded at stimulants of tlie s*rretnry aasi

excretory systems, which they rouse to coiiiinurd ansa*.
Their influence is greatest oxer mucous membranes, taw
secretions, from which they render more atitindant a bra
deficient, and more consistent when U»> liquid and »f im-
perfect quality. The mucous membranes of tbe lung* sod
of the urinary passages seem to be more under tbe.r in-

fluence than that of tbe intestinal canal. Tbry po~*n» a
similar power over the skin, tlie tcrretnn of w inch ihrj
regulate according to its condition: when cwJ, pale, an,
and in a state of atony, they promote the persptraisxi ; »*at

if tbe weakness be to great that the skin is covered a ok a
cold clammy sweat, or of a colliquative kind, the bsvlswatuc

medicines frequently check ita flow.

When given in large and long-continued doses, the* art
upon the vascular ay stem, and quicken the hewn s vm,
aa well aa the extreme or capillary vessel*, which ksst tawy
excite when brought into direct contact with them, as ia lis*

case of wounds or ulcers.

They possess some power over tbe nervous system, bast

less over tlie nerves of ammaljhan of organic lib. It is u>

disease* referable to morbid state* of lite nerve* of orwai.v
life that balsamic medicines art moat usrntl. esear tally

when Ibev are in a slate of weakness, torpor, and mipsifc sf

action. They aet also on the nervous system wbrn «t» T -

exciied, calming it, and appruarhing. in this respect u> ttsa

character of antispasmodic*. Under this bead be tutm is

the most powerful, and most frequently employed, gnwiaay
in the form called par'four t/tnr.

From what is stated above, it ia clear that tbey are ass-

aulted to the beginning or early stage* of the din mi *a

which tbey are moat commonly employed by iinialm laid
persona. So long aa an* acute intlainmatory artson r» ~u
tbey are dectdeilly hurtful : but after tbtt has suUhWH tart
are frequently wry beneficial (n common cobls, to lews**
tlis* cough and facilitate tbe expectoration, in the rater stairs
of hooping-cough, and in the humid cough of old or wes*
persons, I. r. in one of the morbid states popularty rsuad
asttima. Balsamic medicines are, however, totally .»»4-

mistible when the attbmaUc symptoms are con a*Had v ia
any organic change of the heart or lungs. That swat be
advantageously employed in the later stares of inlwmta
and suffocative catarrh. Tbe early use of pars gm aa

common colds is frequently productive of mock injurs.

Tlie external employment of balsam* m aimsal caatv

pletely banished from modern surgery. Tbe evil as* u«w
employment was obvious to themes. Frmr sWmss ami
txtUam, balt-im for rut; 4)V., as cmam comb* —
anluliona of balssm of Tolu. storax. and brnaasn ia rssr. isW
smnt were called, bad, when applied to recent isms,
the manilest bad effect of stimulating tbe edges, and twsse-

posing a mechanical impediment ta their union Id t*V aVsf

mlmltim. at tbe direct reunion of divided surtarssa is irrssa si

by surgeons. In this way tbey were healed bs ssrfpvraiass

and granulation, wlnrb it a much more tnissus ft srm
To some indolent woumls and tores, eapmalls in ports sm4
pnsscsaeil of much vascularity, tbrir anp(hrwu« is kssss-

times beneficial. Internal wounds and uVwrs are in fawarsl
equally injured by them : their vaunted power «sr-*>
consumption is only maintained by ignorant snd «Af •?

ripled person*, who tend their pernirtoa* mmpounds » tte
week and creslulous among their suaVrtrtg (rllov-cfssstus-s.

whom thev delude both ut health ana) money.
[For bsisam of Canada, saw Pin s Baksaataa: far WJ

tarn of Copauba, aee Corairtas ; and taw IwJaaaaa at*

and Tola. tee Mvaotrsastfai }
BALTIC SKA is a close **«. which orroaata. as a>

the centre of oof Ibom Europe, separating Saaatwe) anal law
Danish islands from Germany. Pnisaaa. and llwssa It
extends from 31° to «r N 1*1. and frum tr to » K Wwc

Its grvst length and eomparatnrlv small lerwd-h r >e
il the f.a-rn of an rxlensMe guff, snd such ilsnsta) *w
considered, if it sere not srparstrd from tbe Atlantic (Wsat
by tbe low and comparatively narrow tract of toatd eaanb
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form* the toothem part of the DanUh peninsula called

Sehleswig. It is connected with the ocean by means of a
large gulf called Kattegat, which separates Denmark from
Norway and Sweden, and by three straits, the Hound, the
Great Kelt, and the Little Kelt, which may be considered

as three plea by which the Baltic 8ea is entered.

The main body of the Baltic Sea dues not lie in one
direction. Between Denmark and Prussia it extends from
west to east, but between Cape Torhamsudde in Sweden
*nd Cape Brusterort in Prussia it bend* to the north, and
the remainder of the main body lies nearly due north and
south. The 56th parallel divides this main body into two
newly equal parts, but the northern adds considerably to its

event by branching off into three large gulfs, those of
Bothnia. Finland, and Livonia.

A line drawn from Swinemtinde at the entrance ofthe
Stettiner IIj(T about the most southern point of the Baltic,

to 1 omeo. is tittle less than 900 miles lung. The breadth
of this tea is not crest ; and the most western part is the nar-

rowest Between the Danish islands and the coast of llol-

stnn. and Mecklenburg, it is nowhere more than thirty miles

inwtdth.and frequently less. Farther to the east it is wider.

The i>land of Kiigen is upwards of fifty miles from the

southern shores of Sweden. Gradually increasing towards
the cast, it* greatest width is at its bend northward, between
Torhamsudde and Bru-terort. where it may measure about
130 miles. The main body narrows very little farther to the
north, iL« mean width being alwa)s between 120 and 130
miles. But the far-extended limbs of this part are much
narrower. The Gulf of Bothnia, which extends to the north
for about 400 miles, is only from 30 to 100 miles wide;
and the Gulf of Finland, which runs about 280 miles

to the east, is not more than from forty to seventv miles
in breadth. The smallest ofthe throe gulfs, that of Livonia

or Riga, is from twenty to sixty miles wide ; but it extends
only about a hundred miles to the south-east between Li-
vonia and i'oorland.

The surface of the whole sea, according to the calculations

of German geographers, is upwards of 160,000 square miles.

The southern coast of the Baltic, from the Little Belt to

Cape Demesnes, at the entrance of the Gulf of Livonia, is

kiw and sandy, and lined by numerous sand banks. The
beach is covered with small pebbles of granite and por-

phyry, which, in some places, as at Dobberan in Mecklen-
burg, have formed walls of considerable height and extent

;

in many other parts there are downs, or sand-bills. This
part of the coast is characterized by fresh-water lakes
called Hi 8s. which are separated from the sea by very nar-
row and sandy but somewhat elevated tracts of land called

Nchrungs. Cliffs and rocks begin to appear near Cape
Doraesnes, but the shore* of tho Gulf of Livonia are low.

and commonly sandy, though in a few places interrupted

by a rocky beach. The rocky coast becomes genera)

at Cape Suintbambre, at the entrance of the Gulf of Fin-

laud ; ami it preserves this character along this gulf and
that of Bothnia, and even to the south of the latter to the

entrance of the Sound of Calmar, which separates the

inland of CEiand from the continent. With the exception

of the innermost recesses of both gulfs, which are low and
sendy, the whole of this extensive coast is rocky, though
miuinonly low, rising in very few place* to mora than
fifty feel. Along this coast there are numerous cliff*

and rorky islands of small extent, colled by the Swede*
»War (pronounced share), which render access to its ports a*

difficult as it is rendered on tho southern shore by the

numerous sand-banks. The shores of the Sound of Calmar
are soivly and low, but at Capo Torhamsudde rocks appear
again, and continue westward to Solfvitsborg. with a con-

siderable elevation. The remainder, or the coasts of Scania,

are of moderate height, but not rocky.

The basin of the Baltic Sea is of considerable extenC
On lb*) south it receives, by the Oder and Vistula, the

drainage of countries which he 3U0 rades and upwards from
it* shore*. On the cast it does not extend quite so far; yet

the Niemen and the Dun a, near tboir sources, drain countries

which are from 8S0 to 300 mile* from the lea. To the north

of the Gulf of Finland the basin of the Baltic becomes
more contracted, though round the Gulf of Bothnia and
southwards to the parallel of Stockholm, it generally ex-

tends I JO miles from the coast. It is only at its western

extremity, where it approaches theNorth Sea, that the water*

tailing into it have a short course, frequently only a few

miles. Comparing the exteut of country drained by the

rivers which empty tawmsetve* rate the Baltic, with that
drained by the river* which fall in ether part* of the
ocean, it appear* that the basin of the Baltic is one of the
moat extensive in Europe, and is only exceeded by that of
the Black Sea, and even by the latter not to any large
amount. The drainage of more than one- fifth of the sur-
face of Bump* goes to the Baltic
The basin of close seas is generally bounded by moun-

tains or high table-lands, as the Mediterranean and the Oulk
of Persia and of Arabia ; and, in such cases, the countries
lying within the beam are not subject to have their climate
materially influenced by that of the countries situated be-
yond the limits of the basin. But this is not the case with the
Baltic. Only a comparatively small part, not one-fourth of
the boundary of its basin, is formed by high mountains;
the remainder rises to no great elevation above the le\el of
the sea, and sinks with a very gradual and often imper-
ceptible descent towards the sea. By this singular position
some of the most distinguishing peculiarities of the sea,
as well as ofthe country about it. may be explained.

Perhaps in no inhabited country on the globe such a
quantity of snow falls as in the countries round the
Baltic. This phenomenon mnv be accounted for by the
atmosphere of the Baltic being alternately filled with
warm moisture, and subjected to a dry piercing cold ; and
by the frequent and rapid transition from one to the
other. The warm moisture is brought by the south-
western and western winds from the Atlantic Ocean, over
the low peninsula of Jutland, and the equally low plains of
northern Germany, as far as Petersburg!) and the forest of

|

Wolkhonsk, where the Volga rises. Upon a t>uddcn change
of the wind to the north-cast, east, or south-east, the cold
dry air from the frozen shores of the Icy Sea, the ele» ated
countries along the Ural Mountains, or the cold steppes ex-
tending to the north of the Caspian 8ea, is brought into
contact with the moisture, which being suddenly con-
densed, covers, in the form of snow, the countries round the
Baltic. In summer the same causes produce an alternation
of rainy and fair weather. To this peculiar character of
their climate these countries owe their wealth. Though
not endowed with great fertility, the soil being, with very
few exceptions, sandy and light, they abound in timber of
the best Quality

; support, in their green pastures, innume-
rable herds of rattle ; and produce abundant crops of grain,

which have made these districts the richest granary of the

flobe. No other portion ofthe earth approaching so near the
'olar Circle can be compared with tbcm in natural wealth.

Some ofthe peculiar qualities by which the Baltic is dis-

tinguished are intimately connected with the climate of its

basin. By experiments it bos been found that three pounds
of water taken from the North Sea contain 747 grains of
salt, but the same quantity from the Baltic does not yield

more than 389 grains. In general, it is calculated that salt

constitutes only from s'»<h to P»n of the waters of the
Baltic ; but here also some variations exist. The northern
parts, especially the Gulf of Bothnia, contain less than the
others ; and the amount varies greatly according to the sea-

sons. At midsummer only a ton of salt can Iw obtained
from about 300 tons ofsea water taken from the Gulf of Both-
nia, while at Christmas 50 tons give the same quantity. The
weight of the water, taken from the centre of the Keltic, i*

to that of fresh water as I 03b or l iui to 1 000; that or the

Atlantic is I This small degree of saltness is doubt-
less to be attributed to the immense quantity of fresh water
which in spring time and. the early part of the summer,
when the snow is melting, is brought down by the numer-
ous swollen and rapid rivers. The streams which fall into

the Gulf of Bothnia are more numerous and rapid than

the rest; according!) Ibis portion of the Baltic contains

less salt than oilier parts.

The comparatively small depth of the Baltic may per-

haps in some degree be attributed to the numerous rivers

which (tow into it. In this respect the Baltic may lie con

sidered as tbe vast actuary of a great number of streams

;

and the greatest part of its surface is filled up by tbe bar*

formed by rivers, which in spring-time are exceedingly

turbid, and carry down vast quantities of earthy matter.

This supposition is confirmed by it* depth being greatest

where no great rivers enter, as near the island of Bom-
holm, and between it and tbe coast of Sweden, where it is

110 and even Hi fathoms deep, while in general it only

attains from forty to sixty fathoms. The common depth of

tbe North Sea is from ISO to 150 fathoms.

SYS
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To those tw» dreanatuma—th* null 1«m of aaltnoM

and tba little depth of iU wsler*— it u to be attributed that

the »hores of the Baltic nearly wry year are covered with

ice. which in general, from the end of December to the be-

ginning of April, ahuu up the harbour*, strait*, and beys,

and interrupts navigation. In the Oulfi of Finland and of

Bothnia the (rooting begins sooner and ends later. In the

first month* of the tear great pieces of ice are sometimes

met with between Stockholm and the islands of Dagoe and
Oesel. It even happens, though rarely, that extensive por-

tions of the Baltic are frozen over. According to tradition,

a communication over the ice was established in 1333 be-

tween the town of Lubeck and the Danish islands and the

coast of Prussia, and public-houses were erected along the

road. In 1658 Charles X. of Sweden marched an army
over both Bella to the conquest of Zealand ; and in our
days, in 1809, a Russian corps passed from Finland to

Sweden over the ire, at the narrowest part of the Gulf of

Bothnia, called the Quarken.
The waves of the Baltic do not rise to such a height as in

the North Sea, or in any other part of the Atlantic, but
they break much more abruptly. The first circumstance is

probably caused by the narrowness of the sea, and the se-

cond by its inconsiderable depth.

The current of the Baltic may be compared to that of

a wide river or a large actuary. It commences at the re-

motest extremities, and it* course is toward* the outlets of
the sea. The greatest volume of fresh water is discharged
bv numerous rivers into the northern part of the Gulf
of Bothnia, whose united waters form a current which is

very rapid in the strait of the Quarken. It becomes leas

rapid where the gulf enlarges, and divide* afterwards at the
Aland Islands into different branches, which however again
unite, and the stream is felt over the whole surface in the
central parts of the sea. until it make* its exit through the
three straits, being most sensible in the Little Belt What
is commonly observed in wide actuaries happens her* also.

When a strong wind ha* blown directly into the entrance
for some time, it changes the current, and causes an influx
of water from the open sea. Such a temporary current is

said to exist sometimes Men at the entrance of the Gulf of
Finland, after a long prevalence of north-west winds.
The tides, which rise to a greater height in the North

Sea than in most other parts of the ocean, especially along
the tbores of Germany and Jutland, decrease rapidly in the
Kattegat, so that in some places they produce only weak
and irregular oscillations of the water. Their feeble effort*

may still be traced in the three straits, but farther south-
ward they disappear entirely. At Copenhagen the average
tide is about one foot.

The Swedish naturalist* have observed a rise of the waters
in the Baltic, which seems to proceed from another cause.
The surface sometimes rises to three feet and upward* above
the ordinary level, and maintains itself at that height eome-
tiraos only for a few days, but occasionally for several weak*
altogether. This change occurs in all lessons, but is moat
freciuenl in autumn. This phenomenon ha* not yet been
explained in a satisfactory manner.
The Baltic doe* not abound in fish either a* to species or

numbers. The herring once visited it in shoals, and this

fishery was considerable in the 1 4th and 1 5th centuries along
the coast* of Scania or southern Sweden ; but since thst
time only individuals have been caught. It would even
seem that it haa abandoned the Kattegat, But on the
eastern coast of Sweden, especially on the Gulf of Bothnia,
a fl.h is caught in grest numbers, which isonly distinguished
from the herring by it* being smaller. It is rilled •traits

-

ling, and ta the only fish of the Baltic winch is not con-
sumed In its fresh state, but dried, salted, and otherwise
prepared for a distant market. The greatest quantity is

taken between the Quarken and the Aland Islands, and
many families on this coast gain their subsistence by thai
fithery. The next most important fishery is that in the
slrsiis between the Danish Islands. Man* specs**, which
an» not found farther to the east, especially those of the
cud kind, enter time strait* from the Kattegat, and afford
an sbundsnt supply of food to the inhabitants of some
of the smaller islsnds. On the east coast of the Bailie
o l» a few (amilie* substat bv fishing alone, if we except
the uUnd of Guthlsnd and the Aland Islaada, on which
a cornWWrsl.le numlwr of seals are kdled at the breaking
up o» the ice winch in winter attach** itself to these

The moat abundant species of fish, next to those

already named, are salmon, i

and the sword-fish. Whales are sometimes, but rarely, east

upon the shore in a dead state. The Drlphmoa Ph i r aw
ia frequently caught along the shores of Scania.

.Among the productions of the Baltic we SBoat assise
amber. Though met with sometimes in a
tries, aa in Sicily, it is only on the southern coast *f thai

sea, and especially in Prussia, between Komgeberg and
MemeL that it is procured in cormderahte quantities. Part

is dug up in a few places at a distance of two haadrwi feat

from the beach ; and part is thrown upon it by the waves
after a prevalence of north-westerly and westerly wises
[See Astasa.]
The countries surrounding tbe Baltic supply tieshrr.

grain of different kinds, hides, tallow, otc, in the
abundance and of the first quality. If we except
seas contiguous to the British islands, and that

encloses Iho maritime tracts of tbe Chinese empire a»
portion of tbe ocean is so much frequented by shrpa a*
the Baltic. To support this assertion w* shall only i

that in 1829, 13,486 vessels passed through the Sound, i

several hundred more through the canal of KstJ ; ami al
this in spite of the difficulties and disadvantage* to whack
the navigation of this sea is subject These difficulties ana*
partly from tbe narrowness of the sea, and parti* from Ma
numerous sand-banka along tbe southern and eastern shseaa,

where shipwrecks are more frequent than in any other part
It is thought that two per cent, of tbe vesseU which taat
tbe Baltic are annually lost while the commerce bets asa
Great Britain and America ia carried on with the tea* of
one per cent Besides this, the harbours of the Baltic arw
abut up for three or four months by the ice. and thsss lias

navigation is interrupted for nearly one third of lb* year.

Another disadvantage is the shallowness of the nerVmn mm
the southern coast, and the complete want of tides. No
vessel drawing twenty feet of water can enter any

"

as far as the Gulf of Finland, and moat of them
such aa draw fifteen or sixteen feet Consequently the vwsswss

which visit these porta average only between too and Mm
tons. This circumstance places these countries i

disadvantages in carrying on a commerce warn
parte. In long voyages tbe profit arising from the m>
pfoyment of Urge vessels is much greater than wheal aasal
ships are uaed ; and countries which are limited to

ployment of the latter cannot enter into •

those which use large vessels. Tbe navigation of the <

trie* about the Baltic consequently extends only to oaar
own sea and the neighbouring ports of the Atlantic. Thai
shows the great advantages Britain denres from MS geo-

graphical situation, which makes h tbe natural

tory of the commodities exported from the Baksr, wi
from tbe porta of Britain are afterwards earned ai otaer

veaaels to the remote countries where they are ceaaeaajad.

Tbe harbours to the north of the Gulf of Finland are nsarh
deeper, and admit vessels of 600 tons and upward* ; bat a*
these countries are less productive, their trod* ts ia eaaae-
qu*nee comparatively inconsiderable.

Tbe 8wedes who inhabit lb* coast* long amc* eeaarwad
that some places formerly covered by the soa had Be-
come dry land in the course of time. Thai ladared aasss
Swedish naturalists to suppose that tbe surface of the
was lowering. But as that opinion could not he
without supposing that the surface of the whole <

derwent a similar change, others thought that Xmm •

of the Scandinavian peninsula waa slowly nousg.
even calculated, about eighty years ago, frim
tional data, that this rise amounted to about (arr?

inches in a century; hut other investigatione

favourable to bis opinion. He as well aa
marks on a few rocks, thst this mailer might be <

safer evidence ; but a difference of opuuoa on the* i

still prevails. It is certain that espirially atoag taw <

of Bothnia, and soil more to the north of
several tracts are now dry land which war*
vwred by the sea ; as for instance near Torses,
which wars passed over in boats by lb* French i

whan they measured s di g is*, are now changed la*» ss*a-
dows. As, however, this portion of the gulf resswiea »ery
numerous, large and rapid nvera, which being dawn gvwst
quantities of *tooe* and earthy matter, it asanas wot isaari

bahis that these changes have bean prodwrwd •» the aaasaa

of the nvers.

Tbe Baltic ts called by the flwasain Danes, sad
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the Eastern 8ee. It fat uncertain whence the name of Baltic

is derived. It tu Bnt used bjr Adam of Bremen . a monk
of the twelfth century, id hia description of the Baltic and
the countries about it. Several etymologies hare been pro-
posed : some derive it from the Danish Baelt, which signi-

ng* a ffirdle ; but it seems more probable that it M derived
from the language of the antient Prussians, whicli is now
extinct and entirely unknown. In the Lithuanian language,
which probably had aome affinity with that of the antient
Prussians, baits signifies tcktt* ; and it would seem that
seas which in winter are partly covered with ice have fre-

quently been called White Seas. (Catteau, Tableau dt la
mrr Baltiam ; Travel* of Von Buch, Thompson, Sohubert.1
BALTIMORE, a considerable city in the county of the

same name in the state of Maryland, in the United States
of America. Baltimore is situated on the north side of the
river Patapeeo, and between it and Gunpowder River, both
of which streams empty themselves into Chesapeake Bay on
the west side near its. head. The county is separated from
Ann Arundel county on the south and south-west by the
Patapeeo, and from Harford county on the east and north-
east by the Gunpowder. On the west and north-west it

joins Frederick county, has Pennsylvania on the north, and
m bounded by Chesapeake Bay on the south-east.

In 1 7*9 an act was passed by the proprietary government
•f Maryland for erecting a town on the north side of the
Patapsco, and in the following year it was laid out and
•ailed Bakimore, from the name of the founder of the colony
ef Maryland. For many years it did not flourish, and
in 1 745 it contained only about fifty houses. Captain Hall
tells us, on the authority of Mr. Carroll, one of the signers
of the declaration of independence, whom the captain
saw in hia visit to America, in 1828, that Baltimore, which
then contained 7000 bouses, was a village of only seven
houses within Mr. Carroll's memory. The rapid extension
of the place is no doubt to be ascribed to its position, which
is so favourable for foreign trade, and which has been suf-
ficient to overbalance the disadvantage of unhealthiness, to
which fat has always been exposed, though in a leas degree
now than formerly.

The town of Baltimore is built round a basin which forms
one of the securest harbours in the United States, and is

. capable of containing 2000 sail of merchant-ships. The
entrance to this harbour, which is little more than a pistol-

shot in width, is defended by a fort. At common tides the
water rises Ave or six feet, and the harbour is at all times
deep enough, through the greater part of its extent, to re-
ceive ships of large burthen, but only small vessels can go
o,uite up to the town. As, from its formation, vesseli can
only depart from this harbour with the wind in a particular

quarter, it is usual for large ships to load and unload in a
harbour near the mouth of the basin, which is formed by
a neck of land called Fell's Point For the convenience
of being near to the shipping, many stores and houses have
been built on this point, and these are now so numerous as
to be joined to, and to form a part of, the city of Balti-

The exports of Baltimore consist principally of tobacco,
wheat, wheat-flour, maixe, hemp and flax ; ana its imports,
of colonial produce and the principal European products and
nsannfacturea. Much of the export trade that was carried

on at this port has of late been transferred to New York,
oaring to she great improvements in water communication
with the interior effected by the latter city. In consequence
an attempt baa been made to revive the commercial activity

or Baltimore by the construction of railroads to facilitate the
conveyance of produce to and from the interior. One of
these railroads, as originally projected, was to extend from
Baltimore to Pittsburg on the Ohio, by a route which would
make its length 325 miles. The proposed capital for lht%
undertaking was Ave millions of dollars, to which the state

subscribed liberally. This railroad is partially constructed
and in operation, but great obstacles to its completion have
bom presented. Another railway, to extend from Baltimore
to York, Pennsylvania, a distance of 76 miles, waa com-
aaroced in IMo. A branch of the Baltimore and Ohio
railroad, to connect the city with Washington, has also been
uodmaken. In addition to these, several canals have been
pttjeeted. one of them to extend from the tide-water of the
rVuxnsr river above Georgetown, in the district of Columbia,
to Pittsburg. The length of this canal would be 340 miles,

and lU estimated ami 22,375.000 dollars, one million of
which waa subscribed by ^e United States. A charter of

incorporation was granted by the state of Virginia m 1M4
to the company by whom this canal was undertaken, and
it was confirmed by the legislature of Maryland, and by the
Congress in 18*3. The work was commenced in 1828.

Baltimore is laid out with regularity ; the streets, some
of which are of considerable width, are for the moat part
placet at right angle* to each other. The town contains
several large and handsome churches; those particularly

which are appropriated to Roman Catholic and Unitarian

worship. The cathedral contains a fine organ. Tbecitiaens
have erected a monument to General Washington : the

statue, which is 15 feet high, is placed on a circular pedestal

which stands on a base SO feet square ; the summit is 160
feet from the ground, and as a spot haa been chosen for the
erection of the monument, which is 100 feet above high-
water mark, the statue is a very conspicuous object : it waa
sculptured in Italy.

The progress of the town may be seen from the following

statement of its population at various periods :

—

1775, 5,934 1810. 46.555
1790. 13,503 1820, 62.738
1800. 26.614 1830, 80,625

The city contained, in 1830, ten banking companies with
an aggregate capital of nearly seven millions of dollars, four

marine insurance and two Are insurance companies. The
tonnage belonging to the port at the end of 1831 amounted
to 43,263 tons, ofwhich two-fifths were employed in the coast-

' ing trade. The ship-builders of Baltimore are celebrated

for the construction of very fast-sailing vessels, and were
much employed during the war in building privateers. The
total value of imports into the state of Maryland, in 1832,
almost the whole of which were received at Baltimore,

amounted to 4,499,918 dollars. The average quantity of

flour exported during each of the five years ending with
1830, waa 557,409 barrels. During the last war between
England and America (in September, 1814), an attack was
made upon this city by the British troops- under General
Ross. The assailants were repulsed by the cititens with
considerable loss on both sides. To commemorate this

event, the inhabitants have erected a monument of marble,
thirty-live feet in height, which they call the battle monu-
ment, and upon which are inscribed the names of their

fetlow-citixens who fell on the occasion.

The University of Maryland, which was incorporated by
the state in 1812, is situated in Baltimore, and is in part

supported by an annual grant from the state of 5000 dollars.

It was intended that all the usual branches of education
should be taught in this University, but, up to a recent date,

the only classes in actual operation were those of medicine
and law. The Washington Medical College, which was in-

corporated in 1 833, is alio opened in Baltimore. Two other

institutions, for more general education, St. Mary's College,

and Mount Saint Mary's College, are under the direction

of Roman Catholics, which sect is very numerous in Mary-
land. The first-named of these colleges, which was founded
in 1 791, haa a library of 10,000 volumes, and a good phi-

losophical and chemical apparatus. Mount Saint Mary's
College, which was established in 1809, has also a consider-

able library. There were beside*, in January, 1831, about
1 75 male and female schools in the city.

Baltimore sends two members to the House of Delegates,

and one member to the senate of the state of Maryland.
The city is about 34 miles N.B. of Washington, and 83

miles W.S.W. of Philadelphia. It is situated in 39' 19'

N. laL and 76° 44' W. long. (Thompson's Alcedo ; Hall's
Tratyh in America ; American Almanac ; Paper* pre-"

tented to Congress.)

BALTIMORE, LORD, founder of the colony of Mary
land in North America. The family name of the Lords
Baltimore waa Calvert, who were originally of Flemish ex-
traction, but for a long time were settled in Yorkshire, where
they were large landliolders. George Calvert, the first Lord
Baltimore, held several lucrative situations, and obtained

extensive grants of land in Ireland and Newfoundland under
James I.; but having, in the year 1624, become a Roman
Catholic, he was compelled to give up hia office of secretary

of state, and to abstain altogether from interfering in public

affairs, the intolerant spirit of that age prohibiting the open
exercise of the Catholic worship. It was an age, howe\er,
of great enterprise as well as of religious intolerance. The
impulse towards maritime discovery given by the diecovry
of America, and the postage by sea to the Bant ImKcs, hod
not yet spent lis force ; and the founding of settlements, or
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plantation*,m tbey war* tlm nailed, in distant eotonie* ni
pursued with great ardour, no less by tbe adventurous spirits

who. in a Was pacific reign, wuuld have employed their ener-

gie* in »M. than by tbo»e who in vain sought for freedom of
,

conscience at home, or who. abhorring the civil and religious

tyranny of tbe Stuntu, became voluntary exile* from the

land of their birth. The Catholics were not. it u true, at poll-
j

tically obnoxious to the court of Jame* 1. and hi* successor,

a* Iboae numerous Prote»tent seclanes who are known lu us

by the common appellation of ' Puritans;' but by the great

bulk of tbe nation tlvey were regarded with feelings of Itua-

lical hatred. Though the plantation of Maryland was

originally what, in modern phraseology . mi|(bt I* tanned a

commercial sperulaiion. the religion uf iu founder ami Ibe

political event* of the time invested it with the character of

a purely Catholic settlement.

The French hav tug taken possession of a settlement in

Newfoundland, upon which Lord Baltimore had expended a

very large sum of money. Charles I. made him a grant of

all that tract of country which constitutes the present state

of Maryland, but he died before tbe grant wat legalised ;

and the patent or charter was accordingly made nut in the

name of hi* son Cecil, the second Lord Baltimore. This

charter is dated June tfutb. ICfJ. and slate* in the preamble

that ' Whereas our right trusty and well beloved Cecil Cal-

vert. Baron of Baltimore, of Longford m Ireland, pursuing

his father's intent, and being excited with a laudable Chris-

tian leal for the propagation of the Christian faith, and tlie

enlargement of our empire and dominions, haih humbly
besought leave of us. by Ins own industry and charge, to

transfer an ample colony of the English nation into a cer-

tain country, hereatter to be described, in part of America
not yet cultivated or planted, though in some parts thereof

inhabited by certain barbarouspeople. having no knowledge
of Almighty God." fee. Jko. The charter goes on to invest

Lord Baltimore and bis heirs with full powers over the new
colony. ' to be holder* of us and our heirs and *ucce*sor* as

of our castle of Windsor, and in fee and common sore-age,

by fealty only, for all services, and not in rapit*, or by

knight's service; yielding and pay ing therefore to us two
Indian arrows of those parts every year, on Easter Tuesday,

•nd also the fifth part of all gukl and silver mine* which
shall hereafter be discovered.'

Under this charter, about two hundred persms. of
respectable family, and mostly of the Roman Catholic

persuasion, entered tbe Chesapeake Bay, in February, 16.14.

Having purchased a village from tbe native Indiana, they

proceeded to organize tho new oniony, called Maryland,
in honour of Henrietta Maria, the wife of Charles I.

The 'experiment was most successful (see Msrvlamd]:
a representative furin of government was established; all

persons professing • belief in the ditiiulf of tbe Chris-

tian dispensation were declared eligible to the civil ad-

vantage* of tbe stale, without distmi lion ; and as long-

continued persecution had taught the Catholic* the whole-
some lesson of religious tolerance, tbe constitution of Mary-
land stood ak>ne in not lanctionuig laws directed suaintl

liberty of conscience. This nwl honourable exception,

which, however, did not extend to the Jew*, snon made
Man land an asylum to the persecuted for conscience sake

in the mother country and the adjacent settlements.

Tbe inhabitant* of Virginia all along viewed with a jea-

lous eye the riptd progress which the * papist idolater* of
the neighbouring Mate were making in population, wealth,

and prosperity ; and as Maryland originally tunned part of
Virginia (taking tbat terra in it* extensile *cn»c). tbey were
with difficulty restrained (nun Heating Lord Baltimore as a
usurper of ibotr rights and privilege*. When the mil war
had extended il»clf to tbe colonic*, tbe triumph uf the anti-

Calbolic* was soon felt in Ibe harsh measure* which were
directed against tbe Catholics by tbe legislature of Mary-
land. But at the restoration tho more liberal polio by
which the affair* of tbat settlement had been regulated

before tbe Commonwealth wat again adopted ; and Lord
Baltimore hied long enough to see his most sanguine expec-

tation* with regard to it* welfare realised, lie died mi 1*7*.

at an advanced age. Though proprietor of Marylind, Lord
Balbmore never resided in it, our, a* it should seen , ever
even tutted it.

</Vrru*« of Inland, • Extinct Peer* ;' Art. * Baltimore.
Ht0ery 'if tit BnliiA Pwwvmu la .Writ Ammra, /n*m
tU Pirtt /»*corer*. ay JirAuaftaa Cabal, lo tkt fW» of
I7»a. Loodoo, TU Bnhik Hmptn ,n Awunt*'

;

containing a HUrAry «/ lis* Dfcovrrf. StMtmmi. oa*J

Progrett of mark Cotomy. London. I Tiff. A HtUtttm •/
Maryland, ate. ftc fcc London. 163*. Tie few of Ur*
Baltimore, with a P-rpf*. 16*4.1

BALTIMORE BIRD, or BALTIMORE HAKC-
NKST. [See Casmcu*.]
UALTINGLASS. a parish and town in tbe resnt* «f

Wicklow. in Ireland : the town is on tho south uae uf taw

river Slaiicy. It was once a place of conktderabl* ie pan-

ance. a parliament having been held in it. (See Addfas

to Camden's Bnlamtta. art. 'County of Wtrkk>w. p. *»•
>

The a.. ilea for the county were aim formerly bwtd si

Baltinglaas, at which time it returned two rot-sabers *» aa».

lianicut. (Dr. Beaufort * Utmmr nf a Map nf Irtimmdt

The name i* supposed to be derived from Beat bone art***,

which ktgniAod the Fire of the Myalenes of Beat : « *» aea
conjectured to have been tbe grand BeaJ-unne ef Use

soulhnrn state* ol Leinster. In the neighbourhood «*e

the remain* of several Druidu-al altars, lo 1 7*7 swaanr

I

graves or tombs were discovered at Saunder s Otm*. wears

i» in the vicinity of the town : they were cocsp*ed of am
lt'<g-*tone*. set edgeways, without a bottom, ami covered ea
the top with other shapeless stone*. Witbin tbe tanaa
• ere urns, made of buked earth, of a pale eesxsar. a*»d

farmed in such a way aa showed tbat the* were mSrasSsH

I to be ornamental. The interior of the tomb* **» fvU

j
of burnt bone* and ashes. (See Dub in C*rum*t* mt

Ortolier J. of the same year, quoted to Addition*) to Caaa-
I den'* Britannia.) Not far from tbe town u BaHmgUs*
Castle, which i» a venerable and spacious stnst tare : tbe

age of the building ia not recorded. In BalttagUaa tbrre

I* an abbey, which I* still in good condition. tWmgn W-Ji
between the years IMS and I Ml: it bwkangwd to Us*

Cistertian order of friar*, and ws» founded by larrsass*

Mac Murrogh. king of Leinster. He was mlerrwd in tW
,

abhey. (Arrhdall a Monatticm Wifc <n stas t Cs*.« tte

authority of Ware, the abbot sal as a bamn in ants* >4 Us*

ln»h parliament*. King John conSrraed the lands of taw
' ahbey, and granted others, among whuh wera tW* Uisk J
Arkluw, containing a aalt pit of considerable valia* Tke
name of the last abbot wa* John Galhally. wis* wrn sani )

on the lith December. 1437. in contMlerattuti ef eksrh aw

|
received a pension. In the thirty-third tear of the rwtra ml

! Henry VIII. (1641) a grant of the abbey and its f*— a. as*

wa* made to Thomas Eustace, Vi-eount Baltingtaa* I* •••

reign of Queen Elisabeth another grant was msrto w avr

Henry Harrington. (Grose • Antiquum of /reaaaat i

Balunglas* belongs to tbe Earl of AldUapsugt*. »Ws*»<

father did a gaeat deal for tbe enlargement and lear 1——
menl of tbe loam. Wilatm. in hi* Aul ekmu P sassa i ssx

say * that he had nearly doubled tbe bouses m the esgi-t » *****

ending 1786. He also established manufartorke* <4 **» ,
1

woollen, and diaper, winch still exist, and give twasovsawsi

,
lo a great number of Ibe inhabitants.

I Baltinglas* ha* six annual fair*, on the <nd •** ft a* is»i i

.

17th of March. I'jtb of May. 1st of Julv . I ttb of W*m.i.
and Ihe hth of December. The magistrate* are a » *erwg*x

,
deputy, recorder, and town-clerk. Tbe town baa a ebaewk.
but no glebe. Tbe living i* a rectory, m Ihe sbwreaw ml

Lcighhn.
About seven mile* nnrth-cast of Balttagla** » t in s**

' Guth. or Church Mountain. On tbe summit «f thsv awe**
l tain i* a large pile of rough stone*. inci-»in« * am.
within which i* a well, whsrh ba* from tins* » »»«»»« mi

lieen much fre»|tiented by pilgrims. Acrtsrding I* IW e^-
' rent tradition* of tbe district, tbe** stone* were rnltuSast

Ihe twelfth century, for Ihe purpose of budding a cb*s»*t

|
and anerward* making a paved pathwav over the *»«•

' Ism from old Eilcullen. in the countv ef KiblaJV a* ti-w

r
stV*)och. Part of tbe project was earned into rx**-«i>*x

I
and is still to be *eeo in a wonderfully perfect *t*s* <( ***>

' den's Bntamma. )

Balliuiilasa I* .It mile* I W. of Dublin ; tbe d-^-ww V*
Ihe roail is 49 mile*. The parish oxilaioed a *>*ssil*i>* mt

|

itOJ in la.'l ; and Ibe town a populate* of IJ#* Hi iv>

j

eensu* of mi. tbe pipulatsnn ef th» pan.h aa* 4 I If ssst

|

of Ihe town 1*70. t See ( smden * Jtrt/wa*.** . rV*>4»t •

,
U-m<»r of a .Map o/UW, ( ariisle . T^ngrmpMmrmi /W-

! Iiosiury ; Wilson * Ptul-rUtmt Cmmrpam m *n htmamt

.

tiro*** .fn/iukdfie* nf hfiamd ; Arrhdall* Ja*»>«wrsi —
' Ihirrnirum ; f\ipmlatum Krnirlt.

BAI.l'M'ER. or B A I.LISTER, i. aa*i w*> eataA m~m-
,
neouslt, to be derived fruea • U^pstruav' mt •

I
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j*Wa railed off in tbo antient baths. (Nicholson "• Arrhi-
Uetwnt Dtrhrmarj.) It u alto conjectured to be derived

from 'balaustium (fia\a('trTte»), the Mower of the wild

Smegrmnale. which it i» said to resemble. (RncyrtoptHSe
itkodtqte <t Architecture.) Baluslrum appear* to be only

a modification of the word balaustium. It U difficult to

imagine bow the word ' baluster ' is derived from the Greek
name of the (lower of the pomegranate, when we do ndteven
know the form of the antietit haluiter, or whether it bore
any resemblance to that of the modern*. We think it more
probable that the word wa« derived from 'balista,' an
engine u*ed by the Romans for throwing atone*, &c. (Vi-
tru» iits.) Balitta waa the engine, and balistarium the place
where the balista waa put ; and it is possible the balistarium
waa railed in. The balistarium waa, according to Lipsius.

the engine itseht (Plautus, Panut., i. I, 73; Lipsius,

PxJiorcet. c. iii. dial, i ; see Facciolati.) The balista, or

balistarium, waa in the form of a bow, and the profile of
the baluster or ballister ia also in the form of a bow. The
Norman-French word for a crossbow is ' arbalastre,' and the
modern French word for baluster is

4 balustre.' There ia

so much resemblance in the form of the two objects, and in

the words by which they are expressed, that we are of
opinion that the word baluster, or ballister, is derived from
th« Roman engine of war balista, or balistarium. The
baluster is a peculiar kind of column, of the form of an
antient bow in it* profile ; it is employed in balustrades.
[Sro B«lu«tradb-J The baluster has also of late years
omen fanned after the model of Greek and Roman columns.
Balusters are planed on a plinth, and are surmounted with
a cornice. (See the published works of Palludio. Vignola,
Srsmuati. and other*.) The proportions of balusters are
given in the work of Sir William Chambers on Architecture,
where they are proportioned to the orders, and are made
heavier or lighter according to their destination : the
beat i«. i balusters are given to the Tuscan, and the lightest
to ilw Corinthian and Composite orders.

BALUSTRADE, the termination of a modern edifice.

There dor* not appear to be any example of a balustrade in

the remain* of antiquity now existing
;
although there are

example* of railing or fencing. [See Pompeii.] Balus-
trade* are most commonly placed over the cornices of large
edi Area,aiW the manner of a parapet, as at the Banqueting-
llouae at Whitehall. St, Paul * church, London, and Black-
f tars and Westminster bridges : the two last present very
fine examples of the balustrade. Balustrades are not only
e n plated in large edifices, above the orders of architecture
[*ee Basimkvt], but also to inclose stairs, terraces? altars,

liote. and the balconies of houses. [See Balcony.] The
baitMtar* forming a balustrade are placed on a plinth, at

equal distances from one another, with a small opening
between tbem : they support a cornice, and are divided at in-

tervals by a pedestal. (For the proportions of a balustrade
over an order of column*, see Chambers'* Architecture )

When a balustrade is placed over an order of columns, it is

usual to set the die of the pedestal over the columns, making
the breadth of the die equal to the breadth of the shaft.

Balustrade* are made of iron and wood, as well as stone.

In Italy balustrade* are of very frequent occurrence, and
of prodigious extent At Frascati there it a balustrade in

the ViltaConti. more than 2000 feet in length. The colon-

nade of 8t. Peter's, by Bernini, is surmounted with a
(•tlostrade. But perhaps the most elegant balustrade in

Rune is at the Villa Albani ; the form of the baluster in

toss differs from the old and bow-shaped baluster commonly
employed.

la fear distent structural.

VUU Wooden BUddHsm Bridfa.

AlbaaL boa shap*!
Balaam.

The e«t represents four kind* of baluster; one like the

bow above-mentioned, the other* k* if the bow-like batatfer
had been cut in two horizontally to form two balusters.
The latter is the baluster most commonly nsed ; but the
former appears to be the oldest and earliest form : an
example of it may be seen in some of the galleries of. old
wooden building* in England and other countries of Europe.
The court-yard at Chillingham Castle, and the gate ofhonour
leading into Caius College, Cambridge, present example*
of the bow-like baluster. There are example* al>o in the
works of Palladio, Vignola, Scamoxxi, and other architects

of Italy.

BALZA'C. JEAN LOUIS GUEZ. 8eigneur of Bahae.
was born at Angoul'me, in 1394. His fa I her. Guillauroe
Guez, was attached to the service of the Duke d'Epemon ;

and young Baltac went early to Rome aa secretary to

Cardinal La Valcttc. His residence of some years In Italy

led him to compare the high polish which the language of
that country had attained, and the rich literature which it

had produced, with the mile and barren condition of the
language and literature of his native land. On hit return
to France he fixed himself at Paris, and then twgan
writing. With the assistance of a cultivated taste, an
extensive reading of the Latin classics, and a good ear,

he contrived to introduce a harmony, a precision, and a
correctness of style which were before unknown in French
prose, and which acquired him the name of the most elo-

quent writer of his time, and the reformer of the French
language. His contemporary, Malherbe. effected a similar

improvement in French poetry. They were both the fore-

runners of the great writers of the age of Louis XIV.
Balzac's merit made him known to the Cardinal de Richelieu,

who obtained turn a pension of 2000 francs, with the hono-
rary rank of Councillor of State. His works, in his own
time, had many admirers and also many detractors; the
most violent among the last was Father Goulu, a monk,
who attacked Balzac with bitter invective. Balzac replied

with great temper ir, several pamphlets, bearing the
fictitious name of Ogier ; but at last, disgusted with these

polemics, he quitted Paris, and went to live at hit estate on
the banks of the Charente, near AngoulCme. He there

continued to write, and to keep up a correspondence with
his friends. He died in 1655. and was buried, according to

his own directions, in the cemetery of the Hospital of Angou-
l§me, to which institution he left a legacy or 12.000 francs.

He also left a gift of .'000 francs to the French Academy
for the purpose of establishing a prize lor eloquence in

prose writing. In course of time most of Balzac's works fell

into neglect, except his ' Familiar letters." which have

been repeatedly printed. There are some of his other works
which do not deserve to lie buried in obscurity. His
Arftttppe, ou de ta C'>ur, which he dedicated to Christina,

queen uf Sweden, is a series of discourse* on the duties of

princes, ministers, anil men In office ; on g<md and on false

politics, and on moral principles, with references to antient

and modern history, interspersed with some curious anecdotes.

It shows much sound judgment and honest principle, and is

a book worth reading even now. He also wrote Le Prince

;

the title of which he probably took from Machiavelli s cele-

brated work of the same name, with which, however, it has

little in common but the title. It i«a sort ofcommentary on the

politics and events of his time, and a eulogy of Louis XIII.,

who is represented as the model of a good king : it con-

tains much invective against that king's enemies, and chiefly

against Spain, the old rival of France. It is curious to ob-

serve, at tnis distance of time, and under circumstances so

much altered, the mixture of dread and hatred shown by
French and Italian writers of the 16th and I'lli centuries

towards Spain, then the most formidable power in Europe.

Balzac compares it to the beast with seven heads and ten

horns, which aspires to the dominion of all the world ; and

he calls the Spaniards brigands of all the lands, and pirate*

on all the seas. He depicts in vivid colours the ambition

and the remorseless crueltt of Philip II. ; and accuses the

Spanish cabinet of still pursuing the same maxims of dark,

crooked, and sanguinary policy. There is considerable

power and some historical truth in the whole ofthis invective.

The work is dedicated to Cardinal Richelieu, who, the

author olwerves in his letter of address, ' will be amused at

the vehemence of some of bis pcrud*, and will enjoy the

sight of a philosopher ia a passion ' The other work of

Balzac which deserves mention is Le Socrate ( hrftien.

a series of discourses on the Christian religion and morality

in which the author reprobate* fanaticism, hypocrisy, per.
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aeration, as wall as • too prying inquisitivene** into th*

ray stories of faith. But white treating ofsuch serious topics,

Baltic does not overlook opportunities of correcting errors

and improprieties of language. ' The word rtUgiomnatrt,'

be says in one place. * is not French ; it comes from the

same country as the word doctrinaire, and it was no doubt

a Gascon preacher who first uttered it from the pulpits of

Paris.' He censures toe use of such appellations as
' heretics,' ' schismatics.' ' enemies of the Church.' applied

to the Protestants in his time ; ' they are fearful words,

calculated to exasperate those whom we ought to endeavour

to tome.'

A selection of the most important thoughts contained

til the Ariitippe. the Prince, and the Socraie Ckritien,

was made by M. Mersan, and published under the title

of Pnuiet dn Balzac. I voL 8vo.. Paris, 1808. Balxac

wrote also L* Barbon, an amusing satire on pedants,

which he dedicated to Manage. He wrote Latin verses,

epistles, elegies, &c^ which were published in one volume
by Menage after Balxac i death. An edition of Balxac'

a

works in 2 vols. fcl. was published by I'AbW Cassagne.
(Dietionnaire de Moreri; HiagrapAie CniverttUe ; and the

works of Balisc above quoteJ.)

BAMBARRA is an extensive country in the interior of

Northern Africa, the exact boundaries of which are not

known. On the west it extends to J* W. long- and on the

east probably at least to the meridian of Greenwich.
Towards the north it is bounded by the great desert of

the Sahara, about 169 N. 1st., and to the south it extends
perhaps to about 9° N. 1st. It domes its name from the

Bambarrat, a numerous tribe of negroes, who are the native

occupants of this part of Africa.

The eastern and greater part of the country is a plain,

slightly undulating, and intersected by rivers of considerable

sixe, which in the rainy season overflow their banks, and
inundate considerable tracts of land. Along the bank* of

the principal river of the country (the Juliba) a dead flat of

great extent lie* on both sides, which likewise is annually

inundated. A considerable part of this division ha* been
changed into marshes by the annual inundations of the

rivers. The western, or less extensive naif, is hilly and
even mountainous, comprehending the eastern declivities of

that extensive mountain system which extends between the
meridians of Ferro and Greenwich, or even farther eastward,

and between 4* and 15° N. lau, and is called Kong Moun-
tains. [See Kono Mountain*.]
The cbmate of ourse is various. It is sultry and oppres-

sive in the plains, oipecuUly on the boundary of the great

desert, but where the country rises into bills the air is at ail

times comparatively cool. About the middle of June the
hut and sultry atmosphere is agitated by violent gust* of
wind, accompanied by thunder and rain. These usher in

the rainy season, which continues till the month of No-
vember. During this time the diurnal rains are very heavy,

and the prevailing winds are from the south-west. The
termination of the rainy season is likewise attended with
violent tornadoes, after which the wind shifts to the north-

east, and continues to blow from that quarter for the rest of

the year. The north east wind changes the face of the

country : the grass soon becomes dry and withered ; the

rivers subside very rapidly, and many of the trees sited their

leave*. About this period the harmaltan is commonly felt,

a dry and parching wind, blowing from the north-east, and
accompanied by a thick smoky haie, through which the sun
appears of a dull red colour. This wind, in passing over
the great desert, becomes hot and dry, and parches up every
thing exposed to its current. It is. boweier. reckoned tery
wholesome, particularly to Europeans, * ho generally recover

their health dunng its continuance. It causes chaps in the
hp* and •ore c)cs among the natites.

The principal river is the Niger, here called Joliba, or

I) juliba, that is, * tbe grest wster.' or ' tbe great nver.' It

is not yet exactly known in what part of the Kong Moun-
tain* it ha* it* origin. [See Nioaa.] Where the river

descends from the mountain-region it form* some cataracts,

which interrupt the navigation near Bsmmakoo, not far from
the western boundary of Bamharra. From this point it run*
thiough the hilly country and ihe plain, commonly between
extremely low banks, toward* the cast, north-wast, and
north north east. Numerous villages and tome considerable
place*, as Scgo. Rancandmg. Sill*, and Jmnee, stand upon
th is stream. Below Sego the mer dilute* into two branch**,
which again unit* at Isaca, a ullage situated at a consider-

able distance below Jean**. Afterward* it Calk isrte aba

eastern part of a large lake called Debbee as- Dab*. aaW
issuing from it on the northern sad* pasar* ta Ttmaart*.

4n this tract the river is navigated by vassal* of fro** *r»ty

to eighty ton* burden, and drawing six or *evwa fast >

No considerable river join* it in it* course through

bam from the north ; but from tbe south it racer***

tributaries, a* th* Bagoe and tbe Koran*, of whaea taw

latter is navigated by vassals of sixty or eighty twaa ssssdsm.

The mineral riches of Bamban* are Utile known. Tkw
mountainous part probably contains gold, but those sbatrw**

of the Kong Mountain* in which great quantities at" gas*

are collected lie farther to th* west. Iron i

in many district*, and the inhabitant* make i

metal, which are exported to the neighbouring

Salt is not found, but is imported in tug* q«
the Sahara and th* coast of Guinea.

A considerable number of vegetable*

especially rice, maixc, millet, yams,
melons: also, French beans, and onion*. In that

season cabbage*, carrot*, and turnip* are raised. Te
is planted in some districts ; and in others the indigw *****

grows spontaneously. It is remarkable that vary few frast-

trees exist, except the pistachio. Among th* tree* th* ajast

remarkable is the butter-tree, called by Park she* tree, and
by Caillie d. From tbe karcel of this tree da
buUcr is extracted, which » * considerable object af
cultural industry and trad*.

In tbe southern district, th* enormous baobab ss vary

common, and its fruit much esteemed. After the shall has
been broken, tbe pulp is taken out, dried w*U in the sssa,

and then slightly pounded, to extract the ftemla, <

used for sauces, and as * substitute for honey,
other trees art bambacta, of great six*, and taresi

Rope* are made of Ribitau Cammibtmu ; and th*
mas Lnttu bears a fruit of a pleasant taste, rather and. east

in colour resembling gingerbread. Many distracts a* e*»

north a* well a* to the south of th* Joliba an co*wr**l rsi
er tensive forests.

The pasture*, both in the wooded tracts and as tbe tea
plains, being extensive and excellent, th* do—Mi acaaaeb
are numerous, a* horned cattle, sheep, goat*, and him af

a fine breed. Poultry abound* in every district. •awl wasl
Guinea-fowl* are very common, Dog* am laaied **w)
fattened for food. In the river* there are aJhsm**** end
turtles, beside* fish in great abundance, which sxTaad sasv
sistence to a great number of families along Ihe ***Ti.
Dried fish is a considerable article of coaaasarrav Tbe
marsh**, which in many Darts an of very great <

frequented by numbers of aquatic birds, a* ntlii asu
trumpet birds, puffins. Barbery duck*, teals, and
other specie*. A huge quantity of honey at mlbinid n*a»
bee-hive* placed in tree*. Th* ttrnut* bill* are has* as

numerous as on th* bank* of ta* Senegal ; be* thaw am
only eighteen inches or two feet in height, whsest aa Cas
coast they commonly attain sight or nine feet
Tbe aborigine* of Bambarra are a tnhe of insist. *j**a

whom tbe country ho* received it* nam*. They *> aa* teas
to bate advanced much in emulation. Tbry <

peasantry, but th* sod is ill cultivated, and thaw''
disgustingly dirty. Their food » very bad : they eat *B

;
of animals, dogs, cats, rata, mice, serpents, aatd i

! Nearly all that they militate for tbe market i* a IttlWswsajs*.

which they exchange for salt. They display law massy
! and memness of tbe negro**, and gat lotaurastsl ay law a*
' of a kind of beer or bydromet

Among them two other tribe* of negro** kavw
establishment*, lb* Mandmgo** and the
have descended from tbe Kong- Mountain*.

|
population of lb* towns, and are tbe marhaear

|
chant*. Having embraced Islanusm, they are i

advanced in citilixauon ; and Caillie obam **. that ta i

placet public tenon

writing are taught
Th* Moors, wba ar* duperod ever tbe wswarra pern af

the great desert, kavw alto established thawisshti t* *W
|

town*. especially along the Joliba. akwr* they arcwaiy Uatsar

I

selvaa with trad*. Having introdurad Issimn**, tWy *****

i obtained a great degree of authority aub taw petty seat*

reigns of the country, and the Mandingiw* •**» Fmaa*
I

The Unguag* of the Baaaberra* baa a assal assVwsty a*

, that of the Mandtngoas. arroiding to Maagw Park . *w*
ICaukc slate* that they bate also a

|
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Msadtngo and Bambarra languages, according to the form er,

are spoken all over the countries extending from the Senegal
rt»«r to the town of Jennie on the Niger. Belween Jennee
and Ttmboetu a different language is spoken, which Csilli4

tali* Kueour : but according to Mungo Park, it is called
Jtrntk* Kummo by the negroes, and Ktlam Soudan by the
Moors.
Bambarra carries on a rery active commerce, though it is

limited to a small number of commodities. The Mandtngoes
export ivory and perhaps still slaves to the European esta-

blishment* on the Senegal, Gambia, and the western coast of
Africa. But this branch is very inconsiderable when com-
pared with that carried on by the Moors established in the
towM along the Niger, through the Sahara, with the coun-
tries along the Mediterranean. The principal trading places

•re, from east to west, Jennee, Sansanding. Sego, Yamino,
Bammaku, and Bouri. The last, which lies to the south-
west of Bammaku. is the principal market for gold. Small
canoes go from Jennee to this place, and return laden
with that metaL Besides gold, the principal article* of
exchange are slaves, ivory, and coarse cotton cloth made
by the native* : they are exchanged for salt brought from
the desert, for tobacco, and European merchandise. In their

way to the northern countries they pass through Timboctu,
which is the general depot for them. There seems also to

exist some trade with the coast of Guinea, from which salt

is imported.

Bambarra is governed by a multitude of petty indepen-
dent chiefs, who often go to war with one another. The
towns inhabited by the Foulahs, Mandingues, and Moors,
seem to be independent of the sovereigns in whose countries
thev are situated. (Mungo Park ; Rennell ; Caillic

; maps
in Mungo Park's and Caillie's Travel*.)

BAMBERG was formerly a principality, which contained
above 200.000 inhabitants, and had a revenue of 73,0007.

;

out at present it forms part of the province of the Upper
Main, in the north of Bavaria. It was once an independent
bishopric, formed out of the possessions of the Count* of
Bebenberg, whose line became extinct in 908; this bishopiic

was instituted at the commencement of the eleventh cen-
tury, and existed until 1801, when it was secularised. In
February, 1803, it was assigned to Bavaria by a decree of
the deputation of the Germanic empire, of which a now
settlement was then made under the dictation of Bonaparte.
Pasetsoos of it have been formed into two bailiwicks or
isstireeoips (landgerichte), which bear the name* of Bam-
berg L and II., and occupy an area of 164 square miles,

with a population of about 31,000 souls, one town, and 43
villages and hamlets. The two bailiwicks are separated by
the Regnitx ; they are thickly wooded, produce corn, hops,

and vegetables in large quantities, as well as wine, and rear

considerable numbers of cattle.

BAMBERG, the chief town of the bailiwick of Bam-
berg II., and the seat of the former prince-bishops, is situ-

ated in one of the most fertile and delightful districts in

central Germany. It is built on the hanks of the Regnitx,
which here divides into four branches, about three miles
above the influx of that river into the Main, about 130
miles north-west of Munich, and 30 west of Baireutb.

The three quarter* into which the Regnitx divides the
town are united by two bridges ; the four districts into which
they are divided contain about 2000 houses, 13 churches,

li place* of instruction and public charities, and 9 military

ediaVee*. The number of inhabitants, including the mili-

tary, m about 21.000, of whom not more than IS00 are

Protectants, and 5(0 Jews, the remainder being Roman
Catholic*. Bamberg, one half of which is built in the
form of an amphitheatre, on seven eminences, is generally

supposed to have been founded by a colony of Saxons, who
settled in these parts in the year 804, end it was embel-
babed by Charlemagne with the church of St Martin. The
aVe main streets are of handsome breadth and length;
th*> suburb called the ' Steinweg.' and in former day*
the Teuerstadt, presents the longest line of dwelling*,

aad is the most populous quarter of the town ; the deep
ditch— bordering it* ramparts, which have been partially

rued, are laid out in walks and garden* : the whole
plat*) is well paved and lighted. Amongst the buildings

atoat deserving of notice are a handsome cathedral with

four towers, rebuilt by Bishop Otho in 1080: it contain*

foe monuments in memory of the Emperor Henry the

Pasoa, aad his virgin consort. Cunigunda, Pope Clement II..

aast awTcxal Bamberg prelates; besides a 1
Resurrection' j

by Tintoretto, which adorns the high altar, and other
pieces by Van Dyck, Sandrart, Merian. iu. The high
altar, which is in an elaborate Greek style, is so entirely

out of character with this splendid edifice, that it baa
passed into a proverb as being ' for all the world like a
clenched ftst thrust into a man's eye.' One of the nails
from the holy cross, set in diamonds and precious stones, is

exhibited in the sacristy ; and in a porch adjoining are
monumental statue* in bronx* of the beads of the chapter
ranged along the walls ; near this fine structure, too, is the
old but bumble tenement in which Henry the Pious resided.

This edifice, a* well as the venerable palace close to it,

crown St, Peter's Mount ; the palace, once an imperial and
episcopal residence, has been degraded into a guard-hotue,
stables, coach-houses, &c Opposite to thrsc buildings
stands the prince-episcopal palace, of three stories, and in

the Italian style: it wa* begun in 1702, but not more
than one-half has been completed ; there are some fres-

coes and paintings of much merit in the apartments. The
church of St. James is remarkable for its handsome portal,

a cupola painted in fresco, and several rood altar-pieces

,

and the Benedictine monastery on St. Michael's Mount,
which overlooks the town, has been transformed into on
asylum fur the reception of aged burgesses and their wives,
while the adjacent provostry is now made an hospital for

lunatics. Other religious edifices have changed their use*
in like manner: the Carmelite convent, for instance, is be-
come an institution for forming nurses ; the collegiate church
of St Stephen is now a Protestant place of worship ; and
the Franciscan monastery is the seat of local government
and justice, and its former yard and ground* havo been
appropriated to a fruit-market

There is no church in Bamberg, however, comparable for

grandeur, simplicity, and internal beauty and embellish-
ments, with that of St Martin, which was erected by the
Jesuit* between the years 1090 and 1693. The Jesuit* Col-
lege attached to it ha* a library well furnished with printed
books, and containing upwards of 1800 manuscripts written
on vellum, belonging to periods between the eighth and six-

teenth centuries ; close adjoining to it are a cabinet of natu-
ral history, particularly rich in conchology and entomology,
a collection of instrument* and apparatus for experimental
philosophy, lecture-rooms for divinity and philosophy, &e»
The building* of the Gymnasium are in the same street
The Maxplstx (Maximilian Square), a spacious market-
place, forms a prominent embellishment of the town ; and
the Ernestinian Institution for educating young ecclesiastics

stands on one side of it A Capuchin monastery and the
convent of the English Sisters still subsist No place of
worship is in such bad repute for cleanliness as the syna-
gogue, in the immediate neighbourhood of which is the
handsome theatre and its ball-room.

The Geiersworth, a winter residence of the late prince-
bishops, built on an island formed by the Regnitx, has
it* basement occupied a* a magazine for salt, and its

first door by the office* attached to the Court of Appeal ; it*

gardens, also, are at present laid out in Mtrhen grounds,
and contain a bathing establishment, as well as an optn
street On an island united to the upper or western
quarter and lower town by a stone bridge, stands the Town-
hall.

The Infirmary, erected by Bishop Erthal, with its anato-
mical, surgical, and clinical schools, laboratory, and botanic
garden, is another of those institutions of which the Bam-
berger* bsve reason to be proud. TiH the year 1585, they
had a university, which was then changed into a Gym-
nasium Aeademicum, but this seminary, in 1804, was re-
placed by a Lyceum, where a complete course of divinity and
philosophy is given, and the former medical faculty has been
retained. The studies pursued in the modern Gymnasium
too are of a very comprehensive kind, and directed by 8 pro-

fessor* and 5 teachers ; this seminary and the Lyceum are

at present attended by about 700 pupils, beside* between

100 and ISO who frequent the preparatory classes. There
is an establishment also for educating teachers, in which
there are generally about 50 pupils; horticulture is one
of the branches of instruction taught Besides elementary

school* for the lower classes, Bamberg possesses a school

for mechanics, a Jew*' school, an academy for drawing, a
society for ' promoting genuine piety with brotherly love,'

founded in 1618. another for aiding the sick and neces-

sitous, and a third for the encouragement of the art* and
science*. The number of libraries and collections, public

youni.-»z
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and private, It considerable ; among tbetn are the Royal

Library^ with about 56.000 volumes, and many ware* tua-

nuscriplo. a chapter library, and three school libraries ; the

T»*n Museum of Natural History, rich in specimens,

and placed under a handsome root, and the Cabinet of

Natural and Experimental Philosophy, attached to the

Lyceum; various private collection* In the town, among
which wc may mention Von Stengel'*, which contains

above 1.1,000 wood and copper-plate engravings; and here

Wc may notice that Bamberg claim* the honour of hating

printed the flint German work, namely. Bonner'* Pabtei,

which hears the date of 1461. and of which a copy i* ex-

tant In the library at Brunswick. The present number of

printing establishments is five. Bamberg was the birth-place

of Clavius, the mathematician, who won the author of the Gre-

gorian Calendar, and of Joach. Camcrarius, the philologist,

who died in 1574. Among the numerous incorporations in

this town Is that of the gardener*, which consists of 508

masters, 70 apprentices, and upward* of 150 workmen. The
highest pritt which it gives—and it is given but once in three

years— is for the cultivation of officinal plants, particularly

the liquorice root, of which above 50.000lb*. are annually

sent abroad. Very considerable quantities of vegetable

seeds arc also raised and exported by the Bamberg growers.

There are sixty brewers here, whose beer is in much demand
in some of the German state*. The other manufactures
consist of tobacco, porcelain, musical instruments, marble
wares, starch, sealing-wax, gold and silver plate, gloves, &c.

Two annual fairs give life to the trade of the town, the situa-

tion of which enables it to participate largely in the traffic car-

ried on between the north and south of central Germany.
The navigation of the Regnils for the larger-sized class of

vessels, which commences at Forkheim, about fourteen miles

higher up, i» however much impeded by mills and water

wheels. The en* Irons of Bamberg abound in picturesque

tiles and varied attractions for the visiter. 49' 53' N. laL,

10- 59' B. long.

BAMBCCL'IO. more frequently known by hi* proper

name, P<-ter de Laer. wot born at Laeren, in Holland, in

18 IS. Hi* disposition for art manifested itself in early child-

hood, and was encouraged by hit parents, who procured for

him the requisite instruction in the elements of design, and
afterward* sent him to Rome. De Laer's genius was not

of that kind which contents itself with the imitation of esta-

blished models ; he gave little attention to works of antient

art, nor did he enrol himself among the disciples of Michael
Angelo, Raffaellc, or the Carracci. He neglected classical

art. which was ill-suited to his temperament, but found a
surer reputation in the freshness, novelty, and animation
which tho scenes of etery -day life presented to bis pencil,

and which he has exhibiied with wonderful truth and vita-

city. It is not to be inferred, however, that De Laer drew
no advantages from his residence at Rome, or that he was
w hi illt insensible to the influence* which surrounded biro.

He wis intimately acquainted with N. Puussin and Claude,
and frequently made excursions to the ent irons of Rone in

compsnv with tho*e great artists; and there he found those

beautiful studies ofruins tomb*, temple*, snd aqueducts, with
which he has so finely embellished his bock grounds. It is

true that De Laer's iroaginaiite capacity was seldom capable

of furnishing principals lo tho** noble accompaniment*, of

aclrcnng a story, or introducing actors corresponding with

the grandeur of the scenery ; his p«-tir intention rarely

went bctond a nymph or pping shepherd. It was amidst
the realities of ai-tite life that nis genius found its peprr
tuhjeet*. He delighted in fair*, hunting parties, the exploits

Of banditti, rustic fotitsls, hartcst-hoinc*. ami drolleries of

til sort*, subjects whu-h the Italian* comprise under the

general nam* of fliaaoocWdf*. and from whi<-h the name
given him in Italy was dented, not. as some have asserted,

from the deformity of hi* person. IV Ijter was profoundly

Skilled in the art of graduating hi* objects, whether through

the medium of lines or col «irs. Ills eflot* of sfn.l per-

spective are turpriiingly lust, and hit skies are touched

• Ilk • depth, delicacy , and transparency which has rarely

bee*) excelled. It i* justly observed by ftandrwrt that, in

Ilia Works of painters whose p* lurws are on a small scale

Ilia Igure* are usuallv slurred and indistinct, but that

in Ike production* of De 1-acr thet are marked with all

lite piwrtslon, energv. and distinctness which might b»
•Ipeclwl la the largest performance*. Hi* memory was
prodigiously rwtentne. and anything which be bad oner
H»'"4,M • Bt subject fee hie pencil be could paint, at

any distance of time, with at much facility a* if It tu ted

before him.

De Laer's moral qualities entitle turn to no tes* rrwpret

than hia genius. His person was extremely drOnsed. bat

this misfortune did not affect in the slightest degree the *sw-

turol kindliness of his feelings, or the eheerfulivcaa of has

temper. His amiable character was well appreciated. uU
co-operated with bis talents in procuring him the patrotsag*

and friendship of the most eminent persons in Ruena. He
firotracted his residence in that city to sixteen Tears, and at

ength.at the earnest entreaty of his friend* in Holland. W4
it with regret for his natite country. He uccaaaooaJU i-nnl
Amsterdam, but his principal residence was at HaarUn
Houbraken asserts that the rising reputation ofWouters** ws.

who began to distinguish himself about this time. aft-rtW

De Laer with such jealousy as lo injure his health and

pair his talents, an imputation not very consistent cv tmt

with the natural generosity of his temper, or with the b\g-x

estimation in which hi* works were unquestionably mrU
to the close of hi* life. It it certain, boweter. that nu.ni

circumstances tended to embitter bis latter jeais. He hmi
always been improvident, and be became afflirted with aa
asthma so insupportably severe as to cause habitual *•• U
despondency, in one of which, it is stated, he threw hiswi* -f

into a canal, and wot drowned. This is said to hate hap-
pened in 1675 ; but as other authorities slate bus death w
have happened in 167.1, and make no mention of this cir-

cumstance, it is possible that the story of bis drowning kuaav-

telf it unfounded.
De Laer made several admirable etchings from kr* ki

designs, which usually bear hia signature. The iuinrsasf
may be enumerated :

—
A set of eight plates of animals and rural oabyeee*. **-

scribed P. de Laer, Roma. 1 6 16 ; a set of six brnt*. sos*
inscription; a blacksmith shoeing a mule, P. r. Leer. / .

,

a blacksmith's shop.-/*. D. Laer./., Roma.
BAMBOROUGH. or BAMBl'RGH. an antsmt to*»v> -st

the coast of Northumberland. Bede sat s it wo* raltod >v*aa
from a queen of that name, and A Ifred, t ranalaunw, kits^pa m
it ' the kingly burgh which men nametb Bebbanbtuwh. Tba
Saxon Chronicle, under the year 547, says thai Ida ttoa
began to reign, and was twelve tears king of NartiisuasW-
land. and built Bebbanburgh, whirh be first inclosed wstk
a hedge, and after with a wall. Though rnw on I) a ai I

village, it wo* once a royal burgh of corsudcrahs* iswsvrt-

ance, with the privilege of returning two mem bers w Par-
liament. It ia five miles east from Belford and 1.-9 fiwsm

London. The cattle, which is one of the oldest a law
kingdom, stands on a perpendicular rock clow* to tkw ws,
*b.,t e the level of which it is 150 feet The e—tie at tout

accessible on the south east side. Some antiquarse* are J
opinion that the remains of Ida's castle are part wf tba are

sent structure. Within the keep is an antie.it draw mni.
145 feet deep, and cut through the solid basaltic rwr* op**)

which it stands into the sandstone below : it was first

known to modern times in 1770, when the sand and n.to»«i
were cleared out of its vaulted cellar or dungeon la taw
reign of Queen Elisabeth, oiler the nsctaoraUw Bafts* <*

Muswlburgb, Sir John Porster. warden of tnw aasr an .

was msde goternor of Bamburgb Castle Sir J 4>n » gi i mi
son obtained a grant of it, and also of Ibe asaosw. f-»wa

James I. Hi* descendant, Tb-nnss. fortified buta is> 171 >

but bis relatite (not uncle) Nathaniel L««d I rrw*. Bs^sssb

of Durham, purchased, and by Ius will, dated i«lb Jv w.

1720, bequeathed them to rbanlatJe purpose*. Ia ,'1*

the trustees for Bish .p Crewe's chant) nanvsrW as*
work of repair whicb was wanted, on the keep ** » mmi

tower of the castle. The superintendence of Ltorsw rrwss »
bring committed lo Dr. 8har|». one cat the ov.l< «. Mj
afterwards An hdoacon of Northumberland, bw os'imi
the upi>er parts of the building uilo grananew. ssw

w

in time* of scan it), corn might be sold te Lb* poor at •
cheap rale. He also resected to biossrlf rwrusus tssnswaa
fur occasional residence, that be miabl tea bjs c i a« n * s

objert* carried into effect ; and the trustee*, still r— tiawa as

reside here in turn. Dr Sharp* expended cnstsasirs as* i as

of his own in those repairs, and in I 7?a gave pr fwrtt. warn a
was of the annual value of lb*/. 17*. sa l»J*X to tri i is
for tiie repair of tbe great tower. Muck baa Woo* so*
since Ins lime, and it is matter of Just exaltstwa to sow
tenerable fortress gradually rerlaiusrd truss rtwsv. a^4 wi

t cried nils* apartments f.« tbe most www ajso aw—« — mk
purpuac*. A large room st Itled up flat edusaussj toss oas
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the Madras system. A wit* of room* ere als* •Hotted to

t«u mi*tres*<-» and twenty poqr girl*, who from their nirflb

j«-»r are lodged, clothed, and educated berc till At for ser-

vk* Various signals u« made uu of to warn vessel*

in thick ami •tunny weather (rum that mo»t dangerous
fluster of rock* called the fern Islands. A life boat,

and all kind* of implements useful in saving crews and
»cm»Ii in distress, are always in readme**, and all means
Id prevent wracks from being plundered and for restoring

ti»ein lo their owner*. This charity ha* alto been judi-

ciously extended to the relief of teamen who may suffer

either by shipwreck or otherwise jn navigating this dan-
* genius coo*t. A constant watch is kept at tlie top of the
t.mer. whence signals are made to the fishermen of Holy
Island a* soon a* am vessel it discovered to be in ditties*,

when the Aslicrmen immediately put off to it* assistance.

The signals are so regulated a* to point out the particular

direction in which the vessel lies. Owing to the site and
fury of the breakers it i» generally impossible for boats to
put off from the mainland in a severe storm ; but such
difficulty occurs but rarely in putting off from Holy Island.

In addition lo these arrangement* for mariner* in distress,

two men oa horseback constantly patrole tbe coast a dis-

tance of eight miles, from sunset to sunrise every stormy
night. Whenever any case of shipwreck occur* it U their

duty to forward intelligence to the castle without delay.

As a further induceiuant to this, premium* are often given
for the earliest notice of such distress. By these mean*
many live* are tared, and an asylum is ottered lo ship-

wrecked parson* in (he rastlw for a week, or longer if neces-

sary. Tho bodies of those who are lost are decently interred
at the expense of this charity. There are likewise the ne-
e*«*ary instrument* and tackle far railing vessel* which
have sunk, and whatever good* may be saved are deposited
in the castle. Tbe castle contains an extensive library, an
ludrmary. and dispensary. In the infirmary, on an average,
I ooo parson* are received in the course of a year. In addi-

tion to what ha* been mentioned, the fond* of the charity

are also applied to the augmentation of small benefices,

contribution* toward* the building and enlarging of
church**, and the foundation and support of schools, exhi-

bition* to young men going to either of the universities, the

binding out apprentice*, annuities and casual donation* to

distressed individual*, and subscriptions to different cha-
ritable institutions. In 1830 the total income of Lord
Crewe's estate* was 612*1. 8*. 8d. In 1801 the population

of Bamborgb wasm ; in 1811,998; in 1821,348; and
in 1831. 417. (Communication from a Correspondent.)
BAMBOUK is a country in Africa, extending between

1 1° and 14° N . lat.. and 8° and 1 1° W. long. It occupies a
part of the declivities with which the extensive system of
tbe Kong Mountains descend* towards the northern plain

and tbe great desert of the Sahara. It is very mountainous,
it* whole surface being covered by extensive range* and
intervening valley* ; only toward* the western bound-
ary, akmg the river Be-Fing. the valley* pas* into plain* of
moderate extent. Vet it is not a sterile country. Tbe
mountains afford excellent pasture to numerous herd* of
homed cattle, and tbe lower part* of the valleys produce
maize and nee in abundance. The mine* yield silver and
iron of excellent quality, and also a great quantity of gold.

Tbe French have compared it in this respect, and not
without some reason, to Peru. It would indeed seem that

that portion of tbe Kong Mountains which lies to tbe west

of tbe meridian of Greenwich, is one of the most auriferous

regum* of tho globe ; and by far the greatest part of tbe
gold which is exported to Europe and Asia from Africa is

collected in Bambouk and the countries adjacent, to the
east and south. The principal gold mines of Bambouk
are situated to the south of the city of Bambouk, in tho
mountains of Tambaoura ; but a greater quantity seems
to be obtained by washing the sand which the rivers

have earned down from the mountains and imbedded
along their course* in the alluvial soiL For this purpose
holes are made in the alluvial toil during tbe dry season
from twenty to twenty Ave feet deep, in which the small
panicles of gold are generally found mixed up in a ttratum
of ine reddish sand, with small black specks therein. The
oVeaer this stratum lie*, the richer it is in gold. The
sand U brought out in basket*, and then washed by the
women in calabashes. Higher up tbe rivers in some places

• the sand and clay have been carried off, and nothing left

but small pebbsts, among which pieces of native gold

are found; these are called asvaoo sWrru, ' gold atone*,*

while the small particle* obtained by washing are called

•moo Aoo, * gold wishing.'
Part of the gold it convened into ornament* for the

women. When a lady of consequence is in lull dress, her
gold ornaments may o* worth altogether from Ju7 to bttf.

sterling. A small quantity is employed by tlie merchants
in defraying their expenses to and from the European esta-

blishment* on tb* Senegal and Gambia ; but by tar tba
greater part i* annually carried away by tbe Moors, who
lake it to Tiinboctu. whence it And* it* way to the northern
coast of Africa,, to Egypt, and to A**. It i* exchanged fat

other commodities, but chiefly for salt, the value of whmh
article is very great in tbe** mountainous countries of Alrira.

On* slab, about two feet and a half in length, fourteen
inches in breadth, and two inches tn tbickne**, will some-
time* sell for 'H. 10*. sterling ; and from W. la*, to it. may
be considered aa the common price. This salt is brought

I from the Desert of Sahara. The European morohandis*.
1 brought from the coast, has till lately been generally paid
I with slave*.

Among the wild animals of the wood*, with which a
great part of tbe country is covered, lion*, leopard*, and

|

elephant* are mentioned ; ivory i» brought hence to tb*

I

western coast.

The Ba- Finer, which travar*** the eastern district* of
Bambouk aud divide* it from Brooke, is ooo of tbe greatest

' tributaries of tbe Senegal ; and by Mungo Park, perhaps

I with reason, considered aa tbe principal branch of the river.

I It rise*, according to that traveller, near II9 N. Int.. run*
in a general direction from south to north, and after uniting

it* flood with that of numerous tributaries, it water* Bam-
1 book, and then joins another large river coming from lb*
! west, called Kokoro. After this junction that river receive*

tbe name of Senegal, and runs to the we*t-north-w*>t

The whole mountainous tract which forms tb* northern

declivity of the Kong Mountain* is inhabited by tbe Man-
dingoes, a race of negroes praised by Mungo Park for tbeir

industry, sagacity, and integrity, and compared by Kenuell

with the H indoo*. The Frenchman, Caillie. doe* not gi v e to

favourable a picture of them. [See Mamdimqos*.] (Mungo
Park; Ritter s A/hcm.)
BAMBU 8A, or BA'MBOS. a genus or grasses, well

known for it* great economical importance, but consisting

of specie* which are vary imperfectly understood by bota-

nist*. It is remarkable in structure, among other thing*,

for having only one style, which i* more or let* deeply two

or three-parted, three minute scales at tb* bate of it* ovary,

and six stamen*.

It is doubtful whether nature ha* conferred upon tbe

inhabitant* of hot countries any boon more valuable than

the bamboo, unless it it tbe cocoa-nut ; to such a multitude

of useful purposes are it* light, strong, and graceful stein*

applicable. These are universally pushed forth by a strong,

jointed, subterranean, creeping, rootatuck, which is tbe true

trunk of the bamboo, the shoot* being the branches. Tb*
latter are hard •xtemally and coated with Mint: in the

inside they are hollow, except at the nodes, where strong

partitions stretch across the inside, and cut off the interior

into a number of closed-up cylinder*. In the cavity of

these cylinder* water is sometimes secreted, or, less com-

monly, an opaque white substance, becoming opaline when
wetted, consisting of a flinty accretion, of which tb* plant

dive*!* itself, called tabasheer. concerning the optical pro-

perties ofwhich Sir David Brewster bi» made some curious

discoveries.

In -tbeir manner of growth toey exhibit a beautiful ex-

ample of a contrivance by which they are enabled to grow

into the dense tufts which they usually form Wben full

grown, a bamboo is a straight rod, bearing a number of stiff

branches, which snoot at nearly nght angles from tbe main

stem ; and it is difficult to conceive by what arrangement

such a stem elevates itself through tb* den** tnw of rigid

branches which cross each other in every direction. . This

is, however, contrived by nature in a very simple manner.

The young shoot of a bamboo, whatever its length may be,

when it is Arst produced, is a perfectly simple sucker, like a

shoot of asparagus, but having a sharp point, and in this

state it pierce* rcndily the dense overhanging branches ; it

is only wben it has arrived at its full length and has pene-

trated through all obstacles, that it begins to form it* lateral

shoots; and these, which are emitted horizontally, readily

interpose themselves between the honxontal lateral* of tho

%'£%
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bamboo ttemt. among which they grow. Id the wort* of

Dr. Roxburgh, the shoot*, on their fir* appearance.
!

semble a large straight elephant s tusk invested in Moot

,

leathery sbeaths. I

The purposes to which different species of bamboo are

applied are so numerous that it would be difficult to point

out an object in which strength and elasticity are requisite,

and for which lightness k no objection, to which the sterna

are not adapted in the countries where they grow. The

;

young shoots of some species an cut when tender, and eatenspecies

tike asparagus. The full-grown stems, while green, form

elegant cases, exhaling a perpetual moisture, and capable

of transporting fresh flowers for hundreds of miles: when
ripe and hard, they are conrerted into bows, arrows, and
quivers. lance-shafts, the masts of vessels, bed posts, walk-

ing-sticks, the poles of palanquins, the floors and supporters

of rustic bridges, and a variety of similar purposes. In

a growing state the spiny kinds are formed into stockades,

which are impenetrable to any but regular infantry, aided

by artillery. By notching their sides, the Malays make
wonderfully light scaling-ladders, which can be conveyed

with facility where heavier machines could not be trans-

ported. Bruised and •crushed in water, the leaves and
stems form Chinese paper, the finer qualities of which are

only improved by a mixture of raw cotton and by more
careful pounding. The leaves of a small species are the

material used by the Chinese for the lining of their

tea chests. Cut into lengths and the partitions knocked
out, they form durable water-pipes, or, by a little con-

trivance, are made into excellent cases for holding rolls of

papers. Slit into strips they afford a moat durable mate-

rial for weaving into mats, baskets, window-Minds, and
even the sails of boats. Finally, the larger and thicker

truncheons are exquisitely carved by the Chinese into

beautiful ornaments. It is, however, more especially for

building purposes that the bamboo is important. Accord-
ing to Maraden, in Sumatra the frame-work of the bouses

of the natives is chiefly composed of this material. In the

floorings, whole stems, four or five inches in diameter, are

laid close to each other, and across these laths of split

bamboo about an inch wide are fastened down with filaments

of the rattan-cane. The sides of the houses are dosed in with

the bamboo opened, and rendered flat by splitting or notch-

ing the circular joints on the outaide, chipping away the

corresponding diviaions within, and laying it in the sun to

dry, pressed down with weight*. Whole bamboos often

form the upright timbers, and the house is generally roofed

in with a thatch of narrow split bamboos, six feet long.

;

placed in regular layers, each reaching within two feet of •

the extremity of that beneath it, by which a treble covering-

is formed. Another and moat ingenious roof is also formed
by cutting large straight bamboos of sufficient length to

i

reach from the ridge to the eaves, then splitting them ex-
j

artly in two, knocking out thejpartitiona, and arranging
them in close order with the hollow or inner sides upper-
most ; after which a second layer, with the outer or convex
sides up, is planed upon the other in such a manner that

each of the convex falls into the two contiguous concave
pieces, covering their edgea ; the latter serving as gutters

to carry oeT the rain that falls upon the upper or convex ,

layer.
I

Such being the utility of the different species of this

plant, we shall give a brief and popular account of all with
which botanists are acquainted, in the hope that it may be
the means of causing new varieties to be introduced into

countries where they are still unknown; an object which
•ami to be of the more importance, because they generally
grow in dry and atony puVrwa, where little or nothing of

'

equal utility can be made to thrive. That some of them '

would grow in the west of Ireland, or the south of Europe,
j

seems to be almost certain. I

In Reese CyrinptnHa, Sir James Smith noticed only four

species, under the name of Nastus ; Dr. Roxburgh speaks of
but six species as known in continents! India ; Romer and

,

Hcbultee enumerate twenty, to which we have added
cations of several more.
They may be conveniently distributed in three

f I. Amu'if Ramboot, an'/A theJtatrert tttkrr in

tptkrt or pamtrtr*.

I. B arumkmarmt, Roxb. Spiny. Leaves very narrow
covered with aspsntt** on the margin and upper surface

{Bam, in Bengal ; MnUmt, V*dr-x>, of the Telingaa , Mm*

gU. or Mmnkii. of theTamula; Stale An, in Amboyna.)—
Common in rich, moist soil, among the mountains of ladaa.

The stems grow in dusters, from 10 to 100. from the aaaae

root-stock, and are straight for 18 or so feet. When an

flower it is usually destitute of leaves, and as the extre-

mity ofevery raraiDcatioo is covered with bsnaancn . the wbooe
tree seems one entire immense panicle. lis seeds at*

used as rice. Tabaaheer is found in its joints.

i. B. ttrirta, Roxb. Somewhat spiny. Flowers in ex-

tremely compact whorls ( Sadanapa reoVoo of the Tallages I.

Said to be a smaller species than the last: it grows in a drier

situation, has a much smaller cavity, and is eery straight.

Its great stength. solidity, and straightneos. render it m a a

fitter for many usee. From this the shafts of husoes are

made in India.

3. B. vnlgarit, WendL Not spiny ; leaves very narrow,
covered at the edge and on the upper surface with sis n-
ties.— Found in the East Indies, whence it is thcesght se

have been carried to the West. Its stems are f

to thirty feet long, and as thick as a child's arm.
4. B. tpinota, Roxb. Strongly armed with hath ssaarte

and compound spines; leaves very narrow, rarely maw
than six inches long. iBthor bam in Bengal.)—Com—
about Calcutta, and in the south of India, forming an im-
penetrablejungle ; also often cultivated round Indian vtftegaa.

It baa a smaller hollow than moat of the others, and at con-
sequently stronger than many of them- Dr. Roxburgh
describee it as rising in such dense tufts as to appear hke a
single trunk at some 'distance ; and by help of their

branches so bound together that it is a most
to cut down an old dump of them. The
thirty to fifty feet long.

5. B. Tulda, Roxb. Not spiny ; leaves broad,

or heart shaped at the base. (TWota bam in Bengal

;

Pttka bant of the Hindus.)—Common all over Bengal ; ess

growth is so rapid that the stems, which are socnotisnc* as
much as seventy feet long and twelve inches in i in—

j

ferenee, rise to their full height in about thirty days ; ashes
their lateral shoots are formed, they are nosmhsd aa re-

sembling fishing-rods of immense sua. The young therm
shoots, when about two feet high, are tender, and fens sa
excellent pickle. It is chiefly used for sceJbhhwg. anal fer

covering the houses of natives ; it is found to east

longer if steeped in water some time before being need,
this species Dr. Roxburgh mentions several vaneCssa
bam is a larger variety, with longer and therher jo
Batini bant has a larger cavity, and is chiefly need to I

baskets. Bthoor bant is of a small sue. vary safes

strong, much bent to one side, and armed with
strong thorns. A staff of it must be pieced ia the
every young Brahmin when invested with the
robe. It is probably a distinct specie*.

6. B. Balcooa, Roxb. Not spiny ; leaves

shaped at the base. {BaUoobant in Bengal)—

A

Bengal and even more gigantic than the las*. It at

reckoned by the workers in bamboo the very heat fer

building purposes ; previously to being need, it is ammeeaad
in water for a considerable time. Two varieties are Is—
guished: Mooli baleoo, the larger, and Aafooo asms, wharb

• is smaller and stronger, with a teas rarity.

7. B. Binmtana. Bchultoa. Armed with triple recurved
spines; leaves very narrow, quite smooth, suddenly Ispi neg
into a short stalk. (Haver tjuljuk, or Bmnbu aWsr. > Java.

»

—A native of Java. Stems about as thick si a child's arm.
8. B. agrtttis, Poir. Stems crooked, at the tower east

renr spiny; leaves narrow, small. smooth. iButm l«sV\
and Trba Itba in Amboyna.)- On mountains, anal as dry
and desert places in all China and Ceehin China ; raamwaei
aha, in various islands in the Malay Artbuw|*»ii |a>

crooked, sometime* creeping stoma, and rugged aspen,
distinguish it. The trunk m a feet thira, and the asawa
(we presume near the base) a foot and a half feast, and
often nearly solid.

*. B. Thtmrnmi, Kunth. Stems very much hranihad.
— Found wild in Madagascar, where, hawser. M is ass
bebeted to be indigenous.

10. B.mmhi. Puir. Stoma perfectly unerased ; Wwvea
very narrow, and clasping the Mesas et thetr haae —(."**>

tsted in the Bride and bedgee of Carton Chute, aad I

wild in Amboyna. where several supposed lanvWre
lu stems grow thirty (ret long, and are astd bv Res
to be the strongest of all the specie*, although Ma
thin. It m sometimes as thick aa a man's tog.

or
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II. B. maxima, Voir. Stems my straight, branching

emly Mir the summit, and densely cwwd with spinrs.—
The most gigantic of all the *peeies, from eighty to • hun-
dred feet high, and sometime* as thick as a man's body.
Iu wood is, however, very thin. It is found wild in Cam-
bodia. Dally. Java, and various islands of the Malayan
Archipelago.

11. B. arprra, Schultes. Sterol covered all over with a
sort of white mealy down. (Bulu potong of Amboyna.)

—

Found at the foot of mountains in Amboyna, with stems
from sixty to seventy feet high, and as thick as a man**
thigh. It does not branch, bat emits little, hard, spine-like
roots at iu nodes.

13. B. opus, Schultes. I.eaves very large, taper-pointed*,

and gradually narrowing to the base, extremely scabrous at
the edge.—Another gigantic species, with the dimensions
of the last, growing on Mount Satak. in Java.

1 4. B. Bitmng. Schultes. Leaves very large, taper-pointed,
narrowed at the base into a sort of bristly very short stalk,
very scabrous at the edge and on the upper surface.—Found
in Java with the but. and remarkable for its extremely
broad and scabrous leaves. Its dimensions are not stated.

15. B. nigra, Loddiges. Not spiny. Stems slender,
swelled at the nodes, dark-brown, ana polished, not more
than a man's height Leaves narrow, very smooth, rounded
and narrowed at the base into a short stalk ; ligule with
long stiff fringes.—A native of the neighbourhood of Canton,
where its beautiful slender stems are cut for the handles of
panaols, walking-sticks. Sec. It is by far the most patient
of raid, having been living for several years without pro-

tection in a morass in the garden of the London Horticul-
tural Society, and is no doubt capable of being acclimated in
the south west of England, or on the west coast of Ireland.

1 6. B. arntula, Loddiges. Stems slender, smooth, not
spiny. Leaves very smooth, narrowed gradually at the base
into a snort stalk ; with downy fringed sheaths. Ligules
divided into very long coarse fringes. Nodes mealy when
young.—Native of the Bast Indies. A very elegant species,

related to the last.

1 7. B. mama, Roxb.

—

Ktufa ofthe Chinese, ofwhose coun-
try it is a native. It makes most beautiful close hedges.

1 8. B. albescens. Loddiges. Not spiny. Young shoots,
leaf-sheaths and leaves on the under side, covered with
short down. A very remarkable species, obtained by the
English from the collections of France. Its native country
is unknown. The steins are thirty feet long, and an inch
and a half in diameter.

19. B. striata, Loddiges. Not spiny. Stems slender,

polished, yellow with green stripes. Leaves narrow, rather
glaucous on the underside, tapering into a short stalk at

the base, quite smooth, except a few short black hairs on
the sheaths.—A native of China. Often cultivated in the
hot-bouses of England, on account of its beautiful variegated
stems. Grows about twenty feet high.

20. B. glanea, Loddiges. Not spiny. Stems very slender,
pale green. Leaves very small, not downy, taper-pointed,
almost heart-shaped at the base, covered on the under-
surface with very close bright glaucous bloom. Leaves
scarcely above an inch long, and not more than two lines
broad. - A native of India, whence it was procured by theMwn Loddiges. A very remarkable species, not growing
above two feet high, with entangled branches.

I *- Matte Bamboo*, with the flotrers not panicted, but
in simple terminal ichorled spikes.

31. B. vtrtirillata, Willd. Loaf-sheaths covered with
stinting hairs. Stems whitish.— Fifteen or sixteen feet

high, and when full-grown of a pale calonr, which becomes
nearly white* in drjing. The hairs of the leaves occasion so
much itching, that this kind is troublesome to collect. It "is

the Letrba alba of Rumphius, who says the edges of its leaves
are so sharp as to wound the gatherers. In Amboyna.

S3. B. "Ira. Leaf-stalks covered with stinging hairs.

Rteoi* black and shining.—Very like the last, and found
aUo in Amboyna. It chiefly differs in the colour of the
stem*. It is die Leleba nigra of Rumphius.

S3. B. pram. Leaves very large, stiff, and broad, ex-
trrnvly hispid with stinging hairs.—The most common in

Ambujna, forming large wools, which come down to the
ro»»t; it flourishes equally in dry and moist situations,
and t* readily known from the others of this section by its

'very large leaves, which are as much as eighteen inches
long and three or bur inches broad.

34. B. pieta. Joints very long, variegated with while and
green. Leaves narrow and not very hairy —Common in
Ceraroa. Kelanga, Celebes, and some other Malayan bland*.
Its joints are as much as four feet long and about two inches
thick : the wood is thin, and it is consequently used princi-
pally for light walking-stick*; iti* boweter extremely strong.

25. B. Amahussana. Joints short. Leaves with stinging
hairs on the upper part of the stem, but smooth near the
ground.— Less straight, and more short-joiuted than any
or the preceding species of this section. Iu wood is very
thick. In Amboyna and Mampa.

36. B. multiplex. Lour. Stem* long jointed, not spiny.
Leaves stingless, narrow, and clasping the stems at their
base.— Cultivated in the North ofCochin China for hedge*.
Its leaves are very narrow and ofa brownish-green. The
stems are about twelve feet long and an inch thick.

37. B. tabaearia, Poir. Stems slender, very straight, of
nearly equal thickness, branched ; with very long rough
joints.—Wild in the black and argillaceous soil of Amboyna,
Msnipe, and Java, in the plains and moister parts of the
mountains. Its stems are nearly solid, and excessively
tough and bard. The joints are three or four feet long,
and not thicker than the little finger ; when polished they
make the finest pipe-sticks. The outside is so bard, that
it emits sparks of flro when struck by the hatchet. The
species runs very much at the root

$ 3. American Bamboos.

28. B. Guadua, Humb. Leaves very narrow, covered
with asperities at theedge and on the under-aurface.— Found
in warm and temperate places, on the western side of the
Cordillera* of New Grenada and Quito, growing like a tree
thirty or forty feet high, with a knotted, shining trunk,
sixteen inches in diameter. The leaves, which are six or
seven inches long, are not more than Ave lines broad.

29. B. latifolia, Humb. Leaves narrow, but oblong ;

extremely smooth.—About twenty-five feet high, drooping
at the point, with shining joints, two feet long, and almut
four inches thick. The leaves are the same length as in the
last, but thrice as broad. It is found in the damp shady
woods on the bank* of the river Caasiquiare, in tropical

America.
30. B. Tagnara.Nees. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, rounded

at the base, and then narrowed into a very short stalk—
Stems twenty to thirty feet long, and four to six inches in
diameter, with joint* from six to eighteen inches long ; the
leaves are nine or ten inches long and full two inches wide.
Found by Dr. Von Martins in woods 1 800 feet above the
sea, on the mountain called Serra do Mar, towards Guaran-
tinqueta, in the province of St. Paul's.

31. B. parvi/lora, Schultes. An obscure species, found
on the mountains of Peru, in Huanoco, by Hatnke. The
stem is said to be branched, and the leaves lance-shaped,
taper-pointed, with a scabrous edge.

There can be no doubt that msny other species of this

curious genus are to be found in the tropical parts of Asia
and America : it is also not improbable that some of the
foregoing may be repetitions. Traveller* who have oppor-

tunities of procuring wild specimens of bamboos should dry
a small branch with the leaves, and if possible the flower*

;

and should, at the same time, put by a portion of the lower

part of the stem, six or seven feet long, marked so as to

correspond with the dried specimen.

(See Roxburgh's Flora Indira, vol. ii. ; Rumphius's
Herbarium Amboineme, vol. iv. ; Rbtner and Schultes's Sys-
tema Vegetabilium, vol. vii.)

BAMKKAN. [See Ghoolohoola ]
BAMPTON. or BAMPTON IN THE BUSH, a mar-

ket town and parish in the county of Oxford and the hun-
dred of Baropton. The population in 1801 was 1003; in

1811, 1232: in 1821. 1460; and in 1831, 1805. [See Ox-
FOHD<HI*K.l
BAM1TON. a market town and parish in the county of

Devon and the hundred of Hampton. It is 160 miles from
Lindon, about half way between Minehead and Exeter.

The weekly market is held on Saturday, and there are two
fair* in the vear. one of which is held on Wbit-Tue*day,and
the other on the last Thursday in October. At these half-

yearly fairs some of the finest sheep in England are «o!H.

Its population in 1801 was 1364: in 1811, 1422; in 1821

1633 ; and in 1831. 1961. [See Divokshimk.]
BAMPTON LECTURE, an endowment for ever of a

course of Eight Sermons, to be annually preached in the
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Uoleerstty ef Oxtoed.Www Um oanmmomant of the I chronicle* of Ingush (Air*. relassw that vbm Kjn*j

U*t month in Lent Tarn and tb« end of the third week in
|
Henry III. had refounded the church of Wswtmioster. k*

Act Term, at St. Mary's Church. This lecture wa» founded went into the chapel of Sl Catherine, where a targe

bly of prelate* and nobles tu collected to receive Lia
The prelate* were dressed in full pontificals, and each U-mI
a candle in hi* hand. The king advanced to the altar. eua
lading hi* hand on the Holy B-angeli*t», pronounced •
sentence, of excommunication against all who shuuM *»-

prive the church of ant thing which he had given it. ex af

any of its rights. When the king had finished, the prelates

cast down the candle* which they held, and while the; sxj

upon the pavement, smoking and stinking (»e use Ua
»n«l» of the author who relate* the transaction), the Arta
bishop of Canterbury said aloud : * Thus, thus may U>* con-

demned souls of those who shall violate or unfavourably

interpiet these right* be extinguished, smoke, and Hist

.

when all present, but the Ling especially, shouted out
' Amen, Amen.'

This, in the English phrase, was the banning of the n>44e
ages. Nor was it confined to ecclesiastical affairs. K.rg
Henry III-. In the ninth year of hi> reign, renewed the

grsnt of Magna Charts. In the course of the struggle wb« k
was going <m in the former half of the thirtrtnin crotu-y
between the king and the barons, other charter, o/ liuvrtjea

' were granted. Bui for the preservation of that whsrh Ujw
baron* knew wa* only extorted, the strongest guarantee«

I required : and the king wa* induct d to preside at a great
assembly of noble* and prelates, when the archbishop pro-

nounced a solemn sentence of excommunication sgaisa *£
person* of whatever degree who should % lolste the ekartersv

This was done in Westminster Hall on the 3rd dav ef Mar.
1263. The transaction was made matter of public rscurd,

snd is preserved in the great coUocUon of national In-
ments called Rjmer's Fordera.

But besides these general banning!, particular persasa
who escaped from justice or who opposed themselves h>

sentence of the church, were sometimes banned or ptanal
under a ban. In the history of English affairs ease r*? ua
most remarkable instance* of this kind u (be case ef

Guido de Montfort. This Guido was the son of Sis»m> e*
Montfort, earl of I>circ>tcr, and grandson of King Job*.
In (be ttoublcs in England, in which hi* father Last k»
life, no one bad been more active in the king's srnsnr titan

Henry of Almaine, another grandson of King Jobs. aad
the eldest son of Richard, that king's lounger son, wbe

in pursuance of the will of the Rev. John Bampton. csnon-

resideutiary of the cathedral of Salisbury, who ordered that

the lecturer should ba yearly chosen, upon the first Tuesday

in Easter Term, by the heads of colleges only, and no

others : no person to be qualified to preach the sermons

unless he had taken the degree of M A. at least, in one of

the two universities of Oxford or Cambridge, and the same
person never to preach the lecture twice. The sermons to

be upon some one or other of the following subjects :
' to

confirm and establish the Christian faith, and to confute all

heretics and schismatic* : upon the div ine authority of the

Holy Scriptures; upon the authority of the writings of the.

primitive fathers, as to the faith and practice of the primi-

tive church ; upon the divinity of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ ; upon the divinity of the Holy Ghent ; upon
the Article* of the Christian Faith, as comprehended in

the Apostles' and Nieene Creed*.' Thirty copies of these

lecture-sermons are to be always printed within two months
after they are preached ; one copy to be given to the Chan-
oellor of the University, one to the head of every college,

one copy to the mayor of (be city of Oxford, and one copy-

to be put into the Bodleian Library ; and the expense of

printing them to be paid out of the revenue of the lands or

estates given for establishing the lecture ; the preacher not

to be paid, nor to be entitled to the revenue, before they are

printed.

The names and dates of the successive preachers from
17H0. when the series wa* begun, will be found in the

Oxford ( nivtrtity Cakndur. The pester part of the

sermons preached nave been published, but a few of the

courses have been printed only, in accordance with the limit

already expressed from the founder's will, and are rarely

met with. Among the names of the preachers, those < f

Joseph White, IXD.. Edward Tatham, P.O., George Stanley

Faber. M A., William Van Mildert. D D. (now Bishop of

Durham), and Reginald Holier, M.A., are perhaps the

most eminent.
The clear income of Mr. Bampton s estate, in 1760,

amounted to Itol. per annum.
BAN. a word found in many of the modem language* of

Europe in various senses. But as the idea of ' publication'

or * proclamation' runs through them all, it is probable that
.

it is the anlient word ban still preserved in the Gaelic and
{
had been elected King of the Almains. I tu* young prwcw

the modern Welsh in the simple sense of ' proclaiming.'
.......

young
This

;

being at Viterbo in Italy, and present at a rein

)m«« employed it, and by the people from whose hps it

way still sometimes be board

IKMU* i

As a part of the common speech of the English nation,
[
in one of the churches of that city, was sudden!) as*

the word is now so rarely used lliat it is put into some ! by Guido de nontfurt, and slain upon the spot A
|

glossaries of provincial or archaical words, as if it were
j

detestation of the crime was felt throughout Europe,
obsolete, or confined to tome particular districts or parti- , has placed the murderer in the Inferno:
cular classes. Yet, both aa a substantive and a verb, iff.

j

is found in some of our best writer.; among the poets,
j Tt. b_* tillJ£^j£ZZZ-n~mm.

Spenser, Marlowe, and abakspoare; and among prose-

writors. Knolle* and Hooker. By those writer*, however, I
The murderer escaped. Anv>ng the rumours of the taste,

it is not u*ed in its original sense of ' proclamation,' but lit one was tlut be was wandering in Norway. This man the
a sente which it ba* acquired by its use in proclamation* of pope placed under a turn ; that is, he isaued a fir's— fine
a particular kind ; audit is in this secondary scusconl) that requiring that no person should protect, cvun*eL «ar *«t q
it now occurs in common language, to denote cursing, do- him ; that no person should hold any intercourse with ksa
nounciug wee and mischief against one who ha* offended, of any »ind. except, perhaps, some little might be el)>**«d

A single nuotation from Sbakspeare's tale of I'eniu and for the good of his soul ; that sll who harboured hue staxal
Ad-ntt will show precisely hoe it is used by writer* who

(

fall under an interdict; and that if any person were kssl
to him bv any oath of fidelity, lie was absolved of the usua.

This wa* promulgated throughout Europe. A papal ssel

in which the proclamation is set forth still exists asBsasg t>«
public records in the chapter bouse at WrslssiasSn x
copy of it is in R)inrr * Firderu. The pop* use* the very
expression f'>rbanniinut; *Guid>>nrm etista forbana.s»us

This specie* of ttjmutnf is what is meant whets w» lead
of persons or cities being placed under the bam </ lA» rawa-tos.

a phrase not unfrr<|Uciitl) or< urrmg in enters en tk* asU.-s
ofGenuanr. I'cr*»ns or cities who opposed tbeeassH<r» to
the general voire of the roofederstxan err* by sums s- s*n
sit. like those sIikIi have been desrtvbed. rut esT L*m
sw-icly, and deprived of rank, title, pmuegrtv ead prw
pertv.

It is msnitest that out of tbt* use of the ward ksvs i

that popular sense in which now only the weed is <

among us. as well a* the Italian bandu*. Frettrh i

the English ouni'A.

In some parts of England, before tk* Relseeaatsm a* *a>-

fenur specie* uf eunmu was prertised by the pan*k srnsSs.
' In the Marches of Wales, says Tyndai w mat vera, yj 1

All rmvOrn •US .K»fl», 4m A
Btmmf IS* h«tofwi, mm4 wurul

V.Bl, »tl<

ly br««t

The improrement of English manners having driven out
the practice, the wostl has nearly disappeared. But tu the
middle age* the practice v.aa euunlensnred by such high
authority, thst we cannot wotvler at it* having prevailed m
the more ordinary ranss and affair* of life.

When churches and monaslenes were founded, writing*

were ususlly drawn up, specifying with what lands the
founder and other early beu«(*ct<>rs endoetd them; and
these instrument* often conclude with imprecatory sen-

tenors in which torment* here and hereafter are invoked
on any one who should attempt to divert the lands from the
purposes for which they were bestowed. It seem* that what
we now reed in these instruments was openly pronounced
in the face of the church and the world by the donors, with
certain accotnpau) log ceremonies. Matthew Part*, a nv«k
of hL Allien s, who has WA one of the best of the early

,
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the Romish Church, entitled TV Obedyencr of a Chritten
Man. 1 414, 'it i* the manner, if any man have an ox or a
cow atolen. be coraeth to the curate and desireth him to curse
the stealer ; and be command* the parish to give him, every
nan, God a curse, and bit ;

*• God » curse and mine have be,
aayeth every man in the parish.' Stowo rrlatet that, in

MM. the dean of St. Paul * accursed at Paul * Cross all

those who bad searched in tho church of St Martin in the
Fields for a hoard of ((old. (London, p. 333.) T) mlal argues
•gain*! the practice, as he does against the exronimtinica-
tory power in general. Yet something like It seems to be
Mill retained In the Cotnmination Service of tbe English
Church.

In Prance the popular language has not been influenced
by this application of the word ban to the same extent with
the English. With them the idea of publication prevails
over that of denouncement, and they call tho public cry by
which men are called to a sale of merchandise, especially
when it is done by beat of drum. • ban. In time of war
• proclamation through the ranks of an army is the ban.
In Arton and some parts of Pioardy the public bell is called
tbe ban-cloque, or the cloche d ban, as being rung to sum-
mon people to their assemblies. When those who held of
the king were summoned to attend him in his wart, they
were tbe ban, and tenants of the secondary rank thearrtVre-
ban ; and out of this feudal use of the term arose the ex-
pressions four A ban. and moulin d ban, for a lord's bake-
house, or a lord's mill, at which the tenants of a manor (at
it the case in tome parts of England) were bound to bake
their bread, or to grind their corn. Tho banlieue of a city

is a district around it, usually, but not alwais. a league on
all sides, through which the proclamation of the principal
judge of the place has authority. A person submitting to
•tile it said to keep hit ban, and he who returns home
without a recall break* hit ban.
Tbe Ptai<-b use the word aa the English do, when they

peak of the ban, or, at we speak and write it, the bantu of
marriage. This it the public proclamation which the law
requires of the intention of the parties named to enter into
the marriage covenant The law of the antient French
and of the English church it in tbit respect the same.
The proclamation must be made on three successive Sun-
da) s in the church, during tbe time of the celebration of
public worship, when it is presumed that the whole parish it

present
The intent or this provision it two-fold: 1. To prevent

clandestine marriages, and marriages between parties not free
from tbe marriage contract, parties within the prohibited de-
greet of kindred, minors, or excommunicates ; and, 2. to save
tbe contracting parties from precipitancy, who by this provi-
sion are compelled to suffer some weeks to pasa between the
consent privately given and received between themselves
and the marriage. Both these objects are of importance,
and ougbt to be secured by law. The ban, or banns, may,
however, be dispensed with. In that case a license is ob-
tained from some person who is authorized by tho bishop
of tbe diocese to grant it, by which license the parties are
allowed to marry in tbe church or chapel of the parish or
parochial ehapetry in which either of tbem resides, in which
•manes are wont to be celebrated, without the publica-

tion of banns. The law, however, takes care to ensure the
objects for which tbe publication of banns was devised, by
requiring oatha to be taken by the party applying for the
brense. and certificates of consent of parents or guardians
in tbe case of minors. Special licentet not only dispense
with the publication of banns, but allow tbe parties to marry
at oji* convenient time or place. These are granted only
by the Archbishop of Canterbury, in virtue of a statute
made in the twenty fifth year of King Henry VIII., entitled

an art concerning Peter-Pence and dispensations.

It is nut known when this practice began, but it it un-
doubtedly very antient Seme have supposed that it is

alluded to in a passage of Tertullian. Among tbe inno-
vations introduced in France during the time of the first

Revolution, on* was to substitute for this oral publication

• written announcement of tbe intention, affixed to tbe door
of tho towmhall, or in tome public place, during a certain

time. But when it it considered how liable the-e bills are

to be torn down or defaced, and tbe questions which may
ansa in consequence, it would teem that it is not a mode
wbtrh there is much reason to prefer to that which has
so long brwn established in Christian nations.

BAN, BAN US. or BANN US, derived from the Sda-

|
voniati ban, a chief; it the name given to the gnYernor of
certain military districts in the kingdom of Hungary, in

|

Sclavonia, and Croatia, who it the representative of tho
sovereign, and in virtue of his office, takes the command for

. the defence of those districts in time of War. A district, oxer
which turh "a ban or ruler is set U hence termed a Batiste or

|

Banal. There are two of these banatet In Hungary; the
one, lving between 44° 10' and 4R° IS' N. 1st, and 20 V
and 22' 32' E. long., 1* called the Hungarian Bunstc. which
comprehends the three south-eastern circles of foronlal.
Tctuesh, and Krashova. which lie between the left bank of
the Danube and the right bank of the Theiss. It contains
a surface of about 1200 square miles: 1 65 towns ami inha-
bited place*; two districts where the Banate regimcnta
are raised ; and a population which has increased since
the year 1799, from 129.222 to upwards of 1 so. 000. The
military hoadquartcrs are established at Temcsvar. Between
the south-western borders of the Hungarian Banate and
the Danube lies the other banate, or (lie German Banute
(Tcutsch-Kanat), which forms part of the military frontiers

of Austria, and has an area of about 1570 square miles; it

is therefore termed the Banate Frontier also. A whole
regiment is raised and recruited from this district ; the
population of which has risen from 61,988, in the >ear 1 799,
to nearly 94,000 in the present day : the regimental staff is

stationed at Pancsova in the Teines. Besides this town, it

contains about fifty larger or smaller villages, some of which
have 1500 and 2000 inhabitants. [See Hungarian Ba-
nate and Gkrm an Bvnatk.]

Banal Frontier (Banal-Generalat or Banal (frantic) is

part of the Austrian military frontiers, which is situated

in that sub-division of them called the Croatian Frontier,

between 45° and 44° 32' N. lat. and 15° in' and 16° Si' E.
long. : it consists of two circles, the First and Second Banal
Regiments, which lie on the southern bank of tbe Save, and
extend between that river, the Kulpa, and the Unna; tho
confluence of the lost river with the Save forms then- most
easterly point. They occupy an area of 1003 square miles,

which have a population of about 126,300 souls, and contain

543 towns and villages. The staff of the first Banal has its

bead-quarters at Glina, on tho river of that name ; and that
of the second, at Petrinia and Castainicxa, the former s
large and delightfully-situated town on tbe Kulpa. Tbe
majority of the inhabitants are Croaliana, consulting of about
40,000 adherents of the Greek and 86,000 of tbe Armenian
persuasion. The face of the country presents a succession

of gentle acclivities and spacious plaint : tbe former ant
constituted of the Pctrova-Gora and Znn ranges. Tbe
Kulpa forms its northern, tbe Save its north-eastern, and
the Unna its south-eastern boundaries. Tbe country con-
tains several morasses ; tho extent of surface turned to

account is about 582,000 acres, of which 204,000 consist of
woods, and 223.000 of arable land. Nearly 5000 acres are

cultivated at vineyards, and produce about 57,000 gallons of
wine. Tbe pasture-lands occupy about I5.5u0 seres, which
support about 8000 horses, and considerable numbers of
cattle, sheep, and swine. Iron is raised in small quantities t

but mechanical industry is represented as being yet in its

infancy. Some trade with Turkey is carried on through
Costainicza and RadAsnitxa, in the first Banal Regiment
The Banal Frontier was formed in tbe course of the year

169<i, during the reign of tbe Emperor Leopold L
BANANA. [See Mu<».]
BANBURY, an antient borough and market-town, situ-

ated on the west side of tbe riv er Cherwell, near tbe northern
extremity of the county of Oxford. Tbe limits of tbe old

borough are not co-extrnsive with those of tbe parish, which
comprises also tbe township of Neilhrep, with its bamleu of

Calthorp, Wickham. Hardwiek, and Easinicton, all situated

in the hundred of Banbury and county of Oxford ; and tbe

hamlets of Grimsbury and Neihercot on tbe east side of the

Cherwell, in Sutton hundred and in the county of North
ampton. AU these members of the parish have been

added to the parliamentary borough by the Reform

Boundary Act Banbury is suit) -four miles N.W. ot

London, and twenty-two miles N. of Oxford. The Saxon

name of tbe place, according to Camden, was Banesbyrig:

it stands in Domeaday-book Banesbene. Tbe name has

led to the supposition that the great battle between tbe

West Saxon king Cynric and the Britons, a.u. 550. was

fought* at Banbury ; but Barbury, in Wiltshire, also lays

claim to being tbe site of tbe same event. Roman coins

were frequently found at Banbury before the time of Cam-
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den; and a Roman altar, discovered long ago, was pre-

arved under an arch in the street, near the present Old

George Inn, thence called in old writings the George and

Altar Stone Inn. Thu building was standing within the

memory of a few persons now living, and is described aa

a piece of stone-work eight feet long, supporting an arch

about ten feet high, within which arch was placed the

Roman relic These circumstances led Dr. Stukeley and
others to place the Roman station, Brinavm. at Banbury :

but that station was on the Portway. which led from .tlia

Castra (Alcester. near Bicester) to Isannavaria (Burnt

Walls, near Daventry) ; and the line of this road has been

recently clearly traced by Mr. Baker about three miles to

the eastward of Banbury. Brinavat is therefore placed with

great probability at Black Grounds, near Chipping Wanion,

six miles distant. Roman remains nave, however, been
discovered, not only at Banbury, but at several places in

the vicinity.

In the year 1125, or toon after, this town was strength'

mod with a castle, erected by Alexander, the famous
Bishop of Lincoln, to whom the manor belonged. In

1139 this prelate, being taken prisoner by King Stephen
at Oxford, was compelled to resign Banbury snd some
other fortresses ; but it was shortly afterwards restored to

the see, and is frequently mentioned aa the occasional

residence of the bishops. In the year 1469, a battle was
fought at Danesmore, near Banbury, between the forces

of Edward IV., under the Earl of Pembroke, and a
great body of insurgents from the north of England,
whose rebellion had been fomented by the king-making
Earl of Warwick. After the battle, a quarrel took place

at Banbury between the Earl of Pembroke and another
nobleman. Lord Stafford, who held a high command in the

royal army ; in consequence of which the latter lord Quitted

the town with bis numerous archers, and the Earl or Pem-
broke, weakened in his resources, was defeated the next day
with immonse loss, and be and his brother, with ten other

gentlemen, being taken prisoners, were beheaded at Ban-
bury. In the first year of Edward VI.. Bishop Holbech
resigned the manor, Six., of Banbury to the crown. Queen
Elixabeth granted the castle to the Save and Sele family,
who resided at their neighbouring castellated mansion at

Broughton. In the same reign, Banbury Cross, so cele-

brated in nursery rhymes, was destroyed by tho puritans,

who then formed a predominant party at Banbury. The
teal of the inhabitants in the cause of the commonwealth has
been often mentioned ; but although the rastlo was defended
by BOO infantry and a troop of horse, it surrendered a few davs
after the bottle of Edgehill, in 1642. Being garrisoned by the
king, it afterwards stood several attacks, including two des-
perate sieges in 1644 and 1646. On the former occasion it

resisted every attack for fourteen weeks, when at length it

was opportunely relieved by the Earl of Northampton, but
not before the garrison bad been reduced to the norewity of
eating their horses, of which only two remained. On the
other occasion the castle was besieged by tho famous Colonel
Whelley for ten weeks, and only capitulated on honourable
conditions after Charles I. had surrendered himself to the
Scottish army. Pur this service Colonel Wballey was re-

warded by the parliament. Not many years after this the
castle was taken down by the parliament, to prevent its

again becoming a strong hold for the royalists in a puritan
district. Nothing now remains of it except the name, and
small portions of the moat and of one of lite walls, upon
which last a cottage has been erected. The rest of the
site is occupied as garden ground.

Banbury was a borough by prescription ; but in the first

year of Queen Mary a charter was conferred, as a reward
for the services of the inhabitants egsmst John. Duke of
Northamberland, who maintained the churn* of Lady Jane
Grey. James I. confirmed and extended the charter ; and
a new one was granted by George I., which mud the mu-
nicipal government in a high steward, recorder, twelie
aldermen, six capital burgesses, and thirty assistants, with
other officers. All vacancies were to be filled up by the
twelve aldermen and six capital burgesses in common
council assembled, except in the eaae of the major, in the
election of whom the votes of the assistants were slao to be
taken. There is no evidence of the rrturn of a member of
parliament previous to the date of the. first charter; bat
Btnee that time one member has been returned. For a long

if not during the whole of this period, the member
to haie been returned by the select body of the

corporation, namely, the mayor, the twelve i

the six capital burgesses only. The uawea of Str ]

Walsingham. Nathaniel Plenties, and Lord North, spa as-
on the list of members for Banbury. The mfluewra ef

the North family, who resided in the immediate BMtgh-

bourhood of Banbury, long prevailed at essrUooe; bast by

the extension of the franchise under the Reform Act
influence, which practically amounted to a
was abolished. The number of electors on the

completed in 1834 is 370.

Banbury has long been noted aa a thriving elate of t

and was so recorded by Leland in the reign of Henry VIII.

This is chiefly owing to its being the centre of that datfnrt

of rich red land which Arthur Young describes as the cWy
of the county of Oxford, and as some of the most fertile aa

the kingdom. The line of the Oxford canal runaokg be
Banbury, and communicating through ot'jcr canals wita *j|

parts of the kingdom, has been the means of eonuaame;
and improving the trade of the town. The neurbbmsrhwad
is very thickly covered with \ Ulages. There is a considers sas

manufacture of plush, shag, and girth and other webaaaaj.

carried on at Banbury, which employs within the panah 1 1*
men, besides women and children, in some branches ef
the manufacture; and many others am engaged to taw
same manufacture in some of the adjacent vdUgve. A
manufacture of linen-weaving formerly carried oa at Bass-

bury has been abandoned. The weekly market, srhari*

is on Thursday, is considered to be the best within aviary

miles round. There are nine chartered fain and tee ua-
nual great markets. Banbury cakes have been nMsraud
from before the time of Fuller, and are still in high i

but the Banbury cheese, which Shakspeare
no longer made.
Banbury is situated in a valley almost entirely i

with rising ground ; most of the streets are very wide east

airy. Several of the principal streets ran in a haw mam
north to south, and another line, running from west as east,

crosses the former one. There were formerly bars as

gates at the terminations. This was the desrripuaa gr>«a
of the streets by Leland. In 1628 more than cos theal

of the town was destroyed by fire. Banbury, long pro-

verbial for it* •flirt, has been made perfectly clean eassW
the operation ofan act passed in 1823. for paring. Ugatsag.
itc. The footpaths are well paved with Yorkshire f
and the town is amply lighted by the recently

works. The town-ball is a mean and insuftv

building ; the town gaol, on the contrary, is aa obi ami
rather a handsome one, in which a tread-wheel has boast

recently erected. The old church, dedicated to St. Mary,
and said to have been erected by Alexander, Bnanp ef

Lincoln, was taken down by Act of Parliament to 17*0, east

the anticnt monuments wholly destroyed. Bat the pans*
has had to bear a heavy charge for the erection of a arw
building. In addition to the sums arising (rem taw east

of the church lands and houses, and the materials ef taw

old fabric, together with two large suborn
rate amounting to Hot. 3i , has been made susee I

:

and a large proportion of the debt being still

dated, the same rate is likely to remain for sea

The present church is spacious, the part aaed far divans ear-

nre bring 90 feet square within, and capable of saeaaaaasv

•laling 2.100 prr«ons. There are in Banbury saeetessr-

nouses belonging to the Presbyterians, Frarnd*. lasV
pendents, \Vc«le) an Methodists, and Calvtnista. Fasresarry

an hospital, dedicated to St. John, stood near the eaastaeea

entrance to the town ; the remains of thai bwaVdaaa; etn
long used as a barn, bat hale lately been contains1

saas

a private residence. Another hospital, dedicated la fit.

Leonard, stood on the east side of the CbrrweO.
hsmlrt of Nrthereot : and there was in Banbury a i

foundation, called St. Mary's, the particulars

which are not well known. In ateUaidjaerattothe i

entrance to the town is an eafthea work, or smaaiibsasis.
called the Bear Garden, where the anUse t taejL* eparss
were practised.

Banbury Blue Coat School was established as 1 7*4. tor
boys and girls. In 1617 tt vat inwayestad wsth tW
newlv-establtahed national schools far beys and gwfc , ewe
the funds are kept separately, and are partly appsssw ks
clothing the children elected on law BKss Coat amasasaaas.
namely, sixteen bo»s and twelve gtrU. larvadsa* tares,
the national schools at Banbury now edwras* aaaasl I re
hoys and <*J girls, bo—das occaasanal srsManrs ea taasmja.

taw
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The Dissenter* have mwil large and efficient Sunday and
evwning schools at their respective chapek; and altogether
the different tebooU afford instruction to nearly 800 children.
There are betide* in the town two excellent charitable so-
cmHm*, a saving*' bank, a subscription library, and other
useful and benevolent institution*. The excellent old
grammar-school kept in a building adjoining the church-
ward was suffered to fall into disuse a Ions; time afro. The
building remain*, and is in the hands of the corporation,
who let it for 4i. a-year, and apply that amount towards
the support of the national schools. Of land or other en-
dowment from which funds were supplied for the support of
the school, no traces are now to be found.
The population of the old borough has gone on increasing

in the following manner :—in 1801, 2754; in 1811. 2841;
in 1821, 3396 ; and in 183), 3737. But these numbers do
not gits the population of the connected town, which in-
clude* most of the house* contained in the hamlet*. The
population of the parish was, in 1821, 3673 ; and in 1831,
•422.

The criminal jurisdiction of the borough extend* to capi-
tal off-nee*, but no instance of an execution ha* occurred
since 1747. The magistrates hold a petty session every
Monday ; and general sessions, at which the recorder or his
deputy must preside, are held twice in every year. The
corporation have also the privilege of holding a court of re-

cord, in which all manner of pleas, wherein the debt or
damage doe* not exceed 40/.. may be determined. Although
the old borough, and all the hamlets, jointly support the
church, there are three separate districts for the maintenance
of the poor: lit., the borough of Banbury; the township
and hamlets of Neithrop, &<•.. in Oxfordshire ; and the two
Northamptonshire hamlets which are connected for this
purpose with the adjoining parish of Warkworth. The road
rates are similarly collected. The poor-rates of the borough
are extremely heavy, the expenditure on account of the
poor averaging for the five years ending in March, 1833,
upwards of 3400/. per annum, in a gross population of lets
than «i«0. The church and paving-rate* arc also a
senou* weight ; and these with the high rent* neutralize,

in a great measure, the advantages derived from the trade
of Banbury. The living is a discharged vicarage* in the
patronage of the Bishop of Oxford ; but the endowment is

so poor, that a subscription has been made to increase it.

The ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the parish is a peculiar one.
belonging to the cathedral of Lincoln.

Although Banbury ha* witnessed so many important
events connected with our English annals, no local or

county writer has yet taken the pains to publish its history.

(From a Otrrttpondent pi Banbury.)
BANCA, an island in the Indian Ocean lying off the

north coast of Sumatra, near to its eastern extremity, from
which it is separated by the Straits of Banca. The island
measure* in its greatest length from N.W. to S B. 135
miles, and ip its broadest part is 65 miles ; the mean breadth
is 35 miles. It lie* between 1° 30* and 3° 8' S. lat., and
between 105° «r* and 106° 5f E. long.

Banca bad always formed a dependency of the sultans of
PaWmbang. in Sumatra, but in 1812 it was formally ceded
to the governmet* of the British East India Company. On
the 2d of December, 1816, the island was made over to the
government of the king of the Netherlands, in exchange
for the settlement of Cochin on the Malabar coast.

This island does not contain any continued chain of
mountain*, but in every part are found short ranges of lofty

lull*. The highest mountain is situated about two miles

from the bottom of Klabat Bay, a considerable inlet on
the north side. The height of this mountain, which is

called Goonoong Mara*, is estimated at 3000 feet above the
level of the sea. Manopin Bill, called by the natives
Goonoong Manumbling, which is situated at (lie western
extremity of the island, has been found by measurement to

be 1509 feet from the level of the sea, and forms an excellent

landmark to navigator* for the entrance to the straits.

Many of the hill* on Banca have conical summits ; but no
trace of any volcanic eruption has yet been discovered on
any part of the island. The whole of Banca is abundantly
supplied with water of good quality. The principal rivers

are those of Jebooa and Jering on the west coast ; Mara-
waag river on the east coast ; and Antun and Layang
rivers, which discharge themselves into Klabat Bay on the
north. There are several smaller stream* on both the east

and wast coasts ; but none of these, nor indeed of the

larger river*, are navigable for any but very small vosscU,
in consequence of the sand-banks by which their entrance,
are obstructed.

Klabat Bay, which would otherwise form an exeeltent
harbour for shipping, and would besides afford means of
access to some distance inland from tho north coast, cannot
be used for these purposes in consequent* of the numerous
rocks and shallows which occur in every port.

It ia no doubt owing to the dread of pirates, from whoso
ravages the population formerly suffered greatly, that no
habitations are to bo seen on any part of the euaat. Tho
villages are all situated several miles up the rivors. Tim
pirates here mentioned have thoir haunts in tho island*
of Lingen and Billiton, and on the west roast of Borneo.
The principal settlement, which indeed is the only plani
that can be called a town on the island, is near the west-
cm entrance of tho Straits of Banca : it stands on tho
bank of a small river which takes its rise from Manopin
Hill. Previous to the cession of the island to the English,
this town was called Mintok; which name was on that
occasion changed to Minto, in compliment to the then
governor-general of India. This town was originally peopled
from Lingen and the adjacent islands; the principa(object
of the settlers was to carry on a smuggling trade in tea.
A few months after the cession of Banra to the East India
Company, a census was taken of the population of Mtnto,
which was then found to contain (exclusive of Rumprantl
1498 souls; of whom 107 were Chinese, 1220 Malays, and
171 slaves. Shortly before the transfer of the island lo the
Dutch another census was Uken. when the numbers were
found to have increased to 1 955 ; of whom 266 were Chine se.

1563 were Malays, and 126 only were slaves. This rapid
increase wss no doubt principally owing to the greater
security offered by the European government, hut was also
in some part occasioned by a regulation made for the pre-
vention of smuggling, which confined the foreign trade of
the island to this the principal port.

Banca derives all its importance, in a commercial point of
view, from its tin-mines, which were flrst discovered in 1710
or 1711, and have since yielded immense quantities of ore

:

they appear, in fact, to be inexhaustible. Tlie geological
formation of the island is a primitive rock, the principal
mountains being granite, and those of inferior elevation
bein" formed of red iron-stone: it is in the level ground
bcturen these neks that the tin is generally found in allu-
vial deposits, seldom lower than twentv-flve feet from tho
surface. Only a small part, comparatively, in the north-
west quarter, has yet been surveyed with a view to tbe
opening of mines ; but the existence of tin has been ascer-
tained in all tbe alluvial tracts, from one extremity of I bo
island to the other.

The ore is found in horizontal strata in tbe form of an
oxide, and is generally intermixed with while sand and
clay. After being washed in the nearest mountain-stream
it is smelted, and yields in various proportions from thirty
to seventy pounds of. tin for every hundred pounds of ore

;

the more usual proportion is about sixty of metal to one
hundred of ore. If the ore should yield less than twenty
five per cent, of metal, the mine is abandoned as unprofit-
able. The proportion of metal partly depends upon tbo
quality of the charcoal used in smelling.

Prom tbe time of their first discovery, tho tin-mines of
Banca have been worked by Chinese, whose numbers
have been annually recruited. The vacancies occasioned
by casualties or deaths, or by tho return of any of tbo
miners to their native country enriched by their successful
industry, have always been carefully supplied by the admi-
nistrators of the mine*, who were accustomed to send con-
fidential Chinese agents from Palembang to select and
engage efficient recruit*. When tbe island was under tbo

sovereignty of the Sultan of Palembang, tbe administrator*

of the mines were bound to deliver to him all tbe tin pro-

duced, at tbo rate of five rix-dollars per pecul of 125 pounds,
which quantity was sold by him to tbe Dutch resident for

fifteen nx-dollar*. This officer, who was subordinate to tbo
authorities at Bat*via, used in this way to receive from
20,000 to 30,000 pecul* annually. Tbe Dutch were aerus-

tomed to keep vessels continually cruising along the shore
to prevent the smuggling of tin ; but the temptation to tbi*

illicit trade was too strong to be conquered by such means,
and privato adventurers at all times participated largely in

the trade. A small part of tbe tin, procured in the way
described, by the Dutch East India Company, was sent

Vot.in.-3 A
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to Ho..and; but the great bulk of their purchase waa
tent to China, where Bancs tin is preferred to that of

Europe.
The collection* of tin, made subsequently to the cession

of the island lo the Bast India Company, were—
In 1813 . 7,299 peculs.

1814 . 19.149

1813 . 25.190

1816 26,670

being an average of somewhat less than three millions of

pounds annually. The pro (It derived from tbe sale of tin in

those years more than provided for all the charges of

government on the island ; and, in fact, left a surplus, or

net revenue, of more than 30,000/. sterling per annum
Since the transfer of the island to Holland, the supply of

tin from iu mines has been greatly augmented ; ami after

fully supplying the markets of China and India, a large

quantity i> annually brought to Europe, where it has con-

sequently lessened the demand for the tin of Cornwall.

Except during the four months, from May to August
inclusive, when the south-east monsoon blows, rains are

very frequent on the island, especially from November
to February inclusive, which is the season of the north-

west monsoon. In the other four months of the year, the
weather is unsettled and squally. Thunder- storms are

frequent, and lightning is observable on half tbe evenings
during the year.

Tbe climate of Bancs is generally healthy ; but some
spots are of a different character. When the English first

took possession of tbe island, an attempt was made to form
a settlement at Tanjong Kaleang. a beautiful and desirable

spot on the western point, and only three miles from Minto

;

but, in consequence of the unbealtbiness of the place, the
intention was necessarily abandoned. In the interior parts,

the action of tbe sun upon the gravelly soil renders the
heat oppressive during the day, but the nights are usually

cool. The thermometerwim 'ran 78° to 84° ; and scarcely

ever exceeds 88° in the shade.

There are various kinds of fine timber in tbe woods,
some of which are employed in building. Ebony is abun-
dant on the north coast. Large quantities of Ibis wood
are sent to Palembang for sale to Chinese traders.

The only quadrupeds found in a state of nature are deer

and wild hogs ; ana these are not numerous. Insects are

very numerous, and there is an abundance of snakes

;

some of these are email and venomous. Fish and pork arc

pretty abundant on the island z other kinds of animal food,

and some fruits, are conveyed from the opposite coast of

Sumatra. Some rice ia grown in tbe interior, but not suffi-

cient for tbe island consumption ; and Urge quantities are

imported every year by tbe government
The population of Bancs is made up of Malays. Chinese,

and indigenous islanders. By a census taken when under
the British Hag, the total number of inhabitants, exclusive

of tbe few Europeans connected with the government, was
U.4I3; of whom

271 1 were Malays, of all agea and both sexes.

4631 Chinese.

•031 native islanders, called Orang Goonoonga.

1.1.413

Almost all the laborious occupations are performed by the
Chinese: the Malays being extremely indolent, ana the
Orang (fcmnnongs living dispersed over large tracts of
country in the interior, nearly tn a state of nature, and
averse to all restraint or habits of settled industry.

(Nee Marsdcn s Sumatra ; Raffle* Jaru ; Stavorinut's
I "fie.igc* ; Court's Krpritlion of Ikt Rtlalinnt nf th*
Hntnh (J-remmteiU Id/A tht Smllam qf Pultmbang .)

BANCHL'S, in entomology, a genu* of tbe order //y-
tnttif) rra [Sre lriixstnoniD* 1

B.tNlO. [SceBt**]
BANCROFT. RICHARD. Archbishop of Canterbury

in the reign of Jsm s I., was born at Fornworth, in Lance-
•hire, in September, 1344. Hts father was John Bancroft

;

his nvithrr. Mary, daughter of John Curwyn. and niece of
Hugh Curwyn. Archbishop of Dublin. He waa first a
student of Christ's College. Cambridge, where, in 1367, he
i nk the degree of B.A., and thence removed to Jesus
College, where be commenced M.A. in 1370. In 1374 he
was presented to the reeVwj of Tevershaa. in Cambridge-
shire, by Co*. Buhow of Ely ; and instituted, in 1344. at
the •reseotauon of Us* executors of Henry Bad of South-

ampton, to tbe rectory of 8t Andrew a. Hotbora. Ia 1**5

he was made treasurer of St Paul s Cathedral, prebendary

of Brounsbory in St. Paul's in 138V, of Westminster us

1392, and of Canterbury in 1394, about which Itnte h» dis-

tinguished himself by a sermon preorbed at St Paul s Craw
against the ambition of the Puritans. On May fe, 13*7. a*
was consecrated Bishop of London. From this tune a*
had in effect the arrhiepiscopal power ; tor tbe archtsstbay

being advanced in years, and unfit fur business, coqunxtaod
the solo management of orelesiastical affairs lo Bsaeaap

Bancroft. In 1600 Queen Etixabeth joined him walk Dr.

Parkins and Dr. Swale, in an embassy to Rmbden. to pal

an end to the differences between tbe English and Uisn ;

but the embassy had no effect In the beginning of Ku<
JamcVs reign he was present at the con ferrore at liasap-

ton Court between tho bishops and the Presbyterian aavsue-

lers. In 1601. upon Whitgift's death, ho waa pr

m

auls J is

tlie archbishopric of Canterbury : and in 1*08 waa started
Chancellor of the Umxcrsity of Oxford, in tbe room at* the

Earl of l>>rsct. He died Nov. 2. 16 10. of tho atone, us ass

palace at Lambeth.
Bancroft filled tbe see of Canterbury with great repsata-

lion : ho was a learned controversialist, an nrtllssi
preacher, a great statesman, and a vigilant govern*! of the

Church. Ho was, however, rigid in bis treatment of taw
Puritans, and on that account has been spoken of was*
some severity. He was the chief overseer of the last traw
lation of the Bible. By his will he bequeathed hat beats ss

be buried in LamW-th Chspcl; and all the hooka us km
study to the archbishops fur ever. His remains wow. base-

ever, interred in Lambeth Church. (Sec (Jv Htagrn/Jkm
Britannira, edit 1 7 78. vol. i. p. 37 7 ; Wood s Fasti Or. an.

;

Bishop Kcnnett t MS. CoUerlitmM, MS. Lansd. Bra. Mas.
9W. 6il. 133, 137 ; Chalmers's Biogr. Diet., vol us. p. 4*M l

BAND, in architecture, a Sat moulding, with a twrtarsl

fsco slightly projecting beyond the vertical or cwnesl tan
of any moulding or parts of an edifice to whack st

attached. It is very extensively employed in

and is used apparently to bind porta of buildings i

as in the bonds which are employed to hand tho an
ghphs of a Doric architrave. [See Taiat-vms.) Tass
moulding is most frequently used in the basement story as*

a building [see Bassmkxt], where it becomes a hold east

sinking feature: (see tbe published designs of Pail—Us,
Vignola, Scamotxi, and others.) It ia for tbe Most part

plain, though sometimes enriched. Tbe term bead and
uandrlet, little band, is often applied to what at ass paw-

perly speaking a fillet [See Fillit.] Tbe band bv b arm.
driader in proportion than the fillet This rooutshsag ss aase

employed to encircle the shafts of, column* [see Coicsrw
snd RirrriCATKD Wou]; the palace of the l.oiemt—f
at Paris, and the Pitti palace at Florence, peasant Hn r»-

markalile examples of banded column*. VstruvmacaUs the
band Itrma and/oirta ; fascia at a term applied also sa> tho
flat faces of tbe arrh.trave. A plain band qftea pearasl

in b<>tb public and private buildings, either on a* neatly
on the same level with the floors, as if the original lawsa
lion bad been to finish tbe projecting ends of Use Muses warn
a list board.

BAND, also written BUND, or BBND. Us
word for a dyke or artificial embankment at

met with as a component part of names in

grsphy : for instance, in the name of tbe
Band-Emir, a branch ofwhich pease* near tbe rains of PW-
«•polts. This mcr received its appellation as a a»r ss*

the Emir Aiadaddaula, a governor of the province of Par—
sisian, or i'erws Proper, who, about the year IM*) of ear
era. raised a dyke on tbe river ncsr tbe nuns of Po*
ft* the purpose of procuring a supply of water to I

the land. (Kcr Porter s 7>wW«, I. 6*4 ; SnW.I
TrurrJi, ii. | si.)

HANDA ISLANDS are a group of smafl
Eastern Archipelago, which lie about forty-tew I

smith of Cerara. and are contained between the pawalasts as*

4 itfandt JJ 8. lat .and the memliansef I**' 4 Taos* I**'

E. They are nine in number. » is.. Handa. Nero. Qsssaaag.

Way, Roasingvn. Robun, Swanjee. Pasang, and Capoi, sntk
several rocky islets. The group takes Ma noma fraas saw

first of these, which is Ute Unreal island. Three bsw eVaste-

ful accounts of these islands baling been stssstsl aw awa»

Vertbetna as early as 1304, in eocanany with
merchants, to wh >m they were well known, aast obsx i
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fnt autbantieatea

1

visit made by European* to Wi
aquadron of Portuguese, tent by Albuquerque from Ma-
lacca in I All. That nation did not, however, appear in

Jam to lake poMCMion till 1621, from which time they
maintained a precarious footing for above sixty year*—

a

long period of anarchy and hostility. The hatred of the
native* to the Portuguese readily induced them to join the
Dutch w their expulsion ; but tlicy toon (bund they bad but
changed ma*term. The island* wuro then occupied by the
Duu-h. who built a fort on Nera, called Na**au. in 16U8, at

which time the flr»t English vessel bad arrived from Bantam
under Captain Keeling. The Dutch, however, claiming
the monopoly of trade, and being greatly superior iu force,

annoyed the English so much that they could scarcely
ubuin a cargo ; but a* this monopoly was never acknow-
ledged by England, their ship* continued to trade with the
nattvee, though under very disadvantageous circumstances.
In 1616 Robun Island, the roust barren of them all, having
been made over to the English, an expedition was sent from
Bantam, which established a fort and factory there. This
rivalry naturally led to many quarrels, in all which the
Dutch, being the stronger, succeeded in gaining the advan-
tage; but in 1619 it was agreed by treaty that England
should enjoy one-third of the trade, a privilege, however,
from which the Dutch contrived entirely to exclude the
English. The Bandaneso made various attempts to resist

the hard term* imposed on them, as well as other islands in

these sea*, by the Dutch, who, by dint of coercion, retained

lueir monopoly till 1 796, when the Bandus were captured
bt the English without resistance, but wero restored to

Holland by the. treaty of 1801. In September, 181 1, they
were again taken by the English, and once more restored in

August. 1816.

The** island* produce the nutmeg almost exclusively,

whence they are frequently termed the Nutmeg Islands in

contradistinction to the Araboynas, which yield the clove

;

from the nutmeg and mace the native* extract an oil as an
article of trade. Their imports consist chiefly of rice, cloth,

salt, pepper, and molasses. At the time of their being first

visited by Europeans, these islands were governed by an
aristocracy of their own chief* or Sabandar*.
The Bandas are subject to earthquake* : on Gonong, the

highest of the group, there is a volcano 1940 feet high, con-
stantly emitting smoke and frequently flame. On Nera is

the chief settlement of the Dutch, which was their second
government in these sea*, and the governor of the islands

now resides on it ; this locality was selected on account of its

spacious and commodious harbour, which is, however, dif-

ficult of access. The anchorage is protected by two fort*

called Belgica and Nassau; and on Bands, the opposite

sb>«w, are a fort ami redoubt*. All the islands aro more
c<r less fortified. Way Island is the most beautiful and
picturesque ; but there is no water on it; the inhabitants

depend on rain or obtain supplies from the otbor islands.

Rossingcn is used as a state prison. The nutmeg grows on
Banda, Nera. Way, and Gonong, not only in the rich (oil of

Bands, but also amidst the lavas of Gonong ; the smaller

island* chiefly raise provisions. The area of the whole
group only occupies a space of 190 square miles.

Btnda Island forms a right angle five mile* north and
south, and six mile* east and west, and about two miles

average breadth.

The tides about these islands are strong, but not regular

;

they rite between nine and ten feet.

(Handelslo* Trartli. i. p. 412, Lcyden. 1719; Barros;
("raufurd's History ofthe Indian Archipelago; Horsburgh *

Directoryfor the En it Imitts-)

BANDA ORIENTAL was the name of that portion

of the vice royalty of Buenos Ayre* which was situated to

the east of the river Uruguay, and comprehended the pre-

sent Rrpubhca del Uruguay Oriental and the country called

the Seven Mission*. Lying between the great body of the
Spanish possessions and Brazil, it was, at tho commence-
ment of nearly every war between (lie Spaniards and Por-
tuguese, occupied by tho Utter, but at the conclusion of
peace entirely, or in part, restored to the former. When
Buenos A) res declared itself independent of Spain, the
whole country belonged to the then viceroyalty of Buenos
Arres; but the continual civil wars by which the dcclara-

twn of independence was followed in Buenos A) res, in-

tho government of Brazil to take possession of the

Oriental in 1815. Tho republic of Buenos Ayre*
I against this step, and, a* no amicable settlement

eoaM be made, s war began brtw*rtt Buenos Ayre* ax!
Brazil in 1825, which was terminated by a treaty of peace
in 1 828. By the articles of this treaty the northern district
of the Banda Oriental, or the Seven Missions, waa incor-
porated with the empire of Brazil, and tho larger southern
part declared an independent republic, which took the name
of Republic* del Uruguay Oriental. As, however, this
country is leu known by its present name thsn that of
Banda Oriental, we shall here insert the geographical de-
scription of this region.

On the north it extends to 29° 30* S. 1st., and is here
divided from the Seven Missions, which now constitute a
part of the Brazilian province of Rio Grande do Sul, by tho
river Ibecuy-guacu. Its southern extremity, which extendi to

about 35° 8. lat, is inclosed by the Atlantic Ocean, and the
wide embouchure of the Plata river. Its western boundary,
which nearly reaches 58 W. long., is formed by the rucr
Uruguay, which divides it from the republics of Entrc Rio*
and Corrientes. which belong to the Uuited States of Buenos
Aires. Thus it is inclosed by natural boundaries on three
sides. On the east, where it joins tho Brazilian province
of Rio Grande do Sul, its boundary is also partly natural,
being formed by a chain of mountains running north and
south to nearly 32° 8. 1st. ; but from this point the boundary -

line extends to the south-east, and terminates on the coast
after cutting lakes Mirim and Mangucira. Tho most eastern
point falls somewhat to the west of tho fllty second me-
ridian.

The whole length of the country, from the most northern
bend of the Ibecuy-guacu to the Paode Assuror (Sugar-
loaf), near Maldonado. is about 380 miles. In the northern
part the breadth may extend 180 miles from east to west,
and in the southern port, which is much wider, about 300
miles. Its mean breadth may be estimated at 2 10 miles.

This would give a surface of 91.200 square miles, or nearly
the area ofGreat Britain. Scbiiffcr. in his description of
Brazil, assigns to it an arc* of 1 05 74 German square miles,

equal to 227,362 English, or more extensive than the sur-

face of France; but that is doubtless a gross exaggeration,
even if the Seven Missions are included.

By for the greatest part of the country is hilly and ele-

vated. It forms, as it were, the most southern prolongation

of the Serra do Mar (the sea mountain -range of Brazil),

which extends northward to near the mouth of the Rio de
St. Francisco (9 8. lat). In the Bands Oriental it rises

rather abruptly on the southern coast, where it form* the
hill of Cape de St. Maria, the Pao de Assurer (Sugar-loaf)

some miles to the west of Maldonado. the Monte Video on
the west side of the bay to which it gives its name, and the
hill of St. Lucia, farther to the west, near the mouth of a
small river bearing that name. At no great distance, bow-
ever, from the shore, it takes the sha|>e of an extensive

table laud, whose surface in many places presents hardly

any perceptible irregularity, and in others is covered with

extensive ranges of low hills ; both the plains and the
hills are without trees, and afford only pasture for cattle.

Tho hills aro called Corbilhas, and the highest range, wbirh
forms the water-shed between the ocean and the river

Uruguay, is named the Grand Coehilha. It extends into

tho Brazilian province of Rio Grande do Sul, where it is

called Serra de Herval. The eastern declivities of the

Grand Coehilha. which terminate abruptly in the plains

about the lakes Mirim and do* Patos at about twelve or

twenty miles from their banks, are called Serra de lo»

Tappes. On the west the table land seems to extend to

the banks of the river Uruguay, but here it is cut by nume-
rous valleys, and presents the aspect of an extremely hilly

country. In these valleys, as well as in those which lie

along the southern coast, west of Capcda S. Marts. m*n> fer-

tile tracts occur in which tho grains and fruits of Southern

Europe succeed very well ; but the remainder is only flt for

pasture.

That portion of the Banda Oriental which extend* along

the coast to tho north of Cape 8. Maria, and about sixty or

eighty miles inland, is low, snd is a part of a very remark-

able tract which occupies the eastern roast of South

America from 28° to 34° 8. lat, or from the island of St.

Catherine to Cape de 8. Maria. Nearly through its whole

extent it is covered with sand, and intersected by innume-

rable lakes of different sizes. The greatest part of this low

plain belongs to the Brazilian province of Rio Grande do
Sul. where further particulars will bo given. It is of verv

indifferent fertility.

3 A 2
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This country, boing situsted without the tropic*, enjoy* a

temperate climate, resembling that of Spain or Italy ; the

air is pure and healthy. In the valleys and on the low plain*

ibc winter, which 1<uU from May to October, i* lew dsrtin-

gutshed by frost than by rain, which i* carried to the land

by the then prat ailing south-eastern winds. Frost is occa-

sionally felt in Juty and August. The high table-land ia

annually exposed to it, *onictim<» for one or two months
together ; but a* very little snow falls, the cattle And pasture

in these districts all the year round.

The principal river is the Uruguay, which originate* in

that portion of the Sorru do Mar which stretches along the

ocean opposite the island of S. Catherine, and runs fur a
considerable dUlance under the name of Pellotaa westward,

between banks consisting principally of pointed and massy
rocks. It take* the name of Uruguay not far from the

Saint where it begins to separate the province of Rio Grande
o Sul from the republic of Corrientcs. Here it assumes the

appearance uf a large river, and soon begins to bend its

course to the south-west. Numerous small streams increase

iu waters in this psrt of its course. In laU 2ty' it receives the

Ibcruy, and then begins to flow in a southern direction,

funning the boundary between Bands Oriental and tlie re-

publics of Corricntes and Kntre Rios. Not far from the place

where it enters the great actuary called the Riode la Plata, its

water* are tncrci-cj by those of the Rij Negro, which joins

it on the left bank, 'lite I'ruguay is navigable for large

boats to the 0r*t great (all. called Salto Grande, situated

near I v at an equal distance from the mouth* of the Ibecuy
and ftio Negro. About forty miles below the former there

is the Salto Chico, or Little Fall, which again interrupts

the navigation of the smaller boats or canoe*. The whole
course of this river may amount to about a thousand miles.

The Ibecuy rise* in the Grand CochUha*. and first run*
to the wbst, hut soon turns northward, and Sow* in that

direction for upwards of sixty miles, after which, having
joined the Ibecuy Mirim (Utile Ibecuy). it again turn* to

the west and becomes a considerable river, separating part

of the Banda Oriental from (he province of Rio Grande do
Sul. Its current is almost always tranquil, and the stream

i> navigable nearly to it* head. The whole course of the

Ibecuy amounts probably to upwards of 250 mile*.

The Rio Negro has it* origin near that of the Ibecuy,

and its general direction is to the south-west. It joins the

Uruguay about twelve miles before that river enter* the

Rio de la Plata, after having run upward* of 250 mile*.

Two considerable lakes, lying in the eastern plain, belong
in part to Banda Oriental : the largest is the lake Mtnm,
which signifies ' small,' having received this name from
comparison with the lake Los Po*. which is not far distant to

the north, but belongs to the province of Rio Grande do Sul.

The lake Mirim is ninety mile* in length and twenty-five

at its greatest width. It lies parallel to the shore* of the

ocean and discharge* it* waters into the lake of Los Pato*
by a channel fifty mile* long, wide and navigable, which
is called Rio de 8. Goncalo. About the southern half of
this lake belongs to Banda Oriental. The other large lake,

the Mangueira. by Henderson called Mangheira, extends
between live coast and the lake Mirim. It is eighty mile*
long and about four broad, and empties itself into the ocean
at its northern extremity by a short channel called Arroio
Tahim. The greatest part of this lake belong* to Banda
Oriental.

It ia not ascertained whether gold and silver are (bund in

this country ; but at San Carlos, to the west of Cape de
8. Maria, a rich copper-mine is worked. Prom the banks
of the

Buenos
umber, or terra-soenbrs, are found.

The valleys, on the west and south, are well adapted to a
great diversity of production. Wheat, rye, barley, Indian
corn, rice, peas, beans, water-melons, and other kind* of
melons, with onions, are cultivated ; also sons* cotton, man
dWa, and the sugar-cane. Hemp and different qualities of
flax grow in great abundance. The fruit-tree* of the south
of Europe succeed here better than farther to the north,
and none so well as the peach. The vine grow* well,
and produce* abundantly, but hitherto no wine baa beta
Bade.
Timber ia by no means abundant ; far from 30° south-

ward it is only on (lie bank* of the principal river* that
any forests of fine full-grown Umber occur, the table-land
Wing either quite bare, or only covered with shrubs, la

Uruguay great quantities of lime are exported to

i Ay res, and in the same districts potter's earth and

some of the latter districts, bone* and the eirrravroa of

cattle are burnt for fuel.

More than four-fifths of the country being oulv as far

pasture, cattle of course constitute the chief weehk TW
richest proprietors often possess thirty or forty square

of land, and feed from five to ten thousand heed of

and upwards. By far the greatest number are those ceil**

bravo, because they live in a state of wnldaea*. 8ons* cam*
are consumed in the country,and other* sent so the sUognsn-

houses of Monte Video and Buenos A)re* ; but by for taw

greatest proportion is manufactured into jerked beef, wkwru

is salted without the bones, dried in the sun. and exawrtrd

to different parts of America, especially Bread. Every

great proprietor breeds also a certain number of I

mules, and some of tbem a great number of sheep, whack

have a fine wool. Neither goals nor pigs are uunaersaav

Game is very abundant, but the people generally are est

very fond of hunting or shooting. Among other seen** *f

wild quadruped*, there are the anla or tapir, the deer. la*

ounce, the monkey, the paca. the rabbit, the armeddie. Us*

squash, (he boa. the fox. and sonio others peculiar lo the

country. The European species of dog nave mulusased ss

excessively tliat they live wild in the plains, without r%wr

entering any v illage or dwelling. Thry are called ea*ss>

marrnr dog*. I mmediately on tlie slaughter ofcattle «

or when they want provisions, thry assemble in large I

and enarrle an ox. which they pursue with uncesMog <

nacy until the animal falls with fatigue, when b* ss

devoured. Even a horseman runs some risk us the f
when the dogs are in a stale of famine.

Birds are very numerous. In the lakes of Us*

plain there are wild ducks and large wild geese,

some white, and others with black necks, which beta a fie*

long down under their feathers, similar to lb* Areaaswas

fur. A few other birds of the species found in Europe an
also met with, as the heron, the quail, and partrwige. ass

there are other specie* not known in Europe, a* dafieaea*

kinds of parrots, Ibe Macuco partridge the tucan. aad aaasn

other*.

When the European* first arrived, several native swoosh
were in possession of this country, some of whom are sal

found in the interior, as the Charruas. Miauanos. Tufas, and
Guaycanans, but in small number*: by far the

number of the inhabitants are the descendants of f"

The population is differently stated.

1 75.9(0 ; but other* lower it to 80,000, and even to sXeoo,
The metropolis of the republic will be dcoenbed oeafer

tbe bead of Mown Video. Between it and Cap* 8.

1

stands the town of Maldonado. with a An
fortification*, and about 2000 inhahitanta : it <

and copper. Colon ia del Santo Sacramento ss a i

with a harbour, opposite Buenos Ayr**.
Along the southern coast there are a

none of great extent The largest, called Dos Lip 1 1 M saw

wolves), is not far from the harbour of Mildews* i : s>

two miles in circumference, and contain* good **. baa

is almost all rock and stone*.

The constitution of the Republic* del Uruguay <

was published in the month of August. laJO ;

which the legislative power is div sdod betwoe*) a i

stating of nine members, and a house of itiprssaui

sisbng of twenty-nine members. The Code N
the law of the country. The taxes

800.323 Spanish dollars, and the expeeaos of
i

lo 1,013.404. The country was then divided tan* swaw er
partmenta.

(Henderson ; Scbafler ; Alcedo; Map m Sots aeal Mar
tius's 7Vurr/# )

BANDAGE is a term employed ia surgery to djswafwssw
the bands or strips of cloth by which dressing* are heat *>

wounds, separated parts are brought together. UosuV^swaas*
compressed, and weak and protruding parts of the awsW est
supported and retained in their natural Posstssu. aWawWaa*
are commonly composed of flannel, caltea, aad kwawa sua
into different shapes, according to the parts to whawh
are applied, and the purposes for which they are reap

Thus the bandage often ernploved ia fracture* of taw i

and lower extremities, and railed eighteen er •***>*

bandage, ia composed of a longitudiaaljaiee of «
linen, with transverse piece*, or tails, lo

part. Another bandage resemble* in

and t* called the T bandage. But the meat
of bandage, aad one available la almost every eaea, m a I
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•trip or ribbon of calico or flannel, wring in width from
two to »ix inches. Previous to its application it is rolled
together, and hence in suretea] language is called roller,

and the application of a bandage is called rolling. Of late

Tears, ribbons of stocking-net, commonly called clastic web
bandage*, have been much used, and they appear peculiarly
adapted for the purpose, as their elasticity prevents injurious
consequences on any sudden increase of the aise of the part
to which they are applied. On the same principle caoutchouc
or India-rubber, interwoven with silk and cotton, is now fre-

quently employed in the construction of bandages.
The proper employment and management of bandages is

an extremely important part of surgical knowledge, for after

moat operations and accidents, and in many serious local

diseases and deformities, the assistance of bandages is re-
quired, and on their proper application the successful issue
of the case frequently depends. The great object in the
common use of the bandage is to give equal and uniform
support to the part to which it is applied, and it is of course
essential that it should not be easily displaced or deranged
by any movement of the patient. The bandage should be
put on firmly, so as not to produce pain, but to afford gentle
and *ssy support ; and above all it should never be tight in

aorae parts and loose in others, as by partial compression of
a limb mortification is easily produced. An idea of the or-

dinary manner of epptjing bandages may be collected from
the following passage of Mr. John Bell's Principle* of Sur-

fty. vol. i. pi 1 74 :—
' The firmness and neatness of a

bandage depend altogether on thcte two points : first, on
the turns succeeding each other in a regular proportion

;

and. secondly, upon making reverses (a term afterwards ex-
plained) wherever you find any slackness likely to arise

from the varying form of the limb. Thus in rolling from
the foot to the ancle, leg. and knee, you must take care

—

first, that the turns lie over one another by just one-third of
the breadth of the bandage ; and, secondly, that at every
difficult part, as over a joint, you turn the roller in your
band, make an angle, and lay the roller upon the limb,
with the opposite flat side towards it.' Mr. Bell deeply la-

mented the little attention bestowed on this subject in his

tune by medical students ; and we fear that the same cause
for regret still exists, as extraordinary cases and great ope-
rations present stronger attractions than the common
every-day duties of the profession. In many of the conti-

nental schools, particularly in Germany, distinct courses of
instruction nave long been given on bandages, and students
are required to practise their application in the presence of
the teacher. Within the last year or two, courses of lec-

tures on bandaging have, we are happy to say, been given
in London.
BANDALE ES, or BANDOLEBS. [See Arms]
BANDAR, also apelt BUNDUR. BUNDER, or BEN-

DER, the Persian word for a harbour, is in eastern gco-
grmphy frequently met with as the component part of proper
names, especially of many sea-ports : for instance. Bandar
Abbas*, otherwise called Gombroon.
BANDE'LLO, MATTBO, was born at Castclnuovo di

8erivia, in the province of Tortona, in North Italy, in the
latter part of the fifteenth century. He entered the order
of St. Dominie, in which he bad an uncle, and was an in-

mate of the Convent delle Graxie at Milan at the time that
Leonardo da Vinci was painting his famous ' Last Supper'
in the refectory of that house. He there heard Leonardo
relate a story which forms the subject of one of Bandello's
novels. In 1501 his uncle, being elected general of the
whole Dominican order, took Bandello with him in the
travels which be was obliged to undertake in the discharge

of his new duties. They visited Florence, Naples, and
ether parts of Italy. Having returned to his convent at

Milan. Bandello was obliged to run away when the Spaniards
entered that city in 1325, bis father having taken part with
the French. His apartments were plundered, and be lost all

his books and papers ; but he found sn asylum with Cesare
Fregoso, an Italian officer in the French service, whom he
accompanied to several courts of Italy, and afterwards to

France, where be obtained, in 1550, from Henry IL, the

Biahopric of Agen. Bandello left the care of his flock to

the Bishop of Grease, reserving to himself part of the in-

come of his see. He lived to an advanced age. but the

rr of his death is not known. Bandello holds a rank
Italian literature on account of his Novell* or tales,

written somewhat after the manner of those of Boccaccio,

though in less pure Italian. But in fluency of narrative,

and vividness of description. Bandello rivals and even
surpasses, at times, the Tuscan novelist. On the score
or morality, most of his tales are as exceptionsble as
those of Borcaccio. One of bis pathetic talcs is on the
subject of Romeo and Juliet, which, however, had been
already treated by Luigi da Porto, a contemporary writer,

from whom it would seem Bandello took it. Da Porto wrote
this novel in 1 524, as appears from a letter of Bembo of the
same year, while Bandello acknowledges himself that be
beard the subject first talked of at the baths of Caldiero,
where he was with bis patron Fregoso several years after.

Da Porto's novel was first published st Venire by Bendoni,
without date, and a second edition was issued by the same
publisher in 1535. The first edition of Bandello's novels is

that of Lucca, 1554, in 3 vols. 8to. A fine edition of Ban-
dello's novels was published in London. 1740, 3 vols. 4to.

Bandello was well acquainted with Greek literature, and made
an Italian translation of the Hecuba of Euripides. He
also wrote a vast quantity of Italian verses on various sub-
jects. Bandello was. for some time, preceptor to Lucrexia
Gonxaga, a lady who became illustrious for her virtues as
well as for her learning. A letter is extant, written by her
many years after, to Bandello, who was then in France, in
which she expresses her gratitude for the instruction snd
the wise principles which be had instilled into ber mind

;

an acknowledgment which seems to indicate that Bandello
was not so loose in his character and principles as one
might hastily conclude from the perusal of his novels. (Let-

lere di Lucrexia Gonxaga ; Afff>, Memorie di Lucrexia Gon-
xaga ; Maxxuchelli, Scriltori d Italia.)

BANDRRMASS1N, RIVER. [8ee Boa*«o.]
BANDES NOIRES. This appellation was first given

to a body of German foot-soldiers, who were employed in the
Italian wars by Louis XII. of France. Robertson alludes

to them in his Hittoty of Charle* V. (edit 4to. 1769. vol.

L p. 1 13.) They received their name from carrying black
ensigns after the death of a favourite commander. (Pire
Daniel, Hut. de la ifilict Pranfoite, 4U>. Par. 1721. torn. iL

p. 363.)

Another body of troops, formed of Italians, afterwards
took the same name from the same cause, Le Bande Sire,
or, ss Pere Daniel calls them. Let Bande* Noire* Halt-
ennet, to distinguish them from the Germans. These, 3000
in number, had been commanded by Giovanni de' Media*,
and fought before Pavia. Their commander having been
previously wounded by a harquebus shot in an affair near
Governo sul Mantovano, the subsequent amputation of bis
leg at Placentia, whither be had been removed, caused bis

death in November, 1526, when only twenty-eight years of
age. Out of grief for his loss, the soldiers whom be bad
commanded changed the white ensigns by which they wero
distinguished, for one of uniform blsck, which obtained for

them the appellation of Le Bande Acre, or the Black Bands.
(See Montluc, Commentaire*, edit. 12mo. Par. 1661, torn. i.

pp. 50, 51 ; Vita de Bemrnuto Cellini, edit. Fir. 1029,

torn. i. p. 28, note.) After Giovanni do' Medici's death, their

number was increased to 4000: they subsequently asso-

ciated themselves to the Marquis, of Saluxxo. (Montluc,
ut supra.)

Pere Daniel says, the French regiment of Piedmont,
which bad served for a long while in Italy, also took the

appellation of Bande* Noire*, after the death of their colonel,

the Comte de Brissae, in 1569. The colours of that regi-

ment, he adds, continued to his time to be Mack, with a
white cross. (.Hut. de la Miliee Franc.)

BANDICOOT (Ptrameie*. Geoff. St. Hilaire), in zoology,

a genus of marsupial mammals, which appears to occupy,

in Australia, the situation which the shrews, tenrecs, and
other insectivora fill in the Old World. As this is the first

time that we have had occasion to notice particularly any of

the animals belonging to the singular order Manupialia, it

will be necessary, in accordance with our usual plan, briefly

to stats) the principal characters which distinguish this

from the other primary groups of mammals, and toe leading

analogies which it exhibits, either among its own subordi-

nate divisions, or when compared with surrounding groups.

At the time of Captain Cook's first voyage, the only marsu-

pial animals known wero the opossums of America, and
these formed a very natural and unique genus, which Lin-
naxia placed among his Fere* or Camirora ; denominating
it Didtlphft (double-wombed), from the peculiarity of con-

formation which we shall presently notice. The discovery

of Australian mammals, however, which attended the visit
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bamboo stems, among which they grow. In the word* of

Dr. Roxburgh, the booU, on their first appearance, re-

semble a large straight elephant's task invested in stoat

leathery sbeatns.

The purposes to which different species of bamboo are

applied are so numerous that it would be difficult to point

out an object in which strength and elasticity are requisite,

and for which lightness is no objection, to which the stems

are not adapted in the countries where they grow. The
young shoots of some species are cut when tender, and eaten

like asparagus. The full-grown stems, while green, form

elegant cases, exhaling a perpetual moisture, and capable

of transporting fresh flowers for hundreds of miles: when
ripe and hard, they are converted into bows, arrows, and
quivers, lance-ehaha. the masts of vessels, bed posts, walk-

ing-sticks, the poles of palanquins, the floors and supporters

of rustic bridges, and • variety of similar purposes. In

a growing state the spiny kinds are formed into stockades,

which are impenetrable to any but regular infantry, aided

by artillery. By notching their sides, the Malays make
wonderfully light scaling-ladders, which can be conveyed

with facility where heavier machines could not be trans-

ported. Bruised and •crushed in water, the leaves and
stems form Chinese paper, the finer qualities of which are

only improved by a mixture of raw cotton and by more
careful pounding. The leaves of a small species are the

material used by the Chinese for the lining of their

tea cheats. Cut into lengths and the partitions knocked

out, they form durable water-pipes, or, by a little con-

trivance, are made into excellent cases for holding rolls of

papers. Slit into strips they afford a most durable mate-

rial for weaving into mate, baskets, window-Minds, and
even the sails of boats. Finally, the larger and thicker

truncheons are exquisitely carved by the Chinese into

beautiful ornaments. It is. however, more especially for

building purposes that the bamboo is important. Accord-
ing to Marsden, in Sumatra the frame-work of the bouses

of the natives is chiefly composed of this material. In the

,

floorings, whole stems, four or Ave inches in diameter, are

laid close to each other, and across these laths of split

bamboo about an inch wide are fastened down with fillmenu
of the rattan-cane. The sides of the houses are closed in with

the bamboo opened, and rendered flat by splitting or notch-

ing the circular joints on the outside, chipping away the
corresponding divisions within, and laying it in the sun to

dry, pressed down with weight*. Whole bamboos often
!

form Ibe upright timbers, and the bouse is generally roofed

in with a thatch of narrow split bamboos, six feet long,

placed in regular layers, each reaching within two feet oi

the extremity of that beneath it, by which a treble covering-

is formed. Another and moat ingenious roof is also formed
by cutting large straight bamboos of sufficient length to

reach from the ridge to the eaves, then splitting them ex-

;

setly in two, knocking out the partitions, and arranging
them in close order with the hollow ox inner sides upper-
must ; after which a second layer, with the outer or convex
siHe* up. is planed upon the other in such a manner that

each of the convex fall* into the two contiguous concave
pieces, covering their edges ; the latter serving aa gutters

to carry off* the rain that mil* upon the upper or convex
layer. I

Such being the utility of the different species of this

plant, we shall give a brief and popular account of all with
which botanists are acquainted, in the hope that it may be
the meant of causing new varieties to be introduced into
countries where they are still unknown ; an object which
earns to be of the more importance, because they generally
grow in dry and atony pieces, where little or nothing of

'

equal utility can be mads to thrive. That some of them

'

would grow in the west of Ireland, or the south of Europe,
j

seems to be almost certain.

In Reee's Cydap*dia, Sir James Smith noticed only four

penes, under the name of Nastus; Dr. Roxburgh speaks of
but m species as known in continental India ; Router and
Kchulie* enumerate twenty, to which we have added indi-

cations of several more.
They may be conveniently distributed in three sections.

\ I. Anut ir Hambnnt. ers'/A thrJkntrrt either in

tptket or pamtrtft.

I. B aruMUnana, Roxb. Spiny. Leaves very narrow,
cxered with aspsrttm on the margin and upper surface.

{font, in Bengal ; Mmlhu, rVrfn*. of the Tclmgas ; A/aw,

fit, or MmnkU. of theTamuls ; BmU Jot*, ia Aasboyw-V—
Common in rich, moist soil, among the nonlna of lade*.

The stems grow in dusters, from It to If*, tram the aaaa*

root-stock, and are straight for It or SO fart. Wbea es

flower it ia usually destitute of leaves, and a* the extre-

mity of every ramification is covered with blossom.
"

tree seems one entire immense panicle. lie

used aa rice. Tabaaheer is found in its joint*.

2. B. ttrieta, Roxb. Somewhat spiny,

tremely compact whorls (Sadanapa radroo of the Te
Said to be a smaller species than the last : it grows aa a «

situation, ha* a much smaller cavity, and is vary i

Iu great •length, solidity, and straightneoe. render it i

litter for many uses. From this the shafts of
"

made in India.

3. B. vtUrarit, WendL Not spiny ; leaves vert

covered at the edge and on the upper surface with

ties.— Pound in the East Indies, whence it ia

have been carried to the West. Its stems are from i

to thirty feet long, and aa thick as a child's arm.
4. B. tpinota, Roxb. Strongly armed with bath awajto

and compound spines; leaves very narrow, rarely saw
than six inches long. (Behor bant in Bengal.) Ci—

—

about Calcutta, and in the south of India, forming aa anv
penetrablejungle ; also often cultivated round T

'

It has a smaller hollow than most of the others, and
sequenlly stronger than many of them. Dr.
describe* it a* rising in such dense tufts as to appear ha* a
single trunk at some distance ; and by help of their aaary
branches so bound together that it ia a most ardasas task
to cut down an old dump of them. The
thirty to fifty feet long.

». B. TuUa, Roxb. Not spiny ; leaves I

or heart shaped at the base. (Tmlda bant m
Peka bant of the Hindus.)—Common all over ]

growth is so rapid that the stems, which are

much a* seventy feet long and twelve inches as i an am
ference, rise to their foil height in about thirty days ; asass
their lateral shoots are formed, they are described aa re-

sembling fishing-rods of immense sua. The young mart
shoots, when about two feet high, are tender, and bra aa
excellent pickle. It is chiefly used for scaffolding, and far

covering the houses of natives ; it is found to last mmm
longer if steeped in water some time before being need. Of
this specie* Dr. Roxburgh mention* several varieties. Aaaa
bant in a larger variety, with longer and thicker Haass

;

Bantu bant has a larger cavity, and is chiefly need to aaaa*
baskets. Bekoor bant is of a small sis*, very aaad sad
strong, much bent to one side, and armed with aamaewaa
strong thorns. A staff* of it must be placed ia the head af

every young Brahmin when investsd with the sacwrdead
rob*. It is probably a distinct species.

6. B. Balcooa, Roxb. Not spiny ; leaves narrow, heart-
shaped at the base. {Bmlcoobam in Bengal ) ff naiiis af

Bengal, and even more gigantic than the last. It »
reckoned by the workers in bamboo the very beat Bjr

building purposes ; previously to being used, it ts anmenad
in water for a considerable time. Two varieties are aVaaav
guished : Dnoolt balroa, the larger, and Bnkoe Aaaa.
is smaller and stronger, with a leas cavity.

7. B.Blmmtann, Scbultea. Armed with trips*

spine* ; leave* very narrow, quite smooth, suddenly tepsima,

into a short stalk. (Hrntrr Ijmljut.ct Betas aWw. asJava i

—A native of Java. 8ienw shout a* thick a* a child • i

8. B. agrtttu, Pou. Stem* crooked, at the tower
very spiny ; leave* narrow, small, smooth. ^Bmh^ fm ,

and Trbn ttba in Amboyne.)—On mountain*, and as dry
and desert places in all China and Cochin Cbma ; cwaanaav.

aba, in venous islands in the Malay Arrhifwtsj* lb
crooked, sometime* creeping stoma, and ragged a
distinguish it. The trunk m a foot thick, and the
(we presume near the base) a foot and a half 1

often nearly solid.

*. B. Tkntmtrni, Kunth. Stems very mash bras rl I

— Found wild in Madagascar, where, however, it m aa*
believed to be indigenous.

10. B.mnttt. rVir. Stems perfectly anaward. Irwsse
very narrow, and clasping the stems at the* baa* — C'aa>
%ated in the fields and hedge* of Cochin China, aad saawd
wild in Amboyna. where several swpposod vwnrars rxas,
lb stems grow thirty fort long, and are aaaa bi Raw* i i
to be the strongest of all the species, although Us safes ese
Una. It a sometimes as thick aa a man's lag.
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11. B. maxima* Poir. Stem* very straight, branching

o»)t Mar the «u turn it, and densely corered with spine*.

—

The maet gigantic of all the species, from eighty to a hun
dred feet high, and sometimes as thick a* a man's body,
I to wood is, however, very thin. It is found wild in Cam-
bodia, Dally, Jsra, and various island* of the Malayan
Archipelago.

12. B. tuprra, Schultes. Stems covered all over with
sort of white mealy down. {Bulu potong of Amboyna.)

—

Found at tha foot of mountains in Amboyna, with stems
from sixty to seventy feet high, and as thick as a man**
thigh. It doe* not branch, but emit* little, hard, spine-like
root* at it* node*.

13. B. apt*. Schultes. I<eavea rery large, taper-pointed,
and gradually narrowing to the base, extremely scabrous at

the edge.—Another gigantic species, with the dimension*
mt the last, growing on Mount Salak. in Java.

1 4. B. Biting, Schultes. Leave* very large, taper-pointed,
narrowed at the base into a sort of bristly very' short stalk,

very scabrous at the edge and on the upper surface.—Found
in Java with the last, and remarkable for its extremely
broad and scabrous leave*. Its dimensions are not stated

13. B. tarn, Loddige*. Not spiny. Stem* slender,

welled at tha nodes, dark-brown, ana polished, not more
than a man'* height. Leaves narrow, very smooth, rounded
and narrowed at the base into a short stalk ; ligule with
long stiff fringes.—A native of the neighbourhood of Canton,
where it* beautiful slender stem* are cut for the handle* of
parasol*, walking-sticks, &c. It is by far the most patient
of cold, having been living for several years without pro-
tection in a mora** in the garden of the London Horticul-
tural Society, and is no doubt capable of being acclimated in
the south west of England, or on the west coast of Ireland.

16. B. arittata, Loddige*. Stems slender, smooth, not
piny. Leave* very smooth, narrowed gradually at the base
into a short stalk; with downy fringed sheaths. Ligules
djvi-led into very long coarse fringes. Nodes mealy when
young.—Native of the Bait Indie*. A very elegant species,

related to the list.

17. B. mama, Roxb.—AVw/a ofthe Chinese, ofwhose coun-
try it h * native. It makes moat beautiful close hedges.

1 8. B. pubescent, Loddige*. Not spiny. Young shoots,
leai-sheaths and leaves on the under side, covered with
•hurt dvwn. A verv remarkable species, obtained by the
English from the collection* of France. It* native country
is unknown. The stem* are thirty feet long, and an inch
and a half in diameter.

19. B. striata, Loddige*. Not spiny. Stems slender,
polished, yellow with green stripes. Leaves narrow, rather
glaucous on the underside, tapering into a short stalk at
the base, quite smooth, except a few short black hairs on
the sheaths.—A native of China. Often cultivated in the
hot-house* of England, on account of its beautiful variegated
stem*. Grow* about twenty feet high.

SO. B. glauca, Loddige*. Not spiny. Stems very slender,
pale green. Leaves very small, not downy, taper-pointed,
almost heart-shaped at the base, covered on the under-
surface with very close bright glaucous bloom. Leaves
scarcely above an inch long, and not more than two lines

brood.— A native of India, whence it was procured by the
Mesar*. Loddige*. A very remarkable specie*, not growing
above two feet high, with entangled branches.

S. Asiatic Bamboo*, with the /lowers not panided, but
in simple terminal whorled spikes.

It. B. vertiriUata, Willd. Leaf-sheaths covered with
stioging hairs. Stems whitish.—Fifteen or sixteen feet

high, and when full-grown of a pale oalonr. which become*
nearly white* in drying. The hairs of the leaves occasion no
much itching, that this kind is troublesome to collect. It 'is

the Lttrba alba of Rumphius, who says the edges of its leave*
are so sharp as to wound the gatherers. In Amboyna.

22. B. "tm. Leaf-stalks covered with stinging hair*.

Stems black and shining.—Very like the last, and found
also in Amboyna. It chiefly differs in the colour of the
stems. It is the Leleba nigra of Rumphius.

23. B. pram. Leaves very large, stiff, and broad, ex-
tremely hispid with stinging hairs.—The must common in
Amboyna. forming large woods, which come down to the
roa»t : it flourishes equally in dry and moist situations,

and is readily known from the others of this section by it*

"very large leaves, which are as much a* eighteen inehea

long and three or four inches broad.

24. B.jneta. Joint* very long, variegated with white and
green. Leave* narrow and not very hairy —Common in
Cerama. Kelanga, Celebes, and some other Malayan islands.
Its joint* are as much a* four feet long and about two inches
thick : the wood is thin, and it is consequently used princi-
pally for light walking-sticks ; it is however extremely strong.

23. B. Amahussana. Joints short. Leaves with stinging
hairs on the upper part of the stem, but smooth near the
ground.— Less straight, and more short-jointed than any
of the preceding specie* of this section. It* wood is very
thick. In Amboyna and Manipa.

26. B. multiplex. Lour. Stem* longJointed, not spiny.
Leave* Mingles*, narrow, and clasping the stems at their
base.— Cultivated in the North ofCochinChina for hedges.
Ita leaves are very narrow and ofa brownish-green. The
stems are about twelve feet long and an inch thick.

27. B. tabacaria, Poir. Stem* (lender, very straight, of
nearly equal thickness, branched ; with very long rough
joints.—Wild in the black and argillaceous soil of Amboyna,
Manipa, and Java, in the plaint and moiater parts of the
mountain*. Its stems are nearly solid, and excessively
tough and hard. The joints are three or four feet long,
and not thicker than the little finger ; when polished they
make the finest pipe-sticks. The outside is so hard, that
it emits sparks of Are when struck by the hatchet. The
species run* very much at the root

$ 3. American Bamboos.

28. B. Guadua, Humb. Leaves very narrow, covered
with asperities at theedge and on the under-surface.—Found
in warm and temperate place*, on the western side of the
Cordilleras of New Grenada and Quito, growing like a tree
thirty or forty feet high, with a knotted, shining trunk,
sixteen inches in diameter. The leave*, which are six or
seven inches long, are not more than Ave lines broad.

29. B. lati/olia, Humb. Leaves narrow, but oblong ;

extremely smooth.—About twenty-five feet high, drooping
at the point, with shining joints, two feet long, and about
four inches thick. The leaves are the same length as in the
last, but thrice as broad. It is found in the damp shady
woods on the banks of the river Casaiquiare, in tropical

America.
30. B. Tagnara, Nees. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, rounded

at the base, and then narrowed into a very short stalk.

—

Stems twenty to thirty feet long, and four to six inches in
diameter, with joints from six to eighteen inches long ; the
leaves are nine or ten inches long and full two inches wide.
Found by Dr. Von Martins in woods 1 800 feet above the
ses, on the mountain called Serra do Mar, towards Guaran-
tinqueta, in the province of St. Paul's.

31. B. parviflora, Schultes. An obscure species, found
on the mountains of Peru, in Huanoco, by Hanke. The
stem is said to be branched, and the leave* lance-shaped,
taper-pointed, with a scabrous edge.

There can be no doubt that many other species of this

curious genus are to be found in the tropical part* of Asia
and America : it is also not improbablo that some of the
foregoing may be repetitions. Travellers who have oppor-
tunities of procuring wild specimens of bamboos should dry
a small branch with the leaves, and if possible the flowers

;

and should, at the same time, put by a portion of the lower
part of the stem, six or seven feet king, marked so as to

correspond with the dried specimen.

(See Roxburgh's Flora Indira, vol. ii. ; Rumphius s

Herbarium Amboinense,vo\. iv.; Romerand Schultet's Syt-
tema I'rgetabilium, vol. vii.)

BAMKEAN. [See Ghoolohoola.]
BAMPTON. or BAMPTON IN THE BUSH, a mar-

ket town and parish in the county of Oxford and the hun-
dred of Barapton. The population in 1801 was 1003; in

1811. 1232: in 1821. 1460; and in 1831, 1603. [See Ox-
FOMD«HIRK.l
BAMI'TON. a market town and pariah in the county of

Devon and the hundred of Barapton. It is 160 mile* from
l/mdon. about half way between Minehead and Exeter.

The weekly market is held on Saturday, and there are two
fair* in the year, one of which is held on Whit -Tuesday, snd
the other on the last Thursday in October. At these hatf-

vearly fairs some of the finest sheep in England are sold.

Its population in 1801 was 1364; in lull. 1422; in 1821
10.53; and in 1831. 1961. [See Dsvonshixk

]

BAMPTON LECTURE, an endowment for ever of a
course of Eight Sermons, to be annually preached in the
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UntorritT of Oxford. Wvmq tb« tromericewent of the

last tnontu in Lent Tana and the end of the third week in

Act Term. el St, Mary* Church. Tbif lerturo wu founded

in pursuance of the will of the Rov. John Bampton. ranon-

residentiary of th«> cathedral of Salisbury, who ordered that

the lecturer should be yearly chosen, upon the flr»t Tuesday

in Easter Term, by the bead* of college* only, and no

other* : no person to be qualified to preach the tcrmons

unless he had taken the degree or M.A. at least, in one of

the two universities of Oxford or Cambridge, and the same
person never to preach the lecture twice. The sermons to

be upon some one or other of the following subject* :
* to

confirm and establish the Christian faith, and to confute all

heretic* aud schismatic* : upon the du ine authority of tho

Holy Scripture*; upon the authority of the writing* of tbo

primitive fathers, a* to the faith and practice of the primi-

tive ohurrb; upon the di\imty of our Lord and Saviour

Ji-tus Christ ; upon the divinity of the Holy Ghost ; upon

the Article* of the Christian Faith, a* comprehended in

the Apostles' and Ntoonc Creeds.' Thirty copies of these

Icrture-scrmon* are to be alway* printed within two month*

after they are preached ; one copy to be given to the Chan-
cellor of the University, one to the head of every' college,

one copy to the mayor of the city of Oxford, and one copy-

to be put into the Bodleian Library ; and the expense of

printing them to be paid out of the revenue of the land* or

estate* given for establishing the lecture ; the preacher not

to be paid, nor to be entitled to the revenue, before they are

printed.

The names and date* of the successive preachers from
mo. when the aeries wm begun, will be found in the

(Xr/ord I'nivertily Calendar. The greater part of the

sermon* preached neve been publislieu. but a few of the

courses have been printed only, in accordance with the limit

already expressed from the blunder's will, and arc rarcK

met with. Among the name* of the preachers, those < f

Joseph White, D.D.. Edward Tatham, P.D., George Stanley

Faber. M.A., William Van Mildert. D D. (now Bishop of

Durham), and Reginald tlober, M.A.. are perhaps the

most eminent.

The clear income of Mr. Bampton » estate, in I "80,

amounted to I'M/, per annum.
BAN, a word found in many of the modem languages of

Europe in various senses. But as the idea of ' publication'

or ' proclamation' runs through them all, it is probable that

it is the antient word ba* still preserved in the Gaelic and
the modern Welsh in the simple sense of ' proclaiming.'

As a part of the common speech of the English nation,

the worn is now to rarely used that it is put into some
glossaries of provincial or archakal words, a* if it were
obsolete, or confined to some particular districts or parti-

cular classes. Yet, both as a substantive and a verb, it*

is found in some of our be»t writers ; among tlio poets,

Spenser. Marlowe, and Sliakstraare ; and among pn»e-
writers. Knolles and Hooker. By these writer*, however,

it i> not used in its original sense of ' proclamation,' but m
a sense which it has acquired by its use in proclaniatiin* of

a particular kind ; and it u in tin* secondary mum; onl) that

it now occurs in common language, to denote cursing, de-

nouncing woe and mischief against one who ha* offended.

A tingle quotation from Shskspearc i tale of I emu and
Admi will show precisely how it is used by writers who
have employed it, and by the people from whose lips it

ids) still somenmet be beard

:

AH sts-IUs, with ,H«*a( Aon A.t..„l.

/*-•«< *y tW h4M#n»i, sad unruly W»rt

The improvement of English manners having driven out

the practice, the wood has nearly disappeared. But m the
invldle ages the practice t.sa countenanced by such high
eutliurily. that we cannot wonder at its having prevailed in

the more ordinary rank* and affair* of life.

When churches and monasteries were founded, writing,

were usually drawn up, spe>if)ing Willi what lands the
f Hinder and other early benefactors eii<lo«rd them; and
these instruments often conclude with imprecatory sen-
tenors in which torment* here and hereafter are invoked
on any one who should attempt to divert the lands from the
purpose* foe which they were bestowed. It seems that what
we now read in these instruments was openly pronounced
in the face <>f the church and the world by the donors, with
evnain tsxoapaayiog ceremonies. Matthew Pans, a ttv-nk
o* Hi AlUso s. who baa leA one of the best of the early

,

chronicle* of English affairs, relate* that wWwi Kassj
Henry HI. had refounded the church of Weatmsaswor. ha
went into the rhspel of St. Catherine, where • larva sstswas-

bly of prelates and nobles was collected to receive Lies.

The prelate* were dressed in full pontifical*, and each brad
• candle in bis hand. The king advanced to the altar, aasl

laying his hand on the Holy Evangelists, prorsuwaww* a
sentence of excommunication against all who sKaiki ee-

prive the church of anv thing which be had gn en it. ar mi

any of its right*. When tho king had finished, the pveUses
cast down tho candles which they held, and while tWj ar}

upon the pavement, smoking and stinking <s* use tie

woods of the author who relate* the transaction), the Area
bishop of Canterbury said aloud :

' Thus, thus may Uwna-
demned soul* of those who shall violate or uofatottraWy

interpret these rights be extinguished, smoke, and
when all present, but the king especull) , shouted ****

' Amen, Amen.'
This, in the English phrase, was the banning of the mutt*

age*. Nor was it confined to ecclesiastical affairs. aurg,

Henry HI.. In the ninth year of his reign, renewed the

grant of Magna Charta. In the course of the strurgW »h. a
was going on in the former half of the thirteenth crntu-v
between the king and the barons, other charter* of hWaiisss

were granted. But for the preservation of that whirh Ua
barons knew was only extorted, the strongest guarantee was
required : and (he king was indue, d to preside at a great
assembly of nobles and prelate*, when the arrhbabop pn*.

nouncvu a solemn sentence of excommunication against s«
persons of whatever degree who should violate the chancre.
This wss done in Westminster Hall on the 3rd da> ef Hit,
1253. The transaction was made matter of pubic secure,
and it preserved in the great collection of ubutvtl docu-
ments called Rjiner's Fardera.

But besides these general banning!, particular prrsoat*

who escaped from justice or win opposed them-eltea fc> it*

sentence of the church, were sometimes banned or aVsswd

under a ban. In tho history of English affair* ooe t4 ua
most remarkable instance* of this kind is the raws mt

Guido dc Montfort This Guido was the son of Sia»« aw

Montfort, earl of foirester. and grandson of King Js-ae.

In the troubles in England, in which hit father last ass

life, no one had been more active in the king's wnn ikta
Henry of Alinaine, another grandson of King John, aasi

the eldest ion of Richard, that king's younger sect, saw
had been elected King of the Almaina. This young prusre

being at Viterbo in Italy, and present at a religious ss-roee

in one of the churches of that city, was suddenly
by Guido de Montfort, and slain upon the spot A

\

detestation of the crime was felt throughout Europe,
ha* placed the murderer in the Inferno;

H- Is riot'. Wsass sss>**

Ts» bssn still

The murderer escaped. Ara»ng the rumour* of the tans*,

one was th.it he was wandering in Norway. This aaaa the
pipe placed under a ban ; lint is, he issued a ppsrtaAatsja
requiring that no person should protect, counsel, or **»»t
him ; that no pcrsou should bold any intercourse with k-a
>f any kind, except, perhaps, some little might be all-vsee1

for the good of his soul ; that all who harboured him sas*»>at

fall under an interdict ; and that if any prrx*a were hssusd

to him bv any oath of fidelity, be was absolve*! of the svk
This was promulgstrd throughout Europe. A papsvl swat

in which the proclamation is set forth still exists iiw leg Aw
public records in the chapter house at Westminster A
copy of it is in Rvnicr t Firdrr*. The pope use* the wi
expression /•'rbannnrpt ; GukJ >oera rtiam hsrbano.aism

This specie* of banmnf is what is meant when *>• reed
of prrsoiis or cities being placed under tbrivar/ tA* rwse.n.
a phrase not unfrrqurlill) occurring in entm oo the aaV.-%
ofCermany. Tenons or ntscs w ho opposed lbre**r,<r* to

the general voice of the confederation err* by sees* f WU
a«t. hke those winch have been described, rut *sT tssw
society, and deprived of rank, title, pmtlefra, aasd *ra»

perl*.

It is msmfest that out of this use of the '

tbst popular sense in which now only the 1

among us, as well as the Italian ewasisW. French i

the English banitk.

In some parts of England, befree the I

fervor spmes of tunning was practised by the prne|
' In ill* Marches of Wales, says Tyndal ha hat *»a*a.|
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the Roraith Church, entitled J** Obmfyent* of a Chritten
Man. 1614. 'it it the manner. If any man haw an ox or a
torn stolen, he cotneth to the curate and desireth him to curie
the stealer ; and he command* the parish to give him. every
nan. God • curse, and hit; " God* curie and mine have he.
tayeth ererjr man in the parish.' Stowe relate* that, in

1199. the dean of St. Paul's accursed at Paul's Cross all

those who had searched in the church of St. Martin in the
Fields for a board of gold. {London, p. 333.) T> ndal argues
•gainst the practice, as he does against the exromtnunira-
torT power In general. Yet something like it seems to be
till retained in the Commutation Service of the English
Church.

In Prance the popular language has not been influenced

Sthis application of the won) ban to the same extent with
e English. With them the idea of publication prevails

over that of denouncement, and they call the public cry by
which men are called to a sale of merchandise, especially
wben it is done by beat of drum, a bun. In time of war
• proclamation through the ranks of an army is the ban.
In Artots and some parts of Picardy the public bell is called
the ban-claque, or the cl»che d ban, as being rung to sum-
mon people to their assemblies. When those who held of
the king were summoned to attend him in his wars, they
were the ban. and tenants of the secondary rank the arriere-
ban ; and out of this feudal use of the term arose the ex-
pressions /our d ban, and moulin d ban, for a lord's bake-
house, or a lord's mill, at which the tenants of a manor (as
is the case in some parts of England) were bound to bake
their bread, or to grind their corn. Tho banlieue of a city

is a district around it, usually, but not alwavs, a league on
all sides, through which the proclamation of the principal
judge of the place has authority. A person submitting to
exile is said to keep Aw ban, and he who returns home
without a recall break* hit ban.
Toe French use the word as the English do, when they

(peak of the 6a*, or, as we speak and write it, the banns of
marriage. This is the public proclamation which the law
requires of the intention of the parties named to enter into
the marriage covenant. The law of the antient French
and of tlie English church is in this respect the same.
The proclamation must be made on three successive Sun-
day s in the church, during the time of the celebration of
public worship, wben it is presumed that the whole parish is

present
The intent of this provision is two-fold: 1. To prevent

clandestine marriages, and marriages between parties not free

from tbe marriage contract, parties within the prohibited de-
grees of kindred, minors, or excommunicates ; and, 2. to save
tiw contracting parties from precipitancy, wlio by this provi-
sion are compelled to suffer some weeks to pass between the
consent privately given and received between themselves
and tbe marriage. Both these objects are of importance,
and ought to be secured by law. The ban, or banns, may,
however, be dispensed with. In that case a license is ob-
tained from some person who is authorised by tho bishop
of the diocese to grant it, by which license the parties are
allowed to marry in tbe church or chapel of tbe parish or
parochial cbapdry in which either of tbem reside*, in which
marriages are wont to be celebrated, without the publica-

tion of banns. The law, however, takes care to ensure the
objects fur which tlie publication of banns was devised, by
requiring oaths to be taken by the party applying for the

htvnse, and certificates of consent of parents or guardians
in the case of minors. Special licenses not only dispense
with Ihe publication of banns, but allow the parties to marry
at oat convenient time or place. These are granted only
by the Archbishop of Canterbury, in virtue of a statute

made in the twenty fifth year of King Henry VIII., entitled

an art concerning Peter-Pence and dispensations.

It is not known wben this practice began, but it is un-
doubtedly very antient. Sftme have supposed that it is

alluded to in a passage of Tertullian. Among the inno-
vations introduced in France during the time of the first

Revolution, on* was to substitute for this oral publication

a written announcement of Ihe intention, affixed to tbe door

of the towrr<hall, or in some public place, during a certain

time. But wben it is considered bow liable the»e bill* are

to be torn down or defaced, and the questions which may
ansa in consequence, it would seem that it is not a mode
which there is much reason to prefer to that which has

Bo long been establaxbed in Christian nations.

BAN, BANUS, or BANNUS, derived from the Sda-

I vonian ban. a chief, U the name given to the governor of

]

certain military districts in tho kingdom of Hungary, in
Srlavonia, and Croatia, Who is the representative or tho

|

sovereign, and ih virtue of hli office, takes the command for
the defence of those districts in time of war. A district, oxer

I which such i ban or ruler is set. Is hence termed a Banate or
Banal. There are two of these banate* in Hungary ; the
one. lying between 44° 10' and 4K° IS' N. by, and 20 V
and 22° 32' E. long., is called tho Hungarian Banate. which
comprehends the three south-eastern circles of forontal,
Terucslt, and Krashova, which lie between the left hank of
tho Danube and the right bank of the Theiss. It contain*
a surface of about 1200 square miles; 165 towns ami inha-
bited places; two districts where the Banate regiments
are raised ; and a population which has increased since
the year 1799. from 129.222 to upwards of 180.000. Tho
military head quarters are established at Tcmcsvar. Between
the south-western borders of the Hungarian Banate and
the Danube lies the other banate, or the German Banate
(Tcutsch-Hanat), which forms part of the military frontier*

of Austria, and has an area of about 1570 square miles; it

is therefore termed the Banate Frontier also. A whole
regiment is raised and recruited from this district ; the
population of which has risen from 61,988, in the year 1 799,
to nearly 94.000 in the present day : the regimental staff is

stationed at Pancsova in the Temes. Besides this town, it

contains about fifty larger or smaller villages, some ofwhich
have 1500 and 2000 inhabitant*. [See Hungarian Ba-
nate and German Bvnvtk.]

Banal Frontier ( Banal- Generalat, or Banal- grantxc) is

part of the Austrian military frontier*, which i* situated

in that sub-division of them called the Croatian Frontier,

between 45° and 45° 33' N. 1st., and 15° So' and 16° S5' E.
long. : it consists of two circles, the First and Second Banal
Regiments, which lie on the southern bank of the Save, and
extend between that river, the Kutpa, and the Unna ; the
confluence of the last river with the Save forms their most
easterly point. They occupy an area of 1003 square miles,

which nave a population of about 126,300 souls, and contain

543 towns and villages. Tbe staff of the first Banal has its

bead-quarters at Glina, on tbe river of that name ; and that

of the second, at Petrinia and Castainicxa, the former •
large and delightfully-situated town on the Kulpa. Tbe
majority of the inhabitants are Creations, consisting of about
40.000 adherents of the Greek and 86,000 of tbe Armenian
persuasion. The face of tbe country presents a succession

of gentle acclivities and spacious plains: the former ant

constituted of the Pctrova-Gora and Zrin range*. Tbe
Kulpa forms its northern, the Save its north-eastern, and
the Unna its south-eastern boundaries. The country con-
tains several morasses; tho extent of surface turned to

account is about 582,000 acres, of which 204,000 consist of
woods, and 223.000 of arable land. Nearly 5000 acre* are

cultivated as vineyard*, and produce about 57,000 gallon* of

wine. Tbe pasture-land* occupy about I5,5u0 acres, which
support about 8000 horses, and considerable numbers of
cattle, sheep, and swine. Iron is railed in amall quantities t

but mechanical industry ia represented as being yet in it*

infancy. Some trade with Turkey is carried on through
Costainicxa and RadasniUa, in the first Banal Regiment.
The Banal Frontier was formed in the course of the year

1694, during tbe reign of tbe Emperor Leopold L
BANANA. [SeeMu«A.]
BANBURY, an antient borough and market-town, situ-

ated on the west side of the river Cherwell, near tbe northern

extremity of tbe county of Oxford. Tbe limits of tbe old

borough ore not co-extensive with those of the parish, which
comprises also the township of Neithrwp. with its hamlets of

Calthorp, Wickbam. Hardwick, and Easington. all situated

in the hundred of Banbury and county of Oxford ; and the

hamlets of Grimsbury and Nethvrcot on tbe east side of the

Cherwell, in Sutton hundred and in lb* county of North

ampton. AU these members of the parish have been

added to tho parliamentary borough by the Reform

Boundary Act. Banbury ia sixty-four mile* N.W. ot

London, and twenty-two mile* N. of Oxford. Tbe Saxon

name of tbe place, according to Camden, was Baneabyng:

it stands in Domesday-book Bane*bane. Tbe name baa

led to tbe supposition that tbe great battle between tbe

West Saxon king Cynrie and tbe Britous. a.u. 556. was

fought' at Banbury; but Barbury, in Wiltshire, also lays

claim to being the site of tbe saute event. Roman coin*

were frequently found at Banbury before the time of Cam-
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den ; and a Roman altar, discovered long ago. waa pre-

served under an arch in the Unci, near the present Old

George Inn, thence called in old writings the George »nd

Altar Stone Inn. This building waa standing within the

memory of a few persons now living, and is described as

a piece of stone-work eight feet long, supporting an arch

about ten feet high, within which arch was placed the

Roman relic. These circumstances led Dr. Stukeley and
others to place the Roman station, Brinavaj, at Banbury

:

but that station was on the Portway, wbic-h led from .1ilia

Castra (Alrcster, near Bicester) to Isannavaria (Burnt

Wails, near Daventry) ; and the line of this read has been

recently clearly traced by Mr. Baker about three miles to

the eastward of Banbury. Brinavss is therefore placed with

great probability at Black Grounds, near Chipping Wanion,

sis miles distant. Roman remains have, however, been

discovered, not only at Banbury, but at several places in

the vicinity.

In the year 1 1 25. or soon after, this town was strength*

ened with a castle, erected by Alexander, the famous

Bishop of Lincoln, to whom the manor belonged. In

1 1 39 this prelate, being taken prisoner by King Stephen

at Oxford, was compelled to resign Banbury and some
other fortresses ; but it was shortly afterwards restored to

the see. and is frequently mentioned as the occasional

residence of the bishops. In the year 1469. a battle was
fought at Dane-more, near Banbury, between the forces

of Edward IV., under the Earl of Pembroke, and a
great body of insurgents from the north of England,
whose rebellion had been fomented by the king-making
Earl of Warwick. After the battle, a quarrel took place

at Banbury between the Earl of Pembroke and another

nobleman, Lord Stafford, who held a high command in the

royal army ; in consequence of which the latter lord quitted

the town with his numerous archers, and the Earl of Pem-
broke, weakened in his resources, was defeated the next day
with immonso loss, and he and his brother, with ten other

gentlemen, boing taken prisoners, were beheaded at Ban-
bury. In the first year of Edward VI., Bishop Holbech
resigned the manor, &c.. of Banbury to the crown. Queen
Elizabeth granted the castle to the Saye and Sele family,

who resided at their neighbouring castellated mansion at

Broughton. In the same reign, Banbury Cross, so cele-

brated in nursenr rhymes, was destroyed by the puritans,

who then formed a predominant party at Banbury. The
seal of the inhabitants in the cause of the commonwealth has
been often mentioned ; but although the castle was defended
by 800 infantry and a troop of horse, it surrendered a few days
after the battle of Edgehill, in 16-12. Being garrisoned by the
king, it afterwards stood several attacks, including two des
perate sieges in 1644 and 1646. On the former occasion it

resisted every attack for fourteen weeks, when at length it

was opportunely relieved by the Earl of Northampton, but
not before the garrison had been reduced to the necessity of
eating their horses, of which only two remained. On the
other occasion the castle waa besieged by the famous Colonel
Whelley for ten weeks, and only capitulated on honourable
conditions after Charles I. bad surrendered himself to the
Scottish army. For this service Colonel Whs]ley waa re-

warded by the parliament. Not many years after this the
castle was taken down by the parliament, to prevent its

again becoming a strong bold for the royalists in a puritan
district. Nothing now remains of it except the name, and
small portions of the moat and of one of the walls, upon
which last a cottage has been erected. The rest of the
site is occupied as garden ground.

Banbury waa a borough by prescription ; but in the first

year of Queen Mary a charter was conferred, as a reward
for the services of the inhabitant* agsinst John, Duke of
Northumberland, who maintained the claims of Lady Jane
Grey. James I. confirmed and extended the charter ; and
a new one waa granted by George I., which te»led the mu-
nicipal government in a high steward, recorder, twelve

aldermen, six capital burg imi. and thirty assistants, with
other o(Seers. All vacancies were to be filled up by the
twelve alderraen and six capital burgs sses in common
council assembled, except in the ease of the ma) or, in the
election of whom the votes of the assistants were also to be
token. There is no evidence of the return of a member of
parUarawnt previous to the date of the. first charter; bat
stoce that time one member hss been returned. For a long
time, u* not during the whole of this period, the member

«• hwo returned by the select body of the

corporation, namely, the mayor, the twelve aldocanoa. anal

the six capital burgesses only. The names of Sir Paaswss

Walsingham. Nathaniel Pienues, and Lord North, iff lae
on the list of members for Banbury. The i nfluence as*

the North family, who resided in the immediate tn-i-
bourhood of Banbury, long prevailed at elerUoaa; hsst be

the extension of the franchise under the Reform Act issl

influence, which practically amounted to a nrra mm a.

was abolished. The number of electors en the reg—11

completed in 1834 is 370.

Banbury has long been noted as a thriving ataca of trad*

and was so recorded by Leland in the reign of Henry VIII.

This is chiefly owing to its being the centre of that aaatrwt

of rich red land which Arthur Young describes a* the a-Wy
of the county of Oxford, and as some of the meat fertile

the kingdom. The line of the Oxford canal rvm-uaw by

Banbury, and communicating through oilier canals ana el

parts of the kingdom, has been the means of neilisse-
and improving the trade of the town. The neigbb—srh—

d

is very thickly covered with ullages. There ts a rom idon sa»

manufacture of plush, shag, and girth and other wefcasag.

carried on at Banbury, which employs within the parish 111

men, besides women and children, in some branrhaa af

the manufacture; and many others are engaged us aba

same manufacture in some of the adjacent vdUgasv. A
manufacture of linen-weaving formerly carried on at Ben-
bury has been abandoned. The weekly market, wham
is on Thursday, is considered to be the best amtun assay

miles round. There are nine chartered burs and two an-

nual great markets. Banbury cakes have been reis raralisl

from before the time of Fuller, and are still in high repute

;

but the Banbury cheese, which Shakspear* na-ntsasss. ts

no longer made.
Banbury is situated in a valley almost entirely eurrosnadad

with ruing ground ; moat of the -streets are very wait and

airy. Several of the principal streets run in a line boss

north to south, and another line, running from west as east,

crosses the former one. There were formerly bars sr

gates at the terminations. This was the desrnpOoo given

of the streets by Leland. In 1638 more than one tied
of the town was destroyed by Are. Banbury, long pes-

verbial for its "dirt, has been made perfectly clean ensanr

the operation of an act passed in 18.5, for paving. Ugs-tasg.

&c. The footpaths are well paved with Yorkshire f
and the town is amply lighted by the recently

works. The town-hall is a mean
building ; the town gaol, on the contrary, is an sM sad

rather a handsome one, in which a tread-wheel hen Tessa

recently erected. The old church, dedicated to St. Mary,
and said to have been erected by Alexander. Buna af

Lincoln, was taken down by Act of Parliament u 179*. and

the antient monuments wholly destroyed. But the pavnsfc

has had to bear a heavy charge for the erection of* a new
building. In addition to the sums arising from the taie

of the church lands and houses, and the materials af the

old fabrtr, together with two large subscriptions, an i

rate amounting to 15u/. 3*., has been made store I

:

and a large proportion of the debt being still

dated, the same rate is likely to remain for sea

The present church is spacious, the part need for diitsw ser-

vice being 90 feet square within, ana capable of eecaasase-

dating 3-100 persons. There are in Banbury nssessnf'

houses belonging to the Presbyterians. FnrneVs. lade
pendents, \Vc«Jey an Methodists, and Calvtntsta. Famssrty

an hospital, dedicated to St. John, stood near the snaths**

entrance to the town ; toe remains of that buildnag wees

long used as a barn, but have lately been roans- led am
a pnvste residence. Another hospttal. dedicated to as.

l>eonard, stood on the east tsde of the CbrrwvO. a tat

hsmlet of Nethe root ; and there was in Banbary a i

foundation, called St. Mary's, the parUratars

wbirb are not well known. In s field edjsceat to the i

entrance to the town is an earthen work, or

called the Bes
were practised

called the Bear Garden, where the anttert Bag'
amphiiheetro,

UejUa sswrta

Banbury Blue Coal School waa astoblahod an I Tel. fir

boys and girls. In 1117 it was inwantsd with the

newly-established national schools far bay* and girls ; Vat

the funds are kept separately, and are partly anas-ad

clothing the children eWted en the Btae Cent
"

namely, sixteen boys and twelve gtrls. larlaisag
the national schools at Banbary new ednrete
boys and 7 J girts, besides -realanal

If*

It-
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The Dissenter* have several large and efficient Sunday and
•win* schools at their respective chapel*.; and altogether
t be different schools afford instruction to nearly 800 children.
There are betides in the town two excellent charitable so-
cieties, a savings' bank, a subscription library, and other
useful and benevolent institution*. The excellent old
grammar-school kept in a building adjoining the church-
yard wm» suffered to fall into disuse a lung time ago. The
building remains, and i* in the hands of the corporation,
who let it for 4l. a-year, and apply that amount towards
the support of the national schools. Of land or other en-
dowment from which funds were supplied for the support of
the school, no traces are now to be found.
The population of the old borough has gone on increasing

in the following manner:—in 1801, 2755; in 1811, 2841 ;

in 1821. 3396; and in 1831, 3737. But these numbers do
not kits the population of the connected town, which in-
cludes most of the houses contained in tho hamlets. The
population of the parish was, in 1821. 5873 ; and in 1831,
•422.
The criminal jurisdiction of the borough extends to capi-

tal off-nee*, but no instance of an execution has occurred
since 1747. The magistrates hold a petty session every
Monday ; and general sessions, at which the recorder or his
deputy must preside, are held twice in every year. The
corporation have also the privilege of holding a court of re-

cord, in which all manner of pleas, wherein the debt or
damage does not exceed 40/., may bo determined. Although
the old borough, and alt the hamlets, jointly support the
church, there are three separate districts for the maintenance
of the poor: vut.. the borough of Banbury; the township
and hamlets of Neithrop, &c, in Oxfordshire ; and the two
Northamptonshire hamlets, which are connected for this
purpose with the adjoining parish of Warkworth. The rood
rales are similarly collected. The poor-rates of the borough
are extremely heavy, the expenditure on account of the
pour averaging for the five years ending in March, 1833,
upwards of 3400/. per annum, in a gross population of less

than «5«0. The church and paving-rales arc also a
•mows weight ; and these with the high rents neutralise,

in a great measure, the advantages derived from the trade
of Banbury. The living is a discharged vicarage, in the
patronage of the Bishop of Oxford; but the endowment is

so' poor, that a subscription has been made to increase it.

The ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the parish is a peculiar one,
belonging to the cathedral of Lincoln.

Although Banbury baa witnessed so many important
events connected with our English annals, no local or
county writer has yet taken the pains to publish its history.

(From a Cormpondent ft Banbury.)
BANCA, an island in the Indian Ocean lying off the

north coast of Sumatra, near to its eastern extremity, from
whk-b it is separated by the Straits of Banca. The island
measure* in its greatest length from N.W. to S B. 135
mile*, and ip its broadest part is 65 miles ; the mean breadth
is 3S miles. It lies between 1° 30* and 3° 8' S. lat., and
between 105° 9* and 106° 51' E. long.

Banc* had always formed a dependency of the sultans of
PaWmbang, in Sumatra, but in 1812 it was formally ceiled

to the government of the British East India Company. On
the 2d of December, 1816, tho island waa made over to the
government of the king of the Netherlands, in exchange
for the settlement of Cochin on the Malabar coast.

This island doe* not contain any continued chain of
mountains, but in every part are found short ranges of lofty

hula. The highest mountain is situated about two mile*
from the bottom of Klabat Bay, • considerable inlet on
the north side. The height of this mountain, which is

called Goonoong Mara*, is estimated at 3000 feet above tho
level of the sea. Manopin Bill, called by the natives

Goonoong Manutnbling, which is situated at tho western
extremity of the island, has been found by measurement to

be 1 500 feet from the level of the sea, and forms an excellent

landmark to navigator* for the entrance to the straits.

Many of the hills on Banc* have conical summits ; but no
trace of any volcanic eruption has yet been discovered on
any part of the island. The whole of Banca is abundantly
supplied with water of good quality. The principal rivers

are those of Jeboos and Jering on the west coast ; Mara-
wmng river on the east coast ; and Antun and Laying
rivers, which discharge themselves into Klabat Bay on the
north. There are several smaller streams on both the east

and wast coasts ; but none of these, nor indeed of the

larger rivers, an navigable for any but very small vessels
in consequence of the sand-banks by which Iheir entrances
are obstructed.

Klabat Bay, which would otherwise form an excellent
harbour for shipping, and would besides afford means of
access to some distance inland from tho north coast, cannot
be used for these purposes in consequence of tho numerous
rocks and shallows which occur in every part.

It is no doubt owing to the dread of pirates, from whoso
ravages the population formerly suffered greatlv. that no
habitations are to bo seen on any part of the coast. Tho
villages are all situated several miles up the rivers. Tho
pirates here mentioned have their haunts in the islands
of Lingen and Billiton. and on the west coast of Borneo.
The principal settlement, which indeed is the only place
that can be called a town on the island, is near tho west-
ern entrance of tho Straits of Banca : it stands on tho
bank of a small river which takes its rise from Manopin
Hill. Previous to the cession of the island to the English,
this town was called Mintok; which name was on that
occasion changed to Minto, in compliment to the then
governor-general of India. This town was originally peopled
from Lingen and the adjacent islands; the principal object
of the settlers was to carry on a smuggling trade in lea.
A few months after tho cession of lianca lo the East India
Company, a census was taken of the population of Minto,
which was then found to contain (exclusive of Europeans)
1498 souls; of whom 107 were Clinie>c. 1220 Malays, and
171 slaves. Shortly before the transfer of tho island to the
Dutch another census was Uken, when the numbers were
found to have increased to 1955 ; of whom 266 were Chinc-e.
1563 were M slays, and 126 only were slaves. This rapid
increase was no doubt principally owing to the greater
security offered by the European government, but was also
in some part occasioned by a regulation made for the pre-
vention of smuggling, which confined the foreign trade of
the island to this the principal port.

Banca derives all its importance, in a commercial point of
view, from its tin-mines, which were first discovered in 1710
or 1711, and have since yielded immense quantities of ore :

they appear, in fact, to be inexhaustible. The geological
formation of tho island is a primitive rock, tho principal
mountains being granite, and those of inferior elevation
being formed of red iron-stone: it is in the level lttouiiiI

bctuten these r«ck» that the tin is generally found in allu-
vial depoMts seldom lower than twenty-five feet from tho
surface. Only a small part, comparatively, in tho north-
west quarter, has yet been surveyed with a view to the
opening of mines ; but the existence of tin has been ascer-
tained in all the alluvial tracts, from one extremity of the
island to the other.

The ore is found in horizontal strata in the form of an
oxide, and is generally intermixed with white sand and
clay. After being washed in the nearest mountain-stream
it is smelted, and yields in various proportions from thirtv
to seventy pounds oC tin for every hundred pounds of ore

;

the more usual proportion is about sixty of metal to one
hundred of ore. If the ore should yield less than twenty
five per cent of metal, the mine is abandoned aa unprofit-
able. The proportion of metal pertly depends upon tho
quality of the charcoal used in smelting.

Prom the time of their first discovery, tho tin-mines of
Banca have been worked by Chinese, whose numbers
have been annually recruited. The vacancies occasioned
by casualties or deaths, or by the return of any of the
miners to their native country enriched by their successful
industry, have always been carefully supplied by tho admi-
nistrators of the mines, who were accustomed to send con-
fidential Chinese agent* from Palembang to select and
engage efficient recruits. When the island was under tho

sovereignty of the Sultan of Palembang, the administrator*

of the mine* were bound to deliver to him all the tin pro-

duced, at tho rate of five rix-dollars per pecul of 125 pounds,
which quantity was sold by him to the Dutch resident for

fifteen nx-dollar*. This officer, who was subordinate to the
authorities at Batavia, used in this way to receive from
20,000 to 30,000 peculs annually. The Dutch were accus-
tomed to keep vessels continually cruising along the shore

to prevent the smuggling of tin ; but the temptation to this

illicit trade was too strong to be conquered by such means,
and private adventurer* at all times participated largely in

the trade. A small part of the tin, procured in the way
described, by the Dutch East India Company, waa tent
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to Ho.-tnd ; but the mat balk of their purchase m
sent to China, where Bancs tin i* preferred to that of

Europe.
The collection* of tin, made subsequently to the cession

of (he island to the East India Company, were—
In 1813 7,299 peculs.

1814 . 19.149

ISIS . 25.190

1816 . 26.670

being an average of somewhat leu than three million* of

pound* annually. The profit derived from the tale of tin in

those years more than provided for all the charge* of

government on the island ; and, in fact, left a surplus, or

net revenue, of more than 30,000/. sterling per annum
Since the transfer of the island to Holland, the supply of

tin from it* mine* ha* been greatly augmented ; and after

fully supplying the markets of China and India, a large

quantity is annually brought to Europe, where it ha* con-

sequently lessened the demand for the tin of Cornwall.

Except during the four month*, from May to August
inclusive, when the south-east monsoon blows, rains are

very frequent on the island, especially from November
to February inclusive, which is the season of the north-

west monsoon. In the other four months of the year, the
weather i* unsettled and squall v. Thunder-storm* are

frequent, and lightning is observable on half the evening*
during the year.

The climate of Banea is generally healthy ; but some
spot* are of a different character. 'When the English lint

took possession of the island, an attempt was made to form
a settlement al Tanjong Kaleang. a beautiful and desirable

spot on the western point, and only three mile* from Minto

;

but. in consequence of the unhealtbine** of the place, the
intention was necessarily abandoned. In the interior part*,

the action of the sun upon the gravelly soil render* the
heat oppressive during the day, but the night* are usually

root. 1 be thermometer varies from 78° to 84° ; and scarcely

ever exceeds 88" in the shade.

There are various kind* of fine timber in the woods,
some of which are employed in building. Ebony is abun-
dant on the north coast. Large quantities of this wood
are sent to Palembang for sale to Chinese traders.

The only quadrupeds found in a state of nature are deer

and wild hog* ; ana these are not numerous. Insects are

very numerous, and there is an abundance of snake*

;

some of these are email and venomous. Fish and pork arc

pretty abundant on the island : other kinds of animal food,

and some fruits, are conveyed from the opposite coast of

Sumatra. Some rice is grown in the interior, but not sufli-

cient for the island consumption ; and large quantities are
imported every year by the government
The population of Bancs ta made up of Malay*. Chinese,

and indigenous islanders. By a census taken when under
the British Hag. the total number of inhabitants, excluute
of the few Europeans connected with the government, was
13.413; of whom

27 1 1 were Malaya, of all ages sad both sexes.

4631 Chinese.

•03 1 native islanders, called Orang Ooonoongs.

13.413
Almost all the laborious occupation* are performed bv the
Chinese; the Malays being extremely indolent, ana the
Orang Ooonoong* living dispersed over large tracts of
country in the interior, nearly in a state of nature, and
averse to all restraint or habit* of settled industry.

(See Marsden* Sumatra: Raffle* Jaru ; Stavorinus'a
T'lenfM ; Court's Krpnttliom of Ms R*tatint$ o/ Uu
Hrttnh (hvmmrnt trtfAfAr Sulla* qf PuUmbang »

BANC I ICS, in entomology, a genus of the order l/f-
mtmiit rra [See IcHNarnoNtnjt]
B.lNtO. [SeeB««]
BANCROFT. RICHARD. Archbishop of Canterbury

in the rerun of Jam * I., was born at Parnwortb, in Lanea-
»hir», in September, 1314. Ht* father was John Bancroft

;

hn mother, Mary, daughter of John Curwyn. and niece of
Hugh Curwyn, Arrhbithop of Dublin. He was first a
student of Christ's College. Cambridge, where, in 1367. be
t-«k the decree of B.A., and thence removed to Jesus
('•liege, where he commenced M.A. in 1370. In 1373 be
waa presented to the rectory of Teverabasa. In Cambridge-
shire, by Cox. Buhop of Ely t and insulated, in 13*4, st
the presentation of the executors of Hear; End of South-

j

ampton. to the rectory of St, Andrew's, Hoiborn. In IMS
he was made treasurer of St Paul * Cathedral, prebendary

of Brounsbury in St. Paul s in 1389, of Weatanm asu ss

1392, and of Canterbury in 1594, about which time be dis-

tinguished himself by a sermon preached at St. Paul • Crass

against the ambition of the Puritans. On May 0. li»7. aw
was consecrated Bishop of London. From this tin aw

had in effect the arrbiepiscopal power ; for the arch! 1 1 a a

being advanced in year*, and unfit for business, Miniiaiawd

the solo management of crelcsustical affairs to B iibap

Bancroft In I COO Queen Elisabeth joined bun «mh Dr.

Parkins and Dr. 8wale, in an embaaav to Embdra. t*> saw

an end to the differences between the English and Laan

;

but the embassy bad no effect In (be beginning of Kovg
James's reign he was present al the conference at Ilaate-

ton Court between the bishop* and the Presbyterian asssja-

tors. In 1604, upon YVhitgift's death, he was prnnssSid a*

the archbishopric of Canterbury ; and in 1606 was saariad

Chancellor of the Uimcrsity of Oxford, in the room as* law

Earl of Dorset. He died Nov. 2. 1610, of lbs stoo*. in as*

palace at Lambeth.
Bancroft Oiled the see of Canterbury with great wants

lion : he was a learned controversialist, an eaiallawl
preacher, a great statesman, and a » igdant goiensas of taw
Church. Ho waa. however, rigid in bis Uesrracal of taw
Puritans, and on that account haa been spoken of wsus
some se\erity. He was the chief overseer of the bat traaa
lation of the Bible. By his will he bequeathed bat bad* to

be buried in Lsmhcth Chspel ; and all the hooka as has

study to the arrhbishops for ever. His remains wet*, how-
ever, interred in Lambeth Church. (See ijte /fcogrwasW
Brilannica, edit 1 778. vol. i. p. 377 ; Wood a Fata (is aa. ;

Bi*hnp Kcnnctt » MS. CuJlrrtwn: M8. Lsnsd. Bo*. Mas.
98-1. fol. 153. 157 ; Cbslrocrs * Bio/rr. Diet., voL ui. p. 4M )

BAND, in architecture, a flat moulding, with a awrtaral

face slightly projecting beyond the vertical or cwried ana*

of any moulding or parts of an edifice to whara at a>

attached. It is very extensively employed in

and is used apparently to bind parts of buildings i

as in the bands which are employed to

glyph* of a Doric architrave. TaiotTrns.) Taw,
moulding is most frequently used in the bsaeoseat sear* wf
a building [see Ba«smkxt]. where it becomes n bald sad
»lriking feature: (see the published designs of Pasanfas,

Vignola, Srsmotxi, and others.) It is for the sweat part

plain, though sometimes enriched. The torts hand sad
bandelet little band, is often applied to what assse pra.

perly speaking a fillet [See FiLLrr.) The band ss. b»ww«wr,
l>r>ader in proportion than the fillet. This mowldaag a» ato*

employed to encircle the abaft* of, columns [ass Cotrarw
and Ri'sticatkd Woax]; the poises of the I siiaikiiajj
at Pari*, and the Pilti palace at Florence, praseat wary re-

markable example* of banded coinran*. Vitrnvnas calls taw
bsnd t<rma and/awia ; fascia at s term applied alas ta the
flit face* of the arrh.trave. A pUin banal m qften Biased
in both public and private building*, either aa as nearly
on the same level with the floors, a* if the erigusal sssrn-
tion bsd been to flnub the protectingsods of the abase* warn
a flat board.

BAND, also written BUND, or BEND, the
word for a dyke or artificial embankment as ftwas
met with at a component part of name* is

graphy : for instance, in the name of tbs
Ban<l-Emir. a branch of which psass* near the rasas af fwr-
sepolis. This river received its sppetlsusn m a — awr af

the Emir Aiadaddaula, a goiernor of the prasasee *f Far-
sistan, or Persia Proper, who, about the year ISSS of essr

era, rsise<l a dyke on the rtver near the nun* of
~

fi* (lie purpose of procuring a supply of wets* ta> I

the land. (Krr Porter * Trwrit, i. 664 ; Set W. O* ti \

7>orW«. ii. |sl.)

BANDA ISLANDS are a group of small i

Eastern Arrbipelago, which be shoot tarty•ss I

south of Ceram. and are contained betwwen ths awawaaafc af
4 22/ and4 33 S. 1st , and the mentliansef Iff 41' seat is*'

K. They are nine in number. « is . Bands. Nrea. Oaawwag.
Wsy, Roasiiigen. Rohun, Swanjee. Ihaang. sad t«fw4, ar**
everal rocky islet*. The group take* Ms same fewaa taw
first of these, which is the largest island. There asweVaanV
fut accounts of these islands having sawn i»aawd by saws
Vevtbema as early a* 1304. in company a«b eaeaw

~

merrbsnt*. to whom they were well luais, east sit

othsr AataUs natssn*, had fata* Uadsd It taaWaV ]
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fnt authenticated visit made by European* «u by •
squadron of Portuguese, tent by Albuquerque from Ma-
lacca in 1411. That nation did not, however, appear in

farce to take possession till 1621. from which time tbey
maintained a precarious footing for above sixty years—

a

long period of anarchy and hostility. The hatred of the
native* to the Portuguese readily induced them to ioin the
Dutch in their eipuhvion ; but they soon found they bad but
changed masters. The island* wuro then occupiod by the
Dutch, who built a fort on Nera, called Nassau, in 1608, at
* bich time the fir»t English vessel had arrived from Bantam
under Captain Keeling. The Dutch, however, claiming
the monopoly of trade, and being greatly superior in force,

annoyed the English so much that thoy could scarcely
obtain a cargo ; but as ibis monopoly was never arknow

-

Udired by England, their ships continued to trado with the
natives, though under very disadvantageous circumstances.
In 1616 Robun Island, the most barren of them all, having
been made over to the English, an expedition wus sent from
Bantam, which established a fort and factor)' there. This
rivalry naturally led to many quarrels, in all which the
Dutch, being the stronger, succeeded in gaining the advan-
tage; but in 1619 it was agreed by treaty that England
should enjoy one-third of the trado, a privilege, however,
from which the Dutch contrived entirely to exclude the
English. The Bandaneso made various attempts to resist

the hard term* imposed on them, as well as other islands in

these sea*, by the Dutch, wbo, by dint of coercion, retained
their monopoly till 1796, when tho Bandas were captured
bv the English without resistance, but were restored to

Holland by the. treaty of 1801. In September, 161 1, they
were again taken by the English, and once more restored in

August. 1816.

These islands produce the nutmeg almost exclusively,

whence they are frequently termed the Nutmeg Islands in

contradistinction to tho Amboynas, which yield the clove;
from the nutmeg and mace the natives extract an oil as an
article of trade. Their import* consist chiclty of rice, cloth,

salt, pepper, and molasses. At tbe time of their being first

v i.itod by Europeans, these islands were governed by an
aristocracy of their own chiefs or Sabondaru.

The Bandas are subject to earthquakes : on Gonong, the
highest of tho group, tncro is a volcano 1940 feet high, con-
stantly emitting smoke and frequently Home. On Nera is

the chief settlement of the Dutch, which was their second
government in these seas, and the governor of the islands

now reside* on it ; this locality was selected on account of its

specious and commodious harbour, which is, however, dif-

flieutt of access. The anchorage is protected by two forts

called Belgica and Nassau; and on Band*, the oppoMle
shore, are a fort and redoubts. All tbe islands are more
or less fortified. Way Island is the most beautiful and
picturesque ; but there is no water on it ; the inhabitants

drpend on rain or obtain supplies from the otbor islands.

RnsMngen is used a* a state prison. The nutmeg grows on
Bands, Nera, Way, and Gonong. not only in the rich soil of
Banda, but also amid«t the lava* of Gonong ; the smaller
island* chiefly raise provisions. Tho area of tbe whole
(roup only occupies a space of 190 square mile*.

Banda Island form* a right angle five miles north and
south, and six miles east and west, and about two mile*
average breadth.

The tides about these islands are strong, but not regular

;

they n«e between nine and ton feet.

(afaadelslo's Travelt. i. p. 412. Leyden. 1719; Barros:
Craufurd's History ofthe Indian Archipelago; Horsburgb's
Directory for the En it Indie*.)

BANDA ORIENTAL was tbe name of that portion
of the vice- royalty of Buenos A) res which was situated to

the east of the river Uruguay, and comprehended the pre-

sent Refmbhra del Uruguay Oriental and the country called

the Seven Missions. Lung between the great body of the
Spanish possession* and Brazil, it was, at tho commence-
ment of nearly every war between the Spaniards and Por-
tuguese, occupied by the latter, but at tho conclusion of
paaro entirely, or in part, restored to the former. When
Buenos A) re* declared itself independent of Spain, the
whole country belonged to tho then viceroy ally of Buenos
Ayrcs; but the continual civil wars by which the declara-

tion of independence was followed in Buenos Ayres, in-

duced the government of Braail to take possession of the

Banda Oriental in 1815. Tho republic of Buenos Ayres
protested against this step, and, a* no amicable settlement

could bo made, a war began betwttn Boeno* Ayres ai
Brazil in lt»24, which was terminated by a treaty of peace
in 1828. By the article* of this treaty the northern district
of the Banda Oriental, or the Seven Missions, was incor-
porated with the empire of Braail. and the larger southern
part declared an independent republic, which took the name
of Republira del Uruguay Oriental. As, however, this
country is leu known by iu present namo tban that of
Banda Oriental, we shall here insert the geographical de-
scription of this region.

On tho north it extends to 29° 30' S. lat., and is here
divided from tbe Seven Missions, which now constitute a
part of tbe Brazilian province of Rio Grande do Sul, by tbo
river Ibecuy-guacu. Its southern extremity, which extends to

about 35° S. lat., is inclosed by the Atlantic Ocean, and the
wide embouchure of the Plata river, lu western boundary,
which nearly reaches 58" W. long., is formed bv the river
Uruguay, which divides it from the republics of fcntn- Rius
and Corrientes. which belong to the United States of Buenos
Ayres. Thus it is inclosed by natural boundaries on three
sides. On tbe east, where it joins tbe Brazilian province
of Rio Grande, do Sul, its boundary is also partly natural,
being formed by a chain of mountains running north and
south to nearly 32° S. lat. ; but from this point tbe boundary-
line extends to the south-east, and terminates on the roast
after cutting lake* Mirim and Mangucira, The most eastern
point falls somewhat to tbe west of the Ally-second me-
ridian.

The whole length of the country, from the most northern
bend of tbe Ibocuy-guacu to the Pau de Assurar (Sugar-
loaf), near Maldonado, is about 380 miles. In the northern
part tbe breadth may extend 1 80 miles from east to west,
and in tbe southern part, which is much wider, about 300
miles. Its mean breadth may bo estimated at 210 miles.
This would give a surface of 91.200 square mile*, or nearly
the area of Great Britain. Scbaffer, in bis description of
Brazil, assigns to it an area of IU5 75 German square miles,

equal to 227,362 English, or more extensive tban the sur-
face of France ; but tbat is doubtleaa a gross exaggeration,
even if the Seven Missions are included.

By far the greatest part of the country is billy and ele-

vated. It forms, as it were, the most southern prolongation

of tbe Serra do Mar (the sea mountain -range of Brazil),

which extends northward to near the mouth of the Rio de
St. Francisco (9 8. lat.). In the Banda Oriental it rises

rather abruptly on tbe southern coast, where it forms the
hill of Cape de St. Maria, tbe Pao de Assucar (Sugar-loaf)
some miles to the west of Maldonado. the Monte Video on
tbe west side of the bay to which it give* its name, and the
hill of St. Lucia, farther to tbe west, near tbe mouth of a -

small river bearing that name. At no great distance, how-
ever, from the shore, it lakes the shape of an extensive

table laud, whose surface in many places presents hardly

any perceptible irregularity, and in others is covered with

extensive ranges of low bills ; both the plains and the
hills are without trees, and afford only pasture for cattle.

Tbe bills arc called Cochitbas, and the highest range, w hich

forms the water-shed between the ocean and tbe river

Uruguay, is named tbe Grand Corhilha. It extends into

tho Brazilian province of Rio Grande do Sul, where it is

called Serra de Hcrval. Tbe eastern declivities of tbe

Grand Coehilha, which terminate abruptly in Uie plains

about the lakes Mirim and do* Patos at about twelve or

twenty miles from their banks, are called Serra de !<>»

Tappes. On tbe west the table-land seems to extend to

the banks of the river Uruguay, but here it is cut by nume-
rous valleys, and present* tbe aspect of an extremely billy

country. Iu these valleys, a* well a* in those which lie

along the southern coast, west of Cape de S. Mans, moil) fer-

tile tract* occur in which the grains and fruits of Southern

Europe succeed very well ; but the remainder is only fit for

pasture.

That portion of the Banda Oriental which extends olong

tbe coast to the north of Cape 8. Maria, and about sixl) ur

eighty mite* inland, is low. and is a part of a very remark-

able tract which occupies tbe eastern coast of South

America from 28° to 34° S. lat, or from the island of Si.

Catherine to Cape de 8. Maria. Nearly through its whole

extent it is covered with sand, and intersected by innume-

rable lakes of different size*. Tbe greatest part of this low

plain belongs to tbe Brazilian province of Rio Grande do
Sul. where further particulars will be given. It is of verv

indifferent fertility.

^
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This country, being situated without the tropics, enjoys •
temperate climate, resembling that of Spain or Italy ; the

air is pure and healthy. In the valley* and on the low plains

tho winter, which lasts from May to October, is less distin-

guished by frost than by rain, which is carried to the land

by the then prci ailing south -esstorn winds. Frost is occa-

sionally felt in July and August Tlie high table-land is

annually exposed to it, sometimes for one or two months
together ; but as very little snow falls, the cattle And pasture

in those districts all the year round.

The principal river is the Uruguay, which originates in

that portion of the Scrra do Mar which stretches along the

ocean opposite the inland of S. Catherine, and runs for a
considerable distance under the namo of Pellotas westward,

between banks consisting principally of pointed and massy
rocks. It lakes the name of Uruguay not far from the

point where it begins to separate the province of Rio Grande
do Sul from the republic of Corriontcs. Here it assumes the

appearance of a large river, and soon begins to bend its

course to the south-west. Numerous small streams increase

its waters in this psrt of it* course. In 1st '29f' it receives the

Iberuy, and then begins to flow in a southern direction,

fortirug the boundary between Banda Oriental and the re-

publics of Commies and Kntre Rio*. Not for from the place

where it enters the great a?stuary called the Kiodela Plata, its

water, are increased by those of the Rio Negro, which joins

it on the left bank. The t'ruguav is navigable for large

boats to the first great fall, culled' Salto Grande, situated

nearly at an equal distance from the mouths of the Ibecuy
and Rio Negro. About forty miles below the former there

is the Salto Cliieo, or Little Fall, which again interrupts

tho navigation of the smaller boats or canoes. The whole
course of this river may amount to about a thousand miles.

The Ibecuy rises in the Grand Coctulhas. and first runs

to the west, but soon turns northward, and flows in that

direction for upwards of sixty miles, after which, having
joined the Ibecuy Mirim (Little Ibecuy), it again turns to

the west and becomes a considerable riier, separating part

of the Banda Oriental from the province of Rio Grande do
Sul. Its current is almost always tranquil, and the stream

is navigable nearly to its head. The whole course of the

Ibecuy amounts probably to upwards of 240 miles.

The Rio Negro has its origin near that of the Ibecuy,

and its general direction is to tlie south-west. It joins the

Uruguay about twelve miles before that river enter* the

Rio do la Plata, after having run upwards of 2)0 miles.

Two considerable lakes, lying in the eastern plain, belong

in part to Banda Oriental : tho largest is the lake Minni,
which signifies ' small,' having received this name from
comparison with the lake Los Pos, which is not far distant to

the north, but belongs to the province of Rio Grand* do 8uL
Tho lake Mirim is ninety miles in length and twenty-five

at its greatest width. It lies parallel to the shores of the

ocean and discharges its waters into the lake of Los Patos
by a channel fifty miles long, wide and navigable, which
is called Rio de 8. Goncalo. About the southern half of
this lake belongs to Banda Oriental. The other targe lake,

the Mangueira, by Henderson called Manghaira, extends
between the coast and the lake Mirim. It is eighty miles

long and about lour broad, and empties itself into the ocean
at its northern extremity by a abort channel called Arroio

Tahim. The greatest part of this lake belongs to Baada
Oriental.

It is not ascertained whether gold and silver are found in
this country ; but at San Carlos, to the west of Cap* de
S. Maria, a rich copper-mine is worked. From the banks
of the Uruguay great quantities of Urn* are exported to

Buenos A) res, and in the asm* districts potter's earth and
umber, or terra-sombrs, are found.

The valleys, on the west and south, are well adapted to s
great diversity of production. Wheat, rye. barley, Indian
corn, rice, peas, beans, water-melons, and other kinds of
melons, with onions, are cultivated ; also some cotton, man-
dWs, and the sugar-cane. Hemp and different qualities of
flax grow in great abundance. The fruit trees of the south
of Europe succeed her* better than farther to the north,
and none so well as tho peach. The vine grows well,
and produces abundantly, but hitherto no win* baa been
made.
Timber is by no means abundant ; for from 30° south-

ward it is only on the banks of the principal rivers that
any forests of fine full-grown timber occur, the table-land
being either quit* bare, or only covered with shrubs. la

The

some of the latter districts, bones and the ex

cattle are burnt for fuel.

More than four-fifths of the country being oolv it

pasture, cattle of course constitute the chief wealth,

richest proprietors often possess thirty or forty square l

of land, and feed from five to ten thousand heed of rattle

anil upwards. By far the greatest number are it

onrro, because they live in a state of wildnea*. 8<

are consumed in the country,and others sent to the

houses of Monte Video and Buenos Ayres; but by far Oat

greatest proportion is manufactured into jerked ksif. saw*
is salted without the bones, dried m the sun. and exaurti I

to different parts of America, especially Braid. Every

great proprietor breed* also a certain number of bsraes assd

mules, and some of them a great number of sheep, wast*

have a fine wool. Neither goals nor pigs are usaasvasv

Game is very abuudant. but the people generally asw saw

very food of hunting or shooting. Among other •»«» af

wild quadrupeds, there are the anla or tapir, the clear, taw

ounce, the monkey, the paca. the rabbit, the anaadcUe, taw

squash, tho boa, the fox. and sonic others peculiar to taw

country. The European species of dog have nsaltii aaal s*

cxcessi\cly that they live wild iu the plains, wuheast «-*•*

entering any village or dwelling. They are celled cans*.

marrne dogs. I mmediately on tlie slaughter ofrattle <

or when tboy went provisions, they assemble in large

and encircle an ox. which they pursue with un

nacy until the animal falls with fatigue, when be as esaa

devoured. Even a horseman runs some rtsk in taw peases

when the dogs are in a state of famine.

Birds are very numerous. In the lakes of taw awiSa ra

plain there are wild ducks and large wild geese, scans *» «.

some white, and others with black necks, which have a ass

long down under their feathers, similar to the Ai is— iss

fur. A few other birds of the species found in Ewrease asw

also met with, as the lierun. the quail, and partridge ; as*

there are other species not known in Europe, as dssWswaa

kinds of parrots, the Macuco partridge, the tucan. anal bbb*v

others.

When the Europeans first arrived, several native asssaass*

were in possession of this country, some of whose are seal

found in the interior, as the Cbarruas, Minuanos, Twee*, east

Guaycanans. but in small numbers: by
number of the inhabitants are the descendants of I

The population is differently stated. SclsaaVr

1 75,960 ; but others lower it to 60,000, and even to II.***.

The metropolis of the republic will be A—crises' waaaW
the bead of Monti Vidio. Between it and Case H. Mats
stands the town of Msldonado, with a fine las ibeer, nasal

fortifications, and about J000 inhabitants : at i

and copper. Colonis del Santo Sacramento is a i

with a harbour, opposite Buenos Ayres.

Along the southern coast tbera are a
none of great extent The largest, called Dos Lease tsat aw
wolves), is not far from lb* harbour of Msldeasdi : at a>

two miles in circumference, and contains good water, law
is almost all rock and stones.

The constitution of the Republics del Uruguay (

was published in the month of August. ItM ;

which the legislative power is divided b*lwe— a i

aisting of nine members, and a bouse of upressnt
listing of twenty-nine members. The Cod* Ns
the Uw of tho country. The tax** inn— III.

800,343 Spanish dollars, and the expense* of L
to 1,013,404. The country was then divided bats asssa sV
partmants.

(Henderson ; Schaflax ; Alosdo; Map in Sets east Mar
tius'a 7VurW#

)

BANDAGE is a term employed in swrgery to eeaagwass
the banda or strips of cloth by which ilrvenrsgs asw haft to
wounds, separated parts are brought together. Uessi-ssjssws»

compressed, and weak and protruding parts of the seaW asw
supported and retained in their natural woattssn. aVaaaaSawis

ore commonly composed of flannel, calico, and aeaa re*
into different shapes, according to the perls to wl
are applied, and the purposes for which they are
Thus the bandage often stunk*sd in fractures of the i

and lower extremities, and called narhtoen or i

bandage. Is composed of a longitudinal pear* of cakes aw
linen, with transverse pieces, or tails, to fold over the sseasaat

part Another bandage ma* Bibles in shape the leans* T.
and is railed the T bandage. Bat the meat cessans* swans

of bandage, and on* availabl* tn aiawst every enee, m a hsssr
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•trip or ribbon of calico or flannel, varying in width from
two to mx inches. Previous to it* application it is rolled
together, and hence in surgical language is called roller,

and the application of a bandage is called rolling. Of late
tears, ribbons of stocking-net, commonly called elastic web
bandages, have been much used, and they appear peculiarly
adapted for the purpose, as their elasticity prevents injurious
consequences on any sudden increase of the sise of the part
to which they are applied. On the same principle caoutchouc
or India-rubber, interwoven with silk and cotton, is now fre-

quently employed in the construction of bandages.
The proper employment and management of bandages is

an extremely important part of surgical knowledge, for after

most operations and accidents, and in many serious local

diseases and deformities, the assistance of bandages is re-
quired, and on their proper application the successful issne
of the case frequently depends. The great object in the
common use of the bandage is to give equal and uniform
support to the part to whxh it is applied, and it is of course
essential that it should not be easily displaced or deranged
by any movement of the patient The bandage should be
put "O Brmly, so as not to produce pain, but to afford gentle
and e«sy support ; and above all it should never be tight in

some parts and loose in others, as by partial compression of
a limb mortification is easily produced. An idea of the or-

dinary manner of applying bandage* may be collected from
the following passage of Mr. John Bell's Principled of Sur-
gery, vol. i. p 174:—' The flrmneas and neatness of a
bandage depend altogether on thc*e two points : first, on
the turns succeeding each other in a regular proportion

;

and, secondly, upon making reverses (a term afterwards ex-
plained) wherever you find any slackness likely to arise

nam the varying form of the liinb. Thus in rolling from
the foot to the ancle, leg. and knee, you must take care—
flrst, that the turns lie over one another by just one-third of
the breadth of the bandage; and, secondly, that at every
difficult part, as over a joint, you tum the roller in your
hand, make an angle, and lay the roller upon the limb,
with the opposite flat side towards it.' Mr. Bell deeply la-

mented the little attention bestowed on this subject in bis

lime by medical student* ; and we fear that the same cause
for regret still exists, as extraordinary cases and great ope-
ration* present stronger attractions than the common
every-day duties of the profession. In many of the conti-

nental schools, particularly in Germany, distinct courses of
instruction nave long been given on bandages, and students

are required to practise their application in the presence of
the teacher. Within the last year or two, courses of lec-

tures on bandaging have, we are happy to say, been given
in London.
BANDALKBS. or BANDOLEES. [See Arms]
BANDAR, also spell BUNDUR. BUNDER, or BEN-

DER, the Persian word for a harbour, is in eastern geo-
graphy frequently met with as the component part ofproper
names, especially of many sea-ports : for instance, Bandar
Abbasi. otherwise called Gombroon.
BANDE'LLO. MATTBO, was born at Castclnuovo di

Senna, in the province of Tortona, in North Italy, in the
latter part of the fifteenth century. He entered the order
of 8l Dominic, in which he bad an uncle, and was an in-

mate of too Convent delle Graiie at Milan at tbo time that
Leonardo da Vinci was painting his famous ' Last Supper'
in the refectory of that bouse. He there heard Leonardo
relate a story which forms the subject of one of Bondello't

novel*. In 1501 his uncle, being elected general of the
whole Dominican order, took Bandello with him in the
travels which be was obliged to undertake in the discharge
of hi* new duties. They visited Florence, Naples, and
other part* of Italy. Having returned to his convent at

Milan. Bandello was obliged to run away when the Spaniards
entered that city in 1325, bis father having token part with
the French. Hi* apartment* were plundered, and be lost all

his books and papers ; but he found an asylum with Cesare
Fregoso, an Italian officer in the French service, whom he
accompanied to several court* of Italy, and afterword* to

France, where be obtained, in 1550, from Henry IL, the

Bssbopric of Agen. Bandello left the care of his flock to

the Bishop of Urease, reserving to himself part of the in-

come of his see. He lived to an advanced age, but the

year of his death is not known. Bandello holds a rank
in Italian literature on account of his Novell* or tales,

written somewhat after the manner of those of Boccaccio,

though in leaf pure Italian. But in fluency of narrative,

and vividness of description. Bandello rivals and even
surpasses, at times, the Tuscan novelist. On the score
of morality, most of bis tales ore as exceptionable ss
those of Borcsccio. One of his pathetic tales it on the
subject of Romeo and Juliet, which, however, had been
already treated by Luigi da Porto, a contemporary writer,
from whom it would seem Bandello took it. Da Porto wrote
this novel in 1 524, as appears from a letter of Bemboof the
same year, while Bandello acknowledges himself that be
heard the subject flrst talked of at the baths of Cnldiero,
where he was with his patron Fregoso several years after.

Da Porto's novel was flrst published st Venire by Bemlon i.

without dste, and a second edition was issued by the same
publisher in 1535. The flrst edition of Bandello » novels is

that of Lucca, 1554, in 3 vols. 8vo. A fine edition of Ban-
dello's novels was published in London. 1740, 3 vol*. 4to.

Bandello was well acquainted with Greek literature,and made
an Italian translation of the Hecuba of Euripides. He
also wrote a vast quantity of Italian verses on various sub-
ject*. Bandello was, for some time, preceptor to Lucrexia
Gonxaga, a lady who became illustrious for her virtue* as
well a* for her learning. A letter is extant, written by her
many years after, to Bandello, who was then in France, in

which she expresses her gratitude for the instruction and
the wiie principles which be bad instilled into her mind

;

an acknowledgment which seems to indicate that Bandello
was not so loose in his character and principles as one
might hastily conclude from the perusal of his novels. (Let-

lere di Lucrexia Gonxaga ; AIR. Memorie di' Lucrexia Gon-
zasa ; Maxxuchelli, Senttori d Italia.)

BANDERMASS1N, RIVBR. [See Boaxxo.]
BANDES NOIRES. This appellation was flrst given

to a body of German foot-soldiers, who were employed in the
Italian wars by lx>ui» XII. of France. Robertson alludes

to them in his Huloty of Ckarte* V. (edit 4to. 1769, vol.

L p. 1 13.) They received their name from carrying black
ensigns after the death of a favourite commander. (Pere
Daniel, Hut. de la Aftliee Prancoite, 4to. Par. 1721, torn. ii.

p. 363.)

Another body of troops, formed of Italians, afterwards
took tbo same name from the same cause, Le Bande Nirt,
or, as Pere Daniel calls them, Le* Bande* Soiree Jtali-

enne*, to distinguish them from the Germans. These, 3000
in number, had been commanded by Giovanni de' Media',

' and fought before Pavia. Their commander having been
previously wounded by a harquebus shot in an affair near
Governo sul Mantovano, the subsequent amputation of hi*

leg at Placenus, whither be bad been removed, caused hi*

death in November, 1526, when only twonty-eigbt years of
age. Out of grief for bis loss, the soldiers whom be had
commanded changed the white ensigns by which they were
distinguished, for one of uniform black, which obtained for

them the appellation of Le Bande Acre, or the Black Bands.
(See Montluc Oommenttrire*, edit. 12mo. Par. 1661, torn. i.

pp. 50, 51; Vita de Bemrnulo Cellini, edit. Fir. 1829.

torn. i. p. 28, note.) After Giovanni de' Medici's death, their

number was increased to 4000: they subsequently asso-

ciated themselves to the Marquis, of Saluxto. (Montluc,
ut supra.)

Pere Daniel says, the French regiment of Piedmont,
which had served for a long while in Italy, also took the

appellation of Bande* Noire*, after the death of their colonel,

the Comto de Briasae, in 1569. The colours of that regi-

ment, be odds, continued to his time to be Mack, with a
white cross. (Hut. de la Milice Prime.)

BANDICOOT (Peramele*. Geoff. St. Hilaire), in (oology,

a genus of marsupial mammals, which appears to occupy,

in Australia, the situation which the shrews, tenrecs, and

other insectivora fill in the Old World. As this is the first

time that we have had occasion to notice particularly any of

the animal* belonging to the singular order Martupialia, it

will be necessary, in accordance with our usual plan, briefly

to state the principal character* which distinguish this

from the other primary group* of mammals, and the leading

analogies which it exhibits, either among its own subordi-

nate divisions, or when compared with surrounding groups.

At the time of Captain Cook's first voyage, the only inarm

-

ptal animals known were the opossums of America, and
these formed a very natural and unique genus, which Lin-

n*9u* placed among hi* Pert* or Carnivora ; denominating

it Didetpky* (double-wombed), from the peculiarity of con-

formation which we shall presently notice. The discovery

of Australian mammals, however, which attended the visit
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of the Qhtttriou navigator ahove-oainad to the eastern

shore* of that new continent, and which fu completed by

the subsequent settlement of the colony »t Port Jackson,

brought to liKbt many now forms of marsupial mammals,
i

which differed widely from Uie genuine opossums, but which

were nevertheless ajaociated, by the soologist* of the day, I

with the D'dttphyt* of Linnvus, from the single character
|

of their agreement with these animals in the possession of

the abdominal pouch. Thus it happened that the Linuwan
genu*, which IM Swedish philosopher had himself left m a

complete and natural state, soon became confused and over-

burtnened by tbo association of numerous species, differing

as widely in their habits and conformation as in their gco-

graphical distribution, and no longer presented that sim-

plicity and uniformity of character which form the moat
unfailing test* of a natural group. At length it becaino

cv ident that the only mode of restoring it to its original

unity of character was to remodel the entire group. Tin* I

task was undertaken by Iltiger, Geoffroy, and other natu-
|

rahsts, and under their bands the genus Dtdelphyt of

Gmvlin » edition of the Sytltmu Naturte was itself divided

into distinct genera, definitely limited, and correctly defined.

Zoologists still differed, however, with regard to the situation

which these beings should occupy in the scale of animal*.

Some distributed uie different genera into which the genus
Ihdelphyi of Gmclin had been thus broken up, throughout
the various orders of mammals to which they seemed most
nearly allied by the modifications of their dontition : others

kept them all united together in a group, to winch they gave
the name of Marmpialia, or pouched animals ; and these

latter were again divided in opinion as to the rank which
this new group should occupy among the other primary
divisions of mammals, whether it should be considered,

namely, as an order of itself, or merely as a family, or pri-

mary subdivision of the order Carnivora. Of these latter

sentiments was Baron Cuvier when be first published bis

Higne Animal, but bo subsequently changed his opinion

upon this subject, and in the second edition of the same
work adopts the notion of De Blainville, who is almost dis-

posed to consider the marsupials as forming a class of them-
selves, equivalent, in point of rank or degree, to mammals,
birds, reptiles, and fishes. ' In a word.' sa)s M. Cuvier, ' it

may be said that the marsupials form a distinct class parallel

to that of the ordinary quadrupeds, and similarly divisible

into orders ; so that if both these classes were to be placed

in two parallel columns, the opossums, the dasvures, and
the bandicoots of the one would represent tho inserticora

with long canines, such as the teurecs and moles of tho

other; the phalangcra and potoruos would represent the
shrews and hedgehogs ; the kangaroos, properly so called,

can scarcely be compared with any other animals, but Ibe
wombats would form very good substitutes for the Kudentta

;

and. in fine, if we were to attend only to the rhararlcr of
the marsupial bones, and regard as marsupials all the

animal* which possess tbem, the Ornitkorhynchi and
Echidna- would firm a group parallel to that of the Eden-
tata.' Neither Baron Cuvier, nor, a* far as we are aware,

any other lOologist, has adopted these sentiments, to the full

extent here expressed ; but most, if not all, are agreed in

regarding the marsupials as forming an order of themselves,

which is usually placed between the Carmvora and Ho-
dentia.

Tho leading character of this order, and indeed the only
one which is common to all the species that it contains, but
w Inch is the more marked and v aluable from being abso-
lutely peculiar to this group of animals, consists in the ab-
dominal pouch or marsupiutn, from which the name of tho
order is derived, and in which, as in a second womb, the
young are deposited upon their exclusion (mm the real

uterus. The period of actual gestation in tliesc annuals is

of very short duration. Tho production of tho young, as
compared with other mammals, may be said to be always
premature ; they are brought forth in an almost final stale,

but are preserved and nurtured by being deposited in the
tnarsuptuin or abdominal pouch, with which nature has
provided the female parent fur their reception, and in winch
they continue to reside till they have acquired sufficient sue
and strength to go abroad and shift fur themselves. Many
other singularities of form and habits noreasarily rvsull limn
this peculiarity of physical structure. (.See MaasTri tit

]

The animals which more proper!) form the subject of the
present article, the Prramsl— oi naturalists, and laiidwwu
U U» colonists la name winch properly belongs to the great

rat of India, Mm giganUu*. hut whieh. fan a Tag*** **»

semblance in size and appearance, the early colonists %4

Sydney applied to the animals at present under eussss-

deratiou), though they agree in the most prominent cfcsv

racters of their dentition with some of the msrsupsohw ass*

in the form of their extremities and the number of thaw iswe

with others, yet differ essentially from all in their babste sad

economy. In tlic number, form, and arrangement of ttonr

canine and molar teeth they agree in all respect* with the

opossums of America and the dasyures of Australia, tits*

is to say, that they have two cauines and fourteen motors a*

each jaw ; but they differ widely in the number of taw*

incisors, and in this respect offer a unique combination wtvath

is found in no other known genus of mammals. Ol law as-

risor teeth there are ten in the upper jaw. and only so, as

the lower ; and tho external on each sue, partsrutorlf aa

the upper jaw, is insulated, and stands apart both trues ttto

canine and from the other incisors: it is likewise ssswab

larger than the intermedial); incisors, ami it* Uni i* iLat af

an ordinary canine tooth, of which, indeed, it appear* to

exercise all the functions.

Tho hind legs are considerably lunger than the tor*, aaat

tho number and form of the toes are in all respect* ****•**

to those of the kangaroos. It was this similarity thai

ducod M. Geoffroy St. Hilaire to suppose tbst the par* •** law

bandicoots also resembled that of the kangaroos. This, kww -

ever, is far from being the case ; the d^proportion bctwaea
their anterior and posterior extremities is by ru> means se

great as to compel tnc bandicoots to hop upon the bins' legs

only, like tho kangaroos, though it is certainly sufcoworrj

so to prevent tbem from walking hko ordiuary au*slrt>ps*is.

Their actual pace resembles that of the hare, and cues**** at

a succession of leaps from the hind to the fore f««rt. U.t a **

not very rapid, nor ran they maintain it for any great Wasra
of time. On the fore feet there are five tors, of wLorfc taw

three middle are long and stout, but the lateral oar* are n
short that they do not touch the ground, and are tiswaa-

quently useless in walking, though they may be t4 great

service in burrowing. The hind feet have but (our u»s
each, and of these the third is the largest of all. wbalst u*
two internal are united under the same skin, and appawr.

externally, like a single toe armed with two clan*. This »
Crccuely the arrangement and form which wr lul .a taw

aiigaroos; but the feet of the bandicoots differ, in bras}
provided with broad powerful claws, which enable the** w
burrow with astonishing facility, and to scratch op taw

ground in search of roots. They likewise differ true* low

j

kangaroo* in having a small fleshy lubrrde, in Lsrsi id s
thumb, upon tbo hind feet, and m having the lass. «r

ungual phalange of all the tors divided in front by a stwad
inn-ion, as in the pangolins ami ant-eater*, a Mnarta.-*

which gives a much firmer attachment to the rise, east

vastly increases their power of burrowing. In otrw re-

spects the bandicoots are chicfl) characterised by tbc-r swag

attenuaied mui»lc*. short upright ear*, lerigtlsrned WaaWv
and moderate rat-like tails, which are not prebenstW. as •
the rase with many genera of this order, nor have liana
animal* the power of sv-rinling trcis. With regard as taw

1 period of grstation. toe number of young, and the ***•*» af

their introduction into the abdominal pouch of the finis
parent, wo have no observations particularly apasVaJhi* to

the bandicoots. It is only known that they im rata* law
other marsupials in the premature production of thru ) mug.
anil in nourishing tbem for some Umo afterwards sa law

abdominal pouch of the mother, and that this fuwrb ossv
Uins the mammary organs for that purpose.

Two specie* only have been hitherto satisfactorily swwervsad
but there are vsnutis indications of others, which it ss to to
hoped those who hsve the opportunity of observing Usee* ssSs-

resting animals in their native climates will aoun nasi* kawww.
The pretended species, described b) MM (*H»iy ewd Iss-aawsst

in tbo i.<u|ogiral part of prrynnet s t'uf*g*. nmin las
i name ef I'erumeiei li<mg>MmrtUti, i* but Ibe Voupg af Saw
I rorom>« bau-licool ( /'rrameiet mumiay Of the large swsjsasw

I mentioned bv Ibe same naturalists as bav ing bswsv **feCewa*wJ
1

in Uie Blue Mounlsiii*. and which i* said to bat* s»s*>jsMBf
upward* ol two feet in length, w* knew nothing twasw waaS
• hat is reported in this scanty nvtsrw ; lb* sssSBWSwet «f
their vessel, ibe Cranio, and the rottsr^uenj sea* *jT ibe

]
rimen having prevented MM. l^woy
giving a more detailed iliirrtptian of
are the only two spoor* of wbsab WW
scriptiocs.

uenl lea*! Uk* aaa>

and filialII

I

Sm
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[Looaswtr.l B.Ddlrout]

I. 7V long noted Bandicoot (P. natuta, Geoff. St. Hi-
lairel. measure* about a foot an<l a half in length from the
extremity of the munlc to the origin of the tail ; the bead
is four inches long, the tail six, the hin.l leg* also six. ami
the tew lew only three. The ears are erect, pointed, and
covered with »hort hair ; the eyes are particularly small

;

the note remarkably long, pointed, and naked at the extre-
mity ; and the tail attenuated, and, though better covered
with hair, bearing some resemblance to that of a large rat
This organ it not used by the bandicoot to support the body-

in a anting posture, like that of the kangaroo, as has been
imagined by M. Geoffroy St. Hilairc, to whom we owe the
Ant description of this species as well as the establishment
of the present genus ; neither arc the progressive move-
ments of these animals similar to those of the kangaroos,
• « the same eminent zoologist conceived, from the form
and proportions of the extremities, that they might be.

The pace of the bandicoot, as already observ ed, resembles
that of our hares and rabbits, which certainly approximates
liiore nearly to the saltigradc pace of the kangaroos, gerboas,
and helamv-. than any other species of locomotion with
which we arc acquainted : so far M. Geoffrey's conjecture
was well founded, and he has certainly good reason in his

ebterrmtion that analogous structures rarely deceive us in

reasoning upon their functions. The external coat of the

bandicoot is composed of coarse bristly hair, in
' nearly resembling that of the common rat (Mut
> i. except that it is of a more sandy shade on the

spper parts of the body, and of a more clear silvery white
beneath ; under this long outer hair there is an interior coat

of wetkX, ash-coloured wool or fur, which protects the animal
from the cold and variations of temperature, for it appears
to be an inhabitant of the mountainous parts of Australia,

frioeipsJly if not exclusively. The tail is of a rather darker
colour than the body, and tho whole animal, except in the

f r.nt length and pointed form of the nose, has much the

appearance of an overgrown rat. The form and characters

of its teeth would lead us to suppose that it fed upon in-

serts and other similar animal substances ; and M. Geoffroy

even imagines that it may use its loug snout for the purpose

of rooting up the earth like a pig in search of worms and
grubs : the colonists, however, affirm that the bandicoots

are purely herbivorous animals, and that the principal part

ef their food consists of roots, which they dig up with the

powerful and sharp claws of their fore feet. In the neigh-

bourhood of human habitations they frequently enter into

the granaries, and do as much mischief to the corn as the

rats and mice of our own country. Tho Australians have,

however, one advantage over the European farmers in this

trspc-t.—the bandicoot is more easily excluded than the

tat, for it cannot, like that destructive species of vermin, eat

fcs way through the planks and timbers, or even through
flae brrk ealls of the buildings. It is probably from this

I tint uf committing poll) depredations opou the farm-yards
an J granaries, as well as from the general similarity of

Itseir external appcatanrc, that the colonists of New South
|V»lr« sometimes confound the bandicoots with various

» paries uf murine animals originally found in the country

ji/sdWr the common denomination of nativo rats and mice.
|

for i* it -wrtwilhjUndmg the atseruon of i

the colonists to the contrary, that M. Geoffroy'* conjecture
as to the insectivorous habits of this animal may be at
least partly if not entirely true. The common rat. with
teeth much less adapted for living upon Mesh than those of
the bandicoots, is well known to hare decidedly carnivorous
propensities

; and, as M. Geoffroy very correctly observes,
it is seldom that analogous forms of dentition fail to indicate
analogous appetites.

2. The blunt-noted Bandicoot (P. obttula. Gooff.), first

described by Dr. Shaw under the names of the porcupine
Opruatim and didelphyt Obetula, is readily distinguished
from the last species by the shortness and blutitness of its

snout, and by the broad round form, of its ears. The
arrangement of the teeth also differs in some degree from
that of the long-nosed bandicoot. The external incisors
are more nearly in contact with the canines and central in-

cisors on each side of them : the molars immediately suc-
ceeding the canines, and answering to the false molars of
the camivora, are contiguous to one another and of a trian-

gular form ; and the posterior molars are more flattened on
the crowns. This latter character would seem to intimate
that the present sp. < ies was more purely herbivorous than
the last, and future observation may probably confirm this

conjecture. The colour and quality of the hair and fur are
the same as in the long-nosed bandicoot The specimen
described and figured by Dr. Shaw was a young individual

about the siie of a half grown rat ; that noticed by M.
Geoffroy, and which the state of its teeth showed to be an
old animal, was more than as large again, or a little less than
the long-nosed bandicoot These animals are found both
in Van Diemcn's Land and on the Australian continent

:

whether the same species inhabit both these localities we
have not. at present, the means of determining.

BAN DINE I.LI. BA'CCIO.an eminent sculptor, created

a cavalier by Clement VII. and Charles V., was born in 1 4** 7.

and died at the age of seventy-two, in I $49. Benvenuto
Cellini speaks several times of Bandinrlli, who. in his age,

ipproached very near to the genius of Michael Angelo.
Michael Angelo himself, though personally no friend to

Bandinelli, spoke in praise of his designs, adding, that his

execution of them would have been, in all probability, of
equal merit, had not avarice induced him to adopt too hasty
tnd loose a manner. According to Cellini, Bandinelli s

emper was arrogant and overbearing. (Vasari. torn. viii.

p. 65 ; Benvenuto Cellini's Memoir* of Himtel/, chapters L
ind ix.)

BANDITTI. This word, though seldom used by the
Italians in our sense, for ' bands of robbers,' is derived from
be Italian verb bandirc. to banish or put to the ban,
whence the participle bandito, banished or outlawed, and
the substantive bandito, an outlawed man (plural banditi),

or outlawed men. Correctly, therefore, the word should not

* banditti, but bandi/i. The term seems to have been in-

troduced into our language at least as early as the time of
Shakspeare, but whoever first imported it and confined its

igniflration to robbers, departed from the original extensive

sense of the word, which means a man banished on any
account, as foe political delinquencies or opinions, plots, reli-

gious notions, partisanship. &c. tec. Thus, after D.inte and
the Ghibellines were expelled from Florence by the Gurlphs,

they might be called banditi, though they were honourable

ncn, representing a defeated political party or faction, and
never robbers. Bembo and other tote di lingua, or classi-

cal writers, who form authority on the subject of Italian

idiom, employ the term banditi'almost exclusively in shak-
ing of political exiles. The great Tuscan dictionary /Jr/Ai

Cruica gives etiiiato as the synonym of Itandtln, and r.iih»

Limnatut as the Latin for both. Borne Italian wi iters of

the present day apply the word as we do to robbers; but

until recently, we do not often find the term banditi so used

by Italian authors of high authority. Oiannonc, who as

the historian of Naples (the country In which these troops

of robbers hare most abounded in all ages) had to make
frequent mention of them, generally, however, called them
Msnditi. But Giannone was neithor a Tuscan, nor a purist

in language. In the south of Italy, the only part of the
peninsula where such lawless associations ha\o existed fur

nany years, the robbers arc popularly called brigunti, and
never, by any chance, banditi. The French, during their

Long ana sanguinary warfare for the subjugation of Cala-
bria, called by the name of brigand* both those who were
professional robbers, and those who were partisans of the

Bourbon King of Maples, Ferdiflaud, whom tho urn* of tut
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French bad driven oat of bit continental dominion! to

Sicily.

These organised band* or robber* have been fostered in

Italy by the mountainous nature of a great part of the

peninsula, by the division of the country into numerous
small stales, which too often enabled ibe robbers, by crossing

a frontier, to put themselves in safety, by frequent revo-

lutions, aud by weak governments. In modern days, how-

ever, their excesses have almost been confined to lower

Italy, and the States of the Church and the kingdom of

Naples, and regular or numerous bands of robbers have

been unknown in Upper Italy, in Lombard*, Piedmont,

and Tuscany, for many years. Their principal haunts in

recent times hare been the country about the frontiers of

the Roman and Neapolitan states, from the southern end of

the Pontine marshes to the districts of Terracina, Itri. and
Pondi ; and the valley of the Ponte di Bovine, a narrow

mountain-pass, through which runs the high road from
Naples, the capital of the kingdom, to the vast plains of

Apulia, and the rich provinces of Bart, Lecce, and the

Terra d'Otranto. In the first of these positions they were
beaten up and almost exterminated by the Austrian troop*

in 1823 ; and a little later the valley of Bovino was wholly

cleared of them. There have been occasionally highway
robberies since then, but organized societies with their cap-

tains, their lieutenant*, and chaplains, have never been
again formed, nor have we since heard of any band at all

like those which, from 1812 to 1823. exercised their calling

on a grand scale, and caused universal consternation to

such as had to travel through the districts which they fre-

quented. The most remarkable Italian bandit chiefs of

our times were the three brothers Vardarelli, and Don Ciro

Anicchiarico. They were all Neapolitans, and the last of

them (Don Ciro) a priest, an abbe, and a man of consider-

able education, who was accustomed to celebrate mass to

his band, on solemn occasions, and who quoted Latin and
Virgil in defences that he sent in to the judicial authorities. I

The history of this priest- robber, who. not contented with
,

being a successful leader of banditti, which be was for many •

years, put himself at the head of a secret political society,

or rather a aeries of secret societies, that aimed at nothing

less than entirely revolutionising the whole of Italy from i

the extremity of Calabria to the Alps, and establishing a

federal republic, is one of the moat astonishing authenti-

cated records of modern times. It presents the picture of a
state of things which, were it not supported by legal docu-
ments, and the testimony of eye-witnesses , would scarcely

be credited to have existed in a European country, and only

a few years ago.
I

Those who are curious to investigate the subject of

!

Don Ciro, in particular, may refer to an Kttay on the Car-
\

bonari.bj the late Baron Bertboldi. Details of other chiefs

and robbers, with general views of tbeir systems, may be
found in Travtlt in tht Southern Prircxnrrt of tht King-
dom of Sajplei, by the Honourable Kcnpel Craven ; Thrtt 1

Month* Htndenct in tht Mountain* b'nrth-nut of Rom*. '

by Maria Graham ; and in the Ltrtt ofCrULrateH Banditti.
by C. MacFarlane.

|

BANE or BBNN. DR. JAMBS, archdeacon, afterwards
'

bishop of St. Andrews, In Ibe farmer station we find him I

a.d. 1319, when the pope appointed him and certain other
'

ecclesiastics to determine a dispute between the monastery
of Dunfermline and the Bishop of Dunblane reaperiing I

tithes. (Connel On Tithtt. vol. i. p. 82.) In 1Mb he was I

joined in an embassy to Prance to renew the league a uh
'

that crown, and is then called 'Jacobus Bene, arrhidiacoiius *

Sti. Andrei*, et legum professor.'
|We are told that the canon law was not introduced into '

Scotland till the year 1242 ; and the learned author of the
'

Lift of Mtinltt (voL i. p. 211) says, that ' at Ibe coca-
'

roencrment of the fifteenth century no university existed in
Scotland, and the youth who were desirous of obtaining a utie-

rs! education were under the necessity of seeking it abroad.'
We are disposed to question the accuracy of bath these
opinions. The ssare probabilities of the ease appear to be
against than ; and the facto we shall now megaton raise
the evidence to a higher degree than probability. Hector
Boethiua stales expressly that a university was fownded at
Aberdeen far theuiogy and the laws, by Edward, bssbop of
that see. a.d. 1 147. Keith s Cnlatogut affhthamt* incom-
plete at that date, and does not clearly show the existence
of Bishop Edward; but bad Keith, aa he promised lode,
eanexed to his work the bull of oq«armaUon by Pope Adrian

IV., on the translation of the see of Mortlieh to Aberdeen,
in 1 157, it-would have been seen that the bull was grassy I

to Bishop Edward, (See Connel On Tithtt, voL l p. m.»
And in the decretal letters from Pope Innocent III . wkwii
appear Deertt. Greg. lib. iii. tit 49, c. 8, to the Ksag ef

Scots, and lib. iii. tit 24. e. 9. lib. fr. tit 20. c, t. and ah. ».

tit 39, c. 98, to the bishop, archdeacon, and abbot of Si
Andrews respectively, there are distinct references to tb»

canons. We find also that Bishop Alexander de Kytna-
mond, who ruled the see of Aberdeen from 1317. dad, aarrsr-

ably to what seems to have been the common practice of tW
place, teach the civil and canon laws on ferial days ; sad.

as above noticed, we have Archdeacon Bane ' Irgwsa sn-
feseor' nearly a century prior to Bishop WanQaw'a faea-

dation at St Andrews, which yet Dr. M'Crie reward* a*

the earliest academical institution in Scotland. The u-utfc,

however, seems to be. that Bishop Wardlaw of Si_ An
drews, and Bishop Elphinstone of Aberdeen, only csxhsrasd

the circle of the sciences taught in those ciusa, aad. by tha

regal and papal grants which they obtained, gave nasty sad
influence to the university labours. Accordingly, ttaweji
the papal confirmation or Ibe university of St Aasdrevt
was obtained only in 1413. vet that same year no leas Una
thirteen persons were made Bachelors of Arts ( M*Cr» •

MelriUe, vol. i. p. 212), though an interval of but Im ymmn
had passed since Wardlaw'a first foundation ; and an Hit
seven of the above bachelors were made Masters of Arts.

( Id. ib.) For upwards of a century after that time Use ran-
gregations of the university were held, aa they probably bad
previously been, in the Augustine priory of Si. Andre

'

college buildings having been at first rootrtnplated
university of 8u Andrews, any more than for that of Ov__,
or indeed many other universities, not excepting tlnu at

Paris, the great prototype of those institutions.

In 1328 Bine was chosen Bishop of St Andrews by firs

election of the canons ; but being himself at the euavt -J

Rome at the time, he obtained the episcopate by tfcar adfa
lion of Pope Jolin XXII., before an account of the eaertM
arrived. He was bishop in 1329. and that year, u> raa
•deration of a sura of 200 marks, be granted a cassrwr
of favour and protection, with a general arknowledarssrai
ofexisting immunities, to the priory of Coldingbam «. a*,
men's Calrd'mia, vol. u. p. 326.) In I XI I hr art iW
crown on the head of King David II, and was swan aa*r
constituted l-opl Chamberlain of Scotland.— then on i

of great importance, and vested with Urge powers U'\
ministerial and judicial. He died 22nd SeptrmWr. ixn.
at Bruges, whither he bad fled on the turrets of Elas*.
Haliol, and aas buried in the abbey of Rrksbot
BANFF, or. as it is sometime* written, and ajwat* an-

nounced. BAMFF. a rojal burgh and the chief town rf a«
county of Banff, in Scotland, is situated on a nung riaul
on the writ side of the Deveron, near Ibe rntraoc* u ini
riier into the Moral Frith It is 124 miles early due stria
of Edinburgh, and 39 N.W. of Aberdeen. Tie .hacaa-*
from Edinburgh bv the road is 16) miles, and (nam A War
dcen 45. Willi the latter town it cornea on an rim>u
intercourse. Banff is geoerallv admired by slratkrrrt t « tax
neatness of its appearance. It baa several well bauli at*****,
which, though sotoew hat antiquated in tbeu sti b» at bat U .a*
are mnarkahlc f.* theircleannesa. It wascrreard uatea >va *
burgh in the year 1372 by Robrrt II. Ibe pmtfeee* k
were granted to II !•> that King were confirmed ay 'issi i \ I

and Charles II The tradition Inst the flare was - ' ,
r»)sl burgh by Canmorr. being unsapfarted by ndrm *f
snv kind, is ditrmlitrd by the more intcllarrai I'hsli i sssSi

It liad once a castle of r< intolerable importance, the ft mm ai
of winch still etui. It was a constabulary, lurg aaeW tmt
hereditary government of the family of lit*tux. TVm
was also in Ilie town a conieut of Camrfaira. er *t V*>
Friars; the rents, place, and '

—

u -' '
, l

to the < ld college of Aberdeen by King Jarara VI a tsl*
Cner the Drveron there is a beautiful stone toalajw ef

seven arches. The bridge roanasands a suearekat -
i

-

and moat delightful view, embracing Duff Heassr. the asast
of the Bari of Fife, which nees oat of a WrsorrfU _art ssnrownded by a threat of trees. BsaaT baa a ssn
handsome church, built In 1 790, which , Uew tawas
1500 to 1800 persons. The sTpssnipelejaa. lbs Isswassja
Catholics, the rWeders from the Churrb ef " rinst wast
Wealeyan »lnou.hu., and uw Indraisadials, base ai
rally places of warship, bat none of these assai a*e saswjav-
roBS, The town betts^ wbirh was aaah la 171^ aaaOsVaWaV
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mm spire. In the ume year a now priion was erected,
agreeably to the principle* of Howard. There is an ex-
cellent academy in Banff, supported by the funds of the
burgh, in winch evory elementary branch of education is

taught There are also several private schools, among
which are two female boarding-schools. Some years since
a *nentific imtilution was formed, which, considering the
extent of the place, has been remarkably prosperous. The
harbour of Banff is so bad as to prevent many vessels from
entering it, and th<s circumstance, consequently, is much
against the prosperity of the place. The principal exports
consist of corn, cattle, salmon, and herrings. The herring-
fishing for the last few years has been carried on to a great
•vtcnt. end on the whole with success. The manufactures of
Banff are confined to thread, linen, stockings, soap, and
leather. There are also four branch banking establish-

ment*. It has several libraries, of some extent and value,

belonging to various societies. Banff has a weekly mar-
ket on Friday, and four annual fairs. Like most other
towns in the north of Scotland, it suffered severely from tho
destructive floods of August, 1829. Part of the town, by
the overflowing of the Deveron, was SUed with water to the
height of four or five feet Several of the house* were
undermined and carried away, and serious damage was
done to various descriptions of property. In one of tho
streets, three of the horse* which were running in the
roy.il mail were drowned while attempting to get through
the water. The lower grounds around the mansion of the

Earl of Fife were covered with water to the depth of four-

teen feet

Like all other Scottish royal burghs, the town council,

which consist* of seventeen individuals, was formerly seli-

elccted, and they, in conjunction with the town councils

of Elgin. Cullen, Inverury, and Kintore, bad the right of
ejecting a member to serve in parliament. The election

took plaee in each of tbo towns in rotation. Since the
patting of the Burgh Reform Bill, the town council, a* in

the other royal burgh* included in that act, are elected by
the 1 0/. elector*, qualified under the statute, and the pro-

rust and four magistrate* by the council. By the Reform
Act, the neighbouring town of Macduff ha* been incor-

porated with Banff, and both made one burgh, in the election

of • member of parliament. Their united constituency is

wader '200. Peterhead, by the same act, has been added
to the Banff district of burghs. In 1S3I the population of

the town and parish was 3711.

The number of vessels registered at Banff is twenty-four,

of which seven are schooners, and the rest sloops or smacks.

The tonnage varies from 16 to 105. (See Innes's Tide

Tablrs for 1834.) The Banff and London Shipping Com-
pany nave three smacks, with excellent accommodation for

passengers, which sail regularly between Banff and London.
(Pennant's Tour through Scotland; Cordiner's Anti-

j

oati/uw of SortM Britain; Sir John Sinclair* General
ftrpnrt of Scotland; Buchanan'* Hutory of Scotland;
Population Report* ; Boundary Report*.)

BANFFSHIRE, a county in the north of Scotland, com-
prehending the districts of Strathdovem, Boynie, Enzie,

Stratlsaveri, BuJvenie, and part of Buchan. It was a sheriff-

dom at least a* early as the time of King Dawd I. It lie*

on a long slope between a range of the Grampian Hills and
the Moray Frith. It is bounded on the east and south-east

by Aberdeenshire, on the west by Morayshire, and on the

north by the Moray Fnth. Its length, from oast to west, has

been variously stated. According 10 the latest and most
acrarate measurement that part of the county which is

bounded by the sea is thirty-four mile* in length ; from iu

nertbem boundary to the head of Glen Avon, where the

county ts sharpened to a point it measures fifty miles,

Banffshire contains 647 square miles, or, exclusive of a small

spare covered with water, 4 12,800 English acres. The face

at the country is agreeably diversified with hills and dales,

wood* and river*. For about thirty mile* along the coast

tlaw soil, which chiefly consists of sand and loam, is excel-

lent, and produce* heavy crop*. The coast is mostly rocky,

but not high. It is impossible, from the irregularity of

the hula and mountains, to say bow for inland the good

anal aloof the coast generally runs. It varies from two

ar three to seven or eight mile*. Here the land is in a state

of the highest cultivation. The southern part of the country

s* sandy mountainous, and is consequently pastoral rather

daw agricultural. Even here, however, there are many

kanatiftil and fertile valleys. In the upper or billy districts

there are large tract* of land peculiarly adapted for graiing.
These are for the most part well sheltered with natural
wood, and abundantly watered by the rivers and streams
with which the county abound*. The Spey, which is one of
the largest rivers in Scotland, and the most rapid, runs along
iu western boundaries, and the Deveron waters its eastern
confines. The Avon, a branch of the Spey, rises in Loch
Avon, in Uie extreme south-western angle of this county.
[See Avon.] In w>roe parts of Banffshire, particularly in the
mountainous districts, tbo scenery is remarkably picturesque.
Some of the mountains in Banffshire are among the high-

est in Great Britain. Of these the principal are Cairn-
gorm, which is 4080 feet above the level of the sea ; Bel-
rinne*. which is 2747 feet high ; and Knockhill, the Buck of
Cabrach, and Corryhabie, which are severally about 2200.
Several of the mountains are covered on their tops with re-

gular beds of moss, containing the remains of trees, plants,
and vegetables. There are others whose summits of granite
protrude through thick beds of gneiss, which passes into mica-
slate. The most common rocks in the county are granite,
gneiss, gray wacke. gray wacke-slate, quarts, sienite, old red
sandstone, mica-slate, clay-slate, freestone, and limestone of
recent formation. At Portsoy, near the coast, is a bed of
serpentine, generally called Portsoy marble. There is also a
species of granite in the same puce, which, when polished,
exhibits various figures, some of them fancifully supposed to

resemble Arabic and Hebrew characters. In several parts
of the county, lead, iron, and other minerals have been dis-

covered, but in no instance have they been worked. In the
neighbourhood of Keith there is a vein of sulphuret of anti-

mony imbedded in fluor spar ; and about a mile westward of
Banffis a bed of blue clay containing various organic remains.
Fossil fish, or ichthyolites, imbedded in nodules, have lately

been discovered in the neighbourhood of Banff. Rock crys-
tals and topazes are found on Cairngorm. They were for-

merly much sought after, and brought a high price ; but of
late years similar stones have been imported from Brazil,

where they are so abundant as to enable the merchants who
import them to sell them at a hundredth part of the price

often given by lapidaries for those found on Cairngorm.
Hones or whetstones are procured in Balvenie.

Tho principal towns in the county are Banff, the capital

;

Cullen, a royal burgh ; Keith, NewmilU Dufftown, Gar-
denstown, Portsoy, Buckie, and Macduff The population

of these places varies from 1000 to 3000. Perhaps there is

no county in Scotland, in proportion to it* size, that bes so

many towns and village*. Hence the 10/. voter* in the
election of a county member are very numerous.

The manufacture* in Banff»hire are incoiiMderable. The
principal are weaving, bleaching, flax-dressing, tanning,

and distilling. Tbo last branch of industry has, for the

last ton or twelve years, been carried on to a vcrycon»ider-

able extent, and on the whole with fair profits. The conse-

quence ha* been the almost entire suppression ofsmuggling,

which bad been previously very general in tbe mountainous
districts of tbe country.

The salmon-fishing is carried on successfully in the river*

Deveron and Spey, but especially in the latter. The revenue
derived from the salmon-fishing in the Spey is 8000/. per

annum ; that derived from the fishing in the Deveron is

2000/. For many year* past considerable quantities have
been exported, chiefly to the London market. The herring-

fishing is now carried on along tbe coast on a large scale.

In 1815 there were only two boat*, of fifteen tons each,

engaged in this branch of business ; but for some years

past the number of boats of tbe above tonnage has varied

from 400 to 4uo. Perhaps, with the exception of Wick,

none of the stations in tbo north of Scotland have proved so

favourable for the berring-flsbing as those in the county of

Banff. In several instance*, along tbe coast of Banffshire,

this branch of industry has been prosecuted with great •us-

ee**; while at every other ttatiou farther north there ha*

been a complete failure. The quantity of herring* token

in thi* county in 1826 was computed to be worth 100,000/.

The shipping trade is considerable for the extent of the

county. It is chiefly carried on at tbe port* of Banff. Mac-
duff. Portsoy, and Gardenston. The export* principally

consist of grain, meal, black cattle, swine, and other live

stock. The import* are, for tbe most part, timber, coals,

iron. 8tc Tbe export* of grain nave of late years been

considerable. In tbe rear ending June, 1831, tbe quan-

tity shipped for the London market alone was 64,000

quarter*,
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Agriculture i*. in general. conducted on the most approved

prim iplcs in Banffshire. Tbe Farmer*' Society, which has

now been in existence for many years, has contributed much
to tin- improved system of farming. In the lower district*

ol the county the flcld* are well luid out, and abundantly

manured. Some >car» ago the favourite manure wa* a mix-

ture <•( lime ami bone dust : but tbe latter commodity having

of I ile become scarce and dear, the farmer* were led to re-

sort to ininc other kind* of manure. From the suece** of

some e\|HTimcnt» which have just bven maile, it is believed

tint kelp, after undergoing a certain preparatory process,

will be found an excellent substitute. The field*, on most

of the large farm*, ore enclosed either with hedges or atone

dyke*, but generally the latter. Wheat, barley, bear, and

oaU are the kind* of grain chiefly grown. The quantity of

land which jet rcmaiiH to be brought under culture is vcrj

considerable: its pr.i|ionion to the cultivated land li.it never

been satisfactonlv ascertained. Some of those best acquainted

with the county are of opinion that one-half of it ha.s not jet

been bnnight under the plough. A very largo portion of tin*

waste lann could never, owing to the sterility of the mil. N>

cultivated with profit; but there arc very large tract* which

would amply repay the capital embarked in bringing th-m
into cultivation. The «pirit of agricultural enterprise ha*

extended itself *o rapidly of late, that the quantity of arable

land I* nearly double what it was twenty years ago. All

the farm* which are of any extent ore under a regular

rotation of cropping. The average size is from 100 to sou

arable acre*, with a certain quantity of moorland or pasture,

which vane* according to the part of the county in winch
the farm* are situated. In the district along the oca-coast

there is very little moorland or posture ; but on a farm in

the mountainou* part*, the uncultivated land which is

capable of cultivation U often nearly as large a* the arable

land itself. The rent per acre is, on an average, about

twentv-two (hilling*. The leases ore generally, as is the

ease throughout the north of Scotland, for a term of nineteen

jears. A few individuals hold their leases for life. Tbe
cattle and stock of every kind are of the best breeds that can
be procured.

The lands in the county are almost all under entail, which
greatly interfere* with it* improvement. The principal

propuctor* are the Duke of Gordon, tbe Earl of Scatlcld,

and the Karl of Fife.

The climate is variable. Along the coast it is dry and
genial, and the crop* consequently ripen well ; but in

the mountainous districts the rhmite is cold and humid,
and the harvest in those parts is therefore late. It is con-

sidered an early season when the harvest is completed in

the upper district* by the middle of October.

In the Enrie. and some other parts of the county, the

gTeat bvly of the population are Roman Catholic*; hut

taking the inhabitant* of the county generally, perhaps a

fourth part of them do not belong to that prrsu.is.on. In
some of the upper district* the Gaelic language is *|«>ken,

but not generally.

Along the M-o-coast, which it much indented, and has

generally a Nild and precipitous character, the inhabitants

are well supplied with coals; but the expense n( inland

eamji;e put* it beyond the means of the population in the

higher di.tnrt* to procure tin* »pecies ol fuel : tl.ey are

coiis,..|iiont!> obliged to nse prat.

In Banff»tiirc there are iiumcron* noblemen's and gentle,

men'* scats. The pmieip.il are, Gordon Castle, and (iien-

6'1'lieh, belonging to the Duke of (Sordon; D.itf llou.e.

Kothiemay, and Bal v en le Castle, be! mging to the K.vrl of

Fife (this last N'.otiged to a family of Douglas); Band
Castle, Cullen Huso, and Raunas, the pro|«rty of the

Karl of Seahcld
; Birkenbog and Forglen Castle, ludotig-

ing to Sir George Aberrromby, Bart.; and tlio Castle of

Boharm, one of the castles of lite powerful family of IV
Moravia; the rider branch, having conquered Sutherland,
Us »me earls of that name, from whom the present Duchess-
C<>untcs* of Sutherland I* lineally descended : it is now (lie

property of Mr. Man)maid Orant. Some of these are ro*f-

mftrrnl mansions, and their appearance is greatly improved
b» the N-autiful parks and plantations with which they ore
surrounded.

The remain* of antiquity are Terr numerous In Banff
s'ore. Near Culhn are the ruins of the antirnt Castle «f

Findlster, whu h stood on a high r» k projecting into the
*«•*. It in »ci/<M. *ome lime in the fifteenth r*uturt . I<«

•H» GwrsVao (auuJy, but was restored, in I Jo J, w iu rightful

proprietor*, by Queen Mary. There are traces af otW
castle* at Deskfonl. Galval, Balvenie. Ice. The ettariWs
of Morthch and of Gamrie are also remarkable on ootosmk
of their antiquity. Morthch waa, for about a century, taw
sent of a bishop ; but King David I. translated Use i |iiMi*ss*j

to Old Aberdeen, and. a* it was formerly pour mni Jl

provided, conferred on it many land*. The rburrh est Qsussrsj

is called ' the Kirk of Skull*, from the circumslanrw of the
Nines of the Norsemen who fell in battle on an ady«n*t
field, called ' Bloody Pots,' having been built into rU wafla,

Though tin* church was ererted in the year 1010. it root-

liiiiii-d to lie used as tbe parish place) of worship till 1 1 J*, a
period of 8.'0 years.

There are several cairns or tumuli in the county. These
were the place* of interment of the antirnt Csiedatassasv
and also of the Norsemen ; for they were common to t»4k
milium. ANnit seventy year* »ince a very renssxisW*
cairn was destroyed at Kilhillock. It was sixty feet as

diameter, and sixteen in height. On breaking open tbe
eairn. a »tone collin was found, which contained the iiilrto*

of a human N*ly, quite complete, lying at full krogtk.
Beside the skeleton was a deer's born, which Penaajc
conjectures to have been symbolical of the favi.urste aasosse-

liient of the deceased. There t* a number of cairns cat

the Cotton Hill, which some antiquarians think were « ** *<«(

in memory of the Scot* who were (lain in tbe battle waa
the Danes winch, according to Buchanan, was fasts;it

in the neighbourhood, and in which the Nonrnaeti wesss

complete!) defeated by Indulf. King of Scotland. Moan
other pl.iees in the county ore pointed out at wbsrk aav
portant battles were fuught between the Scot* and Nana
men in the tenth and eleventh rentune* ; at which pro—

I

the shores uf (be Moray Fnth were constantly in leased as;

these northern adventurer*.

Banffshire ha* given birth to a number of rlntmfwksisl

men. Archbishop Sharp was horn within a mil* of taw
capital of (he county, where I. is ancestor* bad reasnW Bar

some centuries. George Baird of Auehmeddan, whs*, a*
sheriff of the eountr, distinguished himself in tbe baa* af
the Covenanter* ; Thomas Kuddiman, the gTmratmanaa

;

Walter Good.ill, the well-known defender of Quern Mary .

and James Ferguson, the astronomer, were all bora m ska
county of Banff.

Banffshire is divided into twenty-four parishes, sssrk of
which has its own schoolmaster, church, and rWrry saom.

A considerable part of the eountr formerly Nrlonr**! to tost

rich and extensive province of Moray. Port of it a as** *a
the synod of Moiay, and the remainder belong* to liar sysassj

of Aberdeen.
The parochial sclioohnasters of Banffshire, with tkssaw af

the adjoin,Ha counties of Klgin and Aberdeen, bartw ksSWy
had nn unexpected aihlition of ncarlv 3u/. per lasaa osssss

to their ine.irne* by the be<|uest of the late Ian*** Dark, sf
lyndon. Tins gentleman, having b>«n born ua last **>a*srf
of Kl.'.n. partly educated in the nmnty of BanaT. sad ssorVy
in th it ot AtH pleen. and having. entirrlr through tbe sowssss*

of his education, raised him ril fr im Inn ni it linaaaa* n*
ciiiiistanee* to opulence, left the whole of bit anion, at as*
death in I".'". to the parochial *rhoolmasters of ibess* tfesss*

counties. 'I he siuount of tbe bequest was I JO.Ss**W_ wasssK
in terms of tbe docatcd • will, has beoa mmi*4 a* saw
funds for the

|
uq. -set mentioned. Ttv* psvrurbul srastws-

m ister* of thess' <«untie« ore cvnsequeotly better asswsasasl

lor than those ol ans other counts in ricntlaod. ll i

In |>e se,-n whether this bequest Will, m its <

be a Kantairinus or ntiierwise.

Tl.e i>nrssrent of liaiiftshire, aeranling to tbe i

in Is 1 1 t * the proper! j -tax, was, lor laod. T«J»sU. it sat.

and I f houses, % j i i§. Tlie county send* a ass«aaaasr *»
i'.iri jlneiiL I'lripui to the Kcftsra* Bill. tb*> ncas of
eUs-iion waa ve*i<-,l in 51 freoNiHssr*. Th* rinsns— i;
ii.w ,)... it ji.o. In IN3I tbe populslksa was 4*v*s»sV **f
-' '

'

1 — -'— --' "' - " 1 *imqli i Tb**
p poiation wa* an increase of iovo since I Ml. aad «*f i

l.-io.u | *• 1 1 . Pre* ixus to ibis loot

lat. >n of i)i0 rv'unly was, far assay ytsar*, all
in im .unl.

1 Me r nits- of Banff wo* one of tbe faw SeeUtob i

the >)i nil. .op of which hod not btsnHsse wholly
si the lUtc ol tbe Jurisdiction Act. Tkss ftrs* sksnf *Tn

i

that l.'oe «ss Mr. Kobrrt PnngW of IUs>»**>k«. I|« *sss>

tinuol in othec till 1 754, w ben, N-iag sasiti a lord of **j*s*>*sv

no was susxssedsd by Mr. Daiai Kssts af ^ntrraw*. ss*>a
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la* *tt ultimately raited to the bench of the tame court.
For the hut seventy years tho sheriffship of the county bos
been in the family of Urqubart of Mcldrum, tho present
sheriff bavins;, in 17*1, succeeded bis father, who was
twenty years in the office.

(Buchanan's Hillary <tf Scotland ; Guthrie's Hittory of
Scotland; Pennant's Tour; Douglas's Journey through
ike S'ortA of Scotland ; Shaw's Hittory of the Province of
Unrmy ; Sir John Sinclair's General Report of SmtUmd;
Rev. Charles Cordiner's Antiquttiet of Sorth tin tain;
Beautie* of Scotland; Parliamentary Return*, &c.)
BANOALORK. or BANGALURA, an important forti-

fied town in the territory of the Rajah of M \ sore. situated
in I i' ST' N. let., 77* 38' E. long. This city was founded
during the reign of Hyder Ali, the Mohammedan sovereign
of Mysore, and during the continuance of hi« judicious go-
vernment it became a place of considerable importance,
enjoying an extensive trade and containing numerous
manufactures. As a fortress. Bangalore was n place of
same strength. The fortifications were regular, and con-
structed of solid materials, surrounded by a deep ditch cut
in the solid rock, and by a spacious glacis. The fort is now
in ruins, having been destroyed by Tippoo Sultan after he
found it incapable of resisting the scientific and impetuous
attacks of European troops. The only good building within
the walla of the fortress was the palace, or mahat\ This,
although built of mud. was not without some degree of mag-
nificence. It has lately served as quarters fur the officer* of
an European regiment. The ruins of the mud wall that
enclosed the small village which occupied the place before
Hyder (bunded the city of Bangalore are still visible in the
centre of the fort. The town is built about two miles from
tor fortifications.

The decline of its prosperity began during the early part
of the reign of Tippoo, who, being unfriendly to the govern-
ments at Arret and Hyderabad, prohibited his subjects at

Bangalore from maintaining any commercial intercourse
with thorn places. He afterwards sent large quantities of
goods to Bangalore, and these he forced the merehauts to

purchase at high prices, by which oppressions he caused
many of the more wealthy inhabitants to leave the city. In
1791 Lord Cornwallis took the fort of Bangalore by assault,

and the town was on that occasion plundered by the soldiers.

When, shortly after, the English withdrew, Tippoo encou-
raged many of those inhabitants to return, whom, by his

oppressions, ha had previously driven away, promising them
envisages and protection ; but no sooner hod he succeeded
in this object than he surrounded tho town with his troops,

and. under the pretence that the inhabitants had been
friendly to the English, he laid them under such heavy
eeotnbatkms, that even the women were obliged to part

with their moat trilling ornaments.
After the death of Tippoo, when the territory of Mysore

was placed, by the East India Company, under ilu< now
rrignmg Hindu Rajah or Curtur, Krishna, tin n a minor,
and with whose government the Company entered into a
subsidiary treaty, the population again increased, merchants
flocked to it from all quarter*, and its manufactures revived
through the confidence inspired by the protection of the
Britain government.
The town contains a large proportion of good- sixed bouses.

The whole of the buildings are composed of the red earth of
the country, and covered with tiles. Adjoining the town are
ettmsive gardens, made by Hyder and Tippoo. These
gardens are divided into square plots separated by walks,
the sides of which are ornamented by fine cypress trees.

The pints are mostly filled with herbs and fruit trees, a se-

parate square being allotted for each kind of plant Thus,
ens plot is Ailed with rose-trees, another with pomegranates,
and so forth. In some parts of the garden laid out under
the orders of Tippoo, the surface is nearly covered with
uasonry, leaving only spaces through which the trees are
allowed to grow. The cy press and vine grow luxuriantly in

the chmale of Bangalore, and the apple and peach both bear
AmL It is thought that the olive, and other plants of the
Levant, would succeed in this spot, which, from its elevated
position (nearly 3000 feet above the level of the sea), enjoys
» temperate climate. For the same reason, invalids are
accustomed to repair to Bangalore from other parts of the
south of Hindustan, and, except in very severe cases, derive
almost certain benefit from the change.
The inhabitant! are mostly Hindus; but many Moham-

medans, some members of whose families were attached to

the service of the late sultans, continue to reside In the)

town, where they are one after another betakiug themselves)

to commercial pursuits.

From its central position, Bangalore lias routes passing
through it in every direction, which circumstance gives to it

considerable importance, both politically and an a trailing

station. Its merchants carry on commercial dcnliii^K with
every part of tho south of India. The principal articles

which enter into this commerce are salt, sugar, I del-nut,
spices, metals, dyeing-stuffs, raw silk, and cotton wool.

Many of theso articles are imported for the use of iu manu-
facturers. The tissues woven here, both of silk and cotton,

aro almost entirely retained fur the use of the district. 'I lie

silk goods are mostly of a rich texture. The .pinning of

cotton is all performed by women, who carry their yarn to

a weekly market for sale to tho weavers.

Tho population of the city was e-l.motel, in I ho J, to

amount to GO.OuO souls. The travelling distant cs are, fiom
Bangalore to Seriugapatam, 7-t miles; to Madras, 21 j utiles;

to Hvderabad, 352; and to I'oounh. 52 1 miles.

(Hamilton's Journey through Mysore, Cu intra, and Ma-
lalnir; Rennell's Memoir of a Map if Hindustan; Mills
History of British India; Report of Committee of //fine

of Common*, in 1632, on the Affairs of India.)

BANG KOK, the present capital of the kingdom of

Siaro, on the peninsula beyond the Ganges, is Minuted on
both banks of the river Menam. about thirty miles from its

mouth, near the 14th parallel, and somewhat more than ten

minutes to the east of the looth meridian.

It is a place of considerable extent, and consists properly

of three parts, the floating town, the town itself, and the
royal palace. The first presents the most curious view to

Europeans; both banks of Iho river are lined by euhi, ten,

or more rows of floating houses, which occupy the whole
length of tho town, amounting to three or four mile-.. The»o
houses are built of boards only, and are of u mat oblong
form. Towards the river they are provided with coveted

platforms, on which numerous articles of iiicn-liatidise aro

displayed, as fruit, rice, meat, &c, so that this poition of

Bang kok may be called a lloating bazaar, in w hich all the

various products of China and of the country are exposed
for sale. The houses rest on bamboo raits, w hich at each
end are fastened to long bamboos driven into the bottom of

the river. The inhabitants aro thus enabled to move fiotn

place to place as convenience may command. The bouses

themselves are, in general, very small, consisting of one
floor, with a principal centre room, and one or two small

ones ; the centre is open in front for the display of their

merchandise. The houses are from twenty to thirty feel in

length, and about half that space in breadth. They are

raised about a fool above the water, and the roof is thatched

with palm-leaves. Every house is furnished with a small

canoe, in which the occupants pay visits, and go from place

to place to transact their business. Almost all the houses

seem to be occupiod by merchants and tradespeople, as shoe-

makers, tailors, &c. At all hours of the day boats arc recti

passing and repassing between the rows of houses and on
the open part of the river, which is a quarter of a mile in

width. These small boats are so light and sharp in their

form that they ascend will) ease against the stieam. The
form of the houses in this part of the town is chiefly Chinese,

and by far the greatest part of them are occupied by that

nation.

The land portion of the city extends on both sides of the

river to a distance of three or four miles, but especially on
the left bank. It is entirely built of wood, except the palaces

of the king, the temples, and the houses of some of the

ministers, which are constructed of bricks or w ith mud walls.

The mildness of tbe climate, the cheapness of the materials

used in building, and the little properly which the natives

possess, render them indifferent to the destructive ravages

of fire. From the great length which the city occupies, it

might be supposed to be a place of vast extent ; but thin is

not the case. The bouses rarely extend more than one or

two hundred yard* from the river, and much of this space

is occupied by fruit-trees. The bouses aro built on posts

driven into tbe earth and raised above the bank- a precau-

tion rendered necessary by tbe daily tides, and the annual

inundations to which the town is exposed. These houses

are not disposed in regular streets, for in this country there

are few or scarcely any roads or even pathways, the river

and canals forming the common highways, not only lor

goods but for passengers of every description. A boat,
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generally a imall one, i* attached to each house, whether
floating or not. for the use of the family. The lew streets

that Bang kok baa are passable only on foot, and in dry

weather. The houses themselves contain several small

apartments, of which the Chinese always allot the central

one for the reception of their household gods. The shops,

forming one side of the house, being shut up at night, are

converted into sleeping apartments.

The palace of the king is contiguous to the town, on the

left bank of the river, but higher up the stream. It is situ-

ated upon an island from two to three miles in length, but
of inconsiderable breadth, which is separated from the con-

tinent by a narrow arm of the river. The palace, and in-

deed almost the whole of the island, is surrounded by a
wall, in some parts of considerable height, here and there

furnished with indifferent-looking bastions, and provided

with numerous gates. The king, several of bis ministers,

and the numerous persons attached to the court, reside within
this space, moat of them in wretched huts made of palm
leaves. There is, in fact, but little distinction between this

place and other parts of the town, except it be that fewer

Chinese live here, and that the shops are of inferior quality.

The greater part of the space included by the wall consists

of waste ground, swamps, and fruit-gardens.

The town derives but little architectural ornament from
the public buildings, if we except the temples and their

numerous spires. The palaces are buildings of incon-

siderable sue, in the Chinese style, covered with a dimi-
nishing series of three or four tiled roofs, sometimes
ornamented by a small spire more remarkable for singu-
larity than for beauty. The greatest ornaments are the
temples: they cover a large extent of ground, and are
placed in the moat elevated and best situations, surrounded
by brick walls or bamboo hedges ; their inclosure contains
numerous rows of buildings disposed in straight lines. The
temples consist of one spacious, and. in general, lofty ball,

with numerous doors and window*. Both the exterior and
interior are studded with a profusion of minute and singular
ornaments of the most varied description. It is on the ends
of the buildings, and not on the sides, that the greatest care
has been bestowed in the disposition of the ornaments. A
profusion of gilding, bits of looking-glass, Chinese basins of
various colours, stuck into the plaster, sre among the most

r of the letcommon materials. The floor < • temple is elevated seve-
ral feet above the ground, and generally boarded or paved,
and covered with ooarse mala. In the central temple, which
has the form of a parallelogram, is a sitting figure of Buddha
of gigantic proportions. An area incloses this central temple,
and at a certain distance from it smaller temple* are dis-

posed in straight lines, filled likewise with gilded figure* of
Buddha, for the most part considerably larger than life.

Of these statues the greater number are made of cast iron,

others of brass, others of wood or clay, and all with studied
uniformity. In a separate apartment the sacred library is

preserved. Without the inclosure are the cells of the tale-

poms, or priests, which are wooden structures raised on
pillars, and extending, in a regular range, along the whole
face of the square. Crawford, in hi* Journal of an Kmbatry
to Me Courti of Siam and Cochin China, give* a minute
description of the moat extensive of these temples, the Prah
cbot-tap-pou, or Temple of the People.
One or more spires would appear to be a necessary part

of every Siamese temple. The great temple described by
Crawford had twenty-one. The most remarkable are those
railed Prah-cha-di. or the Roof of the Prah, or Lord, which
in Ceylon are named Dagoba. They are a solid building of
masonry, without aperture or inlet of any sort, generally
built in the neighbourhood of some temple ; but they are
not themselves a place or object of worship, and are slant •

dulinet from the temple itself. In their origin they would
appear to have" been sepulchral monuments, and destined

t<> commemorate either the death of Buddha or his trans-
lation to hcaien. The I'rah-cua-di of the large temple has
a light and handsome appearance. The lower part consists

of a series of dodrcshedral terraces, diminishing gradually
to nearly one- half of the whole height, where they are
succeeded by a handsome spire, fluted longitudinally, and
ornamented with numerous circular mouldings. The minor
ornaments are numerous, and towards the summit there
ts a globe of glass. The height of this singular monument
is stated to be 162 feet.

Bang kok is rathe* to be considered aa a Chinese colony
» as a Suraoss Iowa ; for by for the greatest number

of inhabitant* are Chines* end their descendants. The* is

partly to be attributed to its being a sea-pert situated em
a large river in a low country, but stilt more to its ongsm,

which is of modern date. When the anbent carats! of mat

empire was taken by the Burmese in 1 76*, and thw reysj

family was nearly destroyed, a merchant of
"'

Pia-tac either himself a Chinese, or of Chin
put an end to the existing anarchy, and
throne. He chose Bang-kok for his residence.

Pia-tac'* time it had been of little importance, and asset

chiefly for tlie excellence of its fruits, which were seat a
great abundance to Yuthia, or Judia. at that bate the earn-

tal of Siam. and situated considerably higher ap the met
Menam. Pia-tac favoured his country men, who settled m
great numbers in Bang-kok; and though Pat tae was

afterwards killed, and a Siamese dynasty followed oa taw

throne, they maintained themselves at this place. Fuslay-

son, in 1822. thought that their number exceeded

fourths of the population ; and a more modern ac

which is said to be founded on a census, gives to tans l

a population of 401.300 inhabitants, of whom J I*.*** ass

Chinese, and 60,000 more of Chinese extraction, waits las

Siamese amount only to 8000. Besides, there are I***

Cochin Chinese. 2500 natives of Camboja. &»• of Paga.

16,000 of Lsos, 2000 Birmans. 3000 Tavoyese, 30** Male? a.

and 1000 Christians. The Christians are natives <

by the Roman Catholics, or the desrendante of t

guese settled in these parts.

The settlement of the Chinese has been of great i

tage to the empire, and to Bang-kok in particular,

they have established iron manufactories, in which the ass-

duce of the mines, which are also worked by them, is formed

into utensils of different kinds, which are exported to me
countries inhabited by the Malays. Besides this, the aaaae-

factors of tin vessels is very considerable, as well a* iW
tanning of leather. The latter is not prepared for the par-

pose of making shoes, which are scarcely used, but for <

tng mattresses and for exportation toCnina. After t
~

the leather is dyed red with the bark of a species of i

Deer skins are chiefly used, which are procured «

abundance, and also those of the ox and bufalo. Thw ether

manufactures are of little importance.

Bang-kok is a place of considerable trade. The
river is deep up to the town, and even to the anbest <

Yuthia, to which the largest vessels might ascend, few* few

the bar at the mouth of the river, which baa only en feat

water upon it at low tides ; and from February to Srssaaaeer

thirteen feet and a half, and the remainder of the year, i *
in the seasons of the south-western moasooas and «s* tae

rain*, fourteen feet, at high tide*. Consequently only veasafe

of from 800 to 2)0 tons can enter the river. The meat si—
commerce is carried on with the porta of the Chinese eaapes,

especially with Sbanghae and the island of llamas ; feat

the trade between Singapore and other peaces of the acagn-

bourbood is rapidly increasing. The internal rs

with the extensive countries drained by the me*
which is navigable for boat* to a great

capital, is also very important. [See Siam.] tFualsyaaa ;

Crawford ; Atiatie Journal.)

BANGOR, a city and parish in the bandied of Cera-
Gwy rfai. in the county of Carnarvon, in North Wales. TV
city is situated at the base of a sleep rock, m a aims few-

tile vale, near the mcr Ogwen, and not for frwaa taa

northern entrance of the Mcnai Strait It reasserts W ess

narrow crooked street, about a mile in length, wwJt esaswsl

openings from the wster-side. According to tae Rev. t
Evan* ( lirautiri of England and H ait. vol. are. I it dames
its name from Utn, superior, and cor, a aoostv. shark aaasa*
the chief char. It afterwards racensdthe aadrtaaaal *ff*
latioo of ruarr, (treat, to distinguish U truss a ass II »if«c
of the same name in the county of KlinL The pier* s> »e»

of tery great antiquity. Inland, following the salasnls at

the Cbrunirle of John Harding, saye that Ceatsasj*. a
British prince, here erected s tempts and aedrwlid at St

M inert a. The flr»t authentic records, hemever, rn if i ti a*;

Baniror relate to the tilth century. In iti Deeasai. *».

according to Pennant. Daniel, here fownded a rwitsgw. TV*
building ws» dedaaled to the founder, whose i in la» par-

se*! rectory sUil bears. What the edges I extra* as* aa*

college was cannot now be ascairtswul. The rweVsjs was
raised sbout the year M0 to the dignity of s assBwaasa. sad
the founder was aptuinted Ushoa. The fi stent ^ssnsesaUas

of the bishopric embrace* the whole af Angfejasa. weak fehs
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wboU of Carnarvonshire, except four parishes; fourteen

parishes in Denbighshire, mvoii in Montgomeryshire, and a
part of Merionethshire. It bat three ejendcaconries—An-

gtesce . Bangor, and Merioneth. The two former are held
with the bishopric. Merioneth U the only archdeaconry in

which officialties occur: thia archdeaconry only include*

fourteen parishes, and the archdeacon appear* to have no
further power* than ' to visit and receive the annual procu-

rations.' (See Willi*'* Survey of the Cathedral Church of
Bangor.) In the twenty-sixth year of Henry VIII. the
revenues of the See of Bangor were valued at 151/. 3*. per
annum, or 131/. 16*. Ad. clear; but it is generally supposed
that they are now worth at least 1200/. a year, "the officer*

belonging to the cathedral are a bUhop, a dean, three arch-

deacons, a treasurer, two endowed prebendaries, a precentor,

a chancellor, and three canons, with several other* of in-

ferior rank.

The cathedra! founded by St Deiniul was destroyed by
the Saxons in 1071 ; but was rebuilt from funds collected

by a synod held in 1102 at Westminster, for reforming the

church. King John, in 1212, took the then bishop prisoner

while officiating at the altar, but released him on receiving

a handsome ransom. It suffered severely in the wars which
took place between the Welsh and Henry HI. in 1247,

and was again completely destroyed by fire in U02, during
the war which followed the revolt of Owen Glendwr. For
about a hundred years afterwards, the insurgent* ofAuglesea
kept possession of the bishopric Between 1496 and 1500
the choir was rebuilt by Bishop Dean at his own expense.

In 1532 the tower and nave were erected by Bishop 8kef-
•ngton. which fact is commemorated by an inscription over
the wot door. The dimensions of the cathedral, as thus
rebuilt a second time, are given by Mr. Rickman (Ettayi
am Gothic Architecture) as follows :—

f^
Length of the cathedral from east to west . 214
Length of the tower at the west end . 19
Length of the nave or body ... 141
Length of the choir, which extends entirely to the east

end and begins beyond the transepts . 63
Length of the cross aisle* from north to south . 96
Breadth of the body and side aisles . . 60
Height of the body to the top of the roof . . 31
Height of the tower .... CO
Square of the tower . . . .24
Bishop Bulkeley, instead of following the example of his

two predecessors, and improving the cathedral, alienated, in

1347. much of its property. He applied to his own use a
considerable part of the lands which belonged to the see, and
even sold the bells of the cathedral. For this sacrilege he
was. according to Godwin, struck blind soon after committing
it (See Godwin, De Presulibut.) The statement of the

blindness is. however, generally discredited, as there are

receipts extant which were written immediately before Bulke-
ley'* death, which happened on March 14, 1552. The
cathedral is at present in a state of very good repair, for

which it is indebted to the late Dr. Warren, bishop of the
diocese. This prelate, early in the present century, ex-

pended a large sum in repairing and beautifying the cathe-

dral. He also built the harbour, which has proved of so

much benefit to the city. The remains of several Welsh
prince*, with those of a number of bishops and other dis-

tinguished ecclesiastics, lie within this cathedral. The tomb
of Prince Owen Gryffydd is still in • perfect state beneath

an arched recess.

The bishop, as lord of the manor, has the immediate ju-

risdiction of the city. The living is not in charge, but is a
vicarage, the patronage of which is vested in the bishop.

The bishopric is one of the poorest in the country, but the
bishops are allowed to hold some good benefices in com'

The bishop's palace stand* in a low situation below the

cathedral, in Pennant's time it was but a very indifferent

residence; early in the present century, however, it was
greatly improved by Bishop Warren.

Bangor has a free grammar school, which stands at a small

distance from the city. It is a handsome brick building,

and was erected and endowed by Dr. Jeffiry Glynn, brother

of Bisbop Glynn, about the year 1547. The endowment ori-

ginally was only equal to about 60/. per annum to the mas-
ter, and 35/. to the usher ; but owing to tho improvement

which has since taken place in land, and the number of

i which the master usually has, the situation is now

worth from 350/. to 400/. per annum. There are three
national schools in the parish of Bangor, and an infant

school in the town.

Bangor has also an hospital or almshouse, which was
founded early in the seventeenth century by Dr. Rowland,
one of the bishops of tho place. By that prelate's will, dated
July I, 1616. be bequeathed an estate in lands for the erec-

tion and endowment of an almshouse, * to accommodate six

poor old impotent tingle men, each of whom shall receive

two shillings per week, and annually six yards of friexe for

their clothing.

In the year 1809 a public dispensary was established

by voluntary subscription, called ' The Carnarvonshire
and Anglesea Loyal Dispensary.' According to tbe state-

ment of the committee appointed to superintend the erection

of the building, the dispensary was determined on by the

gentlemen assembled in Bangor to celnbrato the fiftieth

anniversary of the reign of George III. Their object was to

avail themselves of tho occasion to give a decided proof of
loyalty to tho king, and humanity to their most destitute

fellow-subjects. The subscription list was soon filled up,

and a small neat building was erected close to the London
road. The dispensary supplies tbe poor with medicine and
medical advice gratis.

The trade of tbe city consists almost entirely in slates,

which are taken to Port Penrhyn from the quarries ot

Llandegai, a place about eight miles distant by means of
a railway mane for the purpose. These quarries give con-
stant employment to upwards of a thousand workmen, »n.l

they produce a large revenue to the proprietor. Near Garth
Ferry, in the Mensi Strait there is a fishery of some extent.

The city has three excellent inns, a market-place, and
assembly-rooms. The large inn called the Penrhyn Arms,
near tbe city, was built by Mr. D. Pennant, the present pro-
prietor of Penrhyn Castle, near Bangor. The Independents,
the Wesleyan Methodists, and Baptists, have severally nl.iccs

of worship in it The appearance of the town altogether is

neat. It was a place ofgreat importance in antient times, and
is supposed to have occupied the whole of the rising ground
between the present city and Bangor Ferry, a distance of two
miles. Of lata the place has been rapidly increasing, both
in population and importance, and it is now one of the con-
tributory boroughs in the Carnarvon district for returning
a member to parliament having been added to the other

five by the iate Reform Act. Its vicinity to tho tea, and
the beauty of the situation and surrounding scenery, have
brought it into some note as a fasbionablo bathing-place

;

and since tbe erection of the Menoi Suspension Bridge
many thousand person* have annually visited Bangor. A
number of houses have recently been built for the visiter*

in the summer season, and many tasteful villa* have sprung
up in the neighbourhood of tbe place. Tbe rides and
walks around the city are numerous and pleasant. The
great road from Dublin to London passes through Bangor.
It bos four annual fairs, on the 5tb of April, the i!5th of
June, the 16th of September, and the 28th of October. It

ha* also a weekly market on Friday, which is remarkable
for the abundance and cheapness of its provisions : indeed,

it is generally allowed to be one of the cheapest towns
in the kingdom. (See Warner's Walk through Halm )

Bangor is distinguished as the place in which arose tho
well-known Bangorian Controversy, which caused so much
excitement in the early part of the last century. That
memorablo controversy had it* origin in the circumstance
of Dr. Hoadly, then bishop of Bangor, advancing some no-

tions contrary to those entertained by tbe Church respect-

ing tho spirituality of Christ's kingdom. [See Hoadly ]

Eastward of the city about three-quarters of a mile arc the

remains of a castle, which was erected by Hugh, Earl of

Chester, in the reign of William II.

Among tho interesting objects which are seen from
Bangor is Snowdon. Tbe parish of Bangor is five miles

in length and four in breadth. Tbe city is 198 miles
north-west of London, and nine miles north-east of Carnar-
von. By the road it is 236 miles from London. Tbe popu-
lation in 1S31 was 4751, of whom 1983 were males, and
2768 females. (See Hiitory of Wale*, edition of 1697

;

Willis's Surrey of the Cathedral Church of Bangor

;

Carlisle** Dictionary of Walrt ; Pennant'* Tour through
Haiti ; Camden's Britannia, by Gough ; Beautir* of
England and Wale*, by the Rev. J. Evans; Godwin, De
Pretulibus; Warner's Walk through Hale*; Rk-kman's
Eteayi on Gothic Architecture; Population Reportt.)
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BANGOR, or BKNCHOR, signifying the White Choir,

a borough and sea-port town in the rounty of Down in Irc-

Und. Ft is partly in the barony of Aide* and partly in that

of Castlereegli, and situated on the hay of Carrickfergu*.

It it a place of ureal antiquity, though the date of iu founda-

tion is not known. It wa* at one time famous for it* abbey

of canon*, which wa* founded by St Cornwall, a person of

noble family, in the middle of the sixth century. It U said

that there were 3000 resident monk* in it at tlio time of its

greatest prosperity. Cormac, King of Leinstcr, is reported

to have closed his life in the abbey, in the year .167. It waa
restored in 1 120 by St. Malarhv. having previously gone to

ruin*; eome remains of tho a(>bey still exist. The town

waa originally govomcd by a provost and twelve burgc«*cs,

who, before the union between Great Britain and Ireland,

had the right of returning two members to the Irish parlia-

ment. Bangor hat lately had a pier erected, with a view to

the encouragement of the deep sea fishery, for which the

place it said to bo well adapted. In the parish, which is

called by tho same name, there it a lead-mine of some
value, which is worked by the Mining Company of Ireland.

Lord Bangor, the proprietor of the place, supports a school

in the borough, out of his own private purse, in which fifty-

six girls are educated ; and Lady Dufllcn maintains a
school, in the parish, which give* a good education to forty

girls. Bangor it 75 mile* north-east of Dublin, or 114

mile* by the road. It ha* three annual fair*, one on January
20th. another on Muy 1st, and the third on November 22nd.

The population of the town is 1520, and of the parish 9355.

BANGOR-ISCOED.orBANGOR-IS Y COED, which
meant Bangor-below-thc-Wood. a village and parish, partly

in the county of Flint and partly in the county of Denbigh
in North Wale*. It it beautifully tit usted on the eastern

banks of the Dee, in an open and fertile country. Bangor
wa* once the seat ofone of the largest monasteries in Britain ;

and according to Bede, the ecclesiastical historian, this mo-
nastery, which stood for many centuries, was the first erected

in this island. At one time it contained 24C0 monk*, who.
dividing themselves into seven bands or companies, passed

their time alternately in prayer and labour. They were
not only able by their own industry to support iln-mscKc*,

but to give large supplies of food and clothing to the poor
of Ibe neighbourhood. Many thousand* of religious per-

sons were sent out from Ibi* monastery to all parts of the

country, among whom wa* the celebrated Pelagius. In the
day* of St Augustine the monks of tin* monastery were dis-

tinguished for their xealou* opposition to the usurpation* of
the church of Room ; and they deputed seven bishop* to meet
that distinguished missionary from the pope, for the purpose
of remonstrating against the undue power which his holiness
was beginning to assume over them and the rburche* of
Britain. On finding St. Augustine both obstinate and in-

solent, they abruptly left him, and for eome centuries after-

ward* the monk* of Bangor and their successors maintained
a purer system of doctrine and discipline than existed in

any other part of Europe. If Bede may be credited. St
Augustine was to enraged at the noble and resolute stand
which the bishop* made against the encroachment* on their

right* by the pope, as to instigate Elhelfrid to commit the

massacre of the monks which followed soon after. The
{

place i* full of the trace* of this antient monastery ; and
many cunoua fragment* of architecture and other anti-

quities are from time to time dug up in the neighbourhood.
The population of tho vdlage i* about 1000 : it is ICO miles
N.W. of London.
(Camden* Britannia; Pennant* Tour; Carlisle s

Topographical Dictionary o/ H'alti ; trvrral r-Jumn •/
Travel* through N ultt ; Pupuiation ftepirtt fur till, itr.t

BANGOR, a post-town in the United States, and capital

of the county of Penobscot in the state of Maine, at the dis-

tance of 620 miles N.E. of Washington. Its •ilustion is plea-

sant, and very advantageous in a commercial point of \ u-w.

bang on t lie western bank of the Penobscot rner, which
u nawgabl* to the town for vessels of JuO or 400 ton*
burden. It is a small but increasing town, sod contains
theological somiliary, a court-house, and other public build
mgs. The theological seminary waa incorporated in 1*1 J,

for the purpose of r*wpanng )oung men of the Congrega-
tional dVnominsuoo fur lb* ministry. The number which
had been educated since the foundation was 62 in the sear
laaj, when there were two profess*** and six students. Il

vJtbrary of ***# volumes. The population of toe n
\ « lit*. U9t in lb*5. and *m» w I W«.

BANIATs'S. The word Banian ia • tommUm af the
8anscrit banii or bamk, ' a merchant, a trader, and is the
term by which Hindoo* visiting foreign countries for a***,

cantile purposes are generally designated. We find Hindoo
merchant* noticed at an early period dunng the middle age*
in several of the most distinguished trading towns «a* the
East. Marco Polo mentions Hindoo* among the forasga
trader* who visited the fair of Tabnx ; and in spcakJsai af

Aden he describe* it a* • an excellent port, frequented by
ships arriving from India with spires and drugs. Be wa*
acquainted with the tnodo in which these corumoditkta w**a
transported from Aden to Ixiwer Egypt, vu., first aa
Arabian vessels up the Red Sea, to an Egypt.an scavMi
(K<KM*ir) ; thence, by camels, to a place on the Nile (Kan

.

afterwards to Kcne). and from thence, on boats, down la*
river to Cairo, and finally to Alexandria. Indian i

appear also to have settled, during the middle an*, eat

eastern coast of Africa : Vasro de Gam a, on his first toy-

met with several Indian trading-vessel* in the port af
Melimle (De Barrot, .(riu. Doc. I., liv. iv.,c 5) ; and at

not improbable that the information which they aJbrdcd may
have been of material utility to the early Portugwea* natv
gator* in discovering the passage by sra to India. Ia saana
of the principal towns of Persia and Arabia, the
appear to have sometimes formed a considerable
society, and to have possessed much political influence. Il

is said thai the Portuguese were driven from their paassrs-

sions at Muscat through the treachery of a Banian, eke
thus resented an insult offered to his fataih. (NseWhr.
Bnchmbung von Aralnen, p. 297.) In 17(5 there »•*»
no more than twenty Hindoo merchant* srttUd at Iftau

,

but a new caravanserai was at that time built

to be appropriated to their accommodation, in order te'i

them to visit Shirax in greater number*. Some Hind**
are settled aa far to the north and west aa Astrakhan. [ •*•»

Astrakhan.] (Niebuhr's Reitr6r$<hmhmmg. ate . ssA *.,

p. 270.) The Banians do not at the present day font •

distinct das* or caste in India, nor are they *« /mated m
such in the antient Hindu law-eade*. Some tratsUW*. e g
Tavernier (Voyage* Hei Indt: liv. nL e. 3), have weed tar
name Banian as synonymous with Vaisya. the iti mnarssw
of the whole caste of merchants, husbandmen, and 1 1 a i

nic* ; but this seems unsupported by Oriental aatberwr
BA'NIAS (IIukhJc Stephen. Bjtant). a town ef Pais*

tine, situated at the foot of a branch of 1 m i I iianai. assw

called Jebel Hcish, the Mount Hermoo of Senptwrr. ssri
was tho northern boundary of the Children of Israel, nasi

the Paneium of tlie Roman*. Bania* is supposed to he »•
or near the site of the Dan of the Jew*. Its name wa*
changed to Cawarca Ptnlippi, by Philip the Tetrarc*. as*
of Herod ; the former part of the name » as in hoawwr <*f law

Emperor Tiberius, to which Philip added hat ewn by way
of distinguishing it from the Cacsarc* on the est
The modem village contain* only about lie assess**,

mostly inhabited by Turks, but there are al«o Ceswia,
Druzes. and Arabs; it is a dependency on the bsi sf
Haabeya. about twenty miles to the northward, whan* Kav*
nominates the Sheikh. It stands oo a triangular smapssl
pie«'e of ground enclosed by the n»cr of Bam** nasi l^e
Jordan, and barked by the mountain*, at the fouf isf wLara,
to the N.E. of the village, the mcr of Bania* take* at* ra*
in a spacious cavern beneath a preripttiMi* nark. T*ss
prec.p.ie has several niches, in one of ehirn the bnae af »

•tatue still remains ; and each of ibrtn had an us**rta<as> at

Greek character*, which are now so nearly efface*; as It as

unintelligible. The largest of thrse u wiltnu the laiecu ease
the nunu of tlie rt»cr. sn I ptoUsbly eisatain**) a sLata* sf

I'aa, as the others may liaie contained suni'ar it In ilssas

to Itial or other deities. Toe ratrrn and Paneium I PnwiV
or sanctuary of pan. are described by Jusewhus i^srssi
War, in., lu. 7). from slmn it appears' lb si tit* fas,anas* at

spring wa* considered a* tlie source of the Jordan, stkJ ft*
outlet of the small lake Pluala He says that Ptsstn law
Tctrarrli made tho cxpcnmrul. by ihrvamg chef I t* ta*
lake, » h.di came out at tlie spnnc* of Bania*. *< ~rn i that
spring are gieal quantities of large hewn stsssssx. www*
probibty belonged to the Temple of Augustus, WssJt be
Herod. Philip al»> a<lded grewtly to the lawn mJmmi
Josrphus (J-u-i,h Har, il, V. I) calls turn the fiiinawa *f
Capsarva in Itaiu js.

Although ihesi' spring* are b) far the I

are not the ta>»t distant from the Dead S»*v i

considered as the true soures of the Jordan, wl
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lim it at •boat four miles N.E. of Ban in, near tho foot of a

kill called Tel-el- Kadi, where there are t«o springs, the
larger of which forma at once a river from twelve to fifteen

yards broad, which rushes rapidly over a stony bed. and
passing aouth of Banias, forms a junction a little below
thai village with the river of Baniaa. There are no ruin*
about the** springs, but near ihrm is a ainnll village called

Knkcil. Thi» stream ia Mill called Dhun ; nnd it is said that

the river of Baniaa «a* formerly calli-d Djmir, whence
the name Jordan. But the Hebrew form of the word ia

Yardtn, not Jordan. (See Jordan.]
The river of Baniaa flows on the north fide of the village,

where there ia a well-built bridge, and tome remains of the
anbent town ; bnt the principal part ofthe old town appears
to have stood on the opposite side of the river, where the
rain* extend nearly a mile from the bridge. No walls remain,
hot (rreat quantities of atone and architectural fragments
are scattered about ; there are also some granite columns
enure. On the south side of the village are the ruins of a
very strong cattle, surrounded by a ditch and wall ; several

of the towers are still standing, and there are flvo or six

granite columns built in the doorway. From an Arabic
inscription, it appears to have been built about the middle
of the 13th century, during the crusades. About four

miles to the eastward of the village, on an eminence, are

the ruins of another eastlo, once evidently a strong fortress,

and apparently coeval with that in the village. It is sur-

rounded by a wall ten ffeet thick, and flanked with numerous
round towers built with equal blocks of stone about two feet

square, and baa only one gate on the south side. Tl.is

castle, which is called the Castle of Banias, contains the
ruins of many private habitations ; and at both western cor-

ners there ia a succession of strongly-built low apartments
like cells, dark, vaulted, and provided with loop-holes for

muvjuetry ; there are alto four wells in this cattle full of
water. The view from thia spot it magnificent, commanding
Ibe beautiful and richly-wooded plain of the Houle, with a
part of its lake in front, and an extensive range of barren
mountain* (the branches of Anti-Libanus) to the northward.
The country ia well-cultivated, and abounds in game.
Tracee of an antient paved way may still be teen

; probably
the Roman road to Damascus.

Baniaa ia about 23 miles E. by N. of Tyre.
(Burckbardt's Travel* in Syria ; Pocoeke'a Description

o/ lAe Eatt; Seetxen s Travel*; Mangles and frby

;

Plinv. v., 15.)

BANISHMENT, expulsion from any country or place
by thejudgment of tome court or other competent authority.

The term baa Ha root in the word ban, a word of frequont
use in the middle ages, having the various significations of
a public edict or interdict, a proclamation, a jurisdiction and
the district within it, and a judicial punishment Hence a
person excluded from any territory by public authority was
said to be banished— bannittu, in oannum mit*ut, (See
Durange, roc. Bannire, Bannum; l'asquier, Recherchet,

pp. 147. 732.)

As a punishment for crimes, compulsory banishment it

unknown to the antient unwritten law of England, although
voluntary exile, in order to escape other punishment, was
sometimes permitted. [See Abjuration.] The crown has
always exercised, in certain emergencies, the prerogative of

restraining a subject from leaving the realm ; but it is a
known maxim of the common law, that no subject, how-
ever criminal, shall be sent out of it without his own con-

sent, or by authority of parliament. It is accordingly

declared by the Great Charter, that ' no freeman shall be
exiled unless by the judgment of his peers or the law of

the land.'

There are, however, not wanting instances in our history

of an irregular exercise of the power of banishing an ob-

noxious subject by the mere authority of the crown ; and
in the case of parliamentary impeachment for a misde-
meanor, perpetual exile has been made part of the sen-

tence of the House of Lords with the assent of the king.

(See Sir Giles Mompeason s ease, in the reign of James I.,

reported by Rushworth and Selden, and cited in Comyn's
Difeit. title ' Parliament,' L 44.) It may be noticed also,

that aliens and Jewa (formerly regarded as aliens) have, in

many instances, been banished by royal proclamation. [See

AttSN.]
Banishment is said to have been first introduced as a

punishment in the ordinary courts by a statute in the thirty-

bub )cw of the reign -of Elizabeth, by which it was

enacted, that ' such rogues as were dangerous to the inferior

people should be banished the realm;' but an instance
occurs in an early statute of uncertain date (usually printed
immediately after one of the eighteenth year of Edward II.),

by which butchers who sell unsound meat are compelled to

abjure the village or town in which the offence was com-
mitted. At a much later period the punishment now called

transportation was sanctioned by the legislature, and has
in other cases been made the condition on which the crown
has consented to pardon a capital offence. In the latter

case, transportation to Port Jackson may be truly described
in the language of Cicero, * Bxilium, non supplicium, sed
perfugium portusquc supplier!.' [8ee Tuvkspobtatioi*.]

Banishment, in some form, has been prevalent in the
criminal law of most nations, antient as well as modern.
Among the Greeks two kinds were in use:— I. Perpetual
exile («er4). attended with confiscation of property and
employed as a punishment for crimes ; 2. Ostracism, as

it was called at Athens, or Pctalism, the term in use at

Syracuse, a temporary expulsion, unaccompanied by loss of
property, and inflicted sometimes upon persons whose in-

fluence, arising either from great wealth or eminent merit,

made them the objects of popular suspicion or jealousy.

Among tho Romans there were three forms of banish-

ment : — I . Relegation, which was the mildest form, obliged

the offender to reside in some assigned place abroad, either

for a fixed time or for life, hut subjected him to no other
civil disability or loss. Of this nature was the banishment
to which we owe the plaintive poetry of Ovid. 2. Erile.

or the ' interdiction of fire and water,' was a severer

penalty. It prescribed no particular place of abode, nor
did it directly or expressly sentence the culprit to expa-
triation ; but by depriving him of every possible means
of living in his own country, it indirectly compelled him to

seek another, and eventually stripped him of the rights of

a Roman citizen. 3. The last kind of banishment was De-
portation. It was introduced in place of the interdiction,

and by it the criminal incurred all the civil forfeitures of exile,

and was usually conveyed to some remote island (sec Tacit.

Hilt. i. 2), in which his life was rendered painful by fetters,

by forced labour, or by the natural effects of the climate.

Deportation therefore differed little from the modem punish-

ment of transportation, except as far as regards the health-

iness of the spot selected ; and it was further attended by
the same consequences of civil death during the continuance

of the term of punishment. Hence it was that the dav of

his return from exile was called his second birth-day.

(Heinecc., Antiq. Bom. Syntagma, lib. i. tit 16 • Digetta,

lib. xlviii. tit. 22.)

BANISTER is a corrupt term for Baluster [see Bai.cs-

ter]. It ia used to express the wooden railings inclosing

the stairs of a house.

BANJARMASSIN, a district and town on the south

coast of the island of Borneo, situated in 3° N. lat,'and

1 1
4° 55' E. long. The town is built on the banks of the

river Banjarmnssin. at the mouth of which is a bar which
prevents the entrance of all vessels except small boats, and
even these can only past in or out at certain states of tbo

tide. Beyond this bar it has been ascertained that the river

is navigable for at least fifty miles from the sea. It does

not appear that any European has ever proceeded higher

up the stream. Vessels trading to the town anchor in the

harbour of Tombanjou or Tombomeo, near the mouth of

the river.

In 1614 the East India Company opened a trade with this

place, which does not appear to have been persevered in at

that time. In 1703, after some previous negotiations, the

Company tent Mr. Allen Catchpole. with several other of

their servants, to scttlo a factory; but in 1707 the English

were driven away by the natives. At this time the place

appears to have been subject to the king of Cochin China.

The next trading with Banjarmaasin on the part of Euro-

peans was in the year 1736, when the English East India

Company sent a ship with presents, and asked permission

to purchase a cargo of pepper. The facilities given by the

nativo authorities on this occasion do not appear to have

been great, for it was not until 1 738 that the ship ««
enabled to leave the island with a cargo, and the prices

demanded for the pepper were so high aa to afford no in-

ducement for a speedy repetition of the adventure. An
attempt at commercial intercourse was again made in 1 74C,

when the sultan caused the captain of the «hip to be kept

for some time a prisoner, and took possession of his vessel
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a* a guard-ship. In the following year the Dutch Rut
India Company entered into a contract with the sultan for

the monopoly of pepper in his dominions, and from that

time until tho conquest of Java, in 1811, the English had
no intercourse with the place.

The Dutch settlement at Banjannassin was maintained

from 1 747 to 1810. but does not appear at any time during
that period to have been in a flourishing state. In the last-

mentioned year it was abandoned by Marietta) Daendela
in favour of the Malay sultan, upon payment by him of

50,000 Spanish dollars to the Dutch government.

In 1811 Banjannassin was considered as a dependency
of Java, and a British garrison was sent there, together

with a resident on the part of the East India Company.
The settlement thus made waa retained by the Company
until 1817, when it was ceded to the Dutch, who, it is un-
derstood, continue to the present time on friendly terms
with the sultan.

Many Chinese reside constantly at Banjannassin. whence
they carry on a considerable trade wilh China. The im-
ports of the town are principally of piece goods, cutlery,

opium, gunpowder, and fire-arm* ; the produce exported in

return consists of pepper, gold dust, wax, camphor, spires,

rattans, becbede-nter, and edible birds-nest*. Some steel

of very superior quality is also procured at this place.

(Slavonnus's i"iimif(et; Rattles's Juni ; Report of Select

Committee of the llotue of Lordt on Ike Foreign Trade of
the Kingdom, 1820 and 1821.)

BANK, in barbarous Latin bancui, literally signifies a
bench or high scot ; but as a legal term it denotes a seat of
judgment, or tribunal for tho administration of justice. In
a rude state of society, justice is usually administered in the
open air, and tho judges ore placed in an elevated situation

both for convenience and dignity. Thus it appears that the
antient Britons were accustomed to construct mounds or
benches of turf for the accommodation of their superior
judges. (Seo Spcltnan, ad rerbum.) It is clear, however,
that in very early times in this country there was a distinc-

tion between those superior judicial officers who, for the
sake of eminence, sat upon a bench or tribunal, and the
judges of inferior courts, such as hundred courts and courts
baron, the latter being analogous to tho judieei pedanei of
the Roman law—a kind of inferior judges, whose duties are
not very clearly defined, but who are expressly slated to
have derived their denomination a pedibus, auod pede
pianojudicarcnt non pro tribunal! . (See Calvin s Lexicon
Jundtcum, ad vocem Pedanei.)

In consequence of this distinction, the king's judges,
or those who were immediately appointed by tho crown to
administer justice in the superior courts of common law.
were in process of time railed justices of the bench, or,
as they are always at) led in records, jutticiarii de banco.
This term, in former time*, denoted the judges of a
peculiar court held at Westminster, which is mentioned in

records of tho reign of Richard I., and must therefore have
made its appearance, under the name of bantam or bench,
not long after the Conquest. This court no doubt derived
its oamo from its stationary character, being permanently
bold at Westminster, whereas the curia or aula regit followed
the person of the king. (See Maddox's Hilton/ of ike Ex-
chequer, p. 539.) This institution was the origin of the
modern t ourt of Common Pleas, and the judges of that
court retain the technical title of ' Justices of the Bench at
Westminster' to the present day; whereas the formal title

of the King's Bench judges is * the justices assigned to hold
pleas in the court of the king before the king himself.' For
many centuries, boweter, the Utter court has been popu-
Url) railed the Court of King's Bench, and the judges of
both these courts hate been described in acta of parliament
and records in general terms as • the judge* of either bench'
Uudteet ttinwKfue bann) ; but the barons of the Court of
Exchequer have never been denominated judges of the
bench, though, in popular language, a new baron, on his

creation, is, has the other judges, said to be raised to the
bench.

The phrase of sitting in banco, or in bank, merely denotes
the sessions daring the law Unas, when the judges of seek
court sit together upon their several benches. In that sense
it w used by Olan< ilia, who wrote in the reign of Henry 11,
and who enumerates certain arts to be done by justices in
banco —denttbue. Itayt ,n bank are day* particularly ap-
pointed by the courts, or imposed upon them by Tarioua

Haws, when process must be returned, or when parties

servod with writ* ate to make their appearance in ftal

court. The day in bank is so called in opposition u Use
day at Nisi Prius, when a trial by a jury takes pUre aceera-

ing to the provision* of tho statute of Nun Prats. [See
Assixa.l
BANK—BANKER—BANKING. These three ob-

jects are so intimately connected, that it would hardly be
possible to give any clear description of them separately.

By tho term ' bank n understood tho establishment %m
carrying on the business to be described; the * banket' »
the person by whom the business is conducted . ma* taw
expression ' banking' is commonly used to denote the sys-

tem unon which that business is msnaged. and the prin-

ciples by which it should be governed or regulated.

In all populous and civilitcd communities, sod i m i

cially in such as are to any great extent roatarrrtal, the
busineaa of banking is one in the proper understand!ag aasi

ngbt conducting of which live public generally ta. beyanal sal

other businesses, interested. Errors, however grave, eean-

mitted by those who are engaged in the business at an-
porting and exporting, or in manufacturing and deaUag at

goods, are fur the moat part mischievous only to the paruaa
immediately concerned, and to those with wboaa they nvsy
individuslly bold commercial relations. But errors wish
regard to the principles or practice which should guvera the
trade of banking, extend their evil consequences to a far

wider field, and in such cases the mischief cannot fail fc> he
felt in some degree by almost every member of the osea-

munity.
This fact appears so obvious upon the slightest

that it must afford matter for surprise when we <

bow trilling • degree the better informed among the usar-

eantile body, and even the greater part of those who an
actually engaged in the business, have attempted to ansa
any knowledge of the true theory of banking; while she
remaining portions of the community, as welit
station in life renders attention to matters of

"

necessary, as those whose humble rank ajar

opportunity of acquiring a practical knowledge of nv
money transactions, with but very few exceptions i

have considered the question a* one with wbirb Uery hats*

no concern. It it foreign to our purpose to enter at Urge
upon tho discussion of any of those controverted potato caa-

nected with the theory of banking, which a few years star*

were agitated in a manner which demonstrated how htaW
the aubiect must have previously been understood. Mara
practical, and, in other respects, well-informed men draWwi
moat essentially upon some of the moat fundamental prin-

ciples of that theory. In the few remarks as* a grarrU
nature that may be here offered, our design will ananeatty
be to awaken attention to the subject while l>y bnagmg for-

ward some of the mora prominent facts and i in iiaatlaasai

as they have arisen and exist, we may be ahie to aaWd that

degree of knowledge which will form the best and sat
practical groundwork for speculative invasligibona, end at

the same Uroe prove a preservative against the
which are likely to result from ptausibU fallacara.

We propose to consider the subject of bank* and
'

under the following beads

:

I. A brief historical sketch of the origin and pr-1

of banking.

II. An explanation of the objects and l
of banking, including a desertpttuo of the «i

kinds of banks.

III. The history and constitution of the Bank of Kariaad.
IV. The art of banking, as csmed on by pmale **a»-

blisbments snd joint-stock asanattues m Lanana
and other pans of England, and in lrr'.sa«l

V. A description of the 8<o<< li system of banking.

VI. Some notice* of the banking system ssiUwrd * tin

United Slates of America.

I. Hillorieal tkelch of the orient and pragm$ y Aant
ing.—The vague notices which are bund in aatsml »i I si

.

both av red and profane, runnerled with dsalirags m mm am
a* • separate business, appear to warrant the anWrf that

banking, in the sense whereto it » now unoWsee 4. was
but littU known or reactaed in very masts a in li. la
tins** when nations were chiefly engaged m yaili rsJ » mfrt-

cultural pursuits, the trade of banking would hnnUt
itself to anybody as a proaUbW calling , and nntu. as aW
progress of a rotnmonitv towards nvikaatssn. the rxtrnt 4
lU eotnmemal dealings had bervuse »erj ronsidcrnser, s«
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would be led to give their attention to the occupation of
facilitating the money operation* of the re»t of the mercantile
community. At first this oflice would doubtleia be under-
taken for other* by the more comiilerable traders, and a
further, period would elapno before it would become a sepa-
rata business.

It is probable that tho necessity for some such arrange-
ment would be first experienced in consequence of the dif-

ferent weights and decrees of fineness of the coined monies
and bullion which would pass in tho courso of business be-
tween merchants of different nations. The principal occu-
pation of the money changers mentioned by St Matthew,
by whom the sacredness of the Jewish Temple was invaded,
was doubtless that of purchasing the coins of one country,
and paying for them in those of their own or of any oilier

people, according to the wants and convenience of their cus-

tomers. It is likewise probable that they exercised other
functions proper to the character of bankers, by taking in

and lending out money, for which they either allowed or
charged interest (Matthew xxv. 27).

The bankers of Athens appear to have fulfilled most of
the functions belonging to the trade, (lice Demotthenei
again*! Aphobui, Or. I.) They received money in de-
posit at one rate of interest, and lent it out at another

;

they advanced money upon the security of goods, and lent

sums in one place to be repaid in another. They likewise

dealt in foreign coins, and appear to have occasionally ad-

raneed money to the state for public purposes. Some of
liiem, as we are told, acquired great wealth. In the treatise

written by Xenopbon on the revenues of Attica, we find a
remarkable project for the formation of a bank, the sub-
scription to which should be open to all the Athenians.

The object of this project was to raise a great revenuo, by
taking advantage of the high rate of interest then currently

paid by commercial adventurers, and which sometimes
reached the exorbitant rate of twenty-five per cent The
grandeur of this scheme of Xenopbon, which was intended

to combine the whole free population of Athens into one
great banking company, could hardly have been in agree-

ment with the condition of a society in which the element of
mutual confidence was but scantily infused. To afford a
batter chance of success to his proposal, Xenophon endea-

voured to engage the public spirit of his countrymen in its

favour, by suggesting that a part of the great gains which it

could not fail to produce might be employed ' to improve the

port of Athena, to form wharfs and docks, to erect halls,

exchanges, warehouses, market-places, and inns, for all

which tolls and rents should be paid, and to build ships to

be let to merchant*.' (Mitford's Hutory of Greece, voL iv.

fv M.)
The successive conquests of the Romans having canted a

great mass of wealth to be accumulated in the imperial

city, a necessity arose for the establishment of bankers.

These traders wero called indifferently by the name of

argeniarii, mentani, numularii, and their establishments

received the name of tabernat argenlariee, or metua? nu-

tnularit*. The Roman government was accustomed to

appoint bankers for the receipt of taxes, who in to far acted

only a* public officers and were of no further utility to

the community. Other private bankers conducted money
business in Rome in a manner very similar to that now in

use in Europe. They were the depositaries of the revenues

«T the wealthy, who through them made their payment* by

written orders. They also took in money on interest from

•one. and lent it at higher rates to others ; but this banking

trade does not appear to have been held in much repute in

Rome, where a great prejudice existed against the practice

•f making a profit from the loan of money. In the reign of

Augustus, a fund was created from tho property of criminals

which became forfeited to (he state, and out of this fund

sums were lent to such citizens as applied, and who could

give satisfactory security for the repayment. This system

ww continued, with some modifications, in the succeeding

"fJunOg the middle ages, in which commerce and the

arts can hardly be said to have existed, there could be

no field open for the hanking business; but on the re-

vival of commerce in the twelfth century, and when the

otiaa of Italy engrossed nearly all tho trade of Europe, the

D#rnuty again arose for the employment of bankers.

These at first carried on their business in the public market-

pWn. or exchanges, where their dealing* were conducted

00 benches, whence the origin of the word bank, from bancn.

tho Italian word for a bench. The successful manufacturing,
effort* of the Florentine* brought them into commercial
dealing* with different countries in Kurope, and thence
arose the establishment of banks. In a short time Florence
became the centre of tho money transactions of every com-
mercial country in Kurono, and her merchants and banker*
accumulated great wealth.

Tho banks here mentioned were private establishment..
The earliest public bank established in modern Europe van
that of Venice, which was founded in 1 147. This bank was
in fact an incorporation of public creditors, to whom privi-
leges were given by the state as some compensation for tho
withholding of their funds. The public debt wa* mado
trail fcfi.Table in the books of the bank, in the same manner
as the national debt of England is transferable at the pre-
sent time ; it was mode obligatory upon tho merchants to
make their contract* and draw their bills in bank-money,
and not in the current money ofthe city. [ For an explanation
of this difference, see A010.] The effect of this regulation
was, that all payments ofthat uature wero made by a transfer
from ono name to another in tbo bank-accounts, of the
funds deposited in its coffers. This establishment, which was
always essentially a bank of deposit and not of issue,—the
difference between which functions will bo doscribed further
on— existed for more than six centuries, or until the sub-
version of tbo republic in 1 797. Its money at all times bore
a premium, or agio, over the current money of the city.

About the year 1350. the cloth-merchants of Barcelona,
then a wealthy body, added the business of banking to their
other commercial pursuits ; being authorised so to do by
an ordinance of the king of Aragon, which contained tho
important stipulation, that they should be restricted from
acting as bankers until they should have given sufficient

security for the liquidation of their engagements. Fifty
years afterwards, a bank waa opened by the functionaries
of the city, who declared their public funds answerable for
the safety of money lodged in their bank, which was a bank
of deposit and circulation.

The Bank of Genoa was planned and partially organised
in 1345 ; but was not fully established and brought into ac-

tion until 1407, when the numerous loans which the repub-
lic had contracted with its citizens were consolidated, and
formed the nominal capital stock of the bank. This bank
received the name of the Chamber of Saint George, and it*

management was intrusted to eight director* chosen by tho

proprietors of the stock. As a security for its capital in tho

hands of the republic, the bank received in pledge the

island of Corsica, and several other possessions and depen-

dencies of Genoa. The bank of St. George wo* pillaged

by the Austrian* in 1746 ; and in 1800, when the French
were besieged in Genoa, they appropriated the treasure of

the bank to the payment of their troops. Since that time

the prosperity of the establishment has been at an end : it

is no longer used as a place of deposit for money, and its

share-holders are but ill-repaid for tho robberies committed

upon them by the assignment of a portion of tbo revenues of

the town.

The banks of note next established of which we posses*

any account, were opened in Holland and in Hamburg in

the early part of the 1 7th century. The most celebrated of

these waa the Bank of Amsterdam, established, in 1609,

simply as a bank of deposit to remedy the inconvenience

arising from the great quantity of dipt and worn foreign

coin which the extensive trade of the city brought there

from all part* of Europe. This bank, which was established

under the guarantee of the city, received foreign coin, and

the worn coin of the country, at it* real intrinsic value,

deducting only a small per rentage which was necessory for

defraying tho expense ofcoinage, and the charge* of manage-

ment The credit given in the bank-book* for coin thus re-

ceived, was called bank-money, to distinguish it from tho

current money of the place. The regulations of the country

directed that all bills drawn upon or ncgociated at Amster-

dam, of the value of 600 guilders (about 55/.) and upwards,

must be paid in bank-money. Every merchant wo* con-

sequently obliged to keep an account with the bank, in

order to make his ordinary payment*.

The Bank of Amsterdam professed to lend out no part of

its deposits, and to possess coin or bullion to the full value

of the credits given in it* books. The necessary expense*

and profits of the establishment were provided for by mean*

of certain fees, payable by the merchants upon opening ac-

counts, and upon making transfers, and from small Ones

Vot.HI.-3C
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for irregularity. In the account given by Dr. Adam Smith

of thia bank, be says, ' At Amsterdam, no point of faith i»

better e*tsbli»hod, than that for every guilder circulated as

bank-money, there is a corresponding guilder in gold or

ailver to be found in the treasure of the bank. The city i»

guarantee that it should be so. The bank Is under the

direction ofthe lour reigning burgomasters, who are changed

every yea* Each new set of burgomasters visits the

treasure, compares it with the books, receives it upon oath,

and delivers it over, with the same awful solemnity, to the

set which succeeds ; and in that sober and religious country,

oaths are not vet disregarded.' This was written in 1 773 ;

but it appeared, when the French invaded Holland, that the

directors had some time before privately lent a sum of

nearly ono million sterling to the states of Holland and

FriesUnd ; and this discover) mainly tended to bring about

the ruin of the bank.
The Bank of Hamburg, established in 1619. proceeds

upon nearly the same plan as that proscribed for tho Bank
of Amsterdam. It does not issue notes nor discount bills,

but simply receives bullion in deposit. For every bar of

silver of a eertain fineness (forty-seven parts pure silver and

one part of alloy), and of a given weight, called the ' mare

of Cologne.' equivalent to 3608 troy grains, the bank gives

credit on its books for 442 tubs banco monoy of account

;

and any person bavins a credit on the books of the bank

may be paid in similar hars at the rate of 444 lult banco.

Tho difference, which is less than one-half per cent., is

applied to defray the expenses of the establishment It

dues not allow any but citizens of Hamburg to have accounts

open in its books. This establishment is understood to be

exceedingly well managed. The bank of Nuremberg,
opened in 1621. was established upon the same plan as a

bank of deposit.

Next in point of dale among these establishments, we
find the Bank of England, which was opened in 1694.

As we propose to devote a separate section to the description

of the principles and practice of this bank, we shall not

further notice it in this place.

The Bank of Vienna, established in 1703 as a hank of

deposit and circulation, subsequently (1 791) became a bank
of issue. This institution has now in a great measure lost

its commercial character, and baa become an engine of tho

government for managing the public debt and finances.

The notes of the Bank of Vienna, which bad become the

sole circulating medium in Austria, having fallen to a con-

siderable discount by reason of their excessive quantity, a
new bank was established in 1816, with tho two-fold object

of diminishing the paper currency, and of performing tho

ordinary banking-functions. Its capital consists of 110
millions of florins (about eleven millions sterling), ten-

etevenths of whieh was subscribed in paper-money, and the

remainder in coin. The available or trading-capital of tho
hank is therefore only about one million sterling ; the

Cper currency has been converted into government-bonds,
•ring an interest of two and a half percent., payable in

ana. These bonds are not transferable but with the per-

mission of the government, by whom a sinking fund is

provided for their gradual redemption at fifty per cent, of
their nominal value, upon a plan which, if adhered to, will

eefcet that object in thirty-six years from its commencement.
The Banks of Berlin and Breelau were erected in 176J,

under the sanction of the slat*. These are banks of deposit
and sue, and are likewise discounUng-ofllees for bills of
••change.

During the reign of the Empress Catherine, three dif-

ferent beaks were estaWwhed at St Petersburg ; these

were, the Loan Bank, the Assignation Bank, and the Loan

in 1770,

Bank, opened in 8s.

the a

paper-money, and u m all raaaeem an imp anal establish
menu The Loon Bank for the nobility ana towns advances
money est real asoarity. It is likewise a duoount-bank,
and sets ae an Insuranee eoeapaay. Tho Aid Bank, eeta-

***sh*4 in 1797, advance* manoy to retiree estates hum

The Commercial Bank of Russia, winch was sotabfi ni t

in 1818. receives deposits of coin and bnlhoa. and ha* a

department for transferring credits from one arcaaat to

another, in the manner of the banks of Amsterdam and

Hamburg. It U also a bank of discount, and mane*

advance* upon merchandise of home prudortkm. la

capital, about a million and a half sterling, b declared to k»

sacred on the part of the Russian government, and tree

from all taxation, sequestration, or attachment, a* weB ae

from calls for assistance on the part of the state. TV.
bank has branches at Moscow. Archangel, and other mv
portant commercial towns m the empire.

The Bank of France, established m ItW. ha* acayslaa ef

ninety millions of francs (3.600.0001. sterttngj, drrioid lark*

90.000 shares, called Bank action* of 1000 francs corn.

The bank has rc-purchased more than S0.00* of tnwae

actions, thereby reducing its actual capita) in that prefer

tion. This association alone enjoys the privilege of usewe
notes in France. It a beside* a bank of deposit ami cir-

culation.

This bank is obliged to open an account with any aawasa

who may require it ; and is not allowed to charge any ram-

mission for the transaction of ordinary banktnej-bueisw *»>

It* profit* result from the use of money deposited by a*

customers, from the issue of its own notes, and from ens-

count* upon mercantile bills ; besides which, a charge a
made every six months of one-eighth per cent, for the sash

custody of plate, jewels, and other valuable* upon whsrh n
has made advances. The affairs of this bank are maaaaaa
by a governor and deputy-governor, who are nominafcpf by

the King, and by seventeen regents and threw imai
elected from among the share-holders. A fall stats******

(comptt rendu) is published every year, which faramm a

complete exposition of the affairs of the hank ; aad *» raw
regulation we may perhaps attribute, in some a"

excellence of it* .management and it* present

condition.

The business of banking, as conducted by natrro* m the

interior of India, is chiefly confined to the iasmag an*) 4m-
counting of bills of exchange. These native haraten are

called Shroffs, and the bills in which they deal are i

Hoondec*. They do not issue promissory note* raj sals as

bearer. There is a very considerable circulation of l i iij iafo— .

the interior inland business being prineipally

their means. The great banking-booses at

branches of their establishment* in slmost all the

cities of Hindostaa ; aad by their means
one part of the country to another are greatly

Europeans have not yet undertaken this branch of

except at Calcutta and Madras. An attempt wm* saw**

some year* ago by an English house m Calcutta. to esta-

blish a bank at Bhauleah, but without sac

There were at one time four private bank* m CeJratto

managed by Europeans ; but two of them have ceaswd to

operate. Only one of these banks issues notes : it* mak
two was at one time between 40,000/. aad 50.0a**. bat a*
issues hate lately been much contracted.

A government bank, under the title of the stank at

Bengal, was opened in 1809. Its capital is StO.Ova/. mm-
fifth of which waa subscribed by the East India Cearpaav.
This bank i* said to have proved a great conr*eueaew a* rV
community and the Bengal s^vereroeat^espersalh la C'ai-

awawa. aad to primes he Ihetr in
asaartaal parment of mm rait upon a* ad'

he taksaw law* osuto* from ike

tat entire debt a discharge*!.

cutta. where it* note* chiefly circulate,

receive* deposits, discount* (nil*, and eaVrt*

and from country districts, a* well as issues a* era
the amount of it* paper in circulation is aboat oat

in note* varying in amount from tea rupee* t?

( li to 20001.) ; the largest part is in note* of Ira i

and upward*. In IH2J the hank obtained a new <

for Ave year*, bat exists now under the suaVraaaa of Ok*
government. The maaageeneot is rested in •
three of wham are nominated by the Indian
The president is chosen from among their osranorfy fey

'

dwector*. Native* are eligible to h**a*a* dawekw*. mi
of whom are peal for their servtee*. A *ta*sa>*a* of
affair* U submitted t«ir« id each year to the

and sent to the gotemmeat. This beak ha* at*

cons iderably through having advanced money aa Wawd
document* to natite*. who are great adept* at thai kaaiof

Although thus closely eoauasrtrd wan Ok*

at, the bank doe* not transect a* meaev laaawaav
guvwrameal keep* it* own trea*ary qmto dakOaw*. bat

frequently hvU* a coasaktsU* sum m the mom of the aaaa.
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Tow KWtgt dividend nude to th# proprietors' ha* bean
frota una lo tan per ouU. : the stock bears a high pre
mum.

Thar* i» a bank at Madras which is altogether a govern
anI conearn. It reooivo* deposit*, discounts bills, anil

iaeuee note* which have no circulation beyond tha limit* of
Uta eity of Madras. Tha busioas* transacted by this esta-

blishment u not of any great extant : it yields an annual
profit of about 10,000/. to the Bast India Company.
Bombay has no banking establishment. Some years ago

tha resident government proposed to form one ; but their

suggestion was disapproved by tha Court of Director* in

London. Tha reasons for this disapprovsl are said to have
been tha danger of abuse ; the difficulty of exercising any
aahotual control ; and tha apprehension that the grant of
a charter mutt, in the public estimation, constitute the bank
a government concern, even though the government should
have no other connexion with it.

II. CMnft* mud Geniral Prineinlfi qf Bank)**;.— From
what «e have already stated, it will be seen that banking
establishments are undertaken with very different objects,

and are prosecuted by very different methods. The whole
•may be divided into three classes, vis., bank* of deposit,

bank* of issue, and banks which exercise both these func-

tions.

Banks of deposit, strictly speaking, are those which, Jike
tha old bank of Amsterdam, simply receive the money or

valuables of others into custody, and keep them hoarded in

their coders till called for by the depositors. However con-
venient such an establishment may be to the persons by
whom it is need, it must be evident that it can contribute

nothing to the general wealth of a community, and that the
only means of profit which it provide* for those who conduct
at, must arise from payments made by its customers in tho
shape of commissions, or fine* which partake of the nature
ef commissions. If, instead of burying the olipt and worn
coin* of which it* board* were composed, the Bank of
Amsterdam had converted them into money of the proper

standard, and bad lent the same at interest upon proper

securities, no commissions need have been required from its

customers, who would in so far have been benefited ; and a
considerable capital being set free for the prosecution of

commercial enterprises, the country might have thence de-

rived continued additions to its wealth.

Banks of deposit, in this confined sense of the word, are

now wry little used, and the term is generally understood
to mean an establishment which tend* as well as take* the

property of others, and derives its profits from charging a
burner rate of interest than it allows. Some banks of this

description, such as the private banks in London, do not
allow any interest upon sums placed in their custody.

In like manner there are few, if any, establishment* which
are purely hanks of issue. A banker sends forth his pro-

missory notes, after incurring the necessary expenses, that

be may employ to his own profit, during the time that

the note* remain in circulation, the money or property for

which ha may have exchanged them, and by this course
;

he give* to his establishment the mixed character of a bank '

of issue and of circulation. The expression, bank of circu-
j

Uur«, is frequently understood to signify a concern which
s*»ues its own notes, but it seems better, lor tho sake of per-

j

apiruity, to draw the distinction here made. In general,

;

those banker* who issue their own notes and circulate the

money of other*, which by that means comes into their pos-

session, likewise receive deposit* : this at least is tho prac-

1

tice in this kingdom. In each of tho cases described, with .

the exception of the first, tho practice of which has become
j

neatly obsolete, the object of a banker is to raise a liorrowed
;

capital, over and abovo ins own real capital, with which to

•apply the wants of others who are willing to pay for its use.
|

Persons who follow this line of business, and more espe-

cially association* formed for tho same purpose, usually

possess considerable wealth, and are thought deserving of

confidence on the part of the public ; and there can bo no
doubt, that so long as they conduct their business with in-

tegrity and prudence, they arc of material service in giving

life and activity to commercial dealings. They arc. in fact,

the means of keeping that portion of tho floating capital of

a country fully and constantly employed, which but for their

agency would frequently lie dormant and unproductive for

uncertain periods in the hinds of individual*. Public banks,

when established under proper regulations, and su'jjcctod to

eflktent control, are calculated to produce this benefit iu the

greatest degree, and if at any time their ooora* of Ttrmjt
ment has been such aa to counteract tha advantagaa tlafT
bring, and to derange the money dealings of tha oountry an
which tliey are established, the evil ha* arisen (roes the want
of an adequate acquaintance with the principles upon which
their proceeding* should be founded. In this respect, pub-
lic banks may indeed be rendered in the highest degree
public nuisances, but such an effect i* far from being the
necessary attendant of the banking system ; on the contrary,
it may be confidently affirmed, that no institutions are so
well calculated to preserve order and steadiness throughout
commercial transactions. In this country, and in our own
day, we have seen and felt the disastrous efCsets of • want
of knowledge in this branch of poll Ural science on the part
of those who have directed our national bank, one of tho
most powerful engines of modem times, and it Has only bean
through the discussions and invcstiir-itions that have arisen
out of those disssters that we have at length brought out, so
as to be felt and acknow lodged and actod upon, sound and
safe principles for regulating that trade by which all other
trades are principally regulated.

In the celebrated report delivered by the committee of the
House of Commons, appointed, in the year 1810. to inquire
into the causes of the uiidi price of bullion, and its effect on
the circulating medium, we find recorded soma of tha wildest
theories that could well be conceived, and which were then
gravely put forth and acted upon by what were called prac-
tical men. Among others, the governor and deputy governor
of the Bank of England, men who, from their station and
commercial standing, roust have hod considerable experi-
ence in regard to the working of financial operations, both
concurred on that occasion in the opinion, that the amount
of notes issued by the bank could not in any way operate
upon the price of bullion or the state of foreign exchanges

;

and ' stated to the committee a doctrine, of the truth of
which they professed themselves to bo most thoroughly con-
vinced, that there can be no possible oxcess in the issue of
Bank of England paper so long as the advance* in which it

is issued are made upon the principle which at present guides
the conduct of the directors— that is, so long as the discount
of mercantile bills is confined to paper of undoubted solidity,

arising out of real commercial transaction*, and payable at
short and fixed periods.'

The fallacy of this position has been so fully shown, both
by the committee above mentioned and on subsequent occa-

sions, that although it was then probably held to be sound
doctrine by the majority of commercial men, it has since

been wholly abandoned as untenable, by every one who has
examined the subject : it is not therefore necessary to refute

it hot*. But for the unnatural state of things arising out of
the act which restrained the Bank of England from paying
its notes in gold, such a doctrine could not havo been safely

acted upon for many weeks together, and would have brought
on its own refutation through the demands for bullion that

would have drained the coffers of the bank.

The true principle upon which bank issues should be
governed is now understood to be—that the circulation

should at all times be kept full, but without any redun-

dancy ; and the simple means whereby this state of thing*

may be determined' and regulated are (except on very extra-

ordinary emergencies) offered by tho state of the foreign

exchanges. Keeping this principlo and this indication

constantly in view, nothing can be easier than for a power-

ful establishment like tho Bank of England to prevent any
recurrence of those disastrous conjunctures which, under
tho name of panics, have occasionally interfered with the

commercial prosperity of the country. The evidence col-

lected by the secret committee of the House of Commons,
which sat in 1932, to inquire into the expediency of re-

newing the charter of the Bank of England, has placed this

subject in so clear and questionless a point of v iew, that it

will henceforth be hardly possible for such a conjuncture Ut

arise, except through the misconduct or culpable negligence

of the director* of the Bank. A small corrective, if applied

in time, by means of an exchange operation, will always

suffice to adjust the currency to the wants of commerce,

and to check that spirit of wild speculation, the general

indulgence in which has too often been fostered by tho

mistaken conduct of the Bank directors, and which is sure

to l>e followed by wide-spread ruin.

This opinion is not of course meant to apply to politiivl

panics, against the evil effects of which, it must be obvious,

that no prudence on the part of those who regulate tho

3Ca
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currency of the country can sitogether provide ; but sneh a

auto of things U very unlikoly to arise in the present day.

and in every succeeding year we may hope that the spread

of information among the people will render such an event

still less probable.

We cannot better close this part of the subject than by

the following quotation from Dr. Smith UVealih »/ Nation*.

vol. ii. p. 69), in his chapter on Money :—* It is not by aug-

menting the capital of tho country, but by rendering a

greater part of that capital active and productive than would

otherwise be so, that the most judicious operations of

banking can increase the industry of the country. That
part of his capital which a dealer is obliged to keep by him
unemployed and in ready money, for answering occasional

demands, is so much dead stock—which, so long as it

remains in this situation, produces nothing, either to him or

to his country. The judicious operations of banking en-

able him to convert this dead stock into active and pro-

ductive stock—into materials to work upon, into tools to

work with, and into provisions and subsistence to work for :

into stock which produces something both to himself and to

bis country. The gold and silver money which circulates

in any country, and by means of which the produce of its

land and labour is annually circulated and distributed to

the proper consumers, is, in the same manner as the ready

money of tho dealer, all dead stock. It is a very valuable

part of the capital of the country which produces nothing to

the country. The judicious operations of banking, by sub-

stituting paper in the room of a great portion of this gold

and silver, enable the country to convert a great part of this

dead slock into active and productive stock—into stock

which produces something to the country. The gold and
silver money which circulates in any country may very pro-

perly be compared to a highway, which, while it circulates

and carries to market all the grass and corn of the country,

itself produces not a singlo pile of either. The judicious

operations of banking, by providing (if I maj be allowed so

violent a metaphor) a sort of waggon-way through the air,

enable the country to convert as it were a great part of its

highways into pastures and corn-fields, and thereby to in-

crease very considerably the annual produce of its land
and labour.'

III. Hilton/ and Constitution of the Bank ofEngland,—
Thii establishment, unquestionably the largest of its kind
in Europe, was projected by a Scotch gentleman, Mr.
William Patterson, in 1694. The scheme having received
the sanction and support of the Government, to whom the
wlmlo of the capital was to bo lent, the subscription was
filled in ten days from its being first opened ; and on the
"J*ih of July. 1694, tho Bank received its charter of incor-
poration. This charter provides, ' that the management and
government of the corporation bo committed to a governor,
di'imty-governor, and twenty-four directors, who shall be
elected between the 25th of March and the 2Mb of April
o\cry )car, from among the members of tho company ;—
that those officers must be natural-born subjects of England,
or have been naturalued ;— that they shall possess, in their
own names and for their own use, severally. vii„ the gover-
nor (at least) 4000/., the deputy governor 3000/., and each
director 2000/. of the capital stock of the said corporation ;

—

that thirteen or more of tho said governors and directors
(<>f whom the governor or deputy-governor shall be always
one) shall constitute a Court of Directors, for the manage-
ment of the attain of tho company ;— that no dividend shall
at any time be made by the said governor and company,
**»«• only out of the intcrv.t. profit, or produce arising out
"f the said capital stork or fund, or by such dealing as is
allowed by Act of Parliament.' Koch elector must bo pos-
Mtwd of at leatt iou/. capital stork of the company. Rjur
tfii«-r«l court* to be held in e\ery year, ill the months of
April. JuU, September, and December ; awl special general
muru to he summoned at all lime* upon the requmtmn of
nine qualified prof rictor*. The majotily of elector* present
at ucmtial court* to have the power of making b)»-law* foe
tlw- government of the corporation ; but such b)e-laws must
t»* Ik> repugnant to the law* of the kingdom.
The original capital of the Bank, which amounted to

I ..'oo.ooo/., was, a* aln-ad) mentioned, lent to Government,
who pan! intemt for the same at the rate of 8 per wiL,
with a further allowance of 4ovo7. * year for management.

The. first charter w*» granted to mutinue for eleven )ears
certain, or mi )ear

-

* notice after the l*t of August. I7e4.
In U*7 a new subscription was raised and lent to Go-

vernment to the amount of I.Oel.171/. Ite.

was repaid in 1707. and the capital again

original amount. In the following year the

renewed until 1732; and in 1713 a still further

was granted for ton yean, or until 1742. On the

these occasions the capital was raised by new
to 5,449.994/. In 1722 further subscriptions were reran**,

amounting to 3,400.000/. ; and in 1 742, when the eaartar

was again renewed until 1764. a call made upon the eaaoV-

bolders raised the entire capital to 8300.0*0/. A (arraar

call of 10 per cent, upon this amount was merle m 174*.

The charter was again renewed until 1 784 ; but piesa—s as

the expiration of this term, waa continued until lilt, a sal

of 8 per cent, having been made in I7M. In ItsM the

charter waa further extended until twelve months' asstjsa

after the 1st or August, 1833; and in 1814 the

were empowered to appropriate a part of

profits among the proprietors, by adding 24 per cent, a* the

amount of their stock. These successive additions ra in! sba

capital of the Bank to 1053,000/.. the whose of tan
amount was, as it was raised, lent to Govern

m

ea t At the

hut renewal of the company's charter, which waa gi antid

1833 (Act 3 and 4 Wm. IV. c 98), a provision wee usaae for

the repayment, on the part of the public, of one fourth past

of the debt due to the Bank. At each of the times swans*

mentioned for the renewal of the charter, some adrsarea*
was given by the Bank to the public, in the shape at* aa
advance of money at a low rate of interest, or w ith*

a

t assy

interest. At present, the rate paid by Government for the

Bank capital is 3 per cent, per annum.
From its first institution, the Bank of England haw «*v

counted mercantile bills. The rate of discount caswewa)

fluctuated at first, but was usually between 4| and C par

cent. In 1694 a distinction was made in

favour of persons who used the Bank for purposes of i

for such persons inland bills were discounted at 4 4. and I

bills at 3 per cent ; while to all other persons the rase wast t

percent upon both descriptions of bills. After that tsas tV*

rates were equalized to all classes, and fluctuated

4 and 5 per cent, until 1773, when 4 per cent, i

the rate of discount upon all descriptions of
'

this per oentage the Bank continued to discount bslla wean
June, 1822, when it was lowered to 4 per cent. The raw
was again advanced to 4 per cent during the annar. as

Dec. 1825 ; but waa lowered in July, 1827, to 4 par cans,
and hat continued at that rate since.

8borUy after its first establishment, the Bank '.warn av
volved in some difficulties, and was obliged, m 1694. ra*
to suspend the payment of its notes, which were than at a

considerable discount. Having received aasiitaara anas
Government this difficulty was soon surmounted ; sad the

establishment was not again placed in the same eawasan
until 1 797, when the celebrated Bank Restnrtssn Art we*
passed, which will require a more particular notice.

In 1708 an Act was passed, greatly in finour of the Baal
of England, declaring that ' during the continuance af that

corporation it should not be lawful for any other W4y
politic, erected or to be erected, other than the seat I

and Company of the Bank of England, or for any
son* whatever united, or to be united, us covenant* af pari

nership exceeding the number of six persons, in that pan af

Great Britain called England, to borrow, owe. ar tale aa say
sum or sums of money on their bills or sates saiaawt *a

demand, or in any less time than six asoatha baa ttw

borrowing thereof." Thu Act continued in (urea aatii lass,

when it wss partially repealed, so as to adaut of the ti ai
twn of banking establishments fur the usee ct anars was
more than »ix partners, at snj distance exeeadsng sutv -ft*

miles from LonuVm ; but these establsthsarate w«i» ar

•trained from tuning ant branches' yi London, and at ens
expressly declared Out the partner*. Ju»ntl» sad
should be held liable for all the debts of the hank wan <

they might be connected.
II ul 1 1 a vert recent pernal. it was not doubted that iW

Art of I70H, as above described, forbad* the f run a •**

banks of all de«n|ft>.Hi* hating more than «t
and this impression ws* uimerwslly acted upon
discussions wlurb preceded the partial rrlaaatsai af an
previsions, in I MM, failed to suggest any difass at leet
regarding it During the negoctaitoo* of I8JJ tar an*
renewal of the Bank C harter, strung doubt* were
upon the point aa to whether the reatrsrUea was act <

to the forbidding only of banks of naue ; and tka br»<
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of the crown. Having bora called upon for their opinion on
the subject, gave it a* their decided opinion, that banks,
provided they did not ia»ue their own note* payable to

bearer, might have been at any time established in any
part of the kingdom. To remove all doubt* upon the sub-
ject, a clauae waa introduced in the Aet of 1833, expressly
authorising the establishment of banks, which do not issue

Botes, with any number of partners, in any place within or
without the limits to which the exclusive privilege of the
Bank of England, in regard to issuing notes, now applies.

The Bank is expressly prohibited from engaging in any
commercial undertaking, other than transactions purely
and legitimately connected with hanking operations, such
as the buying and selling of coin or bullion, and bills of
exchange. But a power being given to the corporation to

advance money upon the security of goods and merchandise,
it waa of course necessary to empower the directors to sell

the same for their reimbursement.
In the year 1753 the Bank began to issue notes for 10/.,

having previously not put any into circulation below 207.

Notes of U. value were first issued in 1 793, and in March,
1797, I/, and tl. notes were brought into use. The issue

of the latter, except in one partial instance, ceased in fact

in 1831, and by law on the 5th of April, 1829, since which
time 5/. is the smallest sum for which any bank in England
may send forth its notes payable to bearer.

The necessity for the issue of notes for so small an amount
aa I/, arose out of the act of 1 797, which restricted tho Bank
from making payments in gold, a measure which was forced

upon it by the financial operations of the government, then
very largely indebted to the corporation. The contest in
which this country was at that time engaged, although not
actually so expensive as the war became at a subsequent
period, brought with it demands upon the Treasury, which
were the more difficult to be met owing to the comparative
inexperience of the minister in raising extraordinary sup-
plies. These demands could then only be answered through
(be assistance of the Bank; and as nearly all the sums
drawn from it resolved themselves into bullion to be sent
abroad, its coffers were so nearly exhausted, that towards
the end of February, 1 797, it became manifest that the con-
tinuance of the drain for a very short time longer would
find the directors without the power of answering it. Under
these circumstances it became a matter of necessity as well
as ofjustice towards the Bank to interpose, and to shield it

from a catastrophe towards which it had been hurried
through yielding to the solicitations for assistance made by
the government. On Saturday, the 35th of February, only
1.270.000/. in coin and bullion remained in the coffers of
the Bank. On the following day an order in council was
issued, prohibiting the directors from paving their note* in

specie until tho sense of parliament could bo taken on the
subject. The promulgation to the public of this order being
accompanied by assurances of tho affluent circumstances of
the corporation, as well as by a declaration on the part of
the leading bankers and merchants of London pledging
UhrmtcUcs to receive bank-notes in payment of any sums
duo to them, failed to make any injurious impression. A
committee of the House of Commons was immcdinlelyafler-
wards appointed to inquire into the affairs of tho Bank, which
committee reported that a surplus of effects to tho amount
of 3.82 3,890/. was possessed by the corporation over and
above its capital of 1 1 ,684,800/. then in the hands of govern-
ment. The circumstances by which this measure was ren-
dered necessary were altogether of a political nature, and
the only blame that can be attached to the directors of the
Bank for their conduct on that occasion arises out of their

abandonment of their own better judgment to tho urgent
solicitations of the government, made upon tho plea of a
strong necessity in tiro then alarming situation of public
affairs. In the contest then carried on, wbirb, with only a
few months' interval in 1801 and 1802, continued until

1815, and which involved the country in expenws of un-
paralleled magnitude, it was considered indispensable for the
government to be provided with a powerful engine for car-

ry ing ou its financial operations, and it was thought also to have
been iicceswry, under Ihow circumstances, to remove from
the engine thus employed tho ordinary responsibilities which
should attach to a banking establishment. The minister
who directed the affairs of England at the time of the pass-

ing of the Restriction Act seems to have been fully im-
pressed with this necessity, and to have had in view the

political convenience of the government rather than the >

private advantage of the Bank, or the interests of the publio
a* distinct from the government, when, on the second renewal
of the Restriction Aet, be prevailed upon parliament to con-
linueits duration until on* month after the conclusion of war,
by a definitive treaty of peace. The period thus contem-
plated having arrived at the close of 1801, it waa found
necessary, in consequence of the unsettled state of shirs, to
prolong the act for a further period ; and the war having
soon after recommenced, the restriction was again continued
until six months after the ratification of a definitive treaty
of peace.

The financial effort* of the government having been con-
tinued upon a moat exaggerated scale up to the very moment
or the treaty of peace in 1814, the Bank, which hsd seconded
those efforts, and bad made no preparation for so total a
change of system, procured the renewal of the Suspension
Act until the 5th July, 1816. It would perhaps have been
ungracious on the part of the government towards an esta-
blishment to whose assistance it had been so largely indebted
through a aerie* of years, had a refusal been given to the
demand thus made by the Bank ; but if this question bad at
that time been settled with a view to the public good, we may
venture to assert that the Restriction Act would not have
been renewed. All Europe was at that time in an unnatunl
state, equally, but not similarly, with ourselves. The situation
of this country was in fact the very opposite ofthat in which all

other European countries were then placed. They hail been
compelled by the operation of the ' Berlin and Milan De-
crees" to purchase at enormous prices wretched substitutes
for the manufactured goods and colonial produce with which
our warehouses were filled to oversowing. It was the in-
ability to export these goods in payment for tho naval and
military stores and foreign productions which we consumed,
that had drained us of gold, while the inability to receive
our merchandise had obliged foreigners to take returns for

those stores and productions in the precious metals, which
they did not want, rather than in our manufactures and
colonial produce, by the sale of which, in their own country,
they could have made enormous profits. When, therefore,

peace returned, and commerce was again allowed to flow

into its natural channels, we found anxious customer*, at
high pnecs, for goods which bad before been ruinously de-
pressed, and it became as impossible to keep the gold out,

as it had, under the contrary circumstances, been to retain

it within the kingdom.
Had the Bank of England at this time contracted its

issue* in only a very trilling degree, its notes would have
been restored to their full value, measured by the price of
gold, a fact which can hardly be doubted if we consider how
large a proportion of their depreciation was recovered under
a directly opposite course of proceeding. At the end of 1 8 1 3,

tho amount of Bank of England notes in circulation was
23,844.050/., the price of gold was 5/. lOt. per ounce, and
the depreciation of Bank-paper consequently amounted to

29/. 1: Id. per cent. At the end of 1 8 14. the Bank issues

were increased to 28,232,730/., and the price of gold bad
fallen to 4/. 6». Gd. per ounce, so that tbe notes were depre-

ciated only to tho extent of 9/. 19s. id. per cent. This
statement, drawn from documents furnished by the Bank
directors to parliament, makes it even doubtful whether any
contraction whatever of their issues was necessary in order

to restore Bank of England notes to their par value. Tbe
rise in value which they actually experienced, amounting to

19/. 4«. 8<f. per cent., or nearly two thirds of their deprecia-

tion, was occasioned, in the face of an increased issue of
more than 18 per cent., by tbe great quantity of gold poured
into tbe country at the re-opeuing of our commerce, and no
doubt also in some degree by Ibe diminished circulation of

tbe notes of country banker*.

This stale of things could not last long. Gold ran never

continue to circulate in the presence of an inconvertible

paper currency, and an opportunity, the best that could pos-

sibly hsve offered for extricating ourselves from a false po-

sition, and for restoring our currency to a sound and healthy

state, was suffered to pas* away unimproved. Tbe reason

for this neglect is sufficiently obvious. Tbe Bank directors,

however blameless for tbe slato of thing* which first caused

the restriction, soon found thst measure productive of enor-

mous profits to their establishment, and were anxious to

prolong its operation by every means within their power

;

and the minister*, who bad still large financial operations

to make, found it most to their convenience to effect them in

a redundant paper currency
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Ixeept at the wnr moment of it* enactment, the Bank

Restriction Act ww for tome time to little needed for the

security of that oorponUtoo, that iu notot, during the Dr»t

three )em of the systom, were full) on a oar with gold, and
onetime* even bore a small premium. In 1cm than seven

month* after the Suspension Act was first put in force, the

directors of the bank passed a resolution, in which they de-

clared that the corporation was in a situation to resume with

safety making payment* in specie, if the political circum-

stance* of the country did not render such a course inex-

pedient. After a time, the suspension was found to be so

convenient and profitable lo the Bank, that the wish to recur

to cash payment* was no doubt abandoned by the directors.

In I so I and tho following year, Bank notes, owing to their

excessive Quantity in circulation, foil lo a discount of 7 to 8

per cent., but partially recovered in 1803. and remained
until 1810 within 3 or 3 per cent, of par. In the year last

mentioned the depreciation occurred which led to the

appointment of the celebrated Bullion Committee. The
issues of the Bank, which on the 31st August, itjos, were
1 7.1 11,290/.. had increased to 19.i74.180/. in the following

year, and on the 3 1st August, 1810, amounted lo i4.7-Ji.99oL,

being an increase of about 45 per cent, in two years—

a

cause quite sufficient to account for their depreciation.

In 181 1 the circulation was diminished lo 23.2N6.8io/., and
the discount was reduced lo 7{ per cent. A further issue

again depressed the valuo of Bank notes, as compared with

gold: on the 31*t August, 1814, the amount in circulation

was 28,368,290/., and the depreciation amounted to 25 per

cent. It is seldom that cause and effect can be thus clearly

shown in relation to each other. In consequence of tho

material foil in the value of agricultural produce, which took

(ilooe in 1813 and 1814, such serious losses were sustained
iy the country bankers in various parts of the country, that

in 1814. and the two following years, 2 to of them failed;

and the general want of confidence thus occasioned, so far

widened the field for tha circulation of Bank of England
notes, that although the amount of them in circulation in-

creased, in 1817, to 29,443,780/., their value relatively to

that of gold was nearly restored.

In 1817, having accumulated nearly twelve millions of
coin and bullion, the Bank gave notice in the month of
April, that all notes of I/, and 21. value, dated prior to 1816,
might be received in gold. In the September following, a
further notice was given that gold would be paid for notes
of every description dated prior to 1817. The effect of these

measures was to drain the Bank of a large portion of its

bullion, so that in August, 1819, no more than 3.59J.960/.

remained in its coffers, and an act was hurried through par-

liament lo restrain tho Bank from acting any further in

conformity with the notices here mentioned.
In the same year the bill was passed, commonly known a*

Mr. Peel's Kill, which provided for the gradual resumption
of cash payment*. Under the provisions of ibis law, the
Bank Restriction Act was continued in force until the 1st

of February, 1*20 ; from that lime to the 1st of October in

the same year, the Bank was required lo pay its notes in

bullion of standard Oneness at the rate of 4f. U. per ounce ;

from 1st of October, 1820. to 1st of May. 1821, the rate of
bullion was reduced to 3/. 19*. 6tL rrotn the last-men-
tioned day, bullion might bo demanded in pa>ment for notes
at the Mint price of it. 17*. lOfd per ounce ; and on the
1st of May, 1823, the current gold coin of the realm might
be demanded. The provisions of this art, as here men-
tioned, were respectively anticipated in point of time, ami on
the 1st of May, 1821, the Bank recommenced the payment
of their note* in specie.

One of the provisions of this act arose out of a sugges-
tion made by the late Mr. Rirardo, which appears calcu-
lated to afford every requisite security against the cv lis to
which any system of paper currency is exposed. The effect

of Mr. Ricardo s plan would have been toexclude a metallic

currency, with tin exception of what might bo necessary for

effecting small payments, by making Rank of Entflsnd notes

• legal tender, with the obhgaliuii imposed on the directors
to pay them, on demand, in gold bars of the proper
standard, and of a weight not less than sixty ounces for any
one pay meat. This provision, which was temporarily
adopted in Mr. Peel • bill, would effectually prevent an) de-
prccuu** of the notes, and might have a peculiarly good
coVct ui all tuuos of pMtiati psuic. when tlie create*! part
oi the mischwf arises frum lite numerous holders of small
amounts of notes, and who, on the plan proposed, would be

unable, individually, and without some ntenaitw rrnl in
tion for the purpose, to drain the Bank of its treasure. He
good reason has ever been yet given to the publsr against
tnc permanent adoption of this economical suggest**).

On the 22nd of May. 1812. a Committee uf Secrecy »ea
appointed by the House of Commons to inquire into tto
expediency of renewing the charter of the Bank uf KnglaaM.
and into the system on which banks of i»»ue in England
and Wale* are conducted. On the 1 Ith of August foTUv-
ing this Committee delivered its report, which was pru.ioi
by order of the House, and it is lo this report, with the evi-

dence and documents by which it was areompanial, that taw
public is mainly indebted for the establishment of pnnaascs
calculated to givo such consistent and sound views uaaaa
the subject of banking as cannot fad to produce the very
best results to the community. Containing, as it dors, tto
opinions of our first authorities in matters of politaru) •ores,
and the recorded experience of practical men. this i ipsi

«u of the greatest advantage to the members of the U gm-
lature while discusving ana determining the prmisKjsas W
the act which received tlie royal assent on the r»th af

August, 183J, for renewing tlie charter of the Bank ef
England— a brief analysis of which act it may he adu ssli
here to insert.

This art provides that no association, having more iLsa
six partners, shall issue bills or notes, pa) able on drtavusd.
in Condon, or within sixty-five miles of that cm , darut*-
the continuance of the exclusive privileges gtanlrst to tto
Governor and Company of the Bank of England. Tb* la-

tent ion of this provision is declared by the art lo be, that
the Bank ' shall continue to bold and enj.>y all the rxrUiw-s
privileges of banking given by the art 39th and 4ml
Geo. III., c. 28.es regulated by the art 7th Geo. IV. r. «(.
»r any prior or subsequent acts of Parliament, bat no «W
or further exclusive privilege of banking. And sbnvo
doubts have arisen a* to the construction of the ml ads.
and as to the extent of such exclusive privilege ; at<d st is

expedient that all such doubt* should! be remove*!, st •
therefore declared that any body politic or rorpa-air, or
ciety, or company, or partnership, although consntiag «f
more than six persons, may carry on the trade or leawa
of banking in London, or within sixty-five mile* ttorwut
prov ided tbey do not borrow, owe, or take up in EafUssi,
any sum of money upon their bills or notes payable vtt de-
mand, or at any less time than six months from tbr b«n-«
ing thereof during the continuance of the pnnkgi s rrusrd
by this act to the Governor and Company of tie Bonk ef
England.'

All promissory notes of the Bank of England, awvahb
on demand, issued at any place in England, out of L'esicn.
where the business of banking shall be earned eo for >• m
behalf of the Bank, must be made payable at the ptare wtore
sucb notes are issued ; and it is made unlawful tut tto Go-
vernor and Company of the Bank of England, or for say
person on tbeir behalf, to issue, at any place out of Lo*»*,«.
any promissory note payable on demand, not made pajaaet
at the place where the same is issued.

* Upon one year's notice given within sis month* afkrrtW
expiration often years from the 1st of August, int. aasf

upon repayment, by Parliament, of all rams that *asy aw
due from the public to the Bank at the time of the exjm
tion of such notice, the exclusive privilege* ef toekawg
granted by this act shall cease and determine at the eaaara-
tion of such vesr's notice ; and any vote or rwaolelaaa J law
House of Commons, signified by the speaker <4 the seal
House in willing, and delivered at the public iifji i ef tha
Bank, shall be deemed and adjudged to he a aasaarawat
notice.

* from and after the 1st of August, 1834, unites seat

until parliament shall otherwise direct, a trmWr of a sue* ar
notes of tlie Bank of England, expressed lo be pataasw t>

besrer on demand, shall be a legal tender to the --rr iTI ex-
pressed in such mile or notes, and shall be taken to to raM
as a tender to such amount for all sums above ai eav af
occasions on which any tender of money sway to Wc*9y
made, as long as the Bank of England shall ooalianw to pmf,
on demsnd, their said notes in legal cow • pevnwM s.'w<*
tbat no sucb note or note* shall be told a Wfal lissarr «f
pa) merit by the Governor and Company of tto atoah ef

England, or any branch bank of the eaal Generavs- east

Company. But the said Governor and Company are to* to

become liable to be required lo pay and satieiy, at eaf
branch bank of the mm) Governor and Cooipaey.'aay assto
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or note* of tbe uH Governor and Company not made ipc-

eially payable at »uch branch bank ; but the aaid Governor
and Company shall be liablo to pay and satisfy, at the Bank
of England in London, all notes of the (aid Governor and
Company, or of any branch thereof.

' No bill of exchange or promissory note made payable at

or within three months after the date thereof, or not having
more than three months to ran, shall, by reason of any in-

terest taken thereon or secured thereby, or any agreement
to pay, or receive, or allow interest in discounting, nego-
tiating, or transferring the same, be void, nor shall the lia-

bility of any party to any bill ofexchange or promissory note
be affected by reason of any statute or law in force for the
prevention or usury ; nor shall any person or persons, draw-
ing, accepting, indorsing, or signing any such bill or note,
or lending or advancing any money, or taking more than
the present rate of lego) interest in Great Britain and Ire-

land respectively for the loan of money, on any such bill or
note, be subject to any penalties under any statute or law
relating to usury in any part of the United Kingdom, to the
contrary notwithstanding.

' An account of tbe amount of bullion and securities in

the Bank of England belonging to the said Governor* and
Company, and of notes in circulation, and of deposits in the
said Bank, shall be transmitted, weekly, to the Chancellor
of the Exchequer for the time being, and such accounts
shall he consolidated at the end of every month, and an
average state of the Bank accounts of the preceding three
months, made from such consolidated accounts as aforesaid,

shall be published every month in the first succeeding
London QaxttU.

' One- fourth part of the debt due from the pubtio to the
Bank shall and may be repaid.

' A general Court of Proprietors of the Bank shall be
held some time between the passing of this act and the 3th
of October, 1834, to determine upon the propriety of dividing
and appropriating tbe sum to be repaid as before-mentioned
amongst the several persons, bodies politic or corporate, who
may be proprietors of tbe capital stock of the Governor and
Company of the Bank of England on the said 5th of Oc-
tober ; and upon tbe manner and the time for making such
division and appropriation, not inconsistent with the provi-

sions for that purpose herein contained ; and in case such
general court, er any adjourned general court shall deter-

mine that it will be proper to make such division, then, but
not otherwise, the capital stock of the said Governor and
Company shah be reduced from the sum of 14,.'.53,000/.,of

which the same now consists, to the sum of 10,914,730/.,
and such reduction shall take place from and after the said

5th of October, 1634. and thereupon, out of tho sum to bo
repaid as herein before mentioned, or by means of the fund
to be provided for that purpose, the sum of 3,638,850/. shall
be appropriated and divided amongst the persons or bodies
politic or corporate who may be proprietors on the said 5th
of October, 1834, at tho rate of 25/. for every 100/. stock.

' The reduction of the share of each proprietor in the
capital stock of the said Governor and Company of the
Bank of England, by the repayment before-mentioned, shall
nut disqualify the present governor, deputy-governor, or
directors, or any or either of them, or any governor, deputy-
governor, or director who may be chosen in their room at
any time before the general court of the said Governor and
Company to be held between the 25th of March and the

25lb of April, 1835, provided that, at the aaid general court,

and from and after the same, no proprietor of the said cor-

poration shall be capable of being chosen such governor,
deputy-governor, or director, or shall continue in his or their

respective offices, unless he or they respectively have, and
during such his respective office continue to have, in his or
their respective name, in his and their own right, and for

his and their own use, the respective sums or shares of and
in tbe capital stock of the said corporation, in and by the
•barter of the aaid Governor and Company prescribed as
tbe qualification of governor, deputy-governor, and directors

respectively.
* No proprietor shall be disqualified from attending and

voting at any general court of the Company to be held be-

tween the Mb of October, 1834, and the 25th of April,

1 435, in consequence of the share of the aaid proprietor of
tbe capital stock of the said Company having been reduced
by such repayment as aforesaid below the sum of 500/. of

tbe said capital stock, provided surh proprietor bad in his

own name the full tun of 500/, of the said capital stock on

the aaid 5th of October. 1934. nor shall anv proprietor be
required between the said 5th of October. 1834. and 25th of
April. 1835, to take the oath of qualification in the said
charter.

' From and after the 1st of August. 19.14. the said Go-
vernor and Company, in consideration of tbe privilege of
exclusive banking given by this art. shall, during the con-
tinuance of such privileges, but no longer, deduct from the
sums now payable to them for charge* of management of
the public unredeemed debt, the annual sum of 120,000/.

;

provided always that such deduction shall in no respect pre-
judice or affect the right of the said Governor and Company
to be paid for the management of the public debt a>the
rate and according to the terms provided by the act 48th
Geo. III., c. 4, entitled " An art to authorize the advancing
for the public service, upon certain condition*, a proportion
of the balance remaining in the Bank of England for pay-
ment of unclaimed dividends, annuities, and lottery prizes,
and for regulating tbe allowances to be made for the
management of the national debt."

•All the powers, authorities, franchises, privileges, and
advantages given or recognised by the said recited art of
the 39th and 40th Geo. III., a 29. aforesaid, as belonging to

or enjoyed by tho Governor and Company of the Bank of
England, or by any subsequent art or arts of Parliament,
shall be, and the same are hereby declared to be, in full

force, and continued by this art, except so for as the same
are altered by this act, subject, nevertheless, to redemption
upon the terms and conditions following,—that is to say,
that at any time upon twelve months' notice to be given
after the 1st of August, 1855, and upon rrpajment. by par-
liament, of the sum of 11,015,100/., Iieiug tho debt which
will remain due from the public to the said Governor and
Company after the repayment of one-fourth of the debt of
14,686,804/., as hereinbefore provided; and upon payment
to the said Governor and Company of all arrears of the sum
of 100,000/. per annum in tho said act of 39th and 40th
Geo. III. aforesaid mentioned, together with the interest or
annuities payable upon the said debt or in respect thereof,

and also upon repayment of all the principal and interest

which shall be owing to the said Company upon all such
tallies. Exchequer orders, Exchequer Bills, or Parliamen-
tary funds which the said Governor and Company, or their

successors, shall have remaining in their bands, or be en-
titled to at the time of such notice to bo given as last afore-

said, then, and in such case, and not till then (unless under
the proviso hereinbefore contained), the said exclusive pri-

vilege of banking granted by this act shall cease and deter-

mine at the expiration of such notice of twelve months.'
The circumstance most worthy of remark, in connexion

with the act here recited, is the provision whereby bills not
having more than three months to run before they become
due are taken out of tbe operation of the usury laws. This
provision may perhaps bo considered as the first step towards
tbe entire removal from the statute book of an enactment
which, while it contradicts the soundest and most obvious
principles, operates dt»advantagcously to the borrower of
money, and upon these and other grounds has been repeat'

edly condemned by committees of the House of Commons.
The clause which provides that notes of the Bank of Eng-

land and its branches shall be a legal tender in every port

of England, as explained by tbe act already recited, has
excited considerable interest among commercial men, somo
of whom have— it is thought without sufficient grounds

—

oxpres.-tcd alarm at the provision. The expression ' legal

tender,' although certainly correct, is an unfortunate term,

as it seems to threaten tbe mercantile public with the return

of those days of ruinous uncertainty in regard to currency

which were so commonly experienced throughout the period

when, under the Restriction Act, Bank of England notea

were in effect a legal tender in every part of the kingdom.
Tbe only possible effect of an injurious kind which can attend

this regulation is, that in the event of surh a conjuncture as

shall render the Bank unable to meet its engagements, the

holder of its notes who may chance to be removed one or

two day a' journey from London or the place where they were

issued, may be placed in an unfavourable position for ex-
changing them for specie. This conjuncture, however, no
one contemplates at the present day.

Tbe principal advantage to follow from the enactment is

this— that it strokes the Bank of England from the ex-
pensive necessity in which it was formerly placed, of pro-

viding bullion to meet every run that might be made upon
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all the country banker* in every pari of the kingdom, who,

under the prcient law, may pay the demand* on them in

Bank of England note*, instead of in (pecie, as tbey were
formerly obliged to do.

The repayment of one-fourth of the debt due from the

public to the Hank ha« been made by an assignment of 3 per

rent, stock, which «a<i previously held by the commissioner*

for the reduction of tli« national debt, but no division of the
amount has yet been made among the proprietor* of the

Bank capital, who hare judged it most advisable to leave the

aum thu* rendered available as capital in the hand* of the

directors.

The principal advantage conferred on the Bank by the

legislature consists in tho restriction that prevents any other
establishment, having more than six partners, from issuing

note* payable to bearer in or within sixty-five miles of Lon-
don. Nor i* tho advantage of this restriction altogether

confined to the corporation in whose favour it is enacted.

If more than one bank of issue were in operation in London,
tho spirit of competition with which each would be actuated

might render them less prudent in acting upon those indi-

cations which should govern the amount of their circulation.

This consideration is of the more importance in London,
w here the value of the national currency, compared with that

of other countries, is finally adjusted bv the importation or
exportation of gold. No concert would probably exist be-

tween rival establishments thus circumstanced. In the
event of a redundant circulation becoming evident, the
adoption of a prudent course by one party in contracting its

issue* might even prove the signal to other* to endeavour
to turn that circumstance to their own immediate advantage
by filling up the void thu* occasioned. Under such a sys-

tem the public would be continually subjected to violent

oscillations of the currency, the evils of which it would be
impossible to calculate.

We learn from the evidence given before the secret

committee by certain of the Bonk directors, that the prin-

ciple upon which tbey proceed in regulating their issue*

is to have a* much coin and bullion in their coffer* as may
amount to a third part of the liabilities ofthe Bank, including
sums deposited as well as notes in circulation. It is difficult

to account for the adoption of exactly one-third, as the pro-

portion calculated to insure the safety of the establishment
In quiet and ordinary times, and when care has been taken
to limit the circulation within the amount which would inju-

riously affect the foreign exchanges, to keep to large a pro-

portion of profitless capital can never bo necessary. Under
opposite circumstances, when, by an over-issue of paper,

prices hare been so driven up that gold has become the only
profitable specie* of remittance abroad, experience show* us
that the drain upon toe Bank thus arising may and will be
carried to an extent far beyond the mere redundancy of

currency afloat, and the demand for specie may, in such a
ease, be carried beyond the amount thu* arbitrarily chosen

for the security of the Bank. Where a vigilant course of
management is pursued, a small comparative amount ofgold

would always suffice to restore the equilibrium when de-

ranged by the accidental change* of commerce ; and where a
different system is pursued it is difficult to say what quantity

nf the precious metals, short of the whole liabilities of the

Bank, will be found adequate to that end. The action of

the public upon the Banc in 183), when the largest amount
of bullion ever possessed by it was so near being wholly
exhausted, proves the truth of thist position, and shows the
necessity of adopting some leas questionable rule than the
arbitrary one-third.

The Bank of England act* as the agent of the govern-
ment m the management of the national debt It receive*

and registers transfer* of stock from one public creditor to

•nother, and make* the quarterly payment* of the dividends.

For this purpose it employs more than 400 clerks, porters,

and messenger*, and, previous to the psssing of the act of

1833, received from the public in payment for this *ervice.

the mm of 348,000/. per annum. Of this amount iSO.Ovof.

per annum i* now abated in term* of that act.

The balances of money belonging to the public are

kept ia the Bank, which in this respect pet forms the ordi-

nary mnrtionsof a private banker. The alteration recently

made in the eonttftuliou of the department of the Exche-
quer will add somewhat to this branch of the Bank's busi-
nee*. Many individusls bkewise use this establishment as
a place of deposit fur their money ; but a* the Bank director*

do not give the ssme facilities to their cuetoawen a* they re-

i of —utsjrtil*a—
i the Bank is conrparat/eety

* reive from private banker*, thei

> who have drawing account* will

! small.

Branch banks were established by the Bank of Kagtaad,
in 1828 and 1839. at Swansea, Gloucester. Manchester.

' Birmingham, Liverpool, Bristol. Leeds. Rxetrr. Newvsatlr.
Hull, and Norwich. The branch at Exeter ha* very m-»t)*

' been closed. These establishments have not laths ran **•>

!
productive of much profit to the corporation, but have prut**'

.
very convenient to the public. They facilitate the itdm-

: tance of money between London and the coauxtry. eat
enable commercial men to avoid the expense sad nsa

' which previously were attached to those operataast*. At
' the Branch Bank* do not permit individual* In owdrse
' their accounts, and make no allowance of interest avu*

I

deposits, they are not calculated greatly to interfere wrf*
the profits of private establishments, whose nasi saaan
enjoy those advantages. The business of three bc*or*aw
principally consists in discounting bills, issuing not** wksrk
are payable in London and in the place where Ihrr a*»

issued, and in transmitting money to and from Lmki« T«
encourage the circulation of their own notes, these branches
are accustomed to discount, at a more advajMagwoai* rat*

I

than for other*, bills brought to tbetn by such country baakm
,

as do not themselves issue notes.

I The profits of the Bank of England are derived fn«a 4*.

,
counts on commercial bill* ; interest on Exchequer rMkv. W
which a large amount is usually held ; the interest *pm
the capital stock in the hands of government, the alsawann
for managing the public debt, interest on bans, an mm

,

gage*, dividend* on stock in the public funds, profit on
, -chases of bullion, and some minor source* of inroaai. la
1694 the stockholder* divided 8 per cent, which was as-

creased to 9 per cent in the following year ; trace that tarn*

to 1 729 the annual dividend fluctuated between 5| sad *
per cent ; for the next eighteen year* the rate *raa »} at t
percent; in 1747 it fell to i percent; in 1723 t*> t) par
cent, which was the lowest rat* of profit since its first esta-
blishment ; from 1787 to 1808 the dividend was gradaaaBy
increased to 7 per cent, and from 1807 to 1833 the pfuyrw-
tor* divided 10 per cent annually : in 1833 the mat was
lowered to 8 per cent, and ha* so continued to the peeaewt
time. In addition to these payments, the storkbatten
have at various times received bonuses to the -m-rsi ml
6,634480V, or 47t per cent upon the subscribed esuaael
The expense* of the Bank are necessarily verv great. \\

maintains an establishment of more than 800 owleerv cirri*.
' porters, and messengers, and pays to the stamp
wards of 70,000/. annually a* a composition for the
upon it* note* and bill*.

! The directon of the Bank ofEngland have always <

j
and acted upon the opinion that secrecy in regard *» **

! condition is important to its prosperity. To sorb aa extent
ha* this feeling been carried, that year after year ktrg* seal
increasing dividend* were declared and paaL witBust Ue
exhibition to the proprietor* of a tingle figure by wkarh an
a course could be justified, the simple m leaiatndaliia *f
the director* having always satisfied tbejmsariewars a* a> taw
policy of preserving this mystery. The prating «f *w
report of the committee of secrecy in 1 833 revealed the trwa
condition of the corporation, and it i* net likely that raw
director* will ever again be allowed to involve ft*

ings in the same degree of concealment.
IV. Th* art of banking, at rarriai am Ay

\

biitkmentt andjointstock aitotiatiam* in Aosa
partt of England, and in frtland— The Italian i

who, under the name of Lombards, settled ia EagUaal «W
ing the thirteenth century, and prevmatly to that tan* ra»
Jews, performed the greatest part of th* money **ass*waa M
the country. They were not, however, banker*, aileee
dern acceptation of the word, and in fart the I sua <st

banking does not appear to have been earned oa *aa»*ag a*
earlier than th* middle of th* seventeenth ere.tar? TV.
goldsmiths of London, who before that tame Wad tuiu Ll
their trade in money to the purchase sad aeJe of faawaya
coin, then extended their btasmee* by borrowing east bwawar,
money. The Utter part of their hiiimiai-taat af laeaaaag
—was principally transacted w«h the kiag.
mad* advance* on the annuity af the taxes,

interest to the individual* from wboaa they
the receipts which they gave for deposit* passed eea
to hand in th* earn* meaner aa Bank note* a*t«
rulated.
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The taking of interest for the use of money wu not ren-

dered legal in England until 1 546, when the rate that could
I* demanded wai Axed at 10 per cent. In 1624 the legal

rale was reduced to 8 per cent., and a further redaction to

6 per cent took place in 1611. At this rate it still remains
in Ireland, but was lowered in England to 5 per cent in

1714. at which it now continues. These limitations have
always been productive of evil. Honey-lenders by profes-

sion wilt always be ready to take advantage of the necessi-

ties of borrowers, and being left without competitors among
the more conscientious capitalists, demand not only a mono-
poly price for the use of their money, but also a further
utn proportioned to the risk and penalties attending dis-

curenr. The Lombard merchants were accustomed to de-

mand 20 per cent interest, and even more, according to

the urgency of the borrower's wants.

The merchants of London had been used to deposit their
money for security at the Mint in the Tower of London,
whence thev drew it out as occasion demanded ; but in the
Tear 1640 King Charles I. took possession of 200,000/. thus
lodged, which of course put a stop to that practice. This
state of things preceded and most probubly led to the ex-

tmsion of toe business of the goldsmith*, as just ex-
plained.

This business soon became very considerable, and was
found convenient to the government. In 1672 King
Charles II., who then owed I.32H.526/. to the tankers, bor-

rowed at 8 per cent, shut up the Exchequer, and for a time
refused to pay either principal < r interest, thus causing
great distress among all classes of |ieople. Yielding to the
clamour raised against this dishonesty, the king at length
consented to pay 6 per cent interest, but tlie principal sum
was not discharged until forty years afterwords.

There are three private banking-houses stilt carrying on
business in London which were established before the Bank
of England. The London bankers continued for some time
after that event to issue nok-s, but have long since ceased
to do so, acting solely as depositaries of money, discounters

of bills, and agents for bankers established in the country.

No restriction has ever existed which prevents private banks
in London, having not more than six partners, from issuing

their notes parable to bearer ; that they hare ceased to do
so has arisen from the conviction that paper money, issued

on the security of only a small nuinlier of individuals, could
not circulate profitably in competition with that of a power-
fol joint-stock association, l'rivate bankers in I»ndon do
not make any charge of commission to their customers,
and generally grant considerable facilities to litem, both
by discounting bills and br temporary loans, either with or

without security. Even where this kind of accommodation
is not required, it is almost a matter of necessity for every

merchant or trader carrying on considerable business to

hare an account with a banker, through whom he makes his

payments, and who will take from him the daily trouble of

presenting bills and cheques for payment.
At various times some banking establishments in Lon-

don have adopted the principle of allowing interest upon
deposits placed in their hands, but this has not been found

to succeed. The activity which characterizes commercial
pursuits in London prevents the deposit of money for any
period that would enable a banker to realize such a profit

from its us* as would justify tlie allowance of interest to the
dVpositor.

The profits of London bankers are principally derived

from diwounting mercantile bills either for their customers,

or. through the intervention of brokers, fir other parties.

They have great facilities as regards the security of this

business, from the unreserved confidence which they are

ami»u»mcd to place in one another as to the credit of their

respective customers.

The great amount of money transactions daily carried on in

Ijondoo, and which has been estimated at nearly five millions,

hots led to the invention of a simple and ingenious method
fur economising the use of money. Almost all these pay-

ments are in the form of cheques upon bankers, or of

lull* of exchange addressed to bankers for payment At
three o'clock every afternoon a clerk from each banking-

house proceeds to a bouse in Lombard-street called the

Clearing House, taking with him all the drafts on other

bankers which hare been paid into his house that day, and
deposits them in drawers allotted to the different bankers.

Another clerk is afterwards sent who delivers to the first all

the drafts paid Into the banking-bouse up to four o'clock,

and these are distributed in the manner already described.
He then gives credit to each respectively for the amount of
drafts on bis own bank which be finds in his own drawer.
Balances are then struck, and the claims thus found are
transferred from one account to another, and so wound up
and cancelled, that each clerk has to settle with probably
only two or three others, and transactions to the extent of
millions are settled by the employment of from 200.000/.

to 300,000/. in bank notes. On the days appointed for tlie

settlement of accounts at the Stock Exchange, the money
transactions thus settled are much larger than at othur
limes, and have amounted to nearly fifteen millions. Tho
money required for the ultimate settlement is not however,
increased proportionally, and haa seldom exceeded half a
million.

The bills or cheques which bankers do not choose to pay
are returnod, after tlie clearing, to the houses by whom tliev

were presented, and by whom the amount is then refunded.

Drafts which are not paid in until alter four o'clock are sent

to tho banking-houses upon which they are drawn to be
marked for payment on the following day ; and this pro-

ceeding, which has been adopted for the convenience of the

bankers in making up their accounts dady at a certain

hour, is of the same effect as regards the drawers and the
persons by whom the drafts are paid in, as if the pay mi nt

had actually been made.
There wore very few country bankers established previous

to the American war, but after the conclusion of that con-
test their numbers increased greatly. In 1793 they were
subjected to heavy losses, consequent upon the breaking out
of the war, and twenty-two of them became bankrupt. The
passing of the Bank Restriction Act was the signal for the

ibimation of many establishments for banking in the coun-
try. In 1809, the first year when bankers were required to

take out a license, the number issued was 702, which gra-

dually rose to 940 in 1814. In that and the two following

years eighty-nine of these bankers failed, and their num-
bers fell off greatly. In each of the years 182 J and I82C
thore wore about 800 annual licenses issued, but their num-
bers were again reduced by eighty bankruptcies, and in

1 832 only 636 licenses were demanded.
Country banks in England are all of them banks of de-

posit and of discount ; they act as agents for tlie remittance

of money to and from London, and for effecting payments
Itetween different parts of the kingdom. The greater part

of them ore also banks of issue, and their notes are in many
rases made payable at some banking-house in London, as

well as at the place where they are issued.

A moderate rate of interest from 2 to 2J per cent., it

allowed by country bankers upon deposits which remain
with them for any period beyond six months : some make
this allowance for snorter periods. Where a depositor has
also a drawing account the balance is struck every six

months, and the interest due upon the average is placed to

his credit. Upon drawing accounts, a commission, usually

of a quarter per cent, is charged on all payments. Tho
country banker, on his part pays his London agent for the

trouble which be occasions, either by keeping a certain sum of

money in his hands without interest or by allowing a com-
mission on the payments made for his account or by a fixed

annual payment in lieu of the same.

The portion of funds in their bands arising from deposits

and issues which is not required for discounting bills and
making advances in the country, is invested in government
or mercantile securities in London, which, in the event of a
contraction of deposits or issues, can be made immediately

available. •

The establishment of banks throughout the kingdom has

contributed materially to the growth of trade. Without
them it would hardly be possible for a manufacturer cm-
ploying any great number of bands to collect the money
required to pay the weekly wages of his people. It is not

a valid argument against their utility that occasionally, by

the facilities they hare afforded, the tendency to overtrading

has been encouraged ; there are few benefits which are not

capable of being abused ; but it is to be hoped that the light

which has of late been thrown upon the nature of thia

branch of business will be the means of checking the evils,

without much diminishing the good which it is ealcur

lated to effect It has been urged that country bankers
have never paid attention to the state of the exchanges, or
the circulation of the Bank of England, as indications

whereby to regulate Ibcu" own issues, but that they have
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always been anxious to put oat their note* whenever they

could do so upon wh»t they considered good security ; thai

in this respect ' they are guided only by their own respective

Interests, each one endeavouring to withdraw as much of his

neighbour's paper as he can. and to substitute his own.'

This vicious system has received a material check from the

suppression of all notes under 6/. value, a measure which

amse out of thn investigations which followed the memorable

panic of 1825. The act of 22nd March, I MS, by which ibis

change was effected, provided for the gradual withdrawal of

small notes from circulation, by prohibiting the future issue

of any stamps for that purpose, and declared that their issue

should wholly cease on the 5th of April, 1839. It was on

the occasion of the introduction of this act that the Bank of

England undertook, at the recommendation of government,

to establish branches of its own body in different parts of

the country.

The practical effect of this measure of preventing the cir-

culation of notes below a/, value, ha* been to lessen, in an

important degree, the issues of country bankers. Previously

to i heir suppression, the small notes formed more than one-

half the circulation of country banks, whose issues have

not, however, been reduced in that proportion, owing to an

enlarged amount of 5/. notes being taken by the public : the

reduction, on the whole, has been estimated at 30 per cent.

It is generally acknowledged by country bankers them-
selves, that the description of notes withdrawn formed by
far the most dangerous part of their issues ; that in the

event of any rata or panic, the notes of I/, value were
always first brought in for payment, and that, in consequence,

the situation of the country banker is now one of much
greater security than it was while small notes were issued.

Up to the present time no local circulation has existed

In the great manufacturing and trading county of Lanca-
shire, where Bank of England notes alone pass from hand
to hand, but a great number of payments are adjusted by

means of bills of exchange drawn upon or made payable by

l»ndon houses. By a very recent resolution the Joint-Stock

Bsnk of Manchester ha* determined upon issuing notes.

A very general opinion has been expressed that private or

joint-stock banks of issue should place adequate security in

the hands of the state, an that the holders of their notes

could never, under any circumstances, suffer from their in-

solvency ; and certainly there can be no good reason given

why they should be left in this respect unlettered, while

such ample security is taken from the Bank of England,
whose great wealth is matter of notoriety. Securities lodged

with the government would consist cither in 'he public

stock or Exchequer bills, and would therefore be to sotno

extent productive of profit to the parties by whom they were
lodged, although their gain* would certainly be in some
degree reduced by the measure. Still it appears reasonable

that individual*, who are in a manner obliged to receive

payments in note* of private establishment*, should be pro-

tected against the dishonesty or carelessness of the issuers.

Hanks of deposit are differently circumstanced, as it is at all

times optional with individuals whether or not to place con-

fidence in a banker, and it may with safety be left to

individuals to look after their own interest in this respect.

The deposit of securities might in the end prove no loss to

thoao by whom they were lodged, as the knowledge of the

fart would tend to preserve them horn runs, which, although
they may be successfully met, are known to be at all times
productive of heavy bate*.

There is another point which, a* it stand* at present,
presents a curious anomaly. The Bank of England, which
gives ample security for the amount of its issues, is bound
to make returns to government at very short intervals of the
amount of it* issues and deposits, as well a* of the quantity
of eoin and bullion in its coffers, while private bankers, who
give no security, have not the slightest check placed upon
them in this respect It might certainly be inconvenient to

individual bankers thus to reveal the state of their business,

but it must be allowed that the interests of the public

should outweigh all such considerations.

At the time of passing the law for the suppression of
small notes in England, provision was made by the le-

gislature in the manner already described, for the est*

Utshment of joint-stock bank*, which should be bank*
of issue, at any distance beyond sixty-five mile* from
London. In consequence of thi* act more than thirty
totot stock banking companies have been formed in Kng-
toad, BttadpaJlr in the northern and maaafactorinf dis-

tiirts. Hitherto the result appears to hate Wen sdra*.
tageou* both to their pronnetim and (lie puUsr. TW
s) stein upon which the business is ennduitni is the u»
generally as that pursued by private establishments . t«a

it is. of course, mare obligatory uram managers scam
for others to use great caution in their dealings, aaai »•

adhere rigidly to system, than it is for sn tnditvht*] or *

small number of partners without the same degree t*T r»

sponaibiltty. For this reason, as well as for the greater aa-
' rurily they offer, joint stork banks may in the end be ansa*

i to the advantage of the public at large, although they soars

not offer the same facilities to individual trader* aa sthse

banks.
1 The establishment of a joint-stork banking ransui aa

;
l/>ndon, consequent upon the declaration in the art at*

lh 13. which removed the doubt existing as to the Itsanhri

of such an undertaking, is yet too recent to aOew aa;
estimate to be formed of its usefulness to tW paWar or

its profitableness to the stockholders. Much win danaaat
aa regards both these object*, upon the degree of p ruaVraas

with which its affairs are managed ; but it stems *r
in the absence of experience, to discover wby torh
dertsking, if cautiously conducted, should not

London, where the field for banking operation« as the t

that could lie chosen, at least as well as similar aaaor.

have succeeded in other parts of the United Kingston*.

A national bank was established by charter m Iretaaal i

1783, with the same privilege* as those granted to the P
of England by the act of 1708. The original raaataJ af

this corporation waa 600,000/.. and was lent to giiatiaaaaaal

at four per cent interest The management is v a stest, aa *
governor, deputy-governor, and fifteen director*. In taw*
1,000,000/. was added to its capital. This sum. which ansa

raised by subscription among the proprietors at the raa> af

1 25 per cent, was also lent to government at five par cant,

interest In 1821 the capital was augmented to !.*•>•.eeeaL
and a further prolongation of the charter was gruteat
1808, to expire on January 1, 1838.

The system adopted by and in regard to the Bank at

England has on various occasions been extended to the 1

of Ireland. In 1 797, when it became ra, i * i* a 1 1 to i

the Bank of England from paying it* notes to foaat. that

measure was, almost necessarily, adopted to Ireland, aaal as

consequence the issue of Bank of Ireland notes atranaaad

from 780,000/., which it was in l797,toup*nard»ef sVawVjMC.
before the Suspension Act was ultimately rrpeaM.

This same measure led, a* in England, to the *a

ment of numerous private banks in Ireland ; fifty af rasas

were in operation in 1804. The power of isaafng asaae

was greatly abused by these bank*, and the
'occasioned was aggravated by other indivUaaJa
I notes also. It was given in evidence by i

I

before a committee of the House of Common*, that
|this4ime there were >9S issuers of paper money to |aa>

, land, whose notes were in aim* ra*c* put farth tar a
few shillings, and occasionally even as low a* tat eaat

1 3af. each. These issuer* consisted of merchants. aaaa>

j

keepers, and petty dealers of all description*. TW eaaaa-
I nuences might easily have been foreseen

;

|

frauds innumerable were committed, and It

sary to put a legal stop to the peartwe. TW
recoiled with seventy upon, the bankers, so (hat of tW I

w!k> rained on business in 1804. only nineteen rrn

1812. A few bad prudently withdrawn from
~

the remainder had failed ; and of the nineteen Wre
lioned eleven became bankrupt to I SI*.

The mischief and misery thus occasioned cajaat Wa*ar>

for the interference of government and m IMl an Sjraasana.

ment was mad* with the Bank of Ireland, by which jssaV
stock banking companies were allowed to W eatAsanahaat at

a distance of fifty Irish miles from Dublin, That art was
however inoperative, in consequence of its cantata* to aapsaa
several vexation* restriction a ; and It was Dot aatfl altar aha
passing of a new art in 1824, by which this errar was raase-
dWd, that a joint-stock banking cocapant waa saatak

Belfast with a capital of half a million. That was asl

lHiJby the formation of the Provincial Bank nf Inland, i

a subscribed capital of two milium, one-lauth part af i

has been paid up by the •bamholder*. TW i

'

Coopail) resident m England, where tW I

nk ts conducted, tW chief office bring ta I

•ociation came* on business in moat afthe sctai ssaiaaTn*

town* of Ireland beyond tW tntenbtAimaaetbmDd
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Baoh braanh ia managed ante the control of ths director*,

by an agent, with Um advice and assistance, of two or more
gentlemen residing in the district, each of whom holds at

Ua»t ten share* in the bank. The system of business

adopted is the earn* aa is followed by the Scotch banks.

Us* company is considered to be in a prosperous condition,

it* dividends are rising, and the stock n saleable at a high

premium. The benefit to the country from the introduction

and prudent employment of so much capital ha* been very

greet.

In the same year with the formation of the Provincial

Bank, the directors of the Bank of Ireland began to establish

branches in the country. The notes issued from these

branches were not tl first payable except in Dublin ; but
this inconvenience ha* been rectified by the act 9 Geo. IV.,

c. 81, which makes it obligatory on all bank* to pay their

note* st the places where they are issued. The notes of the
Provincial Bank are received by the Irish government in

Eyment for duties and taxes equally with the notes of the
nk of Ireland.

The success which has attended the Provincial Bank has

brought forth proposals for the formation of a second esta-

blishment of the like nature ; but this company, although
powerfully supported, is not yet in a condition to commence
business.

The law of 1896, forbidding the issue of notes under U.
value, does not extend to Ireland.

V. Seoiem ryttrm of Banking.—There are three incor-

K-aled public banks in Scotland : one of these, called the
nk of Scotland, was established by act of the Scottish

parliament in 1695; another, called the Royal Bank of
Scotland, received a royal charter in 1727; and tfce third,

the British Linen Company, was incorporated in 1 746 far

the purpose of undertaking the manufacture of linen, but
now operates as a banking company only : its capital is

ipu.oooA
The capital of the Bank of Scotland was originally

1.300.040/. Scots, or 100,000/. sterling money, divided into

1 200 shares. This capital has since been augmented at

different times, and now amouuts to 1,500,000/. sterling,

but of this sum only one million has been paid up by the

subscribers. This bank began to establish branches in

1696, snd issued notes for I/, each in 1704. It also bet^an

very early to receive deposits, for which it allowed interest

;

and in 1729 introduced the plan of granting credit* on cash
account*, which now forms a principal feature of the Scotch
banking system.

The nature of these rash account* consists in the bank
giving credit on loan, to the extent of a sum agreed upon, to

sny individual or house of business that can procure two or

more persons, of undoubted credit and property, to become
surety far the repayment, on demand, of the sum credited,

aith interest. When a person has obtained this credit, he
may employ the amount in his business, paying interest

only upon the sum which be actually uses, and having in-

terest allowed to him from the day of repaying any part

of the loan. These loans are advanced in the notes of the

bank, whose advantage from the system consists in the call

which these credit* produce for the issue of their paper, and
from the opportunity which they afford for the profitable

employment of part of their deposits. In order to render

thts part of their business a* advantageous and secure a*

possible, it is necessary that the credits should be frequently

operated upon ; and if the managers of the hank find that

they are uted a* dead loan* to produce interest only, or that

the operations of the borrower are infrequent, so that the

amount of note* called fur is inconsiderable during the

year, they will speedily put an end to the credit, it being to

the interest of the bank to keep up an active circulation

of its notes.

These cash accounts are found to be very advantageous
to traders, by supplying an additional capital, for the use of
which they pay only in proportion to the amount of it which
they employ.
The rosnsgement of the Bank of Scotland is vested in a

gmcrnor. deputy-governor, twelve ordinary and twelve ex-

traordinary directors. They are chosen every year by the

stockholders having 2S0/. of stock or upward*. The ma-
nagement of the various branches, which are opened in all

the principal town* in Scotland, is confided to cashier* or

agent*.

The Royal Bank of Scotland had at first a capital of

156.09O/., which has since been increased to 2,000,000/.

The system of business adopted by this establishment and
by the British Linen Company is the same as that of the
Bank of Scotland, which has already been described.
The act of 1 706, which restrained any association having

more than six partners from issuing notes pa) able to bearer,
did not extend to Scotland, where banking companies, with
numerous partner* dealing on a joint-stock, have long
existed. The persons who embark in these undertaking*
being each answerable with hi* whole property fur the en-
gagement* of the bank, the public has always given to
them a great degree of confidence, which has in no case
been misplaced. In 1793 and Ifeil, when so many bank-
ruptcies took place among country bankers in England, not
one Scotch bank failed to make good its engagements.
Some defaulters have since appeared, but not where tbu
number of partners has been large. In another respect
the law which regulates the system of bonking in Scotland
diners from that in force in England. Tbu art of
which put an end to the circulation of notes under 4/., dues

|
not extend to Scotland, where a considerable part of tbu
circulating medium of the country is computed of note* of

i IL value. Hitherto this circumstance does not appear to

have been attended by any mischievous consequence*.
All banking establishments in Scotland take iu deposits

j
and allow interest upon very small sums lodged with tlieui,

a fart which may account for the absence of savings' banks
)
in that part of the kingdom. The interest allowed vanes
according to the current market rate. The rate has some-
times been as high as 4 per cent,, but at present dues uul
exceed 2 to 2 i per cent It is staled in the Report of the
Committee of the House of Commons of 18/0, to which thu
subject of banking in Scotland and Ireland was referred,

that the aggregate amount of the sums deposited aiili the
Scotch banks was then from twenty to twenty-one millions,

and there is reason for believing that the sum has siura
i been greatly increased. It appeared from the inquiries • f

j

the committee just mentioned, that about one-half of the dc-
1

poaitors in Scotch banks are persons in the same rank and
station as the depositors in savings' banks in England and

I Ireland.

j
The chartered and private bank* in Scotland have all of

;

them agents in London upon whom they draw bill*, but
their note* are not made payable except m Scotland.

' It is stated in the Report of the Committee of the House
of Commons above mentioned, that at the time their inquiry
was made (May, 1826), there were thirty-two bunks in

Scotland, including the three chartered companies. Of the
remaining twenty-nine, the National Bank of Scotland bud
1238 partner*; the Commercial Bank of Scotland. ii\ ; the
Aberdeen Town and County Bank, 446 : three others bud
each more than 100 partners; in six the number was be-
tween 20 and 100 ; and in tho remaining seventeen banks
the number of partners in each fell short of twenty. The
greater part of the Scotch banks have branches iu con-
nexion with the principal establishment, each branch
managed by an agent acting under the immediate direction*

of his employers, and giving security to them for bis con-
duct. At the date of this report the Bank of Scotland bad
sixteen branches ; the British Linen Company had twenty-
seven branches; the Commercial Bank thirty-one; and the

total number of branch banks established in Scotland
was 133.

The Scotch banker* have a practice which ia rigorously

adhered to, of exchanging each other's notes twice a wrek
and immediately paying the balances. For that purpose

each hank has an agent in Edinburgh, by abom this ar-

rangement is conducted every Monday and Friday. The
balances are paid by bills at ten days' dale en I^ondun.

The state of these balance* is looked at with great atten-

tion : if anything at all wrong in the conduct of a bank
were thereby indicated, the others would instantly interfere

and force the party to alter its proceedings. This euur»e

has proved efficient in guarding against any over issue of

bank notes, and in preventing the consequent depreciation

of their value. The plan of periodically exchanging notes

with each other is partially acted upon in some district* in

England, and it is to be regretted that a similar plan cannot

be adopted throughout the country. There doea not appear

to he any obstacle to it* practice within different districts ;

and, if this were done, the security to the public, and to the

more prudent among the country bankers, would be much
increased.

VI. Syitem of Bulking in tht Umimi Stmts* of Amtriea.
3 D 2
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—The banking business U followed in the United States of

America to a very great extent ; and, as regards sorao of

its principles, upon a system which requires notice.

The only establishment of tlie kind that partakes of a

national character is the United Slates Bank. The prin-

cipal office of this incorporation is in Philadelphia ; but it

has branches in all the principal commercial towns of the

Union.
An United States bank was incorporated in 1790, under

a charter for twenty-one years; this having expired in 181

1

was not renewed, and it was not until 1816 that the existing

institution was incorporated. It has a capital of thirty-five

millions of dollars m shares of 100 dollars each. One fifth

of (be shares were subscribed by the government. The
management is confided to twenty-flve directors, who must
be stockholders ; five of tho number are annually nomi
nated by the President of the United States, and the rest

are elected by the stockholders. The charter of this bank
will expire in March, 1836; a bill for its renewal passed

both Houses of Congress in 1832, but has been rejected by
the President.

The capital of the 'States' banks existing in 1790 was
about two millions of dollars. The Bank of the United
8tates, chartered in 1791, added ten millions of dollars to

that amount. Before tho closing of this establishment

by the expiration of its charter in 1811, there were in

the United States eighty-eight state-banks, with capitals

amounting to forty-two millions of dollars. A great increase

upon this number and amount has since taken place : on
the 1st of January. 1831, there were throughout the Union
330 state-banks, whose united capitals amounted to 110
millions of dollars ; and from a paper hid before Congress
in June, 1834, it appeared that the number of banking
establishments was increased to 506, and that the amount
of their capital paid up was 205,1 23.792 dollars.

It may well be imagined that so great and rapid an ex-
tension of the banking business could net have arisen alto-

gether from the wants of the community, but must hate
been baaed upon a spirit of speculation adverse to its inte-

rests. It is therefore not surprising that shortly after the
war broke out between the United States and this country
in 1812, a great portion of these banks, including all south
and west or Now England, were obliged to suspend their

specie payments. For adopting this measure the Ame-
rican bankers could not adduce the same reason as led

to the Restriction Act in England in 1797; they most
have been placed in so unfavourable a position solely

through tho ruinous competition which had led each of
them to force as large an amount of its notes upon the public
as possible. By this means the precious metals were in a
manner forced out of the country ; and when the war broke
oat, and confidence began to be shaken, the bankers ware
wholly unprepared for the change.
The dissolution of the United 8lates Bank in 1811 had fa-

voured this short-sighted policy of private bankers, by widen-
ing the sphere of their business, without adding in any way
to their means ofconducting it. On the contrary, a very large

proportion of the stock of the United Slates Bank having
been held by foreigners was remitted abroad, and this being
a remittance suddenly called for out of the ordinary course
of commerce, was in great part effected by the exportation

of the precious metals. Tne suppression of the United
State* Bank had been attended by the further consequence
of calling new banking establishments into action in order
to fill the chasm. In the four years from 1st January,
1811, to 1st January, 1811, no fewer than 120 new banks
were chartered, with nominal capitals amounting in the
aggregate to forty millions of dollars.

During the general suspension of specie payments in the
United States, the paper currency was increased about fifty

per cent., and its value was depreetsted on the average about
twenty per cent as compared with bullion.

It was not until after the organisation of the New Bank
of the United Stales, in January, 1817, that delegate* from
the banks in the principal commercial title* having met
at Philadelphia to consider of the circumstances in ahich
tbrir establishments were placed, determined upon simulta-
neously resuming payments in specie, a measure greatly
assisted by the importation of a large amount of bullion by
the newly e*tebh*hed pubtie bank.
This course was followed by such a contraction of their

issue* on the part of private bankers as occasioned great

1 distress. Debts contracted in

issue* on the part

end wide spread eot

the depreciated currency became suddenly Mi able at its par
value, while the facilities usually obtained bum Urn ban in
for their liquidation were as suddenly stepped by a r*fa— I of
discounts. It is at such momenta aa these, when that as-

turning good sense of a people leads them tu roster* the
soundness of their currency, that the full evil* of a de-

parture from true principles are felt. Up to a ccrtaos waeBt

the depreciation of the currency may be, and frrquesauy a.

accompanied by a delusive show of prosperity, but wbsra at

sure in the end to have all its fallacy revealed. Mr. Oat-

latin states that the number of bank* that foiled urta***>

1811 and 1830, in different parte of tho Union, waa ISA.

which had possessed capitals to the amount ha the i

of near thirty millions of dollars. In some <»fHun
the loss fell for the greatest part upun the bolder* of

notes and on depositor* ; the stockholders had • patd for lam
shares in their own promissory notes, which rctaamsag as

the bands of tho bank they aAerwarda redeemed by de-

livering up to be cancelled the stock in their iiaeat*. aad
thus suffered no loss.'

With ono solitary exception —that of the bank of the late

Mr. Girard in Philadelphia- all the pnv ate banks Hibl—aa*1

in the United States are juiut- stock companies incerpai sasd

by law, with fixed capitals, to tho extent of wtura only law
stockholders are in most rates responsible. The bmmmtm
of all consiMs in rcreit mg deposits, disrbuntmg i—naailaV
bills, lending money on security, and issuing ewers. 1*

may afford a clearer view of the si item of business panaad
by these banks if we give from Mr. Gallatin's eaushat
pamphlet ' On the Currency and Bauking System af OS*
United States,' the follow ing abstract of the sit—isaa, of fee
thirty-one chartered banks of Pcnnsy lvalue, in Nose
1829:—

Capital
Note* id rlltak-

rvpoaiu

tSarphu Huh!

llJOJOtJOO*

Ural w*1mU
N-4m of akn **» * mm4

•few bj t*Wi

*r-~ I-

ijmi

In considering wnat would be the situation of

banks, in the event of such an impairing of publar nasi

dence as would occasion a run upon Ibeta, we most not lake
into the account the item of notes and balance* do* by **a*r

banks, which form part of the deposit*, aad must g* as

reduce the sum of 16.02s 000 dollars on lb* other sao* ef

the account to 12.690.000 dollars. The ptoanttana «Wa
the specie bears to this sum is not quite oa*> fifth . aad
although the amount of discounted bills ought be ***•

gressively diminished by their falling due. Hum
such a mode of relief to themselves could only be
by the banks at the hazard of endangering all the re

eta! relations of the state, in lb* prosperity of a bach is*

whole a*My. as well as the security of lac holders of lasar

notes, is involved.

The legislatures of several of the state* hasw I7 a*
mean* neglected this important subject, aad bar* raids*)

voured to provide for the prudent managemeal of la* hat*la
by limiting the amount of their issues 10

their capitals, requiring that not lets than a certain
j

lion (generally 50 per cent.) of their nominal capsta

be actually paid up in gold or silver, and rxssutag 1a tbnr
vaults, before they begin business, and by ivndrru**- la*

directors of eaeb bank personslly responsible for law rasaa*

quenros of breaking the** and other role* faratrd for la*

protection of the public.

In Massachusetts the bank* are restrained thorn * **!

note* for a less sum than one dollar. T\m Stair* .«* i\w*>
*i Irani*. Maryland, and Virginia have fotkwkWo tW *****

of bote* of a lower denominatxm than file dollar*. A •

notes are payable 10 specie ; and if surh payment t* n(«t4.
the bank is liable to pay the bolder damage* at tW rate at

24 per cent, per annum for tlx lime p*yn*rut m nftnal m
deUvvd. The banking system uf MaaeaebsuwUs ha* sera
much extolled, and in particular the banks of lac leea *f
Boston bsve been beId up a* models for irailat—a l_'«

it 1*. that store tho passing of the present law* r**r*aau
banking, no instance has orrurred of lb* fash

in Boston. Th*> rurumataneo may *n a gloat asaaasar* as
accounted for by the fact, that ia the neat ef • nsa *f*a

rt2
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ny one of then, the other banks immediately come forward
to iu utiitinM with all tbeir disposable rcwurecs, provided
sta total unIi can bo ahown to bo equal to the amount of
Us liabilitica

; and tin* asaintanec would bo continued until,
by withholding discounts, collecting ila dvbta, and disposing
at iu assignable accuritiea, it would bo enabled to satisfy all
claims without inconvenience.

Instance* havo occurred, disgraceful to the partiea con-
wned, where the directors of projected banks havo borrowed
• ?J"

n*1<
' ,l>0 *^'oun, of »P«cw required by law to bo

la thcxr coffer* before the commencement of business—havo
iitted this borrowed specie to the inspection of the com

•wnauners appointed for the purpose, and havo sworn that it
formed the first instalment paid by the stockholders in fulfil
tawotof the design of the legislature. 8uch proceedings
cannot have been common ; and it may bo imagined that no
body of men capaMo of inch a jugglo would sufficiently
««>oy the confidence of their fellow-citizen* to be able suc-
ceaafislly to cenbark in a business where that confidence
•oust be so essential a part of the * stock in trade."

In New York, Han land, and some other of the states,
the charter of a bank is forfeited from the moment that it
refits** to pay its notes or deposits in spocie.

There arc twenty incorporated banks in the city of New
York, some of which paid a bonus to tho state for their acts
of incorporation. Their capitals amount to twelve millions
of dollars. A branch or the United States Bank is also
established in the city, and about ono-sixth of its capital is
ewiaidcred to be applicable to this station, giving thus a
banking capital to the city or about four millions sterling.

-» **" excePtion of f» Bmk of 'ho United States, whose
•attest note is of five dollar* value, all tho bank* existing
*•» New York issue notes for one dollar and upward*. All
the banks discount mercantile bills. No interest is allowed
on deposit* ; and in fact, Uie activity of the trade of the city
is so great in comparison with the capitals of the merchants,
that deposits for such a length of time as would justify the
payment of interest are unknown.
An Act was passed by the legislature of the state of New

York, m April. 1629, railed the ' Safety Pund Act,' to the
provision* of which • all monied corporation* thereafter to bo
created or renewed are subjected.' Under one or its provi-
wn*. every such corporation is obliged, on tbo 1st of January
in each year, to pay to the treasurer of the state one-half or
one per cent., at the option of the managers, on the amount
of the capital stock of the bank, and to continue such payment
until three per cent, in the whole shall be paid : this fund
to remain perpetual in the hands of the treasurer, and to be
anWy appropriated to the payment of the debt* of such bank-
tag corporations as may become insolvent. In the meanwhile
the proportion of interest arising from its payments is carried
to the credit of each bank, after providing for the payment
of salaries to certain commissioners who are appointed to
investigate at least four times in every year the affairs of
each banking corporation in the state. These commissioners
are invested with extensive powers to examine the officers

of the banks upon oath, to inspect the books, &c.
In all case* where, from the date of their incorporation,

and the determination of the director* of any bank: not to
bring themselves under the provision* of this act, they do
not contribute to the Safety Fund, those director* are held
personally liable to the full extent or all losses which the
shareholders or creditors or the bank under their charge may
sustain by reason of their departure from the course or ma-
nagement prescribed by their act or incorporation. Four-
teen of the banks in the city or New York were contributors
ia IMS to the Safety Fund.

In providing thus strictly for the payment of notes in
specie, the legislatures have not insisted that coin of the
United States shall alone be used ; and it has been the
practice to adopt a schedule of prices at which the coin* of
dilcrant countries shall be considered good tender of pay-
ment Some, of the bank* havo fairly enough availed them-
selves of this* circumstance to avoid the expense of being
obliged continually to answer every commercial demand for

specie. Very shortly after the opening of the New United
Mute* Bank, the directors found themselves under a con-

tinued necessity or this kind. Having made ample provi-

sion from time to time oT Spanish dollars, they were con-

stantly drained of them for the purpose of exportation to

China, for which purpose that description of coin is well

suited. This involved tho bank in a constant expense, which

»• at once avoided by importing to the value of five million*

ofdollars in the old six franc pieces of France, now withdrawn
from circulation in the Utter country, under which circum-
stance tboy were purchased on reasonable term*. These
pieces they offered in payment at the scheduled price when-
ever specie was demanded; but as these coins were not
adopted to tho mercantile purpose in view, they were suf-
fered to remain quietly in the vault* of the bank, which has
recently remitted back the whole amount in the original
packages to Franco.
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HANKS FOR SAVINGS are institutions of ino<lcrn

invention, eswDiuneu in mis country io encourage nanus or

prudence on the part of the poorer classes, who were pre-
viously without any places where they could safely and
profitably deposit the small sums which they might be able

to set asido from their earnings.

The origin of savings' bank* has been attributed to the
Rev. Joseph Smith of Wendover, who, in the year 1 799,
circulated proposal*, in conjunction with two of his parish-

ioners, in which they offered to receive from any inhabitant

of the pariah any sum from twopence upwards every Sun-
day evening during the summer months, to keep an exact
account of the money deposited, and to repay at Christmas
to each individual the amount of hi* deposit, with the addi-

tion or one-third to the sum as a bounty upon bis or her
economy. The depositor* were at liberty to demand and
receive back the amount <*T their saving*, without this

bounty, at any time before Christmas that they might stand

in need or their money.
The next institution oT this kind that was established. oT

which we have any account, was fbundod at Tottenham in

Middlesex, by Mrs. Priscilla Wakefield. This, which was
called the Charitable Bank, bore a nearer resemblance to

the savings' banks or the present day than the Wendover
plan. The Tottenham bank was opened in 1804. At first

the account* were kept by Mrs. Wakefield, who was assisted

in other respect* by six gentlemen acting as trustees,

who undertook each to receive an equal part or the sum*
deposited, and to allow five per cent, interest on the sai»

such depositors oT 30 shillings and upwards as alv
'

their money for at least a year in their ban-'

tion a* the amount of the deposits
:

, f*..
V
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earraaey of the country can altogether provide ; bat »och •

etato of thing* U very unlikely to arise in the present day,

and in every succeeding year we rosy bops that the spread

of information among the psoplo will render such an event

still less probable.

We cannot better close this part of the subject than by

the following quotation from Or. Smith ( Wealth <>/ Nation*,

vol. ii. p. 69), in his chapter on Money :—' It is not by aug-

menting the capital of the country, but by rendering a

greater part of that capital active and productive than would
otherwise be so, that the most judicious operations of

banking can increase the industry of the country. That
part of his capital which a dealer is obliged to keep by him
unemployed and in ready money, for answering occasional

demands, is so much dead stock—which, so long as it

remains in this situation, produce* nothing, either to him or

to hi* country. The judicious operations of banking en-
able him to convert this dead stock into active and pro-

ductive stock—into materials to work upon, into tools to

work with, and into provisions and subsistence to work for

:

into stock which produces something both to himself and to

his country. The gold and silver money which circulates

in any country, and by means of which the produce of its

land and labour is annually circulated and distributed to

the proper consumer*, is, in the same manner as the ready
money of the dealer, all dead stock. It is a very valuable
part of the capital of the country which produces nothing to

the country. Tho judicious operations of banking, by sub-
stituting paper in the room of a great portion of this gold
and silver, enable the country to convert a great part of this

dead stock into active and productive stock—into slock
which produces something to the country. The gold and
silver money which circulate* in any country may very pro-

perly bo compared to a highway, which, while it circulate*

and carries to market all the grass and corn of the country,
itself produces not a singlo pile of either. The judicious
operations of banking, by providing (if I may be allowed so
violent a metaphor) a sort of waggon-way through the air,

enable the country to convert as it were a great part of its

highway* into pastures and corn-field*, and thereby to in-
crease very considerably the annual produce of its land
and labour.'

III. Hiflory and Constitution o/ the Ban* o/England.—
This establishment, unquestionably the largest of it* kiud
in Europe, was projected by a Scotch gentleman, Mr.
William Patterson, in 1694. The scheme having received
the sanction and support of the Government, to whom the
« hole of tho capital was to be lent, the subscription was
filled in ten days from its being first opened ; and on the
27th of July. 1694. the Bank received its charter of incor-
poration. Tliis charter provides, ' that the management and
government uf tlie corporation be committed to a governor,
d<|iuty-governor, and twenty-four directors, who shall be
elected between the 2Mb of March and tlie 25th of April
every year, from among tho members of the company ;—
that those officers must bo natural-born subjects of England,
or have been naturalised ;— that they shall possess, in their
own names and for their own use. severally, vix^ the gover-
nor (at least) 4000/, the deputy -governor' 3000/.. and each
director 2000/. of the capital stock of the said corporation ;—
that thirteen or more of the said governors and directors
(of whom the governor or deputy-governor shall be always
one) shall constitute a Court of Directors, for the manage-
ment of the affairs of the company ; - that no dividend shall
at any time be made by tho suio governor and company,
save only out of the inUrv.t. pnifll. or produce arising out
of the said capita] stock or fund, or by such dealing as is
allowed by Act of Parliament.' Each elector must be no*
sewed of at lea.t J00/. capital stock of Ukj company. Pour
general courts to ho held in every year, in the months .4"

A priL Jul) , September, and I Vet-tuber ; ami special general
courta to he summoned at all time* upon the rei|Ut%ition of
nine .(Uolirt.d perm toe. The roajotily uf electors present
st general courts lo have the power of making bye laws for
tlie government of the corporation ; hut surh bye-law* must
not be repugnant to the U«. of the kingdom.
The original capita] uf the Hank, which amounted lo

I. .'oo.ouo/., waa. as already mentioned, lent lo Government,
who paid uiterct for the same at the rale of » percent,
with a further allowance of 4000/. a year for management.
Tba first charter was granted to continue for eleven year*

certeio. or till a v ear's notice after the 1st of August. 1 70 J.
In 1497 a new subacripuon was raised arid lent to Go.

vernment to the amount of 1.0*1,171/. wWb swam

waa repaid in 1707. and the capital again iwdacasj h» m
original amount. In the following year the charter was
renewed until 1732; and in 1713 s still further cxsssmssb

waa granted for ten years, or until 1742. On the first at*

these occasion* the capital was raised by new luti nnpws—
to 5,559,995/. In 1722 further subscriptions were racarraai.

amounting to 3,400,000/. ; and in 1 742. when the eJurtor

was again renewed until 1764, a call made upon the saseftv-

bolders raised the entire capital lo 9300.000/. A fartW
call of 10 per cent upon this amount was made aw 174*.

The charter waa again renewed until 1784 ; but pisissea *»

the expiration of this term, waa continued until 1812. a cal
of 8 per cent, having been made in 1702. In IMM Ike

charter was further extended until twelve month*' sashes

after the 1st of August, 1833; and in 1016 the dwweaars

were empowered to appropriate a part of theu uaalrraawd

profits among the proprietor*, by adding 24 per east, to the

amount of their stock. Thee* successive additions raised was

capital of the Bank to 14.553,000/.. the whole of wkwr*
amount waa, a* it was raised, lent to Oorarnmawt, At law
but renewal of the company'* charter, which was gisa fcd as

1633 (Act 3 and 4 Wm. IV. c 98), a provision waa made for

the repayment, on the part of the public, of one-fourth pan
of the debt due to the Bank. At each of the Loses kwassw

mentioned for the renewal of the charter, some liaise*
was given by the Bank to the public, in the shape of aw
advance of money at a low rate of interest, or without say
interest. At present, the rate paid by Government for taw
Bank capital is 3 per cent, per annum.
From it* first institution, the Bonk of England Ism eW

oounted mercantile bills. The rate of discount iksrs.nl

fluctuated at fink but was usually between 44 and • per

cent. In 1693 a distinction was made in this rase sit, a
favour of persona who used the Bank for purposes of aVwoasl

.

for such persons inland bilb were discounted at 44. anal fiwwara

bills at 3 per cent. ; while to all other persons the rase was t
per cent upon both descriptions of bills. After that Uaw* raw
rates were equalised to aU classes, and fluctuated swtwww*
4 and 3 percent until 1773, when 5 per cent, waa fixed as
the rate of discount upon all description* of ball* ; aaal at

this per centage the Bank continued to discount ban* a**
June, 1822, when it was lowered to 4 percent. The rasa
was again advanced to S per cent, during the swear, as

Dec. 1823 ; but was lowered in July, 1627, to 4 per oawu
and has continued at that rate since.

Shortly after its first establishment the Bank [was a*~

volved in some difficulties, and was obliged, ra 1694. *»•»
to suspend the payment of it* note*, which were ikwa at a
considerable discount. Having received asiiilsw.ro firaea

Government this difficulty was soon surmounted ; seal taw
establishment waa not again placed in the same dasraaaaa
until 1797, when the celebrated Bank KeatnrUaa Art was
passed, which will require a more particular notice.

In 1708 an Act was passed, greatly in favour of* lbs Bis*
of England, declaring that ' during the continuaacs of mat
corporation it should not be lawful for any otWr t—fy
politic, erected or lo be erected, other than the said Geawrwar
and Company of the Bank of England, or for any etaar saw
sons whatever united, or lo be united, in covwaaota ef pan
nershrp exceeding the number of six persons, la that pan af
Great Britain called England, lo borrow, owe. or take op aery

um or sums of money on their bills or not** paves** «s>

demand, or in any less time than six monlks trssn taw
borrowing thereof.' Thu Act oontiuoed in (urea aatJ l»9v
wlicn it waa partially repealed, so aa to admit of lis* fiarwav

tion of banking establishment* for the imm nf saaw 1 **>*
more than six partners, al any distance exceedsag t»itv -* ta-

nnic* from London ; but these esUhlnhaarals w«rv re-

strained from having anv brauebei ui LonaVaa . and tf was
expressly declared that the partner*, jointly and a**«raa«.
should be held liable for all lie debU of the bank with wwaaa
lb*) might be connected.

1'iUil a very recent per*sl. it wo* not duuUrd the* las-

Ac! of I70K, as above described, forbade low forasaM W
banks of all dcscnplRms liav nig more thaa atx awjtawwa,
and tins iinprcaskm was universally artad upon Exa aW
diecusatuna which preceded the partial telaxatasw at* aw
provisions, in 1*26. failed to suggest any disWal vara*
regarding it During the ueguciatmna uf 1931 for saw
renewal of the Bank Charter, struog doubt* wee* ma 1 1 I

upon the point a* lowbather the rretnrtasa was awl if t
to the forbidding otdy of banks of was* ; sad lbs ke aeVsrt
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of the crown, raving boon called upon for their opinion on
Um subject, gave it as their decided opinion, that banks,
provided they did not issue their own notes payable to

bearer, might hare been at any time established in any
part of the kingdom. To remove all doubts upon the sub-
ject, a clause was introduced in the Act of 1 833, expressly

authorising the establishment of banks, which do not issue

notes, with any number of partners, in any place within or

without the limits to which the exclusive privilege of the
Bank of England, in regard to issuing notes, now applies.

The Bank is expressly prohibited from engaging in any
commercial undertaking, other than transactions purely
and legitimately connected with banking operations, such
as the buying and selling of coin or bullion, and bills of
exchange. But a power being given to tbe corporation to

advance money upon the security of goods and merchandise,
it was of course necessary to empower the directors to sell

tbe same for their reimbursement.
In tbe year 1759 the Bank began to issue notes for 10/.,

having previously not put any into circulation below 20/.

Notes of It. value were first issued in 1 793, and in March,
1797, I/, and 2/. notes wens brought into use. The issue

of tbe latter, except in one partial instance, ceased in f»ct

in I Ml, and by law on the 5th of April, 1829, since which
time 5/. is the smallest sum for which any bank in England
may send forth its notes payable to bearer.

The necessity for the issue of notes for so small an amount
as I/, arose out of tbo act of 1 797, which restricted the Bank
from making payments in gold, a measure which wss forced

upon it by the financial operations of the government, then
very largely indebted to the corporation. The contest in

which this country was at that time engaged, although not
actually so expensive as the war became at a subsequent
period, brought with it demands upon the Treasury, which
were tbe more difficult to be met owing to the comparative
inexperience of the minister in raising extraordinary sup-
plies. These demands could then only be answered through
the assistance of the Bank; and as nearly all the sums
drawn from it resolved themselves into bullion to be sent
abroad, iu coffers were so nearly exhausted, that towards
tbe end of February, 1 797, it became manifest that the con-
tinuance of the drain for a very short time longer would
find tbe directors without tho power of answering it. Under
these circumstances it became a matter of necessity as well
as ofjustice towards the Bank to interpose, and to shield it

from a catastrophe towards which il had been hurried
through yielding to tbe solicitations for assistance made by
the government. On Saturday, the 25th of February, only
1.370,000/. in coin and bullion remained in the coffers of
the Bank. On the following day an order in council was
issued, prohibiting the directors from paying their notes in

specie until the sense of parliament could be taken on tho
sabjert. The promulgation to tbe public of this order being
accompanied by assurances of the affluent circumstances of
the corporation, as well as by a declaration on tho part of
tbe leading bankers and merchants of London pledging
themselves to receive bank-notes in payment of any sums
doe \n them, failed to make any injurious impression. A
committee of the House of Commons was iinmcdintc)y.after-

wards appuintod to inquire into the affairs of the Bank, which
committee reported that a surplus of effects* to the amount
«f 3,825,8907. was possessed by the corporation over and
aben e iU capital of 1 1 ,684,800/. then in tbe hands of govern-
ment. The circumstances by which this measure was ren-
dered necessary were altogether of a political nature, and
the only blame tint can bo altaclted to the directors of tho
Bank for their conduct on that occasion arises out of their

abandonment of their own better judgment to tho urgent
sohnlations of the government, made upon tho plea of a
strong necessity in the then alarming situation of public

affairs. In the contest then carried on, which, with only a
few months' interval in isol and 1802, continued until

1815, and which involved the country in expenses of un-
paralleled magnitude, it was considered indispensable for the

government to be provided with a powerful engine for car-

ry iog on its financial operations, and it was thought also tohave
been necessary, under those circumstances, to remove from
the engine thus employed the ordinary responsibilities which
should attach to a banking establishment. The minister

who directed tbe affairs or England at tbe time of the pass-

ing of the Restriction Act seems to have been fully im-
pressed with this necessity, and to have bad in view the

political convenience of the government rather than tbe •

private advantage of tbe Bank, or the interests of the pubbo
asdistinct from tbe government, when, on the second renewal
of the Restriction Act, be prevailed upon parliament to con-
tinue its duration until one month after tbe conclusion of war,
by a definitive treaty of peace. The period thus contem-
plated hating arrived at the close of 1801. it was found
necessary, in consequence of the unsettled state of affairs, to
prolong the act for a further period ; and tbe war having
soon after recommenced, the restriction was again continued
until six months after tbe ratification of a definitive treaty
of peace.

The financial efforts of the government having bam con-
tinued upon a most exaggerated scale up to tbe very moment
of tbe treaty of peace in 1814, tbe Bank, which had seconded
those efforts, and bad made no preparation for so total a
change of system, procured the renewal of tbe Suspension
Act until the 3th July, 1816. It would perhaps have been
ungracious on tbe part of the government towards an esta-
blishment to whose assistance it had been so largely indebted
through a aeries of years, had a refusal been given to the
demand thus made by the Bank ; but if this question bad at
that time been settled with a view to tbe public good, we may
venture to assert that the Restriction Act would not bate
been renewed. All Europe was at that time in an unnatural
state, equally, but not similarly, with ourselves. The situation
ofthis country was in fact the very opposite of that in which all

other European countries were then placed. They hail been
compelled by the operation of the ' Berlin and Milan De-
crees' to purchase at enormous prices wretched substitutes

for tho manufactured goods and colonial produce with which
our warehouses were filled to overflowing. It was the in-

ability to export these goods in payment for the naval and
military stores and foreign productions which we consumed,
that had drained us of gold, while tbe inability to receive
our merchandise had obliged foreigners to take returns for

those stores and productions in the precious metals, which
they did not want, rather than in our manufactures and
colonial produce, by the sale of which, in their own country,
they could have made enormous profits. When, therefore,

peace returned, and commorce was again allowed to flow

into its natural channels, we found anxious customers, at

high pnees, for goods which had before been ruinously de-
pressed, and it became as impossible to keep the gold out,

as it had, under the contrary circumstances, been to retain

it within the kingdom.
Had the Bank of England at this time contracted iu

issues in only a very trilling degree, its notes would have
been restored to their full value, measured by the price of
gold, a fact which can hardly be doubled if we consider how
large a proportion of their depreciation was recovered under
a directly opposite course of proceeding. At the end of 1813,

tho amount of Bank of England notes in circulation was
23,8.14.050/., the price of gold was 5/. 10t. per ounce, and
the depreciation of Bank-paper consequently amounted to

2'J/. U. Id. per cent. At the end of 1814. the Bank issues

were increased to 28,232,730/., snd tho price of gold bad
fallen to 4/. t>«. (id. per ounce, so that the notes were depre-

ciated only to the extent of 9/. 19*. id. per cent. This
statement, drawn from documents furnished by the Bank
directors to parliament, makes it even doubtful whether any
contraction whatever of their issues was necessary in order

to restore Bank of England notes to their par value. The
rise in value which they actually experienced, amounting to

19/. 4«. So*, per cent., or nearly two thirds of their deprecia-

tion, was occasioned, in the face of an increased issue of

more than 1 8 per cent., by the great quantity of gold poured

into the country at the re-opeuing of our commerce, and no

doubt also in some degree by the diminished circulation of

the notes of country bankers.

Tbis state of things could not last long. Gold can never

continue to circulate in tbe presence of an inconvertible

paper currency, and an opportunity, the best that could pos-

sibly have offered for extricating ourselves from a false po-

sition, and for restoring our currency to a sound and healthy

state, was suffered to pass away unimproved. Tbe reason

for this neglect is sufficiently obvious. The Bank directors,

liowever blameless for tbe statu of things which first caused

the restriction, soon found that measure productive of enor-

mous profits to their establishment, and were anxious to

prolong its operation bv every mean* within their power

;

and the ministers, who had still large financial operations

to make, found it meat to their convenience to effect them in

a redundant paper currency
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BxMpt at the tmt motnent of it* •Btdment, the Bank

RMtriolMD Act iu for tome time to little needed fur the

security of that oorporalion, that iU notes, during the fir»t

three year* of the systwm, were fully on a par with gold, and

aomoumei even bore • imall premium. In leu than scvon

month* after the Suspension Act tu Brat put in force, the

director! of the bank paated a resolution, in which they de-

clared that the oorporatinn ww in a situation to resume with

safety making payments in specie, if the political circum-

stances of the country did not render such a course inex-

pedient. After a time, the »u*pen»ion was found to be so

convenient and profitable to the Bank, that the wish to recur

to rash payments was no doubt abandoned by the directors.

Iu 1801 and the following year. Bank notes, owing to their

excessive Quantity in circulation, fell to a discount of 7 to 8

per cent., but partially recovered in I bo.}, and remained

until 1 b IU within 2 or 3 per cent of par. In the year ln>t

mentioned the deprucialion occurred which led to the

appointment of the celebrated Bullion Committee. The
issue* of the Bank, which on tho 31st August, I son. were

I7.I11.29U/., had increased to lU.i74.lbo/. in tho following

year, and on the 3 1st August, lull), amounted to 24,7>J,'J9u/.,

being an increase of about 44 per cent, in two years - a
cause quite sulKriont to account for their depreciation.

In 181 1 the circulation waa diminished to 23,2*6, bio/., and

the discount was reduced to 7| per cent. A further issue

again depressed the value of Bank notes, as compared with

gold: on the 31st August, 1814, the amount in circulation

was 28,368,290/., and the depreciation amounted to 25 per

cent. It is seldom that cause and effort can be thus clearly

shown in relation to each other. In consequence of the

material fall in toe value of agricultural produce, which took

filaeo in 1813 and In 14, such serious losses were sustained

>y tho country banker* in various parts of the country, that

in 1814, and the two following years, 210 of them fuiled;

and the general want of confidence thus occasioned, so far

widened the field for the circulation of Bank of England
notes, that although the amount of them in circulation in-

creased, in 1817, to 29,343.780/., their value relatively to

that of gold was nearly restored.

In 1817, having accumulated nearly twelve million* of

coin and bullion, the Bank gave notice in the month of

Apnl, that all note* of I/, and 2l. value, dated prior to 1816.

might be received in gold. In the September following, a

further notice was given that gold would be paid for notes

of every description dated prior to 1817. The effect of these

measures was to drain the Bank of a large portion of its

bullion, so thai in August, 1819. no more than 3,59i,960/.

remained in its coffers, and an act was hurried through par-

liament to restrain the Bank from acting any further in

conformity with the notices hero mentioned.

In the same year the bill was passed, commonly known as

Mr. Peel * Bill, which provided for the gradual resumption
»f cssli pa) mcnts. Under the provisions of this law, the

Bank Restriction Art was continued in force until tho 1st

of February, 1 820; from that timo to the 1st of Ortolier in

the same yoar, the Bank was required to pay iu notes in

bullion of standard unoncss at the rale of 4/. !«. per ounce ;

from 1st of October, 1820. to la of Ma\. Is2l, the rate of

bullion was reduced to 3/. I'M. Cd. From the lost-men-

tioned dav. bullion might be demanded in payment for notes

at the Mint price of 3/. 17*. 10f/. per ounce ; and on the

1st of May, 1*23, the current gold coin of the realm might
bo demanded. The provisions of this art, as here men-
tioned, were respectively anticipated in point of tunc, and on
the 1st •>/ May, IsJI, the Bans, recommenced the payment
of their notes in specie.

Ou« of the provisions of this act arose out of a sugges-
tion made by the late Mr. Kirardo, which appears calcu-

lated to afford every requisite srrunt) against the evils to

which any system of paper currency is exposed. The e fleet

of Mr. Kirardo s plan would liave been to exc lude a metallic

currency, with the exception of what might lie necessary for

effecting small pa) menu, by making Bank of England notes

• legal tender, with the idoigstu.n unpowd on the directors

to pay litem, on demand, in (old bars of the proper
standard, and of a weight not less than sixty miner* for any
one psyuwut Tin* pruwsiun. which as* temporarily
adopted iu Mr. Peel'* bid, would effectually prc\< 111 am lie.

pmiaibm ol lha notes, and might have a pc< ultarly goal
"dirt ui all tun** ol fM.litxfti panic, alien the great' »l part
ot the ioisriiM.1 arise* from the numerous kuller* of small
•mounts of notes, and «1hi, on the plan proposed, aould bo

unable, individually, and without tone ntenair* wsabaaa
tinn for the purpose, to drain the Bank of its treasure. N«
Suod reason has ever been yet given to the public agamst
ic permanent adoption of this ceonomirsi suggest* n.

On the 22nd of May, 1812, a Committee of Scrreet via
appointed by the House of Common* to inquire ibio the

expediency of renewing the charter of the Bank of Englsisi.

and into the system on which banks of issue in Enjlsxal
and Wales are conducted. On the llth of August f liv-

ing this Committee delivered its rcp-nt. a Inch was ttru.ted

by order of the House, and it is to this report, with the evi-

dence and documents by which it »»« ars-omntuitrd, that taw

public i* mainly indebted for the establishment • f principle*

calculated to give such consistent and sound views Ufa
the subject of banking as cannot fail to prtdorc U.e vcy
best results to the community. Containing, a* it dor*, tlx

opinion* of our first authorities in matter* of political sriiati.

and the recorded experience of practical men, this part
was of the greatest advantage to the members of tlx- U ft*-

laturc while discussing and determining the pros isa.es 4*

the act which received the royal assent on the X*:h «f

August, 1HJJ, for renewing the charter of the Bank «f

England— a brief analysis of winch act it may be edi utlw
here to insert.

This art provides that no association, having nor* than
»ix partners, shall tuuc bills or notes, pa) able on dsnubi.
in Loudon, or within sixty-five mile* of that city, du'wc
the continuance of the exclusive privileges grar.ud to tbt
Governor and Company of the Bank of England. Tb» is-

tent ion of this provision i* declared by the art to be. li-at

the Bank ' shall continue to hold and ony >y all the cxclus..*
privileges of banking given by the art 3tth and **xa
(Ii'O. III., c. 28, as regulated by the art 7th Goo IV„ r 44.
or any prior or •ulfst-qucnt acts of Parliament, but no utWt
or further exclusive privilege of banking. And where**
doubts have arisen a* to the construction of the *a*d act*,

and a* to the extent of surh exclusive privilege; ar«l it *>

expedient that all surh doubts should be removed, it m
therefore declared that any body politic or rorporalr, or »>
ciety, or company, or partnership, although rvins.ai.rg «c*

wore than six persons, may rarry on the trade or b*i*n*r«a

of banking in l»ndon, or within sixty-Air miles ttp«« f,

provided they do not borrow, owe, or take up in Eng~>*«C
any sum of money upon their bill* or noU-s pajabW <.o i*
mand, or at any less time than six montlu from the l>m«
ing thereof during the continuance of the priwlrgr* rrastrd
by this act to the Governor and Company of tie Bank ***

England.'
All promissory note* of the Bank of England, mi skit

on demand, issued at any place in England, out of L<4»~«w
where tlic business of banking shall tie earned an for m •m
behalf of the Bank, must be made pav able at the place tSm
such note* are issued ; and It is made unlawful t> Itar Gar
vcruor and Company of the Bank of England, or l*r as*
person on their behalf, to issue, st any planr out of L>«vi c.
any promissory note payable on demand, not made pay alow

at the place where the same is issued.
' L' [*ni one year* notice given within six months after law

expiration of ten years from the 1st of August. I»'t. sad
upon repay mciit, b) Parliament, of all sum* that may be
due from the public to the Bank at the time of the rises
tion of such notice, the exclusive pn«ih-g**a of taaaL-avg

grante<| by this art shall cease ami detrnninr at the *l|*-»
tton of surh year's notice ; sn.| any vote or rrtoiatiaa •* ike
House of Common*, signified by the speaker of the a**f
House in «ritnig, ami delivered at the pu'dtc ofBce *** la*

Bank, shall be deemed and adjudged to be a mitk —l
Hutu r.

' From and after the 1st of August, la.14, tinUs* tad
until parliament shall otherwise duvet, a trtwitt of a rsaSa «T

note* o( the Hank of England, expressed to be pataUe W
bearer on demand, shall I* a legal tender to the sasvjatwl rx
pressed in such ni>le or note*, and shall be Us.ro to br favad

as a tetnler t» sorb sra >unt for all turn* above V sax sd
oct j. i .us on which any trndcr of nvvney may be Wc*Z'f
made, as long as the Bank of England shall continue (a pay,
on demand, their said n <tc* in legal rmn ; pruvaird a!wa>*
that no »u< h note or note* shall be held a WwaJ twasaWe af

rm Hu nt by the Governor ami Company of tar Basvk «f

England, or any branch l<«nk of the s*»l Geseras* aaal

Cotupan). But the said Governor and Company saw taw **

la.xs.ime liable to be required lo pay and satisfy. 04 aanj

branch ban* of the said Governor and Coapanj. say *»-**
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or note* of the said Governor and Company not made spe-

cially payable at turn branch bank ; but the aaid Governor
and Company shall be liable to pay and satisfy, at the Bank
of England In London, all notes of the aaid Governor and
Company, or of any branch thereof.

' No bill of exchange or nrombwy note made payable at

or within three months after the date thereof, or not having
more than three month* to run, shall, by reason of any in-

terest taken thereon or secured thereby, or any agreement
to pay, or receive, or allow interest in discounting, nego-
tiating, or transferring the same, be void, nor shall the lia-

bility of any party to any bill ofexchange or promissory note
be affected by reason of any statute orlaw in force for the
prevention of usury ; nor shall any person or persons, draw-
ing, accepting, indorsing, or signing any such bill or note,

or lending or advancing any money, or taking more than
the present rate of legal interest in Great Britain and Ire-

land respectively for the loan of money, on any such bill or
note, be subject to any penalties under any statute or taw
relating to usury in any part of the United Kingdom, to the
contrary notwithstanding.

' An account of the amount of bullion and securities in

the Bank of England belonging to the said Governor' and
Company, and of notes in circulation, and of deposits in the
stud Bank, shall be transmitted, weekly, to the Chancellor
of the Exchequer for the time being, and such accounts
shall be consolidated at the end of every month, and an
average state of the Bank accounts of the preceding three

months, made from such consolidated accounts as aforesaid,

shall be published every month in the first succeeding
London Gasette.

' One- fourth part of the debt due from the publio to the
Bank shall and may be repaid.

' A general Court of Proprietors of the Bank shall be
held some time between the passing of this act and the 5th
of October, 1 834, to determine upon the propriety of dividing

and appropriating the sum to be repaid aa before-mentioned
amongst the several persons, bodies politic or corporate, who
may be proprietors of the capital stock of the Governor and
Company of the Bank of England on the said 5th of Oc-
tober ; and upon the manner and tho time for making such
division and appropriation, not inconsistent with the provi-

sions for that purpose herein contained ; and in case such
general court, or any adjourned general court shall deter-

mine that it will be proper to make such division, then, but
not otherwise, the capital stock of the said Governor and
Company shall be reduced from the sum of 1 -1,553,000/., of

which the same now consists, to the sum of 10,914,750/.,

and such reduction shall take place from and after the said

5th of October, 1834. and thereupon, out of the sum to bo
repaid as herein before mentioned, or by means of the fund
to be provided for that purpose, the sum of 3.038,250/. shall

be appropriated and divided amongst the persons or bodies
politic or corporate who may be proprietors on the said 5th
of October, 1834, at the rate of 25/. for every 100/. stock.

' The reduction of the share of each proprietor in the
capital stock of the said Governor and Company of the
Bank of England, by the repayment before-mentioned, shall

not disqualify the present governor, deputy-governor, or

directors, or any or either of them, or any governor, deputy

-

governor, or director who may be chosen in their room at

any time before the general court of the said Governor and
Company to be held Between the 25th of March and the

25th of April, 1835, provided that, at the said general court,

and from and after the same, no proprietor of the said cor-

poration shall be capable of being chosen such governor,

deputy-governor, or director, or shall continue in his or their

respective offices, unless he or they respectively have, and
daring such his respective office continue to have, in hia or

thai* respective name, in hia and their own right, and for

bis and their own use, tho respective sums or shares of and
in the capital stock of the said corporation, in and by the
•barter of the said Governor and Company prescribed as

the qualification of governor, deputy-governor, and directors

respect)rsiy.
' No proprietor shall be disqualified from attending and

voting at any general court of tho Company to be held be-

tween the »th of October, 1834. and the 25th of April,

1935, in consequence of the share of the said proprietor of

tho capital stock of Ibe said Company having been reduced

by such repayment as aforesaid below the sum of 500/. of

the said capital stock, provided such proprietor had in his

own. turns tho full sua of 500/, of the said capital stock on

the said 5th of October, 1854. nor shall any proprietor bo
required l>ctwcen the said 6th of October. 1834. and 25th of
April. 1835, to take the oath of qualification in the said
charter.

' From and after the 1st of August, 1834. the said Go-
vernor and Company, in consideration of the privilege of

i
exclusive banking given by this act, shall, during the con-
tinuance of such privileges, but no longer, deduct fmm the
sums now payable to them for chargts of management of
the public unredeemed debt, the annual sum of 1 20.000/.

;

provided always that such deduction shall in no respect pre-
judice or affect the right of the said Governor and Company
to be paid for the management of tho public debt a> the
rate and according to the terms provided by the act 48th
Geo. III., c. 4, entitled " An act to authorize the advancing
for the public service, upon certain ci>nditi»ns. a proportion
of the balance remaining in the Bank of England for pay-
ment of unclaimed dividends, annuities and lottery pnr.es,

and for regulating the allowances to be made for the
management of the national debt."

'All the powers, authorities, franchises, privileges, and
advantages given or recognised by the snid recited act of
the 39th and 40th Geo. III., c. 29. aforesaid, as belonging to

or enjoyed by the Governor and Company of the Bank of
England, or by any subsequent act or acts of Parliament,
shall be, and tho saroo are hereby declared to be. in full

force, and continued by this act, except so far as the same
ore altered by this act, subject, nevertheless, to redemption
upon the terms and conditions following,—that is to say,

that at any time upon twelve months' notice to be given
after the 1st of August, 1855, and upon rcpajment. by par-
liament, of the sum of 11,015,100/., being the debt which
will remain due from the public to tho said Governor and
Company after the repayment of one-fourth of the debt of
14,686,804/.. as hereinbefore provided; and upon payment
to the said Governor and Company of all arrears of the sum
of 1 00,000/. per annum in the said act of 39th and 40th
Geo. III. aforesaid mentioned, together with the interest or

annuities payable upon the said debt or in respect thereof,

and also upon repayment of all the principal and interest

which shall be owing to the said Company upon all such
tallies. Exchequer orders, Exchequer Bills, or Parliamen-
tary funds which the said Governor and Company, or their

successors, shall have remaining in their hands, or be en-

titled to at the time of such notice to be given as last afore-

said, then, and in such case, and not till then (unless under
the proviso hereinbefore contained), the said exclusive pri-

vilege of banking granted by this act shall cease and deter-

mine at the expiration of such notice of twelve months.*

The circumstance most worthy of remark, in connexion
with the act here recited, is the provision whereby bills not
having more than three months to run before they become
due are taken out of the operation of the usury laws. This
provision may perhaps be considered as the first step towards

the entire removal from the statute book of an enactment
which, while it contradicts the soundest and most obvious

principles, operates disodvantagcously to the borrower of
money, and upon these and other grounds has been repeat-

edly condemned by committees of Hie House of Commons.
The clause which provides that notes of the Bank of Eng-

land and its branches shall be a legal tender in every part

of England, as explained by tho act already recited, has

excited considerable interest among commercial men, somo
of whom have— it is thought without sufficient grounds

—

expressed alarm at the provision. The expression ' legal

tender,' although certainly correct, is an unfortunate term,

as it seems to threaten the mercantile public with the return

of those days of ruinous uncertainty in regard to currency

which wero so commonly experienced throughout the period

when, under the Restriction Act, Bsnk of England notes

were in effect a legal tender in every part of the kingdom.

The only possible effect of an injurious kind which can attend

this regulation is, that in the event of such a conjuncture as

shall render the Bank unable to meet its engagements, the

holder of its notes who may chance to be removed one or

two da) s' journey from Ixmdoo or the place where they were

issued, may be placed in an unfavourable position for ex-

changing thom for specie. This conjuncture, however, no
one cootemplates at the present day.

The principal advantage to follow from the enactment is

this -that it absolves the Bank of England from the ex-
pensive necessity in which it was formerly placed, of pro-

viding bullion to meet every run that might be nude upon
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all Um country banker* in every pari of the kingdom, who,
tinder the present law, may pay the demand* on litem in

Bank of England note*, instead of in tpecie, aa they were
formerly obliged to do.

The repayment of one-fourth of the debt due from the

public to the Bank hu boon made by an assignment of 3 per
rent, stock, which was |irvviou«ly held by the commissioner*

for the reduction of the national debt, but no division of the
amount has yet been made among the proprietors of the
Bank capital, who hare judged it most advisable to leave the

sum thus rendered available as capital in the bands of the

directors.

The principal advantage conferred on the Bank by the

legislature consist* in the restriction that prevents any other
establishment, having more than six partners, from issuing

notes payable to bearer in or within sixty-five mites of Lon-
don. Nor is the advantage of this restriction altogether

confined to the corporation in whose favour it is enacted.

If more than one bank of issue were in operation in London,
the spirit of competition with which each would be actuated
might render tbem lea* prudent in acting upon those indi-

cations which should govern the amount of their circulation.

This consideration is of the more importance in London,
where the value of the national currency, compared with that

of other countries, is finally adjusted by the importation or
exportation of gold. No concert would probably exist be-

tween rival establishments thus circumstanced. In the
event of a redundant circulation becoming evident, the
adoption of a prudent course by one party in contracting it*

issues might even prove the signal to other* to endeavour
to turn that circumstance to their own immediate advantage
by filling up the void thus occasioned. Under such a sys-

tem the public would be continually subjected to violent

oscillations of the currency, the evil* of which it would be
impossible to calculate.

We learn from the evidence given before the secret

committee by certain of the Bank directors, that the prin-

ciple upon which they proceed in regulating their issues

is to have a* much coin and bullion in their coders a* may
amount to a third part of the liabilities ofthe Bank, including
•um* deposited as well a* note* in circulation. It is difficult

to account for the adoption of exactly one-third, as the pro-

portion calculated to insure the safety of the establishment
In quiet and ordinary times, and when care has been taken
to limit the circulation within the amount which would inju-

riously affect the foreign exchanges, to keep so large a pro-

portion of profitless capital can never be necessary. Under
opposite circumstance*, when, by an over-issue of paper,
prices have been to driven up that gold has become the only
profitable specie* of remittance abroad, experience shows us
that the drain upon the Bank thus arising may and will be
carried to an extent far beyond the mere redundancy of

currency afloat, and the demand for specie may, in auch a
case, be carried beyond the amount thus arbitrarily chosen

for the security of the Bank. Where a vigilant course of
management is pursued, a small comparative amount ofgold

would alwavs suffice to restore the equilibrium when de-

ranged by the accidental change* of commerce ; and where a
different system is pursued it is difficult to say what quantity

?the precious metal*, short of tha whole liabilities of the

ank, will bo found adequate to that end. The action of
the public upon the Bank in 1825, when the largest amount
of bullion ever possessed by it was so near being wholly
exhausted, proves the truth of thii position, and shows the
necessity of adopting i lew questionable rule than the
arbitrary one-third.

The Bank of England acts as the agent of the govern-
ment an the management of the national debt It receive*

and registers transfers of stock from one public creditor to

another, and makes the quarterly payments of the dindeod*.

For this purpose it employs more than 400 clerk*, porter*,

and messenger*, and, previous to the passing of the art of

) 833, received from the public in payment for this semcc,
the ram of 24 8,000/ . per annum. Of this amount I fiO.Ooaf.

per annua is now abated in terms of that act.

The balance* of money belonging to the public are
kept in the Bank, which in this respect performs the ordi-

nary functions of a private banker. The alteration recently

nsade in the constitution of the department of the Exche-
quer will add somewhat to thi* branch of the Bank's btui-
asw*. Many individuals likewise use this estshiishment aa
a place of deposit fur their money ; but as the Bank director*
da not give the eaase facilities to thctr rwsoeaen as they re-

* ceive from private hanker*, the proportion of nwrtantib men
' who have drawing accounts with the Bank is roswpsuativety

, small.

Branch banks were established by the Bank of Roglaaki,

. in 1828 and 1829. at Swansea. Gloucester. Manrhsaster.

Birmingham, Liverpool, Bristol. Leeds. Rxetrr. NcwrastV.
Hull, and Norwich. The branch at Exeter has < «-r» rwmtiv

' been closed. These establishments have not hitherto I

I
productive of much profit to the corporation, but hat*

|

!
very convenient to the public. They facilitate the
tance of money between London and the ronntry.

enable commercial men to avoid the expense anil

which previously were attached to those oneraUuet*. As
the Branch Banks do not permit individuals to ovvrdrae
their accounts, and make no allowance of intern* nessi

deposits, they are not calculated greatly to interim- s-x*
the profits of private establishments, whose nasi —m
enjoy those advantage*. The business of these bs aw an i

principally consists in discounting bill*, issuing notes wksr*j

are payable in London and in the place where they an
issued, and in transmitting money to and from LocmW T«
encourage the circulation of their own notes, these braarW*
are accustomed to discount, at a more advantageous rate

,
than for others, bills brought to tbem by such rountrv haakrrt

,

as do not themselves issue notes.

I The profits of the Bank of England are derived fmas «W
.
count* on commercial bill*; interest on Exchequer BAs. at*

which a large amount is usually held ; the interest usssa
the capital stock in the hands of government, the alfewaare
for managing the public debt, interest on loans, on asset

,
gages, dividends on stock in the public fund*, profit on

t
-chase* of bullion, and some minor sources of innean la
1694 the stockholders divided 8 per cent, whack was as-

creased to 9 per cent in the following year ; from that taw*
to 1 729 the annual dividend fluctuated between 54 aasl »
per cent ; for the next eighteen year* the rale was JJ a* t
per cent; in 1747 it fell to S per cent; in 1751 to «| per
cent, which was the lowest rale of profit since its first esta-

blishment ; from 1767 to 1806 the dividend was grwaWry
increased to 7 par cent, and from 1807 to 1822 the pruarw-
tors divided 10 per cent annually : in 1823 the rase was
lowered to 8 per cent, and has so continued to the peawewt
time. In addition to these payments, the storksssUm
have at various time* received bonuses to the "r-iri sf
9.60-1.380/., or 574 per cent upon the subscribed cssaaaL
The expense* of the Bank are necessarily Terr great. It

maintains an establishmoot of more than 600 offiVwn. Hart*,
porters, and messengers, and pays to the stamp oaVw sea-
wards of 70,000/. annually as a composition for the tit
upon its notes and bill*.

The directors of the Bank ofEngland have ahrava declared
and acted upon the opinion that secrecy in regain *» <*»

condition is important to its prosperity. To sorh an exssat
has this feeling been carried, that year after year sargw saal
increasing dividends were declared and paid, wfebae* saw
exhibition to the proprietor* of a (ingle figure by wlurh aaass
a course could be justified, the simple rn siamiiidalns at
the directors having always satisfied the nwaprartara a* to taw
policy of preserving this mystery. The prating mt sb*
report of the committee of secrecy m 1832 reveal**! tW trwa
condition of the corporation, and it ia not bkety that rj»
director* will ever again be allowed to involve au inn I
ings in the same degree of concealment.
IV. Tht err of banking, at rammt em iy swuaaw «•*»-

biithmentt cmdjnint-stock attnemttemt in t umat m, sw -**ri
parti of England, and in htiand. -Tb» Italian aaeerfcswas
who, under the name of Lombard*, settled la Baajaaasi dar-
ing the thirteenth century, and prev iously to that ttaa* tW
Jews, performed the greatest part of the Money ksu j sf
the country. They were not, however, anker*, ntWas
dern acceptation of the word, and in tart the 1 1 1 1 i «<
banking does not appear to have been earned on sssysag aa
earlier than the middle of the sevenleestth reatarv IV
goldsmiths of London, who before that
their trade in money to the purchase and sale of
coin, then extendi d their business by I

money. The letter part of their bussasts* - abet of I

—was principally transacted wfth the kang. a* «|
mad* advance* on the security ef the taxes. They
interest to the individual* front whoaa they

'

the receipts which they gate for deposits pa saw*1

I
to hand in the same manner aa Bank nets* bs>«
cu"
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The taking of interest for the uu of money was not ren-

dered legal in England until 1146, when the rate that could
I* demanded was Axed at 10 per cent. In 1624 the legal

rate waa reduced to 8 per cent., and a further reduction to

6 per cent took place in 1651. At diU rate it •till remains
In Ireland, but waa lowered in England to 5 per cent in

1714. at which it now continue*. These limitations have
always been productire of evil. Money-lender* by profes-

sion will always be ready to take advantage of the necessi-

ties of borrowers, and being left without competitors among
the more conscientious capitalists, demand not only a mono-
poly price for tho use of their money, but also a further

sum proportioned to the risk and penalties attending dis-

oivwrv. The Lombard merchants were accustomed to de-

mand 20 per cent interest and even more, according to

the urgency of the borrower's wants.

The merchants of London bad been used to deposit their
money for security at the Mint in the Tower of London,
whence thev drew it out aa occasion demanded ; but in the
rear 1640 Ring Cbarles I. took possession of 200,000/. thus
lodged, which of course put a stop to that practice. This
state of tilings preceded and most probably led to the ex-
tension of toe business of the goldsmiths, as just ex-
plained.

This business soon became very considerable, and nas
found convenient to the government. In 16*2 King
Charles II., who then owed 1,32.4.526/. to tbelankcrs. bor-

rowed at 8 per cent, ahut up the Exchequer, and for a time
refused to pay either principal it interest, thus causing
great distress among all classes of |>eople. Yielding to the
clamour raised against this dishonesty, the king at length
consented to pay 6 per cent, interest, but tlie principal sum
was not discharged until forty years afterwards.

There are three private banking-houses still carrying on
business m London which were established before the Bank
of KngtamL The London bankers continued for some time
a/lor that event to issue notes, but have long since ceased

to do so, acting solely a* depositaries of money, discounters

of bills, and agents for bankers established in the country.

No restriction has ever existed which prevents private banks
in London, having not more than six partners, from issuing

their note* parable to bearer ; that they have ceased to do
so has arisen from the conviction that paper money, issued

on the security of only a email number of individual*, could
not circulate profitably in competition with that of a power-
fa! joint-stock association. Private bankers in London do
not make any charge of commission to their customers,
and generally grant considerable facilities to them, both
by discounting bills and bv temporary loans, either with or

without security. Even where this kind of accommodation
Is not required, it is almost a matter of necessity for every
merchant or trader carrying on considerable business to

have an account with a banker, through whom he makes bis

pa ) menu, and who will take from him the daily trouble of

presenting bills and cheque* for payment.
At various time* some banking establishments in Lon-

don hare adopted the principle of allowing interest upon
deposits placed in their hands, but this has not lieen found
to succeed. The activity which characterizes commercial
pursuits in London prevents the deposit of money for any
period that would enablo a banker to realize such a profit

from ita use as would justify the allowance of interest to tho

drposilor.

The profits of London bankers are principally derived

from discounting mercantile bilb either for their customers,

or, through the intervention of broken*, fir other parties.

They have great facilities as regard* the security of this

business, from the unreserved confidence which thoy are

arru'iomcd to place in one another a* to tho credit of their

respective customers.

The great amount of money transactions daily carried on in

Ixmlon, and which has been estimated at nearly five millions,

has led to the invention of a simple and ingenious method
for economising the use of money. Almost all these pay-

ments are in the form of cheques upon bankers, or of

ImIU of exchange addressed to bankers for payment At
three o'clock every afternoon a clerk from each banking-

bouse proceeds to a bouse in Lombard-street called the

Clearing House, taking with him all the draft* on other

hankers which hare been paid into his house that day, and
deposits them in drawer* allotted to the different bankers.

Another elork is afterward* sent who delivers to the first all

the draft* paid into the banking-house up to four o'clock,

and these are distributed in the manner already described.
He then gives credit to each respectively for the amount of
drafts on nis own bank which be finds in his own drawer.
Balances are then struck, and the claims thus found are
transferred from one account to another, and so wound up
and cancelled, that each clerk has to settle with probably

only two or three others, and transactions to the extent of
millions are settled by the employment of from 200.000/.

to 300,000/. in bank notes. On the days appointed for tlie

settlement of accounts at the Stock Exchange, the money
transactions thus settled are much larger than at other
times, and have amounted to nearly fifteen millions. Tho
money required for the ultimate settlement is not however,
increased proportionally, and has seldom exceeded half a
million.

The bills or cheque* which banker* do not choose to pay
are returned, after tlie clearing, to the bouses by whom they

were presented, and by whom the amount is then refunded.
Drafts which are not paid in until after four o'clock are sent

to tho banking-houses upon which thev are drawn to be

marked for payment on the following day ; and this pro-

ceeding, which has been adopted for the convenience of the

bankers in making up their accounts daily at a certain

hour, is of the same effect as regards the drawers and the

persons by whom the drafts are paid in, as if the pa) mi nt

had actually been made.
There wore very few country bankers established previous

to tbe American war, but after the conclusion of that con-
test their number* increased greatly. In 1793 they were
subjected to heavy losses, consequent upon the breaking out
of the war, and twenty-two of them became bankrupt. The
passing of the Bank Restriction Act waa tbe signal for the

fotmation of many establishment* for banking in tlie coun-
try. In 1809, the first year when bankers were required to

take out a license, tho number issued was 702, which gra-

dually rose to 940 in 1814. In that and tbe two following

years eighty-nine of these bankers failed, and their num-
ber* fell off greatly. In each of tbe years 1825 and 182C
there were about 800 annual licenses issued, but their num-
bers were again reduced by eighty bankruptcies, and in

1832 only 636 licenses were demanded.
Country banks in England are all of them banks of de-

posit and of discount ; they act as agents for the reinittaucc

of money lo and from London, and fur effecting payments
lietween different parts of tbe kingdom. The greater part

of them are also banks of issue, and their notes are in many
cases made payable at some banking-house in London, aa

well as at tbe place where tbey are issued.

A moderate rate of interest from 2 to 2) per cent, is

allowed by country bankers upon deposits which remain
with them for any period beyond six months : some make
this allowance for shorter periods. Where a depositor has
also a drawing account tbe balance is struck every six

months, and the interest due upon the average is placed to

bis credit. Upon drawing accounts, a commission, usually

of a quarter per cent, is charged on all payments. The
country banker, on bis part pays his London agent for the

trouble which be occasions, either by keeping a certain sum of

money in bis hands without interest or by allowing a com-
mission on the payments made for his account or by a fixed

annual payment in lieu of the same.

The portion of funds in their hands arising from deposits

and issues which is not required for discounting bills ami
making advances in the country, is invested in government
or mercantile securities in London, which, in the event of a
contraction of deposit* or issues, can be made immediately
available. •

The establishment of hanks throughout the kingdom has

contributed materially to tbe growth of trade. Without
them it would hardly be possible for a manufacturer em-
ploying any great number of hands to collect the money
required to pay tbe weekly wages of his people. It is not

a valid argument against their utility that occasionally, by

the facilities they have afforded, the tendency to overtrading

has been encouraged ; there are few benefits which are not

capable of being abused ; but it is to be hoped that tbe light

which has of late been thrown upon the nature of thia

branch of business will be the mean* of checking tbe evils,

without much diminishing the good which it is calcu-

lated to effect. It has been urged that country bankers
have never paid attention to the state of the exchanges, or

tbe circulation of the Bank of England, aa indications

whereby to regulate then own U*Uo*, but that they have,

V0sV.III.-3l
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•limn bean anxious to put out their note* whenever they

could do to upon what they considered good security ; that

in thia respect ' ttiey are guided only by their own respeetivu

Intereata, each one endeavouring to withdraw as much of his

neighbour's paper as be cm. and to substitute his own.'

This viaout system has received a material check from the

suppression of alt notes under 5/. value, a measure which

amae out of the investigations which followed the memorable

panic of 1825. The art of 92nd March. 1 M6, by whirh thia

change was effected, provided for the gradual withdrawal of

small notes from circulation, by prohibiting the future issue

of any stamps for that purpose, and declared that their issue

should wholly cease on the 5th of April, 1 829. It «u on

the occasion of the introduction of this set that the Bank of

England undertook, at the recommendation of government,

lo establish branches of its own body in different parts of

the country.

The practical effect of this measure of preventing the cir-

culation of notes below 5/. value, ha* been to lessen, in an
important degree, the issues of country hankers. Previously

to their suppression, the small notes formed more than one-

half the circulation of country banks, whose itsues have

not, however, been reduced in that proportion, owing to an
enlarged amount of 5/. notes being taken by the public : the

reduction, on the whole, bas been estimated at 30 per cent

It is generally acknowledged by country bankers them-
selves, that the description of notes withdrawn formed by
far the most dangerous part of their issues ; that in the

event of any run or panic, the note* of I/, value were
always first brought in for payment, and that, in conseonance,

the situation of the country banker is now one of much
greater security than it was while small notes were issued.

Up to the present time no local circulation has existed

in the great manufacturing and trading county of Lanca-
shire, where Bank of England notes alone pass from hand
to hand, but a great number of payments are adjusted by
means of bills of exchange drawn upon or made payable by
London houses. By a very recent resolution the Joint-Stock

Bsnk of Manchester has determined upon issuing notes.

A very general opinion baa been expressed that private or
joint-stork banks of issue should place adequate security in

the hands of the state, an that the holders of their notes
could never* under any circumstances, suffer from their in-

solvency ; ami certainly there can be no good reason given

why they should be left in this respect unfettered, while

euc'h ample security is taken from the Bank of England,
whose great wealth is matter of notoriety. Securities lodged
with the government would consist either in 'he public

atnrk or Exchequer bills, and would therefore be lo some
extent productive of profit to the parties by whom they were
lodged, although their gains would certainly be in some
degree reduced by the measure. Still it appears reasonsble

that individuals, who are in a manner obliged to receive

payments in notes of private establishments, should be pro-

tected against the dishonesty or carelessness of the issuers.

Hanks of deposit are differently circumstanced, as it is at all

times optional with individuals whether or not to place con-

fidence in a banker, and it may with safety be left to

individuals to took after their own interest in this respect.

The deposit of securities might in the end prove no loss to

«ho*o by whom they were lodged, as the knowledge of the

fact would tend to preserve them from runs, which, although
they may be successfully met, are known to be at all Lines
productive of heavy losses.

There is another point which, as it stands at present,

presents a curious anomaly. The Bank of England, whirh
give* ample security for the amount of its issue*, is bound
to make returns to government at very short intervals of the

amount of tU issues and deposits, as well aa of the quantity

of coin and bullion in its cetera, while private bankers, who
give no security, hare not the slightest check placed upon
them in thia respect It might certainly be inconvenient to

individual bankers thus to reveal the state of their business,

but it must be allowed that the interests of the public

should outweigh all such eonstderstams.

At the time of passing the law for the suppression of

small notes in England, provision waa made by the le-

gislature in the manner already described, for the esta-

bhshnsem of joint-stock banks, which should be banks
of asetje, at any distance beyond sixty-flee miles from
London. In consequence of this act more than thirty
taint stock banking companies have been formed in Bng-
laswL ertnrssaBT m the northern and manaiactaring dis-

trict*. Hitherto the result appears to hare been adrsov.

lajjoniis both to their propnctnra and the pubhr. TV*
system upon winch the business i* eonduitd t* th» tans*

generally as that pursued by private etUMi«hnwat» . last

it is, of course, more obligatory ur»m msnager* ortsug

for others to use great caution in their dealings, and »•

adhere rigidly to sy»tetn, than it is fur an indituhnl or a

small number of partners without the same degree «t* re-

sponsibility. For this reason, as well as for the greater

rurity they offer, joint stork banks may in the end be a* n
to the advantage of the public at large, although they any
not offer the same facilities to individual traders as otta*

banks.

The establishment of a joint-stork banking compear m
I^ondon, consequent upon the declaration in the art of

ld.13, which removed the doubt existing as to the lia,al«r»

of such an undertaking, is yet too recent to allow any
estimate to be formed of its usefulness to the pvafsr m
its profitableness to the stockholders. Much win deae asi
aa regards both these objects, upon the degree of p i uamie

with which its affairs are managed ; hut it seems diaV-sJL
in the absence of experience, to discover why such an un-
dertaking, if cnutiouidy rnndurted, should not »peered at

I»ndon, where the Held for banking operation* ss the tsrgeW
that could be chosen, at least as well as similar as

have succeeded in other parts of the United King
A national bank was established by charter m ',

1783, with the same privileges ai tho»e granted to the 1

of England by the art of 1709. The original capital at*

this corporation waa 600,000/ . and was lent to gimriiass

1

at four per cent, interest. The tnenagrment is vesatrf as a
governor, deputy-governor, and fifteen directors. In law*
1,000,000/. was sdded to its capital. This sum. whir*, ana
raised by subscription among the proprietors at the ran* at*

125 per cent, was also lent to government at Ire par cssac.

interest In 1821 the capita) was augmented to S.swa.aeW.
and a further prolongation of the charter was gruteat at

1 808, to expire on January 1, 1838.

The system adopted by and in regard to the Bank af

England has on various occasions been extended to Use T
of Ireland. In 1 797, when it became necessary to i

the Bank of England from paying it* notes in goad, that

measure waa, almost necessarily, adopted in Ireland, and am

consequence the issue of Bank of Ireland notes sswjssasssl

from 7 80,000/.. whirh it w st in t797.toup*Tardscf4.MMaaf.
before the Suspension Act was ultimately repealed.

This same measure led, aa in England, to the swtaMaaV
ment of numerous private banks in Ireland : tfry at* these

were in operation in 1804. The power of istartng naass

was greatly abused by these banks, and the misrhaaf than
occasioned was aggravated by other individuals

I notes also. It was given in evidence by several

I

before a committee of the House of Commons, thai

I

this -time there were 295 issuers of paper money aa bo-
land, whose notes were in some cases pot forth, far a
few shillings, and occasionally even as low as t«t east

|

id. each. These issuers remitted of merehurts. •**»-

|

keepers, and petty dealers of all descriptions. The esaw
?|ucnces might easily have been foreseen ;

,
rends innumerable were committed, and it

sary to put a legal stop to the practice. The
recoiled with seventy upotj the bankers, so (hat of the 1

who rained on business in 1804. only nineteen res

1812. A few had prudently withdrawn from
'

the remainder had failed ; and of the nineteen here
tioned eleven became bankrupt in 1 829.

Tlie mischief and misery thus occasioned rafted

for the interference of government, and in IMl aa ._

ment was made with the Bank of Ireland, by wnarfk ksaaaV

stork banking companies worn allowed to be eatteMatttai at

a distance of fifty Irish miles from Dublin. This art was
however inoperative, tn ronswquence of ft* amir
several vexatious reatnctlons ; and It wis not i

Satsing of a new art in 1824, by whirh this <

ied, that a joint-stock banking company was eats
Belfast with a capital of half a million. This
1 825 by the formation of the Pro* Inrstl Bank af trrtaasi.

a subscribed capital of two mills**, one-fourth part of
has been psid up by the shareholder*. The
Cncipally resident tn England, where the

ok is conducted, the chief office being m
sortsiion came* on business in moat ofthe aria i a«*i states

town* of Inland Urood the prsacrtbed ilaHann DasmM
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Kaeh branch k managed ante the eontrol of the directors,

by an agent, with the advice and assistance of two or morn
gentlemen residing in the district, each of whom holds at

least ten shares in the bank. The system of business

adopted is the tame aa is followed by the Scotch banks.

The company k considered to be in a prosperous condition,

its dividends are rising, and the stock n saleable at a high
premium. The benefit to the country from the introduction

and prudent employment of so much capital has been very

great.

In the same year with the formation of the Provincial

Bank, the directors of the Bank of Ireland began to establish

branches in the country. The notes issued from these

branches were not tt first payahlo except in Dublin ; but
this inconvenience has been rectified by the act 9 Geo. IV.,

c. 81, which makes it obligatory on all banks to pay their

notes at the places where they are ksued. The notes of the
Pnntncial Bank are received by the Irish government in

Eymeot for duties and taxes equally with the notes of the
ink of Ireland.

The success which has attended the Provincial Bank has
brought forth proposals for the formation of a second esta-

btHhmenl of the like nature; but this company, although

powerfully supported, k not yet in a condition to commonoe
business.

The law of 1946, forbidding the issue of notes under if.

value, dees not extend to Ireland.

V. Si-otrk ryilrm of Bunking,—There are three incor-

porated public banks in Scotland : one of these, called the

Bank of Scotland, was established by act of the Scottish

parliament in 1695 ; another, called the Royal Bank of
Scotland, received a royal charter in 1727; and ttc third,

the British Linen Company, was incorporated in 1 746 for

the purpose of undertaking the manufacture of linen, but
now operates as a banking company only : its capital is

ioo.ooo/.

The capita) of the Bank of Scotland was originally

1.200,000/. Scots, or 100.000/. sterling money, divided into

1 20ii thires. Tbk capital has since been augmented at

different times, and now amounts to 1,500,000/. sterling,

but of this sum only one million has been paid up by the

saWsrribers. This bank began to establish branches in

I6VC, and issued notes for W. each in 1 704. It also bei*an

very early to receive deposits, for which it allowed interest

;

and in 1 749 introduced the plan of granting credits on cash
accounts, which now forms a principal feature of the Scotch

banking system.

The nature of these rash accounts consists in the bank
giving credit on loan, to the extent of a sum agreed upon, to

any individual or bouse of business that can procure two or

more persons, of undoubted credit and properly, to become
surety fur the repayment, on demand, of the sum credited,

with interest. When a person has obtained thk credit, he
may employ the amount in hk business, paying interest

only upon the sum which he actually uses, and having in-

terest allowed to him from the day of repaying any part

of the ban. These loans are advanced in the notes of the

bank, whose advantage from the system consists in the call

which these' credits produce for the issue of their paper, and
from the opportunity which they afford for the profitable

employment of part of their deposits. In order to render

this part of their business as advantageous and secure as
possible, it k necessary that the credits should be frequently

operated upnn ; and if the managers of the bank And that

tbry are used as dead loans to produce interest only, or that

the operations of the borrower are infrequent, so that the

amount of notes called fur k inconsiderable during the

year, they will speedily put an end to the credit, it being to

the interest of the bank to keep up an active circulation

of its notes.

These cash accounts are found to be very advantageous
to traders, by suppl)ing an additional capital, for the use of

which they pay only in proportion to the amount of it which
they employ.
The management of the Bank of Scotland k vested in a

governor, deputy-governor, twelve ordinary and twelve ex-

traordinary directors. They are chosen every year by the

stockbol'lers having 250/. of stock or upwards. The ma-
nagement of the various branches, which are opened in all

the principal towns In Scotland, k confided to cashiers or

agents.

The Royal Bank of Scotland had at first a capital of

130,00V/.. which has since been increased to '2,000,000/.

The system of business adopted by thk establishment and
by the British Linen Company k the same as that of the
Bank of Scotland, which has already been described.
The act of 1708, which restrained any association having

more than six partners from issuing notes pa) able to bearer,
did not extend to Scotland, where banking companies, with
numerous partners dealing on a joint-stock, have lung
existed. The persons who embark in these undertakings
being each answerable with hk whole property for the en-
gagements of the bank, the public has always given to
them a great degree of confidence, which has in no caso
been misplaced. In 1793 and Ib'IS. when so many bank-
ruptcies took place among country bankurs in Englaud, not
one Scotch bank failed to make good its engagements.
Some defaulters havo since appeared, but not where tbo
number of partners has been large. In another respect
the law which regulates the system of banking iu Scotland
differs from that in force in England. The art of IbJo.
which put an end to the circulation of notes under i/., dues
not extend to Scotland, where a considerable part of tbo
circulating medium of the country is composed of nutm of
U. value. Hitherto this circumstance dors not appear to

have been attended by any mischievous consequences.
All banking establishments in Scotland take iu deposits

and allow interest upon very small sums lodged with them,
a fact which may account for the absence of savings' banks
in that part of the kingdom. The interest allowed vanes
according to the current market rate. The rate has miiuu-
timcs been as high as 4 per cent., but at present docs not
exceed 2 to 24 per cent. It k slated in the Report of the
Committee of the House of Commons of 18 10, to which tho
subject of banking in Scotland and Ireland was referred,

that the aggregate amount of the sums deposited with thu
Scotch banks was then from twenty to twenty-one millions,

and there is reason for believing that the sum has siuru
been greatly increased. It appeared from the inquiries <>f

Uie committee just mentioned, that about one-half of the de-
positors in Scotch banks are persons in the same rank and
station aa the depositors in savings' banks in England and
Ireland.

The chartered and private banks in Scotland have all of
them agents in London upon whom they draw bilk, but
their notes are not made payable except in Scotknd.

It k stated in the Report of the Committee of the House
of Commons above mentioned, that at the time their inquiry
was made (May, 1826), there were thirty-two banks in

Scotland, including the three chartered companies. Of the
remaining twenty-nine, the National Bank of Scotland bail

1238 partners; the Commercial Bank of Scotland, 42 1 ; tho
Aberdeen Town and County Bank, 446 : three others bud
each more than 100 partners; in six tho number was be-
tween 20 and 100 ; and in tho remaining seventeen banks
tho number of partners in each fell short of twenty. Tbo
greater part of the Scotch banks have branches iu con-

nexion with the principal establishment, each branch
managed by an agent acting under the immediate directions

of hk employers, and giving security to them for bis con-
duct. At the date of this report the Bank of Scotland bad
sixteen branches ; the British Linen Company had twenn -

seven branches; the Commercial Bank thirty-one; and the

total number of branch banks established in Scotland

was 133.

The Scotch bankers havo a practice which k rigorously

adhered to, of exchanging each other's notes twice a week
and immediately paying the balances. For that purpose
each bank has an agent in Edinburgh, by whom this ar-

rangement is conducted every Monday and Friday. The
balances are paid by bdk at ten days' date on London.
The state of these balances k looked at with great atten-

tion : if anything at all wrong in the conduct vf a bank
were thereby indicated, the others would instantly iutcrU.ni

and force the party to alter its proceedings. This course

has proved efficient in guarding against any over issue of

bank notes, and in preventing the consequent depreciation

of their value. The plan of periodically exchanging notes

with each other k partially acted upon in some dktricts iu

England, and it k to be regretted that a similar plan cannot

be adopted throughout the country. There does not appear

to be any obstacle to its practice within different dktricts ;

and, if thk were done, the security to the public, snd to the

more prudent among the country bankers, would be much
increased.

VI. Sfttwmqf Bwking in tht UmUU States ofAmerica.

3 D2
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—The banking business U followed in the United State* of

America to a very great extent; and, as regard* some of

it* principle*, upon a tyttetn which require* notice.

The only establishment of the kind that partakes of a
national character is the United States Bank. The prin-

cipal office of this incorporation is in Philadelphia ; but it

ha* branches in all the principal commercial towns of tho

Union.
An United States bank was incorporated in 1 790, under

• charter for twenty-one years ; this having expired in 181

1

was not renewed, and it was not until 1816 that the existing

institution wm* incorporated. It ha* a capital of thirty-flvo

million* of dollars in share* of 100 dollar* each. One fifth

of the shares were subscribed by the government. The
management is confided to twenty-five directors, who must
bo stockholders ; flvo of tho number are annually nomi-

nated by the President of the United States, and the rest

are elected by the stockholder*. The charter of this bank
will expire in March, 1836; a bill for its renewal passed

birth Houses of Congress in 1832, but has been rejected by
the President.

The capital of the 'States' banks existing in 1790 was
about two millions of dollars. The Bank of the United

States, chartered in 1791, added ten millions of dollars to

that amount. Before the closing of this establishment

by the expiration of its charter in 1811, there were in

the United State* eighty-eight state-bank*, with capital*

•mounting to forty-two millions of dollars. A great increase

upon this number and amount ha* since taken place : on
tho 1st of January, 1831, there were throughout the Union
330 state-banks, whose united capitals amounted to 110
millions of dollars ; and from a paper hid before Congress
in June, 1834, it appeared thai the number of banking
establishments was increased to 506. and that the amount
of their capital paid up was 205,123.792 dollars.

It may well be imagined that so great and rapid an ex-
tension of the banking business could not have arisen alto-

gether from tho wants of tho community, but must have
been based upon a spirit of speculation adverse to its inte-

rests. It is therefore not surprising that shortly after the
war broke out between the United States and this country

in 1812, a great portion of these bsnks, including all south

and west of New England, were obliged to suspend their

specie payments. For adopting this measure the Ame-
rican bankers could not adduce the same reason as led

to the Restriction Act in England in 1797; they most
havo boon placed in so unfavourable a position solely

through tho ruinous competition which had led each of

them to force as large an amount of its notes upon the public

as possible. By this means the precious metals were in a
manner forced out of the country ; and when the war broke
oat, and confidence began to be shaken, the bankers were
wholly unprepared for the change.

The dissolution of the United 8tatesBankin 1811 had fa-

voured thi* short-sighted policy of private banker*, by widen-
ing the sphere of their business, without adding in any way
to their means ofconducting it. On the contrary, a very large

Cportion of the stock of tho United Stales Bank having
n held by foreigners was remitted abroad, and this being

a remittance suddenly called for out of the ordinary course

of commerce, was in great part effected by the exportation

of the precious metals. Tne suppression of the United
Stales Bank had been attended by the further consequence
of calling new banking establishments into action in order
to fill the chasm. In the four years from 1st January,
1811, to 1st January, 1815. no fewer than 120 new banks
were chartered, with nominal capitals amounting in the

aggregate to forty millions of dollars.

During the general suspension of specie payments in the

United Btatea, the paper currency was increased about fifty

per cent., and it* t alue was depreciated on the average about

twenty per cent, as compared with bullion.

It was not until after the organization of the New Bank
of the United States, in January, 1817, that delegate* from
the hanks in the principal commercial »tales hating met
at Philadelphia to consider of the circumstances in which
thru establishments were plseed. determined upon simulta-

neously resuming pay menu in •p*r>», a measure greatly
saisled by the importation of a large amount of bullion by
the newly eaUbuahed public bank.
Thi* course was followed by such a contraction of their

issue* on the part of private beakers as occasioned great
•ad wide-spread eocmerctal dartres*. Debts contracted in

It*.

the depreciated currency became suddenly Mi able am Us par
value, while the facilities usually obtained brum the lata****

for their liquidation were as suddenly stooped by a refusal as*

discounts. It is at such moments aa these, when the re-

turning good sense of a people leads them to reawaw* taw

soundness of their currency, that the full evils of a aW-

parture from true principles are felt. Up to a rertaja paaat

the depreciation of the currency may be. and frrqusmliy aw

accompanied by a delusite allow of prosperity, bat what* at

sure in the end to havo all ita fallacy revealed. Mr. taaa-

latin states that the number of banks that foiled totaevo
1811 and IH30. in different parts of the Un
which had possessed capitals to the amount in the i

of near thirty millions of dollar*. In some 4Unn
the loss fell for the greatest part upon the holders of

notes and on depositor* ; the stockholder* had * pawl fat i

shares in their own promissory notes, which rctaaaaaaBsl

the hands of tho bank they afterwards redoensad by
livering up to be cancelled the stock in theu
thus suffered no loss.'

With one solitary exception -that of the bank of I

Mr.Girard in Philadelphia- all the private banks <
"

in the United States ure joint-stock cutspanics i

by law, with fixed capitals, to tho extent of which only law
stockholder* are in moat case* responsible. The f

of all consi>ts in recoiling deposits, duAjuntmg
bills, lending money on security, and issuing noon. It

may afford a clearer > icw of the si stem of

by these banks if we give from Mr. Gallatin'*

pamphlet ' On the Currency and Banking System of the

United States,' the following abstract of the annation af ato
thirty-one chartered banks of Pennaylvalue, in N
1829:—

Caviul
Nota in rlrraU-
l»a

rvsosll*

Baratasraad

In considering wnet would be the situation of tkws*

banks, in the event of such an impairing of public rol
dence as would occasion a run upon them, we moot not take

into the account the item of notes and balances daw by saaaw

banks, which form part of the deposits, and must g» a*

reduce the sum of 1 6.028.000 dollars on the other sofa of

the account to 12.690,000 dollars. The prcoortaoo wWa
the specie bears to this sua u not quite one- fifth . aad
although the amount of discounted mil* nugjst be nro-

gresaively diminished by their falling due, it is

such a mode of relief to tbemscltee could only be
by the banks at the hazard of endangering all the re

cial relations of the state, in the prosperity of which taww
whole safety, as well as the security of the holder* of thaw
note*, is involved.

The legislature* of several of the stale* havw by aa>

means neglected this important subject, and havw e—Wa>

Youred to prov ide for the prudent managrnseol of the banks
by limiting tho amount of their astuca in pup srtaea as

their capitals, requiring that not leas than a certain in s a
lion (generally 50 per rent.) of their nominal coastals soaJI

be actually paid up in gold or silver, and rxjsuug to tWw
vaults, before they begin business, and by n tsdrtiagc law

directors of each bank personally responsible for the - T ir

quences of breaking these and other rules fcisai i far the

protection of the public.

In Massachusetts the banks are restrained from stssaawj
notes for a leas sum than one ifollar. The Stair* |Ye*>

»> Irani*. Maryland, and Virginia hate farbsddrn taw i sa

of botes of a lower drnonuitalMio than tie dollar*. At
notes are pa) able in specie ; and if aurh pa) mmt be rvfasar*.

live bank is IisUs to pay the holder daaaagv-* si law rear *t

'14 per cent per annum roc the time payment » rvrosrd «
delaved. The banking system of MaaaorhuscUs boa Wave
much extolled, and in partsroler the bank* of the leva «**

Boston hate been held up aa saoaWs for tsaitataaa. CVfaun
it •*. thai since the passing of the present laws iisjalsssas

banking, no instance ha* occurred of the faator* of any kastl

in Boston. That circumstance may m a gleet sawawaww b»

accounted for by the (act, thai in the event of a ran aeon
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**» one of them, the other tanks immediately come forward
to iU ukuUnoe with til their disposable resources, provided
ru totml unu ran bo ihown to bo equal to the amount of
iU liabilities ; and this assistance would be continued until.

ofdollars in the old tix Crane piecei of Franc*, now withdrawn
from circulation in the latter country, under which curum-
stanco they were purchaaul on reasonable terms. These.»

;
ana uns sssistanrc woulil bo continued until, pieces thoy offered n payment at the scheduled »hln

of ita assignable securities, it would be enabled to satisfy all
«kaims without inconvenience.

Instances have occurred, disgraceful to iho parties con-
wrned. where the directors of projected banks have borrowed
-

* d,y ,De *,noun* of specie required by law to be
antneJr coffers before the commencement of business—have
sarbtnitted this Itorrowed specie to the inspection of the eom-
tatsaiortcri appointed for the purpose, and havo sworn that it
formed the first instalment paid by tho stockholders in fulfil-
ment of'the design of the legislature. Such proceedings
e«nnot havo been common ; and it may bo imagined that no
body of men capable of such a jugglo would sufficiently
onjot the confidence of their fellow-citizens to be able sue-
ceestVlly to cenbark in a business where that confidence
must be so essential a part of tho • stock in trade.'

In New York, Mary land, and some other of tho states,
the charter of a bank is forfeited from the moment that it
rifims to pay its notes or deposits in specie.
There arc twenty incorporated banks in tho city of New

York, some of which paid a bonus to the state for their act*
of incorporation. Tbcir capitals amount to twelve millions
of dollars. A branch of the United States Bank is also
established in the city, and about one-sixth of its capital is
considered to bo applicable to this station, giving thus a
tanking capital to the city of about four millions sterling.

-J?
~* exception of tho Bank of tho United States, whose

ssBsMest note is of five dollars value, all tho banks existing
** New York issue notes for one dollar and upwards. At)
the tanks discount mercantile bills. No interest is allowed
on deposits ; and in fact, the activity of the trade of tho city
is so great in comparison with the capitals of the merchants,
that deposits for such a length of time as would justify the
payment of interest are unknown.
An Act was passed by the legislature of the state of New

York, m April. 1829, called the ' Safety Fund Act,* to the
provisions of which * all monied corporations thereafter to bo
created or renewed are subjected.' Under ono of its provi-
sions, every such corporation is obliged, on tho 1st of January
in each year, to pay to the treasurer of the state one-half or
one per cent., at the option of the managers, on the amount
of ibo capital stock of the tank, and to continue such payment
until three per cent, in the whole shall be paid: this fund
to remain perpetual in the bands of the treasurer, and to be
soteiy appropriated to the payment of the debts of such tank-
ing corporations as may become insolvent. In the meanwhile
the proportion of interest arising from its payments is carried
to the credit of each bank, after providing for the payment
of salaries to certain commissioners who are appointed to

investigate at least four times in every year the affairs of
each tanking corporation in the state. These commissioners
are invested with extensive powers to examine tho officers

of the bank* upon oath, to inspect the books, &c.
In all cases where, from the date of their incorporation,

and the determination of the directors of any tank not to

bring themselves under the provisions of this act, they do
not contribute to the Safety Fund, those directors are held
personally liable to the full extent of all losses which the
shareholders or creditors of the bank under their charge may
sustain by reason of their departure from the course of ma-
nagement prescribed by their act of incorporation. Four-
teen of the banks in the city of New York were contributors

a IMS to the Safety Fund.
In providing thus strictly for the payment of notes in

specie, the legislatures have not insisted that coin of the
United States shall alone be used ; and it has been the
practice to adopt a schedule of prices at which the coins of
different countries shall be considered good tender of pay-
ment. Some of the tanks have fairly enough availed them-
selves of this circumstance to avoid the expense of being
obliged continually to answer every commercial demand for

spertc. Very shortly after the opening of tho New United
Mutes Bank, the directors found themselves under a con-

tinued necessity of this kind. Having made ample provi-

sion from time to time of Spanish dollars, they were con-

stantly drained of them for the purpose of exportation to

China, for which purpose that description of coin is well

suited. This involved the tank in a constant expense, which

•siit once avoided by importing to the value of five millions

:ulapted to tho mercantile purpose in view, tbey were suf-
fered to remain quietly in the vaults of the tank, which has
recently remitted back the whole amount in the original
1'ackagc* to France.
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8SS ItmoMOU 17
was »ij8d.oina 17
8s7»wxxwa 17
-BS8 »lJS7.4903 17
I8» 19.S93.410 3 17
1X30 41.084^10)3 17
1831 18.4CM10I3 17
834 I7.8W.S0OB 17
l83S|l8.483,»5ok 17

BANKS FOR SAV1N08 are institutions of modern
invention, established in this country to encourage habits of
prudence on the part of the poorer classes, who were pre-
viously without any places where they could safely and
profitably deposit the small sums which they might be able

to set aside from their earnings.

The origin of savings' tanks has been attributed to the
Rev. Joseph Smith of Wendover, who, in the year 1 799,

circulated proposals, in conjunction with two of his parish-

ioners, in which tbey offered to receive from any inhabitant

of the parish any sum from twopence upwards every Sun-
day evening during the summer months, to keep an exact
account of the money deposited, and to repay at Christmas
to each individual the amount of his deposit, with the addi-

tion of one-third to the sum as a bounty upon his or ber
economy. The depositors were at liberty to demand and
receive back the amount 0/ their savings, without this

bounty, at any time before Christmas that tbey might stand

in need of their money.
The noxt institution of this kind that was established, of

which we have any account, was (bunded at Tottenham in

Middlesex, by Mrs. Priscilla Wakefield. This, which was
called the Charitable Bank, bore a nearer resemblance to

the savings' banks of the present day than the Wendover
plan. The Tottenham bank waa opened in 1804. At fir»t

the accounts were kept by Mrs. Wakefield, who was assisted

in other respects by six gentlemen acting as trustees,

who undertook each to receive an equal part of the sums
deposited, and to allow five par cent, interest on the sar«

such depositors of 30 shillings and upwards as slv

their money for at least a year in their hap-' w
lion as the amount of the deposits

: ^vo
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truttee* were chosen, m u to diminish the Imi which might
otlnrwiw have been considerable, owing to tbo high rats of

interest thatm allowed. In In 08 a society wu formed at

Both, 'managed by eight individual*, four of whom vera
ladut, who received the savings of domestic servants, and
allowed interest upon the tamo at the rate of four per cent.

The Parish Bank Friendly Society of Ruthwcll waa
formed in 1910 by Mr. Henry Duncan, who published an
account of hi* institution with the hope of promoting similar

establishments elsewhere. Tuitwa* the first aaringa' bank,
regularly and muiuuly organised, which was brought before

the public, and it is doubtless owing to the successful

example tbwe set. that previous to the year 1817 there were
seventy savings* banks established in England, four ill

Wales, and four in Ireland.

In the year just mentioned legislative provisions were
first made for the management of these institutions. Acts
wore passed (57 Geo. HI. c. 105 and I )0( for encouraging
the establishment of banks for savings in Ireland and Eng-
land respectively. Under these acts, the trustees and
managers, who were prohibited from receiving any personal

profit or advantage from the institutions with which they

should be cormceled, were required to enrol the rules of

their institutions at the sessions. A fund was established

in the office for the reduction of the national debt in London,
entitled, ' Tho Fund for the Bank* for Savings.* and to this

fuud tho trustees were bound to transmit the amount of all

deposit* that might be made with them when the sum
amounted to 10/. or more. For the amount so invested the
trustees received a debenture, carrying interest at the rate

of three- pence per centum per diem, or 4/. lit. 3d. per cen-
tum per annum, payable half-yearly. The rate of interest

then usually allowed to depositors was (bur per cent. In
Ireland the depositors were restricted to tho investment of
SO/, in each year, and in England the same restriction was
impouxL with a relaxation in favour of the flr»t year of a
|ivrson's depositing, when 100/. might be received. No
further restriction was at thai rime thought necessary as to

the amount invested, neither waa the depositor prevented
from investing simultaneously in as many different saving*
bank* a* be might think proper. This circumstance was
found liable to abuse, and an act was passed in Ib24. which
restricted the deposits to 50/. in the first year of the account
being opened, and 307. in each subsequent year, and when
the whole should amount to JOoZ. exclusive of interest, no
further interest waa to be allowed. Subscribers to one
saving*' bank were likewise not allowed to make deposits
in any other, but the whole money deposited might be drawn
from one savings' bank in order to be placed in another.

In 1828 a further act waa passed, entitled 'An Act to
consolidate and amend the laws relating to Savings Banks,'
and it is under the provision* of this act (» Geo. IV. c. K)
that all sailings' banks are at present conducted. It is pro-
vided herein, * tliat the rule* of every savings' bank shall be
signed by two trustee*, and submitted to a barrister ap-
pointed by the commissioners for the reduction of the na-
tional debt, for the purpose of ascertaining whether the
saano are in conformity to law, and that the said barrister
shall give a eertinoate thereof, which, together with the rule*
signed by the trustee*, shall be hud before the justice* tor
in* cuuuty, ruling, division, or place at the general or quar-
ter sessions ; and it shall be lawful for such justices to reject
and d.*approve of any part or parte thereof, or to allow and
cotiunu the said rules or such part* as shall be conformable
to the act.' The rule* and regulations thus made and eon-
liriaed are to U deposited with the clerk of the peace tor ibe
couaty or division, and are then declared to be biudinjc on
the officers and the depositors of the institution. The
money deoositod in savings hank* must be invested in the
Bank of England, or or Ireland, in the name* of the com-
missioners tor the reduction of the national debt. The rv-
cei|iU given to the trustees of savings banks for money
thus invested bear interest at the rate of *K frr rear, per
•Itrm, or 3L ls«. Ofst per cent per annum, while the laterest
pael to depositors must not in any case exceed 2|W. ner era/.

Crr oWm. or Ji. a*. per cent, per annum, the difference
nig retained by the trustees in defray the expenses of the

twjia. Tie trustee* are not allowed to receive deposita from
any individuals whose previous deposits have amounted to
liu^, and when the balance duo to any one depositor
-o»ouni* w.U. interest to 2oot, no further interest is to be

'**•* Friendly sucsiues and charitable institution* are
- uiveel awaat not exceeding 39oY.

•••"wed v.

The increase of savings' banks has been l
expectation. On the 20th November, 1833. there wee* S*U
•av ings" banks in England holding balances bslonyaej tk*

414.014 depositors, which amounted to |:t.973JUiL, aeaaaj

on an average 34/. for each depositor. There vera at awe

same time in Wales 23 savings* banks, having

amounting to 361.1 SO/, belonging to 1 1.269 depoaste

an average of 327. tot each depositor ; while in IreUawl I

were 76 savings' banks, with funds amounting ta U»*J lei.

deposited by 49.8*2 persons, the average anvoootef warns
deposits was 28/. The total for England.W ales, ami 1

was consequently 484 savings' banks, with foada

ing to I3.7IS.1I1/.; the number of aceoanU asm
47S.1SS, and the average amount of deposits waa
qucntly 33/. The system has not hitherto been
Scotland, where it appears to ha lea* needed in «
of the facilities afforded bv bankers in receiving i

of money in deposit, and allowing interest an tinea. The
establishment of savings' banks in Scotland w inI a. bbsw-

ever. extend this advantage to a very large nnTaker of awe-

sons who are unable to get together the lowest ssam ttekt

the bankers will receive on interest. On the 'iota Neassan-

ber, 1833, there were 244.S7S depositors of i

in the savings' banks of England, Wales, and
whose savings amounted to 1.734.709/.. being an asewaav
of 71. 1*. \0<L for each depositor : the ansaUasI awam *e>

ceived in deposit by bankers to bear interest in

is 107.

By a recent act (3 William IV. c. 14) the
classes are encouraged to purchase annsntam, to

at any deferred period which the purchaser may
purchase-money being paid either in one earn at the
agreement, or by weekly, monthly, quarterly, or
slalments, aa the purchaser may determine. The
tious under this act are to be carried on *hr—yh the ear-

thum of saving*' banks, or by societies mlslibiawd far tea

purpose, and of which the rector or other maaiataw s# aba
parish, or a resident justice of the peace, shall he ena of aha
trustee*.

Rules framed in .agreement witn the statute have tease

issued by the coramuuionors for the reduction of tana awjaswani

debt. These rule* provide, among other thusf*. taw* e>
person being a trustee, treasurer, or manager as* ike
shall derive any emolument, director indirect, frees it* I

that the treasurer, and the paid officers of the iss isti,

give security for the faithful execution of their treat , that
the age of lite party, or nominee, upon whose hie the eawnawy
is contracted, must not be under fifteen year* ; that a» one
individual can possess, or be entitled to, an aanauty, m aav
nuiuea, amounting altogether to more than t*i, end that
no annuity of leas than 47. can be contracted far , that aaaaaws
may purchase annuities. The annuities as* payaaea eeaf-

> early, on the Sth of January and Slh of July, or en the ate
of April and 10th of October. If any parson wwdsoe te heae
an annuity payable quarterly, that object mat aw eeaen>
plisbed by purchasing one half payable in Jaawanry and
Jul), and the other half payable m Apn! and
Upon tho death of the person on whose Ufa the
depends, a sum equal to one fourth part of the am
yund all unpaid arrears, will be pa) able to the

t

parsons entitled to such annuity, or to their eat
administrators, if claimed within two year*. These
are not transferable, unless the purchaser f

or insolvent, when the annuity becomes the proyrrty ef en*
creditors, and will be repurchased, at a mar nhisleawj be **»
cummaanonar* for the induction of the nslseasl dwteL it sk*
purchaser of an annuity should he unabte as reaueawe ato
t-ayment of bia instalmente. he may at any Unas, ea> au
three muutlia' notice, receive back the abate ef taw aaeawy
bo has paid, but witWtit interest. If the jir inn f _ I

ferred Ufa annuity should dm before the lien* aerstea at
wnteh the annuity would have eocameored. ike eteste of me
money actually contributed, hut net with Tin l. wU as
returned to his family wuhout any ilsrtiiilawii' If a fwsaea
who has rontrartod tor, or ta entitled to, an ante . **»

insane, or is otherwise rendered i

such wsefcjjram a 01 be paid to hat
attendance a* the

able, or any such other payaseavts may be
*r*ney ef the ease may require, out of the
the name of the party. Any bawds that
by means of misstelaments and (alee

•read ike annuity, and solass* the
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and *Tcrf pmalnm. T*he rule* of societies formed for

carrying into i"flr<-t nV purpose* of tin* eel must t>e signed

by inwtrm, « rrtifiod tiy the barrencr appointed for the pur-

pa, and enrolled with the clerk of tlic peace for the county

or division in the manner already described with regard to

the role* of savings' banks.

Annuity tables, calculated under the direction of Govern-

uwnl. lie every admis«ibte period of ace. »»d for every pro-

Wile deferred term, may be bad at the office of the com-
uiiaaoners for reducing the rational debt, in the Old Jewry,

Lotwlun.

This measure appears to be well calculated for enabling

the mdustrious classes to secure a small provision in the

tune of their youth and strength, for the days of their age

and decline, and for inciting them, while yet unencumbered,

to apply the surplus of their earnings to meet tbc wants of

those who may become connected with or dependent on

them in after life.

< History of Siring*' Bank*, by J.Tidd Pratt ; The Law
rrtahng to the Purchase of Government Annuities through

Sitings' Bank* and Parochial Societies, by the game
aathnr.)

BANKRUPT (banqve-rouUer. a bankrupt, and banque-

roauv, bankruptcy—from bancus, the tabic or counter of a

tradesman, and ruptus, broken) is a merchant or trader

whose property and effects, on his becoming insolvent, are

administered and distributed for the benefit of all his cre-

ditors, under that peculiar system of statutory regulations

tailed the Bankrupt Laws. Thcso laws, which originated

in Kngland with tbe statute 34 and 35 Henry VIII. c. 4.

were first mainly directed against the criminal frauds of

traders, who acquired the mercNadiso and goods of others,

and then fled to foreign countries, or L'
vo» ,n extravagance,

and eluded and defrauded their creditors. The bankrupt

was consequently treated as a criminal offender ;' 411(1 until

-within a few yearn, the not duly surrendering his pro^ty
trader a commission of bankruptcy, when summoned, was a
capital felony. The bankrupt laws are now, and have for
some time past, been regarded as a connected system of
civil legislation, having tbe double object of enforcing a
complete discovery and equitable distribution of the property
nd effects of an insolvent trader, and of conferring on the
trader tbe reciprocal advantage of security of person and
a discharge from all future claims of his ci. ilitors. These
law* were till lately spread over a voluminous accumulation
of statutes, referring to and depending on each other, and
often creating confusion and inconvenience from their
diffuse and contradictory provisions. These were, under
the auspices of Lord Eldon, repealed, and their provisions
altered and consolidated into the present general Bankrupt
Act—t Geo. IV. c. 16—which at once collected and conso

-

Vdkted (he provisions on the subject, and introduced many
important alterations and simplifications. The late Act 1

«nd 3 William IV. c. 56. constituting ' the Court of Bank-
ruptcy,' has materially altered the mode of administration
of this law : it has entirely removed the jurisdiction in the
first instance in cases of bankruptcy from the Court of
Chancery to the new Court of Bankruptcy, reserving only
an appeal from the Judges of thst court to the Lord Chan-
cellor, as to matters of law and equity and questions of
evidence. Instead of the commission under tbe Great
tteal, which formerly issued to a certain number of barris-

tsra-st-law who were permanent ' Commissioners of Bank-
rupt,' the above Act has substituted a flat of bankruptcy,
<he proceedings on which will bo explained hereafter.

Other important alterations are introduced, which will be
more fully noticed in their proper place.

In considering the provisions of tbo Bankrupt Law, we
treat explain

—

1. Who may be made a bankrupt
f . By what acts a trader becomes liable to be made a

banknot.
3. The fat and proceedings by which the trader is made

a bankrupt.
4. Tbe proof of debts under the flat.

5. The assignees, their powers, and duties.

The vesting of the bankrupt's property and effect* in

the assignees,

7. The effect of the bankruptcy on the rights of third

parties.

8. The certificate and allowance of the bankrupt.
9. The Court of Bankruptcy.

L Who may be trunk a Bankrupt.—Td» Bankrupt Act,

« Geo IV c. lr), marts, that ' all bankers, brokers, and per-
son* lining the trade or piofuasun of a scrivener, rweiviiip;
other men's moneys or estate into theit trust or c<u«<>Hy
and persons insuring ships, or their freight, or other matters
against perils of the sea; warehousemen, wharfingers,
packers, builder*, carpenters, shipwrights, victuallers, keep-
ers of inns, taverns, hotels, or coffee houses, d\cm, printers,

bleacher*, fullers, calenderers, rattle er sheep salesmen, and
all persons using the trade of merchandise by way of bar
gaining, exchange, bartering, commission, roniipnment, or

otherwise in gn«s or by retail ; and all persons who, either

for themselves or as agents or factors for others, seek their

living by buying and selling, or by baying or letting for hire,

or by the workmanship of goods or commodities, shall bo
deemed traders liable to become bankrupts

; provided that

no farmer, graxier, common labourer or workman for hire,

receiver-general of the taxes, or member of or subscriber

to any incorporated commercial or trading companies, esta-

blished by charter or Act of Parliament, shall be deemed,
as sucb. a trader liable, by virtue of that Act, to become
bankrupt.'

The above enumeration has given rise to a variety of

decisions in the courts of law. It is not every single art,

or even every series of nets, of buying and selling which
constitutes a roan a trader within the law : there roust be an

intention of dealing generally, and of gaining a livelihood

by trading. Thus a schoolmaster who sells books to his

scholars ; a colonel of militia, who occasionally sells regi-

mental horses ; a master of hounds, who buys dead horses,

and selU off the skin and bones ; a cow-keeper, who lives by

selling milk from his cows, and only sells his cows when
they become unfit for use ; a farmer, who buys and sells

articles not with a view of making profit, but merely as

auxiliary to tbe carrying on his farm—these and many
similar persons have been held not within the bankrupt

laws as traders. And tbe same has been determined with

respect to an owner of coal-mines, who digs and sells his

" : a person having a freehold interest or a term of
cOB '~

-. . brick-ground, who sells the bricks made from his
years in a .t^w-h if he purchased the materials for
brick- earth. "^jj ^ 0{herwisc. If a trader retires
making bricks it w--

,

din dcbu ^ jd b-
from trade, sta? ^'f^'- '„ ^pect of them; but not in
may be made a

l^T£ retirement.
respect of debU conw™^ "^,. tiabll t0 ^ a

2. The act, by trA* *
of two sorts: first, those wh.ch

Bankrupt.-Tbe^ set* a.^ °
h done with in1ent ^ Ac{ctt

are only acu of bankruptcy , -

n^ which Uvc^
or delay his creditors; secondly.

,temion . The first claw
effect, without reference to anv h. - Geo IV> c> , 6 which
are enumerated m section,3 of the u , rt^ or
enacts, that if any such trader shallI u

, or de^ from
being out of this realm shall remain abrosv ' ~^
his dwelling-bouse, or otherwise absent him. ,

'

e(j or y, j,
to keep his bouse, or suffer himself to be arret

{rated, or
goods, money, or chattels to bo attached or scquev
taken in execution, or make any fraudulent grant i/' P°o-

veyance of any of his lands, tenements, goods, or chntto.V
or make any fraudulent surrender of any of his copyhoL 1

lands or tenements, or make any fraudulent gift, delivery,

or transfer of any of bis goods or chattels ; every such trader

doing, suffering, procuring, executing, permitting, making
or causing to be made, any of tbe acts, deeds, or matters
aforesaid, with intent to defeat or delay his creditors, shall

be deemed thereby to have committed an act of bankruptcy.*

A few observations will elucidate the several acts of bank-
ruptcy mentioned in the above clause.

Departing the Realm.—This must be done with a view
to defeat or defraud creditors, or it will not constitute an act

of bankruptcy ; but if it is done with such intention it is

an act of bankruptcy, though no creditor may, in fact, be
delayed by it. The intention is, in general, a question of
fact to be decided by a jury. If a man leave tbe realm in
such circumstances that a delay of his creditors will be the
almost necessary consequence of his departure, be will bo
considered to have intended that they should be delayed
within the meaning of the law. Tbe word realm means
the jurisdiction of the courts of England, and therefore de-
parting to Ireland or Scotland, or a British colony, which
are out of such jurisdiction, may constitute an act of bank-
ruptcy.

Trader departing from hi* Duelling House.—It this it

done with the intent to delay creditors, it is an act of bank-
ruptcy, though none ve actually delayed. And if tbo.
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trader daparta without making the nnrnassry srrangotrvTiU

for carrying on hi* bueineee, it will be presumed that no had
toe intention specified in tlx act. The abeeuce muat ba
voluntary, and not to aroid an anest, in order to constitute

an act or bankruptcy. And the trader'* own doclarationa of

hia bad circumstances, of hia fears of arrest. See., are evi-

dent* of his intentions, if they sreompsny corresponding

art*, surh as removing his goods, books, &c.
Or oiherwite absent himteif.—A trader's absenting him-

self from his abode, if voluntarily done, and not by means
of an arrest, is pnmA facie evidence of bis intention to

delay his creditors. And the absenting himself from the

Royal Exchange, if lie habitually frequents it, or from any
temporary place of resort, may have the same effect. The
proprietor of a theatre retiring behind the scenes and giving

orders to be denied, a si held to commit an act of bank-
ruptcy. But a mere breach of an appointment with a
creditor will not be so considered.

Or begin lo keep hotut.—These words having been
adopted in the early statutes respecting bankrupts, have ac-

quired a well-known technical meaning, signifying the
trader's retiring or concealing himself in bis house or place

of business in order to avoid creditors, or the giving orders

to be denied in case they should call. A general order of
denial may be an act of bankruptcy although no creditor

in fart call on the trader ; and Um denial may be at a
friend's house, as well as at the house of the trader himself.

Closing the doors and shutters of a banking-bouse has been
held a ' beginning to keep house,' although the trader did
not reside at the banking-house.
Or yield himtetf to pruon —This must be a voluntary

yielding to prison by a trader who, on bis arrest, has funds
to pay the debt, but prefers going to prison with a view to

defeat his general creditors. A compulsory going to prison
under an arrest is only an act of bankruptcy when the im-
prisonment endures twenty-one day a.

Or suffer himself tu be outlawed.—That is, if a man keep
out of the way with intent to defraud hia creditors, in ' •

sequence of which ho is outlawed for want of r>-

ance to legal process. -•*• "PP*"'
Willingly or fraudulently procure ' ' ...

oisr.W-Thi. extend. IxJlh to

of the trader's good, under ^t"}™} a,UchB<m
.
U

mont in Undoo and othc;. T*",'* foreign altach-

to fraudulent Judgment, and^^7^-SS

or chattel*.—Before the pr * „ T**'
•*<**»•

ance of the trier's pror
^ •»•»» Bankrupt Act, a convey-

not an act of bankrvV ^rty. if executed abroad was hold

r l>U)- ,jtcy, a defect remedied by the above

u^ft™*?^ » * w/ •
\
r*dCTt »?

tn,rt,» ^
sToea to drfe

-"tors is a clear art of bankruptcy, since it

. it the distribution under the Bankrupt law, and
u> sv .e property in persons of his own choice, instead of
Uku* under the control of the Great Scat But if all the
cf editors (as often happens) assent to, and sign such an in-

t truraml. it becomes valid, since they are then estopped, by
their assent, from treating it as an act of bankruptcy. And
by the 4lh sccuon of the Cth Geo. IV. c. 16. such an assign-

ment shall not bo deemed an art of bankruptcy unless a

flat issue against the trader within six calendar months
from lite execution ; pro\ nl» I the assignment bo executed by
every trustee within fifteen days from the date of the ex-
ecution by the trader, and the execution ia attested and
publicly notified in the manner pointed out by the statute.

An assignment of part of a trader's effects is, in many
instances, perfectly good and valid ; but if be assign the

whole with only some colourable exception, it is an art of
bankruptcy ; and, in general, if be assign over so consider-

able a proportion of his stock-in-trade and efforts as muat
doable him from effectually carrying on hia trade, it ia an
act of bankruptcy ; and if the assignment be made volun-

tarily, that is, without the pressure of the creditor, and with

• view to prefer a particular creditor, or creditors, it will,

though not made in immediate contemplation of bankruptcy,

cooetttule in itself an act of bankruptcy ; and, a fortiori,

it will have that effect if made under such circumstances as
show that the trader must, at the time of executing it, have
contemplated bankruptcy.
Or make any fraudulent g(/l, ilrlireru, or transfer of

•**/ of hit good* or chattels. —Tbo transfer or delivery

must, in general, he voluntary, and DM brought about any

terror of legal process, or even by tbe importantly at a
creditor ; and, in some cases, even the circumstance of taw
proposal to make the delivery coming from the creditor east

not from the bankrupt, has been held to negative tbe aa-

ferenop of voluntariness, and to render the tr»n«acturn valaL

But whether of hia voluntary motion, or under puassui «*?

a creditor, if a trader transfer over the whole of his raWas.
or such a portion of them as must necessarily lead to >uj
vency and the stoppage of his trade, it now constitutes an
act of bankruptcy.

The acta of bankruptcy above enumerated depend spaa*

tho trader's intention in doing tbe act. The following saw
the acts which constitute acts of bankruptcy, whether cease

with or without an intention to delay or defraud creditors.

By tbo Sth section of tho 6th Geo. IV. r. 16. 'if aas
trader, having been arrested or committed to prison far 4ret,
or on any attachment for non-payment of money. *tu*S

upon such or any other arrest or commitment far owe*, ar

non-payment of money, or upon any detention for sVbt, b*
in prison far twenty-one days, or having been arrested ar

committed to prison for any other cause, shall he in prat*
for twenty-one days aftet any detainer for debt lasagrd

against him and not discharged, every such traiW saall hej

thereby deemed to have committed an act of baakrwparj
or if any such trader having been arrested, cotnnutted. w
detained for debt, shall escape, every sorb trader sfcaJ'j w
deemed thereby to have committed an act of bankr aaen
from the time of such arrest, commitment, or deteo'^**.'
The bankrupt law does not now, and never did. make tbe

mere circumstance of being arrested an act of b'^akrwparv
Tbo most substantia] trade; lt liable. un4er unfiamise.
emergencies, to be arr~,(IM| ; tbe presumption of ineulTrwn
only arises from fa-i of l)ing in prison twenty -asx days
without brj^g BD|0 to procure bail, or of escaping umt 4
Pruw'J.i to avoid payment of the debt.

Filing a declaration of intottencff.—Under the iM be.

no effectual provision was made far enabling an U mmt
debtor, who believed himself insolvent, voluntarily Ss «»V
ject himself to the bankrupt law, and thereby ta> pruJia
an equal distribution of hia property among bat rre«i4.«v

To remedy this defect, it is provided by section C of tW lt%

Geo. IV. c. 16, that if a trader file with the secretary d
bankrupts a declaration of his insolvency, ugned by b*»
self, and attested by an attorney, the serrctan «4 a*
nipta shall sign a memorandum which shall authorise iW
insertion in the Gazette of such declaration, and urk «a>

deration shall then become an act of bankruptcy . bat aW
fiat upon it must issue within two months after the anas
tion of tbe advertisement, and tbe advertisement —t W
signed within eight days after the declaration is fled

By the Sth section of the present bankrupt art, at awe

bankrupt, after tbe issuing of any fiat at bankrupt*-*, pa*

to the person suing out tbe same, money, or gnr or drt-»«r

lo any such person satisfaction or security fcr has drat,

whereby such person may receive more in the pewasl than
the other creditors, such payment or gift shall br v«*J . a*d
if any fiat shall have issued, the Lord Chancellor mat 4—s

that it l>e proceeded in, or order it to be superseded, sad s

new fiat may issue, and such fiat may be supported at i

by proof of such last- mentioned or any other art ef tasvl

ruptry.

In addition to the above arts of bankruptcy, the na am
stance of a debtor filing a petition far hi* dnrbara* h i

the Insolvent Debtors' Act ts. by tbe statute 7th Gem IV.

c. 57, declared an act of bankruptcy, on whvh a SW aaatfc*

issued.

Arli of bankruptcy by trader* srJkn kvt yw-trun/- V
parliament.—As traders Being members of parties—*<i mm
not liable to personal arrest f<w debt during the tisaw mi fr-
vilega, some special provisions were rrquiwle a* sn art* /
bankruptcy committed by such person*. According*?, mm
lion 9 of tbe bankrupt art, • Geo. IV. r. II. prvtsaws tfsst

if any trader having privilege of parliament roaaaad aas «f

the before-mentioned arts of bankruptcy, a coaaaa—— « fmf)
of bankruptcy may kssue against htm. and the i lasme
skoners, and all other persona acting under the jaai, mai p**>
ceed as against other bankrupts ; but such tissual snail as*
be subject lo be arrested during the time at prmnw*, • umm*.
in eases made felony by the bankrupt few.

By see. 10. if any creditor of such trader, to anrh i

a* is required to support a fiat, shall fie an
»ny such debt i* justly due to him, and that
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• trader, and shall tu« out a summons against hira (in tlie

form gixen by tbo 3 Will. IV. c. 30, the Uniformity of
Process Act) - if »uch trader shall not within one month
pay or secure the debt, or enter into a bond with two tare-

l>»s to be approved of by a judge, to pay the turn recovered

in the action against him, with easts, and within one month
after service of tucli summons cauae an appearance to be
entered in such aciion. every auch trader shall be deemed
to have committed an act of bankruptcy ; and any of bit
creditor* may »ue out a flat against him, as against other
traders.

And by sec. 1 1 it is enacted, that if any decree or order of
• Court of Equity or Bankruptcy, shall have been pro-

nounced, ordering any such trader, having privilege of Par-
liament, to pay money, and such trader shall disobey the
same, the person entitled to receive it may apply to the
Court to fix a peremptory day for tbo payment ; and if

such trader shall then neglect to pay the same, be shall be
deemed to have committed an act of bankruptcy ; and any
of his creditor* may sue out a flat, and proceed a* against
othrr bankrupt*.
The above are the various and the only acts which,

arcoi to the present law. render a trader liable to aflat
of bankruptcy. No otlier act*, however strongly they may
indicate insolvency or fraudulent intention in tbo trader,

are sufficient to render him a bankrupt. The act of bank-
ruptcy may be committed after a trader has ceased trading

;

lor so lung as his trading debts remain unpaid, he is

amenable to the law of bankruptcy. The debt, however, on
which the flat is grounded must of course be one which
was contracted during the period of his trading. The act
of bankruptcy, in order to ground a flat, must not bo con-
certed and arranged with the creditor who prosecutes tho

flat, except in the particular instance of the act of bank-
ruptcy lately introduced— viz., a declaration of insolvency

filed at the Bankrupt Office. And although the act of
bankruptcy will not be sufficient, if concerted, yet, if a
sufficient act of bankruptcy has been bondfide committed
by the debtor, there is no objection to thoflat issuing under
a concerted arrangement between the bankrupt or his soli-

citor and tho petitioning creditor or hi* solicitor. (See I

and 3 WilL IV .c S6. *.42 >

3. Oftheflat and proceeding* by tchich a Trader it mailt
a Bankrupt.— Having considered what persons may bo
rendered bankrupts, and the several acts and circumstances
by which they may become so, we will now shortly explain
the peculiar mode of proceeding by which creditors render
their debtor a bankrupt
The flat of bankruptcy issues on a petition of one or more

creditors to the Lord Chancellor.

If on the single petition of one creditor, his debt, must
amount to 100/. ; if of two creditors, not being partners, to

1 60/. ; if of three or more creditors, to 200A This debt
must have been contracted while the bankrupt was in trade,

or must at least have boon at that time subsisting ; and it

mutt have been actually due at the time of the act of bank-
ruptcy. If the debt of tho petitioning creditor appear* on
any ground insufficient, tho flat may, under the order ol

the Lord Chancellor, be supported on any other debt of
another creditor which is legally adequate to sustain it.

The petitioning creditor ia bound to support the validity of
the bankruptcy, and may be compelled to furnish tho assig-

nees (of whom we shall speak present!) ) with all necessary
information and assistance for that purpose : he sue* forth

and prosecute* the flat at his own cost until the choice of
the assignees, when the commissioners are to ascertain such
costs, and order the assignees to repay Uiern to tlie petition-

ing creditor, out of the Ant money* coming to their hands.
Jn the case of a firm of trader*, any creditor whose debt is

of sufficient amount may petition either against the firm
collectively, or against one or more partners in it. The
first step of the petitioning creditor is to ascertain, by a
search at the Bankrupt Office, that no proceeding* have been
previously taken for the issuing a flat against the trader.

He then take* oath, before a Master in Chancery, as to the
amount of hi* debt, and his belief that the trader has com-
mitted an act of bankruptcy, and then execute* a bond to

the Lord Chancellor in the sum of 300/.. binding himself
to prove hi* debt, either before the commissioner* or en
any trial at law, should the flat be contested; and also

to prove that the trader has committed an act of bank-
ruptry, and to proceed on the flat. When the affidavit and
bood are delivered at the Bankrupt Office, an entry it made

' in an official book, called tho ' Docket B»ok.' and the peti-

tioning creditor is then said to have • ttiurk a docket'
against the Inder. If the petitioning creditor fails in

Eroving the matter* which he undertake* to prove by hi*

,

ond, and if it appear* that the flat was taken out fraudu-
1 lently or maliciously, the Lord Chancellor may, on the
1

petition of the trader, examine the matter, and order satis-

j
faction to be made to the trader ; and for that purpose may
assign the bond to the trader, who may sue the petitioning

creditor thereon in hi* own name. The assignment of the

bond is in such case conclusive evidence of malice against

the petitioning creditor ; and tlie injured trader ma) also, if

be please, briug a special action for maliciously suing out
4 he flat, in which he may recover more considerable damage*
than the mare penalty which could alone be recovered in an
action on the bond.

Before the I and 3 Will. IV. c SC. a. 13, which abolished
commissions, and substituted flats of bankruptcy, the Lord
Chancellor used, by a commission under tlie Great Seal, to

appoint such persons a* to him seemed fit, who, by virtue of
the Bankrupt Act* and of the commission, had authority to

dispose of the person and property of the bankrupt for the
advantage of his creditors. The new Act, I and 3 Will. 1 V.
c. 56. constituting the Bankruptcy Court, has substituted

a simple flat for the commission under the Great Seal ; and
ac cordingly, in ell case* where the Lord Chancellor had
formerly power to issue such commission, the Lord Chan-
cellor, tho Master of the Roll*, the Vice Cliancellor. and
each Matter in Chancery, acting under the appointment of
tlie Lord Chancellor, may issue a flat, authorising the peti-

tioning creditor to prosecute hit claim in the Court of Bank-
ruptcy, or tUewhere, before such persons as the flat shall

nominate ; and the persons so appointed are invested with

alt the power and authorities which belonged to the commis-
sioners formerly named in commissions of bankrupt under
the Great Seal
The phrase * or elsewhere, &c.,* in the above clause, ha*

reference to theflatt issued to commissioners in the country
districts; as to whom, tee. 14 provide* that the judges on
their circuits are, by the direction of the Lord Chancellor,

to return to him the names of so many barristers, solicitors,

and attorneys practising in the different counties as be shall

require ; and the flatt which are not directed to the Court
of Bankruptcy in Londoo shall be directed to one or moie
of the person* to returned, to act a* commissioner* of

bankrupt; and the Lord Chancellor haa the power of
removing any auch person from the list.

We shall see presently that a great |>ortion of the juris-

diction in bankruptcy, which formerly resided solely in tho

Lord Chancellor, is now vested in the new Court of Bank-
ruptcy ; but that Court haa no power of originally directing

or issuing a flat. This authority resides entirely in the

several judge* and master* of the Court of Chancer) , not

indeed as a discretionary power, but to be exercised ex
debtto juttitite, on the application of a tufficieut petition-

ing creditor, in the manner before mentioned. The Lord
Chancellor alone ha* also the power of rescinding and
annulling a flat: hi* order to that effect has the same
force a* the tupertedeat of a commission according to the

former law.

Having explained the nature of the flat, we proceed to

consider the person* to whom it is directed : they are, as

we have teen, first, a Commissioner of the Court of Bank-
ruptcy, or. secondly, commissioners tesident in the country.

The Court derives its jurisdiction from the I and 3 Will.

IV. c. JR. whereby the King is empowered, by letters

patent under the Great Seal, to establish a Court of Judica-
ture, to be called tlie Court of Bankruptcy, consisting of a

'Chief Judge,' being a sergeant or barruter-at-law of ten

) ear*' standing, and three other judges, person* of the tamo
description, and six banisters of seven tears' standing, to be

called- Commissioner* of the Court. The Court is consti-

tuted a Court of Lew and Equity, and, together with every

judge and commissioner thereof, exercises all the right*

and privileges of a Court of Record, as fully as the same are

exercised by any of the court* or judges at Westminster.

By the 38th section, the judge* and commissioner* of the

Court of Bankruptcy, in all matter* within their jurisdic-

tion, may take the whole or any part of the evidence, either

snuJ voce oa oath, or on affidavits, as the Court of Bank-
ruptcy may in any ease direct, or a* the l»rd Chancellor

may, by a general rule, prescribe. The function* and
powers of the diferent component part* of the Bankrupt
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Court are prt.*criScd by the statute. Those which are

|
In case of • country bankruptcy it it tbia .—

vested in the commissioner* concern the oritiniyy adminti-
j

• t hereby authorise A. B.. of to ftntrruu tui

tralinn of the bankrupt'* estate, and arc tha iubject of our

present rnntiilrratutli.

By tlie act the six c.>mmi<»i >ncr« are e*pres«ly inverted

Willi every power ami authority that belonged to the former

Commissioner* under the Great Seal, provided that no single

complaint au.ntiot B. C. of at Lnerr»» U in tt»*

count) of Lancashire, before B. F., O. II . and J K. Fasas

• Joitx L* »tti, M R

Upon proof being made either before the Court of Bar I

commi-sioner shall have power ti> commit a bankrupt or
1 ruptcy or the country commissioner*, of tt.e p»t •«

other pcri»on exam. tied before him otherwise than to the cm- creditor* debt, the trading of the bankrupt wur. n t •

tody of* messenger of the court, to be brought before a «ub- meaning of the section In-fore s'ated, atiit .if an art ft t a i

division court of three commissioner*, or before the Court of
(

ruptcv of the nature before described, the curt crt:» r

Review of Tltiee Judges, within three day* of such commit-
(

rai»«iotter* in the louutrv formallt aijudge tin- tra ler t ;~

ment. An appeal in given from the decisions of the com- ,
a bankrupt. Again«t tin* adjudication the bar kr-. : •» t

nil**lohcr* a* to points of law or equity, and the refusal or appeal by prc«cntiug • petition to reverse if to I'"- (

Admission of evidence, in case of disputed debts, to the Court ol Review, within two calendar month* fnm I * ds-r • • -

of Review of Three Judges, and u like nppeal from that adjudication, if the trader i» residing in t!,r l i.it d K ;

court to fhc L<rd Chancellor. All the power* of the com-
,
d .in, orwiilnn three months if residing in an< fi.cr p- i

tnlssioiw-i* may he executed by any of the judge* of the Europe, or »itliin one year if rlsc«here : the ( urt • . U-

cotllt. TllC oath of office of the r .untry commissioners in 'tew shall then proceed to decide on the pctiti. •< <* ai I »

required to l>c taken at the opening of every fiiit : that of option of the bankrupt, and on ln« finding sccur.tv l» r • .

the Commissioner* of the Bankrupt Court need* only to lie i may direct an i*suc 11* to any question of fart aff t

taken once. The e miitry commissioner i* not a judge of the validity of the aniiimission. to he tr.nl \*- r rc tl - I
*

record a» the commissioner* of the court are; but pn.tce. Judge, or any other judge of the Court of Rn,rf \-,

tiott front miih.to.is and vexatious action* is afforded to both appeal I es from tin* court to the L>rd Chanri .1 * in %• 1

description* of c >mmi*sioner* by the Usual clauses applying
j

matter of law or equity, or the refusal or adm.««H>n • t c* >

to magistrate*, authorizing them, in ca*c of action* for acu deuce oi.lt. The l»id Chancel.or hat power, ur U-r tfr .

done in the course of their duty, to tender amend* to the circumstance*, after nny sin h inuc tneil. t> oricr *• j.-i

plaintiff, and requiring the pl.utititf to Bive a mouth's notice ft'it to i«»ue at the instance of another credit t, arw! n ;»

of action, lo eonimenet* the action within three mouth* of the »upportti| by evidence of uiiv other debt, tradit./, arrl »»t

act done, mid to pav double oi*l» In case of a n"ii-mt or a
{

bankruptcv. If tin- bankrupt die subsequent lo thraf<cl.-

verdict for Ihe defendant. The ceneral power* ve*te<l in the ratum of bankruptcy, the coinmi««inner» are autt* "-^J •

eommisvi mer* princpallv ilepend on the old law consolidated
,

proceed a* if he were livinc. The romtniu -i ere are n-

ill the act 6 CJeo IV., c. 16. By section 3.1 of that act they quired furthvaritli t.> five notwe of their adjudication in ti*

may. after the adjudication of bankruptcy, summon persons Loud m (!a?ette. and thereby to appunt two public roreut i»

*u«|vcted of po«se**iiiK auv part of the bankrupt * estate or for the bankrupt to surrender hi* property and elfert*. »• .

effect*, or*upp>si>d to be uu'lebted tothe bankrupt, orcapablo
,

to conform to the provisions of the Bankrupt Act. Tfc»

of Riving information mncvriuliK the person, trade, or deal- i
last of these meetini;* 1* to be on the forty -sreood dav a*-rr

lni»» of the bankrupt, or concerning any act of bankruptcy tho publication in the Gazette ; and at th« first mtv »

rotiimilled bv him. and require such persons to produce
.
the choice of the bankrupt » assignee* is to tale j*'*-»

oil book*. pa|x'r*. deeds, and document* necessary to the ' The eomiiussioner* also siirn a summon* to tb* bana.r-.tt

verification ol such person * deposition*, or to the full di*-
|

to surrender, a di-obedieii'-e of which 1* punishat** ».»

closure of the matters inquired into by the roroinissioncr* ; traiispirlati m, or by Due and imprisonment ; and sl. h scr

and on such person * neijIectiiiR to appear, having no lavvlul render tunic** the tune lie enlarged by the Lord (. ia-
impcditneht, the commissioners may, by warrant under their ccllorl inu-t be on the fortv-s<cond diy after lbs* wo
hand* and m uIs. authorise such person to be arrested und In n«. Afier sin h snrn ieler the rotnm:««Hirirrs s.-r >a

brought In-fore them. The commissioner* may examine
,
th rised to make such allonai.ee to tlie bankrupt cs_t f

every person summoned or brought before them eonreriiins hi* estate, till he li.isp.is-.fi | i» last nannni:i n. as »» > .

the per>on.' trade, deahnc*. or estate of the bankrupt, or I
l>c liece»»arv for the » ipp.rl of himscll and li s far* .» T-*

concerning the act of bankruptcy, and tflucc the answers
j

bankrupt, alter the cboee of n'».i!i ees, is bov'.-il lee'*.-*-

to Writinit, which the party examined must sum ; and if a I u|»>n oath all l.o k« a:,d p.i|v r« nl .t-r.i! to his estate, ti a:

pi-rs m ref >c to be sworn, or refuse to answer, or shull not tend the a>»ii;nee* 011 re.iv u il.'.c notice, and a*»ul li

answer lavif.l question* to tlie satisfaction of tho rouinus-

Sioncr*. or refa-e lo si^n hi< examination, or shall not pni-

Jil<-*» U.ok*. paper*, Js.c. ill Ins pi«i'«i ill. » hi n required,

nd ti whah he shall not state an obiect.oii which siiail be

making out his ace .unts. Alter in* surrerxtrt br txsv u s

tunc* iris|~-r-t hi* l is.k* nud piper*, and l.r.n*; with *. a ts.
pers.ius lo a-»i*t li 1 til Alter he has o' tj.ueil bis rrrt tViv
lie shall, on dc 111 .ii id in wiiiuiif, attend the iitftm •»

all >«ed. the cnmn-sioiiers may commit lutn to prison till settle any aceount* lHtvr-cn hi* c«t ite nnd s:i» <i« " r

he s|u|l submit to !* »\voin or to au-wcr, R:c. &c. |
en d tor, or do auv iti I urn ««arv for ccltii.jf in b * rwts-»

B) M'etioii .10 l'ie commissioners may summon the bank-
|
1kiiii» paid Si. |h r day bv the assi^mses. Tl* b* 1- :

ru|it whether certi'lcated or not ; and in ca**r he shall not 1 is pu.t.ctwl frnui arrest m cornintf to surrrte'.er. i-^l > .

come and shall have 110 lautul imp« diluent, the rouitni*- diinnj; the f >rt) tao d.iv*. of asi) 1 i.larpsl time a.i •»**! l#
sioiicrs nu) direct him to lie apprelundid and bniuuht be-

I
flnishou: hi* cvamii.ati 11.

f .rc them : and the ouruissi in i*. on lr.« app<amii;. may
|

'I he rioi m:s>i> to-r* • _
, o a « irrint of sc'ier*" nf lb* Wi I

cvaiiliiie hlni a* l-i all iiiatlers ton. hint; h.s trade, di al.n^s, nipt s cfject*, nh. h i* ilrr-bd to a p t« -o r» ;<«d • *

or estate, and reduce los answer* lo writu'ir. vvhu ii tl.c ,m tirujrr. » ho is authorised to It. ii. ojsrn ibc bos.*r w»-»
bankrupt i« to *i_mi ; and if the binkre.pt refit**-*, hav mif no house, il »>r«. trunks, and < b. s's of |!>c tsanknipl. a"v< *wj»
lartful impeii, in • .1 allowed by the ron.m,.*i nets, tin-) may hit b dv atid j«r- .;». rtv ; ai.l 111 rut tirfrr Is r»i*. 1 t< *„•

eolllllilt bun, to rein . 11 till he sh ill submit liiui*eif to be
,
ped that prois-itv of the bankrupt is c. r.ecwVJ .- »-«

sworn. Itc Itc. Tl.c) have a sitn lir p wir to summon prerni**** Hot hi* aw 11. » justice of the peace ss atrtS*

and to apprehend the wife of the b.11 krii|it for son lar pir- . to fant a *« 11. h-vvanant to the n.riscnf.-t. wSi i« •» -

|n*<*. 1 be bankrupt, ol am other p> r* >l. willul'.t .ueaio z tr.lid ill the cvis uti .n of it. In the same tsinrct as .t

fals*ly In fore the c .nuuissi .iiers, shall mrjr the |ciultie« rj«-t of *t.,!.n pi o|«rtv c. rv cal, .1. The m< - rer « *»•»

of fM-tjiiry. • phivi«i m Which i* psh-ndol to any fal*e af- 1 t.ctccl from vexi'.oiis act.o is f ir act* ikmc in di**
-
fcJV-trr 4

flniiatioii by quaker. Such are the pruiM) ll pvnrral h.* duty bv tlie clauses v hi h are usual ft* th»> cvat.t.*
|v.wrrs of the c<>mtni**i ineis, whether c immissiotieis iif the . of constables and ot» «-r *.ui !»r .itT.-ers in tht rirts-.a* tt

Bttiktupt (.'oiirt. or colunn«si..ner» resident 111 the ountr*. thnr fun. ti ti* . 01 d any ..l.strcrti . ff.iid t.> tb» !»-»-•*>»• cr-

itic fi.it which gives th. tn the particular authority to act in 1* a cntempl of the ( oort of t ! sorery Ki* M> asms* js.

eacli individual bankruptcy, is, 111 case* of Lmd n bank-
j
curre*) m ti c ex'cuti >n ol I,:* off. c l« f <*r tb* rbulcw «f -Vt

napu-te*. in tbit form : - a-, ..ers. his c ! .in i» a.i. n»t tlw |*-t. c rt fifl'jf sassl

... . _ I for ti,..se Bi.*>*r<i -tlv in. urr.il. a;a : st tr^ SMart-rvsv
' I bereby authorise A. B. of to pn*eoite his

eomplamt against B. C . of in th* t .-urt of Bank-
ruptcy.

' Bam (.itam, C."

4 Th' /'r -t 1 h-'t> Having It.us »S «n tba

wln> h the trad- r is de. lar>d a bankrupt, atvl kta prs>«r-^

.mil • ff et* aic hr. .1,,-ht uie't r tl.c opctat>*u af tb» (U r t
dnti.tuU'.'o axu 1 f lu* cmlaiura. Ibt loiftctsOeti ti ttM
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creditor*' d»HU it the nest step to be considered. The
ciMiiiQikuooers, we have teen, are bound to appoint two
meetings immediately upon the adjudication of bankruptcy,

• n<l at tbeto and every othor meeting (witli ten day* notice

in the Lomtkm Oasetle) appointed for that purpose, the

creditors may prove their dubu on ontb. Corporate bodies

may make proof by an authoriicd agent, creditor* living at

• distance by affidavit, and creditors out of England by

ffidatit verified by a notary public, minuter, or consul:

and by a special provision, tlio person effecting a policy of
assurance on ships or (rood* tuny, though not himself bene-
ficially interested, make proof in ca>e of loss. All debts

legally due from the bankrupt at the time of the act of bank-
ruptcy arc provable, and also all debts contracted before the

issuing of the fiat, though subsequent to the act of bank-
ruptcy ; provided tho creditor, at the lime of the debt bring
contracted, had no knowledge of the net of bankruptcy.

Obligees on bottomry and respondentia bonds, and the as-

sured in policies of assurance, are entitled to matte cliiini

before i be commissioners, and when the lo»s or contingency

happent on which tho debt depends, they m:iy then prove

the debt and receive dividends with the other rri-ilitors, not-

withstanding tho contingency or loss may not anno till alter

the issuing of tho fiat ; and all creditors having claims upon
tli£ bankrupt which depend on any contingency may, on
application to the commissioners, have a value set upon tho
r.miin^cut claim, and be admitted to prove fur the debt thus
a»rcrt uned. In cases where parties havo become bull or

sureties for the bankrupt, and have paid the debt or a part

thereof (though after the issuing of the fiat), if the prin-

cipal rreditor baa proved the debt under the fiat, such
sureties are entitled to stand in the place of the creditor as

to the dividends and all rights under the commission ; or

where the creditor has not proved his debt, such surety

ma» prove his demand in res|iect of tho payment he has
made, so as not to disturb former dividends of the bank-
rupt's estate; and this, although such surety may hare
become surety for the bankrupt subsequent to tho act of

bankruptcy, provided he had no notice thereof when he
became surety. With respect to creditors to whom the

bankrupt owea annuity debts, all such creditors may prove

fur the value of the annuity, which tho commissioners arc

to ascertain, having regard to the original price given, and
to the diminution of value from lapse of time between the

granting of the annuity and the date of the fiat. With
respect to interest on debts, the general rule is. that no
interest is provable unless interest was reserved by contract,

either express, or arising by implication from the usage of

trade, or other circumstances attending the origination of
the debt : where interest is allowed it is calculated to the

date of the fiat. By a special provision, bills of exchange
and promissory notes are expressly excepted from the general

rule, and the holders of those instruments are entitled to

prove for interest down to the date of the fiat, though inte-

rest he not reserved by the instrument.

With respect to proof of debts against the partners in a
firm, the general rules are. 1st, that as a creditor of the

wholo firm may, if be please, sue out a separate fiat against

any single partner or any number of partners, he may prove

his debt in the same manner ; 2nd, a joint creditor of the

whole firm may prove against tho separate estate of any one
partner who is bankrupt, provided there is no partner who
is solvent ; but if there is a partner who is solvent, then

the joint creditors cannot come into competition with the

separate creditors of the partner who is bankrupt ; 3rd,

where there are no separate debts, the joint creditors may
of course provo against tho estate of the partner who is

bankrupt. But for the mere purposes of assenting to or

diluting from the certificate of tho bankrupt and of voting

fjc assignees, joint credit >r* mny prove under a separate

fiat, and separate creditors under a joint fiat, without re-

paid to the above rules.

If tl* whole firm become bankrupt, being indebted to

an individual partner, such partner cannot prove against

the joint estate in competition with the joint creditors ; for

as they are his own creditors also, ho has no right to

withdraw any part of tho funds available for the payment
of thetr debts; nor can those partners of a firm who re-

main solvent prove against the separate estate of a member
of that firm in competition with his separate creditors, un-
less the Joint creditors be first paid 'iOt. in the pound and
interest.

Then are certain daises of creditor* which the legislature

has peculiarly privileged. The commissioner* are antlaV
rised to order that tho clerks and servants of the bankrupt
(which inrludes travellers and servant* working by the

I

piece) shall receive their wage* and salary, for not exceed-
i ing six months, out of the estate of the bankrupt; and they
are at liberty to prove for the excess. In certain instances
the creditor has a remedy for his debt without proof. Thus, if
tho creditor of the bankrupt, at tho time uf the bankruptcy,
owes him money, or if there is mutual credit between the
creditor and tho bankrupt (as, for instance, on bills or se-
curities not yot fallen due at the time of tho bankruptcy),
the creditor is not bound to pay his debt to tint estate and
prove his counter-debt and take a dividend only with the
general creditors, but one debt roust I* ttt off against I lie

other by the commissioners, and the balance only ran bo
claimed on cither side. But in order to be entitled to the
lienefit of this set-off. tho creditor must not have had any
notice of the bankrupt's act of bankruptcy at the lime
when be gave him credit.

In certain cases, also, where the creditor has obtained a
security or hen upon the bankrupt's estate, he is allowed to
satisfy himself out of it, instead of being coni|>c|led to
accept a mere dividend. Thus, if the creditor has obtanied
judgment against the bankrupt, and actually if i ted his

|

goods under an execution, he is entitled to satisfaction out

I

of the goods, notwithstanding the bankruptcy ; but unless

j

the goods arc actually trized before I lie bankruptcy, tho
< creditor will not obtain this preference, but must rank with
tho other creditors. And if the creditor's judgment is not
obtained in an adverse suit, but on a voluntary warrant of
attorney, he will then not be entitled to the benefit of tho
goods unless they are actually told under the execution
before the bankruptcy happens. An extent for a debt duo
to the crown is still more favourably regarded : for as that
writ hinds the goods of the bankrupt from its trite (that is,

from (he date of its issuing), and as the property in the
goods does not pass from the bankrupt till the ap|>ointment
of the assignee*, at w Inch time it vests in t hem, if the crown
extent issues before the appointment of assignees, tho
crown obtains Ihe property in the goods in preference to the
assignees. Other crown process, such as a warrant to levy
for land-tax money, obtain* a preference for the crown
from the time of the leisure, in case the assignees havo
not then been appointed.

A legal mortgage gives the mortgagee a right to retain
the property mortgaged until his debt is satisfied, and the
assignee of the bankrupt ran only redeem it by paying the
principal mortgage money, and all interest up to the date of
the redemption ; and an equitable mortgage, by mere de-
posit of title deals, is in general entitled to the same prefer-

ence. A bond fide pledge of personal property stands on the
same footing as a mortgage of land, and can only be re-

deemed by the assignees on payment of the sum advanced.
In order, however, to give the above effect to Ihe securities

above-mentioned, it is necessary that the creditor should
have obtained litem either before the act of bankruptcy, or,

if obtained subsequently, that tbey should have been obtained
at least two months before the issuing the fiat, and u about
knowledge of the prior act of bankruptcy. The situation of
the landlord of a bankrupt tenant is peculiar. Ho has a
right to distrain all good* on the premises for his rent, even
though the demise itself bo not made till after the art of
bankruptcy. If be neglects his right of distress he must
then prove, and come in with the common creditors ; and,
by the late act, the distress, if made suliscqueut lo the act of
bankruptcy, shall be only available for one year's rent up to

the date of the fiat, and the landlord must prove the residue
of his demand like another creditor.

5. The A'tigneet, their I'nweri ami Dutiei.—T\w as-

signees in whom the estate of the bankrupt is vested in

trust for the creditors, and a bo are charged with the col-

lecting and distribution of it, are either, first, ckoien at-

tigneet, or, second, ojtcial aitignet*. who are permanent
othVcrs of the Court of Bankruptcy, and arc only employed
in bankruptcies prosecuted in that Court.

The first description are chosen bv the major part, in

value, of the creditors who have proved debts lo tho amount
of 10/.. subject to a power of rejection on tho part of the
commissioners, if they are deemed unfit for the office.

The first duty of the assignees is to ascertain the validity of
the bankruptcy, for which purpose the petitioning creditor

is bound to furnish them with all the information in hi*

power. If they ascertain it to be defective, tbey may apply

3 E t
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to ihe Lord Chancellor to supersede it, which i* tb« only

mode, in which tlicy can dispute the validity of tlie fiat.

The. assignees are required to keep an account of all receipt*

and paymenu on account of the bankrupt, which every cre-

ditor may inspect. The commissioners may at all time*

summon the assignee* before them, and require them to

produce all books, papers, and document* relating to the

bankrupt.) ; and. on their default « ithout excuse, may cause

tlie assignees to be brought be/ore them, and on their re-

fusing to produce such books, &e., may commit tbern to

prison until they submit to the commissioners' order. If an
asMnnee retain in his hands, or employ for hi* benefit or

knomnnly permit anv co-assignee to retain or employ, any

sum to the amount of* 1 00/., or if he neglect to invest any

money in Exchequer hills when ordered by the commis-

sioners, he shall be liahlo to be charged 20 per cent on

such money. Assignees resemble trustees in being sepa-

rately answerable only for what each receives, and they

mu»t all join in citing a g«od discharge for money belong-

ing to tho bankrupt's estate. If an assignee himself be-

come bankrupt, being indebted to the estate of which be

is assignee, and if he obtain bis certificate, the certifiesto

wilt only have the effect of freeing his person from impri-

sonment : but his future property and effects remain liable

for hi« debts as assignee. The Court of Chancery has a

general jurisdiction over assignee* in matter* relating to

tlie bankruptcy, and will compel the performance of their

duties if neglected. One of their duties it to sell the bank-

rupt's property, at which sale they cannot themselves in

general become purclmtert by reason of their fiduciary

character. The assignees are entitled to bo reimbursed

all necessary expenses ; and if an accountant is indispen-

sable to assist them, they are entitled to employ one. They
have the right of nominating tho solicitor to tlie bank-

ruptcy, and of regulating his continuance or removal ; and

they may, with the approbation of the commissioners, ap-

point the bankrupt himself to manage the estate, or carry

on the trade on behalf of the creditors, or to aid them in any

other manner. The Court of Review have power to re-

mo\e on asaignre, either on his own app'tcalion or on that

of a creditor.
'

'l. Tlie official a*%ignef arc merchants, broker*, orac-

eountanta, or pervon* who aro or have been engaged in tr-i<le

in L/nrlon or Westminster, not exceeding thirty in num 1 or.

who aro chosen by the tan! Chancellor In act a* official

assignees in all bankruptcies prosecuted in Ihe Court nf

Bankruptcy, one ol whom arts with the chosen assignees in

every such bankruptcy, giring security for his conduct.

The penonal estate of the bankrupt, ana the rents and pro-

ceed* of hit real estate, are received by the official assignee,

where not otherwise directed by the Court of Bankruptcy or

the commissioners ; and all stock, monrjs. and securities of

the bankrupt, shall be forthwith transferred and paid by the

official assignee to the Bank of England, to the credit of the

Accountant-ticncral of tho Court of Chancery, subject to

such order for the keeping an account, or payment, invest-

ment, or delivery thereof, as the L/ird Chancellor or the

Coutl of Mankruptry shall direct Till the choice of the

chosen assignees, tlie official assignee acts as sole assignee

of the bankrupt. He is nut to interfere with the chosen

assignees as to the appointment or removal of the solicitor,

or as to directing the sale of tlie bankrupt's estate. The
Lord Chancellor may supply any vacancy in the before-

mention* I number of official as-i^nee* ; and tlie Court of

Bankruptcy may. incase of the deaih of an official assignee

appointed in any bankruptcy, appoint another from that

number ; and the commissioner before whom any trader

is adjudged bankrupt, may order a suitable remuneration to

tho official assignee out <>f the bankrupt s estate.

6. The ruling «/ Me lianlirupt'i folate in the At
ri*-«/v«.--Thu commissioner* formerly executed a deed of

assignment to the assignees of all the bankrupt a property ;

but now. by Ihe operation of I and 2 WdL IV . r. 54, s. i j.

2*. the whole of the bankrupt s real and personal estate and

effects, whether in Great Britain. Ireland, or the colonics,

become* absolutely vested in the assignee* by virtue of

their appointment ; and in ease of any new assignee being

appointed, it vest* in him j >inlly with those before ap-

pointed ; and in those cases where the deed of conveyance

or assignment of the bankrupt a property would require

enrolment or registration, a eertifo ale of the appointment of
assign***, under the seal of tbel'ourt of Bankruptcy, N
enrolled or registered, an ) iaev*lrnce of tlie appointment in

all court* or place*. By the late Act passed tor she sanc-
tion of fines and recoveries, 3 and 4 Will IV. e. *«. tW
commissioner* acting under any fiat may disease, far a
valuable consideration, of all lands of which the ksxnkraaa

is tenant in tail, and thereby create *s large an estate a* the
bankrupt might have done bad he not bscoano bankrupt.
The copyhold estate of the bankrupt doe* not pes* to ttm

assignee* by virtue of their mere appointment, but law

commissioner* are authorized to convey such swapgrty *»

any person who purchases it The purchaser is to agrr*

and compound with the lord of the manor wheraa at at

situate for the fine* and services, and the lord snail at

the next court grant the property to the vendee. Coasts*

-

gent estate* and interests in real property which brteaujc to

the bankrupt pass to the assignees ; but the expectancy of

an heir-at-law (or possibility, as it is technically called) at

not such an interest aa vest* in the assignee*. OftVw* at

an inheritable nature, or such a* are held fur a term ef

years, are in general saleable, and therefore pas* to the

assignee*, provided they do not concern the aeminsatra-

tkm of public justice ; and a* an officer on half pay ena-
not sell his half-pay, so. on principle* of pubisc peaary.

he cannot he called on to discover or surrender it in rate of

his becoming a bankrupt All the debts and cboars n* ac-

tion due to the bankrupt vest in his assignee*, who have a
right to sue upon all beneficial cootract* entered onto 1

the bankrupt before his bankruptcy, and also for all

and injuries affecting hi* pmpertg ; but not for mere per-

sonal wrong*, such a* assaults, slanders, Ii'jcIs, and the like.

The right to bring a real action passes to the assignee a. en**,

though the estate may be the bankrupt'* in right of has wise.

If tlie bankrupt hare lost money at play, which, by varta*

of the Gaming Act (9 Anne, e. U>. is recoverable (rut*, law
winner, the assignees are entitled to sue for it Tue bank-
rupt'* interest in a patent, and his right to publ.sh a asrvs-

paper. constitute property which vests in bis assignee*. As
the right of the bankrupt to sue at law on cooti Jrt* pew****

to his assignees, so alto doe* his right of suing in equate to

enforce their specific performance ; but in order ti prat«n
vendor* who have agreed to sell real property to a tmtW
who becomes bankrupt, the assignee* are eomprtU-d raw
bring required) to execute the agreement or to aawatsV-w a.

r. if they fail to do so, the vendor may apply by prti «-**

to the 1'hanrellor, who will order the assignee* to eVlnrr
up tbe agreement, or make such other order as kw save!

think fit. The bankrupt's personal property Mtuaard as s

foreign country will pas* to the assignees, unless the tsw at*

the foreign country prevent it With respect to hears, taw
assignees are not bound to accept a leasehold interest aav

longing to the bankrupt unless Ibey think peeper : tar at

some case* such a properly m burdened with rasat sawl

covenants beyond its value, and would prove a loss to law
creditors. Such property, therefore, remains vestrsi aa the
bankrupt till tbe assignee* hate done some art ass swat
nig lo tn acceptance, such as taking posse*** n of n. sr

intermeddling with it in the capanlt isf owner ; Wat a *a«w*
cxp-ritnent by putting It up to sate to ascertain its varw*.
will not constitute an acceptance of it If the av*M<ne«w
accept tbe leam, tbey become liab'e to tbe landlord tut the
rent and covenants, and tbe bankrupt at discharged » aw
both from tbe date of the Hut. If the assignee* derLre taw
lease, the bankrupt is also discharged by the Bankrupt Arts
from the rent and co« enants, pros ided he dcln rr up lis* Ws*s
to the landlord within fourteen da>s fr-m his hat tug assts*

that the assignees bate declined it; and if the i

on being required, fail lo elect whether they will

decline Ihe lease, tbe landlord mat rppli by ps*>iaas> to

tlie L/ird Chancellor, who will order them so to rtasrt, aas)

to deliver up tbe lease tn rase they decline rt >*Hf si iy

which tbe bankrupt bold* as trustee f* ethers am asst

pas* lo hi* assignee*, bring in no way brawns ttl to tot

creditor*. If tbe bankrupt has stork standing sa us* assass.

Ihe comnils*loners mat order it to be transit*?**) asto tto
name* of tlie assignee*. Whalrwr beneirssl mtrrcaf taw

bankrupt may have in property of bat wifo ps***w to ass

assignees ; but property w birh she enjoy* aw a #we> toasts' ss

tbe city of Leodon, or winch i* settled to her upaisli rsm.

doe* not fall within tlie operation of the sautkrwasrr. If taw
Msigner* are able to rrrwrr poassasaan uf the wife s pew.

pem in a court of law. equity will n 4 latwrVr* ***** UVv
legal title ; but If the property i* of such a est wis thai tx«,
are compelled to sue ill s court of equity to mwn at. *&**
court will require a pros moo to be mad* ft* the ***» sua
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mt Ibe fund. All property which might be redeemed by
the bankrupt, may be redeemed by hi* atsigni-e* for the

benefit of the creditors. The assignees not only take all

the bankrupt's present proper! r, but also property which
may accrue to him previously to nis obtaining hi* certificate

;

but they have no right to seize the profits of his personal

and daily labour, for that would be to deprive bim of bis

means of existence. In a late case, where the bankrupt, a
furniture broker, was engaged to remove goods, and he em-
ployed, for that purpose, vans, packing-rases, and five or six

men, it was held that his demand for this employment
passed to his assignees, since it did not consist solely of a
remuneration for his personal labour.

7. 1)f the Effect of the Bankruptcy on the Rights of third
Porn'**.—Tbe general rule is, that all the property of a
bankrupt vests in bis assignees for the benefit of the cre-

ditors from the time of the act of bankruptcy; from which
it fellows that all dispositions made by the bankrupt of his

property between that time and the issuing of the flat are
vow— a doctrine which occasioned much hardship in many
instances to persons who had dealt with the bankrupt in

ignorance of his having committed an act of bankruptcy,

and which has therefore been materially mitigated and
qualified by legislative provisions :—

1. It is provided that all conveyances by.and all dealings

and transactions by and with, the bankrupt, made more than
fsrv months before the flat, and all executions against the
bankrupt's land or goods earlier than that lime, s'all be
valid, provided the party dealing with the bankrupt had no
notice of his prior act of bankruptcy.

2. It is provided that all payments by tlio bankrupt to

any creditor, and all suoh payments made to any bankrupt,
at any time before the issuing of the flat, shall be valid, pro-

tided the person so dealing with the bankrupt bad not, at

the time of such payment, notice of bis having committed
an act of bankruptcy. This provision protective of payments,
it will be observed, reaches up to the issuing of the flat

;

but it only extends to bonA fide payments, which sre such
in the strict sense of the word, and therefore it does not in-

clude a loan of a sum of money to the bankrupt on a mort-
gage of his property ; and to, where a party lent the bank-
rupt hi* acceptance, and afterwards purchased four horses
Cram him. agreeing that their price should be set off against

the amount of the acceptance, this was held not a protected

pnyment within the meaning of the act. The protection is

afforded on condition that the party protected has no notice

of an art of bankruptcy at the time of the payment. In
order, however, to deprive the party of the benefit of the act,

he must have notice strictlyof some act of bankruptcy having
been committed. Mere knowledge that the bankrupt is in

embarrassed circumstances at the time of the payment will

not prevent the payment from being protected. In one in-

stance the bankrupt law extends the protection to a party

having dealt with die bankrupt with knowledge of bis bat ing
committed an act of bankruptcy : viz., where the flat of

bankruptcy is not sued out within twelve month* of the act

of bankruptcy.
When none of the above statutory exceptions and quali-

fications take effect, the general rule applies, with all its

consequences, that the assignees are invested with the pro-

perty of the bankrupt, by relation, back to the act of bank-
ruptcy. Therefore, if a sheriff, under an execution against

the bankrupt, seizes his goods without notice of bis having

committed an act of bankruptcy, the sheriff is liable to an
action by the assignees to recover their value, provided the

flat issue within two months from the date of the execu-

tion. As the sheriff is compelled by law, in such a case, to

levy all the goods of the bankrupt under the execution, and
as be cannot in general know whether he has committed an
act of bankruptcy or not, this case involves tome hardship

on the sheriff; and a late act tberetire has, to a certain

extent, protected that officer, by allowing him to apply to

the Court at Westminster to call the execution-creditor

and the assignees of the bankrupt before them, and to make
them interplead, and try the right to the goods seized in an
action botween themaelve*. The doctrine that the flat,

when isaoed. has relation back to the act of bankruptcy,

has no application against the crown ; and therefore inter-

mediate seizure* by the crown of the bankrupt'* goods are

vahd. And as a party who is sued at law by a bankrupt can-

not defend himself, by showing that the bankrupt, before the

action, hat committed an act of bankruptcy, it follows that

afi faymenu actually enforced at law by the bankrupt, before

the flat, are good payments, since it would be a glaring in-
justice to allow the assignees to recover tbero a second tune.

Not only is alt the property to which the bankrupt Itimsclf
has aright applicable towards the payment of bis creditors
but there are instances in which effect* of other parties in his
custody, which could not have been retained by the bank-
rupt had he not become bankrupt, will vest in his asiignres
under the flat. The principal enactment on this subject,
6 Geo. IV. e. 16, t. 72, is levelled at the mischief occasioned
by allowing the use of other persons' property to be granted
with impunity to a failing trader, who is thereby enabled to
assume a deceitful appearance of wealth, and obtain facti-

tious credit with the world. Accordingly, if any bankrupt,
by the permission and consent of the owner, shall have in
bit possession, order, or disposition, any goods or chattels
whereof be was reputed owner, or whereof he had taken on
himself the sale or disposition as owner at tbe time of his
bankruptcy, the commissioners may sell the same for the
benefit of the creditors. Tbe provision applies only to goods
and chattels, such as ships, furniture, utensils in trade,
stock, bills ofexchange, &c. But interests in property of a
real nature are not affected by it The main difficulty,

which has occasioned much litigation as to the eases within
this clause, is in deciding whether tbe bankrupt was or wss
not the reputed owner of the property at tbe time of his
bankruptcy, which is a question of fact determinsble by a
jury, according to the circumstances of each particular rase.

Where tbe bankrupt has once been tbe real owner, but hat
told or disposed of the goods, the circumstance of bit still

remaining in possession of them raises generally a presump-
tion that be possesses them a* reputed owner; but where
the bankrupt hat the possession of the goods without ever
having been tbe real owner, it will require stronger evidence
to show his reputed ownership at the time of thcliankruptcy.
The distinctions upon the subject are some of the nicest

which occur in the decisions of the courts. Where the
purchaser of wines transferred them to a particular bin

in the vendor's cellar, sealed it, and bad an entry made in

the vendor's books, it was held that these precautions pre-

vented the wines from falling within the operation of the
clause. But in a similar case, where tbe purchaser timpty
marked tbe goods with his initials, tbe derision was to the
contrary. If a bond it assigned over by the obligee, it mu<t
be delivered to the party to whom it is assigned, and notice

must be given to tbe debtor, otuerwise it will pass to the
assignees of tbe obligee in case of his bankruptcy. And it

it the same as to the assignment of a policy of insurance

;

and a mere notice in tbe London Gazette will not be suffi-

cient notice, unless it happens that tbe debtor has actually

read it. Bills discounted by a banker are in effect purchased
by him, and they therefore pa** with the rest of his property

to his assignee* in tbe event of his bankruptcy ; but bdis

which are not due, and are paid by a customer to bis banker,

though indorsed, remain tbe property of tbe customer, since

the banker is a mere agent for tbe purpose of receiving the

amount when they become due. But it is otherw se if the
bills, though not due, are paid in by tbe customer, and
treated as cash. Property which the bankrupt holds merely
as trustee, or as executor or admiaistrator, or as a factor, or

which is placed in bis bauds merely for some particular pur-

pose, will not pass to bis assignees as being in his reputed

ownership. Goods which -i bankrupt receives on tbe terms

of sale or return are held to be in his reputed ownership,

and to past to tbe assignees ; but where tbe bankrupt had
received goods the evening before his bankruptcy, and in

fact never unpacked them, it was held the owner might
reclaim them. If a trader have mortgaged his goods,

but remain in possession of them, they will pass to the

assignees ; and this used to be the law with respect to tbe

mortgage of a ship. If tbe owner continued to freight it,

and to act at owner, it passed to bis assignees, notwith

standing it wss absolutely assigned to a mortgagee; but

this being found a great grievance, is remedied by tho last

Ship Register Acts ; and now, if a ship-owner mortgage
hit thip, the mortgagee may with safety leave him in pos-

session of it, provided tbe mortgagee duly register* it accord-

ing to the provisions of tbe 4 Geo. IV. c 41.

8. the Certifleate and Allowance of the Bankrupt.—
When tbe bankrupt ha* duly submitted himself to exami-
nation by tbe commissioner*, and has surrendered up his

property and effects, and in other respects conformed to

the requisitions of tbe Bankrupt Act, he booomes en-
titled to a certificate signed by the commissioners and ers-
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ditori. operating u a ditrharga from the future claim*

of hit creditors. Tina certificate must be signed l>y fuur-

flfihs in number and value of the creditor* who have

proved debts above 2u7. ; ur after six calendar month* (mm
the last examination of the bankrupt. It must I* signed

either by three-fifths in ntimhcr and value of nu ll cre-

ditors, or by nine-tenths in numlwr of such creditors.

The certificate must also be signed and scaled by the toin-

mi»«i»ners alter the signature, by the proper iiunil er of

rrcditur* ; and must certify to the Chancellor thai the
bankrupt has made a full discovery of his estate ami elicits,

and has in all respect* .cunlurmcd to the law respecting

bankrupts, nud that the requisite iiinnl>cr of rreihturs sigm d
the certificate: ami the bankrupt must also m.ike oath that

the certificate and ruiisciil of ci editor* were obtained vv ithnut

fraud. Any coiilrnit it seruril) given by the bankrupt to

any creditor, for seciirui)( uintic) to him as a |icr-iias|on to

ngn the certific.ite, is » li >liy vo.il. The cciHicatc, in

order to operate as a discharge to the bankrupt, mint ul-o

be duly allowed by the lyitd I'h.iuci ll< >r . Kor tliii purpose,
notice must be given in the (in/clte that the certil'uaie mil
be allowed within tuciity-oue dais, unless caiiM* is shown
to the contrary ; und in the mean time any creditor may
petition against such allowance. In ccrt.uu ca-es of nus-

eomluet by the bankrupt, the certificate liei omc» uholly
void; ns, if the bankrupt has lost in any one day 'Jo/, by
gambling or wagering, or 'inn/, uitlun one year next pre-

ceding his hankiuptc) ; or il he has. w it Inn that period, lost

ami/, by any illegal contract for the sale and transfer of
government or other stock ; or if be have, after haukiuptcy,
or in contemplation o( bankruptcy, dcslmvcd, altered, iiiu-

tilated. or falsified any of Ins books or papers or been privy

to the making any fraudulent entries in his hooks ; or if he
has concealed property to the amount of In/ ; or if he was
privy to the proving of any false debt under the/of. without
disclosing it to the assignees. A reilificate has. in some Very
extreme eases (as for gaining), been recalled alter it has
been allowed. Hut so harsh a measure requires to be very
strongly grounded.

Thr rffrcl of the certificate is to exempt the bankrupt
fr> <m the pa) inelit of all debts irhtik mi gAl huv fimi fiorrd
under the fiat. A debt pruveahle under the /></. and a debt
haired b) tlie certificate, are Coiiveitiblc terms. Tiie nature
ol these debts has been considered under a previous title.

As to the manner of obtaining the exemption cotitcrrcd bv

the Bankrupt Act, if the Utnkriipl is urrr\lnl fur anv debt
provcablc un -er the commission, he will be di-clui god on
entering a common appearance (see HuL). and ma) plead
that the cause of action aeciued before he became bank-
rupt, and the certificate and allowance thereof shall be
sulticieul evidence of the trading bankruptcy, und hut. and
other proceedings: and if any bankrupt is lukrn tit rjrru-
It m for any sucti debt, anv judge, mi his producing his cer-

tificate, may order linn to lie discharged uillmul fee. The
efhet ol I ho certificate on a sceoml bankrupt)') is very mo-
lt nail v curtailed ; lor if a bankrupt, alter having < nee ol>-

taim d a certificate, or liav nig c.nn|>- un.le I with his en ditors,

or hav ing been disi hnrgi-d under an lll-nlli lit A' I. aijam
becomes haukiupt and uhtaius a ceil ri< ate. unless his estate

|mv s I if. Ill the p'Ulid, suell second < eitifi. ale shall oiilv

protect his f»rmn lioin arrest ; but his futnte estate ami
( Meets thai) vest in the assignee* under the second commis-
sion, who ma) se.Je the same. The bankri.pt has, after

(•Mailing his rcitifiiate. ill re. tain rases a claim loan al-
Jiiitinrr out o| hit estate. It his estate has paid lot. in

the |s Olid to Ins creditors, he i. ,Mille.| t„ fjt t.

|
Hr t-elil. i lit

ol tilt h estate, provided the allouai.ee does not c Viced leu/.

Il t lie c»Ute pats I .'« bit. in the pound, he 11 tu tic paid
~l lilt per cent , provided such allowance do- < le i exceed
'en/

; and il his estate pats lit. in the pui.d. he is to

be allownl (ell per mil., protided such all >wan<c d tt lint

rxreed hlio/. If the estate does not pay !('• in (he pound,
be i> uid) entitled to sui b allow aucv as the assignees think
fit. no| exceeding three per cent, and Juu/. This allowance
is di pendent on I lie allowance ol the certificate, and cannot
lie claimed previously, and H cannot be pud till a Bnal
dividend is made, since before that time its quantum cannot
b« ascertained. Tlie bankrupt s right to it. however, is a
vested interval even bclore the dividend, and passes tu Ins
representatives in tbe event of bis death.

If any surplus of the bankrupt's estate remains after the
creditors are pawl in lull, it of cuurse belongs to tbe bank-
nipt, and the aeeigneee are bound, on hi* rsxa ueat, to declare u,

the bankrupt in what manner the) hace dlspoaed of his real

and personal estate, and to pa) the surplus, if ant. to Una.

IneC'iurt tif Hankritf'lrtj.— W't have bslu<w s*s-Ta ixU
the Court of Bankruptcy, established I ) I a. d J W .1 IV

.

c. 66. , is composed of tlueo judges, constituting a t ivit

of Review, and of six coinmis- oners, l» fjte abtnx> A+u
of bankniptcv ore prosecuted in I-oimon. and ab i rxctr m
the same functions (together Willi *> me other* nc»ly t *

duced) which were fonncilv exeici-id b) tlie comm. »- - ^*rs

uppointcd in each bankrupt!') bv the cuiniDns .n u- .tie
|
(ileal Seal. It remains now »l,orll* to expl^.n t lets

and oflhe of the Court of Hcwc >. J he c utt »s r. '. ;s.«ew

' of a chief judge, wild a salary ol .il no/ per anin-m. si«l tss

is a pnvy coniicill >r. and of two other judges (ku-.-h si » k

salaries of J( I u/. per annum. It has si,|srr.i.tt-i < <« a>

all matters of hanktiiptcv, and jurisd.i ti u tu near ai^i A*

teitnme all such matters ol this di-*rn| tmii aswere l-ilurt s

brought b) petition before the land 1 lulu t II. ir. st.-l s.-e

all such other matters as are bv the wt. or lt<e ruse* stai

regulations made in pnrsnance tin leof. s|s:-. i a.lj trs tt%4 te

this court. The proceedings bvfotr (he tvurt aic by was «f

peiitmn. motion, or S|^i ial rase, wilh an appeal to ibm I.*-re

t 'hancellor in matters ot law or c<|o.t) : or, • n tl.e rsfi.s*. .*

admi-sion of evidence, su< Il appeal tu bv In aid l>) t la* Lura

C hancellor onlv, and r.ut b) anv other Jiolge u( lb* t -«.rl

ol thinner). The court ma) dm it i--i.es as lo qi<-st» mm

uf fact lo be tried U l ie ant Jieigc >d Ilie Cos.it. us ssrlure

a judge of assize, and a jury to he suiuu.ouk! uuiW l fee

older of the court— a power whu h the court has l»«* isae-

tised since its institution, by the trial ol an) issue bwtejw uoa
ol it* uun judges, and vei) ran Iv b) tbe liijtsl.uct <.< aa
issue bclore a judge of n-n/e. lie costs m the lovvrt si

Kevittv are ill the discretion of tie court, and are la fee

laved b) one of the Masters ol the ( ourt ul I har^cry. A -

atlornets and sol . itors <( the c> nits at Wi-sttmi.sNf sass to

i adnnited .o ', t niolhd in the I ourt ol liaiikrutlcy trst.1

fee, and may ap|war and pleaii It-lore lb* reni'MK. tssrv

but not helorc the Court ot Ktvica, in aU cb cvurt s- in
|
appear by counsel. The judges of th rouit. with c-.eu»a4

' ol the laird Chancellor, may make ri.ics and u«-J«t» »»

legiilaling the practic< and sillings of tl.e Ctiurt. ati4 Ua
conduct of the oll'cers and pi.u lit*, ik rs A very >nfsvrt*e<

provision is introduced us to llic disputing the *';•*

of baiikruptc) h) the bankrupt. If the trader u«twrs> *»

|

dispute the adjuilu alioii, and presents a pel. Inn fur letftw
I
lo the court within two months frvin tl>e ad;ud,rat«e> if taw

. trader is in (he Tinted Kingdom, or within thus? axeilaw sf

elsewhere m Euiope, or uiiinii one u ir if an.»L«t» elsr.

I the court shall btar and dri ale o i I ho piliti. n. it at us*

I
option ol the bankrupt, ni.d on his nmlu g Hiunti t-* sss

shall illici t an Issue to Ir) the Va',,d.|) o| il ht a J>-«s . t^m

il the verdict is not set a»nle by I! e c. nrt Willi n urw m. ; k
1

alter tbe trial, ur if the adj ud.t at ion shall nut W sr« kws
by I he eon rt on petition, the vcid cl or »dj.. lir*t^«« -* *

"-

III all cases as against the bankrupt, ai.d tbe p> ' : uta. (
creditor, and li e u".fiite. and all |sis..«» <U.aa>f u^sbr

'the assignee, and all |»r-oo» iMlel.t.d to tl.e U» in,***
! estate, be conclusive ev i li i.eo that tne |^ltl «u i< sn si
' a bankrupt ul II e da'e ul the a 1

1 d., sl< n 1 Ur • lsrs4,«
llitr'xlm i d bv this clause is I, go') u-<lnl snd >u.|>.Ua>t.

,
since (he bankrupt, itisti ail of U ing an wt-i al at.% s>.s4as*e

ol time lo dispute the vah lnv ol I be urn iu<s»> .u t j • r. •>*•«

|

:i.' a i list the a>s,t;utvs. is li >u co> In,id to i, r *>ir-_ai> aU
^united. 'I he court has an oll.i lal s« al a .Ui w L • U iu pra>

I
Cd dings ami dtanments in b n krii). :< t lo,.. r i ( lie hs
aio st.iud. If uii) roiiiiniti ...er of the iv.it s." *m
In arillg Ihe pr sil uf a deOI. ihtelo ll.e Mil ( t »st Li • l

csjuits.or dei i le on the refustl i>r *».....- o ,f « t *a. ^sj

his dei i, u n ma) be hrongl.i I- lore th. 1 e-l ( K«s. •
a||>t u), and Ihe drs i»i n ol tl.e l . rt vl Kri^s .c t •

Inerils as Ui the pus. I ul ll.e del* si, oi UP ».. i •««
appeal is lodged to Ihe I.ord t li.u.i • I. I w if .i t« a. »

In case of the trial of an issue cue, lid In tbe <v*.rl J lis
1 power v( granting a ut w trial. In nw (be l»s\l I -s- - «
1 shall ibciu :mv mailer bn.u.M |a I i* t.ilu lis s«
1

Ihe Court of lictiew In l« ,,| »..ll i, nt d 11. ..it a. J »
I portaiue to require the dc i n il llic II. sa». „tt l.r.. *
I in ease bulb parties .lesire soch d.t .s.„n -.nsttssej aS* iLu »4

II

the la>rd Chariic l.ir. then ll.e l..'-d ( ban . 1Sj« «sr iS» L -a-t

of Kctiew mil duet I ll.e wli .It lads to be slsled us laj.
oia petition ol appeal lo tl.e II u*r ,4 U r>U. in i 1. su. ml
a* other spis als are prrfertisl (o Ibat ll».t« Tt— jsseVsj*

, and cunumsstuiwr* nave tlx- puaer lo take tbe - k nls. er a>y
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part of the evidence In any mm before them, either vivti

•or* on oath, or on affidavit. On the granting of every fiat

the turn of lot ts to be paid to the Lord Chancellors Secre-
tary of Bankrupts, and the turns rweived by him shall be
paid weekly to the Bank of England to the credit of the
Accountant-General of the Court of Chancery to

4 the Se-
cretary of Bankrupts' account.' The official assignee of
•very bankrupt is to pay to the like account the sura of 20/.

out of the first moneys coming to his hands. The talaric*

of the judges are above stated ; those of the commissioners
are 1300/. per annum ; each of the Lord Chancellor's Secre-

taries of Bankrupts, 1 200/. ; or the Registrars, 800/. ; the

Deputy- Registrant. 600/. ; the First Clerk of the Secretary

of Bankrupts. 500/. ; the 8econd Clerk, 300/. No judge,

commissioner, registrar, or deputy-registrar of the court

can practise as a barrister while he holds such office. Any
judge, commissioner, registrar, 8cc, who shall, for anything
done under the act, fraudulently and wilfully demand or

take any fee or sum of money other than is allowed by law,

•hall, on conviction, forfeit 300/., and be rendered incapable

of holding any office under his Majesty.

(See Bacon's Abridgment, tit. 'Bankrupt,' 7th edit.;

Deacon on Bankruptcy ; Kden on Bankruptcy.)
BANKRUPT LAWS OF SCOTLAND. In the ear-

liest records of the law of Scotland we find debtors entitled

to a discharge on a judicial cession of their goods to their

creditors. This proceeding, which still subsists in Scotland,

we shall consider in detail under the head of Ikvoltincy ;

and only remark here, firtt, that it is a general remedy, and
not con lined to traders or any particular class of men ; and
nmndhf, that it is essentially an insolvent's remedy, and a
discharge under it docs not of itself extinguish debts re-

maining due. In these two respects the law of cession is

obviously distinguished from the low of mercantile seques-

tration, and its parent, the English bankrupt law.

A bankrupt, as distinguished from an insolvent, is a
debtor who baa subjected himself to the operation of the
bankrupt laws.* These, in England, are confined to per-

sons in trade : but in Scotland any debtor may become a
bankrupt. Tho important Scottish bankrupt act* are 1696,

e. 3. and 54 Geo. II I., c. 137, which latter is also the mercan-
tile sequestra lion act. By the former of these statutes it is

declared that if any debtor, under diligence by horning and
caption, be either imprisoned or retire to the abbey or other

privileged place, or lice or abscind for his personal security,

or defend his person by force, and be afterwards found by
sentence of the lords of Session to be insolvent, be shall be
bolilrn and repute on these three grounds, viz., diligence

by horning and caption and insolvency, joined with one or

oiucr of the said alternatives of imprisonment, or retiring, or

Sting, or absconding, or forcible defending, to be a notour
bankrupt, and that from the time of his foresaid imprison-

ment, retiring, lit ing. absconding, or forcible defending. And
by the act 31 Geo. III. c. 137, s. I. it is declared that if any
person, subject to tho laws of Scotland, shall happen to be
forth of that part of the united kingdom, or not liable to be

imprisoned by being iu the sanctuary, or by reason of pri-

vilege or personal prolecti<>n, a charge of horning executed
against him, together with cither an execution of arrest-

ment of any of his effects, not loosed or discharged within

fifteen days after the dato thereof, or an execution of
pmuding of any of his moveables, or a decree of adjudica-

tion of anv part of his heritable estate, for payment or secu-

rity of debt, shall, when joined with insolvency, be held a
sufficient proof of legal bankruptcy, and equivalent to the

description of notour bankruptcy given in the act 1 696, c.

8 ; and further, every person, whether ho be out of Scot-

land or not, whose estate shall be tequettrated (as after

mentioned), shall in like manner be holdcn and deemed a
notour bankrupt. The effect and operation of such bank-
ruptcy is to make void and null all voluntary dispositions,

assignations, or other deeds, granted directly or indirectly

by the bankrupt, either at or after bis bankruptcy, or in the

space of sixty days before it. in favour of a creditor either

for satisfaction or* further security, in preference to his other

• Kraaa *•• loaf lackaattd la EnjUad •« esssattal >Wanl la tha e>-
•rnptaa.4 t Wakrupl It >u no* a> la Scotlaoa. aor U U mom th* ca«a

ta Cail.a.1 Th* ScodUh uw >u Dgmr, a Urm> lb* Hraoluay at wbica
mm Umy*n aav* act blifcano be»n vary luccuful la tracing ; but tt wm,
ta to arm*4 fh« *mr, Fiasco. k> ooojoma oa*i ubataarr. aaJ If ao II

Unnma atih ik* (man appellation in Eafllsk Uw. <mbr ar frmd-
IhraV Tba attribot* of Ml) as of ftaud. home* la arasitalal to tlx cha-

M» ; awl ttr -Han'T Ika an! >oll«al Scottish •ppaUaUoa «aa 0arr-M>.
mm* iW.o»Jobua»aiiaa»it called 'lha bate-Baa' • proeaas." TMi tosss, 1satin ,

sawny UWfaaaxfe ataawkbval a»j aaiauiukiw aaalUjr.

creditors ; and generally, all preferences and alienation! in
fraud of creditors may then be set aside, and the claims of
creditors equalized.

Where the bankrupt has b?rn concerned in trade, his
proporty and effects may. by 34 Geo. tit. c. 1.17. s. 15, acq.
be attached and distributed among his creditors by a pecu-
liar process called Mercantile sequestration; insetting forth
the leading particulars of which we shall notice. 1. who may
be sequestrated ; 2. the proceedings to realize and distribute
the bankrupt estate ; 3. the personal protection, aliment,
and discharge of the bankrupt ; and 4. the jurisdiction of
the Court of Session in bankruptcy.
Any person may be tequritratnl a ho la a merchant or

trader in Scotland, in irross or by retail, or a banker, broker,
or underwriter, or a manufacturer, or artificer, and In ge-
neral any person who, either by himself or as agent or
factor for others, seeks his living by but ing and selling, or

by the workmanship of goods or commodities or by any of
the foregoing occupations, or holds a share In any such un-
dertaking. But it is not a sufficient ground for awarding
sequestration that the debtor Is. I. a holder of stock in any
of the public or national funds, or of India stuck, or of
stock in any of the banks established by public authority,
or in any insurance company against fire, or in the Forth
and Clyde navigation company, or other inland navigation
company, or the British fisheries ; or J. that he is a common
labourer or workman fir hire, unless such person is other-
wise bona fide under one or other of the foregoing de-
scriptions; nor, .1. ran any landholder or tenant of land
bo as such sequestrated, even although he deal in cattle

or grain, unless tic is bond fide of the description of a
trader in thee articles, gaining or seeking to gain his live-

lihood, or a material part thereof, by dealing in cattle, n >t

tho produce of. nor grazed upon, or made use of in the
labour of his farm, or in grain not produced thereon.

Thus much as to the trade and occupation of the debtor.

As to his ttatut ami condition, it is ordered that the

statute be construed by all judges in the most benefici.d

manner for promoting the ends thereby intended, and that

the tame shall be hidden to comprelicnd unmarried a omen
and widows coining within any of tho descriptions beforo

mentioned, and also married women carrying on trade or

merchandise independent of their husbands. The statute

also provides, that tho estates of all co-partnerships cam ing

on business under any of the denominations or descriptions

above set forth, and not within the exceptions, may be
sequestrated ; but under proviso, that any partner of a com-
pany whose name docs not appear as such in the b:oks of

the company, or who shall not come forward and acknow-
ledge himself as a partner, on or before tho day appointed

for the examination of the bankrupt partners, or any of

them, such person shall not be entitled to any of the benefits

or privileges of the statute, unless be can make it appear

that this omission proceeded entirely from Innocent mistake

or ignorance of the proceedings, or from a reusoinblc mis-

conception of his liability as a partner, and sliull then follow

out all necessary steps, under the direction of the Court of

Session, fjr remedying as far as pissiblc the lo-s and incon-

venience thence arising. No sequestration will Ins awarded
against any one who is not a legal bankrupt, nor agam«t
any one having an estate or effects iu Scotland, who at tho

time of the application docs not cither reside, or has a
dwelling house or house of business there, or at least had
such rcsideiico or dwelling-house, or house of business,

within a year previous to the application, unless the debtor

himself, or those legally authorized to act for him, concur

in the application. In other rases, sequestration will bo

awarded on the application of the creditors, the debtor in

such cases being always under legal diligence by homing
and caption, and in virtue thereof, either imprisoned or

retired to a sanctuary, or fled or absconded for bis personal

safety from such diligence, or defending his person bv force ;

or, if he be out of Scotland at the time, or not liable to be

imprisoned by reason of privilege or personal protection, his

being under diligence by charge of horning, attended w ith

arrestment executed of any part of his moveables, and nut

loosed or discharged within fifteen days thereafter, or with

poinding executed of any part of his rooreablcs, or decree of

adjudication of any part of his heritable estate for payment

or security of debt. Any person also who is within the

statute may, whether diligence has been executed against

him or not, make a joint application with bis creditors for

sequestration of hi* estate and effect*. It thus appears, on
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the one hand, tint the debtor himself in ell eases may. end

in some cue* must, join in the application to obtain seques-

tration ; and. on toe other, that the application must always

be supported by the creditors, one or more. It remains,

therefore, here to notice the debt of the petitioning creditor or

creditors. Ifthere is but one petitioning-creditor, his debt must

amount to 1 00/. sterling ; if there are two. their debts must

amount to I SO/, sterling ; and if three or more, their debts

must amount to 200/. sterling : whst proportion of the gross

amount shall be due to each creditor, where more than one

concur, is not specified, and therefore not material. In

eatim sting the amount due, all partial payments made by

the debtor must be of course deducted. The debt or debts

may be either liquidated by formal vouchers, or stand upon

open account ; and the date of contraction may be prior to

the bankrupt becoming a trader. As to the person to whom
the debt is due, persons whose claims are merely contingent,

or depending on an uncertain condition, cannot petition

:

creditors in future debts are deemed creditors dt prentnti

if they discount the interest to the time of payment ; and

the petitioning-creditor must be one who can maintain ac-

tion fur his debt in his own name, but it is not necessary

that he bold the debt in his own right, and therefore a

trustee, or the like, may, as such, petition.

The proceedings to realize and Attribute the bankrupt

estate begin with an application for sequestration to the

Court of Session. It is at the instance of any creditor or

creditors of the bankrupt duly qualified alone (except where
the application is against a non-resident), or by the debtor

jointly with them, and prays for sequestration ofthe debtor's

whole estate and effects. Where it is made without con-

currence of the debtor, it must be presented within four

calendar months ofthe last step of the diligence used against

him. With the application must be produced an oath of

verity to the debts of the petitioning creditors, an oath of

belief by them or their agent that the debtor is subject to

sequestration in the capacity therein specified ; and lastly,

the grounds of debt, or a copy of the account signed by the

party to whom it is due. The statute provides that when
a petition for sequestration is presented, any other creditor

may concur therein and follow forth the same, even without

the consent, or after the death, of the creditor or creditors

originslly petitioning ; and if the bankrupt shall happen to

die after tho petition for sequestration is presented, the

proceedings shall, notwithstanding, be carried on and
followed out to their conclusions, as u* he were in life.

The application being made, the court pronounces the

frit deLverane*, which is at onre sn art of sequestration if

the bankrupt has concurred in the petition, but if not. then

an order for service and citation, and also, if necessary, a
warrant to recover written evidence of the diligence. The sta-

tute enacts, that the party applying for the sequestration,

whether the creditors alone, or the bankrupt with concur-

rence of creditors, shall cause the petition or sequestration,

and the first deliverance thereon, to be recorded in the
general register of inhibitions, within fifteen dsys after the
said deliverance is pronounced, and the same shsll, from
the data of the deliverance, be held equivalent to an inhibi-

tion, and to a citation in an adjudication against the debtor

and bis property for behoof of the whole creditors, in case

the sequestration is finally awarded ; in which case, also, all

payments by the debtor to any of bis creditors, after the

first deliverance, shall be void and ineffectual, and no arrest-

ment of the debtor's eftWts. used within sixty days prior to

the first deliverance, shall give any preference ; nor shall

any poinding give a preference, unless it is completely exe-
cuted sixty days at least before the first deliverance. If

the required registration be omitted, the proceedings will be
of no eieet aa an inhibition or as a citation in an adjudica-

tion. Where the debtor, not concurring, and lawfully cited,

shall not appear at the diet of appearance, either in person

or by his counsel or agent, or s» appearing shall net in-

stantly pay or produce a written discharge of the debt or

debts upon which the diligence proceeded, and also pay or

satisfy the debts of the petitioning or concurring creditors, or

show other reasonable cause why the sequestration should not

proceed further, the court will immed ia tely award sequestra-

boo. But it is held that not only the debtor, but aav eredtlor

•lee may aapsar and^ogpsee thajmqueatiatioa ; and the sta-

showo either b"y"the debtor or any oThis creditors, within
•in? days after Ha award, and also that II shall net be m
the pewer ef the bankrupt, after sequestration is awarded,

to stop proceedings by paying off the debt oa whack the
diligence and petition for sequeatraltun proceeded. The
nature and operation of the act of sequestraUun is. to ssqan
trate the whole estate and effects heritable and motvaMa.
real and personal, of the debtor within the jun»)wt»n J
the court, for the benefit of all hit eu-ditur*. and too cre-

ditors are at the same time ordered to most in terms at the

statute; and this deliverance tho petit i-asing etedi*.* a^i
forthwith cause to be advertised in the Ed>ul«irgh and Lon-
don Gaxrttei, otherwise the whole procreihne* st tbs> ax is-

ings will be null snd void. We have said thst the laarrU-

rutor awarding sequestration appoints stto themUn ts

meet in terms of the statute : we will now advert to ibm

creditors' right of vote. The debt un wbu-b a vtrfe may as

given may be an illiquid claim of damage*, or a claim us*aar

suspension, or a prescribed debt, or on an uiwiaroprd d-*-»

menu or a debt purchased at an under value ; and a eaa-
tingent creditor may vote, except in the election of aa in-

terim factor, or trustee, or commissioners. As to the amies*
of the debt, there must be deducted all partial pavnm*.
unless challengeable or reducible, all counter cbums adap-
ted or instantly verified, and all dividends on Ulls receive!

from other obligaiits before entering claim on the seqontra-
tion. No creditor is entitled to vote at the fir*t or sov after

meeting who has not then or before exhibited a spmal oata
of verity on his debt, and also the grounds tr voucher* •/

the dubt. Where a creditor is out of the United K:ag<4jen.

or incapable to give oath, in such cases the affidavit east be
supplied by an oath of credulity by his doer or guard** .

and agents or attorneys having commissions, either gesarrsj

or special, from creditors, may appear and vote in all mat-
ters wherein their constituents, if present, might have vetnt
Aa to number and value, a creditor under So/, is not reck-

oned in numbor, but only in value. If a creditor above retL

holds a preferable security on the sequestrated estate, thaw,

if the security covers only a part of his debt, be votes one t*

number, and votes in value for the unsecured balance , hat
if the security covers the whole debt, he has no vote either a
number or value. The first meeting of the creditor* afarr

award of sequestration is to choose afactor or intrrjo ma-
nager, previous to the appointment of a trustee on the baa*
rapt estate ; but in the mean time, on cause shown by aav
creditor, the sheriff will direct interim custodv to be talma
of the bankrupt's repositories, books, and eaVrta, and aa

particular cases it may be prudent to apply to the Court *t*

Session for instant adjudication in favour of the aheeff-
clerk of the county. The first meeting of rrerfjtars aa,

aa we have said, to choose, and instruct, a farea> or jsar-

rim manager on the bankrupt estate. The power* rt

such person, when chosen, are very large, in order »*

execute bis office, which is, however, chiefly to nr«ae»»»
the estate. He is liable in exact diligence : and eaw
person interested may apply to the Court of ftrssssa fr
an account of his conduct snd intromissions. ai>d an nam
shown by one-fourth of the creditors in value be will W re-

moved. If nofaetor be chosen, or if his eject**! ts ao»w9bsi.
the interim custody of the estate devolves on the sharsf
clerk. The next ordinary step is the appointment of s
trutltr, or series of trustees, at the meeting for tWs tW
bankrupt must exhibit a stale of his affairs, else a rectal «f
ha lands, if any. and an inventory of bit books and payer*.
The appointment of trustee is determined by a ma*cm
the creditors in value, but, as in the appointment of a tarsar.

complaint lies to the Court of Session, from whom, a»»v it
spplirstton. the trustee mu»t hare art of conaraaatea sad
adiudiration, in virtue of whirb the trustee may call for. aw4
lake into his custody, all books and paper* beLmgiag t> -W
bankrupt eslste, and take all legal step* to mvitf tW
estate. On cause shown, the trustee will be atrtpre-M «
removed. One main duty incumbent on the lrutti~ » w

the bankrupt and others examined in reiataea v> the
krupt affairs. This being done, meeting* uf the r>>4d.w»

are held to investigate these affair*, give directum 1> sW
tru*tee for recovery and disposal of the bankrupt r.^*-.
and choose three fosaasisnuners fmm emoe; tltrtaua-Sr* it
*i*l it the trustee s accounts, to settle his eomn>Na>«. *• r *
cur with bim in submissions and romprceaavea, aa4 I • r»*
him their advice and sasastanes an any ether mat*!* rsMaft**
as the managsment of the bankrupt estate, but a*>*«wt
always to the control of gen eral aseetiag* of the c-*»'..*V*>
The bankrupt estate is then. If me eo*fmml*m n oaVe»«, re-
covered ami disposed of. and the produce dit*aW aa»mg <*"
erednors by snwaVeab . according st the statute

ban
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The bankrupt's pereomal protection from diligence may

be obtained at the first general meeting of ih« creditor*, or
•t mr time between that and the period assigned for the
fret dividend, on application to the Court of Seaeion by the
bankrupt, with concurrence of the interim manager or
trustee, and four-fifths of the creditors in number and value.
The aame proportion of creditor* may also, at the meeting
after the last diet of the bankrupt's examination, or at any
after meeting called for the purpose, authorise the trustee,

with consent of the commissioner*, or any two of them, to
grant the bankrupt a limited allowance for the support of
himself and family till the period assigned for the second
dividend. After the period assigned for the second dividend,
the bankrupt, with concurrence of the trustee, and four-

fifths of the creditors in number and value, may apply to
the Court of Session for a dttckarge ; but the application
will, on cause shown by any of the creditors, be refused, or
granted under conditions. A discharge, when allowed, free*

the debtor from all debts previous to the date of the first

deliverance on the petition for sequestration, except debts
doe to the crown. A discharge may also take place on a
composition lawfully made, and agreed to by nine-tenths of
the creditor* in number and value, and confirmed by the
court, in which case it is accompanied by a discharge of all

debts, as at the date of the first deliverance, on payment of
the composition, and also a reconveyance to him of all the
sequestrated estate to be administered and realised for pay-
ment of the composition, the reversion accruing to the bank-
rupt.

In regard to the jitritdietion of the Court of Settion in

bankruptcy, it is to that court the application for sequestra-

tion must be made, and appeal lies in all questions among
the creditors during the course of the proceeding* to realise

and distribute the bankrupt estate. For applications to

sequestrate it is always open, the petition for sequestration

being competent not only to either division of the court,

but also to the lord ordinary on Bills.

The provisions of the Irish Bsnkru|it<-y taw are contained
in the General Bankrupt Act, I. St. II and 12 Geo. 111.

e. 8; amended by I. St 19 and 20 Geo. III. c. 23; and made
perpetual by I. 8L 36 Geo. III. e. 34.

BANKS. 8IR JOSEPH, is said in some of the memoirs
which have been written of him, to have been of noble
Swedish extraction ; one or two of them state that he was
born at Revesby Abbey, in Lincolnshire, and most of them,
with equal error, concur in saying that the date of his birth

was Dec. 13th, 1743.

Sir Joseph's pedigree, entered at the Herald's College,

begin* with one Simon Banke, who, in the 7th Kdward III.,

married the daughter and heir of Caterton,

of Newton in Yorkshire. By this marriage, the manor
of Newton, in the wapentake of Staincliffe, afterwards
called Banke Newton, came into the Banke family, and
remained with it till the middle of the seventeenth century.

The first who took the name of Banke* was Robert, the
second son of Henry Banke. an eminent attorney at Giggles-
wick in Yorkshire, of the time of Elisabeth and James I.

;

who, in right of bis wife, became possessed of the manor of
Bark Halt in Giggleswick.

Sir Joseph Bank* was the eighteenth in lineal descent
from Simon Banke already mentioned. His great-grand-
father. Joseph Banks, was H P. first for Grimsby in the

county of Lincoln, and afterwards for the borough of Totness
in Devonshire ; he died in 1 727. Hi* grandfather, of the

same name, was high-sheriff of Lincolnshire in 1 73S, and
for apme time the representative in Parliament for Peter-

borough. His grandfather married Anne, the daughter
and heir of William Hodgkinson. Esq., of Overton in the

county of Derby, by whose will William (the second but
eldest surviving son), the father of Sir Joseph Banks, took

the name and arms of Hodgkinson, and enjoyed the Overton
estate oil he succeeded by inheritance to that of Revesby
Abbey, when, under his grandfather Hodgkinson * will, be
resigned it to his younger brother, who immediately took

the name of Robert Banks Hodgkinson; upon whose
death in 1792, without issue, the Overton estate descended
tat his nephew Sir Joseph Banks. Sir Joseph Banks's

father, who, as has been already said, took the name of

.Hodgkinson, was born in 1719, and died in 1761.

Baron Cuvier, in the Mloge which be pronounced upon
Sir Joseph Banks before the Royal Academy of Sciences

at Paris, April 2, 1921, state* Sir Joseph to have been bom,
not on Dec. 13th, the data in most of the English accounts,

but on Feb. 13. 1743. in Argyle Street The place is
correct, but even this date i* erroneous. Sir Joseph's
baptism followed by the dale of his birth, is thus entered in
the parish register of St. James, Westminster : ' Feb. 26.
1 743. Joseph Banks, son of William. Esq., and Sarah, born
on Jan. 4th.'

Sir Everard Home, in the Huntcrian Oration delivered
in the theatre of the College of Surgeons, Feb. 14. 1 822.
informs us that the first part of young Banks'* education
was under a private tutor ; at nine year* of age he was sent
to Harrow School, and was removed when thirteen to Eton.
He is described, in a letter from his tutor, as being well-
disposed and good-tempered, but so immoderately fond of
play, that his attention could not be fixed to study. When
fourteen, his tutor had, for the first time, the satisfaction of
finding him reading during his hour* of leisure. This
sudden turn be at a later time himself explained to Sir
Everard Home. One fine summer evening he had bathed
in the river as usual, with other boys, but having stayed a
long time in the water, be found when be came to drew
himself that all his companions were gone: he was walking
leisurely along a lane, the ride* of which were richly
enamelled with flowers; he stopped, and looking round,
involuntarily exclaimed, ' How beautiful t ' After some
reflection, he said to himself, it is surely more natural
that I should be taught to know all these productions of
Nature, in preference to Greek and Latin' ; but the latter is

my father's command, and it is my duty to obey him : I

will, however, make myself acquainted with all these dif-

ferent plants for my own pleasure and gratification. He
began immediately to teach himself botany ; and, for

want of more able tutors, submitted to be instructed by the
women employed in culling simples, as it is termed, to
supply the druggists and apothecaries' shops, paying six*

pence for every material piece of information. While at
home for tbe ensuing holidays, he found in his mother's dress-
ing-room, to his inexpressible delight, a book in which all

the plants he had met with were not only described but re-

presented by engravings. This, which proved to be Gerard"*
Herbal, although one of the boards was l-V, and several of
the leaves torn out, he carried with him to school

He left Eton-school in his eighteenth year, and was en-
tered a gentleman commoner at Christ Church in Dec 1760,

just before he was eighteen.

His love of botany, whieh commenced at school, increased

at the University, and there his mind warmly embraced all

the other branches of natural history. His ardour for the

acquirement ofbotanical knowledge was so great, that, finding

no lectures were given on that subject, be applied to Dr. Sib-

thorpe. the botanical professor, for permission to procure a
proper person, whose remuneration was to fall entirely upon
the students who formed his class. This arrangement was
acceded to, and a sufficient number of students having set

down their names, he went to Cambridge, and brought bsck

with him Mr. Israel Lyons, a botanist and astronomer. This
gentleman, many years after, procured, through Mr. Banks's
interest, the appointment ofastronomer to the voysge towards

the North Pole, under Captain Phipps, afterwards Lord
Mulgrave. Mr. Banks soon made himself known in the

University by his superior knowledge in natural history.

' He once told me in conversation,* says Sir Everard Home.
* that when he first went to Oxford, if he happened to come
into any party of students in which they were discussing

questions respecting Greek authors, some of them would

call out, " Here is Banks, out be knows nothing of Greek."

To this rebuke he msde no reply, but said to himself, I will

very soon excel you all in another kind of knowledge, in my
mind of infinitely greater importance ; and not long after,

when any of them wanted to clear up a point of natural

history, they said "Wo must go to Banks.''

'

He left Oxford in December, 1 763, after having token an

honorary degree. Hi* father had died in 1761, and he

accordingly came into possession of his paternal fortune m
January, 1764, when be became of age.

On Hay 1. 1766, he was chosen into the Royal Society,

and in the summer went to Newfoundland with his friend

Mr. Phipps, lieutenant in the navy, who afterwards made
the voyage towards the North Pole. The object of this voy-

age was collecting plants. He returned to England the

following winter by way of Lisbon.

It was after Ids return that the intimacy commenced be-

tween him and Dr. SoUnder, a Swedish gentleman, the

pupil of Lmasras who, visiting London with strong letters

Vot.in.-lP
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Court «re prescrilx-d by the ttatute. Those which arc

vested in Ihc commissioners concern the oriiintyy admimt-
tratinn of the bankrupt'* e»tate, and are tho «ubject of our

present consideration.

By tin- act the m commissi mer* are e*pro»«ly invested

With every power anil authority that belonged to the former

Commissioners under the Ureal v'eal. provided that no single

commissioner *hall have power t<» enmmit a bankrupt or

other ponton examined before liim otherwise than to the cut-

tod) of a messenger of the court, to Ik- brought before a sub-

division court of three commissioner*, or be I .re the Court of

Reviow of Three Judge*, within three day* of *urh commit-

ment An appeal 1* given from the decision* of the com-
miksldhcr* a* to point* of law or equity, and the refusal or

admission of evidence, in case of disputed dc'.tt. to the Court

of Review of Three Jmlges, und a like np|R-al from that

All the powers of th

|
In cite of a country bankruptcy it i* this .

—

I
* I hereby *nthori«e A. B., of to fWtwul* »j<

complaint against B. C of It Lltrrnxd. in the

county of Lancashire, before B. P., O. II . and J. K . Esq*
* JoH.N I.* At II. M R

Upon pn>of being made either before the Court of Bank-
ruptcy or the rouutry commissioner*, of tie p»i t. r •{
creditor's delit. the trading of the bankrupt w,tl. t .

meaning of the section he!. re s'ated.aiid of an wt <.' t « ,

ruptcy of the nature btloro described, the Cjtirt ..r t * r •

mi-si..nrr» in the mutitry form all v adjudge ll>r tr-x Wt t • tm

a bankrupt. Against this adjiidicatiun the batkr : rj »

appeal by presenting a petition to reverse If to tic < t

of Review, within two calendar month* fn tn the da:r f i •

adjudication, if the trailer is resiihng in ti:c l'n t d K .

court to file l-ord Chancellor. All the powers of the com- ,
d m. orwuinn three uiutitlia if residing in am <:.., t ; :'• ;

rnlssiotloi* tn.iv he executed by ally of the judge* of the ' Europe, or within one year if el*eahere : Ihc < i«i U-

Court. The oath of olhVe of the c untry commissioner* is view shall then proee. d to decide on the potim «. •* u < r

required t<> l« taken at the opening of ever) fiat : that of » option of the bankrupt, and on Ins Gliding »rcur:ti f » r • v

the Commissioner* of the Bankrupt Court need* only to be i may direct an is»ue u* to any question of fact aC g

taken once. The country commissioner i* not a judge of the validity of the •onimission. to he tr.rd U-f re th--

(

record a* the commissioner* of tile court are; but pnitee. Judge, or any oilier judge of the Court of Rrt :« w \-

ap|K'al |,es from llus court to the L'rd I'lnnn il < <s- t- i

matter ef law or equity, or the refusal or adm.tti.iri •( r<.

donee only. The Lint Chanrrhor ha* power, ur ..rsfx-r .

circuinst.iiice«, after nm such issue tried, to or icr »• '. •

/Iiil to issue at the instance of another rroi i.,r, arvl t. .»

supported by evidence of any other debt, trading. »t>l act
'

bankruptcy. If the bankrupt die subsequent to thr isr, »i-
ruti'm of bankruptcy , the commissioner* are *ul! *-s>c * »

pioceed as if he were living. The rommiss .1 rn btt rr

(jutted forthwith to give uoiirc of their adjudication .r t
%*

London tSarette, and thereby to ap|xniit two pu l>.« ram. .*

for the bankrupt to surrender his property and efTertt^ »

lion from malirioiis and rotations actions is afforded to both

descriptions of c >mimssioner* by the usual clauses applying

to magistrates, authorising them, in case of actions for act*

done in the eoiirno of their duly, to tender amends to the

plaintiff, and requiring the plaintiff to give a m nth* notice

of action, to commence the action within three months of the

net done, and to pav double costa in case of a ivu-tiit or a

verdict for the defendant. The general powers vested in the

commissimors prine.pilly depend on the old law consolidated

in the act 0 O00 IV., c. 10. By section 33 of that act they

may. after the adjudication of bankruptcy, summon person*

suspected of possessing any part of the bankrupt * estate or

effect*, orauppised to be indebted tothe bankrupt, orrapaldo
,
to conform to the provision* of the Bankrupt A<t. T La

of giving information concerning the person, trade, or deal

ing» of the bankrupt, or concerning any act of bankruptcy
committed by him. and require »uch pcr>ont to produce

all b>>k«, paper*, deed*, and dixument* necessary to the

verification ol such person a depositions, or to the full dis-

closure of the matters inquired into by the commissioners ;

and on such person » neglecting to appear, having no lawful

impediment, the commissioners may, by warrant under their

hands and seals, authorise such person to be arrested and
brought lieforc them. The commissioner* may examine
every person summoned or brought before them concerning

the person,' trade, dealing*, or estate of the bankrupt, or

concerning the act of bankruptcy, and reduce the answer*

last of these meetings it to be on the torn -*c< >od day i*«
the piiblicutmti in the Gazette : and at the first q>*v •

the choice of the bankrupt • ass.gnce* 1* to tale p's. •

The commissioner* also sign a summon* to the b»r.a.»-.j*

to surrender, a di-nlK-dieiiee of which i* punish*--* >t

traiis|»irtaii >n. or by fine and imprisonment : and »urh •».
render (unless the tune be enlarge I b% the Lord ( 'at
eellorl uui-l lie 011 the forty *, end d*y after tbw hs
III n«. Alter siii h sum iidi'r the rorflmioMinm are ss
lb riseil in miLe sneh allow nice to the bank-up* /

his estate, till l.e ha> p.is .-d Ins la>t e\anuns:> n. a* * v

be necessary for the s ii>i>-rl of l.nus<ll and li • farr '» T\*
bankrupt, alter the choi e of assig- rsrs, 1* Uh,:-! fci ics-V-s

to writing, which the |urty examined must sign; and if a 1 U|«in 0.1th all bu ks and pip-rs r<l ,i.i.g to h.s rslate. t> a:

tend the assigm-e* 011 nasi 11 ible liot.i-e, and s«s:a lf«—« •

making out his accunts. Alter his surrender hr T at 1

tunes iiis|»et b,s l,>,ks and p.i,*rs, a:. I I r n» w tb t a t» t

person* lo assist bun. Alter he has olitj tied h:» orrr *.-*•»

lie shall, on demand in wimr f, attend the *«.»'%'«•»

.settle any accounts bta.eii In. estate and 111 !. » r

I
rnditor, or do any art Iien.sary for geltme in u < <s*ta*>

per* 11 ref >f to be sworn, or refuse to answer, or shall not

answer l.iwf .1 questions to the satisfaction of tho commis-
sioners, or re! so to s|_>n |n< examination, or shall not pni-

di|i-e Uiok*, p.»|KTs, *s.e., in In* pos.essi .11, w h< 11 rsquiied,

and to wh 1 h he sli ill not state an objection winch stia.l Ik-

allowed, the comtiii-s.oners may commit linn to prison till

he shall suomit to In- suoin or to answer, &c. SsC.

B) seetioii .10 t ie coiiiiii-sioiier* may summon tho bank-

rupt whether c rt/i atcd or ti< I ; and in rj*e ho shall not

come and shall hive no lawful imps duncnt. the commis-
sioner* may ditoct hun to be appreln mhsl and bniugtit l>e-

fore them : and the eotirn.«.i -m i«, on hi* appearing, may
cv.linuic loin as t. all u.altei* torn long h.s trade, di al.ugs.

or estate, and n dure Ins answer* to wilting. « I111 il the
bankri>!>t is to ngii : and if |1,«> hinWrnpt relus. s, having no
lawful iui|x'd nn .1 u'lowed by Ihc lommi'si i.ei*. t'ie\ m iy

'uilliiiit loin, t i n io 1 11 tdt he sh dl souinil Inm-oil to tx-

sworn, itr fie, TI.ey have a siln lir p wer to sninmoii

and to aiiprehelid the wife of the h.n.ktupt f.-r si-.dir p ir-

poscs. 1 lie Link nipt. 01 a 11 \ other J" rs 1I1 Willi, llv .vir.ii,' ;
falstlv lx fore ll.c < minis. 1 ners, shall incur tlic (enaltie*

of pi ijnry, a ptovi.im Wheli is extended to any false af-

firmation by a quaker. fvlrh anv the pruirij 1! general

Riwcr* of the commissi inert, whether commissi inert of the

vnkiupt Court, or cottiuiissioi.cr* rrtldent 111 the c .untry.

The /I it which gives tin m the particular authority to art in

e*< b individuil baiikruptcy, U, in rase* of Lnttd n bank-
ruptcies, in tbi* form : -

• I hereby authorise A B , of to pmsectttts hi*
romplalnt against B. C , of ta the C ourt of Hsnk-
ruptcy.

' Bam (.ham, C."

I

Ix-mg paid j«. |x r day l.v the ss.ig:,,^*. Ti^ r.» f. .

I
is prot, • nd from arret 111 coming to *urrer':-r. * i 1 -

I during the forty two davs, or any enlarged tluse a •»*» t«
I flui.lnug his ex.imii 1I1 n.

I

'I he con lu's-i lo-r* .i.'ir a si arrant of se l'irr ef l
l >n *

nipt t < fieri., ts In' U is dnsti.l to 1 {vion 11 ^ ; 1

1
r;i -tirn^rr, w ho is authoris<-<l In bn ik o|« 11 itxr bs-^sx

' h' use, il sir*, trunks, an I tl-ests of II e binkp.pt. »*.!«»»•
his b dv and prop, rlv : an I 111 cise t!w re 11 rrss.ni. ...

ptrt that pr>.p.'iiy of the Issnkrupt it n -.m cl " i-t
preuiiM-t not Ins aw 11. a just.i c of ihe jx-are m a--,k —
to giant a seai h-waria'it to t'lr n.nxii{ r. wS» »s i» •

Icii'l 111 the exc< nil 'it of it. in the tame mar -jn a* -
casr. of stolen plopert) c 11. ejl, d. l"h" R , SV ' pr' ' f

i I'c'cl from vcx.il.out act.oit fir act* done in d»«- k»"T»
Ins duty bt the rlauM-t w!i ch are usual ft* tho profit i

,
of con.tj 1 :.! and ott.er sun lir crt in list nrs-ti A
their foiu ti 'lis; an-1 anv obstio. I. .: ff< lid t.> (b4 s*es>*ss»{si r

is a roriteiupt of the t <h rt of t t sorer* I'.sf r* y> ossr*

cnrrrxl m I
1 r ex.s'ii'i >n of I ,« <,rr e !- r the rKotr* ./ K

-t

a., gi ect, lot ili in is «„! nsl the |x t •• pj rn-' r at>4

for tl >se su!im-«i .ertU in. i.rrid. a. v tl t'e ass grm
4 Th' I'r .1 ,f /-' .'. Having f us t'. en !!o CosV »

wl.,i h ll.c trad, r it d.s '.jr. d a bankrupt. *r. I tt» fe s— -»

at; It IT.-its are hre-gnl un'i r tie o|*-i*l. -ri ./ t»» t. '
' «

distiituU.'O aiu i'g hit ctxiilo.K itw tc;^.sst*.fi J stat
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creditors' debt* is the nest step lo be considered. The
cuniioit*waers, we have Men, are bound to appoint two
meetings immediately upon the adjudication of bankruptcy,

an't at tbeto and every othor meeting (with ton days' notice

in the Lomdass Gazette) appointed for that purpose, tho

creditors may prove their debt* on oath. Corporate bodies

may make proof by an authorised agent, creditors living at

a distance by affidavit, and creditors out of England by
affidavit vcriBed by a notary public, minister, or consul:

and by a special provision, tho person effecting a policy of
assurance on sbips or good* may, though not himself bene-
ficially interested, make proof in case of loss. All debts

legally due from the bankrupt at the time of tho art of bank-
ruptcy are provable, and also all debts contracted before tlio

issuing of the fiat, though subsequent to the act of bank-
ruptcy ; provided the creditor, at tho time of the debt being
contracted, had no knowledge of the net of bankruptcy.

Obligees on bottomry and respondentia bond*, and the as-

sured in policies of assurance, are entitled to make claim

rwfcwt; the commissioner*, and when the loss or contingency

happens on which the debt depends, they m:iy then prove

the debt and receive dividends with the other creditor*, not-

withstanding the contingency or loss may not arise till alter

the issuing of the fiat ; and all creditors having claims upon
the bankrupt which depend on any contingency may, on
application to the commissioners, have a value set upon the
r miuigcnt claim, and be admitted to prove for the debt thus
ascertained. In cases where parties have become bad or

sureties for the bankrupt, and have paid the debt or a part

thereof (though after the issuing of tho fiat), if the prin-

cipal creditor has proved tho debt under the fiat, such
sureties are entitled to stand in the place of the creditor as

to the dividends and all rights under the commission; or

where the creditor has not proved his debt, such surety

may prove bis demand in respect of the payment he has
mide, so as not to disturb former dividends of the bank-
rupt's estate; and this, although such surety may have
become surety for the bankrupt subsequent to the act of

bankruptcy, provided he had no notice thereof when he
became surety. With respect to creditors to whom the
bankrupt owes annuity debts, all such creditors may prove

for the value of the annuity, which tho commissioners are

lo ascertain, having regard to the original price given, and
to the diminution of value from lapse of time between the

printing of the annuity and the date of the fiat. With
respect to interest on debts, the general rule is, that no
interest is provable unless interest was reserved by contract,

either express, or arising by implication from the usage of

trade, or other circumstances attending the origination of

the debt : where interest is allowed it is calculated to the

date of the fiat. By a special provision, bills of exchange
and promissory notes are expressly excepted from the general

rule, and the holders of those instruments are entitled to

prove for interest down to the date of the fiat, though inte-

rest be not reserved by the instrument.

With respect to proof of debts against the partacrs in a
Inn, the general rules are, 1st, that as a creditor of the

whole firm may, if he please, sue out a separate fiat against

any single partner or any number of partners, he may prove

hi* debt in the same manner ; '2nd. a joint creditor of the

whole Ann may prove against the separate estate of any one
partner who is bankrupt, provided there is no partner who
i* solvent ; but if there is a partner who is solvent, then

the joint creditors cannot come into competition with tho

separate creditors of the partner who is bankrupt ; 3rd,

where there are no separate debts, the joint creditors may
of course prove against the estate of the partner who is

bankrupt. But for the mere purposes of assenting to or

dissenting from the certificate of the bankrupt and of voting

for assignees, joint creditor* may prove under a separate

fiat, and separate creditors under a joint fiat, without re-

gard to the above rules.

If llie whole inn become bankrupt, being indebted to

an individual partner, such partner cannot prove against

the joint estate in competition with the joint creditors ; for

as they are bis own creditors also, he has no right to

withdraw any part of the funds available for the payment
of their debts; nor can those partners of a firm who re-

main solvent prove against the separate estate of a member
of that firm in competition with his separate creditors, un-
less tlie Joint creditors be first paid 20*. in the pound and
interest.

There are certain classes of creditor* which the legislature

has peculiarly privileged. The commissioners are antko-
rised to order thai tho clerk* and servants of the bankrupt

J

(which include* traveller* and servants working by tin?

I

piece) shall receive their wage* and salary, for not exceed-
ing six months, out of the estate of the bankrupt ; and lb«y
are at liberty to prove for the excess. In certain instance*
the creditor has a remedy for bis debt without proof. Thus, if

tho creditor of the bankrupt, at tho time of the bankruptcy,
owes him money, or if there is mutual credit between the
creditor and tho bankrupt (as, for instance, on bills or se-
curities not yet fallen due at tho time of the bankruptcy),
the creditor is not bound to pay his debt to the estate and
prove his counter-debt and take a dividend only with the
general creditors, but one debt roust be let of against the
other by the commissioner*, and the balance only ran bu
claimed on either side. But in order to be entitled to the
lie in- fit of this set-off, the creditor must not have hail any
notice of tho bankrupt's act of bankruptcy at tho lime
when he gave him credit.

In certain cases, also, where the creditor has obtained a
security or hen upon the bankrupt's estate, he is allowed lo
satisfy himself out of it, instead of being compelled lo

I accept a mere dividend. Thus, if the creditor has obtained
I judgment against the bankrupt, and actually seited his
' goods under an execution, ho is entitled lo satisfaction out
I
of the goods, notwithstanding the bankruptcy ; but unless

J

the goods are actually seised before the bankruptcy, the
* creditor will not obtain this preference, but must rank with
the other creditors. And if the creditor's judginonl is not
obtained in an adverse suit, but on a voluntary warrinl of
attorney, he will then not be entitled to the benefit of tho
good* unless they are actually told under the execution
before the bankruptcy happens. An extent for a debt duo
to the crown is still mora favourably regarded : for as that
writ bind* the goods of the bankrupt from its teste (that is.

from the date of its issuing), and a* the property in the
goods does not pass from the bankrupt till the appointment
of the assignees, at which time it vests in them, if the crown
extent issues before the appointment of assignees, ibo
crown obtains the property in the goods in preference to the
assignees. Other crown process, such as a warrant to levy
for land-tax money, obtains a preference for the crown
from the time of the seizure, in case tbc assignee* have
not then been appointed.

A legal mortgage give* the mortgagee a right lo retain

the properly mortgaged until bis debt is satisfied, and the
assignee of the bankrupt can only redeem it by pay ing the
principal mortgage money, and all interest up to the date of
the redemption ; and an equitable mortgage, by mere de-
posit of title deeds, is in general entitled to the same prefer-
ence. A buna fide pledge of personal property stands oil the
same footing as a mortgage of land, and can only be re-

deemed by the assignees on payment of the sum advanced.
In order, however, to give the above effect to the securities

above-mentioned, it is necessary that the creditor should
have obtained them either before the act of bankruptcy, or,

if obtained subsequently, that they should have been obtained
at least two months before the issuing the fiat, and a ithout
knowledge of the prior act of bankruptcy. The situation of
the landlord of a bankrupt tenant is peculiar. He bas a
right to distrain all goods on the premises for his rent, even
though the demise itself bo not made till after tho act of
bankruptcy. If he neglect* his right of distress he must
then prove, and come in with the common creditor* ; and,
by the late act, the distress, if made subsequent to tbc act of
bankruptcy, shall be only available for one year's rent up to

the date of the fiat, and the landlord must prove the residue
of his demand like another creditor.

5. The Assignee*, their Power* and Duliet.—The as-

signees in whom the estate of tbc bankrupt is vested in

trust for the creditors, and who are charged with the col-

lecting and distribution of it, are either, first, chosen as-

signees, or, second, ojtcial assignees, who are permanent
officers of the Court of Bankruptcy, and are only employed
in bankruptcies prosecuted in that Court.

Tho first description are chosen by the major part, in

value, of the creditor* who have proved debt* to the amount
of 10/.. subject to a power of rejection on the part of the
commissioners, if they are deemed unfit for the office.

The first duty of the assignees is lo ascertain the validity of
the bankruptcy, for which purpose the petitioning creditor

is bound to furnish them with all tho information in hi*

power. If they ascertain it lo be defective, they may apply

3 E 2
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to lbe Lord Chancellor to Miperscd* it, which U the only

mode in which they can dispute tbo validity of the fiat.

The assignees arc required to keen an account of all rcceipU

and payment* on account of the bankrupt, which every cre-

ditor may inspect Tito commissioner* may at all time*

kumuion the sssignec* before them, and require them to

produce all books, paper*, and document* relating to the

bankruptcy : and. on their default without excuse, may cause

the assignees to be brought bejbre them, and on their re-

fusing to produce such book*, tie., may commit tbern to

prison until they submit to the commissioner** order. If on
assignee retain in his hands, or employ for hi* benefit, or

knowingly permit any eo-a*«ignee to retain or employ, any
sum to the amount of 100/., or if be neglect to invest any

money in Exchequer lulls when ordered by the commis-

sioners, he shall bo liable to be charged 20 per cent on

such money. Assignees resemble trustee* in being sepa-

rately answerable only for what each receive*, and they

must all join in giv in:? a g«od discharge for money belong-

ing to the bankrupt's estate. If an assignee himself be-

come bankrupt, being indebted to the estate of which be
is assignee, and if he obtain bis certificate, the cemflcato

will only have the cfT.-ct of freeing his person from impri-

sonment: but his future property and effect* remain liable

fbr hi* debt* as assignee. The Court of Chancery ha* a

general jurisdiction over assignee* in matter* relating to

the bankruptcy, and will compel the performance of their

duties if neglected. One of their duties is to *ell the bank-

rupt* property, at which sale they cannot themaelvc* in

general become purchaser* by reason of their fiduciary

character. The assignee* are entitled to bo reimbursed

all necessary expenses ; and if an accountant is indispen-

sable to assist them, they are entitled to employ one. They
have the right of nominating the *olicitur to the bank-

ruptcy, and of regulating his continuance or removal ; and
they may. with the approbation of the commissioners, ap-

point the bankrupt himself to manage the estate, or carry

>n the trade on behalf of the creditor*, or to aid them in any

i»ther manner. The Court of Review have power to re-

move an assignee, either on his own app'iration or on that

of a creditor.

•I. The qfirial anignm are merchant*, broker*, or ac-

countants, or persons who oro or hate been engaged in tr.i<le

in London or Westminster, not exceeding thirty in nuniler.

who are chosen by the Lord Chancellor to act a* official

assignees in all bankruptcies prosecuted in the Court of

Bankruptcy, one of whom act* with the chosen assignee* in

every such bankruptcy, giving aecurilv for bi* conduct.

The personal estate of the bankrupt, and the rents and pro-

ceed* of hit real estate, ore received by the official assignee,

where not otherwise directed by the Court of Bankruptcy or

the commissioner* ; anil all stock, money*, and securities of

the bankrupt, shall be forthwith transferred and paid by tlie

official assignee to the Bank of England, to the credit of the

Accountant-general of the Court of Chancery, subject to

such order for the keeping an account, or payment, invest-

ment, or delivery thereof, •« the Lord Chancellor or the

t.'ouit of Itankruptr) shall direct Till the choice of the

chosen assignees, tlie official assignee act* a* sole osoigneo

of the bankrupt. He i* nut to interfere with the chosen

assignees a* to the appointment or removal of the solicitor,

oc as to directing the sale of the bankrupt * estate. The
l-ord Chancellor may supply any vacancy in the before-

rrta-titionel number ofoflicul assignees; and the Court of

Bankruptcy may. in rose of Ibe dealb of an official assignee

appointed in any bankruptcy, appoint another from tbat

number ; and the commissioner before whom any trader

is adjudged bankrupt, mar order a suitable rcraunarattoQ to

the official assignee out of the bankrupt * estate.

a. 7%* mlimg >/ Ik* lUtnkrmpl'i Etlat* in Ik* .It

itgmvt - The eiiremissMiners formerly executed a deed of

assignment to the assignees of all the bankrupt • property ;

Init now, by the operation of t and 2 WilL 1 V . r. M, s. I i.
.

24. the whole of the bankrupt s real and personal estate and
effect*, whether in Great Britain, Ireland, or the colonic*,

become* ahsolutrlv vested in the assignee* by virtue of
,

their appointment ; and in ease of any new assignee being i

appointed, it tests in him j untly with those before ap-

pointed ; and in those cases where the deed of conveyance
or assignment of the bankrupt • property would require

enrolment or registration, a errtiAcato of the appointment of
assign***, under Ova seal of the Court of Bankruptcy, is

'

•aroUed or registered, so I u evidence of the appotnloseat in

all court* or place*. By the late Act passed far the
lion of Ones and recoveries, 3 and 4 Will IV. e. *«. tW
commissioner* acting under any Jlat may diipaw*. far a
valuable consideration, of all lands of which the baokrwp*
i* tenant in tail, and thereby create as large an estate as the
bankrupt might h»\e done bad he not become bankrapc
The copyhold estate of the bankrupt doe* not pas* to tiaw

assignee* by virtue of their mere appointment, bwt ike
commissioners are authorized to convey such swogri a*

any person who purchase* it The purchaser is to acre*
and compound with the lord of toe manor where** at at

tituat* for the fines and service*, and the lord sJawXl at

the next court grant the property to the vendee. Cassia* -

gent estate* and interest* in real property which bctoag a*

the bankrupt pass to the assignees ; but the expectatan of
an heir-at-law (or possibility, a* it is technically called) m
not such an interest as vests in the assignee*. OaVws of

an inheritable nature, or tuch a* are held fur a term of

years, are in general saleable, and therefore a*** u tas*

assignees, provided they do not concern the
tkm of public justice ; and as an officer on half pay
not sell his half-pay, so. on principle* of pubis*
he cannot he called on to discover or surrender it so case mi
hi* becoming a bankrupt All the debt* and chase* a* ac-

tion due to the bankrupt vest in bn assignee*, who base a
right to sue upon all beneficial contracts entered in** w*ta
the bankrupt before hi* bankruptcy, and also for *U torts

and injuries affecting hi* property ; but not for mere per-
sonal wrong*, such as assaults, slander*, libel*, and the like.

The right to bring a real action passes to the assignee*. n«*>
though the estate may be the bankrupt's in right of bat w Jf*_

If the bankrupt hare lost money at play, wbtrh, by vwia*
of the Gaming Act (9 Anne, c 14), i* recoverable true* taw
winner, the »*signer* are entitled to sue for it. To
rupt's interest in a potent, and his right to publish a a
paper, constitute property which vests in bis assignee*,

the right of tlie bankrupt to sue at law on contract*
to hi* assignee*, so also doe* bi* right of suing in nfwsty s»

enforce their specific performance ; but in order to pi uam.
vendor* who have agreed to sell real property to a ti»t i

who become* bankrupt, the assignees are rootprlksl n
being required) to execute the agreement or to ah* as* w *_

• r. if they fail to do so, the vendor may apply by as fa »s»
to tlie Chancellor, who will order the assignees to aVinve
up tbe agreement or make such other order a* be skua
think fit The bankrupt** personal property situated a* a
foreign ountry will pa** to the assignee*, ualra* the law <i

the foreign country prevent it With respect to teases, taw

assignees are not bound to accept a leasehold intern to-

longing to tbe bankrupt unless they think peeper ; tor ax

some case* such a property i* burdened with rent sad
covenants beyond its value, and would prove a lea* to taw
creditor*. Such property, therefore, rem sins te*te*I aa the
bankrupt till tbe assignee* bate done some art ass —l
ing to *n acceptance, *ueb as taking posse*** a of n «c

intermeddling with it in the cspartlv id" owner ; Wat a awe*
cxp-riment by putting it up to sale to ascertain ate ral-s*.

will not constitute an acceptance of it If the a*»«srv*
accept tbe lea.*, they become liab'e to tbe landlord aW tto
rent and covenant*, and tbe bankrupt *t dWhargwd w-w*
both from the date of the *W If tbe assignee* drcac* tow
lease, the bankrupt is slso discharged by the Bankrupt Art*
from tbe rent end covenant*, provided be deliver wp liar Wm
to the landlord witlun fourteen days fr t* has bat nag asstnw

that the assignee* have declined it ; and if tbe i

pit bring required, fail to elect whether they will

decline the lease, tbe landlord may apply by petri*** te

tlie Lord Chancellor, who will order them so te rirrt. aad
to deliver tip the lesse in case tbry decline it IV s n Ty

which tbe bankrupt buhls a* trustee •«- others *Wt sstf

pas* to bis assignee*, being in no war WwrOsvsl *» ass
creditor*. If the bankrupt has stork standing s* has asaa o>

tbe rommtsoioner* mat order It to be Iraq*fined was tto
name* of tbe assignees, Whslrvi r benefieial aatoeswl saw
bankrupt may have in property of hat wife pass** s> taw
assignee* ; bill property w bicb she enjwy* as a soar I

tbe rtty of I-oodoci, or which I* settled to her
do** not fall within tlie operation of the Wnkrupati . if taw
assignee* are able to recover posnssioa of the ***» a *»»
perty in * court of law, equity will a-4 maarfcra vssxh «W
legal title ; but if the property is of sorb a aatare taaa ftof
are compelled to so* in a court of equity to iweawat thata*
oourt will require a pros rsiuo to be *w**te far emr wJpfBaV
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•f Um> fund. All property which might be redeemed by
the bankrupt, may be redeemed by hit assignees for the

benefit of the creditors. The assignee* not only take all

the bankrupt
4

* present property, but alio property which
may accrue to him previously to hi* obtaining hut certificate

;

but they hare no right to seixe the profit* of hi* personal

and daily labour, for that would be to deprive him of hi*

mean* of existence. In a late case, where the bankrupt, a
furniture broker, wa* engaged to remove good*, and he em-
ployed, for that purpose, vans, packing-cases, and Ave or six

men. it wa* held that his demand for this employment
passed to hi* assignees, since it did not consist solely of a
remuneration for his personal labour.

7. Of the Effect of the Bankruptcy on the Bight* of third
Partie*.—The general rule is, that all the property of a
bankrupt vests tn his assignees for the benefit of the ere-

ditors from the time of the act of bankruptcy ; from which
it fallows that all disposition* made by the bankrupt of hi*

property between that time and tbe issuing of the flat are

void— a doctrine which occasioned much hardship in many
instance* to persons who had dealt with tho bankrupt in

ignorance of his having committed an act of bankruptcy,

and which has therefore been materially mitigated and
qualified by legislative provisions:—

1. It is provided that all conveyances by, and all dealings

and transaction* by and with, tbe bankrupt, made more than
two month* before tbe fiat, and all executions against the

bankrupt's land or goods earlier than that time, a'. all be
valid, provided the party dealing with the bankrupt had no
notice of his prior act of bankruptcy.

2. It ia provided that all payment* by the bankrupt to

any creditor, and all such payment* made to any bankrupt,
at any time before the issuing of the fiat, shall be valid, pro-

vided the person so dealing with the bankrupt bad not, at

tbe time of such payment, notice of his having committed
an act of bankruptcy. This provision protective of payments,
it will be observed, reaches up to tbe issuing of the fiat

;

but it only extends to bond fide payments, which are such
in the strict sense of the word, and therefore it does not in-

clude a loan of a sum of money to the bankrupt on a mort-
gage of hu property ; and so, where a party lent the bank-
rupt hi* acceptance, and afterward* purchased four horse*

from him, agreeing that their price should be set ofif against

tbe amount of tho acceptance, this was held not a protected

payment within the meaning of the act. The protection is

afforded on condition that the party protected has no notice

of an art p/ bankruptcy at the time of the payment In
order, however, to deprive the party of the benefit of the act,

he must have notice strictlyof some act of bankruptcy having
been committed. Mere knowledge that the bankrupt is in

tmbarraued cireumttance* at the time of tbe payment will

not prevent the payment from being protected. In one in-

stance the bankrupt law extend* the protection to a party

having dealt with the bankrupt with knowledge of his having

committed an act of bankruptcy : viz., where tbe fiat of
bankruptcy is not sued out within twelve month* of the act

of bankruptcy.
When none of tbe above statutory exceptions and quali-

fication* take effect, the general rule applies, with all it*

consequences, that the assignees are invested with the pro-

perty of the bankrupt, by relation, back to the act of bank-
ruptcy. Therefore, if a sheriff, under an execution against

tbe bankrupt, seiies his goods without notice of his having
committed an act of bankruptcy, the sheriff is liable to an
•ebon by the assignees to recover their value, provided tbe

fiat issue within two months from the date of the execu-

tion. As the sheriff is compelled by law, in such a case, to

Wry all the goods of the bankrupt under the execution, and
as be cannot in general know whether he ha* committed an
act of bankruptcy or not, this case involve* some hardship

on the sheriff; and a late act therefore has, to a certain

extent, protected that officer, by allowing him to apply to

the Court at Westminster to call the execution-creditor

and the assignees of the bankrupt before them, and to make
there interplead, and try the right to the good* seized in an

action between themselves. The doctrine that the fiat,

wiien issued, has relation bock to tbe act of bankruptcy,

has no application against the crown ; and therefore inter-

mediate seizures by the crown of tbe bankrupt's good* are

valid. And as a party who is sued at law by a bankrupt can-

not defirad himself, by showing that tbe bankrupt, before the

action, has committed an act of bankruptcy, it follow* that

all payment* actually enforced at law by the bankrupt, before

the fiat, aro good payments, since it would be a glaring in*
justice to allow the assignee* to recover tbera a second tune.

Not only is all the property to which the bankrupt himself
has a right applicable towards the payment of his creditors,
but there are instances in which effect* of other parti** in his
custody, which could not have been retained by the bank-
rupt had be not become bankrupt, will vest in bis asdgnres
under the fiat. The principal enactment on this subject,

6 Geo. IV. c. 16, *. 72, is levelled at the mischief occasioned
by allowing the use of other person*' property to be granted
with impunity to a failing trader, who is thereby enabled to
assume a deceitful appearance of wealth, and obtain facti-

tious credit with tho world. Accordingly, if any bankrupt,
by tbe permission and consent of the owner, shall have in

hi* possession, order, or disposition, any good* or chattel*
whereof be wo* reputed owner, or whereof he bad taken on
himself the sale or disposition as owner at the time of his
bankruptcy, the commissioners may sell tbe tame for the
benefit of the creditor*. Tbe provision applies only to goods
and chattel*, such as ships, furniture, utensils in trade,
•lock, bill* ofexchange, &c. But interests in property of a
real nature are not affected by it The main dittirultv,

which has occasioned much litigat'on as to the eases within
this clause, i» in deciding whether the bankrupt was or was
not the reputed owner of tbe property at the time of bis
bankruptcy, which is a question of fact determinable by a
jury, according to the circumstances of each particular case.

Where the bankrupt bat once been the real owner, but has
•old or disposed of the goods, tbe circumstance of his still

remaining in possession of them raises generally a presump-
tion that he possesses them as reputed owner ; but where
the bankrupt ha* the possession of the goods without ever

having been the real owner, it will require stronger evident
to show his reputed ownership at the time of the bankruptcy.
The distinctions upon the subject are some of tbe nicest

which occur in the decisions of the courts. Where the
purchaser of wines transferred them to a particular bin

tn the vendor's cellar, sealed it, and bad an entry made in

tho vendor'* books, it was hold that these precautions pre-

vented the wines from falling within the operation of the
elause. But in a similar case, where tbe purchaser simply

marked the goods with bis initials, the decision was to the

contrary. If a bond is assigned over by the obligee, it mu>t
be delivered to tbe party to whom it is assigned, and notice

must be given to the debtor, otucrwise it wilt pa** to the

assignee* of the obligee in esse of his bankruptcy. And it

is the same as to the assignment of a policy of insurant

;

and a mere notice in the London Gazette wdl not be suffi-

cient notice, unless it happens that the debtor ha* actually

read it Bills discounted by a banker are in effect purchased

by him, and they therefore pas* with the rest of his property

to his assignee* in tbe event of his bankruptcy ; but bilis

which are not due, and are paid by a customer to his bsnker,

though indorsed, remain tbe property of tbe customer, since

the banker is a mere agent for the purpose of receiving the

amount when they become due. But it is otherw se if the
bills, though not due, are paid in by the customer, and
treated a* cath. Property which the bankrupt hold* merely
as trustee, or as executor or administrator, or as a factor, or

which i* placed in hi* hand* merely for some particular pur-

pose, will not pass to bis assignee* a* being in hi* reputed

ownership. Goods which -i bankrupt receive* on tbe term*

of sale or return are bold to be in his reputed ownership,

and to pas* to tbe assignees ; but where the bankrupt hod
received goods the evening before his bankruptcy, and in

fact never unpacked them, it was held the owner might
reclaim them. If a trader have mortgaged hi* goods,

but remain in possession of them, they will pas* to tbe

assignee* ; and this used to be the law with respect to tbe

mortgage of a ship. If the owner continued to freight it.

and to act as owner, it passed to his assignees, notwith

standing it waa absolutely assigned to a mortgagee; but

this being found a groat grievance, is remedied by tho last

Ship Register Act*; and now, if a (hip-owner mortgage

hi* chip, the mortgagee may with safety leave bim in pos-

session of it provided the mortgagee duly register* it accord-

ing to the provisions of the 4 Geo. IV. c 41.

8. the Certificate and Allowance of the Bankrupt.—
When the bankrupt ha* duly submitted himself to exami-
nation by the commissioner*, and has surrendered up hi*

property and effect*, and in other respect* conformed to

the requisitions of the Bankrupt Act, he becomes en-

titled to a certificate signed by tbe commissioner* and cre-
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ditori. operalin^ u » discharge from the future claimt

of In* creditor*. Tbi» certificate mutt be sinned by four-

flftKi in number anil initio of the rrcdibir* who have

proved debt* above 2u7. : or after »tx calendar month* 1mm
the last examination of the bankrupt, it mu»t be ngutd
either by three-fifths in number and value of inch cre-

ditor*, or by nine-tenth* in numl>er of nu ll creditor*.

The certificate mu»t also bo tinned and aealed by the cura-

lin>»iouer» after the »iKiinturo by the proper number of

creditor* ; and mutt certify to the Chancellor that the

bankrupt ha* made a full di»cuvery of hi* estate and elK-rU,

and ha* in all re«|*rrla rimluriiail to the law re-pfclinn

bankrupt*, mid that tin* requisite unuiber of creditor* mbih d
the certificate; ond the bankrupt must also mike oath that

the certificate and consent ol ciedilors were nhl.iiiicd without

fraud. Any coiittai t or security j.mvch by the bankrupt to

any creditor, for *ectirui){ money to him ns a pci-na-ion to

n:n the ccrlilb'.ite, it uhill) \»,d. The ccitlicate, in

order to o|ierale a* a discharge to the bankrupt, must iibo

be duly allowed by the Lord Clianci llor. I'or tins purpose,
notice must be |>i\cn in the (ia/ctle that the lertil'nate Hill

be allotted within twenty-one day*, utiles* cause i* shown
to the contrary ; mid in the mean lime any creditor tuny

petition onanist such allowance. In certain ca-ea ol mis-

conduct by the bankrupt, the certificate become* wholly

toid: n», if the bankrupt ha* lost in any one day 'in/, by

gainblmt! or wuo,criti)j, or ami/, uithin one year next pre-

ceding hi* bankruptcy ; or if he hat, within thai period, lust

ami/, by any illegal contract for the tale and transfer of

government or other ilmk : or if be have, a In r bnukiuplcy,
or in contemplation ol bankruptcy, dcstniycd, altered, mu-
tilated, or faltiitlcd any of hi* book* or paper*, or been privy

to the making any fraudulent cntne* in hi* liookt : or if he
ha* concealed property to the amount of II)/ : or if he vta«

the bankrupt in what manner they hare dupnaed of hi* real

and personal otate. and to pay the turplu*. if any. lu L a
'ike Court 0/ Haakruf'lrij —W'e have Ubxe *m thai

the Court of Bankruptcy , established l>» I and i W. . IV.

c. iG„ ia computed of three jud^c*. c .mt.tutirg • t .«-rt

of Review, and of *ix coiniiiis-.nncrs, U (..re abum
of bankruptcy are prosecuted in Loii'lon. and ah > rxr-.- «a

the »amo lunction* (together with ionic other* Deal) : »

dureil) which Were foimcily cxerci-cd b) the tOBrL.i- j<t»

ap|Hiinled in ench bankruptcy by the rotninos >-a ur. . r t «

Great Seal. It remain* now shortly to explain 1. 1 •!..:»•

ami olliie of the Court of Itcvii-a. Ihec.utt i» t.-.ji««
of a chief judve. with a »alary ol .IhHi/ per aiir.>.tn. titi eu*

i» a privy councillor, and of two other judyc* (in - si* *

tal.irica of Jul It/, per annum. It lu* » u |«r i . 1. 1. : !.•«<*
all matter* of bankruptcy, and juri»«l.i li hi b»h<ar ai*J> «V*

termine all >uch mailer* ol Ihi* ilix-nj lion aswtrr I •iim**)

brought by petition bit ic. the la<id 1 lunni. r. and * -a

I all Mich other mallei* a* are by the act, or lis* lu'mm tui

|

regulation* nin'le in pursuance thcicol, sprtia.,y r*'<rr>>i *»

1 thm court. The proceedm::* liefoic the n.urt a.e by it
1

petition, motion, or »pccial case, with an appeal to Ibe Lvrw

I Chancellor in matter* ol law or n|u.ty ; or. ,,n ll.o :ili.xu .c

I
iidim>«ion of evidence. »u< h appeal lu be hi 'id by lu* Load

1

Chancellor only, and not by any other jud^c uf It* 1 s.1

ol t hunter). The court may ilmrl n<un a* to 4 e-*ta«*a

of fact to be tnc<l Ik f ie an; J'e.^e ol II.e coi.tt, UT Wi^r*
a judec of u-*Mie, and a jury to Ur *uiuuioned ut».tct law

older of the court— a power which the court ba* »4 « »«*-

1 i»ed since it* iliolitulloii, by the trial ol any i»*ue b*l> €W «•*•

of 11* ottii judye*. and veiy rarely by the iluol^io if aw

l»»ue before a judtie <.f n»^./e. Tl.c c\.»l>. in the l out <d

Kevtov arc in the discretion of tie e.,,. it, ami are I* be

taxed b) one of the Master* of the I ourt ol I habcrrjr. A.
privy to the proline of any false debt under lhe/'o/. without 1 attorney s and v.l . ih.es ot the court* at U •-»ini.ii*lrr raa* ke

di*elo»iii|{ it to the OKsi^uee*. A ctilificalc ha«. 111 some very I 1admiil< •! • 1 ! ei. oll.d in toe I ourt ol Uai.kni|tcy w.tu.t
extreme cast* (an for puiitni:). been recahed utter it ha* ' fee. ami 11. ay ap'n-nr and plead lielurr live cotuu.t**. r-crv

been allow e<l. Kut to harsh a iuca*ure require* to be very I but not Ulorc the Court ot Ktview, in wl. cb cvuu •-.•<*

»troni>ly RroumUil.
J

appear by counsel. The judges of lb court, with eucatra:

The r{j<ct of the certiflcoto it to exempt the bankrupt '

ol the l»rd Chaimdhir. may make ri..c» and v.c:*t» It
from the pay mcnt of all <h UnrAn A mt^hi )kh r hem yiurmi recjulalmi: tbe practice and »illii.i;» o| tl.c eut,it, *i.4 U«
under the, A de'at proveable under the /iu(\ ar.d 4 debt conduct ol the oll cer* ami piactm. m r* A Very im(«rual
hatred by Hie certificate, are conveililile terms. 1 lie nature provision 1* introdocvd u» In the di>|iU l.k' tbe adjl>J. tb<
of these debt* has been consnicred under a previous title, of bankruptcy by tlie bankn.pt. It Uie lrail»r (irsirr* *>

A* to the manner of ohtaiiuui; the exemption conferred by dispute the adjudication, ami present* a pet ti 11 hi meissal
the bankrupt Act, if the Umkrufit is orrrt/n/ for any debt to the court within luo months from the aojudicalxaa J law

proveable un 'er the commission, he will b<' ili»ehai|.'«sl 011 , tiader I* in the I ruled Kmudoin, or wiltnn tbr>« Bwuaqfcw *f

entering a common apiHrarauce (see Hull and may plead ebeahere 111 Europe, or wiltnn one ye >r if nosuir elar.

that the cause of action ucciurd betore he U'eame hank- the court »hall btar and de> ule 011 the pctili v.. ur at lost

rupl, and the certificate ami allowance thereof sliall Ik> option of the bankmpt, and on bis UiuIii it mvv>..ii t* ..»«•

»ufllcitiit cvnlenceof the tradini: bankruptcy, and fiat, and shall direct an is-ue lo try the ui.d.ly ol il l.» a j-ri . a:4
other proceediliu* : and if any haukrupl is liikrn tn riem- Il the Verdii l I* not -a t aside by li.e o iirt w.'.ti n atm Bv.: 'k

Inn for any such debt, any jicl.-c. on bis pi.-lucnu/ Ins ccr- I oiler the trial, or if the adjiuliialn 11 shall not be *c« twn
tilleate. may order li 1 in to lie di-< har^iil without (if. The by the court on petition, the vtr.lil ot -dj. IsraUvo r

l
1

rlbel ol the certrfli ale 011 a imi'. lid haiikrupley is very Ilia- ill all eases as at mist the l.a..sriipt. and ln< prt.iamaf
liiia'lt curtailed; tor it a bankrupt alter hannif onic 0I1-

' creditor, and the as'iiilite. ai.il all |« is.ui c'l.iaiibf «,:«*»t

tano >l a eerlilh ale, or liavini; c.in.p unde I Willi his rn ihlors, ' the o»s'^iice, and ail |» r s ndco'.id loll:* ba.Xrvfsis
or hav 1 ittf l» en ili,< hiiro, d undei an liivdvi nl A< t. ataiu ! estate, be com lu-nc cv 1 1< n< e that li.e | jrt > a a* t< ea* r t

be es baukiupl and obtains a ceiMb ate. unless Ins esi.ili. ' a bankrupt at li e ilate ol ihe aui d.eal. n. 1 br • Urkl. •>

pi\s I j« 111 the p'lind, such seiMiid rertifiate shall ol.lv ' iiilrinlu'. i| by tin* clause Is hi;:.) l-< lol si.i in.y> , Ufl.
pi. In* ffrnin If xiii auesl ; but hi* fiitnie csljle uud , s lice the bankrupt. 11. .1. ad ol U u .- an »e4 at «r.» a.sta •
I ilecl* shall vest 111 Ihe assi|<uei-ft under the *ecir.il e\.minis- . ol time toUispun* the vahdiiv ol ll.e con ta.ss^ n t \ tu a*, -w
• ion, who may *••»• Ihe same. The baukii.pt ha>, uller against Ihe assignee*, is r, .» i>o lined to U.> p»r_«i.«w«»
oi.

I un ok In. null. ale. 111 c. 1 tain cases a < laiin to an u/-
,
hunted. The < curt ha* all oll.i .ii st al » ;lb b t> t. y--e

/.<>.i/<ir out ol his < slate II Ins estate has paid Id. 111
,
cudintf* and .1.moments in bai krupn > \*\\\. t.tf l*« as

Ihe |« mill to his 1 ir.l.lors In- 1. . i.iulc.l In H\c |s r c.l.l .lit aic si.il.il. If any colon. r«> . ir >•( llw im..t s
- » . «*

ol »u. b estate, provided the allowance dors not exu-id leu/, hi annrf the pf.il of a debt, ib t< 1.1 r:.e any p.

II the estitc pais I .'i <W ill the pound, he is lo 1* paid C|uiiv,or decile ou tbe rvlusal of

7/ let. Per cent., prov ided »u< h alloauiico dm » n< t e\i e,-il

Mi'/
; and il hi* estate pus til. in tbe

!«• ui'. .sol l«m |h t csnt., provided Hull
ri'i.'l 1.110/ il ihe estate ilrn not |ny In*, in the pound,
be is fii.lt • nl. lied to sin b allowance a* the i>m;iiiti think

|

III, rot ri'itdiiij thrrr |srr cent, and JUli/. Tin* allowance 1

is di |M inb nl 1111 the »llu»«ncf uf the certificate, and caiin.il

Ins dis 1,1011 may Isr brought l» tore Ibe I •

Isn '.aiurd preii iisly, and it cannot be paid till a Bual
•liwdciid i* made, since before that time it* tiuantum cannot
tsv BMssrtaiiu'd. Tbe bankrupt * riKblloit.bowever.ua
vested inurisl evrn beliire the div etcml. and pa>*eatobi*
rvprswanuuve* in Ibe event of hi* death.

If any surplus of tlx. bankrupt * e*Ule remain* after the
rrrsl.totw are paid in lull, il of rutin* belong* lo the bank-

. t .4 .> • r

11 .1 li-W:-*.
'1 • f U.S.-. .»

pound, lu is to I a||« ^|, m.d the dn in 11 ol li.e ( -urt vl K.'nW s». V »
name d.-es 11.4

I merits as to the pr«s)| ol the dt i* si. .1. U ft ..', li. im
a|>|H-al is l.s, I vt«-«l to I lie |...rd t 1i.ii,< . i. t wif n twvt m.

In case of the Ir al uf an issue cuss ltd by lb* <s^s.rt 11 lu
|»)»rr of uraiiliiiif a lit w trial. In nw U« l>avl I :»..t si

shall ib cm ,,ny matter bne.^hi l« I 1* I ,m by »t.*ml : .m••"il in cm ,,ny mailer un.o.i.t im it 1 ,m nv *f,si
tbe Court of Krview to U- U solt .1.1 illlxulli a. 4 aa-

I poitan.e !•> rei|uire Ihe dm... n i4 \:< lliaaw of Ur & s*
I 111 case b"th parlies .Irsirr such d.i • ..I. .n.lcssd of iksi ssf

the la.rd Chan. • II jr. then the 1 I l.»4s «llssr ur lU L - at
of Kevirw may direrl llir vsh 1« Is. Is |»> be stalest m *x -s
uf a prlitioii ol appral lo the II his* ,4 I, nl*. to I k> awssa. «t
aa>ot)i*r apix-sls are prefernsl to ibal lli-.s* Thm. .

— —
1 1 — sr > *• sss a s |>ii 11 1 lis, »ji | U et« III' 1 t-»t B apTM*)

rupt, and U*f aaasgneee are bound, on tua re<)ueU. to dedare to and cvmmi**aoner* have Use power |» uae tbe wtsssta. «Tst
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part of tbe evidence in any case before them, either vivS
•new on oaih, or on affidat it. On tbe granting of every fiat

the sum of I oi is to be paid to tbe Lord Chancellor's Secre-
tary of Bankrupts, and the aunts received by him shall be
paid weekly to the Bank of England to the credit of the
Aocountant-Oeneral of the Court of Chancery to ' the Se-
cretary of Bankrupts' account' The official assignee of

•eery bankrupt is to pay to the like account the sura of 20/.

out of tbe first moneys coming to his bands. Ttie calorics

of the judges are above stated : those of tbe commissioners
are \iuQl. per annum ; each of the Lord Chancellor's Secre-
taries of Bankrupts, 1 200/. : of the Registrars, 800/. ; the
Deputy -Registrar*. 600/. ; the First Clerk of the Secretary

of Bankrupts. 500/. ; the Second Clerk, 300/. No judge,
commissioner, registrar, or deputy-registrar of the court

can practise as a barrister whilo he holds such office. Any
judge, commissioner, registrar, &c, who shall, for anything
done under tbe act, fraudulently and wilfully demand or

take any fee or sum of money other than is allowed by law,

•ball, on conviction, forfeit 300/.. and be rendered incapable

of holding any office under his Majesty.

(See Baron's Abridgment, tit. ' Bankrupt,' 7th edit.

;

Deacon on Bankrupt <-y : Eden on Bankrutttru.)

BANKRU PT LAWS OF SCOTLAN D. In the ear-

liest records of the law of Scotland we find debtors entitled

to a discharge on a judicial cession of their goods to their

creditors. This proceeding, which still subsists in Scotland,

we shall consider in detail under the head of Insolvency ;

and only remark here, yfr»/, that it is a general remedy, and
t>it confined to traders or any particular class of men ; and
ttenndhf, that it is essentially an insolvent's remedy, and a
discharge under it does not of itself extinguish debts re-

maiiiing due. In these two respects the law of cession is

obviously distinguished from the law of mercantile seques-
tration, and its parent, the English bankrupt law.

A bankrupt, as distinguished from an insolvent, is a
debtor who has subjected himself to the operation of tbe
bankrupt laws.* These, in England, are confined to per-

sons in trade : but in Scotland any debtor may become a
bankrupt. Tbe important Scottish bankrupt acts are 1696,

e. 4, ami 34 Geo. III., c. 137, which latter is also the mercan-
tile sequestration act. By the former of these statutes it is

declared that if any debtor, under diligence by horning and
caption, be cither imprisoned or retire to the abbey or other

privileged place, or lice or abscond for his personal security,

or defend Ins person by force, and be afterwards found by
sentence of the lords of Session to be insolvent, he shall bo
b»l ten and repute on theso three grounds, viz., diligence

bj horning and caption and insolvency, joined with one or

other of the said alternatives of imprisonment, or retiring, or

thing, or absconding, or forcible defending, to be a notour
bankrupt, and that from the time of his foresaid imprison-

ment, retiring, living, absconding, or forcible defending. And
by the act J I Geo. HI. c. 137. s. 1, it Is declared that if any
person, subject to the laws of Scotland, shall happen to be
forth of that part of the united kingdom, or not liable to be

imprisoned by being in the sanctuary, or by reason of pri-

vilege or personal protection, a charge of horning executed
against him. together with either an execution of arrest-

ment of any of his effects, nut loosed or discharged within

fifteen days after the date thereof, or an execution of
pending of any of his moveables, or a decree of adjudica-

tion of anv part of his heritable estate, for payment or secu-

rity of debt, shall, when joined with insolvency, be held a
sufficient proof of legal bankruptcy, and equivalent to the

description of notour bankruptcy given in the act 1696, c.

3 ; awl further, every person, whether he be out of Scot-

land or not, whose estate shall be tequettrated (as aftor

mentioned), shall in like manner be holden and deemed a
notour bankrupt. The effect and operation of such bank-
ruptcy is to make void and null all voluntary dispositions,

assignations, or other deeds, granted directly or indirectly

by the bankrupt, either at or after his bankruptcy, or in the

spare of sixty days before it, in favour of a creditor either

for satisfaction or further security, in preference to his other

• Vnmi «•• kn« rackonad In Eo«Uad twtW ttanmt Is tha de-

amataai <4 a bankrupt II wu DM ao la Scotland, nil ll oow Ul<- e»«a

la Eatluut Tba SeoliUh nan* wu Pywr, a im tba rtanokigy of whicb

•at Umjprt ba»a bos hlibatlo bo-n tary aoccetafu! La tracing ; but It aarma

ta ba aVrrrra (nan aVaam , K resell. ID somaont* caw'a aabauaca. and If as II

at rrsoatraaaaa a lib tba Iran appellation hi Enjllab law. avcarlarot «p»od-

IhfftL Tba attribma <4 faUj as of ftraijd. buwetar, ia acwbtraul to UK cha-

taaLrt: awl aaouxUajl) Uw Bat (allot ScoUJib aprwUaifc* wu Barr-atta,

aaat d» aaaaatbraaanrawas caiM'&a hair-aua wroewaa.' This Xmm, laftaao.

ananja lata fanatic Mast vkixral aa; a4ianuurai <{uala;.

creditors ; and generally, all preferences and alienations in
fraud of creditors may then be set aside, and the chums of
creditors equalized.

Where the bankrupt has b;en concerned in trade, his
property and effects may, by 34 Geo. HI. e. 137, s. IS, seq.
be attached and distributed among his creditors by a pecu-
liar process called Mercantile sequestration; insetting forth
the leading particulars of which we shall notice, I. who may
be sequestrated ; 2. the proceedings to realize and distribute
the bankrupt estate ; 3. the personal protection, aliment,
and discharge of the bankrupt ; and 4. the jurisdiction of
the Court of Session in bankruptcy.
Any person may be irqurtlratrd who is t merchant or

trader in Scotland, in gross or by retail, or a banker, broker,
or underwriter, or a manufacturer, or artificer, ond In ge-
neral any person who, either by himself or as agent or
factor for others, seeks his living by but ing and selling, or
by the workmanship of goods or commodities, or by any of
the foregoing occupations, or holds a share In any siirh un-
dertaking. But it is not a sufficient ground for awarding
sequestration that the debtor Is, l a holder of stock in any
of the public or national funds, or of India stork, or of
stock in any of the banks established by public authority,

or in any insurance company against fire, or in the Forth
and Clyde navigation company, or other inland not igation
company, or the British fisheries ; or 2. that he is a common
labourer or workman fir hire, unless such person il other-

wise bonA fide under one or other of the foregoing de-

scriptions; nor, 3. can any landholder or tenant of land
be as such sequestrated, even although he deal in cattle

or grain, unless he is bunCt fide of the description of a
trader In the'o articles, gaining or seeking to gain his live-

lihood, or a material part thereof, by dealing in cattle, not

the produce of. nor grazed upon, or made use of in the
labour of his farm, or in grnin not produced thereon.

Thus much os to tho trade and occupation of the debtor.

As to his Mtatui and condition, it is ordered that the
statute be construed by all judges in the mo>t beneficial

manner for promoting the ends thereby intended, and that

the same shall be holden to comprehend unmarried women
and widows coming within any of the descriptions before

mentioned, and also married women carrying on trade or

merchandise independent of their husband*. The statute

also provides, that tho estates of all co-partnerships ram ing

on business under any of the denominations or descriptions

above set forth, and not within the exceptions, may be
sequestrated ; but under proviso, that any partner of a com-
pany whose name does not appear as such in the b:oks of

the company, or who shall not come forw ard and acknow-
ledge himself as a partner, on or before the day appointed

for the examination of the bankrupt partners, or any of

them, such person shall not be entitled to any of the benefits

or privileges of the statute, unless ho can roako it appear

that this omission proceeded entirely from innocent mistake

or ignorance of the proceedings, or from a reasonable mis-

conception of his liability as a partner, and shall then follow

out all necessary steps, under the direction of the Court of

Session, for remedying as far as p.»sible the lots and incon-

venience thence aiising. No sequestration will he awarded

against any one who is not a legal bankrupt, nor a^ain-it

any one having an estate or effects in Scotland, who at tho

time of the application docs not either reside, or has a
dwelUng house or house of business there, or at least had
such residence or dwelling-house, or house of business,

within a year previous to the application, unless tbe debtor

himself, or thoso legally authorized to act for him, concur

in the application. In other cases, sequestration will be

awarded on the application of the creditors, the debtor in

such cases being always under legal diligence by horning

and caption, and in virtue thereof, either imprisoned or

retired to a sanctuary, or fled or absconded for his personal

safety from such diligence, or defending his person by force

;

or, if he be out of Scotland at the time, or not liable to l>e

imprisoned by reason of privilege or personal protection, his

being under diligence by charge of horning, attended with

arrestment executed of any part of his moveables, and not

loosed or discharged within fifteen days thereafter, or with

poinding executed of any part of his moveables, or decree of

adjudication of any part of his heritable estate for payment

or security of debt. Any parson also who is within the

statute may, whether diligence has been executed against

him or not, make a joint application with bis creditors for

sequestration of tut ©stale and c&xU, It thus appears, on
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the one hand, that th« debtor himself in all case* may. and

in mm* ease* must, join in lb* application to obtain seques-

tration ; and. on the other, that the application mutt always

be supported by the creditors, one or more. It remains,

therefore, here to notice the debt of tbe petitioning creditor or

creditors. Ifthere is but one netitioning^redilor. hit debt must

amount to 100/. sterling ; if there are two, their debts must

amount to ISO/, storlmtr ; and if three or more, their debts

must amount to 200/. sterling : what proportion of the gross

amount shall be due to each creditor, where more than one

concur, is not specified, and there(ore no* material. In

estimating the amount due, all partial payments made by

the debtor must be of course deducted. The debt or debts

may be either liquidated by formal vouchers, or stand upon

open account ; and the date of contraction may be prior to

the bankrupt becoming a trader. As to the person to whom
the debt is due, persons whose claims are merely contingent,

or depending on an uncertain condition, cannot petition

:

creditors in future debts are deemed creditor* oV prtrttnli

if they discount the interest to the time of payment ; and

the petitioning-crediior must be one who can maintain ac-

tion for his debt in hi* own name, but it is not necessary

that he bold the debt in hi* own right, and therefore a

trustee, or the like. may. as such, petition.

The proceedings to realize and diUnlmtt th» bankrupt

utaU begin with an application for sequestration to the

Court of Session. It is at the instance of any creditor or

creditor* of the bankrupt duly qualified alone (except where

the application is against a non-resident), or by the debtor

jointly with them, and prays for sequestration ofthe debtor'*

whole estate and effect ». Where it is made without con-

currence of the debtor, it must be presented within four

calendar month* of the but step of the diligence used against

him. With the application must be produced an oath of

verity to the debts of the petitioning creditors, an oath of

belief by them or their agent that the debtor is subject to

sequestration in the capacity therein specified ; and lastly,

lb* grounds of debt, or a copy of the account signed by the

party to whom it is due. The statute provide* that when
a petition for sequestration is presented, any other creditor

may concur therein and follow forth the same, even without

the consent, or after the death, of the creditor or creditors

originally petitioning ; and if the bankrupt shall happen to

die after tho petitiou for sequestration is presented, the

proceeding* shall, notwithstanding, be carried on and
followed out to their conclusions, as if be were in Ufa.

The application being made, the court pronounce* the

frit tUivtranet, which is at once an art of sequestration if

the bankrupt has concurred in the petition, but if not, then
an order for service and citation, and also, if necessary, a
warrant to recover written evidence of the diligence. The sta-

tute enacts, that the party applying for the sequestration,

whether the creditor* alone, or the bankrupt with concur-

rence of creditors, shall cause the petition of sequestration,

and the first deliverance thereon, to be recorded in the

general register of inhibitions, within fifteen days after the

said deliverance is pronounced, and the same shall, from
the date of the deliverance, be held equivalent to an inhibi-

tion, and to a citation in an adjudication axainst the debtor

and his property fur behoof of the whole creditor*, in case

the sequestration is finally awarded ; in which case, also, all

payments by the debtor to any of his creditors, after the

first deliverance, shall be void and ineffectual, and no arrest,

ment of the debtor's sfievts. u*cd within sixty days prior to

the first deliverance, shall give any preference ; nor shall

any poinding give s preference, unless it is completely exe-
cuted sixty da)s at least before the first deliverance. If

the required registration bo omitted, the proceedings will be
of no sweet as an inhibition or as a citatum in an adjudica-

tion. Where the debtor, not concurring, and lawfully cited,

shall not appear at the diet of appearance, either in person

or by bat counsel or agent, or s» appearing shall net in-

stantly pay or produce a written discharge of the debt or

debts upon which the diligence proceeded, snd also pay or

satisfy the debts of the petitioning or concurring creditors, or

show other reasonable cause why the sequestration should not

p roceed further, the court will immediately award sequestra-

boo. BtU U is betd that not only the debtor, but say ereditor

also saay appear and napoo* the sequestration ; and the sta-

tute specially provide* for the recall ef seojMstraUon. en causa
shown either Vy the deb*** or any of bis creditors, within
sixty days after Ma award, and also that it shall net be m
the power of the bankrupt, after sequestra tion w awarded,

to stop proceedings by paying off the debt on what* the

diligence and petition for sequestration proceeded The
nature and operation of the act of sequestration u. to ssq sws

trate the whole estate and effects heritable and sswvesMs.

real and personal, of the debtor within the jun»l«tnt. **f

the court, for the benefit of all hi* creditor*, and its* cre-

ditor* are at the same time ordered to tnoet in terms of the

statute; and this deliverance the petitioning credo.* ssm«
forthwith rjuse to be advertised in the Kd>ul>urgh and L*js-

don Gazrttet, otherwise the whole prorredinc* at the sew-
ings will be null and void. Wo haxe said that the taem*-
rutor awarding sequestration appoints also the rmLui *>

meet in terms of the statute : we will now advert u ike

creditors' right of vote. The debt on which a vote raws a*

given may be an illiquid claim of damage*, or a claua us s*r

suspension, or a prescribed debt, or on an unusmped
ment. or a debt purchased at an under value ; and a rasv-

tingent creditor may vote, except in the election ot* aa ta-

tenm factor, or trustee, or commissioners. As to the aaseaots

of the debt, there must be deducted all partial pavrams.
unless challengeable or reducible, all counter rlains* adap-
ted or instantly verified, and all dividends on bills remvvd
from other obhgsnts before entering claim on the sequestra-
tion. No creditor is entitled to vole at tbr fin* or an* sitae

meeting who has not then or before exhibited a speruj earn

of verity on bis debt, snd slao the ground* or vooriW* «s*

the debt. Where a creditor rs out of the United Kmgikn.
or incapable to give oath, in such case* the a&dav it sui a*

supplied by an oath of credulity by his doer or gvaevhaa

.

and agents or attorneys having commissions, either gvewral
or special, from creditor*, may appear and vote in all mat-
ters wherein their constituents, if present, might have tetrd.

As to number and value, a creditor under so/, i* not reei-

oned in number, but only in value. If a creditor above 9*1
bold* a preferable security on the sequestrated estate, thaw,

if the security cover* only a part of his debt, be votes ear us

number, and votes in value for the unsecured balance , ewt
if the security covers the whole debt, he has no vote ruber m
number or value. The first meeting of the creditors after

award of sequestration is to choose afactor or hiutjs sss-

nager, previous to the appointment of a trustee on the bans
rapt estate; but in the mean time, on cause shown by aav
creditor, the sheriff will direct interim custody to be talaw.

of the bankrupt's repositories, books, and effcrts. snd m
particular cases it may be prudent to apply to the Court «f
Session for instant adjudication in favour of the ttWaT-
clerk of the county. The first meeting of rtwaVtars as.

as we have said, to choose, and instruct, a factor or saer-

rim manager on the bankrupt estate. The powers ef
such person, when chosen, are very large, in order u
execute his office, which is, however, chiefly to ywwns
the estate. He is liable in exact dikgenee : and aee
person interested may apply to the Court ef Seasasa I m
an account of his conduct and intromission*, and eat osw
shown by one-fourth of the creditors in value be will W re-

moved. If no factor be chosen, or if his eiectmn ts ajvosWassl.

the interim custody of the estate devolve* on the shrraT
clerk. The next ordinary step is the sppmataarat ef a
truitrr. or series of trustee*, at the meeting far waste, law
bankrupt must exhibit a state of hat affairs, also a rental J
his Unas, if any, end an inventory of hi* books and sar«-'v
The appointment of trustee is determined by s dm/m J
the creditors in value, but, as in the appointment of a far**,
complaint lie* to the Court of Session, from wbeen, *}»v n
application, the trustee muu have erf of rootrmau m sad
adjudication, in virtue of whirh the trustee ma; rail tar. s-a4

lake into hi* custody, all books and paper* belonging u 'W
bankrupt estate, and take all legal step, to newer the
estate. On cause shown, the trustee will be *o>pma*4 «r

removed. One main duly incumbent on the trustee » w
get the bankrupt and other* examined in relaUan ij rjas

bankrupt affairs. This bung done, meeting* <J ihe rt un
are held to investigate these affair*, give direction* t. *a*>

truuee for recovery and disposal of the bankrv.pt *.:«•».
and choose three rowtusssruswis Cr m among tbem»Nr* t*

audit the trustee's account*, te settle hn nexumt—n ».. r c
cur with him in subratsatona and com proce sses. aa4 l . r-«»
bun their advice and aasststanee m any ether matter metre
to the saaoagtsaent ef the bankrupt estate, but *•*«•**
alway* to the control ef genial meeting* ef the «-*>: uv
The bankrupt estate is then, if no eompomtum x eaVr«{. re-
eovered and disposed of. and the produce dirssW aaaowg tae
creditor* by mwdrasb. according to the statute
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The bankrupt's pertomal protection from diligetv* may

bo obtained at the flr»t general meeting of the creditor!, or
•I mit time between that and the period assigned for the
first dividend, on application to the Court of Session by the
bankrupt, with eoncurrence of the interim manager or
trustee, and four-fifths of the creditor* in number and value.
The tame proportion of creditors may also, at the meeting
after the Isst diet of the bankrupt's examination, or at any
after meeting called for the purpose, authorise the trustee,
with consent of the commissioners, or any two of them, to
grant the bankrupt a limited allowanct tor the support of
himself and family till the period assigned for the second
dividend. After the period assigned for the second dividend,
the bankrupt, with concurrence of the trustee, and four-
fifths of the creditors in number and value, may apply to
the Court of Session for a dttcharge ; but the application
will, on cause shown by any of the creditors, be refused, or
granted under conditions. A discharge, when allowed, frees
the debtor from all debts previous to the date of the first

deliverance on the petition for sequestration, except debts
doe to the crown. A discbarge may also take place on a
composition lawfully made, and agreed to by nine-tenths of
the creditors in number and value, and confirmed by the
court, in which case it is accompanied by a discharge of all

,
debts, as at the date of the first deliverance, on payment of
too composition, and also a reconveyance to him of all the
sequestrated estate to be administered and realised for pay-
mint of the composition, the reversion accruing to the bank-
rupt.

In regard to the juritdietion of Ike Court of Settion in
bankruptcy, it is to that court the application for sequestra-
tion must be made, and appeal lies in all questions among
the creditors during the course of the proceedings to realize

and distribute the bankrupt estate. For applications to

sequestrate it is always open, the petition for sequestration
being competent not only to either division of the court,

bat siso to the lord ordinary on Bills.

The provisions of the Irish Bsnkruptcy Law are contained
in the General Bankrupt Art. 1. St. n and 12 Geo. III.

c. 8 ; amended by I. St 19 and 20 Geo. III. c. 25; and made
perpetual by I. 8t 36 Geo. III. c 34.

BANKS. SIR JOSEPH, is said in some of the memoirs
which have been written of him, to have been of noble
Swedish extraction : one or two of them state that he was
born at Revesby Abbey, in Lincolnshire, and most of tbem,
with equal error, concur in saying that the date of his birth
was Doc. 13th, 1743.

Sv Joseph's pedigree, entered at the Herald's College,
begins with one Simon Banke, who, in the 7th Edward HI.,
married the daughter and heir of Caterton,

of Newton in Yorkshire. By this marriage, the manor
of Newton, in the wapentake of StainclifTe, afterwards
called Banke Newton, came into the Banke family, and
remained with it till the middle of the seventeenth century.
The first who took too name of Bsnkes was Robert, the
second son of Henry Banke, an eminent attorney at Giggles-
wick in Yorkshire, of the time of Elizabeth and James I.

;

who, in right of bis wife, became possessed of the manor of
Berk Hall in Giggleswick.

Sir Joseph Banks was the eighteenth in lineal descent
from Simon Banke already mentioned. His great-grand-
father, Joseph Bonks, was M.P. first for Grimsby in the
county of Lincoln, and afterwards for the borough of Totness
in Devonshire ; he died in 1 727. His grandfather, of the
same name, was high-sheriff of Lincolnshire in 1 736. and
for spose time the representative in Parliament for Peter-
borough. His grandfather married Ann*, the daughter
and heir of William Hodgkinson. E*q., of Overton in the

county of Derby, by whose will 'William (the second but
eldest surviving son), the father of Sir Joseph Banks, took
the name and arms of Hodgkinson. and enjoyed the Overton
estate till he succeeded by inheritance to that of Revesby
Abbey, when, under his grandfather Hodgkinson'* will, he
resigned it to bis younger brother, who immediately took

the name of Robert Banks Hodgkinson; upon whose
death in 1792, without issue, the Overton estate descended
to his nephew Sir Joseph Banks. Sir Joseph Banks's
rather, who, as has been already said, took the name of

.Hodgkinson, was born in 1711. and died in 1761.

Baron Cuvier, in the Mlog* which he pronounced upon
Sir Joseph Banks before the Royal Academy of Sciences

at Paris. April 2, 1821, states Sir Joseph to have been born,

not on Dec 13th, the date in most of the English accounts.

but on Feb. 13. 1743. in Argyle Street The place is
correct, but even this date is erroneous. Sir Joseph's
baptism followed by the dale of his birth, is thus entered in
the parish register of St James, Westminster : ' Feb. 26.
1743. Joseph Banks, son of William. Esq.. and Sarah, born
on Jan. 4th.'

Sir Bverard Home, in the Hunterian Oration delivered
in the theatre of the College of Surgeons, Feb. 14. 1822,
informs us that the first part of young Banks's education
was under a private tutor ; at nine year* of age he was sent
to Harrow School, and was removed when thirteen to Eton.
Ho is described, in a letter from his tutor, as being well-
disposed and good-tempered, but so immoderately Fond of
play, that his attention could not be fixed to study. When
fourteen, his tutor bed. for th* first time, the satisfaction of
finding him reading during his hours of leisure. This
sudden turn be at a later time himself explained to Sir
Bverard Home. One fine summer evening he had bathed
in the river as usual, with other boys, but having stayed a
long time in the water, he found when he came to dress
himself that all bis companions were gone : be was walking
leisurely along a lane, the aide* of which were ru-hly
enamelled with flower*; he (topped, and looking round,
involuntarily exclaimed, ' How beautiful I ' After some
reflection, ho said to himself, it is surely more natural
that I should l>e taught to know all these productions of
Nature, in preference to Greek and Latin' ; but the latter is

my father s command, and it is my duty to obey him : I
will, however, make myself acquainted with all thsse dif-

ferent plants for my own pleasure and gratification. He
began immediately to teach himself botany; and, for
want of more able tutors, submitted to be instructed by the
women employed in culling simples, as it is termed, to
supply the druggists and apothecaries' shops, paying six*
pence for every material piece of information. While at
home for the ensuing holidays, be found in his mother's dress-
ing-room, to his inexpressible delight, a hook in which all

the plants he bad met with were not only described but re-

presented by engraving*. This, which proved to be Gerard"

i

Herbal, although one of the boards waa 1-V, and several of
the leaves torn out, he carried with him to school.

He left Eton-school in his eighteenth year, and was en-
tered a gentleman commoner at Christ Church in Dec 1760,
just before be was eighteen.

His love of botany, which commenced at school, increased

at the University, and there bis mind warmly embraced all

the other branches of natural history. His ardour for the
acquirement ofbotanical knowledge was so great, that finding

no lectures were given on that subject be applied to Dr. Sib-
thorpe. the botanical professor, for permission to procure a
proper person, whose remuneration was to fall entirely upon
the students who formed his class. This arrangement was
acceded to, and a sufficient number of students having set

down their names, he went to Cambridge, and brought back
with him Mr. Israel Lyon*, a botanist and astronomer. This
gentleman, many years after, procured, through Mr. Banks's
interest the sppointment ofastronomer to the voyage towards
the North Pole, under Captain Phippa, afterwards Lord
Mulgrave. Mr. Banks soon made himself known in the

University by his superior knowledge in natural history.
' He once told me in conversation,' says Sir Bverard Home,
' that when he first went to Oxford, if be happened to come
into any party of students in which they were discussing

questions respecting Greek authors, some of them would
call out " Here is Banks, out he know* nothing of Greek."
To this rebuke he made no reply, but said to himself, I will

very soon excel you all in another kind of knowledge, in my
mind of infinitely greater importance; and not long after,

when any of tbem wanted to clear up a point of natural

history, they said " We must go to Banks.''

'

He left Oxford in December. 1 763, after having taken an
honorary degree. His father had died in 1761. and be
accordingly came into possession of bis paternal fortune m
January. 1 764. when be became of age.

On May 1, 1766, be was chosen into the Royal Society,

and in the summer went to Newfoundland with his friend

Mr. Phippa, lieutenant in the navy, who afterwards made
the voyage towards the North Pole. The object of this voy-

age was collecting plants. He returned to England the

following winter by way of Lisbon.

It was after Ids return that the intimacy commenced be-

tween him and Dr. Solander, a Swedish gentleman, the
pupil of Linnaros who, visiting London with strong letters

Vol ni.-a F
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of lectmmendation. had been recently appointed an assistant

librarian of the British Museum.
Three or four yean now elapsed before Mr. Bank* again

quitted England. The interval waa assiduously employed

on the objects of his establistied pursuit : his favourite re-

laxation waa Ashing. He frequently passed days, and

even nights, on Whittlesea More, a lake in the vicinity of

Revesby Abbey, and, when in London, days, and sometimes

nights, upon the Thames, chiefly in company with the Earl

of Sandwich, who was his neighbour in the country, and

quite as ardent in the sport as himself. His intimacy with

that nobleman is said to have procured for him the oppor-

tunity of gratifying his taste for maritime enterprise, which

he bad soon alter the pleasure of finding within his reach.

The commencement of a new reign, the peace of 1 763, and

the administration of Lord Bute (himself a lover of science),

had been marked in England by public efforts to explore

those parts of tho ocean which were still wholly unknown,

or only partially discovered. The South Sea having been

visited by Captain Wallace, and the position and general

character of the island of Otaheite being ascertained, this

spot was determined by the English astronomers to be pecu-

liarly well adapted for observing the transit of the planet

Venus over the disc of the sun.

A representation to this effect having been made by the

Royal Society to the king's government, and favourably re-

ceived, the plan of a general voyage of discovery, embracing,

in particular, the original object of the visit to Otaheite, was

arranged ; in pursuance of which the Lords of the Admiralty,

at whose head was the Bail of Sandwich, commissioned the

Endeavour, under the command of Captain Cook, fur the

projected sen ice. Banks, by the aid of his noble friend,

succeeded in bis wishes. In conjunction with Dr. Solaruler,

be was appointed naturalist to the expedition, in which

capacity, attended by two draughtsmen and four sen-ante,

be sailed from Plymouth Sound, August 26, 1 7£8.

On touching at Rio de Janeiro, the jealousy of the colo-

nial government forbade their exploring the South American
•bores; but on arriving at Tierra del Fuego they disem-

barked, and. amid the rigours of the winter season in that

extremity of tbe discovered slobs, acquired a splendid variety

of botanical specimens. Here, in tbe midst of a severe

snow-storm, three of their attendants perished through the

intensity of tbe cold ; and Dr. Solander was so tar over-

come that he was saved solely by tbe perseverance of Mr.
Banks, whose powerful constitution enabled him to struggle

successfully with tbe fatal propensity to sleep, by which,

indeed, be had already been seised himself. On tbe 1 2th

April, 1 769, after sailing from Tierra del Fuego to Otaheite,

they finally anchored on one of the coasts of that island,

and here, during a apace of four months, devoted essentially

to the astronomical objects of the visit, Mr. Banks acquired

an intimate knowledge of the natural history of the interior,

as well as of the shores and waters of the island. Nor waa
it only as a naturalist that he became conspicuous at Ota-
heite : his commanding appearance, frank and open man-
ners, and sound judgment, speedily obtained for him the

regard and deference of tbe native*, among whom he waa
frequently the arbiter of disputes . Meanwhile his personal

advantages seem to have secured to him a considerable

share of admiration among the female part of tbe com-
munity. Tbe wife of one of the great chiefs, and Oberea,
the queen regnant of tbe island, treated him with so much
attention as to expose him to tbe raillery of bis companions
of tbe voyage, and it became occasionally the subject of
good humoured satire on his return to England.
Tbe expedition quitted Otaheite on the IMh of August,

and after travertin* Die aeaa surrounding New Zealand,

snd New South Wales, came homeward by tbe way of
Batavia, ami reached tbe Downs on tbe ISth of June,

1771. the whole period of tbe voyage having occupied

nearly three ream. Mr. Banks waa rerened in England
with the highest marks of faspect, to which be was justly

entitled far the epeamena which lie brought, at so much
risk and expense, to eanch the srveaee of natural history.

On tbe lata of August, by bis Majesty s express desire.

Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander. aeeosspaaied fay gir John
I'rmgte. the*) Pressaeot af ike Reyal tteearty. attended al
Richmond, where they had ike boeoar ef a private royal
interview, wksob leased aosae bears. Hat Majesty, al this

tiase. eoejoerved a liUac fcrtatyesa| traveller, which con-
tinued aaiaassirod to the dose of bss peelic has.

Mr. Banks m London, be

entangled in a dispute with the relatione ef one af bss

draughtsmen. Sydney Parkinson, who had died in tbe eoaes*

of the voyage, having been engaged at a salary of as/, per

annum aa natural history painter, for which be hast ah ei

considerable talent. Parkinson's friends seemed is bss*

formed tbe most extravagant ideas respecting tbe peoyart*

left by their young friend in general effects, ranoasuee. and

drawings; and consequently they felt much dteaapousaai.

accusing Mr. Banks, by implication, of bat tag uafsait l»Ui
possession of various articles, independently ef drawasc*.

which be claimed as the work of bis own draa«btssae»

These charges, with tbe whole affair of the puUanetaja af

Parkinson's account of the voyage, may be faejsel a* tee

preface to that book ; but aa much of it seem s the mast af

passion and prejudice, no further notice of it is

here; and, indeed, Mr. Banks appears not to have <

himself as at all called on to offer any rind icelie ef I

in the affair.

After all tbe privations and danger* of this veyagw. at as-

quired no common strength of mind to enronnser thaan a

second time. Mr. Banks, however, at tbe a u la- sta ll— ef

Lord Sandwich, made tbia offer to government, what* waa

accepted ; snd sucb waa the expense of his oatat. seat as en-

tensive the preparations he made, that be wss eblsaod te ana*

money for that purpose. He engaged ZoAaay Use p
three draughtsmen, two secretaries,

acquainted with tbe modes ofpreeen ing animals sad
\

but finding himself thwarted by the Comptroller of Use Kevy
in everything he proposed respecting tbe s*cse*HB«aeoa*»

in the ships (tbe Drake and Raleigh ware eetauauaaaaaaai.

he gave up, in disgust, all idea of rvxng apse, a veyaast

the outset of which be had recanted such personal i

merit It was highly honourable to Mr.
though he relinquished tbe voyage, be exerted

every' way in bis power, to promote tbe objects ef su

James Lind, s very able physician, bad rerened the aew
ment of naturalist, with a grant from parinis
This gentleman, upon Mr. Banks not going. <

offer, and Dr. John Reinbold Forster and his seas,

the interest of Mr. Banks, received it. Upon Mr.
return, his drawings were purchased by Mr.

~

placed in las library.

In expectation of being engaged in another leyaaja <

oovery, although not in a king's ship, Mr. Banska. waa a

view to keep bis followers together, aaede a veyasat to law-

land with his friend Dr. Solander. He armed laws* aa

August, 1772, and returned in six weeks. The Msassess,

which skirt the north-west coast of Scotland, lay near tte>

track of tbe voyage, and these adventarwaa aataralsaas wee*
induced to examine lbeta. Among ether laaaare eastai
of notice, they discovered tbe coluesear stratifcrel— ef ska

rocks surrounding tbe raves of Stale—a pbeavesneaasa est

then unobserved by naturalists—an are—sat ef warn, was
published in tbe same year from Mr. Beaks » JtmrmmL as

Mr. Pennant in bis Tour in SctUlmmJ ipp Hi ttn TV
volcanic mountains, tbe hot springs, the stlwwaaa rcaa. tae

plants and animals of Iceland, were all eaivAsily mmd a
tins toysge ; snd a rich harvest of new hstaaaeal sssjriansas

compensated for its tads and expanse. Bat si was sue —
these objects alone that Mr. Banks esoaaed bss assa in

be purchased at lbs* time a very Urge callsriiaa of I

books snd manuscripts, which be presented, aa I f'l
British Museum ; and be added another ceakstejaa a

1 7 S3.

In 1777. when Sir John Prmgie retired frees the
denry of tbe Royal Society, tbe frveade ef that
thought they could not pruasote its a
by tbe election of Mr. Banks la tbe vacant ehaar Tto
honour was just such sa one aa a lever ef i

who was at tbe same liana a assa ef
might with laudable aasbttiaft aware: eed at

denied that, if the bast judge* bad aeaa
out tbe individual asset enabled, aa all assess «e* i

Boon after lbs anusi of J

out toe individual ssost ana linen, as i

adorn the office sad iia.iiai Ms aa

souId not easily have aeai lid ixneg an
la tbe year 177a Mr. Beaks entered

tbe oaVs of Preesdee* of the Keyel
immediately devoted hiaaaalf with
exertioes bad tbe eaVet ef praoanag

Bsesabaca, as well as aftettaag taw
diligence and eclmlj. Frum the
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1m gave up tit of leaving hit country, and began to
prepare for publication the rich store of botanical materials
•birb bo bail collected.

In March, 1779. Mr. Bank* married Dorothea, eldest
daughter of William Wnltm Hugesson, Esq. of Provender,
in the paruhof Norton in Kent; and iu 1781 was created
a baronet. In 1 782 ho loat hia friend and fellow-labourer
Dr. Sounder, who died of an apoplectic fit. Tbi» loat waa a
severe blow ; and, in consequence of it, he gavo up all in-

tention of proceeding with his botanical work, or of writing
any thine; further than a few abort memoir*, published
either in a detached form; or as communications to tbe trans-
actions of societies.

Mir the first three or four years of Sir Joseph Banks's
Presidency of the Royal Society alt wcut on harmoniously

;

but. notwithstanding Uie zoal and assiduity with which bo
devoted himself to the duties of his office, discontents began
to rise against biro, even amongst the most eminent mem-
bers of the Society. A variety of complaints, the fruit of
misunderstanding and prejudice, were industriously circu-
lated in regard to his conduct. It was alleged against him
that be arrogated tbe exclusive power of introducing now
members to tbe Society, thus filling it with ignorant and
trilling men of wealth and rank, while the inventor in art,

tbe discoverer in science, and tbe teacher of knowledge, were
driven away with acorn. It was said that his hostility to

mathematical knowledge threatened to bring it into dis-
rrotit and neglect in tbo Society ; and it was as sarcastically

as unjustly observed, that he possessed no scientific merits,
but such as depended merely on bodily labour and the ex-
penditure of money.
At length the mutual discontents between the President

and a number of the mombers of the Society broke out In
tbe course of the proceedings. Dr. Hulton was reduced to
lb* necessity of resigning the office of Foreign Secretary,
on learning that he had been accused of neglecting its

duties. He, however, explained and defended his conduct,
and a vote of the Society fully approved of his defence. The
history of this discussion is contained in the tracts which
were published upon it at tho lime, more particularly in the
ObenxUums on the kite Contests in the Koyal Society, by
Andrew Kippis, D.D., F.R.8. and S.A.. Mo. London, 178-1.

Tbe whole collection, with some additional papers, exists in

one volume in Sir Joseph Banks's library in the British
Museum.
On the evening of the 8th of January, 1 784, a resolution,

'that this Society do approve of Sir Joseph Banks for their

President, and will support him,' was moved in a very full

meeting of tho Society by Sir Joseph's friend*. It was
strenuously opposed by several mombers, and in particular

by Dr. Hartley, afterwards Bishop of St. Asaph, who, having
bean interrupted in a speech of considerable force and argu-
ment, and being further irritated by a suggestion from Lord
Mulgrave, arose) and spoke with great eloquence, iutimating
a threat, that if be and his friends were disrespectfully

treated by Sir Joseph Banks, they might probably secede,

and farm a rival society. • Sir.' said Dr. Uorsley in conclu-
ason. ' when the hour it secession does como, the President
wdl be left with his train of feeble amateurs, and thai toy

(pointing to the moos) upon the table—the ghost of that
Society in which Philosophy once reigned, and Newton pre-

sided aa her minister.' The motion made in favour of Sir

Joseph Banks was, however, carried by a great majority,

and the dissension soon after subsiding, the Society re-

turned with new seal and unanimity to iu labours.

On the 1st of July. 1793, Sir Joseph Banks was invested

with the order of tho Bath, and on the 29th of March. 1 797,

worn of his Majesty a Privy Council. In I H02, be was
cboeen a member of the National Institute of France. In
replying to the letter which announced this last honour, he
expressed his gratitude in terms which gave offence to many
members of the Royal Society ; and it also exposed him to

a virulent attack from an anonymous enemy, who published

tbe Utter in question in the English papers, accompanied by
a moat acrimonious letter to the author. This enemy was
afterwards acknowledged to be Bishop Horsley, who waa
apparently less prompted by a reasonable and patriotic

jealousy, than by antient pique, and a bitter detestation

even of tbe science of revolutionary France.

Towards tbe close of Use), Sir Joseph Banks, who in youth

bad peasaaaed a robust constitution, was grievously of-

abesed by gout, so much so aa in a great measure to lose

the nee of tus lower extremities. He endured the sufferings

of disease with patience and cheerfulness, and died at his
house el Spring Grove. June 19. 18*0. leaving no family

I
behind him: he was buried at Heslon, Middlesex. His
only sitter, Mrs. Sophia Sarah Banks, Intd died m Ibis.
Lady Banks survived him for a few years.

All the voyages of discovery which were made under the
auspices of government for tbo last thirty years of Sir Joseph
Banks's life had either been suggested hy him, or hud
received his approbation and support. The African Asso-
ciation owod iu origin to him; and Lcdyonl. Lucas.
Houghton, and the unfortunate Mungo Park, all partook
of tho caro which lie extended to tbe enterprising tra-
veller. Ho devised the mcuns of carrying the bread-fruit
to the West Indies for cultivation from Ouheite. and the
man^o from Bengal. He transferred the frniU of Persia
and Ceylon, alio, successfully, to the West Indies and io
Europe. Tho establishment of our colony at Botany Buy
originated entirely with him. In tho affairs of the Board of

I
Trade, of the Biard of Agriculture, and of the Mint, he was
constantly consulted, and ho took a leading part in the

|

management of the K >y nl Gardens at Kow. He was a dis-

I

tinguished promoter also of the interesUof the Horticultural
Society founded in 180-1. His inltucncc was frequently di-
rected to soften to men of science the inconvenience* of tho
long war which followed the French Revolution; to alleviate
their sufferings in captivity ; or to procure the restoration of
their papers and collections when taken by an enemy.
Baron Cuvier, in his El»g» upon Sir Joseph Banks, men-
tions that, no less than ten tunes, collections addressed to
the Jardin du Roi at Paris, and raptured by the English,
were restored, by bis intercession, to their original destina-
tion. His purse was always open to promote tho cause of
science, and bis library of natural history always sreessihle
to tho->e who desired to consult it. His rum rrsazioni on a
Sunday evening, during tho sittings of the Royal Society,
were attended by persons the most distinguished in literature
and science, whatever was their rank in life, or country ;

and during the two-and-forty years in which he continued
President of the Royal Society, he was indefatigable as an
official trustee in the management of the British Museum ;

to which institution, after innumerable gifts, be made a
contingent bequest of his scientific library, together « ith his
foreign correspondence, where both are now deposited.

Sir Joseph Banks published two single tracts : I. A short
Account of the Cause of the Disease in Com, catted, by the
Farmers, the Blight, the Mildew, and the Rust, bvu. lbo;».

which was several times reprinted ; in 1 806, with additions

,

again, with marginal annotations by an agriculturist (Sir
Thomas Hanmer, Bart ) in 1807 ; and in 1814. 2. Cir-
cumstance* relative to Merino Sheep, chie/ty collectedfrom
the Spanish Shepherds, 4to. Lond. 1809. This tract bad
been originally communicated to tbe Board of Agriculture.
It was likewise inserted in vol. xii. of the Itttns and Papers
of the Bath Society, published in 1810. In the Communi-
cations to the Board of Agriculture, vol. ii. p. 197, will be
found bis 'Account of Experimenu in cultivating Run
brought by Sir John Murray from India;' and iu vol v.

p. 181, bis ' Observations on Spring Wheat.' Tbe following
are his papers in the Transactions of the Horticultural
Society :— Vol. i. p. 8, 'An Attempt to ascertain the Tune
when tbo Potato {Solanum tuberosum) was first introduced
into the United Kingdom, with some Account of tbe Hill
Wheal of India;' p. 21, ' Some HtnU respecting tbe proper
Mode of inuring Tender PlanU to our Climate ;'

p. 44, ' On
the Revival of an obsolete Mode of managing Strawberries;'

p. 7i, * An Account of the Method of cultivating tlte Ame-
rican Cranberry at Spring Grove ;'

p. 140, "On the Hoiti-
cullural Management of tbe Sweet or Spanish Chestnut
Tree;' p. 147, 'On tbe Forcing-bouses of the Romans,
with a List of FruiU cultivated by them, now in our Gardens;'

p. l'>7. 'Account of a New Apple called tbe Spring-Grove-
Codling ;' p. 24 J, ' On ripening the Second Crop of Furs
that grow on the New Shoots ;' wiih two smsllcr articles in

tbe Appendix to the same volume, pp. 4, 27. In vol. u. p.

162, ' Notes relative to the first appearance of tbe Aphis
Lanigera, or the Apple Tree Insect, in this Country.' In
vol xt. of tbe Linntan Society's Transactions, pt.ii. 1815,
are his ' Observations on a Hunting Spider,' in a paper by
Dr. William Elford Leach. He made a lew communica-
tions, also, to the Arthesolagia of the Society of Antiquaries.
These will be found in voL x- p. 70 ; xii. p. »• ; xui. p. 31 J

;

xiv. pp. S73, 27J, S79 ; xv. p. 72 ; xvi. pp. 143, 940, 363

;

xix. 102, 100.
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Among hit manuscripts, and that portion of hi* library

(not scieutific) which w«i removed after bis death to Lincoln-

shire, is a copy of Minaheu, enriched with very copious

manuscript note*; and a copy of Tuner » Fivt Hundred
Point* o/Hutbandry, prepared by himself for a new edition.

A catalogue of Sir Joseph Bantu's library, compiled by
Mr. Dn- uider (another of Linnejus's pupils), who succeeded
Dr. Sofander as his. librarian, was published in 1800, en-
titled Catalogut Bibliothece* Hutorioa-Natural** Jotepki
Bank*, auctore Jona Dryander, A.M., Regis* 8ocietatis

Bibliothecario, in Ave volumes 8vo. A limited number only
was printed, and it is now a work of considerable rarity.

(See Btoge Hiitorique dt M. Bank* lu d la Sianct d*
tAcad. Royal* de* Seine**, h 2 Avril, l»2l.4to. ; Bio-
raphi* Univertell*. torn. Ivii. 8upplem. p. 101 ; Sir

Iverard Home's Hunterian Oration, Feb. 14. 1822; Gent.
Mag.. 1771, pp. 232, 565 ; 1772. pp. 254. 294; 1820. pt i.

op. 531. 637 ; pt. ii. pp. 86-88 ; New Monthly Mag. vol. xiv.

.820. pp. 185-194; Lodge's Portrait* of lltuttriou* Per-
ton*; Tilloch's Philotoph. Mag. voL xiv. 1820. pp. 40-46;
but nothing has been drawn from the uneandid ' Review of
some leading points in the official character and proceedings
of the late President of the Royal Society.* in the aame
volume, pp. 161-174, 241-257. To these authorities original

information has been added.) The best likeness of Sir

Joseph Banks, in later life, is the statue of bim in the ball

of the British Museum, by Francis Chantrey, Esq.
BANKS. THOMAS, one of the first sculptors of Great

Britain, was born on the 22d of December. 1 735. at Lambeth
on Thames aide. His father was land-steward to the Duke
of Beaufort, and the profits of that situation enabled him to

support his family in a style of high respectability, and to

give his three sons a liberal education. That classical taste

which Banks's works exhibit was imbibed with his early

studies ; and at the time when be bad arrived at the age at

which a profession is usually chosen, the arts of this country
were enjoying such a degree of patronage, that a parent
might, without incurring the charge of imprudence, permit
his son to devote himself to them as a profession. Reynolds
at that period was drawing a splendid revenue from the
practice of the art, which he had retrieved from a barbarous
state ol declension. Roubilliac and Wilton exercised their

talents in sculpture with distinguished success; and Kent
made all the arts tributary to his fortune, under the titles

of painter, sculptor, architect, and landscape gardener.
Young Banks was placed under Kent as a pupil. The pro-

fession for which his lather designed him was exclusively
that of an architect, but bu mind had already taken its un-
alterable bent ; sculpture was his vocation, and no traces are
left of his architectural studies, except that when objects

connected with that art are introduced in bis bas-reliefs,

they are marked with scientific precision. How long he
continued with Kent we do not know. It is said that at
one period, during his youth, be practised the profession of
caning in wood, which is not improbable, as that art was
then in great request, and, in the hands of a skilful prac-
titioner, a means both of reputation and profit

In 1768 the Royal Academy was established. Banks,
who waa then in his thirty-third year, and whose style was
already formed, had little to learn from such an institution

;

nevertheless be became a candidate for its honours, and in

1770 was the successful competitor for the gold prize among
many rivals. He exhibited, in the same year, two distinct

designs of jBneaa rescuing Ancbisea from the flames of
Troy, and the fertility of bis invention waa evinced in bis
different modes of treating the same story. His reputation
was greatly increased, in the ensuing year, by a group of
Mercury, Argus, and 15 ; and his talents had altogether

made such an impression, that it was determined by the
members of the Royal Academy to send him to Rome at
the expense of that institution.

The time assigned by the Academy to its foreign stodents

for study is three years, with an allowance of about 50/. per
annum. Banks fortunately waa placed, by his father's liber-

ality and his wife's portion, above an enure dependence on
the academic stipend. He gave up his small gallery and
studio to his younger brother Charles, who had embraced
the same profession, and. accompanied by his wife, arrived
in Rome in August, 1772. At that time. Gavin Hamilton,
s Scottish painter, and a gentleman by birth, was considered
to stand at the bead of art in Rome. Judging by his prin-
cipal work, a series of designs from the //.«*. be must have
been chiefly indebted for tLskugh diattacueo to the mode-

rate state of contemporary talent His character aa a ssaa

however, waa in the highest degree estimabto : he was
general friend to artists, those especially of has <

West. Fuseit, Wilton, and Nollekena. were
dents whose views had been promoted by tns goad
and Banks needed no other recommendation tan

sketches from Homer, which he bad brought with I

secure every advantage which Hamilton's frassseanaf

render him.
Sir Joshua Reynolds, whoso admiration of Michel .

knew no limit, had recommended Banks to an
study of the great works in the Sietino chapel ; toil aha

sculptor soon perceived that, however magnificent aa i

'

selves, there was little in those performances evasion

his own art. He devoted himself, therefore, with i

seal, to the study of those pure models of aataqsnty wen
which his genius naturally sympathised, and with
Rome abounded in a degree, both aa to naoaber sod
lenoe, which far surpassed his expectations,

artists at that time excelled our own in the i

ing marble, and Banks took lessons, in that I

art, of Capixxoldi, a distinguished professor.

The first work which Banks exhibited in

relief in marble; the subject was. Car
before Claudius, a performance characterised

and simplicity. Il was purchased by the Marquis (new Dwhei
of Buckingham, and now ornaments his seat at Blas e. The
second was a portrait of the Princess Sophia of (

and is still in possession of her family. These worms
|

with whst assiduity ho bad pursued bis atodsrs

;

which most excited the admiration of the
was a statue of Psyche with the butterfly.

'

such grace, symmetry, and classical elegance, that rise i

waa considered to have rivalled the finest of the groat i

which had been the objects of his imitation. The i

of fame, however, was attended with no i

fit. The English at Rome were not yet fully convinced taist a
countryman of their own was capable of equalling those warns
of antiquity which tbey bad been taught to regard with ea-

perstitious reverence ; and Banks, after a rassntni a of areas
years in Rome, during which be had been nraea aaaaood
and little patronised, returned to England in 1 775. Bees
again disappointment awaited bim : NoOekena and Baton
bad possession of the ground, nor waa his refined and poena
style likely to make way against the plain and piasalsr par-

fortnsnces of these established favoontea. After an aaaar*
ccssful experiment of two years, he determined, thn s l—s. as

accept an invitation which had been made him by the eoeat

of Russia, and in 1 784, being then in his forty nsnth veer,

be departed for that country. The Empress Catherine ran*
him a flattering reception, purchased one of baa fieeil works,

which be had Drought with him, and placed it aa a tenants

built for the purpose in her gardens at C isrn— its. Bet
Banks soon discovered that a taste for sculptors was yet te

be funned in a semi-barbarous court, occopicd aweary warn
balls, military spectacles, and the coarsest i"

ever, he was not quite neglected. The Base
stoned him to make a group in stone.

Neutrality. This work be executed, and being eppraea
perhaps, that a few more such subjects wooM bo

Empress «

called tho

met. nanny
ha am aa)

bim, determined on making a precipttalo i atreal

after his arrival in Russia, be wrote to

daughter, expressing his intention of finally

and desiring them to make preparauona for feOewsng ban.

Tbey were not, therefore, a utile surprawd by has asaeaea

re-appearance while they wore in tho andst of preaaaataaas
for their journey.

Banks, during his whole career, had coalman! <

for tho exercise of ba equanimity, and ia no
more strongly than in a circumstance whseh i

after his return to England. Ho hod Just
what perhaps, is the noblest monument of has
his figure of the Mourning Achillea, now m tho aaB «**" she

British Institution. This
House for exhibition, waa by i

car which conveyed it and broken to fin es. The
who bad concentrated all hie powers
had fiiunded on it just hap is of swak
thoa beheld bis labours destroyed to a
tamed homo, never menhoned the

daughter, nor wore they tod to seaport, by any <

ha demeanour, that a misfortune nod enpoana
ceoded, with much diflknhj. and by bat bretemr a I
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in mooring the statue ; and this flue performance, in which
pathetic expression 11 united with heroic beauty, was duly
appreciated by the public. Mr. Johnes of Hafud desired to

bate it executed in marble, and a block was purchased for

that purpose, but the patron reconsidered the matter, and
determined to have, in it* atcad. a group of Thetis dipping
the infant Achillea. So far the sculptor concurred, but
while he was tasking his imagination to furnish a One ideal

head of Thetis, he learned to his astonishment that his paina
were unnecessary, and that the face of Mrs. Johnes was to

supply hi* model. Her female infant, also, was to furnish

the head of Achillea. A* Johnes was a man of talent, this

preposterous folly excites the more surprise. Banks, how-
ever, who really esteemed his employer, proceeded in his

task, and, in spite of its individualities, the work was a
beautiful one. Banks, during bin after life, was a frequent
visiter at Hafod in the summer months, but his practice of
sketching and designing was never intermitted, and it was
during one of those vacations that he made his beautiful

composition of Thetis and her nymphs consoling Achilles.

It u an oval in alto-nlievo : the goddess and her nymphs
ascend from the sea like a mist ; uor has the buoyant and
elastic elegance of those figures been excelled in any work
either of antient or modern art. Casts of this fine perform-
ance are to be seen in the study of almost every artist.

Banks was elected a member of the Royal Academy about
this time, and presented to that institution a figure of a
fallen giant, which it now in their council -room. This work
is exquisite in its manual execution, and displays great accu-
raev in anatomical detail, but the acute angle formed by the
body and lower limbs impair* the impression of grandeur.
His next work was a monument to the daughter of Sir

Brooke Boothby, a beautiful and interesting chdd, who died
in her sixth year. In this monument, now in Ashbourne
church. Derbyshire, she is represented sleeping on her bed,
and the figure conveys all the touching interest excited by
the sight of infant loveliness doomed to early death. The
monument to Woollctt, executed soon after, was an intract-

able subject, the difficulties of which the sculptor ha* not
surmounted very successfully ; hut the composition of
Rhakspcare attended by Poetry and Pointing gave a better

scope to bis genius. This work was executed for Alderman
Boydeft. and is now in front of the British Institution, for-

merly the Sbakspcare Gallery. The subject did not admit
of much variety of expression! but in arrangement and cha-
racter it is elegant and appropriate.

An incident occurred about tliU time which is somewhat
singular in tho life of an artist. Banks, having modelled
a bast of Home Tooke, had formed an intimacy with that

gentleman, and made him frequent visits At his house at

Wimbledon ; when Tooke was arrested on a charge of trea-

sonable practices. Banks also became implicated, and was
summoned to an official examination by the Secretary of

State. A very slight explanation was sufficient to excul-
pate him ; nevertheless, such was the ferment of political

opinion at that period, and so strong the tide of prejudice,

that Banks's interests were not a little injured even by the
bare suspicion which had attached to him.
The last public works on which Banks was engaged were

the monument* of Sir Eyre Cooto in Westminster Abbey,
and those of Captains Westcott and Burgess in St. Paul s

Cathedral. The former was executed for the East India

Companv ; the two latter by order of the Committee of Taste
for hu Majesty's government. Banks was great in subjects

purely ideal, but he failed when he attempted to apply the

principle* proper to that class of art to the plain realities of

Lis. On the assumption that he was imitating the practice

of the Greek artists, he has represented the two captains

naked, or nearly so. an absurdity not less offensive to popu-
lar feeling, than fallacious as referring to the examples of

ancient art. The Greek sculptors certainly represented

those heroes naked who belonged to remote antiquity,

—

Hercules, Theseus. AcbiHes, and others, of a fabulous ca>t

;

but there is no evidence that they exhibited their distin-

guished contemporaries in the same manner : on the con-

trary, most of their works of this latter description are

chictlv valuable for the line and appropriate cast of draperies.

In public monuments, of whatever magnificence, coramm-
lace propriety should form a largo ingredient ; and it was

y the tact with which be combined those qualities that

Bsraa, the contemporary of Banks, succeeded in bearing

way the general suffrage, however inferior to hi* rival in

Jofty unagroation and general power of intellect. It should

be added, that the allegorical figure* in those monument*,
and a Mahratta captive in that of Sir Byre Coote s. are
finely conceived, and in every way worthy of the sculptor'*

reputation.

With the monument of Captain Westcott, which wa*
finished in 180$, Bank* terminated his career; be died
on the 2nd of February, 1 80S, in his seventieth year, and
was buried in Paddington churchyard. A plain tablet

wa* erected to his memory in Westminster Abbey, with this

inscription :
—'In memory of Thomas Banks, Esq., R.A.,

sculptor, whose superior abilities in the profession added a
lustre to the arts of hi* country, and whose character as a
man reflected, honour on human nature.' This epitaph
may be reckoned among the few which are entitled to the
praise of truth : it would be difficult to find an individual

in whom there was more to admire and less to condemn.
BA'NKSIA. an Australian genus of plants belonging

to the natural order Proteacete, of very remarkable habit*,

and forming a striking appearance in the places where it

grow*. It was named in compliment to Sir Joseph Banks.
It consists of bushes, or, less frequently, of small trees, with
their branches growing in an urnbelled manner. The
leaves are hard and dry, and. in young plants, always
cut at the edges, but in old specimens undivided. They
have a dull green colour oil their upper side, and are usually
white, or very pele green, on the lower. The flowers ere
long, narrow, tubular, coloured calyxes ; w ithout corolla, and

[luUa.]
Tha plml la Ik* ftmfraoad Is Ik* R*a RankiUi of King rime's SoooH.aM

lb. ouWr Uw Yellow tUnksu of Ikt (fcUfof CwpnUtU. fro* stolcbrs Hsda
OB Ik* spot b) W. Wm«lt Eftq.

with only four stamens lodged in their concave point*. They
arc collected into oblong heads, oftenconsistingof six hundred
or more, closely arranged, and do not fall off when the bloom -

ing is over, but wither, become brown, and adhere to the

axis of the head. Very few of them are fertile ; the greater

part are altogether abortive, and form a sort ofcoarse fibrous

covering to the singular two-valved fruit, which is thick and
woody, contains two black-winged seeds, and when it sheds

them opens like an oyster, or any other bivalve shell.

These plant* are found in sandy forest land, or on rocks,

over the whole known continent of Australia, but chiefly be-

yond the Tropic. They are called by the colonists honeysuckle

trees, and are considered, in New South Wales, as evidence

of bad land ; but in the Swau River colony they occupy the

most fertile tracts. Many specie* are now cultivated in the
conservatories of Europe, where they are much esteemed for

their handsome foliage end singular heads of flowers. None
of them appear to be of much value for timber, although

they make good firewood, B. eompar and B- 'errata (which
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lsst is said to prow thirty feet high, with a Mem measuring

a foot and » half in diameter) are the largest species which
have been mentioned by travellers on the east coast. On the

west coast, in Swan River colony, 0. grandu reaches fifty

feet in height, with a trunk two feet and a half in diameter.

A considerable quantity of honey is secreted by their

flowers, and collected by the natives of King Ocorgo's

Sound, who are extremely fond of it.

BANN, a river in Ireland, which rises in the county

Down, about eight milos east of the town of Nettry. in the

high lands near the coast It flows in a tolerably straight

course, and in a north-wesldirectiou, to Louub Neagh, which
it enters near the south-western comer, and issues from the

north-western part of the Lough, flowing through Lough
Beg, and thence in a direction neatly north to the North Sea,

which it joins about four miles north-west of Coleraine, and
about seventy-live English miles, measured in a direct lino

from its source. [See Nsaoh.]
In its course the Bonn passes through the towns of Ban-

bridge in tlie county Down, l'ortadown in Armagh, I'orl-

glenone in Antrim, and Kilrea and Coleraine in London-
derry. About three miles south of Kilrea it is joined by the
liter Clody. A handsome bridge was built in 1 b 13 at

Agivey, about midway between Kilrea and Coleraine,

opening a communication between Londonderry and the
town of Ballymoney, in the county of Antrim, where a
considerable market for linen is held. The river Bonn has
a bar at its mouth, which make* the entrance rather

difficult in rough weather ; at other limes, vessel* of 200
tons burthen can proceed as high up the stream as the
bridge at Coleraine, which separates the town from its

suburbs or hl«rties on the western or Antrim side of

the river. The approach to the town is, however, at

all times somewhat difficult, owing to the great rapidity

of the stream. It has been proposed to overcome this

impediment by cutting a ship canal from the sea to Cole-

raine. The river is rendered unnavigablo hejond that town
by the falls which occur. Near this spot there is a valuable

salmon Other}'. The scenery of the surrounding country is

highly romantic.

(Wakefield's Statistical and Political Account of Ire-

land; Report of Commissioners appointed to determine the

Boundaries of Cities and Borough* tn Ireland.)

BANNER. Dr. Johnson, instead of a definition of this

word, or a description of the thing signified by it, has given
oulv an imperfect catalogue of its synonyms : fi ig, standard,
military ensign, streamer. Tlie etymology is uncertain,

but probably banner is in some way connected with tan, a
rallying point. A banner we conceive to be essentially a
piece of drapery attached to the upper part of a pole or staff.

Tins generally hangs loo«e, but is sometimes fixed in a
slight frame-work of wood. Before, however, the idea of
banner is complete, ww must regard this simple piece of

workmanship as being in some way indicative of dignity,

rank, or command, or as being carried on some occasion

with which ideas of dignity are connected, as in processions

in time of peace, or in live Held in time of war.

The sue and form are but accidents. In fact, it has been
made to assume all the varieties of which so simple an in-

strument is susceptible. When banners are displayed at

the same time by persona of different ranks, the site has
often borne relation to the respective rank of the parties.

The drapery of a banner is usually made of the most costly
stuffs—velvet or silk—but the material mo»t commonly
used is a kind of soft silk called taffeta. Sometimes it is

quite plain, and of ono uniform colour. A while banner
was auttontly borne in the English army. Cue of the
knights si the siege of Carlavarok. a castle in Scotland, tn

the wars of King Edward 1.. earned a plain red banuer ; but
they were often nchly ornamented with tassels and fringes,

and generally there is wrought upon them some fliture or
•lei ice which baa reference to the person, the community, or

trie nation by whom the bauuer is raised, or to the purpose
or occasion of its being thspU) ad.

Other terms by which a banner is called, are—
Standard, by which is meant the most rotisiderabht ban-

ner of on army, or the national banner when disputed in

the field, or a banner act up by some prince, or other chief,

as a rallying point fur his friends.
Colours, the banuari now borne by particular regiments.
Hag, a banner on board a ship, gwiusraliy employed as a

signal.

J'snUant is a narrow flag with a leog streaming uil, and

has been adopted by all modern nations to darsoa* aha was

sel winch carries it to be a national teasel, or sasa of was.
Streamer is a poetic word, and seems to be aaad far easy

species of floating banners.

Ensign is a word formed on the idea of the baa a as- eW
pla>iug insignia which belong to a portarular p ress**, a*

collection of persons. It was formerly used whet* mm turn

say colours ; and tho otlicer called an ensign was of ajraask;

the smign-beart r. It is also applied to to* natawnal asan
worn by vessels over their stern.

Pennon, another male of writing pendant.

Penttt, or Ptnnonctllf. a small pennon.
Jtanniere ijiiarrre, where the drapery was sqnara.

(tuition is now used for the little banner ol a rrgasasas,

(ionfannon is properly appropriate to the Uaaoar at the

pope or of tho church.

Of all these, however, tlie word burner is oaed by aaast

writers and speakers as a synnn)tn, or as a generic Saras. •(

which the other words indicate particular species. We assail

therefore bring together in this article inuci of lb* laiaraaa-

tion wo have been able to collect on a sub|cct to which hsue
attention has hitherto been paid, but which is oonniisw J *«t
all our chivalry and much of our poetry, and u owl woawaal
its share of historical importance and national intctwsC

The military standards of the Rotnaae were mmmmutiij
different from the flags, colours, and rn11,2ns of osMaWa
warfare. They wore carvings in metal or wood; Us* asarhj

or some other figure, delated at the end of a tall bust* at

polo. The forms of them are knosn to us by that riaai

sentations of tbem on medals, or the commoo coinage mt that

people. The Persian standard described by imuammwn
(Anab. i. 10) was a golden or gilded eagle, rasksd on a eswa*

or pole. We have few such representations of the asjLtary

ensigns of other nations of antiquity, and nothing, it ssasa*.

which can authorise us to suppose that banners, so law aaaae

in which the term baa been here defined, were aa «as

among them.
But wo And them in use among the modem at now of

Europe from a very early period. The first awtiee as* tawsa

in English affairs is by Bene, who, when be release tW ass*

interview which Augustine and his followers bad a is,

Ethclbert, king of Kent, sat* that they appruaaaW taw

king bearing banners on which were displayed silter man,
and the picture of Jesus Christ, ana cnanuna? aa taws

went along, prayers for his welfare and that mi Tsst saaaaas.

Tl.cy were then living in tlie Isle of Thanct ; and wiiaat taw
king hod assigned them habitations in Canterbury, thaw

entered the city in procession, carrying tbeu Utile Wars,
chanting halleluiahs, ami prajing for the bsaaaaaaj «s* Gad
on tho city which received them.
Thus early were banners used in religious UUj%, ta taw

pomp and splendour of which they hate lent tbeu tsla>s>
later times, as in Catholic countries they suil rsaviaaa

to do.

AU the monasteries in England had banners laud s# at

their wardrobes, to be produced on tbe great aa\a*,aa-tanaa,

or on tbe anniversary of the particular saust ta ssaa
honour the church was founded. These ware » rai —a as

we shall soe, allowed to be earned oat of t he Bsawuaasry . east

displajed in tho Add. At Ripon. for instaooa. that* was
the banner of Sl Wilfrid ; at Beverley, the sssiuaar as* aa.

John of that town. Both tlicso were dt»pU)ed ta the saws'

at Northallerton in the reign of Stephen. We fiad. s^ax
King Edward I. peting b^d. a day to one of the praiiai af

tbe college of Beterle) for carrying in bat army law ban-
ner of Su John, and Id. a day while laauug it mmtX as hat

monastery.
Sometimes the banners of tbe rwligioua eat eavli aW-

play id a reprcseulati-<n or s)mbol of a parucular aauj wfcaaa

they held iu rspr< ul honour, but some rehv as* Us* *e>aa

coiuj.oMxl a part of the banner This waa the ease w*a
the banner of Sl. Culbbert at Durhssa. Of lUs Wiaw
there 1* a particular and authentic dcamptaaa sa a »«ry
curious htilo tolume. entitled The Amttenl Ritts amd Vh»
ments 0/ the M^nattieal and Cathedral CmmrxA •/ /Jawfastav

IC7J, which we shall here transcribe :
—*TW arkar rss»< a

goodly and sumptuous banner to be made, sua ffs» U
ter to be put on a staff, Uing flrw yards long, w»«h a eV'».a
to take off and on the pipes at pWaaure, and to be k»j« a a
chest in tbe feretory, when the; were taken eVwav >Wt
banner was shewed and carried id the saal abbey asa lrab««
and principal da)s. On tbe besgbt of Us* siaraal
was a Irt prcttt cross of sdver, and a wand at sdte*. hs< asa;
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ft In* wrought knot of silver >t cither end, that went under-
neath toe banner-cloth, whereunto the buntier-cMh was
fastened anil tied ; whirh wand was of the thickness of a
man's Anger, and at either end of the said wnnd (here was a
fin* silver bell. The wand was fastened by (he middle to

the banner staff bard under the cross. The banner-cloth

in a yard broad and Ave quarters deep ; and the nether
part of it was indented in Ave parts and fringed, and made
fast all about with red silk and guld ; and. also, tho said

banner-cloth was mado of red velvet, on both sides most
sumptuously ombruidered and wrought with (lowers of green
silk and gold ; and in the midst of the said banner-cloth

was the said holy relique and corporax cloth [this was the
corpora* cloth with wbirh St. Cuthbeit in his lifetime had
been used to eover the chalire when he said mass] inclosed

and placed therein : whirh corporax cloth was covered over
with white velvet, half a yard square every way, having a
red cross of red velvet on both sides over the same holy re-

Itque, moat artificially and cunningly compiled and framed,

being finely fringed about the skirts and edges with fringe

of red silk and gold, and three little fine silver bells fastened

to the skirts of the said banner-cloth, like unto (acting bells

;

and being so sumptuously finished and absolutely perfected,

was dedicated to holy St Cuthbeit. to the intent and purpose
that the same should be presented and carried always after

to any battle, as occasion should serve ; and wbirh was never
carrvd or shewed at any battle, but, by the especial grace of
Owl Almighty, and the mediation of holy St. Cuthbert, it

brought home the victory.'—pp. 42 44. This banner was
made in the year 1346, but there had been a banner of St.

Cuthbeit before ; for in the wardrobe accompta of King
Edward I. (ISM- 1300) there is an entry of 5/., paid to Wil-
liam de Gretham, a monk of Durham, for his expenses in

carrying it from the 3rd of July to the 24th of August, and
for replacing it in the church of Durham. The fame of the
banner of St. Cuthbert in securing the victory was so great,

that when Wilfrid Holme, an early English writer of verse,

who baa left a metrical account of the insurrection in the
reign of Henry VIII., called the Pilgrimage of Grace,
peaks of various religious works or relics to which particular

virtues ware ascribed, he saya of St. Cuthbert* banner that

it ' eauead the foes to nee." When the Earl of Surry com-
mended an expedition into Scotland early in the reign of
Henry VIII., be stopped at Durham, and when be had at-

tended maw he agreed with the prior for St Cuthbert'*
banner. This is mentioned by Hall the chronicler ; Skelton
taw poet also alludes to toe fact, and names also the banner
of St William, another northern saint, aa being carried in

taw same army.
Tma banner of St Cuthbert, after the Reformation, fell

into the hands of Whittinghara.who was made dean of Dur-
ham, one of tbe zeelote of the Reformation. His wife, who
was a French woman, is reported to have burnt it {Ritet
mmd Monument*. Sue. p. 44.)

It is not our intention to introduce in this article much
respecting tbe use of banner* in other countries ; but we
•wast remark that the onfhmme, of which there is frequent
axtiee in tbe romances of chivalry and the authentic chroni-

cle* of the middle age*, waa no other than the banner of St.

Dennte. which, like this of St Cuthbeit, was borrowed from
the abbey of St. Dennis near Paris, and carried in the French
armies for the encouragement of the soldiery. The ori-

flammewss flame-coloured, without any embroidery; below,

it was divided into three part*, and it was fastened to the
lance bv loop* of green silk. When Louis le Gros had to

eVtmd France against the Emperor Henry V., he received
this banner at the altar of St. Dennis with much ceremony.
It was carried in the armies of 8t Louis and Philip le Bel.

Charles VII. bad it not. the abbey of St. Dennis being
then in possession of the English.

Among the Saxon king* of England there were two who
were reputed taints. Edmund the Martyr and Edward
the Con feasor. The banner* of these taints accompanied
the English army, and waved over the fields where our
Edwards and Henries gained their victories. The device
on tho banner of St Edmund was two-fold : it had a repre-

sentation of Eva in the garden, and the serpent tempting
her ; it had also the three crowns, which were interpreted of
Royalty, of Continence, and of Martyrdom. This we learn
from Lydgate, a monk of Bury, where was the monastery
especially founded in honour of Edmund, king and saint
Tbe device upon the banner of St Edward the Confessor

was, no doubt, the cross and martlets as they appear carved

in stone in the abbey of Westminster, where he is buried.
Henry V. had aUo with him a banner of the Tr.nity, and
another of tho Virgin.

We probably should not err widely if we were to assert of
tho banners in the middle ages, that they formed s link be-
tween tho milium and the eccbMiastics, brtsccn (he affair*

of war and (bo sentiments and feelings of religion. Their
influence would bo felt on many occasions, but more par-
ticularly when Christians were cngagod in war with tho
Saracens and o(hcr enemies of (ho faith. It was (hen
the cross or tho crescent. We may (rare, even to these
times, a connexion between military aff.nr* and the religions

tcntirucnt through tho medium of the banner* carried in
the army. Even in Protestant countries they are frequently
blessed bv a minister of religion. The pope slill sends "on-
set'rated banners where he wishes success. The banners
of Knights of the Garter are suspended in the Chapel of
St George at Windsor, and those of Knights of the Bath
in Henry VII. s Chapel at Westminster. The churches are
still the depositaries of banners taken from tbe enemy, and
banners hang over the tombs of military or naval men of
distinction.

That which is peculiarly the national banner of Eng-
land ia a religious one. It was tbe practice of Christiau
nations, as welt as of private persons, to place themselves
under the peculiar tutelage of some one saint. England's
patron saint was St George, for what reason the anti-

quaries are puttied to determine. But ' St. George for

England ' wat a usual war-cry, and his banner was, above
all, the national banner of Englishmen. The device was a
plain red cross on a white ground. Whatever other banners
were curried, this was always foremost in the field ; and to

this day the red cross forms the most conspicuous feature in

the figure which the banner of England present*.

The other parts of the figure on the national banner are
cornposed out of the crosses of Saint Andrew and Saint
Patrick, the patrons of Scotland and of 1 reland. Both these
are what the heralds call saltier-crosses, (hat is crosses

with the limbs extended towards llie corners instead of the
sides of the shield. Saint Andrew's Cross was white upon
a blue ground. Soon after King James VI. became king of
England, he directed that this cross should be united with
the cross of Saint George in the national ensign. This
formed what was called tho Union-Flag. To this, on tho
union with Ireland in 1800, tho cross ol Saint Patrick was
added. This was red upon a white ground. This did not
unite with tbe other two so well as the cross of Saint
Andrew had united with that of Saint George.

The Lion* of England are the personal achievement of
our Kings. There is reason to believe, that from tbe time
of Richard I.,beyond whoso reign they can hardly be traced,

there was a banner, bearing the lions, always carried near
the person of the king when he was engaged in war. It

seems also, that other devices which were favourite cog-
nizances of kings of England were depicted in banners as
well as carved upon the buildings erected by them, or

placed in tbe window*. Thus, Edward IV. bait a banner
with the white rose of tbe House of York. Henry VII.,

after the battle of Bosworth, offered in the rhurrh of Saint

Paul, at London, three banner*, one of Saint George, one
which had a dun cow for it* device, and the third exhibiting

a red fiery dragon, an ensign which had reference to his

descent from the princes of Wales.

In thus carrying their own personal banners into the

field, the king was imitated by the earls and other person*
of distinction who were in the English armies. In the

feudal times, the armies were composed for the most part of
bodies of men brought up by the great tcnants-in-chief of

tbe Crown, and led by that chief him self who was bound to

personal service, as well as to furnish a certain quota of

men. [Sne Army ] These persons brought banners of

their own, on wbirh were depicted the heraldic insignia

of their houses. This was no doubt an affair gratifj ing to

tbe passion for distinction ; but it was a matter of prudence,

if not of necessity also. Heraldry was in those days, for

more than at present, a necessary art,—a dumb language.

When the figure was so completely cased in steel, and tho

face covered by tbe face-plate, there was scarcely the pos-

sibility of distinguishing one knight from another of the

same height and general appearance. But tbe escallop-

(bells showed wh> were Dieten ; tbe water-budgets, Roose*

;

tho chevrons, Clares ; and the white bbn on the red field,

Mowbray*, with a* much certainty at if the very names
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themselves were pointed on the shields, embroidered on the

surcoata, or displayed upon the banners. The young Earl

of Gloucester, grandson of King Edward I., was slain in

Scotland by persons who would gladly have saved his life

had they known who he was ; but as the chronicler who
relates toe fact observes, he bad not hi* armorial insignia

with him.
The consequence of all Ibis was, that besides the national

banner, the banner of the King, and the banners brought
by men of religion, there were in the English army, in the
times of chivalry, a great number of leaser banners by which
particular portions of the army were distinguished, and
which served to snow, as we should now say, the position in

the Held of the company to which each soldier belonged.

Thismust have added greatly to the picturesque appearance
of an army, which has not escaped painters and poets.

References to this custom are numerous in the writers who
in any way touch upon the military transactions of the
middle ages. When, in the reign of King Richard II, there
was a question in the Court of Chivalry contested very tena-
ciously and at immense expense, between Sir Richard
Scrope and Sir Robert Grosvenor, respecting the right to

the heraldic figure of a golden bend upon an ature field,

the depositions in which suit have lately been published

from the original roll in the Tower, the evidence on both
side* consisted very much of the testimony of persons who
said that they bad seen the ancestors of one or other of the
claimants exhibiting in fields of war on their shields or
banners the figure in question, or had heard of it from their

fathers. In the present day there is reference k> the
practice, when a family assert a right to cool-armour, inde-

pendently of any grant from any Earl Marshal ol England.
The plea is, that an ancestor bore it in a field ofwar ; which
is held to be a good and sufficient plea ; and it only remains
to prove a male descent from such ancestor. But the most
complete exhibition of this interesting custom of oar ances-
tors is presented in a French poem of the reign of King
Edward I., relating to the siege of the Castle of Carlavcn.k
in the wars of that prince. Besides the particulars of the
siege, there is given a catalogue of the chiefs who were
present, which may rival in extent and minuteness the
catalogue of the chief* who went to the siege of Ttoy. The
author touches slightly on the character of each ; but he
gives in good technical terms a description of the heraldic
device which each displayed on his banner. A short extract
will show the way in which be proceeds

:

' He had for a companion a jolly and smart bachelor, well
versed in love and arms, named John Paignet. who bore on
a green banner a maunch painted, of fine gold.

' The good Edmund Deinoourt not being able to attend
himself, sent his two brave sons in his stead, with bis banner
of arms billetted of gold and surcharged with a dancetle.

* John le Fit* Marmaduc, esteemed by princes and dukes,
and all other persons acquainted with him : on his banner
wits the resemblance of a fesa and three popinjays, distin-

guished by white and red.
' And Maurwe de Herkelee.who was present at this expe-

dition, hail a banner red ss blood, with crosslets and a white
chevron, with a label of autre, because his father was
hvinff.

' But Alexander de Biilleol, ever attentive to do good,
had s white banner and shield, with a red shield voided.'

Thus the poet and herald goes through the entire host,
presenting us with a view, nearly complete, of the whole
rhnalry of England as it stood in the reign of King Ed-
ward I.

When the English army ceased to be made up of contri-
butions from the feudal tenants, the pmate banner would
disappear ; and onlv the national, the regal, or the religious

'

banner be unfurled. But in the army of the Fnrliarocnl '

the pmate banner again made iu appearance. 8umetitnes '

M we* dWifsled, as in earlier period*, with the armorial
inua-ma of the captain who displayed tL But in general
the deviret partook more of the character of the impresses
which bad come into fashion in the reign of Elisabeth, by
which some moral sentiment waa sought to be expressed.
Thus Captain Thomas Saint Nicholas, at* Kant, had a
scroll on which waa written, Uabttmr rictorta Sam-tit.
Captain Copley displayed a banner, on which was wrought
the figure of an armed knight on a hay charger, with the
words. .Van f but — a Capiat* tJ tkt Lord of HoiIt mm
I am* » A contemporary has left an account of these
banner*. It la a curoua picture of the spirit of the time*.

It is printed in the work known by the title of Ar JJkm
Pmtttich't Rn Publico.

Banners with inscriptions, or intelligible denras, afard *a>

ready a means of diffusing a sentiment or fas ling aaattaaj a

multitude, that they have been used m all popalar tataar-

rectiom. The five wounds, the crucifix, and other *******

of the same class, were exhibited on banners m the
rertions in favour of the Old Religion. And in ta

for treasons in the middle ages, there is scarcely em *k*t
does not enumerate among the overt acta, that the parts

had marched with banner* displayed.

The early sovereigns of England are represented on tW*
seals, the most authentic representations which we ham at

them, a* knights on horseback bearing little banners. Boa
it appears, by the illuminations of early mamtsmpc*. that

distinguished persons were attended by one who earned ass

banner ; and this was, no doubt, from the bear nauasg the
usual practice. In later time* it was certainly so. In IMI
King Edward III. granted two hundred marks
fee to Sir Guy de Bryan, at a reward for having
banner discreetly at the siege of Calais. Lord Bet est*, ef
Sudeley. in the reign of Henry VI, had a grant of ens
hundred pounds annual fee, a* due to bis office of hanmiei
This was probably the same office with that •kirk was
called the Standard-Brarrr of England, which rw held as

the rriun ol King Henry VIII. by Sir Anthony Browne.
Knight of tbe Gurter and Master of the Horse. Inters*
persons w ho were allowed to bear a banner in the IrU lead

also their banner-bearers.

The standard which was in use in the litis aast I si
centuries was tuo large to be wielded by any aae bud.
The French antiquaries have traced it to Itslj.

describe it thus :—The drapery floated from near this t*f
of a nust or tall tree, which was fixed in a sraKJd restate;

on a or drawn by oxen. The oxen were covered waa
housings of skin, adorned with devices and cypher* ef

j
tbe reigning prince. At the toot of the tree a print mat-
urated mans even' day ; while ten knights, atts Bused by at

|

many trumpets, kept watch upon the scaaUd night aa*l

|
day. Such an inconvenient machine was m ate a* the

j
English armies ; and at the battle in tbe reign ef 8*ra»w

j
called the Battle of tbe Standard, one ef lbs* kjasa was at

i
tlie field. The pole was the mast of a vessel. aa4 at vat
decorated with various religions symbols, and with rs>
banner* of Saint lVter, Saint John of Beverley, and Saatt
Wilfrid.

Tbe chief use of tbe standard and of other banners n
military affair* must in all time* have been to am* s* s
rallying point to soldiers of whatever ctaas who
the army. But they constituted, in the middle
now, the telegraphic language of war. A banner I

from a besieged fortress was as much a sign that a pes i

was desired in the rriun of King Edward I. as now. WWa
a fortress was taken, the banners of England were |bml
in some conspicuous part of it. Veasels at sea daaei ite

then, as now, the national or tbe royal banner, and i

lime* the banner of its commander. A herald, when ****
on an embassy, carried a banner of the pnarw wheat he
served; and the drapery of a trumpet was m early ts*aea,as
now, the peunon-quarrhe of a banner.

In all pageants, banner* have aided the ipleoa—a W the
scene : at tournaments, at coronations, or ruaeraU, I

were exhibited in great profusion.

Corporations aUohad tbeir banners, and the several l

companies, who still keep them. Tbe author of TV jh**t
and C'rtrmontrt t>f the Church of Omrhmm say* that. a*
Corpus Chritti thy, * the bail iff of tbe teen ehd an*
tbe tolbooih. and <U1 call all tbe occupation* that weee eahar
btlant within the town, everv orevpatsja m its atngtwa, at

bring forth their banners, with ail tbctr hghta leawma a*,

to llinrjvtrrsl banners, and to repair tola* Abbey Chart*
door. Etery banner did stand a-row in its degree fraaa tat

Abbey Cburrh duor to Winduholl gale ; an the w**t aa*
of the way did all the banner* stand, and an the eawa aa*
of the way all the torcbe* stood pertaining *• ihr seat

banners, p. The further us* of tfseaa mm that day *
described by Nsogaurgus:

It <UUf«*. Oa> ttsSitla
W .ik —•») rm— K t»*mn mm* Wu fahm. i*»% rM, kta
Win. >• lh| >UI h» Ml 4a*i haw *W Iaw4 taw*
A m4 «fto« ii. p. L» 4~mm .1 §t 1i. mmi Okay* tmm aa* aw*
IVu *tf»lj >«vt» IW rwi
»— » StUk tW lay. WsSfc "«C*»- ***?•*>**

When the drapery of the banner was atVewed to tent an
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the air. it was usually either souare, or extended out to a
ceauiderable length, and divided mt the extremity, to at to

farm what is called the swallow-tailed banner. The banner
of William Rufut wat of this form ; that of bit father hat
tbe appearance of being three shreds, each attached singly

to the pole.

(We refer, for other particular*, to Sir Samuel Meyrick's
work on Antirnt Armour ; and to a paper in the Retro-

fttrtiv* Review, new series, vol. i. p. so- 1 17, to which we
hare been indebted for several (acta. The Roll of Car-
lavervk. which, better than any other tingle piece, illustrates

this subject of banners, wat translated and published with

many useful notes by Sir Harris Nicolas.)

BANNERET, an English name of dignity, now nearly

vf not entirely extinct It denoted a degree which wat
above that expressed by the word milet or knight, and be-

low that expressed by tbe word baro or baron. Millet,

speaking of English dignities, says that the banneret wat
the last among the greatest and tbe first of the second
rank. Many writs of the early kings of England run to

the earls, baron*, bannerets, ana knights. When the order

of baronet was instituted, an order with which we must be
careful not to confound the banneret, precedence wat given

to the baronet above all bannerets, except those who were
made in the field, under the banner, tbe king being present.

This clause in the baronet's patent brings before us one
mode in which the banneret wat created. He wat a knight
to created in the field, and it is believed that this honour
was conferred usually at a reward for some particular ser-

vice. Thus, in the fifteenth of King Edward HI.. John de
CopeJaod was made a banneret for hi* service in taking

David Bruce, King of Scotland, at the battle of Durham.
John Cbandoa, a name which continually occurs in the

history of tbe wart of tbe Black Prince, and who per-

formed many signal acts of valour, was created a banneret

by tbe Black Prince and Don Pedro of Castile. It it in the

reign of Edward HI. that we bear most of the dignity

of banneret. Reginald de Cobham and William de la

Pole were by him created banneret*. In this last instance

tbe creation was not in the field, nor for military service*,

for De la Pole was a merchant of Hull, and hi* service*

consisted in supplying tbe king with money for his conti-

nitattl expeditions. We have therefore here an instance

of a ascood mode by which a banneret might bo created,

that ia, by patent-grant from the king. Mules mentions a

third mode, which prevailed also on the continent. When
the king intended to create a banneret, the person about to

receive the dignity presented the sovereign with a swallow-

tailed banner rolled round the staff; the king unrolled it,

and. catling off the ends, delivered it a bannitre tjuarree

to the new banneret, who wat thenceforth entitled to use

tbe banner of higher dignity. Sometimes the grant of the

dignity was followed by tbe grant of meant by which to

support it This was tbe case with some of those above-

mentioned. De b Pole received a munificent gift, die

manor of Burstwick, in Holderness, and 500 marks, annual

fee, issuing out of tbe port of Hull. (Dugdak s Baronage,

vuLii.p. 183.)
, ,

The rank of the banneret is well understood, but what

particular privilege be enjoyed above other knights is nut

stow known. It was a personal honour; and yot in De la

Pole's patent it is expressed that the grant was made to

him to enable him and his heirs the better to support his

dignity. But the patent was perhaps irregular, as it seems

to have been surrendered. No catalogue has been formed

of persons admitted into this order, and it is presumed that

they were few. The institution of the order of baronets

probably contributed greatly to the abolition of the ban

neret Tbe knight* of tbe Order of tbe Bath in mo-

dern tiroes approach nearest to the bannerets of former

day*. In the civil wart, Captain John Smith, who rescued

tbe king's standard at the battle of Edgehill, is said to have

been created a banneret. When King George III. intended

to proceed to the Nore, in 1797. to visit Lord Duncan's

fleet, it was rumoured that he designed to create several of

the officers bannerets. The weather was unfavourable, and

the king returned without reaching the fleet ; but the dig-

«Sty whSoh be conferred on Captain, now Sir Henry Trol-

towe, in who** vessel he tailed, wat understood to be that of

akaight banneret
It remains to be observed that the French antiquaries

•am* Paequier have represented the banneret a* having

ban to called a* being a knight entitled to bear a banner

in tbe field ; or. in other words, a knight whose quote of
men to be furnished to the king's army for the lands he
held of him were of that number (it is uncertain what)
which constituted of itself a body of men sufficient to have
their own leader. In England it is believed there were few
tenant* bringing any considerable number of men who were
not of the rank of the baronet.
BANNOCKBURN. a village in tho parish of St. Nini-

ans, county of Stirling, about three mile* 8.S.E. of Stirling,

and on both tides, but principally on the east side, of a small
rivulet of tbe same name, which runs into the Forth below
Stirling. The village has of late years become one of tbe
moat thriving and industrious in Scotland. The inhabitants
are chiefly engaged in the manufacture of tartan cloth*,

carpet*, and other woollen article*. Bannockbura also manu-
factures a considerable quantity of leather. It has two an-

nual fairs, which are well attended by the population of the
surrounding district.

It was here that the great battle, so well known both in

Scotch and English history, was fought on Monday the 24th
of July. 1314, between Edward IL and King Robert Bruce,

by which the independence of Scotland was established.

Bruce learned that the English king had reached Berwick
with an army of more than 100,000 men, accompanied4>y a
vast train of waggon* loaded with all kind* of provisions

;

and aware that his intention was to advance immediately

to relieve Stirling Cattle (which, after a gallant resistance

by the English, in whose possession it had been for a con-

siderable period, wat, by a treaty with the governor, promised

to be surrendered within a limited time, if no succour ar-

rived), he determined to intercept him on his march, and

Slve him battle. With this view, be selected a field near
tiding, which was then called New Park. Hi* army did

not amount to 40,000 men. and being badly provided with
cavalry he determined to fight on foot, and by strengthening

hi* position endeavour to obviate the disadvantage. Hie
right wing rested on the rivulet called Bannockbura, whose
steep and wooded banks afforded him an excellent security

against being outflanked. His front extended to tbe village

of St Ninians. and hit left wing, which was unprotected by
tbe nature of tbe ground, was exposed to tho garrison of

Stirling in the rear; but the terms of the treaty with the

governor, and the honour of knighthood, precluded all attack

from that quarter. In order to weaken tbe force of tbe

English cavalry, he caused pits to bo dug, in which were

inserted sharp-pointed stakes, covered over with turf and
rushes. On tbe 33d, which was Sunday, intelligence reached

Bruce of tbe near approach of the English army, and be then

addressed hi* men, requesting til who were afraid or un-

willing to fight to retire, but be was answered with loud

acclamations expressive of their determination to abide the

coming contest The baggage was left in a valley in the

rear of the army, guarded by tho sutlers, waggon-boys, and

other followere of the camp, having the bill, still known by

the name of Gilles, or Gillies, between. Previously to tbe

approach of tbe main body of the English army, a troop of

800 cavalry had been sent forward with tbe view of endea-

vouring to throw themselves into Stirling Castle, and take

the Scotch in tbe rear. Bruce detected this manoeuvre, and

detached a body of 100 infantry to defeat it A desperate

con diet ensued: tbe infantry. being formed into a square,

sustained the onslaught of the cavalry with cool determina-

tion. In tbe meantime, tbe vanguard of tho English army

arrived; and 8ir Henry Bohun, or Boone, recognising Bruce

among a body of his nobles, spurred bojond his companion*

to engage him in single combat Tbe Scottish king, though

distinguished by bis dress, was meanly mounted, riding on a

palfrey, while the English knight rode a spirited war-horse ;

but Bruce, forgetting for the moment his duty as a general

in the chivalric feeling, boldly advanced, and parrying the

thrust of tbe knight's spear, cleft his helmet and cut bis

bead in two. The Engfiah. on seeing this specimen of per-

sonal prowess, and hearing the ahouU of the Scot*, re-

treated; and shortly afterward*, tbe cavalry which had

endeavoured to reach the cattle were foiled tn all their

effort*, and repulsed with considerable slaughter.

At the dawn of the following day. the whole Enplish

army advanced to meet tbe Scots. Tbe battle was long' and

desperate. The Earl of Gloucester, the nephew of tbe king

of England, mounted on a tpirited horse which he bed re-

ceived at a present from hi* uncle, rushed impetuously for-

ward to rally a portion of the troops which were beginning

to get into confusion ; but he was unboned, and fell covered
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with wound*. The English cavalry being now in couplet*

disorder, wore totally routed by Sir James Graham, who

commanded the very small portion of Scottish horse which

ware of *orooe. At thi* critical moment, tho sutlers, wag-

gon-boy*, and othera who had been left with the baggage,

led by curiosity, appeared on tho top of Gilliea' Hill, to aee

tho progress of the combat Tho English imagined them
to be another Scotch army, and Bruce perceiving at once

the panic and its cauae. pressed mora furiously on his

opponents, who now gave way in every direction. Edward

fled with 490 norm, and was hotly pur*u«d by CO horse-

men under Douglas, who was eager tn make him a prisoner.

In the pursuit, Douglas fell in with an English knight

and 20 horsemen, who instantly changed sides, and instead

of following their master joined in the pursuit. The panto

must have been great which could hare made so large a
force lly before so small a body. The English king pro-

bably believed that the whole Scotch army was close behind.

At Linlithgow, where Edward halted for a abort spare,

Douglas did not venture to attack him ; but when they

moved on lie, still pursued to the vert galea of Dunbar
Castle, a distance of more than sixty miles from the field of

battle. From Dunbar Edward proceeded by sea to Berwick.

On the day after the battle, Stirling Castle surrendered,

and many of the English who had taken shelter under iU

walls were made pnsonar*. The conduct of Bruce, in die-

misting several prisoner* of rank without ransom, and in

pacing respect to the remains of such noblemen as fell in

the battle, baa been highly commended, especially when
contrasted with the treatment which lb* body of his brother,

Edward Brace, subsequently experienced.

The numbers which fell on both sides in this great battle

•re variously estimated. Soma of the Scotch historian*

computed tbe loss of the English at 50,000. This, however,

include* those who were killed in the flight Th* lowest

computation of the English historians gives the numbers
who fell on their side at 164 lord* and knights, 700 gentle-

men, and 10.000 common soHier*. The Scots admit that

thev lost 4000 men on tbe occasion.

This great battle not only secured the independence of
Scotland, but established the family of Brace on its throne.

Availing himself of the advantages which so glorious and
decisive a victory gave him, he marched directly into England,
and plundered.' without resistance, tbe northern counties.

He besieged the town of Carlisle, and took Berwick, though
then a place of great strength, by assault In exchange
for some of his nobt* prisoners, he received his wife, his

daughter, and several Scotch noblemen and gentlemen of

distinction, who bad been imprisoned by the English sine*

the time of Edward I. For the liberty of his other nnbre
prisoners, Bruce received very Urge sums from the English.

By thi* victory, the Scot* are said to have been enriched
to the extent of tOO.OOOf.

Bannockburn is also celebrated in Scottish history as the
place at which James III. was defeated, in an engagement
with hi* rebellious subject*. In attempting to escape after

his troops had been vanquished, the unfortunate king fell

from his horse, and was so seriously Injured, that he was
carried to a neighbouring mill, where he was soon after

assassinated by a priest, whom he had sent for to receive his

confession, and aflbrd blm spiritual consolation.

Tbe population of tlie v illage of Bannockburn is returned
with that of the parish, which in 1 9JI was 9532. The place

is 2» miles W.N.W. from Edinburgh.
(Hume's Hutirry o/ Enxlainl; Henry's Tti'V<ry o/Ortat

Britain; Hades'a AnnaU o/ Scotland; T) tier's Ittttury

©/ Sro/iW )

BANQUETTE, whether single or double, in fortifica-

tion, is a kind of step made In toe rampart of a work i>car

|)m parapet fur troops to stand upon in order to die out
the parapet. It is generally three feet high when double,

and one tat and a half when single; and about three feet

broad ; and four feet and • half loner than the parapet.

(See Dirl. MiUlatrr, par M. Aubrrt de la Cbena)e. N«o.

I>re*d. 1711. torn. s. eat 205; and Jamieaun's .ViiHaty

Jhrt t Th* JhVilavy Vtrlinmarf, lima. Loud. 1 708, says.

* tsx-r usually sank* two or threw of tbcm under the parapals

of little fort* and redoubts,'

BANTAM, oo* of the nineteen districts or regeociaa into

wbieb the island of Java has been divided b» (be Dutch,
j

is situated at tbe wastern extremity uf th* island ; it lira ,

principally between & and 7 8. tat, and 106° and I04>° E.
long., and is separated trow th* south eastern eauwnuty of 1

Sumatra by the Strait* of Sanda. Th* abstract

on three sides by lb* sea, aud on th* east at

district of Balavia.

Tho Portuguese, when they first t lasted Java, ta lit I.

are said to have found the kingdom of Bantam eusskw Hans*
government ; but at the time of the settlement of taw Daata

at Batavia, in 1020. Bantam waa under the sway *f »

Mohammedan aultan, and so continued natal la is, nana

th* sultan voluntarily made over all his rights Id the

government which in return settled on htm an
sion of 10,000 dollar*. For a long tie** pesraws* to sa*

conquest of Java by tbe English from the Datrh. las* ewaaa

of Bantam was tributary to th* Dutch East India Cm ) .

and paid to it every year 37,500 pound* weigh* of aw saw
Isrside* engaging not to allow any pepper or ether pew*— *f

his kingdom to be sold to any on* but ta* Dates) naraea,
and at st ipulaled prior*. Aa another proof of Use sasasalssi

in which th* nominal kingdom of Bantam was thew anas a*

tli* European settlers, it may be mentioned that lb* Dasr*

East India Company claimed and exercised th* neat *f

nominating from oat of lit* royal family ta* ps ra— was

should succeed to tbe thron*. An rnsurrectsoa tsss*. pas*

within the kingdom in loot, oa which arrsal** taw Daara

government interfered, deposed tbe reigning —lis a. sad

banished him to Amboyna, raising another or has fwaeli *»

fill his place. Th* Dutch authonttea also laasW ants «V
turbanre a pretext fee assuming the direct g iinras— af

the low districts, confining the power ef th*

tbe high country.

The English' East India Company entered sat*

relation* with th* sultan of Bantam in 1**1. and setaW s

factory in bis dominions in 1600; tWs taw* raised awat*

presidency in 1634. In the following year the swjtaa. wVs

had suffered severely from hi* territory having been ***>
the scene of hostilities between the rival mu nautiW sasaaws

from Holland and England, destroyed all th* pepwev wtoa*

in his dominions, conceiving that he should thw* a* rat af

his troublesome neighbour*, whose only objeet the* s>
peared to be the monepctomg of pepper. Th* Faatiii

company'* factory was taken from thean by the Daam si

1064, and was afterward* virtually yielded to th* Da*-*,
with all other British pc**esalons In this part, by Clastic* II

.

under a treaty by which he obtained 100,0**f. as
lion for these cessions.

Since the restoration of Jsva to the Dutch by th*
in 1816. under the provisions of the Treaty' of tSrav tbe
town of Oram, which is situated almot arrcn aVVs st

land from th* town of Bantam, has been adopted as the

residence of the European officer* of tbe dtetnrt. TVs
change was made in consequence of the grea
of tbe air. occasioned by the mure elevated noaroaa af

town. The only other town beside* the two lost Bsasn
the durtrict of Bantam, la Anjer, which *feaa***J ta

tbe straits of Sunda, through which Teaacai pea* an their
way to or from the northern roast of Jaia aad Ob* vevt-
crn part* of India. A strong current sets throagh tl.a*

•trait but it vanes in its direction with th* east and wwat
monsoons. Tbe first of these begins in April or May. aaal
hut* till the end of September or the beginning cf ft Van i .

and tbe west monsoon occurs during the iwrnauaua
of tbe year : for • short period at the end ef each
the wind* are variable. Many ship*, in passing throng* ebs>

trait stop at tbe port of Anlcr to take ta water. Twit car

cu instance, and the facility of communicauoa •hark t*an
with tbe opposite coast of Sumatra, hat* Induced the Pearl
to form an establishment at Anjcr : H I* boaht** usaal tar

vessel* bound from ports in Europe to It*tails to pat to**

this port in order to land tb*ir despatch**, which ate ***>

vcyed by land to the capital in a shorter Ma* thaa snaps
can get round to the northern coast
The district contains 9*3 village*; end In III), »*W* a

census was taken by the English government, had • papa-
lation of ill .604 persons, of • hom CS were llJaaj . atsww
tlie time here mentioned th* number of inhabitant* a aaal
to bat* greatly increased: th* una of th* aattrtrt it M3»
square mil**.

At th* um* of th* cession of hi* kingdom by th* *******

to the English, a settlement waa mad* wtth each tslMiatoi
in puaaaaaiuii of lauds, aa to th* «mount ef rent whatA he
»bauld pay to th* government ; aad th* same arwarlash aw*
used in this arrarusemeot aa that on which the Rl»•«>*> )

•rtlivmenu bat* been mad* in India. Wb»a the tabs**

• a* restored to th* Dutch, tn 1117, • sUpnieU— was ******

the
. it
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far the oljsprrance of this settlement Tt U doubtless owing
to thia circumstance that the district has since been con-
stantly improving. The cultivator* being sure of enjoying
a rartain portion of their produce, their industry ha* been
stimulated, larger tract* of land have been brought under
cultivation, ann by this meant, in conjunction with tbe con-
stantly-increasing population, the land revenue of tho dis-
trict, which in 1818 wa* 121,730 guildcraO 1.070/. sterling),

was increased in 1 822 to 186,761 guilder* (16.980/. sterling),

and has sine* been still further augmented.
Tbe cultivation of rice form* the principal occupation of

the district. Next in importance to this is tho breeding and
rearing of cattle. The buffaloes of Bantam arc of great size

and strength, and are used for purposes ofdraught and tillage,

as welt as for food. Largo flocks of goats arc likewise reared
in the district, and And a ready market at Batavis, where
the Malay inhabitants prefer their Itesb to that of sheep.

Coarse cotton cloths and a kind of ginghams arc made
in this district, which are in much request among the natives
of the island generally, and form an important object of
inland commerce. Great numbers of cane and bamboo
mats are likewise made and exported to different places in

the eastern archipetago and to Europe.
Tit* coast* and their neighbourhood are, for tho most

part, level ; but inland the country is mountainous, and
rverv where exhibits marks of fertility, the mountains being
covered with the finest verdure to their summits.

(Stavorinus's f'uyjxet; Rallies'* Hi$torynf Java ; Craw-
ford » In lion Atchipeliigo: Count Hogendorp'* Coup d'Qiil
tur I'ttlr dt Java, BrUbsolles, 1 8:10.)

BANTAM, a city of Java, lying at the bottom of a bay
on the northern coast of that i.slaiid, about fifteen mile*

to the eastward of tho Straits of Sunda, and sixty-one

miles west of Bolivia. A small river run* through the

town ; and two other* wash its walls. This place wo* first

visited by the Portuguese, in 1511. At the time of tho

arrn al pf tho Portuguese, a great trade was carried on
at Bantam, with Arabia, Hindustan, and China, in pepper,

which is the chief produce of tho country. Of this trade

the Portuguese enjoyed a monopoly, till the arrival of the

Dutch, in 1395. when, having assisted the Sultan in

rxrwlling tho Portuguese, they obtained permission to

build a fort, and ultimately succeeded in controlling the

« hole of t lie pepper trade : even the king himself, though
permitted to retain the show of sovereignty and koep up
a body of native troops, with some small armed vessel*,

found himself a prisoner in their hands. His subjects

b.-insr obliged to sail him, at a low rate, all the pepper

which they raised, the Dutch bound him down by con-

tract to deliver it to them at a small advance, and much
under the marketable value. In 1602 the English, who
had arrived for the first time in tbe year preceding, esta-

blished a factory at Bantam, but found all their commercial
attempts obstructed by tbe Dalcb. In July, 1619, it was
greed between the two nations, by treaty, that the pepper
trade should be equally divided between them : a compact
which was never fulfilled by the Dutch, whose naval force

gave them *o great an advantage in these seas. After a
wnes of annoyances, they ontirely expelled the English,

and built a strong fort, called Fort Spiclwick, completely

commanding the town, where tbey remained without a rival.

Bantam was the great rendezvous for European shipping,

•ad became tbe mart whence not only pepper, but other

pices, were distributed over the world, and the town conse-

quently flourished greatly. But the Dutch having trans-

ferred their seat of government to Batavis, tbe place was
reduced to •poor remnant of its former opulence and
importance. Other circumstances likewise contributed to

its decline : the coral knowls increased so that the port was
no longer accessible to large vessels, and the bay itself

became choked up from the deposition of its livers, which

prevented any landing, except in small canoe*. A dreadful

tow also broke out. and destroyed most of the house*, which

have never since been rebuilt.

The Dutch always maintained a garrison in the fort,

which, after the fall of Batavia, in 1811, surrendered without

rwsastancw. It wo* restored to Holland in 1816 under tbe

arrangements consequent on the peace of 1814. A port of

Sumatra belonged to tho dominion* ofthe Sultan of Bantam,

wtao joined the temporal with the spiritual power.

The boy of Bantam is extensive, but full of island* and

tWisIi The tides rise between five and six foot. Tbe city

Ian in «• «» 8. lob, 106" 4 B. loag.

(See Mandelslo's Transit ; RaftV* Hittory qf Jam

:

Staunton's Embatty to China; Cook'* Voyage*; Craw-
ford's Hu'nry of Indian Arrhtpelogo, and others.)

BANTRY, a market and post-town in the county of
Cork, in Ireland, situated at the head of the extensive bay
which take* its name from it. Bantry is in the parish of
Kilmacumogue, in the barony of Bantry. Formerly it

was called tire Old Town, and also Ballygobbin, to dis-

tinguish it from tbe New Town, which was built by Irvton.
the friend and associate of Cromwell. Hera la-ton erected
a fortification, but when it went to decay tbo new town
was entirely forsaken for tho old. In the beginning of the

f
resent century Bantry was a town of some importance,
t bad a prosperous pilchard fishery, considerable quan-

tities of which fish were annually seut to Italy. Spain, and
Portugal. Dcruiot O'SulIivan Beorc founded a Franciscan
friary here in UG6, but all traces of tho building have
disap|>cared. There is a school at Bantry, to which the
commissioners fur administering tho funds granted by
parhamcut for the education of tho poor in Ireland have
afforded assistance. This school has HiO scholars. Port of
the French (lect having arrived in the adjoining hay in

1 70C, fortifications were soon after erected in Bantrv, to pre-
vent a future surprise. It contains a population of 4i7i.

(Smith's llittury of CorA ; Carlisle's Tupogruphical
Dictionary o/ Ireland; Seward's Topographical FliUruia ;

Dr. Beaufort's Memoir of a Map of trtlaad ; I'vpu/a-
tiu'n Report*.)

BANTRY BAY is a deep inlet on tbe S.W. coast of
Ireland, between Miacn Head and Dursey Island, in the
county of Cork. It is 21 mile* in length and i broad, safe

and commodious for ships of any size, and free from dan-
gerous rocks and shoals. At the head of the bay are two
harbours. One on the south side, opposite Bantry town, and
within Whiddy Island, is called Bantrv Harbour, which is

quite landlocked, and perfectly secure from all winds. The
other to the northward is called Glengarif Harbour : it is

small, and the entrance narrow. This is also sheltered by
a small island, but, from being so confined, is seldom used
by any other than coasting vessels. In summer, however,
the largest ships may ride in safety outside the island.

Near the entrance of Bantry Bay, on tlie north shore,

is an excellent harbour, large and well sheltered, with
water sufficiently deep for the largest ships. It i* railed

Bear Haven, and is formed by Bear Island, on esch side of
which there is an entrance, and good anchorage everywhere
within it, though tho best is off Balinalilly. This harbour
is well adapted for the rendezvous of a fleet, from its prox-
imity to the sea, being easy of access, and affording good
room and shelter, beside* which refreshment* of all kinds
may readily be obtained. Within the headlands of Bantry
Bay tho stream of tide is scarcely sensible, though off Misen
Head the ebb which runs to the westward flow* at the rate

of three mile* and a half an hour. Tbe depth of water at

the entrance is about 40 fathoms, shoaling gradually to-

ward* the head of the bay. The coast around tbe bay is

for tbe moat part rocky and high. Near the entrance of

Bantry Bay there was an engagement, in the year 1689,

between tho French fleet which brought James II. to Ire-

land, and tbe British licet, under the command of Ad-
miral Herbert. The latter was very inferior in force, but

nevertheless tho battle lasted several Lour*, when the French
got into the bay, and tbo British returned to Bnvland, with

very inconsiderable loss. The French force* which con-
templated on invasion of Great Britain in 1796 fixed on
Bantry Bay as tbe place of rendezvous, and several ships

arrived in it on the iid of December that year. The utmost
alarm wo* created throughout the country by tho circum-

stance; but General Hoche, tbe commander-in-chief, not

having arrived with the rest of the armament, the vessels

that had anchored did not deem it prudent to disembark

their forces. Tbey sailed for Franco on the 47th of the

same month. Tbe scenery of the bay is considered the most
beautiful and striking in the United Kin adorn, especially in

the neighbourhood of Glengarif. At this lost place Lord

Bantry bos an elegant seat. About seventeen miles nearly

due west from Bantry is tbe great cataract of Hungry Hill,

where several small lakes discharge their water over a
precipice.

(Norie's British Channel Pilot; Smith's History of

Cork; Seward* T«pngrapkieal Ihkernia; Wilson s hut-

Chaite Companion to Ireland; Camden's Bnlamma;
several volumes of Travel*,
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BANXRING, Um Sumatrsn turn* of • small arboreal

animal, discovered by the Utc Sir Stamford Raffle*, which

is intermediate in its nature and habtta between the shrews

and squirrels. [See Tt'rAiA.)
BANYAN TREE. [See Ftcrnl
BANYUWANQY. or BANJOUWANOUI. om of the

nineteen provinces 01 districts into which the taland of Java

baa been divided by Ha Dutch possessor*, i* situated at the

eastern extremity of the island, part of iu coast fartsin* the

western shore of the Strait* of Bally. The district lit* be-

tween 8° and 9° S. Is*., and 1 1 4° and 1 1 4° E. long. The.

town, which is railed by the same name as the district, is

at the eastern extremity, on the Straits of Bally, in 8° 7' 8.

1st., and 1 14° 14' B. long., and is about 440 English miles

E.8.K. from Batavia. The town is populous, and is a mili-

tary post of some importance, in consequence of the many
pirates by whom the straits and neighbouring seas are in-

fested. The district contain* a volcanic mountain named
Gwnong Marapi. of great height. Banyuwangy baa a bad
character in regard to healthiness. The district is covered

with immense forests, which are the haunts of a great

number of tigers. This is the least populous part of Java,

and contributes but little to the colonial revenue.

In 1814, when Java was in the possession of England, a

census was taken, from which it appeared that this district,

which rontuns I,i "4 square miles, had no more than 8,873

inhabitants, ofwhom 319 were Chinese.

The district yields the usual produce of Jar*. The coffee-

oanient wluch it contains are, for the moat part, cultivated

by criminals, who are banished by sentences of the Dutch
tribunals from different parts of the island lo this it* eastern

extremity, where they are forced to labour for the profit of

the government. From an article which waa inserted in

the Java Gazelle in April, 1628. it appeared that the go-

vernment was at that time desirous of establishing the cul

ligation of the nutmeg and the clove in Banyuwangy, where
the climate greatly resemble* that of the Molucca, Islands

it is not known whether this design baa been carried into

effect. An attempt was made two year* earlier to bring

the vino into cultivation ; and it ha* since formed one of the
conditions upon which leases have been granted to European
settlers, that they shall appropriate a certain proportion of
their land to this object, in furtherance of which young
plants and cuttings of the vine have been brought by the
government from the Cape of Good Hope and from Japan.
It does not appear that they have yet been successful in

producing any wine. For a very long period the Chinese
settlers have cultivated vines with great care in this and
other parts of Java, but hitherto tile produce haa only been
converted into raisins, which are consumed on the island.

The volcanoes ofJava all afford sulphur. The moat aban
dent supply is obtained from the Goonong Marapi mountain,
and the purity of the mineral which it yields is said to be
such aa to render it (It for use without any refining process
The country in the immediate neighbourhood of the moun
tain iuat named is uninhabited.

< Kaffles's Hiilnry iff Java ; Crawford's Indian Arrhi
pelatv; Count Hogcndorp's Coup d~(Eif mr fjtit aV
Jara.}

BAOBAB. [See AdansAwia.]
BA PAD ME. a town in France in the department of

Pas de Calais (Strait nf Calatt). arrondiasement of Arras,
on the road from Paris through Peronne to Arras. It is

•4 mile. N.N.K. of Paris, and about 14 8. by E. of Arras.
40° 6' N. Ist^ «° 49' B. long. The town is situated in a dis-
trict very ill supplied with water, being on the ridge which
separates the basin of the Scheide from that of the Somase.
It is not • very antient place. Towards the dose of the
eleventh century it waa a mere castle, wbieb gave shelter to
a band of robbers ; but upon the extermination of these, a
population gradually assembled round the castle, and m the
early part of the fourteenth century ( 1394 or 1334), Bodes,
Duke of Burgundy and Count of Artots, raised it to the
rank of a town, and inclosed it within walla. The Emperor
Cbarlee V. afterwards strengthened it. to render it a check
lo the fortress of Peronne, which waa then the bulwark of

1

rVsrdy. In 1*41 it waa taken from the Spaniards by the
KrvtM-h. to whom it waa also reded by the treaty of the
Ptrenees in 1649.

liapaume is still fortified. It is entered by two principal
gotm on directly opposite sides of the town. The interior
<• regular I) buill. and haa two tWurea, or squares. The town
vs>uu to have been of sumewhai more importance formerly

than at present. In 1741 there were ' not

or five churches,' and a population of 44*4 I am—
parish; in 1604 there waa only one ' parish ' hill
other* were probably attached to the dufsia t

bouses, and were suppressed with them at the in ilini ).

and a population of 3493. In 183] the population of the

commune was reduced still further. »uu to 31*4. of whew*

3071 were in the town itself. There ia aa hospital The
town, owing to its situation, waa very ill supplied with wear*

till the year 1721. when M. to Feullon. cbef caarsMrr ef

Bapaume, found water about a mile and a half data**, seat

succeeded, in spite of the elevated site of the Iowa, a* con-

veying it thither. There is now a fountain of goad water

in the midst of the place, opposite the town-boose. That

fountain waa, in 1733, ornamented with a statue of Us
XV., then a boy of thirteen.

The manufactures of Bapaume consist of Knen cast* aad
coarse lawn. Oil is made here. (Expil)y. Olefin— eirr 4m
GauUt tt de la Prune*, 1782; Dicttotumn Umtrwrml aw

Im Pranre. 1804-4.)

BAFTA, in entomology. • genua of the order Upnmn*-
lera, and family Oeometndtf. The species of IT

are among the thin-bodied day-flying motha. Mr.
in his JUuttratitms qf Brihth Entomology.
genus to two species : Bapta btmaculata (the white
spotted), which is of a beautiful white cctoa
brown spot* on the front edge of each of the i

and Bapta punctata (the clouded silver). This ilifhi i frssa

the first principally in having the tips of the sntarssr vavaa*

clouded with brown. Both species are oeeei

'

in woods in the neighbourhood of London.
BAPTISM (the English form of the Greek i

baptitnwt), a well known rite or ordinance of <

one of the two sacraments of the English Refer
When baptism, as a religious rite, waa first aewflajssi. at a

question on which the opinions of the learned have hwaa sV-

vided. It ia pretty generally admitted, that if aay trace af
it is to be discovered in the religious usage* of aay paawie
before the time of our Saviour, and his forarnnaer JeJaa. a a
among the Jews; and some early Jewish
testimony on such a subject is worthy of i

of it a* a custom of their nation from vary

and a* having been always an scrampsmaseat af mi

—

cision, whether of infants or when a proselyte waa mi it Te
this it is replied, that the Hebrew writings whack asw ratted

the Old Testament, by far the moat anUral and aaafearvsa-

tive monumentswhich we possesa of the early rwhgieas assess
of that nation, contain no trace whatever of aay rate what*
resembles the baptism of John and of the fouaator ef Cteas-
tiantty. In their religious code solutions are vaasWaksaafry
prescribed in certain cases, but there ia no analagy between
those cases and the rases in which the Chrsttaaa rate of
baptism ia performed; yet it is by no means saspewfejasa
that those ablutions, which were supposed to wash ewee
impurities, might suggest the idea of baptism, with wteca
haa always been connected, in some degree, the
the washing away of moral impurity.
We possess, however, the most authentic and

information, that in the reign of Tiberius there
the wild country, on the banks of the nver Jsrdaa.
pact whose name was John, who called upoa the
of Judsra to adopt stricter rules of life, to expert
mediate coming of the kingdom of heaven, and la Ufa at.

Great multitudes attended the preaching of Joaax. Mast
of those who heard him received him aa a areata** mat at

te have

God. He required of those who I

they ahould be bapttntd. Thia was doae
the meaning of the rile senna, ra thai
two-fold: I. Repentance, or renouncing
and practices ; and. t Pmsrlytiem. or the taking iaha te
be their general spiritual or religious

On account of bis requiring his press lytes to i

nte. the name of the Baptist was green htm.
The part which John suataina in the

tiamty subordinate to that ef a
and we bear utile afterwards of aay
or church, held together by a ram
the name of John, and the ssdjviJaete of a baptised sate
thai name. Among those who arknowlealgeei Jd* as a
•bnne prophet, and received bapliasa at an
Jesus of Nesareth. the lorig-expected Measaxh. at
baptism there waa a supernatural appeal am e us I
and a voice heard, which declared him to he the *

I
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Sea of God. in whom be wu well pleased.' John also bore
his testimony that Jesus was the Messiah. Jesus, under
the especial direction and with the peculiar as*islance of the

Most High, founded that great church or community in

which so Urge a portion of the human race are now com-
prehended, and appointed that admission into this church
should be acnimpanied by the rite of baptism.

It is remarkable that he did not himself baptise. But
while he was himself employed in diffusing that new and
•acred truth which he came to communicate, and in the per-

formance of those miracles by which his claim to be a divine

teacher was established, his apostles and others of his more
eminent disciples did baptise, and many Mocked to their

baptism. (John if. I, 2.) This was done under the eye
and with the concurrence of their master, but after his re-

surrection be gave a more direct sanction to the practice,

and in fact established the rite as a perpetual ordinance in

his religion, saying to his apostles—' Go ye therefore and
teach all nations, baptising them in tho name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, teaching them to

observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you.'

(Matt, xxviii. 19.)

The apostles acted according to this injunction. Tho lan-

guage of Peter on the day of Pentecost to the Jews at

Jerusalem was this :—' Repent and be baptized every one
of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins : I

when they that gladly received his word were baptized, to

the number of three thousand.* (Acts ii. 39. 41.) In the
eighth chapter of the Acts we have an account of two re-

marksbio baptisms by Philip ; and in the same book are so

many accounts of the performance of this rite when there
'

was a profession made of belief in Christ, and there are at

the same time so many allusions to the practice in the apos-

tolic epistles, that there is no room for doubt that it was re-

garded by the apostles and first Christians as an instituted

ordinance of the Christian church. The meaning of Chris-
tian baptism differed little, if at all. from the baptism of
John. It implied repentance, and faith in Christ.
The washing was no inapt symbol of this change. When

formally administered by some officer of the Christian
Church, and in the presence of a Christian assembly, it was
an outward and visible sign that the convert took upon
himself the profession of Christianity. It was an intelligible

act about which there could afterwards be no dispute. The
convert might relapse ; but if he had once been baptized,

there was once a time when he had professed himself a
Christian, and when he had given a solemn pledge that he
put away hi* Heathen or Jewish opinions and practices,

and adopted the principles of the Christian faith. On the
ether hand, the performance of the rite by an apostle, or by
a person commissioned by the apostles, or by any other per-
son who was himself a Christian, and who professed that he
was performing the rite as a Christian ordinance, and iti

obedience to the command of Christ, was an assurance to
the person baptized that he was received into the Christian
Church, that he was henceforth to be acknowledged by the
wh<>le Christian community as one of themselves, and was
become entitled to all the blessings and advantages which
attend those who are disciples of Jesus Christ. Our parish
rrjrrsters ore not of births out of baptisms, and they arc the
authoritative records of the admission, by this rite, of persons
into the Christian Church.

Different opinions are entertained of the amount of the
advantages which ensue on tho performance of this rite.

Home regard it as not of itself bringing with it any advan-
tage*, but as being merely initiatory, and consider that the
advantages of a profession of Christianity spring from other
sources within the profession itself. Some regard it as in itself

an actual washing away of all former sins, nnd, in the case
of infants, of their participation in the guilt of Adam ; and
under this impression, wc find that, in the early ages of the
Church, there were those who deferred submitting to the
rite till near the close of their lives, that the guilt of a whole
life might thus be washed away. Others have taken their
stand on tho declaration of tho apostle (Acts ii. 38), that
those who were baptized should receive tho gift of tho Holy
Ghost, and imagine that there is now some effusion of the
Spirit on the person baptized. Some attribute to this rite

what is called an immortalizing efficacy, so tliat by baptism
alone a person becomes entitled to that immortality which
Jesus of Ntzarcth revealed ; and others, again, regard bap-
tism and regeneration as correlative. Tlvcso opinions havo
ail given occasion to controversies in the Church.

The manner in which it was performed appears to have
been at first by complete immersion. John baptised in the
Jordan ; and in another place (John iii. 33) it is aatd that

he baptised in Enon. near to Sahm, because there was much
water there. The Ethiopian eunuch went down into the
water to receive baptism from Philip. The words baptiim,

and to bapttge. arc Greek terms, which imply, in their

ordinary acceptation, uxuhing, or dipping. The question,

however, is nut whether entire immersion were the prac-

tice in the primitive church, but whether it was regarded as

so essentially a part of the ordinance that there could be
no baptism without it ; and against that opinion it is

argued, that this is nowhere declared in the Christian

Scriptures; that a partial washing is, as a symbol, or

an initiatory rile, as efficient as an entire immersion ;

that there is no evidence that entire immersion was in all

cases demanded by the apostles ; that we can hardly con-

ceive that the three thousand converts who were baptised

on the day of Pentecost received the rite at Jerusalem by
immersion ; that in ono of the most remarkable cases of

baptism recorded in the New Testament (Acts xvi 33), the
jailer and his family were baptised by St. Paul in the night

immediately after they had made the profession of their

fditb, when it is improbable that the means were at hand
for entire immersion ; and that it is not to be supposed that

the apostles would have declined to communicate the ad-

vantages of Christianity where they perceived faith anil re-

pentance, though tho party were in circumstances in which
it was impossible, or at least extremely inconvenient, to per-

form the rite in the usual manner; whence it is inferred

that entire immersion is not euential to the ordinance.

The words which are to be used in the performance of

this rito are thought, by most persons, to be prescribed by
Jesus Christ himself:—' Baptising them in the name of

the Father, and of the Son. and of the Holv Ghost.* These
words have been adopted as the formula by, it is believed,

even- church ; yet it is remarkable that we do not And these

words to have been used as a baptismal formula in any of

the baptisms of which we have an account in the book of

Acts ; and in the account of some ofthem it is expressly said

that the parties were baptised in the name of Jesus. (See

Acts ii. 38, and xix. 5.) It would seem, from the manner
in which St Paul writes to the Corinthians (1 Ep. i. 11-17),

as if there were at that time some danger lest eminent
Christians should bo ambitious of having baptisms in their

own names.
The opinions of the Christian world have been much

divided with respect to the time of life at which it is proper

to administer the ordinance. When Christianity addresses

herself to the unconverted, the proper time evidently is when-
ever tho faith and repentance necessary are percened to be
complete ; but the question relates to the case of nations

which are already Christianised, and it properly assumes
this form :—Shall the performance of the nte be delayed

till the offspring of Christian parents are sufficiently ad-

vanced in religious knowledge to have the faith, and, if need
be, the repentance of the convert ? or shall those who are

born in Christian liouseholds, and for whom there is the

serious intention entertained by tbose who are their natural

protectors to bring them up in the faith and knowledge
of tho Christian, be devoted early by their protectors to

tho faith of Christ, and admitted, in their still uncoilson.is

state, to whatever advantages may be supposed attend the

performance of this rite ? Without entering at large into

the controversy which has been raised on this point, we may
observe that, on the one hand, any profession of faith or re-

pentance can only be made by persons of some maturity of

judgment, and that therefore the ordinance seems better

adapted to the case of persons who have attained to those

years in which it may be expected that there is some ac-

quaintance with the evidence by which the divine commis-

sion of our Saviour is proved, some knowledge of the nature

of the doctrine taught by hun. and some real sense of the

advantages which attend the true believers in Christ. On
the oilier hand, it is alleged that there is nothing in the

New Testament which relates to the baptism of the offspring

of parents themselves Christian, but only to the baptism of

converted persons, leaving us without an authoritative di-

rection in the case ; that it was natural for the first converts,

who were Jews, to infer an analogy between this rite and

the initiatory rile ofJudaism, which, by tlw divine command,
was to be performed in infancy, and which brought the per-

son who received it within tho scope of the promises to
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Abraham and Ma esed/aa baptism did within the scope of

the prutniM* to believers in Christ ; that we read m the

Scripture* of whola households being baptised at once ; that

infant-baptism oartainljr did prevail In the Church at a very

early period ; that it has been received by the authorities in

the Roman Chureh, and in the Churrhes of England and of

Scotland, and other Protestant Churrhes ; and. lastly, that

atoons those who attribute a savins: efflesey in any form to

the ordinance, it is to be supposed that a parent would think

himself criminal if be Deflected to obtain this Messing for his

child st the earliest period possible ; and among those who
regard H aa but initiatory, that there is a propriety in Christian

parents presenting their offspring newly-born in a Christian

temple, and pledging themselves to a Christian minister,

and in the presence of a Christian congregation, that tlirr

will bring it up in the knowledge and fear of God through

fuith in Jesus Christ

The Quakers and some other Christians contend against

the perpeluity of the ordinance. They say that it was in-

tended only for the apostolic age, or, at most, only for per-

sons of mature age who have been converted from Hea-
thenism or Judaism. Agsinst this opinion there is the

constant practice of the Church. We And st the very close

of the Scripture history the spostles and other Christians

proceeding with their baptisms ; and at the very beginning

of that history of the affairs of the Church which is to bo

collected from writers whose works are not in the New Tes-

tament, we And the ordinance in use smong believers. The
inference drawn from this is. that the words of our I»rrl. by
which he instituted the ordinance, were understood by his

spostles to mean, that all persons should be admitted into

hi* Church by this rite, and that they transmitted this sense

of them to those who afterwards were the teachers in the

Church.
When baptism was received as a permanent ordinance of

the Christian Church, suitable places were provided, called

baptisteries, which, in some instances, preceded churches,

and were, in foot, the point about which other edifices arose,

forming an entire ehuroh. Of these baptisteries, it is be-

lieved, none remain in England; bat in many of the
larger churches of England, a portion of the building is set

apart for the performance of this rite, and contains the fimt,
so called from font, a fountain, perhaps in reference to

the original baptisteries, the springs or running streams of
the East, or aa the Spring of that water which was supposed
to be life-giving. The maintenance of a font in the church
for baptism m enjoined on every parish. The oM fonts of
England have capacious basins, large enough to the

entire body of the infant. It «aa the practice of the Bngluh
Church, from the beginning, to immerse the whole body.

(See Fuller's Church Hutary, p. lot.) Tyndale, writing at

the eve of the Reformation, speaks of it as the general

practice, and says thst the exceptions were in cases of sick

news, when the water was only poured on the head of the

infant. Dr. John Jones, writing in "1579 on the early cul

lure of children, incidentally notices the fact that some of
the old priests of that time were accustomed to dip the
child very sealoualy to the bottom of the font. A few
years later the practice was giving way, and the custom of

sprinkling only becoming general; for Chappell, Rishonof
Cork, in the seoount which he haa left of himself, aays that

he was dipped, as was the custom in the parish in which
be waa born. He was born in Nottinghamshire, in the
reign of Elisabeth. Since then the baptism of mfanu by
immersion hsa been almost entirely disused in England.

ISee Font.)
At the Reformation it waa intended to continue an anticnt

practice in the baptism of infanta—the tnne immersion

;

and there was an ordinance for the purpose in the reign of
Edward VI. This haa lefcience to the three persons in 1'ie

Godhead named in administering the rite ; and when per-

formed according to what is supposed to be the genuine
an bent usage, at the first immersion the right side must be
downward, at the second the left, and at the thsrd the fore.

Inaunona do sometimes occur in which the baptism of in-

fonto in the English Chureh is thus pel formed.

It haa always been an obtest with the atrtnentiee in the
Chureh of England to enforce the attendance at the public

foot us the chureh. Private baptism la rather connived at

than allowed, except in rasas in which there is sseknees or

that the child, if it dies, die not unbeptued. The friend* e#
the infant must still repair to the church for the u ma l a) eat

of the ceremony. Among Dissenters the baptism of mtsaas
haa been, for the moat part, performed at home.

It is not sbsolutely necessary that the nta shook! he pat.

formed by a clergyman. The Church of England aJfewa,

certain rases, of lay baptism ; and it was on this aUovaasw.

In a great measure, thst Sir John Nwholl rested the ess*

in hi* judgment pronounced on the I ith of Dcreaabsr. I sat.

in the case of Kemp snd WicVcs, clerk. Artsrlea esse

offered against the clergyman for refusing to inter the cheat

of two of bis parishioners on the ground that it had net beam

baptised. It was proved that it bad been baptised b] a *W
srnting minister. Sir John KirhoUs judgment was, that

the bsplUm wss so far sufficient, and that the clog) '

acted contrary to the law. Severe rrmsrks have, /
been mado extrajudicially on thia dctcruunalioa.

The Church requires that at baptism there shall he «aaa»

*or«, from tjnnttco. to promise, or, in our own Saxon teaayas

gt^/<ithrri»n<\gixhHijihfrt, who pledge themaahws that the

infant shall I* brought up in a Christian wsy. They are to

be not less than three : for a male child two asm sad erne

woman ; for s female child two somen snd one ais Thai

practice is of great antiquity in the Church. It i

to have originated in times of persecution, when the
(.

might be hurried away to death ; and it secured fair

helpless offspring suiue degree of attrntmn from fnaads ef

the family, who thus solemn!) pledged themsrlres to aae

that the child was brought up in the knowledge of Canst—
truth. The reason ha* cussed, but the practice isnaa
Its effect is to introduce one other aocisl tie among pmess

families snd friends ; and persons who voluntarily aaalae-

take the office cannot bold themselves sbsulukrl* Osaani
from some attention to the religious education of the aafoae,

especially in the esse of the death, or the cnauaal aaanV
gencc, of its natural protectors.

Another incident to baptism, as administered an dse Eaay-

li»h Church, is the giving a name to the child. la th

Christisn* *eem to have followed the example of the ,

who a*kiui.xl a name when the rile of circus

prrrVirtued. The name thus given during the

anee of one of the sacrament* is appropriately

Christian name. The surname, or name of a

not on this occasion mentioned ; and il » oh

though there are frequent instances of the caanaye ef

surname in after life, the instances am extumsty rata at

any change in the Christian name. In theCalhetssCl
indeed, thia name is not unfrequently changed by

who enter holy orders, or into an) rcbgraut marts ;

English Protestant Chureh seems not to have pm ataal sat

the way in which the change can be legally s ffi rSea. tkaasajs

some nave maintained thst it msy be changed by the au-

thority of the bishop, if solicited by the party at the nam
when presenting himself for confirmation.

The Church of England retains the sarniae taw aaaant

with the sign of the cross, at a token that it as beaad at was
become a good soldier of Jesus Christ. Taw at owe as* aw
ceremonies winch the English reformer* thought at eap*>
dicnt to retain from many errsmoriies with which the* eeaV
nance had been loaded in the earlier times ef the Cbaah.
These additions to the simplicity of the erdinaiaar haaaa at •
very early period. Tertullian. a Christian writer, who Ssa-
rished from about *.o. 194 to * n. il*. as)* that at was aha*
the ruitom to give the baptised person milk i

that be abstained from washing for the
day. The giving of salt the touching the
with saliva, anointing, the uapuattion of I

formal exorcism, were by degrees introduced

nance ; and most, if not all, of litem were the
|

haaard of kfo ; not is the clergyman in these cases to
form the mil aertiee. bat only as aaach aa amy he needful.
Ht the eetim s iasa of himself and the parents, for tattafoetw

Rngli»b unrvfiirmed Church. The •tarn of the
alone retained ; but tbt* gsve great onVnee to

reformers called Puritans, who weald have
every thing in reaper t of religion te what they
be the precedent, or the express directwas* of I

The most important treatise* oa the masset

are, Th* //i./orp of /«/W H.nUum. by Witness Wat
1 7*1 ; RttUrtirmt am \fr. Ifalfi /fiaforw *//a/aaa

~

by John Gale. D D. I 7 1 1 ; />/•**» o/«W Hm
Paptum agarwi th* ffrytWfoMW a/ Mr. GwsV <

W. Wall. 1720; /7i«rWp ,/ floptUm, by Rah
I7S0.

BAPTIST (JOHN BAPTIST MONNOYEBj aaa
at Ij*le. in toe year l«JV He
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todies at Antwerp, with the intention of becoming an
historical punier : but growing diffident of bis power* in
that branch or art, he had the good sense to relinquish it,

and devote himself to an humbler walk, chiefly the repre-
sentation of fruit and (lowers, in which he showed great
talent and at-quirul bl^h reputation, lis went early to
Paris, where the spirit and novelty of hit stylo soon attracted
attention ; and he was engaged to ornament the palaces of
Versailles, Meudon. Marl), and Trianon. Ha was elected
into the Acadetuy in 1663. At the invitation of Lord
Montague, then English ambassador at Paris, he accompa-
nied that nobleman to England, where ho commenced his
practice by decorating Montague House, now the British
Museum, with a beautiful series of embellishments. He
continued in this country nearly twenty years, etyoying
uninterrupted patronage ; and his works form conspicuous
ornaments in the mansions of the various nobility and
(entry by whom he was employed. There is at Kensington
Palace a rooking-glas* which he embellished with garlands
of (livers, in his happiest manner, for Queen Mary II., who
Was so pleated with ubsening the progress of the work, that
she sat by during nearly the whole time thai he was
engaged on it.

Baptist was more employed in ornamenting halls, stair-

cases, and the interior of apartments, than in paiuting
detached pictures. The boldness and vivacity of his style

are admirably adapted to that sort of embellishment; but
even in his easel-pictures there is merit enough to rank
him among the must eminent practitioners in his branch of
art. His compositions of (lowers are like the accidental
combinations of nature—varied, fluctuating, and graceful

;

his execution is surpassingly fluent and spirited ; his touch
firm and discriminating; and bis colouring has all the
freshness of reality

Baptist certainly cannot be compared with Van Huysum,
Racliel Ruysch, or Mignon. in depth of tone, refinement of
touch, or exquisite finishing ; ret ha has left some works
which show that be might have acquired considerable
excellence even in those qualities had he strenuously di-
rected bis attention to them. Six drawings which he exe-
cuted for the Duke of Ormond may be adduced in proof of
this : they are representations of East Indian birds, after
nature, painted in water colours on vellum, and not le»s re-

ourkabfe lor truth and expression than for ta*tc and
delicacy of pencilling. A few plates are extant etched by
Baptist, after his own designs : the subjects are vases with
flowcra, tie, and are executed with great lightness and
•pint.

Baptist died in Ut»9. aged 64. He left a son, Anthony
Monnoyer, called Young Baptist, who practised in his man-
ner, but who, although by no means destitute of talent, MI
far short of the excellence attained by his father.

. BAPTIST, JOHN GASPAIt, was a native of Ant-
werp, and a pupil of Boarbaert. He came te England
during the civil wars, and served in Lambert's army ; but
after the mstorelion. returned to his original profession, and
was much employed by Sir Peter Lely, in painting his dra-
peries and back-grounds ; be worked occasionally also for

Knailer and Riley. He was not without original talent
and made designs far tapestries trhieh evince considerable
skill in drawing. There is a portrait of Charles II. in St.

Bartholomew's Hospital by Uns artist. He died in 1691.
BAPTISTERY, an sntieut building, in which Chris-

nans performed the ceremony of haptiiira. The word is

•Wived from the Greek fiewnerit—m, s large vase, labram.
or piscina of the frigidarium used to wash in. [See Bath.]
(lis. Int. «, ep. 1 7 ; lib. 6, op. «.) It was called by the
Roasaas maptiitoritm, from whence is derived the word

- baptistery, s place in which the ceremony of Christian
baptises was performed. It is most probable that the early

Christiana baptised for • long time after the primitive

meaner which was practised by St John (Matt. hi. «, IS).

Bsplietsrtsi were aitotwarda erected en a saegjs ssnia, far the
aminos* of receiving a great number of hsdivulushi

Those baptisteries generally stand near the earsreoes to

whioh they belong : the form is, far the moat pert, hexago-
nal, sjabajngh seme are circular; ami it is very preheats
that the farm of these atckaers mas mtitatod from soma
asmrunont in a Rswnea bath. {See Bath, and the plea of a
Rosea* bath oiowsvsra rt st Bologna, cap. vs. of Cameron's

Bosons HmOm ; and the Church of Santa Maria Meggtere.
near Noeera, formerly Reman hathj (See aha vignette

The most celebrated existing baptisteries are those of
Rome, Florence, and Pisa ; the most antient is the bap-
tistery of S. Giovanni in Pbnte, near the church of 8.
Giovanni IjUerano, at Rome, commonly said to have been
erected by Constantino the Great. The plan of this build-
ing is an octagon, with a small portico st the entrance

;

the interior is decorated with eight most beautiful porphyry
columns, the finest of the kind in Rome. These columns,
unequal in diameter, support an architrave, over which eight
arnsU white marble columns are placed ; above this second
order there is an attic decorated with pilasters, and this is

crowned with a dome. The walls are adorned with frescos,
consisting of subjects from the Gospel and the principal
events of the reign of Constantino. In the centre of the
building there is an octangular basin, three feet deep, lined
and paved with marble. A modern font now stands in the
centre of this basin, raised on steps of marble. The dia-
meter of this structure is about seventy-five feet (according
to the measurement of Nolli) ; and it appears to have been
constructed with the materials of other buildings. Eustace
calls this structure a chapel, and informs us that in it * only,
and upon the eves of Easter and Pentecost, was public bap-
tism administered in Rome ; many magnificent ceremonies,
which occupied the whole night, accompanied this so-
lemnity.' (Eustace'a Chut. Tour., vol. i. p. 337.)
The Baptistery of Florence, which is also octangular, with

a diameter of about one hundred feet, according to the plan
in a work entitled Metropotilamt Fiortntina, stands op-
posite to the principal entrance of the Cathedral. The date
of its first construction is unknown : the Florentines pre-
tend that it was originally a temple to Mars. In the
internal arrangement, sixteen large granite columns are
employed to support a gallery, which is carried nearly all

round the interior; the vaulting is decorated with mosaics,
by Andrea Tafi, the scholar of Cimabue ; on the pavement
is a large circle of copper, with numerical figures and signs
of the zodiac upon it; and in the centre of this stood
originally a very fine octagonal basin. The externsl facades
are built of black and white marble, and designed in that
peculiar style of Florentine arehrteeture of which Giotto waa
the father. Posaibly this edifice may have been erected after

his designs. The three great bronse doors are celebrated for

the beauty oftheir bas-reliefs, and for the marble and bronse
figures above them. The valves of the doors are divided
into panneIs, on which are represented the principal events
of the life of St John—' the cardinal and theological virtues'

(Eustace'a dot*. Thar), and subjects from Ihe Old and New
Testament ; and so important was the subject considered,

that learned men were engaged to selec t subjects for the
sculptor. Those individuals were Nieolo da Uatano and
Lionardo d' Aretso. One of these doors was executed as
early as 4339, and in after times eulogised by Michael
Angelo in the highest style of panegyric. The moat cele-

brated of these doors was made hy Lorenso Ghrberti. (See
thirty-four engravings of La Ttrica Porta sfi Saw Qiovmmni
di /rrwssw, rirenxe, 1773, in small folio, in the British

Mwsearn.) Another was made seder his direction, assisted

by many other artificers. Fifty years were employed in

making and completing them. (See the work quoted shove,

in which are also published the contracts far their execu-
tion.) The meet antient was made by Andrea of Pisa.

The Baptistery of Piss, erected between the years 1 152
and I I so, by Drotiaalvi, is of s singular design. The plan
is circular, with a die inHat of 1 1* met; the walls are eight
faet the* ; the busMiag is raised on three steps, and sur-
mounted with a dome in the shape of a pear. The external
elevation is divided into three stories; in the basement the
columns, twenty m nambar, are engaged, and have arches
springing from column to eolanaa, with a bold cornice above

;

in the first story the columns are smaller, stand oat in relief,

and are placed doner together ; and the order is surmounted
with pinnaefosand high pediments, placed at equal distances

:

the terminations of those parte are crowned with statues.

Above this is sn sttie story, dosorsmd with other high pedi-

menes, pinnacles, and cantons. The dome, watch is covered
wwh load, is intorseetod by long lines ofvery prominent fret-

work : all the lines meet in a little cornice near the top, and
tormmsto in another dome, above which b a status of St.

John. The interior ismneh admired far its proportions : eight
granite columns, placed between four piers decorated with
pHsstors, are arranged round the basement story, which
support a second order of piers, arranged in a similar

asanasr, on. which (fas damn ream, vbjch it fatnoat far X*
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[UtdWUtal tUrsUua of Om Baptistery of PI

J. u4 r. MiUsis J

l sa elrralloa by

echo, u the tide* produce the well-known effect of whisper-

ing-galleries. In the plan drawn by J. and F. de Milanis,

preserved in the British Muieum, column* ere not shown in

the interior. In the middle of the baptistery is a large

octagonal basin of marble, raised on three step*. Within

the basin there are four circular places hollowed out fur

water, and round the centre of the basin, which is occupied

by a pedestal, is a place likewise hollowed out for the priest,

who was thus enabled to turn from one basin to the other.

By this meant confusion was prevented, which would other-

wise have occurred from the crowd prosing to one side of

the font only. The city of Ravenna and the episcopal citiea

of Tuscany have also their baptisteries.

The largest known baptistery ever erected was that

belonging to the church of Santa Sophia at Constantinople,

which is said to have been so spariou* as to have once

erred far the habitation of the Kmperor Besiliaeus ; and in

u also a very numerous body of person* once assembled in

council . ( Kncytioptdie Mtthodtqut. )

The multangular edifice* placed at the side* of cathedrals,

which are called chapter-house*, are very similar in plan to

Uie antient baptistery. It is possible that they were origi-

nally nsed for that purpose. Bede mentions a wooden
oratory built in baste at York for the express purpose of
baptmng Edwin, king of Northumberland, on Easter day,

a.d. til (Bentham's Hutory ami Antu/uittrt of Iks Con-

vrnlmal Chmrrh and Cathedral at Kit/) from which cir-

cumstance it would stem that bapttilenr* were formerly

erected in England. The baptismal font [*ee Fowr] is not

synonymous with baptistery ; but should be applied only

to the Urge stone vessel placed in the centre of the bap
tiatery. At the close of the sixth century, the baptismal

font* belonging to baptisteries began to be placed in

churches. At • fool placed in a church the French King
Clovia received baptism at the hand* of 8L Reims, arch-

bishop of Rbeuns.
The hatha in the English Baptist meeting-house* which

re used for baptism are called baptisteries. They are not

invariably le the place* of worship.
tMsatmneon's MommnmmU Prmnfott. rot. i. ; Eustace'*

Ctmmiemt Tour; Hulrttto d*tU Com t» ptu natabli at

/view, fc ; Cameron* Roman Bath*; La Mttropoiitamm

Piorentina ; La Trrxa Porta oV S. (homamm d\ "ma»/.
small folio ; Nolli's Plan of Rome ; and the Plan and Kit-

ration of the Haptutery at Pita, by J. and F. de Milaaua.

The two last are in the King's Library in the British Mu-
seum. Plans, section*, and elevation* of thi* building a*e

given in a very beautiful and accurate work bv ?

'

Taylor and Creasy, entitled, Architecture of the Mm
Age* in Italy.)

BAPTISTS, a religious sect and. in England, one

part of the body known by the general name of The
Three Denominations of Protestant Dissenter*. As the

name implies, they bold peculiar views on the subject <**

baptism ; maintaining that this Christian nte ought k» he

administered by immersion, and not by sprinkling . at

*urh an age that the ordinance can be regarded as the prv-

fesftion of the baptized person's own faith, and nut in as-

fancy. Such they believe was the practice of the anosteae

timet. In vindication of their mode of performing the araV

nance. they lay great stress on the original word fl**-<m.
which signifies, as they contend, nothing but na ra rr—a
They defend the postponement of the nte from the wee

of the baptiimal commission, in which the A putties an
commended to teach before they baptise. * Go ye and mack
all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, east

of the Son. and of the Holy Spirit' The reception of the

Cto*pt'l being thus assumed at an indispensable jualttVatun
for baptism, the Baptists require that all to whoca they

administer it should repent of their sins, beisrve m Cars*,

and joyfully receive the word ; a profession U> that

made by most persons who are baptized in their <

An outline of the characteristic opinions of this sect has

been lately promulgated in the four following

1st, That baptism commenced with the Christian

sation, and was peculiar to it, bearing no analogy to aay

previous institution, such as circumcision ; nor m aay sense

derived from previous enactment*, but revealed as a

law of the kingdom of Christ ; 2dly, That haptasm a

scriptural at administered by the immersion of the
body in water ; 3dly, That it cannot scriptural)y be
uistered to any but at a profession of fsith in Christ

4thly. That at acommand of the New Testament, it aw
tory on all who profcat faith in Christ, and is intended %o isrss

a great line of separation between Christ and the worM.
The question of baptism was brought before daffsreat

council*, in the fifth century, whose derisions were grrea as

favour of infant baptism. The opposite opinion* were
therefore anathematized ; and those who held tWaa a»-

curred the penalties attached to heresy. The hsasaaaaal

controversy I* alluded U> in the writing* of several mj tW
father*, tome of whom did not scruple, in spite of erfarts and
decrees, to condemn the practice of baptizing tat*, at*, as %
deviation from scripture and the early custom of the ('•nark.

The same view of the subject was very pre* slra* aa faa
eastern provinces of the Roman Empire, where at I

popular that, in the ninth century, when that

•chum arose which led to the fonaatiua of the
Church, this was one of the articles in which aa
able difference of opinion prevailed between the
reunion and the old ; the latter adhering to

custom of sprinkling infant* in baptism,

performed the ceremony by tnne inniiinai.

The schism which had occasioned such a drfWtsan
the Church of Rom* did nut the cause mt
verty concerning baptism ; but. on theeuntrarv.

it by the intolerant proceeding* which were taken
those who refuted to be silenced. Driven fnea U
of their own communion, they task refuge ut the
of the Wsinenses, in the vslliee of Piedasent. and. at a I

period, joined the disaffected sects in Germany aad !

amongst whom they sowed the seed* of thrtr own <

The seal with which they laboured to spread their <

•rnly made them a more nmsptrueus mark (or

Imprisonment, exile, or death, was th* fate

persisted in their adherence to this heresy. All the i

of the Church were inv oked to extinguish lh*«
but so rapid was its growth under prrscrutiua. thai she wsas>-

bers of those who pruteaeed it m the hegtaasng ef the I tan
century are said by Motheita la have snsonaei i a* ewe ana

From thi* lime to the cornet*t» sasent of the I

tion, Germany waa the rbstf teat ef the Baptist i

from whence, following the emirs* of the Rhine, they mmt
ever Holland. Being thus eratlrred eventual part at* I

continent in which the dortnnrt of tt
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agitated, tbey availed themselves of the opportunity of

gaining attention to their own view*. From this great

epoch in the history of religious opinion* may be dated

• new era in the history of baptism. Up to this time the

doctrine, though so long and tenaciously maintained, ap-

pears not to bare bestowed any particular designation upon
those who bold it. Their existence, at a distinct sect,

commenced in Germany in the days of Luther, under
the name of Anabaptists. Unhappily for the success

of the doctrine, it was blended with principles so fanatical

and lawless, that none who had a respect for the morals

and order of society dared lo avow it. So disreputable

did the very name of this disorderly sect become, tbst

it has made the advocates for baptismal immersion averse

to the name of Anabaptists. The term Baptist has the

advantage of being more etymologically correct than the

earlier designation of Anabaptist, as anabaptism is only an
accident, and not an essential circumstance. It is only

necessary for ua to remember, in order to preserve the

thread of their history, that those persons who Brst insisted

upon the necessity of baptismal immersion were, and are

still, frequently known on the continent by the name of

Anabaptists (in German WiedertauftT). although the opi-

nions now held by them bear a close, if not a complete,

resemblance to those of their English brethren who are

called Baptists. But the term Wiedertiiufer is considered

by the continental Baptists aa a word of reproach ; and
in Germany tbey prefer to call themselves Taufyetinnte,

and in Holland Dooptgezinde. The Mcnnonites, so railed

from Monro Simonis, slways disclaimed all connexion with

the Anabaptists of Miinstcr ; they now form a numerous
body in Holland, and arc found in various parts of Germany

;

in Prussia they are said to amount to 1 5,000.

(See Anabaptists ; and Qetckichte der Kirchen—R'fur-
sallow ra Miintler, d)e* Miinstcr, 1 825.)

Little is known of tbe Baptists in England before the
sixteenth century. Their name then appears among the

various sects who were struggling for civil and religious

freedom. Their opinions, at this early period, were suffi-

ciently popular to attract tbe notice of tho national esta-

blishment, as is evident from tbe fact that, at a convocation

held in 1536, tbey were denounced as ' detestable heresies

utterly to be condemned.' Proclamations followed to banish

the Baptists from the kingdom; their books were burnt,

and several individuals suffered at the stake. The last

person who was burnt in England for his religious opinions

was • Baptist, of the name of Edward Wightman, of
Burton upon Trent : be was not, however, burnt a* a Baptist,

but for blasphemy and heresy.

We do not bear of any congregation of Baptists in this

country before I CO 7. At that tiroo one was formed by
Mr. Smyth, a clergyman of the Church of England, who,
having embraced the leading tenet of this denomination,

resigned his living, and opened a place for public worship

on die principles of the Baptists in the metropolis. This

«t*« encouraged others to follow bis example who had

hitherto concealed or privately professed their opinions.

The forms of worship adopted by these congregations, that

sprung up in various part* of England and Wales, did not

materially vary from the practice of the Puritans. The
reformed churches on tbe continent furnished a model for

all the sects which then contended for the right of noncon-

formity, and have flourished since under tho name of tbe

Three Denominations of Protestant Dissenters. Among
these, the Baptists were not the least distinguished for tho

consistency of their conduct in maintaining the right of

private judgment, and in advocating the principle of uni-

versal toleration in matter* pertaining to religion.

Tbe Baptist* subsist under two denominations, vi*..

General and Particular Baptists. The latter designation is

given lo those who hold Calvinistic views, and who are in

every respect but their distinctive doctrine the same a* the

Independents. Tbe General Baptists maintain the doctrine

of universal redemption; but tbey are divided into tbe

Old Connexion (Unitarian), and the New Connexion
(Trinitarian), the latter by far tbe most numerous. Among
both the Particular and General Baptists there is another

ground of separation, relating to tho terms of communion
at the Lord's Supper. Some churches (each society or con-

gregation is a church) do not allow person* who have not

received baptism according to their view* of it, to join with

them in the celebration of this rite. Of this number
are mow of the Particular Baptists, and all the New Con-

nexion of General Baptists. Others, however, do not
scruple lo meet, on that occasion, nut only those of the
Baptist persuasion who bold other opinions widely dif.
fcrent from their own, but even persons who do not em-
brace the Baptist tenet, provided their religious faith is,

in other respects, as tbey conceive, orthodox, and their
lives conformable to their profession. This is called Free
Communion. The tolerant spirit which it cultivate*, advo-
cated aa it ha* been by those eloquent defenders of liberty.

Robert Robinson and Robert Hall, is making rapid progress
through the whole denomination.

In Ireland and Scotland tbe Baptists have many congre-
gations; but neither there nor in this country do their
opinions spread so fast as in tbe United States of North
Americs. Tbe number of their adherent* in that part of
the globe is estimated at 408,846. In this country the
Particular Baptists are said to amount to 2 7.580 ; and the
General Baptist* to 1 1,000 : these are the number* of bap-
tised communicants, but the number of attendants at
Baptist places of worship i* much greater.

The Particular Baptist* support colleges at Bristol. Brad
ford. Abergavenny, and Stepney, and the General Baptists
of the New Connexion have smalt academies at YYisbeach
and Loughborough for the education of young men for the
Baptist ministry. They have funds and associations for aged
ministers, for widows, and for the education of the children
of their ministers. Beside* these, their pecuniary exertions
for the support of home and foreign missions are verv con-
siderable. Tho English Baptist* are among the foremost
who sent missionaries abroad to teach the doctrines of
Christianity. For the advancement of this object, tbey have
no less than three hundred agents in distant countries;
in addition to which, they employ a great number in visiting
tbe rural districts at home.

(See An Historical Sketch if the Baptut Denomination ;
Mosheiiu's KrcUtiatticat Hittory, vol. ir.)

BAR, in mtuir, a perpendicular line drawn through the
staff [see StArr], dividing a piece of music into certain
equal portions or measures, in order to render its execution
more easy. Tbe term bar is also applied to the quantity
contained in any such portion : thus we say, a bar of two
minim*, of six quavers, etc ; and a bar in common time, in
three- eight time, tie. Sir John Hawkins remarks, that
the use of bars is not lo be traced higher than the year 1 574,
and that it was considerably later before their use became
general. He conjectures that we are indebted to Henry
Lawes for their common use, who published hi* Dialogue*.

dV. in 1653. That laborious historian may be right a* re-
lates to this country ; though, with a work lying before us,
Madrigali e Canzonette, potti in Afutica did R. P. Seven
Bonim, dated Firenae, 1607, in which tbe bars appear
throughout, we cannot bring ourselves lo think that nearly
half a century elapsed before so obvious an improvement
was adopted in England.

Double Hart mark • conclusion. They are likewise placed
at the end of each strain ; and if accompanied by dots,?. g.%

m
tbey indicate that the part next the side on which the dots
appear is to be repeated. qBAR is a term applied, in a court of justice, to an inrlo-
sure made with a strong partition of timber, three or four
feet high, with the view of preventing tbe persons engaged
in tbe business of the court from being incommoded by the
crowd. It has been supposed to bo from the circumstance
of the counsel standing there to plead in the causes before

tbe court, that those lawyers who havo been called to the
bar, or admitted to plead, are termed barritleri, and that

the body collectively is denominated the bar; but these
terms are more probably to be traced to the arrangements
in tbe Inns of Court. [See Barristir and Imns orCotrar.l
Prisoners are also brought for trial to the same place ; and
hence the practice arose of addressing them as the ' pri-

soners at the bar.' Tbe term bar is similarly applied in

the houses of parliament to tbe breast-high partition which
divides from the body of the respective bouses a space near
the door, beyond which none but the member* and clerk*

are admitted. To these bar* witnesses and persons who
have been ordered into custody for breaches of privilege are
brought ; and counsel stand there when admitted to plead

before the respective bouses. The Commons go to the bar
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of Ik* Houm of Lards to hearth* king's apcerh at the

oaaning and dose of • iwnin ,

BAR, m Urn town in the province of Bahsr in Hindustan.

Tbis town it built on the aouth bank of the Ganges, and it

situated in 44° 38* N. lat . and 84° 4«' K. long. The bouse*

in Bar are estimated to amount to 5000 in number : tbey

are ill built, and Ihe whole town presents a very mean ap-

pearance. Bar >• a place of considerable trade. < Hamilton'

•

bast India Outfitter.)

BAR. the name of three towns in France of socio con-

sequence, distinguished from each other by the names of

Ihe rivers on which they lie. They are Bar $ur-Auhr, Bar-

*wr Onset m, otherwise Bar-le Due. and Bar-iur-Srtue.

Bas >ua Ansa is on the riifht or north-east bonk of the

Aube, and on (he mad from I'aru to Bale. VIS miles K S.E.

of Pane, and 30 miles K. of Troves, the capital of the de-

partment. 48" IS' N. lat.. 4 4f F.. lonir. It is an antient

town, silusted at the foot ol a tolerably steep and high

mountain, by which it is eommanded, and stretching agree-

ably along the banks of the river from which it tskes its

nsme. Bar was a place of more importance in former time*.

Four faint were held in the year, to which merchants re-

sorted from different parts of Boron*. There were separate

quarters in the town distinguished as the Hollanders'

quarter, the Germans' quarter, Ihe quarter of the men of

Lorraine, &c. Th* Jews also were established here, and
bad a handsome synagogue. At Present the trade of the

pUce ia in the wines of the neighbourhood, woollen and
hempen cloth, serge, hosiery . and paper. These goods are

conveyed to Paris partly by the Aube (which, however, is

not navigable above Areie-eur-Auba, some forty miles below

Bar), and the Seine, The manufactures are nails, buttons,

tiles, leather, oil, brandy, and vinegar. Several years since

a plan was formed for rendering the upper part of the Aube
navigable, and far prolonging the communication, try means
of a railroad, to the sources of th* Seine. < Dupin, Forret

Produciipi dt la Franc*). Th* church at Bar waa col-

legiate. Th* population ia 1833 waa 3890.
On the mountain at lb* loot of which Bar stands ire

the ruin* of a town, which is said to have been destroyed
by lb* Vandal*, or rather by th* Huns, and to which some
bav* given th* nam* of Florence ; but others assert the
ruins to have been only those of a fort, for which, however,
they appear too extensive. The whole are surrounded by a
doubt* ditch, now half filled up, but which seems to have
been very deep. Upon the same mountain there was, in

alter times, a priory called after St. Germain or Germanus
(martyred by the ferocious Attila). who aaeiated in building

th* church of to* priory. In this church bis remains were

Bar rises on the side of a hill, i

upper and lower loam : the former was, prevwua to tmt aW
volutwn, orrupied almost exclusively by the noa I— ; mm
these emigrated in a body (en matte), and the

seemed for awhile deserted. In this upper town. e> i

on the declivity a hill* below it, but commaadrag taw I

town, are the remains of the castle above I

in front of them an open space, from which at aa aswwea

descent to the lower town. Th* lower tow-n is the awasaf

trade, and ia more extensive than th* upper teem, sswaaV

ing under the hills along th* river ; th* street «f the *aa>

nor* may be considered handsome. A channel cat frwaa wW
river conveys the water to several tanncnae ana) sweat

ami there are three stone bridges over th*

passes through the town. (Kxpiliy, Ihn
Gaule$. &c. 1 761.) There arc few vestige* wf I

cations remsining.

Before the French Revolution there war* many
establishments at Bar-le-Due. There
churches, that of St. Max* or Maxime (Maxima* l

at tlie bottom of the open apace in front of the c

•rparatcs the upper and the lower town, and
Pierre ( St. Peter) in Iho upper town. Of I

that of St. Maxime ia the most ornamented ; thaw at fix

Pierre contains a remarkable piece of sculpture, a baay a s

elate of decay . represented with frightful truth. It at eaaW
I tomb of a Prince of Orange (who was killed at law aaajv of

I

St. Duicr in 1 444), brought from the cbarehaf St. I

and is the work of a sculptor of the

Ligier Rirhier, several of whoa* works adorn taw
but mentioned. Besides the** two rbarefees

monasteries of Carmelites and of th* ,

Joder th* Merovingian and Cartovingiaa princes, Bar-
tur-Aube belonged to th* crown. When the third race

(that of Huguse Capet) earn* to Ihe throne, it was under its

own counts, but was re- united to th* crown with th* rest of
Champagne. Philip V. (U Lamm) told it, but th* inha-
bitant* repurchased it that it might not tote its till* of royal
town, and it waa re-united to the royal domains upon con-
dition that it should neither ba sold nor alienated.

Bsr-aur-Aube is the seat of a tub-prefecture. Its arron-
dissement contains, according to some authorities, 460 square
miles, and had, in 1833, a population ef 40,1 I t persona.

The neighbourhood of the town yield* pretty good wine,

( Ihcttommmr* L'mrerml oV la Promt ; Kxpuly, Dtetton-
nairt dtt (Jamie*, tic.)

During the invasion of France by the allied forces in
1(14, a sever* conflict took place at Bar-sur-Auba, bat it

waa net followed by any decisive results.

Baa sua-OaXAin, otherwise Bab-lb-Dvc, ia situated on
the river Orcein (a tributary of th* Mame), 143 miles east
of Paris by a somewhat circuitous rout* through Meaux,
Crtslorts-sur-Msrne, Vitry-aur-Marne, and St. Dtxier. 4a3

47* N. tat, 4° 10' K. teng. It at th* capUat of the depart-
aaenl of the Metis*.

In th* tenth century Frederick, Duke of MoaaUana. a*
Upper Lorraine, and brother-in-law of Hague* or Hugh
Capet, built a fortreaa to defend Larrmin* from th* laewe-
sioas of tb* people al Champagne. To that eaatle the naas*
of Barrmm (bamer) waa given, from Ha eilwaluwa on th*
frontlet and th* purpose of iU erection ; a became th*
nucleus of the town of Bar. This castle waa subsequently
enlarged hut a great part of « waa deatrwyed by Ire ua
'•<•• M"„• '«"h*» part waa deasoushed ia 1670 by ardar af
Issue XIV.

chapel of Notre Dam* de Paix, in the awper
the lower town were the monasteries of

of the monks of St. Anthony, a monastery of Sc. 1

a priory of Notre Dame. In the town or auba
blikhmenta of Capuchins, Minima, of the

Charles, and of Charity. Th* tatters of St. Chartas hat

charge of the hospital of Bar. formerly m the kanaka *f war

Benedictines, and afterwards of th* rauaks of St.

Bar-le-Dor is celebrated for its tweetmeat* : at i

lures a great deal ofcotton yarn, alao i

•tuffs, hosiery, laces, bata, gwrea, and Uathar. Maty *f as
cotton works are moved by water, and on* at k
The river ia navigable, and there is a goad deal af
done in forwarding, by water carnage, th*

|

neighbouring iron works, th* wine* of th* <"

planks of oak and fir which
forest*, and are floated down the stream. There sew i

houses at Bar-le- Due. The popwuuion a laJt rat II

The srrondnsemenl of Bar-W Due <

440 square miles, and contained, in 1*33.

83, 1 34. ( Bxpilly . iMrHomnmrt de*

Vnivertal d* la Frame* ; Fomrngm *i

jutau a 181 7 ; Malta Bran, fee.)

For an account of the duchy of Bar. as* Bai
Bsa-stiR'Stifea, a town m th* deeavtaaaat

the road from Pans through Treves t*

F..8.K. of Pans, and 18 mile* S B. *f Tiwywa.
left bank of the Seine (from which el

appellation) lust below th* iunetaa af th* (

ntcr. 48 V N. lat, 4° it K. loo*;.

This small place ia situated at th* feat af a BsA. awash
shelters it on th* west ; N extends eastward te sat sauna,

which, however, ia not navunbla, ami daaa aat aeaaaas m
till it reaches Troy** sereesl miles asUe Bar-—* kaat. law
town is well built, and tbareis a Bjaneswase swaae ssrsaaweawa

the nter. Theprumenades are agiweahha, rwawsaaUy that aawaw,

th* Heme. The populate*! is small, ksrvusg in*, a tatl
only «3e» ; and the chief trad* earned oa at a the

]

of the neighbouring country; <

wine* of the Ksreys, thma tewus hi th* I

waa formerly celabraasd for ua rwtssrv, butthai I

has keen given up. Paper a seed* al Vil

vicinity of the town. It at the seat af a i

arrm iih sssaaaot contained, m lUt, a
and cokipr«bends S4S square aikss.

Bar-eur-Seia* waa formerly a
place ; but it suffered severely m I

French and Kngush. in th* rasgn afBdwaad UL af1
In that war. ui I3M. *J waa earned, mm
goad bnuars destroyed. AswardVagkt aaat
ska taken and pillaged la 14M and MPS,
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lUeotattoa U contained a convent of Mathurin or Trinila-

nan monk*, and a nunnery of Ursulines ; alao an hospital,

the Hotel Dteu. with twelve bed* : it possessed tha right of
sending deputies to tha 8tatea-General of Burgundy.
There waa formerly a fortress on tha hill for the protac-

tion of tha town, but it waa rated by the inhabiunu in 1 690.

On the sans* bill waa a chapel, built in tha latter part of the
seventeenth century, in which waa an image of the Virgin,

amid to hat* been (bund in an old oak in a wood a short dis-

tanoo from tha town. This image drew great crowd* of
the neighbouring peaaantry together.

Bar-sur-Beine waa the capital of a amall county ofthe aame
nam* in Burgundy. There ia an iron mine, and a quarry
of excellent marble at Rial lea Eaux, in the neighbourhood.

The county of Bar waa under ita own count* till 1323,
when it passed into the handa of Thibaut, Count of Cham*
pegne. It came by marriage to Philip IV. <fe /?<•/) of
France ; waa ceded in 1433 by Charts* VII. to the Duke of
Burgundy t and was again annexed to the domain* of the
crown by Louis XI. It subsequently passed to the houses
of Bourbon, Montpenaier, and Orleans. (ExpUly. Dtc-
ttonmam star UamUt, be ; Uietionnairt Univertel de Ui

Prune*, he.)

BA'RABA. or BARAB1N8KAJA STEP. Eastward
ef the Ekatennenburg line of tho Ural Mountains, and be*
twten the bank* of the Irtyche,or Irtish, and tho Obv, which
nter* bound it on tho north, west, and east, whilst the Altai

range skirts it on the south, lies the immense level, extend-

ing nearly 300 miles from west to east, and 400 miles from
north to south, which is known by the name of the Baraba,

or Barabinsky 8tep. It forms nearly the whole southern
portion of the Russian province of Tobolsk, and part of the
south-western districts of the adjoining province

-
of Tomsk,

and ia oonjoctured by some writers to have been in remoter
ages a bed of the ocean. This great expanse of Hats is

in many parts fertile, but full of swamps and salt lakes, tho
latter of which Dobell reports to become low in dry seasons,

when their waters are so poisonous that numbers of horses

and cattle die by drinking of them. The Uba and Itkul

are the largest of these lakes. The Baraba ia also watered
by the Tare, On, Tartas, Tsbaus, and Tur, as well aa iuter-

sparsrd with forest* of Are and birches, owing to which, in

some parts, Cochrane tells us, ' it exhibits park scenery.' Uo
speaks, likewise, of the central districts of the step aa ' pre-
senting a good deal of cultivation, which increases towards
the west. The soil is considered so One that it resists the
cold m a more than ordinary degree. Considering, too, the

northern situation of the Barabinsky Step, the excessive

rigour of the climate, which forty years ago was deemed
uninhabitable, and the various obstacles which opposed agri-

ewlture, it cannot be denied that great praise is due both to

the government and colonist*. At present probably there

ss bass danger in traversing it than any other part of tho

Russian empire,' Those colonists were at Ural recruits and
exile*, whom the fertility of the soil prompted the Empress
Catharine to settle upon it in the year 1 764 ; and they and
their successors have cultivated it to so much advantage,
that rams and villages have sprung up where, Dobell says,
• there was scarcely the trace of a human footstep.' It is

principally inhabited, however, by the Barabinzos, a semt-
eomadie race, of Tartar descent, many of whom have the

flat face, small and elongated eye, large cars, and black hair

of the Kalmuck tribe. Their numbers are estimated at

nearly 40,000, or. according to tho usage of tho country, at

between 6000 and 4000 bows and quivers, i. «. full-growna Is i ; their religious tenets, with the exception of a fcw

convert* to Christianity, are those of Mohammedanism.
In whiter they live ill wooden huts, but in summer they

wander from place to place with their Mocks and nerds (for

the step abounds in good pastures), pitching tbeir jurtes, or

tents of felt, or erecting a covering of rushes for temporary
shelter. Few of them are above comparative indigence.

Tbev live upon the produce of their cattle, or by fishing on
Use lake*, and partially by cultivating the soil. In the cen-

tral part of the step,Cochrane observe*, 'horses, goats, sheep,

and cow* appeared very abundant ; boars and wolves abound
ia the nnghliouTbood. and approach the villages so close as

often to alarm the people ; bogs, fowls, and ducks arc seen

running about the villages, in all of which there are farm-

yards.' He is here speaking of the parte which have been

easouiswd ; and te this report we may add from Dobell, that

'the bursas on ibis step are small in appearance, resembling

Bseawaf the Yakuts, bus full of spirit and vigour, and there

is no part of Siberia where one ia conveyed with so much
swiftness aa over Baraba. We made, whilst on it, from M5
to 280 vents (170 to It* miles) in four-end-twenty hours,
stopping twice a day. an hour and more at ealh time.' Pike
are taken in large quantities in the lakes, and after being
dried in the sun, are exported to the adjoining province*.
The stop contains seven volutes, or place* with markets,
and twenty-four villages.

BARA'BR A. or BBRADBRA, ia the general name by
which the native* of Nubia are designated in Egypt,
although in tbeir own country they call tbemurlvos by the
names of Noubo, Kenous, fcc, according to their respective
tribes. The word Berabora. says Burckhardt, is the plural
of Berberi. and apparently derived from Berber, the name of
a Wadi or district of Upper Nubia, sttusted on .he right
bank of the Nile, below the confluence of the At bare, and
about the 18th degree of N. lat. The district of Berber
comprises four villages—Ankheyre. Goael Souk. Go* el

Punnye, and El II****. ' The Egyptians, seeing traders of
the same complexion coming both from Berber and from
Ibrim, have applied the same name to both people.'

< Burrkhardt * Tmveii in A/mbia.) The inhabitant* of
Berber are Arab* of the tribe of Me)refab, which tribe
inhabits several other districts in the neighbourhood. The
chief of the Meyrefabs, called Mek (an abbreviation of
Mclik or king), is, or rather was. in Burckhardt s time,
appointed from among them-elves by the king of Sennaar.
Cailliaud, in hi* Fopag* d Merve, falls into the mistake of
calling Barabra* or Barbarins exclusively the people of
Lower Nubia, who are nearest Egypt, in contradistinction
to those of Barbar or Berber, llie district already mentioned
in Upper Nubia. He says that Barbar is a generic name,
and that Barabra is on the northern frontiers of Barbar.
But in these matters the statements of Cailliaud are very
loose, and his information, although valuable in other
respects, must be considered as inferior in accuracy to that
of Burckhardt.
The four villages of Berber are all about "half an hour a

walk from the Nile, and are situated in the sandy desert on
the borders of the arable soil. The houses are built of
mud or of sun-baked bricks. Bach habitation consists of a
larpe yard, round which are the apartments, sll on the
ground floor. Two of the apartments are generally inha-
bited by the family ; a third serves for a store room ; a
fourth for the reception of stranger* ; and a flftb is often
occupied by public women, of whom there i* a great number
in Berber. The rooms have seldom more than one small
window j the door* have wooden locks and keys, a* in

Eg) pt. The chief article of furniture i* a sofa or bedstead,
tho seal of which is made either of reeds or of thin stripes

of ox leather. The honoured stranger has always one of
these solas for his accommodation. Mat* made of reeds are
spread in the other rooms; and over these the natives

spread at night a carpet made of pieces of leather sewed
together, on which they sleep. The common articles of
food are dhourra, milk, and butter. The women prepare
tbe intoxicating drink called boose, which is made of fer-

mented highlv-leavened dhourra bread. The people of
Berber rear a large quantity of cattle which they pasture in

winter and spring in the mountain* of their neighbour* tlie

Bisharcen, who live eastward of Berber, towards tbe Red
Ses. Berber is a principal mart for the trade of Sennaar
and other southern countries with Bg)pt, as the caravans
pass through it Many of the Berber people visit Egypt
for the purpose of trade. They are a handsome race, of a
dark rea-brown colour; the men are tailor and stronger
than the Egyptians. Burckhardt gives a very bad account
of tbeir morals. Berber wss occupied in 1 89 1 . like tbe rest

of Nubia, by tbe arms of the Pacha of Egypt, under whose
power it now remain*. [See Nubia.]
BARAHAT. the modern capital id the Rajah of Gurwal,

ia situated on the north-west bank of the Ganges in Northern

Hindustan, in 30° 46' N. lat., and 78° «•/ E. long. This
town suffered very severely in 1803 from an earthquake, in

which 300 of the inhabitants were killed. Tbe effects of

this disaster are still visible, although the place is now in a
much more flourishing condition than it exhibited for many
years after the earthquake. It was described, in 1816, as

having not a doten houses standing in a properly habitable

condition, and as being almost buried in a jungle of rank
weeds. At a bond of tbe river, a short distance below Ba-
rahat, is a hanging bridge of ropes, over which is the direct

road to Serinagur, the former capital of the province, from
3 H a
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which it is distent 48 miles in tiw direction of N.N.W.
The native* who make the pilgrimsge to Gangoutri, in the

Himalaya mountains, where the Ganges first appears, are

accustomed to make some stay at BerahaU (Hamilton's

Ecut India Gazetteer.)

BARAL1 PTON. [8ee 8YttooisM.]
BARANT8CHIN8K or BARANT8CHIN8KOI

ZAVOD. a mining town in the Russian government of

Pertnia, on the western side of the great metalliferous chain

of the Ural Mountains, commonly called the Ekaterinen-

hurg chain ; it is situated on the Targil, and within the

Permian circle of Verchoturia, which, according to Gcorgi,

lies between 37° 60* and <1° N. let., and 56° 20rand 60° t&
E. long. The iron-mines near this place, to which it is

indebted for its prosperity, belong to the crown, and were

opened in 1 746 ; they employ 280 head-workmen, having

others labouring under them : the ores yield from twenty-

Ave to sixty per cent, of pure metal ; and their annual pro-

duce is estimated at 3750 tons of raw, and 150 tons of

malleable iron.

BARANYA, a province (comitat) in the south-western

part of the kingdom of Hungary, lying between 4S* 33' and
46° 40' N. 1st., and 17" 40* and 19' B. long., bounded on
the south by the Drave, on the east by the Danube, on the

north by the circles of Sumeg or Somogy, and Tolne, and
on the west by part of the former of those circles. It

contains about 1930 square miles, and presents an agree-

able alternation of hill* and valley* in the northern and
midland districts, from the numerous arms of the Styrian

range by which it is intersected in those quarters: the
vale of Fiinfkirchen in particular is a delightful country.

There is a range of heights also in the east of Baranya,
stretching between Monostar and the Danube, to which
the name of Ssollos has been given, on account of the

multitude of vineyards on their acclivities. The* plains

below them, as well as those about Moh&ts and the large

swampy island of Mohnts or Margitta. which is formed by
two arms of the Danube, and comprehended in this circle,

are among the most extensive levels in Hungary. The
south-easternmost part of Baranya, more particularly that

portion of it which lie* next the confluence of the Danube
and Drave, is covered with morasses. Independently of
these great rivers, the province derives much advantage
from the waters of the Karasitxs and Okar or Okor, the

former of which flows southwards to Luis, and thence takes

a north-easterly direction until it falls into the Dsnube
near Batina ; the latter, which is ultimately called the

OraviUa, runs westward in a line nearly parallel with the

Drave, and is frequently lost among the swamps which it

crosses. In order to draw off the waters which inundate
the lands adjoining the Karasitxa, Duke Albert of Saxe-
Teschen, a considerable landed proprietor in these parts,

made a canal twenty-two miles in length, and from sixty

to one hundred and ton feet in width, by which he reco-

vered above 8000 acres of pasture-ground. The natural

fertility of Baranya renders it one of the most productive
regions in Hungary. Ijrhtenntern. indeed, tells us, that

out of its whole surface of I.22M00 acres, the quantity
turned to account, even in the year 1790, was 1,049,300

acres, ofwhich 83,910 were occupied by vineyards ; and we
learn from another source that 418.970 are cultivated as
arable land. The climate, with the exception of that of the
swampy districts, is said to be healthy ; but the winds and
weather are liable to great variations. Baranya grows
excellent wheat and most other kinds of grain, as «cll as
much tobacco ; but the cultivation of cotton, which was
attempted a few years ago with some success, has been
abandoned. It produces considerable quantities both of
red and white wines : of these, the sort produced on the
Villsny soil, north of SikWW, is much prised by the epicures

ef Vienna ; and next to it, the growths of B»d»ly, Kt»-
fhlu, and Funfkircbcn. Meadow-land* and pssturcs are
abundant ; a pleuliful supply of timber is obtained from
380,000 acres of woodland, on which the oak predominate*

;

of the fruits which it produces, many afford palatable

wire ; it yields sweet chestnuts, and asparagus grows in a
wild state. Its woods afford immense crops of acorns, by
which thousands of swine are maintained ; it u well pro-
vided with homed cattle, but erantily with sheep; the
breed of bora**, particularly that of the Mobil* Island, m
small bat mettlesome ; and the Danube and other mors
afford Ash in abundance, among which the carp, pike, and
sturgeon are most noted. The mineral productions of

Baranya consist of limestone, marble, porphyry. sjas^sanaa.

slate, alum, and coals ; the coals are raasssl neat- Wat
kirchen, KomlA, and Vasas. Some glass is nfiis— 4

The population, which was 183.243 in 1787. 1 tl^ 1 J Ma I ana,

and 213,573 in 1828, is estimated at present at tn .esjsj

of these about 170,000 are Roman Catfaohee. sad ssssss

22.000 Protestants ; the remainder are about ISM Jewa and
Greeks. Baranya is divided into six etrcssa, ra.- Fi saf

kirchen (with the chief town and capital of taw imaii
of the same name—in Hungarian. ' Pees'). St Laraasj

(chief town 8t. Kirsly), Siklos (chief town sense saeask.

Baranyav&r (Bolly). Mohate (chief town amass ana***, ana

Metvek (Petavar). It contains one free town, II

towns. 341 villages, and 22 prssdia, or i

colonies. The town and domain of Bellvei wharh
over an area of 305 square miles, and has tft^w*
Unu located in 35 villages, etc.. and on the imf
of which its late possessor, the Duke of Saxe-Te
expended considerable sums of money, now besnagi a* mat

Archduke Charles ; several colonies of German* ha*« ssssi

settled upon this property, particularly in the rietsuty of tan

beautiful village of Albertsdorf ; and the esseaasad red w*»
' Villany' is grown near a village upon u. frees wharh as
name is derived. A Roman town, supposed to has* haaa

Quadriburgum, is said to have stood on or near the saw d
Baan, on the northern side of the Siotta, where runs «f

buildings, vases, and carved stone-Work with Roes— isaia-
lions, amongst which the name of Quadnbuigaai omn.
have been discovered. Near Batina on the Desna*, whsss
the Aureus Mom is supposed to have been tiussW. a '

bcr of Roman and Turkish coins hsve been hki ess fewest

BARAS KHOTUN. or BARS KHOTAN (on DAa~
ville's Map of Ike China* Kmpirt called Par Hataa. ea

Grimm's Allot nf Aria Para Kotun). the city of the tana*,

are the ruins of a large town on the hanks of the Kherfca

or Kberoolun, in the country of the Mongols ; thwy la

according to Father Gerbillon. the only European whs> «»
visited them, in 48° N. lat., and 1 13° 42* E. long. Whsa
this traveller passed the river near these nuns, thwy ne>
sistsd of extensive remains of mud wall*, and ta» prsa

raids in a state of decay. Du Halde thoafhl that the eswa

had been built by the great emperor Kubtai . be* ear

German translator of the Ssanang Ssrtsen. or the snseary ef

the Mongols, supposes with more reason, that ths> lea n was

built about the middle of the fourteenth century, whsss ass

descendants of Tsbenkis khan were expelled from Chans
and retreated to their antient territories, the great disTt ef

Gobi. At that time the Khagan. or Mongol F
Togbon Timur, gathered the Mongols who had
from the fury of the Chinese, and alter uniting i

those who had remained in the desert, erected the* t

the future seat of their empire, and himself dssd

1370. At that time it was an extensive town,
miles in circumference. Nothing certain at

peeling its destruction. Timur'* son transferred the sea*

of the empire to the antient town of Karakerwes, fasti— e»

the west ; and thi* circumstance, combined with the i

wars which in the fifteenth century divided the
seem to have brought about its abandonment i

destruction. It appears to have received the mass «t* * The
City of the Tigers from the roarjng of these i

was considered a favourable prognostic by the

(Du Halde: RitUrs's Aria >

BARATIK R, JOHN PHILIP, born in January irti

at Schwabarh, in the Margraviale of AnsKarh, was sW
son of Francis Baratier, pastor of the French Pt<*rassn*

Church of Srhwabach. His father, who was a nvaa af ana*
information, devoted all his leisure tune to hs* son s easaa
lion, which he conducted not as a task, bat as an esnssw-

mcnt. At four years of age the child spoke Lata wan ass

father. French with hi* mother, and German wuh the swans-

servant. Books of prints, with the expUnatssn* m those aST

ferent lsngusgsa. irt put into ha bands, wksrh he traas>

lated witlioul hsung learned anything of grsassasr Be-

tween four sod the years of age he began te maty GswaV.
and in fifteen months «as able to read the Su ssihawa ss

that language, and to translate them into Lsiam. TeaaraV
the end of hi* sixth year be began Uebre*. in taw •«•*• ef

which he sprnt three years. He then plunged asks RaV
Uniral lilersture. and reed with great srnhtt the Vanha •**

the CabbaliMs, Talmudaas, cutaneat*lor*, fce. At anas
rears of age he made a dartmnary of the

brew and Chaldaic words. He next umlrrassh i
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tmm of the travel* of Benjamin of Tudela. • Hebrew writer
of the twelfth century. Two Latin translations of ihu work,
one by Ariu Montanus and the other by Conatantin Lem-
pereur, Leyden. 1633, were found to be incorrect Baratier
wrote hi* in French, and added to it copious note*, and eight
duaerUliona at the end, which are more interesting than
the test itself. The subjects of these dissertations are the
following:— I. • On the person of Benjamin and on his
work.' Baratier is decidedly of opinion that Benjamin did

• not travel over the countries which he describes, * from
Spain unto China,' but that he acted merely as a compiler
of the accounts bo gathered from other*, and especially from
hi* countrymen, who were scattered all over the world.
9. Baratier a second dissertation is on the caliphs of Bagdad
and their succession. 3. On the government of the Jews
in Judasa. 4. On the authority of the chiefs of the Jew*
after their dispersion in various countries. Dissertations
5. 4, and 7 are on the kingdom* and empires which tho
Jew* have pretended that they possessed in various parte of
the world, and their stories ana romance* on tho subject.
S. On the ten tribe* of Israel, and the place of their trans-
portation. These are all curious subjects to be treated by a
child eleven yean old. lie finished hi* work in about sis
months in 1731, but it was not published till 1734, in two
vote, small 8vc, Amsterdam. After this Baratier turned
his attention to theological studies, and especially to tho
Greek Fathers and the early Council*. After some tirao he
undertook to refute Samuel Crcllius, • celebrated Unitarian
divine, who had written a book styled Artemonius. The
title of Baratier** reply will show the subject of the contro-
versy :

—

Anti-Artetnoniu*. leu milium Evangelii & Johan-
**» Apottoti ex antiquitate eccUtiailica adrertut L. if.

ArUmomi, Neo-Pkottniani, Criticam vindication atque
ilhutratum ; cut infineaccedit disterUUio dediaiogit tribus,
rulgo Thtodoreto tribtUu. Nuremberg, 1735. Frederic Wil-
liam. King of Prussia, having appointed Baratier * father
to the French Protestant church at Stettin, the family
left Schwabach in the beginning of 1735. In passing
through Halle, young Baratier, whose fame had long before
reached that university, was made Master of Arts, after un-
dergoing an examination and sustaining a public disputation.
On bis arrival at Berlin the king sent for him, and was de-
lighted with his conversation. He had him repeatedly at
the palace, and made him presents of books and money.
The Royal Society of Science* at Berlin named Baratier
one of it* members. Tho king urged upon both lather and
son the propriety of the latter applying himself to some re-

gular profession, and be suggested that of the law. In order
to facilitate this he altered the destination of the cider Bora-
tier, and appointed him to the French church of Halle, and
granted tho son a pension of fifty rix dollars a year during
the time he was to study at that university. The family
therefore returned to Halle in April, 1735. During the nest
four years Baratier attended the courses of the four law
professors of civil, canon, public, and feudal law. He fol-

lowed his legal studies as a matter of duty, without any
particular inclination for them, with tho exception of public
law. io which bo seemed to take an interest He at the
same time found leisure to pursue his more favourite studies.

He had begun a ' History of the Heresies of the Anti-
Trinitarians,' which he left in MS. Several dissertations

also on various subject* of philology, history, and antiqui-

ties, were inserted in the ' Bibliothcque Germaniquo.' The
last work be published was on the succession of the early

bahops of Rome : Ditquuitio Ckrtmologica de Sucentione
antitrmtrima Epucapontm Romanorum, indea Pttro tuque
ad rietarem. 4to. Utrecht, 1740. This wa* the begin-

ning of a great work which he designed on the history of

the first centuries of the Church. He also began a Hirtory
of the Thirty Years' War.

Baratier'* chest was naturally weak : a cold which he
took brought on an obstinate cough, and in October, 1 739,

be spat blood. He passed the following winter, which wa*
a severe one, in-door* ; but his constitution was evidently

worn out In September, 1740, be became much worse;

his weakness wa* extreme, and be could no longer read,

which was to him the greatest privation. On the 5th of

October be expired in his arm-chair, at the age of nine-

teen years and eight month*. He had been long recon-

ciled to the idea of death, and looked on the world aa

a stage upon which every one was called to art his part

for an allotted period. He also felt at limes the unsatis-

factory nature and uncertainty of human knowledge, and

often expressed hi. disappointment at finding so hula to ba
depondod upon in so many works which be had read : the
more ho strove after truth tbe farther it seemed to recede
from him. His morals were pure, bis habits frugal and
abstemious, and his manners occasionally boyish. Ho
lived to the last with bis father and mother, to whom
he was tenderly attached. Though not fond of play and
amusements, he wa* cheerful and lively. The lite of this

extraordinary boy was written by Mr. Forney, from the
materials furnished by his father. l2mo. Halle, 1741, and
a second edition was published at Frankfort and Leipzig in

1755. At the end is a long cataloguo of the numerous
works which he left in MS., mostly unfinished.
BARB, the name of a noble breed of horses reared by

the Moors of Barbery and Morocco, and introduced into
Spain during their dominion in that country, where, how-
ever, it has been suffered to degenerate greatly sines their

expulsion. Tbe noble race of Barbary horses which we
commonly call barbs, are of rare occurrence even in their
own county, where the tyranny of the governors holds out
no inducement to private individuals to rear an animal of
which they may be deprived without scruple or compensa-
tion by the first man in power who happens to fancy it ; it

is only among the wild nomadic tribes of tbe desert, whoso
roving habits and inhospitable country place tbem beyond
the control of the ordinary powers of the state, that this

breed exists in perfection. The common horse of Barbary
is a very inferior animal, which, if originally derived from
the same source as the noble race of barbs, has greatly de-
generated. In tbe beauty and symmetry of their -forms,

however, even the Utter are far from excelling : their valu-
able qualities, and in these they are perhaps unequalled by
any other breed in existence, are unrivalled speed, sur-

{vising bottom, abstinence, patience and endurance under
atigue, and gentleness of temper. Their points would not
please the critical eye of a member of the Jockey Club ; tho
bead is large and clumsy, the nock short and thick, tho
chest broad and powerful, yet tho body and legs are so long
and (lender a* to resemble those of a greyhound, and form
a perfect contrast to the rest of the animal. But the Moors
do not regard the external appearance oftheir horses so much
as their temper, speed, and capability to endure fatigue; and
the animals which possess these valuable qualities are che-

rished with all the kindness and attention that are bestowed

on children. Their mode of treatment is very different from
that practised in Europe. They are very early accustomed

to tbe saddlo, are mounted at two year* old, and have their

manes and tails cropped till the age of sis, under the sup-

position that it sdds to their strength and bottom. After

this period they are never dressed, nor are their manes and
tails combed ; if dirty they are washed in the next stream,

and some are even said to be offended by Europeans patting

their horses with the palm of tbe hand, from an apprehen-

sion of its injuring their coat They are never castrated,

nor have the Moors tbe bod taste to seek to improve upon
nature by cropping the ears and tails of their horses, as is

practised by some nation* ; a Mussulman will neither muti-

late nor sell the skin of ' the beast of tbe prophet,' the noblest

of animals. The horses alone are used for tho saddle, the

mares being kept for breeding, except among some of the

predatory tribes of the Desert, who find that the neighing of

the horses is apt to betray their approach, and give notice of

their coming to the caravans which are the objects of their

attack. Walking and galloping are the only pace* which

these animals are allowed to practise ; and it U even con-

sidered vulgar to trot or canter. Generally speaking, tho

Moor* avoid giving their horses violent exercise, or over-

heating them; except upon extraordinary occasions, and

among the Desert tribes, it is only in their cavalry exer-

cises, such as throwing the lance. Sec. that their speed is a

all put forth. On these occasion*, however, they are not

spared, and it is surprising with what rapidity and precision

they perform the different evolutions. These, indeed, are

not so complicated as the tactics of more civilized nations,

but they are much more severe upon the cattle, and would

soon break down tbe best of our European breeds. Tho
great exercise of the Moorish cavalry consists in galloping

their horses at the very height of their speed for the distance

of about a quarter of a mile, and then making them stop

suddenly short, while the rider delivers bis spear or fires his

musket ; and of this amusement the people are so ridicu-

lously fond, that they frequently continuo it for boars to-

gether without a moment's intermission to breathe or change
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Abraham ana Ma eeed. aa baptism did within the scope of

the pionuses to believers in Christ ; that we read in the

Scripture* of whole households being baptised at once ; that

tnfant-bsptism certainly did prevail in the Church at a very

early period ; that it baa been received by the authorities in

the Roman Church, and in the Churches of Englsnd and of

Scotland, and other Protestant Churrhe* ; and. lastly, that

atoon* those who attribute a savin* efficacy in any form to

the ordinance, it is to be supposed thai a parent would think

himself criminal ifhe neglected to obtain this Messing for his

child at the earliest period possible ; and anion*- those who
regard it as but initiatory, that there is a propriety in Christian

parents presenting their offspring newly-bom in a Christian

temple, and pledging themselves to a Christian minister,

and in the presence of a Christian congregation, that thev

will bring it up in the knowledge and fear of God through

fuith in Jesus Christ.

The Quakers and some other Christians contend against

the perpetuity of the ordinance. They say that it wa* in-

tended only for the apostolw age, or, at most, only for per-

sons of mature age who have been converted from Hea-
thenism or Judaism. Against tbis opinion there is the

constant practice of the Church. We tnd at the very close

of the Scripture history the apostles and other Christians

proceeding with their baptisms ; and at the very beginning

of that history of the affairs of the Church which is to be

collected from writers whose works are not in the New Tes-

taman I, we find the ordinance in use among believers. The
inference drawn from this is, that the words of our Lord, by
which he instituted the ordinanee, were understood by his

apostles to mean, that all persona should be admitted into

hi* Church by tbis nte, and that they transmitted this sense

of them to those who afterwards were the tesobers in the

Church.
When baptism waa received as a permanent ordinance of

the Christian Church, suitable places were provided, called

baptisteries, which, in some instances, preceded churches,

and were, in mot, the point about which other edifices arose,

forming an entire church. Of these baptisteries, it is be-

lieved, none remain in England; bat in many of the

larger churches of England, a portion of the building is set

apart for the performance of this rite, and contains the /on',

so called from /omt, a fountain, perhaps in reference to

the original baptisteries, the springs or running streams of
the East, or aa the Spring of that water which waa supposed
to he life-giving. The maintenance of a font in the church
for baptism is enjoined on every parish. The old fonts of
England have capacious basins, large enough to the

entire body of the infant. It was the practice of the Bngtuh
Church, from the beginning, to immerse the whole body.

(See Fuller's Church Hutory, p. lot.) Tyndale. writing at

the eve of the Reformation, speaks of it aa the general

practice, and says that the exceptions were in cases of sick-

ness, when the water was only poured on the head of the
infant Dr. John Jones, writing in "1579 on the early cul-

ture of children, incidentally notices the fact that some of
the old priests of that time were accustomed to dip the

child very sealously to the bottom of the font. A few
years later the practice waa giving way, and the custom of

sprinkling only becoming general; for Chappell, Bishop of

Cork, in the account which be baa left of himself, says that

be was dipped, as waa the custom in the parish in which
he waa bom. He was bom in Nottinghamshire, in the

reign of Elisabeth, bmeo then the baptism of infants by
immersion has been almost entirely disused in England.
Idee Pom.)
At the Reformation it was intended to continue an antient

practice in the baptism of infanta—the trine immersion;
and there waa an ordinance for the purpose in the reign of

Edward VI. This baa ientreats to the three persons in the
(todhoed named in administering the rite ; and when per-

formed according to what is supposed to be the genuine
antoenl usage, at the first immersion the right side must be
downward, at the second the left, and at the third the fore.

Instanena do sometimes occur in which the baptism of in-

fanta in the English Church is thus performed.

It has always been an object with the anthtritiea in the
Chureh of England to enforce the attendance at the public
font m the church. Private baptism is rather connived at

than allowed, except in cases in whieh there is asrkneaa or
haaard of nfc ; nor is the elergyman in these cases to
form tl

'

hi the

rd of nfc ; nor is the elergyman in these cases to per-
the foil service, but only se taneh aa may be needful

la ootimil— of himietf and the parents, for satiafoctien

that the child, if it diet, die not unbeptiied. The frlstU. af

the infant must still repair to the church far the cucaletmn
of the ceremony. Among Disinters the baptism af snieato

has been, for the most part, performed at home.
It is not absolutely necessary that the nie shook! he per-

formed by a clergyman. The Church of England alWwa, at

certain rases, of Isy baptism ; and it was on this allow save,

in a great measure, thst Sir John NiehoU rested the case

in his Judgment pronounced on the 1 1 th of Dcreaabrr. 1

in the case of Kemp and Wickcs, clerk. Articles war*
offered against the clergyman for refusing to inter the cheat

of two of his parishioners on the ground that it had not Lesa
baptised. It was proved that it had barn baptised by a sW
scnting minister. Sir John Nirboll s judgment waa. that

the baptiom was so far sufficient, and that the clergy aaan bast

acted contrary to the law. Severe remarks have, hens vat.

been tna'le extrajudicially on this determination.

The Churrh requites that at baptism there shall ha aneav

tori, from •/m/ii/Vo. to promise, or, in our own Saxua teaigsss

fn\fnthrr» nn>l*fK/woMiT#, who pledge themselves that taw

infant shsll he brought up in a Christian way. Thwy are la

be not less thsn three : for a male child two men and one
woman ; for a female child two women and one man. Thsa
practice is of great antiquity in the Church. It ss aa

to have originated in times of persecution, a ban the
\

might be hurried away to death ; and it secured for tnasr

helpless offspring suiue degree of sttctition from fracas* af

the family, who thus solemnly pledged themselves to sea

that the child was brought up in the knowledge of Chs i Wam
troth. The reason has cossed, but the practice umi—
Its effect is to introduce one other social ue among prrsaas
families and friends ; and persons who voluntarily aasaW-

take the office cannot bold themselves sbsoiutr!* cxaaaat
from some attention to the religious education of the aafcax,

especially in the case of tho death, or the criminal naajav

genec, of its natural protectors.

Another incident to baptism, as administered in the Eng-
lish Chun-h, is the giving a name to the child. In th
Christian* trcm to have followed the example of the ,

who ettiiii.ol a name when the rile of orramcasaem
performed. The name thus given during the pes form
anoe of one of the sscraments is appropriately railed aha

Christian name. The surname, or name of adshtssn. a
not on this occasion mentioned ; and it m observable, that

though there are frequent instances of the change as* aha

surname in after life, the instances are extreme*} nan of

any change in the Christian name. In the Cathofaa Ch—ash,

indeed, this nsme is not unfrequcntl) changed by

who enter holy orders, or into an) rvlupous seesrty ;

English Protestant Church seems not to have pantos) an*

the way in which the change can be legally i ffi rtoa. thaaajk

some have maintained that it may be changed by the au-

thority of the bishop, if solicited by the party at the town

when presenting himself fur confirmation.

The Church of England retains the ssrxuaar the asanas

with the sign of the cross, as a token that it re named wal
become a good soldier of Jesus Christ. That is oast af ate

ceremonies which the English reformers thought a enae*

dicnt to retain from many ceremonies with which thsa enav
nance had been loaded in tbe earlier timet af the ChaaaV
These additions to the simplicity of the ordinanee haajaa at a
very early period. Tertullian. a Christian writer, whe aW-
rished from about 194 to A.r». 2 It, says that rt wa
tbe custom to give the baptised person milk and bans
that he abstained from washing for the rewisiaast sat an)

day. The giving of salt the touching the mauth aael saws

with aaliva. anointing, the imposition of hands, ami, loath,

formal exorcism, were by dogma introduced into the aaaV
nance ; and most, if not all, of tbem were the ametam af the
P.ngh*h unit-formed Church. The sura of the ctwaa wan
alone retained ; but this gave great oaVtmw to the
reformers called Puritans, who would have
everything in respect of religion to what they
be the precedent, or the express daxetsoas of a
Tbe mast important treatises oa the sahjart af hat

are, TV Hutory nj Inf**! fUntttmm. by Wilhaaa Wal. Djk,
1 79i : /MeWrowi «* .1*7. H alT, /fiafer* a/in/«aw

~

by John Cale. D.D.. 1711; Mai
Maptirm agmmtt th* Hf/lrrtnuu o/ Mr. Gash i

W. Wall. I7J0; Htiiury ,/ /Up/tarn, by Rah
irte.

BAPTIST (JOHN BAPTIST hlONNOYRRj wan
bora at IjsIc. m the year laJi. Ho
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studies at Antwerp, with the intention of becoming an
historical tiaintcr : but growing diffident of bi* powers in
that branch of art. be had the rood tense to relinquish it,

and detote himself to an humbler walk, chiefly Ihe repre-
sentation of fruit and flowers, in which he showed great
talent and acquired high reputation. He went early to

Paris, where the »pirit and novelty of bis stylo soon attracted
attention ; and he *u engaged to ornament the palaces of
Versailles. Meudon, Marl), and Trianon. He was elected
into the Academy in 1663. At the invitation of Lord
Montague, then English ambassador at Paris, he accompa-
nied that nobleman to England, where he commenced nia
practice by decorating Montague House, now the British
Mutcum, with a beautiful series of embellishments. He
continued in this country nearly twenty years, ctgoying
uninterrupted patronage ; and hts works form conspicuous
ornaments in the mansion* of the various nobility and

Kntry by whom he was employed. There is at Kensington
ilace a looking-glass which he embellished with garlands

of flowers, in his happiest manner, for Queen Mary II., who
Was so pleased with observing the progress of the work, that
she sat by during nearly the a hole time that he was
engaged °" it-

Baptist was more employed in ornamenting halls, stair

cases, and the interior of apartments, than in painting
detached pictures. The boldness and vivacity of his style

are admirably adapted to that sort of embellishment; but
even in his easel-pictures there is merit enough to rank
him among the most eminent practitioners in his branch of
art. His coinposition* of (lowers are like tho accidental
combinations of nature—varied, fluctuating, and graceful

;

bis execution is surpassingly fluent and spirited ; his touch
firm and discriminating; and his colouring has all the
freshness of reality

Baptist certainly cannot be compared with Van Huysum,
Rachel Ru)sch, or Mignon, in depth of tone, refinement of
touch, or exquisite finishing ; vet ha has left some works
which show that he might have acquired considerable
excellence even in those qualities had he strenuously di-

rected his attention to them. Six drawings which be exe-
cuted for the Duke of Ormond may be adduced in proof of

this : they are representations of East Indian birds, after

nature, painted in water colours on vallum, and not leva re-

markable for truth and expression than for taste and
delicacy of pencilling. A few plates are extant etched by
Baptist, after his own designs : the subjects are vases with
flow or*, kc, and are executed with great tightness and
spins.

Baptist died in 1*99, aged 64. He left a son, Anthony
hloaooyer, called Young Baptist, who practised in his man-
ner, but who, although by no means destitute of talent, fell

for abort of the excellence attained by his father.

. BAPTIST. JOHN CASPAR, was a native of Ant-
werp, and a pupil of Bosrbaert. He came ta England
hiring the civil wars, and served in Lambert a army ; but
after the restoration, returned to his original profession, and
mm much employed by Sir Peter Leiy. in painting his dra-

and back-grounds ; he worked occasionally also for

ad Riley. He was not without original talent
designs fur tapestries which evince considerable

skill in drawing. There is a portrait of Charles II. ta St,

Bartholomew's Hospital by this artist. He died in 1691.

BAPTISTERY, an antient building, in which Chrie-
e ceremony of haati i im. The word is

front the Greek thrnn%a\ a large vase, labnun.
or piscina of the frigidariura used to wash in. [See Bare).]

(Pius. 1*. «, ep. 17; lib. 6. ep. 6.) It was ceiled by the
Rosaaas foyfir/ertien, from whence is derived the word
baptistery, a place in which the ceremony of Christian

ts performed. It is moat probable that the early

baptised for a long time after das primitive

which was practised by St John (Matt. us. «. 16).

> were afterwards erected on a large ssaie, fir the
i of receiving a great number af asdivwhiala.

• baptiaterisi generally aland wear the charehea ts

i they belong: the form ta, for the meat •art, bexage-
aaaae are circular; and it is very probable
af these buildings Was teaJtatad from same

tia a Romaa bath. (See Bars*, and the plan of a
hath discovered at Bologna, cap. vi. of Cameron's

; and the Church of Sawta Maria Maggiore,
formerly a Roman beth.1 (Bee aha vignette

Dcameot of the same work.)

The most celebrated existing baptisteries are those of
Rome, Florence, and Pisa ; the most antient is the bap-
tistery of S. Giovanni in Pbnte, near the church of 8.
Giovanni Lalerano, at Rome, commonly said to have been
erected by Constantino the Great. The plan of this build-
ing is an octagon, with a small portico at the entrance

;

tho interior is decorated with eight most beautiful porphyry
columns, the finest of the kind in Rome. These columns,
unequal in diameter, support an architrave, over which eight
small white marble columns are placed ; above this second
order there is an attie decorated with pilasters, and this is

crowned with a dome. The walla are adorned with frescos,

consisting of subjects from the Gospel and the principal
events of the reign of Constantino. In the centre of the
building there is an octangular basin, three feet deep, lined
and paved with marble. A modern font now standi in the
centre of this basin, raised on slaps of marble. The dia-
meter of this structure is about seventy-five feet (according
to the measurement of Nolli) ; and it appears to have been
constructed with the materials of other buildings. Eustace
calls this structure a chapel, and informs us that in it * only,

and upon the eves or Easter and Pentecost, was public bap-
tism administered in Rome ; many magnificent ceremonies,
which occupied the whole night, accompanied this so-
lemnity.' (Eustace's CUut. Tour., vol. i. p. 337.)
The Baptistery of Florence, which is also octangular, with

a diameter of about one hundred foot, according to the plan
in a work entitled Metropolitan Ftorrntina, stands op-

posite to the principal entrance of the Cathedral. The date
of its first construction is unknown : the Florentines pre-
tend that it was originally a temple to Mars. In the
internal arrangement, sixteen large granite columns are
employed to support a gallery, which ts carried nearly all

round the interior ; the vaulting is decorated with mosaics,
by Andrea Tall, the scholar of Cimabue ; on the pavement
is a large circle of copper, with numerical figures and signs
of the zodiac upon .it; and in the centre of thia stood

originally a very fine octagonal basin. The external facades
are built of black and white marble, and designed in that
peculiar style of Florentine arehiteetare of which Giotto was
the father. Posaibly this edifice may have been erected after

his designs. The throe great bronse doors are celebrated for

the beauty oftheir bas-reliefs, and for the marble and bronze
figures above them. The valves of the doors are divided
into penncts, on which are represented the principal events

of the life of St. John—' the cardinal and theological virtues'

(Eustace's CUut. Tomr),and subjects from the OM and New
Testament ; and so important waa the subject considered,

that learned men were engaged to select sabiecta for the
ilptor. These individuals were NieoJo da Utxano and

Lionardo d' Arecso. One of these doors was executed aa
early aa 433e, and in after times eulogised by Michael
Angelo in the highest style of panegyric. The most cele-

brated of these doors was made by Lorento Gbiberti. (See
thirty-feer engravings efLa TVrra Porta di Saw Qiovemni
di /treses, Ftrence, 1773, in small folio, in the British

Meseum.) Another was made nader his direction, assisted

by many other artificers. Fifty years were employed in

making and completing them. (Bee the work quoted above,

in which are also published the contracts for their execu-
te.) The meet antient was made by Andrea of Pisa.

The Baptistery of Pisa, erected between the years I lit
and 1 160, by Drotiaalvi, is ef a singular design. The plan
is circular, with a dia in stil of 1 16 met ; the walls are eight

feet thirk ; the buitdiag is raised on three steps, and sur-
mounted with a dome in the shape of a pear. The external
elevation is divided into three stories : in the basement the
columns, twenty in number, are engaged, and bate arches

springing from column to eolamn, with a bold cornice above

;

in the first story the sala— a are smaller, stand oat in relief,

and are placed doner together ; and the order is surmounted
with pinnaetesaad high pediments, placed at equal distances

:

the terminations of these parts are crowned with stature.

Above thia is an attic atary, decorated with other high pedi-

ments, pinnacles, and seatoss. The don, which is covered
with lead, is intersected by long Uses afvery prominent fret-

work : all the lines meet in a hide cornice near the top, and
terminate in uother dense, above which b a statue of St.

John. The interior isaaaeh sdarired for its proportions : eight

granite columns, placed between four piers decorated with

pitastars, are arranged routed the basement story, which
support a second order ef piers, arranged in a similar

manor, 9a which Mm deaae rests, which is hanm for to
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echo, u the (ids* produce the well-known effect of whisper-

ing-galleries. In the plan drawn by J. and K. de Milants,

preserved io the British Museum, oolumnt are not shown in

the interior. In the middle of the baptistery is a large

uctagonal basin of marble, raised on three step*. With in

the basin there are four circular places hollowed out for

water, and round the centre of the basin, which is occupied

by a pedestal, is a place likewise hollowed out for the priest,

who was thus enabled to turn from one basin to the other.

By this means oonfusion was prevented, which would other-

wise have occurred from the crowd pressing to owe side of

the font only. The city of Ravenna and the episcopal cities

of Tuscany nave also their baptisteries.

The largest known baptistery ever erected was that

belonging to the church of Santa Sophia at Constantinople,

which hi said to have been so spacious as to have once

served far the habitation of the Kioperur Baailiscus ; and in

U also a very numerous body of persons once assembled in

council. (kntydoptdie MMadiaue.)
The multangular edifices placed at the sides of cathedrals,

which are called chapter-bouses, are very similar in plan to

the antisnt baptistery. It is possible that they were origi-

nally used for that purpose. Hede mentions a wooden
oratory built in baste at York for the express purpose of

baptiiing Edwin, king of Northumberland, on Easter-day.

A.D. *i7 (Bentham's Hitlorp ami AnlumUiei of Iks Cam-

**ntmal Church and Cathedral at HIft : from which cir-

cumstance it would seem that baptisteries were formerly

erected in England. The baptismal font [see Fowt] is not

synonymous with baptistery ; but should be applied only

to the Urge stone vessel placed in the centre of the bap
tistery. At the dose of the sixth century, the baptismal

foots belonging to baptisteries began to be placed in

churches. At a font placed in a church the French King
Clovia received baptism at the hands of HL Kemts. arch-

bishop of Rheuns.
The baths in the English Baptist meeting-houses whicb

are used for baptism are called baptisteries. They are not
invariably im the places of worship.

(Mantraaeon a Monnmentt fVawr w*. voL i. ; Eustace's
Cdamemt IW; Rmtrtllo detU Com It fm<i motmma <*>

Jtrena*, fc ; Cejasxoa s Roman Bath*; La Mmtrupoluama

Piorenlina ; La Terza Porta at S. Oiwnm <h Hrrsw.
small folio ; Nolli's Plan of Rome ; and the Plan and EU-
ratton of Ike Haplutery at Pita, by J. and P. de Milan**.

The two last are in the King's library in the Bnti%h Mis-

scum. Plans, sections, and elevations of this building at*

given in a very beautiful and accurate work bv Mssssra.

Taylor and Creasy, entitled, Archttertar* of Ikt VssteV

Age* in Italv.)

BAPTISTS, a religious sect. and. in England, one

part of the body known by the general name of The
Three Denominations of Protestant Dissenters. As the

name implies, they bold peculiar views on the suhjert at*

baptism ; maintaining that tliis Christian nte ought v> aw

administered by immersion, and not by sprinkling; at

suc h an age that the ordinance ran be regarded as the pro-

fession of the baptized person's own faith, and nu tat sa-

fanry. Such they believe was the practice of the anaslv
times. In vindication of their mode of performing the ersV

nsnee, they lay great stress on the original t«
which signifies, as they contend, nothing but

They defend the postponement of the nte bum the

of the baptismal commission, in which the Apostles an
commended to teach before they baptise. * Go ye sad saara

all nations, baptixing them in the name of the Father, seat

of the Son. anil of the Holy Spirit.' The reception of tW
Gospi-I being thus assumed as an indispensable qualiftVataas

for baptism, the Baptists require that all to whoea they

administer it should repent of their sins, believe in Chrac.

and jovfully receive the word ; a profession to this rffcet

made by most persons who are baptized in their mcnmnn—

»

An outline of the characteristic opinions of this seal has

been lately promulgated in the four folios tog brash

1st, That baptism commenced with the Christian any is

sation, and was peculiar to it, bearing no analogy U aay

previous institution, such as circumcision; nor m any erase

derived from previous enactments, but revealed as a passmne

law of the kingdom of Christ ; 3dly, That baptism a> ear*

scriptural as administered by the immersion of the wbast

body in water ; 3dly, That it cannot scriptural! i be asbau

uistered to any but as a profession of faith in Christ Jn— ;

4thly, Thai as a command of the New Testament, rt is

«

lory on all who profess faith in Christ, and is intended as I

a great line of separation between Christ and the *•***.

The question of baptism was brought brfbre

councils, in the fifth century, whose derisions were grres) ss

favour of infant baptism. The opposite opensarsa war*

therefore anathematized ; and those who held thaws av
currcd the penalties attached to heresy. The Uisissjat
controversy is alluded to in the writings of several at* tW
fathers, some of whom did not scruple, in spite of eahrts east

decrees, to condemn the practice of baptizing infants, as a

deviation from scripture and the early custom ofthe Cesser*.

Tlie same view of the subject was very pre* aire* m the

eastern provinces of the Roman Empire, where it r

popular that, in ibe ninth century, when that

schism arose which led to the furiosima of U
Churrh. litis was one of the article* in which art i

able difference of opinion prevailed between the

reunion and the old ; the latter adhering to si

custom of sprinkling infants in baptism, while the :

performed I lie orremony by trine imnnrsssn .

The schism *>h*rh had occasioned sorb a drsWtssa
the Church of Rome did not remove the cause ml

versy concerning baptism ; but, on the contrary, us

it by the intolerant proceedings which were takes
those who refused to be silenced. Drum fruea Use
of their own communion, they took refuge ia the
of the W sinenses, in the rallies of Piedssont. swat, at a I

period, joined the disaffected sects in Onmany and I

sroongst whom they sowed the seeds of their new <

The real with which they laboured to spread their i

mly made them s more nsnuaroows mark for ssyrsswssaaav

exile, or death, was the fate ef ttaaaw whs>Imprisonment.
persisted lA their adherence to this heresy. AU
of the Churrh were invoked to extinguish the
but so rapid was its growth under arrsreutiofs. that 1km Ba

bers of those who pcufoassd it SB the btgiaassg ef tto I

century are said by Mosheim to have smnarswd to ***• t

From this lime to the romsnetiriesrtu ef the
tksn. German) was the chief seat of the Baptist

from wbeaee. following the course of the Rata*, the? mm
over Holland. Being thus seattreed e***_ that asset of
continent in which the doctrines of the
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agitated, tbey availed themselves of the opportunity of

gaining attention to their own view*. From this great

epoch m the history of religious opinion! may be dated

• new ssre in the history of baptism. Up to this time the

doctrine, though so long and tenaciously maintained, ap-

pears not to have bestowed any particular designation upon
those who held it. Their existence, as a distinct sect,

eomnsenood in Germany in the days of Luther, under
the name of Anabaptists. Unhappily for the success

of the doctrine, it was blended with principles so fanatical

and lawless, that none who had a respect for the morals

and order of society dared to avow it. So disreputable

did the very name of Ibis disorderly sect become, that

it has made the advocates for baptismal immersion averse

to the name of Anabaptists. The term Baptist has the

advantage of being more etymologically correct than the

earlier designation of Anabaptist, as anabaptUm is only an
accident, and not an essential circumstance. It is only

necessary for us to remember, in order to preserve the

thread of their history, that those persons who first insisted

upon the necessity of baptismal immersion were, and are

still, frequently known on the continent by the name of

Anabaptists (in German Wiedertaufcr). although the opi-

nions now held by them bear a close, if not a complete,

resemblance to those of their English brethren who are

called Baptists. But the term Wiedcrtiiufer is considered

by the continental Baptists as a word of reproach ; and

in Germany they prefer to call themselves Tuufgetinnte,

and in Holland Doopsgezimle. The Mcnnonites, so railed

from Ifenno Simonis, always disclaimed all connexion with

toe Anabaptists of Miinstcr ; they now form a numerous
body in Holland, and are (bund in various parts of Germany ;

u> Prussia they are said to amount to 1 5,000.

(Sea Anabaptists ; and OcscMichle tUr Kirchrn—R'fnr-
mation mm Minster, $C Miinstcr, 1825.)

Little is known of the Baptists in England before the
sixteenth century. Their namo then appears among the

various sects who were struggling for civil and religious

freedom. Their opinions, at this early period, were suffi-

ciently popular to attract the notice of the national esta-

blishment as is evident from the fact that, at a convocation

bald in 1536, tbey were denounced as ' detestable heresies

utterly to be condemned.' Proclamations followed to bsnish

the Baptists from the kingdom ; their books were burnt
and se«eral individuals suffered at the stake. The last

person who was burnt in England for his religious opinions

was • Baptist, of the name of Edward Wightman, of
Burton upon Trent : be was not, however, burnt as a Baptist,

but for blasphemy and heresy.

We do not bear of any congregation of Baptiots in this

country before 1607. At that timo one was formed by
Mr. Smyth, a clergyman of the Church of England, who,
having embraced the leading tenet of this denomination,
resigned bis living, and opened a place for public worship

on the principles of the Baptists in the metropolis. This
step encouraged other* to follow his examplo who had
httberto concealed or privately professed their opinions.

The forms of worship adopted by these congregations, that

sprung up in various parts of England and Wales, did not

materially vary from the practice of the Puritans. The
reformed churches on the continent furnished a model for

all the sects which then contended for the right of noncon-

formity, and have flourished since under tho name of the

Three Denominations of Protestant Dissenters. Among
these, the Baptists were not the least distinguished for the

consistency of their conduct in maintaining the right of
private judgment, and in advocating the principle of uni-

versal toleration in matter* pertaining to reunion.

The Baptists subsist under two denominations, vi*..

General and Particular Baptists. The latter designation is

given to those who hold Calvinistic views, and who are in

every respect but their distinctive doctrine the same as the

Independents. The General Baptists maintain the doctrine

of universal redemption; but they are divided into the

Old Connexion (Unitarian), and the New Connexion
(Trinitarian), the Utter by for the most numerous. Among
both the Particular and General Baptists there is another

ground of separation, relating to the terms of communion
at the Lord's Supper. Soma churches (each society or con-

gregation is a church) do not allow persona who have not

received baptism according to their view* of it, to join with

them in the celebration of this rite. Of this number
are mow of the Particular Baptists, and all the New Con-

nexion of General Baptists. Others, however, do not
scruple to meet, on that occasion, nut only those of the
Baptist persuasion who bold other opinions widely dif.
Cerent from their own. but even persons who do not em-
brace the Baptist tenet, provided their religious faith is,

in other respects, ss they conceive, orthodox, and their
lives conformable to their profession. This is called Free
Communion. The tolerant spirit which it cultivates, advo-
cated as it has been by those eloquent defenders of liberty,

Robert Robinson and Robert Hall, is making rapid progress
through the whole denomination.
In Ireland and Scotland the Baptist* have many congre-

gations; but neither there nor in this country do their
opinions spread so fast as in the United States of North
Americs. The number of their adherents in that part of
the globe is estimated at 408.816. In this country the
Particular Baptists are said to amount to 27,560; and the
General Baptista to 1 1,000 : these are the numbers of bap-
tised communicants, but the number of attendants at
Baptist places of worship is much greater.

The Particular Baptists support colleges at Bristol, Brad
ford, Abergavenny, and Stepney, and Uie General Bsptists
of the New Connexion have small academies at Wisbeach
and Loughborough for the education of young men for the
Baptist ministry. They have funds snd associations for aged
ministers, for widows, and for the education of the children
of their minuter*. Beside* these, their pecuniary exertions
for the support of home and foreign missions are very con-
siderable. The English Baptists are among the foremost
who aent missionaries abroad to teach the doctrines of
Christianity. For the advancement of this object, they have
no less than three hundred agent* in distant countries

;

in addition to which, tbey employ a great number in visiting
the rural districts at borne.

(See An Historical Sketch of the Raptist Denomination ;
Mosheiiu's Kcclesiastical History, vol. iv.)

BAR, in music, a perpendicular line drawn through the
staff [see STArr], dividing a piece of music into certain
equal portions or measures, in order to render its execution
more easy. The term bar is also applied to the quantity
contained in any such portion : thus we say, a bar of two
minim*, of six quavers, etc ; and a bar in common time, in
three eight time, &c. Sir John Hawkina remarks, that
the use of bars is not to be traced higher than the year 1 574,
and that it was considerably later before their use became
general. He conjecture* that we are indebted to Henry
Lawes for their common use, who published hi* Dialogue*.
$c. in 1653. That laborious historian may be right as re-
lates to this country ; though, with a work lying before us.
Madrigali e Canxonette, potti in Musica dot R. P. Severn
Honiiu. dated Firense, 1607, in which the bars appear
throughout, we cannot bring ourselves to think that nearly
half a century elapsed before so obvious an improvement
was adopted in England.

Double Rare mark a conclusion. They are likewise placed
at the end of each strain ; and if accompanied by dots. e. g. y

II
tbey indicate that the part next the side on which the dots
appear is to be repeated.

#BAR is a terra applied, in a court of justice, to an iurlo-
sure made with a strong partition of timber, three or four
feet high, with the view of preventing the persons engaged
in the business of the court from being incommoded by the
crowd. It has been supposed to be from the circuuuUnce
of the counsel standing there to plead in the causes befW
the court, that those lawyers who havo been called to the
bar, or admitted to plead, are termed barristers, and that
the body collectively is denominated the bar; but these
terms are more probably to be traced to the arrangements
in the Inns of Court (See Barrister and In** orCotrar.1
Prisoners are also brought for trial to the same place ; and
hence the practice arose of addressing them ss the ' pri-

soners at the bar.' The terra bar is similarly applied in

the bouse* of parliament to the breast-high partition winch
divide* from the body of the respective houses a space near
the door, beyond which none but the members and clerks

are admitted. To these bar* witnesses and persons who
have been ordered into custody for breaches of privilege are
brought ; and counsel stand there when admitted to plead

before the respective houses. The Commons go to the bar
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of the Houm of Lord* to bear the king's speech at (he

earning and oka* of a union .

BAR, a large town in the prov inee of Bahar in II industan.

This town it built on tba south bank of lha Ganges, and it

•ituatad in 84° 8a' N. lal.. and »l° 48' B. long. The houses

in Bar aro estimated to amoant to sooo in number : they

art ill built, and the whole town presents a very mean ap-

pearance. Bar it a place of considerable trade. < Hamilton'

«

Hail India Oturlteer.t

BAR. tba name of three towm in France of anno con-

sequence, dntinguislicd (ram each other by the names of

lha riven on which they lie. They aro Bartur-Auhr, Bar-

tur Ornmm, otherwise Bar-le hue, and Har-tir-Srwe.

Bab >ua Anaa it on the riitht ur north-oast bonk of the

Aube, and on the road from Pan* to Bale. I ll unlet K.S.K.

of Psns, and 30 mile* B. of Troves, the capital of the de-

partment. 48" 16' N. lal.. 4 4* P.. long. It it an antient

town, situated at the foot of a tolerably steep ami high

mountain, by winch it it commanded, and stretching agree-

ably along the bantu of the nvcr from which it lakes its

name. Bar was a place of more importance in former time*.

Four hire were held in the year, to which merchants re-

sorted from different parts of Europe. There were separate

quarters in the town distinguished at the Hollanders

quarter, the Germans' quarter, the quarter of the men of

Lorraiue, fee. The Jews also were established here, and
had a handsome synagogue. At present the trade of the
place is in lha wines of the neighbourhood, woollen and
hempen cloth, serge, hosiery, and paper. These goods are

conveyed to Paha partly by the Aube (which, however, it

not navigable above Arcts-sur-Aubs, some fcety miles below
Bar), and the Seine. The manufactures are nails, buttons,

tiles, leather, od, brandy, sad vinegar. Several years since

a plan was formed for rendering the upper part of tba Aube
uavig able, and for prolonging the communication, by means
of a railroad, to the sources of the Seine. ( Dupin, Form
Product!pi d* la Franc*). The church at Bar was col

legale. The population in 1833 was 3890.
On the mountain at the toot of which Bar stands are

the ruins of • town, which is said to have been destroyed

by the Vandals, or rather by the Hunt, and to which tome
have given the name of Florence ; but others assert the
ruins to have been only those of a fort, for which, however,
they appear too extensive. The whole are surrounded by a
double ditch, now half filled up, but which seems to have
bean very deep. Upon the same mountain there was, in

after timet, • priory called after St- Germain or Germanu»
(martyred by the ferocious Atula), who aeaieted in budding
the church of the priory. In this church his remains were

Jnder the Merovingian and Cartovingisa princes. Bar-

tar-Aube belonged to the crow*. When the third n
(that of Hugues Capet) came to the throne, it was under its

own counts, but was re-united to the crown wrth the rest of
Champagne. Philip V. (U Long) sold it, but the inha
bitanla repurchased it that it might not lose lU title of royal
totem, ana it was re-united to the royal domains upon con
ditwn that it should neither be sold nor alienated.

Bir-sur-Aube is the teat of a tub-prefecture. Its arron-
ditsement contains, according to some authorities, MO square
miles, and had, in 1832, a population of 40,1 12 persons.

The neighbourhood of the town yields pretty good wine.
(Lhchommmrt Lmrrrml dt lu frame*; Kindly. Dieliom-
natrt dtt Gnu/at, tic.)

During the innana of France by the allied forces in

1814, a severe conflict took place at Bar-sur-Auba, bat it

was net followed by any decisive results.

Baa suft-OaNAiN, otherwise Baa-LS-Duc, is situated an
the river Ornam (a tributary of the Mama), lit miles east
of Pant by a somewhat circuitous route through Meeus,
ChUous-eur-Marne, Vitry-eur-Mame, and St Duuer. 4sJ

4 7* N. tat, 4° 10* B. long. It is the capital of lha depart
moot of the Mouse.

In the tenth century Frederick. Duke of Moaalltna. a*

Upper Lorraine, and brother- in-law of Ungues or Hugh
Capet, built • fortress to aseaad Lorraine from the incur-
sions of the people of Champagne. Te laua castle the name
of Barrmm (ban wt ) wea given, from Ha sanation on the
frontlet and the purpose of its erection ; it became the
nucleus of the town of Bar. This castle was subsequently
enlarged: but a great part of a was destroyed by fire in
>*<• a further part was damuliihad in 1678 by seder of

Bar ntrs on the tide of a lull, and is fcndal ante aha
upper and loser town : the former was, prewoaa la the !

volution, occupied almost exclusively by the I

those emigrated in a body (en eseste), and the

teemed for awhile deserted. In this upper town,

on the declivity a little below it, but commanding the leaser

town, are the remains of the castle above msntonsasd, ha* ant
in front of them an open space, from which at an eawaat

descent to the lower town. The tower town law teaa of

trade, and is more extensive than the upper town, aMeab
ing under the bills along the river ; the street of the asa>

nert may be considered handsome. A channel cut awas the

nvcr couvc)* the water to several tanneries and mafia

and there are three stone bridges over the Omasa,
pauses through the town. (KapUly, Utrttommmr
OWn, &c, 1 76 J.) There arc few vestiges of U
cations remsining.

Before the French Revolution there were many
establishments at Bar-le Due. There were two
churches, that of Sl Maxe or Maxima (Mauaanel i

at the bottom of the open space in front of the <

separates the upper and the lower town, and that <4 fix.

Pierre < St. Peter) in the upper town. Of these caasarwaa

that of St Maxime is the most ornamcated ; the* «*" fix.

Pierre contains a remarkable piece of seurptaro. a b» Sj m a
state of decay , represented with frightful truth. It a* en ess

tomb of a Pnnce of Orange (who was killed at the cage of
St. Dmtor in 1 44 I), brought from the chercbef St.1
and is the work of a sculptor of the xloocath o
Ligier Ricbier, teversl of whose works adorn the
last mentioned. Besides these two rl

monasteries of Carmelites and of the An
chapel of Notre Dame de Psix, in the upper
the lower town were the mouastonea of the Ai

of the monks of Sl Anthony, a monastery of 8c
s priory of Noire Dame. In the town or eaburws
blitbmenta of Capuchins, Minnas, of

Charles, and of Charity. The tasters of St. C
charge of the hospital of Bar, formerly m the
Benedictines, and afterwards of the monks of 8s.

Bar-le-Duc is celebrated for its lesstmsett ; it

tures a great deal of cotton yarn, also

•tuffs, hosiery, laces, bats, gloves, and
cotton works are moved by water, and one at

The river is navigable, and there ia a food deal of
done in forwarding, by water carnage, the
neighbouring iron works, the wines of the
planks of oak and fir which come frusa the eaaajaa

of est

forests, and sre Hosted down the stream. There eeei
bouves at Bsr-le Due. The popaUlioo m 1848 i

The arrondissementof Bar- to-Doc i

480 square miles, and contained, la 1838. n j

H2.I34. (Kxrully, ZArtiowaunr* oWe
L'ntrrr—t de la XVaacc ; Fotsnjor ei

jutaua 1817; Malta Bran, ace.)

For sn account of the duchy of Ba
Bsn-suR-Saiaa, a town in the Offurease! of

the road from Pans through Treyea le lajin. 118 anas
K.8.B. of Pans, and 18 miles 8.B. of Treves. Usteaflke
left bank of the Seine (from which it taken sis <

appellation) just below the junction of the Oaace aafl

nver. 48 7 N. lal. 4° 'if B. long.

This small place is sUnated at the feat of a ball.

«

shelters it on the west ; it extends eastward to
which, however, is nut navigable, tad daea net

till it reaches Troves several miles bsfaa Bar aai asms*. The
town is well built, and there is a hand
the nver. Thepronsenades aroagrstseto. i apsssaUy t

the Heine. The population is sataU. ksrnag bsenv

only t-U9 ; and the chief trade <

of the neighbouring country ; <

wines of the Ksreya. three
was formerly relabrated fcr Ha ewthsry. bat thai I

has been given up. Paper m Basis at Vi
vsnnity of the town. It » the seat of n t

18J8.a
and comprehends 448 square aulas

Bar -sur- Seine was farmerh n assee mete
place ; but it sufisred severely m the eaaaaat

French and English, in the ream of BsVeaad 111. of I

la lha) war. in ISM. a waa earned, aaa'

goad heuatt deatroy ad. Aeersihag as aeeas

sise taken and a lltasd in I4JJ sad 1470.
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HmtwUon U eotttamed • oonvtirt of Mathurin or Trintta-

mo monks, and • nunnery of Ursuline* ; also an hospital,

the Hotel Dieu, with twelve bed* : it posemd the rig Dt of

tending deputies to the States-General of Burgundy.
T'mi* wma formally a fortress on tit* bill for the protec-

tion of the town, but it was rated by the inbabitante in 1698.

On the wm bill wa» • chapel, built in the latter part of the
seventeenth century, in which tit an image of the Virgin,

aid to hare been (bund in an old oak in a wood a short dis-

tance from the town. This image drew great crowds of
lite neighbouring peasantry together.

Bar-sur-8oine was the capital of a •mall county of the same
name in Burgundy. There is an iron mine, and a quarry
of excellent marble at Rial lei Eaux, in the neighbourhood.

The county of Bar was under ita own counts till 1323,

when it pasted into the hands of Thibaut, Count of Cham-
pagne. It came by marriage to Philip IV. (U Brl) of
France ; was oedad in 1434 by Charles VII. to the Duke of

Burgundy i and was again annexed to the domains of the
crown by Louis XI. It subsequently pasted to tho bouses
of Bourbon, Montpensier, and Orleans. (ExpUly, Dic-
ttanmam aWf OamUt, etc ; Uictionmnrt Univtrsel de ia

Prmnce, hie.)

BARABA. or BARAB1NSKAJA STEP. Eastward
of toe Bkatarinenburg line of the Ural Mountains, and be-
tween the banks of the Irtyche, or Irtish, and tho Obv, which
nrers bound it on tho north, west, and east, whilst the Altai

range skirts it on the south, lies the immense lerel, extend-

ing nearly 300 miles from west to east, and 400 mile* from
north to south, which is known by the name of the Baraba,
or Barabinsky 8iep. It forma nearly the whole southern
portion of the Russisn province of Tobolsk, and part of the
south-western districts of the adjoining province* of Tomsk,
and is oonjootured by some writer* to have been in remoter
ages a bed of the ocean. This great expanse of Hats is

in many parts fertile, but full of swamps arid salt lakes, the
latter of which Dobell reports to become low in dry seasons,

when their water* are so poisonous that numbers of horses

and cattle die by drinking of them. The Uba and Itkul

are the largest of time lakes. The Baraba is also watered
by the Ten, On, Tartat, Tshaus, and Tur, as well as inter-

spersed with forests of flrs and birches, owing to which, in

some parts, Coohrano tells us, ' it exhibits park scenery.' Ho
peak i, likewise, of the central districts ot the step as ' pre-

senting a good deal of cultivation, which increases towards

the wast. The soil is considered so fine that it resists the
•old in a more than ordinary degree. Considering, too, the
northern situation of the Barabinsky Step, the excessive

rigour of the climate, which forty years ago was deemed
uninhabitable, and the various obstacles which opposed agri-

culture, it cannot be denied that great praise is due both to

the government and colonists. At present probably there

a lass danger in traversing it than any other part of the

Human empire. Those colonists were at first recruits and
exile*, whom the fertility of the soil prompted the Empress
Catherine to settle upon it in the year 1 784 ; and they and
their successors have cultivated it to so much advantage,
that farms and village* havo sprung up where, Dobell says,

' there was scarcely the trace of a human footstep.' It is

prinripajly inhabited, however, by the Barabinzos, a semi-
sneaadio race, of Tartar descent, many of whom have the
fiat face, small and elongated eye, large ears, and blark hair

of the Kalmuck tribe. Their numbers are estimated at

nearly 40,000, or, according to the usage of the country, at

between 5000 and 6000 bows and quivers. »'. ». full-grown

male* ; their religious tenets, with the exception of a few

converts to Christianity, are those of Mohammedanism.
In winter they live in wooden huts, but in summer they

wander from place to place with their flock* and herds (for

the stop abounds in good pastures), pitching their juries, or

tents of felt, or erecting a covering of rushes for temporary
shelter. Few of them are above comparative indigence.

Thwv live upon the produce of their cattle, or by tithing on
the itkm, and partially by cultivating the soil. In tho cen-

tral part of the step,Cochrane observes, ' horses, goals, sheep,

sad cows appeared very abundant ; boars and wolves abound
in the neighlraurbood, and approach the village* so close as

oAtn to alarm the people ; hogs, fowl*, and ducks arc soon

roaning about the villages, in all of which there are farm-

yard*.' He is hero speaking of the parts which have been

raSBUissil ; and to this report we may add from Dobell, that

'its* hints on this step are small in appearance, resembling

douat of ike Yakuts, but full of spirit and vigour, and there

it no part of Siberia where one fa conveyed with so maeh
swiftness as ovar Baraba. We made, whilst on it, from »6J
to 280 verata (170 to 185 miles) in fcur-and-twenty hours,
•topping twice a day . an hour and more at ealh time.' Pike
are taken in large quantities in the lakes, and after being
dried in the sun, are exported to the adjoining province*.
The stop contains seven volastaa, or places with markets,
and twenty-tour villages.

BARA BRA, or BBRAHBRA, is the general name by
which the native* of Nubia are designated in Egypt,
although in their own country tbey call tbemtclves by the
names of Nouba. Ktnous, Itc, according to their respective
tribes. The word Barabera, says Burckhardt, is the plural
of Bcrberi. and apparently derived from Berber, the name of
a Wadi or district of Upper Nubia, situated on .be right
bank of the Nile, below the confluence of the Atbara. and
about the 18th degree of N. lat. The district of Berber
comprises four villages—Ankheyre, Cos el Souk, G<« el

Funnye, and El Hassa. ' The Egyptians, sating Uadert of
the tame complexion coming both from Berber and from
I brim, have applied the same name to both people.'
(Burckhardt's Thtveh im Ar

u6ta.) The inhabitants of
Berber are Arab* of the tribe of Metrefob, which tribe
inhabits several other distnats in the neighbourhood. The
chief of the Meyrofabt, called Mek (an abbreviation of
Meluk or king), is, or rather was, in Burckhardt's lime,
appointed from among themwlve* by the lung of Sennsar.
Cailliaud, in bit Voj/ag« d Meroe. fall* into the mistake of
calling Barabrat or Barbarint exclusively the people of
Lower Nubia, who are nearest Kg) pi, in contradistinction
to those of Barbar or Barber, the district already mentioned
in Upper Nubia. He says that Barbar is a generic name,
and that Bar&bra is on the northern frontiers of Barbar.
But in these matters the statements of Cailliaud are very
loose, and bis information, although valuable in other
retpet u, must be considered as inferior in accuracy to that
of Burckhardt.
The four villages of Berber are all about "half an hour a

walk from the Nile, and are situated in tba sandy desert on
the borders of the arable soil. The bouses are built of
mud or of sun-baked bricks. Each habitation consists of a
large yard, round which are the apartments, sll on tho
ground floor. Two of the apartments are generally inha-
bited by the family ; a third serves for a store room ; a
fourth for tbe reception of stranger* ; and a fifth it often
occupied by public women, of whom there it a great number
in Berber. The rooms have seldom more Ihsn on* small
window; the doors have wooden locks and keys, St in

Egypt. Tbe chief article of furniture is a sofa or bedstead,
the seal of which is made either of reeds or of thin stripes

of ox leather. The honoured stranger has always one of
these sobs for his accommodation. Mats made of reeds are
spread in the other rooms; and over these tbe native*

spread at night a carpet made of piece* of leather sewed
together, on which they sleep. The common articles of
food are dhourra, milk, and butter. Tbe women prepare
tbe intoxicating drink called booia, which is made of fer-

mented highly-leavened dhourra bread, lite people of
Berber rear a large quantity of cattle which tbey pasture in

winter and spring in tbe mountain* of their neighbours the
Bisharcen, who live eastward of Berber, towards the Red
Sea. Berber is a principal mart for tbe trade of Sennaar
and other southern countries with Eg) pi, a* the caravans
pass through it. Many of the Berber people visit Egypt
for the purpose of trade. Tbey are a handsome race, of a
dark red-brown colour ; the men are tailor and stronger
than the Egyptians. Burokhardt gives a very bad account
of their morals. Borber was occupied in 1891. like the rest

of Nubia, by tbe arms of the Pacha of Egypt, under wbosa
power it now remains. [See Nubia.]
BARAHAT.the modern capital of the Rsjah of Gurwai,

is situated on the north-west bank of the Ganges in Northern

Hindustan, in 30° 45' N. 1st., and 78° ti' E. long. This
town suffered very severely in 1803 from an earthquake, in

which 300 of the inhabitants were killed. Tba effects of

this disaster are still visible, although the place is now in •
much more flourishing condition than it exhibited for many
years oiler the earthquake. It was described, in 1815, as

having not a doxen houses standing in a properly habitable

condition, and as being almost buried in a jungle of rank
weeds. At a bend of tbe river, a short distance below Ba-
rahat, ia a hanging bridge of ropes, over wbieh ia tbe direct

road to Serinagur, the former capital of the province, from
3 H a
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which H m distant 48 roues in Dm direction of N.N.W.
The nathes who make the pilgrimage to Gangoutri. in the

Himalaya mountains, what* the Ganges first appear*, ars

accustomed to tasks some stay at Barabat. (Hamilton's

Eatt India QaMtttetr.)

BARAL1PTON. [8ee 8yllooi™.]
BARANT8CHIN8K or BARANT8CHIN6KOI

ZAVOD. a mining town in the Russian government of

Permia. on the western side of the great metalliferous chain

of the Ural Mountains, commonly railed the Ekaterinen-

hurg chain ; it is situsted on the Targil, and within the

Permian circle of Verchoturia, which, according to Georgi.

lies between 57° SO' and 61° N. Iat„ and 46° 20/ and 60° 20'

B. long. The iron-mines near this place, to sfhich it is

indebted for its prosperity, belong to the crown, and were

opened in 1 746 ; they employ 380 bead-workmen, having

others labouring under them : the ores yield from twenty-

live to sixty per cent, of pure metal ; and their annual pro-

duce is estimated at 37)0 tons of raw, and 1 JO tons of

malleable iron.

BARANYA, a province (comitat) in the south-western

part of the kingdom of Hungary, lying between 45° 33' sod
46° 20' N. 1st, and 17' 40' and 19' E. long., bounded on
the south by the Drsve, on the east by the Danube, on the

north by the circles of Siimeg or Sotnogy. and Tolna, and
on the west by part of the former of those circles. It

contains about 1920 square miles, and presents an agree-

able alternation of bills and valleys in tlie northern sod
midland district*, from the numerous arms of the Styrian

range by which it is intersected in those quarters: the

vale of runfkirehen in particular is a delightful country.

There is a range of heights also in the east of B«rants,
stretching between Monostar and the Danube, to which
the name of Sxblloe has been given, on account of the
multitude of vineysrds on their acclivities. Th» plains

below them, as well ss those about Munits and the large

swampy island of Mounts or Margitta. which is formed by
two arms of the1 Danube, and comprehended in this circle,

are among the most extensive levels in Hungary. The
south-esstornmost part of Baranya, more particularly that

portion of it which lies next the confluence of the Danube
and Drsve, is covered with morasses. Independently of
these great rivers, the province derives much advantage
from the waters of the KarasiUa and Okar or Okor, the
former of which flows southwards to Luts, and thence takes
a north-easterly direction until it falls into the Danube
near BaUna ; the latter, which is ultimately called the
Oraviua, runs westward in a line nearly parallel with the
Drave, and is frequently lost among the swamps which it

crosses. In order to draw off the waters which inundate
tbo lands adjoining the KarasiUa, Duke Albert of Saxe-
Ttarhen, a considerable landed proprietor in these parts,

made a canal twenty-two miles in length, snd from sixty

to ooe hundred and ten feet in width, by which be reco-

vered above 8000 acres of pasture-ground. The natural
fertility of Baranya renders it one of the most productive
regions in Hungary. Ijchtemtern, indeed, tells us, that
out of its whole surface of I.22MO0 acres, the quantity
turned to account, even in the year 1790. was I.O49..100

acres, ofwhich 82,910 were orcupied by vineyards ; and we
learn from another source that 41S.970 are cultivated as
arable land. The climate, with the exception of that of the
swampy districts, is said to be healthy ; but the winds and
weather are liable to great variations. Baranya grows
excellent wheat and most other kinds of grain, as well as
much tobacco ; but the cultivation of cotton, which was
attempted a few years ago with some success, has been
abandoned. It produces considerable quantities both of
red and while wines : of these, the sort produced on the
V illany soil, north of Siklos, is much prised by the epicures
ef Vienna ; and next to it. the growths of B»d»ly, Kis-
faJu. and Funfkirchen. Meadow-lands and pastures are
abundant ; a plentiful supply of timber is obtained from
380,000 acres of woodland, on which the oak predominates

;

of the fruits which it produces, many afford palatable
wire ; it yields sweet chestnuts, and asparagus grows in a
wild state. Its woods afford immense crops of acorns, by
which thousands of swine are maintained ; it is well pro-

vided with homed cattle, but scantily with sheep; the
breed of horses, particularly that of the Mobil• IJand. is

small bat mettlesome ; and the Danube and other mors
Bttnrd fish tn abundance, anions; which the carp, pike, and
sturgeon are most noted. The mineral productions of

Baranya consist of limestone, marble, pmphy ry.
slate, alum, and coals; the coals are n
kircben, KomVs and Visas. Some glass

The population, which waa 183,243 in 1787. ItJJI J us law*,

and 213,473 in 1828, is estimated at present at HMW
of these about 170,000 are Roman Ckibobeo. and ssbssjs

22.000 Protestants ; the remainder are about I4w# Jew* asad

Greeks. Baranya is dMded into six erdee, vat- 1

kirchen (with the chief town and capital of the

of the same name— in Hungarian, ' Peas'). Hi.

(chief town 8u Kiralyk Siklos (chief town
Baranyavar (Botly). Mohata (chief team i

Metvek ( Petsrir). It contains one free town, 1

1

towns. 341 villages, and 22 prssdia. or indspendent I

colonies. The town and domain of Beilve. which
over an area of 304 square roues, and baa ttjf*
(ants located in 34 villages. Ice., and en the impieissasaa
of which ito late possessor, the Duke of Saxo-Taa rfc oa.

expended considersblo sums of money, now belongs as gas

Archduke Charles ; several colonies of Germans have We
aottled upon this property, particularly in the vmatty of taw

of Albertsdorf ; and the sits eased red wsae

car a village upon it, from wfcarh the

Roman town, supposed to have boss

id to have stood on or near the soar <*"

beautiful village of

j

' Villany' is grown near

name is derived. A
Quadriburgum, is said to have stood on or near t

Baan. on the northern aide of the SsoHna,

buildings, vases, snd carved stone-Work with Roman i

lions, amongst which the name of (Jusdnbm guns

have been discovered. Near BaUna on the Danube,
the Aureus Mons is supposed to have been shoaled, a i

ber of Roman and Turkish coins hare been hkewsse fc

BARAS KHOTUN. or BAR8 KHOTAN (on DA»-
vitte's Map of the Chiiut Umpire called Par tiotaa . an

Grimm's Allot ofAsia Para Kotun). the city of the tames,

are the ruins of a large town on the banks of the h'Wrfca

or Kberoolun, in the country of the Mongols; tWy ha

according to Father Gerbillon. the only European who rear

visited tbero, in 48° N. 1st., and 113° 42' E. long. Wan
this traveller passed the river near these rums, they re-
sisted of extensive remains of mud walls, and tw* para
mids in a state of decav. Du Halde thought that the fcswa

had been built by the great emperor Kublai : baft the

German transistor of the 8sanang fieetaen. or the hiasry mt

Ibe Mongols, supposes with more reason, that thss asaa was
built about the middle of the fourteenth neotury. whew She

descendants of Tsbenkis khan were expeUsd nroaa Chans
and retreated to their antient territories, the great 'is—

t

ss*

Gobi. At that time the Khagan, or Mongol 1

Togbon Timor, gathered the Mongols who had
from the fury of the Chinese, and after uniting 1

those who had remained in the desert, erected tans \

the future seat of their empire*, and himself tfaed there m
1370. At that lime it was an extensive town, nearly seswa
miles in circumference. Nothing certain as knew a iw-

sprrting its destruction. Timur's son transferred taw saa*

of Ibe empire to the antient town of Karakecnaa, tactax as

the weat ; and this rircumatanrc, combined with the i

wars which in the fifteenth century divided the Me
seem to have brought about its

destruction. It appears to have rwassved the Bases «t* * TW
City of the Tigers from the roaring of these anaaaala, wweab
was considered a favourable prognostic by the Maaaaaaa.

(Du Halde; Ritlrrs's ,4sio.>

BARATIE R. JOHN PHILIP, hem m Janwarv. irji

at Schwabarh. in the Margraiute of AanVarh. waa the

s»n of Fronrts Baratier. pastor of the Frearh PrAnanas
Church of Schwabarh. II is father, who was a man ss* sbmss

information, devoted all bis leisure time to his sees"a sdssa
lion, which he conducted not as a task, but ae an anew
meat. At four years of age the child spoke Lataa warn mm
fslher, French with his mother, and German wah the hwaaw
tenant. Buoka of ptiuts. with the expUnelasns ta eat

fcrent languages. were put into bis hands, wkw-h he asaaaa-

Isted without bating learned anything ef grassawsr BV
Iwern four snd file tears of age lie began to stash GsemV
and in fifteen months was able to reed the aWrvataawa m
that language, and to translate them into Lataa. TewaraV
(be end of bu sixth year be began Hebrew, ta the mmm of

which be •pent three years. He then plunged mm> at ah
Uniral literature, and read with greet avwbtv the avaba as*

the Cabhaltata. Talmud***, commentators. lU. At asset

veers of age he made a dsrtinsiary of the

brew and Chaldaic words. He next anuerSsat the (
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U* of tbe travel* or Benjamin of Tudcla, a Hebrew writer
of the twelfth century. Two Latin translations of this work.
001 by Aria* Montanua and the other by Conatantin Lem-
poreur. Leyden. 1633, were found to be incorrect. Baratier
wrote hi* in French, and added to it copious notes, and eight
dissertations at the end. which are more interesting than
tbe text itself. The subjects of these dissertations aro the
fallowing:— I. ' On the person of Benjamin and on his
work.' Baratier is decidedly of opinion thst Benjamin did

• not travel over the countries which be describes. ' from
Spain unto China,' but that be acted merely as a compiler
0/ the accounts be gathered front others, and especially from
his countrymen, who were scattered all over the world.
3. Baratier s second dissertation is on the caliphs of Bagdad
and their succession. 3. On the government of the Jews
in Judsfts. 4. On the authority of tbe chiefs of the Jews
after their dispersion in various countries. Dissertations
5. 6, and 7 are on the kingdoms and empires which tbe
Jews have pretended that they possessed in various parts of
tbe world, and their stories ana romances on tho subject.
b. On tbe ten tribes of Israel, and the place of their trans-
portation. These are all curious subjects to be treated by a
child eleven years old. He finished his work in about six
months in 173*. but it was not published till 1734, in two
vols, small 8vo., Amsterdam. After this Baratier turned
his attention to theological studies, and especially to tho
Greek Fathers and tbe early Councils. After some time be
undertook to refute Samuel Crellius, a celebrated Unitarian
divine, who had written a book styled Artemonius. Tbe
title of Boratier's reply will show the subject of the contro-
versy :

—

Anti-Artrmoniui, ten initium Ecangelii & Johan-
•tt Apottoli ex antiquitate eecUtuutica adrertui L. M.
Arimnomi, Neo-Pholiniani, Critieam vindioatum atque
iUutfratum ; cut in fine aocedit duterlaJio de dialogic Iribus,
rulgo Theodoreto tributit. Nuremberg. 1733. Frederic Wil-
liam. King of Prussia, having appointed Baratier's father
to the French Protestant church at Stettin, the family
left Schwabach in tho beginning of 1733. In passing
through Halle, young Baratier. whose fame had long before
reached that university, was made Master of Arts, after un-
dergoing an examination and sustaining a public disputation.
On his arrival at Berlin the king sent for him, and was de-
lighted with bis conversation. He had him repeatedly at
tbe palace, and made him presents of books and money.
The Royal Society of Sciences at Berlin named Baratier
one of its members. The king urged upon both father and
son tbe propriety of the Utter applying himself to some re-

gular profession, and be suggested that of the law. In order
to facilitate this be altered the destination of the elder Bara-
tier, and appointed him to the French church of Halle, and
granted the son a pension of fifty rix dollars a year during
too time bo was to study at that university. Tbe family
therefore returned to Halle in April, 1733. During the next
four years Baratier attended the courses of the four law
professors of civil, canon, public, and feudal law. He fol-

lowed his legal studies as a matter of duty, without any
particular inclination for there, with tbe exception of public

law, in which be seemed to tako an interest He at tbe
same time found leisure to pursue his more favourite studies.

He had begun a ' History of the Heresies of the Anti-
Trinitarians,' which he left in MS. Several dissertations

also on various subjects of philology, history, and antiqui-

ties, were inserted in the ' Bibliothoquo Germanique.' The
last work be published was on the succession of the early

bishops of Rome : Ditquuitin Ckronologica de Sucrttrione
amliauuttma Kpuarponan Romanorum, indea Petrn tuque
ad I urlorem. 4to. Utrecht, 1740. This was the begin-

ning of a great work which be designed on the history of
the first centuries of the Church. He also began a Hirtory

of the Thirty Years* War.
Baratier's chest was naturally weak : a cold which he

took brought on an obstinate cough, and in October, 1 739,

be spat blood. He passed the following winter, which was
a severe one, in-doors ; but bis constitution was evidently

worn out. In September, 1740, he became much worse;
his weakness was extreme, and ho could no longer read,

which was to him the greatest privation. On tbe 3th of

October he expired in his arm chair, at the age of nine-

teen years and eight months. He had been long recon-

ciled to tbe idea of death, and looked on tho world as

a stage upon which every one was called to act Ins part

for an allotted period. He also felt at times the unsatis-

factory nature and uncertainty of human knowledge, and

often expressed his disappointment at finding so little to be
depended upon in so many works which be bsd read : the
more ho strove after truth the farther it seemed to recede
from him. His morals were pure, his habits frugal and
abstemious, and bis manners occasionally boyish. Ho
lived to the last with his father and mother, to whom
he was tenderly attached. Though not fond of play and
amusements, he was cheerful and lively. Tbe life of this

extraordinary boy was written by Mr. Formey, from the
materials furnished by his rather, I'imo. Halle. 1741, and
a second edition was published at Frankfort and Leipzig in

1 733. At the end is a long catalogue of the numerous
works which lie left in MS., mostly unfinished.
BARB, the name of a noble brood of horses reared by

the Moors of Barbory and Morocco, and introduced into
Spain during their dominion in that country, where, how-
ever, it has been suffered to degenerate greatly since their
expulsion. The noble race of Barbary horses which we
commonly call barbs, aro of rare occurrence even in their

own county, where the tyranny of the governor* holds out
no inducement to private individuals to rear an animal of
which they may be deprived without scruple or compensa-
tion by tbe first man in power who happens to fancy it ; it

is only among the wild nomadic tribes of tbe desert, whoa*
roving habits and inhospitable country place them beyond
the control of the onlinary powers of the state, that this

breed exists in perfection. The common horse of Barbary
is a very inferior animal, which, ir originally derived from
tbe same source as the noble race of barbs, has greatly de-

generated. In the beauty and symmetry of their -forms,

owevcr, even the latter are far from excelling : their valu-
able qualities, and in these they aro perhaps unequalled by
any other breed in existence, are unrivalled speed, sur-

firising bottom, abstinence, patience and endurance under
atigue, and gentleness of temper. Their point* would not

K
lease the critical eye of a member of the Jockey Club ; the

ead is large and clumsy, the neck short and thick, the
chest broad and powerful, yet tho body and leg* are so long
and slender a* to resemble those of a greyhound, and form
a perfect contrast to the rest of the animal. But the Moors
do not regard the external appearance or their horses so much
as their temper, speed, and capability to endure fatigue ; and
the animals which possess these valuable qualities are che-

rished with all the kindness and attention that are bestowed

on children. Their mode of treatment is very different from

that practised in Europe. They are very early accustomed

to the saddle, aro mounted at two year* old, and have their

manes and tails cropped till tbe age of six, under tbe sup-

position that it adds to their strength and bottom. After

this period they are never dressed, nor are their manes and
tails combed ; if dirty they are washed in tbe next stream,

and some are even ssid to be offended by Europeans patting

their bones with the palm of tbe hand, from an apprehen-

sion of its injuring their coat They are never castrated,

nor have tbe Moors tho bod taste to seek to improve upon
nature by cropping the cars and tails or their horses, as is

practised by some nations ; a Mussulman will neither muti-

late nor sell the skin or ' the beast or tbe prophet,' the noblest

of animals. The horses alone ore used for the saddle, the

marcs being kopt for breeding, except among some of the

predatory tribes of the Desert, who find that the neighing of

the horses is apt to betray their approach, and give notice of

their coming to the caravans which are the objects of their

attack. Walking and galloping are the only paces which

these animals aro allowed to practise ; and it is even con-

sidered vulgar to trot or cantor. Generally speaking, the

Moor* avoid giving their horses violent exercise, or over-

healing them ; except upon extraordinary occasions, and

among the Desert tribes, it is only in their cavalry exer-

cise*, such as throwing the lance, ate. that their speed is a

all put forth. On these occasions, however, they are not

spared, and it is surprising with what rapidity and precision

they perform the different evolutions. These, indeed, are

not so complicated as the tactics of more civilized nations,

but they are much more severe upon the cattle, and would

soon break down tbe best of our European breeds. Tho
great exercise of the Moorish cavalry consists in galloping

their horses at the very height or their speed for tho distance

of about * quarter of a mile, and then making them stop

suddenly short, while the rider delivers his spear or fires his

musket ; and of this amusement the people arc so ridicu»

lously fond, thst they frequently continue it for hours to-

gether without a moment's intermission to breathe orchange
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their horeef. Yet Artwithstanding inch violent exeKiee*
wjr little care is afterward* taken of the hone* ; still they
re *aid to be long-lived and remarkably free from disease*.

Such distemper* as farcy end gland*r* ere unknown ; spa-

vin and mullonder ere of very rare occurrence.
The Moore never make hay. but feed Ibcit home* upon

chopped straw and barley, which (hey eat out of a nose-bag
put over their heads, a* ia the custom in England; in

spring they are ehiufly fod upon grass. In the stable* there
are no manger*, but tho horses are fastened by means of
two iron pins driven into the ground, ono before and the
other behind, to which the fore ami hind-legs are respec-

litely fastened in such a manner as to prevent the animal
from moving more than a foot either backwards or forward * :

their collar is *l*o made fast to the front pin, which i* pro-

vided with a ring for that purpose, and they oat their pro-

vender off the ground. Formerly it wa* the practice for the

Moor*, in shoeing their horses, to cut off the front part of the
hoof; a Hat shoe of a triangular shape was then put on,

{

with one of the sides in front, and the other two nearly

meeting in an acute angle behind the frog : but this unna
tiaral mode of disfiguring these noble ammals was put an
end to about the year 1700, by an order of tho Emperor
Muley Iahmacl, who commanded that thenceforth all his

subject* should, up-itt pain of tfeo/A, shoo their horses with
round shoe*. The Berbers and Kabylcs, the aboriginal in

habitant* of the country between the Sahara and the shore*
of the Mediterranean, and who are now for the most part
confined to the mountainous and moat inaccessible districts

nf North Africa, never shoe their horses at all ; yet so hardy
ore these animals, and so much tougher are their hoofs than
those of our own horse*, that Windhu*, who, in the begin-
ning of the last century, accompanied a British embassy to

the court of the Emperor of Morocco, and who has left an
interesting account of his joumcy, assure* u* that he saw
one of thcru which bod travelled fifty miles without resting,

and that though be had been twice during the journey
obliged to cross a mountain full of rocks, yet it wa* not per-
ceived that ho hod the least crack in his hoof, nor did he
make any complaint of hi* feet.

There is a particular breed of the noble barbs, called
Hhrubah Er'reeh (literally Wind-sucker), or the Desert
Horse, which is only found among tho tribe* of the Sa-
hara, and which, when transported beyond the sands of
the Desert, soon languishes and dies. The flcetnes*. tem-
perance, and endurance of this animal, if we are to believe
naif the stories related by travellers, almost surpass the
Itound* of credibility. 'When thou shall meet a sh'rulnh
er'reeh," says a Moorish proverb, 'and say to his rider.
" ttahm Aliktim." before he can answer " Alikutn Salam.
be will be far from thee, for his speed is like the whirl-
wind.' B> the assistance of this animal, or of the Heine,
or Desert dime!, the Arab can, upon an emergencv,
rn>«* tho Sahara in a short time ; but so amazingly
rapid is the rate of travelling, that, as we are credibly
lufiiimcd, the ruler* are obliged to have bandage* lied

round their loins, breast, and ears to prevent the percussion
of the air from impeding their respiration. At the con-
clusion or the journey, also, it is said that their stomachs
iii>- so much relaxed, as to be unable for somo time to retain
cither solid or liquid food. The sh'ruhah er'reeh. however,
is neither so useful nor so economical an animal as the
di -ert camel ; it is true that his speed is greater, but he is

mother s<» nb.tcimous nor so enduring. The heiric will
trawl f..r fifteen or twenty successive day t, and require* but
a handful of thied dates in the morning, and a supply of
water c\ery third day

; upon an extraordinary emergency
he can even travel for six or seven days without this im-
portant element ; but the desert horse must bate a feed of
• 4inel s nulk once a day, and for this purpose there mutt
In< a couple of female camels wherever he goes. Camel*
nulk is his only sustenance ; and indeed it would be diffi-

cult to find him any oilier in the parched and and deserts
which he inhabit*; lie does not like wheat, hay, at raw, or
*ni other kind of food, and if forced to lit a upon these
subsume*, soon loses all his tsluablc i|ualitic*. In hi*
ii line country the ilesvrt horse is principally employed for
the purpose of hunting the ostrich and gazelle, at' which
sp.rts Ik. is amoimgl) expert, nor is there sny other being
that c*u equal these animals in speed. When brought to
Marorco.ss is sometimes the ease, these burses soon decline
on l.-r the rhsi>Uu of food ami chmate. < Alk*id Omar lien
I'sud).' »aya Jtvktou in lus Ac«>mnt ./ the Ars/sr* ./

Momcco* ' when governor of MoajooW. !** ra*n I

bone* in hi* stable* ; but finding it inennvaaawot a* sVwd

them constantly upon camel's milk, he resolved to try tlvs**

on the usual food given to Barbary horses. He aretsrtatf**

had their food gradually changed, and In a shart tiaa* M
them altogether with barley, and occasionally with wheat

and straw ; they grew fat, and looked better than Wsssa.

but they lost their speed, and soon afterwards dsssi. a* at

nature had designed them to be appropriated snarls m tfcttt

district whose and and extensive plain* render thaw a*a

essentially necessary.'

BA'RBACAN or BARBICAN, in antient fertile****,

wa* usually a until round tower for the ststViu of an ad-

vanced guard, placed just before the outward gale of ike

ca*t)e-yard or ballium. I King * Sequel tn At* Ofte an «*>

lient Cifll'-t, Arekttnl. vol. vi. p. SOS.) Whence Bp
in the Aiury Quern, b. ii.

Whtiia lbs ktrJlrn • fmin satr.

j lwt»i »a«H> ftast st*.Oss sa4 sight *«!« kW*>.*.f «

[W.lmcst* lUr as>l ItaC^rsa. Wl.
Ibr **o*uSrat»ma tn th* i'tly ut Y<**k,*

art hllrru. IM4 j

sSaaTHHoa
TV IImsxi tm4 SIM, «

b) Drat Ls»*s>«asl s«m< <

Grose {Anttq. o/ E'tgLtnd and Haiti, vol. i. feet p. i > rath
it the first member of an anliea! eastlc. He amy* st twssta*

to have had no positive place, except that st wa* tdsswy* aa
outwork. Tho term is still preserved in law

fereut castles, as at Kramhnghaio and CaMtwhsjrs I
and a small stone-work covering the vale tar

Ca*tle, hi Sussex, is still called Us* barhacsn. Toss ass*

round tower* at the angle* of Use kuWta <U Voce, *>•*
probably connected by a low breattwgrk o»*» Use ***** *tw
Messrs. Lor a. wood and Cat** eatsstdsv Use w b*a» of saw

building whsch projects fifty -six feet freaa the gaa* satiate
1

Walmgale, to be the barbaean.
In riiies or town* the bsrbacaa wa* a watch Sostwr, ptasssti

at some important point of the ctrrwrat titan—. U hast

omttlum a ditch and draw landg* csf tt* www it

J/i/»f. Anltq. \M. it. p. «.) The street <*f

BarWan received its appellauon from its twisuly %» a t

of this sort tit*, bed to the cits wall, the i*aa*ias» ssf «
were visible within the last half-century. It at an sfetts ,

that Hen Jooson use* the term in ha
{Horkt, vol »ii. p. a):

—

IXal fat an so lsg ss«
< ~rr
V* ImI t**4 .4 «aSi4af *"S
ll» Wad m klisa, art. as* as skal ta«*t

S|«lman »OV >•«

rd for a hole

wlus-h arrows and tUrt* were rati out.

in \ I sets IssriWan was a
hi the wall of a city *r
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long narrow opening left in the walU, to drain off the water
from a Imn or platform.

The ct\ luology of thia word ia uncertain. Spelman de-

rives it from the Anglo-Saxon burg*-ktning UspiaU from
the town) ; Junius from burk-beanm (aa if it meant the
•tgnal-lowar) : but nettlier of theae compound -words are to

be t>und in the Saxon dictionaries. Indeed Manning, in

lha Supplement to Lye's Dictionary, expressly says that
the word barbican is not Koxon, but derived from the Arabic

;

first adopted in Italy, and brought to us by the Normans.
He says. ' Vox ista mimmc Saxtmiea : scilicet ab Arabibus
pnmo acccrsilam, ct ab Ilalit acceptam, ad nos deduxerunt
Sormmmni: Its supposed Arabic origin is noticed by Du-
frrsne. Won. adit, r rancof. I6sl, torn. i. col. 473.

BARBACANAOIUM. or BARBICANAGE. was mo-
ney paid to the maintenance of a barbacon or watch-tower.
Cart. 17 Bdw. III. m. 6. n. U.
BARBADOES ia the most eastern of the Caribbee

Islands, and the most anliotit of tho British settlements in

these scan. The exact date of its discovery is unknown ;

but no mention of it occurs prior to 1600. In ail proba-
bility it waa first seen by the Portuguese, in their voyages
to and from South America; but the rude aspect of the
island, without inhabitants, and destitute of every thing
necessary for human accommodation, waa ill-calculated to

induce them, already well satisfied with their continental

possessions, to forni any settlement. Being wholly engrossed
with the hope of obtaining immediato supplies of gold and
silver, they overlooked its commercial situation. That their

discovery might, however, be useful to themselves and
other* touching there, they planted some vegetables, and
left a few swine for breeding. From the Portuguese it

derived its name, which it is supposed to have obtained
from the Indian fig-trees growing on the island, and which
wwre called bv them ' Barbadas,' or bearded.

The first English ship known to have touched at the
island was the Olive, in 1605, on her return from Guinea

:

part of the crew landed, erected a cross, and took possession

in the name of the king, inscribing on a tree 'James,
King of England and of this Island.' Although they found
• number of Indian implements, it appears that the island

waa only occasionally visited by the Caribbs of the neigh-
bouring islands, for the purpose of hunting* fishing, or of
procuring clay for the manufacture of domestic utensils.

For some years Barbados* appears to have been no more
thought of. nil a favourable report reaching Sir William
CsKirtswn. a merchant of London, he formed the project of

making a settlement on the island ; and Lord Ley, after-

words Earl of Marlborough, obtained a grant of it from
James I., for himself and his heirs in perpetuity. This did

net prevent the prosecution of Courtcens design, who, under
the sanction of the patentee, fitted out at his own expense
aa expedition, furnished with every requisite for establishing

a colony. One ship only arrived, and thirty men landed in

Mas on the spot which had been taken possession of by the

Oirea, and laid the foundation of a town, which, in honour
of the raining king, they called James Town.
The Earl of Carlisle, who proposed to erect all the

Canbbae Islands into a palatinate, asked the king to

grant him a patent ; which, however, was strenuously op-

posed by Lord Msriborough, as affecting his prior claim to

Barbados*. This dispute continued till 1627, when the

latter waived bis right on condition of the Earl of Carlisle's

agreeing to pay him and bis heirs for ever the sum of 3007.

par annum. By the patent. Lord Carlisle was empowered
to publish such laws ss be or his heirs, with the consent,

assent, and approbation of the free inhabitants, &.c. shall

think fit and best. In the mean time, the settlers were
diligently, though slowly, establishing themselves. For-

tenalety the woods, with which the island was thickly over-

arown. afibrded hgnumvita* sod fustic ; these became articles

of immediate export to England, and procured in return

ansa octnjaoditias as were most wanted.

Caurtonn. the original founder of the colony, finding him-
assf smeary deaerssd by hia former patron, sought tho

si mention of the Bail of Pembroke, who obtained, in 1608.

from Charles I., a grant of the island, during the temporary

absence of Lord Carlisle. On the return of the latter, be

soon procured tho rwvocatna of Pembroke's patent and his

own mnstatssneat in poaassvsion. to secure which ho oon-

tracsasi with a company of nine marchint* of London, to

grant thorn IMtO acres of land, on condition of receiving

from aaata settler forty pounds of cotton annually, and

with the privilege lo tho company of appointing ihcir own
governor, who received full power* from Lord Carbsl*. A
native of Bermuda, Charles Wulfvrslone, was appointed,
who, with sixty-four person*. Ian<lcd in July. U,ii. Kat-h
of tho settle! s was entitled, on his arm a], to loo acres of
land. Their first care was to build Iiuum* fur their -tores,
&c. which obtained tho name of Bridgetown . ami YYolfcr-
stone having appointed a council, summoned be lure it the
colonists scut out by fourteen, whose settlement us* b>
this time in a flourishing condition. Tin y made, their ap-
pearance, but utterly tliM-laimcd all depeutlauce on l<urd
Carlisle, and refused to submit to hi* autliority. Both
parties now prepared for hostilities, but this extremity was
prevented by their agreeing lo rvfor to tho decision of
the two noblemen at home. These appealed to tlu> king,
who ordered a second patent, dated April, 16'i'j. con-
firming, in the most unequivocal maimer, to Lord Carlisle
the original grant IIsmiiu thus overcome all opposition,
this nobleman appointed Sir William Tufton comuiandcr-
in-chief of the island, who, on his arrival in December,
1629, appointed a council, issued grants for nearly 16,000
acres of land, confirmed those already given, and divided
the country under cultivation into six parishes. Ho waa
unexpectedly superseded by Captain Hawley, who appears
to have used some unfair means to prejudice Lord Carlisle
against Tufton; but that nobleman, suspecting that the
revenue ho derived was not proportionate to the increasing
prosperity of the island, recalled Hawley, and in 1646 the
government devolved on Philip Bell, who devoted his
whole attention to the improvement of the internal admi-
nistration.

The civil war and religious dissensions which were raging
in England contributed greatly to the rapid population of
the island, and many royalist famines found on asylum in
it. The leeward part seems to have been first and best
settled. Many of the planters had become rich ; and Lord
Carlisle having little leisure to attend to the affairs of the
colony, bis claims, amid the confusion which reigned at
home, were silently relinquished. Assisted by a council
of ten persons. Bell divided the whole island into eleven
parishes, and appointed a minister to each ; be instituted a
general assembly, composed of two deputies from each pa-
rish ; devoted the produce of the excise for seven years to
fortifying the coasts, and augmented the militia to 1000
cavalry and 10.000 infantry. The population had in 1647
increased to S0.000, and the value of land had of course
risen in proportion. An unrestricted intercourse existed
with the Dutch very favourable to the Barbadians, but money
was so scarce, that barter of commodities was often neces-
sarily resorted to, and all foes snd emoluments were paid in

kind.

When and whence the sugar-cane was first imported ia

uncertain, but in 1647 Ligon speaks of the art of making
sugar as a business recently begun and little understood

;

and it is to the Dutch that we ore indebted for the first in-

struction in the culture of the plant, and the manufacture
of this valuable staple.

In 1649 the Earl of Carlisle, son and heir of the original

patentee, revived his claim, and entered into a treaty with
Francis Lord Willoughby, granting him a lease of twenty-
one years, on condition of receiving half the profits. Lord
Willoughby, by way of adding strength to this authority,

procured from Charles II., then in Holland, a royal com-
mission as governor of the island ; and on his arrival at
Barbadoes, bis first step waa to proclaim Charles as king -

be then convened the legislature, who acknowledged his

sovereignty, snd raised a body of men to compel the neigh-
bouring islsnds to submit to the royal authority.

Meantime, however, the Parliament determined on mi-
lushing the refractory colonists, and sent a large force out

for that purpose ; and still further to oppress them, they

prohibited the ships of any foreign power from trading to

any of the British plantations without a license. This law,

which was levelled as mush against tho growing prosperity

of the Dutch as against the planters, wave rise to the Na-
vigation Act of this kingdom. The Barbadians being for

the moat part sincerely attached to tho royal cause, denied

the authority of the Parliament, and protested against the

above act, which they determined to resist. Sir George
Ayscue, who commanded the Parliamentary Forces, found

groat difficulty in bringing the island under subjection,

and ha would probably hare failed, had it not been for a
party law solicitous about their public principles than thejr
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private interests, who, fearing the destruction of their pro-

perty, deserted tbo royal cause, and thus compelled Lord

Willoughby to treat for a capitulation. After the sur-

render of the island, in March, 1652. the Government was

placed in the bands of the victorious admiral, who soon re-

signed it, preferring to go in search of other conquests ; and

Barbadoes enjoyed tranquillity till the Restoration. The
colony hod hitherto nourished, but the conquest of Jamaica

tended to diminish die population of Barbadoes, as many
opulent planters removed to this island, where land was

procured with leas difficulty.

Notwithstanding the prohibitory act, the Barbadians had

contrived to maintain a friendly intercourse with the Dutch,

which from motives of policy had been connived at by the

governor. Their consternation and resentment were natu-

rally roused at finding a measure which had been inflicted on

them as a punishment for disowning the authority of the Pro-

tector, confirmed by the king, on his restoration ; and, to add

to their calamities, they wore alarmed as to the legality ofthe

tenure of their estates. Lord Willoughby having only eight

or nine years of his lease unexpired, applied to the king for

a renewal of his commission, intending to enforce his claims

under the proprietary grant. The planters, perceiving that

they were held by these two powerful noblemen as tcnanta-

al-will, appealed to his Majesty ; they pleaded their being

British subjects, insisted that tbo grant to l»rd Carlisle had

been surreptitiously obtained, and propnscd that tho king

should permit them to commence a suit in bis name, but at

their own expense, in the Court of Exchequer, to set tho

grant aside, or that be would resume the sovereignty of the

island, and leave the claimants to seek their remedy against

the planters by course of law. The matter was laid before

the Privy Council, who decided that Lord Carlisle's patent,

tun ing been obtained by a misrepresentation of facts, waa
null and void.

The Earl of Carlisle, dying in the interim, had bequeathed

liia West India property to the Earl of Kinnoul. Ilia

creditors brought in demands to the amount of 80.000/.

besides which the heirs of the Earl of Marlborough claimed

the annuity of 300/., considerable arrears of which were
due, and Lord Willoughby also demanded the moiety of

profits which should accrue during the unexpired term of

his lease. To satisfy these claims. Mr. Kendall, on the part

of the planters, proposed an internal tax of 44 per cent, on
the exportation of all commodities of native produce, the

surplus to be at the king's disposal. These terms were
readily acceded to, and arrangements having been made for

the satisfaction of all claimants, the proprietary government
was to be dissolved ; but the planters denied the authority

of Mr. Kendall to make such an offer, and Lord Willoughby
waa sent back to Barbadoes, where, after much argument,
entreaty, and menace, bo succeeded in obtaining its coo
Urination by the Assembly in August, 1663.

Next year, war having been declared against the Dutch.
Admiral De Ruyter was sent to take possession of Bar-
badoes, but, after an ineffectual attempt, he was obliged to

abandon the enterprise. Lord Willoughby resolved to re-

turn the visit, and with an expedition fitted out in the island

he took St. Lucia, but perished in a hurricane off Guada-
lonpe, and the command devolved on his brother. In I (68
a destructive fire laid nearly all Bridgetown in ashes. In
1669 Barbadoes was made the head-quarters of a more
extensive government called the Windward Islands, which
jgas defined to include all the islands to windward of GusiU-
loape; that and the other islands of the Caribbean chain
having been formed into a distinct command under the title

of the Leeward Islands.

In August. 1675, Barbadoes was visited with s most awful
hurricane : neither tree nor house was left standing, except
a few sheltered by some bill or cliff, and the whole face of
the country exhibited one scene of desolation, while the
coast was strewed with wrecks, and many lives were lost

at tea and on shore. This waa thought by the inhabitants

a favourable moment to obtain relief from their oppressive

impost, by petitioning his majesty to that effect, but be
was deaf both to their oomplainta and entreaties. Instead
of relief, their freedom of trade received s severe blow by
the establishment of the Royal African Company in It7s,
for the exclusive supply of negroes to the colonies ; and ia
1605 parliament laid a tax of two shillings per cwt on mus-
covado, and four shdlings on refined sugar. Three years
after, the island was thrown into a stats of great alarm by
the report of a projected insurrection of the slaves, which.

however, waa happily prevented by a timely dasaaswry of
the plot: the consequence was the passing of a rode at*

laws bearing severely on the negroes.

On the accession of King William, the Bsrtiailinaa. as

conjunction with Colonel Codrington, governor of the 1—
ward Islands, voluntarily undertook an expadittoei

the French in these seas, in which they greatly dat
themselves in several very gallant exploits. The <

of war were in I69'2 aggravated by the ravages of
[

and an insurrection of the negroes ; nevertheless the Bar
badians sent a thousand men to assist in the attack nana
Martinique.

A long period of comparative quiet and prosperity ewaawd.

but so groat waa tbo scarcity of money, that ia 1 7*1 taw

Assembly passed an act to allow 65.000/. paper in ail, s

measure which was severely censured in England, aad re-

pealed again immediately. After this fuOowcd aa
when the reduction of the governor's salary caused
feeling between that functionary and the Mooseof
and party -spirit ran high; notwithstanding the

and confusion which had prevailed, many )<"'

beenAs the colonies had not

dioceses, the bishop of London obtained from the kang CW
authority to subject them to his spiritual junadirtam. a*4 a>

establish ecclesiastical courts; but the AseesnWy as* aW
badoes enacted that no errlesiaslical law should has* eW
power of enforcing punishment on the island, faoseas
measurer were also taken against invasion, by a risaaaef

fortifies t ons from Mayeock'a Bay to Oistm'a Tow* . ana
tho islaed waa divided into five districts, with a reg-aia* war
establwa mcnt of 200 men each.

Lord Howe'a administration afforded the planWrs asms
alleviation of tho restrictions imposed on tbser

In 1 756 the war which was kindled in Europe si

Barbadians an opportunity of showing their seal ami i

by furnishing 600 white volunteers, with negrnsa tar saW
rioua service, besides supplies to the fleet under i

Moore, destined to attack Martinique, and to Use :

sieging Guadaloupe. About this time the

passed in England, and waa submitted to merely warn a
monstrance against its injustice: daring ties time, ha

ever, that it was in force, 8500/. were eoUetasd ia tha i

Taking advantage of the absenco of the governor. ta» As-
sembly, in 1 766, demanded from the president af taw aeaav
cil (upon whom the government devolved derm* law i

of the governor) the following privileges :— I. Exa
from arrest for themselves and servants; t. 1 Ai ri) ef
speech ; 3. Access at all times to the king's nasi asatim
In the same year two dreadful fires, one in May assl tke
other in December, reduced the capital to aehea. aad bb>
Assembly were obliged to apply to the Britten

|

for a grant in aid of rebuilding it ; but after f

only obtained the sum of 5000/. Within I

town had four different times suffered a shatter <

Mr. Hay. who assumed the government m 1772, was vary
anxious to improve tha commerce of the island, aad i

mended that application should be made for «s <

ment as a free port; tha minister ceawsnasd
free trade to the Spaniards, but owing to Use tardea*** at
llie agent, the opportunity was lost, as Use Jems _

in the mean time passed. The war between Oreat nVaawa
and her North American colonies produced ia atoswaanse
lbs moat alarming apprehensions of faauae. ha* thaw was*
relieved by a plentiful supply of prwrsuoae frees En
which were consigned to the governor to he wad a*
cost. This supply was accompanied by a doom
support of such rebrl prisoners as should be
Barbedora, which was rejected by the Assess**}.
The declaration of war with France aad the Was af Do-

minique. Kl Vincent, and Grenada, awakened taw tease af
the legislature, but they found some deftraJty m raaaasg a
capitation-tax of fifteen-penes on slews, to pa*
in a batter posture of defence. A series af abyss
as moral and political evils had branch! the island as i

a stale of poverty, mat the Assembly thought at i

ther to reduce the salary of tha rarer
which sowed the seeds of <

happy results. To add to thaw
humeans, which, commencing on the isji T?m t i. t ran,
continued to rags with Mannar
hours, threatened them with
island was devastated, and Its i

reduced to the last extremity of aweary sad aawaaer. Tan
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loss ofhuman lifetu estimated at 3000, and the destruction
of property at 1.018,928/. sterling. Thoso who escaped
ware exposed to danger* scarcely less imminent; from the
deprivation of their internal resource*, the prospect of fa-

mine presented itself, and the slaves, instead of endea-
vouring to save, were actively engaged in plundering the
remnant of property which the hurricane bad •pared. On
this occasion a grant of 80,000/. to the sufferers of Bar-
badoee passed the British parliament ; the city of Dublin
raised 20.000/, and several liberal donations were made by
individuals.

On the 1 1th of October, 1 785. the following singular phe-
nomenon alarmed the inhabitants : several deep Assures
appeared in the earth, and somo small tenements sunk
to a considerable depth; the mansion-house and plan-
tation of Walcots, with the negro huts, sunk into a deep
chasm, and were buried with the soil from the neighbouring
heights; and in the course of the night the face of the
district was completely changed. Some cocoa-nut trees and
•van a windmill were gradually removed many hundred
yards from their original position.

Towards the close of the 1 8th century laws were passed to

encourage the growth of cotton on the island, and for punish-
ing with death persons convicted of cutting and clipping
gold coins. The extraordinary mortality of the Bntiah
troops induced the ministry to adopt the scheme of raising
negro regiments, a measure which was received with great
dissatisfaction throughout the West Indies, and severely

commented on in the assembly of Barbados*, where several

resolutions were passed in opposition to the proposed organi-

sation of these troops : nevertheless, the islanders showed
prooft of their loyalty in collecting upwards of 1 5,000/. to-

wards the war against the French.
During the last war the Barbadians constantly showed

their readiness to aid the government both with men
and money ; they remained free from foreign aggression,
and no event of importance occurred during this interval.

The years 1810 and 1825 were marked by violent and
organized insurrections of the negroes, with burnings,
destruction of property, and murder. In May, 1 824, Bar-
badoes was created a bishop's see, the diocese of which
comprehends all the British possessions in the Caribbean
chain, with Trinidad, and British Guiana.
The island is subject to periodical hurricanes, by which it

has frequently suffered. On the llth of August, 1831,
it was visited by one of a most dreadful and devastating

nature, surpassing even that of 1 780. The appearance on
the preceding evening indicated unsettled weather; the

wind was high, and about ten o'clock there fell a shower
of rain, succeeded by a calm. At midnight came on a
strong squall, which was followed by heavy rain and a
smsrt breeze from the N.E.; the wind then began to

increase, and in about two hours blew a tremendous gale,

but moderated for a short time ; it then suddenly became
violent again, and at three o'clock was a perfect hurricane.

From this hour to Ave it raged with unparalleled violence,

with lightning at intervals; the houses were levelled to

the ground or unroofed, the custom-house was blown down,
all the churches damaged, and those of St Paul's and St.

Mary's were entirely destroyed. The Government House
(called Pilgrim) was unroofed, and the governor only saved

himself by taking refuge in a cellar. The largest trees were

torn up from the roots or broken like reeds. The wind
now veered lo east, back to north, and again to north-west.

Again it shifted and blew fiercely from cast, veered to south-

east, and about six o'clock burst from south-west with

renewed violence, accompanied by torrents of rain, which

continued about two hours. Daylight discovered to the

terrified inhabitant* a most wretched and deplorable scene ;

the fields were completely changed into a desert, and
neither canes, corn, provisions, nor trees were left standing,

with the partial exception of some well-sheltered spots. The
loss of life was estimated st 5000 souls ; and the destruction

of property is incalculable. This dreadful hurricane was
fell also at St Vincent's, Dominica, and other islands, but

with much less severity.
.

In pursuance of an act passed in the Imperial Parliament

for the abolition of colonial slavery, the 1st of August, 1834

(the day appointed), was held at Barbadoes as a day or

solemn thanksgiving ; the negroes attended the places of

worship, and the most perfect tranquillity prevailed. In

April. 1834, the Assembly passed a bill to abolish the ob-

noxious four and a half par cant, dunes, as a compensa-

tion for the lot* sustained by the planter* bythe Abolition
Act This bill, however, remains yet without the royal
sanction.

In this island them is a class of people called the
' Tenantry.* By the laws of the colony every estate is
obliged to maintain a certain number of whites, in proper
tion to iu extent. These people bsve an indefeasible right
for life in a house and garden on the respective plantations.
The militia is chiefly composed of them ; and with that
exception, they live in a state of complete idleness.

The constituent parts of the legislative body of Barbadoes
are, first, the governor, who is appointed By and represents
the crown ; second, the council, a body of twelve, appointed
by the king; and, third, the assembly, which consists of
twenty-two representatives of the. people.

The governor is styled Excellency ; be is captain-general,
chancellor, and vice-admiral ; he has the appointment of the
militia and other military offices in the colony, the coroners,
captains of the port, and various other civil offices; and
before the island was made a bishopric in 1824, he col-
lated to all livings, and took probates of wills. Judges and
justices of the peace are appointed by him, with the consent
of the council, and cannot be removed without their concur*
rence. As chancellor he appoints the two masters in chan-
cery and the solicitor-general, he has the custody of the
great seal, and presides in the courts of error and equity

;

out as the council are judges in both these courts, his vote
is of no more weight than that of any other member. As
vice-admiral he is entitled to the rights of jetsam, flotsam,
and ligan. He can summon and dissolve the assembly,
and has a veto on any law. In hi* absence the president of
the council is authorized to administer the government with
nearly similar powers.

The council may be supposed to stand in the same rank
in the colonies as the peerage in England, but as the tenure
of their office depends in some measure on the will of the
governor, they do not possess (he same independence ; and
although freedom of discussion is expressly granted them,
yet it is extremely circumscribed by the presence of the
governor. With them may originate any bill unconnected
with levies or the disposal of public money ; they also stand
towards the governor in the samo relation as the privy

council do to the king of Great Britain.

The Assembly is entirely composed of the representa-

tives of the people, annually elected, two members being

sent by each parish. The qualifications for an elector and
a member are the same ; he must be a free and natural-

bom subject, of twenty-one years of age, professing the

Christian religion, and owning ten acres of land, or a bouse

of the yearly value of 10/. sterling. On their meeting they

take the stats oaths, and proceed to the choice of their

spesker.

The judicature consist* of five courts of common pleas, (b

each of Which there is a judge and four assistants ; they

commence their sittings in January, and continue them by

adjournment every four weeks till September : from these

courts appeals lie in all causes to the governor and council.

Tho Court of Exchequer is held by a chief baron and four

puisne barons ; a court of grand sessions of over and tor-

miner, gaol delivery, and general session* of the peace, is

held twice a year; the chief-justice, who is appointed by the

governor, is always a member of the council and a judge of

one of the court* of common plea* ; six freeholders are sum-
moned from each parish, from among whom are selected tho

grand and petty juries. The sessions' court may continue its

sittings four days, and possesses power, in all criminal cases,

even to the life of the offender ; in inferior cases the governor

may remit the punishment, and even in capital cases be

may reprieve till the king's pleasure be known. A great

objection to the system is, that the judges are generally

planters, or merchants, who have not been educated for tho

jar, and are for the most part without the knowledge requi-

site to qualify them for such an office.

Barbadoes appears quite detached from the Caribbean

chain, being eighty miles to the eastward of St Vincent,

the nearest uland. It lies N.W. and S.E., and is of an oval

form, fifteen mile* long, and ten broad in the widest part.

Nature has fortified iU coasts, which are for the greatest

part inaccessible to vessels of above fifty tons, in consequence

of a coral reef which runs off all tho eastern and northern

side of the island; the other parts of the coast have been

fortified at a great expense. The island contain* 106,470

acres, nearly all of which are under cultivation : the soil

VouHL-Sl
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in tbe lowland* ta black, and •omewhat raddiah in the parla

where it it shallow, on tho bill* chalky, marlv. and near the

e*a shore, sandy ; the rock which supplies this toil ia a ter-

tiary shell limestone, for an account of which aee Nugent'

•

• Sketch of the Geology of Antigua.' in Trant. o/ Geo/.

Soc.. rol. T. There are no appearance* of volcanb ne-

lson. The black mould ia suited to Um sugar-cane, which i*

a* productive here aa in any bland of the Wert Indies,

except St Kitt's ; the *oil is. however, considered to be ex-

hausted, and require* much manuring. The destruction of

the woods, though it render* the country more healthful,

has diminbhednhe quantity of rain, and thereby been

detrimental to the planters. BarWoe* Mill consumes •

considerable amount of English manufactures. Of the ex-

ports sugar is the staple j but rum, ginger, cotton, and alow
form considerable items.

The surface of the island ia comparatively low, with

gently-undulating bill*. The climate, though warm, is

perhaps as healthy a* any part of the West Indie*, and (be

beat is greatly alleviated by the trade -wind, which constantly

blows over the island ; indeed, tho longevity of it* inha-

bitants ia a proof of ita salubrity. But the awful hurri-

canes with which it baa from time to time been visited ren

der the value of property very uncertain. There are several

bituminous spring*, some of which furnish the green tar

that often supplies the want of pitch and lamp-oil. Two
remnant* of the virgin forest still remain, near one of which
is a small pool of water, perfectly cold, though, from its

constant bubbling, it appear* to be in a state of obullhion ; if

an ignited match or candle ia pasted over it* surface, the

air burst* into flame and shoots upwards in • quivering

column of light, caused doubtless by a perpetual escape of

sulphuretted hydrogen gas. One or two solitary specimens
may still be seen of the tree which is supposed to have given
name to the island ; it ia covered in an extraordinary man-
ner with great mats of twisted tendrils, strongly resembling
a beard.

Bridgetown, the capital, is situated on Carlisle Bay, at

the south-west end of the island ; it is two mile* in length,

and half a milo wide. Though irregularly built, it contain*

many very handsome bouses, and a large square adorned
with a good statue of Lord Nelson, who is a great favourite

in the West Indies. It contains a cathedral, which is spaci-

ous and plain, ita towers scarcely riling above the roof, for

fear of hurricanes, for which reaiHHi also tbe churches are

without steeples. Besides the churches, there are several

chapels, and a great number of schools for whites snd
blacks. The council and assembly meet and bold their

sitting* in tbe same building with the common prison ; and
here also the various law-courts are held. There are tome
very excellent literary and scientific societies in the town,
and some good libraries. A college was founded by General
CBdrington. but the fund* having been ill-applied, what
waa intended as a university for young men has dwindled
into a mere school for few boy*. Altogether there are on
the island twenty-three schools, containing 1281 scholars.

There are besides three other town* of (mailer note,
called Obtin's, 8t James's, and Speight's : the two former
are mere hamlets. Speight's town Is, however, a place of
considerable importance. Tbe population of tbe island in

1830. including whites, free coloured people, and slaves,
amounted to 91487 soul*.

Tbe principal and indeed almost tbe only anchorage b
in Carlisle Bay, off Bridgetown, where tbe merrhant-vessrls
load and discharge their cargoes, the sugar being brought
from the other parta of tbe bland in small vessels called
droghers. Carlisle Bay b quite open to tbe westward, but
sheltered by a projecting tongue of land, called Needbam *

Point, from tbe trade-wind and tbe Atlantic swell; and
except in ease of a hurricane may be considered a secure
port. There is a small bay also off Obtin's, where vessel

i

occasionally anchor as they do off Speight * town.
There are two small streams, besides tbe Mole which

runs through Bridgetown, sod tbe bland b generally well-
supplied with water; but flre-wood is expensive. 8tock,
vegetable*, and fhtit are plentiful. Tbe total value of im-
ports into tbe colony in ISM was 40 1 ,30ft/. sterling money,
about one-sixth part of which consisted of codfish, grain,
and flour, principally from our North American colonies;
tbe remaining imports were of manufactured goods and
plantation stores, chiefly from the United Kingdom. Of
tbe exports, sugar b the staple, upward* of 84 million* of
pounds, or nearly 1 1.MO tons, having been shipped from

tbe bland in 1839. Tbe
year consisted of arrow-toot, i

rum. and small quantities of <

hides.

The salary of tbe governor, including has pay aa eam-

mander of tbe forces, and an allowance tar table r* easy mat

servants, amounts to HQOl. per snoasa. Of due
3466/. 13*. Ad. b paid by the colony, and da* iwsnal

tbe home government.
Bridgetown b in 13

J V N. laL. and M* 41' W. tea*
(Poyer's History of Barbadom; Otlambtm "

Bryan Edwards's Hrtl fntim, he.)
BARBADOE8 CHBRRY. [See Mswtnata.)
BARBADOBS FLOWER FENCE, [f

CIANA-1
BARBARIAN. The Greek term Me**** (barbasan

sppcar* originally to have been applied to bngwaapJ, sagas

fling a mode of speech which was uninleQ%ia*e t* Ska

Greeks ; and it waa perhaps an imitative weed mlinea I m
represent a confused snd indbtinst isnad . (Sea JNaal a
867 ; snd Strebo, cited and illustrated in the

Mtuewm, vol. i. p. 611.) Barton*, It wig be
formed by a repetition of tbe same syllabi*,

aids, however, when all lb* race* and *stAfterward*, however, when all lb* races and snMsa *** (

origin obtained a common name, it obtained a gmmal i

live sense, snd expressed all person* who were Mat <~

(See Thucyd. i. 3.) At to* same lime, a* tbe Greek* ansa*

much greater advance* in civilisation, and war* asaaeb ea-

perior in natural capacity to their neighbours, lis* weed m
question obtained an accessary sense of inferiority bads as

cultivation and in native faculty, and tints implead taaae-

thing more than the term tirit. or foreigner. At tew) taw

Romans were included among the barbarian* : tiara sWneri
signified all who were not Roman* or Greeks. In she

middle ages, after the fall of tbe Western empire, at wan
applied to the Teutonic races who overran tbe i s a* iin of

western Europe, who did not consider it a* a term of **>

proach, since they adopted it themselves, and used at ta tftanr

own codes of law as sn appeUation of the Gerssam* a* ap-

posed to the Romans. At a later period it waa apedaat Is

the Moors, and thus an extensive tract on the north of Ansa
obtained the name of Barbery. (See Bamaxt)

Barbarian, in modern language*, a
a low state of civilisation, without an

filar* of hb birth, to that the native of any sDvatrj Mint
i* said to be in a state vf barbarism. Tbe ward baa (Wat
entirely lost its pritnit ivo and proper meaning c

or non Roman, and is used exclusively in that wl
once it* accessary and subordinate sens* of raotr anal a*>

cicitizfd.

BARBAR088A. [See Fax deb ic I.. Emperor sTGar-
m
bXrBA RO'SSA. AROODJE. was bora ia tbe •lend *f

Mrlelin (Mytilene), about lb* year 1474.ofCbnsrmn
\

His father, who followed the trade of a potter. I

of three sons and four daughters. The eldest son. w hen I

year* of age, went on board a Turkish privateer, rest
at the same time, tbe Mohammedan faith, when be aa

the Turkish name of Aroodje, or Oroorb. Having
for several years, during which be dirtingnbbed \

his bravery and intelligence, be was appointed
of s gslliot. which was fitted out by some sparumaar* at Con-
stantinople, for tbe purpose of cruising in tbe Areasswaane
against the merchant-vessels of nation* at war wma *h«
Porte. He was henceforth styled Aroodje atais. *,«.

Captain Aroodje. After be came out of the Da**n*feaffews

he told tbe crew, which was chiefly reenpnesd at* asam of km
own choice, that they would have a better dsaswe anal la
more at liberty, if instead of cruising to tbe
under tbe eye* of the Sultan * onVwrs, they went mat asm
the wide Mediterranean, and took their etatbw off tbe eaaal
of Africa. The practice of privateering en s large aenl*mm
not common at that time among the

~
obtained the cheerful assent of bis
wherever he led ibem. be touched at

found that hb father was dead, and* bad left

povertr. Aroodje bestowed some relief en bit
took hit two brothers on board. Hattftg aawt mJJSm
Turkish galliot, be persuaded the asanas* earn mm m
emu* in company with him ana) wasfan; bJa
Arriving at Colette, the barboar of T
well rvreived by the reigning Bay, j

at that time all the Moorish at**** <
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apprehensioni from the power of Spain. Aroodje
having sailed in hit own galliot for the coast of Italy, fell

im, off tho island of Elba, with two large Papal galleys
richly laden, and bound from Genoa to Civitavecchia. The
erew* of the galleys not expecting to meet with a Turkiih
eorsair in thoae teas, took no precautions, and let Aroodje
approach eloae to one of them, when ho at once gave
the order to board, and with little difficulty took pos-
ssarion of a ship much larger than hi* own. He then
wanned the price with his own men and steered towards
the other galley, which allowed itself to be surprised in like
manner. After this, Aroodje returned to the coast of Tunis
with his two prizes. His (kmc now rose high along the
coasts of the Mediterranean, and many Turkish and Moorish
adventurers applied to serve undir him. In the following
year be surprised and took a large Spanish ship with money
and soldiers on board. The fort of Golctta was his head-
quarters ; there be disposed of bis prises, paying a tithe to
the Bey of Tunis. Having built several more galliots, he
assembled a squadron of eight good ships, two of which
were commanded by his brothers. He was successful in
bis cruises, and in the course of a few years he grew
enormously rich. The Christian sailors, whose terror he
had become, gave him the name of Barbarossa, from the
colonr of his beard, which was red ; others say from a
corruption of the words Baba Aroodje. Baba being a
familiar Turkish appellation of respect as well as at-

tachment, answering to our ' Father.' In 1510 the Boy
of Tunis gave trim the government of the island of Jerbi,
which bad been attacked shortly before by a Spanish expedi-
tion, though without success ; and accordingly Jerbi became
Aroodje'* head-quarters. In 1512. when his squadron
consisted of twelve sail, he received a message from tho
Moorish king of Boojeiah, near Algiers, who had been dis-

possessed of his town by the Spaniards, and had taken
refuge in the mountains. Aroodje having mustered 1000
well-armed Turks, tailed for Boojeiah, landed near the

and being joined by a body of natives, attacked the

A breach being made in the wall, he led his men
to the assault, but found himself vigorously resisted by the
Spaniards ; and having had his left arm carried off by a
cannon-ball, he withdrew with his men on board his ships
and sailed again for Jerbi. On his way he seized a Genoese
vassa l richly laden, which so incensed the Senate of Genoa,
that they sent Andrea Doria with a squadron to attack
Golctta, where Aroodje'* galleys were King under the
command of bis brother Hadher, afterwards famous under
the name of Khair Eddin. Doria having landed some troops,

attacked Gotetta by sea and by land, and obliged Hadher
to ran away, after having sunk six of his galleys : Doria car-

rstd away the rest. The two brothers however soon refitted

a squadron ; and in IS 13, Aroodje having recovered from
hia wound, made a second attack on Boojeiah, but was
gain repulsed ; he then repaired to the harbour of Jyil,

ia that vicinity, where he found means so to ingratiate

himself with the inhabitants, by promises of protection

•gainst their neighbours, and by distributing among them
some cargoes of corn which he had seixed. that they
atnanimoualy proclaimed him their sovereign. It had been
long the object of Aroodje's ambition to obtain an in-

dependent sovereignty on the northern coast of Africa.

That country was then in a condition favourable to his

view*, being divided into a number of petty stale*, often at

variance among themselves, while they were all threat-

ened by the Bedoween* or Berbers of the interior, and by
the Spaniards from the sea. The Spaniards were masters
of Oran, Boojeiah, and other places ; they had also built a
fort on the little island opposite the town of Algiers, or

Aljexir*. from which the town takes its namo [see Algiers].
They were therefore masters of the harbour, and they
obliged the people of the town to pay them tribute. The
Algennea applied for protection to a powerful Arab Sheik
of the interior, called Salem Aben Toomi. and made him
their sovereign. Salem, unable to drive the Spaniards out
of the island, applied to Aroodje for assistance. Aroodje at

that time, after having defeated and killed the Sheik or

Coooo, a troublesome neighbour of his new subjects of

JfjO. had lust sat off on another expedition against the little

town of Marshal, west of Algiers, where Cars Hassan,

lHr*w—' Turkish adventurer and one of Aroodje • former

shipmates, bad set himselfup as an independent chief. Two
ten— could not long remain in the same neighbourhood.

Afaod)* came upon Hassan suddenly, and having obliged

him to surrender, hid hi* head struck off. and took pos-
session of Sherthel. He now attended to Salem's invitation
and repaired with hi* faithful Turks to Algiers, where he
was received with great honour, and lodged in Salem s
palace. Here he soon began to assume the tone of a
master, while his men lived upon the citizens. Salem, dis-
satisfied with all this, escaped out of the town and joined
his Arab countrymen inland ; but Aroodje found means to
entice him to an interview, when he treacherously put him
to death, and the Turks, having seized on the forts and gstes
of the town, proclaimed Aroodje Sultan of Algiers. This
happened in ISIS, and was the beginning or the Turki.h
dominion over Algiers. The tale or Salem's death has been
told in various ways ; however, it is certain that he was got
rid or by Aroodje. Several conspiracies were formed against
the usurped power or Aroodje, but they all failed, and tho
conspirators were punished with hi* usual severity. In 1517.
a Spanish armament came into the bay of Algiers, and landed
tome troop* ; but a storm dispersed the ships, and the men
who had landed were either put to death or taken as slaves.
Tho mulatto king of Tonne* also attacked Algiers by land,
but was defeated, and obliged to escape into the mountains,
and Tennes submitted to Aroodje.
The next victory or Aroodje was over the Arab king of

Tlemsan, the most powerful chief in tho country. After
their king's defeat, the people of Tlemsan cut off hi* head,
and opened their gate* to the conqueror. Isaac, one of
Aroodje * brothers, lost his life in this expedition. Aroodjo
now reigned over the greater part of the present state of
Algiers, and at far west as the frontiers of tho kingdom
or Fez. The Spaniards or Oran. alarmed at the rapid
success of such an enterprising chief, demanded reinforce-
ment* from Spain, and Charles V., in 1518, sent 10,000
men under the Marquis de Comares, with orders to drive
Aroodje out of Tlemsan. Aroodje had hardly 1S00 mon
that he could depend upon, the country people rose against
him, and be went out of Tlemsan by night with his trusty

Turks and hi* treasure*, in hope* or being able to reach
Algiers. He was closely pursued by the Spaniards till be
reached the banks or the river Maileh, about twenty-five
mile* north-east or Tlemsan, when he ordered his trea-

sures to be scattered on tho way, in hopes or retarding tho
pursuit or the enemy. Meantime be crossed the river

with the advanced party or hi* men, but the Spaniards fell

on the main body in the rear before they could cross, and
Aroodje hearing the cries of his old companions calling to

him for assistance, resolutely turned back and re-crossed

the river, determined to fight and share their fate. Ho
hastily formed them on a rising ground, and fought despe-

rately at their head, until be fell covered with wounds
amidst heaps of the slain. Few of his men found their way
to Algiers to carry the dismal new* to his brother whom he
had left in charge of the town. Aroodje, or Barbarossa. as
he is generally called, was forty-four year* of age when be
fell, fourteen year* of which be had spent on the coast of
Barbary. He left no children. Merciless as be was to hi*

enemio* or rival*, and totally unprincipled and reckless in

the pursuit of his ambitious schemes, be was not wantonly
cruel. He seem* to have been really beloved and respected

by hi* attendants, dependants, and fellow-soldiers. Father
Haedo, who was at Algiers in the latter part or the same
century, renders full justice to Barbara***'* personal qua-
lities, and he had hi* information from those who had been
in their youth about Aroodje'* person, and had known him
familiarly. The quality which most distinguished him, and
which ensured hi* success, was bis extraordinary activity

and rapidity of movements, which surprised his enemies be-

fore they were prepared to resist him. He was altogether

one of the most remarkable adventurers that ha* ever

appeared.

(Haedo, Topogrq/lo e Hiitoria <U Arret; Marmot, D*-

icrifcion da Africa ; Morgan, History ofAlgien ; Laugier

de Tassy. Hutoirt ifAlger.)

BARBAROSSA, KHAIR KDDI'N, brother of the

preceding. His name was Hadher. but in the course of hia

successful career he was honoured by Sultan Solyman with

the title of Khair Bddin, »'. e.
4 tho good of the faith.* He

is also styled by historian* Barbarossa II., baring succeeded

his brother in the sovereignty of Algiers, and being known
at sea by the same formidable name. On the new* of

Aroodje s death, the Turks at Algiers immediately pro-

claimed hi* brother. The following year, 1519. a new arma-

ment from Spain appeared before Algiers, but it met with the

3 I 2
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nn fate a* the farmer. Many •bJpa wen lost in a storm,

and * great number of Spaniards were taken prisoners on

bore. Hsdher, finding himself insecure on his throne,

made an offer of the sovereignty of Algiers to Selim 1.,

Sultan of Constantinople, on condition of being himself ap-

pointed pacha or viceroy, and of receiving a reinforcement of

troops from the sultan. Selim accepted the offer, and sent

him in 1 5 1 9 his flrmsun of appointment as Pacha or Regent

of Algiers, and a body of 8000janissaries. From that time

Algiers became subject to the high dominion of the Porte,

and the Turkish supremacy over the native* was firmly

established. In 1530, Hsdher. after many attempts, took,

at last, the little fort on the island opposite Algiers, and

sentenced the Spanish commander to a cruel death. He
then joined the island to the mainland by a mole, which

rendered the harbour of Algiers safe. In this labour be

employed a great number of Christian slaves : be also forti-

fied the town by sea and by land. Be made several expe-

ditions inland against the Bedoweens and Berbers, and
against tbe Spaniards of Oran : Bona also surrendered to

him. Meantime his galleys infested the Mediterranean,

and especially the coasts of Spain.

In 1533, tbe people of Tunis being dissatisfied with their

king, Muley Hassan, invited Barbarossa, who landed at

Goletta, drove Hassan away, and took possession of Tunis

in tbe name of Solyman, Sultan of the Turks. Solyman,

in order to oppose Andrea Doria. whom Charles V. had
made bis admiral, and who was then scouring the seas

of the Levant, appointed Barbarossa bis ' pacha of the

sea.' or great admiral. Barbarossa, leaving the regency of
Algiers to bis friend Hassan Aga, a Sardinian renegade,

repaired to Constantinople, wherehe assumed tbe command
of the Turkish fleet. In 1 534 he sailed for the coast of
Italy, pasted the Straits of Messina, and, landing on several

points of the kingdom of Naples, ravaged the country and
carried away an immense booty. He atsailed, in the night,

the town of Fundi, scaled the walls and plundered it, carrying

away tbe inhabitants as slaves. It was said that his chief

object in this attack was to seise tbe person of Giulia

Gonxaga, tbe wife of Vespasiano Cokmna, Count of Fondi,

who was reckoned one of the handsomest women in Italy.

She, however, had just time-to escape out of the town in her
bed-clothes. Barbarossa, returning to Tunis, was soon after

attacked by Charles V. in person, with Admiral Doria, Per-
rants Gonxaga, and other captains. Doria took Goletta, and
Barbarossa shut himself up in Tunis; but the numerous
Christian slaves in the town having revolted, he was obliged
to escape, and tbe troops of Charles V. entered Tunis, which
was barbarously pillaged. Doria nex t took Bona, and placed
a garrison in it. Barbarossa having reached Algiers, put
to sea again in his own galleys, and made many prises off

tbe coast of Spain. In 1537, 8olvman collected a large
force at La ValUma, on the coast of Albania, for tbe invasion
of the kingdom of Naples, and Barbarossa repairing there
with the fleet, landed part of tbe troops near Castro, in the
province of OIranto, took tbe town, and devastated tbe
country. Disputes breaking out soon after between Bar-
barossa and some Venetian ships of war which were sailing

past the Turkish fleet, this led to a war between Venice
and the Porte, in which Barbarossa attacked Corfu, and
ravaged the island, but failed in taking the town. His
next step was to sail to the Archipelago, where he plun-
dered the islands of Peroa, Naxos, Hyra, Tenos, and others
which belonged to the Venetians. In the following year he
sailed to tbe Adriatic where the fleets of Charles V., Ve-
nice, and tbe Pope, had assembled at Corfu. The Pope s
galleys having entered tbe Gulf of Arts, Barbaroasa
blockaded the entrance, when Doria, and Capello, tbe Ve-
netian admiral, sailed out of Corfu to offer him battle in
September, 1536. As Barbarossa came out of tbe gulf be
was vigorously attacked by the Venetians, and sailed bark.
Capello wished to follow him in, but Doria objected, and re-
turned to Santa Maura. Tbe outcryofthe other officers, and
especially of the Venetians, made Doria weigh anchor, and
aail ooee more for Arte, when Barbaroasa again came out to
meet them ; but Doria, in spile of the remonstrances of the
Venetian admiral, kept at a distance, and refused to attack
tbe enemy. Doria then sailed back into Corfu, followed by
the Ottomans, who took several ships in the rear. Thai
affair has been magui4ed by the Turkish writer of the
Tank* at Othmmnah, ' History of the Ottomans,' into a
defeat of Dona by Barbaroeea. The conduct of Doria
on Una ooosatua has beeii ascribed by same to hi

aamag

jealousy of the Venetians, and by ethers to i

tions from Charles V, who might wish to hnsaWe
than to support Venice. In the next year,

took by storm Castelnovo, in the Gulf of Cattaro,

Doria bad left a Spanish garrison, which was all eat «•

pieces. In 1542, Francis I. of France having made ill is i

with Sultan Solyman against Charles V„tbe Turkish semes
sent Barbarossa into the Mediterranean with a flea* as* Is*

galleys and 10,000 soldiers, too whole of whaeh fisrea he pat

at the disposal of the King of Franc*. Barbaroasa bags* k*

his usual course of devastation against the mileI—
kingdom of Naples. He burnt Cotrone, Baggie, aea)

other towns, where his men committed the moat bin m
excesses, in the presence of the French envoy, wh* wa»
on board Barbaroasa » admiral's ship. Tbe Turk* ssekas

next for tbe Roman coast, and anchored before Ont,
to tbe great alarm of the people of Rom* ; but the Ft**
happening to be on good terms with the French K lag, km
subjects were spared. Barbarossa then sailed fur 7

'

where be was received with great honour by the
i

Count of Enghien. A French squadron of forty i

'

joined the Turks, they sailed together out of
~

the 5th of August. 1543. to attack tbe town of Nice, s

belonged to the Duke of Savoy. People saw wna
nubment the Ottoman crescent and tbe libs* as* Fr
combined against a Christian city, on whose raiwasrto 1

the white cross of Savoy. Nice was obliged to

by capitulation, but the castle continued to

until tbe report of Doris's approach induced I

raise the siege. He, however, plundered the tows as is*
night, against the articles of the capitulation, bona part af
it, and carried off 5000 of the inhabitants. Soosi afasc, la*

French and the Turks quarrelled, and Barbaroasa maf.nl
to leave bis allies and return to the Levant. On hat wse
back be plundered the islands of Elba snd Gtglio. w«b taw
of Procida and ltcbis, the coast of Polieaalro, the —1—I of

Li pari, the town of Cariati in Calabria, and other paeaas.
' More than 12,000 Christian slaves, of all ages and arm.
says the historian Segni, ' were crowded into the kr 'si at*

his galleys, most ofwhom falling sick through nmlanaiai.
misery, and privations, were thrown into the sea besuc* law*
were dead.' Barbaroasa returned to Constantinople ta lm.
and be does not seem to have gone to sea any tawsw atVr-
wards. He died in 1546, and was buried at B—hi»ta«a.
near the entrance of the BUwk Sea, where be had a uaaaiiy
bouse, and where his tomb was still to be sees

year* »inee. (Haedo and Morgan above quoted;
Hiitory o/ Charlt* K, and tbe other histo

time.)

BAHBARY, a general and rather vague i

which has been adopted by Europeans to

northern part of Africa, which extends along the i mi as*

tbe Mediterranean and as far inland as tbe great hm.
from tbe frontiers of Egypt to tbe Atlantic Oeeaa, b
embraces four great states or divisions,—the Eeatar* of
Maroceo, and tbe regencies of Algiers, Tunis, and Tnj iii

with their respective dependencies. The appealaUai af
Barbery appears to have been derived from Berber, by whaeh
the Arabs designated the people who inhabited thai rig;—
before the Ssrscen conquest. (See Biaasa.] Seen at
least seems to be tbe derivation assumed by the Arataaa
historians and geographers, who use tbe word Barman at
Berbery in speaking of North Afrwa. Others dene* Bar-
bery from Barbariu, ' barbarian.' [See Baaaaaiav } Edraa
divides the country into tbe regions of Barra, ArrUuak. Bar-
bery, and El Acaaa. or Mauritania, El Aeaaa raaaa aj - the
farthest.' Tbe Arabs now call Maroceo Moghrea ej 1 ne,
or ' the farthest wot.' wbibt they rail Afcim Mogkr** at
Aousaah, or ' middle west.' F lri-I'i ffsrlisn i aasi i > t
midia and GaMulia. His Afrikiah include* Tunis aaal a. J
era Tripoli, ami Barra is tbe country rau as* the Great
8yrtts. [See Babc v] Herodotus uses lb* aaame as* I *m
for tbe whole continent (iv. 42) : he considers (r* IV) the>
Libyans as the inhabitants of North Libya, and the fit—
puns of South Libya, and in this passage sswaa* as naah
Egypt from Libya. Iledesrribrs (chap. iv„ I la- 1*4) wary
minutely tbe nations or tribes that bred m has base us LsVra
between tbe frontiers of Egypt and Carthage. The flea*
nation, proceeding from Egypt westward il ag the sax***
war* the Adyrmarhidss, whoa* maaaars were Iaimtaw,
but whoa* dress was Libraa : Ikrj nlsadss sassw feeaas*
as far aa Port Plunoa. Next to theea was* iheOstsssawawsx
who extended as far as the

torssa* of that
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The island of Plate*, now Bomba, ni on the coast of tb*
Qihgammss, but wo possessed by tba Oraeka of Cyrene.
Tbe Cyrenoans, who were a Greek colony, and wboae coun-
try waa tbe matt elevated and moat fertile district in this

part of Libya, were possessed of an extent of coast of
about ISO mile* to tbe weat of tbe Giligammto. They
war* surrounded by Libyan nomadic tribes, the Asbystss
to tba south, and tbe Auschisa? and tbe Cabalea to tbe
weat. Next came the Nasamonea, the moat powerful of
all tbe nomadic tribes of Libya : they extended along tbe
eastern shores of tbe great Syrtis, and likewise along its

southern or innermost coast, having occupied tbe land
of tbe Psylli. a tribe who were said to have been de-
stroyed by the suffocating wind of the desert. Tbe Mac*
were next to tbe Nasamonea, and stretched along tbe
western coast of tbe great Syrtis. Thoy occupied tbe
present territory of Mesurata and Lebida aa far as where
Tripoli stands. Next to them, the Lotophagi extended to

the shores of the smaller Syrtis, including the island of Me-
ninx. the modern Gerbi. West of tho Lotophagi came the
Machlyes, who spread from the south-west extremity of the
lesser Syrtis to the lake Tritoni* (the present lake Lowdeah.
in tbe southern extremity of the territory of Tunis), and
along the south-eastern coast of tbe tame. On tho opposite

or northern side of tho lake were the Auscis, the last of tbe
nomadic tribes of Libya mentioned by Herodotus. Tho
Maxyca, their northern neighbours, along ihe coast, called

themselves descendants of the Trojans: they were hus-
bandmen and lived in houses. The country from hence to

tbe westward Herodotus describes as mountainous, covered
with forests, and abounding in wild animals, among which
he enumerates the elephant (iv. 191), while the country of
the nomadic Libyans above-mentioned was sandy and flat.

North of the Maxyes Herodotus places the Zaueces, and
farther stall the Zygantes, who appear to have been the
tame as tbe Zeugitanians of subsequent geographers,
being the inhabitants of a province immediately adjoining
Carthage ; provided we admit the reading Zygantes in pre-

ference to Gyxantes. (See Herod, iv. 194. var. teel. ed.
Scbweig.) Herodotus's account of the maritimo provinces
of Libya ends with the Zygantes. Of interior Libya he
mentions the people of Augila, or the modern Audjelah,
and farther west the Garamantes, who used to hunt after

tbe Ethiopian Troglodytes. ' tho swiftest of all men known,
who live upon lizards, snakes, and other reptiles, and who
speak a language different from all other people, and which
resembles the cry of the bat.' He also places the Gindanes
south of the Lotophagi The Gindanes are probably the
people of Ghadames. He says that ten dayt west of tbe
Caramantes were the Atarantes, the individuals of which
had no name. Ten days beyond the Atarantes, be says,

there was a hill of salt, and beyond it were tbe Atlantes,

who inhabited the aides of Mount Atlas. ' I know,* he
adds, ' the people who live in the high lands as far as tbe
Atlantes, but not those who live beyond.' In another passago
be says that Mount Atlas is fifty days' joumey west of the
country of the Lotophagi, which, supposing he meant the?

high summits of tbe Atlas of Mauritania, near Maroceo,
gives • tolerably correct indication of tbe distance. He-
rodotus sums up his account of Libya by saying ' it is in-

habited by four races, as far as I know, two indigenous and
two foreign. The indigenous are the Libyans to the north
and tbe Ethiopians to the south ; and the foreign are the
Greeks and the Phoenicians.' It must be observed that
besides tbe Carthaginians, who are believed to have been
originally a Phoenician colony, there were Phoenician settle-

ments on the coast of Mauritania, as mentioned by Strabo
and others. Of the origin of the Libyans, the aborigines of
North Africa, we know nothing. The Arabian historians

pretend that they were a colony from Yemen which came
across the deserts under one Melek Ifriki (Ibn Alranuiq,
quoted by Marmot) in very remote tiroes. Of tbe Car-
thaginian empire Herodotus does not speak, probably be-

cause Carthage was leas immediately connected with his

main subject, the wars of tbe Greeks and Persians, than
many other of his episodes ; but though Carthage had not

attained its greatest height of power in the time of He-
rodotus, it was a powerful stato when Xerxes invaded !

Greece. {Herod, ril. 16}.) To the west of Carthage was
tbe country known in the Roman period by the name of

Numidia, which occupied the space of tho present regency
of Algiers; the eastern part of it belonged to tbe Massyli

and the western part to the Masasgsyli, as far as.the great

river Molochath. This river dirided it from Mauritania, the
country of the Mauri or Maurusii, who extended to tbe
columns of Hercules ; a numerous and wealthy people, says
Strabo, who were said to be Indians who had come o\er
with Hercules. South of the Mauri Strabo places tbe
Pharusii and tba Nigretea, and farther still tbe Hesperian
Ethiopians. Beyond Mount Atlas to the south-east tbe
country now called Beled el jereed was inhabited by the
Gantulu The Garamantes appear to have been the people
of Fetxan, although Ptolemy and other geographers have
placed them much farther to tbe west and south of Nu-
midia.

Tbe Romans, after having subdued Carthage, extended
their dominion gradually over the whole of Northern Africa.
They conquered Numidia after a long and arduous «ar
with Jugurtha. Cyrenaica was afterwards bequeathed
by its king, Apion, to Ihe Roman republic. Mauritania
continued longer under its native kings, and it was onlv in

the reign of Claudius that it was finally subdued by Sue-
tonius Paulinus and united to the Roman Empire, forming
two provinces : Mauritania Tingitana, to called from Tingis.
its capital, which was the original Mauritania, extended
eastward as far as the river Molochath ; Mauritania Co>sa-
riensis, which was tbe country of the Massamyli or Western
Numidia, extended eastward from the Molochath to the
river Ampsagaa. To the east of tbe Ampsagaa lav tbe
country or the Massyli, which retained its name of Nu-
midia, and extended to the east as far as the river Tusea.
Beyond this river was the province of Africa Propria, the
former territory of Carthage, which extended as far as the
great Syrtis. To tbe eastward of the Syrtis waa tho pro-

vince of tbe Cyrenaica, the easternmost part of which,
called Marmarira, bordered upon Egypt. Such was tho
political division of Northern Africa under tbe Roman
Empire.
Under tbe weak and profligate reign of Honorius, the

Vandals who had settled themselves in southern Spain
passed into Africa, aj>. 428, their king, Genseric, being
invited to that conquest by Count Boniface, the Roman
governor, who bad revolted against Honorius. Tbe Van-
dals conquered the greater part of Northern Africa, where
they committed the moat horrible cruelties, and, in great
measure, cleared the country of its former inhabitants.

The successors of Genseric reigned over Africa for about a
century till tho time of Justinian, who sent Bclisarius to

re-conquer the country. Bclisarius defeated the Vandab.
and made their king, Gelimor. prisoner. Africa remained
from that time subject to the Eastern Empire till about tbe
middle of the seventh century, when the Saracens from
Egypt invaded, first Cyrenaica, and afterward* Africa Pro-
pria. Okba ben Nad. the general of the Caliph Moawiya,
overran Numidia and Mauritania as far as the Atlantic.

In the year 670 he laid the foundation of Kairwan. Okba
crossed tbe Atlas into Gtotulia, where be was treacherously

killed ; his tomb was still teen in the time of Shaw, near
the banks of the Adjedce river, at tbe village of Seedy
Okba. Fresh irruptions of Saracens from the East com-
pleted tlie subjugation of the whole country. Under the

Caliph Walid I. (705-715). Mum was sent into Africa with

a large army, and be subdued the whole of Mauritania,

driving away the Spanish Goths who bad, till then, kept
possession of the coasts. Tarik. Musa's lieutenant, carried

tbe war into Spain, defeated Roderic, and laid tbe founda-

tion of the Arab dominion in Spain. Northern Africa waa
now entirely subject to the Arabs, and tbe natives adopted

the religion of their conqueror*. Regions so vast, however,

could not long remain quietly under the dominion of the

distant caliphs; and the various governors and local chiefs

aspired to make themselves independent. The revolution

which raited the house of Abbas to the caliphate, about the

middle of the eighth century, and tbe subsequent separa-

tion of Spain from their empire, led to the breaking up of

the power of the Eastern Saracens in Africa. Edris, a de-

scendant of Falima, founded an independent kingdom in

Fex. in Western Mauritania, *.». 788. Soon after, tho

Aglabides established au independent dynasty at Kairwan
in Eastern Africa. Later in the ninth century, the Zeiride*

made themselves independent in Tunis and the surround-

ing country. Frequent wars occurred between these vari-

ous powers, as well as between them and the Ommiade
caliphs of Cordova, tbe Abbaside Caliphs of Bagdad, and
the Fatimide Caliphs of Egypt. About tbe middle of tbe

eleventh century, the Mocabate or Ahnoravtdes, a religious
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•el. originally from Arabia, bat tattled in the eoulhern

parts of Mauritania, enacted a revolution in that country,

overthrew the Zegriee, and founded a new dynasty. They
built the city of Maroeeo, which became their capital ; and
thence they tpread over the whole of Mauritania, and alio

into Spain, where their emir, Yuiaef, defeated both Chris-

tiana and Moor* who opposed him. and estab!i«hed hit do-

minion at Cordova, a.d. 1087. Cordova and Morocco were
both capitals of the empire of the Almoravides. The
dynasty of the A 1mora vides was overthrown in its turn by
the Almohadee, another sect which rose likewise in the

southern regions of Mauritania, and whose chief, Abdul-
muraen, took Maroeeo in 1147, and conquered the rest of
the country, aa well as part of Spain. H is successors, how-
ever, lost Spain in the first part of the thirteenth century,

and not long after were driven away from Maroeeo by the
Beni Merims, who were, in their turn, dispossessed by the

Beni Oatates, about the year 1470. In the early part of
the following century, a fresh adventurer, Mohammed Ben
Hatned, who anted himself Sherif el Husheni, and pre-

tended to be of Mohammed's lineage, started up among the
Berbers of Darnh south of the Alias, and took Maroeeo.
His son took Pes in 1544. snd founded the dynasty of the
8nenfa, which has reigned over the empire of Maroeeo ever

since. While these events took place in Mauritania, the
eastern provinces of North Africa were divided into a num-
ber of petty principalities. There were kings of Tlemsan,
of Tennes, of Boojcyab, of Tunis, Kairwan. fee. The two
brothers Barbarassi in the sixteenth century conquered the
whole country of the anticnt Nutnidiane, of which they

formed the state of Algiers; and the younger brother,

Khair-eddin, acknowledged the supremacy of the Sultan,

from whom he received the title of Pacha and Regent of
Algiers. [See Babbabossa.] Soon after, the sultan esta-

blished, in a like manner, bis supremacy over Tunis, which
state, or regency, includes the Africa Propria, or country
of tho former Carthaginians. The country east of the little

Syrtis, or the nomadic Libya of the ancients, including
Cyrenaica proper, was formed, about 1330, into a distinct

pachalik, which took its name from Tripoli, the chief town,
and which extends to the frontiers of Egypt. Thus the
great divisions of the country retain still, though under dif-

ferent names, nearly the same boundaries as at the time of
the Romans. The regencies of Barbery, although nomi-
nally subject to, are, in fact, independent of, the Porte. The
head of each is absolute sovereign in bis dominions. As
for the empire of Maroeeo, the sultan has never claimed
any authority over it For a further description of each of
these four divisions, and of the country in general, see

Alois as, Mabocco, TairoLt, Tunis; and Atlas.
The region which we call Barbary is called by the Arabs

of Egypt and of Asia, Mogbreb, or ' the West,' and the
people Moghrebina. The language of the Moors is called

the Western Arabic, and differs from the Arabic of Egypt
and Syria. Some of the Arab tribes of the interior, how-
ever, are said to havo retained their original language, the
Koreiah. or Eastern Arabic. The principal races that inha-
bit Barbary are, I. The Moots, who live in or near the towns,
and who are a very mixed race : many of them are descended
from those who were driven out of Spain in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries. 1. The Arabs, who are mostly
nomadic, and tend their flocks on the plains of the in-

terior. 1. The Berbers, or Kabyles as they are called in

Algiers and Tunis, who chiefly inhabit the mountains and
the talleys of the Atlas. 4. The Blacks, from Soudan, who
are mostly slaves. S. The Jews, who are very numerous
in the towns. •. The Turks, who are the militia of the
three remneiee. snd have children by Moorish wives, who
are railed Kooloolts.

The length of Barbary from east to weal may be reckoned
about 2000 miles, from Bombs, the eastern frontier town of
the regency of Tripoli, to the coast of Mogadon, in Maroeeo.
The breadth of the country varies greatly. It is greatest

in Maroeeo, where the inhabited districts, in the provinces
of Dwell and Sua, appear to extend southward la about the
tttk degree, or the latitude of Cape Nun. whilst the north

-

eraaaast point of the same empire at Ceuta is JM* Uf,
giving, therefore, a breadth from north to south of about
47* Bailee. In the meridian of Algiers, the inhabited coun-
try does not seem to extend farther south than about the
3Jrd degree N. 1st., where is the district of the Beni Moaab.
The seuthcrnnsast parts of the inhabited country of Tunis

the samesee nearly under t parallel. In the regency of Tn

poli. the tract of the inhabited land Is

the great indentation of the coast, produced by i

where, especially at the innermost recess of the great I

the aands of the great desert almost touch the seat-

But at various distances, in a southern direct*— s rrssa nut

waste, am several oases, such as Fes-en, Ghedaaaoe. wad

Audjelah, which, being dependencies of the reftnew as* Tri-

poli, must be considered as parts of Barbary. The aawaara

limits of Barbary mar be traced by a line departing turn Sa»

northern coast east of Bombs, about tS° E. long., and ras>

ning in a southern direction between the oaass of Astasia*
and that of Siwah or Amnion, which last ia consadeswaf aa t

dependency of Egypt.
Islamism is the religion of Barbary : all the tribes eweo «f

Berbers are said to profess h. at least nominally. A nam
number of Jews are found in all tha principal taw-ta. hast
many of them carry on various branches or profllahas *nwaa

The blacks, who are very numerous in Barbary. aatd whs
come originally from Soudan, or the countries aeartk of ma
Great Desert, are. if they may be said to have any
at all. Pagans. (Marmot, Dttcripntm aW Affirm

;

pius, d» Hello Vandahttt ; 8haw°s TrcmU in flaw I as p. ay •

BARBASTRO, a district in Aragon. bordenac an Sat

north upon the Pyrenees, on the south upon the daatii af

Zaragosa, on the east _npon that of Benabatre, ami eat Sa»

west upon that of Hueeca. It is a narrow strip or tract af

land, extending from north to south as far aa !

from thence becoming gradually wider till it

frontier of Cslalufia, on the south-east Ita I

is into mountainous and plain country: the Utter,

ia not entirely free from elevations. The m<
is one of the highest in the Pyrencan chain,

with trees. The river Ones, which runs from a take to •*»

west of Monte- Perdido, after leaving the gorges at* rat

mountains, flows through a spacious plain to a aoaatb-east

direction, and, after receiving several streams to its aaejasa,

foils into the Ebro near Mequinerua. The terratary of Baaus
on the Pyrenees abounds in mines of iron and eopasar. m
the valley of Gistain there is a good mine of aofceit Tha
mountainous part comprises the valleys of Poerwatoe seat

Solana. The level country is one of the meet sWais seat

bent cultivated in Aragon, and enjoys the benefit of Bjrv

gation. The principal produce consists of wheat, heats*,

oats, rye, garbanxoa, or Spanish proa, Indian corn, beasts,

oil. wine, honey and wax, flax, and hemp. The ad is fast af

the best quality, owing to the mode of extnetnag at. Tha
best wines are those of Barbunalet and Lestaaaam. The
rich pastures of the district Iced numerous beads af omnia.
There are also several manufactories of silk ribaoda. <

hemp and woollen stuffs, ofsoap, of earthenware, i

tanning of leather. The district contains SI* I

lagea, and hamlets.

BARBA'STRO, the capita) of the district, at i

the banks of the small river Vera, which divides • sbbs

two parts, united by stone bridge*. The climate as aaabat

cold, but salubrious, and the territory very fertile. Bar-
baatro ia an episcopal see. containing 189 [larislsaa. asm ef
which is in the town. The chapter ion state of law
seventeen canons, and a number of chaplains,

waa in the of the Moors till IMS. when f

mires, the second king of Aragon, rescued it frees) toast

bands, and erected it into a bishopric. The psaaaaaawaa *
7173 inhabitants. The geographical sitestana at* tba Baam
is 41" S J' N. 1st.. 10/ E. long. (Minano.)
BARBAULD. ANNA LBTsTIA. to whose the earn*

of rational education is probably aware indebted than to aaaj

other individual of our own times, waa the ehhaat rbsbl *wL
only daughter of the Rev. John Aikm, DD- aaai tho i

of John Aikin. M.D. Mas Aikin was barn a* tho M
June, 1*43, at the village of KiWorth Harrow*! as !

tershire, where her father waa at that lime setae ef ebs~B)
school. She enjoyed the advant aaja at* hatsag for bar mm*
ther a lady of polished manners, cultivated mtosL seal MA
principles, who devoted herself to the forsaatwan af mm
daughter's character with a Jsgrta of isteeoat ass! MlfawA
can rarely he felt by any hot a parent.

From her childhood Him Alton aaamaaaaal awes* i

nam of intellect. At a very early age she beat SBI

what waa in that day aoaaswlarad to he a
of school learning far a young lady, a
daetre to add to ha* attaiaraonta aa areji

cal authors in the original languages, TW
by bet fafbat ax some time, but he at laeajeb
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vfah, and she acquired rath a kaowUdft 6/ Latin utoU
ante la Md work* in that language with advantage. Wide*
which »b« gained some acquaintance with Greek. The
quiet retirement of Kibworth Harcourt afforded full oppor-

tunity for lb* indulgence of thia taste, and the reroo> el of

war father with hi* family to the town of Warrington when
the area fifteen year* of age, happened toon enough to

prevent an* bad effects from the eeoluiion in which her
childhood had been paaeed. At Warrington the society

among which aha lived was such aa to As her tastes in

the direction they bad taken, and to enlarge the sphere of
bar knowledge. Mia* Aikin had early shown a taste for

poetry, but it waa not until the year 1 771, when she was
thirty years of age. that aha yielded to the persuasions of

bar brother, and consented to the publication of a selection

from bar poems. The result fully justified this step, for

within the year of its publication four editions of the work
were called for.

Thia success at once established her reputation, and Mis*
Aikin eras induced, also in 1773, to publish a volume in

conjunction with her brother, under the title ofMitceUaneou*
Piece* in Prom, by J. and A. L. Aikin ; a work which also

met with a favourable reception, and has bean frequently

reprinted. The respective contributions of the authors
have never bean distinguished or oorreotly assigned.

In 1774 Miss Aikin married the Rev. Rochemont Bar-
bauld, a dissenting minister, descended from a family of
Kronen Protestants, who had taken refuge in England in

the reign of Louis XIV. Mr. Barbauld waa educated in

the academy at Warrington, and at the time of bis mar-
riage bad been recently appointed to the charge of a dis-

senting congregation at Palgrave in Suffolk, near Diss in

Norfolk, •here he had announced his intention of open-
tag a boarding-school for boys. This undertaking proved
speedily successful, a result which must in great part

be attributed first to the reputation and afterwards to

the active exertions of Mrs. Barbauld. She particularly

superintended the department* of geography and English
composition, which latter she taught by a method then un-
usual, but which has since been brought much into practice.

Her plan, according to the statement of Mr. William Taylor
of Norwich, on* ofner first pupils, waa 'to read a fable, a
short story, or a moral essay, aloud, and then to send them
bark into the school-room to write it out on slate* in their

own words. Bach exercise was separately overlooked by
bar ; the faults of grammar were obliterated, the vulgarisms
were chastised, the idle epithets were cancelled, and a dis-

titx-t reason waa always assigned for every correction, so
that the arte of inditing and criticising were in some degree
iuarnt together.' Mrs. Barbauld also instructed the pupils

in the art of declamation ; and th* pleasing accomplish-
latnu of good reading and graceful speaking bare probably
iictst been taught with more assiduity or with better suc-

<f«* than by herself. After a few years thus devoted, Mrs.
Barbauld era* solicited to receive several little boys as her
own peculiar pupil* ; and among this number may bo men-
tioned Lord Uvnman, the present Chief Justice of England,
and (Mr William Cell. It waa for the use of these her si-

most infant scholars that she composed her Hymn* in
!yv*+jvr Children.

In 1775 Mrs. Barbauld published a small volume, en-
titled Devotional Piece* compiledfrom the Piatm* of Lktrid,

sntA Thought* on the Devotional Tntte, and on Sect* and
K'tmVithment*. About th* same time also she wrote that
admirable little volume, her Early Lettom, a publication
which baa ever since been a standard work, and though
frequently imitated, yet stand* unrivalled amidst them all.

This little volume was written for the use of one of her
nephews, who bad bean adopted by Mr. Barbauld and her-
self m consequence of their having no child of their own.
In the present day, when parents are in possession of the
labours of many clever persons for aiding the task of early
instruction, it is difficult to form a correct estimate of the
value of Mrs. Barbauld's Early Ltttnn*. At the time of

in first appearance, as at present, there was a multitude
of book* professedly written for children, but not one adapted
to the comprehension of a child of very tender age, that was
not at the same time injurious from it* folly or puerility.

The value of a book which was not only free from these

objections, but calculated to impress upon the mind of a
child just idea* and noble principles, could not fail to be
afaeaslslid by ever* judicious parent, and Mrs. Barbauld'*

wttt hsean nmmedlately popular in a high degree.

The means of the school at Palgrave remained unim-
paired, but the unceasing call lor mental exertion on lb*
part of the conductors which iu duties required, so much
injured their health, that after eleven )earm of unremitting
labour an interval of complete relaxation became necessary

;

and Mrs. Barbauld accompanied her husband in the au-
tumn of 1 785 to Switterland, and afterwards to th* south
of Franca. In the following year they returned to Engtsml,
and early in 1787 took up tlieir residence at llainpnlrad,
where fur several years Mr. Barbauld received a few pupils.

In 17S0 Mrs. Barbauld published an eloquent and indig-

nant address to the successful npposers of Ilie repeal of the
Corporation and Test Art*. In the following year was
written her poetical epistle to Mr. Wilberforre on the re-

jection of the bill for abolishing the slave trade. In 17U J
she published Remark* on Mr. Gilbert Wakefield * Inquiry
into the Expediency and Protinety <\f Public or 6Vt.it
Worthip; and in 1793 she produced a work of a kind wry
unusual for a female—a sermon, entitled The S>m of Go-
vernment Sin* of th* Nation. In all these works Mrs.
Barbauld showed those power* of mind, that anient love for

civil and religious liberty, and that genuine and practical

piety by which her whole life was distinguished, and for
which her memory will long be held in reverence. Iu par*
ticular her remarks on Mr. Wakefield * Inquiry may lie

noticed a* being one of the best and most eloquent and
yet sober appeals in favour of public worship that baa ever
appeared.

In the notice of Dr. Aikin, inserted in our first volume,
we have mentioned that his sister supplied several contri-

butions to his excellent work livening* at Home. These
contributions were fourteen in number. It would be use-
leas to distinguish them here, or to say more concerning
them than that they are equal in merit to the other parte of
the volumes. These papers, fritting in amount, but not in

value, comprise alt that Mrs. Barbauld published till I79S,
when she superintended an edition of Akenside's Pteature*

of Imagination, to which she prefixed a critical essay.
In 1797 sho brought out an edition of Collins s Ode*, with
a similar introduction. These essays are written with ele-

gance, and display much taste and critical acutenea*
Mr. Barbauld became, in 1803, pastor of a Unitarian

congregation at Newington Green, and at thia time be
changed his residence to Stoke Newington. The chief
inducement to this removal was the desire felt by Mrs. Bar-
bauld and her brother to pass the remainder of their live*

in each other's society. This wish was gratified during
twejity years, and waa interrupted only by death. In 1804
she published a selection of the papers contained in the
Spectator, Guardian, Taller, and Freeholder, with a pre-
liminary essay, in which is given an instructive account of
the state of society at the time the papers originally ap-
peared, and of the objects at which they aimed. This
essay has been much admired for iu eleganos and amte-

non. In the same year Mrs. Barbauld prepared for publi-

cation a selection from the correspondence of Richardson
the novelist, prefixing a biographical notice of him and a
critical examination of his works.
About this time Mrs. Barbauld * husband, to whom she

had been united for more than thirty years, foil into a state

of nervous weakness, and at last died in November, 1 8UB.

From the dejection occasioned by this loss Mrs. Barbauld
sought relief in literary occupation, and undertook the task
of editing a collection of the British Novtlitt*. which was
published in 1610. To these volumes she contributed an
introductory essay, and furnished biographical and critical

notice* of the life and writings of each author : these were
written with her usual taste and judgment. In the next
year she composed and published the longest and most
highly- finished of her poems, entitled Eighteen Hundred
and Eleven. The time at which this poem appeared was
by many persons looked upon with gloomy foreboding*, and
the matter* of which it treat* were considered as indicative

of the waning fortunes of this kingdom. It was perhaps

owing to the spirit of melancholy prediction by which it is

pervaded that thia poem was not received by the public a* it

deserved. It is written throughout with great power and
in harmonious language ; its descriptions are characterised

by deep feeling ana truth, and its warnings are conveyed
with an earnestness which is the best evidence of the sin-

cerity of the author.

The unfair construction applied to nor motives in writing

thia poem probably prevented Mrs. Barbauld frees appear-
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all

tag again at an author. Hot efforts were confined to the

humbler task of administering to the gratification of a circle

of private friends. Although arrived at yean which are

aettgned at the natural limit to human lire, her fancy wa»

•till bright, and ahe continued to give evidence, by occa-

sional compositions, of the unimpaired energy of her mind.

Her spirits were greatly tried during the latter years of

her life by the loss of her brother, who died in 1822, and
of several cherished companions of her early days who
quickly followed. Her constitution, naturally excellent,

slowly gave way under an asthmatic complaint; and on the

9th of March, 1835, after only a few days of serious illness,

she died, in the 82nd year of her age.

In domestic and social life Mrs. Barbauld was charac-

terised by strong sense, deep feeling, high moral principle,

and a rational but ardent piety. She passed through a

lengthened term of years free from all annoyance of per-

sonal enmities, and rich in the esteem and aflection of a

with whom she was connected.

BARBEL (Barbui, Cuvier). in Ichthyology, a genus or

abdominal malacopterygioua fishes, belonging to the Carp
family (Cyprinoidei), and distinguished by the shortness of

their dorsal and anal fins, by a strong spine, which replaces

the second or third ray of the dorsal, by four beards or

fleshy tcntacula, which grow from tho lips, two at the nose,

and the other two at the corners of the mouth, and by having

but three branchioategous rays. Like the great majority

of the abdominal soft-finned fishes, the barbels are a fresh-

water genus, and certainly among the least carnivorous of

the whole class. They feed almost entirely upon aquatic

plants and roots, to obtain which tbey bore into the banks
of the ponds and rivers in which they reside, using their

snout for that purpose like a hog. They are, generally

speaking, covered with large rough scales, and though their

llesh is commonly but coarse and indifferent eating, yet the

rule is not without exceptions, and some are even esteemed
as delicacies. There are numerous species both in the old

and new worlds, and many of them attain to a very large

site. Of these we shall only mention two, referring for fur-

ther information to the various treatises upon natural his-

tory which treat more particularly of this subject.

The Common Barbel sometimes measures three feet in

length, and weighs from fifteen to eighteen, pounds. The
section of its body forms an elongated ellipse; its scales

are small, its head smooth, its eyes large and contiguous

to the nostrils, and the lateral line straight and nearly

parallel to the back. Its pectoral fins are of a pale brown
colour; its ventral and anal tipped with yellow; the tail. is

slightly bifurcated, and of a deep purple, and the general

colour of the scales is pale gold, edged with black on the

back and tides, and silvery-while on the belly. The dorsal

fin is armed with a strong serrated spine, with which it

sometimes inflicts dangerous wounds on the hands of the
fishermen, and does considerable damage to their nets. The
barbel is found only in deep and still ponds, and in sluggish
rivers which have little or no current. In the hot summer
months the barbels abandon for a time the deep pools and
poods which had protected them from the severe winter
frosts, and make excursions into the shallower parts of the
stream in search of food. Their habits are nocturnal, and
they are food of the society of their own species, being gene-
rally found together in large companies. Their flesh » ex-
tremely coarse and unsavoury, and their roe in particular is

said to produce vomiting, purging, and slight swellings in
these who incsutiously eat it

taken at first tight for that fish ; but a bib
will show that it is proportionally shorter aad
back more arched, and it is particularly

having the first three rays of the dorsal ta ee
united as to have the appearance of al:

one single spine. The upper jaw projects

beyond the under, the eyes and nostrils are large aad
the caudal and anal fins of the colour of saaVoa
lateral line composed of oblong points, and nearly
the body longitudinally. The scales have a
lustre, and are of considerable sue. which has
imagine this fish tobe the lepkdoto* of the Greeks.w
the tatot and oxyrhynehut, was considered
Egyptians (Herod, ii. 72). The bum y is very
Nile ; it grows to a large site, sometim
ing to Bruce't statement, upwards of seventy
is described as being a firm, delicate, and wall -(

The traveller just mentioned gives an intent ins. asanas
of the methods which the Egyptians employ far the eaecae*
of the binny , and for preserving it alive tall they now* a»

dress or have an opportunity of disposing of sL Bansaf

The flmey^or barbel of the Nile, at to like the rami
might readily be mis-barbel of our European rivers, that it

kneaded together a quantity of oil. elay,
with some chopped straw or other similar
the different parts of the composition, the whole
into a maas, in size and appearance
cheese, round the sides of which, in d
stuck small pieces of dates saturated in
eight stout hooks, each having a separate line of
whip-cord, and baited with a date steeped
concealed in the centre of the cake. The ft

bestriding his inflated goatskin, paddles hinssetf astd aw
burthen out into the middle and deepest part of ta*

stream, where having sunk the whole mass, he casrw*
the cords attached to the books on shore, and
of them separately to the branch of a pain
into the ground, snd having a small bell aw

_

the top of it. He then goes off about his work. * tuck,
such occasions, is always contiguous to the river, and waste
bearing of the bells. In a short time the actaoe of the awaw
begins to dissolve the mass of paste st the bataaea of the

river, and the small pieces of dates getting detached r*aa

it float down the river, and are greedily caogttf east sa-

voured bv the binnies. These naturally saeestd the sweats
in the direction from which they perretve tbesr mesa***
food to proceed, and having arrived at the maas ef cwaawaa-
tion, begin, as is their custom, to root and bore tavta at. a>
thev at length arrive at the dates inside, whack tawy rawav
ously swallow, and are of course caught by Use hawk rsa-

cealed within. In his struggles to escape be nsisssaidf
pulls the line and the palm branch to which it is swade fast

on shore, when the ringing-bell, agitated by Use sawawa,
gives immediate notice to the fisherman.

' The fisherman.' says Bruce. ' runs immediately as aW
bell, and finding thereby the particular line, hauls ass pa-
toner in, but does not kill him : the hook baeaaj taessv •
generally catches him by the upper jaw, ahie* i* rwawsaw-
ably longer than the under. He then pulls hiaa eat ef ska
water, and puts a strong iron ring through h» jaw. aaa a
few yards of cord to it, and returning the ftsb le taw rmm.
fastens him to the shore : so be does with the res*. Car «wrt
rarely is there a single hook empty. Those who want l» flat

at Girg*. a large town opposite, or at Araatua revet eeaw
thither as to a fish-market, and every man lakaa the eaaw-
tity be wants, buying Ibem alive. Fish, wbea dead. *V» aat
keep in Egypt, which makes that precaution
We bought two, which fully dined our whole boa •

the fisherman had ten or twelve of them
shore, all of which be pulled out and thawed as.

BARBER-SURGEONS. In former Usees,
and other countries, the sit of surgery aad the art at
shaving went band in hand. As to the harasses ceerwraasaa
io Prance, see the Dictum, oW Ongtmrt. tans, i p. Ma.
They were separated from the barbssrs-pei i aa

j
usera as ate

time of lvouit XIV., and made a distinct cwtpeeatasa.

The barbers of London were first winpureled by Cam;
Edward IV. in NCI, and at that tune were taw awry
who exercised surgery ; but afterwards ethers,

the practice of that art, formed theessehat lata a
association, which they called the Company of

Lortdoo. Three two companies were, by aa <

meat passed in the 31 Hen. VIIL rap. aW,
made one body corporate, by the name ef the
Surgeons of London. This act how
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separated the two crafts. The barben wen not to practise

surgery further lhau drawing of teeth ; and the surgeons
were strictly prohibited from exercising * the feat or craft of
barbery or shaving.' The surgeons were allowed yearly to

take, at their discretion, the bodies of four persona after

execution for felony, ' for their further and better knowledge,
instruction, insight, learning, and experience in the said

science or faculty of surgery ;' and they were moreover
ordered to have ' an open sign on the street-side where they
should fortune to dwell, that all the king's liege people

there passing might know at all times whither to resort for

remedies in time of their necessity.' Four governors or

masters, two of them surgeons, the other two barbers, were
to be elected from the body, who were to see that the
respective members of the two crafts exercised their callings

in the city agreeably to the spirit of the act
Holbein commemorated the granting of the charter to the

barber-surgeons in a picture which is still preserved at their

hall in Monkwell-street
The privileges of this company were confirmed in various

subsequent charters, the last bearing date the 15th of
April, Mh Charles I.

By the year 1745 it waa discovered that the two arts

which the company professed were foreign to and indepen-
dent of each other. The barbers and the surgeons were
accordingly separated by act of parliament, 18th Geo. II.,

and made two distinct corporations.

(See Pennant's London, p. 2S5 ; Slat, of the Realm,
voL L p. 794; Bdmondson's Cumpl. Body of Heraldry;
Strrpe's edit of 8towe's Survey of London, b. v. ch. 12.)

BARBERrNI, an Italian family, originally from Flo-

rence, which was raised to a high rank among the Roman
nobility in consequence of the elevation of one of its mem-
bers. Cardinal Maffeo Barberino, to tho papal chair in 1623,
when be assumed the name of Urban Vltl. [See Urban
VIII.] Urban had three nephews, two ofwhom were made
cardinals, and the third prefect of Rome. Under the long
pontificate of their uncle the three brothers Barberini at-

tained great power at Rome, where they held the chief busi-

ness of the government in their hands ; and they bad also

considerable influence in foreign courts. They became pos-

sessed of the flef of Palestrina, which bad formerly belonged
to the Colonno family ; and they aspired also to the posses-

sion of the duchy of Castro and Ronciglione, in the province

railed the Patrimony of St Peter, near Rome, which be-

longed to the Faroes* family, who had received it as a flef

from Pope Paul III. This led to a war between the pope and
Edward Farnese,dukeofParma,who wasjoined by the dukes
of Modena and of Tuscany, and by the republic of Venice.

Cardinal Antonio Barberini commanded the papa) troops,

and showed considerable skill and personal courage. There
was some sharp fighting at Nonantola, near Ferrara, and
on the Modenese territory, in 1643. In the following year
peace was made by the interposition of France, and Castro

was restored to the duke of Parma. After Urban's death
in 1644, Innocent X., who succeeded bim, and who partly

owed his elevstion to tho influence of the two cardinals Bar-

berini. instituted proceedings against them for peculation

nd abuse of power during their uncle's pontificate. The
Barberini took refuge in France, where they were favour-

ably received by Cardinal Maxarin, through whose influence

Cardinal Antonio Barberini, the eldest brother, was made
archbishop of Rheims and great almoner of France in 1645.

In 1654 Innocent X. again admitted the Barberini to his

favour, and they returned to Rome, where all judicial pro-

ceedings against them were dropped. Lucrena Barberini,

niece of the two cardinals, married, in 1655, Francis I.

d Bate, duke of Modena. The Barberini have ever since

ranked among the first Roman nobility, several individuals

of their name having been successively raised to the rank of

cardinals, while the lay representative of the family bears

the title of Roman prince, and is possessed of estates at

Palestrina, Albano, and in other parte of the Roman state.

In the palace of the Barberini at Palestrina is the cele-

brated mosaic taken out of tho Temple of Fortune of

Pncneste. [See Palkstbin a.] The palace Barberini at

Rome is a vast structure, built by Bernini, and gives its

name to the square before it It contains a museum, a

gallery of paintings, and a library, which was collected by

Cardinal Francis Barberini. one of the nephews of Ur-
ban VIII. The library it rich in valuable MSS. ; iU cata-

legna was printed at Rome in 1681, in 3 vols, folio. There

fa also a fine villa, with extensive gardens, belonging to aha

same family, at Rome, near the Therma) of Diocletian, and
another in the neighbourhood of Albano.
BARBERINI VASE. [See Pobtland Vasb.1
BARBERRY. [See Bkrbkbm]
BARBETS (Zoology), the English name for a family

of birds of the order Scaruoret, or climbers. Let Barbui
of the French, and the genus Bueeo of Brisaon and Lin-
nrnus. They are distinguished by their large conical beak,
which appears swollen, as it were, or puffed out at the sides

of its base, and is bearded (whence their name) with five

tufts of stiff bristles directed forwards. One of these tufts

is behind each nostril, one on either side of the lower man-
dible, and the fifth is under the symphysis.

Their short wings and heavy proportions do not admit of

swift flight ; and their prey consists of insects and young
birds, which they surprise, and also of fruits. Their nests

are generally built in the holes of trees. The barbel* are

now divided into the three following subgenera

:

Subgenus Pogonia*.

Pogonia* (IUiger) is furnished with one or two strong

teeth on each side of the upper mandible, and the beard w
very strong. Africa and the Indies are the place* where
they are found, according to Cuvier, who says that the species

of this subgenus feed more on fruits than any of the others.

Pogonia* hirtutut (Swainaon), an African species, is a

good example.

[Pofoalu Umtv.]

Pogonia* hirtutu* is about seven inches in length.

Chio. part of the throat head and neck, deep black,

changing to dark-brown, on the back, wings, and tail. The
upper plumage spotted, and marked with sulphurous.

Under plumage, greenish sulphur, closely spotted with

blackish. The setaceous feathers of the breast form the

predominant character of this species.

Subgenut Bueeo.

Bueeo (Cuvier). Captto (Vieillot). embraces the true

barbate, which have the conical bill slightly compressed and

a little elevated in the middle. Tbeir plumage is. generally

speaking, gay ; and thoy are to be found both in Afrira

and Asia. During tho breeding season they go in pairs,

but congregate in small flocks during the remainder of the

year. The Bufffaced Barbel (Bueeo Lalhami) afford* an

example of the true barbel*.

The length is six inches. The bill pale, beset with bristle*

at the base, which are somewhat longer than the lull itself:

the forehead, chin, and sides of the head, round the eyes, of

a dull buff-colour ; upper parts of the head and body dark

olive-green; under parts lighter. Wings the tame as tho

upper parts ;
quills dusky with greenish edges. Tail dusky

and abort Legs and claws yellow.
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[Baera UOubI.]

Latham refer* to • specimen In the British Museum, and
sa) a that its native place It uncertain.

Subgenut Tamatia.

Tumatia (Cuvier), the name by which one of thcnc bird*

is known in Bratil according to Mair-gravc, comprises those
•pecie* which have the bill a little more elongated and com-
pressed, and slightly curved at the extremity. The great
head, short tail, ana large bill of these PuJT-birdt, as they
are called, give them, as Cuvier observes, an air of stupidity,

which their melancholy and solitary habit* do not lessen.

They are said to feed entirely on insects, and all the recorded
species are American. In Paraguay, according to Azara,
they are called chacurui, Tctaminck affixes the name
Canto to this subgenus.

Tamatia macrorhynchoM (Swainaon), which that author
obtained from southern Bratil, and which he it disposed to

consider a variety of the greater pied barbet of Latham,
will give a good idea of the character of these birds.

Swainaon, who bad good opportunities of uuatnlaf flaaat

(arlB such opportunities that tealous tonlogtet never >•>

letted >. gives. In his Zoological Itluttntiotu, the I B a****,

interesting account of their habits. ' There it tomm%mm
very grotesque In the appearance of all the Puff birds ; Ml
their habits. In i state of nature, are no leal araguau. They

frequent Open cultivated spots near habitations, ataaft

perching on the witliered branches of a low tree; what*

they will sit nearly motionless for hour*, unless, rnd***Ltftt*

descry some luckless insect pasting near then, aa whsaa

they immediately dart, returning again to the atrtrttetj tw%

they bad just left, and which they will sornetioMa rrrwaltat-

for months. At tucb times the dispropnrtiaptt* eta* a? Caw

head is rendcre«l more con«picuou* by the bird

feathers to as bi appear not unlike a puff bail

:

general name thev have received from the ErigUsh rl

in Brazil, of which vast country all the aprtift, I !

are natives. When fright ne»l. this form is M
change*! by the feathers 1) ing quite flat They are <ary

confiding, and will often take their station within i fr*

yards of the window. The two sexes art grnwrwBy star

each other, and often on the same tree.'

The length of this specie* Is about eight inch**-

black and white, except the belly and veal, whtrh are r

with buff*.

BARBEYRAC. JEAN, an eminent Jura*, wt

at Betters in Lower Languedoc, on the 15th af

1 6 74. It it parents were Calvinists. and upon the rwaacataa

of the edict of Nantes, in 1686. retired from Pnan. awl

t»>k up their abode at Lausanne in 8wit*erUad. at vtjtfc

place Barbevrac was educated. His father fc tfcywaal baa

for the chufcli : but in early life his taste leoaWawj M
him to historical and juridical studies, and ha thaw***
attached himself to the faculty of Juntprudec**. tat IH?
he became teacher of the belles lettres in the Preach C
at Berne, where be remained about fourteen years,

this period he published in periodical rvpoaitorlat of 1

snd 'Holland several small treatises upon ewhiarts aav
nected with natural and international law • and aw ITU
appeared the first edition of his Trtutl da Jm. wa*r»

excited much attention, and upon which hit early taf**>
tion was principally founded. A po*tbumoe* eaShaa sf

this work, considerably enlarged ami improve*!, waa swV
lished tt Amsterdam in 1737. This singular bash ob-

serves to be particularly noticed : it consists of i

dttscrtation on a trilling subject, abounding m a i

and unusual kind of learning, and applying at

the rules of religion, moral*, and law. to «

proposition that play, or games in general, tad <

at games of chance, are not in themselves
~

pattons. The subject is divided into four f

contains arguments to show that play*, or gt

are not inconsistent with natural law or mtafjam; th» **

book applies these arguments specifically to the 4aa*wat

kinds of play in use at different age* of lb* werht ; thaM
book states the limitations with which the pr***s**aaa as

be understood ; and the last division enumerate* tt*t •aaaaa*

abuses of play. The Ttailt da Jrm would 1 1 1> iMj tad
few readers at the present day ; and iu **la*> easi «*> hs

•pprecistcd by the few who may hait uimlai *» ssaW *>

it as a digest or collection of a very peculiar kflhl af aha*

and argument*. Almut the snme time with the aakwawataat

of the Traili du Jn. Bsrbeuac prepared and Mam afksr-

wanls published French translation* of PuaVndwcff*a -daVtdff

mrnf </ lAe Imit «/ S<itur» ami bottom ; a**d af a*»

discourse* of Geraid N<««lt. a Warned pi» ft—r af ha* at

Ix-ulcn. Dr Jurt Summi Imt^nt rl l*r» Mrg*JL aad A»
Bthgnmt ab Imperto Jmtr Utnlttm filrfd. *B at* *****

were a< o.tiipitiiod With Uboriuut snd useful

Barborsc. In 1711 be was apputntrd by Use
Borne to the chair of taw and history , tben lately

at the College of Lauxnne. His inaugural «

Ihgntlattrl I tilt tat* Legit ef Hutonorwaa. was pi

at tlie rctiucsl of the senate of the college, la HatM
year. In 1713 Barbeyrae became a member at aha ]

Society of Sciences at Berlin ; and m I7M he <

a new version of Grotiu* s treatise D* Mfr» i

with note*, which display much
pruCmnd acquaint*ore with the

this work, and alto by hi* tditiaa

**t*U«b*d hi* reputaikn at • jwdat I
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and in \tl7 ha accepted an invitation to bacon* professor

of law at the University of Growngen. A few years after

fc» establishment at Groniogen. be compiled bis liufbire
4m Aaatiu Traitit. consisting of a chronological col-

lection of antient treaties from the earliest time* of which
there are any authentic records to tbe death ofCharlemagne,
witb full historical notes and illustrations: it was published
br bin) as a »upplemental volume to the Corps Univtrtel
dm Droit du Gent, and appears to be by far the most useful
of bis works. He also translated into French Bynkersnoek's
Tratti du Jugt competent du AmtxuttuUurt. Barbeyrac
took an active part in a controversy between the Dutch East
India Compiny and certain merchants of Ostepd and other
parts of the Awtrisn Netherlands, which was carried on
with considerable teal about the year 1 724. The Company
claimed, under a clause in the Treaty of Minuter, a right
of trading to India, exclusive of tbe then subjects of the
king of Spain, while the inhabitants of tbe Austrian Nether-
lands contended that tbe words of tbe treaty only excluded
Castflians. or Spaniards inhabiting tbe actual territory of
Spain, and could not be extended to distant dependencies
of tbe Spanish crown, such as Flanders and Brabant.
Barbeyrac in bis tract, which is entitled Utftnu du Droit
d* la Compagnie Holiandoite du Indtt Oriental** conIre
la aerates Prtttnnmt dei Habitant du I'ayt-txu
JuiricAient. defends tbe exclusive title of tbe Dutch Com-
pany. We have already enumerated the principal works of
Barbeyrac; besides these, several tracts and anonymous
pieces of less importance were inserted by him in tbe Jour-
nal du Sfuvant and other literary periodicals. Three dis-

courses, delivered on academical occasions at Lausanne, in
tbe years 1714. 1715. and 1 718. were also published. He
died at Grooingen in 1 729. Several letters from Barbeyrac
to lions, dcs Meiaeaux, written at various periods of bis
bfe, but containing nothing of much interest, are among
tbe additional M$S. in tbe British Museum.
BARBBZIEUX, a town in France in tbe department of

Cbaresle. on the road from Paris through Tours, Poitiers,
and Angoutfme to Bordeaux. 313 mile* S.8.W. of Paris.
24 miles S.W. of AngoulSme. and 65 miles N.N.B. of Bor-
deaux. 45° 27' N. lat.. 0° 9' W. long.

This little town is well built, in the form of an amphi-
theatre, on a bill, at tbe toot of which flows • small stream,
from which extends a vast plain. The stream flows into
tbe Seugne or Ssugne. a feeder of tbe Charente. The situ-

ation of Barbesieux, on a high road of such importance,
brings it some trade. Some linens and bats are also made.
The tinea manufacture is of antient date. The surrounding
district is fertile in wheat, oats, rye, and hay. Tbe vine is

cnkarated on some little hills, and the capons of Barbesieux
are in great repute. The sheep are in good estimation, also,

both for their flesh and wool. The population of the town,
in 1832, was 2437 ; of the commune altogether, 27M>.

Barbesieux was formerly called Bsrbesll, or in the Latin of
old writings Bsrbetillum. It was surrounded by walls, and
was defended besides by a strong castle. The castle was
destroyed in the wars of Guienne by tbe English. It was re-

built by the house of Rochefbucault, to which Barbesieux
belonged under tbe reign of Francis I. ; but this structure

also baa been almost entirely demolished, except a part

which is used as a prison. The wslls have been likewise

destroyed. Retire the Revolution there were two paruh
churches, and a convent of Cordeliers, the last beyond tbe

circuit of the antient walls.

Near the town is a mineral spring called Fontouilleuse,

or Foniromlleuse, the waters of which, though perfectly

limpid, have what is described as a marshy smell.

Barbesieux is the capital of an arrondisseraent, or sub-

prefecture, which comprehends 465 square miles, or 297,000

acres, and bad in 1 832 a population of 58.042.

Barbesieux was tbe birth-place of Elios Vinet, an anti-

quary and scholar of considerable note in the sixteenth

ewntnry.
•9ARBIERI. [See Gubbcimo.]
BA'RBITON. in sssissc, the name of an instrument in

we aaaoog tbe salients, and that it was a kind of lyre we
jfatt moment doubt, though writers on the subject

very willing to make it a mailer of difficulty. M.
.Judging from a passage in Horace (lib. i. carm. 32),

^ that the barbiton was strung with thick flaxen

i writes in the Entuckpidi* iblkodjque infers,

» ode, that tbe poet means to attribute to

ivaotioo of the instrument, but it appears to

us (hat be only intends to sscribe to bim the invention of
lyric poetry. M- de Castilbon is tcrplexed between Mu-
sonius and Athenejus, tbe one making Terpander, the other
Anarreon, the inventor of the Barbiton.

BARBOU, Uio name of a family of printers, who long
rendered themselves famous for the correctness ss well as
cloganoe of the works which issued from their presses.
John Barbou, the first of the name who is known, was

settled at Lyons, where he printed the works of Clement
Marot, in tbe Italic letter, in small 8vo. 1539. Hugh Barbou.
son of John, left Lyons, and established himself at Limoges,
where, in J480, be produced a beautiful edition of Cicero's
LttUrt to Atticut, with notes by Simon Dubois, lieutenant-
general of Limoges. The third volume of the Biograpiti*
VnivtrulU. a.u. 1811, states that a printer of the name of
Barbou was still in business at Limoges.
The flrsl of tbe Barbou • who settled at Paria waa John

Joseph, who became s bookseller there in 1704. He died
in 1752. His brother Joseph became a bookseller in 1717,
and a printer in 1723. He died in 1737, when bis widow
succeeded bim, but parted witb the printing-office in 1 750.

Joseph Gerard Barbou, nephew of the two Barbous last-

mentioned, who became a bookseller in 1746, took in 1750
the printing office of his uncle Joseph's widow, and soon
after engaged in the series of classics which bears bis name,
and which was in fact the renewal of a series begun in 1 743
by M. Lenglet Dufresnoy. and printed by Coustelier, as
rivals to the classics which bad been published at an eariier
day by the Elxevirs, though of a sise somewhat larger.

There is a complete set of tbe Barbou Classics in tbe
Royal Library at the British Museum. The following is a
chronological list of tbem :—Catullus, Tibutlus, and Pro-
pertiua. 1754 ; Lucretius, 1 754 ; Pbsedrus, 1 754 ; Martial is,

2 torn. 1754; Butropius, 1754; Catsaris Comment 2 torn.

1 755 ; Quintus Curtius, 1757 ; Plautus, 3 torn. 1 759 ; Taci-
tus. 3 torn. 1 760 ; Selects Senecas Opera (in Gall, versa),
a French version with a Latin title. 17(0; Ovidius, 3 torn.

1762; Virgilius. 2 torn. 1767; Lucani Pharsalia (cum SuppL
Tbo. Maii). 1 767 ; Cornelius Nepos, 1767; Ciceronis Opera,
14 torn. 17C8; Plinii Sec. Epist. 1769; Juslinus. 1770;
Salluatius. 1774; Horatius, 1775 ; Titus Livius, 7 torn.

1775; Persii, Juvensti*. et Sulpicii Sat. 1776; Velleiua
Paterculus, 1777; Plinii Hist. Nsturalis, 6 torn. 1779. Be-
sides these. J. G. Barbou printed a Latin Testament, and
various works of less note, chiefly between 1757 and 1789,
when he resigned his business to bis nephew Hugh Barbou,
who dying in 1809, bis heirs disposed of the business of this

the lsst of the Barbous to M. Augusts Delalain, who
added four volumes to tbe set, viz.: Juvencius, 1809 ; Muss*
Rhetoric**, 1809; and Quintilianus, 1810. The whole se-

ries of the classics printed by Coustelier, Barbou, and
Delalain, make 78 volumes.
Two works from tbe press of Joseph Gerard Barbou (in

similar type and sise with the classics) affect to have been
printed in London: Sarcotis et Caroli V. Panegvris, 1771;
and Erasmi Moris* Encomium, 1 777. Tbe Utter undoubtedly,
and probably the former, was a prohibited book. ' Londini
et venit Parisiis spud J. Barbou,' in the title of each was
merely intended as a blind.

For the principal facta and dates relating to the family
of Barbou, we are indebted to the Biograpki* Univtrutle,
already quoted.

BARBOUR, or BARBER, JOHN, a divine, historian,

and one of tbe best poets of Scotland, was bom, as is

supposed, at Aberdeen, according to Sir David Dalrymple
about the year 13IC (Annals, vol. ii. p. 3); according to

other authorities, in or sboul tbe year 1330. Having re-

ceived a learned education, he entered into holy orders, and
was promoted by King David II. to tbe archdeaconry of
Aberdeen, in 1 356. His love of learning wss so strong, that

be continued to prosecute bis studies even after his promo-

tion ; and with this view be prevailed upon bis sovereign to

apply to King Edward III. for permission to reside for a
time at Oxford : the letter of safe-conduct for which, with

three scholars in bis company, all coming to perform scho-

lastic exercise*, is preserved in Rymer's Mra (old edit,

torn, vi p. 31 : see also the Rotul* Scotia, vol i. p. 808).

By a deed dated at Fetherin, in Aberdeenshire, September
13, we find him appointed in the same year, by the Bishop

of Aberdeen, one of his commissioners to deliberate at Edin-

burgh upon tbe ransom of the Scottish king.

Although tbe archdeacon was famed for his extensive

knowledge in the philosophy and divinity of the age in
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which be bead, be gained a greater reputation, even at

that lime, by bis poetry, in which be composed a hUtoryof

the life and glonout action* of King Robert Bruce. Dr.

Henry (Hut. Brit., edit 8vo.. 1801. vol. viil p. 249 ) tare,

it was written 'at the desire of King David Bruce, bis

son, who granted Barbour a considerable pension for hie

encouragement, which he generously bestowed on an hospi-

tal at Aberdeen.' (See also Nicolsons Scottish Hitt. Ltb^

edit. 1776, p. 40.) Dr. Jamieson, however, has clearly

shown, that there is, in fact, no proper evidence that any
pension was granted by David Bruce, or indeed that this

monarch ever laid his commands on Barbour to write the

life of bis royal parent. David II. died in 1371, four or Ave

years before Barbour had written much more than half of

his work ; and the first intimation of his receiving a pension

is not less than fifteen years after this, February 18, 1390,

only two months before the death of Robert II. (Jamiesons

Memoir of Barbour, p. 9.) Barbour had really two pen-

sions, one of 10/. Soots from the customs of Aberdeen,

limited to his life, and another of 20*. from the rents or

burrow-mails of that city, expressly recorded as a reward for

the compilation of The Bruce, ana accompanied by a grant

of it to his assignees in mortmain ; whereupon, at his death,

instead of giving it to an hospital at Aberdeen (as has been

said by Godscroft Tanner, Sec ) he assigned it to the chapter

of the cathedral church of Aberdeen, to sing a mass for bis

soul. (Jamieson, ut tupra, pp. viii. ix.)

Henry says that Barbour finished his history in 1373;
but this must be an error of a figure, as Barbour himself

{.Brute, b. ix. v. 890) says it was in 1375. While engaged

in this work, in 1365, be obtained permission and safe-con-

duct from King Edward III. to travel through England into

Wales, with six horsemen, his attendants.

Dr. Jamieson (ut tupra, p. xii.) fixes the date of Barbour's

death, with seeming accuracy, at the close of the year 1395.

The value of Barbour's work, as an historical record, was
early acknowledged (see the continuator of Fordun's

Scotichroniron, lib. xii. c. 9, and Wyntown) ; and it is re-

markable, that though Barbour was a Scotsman, his versifi-

cation and language are more intelligible to a modem
English reader than that of any other poet of the fourteenth

century, his great contemporary Chaucer himself not ex-

cepted.

The first known edition of The Bruce was published at

Edinburgh in 1616, in 12mo.; but an earlier is believed to

have existed. (See Jamieson** Memoir, p. x.) Another,

printed in 8vo., by Andro Hart, in 1620, was reprinted at

Edinburgh, in 4to., 1 758. Other editions were printed. 8vo.

Edinburgh, 1648 ;
Glasgow, 1665 ; 12mo., Edinburgh, 1670;

Glasgow, 1672;—and there are a few editions in meaner
forms. The best editions, however, are Pinkerton's, printed

from a MS. in the Advocates' Library at Edinburgh, dated

in '.489, with notes and a glossary, 3 vols. 8vo.. London, 1 790,

and Dr. Jamieson s (the best of all), 4to. Edinburgh, 1820.

From some passages in Wyntown's Chronicle, it has been
surmised that Barbour also composed a genealogical history

of the kings of Scotland ; but no part of this is known to be
extant.

(See Henry's Hitt. of Brit., edit 8va. 1805. vol. viii..

p. 249; Pinkerton's edit of The Bruce; Irving' s Livet of
the Seottith Poets, vol. L, p. 257-265 ; and Jamieson s Pre-

face to The Bruce, pp. t.—xxii.)

BARBU'DA. one of the Caribbean Islands, situated 27
miles north of Antigua, is of sn oval form, I i miles in length
from 8.K. to N.W.. and 8 milr« brood. It was first settled

by a party from St Kills led by Kir Thomas Warner, shortly
after that colony was formed. The first settler* finding the
roasts surrounded by rock*, a scarcity of water, snd bring
harassed by frequent incursions of the Conbus from Dotni

nira. abandoned the island.

Some lime after. General Codrington obtained the pro-

perty of it by a grant from the crown, and formed the project

of raising stock on it for the supply of the neighbouring
islands, in which he succeeded very aril. It is the only
proprietary government in the West Indies. It is inhabited
by two white overseers and about 400 slave*, who are em-
ployed in breeding stock, such as rattle, sheep, pigs, poultry,

me. They also eultivsto corn, cotton, pepper, indigo, snd
V<baeco. but no sugar is grown. It is still bald by the
Codnngtoa family, to whom it yields an annual inoosoe of
about 5000/.

The island Is low, level, and fertile. The highest part lies
to the east, and is called the ' High Lead,' though « not

more than 80 feet above the sex It is covered with ssawia.

which are well stocked with doer and various kinds as* g arni

Land crabs are also preserved here under lock and hey. east

considered a luxury for the table. There is a sagwiau of

brackish water seven miles in length, coramunseating om the

north-west with the sea, and having from four to six feet

water in it in which are snappers, bararoutaa, kiast ash.
and other species. The mansion of the estate, or castle as

it is called, is situated ou the margin of this lake. a*W

around it are the plantations. A church and school hem
recently been erected. The air is so mild and parr, mat
invalids from other islsnds commonly resort here tor taw s»-

storalion of their health.

The coasts are defended by several email batteries. Beast

extend off the island in some places as far as five mists, set

there is anchorage on the western side. Several
having latelv been loot on its rocky shares, the

of Antigua have petitioned for a light-bouse to be Wit aa a.

As in other West India islands, turtle are found here «a tha

shores. The castle is in IT 38' N. tat, 61* 51' W. kmg
BA'RCA, the name of a district in the eastern In—

of the regency of Tripoli. It is sometimes vngwety sawsW
to the whole of that division, including the ration* ceiM to

the antients the Syrtis, the Cyrenaica, or

the Marmarica. But the political or admin
of that vast range of country is aa follows :—The
called Sert or Sort extends from the southern tests aftto

district of Mesurata in Western Tripoli, to a peace nM
Muktar, on the southernmost coast of the gulf of Saba sr

great Syrtis, beyond which the district of Barm sagas*.

The Sort is under an Arab sheik, who t» tributary to Oat

pasha of Tripoli. The district of Bares extends islaaf a
the north east from Muktar to beyond Derm, sad (to

line of coast parallel to it is divided into two brylsrka. Bas-

gazi and Derna, the beys of which are appointed a* awi

dependent on the pasha of Tripoli. The inland tract. <

Rsrca. it under another Arab sheik, who is hamactf <

dinste to the two beys of Bengasi and Derna. The <

of Barca, which is entirely inhabited bv noosadre An
includes the billy region of Cyrenaica. Various tribe* w
der in it among which Ibe Zaouyeh occupy ibe tract a*

of Bengasi, and the great tnbe called El Haree*
eastward of the same place as far aa Derna. ( Parbo. %',

dant la Curfnaiique.) The western part of the batty i

of Cyrenaica towards Bengali is called by the Araks Jetari

Barca, or ' Mountainous Barca.'

Cola of Hum.

[Tnm mis la Btttiak M Kin. MuIsk W^ajSasa,
Tkr latrtlutaa in—

4

lb. km put ml Om kaai •> totoai to to 'a
tkal U. • Japltof Ika 11rain.'

The name Barca is the modern form of the Greek i

Barce. a colony of Cyrene (Herod, iv. 160). wbark
,

existed already before as a Phoenician colon*, es aia Basra*

would indicate. It is stated by 80 lax to have tow* IS*

stadia from it* harbour, which became afterward* Use Tajsjw

called Ptolemaia, now Totometa. The sUaataaa at Basra
appears to hsve been in the plsin of Merge, a hark UasV
latul on the hill* of Cyrenaira above Totometa. (Besets**. »

Narrative of an Expedition to the Sortktt 9 Cnut
of Africa ; and Delia Cells. Fiaggio eta Trtym at*S>

rronhere d Kgttto.) Herodotus give* an manna*! •*>

count of Barce. of its rivalry with Cyrene. and at fas
invasion of the Persians from Egypt who took Barm he
treachery after a long wage, and carried away a great aaa>
ber of its inhabitant* into Asia, where Danws. the am at
Hyataspee. settled them in Bartria (iv. t*4) The ter-

ritory of Barce occupied the western part of 1

and its inhabitants seem to have been a mature of <

from Cyrene and of native Libyans. When that
became subiect to the Ptolemies, these kjrags h _
town of PtoUmaia, which drew away from Barce ssaat af as
remaining Greek Inhabitant*. Bares, hsosisi. cvsscmasaf
to exist as a town ; and we find that a the (brat any** of
Chmtuuuty it had its btefcoa* *etmot fmlsWsfrW
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Mia. (Le Quito, Oritnt Chrutianus, vol ii. p. (96.)
After the Saracens conquered Egypt, they entered. Cy-
renaioe, and Bsrce or Barcah, as they called it, became
their chief town in that province. Hence the Arab geo-
graphers apeak of the kingdom of Barea, which ii synony-
mous with Cyrenaica. Gyrene long before this waa in

Cob at Bum.

'
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\tram. Uw aoltotkn of Mr. TVsbm. Actual SItw, 197 «mhu.]

Under the Fatemito caliphs of Egypt tho oppressions of
the Saracen governors obliged the people of Barca to emi-
grate, and meat of them passed into Egypt. Delia Cells,

however, mentions a treaty of commerce in 1236 between
the republic of Genoa and Busacbcrino, a Mussulman chief,

who styles himself 1 Lord of Africa,' by which the Genoese
were allowed to trade ' from Tripoli to the extremity of the
kingdom of Barca.' Since that time the town of Barca baa
entirely disappeared, but the name has remained in use
among the Arabs to indicate the country which once be-

longed to it. About 1550 Sultan Solyman having con-
quered Tripoli, united the country of Barca to it, and made
si paahalik of the whole.

There has been much misapprehension among geogra-

phers about the nature of the soil in the regions round the

great Syrtis ; it has been represented as a tract of barren

•and. This, however, is by no means the case. The coun-

try is parched up in summer, and it then looks dreary, but

after the autumnal rains it is covered with a luxuriant vege-

tation : many parts of the Sort, which is the worst tract,

Sard excellent pasturage, snd some produce good crops of

barley and dhurra. The soil is sandy, but it is not merely

•and. Aa for Cyrenaica, it is capable of the highest degree

of cultivation. The Arabs of tho country are described by
Captain Beechey as a healthy, good-looking race, superior

ia appearance to those who inhabit the miserable towns of
Bengasi and Derna, which are the only two places deserving

the name of towns in the whole country. Taucheira, after-

wards under the Ptolemies called Arsinoe, was a town of

Barca, and its walls, which were repaired by Justinian (Pro-

mptus, nip) Knapirvy, lib. vi.), still remain in a good state

of preservation. It has resumed its original nsme, slightly

altered to Tocrs, and its ruins are occupied part of the year

by wandering Arabs. Ptolemais, or Tolometa, is likewise

in ruins and deserted ; as well aa Berenice, now Bernie, and
Apollonia, the former port of Cyrene. Descriptions of this

interesting country, and of the extensive remains of its cities,

have been given by the Beechey a, Pacho, and Delia Cells

already quoted, [see Cyrink.J
Bengasi has about 2000 inhabitants ; most of tho houses

sua built of mud, and are liable to be washed away by the

heavy winter rains. Derna is a more considerable town
Chan Bengasi, and has a somewhat better appearance. Both

carry on a little trade by sea. Bengasi provides

with bullocks. The rest of tho country is occupied

bf somadie tribes, as in the time of Herodotus. The limits

between Tripoli and Egypt along the sea-coast are not very

desnite ; they are nominally stated to be at Akaba ol So-

looB, the Cstabsthmus Magnus of the antienta, about 26*

E. long. ; but the foot is, that the country in that neigh-

bourhood ia occupied by independent Arabs, who acknow-

ledge neither tha pasha of TripoU nor the viceroy of Egypt

The whole of the Libyan desert to the westward of Egypt,
and aa far as Fexxan, is often called the Desert of Barca by
European travellers and geographers.
BARCAROLLE, in mutir, a kind of song in tbo Ve-

netian language, sung by the gondoliers at Venice. Though
these airs are composed for the common people, and often
by the gondoliers themselves, yet they so abound in melody,
that there ia not a musician in all Italy who does not pique
himself on knowing snd being able to sing some of them.
The privilege of free entrance to all the theatres in Venire,
which these boatmen enjoy (says Rousseau, writing in the
middle of the last century), enables them to cultivate their
ear and taste, so that to the natural simplicity of their aire
they add a degree of refinement by no means inconsiderable.
The words of these Barcarolles are commonly more than
natural, partaking of the language employed in the conver-
sation of those who sing them : but such as like a faithful

representation of the manners of a people, and have any
taste for the Venetian dialect, become passionately fond
both of the poetry and musk of these popular songs, inso-
much that many persons possess large and curious collections

of them.
Formerly most of the gondoliers knew by heart the greater

portion of Qenualemme Liberala (Jerusalem Delivered).
and some the whole poem : they passed the summer nights
in their gondolas, singing it in alternate stanxas. Before
Taaao, Homer alone had tho honour to be thus sung ; and
no other epic poem has since been equally distinguished.

(Rouueau.) But Tasso is now no longer sung by the gon-
doliers; they still have, however, their songs in response to

each other, tmprovito, which the common auditor may be
liable (and no doubt willing) to take for Tasso. The old
barcarolle waa sung in parts, at stem and stern of the same
boat, by its own gondoliers.

Barcarolle, or boat-song, comes to us from the Italian

barcarola, through the French. The well-known airs

La Biorubna in Qondoletta, and O Ptteator deW Onde, are
pleasing specimens of this species of song.
BARCBLL08, a comarea or district in Portugal, situ-

ated in the province of Entre-Douro-e-Hinno, bounded on
the east by the comarca of Braga, on the west by the oresn,
on the south by the district of Oporto, and on the north by
that of Viana. It contains a population of 13,482 inha-
bitants, distributed in 316 parishes. The river Cavsdo
flows through it, fertilising the land, and supplying the in-

habitants with excellent salmon, lampreys, and eels. Tho
soil produces abundantly all sorts of corn, wine, fruit, flax,

honey, and wax. The mountains snd woods abound in

game, and the meadows feed much cattle.

Baroellos, the capital of the district, stands in a plain on
the right bank of the Cavsdo, twelve miles from Braga. and
twenty from Oporto, in 41° 36' N. 1st, and 8° 30' VV. long.

It is surrounded by an old wall, with four gates, one of wbioh
opens upon a bridge over the Cavado. The bridge connects

the town with the suburb, Bsrcellinhoa. The town has
two parishes, s collegiate church, two convents, one for men
and another for women, an hospital, and an almshouse.

The number of it* inhabitants amounts to 3892. Tbo
country round is well cultivated, and tho vicinity of the

river affords the means of irrigation, both of which circum-

stances render its situation highly advantageous.

BARCELLOTS A, a town in South America, in the

republic of Colombia, and tho department of Maturin. It

is the capital of tho province which bears its name, and Ilea

in 10° 10' N. 1st, and 64° 47' W. long., on a small river,

the Neveri, about three miles from the shores of the Carib-

bean Sea. The town is on the left bank of the river, and
iU booses have mostly mud walls. Its unpaved streets

are extremely muddy in rainy weather; and in the dry

season they are covered with a dust so light that the least

breath of wind raises it into the air. Nearly opposite tho

town, on the right bank of the Neveri. stands s small

fortress, called el Morro de Barcellona, on a hill, which rises

to about 360 or 400 (set above the sea ; but it is commanded

on the south by a more lofty eminence. This fortress pro-

tect! the harbour and the shipping in it ; but the esstuarjr

of the Neveri is so shallow as not to admit vessels of any

considerable sise, and is besides exposed to the winds from

north-east, north, and north-west At the distance of about

three miles from the shore is a small rocky island, called

Borracha, inhabited by fishermen, which on its south side

affords a sab anchorage for ships of tho largest sise.

Barcellona is one ol the most unhealthy places in South
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twelve yean. Daring the struggle* totvwi) tW
Austria end Bourbon for (lie throne of 8mm. Lai ftafta>

borough besieged end took Barcelona for Cheriee ef

in 1706. Tho French prince, Philip, in 1713. dhd ah*

Bsrcelonisns a liberal amnesty if they ibatwinned tW can**

of Charles, but tbey openly decltred that they new wail
arknowlcdgo hit authority until be had gum them a mkmm
promue to maintain their privileges. Philip did nut c

to that condition, and the place «u besieged- In the

of 1714 Marshal Berwick reinforced the bo*i*g*r*
20,000 men. The Barceloniana, without distinction of i

age, or sex. made a desperate defence ; but. overwheuaxW ay

uperior force*, the place wa» taken by assault a* tbe taa
of September.

Barcelona may be aaid to have existed at a amentias* seal

commercial Mate from the eleventh century. There aikt
of RaimundoII of that eporh. granting importanttjanvvtge*

America, tba air being very hot and moiat at the same time.

But the excessive moisture ii extremely favourable to vege-

tation ; and there are few tracte in South America which

ran compare with the country about Barcellona in fertility.

Yet agriculture it not much advanced, and itt commercial

product! are only cacao, indigo, ami a little cotton.

The trade of thia town, before the Spanish colonic*

obtained their independence, wat considerable. The article*

of export aero chiefly the produce of the extentive petlurea

on the bank* of the Lower Orinoco, and extending north-

ward toward* the aource* of the Uuarapicbe ; they conn*ted

of cattle, horaet. mule*, jerked meat or tasajo, and hide*,

all wh>ch article* were earned to the Weat Indie*. The
situation of Barcellona it very favourable to tbi* branch of

trade, because the high land which separate* the town from

the Llano*, or plain*, doe* not n»e to a great elevation in

the»e part*. In three da>» the cattle may be brought down
from tho plaint to the coast, while eight or nine are required

j
to all the vessels proceeding from ana canting to

to lake them to Cumana : on the latter route they are ' As a maritime power, that state then rivalled Graoav Pba.

obliged to peat the high chains of the Brigantin and of, and Venice, in tbe commerce of the East. The CntmUt
the lmpo*»ible. Levayue give* the following detail of the ' - "- *

-»«-—— D '— -»-—

export trade for the year 1»02: 132.000 head of horned

rattle; 2100 horse*; 6400 mule*; 8u0 asaee; 180.000

hundred acight of tasajo or*jerked beef; 36.000 ox-bides ;

44oo horse-hides ; 6000 hide* of deer ; from 3000 to 4000

lb*, of indigo ; about 2000 lb*, of annotto ; from 220,000

to 300.000 lb*, of cotton ; and from 1 50,000 to 200,000 lb*,

of cacao. We are not informed at to the change* which tbe

late revolution* in South America may have effected in the

trade of this town.

Tbe fishery it another branch of industry, but it it not to

extentive a* farther to the east, near the town of Cumana
t

and the islands of Margarita, Cubagua, and Coche. and is ' the privilege* of the Cataloniana, by Philip V. atoeaeeae

rather carried on by the fishermen of the neighbouring it now governed by the AyunUmienlo, or < tmmtm 1 awawd.

village* than by the inhabitant* of the town.
! " • - .

Thit town had, in 1807, a population of 1S.000 persons,

half white*, and half mulatto** and negroes. By the abo-

rigine* who inhabit tbe country about it, that it, by the

Cumanayotot, it is called Enipiricuar. (Humboldt, De
Pons, Lavaytae.)

BARCELONA (Barcino. B«pe.W. Ptolemy), a fortified

city and port of Spain, on the Mediterranean, in the pnnci-

or Court of Commerce of Barcelona, data* free* 127*.

Pedro III. granted the merchants of that csty the f*ni*m
of appointing, from their own body, two H ienlio* to pr-swet

their interests. These deputies, called coasiih . a»a*id id e»*r

the Colegio do Mercadere*. or College of Merchant*, was

were elected by a majority of voices on the taaae da* teas r*>

common-councilmen of the city were elected, and their aaV*

lasted one year. Afterwards, a supreme rcatx-iL <

of a hundred members, called, on that act

Consejo de los Cicnto. was instituted. They
tive. and were presided over by fltec*noriler*»,or i

also elective. All tbeae institution*

city and port of Spain, on
polity of Calahiua, or Catalonia, of which it it the .

capital.

It stand* on a vary gentle eminence between the river Beso*
on the north, and Iiohregat on the south, in 41" 22* N. lat..

2" IO* B. long., commanding one of the moat fertile and
best-cultivated plaint in the Peninsula. 1 his plain it

bounded by a chain of mountain!, which form a curve line

on tbe south, weat, and northern tide*.

It waa probably one of the colonies formed by the Greeks
on the eastern coasts of the Peninsula, and waa the capital

of the Laletani, a nation inhabiting the country extending

from the Pyrenees to tho river Ter. However this may be,

a town appears to have been built hare by Hamilcar Bareas

or Barcino, about 236 B.C., who gave to it the name of bis

family. When the Carthaginians were expelled from Spain
in 206 B.C.. Barcelona fell into the hands of the Romans,

who made it a colony, with the additional name of Fa-
ventia. In aj>. 41 1, the Gothic King Ataulphua made his

triumphant entrance into it In 718 it fell into the hands
of the Mohammedans, who kept it until 801, when the

Cataloniana, assisted by Charlemagne and his son Louis,

besieged it, and after an obstinate struggle of two years,

forced the Moorish governor Omar, a relation of the wall

of Barcelona. Zeyed. to capitulate. Barcelona wat then
wscted into a county, and grien in fief by the emperor
Charlemagne to Bora, a French nobleman of Gaul. In 827
it wat taken by Abderahman II., but in 833 it returned
again into the power of tbe Christians. In 862 the Jewa
betrayed the city to the Mohammedans, who burned the
greatest part of it, but did not retain the place. In 984
Barcelona waa stormed by the formidable chief A 1manioc,
who butchered the greatest part of the inhabitant*, and
burned many house* ; but Us count, Borallo, marched to Us
succour, and recovered it, Barcelona remained an inde-

pendent stats, and was governed by it* counts until 1131,
wbun. by the marriage of Kaisaundo V. with Petronila.

queen of Aragon, the county of Barcelona and the kingdom
of Aragon became united. [See Cstalvma.] In 164* the
HarerioDian* roe* against their king, the profligate Philip
IV , and the pise* was besieged by the Marquis of Lus
V*|s«, but the inhabitant* forced him to raise tho siege,
ana, assasted by the French, muted the troops of Ptulip fur

in the municipal concerns ; the judicial

by two alcaldes, mayor* or judges, and by tbe Aadaa
Court of Justice. There is a Real Acuerdo, and a
lado ; the former is the supreme authority of

the latter presides over commercial matters.

Comercio, or Board of Trade, directs public

appoints and pay* professors, who deliver pt

navigation, chemistry, mechanics, drawing,

natural philosophy, agriculture, commercial
short-hand writing, French, Italian, and Fisglaaii

The schools, or lecture-rooms, are in the Leapt, er

All the kings of Spain, from the tuavs of the
Catalonia and Aragon down to Philip V.. being
swear to the observance of tbe privileges at the
Barcelona has been frequently visited by tne I

narrhs. Some of these visit* hare oaiaiirsdod went
deserving to be recorded. When Fernanda flat G
visited Barcelona, the great discoverer Catui

that port from his second voyage to the Near Weeal
1643, when Carlo* I, the grandson
Barcelona, tbe first vessel propelled by
in that port. Tbi* fart is mentioned by Kav
introduction to his CoUccion tU lot Ptagse f Dmn
enlot in a manner which leaves no room tar deate*. fe en-

peers that a certain Blaaco de Garay, wis* had aawaV alt

discovery, proposed to tbe emperor to eahaaat hat saoseataa

before him, upon a vessel called the Trinidad, of tee) assnats

burden. The vessel was put to tea in the asweaasa* ef ta*

em pei or and bis court, and of an tmmooao asaaastsaas ef

people, who saw her, with astonishment, rensl the ******

without sail, oar, or any other human agency eauasss a
cauldron of boiling water and a very rnaaplicwaid aa**eBaawy

of wheels and paddle*. The minister ceeasasasaaess*) bp SB*

emperor to examine the Invention gave an anafswaamatsV

report, and Carlo* being called out of Spain peel ne BsaaW
attention to the subject. Tbe inventor, neweve*, weakens*
aomely rewarded by Carta*, but the urventM wee sant a>

the world.

Tbe mote cover* a space of tee* few* by rte*\ wtsaaw *»•
sets can anchor. The original mate was Utav am left, law
bating been destroyed by atoms* la the suasaaaaV ea*JBa*W.

it was rebuilt aa It exists at present. The eaten* of *B>
guMera, Don Juan Smith, aeon* forty 1

to prolong tbe mole HO* fort towards
erect a wall at the extremity of it, and neufe* Us 4

with it, 600 feel long and 164) wide, an
W.8.W. foraaing tome wesmelanro a» Baa eattarT.
1 be depth of water in the port m k-ean <

'

feet. There U a bar at the entrant* ef j
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fbrasd by tha eonfmom of the tiro streamI JJobregat
to the west, and Beso* to the east of the town. This bar
has been considerably lowered by a steam maebine, whieh
waa wry recently at work ; and loaded vessels, drawing four-
teen or fifteen feat water, can safely enter the port A few
7e«rs ago almost all vessels were obliged to be partially
discharged in tha roadstead before they could enter.

Vessels are eommodiously moored in the harbour at a
abort distance from the pier. There are not any docks or
quays. The port is open to the south, but the ships are
pretty well sheltered by the new mole, and no serious
damage baa occurred to the shipping since the winter of
1831, when a dreadful storm was experienced.
There are always pilots on duty, who go out to tho assist-

ance of ships as soon aa a vessel approaches the port, in
order to carry her over the bar.

The fortifications appear to hare been rebuilt in the time
of Carlos I. The town is defended on the land side by the
castle of Monjuirh, situated on the south-west of the city,

a citadel on the north-east, strong waits, wide ditches, and
numerous batteries ; and on the sea-side by a wall 360 feet

long and SO wide. Large vessels cannot approach near it

for want of tufftVicnt depth of water. The citadel is a regular
pentagon, fortified according to the system ofVauban. It was
built in 1 7 1 6, on a spaee before occupied by 800 houses, and
can conveniently hold a garrison of 7000 men. It was in-

tended not for the defence of the city, but to keep the Bar-
eelonians in awe and subjection. On the sea-side is Port St.

Carlo*, connected with the citadel by a double covered way,
completely surrounding, on the land side, the suburb Bar-
celotteta.

The city is divided by a pleasant promenade, called ' La
Rauibla,' into two almost equal parts : the smaller, or the
new city, lies on the north-west of the Rambla, and the old
city on the north-east The streets in the old city are nar-
row and winding; in the new city they are wider and more
regular ; they are paved with square stones, but not kept in

good repair ; they are well lighted with oil, and guarded
by the serenes, or watchmen, at night. The only square
deserving mention is the Pin de Palacio, which is occupied
by the palace of the capltan-general, the lonja, or exchange,
the custom-house, and the puerta de la mar, or sea-gate,

all fine buildings. The houses are of a very simple archi-

tecture, commodious, for the moat part built of brick, and
in general four or five stories high, with numerous windows
and balconies of different shapes. The cathedral is a noble

and elegant Gothic monument in the centre of the city.

It was begun in the thirteenth century, and has never
been finished, although a certain fee is imposed by the

ecclesiastical court upon every license of marriage, which
fund is expressly devoted to that sole purpose. The churches
of the Dominican friars, called Santa Catalina, and the

pariah church of Santa Maria del Mar, though aiming at

the Gothic style, do not deserve the credit given them by La
Borde. Of the Greek and Roman styles tho best are the

Palacio de la DipuUeion, now the Audieocia, the convent
of la Merced, the exchange, and the custom-house. In
the Palace of the Diputacion, where the antieot oortea or

parliament of the principality held their sittings, are the

archives of Catalonia and Aragon, a very interesting and
well-classified collection of curious manuscripts and diplo-

matic documents, some of which are aa old as the ninth
century. The palace of the sntient counts of Barcelona is

partly occupied by the nuns of Santa Catalina: in another

put of the building ia the College of Surgeons, and the re-

maining part was occupied by the Inquisition. This palace

ia only remarkable for ita aimplicity and strength. The
theatre is, with regard to its construction, scenery, and de-

eorationa, the best in Spain. It is also the best conducted

in every respect, and has excellent performers, particularly

in the musical part, of which art the Barcclonians of all

ranks are passionately fond. The best and most frequented

promenades are La Rambla and La Esplanade. The former

crosses the city from the land rampart to the wall on the

sea side, a distance of 2712 feet; and the Bsplanada ex-

tends from Puerta Nueva to the citadel, a apace of 1332

feat in length, containing a public garden, fine avenues of

trees, and many stone seats.

Barcelona had a university,which was abolished by Philip

V, and turned into barracks, which are still called Los

Bfind̂ There are three public libraries, one in the eccle-

siastical sacatnanr, another in the church of Santa Catalina,

sad the third d» the convent of the Franciscan friars.

There la also an Academy of Sciences tad Art*, esal
another of Polite Literature.

Barcelona gives Ita name to a bishop's see eomprMngUl
parishes. There are in the city nine parishes, eighteen con-
vents of monks, nineteen of none, one hospital, an eccle-
siastical seminary, a casa de (-aridad, or charity house, ami
three barracks. The Real Caaa de Caridad ia a charitable
institution, established in 1802, in the reign of Carlos IV.
for the support of the destitute of both sexes and of every
age. It is supported by the produce of public balls, mas-
querades, and by charitable donations. It is governed by
a junta, or board of six individuals of the mercantile and
industrious classes, appointed by the government. The
poor are employed in spinning cotton, wool, and hemp, and
weaving different stuffs of the same materials, and in making
pine and other similar occupations. The children are in-
structed in reading and writing. In 1808, the establish-

ment supplied food and clothing to 3636 inmates, besides
many poor families who were supported in their own bouses.
In 1820 the number of destitute persons in the institution
amounted to ISoo, and in 1829 to 1 000.

There is only one newspaper at Barcelona, called SI
Vapor. Some of the works published by the Society for
the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge have been translated
into Spanish, under tho title of Librerta de Conocimientos
Huraa'ios, and published there in a form calculated to ren-
der their circulation extensive.

The number of companies of the different trades in
Barcelona exceeds ninety. The manufactures of Barcelona,
which existed in the thirteenth century, received great en-
couragement at the time of the discovery of America, but
at the present time they are far behind those of France and
England. Since the commerce of America has been open
to all nations, the commerce of Barcelona has suffered con-
siderably.

The number of vessels belonging to the port of Barcelona
is very insignificant What few there are find employment
in the trade to Cuba and Puerto Rico. Previous to the
defection of tho Spanish provinces on the continent of
America, the tonnage belonging to Barcelona waa con-
siderable.

The is nd of Cuba takes annually, one year with another,
about 12.000 pipes of Catalonian wine, ana about 3000 pipes
of brandy, the value of the former being about 4/ , and of the
latter 8/. sterling per pipe. South Amerira takes annually
16.000 pipes of wine and 6000 pipes of brandy. To the north
of Europe about 2000 pipes of wine and the same quantity
of brandy are sent every yesr. Very little of these descrip-

tions of produce are exported to this country ; almost the only
article of mercbandixe which Great Britain takes from Bar-
celona is nuts, of which about 30,000 bags are annually
imported : the value averages thirty shillings per bag. Tbe
imports into Barcelona from England are principally com-
posed of raw cotton, hides, salted fish, iron hoops, hardwares,

and woollen stuffs, but the quantities are inconsiderable,

and the trade is declining. From Cuba and Puerto Rico
Barcelona receives cotton, hides, sugar, cocoa, roflee, horns,

dyewoods, indigo, and from 30'J,000 to 500.000 dollars in

specie every year. From France and Portugal colonial pro-

ducts are aUo brought, in addition to butter and cheese

;

Denmark and Sweden supply fl»h and tar. and staves are

procured from Italy- The aggregnto value of imports during
the three years ending with 1*3 1, ia staled to have amounted
to 420.000/. in 1829, 570,000/. in 1830, and 650.000/. in

1831, exclusive of specie. The number and tonnage of

ships engaged in foreign trade that entered the port during

those years, was

In 1829, 122 ships of 17.072 tons burthen

., 1830, 88 do. 11.223 do.

„ 1831, 128 do. 13.133 do.

Of these, those under the British dag were.

In 1829, 24 ships of 2860 tons burthen

„ 1830. 19 do. 2340 do.

., 1831. 18 do. 2010 do.

The customs revenue collected at Barcelona in 1831

amounted to 10,027.170 rials (100,270/) on goods imported,

and 97,019 rials (970/.) on goods exported.

There are not at present any banking esUblishmenU in

Barcelona. Every merchant is his own banker.

The people of Barcelona, though partaking of tbe stem

and severe character of Catalonians, are kind and hospitable.
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hod posset* tbe art of making their society agreeable to

atrangere. Tbe inn» are bettor conducted, perhaps, in

every respect than in any other part of Spain. The Barce-

lonians are passionately fond of the pleasures of country

life ; and all those who baTO the means of gratifying their

inclination, retire in the summer season to the neat and

pleasant torres, or villas, which cover the extensive Pla. or

plain, of Barcelona. From the city to the pleasant little

villsjce of Sarrifc, for about four miles, the road is through

gardens and well-cultivated fields, hedged round with the

American aloes, and planted with orange-trees, olives, and

other productions of warm climates. From Sarria, which

is situated upon an eminence, and commands both the plain

and the city, there is one ofthe most magnificent panoramic

views in the Peninsula. Beyond the city, the numerous

towers and steeples of which give it an appearance of

grandeur, the immense expanse of the Mediterranean opens

to the view.

The population of Barcelona before the war with France in

1808 was 130.000 souls. In 1810 the town was in the pos-

session of the French, and many of the inhabitants conse-

quently emigrated. In 1820 the population wss computed

at 140,000. and it may now be calculated at 160,000. The
increase during the last ten years is attributed in part to the

civil wars, which have occasioned many families who lived

in the interior to choose the town for their residence, as

offering greater security from personal violence.

The suburb of Barceloneta is a small and pleasant town
on the south-east of the city, between the port and the light-

house. It consists of twenty-four parallel streets, inter-

sected by fifteen others at right-angles, all twenty feet

wide. The bouses are all uniform, built of brick and one
story high. This suburb was built in 1754 under the

direction of the thenCapitan-general Marques de la Mini,
whose sepulchre is in the church of Barceloneta. The pla.

is chiefly inhabited by sailors and other men employed in

the navy or merchant-vessels. Its population is 5000.

(See Capmani, Memorial Antigua* tobre la Marina,
Comerdo, y Arte* de Barcelona ; Minano ; La Borde,
Itineraire de I 'Btpagne, and Vue Pittoreeque, <*c.)

BARCELONNETTE. a town in France, in the depart-

ment of Basses Alps*. It is situated on the right bank of
the Ubaye, which flows into the Durance, and is in tbe
midst of the mountains from which tbe department takes its

name, at an elevation of 3805 feet above the level of tbe sea.

It was built in 1230 by Raymond Bcrenger V„ Count of
Provence, who gave to it the name of Barceionnette, because
his family had come from Barcelona in Spain. Some in-

scriptions found in tbe neighbourhood have led to the sup-
position that tbe Romans had some post, or even a city here.

For 1 58 years tbe town and the valley, of which it is the
capital, remained under the Counts of Provence ; but in

1388 tbe inhabitants recognised the Duke of Savoy as their

sovereign, and continued, for tbe most part, under tbe do-
minion of the Princes of Savoy till the peace of Utrecht, in

1713. when tbe town and valley were ceded to France. It
appears, indeed, to have been conquered by Francis I., and
to nave remained in the possession of the French for some
years, till the peace of Chateau Cambresis in 1 559, when it

was restored to the Dukes of Savoy. Towards the begin-
ning of tbe fourteenth century a Dominican convent was
founded here, but the house was afterwards given to the
Peres de la Doctrine Chretienne, who converted it into a
college.

There sre in the town some establishments for fulling
clofb. The machinery is chiefly moved by water conducted
to tbe place in channels of considerable length. Some trade
in corn and in sheep is carried on. Sheep are reared in
<-ast numbers in the fine pasturage of the adjacent valley.
Tbe population of Barceionnette, in 1832, was 1789 for the
town, or 2144 for tbe whole commune. It is in 44*24'
N. UU «' 37' B. long.

Tbe arrondiaacment contains 472 square miles. or 302,080
acres, and had in 1832 a population of 18,7*3. It includes
the valley of Barceionnette and some other districts. Tbe
valley is watered in its whole extent by the nver Ubaye.
It fields slste snd coal, but tbe working of the latter has
been given up on account of tbe expense attending it.

The inhabitant* of this neighbourhood used to resort to
Pans and elsewhere, tbe women as musicians, and the men
as showman with marc lanterns. (Lhctiommatr* UmirerulU
WUWVaisr* 4k. ; I'pvtm dan* U, Dtpartemm* d* la
N»f», par J. A. La Y slice, lie)

BARCLAY, ALEXANDER, was asi

the sixteenth century, but whether English or I

birth is disputed. The author of bis life as the ,

Britanniea suspects him to have bees a natree of 1

shim ; Warton {Hut EngL Poet. 4to. edit. voL ii. p. t—%
that be was of Gloucestershire or Devonshire, in the fsrsaar

of which counties there is a place of the same aaose. fU
was educated at Oriel College, Oxford, about 1495. <

Thomas Cornish, suffragan Bishop of fine in the i

of Bath and Wells, was provost o* that bowse. Afaw
finishing his studies there, be went in'j Holland, and (

into Germany, Italy, and France. wl<ere he applied
'

assiduously to tbe languages ipoker in those cowatnea, assl

to tbe study of their best authors. Upon his retarn aweaa.

be became chaplain to Bishop Cornish, who appointed asm
one of tbe priests or prebendaries of tbe coUrgw ef St.

Mary Ottery, in Devonshire. After the death of has swXsva

be became a monk of tbe Benedictine monastery ef Err.

where his name occurs at the election of a poor ef last

house March 22nd. 1515 {MS. Cole. Brit. Mas. frees Reg
Elien.). and where be continued till the siiupmine ef uw
monastery in 1539. Bishop Tanner (Biol Brtt. thk p. 7«t.

from one of Bale's manuscripts, says he afterwards f

a Franciscan at Canterbury. There seems ao
he subsequently temporised with the changes
On February 7th, 1 546, we find him instituted to the i

of Great Badow in Essex (Newcourt, Bepert. firs** *eL

ii. p. 25). and on March 30th following to the « smrwf* ef

Wokey in Somersetshire. (Tann. Biol. Bnt. from Ream
Wellen.) On the 30th April, 1552, he was sswsssaawlw
tbe Dean and Chapter of Canterbury to the rectory ef Am-
hallows, Lombard-street, in London, but did not sassy that

Preferment above tbe space of six -weeks. He died as tht

une following at Croydon, in Surrey, where he was Vans'
in the church. His will was proved on the day of ha
burial, June 10th, 1552. (Newcourt, Rrpert. vet l p. 234.)

In several passages of his works be alludes to the pawawg
of some of his younger Tears at Croydon. (Saw Waraa.
ut ntpr. note L) We also learn from them that Jean
Vesev, Bishop of Exeter, Sir Giles Alintton, Rarhard Earl
of Kent, who died in the fifteenth of Henry VIIL, saw
Thomas Duke of Norfolk, were among his peJrmav

Bale (Script, llluilr. edit. 1557. cent. tx. p. 44) ass
treated the memory of Barclay with great indignity. Bs
says, be remained a scandalous adulterer under cetsar ef

leading a single life. His words are ' rcsubatua face lavas
adulter perpetuo mansiu' Pita, on tbe contrary, aeaares a
thst Barclay employed all his study in favour of iwhcwa,
and in reading and writing the Uvea of the saias*. Bsjs
accounts are probably tinctured with partiahty. That Bar-
clay was one of the refiners of tbe English liaiaags. sad
left many testimonies behind him of his wit and awarnatf,
cannot be denied.

Tbe following is a list of Alexander Barclay's warts ss
far ss they are known :— I. 'TheCastoBc/Lahear. *

is Ryebesse, Venue, and Honour.' an allrgoml •
seven-line statues, translated from the French. 4te, I

W.deWorde, 1506. 2. * The Sbypof Folys of the Wssfife,
fol. Lond. R. Pynson. 1509: reprinted, fol. J. Tar assl lit
This work was partly a translation and partly aa tsssassws
of a German work of tbe same t/.le. pubbsbed ia |«94 by
Sebastian Brandt, afterwards translated into fnaih sad
then into Latin. From this original, and the two
tions, Barclay formed his poem with <

gleaned from the follies of bis countrymen : it i

in 1508. 3. ' The Treaty*, enliluled the Mvrressr ef fswj
Miners, translated from the Latin of Dosaytub* )~

fol. R. Pynson. n. d. : reprinted with the ' Shsp ef 1

1570. 4. 'Egioges, or the Miseries of Courts aadt
4to. Lond. R. Pynson and VV.de Word*, a. at : ttvl le-
forde. about 1548. 4to.: Humph. Powell. a. el • eadfel 1X7*4
with the preceding work and the 1 Stop of Foals, k • A
Treatise against Station tbe Poet' (Aogr. Jrnt edfc. 1 79*.
vol L p. 507, note D), but which is not at pi 1 1 u kaaaa
to be extant either in print or manuscript, a. ' The Lffeef
the glorious Martyr Saynt George, frees M ilHaia eSm
Pynson, n. d. dedicated to Nicholas Wast abaeaa af
7- 'The Introductory to wnle and to
oompyled compeodiously at tbe
Duke of Norfolk*, fol. R. Copland*. 1321.
Cranycle of the Wane which the F
Jugurth, eompyled in Lalyn by the
translated into Bnglyssbe at
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Duke of Norfolk*.' fot. ft. Pynson (two editiou) : reprinted
with PayneITs translation of the ' Conspiracy of Catiline.'

«<a J. Waller. ISJ7. 9. ' The Figure ot our Mother Holy
Church oppressed by the French King,' 4to. R. Pynson.
(See Herbert * edit, of Ames, Met. Print, vol.i. p. 287, from
Maunsei's Catalogue.) Bale, Pit*, and Warton, alao nun-
tkm insulations by Barclay of the live* of St. Catharine,
St Margaret, and St Elbeldreda.

(See Tanner, Btbl. Brit. Mb. ut supra ; Wood'* Athena
Ojron. ; Horbert'a edit, of Ames's Typogr. Antiq. pp. 144,
•243. 287. »89. 292. 293.079, 731. 740. 797. 798, 1783, 1784;
Btogr. Bnt.; Warton * Hut. Engl. Poetry. 4 to. edit. vol. ii.

pp. 240, 243 ; Lysons's Env. of London, edit. 1811, voL L
p. I3«.>

BARCLAY, ROBERT, a distinguished writer of the
floriety of Friends, was bom December 23, 1648. at Gor-
daaauen, in the sbire of Moray, and not in Edinburgh, as
stated by William Penn. His father was Colonel David
Barclay, of Ury, the lineal representative of a family which
traced iU ancestry to Theobald de Berkely, a gentleman of
Nunaan extraction, whose descendants always held a rank
sisoef the landed proprietor* of Scotland : hi* mother was
the daughter of Sir Robert Gordon, of Gordonstown, by
whom he was connected with the house of Huntly. The
name was changed to Barclay in the fifteenth century, by
one of the family who ha* the reputation of having been a

scholar and a poet. A matrimonial alliance with the heiress

of Mathers having added to the patrimonial property a con-

siderable estate, it became the residence of the family, who
were afterwards known, for several centuries, as the Bar-

clays of Mathers. The grandfather of Robert was so im-

poverished by his extravagancies, that he was compelled to

aell estates that had been in the family for upwards of

Ave hundred years, and along with the rest the lands of

Mathers, in coiuwqueuce of which the designation which
had so long been affixed to the name was lust.

Upon these reverse*. David, who was the eldest of several

moat, went into the army, and served as a volunteer under
<3u*uv*M Ado!phut, king of Sweden. Having attained the

rank of Major, he remained abroad till the civil wars broke

out in bis own country, when he returned home, and be-

came Colonel at a regiment of horse, on the side of the

R-) ali»ls On the accession of Cromwell's party to power,

\m .retired from hi* military employments, married, and
pureiiaaod a bouse at Ury, near Aberdeen, which became
tue seat of the family.

Tlus gentleman had three sons. Robert, the eldest, after

receiving the rudiments of bis education in his native

country, was sent to Paris to pursue his studies under the

direction of bis uncle, who was rector of the Scots College

in that capital. ' Being ambitious of knowledge, and hav-

ing • certain felicity of understanding,' to use hi* own ex-

Ciious. Ins proficiency was so considerable as to obtain

the notice and commendation of all the professors.*

At the same time, his deportment and character so en-

deared him to his uncle, that he offered to make him his

heir, and to settle a large estate immediately upon him, if

he would remain iu France. The offer was at once rejected.

Nil temptation could shake bis resolution when he found

that his lather was opposed to his continuance in a country

• her* be bad been won over to the Roman Catholic faith.

When he left Pans be was iu his fifteenth year.

While the son was deserting Calvinism for Popery, the

Salter's opinions were undergoing an equally remarkable

•obaatfe. During a short imprisonment, from which he Was
liberated without anything being laid to his charge, be was

convened to the views of a sect which bad then existed only

ten year*. Further deliberation strengthened his former

convictions, and be became a member of the Society of

Friends.

After as interval of a few year* Robert followed the ex-

ample of his father, and, in the year 1667, avowed himself

.a Quaker. This change of opinion bad not been produced

without a degree of thought and investigation almost be-

yond his years, for ho was then not raoro than nineteen. It

also gave a decided bias to bis future studies. He learned

the Greek and Hebrew languages, in addition to the Latin

•nd French, in which he bad made great proficiency in

Franca. To hi* other acquirements be added an acquaint-

ance with the writings of the fathers, and with ecclesiastical

history. No sect ever encountered in it* origin more per-

secution and derisiou than the Quakers ;
though it is an

•mr to suppose that thia was owing to their adopting as a

distinguishing badge certain eccentricities of dress, man
nets, and conversation. The Friends, at their origin, did
not adopt any peculiar marks ; they only dressed like all
the sober religious people of that day. and abstained from
all extravagancies; they kept strictly to this plainness
when all other people were frightened out of it, after the
restoration of Charles II., under the stigma of puritanism.
But the vicinity of Aberdeen was not more free than other
part* of Britain from that misjudging spirit which affected
to discover, under this garb and plainness of manners, a
deep-rooted aversion to religion and civil government. Toe
meetings of the 8ociety. which, when not silent, breathed
nothing but charity and meekness, were prohibited, and
those who attended them were taken before magistrates,
and committed to prison. From such intolerance even the
family respectability of the Barclays did not preserve them.
They bore their share in the sufferings of those times.

Robert Barclay no sooner saw bow much of thia ill-will

arose from the misapprehensions of the public concerning
the principles of the Quakers, than he set himself to correct
them. A book having been written by a Scotch clergyman,
embodying the principal charges which had been brought
against the doctrines and views of the Quakers, he endea-
voured to vindicate them, in a treatise published at Aber-
deen in the year 1 760, under the title of Truth cleared of
Calumnies. A reply being made to this publication, in
which all the offensive statements were repeated, Barclay
put forth a rejoinder, entitled William Mitchell Uttmatkett,
a performance replete with learning, which silenced hi*
adversary, and refuted the calumnies with which the com-
munity to which be belonged had been so unjustly assailed.

In the same year that Robert Barclay became an author
be married Christian, daughter of Gilbert Mollison, a mer.
chant of Aberdeen. The character of this lady is extolled

by all who speak of her. After his marriage he continued
to reside at Ury, where, in patriarchal simplicity, the families

lived together iu the greatest happiness during the life of his

father, which continued until within a short time of his own
death. Two years after this event, he took the extraunh
nary resolution of walking through the streets of Aberdeen
nlcthed in sackcloth and ashes. The motive and design ot

his making himself such a ' spectacle to men ' is thus de-

tailed in what the writer calls ' A seasonable Warning and
serious Exhortation to and Expostulation with the Inhabit-

ants of Aberdeen, concerning this present Dispensation and
day of God's hving Visitation towards them.' After a solemn
address, be thus explains bis motives for this proceeding :

—

' Therefore was I commanded of the Lord to pass through

your street* covered with sackcloth and ashes, calling you
to repentance, that ye might yet be more awakened and
alarmed to take notice of the Lord's voire unto you, and not

to despise those things which belong to your peace while

the day lasteth, lest hereafter Ibey may be bidden from

your eyes. And the command of the Lord concerning this

thing came unto me that very morning as I awakened, and
the burden thereof was very great ; yea, seemed almost in-

supportable unto me, for such a thing until that moment
had never entered me before, not in the most remote con-

sideration. And some whom I called, to declare to them
this thing, can bear witness how great was the agony of my
spirit ; how I besought the Lord with tears that this cup

might pass away from me ; yea, bow the pillars of my taber-

nacle were shaken, and how exceedingly my bone* trembled

until I freely gave up to the Lord's will. And this was the

end and tendency of my testimony to call you to repent-

ance by this signal and singular step, which I, as to my own

will and inclination, wa* as unwilling to be found in. as the

worst and wickedest of you can be averse from receiving or

lsying it to heart' (See the remarks on this incident of

Barclay s life in Jaffray s Diary, 2nd ed. 1834.)

Barclay believed, as the Society of Friends now do, that

divine revelation i* not incompatible with right reason, yet

he believed, a* the Friends also now do, that the faculty of

reason alone, unassisted by divine illumination, is unable to

comprehend or receive the sublime truths relative to that

redemption and salvation which came by Jesus Christ. To

show that the tenets held by the Society were capable of a

rational vindication, Barclay employed all the powers of his

vigorous intellect, and produced a succession of works, de-

signed and calculated to accomplish this object. The first

wa* an exposition of the doctrines and principle* of the

?uakera, bearing the following title. A Calechitm and

on/euton of /&ifA, approved of and agreed unit fry

Vol. IU*-. L
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the General Assembly of the Patriarchs, Prophets, and
Apostles. Christ himself chief Speaker im and among them.

It is in the interrogatory portion of this publication that the

author »howi his •kill in giviug to hi* own views the coun-

tenance of Scripture. The answers are all given in the

language of the Bible. This lu followed by a more scho-

lastic work, railed Theses Theulogicte. comprising, in fifteen

proposition*, the doctrines maintained by the Quakers. To this

work be invited tbo attention of the learned, by addressing it

to the clergy of every denomination ; and. as it met with a

favourable reception, be made these propositions the hearts of

a more elaborate treatise, brought out two years later, under

the title or Ah Apoliifyfor the true Christian Divinity as

the same is held forth and practised by the People called,

in scorn, Quakers. Both these performances were origi-

nally prinlod in Latin, and afterwards translated by the

Author and published in English. In style and execution

they bave been deservedly admired. They have stood the

test of criticism, and will challenge a comparison with the

best productions of the same class. The effect produced by

them in altering the tone of public opinion was not imme-
diately visible ; but it was proved beyond dispute, that this

proscribed sect professed a system of theology that was
capable of being defended by strong if not unanswerable

arguments. Some portions of it became the subject of con-

troversial discussion, the assumption of inward light being

supposed by many to set aside the superior authority of

Senpture, and the denial of the perpetuity of baptism and

the Lord's Supper occasioning a suspicion of inadeUty. On
this supposed tendency of the system it was acrimoniously

attacked by John Brown, in a work to which be gave the

title of Quakerism the Pathway to Paganism*, now little

known and less read.

The propositions in the Apology being enunciated and
maintained with logical acuteness, were much canvassed in

venous seats of learning. In the Netherlands they met
with an antagonist in Nicholas Arnold, a professor in the
University of Franeker, who published hie objections, to

which Barclay replied; and in the same year they gave
rise to sn oral discussion between some students in the

University of Aberdeen, on the one side, and the author,

assisted by his friend George Keith, on the other. No part

of ' The Apology' was controverted by so many opponent*

as that in which the necessity of so inward and immediate
revelation was insisted upon. It was the only portion of

the work which could be considered original. The other

doctrines contained in it bad all been maintained by abler

defenders ; their arrangement in the Quaker system of

theology being the only point in which they ddbred from

the Anninian scheme. None of the numerous publications

In which this leading tenet of the new faith was attempted

to he disproved, called forth a reply from the writer; but

having been requested by Adrian Pact*, an ambassador from

the court of the Netherlands, wilb whom he had some con-

versation on the principles of the Friends, to re-consider

the strength of some ohiertion* whieh he bad advanced
against them, Barclay addressed him in Latin on the sub-

ject, while be was in the prison at Aberdeen, reviewed hi*

former arguments, and declared himself more convinced

of their truth thsn be had ever been. The translation of

this letter into English was his last literary labour. It was
during this imprisonment tbst Barclay addressed a letter to

James Shsrp, Archbishop of 8t Andrew's, who was sus-

pected of being the cause of much of the persecution of
those times.

The discipline or church government of the Society of
Friends was as much defamed as their religious opinions.

It could not be denied, that in their forme of worship, of
marriage, and of burial, there was a wide departure from
the customs'? ceremonial ; and it was generally understood

that the society earned its interference to a great extent in

the private concerns of those who belonged to its com-
munion. These regulations were vindicated by Barclay

in a work wherein he contrasts the interns! government of

the Quakers with the anarchy of the Ranters, and the

hierarchy of the Romanists, justifying the discipline of bis

sect, and defending its membrrs ' from those who accuse

them of confusion snd disorder, and (rota such at charge
them wsth t) raany and imposition.' The publication of Ibis

treatise engaged its sutbor in a lung altercation with some
persons of nts own persuasion, who look offence at various
wart* of it, as tending to violate the rights of private Judg
tent and to restrain the operations of the 8pint. Their

opposition, being diacouatenanced by the in tasty, sweat rntmm*

away, and tb* work itself rose into such favour aiawaaj the

sect, that its title was changed, at one of its yearly sassstssaav

to A Treatise on Christian Discipline, and it hexaasa tfta

standard authority on all matter* to which it rallies

The importance attached bv Robert Barclay k> the isaVnua*

order of the body, and his desire to preach the goopul twkwaV

at*

waa indeed his strong motive), induced him te

William Penn and George Fox to Rotterdam andA
for the purpose of consulting tb* Friends in the N
on some important regulations connected with thesr sywwm
of church government. For the procaotioo ef that aad esawr

objects connected with the prosperity of the society . a*

frequently went to London to attend its annual aawoawo
His character and connexions gave bun innnone* tn ajaaara n

where the presence of such a man might be astssawewd a* as

least welcome. He waa known at soon, where be was am
received, and treated with marked respect by Charles U
The circumstances which Brat led him to the

but imperfectly known. Hie father had bawu a
the civJ wars, and the predilections of the faaady

to be in favour of the Stuart dynasty. Beyond the*, w»

possess no information. His dediraiiea to Chertsw II_ at

the beginning of The Apology, to justly a rtia iisd aar ate bag)

tone of patriotism and indcDeodence. shoes, that whatever

else might bave secured him such a cent

favour, it was not servility or nailery. He
debted to the friendship ef Elisabeth. Pi neawa" P
the Rhine, a woman of religious character, wl

visited at her bits* court. The respect in wl

held Robert Barclay and the priortp*** of the
unreservedly expressed in her letter* tad ids real

connected with the English court;

were more than once exerted to at

•act from the Densities of those laws

exercise of public worship in

bouses were then denominated.

In 1679 Barclay obtained a charter

erecting his lands at Urv into a free aweary, wsth end an*

criminal jurisdiction for him and has beers, wbarh wa*
wards ratified by act of parliament ; the praam* Is at

•tale* it to be ' for the many serriees done by
Barclay and bis son. the said Robert BatwUy. te

and hie moat royal progenitor* in times pea*.'

lege was enjoyed by the family until taw asSMsaw of al

such grants waa extinguished in Scotland in the wans at

George II. During this year he waa agaaa <

writing in defence of has Apology, and baa

Discipline— bis two chief works. He had
dared his opinion that all war was indehi
ground of its incompatibility with the pcinrapla ef awariarn .

benevolence. He wrote two tracts on that awsnara. wear at

winch wa* addressed to the ambaaaadari of the aewewe.

princes of Europe then aeasmbled at N is*nuse ; te earn •
whom be forwarded his tract, scen espentad wash a two* ef

hi* principal work. An Apulogy for the TVwat Oa i ia

Dhtntty.
In 1 683 he was appointed guv oi noi of the evwesnee wf

Bast Jersey, in North America, by the
whom was hrs particular friend, the Karl of Perth,
considerable inducement* and pttvsVf
ensure hi* acceptance of this sppotntmrai. all ef
secured to him and bis family by royal eavaaeawe, a* «>•
unwilling to quit his native country, and only eve*

self of the power with which be w as lavestsa. ef
a deputy. His two brothers afterward* wwat
the youngest of whom died on the swawage.

The few latter years of Robert Barclay "s Ms waa* wpswat

in the quiet of his family, in which hat mM end arawsa*-

virtues found their happiest sphere of e:

London for the last time m the meax
and, as usual, paid a visit te Jaaaea II.

near a window, the king looked out. and
wind was fair for the Prince of Orange to am
clay replied. ' It waa hard that no exn**fcrw*<

to satisfy the people.' The king ohwtnrod he
thmg becoming a g eutWusaa, except
of conscience, which he never would

After this interview, wharh
downfall of the Stuart race ef kings,
.veers. Iflte. death waa occas ioned ey a
rime on immr<lisu-lT after hit return fee** a

I

to seme pert* of Scotland. Be
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foil/--MuJ yoy of rriaagc, hiring rotrhnd hit father only
fhor win. Hb family consisted of three torn tad four
dtoghter*. all of whom, along with their mother, survived
Wtn ; tnd what b aUlt morn remarkable, bb children wen
ail Irving Afty yean after hit death. The last of them. Mr.
David Barclay, a mercer in Cheapaide, baaid to hare enter-
tained three successive monarrhi, George I.. 11,411., when
they visited the city on Lord Mayor * day.
The intellectual superiority or Barclay placet him at the

head of all the writer* of hb sect Hia work* contain the
only lyitematic vbw of their opinion* and principle*. In
hb moral character he wa* free from every reproach, and
hb temper wa* «n well regulated, that he waa never acen
in anger. In all the relation* of life, and in hi* intercourse
with the world, he waa conspicuous for the exercise of those
virtues which are the beit test of right principles, and the
most unequivc<al proof of their practical Influence.
A memoir of Robert Barclay b one of the desiderate of

our biography. In the above notice, we have been chiefly in-
debted to bb work* in three volumes, and to A Short Account
of the Life and Writing, of Robert Barclay, a very scarce
book, written, it b reported, by Joseph Ourney Bevan,
on* of the Society of Friends. (See also Jiffray i Diary,
ttc.. bv John Barclay, above referred to.)

BARCOTHEBAS "U WOO' Shhneon Bar
Cochba), (A* So* of the Star, was tho title of a false Mes-
siah, who applied to himself the prophecy of Balaam, • There
shall come a star out of Jacob, and a sceptre shall rise
out of Israel,' fkc. After the pretensions of Bar Cochba
were refuted by the event, he was called N3TO U. Ben
Coiiba, the Son of Lying. The history of Bar Cochba, in
it* connexion with the events of hi* times, will remove the
bUtortcal difficulties mentioned in the article .Eli a Ca-
"iTOLIJfA.

Trajan persecuted both the Jew* and the Christians. His
animosity towards the Jews was probably increased during
hb expedition against the Persians, a d. 107, at least wo
ace that he became more zealous in hb persecution about
a.d. 108. It b not unlikely that the Jews, who hod a
famous school at Nisibb, under the direction of different
members of the family of Betbera, assisted in the defence of
the city against Trajan, and thus excited the indignation of
the emperor. The oppression experienced by the Jews sti-

mulated them to rebellious commotions, and tbey put to
death many thousand* of Greeks in Cyprus, Cyrene, and
other place*, when Trajan removed the legions from these
province* at the commencement of his second expedition
against the Parthian*, about a.d. IIS and 116. It seems
that the journey of Rabbi Aquiba or Akiba to Mesopotamia
was connected with the insurrectionary commotion* among
the Jews. Aquiba preached the approach of the kingdom
of the Messiah, whom he considered to have appeared in the

Cson of Bar Cochba, and in the same year a rebellion

kc out in Mesopotamia. Lucius Quietus, having sub-
dued the rebels, was appointed by Trajan governor of Pales-
tine. Many rabbie* were executed under the government
of Quietus in the north of Palestine, especblly in Chalcis.
After the death of Trajan, a.d. 1 i 8. the Emperor Hadrian
deprived the ambitious Quietus of hb office, and appointed
J. Annaus Rufu* governor in bb stead. Thb man (whom
the Talmudbli erroneously call Turnus Rufus, and whom
some rabbie* styb emperor) adopted very harsh measures
against the Jews, who consequently began secretly to collect
arras a.d. 120. Aquiba. who had declared himself in favour
of Bar Cochba, was, with many other rabbies, cast into
prison. Soon after the return of Hadrian from hb second
journey to the Bast, about a.d. 130, the rebellion broke out.
Sbimeon Bar Cochba gained influence partly by a reputa-
tion for miraculous powers, and partly by hb intrepidity.

Maiiponide*. however, in hb iTpUVI T. ebapter ii. of
0*370 JIuTST My*. ' It nay not come into thy mind that
the king Messiah should necessarily perform signs and
wonder*. Thb is not the case, as sboweth the great and
wise Rabbi Akiba, who wa* one of the wise men of tho
Mtebnah and the armour-bearer of the king Ben Coziba,
whom be declared to be the king Messiah, and deemed him,
with all the wbe men of hb generation, to be the king
Meaiiah until Ben Coxiba was kilted in hb tins.

And the wbe men did not demand of Bmeoxiba either a
sign or a wonder.' Hb followers, the number of whom
increased rapidly, fortified the summit* of various hilb and
mountains, concealed arms in caves, commenced a guerrilla

warfare against the Romans, and cruelly persecuted the

Christians who refused to join them. Bar Cochba took Jeru
aalem about a.d. J 99 without difficulty . a* the garrison had
probably left the town to attack the rebels. He issued coin*
having on one side hb own name, and on the other ' Freedom
of Jerusalem. These coins are probably the same which
occur under the name of Coxibioth, wh.rh. according to
aome rabbies, may mean either Jalie mint, or coins of
Coaiba, or coins of the town 3*p. Gen. xxxviii. 5. In the

British Museum is i can ascribed by some to Simon the
Maooabee, corresponding to the description given by Tvcbsen
and others of a coin of Barcochba. One side of this oom
represent* a portion of four column*, in the midst of which
? *

}
ynJJ* ••pontine stroke below b said to represent the

brook of Kidroo. and a star seems to allude to Numb. xxiv.
17. The other aide has a vessel of manna and a leaf. The two
legend* are in coin character* WOIO sod oWt /Win**.
Munter concluded, from a similar coin, thai Barcochba had
commenced the rebuilding of the temple ; but Nieephoma
Calliat. {Hitt. Keel. iii. c. 24) and Cednmus (Script. Hum
xiL p. 349) say only that the Jews intended to rebuild the
temple. Rabbi Abraham Ben Dior, in bi* ."6opn TWA
and other Jewish writers, state, but no credit b due to the
statement, that after the death of Barcochba hb son
Tumus succeeded to tho throne, and was himself succeeded
by hi* own ton Romulus.
The taking of Jerusalem so animated the courage of the

friend* of liberty, that Rufus was no longer able to resist
them. The rebel* occupied 50 fortified places, and MS
villages.

On thb the Emperor Hadrian ordered hi* most able com-
mander, Julius Severus, to leave bis post in Britain, and
repair to Palestine ; but the time which elapsed during hb
journey was favourable to the rebels. After his arrival,
Julius Sereru* wisely avoided battles, but took a number
of fortified places before he marched against Jerusalem,
which be took and destroyed after sustaining great losses.
The Jews, after the capture of the city, concentrated theb
forces in the mountain-fortress of Bethar, which was pro-
bably the same as Betharb. in the neighbourhood or Bethron,
on the north-west side of Jerusalem. While Julius Severn*
was gradually re-conquering the country, Bar Cochba still
played the king in Bethar for three years, and, on the un-
founded suspicion of treason, executed the learned Bleaiar
of Modain. who having prayed for the welfare of the fortress,
was slandered by a Culhite (t. e. a Samaritan), as if he in-
tended to betray Bethar to Hadrian. According to Tal-
mudtcal statements, Bethar wa* taken, a.d. 135, by the
Romans on the 9th day of the month of Ab, the anniversary
of the burning of the temple under Titu*. It has been stated,
that on this occasion 580,000 Jews perished ; but thb must
be greatly exaggerated. Bar Cochba fell in the combat, and
his head was brought into the Roman ramp. Aquiba, and
many rabbies, who were considered author* of the rebellion,
were put to a cruel death.

(See Aquiba ; and AUgemeine Getchichte det Itraelit-
itchen Volktt, von Dr. J. M. Joat, vol. ii., from a.d. 107 to
135 ; Sepher Juehatin, ed. Cracow, pp. 32, 35 ; Seder Had-
doroth, p. 43 ; Tiemaeh David, to the year of the Jewish
era 3080, and other Jewish chronographers, who refer to the
respective passages of the Talmud* of Babylon and Jeru-
salem ; Traeiatut Talmudirut Babyl. Gittin. foL 57, apud
Joh. a Lent de Judteorum Pteudo-SSeti.)

BARD, an appellation of uncertain etvmology, chiefly

appropriated to the earliest poets of the Celtic tribes.

Lucan (lib. i. p. 447) describe* the office of the bard, and
give* hb very name :

—

V«* naaq,u», ani farts* ulau, IMUvprn frnmfim
LalMUlivs la loagtim talc, tliralllih, a-iua.
Pluftma arcart Mwu r«n»ln« HartlL

You, too, r» Rant* \ whom •iwtmI raptnm *l»
To cfcmai far tin—i w >oar coaato lyia

;

Who coarrrrato la roar immortal attain

Draw |MIriui aoul* In rt*htruua ualtla alaia.— It own.

Tacitus uses a term, not found in any other writer, which
seems derived from the name of bard. Be says the Ger-
mans used songs, by the recital of which, called barditus,

they sought to increase the fury of their warriors, and from

the effect of the song drew omens as to the issue of the
coming battle. ( Uermama, 3.)

The information, however, which remains to us from
classical sources relating to the bards b, for the most part,

scanty and detached ; Strabo (p. 197) says that the bard*

(tUpia ) were singers of h) mns and poets among the Gauls.
3 La
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Tkwy were, no doubt, originally spread ower tb* greater

put of Western Europe, but gave way to southern civiliza-

tion ; and it is from their latest retreats only, in Wale* and

Ireland, that we (rain our best materials for their history.

Warton says the bards of Britain were originally a con-

stitutional appendage of the Uruidieal hierarchy. In the

parish of Llsnidsn, in the Isle of Anglesey, there are sail

to be seen the ruins of an archdruid's mansion, which they

eall Tttr Drrw. that is, the Druid s mansion : near it are

narks of the habitations of the separate conventual so-

cieties which were under his immediate orders and inspec-

tion. Among these is lYrr Beird. or, as they call it to this

day, the hamlet of the bards. (Rowland s Mono. pp. 83,

•6.) Bat so strong was the attachment of the Celtic na-

tions (among which we reckon Britain) to poetry, that

amidst all the changes of government and manners, even

long after the order of Druids was extinct, and the national

religion altered, the bards, acquiring a sort of civil capacity

and a new establishment, still continued to flourish. And
with regard to Britain, the bards flourished most in those

parts of it which most strongly retained their native Celtic

character. The Britons living in those countries that were

between the Trent or Humber and the Thames, by far the

greatest portion of this island, in the midst of the Roman
garrisons and colonies, had been so long inured to the cus-

toms of the Romans, that they preserved very little of the

British ; and from this long and habitual intercourse, be-

fore the fifth century, they seem to have lost their original

language. We cannot discover the slightest trace, in the

poems of the bards, the lives of the British saints, or any
other antient monument, that they held any correspondence

with the Welsh, the Cornish, the Cumbrian, or the Strath-

cluyd Britons. Among other British institutions grown
obsolete among them, they seem to have lost that of bards

;

at least there are no memorials of their having had any,
nor any of their songs remaining; nor do the Welsh or
Cambrian poets ever touch upon any transactions that

passed in those countries after they were relinquished by
the Romans.
And here we see the reason why the Welsh bards flou-

rished so much and so long. But moreover the Welsh,
kept in awe as they were by the Romans, harassed by the
Saxons, and eternally jealous of the attacks, the encroach-
ments, and the neighbourhood of aliens, were on this ao-

eount attached to their Celtic manners : this situation and
these circumstances inspired them with a pride and an obsti-

nacy in maintaining a national distinction, and in preserving

their antient usages, among which the bardic profession is

so eminent. (Warton, Hitt. Engl. Pott. vol. i. Diss. 1.)

By the laws of Hoel Dha, given about the year 940, the
Bardd TnUu, or court-bard, was a domestic officer. He
occupied the eighth place in the prince's court : he held his

land free : the prince was to allow him a horse and a wool'

ten robe, the queen a linen garment. At the three principal

feasts, Christmas, Easter, and Whitsuntide, he was to sit

next to the prefect of the palace, who delivered the harp
into his hand ; and at the same festivals he was to have the
robe of the ditdain, or steward, for his lee. When a song
was required, the bard who bad gained the badge of the
chair (in musical contest) was first to sing a hymn in glory
of God. after that another in honour of the prince, and then
the Teuluwr, or bard of the hall, waa to ring some oil

subject If the queen desired a song, the bard was to at-
tend in her chamber. When be accompanied the prince's
domestic servants upon a foray, he was to have an ox or a
cow given to him from the booty, and while the prey was
dividing be was to sing the praises of the British monarchy.
He was also to sing the praises of the British monarchy at
the head of the detachment when drawn up for fight.
This, says Pennant ( Tour in fVaUt, edit 1 7*4, vol ?. p.
461), was to remind them of their antient right to the whole
kingdom ; for their inroads being almost always on the
English territories, they thought they did no more than
seise on their own. When invested with his office, the prince
waa to give the bard a harp, and the queen a ring of gold.
Rome copies of Heel Dha's constitutions say a chess-board
instead of a harp. The harp was on no account to he parted
with. The bard waa to lodge with the prefect of the palace.
When he weal out of the palace to sing with other bards
he waa to receive s double portion of the largesse or gratuity.
If be asked any gift or favour of the prince, he was to be
fined by waging an ede or poem ; if of a nobleman, three

;

eT ef a common person, he was to sing till be waa weary or

fen
bard

BAR
asleep. Any slight injury perpetrated ea the rawat

I was to be compensated by a An* of six caw* aai a
hundred and twenty pence; his murder at a hanotas east

twenty-six cows. The marriage-fine of dm ikawgbaei waa

estimated at a hundred and twenty pence. Her i

present was thirty shillings, and her dower three

(See the Legm Wailie*, edited by WoUoa. foL Load, i:

lib l. cap.^9. pp. 3), 36. 37.)

The Penetrdd Qtolad was another domestic bard wf fa*

higher order, who frequented the courts of the Welsh aw—.

though he waa not a regular officer of the housebow. Ha
privileges are described in the Lege* Walhctt lib. l cap **»

pp. 68. 69. See also Pennant's Thaw im Wolf, wt nan.
p. 463.

Pennant says, 'The bards of Wale* war* eeaajenl u a*

endowed with powers equal to inspiration. TWv wave Mat

oral historians of all past transactions, public and an*.
They related the great events of the state ; and. haw ta*>

Bcalds of the northern nations, retained the msmmy of

berless transactions, which otherwise would have sanaaed

in oblivion. They were likewise thorough!* acaaaaaaH waa
the works of the three primary bards, vis. Mvrodja aa> M*r-

fryn. Myrddyn Emrys, and Tslie*in ben Betrdd. But tswy

had another talent, which probably endeared t

than all the rest to the Welsh nobility, that of I

accomplished genealogists, snd flattering tawur vaauy. a
singing the deeds of an ancestry derived from the asset as-

lant period.'

The Welsh bards were reformed and regulated by Grrf-

ftth ap Conan. king or prince of Wsies, ta the yea* it;*.

(Warton, Hitt. Eng. Port, dissert ut supra.)

Pennant give* a minute account of the BnaaHwU. m
sessions of the bards and minstrels, which were held at Wan*
for many centuries : one was held at the town of Cass sit

.

another at Aberfraw in Angles**, for the bards of that sa«
and the neighbouring county ; and a third at Msthravai. ar
those of the land of Powis. The reason that thaw* yarn
were thus distinguished was because the two last we** ta*

residence of princes ; and Caerwys. on account at taw astai

palace that stood below the town, the residence of Liewwha
ap Gryffydd.
At these eisteddfods, which Pennant terms the

Olympics, none but bards of merit were suflercdje i

their piece*, and minstrels of skill to perform,
through a long probation : judges were *|

on their respective abilities ; and suitable <

ferred, and permissions granted for exrvrwing thaw aa*a>
in the manner already described. In the earlier par—1 CW
judges were appointed by commissions from the Waaa
prince* ; and after the conquest of Wales, by the kaags af

England, notwithstanding that Edward I., areordxsar •» «*-
slant tradition, exercised great cruelty over the bard* efaw
time ; yet future princes thought fit to renve an aaeasawa
so likely to appease as well as soften the manner* of a feme
people. The crown had the power of nominating taw jaftaa.
who decided not only on the merit but the wjict W fa*

poems, and as our modern lord chamberlains **al to as,

were certain of licensing only those which were
to the English court
A commission for holding an eisteddfod at Ca

1 568. was, in Pennant's time, in the poaaeaaoa ef aW Racer
Mostyn, together with the silver harp, which had waa torn*

immemorial been in the gift of ha *n castor*, ta awasw ea
the tkitf of th*faculty. This badge of beawwr was sawat
five or six inches long, -and furnished with striae* aaaal »
the number of the Muses. The rnraaiama. of vtoaa P*a>
nant ha* given the form (a* well as an ia|i*ieai •* ta*
harp), is the last which was granted. It was deead tad Oat
9 Slit. In consequence, an eisteddfod was arid ea a>
26th May following, when various persona received <

some as chief bards of vocal song, others as praman.
ary, or probationary students ; and many more a*
students, and teachers of instrumental aoag ana ta
and crwth. Players on crwth* with three siruags. i .

and pipers, were reckoned among the igniafa mmraa .

they were not allowed to sit down, and bad oar) a pan
«w their pains. The degrees remitted ef bar ta the

|

eel, and five in the musical faculty. Par
relating to them the reader w referred to
p.4*7—tr«. The law* of GryflythapCeaa*
dwtributiou of the class**.

' No public festivity.' ears Petsnaat. ' great
ding ceuld be duly aotomniaed wnjwaj Urn
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and tain(trait. A glorious emulation arose among

; and prises vera bestowed on tbe most worthy. In
1176 the Lord Rhy*. prince of South Wales, made a great

•Vast at Christmas, on account of finishing his new rattle at

Auerteifl, of which he proclaimed notice through all Britain

a year and a day before : great was the resort of strangers,

who ware nobly entertained, so that none departed unsutis-

Sed. Among deeds of arms, and variety of spectacles, Rhys
invited all the bards ofWales, and provided chairs fur them,
wbw-h were placed in his hall, where tbey sat and disputed,

and sang, to show their skill in their respective faculties

;

after which he bestowed great rewards and rich gifls on tbe

victor*. The bards of North Wales won the prizes : but
the miustrvls of Rhy»'s household excelled in their faculty.

On this occasion the Brawdwr Llys, or judge of the court,

an officer fifth in rank, declared aloud the victor, and re-

ceived from the bard for his fee a mighty drinking-horn,

imade of the bom of an ox, a golden ring, and the cushion
on which he sat in his chair of dignity.' (Pennant, ut supra,

p. 474.)

Since the days of Queen Elisabeth, a« has been already

said, no royal commission has been issued for holding an
eisteddfod ; but individual and collective exertions have not

been wanting of later years, not only for the revival of the
bardic profession, but for the general cultivation and en-

couragement of Welsh literature. The Gwyneddigiun So-
ciety was established for this purpose in 1 770, and the Cam-
brian Society in 181 A. Annual meetings have also been
held for the recitation and reward of prize-poems and per-

formances upon the harp ; and another society, since formed,
immediately under royal patronage, called The Cymmori-
dion. or Metropolitan Cambrian Institution.

Tbe Irish carry the history of their bards to the earliest

date of the supposed Milesian invasion. The details of that

hiatory, in a diffuse form, are given in Walker's Memoir*
of the Irish Bard*, 4to. Lond. 1 786.

These bards were of three classes : I . The Ollamhain Re-
dan, or PUidhe, were poets who turned the tenets of religion

into verse ; they animated the troops before and during an
engagement, and raised the war-song. 2. The Breitheam-
natn (Brehons), or legislative bards, who promulgated tbe
law* in a kind of recitative, or monotonous chant, seated in
tbe open air. 3. The Seanachaidhe were antiquaries, gene-
alogists, and historians ; they recorded remarkable event*,

and preserved the genealogies of their patrons in a kind of
un poetical stanza. Bach province and chief had a Seanacha,
Beside* these three order* of bards, there was another of an
inferior kind, composing the Cleananaigh, Crutairigh,
Clotairigh, Ti\jmpanach, and CwtUaunach, all of whom
took their several names from tbe instruments on which
they professedly played. The hoad of this order wo* enti-

tled OUamh-Receol. The profession of these, as well as
that of the higher classes of the bards, was hereditary.

Warton says, we are informed by the Irish historians

that 8t Patrick, when he converted Ireland to tbe Christian
fkith, destroyed three hundred volumes of the songs of the
Irish bard*. 8uch was their dignity in this country, that
they were permitted to wear a robe of the same colour with
that of tbe royal family. They were constantly summoned
to a triennial festival, and the most approved songs deli-

vered at this assembly wero ordered to bo preserved in the
custody of the king's historian or antiquary. Many of these
compositions are referred to by Keating as the foundation
of hi» Hutory of Ireland. Ample estate* were appropriated
to them, that tbey might live in a condition of independence
and ease. The possession was hereditary ; but when a bard
died, his estate devolved not to his eldest son, but to such of
his family as discovered the most distinguished talent* for

poetry and music. Every principal bard retained thirty of
inferior note as his attendant*, and a bard oT tho secondary
class was followed by * retinue of fifteen. They seem to
have been at their height in the year 558. (See Keating's
History of Ireland, pp. 127, 132, 370,380, and pref. p.xxili;
Warton, Hilt. Engl. Poet, vol. L Dissert- i. p. 46. note*.

According to Warton, the songs of the Irish bards are by
some conceived to be strongly marked with the traces of
8c*ldic imagination, and these traces are believed still to sur-
vive among a specie* of poetical historians, whom they call

tale-tellers, supposed to be tbe descendant* of the original

Irish bards. A writer of equal elegance and veracity relates,
* that a gentleman of tbe north of Ireland has often told me
of his own experience, that in his wolf-hunting* there, when
be used to be abroad in the mountain* three or four day* to-

gether, and laid very ill in the night, so aa he could not well
sleep, they would bring him one of those tale-taller*, that
when he lay down would begin a story of a king, or a giant,
a dwarf, and a damsel.' (Sir William Temple's Knays,
part iv. p. 3-19.) In a subsequent pauage he adds. ' we have
already teen that the Scandinavian Scald* were well known
in Ireland, and there i* sufficient evidence to prove that the
Welsh bards were early connected with the Irish. Even so
late as the eleventh century, tbe practice continued among

I

the WeUh bards of receiving instructions in the bardic pro-

j
Cession from Ireland.' The Welsh bards were reformed and
regulated, as has been already noticed, by Cry ffyth ap Conau,
king of Wales, in 1078. At the same time he brought over

|

with him from Ireland many Irish bards, for the information
and improvement of the Welsh. Powell acquaint* us. that

j

this prince ' brought over with him from Ireland divers cuu-
' ning muMcians into Wales, who devised, in a manner, all

the instrumental music now there used, as appeareth as
well by the book* written of the same, as also by tbe names
of the tunes and measure* used among them to this day.'

{Hist. xffambr. edit. 1J84. p. 191.)

The harp said to have belonged to Brien Boiromh. king
of Ireland, who fell in the hour of victory against tbe Danes
on the plain of Contarf near Dublin, in 1014, is preserved,
as a relic of bardi«m, in tbe Museum of Trinitv College,
Dublin, to which it was presented by the Right Honourable
William Conyngham, in 1782.

Spenser (View of the State of Ireland, fol. Dubl. 1633.

p. 52) gives no favourable idea of tbe Irish bards of bis

time. He speaks of them as * so far from instructing young
men in moral discipline, that they themselves do more
deserve to be sharply disciplined ; for they seldom use to

choose unto themselves tbe doing* of good men for the
arguments of their poems.' He continues, ' If a young
mind cannot rest, if he be not still busied in some goodness,

he will find himself such business as shall soon busy all

about him. In which, if he shall find any to praise him. and
to give him encouragement, as those Bards and Rythmera
do for little reward, or a share of a stolen cow, then waxeth
he most insolent and half mad with tbe love of himself, and
of his own lewd deeds. And a* for words to set forth such
lewdness, it is not hard for them to give a goodly and
painted show thereunto, borrowed even from tbe praises

which are proper to virtue itself. As of a most notorious

thief and wicked outlaw, which bad lived all bis lifetime of
spoils and robberies, one of their bards in bis praise will say,

that he was none of the idle milk-sops that was brought up
by the fireside, but that most of bis day* be spent in arm*
and valiant enterprises ; that he did never eat hi* meat
before he had won it with his sword ; that be lay not alt

night slugging in a cabin under bis mantle, but used com-
monly to\eep others waking to defend their live*, and did
light his candle at the flames of thoir houses, to lead bim
in the darkness. That the day was hi* night, and the

night hi* day ; that be loved not to be long wooing of

wenches to yield to him, but, where be came, be took by

force the spoil of other men's love, and left but lamentation

to their lover* ; that his music was not the harp, nor lays of

love, but the cries of people and clashing of armour ; and
finally, that he died not bewailed of many, but made many
wail when he died, that dearly bought his death.' This

song, he add*, when it waa first made and sung to a person

of high degree in Ireland, waa bought (a* their manner is)

for forty crowns.

( For further information, exclusive of the works already

rled, the reader may consult Evans's Ditsertalio de
die ; Jones'* Musical and Poetical Relies <\f the H'eUh

Bard*, with a History of the Bard* and Druid*. 4to. Lond.

1794; Sir Richard Colt Hoar* » Oiraldu* Cambrensis,

vol. i. p. 300—319 ; and Beauford * Origin and Learning

qf the Irish Bards.)

BARDSTOWN, or BAIRDSTOWN. is tbe principal

town in Nelson County, Kentucky, in the United States of

America, and at tbe census of 1830 contained 1625 inhabit-

ants. Tbe town is situated on the bead-waters of Salt

River, and is about 50 miles 8.E. from Louisville, and
606 miles from Washington. The place haa improved
rapidly during the laat few year*. A macadamised road has
been commeneed between it and Louisville, which it is

thought will still more advance its prosperity. At pre-

sent Baidstown is only of importance for its Roman Catholic

College of St. Joseph, founded in 1819. This establish-

ment, which is under tbe direction of Roman Catholic
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ctergvmen. bss accommodation for 200 pupil*. Tb« num-
ber of professors and teachers, in 1 833.ni 14. The library

contains about 6000 volumes ; and there it a good philoso-

phic al apparatus. St. Thomas's seminary, four miles from

Bardntown. was established in 1011. It is under the direc-

tion of the Bishop of Bardstown, and is an appendage to the

College of St. Joseph. (Thompson's Alftdo ; Amtnran
A/m-mar, I8.1i. IH33. and 1834.)

HAKDSBY. a smsll island in the Irish Sea, belonging

to Carnarvonshire, in North Wales, near the north point of

Csrdigan Bay. Its distance from the neare st point of the

promontory or Braieh y Pwll, in Can.irvonshire, is about

two miles and a hslf: its length is someathat more than
two miles by one in breadth, comprising about 370 acres of

land, of which nearly a third is occupied by a mountainous
ridge, which only affords food for a few sheep and rabbits.

The island is sheltered on the north and north-east by the

sIkivc elevation, the sea front of which presents perpendicular

and projecting cliffs, in which the hazardous trade of taking

eggs, by the adventurer being let down by a ntpe from the

ton of the cliff, is practised during the resort of puffins and
other migratory birds in the spring season. Bardsey is

only accessible to the manner on the south- cast side, where
there is a small well- sheltered bsrbour. capable of admitting

vessels of thirty or forty tons burden. The soil of the island

is chiefly argillaceous and is tolerably fertile, producing

excellent barley and wheat. No reptile is ever seen in the
island, except the common water-lixard, a circumstance
which is accounted for by the want of sheltering woods.

The island belongs, or did belong lately, to bird New-
borough, and its rental was a hundred guineas a- year, let

out in three bargains. The population, in 1831, was eighty-
four, half of whom were males.

The present name of the island is probably derived from
its hs\ tng formed a refuge to the bards. It was also called the
' I sle of Saints' and Ynit Enlli. or the " island of the current,'

on account of the rapid current which sets in between it and
the main land, and which renders the passage difficult and
rather unsafe. The name of * Isle of Saints' is said to hare
arisen from the circumstance, that after the massacre at

Bangor the surviving monks fled hither for refuge. It is

certsin that Bardsey became at an early period a tent of

religious recluses; and although the precise period when
its celebrated abbey was founded is not known, it is con-

cluded that a religious house must have existed there prior

to 1516. when Dubririus, Archbishop of Caerleon. having
n-signed his archbishopric, retired thither. The monks of

tln« abbey are stated in monkish legends to have enjoyed,

while they continued virtuous, the peculiar privilege of
dj ing in regular succession, the oldest going first, so that it

was always\nown whose turn would be nest ; but this pri-

vilege was withdrawn when they became corrupt. At the
dissolution, the revenues of the abbey amounted to the gross

sum of Si/. 6«.t((f., the clear revenue amounting to 40/. Is.

4 )•/. Its site is now only discoverable by numerous graves

lined with stone, and a large antient building, said to have
been tli* abbot's lodge, now occupied in tenements by some
of the inhabitants. A singular ruined cliapel or oratory, not
fsr distant, consists 'of a long vaulted room, with an insu-

lated stone altar near the east end. On Sundsys, in bad
weather, one of toe inhabitants reads the liturgy in this

rhspcl to the rest ; but the regular parochial duties are per-

formed at the parish church of Aberdarun, on the opposite

promontory. (Pennant's Tbvr taj ll'alrt ; Bingtey's North
WiUi ; Evans's B+auhn nf North Watri ; Dugdale's Jro-
nailiron. edit. I8J3.)

BAREIM.Y. an extensive district in the province of

Delhi, in Hindustan, situated between 2i" und 30* N-lat.
Tint district formed part of Rohilcund previous to the eon-
(|ue»l of that counter, in 1774, by the British acting in the

name of Shuja ud Dowlah, vuirr of Oude. In 1801 the
tlistnrt of BarctUy was evded to the East India Company by
the Miicr. n»v king of Oude. in return for a pecuniar* sub-
sidy, and in consideration of the military aid afforded by the
Bntub against the menaced invasion by Zemaun Shah, the

king of the Afghans, whose avowed object it was to restore
the power of the Mogul emperors.

Bamlly is bounded on the north by the Kumeon hills, on
the s.nith and east by the remaining territory of the king of
Oude. am) on the west it has Moradsbad. Allighur. and
Pururk'iabsd. In the Institutes of Akbar, this district is

drwntied under the name of Budsyoon : Ms name before the
conquest by the Rohillas was Kuthsir.

The district of Bareflty <e for the meat part sswei sjaj

being abundantly watered by the Gangs*, whscfc forma tat

boundary to the west, and by many mall streasaav tfas Ml
is generally productive. According to a . _ _
181 J, the district contained 4.458.300 small bssraba af bjavj

in cultivation, which yielded a revenue of i.SaaVtwO

(226,0*8/.) At that time there were J.JsH.rtl
'

for cultivation, but not under tillage, and S.3S«.t»* i

of entirety waste land. The began is sbout ooavtaard it sa
English acre.

The vegetable productions of Bareilty are the mm* as ova

usually cultivated in the northern parts of Hindaaaaa Tbs
only description of produce which requires any partsmtsr
remark is a species of rice called oswaeers, eigtutywAg pss>

fumed, which is considered to be superior in qoataty as flat

best rice exported to Europe from Pstna. Sagas rassas asst

grain are among the objects of cultivation.

In summer, notwithstanding its northern passxisss. flat

heat of the district is excessive ; but during tlie wsasa i ta»

winds which blow from the Snowy Mountains on Use aarta

make the air so cold, that the thermometer St

seen below the freezing point, and water l

when placed under the shelter of a tent
The district contains several considerable

are, in addition to Baretlly the capital,

dowsy, Chilkeah, Cossipoor, Pilltbecl. Rampoor, aast 1

jehanpoor.

Budayoon. situated in 88* 4' N. laL and 70* aar* B_ kssar.

is a very antient place. It was a flourishing swam shea
conquered by the Mohammedans in I SOI, asst st aeaam-
tioned by AbuI Fast ; but it is no longer of any sasyavMaa.
Cbundowsy, in 28° 26' N- 1st. and 78° 38' E. Wag, eamrf
on a great trade in salt before the cession of the fcnin t*

the English. Chilkeah. in 2«* 24' N. Wt and 7Y» V E
long., is a place of importance as one of the asm upas* Bar*
of trade with Kumaon. and through that district «ak TsVst

and Tartary. A kind of (sir is held here at <

of the year, when temporary hats or booths are
which are exposed for sale English weotlea asst s

cloths, and shawls the product of Indian loom*. Cesss
' in 29* 1 1' N. 1st. and 78* 16' E. long, at a pier* of

,

trade with the countries to toe north, and coots
wealthy inhabitants. A tank, to which great
attributed, is the cause of many Hindu pslgnass <

this town, which likewise contains several tempesav I*aV
beet, in .» K' N. 1st- and 79* 4f B. long, is Vssfc ea (as

banks of the Outran, which is navigable only das-sag star

rainy season. This town carried on a eonasaWaaW trade

previous to its cession to toe English, which n thorn, far oas

roost part, lost, but its commerce w now somrwaast mnaaf
The town is celebrated as being the principal ataaa as* saat

for a particularly fine description of nee, noted afl see* If-
per Hindustan for its brilliant whiteness, and kasssnj as

commerce as Pillibeet rice. A vary elegant easaassas was
built here during the dominion of the RobiUaa. TVs teems
of Ramfoosu SHANjXTSAMrooB, and BsmaitxT.
more detailed notices.

The roads and bridges are generally bettor i

Bareilly than in most parts of Hindustan, sad tta* I

or cart employed for the conveyance of goods saars .

modious than that used in the lower provtarea. The t

with Kumaon, and with the countries beyond te tW i

is mostly managed by means of goats, whara carry saws-

loads to very great distances, even as far as
'

the mountains : this trade consists prinnpallt at c

salt, raw sugar, cotton goods, cutlery, and trmks-av
Betwren the date of its conquest in 1774. i

to the East India Company in 1801. Baiwdry <

•iderablv in pros perity, owing to OMsgovsri
tracu of land, which had previously bean i

were allowed to run waste. The system of <

security for property which have followed the «

of British authority, bare restored Us an seat
condition, which is said to be progressvery i

The natives of this district are a tall and I

of men. Formerly a considerable part of the mate i

Uon followed the trade of war, sening readily

chief who would take them into pay. The
lioloar and of Jeswunt Rao were partly n si ailed asamlxv
redfy. The sovereignty of the English asst a ssasa B» g*S>
stste of things, and for a time the people, that* sasasssssj «f
their fovourtte oreupalion, were in cvsxsr "

"
to the British government ; by degree*. !
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been weaned from this turbulent disposition, and have
turned to pesosebls employmenu. MohammttUni Mid
Hindus art said to be Marly equal in numbers in this dis-

trict, but no census or classification has ever bora made by
which Um exact proportions ooutd be ascertained.

(MdU'a History of British India ; Papers in Appendix
to Report* of CommiUe* of Howe of Commoni on the

AJfatr* nf India.)

BAREILLY. Ihe capital town of tba district Bareilly, is

situated in 38° 33' N. lat, and 79* 16' E. long. This town
aland* on an elevated spot near the banks of tba united
stream of the Jooah and Sunkra rivera, about forty miles
N.W. of the Ganges. It came into possession of the British

in 1861, at the lame of the cession to them of the district

of Bareilly, and was then made the seat of a civil establish-

ment and a circuit court, having jurisdiction over nine other
subordinate districts.

The town of Bareilly is extensive: when a survey was
made in 1833 it "was found to contain 13.938 houses and
shops, and 63.79J inhabitants : of these about two-thirds
were Hindus, and one-third Mohammedans. The principal

street is nearly two miles in length, and the houses, al-

though low (many of tbetn having only one story), are well
built : in some otherparu of the town the bouses are little

bettor than huts. The civil and military servants of the
East India Company reside in cantonments outside the
town to the south ; where a kind of citadel baa been
built, strong enough to protect the European inhabitants
from any attack of the natives. The building of this farti-

ication was undertaken after the quailing of an insurrec-

tion of the natives in 1816, which broke out in consequence
of an attempt on the part of the government of the Bast
India Company to impose a small tax to defray the expense
of the local police: this insurrection was not suppressed
until many lives had been lost on both sides.

The inhabitants of Bareilly show much ingenuity in the

manufacture of sword-cutlery and various other objects,

such as One carpeting, embroidery, jewellery, book-binding,
and engraving. The town is likewise noted for its brass

manufactures and cabinet work ; many of-the Company's
stations in the upper provinces of India are supplied from
Bareilly with various articles of household furniture, which
are conveniently and beautifully made.

Bareilly lies about half way between Lucknow and Delhi,

and is distant from Agra 139 miles, from Benares 349 mites,

from Calcutta 865 miles, from Delhi 143 miles, and from
Poonab 910 miles, travelling distances.

(RenneiTs Memoir ofa Map of Hindustan; Milk's /Via-

tor* of British India; Report of Committee of Bout of
Common* on Um Afair* of Mia.)
BA REITS, or BAYREUTH. [Bee Bajwtth.]
BARE LINE. TSee Oionarr.]
BARBTTI. JOSEPH, was born at Turin in 1716.

His father intended him for the profession of the law, but
young Baretti feeling a dislike to it, left his father's bouse
at the age of sixteen, and went to GuastaHa, where he bad
an undo, who placed him as a clerk in a commercial house.

Here be applied, his leisure hours to the study of poetry,

and be took particular delight in the facetious style of cotn-

pmuon in which Berni excelled. Among the prose writers.

Bearsmito Cellini was bis favourite. Alter a few years be
leA the counting-bouse, and went to Milan and Venice,
where he became acquainted with Gesparo Gozii, Passeroni,

Parim, sad other literary men of that age. At Venice be
was cmpkn ed by a bookseller to translate Comedies plays

into 1laban ; and in the same city he entered into a literary

controversy with a Doctor Schiavo, in which he displayed 1

considerable violence. On his return to Turin, in 1 747, be
wrote a pamphlet against a professor of that university, of
the name of Bartoli ; but the pamphlet was suppressed by
the regent of the university, and Baretti being reprimanded,
determined upon leaving Italy. He had early applied to

aim study of the English language, and in 1 751 be came to

Leaden, where be employed himself as a teacher of Italian.

After he had begun to reside in London, he translated into

English the thirty-third Canto of Dante's Inferno, which
contains the episode of Ugolino, and also Horace's Carmen
Setrmkm. In 1767 he published the haman Library,

which waa an account of the lives and works of the most
valuable authors of Italy, with a short history of the Italian

language: this work is valuable as a catalogue.. Having
bunmis known, ho was appointed secretary for the foreign

iiriiajmimari to s%» BoysJ Aawderay of Paining, Sculp-

ture, and Architecture. In I76u he set off on a toot with
an English gentleman of the name of Southwell went to
Lisbon, and thence through Portugal. Spam, and the south
of Franca, to Italy. He gave an account of his journey in
bis Letter* Fumtguari, published at Milan in 3 vols, 1 743,
which being written in a lively style, and relating to Spain
and Portugal, two countries than Utile visited by travellers,
attracted considerable attention. He afterwards recast his
work into English, and published it witi> considerable addi<
turns, under the title of A Journey from London to Oenoa,
4 vols. 13mA. Dublin, 1 770.
Ho spent several years after his return to Italy between

Turin, Milan, and Venice; in which last city be began a
critical journal, called Frusta LiUeraria, the Literary
Scourge, which attracted much attention in Italy. His
object was to reclaim the generality of Italian writers of
his time from their too great attention to words and mere
rhetoric, and to direct their minds to logical and philo-
sophical studies. But he conducted his journal in a
tone of bitterness, and became involved in personal quar-

' rvls with several writers of some note, and among others

I

with Father Appiano BuooaJede, a monk high in rank, of
the order of Celestines, and himself a man of consider-
able learning, who published a reply to Baretti. under
the title of li eu* pedagago. The controversy between
these two was carried on with a virulence of personal in-
vective that reminds us of the scandalous quarrels of Valla
and Poggio. and waa disgraceful to both the combatants.
Buonafede being a man of high connexions, Baretti thought
it prudent to leave Venice, and he accordingly repaired,

' in 1765, to Ancona. where be went onpublmbing his jour-
nal, affixing to it the false locality of Trento. Some time
afterwards he discontinued it, having published the 33rd
Number, and returned to England.

In England be wrote An Account of the Manner* and
Custom* of Italy, wit* Observations on the Mistake* of
TramaUtr* with regard to that Country. 3 vote. 8vo.. Lon-
don, 1769: this work is a series of strictures on a Tour in
Itola by a Dr. Sharp, who had judged the Italians very super-
ficially, and spoken of them very dogmatically. Baretti took
up the defence of bis countrymen with his usual vivacity.

His book is curious, inasmuch as it gives a pretty fish- account
by an Italian of the manners and habits of hts country in
the but century, long before the change that has taken
place in consequence of the political vicissitudes of the last

forty years. He sold the manuscript, according to his own
statement, for 360/. He also wrote a dissertation in French
Sur 8haMspeare *t M. d* Voltaire, in which he refuted many
errors which Voltaire had made in speaking of Shakspeare.
and exposed his flippancy in judging of the language and
literature of foreign nations, such as the English and the
Italian, with which ha waa very superficially acquainted,
and into the spirit of which he could not enter. This little

book is written with much critical talent and great indepen-
dence of thought, considering the age in which it appeared,
and the overgrown reputation Voltaire then enjoyed.

Baretti published an Italian Grammar, and an Italian

and Enghah Dictionary, in two vols. 4to., which superseded
the former one of Altieri ; it baa since gone through several
editions, and is still much in use. He also compiled a
Spanish and English Dictionary, fol., London. 1 778.

One evening as Baretti waa going to the Academy be
found himself unexpectedly involved in a street brawl.

Being attacked by several men, be drew bis penknife and
wounded one of the assailants, who soon after died. He
was tried on the capital eharge. made his own defence, and
was acquitted by the jury. Dr. Johnson. Mr. Burke, and
Mr. Garriefc, on the trial, gave favourable evidence as to

bis character.

In 1783 Baretti obtained an increase of his salary aa
secretary to the Royal Academy, which, added to the profits

derived from hts literary labours, enabled bim to live in

decent comfort till 1 789, when be died in London, in his

75tb year. He waa acquainted with many of the English
literary men of hia time, and especially with Dr. Johnson,
with whom he was in habits of friendship.

Dr. Johnson in his letters speaks vary favourably of
Baretti s book of travels, and states, on Baretti » own autho-
rity, that he waa the first man thai ever received money for

copyright in Italy. (Boswell's Life of Samuel Johnson,
edited by J. W. Croker. see Index. Baretti, patttm : among
other particulars oossusening Baretti in this work, are copies

of three vary friendly letters tram Johnson in 1761-3, after
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Baretti bad returned to Italy.) Among Barctti's later works

tbe following deserves mention :—An Introduction to the

matt utful Kuropeait Languaget.contLting of Select Pot-

tage*from the most celebrated Englith. Italian, and Spanith

Authort, with Translation! at elate at fomble. 8vo. London,

1 773. The passages are all from prose »riteri. and each pas-

sage is translated into three languages in parallel columns,

so as to give at one view the manner& expressing the same
sentence in each of the four languages. Baretti aimed

chiefly at exactness in rendering the meaning of tho text.

(Maxsuchelli, Scrittori d Italia; Vgoni, delta Letteratura

Italiana.

BARFLBUR, a small fishing town in France, in the

peninsula of Cotentin, or Colantin, now included in the

department of Ifanche. As it is not on any of the great

roads of France, we cannot give its exact distance from

the capital, but it is probably about IS miles N.N.E. of

Valogne*. which is 204 miles from Paris, on the road to

Cherbourg.
The nana of this town has been variously written, and

it had another name also, that of Val de Cere, but Barneur

is the most common appellation. In former days it was a

town of considerable importance, and had a good port. It

was reduced to ashes, in 888, by the celebrated Northman
Hastings, like all the other towns of Cotentin ; but it

rose again into importance, which it probably owed to its

port, then accounted the best in Normandy. Barneur
was the common place of embarkation or landing for tbe

kings of England of the Norman race, when they crossed

the Channel, and it was here that William, son of Henry I,

embarked previously to his shipwreck in 1120. With the

rest of Normandy it passed into the hand* of the kings of

France; but in 1346 it was taken by Edward III. of Eng-
land, who plundered the town and carried away the inhabi-

tants. Barneur never recovered from this blow. The port

being neglected was filled with sand, and is now only sufficient

for small boatawhich draw little water. The place has sunk
into insignificance. Tbe chief trade is in fresh and salt

fish, and in the produce of the neighbouring lands, peas,

beans, flax, linen yarn, hemp, and butter. The Dictionnaire

Univertel de la France (Paris, 1804) assigns to Barneur a
population of 893. We have no authority of later dale.

There existed before tbe Revolution a convent of Augustin
monks, (bunded for that order, or given to them by Philip I V.
(I* Bet) of France, in 1286.

Tbe north-eastern extremity of the peninsula of Cotentin

bears the name of Cape Barneur. It is in 49° 43* N. laL.
1* 16' W. long. All this coast is remarkable for the excel-

lence of its fish. {Dictionnaire Univertel de la France;
Expilly.)

BARGA'OLl. 8CI PICONS, was born at Siena, in Tus-
cany, of a patrician family, about the middle of the sixteenth

century. lie became distinguished as an elegant writer,

and was a member of the academy of tbe Jntronaii of Siena,

as well as of tbe Venetian academy which was instituted

at Venice in IJ93. Bargagli's principal works are, I.

/ Trattenimenti, 4to. Venice, 1587, which by some is called

Bargagli's novels. In imitation of Boccaccio's Deearnerone,
the author supposes four ladies and five young men to meet
at carnival time in 1955. at Siena, while that city was suf-

fering all the privations and dangers of a siege, and to en-
tertain each other by proposing and answering questions

concerning love-matters, after which each of the party tells

a tele. Bargagli's tale* are neither loose in their meaning
or images, nor indecent in their language. Tbe work be-
gins with a powerful description of tbe horrors which tbe
people of Siena had to encounter in 1654-5. while besieged

by the united faros* of Charles V. and of Cosmo, Grand
Duke of Florence, previous to tbe final extinction of their

republic It is a faithful histoncaiaccount, and is calculated

to excite the most intense interest 2. Dell Jmprete. 4to.
Venice. 1694. This is a work of considerable erudition

concerning the origin and symbolic language of devices

and mottoes which were assumed in tbe age* of chivalry by
knights at tournament* or on setting off on some expedi-

tion, many of which became perpetuated in the escutcheon*
and armorial bearing* of noble farallies, while other* were
as*limed by academic* and other societies. This book is

considered as one of the best on the subject. Bargagh
dedicated it to the Emperor Rudolf II.. by whom he was
made Count Palatine, with tbe privilege of adding the
double-headed eagle to his coat of arms. Tbe third work
of BargagU m If Turamino severe *W Mare t dtUo

Scricer Sanete. 4to. Siena, 1602, a diahtfn* <

dialects of Tuscany, and especially on that of Sana*, ex-
plaining tbe principal difference* of spelling and awsaaav
ciation between that and the Florentine daUrt. an wall as

the difference in certain words used by each to nsrwaty tie*

same objects. Tbe Turamino give* a hat of old
"

writers, especially poets, beginning from the f*
"

tury. It is a work of some interest to

Italian scholars. Bargagli wrote other

in prose and verse. He died in 1612.

His brother Girolatno, who was a protease- ml law. cad
afterward* a counsellor of some note in hie nam* csty. was
likewise an author. He wrote a book called Duehupt am
Qiuochi che netle Vegghie Saneei si atom an /are. ft**.

Venice, 1 5*5, which is an explanation of the minis**— eared

game* which used to be ana are still <

Italy among friendly parties assembled to paas t

winter evenings, and in which there is often a
display of wit and ingenuity, of quickness of i

shrewdness in guessing. The author justly <

licentious equivocations or indecent allusions wasch are at

times resorted to in these games. This book, has keen ay

some erroneously attributed to Sdpione Bargagk. (Ma*-
zuchelli, Scrittori iItalia.)

BARGAIN. This word is immediately darrsad sate ran

English language from the French Barguigmrr ; and par-

hap* ultimately from the Italian Bargagnare. Its rtymsj

logy i» quite uncertain, but it appears lu hare been nwansawf
used in the middle ages to signify the arrangrasrsi W tar

terms of a contract of purchase. (See Ducaage, CI is—r. at

verbum Bareaniare.) In this sense it is eotntaoary awed
English law; and when a bargain and sate uf gniai •
mentioned, tbe bargain denotes the arranginniit of the

terms upon which one selU and another buys ; and tkw saw
expresses tbe completiou of the contract so as I* pea*) est

property from the seller to tbe buyer. In sari

seller is called the bargainor, and tbe buyer m
bargainee. The two parte of the transactwn taken
constitute tbe whole contract of buying and aciussjc

j

goods so as effectually to change the property,

however, to give validity to this contract, it m mi
there should be a consideration given or pneniaasi by taw

bargainee to tbe bargainor. Thus if a man verbal!? fpmm
to sell me a horse, and I neither pay him nor preeaa** hjm
any thing for it, this is what the English law. fcUewuaa; caw
civil law, calls nudum pactum, a naked bargain, and net a
•ale, and, being wholly void, will not pass the

|

the horse to roe.

Tbe term Bargain and Sale is now much
used in a more limited sense to denote a kind of nasi sj—i
of real property, which derives it* effect from tkw •aaaaa*

27 H. VIII. c 10, commonly called the Statat* mf Cwav
For nearly two centuries before that statute, at was the

custom throughout England to convey tend* to vase* : that

is to say. tbe legal possession of tbeta was vested a*, an*
person, while the use or beneficial interest was » jiiw* by
another, woo was called tbe ceetuique ute. Turn peasant
is said to have been first introduced by the aaaaaaai
societies, for tbe purpose of evading tbe statutes mt sssav
main, which, while they prohibited a direct coanvya
those corporations, did not in terms extend to sla-

te third persons for tbe use or benefit of religious

This defect was afterwards remedied by the Ui
Ric. II. c. 5, which rendered uses subject to tbe
imposed by tbe statute* of mortmain. But the asail— at
coovej ing land to use* was found to be arte

much* convenience, that it Mill continued wan
estates of pmatc individuate. Tbe courts of turn

indeed, refused to acknowledge any other title than mat at
the person who was actually in possession of the teadL Bat
the Court of Chancery , upon tbe ground thai da*
tenant* were bound in conscience to pelanas the i

which the land was vested in them, aswd to I

pel there to aerount for tbe profits of the leads* law <

ute, and to dispose of it according to bis inula***
Tha waa the origin of theJunadwtton of Courts of 1

over trusts, which has since assumed so moans* i

plicated a •hape. The interest m the aaa> ewtag a

of Courts of Equity, waa of course lubjott to tn
oatMtt* imposed by those courts. Renew, laaj

usee to pee* by the will of eeetuieue as* at a
land itself waa not devaable except

'

Again, use* wart not subject to an)
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riage. escheat, or any other feudal incident, nor liable

for the debit of eettuique utt.

The uae being, in contemplation of equity, thiu icparaled
from the possession of the land, it followed that the alien-

ation of the one might be made without parting with the
other. Thus, if a person, possessed of an estate in few-

simple, made a bargain with another that the estate should
be his, but retained possession of the property, the Court of
Chancery (provided the bargain was grounded upon a suffi-

cient consideration) looked upon the bargainer as holding the
estate to the use of the person from whom the consideration
proceeded, and who was, according to the dictates of good con-
science, to be treated as the real owner of the estate. Equity,
however, following the rule of the civil law, not to enforce a
nudum pactum, refused to compel the performance of any
agreements except such as were founded either on good or
valuable consideration. These two classes of contracts gave
rise to two new kinds of conveyance, which, though dis-

regarded by the courts of common law, became operative

in equity. The first, namely a conveyance on a good con-
sideration, was where the owner of the estate, in considera-

tion of an intended marriage, or of the love which he bore
bis actual wife, child, or other blood relation, agreed by
deed to hold the estate for the use of such wife, child, or

blood relation. This was called a covenant to stand seised,

from the word 'seisin.' which in English law signifies

possession of a freehold estate. The other was where the
contract was founded on a valuable consideration ; namely,
one consisting of money or money's worth (as rent, or ser-

vices incident to feudal tenure), and was called a bargain
and sale. It was originally a mere contract for sale ; but in

process of time it became a mode of settlement of land, in

which case the courts of equity did not inquire into the
amount of the consideration, provided it were valuable

according to the technical meaning of the term.

In process of time, the inconvenience of separating the

real from the ostensible ownership of the land was found to

counterbalance any advantages that might have been acci-

dentally derived from the system. The departure from the
principles of the common law of England, in permitting
secret alienations to have the same effect as the open and no-

torious conveyances of former times, opened a wide door to

fraud. The feudal lords, in particular, suffered by the system
of uses to such an extent, that several legislative enactments
were from time to time introduced in order to remedy the
evil. (See Use j.] At length the legislature, in the 27th year
of the reign of Hen. V1IL, by a bold enactment abolished the

distinction between ownership of the land and ownership of
the use, by transferring uses into possession, that is to say,

by giving to the person who bad formerly only an interest

in the use, a perfect, indefeasible, lecal estate in the land.

So that where a person before the statute (having a freehold

estate in lands) had agieed, for good or valuable considera-

tion, that the use ofsuch lands should belong to another, the
statute divested the bargainer of all interest in the land, and
conferred upon the person with whom the contract was
made (or, in legal language, the bargainee), the same estate

in the land that he formerly hod in the use. But it is to

be observed, that if the bargainer had an estate less than
freehold in the land (as an estate for a term of years), the
statute, which provides only for cases where persona are
t+ittd to the use of others, was held not to apply. Therefore,
in that case the bargainee was left to his remedy in equity
as before. But in conveyances of freehold estates, the
statute gives such a title to the bargainee as ho can enforce

in a court of law without having recurrence to equity.

The operation of the conveyance has been well described to

be of such a nature, that the bargain first vests the use. and
then the statute vests the possession in the bargainee. The
words of the statute extend to every species of real property

(except copyhold estates), whether corporeal or incorporeal,

whether in possession, reversion, or remainder. Therelure,

all such property (if actually in existence at the time of the
creation of the use) may be the subject of conveyance by
bargain and sale. (Sanders On vie* and Truttt, vol. u
p. 1 07 ; and vol. ii. p. 51.)

The legislature having thus given a legal effect to this

equitable mode oftransfer of property, proceeded in the same
session to provide against its being turned into an instru-

ment of fraud. The sectet nature of uses had been men-
tioned in the preamble of 37 Hen. VIII. c 10, as one of the

principal reasons for their abolition. To prevent the same
objection from anting to the conveyance by bargain and

sale under the statute, the statute 27 Hen. VIII. e. It, pro-
vided that no bargain and sale should operate to pass an
estate of freehold, unless made by writing indented,
sealed, and enrolled in one of the king's courts of record
at Westminster, or with the custos rotulorum, and two
justices of the peace, and the clerk of the peace of the county
or counties where the lands bargained and sold lay, or two
of them at the least, whereof the clerk of the peace waa
to be one : the enrolment to be made within out months
after the date of the writing. The act an excep-
tion of lands lying within cities, boroughs, or towns cor-
porate, where the mayors or other officers have authority, or
nave lawfully used to enrol any evidences, deeds, or other
writings. A bargain and sale, therefore, of such lands,
operates to all intents and purposes, from the date of the
conveyance. The writing required by this statute must be
a deed ;

•'. e., must be delivered as well aa sealed, as the
requisiticn that it be indented implies ; for the indented
edge of the parchment is a symbol of a duplicate of the
writing being* in the hands of another contracting party.
(Burton on Real Property, p. MO ; and see Dun, In-
OXNTUBX.)
The enrolment of a bargain and sole is a ropy of the

deed upon parchment preserved in the records of the court

:

and as the statute requires this to be made within six
months, without saving calendar months, it is understood,
according to a well known rule of law, to mean lunar
months, consisting each of twenty-eight days. Bat a re-
cent statute for the abolition of fines and recoveries <3 and 4
Wm. IV. cap. 74) provides (s. 41) that bargains and sales
made in pursuance of that act shall be good if enrolled
within six calendar months. The deed may be enrolled
upon proof of its due execution, without the concurrence of
the bargainer.

As the statute of enrolments obstructs the operation of
the conveyance until it be enrolled, frequent questions have
arisen in our courts as to the legal rights of the bargainee
in tin- interval between the execution of the deed and the
enru.niciit. For most purposes the enrolment baa a retro-
spective relation to the delivery of the deed, so as to give it

the same effect as if the enrolment were immediate. But
it has been held that, although tbe bargainee of a reversion
is entitled to the rent incurred between the delivery and
tbe enrolment, yet if tbe tenant pay tbe rent to tbe bar-
gainer, the payment is lawful, and the bargainer is not
compellable at law to account for it Again, it seems that,

if a bargainee before enrolment convey the estate by bar-
gain and sale to another person, and then enrol tbe first

deed, tbe second deed is void, though it be afterwards en-
rolled. So a lease made by a bargainee before enrolment is

not valid. Upon this part of the subject see Sanders on
Ute* and Truttt, vol. ii. p. 45. Tbe 74lh section of the
3rd and 4th Wm. IV. cap. 74, provides that every deed to

be enrolled under that act shall tale effect at if enrolment
had not been required, but shall be void against a purchaser
for valuable consideration claiming under a deed subse-
quent in date but enrolled before the other.

Enrolments of bargains and sales of freehold land being
considered as deeds of record have been deemed so far

worthy to be assimilated in their nature to record* as to

render a copy of an enrolment admissible, in the first in-

stance, as evidence in a court of law, without any actual

proof of its execution. This cannot be tbe case with
any other kind of deed, except where the original is in tbe
possession of tbe adverse party, who refuses, after notice

given, to produce it. But statute 10 Anne, c. IB, s. 3, in

conformity (as it ft said) with former usage, has given to

enrolments of deeds of bargain and »ale tbe same prit ilege

with other records, br making copies of them of the same
force, when produced in evidence, as the original*. Such
copies must be examined with tbe enrolments and signed

by the proper officer (whence they are called office copies),

and must be proved upon oath to be true copies so examined
and signed.

Some time after the passing of the Statute of Enrolments

a method of evading the object of it was discovered. Tbe
statute, in terms, only extends to conveyance* of estates of

freehold or inheritance. Therefore if a person, being him-

self possessed of an estate of freehold (for otherwise, aa we
have mentioned above, the Statute of Uses itself did not

apply), carved an interest for a term of years out of such

estate by deed of bargain and sale, such deed did not re

quire enrolment. And the Statute of Uses cooJemng upon

Vou HL-* M
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such bargainee for jrun Um legal poaoootion at the land,

be tu in a oonditioo to receive from Um bargainer a re-

|mh ofUm freehold reversion : for a release a • relinquish -

BMnt of right, and by Um rules of Ibe common law can

only bo made to a person who has already some interest in

the land, which enables him to avail himself of the right

relinquished. [Sea Rslsass, Ravaaaton.]

This was the origin of the conveyance by lease and re-

lease, which, from its convenience in effecting a transfer of

the legal freehold by the rules of the eommon law, without

any additional ceremonies, has, in modern times , nearly

superseded every other mode of aliena tion of freehold pro-

perty. The modern conveyance by lease and release it

therefore a transaction compounded of a bargain and sale

and a release at common law, in which two deeds are re-

quired. The first, which is generally a lease by bargain and
sale fcr one year for a nominal consideration, by force of the

Statute of Uses. Rives the actual legal possession of Um
land, without a formal entry, to the bargainee. The second,

which generally bears date Um day after Um date of the

Mate, is a deed of release of the freehold and inheritance of

the land to the party who has already obtained possession by

virtue of the lease for a year. (For a further account of

this mode of conveyance, see Lsasb and Rilxxsx.)

It is to be observed, however, that as before the Statute

of Uses it was a rule of law that a corporation could not be

aeised to a use, so since that statute no corporation (even

though otherwise not disabled in law from alienation) can
convey by bargain and sale. Therefore such a corporation,

in order to convey by lease and release, must make a lease

operating at the eommon law; in which case an actual

entry upon the land by the lessee and payment of rent must
be made before Um leasee has such a possession as to enable

him to take a release of the reversion. *

The operative words of transfer commonly used in a deed
of bargain and sale are ' bargain and tell ;' but it seems that

if a man, for a pecuniary consideration, by deed indented,

covenant to stand aeised to the use of another, or give and
enfeoff, or alien, grant, and demise to him, such deed, if

properly enrolled, will operate as a bargain and sale. (San-
ders, Um* and TrutU, vol. ii. p. 49.)

A bargain and tale, as well as a lease and release, is said

to be a harmless conveyance, i. t. if a person by either of

these modes of conveyance professes to grant a larger in-

terest than be actually possesses in Um land (as where a
tenant for life attempts to convey the fee), the conveyance

operates only to pass such interest as the grantor could law-

fully convey. But if such tenant for life were to attempt

an alienation by a more violent mode of oonveyanoa (as by
feoffment), a forfeiture of the life estate would ensue, and
Um person nest in remainder or reversion would be entitled

to take advantage of such forfeiture by an immediate entry

upon the lands.

By the Stamp Act (55 Geo. III. e. 184), in order that

a bargain and sale, as consisting of one deed, msy not

pay s lower duty then a conveyance by lease and release,

which consists of two, the additional duty which, if the
conveyance bad been by lease and release, would have
been incurred by the lease, is accumulated upon Um deed
of bargain and sale. The Statutes of Uses and Enrolmenu
are both comprised in the Irish Act (10 Csr. I. tees. 2,c I),

but there it no Irish statute relating to copies of enrolment*.

BARGE (Zoology), Um French name for tome of the
Godwits, genus I.imnsa of Brisson. [See Goowit.]
BARGE-COURSE, a term applied to tbst part of Um

tiling of a roof which protects over the gable end of a

building: the under part of the barge-course, immedistely
over the external wall of the gable, is ituecoed. To protect

this stucco from Um weather, two boarda, called barge-

boards, following the inclination of Um roof, are often

attached to Um gables of old English bouses, fixed near the

extremity of Um berge-eourse, and carved in Um richest

manner in the Gothic style. In small modern buildings

erected in the form of cottages the barge-board is sometimes
need, but it is generally meagre in appearance, and does

not usually possess the utility of the old barge-board. These
barge-boards may be considered aa one of Um peculiar cha-

racteristics of domestic Gothic architecture. Numerous fine

examples of these baj go-boards may be teen at Coventry.
(See Putin's O mmtmtal Owe/at. in which the rich designs
of many of these caned boards are admirably drawn.)
The weed Barge is possibly s corruption of

sad ssuvimii lly to expteas btstiag a.

af a»

heating down. The barge-board is peeeed at the gahas eat
of buildings to protect Um barge-course from the rata, torn*

would otherwise heat in upon it. The tmg t ueasaa mm
therefore possibly be a corruption of bath board-

""

alto be a corruption from the Saxon f

to cover.

BA'RI. TERRA DI. one of Um fifteen

the continental part of the kingdom of the
It extendi about eighty miles along the
Adriatic from the river Ofsnto, the antient Aul
divides it from the province of Capitalists, to

miles north-west of Ostuni, which to the first

Terra d'Otranto on that side. Inland the province as* B*
extends about thirty-five milea as for as the rang* of krr
hills, which, detaching itself from Um central nig* of a»
Apennines, near Venose, runs in an easterly dzrwaaa a,

wards the Adriatic dividing the waters that gov aato aa
tea from those which fall into the Gulf of Tarmata. T *

range divides the province of Bari from thai eg aW.
cats. Altamura, the last town of Bari on that auk. »

at the foot of the range. It is one of Um mart papa**,
provinces of the kingdom; and that atrip of n wewi
extendi along the sea-coast, and about ten miles •%—
is one of the most fertile and best-cultivated iwnwi

in Italy. It is studded with a number of towns as a e-»

miles distance from each other, such as Barletta. Tar.
Bisceglia, Molfctta, Gkrvcnaito. Bari, Kola. Paterae

»

lfonopoli, Fasano ; and inland, but still within a few at*
of Um coast. Andria, Ruvo, Noju, Bitonto. Buetto. tew
sano. fee. Several of these towns have front ItjMS v

18,000 inhabitants, and the rest from 4oee a» aewe a,
whole population of the province is about it*.— The »
tenor of the country is much less populoui than the ar
time districts, vast tracts of it being left for pastar* or s* »{
overgrown with woods. This part to covered with asfcaew -.•

hill* ; the valleys are susceptible of good ruttiratjaa. B<
the Terra di Bari and the Terra d'Otranto are railed be v.
natives PugIto pielrota, • stony PuglaV ia litis iwn— i
Capttanala, which is called Pugfia proa*, 'gat PagU
The province of Bari has no rivers except the Ornate. sU*
flows along its north-western border ; but abundant ear.rr,
are found at little depth underground, and supply w»j»»
for the purpose of irrigation. The principal asaim I—
of the country are oil. corn, wine. auk. ends, aad «-

abundsnce of fruit Oil and com are the chief art*.,
of export. The towns on the coast. eeparJaHy BarVrtu
and Bari, carry on a considerable trade withTm Mi. Vea '*

the coast of Delmatia, the Ionian Islands, Ilc. There %. •

some manufactures of linen at Molfctta. and shm-baiM. -<
is carried on in all the maritime towns. The
are only fit for very smsll vessels. The
very hot, is generally healthy, expect in tarn

the water from the heavy rains is allowed
and stagnate. A good carriage-road rune along tW
from Barletta to Mole, a distance of forty miles, aad Vt -

tract of country, called La Manna eV Ban, a mark tow
of by the inhabitants for its ferule appearance aad a ;

.

stale of cultivation. Another and a more talaad taw ..'

road runs parallel to the first, pasemg through Aadr-i.
Ruvo, Bitonto, fitc. The province of Ban m i tm s

tered by an intendente, or ctvU governor, who reeaies t
Bari, but the civil and criminal courts of judicature sr»

established at Tram. The province to drteied mas iV~
diotnru—Bari. Barletta. and Altamura ; aad Use whale •

subdivided into thirty -seven jp'wefcrafore «a/tnan. hertaj
each a magistrate or inferior judge.

BARI, the chief town of the province, to alesaid m
of land which projects into the tea. sad - ! If miVn E si >
of Naples, in 4 1* a'N. laUaad ir 55'Ekasg. It*aseaj»-
Banum (Hfurr, Strabo) under Um Romans, aad was caw
the towns of Apulia. At one epoch it was aceaahty eO—

«

colony, though nothing appears te be known aa to Ha

has*, which is

It to
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ft plat* abounding in flan. After the rail of the Western
Empire. Bart eras tor a time under the Greek emperors,

and afterwards under the Langobard Dukes of Benevento.
In the ninth century it was taken and plundered by the

Saracens, who were called into Apulia by Ratchia, Duke
of Benerento, to assist him against the rival Count of
8eJemo. The Emperor Louis took it from the Saracens
in 8*0. but a few years after the Greeks obtained posses-

sion of it, and Bar! became the residence of the Greek
Catapen or governor of Apulia. In 1070 it was taken by
the Normans after a long siege, was re-taken by the Em-
peror Lotharius in 1 137, and again conquered a few years

after by Roger. King of Sicily. The most remarkable
building In Ban is the church and priory of 8t. Nicholas,

which were built in 1098, and richly endowed by Roger,
Duke of Apulia. The church is a large and venerable

Gothic structure. The arches which divide the aisles are

supported by double pillars of granite. Among the monu-
ments is a splendid mausoleum of Bona Sforxa, Dowager
Queen of Poland and Duchess of Ban. who died here in

14S 7. There is also the tomb of Roberto di Bari. protho-

ootary of the kingdom of Sicily, who passed the sentence
of death on the unfortunate Corradino. The Castle of
Bari is a large and old structure. The town itself is sur

rounded by walls and is old-looking, and the streets are

narrow and winding ; like all the rest of Apulian towns, it

has neither sewers nor conduits. It contains 19.000 inha-

bitants, and has an appearance of bustle and opulence. A
manufacture peculiar to this place is that of the arqua tto-

matic*, a sort of Bne cordial made of aromatic herbs and
apices, which is generally drunk after coffee, and is much
in request alt over the kingdom. The monks have been
long in the habit of preparing it. The port of Bari is

formed by two moles which give it security against the
winds from the sea ; and though it is nearly filled up with
sand, it is still the most frequented of any in the province

next to that of Barletta. Bari has a lyceum or royal col-

lege, one of the five that exist in the continental part of the

kingdom, and which confer masters' and bachelors' degrees
or licences as they are called, but not the doctorat laurea,

which is a privilege of the University of Naples only. A
certain number of students are boarded and lodged for about

eight ducats a month (1/. 7«. sterling), instruction included.

(Keppel Craven's 7W through the Province* of the King-
dom ofNaplti: Serristori, Saggio Statittico dell' Italia,**. )

BARI'DIUS, in entomology, a genus of the order Cote-

oplera, and family Curtutiorudtr. These are cylindrical

little beetles which feed upon aquatic plants. They are

generally of a black colour, and more or less covered with
a whitish down.
BARILLA (Spanish. Barilla; German, Soda, Barilla;

Franco. Sonde, Barille ; Dutch, Soda ; Italian, Barriglia ;

Portuguese, Soldo, Barrilha ; Russian, Socianka). Barilla

is the commercial name given to the impure carbonate of

soda imported into this country, principally from Spain, the
Canary Islands, and Sicily. The best is brought from
Alicante, in the neighbourhood of which place it is prepared
from two plants, the ealtola tativa, or barilla, whence the

name of the preparation, and the talitr. These plants are

very extensively cultivated in Valencia and lfurcia, and
the produce is annually exported from Alicante to the
amount of 90,000 cwt By far the largest proportion of this

quantity finds a market in this kingdom. The plants are

raised from seed which is sown at the close ofthe vear, and
they are usually in a fit stale to be gathered in the month
of September following. They are then plucked up by the
roots, and after they have been allowed to become heated by
being thrown together in heaps, are dried in the sun by
the same method as is used in England for making meadow-
hay. In October the plants are burned. For this purpose,

hemispherical holes are made in the earth capable of con-
taining about a ton and a-half of soda ; two iron bars are
laid across each of these cavities, and the dried plants,

mixed with straw and reeds, are placed upon these supports.

The whole is then set on fire, when the soda which the
plants contain is fused and Hows into the cavity beneath
in the form of a red-hot fluid. This burning is continued

by the constant beeping on of plants until the pit is filled,

when the alkali is coveted over with earth ana left to cool

gradually, during ten or twelve days. At the end of that time

the mass is found to be of a hard and spongy consistence

;

and this, when broken into fragments, is ready for shipment.
Barilla of the best quality is of a bluish-grey colour; that

which is made from other plants. end which la ratorter. is
of a colour approaching to black, and of greater specific
gravity than barilla made from the plants above named.
The commercial value of barilla, as applicable to the arts,

depends upon iu purity ; that is. upon the quantity of
alkali which is contained in a given weight of the substance.
This proportion is ascertainable by means of sulphuric arid,
the strength of which may be known by its specific gravity.
It has been found that 49 parts by weight of this sad. of
the specific gravity I M85, will neutralise 54 parts by
weight of pure carbonate of soda. The barilla of cornmetro
is usually found to contain from It to %* per cent, of its

weight of pure carbonate of soda : occasionally some is met
with which contains as much as SO per cent In its crude
state the alkali of barilla is combined with carbonic acid.
The substance likewise contains common salt (chloride of
sodium), besides several other foreign ingredients.
The largest consumption of barilla takes place in the

making of soap and glass. When employed for soap-
making, the alkali is separated by solution in water, and
then is rendered caustic by the addition of lime, which
removes the carbonic acid. This part of the process is

necessary, because alkalies will not combine with oleaginous
matter to form soap, unless they sre in s state of causticity.
For making glass, the alkali which barilla contains is used
in the form of a carbonate ; the carbonic acid is driven off
by beat during the progress of the manufacture. It is only
in making some of the commoner kinds of glass thst barilla
is used in its crude form. For the composition of plate-
glass, soda in a state of considerable purity is required

;

and. consequently, when barilla is employed*, sll the inso-
luble impurities and foreign substances sre first separated
by careful lixiviatinn. For common green glass, kelp is

generally used, which is inferior to barilla, as it contains a
larger proportion of neutral salts and carbonaceous matter,
and rarely contains beyond 6 or 6 per cent of its weight of
pure alkali.

The consumption of barilla in the United Kingdom, on
an average of the last five years, has been 232.020 cwt
annually. Until 1823, it was subject to a duty on impor-
tation of 1 It. Ad per cwt., which rate was then reduced to
8*. 6a\; in 1831 it was further reduced to 2*.per cwt. ; and
at this rate it now stands in our tariff. The quantities
imported, during the years 1632 and 1833, were brought
from the following countries :—

Spain and the Balearic Islands 139,507
Canary Island* . 34,478
Italy and the Italian Island* . 19.590
Other places . 1,905

Total

iso.

74,537 ewt.

111.748
84.783
S.4S3

188.538 cwt. 114,498 ewt.

(Parke's Chemical Euayt ; Library of Entertaining
Knowledge— Vegetable Subttance*. vol. iii. ; Trentue on
the Manufacture of Glati, in Lardtier's Cuctoptrdia; Go-
vernment Statistical Tablet.)

BARIS, in entomology, ajrcnus of the order Coleoptera,
and family Curculionidee. The species of this genus feed
upon the dead parts of trees. One of the species, Barie
lignarius, feeds upon the elm tree, both in the larva state
and that of the perfect insect. When the little beetle is

about to lay its eggs, it generally selects the interior of a
hollow tree for that purpose, and bores a hole with it* short
snout in the dead wood, where it is still tolerably sound

;

this boing^ accomplished, it enters the hole, hinder part first,

deposits its eggs, and dies : the hole being only just the
site of its cylindrical body, it thus forms a protection for

its young, by stopping the bole so that no other insect can
enter. It is not known that it over attacks any other wood
but that part where the sap has ceased to flow, and conse-

quently the tree can receive no injury from this little weevil.

BAR1TA (Zoology), the name given by Cuvier to a
genus of birds which be places among the shrikes, but
which Vigors considers to belong to the family of crows.

The following are the characters of Bartta: bill bard,

long, and strong, convex above, slightly booked at tbe
extremity, near which both mandibles are notched ; nostrils

lateral, and longitudinal near the base ; leg* stout ; outer

toe joined to the middle one as far as the first joint ; innet

toe entirely free ; hind toe elongated ; claws strong and
curved.

Barita Tibiccn, tbc piping crow, common in New South
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WtWt. whan Qoor and Geimard, the able naturalists

siurbed to Freycinet* expedition. **w number* of them
on the Blue Mountain* living gregariously in small troops,

will serve aa an illustration of the genua.

[BariUTIbleraJ

The bird brought home by Freycinet reached France
alive; and by its good-natured and amusing manners
became a great favourite while on ship-board. It was a
skilful mimic, and clucked and cackled like a hen ; but its

imitation of a young cock was complete. It bad been
trained to whisilo airs at Port Jackson, and some of these
it appeared to forget, but recollected them on being
prompted.
There is a specimen in the Zoological Gardens in the

Regent's Park which, when excited, whistles loud and clear

the first notes of * Over the water to Charley.'
Caley, on the authority of the natives, says, that the bird

builds in trees, the nest consisting of sticks lined with
grass, and generally containing three young ones. It is

said to make a loud whiatling noise, perched high in the
trees, in the morning, and not to be migratory. The piping
crow is rather less than the common crow. The neck
behind, and a patch extending over the shoulders and back,
together with the bases of the wing-coverts, are white, tinged
with bluish. There is some pure white about the base of
the tail and tail-coverts ; the rest of the plumage is deep
black. The legs and claws are dusky, and the bill is bluish

at the base and black at the extremity. Vieillot gives the
name of Cnteticut to this genus.
BA'RIUM, a peculiar metal, the baiis of the alkaline

oxide or earth barvtee. Davy first gained indications of the
decomposition of ban tea in the end of October. 1807. and
obtained an alloy of it with iron in March. 1808. The
process of electrifying mercury, in contact with the earth,
was pointed out to him by MM. Berxelius and Pontin. in

May. 1808: and in the beginning of June, in tin* same jcar.
he obtained the metal. To obtain barium, a quantity of the
mineral substance called carbonate of bsrytes • made iuto
a paste with water, and placed on a plate of platina ; a
cavity is made in the paste to receive a globule of mercury

;

tbe mercury is rendered negative, the platina poaititc. by
means of a Voltaic battery containing about one hundred
double plates. In a short time the bsrytes of tbe carbonate
is deoompnted, and an amalgam of mercury and barium
formed. This amalgam mutt be heated in a small bent
gtasa lube, which contains no lead, and filled with hydrogen
gas, or tbe vapour of naphtha; the mercury being vols-

tilned. the barium remains. Barium may also be procured,
without the aid of electricity, by passing a current of the
vapour of potassium over red-hot barytes in an iron tube.
By this a mixture of barium and oxide of potassium Is ob-
tained ; from this the metal is to be extracted by amalga-
mation with mercury, and the amalgam is to be decomposed
by beat in tbe mode already described.

Tbe properties of barium are. that it i

appearance : it is much heavier than water. It it suiks nam
in sulphuric acid, though surrounded by bubble* of gas

oxidises readily in water by decomposing it, with the
f bartion of hydrogen gaa ; a solution of barytes is thus <

By exposure to the air it is slightly covered with a <

barytes; it fuse* before it becomes red hot, and at that

temperature it acts upon glass, without being toIsI iHjH
when exposed to the air, and moderately heated, it burs*

with a deep red light. It may be flattened a hale, so the*

it is to a certain extent a malleable metal. Barman baa.

however, as yet been obtained only in small qnsntm—. aa*

consequently its properties are but imperfectly known.
Oxygen and barium combine to form two cotayoi

via., the protoxido usually called barytet or batytm,

the peroxide of barium. The first of three oxide* <bary*aw

occur* largely in nature, and was discovered in tbe year 1 77*

by Scheele ; its name is derived from (6ory»i. ban
Barytes is met with combined with sulpbonc acid, f

kravy tpar or coir*, termed chemically sulphate of* I

and with carbonic acid, constituting the mineral
tritheritt, or csrbonate of bsrytes ; it maybe pr utTed by de-

composing either of these native compounds. The awspseat
mode, when it is wanted free from water, is te ronv«n ta*

carbonate into nitrate of barytes, and this when etraagry

heated in an earthen crucible w decomposed, and lb* sane
acid being expelled, tbe barytes remaining has tbe fUWetag
properties :— It is of greyish while colour; when naeaaveaat

with water it becomes very hot. and in a abort tune fail* rata

a fine white powder ; if more water is added. U b i raaaei s

crystalline and very bard mass. Tbe specific grant* af

barytes is about 4.0; it is extremely pjiauciuu*. baa aa

acrid, alkaline, caustic taste, and requires a high Useam-
ture to fuse it.

Barytes, or the protoxide of barium, is i acapoaad at at

cording to Berxeliua.

1 equivalent oxygen . . 8 •

1 do. barium «8.<« M
equivalent .... 76.M 7*

Baryta and water combine and form at least tar*

pounds : the first, hydrate, appear* to be proenrad

small quantity of water is poured upon barytes. aad
their action, as has been already stated, ararh beat
evolved, and tbe barytes becomes a white powder : lata a
bebly contains one equivalent of water. It at faaba* at a i

heat, but does not part with it* water even wbaa h i ti i i

whiteness.

According to Davy, 20 parts of water at *«" d i—res <

part of barytes : the solution is called oavyce* mmter. s

is frequently used aa a chemical ta agent, eeawiajty aa

termining tbe proportion of carbonic acid ia

tures ; with this barytes forms an insoluble c

both barytes and barytes water speedily acquire

acid by exposure to the air. Barytes water acta

aa an alkali, converting vegetable yellowa to

reds to green, and saturating acids. Water at tit*

by Daw's experiments, half its weight of barytea. af w
a considerable portion separate* in the stole of crystal*

the solution cools ; these crystals contain tea rqauv
'

of water.

Peroxide ofbarium ia prepared by heating barytea

redness in a platina crucible, gradually adding la> it

one fourth of it* weight of chlorate of potoab; this %
' oxygen to the barytes, or protoxide of lanara.

brruinrs periixrdc. but mixed with chlorate of

winch may be dissolved by cold water, white tbe

<>f barium remains undissolved, combined wtlk water
may alto he prepared by passing oxygen

i

liealed to mines*. It ra composed of two eaacr

*

»!***

oxygen and one equivalent of barium. It i» deraaapaa
I '> arid*, and t* used only in preparing tbe favwsjas
hydrogen.

Neither atote nor hydrogen unite* with barraas.

Chlonne and barium combine to farm one t~
'

sitting of, according to . Borschu*.

I equivalent of chlorine . 31'tT 34

I do. barium . tr»« «•

equivalent .... 104' 1 3 104
The best mode of preparing chloride of bariata a to

carbonate of haryte* in munabe arrd, evaporate tbe i i*a
to as to obtain crystals, and then to iln tt- f i laaas at a
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rod beat; by this the oxygen of the barytes and the hydro-m of the muriatic acid an expelled, and chloride of
barium remain*, in the state of a eoloarieaa denee salt,

which k eolubie in water, but scarcely, if at all, in alcohol,

When the aqueous solution is evaporated, crystals are ob-

tained, which contain water, and which are probably muri-
ate of baryte*. Chloride of barium is much used in solution

as a chemical re-agent.

8m/pMur and barium combine, and probably in several

proportions, but these sulphurets have not been sufficiently

examined. According to Berselius they may be obtained in

sereral modes: first, by heating barytes in a glass tube to

redness, and passing over it a current of sulphuretted hy-
drogen gas, until vapour of water ceases to be formed

;

odly, by heating together to redness a mixture of
barytes and sulphur ; thirdly, by besting together finely-

powdered sulphate of barytes and powdered charcoal in a
covered crucible ; in this case the charcoal takes oxygen
both from the sulphuric acid and the bsxytea, end sulphuret
of barium remains, which dissolves readily in boiling water,

and tbe solution on cooling deposits colourless transparent

crystals ; these crystals are sulphuret of barium containing

water. This last is tbe best ana easiest method of procuring
sulphuret of barium ; and it is sometimes employed for the

purpose of forming the salts of barytes, ss the muriate, ni-

trate, fee. The acids precipitate sulphur, and combine
with tbe barium, converted to barytes by decomposing
water, and combining with its oxygen ; sulphuretted hydro-

gen gas is evolved during the action of the acids. Sulphu-
ret of barium is probably composed of one equivalent of

each of its elements.
PhorpkoruM and barium combine to form tbe phosphuret,

by beating barytes to redness in a glass matrass with along
neck, and throwing phosphorus upon it. There are formed
both phosphate of barytes and phosphuret of barium ; tbe

mass ruses, and on cooling has a brown colour and a metal-

lie lustre: when too strongly heated the phosphuret of

barium is decomposed, phosphorus is volatilised, and barytes

remains. Phosphuret of barium decomposes in water ; phos-

phuretted hydrogen gas is evolved, and hypophosphite of

barytes remains in solution.

Iodine and barium unite and form the iodide of this

metal ; it may be prepared by acting upon barytes with hy-

driodic arid, and evaporating the solution obtained: it is

very soluble in water, and crystallizes in acicular crystals,

which deliquesce slightly by exposure to the air.

Bromine and barium, when combined, form the bromide

:

it may be obtained by boiling excess of moist carbonate of

barytes in a solution of protobromide of iron ; the filtered

solution is to be evaporated to dryness and the residue made
red hot; by dissolving this in water and by careful evapo-

ration, colourless rhombic crystals axe obtained, which are

soluble in alcohol
Fluorine and barium may be made to combine by digest-

ing fresh precipitated and moist carbonate of barytes in

fluoric acid ; the carbonate is decomposed, and the fluoride

of barium is formed, and separates in the state of a white

powder. This may be heated to redness without decom-
posing, and is slightly soluble in water : the solution by eva-

poration yields crystalline grains, which are readily dis-

solved by muriatic and nitric acids.

Having described the principal binary compounds of ba-

rium, we proceed to notice the more useful of the numerous
salts formed by combining tbe protoxide of barium (barytes)

with different acids. The following are the only barytic

salts which are extensively employed.
Acetate of baryta. This salt may be prepared by dis-

solving either barytes or tbe carbonate in acetic and, or

decomposing tbe solution of sulphuret of barium with it

By evaporation crystals of acetate of barytes are obtained in

slender prisms, resembling those of acetate of lead ; these

crystals effloresce by exposure to the air ; they dissolve in

1 ' 75 part of cold water, and in 1 * 03 of boiling water ; 100

parts of cold alcohol dissolve one part of these crystals, and
when boiling, one part and a half. This salt is composed

very nearly of

1 equivalent of acetic add . 51

] do. barytes 76

3 da water . . 27

154

The taste of this salt is Mline and bitter: it is decomposed

by the fixed alkalies ami their carbonates, and by carbonate,
of ammonia; it is also decomposed by sulphuric acid, and
the sulphates which precipitate sulphate of barytes.

According to Mitscherlicb. when this salt crystallizes st
the temperature of 55° Fahrenheit, it contains only 6 '6 per
cent, of water; but when below t his temperature it contains,
ss above stated, about 1

7
'5 percent, of water of crystal

lixation.

Carbonate of barutte. This substance occurs to a con-
siderable extent as a mineral product, and is by miners le-
gists sometimes called unthtrit*. It is a dense eubstsnce,
its specific gravity being about 4 '33 1; it is sometimes
translucent and nearly colourless, but is often opaque. It
sometimes occurs crystallised, and tbe primary form is a
right rhombic prism, but it usually has tbe form of a six-
sided prism.

Carbonate of barytes to so nearly insoluble in water as to
require about 4300 times its weight at 60°, and 2300 at
212° for solution ; and it is entirely insoluble in water con-
taining any sslt in solution. It is poisonous, and suffers no
change by exposure to tbe air; when strongly heated with
charcoal it is decomposed, and on tbe addition of water a
solution of barytas is obtained. It consists, according to
Dr. Thomson, of

1 equivalent of carbonic acid

1 do. barytes
22
76

98

It is used for the purpose of dissolving in various seids
to procure barytic salts, and, when heated with charcoal,
also for preparing barytes, especially when it is wanted
merely in solution in water. Bicarbonate and sesquirar-
Donate of barytes may be formed, but they are unimportant
compounds.
Muriate qf baiytet.—This salt may be procured by sa-

turating the acid with barytes, or more economically by de-
composing the sulphuret of barium or carbonate of barytes
with the acid. Tbe solution, when pure, is colourless, and
by evaporation yields rhombic crystals of muriate, composed
of nearly

1 equivalent of muriatic acid . 37
1 do. barytes 76
1 do. water . . 9

122

These crystals dissolve in five parts of water at 60°, and
in a smaller quantity of boiling water. They are not al-

tered by exposure to the air. When exposed to a red beat,

122 parts of the crystals yield 18 parts of water, and 104
parts of chloride of barium remain.
This salt is decomposed by the ssme substances as pro-

duce this effect upon tbe acetate. It is used as a chemical
re-agent.

Nitrate df baryte* is readily procured by adding nitric

acid either to barytes, its carbonate, or to tbe solution of
sulphuret of barium. Tbe solution is colourless, and by
evaporation yields crystals, the form of which is tbe regular

octahedron.

This salt requires 12 times its weight of water at 60° for

solution, and between 3 and 4 times its weight st 212°. It

is not altered by exposure to tbe air, but when strongly

boated it is, as already noticed, decomposed, and barytes

remains in a pure state. This salt consists of, according

to Dr. Thomson,

1 equivalent of acid . .54
1 do. barytes . . 76

130

The crystals contain no water.

Sulphate qf baryta.—Thi* compound occurs largely in

many part* of tbe earth, especially in the lead mines of tbe

north of Englsnd : it occurs both amorphous and crystal-

lised. In the former state it is sometimes colourless and
transparent, and frequently opaque. The crystals are often

very large, and the primary form, subject to many varieties,

is a rhombic prism. It is extremely heavy, its specific

gravity being about 4'7. It is unalterable in the air, in-

sipid, and insoluble in water; indeed, strong sulphuric srid

is the only fluid which dissolves it in any Double quantity,

and from this it is precipitated by water. It is composed

of, very nearly,
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1 squivalssit of sulphuric acid 4*

I do. bwjrtM 7«

lit

The ntuve crystals contain no water.

Hmi produce* no decomposition in sulphate of baryta* ;

bat, as already noticed, when heated with charcoal, it is

converted into tulpburct of barium. When boiled ahw in

a solution of carbonate of potash, a portion of it is con-

verted into carbonate of berries ; but the decomposition

takes plscc only to a limited extent.

Sulphate of berries is formed whenever a soluble sulphate

is added to a solution either of barytes or any salt of barytes.

It is on account of the extreme insolubility of this sah that

it and sulphuric acid, and all sulphates, are used as tests of

each other's presence.

When sulphate of barytes is only moderatelr heated with

carbonaceous matter, a solar phosphorus is formed, which

is eslled the Bnlngnian PMotpMorut. [See Phosphorus.]
BARJOLS. a town in France, in the department of Var.

• IS miles S.S.R. of Paris, in 43° 34» N. lat.. 6° ©• R.

long. It is on the left bank of a small stream which

flows into'tho. Aniens, of which river the western part of

the department forms the basin. The time of the Aran

dation of this town is uncertain. In 1060 it belonged to

Rimbauld or Raimbault, Archbishop of Aries, who bestowed

the town on the church of Notre Dame de I'Espinsr,

which he founded hero in 1060. The then reigning pope,

Alexander II., exempted this church from the jurisdiction

of the Bishop of Frejus, in consideration of an annual tri-

bute to the papal see ; but the Bishop of Frejus resisted this

exemption, and succeeded at last in bringing the church,

on certain conditions, under his superintendence. This
church was collegiate : smong other relics, it contained

the body of St. Marcel. Bishop of Die; but the Calvinists

having in 15fi2 become, masters of the town, burnt this

relic, and the townsmen were only able to preserve one of

the Anger*. Before tho Revolution there were at Bariols

• convent of monks of tho order of St. Augustin, and a

nunnery of Uralines. The trade carried on is chiefly in

oil, wine, brandies, paper, leather, and silk. Leather is

manufactured in considerable quantity ; the IMctiennaire

Umrrrul de la franc* (Paris. 1804) assigns to the town
sixteen tan->ards. The manufactures of paper, silk-twist,

earthenware, and white wax, are leu important. The
population in 1832 was SSI 3. In the Dtctionnairt det

Gaul-1 it u mentioned that three considerable lairs were
held yearly.

In the subterranean sacristy of one of the former con-

vonta of this place (called the Convent of the Carmelites

—

but we have no account of that order having a bouse here)

are some remarkable congelations, in which the spectators

imsgino they ran recognize the figures of animals and
wuitv Somo subterraneous caverns also offer remarkable
specimens of stalactites. From these caverns sand suited

for glass uorks is procured.

The country round is very delightful. There is a silver

mine near the town, but whether it is now worked does not

appear from our authorities. (Rxpilly, IHctinnmair* det

Qaul'i. iic. ; Dtflmnmcirt Vnivtrttl de la Front*. &c)
BARK, in vegetable physiology, is the external coating

of the stem and branches of plants, enabealhiog the wood.
In woody Exogcna it separates spontaneously from the
wood in spring and summer, and in herbaceous plants of
tho same class it may be easily removed with a little care ;

but in Kndogens ami Acrogens it is so continuous with tlie

central part of the stem, that it can never be divided except
by violence, and bv lacerating tho tissue which lies immedi-
ately brlow it. This difference arises from the manner in
which the plants of these three great natural classes re-
spectively utow. Exogens add annually new matter to the
inside of lliHr bark and the outside of their wood, which
renders it necc««ary that a spontaneous separation of wood
and bark thoubl take place in order to make room for the
newlv generated substance; but Endngens. which grow by
•dditwn to their centre, and Acrogens. by elongation of
their pn.nl. rc-|uirr no such separation. [See Exooa-i and
BiDooin

; and for Araootxv a word of very recent in-
vention, see the article Borsxv.j
Bark rail be eom-dered to originate thus : —When a plant

is in the state of rrabr)o. that part which finally developes
into a stem and root. or. as botanist* aav. into the axis of
growth, is something like two cones applied to each other

by their bases, but ft win araspUfy oar

as • cylinder. In a dormant stale it

«

cellular substance; but in Kxogeoa, aa

dons, or seed-leaves, are reused iate grosvth

is generated in ibe fbrm of a number of ksxie

are arranged In a circle (a a) about half way (rasa ttss i

to the circumference, thus forming a sen of I

within the first The cylinder so corns

cellular substance into two parts: one le natal <»>.

finally becomes pith, and the other external trl. wa
eomes bark ; the two maintaining their mesial— be as as m
of the paasagea idd) between the wossh baa ah (« »\
These passages ultimately become the uscshatlerj psssrssss--.

The direction thus given in the beginning to tW orsss-V

parts in the interior of an Exogenous
wards departed from ; but all the additions wharlk ass> *as-

sequently made are moulded, as it <

form. The woody bundles (a a) increase in ei*e b* gives**

outward*, and consequently the medullary s» jiasvm as*n
tended ; the bark continues to grow and five wwy to tv
pressure of the wood from within, tul at last a j rar e sssrssw*

has been accomplished. Up to this time ae nsaulm to

tween the wood and the bark has take* )*>•*•• : that * ,

second year, as it is necessary for the new sBacaar to

added to the outside of the wood and to tW mssssW aftw
bark (at 4 at), a spontaneous separation of tW tew s**i
place over the whole surface of the weed, the an '»
processes softening, stretching, and gresrmg rx>«rmasry &
order to admit of such a separation. But Be I igssai saw

Acrogens always retain their bark in the sasa* as iim
with the wood as it is in Exogens at the end of la* Cwat yssv

there being no necessity for a separation bsteeen da* tare is

order to admit of subsequent growth.
In its anatomical structure bark consists ef a Ms 4

cellular tissue pierced longitudinally by weedy a—ran, wtora
is composed entirely of woody tabes withowt asy treaw sf

vessels, but which is sometimes accompanied by sssag tsstator

cavities, in which resinous, or milky. orJuicy, er sthssj sssrj*

tions are lodged. [See Vascclsx Tissrm.] TW
known exceptions to the rule, that vessels are Bsrrsjr fiscsai

in l>ark, occun in Nepenthes, where they hs-e bee* sW-.-
vered by Dr. Lindley. Their constant ahss-ar* rV-sa tssi

part seems to be explained by the nature ef nsu fossrtjrsss

For if, as there i* the best reason to belarve, tWy are sa svw
stale required to furnish a constant supply ef etygra to t»»
newly forming organs, or, in another state, tbssx snare s> *»

convey fluid with great rapidity to the growing Wassav tVs
would in,"either state be useless in the bark. wbarJs. aa v 1

be presently shown, b not the channel tbrssugh srharh ta»
organising principles are convened, but mecrty a p-a,

•

for the return of matter after its orguixmg ifciai ta*»
been accomplished.

In Ibe first year of ita existence bark is a rylsaaW r*»
woody matter of which is a continuation of that ef ate w *
itself. In Endngens and Arrogvns it undergm s». asessisw
increase or liters tj >n subsequently, un>rss n be that ti-i

parts are Increased in quantity without shifting the** a-*»
lion. But in Exogens, in consequence of thesr wssrsi Ww,-
annuallv augmented by external additions, as Wee '

the bark undergoes annual change*. Ciemsiswlsa^ •> >
the annual addition* to the wo>»J sre annual i Hat m i t,

the inside of the bark, consisting of a eeimkst beer «•->>

spreading the whole of the inside, and tWs a ravsw .'

woody matter, which answer* to the spasm *** <

between the medullary |H in anas Thee* aaaeval i

which are called the /irVr (whence bssska, tiri sssev wr
upon such layer* properly prepared, were failed *ers 1.

1

therefore be exact/) the san
of wood, and
bark were not

ixactit the same m number as last astsMai asssws
would be arranged with equal li,*lias» sf saw
* affected b) an J dUtarWag cm s Bsst e>
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consequence of Um wood'* perpetual increase in diameter,
there u an iursstsnt lateral *train upon tho liber, m that
after lbo Ant year there U liule trace of regularity to be
discovered in the structure of the bark. It toon becomes a
more confuted mm of woody tube* and cellular tiuiw, in
which all trace of annual concentric formation ha* disap-
peared. The manner in which it was originally generated
at, however, said to be detected in gome plant*, by the facility

with which the bark will peel into layer after layer; but it

may be doubted whether this phenomenon i* not more con-
nected with the original arrangement of the ultimate veai-

rlea of the bark than with the annual formation*. These
layer* are sometime* so numerous, that as many as 140
have been separated on a single tree.

When young, the bark is overspread with a thin trans-
parent skin, which may be pulled off, and which allows the
green matter with which its cells are at that time filled to
be s*cn through it [see Cuticlb] ; but this is soon ruptured
by the expansion of the bark, and is never renewed. The
green matter, also, after exposure to the air, becomes brown,
and lose* it* vitality ; so that the bark of an exogenous tree
constats, after a year or two, of living matter in the inside,

and of dead matter on the outside. There is a perpetual
tendency to throw the dead part off, which is evinced either
by rending into perpendicular fissures, such at are seen
upon old trunks, or by peeling away layer after layer, as in
the birch-tree, or by the rejection of irregular plate* of in-

considerable site, a* in the plane-tree. The cork of com-
merce is the dead part of the bark of the cork-tree, which k
readily separated from the living portion at the time when
the latter adheres firmly to the wood.
That the bark of Kxogens is thus continually perishing

externally and renewing internally, is proved by a very
simple experiment Let a name be cut upon the bark ofa
rapidly growing tree ; in a few years the letter* will have
disappeared, Or let a nail be driven into the bark ; in time
its bead will be distinct from the substance in which it was
originally buried, the upper part will next become visible,

and in course of time the nail will be entirely thrown off

In Bndogen* the only alteration which take* place in the
bark, from the period of it* first formation, consists in its be-

coming more fibrous, and losing it* green colour. In Acro-
gens it become* simply harder.

The bark is always of considerable thickness in proportion

to the wood, especially in younger branches, and it contains
a considerable quantity of air in the cavities of it* cells.

These two circumstances render it well adapted for one of
its functions, namely, that of protecting its newly-formed
wood and its own liber from the effect of changes in tempe-
rature. This is more amply provided for in trees of cold

climates than in those of hot ones. For example, the bark
of the Douglas fir, which bears the utmost inclemency of
cold on the north-west coast of America, is a foot or fifteen

inches thick ; and in the birches, which s^re among the most
hardy of northern trees, it is the quantity of air which lies

among the tissue that give* to their bark the white appear-

ance for which It is remarkable, and that, from its buoyancy,
render* it particularly well-adapted far the sides of canoe*.

Another of its offices is, to act as tho channel through
which the fluids that are elaborated in the leaves descend
towards the roots, and reach the heart of the stem. Con-
nected as it is with the medullary rays by myriads of points

over its whole internal face, it is admirably adapted for keep-

ing up a communication between the centre and the cir-

cumference of a tree. The woody tubes of its liber furnish

a ready .mode of descent far those fluid substances, such as

gum, which are not intended to be stored up in the heart-

wood ; while its cellular matter serve* for the gradual perco-

lation downwards of those other secretions which are in-

tended to peas into the medullary processes ; and the loose-

ness of its texture readily admits of the formation of the
Astular cysts called wata propria by botanists, in which
lustier like resin may be stored up. Dutroehet, indeed, has

. assarted that bark also acts as a conveyance for fluids up-
wards ; but if this happens at all it most be in a very slight

' degree, or in eases where bark sets as a universal leaf, of
which mention will be made presently.

|
That bark is really the channel for the descending sap is

easily ascertained at the time when trees are growing, by
cutting out a ring of bark clean down to the wood, when
drops of fluid will be seen to form upon the upper lip of the

wound, while the lower will remain dry ; or the same expe-

riment may be mad* by lying a piooe of cord tightly round

a branch, when the part above the ligature will be swelled
by the descending matter which collects there, while the part
below the ligature will undergo no alteration.
Such being the function or Lbe bark, we are able to under-

stand why trees do not immediately pcruh when large pieces
of their bark are torn off all round their trunk, and s hy they
can even exist some months after having been Urked by
tho tanner. The young wood carries up the uutnitve fluids
whether tho bark is present or not, and it is extremely pro-
bable, that when the nark ia destroyed the cxttrnsl portion
of the wood has its functions altered, and may act as a tem-
porary conveyance for the returning sap; but when wounda
are very Urge this cannot happen for any great length of
time, because a renovation of the wood, which, when young,
is destroyed by exposure to the atmosphere, cannot take
place in the absence of bark, its natural guardian. When
wounds are inconsiderable, the upper lip of the bark gradu-
ally grows downwards till it meets the lower lip, where an
adhesion takes place, and the wound heals over ; or. in some
cases, the mouths of the medullary processes, which are

laid bare by the removal of the bark, will form granulation*
which gradually extend over the whole surface of the wound,
and so repair the loss of the bark itself; or, finally, if the
communication between the upper and lower lip is not wholly
cut off, a lateral transfusion of the descending tap will take
place, and the whole of the returning current will be gradu-
ally diverted to the channel of communication which then
remains; bat if none of the above circumstance* take pitoe,

a plant must eventually die from the loss of its bark. This
at least is unquestionsbly the case with Exogens : whether
or not the destruction of the cortical integument of Endogen*
is equally important is not so certain ; possibly it is not. for

it is probable that in those plants the bark arts merely as a
protecting organ, and that it has little or nothing to do with
the march of the fluids.

It sometimes happens that bark has another and a
different function to perform, as in what are called succulent

plants, which have no leaves except rudimentary organs,

that perish almost as soon as they are generated : such are

s/apsAo* and cacti. In these subjects the bark undoubtedly

performs the function of the leaves themselves [see Lxtt] ;

and in this ease it is presumed that if there is any trans-

mission of elaborated fluid towards the roots, it must take

place by means of some especial contrivance, of which we
nave no precise knowledge.

It is in consequence of the bark being both the channel
through which the elaborated sap descends, snd the re-

pository in which it is partly stored up, that it is found to

contain a so much larger proportion of the chemical prin-

ciples of a plant than anv other organ. It is in bark that

we find the essential principle* of the oak, the larch, and
other trees used by tanners; and of the cinnamon, tho
cinchona, and other aromatic or febrifugal species ; snd that

we procure, by wounding it, such matters as resin and gum,
which readily flow from incisions made in it. As sll such
secretions are formed by the leave*, and become solidified

by a loss of water in consequence of evaporation, it would
follow that the proper time for collecting them is et the

period when the leaves have performed their office for the
year, and all superfluity of moisture has been parted with

:

this period is winter, or the season of torpor. But as at

that time the liber adheres firmly to the wood, the spring is

more frequently chosen for barking ; and theory would ssy,

that the proper time isjust at the moment when the sap begins

to be in motion, and the liber and sap to separate, and before

the secretions have been diluted or dissolved by the ascent of
fluid from the earth. But this will obviously depend upon the

nature of the substance which is sought for : for example, the

greatest quantity of tannin is found in the youngest liber;

therefore, bark for tanners* purposes should be stripped just

before it begins to sd here to the wood after the leaves are fully

formed, and when they are in full action ; because at that

time the whole of the liber which is formed during the year

is developed, and few chemical changes have begun to take

8lace in its constituent parts. Turpentine, again, will only

ow in the summer ; and therefore that which is to be

obtained by a spontaneous emission must be sought for at

that season.

Independently of its chemical properties, bark is of great

occasional importance for its organic products. The woody

tube* of the liber are often so tough as to be fit for cordage

;

and rope* nave been manufactured from that of the willow,

the lime, the cocoa nut, the Atctsraw tihactut, and many
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other olant*. The liter of the lime-tree, the brad-fruit-

treTaidthe paper mulberry is torn into slip, ind mum-
factured into useful mats ; or, in the cue of the two Utter,

U macerated and beaten in water till it become* thin enough

to be used at linen. A moat elegant preparation of the

liber U obtained from the lace-bark tree of Jamaica, a kind

of .purge-laurel (Daphne) -, in that plant it ii very white,

separates freely into a great number of layer*, and may be

en-.ily converted into a »ub»tance very much resembling lace.

This is effected »imply by pulling the liber sidewaye, when

iu woody tube* *eparate into a delicate net-work of loxenge-

•baped meshes.
. .

The liber undoubtedly derive* it* organic origin from the

leave* and leaf-bud* ; and i*. in theory, part of an inferior

development of those organ*, having the Mine relation to

them a* the roots have to a young plant. For an explanr

lion of this doctrine, *ee Wood.
BARK-BED, in horticulture, is a bed formed of the

spent bark used by tanner*, placed in the inside of a brick

pit in a glazed house, constructed for forcing, or for the

growth of tender plants.

The object of a bark-bed is to produce artificial warmth

by the fermentation of the material* of which it consist*,

and at the *ame time to keep the atmosphere of the house

constantly damp. Gardener* uh it for all plant* which re-

quire what they call bottom beat; that is to say. for all

species which are natives of tropical climates, and for pine-

apples especially ; but it is not employed in the cultivation

of greenhouse plants, except sometimes for striking their

cuttings. [See CurnHOi.J
In constructing a bark bed, the coarsest bark which can

be obtained after the tanners have used it should be selected,

because it is found that the slowness of the fermentation,

and consequently the steadiness of the heat given oft is in

proportion to the sise of the fragments of bark employed

:

small tan, broken into minute piece* by machinery, although

often the only material to be had, should consequently never

be used if it can be avoided. After having been slightly

dried by being spread in the sun, the tan is first hud in

heaps, covered with mats, until fermentation has commenced

;

it is*then transferred to the brick pit, in which it is finally to

remain. Having been lightly but evenly arranged in the

pit, and the glass roof of the house having been closed,

the tan is left to undergo fermentation ; which at first is

violent, evolving more heat than any plants could bear.

But in a few days it subsides ; and when the temperature

of the bed has fallen to 96°. it is in a proper state to

receive the pots, which are to be plunged in it. The beat
will gradually, but vary slowly dimmish to 60°, below which
it is scarcely desirable, in the opinion of gardeners, that the
tan should be retained ; but the temperature may a second
time be raised to 70° or 80°, by turning the tan over, or fer-

mentation may be further renewed by the addition of a
small quantity of yeast. The temperature of the tan is

generally judged of by feeling the end of a stick which is

thrust into the centre of the bed ; but as it is impossible

to use so rude a test a* this with any accuracy, it is now
more customtry to employ what is called a Breegaixi's ther-

mometer, which consists of s common thermometer intro-

duced into the hollow end of a pole, and thus protected from

being broken when thrust into the tan.

It is, however, found that, after procuring the best kind of
material, the beat of a bark-bed cannot be maintained so
steadily or so long a* is desirable ; and it has been recom-
mended to substitute fallen oak-leaves, which can easily be
collected in the autumn. These ferment much more slowly
than oak-bark, and never acquire so high a temperature
as the maximum of that substance; ami as they are lets

expensive, they should always be used when they can be
procured. It Is, however, to be remembered, that no other
leaves than those of the oak, or of some other plant squall)

abounding in tannin, answer the purpose so well.

Notwithstanding the quantity of beat given out by a
bark-bad, it is always found necessary to employ some other
mode of warming a house in edditiue)—either by smoke-
flues, or hot- water, or steam-pipes; and this being the
case, and such contrivance* being of loemselve* sufficient

to raise the atmosphere to any temperature that can be re-
quired, a question baa been started, whether a bark-bed is

reslly of any use. We have already staled that the object
of a bark-bed is to produce artificial warmth by fermenta-
tion, and moisture in the atmosphere by parting with its

water. So far at these objects go, they can certainly be

abundantly and more efficiently supplied by etiaarsMSBM : Ska

warmth by flues or water-pipes, and the saoisSsnw be emmm
tanks, or by steam-cocks, or by watering the oswrs aM«*ea*as

of a hot house. But there still i

bottom-heat—* word in which one would think

some magic, such wonderful effects do they i

But whatever may have happened when those <

in which tome philosophers believe, were m act

surface of the earth, there is no ease now known hi vfeasa

plant* grow in a soil which even approach— to sax* aasssv

perature as that supplied by a bark-bed. Oct that saatasr

shores of sumo tropical countries, where the thiiBaMssar.

plunged into the earth, will sometime* stand at IS**, as

plants can grow except a few bulb*, which as* baa

below the surface, and beyond the reach of that

heat. In the naked plains of the tropica,

temperature of the toil must necessarily be U
from the beating of the rays of a vertical saw. •

i* always starved and stunted, and fitted only far last mmm-

tenance of hard, wiry grasses, shrubs whose tris i ai i as*

converted into spines, and palm-trees ; whale in the saavsat

and woodlands of those same countries, where the surra a>

constantly shaded and cool, the moat splendid ssaststxasss at*

vegetation are developed. No observations have, as tm mm

of at

i«f ft»

we know, been made upon the temperature of the

such situations ; but there is a test by which at

judged of with some accuracy. It is well

most tropical countries there exist plants

vines—climbing or twining plants, whoso s*j

wounded, discharge a considerable quantity at
which travellers drink with avidity, in nuaiti i

delightful coolness. We have, for instance, t

potatoria. in Sierra Leone, and Phytoermt
India. Now the coolness of the sap of these {

'

owing to that of the earth from which the roots

«

and therefore it would appear that the I

earth in the wooded parts of the Ironies

proportion to the atmospheric heat
except in plain* where plant* eon leartahj ^oar-
therefore conclude that bottom-heat ia

and that bark-beds are only rude an
trivanee* to obtain heat and moisture in a hot -I

BARK. There are several kinds of bark. <

largely into commerce, and are used for

arts, or for medicines. The principal

these classes, of which we shall give i

Oak Bark.
Cork Bark.
Mimosa, or Wattle Bark, and
Quercitron Bark.

Among the descriptions of bark used far I

shall notice only that known under the nans* of ,

Peruvian Bark : the others are not of much <

portance. Some other kinds of bark, aa 1

Cassia. « ill be noticed in other parts of this i

Oak Bark.—(German. Eiektnrimde, Lake;
Rumite, Danish. Hark, (iarverbark ; Swedish. Bark, t mtw*
French. Tan Brut, Erorce de Chine; Italian. Wat «t

Querela Corteccta dell* Querria ,• Spanish. Orteaa aV sW
nna ; Portuguese, Catca do Carcatko; Russian, f*wt am
A'oru ,- Polish. Dab Uarbarttn ; Latin. Qsssrr— Cm tss »

For a long time, oak-bark was the only substanee tawa at

England for the process of tanning; and at was aba*
eroplo)cd for ages, without the tanners known**, what ease
the properties of tli*> substance which pradtseed the castsseal

chance whereby hides are converted into leather. The av
crvosmg demand for oak-bark beyond the means at
to raised its marketable value, that aa initlajstasn I

neoessar) . in order to ascertain whether, wham the ssatase af

those properties was discovered, i

might be found to answer as substitute*.

Other substances besides oak-bark had
been used for making leather in other esaa
these substance* were heath, gall-a***, ktrrh
myrtle-leaves, leaves of wild laurel, and willow hash.
17*1 oak saw-dust was applied with
land to the purpose of laanm^
sue* pursued in Germany.
The result of mvestintien* shoved

power of oak-bark resided in a twoaliar i

to which, from the use m wbteh U t* ispkia. the stuns)
tanmn has been given. In more recent l

Davy deteramiaed, by a tons* of ,
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value to the uaner of different subsunocs in which tannin
» found ; and be baa shown thai 8$ lb*, of oak-bark are,

in this respect, equal to H lbs. of galls, to 3 lb*, of sumach,
to 74 lbs. of bark of the Leicester willow, to 1 1 lbs. of bark
of the 8panieh chestnut, to 18 Iba. of elm-bark, and toll lbs.

e/commoo wiDow-bark.

To prepare oak-bark for use, it is ground to a coarse

powder between cast-iron cylinders, and in that state is put
into the tan-pit. in alternate layers, with the skins to be pre-

pared. A better method sometimes employed is to nuke
an infusion of the bark in water, which dissolves and holds

the tannin. The action of this substance upon skins may be
explained in a few words. Before the skin is subjected to

the tannine; process, the hair, epidermis, and any fleshy or

fatty parts adhering to them, must be removed ; the re-

mainder consists wholly of gelatine, a substance capable of
being dissolved in water, and which then forms the sub-
atance well known aa glue. Tannin, as we have seen, is

likewise readily soluble in water ; but the two substances,

when brought together, form the insoluble and imputrescent
compound called leather.

It has been found that the proportion of tannin which
oak-bark contains varies materially according to the season

in which it is cut. If taken in the spring, it has four and a
half times the quantity, in a given weight, compared with

what it would have if cut in winter. Sir Humphry Davy
likewise discovered that the proportion is influenced by the

age of the tree, tannin being more abundant in the bark of

young than of old trees.

In the books of the Custom House no distinction is made
between different descriptions of bark used for tanning and
dyeing ; so that we do not know exactly the quantity of

oak-bark which we receive from foreign countries. A very

near approximation to the truth may be made, however,

by knowing the places whence the importitions are brought.

Judging in this manner, it appears that, in addition to the

supply of British growth, as to the amount of which we have
no means of judging, the annual consumption of oak-bark

In the United Kingdom is about forty thousand tons, more
Chan one-half of which is brought from the Netherlands, the

remainder coming from Germany and ports in the Mediter-

ranean. The duty payable on importation, if from any
British possession, is one penny ; and if from, a foreign

country, sjghtpence per hundred weight
Cork Bark.—(German. Kork ; Dutch, Kork, Kurk, VM-

hout; Danish, Korktrtee ; Swedish, Korktra; French.

JJJg* ; Italian, Suphtro, Suvero ; Spanish. Coreho ; Por-

tuguese. Cortifa de Suereiroi Russian, Korkotcot-derttco ;

Polish. Korkowa ; Latin, Suber.)

The substance commonly known as cork is the outer bark

of an evergreen oak, which grows abundantly in Portugal,

Spain, the south of France, and Italy. The greatest quan-

tity of eork-bark used in Europe is supplied by Spain and
Portugal, out that which is of the bast quality is grown in

France.

Cork was known and used by the Greeks snd Romans,
the latter of whom sometimes employed it as we do, for the

stopping of casks, and also for the soles to women's winter

shoes. (Plin.xvi. 8.)

The careful removal of the outer bark from the cork-tree

does not is any way injure it, as this outer berk is really

dead bark ; on the contrary it is stated that the tree grows

swore vigorously and lives longer, in consequence of being

thus stripped. This operation is first performed when the

tne s* about fifteen years old, and may be repeated once in

•very eight or ten years.

The first stripping is of little or no value ; but the pro-

duce becomes greater in quantity and better in quality at

each successive suiting. The months of July and August
arc chosen for performing this operation. A cork-tree,

thus periodically barked, will live for a century and a half.

The inner bark contains a considerable proportion of tannin,

but cannot be removed without killing the tree. This de-

structive plan is resorted to in Corsica, where the cork-oak

is indigenous, and so abundant, that vast numbers of the

trews are cut down every year, the outer bark being used as

cork, which, however, is not of good quality, the inner bark

Wing sold, principally at Marseilles, to the tanners ; snd the

trunks and branches being burned for the sake of the

ashes. It is usual, when cork-bark is taken from the trees,

to char it slightly, in order to improve the texture by closing

law pores; out this burning occasions that peculiar and

tlhagrssaVlt empyreumatic flavour which is so frequently

imparted to liquors which have been stopped by cork thus
treated. Some >e«rs ago an Attempt was made to avoid
this evil by using cork-bark which is not so old, the
texture of which is to close as not to need the aid of Ire

;

but this bark is too thin for ordinary purposes, and could
only be used by cementing two or more layers of it together.
The risk of Del flavour waa by this means altogether
avoided ; but. for some reason or other, the plan has not
been persevered in.

Cork is light, porous, readily compressible snd very elastic.
The first-mentioned of these qualities, iu lightness, occa-
sions it to be used as floats for fishing-nets, fee For its

more general employment, that of stopping bottles, it is pe-
culiarly fitted by its compressibility and elasticity, while its

pores are sufficiently minute to prevent the passage through
them of the fluids which it is meant to confine.
The quantity of cork-bark annually imported for use into

this kingdom, on an average of the last five years, is 44,4J

1

cwu., nearly the whole ofwhich comes from Portugal,whence
it is brought principally as dunnage in ships loaded with
wine. It pays a duty on importation of At. per cwt A
protecting duty in favour of the cork-cutters of England
is imposed upon manufactured corks, amounting to '$.

per lb.

Mimota, or Waitlt Bark.—This bark is collected from
two species of the mimosa, which are plentifully found in
New South Wales, Van Diemen's Land, and New Zealand,
where, at least in the British settlements, it is used for the
manufacture of leather. This bark contains about ISO Iba.

of pure tannin in every ton weight, which is only about
three-fifths of the proportion yielded by the best white oak
bark. It is also said that it gives a reddish colour to the
leather, which, although it does not actually lower its value
in use, creates a prejudice against it in the market. As long
ago as 1823 a small quantity of fluid extract of this bark
was brought to London from Australia, and. after having
been subjected to trial by some tanners, was purchased by
them. Since that time, importations of the bark in iu crude
state, as well as in the form of an extract, have continually

been made. The importations into the United Kingdom,
during the years 1833 and 1833, were 28,410 and 24,540
cwts. respectively : it is subject to the merely nominal duty
of lot. per cwt.

Quercitron Bark.—This name has been given to the bark
of a description of oak. the quercue nigra, or tincioria, which
is a native of North America. It is used as a dyeing stuff

for imparting a yellow colour, the different shades of which
depend upon the choice of the substance employed as a
mordant This bark was first brought into use in England
by Dr. Bancroft, who obtained an exclusive patent for its

application to this purpose. The colouring matter resides

wholly in the inner bark of the tree; the outer bark is

therefore removed previous to its being packed in casks for

shipment Quercitron bark which has been previously

ground in a mill gives out its colouring matter to water

when heated to tbo temperature of 10W Fahrenheit If

a higher degree of heat be used, the tannin which the bark
contains will also be dissolved, and this will impart a brown

tinge to the dye which it is desirable to avoid. For this

reason the dye must always be separated from the bark be-

fore it is used. The colouring matter obtained from the

quercitron-bark of commerce is equal to that yielded by

eight or ten times iu weight of weld. The average annual

consumption of quercitron-bark in this country, during the

five years ending with 1831. was 22,624 cwt Since that

time no separate account of this article has been kept at

the Custom-house : it is subject to an import duty of 8d.

per cwt
Peruvian Bark.— German. Chinarinde, Fitberrinde ;

Dutch, Kino, Quinquina; Danish. Kino, Chtnahark;

Swedish, Ftbrrbark , French, Quinquina ; Italian. China ;

Spanish. Quino; Portuguese, Quinquina ; Russian. Chin-

rhina; Polish, Kwinkwinna; Latin, Cinchona, Cortex

Peruvianut.
Three principal species of this bark are known in com-

merce, vis., the pale, the red, and the yellow Peruvian bark.

The first of these, the original cinchona of Peru, is now be-

come scarce. It is the produce of the cineh&ia lancifolia,

anil is imported in chests, each containing 200lba. weight

and carefully covered with skins. It comes in quilled pieces

from eight to ten inches Ionp. snd of various thicknesses.

Internally the colour is of a pale fawn or cinnamon hue, but

when moistened the bark assumes a pale orange colour. It

Vol. HI.—3 N
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U DMrly odourless when dry, bat U Tory sensibly aromatic

wIilIs under the process of decoction.

Red Urk is Uksn from the cimckonm •bhngifolia, which

it found growing on the Andes. It is imported in various-

*uwd piece* parked in chests, containing each from 100 to

1 40 lb*. lu colour i* that of a reddish brawn : its taste is

not so bitter as that of the pale variety, but greatly more
astringent.

Yellow Peruvian bark was first brought into use in Rug-
Isnd about the year 1700 : it is obtained from the cinrkuna

cordi/nlia, which grows at Quito and 8anta ft. This variety

is imported in pieces, some quilled and others flat, of from

eight to ten inches in length, packed in cheats containing

from 00 to 100 lbs. each. The colour approaches to that of

an orange ; it gives out, in decoction, an odour very similsr

to that of pale bark ; its taste is more bitter, but it is not

astringent. Its goodness is judged of by the colour. If it

lose* it* orange tint, and lake* that of pale yellow, it is not

so valuable, and it is still worse when of a dark colour, be-

tween red and yellow.

It is said that the native Indians were unacquainted with

the medicinal virtues of this bark, and that it* efficacy in

cases of fever was accidentally discovered by the Jesuits,

whence the name, by which it u very generally known, of

Jesuits' bark. It was first brought to Europe in 1434, but
more than half a century elapsed thereafter before its use
became at all extensive in this quarter of the world. Hum-
boldt states that from li.000 to 14,000 quintals, or cwt*_ are
annually exported from Peru. The quantities imported into

tht* kingdom in 1*3* and 1 8.13 were .136,998 and 2Jt, 76 7 lbs.

respectively, but nearly the whole was re-exported to oilier

parts of Europe, the quantity retained for consumption in

the two years having been only 40,623 lbs. It pays a duty,

on importation, of Isf. per lb.

(Thomson's Syrtem of Chmmutty ; library of KnJrr-
tarmng Knowledge, VtgttabU Subriancm, vols. L and ui.

;

Govrmwmi Statutieal Tabim.)
BARK. PERUVIAN, MEDICAL USES OP. [8ee

Cinchoma.]
BA REAL. JEBBL BARKAL. • remarkable sandctone-

ror-k in Nubia, which stands isolated about • mile from the
right bank ofthe Nile, near the village of Merawe, and in the
dutrirt of the Sheykia Arabs, whirh now forms part of the
government of Dongola under the Pacha of Egypt Bark*

I

la in 18° 31' N. lat., and 31° 4«' E. long. The rock rwes
abruptly on all aides, and quite perpendicularly on the rid*

towards the river, to the height of nearly 400 feet, forming
a wide plateau at the summit. Its circumference at the

base ia about twenty-five minutes' walk. It is evident, from
the remains of several great temple* si the foot of it, that it

waa a spot devoted tot very remote times to religious riles.

The temples, which are five or six in number, lie between
the mountain and the river. The most remarkable are the
one railed the Typhonium, and the Great Temple. The
Typhonium. the test preserved of all, was dedicated to

T) pbon, or the evil genius, as appears from several figure*

of Typbon (till remaining. The temple i* 108 feet in

length ; its entrance feces the 8.8.B. The fore-part of the
temple is a regular construction ; and the further or inner
•art is excavated in the rock itself. In the first hall, or
vestibule, are sight prllar* with figures of Typbon. four on
each aide, forming the central avenue, or aisle, leading to a
second chamber, which was covered by a stone roof *up-
ported by eight pillars with lei* headed capitals. The pillars

•re 3f feet in diameter and 1 6 faet high. The natives assured
Ruppel that the roof bad fallen in ordytwenty-flve yean
before, in wneiwawutu ofan earthquake. The third chamber,
or cells, as well as the sanctuary beyond it. and also two
lateral chambers, are excavated hi the rock. Two more
Trpfion column* eawwrt the reef of the eella. The walk
are adorned with hiei ugtyphks and figure* of god* and
king* in high relief ; among which those of lata, Amman,
Apia. Horn*, and Mendea. are distinguishable. Several of
the nlievos, however, have been defaced.

j

The Great Temple, which is one of the largest monu-
ment* in Nubia, he* north-east of the Typhonium. and i» at

some distance from the rock ; to is likewise divided into halls

or chamber*, and was entirely a waistrmted edifice, but the i

walh are now a heap of rum*, and the bases and fragment*
j

only of it* seventy-eight piHan are dnwerniMe. Two enor-
mous prop la. earb 6} French feet long and nearly 40

'

feet in thickness, form the front of the tempi* : the entrance
between the* is I S feet w**V The first, or outer !<att, m

fptUare

1 31 feet long and somewhat leas in width ; the
are seven feet thick. This ball, wbsah was
several large pillars, was divided from taw

by propyls 31 bet thick, between which ia the
feet wide. The second hail h 14a feet kaag
wide. It had at the fsrthest end, leads**

toary, a portico consisting ofthree rears of

a stone roof; the whole ia new fallen ta tl

Only one of the pillars was standing whew Mr.
ton visited Barkal : it was U feet • inataaa to* la

and waa composed of sixteen pieces of atone That
chamber ia »3 feet long sud 41 feet wide, and it

rated by partition walls from two lateral

smaller dimensions. The middle chamber baa tsaa

five pillars each, with as many soulptured

one between each two pillars, and which Ra\*w*4
to have been votive altars, A pamage t J feat «
the others in a line with the outer entranee of
leads from this chamber into the next, list M
and stands, like the preceding, bet*

hers. At the fsrthest end. feeing the i

of grey granite, four feet nine townee eqi

sides are beautifully sculptured, tl

places. Of the two lateral chambers, one 1

with its small vestibule and sanctuary ;

western one, seems to have been totally

from the remainder ofthe temple, the only

«

by a pamage through the exterior weJL
this passage stands an altar of ft ijt isane, i

the sides have baa relief*, top resenting slaves at* beam i

with hands and feet tied, and
Two vultures are behind them, as if <

bodies. These are indications of

once in practice here. Within the i

square block of polished granite 7 feet I* I

and sculptured with hieroglyphics. On fib*

holes are seen, in which probably the ataasse at*

deity was fixed. At the farthest ead ofthe central awaa
or sanctuary, and behind the granrat
opening which lead* into a *uot*ss ion of <

chamber*, of different sixes, and coma
other. These formed the farthest extremity of I

the whole, length of whirh is nearly 400 fas*.

Ruppel. in a line S.B. by 8. end N.W. by N- was
being to the 8.E. It is remarkable that the t

looking towards the N.B.. are thicker

opposite side. Both Runnel and
plan* of this temple, but their respective ataswexasna* of )

dimensions differ in several perurwtar*

Mr. Waddington, however, acknowledges fbeu be g
ground-plan with souse dinVtonca, owing as nW
condition of the building.

Near the Typhonium and the Great TawseaV
remsins of several other least**, and of i

made of bnrk. fragment* of the lower waTi of
seen about two feet above the ground, nufaca IW
entrance of this building, two fine Imm a/ red

found reclining at full length and leaking avwwrd* <

They sro about seven feet in length. One of la
broken into several piece* when first seen as II

A Sarratir* if Ik* BrpmtitHm to Doaaraaa swaf ,

J. Murray. London, ion.)
TIm?M tVO ttOfM wf#ffO t

Prodhoe, in U3t. and they new He at

now Egyptian Room in the British [

is s flesh-coloured granite ; and the <

high degree of merit, though one of the i

to the other. Both of the bona are in a i

one tying on hi* right side and the other en One t

are hieroglyphics and cartoweh*
name*, on both of the figwrea.

At a quarter of an hour's

and both to the N.W. end 8.W. of tt. are tw*>

•mall pyramid*, of various anwa, many of ah*** a*
sanation. The largest of these whirh are easasi

40 feet high. Revaral of them have i

attached to one aide, with an outer dear i

walled up. trading apparentW into the i

The interior wall* of Ihe** temple* sea
hieroglyphic* and representation* af i

rone* of the lemptr* are fiat, bet on* afthem e>t

n a remarkable wngwtanty. as Itov all I

mm age. Than are pa iBa*4 i
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Mr km form*! part of the Necropolis of Napata, the
antient Ethiopian city which tome suppose to have itood

Dear this place. With regard to the great temple*, Rilpnel
ascribes most ofthem to the ago of Ethiopian greatness, after

that nation bad conquered Egjpt, or about the eighth
century before Christ These ruins remained unknown to

Europeans till 1820, when the expedition of Isrnayl Pacha
penetrated into Dongola and Seminar. The first European
traveller who visited them was Mr. Waddington ; he was
fallowed by Cailliaud in 1821 ; and Cailliaud was followed
by Dr. Ruppcl in 1824-3, who has given a very minute
description of them, from which the above details are mainly
taken.

( Waddington's and Hanbury's Vitit to Ethiopia; Cail-
liaud, Voyage d Merot ; Riippcl, Reiten in Xubien, Kor-
d'jfitn, undPitraitchtn Arabirn.)

BARKING, a market-town in the county of Essex, about
eight miles east of London. It lies in the hundred of
Bccontree. in a parish also called Barking, the circumference of
w hich is about thirty miles : this parish contains 1 0,1 70 acres,

ofwhich 7830 is cultivated land, and about 1500 belonging to

Hainault Forest which includes within its limits the well-

known Fairlop Oak ; under the shade of which a fair is held
on the first Friday in July. 1 lie name of tlio place is written
Bertching, Btreking, Berktrng. in old records ; and some
antiquarians derive it from BurgA-ing—' The fortification in

the meadow.' Soma considerable entrenchments are still

visible in the fields about a quarter of a mile north ofthe pre-

sent town. The origin of the town is not distinctly ascer-

tained; but the consequence which it ultimately acquired
was certainly owing to its celebrated Abbey, the founding and
subsequent establishment of which attracted an increasing

population. This abbey, originally dedicated to the Virgin
Mary, is said to have been the richest nunnery and the
oldest foundation in England; but this is an error, as
Folkestone nunnery in Kent was founded many years before

:

and both Shaftesbury and Syon nunneries were possessed
of larger revenues. Barking Abbey was founded about the
year 677, in the reigns ofSeboa and Bishere, kings ofthe East
Satons, by St Brkenwald, bishop of London, at the instance

of his sister Etbelburga. who was appointed the first abbess.

This lady and several o? the following abbesses were canonized
after death. In 870 the abbey was burnt to the ground by
the Danes, and the nun* were killed or dispersed. Being
within the territories ceded by Alfred to Godrun, the
Danish king, it lay desolate until the middle of the tenth
century, when it was rebuilt and restored to all its former
splendour by King Edgar, the great founder and restorer

of religious bouses. Some histosjans state, that at the
Norman conquest the Conqueror retired to this abbey soon
after his arrival in England, and remained there until

the completion of the fortress which be had begun in

London. In subsequent timos the government of the
abbey was sometimes aasumed by the queens of England ;

and a natural daughter of a king or prince of the blood is

occasionally found occupying the office of abbes*. In 1377
the convent petitioned to be excused from contributing an
•id to the king at the time of a threatened invasion, on
account of the expenses which they had been obliged to incur

in repairing the great damages occasioned by a terrible inun-
dation which in the preceding year had broken down the
bank* of the Thames at Dagenham ; a similar statement was
often made at subsequent periods: and in 1410 it is stated

that the revenues of the convent were so much impaired, in

consequence of the expenditure made necessary by inun-

dations, that none of the ladies had more than fourteen

shillings a-> ear for clothes and necessaries.

A considerable extent of ground called the Level, near the

Thames, lies very low, so that in high tides the water is higher

than this land, and would overflow it if not kept out by em-
bankments. It is not easy to learn when an embankment was
originally formed ; but it appears that the Abbess of Barking
was obliged to keep it up, and in order to assist her in perform-

ing the duly, she was privileged to cart wood from the forest,

by the tenants of Barking and Dagenham. for the repair of

the breaches of lite embankment. In 1 707 a breach was

made by a high tide, which occasioned the loss of 1000

meres of rich land, and a sand-bank was formed at the

mouth of the breach which reached almost half-way across

the river, and was nearly • mile in length. The pro-

prietors spent more than the land was worth in endea-

vouring W recover it, and then applied to parliament, which

took up the matter as a public concern ; and after the failure

of another parry in the attempt, a Captain Pent engaged
to close the breach, make good the embankments, and re-
move the sandbank, for the sum of 23.000/. He completed
this engagement at the end of five years, bat at an expense
of IJ.Ouo/. beyond his estimate, which was. however, after-

wards made good to him by parliament. The whole bank
is now kept in a very complete state of repair under the
superintendence of commissioners. The bank is from eight
to fourteen feet in height, and a path extends along the top

for the whole distance.

The nuns of Barking were of the Benedictine order. The
abbess was appointed by the king until about the year 1200.
when, by the interference of the Pope, the election was
vested in the convent, and confirmed by the royal authority.

The, abbess of Barking was ono of the four who were
baronesses in right of their station ; for being possessed of

thirteen knight s fees and a half, she held her land* of the
king as a barony ; and though her sex prevented her from
having a seat in parliament or attending the king in the
wars, yet she always furnished her quota of men and had
precedence over other abbesses. In her convent she lived

in great state: her household consisted of chaplains, an
esquire, gentlemen, gentlewomen, yeomen, grooms, a clerk

a yeoman-cook, a groom-cook, a pudding-wife, ffcc The
last abbess was Dorothy Barley, who had a pension of

133/. 6*. 8o*. per annum settled on her when the convent
was surrendered to Henry VIII. in 1339: smaller pensions
were also given to the nuns, then thirty in number. At
that time their possessions were valued at the sum of
1084/. 6*. H<L, aeeordingto Speed, or 862/. 12/. Via*.,

according to Dugdulc. The manor of Barking, which
seems to nave formed part of the original endowment of the
abbey, remained with the crown from the dissolution until

1628, when Charles I. sold it to Sir Thomas Kanshawc for

2000/., reserving to the crown a fee-farm rent of 160/., which
is now payable to the Earl of Sandwich. The abbey-
church and conventual buildings occupied an extensive

plot of ground ; but scarcely any remains are now standing.

The site of the former is just without the north wall of the

present churchyard.
Barking ha* considerably declined In consequence of the

suppression of the abbey. It is situated on the Roding,
about two mile* north of the Thames. The river, which is

ide, and receive* the tide from the Thames as far as the
town, is commonly called Barking Creek. It narrows very

much immediately above the town, but baa been made
navigable for small craft as far as Ilford. The inha-

bitants consist chiefly of fishermen and of persons em-
ployed in conveying coals and timber from the Thame*
to the different towns in the district A considerable

number also find employment in conveying to the London
market the potatoes and vegetable* which the vicinity

produces in abundance. The town has a free-school, a

market-house, and a spacious and convenient workhouse,

erected in 1 787, under the authority of an act of parliament.

The church, dedicated to St Margaret, formerly belonged

to the abbey, and contains some curious monuments : th<

living is a vicarage in the diocese of London ; the college ol

All Souls, Oxford, is patron. Two chapels, the one at Ilford

and the other at Epping Forest, are annexed to the vicarage.

The parish is divided into four wards, each with its separate

officers. Barking-town ward has two churchwardens (one

appointed by the vicar and the other by the parish) and an
overseer. The lord of the manor holds a court every three

weeks, in which causes of trespass and debt under forty

shillings are tried. The population of the parish «as 803G

in 1831 ; and that of the town 3404, of whom 1765 were

females.

(Lvsons' Environt of London, vol. iv. ; Morant's Hit-

tory and Antiuuitia ofEitex ; Dugdole's ifonathcon.^-c.)

BARKYVAY. an antient village of Hertfordshire, in the

hundred of Edwinstree. 34 miles north of London, and

3 miles south of Royston. It stands on a bill, and on the

principal road from London to the counties of Cambridge.

Norfolk, and Suffolk, to which circumstance it is chiefly

indebted for its prosperity, as it possesses but little trade.

Norden says, that be bad seen the place termed, in antient

records, Bergwant, which signifies in Saxon ' a way over

the bill.' At the time of the Conquest tho land* at this

place were divided among four great fords into as many
manors, and afterwards tnto eight manors. Barkway is

called a * town * by old writers ; and it was privileged by

Edward I. to have a market on Thursday, and an annual

3 N 9
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foh- for six days. In 1599. tathereignof Elbnd>stb,atJwnt

Ire destroyed nearly all the bourn. On their re-erection,

the market was altered to Friday, and was subsequently

discontinued in eonaeqnenee of iu proximity to Rojrston.

Barkway ii at present a large and populous Tillage, con-

sisting chiefly of one long street, which contains several

good Inns. The church is a handsome and spacious

building, containing some fine old monuments, with (rag-

Bents of painted glass in the windows, forming part of a

aeries descriptive of the creation. The tiring, which is a
vicarage in the diocese of London, is valued in the king's

books at \3L 13*. *<L per annum. The population of the

parish, which also includes the hamlet of Nuthamstead, is

1 1 08, of whom 54* are females.

(Norden's Sptrulum Britanmtr. 1593 ; Chauneey's Hit-

torical Antiquitie* of Hert/ordihirt ; Clutlerbuck'a Hit-
tory and Antiquitiet of Hertford/hire. dV)
BARLAAM. This person would be of very little conse-

quence, but for the fact that he is nearly the last of those

who wrote in Greek on mathematics, and that his work
is a curious illustration of the arithmetic which preceded
the introduction of algebra and the Indian notation. Hii
life, such as it is, is a commentary on the slate of science

during the fourteenth century. The account* given of him
vary greatly : the parts ofthis article which follow in brackets

are abridged from the Bioqraphte Univerteile.

(Bernard of Seminars in Calabria waa born about the
end of the thirteenth century. He took the vows as a mem-
ber of the order of 8t Basil, and the name of Bariaam, at an
early age.]

Boceacio, the novelist, who died about 1376, calls him a
contemporary. [He went into .rEtolia, and thence to 8alonica,

to study Greek, that be might read the works of Aristotle.

In 1327 be went to Constantinople, and obtained the favour
of the Emperor Andronicus the younger and his favourite,

John Cantacuaenns, who obtained for him an abbey. He
had previously adopted the tenets of the Eastern Church-
He entered into controversy with Nicephorus Gregoraa, by
whom be was beaten, and then retired in disgust to Salon ica.

On the occasion of Pope John XXII. sending legates to
Constantinople to treat for the re-union of the churches,
Bariaam emerged from his retirement, and violently op-
posed the measure.] Moreri and others assert that Bar-
iaam waa sent to Benedict XII. (John's successor) to pro-
mole the above-mentioned object This, if given out at all.

was a pretext, for [Bariaam was sent to Italy in 1339. to
endeavour secretly to procure assistance against the Turks
and Bulgarians. In 1340 he returned to Constantinople,
and resumed an old discussion with the monks of Mount
Athoa (and particularly with one of them, George Palamas),
who asserted that the light seen on Mount Tabor during
the transfiguration of Christ was a part of the uncreated
essence of God. Bariaam denied it ; and this controversy
waa carried to such a height that both parties demanded a
council of the emperor, who convoked it accordingly,
June II, 1341. The monks of Atnos got the better of the
argument; and Bariaam. by advice of Cantacuaenns, gave
in. and sought a reconciliation, which was effected.] Several
accounts (from Cave, Hut. Lit.) state that he withdrew
from Constantinople, and was eicommoiucaled by the coun-
cil. (He returned to Italy, and to the doctrines of the
Western Church, and was by Clement VI. promoted to
the bishopric of Gerari. It is said that be was Petrarch s
instructor in Greek. He died probably about 1348.]
The works of Bariaam are theological and mathematical

The former are as follows :— 1. Da Pnncipatu Paper, printed
in GoUlastus, Monorchia S. Bom. Imp, Hsnover, 1614 (La-
tin only) ; also printed at Oxford, 159*. and by Salma«iue,
La) den. 1645 (Greek and Latin); 3. Opmtcula. printed in
the Bibliotheca max. rat. Patrum, Lsvden, 1877 trot xxvi

p 4) : X Evtil'tle* ad Oram* dt Union*, fee in Henry
Cani.iut, Th**aurut Monummtorum, fee, Antwerp, 1 7*5
(vol. iv p. 361). The same work and volume contains,
4. EOunx Mcundum Simon, M. VI. C. (Latin), in two
books: (5. Orattant*. in Barotitis, EerU*. year 1339,
4 xxv.] There are various other scattered pieces ; in pnr-
Urular, one on the proper time of celebrating Easter.
The mathematical work of Bariaam consists entirely of

arithmetic and arithmetical geometry, then called Lagithc
It it vnttrn in Greek, in six books, and called tmaXmrnmat
rr* Umtmx'i A-ywrn^ ACU, J(^ tterierere nswiAsu/*,.
The Aral book it un the addition and aubtrartion of frac-
tions

; the second on theu multiplication and division ; the

third on the multiplication and division of

the fourth on operations with surfaces and I

of numbers ; the Ifth on ratios, the sixth en nu
Delambre has reviewed the third book. Hut.
v. i. p. 3)0. It altogether gives us but a

*rj*t

science of the age, and justifies Delambre's

Bariaam must have bad more leisure than mawnuity.

There have been two ediUone of this work : das
(Greek and Latin) by Dasypodius [see Acrotvcvs^ !

burg. 1571. The history of the second is rather cartas

we consider how conversant the learned of thai new (e

to the universality of the language they wrote) 1

the labours of each other. Henry 8avile, the i

PrafUetione* in Euctidtm, and founder of the

Professorships at Oxford, found a Greek MS. of

in bis travels, and not being aware that it waa
known, copied it and sent it to bit friend. John '

Fellow of Eton, who, equally ignorant that the

already printed, published it with a Latin

srbolis at I'sris, in 1600. He added a dedkatssa to Qwaae
Elizabeth, and a preface, in both of which be spake m
freely of the exploits and foreign policy of Bngfauad <«sw-

cifying, by a sufficiently obvious implication, that the pass,

the king of France, and the devil ware in Uagaai. that

the French government commanded an aiaesu a at* the

passages mentioned ; but (which is remarkable) snaWaad a*

guniahment on the editor, who waa allowed to embark far

ngtand. and who secretly brought with bias assne at fist

copies. We learn these farts from an Admamtt* ad L*r-

tortin in the copies aforesaid, in which the worthy estoar.

though be has put brackets to the aoppreoeod peeaagea. ten
much wonders what offence be could have given, the* * orxn-

rrl Centura Colombo*.'

Bariaam ia said to have written a work on right tajU
triangles; and there is in the catalogue of D» Thins
library the title of a work of bis as follows : Anthmtftem XV
monttratio torum quat Euctidet libro ii. im ktmtu <

itravit (no date or place).

Boceacio, above mentioned, wrote a work on the 1

gods, in which it is probable (Voesius eV Hitt. last, as warns

Boecaciu*) that most of what relates to the Greeks st en cat

authority of Bariaam. Boceacio speaks as fuHni :— • He
was a man feeble in body, but very great in iraanm. and at

profound in Greek learning, that he had last erttdtammt

(vrivilegia) of emperors and princes, snd teamed men at

that country, testifying that neither in these tuaaa. nsr as

many preceding ages, bad there been a man of ae grans ami
excellent knowledge. Should I not therefore treat kwa
matters relating to the Greeks?'

RicaoU,
Bariaam. the first a Calabrian. friend of Petrarch, and ma-
thematician ; the second, btsbop of Gcraei. wise wrest sa

fatout of the union with the Greek Church. The it*, to
places A.D. 1330, the second 1303. He does net oat ant

authority, but we are not wholly indisposed to botsees earn
The followers of Bariaam formed a sect (kwtwtsr at Ckt

Eastern, orthodox in the Western, Chattels) taJUd hW
laamitea, or Aeindynites, from Aondynaa, a Green, asanas,

who sided with Bariaam. These two were asm eaaswnsssst

in a dispute with others about the djstnsetton to be dswats
between the essence snd operations of the Detty.

BARLvS-US. CA8PAR VAN BABBLE, was nan at

Antwerp in 1584. His father, who was the town isnrwatss

of Antwerp, left it when it was taken by the flpaaasisV sssat

settled in Holland. Caspar studied thaetogj st LrvsWts. ami.

afterwards took orders. In 1619 be was asede lai issues
of the Colleee of Theology at Leyden; sod us KIT f r
of logic in that University. Having taken the fain sa* she
Arminiane against the Gosnarista, be was dsssaataaal weas
his situation in 1619 ; and he then applied to the senate W
medicine, in which he received bis doctor's degree at las
in Normandy. In 1631 he waa made area, star of

i

pby and ebKtnenco in the newly-eetabbahod I'a
' Amsterdam, wbrre bia lectures were gtwaUy i

I
died at Amsterdam in 1648. He wrote a nsunnar W »»W

' cbtedy in Latin : among others, several paoaspmskl mm
in praise of the great tarn of hat Hate. Gwatoraa, R.
Ism. Van Trump, and others; several pis . |sm>

' 8vo. Amsterdam. 1445; an mtorwsting aisles i «sf

under the administration of Maurtrw. Ceentt ef Nsaaa
the followiog Utle : Ames par Ortnaaastsa sa AV.
alibi anspsr gntmrum nth Prajftetmra J.

.

Cmmtta,U&orim, fat Asnatardajn. 1847.
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pom seed partly by the Dutch and partly by the Portuguese.
Barhwu* give* many interesting detaila about that country
and ita aborigine*, a* well aa about tho event* of the war
carried on there between the Dutch and the Spaniard*.

Portugal and ita colonies being at that time subject to tbe
crown of Spain. The book ia adorned with numerous map*
and view* of various part* of Brazil. Among hi* Latin

poem* it one called Britannia Triumphant, written on the
aeration of Charlea I. to the throne. BarUous'* Dutch
poem* arc lea* known, having never been collected together,

but they are Mid to be written in an easy and pure tiyle,

and to contain many Boo conception*. Hi* EputoUg wore
published after hi* death, two vols. 8vo. Am*tenlam, 1667.

Of hi* controversial writing* wo may mention the Antipute-
anut. 4 to. 16.13; and the Lettrei de I'icquefort, arxr let

Rfponitt de BarUe. in Latin and French. According to the
then prevailing fashion among tbe learned, he latinised bi*

name, Baerle, into Barlasus.

BARLE'RIA,* genus of plants belonging to the natural
order Aeanthaettr and characterised at first sight by the
tpiny processes of its bracts, by the large size of the upper
and lower sepals, jnd by its funnel-shaped corolla, which is

often so twisted that the upper segment becomes lowest.

The species are native* of various parts of the East Indies : a
few of them have been introduced to our garden*, of which
Barlcria lupuiina, with ita large bracts resembling hops,

ami B. Prionitit, a common swamp plant in Java, are the
mo 1 remarkable. They all require to be cultivated in a
hot-house, and are propagated readily by cutting*.

BARLETTA. a town in the province of Buri in the
kingdom of the Two Sicilies, situated on the coast of the
Adriatic Sea. 43 railos E.S.E. of Foggia, and 113 E.N.E. of
Naples, in 41" '20' N. lat and 16' 18' E. long. Tbe town
ia well built, and the streets are wide and well paved. '1 he
harbour is protected by a mole and by a small island, on
which the light-house it built ; it is only frequented by ves-

sels of small burden, not having depth enough for larger

ships. Barletta carries on a considerable trade with the
other porta of the Adriatic ; and here most of the corn, wine,
wool, salt, lamb and kid-skins, and other produce of Puglia,
arc embarked for exportation. The country around is well

cultivated, especially on the side towards Bari, and inter-

spersed with neat casinos. The climate ia extremely mild
in winter, but ia considered rather unhealthy during part

of tbe summer, owing to the great marshes of Salpi on the
left bank of the river Ofanto, which enters the sea three

miles N.W. of Barletta. In one of the principal streets,

near tbe church of St. Stephen, is a colossal bronse statue,

17 feet high, and of rude workmanship, said to be that
of the Emperor Heraclius. Barletta does not seem to

have been a place of any importance until after tbe
Norman Conquest. Frederic II. of Suabia granted it some
pnrilexcs, and bi* son Manfred resided for tome time at

Barletta, while be was directing the building of tbe new
town of Manfredonin. Ferdinand I. of Aragon was crowned
here. After the invasion of the kingdom by the French and
the Spaniards in ISO l. the conquerors quarrelled about the
division of tbe spoil, nit 1 tbe French being more numerous
than the Spaniards, Gonzalo of Cordova, who commanded
tbe latter, was obliged to shut himself up in Barletta, whr.-a

he was besieged, or rather blockaded, by the French under
the Duke de Nemours. Tbe Spaniards, having received

reinforcements from Sicily, attacked tbe French, who were
defeated in two battles, one at Seminara, 2 1st April. Ii"t.

and the other, on the 28th of the same month, at Cerisnola
in tbe plains of Puglia, in which last Gonzalo commanded
in person, and the Duke do Nemours was killed with 3000
of hit men, after which tbe French evacuated the whole
kingdom. During the siege of Barletta, tbe celebrated
challenge took place between thirteen Italians, who be
longed to tbe corps of Proapero and Fobrizio Colonna, which
CTvcd with Gonzalo at Barletta, Mid thirteen Frenchmen
from fie besieging army- Some expressions derogatory to

the Italian character which were uttered by a French knight
occajiioncd the challenge. They (ought, 16th of February,

1 Ju3. in a field near Quarato, half-way between Barletta and
tho French camp, and according to all the rules of chivalry.

The famous Bayard and Prospero Colonna were the umpires.
The result was. that the French champion* were unhorsed
and wounded, and one of them, a Piedmontese by birth, was
killed. The others surrendered aa prisoner*, until they paid

a ransom of 100 ducat* in gold each, ax it bad been pre'

viously stipulated. This curious event, although related by

Damiani, with all the particular* ofUse corretpoodeoce before
the fight, tbe names of the champions. fcc in a book printed
at Naples in the same year. 1 503. and celebrated in a poem
by Vida, who was also a contemporary, was overlooked, or at
least disfigured by subsequent historian*, until of late years,
when the original narrative was found and reproduced by
Bossi, Ittoria d Italia, Appendix to vol xvii„ as well as t)w
MS. of Vida's poem, which was published under the title of
M. H. Vidat, XIII. Pugilum Certamrn, Milan, 1818. It

has also furnished the subject of an historical novel called
Ettore Fitramotca, o la Ditfida dt Barletta, Milan, 1833.
Tbe cathedral of Barletta is a Gothic building, with a high
steeple ; the interior presents nothing striking, except some
antient granite pillars brought from Canoes. Barletta ia

surrounded by an old wall, and has a citadel which com-
mands the harbour. Tbe population i* reckoned at above
18.000 inhabitant*. It is a thriving place, and one of tbe
most pleasant provincial towns of the kingdom. It is fre-

quented by Dalmatian traders, who cross tbe Adriatic in
their small vessels.

BARLEY is a grain too generally known to require a
minute description. It is readily distinguished from other
grain by its pointed extremities, and by the rough appear-
ance of its outer skin, which is the corolla of the flower
closely enveloping the seed, and. in most varieties, adhering
strongly to it.

Bo'anists place barley in the family of the Qraminete,
and Linnara* has classed it in the second order of bi* third
doss (Triandria digynia), having three stamina and two
st\ let in the flower. For its botanical characters, tee Hop •

DEUM.
Barley, according to the moat antient authors, formed a

principal part of the food of man in the early age*, and
continues to do so at this day. in many countries where the
progress of agriculture and the increase of wealth have not
yet enabled the inhabitants to exchange the coarser barley
loaves for the more palatable and nutritious wheaten bread,
and where the toil it not well adapted to rye, or the climato
to maize.

Of all the cultivated grains, barley is perhaps that which
comes to perfection in the greatest variety of climate*, and
is consequently found over tbe greatest extent of the habit-
able world. It bears the beat and drought of tropical re-

gions and ripens in the short summers of those which verge
on tho frigid zone. In genial climates, such as Egypt, Bar-
bary, and the south of Spain, two crops of barley may be
reaped in the tame year, one in spring from seed sown tbe
preceding autumn, and one in autumn from a spring sowing.
This explains a passage in Exodus (ix. 31), where the effort

of the hail is mentioned which desolated Egypt, in conse-
3uenee of the refusal of Pharaoh to let the children of Israel

epart :
' The flax and the barley were smitten, for tbe bar-

ley was in the ear, and tbe flax was boiled ; but tbe wheat
and the rye were not smitten, for they were not come up.'

Commentators agree that ibis event happened in tbe month
of March ; tbe first crop of barley was therefore nearly ripe,

and the (lax ready to pull : but tie wheat and tbe rye sown
in spring were not yet sufficiently advanced in growth to be
injured by the hail.

Agricultural writer* in general have distinguished the
different species of barley, either from tbe time of sowing
them, into winter barley and spring barley, or, from the
number of row* of grains in the ears, into six-rowed, four-
rowed, and two-rowed, or flat barley. Another distinction

may be made between those which have the corolla strongly
adhering to the seed, and those in which it separates from
it, leaving the seed naked, from which circumstance these
are called naked barley*. Without entering into any dis-

cussion whether these differences are lufflcicut to constitute

distinct species, or are to be considered as varieties pro-

duced by climate, soil, or cultivation, we shall only observe

that those kinds which are hardier, and will bear the winters

of our climate, may also with success be sown in spring, as

is tbe case with the Scotch bere or bigg. There seem, in

fact, to be only two very distinct species of barley generally

cultivated • one which produces three perfect flower*, and
as many seeds united at the base, at each joint of tbe
raehit, or middle of the ear, alternately on each side (Jig. 1 1,

and another, in which the middle flowret is perfect, and the
two other* barren, forming a Hat car, with only one row of

grain* on each ride, a* our common spring barley (Jig. 2).

The first species has sometimes the middle flowret small or

, abortive, and consequently only four rows of grains, giving
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extremely multiplied and diffused through the country. Some
eminent maltster* and brewers have declared, that it con-
tains more saccharine matter than any oilier sort ; and the
trials hitherto made have convinced many agriculturists

that it is not only heavier in the (Tram, but al?<> more pro-

ductive. In 1832 Mr. Coke of Norfolk, who is always fore-

most in all agricultural experiments and improvements,
sowed a considerable portion of land with this barlev, and
the result is said to have been perfectly satisfactory. In the
year 1833 the writer of this article sowed two acres of Che-
valier barley in the same Held with some of the best of the
common barley. The soil waa poor light sand, but in Bond
order and tery dean. The produce of the whole was nearly
tbe same, four quarters per acre, but the Chevalier barley
weighed 37 lb*, per bushel, while the common weighed only
52. This ,{ives the farmer an advantage of nearly ten per
cent The sample waa very fine, and the whole that be
could spare was eagerly purchased by his neighbours for seed
at bis own price. It is ions in the ear and very plump, and
the plants tiller* so much, that halfa bushel may be saved per
•ere in the seed. This is probably owing to it* grain* being
all perfect, and vegetating rapidly. The straw, like that of
the other long-eared barley*, appear* weak in proportion to
the ear; it is said also to be harder, and not so palatable to
cattle. These Vrs circumstance* which experience alone
can ascertain. That hitherto it has a decided superiority
over the common sorts, no one who baa tried it fairly in
well-prepared land seems to deny ; but unless great care be
taken in cultivating picked parcels for seed, selecting the
flneat ear* and plumpest grain, it will probably share the
fate of its predecessors—degenerate, and lose its reputation.
Might not the cultivation of the various kinds of grain pur-
posely for seed be more generally practised, and form a dis-

tinct branch of agriculture ? And would not this be well
adapted to small occupier* and cottagers, who may have
had allotment* of land given or let to them, to enablo them
to live by their own labour and industry, without parochial
aid? Tnu* the good qualities of anv grain might be per-

petuated, new varieties might be produced, and the defect*

• A stoat taU umm »Wa II anise** tmmi saaat mm tk> cbwb of
lto*Bai^fca)at*tesaa*mefsWsaiL

uorreeted by cultivation, as is toe case with horowultural
p*intt

The Sprat or Battledore Barley (/#.<), also called Putney
Barley, from having bean once extensively cultivated i

Pig <•

iSprat (or BatUedon) ftulry]

that place, is in much esteem in Germany. It is the Hor-
tkum Ztocriton ; also called German rice, or tic* barley, not
from any resemblance it bears to rice, but because, when
deprived of its skin and made into pot barley, it swells by
boiling, and make* a good substitute for rice in broths and
puddings. It is not much cultivated in England at present,

but it is hardy and productive, and grows well in stronger
soils, especially the marly, and is well worth tbe attention of
experimental agriculturist*. It certainly was once in good
repute in this country, and may suit particular soils and
situations.

All kinds of barley require nearly the same soil, and
whether they are sown before winter or in spring, the
ground must be well prepared, and the soil pulverised by
repeated ploughing* and harrow ings, or by the operation

of those instrument* which have been invented for thi*

especial purpose ; in order that tbe fibre* of tbe roots, which
are very minute and delicate, may penetrate the soil easily

in search of nourishment.
The cultivation of all the varieties is nearly the same,

and is beat understood in tbe counties of Essex, Norfolk,
and Suffolk, in which a great quantity of excellent barley

is produced and malted for the London market. In the
light soil*, barley is invariably sown after turnips, which
have been fed off the land by sheep, or been drawn to feed
the cattle in winter in the yard* or stalls, who, by means ofan
abundance of litter, make a vast supply of manure ready for

the next turnip crop. When the land has been properly

prepared for turnips [see Turnips], and well manured,
ana the turnips nave been carefully hoed, so that no weeda
of any kind remain, it is then in the finest stale for barley

a* soon as the turnips arc off. Turnips require a well pul-
verized soil, and so does barley. If the soil is very dry and
light, the sheep folded upon it consolidate the surface by
their treading, and enrich it by their urine and dung. As
soon as a part of tbe field is cleared and tbe hurdle* re-

moved, tbe land is ploughed with a shallow furrow, and
thus tbe sheep and the plough* are often seen in the same
field succeeding each other, that no time may be lust in

turning in and covering tbe dung, which ia very volatile,

and would soon lose much of its qualities by tbe action of
the sun and wind*. This is sufficient preparation for the
seed, which may now be sown or drilled without delay.
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In hawviat wilt, which have become tenacious by"the

winter's num. or on which the •beep have been folded in

wet weather, the toil may not be in a sufficiently divided

state to receive the seed with advantage. In that ease it

must be worked and stirred till a proper tilth is produced :

this is a great loss and hinderanre, by increasing the labour

at the busy time of sowing, but it cannot be avoided ; the

experience and judgment of the cultivator must direct him
as to the best mode of proceeding, ever bearing in mind
that it is an irretrievable error to sow barley on land not

ftMperly pulverised, and that, if it it once One and dry, a

ittle delay in the sowing is of much less importance. It

ran scarcely be too dry on the surface st the lime of sowing,

at least in this climate, and. provided a few showers supply

the moisture necessary to make it vegetate and spring up,

there is no great danger to be apprehended from too dry

weather. Barley has been known to grow and ripen, when
not a single shower refreshed the soil from the day it was
sown to that in which it was reaped.

When the soil is of a strong, compart nature, but fertile

at the same time, and turnips cannot well be fed off the

land, nor taken off in carts, on account of the damage which
would be dono to the soft moist soil in winter, by the tread

of the sheep, or the wheels of the carts, recourse is some-
times had to a long fallow during eighteen months, from
harvest till the second spring, giving the land the benefit of

two winters* frosts, a tillage in autumn, in summer, and in

two springs. Thus the land is perfectly cleaned, and, if

properly managed, quite mellow and fine ; and the barley

sown on such land always produces a crop, not only abundant,

but of the best quality, so that the lines of Virgil in bis

(leorgirt, i. 48, whether literally applicable or not, are veri-

fied in the result:—
1 11U Armnm vail* i—wamM •« iri

Axrioub, U» nba, tU bifora trmtU.

This practice has been alluded to in the article Axablx
I.*nd, and is common in the heavier soils of Essex and
Suffolk. The loss of time by so long a fallow is amply
repaid by the state of the land and the subsequent crops.

It was once the universal custom to sow wheat after a fallow,

and barley after wheat, unless clover was sown with the
wheal, which was the first step to improvement ; but alter

the barley another fallow became necessary. By sowing
barley after the fallow, the land is much more perfectly

cleaned, and the clover sown with the barley is the best pre-

paration for the wheat, which may be succeeded by beans,
and, if these are well manured and properly hoed, another
crop of wheat may be taken before a second fallow is neces-

sary. By comparing the probable produce of the two dif-

ferent rotations, the advantage will be evident in favour of
that which begins with barley.

In some particular canes, however, when a very <lr» au
tumn allows the wheat stubble to be ploughed and* well

cleaned before winter, and several ploughing* and harrow-

ing* ran be given in spring, barley may be town with ad-

vantage after wheat; but then it it seldom advUable to tow
clover and grass seeds with the barley, the land n.-t being
•ufflcienlly free from weeds. But the Tnfnlium incur-

malum, lately introduced from the south of France, if it

should succeed well in our climate, would be admirably

adapted to be sown on the barley stubble : the land being

slightly ploughed or scarified immediately after harvest, and
the teed rolled in. It will grow so rapidly in spring as to

•mother alt seed weeds, and will give a heavy green crop to

be rut for bones and cattle early in May, and excellent

winter fodder if made into bay. [See TairoLiOst Ncab-
*ati>m, and Clotbb.)
The quantity of barley sown formerly was four or five

bushels per arm : but, if the land is duly prepared and the

red good, from two to three bushels it an ample allowance,

especially if sown by the drilling machine, which it alwtit

ought to be : for if the land I* too rough to allow of tlnllinir.

it it scarcely fit to tow barley in, and oats wa ill be a m«rr
advantageous grain.

The proper time for sowing barley ilrprnds much on the

ia>on end the Male of the land. The lx *t practical rule is.

> sow aa soon after the middle of March at the ground it

sowings rosy tomelimct succevd well, but in

cold wet weather often prevails in the end of
id beginning of March, ami thit it by no meant
• young plants of barley. The earl »-town crop*
' in general the beetles!, especially the tort

they require lea* seed, having mere i

time to tiller before the hot weather draws up the eat

There are, however, seasons when the later sown crept
the best ; a good rule is to sow a quirk -growing sort w!

the sowing is unavoidably deferred, and in thai case
seed mutt also be allowed.

The depth at which the teed should be deposited
pends on the nature of the toil and on the season. Wi

! barley need only be slighUy covered, and will tiller i

, ingly in good light soils. The examination of two roots, taw
' of which ( Jig. i) proceeded from a grain dropped oa the ear-

l fare of the soil, and the other (Jig. 6) buned one or twe
1 inches under the surface, clearly shows the difference Is
I the first, the crown (a), from which the stems tiller, has taw

,
teed ttill adhering to it ; in the other they are tefwuwaws tt»

a ttrong tough ligament (r). This forms two dwtxrwt era-

tret, from which the root* spread ; and, in very tight wait

and dry seasons, the roots, springing immediately treat IW
j

teed, are less exposed to be dried up. But in stiff i

teed, buried deep, may have much difficulty in
i

the air not having sufficient access, snd the first i

forms the ligament (c). not being able to paeree the •

' soil above it. As a general rule, a depth of from «aw sad s

(

bslf to three inches, according to the nature of the ted. a
most likely to enable the seed to sprout well, and gne s
sufficient hold of the land by the roots to avoid the deafer
of lodging. It is of consequence that all the seeds be «r-

1 posited at a uniform depth, to ensure their shoots neasg at

,
the same lime : for where some rise earlier and toast Later,

it is impossible to reap the whole in good order ; seats sf

the ears will be too green, while others are sbswstaag tat

seed from being too ripe. This is one reason why eat

drilled crops are, in general, so much more regular as tawr
growth than the broadcast. After sowing barley it Is swrfwl

to pass a light roller over the land, across the sMebes. a*

there are any, to press the earth on the seed, ami prsttat
too great evaporation of the moisture. When the stasia

begin to tiller, another rolling, and in some cases a sbgat
hsrrowing, to loosen the surface and thin owl the piss*
where they grow too close, is very useful. This also w tW
best time to sow clover and grass seeds, if not done with tie

first rolling. Barley it not usually boed. browse tar IsaJ

should be perfectly clear of weeds and their seed*, be*** *

is sown ; but if hoeing is thought necessary to lostrs tat

Fig. t. Fig.y

a t mww«i«r»at—asttav m • •»*> Bwm a*.
• las tea* at • past awl-
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•oil. instead of merefy harrowing it, the riover or prnss-

M«k are towu at the last hoeing. After thu no attention

Pfg• 6. Fig. 6.
'

«. A m( of4rilM buln In • wood m*\.
«.* TWum In • poor tat «&.

i> required to the crop till harvest, unless some docks or

thistles should make their appearance, which must then be
carefully pulled up.

The practice of sowing clover, rye grass, or other seeds,

with the barley, is almost universal, and is considered
aa one of the great modern improvements in agriculture.

There is no doubt a great advantage in having a profitable

and improving crop to succeed the barley, without further
til 1» if* ; and clover prepares the land admirably for wheat.
Still there are some doubts, whether this be profitable in

all cases. There are seasons when the clover materially

injures the barley by its luxuriance ; and, in wet seasons

•t harvest, it is very difficult to dry the straw sufficiently,

mixed as it is with the succulent stems of the clover, or to

prevent its heating in the stack. The clover, as far as the
barley is concerned, may be looked upon as a weed, which,
like all other weeds, must take a part of the nourishment
from the crop, and check its tillering. If the clover is sown
late among toe barley, tbe danger is less. It will not be
able to grow so high as to do much injury, but the fear of
losing toe plant of clover makes most farmers prefer sow-
ing it soon after the barley.

In Flanders, clover is seldom, or never, sown with barley,

but chiefly with rye : but they sow a species of white carrot

instead, in the sandy soils. These push out very little

of tlte green top, but shoot their fibres downwards, which
form the rudiments ofthe carrot. After harvest, the ground
is well-harrowed, and watered with liquid manure. The
carrots, which could scarcely be observed above ground,
soon spring up, and a good crop is secured before winter,

extremely useful for feeding cattle and swine, and greatly

increasing tbe urine of cows and bullocks, the favourite

manure for light soils in that country.

As soon as the ears of the barley begin to droop and
lose their purple hue, acquiring a light straw colour, be-

sure tbe grain is quite hard, it should be reaped. This is

usually done by mowing it with a scythe, having a hoop, or

M appendage called a cradle, fixed to it, so as to lay the

swathe regularly : but where there is a sufficient tuppi) of
labourers, at reasonable wages, it is far more profitable to
have it reaped with the sickle, or, what is better, with the
Haynault tcythe, a short, broad scythe used with one hand,
while a light book is held in tbe other to lay tbe straw r\rn.
so as to be readily tied up into sheaves. A little practice
enables a man to reap twice as much corn in the same tune,
with this instrument as with tbe reaping-hook. Binding into
sheaves is a great advantage ; much less com is shed. » hu h.
in the common method of raking into heaps, often amounts
to more than would fully sow the same extent of land. The
sheaves set up on end are in less danger from the weather,
and when the stack is built, all tbe ears may be laid inward
and much grain saved, which, if on the outside, would «v>n
be the prey of birds : smaller stacks may be made, and the
danger of heating entirely avoided. The stacks should bo
built on frames, supported by stone or cast-iron pillars, with
flat caps on them to keep out vermin ; and. in large stacks,
it is useful to have a kind of open cage in the middle, to
allow the admission of air to the centre. This dries the grain
better than a kiln, and when the stack is properly thatched
with straw, the crop may be considered as safe till it is car-
ried into the barn to be thrashed. [See Haavkst, and
Farm.]

Barley requires care in thrashing, to break off all the
awns close to the grain. A thrashing machine does not
accomplish this perfectly by only once passing tbe straw
through the rollers ; it is consequently usually put through
a second time, especially if it has not been tied into sheaves.
It is often necessary, alter the barley is thraabed. to effect
this by another operation, which is called hummthng, for
which purpose several different kinds of instruments are
used. A simple one consists of a cylinder composed of
small bars of iron, and placed on an axis, which is rolled
backwards and forwards over the grain ; or, where a thrash-
ing machine is used, a plate of iron, perforated like a nutmeg-
grater, is fixed to the inside of the drum in which the
beaters revolve, and tbe awns are effectually broken off by
this rough surface.

The diseases to which barley is subject while growing
•re those which attack all other grain— the smut, tbe burnt
ear, blight, and mildew ; but it is less liable to these than
wheal. The greatest enemy is a wet harvest. It is so apt
to germinate with the least continuance of moisture, that
even before it is reaped, it often exhibits an car in full vege-
tation, every grain having sprouted (tee Jig.). It is then of

[finutm snrauaauoa «f sa sat nf Bntlny-l

little value, and even when this w cheeked by dry weather
or in the kiln, the grain is so impaired as to be fit only to

feed fowls and pig*. A strong plant of clover, by keeping
the wet longer about the barley, often contributes to increase

this evil, as has been hinted before.

The principal use of barley in this country, and wherever
the climate doe* not permit the vine to thrive, and no
wine is made, is to convert it into malt for brewing and
distilling. [See Malt.] The best and heaviest grain is

chosen for this purpose, and, as it must have its germi-
nating power unimpaired, the least discoloration, from rain

or heating in the stack, renders it suspected, and conse-

quently not so saleable . It is, however, still fit for being
ground into meal, for feeding catUe and pigs, when it is not
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used for human food ; or it mar b* made into pot barley bjr

tbcproces* of shelling. [8ee Babliy. Pot and Pearl]
The produce of barter, on land veil prepared, it front <0

to SO bushels, and more, per statute arre, weighing from

45 to it Ibt. per bushel, according to the quality. It it

said to contain 63 per cent of nutritive matter ; wheat con-

taint 79 per cent. A butbel of barley weighing SO Ibt. w ill

therefore contain about 32 lba. of nutriment ; while a buthel
ofwheat weighing 60 lbs. contains 47 Ibt. Good oats weigh-
ing 40 lbs. contain about 24 Dm. of nutritive tubttancc ; to

that the comparative value of wheat, baric), and oatt, in

feeding cattle, may be represented by 47, 32. and 21. the
measure being the same. It is remarkable that, allowing

some addition to wheat, at more general!) u»cd for human
food, these numbers very nearly give the usual proportions

between the prices of those grams. The experiments on
which (hit calculation is founded were carefully made by
Einbof. and confirmed, on a large scale, by Thaer, at hi*

otablithment at MogeUn, the account of the results being
accurately kept.

On all g»HJ loamy soils barley is a more profitable crop
than oatt, and it supposed to exhau»t the wit lets. On
Miff cold clays it does not thrive so well, and there oats are
l» be preferred. In some dittriru, where the best barley is

Rrown, the farmers seldom sow oat*, and many prefer buy ing
em for their own use, with the additional expense of mar-

ket and carriage. In Scotland, and some parts of the north
of England, oatt are in greater request, being the chief food

of the laluuring classes, and preferred by them to barley,

except it be in the form of pot-barley in their broths.

Hurley in its green state, especially the Siberian winter
barley, makes excellent spring food for milch rows, as is

well known to the cow-keepers about London ; it comes in

early, and greatlv increases the milk. It is also very good
for horses, provided it be given sparingly at first, as it

purges them ; but after a little time, when the stomach
becomes accustomed to it, it increases their flesh and condi-
tion wonderfully, and is much more wholesome than the
usual spring physic, as it answer* the purpose of gently
clearing the intestines, without any risk of irritation. For
sheep it is more nourishing than rye. and comes earlier

:

when fed ofT quite close in April, it will spring up again,

and. on good land, produce a fair crop of grain in August,
but in general it is ploughed up as soon aa it is fed off, and
succeeded by spring tares or turnip*.

Barley has always been considered as possessing medi-
cinal virtues ; decoctions of it hare long been used for the
tick, especially in all pulmonary complaint* ; and, with the
addition of some vegetable acid, it is extremely grateful in

fevers, allaying thirst, and giving surb a degree of nourish-
ment as is indispensable, without exciting the circulation.

M. Theodore de Saussure has carefully analyzed the
atbes produced by burning barley and its straw, and we
shall elate this article with the result of bis experiments.
(Kfherrh** Chtmiquet tyr la I'igftattom. Paris, 1804.)
The grain reduced to ashes witk lis ihm gave, out of

100 parts, 18 of ashes, which contused :

—

Pot***
Phosphate of potass

Sulphate of potaa*

Muriate of polaas

Earthy phosphate*
Earthy carbonate*
flUlka

Metallic oxides

10** parts of the straw produced 4t of

Potaa*
Sulphate of potass

Muriate of potass

Earthy phosphate*
Earthy carbons!**
Silica

Metallic

18
9-«

IS
02S

32 5

0
351
t 25
2t»

100

containing

:

16
3-5
0-5

r-7s
11-5

67
• S
« ti

loo
These prodocn no doubt «rj ill different k»U ; but the

proportion of suV* In the straw and in the tVm of barley is
remarkable. This barley grew in a chalky soil.

BARLEY BREAK, a popular pastime of the mesa aa*

Jame* I., altutions to which repeatedly occur m <*it *•*

writers. It wat played by tix people, three of each sex. wan
were coupled by lot. A piece of ground was lhaa rkma
and divided into three compartment*, of which the muittm
one was called hell. It waa the object of the coapto em*>

demned to this divitinn, to catch the others who adraawW
from the two extremities; in which rate a change <Jt mam
lion took place, and hell was filled by the couple who im
excluded, by pre-occupation. from the other place*. In U->
'catching,' however, there was some difficulty, aa. Vy tto

regulations of the game, the middle couple were not to

rate before they bad succeeded, while the otbert nuerht W»«a
hands whenever they found themselves bard pressed Van
all had been taken in turn, the but couple waa sead *•*»•
Ac//, and the game ended.

•Several poetical descriptions of this amoeratefK a*w es

tant : one in B«rUy-bnake, or a M'armng fur
written by W. N- Gent, 4 to. Lood. 1607 ; another at V-
Plulip S) <lney s Arcadia ; and a third in Sir John 8art hag •

h>rm*, which baa been quoted by Brand to hi* Aaawar
Antiqutlirt, vol. ii. p. 8*8, and by Guford in hat .Veen f
Mauinger.

Dr. Jamieson, in his EtfwoJngieaJ Ikchnmtry «/ av
Scottish Language, give* an account of thai gaaae a* a >
mill used in the north of Scotland. H* call* at 'a ga*»
generally played by young people in a corn- v ard . town
called " Barlt bracks about the stacks." One stack •ha
on as the dule or goal ; and one person it appointed to raan
the rest of the company, who run out from the taxis B»
does not leave it till they are all out of bis sight. Ttom i»

mm* off to catch tbcro. Any one who it takes, eaaaaa* ru
out again with hi* former associate*, being acaoamaad a ar

toner, but is obliged to assist bis captor in purtauog l*a
When all are taken, the game is finished ; aad h*> *a» •»
first taken is bound to act as catcher in the mt gaaam R*
adds, ' This innocent sport seems to be almost eawjewfy Ir
gotten in the south of Scotland ; it is alto aafluag **» •****-

tude in the north.*

Nares, in htt Otouary, 4 to. Load. 1021. Mtv ear w
puerile game of tag seems to be derived ban aavart ton*
there was a tig or t*g in the Yorkshire fame of amrley aw,
as played w ithin memory ; lba touch of the peraaa. ovm
tig or tag made a priaooer.

(See Brand s Popular Amtta. at supra : CtfM seek t

MavsingtTt Playt. 8vo. LotuL 1805, roL V Jf. 1*4, *••>

HriliJi Bi/IiograpAer, vol. i. p. 66 ; Nam's faTnaasa
BARLEY. POT. is barley of which the

skin hat been removed.
BARLEY, PEARL, is the small roam*

remains after the akin and a considerable pacta** rf »
barley have been ground off.

Both theve preparations of barley are marks Tr* aw— »

mill* constructed for the purpose, and iliffci oauSai aV •
grec of grinding which the grain undergoes.
There are two kinds of milW for malm(pot and as*

barley, which w* shall briefly dcambc. Thw aadL
wat probaM) the earlicit in use. and whara at atS ea*a*»

in part* of German) and France, to take o*T tkw > — •

the barley, is similar to a common flour tatonV bbb**m "

railWt. ne». of which one h fixed and the aft*** ar»- -

)w>r ioiiUII) over it; but these stone* are ** has* •a****'1

llian common millstones, not exceedua*; tiara* teat
Tin- upper stone ha* six groove*, in the Saras of Qai to.",

part of s circle, cut in the lower tartar* Cream taw ease- L

the rirrumfi rence ; the width and depth of tkwaw r»'|
uicri-av from one inch in the centre to tw-o aawaaa « »|
cirrijroference (tee /If. I.).

This ttone hat * perforation in the centra, aa a
upper milNtonc, and revolves on a vertical »»— «
of iron, the lower point of which move* m • a> ml ** t,

on in elastic hon/ontal beam. It Hi ahaotaaary
tint axu be perfectly vertical, and the
ion la), m order that Ibe upper stone aval a>
the lower, at such a dittance as to nth tkw
emitting it. The mill la fed by a boaawt
spertur*. at in tbe common corn null. TW
rounded by a circular rate, leaving a spore aff fjaaa

three inches between the rirrumferrtstw*. fW B> *
part of this case t* of wood and ha* an af**r*jw*a eaBBI
ng wnb th* central aperture of the MJ|U •***>.**
rircumferrnce con>t*U of thin plain oftoam BaajflMaaB
tbe outiKle, bj means of a flat punch, WUk MamV
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Fig. I.

]
ground off b driven through the hole* in the cue, and b

I

collected in a close chamber which surrounds the apparatus,
. a* in the other mill. The mechanism bjr whteh the motion

>

I of the stone and case are produced it extremely simple, and
i will be easily understood by reference to tt figure, which,
I although taken from a portable hand-mill for making pearl

-

!
barley, is on the stfoe princlhte a* the torpor. This portable
mill ta made by Wilkinson, in Oxford- street, and tnay also
be used for shelling rice.

each other as possible, making the inside of the case rough,
like a nutmeg-grater. A square opening in this case, with
a slitting door over it, serves to let out the barley after it

has been sufficiently ground. In order, to loosen the skin

without rendering the substance of the grain too soft, the
barley, which is chosen dry and hard, is sprinkled with

watnr on the floor, and turned over two or three times in the

course of eight or ten hours : it is then lit to be put into

the mill. The upper stone is made to revolve from 200 to

300 times in a minute. The barley, gradually supplied

from the hopper, is carried round in the grooves of the

up|>er stone and rubbed on the under without being broken.

The centrifugal force and the strong current of air produced
by the grooves and the rapid motion, drive the grain, partially

ground, against the rough ease, and complete the removal
of every part of the skin. It is then let out through the

square opening, and falls on a sieve, which separates the

naked grain from the bran. This is pot-barley. To make
pearl-barley, the operation Is continued till the required de-

gree of fineness it produced. As the greater part of the

finer particles of the barley ground off escape through the

holes in the case, it it surrounded by ahother to collect

this meal, or cloth it fixed all round, which lets it fall

gently In a bin below ; that nothing is lost. This meal is

excellent food for rattle, pigs, or poultry. The great objec-

tion to mills of this construction is, that they require great

nicety la the adjustment of the stones, and are very apt to

waste the btriey by grinding it unequally, and that, at all

•tent*, the larger grains are more ground than the smaller,

but for pearl-barley, which ought to be of a uniform sue,

this is rather an advantage. But, on the other hand, tho
process goes on Without interruption, and if two or more
pairs of stone* are placed under each other, the barley may
pass froth tlie first Into the hopper of a second, and from
this into a third, so at to come out of the lost of any required

degree of fineness. It mar be observed, that the principal

ate of the upper stone and its grooves it to carry the barley

round and throw it against the case, and therefore any hard
wood, with similar grooves, will answer the purpose as well

as stone ; and this is said to be the construction of several

of these mills. (See ATowrmu Court eomplet <fAgriculture
pratique. Paris. 1820, article * Orge perlce.*)

The other kind of mill, which we shall now endeavour to

describe, is in general use in Scotland, where most of the
pot and pearl-barley used in this country are prepared. It

was originally introduced from Holland, whence formerly

•II Europe was once supplied with pearl-barley, commonly
called Dutch pearl-barley.

This mill consists of a common grindstone such as cutlers

use, about three feet in diameter, revolving vertically on a
horizontal axis. A case, similar to the one already de-

scribed, revolves on the same axis, and in the same direction,

with a slower motion. Sometimes the flat sides of this case,

as well as the rim, or circumference, are composed of per-

forated plates of iron, but this is not absolutely necessary.

The barley, prepared as before, is put in by a square open-
ing in the circumference, the slide shut, and the machinery

b set In motion, until the barley, tossed between tho stone

and the case by the double motion, has been entirely

deprived of Its skin, and b become pot-barley ; or tdl it b
ground into the small round shape of pearl-barley. The
mill b then stopped, the slide pulled out. and the caw being

turned to at to have the opening undermost, the prepared

barley falb out into the bag, or bin, placed to receive it

It scarcely want* thy sifting, for such is the violence with

which the grain has been totted about, that til that b

(llofUoaUl »e4ka of U» Pearl n«Wy Mia)

A, section of the stone turned by the axis D. B. sec-

tion of the case which turns on tlie axb D, by means of
brass bushes in its centre.

CC, a wheel having sixty teeth, or cogs, fixed to the side

of the case.

C E. a smaller wheel, or pinion, with fifteen teeth, moting
the wheel C C, and fixed on the axb F F, by which the

whole is moved.
G O, a wheel with sixty teeth, on the axis P F. mot ing

the pinion G II, which has twelve teeth, with the axis

D D, which carries the stone.

I I, Fly-wheel, which equalizes tbo motion of the whole.

Thus by turning F P once round, the wheel C (' and the

case perform one-quarter of a revolution, and G II with the

stouc, five revolutions: so that the stone makes twenty
revolutions for one of the case ; and if the axis F turns

once in a second, the case turns fifteen times in a minute,
and the stone 300 times. This b the usual velocity In

large mill*. A hand-mill may be moved with one-half or

two-thirds of this velocity, the stone being also smaller.

When the power is sufficient to turn a stone three feet in

diameter 300 times in a minute, three bushel? of barley may
be converted into pot-barley in an hour, and into pearl-

barley in two hours.

The advantages of the null figured in the next page are

considerable, ft requires no very nice adjustment, and i* not

easily put out of order. The stone may continue in use,

although considerably wom down, even to half its original

diameter. There is no danger of crushing any of the grains,

nor much waste : and whatever be the size of the groins it

grinds them equally. If the pearl-barley is required lery

equal in «we. it may easily be sorted by wire sieves, as the

different sizes of shot are. The only* defect of this con-

struction b the loss of time and of power whlrb it occasions,

by the ease being stopped to take out the prepared grain

and aeplace it by fresh barley. Ingenuity will probably find

means of removing this defect; but arc are not aware of any
late improvements in the construction of these mills.

Pot and peart-barley are very wholesome and nutritious,

and have a more agreeable taste than barley-meal : and it is

to be regretted that tbry are not more used as food by the

lOI
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is nearly odourless when dry, bat is very sensibly aromatic

while under the process of decoction.

Red bark is taken from the cinchona •btomgifotia, hich
U found growing on the Ando*. It ie imported in vanoua-

Mted piece* perked in chests, containing each froat 100 to

110 lb*. Iu oulour u that of a reddish brown: its taste is

not so bitter as that of the pale variety, but greatly more
astringent.

Yellow Peruvian bark wss first brought into use in Eng-
land about the year 1790 : it is obtained from the cinchona

conh/nlia, which grows at Quito and Santa F*. This variety

is imported in pieces, some quilled and others flat, of from
eight to ten inches in length, parked in cheats containing

from 90 to 100 lbs. each. The colour approaches to that of

an orange ; it gives out. in decoction, an odour rery similar

to that of pale bark ; its taste is more bitter, bat it is not

astringent. Its goodness is judged of by the colour. If it

loses its orange tint, and takes that of pale yellow, it is not

so valuable, and it i» still worse when of a dark colour, be-

tween red and yellow.

It is said that the native Indians were unacquainted with
the medicinal virtues of this bark, and that Us efficacy in

eaaes of fever was accidentally discovered by the Jesuits,

whence the name, by which it u very generally known, of
Jesuits' bark. It was first brought to Europe in ICS), but
more than half a century olspaed thereafter before it* mm
became at all extensive in this quarter of the world. Hum-
boldt states that from ltt.000 to 14,000 quintals, or cw|*..are

annually exported from Peru. The quantities imported into

this kingdom to 183* and 1633 were JJ6.99& and 2i 1.767 lb*,

respectively, but nearly the whole was re-exported to other
part* of Europe, the quantity retained for consumption in

the two years having been only 4M25 lbs. It pays a duty,
on importation, of lef. per lb.

(Thomson's Syrttm »/ Cktmittry ; Library of Hnttr-
tatmng KnowlfJfct, VtgrtabU SubManem. vols. i. aad si*.

;

Qovrrnmtnt Staiuticoi TabUt.)

BARK. PERUVIAN. MEDICAL USES OF. [8ee
ClWCHOWA.1
BA REAL. JEBEL BA REAL, a remarkable sandstone-

rock in Nubia, which stands isolated about a mile from the
right bank ofthe Nile, near the village of Merewe, aad in the
district of the Shcykia Arabs, which now forms part of the
government of Dongola under the Pacha of Egypt Barkal
is in 18° 31' N. 1st., and 31° 40' B. long. The rock ri«es

abruptly on all sides, and quite perpendicularly on the ride
towards the river, to the height of nearly 400 feet, forming
a wide plateau at the summit. Its circumference at the
base is about twenty-five minus**' walk. It is evident, from
the remains of several greet temples st the foot of it, that it

was a *pot devoted m very remote times to religious rites.

The temples, which are five or six in number, lie between
the mountain snd the river. The most remarkable are the
one called the Tvphonium, and the Great Temple. The
Typhonium. the best preserved of all. was dedicated to

T> phon, or the evil genius, as appears from several figure*

of TVphon still remaining. The temple is 108 feet in
length ; its entrance faces the 8.8. K. The fore-part of the
temple is a regular construction ; and the further or inner
part is excavated in the rock itself. In the first hall, or
vestibule, are eight pillar* with figures of Typhovi. four on
each side, firming the central avenue, or aula, leading to a
second chamber, which w%b tofwd \>y 41 >Com root iup-
ported by eight piHar* with 1*4* hooded capitals. ThepUlar*
ar* 3\ feet id Jrameter and IB feet high. The natives assured
Rdppol that the roof had fallen in onlytwenty-five years
before, in eons*was nee ofan earthquake. The third chamber,
or cells, as well as the sanctuary beyond it, and also two
lateral chambers, are excavated in the rock. Two more '

Typhon column* euppnrt the reef of the cells. The walk 1

are adorned with ruorogt yphic* and figures of gods and
kings m high relief ; among which those of Iota, Ammon. '

Apt*. Horn*, and Mendes. are didmrvtahabie. Several of
the nlievos, however, hs\e been defsced.

The Greet Temple, winch is one of the largest monu-
ments in Nobis, he* north-east of the Typhonrum, and is at
some dratanrs from the rock ; fc is bkewn* divided mto hsl I*

or chamber*, and was entirely a o stemmed edifice, hut the
wall* are now a heap of rums, aad the bases and fragment*
only of it* seventy -eight piHar* are dHoemibl*. Two enor-
mou* prapvla. each 61 French (bet long snd nearly 4*
fast in thickness. Ore the front of the temple : the entrance

I* IS bet wide. The to*. «r outer ball, M

It

i (hat long aad M
f ptltara

126 feet long and aorjaewhat less in width; the lata r* I

are seven fast thick. This hall, whssh was
several large pillars, was divided from the

by propyls 31 bet thick, between which is the

feet wide. The second hall k 146

wide. It hsd at the fartheal end, lsading

Mary, a portico consisting ofthree rows of
a stone roof ; the whale it now bites to taw

Only one of the pillars was standing when Mr. W
ton visited Barkal: it waa 14 bet 6 teaks* In

and waa composed of sixteen piece* of (tone. The)
chamber is 63 feet long and 41 feet wide, and it

rated by partition walls from two lateral ehaaanass *f

•mailer dimensions. The middle ohsmbar ben two tew* at

five pillar* each, with aa many teoiptarad
one between each two pillars, and which tUnfat

to have been votive altars. A passage t J feet a as*, has aal

the others in a line with the outer entrance of the
leads from this chamber into the next It fa) M bat
and stands, like the preceding, between ti

ben. At the farthest end, facing the
of grey granite, four feet nine iarbea square st the base : ika

sides are beautifully sculptured, though latoawd
place*. Ofthe two lateral chamber*, one farm* a a
with its small vestibule and sanctuary ; hat the

western one, seems to have bean totally sspaaesad as
from the remainder ofthe temple, the only enema ra

by a pamage through the exterior wait Just
this passage stands an altar of fl oeilona, about I* I

the sides have has reliefs, representing slaves of beak
with bands and feet tied, and a i

Two vultures are behind them, as if

bodies. These are indications of I

once in practice here. Within the rnasmstesl oaaenner si *

square block of polished granite 7 bet 10
and sculptured with kserosrlyphios. Oa the
boles are seen, in which probably the etatne of
deity waa fixed. At the farthest end ofthecaatrala
or sanctuary, and behind the granite altar. *s a
opening which leads into s succession of nnnmaraeini* ssasl

chsmbers, of different toes, aad vammmmmuimm; ante east

other. These formed the farthest extremity of I

the whole. length of which is nearly IM bat.
Riippel. in s line S.E. by 8. snd N.W. by N- the fast

being to the S.E. It is remarkable that the I

looking towards the NR. are thicker then
onpoMte side. Both Rupee! and Weddsngtei
plans of thia temple, but their respceths *Sa*ew***>** at cat

dimenaion* differ in several parta-uters

Mr. Waddington, however, acknowledges
ground plan with some diffidence, owing
condition of the building.

Near the Typhonium and the Great
remains of several ether temples, and of
made of brick, fragment* of the tower
seen sbout two feet above the ground,
entrance of this building, two fine lions et* red

i

fiemd reclining at full length and Inking femda eas* **aat
They sre sbout seven feet in length. One of the two was
broken into severs! pane** when first seen m I wen rim
A Sirrahr* *f iht Krpmiitum le Peawssa awaf oanaas*.
J. Murray, London, lift.)
These two bans ware hi

Prodhoe, in list, and they now He
new Egyptian Room to the British I

i» s flesh-coloured granite ; and the <

high degree of merit, though one of the i

to the other. Both of the lion* are in a i

one lying on hi* right side and the i

are hieroglv phies snd aartenrhm, sap
names, on both of tho figures.

At s quarter of an hour *

and both to the N.W. and S.W. of it, are tww
small pyramids, of various asses, saany of ahem te
servstion. The largest of thaw* which are i

40 feet high, fact oral of them have (

attached to one side, with sn outer dear aad a
walled up. leading spparrath rata the Sswsrssrof I

The interior wall* of these tempt** are erase
bierogtvphirs snd rrarsweertanean of apetfatnasa, fbr.
roof* of the levapan era fiat, hut one eTthem «*t
n> s remarkable singwtorwy, aa faev all i

sease age. The* are reweataS

^UafeWaaeZ afwaC
IWeaax. The anaawess
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«my bar* formed part of the Necropolis of Nspata, the
antient Ethiopian city which tome suppose to have stood
M« tbi* plico. With regard to the greu4 templet, Riippel
ascribes moat ofthem to the afro of Ethiopian greatness, after

that nation had conquered Hgjpt or about the eighth
centjry before Christ These ruins remained unknown to
Europeans till 1820, when the expedition of Isroayl Pacha
penetrated into Dongola and Scnnaar. The first European
traveller who visited them was Mr. Waddington ; he was
followed by Cailliaud in 1821 ; and Cailliaud was followed
by Dr. Ruppel in 1824-5, who has given a very minute
description or them, from which the above details are mainly
taken.

( Waddington's and Hanbury's Vitit to Ethiopia ; Cail-
liaud. Voyage a Meroie ; Ruppel, Reiitn in Nubien, Kor-
dn/an, una Pttraiichen Araoien.)
BARKING, a market-town in the county of Essex, about

eight miles east of London. It lies in the hundred of
Beooolree. in a parish also called Barking, the rircumfcrenreof
w hich is about thirty miles : this parish contains 1 0,1 70 arret,

ofwhich 7850 is cultivated land, and about 1500 belonging to

Hainault Forest which includes within its limits the well-
known Fairlop Oak ; under the shade of which a fair is held
on the first Friday in July. The name of the place is written
Btrechtng, Berthing, Berkung, in old records ; and some
antiquarians derive it from Byrgh-ing—' The fortification in

the meadow.' Some considerable entrcnohments are still

visible in the fields about a quarter of a mile north ofthe pre-
sent town. The origin of the town is not distinctly ascer-

tained ; but the consequence which it ultimately acquired
was certainly owing to its celebrated Abbey, the founding and
subsequent establishment of which attracted an increasing
population. This abbey, originally dedicatod to the Virgin
Mary, is said to have been the richest nunnery' and tho
oldest foundation in England ; but this is an error, as
Folkestone nunnery in Kent was founded many years before

:

and both Shaftesbury and Syon nunneries were possessed
of larger revenue*. Barking Abbey was founded about the
year 677, in the reigns ofSebba and Sighere, king* ofthe East
Saxon*, by St. Brkenwald, bishop of London, at the instance
of his sitter Etbelburga, who was appointed the first abbess.
This lady and several or the following abbesses were canonized
after death. In 870 the abbey was burnt to the ground by
the Danes, and the nuns were killed or dispersed. Being
wuhin the territories ceded by Alfred to Godrun, the
Danish king, it lay desolate untd the middle of the tenth
century, when it was rebuilt and restored to all it* former
splendour by King Edgar, the great founder and restorer
of religious houses. Some historians state, thai at the
Norman conquest the Conqueror retired to this abbey soon
after his arrival in England, and remained there until

the completion of the fortress which he had begun in

London. In subsequent time* the government of the
abbey was sometimes assumed by the queens of England ;

and a natural daughter of a king or prince of the blood is

occasionally found occupying the office of abbes*. In 1377
the convent petitioned to be excused from contributing an
•id to the king at the time of a threatened invasion, on
account of the expenses which tbey had been obliged to incur

in repairing the great damages occasioned by a terrible inun-
dation which in the preceding year bad broken down the
banks of the Thames at Dagciiham ; a similar statement was
often made at subsequent periods: and in 1410 it is stated

that the revenue* of the convent were to much impaired, in

consequence of tho expenditure made necessary by inun-
dations, that none of the ladies bad more than fourteen

shillings a-year for clothes and necessaries.

A considerable extent of ground called tho Level, near the

Thames, lies vary low, so that in high tides the water is higher
thsn this land, and would overflow it if not kept out by em-
bankments. It it not easy to learn when an embankment was
originally formed ; but it appears that the Abbess of Barking
was obliged to keep it up, and in order to assist her in perform-

ing the duly, site was privileged to carl wood from the forest,

by the tenant* of Barking and Dagenhara, for the repair of

the breaches of tho embankment. In 1 707 a breach was
made by a high tide, which occasioned the loss of 1000

acres of rich land, and a sand-bank was formed at the

mouth of the breach which reached almost half-way across

the river, and was nearly a mile in length. The pro-

prietors spent more than the land was worth in endea-

vouring to recover it, and then applied to parliament, which

took up the matter as a public concern ; and after the failure

of another party in the attempt, a Captain Perry engaged
to close the breach, make good the embankments, and re-
move the sandbank, for the sum or 23,000/. Re completed
this engagement at the end of five year*, but at an expense
of 13,000/. beyond his estimate, which was. howe>er. after-

ward* made good to him by parliament. The whole bank
Is now kept in a very complete state of repair under the
superintendence of commissioner*. The bank to from eight
to fourteen feet in height, and a path extend* along the top
for the whole distance.

The nun* of Barking were of the Benedictine order. The
abbess was appointed by the king until about the year 1200,
when, by the interference of the Pope, tho election was
vetted in the convent, and confirmed by the rojal authority.

The abbess of Barking was one of the four who were
baronesses in right of their station ; for being possessed of
thirteen knights fees and a half, she held her lands of the
king as a barony ; and though her sex prevented her from
having a seat in parliament or attending the king in the
wars, yet she always furnished her quota of men and had
precedence over oilier abbesses. In ncr convent she lived

in great state: her household consisted of chaplains, an
esquire, gentlemen, gentlewomen, yeomen, grooms, a clerk
a yeoman-cook, a groom-cook, a pudding-wife, &c. The
last abbess was Dorothy Barley, who hod a pension of

133/. 6*. 8tl. per annum settled on her when the convent
was surrendered to Henry VIII. in 15.19 : smaller pensions
were also given to the nuns, then thirty in number. At
that time their possessions were valued at the sum of
1084/. 6*. 2Jt£, according to Speed, or 862/. I2#. 2|rf.,

according to Dugdule. The manor of Barking, which
seems to have formed part of the original endowment of the
abbey, remained with the crown from the dissolution until

1628. when Charles I. sold it to Sir Thomas Kanshawc for

2000/., reserving to the crown a fee-farm rent of 160/., which
is now payable to the Earl of Sandwich. The abbey-
church and conventual building* occupied an extensive
plot of ground ; but scarcely any remains are now standing.

The site of the former it just without the north wall of the
present churchyard.

Barking has considerably declined in consequence of the
suppression of the abbey. It is situated on the Roding,
about two miles north of the Thame*. The river, wbicb it

wide, and receive* the tide from the Thames as far as the
town, is commonly called Barking Creek. It narrow* very
much immediately above the town, but ha* been made
navigable for small craft as far as Ilford. The inha-

bitants consist chiefly of fishermen and of persons em-
ployed in conveying coals and timber from the Thame*
to the different towns in the district A considerable

number also find employment in conveying to the London
market the potatoes and vegetable* which the vicinity

produces in abundance. The town ha* a free-school, a
market-house, and a spacious and convenient workhouse,

erected in 1787, under tlie authority of an act ofparliament.

The chwrch, dedicated to St Margaret formerly belonged
to the abbey, and contains some curious monuments : the

living is a vicarage in the diocese of London ; the college of

All Souls, Oxford, is patron. Two chapels, the one at Ilford

and the other at Epping Forest, are annexed to the vicarage.

Tho parish is divided into four wards, each with its separate

officers. Barking-town ward has two churchwardens (one

appointed by the vicar and the other by the parish) and an
overseer. The lord of the manor bold* a court every three

weeks, in which causes of trespass and debt under forty

shillings are tried. The population of the parish wa* 803C

in 1831; and that or the town 3404, of whom 1765 were

females.

(Lvsons' Environ* of London, vol. iv. ; Morant's His-

tory and Antiuuitiu q/Ettex ; Dugdsle* Mona$ticon, fc.)

BARKWAY, *n antient village of Hertfordshire, in the

hundred of Edwinstrec, 34 miles north of London, and

3 mile* south of Royston. It stand* on a hill, and on the

principal road from London to tbe counties of Cambridge,

Norfolk, and Suffolk, to which circumstance it i* chiefly

indebted for it* prosperity, a* it possesses but little trade.

Norden says, that he bad teen tbe place termed, in antient

records, Bergwant which signifies in Saxon • a way over

tbe hill.' At the time of the Conquest the land* at thi*

place were divided among four great lords into a* many
manors, and afterwards into eight manor*. Bark.way i*

called a ' town ' by old writers ; and it wa* privileged by

Edward I. to have a market on Thursday, and an annual
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feir for six days. In IS92, to the reign of Elwbeth. a greet

Ira destroyed nearly all the bourn. On their re-erection,

the markat wat altered to Friday, and waa subsequently

discontinued in consequence of iU proximity to Roystoo.

Berkway ia at preeent a large and populous Tillage, eon*

sisting chiefly of one long street, which contains eeTeral

good inns. The church is a handsome and spacious

building, containing some One old monuments, with (rag-

menu of painted glass in the windows, forming part of a

aeries descriptive of the creation. The Using, which is a
vicarage in the diocese of London, is valued in the king's

books at 13/. I3«. 4d. per annum. The population of the

pariah, which also includes the hamlet of Nuthemilead, »
1 108. of whom 456 are females.

(Norton's Speculum Rritanmte. 1593 ; Chauneey's Hit-
torieal Antiijuitiet i\f Hertfordshire ; Clutterbuck't Hit-
lory and Antiauiltci o/ Hert/ordthire, <J«.)
BARLAAM. This person would be of very little conse-

quence, but for the fact that he ia nearly the last of those

who wrote in Greek on mathematics, and that his work
ia a curious illustration of the arithmetic which preceded
the introduction of algebra and the Indian notation. His

. life, such as it is, is a commentary on the state of science

during the fourteenth century. The accounts given of him
vary greatly : the parte ofthis article which follow in brackets

are abridged from the Biofraphie UnivrrteUe.

[Bernard of Seminar* in Calabria waa born about the
and of the thirteenth century. He took the vowa as a mem-
bar of the order of St, Basil, and the name of Bariaam, at an
early age.}

Boceacio, the novelist, who died about 1376, calls him a
contemporary. [He went into jEtolia, and thence to Salonk-s,
to study Greek, that ha might read the works of Aristotle.

In 1337 he went to Constantinople, and obtained the favour
of the Emperor Andronicus the younger and his favourite,

John Cantacusenua, who obtained for him an abbey. He
had previously adopted the tenets of the Eastern Church.
He entered into controversy with Nicephorus Gregoras, by
whom ha waa beaten, and then retired in disgust to Salonice.

On the occasion of Pope John XXII. sending legates to

Constantinople to treat for the re-union of the churches,
Bariaam emerged from his retirement, and violently op-
posed the measure.] Moreri and others assert that Bar-
iaam was sent to Benedict XII. (John's successor) to pro-
mote the above-mentioned object. This, if given out at all.

waa a pretest, for [Bariaam waa sent to Italy in 1339, to
endeavour secretly to procure assistance against the Turks
and Bulgarians. In 1340 he returned to Constantinople,
and resumed an old discussion with the monks of Mount
Athoa (and particularly with one of them. George Palamas),
who averted that the light seen on Mount Tabor during
the transfiguration of Christ was a part of the uncreated
essence of God. Bariaam denied it ; and this controversy
waa carried to such a height that both parties demanded a
council of the emperor, who convoked it accordingly,
June II, 1341. The monks of Athos got the better of the
argument ; and Bariaam. by advice of Cantacusenua. gave
in, and sought a reconciliation, which was effected.] 8everal
accounts (from Cave, Hitt. Lit.) state that be withdrew
from Constantinople, and waa excommunicated by the coun-
cil. [He returned to Italy, and to the doctrines of the
Western Church, and was by Clement VI. promoted to
the bishopric of Geraci. It ia said that be was Petrarch's
instructor in Greek. He died probably about 1348.]
The works of Bariaam are theological and mathematical.

The former are as follows :— I . Dt Principatu Pafxr. printed
in Coldaetus. Monorchia S. Horn. Imp, Hanover. 1614 (La-
tin only) ; also printed at Oxford. 1492. and by Salma'iue,
Leiden. 1645 (Greek and Latin); 2 Oputrula, printed in
the Btbliothtca max. re/. Patrum, Leiden, 1677 (vol. xwi
p 4) : 3. Emttnla ad Ortrmt dt {/atone, fee in Henry
C'ani.ius, Themmrut Monumcnlorum, fcc, Antwerp, I 724
(v.il. iv p. 3*1). The seme work and volume contains,
4. P.tkva terundum Stmrat, M. VI C. (Latin), in two
b»ks: [4. Oraliontt, in Barot iue. /in*. Eeeltt. year 1339,
T xxv.] There are various other scattered piece* ; in par-
ticular, one on the proper time of celebrating Easter.
The mathematical work of Bariaam consists entirely of

arithmetic and arithmetical geometry, then called Lagntie

It n wntlen in Greek, in six books, and called BapXaajM*
rwf m»rmt»i \'TT>*i lUCXimr U if tif«*«rraT« rtlwtX*MjJre.
The flrst book is on the addition and subtraction of frac-
tions , the second on ibeu multiplication and division ; the

third on the multiplication and division of i

the fourth on operations with surfaces and Una*
of numbers ; the fifth on ratios, the sixth on numerical 4

Dalambre has reviewed the third book. Hut efAM Amr,
v. i. p. 320. It altogether gives us but a poor tdew of mm
science of the age, and justifies Delsmbr* a retnarh. mat
Bariaam must have had more leisure titan intensity.

There have been two editions of this work : the to*
(Greek and Latin) by Dasypodius [«ee ActolycpsJ. Straa-

burg. 1572. The history ot the second is rather rstntasa. sT

we consider how conversant the learned of that ser*

to the universality of the language they wrote) wevw wat
the labours of each other. Henry Savile. the anther ef the

Prtrltctxonei in Eurhdtm, and founder of the Sa*maa
Professorships at Oxford, found a Greek MS. of

in bis travels, and not being aware that it waa
known, copied it and sent it to his friend. John
Fellow of Eton, who, equally ignorant that the <

already printed, published it with a Latin

scholia at Paris, in 1600. He added a dedication u Qa
Elisabeth, and a preface, in both of which he stake s>

freely of the exploits and foreign policy of Enftlajsd < spe-

cifying, by a sufficiently obvious implication, that the pap*,

the king of France, and the devil were in loaurne t. that

the French government commanded an sinew ef the

passagea mentioned ; but (which is remarkable) snaVrtad s»

punishment on the editor, who waa allowed *a seaears. W
England, and who secretly brought with him saaae ef me
copies. We learn these nut* from an Admamttt ad Ltr-

torem in the copies aforesaid, in which the ees tfci ameer,
though be baa put brackets to the suppressed psaamgaa. vary

much wonders what offence he could have given, that * erre-

ret centtm columbat.'

Bariaam is said to have written a work on right saitst
1

triangles; and there ia in the catalogue ef Da That*
library the title of a work of his as follows : Arttkmtr+rm Dr
monitratio eorum qutt Euelidei libra ii. in fates*

ttravit (no date or place).

Boceacio. above mentioned, wrote a work on the
cods, in which it is probable (Vosaws dt Hitt. Lot. as *era»

Boecaciut) that most of what relates to the Greeks at an at
authority of Bariaam. Boceacio speaks aa follows -.— • He
was a man feeble in body, but very great in ineere. and t>

profound in Greek learning, that he bad the eetVataaaas

(privilegia) of emperors and princes, and learned maa ef

that country, testifying that neither in these bateau ear
many preceding ages, had there been a man ef aa rest* sad*g *J***» 1

nt knowledge. Should I not therefore

matters relating to the Greeks?'
Rieeioli, in his CMrtmoL Reform., speaks ef ts*e aaaaaw

Bariaam. the first a Cambrian, friend of Petrarch, aad ma-
thematician; the second, bishop of Geraci. who antes at

favour of the anion with the Greek Church. The mm m>
places a.o. 1330. the second 1303. He deea net rata an*
authority, but we are not wholly indiopoard to I

The followers of Bariaam formed e tart (hi

Eastern, orthodox in the Western, Cbarrh)
hum ttea, or Abndynitea, from Aerodynes, a Great >.
who sided with Battaam. These two ware alee -

in a dispute with others about the distinct** te he atoam
between the essence and operations of the Daaty.
BARLAU8. CASPAR VAN BABRLE. .a* tan at

Antwerp in 1584. His father, who was the town warwasni
of Antwerp, left it when it waa taken by the 1T|nniii aa*
settled in Holland. Caspar studied theology at 1 11 aiai aaW
afterwards took orders. In 1611 be waa made iai laajiaa

of the College of Theology at Levden . and at I6I7 aeaanaaar
of logic in that L'mterntV. Hating token the part of toe
Armmian* against the GomartsU. he waa dssmasaad ftaaa

Ins situation in I6I9 ; and ha then applied to the sasaty W
medicine, in which he received km doctor s degree as teen
in Normandy. In 1631 he was made areJmar ef aanfcaav
phy and eloquence in the newly aalabtiilitil tsnw«« W
Amsterdam, where bis lectures were greet!) rrrlrsfi 1 Be
died at Amsterdam in 1648. He wrote a naesbar ef wesU.
chiefly in Lsbn : among others, several paaegyrweJ asasmm*
in praise of the greet men of has time, Oeeaavwn. fti an
lien, Van Trump, and others; several iasset, tee tamt
8va Amsterdam. 1645; aa mtaresting knlai] aa*

under the administration of Maunra. Cetnst ef 1

the following title : Rermm per Qtswaaa— an ,

alibi mmptr rfttrnm tub Pnrftttura J. i
'

Comn,,. Hutoria, fas. Amsterdam. 1867.
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partly by tbo Dutch and partly by (lie Portuguese.
Bvlmu give* many interesting detail* about tbat country
and ita aborigines, a* well aa about tbo event* of the war
carried on there between the Dutch and tbe Spaniard*,
Portugal and it* colonies being at that time subject to the
crown of Spain. The book it adorned with numerous map*
and views of various parts of Brazil. Among his Latin
poems is one called Bntannia Triumphant, written on the
aeresciuo of Charles I. to the throne. BarUeut't Dutch
poems are leas known, having never been collected together,

but they are said to be written in an easy and pure style,

and to contain many fine conception*. His EputoUe were
published after bis death, two vol*. 8vo. Amsterdam, 1667.
Of his controversial writings we may mention the Antipule-
antu. 4 to. 16.13; and the Ltttret de Vicmiefort, avtc let

Rrpontet de BarUe, in Latin and French. According to the
then prevailing fashion among tbe learned, he latinised bis
name, Baerie, into BarlsBus.

HARLE'Rl A,* genus of plants belonging to the natural
order Acanthaceec and characterised at first sight by the
spiny processes of its bracts, by the large site of the upper
and lower sepals, and by its funnel-shaped corolla, which is

often so twisted that the upper segment becomes lowest
The species are natives of various parts of tbe East Indies : a
few of them have been introduced to our gardens, of which
BarUria lupulina, with ita large bracts resembling bono,

and B. PrionitU, a common swamp plant in Java, are the
mo t remarkable. They all require to be cultivated in a
bot-bouie, and sre propagated readily by cutting*.

BARLETTA. a town in the province of Buri in the
kingdom of the Two Sicilies, situated on tbe coast of the
Adriatic Sea, 43 miles E.S.E. of Foggia, and 1 12 E.N.E. of
Naples, in 41" '20' N. lat and 16° If? B. long. The town
is well built, and the streets are wide and well paved. The
barbour is protected by a mole and by a small island, on
• birh tbe light-house is built; it is only frequented by ves-

sel* of small burden, not having depth enough for larger
ships. Barietta carries on a considerable trade with the
other ports of the Adriatic ; and here most of the corn, wine,
wool, salt, lamb and kid-skins, and other produce of Puglia,
are embarked for exportation. The country around is well
cultivated, especially on the side towards Ban, and inter-

spersed with neat casinos. The climate is extremely mild
in winter, but is considered rather unhealthy during part

of tbe summer, owing to the great marshes of Salpi on the
left bank of the rixer Ofanto, which enters the tea three

miles N.W. of Barletta. In one of the principal streets,

near the church of St. Stephen, is a colossal bronxe statue,

17 feet high, and of rude workmanship, said to be tbat

of tbe Emperor Heraclius. Barletta does not seem to

have been a place of any importance until after the

Norman Conquest Frederic II. of Suabia granted it some
vileges, and his son Manfred resided for some time at

rletta. while ho was directing the building of the new
town of Manfredonia. Ferdinand I. of Aragon was crowned
here. After the invasion of the kingdom by tbe French anil

tbe Spaniards in 1)01. t lie conquerors quarrelled about the

dmsion of tbe spoil, un I the French being more numerous
than the Spaniards, Uonzalo of Cordova, who commanded
tbe latter, was obliged to shut himself up in Barletta, whe.-e

be *u besieged, or rather blockaded, by the French under
tbe Duke de Nemours. The Spaniards, having received

reinforcement* from Sicily, attacked tbe French, who were
defeated in two battle*, one at Seminars, 21st April, I J"1.

and the other, on the 28th of tbe same month, at Ceriznola
in tbe plains of Puglia, in which last Gonialo commanded
in peraon, and the Duke do Nemours was killed with 3000
of tii« men, after which the French evacuated the whole
kingdom. During the siege of Barletta, tbe celebrated

challenge took place between thirteen Italians, who be
longed to tbe corps of Prosper© and Fabrixio Colonna, wb ich

served with Gonxalo at Barletta, and thirteen Frenchmen
from t'ic besieging army. Some expressions derogatory to

the Italian character which were uttered by a French knight
occasioned the challenge. They fought, 16tb of February,

1 5»3, in a Sold near Quorato, half-way between Barletta and
the French camp, and according to all tbe rules of chivalry.

Tbe famous Bayard and Proapero Colonna were the umpire*.

The result was. that the French champion* were unhorsed
and wounded, and one of them, a Piedmontese by birth, was
killed. Tbe others surrendered as prisoners, until they paid

• ransom of 100 ducat* in gold each, a» it had been Pre'

viously stipulated. This curioos event, although related by

Damisnt, with all the particulars oftbe correspondence besot*
the fight the names of tbe champions, etc.. in • book printed
at Naples in the same year, 1503, and celebrated in a poem
by Vida. who was also a contemporary, was overlooked, or at
least disfigured by sulwequent historians, until of late years,
when the origins! narrative was found and reproduced by
Bout, litoria d' Italia, Appendix to vol. xvii., as well as t)u>

MS. of Vida's poem, which was published under tho title of
M. H. Vida, XIII. Pugilum Certamrn, Milan. 1818. It
has also furnished the subject of an historical novel called
Eltare Fieramotea, o la Die/Ida di Barletta, Milan, 1833.
Tbe cathedral of Barletta is a Gothic building, with a high
steeple ; tbe interior presents nothing striking, except some
antient granite pillars brought from Canoes. Barletta is

surrounded by an old wall, and has a citadel which com-
mands the harbour. The population is reckoned at above
18,000 inhabitants. It is a thriving place, and one of tbe
most pleasant provincial towns of the kingdom. It is fre-

quented by Dalmatian traders, who cross tbe Adriatic in
their small vessel*.

BARLEY is a grain too generally known to require a
minute description. It is readily distinguished from other
grain by its pointed extremities, and by tbe rough appear-
ance of its outer skin, which is the corolla of the (lower
closely enveloping the seed, and, in most varieties, adhering
strongly to it

Botanists place barley in the family of tbe Graminetr,
and Linnseus has classed it in the second order of bis third
class (Triandria digynia), having three stamina and two
st) les in the flower. For its botanical character*, see Hop •

DBUM.
Barley, according to the most antient authors, formed a

principal part of the food of man in the early ages, and
continues to do so at this day, in many countries where the
progress of agriculture and the increase of wealth have not

J
ret enabled the inhabitants to exchange tbe coarser barley
oaves for the more palatable and nutritious wheaten bread,
and where the soil is not well adapted to rye, or the climate
to maize.

Of all the cultivated grains, barley is perhaps that which
come* to perfection in the greatest variety of climates, and
is consequently found over the greatest extent of tbe habit-
able world. It bears the heat and drought of tropical re-

gions, and ripens in the short summers of those which verge
on the frigid zone. In genial climates, such as Egypt, Bar-
ban-

, and the south of Spain, two crops of barley may be
reaped in the same year, one in spring from seed sown the
preceding autumn, and one in autumn from a spring sowing.
This explains a passage in Exodus (ix. 31), where the effect

of the hail is mentioned which desolated Egypt, in conse-
quence of the refusal of Pharaoh to let the children of Israel
depart :

1 The flax and tbe barley were smitten, for tbe bar-

ley was in tbe ear. and tbe flax was boiled ; but tbe wheat
and the no were not smitten, for they were not come up.'

Commentator* agree that this event happened in tbe month
of March ; tbe first crop of burlev was therefore nearly ripe,

and the flax ready to pull : but tbe wheat and the rye sown
in spring were not yet sufficiently advanced in growth to be
injured by the hail.

Agricultural writers in general have distinguished the
different species of barley, either from tbe time of sowing
them, into winter barley and spring barley, or, from the
number of row* of grain* in tbe ear*, into six-rowed, four-

rowed, and two-rowed, or flat barley. Another distinction

may be made between those which have tbe corolla strongly
adhering to the seed, and those in which it separates from
it leaving the seed naked, from which circumstance theso
are called naked barleys. Without entering into any dis-

cussion whether these differences are sufficient to constitute

distinct species, or are to be considered as varieties pro-

duced by climate, soil, or cultivation, we shall only observe

that those kinds which are hardier, and will bear die winters

of our climate, may also with success be sown in spring, a*

i* tbe case with the Scotch bere or bigg. There seem, in

fact to be only two very distinct species of barley generally

cultivated * one which produces three perfect flowers, and
as many seeds united at the base, at each joint of tbe
rackit, or middle of the ear. alternately on each side (Jig. 1 1,

and another, in which tbe middle ftWret is perfect, and the
two others barren, forming a flat car, with only one row of
grains on each side, as our common spring barley {Jig. 2).

Tbe first specie* has sometimes the middle tlowrc't small or

abortive, and consequent!) only four rows of grains, giving
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the ear a square appearance, bat that (hi* ia oaW a* aaea
sional deviation U proved by ilt returning la the y eas* eat

with six rowi, in rich toil*, and under proper cgltrratem

In nome varieties of both kinds the seeds stand asses

apart from cash other, and at a greater angW ana tW
rarhis ; the ear ia alto shorter, giving it the appearae*-* af a

bat or fan, whence it has been railed Battledore Barley . «
it alto known by the name of Sprat Barter. In others da
corolla separates from the teed when ripe, and the aaas *afl

off : these are the naked barleys. Karri of these has Wra a
repute at different times, and is worthy of the arJentsrsa oast

careful cultivation of the practical and experimental aarrsrs>

turi.it.

Winter barley it mostly town in throe countries warn
the winters are mild, and the springs dry, as in the —tit
of France, Italy, and Spain, or in those where the saw* W*
deep all the winter, and where the sun n powerful tacasr-

diatvly after the melting of the snow in spring, a* is the

j
case in parts of Russia, Poland, and some parts of >»ru
America. In most climates, where the winter nana </

alternute frost and thaws, and the early part of i|i mi m
usually wet, as is the case in Rngland. Srotlaad. aad It-
land, the young barley is too apt to suffer from these nrrnt
tudra, and the spring-sown barley gives the an* eertua
prospect of a good crop: but the grain of the knee a
seldom so heavy at that which has ttood the snatrr. east

being harvested later, it interferes with the wheat harvest
winch is an inconvenience.

The winter-sown barley is generally of the ti ntst
sort, of which the bere or bigg is an inferior tenets, bat

being hardy, and of rapid growth, it is well suited to nasaest
situations and inferior soils. The Siberian bari-y. a vanrtt
of which, with naked seeds, has been highly eitcassd t*

foreign agricultural writers, especially by Thaer. aader As*

name of Uordrum cvtettr, seems to be a
rich soils, not only for its heavy and nutritious

which particulars it ia said to approach to the <

grata, a
qaaliM af

r> c, but also for its succulent stems and leaves, attach 1

it by far the best sort to sow for the purpose of
1

for cattle and sheep, and, if fed off earn, the
in a rich soil, shoot out an abundance af fresh 1

produce a good crop of gr.un at harvest.

The barley most common I v cultivated in England 9 fast

which has only two rows, it is almost universally sown a
spring. The varieties produced by d ifference of tad sad
cultivation, at well as by teed occasionally broaght aVea

other countries, are innumerable; they have been tVrsasd

by most agricultural writers into the early or rath rift aorta,

as they were called, and the late ripe, from the parass sf

their being fit to reap. But tins is a distiortwa whsra a
not very accurate. It is well known that hot gravelly eaas

bring any grain to perfection in leas time than the spaagai
and colder soils, and that the produce acquire* a sag tha

soil in which it grew a disposition to npea aarhas ar

later. This property it retaint for a few ataaait. he ssaat

modification of its vegetating power, to whsra.
of a better name, that of habit mar he givea,
analogous to the alterations produced na bvuvg
by lisbiL Thus seed town repeatedly ia a light dry aai
becomes rath ripe, and that sown on the heavy aaessi bast

late ripe, although originally the tame. The rati raps

grain is always less heavy than the late rip*, aad freaa

these cireumstatv-et the experienced cultivator of aariry

chooses bis seed from such land as may modify tha Wast
produced by his own, giving him a crop with as heavy a

grain as hit sod can produce, and within a rani antral pai—l
The common or Norfolk spring barley, so pallet Usraass

it is the principal sort cultivated In that ccaaaty. has a ass-

derate- sited ear, containing from tea to

each side on an average (/g. 2). The straw
and makes good fodder lor cattle in winter,

long-cared, which contains from twelve to tweaty ssssas m a
row, but it has a weaker ttraw, aad la subject to ha
down by rains from the weight <«* the ear.

varieties have been In great repute at dtaVretvt list as. 1

first introduced, and then seem to hat* deayoeratssi east Vat
their superiority. Of this kind is the Jafc timim hajhrl. That
barley was much sought after some veers aga ; aaai asset) the
CKftulttr barley (Jig. J), so called from the asratsaaataa west
first brought it into notice. 1 1 1> ss»t thai hatosfssaaarsaaan
ear of barley in bis field greatly supers* to the raet. as) J
fully saved the seed, and cultivated it ia ha* 1

had a sufficient quantity to tow it in afield. Ill
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extremely multiplied and diffused through the country. Some
eminent maimers and brewer* have declared, that it con-
tains more saccharine matter than any oilier sort ; and the
trials hitherto made have convinced many agriculturists

that it i* not only heavier in the jrram, but sIm> mure pro-

ductive. In 1832 Mr. Coke of Norfolk, who is always fore-

most in all agricultural experiments and improvements,
towed a considerable portion of land with this barlev. and
the result is said to have been perfectly satisfactory. In the
year 1833 the writer of this article sowed two acres of Che-
valier barley in the same field with some of the best of the
common barley. The soil was poor light sand, but in good
order and very elcaa. The produce of the whole was nearly
the same, four quarters per acre, but the Chevalier barley
weighed 47 lbs. per bushel, while the common weighed only
52. This rfives the farmer an advantage of nearly ten per
ernt The sample was very fine, and the whole that he
could spare was eagerly purchased by his neighbours for seed
at his own price. It is long in the ear and very plump, and
the plants tiller* so much, that halfa bushel may be saved per
acre in the seed. This is probably owing to its groins bang
all perfe*. and vegetating rapidly. The straw, like that of
the other long-eared barleys, appears weak in proportion to
the ear

; it is said also to be harder, and not so palatable to
cattle. These Vrs circumstances which experience alone
can ascertain. That hitherto it has a decided superiority
over the common sorts, no one who has tried it fairly in
well-prepared land seems to deny ; but unless great care be
taken in cultivating picked parcels for seed, selecting the
finest ears and plumpest grain, it will probably share the
(ate of its predecessors— degenerate, and lose its reputation.
Might not the cultivation of the various kinds of grain pur-
posely for seed be mors generally practised, and form a dis-
tinct branch of agriculture? And would not this be well
adapted to small occupiers and cottagers, who may have
had allotment* of land given or let to them, to enable them
to hve by their own labour and industry, without parochial
aid? Thus the good qualities of any grain might be per-
petuated, new varieties might be produced, and the defects
* A ilulk«UlilsW<k« kinlmiMnliaai Um cro»n of

UMtavfo*. »••)•» we MaAMaftWaA

corrected by cultivation, as is the ease with hortirultvsJ
plants

The Sprat or Battledore Barley (jig. 4). also called Putney
Barley, from having been once extensively cultivated i

Pig. 4.

iSpnl (ot B«ille<W) Buk-y }

that place, is in much esteem in Germany. It is the Hor-
deum Ztocriton ; also called German rice, or rice barley, not
from any resemblance it bears to rice, but because, when
deprived of its skin and mado into pot barley, it swells by
boiling, and makes a good substitute for rice in broths and
puddings. It is not much cultivated in England at present,
but it is hardy and productive, and grows well in stronger
soils, especially the marly, and is well worth the attention of
experimental agriculturists. It certainly was once in good
repute in this country, and may suit particular soils and
situations.

All kinds of barley require nearly the same soil, and
whether they are sown before winter or in spring, the
ground rau»t be well prepared, and the soil pulverised by
repeated ploughing* and borrowings, or by the operation
of those instruments which have been invented for this

especial purpose; in order that the fibres of the roots, which
are very minute and delicate, may penetrate the soil easily

in search of nourishment
The cultivation of all the varieties is nearly the same,

and is best understood in the counties of Essex, Norfolk,
and Suffolk, in which a great quantity of excellent barley
is produced and malted for the London market. In the
light soils, barley is invariably sown after turnips, which
have been fed off the land by sheep, or been drawn to feed
the cattle in winter in the yards or stalls, who, by means ofan
abundance of litter, make a vast supply of manure ready for

the next turnip crop. When the land has been properly

prepared for turnips [see Turnips], and well manured,
and the turnips nave been carefully hoed, so that no weeds
of any kind remain, it is then in the finest state for barley

as soon as the turnips are off. Turnips require a well pul-

verised soil, and so does barley. If the soil is very dry and
light, the sheep folded upon it consolidate the surface by
their treading, and enrich it by their urine and dune. As
soon as a part of the field is cleared and the hurdles re-

moved, the land is ploughed with a shallow furrow, and
thus the sheep and the ploughs are often seen in the same
field succeeding each other, that no time may be lost in

turning in and covering the dung, which is very volatile,

and would soon lose much of its qualities by the action of
the sun and winds. This is sufficient preparation for the
seed, wbjch may now be sown or drilled without delay.
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In hewvler toils, which have become tenacious by the

winter'* rain*, or on which the sheep have been folded in

wet weather, the eoil may not be in a sufficiently divided

state to receive the teed with advantage. In that ease it

must be worked and stirred till a proper tilth is produced :

this is a great loss and hindcrance, by increasing the labour

at the busy time of sowing, but it cannot be avoided ; the

experience and judgment of the cultivator must direct him
as to the best mode of proceeding, ever bearing in mind
that it is an irretrievable error to sow barley on land not

ftnperly pulverised, and that, if it it once fine and dry, a

itilo delay in the sowing is of much less importance. It

ran scarcely be too dry on the surface at the time of sowing,

at least in this climate, snd, provided a few showers supply

the moisture necessary to make it vegetate and spring up,

there is no great danger to be apprehended from too dry

weather. Barley has been known to grow and ripen, when
not a single shower refreshed the soil from the day it was
sown to that in which it was reaped.

When the soil is of a strong, compact nature, but fertile

at the same time, and turnips cannot well be fed off the

land, nor taken off in carts, on account of the damage which
would be done to the soft moist soil in winter, by the tread

of the sheep, or the wheels of the carts, recourse is some-
times bad to a long fallow during eighteen months, from
harvest till the second spring, giving the land the benefit of

two winters' frosts, a tillage in autumn, in summer, and in

two springs. Thus the land is perfectly cleaned, and. if

properly managed, quite mellow and fine ; and the barley

sown on such land always produces a crop, not only abundant,

but of the best quality, so that the lines of Virgil in his

Georgirt, i. 48, whether literally applicable or not, are veri-

fied in the result :—
* IIUmm (Wtnaia Mk n ip—<i< m ttt

AftkutB, Ua qua nbm, tu bifora mail.

This practice has been alluded to in the article Akabli
L»*d, and is common in the heavier soils of Essex and
Suffolk. The loss of time by so long a fallow is amply
repaid by the state of the land and the subsequent crops.

It was once the universal custom to sow wheat after a fallow,

and barley after wheat, unless rlovor was sown with the

wheat, which was the first step to improvement : but after

the barley another fallow became necessary. By sowing
barley after the fallow, the land is much more perfectly

cleaned, and the clover sown with the barley is the best pre-

paration for the wheat, which may be succeeded by beans,

and, if these are well manured ana properly hoed, another

crop of wheat may be taken before a second fallow is neces-

sary. By comparing the probable produce of the two dif-

ferent rotations, the advantage will be evident in favour of

that which begins with barley.

In some particular cases, however, when a very An au-

tumn allows the wheat stubble to be ploughed and well

cleaned before winter, and several ploughing* and harrow-

ings can be given in spring, barley may be sown with ad-

vantage after wheat; but then it is seldom advisable to sow
clover and grass seeds with the barley, the land n<t being

sufficiently free from weeds. But the TriftJium tnrar-

malum, lately introduced from the south of France, if it

should succeed well in our climate, would be admirably

adapted to be sown on the barley stubble : the land being

•.lightly ploughed or scarified immediately after harvest, and
the seed rolled in. It will grow so rapidly in spring as to

smother all seed weeds, and will give a heavy green crop to

be cut fur hones and cattle early in May, and excellent

winter fodder if made into bay. [See Ta iron est Imcak-
WATiist, and Clovbb.]
The quantity of barley sown formerly was four or five

bushels per acre : but, if the land is duly prepared and the

seed good, from two to three bushels is an ample allowance,

especially if sown by the drilling machine, which it always

ought to be : for if the land be lo» rough to allow of drilling.

It is scarcely fit lo sow barley in, and oats will be a roorr

advantageous grain.

The proper time for sowing baric? depends much on the

season and the slate of the Isnd. The \<r%\ practical rule ra,

to sow as soon after the mid.lle of March »• llie ground is

dry. Earlier sowings rosy «nme«itncs sun^erd well, but in

this climate, cold wet weather often |«rvails in the end of

February and beginning of March, ami this is by no means
favourable to young plants of barley. The earl)>*own crops

ate howeves in general the heaviest, especially the tort

wheat) ppea later: they require lees seed, having more ,

time to tiller before the hot weather draw* op taw
There are, however, seasons when the later-sown
the best ; a good rule is to sow a quick -growing east visa
the sowing is unavoidably i"

seed must also be allowed.

m a qui

foiled.

The depth at which the seed should be
pends on the nature of the soil and on the season. W«
barley need only be slighdy covered, and will tiller as* awwe
ingly in good light soils. The examination of two noes, saw

of which ( Jig. 1) proceeded from a grain dropped eat taw sae-

face of the soil, and the other (Jtg.t) buned one or re*

inches under the surface, clearly shows the dinVreae* It

the first, the crown (a), from which the stems tiller, has ds>

seed still adhering to it ; in the other they are arrawaassl S»

a strong tough ligament (c). This forms two dsttmct «r*v

trcs, from which the roots spread ; and. in very light east

and dry seasons, the roots, springing immediately treat Aw
•eed, are lea* exposed to be dried up. But in sua* satis n»
teed, buried deep, may have much difficulty in gersssiuiast.
the air not having sufficient access, and the first sites*, wawk
forms the ligament (c), not being able to parree the msaaaif,

soil above it. As a general rule, a depth of from east sad s

half to three inches, according to the nature of taw asst. a
most likely to enable the seed to sprout well, saat gr>e a
sufficient bold of the land by the roots to avast taw aiegsr
of lodging. It is of consequence that all the seeds be de-

posited at a uniform depth, to ensure their shoots rates* at

the same lime : for where some rise earlier and soot* later,

it is impossible to reap the whole in good order ; sassw of

the ears will be loo green, while other* are lines' eg aw
seed from being too ripe. This is one reason why ate

drilled crop* are, in general, so much more regular as tasw
growth than the broadcast After sowing barley it st s*wf«i

to pass a light roller over the land, across the sttatsws. a*

there are any, to press the earth on the seed, aad assi st

too great evaporation of the moisture. Whew taw ran
begin to tiller, another rolling, and in some cases a sligsi

harrowing, to loosen the surface and thin oat the slaest

where they grow too close, is very useful. That also tW
best time to sow clover and grass seeds, if not done with est

first rolling. Barley is not usually hoed, bet, saw* the IsaU

should be perfectly clear of weeds and their seeds. swsWe t

is sown ; but if hoeing is thought necessary to leases tie

Pfg. i. Pig. S.
'
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•oil. instead of merefy harrowing it, the clover or Krnss-

secda are kowu at tb« last hoeing. After tlii* no attention

«. A roat of drilled UrWy In • rood toil
«.* TWum i> • poor HUTkU.

a required to the crop till harvest, unless some docks or
thistle* should make their appearance, which must then be
carefully pulled up.

The practice of sowing clover, rye grass, or other seeds,

with the barley, is almost universal, and is considered
as one of the great modern improvements in agriculture.

There is no doubt a great advantage in having a profitable

and improving crop to succeed the barley, without further

tillage ; and clover prepares the land admirably for wheat
Still there are some doubts, whether this be profitable in

all rases. There are seasons when the clover materially

injures the barley by its luxuriance ; and, in wet seasons

at harvest, it is very difficult to dry the straw sufficiently,

mixed as it is with the succulent stems of the clover, or to

prevent its heating in the stack. The clover, as far as the
barley is concerned, may be looked upon as a weed, which,
like all other weeds, must take a part of the nourishment
from the crop, and check it* tillering. If the clover is sown
late among the barley, the danger is less. It will not lie

able to grow so high as to do much injury, but the fear of

losing the plant of clover makes most farmers prefer sow-
ing it soon after the barley.

In Flanders, clover is seldom, or never, sown with barley,

but chiefly with rye: but they sow a species of white carrot

instead, in the sandy soils. These push out very little

of the green top, but shoot their fibres downwards, which
form toe rudiments of the carrot. After harvest, the ground
is well-harrowed, and watered with liquid manure. The
carrots, which could scarcely be observed above ground,
aoon spring up. and a good crop is secured before winter,

extremely useful for feeding cattle and swine, and greatly

increasing the urine of cows and bullocks, the favourite

manure fur light soils in that country.

As soon as the ears of the barley begin to droop and
lose their purple hue, acquiring a light straw colour, be-

Sure the grain is quite hard, it should be reaped. This is

usually done by mowing it with a scythe, having a hoop, or

an appendage called a cradle, fixed to it, so m to lay the

swathe regularly : but whore there is a sufficient supply of
labourers, at reasonable wages, it i» far more profitable to
have it reaped with the sickle, or, what is better, with tho
Haynauii teythe, a short, broad set the used with one hand,
while a light hook is held in the other to lay tbe straw ncn,
so as to be readily tied up into sheaves. A little prartiro
enables a man to reap twice as much corn in the same tune,
with this instrument as with the reaping-hook. Binding into
sheaves is a great advantage ; much lesscom is shed. « l>i< h,
in the common method of raking into heaps, often amounts
to more than would fully sow the same extent of land. The
sheaves set up on end are in less danger from the weather,
and when the stark is built, all tbe ears may be laid inward
and much grain saved, which, if on the ouuidc, would toon
be tbe prey of birds: smaller stacks may be made, and the
danger of beating entirely avoided. The stacks should bo
built on frames, supported by stone or cast-iron pillars, with
flat caps on them to keep out vermin ; and. in large stacks,
it is useful to have a kind of open cage in the middle, to
allow the admission of air to the centre. This dries the grain
better than a kiln, and when the stack is properly thatched
with straw, the crop may be considered as safe till it is car-
ried into the barn to be thrashed. [See Habvsst, and
Farm.]

Barley requires care in thrashing, to break off all the
awns close to the grain. A thrashing machine does not
accomplish this perfectly by only once passing the straw
through the rollers ; it is consequently usually put through
a second time, especially if it has not been tied into sheaves.
It is often necessary, alter the barley is thrashed, to effect
this by another operation, which is called kummeling, for

which purpose several different kinds of instruments ate
used. A simple one consists of a cylinder composed of
small bars of iron, and placed on an axis, which is rolled

backwards and forwards over the grain ; or, where a thrash-
ing machine is used, a plate of iron, perforated like a nutmeg-
grater, is fixed to the inside of the drum in which the
beaters revolve, and the awns are effectually broken off by
this rough surface.

The diseases to which barley is subject while growing
are those which attack all other grain— the smut, the burnt
ear, blight, and mildew ; but it is less liable to these than
wheat. The greatest cmruy is a wet harvest. It is so apt
to germinate with the least continuance of moisture, that
even before it is reaped, it often exhibits an car in full vege-
tation, every grain having sprouted (we fig.). It is then of

[PnauiaisfMaiasUoa mttm aar ml SwWj.]

little value, and even when this is checked by dry weather
or in the kiln, tbe grain is so impaired as to be fit only to

feed fowls and pigs. A strong plant of clover, by keeping
the wet longer about tbe barley, often contributes to increase

this evil, as has been hinted before.

The principal use of barley in this country, and wherever
the climate does not permit tbe vine to thrive, and no
wine is made, is to convert it into malt for brewing and
distilling. [See Malt.] Tbe best and heaviest grain is

chosen for this purpose, and. as it must have its germi-
nating power unimpaired, the least discoloration, from rain

or heating in the stack, renders it suspected, and conse-

quently not so saleable. It is, however, still fit for being
ground into meal, far feeding cattle and pig*, when it is not

VO!>um.-j.o
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used for human food ; or it may be made into pot barley by

tbeprocess of shelling. [8ee Baklxy. Pot and Pbarl]
The produce of barley, on land well prepared. i« from .i0

to 10 bushels, and mora, per statute orre, weighing from

45 to 55 Ibt . per buahel, according to tbe quality. It I*

•aid to contain 65 per cent of nutritive matter ; wheat con-

tain* 78 per cent A bushel of barley weighing 50 lb*, will

'therefore contain about 32 Iba. of nutriment ; while a buahel

ofwheat weighing 60 Iba. contain* 4 7 lb*. Good oat* weigh-

ing 401b*. contain about 24 lb*, of nutritive *ub»tancc; so

that the comparative value of wheat, baric), and oats, in

feeding cattle, may be represented by 47. 32. and 21. tbe

measure being the tamo. It is remarkable that, allowing

some addition to wheat, as more generally uwd for human
food, these numbers very nearly give tho usual proportion*

between the prices of these grams. The experiments on
which this calculation is founded were carefully made by
Embof, and confirmed, on a large scale, by Thacr, at his

establishment at MogeUn, the account of tbe results being
accurately kept.

On all good loamy soils barley is a more profitable crnp

than oats, and is supposed to exhaust the soil less. On
Miff cold clays it does not thrive so well, and there oats are

to be preferred. In some districts, where the best barley is

grown, the farmer* seldom tow oat*, and many prefer bu)ing
them for their own use. with tbe additional expense of mar-
ket and carriage. In Scotland, and some part* of the north

of England, oats are in greater request, being the chief food

of the labouring classes, and preferred by them to barley,

except it be in the form of pot-barley in their broths.

Barley in it* green state, especially the Siberian winter
barley, makes excellent spring food for milch row*, as is

well known to the cow-keepers about London ; it come* in

early, and greatly increase* the milk. It i* also very good
for nones, provided it be given sparingly at first, as it

purge* them ; but after a little time, when tbe stomach
becomes accustomed to it, it increase* their flesh and condi-

tion wonderfully, and is much more wholesome than tbe
usual spring phytic, a* it answers the purpose of gently
clearing tbe intestines, without any risk of irritation. For
sheep it i* more nourishing than rye, and comes earlier

:

when fed off quite close in April, it will spring up again,

and, on good land, produce a fair crop of grain in August,
but in genera) it i* ploughed up as soon ax* it is fed off, and
succeeded by spring tares or turnip*.

Barley has always been considered as possessing medi-
cinal virtues ; decoctions of it have long been used for tbe
sick, especially in all pulmonary complaint* ; and, with the
addition of some vegetable acid, it is extremely grateful in

fever*, allaying thirst, and giving *ucb a degree of nourish-

ment a* is indispensable, without exciting the circulation.

M. Theodore de Saussure has carefully analyzed the
ashes produced by burning barley and it* straw, and we
shall close this article with the result of bis experiment*.
(Jto-Am-Ae* Chimique* tur la Violation. Paris, 1804.)

The grain reduced to ashes vitk iU tkin gave, out of
100 parts, 18 of ashes, which contained:

—

Potass

Phosphate of potass

8ulpbate of potass)

Muriate of potass

Earthy phosphates . .

Earthy carbonate* .

Silica ....
Metallic oxides

BARLEY-BREAK, a popular pastime of the trio «**

James I., allusion* to which repeatedly occur in our okl

writers. It was played by six people, three of each sex. ake
were coupled by lot A piece of ground was tbem rho— .
snd divided into three compartments, of which tbe nusWj*

one was called bell. It was the object of the coups* ca*>

demned to this division, to catch the other* who adraawsd
from tbo two extremities; in which case a change of tanas

tion took place, and hell was filled by the coups* *b» w*e»

excluded, by pre-occupation, from tbe other place*. la tk»
'catching.' however, there- was aom* diflVulty, as. by u>
regulations of the game, the middle ample were Dot lo sepa-

rate before they had succeeded, while tbe others m>a*bt to***

I
hands whenever they found themselves bard pressed W**a

|

all had been taken in turn, the last couple was taxi to U n
hell, and the game ended.

I Several poetical descriptions of this smuts saent as* at

tant : one in Burlsy-hrtakt, or a Wanting /or W—fssst.

I written by W. N. Gent, 4 to. Lond. Hl»7 ; another m W
I Philip Sidney's Arcailia; and a third in Sir John Set-kiss* •

I I'urnu, which has been quoted by Brand in b» /Vpa sir

; Anliquitiet, vol. ii. p. 878, and by Gifford in has Stir* t»

Mauingtr.

!

Dr. Jamieson, in hi* Etymological JHcUtmtvy a/ tsV
i Ssottith Language, gives an account of that gasx* ta a u
i still used in the north of Scotland. He calk * ' a cast*

I generally played by young people in • com-yard , t ea -i

called " BsrU bracks about the stacks." One stack • fast!

on as the dule or goal ; and one person is appointed to rate*

the rest of tbe company, who run out from tbe dale. H*
does not leave it till they are all out of hit sight Tto to

sou off to catch tbem. Any one who it token, ctaast raa

out again with hit former associttet. being accounted a srt

toner, but is obliged to assist bit captor in pursuing tbe rest

When all are taken, the game is finished ; aa>d kw tW *a»

first taken is bound to act aa catcher in tbe next gxaa* Bt
adds. ' This innocent sport seem* to be alnsnt csttitvrj te
gotten in the south of Scotland ; it is also faUintr iota *Wea*-

tude in the north.'

Nam, in hi* Glossary, tto. Load. 1132. say*, atxr strt

puerile game of lag seems to be derived bom touiry
'

there was a tig or tag in the Yorkshire game of bartoy -

at played within memory ; the touch of the
tig or tag made a prisoner.

(See Brand s Popster Anita, m supra : Gtfcrd s edst *f

Malinger* Playt. 8vo. Lond. 1805, voL i-j. I at. swot

Hrilith RiMingrapher, vol. i. p. 68 ; N sirs' s (

BA RLEY. POT. is barley of which the •

i-f. I a*, a-*»

s Gtntatry. in r »

e outer tnttk «#

100

1 000 parts of the straw produced 42 of athea, containing :

—

Potass .18
Sulphate of potass 3 }
Muriate of potts* 05
Earthy phosphate* 7 75
Earthy carbonate* It '5
Silica ... 67
Metallic oxide* I )

115

100

These products no doubt vary in different soils ; but tbo
proportion of silica in the ttraw and in the tkin of barley it

remarkable. Tut* barley grew in a chalky toil

tkin hat been removed.
BARLEY. PEARL, it the small round kcrawi wtork

remains after the tkin and a considerable port***) ef tto

barley have been ground off.

Both these preparation* of barley are made by svsst ef

mills constructed for tbe purpose, and differ only ut nV *»-

grce of grinding which the grain undergoes.

There are two kind* of mill* for making pot aasi pnsi
barley, which we shall briefly describe. The aatfl. wtr»
wo* pnibahl) the earliest in use. and which a still ratae***

in ptrts of Germany and France, to take o4f the k ssi 4
the barley, it similtr to a common flour mill, ha'atfj
millsti.iie*. of winch one is fixed and tbe other ureses
horizontally over it ; but these stones are of let* atatwe\ in
than common millstone*, not exceeding three feet twm.
The upper stone ha* tix grooves, in the form *f the twtfc
part of a circle, rut in tbe towrr surface (rota the reesVe U
the circumference ; tbe width and depth of these
increase from one inch in tbe centre to ta

circumference (tee Jig. I.).

This stone has a perforation in tbe centre, aa • rests****

upper millstone, and rctulves on a vrrtsrel axts «r sfistV
of iron, the lower point of which uxors in a metal rmf ttad
on an clastic horizontal beam. It I* absolute); rvsjasssa* Ck<<

thit axit be pcrfccil) xrrtsral. and tbe tioor* secure tors toes

«..nta). in onler that tbe upper stone tuj »r>» yratV Is

the lower, at turh a distance aa to rub the grain woa> oz

crushing it The null it fed bj a hopper through the ee*H>s»

aperture, at in tbe common corn mill. The Meats* are wtr
rounded by a circular rate, (rating a apace of f/wta t*»» to

three inches between the cirruuitcrrocrs. TW top «r flat

part of Ibis case it of wood and lias an aperture r<»rt**s*ae*t

ing wnb tbe central aperture of lb* upper stats* , last tto

irrumfsTrt.ce consist* of thin plairs of Ire* sssrO*rw*ts| Suss

tbe out»»le, by mean* of a flat punch, with k la*. s* ttOJa*

tocksrs at aa
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Fig. 1.

etch other as possible, making the inside of the case rough,
like a nutmeg-prater. A square opening in this ca«e, with
• sliding door over it, serves to lot out the barley after it

has been sufficiently* ground. In order, to loosen the skin
without rendering the substance of the grain too soft, the

barley, which is chosen dry and hard, is sprinkled with
water on the floor, and turned over two or three times in the

course of eight or ten hours : it is then fit to be put into

the mill. The upper stone is made to revolve from 200 to

300 times in a minute. The barley, gradually supplied

from the hopper, is carried round in the grooves of the
upper stone and rubt)od on the under without being broken.

The centrifugal force and the strong current of air produced
by the grooves and tho rapid motion, drive the grain, partially

ground, against the rough ease, and complete the removal
of every part of the skin. It is then let out through the
square opening, and falls on a sieve, which separates tho
nsked grain from the bran. This is pot-barley. To make
pearl-barloy, the operation is continued till the required de-

gree of fineness it produced. As the greater part of the
finer particles of the barley ground off escape through the

boles in the ease, it is surrounded by ahother to collect

this meal, or cloth is fixed all round, which lets it fall

gently in a bin below ; thus nothing is lost This meal is

excellent food for cattle, pigs, or poultry. The great objec-

tion to mills of this construction is, that they require great

ninety in the adjustment of the stones, and are very apt to

waste the barley by grinding it unequally, and that, at all

events, the larger grains are more ground than the smaller,

but for pearl-barley, which ought to be of a uniform size,

litis is rather an advantage. But, on the other band, the

process goes on without interruption, and if two or more
pairs of stones are placed under each other, the barley may
pass from the first into the hopper of a second, and from
this into a third, so at to come out of the last of any required

degree of fineness. It may be observed, that the principal

use of the upper stone and its grooves is to carry the barley

round and throw it against the case, and therefore any hard
wood, with similar grooves, will answer the purpose as well

as stone ; and this is said to be the construction of several

of these mills. (See Notuxau Court eompUl dAgriculture
pruUque, Paris, 1820, article ' Orge pcrlce.')

The other kind of mill, which we shall now endeavour to

describe, is in general use in Scotland, where most of the
pot and pearl-barley used in this country are prepared. It

was originally introduced from Holland, whence formerly

all Europe was once supplied with pearl-barley, commonly
called Dutch pearl-barley.

This mill consists of a common grindstone such as cutlers

nse, about three feet in diameter, revolving vertically on a
horizontal axis. A ease, similar to the one already de-

scribed, revolves on the same axis, and in the same direction,

with a slower motion. Sometimes the flat sides of this case,

as well as the rim, or circumference, ore composed of per-

forated plates of iron, but this is not absolutely necessary.

The barley, prepared as before, is put in by a square open-
ing in the circumference, the slide shut, and the machinery-

is set In motion, until the barley, tossed between the stono

and the case by the double motion, has been entirely

deprived of its skin, and is become pot-barley ; or till it is

ground into the small round shape of pearl-barley. Tho
mill is then stopped, the slide pulled out. and the case being

turned so as to nave the opening undermost, the prepared

barley falls out into the bag, or bin, placed to receive it

It scarcely wants any sifting, for such is the violence with

which the grain has been totted about, that all that is

ground off is driven through the holes in the case, and
collected in a close chamber which iurrohnds the apparatus,
as in the other mill. The mechanism by which the motions
of the stone and case are produced it extremely simple, and
will be easily understood by reference to a KjMrn, which,
although taken from a portable hand-mill for making pearl-
barley, is on the same principle ai the larger. This portable
mill is made by Wilkinson, in Oxford-street and may also
be used for shelling rice.

(tlorimtal sntka of Um P«rl n.rWj MUL)

A, section of the stone turned by the axis D. B, sec-

tion of the case which turns on the axis D, by means of
brass bushes in its centre.

CC, a wheel having sixty teeth, or cogs, fixed to the side

of the case.

C E, a smaller wheel, or pinion, with fifteen teeth, moving
the wheel C C, and fixed on the axis F F, by which the

whole is moved.
G O, a wheel with sixty teeth, on the axis F F, moving

the pinion G II, which has twelve teeth, with the axis

D D. which carries the stone.

I I, Fly-wheel, which equalizes the motion of Ibe whole.

Thus by turning F P once round, the wheel C t and the

case perform one-quarter of a revolution, and G I! with the

stone, five revolutions: so that the stone makes twenty
revolutions for one of the rase ; and if the axis F turns

once in a second, the case turns fifteen times in a minute,
and the stone 300 times. This is the usual velocity in

largo mills. A hand-mill may be moved with one-half or

two-thirds of this velocity, the stone being also smaller.

When the power is sufficient to turn a stone three feet in

diameter 300 times in a minute, three lm»hel« of barley may
be converted into pot-barley in an hour, and into pearl-

barley in two hours.

The advantages of the mill figured in the next page ore

considerable. It requires no very nice adjustment, and h not

easily put out of order. The stone may continue in u«e,

although considerably wom down, even to half Its original

diameter. There is no danger of crushing any of the grains,

nor much waste : and whatever be the size of the groiim it

grinds them equally. If the pearl-barley is required *cry

equal in size, it may easily be torted by wire sieves, aj the

different sizes of shot arc. The only defect of this con-

struction is the loss of time and of power which it occasions,

by the case being stopped to take out the prepared gram
and wplacc it by fresh barley. Ingenuity will probably find

means of removing this defect; but we are not aware of any
law improvements in the construction of these mills.

Pot and pearl-barley are very wholesome and nutritious,

and have a more agreeable taste than barley-meal : and it is

to be regretted that they are not more used as food by the
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triotic 80ng» and addrinn.which, with those of Dr. Dwiajbt
and Colonel Humphreys, are considered to her* had nti
•(bet in inspiriting the American soldiers. WluW aa ato

situation of chaplain, bo alao pUnnad and nearly am i
piiahed his poetn on the discovery and pi aspects atAmi .
When Great Britain acknowledged the nsdeawrsdnaee

the United States, and the American force* ware d»si

tBset IU1W7 MID. wUh U» esih ielU H*1- «e a* «—»

1

Uboaring claates in England, as they are in Scotland.

Germany, and Holland. The aaaential oil of barley, which

givee it ita peculiar taste, reaidea chiefly in the akin and
adjacent parti of the grain ; the interior is a purer farina,

more nearly resembling that of wheat. This has probably

suggested the idea of removing these outer parts, aa leaa

palatable, and given rise to the manufacture of pearl-barley,

the farina ofwhich approaches nearer to pare ferula, or starch.

Tbis farina, obtained by grinding pearl-barley in a common
mill, is sold under the name of patent barley, and used exten-

sively for readily making barley-water for the sick. But if

the essential oil of barley possesses any medicinal properties,

it is evident, from what was observed before, that common
pot-barley would be preferable for making a decoction of bar-

ley when prescribed as a remedy. The great use of pot and
pearl-barley is in broths, stews, and puddings, aa a substitute

lor rice. It swells, and has the property of uniting well with

the fat and oily matters extracted from meat in boiling.

Barley-broth is a constant and principal dish at every family

dinner among the middling ranks in Scotland, and not

despised by the higher. Even the bran, having been
steeped in water, and allowed to ferment till it becomes acid,

is relished by the lower orders in the mesa called aosreiu.

In Holland, pot-barley, boiled in butter-milk and sweetened
with treacle, is a common mesa for children and servants

;

and however unpalatable this may appear to some tastes,

early habit and association make tbis, as well aa the

toteent, a kind of luxury to many.
BARLOW. JOEL, an American author and diplomatist.

He was a boy at school when his father died, and the snistl

portion of the patrimonial estate which fell to his share barely

sufficed, with economy, to secure him the advantages of a
liberal education. In 1 774 be entered as a student at Yale
College, Newhaven, where, in the course of the prescribed

exercises in composition, be displayed audi a taste for poetry

and talent of versification, as procured him some reputation

among his fellow students, and introduced him to the par-

ticular notice of Dr. Dwight, then a tutor in that college.

Having gone through the ususl course of study. Barlow, in

1 778, took the degree of Bachelor of Arts ; and en leaving

college, at 6rat applied himself to the study ofthe law, though
it appears not with much ardour. Four of his brothers were

in the revolutionary army, and he had himself, during tbe

college vacations, been accustomed to join tbe army as a

volunteer, in which character he was present at several skir-

mishes, and in one of the severest conflicts that happened
during the war. These circumstances inclined him to bslrn

favourably to tbe auggcMwn of some influential friends, who
adviied him to quslif) himself fir the office of a chaplain in

the Maseachusseta luie of the American army, and intimated

to him that his examination in theology would be very in-

dulgent. Accordingly, be applied with diligence to tlieolo-

gtral studies fir about six weeks, at the end of which be was
licensed to preach as a congregational minister, and imme-
diately after repaired to tbe army. Barlow remained in this

ntuilun until the end of the war. In 1 7a I be married
Miss Balds in of Newhaven, and during tbe same period

h« fccaaiunally occupied himself in tbe composition of pa-

in 1 783, almost every one who had bee* in the aiaay had
either a new profession to seek, or an old one to rsaat.
Barlow declined the duties of a parochial minister, sasd re-

verted to his original profession of the law. With this vsew

he proceeded to Hartford, and there settled, as be the* bbss-

gined, for life. But bis habits of mind were not fan—

s

aas

to success at tbe bar. and ha soon found it expedasaa la

make some addition to his means of subsistence by the aate-

bliahment of a weekly newspaper. He alao snrpeeyad Suaa-

aelf in preparing for the press the poem to whaeh we be«e

alluded, The Virion of Colnmhut, which was anafceaat

by subscription in 1787. This work not only aaaeaafcsd km
reputation in America, but made him known in Begems, h
waa re-published in London a few months after ats eaaaear-

ance, and haa since gone through a second sebtasa as

America and one in Paris. The reputation be had by waa
time acquired procured him a commission frees thai caargy

of Connecticut to adapt Dr. Walls's version to the was of

i the New England churches, in which his impsuvea! saaaaaa

is in use at the present day. Ha then gave ap baa news
paper, and became a bookseller, in order to proaaoas the eats

I of his Pnlmt and bis I 'irion of Colnmbut ; and wheal be

I had effected these objects he relinquished baainaaa. and at-

I

turned to law and literature. But in 1 788 Ba rtow waa av
duced to abandon tbe law, in order to proceed
the agent of a company of speculators for tbe sale ef
extensive tracts of land on the Ohio river.

Barlow landed in England in 1 788, and 1

over to France, but he returned to England m 1781

tbe intention of remaining for a year or two, and
turning to the United States. In the msantiasa ha I

much interested in be progteas and prospects of the Fr
Revolution, and formed an intimate acquaint
leaders of the republican party, particularly w*h 1

afterwards belonged to the party termed * G
During bis stay in London Barlow formed alao a ciaae aaav

nexion with tbe large body of men, who at that tane heal

republican and revolutionary principles, and
such a man waa well calculated to acquire

1791 and 1792 be produced some poliUea

increased bis reputation with his own party, 1

Tbeee1 something to his pecuniary
' wee to the Pnnteged Order* ; The C<the fnnteged Order1 ; The Lomeptrmem m

of about four hundred lines, relating to the . _

I of tbe continental sovereigns against France ; A Letter m
I

the National Convention ; and Boyl Recctim ri— el
indiesting rather more teal than ability or 1

1 The return to America which Barlow coat

I

frustrated by bis nomination, jointly with a
Frost, to go over to France, and present to the

I

Convention sn address from the sasoca

tbe ' Constitutional Society,' in London. He
!

be absent only three weeks, bat in the mosaic
that ' two fellows' had gone to France as the 1

of the British nation, wsa noticed in parliament ns sash a
manner that Barlow did not coouder it prudent to 1

England. In France be waa received with marl
' and, soon after his arrival, the rights at a rtriaea

ferred upon hint, lie then accompanied tbe deeanaUar «/

the National Convention wbirb was sent to CI
organise tbe new lv acquired territory of Savoy aa • •

men! of the republic. Ilia star there during the waster eta
marked by the publication of A Letter to the
Piedmont on the Adraniagei 0/ the Heeoimtnm

' .Veres**/* if itdnpting tli Principle* in /(alp. Thts 1

was Urgel) em ulated in the French and Itaban f

and a tranalsum from the foresee waa printed la I»ii—rf

without tbe author s knowledge. He alao wraee at t bees-

/Vup* y

bery a murk-heroic poem in three cantos, entitled

Pudding, which tt dcernbed by some of bat earn cuaaary-
men a* the hsppvest and most popular of has

s at hat 1In tbe following three years 1

msde a translation of Volney's Kmtne. He 1

ceive that bis neutral pcaitioa. and tbe 1

which be had formed, might be tamed to gawd aet— as

commercial speculations, in which ha embarked wsth sank

J0 >
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miw M ultimately enabled him to mliw a considerable
fortune, snd to live in Pari* with kdm degree of splendour.
He was in that city in 1 79}. when be received from bis own
coantrjr the appointment of consul-general at Algiers, with
instructions to proceed to Barbary, and conclude treaties

with the several (tales for tits purpose of procuring tho
liberation of such American citizens as were kept in slavery.

In the face of much obstruction and danger, he accom-
plished this benevolent work, and then gave up his con-
sulship and returned lo Paris, where he resumed his com-
naraal operations, and continued to reside till 180), when,
after an absence of seventeen years, he returned to his native
country.

After hi* return. Barlow appears to have chiefly em-
ployed himself in altering his Vision of Columbia into the
form in which, in the year 1808, it Anally appeared under
the title of The Columbiad. No expense was spared in

the external preparation of this quarto volume, which
was by far the most splendid that America bad yet pro-
duced. In preparing this volume, however, Barlow com-
muted a serious miscalculation. The cost of its production
rendered it necessary to fix a price which the American
market could not bear, and accordingly very few copies were
old; but the work was reprinted the year following in a
leas ambitious form, and about the same time it was repub-
li»bed in London. The Columbiad has not, however, at-

tained the popularity and circulation which the original

Vina* o/ Columbus enjoyed; and in most respects it is

immeasurably inferior to the poem with which it may best

be compared

—

The Luriad of CamoSns. In attempting
sal epic it is obvious that Barlow much over-rated his own
powers : his poem is rather awkwardly planned and poorly

executed, ana replete with most inappropriate political de-
clamation and philosophical discussion. After the publi-

cation of this his great work. Barlow employed himself in

collecting materials for A History of the United States, a
work which he bad long contemplated. In the midst of
these pursuits, the President Madison, who held him in high
esteem, appointed him minister-plenipotentiary to the court
of France. This appointment was warmly contested in the
senate, but passed by a small majority, and, in the year
181 1, Barlow once more embarked for Europe.
He landed at Cherbourg in September, 1813, and imme-

diately proceeded to Paris, where, in the absence of Napo-
leon, he was received by the minister of foreign affairs, and
immediately applied himself to the duties of bis new sta-

tion, particularly to the accomplishment of the specific object

of his mission, which was to negotiate a treaty ofcommerce
with France, and to obtain indemnity for former spoliations.

In the progress of this affair, it became desirable that he
should have a personal conference with the emperor, who
had then commenced the Russisn campaign of 1812. He
therefore proceeded to join Napoleon at Wilna ; but he was
exposed to so much privation and hardship in his progress

through countries wasted by contending armies, and in a

most inclement season, that his strength was exhausted,

and an inflammation of the lungs came on, under which he
rapidly sunk into a state of extreme debility. He died on
the 26th of December, 1812, at Zarnawica. a small village

in the neighbourhood of Cracow, in the 58th year of his

age. {Public Characters, 1806 ;
Biographic NouvtUe dee

Ccmtrmparaxnt. tuc.S

BARLOWK, WILLIAM, died 163ft; being then pre-

bendary of Winchester, fkc He wrote the Navigator i

Supply. 1597; Magnetical Advertisement, 1618; and a
work against Dr. Ridley, who had criticised his last-men-

tioned work. This was entitled A Brief Discovery,

1618.
Bartowe is one of our earliest writers on the magnet :

being contemporary with Gilbert, 1540—1603. (See Mao-
hktism, flee] We have principally mentioned him here to

correct a mistake which appears in several places, to the

effect that he wrote on the phenomena at magnetism before

Gilbert. The work of the latter was first published in 1600.

But Bartowe bad previously treated on magnetical instru-

ments in his Sartgatoft Supply, as is slightly mentioned
by Gilbert, cap. i.

His writings procured him no celebrity on the continent,

and we cannot find any mention of his name in any foreign

author.

BARM. rSeeYxAsr.]
BARMEN. There are two Bilrgermatterships, or pro-

vincial districts of this name, in the Rhenish possesions of

the Prussian crown ; the one, situated in the circle of Julich
and province of Aix la Chnpelle. contains three villages, and
about 1400 inhabitants, ofwhom 1340 are Roman Catholics;
the other, in the circle of Elbcrfeld and province of Dusset-
dorf, contains two town*, four villages, snd about 25,000
inhabitants. The latter consists principally of the * Valley of
the Wipper,' otherwise Wupper, and extends for shout five
miles along both banks of that stream, between two ranges
of bills running immediately eastwards of Elbcrfeld, and
King within a mile and a half of each other. Its area
does not much exceed forty-two square miles, but the na-
tural advantages of its soil and situation are so great, that
it has become what may almost be termed a vast open
town : the central part, where regular rows of houses have
been built, where the seat of justice for the district is esta-
blished, and in which there are two churches, as many
schools, a deaf and dumb asylum, &c., is denominated ' Go-
marke,' and contains about 700 houses, with a population of
about 2800 souls. The Valley ofthe Wipper, which rose into
note as the seat of manufacturing industry upon the close
of the Seven Years' War, is studded in every direction with
larger or smaller works, besides four churches, and about
1700 dwelling-houses. According to RestoriTs enumera-
tion in 1830, it then contained 1997 looms for the manufac-
ture of cotton piece-goods, Scc^ 1 20 mills for spinning cotton
thread and yarn, 1055 looms for the weaving of linen*, tapes,
flse., 360 for that of silks and ribbons, ana 7 manufactories
of velvets and velvet ribbons, besides 39 bleaching grounds,
SO dyeing works, 4 factories for the production of chemical
preparations, and a variety of other works for the manufac-
ture of woollen stuffs, metal and plated goods, ironware,
soap, tobacco, earthenware, &c. The larger establishments,
comprising factories, mills, and warehouses, were in the
same year 211 in number; and the quantity of raw pro-
ducts and manufactured goods annually exported is esti-

mated at between 150,000 and 160,000 cwt. The whole
appearance of this busy region indicates successful enter-

prise, and many of the private residences would elsewhere
be designated palaces. In manners and customs there is

a striking resemblance between the people of Barmen and
the Dutch, betwixt whom an active commercial intercourse)

has long subsisted ; and the virtue of cleanliness is carried

to such an extent, says Stein, {Travels, 1827, vol. ii.,

p. 230), that ' even untenanted apartments are washed
twice) a week.' An Exchange has been erected ; and the
Wipper has in this valley one stone and four wooden bridge*
across it. About nine-tenths of the inhabitants are of the

Protestant religion, the remainder being almost wholly
Roman Catholics. Within this burgermastership is the town
or large village of Wapperfeld, with a Protestant church,
about 1 700 inhabitants, and two annual fairs. Gemarka
lies in 51° 16' N. laL, and 7° 10* E. long. (Rcstorff and
Weiland)
BARMOUTH, a small town of the county of Merioneth

in the parish of Llan-aber in North Wales, 197 miles

N.N.W. from London, and 8 miles S.W. from Dolgelly. It

is situated near the mouth of the river Mowddaeb or Maw,
whence it received the name of Abermaw, abbreviated into

Bermaw.and corrupted by the English into Barmouth. The
river at this place, flowing to the south of the town, forms

two channels, between which is a small island called Ynis
Braved, or tbo Friar's Island. The port, which is the only

one in the county, is formed by this island and the beach to

the south. The entrance is difficult and dangerous, owing
to shifting sands, and particularly two sand -banks, called

the north and south bars, so that vessels of any burden can
onlv get in or out at spring tides. Barmouth formerly car-

ried on some considerable trade, particularly in woollen* ; and
a number of small vessels, employed in the coasting trade,

still belong to the port. However, its loss in trade seems to

have been compensated by its having become a genteel

watering place, which, during the summer months, is fre-

quented bv many respectable families from Wales and the

adjacent English counties. The bathing is perhaps as fine

as can any where be found, but the accommodations in tlie

town and on the beach are not of a very superior description.

The promensde along the beach at low water is much ad-

mired, and the views of the distant mountains are striking.

The town is principally situated on the sloping side of a very

lofty rock, which shelters it on the esstern side. The bouses,

which are indifferently built, gradually rise above each other

in successive terraces, so tbst the ground floor ofone row is

nearly on a level with the chimneys of those beneath them.
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Tin' communication between these terror** is carried on by

a flight «r steps. A street below is formed by • few houses

built >m tlie strand, inhabited chiefly by mariners and fisher-

men, and defended from the encroachments of the tides,

which threaten to overwhelm them, by large hillocks of sand,

rendered station ary by the spontaneous growth ofthe Arundo

armaria and Ulymui arenana, which, bv their long creeping

and ramified roots, keep it firm and tolerably compact

These houses are, however, subject to much annoyance from

the sands drifted by the wind.

The petty sessions are held in this town, which has •

market on Fridays, and fairs on Whit-Monday, the 7th of

October, and the 21st of November. In the Papulation

Return* of 1831 no separate return is made for Barmouth ;

but its parish of Llan-abcr contained 228 inhabited houses,

with a population of 1448. of whom 8-16 were females.

(Binglcy't Sorth Jt'alei; Beautir* of England and
TT'iUt, vol. xviL ; Carlisle's Topographical Dictionary of
Walrt. &c.)

BARN, a building in which agricultural produce is

stored, to protect it from the weather, and keep it in safety.

In all countries where the climate docs not permit the corn

to bo thrashed in the field and immediately put into a
granary, it is necessarv to protect it from the weather ; and
the most obvious method is, to have capacious buildings for

that purpose. Accordingly, all well appointed farms nave
one or more of these buildings, which formerly were made
of such dimensions as to be capable of containing the whole
produce of the farm, whether hay. com, or straw. A great

saving bos been effected, by the mode of stacking hay
and corn in the open air, protected only by a slight covering

of thatch. In consequence of this improved practice, modern
barns are made of smaller dimensions, and their principal

use is to contain the com in the straw which is intended to

be thrashed out immediately ; so that if the bam is capablo

of containing a thrashing-floor, and as much com in the

sheaf us is usually put in a (ingle stack, it answers all the
purposes of a larger barn; ami thus the expense of the

farm buildings is greatly diminished.

The shape and construction of a common bam are too well

knmnto require a particular description ; we shall tbere-

f >re only give some idea of the improvements which have
been made on the common plan, and of some peculiar

buildings, which arc extremely useful, and not so generally

known.
The principal use of a bam in our climate being to thrash

the com in, its construction must be adapted to the mode
in which that operation is performed. As many smaller
teed*, such as clover and the grasses, cannot so well be
thrashed by a machine, a floor, upon which the) may be
thrashed with the flail, is an indispensable appendage to

a farm ; and the barn is the most convenient place to

have it in. This floor is commonly placed in tho middle,
with its length equal to the width of the bam. It also

allows the waggons or carta, when loaded with the pro-

duce of l lie harvest, or of the com taken from a stack,

to he drawn over it, and unloaded immediately in the
bat n. For this purpose large double gales are placed
at curb end of the floor, of such dimensions as to allow a
loaded waggon to be drawn in on one side, and when un-
1 aded, taken out at the other. When the width of the
l< mi • i, it sufficient for the length of tho floor, a porch is

ndd.sl on <>nu side, or both, and in these the gatea are placed.

Tli-w parts of the bam which are on each side of the
thrashing floor are called the bays ; and in these the corn
is placed till it is thrashed. Where there are porches, tho
n> ( of the bam is generally brought down to the hue of the

p rrh ; and thus convenient sheds are formed on each snle.

One of the defects of this construction is, that the drawing
of loaded waggons on the floor materially injure* it, even
whem the precaution is taken of spreading straw over it.

In ronsrouetice of this, many barns have been constructed
without the large gates, and the corn is thrown from the
waggon outside, through an opening called a pitch KuU, into
the bam. Tins has the inconvenience of loss of time, and
the risk of damaging the com in showery weather. The
t>est plan, therefore, is to base a passage fur the waggons
under the roof, at the end of the bam, where they can with
ease and safety be unloaded, said if a thrashing machine
is used, a fl<»r raised about seven fret above the ground
will contain the machine at one end, and the untbraabrd
com at the other : the lower part may be appropriated to
venous useful purposes; that part which is immediately

under the machine receives the corn and straw i

are separated, and contains the winnowing weehe
Pig. I.)

A, the place for unloading the corn ; B, a aVaar aawea

feet from the ground, on which the corn in Ike aaraw
stored ; C, the place of the thrashing-machas* at eat esse at

tho floor; D, a chamber under the floor, ass* waara th*

thrashed corn and the straw fall, and the earn !»» i .

B, the abed for the horses to work under ; t. a aaae aav

der the floor, in which agricultural uaplecorats are lee!

it may be converted into a stable. Doubts galea at eas-a.

end of A will shut the whole up ; or the esse B saaw a*

closed by a partition with double doors in it. The waaaVws
ore latticed.

In tins case the seeds may be thrashed ea taw sssbm

floor, which must be made strong and well jotaaai. to sr»-

vent the dust beating through, and itea en d by aaan
or a partition below. In small (arms, where ttssee a m
thrashing machine, this construction is not a»
geous, the raised floor being unnecessary, still at

better not to draw the waggon* on the floor. Toe
ins floor may be placed at one end of the barn, that i

unloaded at the other, and the com drwosuard
them.
A common thrashing-floor i* usually free* cawasssw a

twenty feet long, and from twelve to ftnirauau wwhr - ta>

sue must depend on the number of men who taraaa at tto

same time ; this operation being more raptdVy atrtaraaW t*

three or four men, beating in regular Uaae. taaa a* *sw»

worked separately. Tbe labourer* generally area* eaaa

ing singly, but If they are paid accnrmisg as taw i

thrashed out, they are wrong. Tbe anratat i

ing com, by winnowing it with the (betas and taw i

Isaiah, c. 30. v. 24) is still very generally

quires a great length of floor ; but the <

with skreens and riddle* has now generally i

method.
Thrashing floor* are usually made af i

tempered earth. The first are the avast duraeae. asat sws
stone can be obtained at a reasonable proa, tart art at u*
end the cheapest ; but they are apt to bra*** la* ear*, t^t

on that account are not so generally adeatesl aV-sra aur
have the same inconvenience, besides that af rswastt ta
bibing moisture, and making the grain feel eaaVI aa* eaaw>
which diminishes the value of the sample. Bartaaa *sn
when carefully laid, and the materials well a%ewr***w**t
are both cheep and durable, provided tbe seal *a saw
they are laid is dry naturally, or made s» ssaaY at
Tlio following is the manner in which tbry are la uaat
The toil is taken out to the depth of est er etgat saraas, *
mure, and if tbe sulaod is of a mast nstare, e **»*>
gravel and dry aand a laid on the bottom tkrve wav
inches thick, and trod smooth and level A antin a a**t
of clay, or loam tnd sand, with water, to ta* eaasa*a*ev* *f

common building mortar, so which a aided saaw s aV m
pounded shells, or gvpsum. where thee* raa aw ekaaeww
chaff, cow-dung, and some bullock's Mood arc alts I. aat •»
whole it well worked up together : of tba a east a hat sw

the prepared bottom with a trowel, abeat an tara tWi. aw
spread cvetitt. Th's a allowed to dry ; aastW eaaa raaa
put over, and all the cracks careful!) filled aav Tiua a a>
|>Mlcd till the desired thickness is prods.rod. Was*) a at
gtna to harden, lb* whole it veil rammed sal a
wooden rammer, and every rraek filled asv.es aa a* B»*> • as>

This a WA to harassappearance of a uniform suUd bud;

.
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•lowly, neither exposed to the rsyi of the tun. nor to draught*

of air, and in a short time the floor become* sufficiently

hard to be used. It is advisable, however, to give it some
months to consolidate entirely. The best time for laying

such a floor is in spring, that it may be completely har-

dened before the succeeding winter. It will last many years,

if n->t exposed to frost and damp. But earthen floors have
always the inconvenience of wearing into dust of a gritty

nature, which mixing with the corn, deteriorates it, and ren-

tiers it less At to be ground into fine flour. Hence, in spite

of the first cost and frequent repairs, oaken floors are gene-
rally preferred, and few floors are now laid of any other

materials. Some nicety is required in laying oaken floors,

that they may not be subject to rapid decay, owing to the

confinement of moist air below them. The planks should
be two inches and a half thick, the edges well joined by
dotrrliing. or ploughing and tongueing ; dmrellt are oaken
pins of half an inch diameter, and six inches long, driven

three inches deep into holes of the same diameter in the

edge of the planks, and received into corresponding holes in

the adjoining planks, so as to keep them close together, and
their surfaces even

; ploughing and tongueing is done by
means of a groove in each edge, into which a slip of lath is

driven, half in each groove. This produces the same effect

of joining the planks close, besides completely preventing any
dust from passing between the joints. The planks are driven

close, by means of wedges, and are laid on oaken sleepers,

to which they are fastened by a lew iron spikes driven into

each, and which rest on a foundation of bnck-work, so that

the floor is eight or ten inches from the ground. This inter-

val has been sometimes Ailed up with stones or gravel, under
the idea of preventing the nestling of rats : but this is not a
good practice. A free current of air under the floor is the

only method of securing it from damp, and corw]uont dry

rot. This should be provided by means of openings through
the walls, or under the sills : iron gratings will keep out

the rats; but even should they And their way under the

floor they must be hunted out, and destroyed by dogs and
arrets. By laying barn-floors in this manner, beech, elm,
or deal planks may be used instead of oak, and will last

many years.

The outer walls of barns are built of stone or brick, or

consist only of wooden frames and quartering! covered with
boards painted or tarred over.

Where timber is scarce, and neither atone nor bricks can

be readily obtained, barns are frequently built with walls of

earth, either raised by successive layers, or strata, of tem-
pered earth mixed with chopped straw, or like the composi-

tion used for thrashing-floors—(described above)—or of dry

earth rammed hard in a frame of boards two feet wide, which

in the south of France ia called piti. These walls if pro-

parly constructed, and covered with a coat of fine mortar,

or gypsum, will last a very long time ; the only danger is

the influence of damp and frost upon them ; the roof should

consequently project considerably beyond the walls.

The roof of a barn should be constructed according to the

approved rules of carpentry, so as to produce the greatest

strength, with the smallest quantity of timber. This is a
punt seldom attended to by country carpenters, who imitate

the old roots, in which strong beams resting on the walls

boritontally, generally bear the whole weight of the roof,

without regard to the advantage gained by proper trussing.

Bven in the most temporary shed, the strength may be

greatly increased by using tpe materials judiciously. The
covering of a barn may be of slate, tiles, or thatch. If

tiles are used, they should be laid in coaroe hay, to prevent

the snow driving through in winter; this is better than

mortar, which requires continual repairs. The most com-
mon covering is thatched straw, which has the great incon-

venience of affording shelter for rats, who soon nestle in it,

and are not easily driven out. The best covering, where it

ran be procured, h one of reeds, which, when properly laid,

will last many years, and in which, from their hard and
brittle nature, the vermin ran make no lodgment : nothing

is a batter protection from the weather.

The more the air circulates, the better the corn is pre-

served. Barns should therefore havo numerous windows

or openings, and the corn, when put into them, should

not be pressed down close to the walls, as ia recommended

in many agricultural works, but so placed as to allow the air

to circulate freely. In this manner it will keep well, with-

out acquiring that close and musty smell, which so much
deteriorates corn which has been long kept in a barn.

Hay is now seldom put into a close bap, experience having
shown that ft keeps much better in the op- n air in rick*.

But where a considerable quantity of hay i» tied up in tni»*es

for the market, it it extremely useful to have a building

with a roof to protect them from the wet, and to load the
carts under shelter. For this purpose a kind of bam is con-

trived, which some call a Dutch bant, but which m»y very

properly be called a tkrleton barn, being the frame of a
bam without the boarding. The annexed figure will con-

vey a better idea of it than any description. The opening
in the middle admits a waggon or cart, to be loaded with
trusses, which" are deposited on each side. At the time of
hay-making, this barn is extremely useful to draw a loud of
hay in suddenly on the appearance of a shower ; and hay
put into cither side will be preserved as well a* in a htark.

But for this purpose another building is in use in Holland,

to which the name of Dutch Barn is more appropriate, and

of which we also annex a figure. This consists of a roof

supported by strong pole* like masts, A A, on which it can
be raised or lowered at will. The usual form is that of a
pentagon ; the poles are at the angles, and kept upright by

meana of a strong sill on a brick foundation, and pieces. B,

acting aa spurs, framed into the poles. The roof is light

and covered with thatch. At each angle is a strong block

of wood, with a round hole in it sufficient to let the poles

pass through ; these blocks are kept at any doircd height

by means of iron pins passed through holes made in the

poles, and on which the blocks rest. To raise the roof a

small jack ia used, an instrument well known by its uu> in

raising heavy waggons when the wheels «re taken off Tbia

is placed on an iron pin at some <rt»t»nce below the roof,

and the comers are raised gradually, one after the other, at

opposite angles, the pins being moved each time one hole

higher.* The chief use of this Dutch bam u to contain

• TW. mode of nUri** **J * "** *W~" U
.

ta "fT
SMoaaW dona Tkr PMcb fcar- tineotad • • f'TStt * ft* to which

lha mat t^m by ion of a wn U U» crmtn ; kal H ion not unw M
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hay. which may be placed in safety, in any small quantity,

as aooo at made, the roof being raised aa the quantity in-

crease*, and gradually lowered aa it it taken off for the

caitle. which it alwayt from the top. In imall dairy farms

in Holland this building is bund to useful that lew an
without one. ,

'

BARNABAS, ST., though not of the number of the

twelve chosen by our Saviour, it nevertheless styled an

apostle by the primitive father*, as well at by 8t. Luke,

to whom that portion of the Scripture* called the • Acta

of the Apostles' is ascribed. {Act* xiv. 14.) Barnab**'*

divine vocation, and the share he took in the apostolic la-

bour*, obtained him this title. From St. Luke also we

learn (Ad* iv. 36) that he was by descent a Levite of the

country of Cyprus, then largely inhabited by Jews, and that

hi* first name was Jotea, or Joseph. He received that of

Barnabas (meaning 'the son of consolation') from the

apostles, as appropriate to hi* character for pre-eminence

in works of charity. The Laudatiu S. Barnaba ApottoU,

by Alexander, a monk of Cyprus, say* that his parents

brought him in his youth to Jerusalem, to Gamaliel, by

whom he was instructed in the law and prophets with St.

Paul. (See also Barotiii Annal. ad ann. xxxiv.) There is

at least probability in this, as ho was the person to whom
St Paul applied, shortly after his conversion, to introduce

him to die Society of the Apostles.

The first mention of Barnabas in Scripture is in one of the

passages already quoted, where (Aett iv. 34) it is related

that the primitive converts at Jerusalem lived in common,
and that as many as were owners of land* or bouses sold

them, and brought the price, and laid it at the apostles' feet

;

on which occasion, with the exception of Ananias (in the

next chapter), no one is particularly mentioned but Bar-

nabas.

Barnabas afterwards preached the gospel in different

parts, together with St Paul {Actixs. 36); but upou a
dissension about the person who was to accompany them in

a journey which they proposed to the churches of Asia,

which they bad planted, they separated front each other

:

Barnabas went with Mark (the person about whom the dis-

pute originated) to Cyprus; and Paul went with Silas to

Cilicia.

What became of Barnabas after this, or whither he went,
is uncertain. Indeed little is known of him, beside* what is

said in the New Testament, except that some antient writers

have supposed him to be one of Christ's seventy disciple*,

whom be employed in preaching in the land of Judasa, in
his own lifetime on earth.

The manner of Barnabas's death is also uncertain. Alex-
ander the monk, already Quoted, tar* he was stoned to
death at the instigation of certain Jews who came from
Syria to Salami* ; but Baronius (.Annal. ann. 1L num. 44)
acknowledges that he could meet with no authority for this
in any antient author. Nor do Euaebius or St. Jerome,
where they expressly treat of this holy man, so much aa
once give him the tide of martyr.

There is still extant an epistle ascribed to St Barnabas,
consisting of two part*. The first is an exhortation and
argument to constancy in the belief and profession of the
Christian doctrine ; particularly the simplicity of it, without
the rite* of the Jewish law. The second part contain*
moral instructions. This epistle was written in Greek ; but
Lardner says, that the first four chapters, or sections, and a
part of the fifth, are wanting in the Greek copies. It is, how-
ever, entire in an antient Latin version. Archbishop Wake
has printed a translation of it. In this epistle there is no
express mention of any book of the New Testament; but
there is a text or two of the New Testament in it with a
mark of quotation prefixed ; and the words of scleral other
texts are applied. From one passage it seem* evident that
1be Temple ofJerusalem was destroyed at the time of writing
it Lardner thinks that this epistle is probably by Baraabu,
but certainly antient and written about a. o. 71 or 72.

St. Chrysoxota (Homij. ii. in Colon.) speaks of BarnsW'
as alive a.o. CI.

(See,
i

besides the diftVent passages in the New Tests
menu tho Ada S. Rarnabm Apotloii. die xi Junit. in the
Acta Sanctorum, Jwin. fol. Am*. 1698, p. 421-443 Lard-
ners H'nrk*. tvo Lood. 17*0. v.J. „. ». ||.W; Alben
Butler * Lire* of th* SatnU, *vo. Dubl. I mo. vol vt p I6J-
171 ;

Arrhbuhop Wake's Oemutmt EpulU. of th* Avo.lo.

la* Epistle of Barnabas, itmL part u. p. IJ»-m )

Caaar* «f

It was pretended that the remains of St. Ban
found in the year 478 at Salami*, with a copy of the

of St. Matthew laid upon his breast written wsth Bos ears

hand, and which Theodoras Lector saya was ewac a* aa>

Emperor Zeno in 481. The supposed rwmajua* » east

afterwards to have been transferred to Milan, where he sast

preached. But other churches, beside* Milan, an ease
-

«*

possessing his relics. Compare the Acta Sameta

p. 449-459.

BARNACLE. [See B«a*icL«.]
BARNARD. SIR JOHN, a merchant of <

eminence in the City of London, was barn at

Berkshire in 1684. His parent* being of taw

Quaker*, he was educated in a school at Wi
Surrey, under a teacher of that persuasion. Bauag *>»»••

of a very serious and inquiring turn, he early gave km taw
lion to religious subject*, ana seeing occasion to datW faaa

' the tenet* and discipline in which he had brew arcaasrfct ca.

he conformed, in his nineteenth year, to thw

,
England, and was baptised at Fulnem by Dr. Ca
then Bishop of London. He ever afterwards

zealous member of the established church.

Previously to the event just mentioned, and whew asOv

fifteen years of age, young Barnard waa take* tarn taw
counting-house of hi* father, who waa a ooassaetaaa* »aa*~
mcrchant in London, and such were bis aaaafcnty east apav
tude for business, that the principal iinnagieasnt ef las

concern was soon intrusted to him. When tbw* aaamod.
he roust have given strong evidence of his talent*; for las

wine-merchant* of London conceiving that then aasaseaa*

would be injuriously affected by the ptonawn of a ml
which had pasted the Commons and waa dncwahasx as us*

Lords, petitioned the latter house on th* subject, east asa
choice of Mr. Barnard to argue the case ea than awaaaf

.

a task which be accomplished with so much aarnkT} sad
success, that the bill waa withdrawn. At tana awaa Mr.
Barnard was thirty-six year* of age.

A dissolution of parliament occurred in the
year, when several of hi* fellow-citixena,

talent which he had recently displayed, i

put in nomination as one of the randid*tea for la* Lav
those present at the meeting undertaking to a
him. Out of six cand idates, Mr. Barnaiw was
the poll, and be continued to represent the Ctty aa

;

mcnt during nearly forty year*. From tua fiat easei

constantly took an active part in the debates, and awaag to

his knowledge upon commercial and financial mmaa.
proved a very useful member of parliament : he ma— i

voted with the party opposed to the administrates* «f W
Robert Walpole. A bill having been introduced at ITJ* V»

that minister to prevent any subject of Great aVstaaa ana*
advancing money by way of loan to foreign priaraa m awes*,
without license first being obtained from hat majesty. Mr.
Barnard opposed the measure, on th* grounds that st vast
render Holland the mart of mosey to the aataaaa at sat

Continent, that it would prevent the Eaghaa
residing in Portugal from prosecuting a very
business, tbst of granting temporary loans *» d
Portugal, and that lb* clauses of the bill akueh '

compel the discovery on oath of loans to forwaja, r
would convert the Court of Exchequer into a rvart «f e>
nuisiuon. In consequence of this opposition the sal awa
greatly modified before it passed into a law.

In 1732 Mr. Barnard, who four year* bafotw had am
elected an alderman of London, received the aaaaaw at

knighthood on presenting an address to the hang raaaaaaa
Ittmg him on his return from Germany, la 1717 W Jmbb
Barnard served tlie office of lord major ef 1 and w sad m
Ibe same )ear brought forward a plan fur redaetag taw a>-

lerrst of the national debt The market-**** ef mama* at
Englsnd was at that time so low, that th* auaist
whwh burr an mure*! of on!) three par cent. *

par, and Sir John in consequence broughi la a WU a* <

his majesty to raiw money bj the sal* of ana—t—s m *•
borrowing, at *n interest not exreedin*. three per oast. TW
sum so raited was to lm applied to the rsdamaUas «f Aa
South Sea Annuities, allowing a prefrnrara «f
to the bolder* of lliose annuities. At that toaw I

of the permanent debt of th* roontrj sannassd k
more than fort) sit millions, of ehtch mud into
and a half were due to the Bank and Real ladas Ca
the measure proposed by Sir Julin Barnard as* act
the minister proposing to include in it* <
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of the public creditors, a proposal which wat deemed to
chimerical, that the supporters of the bill gate up their

object, and the measure was lost. It is somewhat curious
to observe the strides thst have since been made in this

country with regard to financial operations. We have seen
in one year (1813) fifty millions added to our national debt,
and on each of two mora recent occasions (182*2 and 1830)
the minister has been enabled to effect a reduction of into-

rant upon more than 150 millions of annuities; whereas in

1 727 it was found impracticable to conduct a similar opera-
tion in regard to forty-six millions of debt

In 1743. during the rebellion in Scotland, public credit

received a severe shack, and so much distrust was shown
towards the Bank of England, tint the most serious conse-
quence* to that establishment were apprehended. In this

crisis Sir John Barnard came forward and procured signa-
tures from most of the leading merchants or London to an
agreement, binding themselves to receive the notes of the
Bank of England in payment of all debts and bills, and thus
the evil was averted. In 1738 Sir John retired from public
life, and on that occasion received a vote of thanks from his
fellow-citizens for his long and various services. He lived

for six years in retirement, and died at Clapham on the
*9th August, 176-1, in the 80th year of his age: he was
buried at Mortlake.

The gratitude of his fellow-citizens for his unremitted
exertions in their service was not limited to the simple ex-
pression of their thanks, but was shown bv their placing his

statue, during his lifetime, in the Royal Exchange. At his

death the inscription ' Mumani Generis Decus' was placed
on the base of the statue. 8ir John Barnard was charac-
terised through life by inflexible integrity, by sound judg-
ment, and by uncommon strength of intellect.

BARNARD CASTLE, otherwise called CASTLE
BARNARD, a market-town in the parish of Gainafurd in

the county of Durham, 246 miles N.N.W. of London, and
13 mile* S.W. of Durham, is situated on the southern
acclivity of an eminence which rises with a steep ascent ',

from the left or northern bank of the river Tees. The !

town derived its name and chief consequence, if not its

origin, from a castle which was erected on the summit of

a rock on the west side of the town by Bernard Baliol,

son of Guy Baliol, one of the followers of William I.

The forests of Teesdole and Marwood, and the rich lord-

ships of Middleton and GainsfonL with all their royal

franchises, liberties, and immunities, were granted by the
Conqueror to Guy Baliol. The whole district under con-
sideration appears to have been originally called Mar-
wood, which also seems to have been the name of a town
about half a mile from the castle, of which there are now no
other traces than an old building, said to have been the
church, but lately used as a barn. One of the descendants of
Guy Baliol was John Baliol, king of Scotland, who was bom
at Castle Barnard, and founded a hospital there which
survived the Dissolution, and still furnishes a scanty provi-

sion for three aged women. In bis time the lordship passed
from the familyby forfeiture, and was claimed by Beke, bishop
of Durham, as belonging to his palatinate ; but the king
(Edward I.), to humble this proud prelate, ultimately took
the palatinate from him, and when it was restored to the see
of Durham it was without the important additions which it

had gained by the forfeitures of Baliol and Bruce. The king
gave the castle and its liberties to Beauchamp, Earl of War-
wick, from whose heirs it passed to the Nevilles, and ulti-

mately came into the hands of Richard III. by right of his

wife. Anne Neville, the daughter of the ' king-making' Earl
of Warwick. Richard appears to have done much for the im-
provement of the place ; the boar, his cognizance, still exists

in several parts of the town and castle ; and in many eases
figures in reliefof boars passant, taken from the castle, are

fixed in the houses. It thus came into the possession of the
crown, from which the castle, houses, parish-lands, and pri-

vileges were ultimately purchased by an ancestor of the

Duke of Cleveland, who is the present proprietor.

The existing remains of this castle cover six acres and
three-quarters. The parts of chief strength stand on the

brink of a steep rock, on the north east corner of the prin-

cipal area, commanding a most beautiful prospect up the

river. The walls, which are in various degrees of preserva-

tion, seem to have been erected at different epochs, and
with their apertures, bastions, and buttresses, together with

a Urge circular tower, which stands on a cliff one hundred
fiset perpendicular above the river, are in parts mantled with

j

ivy, and aa contrasted with the brown rocks, fringed with
brushwood, on which thoy stand, and the nver at the base.

|
form an object of great picturesque offect. Indeed, tlie en-
virons of the castlo are altogether remarkably beautiful, tho
vale of the Tees abounding with romantic landscapes. The
outer area of Barnard Castle is now used as a pasture for
sheep, and the other parts inclosed by the walls have long
been converted into orchard grounds.

Leland, who visited it in the reign of Henry VIII., speaks
of the town of Barnard Castle aa • a roeatly praty toun, having
a good market, and meatlcy welle boildid,' a description
which very well applies to it now. It extends about a milo
in length, and consists of several streets, tho principal of
which is very wide, and for the most part lined with good
modern bouses built with stone. It possesses one of tho
best corn-markets in the north of England ; but the market
cross and shambles are very inconveniently situated, being
in the middle of the way. The market cross itself is an
octangular freestone building, open at the sides for public
accommodation. The church, or rather chapel of ease, dedi-
cated to St. Mary, is in the form of a cross, with a detached
tower, which was originally surmounted by a lofty spire,
but that, having become ruinous, was removed about fifty

'

years since, and the tower itself was raised sixty feet higher
than it was before. This tower contains four bells, one of
which has an inscription around the rim in the Saxon cha-
racter, which would seem to denote its being one of the
oldest bells in the country. The inscription merely declares
the dedication of tho bell to the Trinity and all the saints.

Tho living is a perpetual curacy, of which the vicar ofGains-
ford is patron. It is of the certified value of 30/. 9*., but
the annual value is 130/., according to parliamentary re-

turns. The local government is administered by a steward,
and jury of the manor of Darlington. The inhabitants arc
employed to a considerable extent in the manufacture of
Scotch camlets, and in the stocking and tanning business,

which last produces a leather highly esteemed in the manu-
facture of white leather breeches. The market is on Wed-
nesdays, and there are fairs on Easter Monday, Wednesday
in Wbitsun week, 8t James's day, and one on July 23th for

horses, cattle, and sheep. The chapelry of Barnard Castle
contains 313 houses, and the population in 1831 was 4430,
of whom 2332 were females.

On account of the paramount authority of the bishop in,

the palatinate of Durham, not only the county, but all tho
towns, were exempted from the burden, as it was then con-

sidered, of sending members to parliament, until the reign

of King James I., when the inhabitants began to think

they had a right to representatives. The question was first

considered in parliament in 1614 ; but. owing to the opposi-

tion of the bishop, nothing was decided until 1621, when,
with the concurrence of Bishop Morton, the county, the city,

and Barnard Castle were allowed two members each. Four-

teen members for the whole county had been claimed in tho

first instance.

(Surtees' History and Antiquities of the County Palatine

of Durham ; Hutchinson's History and Antiquities of the

County Palatine of Durham ; Gough ; Camden's Bri-

tannia ; Beauties of England and H ales, vol. v.)

BARNAUL, BARNAULSKOI ZAVOD. a consider-

able mining town of Siberia, in the district of Bu>k and
circle of Tomsk, which are comprised in the government of

Tobolsk. It lies on the banks of the Barnaulska, an incon-

siderable river, not far from its influx into the Oby, and con-

tains about 8000 inhabitants (inclusive of about 100 German
dealers and their families, who have a Lutheran church and
school in the town), nearly 1 200 houses, and three Greek
churches. The most remarkable edifices in Barnaul, be-

sides the churches, are the chancery offices for trie mines,

the commandant's residence, the stores and barracks, and

the public mart, all built of wood. It is the scat of admi-

nistration for tbe whole of the mines of the Kolyvan line,

including the silver mines of tbe Oby, and lie various

mines of the Altai and Ural ranges.

Independently of the lead mines in the vicinity of Bar-

naul itself, large quantities of that metal are smelted here

from tbe Zmejevikaja-Gora, or Scblangcnberg mines, ond

also all silver ores which contain any particles of gold. lu
yearly produce, on which between 3000 and 6000 hands are

employed, is estimated at 22 poods (about 10,360 ounces) of

gold, and 1000 poods (or about 480,000 ounces) of silver ;

and it is staled by a native writer, that, during fifteen years,

the whole of this produce has amounted to 1 30.000 ounces

Vou HI-—3 P
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of gold, extracted from 6.000,000 ounce* of tiltot, and

4.390,000 ounce* of refined »ilver, principally from the

Srhlangcnherg mine*. These metals, when purified, are

despatched to St. Petersburgb during the winter. There wre

lime pits, a bell foundry, two tile manufactories, and glass

work*, in or near the town ; and among its works are 30

smelling furnaces, and a mint for copper coin. Most species

of vegetables, even melons and Artichokes, thrive in its

vicinity, but the water is of indifferent quality. The num-
ber of shafts opened and worked in this quarter is 32, Bar-

naul is situated in S3* 20' N. lat. and S3° 26' B. long. Not
far from it are the Altai mountains.

BARNES. JOSHUA, celebrated for bis attempts in

poetry, history, and criticism, was born in London in the

year 1654. He was educated at Christ's Hospital, and

afterwards went to Emmanuel College, Cambridge. Al-

though we do not agree with Dr. Monk in thinking that ' as

a poet, historian, orator, and critic he was equally unfortu-

nate' {Lift of' Bentley, p. 40), it must be allowed that but

for bis amusing setf-compTacency, and the gossip arising

from his peculiarities, the man and his works would have

been long ago forgotten, except so far as he is connected

with the biography of bis great contemporary the Master of
|

Trinity. As a poet ho is ridiculous ; and nothing can be '

conceived more ludicrous than the certainty with which, in

his notes on Euripides, he appeals to his own absurd para-

phrase of Esthor as the standard of poetry and Greek style.

His History of Edward the Third would be considered even

now a creditable performance, if we had not ceased to look

upon diligence and erudition as the only necessary qualifi-

cations of an historian : as a compilation there is little to

object to in it but its prolixity, and, we doubt not, it has

been the unnoticed book of reference of many writers on the

period which it embraces. Dr. Salter, in a note in Bowycr's

edition of Bentley's Diu. on Phal.. p. 44 1, says of Barnes's

scholarship, ' Barnes had some knowledge in the Greek
language ; about as much. Dr. B. used to say, as an Athe-
nian cobbler ; but was in all other respects s very poor crea-

ture indeed: Fetieis mentortct, as the burlesque epitaph

upon him says, expectant judicium.' We would rather

compare him for knowledge of Greek to a Bytantine gram-
marian ; and it is a curious proof of his skill in imitating

the style of the scholiasts, that his interpolation of the argu-

ment to the Batch* of Euripides has imposed upun two of
the aeutest of the continental philologer*. (See Weleker,
7>i/., p. 327. et seq. ; Boeckh de Trag. Gr. Prineip. p. 300.)

The incidents of his life are uninteresting : he was elected

Regius Professor of Greek at Cambridge in the year 169)

;

in 1700 he married Mrs. Mason of Hotningford. a widow-
lady with a good jointure, a large part of which he devoted

to the publication of his Homer in 1710 ; in 1711 he wrote

to Harley three letters, which are preserved in the Hnrlcian

Collection (Br. M. 7523), praying for preferment, but in

vain. Ho died in 1712. His widow ervted a monument
to his memory at Hemingford. The following U a pretty

complete list of his numerous writing! :
--

I. Sacred Poems. 1660. 2. The Life of Olixer Crom-
well, the Tyrant ; an English poem, 1670 3. Xerxes, and
other dramatic pieces, in English and Latin ; aUo some
translations from Seneca. 4. A I-atm poem «n tlie Fire of
Loudon ami the Plague. 3. A I-atin Elegy on the behead-
ing of St. John the Baptist. 6. AiWociroa-rpoi-, si\c KMlicra?

Historia Poetica Paraphraai. Lond. 1679. 8io. 7. S Wet
Discourses. Lond. 1680, !2mo. 8. The History of Edward
live Third. Caiubr. I6H6-HH. fid. 9. j\u edition of Euri-
pides. 1694, f.4. 10. A Sermon on Matt iv 9. 1703. fol.

1 1. An edition of Anacreoii, 1705, Mo. I t. An edili >n of
Homer. 1711,2 vols. I to.

BARNKT, commonly called CHIPPING BARNET,
to distinguish it from East Barnet, is a market-loan of Hert-
fordshire, in the hundred of Casino. It is situated on the
great mirth road, eleven miles N.N.W. of Lmdon, upon an
elevated site, on whirh a* r. unit it is sometimes called High
Darnel. The parish of the same name, in which it stand*,

contains about I 410 arras. In the tune of the Savons this

site was nrruptod by a thirk and large «'««1, which was
granted to the church of St. Albjiu s by the name of tlte

woods of aVwlluw. Borham, and Huxehege. In sub-
sequent grants confirming the twiner, the plane is fre-

quently named Berginl, whirh signifies, in Ibe Sa\ >n lan-
guage, 'a sin ill lull ; and in still later lunns it rmited the
adjunct uf Chinning, in row- qin iu-e uf tho market which
U*» abbot* of St. Alhan obtained leaie of Henry 11. ti

establish fat the town, and which ia

cattle-market Barnet i* a small town, bat fax i

of being a great llioroughfare, has a busy appears.on
has no building* besides the church and granmsr-asH
that require particular notice. The (march, wh*h as sWsV
cated to John the Baptist, was built al>< i the ywar I *4*t. at

the expense ofJohn Moot. abl>ot of St. Alton's, as a thmeM
of ease to East Barnet. It consists uf a rbancart. o-*»e. saw
two aisles, separated by clustered nilumns and awaajsM

arches. At the west end, the church ka> a square vraWrta*;
tower. The cliurch is served by a curate, appuuiwt Ws taw

rector of East Barnet, who is himself amnmalesI by" taw

crown, and the living is valued in the kinjr's basts as

22/. U. 8<j<f. The free school was founded bi Qum Efatv
beth in 1 373, who erected a brick budding far the swsvaa.
with apartments for a matter and usher, and c*>Jea*aal a
with a house worth 71. a-\e <r: other benefactors has* osara

increased this endowment. The sellout is inaxasxed by

twenty-four governors, who appoint the maslat aawf aaaW
The terms of the foundation require that nine chiksVi a **»

longing to the parish should be educated grata*, aaal any
others on pa) ment of it. a quarter. AnoUsrr srisaal was
endowed in 1 723, under the will of Mrs, EluaWoV A Aasu
who left lands for the purpose of providing * s» a»»isl-s»—

and pa) ing a master to teach all the cbddjvw at* Barasrt. saf

both sexes, 'to read the Bible and cast an—ti

.

Taa
town possesses two endowed alms-house* ; oast tar sea aw
and aged widows or maidens, and the other far tto ansa*

number of aged widow*. The governmeet oaf the tewa
administered by a magistrate, high corntable, aasd savssw

nate officen ; and a court lect is held at Easter. The as.

ket is held on Monday ; and there are fairs •« the tak af

April and 4th of September, the latter liiiiig mini ajuli fee

the sale of cattle. The number of bouses in Baratat as *av
and the inhabitants were 2369 in 1831. of when 1 1*3 www
female*. This statement exhibits an increase* aaT < u par-

son* since the former census, which at asrribaawd sa dat

population returns to the inclosure of a namaauax.

A spring of mineral water, of a mild pursratra* sjsswaaTi.

was discovered upon Barnet Common in 1(32 : it was far *

time in much repute, but we cannot learn that at a* i

ose at present On Glsd.more Heath, ia Uua
hood, was fought, on April 14, 1471, the decisive
tween the Yorkists and Lanrastenans. wharh
the battle of Barnet The forces of York wee
Edward IV., and those of Lancaster by Neville.

Warwick (the • king-maker*), who with many saf law
and a great number of men perished on the *W*l
event has been curomeraorated by an obelisk, erects at as iW
year 1710. by Sir Jeremy Samunstk, <>n tbe sfsat waeee law

road ditidc* towards Ilatflcbl and St Albaui s.

(Choiince)'a lln'urical .intitfuttui Ittt (/waataasji .

L\ sons' luviruuM if I. mist, bic.\

B.\ltNK\ KI.DT, JUHAN VAN OLDEN, was wn
at Amern'.Mt, in the prolines! of Utrerbl, ia 1347. la **>

Ay,. I ,s y, iii which he euters somewhat nasaatrrj asa*

history of Ins life, he Uu-ls of being drwrssjaw*. baafa aa

the father's ait I mother * side. ' from an aatietrt aaat ***
stork,' u ho for more than a centurj weie lc«4t*vg assjiaa
of the proiinrial assemblies, and distiugunbed a* sasav aaat,

in the cause of national independence. Ia 1 V44 be wwas *>

the ILguc to pruterute the studies of an ad%«
spending flie years in the study of the law,

to the fashion of the tunes, of divinity, beta
and the Hague, be settled as an advocate as
place in 1569. Ilia talents being of the irs* seasaT, ha* saaar

tire soon became considerable : be was ippiaesaal aaat af aks

ad\ orates of the Court, and in 1376 in rk

and pensionary of Rotterdam : which hotxaurs, sVaw i

being made for tlte difference between the atdsxatal i

of the two rountrtrs, rosy be rsinsolernl sa staasW ta kaad t>

those of king's counsel and member of the Haaaaa) at* Csaa-
mona m England. In 1573 BamcvwUl aamai a Ury •*»
dul honour to his choice, though be himself 4tT**»wd Ike* a»
was at tlte time much nsure inlluefieed by the ajwjaaaM ef baa
property than bcrwrtuc*: an
other (varls of his conduct, tends '

srrusoita.n of hi* cnrtnie*, that

fn>tn the taint of avarice. It ss evident, bowe ts*, !

manner in whirh Baruereldi put*
de* larstion respecting bu uiarnagc tb*J Is) I

it was not calculated to letacn bill ia
try men. (See his Jfia/ugf.)

uvwncQ wy use MaaWaWaJ aa saw

aiowal a barb. *aa**Jt aaa>
strutxel) W r saasj** SBS

t bis eWarlat *a» sa* faaa
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WkaW Um ttrtaggt* between tbe Netherlands and Philip

II.m at to height. Barneveldt, who was early dutm-
wwubed far hie patriotic ardour ami impatience of Um yoke
of Spam, <W not lot either hia advocate a gown or hia habits

•a a civilian prevent him from occasionally discharging the

duties of a eotdaw. In 1873 be aaaiatad aa a volunteer at

the memorable siege of Haarlem, and was only prevented

by dine** from taking part in the still more memorable
siege of Leyden in 1574. But it is in hia civil capacity that

we should seek for tbe services which Barneveldt rendered
his country daring it* eventful struggle.

In US* tbe prospects of tbe United Prov inces were most
disheartenmg. They bad just lost their leader William of

Orange, to whose firmness, calm sagacity, and unconquer-
able seal for his country's welfare they were mainly indebted

for their honourable position in the eves of Kurope. Wil-
liam foil by tbe band of an aeaaasin on the loth of July in

the preceding veer. The Spanish arms, directed by the

Prince of Parma, were almost ever) where triumphant, and
it appeared hopeless to continue the struggle without the

aid of foreign powers. Under these circumstances tbe
Statea-Gcneral opened negotiations with France and Eng-
land, from whim they had received promises of assistance.

From the commencement of the struggle the inhabitants of

tbe Netherlands were anxious for a monarchical form of

governmen t, and it became a matter of deliberation whether
the sovereignty of the new elate should be offered to a mem-
ber of tbe royal family of Franco or Co the Queen of Eng-
land. It la carious to remark that tbe objection to Eltzalieth

was founded on tbe barbarous policy pursued by the English
government fn Ireland. (See Grotius, Annal., lib. iv.)

Ambassadors were sent by the State* to the French and
English Court*. Henry III. waa too much engaged with
Ike war of religious factions which then distracted his own
kingdom, to aid the insurgents, and accordingly referred

them to the good office* of the Queen Of England. On the

ttth of June, 1585, • deputation headed by Barneveldt,

made a formal offer of the sovereignty of the revolted pro-

vince* to Elisabeth en their knees, beseeching her to accept

the people of the Netherlands for her subjects. Elizabeth

refused the proffered aevereignty, but entered into a treaty,

by which the bound herself to aid them with 5000 foot and
1000 horse, advancing at the tame time a considerable sum
of money, to be repaid at the end of the war.

Unfortunately for the success of this nrmtment, and the
honour of tbe English arms, Elizabeth intrusted it to

the command of Dudley. Earl of Leicester. Barneveldt
saw from the beginning that Leicester was totally unworthy
of tbe important trust* confided to bim, and promptly used
his influence with the States to limit his real powers,

while be professed to regard hit nominal authority as su-

preme. By his advice, and with a view to control Leicester's

military authority. Prince Maurice, the ton of William of

Orange, then but nineteen year* of age. was raised to tbe

dignity of Sradthotder, Captain-general, and Admiral of

Holland and Zealand ; and he contrived it so that though
Leicester was, according to the treaty of alliance with Eliza-

beth, a member of tbe Council of State, he had no sbaro in

the proceeding* of that more select council, consisting of the

chief magistrate*, in whom, by his advice, the government
of the Netherlands was actuallr vested. Barneveldt remon-
strated with Leicester, upon trie part of the State, for his

misgovern ment, appealing to their violated privileges, ruined

finance*, and to tne neglected discipline of his army, for

proofs of oppression and incapacity, taiccstcr was indig-

nant at being thus held responsible fir his conduct to saury

burghers and trader*, and angrily dissolved the Assembly
of the States for presuming to meddle with measures beyond
their province. The 8tatcs, by Barneveldt'* ndvire. e.m-

tinntd their sitting*. Leicester then employed menaces, pro-

rata-*, and concession*, and endeavoured to ingratiate him-
nelf with the Calvinisrjr preachers and the populace. lie

»ureceded in the latter, but tbe States maintained a dogged
independence, fearful however of offending their royal pro-

tectress by an overt act of hostility to her favourite. Lei-

cester continued to treat the Netherlands as a conquered

prov ince, till at length tbe long-cherished feelings of friend-

ship en the part of it* inhabitant* toward* the English

nation were changed fo distrust or hatred. A remark of

Grotiut in reference to these transactions strikingly evinces

the impression generated in tbe Netherlands by Leicester s

conduct. • An Englishman,' my* he. ' obeys like a slave

and govern* like a tyrant, while tbe Belgian knows how

to nan* and command with equal moderation.' Having
reason to suspect Leicester of treacherous designs against
the Stale, and of having arranged a ptol tor seizing the
persons of Bameveidt, his chief adversary, and of Prince
Maurice, his rival ui rank and pretensions to the aove
reignty, the States at length solicited Elizabeth to recall

bim, and succeeded.

Barneveldt boasts that be alone opposed Leicester * mis-
chievous presumption, and that in consequence be waa
rewarded by his inveterate hatred. He waa at tho time tbe
first civil officer of the commonwealth, having been pro-

moted to tbe office of Advocate General of Holland and
Weal Friesland, on his return from his embassy to England.
The duties of this office are thus defined by him :—' To
have a priority in all matters, and to defend the sovereignly
and right of the state and the communities of our country ;

to have the care of railing public assemblies ; to lake charge
of remonstrances and petitions ; to consult and deliberate

with tho nobles concerning them ami all other things : at
the meetings to pronounce the wish of the majority, and to

strengthen tbe same with allegation* and reason* aa should
bo moat fit ; afterwards to demand tbe suffrages of frco

cities, to conclude by most voice*, and to labour with hi*

utmost ability to carry the decision of the majority into

execution.' Barneveldt tells us that he accepted this high
office with great reluctance. Affairs were at the time in

great confusion : the finances of tbe province* were at tbe
lowest ebb ; and, aa he urged upon the States, hia own
fortune was unequal to maintain the rank and dignity

of his station In a mariner calculated to command tho
respect of foreigners. He waa not, however, long at tbe
head of affair* before order waa restored, trade revived, and
the mnnied resources of the Stale were improved. Having
succeeded in restoring order ami propriety, he resigned his

office in 1592 : but the State* were unanimous in soliciting

him not to abandon a poet of difficulty, whieh he alone
was competent to fill. They strengthened their appeal
to his patriotism by increasing the salary of tbe office.

Barneveldt continued to conduct the affairs of tbe state till

the year before hi* death, with signal ability and integrity.

' I know M. Barneveldt well,' write* Secretary Winwood to

Carleton, the English Ambassador at the Hague, 'and
know that he hath great power and abilities ; and it must be
confessed, that never hath man done more faithful and
powerful service to bis country than be.' From 1599 hia

public rondnct becomes essentially part of the History of tbe

United Provincev.

In 1603 the States-General despatched an embassy to

England, nominally to congratulate James I. on hi* acces-

sion, but in reality to prevent hi* concluding a treaty of

peace with Spain. Thit embassy was on a scale of unusual

splendour, and was composed of Prince Frederick of Nas-
sau, brother of Maurice the Stadtholder, Barneveldt the

Grand Pensionary, and Valck and Bredcrode, two of the

first dignitaries of the republic The conduct of the embassy
was trusted to the sagacity and experience of Barneveldt.

No ordinary address and perseverance were required to over-

come the feelings which James entertained towards men
whom bo did not hesitate to denounco as rebels. It jarred

so much with James's high notion of tbe royal authority

to countenance men in arms against tbeir king, that be

could n^t bo prevailed upon to give the ambassadors a

formal nudiencc. Fortunotcly for Barneveldt in this em-
barru<snieut, the celebrated Duke of Sully, then M. do

Rosny. arritc.l as ambassador from hia master, Henry IV.

Barneveldt and Sully had many conferences, the particu-

lars of which are detailed with much minuteness by Sully.

(Sec Mimmret dr Sully, tome ii.) As it was the interest ..r

Frame that the Netherlands should not be restored to the

King of Spain. Barneveldt had not much difficulty in per-

suading the French ambassador to use bis influence at the

English court in favour of the revolted provinces. The result

of these no;Miati.m» was. that James attaehea his signature

to a treaty drawn up by Sully, which bound the kings of

France and England to aid tl» States by a secret advance

of money, to be followed up by actual hostilities against the

Spanish king if he should resent this clandestine as-lst-

ancc. Barneveldt failed, however, to persuade cither mo-

narch lo send an army to aid (lie brave defenders of Ostcnd,

then In the third year of its memorable siege. (Sec Gro-

tius's celebrated Prosopopoeia of Cstend in his Latin

poems.) The important share which Barneveldt bad in

these negotiations, and the high estimation in which he waa
3 P2
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held by Henry IV. and hia ambassador, an attested by the

Urn apace which the Utter devotee to their conference*

and the minute-nos* with which be detaila them to hi*

master. Sully never mentions the name of the other

members of the embassy. The same remark may be made
by anticipation as to the despatches of Sir Dudley Carleton,

when ambassador from James to the Hague from 1616 to

1628. BarneveMt's name occurs in every page as holding

in bis bands all the authority of the Mate, and every rumour

touching hi* health and conduct is minutely reported.

The trace of twelve years between Spain and the United

provinces, signed on the 9th of April, 1609, which was
effected almost entirely through the influence snd firmness

of Barneveldt, exposed him to unworthy suspicions. He
had to contend with the national hatred of Spain, and the

religions prejudices of the Protestant inhabitants, who re-

garded every overture of pesoe as a wily artifice of popery

;

•nd what added still more to the difficulties of his task, he
was vehemently opposed by the army and the military

authorities, guided by Prince Maurice, the Sudtholder.

Every artifice of delay and misrepresentation was resorted

to with a view to holding up the advocate* of the truce

with Spain a* traitor* to the cause of national inde-

pendence. Though Barneveldt had been the means of

extorting from the Spanish court a recognition of the inde-

pendence of the United Province* as a preliminary condition

to all negotiation, he was denounced as one who had received

bribes from that court for the purpose of establishing the

Spanish yoke and the Catholic faith ; and so strong was
the popular delusion, snd so fierce the opposition of Prince

Maurice, that Barneveldt, at one period of the negotiation,

resigned bis office of Grand Pensionary in order to avert

the calamities of a civil war. At the solicitation, however,

of the States-General, be resumed his office, and, strongly

supported by the ambassadors of France and England, over-

came all difficulties after a struggle of two years, and the

truce of twelve years was concluded.

The gnat services which William ofOrange, the father of

Maurice, had rendered to the cause of independence, induced
tlto States-General to invest him with almost supreme au-
thority. His son, a bold and ambitious prince, of great

military capacity, bred up in camps and in habits of com-
mand, succeeded to the some authority, but it soon became

. manifest that, unless the ascendancy of the law* were
firmly established, the great struggle in which the nation

hod been so long engaged against Spam would end in

a mere change of masters. Hence the nation was divided
into two great opposing parties—the war and the peace
party; the contest, in fact, of the civil power with the
military—between Maurice the Stadlholder and Com-
mander-in-Chief, and Barneveldt the Grand Pensionary.
Unfortunately for the issue of this struggle, fanaticism,

under the name of religion, became an element of the con-
teat All the wars and intestine bruit, indeed, of the six-
teenth century were more or less mixed up with sectarian
controversy. Though the progress of the Reformation led
lo measures favourable to cv il liberty, religious liberty was
the growth of institution* and habits of thought which found
no favour in the e)ee of the leaders of the secession from the
Church of Rome, many of whom, loth in theory snd pcae-
lire, were far from tolerant. Tins was particularly the case
in those countries (the Netherlands, for example) in which
the change in religion was cflVi ted in opposition to the civil

magistrate. Barnvvvldl had carl) braved tho prejudices of
tlio C'alviiustic rlrrgy and the multitude, by his efforts to
procure liberty of conscience throughout the provinces, snd
li) bis open protection of Anmiuus, in the controversy
between that divine and his antagonist Goinsr. The mild
and tolerant doctrines of Atminius respecting church govern-
ment recommended them to llarncvcldt, though hu own
views with reference to predestination, grace, and free will,

the great points of the Armiinsn controversy, were much
more akin to those of the Gomarista. Prince Maurice, on
tho other hand, tent all bit aid to the latter, knowing
that ibey were the more numerous and powerful party,
counting them by their voice* in the Stales-General, though
Hum is every reason lo suppose that be was in belief an
Arminian.
The main strength of the partv which Barnersldt beaded

Is) in the provincial Slate* of Holland, snd in those patri-
cian families from whom the magistrates of lbs towns were
selected. Their weaaue**, and the cause of their failure,
lay m lb* system of self-election of those magistrate*. The

election ofthe corporate officers was
at Urge; but during the confasson of the
was found convenient to invest the
power of filling np vacancies in their own stssnsk

irregularity was unfortunately retained when else

which first called it into existence had ceased ; aadM
woo, that, no longer connected with the pswpte by esse

aristocratickl families received no fresh tsusvssssssssT
,

strength, and, as a consequence, had no bald ess Use
ment of the community at large.

It is not necessary to detail the steps by
of Nassau, after a struggle of ton years.'

Barneveldt and the Stales, and nsarpsd Use
power. The army was ardently devoted to lams, ssW
ignorance of the populace, and the fierce inSsWasMa of

Cslvinislic preachers, powerfully mimetered to has
Every artifice of fraud and misrepresents!)
to bold up the patriot party to popular
enemies of the religion and independence of i

A* the truce of twelve veers was mainly <

nets and sagacity of Barneveldt, he m
Maurice's party as one who bad sold himself sad essjssj

Xiii and popery : and as he bad openly sssssswsd
rant doctrines of Arminius, be was dssswsswad by

Calvioist preachers as leagued with the Cssssswt ssssa*

in his designs sgaiust the Protestant worshsp tsSsS, k
ever, the weight of his character, bis elnqsisssrw. seat

undeniable benefits which followed Cram has ssswssasssM
enabled him to keep his ground against all tsw

In Ul«stratagems of his adversaries,

fluenee was increased by bis having obtained I

the restoration of the Cautionary Town*.

'

given up to Elizabeth as securities for the nsssasy was*
hod lent the States by the treaty of 1185. Taw dot* •

the time by the United Provinces to England i

8,000,000 florins ; but Barneveldt, by adroitly toksssi ash
tags of James's necessities and svanes, bad taw sVwst i

celled by a prompt payment ofabout one-Uurd of taw i

This was not the only advantage which i

from the transaction. James was at that
his Spanish alliance ; and it was to be i

a marriage between Prince Charles ami ike
place, these towns would be banded over to

It was about this time that Pnnee Mswise <

lo win the consent or Barneveldt to bis rj, ism •

reignty of the republic. For this purpose be oast has i

mother, the celebrated Louisa da Coltgny, to i

to his feelings ; but that princess, inilsed of s

ncvddt from bis duty to bis country, was so <

his argument* of the danger of such a i

laboured to divert Maurice from his f
and exposed, ho sought to remove
obstacle to his ambition. Unfortunatary, at
moment, the wounded vanity and vindtrtsse

,

of James I. arrayed themselves on the ssie ml
against the Grand Pensionary.
James, who prided himself on aulborrrms) as

kingcraft, bad a few years before pnUiswad a wwrk _
be denounced the heresies, as be dswossd tbeas. mt \ «

s celebrated divine, wbo had succeeded to Use
opinions of Arminius st Leyden. Tb* Stats*. <

Ilarneveldt, gave a civil but evasive onswwr **> a
James, with which be accompanied a copy af has a, i

in which be points out burning as the proearr f i i>
for »u*h a damnable heretic. (See the uiUla— mt J*ja
Letter from Ibe Merrurr AVwjscom in Ba)U>. art. \«wsa
James's literary vanit) and royal arrogance teat Ass at
disrespectful conduct ; and having learnt fiwss bss sssa

sador that Bsmoseldl was Ibe individual saw bad gm
the States on the occasion, be lent his rvvol

assistance in bis power towards effecting has
Wbslcvrr doubts rosy be raised as to the ass at Jason •

interference, it is certain that be sM all la has assess* to ssss)

Barneveldt.

The Question upon which the si sal strsagz** **
Barneveldt and the Stadlholder finally turned was saw •eas-
ing s national synod, to which the sweat at
the Annuitant and Ibe Gosasntes shosdd as I

veldt wss well swore of the object wturh I

for Ibis assembly bad in view . he esmeasd it own ad I

influmes, as a project fraught with danger t» ssSssi

snd the interests of true raligssn; and wwaM
hare succeeded in lUfswUng it
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mtrignee of Carieton, the Bnghsh ambassador. The point
at mmm between Barnevetdt mod hii opponent! wu simply
whether any other form af religion should bo tolerated in

the Slates mto that of the Church of Genera. Barnevetdt
contended, that aa the War of Independence did not origi-
nate in religion, bat in baetilitjr to the political oppression of
Spain, in which even the Cetholios were aa eager aa the
Protectant inhabitants, each state should be at liberty to
ebooaa ita own form of worship. He appealed to the de-
clarations and conduct of William, the late Stadtbolder, who,
to the but. had openly tolerated all forma of worship, not
•Minding the Catholic. His opponents, on the other band.
maintained that, by the act of anion of the revolted pro-
vinces, the Calvinistic religion waa declared to be the na-
tional religion of the new Sute. Bameveldt, however,
induced the States of Holland and Utrecht to act upon
his views, and moreover to issue a proclamation, in which
• veto over the appointment of the clergy waa asserted
by the civil magistrate. Great disturbances followed this
deelaration in some of the states : Bameveldt called upon
Maurice, as the commander of the military force, to aid the
civil authorities in suppressing them ; but Maurice eneou-
raged the confusion, and the Arminians were everywhere
assaulted and persecuted.

In this embarrassment Barnevetdt formed a militia, com-
posed of the citizens, in Amhem. Leyden. and Utrecht : this

body was called by the Dutch name of Waartgelders. Mau-
rice immediately marched his army against the militia, dis-
armed them, took possession of the Arminian towns, deposed
the Arminian magistrates, and openly assumed absolute
authority. The States-General, overawed by bis boldness,
and jealous of the fame and influence of Bameveldt. ratified

all bis proceedings, and at bis bidding took decisive steps
towards summoning a national synod, November 13, 1618.
(See Dorr. Synod or.) Previous to this, Bameveldt and
bis friends Grotius and Hoogerbeets bad been arrested
(February SI, 1618) by the States-General, acting under
Maurice. This bold step induced the state of Holland,
which had at first opposed the Synod, to consent, under the
influence of fear and the violent measures of Maurice.
The trial soon followed. ' Whatever becomes of the other

prisoners.' writes Carleton. the English aratuusador, who
openly avowed that his master approved of Maurice's pro-
ceedings, ' Bameveldt is sure to lose his head.' Such seems
also to have been Bameveldt a conviction, all his efforts

being directed to save bis family from the consequence of
this punishment. He expressed no regret at his own fate,

except so far as it might implicate his friends ; and was par-
ticularly concerned for Grotius, then in the prime of life, and,
like himself, devoted to bis country's welfare. The trial of
the prisoners commenced on the 19th of November. 1618.
It waa in vain that Bameveldt protested against the illegality

of the whole proceedings, and that be triumphantly refuted
all the charges urged against him : be was found guilty,

among other things, for * having brought tbe church of God
into trouble,' and sentenced to death. It was deemed, how-
ever, expedient not to carry the sentence into effect till it

had received the sanction of the decision of the Synod, which
then held its sittings. The Synod closed its sittings on the
9th of May, 1619, with a denunciation of all those who had
opposed tbe Calvinist clergy. On the 1 4th of May Bame-
veldt was beheaded on a scaffold erected in the court-yard
of the Hague, meeting his fate with that calm courage
which attended him throughout life. As he bowed his head
to tbe axe. he exclaimed, ' O Ood I what ie man t '

—

tCerisier. v. 384.) A letter which he wrote tbe night before
his execution to his wife is still preserved, and is a touching
monument of hi* firmness and affection

Of tbe charges brought sgainst Bameveldt (see Burigny.
i. 141 ), many were frivolous, and most of them vague. The
charge of treason was, on the face of it, aa ill-grounded as
tbe rest ; but party spirit at that time ran so high, that it is

perhaps difficult to extract tbe truth with perfect accuracy
from the conflicting statements of that period. (See the
opposite opinions of Triglandius and Uilenbogart as to Bar-
neveldt'e character and the justice of hie execution, given
in Brandt's Hulory, iii. p. 37U.) There is no doubt that tbe
arrest of Bameveldt waa a violation of tbe sovereignty of
the state of Holland ; be waa also tried by a court of com-
missioners named by his enemies, and one whose jurisdic-

tion over him be fairly denied. Grotius, in his own case,

protested aa atroogly aa Barnevetdt against tbe competency
of the court. Tbe more intimate connexion between these

two Olastrions men. who were involved in similar charges,
did not commence till 1613. when Grotius waa chosen
Pensionary of Rotterdam. [See Gaoriot

]

The state of Holland, which at first protested against the
illegal arrest of Bameveldt, at but came to a disgraceful
compromise, and thus sacrificed one of the greatest and best

of its citizens.

(Cerisier, Tableau de tHittoire Qentrale de* Provincet
Umeet Auberry du Msurier, Mi mmret pour tervir A IHie-
toire de la Rrpubltque dee Proems*$ timet, eontenanl let

Vw du Prince d Orange, de Bameveldt. <H «H Du
Manner's father was ambasador from France at tbe Hague,
and was the intimate friend of Bameveldt.— Brandt's Hie-
lory of the Reformation in the low Countriei, translated
from the Dutch ; London ; 4 vols. foL 1720.—Burigny, Vie
deOrotiut; 2 vols. 1752.— Sententia lata el pronuntiata
advereue Joannem ab Olden Bameveldt. d>c.. Maii 13. 1619.

This sentence was published by the States-General in jus-

tification of their conduct towards Bameveldt.—The Apo-
logy has appeared in an English translation from the Latin
of Peter Holder, a Calvinistic preacher, a bitter enemy of
Bameveldt. The work is entitled Myiteria HoVandtea

;

hoe ett, Remonetratio tive Apologia ad Ampliteimoe Do-
mino* Statue Hollandite. dV. dV.. a D. Joanne ah Olden
Bameveldt directa—a Petro Holdero fideiiter ex lingua
Batata in Latinam tranelata, cum Noti* in utum Evange-
lieorum. The notes are written in the bitterest spirit of
theological hatred.)

BARNEY. JOSHUA, a commodore in the navy of tbe
United States of America, was bom at Baltimore on the 6th

ofJuly, 17S9. Being one of fourteen children, in a country

where there is employment for all who are able and willing

to work, he waa taken from school at the early age of ten

years. He had even at this time conceived a strong desire

to become a sailor, but this not meeting with the approba-

tion of his parents, be was sent for a short time to assist in

a retail store in Baltimore, and afterwards to be a clerk in a
merchant's office in Alexandria, Here be remained only

about a year, when his predilection for the sea remaining

unaltered, his parents yielded, and he entered on board a

pilot-boat when only eleven years of age.

After some time spent in this employ, and when sixteen

years of age, he waa appointed second mate of a ship which
was despatched with a cargo of grain from Baltimore to

Nice, in the Sardinian territory. Tbe first mate having

left the ship, and the captain dying during the voyage, this

lad was left to bis own energies for tbe due performance of

the remainder of the voyage. Presuming upon his youth

and inexperience, the merchants of Nice, with whom he
had to transact business, endeavoured to overreach him,

and by their arte embroiled him with the authorities of tbe

town. The spirit and judgment with which young Barney
acted on this occasion brought him well through these diffi-

,

cutties, and he completed the voyage to the full satisfaction
1 of the owners of the ship.

|
On his return to America, Barney finding that the dis-

agreements of the provinces with England had come to an
' open rapture, immediately determined to adopt the cause of
' the land of bis birth. He was appointed master's mate in

a sloop of war called the Hornet, which was sent forthwith

to tbe Bahama Islands to seize upon some warlike stores

which had been collected there, which object waa success-

fully accomplished. On his return from this expedition he
joined a smalt squadron of row-galleys employed in the

Delaware, and so signalized himself by his bravery and
good conduct, as to obtain, when scarcely seventeen, the

commission of lieutenant in the United Slates' navy.

After tbia Lieutenant Barney was for some time constantly

employed on board small vessels of war, and exhibited great

leal and activity in the performance of his duty. In tbe

course of four years he was twice taken by the English and
exchanged, and in 1*80, when not yet twenty-one years of

age, be had married, and was again in activo service on
board the United States' ship Saratoga. This vessel cap-

tared several British vessels, and Barney being placed aa

prise-master on board one of these, which waa in an almost

sinking condition, waa again captured by an English *74 gun
ship, and sent as a prisoner to England.

Having escaped from the prison in which he was con-

fined, and having spent some weeks in London, be em-
barked for Ostend, visited France and Spain, and reached

hia home in March, 1782. He waa immediately appointed

to command • small ship of war, one of a squadron fitted
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out for llto pro*anion or trade in tlw Dataware. Whil« tbua

employed, Barney wa* attacked by two ahipa and a brig

belonging t» the Biitisll navr. ami by a combination of

•tratagnm and bravery, nucceoded in rapturing and securing

one of tix* »liip«. For thit gallant anion he received Ibo

flunk* of the legislature of Pennsylvania. accoui|>anie<l by a
gold-lulled nwortl ; anil hi* prize being fitted nut and commis-
sioned in the American navy, Im received tlw command.
Commodore Barney was afterwards sent with despatches

to Dr«>Fraoklin at Paris, and returned to America with a

British passport, bearing despatches which announced the

signing of preliniinary articles of peace between England
and America.
At this time tjie commodore was only twenty-five yeara of

age, and the public having no further occasion for hit ser-

vices, be embarked in commercial speculation* connected

with the mo, but wa* unsuccessful. In the course of theae

pursuit* he visited France in 1794, and in the following

% car received a commission a* captain in the French navy.

He afterward* obtained the rank of ehef-4t-divi$iim, and
served aa commander of the French squadron in the West
Indies. On his return to France he resigned his commission,

and received the grant of a pension for life, which, however,

ho would never touoh. Returning home, he again engaged,

with no better success than before, in commercial under-

taking*, ami after a time retired to the cultivation of a farm.

When the war between England and America broke out
in 1812. Barney immediately fitted out a privateer, in which
he made some valuable prises, and was shortly afterwards

appointed by his government to the command of a flotilla, to

be employed for the protection of Chesapeake Bay. This
duty he performed successfully against a British force nu-
merically superior to bis own. While engaged in tbjs ser-

vice. Commodore Barney, finding that a British expedition

had landed, and was in full march for Washington, left his

flotilla in charge of his lieutenant, and joined the land
forces with 490 of his men. The hostile forces met at

Bladensburg, but the conflict was carried on, as far as the
American* were concerned, by Barney only and his sailors.

They stood their ground against fearful odds, until their

ammunition was exhausted, when the Commodore waa
obliged to sound a retreat, but owing to the severity of a
wound which he had received in the leg. he was taken
prisoner by General Rosa. Being liberated on his parole,

he retired to his (arm, where be received the thank* of the

State of Georgia and of the city of Washington, the vote

being accompanied in the latter case by tho gift of a
sword. Except in the single instance of being afterward*

selected to convey despatches to the American ministers

in Europe, Commodore Barney's public life terminated on
the field of Bladensburg- The wound he had received on
that occasion never thoroughly healed. Afterwards, when
on a journey into Kentucky, he experienced a sudden attack

of spasms in the wounded limb, and on the following day.

the 1st of December, 1818, he died at Pittsburg, in tho six-

tieth year of hi* age.

BARN8LEY, a market-town and township in the West-
Riding of the county of York, in the parish of Silkston, in

the wapentake of Staincroas. It is 173 miles N.N.W. of
London. 39 miles S.W. of York. 9 miles 8. of Wakefield,
and 13 miles N. of 8hefncld,

Several circumstances connected with the early history of
this town have contributed to its pre-eminence, in popula-
tion and m prosperity, over Silkston itself and its other de-
pendencies. Places that were tinder the protection of reli-

gious communities generally prospered more than those
belonging to private proprietors, from the circumstance of
Ihe exactions upon the inhabitant* being fewer and le»«

rigidly enforced. This was the ease with Barnsloy m its

early dais. The monks ware, in many ways, its benefac-

tors, ana they obtained for it the benefit of a market, which
contributed much to bring a population within the precincts

of the town. Being In a straight line between Sheffield and
Wakefield, both antient and important towns, BamUey
derived advantage from the intercourse earned on between
them. But the great cause of itaproeperity waa the early

establishment of manufactures. Wire-works were in exist-

ence here in the time of James I.

The population of Bamaley in IMl was 10.330; show-
ing an increase of Wit persona from the date of the pre-

ceding decennial census. The wire-works of Bsrnsley are
said to have furnished the best wire in the kingdom, and it

was greatly in demand for making needles. That manu-

facture has, however, fallen tale decay, and ttsea

only two wire-works in the town. Baflhley aa

antient trade, and ha* acquired a new an*, to

present prosperity is entirely owing.

The linen trade is now the chief support ef tins
i

town. Its fabrics are linen cloth, damask*. <

ducks, check*, and licks. The great ta

Bsrnsley has made during a »cry recent perkai an Ik

(Inchon of these article*, some of which are net

even by tho Scotch manufactures, is a mam rmmm ef aa*

prosperous state of the town. A belief kind ef wwrh aattoa*

superior wages to the productive elaters, a bwav-wt wuern aa*
been felt for several years by Ihe weavers of Bamstow, la

damasks and drills it is said that Barnslry stands emmaaawL
Some of the above goods are technically railed aaateasa. wan*
both linen and cotton being united in

There are extensive bleaching works ana) dye
well as a spinning-factory, all connected with taw
commodity of the town. The numerous mui-assars at

iron-works in the immediate neighbourhood lad i

for hundreds nf people; there it also a ghasa-k
. .. _ . _

iron-foundries. The commerce of the town at iruaary aasual

by the Dearne ami Dove canal, which psnsi
and connects it with tho river Don. The
communicates with the Yorkshire met CaiaW.
The antient church of Barnslry haa seen batata

it is considered as a chapel of rase lo Silases a. It at a per-

petual curacy, and is in the diocese and in Use ft* ef sue
Archbishop of York. A new church waa ***»< by ana

assistance of the parliamentary eocnmiasteoars a tow/ I i sat

ago. There are seven ditaenting «oo«n gatswas, of ant
Cerent denominations, including four of Metheal arts, wa* of

(Quakers, one of Independents, and one of t

am alio seven 8unday schools, which are asasaaW by t

1800 children. The National School glv

nearly 400 children ; it was erected by the trawaacs ef (

Ellis's charity. A free grammar erboat was
endowed in 1003 by Thomas KerewJurth. That
at present free for the teaching ef Latin and Oeswfc to

children belonging to the parish of 8ilk**wn. It a* a aaw-

scbool for all other branches of learning. It eaartoans aiwat
fifty pupils.

Bsrnsley ha* only two small libraries, ana1 few <

to them. A short time age an attempt waa
lilisb a Mechanics' Institute. The pfwrtat ef
Wbarnclifle and Viscount Morpeth was obtained, sat* aawat
noblemen attended the first meeting that waa heed fa* ana
object, but from some want of unanimity tne i

At present it is in contemplation to erect
[

including a library, news-room. post-onVe. tic.. aO t

for which undertaking are disposed of. It t* taw wask awd
the expectation of many that the protected 1 wslsWn i wel
also provide a place of meeting for tne merataawes U oat

town and neighbourhood.
Bsrnsley is situated on a bill ; the surrewndhsf

pleasing, the roads good, and much ef the I

The manor belongs to the Duke of Leeds. Tne rise waaa
Bsrnsley to Wakefield fat one of the I

kingdom. The tow n ha* obtained the i

supposed by some to be a corruption of HI*** from at* «*»>
Hon : by other* said to in« from the
neighbouring moors, its antient wire-worst," a» me
and it* iron-work*. Hunter's SmtlM fornsArre i

that ' four existing baronetcies are to be traced * wast Ml
of llarualct : Arrnytage. Wood, WombweA, and bWam *

and that ' Sir Thomas Halifax, Knight, ililn— eats Vast

mayor of I-omlon. was a native of Bsrnsley.' ( fawawawav
nttton frr>m a corremtmdml in i'nrltoAir*

)

BARNSTAPLE, a borough, market smt sew-esn «*.,
of North Devon. In the hundred of Brsunsta* It at east

ated on the eastern bank of the river Taw. n» a ks*avl sad
fertile valley, bounded by a scrnt-circular range ef BsV. at

if If N. let. 4 *' W. long . irt mile* W. bv 8 of
and 38 N.W. of Exeter. Radon, who
Barttapa*. say* it •ignifle* a ' town of t

the mere mouth,' being derived from the Bntnej aar. Can
mouth of a mer, and the Savon ttaplr, t asarket lawn. TW
town at very antient. and most bare existed an naaifi to

the reign of King Aibetstan, who I* satd to hate beaut a
ca«tte here, and to have erected the town tuto a tsawaafuv
It is certain, that at the tire* of Patncaasy survey. UBUBt
•ere forty liurgeasrs within the wail*, and aaaw waataaaf .

and the mhabitant* were exempted from i
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In Ibe petition of tbe town of Barnstaple,

III., the townspeople declared that.

Mditioa. or Am parring aay taxes eus*t wben Inter end
Tot nets did so. In (be
in the 1Mb of Edward I

among other privilege* granted them by the cbarter of
Atbelstan (which they bad unfortunately lost), they bad
ever sinee Ibat time enjoyed tbe right of sending two bur-
gesses to parliament. After three inquest*, it was Anally
declared that there was no proof of this supposed charter.

(See Hailam's MiddU Aget, tit. 46.) King John had pre-
viously confirmed to them the privileges of which they were
actually possessed in the time of his great-grandfather, and
the charter of King John was afterwards confirmed by
Edward IV. In Leland's lime, snd even in that of Rtsdon,
there were remain* of a ea.ile, the origin of which was
assigned by some to King Atbelstan, and by others to Joel
of Tolness. to whom the manor of Barnstaple was granted

S-
the Conqueror. This Joel bunded, either in tbe reign

tbe Conqueror or that of his successor, a priory for Cluniac
monks, dedicated to St. Mary Magdalen, which was at first

made dependent on the priory of St Martin do Campis at
Paris; but afterwards (probably in the reign of Henry VI.)
hersme independent, and so continued until the Dissolution,

when it* gross revenue amounted to 199/. 13*. id., and its

net income to 123/. 6«. 9d. Tbe community appears to have
consisted of thirteen members. Henry VlII. granted the
site to William Lord Howard and Margaret, his wife ; and
it passed through various bands until it came by purchase to

tbe family of Incledon, which at present holds it Tbe ba-
rony of Barnstaple itself has several times reverted to the
rrown since the original grant to Joel of Totness. Queen
Mary I. granted the property to Thomas Marrow, Esq.,
whose son sold it to the ancestor of Sir Arthur Chichester,
tbe present proprietor. It does not appear when the market
at Barnstaple was first granted. The town was first incor-

porated in the reign of Henry I., and bat returned repre-

sentatives to parliament ever since the 23d of Edward I.

Tbe corporation consists of a mayor, two buihfls, two alder-

men, twenty-two common-councilraen, a recorder, high
steward, ana other officers. The petty sessions are balden

in this town. Tbe charter under which the town is at

present governed was granted by Mary I., and confirmed

If James I.
|

Barnstaple is • neat and generally well-built town, and
may be regarded as the metropolis of North Devon. A

|

large number of respectable families have been induced by
,

the pleasantness of its situation and the comparative cheap- 1

neos of provisions to settle there. Barnstsple has of late

veers greatly increased, and it still increasing, in importance, i

Many new houses have been built, and are now building, '

partMMilariy in the suburbs on the London road, named
Newport. Barnstaple contributed, as a sea-port, three ships

against the Spanish Armada, but it has long since declined 1

from its former maritime importance. The river spread* to

considerable breadth, but it it shallow, and accumulations of

mud and sand Have blocked op the harbour to all but small

vessels. A line quay stretches along tbe river side to a
j

greet length, and H terminated at one end by a handsome '

puxsa. over the centre of which is placed a statue of Queen
Anne. The river is crossed by an antient stone bridge, of

sixteen arches, which has recently been widened in • very

ingenious manner by iron work on each side, supporting

foot-paths and a railway. The town has long bad a theatre,

and a new one has just been completed. It bos also frequent

assemblies, which are numerously and fashionably attended.

Tbe church, dedicated to St. Peter and St Paul, is a spa-

cious oM building, with a handsome spire. It contained

several chantries before tlie Reformation. The living is a
discharged vicarage, rated in the king's books at 14/. 8*. 9<f.

Pour chapels are mentioned by Leland ; two of them no

longer exist ; one of the two remaining is used as a ware-

house, and the other as a grammar, school.

In consequence of the increasing disadvantages of its

harbour, much of the trade of Barnstaple has been trans-

ferred to Bideford. Nevertheless, it still enjoys tbe advan-

tage of being the port for an extensive and improving

inland district, and carries on a steady trade. The roads in

Mm part of tbe country have been greatly improved within

these few years ; and in consequence of tbe establishment

of several coaches, the communications to various parts of

the country have been greatly facilitated. Three lace manu-
factories have of late years been established in tbe town ; to

which circumstance the population returns of 1831 chiclly

attribute the increase (of 1791 persons) which bad takcu

phase sine* 1M1. There are also establishments far tbe
manufacture of baixes, shalloons, tammies, hose, pottery, and
fishing-nets, which afford employment to a considerable
number of persons. Tbe borough, the limits of which are
co-extensive with the parish, contained, in 1631, 1061 inha-
bited andJS8 uninhabited bouses, of which 607 were 10/.

houses. The population at the same period was 0840 per-
sons, of whom 3801 were females; 63 of the males above
twenty years of age were engaged in agriculture, and 951 in
manufactures, handicraft, or retail trade.

A grammar-school was kept in very early times by one of
tbe priests of the chantry of St Nicholas, in the parish

church of Barnstaple. The present grammar-school was
founded by Richard Ferris, who died in 1649 : he endowed it

with a rent-charge of 1 0/. per annum. Since that time it has
only received an addition of 4/. per annum, being the in-

terest of 100/. given by the Rev. John Wright in 1760.
The master is appointed by the corporation, who have the

Srivilege of nominating two boys on tbe foundation. Bishop
ewel and the poet Gay were educated at this school. About

tbe year 1710 a chanty- school for teaching English was
founded, in which from forty to fifty boys, and twenty girls,

are clothed and educated. It* income arises from the rent
of lands purchased, with sundry benefactions, and producing
1 107. per annum, the interest of 470/. stork, and annual col-

lections to the amount of SO/, or 3<>/. There is alto a na-
tional school, on Dr. Bell's system, for 100 children, founded
in 1813, and supported by donations and subscriptions.

There are almshouses on three different foundations, which
together provide for twenty-eight poor persons. An in-

firmary, called the ' North Devon Infirmary,* was erected

seven "or eight years since. There are also a Mechanics'
Institute and a Horticultural Society. Tbe market, which
is held on Priday, is the great market of North Devon : it

bos generally an abundant and cheap lupply of provisions,

and a large quantity of com is sold. Tne fairs are on tbe

Priday before April 21, 19th of September, and tbe second
Priday in December : tbe last for cattle.

(Lysons' Magna Britannia ; Camden's Britannia ; Ria-

don's Chort^raphicat Survey "f Drvon ; Boundary /fc.

porta, 1831 : Communication from Bamstapk. &e.)

BARNSTAPLE, a county in the ttatc of Massachusetts,

in the Ui)ited States of America. It occupies tbe peninsula

which terminates at Cape Cod, and forms a large and beau-

tiful bay called Barnstaple Bay, which is sometime* alw
called Cape Cod Bar, and sometimes Massachusetts B i>.

This county is joined to Plymouth county on tho west by un
isthmus which has Bustard's Bay on the south and Barn-
staple Bay on the north. Measured from this i»ihinii»,

Barnstaple county is sixty-five mile* long, and its mean
breadth about Ave mile*; the northern extremity of the

peninsula, for about thirty mile*, is nut more than three

mile* broad. It lies in a direction nearly ca»t and west fur

half of its length, when it turns abruptly to the north, and
its extremity at Cape Cod takes a bend to the westward.

Its shape has been compared to that of the human arm bent

inward both at the elbow and wrist.

Barnstaple county contains thirteen towns; these, with

their respective populations, were, iu 1830, as under:—

laktbtuat*. IshsblUsU.

BamaUple . 397$ Orleans .1799
Brewster .* 1418 Provinretown 1710

Chatham .2134 Sandwich . .3367
Dennis 2317 Truro . IJ49

Eartham . 966 Wollfleet . . 2044

Falmouth . 2148 Yarmouth 22SI

Harwich . 2464
Together . . 28,642 inhabitant*.

The peninsula contain* several harbours both within Cape

Cod Bay and on tbe Atlantic »Me. The town and har-

bour of Falmouth are near the •outh-west extremity in 41*

3.1' N. laL. and 70" 31' W. Ion;;., nearly opposite to the

north-ca*t part of Martha's Vineyard Island, which. With

Nantucket Island and Bonistiplo peninsula, form Nantucket

Bay. Chatham and Harwich arc on the west coast, and

open to the Atlantic. Tbe town* and liarboursof Yarmouth
and Barnstaple arc at the l»4toru of Cape Cod Bay and on

the north coast of tbe peninsula. Barnstaple harbour i*

about one mile wide and four miles long ; at spring tide*

tbe water rises fourteen feet : a bar prevents the entrance

of large ship*.

The soil of the peninsula is nowhere productive, and
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in mm parts is sandv and Una. The principal objects

of cultivation are wheat rye. maiso, flax, and onioai.

(Thompson's Alftdo ; Mslham's Naval Gaxttttwr.)

BAROACH, a pcrgunnah or district in the province of

Gujerat situated principally between 41° and 911° N. Ut.

It u bounded on the weal by the Gulf of Cambay.
Thia district was conquered from the Mahraltaa by the

government of the Bast India Company in I 781. but in the

following year was ceded to Madltajee Scindta. a Mahretta

chief, possessing extensive dominions in the province of

Malwa, in order to procure his concurrence in the treaty of

Sslbey. In December, 1803, it again became subject to

the Company under the provisions of a treaty of peace eon*

eluded with Dowlut Rao Scindia, and it has since remained

in the possession of the British.

Baroacb is one of the best peopled and best cultivated

districts on the western coast of India : it contains 391 vil-

lages, and the jumma, or assessment to the land revenue,

amounts to 91,91,576 rupees (219.157/.) per annum. The
cultivators are not liable tor any other tax or contribution to

the state, and having now for more than thirty years en-

joyed uninterrupted tranquillity from without—a state of

things very different from that formerly experienced by

them—the inhabitants are generally in a prosperous condi-

tion. Cotton is one of the chief articles of production

:

in the best seasons the crop is computed to amount t>

16.000,000 lbs. of clean cotton, the quality of which is con-

sidered good. Including the inhabitants of the principal

town, Baroacb, or Broach, the population of the district

amount* to 160,000. about three-fourths ofwhom are Hindus,

and the remainder Mohammedans.
The city of Baroach, which is the capital of the district, is

situated in 91° 46' N. lat 73° 14' E. long. It occupies a

spot of high ground on the banks of the Nerbudda river.

2 J miles from its entrance into the Gulf of Cambay. The
Nerbudda is called by Ptolemy the Namad us. The city is

of considerable extent, but a great part of it is now in ruins.

It was a place of great trade in the time of the Emperor
A Itbar, to whom it surrendered in 1579. The Nerbudda, in

this part of its course, is two miles wide, but very shallow,

so that only vessels of small burden can come up to the

town. The river abounds with fish, among which are ex-
cellent carp.

The situation of Baroaeh corresponds exactly to that of

Barygaxa, or Barugaxa, which signifies the water of wealth.

The anbeat history of this place is given in Dr. Vincent's

Commentary on the Pmplm of the F.rylMreean Sao. At
the epoch to which the Penplut belongs, the city of
Barygaxa was a very considerable emporium of commerce,
receiving across the Balaghaut mountains, from the city of

Tagara (the modern Dowlutabad), gems, spices, silk stuffs,

and other productions of the interior of India, for exporta-

tion to Egypt, and thence to Rome. It imported, in return,

Italian. Greek, and Arabian wines, gold and silver, and
other metals, together with glass, ' girdles or sashes of curi-

ous texture,' anil some other European productions. This
trade was rendered hazardous to the navigators by the
numerous shoals in the gulf, then called Sinui Barugsxenus,
which rendered it necessary to employ experienced pilots,

and to take advantage of the tides in entering or leaving

the river and gulf. The effects of the bar* on the navi-

gation of the Gulf of Cambay are thus described in the
Prripttu

:

—
' Without warning, yon see the bottom laid

bare, and the sides next the coast, where vessels were sailing

but just before, left dry. as it were, in an instant ; again,

upon the access of the flood lido, the whole body of the sea
is driven in with such violence, that the stream is impelled
upwards for a great number of miles with a fores that is ir-

resistible. This makes the navigation very unsafe for those

who are unacquainted with the gulf, or enter it for the first

time. No anchors are a security, for when the vehemence
of the tide commences there is no intermission— no retreat.

Large vessels caught in it are hurried away by the impetu-

osity of the current, and thrown on their sides or wrecked
upon the shoals, while the smaller ones are completely o\cr-

set. When the sea appears perfectly calm, you shall bear
in a moment a rushing sound like the tumult of battle, and
the water, driving forward with the utmost impetuosity,covers
lbs whole of the bare shoals in an instant'

The modern Baroach maintsins a considerable trade with
Bombay and Buret to which plsres it sends rutloo. gram,
and seeds. This traffic is carried on la boat* which draw
but Utile water, and which are impelled by large lateen sails.

In U19 the population was found, by i

Hindus
Mohammedans .

Parseee • • •

a. be.

Total . IUI«
The heat experienced at some seasons of Ik* yea* a* a*

cessive. and the city baa not the reputation of beutc ewatSM
especially to Europeans, which latter riimtnlisr- use* as

pertly owing to the confined manner in whsrh thw tense*

sre lai<l out and to the dirty eondiUon in wbtrfc the? mm
constantly suffered to remain.

A pinjrapole, or hospital for animals, maintesnod ess—
the city, and considerable aunts are cootnbwaed ear lata

purpose by the Hindu inhabitants, who tax

occasion of their marriages and other oeree

besides, for the same object a duty upon va

transactions. About 10,000 rupees are ana
this manner.

Baroach is distant 221 miles from Bombay. awl
from Calcutta, at 9 miles from Hidrabad. 761 aaaW-s

Lucknow. 820 miles from Benares, 947 milea frees

266 miles from Oojetn, and 297 miles from Pwane, rjswaeeaw

distances.

(Rcnnell's Memoir of a Map of tttmmmtmm .- M.l<
llUtory of Brituk India ; Rrporii if Cammmli— -/ H-mm
<f Common* on the Again of India, Bess, lot . \
I'eriplu* of the Eryihrtran Sea. pert

of the Penplut. in Hudson's Miner
Robertson's Historical Diequuihon
India.)

BARODA, an important city and district an the swwan
of Gujerat The eily is the capital and iwaasVatea ef U
Maharatta chief, known as the Guieowar, a mane* awe
which in time baa come to be considered as a head* ef sal

Baroda, which is situated in 22* 21' N. Ut and TT *> I

long., is mentioned by Abut Fast aa having beam a bet

and wealthy town during the retga of AwnprW was
his great work, the Aween Akberg, was wnlasn ; aad we a
told by Sir John Malcolm, who visited Gujerat an Hh\ ah

the city was at that time ' one of the richest mm. m pm
at commercial and monied capital, of its extetst aa la-ass.'

The fortifications at Baroda are not strong : the wwh» a

slightly built and would afford hot little priti bTim e#ass

any attack on the part of European troops. Sense W
streets of the town sre specious, and the resnaass wf aewes

handsome buildings are still to be seen, hot the sssaa

which have been erected since the occupation by thw ]

rattas are of a very humble character. The
[

estimated in 1818 at 100.000 parsons, at or
number it probably continues at present
The only bridge in the province of Gujerat at I

the river Viswamilra, a short distance tram the sen ef

Baroda. The streams of the province are rrueisd mas- m
ferry-boats, or on a light platform made >eaj aw aw saswas

of empty earthen pots.

The assumption of sovereign power on the pest <d eta?

Guieowar family took place early in the ssrbss—th cawaart
Previously to that time, Pillaiee Guieowar had been earns*
pntaiL, or bead manager of the public eoncerns ef a vwesssv.

an office of common occurrence in many parts ef least, aaa
which is ususlly conferred by the culuvaSars leaessas as

each little community upon that one ef their body wham
they consider best fitted by his talents for ssevunt ais swa>
mon interest The present Guieowar. Bynjea Rax ear-

ceeded his brother Anund Rao in I S It.

A treaty of amity was entered lass by the
Company s government with Potts* Stag*

"

1780, but Utile or no intercourse

governments until 1809, when Annnd Raw
plied to Mr. Duncan, the governor of Bombay. Bar i

to put down the rebellion of Mulnar fUo. a i

family, who was striving to obtain the oaaereafw i

in Gujerat In consequence of Una apeStsaOa
force was dispatched, which, after several seesaw
the forces of Mulbar Rao, entirely any
The treaty winch at this list* waa rnaisudid w«h aha (

cowsx contained an undertaking, on the pert as* the V
to liberate that prince bum the stale of thrnl

be waa then held by his man a nary Arab
in consequence ejected from GajeraL
taking could be accomplished. M was nev-nearv to
the sssent ef numrruus creditors
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security of the Arab commanders for loan* advanced to the
prince. The arrangement! made to this end hare since

occasioned murh embarrassment to the Company's govern-
ment. In I SOS another treaty was executed between the
Guicowar and the Company, which contracted that three
battalions of native infantry, a company of European artil-

lery, and a company of lascars, should be furnished, the
expense of maintaining which was to be provided for by the
Guicowar state by assignments of territory to the Company
yielding an annual revenue of 1 1,70,000 rupees. In 1817
the Guicowar government was called upoiwto augment this
subsidiary force, and was required to furnish troops to act
in conjunction with the British forces then employed in the
province of Malwa.
On the accession of the reigning Guicowar in 1820 new

arrangements were made with him. The general manage-
ment of affair* was taken from commissioners who had held
it, and was placed in the hands of the chief, preserving,
however, to the Company, certain rights of interference
which were considered indispensable to discharge the obli-

gations under which it had been brought by the above-men-
tioned treaties, and to prevent the sacrifice of all the advan-
tages that had been realised through the past management
of the British. The confidence thus placed in the Guicowar
waa found to be abused : the debts for which the Company
bad given its guarantee were increased rather than dimi-
nished through the grasping avarice of the chief, who
thought more of augmenting his private hoard than of liqui-

dating the demands of the public creditors, and the concerns
of the state were in consequence thrown into so much con-
fusion that the English government was induced, in 1838, to

place under sequestration such portions of the Guicowar's
territory as would yield a revenue adequate to discharge the
obligations for which the Company was answerable. In this

situation our relations with the Guicowar state stood up to

nearly the present period. Very recently the British resi-

dent has prevailed on Syajeo to grant such terms to the
bankers, his creditors, as have induced them to release the
British government from its guarantee of the debts due to

them, and the sequestrated districts have accordingly been
restored to the Guicowar.

The district of Baroda is rich and well cultivated, and
appears to be one of the most nourishing tracts of land in

Hindustan.
The greater part of the population is composed of Bheels

and Coolies. There are, besides, a few Mohammedans,
Hindu merchants, and Rajpoots. The Bheels chiefly inha-
bit the wilder parts of the territory. The Coolies form more
than one-half of the entire population. These two tribes

are supposed to have been originally the same people, and
to have been the aborigines of Gujerat. Their principal

employment is agriculture. They live under tho authority
of their own chiefs, and are not willing to acknowledge any
other superiors, paying but little respect to the laws when-
ever they are not in agreement with their own habits and
supposed interests. Tbey are of very turbulent dispositions,

and addicted to plunder, in the pursuit of which they dis-

play a desperate courage. They commonly wear a shirt of
mail over their other dress, and do not consider themselves
to be properly accoutred unless they have a sword, shield,

and bow and arrows. Tbeir horsemen carry each a long
spear and a battle-axe.

(Letters from the Hon. Mountstuart Elphinstone, and
from R. Jenkins, Esq, to T. H. Villiers, E»q. ; from B. 8.

Jones, Esq., to the Right Hon. Charles Grant; Minute of
Sir John Malcolm. November, 1830. as quoted in Appendix
to the political section of the Report of the Committee of
the Houte of Common* on the Amir* of India.)

BARCMETKR. from two Greek words signifying the
measurer of freight, is only applied to those instruments in

which a column of air is weighed against a column of roer-

invention of the barometer is one of the most curious

m the history of philosophy. No new discovery, not even
those first substantiated by the telescope, ever knocked so

bard at the door of a received system, or in a manner which
so imperiously demanded admission. It will therefore be
worth while to state the circumstances attending it.

The phenomena of the common pump had been well

known for more than a century at least before the com-
mencement of the Christian asra. The mode of explanation

was simply the well-known maxim, that * nature abhors a
vacuum. Nor do we know [see Vacuum] of any experi-

mental attempt to discover why nature abhorred a vaeuwm.
before the time of Galileo. The phrase itself, considered
simply as a representation of a well-known fact, namely, *

that the laws of nature will not permit a vacuum to exist,

may be as useful now as then. But considered as an ex-
planation, we need not dwell upon its utter wortbleasneas.
We might equally well explain bow a atone falls sixteen
feet one inch in the first second of its descent, by saying
that its nature has an antipathy to mora, and a repugnance
(if we wish to vary the phrase) to less.

Very general terms, such as vacuum, ipaee, &c, furnish
no tests of the validity of a method of explanation, when
compared with others which have direct numerical meaning.
The common story is, that the pump-makers of the Duke of
Florence found that water would not rise higher than thirty-
two feet, or thereabouts, when the air was exhausted. They
applied to Galileo for a solution of this problem, and be,
having his mind pro-occupied by the usual form of words,
gave them a very simple answer, namely, that the power of
nature to contend against a vacuum ceased when she had
destroyed one of thirty-two feet high. [See Galileo.] That
the mysterious indefinite nature should be in constant
hostility to the equally mysterious indefinite vacuum, would
not then appear ludicrous ; but thirty tiro feet must have
destroyed all the poetry of the explanation, and it had
nothing else to depend upon. The above story is told in
several different ways (it has been said, for instance, that
the answer of Galileo was ironical), but whichever may
be true, it is moat probable that it led him to abandon
the theory of nature's horror, though without substituting
any other. It has been thought that before his death he
suspected, at least, the true explanation. His pupil Tor-
ricclli first imagined that the weight of the atmosphere
might be the counterpoise to the thirty-two feet of water

;

or at least he was the first whom we* know to have ap-
plied himself to try this hypothesis by experiment. He saw
that, if it be a weight of air which counterpoises the thirty-
two feet of water, it must follow that by the substitution
of mercury instead of water, the height of the column ne-
cessary to counterpoise the weight of air would be reduced
in the proportion in which mercury is heavier than water.
For instance, that if mercury be fourteen times heavier thsn
water, bulk for bulk, the fourteenth part of thirty-two
feet, or about two feet four inches, would supply the place
and produce the effect of the water. He accordingly filled

a tube, more than three feet long, and open at one end only,
with mercury ; and then stopping the open end with the
finger, he placed the tube in an open vessel of mercury with
the open end downward*. On removing the finger, the
mercury in the tube sank until it stood in the tube at about
twenty-eight inches higher than the mercury in the vessel.

He thus constructed what is at this time considered the best

form of the barometer.

Torricelli died shortly afterwards < 1647), leaving his great
discovery not quite complete : fur though he had made it

apparent that the weight of the water and the mercury was
a counterpoise of something, mo*t probably of s weight of
air, the latter was not quite certain. Tbe invention, how-
ever, was taken up by Pa«cal, Mersenne, and others in

France, and by Boyle in England. Tbe lattnr. by mean* of
the air-pump, was enabled to subject air of different degrees

of density to the tent of tbe barometer. Pascal dial the same

;

and, in addition, first suggested (in 1647), that if the mer-
cury were sustained by the weight of the air. it would ne-
cessarily fall in ascending a high mountain, by tbe diminu-
tion of tbe superincumbent column of air. He accordingly
requested his relative, M. Perricr, to try tbe barometer at

the summit and the base of the mountain of Puy de Dome,
in Auvergne. and the result was that tbe mercury, « bich at

the base stood 261 inches (French), was onl) 23, inch** at

the summit. Ps»cal afterwards found tbe same result sen-

sibly shown in the ascent of a church tower and of a private

house. Tbe fact was now completely established, that the
weight of the air upon any bonxontal base was equivalent,

roughly speaking, to a weight of mercury of the same base,

and about 28 inches high. Tbe antienl philosophers might
have come to a corresponding conclusion, for, as Dclue re-

marks, though they had not mercurial barometers, they had
pumps, with which, had tbe taste for experimental inquiry

existed, tbey might easily have performed Pascal's experi-

ment. But tbe personification of nature answered every
purpose, and checked every inquiry.

Soon after tbe first discovery, many iiaWeat Methods:

eury.

Tho
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wen imagined for improving the construction of the instru-

ment. The continual variation* of the altitude of the mer-

cury did not escape notice ; and the idea of the u*alher-glau

was almost contemporaneous with that of the barometer. It

was observed that changes of the height of the mercury cor-

responded to changes of the weather, though experience

was not yet sufficiently extensive to decide in what manner.

The very gradual progress of these changes, and the fre-

quent smsllness of their amount, rendered u desirable so to

construct the instrument that the effect should be multi-

plied as much as possible. And since an alteration of level

in the tube of the barometer also produces an alteration of

level in the cistern with which it communicates, it soon be-

came evident that no fixed scale of inches would servo to

show the difference of levels (or. as it is called, the height nf
the barometer) merrlv by reading off the height of the mer
cury in the tube. We shall now give an account of the

most remarknblo among the various constructions which

hnve been employed or suggested. Most of them are from

l)o Imp, Rerherrhrt sur let Modification* de fAtmosphere.

In all the diagrams, a is the closed or vacuum end of the

tube, and p the place where the mercurial or ether aaaaaat

communicates directly with the strao*fiber*. The hobo
which are usually drawn, should all, properly spaa tiac. h»

cylinders. Enough is introduced to show the fnasrsaai at

the construction, but not the method of mountiag the lasswa

mcnt. Each article is headed by the name of the iaveatat

Many of the following contrivances, though oot *4 sn
sent in use, may suggest ideas of value far o(Wr sw
poses:—

1. Torrirelli.—This is the simple apparatus already *»
scribed. The inverted tube, full of mercury , 31 or 14 owaw
in length, is placed in the cistern of mercury. Tat aW
sinks until the column contained between (fas laws W*a»
counterbalances the pressure of the air. From imi Oww
is a vacuum, or at least a space only filled with that rap
nf mercury, which we shall present') mentioau

2. and 3. -The siphon barometer (No, 2.) w-aa aarS
adopted as more convenient than that of Tomrtik. TW
pressure of the air at p is counterbalanced by a caaaaaa mt

mercury in length « r. But the indications at* tW bbb»
meter axe not nearly so great as those of Tomct&'s . sw-

an inch of variation in the difference of levcie asaaaa taw
mercury in the closed tube descend half as
that in the open tube ascend half an inch, or <

thus altering t r by one inch W falling half aa «a, aasa p
rising hhlf an inch). In Torricelli's beroasotrr. af Asa easr
zontul section of the cistern (the port occupied by taw asaW

excluded) were twenty times that of the tuba, thea a essay

nution of an inch in *r would be marked by a iaS af p of

an inch in the tube, and a rise of ft of aa loch as law aa-

tern ; for the mercury which is driven oat of lb* tsVa csajas*

a little addition to the cylinder of mercury in the cmas. e!

|

twenty times the base it occupied while in the —k
r. aast

t

therefore of only one-twentieth of its bright. No. 3 s
1 siphon barometer, with a similar method of lacrwaaaaj aW
\arution in the tube. The siphon terminalaa in a aawaa of

|

greater diameter than the tube. If the boruotttal aasaaa

of the basin be twenty times that of the tube, we ha*w agae
the case ju»t cxplaineil.

4. i)etmrtr». —Here we hare the top of a aaraaasaar m
count ructccl, that a narrow tube shall open rote • water a*
tent, which open* downwards into a tube. Any lags* aaaL
say oil. i» fir»t |Miure<l in, and afterwards merrary , has w>

cuuui is then made as in TorriceUi's expenaaaat. swat o*
quaiitit) of oil, and the diameter of the raslrra am a» ad-

justed, that the extreme variations of the •eagaa af *»
atiuosplicrc shall allow some mercury to ramsia aa the ea>

tern. L«-t us say Ilist the specific gravity of the ad a> ar
twentieth that of mercury, or that a column of asl ss af aw
same weight as a column of mercury otw-lweaxarta af as

length ; and let us suppose a fall of aa ux"h as law aaaas
mercurial barometer. Let us also suppose the aaeaaaati
section of the cylinder to be ten times that of the take aasat

and below ; then any descent of the mutiny ia taw ryaaaar
is shown by ten times as great a dears at of the aaaat « a
the upper tube, because a portion of the cyhssaar aaaat ar

filled out of the tube. When TomesUi a > insaiUi ttaa as

inch, the mercury here will fall { of an inch, aaat the aa y.
or 6 J of an inch : this y of an tack of osl aeaag waaas
only to 1 of an inch of mercury. Aad a fall asT rasa af aa
inch of Tomcclli s barumaier would be maris4 by a fai af

lit of an inch in that of Daarartee. Hay gaaas aaai S»

construct this barometer ( Uceeartce hasaagi
completed it), but found that the aa? retilaiao

fluid always escaped into the lacauss Me
gested the next plan.

i Hni/xhrm*.—Tu the siphon bsrwsaetar sw i a <

teru at the taruout end of the take,

the cistern in wbtrb the mercury eel

air. Tbe Utter cistern ceeamunsrasra wtth a aaseow aaaa.

sat one tcnih of the horizontal sortam of law esateem, aaa
the beruroeter was compasted with such a eawaasoj af sow-
run as would always Irawt some ut bath awns. The
remainder of the tower ewtera. aad • asrtsaa af she eaae

ab<»e it, be Ailed with water. New it «* r»aaast oast nw
water s> loerrW to bo eoswaleeed ea a vary

tbe weight uf the aliasafhere. A
Tomralli » bsjosaotet wuuJd eaase a
inch in the higher metera, aad • nee af
lower. Nsylortiag the eaVot af Ike waaj
of water, it appears that a raw of keif aa I

n»i«rn would be si rewaan—I by lea aaaas
the water in the lobe, ea areouat af the

as aaaat ei
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hortsoaUl tactions. Hence tb« mim multiplies the indica-

tion* of Itoricelli's barometer Ave times. 1m objections to

this construction are. that the portion of tho tube abandoned
by the linking of the water remains wet, or a part of tho

water is left behind, so that it appears to have descended
somewhat lower than it ought to do ; and also that the eva-

poration of the water produces a similar effect. And we
need hardly observe that, except for extreme exactness of

observation, no improvement upon Torricelli's barometer is

here pretended ; so that, if this end be not answered, the

whole peculiarities ofthe construction are useless. Dr. llooko
slightly varied this barometer, by adding another fluid

above the first, and making the tube terminate in a third

cistern.

6. Hook*'* wheel barometer, a well-known plaything, for

as to accuracy it deserves no better name. On the mer-
cury in tho syphon barometer a weight is placed, which is

very nearly counterpoised over a pulley by another weight.

The ascent of the mercury raises the weight, and the string

which connects tho weight* makes the pulley revolve more
or less. \ hand attached to the pulley shows the quantity

of revolution, and the plate is divided so as to show how
much revolution of the pulley corresponds to a hundredth
of an inch (usually) of rise or fall in the barometer. In the

common instruments it is usual to mark fair, changeable,

&c. at certain place* ; an innocent practice, because those

who use the instrument are generally aware that it is not the

ttale of the barometer which furnishes ony probable test of

the weather, but tho change which is taking place lor the

time being. For observing the mere fact of a change, and
roughly whether it is much or little, this instrument is sulli-

cionlly well adapted for those who wish to *gi\e an air of
philosophy to their parlours,' but for marking tho exact quan-
tity of the change, or the absolute height of the column, it

is worth very little.

7. Sir Samuel MorekmtL— By inclining the tube of the

barometer, its indications were supposed to be rendered

more sensible. The mercury standing at «* in the upright

barometer (dotted) would stand at « on the same level in the

oUtque or diagonal barometer, by a well-knowu law of hy-

drostatics. And since any difference of levels cuts off a longer

space from an inclined than from a vertical line, the indica-

tions of change on the former most be more marked thau on
the latter. But the friction of the mercury is increased, and
the place of the bead of the column of mercury is difficult

to bo read by a vertical scale, 1©cause of its inclination.

8. Xihn BrmnqUi.—The mercurial column is here tnaile

to end in a smaller horizontal tube of considerable length,

the pressure of the air acting horiaontally against the column
<>f mercury. The vacuum is made in a cistern, as in No. 4.

This and tho smallness of the horizontal tube render the

indications very great, in the manner already explained.

There is no change in the lower level of the mercury, but

other circumstances render this construction not more worthy
of confidence than the preceding.

0. Aamnion*.—A oonieal tube of glass is closed at the upper
end. It is partly Ailed with mercury, and the tube is in-

verted. Tho pressure of the air from underneath prevents
the total descent of the mercury, but allows it to descend in

tlte cone until it forms a column of a height sufficient to

counterpoise the weight of the atmosphere. It is evident
that in a conical tube the column, as it descends, will spread
horizontally and decrease in height. But by the laws of
hydrostatics, it is the vertical height of the column only on
which depends the pressure per square inch on the base.

If the weight of the air decrease, the mercury must fall until,

by increase of its horizontal dimensions, the height has
been decreased as much as at. necessary. But a tube of tho

requisite degree of accuracy is almost an iileal supposition.

The principle itself is the moat simple and elegant of all

those which have been applied to the instrument.

10. Amonton*.—This tea barometer in which the column
of external air i* balanced by several different columns of
mercury, a* follows :— From a to * is a vacuum as usual

:

from • to p mercury ; from p to *' air ; from $' to p' mer-
cury. When aip ha* been tiled in the usual manner, the

mercury *' p' is admitted at g, which w then closed.

Neglecting entirely the weight of the air p*', and consi-

dering it merely as a medium for communicating pressure,

the difference of level* of p and «, and of p' and «', will

each be half of the column for the time being in the Torri-

cellian barometer. For the pressure of the external air at

p' i* counterbalanced by the pressure of the two column*,

that of the column beginning at * being communicated to

that beginning at *' by the inlanm>dute air;>*'. By a
repetition of the same principle, each culumn might bo made
one-third, one- fourth. &c., of the TorticellUn column Hut
the cxartneaa required in tho several parts is impossible to

bo attained.

II. Matron.—This is a simple syphon barometer, so short

in the tuba, that the mercury doe* not descend mild tho

density of the superincumbent air is considerably let* than
that of natural air. It is used under the receiver of an a.r-

pump [see Aik-pi mp] to indicate the degree of exhaustion
which has taken place.

I a. Hook*.—This barometer was intended to bo used at

sea. It is not a mercurial barometer, but a portion of nir

confined in the bulb c w by the liquid wnich mount* in ilm

tube. Any increase of weight in tho exterior air compresses

the air in the bulb by pressing on tho liquid. This is not

at all to be depended upon, as the effect of changes uf tem-
perature makes it rather more of the thermometer than tho
barometer.

13. Prin*.—Thi* is a Torricellian barometer, with a con-

trivance for keeping the lower level always the same. Tho
cistern ia closed at the top. excepting an orifice very little

larger than i* necessary to admit the tube. The mercury
escaping through thi* uriAcc, and it* cohesion, with the re-

pulsion which it exercises towards glass, preventing any
part separating from the rest, it forms a bulb round the tube,

which bulb, when tho mercury foils in the tube, instead of
rising, spread* itself out upon the glass, in the manner slum n
in the doited section.

14. Guy Lutiac- Thi* barometer is very convenient f<r

carriage. It is a syphon barometer, differing from others uf
that species only in form, and communicating with the ex-
R-ruul air through a hole g, pierced too small to allow
niercur) to pass through it.

13. Furlm.—This barometer is distinguished from tho
rust by a method of adjusting the lower level of the mercury
uxactly to the xero point of the scalo before commencing tho

i

observation. It is a Torricellian barometer, in which tho

I

bottom of the cistern can be raised or lowered by a screw.

An ivory needle point* downwards, the point of which is on
a level with the xoro of the scale. The bottom of the cistern

is raised or lowered by the screw, until the puint uf the
needle and its image ill the mercury precisely coincide.

The observation is then made.
In order to construct good barometers, such that two or

more may always stand (if possible) at the same height

when in tho same place, or may be correct indexes of the

differences of height in diflerenl places, tho following point*

must be attended to.

1. Tho mercury must be perfectly pure and good, freo nut

only from other substances, but also from the small coaliug

of air which adheres to all bodies in their natural state. The
interior of tho tube must also be freed from this coating of

air. which, if allowed to enter with the mercury, wuulu m
time expand and render the vacuum alwve the mercury im-
perfect. All these ends are gained, in a great degree, by

boiling the mercury in the tube previously to inverting it and
allowing tho vacuum to form. De Luc found that all his ba-

rometer* gave different height* until he boiled the mercury ;

after which the greater part of the difference disappeared.

A part of the mercury should first be boiled in the tube, ami
the rest added in a hot state ; after which the boiling should

be repeated. One of the best test* of a good vacuum is

when, by shaking the tube, the mercury strikes the glass

at tho closed end of the tube with a hard, well-defined, and
instantaneous tap. The vacuum can never be quite perfect

:

for. gcnorally speaking, a small quantity of air will remain ;

and beside* this, mercury itself will rise in vapour into the

presumed vacuum [see Maatuav], though not to so great

a d 'give as to cause any perceptible pressure, and fsco

Atmosprsbb] not mors than it would nse in the air. The
mercurial vapour is well established, a* well by chemical

touts, as by the effect upon human health of breathing an
atmosphere to which much of the metal has been exposed.

If there bo moisture in the supposed vacuum, the mercury
will sink on applying the hand, or any otherwarm substance.

In order to compare two barometers, which are in different

places, the temperature of the mercury must be attended to.

For as mercury expands with increase of temperature, a

higher column of the fluid will bo required to counterpoise

a given weight of air. To observe the temperature of the

mercury, a thermometer is attached to the best instruments.
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the bulb of which is io the cistern. Ail obtetwd height*

should be reduced to what they would be at mm Riven

temperature, say the free-ring point of water. And it must
be remembered that the cue itself, oa which the heights

are measured, expands or cootracts with the mercury. If

tbo two expanded or contracted equally, there would be no
occasion for any correction; but if the mercury expand
more than the scale, it is the difference of the expansions by
which the observed height will be wrong. Mercury expands
more than the material of any scale which is ever em-
ployed.

Let a ° be the observed temperature; x the fractional part

of a bulk of mercury which must be added to it for every

degree of increase of temperature ; y the fractional part of
its length by which tho scale increases for each degree.

Then if A be the observed height (temperature being above
freezing), the height which would have been observed, had
the mercury been at the freezing point, is

In the Centigrade thermometer,

A — t a (x— y)

In Fahrenheit's thermometer,

A — A (a— 32) <j»— y)

The rates of expantion are (Pouillet, Physique, vol. iL

p. 7U for the Centigrade thermometer.
For mercury . •000180*

„ glass . '0000086

,. copper -0000178

In this country the scale is usually engraved on some
mixed metal, and no very satisfactory value ofthe expansion

can be given. It will be sufflcieutlr accurate to suppose

the expansion of mercury of every degree of Fahrenheit to

be 0001 of its bulk at the freezing point, and to neglect that

of the scale altogether, which gives the following rule :—
To reduce an observed altitude to that of mercury at the

freezing point, subtract the ten-thousandth part of the ob-

served altitude for every degree by which the mercury is

above the freezing point (of water, of course). At a height
of thirty inches, and a temperature of 50* (Fabr.). this cor-

rection would bo '03-1 of an inch.

The expansion of the barometer-tube itself need not be

attended to. The consequence of it is, that more mercury

is drawn out of the cistern to form the requisite column

;

but the height of the column is unaltered.

( Remember that the cubical expansion, not the linear,

must be used fur the mercury in the formula.)

2. The height observed requires another correction for

the capillary repulsion, by which it stands somewhat lower

than it otherwise would do. 'Without entering further into

this point, we shall give some tables from different sources

mentioned ; and also a table for reducing French milli-

metres into English inches, within those limits which will

be useful in barometrical observations. The convex form
of the top of the column of mercury is owing to this action

;

and, in the following tables, the correction is to be applied

to the height of the top of the convexity.

Depression dm* to capillary Action.

I. Daily ( Useful Tablet and FtrmuUe, p. I 94)

at lark) *rca4tof la

UwmSn*tmmt
Mm. T—«. Ustaw
s •2949 •2964
10 '1404 •1424 •1394

19 '0665 •0880 •0844

20 •0483 •0489 •0480

24 •0409 •0404 -0412

30 •0293 0280 •0296

35 •0212 •0196 •0216

40 '0144 •0139 •0139

44 •0112 •0100 •0117

40 -0082 •0074 •0087

60 •0043 •0045 •0046

70 •0023 0024
60 •0012 •0013

2- Pouillet. FMmtns de Physique, vol. ii. p. 713.

( Utmmtttm smt Omtmth «« MH—It—. )

21 026 17 •077

sa- •«M 16 •099
lt •047 14 •127
to •0M 14 •161

Pi—Ut. r> m mm
13 •204 7 -»7»

12 •2«0
"

• t-IM
II •330 a 1 44)7

10 •419 4 T •*J
9 •434 3 2-aw*

8 -684 2 4 479

To reduce Millimetres to Inches i

Baily (work and page above cited, abodaydt.

I millimetre is '0394 i

2
3

4
5
•
7

8
9

MinjaMtn*. I

710 279433
714 28 1501

720 '3470

724 '4438

730 '7407

734 28-9375

740 29-1344

743 -3312

740 -5281

Example. — What is

inches?
745 millimetres are 29*7249

3 -1181

-8 0313
•03 -0012

758 83 millimetres m

755-83 millim. are 29 8757

We must observe, that in the syphon Wuaasai. S» l
and also in the modification of it proposed by Gay
No. 14, no correction for capillarity is neceeaary ;

depretsive force is equal on both aides. In all eats

meters the capillary action of the
owing to the magnitude of its d iameter, so that cmh mm**
the tube need be attended to. Perhaps the beat an ml

settling the exact amount of capillary depreseaaa mmuH W
by a very large number of observations upon two gaad mm**
meters of different-sued tubes standing m the same fmm>
but we are not aware that this has been attesBpteaV Tat
tube most be very exactly cylindrical, or the tmmmurf mm-

redion will not be the same in all its parts.

3. The barometer must hang qaiu vertically, for mty 4V
viation from the vertical converts the i

into lite diagonal barometer. No. 7, and I

on the scale too small.

4. The scale is usually divided into I

a vernier, by which the height may be I

two-hundredth of an inch. Many <

'

nearer; but considering the uncertainty (if wa
thousandths of inches) of the corii Uuos bach mt t

lure, capillarity, of the zero point of tho i

be considered as mare play. Whatever
placed on the mean of a large number of <

think we may safely defy any one to shew aa tmm
that a single observation will be free tram aasara

errors, even as for as the twe-hundradth of so mm
5. The exact determination of the Weal of the t

the cistern is in many barometers

have soma method of adjustment.
Fortius barometer. No. 15, or by |"

face of the mercury with a need le
some point of which perils ta adjusted by i

the bottom of ths cistern.

If a barometer be made, which is not a ay-ska* aaraMkr*
with uniform tuba. No. 2, or with taiaas at adaasMg aa*

lower level of the mercury , it should i siliasly be the a

form of Torrirelli s instrument, namely, a
dncal tube immersed to a perfectly cybadnrsi •
larger the cittern the less the errer artssaff turn van
the lower level ; but if this be sensible, aad at the aa
be good in all other respeeta, then if the bareaaatst a
posed be placed by the state af ana wbsre) ts aarmaOtl
for example), and obsarrattoni bo i
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Udforenee between any two heights observed with the correct

instrument, will always bear the tame proportion to the dif-

ference of the two height* measured at the tame time* with
the incorrect instrument. This it a simple proposition which
ran be readily proved by geometry. Thus if we have 28 9,

and 3o « inches on different day* on the scale of the false

barometer, in this one respect only, and 28 8 and 30 7 on that
W ibe true barometer at the same times, then the proportion
of 3W-6-28-9 to JO-7-28'8, or that of 17 to 1*9, or of 17 to
1 9. will always be found to exist between the seme differences,

if similar double set* of observation* be repeated. At least,

if this be not found to be the case, it is a proof that one or
other of the instruments ha* some other defect. Should
the proportion be found nearly to exist, a correction nay be
derived, which will be better than nothing, at follows:—let
A be the reading of the false barometer in any other case,
and A' that of the true barometer; then A—38-9 boar* to
A'-28 8the proportion of 17 to 19, from which A' can be
found. We have taken a case which could hardly evef oc-
cur, to make the data more distinct This correction may
be made upon the scale itself by the maker, and requires a
hole alteration both of the place of the cero point and of the
length called an inch.

The great value of the barometer a* an instrument of ex-
act observation, lie* in the facility with which it can be used,

and the comparative ease with which the mean of a large

number of observations can be obtained. As an instrument
for a tingle observation,we have seen that no extreme degree
of reliance can be placed on it ; perhaps we should rather

aay, that this, with every other instrument, will not give ac-

curacy to the utmost limit to which readings can be attempted
to be carried. For if we could determine the altitude of the
mercury with precision to the thousandth of an inch, then
the mean of many observations could be relied on to the ten-

thousandth, and observers would try to read single observa-
tions to the ten-thousandth alto ; and exactly the same might
be wid even of the best transit instrument.

But many are, or might be, observers of the barometer,
who think their instruments are not sufficiently exact to

make it worth while to persevere in recording results. These
we would remind of a truth well known to all observers, and
demonstrated by mathematicians, that the wont instruments
do not differ near so much from the best in the mean of a
Urge number of obtervatton* as in single observations, pro-

vided only the instrument be such that any single result is

as likely to be too small as too great ; and thus a bad instru-

ment in the bands of a observer may do more
good than a splendid one in those of an idler

The following rule* may be useful to those with moderate
instruments—with almost anything but Hooke's plaything.

No.*:—
' 1. If there be no thermometer in the mercury, always ob-

serve an external thermometer, and correct by it in the man-
ner hereinbefore shown ; or, still better, (dace a thermo-
meter with the bulb in a small cup of mercury, and keep it

always by the side of the barometer.
1. Observe as much as possible at staled hours of the day,

particularly at noon, if convenient.

3. Get a mathematical instrument-maker to determine
the diameter of the tube, and apply the correction for capil-

larity and for temperature immediately after the observation

is mado.
4. Record the observations both of barometer and ther-

mometer always in the same way, stating the general aspect

of the heaven* and the wind at the time.

5. Make the observation twice at least, unsettling the

vernier between the two. Take the mean of the results ff

they differ, and with no coaxing of the instrument to make
the second like the first.

(For the use of the barometer in astronomy see Rxfrac-
tion ; a* an index of the weather see MrraoaotooY ; for

the diurnal variation, see ATMOsraiaa ; for the phenomena
of luminous barometers, tee Light. BaaoitrraiCAi.; for the

use of the barometer in measuring heights, see Hsiohts,
Ml4S0MinifT OF.

We subjoin the most common rules by which to use the

barometer as a weather-glass. Most observers must be well

aware that no one of these rules is always true. There is

not slways rain after a foil of the barometer, but only moat

frequently.

Toe first set of rules in the following list wa* given by

Dr. Halley, the second by Dr. Haiti*, author of the Lexicon

TMafcvm (one of the earliest Encyclopedias, 1716), who

bad them from John Patrick, then a well-known maker of
barometers.

Halley * Rulee.—PkU. Tram. No. 187:—
1. In calm weather, when the air is inclined to rain, the

mercury is commonly low.

2. It is generally high in good, serene, settled, fair wea-
ther.

3. It sinks lowest of all in very great winds, though they
are not accompanied with rain.

4. Ceetent paribus, the greatest height of the mercury is

found when an easterly or north-easterly wind blows, if it be
not too strong. (This must be understood of England only.)

5. In c*lm, frosty weather, the mercury is generally high.
t. After great storms of wind, when the mercury has been

low, it generally rises very fast

7. In latitude 4)°, and about 10° on each side (being the
•eat of the variable winds), is the greatest variation of the
height of the mercury ; the rise and fall of it gradually de-
creasing towards the equator and poles, so as within the
tropics, and near the polar circles, to stand at the same
height in all weather*.

Patrick's Rule*.—Harris, Lex. Tech. art. ' Barometer:'—
I. The motion of the mercury does not exceed three inches

in it* rising or falling, in a barometer of the common form.
S. Its least alterations are to be minded in order to the

right finding the weather by it

3. The ruing of the mercury presage* in general fair

weather, and it* failing, foul, a* rain, snow, high winds, and
storms.

4. In very not weather the falling of the mercury fore-

shows thunder.

5. In winter, the rising presages frost; and in frosty

weather, if the mercury falls three or four divisions, there
will certainly follow a thaw ; but in a continuedfrott, if the
mercury rises, it will certainly snow.

6. When foul weather follow* won after the foiling of the
mercury, expect but little of it ; and judge the same when
the weather proves fair thorite after the mercury has risen.

7. In foul weather, when the mercury rises much and
high, and so continue* for two or three day* before the Ibid

weather is over, then expect a continuance of fair weather to

follow.

8. In lair weather, when the mercury falls much and low,

and thus continues for two or three days before the rain cornea,

then expect a great deal of wet, and probably high winds.

9. The unsettled motion of the mercury denotes uncertain

and changeable weather.

B'AROMETZ, a singular vegetable production, of which,
under the name of Scythian lamb, many fabulous stories

are told. It was said, among other things, to be part ani-

mal, part vegetable, and to have the power of devouring all

other plant* in it* vicinity. It is. in reality, nothing but the
prostrate hairy stem of a fern called Aepuhum Baromtetx,

which, from its procumbent position and shaggy appear-
ance, looks something like a crouching animal, just as the
hairy, tawny end of the Trichomene* eanarieneie looks like

a hare's foot, whence its English name of Hare'* Fuot Fern.

Darwin has some fanciful verses about the barometx, in hi*

Botanic Garden, canto L L S79.
BARON. BARONY. Sir Henry Spelman (Gloeearium,

1626. in voce Baro) regards the word baron as a corruption

of the Latin rtr : but it is a distinct Latin word, used by
Cicero, for instance, and the supposition of corruption is

therefore unnecessary. The 8Danish word varan, and the

Portuguese barao, are slightly varied form*. The radical

>arts of vir and baro are probably the same, 0 and e>

wing convertible letters, a* we observe in the forms of

various words. The word baronet (also written beronet)

first occurs, a* far a* we know, in the book entitled De
BeUo Alexandrino (cap. 53), where baronet are mentioned

among the guards of Castius Looginus in Spain ; and the

word may possibly be of native Spanish or Gallic origin.

The Roman writers. Cicero and Persiu*. use the word baro

in a disparaging sense ; but this may not have been the

primary signification of the word, which might simply mesa
man.

But the word had acquired a restricted sense before its

.traduction into England, and probably it would not be

easy to find any use of it in English affairs, in which it de-

noted the whole male population, but rather some particular

class, and that an eminent class.

Of these by for the most important is the class of persona

who held lands of a superior by military and other honour-
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able service*, and who were bound to attendance in the

'

courts of that superior to do homage, end to assist in

the various buuitwa* transacted there. The proper de-

signation of these persons was the Barons. A few in-

stances selected from many will be sufficient to prove this

point. Spelman quotes from the HouM of Banuey a writ of

King Henry 1., in which he speaks of the barons of the

honour of Ramsey. In the earliest of the Pipe Rolls in the

Exchequer, which has been shown by its late editor to be-

long to the thirty-first year of King Henry 1„ there is men*
tion of the barons of Blithe, meaning the great tenants of

the lord of that honour, now called the honour of Tickbill.

Boldcn iTititi of Honour, 410. edit p. 274) quotes a charter

of William. Karl of Gloucester, in the time of Henry II..

which is addressed ' Dapifero suo et omnibus baronibu* suis

et bominibus Francis et Angus,' meaning tbo persons who
hold lands of him. The court itself in which these tenants

had to perform their services is called to this day the Court-

Baron, more correctly the Court of the Barons, the Curia

Baronum.
What these barons were to the earls, and other eminent

persons whose lands they held, that the earls and those emi-

nent persons wan to the king : that is, as the earls and
bishops, and other great land-owners, to use a modem ex-

pression, had beneath them a number of persons holding

portions of their lands for certain service* to be rendered in

the Held or in the court, so the lands which those earls and
great people possessed were held by them of the king, to

whom they had in return certain services to perform of pre-

cisely the tame kind with those which they exacted bom
their tenants ; and as those tenant* were barons to them, so

were they barons to the king. But, inasmuch as these per-

sons were, both in property and in dignity, superior to the

persons who were but barons to thsm, the term became al-

most exclusively, in common language, applied to them

;

and when wo read of the baron* in the early history of the

Norman kings of England,we are to understand the persons

who held land* immediately of the king, and had certain

services to perform in return.

Few things are of more importance to those who would
understand the early history and institutions of England,
than to obtain a clear idea of what is meant by tlio word
baron, as it appear* in the writers on the affairs of the first

two centuries and a half after the Conquest. They were
the tenant* im ekitf of the crown. But to make this more
intelligible, we may observe that, after the Conquest, there

was an actual or a fictitious assumption of absolute property

iti tbo whole territory of England by the king. The few ex-

ceptions in peculiar circumstance* need not bore be noticed.

The king, thus in possession, granted out the greatest por-

tion of the soil within a few years after the death of Harold
and h» own establishment on the throne. The persons to

whom be made these grants ware, I. The great ecclesiastic*,

tho prelate*, and the members of the monastic institutions,

whom probably, in most instances, ho only allowed to retain,

under a ditfurcnt species of tenure, what bad been settled

upon tbetn by Saxon piety ; 3. A few Saxons, or nstive
Englishmen, wbojn a few rare instancies, were allowed to

possess lands under tho new Norman master ; 3. Foreigners,

rluctly Normans, person* who had accompanied the king
in his expedition and assisted him in obtaining the throne

:

these were by far the most numerous class of the Con-
queror's beneficiaries. Before the fourteenth or fifteenth

year of hi* reign the distribution of tbo land* of England
hod been earned nearly to the lull extent to which it was
designed to carry it: for the king meant to retain in hi*
own hands considerable tracts of land, either to form chore*
or parks for field-sport*, to yield to him a certain annual re-

venue in money, to be as farm* for the provuion of bis own
household, or to bo a reserve-fund, out of which hereafter to
reward semcce which might be rendered to him. These land*
formed the demosn* of the crown, and are what are now
meant when we speak of the antient demean* of the crown.
When this was done, a surrey was taken of the whole :

finiVlho demesne lands of the king; and next of the lands
which had been granted out to the ecclesiastical corporations,
or to the ornate persons who had received portions of land
by the gift of the king. A t the same Urns, the ooauntMiooera.
to wbum the making of this survey was entrusted, were to-
tlnu-ml to inquire into the privilege* of cities and borough*,
a subject with which we have not at present any roexwro.
Th» muh of this sunn was entorwd of record in the buuk
which has ssno* obtained the name of Domtmmf /foe*, the

W aw

most august a* well as the most antfewt i si 1

1

est she
sod for the early date, the extent, variety, and ti

the information which it contains, uamailed. *t is>

by any record of any other nation. We sew

people were to whom the king bad srrantwsl

and at the same time ssAo* binds eeeli of Un
It present* us with • view, which is nearr* eeeaspli

persons who in the first twenty yeas* aaW th*>

formed tbo baron* of England, and ef tfe*

they held ; the progenitors of tbe peeaows wbsv. an eoW
quenl times, wore tbe active and stirring sgisU
ing from King John the great charter ofl ibert ies,
asserted right* or claims which had lb* efiWe* of
the kingly authority of England wuhra mmrwmm im*
than thus* which cireurnsenLed the regal fommt) ea snsst 4
the other stale* of Europe.

Tbe Indoles which have been ptepared to i

r
iresent us with tbe name* of about 40* a
and* immediately of tbe king. Be— of u
ingty small tenure*, and merged at an early

|

or, through forfeiture* or other eireura*

by the crown. On tbe other hand, f
present us with a complete account of the i

chief: because— I. The four northern cow
reason not at present understood, emitted in the

and, 2. There was a creation of new tensnefe* |

the date of the survey, by tbe grants of lb*

his tons of portions of the reserved demean* . Tate 1

rebellions, sud tbe unsettled state in whsrfa tbe aiitstn «•»--»

of England were in the first century after the Cm si n*. *
casioned many resumptions and great iicluslswaw. e* r*_c

it is not possible to fix upon any particular poriiat. was* w •*

what was precisely the number of lenam iei m <

private person* ; but tbe number, before thwy
up when they bod to be. divided

be taken, perhaps, on a rude oorapuUlswn. at aawast U*. 1*

this the ecclesiastical persons who heed land* a* e**a*t aw
not included.

Wben we speak of the king having givm or grwmtmdr.
lands to the persons who held them, we em m e» awav*

stand it as an absolute gift for whseh notbiag www iswsni
in return. In proportion to the extent and vajss* of Cass taw*

given services were to be rendered, or money assafi. *w* •

the form of an annual rent, but as *e»usl yetyaaw****. wtwt
the king had a right, under certain errewmstsstnea. t* Si i

Tbe sen ice* were of two kinds : first, asilitary earwssw. raa*

is, every one ef those tenants ylmimU frees iwns. t» fe*.

was bound to give personal sen fee to the ksnsj *» fees www
and to bring with lnm to the royal amry a cwrtaia « wj •

men, corresponding in number to the exleot aatd nsw U
his tends j and, secondly, civil sense**,whsrb wesw mt iwsu
kinds, sometimes to perform certain eeVe* ta ra» U< •

household, to execute certain duties ea) the day ef has

tion, to keep a certain number of heroes, bwsswda. es* kwwt*
for the king's use, and the tike. But. I

able services, they were bound to personal at*

king's court wben the king should please te i

to do homage to him (Aoswtvr* from i

themselves to be hi* Acnawr, or owrawMl, aad w» awwt .i

the administration ofjastiee, and to tbe Iraaw«**>«* «** est i

business which was done in the court of the Iw*
We see in this the rude beginnings of the ewi«ri ea rl *

menu, assemblies in which the baron* are es awwawtaa* »

constituent. But before we enter on that yaw* ef thw wa*>

jerl, it is proper to observe, that ansong thw gwaw* iswi .

of the crown there was much drremty both ef rwaA a*,

property. We shall pass over the t

siasties, only observing, that •hew *t is sew

have scats in parliament in vutoe ef the I

to their sees, the meaning ef the expswwsssw sv than i

there ss other lay boeasger* or baron* of the kawsj.

among tbe person* who held fend* of the tiwww
sensrw* above mentioned ; which • *erms. as fisr a*
ment fe regarded as a court Aw the sdeaaawtrefiM et J

but doubtful so far a* it l* an assembly ef wise mnm a* i

the king in matters touching thw afibrr* ef
Amongst tbe other tenants ww find i

word r*c*voa*«w Is annexed. On thss kttte awe I

the wnters on Bnglssb dignrtiea. and St fe <

it is used in /Jbwseaofes/ a* an bwrwdstarv tsife, " avsfy aa s

title ef ofiVe answering to the present jsVsr*/. Bwjs ww fits*

some who have inetssputably a btto, u* thw awesw* www •«'

the word, annexed to Iheu nam si, and wwsrw ww awww s.
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hw imumUi ten*** wommHtf. Thorn ar* aba riaWtetef

\

Dtmotiay Book, where, by the Latin word mm, they he**
wprwwliil the **W of the Sum ttan; and m the** par- |

sons war* raised above lb* itbsv tenant*« dignity, aa were
Ussy, for the atari part, distiaguishsd by tbe grantor extant

of tka land* bald by than. Among those to whose ntaai
no nark of distinction t> annexed, tbara Wat also grant
diversity in raapaet of tba aslant at territory granted to

than. Soma bad land* (ar Meaeding lha extant ot entnw I

counties, wbila other* had but a *ingto pariah or township,

or. in tba languag* introduced at the Conquest hut a atngto

maoor, ar two adjacent manor*, granted to them.
All thaat persona, lha earl* jajehatad. were the henna, or

famed tbe baronage, of England. Whether the tenancy
war* large ar email, they ware all aqaally bound to render I

their service in bh) eonri when the king oallad upon thaat.

'

Tba diversity of tbe extant of tbe tennre sJbrde a ptanaiM*
diacriminatory oironinsane* between two daeeee of peraona
who appear in early doeuianti—the greater and the luair

'

baron* j hut a batter explanation of thia diatinetion may
he given. In the larger tenanai**, the peraona who held
them granted out portion* to bo beid of than by other

,

parties upon the saaae ten** on which they held of tbe
king. Aa they had ta furnish quota of nan when tbe
king called apon them, *o they required their tenant* to

furnish men equipped for military service proportionate to

tbe extant ofthe land* which they beM, wben tbe king eaHed
upon tbem. A* they had to perform civil service* of furi-

ous kinds for the king, so they appointed certain service* of
the same kind to ba performed by their tenants to them-
selves. A* they had to do homage from time to time to

tbe king, and to attend in hi* court for the administra-
'

twn of juslie* and for other buttn*ts touching the coin- '

man interest, so they required the presence of their tenants

to acknowledge tbeir subjection and to assist in the ad-
ministration of that portion of public justice which the
sovereign power allowed tbe great tenant* to administer. '

Tbe castles, tbe ruins of which exist in so many parts of the
country, were tbe seat* of these great tenants, where they
held their courts, received the homage, and administered

justice, and were to the surrounding homagers what West- I

minster Hall, a part of tbe court of the early kings of Bng-
|

land, was to tbe tenantry m chief. Tbe Ksrl of Chester is

said to have thus subinfeuded only eight person* in the vast

extant of territory which the Conqueror granted to him.
'

Those bad. accordingly, each very large tracts, and they
|

formed, with four superiors of religious houses, the court, or,

as it is sometime* called, the parliament of the Earls of
Chester. These parsons are frequently called tbe barons of
that earldom ; but the number of persons thus subinfeuded
was usually greater, and tba tenancies consequently smaller. 1

They ware, for tbe moat part, persons of Norman origin, the
|

personal attendants, it may be presumed, of tbe great tenant,
j

There is no authentic register of them, ss there is of the
tenants in chief ; but tbe names of many of them may be !

collected from tbe charters of tbeir chief fords, to which they
were, in most instances, the witnesses. These, it is pre- ;

turned, constitute the class of persons who are meant by the :

Lesser Barons, wben that term Is used by writers who aim I

at preraion.

Many of these Lesser Barons, or Barons of the Barons, <

became the progenitors of families of pre-eminent rank and
consequence in tbe country. For instance, tbe posterity of
Nmelius, tbe Baron of Halton, one of the eight of the
county of Chaster, through the unexpected extinction of tbe
male poster ity of llbert de Led. one of the greatest of the
tenants in chief beneath the dignity of an earl, and whose
castle of Pontafraet, though in ruin*, still shows tbe rank
and importance of its early owners, became possessed of the
groat tenancy of tbe Laeis, assumed that name as the here-
ditary distinction, married an heiress of the Earl* of Lincoln,
and so acquired that earldom ; and when at length they
ended in a female heiress, she was married to Thomas, son
of Edmoni. Earl of Lancaster, son of King Henry 111. The
ranks, indeed, of the tenants in chief, or greater barons,
ware replenished from the class of tbe lesser barons ; as in

tbe course of nature ease* area* in which there was only
female issue to inherit. But even tbeir own tenancies were
sometimes so extensive, that they were enabled to exhibit a
miniature representation of the state and court of their chief:

tba* affected to aubinfoud : to have their tenants doing suit

and service ; and in pointer fact, many of the smaller manors
at the pu ss at day ar* bat tenures under tbe leaser barons.

who hub* of the greater barons, who bald of tbe king. The
peoaese of sabrnfendaaion was checked by a wise statute of
King Edward I, who mtrodaced many salutary reform*,
pasted in the eighteenth year of bis reign, eammnnlv railed
the statute Qmta Emptor—. oV., which directed that all
persons thus taking lands, should bold tbem. not of the per-
son wba granted them, but of the superior, of whom the
grantor himself bald.

Tbe precise amount and precise nature of the services
which the king bad a right to require from his barons in
his eaurt, is a point on which there seem* not to bo very
accurate notions in some of the writers who have treated on
this subject ; and a simitar want of precision is discernible
in the attempt at explaining how to the great court baron
•f the king were attracted tbe functions which belonged to

tba dobIterative assembly of tbe Saxon kings, and tbe Com-
mum Confikum ot the realm, tbe existence of which is

recognised in charters afsome of the earliest Norman sove-

reigns. The fact, however, seem* to be admitted by all who
have attended to thia subject that the same persons who
were bound to soil and service in the king's court consti-

tuted those assemblies which are called by the name of parlia-

ment*, so frequently mentioned by all our early chroniclers,

in which there war* deliberation* on sfturs touching the
common interest, and where tbe power was vested of im-
posing levies of money to be applied to tbe public service.

It is a Subject of great regret to all who wish to see through
what processes sod changes the great institutions of the
country have become what we now see them, that tho
number of public records which have descended to us from
the first hundred and fifty years after the conquest is so
exceedingly small, and that those which remain afford so

little information respecting this most interesting point of
inquiry.

There is, however, no reasonable doubt, that the parlia-

ment of the early Norman kings did consist originslly of the
persons who were bound to service in the king's court by the
tenure of their lands. But wben we come to the reign of
King Edward I., and obtain tome precise information re-

specting tbe individuals who sat in parliament, we do not

And that they were the whole body of the then existing

tenantry in chief, but rather a selection from that body, and
that there were among those who came by the king's »um-
raons, and not by tbe election snd deputation of the people,

some who did not bold tenancies in chief at all. To account
for this, it has been the generally received opinion, thnt tho

increase of the number of the tenants in chief (for when a

fee fell among co heiresses it increased the number of such
tenants) rendered it inconvenient to admit the whole, and
especially those whose tenancies were sometimes only tlie

fraction of the fraction of the fee originally granted ; anil

that the barons and the king, through a sense of mutual

convenience, agreed to dispense with tbe attendance

of some of the smaller tenants. Others have referred the

change to the latter years of the reign of King Hcnr> 111.

:

when the king, having broken tbe strength of tbe baron* at

the battle of Evesham, established a principle of selection,

summoning only those among the barons whom be found

most devoted to his interest- It is matter of just surprise,

that points of such importance as these in tho constitution*!

history of the country should be left to conjecture ; and

especially, as from time to time claims are presented it.

parliament by persons who assert a right to sit there ss l<cti>|>

bsrons by tenure: that is, persons who hold land* imme-
diately of the king, and whose ancestors, it is sllegrd, ut
by virtue of such tenure. The committee of the !!<>u-e of

Lords, which sat during several sessions of parliament to

collect from chronicle, record, and journal ever) \\i\na.

which could be found touching the digni'y of a peer ul the

realm, made a very voluminous snd very instructive Report

in 1819. This hss been followed by reports on the mim
subject by other committees. They all confess that gnat ob-

scurity rests upon the original constitution of uaili.i incut,

and suppose the probability that there may still be found

among tbe unexamined records of the realm something

which may clear away at least a portion of the obxurit)

which rests upon it [See Lokds, Hous* or. and Par-

LiAMxirr.]
We are now arrived at a time wben the won! bortm

acquired a sense still more restricted than that which h«»

hitherto belonged to it. Later than tbe reign of Edward II.

we seldom And the word baton used in tbe chr niclc* to

designate the whole of that formidable body who were next
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in dignity to the Use himself, who formed Us tray and
bis legislative iwmUr, and who forced tbe monarch to

yield poinU of liberty either to themselves u a class, or to

the whole community of Englishmen. The eounU or earls,

from this tune, stand out more prominently as a distinct

order. There were nest introduced into that assembly per-

sons under the denomination of dukes, marquesses, and
viscounts ; to all of whom was given a precedence before

those barons who had not any dignity, strictly so called,

annexed to the service which they had to render in parlia-

ment. The baron became the lowest denomination in the

aisembly of peers, possessing the same rights of discussing

and voting with any other member of the house, but remain-

ing destitute of those honorary titles and distinctions the

possession of which entitled others to step before him. The
term also ceased to be applied to those persons who. posses-

sing a tenancy in chief, were yet not summoned by the king

to attend the parliament; and the right or duty of attend-

ance, from the time of King Edward I., has been founded,

not, as antiently, upon the tenure, but on the writ which the

king issued commanding their attendance.

Out of this has arisen the expression baron* by writ.

The king issued bis writ to certain persons to attend in

parliament, and the production of that writ constituted their

right to sit and vote there. Copies of these writs were taken,

and are entered on what is called tba close roll at the Tower.

Tbe earliest are in the latter part of the reign of King
Henry III., in the forty-ninth of his reign, when the king
was a prisoner in the hands of Simon de Montfort, who
did what he pleased in the king s name. There are many
such writs existing in the copies taken of them, of tbe reign

of Edward I., and all subsequent kings, down to tbe present

time. They are addressed to the archbishops and bishops,

the prior of Saint John of Jerusalem, many abbots and
priors, the oarIs and peers of the higher dignities as they

were introduced into the peerage, and toa number of persons

by their names only; as William de Vescy, Henry de
Cubham, Ralph FiUwilUam, William la Zouch, and the

like ; portions of tbe baronage whom the king chose to call

to his councils. Upon this tbe question arises, whether
when a person who was a baron by tenure received the
king's writ to repair to the parliament, the receipt of the
writ, and obedience to it, created in him a dignity as a
lord of parliament which adhered to him during bis life,

and was transmitted to his heir. Upon this question the
received opinion undoubtedly has been, that a heritable

dignity was created ; that once a baron, by sitting under
authority of the king's writ, always a baron ; and that the

barony would endure as long as there were heirs of tbe
body of tbe person to whom the king's writ had issued.

Upon this, the received opinion, there have been many
abdications of claims to dignities, and yet tbe Lords'

Committee on this subject express very strong doubts re-

specting the doctrine, and contend that there are per-

sons to whom the king's writ issued, and who took their seat

accordingly, to whose heirs similar writs never went forth,

though there was no bar from nonage, fatuity, or attainder.

On the other hand, there is the strong fact, that we do And
by the writs of summons, that they were addressed to the
several members of many of the great families of England,
as they rose in successive generations to be the heads of
their houses : that, when it Happened that a female heiress

occurred, her issue was not unfrequently set in tbe place

in parliament which her ancestors had occupied; and
that when the new mode arose in the time of Richard IL,
of creating barons by patent, in which a right was acknow-
ledged in tbe posterity of tbe person so mated, tbe
antteot barons who had sat by virtue of the king's wsit to

them and their ancestors did not apply for any ratification

of their dignity by patent, which they would have done had
they not conceived that it was a heritable dignity, as secure
as that granted by the king's patent.

The doubt of the Lords' Committees, however, shows that
this is one of the many points touching the baron on which !

there is room for question. Tbe practice, however, has

!

been hitherto to admit that proof of tbe issuing of tbe writ,

!

and of obedience to it. by taking a seat in parliament, or
what is technically called proof of sitting, entitles the per-
son who is heir of the body of a person so summoned to
take hi* seat in parliament in tbe place which hi* ancestor
occupied. Nevertheless, it would seem, from tbe report of
the Lords' Commute**, that in cam in which one person
only of a family has been summoned st some remote

period, and none of his known poatariry

this was nb creation of the dignity of a
peer of parliament, which could be claimed
of time by any person, however clearly be i

self to be the heir of the body of tbe
[

But that, in cases in which the writ and taw errteasr. raa hi

proved respecting several persons in soecawea— in the saa»

line, as in Mauley, Root, Purnival Cnford, sad snn easr

families, there is an heritable dignity created, lalat *> *.

defeasance, and that this dignity may be clsiaa i e» sr>

person who at this day can snow himself to be the as a
the body of tbe person to whom tbe original ent naaad

In interpreting the phrase Aerr of tkr body. che> saaasr
of tbe descent of the corporeal hereditaments tn the has*
times is followed. That is, if a person rbe aswasd af t»
dignity of baron, and leave a brother and an east* rasa .

daughter, the daughter shall inherit in pwfiie— e *» ca
brother, though the dignity has been transmitted free* aas»
person who is ancestor to them both. Tina mes ti

shows how close a connexion there is between the i ay
and the lands, the descent of both being repassed as is>

same principle. Tbe consequence of that pn
through a portion of tbe baronage there has 1

doction of new families into the peerage with01

1

of the crown ; for tbe heiress of one of these
now bestow herself in marriage at her pleaenre : and aaas>
it is not held that the husband ran claim tba a—as at t»
tenancy by courtesy principle (though doabta asw
tained on this point), yet. the tame of the baahand ssa* aa
doubtedly, whoever be may be, take his place ta
in the seat which his mother would have
been a male. Practically, the eJwet of tins apaa tba «wa-
position of the House of Pears has barn vary assail atwW
Tbe case of ro-heiresses demands a

cause it will lead to the explanation of a
\

often used by persons who seam not ta hare very <

notions concerning what is implied by it. LaadW aa» a
divided, but a dignity is by its vary nature inilii swats Tha
if the representative of one of the antieat harass af
ment die, leaving four daughters and do at

be divided in equal portions among them, and
so divided according to tbe principle of the feadal
But the dignity could not be divided ; and aa tW

|

of that system was against any diauactaan
heiresses, (reserving the occurrence in the coarse af asaa*
of persons dying leaving no ton but several dasarataaa. s>w
tbe meant of preventing tbe too great an asaaas— «*

lands in the same person, and of breaking wp nana asm »
time tbe great tenancies.) it made no

|

the caput baromite, or a dignity that 1

descend to tbe eldest, or any daughter m
[

sisters. It therefore fell into eoryaar*. [8e»Asmia
It was not extinguished or destroyed, bat tt ley an east j
silent partition among the sisters ; and in that aWsaaat. ass
not dead *Ute. it lay smong the posterity of lb* nil 1 tn
if three of the bur died without leaving issue, me sfana* s a-e
ceneratxm* the issue of three of them aaraat* atMa-tr estan.
tbe barony would than revive, and tbe sewvivaag aaaw *
alive, or the next heir of her body, wouss I

to the dignity, and might, on proof of tbe 1

claim a wnt of summons as if there had beea a
Again, it is a part of the royal prerogative to
abeutmtt; that i*. the king may select oaeaf the

.

end gne to her the place, state, and pmsdeai 1

longed to her father ; and then tbe barony adl .

tbe several heir* in succession of her body, at <

there bad never been any stale of abry 1

not interfere with tbe rajhtt of the 1

"

whose posterity, remain in precisely the
which they stood before tbe king determined tbe <

in favour of a particular branch. In tbs* way tbe
of Clifford, which has several times fallsa tat
been lately given by tbe king to • co-heir,
the case with tbe baronies of
deed it i« in s greet msasari as tba ete
rogitive of the crown that we owe Ike arete. ... _ „»,
of Peer* of heron* who take tbair seals si taw haed af aW
brnrh. and dste their sitting* from tbe I

leenth centuries.

The pru>ople of the feudal law. wsara was <

the rl»mw of females, was fraught wua raw to 1—

_

Tbe great family which spnaga fram Hag* Ceaae. and %
few other great families of the " . -

-
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to mc*m from lbs operation of Um principle by

Tailing themselves of what is ealteil the Salie Law ; and to

this is owing thai the* still bold tbe rank in whirb we now
se« then, a thousand years after they flrst became illus-

trious. This must have been early perceived in England,
and it was probably this consideration which led to the in-

troduction of a class of barons, tbe descent of whose dignity
should nut bo regulated b) the principle of the feudal descent
of hereditaments, but should be united inseparably with the
male line of persons issuing from the stock of the original
grantee. This innovation is believed to have Ant taken
place in tbe reign of King Richard II., who in his eleventh
veer created Joan Beauchamp of Holt a baron, not merely
by writ of summons to parliament, but by a patent, in which
it was declared that be was advanced to tbo state, style, and
dignity of a baron, and that the same state, style, and dig-
nity should descend to tbe male heirt of his body. Thus
and at this time the class of baront by patent arose. Tbe
precedent thus set was. with very few exceptions, followed
in tbe subsequent reigns ; and by far the great majority
of persons who now occupy the barons' bench in parliament
are the male representatives of persons on whom the dignity
has been conferred, accompanied by a patent, which directs
the coarse of its descent to be in the male heirs for the
time being of tbe original grantee ; and that should it ever
happen that they are exhausted, tbe dignity becomes extinct.

It is unnecessary to enter into any examination of the
privileges of tbe barons, which in no respect differ from
those of tbe other component parts of tbe House of Peers.
[See Pxcnt or thx Realm.]
Tbe principal writers upon tbe subject of this article are,

John Seiden, in his work entitled title* of Honour, first

published in 1614; Sir Henry Speiman, in his work
entitled Archaologu*, in mndum Gtouarii, folio, 1626;
Sir William Dugdale, in his Baronage of England,
3 volumes folia. 1675 and 1676; and in his Perfect
Copy nf all Summon** of the Nobility to the Great
Council* and Parliament of thi* Realm, from the
49th of Henry II/., until these present time*, folio. 1685;
Proceeding*, Precedent*, and Argument* on Claim* and
Controvertie* concerning Baronie* by Writ, and other
Honour*, by Arthur Collins. Esq.. folio, 1734: A Treatite
on the Origin and Mature of Dignitie* or Title* of Ho-
nour, by William Cruise. 8vo, 2nd edit., 1823 ; Report on
the Proceeding* on the Claim to the Barony of Litle, in
the Houte of lord*, by Sir N. H. Nicolas, 8vc, 1829. But
tbe most complete information on (hi* subject is contained
in the printed Report from the Lord*' Committee*, ap-
pointed to eearch the Journal* of the Houte, and Roll* of
Parliament, and other Record* and Document*, for all

matter* touching the Dignity ofa Peer ofthe Realm.
Tbe word barony is used in the preceding article only in

its sense of a dignity inherent in a person : but tbe antient
law-writers speak of persons holding lands by barony, which
means by the service of attending the king in bis courts as
barons. The research of the Lords' Committees has not
enabled them to trace out any specific distinction between
what is called a tenure by barony and a tenure by military

and other services incident to a tenancy in chief. The
Hilton* in the north, who held by barony, have been
frequently called the Barons of Hilton, though they had
never, as far as is known, summons to parliament, or on-
joyed any of tbe privileges which belong to a peer of the
realm. Borford in Shropshire is also called a barony, and its

former lords, the Cornwalls, who were an illegitimate branch
of the royal bouse of England, were called, in instruments
of authority, barons of Burford, but had never summons to

parliament nor privileges of peerage. Harony is also some-
times, but rarely, used in England for the lands which form
tbe tenancy of a baron, and especially when the baron has
any kind of territorial addition to his name taken from the
pisee, and is not summoned merely by bis christian and
surname. This seems, however, to be done rather in com-
mon parlance than as if it were one of tbe established local

designations of the country. The head of a barony (caput
baronia?) is, however, an acknowledged and well defined
term. It designates the castle or chief house of the baron,

the place in which his courts were held, where the service*

of his tenants were rendered, and where, in fact, he retided.

The castles of England were beads of baronies, and there

ws* this peculiarity respecting them,—that they could not

be put in dower, and that if it happened that the lands were

to be partitioned among co-besresses, the head of the barony

1 was not to be dismembered, but to pass entire to soma one
of the sisters.

Barony is used in Ireland for s subdivision of the coun-
ties : they reckon 252 of tbe districts called baronies. 8s-
rony hero is equivalent to what is meant by hundred or
wapentake in England.

It remains to notice three peculiar uses of the word
baron:

—

1. The chief citixens of Loudon, York, and of some other
places in which tbe citixens possess peculiar franchises,
are called in early charters not unfrequently by the nsme of
' the baront ' of the place. This may arise either from the
circumstance of the persons only being intended who were
tbe chief men of the place ; or that they were, in fact,

barons, homagers of the king, bound to certain suit and
service to tbe king, as it is known the citixens of London
were sod still are.

2. Tbe Baront of the Cinque Port* are so called, pro-
bably for the same reason that the citixens of London and
of other privileged places ore so called. Tbe Cinque Ports,
which were Hsstings, Dover. Hythe. Rotnney, and Sand-
wich (to which afterwards Rye and Winchilsea were added),
being ports opposite to Prance, were regarded by the early
kings as places of great importance, and were consequently
put under a peculiar governance, and endowed with peculiar
privileges. Tbo freemen of these ports were barons of the
king, and they bad the service imposed upon them of bear-
ing the canopy over tbe head of the king on the day of bis
coronation. Here was the feudal service which marked
them as persons falling within the limits of tbe king's
barons. Those sent of themselves to parliament, though
sitting in the lower liouse, might be expected to retain
their appellation of barons.

3. The Baron* of the Exchequer. The four Judges in
thai court are so called, and one of them the Chtef Baron.
The court was instituted immediately after the Conquest,
and it is probable that the judges were so denominated from
the beginning. They are colled barons in the earliest Ex-
chequer record, namely, the Pipe Roll of 31 Henry I. It

may here mean no more than the men, that is, the chief
men of the Exchequer. For their functions and duties sea
ExcHiquxa.
BA'RONAGE. This term is used, not so much to de-

scribe the collective body of the barons in tbe restricted

sense which now belongs to the word as signifying a com-
ponent part of tbe hereditary nobility of England, but the
whole of that nobility taken collectively, without regard to
the distinction of dukes, marquesses, earls, viscounts, and
barons, all of whom form what is now sometimes called the
baronage.

In this sense the term is used in tbe title of one of thp
most important works in tbo whole range of English his-

torical literature, for the sake of giving a short notice of
which, we have introduced an article under this word.
We allude to The Baronage nf England, by Sir Williao
Dugdale, who was the Norroy King at Arms, and one of
the last survivors of those eminent antiquarian scholars

who, in the seventeenth century, raised so high the reputa-
tion of England for that particular species of learning.

Sir William Dugdale was the author of many other
works, but bis history of the baronage of England m the
one to which reference is more frequently made : and there

is this peculiarity belonging to his labours, that the Baron-
ago is quoted by all subsequent writers as a book of the

highest authority ; and it has, in fact, proved a great reser-

voir of information concerning the families who, from the

beginning, have formed tho baronage of England, from
which all later writers have drawn freely.

The first volume was published in 16*5 ; tbe second and
third, which form together a volume not so large as tbe

first, in 1676. Tbe work professes to contain an account of

all the families who bad been at any period barons by te-

nure, barons by writ of summons, or barons by patent,

together with all other families who had enjoyed titles of

higher dignity, beginning with tlie earl of tbe Saxon times.

It was an undertaking of infinite labour, but Dugdale
was an indefatigable men. Nothing like it had before

appeared. Accounts of the higher orders of the English

nolxlity had been given before bis time in the works of

Millcs. Brooke, snd Vincent, but these accounts are exces-

sively meagre, scarcely, in any instance, going beyond the

statement of genealogical particulars, or the most prominent

facts in the uvea of the persons who had held those dig-
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tilde*. But Sir William Dngdale ha* collected from the

chronicle*, from the chartularies of religious houtea, with

which he became acquainted while preparing his great

work on the history of the monaateriea, from the rolls of

parliament, in hi* time only to be perused in manuscript,

and from the public records, which he could consult only in

the public repositories, or in the extracts made from them
by his fcllow-labourcrs in historical research, and finally

from the wills in the various ecclesiastical offices through-

out the kingdom, the particulars of the live* of the moat
eminent men of our nation. Without pretending to the graces

of language, and with the introduction of less of political or

moral reflection than perhaps might be desired, he has pro-

duced a work which is not only rich beyond precedent in

the most authentic information, but which is read with

interest and pleasure by all persons who have any tincture

of the spirit of historical inquiry. But while he has thus

clothed and almost animated the dry figures of the earlier

writer* on the higher nobility of the realm, the accounts

which he has given of the persons who form the lower

class, the barons, in the stricter sense, whether by tenure,

writ, or patent, are entirely his own. Nothing before his

time had been done to collect their names, to show their

origin, or to display their illustrious achievements. This

part of his work, that is, by far the larger portion of it, is.

pre-eminently his own : and the best tribute to its excel-

lence is the fact to which we have alluded above, that

nis accounts of these illustrious persons arc considered, by
all subsequent writers, as genuine and authentic as if he
stood in the position of a contemporary chronicler, and that

so tow persons huve since arisen who have shown them-
selves able to make any addition of much value to the

accounts which he has left.

Not the least merit of the work is the careful reference

to authorities, which renders it a most valuable book, not

only to the student in the family antiquities of the English
nation,—not only to those who are delighted to read of the
actions of the eminent persons of the English nation in

the days of chivalry, in the times of the Crusades, and in

the wars with France and Scotland,—but to the practical

man, who undertakes to prosecute claims to baronies or other

dignities, of which there is always one or more before par-

liament, and who finds here the reference to the documents
which it is necessary to produce in the prosecution of such
claims.

This work contains some defects in respect of the general
plan, in which we find no sound criterion by which to deter-

mine the claims to admission among those who are called

barons by tenure. The arrangement also admits of much
improvement, and there are occasionally mistakes and mis-
representations in the minuter details. Still nothing has
yet superseded it ; but he who shall undertake the work of

re- modelling, correcting, improving, and continuing it to

the pre»ent day, will enter on his duty with advantages
which his predecessor did not enjoy. Borne of the chief

authorities on which Duzdale relied have been printed by
the Board of Commissioners on the Public Records, and are

now easily accessible to the historical inquirer, who for-

merly was obliged to be content with slight inspections in

the offices in which the originals are deposited, or to depend
on transcripts which might not always be exact.

One passage in the preface to the Baronage contains a
striking truth :

* As this hutonral discourse will afford at a
distance aome, though but dim, pro*pert of the magniflccnco
and grandeur wherein the most anlicnt and noble families

of England did heretofore live, so will it briefly manifest
how short, uncertain, and transient earthly greatness is

;

for of no less than two hundred and seventy in number,
touching which this first volume doth take notice, there » ill

hardly be found above eight which do to this dev continue
;

and of those not any who»e estates, compared: with what
their ancestors enjo)ed, are not a little diminished ; nor of
that number, I mean two hundred and seventy, above
t wont) -four who an by any younger male branch descended
fom them, for aught I can discover.'

BARONET, an English name of dignity, which in rt*

ct)motogy imports a Little Baron. But we must not con-
found it with the Lesser Baron of the middle ages [ssw
BtKOi], wuh which the rank of baronet has nothing in
r unmon ; nor again with the banneret of ilxw ages
r~>» B»lir«.T], though it dor* appear that In some printed
U»'k«. and vvrrt in cotttrtnporan manuw-npt*. the atate and
di«uu> uf a banneret is sometimes called the sute and

dignity oft baronet, by a
asserts (TitUt of Honour, p. S44>. of law

The origin of this rank and order of f
dependent of kny previous rank or order of Baajtsah
It originated with King James I., who, base* aa>

money for the benefit of the province of Usasssr sb I

hit upon the expedient of creating thk new anarssatw. i

quired of all who received it the coBSnberOon sat a
money, as much as would support thirty n

years, which was estimated at lots/, to

settling and improving the province of Ulster,

of this

m waaa 4

The principle of this new dignity 1

cedenee, and title without privilege. He w**» 1

baronet still remained a commoner. Ho i

exemption or right to take his seat in an? 1

he might not before have been seated. Whs* stasis* »

1

we can best collect from the terms of the pal— > state* o»
king granted to all who accepted the t

the heirs male of their bodies for etor : I.

commissions, writs, companies, 8tc, I

eluding knights of the bath and baan
knights banneret as were made in the tsU, use lung sweet;

present ; S. Precedence for the wrraa of she aawwoart as

follow the precedence granted to Use atattatad ; X. #V»-

cedence to the daughter* and younger easts si that Wast*
before the daughters and younger easts of say oussw paassa

of whom the baronet himself took prerwdatteo ; a, TV
stvle and addition of Baronti to be written at tkwcsataf

his name with the prefix of Srr; 5. The tsV at* st>

baronet to be styled Lady. Madam, or Itmmm. h watt 1

part of the king, that the na
r exceed two hundred; aasl

lated on the

number was diminished by the natural 1

of families, there should be no new 1

place* of those extinct, but that the earnoar 1

decreasing. Further, the king bound [

any new order which should be f

baronet.

Another distinction was soon after granted a* ffcam a
question arose respecting precedency betwwaa tW was*
created baronets and the younger aoos as*

barons, which the king disposed of by has *e* 1

in favour of the latter; and in the
which he declared the royal

directed that the baronets might
or in an escutcheon on their shield of 1

Ulster, which, sy mbolical it aeeeas of the I

of the inhabitant* of that f

preamble of the baronet's patent, was a 1

the language of heraldry, a hand Rasas is) a I

And further, the king * to amptiata kit meaner, tsatt nayasn

being of his majesty's own creation, ant) law stars a** a*
hands,' did grant that every 1

the age of twenty one years, might data anas ate state a
honour of knighthood ; that in armies taw* tataastt aw
place near about the royal standard ; aatl aaaafty. aaaat

their funeral pomp they should
body, a principal mourner, 1

a mean betwixt a baron and a knight.

8uch was the original institution ef the staler. Tot
the king's intentions into effect. 1

payment of lb* money,
receive proffers for adm itstow into the 1

bona given to them throw ft* lass hght en at* asagwaat

constitution of this body. They were to aaaa* watt neat*

but such as were men ef qnatsty. state of amaaj anal sm
reputation worthy of the aaata, aatl anew was* t* t»

descended of at least a grandfather by the tUtar a aaat tats

borearma; they were to be alas pertastt aaaaaajasalef 1

yearly revenue of lOoOi. : and to

slander, as if they were men who had
[

the romreUwnners were to require an eat* of 1

bad not directly or indirectly given any tsaat at* mm
the attaining the degree and fit tiaaia, aasswaa asm
was necessary for the n*aintenane* of list aaaastMaal

of soldiers.

The earliest patents bear date est Maw tt. Mil. aa
day Sir Nicholas Boron, af Redgrave, aa

was admitted the first of the now arose
seventeen other kmgbt* and gentleaaeti mt

henesth the peerage. <>n the task of Jan*
four other patmti were t#*t*»t

The doubt respecting toe
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wkuob mom tailoring thUoxorciao of the royal prerogative,

teem to have occasioned a relaxation in the u»uo of patent*,

for no more ware ieaued till the 2jlh of November, 1612.
when fifteen other gentlemen were introduced into the order,

making in the whole ninety-one. At lint Dumber they
remained lor some years; and it was not till 1622, a little

be/ore the death of King James, that the number of two
hundred was completed.
In lie mora essential points, this order has undergone

no modifications since its establishment. But the fol-

lowing alterations have lakeu place : — I. There has been no
adherence to lha uumber two hundred, which by tlie original

compact was to bo the limit of the number of patents iuued.
Even the founder himself did not adliora to this purl of the
contract, for at hie death two hundred and five patents
bud been issued. The excuse was thul several of the
baronets had been advanced to higher dignities, and that
thus vacancies were created, which the king was ut liberty

to Oil. But his successor, King Charles I., issued patents
at his pleasure; and the uumber issued before hut death
amounted to four hundred and fifty-eight. Later kings
have not thought themselves bound' by this clause of the
original compact ; and the number of members of this

order is now understood to have no other limit than the
will of the king 2. In the time of Kim; Charles II. the
custom was to remit the pavment of the money for the
support of the soldiers ; and a warrant for this remission is

now always understood to accompany the grant of u patent

of baronetcy. J. The rule of requiring proofofcoat-armour
for three descents baa in numerous instances not been in-

sisted on. But with these variations, the order has remained
unchanged-

|

Various works have been published containing accounts
of the families of England who belong to this older. The
Orel of these was published in 1 720, entitled The Baronetage

qf Engiand, the author of which was Arthui Collins,

!

whose similar work on the Peerage qf England is held in !

high estimation. It was bis intention to give an account ,

of all the faminos) who had ever possessed this distinction,

whether then existing or extinct. Two volumes were
published, containing the first 152 families; but the work 1

waa not continued. In 1727 appeared another Baronetage,
,

in 3 volumes, containing valuable acoou.tls of the famdies of

!

all baronets then existing. A third Baronetage, usually
!

called Wottona, appeared in 1741, in 5 large volumes, 8vo.

This is indisputably the moat carefully-compiled, the fullest,

and the best work of the kind. Another appeared in 17 75, in

9 volumes 8*0. ; and about the beginning of the present
century appeared Mr. Betham's account of the families of
the then existing baronets, in S vols. 4to.

Baronet* qf Nova Scotia.—As King Jamos I. established

the order of English baronets for the encouragement of the

planting and aottling the province of Ulster, so be designed
10 establish an order of baronets in Scotland for the encou-

ragement of the planting and settling of Nova Scotia. He
died however before any proceedings bad been taken. His
sueeeaaor adopted the scheme, ana in 1626 granted certain

tracts of land in Nova Scotia to various persons, and with

them, the rank, stylo, and tillo of baronets of that pro-

vince, with precedency analogous to the precedency given

to the baronets of England. Some additional privileges

were given them ; aa that the eldest son of a baronet of

Nova Seotia. during the lifetime of bis father, might claim

the honour of knighthood ; and that the baronet might
wear a ribbon and medal, with badge and intiguia of the

order. The addition lo the ooat-armour of the baronet waa
the arms of the province of Nova Scotia.

It waa proposed that the number should be limited to

150. Too first waa Sir Robert Gordon of Gordonstown.
There were frequent creations of this dignity till the union
with Scotland in 1707, when the creations ceased.

Baronet* qf Ireland were instituted by King James I. in

1620. for the same purpose with the baronet* of England.

The money woo paid into the Irish Exchequer. The first

person who received the dignity was either Sir IXminick
Sanfteld. the Chief Justice of the Common Ploas in Ire-

land, or Sir Francis BlundeU, the Secretary of State.

BARO'NIUS, C/KSAR, an eminent ecclesiastical writer,

and cardinal presbyter of the Roman Church, was born 31st

October. 1548, at Bora, an episcopal town of the kingdom or

Naples. His father waa Camillo Barooio, his mother Portia

Fobonia. both of noble families. He received his first edu-

cation at Voroh. and afterwards studied divinity and law at

Naples ; but the troubles of that kingdom induced his father
to remove him in 1557 to Rome, where he continued those
studies under Cesar Costa, afterward* archbishop of Capua.
Here ho placed himself utider the discipline or St. Philip
do Ncn, founder of tho congregation of the Oratory, by
whom, after ho was ordained priest, he was attached in 1 364
to the congregation of the church of St John the Baptist in
that city. Ho continued there till 15*6. aben he was trans-
ferred to the church of Santa Maria dclla Vall.cclla. In
1593, Sl Philip do Ncn. having laid down the office of su-
perior of the congregation of the Orator)', nupoitited Baro-
uius his successor; and Pope Clement VIII. not only ap-
proved tho choice, hut some time after made Baronius his

!

confessor, advanced htm to the dignity of cardinal, June 5th,
1596, and finally mode him librarian of tho apostolic sec.
Upon the death of Clement VIII., in 1605. Baroniu-. had
thirty votes in the conclave for his election as pope, hut the
Spaniards opposed bi& election on account of his treatise Dt>
ilunarcJua Sici/nr, in which he lad argued against the claim
of Spain to that kingdom. Baronius's interne application
to stud) weakened his constitution, and he died at Rome,
June 30lh, 1607, agod sixty-eight years and eight months,
and was interred in the church of Santa Maria dclla Valli-
cclla, on the 13th of July.

Baronius was a man of sincere piety, great probity, learn-
ing, and extensive reading, who laboured with success
in the service of tlio church to which he belonged, and in
clearing up ecclesiastical antiquity. He undertouk hit most
celebrated work, bis Annates Eccletiattici, when he waa
thirty years of age, and continued for thirty )ear» collecting
and digesting his materials. The first volume of this work,
which contains the first century after Christ, was published
in 15*8 ; the twelfth and last, which concludes with the year
1 198, was printed in 1607, under the pontificate of Paul V.
These twelve volumes contain the history of the twelve
first agea of the church. Baronius left materials for three
more volumes, which were used by Raynaldus (Odorico
Rinuldi) in his Continuation of Barouius's Annals.

Mazzuchelli enumerates nineteen different works of
Baronius in print and manuscript. The following are the
most important :— 1. Murtyrulogium Romanum rettitutum,
Gregorii XIII. juttu editum, cum notatiimibut Ccetari*
Baromi, foL Rom. 1586, 41a. Yen. 1587. Antw. 1589, Ven.
1597, Rom. 1636. 2. Annate* Eccletiattici, fol. Ven. 1588-

1607. A second edition was published, fol. Ven. 1595- I5U9,
followed by otilers progressively from the different presses

of Cologne, Antwerp, Monti, Amsterdam, and Venice.

Tho best edition of all is that by Odorico Rinaldi, in

19 vols. fol. Lucca, 1738-1746, followed by an Index t'ni-

vrrtalit, 3 vols. fol. Lucca, 1757-1759, and accompanied by
Anwtlium EccUtiattkorum C<rt. Baromi Apparaiu*, 1 vol.

fob Lucca, 1 740, and by Rinaldi's Continuation (Annalm
Eccletiattici ab anno MCXCVIIl. ubi deeinit Cardtnolit
Banniu*), 15 vols. fol. 1747-1756. An abridgment of
Baronius's first ceutury of bis Annals (Bidotti in Com-
pendio),b\ Francesco Panigarola, appeared in 4 to. Ven. 1593,

and an abridgment of the whole, in Latin, by Hen. Spon-
danus, at Pans, fol. 1612, and in numerous subsequent edi-

tions. An epitome of the Annals, in Arabic, was published

at Rome under the auspices of the Propaganda Society, 3
vols. 4to. 1653-1671. Two or three more abridgments, in

other languages, are noticed by Maixuchelli. 3. Traetatu*

dt Monorchia Sidliar (originally inserted in vol. xi. of the

Annals), 8vo. Paris, 1609. 4. Hitlorica Relatio d* Liga-
itone Ercletim AUxandnnm ad Apottolieam Srdem. 8to.

Colon. 1 59*. respecting the re-union of the Church of Alex-
andria to the See of Rome, which did not last long ; re-

printed in 1600. 5. Hutorica Relatio dt Ruthenorum oh-
gint, eorumque miracal'iea conctrtione, vo. Colon. 1598;

republished, in French, by Marc l Esrarbov Hvo. Par. 1599.

6. Partrnttit ad Rempublicam I'enttam, 4to. Rom. ex typ.

Vatic. 4to. 1606, written on occasion of the interdict of

Venice. 7. Contra Serenit*. Rempublicam I'enttam

I 'otum, not published, but containing Baronius's opinion in

tho Consistory. 8. / 'ita S. Ambmeii, archiepitcopi Medio-
Iuntnut, inserted in vol. vL of St. Ambrose's works, fol.

Rom. 1580; the MS. is preserved in the Ambrosian library

at Milan. 9. Vita S. Orfgorii Natiamem, printed in

vol. ii., for the month of May, of the Acta Sanctorum of the

Bollandists. 10. Dt Origin* Oratorii ; MS. in tho Valli-

ct'llana library. II. Scrmone* Saeri de Tempore, et de

Sancti*. 12. Relatio Concilii Arelateruii; MS. in the

Barhurini library.
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The nwi work of Baronius has bom severely eritidMd

5r Holstenius, Inu Casaubon, Comber, ud other* [eae

asnaqs, Samcil], on account of iu alleged errors and

mistakes ; bat Umm. perhaps, are not more numerous than

are to be expected in a work of such great extent. In rela-

tion to controversies, he was always a party writer ; but,

after all, his work is one of the most useful and important

on the subject, and Baronius is by some styled the father of

ecclesiastical history. Besides Rinaldi's, there are two other

continuations of Baronius' s Annals : one to the year 1572,

by Bzovius, 9 vols. fol. 1616-1672; the other extending to

1639, 2 vols. fol. Paris, 1639.

(See Vita C/etarit Baronii, auctore Hieron. Bamabeo
Porusino, 4to. Rom. 1651 ; La ViedeCiear Card. Baromut,

par le PereTurienlo Fevre. 12mo. Douay, 1668; Msxxu-
rlielli. OH Scrittori a~Italia, fol. Brescia, vol. ii. pt. i. p. 387;

Morfri, Diction. Hitlorique, fol. 1759, vol. ii. p. 131.)

BARONY. [See Baeow.1
BAROSCOPE, the percetver of weight, is a term which

has sometimes been applied to the barometer. It may, how-

ever, be well applied to all such barometers as, from badness

in their principles or construction, show a change of the air's

weight, without furnishing any good means of measuring it.

Such are the conical and Hooke's barometer. The human
bwly is sometimes, to a certain extent, a baroscope.

BAROUSSB. a valley in the Department of Hautes
Pyrenees (High Pyrenees) in France; one of those four

which make up the district of let quaire valUet, formerly

included in Armagnac. [See Armaonac] It is a cold

country, but affords good pasturage ; and its fine forests

yield timber for the carpenter and the shipwright It can-

taint eighteen parishes; and in 1762 Eipiliy stated the

number of household (/nix) at 1373, which, allowing Ave
persons to a household, would give 6665 persons for the

population of the valley. We have no later authority for

the number of the inhabitants. The chief town is Mauleon
or Monleon en Barouasc. which had. at the beginning of
the present century, a population of 610.

HAHOZIO. [See Viqnola.]
BARQUIS1METO. a city of South America, in the

province of Venezuela. 120 miles W.8.W. of Caracas, 9*

50' N. lat,, 69
J
20" W. long. The city was founded by the

Spaniard* in 1 522. In consequence of its situation upon
an elevated level, it has the benefit of every breeze ; and
thus, notwithstanding its position within the tropics, it gene-
rally enjoys a mild temperature. Lavayase was assured
that when no wind is stirring the thermometer rose to 28°

and 29° Reaumur ; but the elevation of the site led him to

doubt this. The neighbourhood is very fertile, and the
plains, valleys, and lulls afford a great variety of products
and One pastures for cattle. In the vallevs most of the pro-
ductions of the tropics arc raised, particularly coffee of excel-

lent quality. The town waa formerly well built, with straight

and wide streets : it bad a handsome parish church, and
there was a rich Franciscan convent, and an hospital, in

which the poor were indifferently accommodated and badly
fed. The town, with its vicinity, contained, when Lavayste
wrote, a population of 1 5.000 persons ; but Barquuimeto is

now but a remnant of what it formerly was. No place in

Venezuela suffered so much as Barquisitneto from the great
earthquake which desolated the province in 1812. Scarcely
a house waa left standing, and it is said that 1500 of the
inhabitants were buried in the ruins. The inhabited part ia

now comparatively small, having been built since that period
with the materials which abound in every direction. The
population, with the environs, was. ten years ago, estimated
at from 8000 to 10.000. the greater proportion inhabiting
the villages near the town. We have, at a more recent
period, seen the population estimated at 12.000, which
would imply that the plaee is gradually from the
effects of the calamity of 1812. (Lavay see's Voyage aux
lie* de Trinidad, de Tobago, de la Marguerite, et dam
dttereet partiet de VintxuHa, 1813: letter* written from
Colombia during a Journey from Caracal to Bogota, and
thence to St. Martha, in I S23.)
BARR or, as it was formerly spelt. BAAR. a small

town in France in the department of Bas Rhin (Lower
Rhine), distant about twenty miles from Strasbourg to the
8.W., as we judge from the maps, having no other au-
thority. Il ia in 48° 24' N. lat.. 7° 59* R. long., and situ-
ated on a brook which runs into the Andlsu, s tributary
•< the IIL The town received great damage in 1794. from
the explosion of its arserud, but it has sweebean more rag*-

,

larly built. It is situated fa a baswUml vaMey. >

with vineyards ; and its inhabitants, who ajsnaaaa

to 3720 for the town, or 4514 for the whole swan

on considerable manufactures in cotton sad w
are also bleacbing-grounds and dye-huswii (1

BalbL)
A small forest in the neighbourhood take* its i

this town.

BARR, or BARRA. a petty kingdom of We
at the mouth of the Gambia, extending t

along its northern bank, with a breadth of I

and containing an area of about 254) square I

and some neighbouring kingdoms on the Gaaaeae want

founded by Aman-Sonko. a Mandinge time, ska rasas*

down the Gambia at the head of 20,00*

conquered the countries near its month,
maintain himself by the aid of remfcreei

interior, and of the weapons which be
Europeans in exchange for slaves. It waa

the purpose of facilitating the operations

in slaves that the expedition waa originaBy

When Aman-Sonko died, his conquests i

his three sons, who respectively became i

Kollar. and Badibou. Their descendants wmM i

the memory of these events is preserved by txsdstjsai saeaaaag

the people. The Mandingo* of Barra and the ethae ***

kingdoms are a line race of men; thesr eve

is Ave feet ten inches, but this is

their countenance has more length than is i

among negroes. Their habitations end umsii «sT

display more comfort than ia found among these m
hours the Jakob. It is remarkable that the assesses of

men are of a square form, while those of slaves saw san

They are all zealous Moaleme, very active ia tlaaar hnaasa,

very intelligent, and very cunning in

their general character is hospitable, b
able. The territory of this small state ss an

cultivated, and contains a huge number of

«

leges. There are some fine forests, but they sVs ant l

occupy more than one-eighth of the surface, wksrk as i

marshy, but very fertile, and capable of

hi|(hly productive with little labour. Cmnteery <

population of this state at 200,000 peeaeass. <<

fragment d'un Vouage en A/nqme. IM2 )

BARRA. or BARRAY, one of the Westarn I In I sf

Scotland, belonging to the shire of Inv
W. by N. from the point of Aromas*
eight miles in length, and from two te featr us I

deeply cut in different places by arms of the asm. It •ass-

prebends an area of about 16.000 acres. The nana
to be derived from 8L Bar. bishop of Caithness, to <

principal church is dedicated. Several Urusiansl an
Danian dans, as some writers eoosador these, asw
over the island ; and at Chiaamil Bay are the rasaaaans ml a

castle, which was the residence of the satrde of stores aass*

the beginning of the eighteenth century. The
divided into two portions, connected by a tow i

over which the eastern and wsitom
water. The southern and larger

mountain about 2000 feet high, which
abruptly into Chisamil Bay, and dacha
eaat by a succession of lower hills, laissinalaag mm taw assam
in various reeky points thai separate the Basal ssjsVes as

which the population Uvea. The land ia saaaty aad ef aanto

value, even where it is macaptiblc ef esstaasatoav The
rougher tracts are appropriated to the aaaataeaafs mt I

cattle, which the proprietor buys up for

tenanta. Agriculture ia net in a
rutto-plough. an sobent in

only, and preceding that which i

use. A considerable number of thetabeb
in collecting sea-weed and burning It into hasav TW'l
men ate among the moat active end i

in Scotland. They carry on an extensive ead and I

and take the produce to theGreenock I

superior to those of the other Wnlna laesaahv anas ef <

what peculiar construction. They are beak by the baaansaa
themselves, and are of nssaaidsrabls sane, ae a* eaasty teeaen
too or twelve men, and exceedutfly ah
Tbey have no floor, but nse smb. an
side, so that a transverse ssrtien an
wedge; yet they are swift and sals.

oompenUMely wealthy, but thesr heua
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oriry to those of their poorer neighbour*. The boom in

Barra only <hftW from other Hurbland houses in one parti-

cular, which ts, that the roof springs from the inner edge of

the will instead of the outer, in order that all the rain may
he caught by the wall, and moke its way among the stones,

thui preventing the dropping ofeaves by what we should con-
sider a greater inconvenience. In this island, as indeed in

most of the Western Isles, shell-nth are very abundant, and
firm at all times-a great resource to the people. They are

in the habit of boiling limpets, clams, and other specie*, and
snaking use of the broth, mixed or boiled up with a little

oatmeal. The great sand-bank at the north end of Bern
produces cockles in such immense quantities, that in times

of scarcity , when the inhabitants have resorted to them for

their daily subsistence, from one to two bondred horse-loads

have been taken off the sands every day of the spring-tides

during toe months of May, June. July, and August.
The Gaelic language is said to be spoken in its greatest

purity in Barra. The inhabitants are mostly Roman Catholics.

There are three churches in the island, one at the village of
Borve, and two at Killbtr, one of which belongs to the Ca-
tholics. The Edinburgh 8ociety for Promoting Christian

Knowledge supports a school at this place ; a school-hou

w

and a dwelling for the master having been built by the
heritor. The proprietor of Barra and the adjacent isles is

Roderick Mscneil, Esq., whose predecessors are said to have
possessed them before the Danes. The Macneils of Barra
were the first of that name that came from Ireland, and
have always been acknowledged the chief of the Macneils
in Scotland. Barra belongs to a parish of the same name,
which includes seven other inhabited islands, and several

uninhabited. The population returns for 1831 do not state

the population of this island separately, but give that of the
whole parish as 9097, of whom 1077 are females. This is a
decrease of 20C persons on the preceding census, which, in

the population returns, is attributed to emigration to North
America.

(M'Culloeh i Highland* and Werittn Itland* of Scot-

land; Hall's Travel* in Scotland; Carlisle's Topogra-
phical Dictionary of Scotland.)
BARRACK, originally a hut or little lodge for soldiers

in a camp; from the Spanish barraca*, meaning small
cabins, such as fishermen build upon the sea-coast. Tem-
porary constructions of this sort for the horse were formerly
called barrack* ; those for the foot, hut* ; but, in later

times, the word barrack has been indiflerently used for

both. Barracks of this description are generally made by
fixing four forked pole* in the ground, and laying four
others across them ; the walls being afterwards built up
with sods, wattles, or what the place may afford, and the
lop planked. thatched, or covered with turf. Modern camps,
as far as the common soldiers are concerned, are now
usually formed of such barracks arranged in streets ; the
officers only are lodged in tents.

The word barrack does not occur in oar older diction-

aries, though it is found in Phillips's World of Word*, fbl„

London, 1 700. Barrack, in a more enlarged sense, is now
applied to the permanent and commodious buildings in
which both officers and men are lodged in fortified towns or
other places.

A writer in a periodical paper entitled Common Sent*.
No. lot. published in 1739, speaks of permanent barracks
for the lodging of troops as then just introduced. He ft*leu

that a few years before, in 1720, when the plague raged
at Marseilles, an attempt was made to raise such buildings

in London, under pretence that if we should be visited, the
sick might be removed to them. But the design was seen
through ; the citiiens took the alarm, and cried out they
would have no rtd coat-nw***.

Great opposition was made in parliament, during the
French revolutionary war, to the erection of barracks on an
extended scale, as inimical to the liberties of the country,
as calculited to estrange the soldier from the citisen. and
to render the former a fit toot to enslave the latter, should
the people be called upon to submit to unpopular or arbi-

trary measures. Other arguments had greater weight,
however, on the side of these establishments : the system of

quartering was, in many instances, vexatious ; the morals
of a country town or village were corrupted proportionally
as soldiers were quartered upon the inhabitants ; and it was
found that soldiers and cititens might be too much, as well

as too little, intermixed.

Until the middle of the reign of George III., barracks of

this hut description were not numerous in Great Britain.

When wanted, they were built under the direction of the Board
of Ordnance, by whom they were supplied with bedding
and utensils ; but the articles which were extraordinary
were under the management of the secretary -at war. This
system prevailed until the middle of 1792, when the situa-

tion of public affairs induced his majesty's ministers to give
orders to build, with the utmost dispatch, cavalry barracks
in various parts of the kingdom ; and Colonel De Lancey,
then deputy-adjutant-general, was requested to undertake
the arrangement of the business. In January. 1793. he was
appointed superintendent-general of barracks, and on the
1st of May that year the king's warrant was issued for their

regulation. More extensive authority was given to him by
a warrant dated May 30th, 1 794, when he was appointed to

the office of barrack-matter-general to the forces. But as
this seemed to interfere with the dunes and powers of the
Board of Ordnance, a new warrant was issued in 1 791, de-
fining the powers of the barrsck-master-general, and those

of the Board of Ordnance; under which warrant Lieu-
tenant-General De Lancey acted in all tubaequent transac-

tions. The salaries and extra pay of the barrack-matter-
general and his officers amounted, in 1 796, to 9324/. I ;».

id. The establishment was afterwards considerably in-

creased, in proportion as the number of barracks through-
out the kingdom multiplied, and by the creation of new
officers. In March, 1006, their salaries amounted to

19.3*9*. 4*. 10rf.

During this year, the commissioners of military inquiry
recommended that the offices of barrack -master-general
and deputy barrack-master-general should be totally abo-
lished, ana that the superintendence of the barrack esta-

blishment should be vested in commissioners. This
suggestion, with some others relative to the mode of trans-

acting the business of the department, and preventing use-

less and extravagant expenditure, have been followed, and
the barrack establishment is now under the direction of

four commissioners, one of whom is generally a military

man.
The total expenditure in Great Britain and the islands of

Guernsey, Jersey, and Aldemev, on buildings for the pur-
poses of barracks from 1793 to November loth, 1804, was
4, 1 1 3,383/. 6*. I id. The total expenditure in Great Britain

and Ireland, on building* for the same purposes (including

the artillery), from I Ith November, 1 804, to 24th December,
1819, was 3.220,8 J7/. 17*. id. Expenditure from 1793 to

1819, in buildings in Great Britain for the purposes of bar-
racks for the artillery, 735,842/. 3*. 3d.

(See Connelly's Vict, d* la* do* Languai, EipaSola I

Ingle**, 4° Madr. 1 798 ; Kneydopidie, mi** en ordr* par
M. Diderot, torn, ii , foL Par. 1741. p. 68; James's Military
Diction., vol. i., 8vo.. Lood. 1810; Pirtt, Second, Third,
and fourth Report* of th* Commit*, of Military Inquiry,

1806 ; and Bat rack Account* of Kxpenditmr* for Build'
ingt, ordered to be printed by the House of Commons,
July 3, 1820.)

BARRAMAHAL. or BARRA-MAUL, * subdivision

of the province of Salem, under the Madras presidency,

situated between 12° and 14° N. lat The name Barn-
maul, which signifies the twelve place*, was given to the
district because it contained twelve fortteasel which were
once places of note. The names of these places, as given
by Major Rennell, were, Kistnaghiri, Gegadivy, Candely,
Congoonda, Vaniambady, Mahrautegur, Cockingur, Cootu-
ragur, Baxingur, Tripatore, Tadcull, and Gigangurry. Only
three of these places, Kistnaghiri, Vaniambady, and Tn-
patore, are now existing, and none of them are places ef
strength. The fortifications of Kistnaghiri were destroyed

about forty year* ago by the English. Vaniambady has a
mud fort incapable of withstanding an assault of European
troops, and Tripatore is altogether an open town.

The Barramabal district is a wild and mountainous region,

above the eastern ghauts, and at one time contained a con-
siderable number of bill-forts, which are now either dis-

mantled or have fallen to decay. After the capture ef
Seringapatam in 1799, several districts of Karnala were
added to the Barramabal district. These added districts, aa
enumerated by Dr. Francis Buchanan (afterwards Hamilton),
are. ' the Talucs of Hoaso-uru, Denkina-cotay, Kella Man-
galum, Ratnagiri, Veneatagiri-cotay, and that portion of the
Alumbady Tabic which lies on the left of the Cavery, to-

gether with the Polyams, or feudatory lordships, of Punga-
nuru, Pedda-Nsjrakana Durga, Bagaluru, Buligiri, and.
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AnkuMBtri.' Tbe temperature of these addod district* is

much colder in the rainy Mason than it u in Uie anlient

district of Barramabal, and the climate is not so healthy.

On tha occasion of tba cession already mentioned, the

Polygars, who bad been dispossessed by Tippoo Sultan,

bad their estate* restored to them, and were placed by

and be immediately became one of u

Though he joined in the attack on the Bastille, be
detuned many of the excusscs of that pcrul : but list pas*

» Inch bo look was a decided one. He was a ascnslwr «i ~m
Jacobins' Club from its outnmcuceuwBt, and was o^b
ill tbe affair of August 10, Xltt. wh.ch virtually term,

the Briu.b government on the same fooling as tbe Zaiuiu- . the existence of the mouarrhy. Being sent w u>e N

»

• i —
dars of Bengal, paying a fixed rent or tribute for their

|
Convention as representative of Ins uat.ve dcaartaiarf . us

land, but exercising no jurisdiction over the inhabitants of voted unconditionally (or tho death of Louis XVI. Fr^s

their pollams. luu Convention be received various pubuc cveao s*-*a.— ' "
1

in ono of which be w«s engaged in the swulh uf I.iu
at tho limo when the English blockaded the Ursa A I .»

lull. On this place falhug into tl.e hands of t^e repv»L..<sa*.

The construction and conservation of tanks in countries

whero the successful prosecution of agricultuie depends

mainly upon irrigation, is a matter of the first importance.

In Barramahal it isoncouiaged by a regulation, which gives

to every man who constructs a tank at his own expense

onu fourth of tbe land watered by it, to bold the umc m free

estate and to transmit it to hi* heir*, to bo enjuye.l by them
so long as the work is kept in efficient repair. It i» found

that tanks thus constructed are always better maintained

than those of which ibe government has charge, the officers

he was ono of the five conventionalists »U sat as a c-*>

mission aud earned into effect the frightful orders mi ue
Convention for tho proscription and execution uf iLa Tsw
loiiese. Through tho influence of Barras clt» Ay Ua resv

uiissiou did in some degree mitigate the tr\eri:y «aT Uarv

urigiiial orders; but more than lour l.und.-iu isnlMt
took plai-e. Only be and auothrr lucinWr ewesv*! l-»

to whom the preservation of tho latter is committed not ! denunciations which its proceedings excited ta Lew psvr. sf

having an equal interest in their efficiency

There is not much rice cultivation in the added districts,

and the few reservoirs of water which they contain are chictty

employed for the irrigation of tarltari, or kitchen-gardens,

tbe cultivation of w hu h is of the utmost importance to the

inhabitants. These gardens are usually of the extent of

about three acres, and each can be cultivated by three men. , .... ~ .. -..-.—v.. -„»,

Tbe whole of the ground is in constant crop, am! besides charac;er and other considers!

producing green vegetables andeucurbiuvreous fruits fur the

families of I ho cultivators, it yields wheat, maixc, ragy {Cy-
nosurut coroeanmt), which supplies the greater put of the

lower ranks of society with their ordinary food, fenugreek,

onions, garlic, turmeric, tobacco, poppies, capsicum, and the

various carminative seeds. Some lew of the cultivators of

these gardens make opium, but more generally tbe poppy is

cultivated on account of its seeds, which are greatly esteemed
in this quarter, and are much used in preparing sweetmeat*
and cakes for the wealthy. Tbe operation of extracting

opium from tbe plant is found to lessen the quantity of poppy -

seed that arrives at perfection.

Tobacco is also raised in the open fields, as well a* a small

quantity of millet. Tbe sugar-cane is cultivated abundantly,

and there are numerous plantations of cocoa-nut and Areca
palms.
Some coarse manufacture* are carried on in lb* district,

but tbe more wealthy inhabitants draw their supply of sucb
necessaries from other parte, and in a great degree from

Salem and Bangalore.

When llie Barramahal district* first came into the pos-

session of the East India Company, their state was in every

respect miserable. Tbe inhabitants have still an appearance
of wretcheilnees about them, aud tbe country is infested by
beggars. Tlie condition of tbe cultivator* has, however, bam
so tar improved, that, although the nominal rent* have been
reduced, the revenue derived by tbe government haa been
more than doubled. Nearly all the inhabitant* are Hindu*

:

only about one-twentieth are Mohammedans.
( Kennell's Mem-nr of a Map of Hindu*tan ; Buchanan'*

Journey through Mytor*, Camira, and Malabar; Report* of
1 i* Commitlr* of the Haute of Commons on the Affairt of
ln<Uo. Norton iH.Ti.)

BARKA'H. FAIL JEAN FRANCOIS NICOLAS.

more than three hundred of the pohiical rib'je • —<a
France was at that Umo covered. Ou ha tetara x~ iVrav
Robespierre received him with a sncervaf neap' ssr.i •.«*

bis energy. At this.lime terror reigned m i.*v La;*-.*- Tt»*

Girondists, and even Daulon, had pcrashed net ilw rcvaaa-

tionary scaffold; aud Barra* was dtlcrnutvril t--t t. w
the Convention unarmed, where, bv tbe i«Nim U ~m

ions, he waa a parses saw mi

considerable importance aa one among the few
of the terrorists. Robespierre beginning t> feet u-at —»
power was on the decline, meditated a new proscr.^siasv. assl

wished to strengthen himself with the support <M

who, however, refused to all) himself with lost lira.-, eats

even made known to hi* colleagues the aaa* ssua mi

Robespierre, adding, ' He is lost in spite of Use J— « i

Finding it impossible to treat with Barras, R.Weaves
kept aloof from tba committees, but after an avWtve «i *»•

months be made his appearance. Tbe esH araarsl sasrw-

ment of tlic 9lh Tbcrnn<l< r (July 87, >7»4>
followed. On that day. Barras and some •Uses-

presented themselves to the Convenum. Tauasa u*
Robespierre, whose arrest being decreed, be was sasvc as

prison, from which however be escaped. Ileavrjsst. esav
mander of the Parisian Ciuard. a creature of H i » mmi m s>

marched on tbe Convention, which, in lis tea** neat per*,

named Barra* General in Chief, and charged sues » ~a at

defence. The tale of tbe day was soua sWesaesl . was*

pierre, with some of his most Ultimate psulsii—. •«
cuted. Barras was afterward* obarged mum, law
tendance of Ibe children of Lotus X> L. wbo were i

at tbe Temple, aud bis conduct towards tueu, was i

consideration and kindness. Indeed, after its* sva
dor, heduplayed great moderatKNi ; and bs>

erasure of rasnv names from Us* list of prsmws
He «a* ntjoed successively secretary and prasw sua
National Convenuoe. In bis political piuu iftee aw «

grest independence, or what has Issan cavkesl b? eaa
selfishness. He had neither allied himself with'tast I

party nor witb that of llie Mountain . and war* taw sw-sw-

Uon resulting from the 9lb Thrrmuior appear»4 jsSw.i l
» sailmo too great a development, be opposed iss urrngmm .

At a subsequent crisis of llie RevvluUoo. tba* mi ±m lata

COI N I' 1>K. a member of tbe French Directory, and an ' Vendrmiaire (Dot. S, 1794), tbe Content,
inipoitsnl actor in some of llie pniwipal events of the French . Barra* Griieral in Chief. '1 be success tsa

Rcvuluti .n, was bum June 30, 1 743, at Fox, in the depart- I cbu-ily owing to Bonaparte, to wheat Barras. rsw.s— I <
inriil of the Vsr. His family was one oftlw most anuenl his services al Tookm. had rmudrd the toaasss •/ s»
a.uoiig llie nolnlil) of I'rovencc. In 1 77 J be entered Ibe artillery ; and ha afterwards obUtaed **» Boaaaarss '

annv, and saitud f> r the Isle of France, but Ibe vc**W was the army of Italy. Ibe anarchists eetag mtl sVaa !• *>
wrtck< d ou her pastsg<'. Owing partly to lbs exertions of
v..ung llirras, llie rrvw and passengers eventually reached

I'on i rhery in safety ; but this place was soon after in-

w<> I by llsr English, and on its capitulation he returned 1 reaolvvd upon as a means of eaWting its"

t<> France. He again returned to India, with Suffrein, where
|
ruasulidaUua. For the Uunl tune Barras

13th Vendetniatre, the dirertonal gvw
of wbfh Barras was a member . It dsd a 4 nn seat

tbe emu d Hat of tbe 1Mb Knsrtidar (Ns-f*. 4, i7»7i mm

In- 'lil not remain l-ng; he left thsl country with the uv
ti • »* s-»n of pcorrrding lo llie siege of Gibraltar, but n<«
ar iv nig in time he went lo Fans. Here be expressed him-

If Willi so much freedom respecting llie conduct of tbe
war in India, that a Uttre de rueJul was prepaml for bitu,

«vl its oprrstion was only preveuted by tbe exertions of an
.i ituenlial friend. Al (his p»n "1 the life of Barras was that
< f a man of pU-asura, and ui Hut career be toon wasted his
nt-xlaiat* fturtuiie. The UevotuUuo at length eomuMuced.

dictatonal powers, and success agato atssad sa mm <

General Augcrrau invested thr aalb >< taw
cuunctls and err—ted the obmi>s.ias nseu»arrv ^asw ins
as»u.) Two members of the Lhiwrtary. Barn m say

Carnot, about forty members id the tarvsWn* I'ssssw

Five Hundred, elevea nsetnbcm of Use lesiaswl sf *W
and other individuals were ordered to be lisln* n*»< •
• >sru»* of Guiana, where several of lastea oasaV 4

1

into Germany. The C«sm*s1 at Frsa aaaai
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being now re rDodsllsd, became • tub—tricet instrument of

the Directory, and it even urged the neceuitjr of Retting

riil in a similar manner of such of the nobility as still re-

mained in the country, but Barras in this Instance success-

fully opposed their withes. Tbe power of the Directory,

ho«'e\rr, was far fn>m being firmly fixed. The affair of the

30th Prainal (May IS, 1799) shook it to it* foundstiont.

The legislative councils now resumed their independence,

curtailed the dictatorial power of the Directory, and obliged

three of the directors to give in their resignation. This
was partly the work of Sieves, who became one of the

members of the Directory. Hurras contrived to remain in

office, though he had opposed this movement : but he and
Sieves were united as to the necessity of overthrowing the

constitution of the year three, since a new combination of

the executive power seemed to them the only means of

fixing themselves more firmly in the government. General
Bonaparte being apprized of these intrigues by his brother

1jincn. left the array in Egypt, and arrived in Pari* for the

purpose of carrying his own personal projects of ambition

into execution. Seconded by Sieyes, he effected the revo-

lution of the 18th Brumaire (Nov. 9, 1799), the immediate
result of which was bU nomination as First Consul. From
this period the power of Barras was annihilated. Finding

himself abandoned by everybody, he sent a letter to the

President of the Council of Elders, saying ' that he re-

turned with satisfaction to the rank of a mere citiien,

leaving the destinies of the republic in the hands of the

illustrious warrior whom he had been so fortunate as to

initiate in the career of glory.' He at the same time charged
his secretary, Bottot, to ask of the First Consul a passport

to Grosbois, where he lived in retirement, refusing all the

offers made to him by the new government : among others,

the embassies of Dresden and of the United 8tates, the

command of the army of St. Domingo, and even a medal
which Bonaparte had struck. Under the operation of a law

which compelled military men deprived of their rank to re-

side above forty miles from the capital, he sold his estate at

Grosbois. and proceeded to Brussels ; but this city not agree-

ing with him. he obtained leave to retire to Marseilles, where
be lived, as before, under surveillance, attending quietly to

agricultural pursuits. In 1813 he was inculpated in a con-

spiracy, and underwent some interrogations ; after which he
was exiled to Rome, but remained still under the watchful

eyes of the French police. Here he was again accused of

being connected with a conspiracy, but the prelirainnry in-

vestigations into its character and ramifications were bi>.ken

up by the fall of Napoleon ; indeed it is questionable whether
he was really engaged in this or the preceding affair. In
IBM he took up his residence at Paris. Being consulted as

to the course of affairs by tho newly-restored government,
bo replied to M. de Blacas, * You will lose the king ; your
only occupation seems to be to provide lodging* for your-

selves and him at London." In 1815, foreseeing new trouble*

about to burst on France, he withdrew from Paris, but re-

turned on hearing of Napoleon's disembarkation. Meeting
the Duke of Otranto ( Fouch^), Barras asked him if be might
at length consider himself in security, to which the minister

replied, 'Oh. do not doubt it; you will be called to the

Chamber of Peers.' Barras answered, • I will never associate

myself with the oppressors of the people ;' and during the

Hundred Day* he accepted no public employment. After-

ward* he resided at Chaillot, near Paris. He died in

January, 1849. Barras was more fond of pleasure than of
business, but he was not destitute of talent ; inclined to in-

dolence, he could show firmness and activity at times ; be
bad considerable shrewdness and tact; be was naturally

humane and good-natured, generous toward* his friends,

and prodigal in his expenditure. Notwithstanding his

affectation of republicanism, his manners and tastes were
those of a nobleman of the old monarchy. He could speak
well and to the purpose ; and these qualities gave him an
ascendancy over his rougher colleagues. Throughout tho

various changes which the Directory underwent, Barras

was the only member of it that kept bis seat from its instal-

lation, at tho end of 1 79S, to its final overthrow by Bonaparte
In November, 1799. As a leading man of that government
Barras shared the odium which it incurred for its arbitrary

arts at home, and its dishonesty in its foreign relations. Of
the latter we need only mention the unprincipled invasion

of Switzerland, the plunder of the Italian States, the barter

of Venice to Austria, the inva«ion of Egypt without any

declaration of war, and while Franco was at peace with the

Porte, Sec. Tho detail* are found in the official document*
of the time, in the reports of the legislative council., and
especially in the act of accusation read in the Council of
Five Hundred the 4th August. 1799, in which the charges
against the Directory are classed under nine distinct heads,
in Cs mot's Mtmoirtt, in the Htitoirt du Dirertoirt, Pans
iBOl.&e. (Nee Dtrrctmn Kiemtif.)
BARRATRY. BARATRY. or BARRKTRY. The

original derivation of this word is extremetv uncertain : in
English law it has a twofold signification, which it is diffi-

cult to trace from any account yet given of its etymology.
First, barratry is a misdemeanor at common law, and con-
sists in frequently exciting and stirring up disputes and
quarrel* either by litigation in courts or otherwise ; and se-
condly, it denotes a fraud, or such a degree of culpable negli-
gence a* amounts to fraud or bail faith, committed by the
master or rasriner* of a ship with relation to the ship or
cargo under hi* care, by whieh the owners or freighters msy
be injured. The Italian word borratritrr, from which the
term barratry in this latter sense is immediately derived,
means ro cheat generally; but in English law it is entirely
a technical expression, and is only used to denote that par-
ticular description of knavery above described.

I. As to the misdemeanor of barratry at common law.
This offence is so vague and indefinite in its nature, and

has been so little noticed in modern time* by courts ofjus-
tice, that it would probably be found difficult at the present
day to prosecute a barrator to conviction. Sir Edward Coke
and other antient authorities state that it is not necessary,
in order to constitute this kind of barratry, that the suit*
promoted by the barrator should be eummenced in courts of
record ; the offence may be committed by stirring up litiga-

tion in hundred or county courts, or other inferior jurisdic-
tions. It is also said not to be a material part of the offence
that the suits or quarrels commenced should relate to a dis-
puted title to the possession of lands, but that all kinds of
disturbance* of the peace and the dispersion of false ru-
mours and calumnies whieh may promote discord among
neighbours will amount to barratry. A single act cannot
amount to barratry, a* the essence of the crime consists in
the frequent repetition of acts tending to stir up quarrels

;

nor is it necessary that an indictment for this offence should
specify any particular transactions in which the person ac-
cused has promoted contention or litigation, but it is suffi-

cient to state generally in the indictment that he is a com-
mon barrator. This anomaly in criminal law, from which
it followed that a defendant might be called upon at the
trial to justify fifty distinct and complicated transaction*
without the slightest previous notice, necessarily led to an-
other, namely, that the prosecutor was bound to deliver to

the defendant before the trial a notice of the particular set*

of barratry on which he meant to insist, and it was a rule
that none could be given in evidence but *uch •* were
stated in this notice. The punishment for this offence i*

fine and imprisonment, at the discretion of the court in which
the conviction takes place ; but Mr. Serjeant Hawkins says,

that ' if the offender be of any profession relating to the law,

bo ought to be disabled from practising in future.' (Haw-
kins's Pleat of the Crown, book i. e. 81.) At common law,

it appears that a person convicted of barratry might have been
sentenced to the pillory. In the case of the King against
the Warden of the Fleet (Modern Rrportt, vol. xii. p. 340),
the record of the punishment of a barrator by a fine being

K
reduced. Lord Holt said, ' If he had had the handling of
im, he had not escaped the pillory ; and that he remem-

bered Serjeant Maynard used to say that it were better for

the country to be rid of one barrator than of twenty high-
waymen*.' By the statute 12 Geo. I. c. 89, sect. 4 (re-

vived and made perpetual by 21 Geo. II. r. 3), if any per-

son convicted of common barratry shall practise as ait

attorney, solicitor, or agent in any suit or action, the judge
or judges of the court where such suit or action shall be
brought, shall, upon complaint or information, examine the
matter in a summary way in open court ; and if it shall

appear that the person complained of has offended, shall

cause the offender to be transported for seven years.' There
is no recorded instance of proceedings having ever been
taken under this statute.

II. Barratry by master* or mariners of ship*.

This offence is not an object of the criminal law of Eng-
land : and in this country is only a subject of importunce
with reference to marine insurances. From tbe earliest

times, a loss by tbe barratry of the master or mariner* ha*
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a subject of boV—tatty by underwriters in British

of insurance. The abeurdity and impolicy of in-

acting tbi* species of toes in marina policies have often

ba«D pointed out by high authority. ' It U somewhat extra-

ordinary,' says Lord Mansfield in the case of Nott r. Bour-

dian {firm Rtportt, toI. i. p. 330), * that tbia term tbould

bare orapt into insurances, and still more that it abonld

hava eontinned in them ao long, for the underwriter insures

the conduct of the captain (arbom be does not appoint, and
cannot dismiss) to the owner, who can do either.' Lord
BUenborough makes the same remark, and also points out

the impolitic tendency of this kind of insurance, as enabling

the master and owners, by a fraudulent and secret under-

standing, to throw upon the underwriters the failure of an
illegal adventure, of which the benefit, if successful, would
have belonged solely to themselves. (See Earle v. Rowcroft,

East's Report*. voL viii. p. 134.) Upon this it may. how-

aver, be observed, that merchants are always desirous to

limit the number of their risks as much as possible ; and if

they are willing to pay for their indemnity from the fraudu-

lent acta of thaw own servants, there seems to be nothing

unreasonable in such a contract; while, on the other band,

it is the whole business of underwriters to insure against

risks, and it is quite indifferent to them what the nature of

that risk is, provided they clearly understand the nature of
it, and receive a proportionate premium.
The legal meaning of the term barratry thus inserted in

policies of insurance has frequently become a subject of dis-

cussion in courts ofjustice. Its original and verbal signifi-

cation is framed in the moat general sense, and is defined

in Dufresne's Qhttory as ' Anus, dolus, qui fit in eontraeti-

bus at venditionibus,' without being limited to marine con-
tracts, or to any particular class of contracting parties. In
English law, however, it is certainly understood only in the
limited sense mentioned in the commencement of this

article. It means every species of fraud or knavery in the
master or mariners of the ship by which the freighters or
owners are injured. Barratry may therefore be committed
either by a wilful deviation tending to defraud the owner,
by smuggling, by running away with the ship, by sinking

or deserting bar, or by delaying the voyage by any means,
or for any length of time,"with a fraudulent intent. It fol-

low i, that in all eases where the underwriter has insured

against barratry, the assured will be entitled to recover the
amount of a loss which be may hava sustained in conse-

quence of any of the acts above enumerated. There must,
however, be always a fraud or breach of trust in order to

constitute barratry ; and therefore a mere deviation in con-

sequence of the ignorance of the master will not amount to

barratry, though it would avoid the policy aa being a varia-

tion from the voyage insured. It must also be an act done
tending to defraud the owner; and therefore where the

ants to the acta dona by the master, though tbey
it to a grass fraud upon the underwriter, they

not constitute the technical offence of barratry ; and,
for the same reason, where the master of a ship is also the
owner, there can be no barratry committed by him, because
he cannot defraud himself. For more particulars on this

subject saa Selwyns Nut Print, tit. ' Insurance ;' and Park
est /amrawer.
BARRAUX, a small fortress of the department of Isere.

in France, on the frontier towards 8avoy. It ia a place of
considerable strength, and waa erected in the year 1597. by
order of L'barlaa Emanuel, Duke of Savoy. The Duke
seams to have bean prompted by ibe vanity of erecting a
fort in tbe territories of the King of France. The Constable
Lesdiguieres, who eommanded the French army close at
band, allowed the work to proceed without interruption, in

spile of the pressing entreaties of those under his command.
The incident was talked of at court, and the inaction of the
Constable furnished bis enemies with the opportunity of
calumniating bim. The king himself. Usury IV., blamed
him ; but Lesdiguierea desired bim not to be uneasy ; repre-

sented to him that a fort was requisite in this part of bis

siaioos, and that if tbe Duke of Savoy did not build one.

, and
bis Msjcsly must; be assured bim that, when it was finished,

be would take it without cannon, without laying sue*,
without the cost of a crown. Ha kept bm promise ; lor
fart was carried by moonlight, on the I Jib of March. 1391.
The fort remained in the hands of the French by the treaty
of Vorons, concluded in the same year.

It is on the ngbt bank of Die Isere. not far from the
Savoyard fortress of Menimedlsa, to which a sense as a

cheek. The population was given ia the J

vtrnl dt la Prime* (Paris, I 804) at 1312. Tkw fart ems-

mands a fine view of the valley of Oresrraodao. us wbsch a
Ada. In front of it are the ruins of a Chilean, eases be-

longing to the Chevalier Bayard.
Barraux ia about 374 miles 8.B. from Paris ; aaal abase

99 miles N.B. of Grenoble. 44* 97' N. lat, 5* St' R. ssag

BARR'EGK, BAREGK8. OR BAREDGE8, a nfiUsw
celebrated for its mineral waters, situated in the rasas i

Bastan, in the department of Hantea PyisnsVs (Hurti Py-

renees), in Franca, 491 miles from Paris, through Orleans.

Limoges, Perigueux. Aaeo, Aucfa. Tarba* and Argwaaat.
or 560 miles through Limoges, Cahors, Mnatanaua. Taa-
louse, and Auch ; 49* if N.lat, 0' 4' B. long.

The village stands amidst steep mountains, at an da n -

tion of 4259 feet above tbe level of the see. on tbe eaaae. sf

a torrent which runs into the Gave-de- Pan. (Mdlm. I'eeasr*

dant let Dtp. dm Midi dt la Prone*,) It consiett ofawe ssa—«.
long and narrow, formed upon Ibe slope of a mcanstsasv. seat

baa little to recommend it in point of situation. Tbe ears
impending rocks seem continually to threaten tbe p i—a warn
destruction ; and tbe ear ia wearied by the constant rnacass,

of the torrent, which carries along with it hage bsocaj at

stone. Yet the celebrity of the waters aorarta a d
of bathers, or of those who drink the waters. Tbaar mt-

putation rose in the time of Louis XIV., who vuassd Bar-
rege, in order to take them. The place eonlsana eaty sfcaut

eighty or a hundred habitations, ao slightly pot tacatawv as

scarcely to merit tbe name of bouses. Tbe dread 4 baa sac
them destroyed by the overflowing of tbe torrent <•

when it ia swelled by tbe melting of the snows)
their being built in a more substantial manner,
on one side of the street overhangs tbe river, the other raw
leans against the side of tbe mountain. Towards the uuA-
dle of the village, in the part most exposed
tions, tbe houses are built only of boards,

down at tbe close of the bathing season. Not far :

range of temporary dwellings, beneath a flagged <

court which is inclosed by a wall brrut hajth, ss a task
divided into two parts, one for the poor and esse tm as
soldiers. There is a barrack, erected by Lows XV, far n»
wounded soldiers, but it is insufficient, contauuag awdy wsiy
beds. There an four baths (or fl«e, accardtasr. a» amass
varying in tboir temperature ; that which m dueled asae tar

two compartments just mentioned is the hottest— aa sssaaa-

rature is stated by M. Millin to be 39* of Rraaa
120° of Fahrenheit ; but in Malte-Brun tbe
is given at 50* of Reaumur, or nearly 145 of Fa
The waters are sulphureous and sudorific : tbry are
dered efficacious in healing wounds. There a i

Barrage; and the neighbourhood presents
walks.

The population of this little place is given in das
noirt Untc*rui dt la France (Paris, 1804), at are. We
hava no authority later than tbia. About six nsaaawad par-

sons are said to visit the place every year.

In tbe neighbourhood of Barrage* is a qwarry at
marble, with greenish veins.

The name Bsrrege, in Celtic, is tsid to uaraafy a i

place, and well corresponds to the situation sf* the v

i Millin, I'ovagt. etc.)

BARREL Ducsnge states tbe wordWW wW :

It is found in some shape, in several

as a huge vrtsel for holding liqaors. la i

measures it waa used to denote

3l t otdgaltoneof
39

„ „

But tbe ale snd beer barrels ware equsJued far every Met
of England except London by a statute of the 1st U Va-
liam and Mary, and thirty-four gallons were made raw kawsrf

of beer or ale.

Tbe wine gallon, by a statute of Anne, was aWU/wd
be 311 cubic incites, and the brer galkas OturaaX m*
difcr from tbe ale gallon) was usually reraoord a> £*;«v>W
incites; ri«i*equeully the dimensions of the ki Ums
ware as follows :

—

Wine barrel

Ale diUo (London)
Ale snd beer ditto (England)
Beer ditto (London)
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In Imperial gallons of 277*374 cubic inches, Dow in uu,
these measures ara as follows :—

las. (alloaa.

Old Wine barrel 26 i
„ Ale ditto (London) 32 1

1

„ Ale and beer ditto (England) 34 |,

„ Beer ditto (London) 36 ]|

Many other barrels were in use to denote certain quan-
tities of goods usually sold in barrels ; thus the barrel of
salmon or eels was forty-two gallons, that of soap 236
pounds, fcc
The measurement of the content of a barrel may be done

with sufficient exactness as follows, in which the curve of

the staves is considered as a parabola :

—

1. Measure the diameter of the widest part (allowing for

thickness) and that at the ends, which call the greater and
mailer diameters: also measure the length from end to

end.
2. To the larger diameter add one-fourth of the smaller,

and multiply this sum by itself.

3. Multiply one-fourth of the smaller diameter by itself,

and take the result Are times.

4. Add together the two last results, multiply the sum by
the length of the barrel, and that product by '41898. The
product is the number of cubic inchet in the barrel, if the

lengths were measured in inches.

The word barrel means, in common use, also any hollow

cylinder, such as the barrel of a gun, a jack, or a hand-
organ.

BARREL-DRAIN. [See Dkain.]
BARRELIER. JAMBS, was born at Paris, in 1606.

After beginning the study of medicine, and receiving the
degree of licentiate, when about to receive the degree of
doctor, he abandoned medicine for theology, and in 1633 took

the vows of the order of Dominicans. Having studied the

fathers of the church, he taught theology, but devoted his

leisure hours to the study of botany. In 1646 be was ap-

pointed assistant to the general of the order of Dominicans,
and accompanied him on his visits to the different convents.

In this way he traversed the South of France, Spain, and
Italy. During these excursions he collected plants and
other objects of natural history. He made drawings of

the plants, which he caused to be engraved, with a view to

their publication. Having had his head-quarters at Rome
for twenty-five years, he returned to Paris in 1672, and
took up his abode in the convent in the Rue St. Honor*.
Here he laboured to perfect his work, till he died of asthma,
17th September, 1673.

He bequeathed his M8S. to the library of the convent,

but soon after his death all his collections were dispersed, and
some were lurnt The copper-plates escaped, and were
collected and published by Antome de Jussteu, who sup-
plied descriptions, in the place of those which had been de-
stroyed, litis work, to which was prefixed a life of Bar-
relief, appeared in one volume, folio. R. P. Barrelieri
Plant* per Galham. Hispaniam tt Italian obsertatee,

trombus ceneit exhibitee, opus posthumum ; orcurante
Antonio Jussieu botaniees professore, in lucem editum, et

ad recentiorum normam dtgestwn, cut aeeessit ejusdem auc-
toris specimen de Inseciis, Paris, 1714. It contains 1324
plates, of which three are of shells, the rest of plants. Of
these several are copies from Clusius, and earlier writers,

and some twice or thrice repeated. Many were, however,
quite new, or very rare, so that the volume is stilt worth
refornng to. • Barrelier composed a work, intended to in-

clude descriptions of all the plants then known. He called

it Hortus Mundi, but it was never published. He also left

seven hundred figures offunjri, and three hundred of shells.

A genua of plants belonging to the order of Acanthacea,
was called in honour of him Barleria. (8ee Haller, Bib-
liolheea Rotantra ; fiingraphie Umverseils.)

BARREN FLOWERS, in botany, are either those

which bear only stamens without a pistil, or which have
neither stamens nor pistil. Flowers of the former descrip-

tion are tery common : these of the latter kind are chiefly

found in grasses and sedges, where they often consist of
nothing more than a deformed scale.

BARREN LAND, in agriculture, is that in which the

plants generally cultivated do not prosper or arrive at ma-
turity. This barrenness may arise from various causes.

The texture of the soil may be such, that the moisture es-

sential to vegetation cannot be retained, or that the fibres

of the roots cannot penetrate in search of food. The first la

the case in loose siliceous sands, the second in rocks and
indurated clays. It is seldom that either of these soils

can be rendered productive, so as to repay the expense
of cultivation unless under particular rirrumstanres. The
moat barren sands will become productive by irrigation, and
in that caso the labour applied to improve their texture, by
the admixture of more tenacious earth, may be fully re-

paid. The vine may be made to grow in the fissures of the
hardest rorks, where tho climate is favourable; and ter-

races may be formed, by which the soil brought on may be
retained ; but in general loose sands and rocks ought to be
left to their natural state of barrenness.

There are, however, in all countries tracts of land which
are barren and waste in their present state, and which, for

want of better soils to employ and feed an increasing popu-
lation, are well worth improving, and will ultimately repay
the labour bestowed on them.
By the third Report of the Committee on Emigration, in

1829, it appears that the soil in the British dominions
may be divided as follows:—Taking the total surface of
England, Wales, Scotland. Ireland, and the British Islands,

at 77,394.433 acres, only 46,522,970 acres were in cultiva-

tion, leaving 30,871,463 acres uncultivated or nearly so.

Some part of this, no doubt, consists of high sheep-walks,
mountains, bogs, and water ; but a large portion is capable
of improvement, by the application of capital and industry.

The particulars are as below, and are given in the Com-
panion to the Almanac tor 1829.

England

.

Wales...
Scotland.
Ireland

.

.

British 1

Islands!

Total..

Colltrafed.

26.632,000

3,117,000

3,265,000

12,125,280

383.690

UdmI
Caaablaar

Impnmaatat.

3,454.000
530,000

5.950,000

4,900,000

166,000

matra

UaproSubW.

3,256,400

1,105.000

8,523,930

2.416.664

569.469

Total.

32,342,400

4,752,000

19,738.930

19,441,944

1.119.159

46.522.970 15,000.000 13,871.463 77.394,433

Looking at this table, it is impossible not to ask whether
so very large a proportion of the surface of the British domi-
nions in Europe may not remain uncultivated more from
want of industry and skill, than from insuperable bar-

renness.

We shall endeavour to give, as briefly as possible, an out-

line of the various means by which even the poorest soils

may be rendered capable of adding something to the general
stock of food necessary for a Urge and increasing popula-
lation. The question as to the policy of cultivating such
lands in preference to importing supplies of foreign grain,

is not here considered. Our object is to shew how barren
lands may be improved, whenever such improvement may
be deemed expedient.

Some lands are barren in consequence of noxious ingre-

dients in the soil, which by their chemical action on the food

of plants, or on their minute fibres, prevent their growth and
render them sickly and abortive. These having been ascer-

tained by careful analysis, must be deprived of their noxious
qualities by chemical means, one of the rooit obvious of
which is burning or baking. Nature has supplied a gene-
ral and complete antidote to acid combinations, in lime, one
of the most abundant of mineral productions. There are
few bad soils which lime will not improve. Tbc moat com-
mon substances found in barren soils are different combina-
tions of metals, principally iron, with sulphur and acids

:

quick limo either decomposes all these, or renders them in-

nocuous. Another substance is tannin, or the astringent

principle, which is of vegetable origin, and by preventing

the solubility of vegetable fibres, transforms them into an
inflammable substance, well known by the name of peat
or moss. This, likewise, is readily corrected by the same
means, and experience has proved that of all substances
which can be obtained in sufficient quantities, lime is

the most valuable as an improver of bad soils. But the dif-

ferent substances of which a toQ is composed may be per-

fectly innocuous to vegetation, and yet the barrenness may
not be the leas, if the supply or circulation of moisture be
deficient, or excessive. This must therefore ba the first

consideration, before any improvement is attempted ; and if

sufficient moisture cannot be suppoed, or superfluous re-

moved, all other attempts wiU only be lost labour. In tro-
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pi.-al climates . irrigation i* the chief source of fertility, and
the tnutt expensive works have been constructed, both in

ancient and modern time*, to supply the land with water

a* occasion require*. In northern and inoister climates, the

foundation of all improvements in tlic soil ia a proper outlet

to superfluous water. These two subjects will be treated in

the articles Irrigation and Draininu.
Supposing, then, that the moisture hus been regulated,

and that the land is to be brought into cultivation, the first

thing to be dune is to remove obstructions and impediments,

whether they be rucks, stones, trees, or shrubs, or only the

heath and coarse grasses winch generally cover wastelands.

Rocks may Ik- quarried or blown, and so may stones too

largo to be removed whole, and the fragments will often he

useful in building the necessary farm offices, or making
fences to divide the land into fields of convenient dimen-

sions, and especially to keep off aniinuls from destroying

the crops. A simple method of getting rid of largo stones

is to dig a deep bole by the side of them, as near as possible,

and roll them in, so that they may lie buried at least two

feet below the surface. If they can be removed, this may
be done by means of a common triangle with a windlass and
pulley, raising them on a low carriage with broad wheels,

such as is used for heavy timber. If the nature of the

•tones is lamcllated, and they u ill split, wedges of soft iron

driven into holes mode in the direction of the layers readily

divide them into flat pieces extremely convenient for use.

A very powerful wedge for this purpose is an iron cylinder

cut through the axis into two pieces, between which a thin

iron or steel-wedge is inserted ; a hole is bored in the stone

of a diameter equal to that of the cylinder, and when this

cylinder and wedge arc put into it, the wedge is driven in

with repeated smart strokes of a hammer. Several such

wedges, placed in a line, will split large masses of the hardest

granite, and next to gunpowder, arc the roost efficacious in-

struments for that purpose. Trees must be grublted up by
the roots, and it saves labour to cut the roots below the ground
while tho tree is standing, and draw the tree over by means
of ropes fixed to the top : the stem becomes a lever, by which
the roots are more easily drawn out. The Bern machine,
which has been so often described, was invented for this

purpose : it pushes the tree over, and lifts it at the same time.

Useless shrubs are readily cut down, and serve for fuel ; their

roots are seldom difficult to grub up : a simple and powerful

instrument for this purpose is a very strong iron three-

pronged fork, having the prongs tvrenti inches long, and a

strong a»licn handle, twenty feet long, rued firmly into it, to

tho end of which a rope is fastened ; i i.i-. is driven obliquely

under the roots, and by means of a log as a fulcrum it forms
a lever when pulled down by the ropes.

There are two methods by which the heath and grass of

the surface may be got nd of, by mowing Ibets close to the

ground, ami ploughing in the roots, or by paring tho surface

and burning it. Karb mode baa bad its strenuous advocates,

ami baa been alternately praised and reprobated. A little

consideration will wm settle this point. If the soil consists

of rUy or loans containing Use yellow ore of iron, and if the
eslsrs, after t he suds ha\ e been burned in heap*, are of a bright
rrd miuur, tun •Hart of burning the surfs** Will tv tfvne-

rsllt s*J\ shurviu. rsen wucro ih« and ss alreedv daocient
V -^stable matter; fur the ire ww do man good in cor-

recting the crude qualities of the soil, than tho i

tity of vegetable matter which if dispersed wmsU ansa

done, had it been decomposed in the moat favusura'-as ssaav

ner, and the tough roots of the heath which am rettowa »
ashes would have taken a very long time to Ami. s»:

would have been a constant impediment to the ptot gb tV
if the soil is a sharp sand, and the ashes are white and s as-

burning destroys the small portion of clay and signal n

matter in the sod, without compensating the leas by a*»

advantage, and in this case burning the surface t* ixarxa*

dicnt. The roots of the heath must be grubbed &j .•

spades and mattocks, or by means of a strong plough . ur
may then be gathered and burned, but the grass n.uas «•

ploughed in, and not too deep at first, that it ma) sous r « «

coating of lime ploughed in will accelerate the dec*) «/ -s»

grass. This kind of soil require* the addition of vogaruW
and animal matter to supply the humus in wh<cb a is ef-

ficient, and die principal attention must ha directed to iim

object.

When the surface is very uneven, so as to Ion* asaWis
and hollows, in which the water is apt to stagnate, is-i

ia a necessary process. The moat effectual way of
this is by the wheelbarrow and shovel. Draxteil liar ba-

lance to which the earth is to be w beeted does nest luasl
a hundred yards. The surface should be Irst pared u& atv>

{>ut in heaps or rows, to be replaced when tho enwrate— d
evelling has been performed, in order that the neat swa
impregnated more or less with vegetable mailer. av»y as*

be buried under tho poorer subsoil. If the sad a touaa swat

sandy, it may be very expeditiously levelled by an Mo-
ment in use in Flanders, which they call a nffswaei. It

is a large wooden shovel, shod with iron, barm*] • hear,

handle : about tho middle of this shovel, which at rsa«-i
at the bottom, are two books, one on each sal*, as sjx*sO

chain* are fixed, which unite at the bar lo whaah tW trail

of a horse or horses are to be attached : a russe fixed a> two

end of the handle completes the instrument. A anon asns>
tornol to the use of it raises tho handle, and in* atesari

enters the ground, and is filled by the horse foiat est t|
depressing tho handle, the load is made as alale ass tea

rounded Itottum of the shovel, till it arrives at tLo place was**
it is to be deposited. By lotting the handle gsx ialius*;
the rope, the whole i» upset instantly, turning eaasr ass ete

eilge ; tho handle strikes on tho bar, and l£m tea* » ia*

behind in a heap. By pulling the rope. Use whale —an
incut resumes its original nusituiu, and ss bruaagbl Ware t> ins

place from which llie earth ie lo betaken ifsaw, wsfaswt an*
loss of tunc, or the slightest stoppage of the hie as a. Vs>aat

five rwts. of loose earth mat be thus moved at eats kaaa

By means of tins machine the small fields m fla* Ssn ass

raised about two feet or more in the centre, and the grasses!

laid convex, sloping in every directum k> let Use woter rs*

off. Thus also the soil of the headlands, nhsrh i

b) tho repeated turnings of the plough Ut <

bo carried bark to tho matdU, or enrol
'

ground. A patent has been lately swWned ia I

improved instrument of this hind, which has two I

fur such grouuds as will not rreddy allow the i

stale over iL II is more eompistated . Wat a* • ansa aswaB*

useful suggestions, and be unpnmd and iiwaj »Wd. war far
a drawing and description of *-

A is the U* or shovel lo aswrtntn tho earth, tho tsaroaws «
which opens to roloaoe the kind , B B two p*ndaa* . C eaas*

to keep the box steady t rf a wiodteaa, with * o swajnwa

wheel to raise the box who* Ml . X w the aaja as> »*w*
the tooond whorl run*, woven bat a«M lain* «f m BsM
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the construction of the instrument. It is not jet brought
into general use, but the experiments made with it arc said

to hare been quiie satisfactory.

The land being now inclosed, fenced, and drained
where requisite, obstacles to the plough removed, and
in a tolerably lerel state, it remains only to consider

how it may be most advantageously cultivated, so as

in the end to repay the first and great outlay. Some
land* which have lain wnsto fbr ages tor want of a proper
spirit of enterprise, are fbund to consist of a tolerable

depth of moderated fertile earth. These must be treated

like a garden newfy formed, and trenched as deep as pos-

sible; mere exposure to the air and frost will often make
'

them highly productive, and in this case the only caution
'

necessary is not to exhaust them at first ; on the contrary,
{

their fertility should be increased by such crops and mami.ing
as will always restore more humus than hat been consumed

,

by vegetation. It is too common an error with those who
hare made a great outlay, to be impatient, and expert too

rapid a replacement of the capital laid out. This makes
them sow white crops in preference to roots and legumes ;

and as fresh earth is generally very productive, especially

in straw, they imagine the land to be of a better quality

than it really Is. and soon exhaust it, by which they lose

infinitely m ire In the end than if they began with roots and
green crops, and raised A quantity of manure by the stock

fal on them. Lime excites new land wonderfully, and no
manure is more active, provided there be vegetable matter
in the soil or added at the same time. The lime renders

the natural humus soluble and active, and, if put on inju-

diciously, will soon leave none for future crops. Bone-dust
will raise a better crop of turnips than lime alone ; but bone-
dust, or, what is better, coarsely -bruised bones, arc chielly

of use in raising the first crop of turnips. They should
therefore be used sparingly, unless they can be obtained
wry cheap, and only on light loams or sands. Mixed with
ashes in a heap, and allowed to heat, they become much
more efficacious.

But after alt the expense or clearing the land and pre-
paring it fbr cultivation, it may yet bo of such a quality as
to dishearten the improver. We shall take an example from
two kinds of soil very common in all the northern porta of
Europe. The one ii generally called sandy heath soil, the

other is peat or moor, both quite unproductive till they are
improved ; and yet vast tracts of both have been brought
into cultivation, and are covered with a rich harvest, in spite

of their natural barrenness. Sir Humphry Davy declared,

on analysis, that the soil of Bogshot Heath, in its natural

state, was the roost barren soil in England ; yet great por-

tions of this barren soil are now covered with thriving plant-

ations, interspersed with green fields. The methods used
to brine this land into cultivation will serve as an example
for all similar soil*. The surface soil of the heath consists of

sand, gravel, and light loam, strongly impregnated with a
yellow carbonate and sulphate of iron ; the subsoil is gone-
rally a sUffer loam. The water which percolate* the upper
stratum dissolves a portion of the htm by means of the car-

bonk acid, and this iron, mixed with earth, is slowly deposited

in a thin layer on the impervious subsoil, where it takes a
hard crystallized form, called the iron pan, absolutely im-
pervious to moisture ; and until this pan be broken, no cul-

tivation can take place. Trenching is, therefore, absolutely

necessary wherever this pan exists at a small depth under
the surface. A part of the subsoil being brought to the

surface greatly improves the texture of the sand, and then
the salts of iron must be decomposed and the arid neutral-

ized by lime or chalk. Manure is now the principal object,

and, if it cannot be obtained from neighbouring towns, or

from old cultivated lands near at hand, the progress wilt be

\ery slow. Planting trees, especially the fir and the lurch,

is then the only resource ; but where manure and calcareous

earth, cither in the form of chalk, marl, or htno, can be ob-

tained, the land may be cultivated and improved in the

following manner. Lay on a good coating of chalk or marl
before winter, and plough it in with a shallow furrow.

In spring, plough again deeper, mixing the calcareous earth

as much as possible with the soil by frequent harrowing*

:

all the dung that can have been collected must be laid on
and ploughed in by the end of May. In June, dnll turnip-

seed with bone-dust, if possible, in rows not too distant

;

soy twelve inches, if the soil is very poor, but wider

iu proportion as it is of belter quality. These, as soon as

they are iu the rough leaf, must be carefully IkhhI lilt they

nearly rover the ground. They must be fed off by sheep in

the following vt inter and spring: the dung of the sheep
must be ploughed in with a sluillow furrow as soon as pos-

sible after the sheep are removed. The quality of the Hist

crop will decide whether a crop of corn may be veutuied on
iu the second year, in * hich case tartanan oats are found

the best suited to such land : but, if the turnips were not a
very good crop, a second crop of the same, or of cole, for the

sake of variety, to lie again led off, will be much better hus-

bandry ; and until the soil shows an evident improvement
in colour and texture, the most that can be expected is a

crop of turnips and oats alternately. As soon as the ground
has, by frequent tillage and manuring, become of a uniform

and somewhat mellow texture, the first opportunity must
bo taken to lay it down with white clover ami perennial

grasses, and let it remain in pasture two or three years with-

out mowing. When it is noxt broken up, it may be treated

as the old cultivated lands of a similar quality usually are.

If a well-cultivated farm is near, and a sufficient supply

of manure can be raised upon it, by converting a portion of

it into artificial meadows, or keeping it under green crops, so

that an increased quantity of stork may be maintained, the

land to be improved may be *»un brought into a productive

slate, without robbing the old land to make the new, as is

too often done. Nothing has so rapid an effect in removing

sterility as the free use of the urine of rattle, and tbo

draining of dunghills, collected and allowed to ferment iu

covered tanks ; but this can only be obtained by keeping

cattle stalled and fed with provender brought to them.

This is the great secret of the fertility of the once poor,

barren heaths of Flanders. In different situations it may
not be practicable to procure sufficient manure, at least

at first, and the progress will be much slower.^ In this
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cm* tii« seams of rye, tarn, beans, back-wheat, and other

suecolant plants, matt be ntn, end the crop ploughed in

when in blossom : potstoet and other root* may be raised,

to be consumed by cattle and twine, in sheds built for the

purpose near at hand, and every meant that ingenuity can

dense moat be resorted to in order to make as much manure
as possible. This is not to be applied to the land at once, but

mixed up in heaps with tods and parings of the surface,

with the ashes of roots burned, ami with lime, and when
thoroughly incorporated by frequent turning, mixing, and
repeated watering with liquid manure, a good coat should

be put on the land at once, as far as it will go: for one
acre brought into a tolerably fertile state will repay the cost

better than many lmperfectly improved ; and by proceeding 1

gradually in this way, more land will be brought into a state

It for cultivation at the end of a few years, and at lets

expense, than could have been done by beginning with
too much at first.

When an attempt is made to bring a large extent of very

poor sandy soil into cultivation at ones, as may be the case

where labour is cheap, it would be impossible to procure the

requisite quantity of manure to insure any return for the
outlay. In that case there is a simple remedy, which,

in the end, is very advantageous ; it is to tow the teeds of

broom and furze, which will readily come up. and, in the

course of two or three years, not only be of some value to

cut for fuel for bakers, but in the meantime have greatly

improved the nature of the soil, especially that which has
been trenched, by the quantity of vegetable substance con-
tained in the roots and their fibres, and also in the leaves and
tender stems which have decayed and dropped during the
three years that the land has been covered with these plants.

This, at all events, will more than repay the interest of the
money expended in trenching, and the future improvement
will go on much more rapidly than if the ground had been
treated aa is recommended above when first broken up.

This practice also is taken from our tagaciout and indus-

trious neighbours the Flemish.
What has been said of a poor heath, or sandy loam, is

applicable to every kind of unproductive toil, duTerence of

composition and texture being kept in view. Poor, wet,

stiff lands must be divided by deep ditches, ploughed in

high ridges, and be at much aa possible exposed to the

wind and frost : instead of turnips, grasses must be sown,
such as suit the soil. Paring and burning the surface are

here generally useful in the first instance, and may some-
times be repeated with advantage. Such soils, in the end,

are best calculated for permanent meadows ; but it is essen-

tial to get them into a sound and fertile state by tillage and
manuring, and by clearing them of all the roots and teeds

of weeds before they be laid down with grass-seeds, which
mutt therefore be done with a first crop after a clean fallow,

or, which is toll better, without any crop of corn at all, and
kept free from coarser grasses by band-weeding. Inocu-

lating grass is by far the readiest way of producing a

permanent award. [See Grass and Inoculation.]
There it anothei kind of barren toil, which extendi over

large tracts in northern climates, well known by the name
of peat, or moor. This being chiefly composed of vegetable

matter, is too loose in its texture for any vigorous vegetation.

But, besides, it is of an insoluble, astringent nature, highly

unfit for the increase and nourishment ofplants. Moors being
generally situated in valleys between mountains, draining off

the superfluous water is the first and indispensable operation

before any improvement of them ran bo thought of. The
next thing is to compress the soft soil into a more solid

state ; and fur this purpose any kind of earth or gravel is

useful by its mere mechanical pressure. The surface may
he burned in sods, and the ashes will greatly improve the

remainder. Ijroe. chalk, marl, or shells, are the tpertSe

correctors of the quality and texture. By the help of these,

the suit mass, which can only be stirred with a spade by

men standing nn bnards, is made to produce abundant crops

of potatoes ami oats : and. gradually condensing, a more
compact *nl is formed, which soon bears the tread of men
and even cattle; and then, properly speaking, the culti-

vation may be said to begin. The great object is to prevent

the absorption of too much moisture by the atill unconso-
lidated now, which it rfbeled by cutting omatrims and
deep dttelsn in every direction, with proper outlets kept
eanfully open ; at the samoUme guarding against t he opposite
•atrssssa of drying this spongy substance too much. If it is

dry at top, and mats* but not boggy a foot baiow the surface,

it will be in the beat state to improve and nortauliAaas . k ss

surprising how toon a peat moss, of little

a bog, can be rendered perfectly Arm, and
waggons on its surface. It often happens, wbere taasas • •
command of good water which can be brought ism i m»
level of the old peat mots, that it may be
most productive water-meadow. All that as rrs|a

that the upper soil, artificially produced, be nsst ssnsssss

through, and that the bottom be well drained
We have only given brief bints and outline* ss thaaa wW

may be inclined to render lands productive wkuefc has*
hitherto been barren. The certain coat and arosoaant ssa-

provement must be well calculated and compared to assad

disappointment and loss. As these depend on the aacaaar
circumstances of each case, it is impossible to paw ssss

general idea of them. But, by,beginning on a i

experimental scale at first, and proceeding canLa
modes of lessening the expense of many of the
will be suggested, errors will be avoided, and sea

practical ground of calculation will be obtained.

That there it a great pleasure in the purant no esse can
doubt, who sees at what expense favourite barna saute mm
improved ; and a scanty harvest on land creeled, as st are**,

by art, pleases the proprietor more than the mass aassaaoasat

which hit richest lands can produce.

Many a fortune, no doubt, has bean impaired Vy rasa,

speculations and too sanguine hopes ; but, without tine sweat

of improvement, few soils, except the very richest.wsM easr

have been cultivated, until the wonts of a piismsstssa gssssssr

than the richest lands could feed had forced the rates ansa
of those of inferior quality. It is in the tillage of vary psar

toils, chiefly, that those improvements in the utcnaiss sad
operations of husbandry have been suggested and laistaae.

without which a great portion of the sod of the Brats* ea-

minions, and of a considerable part of Europe, could asmar

be cultivated to any advantage, much leas aJEord mi a a

proprietor, or contributions to the expenses of Use a
The unproductive state of waste lands in naury

countries has suggested the employment of the
friendless on their improvement, and it I

more enlightened charity to expend the i

otherwise be given in simple temporary retVC as esssk s

manner as to make the labour of paupers available as
>

'

ftiture comfort and independence. In some p'

of land have been given absolutely, or at a i

to pauper*, in order that they might cultivate nasi t

improve them ; and wbere the soil is naturally ssssi. east

requires only to be worked and tilled, the alaa has beaa at-

tended with great success. But where a barren srtsssr tea

only be improved by artificial manures and axpeean* <

lions, it is folly to expect this to be done by lako
without considerable capital ; and neither Use
managers of public funds, nor prudent speculators <

own account, will venture to lay out much capstal an os»

chance and with the hope that a naturally radolrat east sua
class of men shall make it productive either to f
or those who have advanced the funds.
The establishment of s pauper colony at L

in theprovince of Dretithe in Holland, noticed by Mr Js
and of which a short account may be found a tW (aa
panion to the A Imanorfar 1829, seems to eoMrasbrt Ow
opinion; but until we shall have a little longer ei|
of the working of the plan, we cannot consider t

ment as decisive. The colony must necessarily

population, which is already redundant, aad I

end, produce a seminary of paupers.*

A portion of good land, let at a fair rant to a paae
with a little pecuniary assistance at first, in the fsnaaa af a
row or pigs, and provisions, until the land se uaassrs assst fw
the family, to be repaid by instalments, will oreasa sa Basra
less exprrtse, and will in general be attended *ttk Was bass

and fewer casualties than the improvement of po»» sasssa seat

heaths, however judicious may be the asaa

the ground romerted into a garden will increase i

rapidly in value, than an equal quantity.!

nothing, can ever be made worth by three ftsaw in* U
bestowed. Ixt the nch then be the impsasess of at
and the poor lay out their surplus labour aa i

toils.

* «l«— vt1Um$ Dm ihn
twwiSM SI Ita* grrwn wf Ik
~*mml tm UHsWrn, m* '

•»• am
sri ikntut
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It U mu taerwasing manufacture*, where land acquires
• greater value, that barren land it toon converted into fer-
tile floUU. It is there, alio, that the improvement of watte
land* it most profitable, and the neighbourhoods of Aber-
deen, Birmingham. Manchester, and Sheffield, among many
others, furnish examples of the greatest industry and per-
severance m overcoming the natural barrenness of the soil.

Even Chat Moss, between Liverpool and Manchester, which
was lately nothing but a quaking bodv of peat to a great
depth, it beginning to be covered with green fields and
farm buildings, in consequence of the establishment of the
Manchester and Liverpool railway. To those engaged in
these improvements this article may not be altogether unin-
teresting. We refer for further information to the commu-
nications, surveys, and reports made to the Board of Agri-
culture, and to various articles in the Farmer t Magazine,
and the Annals 0/ Agriculture, by A. Young.

In order to encourage the cultivation of poor w antes, and
at the same lime to secure the right tn tithes,when the land
should have been fully unproved, an Act of Parliament was
passed in the reign of Edward HI. (2 and 3 Edw. VI. c. 1 3).7 which barren and heath land brought into cultivation,
and converted into arable land or meadow, shall pay tithe
of corn and hay after seven years from the first cultivation,
which seems to release such lands from all claims for tithes
during that period, other than had been paid before in its

waste state : vii., that of wool, lamb, and the milk or young
of cattle depastured on it. But by the interpretation given
to the words of the statute in several important decisions,

it is only the very poorest toil*, which will produce nothing
without extraordinary manuring, and which are tuapte na-
ture tteriUt, which have enjoyed this exemption ; but wood-
land grubbed up, commons inclosed, fens drained, and lands
recovered from the sea by embankments, at a great expense,-
unless protected by an especial act of parliament obtained
for the purpose, are subject to a payment of one-tenth of the
produce, or an equivalent composition, from the first year
that any crop is produced upon them.
BARRI. GIRALDUS DE. or SYLVESTER GI-

RALDUS, more generally known by the name of Girai.-
t>us Camrunsis, was descended from an illustrious lineage.
Ho was the fourth son of William de Barri. by Angharath,
daughter of Nest*, daughter of Rhys an Tbeodor. Prince
of South Wales, and was born in or about 1146, at the
castle of Manorbeer, in Pembrokeshire. Being a younger
brother, and intended for tho church, he was sent to St.

David's, where his uncle, David Fitxgcrald, at that time
bishop of the see, undertook the care of his education.
Giraldus, in the history of his own life, acknowledges that
in early youth he was too negligent and playful, but his

uncle and his master* remonstrated so sharply with him
that he became diligent, and soon surpassed his fellow-

students. When twenty years of age he was sent to the

University of Paris, where he remained for three years, and
acquired great fame for bis skill in rhetoric and the belles-

lettres. On bis return to England, about 1 1 72, he entered

into holy orders, and obtained preferment both in England
and Wales. He now devoted his whole mind to promote
the interests of the church. Finding that the Welsh were
very reluctant in paying tithe* of wool and cheese (more
particularly in the districts of Pembroke and Cardigan), be
applied to Richard, Archbishop of Canterbury, and obtained

the appointment of legate in Wales to rectify these and
other abuses. He executed this commission with great
spirit and success. He likewise attempted to reform the
morals of the clergy, and was peculiarly severe against all

priests who had wives ; these he called concubines, and in-

sisted upon their dismission. The old archdeacon of Breck-
nock, who opposed his remonstrance* on this account, was
at first suspended, and afterwards deprived, a sufficient

maintenance only being assigned to him from his firmer

preferment, which was bestowed upon the officious legate.

On the death of David FiUgrrald his uncle, the canons

of St. David's met in council, and, after a long debate, elecW
Giraldus to be his successor ; but the archdeacon Utilising

the election made too hastily, and not according <o the

usual forms, went on the following morning to the chapter,

and. contrary to the advice of his friends, renounced it.

His reason was that the necessary application had not been

previously made to the king or his justiciary for the royal

assent. The chapter, however, persisted in their choice,

which so highly displeased King Henry II. that he threat-

ened to dispossess them of their land* and revenues. The

king summoned a council, and submitted the ease to the
consideration of Richard, Archbishop of Canterbury, and
his suffragan bishops, desiring them to recomroeud a fit

person to fill the vacant see. They unanimously recom-
mended Giraldus as a man of learning and spirit, but the
king objected ; be considered that it was not expedient to
elect too upright and active a person to the vacant see.
especially one whose relationship to Prince Rhys, and
to almost alt the greater families of Wales, might prove
detrimental to his crown. Peter de Leia, a Cluniac monk
of Wenlock in Shropshire, was, in consequence, chosen
Bishop of St. David's ; and Giraldus relieved bis disappoint-
ment by foreign travel. He again retired to the University
of Paris, and prosecuted his studies chiefly in civil and canon
law, the professorship of which last, in that university, was
offered to him in 1179. He returned home in 1180, and.
proceeding to his archdeaconry, found the diocese of St.
David's in confusion. Peter de Leia had quarrelled with
the canons and inhabitants, and was driven from his see,

the administration of which was now committed by the
Archbishop of Canterbury to Giraldus. He held it three
or four years, when the bishop was restored.

About the year 1184 Giraldus was induced by King
Henry II. to reside at oourt ; soon after which he was sent
as a pacificator to Wale*. Having fulfilled his commission
to the king's satisfaction, be returned to court, was made
one of tho royal chaplains, and Bad pronfises of great pre-
ferment, which were not fulfilled, probably because Giraldus
desired to have it in Wales.

In 1 1 84 be was appointed preceptor to Prince John, whom
he accompanied to Ireland a* secretary and privy-councillor

;

but the pnnce using youthful counsels instead of those of the
old adventurers who were best acquainted with the affairs

of the country, returned after a residence of some month*,
leaving Giraldus behind, who continued there to complete
and digest the collections he was making for his two works
on tho topography and conquest of Ireland. Previous to
leaving that country the prince offered Giraldus the Irish

bishoprics of Femes and Lerghlin, and on his refusing each
of them separately, propose*!, if be would accept them, to

consolidate the two ; but this he also refused. Sir Richard
Hoare says he likewise refused at this or a subsequent
period the archbishopric of Cashel. In 1187 he returned to

England, when, having finished bis work on the topography
of Ireland, be read it* three divisions (dtttinctionet), on
three separate days, before public audiences in the Univer-
sity of Oxford. On the first day he entertained all tho
poor of the town ; on the next day the doctor* and scholars

of fame and reputation ; on the third day the scholars of

the lower rank, the soldiers and burgesses.

In 1 1 88 be accompanied Baldwin, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, in a journey (which has been already mentioned in

the notice of that prelate) through the rough and moun-
tainous parts of Wales, in order to preach to the people the

necessity of a crusade. The more lasting fruit of this journey

was his work entitled Itinerarium Cambri<r.

In 1 189 Giraldus attended King Henry U. in hit expe-

dition into France, and remained there till after the king *

death, when Richard I. sent him b*ck to preserve the peace

of Wales, and even appointed him coadjutor to William

Longchamp, Bishop of Biy. in the regency of the kingdom.

After refusing the bishoprics of Bangor and Llsndaff, in

hopes to succeed to St. David's, his favourite object, that

see became vacant in 1199, when he was unanimously

elected to it by the chapter. Yet here be was again disap-

pointed by the opposition of Hubert, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, upon the same grounds which had been alleged on

former occasion by King Henry. He thus became involved

in a content which lasted five years, during which be took

three journeys to Rome, and was »t Inst defeated, the pope

passing* definitive sentence, and declaring his election null.

Soon after this Giraldus resigned bis archdeaconry in

I'avour of Philip, the youngest son of bis brother. Philip de

Barri, for whom be always retained the kindest affection.

Sir R. C. Hoare says, that beside* the archdeaconry of

Brecknock and Prebend of Matbrey, in Pembrokeshire,

which Giraldus resigned to his nephew, he was possessed of

the living* of Nangle and Tenby in the same countv : he

was also prebendary of the church of Hereford, and held

the living of Chesterton, in Oxfordshire, to which last

Selden, in his book On Tithe; says he was presented br

Gerard deCamvilc. patron and lord of Middletoo, in Oxford-

thire, in the reign of Henry II.
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GlrsMus Mused (he tot tmnteen years of his life in

study, revising hi* former literary works and composing

other*, of which ho has himself then copious index. In

the midst of these occupations he received once more an

offer of the bishopric of St. David's, and would hare met
with no opposition from the court : but from the dishonour-

able terms on which H was proffered, he refused the eccle-

siastical dignity which had so long been the object of his

earnest withes.

He died at St Datid'S, m (he 74th year of his age, and
was buried In the cathedral church, where his empy still

remains upon an altar tomb beneath ah ornamented arch.
• Noble in his birth,' tajes Sir R. C. Hoarc. 4 and comely in

his person ; mild in his manners and affable in his conver-

sation ; tealous, active, and undaunted in maintaining the

rights and dignities of his church ; moral in his character

and orthodox in hU principles ; charitable and disinterested,

though ambitious; learned, (hough superstitious;—such
was Giraldus. And in whatever point of view we examine
(he eharacter of this extraordinary man, whether as a
scholar, a patriot, or a divine, we may justly consider him
as one of the brightest luminaries that adorned the annals

of the twelfth century.* As an historian, however, he Waa
full of credulity, and as a man, as his works prove, one of

the vainest upon record.

Oiraldus has himself given us a catalogue of his works,

as well aa a long history of his actions, both printed by
"Wharton. Other lists will be found in Fabricius's Hiblio-

iheca Med. et Inf. Latinitatit, edit Patav. 4tn. 1 75 1. torn,

iii. p. 62. and in the notes to his life in the Biogt. Briton-

nira, edit. 1776, vol. 1. pp. 6(0, 6(2. 644. Sir Ridmd
Hoare has given us a full account of such manuscripts of

his works as exist In (he several libraries in the British

Mnwun, in the Arrhtepiscopal Library at Lambeth, at

Bene't (Corpus Christ!) College, and in the public library at

Cambridge, and In the Bodleian. Those printed are, 1. Jti-

nerarium Cambria, 12mo. Lond. 1385, and In Camden's
Angl. Sorm. dV. Srript. fol. Phlneof. 1602, pp. 81*— 878.

4. Topngraphia fiibernfa, Carafl. ut supr. pp. 692— 754.

3. Krpugnatio flibernitt, ibid. pp. 755—813. 4. Detcriptio
Cambrite, ibid. Bp. 879—992. 5. The following pieces by
Giraldus, printed in the second volume of Wharton's Anglia
tbita :—Vita Galfridi Archiepitcopt Eboracentit, p. 375 ;

Vita* Epiteoporum Llncolnientium, pp. 4 1 0—4 1 9 ; I Urn tex
Epiimf/irvm coeetaneorum, pp. 420—433; Epiitola ad
Sif>n. Lantton Archiep. Carftuar. p. 435 ; Epiitola ad
CapitulumllerefordentedeLibritdte tcriptit, pp.439

—

444 ; Catalogue breviar I.ibrorum tuorum, p. 445 ; Liber
tecuHdui dt Deteriptione U'alHie, pp. 447—455; Retrac-
tation**, pp. 4iS—456 ; De Rebut d *e g'ttit tibri iii. pp.
457—513; De Jute et Statu Meneventit Eccletite Dittinc-
tiunetrii. pp. 514-627; 1'ita S. Daridit Arehiepticopi
Menerentit, pp. 623—640. 6. Gemma Eccletiattiea. men-
tioned by ClialmcrS, Biogr. Diet, vol ii. p. 56, as published
at Menu In 1519, without the author's name, under tho
title of Gemma Animat. John Stowc't translations from
Giraldu*'* historical works relating to Wales and Ireland
are among the Harleian Manuscripts in the Museum. No*.
544 and 561, In his own handwriting. Sir Richard Coll
Jloarc, in 1606. published tbo Itinerary of Archbithop
Baldwin through n'alet, translated into English, ami illus-

trated with views, annotations, and a life of Giraldus, 2 \ol*.
4to. To this work the preceding account is much indebted,
as well as to the life in tho Biographic Britamura, article
• Barry ;' to Bale. Illuttr. Script. ; Wharton. Anglm Sacra.
vol. li. pp. 457 - 513 I and Fabriciua's Bibtiotheca MnL et
Inf. Latinitatit. Something also was translated from
Giraldus concerning Ireland in Harrison s edit'**! „f U„|m .

•hod's Chronicle, vol. L fol. (586.
BARRICADE, a military term for a fence forro%d in

haste with baskets of earth, trees, palisades, or the like, to
create obstruction, and preserve an army from the shot or
assault of an enemy. Carta, waggons, &c., are sometimes
mado use of fur the same purpose, \u., to keep book both
horse and foot for some time. In regular barricade*, the
most usual materials consist of pales or stakes, crossed with
balloons, and shod with iron at the feet, usually set up m
parages or breaches. On board of ship, barricade means
a strong wooden rail supported by stanchions extending
arroas the foremost part of the quarter-deck. The upper
part, which contains a doable rope-netting, above the rail,u stuffed srilh full hammocks, to intercept the I

the execution of small shot in an action.

(See James's Military Dictionary; Fslpnater't

Dictionary, enlarged by Dr. William Burner LosW
BARRIER, from the French barriere. rs> a

sense, means any piece of wood work or <<her

which present* an obstacle to passing throne's tsW »v
where ft is fixed: hence it come* to signify a fcrtitVwirt
or strong place, on the frontiers of a country . Ttsius «• **
formerly to speak of the barrier- fortress** of PlaaoVn I

is likewise a Rind of fence composed of stakes and ' - -
.

or overthwart rafter*, erected to defend the eutranav */ »

passage, intrenchment, or the like. In the n»t£*> sf aw
barrier is a moveable bar of Wood, which is >-pct»rd a-W si*
at pleasure. It also Implies agate made of wrmsdeas ks»
about Ave feet long, perpendicular to the horuc*. mt*i

together by two long bar* Kotng acrtM, arxl i»sWt <—~-
ing diagonally. A barrier is com nu.nl t art up a a •*
space, between the citadel and the town, in half csmssb*. (**.

(Seo James's Military IHrtionary. r. Bamrr )

BARRIER ISLAND, called by the nahtn art %. as

island off the east coast of North Island, no* of the grist* *.

which the name of New Zealand has been gi<rn. |ut«
Island, which is eighteen miles long frum svrtfi %j - «tX
and thirteen miles broad in its broadest part e4f ts»
mouth of the river Thames, in 36° 12' ft. i*u sad ji
E. long.

BARRIER, TREATY OP THE. signed u W.**.
November 15, 1715, between the Kmprr e ofUmisi t<»
Ring of Great Britain, and the Slates GesM-ral sf t_* t'. —

s

Province*. Tho natural boundaries who h dn ..is kja^-e*
from each other, are teas, rixers. and nsooaLa.:.* Fraa**.
for instance, is bounded on the west and < o ti.e swarta *s«t

respectively by tho ocean and the Pym.es-s; atU tim A^a
and the Rhine firm its frontier to the south «asi mrU *a».
These are boundaries marked out by nature. In taw lio
' Balance of Power.' an exposition is rucu at lit* |- j- -

according to which it is sometimes considered «tp«4«sw •
fix a limit to a state, for the purpose of duly rs-ya al -| a»

power with regard to other countries. From trrsfavM^ >

map, it might appear that lite natural boundary rsf F-s»-»>

towards the north is the Rhine; but it has haws i-s««ss

that the extension of her territory to thai fru-uar swasl

give her a dangerous influence in the aCsirs of E*ir«e>» .- sai

hence, in accordance with the principles by w tacsi is> a*
lance of power is regulated, al the last great Coocnsa* W am
European Powers at Vienns, a political buwadsvn was- 4r
flnod on that aide of France witere none tu
The Treatv of the Barrier is an instance of a <

of political adjustment. It was dictated bs ibe
which the States-General of Holland felt of the a—i «f

France, and its object was to define the nortbst-n La.*> at

the latter country by a new frontier ; I lie atroosv swans 4
which, although in inanv cases belongins to A«s*:n*> sssra

to be garrisoned by Dutch troops, and in sussw rasa* as »
troop* of both powers. One of the rtua-f artvsr* ssf as
treaty guaranteed to the House of Austria the i sn i — a *»

the Austrian possesaions in the Low I'wnUaw. a ss as

rendered cxpeslieut by Ike example wbtrh avad fmut ass
afforded to Europe of the grandson of Lotus XIV. ai i\mm mm,

the Spanish throne, to which, under the p»»»aisss swsass J
the Austrian and Spanish monarchic*, the pa

question had been attached. lu fart the main
^

Treat) of the Harrier had developed Ibcratsrltsss so i

negotulions during a period of fifteen ytsw us waswis *s»

succession fo tho throno of Spain was strongly *>>ss*sasSa«) *w
the different power* of Europe, a* ll reip*i—d sts ssttasswsw
on the balance of European power.

In the irrand alliance of 17*91. the Suasa-Giawsas awsss*

some stipulatums for s new frontier is Pnussw . assst sa>

limits were detailed in a private treats ranrlaasJ as !*•»
between Eii||land and tbe Suts«-Ge«rraL By
treaty, on the Protestant succession in En^rtassd
rallied by the States-General, Oueen Anne
•scrcise her polict in surh s manner as to »<

Duub the ni(bt of ir*rri*onuig certain (urUBrd
;

Npaniab Low t'ouiitrvrs, wbsrh, morruerr,
the barrier to tbe United Prosiares again** Fc ,

Stales-General charging themsehea with tbe iwawiwt air Bto
(ramaooa. and with the proper uainleaaare tsf taw f isste
lions. England engaged to furnish lo^ee asaav asad tmmmW
ships of war in case the barrier txeai by Ik** lyessrs was
UUeked ; and. if this aid proved lasiislaisiit. eae i

esimr acutely into a state of warfare with law
The above engagements were made during tS* war i
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t

to the 8pani»h itteoexioo, which ru terminated by the
pe*«"e of Utrecht in J 713. Tbo Emperor of Germany re-
futed to accept the article* of tbo treaty to far at they
aftVcted biro ; and in 17U bu roncludml a treaty of peace
with France, by which the Spaaith Low Countries vert
ceded to him. After*unit, when above thirteen month*
h*<l been tpent in negotiation*, be gave in bit adherence to
the Treat) of the Barrier on the 1 5th November, 1715. The
general tenor of tho previout negotiation* to which we have
alluded prevail* in the article* of thi* treaty, which are
twenty-nine in number. By one of them the emperor con-
tented, a* had been previously arranged, that the Dutch
abould garrison certain town* in tlie Austrian Low Coun-
tries with their troop*. (Kocb, Traiti* de Pais ; L'Jrt
de ctrifitr let Date*.)

BARRING-OUT, a practice formerlycommon in tchool*,
and •till practised in hoc tchooU in the north of England.
Dr. Johnson, in b»Z^eo//ia!aV»o/i, says, that in 1683, in the
beginning of Addison** twelfth year, * bit father being made
dean of Lichfield, naturally carried hi* family to bit new
residence, and I believe placed him for tome time, probably
not long, undor Mr. Shaw, then matter of tho tchool at
Lichfield, father of the late Dr. Peter Shaw. Of this in-
terval hi* biographers have given no account, and I know it

only from a story of a barring-out, told me when I was a
boy, by Andrew Corbet of Shropshire, who bad heard it

from Mr. Pigot. his undo.' 4 Tlie practice of barring-out,'
be adds, wt* a savage license practised in many schools
at the end of the last century, by which the boys, when the
periodical vacation drew near, growing petulant at the ap-
proach of liberty, some day* before the time of regular re-

cess, took possession of the school, of which they boned tlu-

doors, ana bade their master defiance (rom the windows.
It is not easy to suppose that on such occasion* the master
would do mora than laugh ; yet, if tradition may bo cre-
dited, he often struggled bard to force or surprise the gar-
rison. The master, wben Pigot was a schoolboy, was barred
out at Lichfield, and the whole operation, as he said, waa
tanned and conducted by Addison.' (Johnson's Works,
furpby s edit. 1806, vol. x. pp. 73, 74.)

Brand, in bit Popular Antiauitiet, vol. i. pp. 346. 347.
speaks of the custom as still existing in (he grammar-school
of tbo city of Durham, and at the tchool at Ijoughton-le-
8pring.

In the statutes of Witton School, near Nortbwicb, in

Cheshire, founded by Sir Jobn Deane, a.d. 1558, the ob-
servance of tbit practice by the scholar* is directed. (See
Carlisle'* Description of Endowed Grammar School*, vol. i.

p. 133.) It prevailed long alto at Rothbury, near Alnwick,
in Northumberland. (Ibid. vol. ii. p. 259.) An entertain-
ing story of a barring-out i* given in vol. vi. of Mitt Edge-
worth'! Parent * Ateittant, 12mo. Lond. 1813. Hutchin-
son, in bis History of Cumberland, vol. ii. p. 328, say* this

custom wo* used by the scholars of the free-school of Brora

-

Acid in that county, about the beginning of Lent, or. in the
more oxpretsive phraseology ofthe country, at Fasting's Even.
BARRINGTON. THE HONOURABLE DAINES.

a learned antiquary, lawyer, and naturalist, was the fourth
ton of John Sbute, Brat Viscount Barrington, well known
from his connexion with the Harburgh lottery (on account
of which be was expelled the House of Commons) *->,a 'be

author of the Miscellanea Sacra and various «<tier works.

H is mother waa a daughter of Sir Willis* Daines. Dunes
Barrington was born in 1 727. Aft- having concluded his

court* of general education at Oxford, he was entered aa a

student at the Inner Touple, and was called to the bar in

Hilary Term. 174*. Though he never acquired any emi-

nence in practice, his family possessed considerable influ-

ence with tome of tho most powerful members of the Pelharo

Administration, by mean* of which early in life he obtained

successively several lucrative offices. In 1751 he became
Marshal of the Court of Admiralty, and resigned that office

on being appointed secretory for the affair* of Greenwich

Hospital in 1 753. He appears for a short time to have
travelled the Oxford circuit, and he was junior counsel tar

the prosecution on the well-known trial of Ifits Blandy, tor

the murder of her father, in 1759. Shortly after receiving

the appointment of secretory for Greenwich Hospital be

was elected Recorder of Bristol ; and in 1767 waa made a

puisne Welsh judge. He presided with Lord Kenyon at

the great session* tor Deobighthire, in 1 783, when the trial

of tip Dean of St Asaph tor a seditious hbel was to have

taken plane, but waa put off on the ground of attempt* to

prejudice the minds of the jury. He continued to hold law
office of Welsh judge until the year 1785, when. t»'«g
possessed of an ample income, he gave up all public em-
ployment* except the place of commissary-general of tho
store* at Gibraltar, and retired to his chambers in the
Inner Temple, of which society ho was a bencher. He
died in the Temple on tbo I Ith March, 1 800.
The most important of Mr. Barriogton's numerous

writings is a book entitled Observations upon the Statute,
chiefly the more anttent, from Magna Chart* to the 21
Jar. I. e. 27, which was first published in 1 766. Four edi-
tion* subsequently appeared undor the superintendence of
tho author, in the course of which the work was so much
enlarged and improved by additional remarks and facto as
to reduce the value of the original edition to little more than
that of waste Paper. The design was to introduce a project,

which is detailed ip on appendix, for repealing obsolete and
useless statutes, and reducing act* which relate to tbo tame
subject to ono uniform and consistent law. It is a work
which fully deserve* the high reputation it has obtained

;

the illustrations of the statutes noticed are extremely curious,
and display not only extensive antiquarian research, but a
familiar acquaintance with the civil law and the municipal
institutions of Europe j and the whole subject is treated in

such a manner as to interest the general reader as well as
the professional student. Mr. Barrington devoted much
attention to the investigation of the celebrated geographical
problem respecting a North-West Passage. He examined
himself several masters of vessel* employed in the whale-
fishery, and collected on this subject a great mass of bis*

torica], traditionary, and conjectural evidence, which he
detailed in several paper* read by him to the Royal Society

;

and he is said to have prevailed upon the president and
council of that society, in 1 773, to make such a representa-

tion to Lord Sandwich, then at the head of the Admiralty,
of the practicability of • North-Wett Passage, that tbo
government were induced to fit out an expedition under the
command of Captain Pbippe, afterwards Lord Mulgrave,
for the purpose of making discoveries in the North Sea*.

Mr. Barrington published the result of his researches in

I77S ; and when this subject came again under discussion,

in 1818, his tracts were republished with an appendix by
Colonel Beaufoy. Mr. Barrington waa also the author of
several papers in the Archmologia on local antiquities, and
of a great variety of essay* in the Philosophical Transac-

tiont, and other periodical publication*, on subjects connected

with natural history. Many of these were collected and
published by himself in 1781 under the title of Miscellanies

on various Subject*. A particular enumeration of all Mr.
Barrington'* works is given in Nichols's Literary Anecdote*

of the Eighteenth Century, vol. iii. p. S (note), and in the
Gentleman* Magazine, vol. Ixx. p. 2*1.

BARRIS, a name given on the coast of Guinea to two

very different animals, the ehimpantee. or African ape

(Pithecu* troglodyte*), and the mandril (Cynocepha/u*

mormon), a large and formidable specie* of baboon. [See

the article* Apt and Bsaoorr.j

BARRISTER. The etymology of thie word ha* been
variously given by different author*, and it would be unpro-

fitable to enumerate the fanciful derivations which have
been assigned to it. But, though the precise etymology of

the term is uncertain, there it little doubt that it arose from
the local arrangement of the halls of the different Inns of
Court, which, for several centuries, have composed in

England a kind of university for the education of advo-

cates. [See hnn or Count.] The benchers and readers,

being the superior* of each house, occupied on public occa-

sions of assembly the upper end of the hall, which waa
raised on a dais and separated from the rest of the building

by a bar. The next in degree were the utter barristers,

who, after they had attained a certain standing, were called

from the body of the hall to the bar (i.e. to the first place

outside the bar), tor the purpose of taking a principal part

in the mooting* or exercise* of the house; and hence

they probably derived the name of utter or outer barristers.

The other member* of the Inn, consisting of students of

the law under the degree of otter barrister*, took their

place* nearer to the centre of the ball and farther from

the bar, and from thi* manner of distribution appear to bavo

been called inner barristers. The distinction between utter

and inner barristers is at the present day wholly abolished,

the former being called barristers generally, and the latter

tolling under the denomination of students.
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The degree of utter ben titer, though it gave rank end

precedence in the Inn of Court, end pieced the individual in

a clase from which advocate* were alwayt taken, did not

originally communicate any authority to plead in courts of

justice. In the old report* of the proceeding* of court*, the

term it wholly unknown ; terjeant* and apprentices at law,

who are supposed by Dugdale to be the Mine persons,* being

the only pleaders or advocate* mentioned in the earlier year-

books. In the time of 8tow, however, who wrote in the lat-

ter part of Elizabeth'* reign, it is clear that utter barristers

were entitled to act as advocates, as ho expressly says that

person* called to that degree are ' to enabled to ue common
cnuncellors, and to practice the law both in their chambers

and at the barres.' The exact course of legal education pur-

sued at the Inns of Court before the Commonwealth is ex-

tremely uncertain, but it appears to have consisted almost

entirely of the exercises called reading* and mooting*, which

have been described by several anticnt writers. The reading*

in the superior or larger houses were thus conducted :—The
benchers annually chose from their own body two readers,

whose duty it was to read openly to the society in their pub-

lic hall, at least twice in the year. On these occasions, which

were observed with great solemnity, the reader selected some
statute which he made the subject of formal examination

and discussion. lie first recited the doubts and questions

which bad arisen, or which might by possibility arise, upon

the several clauses of the statute, and then briefly declared

his own judgment upon them. The questions thus stated

were then debated by the utter barristers present with the

reader, after which the judges and serjeanta. several of

whom were uiually present, pronounced their opinions teri-

atim upon the points which had been raised. Readings of

this kind were often published, and it is to this practice of

the Inns of Court that we are indebted for some of the most
profound juridical arguments in our language, such as

Callus reading on the Statute of Sowers, and Lord Bacon's

on the Statute of Uses.

The process of mooting in the Inns of Court differed con-

siderably from reading, though the general object of both
was the same. On these occasions, the reader of the Inn for

the time being, with two or more benchers, presided in the
open hall. On each side of the bench table were two inner
barristers, who declared in law French some kind of action,

previously devised by them, and which always contained
some nice and doubtful points of law, the one stating the case
for the plaintiff, and the other the case for the defendant.
The points of law arising in this fictitious ease were then
argued by two utter barristers, after which the reader and
the benchers closed the proceeding by declaring their opi-

nions seriatim. These exercises appear to have lost much
of their utility in the time of Lord Coke, who, in the Pint
Inttitute, p. 280 a, praises the antient readings, but says

. that the modem performances were of no authority. Roger
North says that Lord Keeper Guildford was one of the last
persons who read m the Temple according to the antient
spirit of the institution. It is, however, beyond all doubt,
thai, as far back as we have distinct memorial*, all
advocate* mutt have passed through the u»onV of preparation
adopted in the Inns of Court
The serjeanta, who, before the allowance of utter bar-

risters to plead in courts, appear to beva been the only ad-
vocate*, were called from the Inns of Court by the king's
writ, which was only issued at the discretion of the crown,
and generally as a matter of favour ; and indeed this con-
tinues to be the case at the present day. In process of time
it became convenient and necessary to enable utter bar-
risters to practise ; but some time after they began to act
as advocates in the superior courts, the terms upon wbtcb
they wcro called to the bar, and allowed to plead, were pre-
scribed by tbo l*rivy Council. Thus an order of council,

regulating the proceedings of all the Inns of Court in this

rctpeet, dated Easter Term, 1474. and signed by Sir Nicholas
Bacun as lord keeper, and several lord* of council, directs

that ' none be called to the utter bar but by the ordinary
council of tho House (I. e. the Inn), in their general ordi-
nary council, in term lime ; also, that none shall be utter
barristers without baring performed a certain number of
• tl »I«M W •>«•«. hj but lnSUM, taat trtjmmt an Mpilmlrt

aa4" lb Wt» ytnalMM TW la IW>>| JbaaWi, vat I a J.J, t*»
ff**t '«•» «* 1 - I a» l-*m*—t— B u4 la ha<* kn • aanaa
• ti~n. If 'ran,!, taptralh**. aa4 l*V~tWa. aaawaajva T..« av«« .«al
b-Mi pi*.- la it* l-.rta t««r «f tb* r-i«n <** l.liiatwla. aajd n flvmu— l'i.,<« Jm .L.. .... y iSJ. iHai U»> i tri.l ud Pi—*.. k»J l~ . Ua»a
"«* -aaaM »ifuu TW LaUa antnaUaa «( ar.w.al la !»*»,a a» »i. a> arwui m4 ay. *

mooting* ; also, that none shall be admitted to
|

of the courts at Westminster, or to saga

be be a reader, bencher, or five years' utter

continuing that time in exercise* of leansasar

:

none shall plead before justices of assize

the courts of Westminster, or allowed by
assize.' (See Dugdale'a Origin** Junmnalm
pears to be the last instance of the immediate tail

of the Privy Council with the arrangement* at lk»» lama «-

Court respecting calU to tbo bar. In the men* «aT Jaasa* i

and Charles I., the judges and benchers of the mmnmtm Ian
conjointly made orders on this ruhjort, ami. wawv Its* la*>

monwealth, the authority to call persons to Lata aaj«> d
barrister-at-law haa been tacitly relinquished to tas beesr* n
of the different societies, and is now cooatoWaal is aw 4a»
gated to them from the judges of the saprt>ar <

conformity with this view of the subject, fbe
been, in the several cases of a rejection of i

called to the bar which have lately happsnesV, to

the judges, who either confirm or reverse Oat
tho benchers. From the history of the syt
would appear as if the judges tbcmerlve
delegated authority from the crown.

Previously to a general arrangement naae* by afi Us* last*
of Court in 1762, the qualifications required fee toasar - i"WW
to the bar varied extremely, and no uniLrss rate was «*V
served at the different bouse*. In the first year of tto star*
of James I. it was solemnly ordered by a regull saw i

by Sir Edward Coke, Sir Francis Bacon and
guished names, that no person should be adass
of the Inns of Court trAo imi not a i mtUmmm km i

Other regulations were occasionally made, as to the
of standing required, and the number of pmoraa w be * '

at eaeb time, which were often absurd and taaemmmtmM was
each other. The greatest inconvenience, hoettrr. ant*
from the absence of uniformity in the practice at the eVaWaa*.

Inns, as to the qualifications which they tttMctn«.t »-
quired. To remedy this ©vtl, it was ilsli liasiiesf. as I Mi. to

the concurrence of all the Inns of Court, to sstost a caaaaaa
set of rules for their guidance in this respect ; a*W at a»
pu-M.iit day, tho general rule as to qnaliflealaaw as at to
Inns of Court is, that a person, in oner to eatstts avsasW
to be csllcd to the bar, must be twenty-ooe rears mt aas.
have kept twelve terms, and have been for In ••bt*. at

the least, a member of the societv. If he be • Hi in m
Bachelor of Arts of either of the Eoghsh utuv«rsht»w sr «f

Trinity College, Dublin, it is sufficient if he haw key* i

terras and has been three years a member of the law
which be desires to be called to the bar. By ass

made by the benchers of the Inner Temple, is. Tr
Term, 1629, every person proposed for adi
house must, previously to bis admission, uc
mination by two barristers appointed by the
are required to certify whether the individual is si—j i si %
' classical attainments and the general subjects mt a tanl
education.' This regulation has not been "Trjrlri at ar*
of the other three Inns of Court. The expsme mt tome
called to the bar amounts to between M/. ajad »ei_ ruk
tive of the three years' commons and the ailiansj— Sara.

order to qualify a person tar the bar la Irate***, m »
necessa,, that be should have kept eight terse, at mm* J
the four Inu. Court in London, and urn. tores, at tto

BARRISTER. In U-ntlaod, there was (if **
public Notanre) till recent tint*, but one order mt mm
litioners. They had various names,- procurator
prolocutor, forespeaker

: of which the two (arear* wrra eV
roost frequent, and the first is to this day the radar.*! at«W
of tiie advocates of the college of justice, tto aaHwra*. a* tto
rhurrh of Hcotland. and the fisrais and pr*rt>tMa-ra U tkm
local courts. They were at once the chamber »».*<, tto
barnster. and the attorney of their chrat* ; aaai, as tto ras»
m«n law courts at least, all pleaded mtkim the sar Tto*
continued to be the esse till the iaatltutsan pg lbs laaaa mt
Session in IJ.lJ, when ill

prontralour within the bar stand to ttoy, bat paws*
with the partie. except the king's ashoeal :'

which, being limited to the Court of I

court*, m unknown in the Cbert of ,

da*, both st EdioJmrKh, and on the
old m<Aia the bar. We soon sjtorwerdt tad I

s new class of law prartjiiocier* uoder the I

acting below the bar, but

i
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court were constantly proclaimed, and they war* ordered to

he rxtrmded from the court ; and we alio find that, by the
Socretanr of State' injunction* in 1 394. the Writer* to the
Signet were forbidden to act as agents. The " riteri, how-
ever, had taught division of labour in the legal profession

;

and the business of the Court of Session accordingly was soon
divided between the advocates and their clerks—all third per-

• sons except whom were, by act ofSederunt, 13th July, 1496,
prohibited to act at agents, and this order was renewed by
statute 1672. c. 16, a. 31, and by act of Sederunt, S6 Fe-
bruary. 1678. By a bye-law of the writers to the Signet,
also, December, 1676, any member of that body who should
act as an agent was made liable to tie prosecuted. Not-
withstanding, however, the writers to the Signet came to

art as agents ; and in the course of last century, a third
class of agents was established as Solicitors before the
Supreme Courts. These several classes of agents can act in

court only below the bar ; whereas the advocates are not
confined to the bar, but remain undivested (except by usage)
of their antieot right to act both as counsel and attorney.

Thus far as to the Court of Session. In regard to the
local courts, the resident pracUsers are styled procurator*,
except at Aberdeen, where, agreeably to an act of court
Passed by Mr. Sheriff Crombie in 1633 (perhaps the first

local-court regulation in Scotland subsequent to the establish-
ment of the Court of Session), the practitioners are admit-
ted to practise (as in the Court of Session) as ' advocates
and procurators,' and are usually styled Advocates in Aber-
deen. These, and the procurators of the other local courts,

set. as of old, in every branch ofjuridical business.

The advocates of the College of Justice, who form the
Bar of Scotland, are not restricted, as all the other classes of
law practitioners in Scotland are, to the court which admits
them, but are entitled to act in every court in the kingdom
(except where specially excluded by statute), and they go
on circuit with the 'superior courts; but no practising

member of the bar is permanently resident in any of the
provincial towns. There is not yet, therefore, any pro-
vincial bar in Scotland, as in England ; nor are the pro-

curators of the local courts marshalled into one uniform
corps, but are severally admitted by the respective courts on
varying qualifications, and without any limitation in point of

numbers—which, indeed, is likewise the case with the several

t lasses of agents in the Court of Session.

Till the institution of the Court of Session in the begin-

ning of the sixteenth century, no course or' exhibition of

legal learning appears to have been require* 1 to qualify for

the legal profession in Scotland. It was still later before

ony legal qualification was necessary for the Scottish bench
;

and to this day there is none for the office of Lord Justiro

General, which was formerly the highest judicial office in the

kingdom, but is now a sinecure, and its duties are discharged

by the Lord Justice Clerk, who, though since the Union a
\jon\ of Session, is not it seems necessarily so, nor even of
the legal profession. The office of Sheriff was regulated in

the time of King George II.. but that of Sheriff Substitute

—

who is the resident county judge—is vet held in some
instances by medical and military men. The first advocates

of the College of Justice were mostly, if not all. ecclesiastics,

conversant with the canon and civil laws ; and, till tho Union
with England, a knowledge of these laws was the chief re-

quisite to admission to the Scottish bar. Indeed, till the above

s?ra. there was no provision for the study of the law in Scot-

land, except the canon and civil law chairs of the universi-

ties ; and accordingly it was usual, till our own day, to pre-

pare for the Scottish bar at someone of the foreign colleges, of

which those of France and Italy were the most frequented till

the lustre ofthe Cojacian school in the Low Countries, aiding

the connexion which arose between Scotland and them at

the Reformation, drew the student thither. In 1 722, how-
ever, a chair of Scot* law was erected at Edinburgh ; and

the present legal qualifications to admission to the Scots bar,

arc a knowledge of both the civil and Scots laws—on both of

which the candidate undergoes an examination, first on the

civil law, and then, at the end of a twelvemonth, on the

Scots law. He is afterwards assigned a title on the civil

law, on which he writes and publicly defends or propugnt
a thesis. Then, being introduced by a member of the bar.

the oaths of allegiance and of office are administered to him,

after which he is admitted to the bar by the court.

It was formerly the practice for the cand idate to make a

public oration to the court before admission; and when
admitted, be UeoUOed to rsjotaiawtvrW, Accordingly, ws

find that Alexander Seton, afterwards Lord Chancellor of
Scotland. ' made his public lesson of the law before King
James VI., the Senators of the College of Justice, and
Advocates present in the Chapel Royal of Holt rood House,
in bis lawyer-gown and four-nooked cap (as lawyers used to
pass their tryals in the Universities abroad), t'o the great
applause of the king and alt present ; after which he was
received by the College of Justice as ane lawyer.' And so.
when King Charles removed Oliphant. K.A.. from the
bench, and issued an ordinance that no officer of state
should for the future have the place of an ordinary lord
there, the Court of Session passed an act of Sederunt, ac-
knowledging the right of his assistant and successor,
Hope, K.A., to plead covered. This, it is indeed said, was
a privilege granted to Hope personally, in consideratidh of
his having a son, or as some say two sons, and others, not
content with on* or two, roundly assert thre* sons on tho
bench (which last version of the story is Gravely repeated,
Eneyclop. Brit, voce Advocate. Lord or King's.), who. like

the other judges, sat with bis hat on. But the fact is. Hop*
had no son on the bench when the act of Sederunt referred

to wss passed, nor for six years afterwards; and the acknow-
ledgment then made was renewed to Sir Thomas Nicolson,
K. A., with other known privileges of the office of King's
Advocate. We therefore take the act of Sederunt to con-
tain recognition of a right common to the whole faculty,

and made to the King's Advocate as the head of the body
under the bench. That the judges wore their hats on the
bench till recent times is certain; and at admissions to
both bench and bar the hat is put on to this day. A general
parity indeed prevailed among the members of the faculty :

the King's Advocate and others were long members of both
bench and bar ; and in former times, when the judges were
removeable at pleasure, if a judge was removed from tbe
bench he resumed his practice at the bar. This, for ex-
ample. President Balfour did on his removal from the chair.

If we except the Dean, also, there aro no degree* at the
Scottish bar: patents of precedence and pre audience are
unknown ; and the only counsel who in the Court of Session

remain within the bar, are tbe King's Advocate and Solici-

tor General; the latter of whom has not been thus dis-

tinguished in tbe Inner Houte much more than a century,
though, in the Outer House, he and tho depute-advocates
have bad the privilege since tbe Restoration. The faculty

of advocates form a part of the College of JuMicc : which la

composed of thejudges, advocates, agents, and other officers

of the superior courts ; but, so far as the records show, there

never was any commoning together, as in other colleges ; and
each of tbe above bodies is, as to internal arrangements, in-

dependent The fees of entry to the faculty amount at pre-

sent to about 330/. ; of which upwards of 230/. is deposited

before being taken on the civil law examination.

BARROC'CIO.FEDERIGO, waathe son of an eminent »
sculptor, and born at Urbino, in 1328. His first master
was Battista Venezano, under whom ho studied till his

twentieth year, when he went to Rome, where he practised

under the auspices of Cardinal della Rovero, whose palace

he ornamented with several frescoes. He returned to hi*

native town after an absence of four years, and gave proof in

a picture of St Margaret, painted for tbe Confraternity of the

Holy Sacrament, ofthe vast improvement that be baa made
in his art during his residence in the imperial city. This,

and other works, procured him such reputation, that be re-

ceived an invitation from Pope Pius X. to ss>ist in tho

embellishments of the Belvedere palace, on which Zuccbero
was also engaged. Here be executed tbe Annunciation

in fresco on one of the ceilings, and a picture of tbe Holy
Virgin with the infant Saviour, with Saints, &c. Having

finished these commissions, he returned to Urbino, and con-

tributed to the Cathedral of St. Lorenzo and Perugia an

altar-piece of the Taking Down from the Cross. During

the pontificate of Gregory XIII., Barroccio again visited

Rome, where be painted a picture of tbe Last Supper, for

the Cbiesa della Minerva; also, for the Cbiesa Nuova, the

Visitation of the Virgin Mary to Elizabeth, and the Pre-

sentation in the Temple. These two last are considered to

be bis finest performances.

Barroccio s style of colouring and effect was formed on

that of Correggio, but it is tbe usual fate of imitators to

transmit an exaggeration of some prominent peculiarity,

rather than tbe intrinsic excellence of their models. Thus,

in Barroccio's races we recognise a style of character similar

to those of Correggio ; but that which in the hands of tbe
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ttitter artist tu moulded into beauty, itriket ut In the

works of hi» iraiutor a* merely something odd and peculiar.

The »ame observation applies to hi* colouring : the tint* of

Corrcggio are in the highest decree pure, rimple. and

harmonious; while tho»e of Barroccio. however meant to

re-emble them, ore overcharged and artiflcial. Thi* is

•trikinirlv apparent in the extremities of hit npirea. whie*h

art- heightened with red to a degree of oflfenaive manneri»m ;

bin lle»h tone* generally appear to be a greenUh sub-

•tratum surmount»-d with pink. Thete defect*, perhaps,

an> chiefly chargeable atrainst hi* smaller performance*, and

there it a strong example of them in hi* picture of the Holy

F-imily in the British National Gallery. Hi* large work*

are excellent in that quality of art called impatta. exhibiting

• nclincMtof turfuce which Sir Joshua Reynold* ha* greatly '

e >mmeudei|. an<l did not disdain to imitate. There is in i

the Vatican a picture by Barroccio, of the site of life, repre- I

tenting a female pilgrim overtaken by a tempest on the top

of a mountain, painted with a breadth and simplicity, both

in respect to colouring and design, which would nave ranked

Barroccio amonttthe lushes: practitioner* in art, had nil his

workt been executed in a tinvlar spirit. Barroccio died at

Urbino, in 1612. aged eighty-four. He sometimes handled

the graver, and lias led the following plates, executed with

great xpirit and correctness, although somewhat deficient in

delicacy and finish. The Virgin and Christ appearing to

St. Francis, a large plate, arched ; The Annunciation : St
Francis receiving the Stigmata ; The Virgin in the Cloud*
with the Infant Jesus, marked P. B. V. F. ; The Virgin

holding the Infant Saviour, a small plate, the lower part un-

finished.

BARROIS, LE, a district deriving its name from the

town of Bar-mr-Ornain, otherwise Barle-Dur, included in

most maps in the former province of Lonaine.
Frederick, Duke of Motel lono or Upper Ixwraine. brother-

in-law of Hugues Capet, having built the fortress of Bar,

formed a domain, which he attached to it, from part of the

lands of the abbey of St. Mihiel, of which be had rendered

himself master. His authority over the territory cf Mosel-
laua was not properly hereditary, though his son and grand-

ton succeeded him in it ; but the domain attached to the

f >rtre*s of Bar was hereditary, and it came by descent to

Thierry, who fir»t bore the title of Count of Bar. He died

just at the commencement of the twelfth century. Soon
after this time the Kmperprs of Germany claimed the dis-

trict of Barrois a* being within the limits of their domi-
nions, which included Lorraine ; and in 1354 the Emperor
Charles IV. erected the district of Pont-a-Moutson (which
appears to have been united by marriage in the hand*
of the same family with the district of Barrois) into a
marquisate ; but be does not appear to have had any just

claim to superiority over the Counts of Bar. In 1337 the
possessor of the territory of Bar, Robert, who had married
the daughter of John, Ring of France, styles himself duke;
but by whom tho county hod been erected into a ducby is

very doubtful, neither is tbe exact time known, though it

is luppowd to hate been in the above-mentioned jcar, viz.,

1337. Edward, the s>n and successor of Roliert. lost bis

life in the battle of Agincourt. The duchy afterwards
came by inheritance (through females) to Hi nt of Anjou,
Duke of Lorraine, Count of Provence, and King of Sicily.

It was seiled bv Liuis XI., but restored in the reign of his

son Charles VIII., to the Iicim of Rene, who were alto
Dukes of Lorraine, and the two durluct continued in tbe
same fatnil) until the year 1737. except during a short in-
terval (1 639 to 166 J) when it was m the hands of the French.
Tbe French king* were all along the feu.lol superiors of the
Dukes of Bir. to whom, however, they granted sovereign
right* (droili regali'iu) in their duchy. It was occupied
by tbe French again in the war* which Louis XIV. main-
tained against the empire.

By the surcesme trestie* of Vienna in 1733, 1736, and
173*. Bar. with Lorraine, was ceded to Stanislaus Lrtk-
xuuky, tbe exiled King of Poland, with reversion to the
crown of Prahee, to which, upon the death of that Prince, it

accordingly fell.

But L* Barrois, in tbe extent in which we shall now tpeak
of it, U to be considered as comprehending rau. h more than
tbe above mentioned domains of the Dukes of Bir. These
constituted what was termed L* Barron .If run/ ;• and
contained 118 towns, vilUge*, or hamlets: there was be-

i tbe district of Lt Barrmt ncm-mum\ml. wbirh con-
ittsksn

tained 389 town*, village*, or hamlet*, end eameaassM

lief* acquired at various time* by tbe Date* af
which they held in ftatl sovereignty. IndlpeDsVat af
These they annexed to Lt Barrois mwnam
latter came into their hand*.

Le Barrois comprehended a very irregularly

tory, intersected by the Toulots and Vsi Junus*
of Toul and Verdun. Tbe greatest dttacpsissn was •**
north to south ; and thi*. we presume, is the Wttgth gswa
in the Dielionnairt det Gaulei, <*-r.,of Expilly. aa It ksassaw*.

equal to between 89 and 89 miles. The biiadlh was. m
cording to tbe same authority, about 18

better than 44 miles.

This country i* watered by the Mense. tbe
Aire, tbe Omain, the Saulx. tbe Ornes, and i

The Aire, which rise* indeed in this district. Vat aasa

it, is a feeder of tbe Ai«ne. The Omaia aad iW
uniting their stream*, flow into the Mam*, aaat taw Ov**»
flow* into the Moselle. Tbe atmosphere at raxatrr tarr*

and cold, but is not considered unwhnlea n. TW earn*-*

it various, being tolerably level in some parts, end sa asa*n
•welling into hill* of greater or lea* height. It yiaftts gra«
of all kinds, and the produce in wine is catatsaWaaar TWm
i* much wood, and a considerable extent a/aaarara laaat r%

which the inhabitant* rear a quantity af tare* sad aaaeJ

cattle. Game, fish, and poultry are abands—, TWn a-e

also, some mines of iron and other metals, <

free-stone, and tome mineral springs.

Among the chief towns formerly
Barrois. arc, Bar-le-Duc, tbe capital, population now lit**
Pont-a-Mousson. on the Moselle. 6993 ; 8t MnWL. aa tmt

Meuse, 5822 ; Ligny, on tbe Omain. abor* Bar. ltt:
Etain, on the Ornes, 3034 ; Longwy, J48J : and l.aaanss.
1612, both in the northern part, near the foams* at* Lvi
embourg; and Briey. on a small tributary of taw Oraw*.

population 1733. The total number of towwav v-Jaaa\

and hamlet* in the duchy was given by Expally, m ire
at 607.

The Barrois is now divided among tbe daasxrtawam 4
Meuse, Moselle, Mcurtbe. Vosges, and Raws* Mssm
(Expilly, Dietiomaire drt GauUt. dV. ; /**> pi *ay JaxaV
dique ; Piganiol, Dneription tie la rrwttw )

BA'RROS, JOAO DE. was born about Im. - r

near Viseu, in Portugal (but the place of baa hsrifc s» s»
certain), of a noble family. He was placed, wash a a*
in the court of King Emmanuel as a pea**, and ~— srrtiW
to tbe service of tbe Infante Dom Juio, aArrwassss Kjbw
John III. Young Barroa showed an early T
study, and especially for tbe study of history. Tin
achievement* of the Portuguese in tbe East ladaaa
hi* attention ; and tbe king himself, having mam daw *
chance teen tome of his early attempts at
position, suggested that he might etapsn
rating the glorious actions of bis countrymr* In 11 1
Barroa was sent as governor to St. George da Mima, on .jw

Guinea coast. Three years after be sms recalled as j *,

—

and appointed treasurer to tbe cosdWaJ departs**** asm
afterwards agent-general for tbe eeauriUo. Watte ha taawi tm
office be availed himself of tbe valuable d ' ii a» «W *
he bad access, in order to compose his great wort Mam r*'-
tugueza. or the history of tbe disroi arte* and rataaiain—iaB
of the Portuguese in the Indian Seas. He drrtsW a ana> taw
Deradat of ten books each. Tbe first two Daraakax. asatiaaaM
in I33J-3. contain tbe discorenet and tweqwewtt trssat M !

to 1613. The narrative begins with the mm ewrry mt fSn
Santo and Madeira, in 1 4 1 8- 19, and <

expeditions of the Portuguese to the eenats at
Guinea. Congo, and to tbe Cape of Owed Heaa. i

st last weathered by Vaaco de Gama to 14*7
' tbe full tide of Portuguese catarprass skssaf ttfee

,

Moiorobique, Mombasa, and on to the I"

|

lowed bv tbe astonishing success of Alton.*
establishment of Portuguese ntpreeaary in taw ]

Barross second Decade is entirely srruassd want aka bs>
tory of Albuquerque s schie-ietnenU b)i taw eaassa at anal

f;reat commander in 1313. Tbe thsrd Dwaaaj
n 1163, contains tbe event* from 1316 tu l>t*J.

Decade was left by Barroa in manaswrtat at bet daaakv aaf
not published for a long time after. Kaatr fMkWn. af
Spjun. after hi* conquest of Portugal, ansvnsknal aWaafi
in 1)9) of Barros s daushter-in Saw 8w aaf nananta. %
was publuiied in Isl3at Ma>lrai with

I by Q. B. Lataaha. It earnea on tne aaskary ***]
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late to the ywr ISM; but before this. Diego do Couto,
haUkahogranaer of India to Philip II. and Philip III., had
taken np UN continuation of Barros'* Oral throe Decade*,
and had himaalf published a fourth Decade, which he fol-

lowed np with a fifth, and to on till the eighth, which cornea
down to the year 1571. Couto bad extended his work to

the twelfth Decade, which came down to the year 1600, but
of bia laat four Dacadea only fragment* have been pub-
lished : the reat remain* inedited. and the MS. of one, the
eleventh, is said to be lost The beat edition of Barros s

work it that of 1778, from the royal press, Lisbon. 9 vols.

8vo„ with the life of Barroa by Manuel Severim de Faria,
and a copious index. Couto's continuation, as far a* the I

eighth Decade, was published also at tho same press in 1

eight vols. 8vo. 1778-1783, with a life of Couto. Barroa is,

considered by the Portuguese as their best lmtorian, both .

for the matter of his history and the manner of bis compo-
|

sitiun. His stylo is much admired, and bU language is
(

considered as a model of Portuguese prose-writing; tho
narrative is simple and unpretending. Barros died at hi*
c.tnio of Alitem, near Pombal. in 1570. Iff is spoken of
at a man of high honour and moral character both by his
biographer, Maoocl de Faria, above-mentioned, and by
NicuUo Antonio in bis Bibliotheca llispana, vol. i. p. 498.
It<* wrote also some moral dialogues and other minor works,
BARROW. [See Tu'siulus.]
BARROW, ISAAC. The materials for the personal

life of Barrow may be founil in the Biographia Britannica,
with full references to authorities, particularly to Ward's
/.im

<jf the Greiham Prqfetwn, also in Martin's Biogra-
phic Pnitatophiea, the Biographie UnicemelU, and the life

by Abraham Hill, prefixed to Tillitson's edition of Barrow's
work*. In this part we have followed the first-mentioned

work in the facta and anecdotes cited.

tsaoc Barrow was the eldest sou of Thomas Barrow, linen-

draper to Charles I, and descended of a rv.»|*ctable Suffolk

family. His father's brother, named al»o I »a i<- Barrow, waa
fellow of Peterhouse College, Cumbridge, »u I ejected from !

thence by the Presbyterians about 1644. Alter the Kestora-
|

lion he was successively bishop of Man and St. Asaph, and
diod in 1680. Isaac Barrow, the nephew, is supposed to

have been born in October, 1630, but this has been disputed
on the strength of an expression of his own. reported by a
friend, implying that be was born on the 29th o/ February.
However this may be, be was placed first at the Cbartor-
li'iu*e, and afterwards at FeUtead school in Essex. In the

first he gave but little promise of excellence, his principal

delight being in fighting, and bis general habits negligent

:

vi that bis father is reported to have wished, that if it pleased

Gud to take any of bis children, it might be Isaac, At the
sec md school he formed a good character, and in December,
I <>43, he wa» entered at Peterhouse College. Cambridge,
under hi* uncle above-mentioned. But by the time (Fe-

bruary, 1 643) the nephew began his residence at the uni-

» r roily the uncle bad been ejected, and the nephew accord-

ingly removed to Trinity College. His father, in the

meanwhile, bad suffered losses for his adherence to the
[

rouse of Charles I., and it is said that young Barrow was
indebted for his support to the well known Dr. Hammond.
He was scholar of his college in 1647 ; B A. in 1648 ; fellow

in 1649; andMiA. in 1652; ad eundem at Oxford, 1653;
B D . IC6I ; D.D. (by mandate). 1670. These te.Uinomes

t» his merit (the two laat excepted) were the more remark-
able, as he was, and always continued, a staunch Royalist.

Barrow was led to hit mathematical studies instead of be-

ginning by them. He had at first intended to practise

jiln -ic, and had studied accordingly, but on his accession to

a fellowship be began to study theology, as required by the

statute* of the college. He found by bis own wants that a
divine must be a cbronologitt, a chronologist an astronomer,

and an astronomer a geometer. To the mathematics he
therefore applied himself; he had in the meanwhile, as all

liia writing* show, closely studied tlie learned language*, so

that on the resignation of the Greek professor he was re-

commended to that chair. This ho did not gain, being sus-

pected of Arminianism ; and the disappointment, togettier

with the unfavourable character of public event* to his view*,

induced him to go abroad. He travelled (1 655- 1 659) through

. France and Italy to Smyrna and Constantinople, thence

again to Venice, and through Germany and Holland borne.

After his return he waa episcopaUy ordained, a little before

t>e Restoration. The neglect with which be was treated

•tat that event, aad the distich in which be celebrated it.

BAR
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are well known ; but in 1 660 be was chosen Greek protestor
at Cambridge, and in 1662 Grcsham p-ufessor of geometry.
But this last ho resigned in 1664, holding iU duties to be
incompatible with those of the Lucasiaa professorship, to

which be waa appointed by Mr. Lucas at the institution

of that chair in U63; and this again be resigned in I6i.ll

in favour of a pupil, a young man whom he considered as of

the highest promise, aged 27, and named Isaac Newton :

indeed his whole history is one of resignations of profit upon
principle. Ho had previously been offered a good hung
upon condition of instructing the son of tho donor ; lie re-

jected the offer as aimoniacal. His uncle gave Into a snni'.l

living in Wale*, and Dr. Setb Ward, bishop of Salisbury,

made him one of tho prebendaries of that cathedral. lie

applied the revenues of both preferments to charitable pur-

poses, and resigned them when Charles II., in 167.'. sp-

pointed him master of Trinity College. In this capacity ho
exerted himself to form a library, the want of which had been
long felt. His letters to various individuals to induce (hem
to subscribe to the undertaking are preserved in (he edifice

which they through hi* energy, and tho influuuee of
his high character, the means of erecting, and which i» ono
of the moat beautiful works of art in the university, llo

likewise remitted to the college several expenses whirls

statute or custom might have compelled them to incur for

the maintenance of his office. He died very young, con-

sidering bis reputation, May 4, 167 7, aged about 47, and
was buried in Westminster Abbey : he loft liia manuscripts

to Tillotson (afterward* archbishop), and Abraham Hilt. Lis

biographer.

On the moral and personal character of Barrow there

doe* not seem a shade which can enable any one to deny
him the highest degree of human excellence. His energy

of mind is sufficiently attested by tho quantity of his writ-

ings— by the successful variety of his studies— by the ex-

traordinary opinion of him formed by bis associates, when
compared with the degree of interest his writings present to

posterity ; which is always, in our opinion, proof of a lustre

cast upon writings by personal character—and by tho erec-

tion of Trinity College Library above-mentioned. The quar-
relsome disposition of bis boyhood subsided into rational

and even reasoning courage, under tho discipline to which

be subjected his mind. It is r.latcd of him. th.it being

once attacked by a large dog which wo* kept chained ail

day, but let loose at night for the security of the bouse (

m

which he was a visiter, and in the garden of which he was
wandering early in the morning), ' be catched bun by tho

throat, threw him. and lay upon him, and w hiUt he k. pi

bim down, considered what he should do in that exigent

:

once he bad a mind to kill bim, but be quite altered this

resolution, judging that it would be an unjust action, fir the

dog did his duty, and be himself was in fault for rambling

out of his lodgings before it wo* light. At length he cal'eu

out so loud that be wis beard.' Being attacked by Algenues
duiing bis voyage to Smyrna. ' he betook him>elf to his

arms, stayed upon the deck, cheerfully and vigorously fight-

ing, till the pirate, perceiving the stout defence the ship

made, sheered off and left her. I asked bim » by he did nut

go down ioto the hold, and leave the defence of the ship to

those to whom it did belong. He replied. " It concerned

no man more than myself: I would rather have lost my life

than have fallen into the hands of those merciless infidels."

'

The preceding quotations are from Dr. Pope, »h> was
personally intimate with him, asciled in the Hinsr Hrilann.

The following (from the same source) is the testinum> of

the same and other friends:—' A* to hi* person, be «•• low

of suture, lean, and of a pale complexion, and negligent of

hi* dress to a fault.' Being invited to preach for Dr. Wilkin*

(afterward* bishop of Chester, author of the MatkemulinU

Magic, $ft) in a parish church in London, bis appearance,

which was that of an apprentice, drove the whole of the

congregation away, except a few persona, among whoin was

Mr. Baxter, the Non-conform1st, who declared afterwards

that be could nave sat all day to bear him. much to tho

confusion of the congregation, who bad oompUined to their

rector of hi* substitute. An apprentice, when be came down

from the pulpit, said to htm. " Sir. be not dismayed, for I

assure you it was a good sermon.'" On being asked what

he thought of this person, be said. " I take him to be every

and if I could meet with him, I'd present bimcivil person,

with a bottle of wise. •He waa of esttraordinar^istrength.
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• thin skin, and very sensible of cold ; bit eye* grey, clear,

and somewhat short-sighted; hi* hair a light brown, very

fine. and curling. Hiwuofi healthy constitution, very

fond of tobacco, which he uted to call his panpkarmactm, or

universal medicine, and imagined it helped to compote and

regulate his thought*. If hem guilty of any intemperance,

it seemed to be in the love of fruit, being of opinion, that if

it kills hundreds in autumn, it preserves thousands. He
slept little, generally rising in the winter months before day.

Dr. Barrow never married : his fellowship prevented his

doing so in earlier life, and on his appointment to the master-

ship be bad the permission rescinded, which wa* granted in

the patent. Mr. Hill says he judged it contrary to the col-

lege statutes. Dr. Pope gives a curious reason, and says

that Barrow would not expose himself to the civilities which

• good match might perhaps receive. Such things do hap-

pen in our days, but Dr. Pope talks of 'sieges, batteries,

and importunities which he foresaw that honourable and

profitable preferment would expose him to.'

His sermons were excessively long. Preaching once in

Westminster Abbey, at which time it was usual to show the

curiosities of the place between the sermons to the common

people at a low rate, be detained his impatient audience so

long that they caused the organ to play * till they had

blowed him down.' A sermon on charity, which he delivered

before the mayor and aldermen, lasted three hours and a

half; and another from the text ' He that uttereth a slander

is a liar,' of which he was prevailed upon to preach only

the half relating to slander, leaving out that which treated

on lies, lasted an hour and a half. These anecdotes illus-

trate his writings, as we shall see.

The works which Dr. Barrow published during his life

are as follows, in which a few words of the I«atin titles only

are retained :— I . EuclicU* Elementa, Cambridge, 1 655. con-

tains all the books of Euclid ; translated, London, 1660.

2. Euctidie Data, Cambridge. 1657, afterwards appended to

the preceding. 3. Lectionee Optica XVIII., London, 1669 ;

bis celebrated lectures on optics; they were revised and

augmented by Newton before their appearance. 4. Lectionei

Geometric* XII., London. 1670 ; containing his method of

tangents. Afterwards, 1673 and 1674. printed with the

optica. 5. Edition of Archimedes, Apollonius and Theo-

donus, London, 1675.

The works of Dr. Barrow, published after his death,

were, 1. Lectio, in qua, ficc.. London, 1678. This is Archi-

medes on the sphere and cylinder, demonstrated by the

indicinbUt of Cavalerius. 2. Mathematics Lectionee, tte.

These are Lucasian lectures at Cambridge, and the preface

is the preliminary oration delivered by Barrow. 3. H'orke,

&c. edited by Dr. Tillotson, Dean of Canterbury, London.

1685, the preface being Mr. Hill's Life of Barrow. (Last re-

Eriut 1741 ?) They contain his English theological works,

eing sermons, expositions, &c. 4. Oputcula, containing

Latin sermons, speeches, poems, &c. There is a list of

MSS. in the Biographia Britannica, and in Ward's Live*

of the Gretham Profeeeore. The Lectionee Geometric*
and Mathematics have been translated, the first by Stone,

1 735, the second by Kirkby. 1 734.

We are now to consider Dr. Barrow in two lights, as a
mathematician and a theologian. And in the first of these

characters, without denying him high praise, we regret that

the kind of language which has frequently been used con-

cerning him should oblige us to differ from many great

authorities. Without biasing the reader by the name* of
these, we shall quote some extracts from different writ- •

tags:— •

' He may be esteemed as having shown a compass of

invention equal if not superior to any of the moderns. Sir
'

Isaac Newton only excepted.' This was written by one who
knew Viet*. Wallis, Descartes, and Lnbnitx. * He has
been excelled only by his successor, Newton' (in geometry.)
' The same genius that seemed to be born only to bring
bidden truths to light,' ficc See. This is quoted and agreed
to by an encyclopedist of some authority in this country,
who however does not state what these bidden truths were.
• Barrow, scarcely an inferior name,' that is. to Newton, is

the unguarded expression of a contemporary of great note.
We must dissent entirely from such an extent of praise, as
having tendencies injurious to correct biography, and not
allowable even as the hrpcrbola which writers on that
subject usually employ. We shall now make some quota-
tions from Joraijrners. and. as in the former case, without

'

in the properties of

tic* are worthy to figure b
searches Hk,

gure by the aid* of

metric*. In this work Barrow, quitting the i

out by other opticians, applied himself pnanpalry U anas
questions which had not been treated at all. or twrt bad

not been sufficiently elucidated,

treats the theory of foci, which, except is a

of cases, were then determined by « .

gave a complete solution of all the case* of

an elegant formula. This book as weO a* the

Geometric* is a mine of curious and interestib*;

tions, to which geometry is always appbad wtth

elegance.'

The preceding is, in our opinion, the

which could be given of Barrow's mathematical

as few words; and we may therefore ask be* t

accounts diner so much from it? Both
The rival (almost) of Newton has

treated in the second set of quotations, or if aaa. the ant-

set is extravagant There are two thaaf* ta> be mm
sidered.

Barrow produced in a geometrical form that

the differential calculus which goes by the asa

method of tangent*. It was, in point of fort,

afterward* the fundamental notion of the

Leiboiu, and, in Newton's language, assart i

equality of the ratio of the differences of tare i

abscissa? to that of the ordinate and subtani

like the previous method of Fermat that Me
Fermat s method simplified. It was no gl ial s*rp few

indivisibles of Cavalerius, which Barrow kaarw. a* w
seen; and it was as like the method of Roberta! as Ne
system is to that of LeibniU. Bat even graatxasr tae ar

ginality of the invention, neither F«
ever extravagantly praised for their similar <

some think that Archimedes had already oVamwd tfcam a!

of the merit of originality. When the dsaaacte sbsbwr

Newton and LeibniU occurred, which, to say the laast af t
was not very fairly managed on the English i

not on cither—our country men appear not to I

seised the strongest point of Newton's rasa. Isaaaat «*

asserting—which we think they might bavw a i c«
Archimedes. Fermat, Wslits, Cavalcnaa, Rahes raL las-

cartes. Barrow, Leibnitz, and a host of ether*, has) al sa
in possession (under various lights) of a
Newton's fluxions also contained, but that all

the essential instrument by which New** auaW caat pra-

ciple available, namely, the general
its consequences ; they all took issue (to sue a 1

upon the fluxions! principle, as if that had
the new powers which bis method possesses!. Aaat art
they made of Barrow a sort of retrenched posanaa. aa wW».
to fell back in case of defeat, affirming that sf tW *
were not Newton's, it could not belong to I essaata. Si -
Barrow had a claim of discovery prior to that af bath. TV-
gave a fictitious importance to Barrow's
elegant method, which bad really presented the
in a purer geometrical form.

In the second place, popular religious writer*, rasas s»ana».as

to impress on their readers the argumetit us fewoas af Car*
tianity. arising out of the greatness of the BaaaaV wfcra ar>
received it, have frequently. ay* being w«Q i

,

the sciences, handled tbetr subject unskilfully, aaal .

the proper proportions of different rvputattaos. aw—
the eminent mathematician, and the most aarxgwt aaai *>i

sistent of men, one of the first thealofssaa of tas aa*
varied and deep knowledge upuo so many sat,

often, in this aay, had the splendour of all

characters made to shin* upon the eojy ana a* attach ha w»
viewed for the time, namely, that of a imthiassimaai TV
French Encyclopaedists, whose bus lay in aa rxj**J<* «aw»
site direction. H*\c fallen into a similar ens*, a* saw*
seating him as an 'obscure' mathemata-saa aaal I

The truth will lie between the two, though aw <

opinion upon the exact point where. Barrww asa* aaaaW
an obscure mathematician, nor second ooh to Nawwaa. h
thai point of view his merits are certainly net saaaaV afhwai
profoundly versed in geotaefry. acquainted with al fla aa»
ganciee as well as all its depth, and bad a fanlaw af aaa*)
cation. 'Nihil quod tetigit non arnatvt,' asat h* ear-

ned his methods, as many others hate dona, aato aaaaaaai
both curious and useful. Mar* than ihaa. ha i

—» —•• — «»» ««twv cua, wiiooui I nan eunous ami useful. More than loss, aa aaal
The Lectmmee Optum is full of profound re- 1 alure to such an extant, in pur* gee—try, taaa
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justly says, ' The nwit of thesewc^U a singula; brevity

(common) which dot* not destroy their clearness.' He,
one of the moat verbose of men, is one of the first writers

who attempted, by throwing away circumlocution* and intro-

duction of symbols, to distinguish between Euclidean rigour
and unnecessary load of language. This seems to us no
small merit ; but where those discoveries lie which constitute

this contemporary of Descartes second only to Newton, we
must confess we do not know.

In the elucidation of principles Dr. Barrow is not so happy
as in his application of them. The Mathematics Lee~
tionet, a commentary on the first principles of geometry
and arithmetic is a vast cloud of words, filled with anticnt

learning of every kind ; and, though sound and logical, very
difficult to understand, that is, to find out in winch of the
multiplied phrases the meaning lies. In an sttempt to ex-
plain the doctrine of proportion according to Eurlid, he
seems to us to have very much increased tho difficulty of
his author. It is true he sometimes complains of his own
prolixity, but this is a very poor compensation for so annoy-
ing a defect ; and we frequently feel the force of the self-

accusing terms in which be ends one of his geometrical lec-

tures—' I think I bear you exclaim—oXXgv Ipvv 0aAd><«.'
The character of Barrow as a theological writer has al-

ways stood high among the English divines. His sermons,
as Le Clerc observes, are rather treatises and dissertations

thsn harangues ; and he wrote and re-wrote them three or

four times. They are always cited as exact and compre-
hensive arguments, the produce of a grasp which could
collect, and of a patience which could combine, all that
was to be said upon the subject in question. But in addi-
tion to this. Barrow was an original thinker of no mean
character: learning falls into his work, but a work there
would have been if he had bad no learning at all. The
paragraph with which we conclude is a celebrated notion
of his upon the Deity, which we shall not translate, be-
cause tho vigour of (he conception can hardly be appre-
ciated by any but a mathematician. Barrow, on bis death-
bed, looking forward to his future state, avowed that his

principal idea of the happiness be should receive consisted

in his notion that he should be an intuitive geometer, seeing
those things as self-evident which, as a man, be had been
obliged to spend time in acquiring by demonstration. The
following passage was written by htm in his manuscript of
Avollomut, now in the library of the Royal Society, of
which bo was an early member.

'o Otic yt-furptl. Tu autem, Domine, quantus es geo-
metra ? Quum enim hssc scientia nullos terminos habeat

;

cum in sempitcmum nororum tbeorematum inventioni
locus rvlinqustur, etiam penes humanum ingenium ; tu
uno bore omnia intuitu perspecta babes, absque catena con-
sequent iarum, absquo Uedio demonstrationum. Ad carters

poind nihil farere potest intellectus noster; et tanquam
Brulorum phantasm videtur noli nisi incerta quasdam som-
niara ; undo in iis quo! sunt homines, tot existunt fere sen-
tential Te igitur vel ex hoc re aroare gaudeo, to sus-

pieor, atquo ilium diem desidero suspiriis fortibus, in quo
purgatlt raente ct claro oculo non hajc solum omnia absque
nac sucewsiva et laboriosa imaginandi cura, verum raulto

plum et majors ox tu4 bonitate et immensiasima ianctis»ima
que benign lUte conspicere et scire concedetur.

BARROW, a considerable river in Ireland, which bas
it* source in King's County, a few miles west of Port-

erlington. The Barrow (lows first to the east, past tho town
just mentioned, to the borders of the County Kildare at

Monasterevan, and then taking a direction nearly south,
it divides King's and Queen's Counties from Kildare. Con-
tinuing the same course, the river passes through tho
County of Csrlow, and afterwards forms the line of separation
between Wexford on the east, and Kilkenny and Waterford
on the west, and Joina the sea at Waterford Haven. At
Ringwood, two miles above the town of New Ross, the
Barrow receives the waters of the Nore ; and their united

|

stream is afterwards augmented by the Suir, which joins it

to the east of the citv of Waterford. The junction of both
,

these streams with the Barrow take* place on its right or

western bank.
The three hero mentioned were in former times

called the Three Sisters, from the circumstance of their
i

taking their sources from the same ridge of mountains, and
after flowing through different counties, at length forming a
junction at a short distance from the sea. The Barrow is

supposed to have been the Birgus of Ptolemy. Tbe mouth ,

of these united streams forms a large and very secure pert,

•bout nine miles long, and with very good anchorage.
Considerable sums of money have at various times been

spent, under the sanction of parliament, to render this riter

navigable. From a report made to the House of Commons
by the Board of Inland Navigation in Ireland, it appears
that about 42,00V/. bad been expended with this object up
to March, 1811 ; and much has been done since that date
to remove obstructions. At present the Barrow is nav igable
to Athy. in the County of Kildare, about sixty-five miles in

a direct line from its mouth ; and the communication is

afterwards continued to Dublin by means of a branch of the
Grand Canal. Vessels of -200 tons burden can ascend the
river twenty-five miles to tbe town of New Ross, which by
this means is enabled to carry on a valuable export trade
in agricultural produce. A considerable bar, which occurs
just below the junction of the Barrow and tbe Nore, pre-

vents the further passage of vessels of any great burden,

except at certain states of tbe tide.

The trade higher up is carried on by means of barges;

and great quantities of corn and butter arc thus annually

sent down to Waterford for exportation. Tho increase of
the downward trade on the Barrow, in consequence of the
improvement of the navigation, has been very' great. In
1807, tbe first year after the passing of theCorn Intercourse

Act between Great Britain and Ireland, the total amount of
shipments downwards to Waterford was 13.000 tons; and
in 1828 this had increased to 31,000 tons. From the town
of Carlow alone tbe trade, which in 1813 was only to the

extent of 2000 tons, amounted in 1828 to 1 4.000 tons. The
trade upwards bas, during the same time, been nearly sta-

tionary (22,823 tons in 1807 against 23347 in 1828).

From Carlow to Dublin it has indeed fallen off from 10,000
tons in 1807 to only 6000 tons in 1828. This effect baa
been attributed to the higher tolls demanded in the one ease
than are paid in tbe other. From Athy to Dublin tbe Canal
Company receives 6s. 9d. per ton, while the entire charge
from Athy to Waterford is not more than St. 6d per ton.

The improvement of tbe Barrow navigation has been
made instrumental in reclaiming much Una which was pre-

viously liable to injury from flooding ; and it has otberwite

proved of great advantage to the districts through which tho

river flows, by giving ready and cheap access to tbe favour-

able markets of England for the superabundant agricul-

tural produce of tbe south-eastern counties of Ireland.

(Wakefield's Statisticaland Political Account <f Ireland;
Campbell's Political Survey of Great Prilain ; Reports to

Parliament of the Hoard ifInland Navigation in Ireland

;

R port of Committee of the Howe of Commons on the

State of the Poor in Ireland, 1830.)

BARROW POINT, the north-western extremity of

the Continent of America, is the remotest point of arctic

discovery made through Behring's Straits. It is 126 miles

to the north-east of Icy Cape, which was the extreme point

reached by Cook ; and 146 miles west of Cape Uccchcy. tliu

termination of Sir John Franklin's indefatigable labours

in these seas : the distance between Point Barrow and Capo
Bcerbey still remains unexplored.

Point Barrow is a long sandy point projecting several miles

;

it is about one mile and a half « ide at tho narrowest part,

and becomes broader towards tbe point, which was thickly

covered with tbe yourts, or winter habitations of tlie Esqui-

maux. It presents one of those features common in these

seas of the accretion of land by tbe pressure of tbe ice

forcing up tbe sand ftom tbe shallow water and forming
low swsmpy points interspersed with lake*. The natives

were very numerous, and their behaviour left no doubt as

to what would have been tbe fate of tho hardy little crew of

the Blossom's barge, bad they fallen into their power.

At this point, in August, the ice was found firmly at-

tached to the land, and in tbe bay beyond (as seen over the

isthmus) it was one compact mass aa far as tbe eye could

reach ; the shore appeared to trend in a direction nearly east.

Tho water off the point is extremely shallow; si six or

seven miles from the land there is only forty-fire to forty

feet over a sandy bottom ; tbe current was found setting to

tbe north-east, at tbe rate of three to four miles an hour, an
argument that has been justly used (were any now wanted)

in proof of the communication of the waters of tbe Pacific

and Atlantic. From Cape Smyth, about sixteen miles to

tlie southward, tbe land slopes rapidly towards Point Bar-

row, which lies in 7I°23<' N. 1st., 146* Ultf W. long.—
(Beechey's Voyage to the Pacific and Behring* Straits.}
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BARROWS STRAITS, which connect the Polar 6m

with the north-west part of Baffin'* Bay, were flrat dis-

covered by Baffin, in Kit, who. however, supposing the

land to be continuous. Rave it the name of Sir James Lan-
caster's Sound. Various circumstances having transpired

to give rise to a conjecture that a communication would
here be found between the Polar Sea and Baffin's Bay,
Captain Parry waa sent out in 1819, with orders strictly to

examine this supposed Sound, and to penetrate as far to the

westward as possible, even to the Pacific. He was so far

successful as to reach the Polar Seas by these Straits, to

which he gave their present name, from John Barrow,
Secretary of the Admiralty, a zealous promoter of north-

west discovery. These Straits are about 250 miles in

length, and from 30 to 45 in breadth : the northern shores

are composed of a series of islands called North Devon and
Cornwaflis, between which is a broad channel called Wel-
lington Channel, and to the south is another extensive in-

let, called Prince Regent's Inlet. Both shores are steep

and cliffy, and the water of a great depth ; at the entrance
of the straits bottom was obtained in 373 fathoms, and 7 J

fathoms was the least water found. The icebergs in the

Straits are very large. The parallel of 74 degrees north lati-

tude runs through the Straits. This discovery has opened
a wider field of operations to our whale-ships, who now push
for into them in quest of Ash, and generally with great ad-
vantage. (Parry's First Voyaqe to the Pilar Regions.)

BARRY, a small island in toe parish of Barry, and con-
sidered to be in the hundred of Dins* Powys in the county
of Glamorgan. It is situated in the Bristol Channel, oppo-
site to a little village of the same name on the coast of
Wales, and ten miles 8 W. by S. from Cardiff. The island

is said by Creasy to have taken its name from one Baruc a
hermit who resided and was buried there. The island con-
tains about 300 acres of land, which was some years since
let at the annual rent of 80/., with only one bouse annexed,
which, during the summer months, is fitted up as a lodging-
house for the reception of sea-bathers, and will accommodate
twelve people. The island maintains a few sheep and cows,
and baa a large rabbit warren. On the western side of the
bland, facing the village of Barry, there are ruins of an
antient castle, and a few scattered stones mark the site of
an old chapel, probably that mentioned by Lelaud as a place

of pilgrimage. Farther to the west, the remains of another
chapel are distinguishable at low water. Towards the
southern part of the island, on a spot called ' Nell's Point,'

is a fine well, to which great numbers of women resort on
Holy Thursday, and having washed their eye* at the
spring, each drops a pin into it At low water a carriage

may pais ever the narrow creek which separates the island

from the main-land, but the road lead* over a very rough
bankof pebble*. Sir Richard Colt Hoar* waa informed that

lead and calamine had been found in the island.

t Hoare's edition of Giraldua de Barri's Itinerary ofArrk-
*t«Ao» BmUmn through f*W«».)

. BARRY, JAMBS- This distinguished artist waa born
m Cork, October II, 1741. His father was a coasting-trader,
and his sen James accompanied him during his early youth
in several voyages across the Channel The father, it

appears, had not the slightest tincture of those endowment*
by whisk hie son became distinguished, and regarded his

predilection for literature and the art* with extreme aver-
sion ; nee waa a trading sea-port, and the circle of society

into whieh the boy waa thrown, much calculated to sto-

mulato his latent taleata. But genius finds its own oppor-
tunities, and yeans; Berry made such rapid progress in
his settomatte acquirements as to excite the attention of bis
superiors. His power ef application was intense, and be
was isuassessid to sit ap whole nights in succession drawing
and traascribing from books. He seems even to have
bad a mato for hardship and privation, and this fbehng,
fct is by a* mean* improbable. nrlgmsaH in impressions
made) on his mind by the Uganda of the Romish Church ;

hi mother was a Catbabe, and he adapted her arced in pre-
fersnee as that of his father, who won a Pmtoatant During
his whew km be was board frequently le talk with eothu-
emam of theaomwingsand merits of the saints and martyrs

;

e crown,' was) his fkvowrito expression, and if

|. and the entire want of worldly iiirnsas. can
a claim to the bsrsours of martyrdom. Barry hi cer-

tainly satrued as them.
At the age of two-sad »woaij. Barry man* to Dahlia,

» be exuihftsd, at the Society of Arw* ea bisesriasl pas-

ture, which be had rwaeotlv executed ; the
drawn from a tradition relating to the Irst

St. Patrick in Ireland. This work introduced

Edmund Burke, who discerned in it suchmWi ef t
as induced him, shortly afterwards, to take the artist warn

him to England, where he gave him all the advantages ofam
powerful patronage, and in the ensuing year samt ham la

Rome. During his short residence in London. Barry, as

might have been expected, caught new ardour treen ma
contact of congenial minds, and from the sixmeting pssv

speets which were opening before him. He thus cxprcaswa
himself to his friend Doctor H ugh :

' My hopes are s^tnanamf
in a most unwearied, intense application ; I every day
centre more and more upon my art ; I give myself *W*Vy
to it, and except honour and conscience, am determsmad a*

renounce everything else.'

Barry's irritable temper, although the accounts of k mm
been somewhat exaggerated, was no doubt a snare* af
annoyance both to himself and others. Sberth sJWr be
arrival in Rome, he became involved in a series of dassmms
with the artiste and virtuosi, which being npasts 4 te

Burke, that gentleman sent him a long latter ef admo-
nition, the following extract from which is worth qacting —
' Believe me, my dear Barry, that the arms with vfara mar
ill dispositions of the world are to be coatmwaf, aatd ttee

qualities by which it is to be reconciled to as. sad we i

cited to it, are moderation, gentleness, a IrtUe taenia*
others, and a great deal of distrust of ourselves, srhnrk am
not qualities of a mean spirit, as some may pramswry tfcaa

them ; but virtues of a great and noble kind, ami sack a>

dignify our nature as much as they contribute as ear rrssae

and fortune ; for nothing can be so unworthy of a well -com-

posed soul as to pass away b(e in bickerings sad lilsyaay
in snarling and scuffling with every one about ssv'

"

however, did not allow these petty contentione to

seriously with his studies, but proceeded with n
diligence to investigate the principles of the great
which surrounded him, both in aocatnt and modera art

Hi* mode of stud* was singular. Be drew thorn ms
antique by means of a patent delineator, not simaag te aaato

academic drawing*, but a sort of diagrams, in whack a acaot

of proportions was established, to which be aat*nt at at
times refer as a guide and authority. Acruslumsd a* we ass.

to consider that a competent skill in drawing s> «oJy as as

obtained by the habitual exercise of the eye aad asusd. tna

inooess seems absurd enough : nevertheless, that* ana as
no ground for objecting to tbe means if the end k* stswoaosi

snd no one who baa seen tbe picture of the Varan *f

Olympic can deny that Barry had a thorough hneoWaaa J
the human figure, or that he was a correct aad scam Mm
draughtsman. The some praise cannot be ixnadid as bat

colouring; he never seems, however, to have asnpeoasd
himself of any deficiency in thst quality, ami «aw at

answer to some animadversions mads on htm wfcaW s*

Rome, ' I made some studies frees Tuaan, aad saaa asmaaad
my adversaries.'

He remained in Rome five years, and dwrasgtaat tame wan
ejected a member of the Clementine Academy at B lags*,
on which occasion he punlad and presented a* toast saoav
tution his picture of Ptakwtstas to Use isle of Laeaaoot
This work exhibits more teams than tost*, la 177*
Barry returned to England, destitute ef ail hart art. hat
justly confident in bis acquiiwmawta. aad aaxasaa m easaav
iiuisb him-elf. About this time a project had wa*a fsrssmt
by Sir Joshua Reynolds aad other trading srbsta, ssr saa*>>

rating St. Paul's Church with Scriptural aa*»t*asrs . Barry
was sssoristed in the undertaking, aad he isliiud tbe s«V
jeet ef tbe Jews reyectiag ChnaL The smtts eaWvd taaar
works gratuitously, but this liberal pi sn as i. tar wtjaat

adequate reeaaa M is impossible te gesoa. waa eamama-
uaaaced and recused by the aaAhorrnaa iisairtod arm. ma
Cathedral

During his reeidoaca oa the
tien hod been greatly exrttod by epra
oa the snayeet of Brmsh ten ids. W
Bos had proved the Rngknk by the
be utterly incapable of enceUeato m
walks of art ; aad Barry, attaching
was da* to sms swnpmg esrsrmat
them a legator isjsnmttoa. la 177*

ttoa */ ato 4He im

eat with great
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end otto*, by which the jwogress of the arts had been in*
peded in this oountry. Shortly afterwards Baity proposed
to tit* Society for the Encouragement of Arte, Manufac-
ture*, and Commerce, to paint, gratuitously, a series of
pictures, Uluittrsure of the position, that the happiness
of mankind is promoted in proportion to the cultivation of
knowledge. His offer was accepted, and the works now
decorate the great room of the institution in the Adelphi.
The series eonaistsof sis pictures, namely, Orpheus reciting
his verses to the wild inhabitants of Thrace: a Grecian
Harvest home; the Victors at Olympla; the Triumph of
the Thames ; the Society distributing their Prises ; and
Final Retribution. These subjects, dissimilar and some-
what heterogeneous as tbev may appear, are brought to bear
on the general subject with wonderful force and unity ; and
we are impressed, while regarding them, with the convic-
tion that such a work could neither have been conceived nor
executed except by a mind of the very highest order.

Barry's chief defect was, perhaps, that in his eagerness to
grasp at ethical illustration, he was apt to forget those

Sualities which are essentially requisite to bis own art

—

nglcness of impression and simplicity of effect. In the
picture of Final Retribution the attention is somewhat be-
wildered amidst the varied accumulation of characters and
costumes; but if this work Ads in pictorial unity, that
delect is amply atoned for by the general grandeur of con-
ception, by its interesting groups, and diversified circum-
stances, to which we recur again and again as to a written
volume. But the picture on which Barry may rest his most
indisputable claim to fame is that of the victors at Olympia.
Here the eye and the mind are satisfied alike ; the picture
is not only a splendid example of pictorial skill, but em-
bodies whatever impressions have been transmitted to us
by poetry or history of those celebrations. When Canova
was in England, he declared that, had he known of the ex-
istence of such a work, he would, without any other motive,
have made the voyage to England fbr the purpose of seeing
it ; and we doubt not, that had it been executed in die year
1500 on the walls of one of the palaces of Rome, it would
now be regarded with the respect and veneration which are
paid to the works of the great masters of that period.

Having completed this work. Barry must have felt con-
scious that he bad at least secured that which had been the
chief aim of his life—the reputation of a great painter.

This object wss obtained by no slight sacrifices ; for his task
had been pursued, through seven years, amidst all the
hardships of poverty and privation. It would be gratifying

were we able to add that he received from public admiration
or sympathy a reward at all proportioned to his deserts.

The result was far different He was parmittad by the
society to whom he presented this magnificent gift to ex-
hibit bis pictures in the room which tney decorate. The
receipts of this exhibition scarcely amounted to 500/.. to

which, however, the society added a vote of 10©/., and this

•urn comprises nearly the whole produce of his professional

career. Thus the fruits of his study and the energies of his

genius had been expended without giving him the chance
of independence, or even a tolerable provision against the
common exigencies of life. The result of his past efforts

left him little confidence for future exertions ; nor was the
want of profit compensated by any large measure of ap-
plause ; his merits as an artist were but partially admitted,
while his personal peculiarities were exaggerated and made
a theme of derision. It can excite no surprise that, under
those circumstances, his natural irritability became exaspe-
rated, or that the powers of his mind gradually declined

:

this is too stmngty attested by his last work,—the picture of
Pandora receiving the Gifts of the Gods.

Barry's disputes with the Royal Academy were another
source of bitterness to him. He had been elected Professor

of Painting to that body in 1782, and bis altercations with
the members were perpetual. He reiterated against the
Academy the charge made by Sir Joshua Reynolds, that

in every measure proposed by him for the general advance-
ment of art, be was opposed and outvoted by the machi-
nations of a mercenary cabal We can pretend to give no
opinion respecting the justice of these allegations, but the

members felt so annoyed at them, that they preferred

against Barry a forms! body of charges, and, in a general

assembly, expelled him from the Academy.
8bortly after this event, the Earl of Buchan, moved per-

Mr an impression that Barry had been treated unjustly,

by admiration of bis talents, set en foot a sub-

in Mi favour, which amounted to about IN**
With this sum it was proposed to purchase him an annuity,
but the eke* of his career was at hand, and the kind inten-
tions of his friends were rendered unavailing. On the
evening of Thunday, February t, U06. he was attacked,
while at the ordinary where be usually dined, with a cold
fit of pleuritic fever. Cordials were administered, and he
was conveyed to his own house in a coach, but the key -hole
had been plugged up by the mischievous boys in the neigh-
bourhood, snd it wss found impossible to enter. He waa
then taken to the residence of his friend Mr. Bonomi, by
whose prompt exertions a bed was immediately procured
for him at the bouse of a neighbour. Here he desired to
be left, and be locked himself up forty hours without me-
dical assistance. During this time the blow was struck
which timely aid might nave averted. He lingered on till

the 32nd of February, when he expired. His remains, after
lying in stole in the great room of the Society of Ana. in
the Adelphi. were interred in St Paul's Cathedral.
Among the literary works of Barry may be mentioned

his six lectures delivered at the Royal Academy, and a
fragment on Gothic architecture, which Burke pronounced
to be • as lust ss it is ingeuioos.' (See Barry's Lift and
Work*, vol. L p. 130.) This fragment is only eleven pages,
accompanied with plates. Barry also touches on the sub-
ject elsewhere, particularly in a chapter (entitled ' the Error
of the Notion about the Influence of Climate exemplified
by an Analysis of the different Styles of Art) of his /notary
into Me Beat and Imaginary ObitrueHam, he. He endea-
vours to show ' that what is commonly called Gothic archi-
tecture is neither the invention of a northern nor eastern
people, as it is generally believed ; but is really the state of
corruption to which this art arrived by a gradual process in
the hand* of the same people, the Greeks and Romans.'
Vol. I p. J79.

BARRY'. MARPB JEAWNB VAUBENIE'R,
COUNTESS DU BARRY, waa born at Vaucouieurs, the
native place of Jeanne d'Arc. in 1744. Her father, or at
least her reputed father, was an exciseman of the name of
Vaubenier. An inspector of the military victualling office,

M. Dumonceau. was her godfather. After her father's
death, her mother went to Paris to look for employment,
when M. Dumonceau placed her as a servant in a family,
and the girl in a convent which she soon after left, and ob-
tained employment at a fashionable milliner's. 8be was then
about fifteen. Soon after she was introduced to a disreput-
able house, where she became acquainted with Count Jean
du Barry, a notorious fashionable rake of his day, who made
her his mistress for a short time, and afterwards introduced
her to Lebel. valet-de-chambre to Louis XV, by whom she
was presented to the king. She was then remarkably hand-
some, and had an appearance of frankness, and a tone of fa-

miliarity, or rather vulgarity, which captivated the licentious

monarch. Louis wished her to have a title, in order that
she might appear at court, and Guillaume du Barry, Count
Jean's brother, consented to lend himself to the wish of the
king by marrying her, after which she was introduced
to the court at Versailles as Countess du Barry in 1 709.
The Duke de Choiseul. then prime minister, having apoken
freely to the king about her. lost his place in consequence.
The Chancellor Maupeou, Marshal Richelieu, ana other
counters, flattered her, in order to avail themselves of her
influence with the king, and it was through her that Mau-
peou succeeded in dismissing and exiling the parliament in
1771. The court of France, which, from the time of the
Merovingian founders of the monarchy, had been, with the
exception of very few reigns, remarkable for its licentious-

ness, became, during the Regency and the subsequent reign
of Louis XV.. the abode of the most barefaced profligacy.

Everything was sold, everything was obtained, through the
intrigues of vicious women. The accounts of those scenes
which have been transmitted to us in the memoirs of
several of the actors, and women too. seem almost incredible.

All the courtiers, however, did not participate in the degra-
dation, and when the Duke de Choiseul was exiled on
account of Madame du Barry, many of the noblemen at

Venailles went to pay their respects to the fallen minister.

The Duke de Nivcrnois and the Duke de Noaillce spoke
plainly their sentiments of the favourite, even to the king.
(Madame Neeker. N'wtfoux Mtlangn Hittoriqu**, vol. ii.

p. 39.)

When Louis XV died in 1774, the Countess du Barry
was shut up in a convent near Meaux ; but torn* time after
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Louis XVI. allowed her to eome out, restored to ber the

residence of Luriennea, which bad been built for her br the

old king, and allowed her a pension. After this, Madame
du Barry lived in retirement, and her conduct, as far as is

known, appears to have been regular. Among the personswho
visited her were several artists, whom she encouraged and
assisted in their pursuits. She was almost forgotten when the
Revolution broke out, but she then showed herself grateful

for the treatment which she had experienced from Louis XVI.
by exhibiting a lively interest for him and his family in their

misfortunes ; and she even repaired to England, careless of

danger, in 1793, in order to sell her jewels, the produce of

which she intended for the use of the queen and her chil-

dren, who were then prisoners in the Temple. She had pre-

viously spread a report that she had been robbed of her
diamonds. On her return from England, she was arrested

in July, 1 733, and in November of the same year she was
brought before the revolutionary tribunal, on the charge of
' being a conspirator, and of having worn mourning in

London for the death of the tyrant' She was condemned,
and was executed on the 8th of November. She cried much
in going to the scaffold, and begged of the executioner to

allow her a moment longer. The absurdity and injustice

of the sentence made many, who had before despised ber,

pity her end. Many pamphlets have been published about
Madame du Barry, as well as tome pretended letters by
her, which appeared in 1 779. but wbicb have no evidence
of authenticity. {Biographie de* Contemportri/u ; Bio-
grapkie Univertellt.)

BARS or BARSH (Tckowska Stolice, Hung.), a con-
siderable circle in the north-western part of the kingdom of
Hungarv, containing an area of about 1030 square miles,

is bounded on the north by the circle of Thuroct, on the
east by those of Honther and Zolye, or Sohl, on the south
by those of Comoro and Gran, and on the west by the circle

of Neutra. The northern districts are very mountainous,
as they are crossed by the Klyan range of the Carpathians,
which begins near Neutra, enters the circle at Mount Tri-
bets, in the north-west, and spreads through it to the fron-

tiers of the circle of Zolye : this range is said to afford

the finest gold in Europe. South of this range are the
Schemnits and Pukantx chains, which extend to the banks
of the Gran, and subside between Frauenmark, Leweiu,
and Pibnick. Another branch of the same range extends
in a southerly direction as far south as the mountains which
divide this circle from those of Gran and Comoro. But, in'

general, the whole of Ban south of Lewens is a complete
level. The principal rivers which water this circle are the
Gran, which bends south-westwards on entering it from the
circle of Zolye, and then flows southwards into that of
Gran : the Zsitva or Sitva, which enters it in the west near
Verebeiy, and runs in a south-easterly direction until it

reaches the circle of Gran, where it falls into the Danube

;

and the Neutra, which touches but a small portion of the
western districts. Among many minor streams is the
Kremnits, which impels several works on its banks. The
toil of this circle is of varied description : in the northern
parts it is cold and stony, and unfavourable to agricultural
purposes, though it affords good pasturage, which is largely
used for breeding horned cattle and sheep; but in the
southern, where much grain and some wine are cultivated,
it is extremely fertile. The mountains in the north are
richer in metals than any other part of Hungary ; the
Kremnits and Konigsberg mines, which have been worked
during the last seven centuries, though not so produc-
tive as in former time* (the latter having been almost en-
tirely abandoned on account of the water in them), still

yield gold of a superior quality, and silver mixed with that
metal ; malachite, copper, and iron ore are found near !

Eucnbach. Konigsberg, and Kremniu. Amethysts, chal-
cedony, cornelian, semi -opal, jasper, agate, crystal, obsidian,
syenite, porph) ry, basalt, millstones, ate, are also among the
mineral product* of Bars. There are warm sulphuretted
water* at Sklono, and chalybeate springs at Eisenhad.
The southern parte of the circle >told so much wheat and

barley that they have been termed 'the Egypt of the
mining regions of Hunger) ;' the estimated quantity of its
surfsro at ailable fir husbandry is about 260.200 acre*, of
wlurb about 124.000 are employed as arable land; but little
wins is made, and even this ts of inferior qualitt , nor do the
v.ucw.rda occupy sWe 9J0 arm of ground.' The woods
and lumti iprvad oier an area of about Ut.XH) acrvs, of
which there are large tracts in the south covered entirely

with oaks. Considerable tracts of land, also,

of the Gran, and from nine to fourteen

are covered with brushwood, and afforded the
safe refuge at the time of the Turkish inroad*

carried on actively both in the northern and
trir.ts, though not beyond what is requisite foe that

mand. The population of Bars is about I JO oo*
sire of about 1 700 persons of noble birth ; nasal ly I ** sas

of them are Roman Catholics, and the remainder I* saw
ants : those of Sclavonian origin are far nor* ntans
than the Hungarians and Germans taken imnbi as
Sclavonian or Slovaks inhabit 167 place*, the Matron 1.

and the descendants of Saxons, who formerly msgrswssj aa>

this quarter, 10. Some Gipsy tribes roam Tin i—ah a>
country as tinkers. Sec., but no Jew is permitted it mas
within it The circle is divided into four distracts ; aaaaart.

Osxlan, in the north, Tapoltsan to the south of a, Vereeiii

south of Tapoltsan, and Lewens, or Leva, eaatwasd of a»
two districts last mentioned; it contains two royal hm
mining towns, Kremniu, (Let Cremmenm. Hm*;- E»-
mocx. Banya), in the north-east, and Kaoinbrrg. . Lac *V
giomontum. Hung. Uj-Banya), on the Gran, ssxs hs*
about 3900 inhabitants ; II market-town*, ITT nTlasise. seat

28 prtodia, or privileged settlements. Bars,

circle takes its name, is a market-town on lb* Grass,

ing to Prince Eslerhaxy, and was once a reWbrsSwd
better known under its German designation. Ban
The circle contributes 84,963 florins (about aiie/j,
two free towns 10,368 florins fabout 1 013/.). to Use
of the war department of the kingdom of Hungary

.

BART, JEAN, was born at Dunkarqoe ia itM, Ha
father was a seaman, and was killed ia a naval
Jean, yet a boy, left homo and went to Holland,
served under the celebrated Admiral de Ruyter. sx
a thorough seaman. Great courage, actmiy. ai

strength, gave him the superiority over most of has
When Louis XIV. declared war against Holland ia 1C1
Bart refused the offers mado to retain bias m the Osssa
service, and returned to Dunkerque.- He thaw taaaswt

on board a privateer, which was very successful tm its ersaw
and much of the success was attributed to Jean Bart ft*
share of the prises having brought him a rataasderaaai saw
of money, be fitted out a sloop with two guns aad tWn«
men, and having met a Dutch man-of-war in the Teas*, a*
boarded ber, took her, and brought ber into _
He next joined several speculators who Altai ess a
ship, and gave him the command of it Being
cessftil in this cruise, be was intrusted with the easswaaat si

a small squadron of Ave ship*, with whir* be dai paw
injury to the Dutch, taking both their merrbaMseam mi
their armed vessels ; and among others a taam an saw,

frigate, which, after a desperate AgbL he
Dunkerque. His name now became known
Louis XIV. sent him a gold medal and chain,
of lieutenant in the royal navy. In the war _
Jean Bart bad the command of a frigate in Lb*
ranean, and made many prise*. When the
between France and England in 1669, Bart and taw I

de Forbin commanded two ship* of war ; as>d trass*

were escorting a fleet of merchantmen, they w*s» saa*****
by two English frigates. After a desperate' AghL taw tws
French ships were taken and carried into PWwmsm. aVs*.

and Forbin escaped soon after by filing the haw* at* aa»
window of their prison ; and, with the coaanaae* ml me
surgeon, who was a Frenchman, and of too rafeus a***, w*»
waited on them, tbey obtained a boat, in «h*rh thaw crass**'

over the Channel to France. On their rrtmra. raw k*ar
made lliem both captains.

In 1690 Bart took the command of a forty gwa sassx sssi

joined the Brest fleet under Admiral de ToarstU* : aw **>
tnbuted material!; to the advantage obuiaed by tW Psaawa
off Dieppe over the English and Dutch aQaad sq ia sn
on the loth Julv. The following year Bart i alisai* vsaa
the Minister of Marine the command of a inaadisa af wassl
vessels, which be bad recommended to be fitted east at
Dunkerque, as better calculated to de injury t*> taw saasssa
lie sailed out of Dunkerque. passing throagh taw Ea*s*au
blockading squadron, and went into the North &**x ***»
lie made numerous priie* ; be leaded also oa law swast of
ScolUod. aberr he plundered seversfi village*.

After the defeat of the Frenrh at Ibe battle ef La
at which be was not present. Bart sailed frwaa
with three frigate*, made a descent on the

~
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mu Newcastle, and plundered and burnt tome villages.

On hi* return homewards he fell in with a Dutch fleet of

merchantmen under convoy at several men-of-war. He
made straight (or the admiral's ship, according to his cus-

tom, but was repulsed ; be however succeeded in taking

many of the merchant-vessels. In 1 694 he attacked another

Dutch fleet under Rear-Admiral Vries, boarded tbe admi-
ral's ship, and took her. after having mortally wounded the
admiral himself with his own hand. This was one of the
most desperate lights in which Bart was ever engaged. By
this victory he recovered from the Dutch a fleet of 300 ves-

sels laden with corn from the Baltic and bound to France,

which country was then suffering under a severe dearth.

A medal was struck to commemorate this event, and Louis
XIV. granted letters of nobility to Bart and his descendants.

In 1697 Bart was commissioned to take to Poland the Prince

of Conti, on* of the candidates for the Polish crown, vacant
by the death of John Sobieski ; but the Elector of Saxony
was proclaimed King of Poland before the Prince of Conti's

arrival.

The peace of Ryswick. in September, 1697, having put
an end to the war, Bart retired to live with hit family. He
died at Dunkerquo in. April, 1 702. at the age of Qfty-one.

He was one of the boldest and most successful seamen that

France has ever produced. He was rough in hit manners
and illiterate, but clever, indefatigable, and frank in his

disposition. His eldest son, Francois, became a vice-ad-

miral, and died in 1 7 J5. A life of Jean Bart, in French,
appeared in 1780, from the English translation of which
most of the above particulars arc taken. {Life of Jean Bart,

translated from the French, by the Rev. Edward Mangin,
M.A.. London. 1828. See also Bhfrrapbie UnicerteUe and
Dirtionnaire Unieereel Hittorique.)

BARTAS, GUILLAUME DS SALLUSTE. SIEUR
DU, the son of a treasurer of France, was born about the

year I S44. at Montfort in Armagnac, and brought up to the
profession of arms, with which he afterwards united diplo-

macy, and obtained considerable reputation in both. Being
of the reformed religion, he became gentleman of the cham-
ber to Henry IV., during that prince's contest for the throne;

served him in several missions at foreign courts, England
among them, where James I. wished to retain him : and was
present at the famous battle of Ivry ; four months after » hicli

be died of wounds which had been unskilfully treated, or
that refused to heal. Du Bartas is a striking instance of the
perithablo nature of reputation (bunded on literary fashion

and a popular subject. In his own time he was accounted
so great a poet, that his principal work, giving an account of
* the Week, or 8even Days of the Creation,' and founded
probably on the ' Sette Giornate' of Taaso, wont through
thirty editions in less than six years ; was translated into

Latin, Italian, Spanish, German, and English; and obtained
tbe applause of his most illustrious contemporaries, including
Spenser. Yet his name is now almost proverbial for bar-
barism of style and bad taste, and bis own countrymen treat

it with contempt. They accuse him of utter want of judg-
ment ; of low, extravagant, and disgusting imagery ; and
pedantic compounds of words, after the fashion of the an-
tientt. What was pedantry, however, in this respect, with
Du Bartas, might have helped, in greater hands, to give fire

and deration to the French language, had the idiom itself

r-mined it Tbe same compounding of words, which came
nothing in old French poetry, was so warmly received in

England, through the medium of Du Bartas's translator,

Sylvester, that, in conjunction with tho like daring in

Chapman's ' Homer,' and Sir Philip Sidney's ' Arcadia,' it

avowedly helped to enrich tbe poetry of our native country

;

and to Sylvester are traced some of the most beautiful com-
pound epithet* of Milton and Fletcher. Yet so little worthy
of this lucky accident in their fame waa the genius either of
Du Bartas or his translator, that in the Utter s version,

which was once almost as popular In England as the original

was in France, and procured for him the epithet, after his

own fashion, of ' silver-tongued Sylvester,' are to be found
all tbe absurd and revolting defect* noticed by the French
critics, in spite of an occasional One verse or thought, ac-

knowledged by the critic* of both countries. Thus, after

wading through pages of low imagery, the more revolting

for the subject, hie the heaven* reflected in a ditch, you
come to a passage in which the builder of the tower of
Babel Is called ' that cloud-climbing prince,' or the bands
art described aa

• Ik* wjsastatv saaarisat ofeat bans.'.

Yet in the tame passage, these bands are styled ' God's
asses,'

' A1*1 body't tlAuan la (ntlii U mu'
The Divine Being is in one line called the • Thunder- darter,'

and in the next ' the Lord High Marshal ;' tbe sun, or
Phcsbus, is heaven's ' coachman ;' the air. the ' warehouse

'

of the winds ; and the world, a book ' in folio.' The author's
genius runs everywhere upon tbe mechanical, and is at tbe
mercy of the commonest objects around him. The work is,

in truth, a dull Encyclopaedia of all that he knew. Dryden
records with amazement his having admired Sylvester's Du
Bartas when a boy, and his thinking ' inimitable Spenser a
mean poet' in comparison. How, then, did it happen that

Spenser himself found something to admire in Du Bartas
at a riper age? Because, being a greater poet than Dry den,
he had the more natural piety and imagination ; waa dis-

posed to think better of tbe author for tbe sake of his sub-
ject, and was able to do more justice to what was good in

him here and there. Du Bartas waa an honest, estimable

man, with a hearty zeal for his subject, but a dull imagina-
tion; and the consequences of this inequslity of moral
and intellectual qualities waa. that, while a pious exaltation

made him occasionally say a flno thing, the natural home-
liness of his mind habitually reverted to common place,

and the good opinion which he reasonably entertained of
himself in other respects, aided by the sequestered life which
he led when not publicly employed, rendered hun, like moat
solitary liver*, the slave of his self-love. This seems to have
been the opinion of his illustrious friend De Thou, who de-
scribes him, nevertheless, as a man who spoke very modestly
of his writings. If De Thou, however, fancied that more
intercourse with the wits of that time would have done him
any great good, his friendship appears to have obscured his
better knowledge ; for not onlv is the pervading character of
Du Bartas's poetry against htm. but the wits of that time,
Ronsard and others, were as far gone in pedantry as their

friend. Du Bartas, with reference both to his subject and
hit genius, may be styled the French Blackmore. (Bio-
graphic Univertelle ; Sylvester's Du Burlot, etc)
Barter, when one commodity is exchanged directly

for another, without the employment of any instrument of
exchange which shall determine the value of the mer-
chandise, the transaction is called Barter. All trade re-

solves itself into an exchange of commodities; but tbe
commercial exchangers of one commodity for another effect

their exchanges by a money-payment, determined by a
market-value. This is a Safe. Swift, in hit attack upon
Wood's halfpence, which he considered as destructive of the
money -standard of value, says, ' I see nothing left us but
to barter our goods, like tbe wild Indiana, with each other.'

Tbe general evils of such a state are obvious ; and they
create dishonest attempts in one exchanger to cheat the
other. The North American Indians obtain a few of tbe
comfort* and luxuries of civilised life by exchanging skins
for manufactured articles. The Indians meet the traders

;

each men divide* hi* skins into lots, which have a relative

value to each other, as that two otter skins are equal to

one beaver. For one lot he wants a' gun. or a looking-
glass, or a blanket, or an axe. The trader has the article*

to give the Indian in exchange. Twenty beaver-skins
are given for a gun ; the gun costs a pound in Birming-
ham ; the beaver-skins are worth more than twenty timea
the amount in London. If tbe Indians were brought into

more general contact with tbe exchangers of civilised lift,

they would regulate their exchanges by a money-standard,
and would obtain a fairer value for their skins.

The term barter seems to have been derived from tbe lan-
guages of southern Europe : baratar. Spanish ; barattdre,

Italian,—which signify to cheat as wall as to barter; hence,
also, our word Barratry. Tbe want of a standard of value in

all transactions of barter gives occasion to that species of
overreaching which prevails from an ignorance of tbe real

principles of trade, by which all exchangers are benefited

through an exchange. The example* of barter, however,
without any reference to some standard of value, become
more and more uncommon, as the commercial intercourse)

of mankind advances. A skin of com, or a stone vessel of
corn, among some of tbe Indian tribe*, is established as *
standard of value ; councils are held to determine the rat*

of exchange ; and a beaver-skin is thus held to be worth so
many more skins of corn than a blanket. This is an ap-

proach to a standard of value which almost take* tbe trans-

action, out of the rondiOoo of being a barter. In the trad*
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eerrtod a* aatwwan Buasia and Chtoa, the exchange* of i

merchandise art directly •(beted, but Um comparative vain*

of the merchandise U datanninad by a money-standard.
This i* eleerty nat barter. The Indian corn measure of
Ttlaa ta aorawUtina; Ilka tba animal manure which formerly

existed ia ihia country, whan oartain value* being affixed

ta eanla aad slave*, they became an instrument of exchange,
wader tba name of Uwtng money. Among*! the northern

nation* akina aaad to be a standard of value: the word
rdAe, which signifies money in the Ksthonian language, baa
not tost ft* primitive sirnileation of akina amongst the

Laplander!. When nation* coma to u»e any standard of
value, whether akina, aa in northern Europe, or dhourra
(pounded millet, SorgAum rulgart), aa in Nubia, or (hells,

aa in parti of India, their transactions gradually lose the
character of barter. If wages are paid in articles of con-

sumption, aa in soma mining districts of England, the

transaction ia called truck :—troe is the French for barter.

Tba exchanges of a eivilixed people amongst themselves,

or with other countries, are principally carried on by bills of

exchange : the actual money-payment in a country by no
means represent* the amount of its commercial transactions.

If any sudden convulsion arise which interrupts the con-

fidence upon which credit ia founded, bills of exchange
cease ta be negotiable, aad exchangers demand money-
payments. The coin of a commercial country being insuf-

ficient to represent its transactions, barter would be the na-

tural consequence if such a disastrous state of things were
to continue. Thus, when Mr. Huskieson declared in 1825
that the panic ofthat year placed this country ' within forty-

eight hours of barter,* ha meant that the credit of the state

would have been so reduced, that its notes would not have
been received, or its coin, except for its intrinsic value aa

an article of exchange; and that the bills of individual*

would have been in the same case. Barter, in this ease,

would be a backward movement towards uncivilisatkm.

BARTER, a rata of arithmetic introduced into book*
which teach rales without principle*, but which, though a
very neceasary and usual application of arithmetic, would be
too obvious a consequence to be introduced into any system
of demonstrative arithmetic. It means the exchanging of
good* against goods, not against money, and, aa might be
supposed, the rule ia the following :

—

• Find the value of that commodity whose quantity ia

given ; than Ind what quantity of the other at the rat* pro-

posed ywa may have for the same money, and it wilt be the

anawer required.' (Bonnyeastie's Arithmetic.) Thus to

ind how many oranges at 9 a penny should be given for

IS* apple* » * • F*nnTt Ind how much money ISO applee

cost at t a penny, namely Ml pence, and And how many
orange* can be bought for At pence at 1 a penny, namely
IM.
BARTFKLD (Hangar. • Bartpha Sdavon. 'Bardiow '),

a free imperial town in the county or geepanachaft ('

designating a count) of Siroe, the moat north-easterly
county of Hungary. It la situated on the Topi, not far

from the frontiers ofGelida, wee built at the commence-
ment of the thirteenth century, and enjoyed considerable

repute in former times, aa a seat of learning, aa well aa for

iu Protestant high school aad a printing establishment,

from winch several valuable publications proceeded in the
sixteenth century. The town pocoosse* a line collection

of eld record*. It ia the reeldenee of a number of noble
remittee, whose estate* Ha ta the vteraity. Bartfold carries

ea a briak trade ia wtne. hemp, end Hnene. The population,
which consul* principally of Roman Cathotiea, to whom all

the eharobee belong, amounts to nearly Ntt. It liee in

4f If Nl*t, aad si* if B. long. In its immediate
aeightmuhood are tba two celebrated chalybeate spring*,

called the ' Bartfold Bath*,' to which strangers, particularly

the Post*, resort ia wry considerable numbers, *t all masons
af the year: they are aaaountod the Inert mineral water*

in Hungary.
BARTH. a maritime town of Pomerania. m the Prueaian

I af Btraleund. at the mflox of a small river of
i late the Biaaen-See. an arm of the Baltic,

' Barthar Bedden.' It has manufoeture*
af aaap aad tobacco, bufMs earn*, and carries en a briak ex-

Ksad Import trade. There era two Lutheran churches
to town, aad aa aeyVum for ladiee of noble birth, which

waa wias i wish a royal endowment ta 1 711. The number
eftse rsdmtosasa* had deoatood. at the etoee af iMl.lsWtt.
Uaaij**tttoaamto>aertaV«**t*f

~

BARTHETEMY (SAINT) Dt CBICHtUXAn,
a village in the department of leave, ia Franca, an (tat rank
bank of the river Romancbe, a stream a bath, atoaaaaaag
from the Alp*, fall* into the Dree, a tributary af tarn lama
The distance of Chichilliane from Orenoble fowan awaha
to flfteen miles 8.E. The only claim of the*

notice arise* from a singular natural ph i ana** a
neighbourhood, ' the burning fountain' (/tmUim*
From a spot of ground, which ia about eight ar aaa* nat

across in one direction, aad four to four and a hadf font

the other, and bare of gram, flameo are observed a» rata the

height of half a foot They are of diaVreat satoaara. red sad

blue ; and they consume paper, straw, weed, ia naat amy aab-

•tance which ia presented to them ; yet they will ami aamaae
gunpowder ( poudrt & tirrr) when thrown asm* than. A
sulphurous odour exhale* from the ptaee, and at atamnaatd*
at flfteen paces distance. The soil ileal/ seosae to be aa ta*.

but it* bulk i* not diminished. When rain to I

and heavy, tba flames am extinguished ; bat to

begin* to I

a large Are.

Malte-Bran. who briefly notices thk_
having been one of the flfteen wood

' '

'

it to exhalation* of hydrogen gaa.

Near St. Barthelemy, to a mountato eaUad Hywaoa. a> a
oopper-minc, the metal of which contoia* goal i

there is also a mine of coal, of good quality.—(i
Unicertel tU la Fhmet.)
BARTHE'LEMY, JEAN JACQUES, ww* ban «

Casus, near Aubagne, in Provence, Btth Jssasry. III*.

At twelve years of age he entered the College af thai f

do rOratotre at Marseilles, and commenced ha*
under Father Remind, a man of
Being intended for the ecclesiastical

next into the Seminary of the Jesuit*,

philoeophy and theology. At the same Uaa* am asasaart

himself to the Greek and Oriental laagnegw. for h i he
early felt a great disposition. Be waa aasestod ia flat atoaV
of the Arabic by a young Maranito. one of has naflhm na-
legiane. He afterward* studied numismatic*
a well-known antiquarian. In 1 743 be acta

where he made the acquaintance of Ore* da
to the Academy of Inscriptions and Bailee Lata
keeper of the king's cabinet of medals. In 17*1
Base took Barthelemy as his assistant In Ilk* csaVa

after Gros' death, Barthelemy succeeded ham as
Meantime Barthelemy had become known to the

'

Paris, and had written several dissertation* ea ant
and on the Phoenician, Samaritaa, and Patoay
raetera. In 1T54 he wa* commissioned by the Co
genaon to travel in Italy, chiefly for the pwrpoee of
medal* for the king's cabinet At Ream he

"

Oery.

1 4TAc-

quainted with the learned Cardinals Piawcast AAsma. aad
rdktljV. Be amd*

wf Fa
HpinelH, aad waa praeented to Benedict

!

also the acquaintance of Joseph Samoa Aa
Jeequier. of Boacorich, Pirancei. and all the <

men who were Irving in Rome at that time. He I

to Niplea, and examined the newly-chacoverad i

Pompeii and Hermlaneum. On his return to k*ane aa wa*
introduced to the Count de StoinrOla. than Ft*urn aanaanm-
dor to the papal court and hat lady, aad into saaasannatoaa*

decided the future destiny ofBarthetomy. ThaO at. an to*
return to Franca, became Duke of Omul at. and flant ammr-
tor of Lout* XV. In hi* atovatiaa ha dkl nat tenant Bto>
thelemy, for whom he had concurred a i

be absolutely loaded him with uaaakad
stowed on him several paaatone, made ban traaammr af
St Martin of Tour*, and, tartly, am
Swim and Orison regiments to tae ;

last situaboa atone waa worth
Barthelemy made a good nsa of htsmtsmi; aaaaatotodanmf
ef Wa lem fortunate brethren la Che career af scaatea, to)a*>
vtded §* hie nephew* and a
Hra aoberly and reodeatlr. Ia IT— he sell bile
totton on lha celebrated moeaie af Pllliatos. em

samttooefm.explained to be aa altegorical

of Hadrian ta Egypt JSee Pauraraia*.] The

,

af lasmptton* and Bene* Lattre* received ham
member*, aad he contributed aaaay da
a«ars» of that learned body. Ia irnaha
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ft tm Ut 4tph*H*t
Entrtti*** *%r [Blotrtn rtutitmi. Ha next published

to Muttfut Qreooaovm I* Qmtrtim aVeafe. 1?a. Put*.

1 777 ; Jfseat 4m*» PaUtfr+Au NmitmaHqm ; and Di+
—rietim tmrmm Iiuct*>Iio* Qr*cqui niaiiet ohm Finuncu
dot AtMmitn*. But lbs wart wbieh baa made bis nama
popular i» hia Kra/oft dm Jnmt Amukarritm Oriet, 4 vol*.

4lo. Pari*. 1 78ft, and 7 vela. 1719. Ha luppotee a
yeung Scythian, of the niw of Anaehanis, acquainted

willi tha language of tha Greek*, to ban made a journey
into Greece in enroll of information, and to have resided

many yean in. ita principal citiee, between 363 and 337 a.o.

The greater part af tbia period eenoaaonda with the reign

of Philip af Macedonia, till the battle af Charonea, alter

which Aiiaebarsie ia made Anally to leave Greece and re-

turn to Keythis, where be U suppotsd to have compiled a
narrative af hia travela and obssrvsttons in Greece. The
work it in the form of a lour or journal of a reaidence

of many yean in Greece : it doooribn the euppeeed
writer* tnpnmion*. hie conversations with people of various

countries and conditions, which an gives tometimet in

the ebape of disJogues, with occasional letton from cor-

nopondonte. Anaehsrsis mitt Athens, Thebaa, Corinth

;

Ssarte, with tha other townaof the Peioponneent; the oottta

of Asia Minor, the itlanda of the jRgeea Sea, and alto

Thimly, Attoiia, Aoarnania, and Bpirus. lie introduce*

en the tome Bpeminondas, Agesilaua. Phocion, Dsmoa-
thenee, Plato. Aristotle, and all the other gnat men of

Greece at that time, and ha convene* with several Greeks
who bad known in their youth Socrates, Akabiadaa, Bu-
rtpidee, Aristophanes, Tbueydides, fee., by which means ha
conacota in hia narrative the age af Pericles with that of
Philip. He treats of the laws, polity, commerce, and
•nenece of toe Greek republics, and mom especially of
Albans; of their education, habile, and manners ; their

amusements, theatres, games, and festivals ; their religious

nam; of their philosophers and their various sects; tha
state of the teisncet and arte, fee. He gives s long de-
scription, in several chapters, of the library of a wealthy and
well informed Athenian, which affords him an opportunity of

iatrodooing a notice of the works known to have existed at

that lima and of then- authors ; and he also gives a chronicle

of tha remtriable events, domestic and foreign, which
occurred during the period of Antebanis supposed stay in

Greece.

Such is the form of this work, a form certainly attractive

to tha general reader, but perhaps not well calculated to give

sound information in a department of Warning so exten-
sive and multifarious. The sdmixture of fiction with teal

facta is net van favourable to strict historical accuracy.

With regard to the pictures of salient manners, Barthetsmy
says himself in his introduction, • Such detsils an but
fsiatlv indicated in the sntient writers, and they have occa-

sioned numerous controversies smong modern critics. I

basw rang discussed those sketches of manners which I have
introduced in my work, and I have afterwords suppressed
part of them in the recital, but perhaps 1 have not gone for

enough in the work of suppression.' And again, ' Had I

exsatined my strength, instead of consulting my courage,

and of being led away by the sttraetions of the subject, I

should never have undertaken this work.' This ingenuous
lonfeosion aught to disarm criticism, and it senders it in fact

superfluous. Bartbeiemy 's object in writing the Anacharsis
waa ' to revive among (be people of bis age the taste for

enneat erudition, to vindicate it from tha supercilious con-
tempt st* the phiteeophtrs of the day, and to show the utility

of such etudrea.' (Introduction to vol ii. of Bartbeiemy a

rones.) At tha and an srversl chronological
t of events end af illustrious characters, tables of the
end Raman measures, ef the Athenian coma and

their value, a catalogue af the authen whom ha con-

suited for his work, and a copious general index. Be-
sides this, whenever Berthetomy states a real fast in the

asant at* bis week, be quotas bis authority si the bottom of
tha page. Barbsi dn socage constructed the maps and
plans in the atlas which srcomponies the Ansobams. How-
ever, asethor Bartbeiemy nor Barter- du Boesge could be
very correct in their geography , for at that time many
entrant sites wan unknown, which have been since dis-

; and avea now h at difficult to write with much
1 an the physical character of Greece, end some of

at localities.

which found Bartbeiemy

m Ms fcvonrrto sweats, namtyad bim atonaaaf
bra incoose, ef about ta.aao trance. Though ha submitted
to this without a murmur, the gloom of dcipondsaey seised

him when he taw his bast and oldest friends led to arieeo,
and tbenee to tha sseffbld. He himioif, then nearly eighty
years of age, was denounsad aa an aristocrat, and suddenly
taken to prison, when Bsrbst du Bocage, Chsmfort, Das,
suLasts, BarUi, Mslethsrbes, kc had preceded htm. The
arrest of the aged Berthetomy, however, proceeded merely
from some obscure informer ; the Jacobins themsetvn warn
ashamed of it, and Daoton, the eeiebrated terrorist, pro-

cured his retsaee the next day. Ciaaen Psre, tha new Mat.
son Minister of the Interior, offend Bsriheiemy the place

of chief librarian of the Royal, now National. Library, which
ha refused. He now (bit weary of life: even literary and
scientific pursuits had no longer any eitractioni for bim.
Simple and aingte-hearted, he had judged of men after

himself, snd his dissppointment st the sight of tha dark
seereu of tha human heart, laid ban by the gnat political

convulsion, waa death to bim. He used to say last tha

rtvoiutum ought to be celled a rens/aitou, moaning that it

had rareeled the wickedness af men. Ha expired in hia

house at Paris, in the anna of hia nephew, on the 80th of

April. 1 795. Ha waa buried without any cseomooy. aeeord-

in* to the custom of those times.

Bsrthetomy's Graters* Dntrta*. 8 vols. 800. Paris, 1798,

eontain a lift ef the author by a brother academician, and a
eaieJogua of bis works, notes taken during hia journey in

Italy, dissertations on the antiquities of Hereulaneum and
the tsbles of Heracles, reflections on some Mexican psrat-

ings. and naaanbee on the distribution of the booty in the

wan of the Greeks and Romana. These last naaanbee
originated in some letton written by Mr. Stanley, a mem-
ber ef the English House of Commons, to Bartbeiemy,
which elicited the Investigations just referred to. This post-

humous collection contains a qusntity of varied and inte-

resting erudition. Another posthumous work of Bsrtbehv
my is the Voyagt en Italia imprimi tttr set Ltllru oh-
moist erriMt an Gnat's dt Ouylut, 8vo. Peris, 1 888.

BARTHBZ. PAUL JOSEPH, a physician snd physio-

logist, waa born at Moutpellier in 1 734. At first be waa
inclined to the church ; but bis father induced him to study
medicine, which he began at Moutpellier in 1 780, and ob-

tained the degree of doctor in 1 753. After this he went to

Paris, when the character of hia mind, which Want towards
speculative and general views, procured for bim the so-

qnaintaneo of some of the most distinguished literary persons
then in the metropolis. While them be wrote two ecsais,

which wen reworded with prises from the Academy af In-

scriptions. In 1786 he was employed aa physicisn to the

army, which ha aeon quitted, alter being attacked with severe
fever, and returned to Paris, when be bereme sssooisted
with the leading philosophers ofthe day as joint editor efthe
Journal del Savamtt, and of the HmcyJouUi* ir«74ssVos»c.

In 1739 be became a candidate for a p rofessorship at Mont
paUier, and having proved hiasset/ superior to bra sompeti-

tors, waa duly appointed. In hia lectures he promulgated
the doctrines be had announced in his early essays, which
ha siurwarda enlarged and published, vis, Uratin els Prtn-
crpio Fttati JTsasinis, sew vol. 4to. MeotpeUier. 1 778 ; Aseo
Uoeirimm at* Fkncttombut Corporis Uuwmm, MentpelIter,

1774.

In these works be endeavoured to paint oat, that the

setions in the human body an dependent upon a vital prin-

ciple, and that the functions of organised matter an to be
studied in s different wsy from tha properties af inorganic

matter. These doctrines he correctly spplied to vegetable

aa wail aa animal bodies, for he taught vegetable physiology

aa well aa medicine.

Another work gave mora scope for the doeilsamsnt ot

his views, vis., NauvaausEUmrnU da la grtaestoW Insane,
one vol. 8to. Montpelber, of which a essend edition waa
published by him at Paris ia two vols. 8to. 1884,

In this way be proved a valuable coadjutor to Halter

Cullen. and the other eminent physiologists of that time.

Ia 1774 ha was made ssstslsat-chaneoUoc. and siurwarda
sola chancellor, of the University of MontasUier. In 1789

be waa summoned to Paris, to assume the daties of resets**

ing physician to tha king, and trst physician to the Duke
of Orleans. He continued to practise his profeasisa with

increasing roputatioa for tea years, whan the struggles ef

the Revolution drove bim from the mttiapttit He tsok

refuge at Cswmstaat. when be ptaotissd arsdtoa

3 U 3
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tously. and devoted MmMlf to stody. the molt of whichwas

• treatise, SouveU* Mechaniqu* dm Mouvemtnt* de CHomme
tt dm Animamx.
Some yean afterward*, the faculties of medicine having

been re-established, be wu appointed honorary profeteor at

Montpellier, and in 1801 pronounced hi* Ducour* rur It

Gtnit & Hippocratt, In 1802 be wa* appointed physician

to the Emperor Napoleon, and aoon after published a treatise.

Dm Maladtm Qoultnuet. two vol*. 9to., which is deemed in-

ferior to hi* former publication*.

In 1806, after an attack of ferer, he expired on the 19th

of October, in the seventy-second year of his age.

He left behind him two works, which were afterwards

published— 1. Tratti du Bean, one voL 8to. Paris, 1807;
and. 1. Consultation*<U Midedne, two vols. 8to. Paris, 1810.

(See Lordat, Exposition de la Doctrine Medical* dt M.
Barthes; Biograpki* Univertelle ; and Thomson's Life of
Cullen, vol i. p. 44 1.)

BARTHOLIN US, ERASMUS, son of Oaspard Bar-

tholiniu (known as an author, as well as several other* of

his sons and grandsons), born at Roskild in Denmark. 1625

;

died in 1698. He wa* professor of geometry, and after-

wards of medicine, at Copenhagen. (See Biog. Univ.)

His principal work is De Cometit, Copenhagen, 1664-66, in

which he treats of comets after the manner of Descartes.

(Weidler. p. 508.) He published several other works.

BARTHOLI'NE, THOMAS, son of Caspar, a distin-

guished physician and professor of Copenhagen, was born
in that city 2uth October, 1616. After some years' study at

the university of his native place, following the example of
his father, he visited the most celebrated schools of Europe,

at almost all of which be published some work ; thus leaving

at each a memorial of his assiduity and talents. First, in

1637, he went to Leyden, where he resided for three years,

and where afterwards he republished his father's Anatomite
Jnetitutionee, with additions, 1641, 1 vol. Svo. Thence he
went to France, and spent two years between Paris and
Montpellier. From France be went to Padua, where be
lived three years, and was greatly distinguished among the
students. After visiting the greater part of Italy and
puiing over to Malta, be returned to Padua, and thence
proceeded to Basle, where he took the degree of doctor of
medicine, having chosen for his thesis De Pkrenitide, 4 to.

Basle, 1645. In the following year be returned to Copen-
hagen with a large collection of books, in addition to the
stores of knowledge which he had acquired. In 1647 he
was appointed professor of mathematics in the University

of Copenhagen, which situation ha exchanged the following

year for the chair of anatomy. During the time be held
this office be published a great many works on subjects

more or less connected with anatomy and medicine, as well

as other subjects. Some of these treat of anatomical dis-

coveries then or recently made, the most celebrated of which
was the discovery of the lymphatic vessel*, the merit of
which he assigns to himself, though his claim is contested

in favour of Rudbeck, a Swedish anatomist, who, in October
and November. 1650, and the greater part of the following

vear, made many experiments to discover the course and
termination of the lacteal*. In the course of these Rudbeck
was surprised to discover some vessels filled with a trans-

parent fluid, turgid on the aide of the liver • immediately

concluding that they were not lacteals but a new *et of
xnmseU, hitherto unknown, ha called Ibets, from the sort of
fluid which they carried, vasa serosa. Bartholine, even by
his own account, wa* not acquainted with the lymphatic
vessels till the month of December, 1651 ; and the testimony
of U slier is in favour of Rudbeck. His flrtt publication

in which they are mentioned is entitled Fata Lympkatica
nuper in antmontibu* Hafnite inventa. et Hepatu exequies.

Hsfuat. 16*3, 4to. Parians, Svo. Bartholin* did not see

lymphatics in man till January, 1 654 ; yet be says. ' we envy
no man's reputation ; let the palm of fame lie open to all

;

only let the honour of the invention be left to us, a* we
trust we deterve it.' His work is entitled Vata Lymphatica
in homime nuper invenla, Hefoue, 1654.

Another important work of his is entitled Dittertatio
Anmtomtca de hepalt drJuneto name Bilsionorum obeerva-
tiotmbut opponla, Hafaist, 1661, Svo. Up to the time of
Bartholine the liver was supposed to be the sole organ of
saaguinratioo, a dortnne which he disproved in this and
other works. In 1(61. his health being very delicate, be
re«tgued bis professorship, and retired to the country, of
«hwh be was extremely food. Surrounded by bis books.

be hoped to spend the remainder of Us Mb m ee*e> mm
tranquillity, but in 1670 • Ire asrtriiysd hat aia , s>
library, and his manuscripts. After this i

he returned to Copenhagen, where the king i

his physician ; and in addition to bis saury i

an exemption from taxes. The University of Ceeaaua
nominated him librarian ; and afterwards, m 1675. the I

appointed him a member of the grand council of
He published many successive editions of km .

which was also reprinted in various eosatriaa of
and it continued to be the common text-boob, of i

till the publication of Verheyen in 1603.

publication is the Hietoriarmm Anatom
VI., of which there is a complete analysis

liotheca Medico, vol. ii. p. 654. A valuable work of a m
kind, but consisting entirely of morbid iffiem— i

on dissection, was unfortunately destroyed by the 6k

This mode of extending our knowledge be eeJsawssl
subsequent work. Consilium de Anatom* wsenrs ex <

verit morboei* adornandS, cum Opermm Arnxmem hmn
Editorum Catalogo, Hafniss, 1674.410. Another am*
ing work, though of an earlier date, is De here ,

et Brutorum, Leidaj, 1647. Svo. et Harass, imj. ims, a»

which last edition is appended Cesser's treatise, De nars* et

admirandi* herbit qua* noctu lucent. It trams mi \

'

reacent appearances. His works altogether i

six, one of the last of which was De ,

died, Hafhim, 1674, foU being an sccownt af

with advice to his two sons bow to travel with i

He died at Copenhagen, 4th December,
fifth vear of his age, leaving behind him tee earns t

daughters, most of whom became distiaaraajhad
talents and learning.

(See Encyclopedic Mfthothqm ; HaQer's
Medico, et B. Anatomical
BARTHOLINE.orBARTHOLINUS,THOMAS, ess

of the preceding, born in 1659, became eammamt aw
science of jurisprudence, in the nreast m isaj of a. sW
studying at the University of Copenhagen, ha sawrawee* *>

those of Leyden, Paris, Leipzig, and Oxford. Canst aw »-

turn borne, he was appointed professor of
"

law ; and held the office* of assessor of the <

tary to the king, antiquary, and keeper of the royal <

He died November 5th. 1690. He published : |_ De Leo-

gobardi*. 4to. 1676; 2. De Holgero Demo, j«-T. x
De Equtitri* Ordini* Danebragici A CXnsttmm* T.esw
rati origin*, foL ; 4. De Cautu Mortal a Damn* mbmsW
eontempta, 4to. ; 5. Antiquitatum Dmmtmrmm Lsmn mm*
4to. 1689; 6. De Legend** Libris; 7. Ormtmmm t Or-
mina. He left also, but unfinished, sn Ecrlrmemti amiBmmm
of the North. It was from bis work. De Corneas Mm wsl sV.
that Gray translated his Descent of Ohm. (Baa Manas.

Diction, u. p. 90 ; Chalmers's Biagr. Dirt. vet. re. p. Ttvt

BARTHOLOMEW MASSACRE, THE ST, m aW
name by which the inhuman slaughter af the Hi
at Paris, in the year 1)72, is known. It ia «
' Bartholomew Massacre,' or simply. • the Beat!

because it occurred on the 24th of Angus* . St. 1

mew's day. ' Huguenot' was the name by wxsaai as*

French Protestants are invariably designated be eameamsw-
rary writers. There has been much daaranaawa ae e» m»
origin of the term. According to soma, it eoasee (rem a law-

man word used in SwiUerland, winch •arwsaWa mi
leidgeno**,) or bound by oath. Others, with CadW
who lived at the time it first came into eaa. mm oe dm s

was an epithet of contempt, derived from a eery enseal emm
inferior even to the msillea, the ssaaBeat rean thaw m mm
in France, which bad been in eireuUtmn Hast HssjoCesse.
As the Bartholomew masmrre is ana of the maoi mm*

tested passages in history, and as there is ae hamsrasal mmm-
tion upon which it is more dinVeit to farm an efsmsm mm
open to objections, it will be cesrvosnont to eVrafte that saw
into two portions : 1st, s simple narrative af tan

tions ; 8nd_ s brief summary of the oewatooe mf I

with reference to the probable motives of these who
|

and executed it

f 1. The progress of the Refornmoea m Freaoe mm as*

ferent from abat it was in KntrUnd. where, bosag ea» mm 4
the civil msgUtrate. it was conducted wnh i

ia France, on the contrary, the ruling
i

opposed to it, and its progress waa \

seal and courage of individuals. In
a sort of compromise with the fc iliaan and teoamm>wT <
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of the antaant firth ; while in' Franc*. a Proteat-

t wut not rasrily on* who shook off the papal autho-
rity, but who denounced tbe pope as antichrist and the
OToraonisa oTth* Rocaiah church as the worship of Belial,

la their tenon and political condition the Huguenot* closely
resembled the English puritans of the seventeenth century.
Like tlMiB.diaaottntenanoad. and at length persecuted, by the
Court, the French Huguenots became a distinct people in
their native country, abhorring and abhorred by their Ca-
tholic fellow-subjeots ; united to each other by the closest
ties of reUgion and a common temporal interest, and sub-
mitting solely and implicitly, in peace and in war, to the
guidance of their own leaden. The wars between these
frmconciloablo parties were, as might be expected, frequent
and bloody.

In August. 1570, a treaty of peace was concluded between
the French king, Charles IX, and his Huguenot subjects.
This waa tbe third contract of the kind that had been en-
tered into between these parties within eight years. The
two first were shamefully violated as it suited the purpose of
the stronger party. It waa natural therefore that tbe Pro-
testant leaden should feel very distrustful as to the motives
of tbe Court with regard to tbe new act of pacification ; and
this distrust waa far from being lessened by tbe circum-
stance that tbe overtures to peace proceeded from the Court,
and that the terms of the treaty were unususlly favourable
to the Huguenots. The veteran Coligny [see Colickcv],
Admiral of France, however, lent all the influence of hia
authority, as the leader of the Huguenots, towards pro-
moting the avowed object of the treaty. He was earnestly
pressed to court ; but auspicious of the queen-mother, the
celebrated Catherine de' Medici, and of tbe party of the
Duke of Guise, be refused the invitation, and retired to the
strong Huguenot fortress of Roebelle. He was sccompsnied
by the young Prince of Navarre (afterwards Henry IV.),

Condi, and other chiefs of the Protestant party. This distrust,

however, of the admiral, was entirely effaced before the end of
the second year from the date of the treaty. Charles IX. was
but twenty years of age when be ostentatiously sought to

be reconciled with his Huguenot subjects. The peace was
emphatically called his own peace, and bo boasted that be
had made it in opposition to his mother snd other counsel-
lors, saying, be wss tired of civil dissensions, and convinced,
from experience, of the impossibility of reducing all bis sub-
jects to the same religion. His extreme youth—his im-
petuous and open temper—and, if we may believe Waiting-
nam, who was tbe English ambassador at Paris at the time,

the unsettled state of his religious opinions, inclining ' to

those of the new religion,'—naturally operated in removing
tbe distrust of Coligny. Contrary to what bad happened
after former treaties, pains were taken to observe the articles

of pacification, and to punish those who infringed them.
Charles spoke of tbe admiral in terms of praise and ad-
miration : tbe complaints of tbe Huguenots were listened to

with attention, and their reasonable requests granted ; and
their friends were in favour, while their enemies were in ap-
parent disgrace at court Early in 1 57 1 Charles offered his

sister in marriage to the Prince of Navarre, the acknowledged
bead of the Huguenot party ; and though the pope refused
to grant a dispensation for the marriage, and the Spanish
Court and the Guises strongly opposed it, he persisted in

bringing it about, threatening the papal nuncio that he
would have the ceremony performed without a dispensation,

if the pope continued obstinate in withholding it. He en-
listed tbe personal ambition of the admiral on hia side, by
offering to send an army, under his command, into Flanders,

to co-operate with the Prince of Orange against the King
of Spain.

Charles again, in tbe summer of 1571, earnestly solicited

tbe admiral to repair to court. Tbe letter of invitation,

written with hia own band, was entrusted to Teligny, tbe
admiral's son-in-law. It was backed by warm solicitations

from Montmorency, tbe admiral's near relation, and tbe
Marshal de Coses, hia intimate friend. Coligny 's apprehen-
sions at length gavo way, and in September of the same
year he repaired to Blois, where Charles held his court. His
reception was apparently tbe most cordial and respectful

:

be was restored to all his honours and dignities, and loaded

with presents. Tbe king called him ' Father,' and in a
tone of affection added, ' We have yon at but, and you shall

not escape us.'

This apparent favour of the king towards the admiral

agpunued without interroptteo for many months, When

absent from court, Charles maintained a correspondence
with him by letters ; and in their private conversation he at
least affected to unbosom himself without reserve to his
new friend; cautioned him against his mother and her
Italian favourites, spoke disparagingly of his brother Anjou,
and in giving the character of bts marshals, freely described
their faults and censured their vices. Coligny wa» com-
pletely won by this frank demeanour of tbe young king,
and employed his influence to induce tbe other Huguenot
chiefs to repair to court. Though repeatedly warned of his

danger bis confidence was unshaken. ' Rather.' said he,
' than renew the horrors of civil war, I would be dragged a
corpse through the streets of Paris.'

The marriage of Henry of Navarro with Margaret the
king's sister, was celebrated with great pomp on Monday
the 18th of August 1574. Most of the protectant nobility

and gentry, with the admiral at their head, attended on tbe
occasion ; and as their prejudices would not let them enter
a church where mass was celebrated, the ceremony was per-

formed in a temporary building near the cathedral of Notre
Dame. The Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday wen)
passed in all sorts of festivities. On Friday the 22nd. Co-
ligny attended a council at the Louvre, and went after-

wards with tbe king to the tennis-court, where Charles and
the Duke of Guise played a game against two Huguenot
gentlemen. As he walked slowly home, reading a paper,
an arquebuts was discharged at him from the upper w in-
dow of a house occupied bv a dependant of the Duke of
Guise. One ball shattered his hand, another lodged in hia
right arm. The king was still playing at tennii with the
Duke of Guise when the news of this attack reached him.
He threw down his racket—exclaiming ' 8ball I never have
peace?' and retired apparently dejected to his apartment.
He joined the King of Navarre and tbe Prince of Condi in

their lamentations, and promised, with threats of vengeance,
to punish the guilty.

The admiral's wounds were declared on the 23rd not
to be dangerous. He expressed a wish to see the king.

Charles visited the wounded man, accompanied by his mother
and a train of courtiers. Coligny requested to rpeak with
the king alone, and Charles commanded his mother and bro-

ther to remain at a distance. Catherine afterwards acknow-
ledged that these were the most painful moments she ever
experienced. * Her consciousness of guilt, the interest w uh
which Charles listened to the admiral, tbe crowds of armed
men in constant motion through the house, their looks snd
whispers snd gestures, all conspired to fill her with terror.

Unable to remain any longer in such a situation, she inter-

rupted the conference, by pretending that silence and re-

pose were necessary for the recovery of the admiral. During
her return in the same carriage with the king, she' em-
ployed every artifice to draw from him tbe particulars of the

conversation. He disclosed sufficient to add to her alarm.'

This passage, which we have extracted from Lingard's his-

tory, ts confirmed in the main by the narrative of tbe St.

Bartholomew, attributed to tbe Duke of Anion, afterwards

Henry 111., who had a large share in its design snd exe-

cution. He tells us that as the admiral began to speak

earnestly, Catherine came up and drew the king away, but

not till she bad heard the admiral advise him not to let his

mother and brother have so much of hia authority.

On tbe first news of the admiral's wound the Huguenots
repaired in crowds to bis residence, and offered their ser-

vices, with menacing language against the Guises—tbe

Kuspeetod assassins. A royal guard was placed to protect

the bouse of Coligny from popular violence ; and under a
similar pretext of regard for his safety, tbe Catholics were

ordered to evacuate and tb« Protestants to occupy the

quarter in which he resided.

The attempt at assassination was not tbe work of the

Guises : it was planned by the Duke of Anjou, tbe Duchess

of Nemours, and tbe queen-mother. The father of the Duke
ofGuise, and first husband of tbe Duchess of Nemours, was

assassinated by a Huguenot fanatic, who alleged that he

committed the crime under the sanction of tbe admiral ; and

since that event Coligny always felt that bis life was in

danger from one who, whether justly or unjustly, regarded

him as tbe murderer of bis father The attempt at aasassi-

n stion having failed, the conspirators met on tbe morning

of Saturday the 33rd, in secret conference. Baffled revenge

and the dread of vindictive retaliation augmented tbe fero-

city of their counsels. On Saturday after dinner, the hour

for wMch at that time was Boon, the queen-mother was seen
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to «nter tb* king** cmunbar i AnJou andmm lapis *f the

Catholic party joined bar thai* toon afterwards. According

to Chsrles'e account of this matting, aa reported by hi* titter

Margaret, be waa then suddenly informed of a Ueeoaoekle

conspiracy on the part ol the Huguenot* against himself

and family ; waa told that the admiral and bis friend* vara

at that moment plotting his destruction, and that if he did

not promptly anticipate the designs of his enemies, and if he

waited till nest morning, he and his family might be saori-

flood. Under this impression, he states, be gave a reluctant

hurried consent to the proposition of hi* counsellors, ex-

claiming, aa be left the room, that he hoped not a single

Huguenot would be left alive to reproach him with the

deed. The plan of the massacre bad been previously ar-

ranged, and its execution intrusted to the Dukes of Guise,

Anjou. and Aumale, Montpensicr, and Marshal Tavannes.

ft wanted two hours of the appointed time : all was atiU

at tha Louvre. A abort time before the signal was given,

Charles, his mother, and Anjou repaired to an open bal-

cony, and awaited the result in breathless silonoe. This
awful suspense was broken by tha report ofa pistol. Charles

shook with honor—his frame trembled, bis resolution failed

him, and cold drop* stood upon his brow. But the die waa
cast—the bell of a neighbouring church tolled—and the

work of slaughter oommeneed.
This was at two o'clock in the morning. Before Ave

o'clock the admiral and his friends were murdered in cold

blood, and their remains treated with brutal indignity.

Revenge and hatred being thus satiated en the Huguenot
chiefs, the toscin was sounded from the parliament house,

calling on the populace of Paris to join in the carnage, sod
protect their religion and their king against Huguenot
treason. It is not necessary to enter into the details at*

this most perfidious butchery. • Death to the Huguenots

—

treason—courage—our game is in the toils—Kill every
man of them— it is the king's orders,' shouted the court

leaders, as they galloped through the streets, sheering

the armed citizens to the slaughter. ' Kill I kill 1 bleeding

is as wholesome in August as in May,' shouted the Mar-
shal Tavannes, another of the planner* of the taeastern
The fury of the court waa thus seconded by the long pent-

up hatred of the Parisian populace ; and the Huguenots
were butchered in their bed*, or endeevouriag to escape,

without any regard to age, sex, or condition. Nor was tha

slaughter wholly confined to the Protestants. Secret re-

venge and personal hatred embraced that favourable oppor-
tunity of gratification, and many Catholics Ml by tha hand
of Catholic assassins.

Towards evening the exeaasa* of the populace became ea

alarming that the lung, by sound of trumpet, commanded
every man to return to bis bouse, under penalty ef death,

excepting the officer* of the guard* and the crvir authorities

;

and on the second day he issued another proclamation, de-

claring, under pain of death, that no person should kill or
pillage another, unlet* duly authorised. Indeed it would
seem that the massacre was more extensive and indiscri-

minate than its projectors had anticipated ; and that H
waa necessary to check the disorderly fury of the populace.

The slaughter, however, partially continued for three days.
On the evening of toe first day, Charles despatched letters

to his ambaatsders in foreign courts, and to all hi* governor*
and chief officer* in Franca, bewailing the massacre that
had taken place, but imputing it entirely to the private

dissension between tha house* of Guise and Cctigny.
On the following day, the Saw, ha wrote to gtbumbcrg.

his agent with the Protectant princes of Germany, that
having been apprised by seme of the Huguenot* themselves
of a oeneptracy termed by tha admiral and hta friends to
murder him, his mother, and brothers, be bad bean farced
to sanction the counter attacks of tha bouse ef Guise, in

consequence of which, the admiral, and some gentlemen ef
his party, bad been shun | since which, the populace, ex-
asperated by the report of the conspiracy, and indignant at
the restraint imposed upon the royal family , had been guilty
of violent exoessee, and. to hi* grant regret, had killed ail
the chiefs of the Huguenot* who were at Pari*.
Next day, however. Chart** wont in state ta tha parti*,

ment of Pans, and avowed himself the anther of the mas-
sacre, claiming to himself the merit of having thereby green
peace to his kingdom} be denounced the admiral and his
adherents a* trailer*, and declared that be bad timely do-
weled a eoneniracy to murder the royal family.
Tbeeearetheleedingn^ertheeWthessenrw

iag the

They are admitted

the most oraoMt* r
And tbi* bring* ns to the

i t. Two question* have
facto which we haw* just

the mult of a
cunning for month*.
the meeting at Bayonn* m load ; or we* k the
aaquertoa of tha failure of the attack open ta

admiral two day* besom its pccuttowbc t—i,

have been promeditated, waa Charts* privy to

try, waa tha peace of Ufa. the

.'and his friendly

few

swa-

the Huguenot chiefs, one piece of the i

chary and dissimulation ? Vienna** have
reference to the** questions ; oar limits

statement of their results.

We shall dispose of the first qe
The conference* at Bayonn* between <

and tha Duke af Alva ware secret: if i

ing, no direct proof of tha itonfa iant to whack
noted ha* com* down to us. There fa, howweor.
stantial evidence te chow that they raUfeal k> the naaet <

tual means of subduing tha Piuissttsm to Tr
Pleaders. Mutual succour was *tiputotad

Adriano, a contemporary historian of seeds

.

supposed to have derived the matoruus af hi* htetary rnea
the journal ef Cosmo, Duke of Tuscany, who iked m I IT*,

state* that Aha declared far an immediate tUmmineitee.
and treated the proposition of Prance (to allere theHegoist
tarda and princes back to the bosom of the tatiswl cirri)
at faint-hearted, and treason te the cause efGod Cotberao
repreeented that such an exttrpaboa aa Area <

•was beyond the ability of the royal power in Pre ere, They
•greed as to the end, but differed aa te the beet misai
afaccomplishing it ; and the fai snot tea minatad whfa fee

parties merely agreeing aa to the giairal prtnripfa af **-

straying the incorrigible ringleader ef tha hareticol fertjen

.

each sovereign being at liberty ta select the ifiimsn
and modes of execution which best seated the mi omisa—in
of hi* own dominions. This statement fa adapted by tha

judicious D* Then. Strada, the historian afArWs_**'*
went in Flanders, who wrote from the papers ef the Wean o?

Panne, says, in reference to the bypotbosfa, that the aW
tholomew waa planned at Bayawa*. that ho rennet frwm ha
own knowledge either affirm or deny the arewaweteu . hut
inrhnee ta the belief that rt is true (rofrsw iurthmt ewaw
ml rradem). It was on this eeeeaiea that Area made an* ef

the celebrated expreeeion msntioood bv Devfl* and leathern,
and which Henry IV.. then Prtnee ef Beam, and a Him ha I,

who wee present at the interview, ta** m Osligwee. Cheateaffier

of Navarre, that be would rather eatsh the huge tab and be
tha email fry alone : • one salmon.' aaM be. * fa worth t

hundred frogs.'— ' Una (fee de tewmon vmseat mama *we
cellos de eeol gieuuuilles.' The ssjbaesrwat ooaeftaf* rf

Alve and the queen-mother, eewpfad wfrhfees safari n t*st>

many, enable us to answer the first ewaetieo tfasa fee m fee

affirmative : that there existed, as far bash so the risfei n
at Bayonne, a general determinehon ea tha part af fee
courts of Spain and Prance ta swbdnc, if not extvwata Pn>
leotannsm ; but no concerted sent, or ssUfad pfam af

The evidence it much more eenfiVting wwh lea sed te fee
sincerity of Cbartet in the alhir of the snare af l»r*. seat

the events that fallowed it, with regard to bis share m aV
vising tha Bartholomew. Ageism the swpi sewtaa *f tm
having been perhaps the most profound dnnsiMu that she
world ha* ever seen, there fa, ta the first ysaeo. a sarong
ohjeetfan derived from his extreme youth,
reetleea. vehement, and ehtdwhly atigwvetwwhsi
He was only twenty-four when be
minally a king from tha tenth your af hat age. the acme
ment was so completely tn the bandeef bit saother. and —eh
waa the aarwndeney of that issaaiisbte end wtahad woman

hi* mind, that it fa herdlv peesrata ta saaae, wejft

oertamty as ta hi* gowmoo damrsdttan. ar ta tfrVm en what
"M—i un i he was a mere pnppst, and when a Awe ssmtt.
His veeaUsUm af purpose baa been lit til far Unas*
whs have ettematissd him a* a ajststar of few srta ef
eimulalion ; while the cruelty ef bfajesta, ami She fen>

have bean JusUjm
'

"

* "
~M *
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thorn that aa ksauatoal mmh cm* a hit telamU bare
Uttte to bene from has bnmaaky. ' Hit education,' ay* Mr.
Alton, who bat sketched hie character with no friendly bend,
* had been neglected by hit mother, who Attired to retain the
conduct of affaire, tad brought him forward on tbott eoae-
eioae only when she wished to inspire terror by kit furious
atttinnt. Active, or rmthtr restless, from temeerament, ba
vat naror tranquil fcr aft instant, bat waa continually occu-
pied with torn violent eaeretee or othar i and whan ba bad
BOlbrng bailor to do, ba woold anraae btmeelf with
hoeing a bona, or working at a forge.' Bat this vat
not the ttmparamont of a deep dimemblsr. Adopting
Papira Maaaon s eharacicr of bun at the trot ana, that
ba waa impatient, passionate, fates, and faithless, it H
paaaibia that ba ibaaid barn played tba part of nmalator
and d sssimutator to aneb perfection, that a arranniatng
and auapanoaa ahatrrtr lint Wahnngbam, daring tbraa
yaart thai ba waa BngUeh ambaatador at tba French
eourt, in alatoat daily personal interooaraa with hint, nerer
fcr a aaoaaant doubted hit linearity? Than, aa wa bar*
aeon, tba admiral ta tba Ian moment placed the moat
nndonbting ooandenee in tba king * profemfent af (Hand-
akin. Poets, hewerer, are etabbarn things, and wa have
fee fevourito bypotbaaia to support When tba marriaga
of the king * niter with tba Prince of Navarre waa under
dieeuatk*. Pope Pint V. tent hit nephew, the Cardinal
AUxandrino, to the Court of Franca te prevent it Charlei
took the cardinal by tba band, and mid (wa quota from the

LtUrm dO—at, marred to by Mr. Alton in hit controversy
with Dr. Lingard) • I entirety agree with what yon aay, and
am thankful te you and the pope for your adriee : if I
bad any other maani than thai marriage of taking rengeanoe
on my enemies, I would not persist in it ; but I have not*
Cardinal Aknandrino waa hardly gone from court, whan
the Queen of Navarre, the mother of Henry, arrived at

Bloit to eooclode the marriage. Charlea received bar with
every demonstration of affection and cordiality ; boasted to
her that ba bad treated the monk who came to break off tba
marriage as bis impudenoe deserved; adding, that ha
' would give his sister, not te the Prinoe of Navarre, but
to the Huguenots, in order to all doubt! on their

minds aa to tba peace.' • And again, my Aunt,' mid he,
' I honour von more than the pope, and I (ore my sister

mom than I fear him. I am no Huguenot, neither am I a
fool ; and if Mr. Pope does not mend his manners, I will

myself give away Margery in full conventicle.* (Mathieu;
Memoir** d* IBlot.)

It waa on this occasion, aceording to Da Thou, Sully, and
other authorities, that Charles is said to nave exultingly

asked his mother—' Have 1 not played my part well T—
' Yea,' said she ; ' but to commence to nothing, unless you
go through.' ' Leave it to me,' be replied, with an oath.
* I will not them for you, every one.' Others postpone
the vaunting of his dissimulation till after tba massacre

;

and a M8. in the BMiotheque dm Roi, quoted by Mr.
Allan, adds, ' That ba complained of the hardship
of being obliged to dissimulate so long.' There is one
ether trait of perfejy, among many told of him, which we
shall quote, and leave to apeak for itself.

On the evening of St. Bartholomew, and after ba had
given bis orders for the mates rye, be redoubled his kindness
to the King of Navarre, and desired him to introduce soma
af his beat ofluara into the Louvre, that they might be at

band in cone of aay disturbances from the Guises. These
iBisrs warn butchered next morning in his presence.
That the peace of 1570 was, an far aa Catherine do' Me-

dici and her party waa concerned, a piece of treachery,
got up far the sole purpose of luring the Huguenot chiefs

to their destruction, is the almost universal opinion of his-

torians, and to admitted by these who deny that Charles
bad any guilty share m the transaction: Do Thou alone
hesitates w admit that tag-meditated treachery. Opi-
nions are mora divided with respect to the closeness of
the connexion between the mmesn e end the general de-

sign to out off the leader (the lite oV Maunon of Alva) of tba
Protaatant party. One great difficulty amenta itself. The
attempt upon the life of the admiral waa made at tba
instigation of Catherine and her sen Anjou. the great
devisers of the mamacm. If they really designed from the

Drat s general massacre, why did they run the very great risk

of defeating their purpose by cutting off the admiral alone

without lb* other loaders? If the admiral had fallen at the

matan* by the band af the amaaam, is it not highly probable

(hat ma friends would have (ted from Paris to * place af
safety?-* oH events, they would not have been butchered
uureetettgty and to oaM blood. On the other hand, if the
death af the admiral waa the aotem ehiaf ehyaet ofthe machi-
•tettotte of the court, why did they defer it so long or attempt
it in as tangling a way? The Italian writer Davila baa fur-
nished a rained and subtlesapiensMod of this difficulty . cha-
racteristic of the dark plotting and wily policy of bia country.
Aceordingw this hypothesis (which to in soma degree adopted
by Do Thou), the plan of Catherine and her secret council
waa, that Coligny should he assassinated under aneb oireum-
ataneea as to la the guilt upon the Guises, in the bona that
the HaguenoU would immediately rise in arms and wreak
their vengeance upon the Guises ; and that object bavina;
been obtained, that they would id turn ba thetneeivea over-
powered and maasacred by the royal forma. By this means
Catherine would extingsish at one stroke the rival bouses
of Quise and Cbatillori, both equally obnoxious to tba
Court. But we agree with Mr. Alton that this hypothesis

to too rained and uncertain a speculation even for Catherine,
and that the difficulty is not explained by it. To our minds
tba difficulty aan be explained only by the supposition
that Charles wae not only not privy to the deaign of the
massacre, but that its plotters were doubtful of obtaining
bia consent. His occasionsi ferocity during and after tba
massacre, and the inconsistencies of tea public declarations
with respect to its origin, are by no means contradictory to

this supposition, which moreover receives considerable sup*
port from what Sully tells us of hit subsequent remorse.
While tba massacre was going on, Charlea teemed like one
poseseeod. A few days after, be said to the celebrated Am-
erase Pare, his surgeon end a Huguenot, ' I know not how
it to, but tor ibe last few days I feel like one in a fever ; my
mind and body are both disturbed. Every moment, whether
I em asleep or awake, visions of murdered corpses, covered
with blood snd hideous to the tight, haunt me. Oh, I wish
they had spared the innocent and the imbecile |* Charlea
died in torn than two years after the massacre, in agony
mental and physical. « In tbto state,* says Sully. • the
miserable day of 8t. Bartholomew waa. without ceasing, pro-
sent to his mind ; snd he showed by his transports of regret,
and by hie fears, how much be repented of it.

The milerials of this srtiele sra chiefly derived from
DsvUa's Htitory of the Civil Won, Dc Tbou's Hitlory,
Sully's Memoir*, Memoir* of Margaret of Vahii, and
the despatches of Sir Francis Walsingbam contained in
Digges's Complete Ambassador. The writer has also care-
fully perused snd made use of the controversial papers to
which Dr. Lingard s version of lbs Bartholomew massacre
in bis Hittory of England hss given birth— namely, the
article on that version in the 68th Number of the Edinburgh
Review, from the pen of Mr. Allen, Lingard's Vindication
and Allen's Reply—in which stl the authorities snd argu-
ments on both sides are put forth with great profusion snd
ability. He baa alto corftulted Meseray, Mathieu. and Pew
Daniel's HUtorie* of Franc*, snd Chateaubriand's extracts

from the despatches of Salristi, the papal nuncio at Paris
at the time of the massacre, published in the Appendix to

the third volume of the Hutory of England in Lardner's
Cabinet Cydopadia. He is also indebted to Mr. Turner's
dissertation on the Bartholomew, contained in the tnd vo-

lume of his Modern Hittory of England,
BARTHOLOMEW. ST., an hospital in London, one of

the moat important in the dam of public charities to which
it belongs. Its origin to traced to Habere, whom tradition

states to have been a minstrel in the court of Henry I.

This person founded, in tba year 1 1OS, a priory for black
canons, adjoining to which ba established an hospital for a
master, eight brethren, and four sisters, who were to have
the aan of such sick people and pregnant women is might
need the beoeit of tba institution. Tba hospital remained
attached to the priory until the DtsaoKrhon. and then, in

consequence of that connexion, shared its fete. Its reve-

nues, separately from those of the priory, were then esti-

mated at »otl. according to Dagdale. In the teat year of
bit reign. Henry VIII. granted the hospital a new charter

of incorporation, which doocribed the foundation to be for

the relief of one hundred poor and sick of the city of Lon-
don ; and ha endowed it with tba sum of 900 marks, upon
condition that the eititen* of London should contribute an
equal sum. The endowment waa enlarged by Edward VI.

;

the city end private benefeetors, and its uses were limited,

as at present, te the relief of the sack and maimed. In the
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reign of Edward VI. the charge* of the hospital for one

year amounted to 855/. : the number of person* relieved by

the hospital at that time ia not known ; but it appear* that

about 900 persons were assisted by it in the five year* fol-

lowing the renewal of the foundation. About 1660 the

botpital relieved annually 300 diseased persons, at an ex-

pense of 2000/. In 1 729 the expense was 10.425/.. and the

patienU 5028. At present the annual number of patients

varies between 10,000 and 12,000. of whom about three- fifths

are out-patients. The number who can be at one time

accommodated within the walls of the hospital and adjacent

building* is nearly 550. Persons injured by accident* or

labouring under acute disease are admitted without delay :

those who labour under any disease can gain admission by

a petition signed by one of the governor*.

The government of the hospital is vetted in a president,

treasurer, &c. The treasurer has a bouse within the hos-

pital. Connected with the establishment there are three

physicians and an assistant physician and as many master

and assistant-surgeons, an apothecary, besides dressers and
subordinate officers • there is also an hospitaller or vicar of

St. Bartholomew the Less. St Bartholomew's Hospital

escaped tbo great fire of 1666; but the buildings having

become ruinous by age, it became necessary, in 1729, to

take down the greater part of them. Subscriptions were
raised for tbe purpose, and in the following year this work
was commenced, but it was not completed until 1770.

It was so managed that during the progress of tbe work
sufficient accommodation was at all times reserved for

tbe usual number of patients. Tbe structure, which was
planned and partly executed by Gibbe, now consists of
four piles of building, surrounding a court, and joined

together by stone gateways. The buildings on three tides

of the quadrangle contain the wards for tbe accommoda-
tion of the patients ; the other side contains a large hall, a
counting-house, and other offices. To the south wing of
the hospital a neat stone building has been recently erected

for tbe sole use oftbe medical establishment. In the theatre,

periodical courses of lectures are delivered by distinguished
practitioners to tbe various students who attend the hos-

pital in order to obtain a practical knowledge of the profes-

sion. Tbe principal gate of the hospital is in Smithfirld,

and is of earlier date than tbe rest of the buildings, having
been erected in 1702. It consists of a rustic basement in

whirh there is a large archway. A statue of Henry VIII.
is placed on a pedestal in a niche over the key-stone, guarded
on each aide by two Corinthian pillars ; above these pillars

there is on each side an interrupted semi-circular pediment,
on the segments of which recline two emblematic human
figures, designed to represent Lameness and Disease. The
whole gateway, which has very lately undergone a thorough
renovation, is surmounted by a triangular pediment, Um
Umpanum of which contains the royal arms. Tbe grand
staircase of the hospital was painted gratuitously by Ho-
trarth : the subjects are the Good Samaritan ; the Pool of
Bvtbesda ; Habere laying the foundation ; and a sick man
carried on a litter, attended by monks. (Strype's Stoic t
Survey of London ; M aitland i Hutoty of London ; Mal-
colm's Lnndinium Redmvum ; Highmore's Public Chart-
tiet of London.)
BARTHOLOMEW. ST.. one of the Antilles, in 17° 63

N. 1st., and 62° 54' W. long., having the islands of 8t.

Martin on the north, and St. Christopher s on the south

;

in distance from the former of these islands is 12 miles,
aud from the Utter 24 miles.

St. Bartholomew is of an irregular shape. Its greatest
length is from east to west, and tta area is about sixty
•<|u*re miles. Tbe shores are rocky and dangerous, and
should not be approached without the assistance of an ex-
perienced pilot. It contains only one port, Le Carenage.
winch, however, la very safe and commodious ; it it on the
west tide of the island, and near to this harbour ia the town
Ou.Uvia, which is inhabited by a verv mixed population of
Saode*. English. French. Danes, and Americans. There
are no springs on the island, and the sole dependence of
the inhabitants for water n upon the ram ; they have, in
some dry Masons, been compelled to import water from the
neighbouring islands.

Tl • sod is good, and produces sugar, cotton, tobacco,
msndiur. and indigo. Some limestone of peculiar quality
i* quarried and sent to different islands in the West Indies,
wbert it i* used for building purposes. There is abundance
of a owl ui the island, including lignum- vita and iron-wood.

St. Bartholomew was first settled In 1*-U ay a aoaaar ml
Frenchmen, who went for that purpose frees St. Cbsav
topber'a. In 16A9 it was taken by the English aaaar
Admiral Tbornhill. and remained in thaw waaaaaaaa aeaw,

the peace of 1697, when it was restored to Franca La i:»
it was again taken by the English, and waa aaaa asses

S'ven up under tbe treaty of Axx-la-Chaaetla. Ia I rat
e island waa ceded by France to Sweden, aatd it ass

since continued subject to that power. The aoasaaauaa ef

the island is about 8000 ; two-thirds of that DBasher aa*

negro slaves belonging to the planters, the greaxar pari at

whom are Frenchmen.
(Thompson's Aleedo; Purdy's CoiaaaAsaa Aeawjraasr.

Malham's Naval Gaxetteer.)

BARTIN. or BARTAN. river. [See PaJtm'anea.]
BARTOLI. DANIB'LE, was born at Parma, an leam.

At the age of fifteen he entered the (Mar ef taw ,

After passing through his preliminary i

his vows, lie was very desirous to go to I*
missionaries of his order, who were
spreading Christianity through the East ; bat km
tdging that be would be mora useful at baaao, <

m as a preacher in various parte of Italy. Aa aw as

proceeding to Palermo, to preach there dsvaag las Least <

1646. he was shipwrecked on the island at Caan. asai

wards continued his voyage in another
be had lost the MS. of his sermons, he caatmod. aw i

of a few fragments which be had priest us. aad waa taw as-
sistance of a good memory, to go through ass QsHw-vaaoasW ml
about forty sermons, to the aatiafartinn of the aaaVeasw. la
1650 he was sent for to Rome by the Father fleam I. asm
commissioned to write tbe history of tha Order aa ta»
Italian language. He divided hie subject by treats**/

successively of the different parts of tha aathi aa wassa
the Order bad established itself. Ho begaa wsta

L

htoria delta Compagnia di Gets), IAttn, parte swasssv
Roma, 16j3. In this volume be treats of Law am aas-
sionano* sent by the Jesuit* to the Bart, kagaaaaaa wef*
Francisco Xavier, who was st) led the Apostle of thw assW.
He describes the first success of tbe atiassan* est aha Ma-
labar and Corotnandel coasts, at Malacca, etc law art
may serve as a supplement to Barros's Attn P*t raja—
Bartoli published next, 11 Oiappome. inroads jmru aW

"

Alia, foU Roma. 1660;— perhaps the avast islsi mt i j mt

his works. Tbe rapid diffusion of Cartstiaarty as Jaaaa.
and its subsequent total eradieatioa by ire aad sawaw. aa>
remarkable historical events. Bartou s narratisw eaaataaas
the whole history of Christianity in Japan, treat taw ssadsar
of its first preacher. Xavier. in 1549. till a 1 i

tinction, in 1637. when Japan was closed tgssass al Ee-
ropeans, with the exception of the Dutch, who was*, aad
are still, allowed to trade at tbe barboar ef XsawjaosSL
Tbe book contains many interesting rarttralars ; dst wrsar
is honest and conscientious, though be assy ta seas* m
slanee* appear credulous on tbe subject of
agency ; be drew bis facto from original aad
ments. and with great good sense shows tbe l_^„ ,

the Christiana committed, and whsrh eoatrtb***) to aaaw
ruin. He give* a very good sketch of tbe
habits of the Japanese.

Bartoli's next publication was Lm Cum, i

Aria, foL. Roma, 1663. This work, wtunh i

the mutton* to Cochin China sndToeJun. c

account of Asia—an account replete with
i

may be looked upon a* tbe brross tin a ef tbe Oeaar of
Jesuits. He next published L litbn, ansae aaras aWX
Kuropa, fol„ Roma. l*73;-and DeU /afMbrrs, avw
dell Eumpa, fol, Home, 1667. This ia a kwjasry af Cb»
English Catholics, principally under Ehaabsth aad Jaaaas L
the author passes rapidly over the reaja af Mary, 'aaaa,
he says. ' was obliged to use the award, tm awiar a* eat
off the mortifled limb* of tbe aauoa. far faar tber mmmM
infect the rest. But in the body of bis ware, aai as ass
deliberate investigation of facta, Bartoli shows aa •scab aa*>
neat aa could be excreted from a asaa of bat ardor, aai of
the times in which be wrote. Bartoli wrote aba Aa Mb af
Ignatius de Loyola, tbe fouader af tbe Joasaas, ITab r
Ithlnto dt 8. Igmano. foL. Wciasa. 1U1. Tbaw* ev
however, another and cedar life of lgaaltaa, by
Ribadenetra. a rountrymaa and raetoeaaarary af
Bartoli wrote likewise the hvee of tbe G
Borgia, and other dtatingiuahed oaambste af ass <

Bartou * work* coataia a vast eaaauty of i
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the history of Um first century of the Society of Jesuits.
He wrote alio several book* of morality : La Ricrtaxione
del &nwo ; Milano, 1M0 ; being considerations on the won-
«Ur» of nature, from which bt derive* moral and religious

argument* far the conduct of a viae man. Delia Oeogra/a
trotportata at Moral*; Roma. 1664 ; • work on the tame
principle a* the preceding, in which the author indulges
very freely in allegory and other figure*, according to the
taste of the Italian writer* of the aerenteenth century, which
fault, however, he has avoided in hi* historical works.
LUomo oV Lettm di/eeo ed emendato, in which he en-
courages studious men who labour under poverty and
neglect ; shows the advantages of learning over ignorance,
condemns plagiarism, and give* much excellent advice to
men of letters—on their conduct their pursuit*, and their
style. This work baa been translated into English, by
Toosna* .Salisbury. 8va, London, 1668. It also went
through many editions in Italian.

Bartoli wrote treatise* on several physical phenomena—on
sound and hearing, Dtl Suona, de' Trtmori
deltUdtlo, 4to. Rome. 1679 ; on ice, Dtl OAiaccio, e delta
CoaguJasio**, 41a, Rome, 1681 : on the depression and ex-
pansion of quicksilver in tubes. La Turnout t la Prtmont
dttpulanti qua! di lore toetenga t Argento Vivo *»' Can-
neUi dopo/atltme it cuofo, Umo.. Venesia, 1679.

Bartoli alio wrote several works on the Italian lan-
guage: // Torlo » it DirtHo del nam "'.sue. Umo, Roma.
16S J, • work much esteemed; and Dell' OHografia Ilaliana,

ibid. 1670. He contributed also to Mambelli* work called
Cimonto, Oteervarioni tulla Lingua Italiana, one of the
best work* on Italian grammar. An edition of Bsrtoli's

minor works, including some of his sermons, was published
at Venice. 3 vols. 4to., 1716-7. His great historical work
on Asia. Japan, and China, after having become very scarce,

and having fallen into unmerited oblivion, has been of late

rears strongly praised and recommended by Italian philo-
logists, as one of the best specimens of Italian prose. In
consequence of this, a new edition of Bartoli'* work* has
been lately brought out in Italy.

Bartoli was appointed Rector of the Gregorian or Roman
College, in 1671. He died at Rome, in January. 1685. aged
seventy-seven years. (Mauuchelli, Scrittort ofItalia, and
Bartoli'* work* above quoted.)

BARTOLOZZI. FRANCESCO. Thi* distinguished
engraver was born in Florence in 1 730. thouch some ac-

count* give the date earlier. He received bis first in-

ttruction* in drawing under Gaetano Bisgio and Iguano
Hugfbrd, in the Florentine academy. Here bis acquaint-
ance commenced with Giovanni Cipriani, with whom his

name became afterwards intimately associated by their

joint productions in art. Bartoioxxi commenced engraving
under Joseph Wagner, of Venice, and when the term of
hi* engagement with that master had expired, be married
a Venetian lady, and went to Rome, whither he had been
invited by Cardinal Bottari. Here be established his re-

putation by bis fine plates from the life of St. Nilus. and
by a series of portraits for a new edition of VasarL Having
completed these works he returned to Venice, where he was
engaged by Mr. Datum, librarian to George III., to engrave
• set of drawings by Ouercino, which having accomplished,
that gentleman invited him to England to continue en-
graving for him on a stipend of 300/. per annum: this

offer Bartoloui accepted, and the series of plates from
Goercino were completed in this country. Some of the
earliest performance* by which Bsrtoloui distinguished

himself in England were design* for tickets for the select

performance* at the Opera House ; and bo evinced to much
talent in the** hmitea subject*, and obtained inch popu-

larity, a* to excite the jealousy of the celebrated engraver
Strange, wbo pronounced him incapable of executing any-
thing el**. This illiberal remark brought on its own refu-

tation. Bartoloui immediately commenced hi* engraving
of Clytie. after Annibale Carracci, and that ofthe Virgin and
Child, after Carlo Dole*. These plate* are well-known ; they
are in the highest degree brilliant and spirited, and would
•lone have been sufficient to establish the name of Bartoloui
as *a engraver of the very bigbeet order. A style of dotted
engraving printed in red ink was introduced about this time,

a bad and meretricious practice, the mores* of which was in

> attributed to thegrant measure attributed to the example of Butolocxi ; bat
this slight deviation from sound taste was amply atoned for

by the uousntasss and bounty of hi*gmmi style. His cor-

rect drawing, and especially the accurate flushing of the

extremities of hi* figures, were much admired by 8ir
Joshua Reynolds, and recommended by him to the imita-
tion of the student* of the English school, which at that
time was extremely deficient in those points. Bartolotii
engraved a prodigious number of the paintings and draw-
ings of Cipriani, who had likewise settled in England : the
styles of the painter and engraver harmonise admirably

;

grace, elegance, and suavity, are the characteristic* of each,
and their work* for a considerable time held almost unri-
valled possession of the public favour. The prevailing
fault in the plates from Cipriani is a certain ultra- refinement,
•n excess of softness and finishing incompatible with vigorous
style ; but this objection must lie chiefly against the painter.
Bartoloui showed that when engaged on toe works of more
efficient masters be could transmit them to the copper with
adequate force and effect. Example* of thi* will be seen
in the print of Clytie above-mentioned, and in those of
Prometheus devoured by the vulture, after Michael Angelo

;

the Adultres* before Christ, after Agostino Carracci ; Re-

ne!is, mother of the Gracchi, after West ; the Death of Lord
Chatham, after Copley. Various other examples might be
adduced. One ofBartotozzi's earliest patron* was Alderman
Boydell, for who** 8hakspeare Gallery he engraved a number
of fine plates. Among hi* minor works, his etchings in
imitation of the great master*, and of the Marlborough
gems, are proofs of his versatile and exquisite taste.

In the year 1802 Bartoloui received an invitation from
the Prince Regent of Portugal to settle at Lisbon, aa super-
intendent of a school of engravers, with a salary of 100/.

per annum, to which was annexed a handsome residence*
and the profits of the engraving*. It is asserted, but on no
very specific authority, that an offer of 400/. per annum
waa made him aa an inducement to bim to remain in
England, but that he refused the proposal, except on con-
dition that government would explain the affair to the
Prince Regent of Portugal. Thi* interference was con-
sidered improper, and Bartoloui left England in his 79th
ear,, and was received at Lisbon with all the respect due to
lis distinguished talents. He died in that capital in hut
88th year.

Few engraver* have attained a higher reputation than
Bartoloui. and be had the good fortune to be fully appre-
ciated during bis lifetime. Considering the immense num-
ber of hi* works, and their great and immediate popularity,

it seem* extraordinary that he should have failed in acquiring

independence ; .but bis failure, however, was so complete,

that it is said that he was compelled to accept his Portuguese
appointment in great measure by hi* pecuniary circum-
stances. His private character was in the bigbeet degree
amiable, and it may be mentioned, among many other in-

stances of his kind and generous disposition, that he finished

gratuitously a plate which bad been commenced by Ryland,
having been requested to do so by that unhappy man when
under sentence of death for forgery. Several of Bartoioxxi'*

pupil* rose to eminence; among them, Cbeesman, Sher-
win. Tomkina, and the two Vendramini. (Arnold's Annate

of the Arte.)

BARTON. BENJAMIN SMITH, wss bom in the
year 1766 at Lancaster, in Pennsylvania. His father was
a respectable episcopal clergyman, who divided hi* time
between the duties of hi* sacred office and the pursuit of

natural history, especially of mineralogy ; but he unfortu-

nately died when the subject of this notice waa only four-

teen year* old, leaving hi* children so ill-provided for. that

the early part of bis ion Benjamin's life was an incessant

struggle with want and poverty. His mind, however, was
too elastic, and his resolution to surmount the difficulties

•nd the enemies who it is said surrounded him too fixed,

either to be crushed by the privations of indigence, or to be

discouraged by the oppression of those who ought to have

been the orphan * friend. It is probable that the unfortu-

nate position in which be thus found himself, joined with

a temper naturally ' irritable and even choleric,' brought on

the serious bodily affliction with which be waa visited

during aO the remainder of bis life. After gaining the

nimtiil parts of • learned education under Dr. Andrews
of Philadelphia. Mr. Barton prosecuted hi* medical studies

in the university of that city, where he distinguished him-

self *o asach by hat acquirements in scienee u to secure

the friendship of hi* trade, Dr. Ritunhooso, who proved
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ever after hi* father and supporter. In the won!* of

hn protfgf. written at a late period of the life of the

latter, ' He laid the foundation of what little prosperity

in life 1 now or may in future enjojr : and if it shall

ever be my fortune, either by my labour* or ray teal, to

advance the progress of science, or to reMeet any honour

upon my country, 1 should be lh« mott ungrateful of men
if 1 did not acknowledge and wish it to be known that it

was David Rittenliouse who enabled me to be useful." In

Mr. Barlon accompanied hit uncle and the other

American commissioners in fixing the western boundary

of Philadelphia. On this occasion he enjoved peculiarly

favourable opi> ittunities for studying the manner* of tho

American Indians, their liistory. and their traditional me-
dii'iuea: and thus he was led into some curious investigations

concerning such subjects, by which he gained considerable

reputation. When about twenty-one, Mr. Barton embarked
fir Great Britain with a view to completing his medical

education at Edinburgh, where he remained about two

tears ; owing, however, to some dissatisfaction with two of

the professors, who he fancied did not show him sufficient

attention, he went to Gtittingen to graduate, although he
hail distinguished himself at Edinburgh by gaining the

Harvcian prize of the Royal Medical Society for his disser-

tation on the medical qualities of the henbane. Upon hit

return from Europe Dr. Barton established himself in Phila-

delphia as a physician, and soon found some practice. Hit
reputation for attainments in natural science introduced him
so speedily into notice, that when only twenty-four he was
appointed professor of natural history and botany in the

college of Philadelphia, and thus was the earliest teacher

fit natural science in the transatlantic world, an office

which he continued to hold zealously and successfully for

tix and-twonty years, dispersing annually through the dif-

ferent sections of the United State* a number of well-

grounded naturalists, who must have contributed most
essentially, hy their taste and pursuits, to footer among the

Americans that love for the pleasures of science from which
they are now deriving their reputation among foreign na-
tions. In 1S02 Dr. Barton was elected vice-president of
the American Philosophical Society ; when thirty he be-

' came professor of materia rocdica ; upon the death of Dr.
Rush no succeeded him in the chair of the practice of me-
dicine, which be held till his death; and in the year 1809
he became president of the Philadelphia Medical Society,

the highest mark of respect for professional talent which it

was in the- power of bis fellow citizens to bestow. In a
short time, however, his incessant labours, and the heavy
duties of his professional avocations, which, as bis bio-

aher observes, hail been performed with a fatal degree of
fulness, produced their usual effect* : his constitution

gradually wore down beneath the perpetual struggle be-
tween severe bodily infirmity and an ever-restless mind

;

till at last, after visiting Europe in vain attempt to re-
store bit shattered powers, he died in December, 1815,
having gone through a career alike honourable to himself
and useful to his country. The writings of Dr. Barton
consist chiefly of papers upon various subjects relating to
the natural history and antiquities of North America, and
an elementary work on botany, which passed through two
American editions. They all evince an ardent zeal for bis
favourite pursuit* and a scrupulous exactness in the state-

ments ho put forth ; and they mutt have contributed in a
roust powerful degree t> the advancement of North Ame-
rican science. Among othor things wo may mention that
lie was the first person to notice the curious power of cam-
phor when steeped in water to revive faded flowers, showing
it to l» a vegetable stimulant of peculiar energy. * I have
learned that to distrust is nerrua sapientue,' said our cele-
brated countryman John Ray : this most important prin-
ciple was actid upon by Dr. Barton in a manner which
showed the soundness of his mind and the goodness of his
judgment. ' Credulity,' he used to say, 'is the most in-

jurious feature in the character of the naturalist as well at
of the historian. Its influence in one indiv idual is often
felt and propagated through many sges. Unfortunately,
too, it has been the sin of naturalists, or those who have
touched on questions relative to natural history.' When his
circumstances became easy. Dr. Barton did not forget the
.slue of assistance to those UUninrrs in science to whom
fortune bad been unpt<>pilious : among his uiauy acts of
liberality might to be mentioned two in particular whi<h
J»a»e been attended with permanent!) valuable results. At

•f sW
his private charge tbe late Frederick Parah was
Alleghany Mountains and the western territory

Southern States for the sake of exploring tbetr »e

productions ; on which occasion he arauired the tmmt «
able part of the materials from which be subwoorath a»
pared hit American Flora. At a liter penod T> Bant
enabled Mr. Nuttall. in IMO, to visit the nortkwrn s*«

north-western parts of the United Slate* and tbr *.*j j*ki{

British territories with a similar object in view : K« larjs

an ncix-ktion of discovery n-sultod from this n'ao »* es*>

known from the works both of Purtb and of NuttaB is
self. These two botanists agreed to name ooe of the la**
of their discoveries Burtnnta, in hooour of their nasrat

and it would have been more to tbe credit of Mr. Nans!
if he had imitated the example of Purth by irate

knowledging hi* obligation* to bis benefactor ta Use
j

to his work, instead of making his memory the subject af >

contemptible squabble.

We are indebted for the principal part of the shem sv

formation to a Biographical Sketch nf /Voftww iltrta
by his nephew. Dr. William P. C. Barton, huasetf a aotasa*

of considerable reputation. He t* the anther of a ueefsi

Compendium of the Flora of Philadelphia . oftaru soJaana
quarto on the Vegetable Materia Uctbcu a/ the I as/if
State*, a work of great value ; and of a flora </ .V-wra

America, in three volumes. 4to. published attweea I VI!
and 1824. Tbe botanical plates in these tare last works we
by far the best that have ) ct appeared in that cnatiaeai «t*

America, and will bear comparison with those af the aaa*
celebrated European botanitti.

BARTON. ELIZABETH, tbe • holy mass of I«
Respecting the early life of this woman we poaarsa aw sale*

mation. She first becomes known to as in I lii. * bra.

the humble capacity of tenant at an inn at AWiaefU* a
Kent, tbe began to acquire a local reputation lot ssxart** cU
miraculous endowment*. She was subject ta fit* «f at

epileptical character, and, in tbe paroxysms af bar .

vented ber feeling* in incoherent phrase* sad exr
which one Richard Master, parson of tbe said tenia, aaa
advantage of to make people believe that she anas aa asso
ment of divine revelation. This opinion, whsrh *»• tap*
to gain ground, was favoured by those feeling* of taasr

stitious reverence with which tbe ignorant often rasgaad ar-

sons of a diseased intellect Master and Dr. zVwaant. t

monk of Canterbury, took ber under tbetr darectaeL saat

inatructcd her in the tricks she should play. At km ? •
probable tbat the was simply their instruntent, bart sat assa

appears to have become a kind of aeconiplaca. tbcvra *
cannot perhaps fairly consider her, in any part of ber r«a*r
as of perfectly sound mind. A successful prrdartsaa antt a»

aid to tbe general delusion. A child of Use asaataw ef is*

inn happened to be ill. when Elizabeth was atrarlsaf ke

one of ber fits. On recovering, she inquired wbetan iu
child was dead ? She was told thai it aa* still Irvaag • I:

will not live. I announce to >ou ; iu death baa aeaa r*->

to me in a vision,' was tbe answer. The chiM anas.
Elizabeth was immediately regarded as
Heaven with tbe gift of prophecy. She t

tbe convent of St. Sepulchre a at Ceatarbary.
a nun.
In this new situation ber ecstasts* sad

multiplied, and she became generally known by tbe i

tioo of the ' holy maid of Kent' Several persoas af i

lion, ' nobles as well as spiritual person*, to qaaat asset cat

statute, believed in ber divine msauon. Bahaj laasw. ant
most honest prelate of bis time, and Airbbobea aTarWaa. a
learned and amiable man, oounlroanoed ber pestsa—ass .

and, above all, tbe strong intellect and uprarbt a»art afk
Thomas Mora did not secure him against taa am it af as*

age. (See Cromwell's letter to Fisher aa tbe Aeaneneka a>

Burnet Flatten speech in defence of hiaaiitf ta taa aaWt
of the Maid of Kent is quoted at truth ta Use j*aw km
mentarg History, vol i. p. 420. fruea CaBtar.) la aaa asaaw
to Cromwell. Mure tells us tbat tbe king biawaatf Beast eWe
bit attention to the trance* and ravings of tbe ' stab atam,
having called upon him to report upon a aaa*n>«a3 aatwa
Archbishop Warbam bad teat to Bean af a aat aba taat
seen m ber visions. ' I told bias,' says Mara.
faith I found nothing in these words that 1

1

regard or esteem: fur seeing that sosne part sail at ratattnav
and tbat, Gud wots, full rude also. Urn say anjaatv. natal
wots, that I saw therein, a tight sample <

my mind speak it of bev own wM well <
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W it w»» reported that miracle wu wrought in her, bo
dur»t not, and would not be bold in judging the matter.
This Wat in the early part of ber career. During the sub-
sequent seven or eight yearn. More slates that be continually
heart! ' much talking aliout her. although no miracle or
revelation.' and wu informed, moreover, that the had bod
a personal interview with both Cardinal YVolsev and the
king. To the cardinal she said that in a vision she aaw the
Almighty deliver into hi* hands three swords, one of which
signified the authority which as legate be exercised over
the clergy ; the second, his rule as chancellor over the tem-
poralities ; and the third, bis authority in the great matter
of the king's marriage ; and heard Him at the tame time
declare that unless Wolsey employed these swords pro-
perly, it should be laid sorely to his charge. The prediction
to Henry was of a more dangerous character,—that if be
were to repudiate Catherine he would die in the course of
seven months, and be succeeded on the throne by bis
daughter Mary.

In the course of the year 1533 Sir Thomas More had an
interview with the holy nun at the chapel of the friars at
Sion. The result was. that be thought heaven was working
' some good and great things by her. She told him, among
other strange things which threw light on the state of her
understanding, ' that of late the devil, in the likeness of •
bird, was Hying and fluttering about her in a chamber, and
suffered himself to be taken, and being in hands suddenly

ber, were among the articles of accusation against these twe
persons. (See Stnpe. vol. ij

BARTON-UPON-Hl'MBER i» a market-town of the
county of Lincoln, in the wapentake of Yarborough. It is

situated on the south side of the Humber. 155 miles north
from London, and 33 north by e.isl fium Lincoln. The lord-
ship of Barton contains c; 10 acres, and the manorial estates
belong to the crown. Barton is a place of considerable an-
tiquity. It was once surrounded by a rampart and fosse,

the remains of which are still v isible in vthat are called ' the
castle dykes,' and was probably otherwise fortified against
the aggressions of the Danes and Saxons, who often wasted
the country on both side* the river. At the time of the
Norman Conquest, Barton was a place of some importance,
and one of the principal ports of the Humber. It was then
a corporate town, governed by s Tun) or and aldermen ; and,
until the foundation of Kingslon-upon-Hull by Edward I.,

bad a considerable share of trade, which afterwards gradu-
ally declined. When Edward III. required the sea-ports to

contribute ships and men for his expedition against France,
Barton contributed five ships and ninety-one men ; but at

that time many of our present sea-ports on the eastern roast

were not even mentioned. It is now principally noted for

being the place where the northern road passes the Humber
to Hull ; and the improvements which have been made in
the ferry have rendered it a great thoroughfare. Steam-
packets cross and re-cross the river every morning and

changed in their sight that were present into such a strange,
j

evening for passengers, the dintance being' about six mile*
ugly-fashioned bird that tbey were all afraid, and threw bim
out of a window.' More, at a subsequent time, shortly be-
fore bis execution, changed his tone, and declared ber. in
his letter to Cromwell, to be ' a lewd nun' and a hypocrite.
Had this poor creature confined ber prophecies to the

common occurrences of life, or even to the current topics of
religious controversy, it is more thsn probable that she
would have been permitted to die in ptaoe ; but, led by ber
seal, or more probably worked upon by others, she boldly
prophesied against evil-doers in high places, and in refer-

ence to the divorce from Catherine and marriage of the
king with Anne Boleyn, declared * that she had knowledge
by revelation from heaven that God was highly displeased
with our said sovereign lord, and that if he proceeded in the
said divorce and separation and married again, be should no
longer be king of this realm ; and that, in the estimation of
Almighty God, he should not be king one hour, and that he
should die a villain's death.' She was at the time so popular,
and so extensively patronised by many of the clergy, and
such pains were taken on their port' to diffuse her sen-
timents respecting the divorce, that the government at
length proceeded to take active measures against her and
her adherents. Accordingly, in November, 1533, the nun,
with five priest* snd three lay gentlemen, ber accomplices,

were brought before the Star Chamber and sentenced to do
publie penance as impostors at St- Haul's Cross. It is

stated by the more cealous an ti- Romish writers, that the
nun did eon fees herself to be an impostor, and that she
was tempted to chum inspiration at the instigation of the
devil : but it is much more probable that a false confession
was obtained from nor with the hope of saving her life,

than that a simple woman should have contrived and carried

on. for many years, system of complicated mental and
physical imposture. Lingard admits that the confessed
her guilt, but threw the burden of ber offence on ber com-
panions. Burnet goes so far as to denounce the whole affair as

an imposture from the beginning ; maintaining that the nun
was taught to counterfeit the very convulsions and trances
of disease, and this, too, white be admits that 4 she was of a
sick and distempered brain,' and subject to ' hjsterical fits.'

But the nun a confession, whatever were its motives,

availed ber nothing. Emm the pillory she and her com-
panions wore led back to prison, where thev lav till the
following January, when they were attainted of high treason.

It was thought that as the imposture bad been doubly
proved—by lie alleged confession, and by the fact that the

king bad outlived the period assigned him by the pro-

phetess—that no additional punishment would be indicted

;

but the king was net of • temper to be to easily satisfied.

On the SI tt April. 1534, the nun was beheaded at Tyburn,
together with the five pristis.

There an some small discrepancies in the accounts of this

woman's oonfstsiiwi and of the execution of herself and her
ikoes. The credit and countenance which Pither,

of Roche*tir, and Sir Tnotstas More bad given to

and a half to the opposite bank. Although there is properly
only one parish in Barton, it contains twolarge churches, the
respective districts of which are popularly considered a* pa-
rishes. St. Peter's Church appears to have been built about
the time of the Conquest. The tower, which is the oldest

part of the structure, is regarded as an object of considerable
architectural interest. The front of its lower compartment
(as represented in a plate of the Gentleman'* Magazine for

1816) presents two rows of pillars, the lower row supporting
round, and the higher pointed arcbet. The windows in the
lower and uppermost compartments of the tower have round
arches ; but in the blank windows of the middle comportment
the arches are also pointed. The living it • discharged
vicarage in the archdeaconry and diocese of Lincoln, valued
in the king's books at 1 9/. 4*. 6tL, and stated to be of tbe actual
value of 250/. per annum. The church of St Mary is a very
handsome structure of the fourteenth century, said to have
been erected by the merchants of Barton as • chapel of ease

to the older church. The churches are kept in repair by their

separate districts, and service is performed alternately at

each. The town consists of several well-built streets, with
several good inns ; but, beside* the church**, it contains no
public building that require* notice. A court-leet is held
naif-yearly at Barton for the cognisance of offence* com-
mitted in the town, and a court- baron every three weeks, for

the recovery of small debts. A considerable trade in corn is

carried on in the town, and many of the inhabitant* are em-
ployed in the manufacture of bricks, tiles, Paris whiting,

ropes, and sacking. The town has • well-supplied weekly
market on Mondays, and another for fat cattle once a fort-

night. The annual fair it held on the Thursday after

Tnnity Sunday. Barton contained 77* houses in 1831.

with a population of 3133 persons. 1*89 of whom were

females. (Howlett's Srbetion of Hrwt ra /A* Counif of
Lincoln ; Hitlorieal and DetcrtptiM Account of Uncoln-
Mre, 1825-6.)

BARUCH, fra. meant, literally, bleutd, and corre-

sponds to the names Macariut (Ha*Apu><) in Greek, tnd
Benedictus in 1Jit in. Hence Baruch Sninoam colled himself

Benedictus in the title of his Latin works.

Among the various individuals called by the name of

Baruch, none is so generally known as Baruch the son of

Neriob. the son of Maasetoh. This Baruch was the scribe

and assistant of the prophet Jeremiah. During the reigns

of Josith, Jehoiakim. Jehoiochin, and Zedekiah, kings of

Judah, Jeremiah warned the princes and people of the land

of Judah. denouncing their sins, exhorting them to repent-

ance, and foretelling the approaching calamitous judgment*
of the l>ord.

In the fourth year of the reign of Jehoiakim, about B.C.

807, while Jeremiah was closely confined, he received a
divine command to cause all the prophecies which he bad

uttered to be written in a roll. He accordingly summoned
Baruch, the scribe, who wrote from the mouth of Jeremiah
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tously. and devoted Mraeerf to study, the rank of which wma

a treatise, NouveUe Mtchamqut dm Mouvemente delHommt
tt dm Animaux.
Some yean afterwarda, the faculties of medicine having

been re-established, be waa appointed honorary professor at

Montpellier, and in 1801 pronounced bia Ducourt tur It

Gtnie d Hrppoerate. In 1803 ha waa appointed physician

to the Emperor Napoleon, and aoon after pabliahed a treatise.

Dm Mala&m Ooulteutet, two Tola. fivo,, which iadeemed in-

ferior to bia former publication*

In 1806, after an attack of few, he expired on the 15th

of October, in the seventy-second year of bia age.

He left behind him two works, which were afterwards

published— 1. Trxnli du Beau, one voL 8vo. Paris, 1807;
and. S. Consultation*dt Mtdecine, two vols. 8to. Paris, 1810.

(Sea Lordst. Exposition de la Doctrine Medical* de M.
Barthis ; Biographic Vnivertelle; and Thomson's lift of
CuUen, voL i. p. 445.)

BARTHOLINUS. KRA8MUS. ton of Oaapard Bar-
tholinua (known aa an author, aa well aa aereral others of

his aona and grandsons), born at Roekild in Denmark, 1(25

;

died in 1698. He was profeaaor of geometry, and after-

wards of medicine, at Copenhagen. (See Biog. Univ.)

His principal work is De Cometit, Copenhagen. 1664-66. in

which be treats of comets after the manner of Descartes.

(Weidler. p. 508.) He published tereral other works.

BARTHOLI'NE. THOMAS, son of Caspar, a distin-

guished physician and profeaaor of Copenhagen, waa born
in that city 2vth October, 1616. After some years' study at

the university of hit native place, following the example of
bia father, he visited the moat celebrated schools of Europe,

at almost all of which be published some work ; thus leaving

at each a memorial of his assiduity and talents. First, in

1637. be went to Leyden, where he resided for three years,

and where afterwards he republished his Dither'• Anatomies
Inetituliones, with additions, 1641, 1 vol. 8va Thence he
went to France, and spent two years between Paris and
Montpellier. From France he went to Padua, where be
lived three years, and waa greatly distinguished among the

students. After visiting the greater part of Italy and
passing over to Malta, he returned to Padua, and thence
proceeded to Basle, where be took tbe degree of doctor of
medicine, having chosen for his thesis De Phrenitide, 4 to.

Basis, 1645. In tbe following year he returned to Copen-
hagen with a large collection of books, in addition to the
•tores of knowledge which be bad acquired. In 1647 he
waa appointed profeaaor of mathematics in the University

of Copenhagen, which situation ha exchanged the following

year for tbe chair of anatomy. During the time he held
this office be published a greet many works on subjects

more or leas connected with anatomy and medicine, aa well

aa other subjects. Some of these treat of anatomical dis-

coveries then or recently made, the moat celebrated of which
was the discovery of the lymphatic vessel*, the merit of
which be assigns to himself, though his claim ia cootested
in favour of Rodbeck, a Swedish anatomist, who, in October
and November. 1 650, ami tbe greater part of the following
veer, mado many experiments to discover the course and
termination of the lacteal: In tbe course of these Rudback
waa surprised to discover some vessels filled with a trans-

parent fluid, turgid on the side of the liver immediately
concluding that they were not lacteala but a new eet of
veettU. hitherto unknown, be called them, from the sort of
fluid which they carried, vata serosa. Bartholin*, even by
bia own account, was not acquainted with tbe lymphatic
\easels till tbe month of December, 1651 : and the testimony
of Haller ia in favour of Rudback. His first publication
in which they are mentioned ia entitled Vata Lymphatics
nuper in animantibu* Hafmte inventa. et Hepatu extquim.
Hernias, 16*3. 4to. Paristia, 8to. Bartholin* did not are
lymphatics in man till January, 1654; yet be says. ' we envy
no man's reputation ; let tbe palm of feme lie open to all

;

only let tbe honour of the invention be left to us, as we
trust we deserve it.' Ha work is entitled Vata Lymphatic*
in homine nmper invent*, Hafoua, 1654.

Another important work of bia ia entitled Dimerlatio
Anatomuca de hepate defuneto movie Btlnonontm obeerva-
tiombut opponla. Hainan, 1661. Ivo. Up to the time of
Bartholtne tbe liver waa supposed to be the sole organ of
aanguiaVation. s doctrine which he disproved in this and
other works. In l«6l. bis health being very delicate, he
resigned bia professorship, and retired to tbe country, of
nh»b he was extremely food. Surrounded by hit hooka,

be hoped to spend the raneJnder of Us Mb an
tranquillity, but in 1670 a fire dsstruyse

1

has
library, and his manuscripts. After this aa*
ha returned to Copenhagen, where the king i

,

his physician ; and in addition to bia salary
i

an exemption from taxes. Tbe University of
nominated him librarian ; and afterwarda, m I (75. lb* ksssj

appointed him a member of tbe grand council of
He published manv successive editions of has .

which was also reprinted in various countries of
and it continued to be tbe common text-book of
till tbe publication of Verheyen in 16*3. Another
publication is the Hutonarum Anattmu tmium
VI., of which there ia a complete analysis ra Hi
Hotheca Medico, vol. ii. p. 654. A valuable work wf a i

kind, but consisting entirely of morbid sppearsswss

on dissection, was unfortunately destroyed by law

This mode of extending our knowledge he i

subsequent work. Consilium de Amatmm prat

veris morboeie adornandd, cum Operum Amctmrm ,

Edttorum Catalogo, Hafhia*, 1674. 4to. A wither
ing work, though of an earlier date, ia De here /tea

et Brutorum. Leidaa. 1647. 8vo. et Hants*. I64J. 1 64. a. a»

which last edition is appended Conner's tissf—. De rune et

admirandit herbit qua noctu lucent. It treats wf
|

reacent appearances. His works altogether am—
six. one of the last of which waa De Ptragnm
died, Haftues, 1674, ibL, being an amount of

with advice to his two sons how to travel with i

He died at Copenhagen. 4th December, 14

fifth vearof his age, leaving behind him awe eases attd i

daughters, most of whom became distinguihal far

talents and learning.

(See EneudopUie Mftho&qm; HaOer'a
Medico, et B. Jnatomica.)
BARTHOLINB, or BARTHOLINUS.THOMAS, ssa

of the preceding, born in 1650, became entsBwsjt as as*

science of jurisprudence, in tbe prosecution of wnwea. anw
studying at the University of Copenhagen, be vemwaami *>

those of Leyden, Paris. Leipzig, and Oxford. TJeaoi k» st-

rum home, he was appointed profeaaor of hssaory aasi cad

law ; and held tbe offices of aasoasor of the i iiasisf j .awas-

tsry to tbe king, antiquary, and keeper of the rwyat aa uhw sv

He died November 5th. 1696. He published: I. Dm Urn-

gobardii, 4to. 1676; 2. De Holgero Duma, ovo. JS.T; j.

De Equestris Ortknu Danebrnpd d Chrietiemi V. «

n

rati origine, tot; 4. De Causu Mortit a ,'

contemptat, 4to. ; 5. Antiouitatum Demia
4 to. 1689; 6. De Ltgendit Limit; 7. Ormtmetm tt Cer-

anna. He left also, but unfinished. an Becieeumttml Ih eurj

of the North. It was from his work. Be Causes Mm sss.4*.

that Gray translated his Deecrnt o/ Odin. (Sea Maanw.
Diftion. ii. p. 90 ; Chalmers s Biagr. Diet. swL tw. av 7a.

»

BARTHOLOMEW MASSACRE, THE ST, m mm
name by which tbe inhuman slaughter of the Hi
at Paris, in tbe year 1)72, ia known. It i

' Bartholomew Massacre,' or simply. • the I
because it occurred on the 14th of Aagiast . Sc. 1

mew's day. 'Huguenot' wa
French Protestants are invariably <

rary writers. There has been much
origin of the term. According to some, it mean ftwaa a •

man word used in Switserland,

teidgenott.) or bound by oath. Others, with

who lived at tbe time it first came into waa. sail ea Oast a
waa an epithet of contempt, derived from a vary asanas eaaa
inferior even to tbe maillee, the ssnaBest eaaa thews aa mm
in France, which had been in eirrulauon sine* HasseCasass.

Aa tbe Bartholomew maaaaere is ana of the aswsa «sa>

tested passages in history, and as there st an haaaaneal «jas»

tion upon which it is more diAralt to form an easssM mm
open to objections, it will he convenient la ama* taae aaaaaaa

into two portions : 1st. a simple narratn* ef ta

tions ; tnd., a brief summary of tbe opaaaane of

with reference to the probable motives ef thaae wh»
and executed it

1 1. Tbe progress of the Riftaiaatisa in

ferrnl from what it waa in Bnsrjand. whan,

tbe civil magistrate, it waa coodurtad wash

ia France, on the contrary, the ruing pewwes waa* eeawaxsajn

opiiand to it, and its etogreaa waa whetrr emmm *s> aa*
leal and courage of mdivMuale, la BnajkanaV, ansa* *»*
a sort of comproraisi with Urn fe llings saaf aawaaans est afea
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Ifc iwiiU of (a* tatkntfktth; whO* in" France, • Protest-

ant Mtgt not merely mm who shook off the papal autho-
rity, but who denounced the pope at antichrist, and the
naramoaiaa oTtha Roaiah church a» the worship of Belial,
la their teneta and political condition the Huguenots closely
raaaoibUd the KngUsb puritans of the seventeenth century.
Like thra,discountenanced, and at length persecuted, by the
Court, the French Hugueoota became a distinct people in
their native country, abhorring and abhorred by their Ca-
tholic Mlow-aubjeots ; united to each other by the closest
ties of raUgion and a common temporal interest, and sub-
mitting solely and implicitly, in peace and in war, to the
guidance of their own leaders. The wan between these
irreooncileahto parties were, at might be expected, frequent
and bloody.

In August. 1570, a treaty of peace was concluded between
the French king, Charles IX.. and his Huguenot subjects.
This was the thud contract of the kind that had been en-
tered into between these parties within eight years. The
two first were shamefully violated as it suited the purpose of
the stronger party. It was natural therefore that the Pro-
testant leaders should feel very distrustful as to the motives
of the Court with regard to the new act of pacification ; and
this distrust was far from being lessened by the circum-
stance that the overtures to peace proceeded from the Court,
and that the terms of the treaty were unusually favourable
to the Huguenots. The veteran Coligny [see Colicky],
Admiral of France, however, lent all the influence of bis
authority, aa the leader of the Huguenots, towards pro-
moting the avowed object of the treaty. He was earnestlyrooting

pressed to court ; but suspicious of the queen-mother, the >

>d Catherine de' Medici, and of the pcelebrated Catherine de' Medici, and of the party of the
Duke of Guise, be refused the invitation, and retired to the
strong Huguenot fortress of Rocbelle. He was accompanied
by the young Prince of Navarre (afterwards Henry IV.),
Condi, and other chiefs ofthe Protestant psrty. This distrust,

however, of the admiral, was entirely effaced before the end of
the second year from the date of the treaty. Charles IX. was
but twenty years of age when he ostentatiously sought to

be reconciled with his Huguenot subjects. The peace was
emphatically called his own peace, and he boasted that be
had made it in opposition to his mother and other counsel-
lors, saying, be was tired of eivil dissensions, and convinced,
from experience, of the impossibility of reducing all his sub-
jects to the same religion. His extreme youth—his im-
petuous and open temper—and, if we may behave Walsing-
bam. who was the English ambassador at Paris at the time,
the unsettled state of his religious opinions, inclining ' to

those of the new religion,'—naturally operated in removing
the distrust of Coligny. Contrary to what bad happened
after former treaties, pains were taken to observe the articles

of pacification, and to punish those who infringed them.
Charles spoke of the admiral in terms of praise and ad-
miration : the complaints of the Huguenots were listened to

with attention, ana their reasonable requests granted ; and
their friends were in favour, while their enemies were in ap-
parent disgrace at court. Early in 1471 Charles offered his

sister in marriage to the Prince of Navarre, the acknowledged
head of the Huguenot party ; and though the pope refused
to grant a dispensation for the marriage, and the Spanish
Court and the Guises strongly opposed it, be persisted in

bringing it about, threatening the papal nuncio that he
would have the ceremony performed without a dispensation,

if the pope continued obstinate in withholding it. He en-
bated the personal ambition of the admiral on his side, by
offering to send an army, under his command, into Flanders,

to co-operate with the Prince of Orange against the King
of Spain.

Charles again, in the summer of 1671, earnestly solicited

the admiral to repair to court. The tetter of invitation,

written with bis own hand, waa entrusted to Teligny, the
admiral's son-in-law. It was backed by warm solicitations

from Montmorency, the admiral's near relation, and the
Marshal de Coses, his intimate friend. Coligny°s apprehen-
stoos at length gave way, and in September of the same
year he repaired to Bloii. where Charles held his court. His
reception was apparently the most cordial and respectful

:

he was restored to all his honours and dignities, and loaded

with presents. The king called him * Father,' and in a
tone of affection added, ' We have you at last, and you shall

not escape us.'

This apparent favour of the king towards the admiral

ogptinned without interruption for many months. When

absent from court, Charles maintained a conespondenoa
with him by letters; and in their private conversation he at
least affected to unbosom himself without reserve to bis
new friend; cautioned him against his mother snd her
Italian favourites, spoke disparagingly of his brother Anmu.
and in giving the character of his marshals, freely described
their faults and censured their vices. Coligny «» com-
pletely won by this frank demeanour of the young king,
and employed his influence to induce the other Huguenot
chiefs to repair to court. Though repeatedly warned of his
danger bis confidence was unshaken. ' Rather,' said he,
' than renew the horrors of civil war, I would be dragged a
corpse through the streets of Paris.'

The marriage of Henry of Navarro with Margaret the
king's sister, was celebrated with great pomp on Monday
the 16th of August, 1572. Most of the protectant nobility

and gentry, with the admiral at their head, attended on the
occasion ; and as their prejudices would not let them enter
a church where mass was celebrated, the ceremony was per-
formed in a temporary building near the cathedral of Notre
Dame. The Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday were
passed in all sorts of festivities. On Friday the 22nd. Co-
ligny attended a council at the Louvre, and went after-

wards with the king to the tennis-court, where Charles and
the Duke of Guise played a game against two Huguenot
gentlemen. As he wslked slowly home, reading a paper,
an arquebuss wss discharged at him from the upper win-
dow of a house occupied by a dependant of the Duke of
Guise. One ball shattered his hand, another lodged in his

right arm. The king was still playing at tennis with the
Duke of Guise when the news of this attack reached him.
He threw down his racket—exclaiming ' Shall I never have

Sace? and retired apparently dejected to hi* apartment,
e joined the King of Navarre and the Prince of Condi in

their lamentations, and promised, with threats of vengeance,
to punish the guilty.

The admiral's wounds were declared on the 23rd not
to be dangerous. He expressed a wish to see the king.
Charles visited the wounded man, accompanied by his mother
and a train of courtiers. Coligny requested to »peak with
the king alone, and Charles commanded his mother snd bro-

ther to remain at a distance. Catherine afterwards acknow-
ledged that these were the most painful moments she evor
experienced. ' Her consciousness of guilt, the interest with
which Charles listened to the admiral, the crowds of armed
men in constant motion through the house, their looks and
whispers and gestures, all conspired to fill her with terror.

Unable to remain any longer in such a situation, she inter-

rupted the conference, by pretending that silence and re-

pose were necessary for the recovery of the admiral. During
her return in the same carriage with the king, she' em-
ployed every artifice to draw from him the particulars of the

conversation. He disclosed sufficient to add to her alarm.'

This passage, which we have extracted from Lingard's his-

tory, is confirmed in the main by the narrative of the St.

Bartholomew, attributed to the Duke of Anion, afterwards

Henry III., who had a large share in its design and exe-

cution. He tells us that as the admiral began to spesk

earnestly. Catherine camo up and drew the king away, but

not till she hod heard the admiral advise him not to tot bis

mother and brother have so much of bis authority.

On the first news of the admiral's wound the Huguenots
repaired in crowds to his residence, and offered their ser-

vices, with menacing language against the Guises—tbo

suspected aasaasins. A royal guard was placed to protect

the house of Coligny from popular violence ; and under a
similar pretext of regard for his safety, the Catholics were

ordered to evacuate and the Protestants to occupy the

quarter in which he resided.

The attempt at assassination was not the work of the

Guises : it wss planned by the Duke of Anjou, the Duchess

of Nemours, and the queen-mother. The father of the Duke
ofGuise, and first husband of the Duchess of Nemours, was
assassinated by a Huguenot fanatic, who alleged that he

committed the crime under the sanction of the admiral ; and
since that event Coligny always felt that his life was in

danger from one who, whether justly or unjustly, regarded

him as the murderer of bis father. The attempt at assassi-

nation having failed, the conspirators met on the morning

of Saturday the 33rd. in secret conference. Baffled revenge

and the dread of vindictive retaliation augmented the fero-

city of their counsels. On Saturday after dinner, the hour

for wnfch at that timewu noon, the queen-mother was seen
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to enter U» king-* chamber: Anjou andmm lord* of*#
Catholic party joined her thai* toon afterwards. According

to Charles a account of this BMUng, u reported by hi* aistor

nforrned of aMargaret, ho was then suddenly in

conspiracy oa the part of tho Huguenot* again* ammetf
and Wily ; wa» told that tho admiral aad hi* frond* von
at that monont plotting bit alestruetion, and that if bo did

not promptly anticipate tho design* of hi* enemies, and if ho

waited UU nest morning, he and hi* family might bo sacri-

ficed. Under thia impression, be ttetes, bo gave a reluctant

hurried content to the proposition of hi* eounarilors, ox-

claiming, a* ho toft the loom, that be hoped not a tingle

Huguenot would be left alive to reproach him with the

deed. The plan of the maiaanw bad been previously ar-

ranged, and it* execution intruded to the Duke* of Qui**,

Anjou. and Aumale, Montpensier, and Marshal Taraanea,

It wanted two hours of the appointed time : all wa* still

at the Louvre. A abort time baton the signal was give*.

Charles, hi* mother, and Anjou repaired to an open bal-

cony, and awaited the result in breathless silence. This

awful suspense was broken by the report ofa pistol. Charles

shook with horror—hit frame trembled, bit resolution failed

him. and cold drop* stood upon bit brow. But the die wat
cast—the bell of a neighbouring church tolled-and the

work of slaughter commenced.
This wa* at two o'clock in the morning. Before five

o'clock the admiral and hi* friend* were murdered in cold

blood, and their rem* in* treated with brutal indignity.

Revenge and hatred being thus satiated en the Huguenot
chiefs, the totcin wa* sounded from the parliament beast,

calling on lb* populace of Pari* to join in the carnage, and
protect their religion and their lung against Huguenot
treason. It is not necessary to enter into the detail* of

this most perfidious butchery. • Death to the Huguenots

—

treason—courage—our gam* is in the toils—Kill every

man of them— it is the kings orders,* shouted the court

leaders, aa they galloped through the street*, cheering
the armed citizen* to the slaughter. ' KOI ! kill I bleeding
it as wholesome in August a* in May,' shouted the Mar-
shal Tsvannes, another of the planner* of the atat c ai.

The fury of the court wa* thu* seconded by the bog pent-

up hatred of the Parisian populace ; and lb* Huguenots
were butchered in their bed*, or endeavouring to escape,

without any regard to age, tax, or condit ion . Nor was the

slaughter wholly confined to the Protestant*. Secret re-

venge and personal hatred Boabraoed that favourable oppor-
tunity of gratification, and many Catholics (ell by the hud
of Catholic assassins

Towards evening the ntwn of the powuleo*
alarming that the king, by sound of trumpet.

They are adrained
the most opposite v

And that bring* u* to the

«.Tww .

facto which we
the result of a

the meeting at Bayonne ta

seqoenec of the failure of the attack

admiral two day* boat** raw

have been premeditated, wa* Charles privy to <

iiniiqnanwy. wa* the peace of Ufa.
setter, and hi* friendly soosaauour tow*

the Huguenot chiefs, one piece of the most

eheryand dieeiatnlarton ? Volumes have to

to

I'toV
d istention between the house* of Quit* ana Coli|

On lb* following day, the S»th. I

is agent with the Protestant phi

every man to return to his house, under penalty of death,

excepting the •Seen of the guards and the civic suthontie*;

and on the second day be issued another pruclaaaatioa. de-

claring, under pain of death, that no person should kill or
pillage another, unless duly sulhomed. Indeed it would
seem that the massacre was more extensive and indiscri-

minate than it* projector* had anticipated; and that it

was necessary to eherk the disorderly fury of the populace.

The slaughter, however, partially continued for three dajs.

On the evening of the first day, Charles despatched totters

to bis ambassadors in foreign courts, and to all hi* gemnit
and chief officer* in France, bewailing the massacre that

had taken place, hut imputing U entirely to the private
" luis* and Coiigny.

, ha wrote to Schomharg.
rinee* of Om many, that

having been apprised by tome of the Huguenot* themselves
of a oeneptraey farmed by the admiral and hi* friend* to
murder him. bis mother, and brothers, ha bad bean farced

to sanction the counter attach* of lb* baa** of Quite, in

consequence of which, the admiral, and tome gentlemen a/
his party, had bam shunt since which, the populace, ex-
asperated by the report of the conspiracy, and indignant at
the restraint imposed upon the royal femdy, had been gaiety
of tiolent axosaoos, and. to but great regret, bad killed all

the chiefs of the Huguenot* who were si Pens.
Neat dsy, however. Cbarle* went in state to lb* parti*,

ment of Pane, and avowed himself the author of the mas-
sacre, claiming to hiaatttf the ment of having thereby given
peace to his kingdoms he denounced the admiral and hi*
adherent* a* traitors, and declared that ha had tiasaly de-
bated a conspiracy to murder the royal family.
These are the leading fast* af the Barthetoaeew

t of their results.

We shall dispose of the tret

The conferences at Bayonne between »

and the Duke of Alva were secret : if <

ing, no direct proof of the decision* in <

neted baa come down to we. There (a, I

stantial evidence to show that they relate*
1

at the i

tual moan* of subduing the Protests*** m Prestre

Flanders. Mutual sueeour was stipetatsd and efi

Adriaao, a eontemporary historian af sawtat, am
supposed to have derived the materials of hat battery fr-ae

the journal of Cosmo, Duke of Twseaery. who died m MTc
•tote* that Aha declared for an immediate utotmi—uee.
sad treated the proposition of Prance (to allare the Ha
lords and prince* back to the bosom of i

as faint-hearted, and tesason to the easts* of God.
wpreaonlod that euch an extirpation a* AH* '

•we* beyond the ability of the royal power hi
~

agreed a* to the and. but dufcreti aa to dm
af eeeoatpuahmg it ; and lb* conference tormswai

parties merely agreeing ae to the gaesrsl prio r i pfa af «•>

straying the lacoarigibto ringtoartoi af tit* ho iota
each sovereign being at liberty to teisrt the i

and mode* of execution which best awltod the <

of hi* own detainago*. Thia stateaseut at eatoasteal by the

jodioiou* Do Thou. Btrada, the historian of Ahsi te>wi
ment in Flandera, who wrote from the posers af the Has*
Parma, says, in rtfattnti to the biaotb iat*. <

thotomew was planned at aWyetane, that be <

own knowledge either amrm or deay the i

inrhnes to the belief that it la true (eoCraw faWruaaf aaasaaaw

mt credos*). It was on this occasion that Area meats mw af

the eetohrsted expreoston nmwtioned by Daruaead 1

and which Henry IV.. thea Prince of Beers, aaad s
who wa* present at the interview, toot toOaUgner. <

of Navarre, that he would rather eatoh the huge frah ami a*
lb* small fry alone ; * en* ealason.' said he. • at weeth a

hundred frog*.'—' Una Into da sawmoa vutoat wjaaarx was
eelles do coot greooutllea." The aaahaeuajaeg eaaaataart af

Alva and the queen-mother, wupted with that safari n **>-
raony. enable us to sue*

s

i the first qwaaaaea thou far m ms
amrmative: that tbereexistod. as far ewe* aatherwaakeenae
at Bayonne. a general determination on the part of ant
courts of Spain and Prance to subdue, if net rttarweae P*s>
teetantism : but no eoneerted seat, or tarda I aaaa af

The eiuleuee at much more camfiWtiag WW* lasaid ae the
t inctrity of Charles in the aJhtrof the test a m \ %*%, aaad

the event* that fallowed it, with regard to has aaaar* to tV
vtsing the Bartholomew. Against the aarpi aaonwa of km
baring been perhaps the most profound danimator tfaet aba
world hat ever earn, there to, in the fin* aafeee. a anuug
nrajantiran derived from his extras** youth, and has Mm.
restless, vehsietnt. aad cWMasntv amimiooHi

"

He wa* only twenty-four when be
minally a king from the tenth your of has age. the go it*a
raeul was so tornplotair in the hand* of toe aserjttr. end aeam
was the —

r

ondoney of that iwaaarfcahto and wtofasd weasaa

-tad .w turn,

of mw arte af
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•how that aa toiliil nmi one* to bit MM have
Utile to heps froco bti Irumanky. ' His cduerttrou.' ays Mr.
Allen, who bat akatabed ate character with no friendly bend,
' had boon neglected by hi* mother, who desired to retain the
conduct of affairs, sad brought him forward en those aroa-
mcmt only when the wiabed to inspire terror by hu furious

paisipos. Active, or ruber restless, from temperament be
was never tranquil for eft instant, bat wee continually occu-
pied witb some riolent excretes or other; and when be bad
nothing better to do, he would arouse brmeeif with
•Jaeoiag a bone, or working at a forge.' But this m
not the temperament of a deep dissembler. Adopting
Papire Maaeon'e abaraeter of bun aa the true ana, that
be was impatient, passionate, raise, and faithless. Is it

possible that he lkoala bare played the part of rimelator
and diastsaulator to saeb perfection, that a scrutinising
and ouepioiona ebeorvot libs Walstngham, during three
years that be was Bnglieh ambassador at the French
court, in almost daily personal intercourse with him, new
for a moment doubted his sincerity ? Then, aa wa bare
sewn, the admiral to (he last moment placed the meat
andoMbtittff confidence to the king's professions of friend-

ship. Paste, hewerer, am stubborn things, and we bare
fee favourite hypothesis to support. When the marriage
of the king's sister with the Prince of Navarre was under
dismission. Pope Pins V. sent Us nephew, the Cardinal
Alexandrine, to the Court of France to prevent it Charles
took the cardinal by the band, and mid (we quote from the
Leitrt* ofOscar

1

, referred to by Mr. Allen in his controversy
with Dr. Lengerd) ' I entirely agree with what you say, and
am thankful to you and the pope for your advice : if I
bad any other means than this marriage of taking vengeance
on my enemies, I would not persist in it ; bat I have not'

Cardinal Alexandrine was hardly gone from court, when
the Queen of Navarre, the mother of Henry, arrived at

Blou to conclude the marriage. Charles received bar with
every demonstration of affection and cordiality ; boasted to

her that be had treated the monk who came to break off the
marriage as his impudence deserved; adding, that be
• would five hie sister, not to the Prince of Navarre, but
to the Huguenots, in order to remove all doubts on their

minds as to the peace.' ' And again, my Aunt,' said be,
' I honour von more than the pope, and 1 love my sister

more than I fear him. I am no Huguenot neither am I a
fool ; and if Mr. Pope does not mend his manners, I will

myself give away Margery in full conventicle.' (Mathieu;
Memoir— oW IBlot.)

It was on this occasion, according to Da Thou, Sully, and
other authorities, that Charles is said to have exultingly

asked his mother—* Have I not played my part well T—
' Yes,' said she ; ' but to commence m nothing, unless you
go through.' * Leave it to me,' he replied, with an oath.
' I will net them for you, every one.' Others postpone
the vaunting of his dissimulation till after the massacre

;

and a MS. in the BMiotMeque dm Hoi, quoted by Mr.
Allen, adds, ' That ha complained of the hardship

of being obliged to dissimulate so long.' There is one
ether trait of parody, among many told of him, which we
shall quote, and leave to speak for itself.

On the evening of St Bartholomew, and after be bad
given his seders for the massacre, ha redoubled his kindness
to the King of Navarre, and desired him to introduce some
of his best officer* into the Louvre, that they might be at

band in ease of any disturbances from the Guises. These
effieeca were butchered next morning in his presence.

That the peace of 1570 was, so far as Catherine de' Me-
dici and bar party was concerned, a piece of treachery,

got up for the sole purpose of luring the Huguenot chiefs

to their destruction, is the almost universal opinion of his-

torians, and is admitted by these who deny that Charles
had any guilty share tat the transaction: De Thou alone
hesitates te admit that long-meditated treachery. Opi-
nions are more divided with respect to the ceasencre of

the connexion between the massacre and the general de-

dan to cut off the leader (the tit* aW aawasao of Alva) of lbs

Protestant party. One great difficulty presents itself. The
attempt upon the life of the admiral was made at the

instigation of Catherine and her sea Anjou, the great

devisers of the mass*rye. If they really designed from the

Irst a genera] mams are, why did they run the very great risk

of defeating their purpose by cutting off the admiral alone

without the other trusters ? If the admiral bad fallen at the

iastaat by the band of the aanasin, is it not highly probable

Out Ml friends would have gad frotn Paris to a place of
safety?—at all event*, they would not here been butchered
wtirsaroWrgry and rooted Meed. On the other hand, if the
death ef lbs admiral was the sole or chiefebjecs ofthe mechi-
aefeoaa of the court, why did they defer it so long er attempt
it hi as bungling a way ? The Italian writer Davila baa fur-
nished a rained and subtle explanation of this difficulty, cha-
racteristic ofthe dark plotting and wily policy of his country.
According te this hypothesis (which is in sorne degree adopted
by De Thou), the plan of Catherine and her secret council
was, that Coligny should be assassinated under each circum-
stances as to Ix the guilt upon the Guises, in the hope that
the Huguenots would immediately rise in arms sad wreak
their vengeance upon the Guises ; and that object having
been obtained, that they would in turn be themselves over-
powered and massacred by the royal forces. By this means
Catherine would extinguish at one stroke the rival houses
af Guise and Cbstilloh, both equally obnoxious to the
Court Bat we agree with Mr. Allen that Una hypothesis
is too reined and uncertain a speculation even for Catherine,

and that the difficulty is not explained by it To our minds
the difficulty can be explained only by the supposition

that Charier was not only not privy to the design of the
massacre, but that Ha plotters were doubtful of obtaining
bis consent His occasional ferocity during end after the
massacre, and the inconsiatoncies of his public declarations

with respect to its origin, are by no means contradictory to

this supposition, which moreover receives considerable sup-
port from what Sully tells us of his subsequent remorse.
While the massscre was going on. Charles seemed like one
poaasseod. A few days after, be eaid to the celebrated Am-
brose Pare, hie surgeon end a Huguenot, ' I know not how
it is, but for the last few days I feci like one in e fever; my
mind and body are both disturbed . Every moment whether
I am asleep or awake, visions of murdered corpses, covered

with blood snd hideous to the sight hsunt me. Oh, I wish
they had spared the innocent and the imbecile I' Charles
died in toss than two years after the massacre, in agony
mentsl snd physical. * In this state,' says Sully, ' the
miserable day of St. Bartholomew was, without ceasing, pre-
sent to bis mind ; snd he showed by his transports of regret
and by hie fears, how much he repented of it
The miterials of this article are chiefly derived from

Davila • Hitton/ of the Civil Wart, De Thoo's History,
Sully 'a Memoir*, Memoirs of Margaret of Vakis, and
the despatches of Sir Francis Walsingbam contained in
Digges'a Compute Ambattador. The writer hss also care-
fully perused snd made uae of the controversial papers to
which Dr. Lingard r version of the Bartholomew miammo
in bis History of England has given birth—namely, the
article on that version in the 88th Number of the Edinburgh
BevieuK from the pen of Mr. Allen, Lingard '• Vindication
and A lien' t Reply—in which all the authorities and argu-
ments on both sides are put forth with great profusion and
ability. He baa also corftulted Metcrsy, Mathieu, and Peru
Daniel's Histories of Prance, and Chateaubriand's extracts

from the despatebeo of Salviati, the papal nuncio at Psris
at the time of the massacre, published in the Appendix to
the third volume of the History of England in Lardner's
Cabinet Cyclopaedia. He is also indebted to Mr. Turner's

dissertation on the Bartholomew, contained in the Snd vo-

lume of bis Modern History of England.
BARTHOLOMEW. ST., an hospital in London, one of

the most important in the chute of public charities to which
it belongs. Its origin is traced to Habere, whom tradition

states to have been a minstrel in the court of Henry I.

This person founded, in the year 11 09, a priory for black
canons, adjoining to which be establiabed an hospital for a
matter, eight brethren, and four sisters, who were to have
the care of such rick people and pregnant women as might
need the benett of the institution, i he hospital remained
attached to the priory until the Dissolution, and then, in

consequence of that connexion, shared its fete. Its reve-

nues, separately from those of the priory, were then esti-

mated at left/., according to Dugdale. In the last year of

his reign, Henry VIII. granted the hospital a new charter

of incorporation, which described the foundation to he for

the relief of one hundred poor and tick of the city of Lon-
don ; and ha endowed it with the sum of S00 marks, upon
condition that the eitiseru of London should contribute an
equal sum. The endowment was enlarged by Edward VI.

;

the city end private benefactors, and its use* were limited,

aa at anient, to the relief of the sick and maimed. In the
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jaign of Edward VI. the charge* of the hospital tor one

year amounted to 855/. : the number of persons relieved by

the hospital at that time is not known ; but it appears that

about 900 persons were assisted by it in the Ave years fol-

lowing the renewal of the foundation. About 1660 the

hospital relieved annually 300 diseased persons, at an ex-

pense of 2000/. In 1 729 the expense was 10.426/., and the

patients 5028. At present the annual number of patients

varies between 10,000 and 1 2.000, of wbom about three- fifths

are out-patients. The number who can be at one time

accommodated within the walls of the hospital and adjacent

buildings is nearly 650. Persons injured by accidents or

labouring under acute disease are admitted without delay

:

those who labour under any disease can gain admission by

a petition signed by one of the governors.

The government of the hospital is vested in a president,

treasurer, &c. The treasurer has a house within the hos-

pital. Connected with the establishment there are three

physicians and an assistant physician and as many master

and assistant-surgeons, an apothecary, besides dressers and
subordinate officers • there is also an hospitaller or vicar of

St. Bartholomew the Less. St Bartholomew's Hospital

escaped tho great fire of 1666; but the buildings having

become ruinous by age, it became necessary, in 1729, to

take down the greater part of them. Subscriptions were
raised for tbe purpose, and in the following year this work
was commenced, but it was not completed until 1770.

It was so managed that during tbe progress of tbe work
sufficient accommodation was at all time* reserved for

the usual number of patients. The structure, which was
Iilanned and partly executed by Gibbs, now consists of
our piles of building, surrounding a court, and joined

together by stone gateways. The buildings on three sides

of the quadrangle contain tbe wards for the accommoda-
tion of tbe patients ; the other side contains a large hall. •
counting-house, and other office*. To the south wing of
the hospital a neat stone building has been recently erected

for the sole use oftbe medical establishment. Inthe theatre,

periodical courses of lectures are delivered by distinguished

practitioners to the various students who attend the hos-

pital in order to obtain a practical knowledge of the profes-

sion. Tbe principal gate of the hospital u in Smithfield,

and is of earlier date than the rest of the buildings, having
been erected in 1702. It consists of a rustic basement in

wliiru there is a large archway. A statue of Henry VIII.
is placed on a pedestal in a niche over tbe key-stone, guarded
on each aide by two Corinthian pillars ; above these pillars

there is on each side an interrupted semi-circular pediment,
on the segments of which recline two emblematic human
figures, designed to represent Lameness and Disease. Tbe
whole gateway, which has very lately undergone a thorough
renovation, is surmounted by a triangular pediment, the
t> mpanum of which contains the royal arms. Tbe 'grand
stoirrase of tbe hospital was painted gratuitously by Ho-
garth : the subjects are the Good Samaritan ; tbe Pool of
Buthesda ; Habere laying tbe foundation ; and a sick man
carried on a litter, attended by monks. (Strype's Stoic'

t

Surrey of London ; Matlland s History of London ; Mal-
colm's Londinium RttLvtvum ; Highmore's Pubtie Chari-
iiet of London.)
BARTHOLOMEW. ST., one of the Antilles, in 1

7° S3'
N. 1st ., and 62* 54' W. long., having tbe islands of St
Martin on tbe north, and St Christopher's on the south

;

it* distance from the farmer of these islands is 12 mile*,
and from the latter 26 miles.

St Bartholomew is of an irregular shape. Its greatest
length is from east to west , and its area is about sixty
»f|usro miles. The shores are rocky and dangerous, and
slwuld not be approached without the assistance of an ex-
perienced pilot. It contains only one port, Le Carenage,
which, however, is very safe and commodious ; it is on the
vest side of tbe island, and near to this harbour is the town
Outlaws, which is inhabited by a very mixed population of
Swedes, English, French. Dane*, and Americans. There
are no springs on the island, and the sole dependence of
the inhabitants for water is upon the ram ; they have, in
some dry Masons, been compelled to import water from the
neighbouring islands.

TU aotl is good, and produces sugar, cotton, tobacco,
msndwe. and indigo. Home limestone of peculiar quality
is quarried and sent to different islands in the West Indies,
where it i. used for building purposes. There is abundance
of wood in the island, including lignum-vita* and iron-wood.

St. Bartholomew was first settled in 1*4* by a ad
Frenchmen, who went for that purpose frees Sc
topber s. In 16*9 it was taken by the Ingjssh aasaar

Admiral Tbornhill. and remained in their peaawsaaaa, assas

the peace of 1697. when it was restored to Fran— In i;«t

it was again taken by the English, and est esses) aawe

S'ven up under tbe treaty of An la Chans Ua In i;*t
e island was ceded by France to 8wsile*i. and st has

since continued subject to that power. The seeaaaatBws of

the island is about oOOO ; two-thirds of that smasher ass

negro slaves belonging to the planters, the greater assrt at

whom are Frenchmen.
(Thompson's Ale*do; Purdy's Co/aeseesws A'aew^aaar.

Malham'* Naval GaxHUtr.)
BART1N. or BARTAN. river. [Saw Pajmn'jriws.l
BARTOLI, DANIEL*, was born at Ferrate, aa Isaw.

At the age of fifteen he entered the Order of the)

.

After passing through his preliminary stt

his vows, be was very desirous to go to

missionaries of his order, who were
spreading Christianity through the Bast ; be* has sas^aeasaa.

C'
png that he would be more userai st loans*, eaaaaawwd
as a preacher in various parte of Italy. Aa aa> warn

proceeding to Palermo, to preach there a*as as*, ike Lens)

,

1646. he was shipwrecked en the island of Caowi. east <

wards continued his voyage in anothe*
'

be had lost the MS. of bis sermons, he cosjimed, by t

of a few fragments which be had preeerved. anal wnh the mm~
sistance of a good memory, to go through has QsMsmeasaat of
about forty sermons, to the satisfaction of the a*»oja—a. I*>

1650 be was sent for to Rome by the Father floaaasl. east
commissioned to write tbe history of the Order aa taw
Italian language. He divided his subjsrt by inn ij,

successively of the different parts of the werbi aa waaaa
the Order had established itself. He began warn Asav
hloria della Comparma di Get*. IAna. part* p< wi. taU
Roma, 1653. In this volume be treats of the ant mm-
sionaries sent by the Jesuits to the East, aoapeaaiaai am
Francisco Xavier, who was st; led tbe Apostle of thai ssbbbbv

He describes tbe first success of the missiene ess aha Ma-
lobar and Coromandel coasts, at Malacca, fcc Taw warn
may servo as a supplement to Barroe's A*
Bartoli published next, U Oiappon; i

Alia, foL, Roma, 1660;— perhaps the i__ „ _
his works. Tbe rapid diffusion of Christianity m Jaesas,
and its subsequent total eradication by fire and aw
remarkable historical events. Bartou's narrative ea
tbe whole history of Christianity in Japan, frees the 1

of its first preacher, Xavier. in 1549. till its cwaaaJ
tinction. in 1637. when Japan was dosed naimi i

ropeans. with the exception of the Dutch, arts* aw
ere still, allowed to trade at the harbour of X
The book contains many interesting parUcaWs ; aha '

is honest and conscientious, tltough be may in saaae nv
•lances appear credulous on tbe subject of
ageocy ; he drew bis facts from original and Mmi «
ments, and with great good sense shows the fk*J» a
the Christians committed, and which eeaa>ib to
ruin. He gives a very good sketch of the <

habit* of the Japanese.
Bertoli's next publication was Lb Otm*. I

Ana, foL, Roma, 1663. This work, which i

the missions to Cochin China and Tonkin, a

account of Asia—an account replete with t

may be looked upon a* tbe heroes bases of the Oensr mt
Jesuits. He next published L Hah*, ****** pmrU asT
Kuropa, fol„ Roma. K73;-and Ml' /agsWtrrrax eerw
dtW Emmpa, foL. Roma, 1667. This is a eaaaary ml ran
English Catholic*, principally under Ehaaaath and Jsanaa L

.

the author passes rapidly over the resgn of Mary. •vW
be says, ' was obliged to use the sword, a* esdar to eat
off the mortified limbs of the nation, for font they eaenaw
infect the rest.' But in the body of hn work, seal sa ska
deliberate investigation of facta. Bartoli ehawe as nasnh Ban-
nets ss could be expected from a man of has ardor, saal *f
tbe time* in which be wrote. Barton wrote sis* the Mb mt
Ignatius do I-oyola. the founder of the Jeeaat*. |%a) e
Uhtmlo dt S. Ignano, foL. Rosas, list. .

however, another and older life ef IgnaUsa, he
Ribadeneira. a counln man and contemporary eV
Bartoli wrote likewise the bras of the Oessarals C
Borgia, and other disUngusshed is—ini ef has <

Bartoli s works contain a vast quantity ef i
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to history *f the Irtt century of the Society of Jetuiu.
Be wrote alto ievrrml books or morality : La Riereaxiont
aW Sapio ; Milano. 1**0 ; being- considerations on the von-
•lata of nature, from which be derive* moral and religions

arguments for the conduct of a wise man. DtUa Gtograja
trarportaU at MoraU ; Roma. 166* ; a work on the same
principle as the preceding, in which the author indulges
very freely in allegory and other figures, according to the
taste of the Italian writers of the seventeenth century, which
fault, however, be has avoided in his historical works.
L'Vomo dt Ltttrrt dtfeto td tmendalo, in which he en-
courages studious men who labour under poverty and
neglect ; shows the advantages of learning over ignorance,
condemns plagiarism, and gives much excellent advice to
men of letters—on their conduct their pursuits, and their
kjhrle. This work has been translsted into English, by
Thomas .Salisbury, 8to., London, 1668. It also went
through many editions in Italian.

Bartoli wrote treatises on several physical phenomena—on
sound and hearing, Dtl Surma, dt Trtmori armonin. t
dill • Udito, 4io, Rome, 1679 ; on ice, Del QMaerio. t della
Coagulation*, 4ta. Rome. 1681 ; on the depression and ex-
pansion of quicksilver in tubes. La Tentione e la Prettione
ditvutanti qttai dt ton eoetenga t Argtnio Vivo nt' Can-
n*0i dopofattorn* it vuoto, 1 2mo., Venexis, 1679.

Bartoli also wrote several works on the Italian lan-
guage : // Torto e il Diritto del mm ti.pui, Hmo., Roma.
1 63 J, a work much esteemed ; and DtU' Ortograjta Iudiana,
ibid. 1670. Be contributed also to Mambetlis work called

Cimomo, Omtrvaxioni tulta Lingua Italians, one of the
beet works on Italian grammar. An edition of Bartoli's

minor works, including some of his sermons, was published
at Venice, 3 vol*. 410., 1716-7. Bit great historical work
on Asia, Japan, and China, after having become very scarce,

and having fallen into unmerited oblivion, has been of late

rears strongly praised and recommended by Italian philo-

logists, as one of the best specimens of Italian prose. In
consequence of this, a new edition of Bartoli's works has
been lately brought out in Italy.

Bartoli was sppointed Rector of the Gregorian or Roman
College, in 1671. Be died at Rome, in Jsnuary. 1685. aged
seventy-seven year*. (Mnssuchelli, Seritton iItalia, and
Bartoli's works shove quoted.)

BARTOLOZZI. FRANCESCO. This distinguished

engraver was born in Florence in 1730, though some ac-

counts give the date earlier. He received nis flr»t in-

structions in drawing under Oaetano Bisgio and Ignazio
Hugford, in the Florentine academy. Here his acquaint-
ance commenced with Giovanni Cipriani, with whom his

name became afterwards intimately associated by their

joint productions in art BartoUuzi commenced engraving
under Joseph Wagner, of Venice, and when the term of
his engagement with that master had expired, he married
a Venetian lady, and went to Rome, whither he had been
invited by Cardinal Bottsri. Here he established his re-

putation by his line plates from the life of St. Nilus. snd
by s series of portraits for a new edition of VasarL Having
completed these works he returned to Venice, where he was
engaged by Mr. Dalton, librarian toGeorge III., to engrave
a aet of drawings by Ouercino, which having accomplished,
that gentleman invited him to England to continue en-
graving tor him on a stipend of 300/. per annum: this

offer Bartolofsi accepted, and the aeries of plates from
Guercino were completed in this country. Some of the
earliest performances by which Bsrtolozsi distinguished

himself in England were designs for tickets for the select

performances at the Opera House ; and he evinced so much
talent in these limited subjects, and obtained such popu-
larity, as to excite the jealousy of the celebrated engraver
Strange, who pronounced him incapable of executing any-
thing else. This illiberal remark Drought on its own refu-

tation. Bartolosxi immediately commenced his engraving
of Clyde, after Annibale Carracci. and that ofthe Virgin and
Child, after Carlo Dolce. These plates are well-known ; they
are in the highest degree brilliant and spirited, and would
alone have been sufficient to establish the nsme of Bartoloiti

as so engraver of the very highest order. A style of dotted

engraving printed in red ink was introduced about this time,

a bad and
great mew
this slight deviation

bythe
rsct drawing, and especially

the success of which waa in

to the example of Bartolotxi ; but
a from sound taste was amply atoned far

sad beauty of his general style. Hiscor-
especiaUy the accurate hushing of tha

extremities of his figures, were much admired by Sir
Joshua Reynolds, snd recommended bv him to the imita-
tion of the students of the English school, which st thst
time waa extremely deficient in those points. Bartolotii
engraved a prodigious number of the paintings and draw-
ings of Cipriani, who bad likewise settled in Englsnd : the
styles of the painter and engraver harmonize admirably

;

grace, elegance, and susvity, are the characteristics of each,
and their works for a considerable time held slmost unri-
valled possession of the public favour. The prevailing
fault in the pistes from Cipriani is a certain ultra-refinement,
an excess ofsoftness and finishing incompatible with vigorous
style ; but this objection must lie chiefly against the painter.
Bsrtolozsi showed that when engaged on the works of more
efficient masters he could transmit them to the copper with
adequate force and effect. Examples of this will be seen
in the print of Clytie above-mentioned, and in those of
Prometheus devoured by the vulture, sfter Michsel Angelo

;

the Adultress before Christ after Agoatino Carracci ; Re-
becca hiding the idols ofher father, after Pictro da Gortons

;

St. Luke painting the portrait of the Virgin, after Cantarini

;

King John ratifying Magna Chart*, after Mortimer ; Cor-
nelia, mother of the Gracchi, after West ; the Death of Lord
Chatham, after Copley. Various other examples might be
adduced. One ofBaiiotozzi's earliest patrons was Alderman
Boydell, for whose ShaJupeare Gallery he engraved a number
of fine plates. Among his minor works, nis etchings in
imitation of the great masters, snd of the Marlborough
gems, are proofs of his versatile and exquisite taste.

In the year 1802 Bartoloxzi received an invitation from
the Prince Regent of Portugal to settle at Lisbon, as super-
intendent of a school of engravers, with a salary of 100/.

per annum, to which was annexed a handsome residence!*

and the profits of the engravings. It is ssserted, but on no
very specific authority, that an offer of 400/. per annum
waa made him aa an inducement to him to remain in
England, but that he refused the proposal, except on con-
dition that government would explain the affair to tha
Prince Regent of Portugal. This interference was con-
sidered improper, snd Bartoloxzi left England in his 75th
rear,, and was received st Lisbon with all the respect due to
his distinguished talents. He died in that capital in bit
89th year.

Few engraven have attained a higher reputation than
Bartoloxzi. snd be hsd the good fortune to be fully appre-
ciated during his lifetime. Considering the immense num-
ber of bis works, and their great and immediate popularity,

it seems extraordinary thst he should have failed in acquiring
independence ; .but bis failure, however, was so complete,
thst it is said that he was compelled to accept his Portuguese
appointment in great measure by his pecuniary circum-
stances. His privste character was in the highest degree
amiable, and it may be mentioned, among many other in-

stances of his kind snd generous disposition, that be finished

gratuitously a plate which had been commenced by Ryland,
having been requested to do so by that unhappy man when
under sentence of death for forgery. Several of Bartolozxi'a

pupils rose to eminence; among them. Cbeesmsn, Sher-
win, Tomkins, and the two Vendramini. (Arnold's Annatt
of the AM.)
BARTON, BENJAMIN SMITH, wss bom in the

year 1 766 at Lancaster, in Pennsylvania. His father was
a respectable episcopal clergyman, who divided his time
between the duties of his sacred office and the pursuit of
natural history, especially of mineralogy ; but be unfortu-

nately died when the subject of this notice waa only four-

teen years old, leaving his children so ill-provided for, that

the early part of bit son Benjamin's Ufa was an incessant

struggle with want and poverty. His mind, however, waa
too elastic, and bis resolution to surmount the difficulties

and die enemies who it is said surrounded him too Axed,

eitlier to be crushed by the privations of indigence, or to be

discouraged by the oppression of those who ought to have

been the orphan's friend. It is probable that the unfortu-

nate position in which be thus found himself, joined with

a temper naturally • irritable and even choleric.' brought on

the serious bodily afflictions with which be was visited

during all the remainder of his Ufa. After gaining the

manual parts of a learned education under Dr. Andrew*
of Philadelphia, Mr. Barton prosecuted his medical studies

in the university of thai city, where be distinguished him-

self so much by hk acquirement* in science ss to secure

the friendship of nis uncle, Dr. Rittenbonaa, who proved

Von, BJ.-JX
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ever after bit fattier and supporter. I" »*• word* of

hi* protege, written at a late period of the life of the

latter, ' He laid the foundation of what little prosperity

in hfo I now or may in future enjoy : and if it shall

ever be my fortune, cither by my labour* or my teal, to

advance the progress of science, or to reflect any honour

upon my country. I should be the mo«t ungrateful of men
if 1 did not acknowledge and wish it to )>e known that it

was David Rittenh<»u«c who enabled me to he useful.' In

17SS Mr. Barton accompanied his undo and the other

American commissioners in fixing the western boundary

of Philadelphia. On thi« occasion he enjoyed peculiarly

ruvnurablc opportunities for studying the manner* of the

American Indian*, their history, and their traditional me-
dicines: and thus he was led into some curious investigation*

concerning such subject*, by which he gained considerable

reputation. When about twenty-one, Mr. Barton embarked

for Great Britain with a view to completing his medical

education at Edinburgh, where he remained about two

tears : owing, however, to some dissatisfaction with two of

tho professors, who he fancied did not show him sufficient

attention, he went to Giittingcn to graduate, although lie

hail distinguished himself at Edinburgh by gaming the

Harveian prise of the Royal Medical Society for hi* disser-

tation on the medical qualities of the henbane. Upon his

return from Europe Dr. Barton established himself in Phila-

delphia as a physician, and soon found some practice. His
reputation for attainments in natural science introduced him
so speedily into notice, that when only twenty-four he was
appointed professor of natural history and botany in the

college of Philadelphia, and thus was the earliest teacher

pt natural science in the transatlantic world, an office

which he continued to hold zealously and successfully for

six and-twenty years, dispersing annually through the dif-

ferent section* of the United State* a number of well-

grounded naturalists, who must have contributed most
essentially, by their taste and pursuits, to foster among the

American* that love for the pleasure* of science from which
they are now deriving their reputation among foreign na-

tions. In IS02 Dr. Barton was elected vice-president of
the American Philosophical Society ; when thirty he be-

' came professor of matoria medics ; upon the death of Dr.

Rush be succeeded him in the chair of the practice of me-
dicine, which he held till hi* death; and in the year 1809
he became president of the Philadelphia Medical Society,

the highest mark of respect for professional talent which it

was in the- power of his fellow citizen* to bestow. In a

short time, however, hi* incessant labours, and the heavy
duties of his professional avocations, which, as his bio-

Oher obterve*. had been performed with a fatal degree of

fulness, produced their usual effects : his constitution

gradually wore down boneath the perpetual struggle be-

tween severe bodily infirmity and an ever-restless mind
;

till at last, after visiting Europe in a vain attempt to re-

store his shattered powers, be died in December, ISIS,

having gone through a career alike honourable to himself
and useful to hi* country. Tbo writing* of Dr. Barton
consist chiefly of papers upon various subjects relating to

the natural history and antiquities of North America, and
an elementary work on botany, which passed through two
American editions. They all evince an ardent teal for his

favourite pursuit* and a scrupulous exactness in the state-

ment* he put forth ; and they must have contributed in a
roo*t powerful degree t > the ad% anceroenl of North Ame-
rican science. Among othor thing* wo may mention that
lie was the ff)»t person to notice the curious power of cam-
phor when steeped in water to revive faded flowers, showing
It to be a vegetable stimulant of peculiar energy. * I hevo
learned that to dutrust is nervua saptenuan.' said our eel*

lirated countryman John Ray : this moat important pnn
riple was acted upon by Dr. Barton in a manner which
showed the soundness of his mind and the goodness of his

judgment. 1 Credulity,' he used to say, ' is the moat in-

jurious feature in the character of the naturalist a* welt as
of the historian. Its influence in one individual is often

fall and propagated through many ages. Unfortunately,

too, it has been the s«n of naturalists, or those who have
touched on questions relative to natural history.' When bis

carcumstanees became easy. Dr. Barton did not forget the
• slue of assistance to those labourer* in science, to whom
fortune bad been unpt«pitious : among his many arts of
liUrslitj ought to be raetiUincd two in particular which
b*>* been attended with permanently valuable results. At

hi* private charge the lste Frederick Pursh was see* la aj>

Allrghany Mountains and the western territory ef aW
Southern 8tate* for the sake of exploring their v a neii

productions ; on which occasion he acquired the t*v«t «s*s>

able part of the materials from which be subetqurttth r*»

pared hi* American Flora. At a later prrvid l> Bar*.

a

enabled Mr. Nuttall. in IfilO. to visit the northern u4
north-we*tern part* of the United State* and the *.!j >e»*|

British territories with a similar object in view hum Ujjs

ncet'Kion of discovery resulted from this a!s»» v* wa»

known from the works both of Pursh and of NuttaD k-a*

self. These two botanists agreed to name ooe of the law*

of their discoveries Burtntun, in honour of their paxrwa

and it would have been more to the credit of Mr. Nan»J
f he had imitated the example of Pursh by cratefaJ; at-

knowlcdging hi* obligations to bis benefactor in Use prr&os

to his work, instead of making his memory the sukjerl of s

contemptible squabble.

We are indebted for the principal part of the above ss-

formation to a Biographical Skflrk nf /Yq/Vaenr Aorta*

by hi* nephew. Dr. William P. C. Barton, himself a betsra*

of considerable reputation. He i* the author of a uarfw
Compendium of the Flora of Philadelphia ; of twu totedm
quarto on the Vegetable Materia IfraV/u of tke t stMi
Statei, a work of grost value ; and of a Flnrm */ .V-e-i*.

America, in three volume*. 4to. published Wtweew I til

and 1824. The botanical plate* in these two last works ate

by far the best that have yet appeared in the csmnaaat 4
America, and will bear comparison with those of the asast

celebrated European botanists.

BARTON. ELIZABETH, the 'holy aaesd of Sea*.

Respecting the early life of this woman we posses* ts> aaar

malion. She first becomes known to as m liii. whom, at

tho humble capacity of servant at an inn at Abfaagt** a
Kent, the began to acquire a local reputation fat eaact** sri

miraculous endowments. She waa subject to Its ef as

epileptics! character, and, in the paroxysms of I

vented her feelings in incoherent phrase* and «
which one Richard Master, parson of the said fvai ass*

advantage of to make people believe that *be waa aa ta**r»

ment of divine revelation. This opinion, which •»« karu
to gain ground, was favoured by those feebags at n.e«-

stitious reverence with which the ignorant often reayasd sjr

sons of a diseased intellect. Master and Dr. Bueaaaw. i

monk of Canterbury, took her under their dirertM. saW

instructed her in the tricks she should plsy. At (n* a »
probable that she waa simply their instrument, bat she maa
appear* to have become a kind of accomplice, threat as

cannot perhaps fairly consider her, in any part of her e**ar
a* of perfectly sound mind. A successful predartKaa bat as

aid to the general delusion. A child of the aaaolar ml thr

inn happened to be ill. when Elizabeth waa attached a*

one of her fits. On recovering, she inquired whether ix
child was dead ? She was told that it waa still lows • It

will not Ure, I announce to yon ; its death has he*
to me in a vision,' was the answer. The child

Elizabeth was immediately regarded as one fcwaarad »*

Heaven with the gift of prophecy. She I

the convent of St. Sepulchre's at Canterbury, aaxi

a nun.
In this new situation her ecstasies and m stats*

multiplied, and she became generally known by the i

lion of the ' holy maid of Kent' Several paranna ef t

tion. ' nobles aa well as spiritual person*.' Is qaeas aVeaa taw

statute, believed in her divine mission. Bahef Fssaar. that

most honest prelate of his time, and ArcbWsbo* WarWaav a
learned and amiable man, countenanced her sewWaaaaas

.

and, above all, the strong intellect and upright he art efW
Thomas Mora did not secure him against Use eteare at ha
age. (See Cromwell * letter to Fisher ta the AtaastaW a
Bumet. Fisher s speech ui defence ef hoateeT Its the at*W
ef the Maid of Kent is quoted at teszUh in Ike JV4W>
menJary Hutorp, vol L p. 120, fruea Cosher.) la las aeast

to Cromwell. More lella us that the king luaaaeaf teat ear*
hi* aUention to the trances and ravings ef the ' eah nan.
hating called upon him to report usual a aata*vaa*l what
Archbishop Warbam bad sent to Bean at what aha had
seen to her vision*. ' I told hi**,' says Mete, ' that as mm*
faith 1 found nothing in these word* that I eataht a*) ah***
regard or esteem; fur seeing that bob* part fail as rhsthea,
and that. God wots, full nsde also. to* asvy ssaaaa, Oat
wot*, tliat I saw therein, a right MSBpie '

my mind speak it of her own wst well <
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M it wm reported that a miracle wu wrought in her, ha
dumt nut, and would not be bold in judging the matter.
ThU waa in the earlv part of bcr career. During the sub-
sequent *ewn or eight yean. More slates that be continually
heard 'much talking about her. although no miracle or
revelation.' and waa informed, moreover, that the had bad
a personal interview with both Cardinal Wolsev and the
king. To the cardinal she said that in a vision she saw the
Almighty deliver into his bands three swords, one of which
signified the authority which as legate he exercised over

bar, wen among the articles of accusation against these two
persons. (See Stnpe. vol. i >

BARTON •Cl'ON-Hl'MBER is a market-town of the
county of Lincoln, in the wapentake of YarUirough. It is

situated on the south side of the Homlier, I Ji miles north
from London, and 33 north by e isl fium Lincoln. The lord-
ship of Barton contains 6710 acres, and the manorial estate*
belong to the crown. Barton is a place of considerable an-
tiquity. It was once surrounded by a rampart and fosse,
the remains of which are still visible in what are called ' the

tao clergy
; the second, bis rule aa chancellor over the tctn- castle dykes,' and was probably otherwise fortified againu

poralilic* ; and the third, his authority in the great matter the aggressions of the Danes and Saxons, who often wasted
or the king s marriage ; and heard Hira at the same time
declare that unless Wolsey employed these swords pro-
perly, it should be laid sorely to his charge. The prediction
to Henry waa of a more dangerous character,—that if he
were to repudiate Catherine be would dio in the course of
seven months, and be succeeded on the throne by hi*
daughter Mary.

In the course of the year 1533 Sir Thomas More had an
interview with the holy nun at the chapel of the friars at

the country on both side* the river. At the time of the
Norman Conquest, Barton was a place of some importance,
and one of the principal ports of the Ilumber. It was then
a corporate town, governed by a "ma) or and aldermen ; and,
until the foundation of Kingston-upon-Hull by Edward I.,

had a considerable share of trade, which afterwards gradu-
ally declined. When Edward III. required the sea-ports to

contribute ships and men for his expedition against France,
Barton contributed five ships and ninety-one men ; but at

Sion. The result was, that be thought heaven was working ! that time many of our present sea-ports on the eastern roast
' some good and great thing* by her. She told him, among
other strange things which threw light on the state of ber
understanding. ' that of late the devil, in the likeness of •
bird, was flying and fluttering about her in a chamber, and
suffered himself to be taken, and being in hands suddenly
changed in their sight that were present into such a strange,
ugly -fashioned bird that they were all afraid, and throw him
out of a window.' More, at a subsequent time, shortly be-
fore his execution, changed his tone, and declared ber, in
his letter to Cromwell, to be ' a lewd nun' and a hypocrite.

11ad this poor creature confined her prophecies to the
common occurrences of life, or even to the current topics of
religious controversy, it is more than probable that she
would have been permitted to die in pe ace ; but, led by her
seal, or more probably worked upon by others, she boldly
prophesied against evil-doers in high place*, and in refer-
ence to the divorce from Catherine and marriage of the
king with Anne Boleyn, declared ' that she had knowledge
by revelation from heaven that God was highly displeased

not even mentioned. It is now principally noted for
being tbe place where the northern road passes the Ilumber
to Hull ; and the improvements which nave been made in
the ferry have rendered it a great thoroughfare. Steam-
packets cross and re-cross the river every morning and
evening for passengers, the distance being about six mile*
and a half to the opposite bank. Although there is properly
only one parish in Barton, it contains two large churches, the
respective districts of which are popularly considered as pa-
rishes. St. Peter's Church appears to have been built about
the time of the Conquest. The tower, which is the oldest
part of the structure, is regarded as an object of considerable
architectural interest The front of its lower compartment
(as represented in a plate of tbe Gentleman i Magatinc for

1816) presents two rows of pillars, the lower row supporting
round, and the higher pointed arches. The windows in the
lower and uppermost compartments of the tower have round
arches; but in the blank windows of the middle compartment
the arches are also pointed. Tbe living is a discharged

with our said sovereign lord, and that if be proceeded in the vicarage in the archdeaconry and diocese of Lincoln, valued
said divorce and separation and married again, he should no '

:~ ' - ' ~
J .»*...

longer be king of this realm ; and that, in the estimation of
Almighty Goa, he should not be king one hour, and that he
should die a villain's death.' 8he was at the time so popular,
and so extensively patronised by many of the clergy, and
such pains were taken on their part' to diffuse her sen-
timents respecting tbe divorce, that the government at
length proceeded to take active measures against her snd
her adherents. Accordingly, in November, 1633, the nun,
with Ave priests snd three lay gentlemen, her accomplices,
were brought before the Star Chamber and sentenced to do
publie penance as impostors at St.- Haul's Cross. It is

stated by the more sealous anti- Romish writers, that tbe
nun did eon fees herself to be sn impostor, and that she
was tempted to claim inspiration at the instigation of tho
devil : but it is much more probable that a false confession
waa obtained from her with the hop* of saving her lift,

than that a simple woman should have contrived and carried
on, for many years, a system of complicated mental and
Chysical imposture. Lingard admits that she confessed
er guilt, but threw the burden of her offence on her com-

panions. Burnet goes so far aa to denounce the whole affair as
an imposture from the beginning ; maintaining that the nun
was taught to counterfeit the very convulsions and trances
of disease, and this, too, while he' admits that ' she was of a
sick and distempered brain,' and subject to ' hysterical fits.'

But the nun's confession, whatever were it* motives,
availed ber nothing. Front the pillory she and her com-
panion* were led back to prison, where they lay till tbe
following January, when they were attainted of high treason.

It was thought that aa the imposture had been doubly
proved—by the alleged confession, and by the faet that the
king had outlived the period assigned him by the pro-

E
botes*—that no additional punishment would be inflicted

;

ut tbe king was not of a temper to bo so easily satisfied.

On the Slat April, 1534, the nun was beheaded at Tyburn,
together with the Ave priests.

There are some small discrepancies in the accounts of this

woman's confession and of the execution of herself and her
aeeomplioss. Tho credit and countenance which Fisher,

Btahop of Rochester, and Sir Thomas More had given to

in the king's books at 1 9/. 4s. id., and stated to be of tbe actual
value of450/. per annum. Tbe church of St. Mary is a very
handsome structure of tbe fourteenth century, said to hare
been erected by the merchants of Barton as a chapel of esse
to the older church. The churches are kept in repair by their

separate districts, and service is performed alternately at

each. The town consist* of several well-built streets, with
several good inn* : but, besides the churches, it contains no
public building that requires notice. A court-leet is held
half-yearly at Barton for tbe cognisance of offence* com-
mitted in tbe town, and a court- baron every three weeks, for

the recovery of small debts. A considerable trade in corn is

carried on in the town, and many of the inhabitant* are em-
ployed in the manufacture of bricks, tiles, Paris whiting,

ropes, and sacking. The town ha* • well-supplied weekly
market on Mondays, and another for fat cattle once a fort-

night. The annual fair is held on the Thursday after

Trinity Sunday. Barton contained 776 bouses in 1831.

with a population of 3433 persons, 1689 of whom were
females. (Howletl's Selection of View* in the County of
Lincoln ; Historical and Deecriptive Account of Lincoln-

shire, 1825-6.)

BARUCH. means, literally, bleutd, and corre-

sponds to the names Mscsrius (Mnuipioc) in Greek, and
Beriedictus in Latin. Hence Baruch Sninoxa called himself

Benedictus in the title of his Latin works.

Among the various individuals called by the name of

Baruch, none is so generally known as Baruch the son of

Neriah, the son of Maaseiah. This Baruch was the scribe

and assistant of the prophet Jeremiah. During the reigns

of Josiah, Jehoiakim, Jehoiaehin, and Kedckiah. kings of

J udah. Jeremiah warned tbe prince* snd people of tbe land

of Judah. denouncing their sins, exhorting them to repent-

ance, and foretelling the approaching calamitous judgments
of the Lord.

In the fourth year of the reign of Jehoiakim, about ».c.

607, while Jeremiah was closely confined, be received a
divine command to cause all the prophecies w hich he had
uttered to be written in a roll. He accordingly summoned
Baruch, tbe scribe, who wrote from the mouth of Jeremiah

3X2
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til Um worth of Ma former denunciation*. Barueh received

from Jtnmiib Um farther command to take Um roll and

toad Ha oontenU in both Um interior and Um entrance ofUm
Utopia. When Um purport of Um meaaago contained in Um
roll waa declared to the princes, they summoned Baroeh

into tbeir presence, and earned him to read the roll before

them. The awful tiding* to deeply impreeatd Um prinoea,

that they endeavoured to communicate them to Um king,

advising at Um aunt tune both Jeremiah and Barueh to

aaek safety in concealment. After having beard Um com-

mencement of Um roll, Jeboiakim cut it in piece*, and east

It into Um Are, which waa kindled on the hearth of the

winter-house in which be tat. Jeboiakim commanded hi*

servants to apprehend both Um prophet and Um scribe ; but
thev were already concealed (B.C. 606).

After Um destruction of Jerusalem, when Nebuchad-
nexiar led Um Jews captive to Babylon, Baroeh and his

master Jeremiah obtained permit*ion to remain in Pales-

tine, and to choose their place of residence ; but both were
afterwards carried into Egypt, by Jochanan Ben Kareech,
B.C. 588. (Comp.Jer.XJLxii.12-K; xxxvi. 4, 17, 27, 32

;

xliii. 3-6 ; xlv. 1, a. Jotep/u Antiquitatei, x. 9. I.)

From some of these passage* we learn that Baroeh waa
present at Um destruction of Jerusalem. Concerning the

close of Bench's life there exist* a diversity of opinion.

According to one tradition, Baroeh died in Egypt ; another

asserts that be went from Egypt to Babylon, and died there

twelve year* after Um destruction of Jerusalem, leaving a
celebrated disciple in the person of Eire, Um scribe, and
subsequent leader of the Jew*.

The most antient copies of Um book of Baroeh still extant

are written in Greek; not on account of supposed He-
braism* in Um etyto, some learned men are of opinion that

it waa originally written in Hebrew. It bat been pub-
lished, with Um rest of Um Apocrypha, in a Hebrew transla-

tion, by Seckel Isaac Prstukel ; Leipzig. 1830.

The book commences with an historical introduction, in

which it it stated that Barueh read this writing to Um exile*

in Babylon, in Um fifth year, on Um seventh of Um month,
at Um time when Um Chaldeans burned Jerusalem. We
read (in 8 Kings xxv. 8 and 9) that, ' in Um fifth month, on
the seventh dsy of the month, which it Um nineteenth year
of Nebuchadnextar. King of Babylon, came Nebusar-adan.
captain of the guard, a servant or Um King of Babylon, unto
Jerusalem ; and be burned Um bouse of the Lord, and Um
king's house, and all the houses of Jerusalem burned be
with Are.' Since it was generally known that Barueh was
in Jerusalem during the siege of that city, and that be
shortly afterwards accompanied Jeremiah into Egypt, it

could not be supposed that he read his composition at Ba-
bylon on Um very day of Um destruction of Jerusalem. We
therefore conjecture that Um exprestiont in Um common
ment of Um book of Barueh imply that it was read at
Babylon on some anniversary of the destruction of Jeru-
salem, This anniversary occurred, perhaps, many year*
after Um overthrow took place. The latter supposition would
obviate Um objections raised by Um comparison of Barueh
(i. 7), in which Joachim it styled the high-priest, with Kings
(8. xxv. 18), in which we And that at Um time of the de-
struction Saraieh was chief priest.

The introduction stele* that • Barueh did reed Um wordt
of this book in the bearing of Jecbouiaa. King of Judah.and
in the ears of all the people, the elders, and the noble* that
came to hear Um book; whereupon they wept, fasted,
prayed, and made a collection of money, which they aent to
Jerusalem, to Joachim, the high-priest. Um son of Cbetciae.
the ton of Shallum ; and to the pnette, and to all Um people
who were found with him at Jerusalem, at Um tame time
when he received Um vessels of Um house of the Lord,
which were earned out of Um temple, to return them into
Um land of Judah.' In Um tenth verse of Um first chap-
ter commence* Um letter of the exiles to Um Jews at
Jerusalem. Thit letter contain* an exhortation to pray for
the King of Babylon, and the exiled brethren, to coulee*
their sins, and to pray according to a certain form, which is
subjoined. It is not quite certain where the letter of Um
exiles terminate, and Um real book of Barueh commences.
It teem*, however, that the real book begins at Um ninth
versa of the third chapter ; there, at least, commences the
reproof of the Israelites, on account of their departure from
the law of God. This is toccceded by Um assurance that
the people, after having been punished, should not alwaya"»» "» misery. (Chap. iv. 4—8.) Than follows an

song of Jerusalem personmod (oaep.tr. I

—

tt\ i

of consolation addressed to Jerusalem, coot
of restoration. (Chap. iv. 30 ; v. 9.)

The authenticity of Um book of Barueh was a
used either by Um antient Jews, or Um father* ef t

tian church. But the Council of Trent tin 111seaat

who exclude it from the canon of Um OH Tn
To Um editions of the book of Baroeh now so wee a nan-

joined a letter of Jeremiah to Um exfloa an Babytom. In

some manuscript* this letter ia found eewasweety. It oan»

taina a denunciation against idolatry, mm eaanaa as be as
imitation of Jer. x. 1—18, and xxfau 1

—

tX. Taw aassmi

verse of the second chapter of Um second honk of Use Mm-
cabee* seems to refer to it

The version of Um book of Baroeh found m use Yatone*

waa not executed by Jerome, but ia a i

toon. Joseph Maria Caro published another eat I

at Rome. 1888, 4to. The London Poryg"

Syriac and a Latin version of Baroeh. In
gtott ia a Syriac version of n book of Berne*, i

the Greek copie*.

Further inforaanon concerning Um bosk ef !

be found in Um Introduction* to Um Oal
Kichhom, Jahn, Bertbold. Do Wette, and i

berg Rxtrdtatio dt Ltbro Bmnttki
1798; 8vo.)

BARYTE8. [See Baxiom.]
BARVTO-CALCITB, amine!

to be a hitherto-unknown specs**,

Um A*naU o/ Philotookf lot August, 1*84. <

sidersble quantity, both crystallised and man
in Cumberland. The form of Um «

rhombic prism, aa wul be teen m the
Um following being Um
Brooke:—

G4NB-

P on M or M'
Pone . . .

P on A
M on M'
M on h

108° 54'

147° 34'

106° 8*

106° 54'

143° ST

This form was variously modtied by a i

to dull ss not to admit of meaaureenents si

to allow their character to be obtained, and they
sequenUy, been omitted in the figure. Twebrwjrnsi
plane* are readily obtained in Um directions ef i

Pandli.
It is composed, according to Mr.Ouldrons i

Carbonate of baryta . a*"*
Carbonate of lime .... jj-a

together with a very small quantity ef lalaha** ef I

and may therefore be justly considered aa an i

bination, expressed by Um formula

Be C + Ca C.

Its lustre is vitreous, inclining to mimes ; U
- 4 ; and Um tpeciBc gravity - 3 *4.

BAHYTON, or BARITONE, from /tooec, henry, noose,
and r**K. tone, the male voice, the compass ef who* at be-
tween that of Um tenor and Um bass. Dr. atones**, as as*
recenUy- published AsrAcratsrsnr is Attaint aV Jo IWn— apph term, bmriUmor, n thai i— testai
it much to be preferred to Um above, for that, i it a, %»
Its etymological menmng. would seem to i

thin a high baa*.

BARYTON m also Um name of an I

the \k4 ds Gamba (see Viol da Gajma). mvenaad at iron,
but now entirely disused. Haydn ceenpased aw asm nana
163 pieces for the barylon, or swnJeoe. watch asm 8ke •>
vounte instrument of ha patron, Prmee Ntrees ;

BAB. ISLE OF. on lb. north eoast ef
of Ftomtdro tn France, waa fcrnsart) asctndod
of Bases BMagna, or Lower Brittany. It I

of RoaeoC and them is a fort upon n to eoatoet Bhe aunt of
Roeeoat The coast ia Una part is vary rooky. The snmni
ia shout three or four miles long from seat le wont, asm ons
and a half to too mile* broad from north to teonfc, kins
in 4T 45' N. UL. 4* W. long- from Orosatwtan,
The inhabitants, who am grvea m the T

' aW « /rower (Pans, 1904) at
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aa-aragod in fishing. They reside in a village of the tameMM aa the island.

This island is separated from the main land by a channel
of about three quartets of a mile over. It has been said

that there was ones a considerable town here, but this is

merely a conjecture, nor are there any vestiges of such a
place to give it probability.

The population must have increased much during the
latter part of the last century, as in the Dictiowunre de*
{fasts*. <•*., of Bxpilly (Paris. 17611). it is given only at 160
parsons. (Dtctitmnatn Umvtrttl <U la Prance; Bxpilly,

Vietiomtmrt dtt GauUt. Sc.)

BA8, sometimes called BA8-BN-BA88BT. a town in

the department of Haute Loire in France. Its distance
from Paris cannot be accurately given, as it is not on any
of the main roads. It is in 43* IV N. 1st," 4" 6' E. long,

from Greenwich.
This town is on the left bank of the Loire, but far above

the place at which the river becomes navigable. It is sub-
ject to be overflowed by the waters from the mountains,
which lie to the west of it, and bound the basin of the Loire.

The territory around is fertile in corn and wine. The manu-
factures are pottery, blond lace, common or bone lace, and
ribands. The last two are made by women. Population of
the commune in 1832, 5524.
BAS-OHA, a commune in the province of Liege, in the

kingdom of Belgium, is bounded on the north by the com-
mune of Moha, on the east by thst of Wanxe, on the south
by the province of Namur, and on the west by the commune
of Couthuin Reppe. The Mouse river forms likewise a
boundary of Bas-Oha, flowing through its whole extent from
east to west. That port of toe commune which is situated

on the Mouse is composed of a very productive alluvial

soil ; in the other parts, clay, sand, and gravel are found.

The agricultural productions consist of corn, wine, fruits,

and artificial grasses. The population amounted, in 1831,

to 629 KmIs, a large part of whom are engaged in working
iron and coal mines.

(Metsaer's Dictionntart Giographiqut de la Province de
Litge, I831J
BASALT, a hard dark-coloured rock of igneous origin.

The chemical composition is variable, as appears from differ-

ent analyses, two of which, by Beudant ( I ) and Phillips (2),

are beneath, and illustrate this fact :—
(i) <«)

Heaullru. Saxoajr. DiSVrese*.

Silica . 59 5 . 44 50 . 15 00
Alumina . . . 115 . 16-75 5 25
Lime . . 1*3 . 9*50 . 820
Magnesia . 0-0 2'3S . 225
Soda . 5-9 3-60 3 30
Potash . 16 0-00 . 1-60

Oxide of Iron . 20 2 . 20 00 0*20

Oxide of Manganese . 0 0 0*12 612
True basalt has been regarded as composed of sugito.

felspar, and oxide of iron ; but this definition is far too limited

for either theoretics! or practical purposes, unless the consti-

tuent minerals be considered of variable chemical composi-
tions, as sppears to be the esse. Since augite and horn-
blende may, from the researches of Rose, be regarded as the
same mineral, it follows thst a very fine-grained greenstone,
containing a considerable per-centage of oxide of iron, can,

even under this definition, be considered a true basslt.

There can. indeed, be little doubt that the same igneous rock
baa been termed greenstone, when the grains of felspsr and
hornblende were sufficiently distinct, which, when exceed-
ingly fine-grained, has been named basalt Basalt can only
be considered ss one variety of that mass of melted rock
which has been ejected at various periods from beneath the
crust of the globe, and to which various names hsve been
assigned, according to the characters which circumstances

have impressed upon different portions of it.

Like others of the same class, basalt occasionally passes

into many rocks which have been in a state of fusion beneath
the surface of the earth and subsequently ejected. Dr.
Hibbert notices a passage of basalt into granite in the

Shetland Islands. (Brewster's Edinburgh Journal of
Same*, vol. i p. 107.) When, however, we view the mass
of igneous rocks generally, it appears that basalts are the

j

products of comparatively late geological epochs. We may
therefore infer that during the earlier states of our planet, i

coodttsons were not favourable to their production, or at least

to their propulsion to the surface; though probably some [

varieties of hornblende rock, particularly when impregnated
with much oxide of iron, do not differ materially from basalt
in their chemical contents. The mode of occurrence of
these rocks and of basalts is, however, very different.

Basalt is a rock of very extensive occurrence on the sur-
face of the earth, and is very frequently detected in the vi-

cinity of volcanoes, both extinct and active. The greatest
mass of basalt yet observed is that noticed by Colonel 8) kes
in the Deccan, constituting the surface of many thousand
square miles of that part of India. This immense mass of
basalt is either massive, prismatic, or globular, occurs in bori-
sontal beds, and is traversed by dykes [see Dyks] of basalt,

which sometimes cross each other. (Proctecbngt of the
OeoL Soc. o/ London, 1833.) There is no trace of any crater
in this basaltic region ; and indeed this is the oase with nume-
rous other districts of basalt, whence it has been inferred that
such tabular masses have not been ejected from a conical
vent similar to those of volcanoes, but that the basalt of
which they are farmed rose through cracks and Assures
while in a highly liquid state, spreading out in sheets of
melted matter over the adjacent rocks.

As basalt is'frequently columnar, it is a rook which has
excited much popular attention, and travellers have been
sometimes induced to describe rocks aa basaltic merely be-
cause they were columnar, which, however, is a character
that this rock possesses in common with many others of ig-
neous origin. When basslt occurs in horizontal tabular

masses, and is columnar, the columns are generally perpen-
dicular, as at a and 6 in the annexed figure. When basalt
forms the substance of a perpendicular dyke, cutting through
other rocks, snd is columnar, the columns are usually hori-

xontal, in the manner represented beneath, a being the ba-

saltic dyke, and b b the rocks through which the dyke

.

Basaltic columns are sometimes also curved, and of this mode
of occurrence there is a beautiful example in the island of

Staffs.

When basaltic columns are jointed, and exposed to the

destructive action of breakers on a coast, they often, as in the

annexed sketch, present the appearance of some great ruined

work of art Such deceptive appearances are, however, not

confined to coasts, for in some countries, and especially in

India, masses of basalt rise suddenly from the plains, and
the broken columns, shooting upwards, may readily at a
distance be mistaken for buildings. When viewed from
above, the heads of a number of basaltic columns, if un-
broken, appear like a pavement composed of numerous poly-

gons! pieces of stone fitted into each other, aa in tha follow-

ing figure?—
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According to Mr. Gregory Watt, the columnar structure

of buatt is due to the pressure of numerous spheres or

spheroids on each other during the cooling of the rock, inch <

inheres or spheroids being produced in planes of refhgcra-
|

tion or absorption. This author took seven hundred weight
j

of on amorphous basalt named Rowley Rag, kept it in fusion I

for more than six hours, and cooled it so gradually that eight

days elapsed before it was taken from the furnace. The

shape or the mass was uneven, and while the thinner por-

tion was, in consequence of more rapid cooling, vitreous, the

thicker was stony, the one state passing into the other. It

was observed that numerous spheroids had been formed,

sometimes twoinches in diameter. They were radiatod with

distinct fibres, the latter also forming concentric coats when

circumstances were favourable to such an arranircmcnt.

When the temperature had been sufficiently continued, the

centres of the spheroids became compact before they attained

the diameter of half an inch. When ' two spheroids came

into contact no penetration ensued, but the two bodies be-

came mutually compressed and separated by a plane, well

defined and invested with a rusty colour,' and wbeu several

met they formed prisms.

The following are Mr. Gregory Watt's inferences from

these facts:—' In a stratum composed of an indefinite num-

ber in superficial extent, but only one in height, of impene-

trable spheroids, with nearly equidistant centres, if their

peripheries should come in contact in the same plane, it

seems obvious that their mutual action would form them

into hexagons ; and if these were resitted below, and there

was no opposing cause above them, it seems equally clear

that they would extend their dimensions upwards, and thus

form hexagonal prisms, whose length might be indefinitely

greater tban their diameters. The farther the extremities AnUml Arm, ana Armour, m
of the radii were removed from the centre, the greater would

j i,^,,^ wjih }to ventaille, baviere,

be their approach to parallelism ; and the structure would

be finally propagated by nearly parallel fibres, still keeping

within the limits of the hexagonal prism with which their

incipient formation commenced ; and the prisms might thus

shoot to an indefinite length into the undisturbed central

mass of the fluid. UU their structure was deranged by the

superior influence of a counteracting cause.' {Observation*

on Katatt, dV.; Phil. Trout. 1804.)
,

According to this theory, which is certainly the best

hitherto framed to account for the columnar structure of ba-

salt, tho irregularity of the prisms would obxiously depend

upon the unequal distances of the centres of the spheroids,

and the consequent unequal pressure ; and it is further in-

ferred that the joints sometimes observable in basaltic co-

lumns correspond with the concentric coats noticed at>o\c.

Two of the most beautiful examples of columnar basalt

hitherto discovered are found in the Briu-h islands, one on

the north-east coast of Ireland [scoGi*xi '»t'»f>s.wAY].and

the other among tho Hebrides [see Srsrr*]. The largest

columns yet observed are (bund at Faithcad at the former

place, where, according to the accurate measurement of

some by the Ordnance trigonometrical survey of Ireland,

they arc 317 feet in height, the sides of these enormous
prisms occasionally measuring i feel.

Some non columnar basalts present no trace of any par-

ticular arrangement of parts, while others show a globular

structure, so that when the rock becomes much decomposed

it has the appearance of numerous bombshells and cannon-

balls cemented together by a ferruginous substance. This

globular structure is sometimes also apparent when the de-

composition of the rock has not been considerable, being

wrll exhibited in the concentric arrangement of coats of

basalt round centres at variable distances from each other, in

the manna* represented beneath.

substances, such as agates, onyxes, and

which have been infiltrated into cavities fa

of gas or vapour while lbs rock was in a sUU of tumum. As

these bubbles have sometimes been lengthened by l«» mm
of the rock before it finally coolod. the infiltrated u mtmm

filling such lengthened cavities have the appwanam et

almonds sticking in the mass of the rock, whence law ansa*

amygdaloid. When, as sometimes occurs, a great taawaw

mass of basalt is composed of superimposed beds, scan* •»

lumnar. some amorphous, and others ainygtUWadal. tanas

characters are sufficient to authorise a conerusaoa that uw

whole mass has not been produced at one upborn of baas*,

but that there were several flows of melted matter to wnwi

different conditions gave different cheracters; the aasyras-

loidal structure, particularly, pointing to the sissencw «f very

considerable pressure upon the basalt so characterised. ba**»

it became solid.

BASCINET. BASINET, or BASNET, was a lata* bas-

inet, so called from its resemblance to a basso, gra*r*a«

without a visor, though, from different quotatwos of the strai

baeiMM a vitiirt; cited by Ducange (G/oaaar. kL Fraaa

ad M. 1681. p. 42*) from Chrontc'e* and Bomame— «/ la*

Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centurir*. it appear* «a*i lb*

visor occasionally accompanied it. So ta the Hfttry of

Dauphtny we have ' Item duos basignetos ewsa »»mu. •.

sol. vi. den.' (Mo) rick's Cht. Inquiry into Anttrmt Anmrmr.

vol. iii. Gloss.)

Finchet, says Grose (it should be Faucbct, Ongiws *>•

Chevalier*. Armoirin, et lleraux, 8vo. Farts. ISO*. sitVi
supposes them to have been a lighter sort of belies* iU
did not cover the face, and says be finds that the sjscfc*

often exchanged their helmets for basemets wtsta awl
fatigued, and wishing to ease and refresh tbeossclvrs. as s

time when they could not with propriety go unarm**.

BaseineU were worn in the reigns of Edward* II. sal

III. and Richard II. by most of the English mfaatry ss

may be repeatedly seen in the rolls of parliament and staw

public records. (See Grose s Trtatxt on Anttml .!< *»*» .

4to. Lond. 1 786. pp. 10. II.)

Sir Samuel Meyrick, in his Engraved lllmitmtt mm ./

Antient Arm* and Armour, vol ti. pi. in. 6« J. «n*a •

oriissereof Us* teawsf

Other basalts are amygdalosdal, containing a variety of

Richard II.; and pi. Ixxiv. fig. i.. a beacinet of taw

Henry V.
BASE, in Architecture. [See Con*** ]

BASE, in mutie. from Bo*ic (basis), the base orj

the lowest part, whether vocal or instrumental,

frequently written bait, but the etvroology. and
cially the pronunciation, are decidedly in favour of Us* <

graphr here adopted, which is sanctioned by IV.

and other high authorities. •The nose.' sav s Rmssrsa. • ta*

moat important of parts, the whole harmon* t* tmmmmm •»

it ; hence it is a maxim with musicians, that when the aas»

is good the harmony is rarely otherwise.' M. Snhas r anwaa*

this opinion ; and we do not differ from fwo such aha*, saw*

philosophical writers, without baling duly fonsiaVeis ta*

r>stion. But if by the words mutt important »
t which can least be dispensed with, then both i

are in error, for the highest part or metodv is, i

ably, the most essential. It is the theme, the —Aju s, weaV

out which the other parts, however numerals, are aa saw i-

gible. It being understood thst wo are not syai sag mt

instrumental accompaniments, such as violin, flaaa. m*.
which, in the score, are frequently above Us* hifbswi •»*»»

part or melody. In composition in two parts the ***»

it more difficult to write a correct base tlsaa s • ml i

melody, but to the sound musician th* subject aasi ataav-

mediate parts require more thought than the baa*.

BASE, or BASS, a nam* sometime* given u taw waisa

BASE CLEF. fSe*Ct*r.l
BASK. CONTINUED. [See CowrinraD Base. )

BASE. DOUBLE. [See Dot at* Basa]
BASE. F1GI RED. [See Fiuvaan Basa )

BASE. FUNDAMENTAL. [See Fonts**!****
Basal
BASE. GROUND. [See Geocud Basa )

BASE, THOROUGH. [Saw Tnoaocoa Basa.)

BASE VOICE, the lowest male voaca, th* wsasal libs i

of which is from oorr. below the baa* staff, ta » or a aa* s

it; but some few vosras exceed th* ImsiU bar*

and must be considered aa exception* to th* rale,

in she ana ' Fra l entbr*,' in hat opara of S~
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ftm the linger • comput of two octaves from r above the
•taff to 9 below; and PoieoU. in his antbera. ' They that
go oVncM to the sea in ships,' altogether mistaking the mean-
ing of the word * down, and in a wretched endeavour to

express descent, write* tor the baa* • run of notes from o
at>>ve to n below the staff*.

BASEVLBS, a town and commune of the province of
Hainault in Belgium, bounded on the north by the com-
munes of Thumaidc, YVadclincourt, and Ellignies St. Anne;
on the east by Qucvaucamp* ; on the south by Blaton ; and
on the west by Peruwelx. The inhabitants of this commune,
who in 1831 amounted to 3373 persons, reside almost en-
tirely in the town. The soil vanes in different parts of the
commune. In some places a friable clay, in others vegetable
mould mixed with sand, a light sand containing flints, or a
heath, are met with. The principal vegetable productions
are—wheat, rye. barley, oats, trefoil, ana rape. The culti-

vation of the soil is carefully conducted, ana the more pro-
ductive lands are constantly tn crop. Considerable quarries
of compact, blue limestone are worked : the stones are used
for paving, and for other common purposes, the chippings
being contorted into lime, which is much used for dressing
the land, as well as for building purposes. Another de-
scription of limestone, to which the name of Baseeles marble
has been given, is of a bluish-black colour, and capable of
receiving a high polish : it is used for paving the interior of
building*. A considerable trade is carried on from the com-
mune in this stone and in lime.

(Meisser's Dictionnmre Qiograpkique de la Province de
Hainaut, 1833.)

BASEL. CANTON OF, extend* about twenty-three
miles in length from N.W. to S.E., and about fourteen in

its greatest breadth. It* form is very irregular, being much
narrowed about the middle of it* length by a projection of the
territory of Soleure on one side, and • bend made by the
Rhine on the other, which reduces its breadth at that point
to about three miles. It contains, according to Franscini's

StatiitietX 1 82 7), about 270 English square miles (Dr. Neige-
baur, in 1831, states the area at only 180 square miles), and
about $3,000 inhabitants : in 1 774 it only numbered 38.500.
The greater part of the canton lies upon or between the
lateral offsets of the Jura Mountains, the principal ridge of
which, called Hauenstein and Schaffmatt, divides the south-

ern part of the canton from Soleure. The highest summit of
the Hauenstein, on the road from Soleure to Basle, is nearly

3.000 feet above the level of the sea, and the highest point

of the Srhaffmatt is about 4,000. The northern part of the
canton slopes towards the bank* of the Rhine, and form* a
plain round the town of Basel. This part of the territory is

very fertile in com and wine ; the rest abound* in rich pas-
tures, which feed about 12,000 bead of large cattle, ana as
many sheep. The Rhine supplies good fish in abundance.
The other river of the canton is the Bin, which rises in the
Miinster Thai, in the former Bishopric of Basel, enters the
•%nton at yfjwh. passe* by the field of St Jacob, memorable
for the battle between the Swiss and the French in 1444,
and joins the Rhine about half a mile to the east of the
town of Basel. It is a mountain river, rapid, and subject to
sudden floods.

The Canton of Basel is divided into seven districts, two of
which, namely Riphen and Klein Huningen. are north of the
Rhine, and the others, Fanupurg, Horoburg, Waldenburg,
Munchenstein and Liechstall. are south of that rivet. These
districts were each governed byan obervogt or bailti appointed
by the councils, two-fifth* of the deputies of which were
elected by the country. The country people having re-
volted in 1831, demanded to have the nomination of two-
thirds of the deputies ; the town proposed to give them one-
half, and four more, but this was refused by the country.
Town and country carried on a sort of petty warfare for

two years, inflicting considerable injury upon each other,

until through the interference of the Diet a separation took
place in 1833, by which the town of Basel, with the two
•mall districts north of the Rhine, and a narrow strip of
ground to the south adjoining its walls, forms a separate
state or republic called Basel Town : the rest of the canton,
composed of the Ave larger districts, forms another republic
called Basel Country, with Liechstall, a town of about 3,000
inhabitants for its capital. Each of these two states sends
its deputies to the Helvetic Diet, but the two have only one
vote between them, and if they do not agree the vote is null,

as is also the ease with regard to the Cantons of Appenzcll
and Unterwalden. The deputies of Basel Country took their

seat* in the Diet of 1834. The population of Basel Town
and it* territory is about 20,000 inhabitants, and that of
Basel Country about 33,000. All the manufacturers, the
capitalists, and the principal traders art in the town of Basel

;

the other part is entirely agricultural. The funds of the
university, the church, and school endowments have been
divided between the two fractions of the canton. The library

of the university, which contained between thirtv and forty

thousand volumes, has been likewise divided. The public

revenue of the whole canton, previous to the separation, was
436,000 Swiss francs, or about 27.000/. sterling. The reli-

gion of nine-tenths of the people, both in town and country,
is the Protestant, according to the Helvetic confession of
faith. The language is a dialect of the 8wiss-German, but
French is generally understood in the town, snd al>o in

many parts of the country. The territory of Basel Town
borders on France on the west, and on the Grand Duchy of
Baden on the north. Basel Country borders on the Canton*
of Soleure and Aargau ; the Rhine divides it on the north
from the Grand Duchy of Baden. The education of the
rural districts has been tilt now very much neglected, ami the
country people are accordingly among the rudest in Switzer-

land. (Q&iigraphiichf* Lexicon der Srhttriz ; Ebel, Manuel
du Vaya^rur; Dondolo, Steizzera Orcideniale.)

BASEL. BASLE, or BALE, the capital of the Swiss
canton of the same name, contain* within it* walls the site

of the antient Basilia, built by Valentinian I. After the
destruction of Augusta Rauracorum in a.d. 430, of which
some ruins are still to be seen at Angst two leagues from
Basel, this town gradually rose into consequence. It early

became an episcopal see. In 917 the town was destroyed
by the Magyars; but although it suffered at utter dates
repeatedly from the plague, and in 1336 from a terrible

earthquake, which was followed by a conflagration that
lasted eight days, and almost destroyed the whole town,
yet it always recovered from the-* disasters, and main-
tained its rank as a free eitv of the German empire. Its

brave citixens successfully resisted the surrounding nobility.

In the year 1460 the University of Basel was established,

after the citixens had obtained permission by a bull from
Pope Pius II. The intrmal dissensions which had dis-

tracted it having also subsided, Basel was then at the height
of its power, and in the possession of a small territory.

In 1301 it entered the Swiss confederacy, being then tho
most flourishing town of Switzerland, and an important
trading place. In consequence of the town adopting ( 1 627)
reformed principle*, the bishop left it. from whirh time it

has been entirely independent. But down to the latest

times its population ha* gradually diminished, which circum-
stance has been partly ascribed to the almost complete exclu-

sion of stranger* from becoming burghers of Basel, and none
but burghers being allowed to carry on business in that city.

From 1431 till 1448 Basel was the seat of a great coun-
cil. During the sixteenth century numerous edition* of

Greek and Latin authors, as well a* other works, were
printed in this town. In the year 1793 the peace between
France and Prussia, and France and Spain, waa concluded
within it* wall*.

Basel, still the largest, though not the most populous snd
the richest town in Switzerland, is situated in 47" 33' 3?"
N. 1st., and about 7° 35' E. long, at an elevation of
about 800 feet above the sea level, at the point 'where
tho Rhine changes its western into a northern course.

The Rhine divine* it into two part*. Great and Little

(Gross and Klein) Basel, which are connected by a wooden
bridge. Great Basel, on the left bank of the Rhine, is

built on rather uneven ground. The whole town con-
tain* 2125 houses, and 16.800 inhabitants, mostly of the

reformed religion : in former times they amounted to

more than twice that number. Some parts of the town
have still an antient appearance. The streets of Great
Basel are mostly confined snd crooked ; in the suburbs and
Little Basel they are broad and regular. There are fifty-

three public fountains in the town, many adorned with
works of antient sculpture. The fountain in the fish-

market is considered one of the finest smaller monuments
of Gothic architecture in Switzerland. Of the churches
the Miinster (cathedral), which stands in an elevated part

of the town, is the most remarkable. It was built in 1 0 1 9,

and contains, among other monuments, the tomb of Eras-
mus. Its two steeples are each 205 feet high. Adjoining
to it is the great hall in which the council of Basel held its

sittings, and- a fine cloister. The town-house contains two
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>arg* and finely-ornamented ball*. In the armoury is the
|

coat of mail of Charles tb* Rath, a trophy of the Bur-

gundisn war. The town hat several floe public building*,

amone which are the pott-office, the casino, and the theatre,

built in an elegant style. Many private houses equal in
j

beauty and internal cleanliness those of the best towns in

Europe, and remind us of Holland. The citizens of Basel

are remarkable, above all other* in Switzerland, for grave

deportment and business-like habits.

The Pfsli (Palatium), near the IfSnster, which is a ter-

race raised on a wall seventy-live feet above the Rhine, and
planted with horse-chestnut trees, commands a beautiful

prospect of the river, the town, and the country. Betides

the university Basel has many establishment* of education.

The evangelical mitriotu-teminar (missionary college),

established in 1816. has already its stations in southern

Russia and in India. Of the several public and private

libraries, the university library is the most remarkable, and
contains • collection of paintings, drawings, and wood-
cuts by Holbein. There is a botanical garden, and several

charitable institutions for people of all ages.

The transit trade employs many bands. Business in bills of
exchange, and the wine and book trade are alto considerable.

About 5000 loom* are employed in manufacturing silk rib-

bons. The paper of Basel was formerly more celebrated, as

there was less competition. There are likewise large tan-

neries, tobacco manufactories, &c.
Basel is the birthplace of Euler, ofJames, John, and Daniel

Bernouilli. and of Buxtorf. It contend* with the Bavarian
towns of Orunstadt and Augsburg for being the birthplace

of Holbein. (Commumeahon from Ziiriek, Switzerland.)

BASEL, COUNCIL Or. [See Councils.]
BA8BMENT, in architecture, is the lowest story of a

building, forming the base of a private bouse or public edi-

fice. This feature of a building should
the character of strength ; and. accordingly, in the i

of Pslladio. and the other great master* of the lrit—
school, we And that the basement has a massive apsssefasws.

capable of sustaining the order or order* which are ansa
placed above it In edifices used as dwelling* the awawasass

is high ; but in churches snd other public build***** * •
usually kept low. Some basements are as high as proov-
tion a* the floor or story placed above it, while olWn are aat

more than a third or a half of the height. The preoartaoi
of basements vary according to the convoniceywe resjaawi

in the lower ttory. or to the importance attached le the new
or floors which they may support. Sir William Cheasnsn,
in bis Civil Architecture, gives rules for the

\
ni|i tl— af

the parts forming the characteristic features of the bsat-

ment, but at the ssme time be admits that ' the praanrun*
of these basement* are not fixed,' but depend rhsrsfy *u tb*

nature of the apartments forming the ground- floor. • la

Italy,' he says, 'where the
frequently on that floor, the basements are

high. At the palace of the Porti. in Vtrraxa, the
is equal to that of the order placed thereon ; and
Tbiene. in the ssme city, its Might exceeds tw» l

that of the order, although it be almost of s i

tion to contain two stories ; but at the Vats Caen and at
the Loco Arsieri, both near Vieenxa, the

"

half the height of the order, because in

ground-floor consists of nothing but office*.' < TVamftsr m
Civil Architecture, by Sir William Chambers.) Thaw* fear

works enumerated present different proportion*, and ate afl

from the designs of Palladia.

The edifice at Whitehall, to which we
referred, and the Cathedral of St. Paul's,

both a low basement In basements the aaacuni * fa i

I. liliewli. L Cir»ln. X Mm. 4. A
I Ml span a phnth. en which that* is

•—Had bans; the upper part of the baswasenl is

•noted with a broad band, under which, at timet,
are employed. A cornice is also used eeea-

ouaUy Massed of the band.
in the beautiful pa lsae* of Reuse and Florence the bese-
Mnte are finely peoparuonod. For

tion* of
of MM.
sW Ftcrmet. The smkjmbsd
and Seuaaotai. saay also be ec

student in architecture.

In the edifices of

to
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taenia of Lysicrates and Philopanput at Athens are, how-
•tor, example* of high basements.

BA8UA. [800 Pasha.]

BASHAN (ftfe and /<rlil* toil), is called by the
» » T r -

8eptuagint SaAb*. by Busebius tantirn, by Josepbus and
Ptolemy Bararaia (Balanm). The last form arote from
the Anmnn pronunciation y*Q Balkan, fur ytf^ Nathan,
m Samaritan f^JXX Hatham 11. Bashan belonged to Gilead

in the widest sense (Jos. xiii. 30. 31 ), but in a stricter sense

it was distinguished from and situated to the north of Gilead
(Jos. xvii. I, 5, xx. 8; 2 Kings x. 33; Mk-ah vii. 14 ).

Bashan comprehended Golan and it* territory (Deut. iv. 43 ;

Jos. xxi. 97). and bordered in the north upon the Syrian
districts Oeshuri and Mancbathi : in the south it did not
reach to the river J abbok. (UeuU iii. 13-16.) Its western
boundary was the Jordan, and the eastern limits are unde-
fined. Bashan or Batanree is now railed Jil Bottrin or
Brlad Rtbad, a district south of Dirholan and west of
Hauran. Seetxen and Burrkhardt have described in their

travels the geology of El Bottein.

Bashan was a kingdom under Amoritish sovereign* who
resided in Ashlaroth and in Bdrei. (Deut. i. 4 ; Jos. ix. 10,

xii. 4.) Og was the last king of the Amoritish dynasty.

In the battle of Bdrei, about the year 1452 B.C., the Israel-

ites smote Og, with his sons, and all his people, until there

was none left alive ; and they possessed his land. (Num. xxi.

33-35.) Moses gave Bashan unto the half tribe of Manasseb
(Deut. iii. 13), h.c. Mil. At tho commencement of the

Christian ssra Bashan belonged to the tetrareliia of Phi-

lippus (Joseph. Antiqutt. xv. 10, I, xviiL 4,6; Bell. Jud.
ii. 6, 3), ana afterwards to the tetrarcbia of Agrippa II.

(.Antiqutt. xx. 7, I.) The fertile plains of Bashan produced

men of such uncommon stature, that it was called the

land of giants. (Deut. iii. 13.) The oaks, sheep, and oxen
were proverbially fine. (Isa. ii. 13 ; Bzek. xxvii. 6 ; Zach.
xi. 2; compare Jer. 1. 19; Mich. vii. 14 ; Deut. xxxii. 14;
Ps. xxii, 13—in the English Bible verse 12. but in Hebrew
verse 13.) These plains are intersected by basalt ridges,

which are prolongations of the Anttlibanus, (he mountains
of which being higher than Zion are alluded to in Psalm
Ixviii. IS, IC ; 'The hill of God is as the hill of Bashan;
an high hill as the hill of Bashan. Why leap ye, ye high
hills ? this is the bill which God desircth to dwell in ; yea,

the Lord will dwoll in it for ever.' It appears from various

ruins that the towns of Bashan were chielly built on heights.

Porphvrius was a native of Batansoa.

BASHER ISLANDS, a cluster of Ave islands and four

rocky islets, lying between Luton, the great Philippine

island, and Formosa, between 20° and 21° N. lat.. and in

1 22° E. long. The five islands, which are inhabited, were
named bv Dam pier, who visited them, Baabec, Orange,

j

Groat, Monmouth, and Grafton Islands. The name of
Bunco was given in consequence of the addiction of tho 1

natives to the use of a spirituous liquor whieh they distil

from rios and the juice of the sugar-cane, and to which
liquor the name of Basbee is applied. The inhabitants are

a strong athletic race, very inoffensive in their manners.
Dampter gives a favourable account of their civility.

The Spaniards wore induced to take possession of these

islands in 1 783, from observing that the inhabitants were
accustomed to wear thick golden wire as an ornament
The metal of which this wire was made is washed down
from the mountains by the torrents in the rainy season.

Tbe medium ofexchange in these islands formerly was iron,

but the natives have since learned the use of the precious
metals from their European neighbours.
The governor resides, with a small establishment of

soldiers and ecclesiastics, 00 Grafton Island, on tbe western
side of which is a good anchoring ground. Tbe islands are
plentifully supplied with water, and produce sugar-canes,

plantains, yam*, and other vegetables. They likewise con-
tain numerous flocks of goats, and a great abundance of

hogs.

( Dempier'a Voyaget ; Meares*Voyage to Snotka Sound

;

Hamilton's Katt India (MietUer.)
BASHKIRS, or more correctly BASHKURS. Tbe

province of Orenburg, which lies between the prov inces of

Tobolsk, Perm, VjaUa, Kasan. Ssimbirsk, 8saratoff. and
Astracbaa. and adjoins the territory of the Cossacks of the

Ural, whieh also forms part of tbe province of Orenburg, and
is bordered by ihe Caspian, is separated from the steppe oftbe

JUips-Cossaeks by tbe Ural, Ui, and Oby, and is principally

inhabited by what are termed military tribes. The Orenburg
line extends 2000 vents (about 1326 miles) from 8verino-

golovsk to Guriew. meeting the boundary of Siberia in the

north and the banks of the Caspian in the south. This line,

by which tbe Russian provinces are separated from tbe
Kirgis-Coasark territory, describes at the same time a xi|i-

xag, of which Sverinogolovsk, Orsk, and Gurjew form the

prominent points on the Kirgis side. The occupation and
maintenance of this line is tbe principal duty assigned to

the inhabitants of the adjoining provinces, tbe Cossacks of

Orenburg and the Ural, tbe Bashkirs, MohUhuaea, and
Teptars, in conjunction with twelve battalions of infantry*,

a portion of whom are settled as colonists in these regions.

In maps this line appears to be an uninterrupted series of
forts ; in font, most of the settlements along it are termed
kreposts, or forts, though they are nothing but ordinary

open villages ; nor are there more than two or three spots,

besides Orenburg, which possess cither walls or ditches.

The colonies of Cossacks are placed between these kreposts,

and the communication between them is kept up bv means
of piquets and patrolcs, stationed at intervals of two or

three miles from each other, at signal posts covered with

straw. Independently of a few tracts held by the crown,

or by Cossacks, nobles, manufacturers, or private persons,

the "whole of the province of Orenburg, and some portions

of the adjacent provinces, belong to the Bashkirs; setting

aside the political subdivision of their territory into circles,

it is distributed into cantons, clanships, juries, and villages.

The cantons are twelve in number ; of these the three first

and smallest lie within tbe province of Perm, and an incon-

siderable portion of the eleventh within that of Vjatka.

According to their present constitution, each canton, so far

as concerns the duties which its inhabitants have to dis-

charge in tbe field, is subject to a Bashkir elder ; but in all

other respects they are under the regular civil authorities.

In this particular their constitution varies from the Cossack
system, though thev stand on tbe same footing as tbe latter

with regard to rank and duties. It is difficult to say from
what source the Bashkirs derive their descent ; they are

Mohammedan Sunnites, speak the Tartar dialect, call them-
selves Bathkurt, shave their beads, wear a small vest termi-

nating in a point behind, a high flat-crowned cap, an outer

garment like an Asiatic sleeping-robe with a girdle, and cat ry

a pike and bow and quiver : those who are able to obtain a
sabre, wear it; but fire-arms are a rarity among them,
although one-half of such as are upon active service are

required to provide themselves with tbem. Little is known
of tbe history of these people, for we have scarcely any
record of tbem before tbe date of their subjection by tbe
Czar John tbe Terrible. There exists, however, a tradition

among them, that they are descendants of tbe Buriates, a
Mongolian race, who live about tbe banks of tbe Irkutsk,

and that their ancestors were driven out by invaders from the

south, and, taking a south-westerly course across the Ural

mountains, settled in the vicinity of those mountains. Tbe
received opinion, however, is, that they are a remnant of tbe

Nogay -Tartars, though most Asiatics call them ' Ishtiaks;'

and some, again, consider them to be the 'Bash-uru' (Bam-
bypy. Rum ), great thieves or good-for-nothing fellows, who
remained behind when tbe Nogays abandoned tbe neigh-
bourhood of the Ural mountains and settled farther in Asia.

Physically and psychologically there is, at all events, unde-

niable evidence that tbe Bashkirs form a racebetween tbe Fins

and Turks : the Fin, indeed, has a derided Mongolian cast

of features and it is not impossible that the Bashkirs, after

all, are of Turoo-Mongolian origin. The land which they

inhabit is full of mountains and forests, rivers, streams, and
lakes, luxuriant pastures, and an incalculable store of sub-

terraneous wealth, if that can indeed be called subter-

raneous wealth which lies so dose to tbe surface of tbe soil,

that tbe largest masses of gold which have ever been found,

and of which the heaviest weighs 288 ounces 3 grains, have
been met with immediately below the grass. The climate

is in general fine and healthy, though tbe winter is long

and somewhat severe. The expanse of waste along the

eastern frontier, however, renders the climate in that direc-

tion inhospitable. Tbe summer is exceedingly hot. snd its

heats convert the Buran or whirlwind, whirh prevails when
the thermometer stands above 97* of Fahrenheit, into a
dreadful scourge, by whieh numbers of human beings lose

their lives. This sirocco is almost insupportable, from the

dust and heat by whieh it is accuapaiiied ; but it dees not

spread into tbe interior of the country. The amount of the
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Bashkir Bale population appears, —cording to Rutaohkan.

to here been IK.Ki in 17M. bat bo very accurate enatne

ration then existed. At present, the twain Bashkir can-

tons contain l«X3«0 males, vis. :—

ex . mi. k«i<
OalW

JUS

TW1

IS*

ISM-

m.uj
B.Ml

TAJ
71 Bl
*«.!»«
•1.1)4
t.m

11.CM 1*1.3

This ennmerabon doss not include the Meahtshares, who
inhabit fivt cantool of their own. the Teptart, who form two

regiments, or the other inhabitant* of the province of Oreo-

bur* ; neither doe* it comprise the Bushkars, who here mi
grated to Sunluf, and hare been incorporated with the

Cossacks of the Ural. The Beahkiri do nut pay any tax.

bat they are bound to provide post-horses, supply ownto provide poat-bonea. supply

for the frontier cordon*, and bold themselves ready for

any foreign service. Tbeir liability to serve begin* at the

age of seventeen, and closes with that of t>rty-(he. Those
in the remoter cantons hare a journey of upwards of three

hundred mile* to perform before they reach tbe frontier line,

where they either bivouac, or live under mud huts, from tbe

16th of May to tbe 16th of November, during which interval

only the inroad* of the Kirgises are to be apprehended.

Their pay on this service is but one rouble (sboat I Id.)

monthly.
Great injustiee ha* been done to the Bashkir; a summer'

>

residence in his society would go far to correct the bad opi-

nion entertained of him. In spite of every effort made by
the (jovernroent itself, be is cruelly oppressed by the sub-

altern authorities ; and his worst vice is that of borse-stealing.

He does not much regard an oath sworn upon the Koran ,

but tbe ' gumus.' or oath, which be takes over the grave of

his elder, is held inviolably •acred. The Bsahkire are good

horsemen, but indifferent soldiers. They cherish an inve-

terate hatred against the Cossacks, whom tbey excel both

in courage and muscular power ; and though tbe expertest

of bowmen (for tbey rarely miss a mark at forty paces dis- l
Constantinople,

In 3JI be attended the Second Coanea of t

disputed successfully against Photo*us. Us) i

greatest enemies to the Ariaaa, but was sail

the head of the Semi-Amos, who maintained that the V.
was similar to the Father m has em ram, net by
by a peculiar privilege. Tba oaanon Be**]

uuned. but procured to be established by a i

Ancyra in the year xift ; and suamqas nfty <

at Scleueeta and Oonotanlinoola against the

and Acactana, by whom, after beta*? cborgwd. vaa
crimes, be was deposed in

Basil wrote a beak against Marcel]ws. has

TmJite on I Vrr»ei f», and •

which no remains are extant. (See esse !

AncfTxumi.) He had the reputation of besua; a mm «
learning and eloquence.

|
Mureri sat s. altbeugh Baafl ia platan! by soma at the tost

' of tbe Semi Armas, yet it ia not quite eeraeta that as oa
1 deemed a beret*. Sl Bead apssli of ham aa a Canto*
' buh >o. and Athsnasnis. in hi* book of ' SynosW asaaaaa
that Basd of Ancyra, and thaw of Ma party, stoi ast enV

' (mm those who professed tbe rnaeulatsarsslsty casear a
! words, and therefore Hilary and Pbil sell lis* call AW asanas

I
of tbe Council of Sinnnun held agsmst Plianaaa, «t want

I Basil of Anevra was the rhscf. ortbodax baatona.

(See Mor/n, DutHmmmrt Hula sew. hi. far. 1 Tan,at
a. pp. IS4.145; Chalmers' Btmgr. iMettmt. «aL as Hi
BASIL, or BASIU'tSd

called ST. BASIL, and on account of has I

surnamed the Great, was born at 1

in tbe year 326 ; Lardner say* in the year Xi*. er it* Hi
fattier was named Basthus, and bis mother
his earlier years he received i

went afterwards and studied at Annorh aad 4

under the famous Liberau*. arconfaag to
writers. Catsarea (whether the Caasarea of C*
that of Palestine seems oneertaia) I

of tbe places where Basd studied. That he dM ,

and afterwards went to Ataws.
tince). tbeir weapon* are inferior to those of the tribes in

the Caucasian territories. In battle, tbe Bashkir usually

brings his quiver, which hangs behind, in front of bis breast,

takes two arrows between bis teeth, and says two others

upon bis bow, winch he discharges one after tbe other with

great rapidity. When attacking, he presses down close upon
bis horse. ruthes with hideous yells upon his foe, bis arms
and neck bare, and. after he baa shot his four arrows, thrust*

impetuously at him with lance in rest. The Bashkir borse

is in some esteem : it is small, strung, and durable ; but not

to be compared, in general, with tbe Cossack and Kalmuck
breads. Tbe majority of this people subsist by rearing cattle,

and a few by agriculture. Tbey pass tbe winter in village*,

living in dean wooden cabins ; but in summer not a soul is

to be found in them ; all are abroad with tbeir herds in tbe

open at Id. dwelling under tents of felt. Prepared horses'

milk and ' knit.' a kind of cheese as hard as stone, form

certain ; but it does not appear so dear that Lahaa
bis master : be seems rather to have been h<* frUoo <

(See, however, the letters of Basil

1682.) At Athens Basd formed a
Gregory of Naxianxua. He returned to h*s i

ibout the year 36S. and taught rhetorsr. S
after thi* be travelled into Syne, Egypt, aaai

visit tbe monasteries of those ceuntrirv. w here he I

lives of tbe monks so exemplary, that be
his return home, to follow tbeir exsrna'o. at

be instituted an order of moaasne life

of Pontus. Eusebios, * bo bad aaerewawd to the
"f t'axarra in 3>.i, coofamed the order of
Ba«il, who some time after, upon i

buhnp. retired to the solitude of ha
conciled to biro about three years after, anal erww as *» aw

bills • <a reputation, that. urcn Kaerb
their principal food ; and they never fail to take a (lock of I was rboarn his successor. It was with

i death m the year XT*. »

the Utter with them, which tbey sleep in water, when they

go upon service. It serves them for a length of tune instead

of bread or other food. Some of them are great sportsmen,

for tbey have game at superabundance ; and the use of the
falcon is common among them.

Tbeir customs and habit* are of Tartar origin, with tbe
exception of the female dress, which is evidently Finnic :

their high-print reside* at I' fit; tbey bare no longer any
military chieftain*, but for nearly a century past have shown
themselves good subjects of the Russian crown. In dispo-

sition, they are faithful, docile, and ready to oblige ; and
the traveller may range across the country with aa much
security aa along the safest road in Europe. Tbe ukase of

I US. by declaring them owners of the gold mines on
eastern side of the Ural Mountains, upon payment of

tenth of the produce to the crown, has induced private indi-

viduals to take leases of nearly every inch of the land in that

quarter, en the simple oaoditaan of paying tbe Bashkir land-

lord another tenth by way of rent, (Ratiattod from a
Jtmmorl asosV 6w Dr. Dahl o/ OrswaWf, fa Ffhrwmry, lifts.)

BASIL, in botany. [See OcTetUM.)
BASIL. BASILFUS. Bokop of Ancyra. ad 13t.wa.er-

dainad to tbatomre by the bishops of the Bosebtan parte m
the room of MarceUaa. whom thev had deposed ; but Beat!
" suaaseir exeomm<iiucas*d aad bis ordination annulled in

'•ml of Sardjca in 3*7, though he still retained tbe see.

lie accepted tba dignity, bat no
it than tbe Emperor Valens began to

\

he refused to embrace the doctrine of the Ariaaa. of at
deed, be and Gregory of Naxuuuus were
Yalrnt came twice to Ci
to influence Basil, determined to dnvo ana :

He erased, however, at length,

becan to use bis utmost indo*
union between tbe eastern and <

been divided upon some potass of

Mrletms and Pauunua, two tashapa of Aataara. TW <

churches acknowledged Pauimus
would hold ne communion with M i ssUna. who i

by the eastern churches; bat all an statu an
tba dispute not being terminated all nuse
death. Basil was alio engaged in nuae o«
the division whsth the aaperot had asasW of la
into two provinces. ABiasurea, an bap of Traasv ato> mm
tropolis or the new prennee, « abed a* externa

1 am aaa>
wbmb Basil spoosed. The btUe nttesje of
the chief object of anouto. snd. to assare K. at
tated it into a btsbopnr. whsrb he gave to be* (

of N cxianeu* ; but Antbimustoak f
St Gregory , who loved peons retwod
Baal had hkeaiae (ease dtaputos a
A|»>)iinara [*ee Ar^'Ltix »ai»j, agaim
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wrote, and. in fact, he took a put in most of the eontrover-
[mm of hi* am. He died January I, 379, hit constitution

being much impaired by the austerities of a monadic lift.*. I

Basil (tee Suids.) had four brothers, Gregory, bishop of

Nysta, Peter, alto a bishop, and two other* who became
monks.
Cava bat given a list of St. Basil's works. Lardner tayt

many writings bava been ascribed to him without ground.
Set era) of bit detached pieces wore printed before the y ear

1300; but tha flrtt edition of the whole works, in Greek,

issued from the press of Probeniua, foL Basel, 1 532. with

a preface by Erasmus. The best edition is that which
was published by the Btnedictinea of the Congregation
of St. Maur, Greek and Latin, in 3 vols, folio. Puns,
173 1-30 : the two first under the care of Pire Gamier ; the

1

third, after Garnier's death, by Para Maran. Garnier took 1

great paint in distinguishing toe spurious from the genuine
works of St. Basil. M. Herman, a doctor of the Sorbonnc.
published a Life of St. Battl, 1 vols. 4to. Par. 1764.

Syucellus (Chronog. p. 203) ascribes to Basil a new re-

cension of the Sepluaginl, which he says was done with
great care. The correspondence of Libanius and Basilius

is printed in the edition of the t.vittlu uf Libaniu*. by J. C.
Wolf. Amst. 1 738, I vol. ful. Though Ltbauius was not a

Christian, this does not appear to have disturbed the g xxl

understanding between Basil and the schoolmaster of An-
tioch. Basil sent Libanius v arious Cappadocian scholars with
letters of recommendation. (Sue Lsttert, 1 580, 1 582. 1 594.)

1

(See Cave's History o/ Ik* Fatten of Ihe Church, lot.

Lond. 1683, pp. 216 870; Moreri, Dictionnaire Historique,

torn. ii. fol. Par. 1758, p. 152 ; Lardnor's Credibility of the

Gotptl Hitktry, pt. 8. vol. ix. pp. 1 18-126 ; Chalmers's Hto-
graphical Dictionary, vol. ii. p. 94 ; Suidas, Batileita of
Ctetarea.)

BASIL. MONKS OF ST. When St. Basil, bishop of

Csasarea, retired into Pontus, about the year 358, for the con-

venience of himself and his followers he founded a monas-
tery, to which he gave a written rulo for its regulation, the

first of the kind that bad appeared, and which was soon
adopted in numerous other monasteries. This rulo shortly

spread itself over the East, and, according to the generality

of writers, was not very long in passing to the West. Those
who adopted it styled themselves of the order of St. Ba-.il

;

and St. Basil* Rule was, in fact, the parent of that which
waa afterward* (rawed by St. Benedict (See Schlosscr s

remarks on Basil, Unicertalhiitoritche L'cberricht, &c.
3 7*. 3 Ablh )

Dora Alphonso Clave), the Spanish annalist of this Order
{Antiguedad de la Retig. y Regl. de S. Batilio, e. viii. 4 2),

'

says that Basil's Rulo was approved and continued by Pone
j

Libenus in the same year in which it was written and pub-
lished, a.d. 363 ; afterward* by several other popes ; and
was, in a later ago of the Church, revised by Pope Gregory

j

XIII., who, about I S73, united the religious of this order in >

Italy, Spain, and Sicily into one congregation. The abridg-
j

ment of thit Rule made by Cardinal Bessarion, during the
pontificate of Eugene IV., and approved by Gregory XIII.,

waa also confirmed by Popes Clement VIII., Puul V., and 1

Alexander VII. !

Moreri gives 1057 as the date when the order was intro-

duced in the West. St. Saviour, at Messina, is now con-

1

sidered a* its ehier monastery in the West. The monks of |

St. Basil in Spain follow the Greek, those of Italy the Latin
ritual. The Greek monks are cbicfl) of this order, which

|

exists to a great extent in Russia; though in that country,
if we may rely on Dr. King, the monks have deviated from
their original Rule. He says, ' Basil is generally looked '

upon as the founder of the order of monks which exists in

Russia, though, in truth, their Rules, at least those they
observe at present, are taken from several different persons ; I

as Ephraim of Bdcssa, Gregory, Chrysostom, &c.' (See
'

Hiit. dee Ordret Monattique; 4to. Par. 1714, torn. i. pp.
|

175-238, where engraving* will be found of the dresses

worn by both monks and nuns of this order in the respective

countries ; Moreri. Dictionnaire Hitt'tique, fol. Par. 1759,

torn. ii. p. 1 54 ; King's Rile* and Ceremonie* of the Urrek
Church in Rutria, 4to. Lond. 1772, p. 365.)

The order of St. Basil was never, that we know of, intro-

duced into England ;
though Sir Roger Twysden, in his

Rite of the Monastic Stale, p. 5 (a* quoted by Tanner. Prvf.

to Sotil, Morttut. p. il.) says, ' The monks of Bangor were

not unlike the order of Basil, if not of it.' The genuine
history of the monastery of Bangor, however, in its earliest

period, cannot now be traced upon authority which can bo
relied on.

BASI'LICA (/JoffiXird, /tamXitoc i-fync). This term de-

notes a collection or digest of the Corjui* Juri* of Ju-tini.in,

translated from the original Latin ink) the Greek langu.i

This work was commenced and brought to it* present statu

during the latter part of the ninth and the beginning of the

tenth centuries, under the superintendence of the Greek
Emperors of Constantinople. The design of reducing tho

laws of Justinian into one Greek book from the several

Latin collections in which tbey were known in the. Western
Empire, is said to have bean originally formed, and was cer-

tainly in part executed, by Basil I., called the Macedonian,
whose rcigu commenced ai>. 867, and ended in 886,

and from whom the book derive* it* name. Basil's death
occurred before tho completion of the work ; and all that

was effected in hit time was a kind of Preface, or Introduc-

tion, which was called npox«poy r&r vvfiw, and consisted

of forty heads, ur titles. Leo VI.. surnamed the Sage, who
succeeded his father Basil, as Emperor of Constantinople,

brought the collection considerably nearer to its present

form : under his direction il was distributed into six general

heads, each of which was subdivided into ten titles; from
which circumstance it is entitled in *>mc tnanusenpts

'EJ.iili.lXoc (the Six-Book), and in others 'Nnrotfri/ttjJXoc

(the Sixly-B >ok). The Basilica were, however, finally re-

duced into their present form by Constantino VII., com-
monly called Constantino Pornhyrogenota. the son of Leo
the Sage, in the early part of the tenth century. From that

time the book was commonly used as a code ofjurisprudence

in the Eastern Empire.
Tho Basilica contains the code, digest*, institutes, and

novella) of the Corpus Juris ; and in the bitter divisions an
inverted tome of tho later edictt of Justinian himself, o! tlio

subsequent Emperors of Constantinople, and of Basil t!io

Macedonian in particular ; and also a few extracts from
the fathers, and decrees of early councils of the church.

The Greek translation of the Roman law was, in all pro-

bability, not made expressly for this work, as the four books
containing the institutions of Justinian are known to have
been in existence in the Greek language previous to (ho
time of Basil the Macedonian.

Hervetus first published, in Latin only, in 1557. four com-
plete books of the Basilica (lib. 45-48), and two hooks (29, 29)
incomplete. A splendid edition of the Basilica, prepared
from a collation of various manuscripts in the Vatican and
the Bibliothequc du Roi, was published at Paris bv Fabrot,

in 1617, seven vols, folio, to which is prefixed a Report to

Pope Urban VIII. upon the history of the Basilica, by Joseph
Maria Suarez ; but this edition only contains tliirty-threo

hooks complete, and ten others incomplete. It is accom-
panied by a Ijitin translation, said to tic rather a hasty per-
formance. Reitz, in 1752, added four books ( 19-52), follow-

ing those of Hervetus ; but both editions together only con-
tain thirty-six books complete, and seven with considerable

lacuna) in tbem. Cujncius undoubtedly possessed the
Greek text of Book 53 59 inclusive: and the MS. is pos-

sibly still extant, or it must have been lost a long time ago.
[SccCujACtus.] A new edition it now (1835) in the courso

of publication, at Leipzig, by Professor Hcimbach of Jena,
in which arc comprehended the various readings obtained
by the collation of several manuscripts not examined by
fabrot.

BASI'LICA, from the Greek famXut), literally signifies

a royal residence: but we have no account of any royal
residence being specially called by that name ; nor have wo
any description of Greek edifices called Basilica), which
may be supposed to have furnished the model of the Roman
Basilica. The name, indeed, is Greek, and it is highly

probable that the building itself was framed on a Greek
model, though tho fact docs not appear to be capable of
direct proof. The building at Athens, called the cWiXtwc
1'rod, or Royal Portico, seems to havo been pretty much
like a Roman Basilica, as to the purposes for which it was
used. This edifice, which is mentioned by Demosthenes
(Again*! Arittogeitvn, chap. 6), contained the court of tho
Archon Bosilcus [see Arciion] ; and the Areopagus occa-

sionally held their sittings there. (See also Pausanias, i. 3.)

Tho Romans gave the name of Basilica? to those public

buildings with spacious halls, often surrounded with wido
porticoes, many of which were built at different timet, in

the various Form of Rome. Tbey were usually called after

the person who caused them to be built, as the Basilica
3 Yi
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jEmiliana, Porta*, 8tc. (Livy. xxxi*. 44.) At to* time of

the conflagration recorded in Livy (xxvi. 87), ».c 810, there

were no Basilica then built. We read in toe Bellum AUx-
andrinum (cap. S3) that the Basilica was need in the

Spanish provinces at the date (bx. 47) to which that work
refers*

temple to Augustus might be seen. The tribunal

building was in the form of a curved rncese, 44 as

and I) feet deep. To this information Vitrains*
proportions of the timbers of the roof.

(CasaOT CoU at Tr»J««.
Ik* b^uU at lh< BulUcm

ttsf oa Um fmrn

The principal feature of the Basilica was a large roofed

building, supported on columns. The roof, which was called

the tatudo, rose high above the other part of the structure,

which consisted of two galleries, called portion, placed one

above the other, and round the internal sides of the central

building. The porticus was covered with a lean-to roof, the

upper part of which coram*need below the capitals of the co-

lumns which supported the testudo. The light was admitted

between the spares formed by the under line of the architrave

of the testudo, the upper line of the lean-to roof, and the

perpendicular lines of the columns. At the end of the cen-

tral part of the interior a raised platform formed the tri-

bunal for a magistrate. The term testudo, as its name
implies, is strictly the roof of the central part ; but the term

is also extended to signify the whole of the central space,

which corresponds to what we rati the nave of a church

:

the porticoes correspond to the aisles.

The Basilica was not onlv used as a hsll for the ad-

ministration of justice, but afforded sl»o convenient shelter

to the merchants who transacted business there. Vitruvius.

wIki constructed a Basilica at the Julian colony at Kanum.
informs us that it ought to be built * on the warmest side of

the forum, that those whose affairs called them there might

confer together without being incommoded by the weather.'
' The breadth,' ho says, ' is not to be made less than the

third, nor more than half, tho length, unless the nature of

the place opposes the proportion, and obliges the symmetry
to be different ; but if tho Basilica has too much length,

chalcidiea are made at the ends [see Chalcidicum], as in

the Basilica of Julia Aauiliaua.' (Newton's Translation )

The size and proportions of these edifices \ aried according

to circumstances. The following proportions are given by
Vitruvius for the various parts of this structure. The co-

lumns of the Basilica (by which Vitruvius means the columns
engaged in the wall) are to be made as high as the porticus

is broad ; the porticus is to be as wide as the third part of

the space in the middle. The columns of the upper gallery

must be one-fourth less than the lower. The pluteutn (con-

tinued pedestal) must be made one-fourth less in height

than the upper columns, and be placed between the upper
and lower columns, that those who walk above may not be

seen by the merchants : from which circumstance it would

appear that the upper gallery was intended fur a purpose

distinct from the uses of the lower nailery. It is probable

that in the upper gallery some kinds of handicraft were
carried on.

The dimensions of the Basilica built by Vitruvius at

Panum were as follow :—The testudo 120 Roman feet long,

and 40 broad; the porticus between the walls and columns

of the testudo, 80 feet broad ; the height of the columns

of the testudo. including their capitals, 40 feet, and the

diameter J. Behind these were parastatK-w, or small piers,

8C feet high, 24 feet broad, and If foot thick, to sustain the

beams intended to bear the floor of the gallery. Over these

were other parastatuir. 1 8 (ret high, 1 feet broad, and I foot

th« k.which supported the lean-to roofs. The remaining space

between the beams which were laid over the upper paraata-

tsrsr, and the archilrat* of the columns of the testudo. was
open to the light. In the Basilica at Panum, the testudo was
supported by eighteen columns, four at each end,m on one
•ids and four on the other, the two centre columns bring
emitted on this side, that the view of the peonage of a

1 ElmUsa of p«f1 of 1W IWauV». koitea
Um baa-to roof*! Um I

t Loaittastaal aroUsa lass*** IW TV—a*. D.D.
of iw Tntsa*.

R. Urarr Foftko ; ('. Vfft an*) ; A. A. r«
( Draws MTordiat to Um SJaa-aafaaa (fora hj

It is probable that Rome possessed B«m1k-s> is si us
different Pore of the city. Of these the Basilarm of Tr*;**.

which formed a part of the Forum Trajanum [are Poara .

is the only one of which there are considerable

left; it is represented on the revens of tho

we have given above. Another Basilica, of the i

order, was discovered on the Palatine II ill. A Unr* «*>

nee in the Forum, called the Temple of Peace, baa s**»

been named the Basilica of Constantino.

The Emperors Gordian, in their magni&rcsst

residences built on the Via Pnenestiaa. had three
"'

104 feet in length. Two famous Basilicas. .tU
Fulvia, were built at Prameste (/Wrefriaek bit * sea wi**-*

Bylla caused a magnificent sun-disl to be plans'- TW
marble fragments of the plan of Rome, new psessn id as

the Capitol at Rome, which was made during the rrsra W
Keptimius Severus. show a part of the B*m1<t» -tAssitiaaa .

from which it appears thai, unlike the other BaaUaoa*. a kaat

no external wall. In tin* laM respect, it assy

to a very anItent Greek edifice at lhrstua*. whsrh has I

generally considered a Ba«ibea. This bhjsUsbsj st as

closure of columns, without any internal or ciwrtaal i

and d itided in the centre by au order of column*. w*tt> as*

above it. A Basilica which was dissevered mass soar* t

at Otncoli. had a curvilinear recess or heeatcyrle

with statues, which were removed to the masamm af U*>

Vatican.

The most perfect Basil*:* of antiquity, an*) wturh Wat
corresponds with the building drambed try \ iliai—* ——*-
in Pompeii, constructed on the south- west, aasi ******

fluently the warm aide of the Forum. That adsfiea ss tJS
fret by 44. The testudo ruse to the height of ahvat 44 last,

judging from the diaasrter of the portion* of the ra*a**aa*

•till remaining. The** columns are twenty -eight aa *•**>

ber. four of whirh srs placed at each end. and law iwat aa
each ssite of the t*«tudo ; the) are curt****)* r— ilraaast* af

brick, and covered wuh storm. At the forth*** ***4 a> Saa

tribunal, raised on a platform, to whsrh the
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side i» by a flight of stain. Under the platform are room*,

conjectured to have been used a* temporary prisons for cri-

minals ; and in the floor of this platform are circular boles,

communicating with the rooms below. On each side of the

tribunal are two small square rooms, which, as the Basilica

is very long in its proportion, may be considered a part cut

off to form ChaIodic*. Small engaged columns are attached

to the walls inclosing the portieus, on which one end of

the beams of the floor were placed, the other being either

inserted in the shafts of the brick•columns, or supported on

wooden parasistiesB set against their backs, in the manner
described by Vitruvius. In toe angles toe small columns are

clustered thus • after the manner of Gothic shafts. This

arose probably from the areainstance of the beams of the

floor of the upper porticos being placed diagonally at the

angles, in this

and it at most likely that the under aide of the floor was

left exposed, as is still the ease in the dwellings of Italy,

and not corned with lath and plaster, as is the custom in

England. The columns being clustered in the angles gar*
an appearance of strength.

The light, most probably, was admitted in the manner
mentioned by Vitruvius ; but. in addition, there were win-
dows at the back of the tribunal, which perhaps were at one
time glased, as glass for windows was in common use at
Pompeii. The stone door-jambs are remarkable for a largo
?;roove, in which we may conjecture that the wooden door
runes were fixed. The doors appear to have folded, as the
marks left on tbe sill, from the opening and shutting, still

remain. The order of the small engaged columns it Corin-
thian, and the style very similar to that of the Tempto of
Vesta at Tivoli, and, like that edifice, this Basilica was
covered with a fine marble stucco. Tbe most singular deco-
ration is observed in the rusticated plastering of the in-
terior, where the rustics are painted in every variety of
toiour. The order of the testudo is unknown, as there are
ho remains of the capitals. It is probable that the columns,
from their height, were never covered with the ashes »t

Vesuvius, which circumstance enabled the inhabitants to

remove them.
The early Christian churches of Rome may be considered

as the best resemblances of the Roman Basilicas. In soma
of them are still found many of the characteristics of the
antient Basilicas. There are twelve churches in Roma
called Basilicas, tbe oldest of which dates from about the
time of Constantino, and is even said to have been built
by thst emperor. These edifices are 8. Pietro, 8. Paolo
(without the walls), 8. Giovanni Laterano, Sta. Croce in
Gerusalemme, Sta. Maria in Trastevere, Sta. Prassede, St.*

Agnese, Sta. Maria in Cosmedin, Sta, Maria Maggiore,
S. Clements, 8. Nereo et Achille, and 8. Lorenzo (without
the walls).

The Marquess Galiani remarks, that the first churches
were looked upon as tribunals in which the bishops, &c„
administered penance to the guilty and the Eucharist to
the absolved ; wo may therefore observe, in accounting for

tbe resemblance which the early Christian churches bear
to the antient Basilica), that nothing could appear at first

sight more appropriate than the idea of imitating-a tribunal
of justice in the construction of the new churches, m
which the bishops and priests were to administer a kind of
spiritual justice. This remark is well supported by the fact
of the bishop's throno being placed in tbe apsis, or arched
recess corresponding to the curved recess or lieinicyclc. us
it was called, of the antient Basilica. It is, however, more
probable that the ob\ious convenience of tbe Basilicte led

the early Christians to adopt the principles of that form of

building, as these edifices were both light and spacious,

and better adapted to the ceremonies of tbe new religion

than the temples of the Pagans.
Constantino has tbe reputation of having founded tho

first of these Basilicas, which was built on the site of bis own
palace of Lateran, on Mount Cselius. Shortly afterwards ho
built tho Basilica of St Peter, on the site of the Circus of

Nero; and finally commenced a third, that of St. Paul
without the walls of Rome. This church was finished fifty

years afterwards by Theodosius; who, if we may tru»t

Procopius, built a continuous portico from the city to the

Batilica, covered with a copper roof. St. Peter's was deco-

rated with one hundred columns of white marble ; it is,

however, now replaced by a more modern structure, tho

largest of the kind in the world. Tbe external part of the

Basilica of S. Giovanni Laterami is of modern construc-

tion. St. Paul's without tbe walls was burnt down a fc*

years since, but is now partly restored upon the old plan.

The section of this edifice, across the nave, shows the form

of the testudo with tbe inclined rood of tbe portieus ; slid in

the spaces between the under side of the roof of tbe testudo

and tho upper line of tbe roof of tbe portieus, are formed

tbe windows of tbe church. The nine other Basilica), as

well as the antient churches of Sta. Maria in Are Cceli,

S. Martino, 8. Vincensio dellc Tre Fontane, Sta. Maria sopra

Minerva, and S. Agostino, and several others possess some

of the features of the antient Basilica*.

St.' Agnese. however, exemplifies tbe peculiar character of

the antient Basilica in so striking a manner, that we give a

representation of it, which will illustrate the description of

Vitruvius.

In this view will be easily recognised tbe galleries (por-

ticos) running round three sides of the building, and inter-

rupted by tbe recess forming tbe tribunal. In the upper

gallery is the pluteum, or continued pedestal, inclosing the
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ume. The nave correspond* to the Te»tudo ; the epaia of
the church to the hemic) cle of the antient building* : the
only difference it in the manner of piercing the wall* for

window*, and in the omitwn of the largo column* of the

tcMudo, the two order* of column* standing in the place*

of the antient paraatatictB. It i* pmbablo that the con-
•trartiou of the roof of the antient Basilica was exposed. n»

it is hliown here, and a* wa* the invariable practice in olmo»t

all the church Basilicas of Rome. Thetc Basilica are built

from the old material* of other edifice*, am) Ilk*
|

put together without much regard to ayninaatij.

there am often Ionic, Corinthian, and Composite
placed on abaft* of column* of vanou* diameter*,

lion* of entablature* above them, which orurinaUy
to duMmilar edifice*. Santa Maria in TruKfm
example of tbeac incongruities : here alao the th
apsia na* an antique form, very similar to the

"

the Street of Tomb* at Pompeii. The Rotnaa c aW

[IWtum of las BWUW m Vtaaaea.M ky Mhfti]
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aflinaa ars remarkable fur ibeir mosaic [toe Mosaic] deco-
rations. The pavements of many of thein ore enriched
with the moat elaborate pattern* made of the hardest mar-
ble*. The arched head of the np«i» it often decorated w ith

the figures of saints or apostles upon a gold ground, the
whole mosaic being formed of alius tessera? ; but the moat
sumptuous mosaic* are those of St. Peter'*, of modern exe-
cution, which represent so truly the great works of the best
Italian painters, that none but a practised eye can detect
the difference.

Not only the apsis, but the general form of tbo nave and
aisle*, of our antiout cathedrals i* evidently borrowed from
the Italian church Basilica. The same is also true of tho
old tillage churches of England. The nave corresponds to

tbo testudo, and tho side aisle* to tho porticus; the win-
dow* of tho nave, which externally are seen above tho lean-
to ro>f of the aisles, correspond to the opening between the
upper part of tho columns of the testudo.

Modern Basilica* exist at the present day i

as the antient were, to civil purposes. Palladio gives the
name of Basilica* to such public buildings, many of which
are found in the Italian town*. Part of the Basdicv of the
present day serve a* the palaces of the magistrates, and in

there they administer justice, while the lower parts are occu-

pied by merchants, &c Speaking of those edifices, Palladio

(ays, 'Our modern basilicas differ from the antient in this,

that while theirs were on the ground-floor, ours are ele-

vated on arches, and the parts beneath the arches are used
as shops, prisons, and for other public purposes. Another dif-

ference is that the antient* had porticoes only in tbe inte-

rior; the moderns, on the contrary, either have none, or

lure them on the exterior.' There is an example of such
a Basilica at Padua, and another at Brescia ; but the most
celebrated is that at Vieenta, the exterior of which is after

the design of Palladia The body of the building is sup-
posed by Vincenxio Scamoxsi to Hiavc been erected during
the reign, and by the command, of Theodoric tbe Goth.

This Basilica is 162 feet long by 63 wide : tbo curved roof

is of wood, covered with lead; the great hall is 2* feet 1

0

inches above the ground-door, aud i* supported on piers.

This edifice, which reflects great credit on the skill of Pal-
ladio, is called at Vicenxa ' 11 l'ulazz > ddla Ragiono.' The
architect himself, though a modest man, was so well satis-

fied with his own performance, thai he expressed an opinion

that this construction was equal to an) Basilica of antiquity.

In England the town-hall, and in France the Palais de
Justice, correspond, in some respects, to the modern Italian

Basilica*.

In modern structures, the form of the Basilica might he
applied to markets, lor which purpose it is well adapted,
both for convenience and ventilation. Liverpool market,
which is, perhaps, in these respects, the moat perfect in the
world, consist* of several roof* placed side by side, resem-
bling in some degree the roof of the testudo.

(V iminus ; Nardini's Some; Nolli's Plan of Rome, with
the Pragmentt of the Ancient Plan , A Scrie* of Geome-
trical Plan* and Section*, and Peripectice I'tewt of the
Roman Church Batilica?. by I.G.C Roma, I.S2J-24 ; Eus-
tace's Clot*. Tour ; Plan of Pompeii, by the Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge: Marquess Galiani's Tram-
lalton of Vttruriu* ; Lift o/ Palladio, by M. Quatremere
de Quincy ; Encydopidte Mithodiaue, Architecture ; No-
litie iulla AnticAtta e Bfl!e Arti. Roma.)
BASILICATA, one of tho fifteen provinces of the con-

tinental part of the kingdom of tbe Two Sicilies. It lies

south of the Terra di Bari and Capitanala, east of the two
Principal!, and north of Calabria. It occupies the greater
part of the antient Lucania. the remainder of which is in-

cluded in the province of Principalo Citra. Basilicata lies

almost wholly on the eastern side of the main ridge of the
Apennines, and its rivers flow into the Gulf of Taranto, or

the Ionian Sea. as tbe Italians call it. The main ridge, or
backbone of the Apennines, running in a south-east direc-

tion through the province of Principalo Ultra, forms a large

mass above Corns, between tbe sources of the Ofanto on
one side, and those of the Sole on the other. One of the
summit* of this mass is called Monte Lucano. Having
thrown off two lateral branches, one to the eastward towards

tbe peninsula of Otranlo, and another westward towards

Cape Campanclla, the main ridge then enters Basilicata

north of the town of Muro, bending almost due east, and
giving rise to tho Bradano on its eastern, and the Fiume
Bianco on its south-western slope. South of the sources

of the Bradano, it sends off another branch doe east,
dividing tbe Water* of tho Bradano from those of the
Basicnto. In this projection is the high summit railed
Monte Acuto, and on it* southern slope are the sources
of tho Basicnto and the town of Potent*. From this point
tho main ridge runs due south by Marsio Nuovo, between
tho sources of the Agri, which flows eastward, and those of
the river Negro, or Tanagro, which is one of the tributaries

of tho Sole. It then approaches very near the coast of the
Mediterranean Sea, near Lagoncgro, above which is the
lofty group called Monti Sirini, on the eastern slope of
which the Siris, now called Sinno. has its source. Farther
south the ridge enter* Calabria east of Castelluccia and Ro-
tonda, above which towns it forms the lofty summit called

Monte Pollino (Mons Apollinous), which is the highest point

in the southern part of the kingdom, being above 7000 feet.

A small part of the province of Basilicata liea west of the

central ridge, and between it and the Gulf of Policastro,

extendingabout 12 mile* along its const, between Sapri and
the river Trecchino. The maritime town of Maratea, and
tho Inland towns of Lsuoncgro and Lauria, the two last on
the high road from Naples to Calabria, belong to this

district of Basilicata. Farther north another slip of Basi-

licata lies also on tho western slope of the Apennines,
round the town of M tiro - a place known in history for tbe
tragical death of Queen Joanna I. But the great bulk of
the province lies east of the main ridge, and between it and
the Gulf of Taranto. Four rivers (Bradano, Basiento, Agri,

and Sinno) run through it from w<?st to east, forming a*
many long valleys, bounded by offsets from the main chain
of tbe Apennines. These offset* slope down gradually to-

wards the sea, until they sink into a low plain at the distance

of about 10 miles from the coast. These were the plains of
Meiapontum and Herarlea, renowned in former times for

their fertility, but now in great measure uninhabited and
unwholesome. Proceeding from Taranto along the roast,

and turning towards the south, the traveller crosses the

river Bradano. and enters Basilicata. On the right bank of

the Bradano, and between it and tho Basiento, which river*

are only four miles distant from each other, i* a square
tower called Torre di Mure, built by the Angevine kings as

a station for coast guards. The sea. however, has receded
all along this coast, owing to tbe alluvia carried down by
tbe rivers, so that Torre di Mare U now about a mile distant

from the shore. Two miles inland from Torre di Marc ore

the remains of a Doric temple, the plan and style of winch
appear to have been similar to those of the temples of

Ptestum. Part only of tho two sides remains, consisting of

two rows of pillars of sandstone, ten in one row and five in

the other, the row* being about 42 feel asunder. Tho
pillars are 3i feet in diameter, 16 feet in height and 8 feet

distant from each other. They are fluted and tapering,

with a large cyathiform capital, resembling in rhapn a shal-

low bowl covered witb a thin square stone. They have no
base, but they rest upon a kind of plinth which belonged

to the whole row, the intermediate part* of which between

the columns have been carried away. The rows are in

tho direction east to west. The columns consist of *cven

blocks each, including the capital Part of the architrave

is all that remains of the entablature. St Non's I'oyage

Pittoretque gives the above dimensions and also two views

of tbe temple. It describe* tbe temple as being two mile*

inland from Torre di Mare, in the direction of the town of

Bernalda, on a rising ground in the middle of a vast plain,

and almost at an equal distance between tbe Bradano and

the Basiento. Swinburne, who also saw tbe temple, inac-

curately describes it as close to tbe mouth of the Basiento,

and Keppel Craven, in 1818, accordingly looked for it near

the bank* of that river and could not And it ; but on his

return to Naples he was informed that tbe temple remains

nearly in the same state as when Swinburne saw it, and

tbat it he* about four miles from the sea, near the right

bank of the Bradano, consequently inland from tbe road and

not between the road and the sea, an indication correspond-

ing pretty nearly to that which is given in the Voyage Pit-

torttque, a* Torre di Mare itself is a mile from the sea shore.

Returning from the temple toward* Torre di Mare, and

about a mile from the latter place, the authors of the Vjyage

saw, among the high corn with which the plain was coven, d,

tbe remain* of another temple, of which some ma**ive

blocks lay on the ground, as well a* the foundation* of oilier

buildings, and a hillock formed of bricks and broken pottcn :

they suppose this to have been the site of the antient Mc-
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tapontum, and that the tempi* now standing tu outside of

the town. The town of Bernolda, which ie six mile* torn

Torredi Mare, in the interior, U chiefly buBtof old materials

carried away from the ruins of Metapontum. Corn is »ull

the chief produce of thU plain, and it formerly con*tituted

the great source or wealth of the people of MeUpontura,

whoae modaU bear the wheat- iheaf at a mark of the fer-

tility of the country.
, .

Proceeding farther south, the traveller crosses the Basi-

ento. the antient Casuentus, by a fcrry in winter, and at a

ford in »ummer, about three mile* from the tea. Putins

thiough a wide plain (large tractt of which are planted

with liquorice, and others town with corn, and in which two

•mall village*. San Teodoro and 8an Batile, are the only

habitations), he arrive* at another tower called Scanxano,

on the river Salandrella, once a feudal estate belong-

ing to tho Princes of Castellaneta. Between the Salatf

drella and the Agri, the next river to the south, the

ground becomes uneven, and is partly planted with olives,

and partly covered with underwood. The Agri. the antient

Acini, rises in the central ridge near Marsicu Votore. about

60 miles from the sea. It is a considerable river, and the

only one in Basilicata on which a ferry is kept in sum-

mer. Between the Agri and the Sinno. which is the next

river to tho south, lies Policoro, a large house and farm,

on.-c belonging to the Jesuits, and now to the Prince of

Goiaee. The estate occupies the whole space between the

two rivers, about four miles in length, and from the sea to the

hills inland, which is nearly an equal distance. Above the

lulls, the higher mountains of interior Basilicata are seen,

with tho towns of Tursi. PUlicci, and Montalbano. built

npun them. Montalbano is ten miles from Policoro, and
has about 6000 inhabitant*. The estate of Policoro is well

cultivated, and produces every variety of corn, vegetables,

and fruit, besides pasture for large herds of cattle. The
principal revenue, however, arises from the oil and liquorice,

a manufactory being c*tabli>bed on the estate for the pre-

paration of the latter drug. The country abounds with game
of every sort, from the rabbit to the deer and wild boar. In
the winter months, about 1000 persons are employed on lite

cute, but only 150 are permanently on the establishment
I It -aclca stood hereabouts, but the precise spot i» not known.
A few stones, fragments of statues, medal*, and also earthen

\ .inc*. Iiave been found about a mile from Policoro.

The port of Sins was probably at the mouth of the Sinno,

a here there is now an open road frequented by vessels, wh:rh
t.iko in cargoes of corn, liquorice, and other pro luce of the
country. In 1 753, two bronse table*, with inscriptions, wore
found about eight miles above Policoro. on the northern
bank of the Agri. near the town of PUtieri, which arc

knowu b) the name af the Ileraclean table*. They are now
in the Museum of the Studj at Naplcv South of the
Sinno, the mountain* cIjsc upon the sea-coast. Four miles
south of the Sinno is Rocca Impenalc. the U^t town of Basi-

licata. built on a conical hill, which it crowns to the very

suoiuut. after the fashion of the CaUbrian towns. Six mile*
Iwvuid is Roseto, the first town or Milage of Calabna Citra.

The whole coast of Basilicata, from t .c Bradano to Rocca
I mpenale, is about 24 mile*.

The interior of BasiUrata is mountainous and mlJ. A
road branches out of the high road from Naples to Calabna
at Auletia, and crossing the Apcnnine ndge leads to Po-
tenxa. which n the capital of Batuacata. It is a town of
about 10.000 inhabitant*, a bishop 'a sea. the residence of the
intendentc. or governor, of the province, and the seat of the
end and criminal court* of justice. It contains also the
royal collegw of the province. Many Roman insmpUoo*
have been found at P <»m». (Gaits. Lunmia > A road,0ie
only one that rrosea* Basilicata from east to west, lead* from
Putesu*, through the town of Tnraneo, to Matera, a distance
of about 50 mile* through a mountainous country. Matrra
is a coouderabU town, ami the left bank of the Bradano. and
alwut iO mile* above its entrance into the Gulf of Taraalo. It
is an archbtsh >p t see. and was formerly the resident* of the
governor nf the province. The other "town* of tb* inlenor
are Opptdo, Acereu*. and Montvpekno, which are near the
bank* of the Bradano. and south of the lateral ndg* of
Apennines above-aswotiaoed. which run* westward towards
the Terra d Otraate. A part of Baashcala. aoemt, stresehe*

«d and to the north as* this ndg*. exteodieg to the
bank, of the Otaatn, ami into tb* great plain at PuxW In
tb., wit»n s«w the towns of RapoUa, Mela. AkrUa. La-
* "''"»• ••d Venoaa. TWs dartnrt r* very ferule ta em-*. A

road leads booh tb* mountains
Avigliano to MelA. Mali was on* of tb* first

|

the Normans became poaaewsad of in Apulia.

In tb* southern part of interior Baoabrata there am a>

town* of any importance : some villages thmty trafmmd
about the valleys wet* fbrmarly baronial Ms. the tad** af

which are still borne by Neapolitan famine*; ****** are

Stigtiano, Laurentana, Sauuvdra, Francavilla. Marsce
Vetcre. Sec.

Basiltest* extend* nearly 80 mites in length, from N to S

.

from the right bank of the Ofanto, near Melt, to Use m*wa*

of the river Trecchina on the Gulf of Policastro. 1 1* brrassra

from E. to W. varies considerably ; in tta wide** part a »

about 60 mile*, between tb* mouth of the Bradano and ta»

frontiers of PrincipaloCllra. near Marasco Novo. Swmbwrw
steles tb* surface of the province to be l.*»5.*W* NesuaA***

moggie, a measure about one-eighth less than the Faam i

acre. He states the population as bring then ns,*M. atV

it is not likely to have increased much since la* toss*. -
Basilicata is one of the province* of the kingdom us tin
the least progress in agriculture, industry, or cummain kw
been made. Serritton. in his Saggio StatittieodrU tuk*.

states the population at 452.000 ; but another, and a a**
accurate statistical writer. Afan di Rrvwrw. a Nraanban
colonel of engineers, states, that by drawing a km* tnm
Montepeloso near Matera in the north, ami rarryuag a

through the centre of the province southward to Fraorani*.
on the border* of Calabria, the whole poptilataow. 1 mm I *>

the east of this line and between it and the a**,

tbe valley* of the Bradano. Basienio, Agn. and
about 1 1 7.000 inhabitants, divided among S3
spread over a surface of 1300 square mile*. That nw
includes more than one-third of tbe province, asm taw ma*
fertile part or it. The district* of Mela. LavwUn. asm s t-

nosa, near the banks of the Ofanto, he ealciilatm to rotttu

about 70,000 iuhahitant*. The small district west of mi
Apennines, vlnrh border* on the Gulf of PtdaiaaCi a. was
the town* of Maratea, Lauria (4000 inhabitant* >. atad Lao
negro, contain*, perhaps. "0,000 mora. There i ow
midland mountainous division of the country, tmt, * ~t

tbe except x>n of the district of Potent*, the taw* t*T Trmv
rieo. tlie district of Muro, and one or two
nearly uninhabited, without any road*, and
forests. From all this it appears probable
population of tbe proviao* doe* not exceed J**^***, of at

reaches that number.
The origin of tbe nam* of **"''*-*- is east warn mmmrnt-

taioed. tliough it is believed to bavw been gitmm a* tma mm-
tince by Basthus 1L, emperor of fv-*-ttntiai^di. wife* sawaw-

qucml it from tb* Saracen* ami tb* 1 iwgawaiiaw at nw
bejini....iof the eleventh century. (Gatta. Afewa* as f»sWat*V
dfUa Lurania ; Swinburne'* Two Arttut; Keynes

1 Crow %

! Tour tMr,ugk Ikt SomtAtr* Pronmcm of Umt n i 4. -.'

i SafJ't : Afan di Rivera, Ciw«**aVr*j i u**i mmJ aVs-gm* *****

du* Sin lie )

j

BA'SILISK (BatUttrmt. DmdmV. in sooswgy. a fwawa* af
' Saurian reptile*, betooguag to tb* runaaian mmary. U mm,
be observed that the basilisk of modern ay*

I
d.ffcrcnt animal from the baadask (A—>>.—q
pent of antiquity, the 7V*pA« or Tn/Jmrn of Us* lliwm

1 which ts translated enrkatne* m emr Kagitak wmi of mr
I sacred Scriptures, and whack wa* (aarmerTy Us* *w*swet at*
' many fabulous namtwwu. Tb* peuac ipal 111 miaaai 1

1

conDerted with the history of tb* fabsrisa* *-'
*i. aa* <r

tbe different oreaaiomi upoa whack at baa kwea ~ a' nil w

oakwr aawaas. a> I

4 tajnwaf wotfr I

that the wttaar
1

alluded to in the Senator**, wtU be oeUraa 1

of CocsATBtCa. to which they mmmn aropn
<

to the present artarle. For the ptwaetvi we shall 1

attention solely to the Wsabsk* af

whjrb. being an Amenran getms (at I

tir sprnes). tb* antarn s rmM bay* bad no tawWpj
The basilisk* are diatuagsuabod from otber gum* of •w

leuanran rrMitea by tb* a* 1 ii 1 wf the lax asad **iti) 1

skin under the throat, by tta* waat of tbagb fill u mm* stamt
more partK-ularly by tbe ranVre creat or wa wwaeb, aaW Tt
dorsal* of tome ftakw*. roe* tismg tb* wfeote *rrac«b of raW
bark and tad. and aa majf wmd V* lb* ^aaoos [i 1 iw mmT
tb* dorsal and can sal vrrtrtow*. Tbaa* m 1 . 1 _u . an WmaH
danwlopad in moat of tbe famaly. ami m mw j 1 1 aaww»

etenail^ 'ot**"*
bm» (mm

taaiwaml raag* from tbe amoatl ta lb* mrmgrn of ifa* rmd
bus mwy am aat e*am*r**d by a 1
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Ink*, and consequently are not of the same imporUnoe aa a
«oological character in influencing the aquatic babita of the
animals. In other respects the basilUks are of a thick and
elongated form, and have the whole outer aurface of the
body, aa well aa the bead, neck, tail, and extremities, covered
with email scales, of a rbomboidal form, and, generally
speaking, tlightly carinated. The head ia abort and thick,
particularly toward* the occiput, the note blunt, and the
tongue large, thick, flat, rounded at the point, not exten-
sible, and attached below to the under-jaw throughout the
Kreater part of it* length ; the tail i* long, very much com-
pressed on the aide*, and eunnounted, at least on the half
next the origin, with a high vertical fin, covered with small
aeales like those of the body, and capable of being erected
or depressed at the will of the animal. The legs are long,
and the feet provided with five toes each, which are long,
separate, and furnished with small claws. To the occiput is

attached a membranous bag, which the basilisk baa the
power of distending with air. or emptying, aa its occasions
require, and which appears to supply in this genus the ab-
sence of the dilatable skin on the throat, with which nature
ha* furnished the guanas, either aa a reservoir to contain a
quantity of fresh air to supply their necessities while diving,

or by enlarging their magnitude without adding to their
weight, to assist them in the actions of swimming and in

keeping the head above water, or perhaps for both these
purposes. In the particular case of the basilisks, their

aquatic habits are still more powerfully increased by the
vertical fin of the back, which, like that on the tail, ia

capable of being erected or depressed at the will of the ani-

mal, and consequently, whilst it does not impede its motions
on the dry land, greatly facilitates its power of swimming
and moving about in the water. In short these animals
may be said to carry about with them a portable swimming
apparatus, which is of the utmost service to them aa aquatic

animals, without encumbering them at other times ; a beau-
tiful provision of nature to supply the deficiency of palraated,

or webbed feet, which, as in the case of all other palraated

animals, would have reduced the progression of the basilisks

on land to a alow and awkward gait, and rendered it alto-

gether impossible for them to ascend trees or move securely
ntnong their branches. Yet their whole organic structure,

the length of their limbs, and the division and flexibility of
their toes, all announce the rapidity of movement and arbo-

real habits of these animals, in which are united, by the
most simple means, functions and babita the moat di-

rectly opposed to one another. Tho genua Ophryuia of
authors exhibits much of the same structure, though per-
haps not quite so strongly developed, nor ia it easy to con-
ceive any just grounds for separating these animals from
the basilisks. Two species only are usually referred to this

genus.

[H—a»S aasOha B. mHnlar]

I. The Hoodtd Bantitk (B. mitrattu, Daudin) measures
seven or eight inches from the nose to the origin of the
tail, which ia itself nearly twice as long again, being
nineteen or twenty inches in length. This animal is easily

rentgniaed by the generic characters already described,

and mora especially by the bag or hood of the occiput,

which may be said to be in a manner peculiar to it, since it

is but slightly indicated in the other species ; this bag,

when distended with air, ia about the size of a pullet's egg.

The general colour ia a mixture of vinous and sandy brown,

slightly marbled on the back and sides with different shades
of Una, and silvery-white on the belly. Transverse bands
of a deep brown colour, bat broken and irregular, pass

down the sides from the dorsal An to the flanks ; two small
whitish bands pass over the eyea and from the comers of
the mouth, and are prolonged upon the sides of the neck,

and the tail is so remarkably attenuated towards the ex-
tremity, as to show the articulations of the vertebras beneath.
Seba, who first described this animal, besides identifying

with it all the ridiculous stories which had been circulated

during the middle agea concerning the fabulous basilisk or
cockatrice, baa encumbered its history with various specu-
lations' of his own, which, if not equally absurd, are to the
full as injurious in a zoological point of view. He calls it,

for instance, a flying dragon, and pretends that its dorsal

and caudal fins support it through the air in the act of
flying, a faculty which ia quite as foreign to the basilisk as

it ia to a trout or perch, which he says it resembles in the
form of its fins : it is odd enough that this similarity of form
did not suggest to him a similarity of function likewise,

which would have been much nearer the truth than the
strange hypothesis be has adopted. This species inhabila

Guiana and the tropical parts of South America generally

:

its babita have been sufficiently noticed in speaking of tho

general characters of the genua.

a. The Crttttd Batiluk (B. Amboinentit, Daudin). a
large species, upwards of three feet in length, ia of a green
colour, marked with white lines on the head and neck,
brown on the back and tail, and silvery-white on the belly,

irregularly dotted with numerous white points. This species,

as its scientific name imports, is an inhabitant of Amboyna
and the islands of the Indian Archipelago generally. It keeps
in the vicinity of rivers and frceh-water ponds, where it loves

to bask on the branches of the trees which overhang the

stream. On the first appearance of danger it drops into

the water, and conceals itself beneath some rock or stone,

whence it may be taken with the naked hand, or with a
noose, for it is a stupid and timid animal. It is caught
for the sake of its flesh, which is white and aa tender as

chicken: in taste it is said to resemble venison. The
female deposits her eggs in the sand, and leaves them to be
hatched by the sun, paying no attention afterwards to her
young progeny.
BASILTU8 (BwnXuoc), the Macedonian, Emperor of

Constantinople, was born of poor parents in a village of
Macedonia, towards the beginning of the ninth century.
When twenty-five years of age be proceeded to Constanti-

nople to seek for better fortune. He there found a friend in

the superior of a monastery where be had applied for shel-

ter, who introduced him to the service of an officer of the

court of the Emperor Michael III. Having become known
to that sovereign, be gained his favour, and became his

chamberlain in 861. He soon after took a wife, who was a
concubine of Michael. The patrician Bardaa, a relation of

the emperor, becamejealous of Baailiua, and the Macedonian
adventurer, fearing bis machinations, anticipated him by
accusing him of conspiring against the emperor. Bardaa
having exculpated himself, Michael and Basilius swore be-

fore the patriarch on the sacrament, that they would not

attempt anything against him. Soon after, while the two
rivals were accompanying Michael on an expedition. Basilius

assassinated Bardaa in the emperor's tent, and was made
by Michael his colleague in the empire, a.d. 866. Michael

rendering himself odious by bis cruelty and debauchery,

Basilius remonstrated with him. but be only irritated the

emperor, who attempted to depose his colleague. But
Baailiua anticipated the emperor's design : he formed a plot

with some other officers of the palace, and when the em-
peror one evening retired to his room in a state of intoxi-

cation, they murdered him in his bad, a.d. 867.

Basilius was now proclaimed emperor ; and his conduct

on the throne which he had obtained through crime was

wise and equitable. He re-established order in the empire,

enforced the strict administration of justice, corrected the

abuses that had crept into every branch of the administra-

tion under the profligate reign of Michael, and began the

compilation of a code of lawa which was completed by his

son and successor Leo, but baa retained the name of Ba-

silica. He dismissed the intriguing Pbotius. who had
usurped the patriarchate, and re-established the patriarch

Ignatius in the exercise of bis functions. He assembled a

general council at Constantinople in 869, to which Pope
Adrian II. sent his legates, and in which Pbotius was con-

demned, and a temporary reconciliation between the eastern

and the western churches elected. Baailiua carried on the

war in Apulia against the Saracens, at first as so ally of

Vol. HX-J Z
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the Emperor Ludovicu* II., but be afterwards quarrelled
;

with him and withdrew bit troop*. He wai more success-

ful against the Saracen* in Atia, recovered the greater part

,

of Am* Minor, and carried the arm* of the empire beyond the I

Euphrates in 872, where they had not been »ecn for a Ions
|

time. He defeated the Paulicians, a **ct that had established
j

itself in Pontus, and had been for many year* in a state of
|

revolt against the empire. Basilius entered into a treaty of

friendship with the Russians of Kicw, and sent thi>m an arch-
j

bishop, who converted many of that nation to Christianity, I

and from that time the Russians began to acknowledge the

authority of the Greek Church. At the end of 877. Ignatius '

died ; and Photius being restored by Basilius to the patri-
|

arcltal see, fresh dissensions soon after broke out between
,

the Greek and the Roman Churches. In 880 the Greeks

lost Syracuse, which wu taken by the Saracen* after a long

siege. Basilius died in 886 of a btow which he received from

a stag while hunting. He left a book of advice (KifoXeta

irafaivirora) addressed to his son Leo, which is divided into

sixty-six short chapters, containing many good maxims for

his conduct. It has boon published under the title otBarilii

Imperatnrit Exhortatinnum Capita LXll. ad Leontm
Jttium cognomenlo phihiophum, Paris, 1584, 4to., by P.

Morel ; and also at GoUiugen, 12mo.. 1674. by Just Von
Dransfeld. Another work by Basilius. also addressed to

Leo ('Bripa nayaivtais i/c rvv avrov uliv Aioyra BaoiXia), was

lately published by A. Mai in voL ii. of hi* Vatican Col-
,

Uetiont.pv- 679-681.

BASILI'US II. was the son of the Emperor Romanui
the younger. Upon iho death of Romanus in 963, the crown
was usurped by Phocas, who, six years after, was put to

death by John Zimisoe*. Zitnisce* took the crown for him -

self, but ackiiottWuud, as his successors, Basilius, and hi*

younger brother Cotutantine, who were then minors. When
Ziruisees died in 974, the two brothers were proclaimed

emperors under the guardianship of tbo eunuch Basilius.

The empire was disturbed for several years by the revolts of
Barda* Scleras in Asia, and afterwards of B^rdas 1'hoca*.

who had been sent from Constantinople against 8clerus.

Phocas, however, died in 989 ; and Scleras implored the

pardon of Basilius, who forgave him. The whole reign of

Basilius was ono continual warfare against the Saracens,
tho Bulgarians, the Sclavoniana, the Emperor Otho III.,

and the Longobard Duke* of Benevento. The war against

the Bulgarians was the most obstinate. It began in

981. and lasted till 1014, when Basilius defeated Samuel,
King of the Bulgarian*, and ravaged the country round
PhiUppopoli*. Being embarrassed in hi* march by IJ.iiuO

prisoner* whom bo had made, Basilius divided them into

companies of 100 each, and then caused their eyes to be pulled

out, excepting only one man in each company, who was to

show hi* companion* the way. In this manner they returned

to King Samuel, who was so horuQed at the sight that be
fell into a swoon, and died two days after. Tho history of

the Greek Empire is almost all through a history of horrors.

In 1019 Basilius had subdued the whole country of the

Bulgarians as Tar as the Danube. In 1022 be went to make
war against the King of Ilieria, the modern Georgia, and
defeated him. Wlodrmir, Grand Duke of the Russians,

married BasiUus's sister, after having received baptism in

y»x, and abolished paganism throughout hi* dominion*.

Basilius dsed in 1023, after • reign of fifty year*. Hi*
brother Constantino, who was nominally bis colleague, but

bad no power during bis brother's life, succeeded him aa

sole emperor after lit* death. Basilius was a great and suc-

cessful warrior, but inhuman, rapacious, and tyrannical.

He loaded hie subject* with taxes, and left hi* coffers filled

with gold.

BASIN Omm. Preach ; Jhut ftbitt, mttr-gtbitt. **»-

#(W. German ; Loam, Italian), is a term recently intro-

laead into gwoorapbieal description. It may be applied to

an? collection a? water, a* seas, lake*, and rivers : and com-
prehends, in every ease, all the countries winch are drained

by the water* which ran into such sea, lake, or river.

It i« instructive and useful to traee the boundaries of the

basin of a sea. If ttiey run far inland, and comprehend a
great extent of country, the hesin cotninunly contains large

•nd ferule plains, maintains a nuniermia populali in, and
j

ha* In suae period uf htsinry made considers!)!* progress in
'

rjsiliaalson. The Bay uf Bengal may serve aa an instance

Tne boundary of its baain runs from Cape Cutuurm along

the •«tm coast uf the peninsula wiihin the (iangrs up to

IV N. uvt., te the noitn of which it suddenly turns to the

1

BAB •

east, and advancing from 74° B. long, to W*. <

countries drained by the river* Tapty and N«
at the source of the latter river it again turns t*> tW west,

and running along it* northern bank* return* la tka
J*»>

meridian under the parallel of 244". AfterwneaW it Mew*
the range of the Aravulli Mountains, and join* the Haass-

laya by the elevated plain which extends between tW Sen

ledge and Jumna, where these river* Ueue from tim H-»_»
lays range. Tho Himalaya form* the boundary «• *
farthest extremity at the source of the Brabnsapjar«rv. a>

eluding the northern region traversed by Us* Tss i a

and the boundary advance* still farther te the east as** um
unknown region where the rivers Irawaddy and Sales— ns
Along the eastern bank of the latter river it nam asssoa i

its mouth, and then along the high lands of Use p i n a

of Malacca, at the southern extremity of wbsrb rt anas
nates opposite the island of Singapore. The* the hasva J
the Bay of Bengal comprehend* countries not twaca ens

than half of Europe in extent. Accordingly we final, oat as

j

that it is. and ever has been, much frequented by *

but also that at a very early period mduaUaa asaaW ram

siderable progress, and that at all time* the arts ef am
have been greatly cultivated within the limits of abas li

No other similar portion of the ocean baa so large a aeava

a* the Bay of Bengal, except the Whang-Het. or Y«
Sea, between the peninsula of Corea and Xeruswi n,O
which, though considerably narrower, and net rus*
one-fourth of the Bay of Bengal, is the receptee** ef tww af

the greatest rivers of the globe, the Hoang-be sad Yen ess

kiang, the basins of which rivers are at least eaeud as Est

whole basin of the Bay of Bengal. The rivvheattuo ef thaw
countries goes back to a very early epoch ; and it as a em-
known fact that no country is so thickly pruyswd as U*
northern part of China, nor is probably any Buru-n «** tit

ocean traversed by so great a number of trading vaassss aa

the Whang Hai.
On the other hand, if the basin of a sea is of eaanU exsra*.

the surrounding country is poor, its inhabitant* ksctni
in civilisation, and its ports only occasionally rceertad u by

vessels. Such is the rase with the Arabsaa GuK. easaw

baain commonly coincide* with its shore*, and in no pata
probably extends mure than twenty miles inland, It was

only navigated to any extent when the trade artwwaa K»
rope and India was earned on through Egypt, and *> rm»»Jj

used by trading vessels since the discovery ef law
round the Cape of Good Hope.
The basins of lakes offer likewise several

'

which are commonly called mountain-take*, baa wmk maw*
propriety vallev-lakes, have in general a very narrwa Vs i.

being enclosed on all sides by mountains. Maay ef lasaa

receive a river at one extiemity, in wbsck case tkear eaaa
runs up such river to its source, and thus it basis—e cast

mountain- lakes have a very long and narrow hasre. itrru*
ing upwards from one extremity of it. Tbts ts the om
with many of the fv-otrli lake* and the Lake ef Graves,
which receives the Rhone. The lakes of plain* ha«*.

general, a niurb larger basin, as they receive the di

of a more extensive country, a* the lake* of Nana A
and those of Russia. But the lake* wkssk i

rile plain* called steppe*, and on that ace
lake* of steppe*, have frequently eery large
more extensive than those of many pomeew of fbe
Thus the basin of the Caspian is probably alasast aa iavg*

as that of the Mediterranean, and the basin ef the Law
of Aral twice aa large aa that of the Gulf ef Par***- [<m»
Lake]
The term basin it Mill more frequently *pa l—i t> tke

drainage of the rivers, especially since the physaral aVsa-ij
lion of a country ha* begun to be considered aa tW trae

basks of it* geographical dearnptioa. Mack asay b* sees m
fsvour of this innovation. Tbi* enarwesar ef a eoa-aary. as

climate, soil, sod pnjueiion*. frequent!* rbaage frwaa Qa
basin of one nvcr to ihat of another ; sMehtS us tke ssms
of one met surh change* are o *en*d to orrar ike av>

m*tion of the ba>in romuionly presents *.e>s is sat et *>**•

where the change begins to be sensible, im asay mm
quctitly be ind* *lrd as sits some degree of certsswty

The first thing to be considered is t;« esleat inf asm af

a river bawn. ft is commonly widest in the n*»M*> pa". J
its rmiiw, w> rrr it ircrivr* it<e iu»t and Ibe kaigsel u-sm
tanrs. Al both rxtmiulirs ti>*aid< the susirre, and 'jssw,
the mouth. I he ba>in grows narrvwer Tki* at the «»«a e a*
the Rhine, the Sour. Lour, Tietit, and maay s*kar n>—
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But thU raU U subject to exceptions. The basin of ths

Nile i* vary wide in tb« upper port of its course, compre-
hending probably upward* or IS* of long., but in the middle
of iu court* it it to ntrrow that in moat placet it only ex-

tend* to Um tame number of miles, and frequently still lets.

Tbe Danube, on tbe other band, whose basin grows larger

tlie farther it adranees in its course, preserves nearly the
•um width at it* mouth which it attains higher up in its

eourte.

The boundaries of river-basins deserve peculiar attention.

Tbe upper part* ef the course of large river* generally lio

in very mountainous countries, and here a communication
between the different river-basins can only be effected by
roads, as is the case with the rivers which descend from
the southern and northern declivities of the Alps. Some-
tiroes the whole boundary, or by far tbe greatest part of a
river-basin is formed in this way, and consequently presents
great obstacles to inland communication. Of this descrip-
tion are the river-basins in Spain and Portugal. But the
middle and tbe lower part of their course often lie through
a plain or country of undulating surface, and in such a
region a water communication may be effected by canals.
The most extensive system of water communication on the
globe is in China, in the plain which extends between
the lower courses of the Hoang-Ho and Yan-tse-kiang.
When two rivers run through the same plain, nature ha*
sometimes effected a water communication between such
mer systems bv sending a detached branch from one to
the other. Such a communication is said to exist between
the Msnam or river of Siam. and the Maek-haun or river

of Csmbnja ; and in Europe, in Northern Sweden, between
tbe Calix Elf and the Skaleftea-Elf. In these instances,

however, tbe rivers run through the plain in the same
directum ; but the Cassiquiare in South America it a natural

canal which unites two rivers, tbe Orinoco and the Rio
Negro, which indeed run in the same plain, but not in the

same direction. The boundaries of the basins of some
rivers are entirely, or nearly so, formed by extensive plains,

no mountain range intervening between them ; the coun-
tries in which this takes place, as is the esse with many
river-basins in Russia, offer peculiar facilities fur establishing

an extensive communication by canals.

The internal structure of the basin also requires examina-
ti m. Most rivers traverse a country which rises slowly to-

wards their sources, and the ascent is only rapid in th*

upper part of their course ; but some rivers, after issuing

from the mountains which give them origin, traverse, in

tlic;r course to the sea, plains of different elevation. Thus
the Danube traverses three extensive plains, that of Bavaria,

>f Hungary, and of Bulgaria. Tbe first, in its highest part,

ri»c» abino 1 000 feet, the second about 300, and the third

probably only 100 feet or less, above tbe sea level. These
plains are divided from one another by extensive moun-
tain range*, which intersect the basin of tbe river, termi-

nating on its banks, narrowing its course, and rendering
the navigation difficult and dangerous. Plains of such
dtffrrcnt elevation above the level of the sea, must, of course,

differ materially in productions, soil, and climate. [See
Dakubx.]
Whenever a river, with it* tributaries, traverses an exten-

sive bstin. tbe surface of this basin in general presents a great
variety of geological formations. As the upper branches, in

such a case, take their origin at a great distance from the sea,

they commonly lie in primitive rocks, but the river gradually
descends to rocks of more recent formation, until, on it* ap-
proach u> the shore* of tbe sea, it come* to an alluvial soil,

which is partly its own produce and partly that of the sea
into which it empties itself. Such is the case with the Rhine.
The basin of many little rivers, if a few small tracts of allu-

vial soil are excepted, presents only one formation, as is

the case with many of those which traverse the Highlands
of Scotland. It sometimes happens that the bed of a
river constitutes the boundary between two different forma-
tions, as the Conway in Wales, which divides tbe primitive

rocks of the 8nowdon range from tbe Hiraethog Hills,

which sre of secondary formation. The bed of a river is, for

tbs most part, the best index to the constituent parts of tbe
ba>in which it traverses, by laying open to observation the

different strata of which tbe adjacent mountains, hills, and
pltins are composed.

BASINGSTOKE, a market-town and parish, in the hun-
dred of tbe same name, in Hampshire, 45 mile* W.S.W.
of London, and 30 N.B. of Southampton. It i* situated in

I

a pleasant part of tbe county, and being at the junetioa

[

of five roads, one of which is the great western road from
London, it has an appearance of much activity and eoat-
mands considerable trade. Although the adjacent svenlry

! is surroundedVith woods, it is rich in pastuie, and many
' fin* houses are dispersed through it. A brook runs by the

I
town, which was formerly mentioned a* abounding in trout >

|

thia brook (called in the Ordnance Map, No. U. the Town
Brook) rises sbout one mile snd a half west of Basing»t«k*

i and is the main branch of the Loddon, an affluent of th*

I

Thame*. Basingstoke is mentioned in Domesdsy Book
'' under the nsme of Bating torfut, and is described a* having
always been a royal manor ahich bad never paid tax or been
distributed into hides, and which had, at the time of the
Survey, a market worth thirty shil ings. Tbe Ssxm addi-
tion of Stoke, or hamlet, would imply that, previous to the
Conquest, it was of inferior importance to Basing, now called

Old Basing, in its neighbourhood, and which is historirslly

remarkable for the long and spirited stand which »as made
in tbe castle called Basing House, by the Marquees of Win-
chester, its owner, against the Parliamentary forces, until

Cromwell took it by storm and burnt it to th* ground
in I64S.

At a short distance west from Basingstoke is an aniirnt
encampment: the embankment is about 1100 yards in cir-

cumference, but no traces of a ditch are \ mule : it has two
entrance*, respectively east and went ; its form is that of an
irregular oval, approaching to an oblong square.

An hospital for the maintenance of aged and impotent
priests was founded at Basingstoke by Henry III. at the
instance of Walter de Merton, bishop of Rochester and Lord
Chancellor in that reign, and it became eventually appro-
priated to the reception of superannuated follows and
scholars from the prelate's other foundation,- Merton Col-
lege, at Oxford. It stood on the north side of the brook, a
little below tbe town bridge, and some remains of it might
be traced not very long ago. On an eminence at tbe
northern extremity of Busingstoke are the remains of the
Holy Ghost Chapel, described bv Camden a* having been
erected in the reign of Henry Vlll. by 8ir William (after-

wards Lord) Sandys for the use of a fraternity of the same
name. Mr. Carter, however, is of opinion that the archi-
tecture of tbe cbapel is not of later date than the reign of
Edward IV., although carvings appear to have been added
and alterations made in that of Henry VIII. Tbe frater-

nity was dissolved in the reign of Edward VI., and iu
possessions vested in the crown ; it was restored by Msrv I.

and tbe possessions granted anew • for tbe maintenance of a
priest for the celebration of divine service, and for the in-

struction of tbe young men and boys of the town of Basing-
stoke.' Tbe fraternity became extinct about the com-
mencement of tbe seventeenth century, and the estate was
seised by parliament, and the building dilapidated and
school shut up during the civil wart ; Bi«hop Morlev, how-
ever, procured the restoration of the estate, about 1670. fot

ecclesiastical purpose* to which it i* (till applied. Tbe parish

church, dedicated! to St. Michael, is a spacious and hand-
some building, consisting ofa nave, chancel, and Side aisles,

with a low square tower. Tbe south side of the church is

of stone, but tbe other ride* are constructed with alternate

squares of brick and stone. It was built in the rciini of
Henry VIII. under the direction of FuX. bishop of Win-
chester. Tbe bving, which is of considerable value, is a
discharged v icarajre in the gift of Magdalen College, Ox-
ford ; it is valued in the king's books at .10/. 6*. i$d.

When woollen manufactures began to be flr»t established

in this country, Basingstoke obtained a considerable share

in tbe business, and wss particularly noted for its drurgelt

and shalloons. These manufactures have long rea-ed ;

and at present malting and the corn trade form tbe prin-

cipal business, which has been much facilitated by a canal

(railed tbe Basingstoke Canal) from tins town to tbe

river Wey in Surrey, which communicates With the Thames
and affords a water passsge to London. The market it

on Wednesday, and the fairs on Easter Tuesday, Wed-
nesday in Whitsun-week, 83rd September, and loth Octo-
ber; all, except the second, are chielty furs for rattle.

Tbe number of house* in the town, according to the re-

turns of 1H3I, was 727; and the population consisted of
3i8l persons, of whom 1863 were females. Tbe town was
incorporated at an early date, and is at present governed

by • mayor, recorder, seven aldermen, an equal number of

capital burgesses, a high steward, and other officer*. The
SZS
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patty sessions are bolden here. Basingstoke possesses a free

school of tome repute and three charity-schools, one of

which, for the maintenance, ctoihinK. and education of
twelve boy*, is supported by the Skinner*' Company of

London. John de Basingstoke, a distinguished scholar of

the thirteenth century. Sir James Lancaster, the navigator,

and the brothers Joseph and Thomas Warton, were bom at

Basingstoke.

(Cough's Camden'* Britannia ; Gentleman t Magazine,
1787 and I8«2; Warner; s ColUctioru /or the Hillary nf
Hampshire: Bra)1ev and Britton's 'Hampshire,' in Heau-
tiet of England and Wales.

)

BASING. JOHN, or DE BASINGSTOKE, who re

c«ived his name Irora the place of his nativitv in Hampshire,
was an extraordinary person for bis time. Though the date
of bis birth does not appear to be fixed, we know that be was
alive in the year 1230. and studied not only at Oxford and
Paris, after tho custom of the age, but also at Athens ; a
fact remarked by Leland as uncommon in the history ol

English scholars at that time, who seldom proceeded farther

eastward for tho prosecution of their studies, and improve-
ment in learning, than Rome or Venice. At Athens lie

studied the sciences under Constantina, daughter of tlie

archbishop ofAthens. Leland says, at his return he brought

with him into England various Greek manuscripts, which,

together with bis proficiency in that tongue, caused Hugh
Grosseteste, bishop of Lincoln, a great restorer of that lan-

guage, to promote him to the archdeaconry of Leicester.

It was upon Basing s information, as Matthew Paris tells

us, that Grosseteste sent to Athens for a Greek manuscript
entitled • The Testament* of the Twelve Patriarchs,' which,

when obtained, he translated into Latin. The translation

was printed among the ' Orthodoxographa,' tot. Basil, 1535.

Bole and Pits inform us that Basing was first archdeacon of

London, and then of Leicester ; but the former preferment

is mentioned upon no authority. Pegge, in the ' Life of
Roger de Wesebam' (from Wharton's ' Anglia Sacra'),

instead of Leicester, reads Chester. Matthew Paris tells us
that John de Basing introduced into England a knowledge
of the Greek numeral letters : ' This Master John, more-
over, brought the Greek numeral figures into England, to-

gether with their symlwls, and the knowledge of their im-
port, and explained them to bis particular friends. By which
figures, also, letters are represented ; and, wiiat is most re-

markable, any number is represented by a single figure,

which is not the case in the Roman numerals, or in ordi-

nary arithmetic.' His words are—* Hie insuper Magister
Johannes figures Gnccorum numerates, et earum notitiam
wt significationes in Angliam portavit, et (amiliaribus suis

declaravit. Per qua* figures etiam literal repnesenlantur.
De quibus flguris hoc maxime admirandum, quod unica
figure quilibel numerus repnesentatur, quod Don est in

Lutino vel in Algorismo.' (Matt Par. edit. 1684, p. 721.)
Tho figures, howevor, which are given in fac- simile in the
* Variantes Lectiones' (signal. I. on the verso of tho leaf)
here copied, are neither liko Greek letters nor the ordinary
Arabic numerals. Baaing met with the invention at Athens,

III. IT. Yl. Til. Till. IX.

r r r r r k li,
X. XX. XXX. XL. L. LX. LXX. LXXX. XC.

but Msttbew Paris, who knew little about these matters,
was mistaken in imagining that the Greeks used any
such system of notation. The only MS. of Matthew
Pans in which these numerals are found, is the enlarged
work in Bene't College Library, Cambridge. They do not
occur in either of the two Manuscripts of Mattliew l*ans in

toe British Museum. Matthew Pans, in the ' Vanautes
Lectiooee' already referred to, observes that lite units, or
single numbers, are all designated by hues bearing to the
left, from the chief upright line. Those representing the
numbers, from ten upwards, have the adjunct-line* bearing
to the right.

Matthew Paris records the death of John de Basing
under the year 1252. His works were : I. Doctanim Con-
nonum liber onus. 2. ParUeulat Sententiarum per dis-
tinction**. 3. Donslus (idecorum ; a translation, probably
intended to serve fur instruction in the Greek tongue, as the

Bates

Rudiments of Donstus did far the Latin. 4-

Bvangeliorum : this is probably the same work whirs* 1

calls Tractetus de Ordine Evangeliorum per sneaaa-

said to have written other works, the titles of whack as» wsv

known.
(See Bale. Script. Biytann. cent iv. p.Id fel BaswL IVSe

Pits, De lUuttr. Angl. Script. 4 to. Par. 16 It. p. tti . Fe-

bricii Hibl. Med et Inf. /Elatu, 4to. Patav. 17*4. sswsv *t

p. 54 : Tanner. Bibt. brit. Hib. p. 430 ; Pegge a JaWsssn «/

Roger de Wetekam, p. 46 ; and l*Je of B%$hue> On ussns .

4to. Lond. 1793. pp. 66. 67. 345. 347.)

BASKBRVILLB JOHN, a celebrated printec.tr*. haws

at Wolverley in Worcestershire, in the year 1 7M. Be essas

not appear to have been brought up to any partsratsv •***>-

ness: in 1726 we find him keeping a writing

Birmingham, and in 1745 be engaged in the

business at the same place, by which he acquires

able wealth. His taste for literature, and the arts <

with it, led him to direct his attention towards tbw as>

provement and perfection of the art of pnotmg. TVsj saasc

obvious improvement to be effected was in the shape ml tW
letters. Mr. Caslon. previous to Baskarnlte • Mli asssu at

letter-founding, hail cut a » anel) of malnrea csf —aw tssaav

tiful shapes than those of the Dutch type* •twa. up k» has

time, baa been imported into England. Baskands* wnssi
the art to a higher degree of perfection : and pis ass* a**>

types would, in many respects, be considered asskk Wt
are told that he spent 600/. before be could obtain a snaps
letter to please himself, and some thousand* brfare a* asssSs

a profit by the pursuit in which be bad tngaged has akaf

and property. By bis unceasing efforts the art of pnassss;

was raised to a degree of perfection pnrrsousjy waiawea at

this country ; and so ardently did he prosecute h*s hfsstsj
object, that, according to a letter addressed to H.»Tac* War-
pole, dated 2nd November, 1 762, be manufactured has ewa
ink, presses, chases, moulds tor casting, and all the i

tor printing. It is highly probable that sosne ef

cesses connected with the art ofjapanning, wfcsra ha i

on extensively at the same time, contributed, uadar ssasa

modification, to the excellence and beauty mt hsa npas.ii
phical productions. It is stated in Hansard's Tfrpsis i ap an.

that ' be had a constant succession of hot pittas ef safes?
ready, in which, as soon as printed, the sheets were as-

serted ; the wet was thus expelled, the ink art. and a ad— m
surface put on all simultaneously.' Dibsia. sa has jm/rn d
tion to the Clonics, has given the foUowrag AasrsrOal ef tas
works of tlie Beskerville Press:—'The tjpssrrsasvj ml *W
kenille is eminently besutiful; his letters as paosl are
of a slender and delicate form, calculated far aa cctassx w
even a quarto, but not sufficiently bold to fill the easy* sfsa
imperial folio, as is evident from a view of has great BsW*.
He united, in a singularly nappy manner, the itsaa—s mt

Plantin with the clearness of the Elsmrs; Was «*• asd
1 2mo Virgil, and small Praj er book, or It ceo Horace ef I**i
seem to confirm the truth of this remark. He sweat* te hssw
been extremely curious in the choice of hss^aprr asd ask
the former being in general the fruit of

and the latter partaking of a peculiarly soft hsstre.

upon purple. In his Italic letter, whether capstal er
he stands unrivalled ; such elegance, freed***, aad

|

•ymmelry being in vain to be looked far among Use
mens of Aldus and Cohnaws.' ( Vol u_ p. 334.)

Baskenille s printing establishment dees no*
have been profitable to him. It may. however. We
that his works now possess a high vahss. and
his editions of some of the classics are highly
bibliographers, not only in this country, hot on the
From a passage in hi* letter to Walputa, it wowld
in 1763 bo wss desirous of withdrawing front the
' This business of printing, he says, ' which I aaa
tired of, and repent I ever attempted.' After 1 764

II is ssost Ukety Itvst SW

TW

nothing issued liom bis press,

typographical improvement which he
effecting *aa not sufficiently apprenassd
that tut efforts were not very liberally i

University of Cambridge, it is true, granted hsss
to print the Bible in folio, and two is1sttoon as* t

Common l'rajer; but, at the same time, lb* Can
quired to be made a sharer in bis profits by a payusaat ef

30/. per thousand copies of the Bias*, and I it. lea sW saai
thousand of the prater- book : to Ibe Stannrsrr* lasssssswf
tie bad to pay 3 U. far their prnutaesoa to pnat taw Pwakm
without which the Prayer-book would hare beast
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Mr.BukamlWwu tainted to the widow of Mr. Eire*

;

her maiden nan* iu Button, lie died without usue,

Jan. 8. 1 774. He iu • man fertdc in invention, and of an
active mind, but be led to others the task of executing hit

dewirn*. By the constant endeavour* which be made to

attain excellence in each of the various proeewes connected

with the arts of japanning and printing, they were both

brought to a mure perfect state: a result which could

•carcvlv have been expected from the exertions of a single

individual. Mr. Baskervdle was rather eccentric in his

habiu and opinions. He caused each pannel of his carriage

to be painted so as to represent a picture of bi* trades

;

and in his will he de*ired to be buried in his garden under

a structure of masonry in the shape of a cone. Hi* will

contains an avowal of sentiments contrary to the doctrine*

of Christianity. The mausoleum above mentioned was de-

stroyed during tbe Birmingham riots in 1791. In 1840,

some labourers wbo were digging for sand on its site dis-
(

covered the leaden coffin which contained hi* remain*;

and in May. 1821. it was opened for inspection. The body
did not present the usual appearances of decomposition

;

the singular state of preservation in which it was found

may probably be attributed to tbe entire exclusion of ex-

ternal air. The shroud was perfect and very white, and a

,

branch of laurel on the breast or tbe corpse was, though

faded, entire. Mr. Knott or Birmingham ha* a portrait ot
{

Baakervillo in hi* possession, from which an engraving has

been made for Hansard's TypograpMa.
(Hansard * Typograpfua ; Dibdin's Introduction to the

Clatrict.)

BASLB. [See Bawl.]
BASNAGE. Few families have produced *o many indi-

viduals of literary distinction and moral worth a* the family

of Basnage. Many of it* member* were zealous and able

supporters of Protestantism in France.

1. Nicholas Basnaox being compelled to leave France
on account of hi* adherence to the reformed religion, tied to

England, and became the minister of a congregation at

Norwich. He afterward* returned to France, and became
pastor of a reformed church at Carentan.

2. Benjamin Basnaob. the son of Nicholas, born in

1580, was, during fifty-one. year*, pastor of the church which
his father bad held at Carentan. Benjamin Basnage
was a zealous defender of the reformed religion in France.

He was successively a provincial deputy of the Protestant

churches in Normandy, and head of the assembly held at

Rocbclle in 1622; and be contributed greatly to the reso-

lutions which were formed in that assembly in consequence
of tbe declared intention of the king to march against the
Protestants with fifty thousand men. He also signed the
project of defence under tbe title of Modtrateur Ajoint,

and went to England to solicit aid. Tbe expectations which
the French Protestant* had entertained of help from James
I. not being realized, Baanage proceeded to Scotland to

gain tbe interest of his private friends in that country. On
tbe termination of active hostilities against the Protestants,

Basnage returned to France, and wo* appointed deputy for

Normandy in the national synod which wa» held at Cha-
renton in 1623. The provincial synod of Normandy having
permitted him to leave his church, his congregation appealed
to tbe national synod at Cbarentoo, which rejected the ap-
peal, and gave Basnage leave to accept a vocation to Rouen
or to other place* ; but he considered his church as his wife,

from which he ought not to separate. The vigour and zeal

with which he maintained tbe interests of the reformed
religion rendered him an object of increasing suspicion to

tbe court. The king, by a decree, forbade htm to exercise

the ministerial function*, and refused him permission to

appear a* a deputy, and to take a part in the synod held at

Cbareo.ton, a.d. 1631. This synod commenced its session

by remonstrances against this decree, which were so forcibly

x pressed, that the court yielded, and Baanage was admitted

to the synod, in the deliberation* of which assembly ho
exercised great influence. He was elected president of the
national synod held at Alencon in 1637. The infraction of

tbe edict of Nantes, and the controversy between the re-

formed clergy themselves on the universality of grace and
the divine decree*, were tbe leading topic* discussed in this

synod.

Benjamin Basnage died in 1632. His principal work, a
Treatise on tbe Church (' Traite de I'Bgiise '), was printed

at Rochello. 1612. Ho left imperfect a work against the
warship of the Virgin.

1 Antomb Basxaob, the eldest eon of Benjamin, was
born in 1610. After tbe revocation of tbe edict of Nantea,
he escaped to Holland in 1665. and died >D I"" *( Zut-
pben, in which place he had held a pastoral charge.

4. Samuel Basnagb de Flottemanville, eon of Antoine.
was born at Bayeux in 1*38. He preached at first in his

native place, but escaped with his father to Holland in

1681. He died a preacher at Zutphen in 1721.

Tbe principal work* of Samuel Basnage were—' L'His-
toire do la Religion de» Eglites Refonnees,' Rotterdam.
16'>o, 2 vol*, folio, republished in 1699 ; * De Rebus Sacns
et Ecclesiastici* exercitauones Hutorim-critica*. in quibus

Cardinalis Baronii Annate* ab an. XXXV. in quo Casau-
bonus desiit expendunlur,' Trajert. 1692. 1*17, 4to. ; 'An-
nates Politico- Kccle»ia»Uci annorum DCXLV. a Caware
Augusto ad Phocara usque in quibus res imperii eccle-

israue observstu digniorea subjiciuntur oculis erroreeque

evelluntur Baronio,' Rotterdam. 1 706, 3 vol*, folio.

3. Henri Basxaob de Franquenay, the youngest son of

Benjamin Baanage, was born on tbe 16th of October. 1613,

at St. Mere Eglise, in Lower Normandy. He studied for

tbe bar, and became one of the most able and eloquent
advocates in the parliament of Rouen, where be took tbe
oath* in 1636. His learning was immense and his integrity

unsullied. He died in 1693, and left three sons, two of
whom will be subsequently noticed; the third, wbo was
in the service of the States General, died in 1732. His
daughter. Magdalen, married, in 1682, M. Paul Baldry,

or Baudri, who leaving France after the revocation of the

edict of Nantea, was made professor of ecclesiastical history

at Utrecht
His work* are, Coutume* du Pay* et Durb* de Nor-

mandie, avec commentaire*. 2 vols, fol., 1678, 1681, 1694 ;

Traite de* Uypotheques, 1687. 1724, 4to. The complete
work* of Basnage were published in 2 vol*, fol, Rouen. 1 776.

6. Jaqvis Basnaob de Beauval, the eldest ton of Henri,
born at Rouen, 8th of August, 1633, was the most cele

brated member of bis family. He was sent when very
young to Saumur, to study under tbe famous Tannequin, or
Taonegui, or Tanaquil le Fevre, and became the favourite

pupil of hi* matter. Le Fevre endeavoured to disgust bim
with the profession of the ministry. 1 You know this office,'

be said to bim, 'only by it* bright side, and are ignorant
how it has declined since its first institution. Believe me,
you are too honest a man to become an ecclesiastic. You
are too candid to exercise these functions as they are at pre-

sent exercised, and your frankness would render the greater

of your colleague* your enemies.' There may have
some tincture of personal animosity in these word* of

Le Fevre, since be was unfriendly to tbe clergy of Saumur,
who had caused him some trouble. Tbe advice of tbe
master did not overpower the resolution of the pupil, and
Basnage followed his previous inclination for the ministry.

At the age of seventeen he went to Geneva, already well

read in the best Greek and Latin authors, and acquainted

with the Spanish, Italian, and English languages. At
Geneva he studied theology under Mestrezat, Turretin,

and Tronchin ; and at Sedan under Jurieu and Beaulieu.

On hi* return to Rouen he was received into the ministry in

September, 1676, at tbe age of twenty-three, and became
pastor of the reformed church in that city. He married, in

1684, Anne du Moulin, daughter of Cyrus du Moulin, and
grand-daughter of Peter du Moulin.
Tbe church at Rouen being closed by authority in June,

1685, Basnage obtained permission from the king to retire

to Holland; and accordingly he settled at Rotterdam, in

which place he was a stipendiary minister, until, in 1691,

tbe consistory, influenced by Heinsiu*, appointed him pastor

of a church at the Hague. At the Hague be not only

exerted himself in hi* religious duties with indefatigable

zeal, but was also employed in state affairs. He was the me-
dium ofa secret negotiation carried on by Marechal d'Uxcllcs,

plenipotentiary of tbe French king at the congress of Utrecht,
and acquitted himself in this affair with so much ability,

that he was afterwards employed in several important com-
mission*. The Cardinal de Bouillon, who was at that timo
in Holland, and bad great confidence in Basnage,communi-
cated to him all his intercourse with the Stales. The Ablx

.

afterwards Cardinal, Dubois being at tbe Hague in 1716,

to negotiate a defensive alliance between France, England,
and tbe States General, received order* from the Duke of
Orleans, the Regent, to apply to Baanage, and to regulate
his conduct by the advice hit should receive. Dubois acted

part

been
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jBmiliana. Porcia, &c. (Liry, xxxix. 44.) At Um time of

the <mnagration recorded in Livjr (xxvi. 87), b.c. 310, there

were no Basilicas then built. We reed in the BiUtm Alex-

andrinum (cap. S3) that the Basilica m need in the

Spanish provinces at tbe date (B.C 47) to which that work
refers.

temple to Augustus might be sera. The tnboaal
building ws* in tbe form of a curved recess, 44 Cm
and IS net deep. To this information Vitravaos at

proportions of the timbers of the root

lk» »Ka4a of tlx EUatlka Vlfim.)

The principal feature of tbe Basilica was a huge roofed

building, supported on columns. Tbe roof, which was called

the teitudo, rose high above tbe other part of tbe structure,

which consisted of two galleries, called portion, placed one

above tbe other, and round the internal sides of the central

building. The porticus was covered with a lean-to roof, tbe

upper part of which commenced below tbe capitals of the co-

lumns which supported the testudo. The light was admitted

between the spaces formed by tbe under line of tbe architrave

of tbe testudo, the upper line of the lean-to roof, and tbe

perpendicular lines of the columns. At the end of the cen-

tral part of tbe interior a raised platform funned tbe tri-

bunal for a magistrate. The term testudo, as its name
implies, is strictly the roof of the central part ; but tbe term

is also extended to signify the whole of tbe central space,

which corresponds to what we call the nave of a church

:

the porticoes correspond to tbe aisles.

The Basilica was not onlv used as a ball for the ad-

ministration of justice, but afforded al»o convenient shelter

t<> the merchants who transacted business there. Vilruvius,

who constructed a Basilica at tbo Julian colour at Fauum,
informs us that it ought to bo built ' on the warmest side of

the forum, that those whose affairs called them there might
confer together without being incommoded by the weather.*

'The breadth,' he says, 'is not to be made less than the

third, nor more than half, tbe length, unless the nature of

the place opposes the proportion, and obliges tbe symmetry
to be different ; but if the Basilica has too much length,

rhalcidiea are made at the ends [see Chalcidicum]. as in

the Basilica of Julia Aquiliana." (Newton's Tnnulation )

Tbe size and proportions of these edifices varied according

to circumstances. The following proportions are given by
Vitruvius for the various parts of this structure. The co-

lumns of the Basilica (by which Vitruvius means tbe columns
engaged in the wall) are to be made as high as tbo porticus

is broad ; tbe porticus is to be as wide as the third part of

tbe space in the middle. Tbe columns of the upper gallery

must be one-fourth less than the lower. The pluteuin (con-

tinued pedestal) must be made one-fourth less in height

than tbe upper columns, and be placed between the upper

snd lower columns, that those who walk above may not be

seen by the merchants : from which circumstance it would
appear that the upper gallery was intended for a purpose
distinct from the uses of tbe lower gallery. It is probable

that in tbe upper gallery mmm kinds of handicraft were
carried on.

The dimensions of tbe Basilica built by Vitruvius at

Fanum were as fellow :—Tbe testudo 130 Roman feet long,

and 60 broad; the porticus between the walls and columns
of tbe testudo, 30 feet broad ; the height of the column*
of the testudo, including their capitals, 40 feel, and the

diameter J. Behind these were peraatatics*, or small piers,

VC feet high, 34 feet broad, snd \\ foot thick, to sustain tbe

beams intended to bear the floor of the gallery. Over these

were other parastattrie, 10 feet high, 3 feet broad, and I foot

thjtk,wbirh supported the lean-to roofs. Tbe remaining space

between the beams which were bud over tbe upper parasta-

tmr. and the arcbitraie of tbe columns of tbe testudo. was
open to the light lo the Raultea at Fanum. the testudo was
supported by eighteen columns, four at each end. six on one
side and four on the other, tbe two centre columns bring
omitted «•> this side, that tbe new of tbe pronaoa of a

«

i|n

B. Unn Purlin. ; <;. Vfft 4lt»o; A.A.I

( Drawn arcMdiaf to Um dlavaaiom* girrm by 1

It is probable that Rome possessed BsmIkw* a ilta
different Fora of tbe city. Of these tbe Basdare of Tra-sa,

which formed a part of the Forum Trajanum [are Fr-ara .

is tbe only one of which there are considerable nasi

left; it is represented on the reverse of Ike med al wfem
we hare given above. Another Basilica, of tbe (jrotlm
order, was discovered on the Polstine Hill. A tart* *•»

flee in tbe Forum, called tbe Temple of Peace, baa sas*

been named the Basilica of Constantino.

The Emperors Gordian, in their magniaVeaw
residences built on tbe Via Prseoestiaa. bad three

100 feet in length. Two famous Basilk*>. .fca

Pulvia, were built at Prsmeste (/WrsrViaa). hs t s «—i wiri
8ylla caused a magnificent sun-dial to be pirn I. TV
marble fragments of tbe plsn of Rome, now pi— i nd ia

tbe Capitol at Rume, which was made during tbe mp <
Kcptimius Severus, show a part of the Bewl<ra .%la»ilias .

' from which it appears that, unlike tbe other Bessls-an. a bad

j
no external wall. In tin* last respect, it asay be <

to a very antient Greek edifice at IWun, wbsrb (has I

|

generally considered a Be»ibca. This buildia** ai ai

. closure of columns, without any internal or eatansal i

• and dnidod in the centre by an order of rolunsea, with i

' above it. A Basilica which was dssnnered eoawe tee

at Otneoli. Iiad a curvilinear recess or brmartrW
with statues, which ware removed to the mwso-sse of toe

Vatican.

Tbe most perfect Basilica of antiquity, and wbsrb bast

corresponds with the budding described by \ strsnsaa. it*
in Pompeii, constructed on tbe south-west, aaal esssss-

Jjuenlly the warm side of tbe Forum. TVm estate* m zja

ret by 00. Tbe testudo ruse to tbe betgbt ef sbeari 44 ssst,

judging from the diameter of tbe portions af tW i it imm
still masm in £. These columns ore twenti eagbt as a-aa>

ber, four of which are placed at each end. sad taw want «a

each aide of the tratudo ; tbey are rursswUv ceatatrwitol of

bnck. and covered with stucco. At the farthest eaat a sto

tribunal, raised ou a pUtforn, to wbtrb tike oecrtM ssi east
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title is by a flight of stairs. Under the platform arc room*,

conjectured to have been used as temporary prisons fur cri-

minals ; and in the floor of this platform are circular holes,

communicating with the rooms below. On each side of the

tribunal are two small square rooms, whicb, as the Basilica

w very long in its proportion, way be considered a part cut

off to form Cbaleidica. Small engaged columns are studied

to the walls inclosing the porticus. on which one end of

the beams of the floor were placed, the other being either

inserted in the shaft* of the bock-columns, or supported on

wooden parastatiess set against their backs, in the manner
described by Vitruvius. In the angles the small columns are

clustered thus D . after the manner ofGothic shaft*. Thi*

arose probably from the circumstance of the beams of the

floor of the upper porticos being placed diagonally at the

angles, m this manner

—

and A ia moat likely that the under side of the floor was

left exposed, a* is still the ease in the dwellings of Italy,

and not ccrered with lath and plaster, a* is the custom in

England. The columns being clustered in the angle* gar*
an appearance of strength.

The light, most probably, was admitted in the manner
mentioned by Vitruvius ; but, in addition, there were win-
dows at the back of the tribunal, which perhaps were at ono
time glased, as glass far windows was in common use at
Pompeii. The stone door-jamb* are remarkable for a large
groove, in which we may conjecture that the wooden door
frames were fixed. The doors appear to have folded, as the
marks left on the sill, from the opening and shutting, still

remain. The order of the small engaged columns is Corin-
thian, and the style very similar to that of the Templo of
Vesta at Tivoli. and, like that edifice, this Basilica was
covered with a fine marble stucco. The most singular deco-
ration is observed in the rusticated plastering of the in-
terior, where the rustics are painted in every variety of
colour. The order of the testudo is unknown, as there are
ho remains of the capitals. It is probable that the columns,
from their height, were never covered with the ashes of

Vesuvius, which circumstance enabled the inhabitant* to

remove them.
Tbo early Christian churches of Rome may be considered

as the best resemblance* of the Roman Basilicas. In some
of them are still found many of the characteristics of the)

anticnt Basilicas. There are twelve churches in Rome
called Basilicas, the oldest of which dates from about the
lime of Constantino, and ia even said to have been built

by that emperor. These edifices are 8. Pietro, 8. Paolo
(without the walls). 8. Giovanni Laterano, St*. Croco ia

Gerusalemme, Sta. Maria in Trastevere, Sta. Prassede, St.'

Agnese, Sta. Maria in Cosmedin, Sta. Maria Maggiore,
S. Clemente, S. Nereo et Achille, and 8. Lorenzo (without
the walls).

The Marquess Galiani remarks, that the first churches
were looked upon a* tribunals in which the bishops, &c,
administered penance to the guilty and the Eucharist to
the absolved ; we may therefore observe, in accounting for

the resemblance which the early Christian churches Dear
to the antient Basilica, that nothing could appear at first

sight more appropriate than the idea of imitatinga tribunal

of justice in the construction of the new churches, m
which the bishops and priests were to administer a kind of
spiritual justice. This remark is well supported by the fact

of the budiop's throno being placed in the apsis, or arched
recess corresponding to the curved recess or licuiiryclc, as
it was called, of the antient Basilica. It is, however, more
probable that the obvious convenience of the Basilica* led

tho early Christians to adopt the principles of that form of

building, as these edifices were both light and spacious,

and better adapted to the ceremonies of the new religiou

than the temples of the Pagans.
Constantino has the reputation of having founded the

first of these Basilicas, which was built on the site of bis own
Kalaco of Latoran, on Mount Csalius. Shortly afterwards ho
uilt the Basilica of St Peter, on the site of the Circus of

Nero; and finally commenced a third, that of St. Paul
without the walls of Rome. This church was finished fifty

years afterwards by Theodosius ; who, if we may trust

Procopius, built a continuous portico from the city to the

Baiilica, covered with a copper roof. St. Peter's was deco-

rated with one hundred columns of white marble; it it,

however, now replaced by a more modern structure, tho

largest of the kind in the world. The external part of tho

Basilica of 8. Giovanni Laterano is of modern construc-

tion. St. Paul's without the walls was burnt down a few

years since, but is now partly restored upon the old plan.

The section of this edifice, across the nave, shows tho form

of the testudo with the inclined roofs of the porticus ; and in

the spaces between the under side of the roof of the testudo

and the upper line of the roof of the porticus, are formed

the window* of the church. The nine other Basilicas, a*

well as the antient churches of 8ta. Maria in Are Cceli.

8. Martino, S. Vinccnsio delle Tre Fontane, Sta. Maria sopra

Minerva, and 8. Agostino, and several others posses* some

of the features of the antient Basilicas.

St.' Agnese, however, exemplifies the peculiar character of

the antient Basilica in so striking a manner, that we give a

representation of it, which will illustrate the description of

Vitruvius.
. , . ....

In this view will be easily recognised the galleries (por-

ticus) running round three sides of the building, and inter-

rupted by the recess forming the tribunal. In the upper

gallery is the pluteum, or continued pedestal, inclosing the
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llnlrrior View of tlx Bullies at 8C A(a*n •» Row, Croa » wgrk on Rooua Church RiMcm by I fJ. O, »°—«.

Mine. The nave corresponds to the Teitudo ; the apsis of
the church to the hemic) cle of tho antient building* : the
only difference U in the manner of piercing tho walls for

window*, and in the omisiion of the large columns of the

toiudo, the two orders of columns standing in the places

of the anticnt parastatioe. It is probable that the con-
struction of the roof of the antient Basilica was exposed. a.«

it is »hown here, and as was the invariable practice in almost

all tin- church Basilica; of Rome. These Basilica? are budt

from tha old materials of other ediBcaa, and tba park
put together without much regard to i ;mux try. *»

there arc often Ionic, Corinthian, and Coinpo*ata>

placed on shafts of columns of ranoos diameter*, woji
lion* of entablatures above them, which originally hatuaji I

to dissimilar edifices. Santa Mana in TrastcTwr* a u
example of these incongruities : here also the throna • a»
apsis has an antique form, very similar to tha a-. i i.si <

the Street of Tombs at Pompeii. Tha Ronaaa aanaaaa aV

t 3 '» v« _>-.

l*i r uw Kin m n j r ** f ]
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•tint or* rcruarkablo fur their mosaic [see Mosaic] deco-
rations. Tho pavement* of many of them are enriched
with Um most elaborate pattern* made of the hardest mar-
ble*. The arched head of the apsis it often decorated with
the figure* of Mint* or apostles upon a gold ground, the
whole mosaic boiug fonued of gloss tessera) ; but the most
sumptuous mosaic* arc those of St. Peter's, of modern exe-
cution, which repre«ont to truly the great works of the best
Italian painters, thai none but a practised eye can detect
the difference.

Not only the apsis, but tho general form of the nave and
aisles, of our anticnt cathedrals is evidently borrowed from
the Italian church Basilica. The tame is also truo of tho
old village churches of England. The navo corresponds to

the testudo, aud the side aisles to tho porticus ; the win-
dow* of the nave, which externally are seen abovo the lean-
to roof of the aisles, correspond to the opening between the
upper part of the columns of the testudo.

Modern Basilica exist at the present day in Italy, applied,
as the antient were, to civil purposes. Palladio gives tho
name of Basilic*) to such public buildings, many of which
are found in tho Italian towns. Part of the Basilica) of the
present day serve as the palaces of the magistrates, and in

them they administer justice, while the lower parts are occu-

pied by merchants, file Speaking or these edifices, Palladio

says, ' Our modern basilicas differ from the anticnt in this,

th.it while theirs were on the ground-door, ours ore ele-

vated on arches, and the parts beneath the arches arc used
as shops, prisons, and for other public purposes. Another dif-

ference is that the antients bad porticoes only iu the inle-

i ior ; the moderns, on the contrary, either have none, or

have them on the exterior.' There is an example of such
a Basilica at Padua, and another at Brescia ; but the most
celebrated is that at Vicenxa, the exterior of which is after

the design of Palladio. The body of the building it sup-

posed by Vincenxio Scatnoxxi to -have been erected during

the reign, and by the command, of Theodoric the Goth.

This Basilica is 162 feet long by 63 wide ; the curved roof

is of wood, covered with lead ; the great hall it 26 feet 1

0

inches above the ground-tloor, aud is supported on piers.

This edifice, which reflects great credit on the skill of Pal-
lailio, is called at Vicenxa ' II Palaxxj drlla Ragione.' The
architect himself, though a modest man, was so well satis-

fied Willi his own performance, that he expressed an opinion

that this construction was equal to any Basilica of antiquity.

In England the town-hail, and in France the Palais do
Justice, correspond, in some respects, to the modern I Lilian

Basilicas.

In modern structures, the form of the Basilica might be
applied to markets, lor which purpose it is well adapted,

both for convenience and ventilation. Liverpool market,

which is, perhaps, in these respects, the most perfect in the

world, consist* of several roofs placed side by side, resem-

bling in tome degree the roof of the testudo.

(Vitruvius ; Nardini't Home; Nolli'* Plan of Rome, vith
the Fragment* of Ike Ancient Plan ; A Series of Geome-
trical Plant and Section*, and Pertptctive t'iew* o/ the

Roman Church Baeiliear, by I. G. G.. Roma, I S2J-24 ; Eus-
tace's Clou. Tour ; Plan of Ptmprii. by the Society for the

Diffusion of Useful Knowledge ; Marquess Galiani't Trans-

lation o/ Vttruriu* ; Life qf Palladio, by M. Quatremerc
de Quincy ; Encyclopidie Mithodique, Architecture ; So-
tizie lulla AnUcfiila e Btlle Arti. Roma.)
BASILICATA, on* of the fifteen provinces of the con-

tinental part or the kingdom of the Two Sicilies. Il lies

south or the Terra di Bari and Capitaiiata, cast oftlic two
Principal!, and north of Calabria. Il occupies the greater
part 01 the anticnt Lucania. the remainder of which is in-

cluded in the province of Pnncipalo Citra. Basilicala lies

almost wholly on the eastern side of the main ridge of the
Apennines, and its rivers flow into the Gulf of Taranto, or

the Ionian Sea, as the Italian* call it. The main ridge, or

backbone of the Apennines, running in a south-east direc-

tion through the province of Pnncipalo Ultra, forms a large

mass above Coma, between the sources of the Ofanto on
one side, and those of the Sele on the other. One of the
summits of this mass is called Monte Luea.no. Having
thrown off two lateral branches, one to the eastward towards

Um peninsula of Otranto. and another westward towards

Campanella, tho inmi ridge then enters Basilicata

north of the town of Mm... bending aliun-i due east, and
rise to tho Bradano on its eastern, and the Ftume
vii ii> south western slope. South of the sources

of the Bradano, it sends off another branch doe east,

dividing the waters of the Bradano from those of the

t

Basieuto. In this projection it the high summit called

:

Monte Acuto, and on its southern slope are the sources
of the Basiento and tho town of Potcnxo. From this point
the main ridge runs due south by Marsio Nuovo, between
the sources of the Agri, which flows eastward, and those of
the river Negro, or Tanagro, which is one of the tributaries

of the Sele. It then approaches very near the coast of the
Mediterranean Sea, near Lagoncgro, above which ia the
lofty group called Monti Sirini, on the eastern slope of
which the Siris, now called Sinno, has it* source. Farther
south the ridge enters Calabria east of Castelluccia and Ro-
tonda, above w Inch ton ns it forms the lofty summit called

Monte Pollino (Mons Apollinciis), which is the highest point

in the southern part of the kingdom, being above 7000 feet.

A small part of the province of Bosilicata lies west of tho
central ridge, and between it and the Gulf of Policaatro,

extending about 11 miles along its coast, between Sapri and
the river Trecchino. The maritime town of Maratea, and
the inland towns of La^onegro and Lauria, the two last on
the high road from Naples to Calabria, belong to this

district of Basilicala. Farther north another slip of Basi-

licala lies also on the western slope of the Apennines,
round the tow n of Muro— a place known in history for the

tragical death of Queen Joanna I. But the great bulk of
the province lies east of the main ridge, and between it and
the Gulf of Taranto. Four rivers (Bradano, Basiento, Agri,

and Sinno) run through it from west to east, forming at

many long valleys, bounded by offsets from the main chain

of the Apennines. These offsets dope down gradually to-

ward* the sea, until they sink into a low plain at the distance

of about 10 miles from the coast. These were the plains of

Metapontum and Heraclea, renowned in former times for

their fertility, but now in great measure uninhabited and
unwholesome. Proceeding from Taranto along the coast,

and turning towards the south, the traveller crosses the

river Bradano, and enters Basilicala. On the right bank of

the Bradano, and between it and the Batiento, which rivers

are only four miles distant from each other, is a square

tower called Torre di Mare, built by the Angevinc kings as

a station for coast guards. The sea, however, has receded

all along this coast, owing to the alluvia carried down by

tho rivers, so that Torre di Marc U now about a mile distant

from the shore. Two miles inland from Torre di Marc arc

the remains of a Doric temple, the plan and style of which
appear to have been similar to those of the temples of

Pajstum. Part only of the two sides remains, consisting of

two rows of pillars of sandstone, ten in one row and five in

the other, the rows being about 42 feet asunder. The
Sillars are 3J feet in diameter, 16 feet in height, and 8 feet

istant from each other. They are fluted and tapering,

with a large cyathiform capital, resembling in shape a shal-

low bowl covered with a thin square stone. They have no
base, but they rest upon a kind of plinth which belonged

to the whole row, the intermediate parts of which between

the columns have been carried away. The rows arc in

the direction east to west. The columns consist of seven

blocks each, including the capital. Part of the architrave

is all that remain* of the entablature. St. Non's Voyace
Pittoretque give* the above dimensions and also two views

of the temple. It describe* the temple as being two miles

inland from Torre di Marc, in the direction of the town of

Bernalda, on a rising ground in the middle of a vast plain,

and almost at an equal distance between tho Bradano and

the Basiento. Swinburne, who also saw the temple, inac-

curately describe* it a* close to tho mouth of tho Basiento,

and Keppel Craven, in 1818. accordingly looked for it near

the banks of that river and could not find it ; but on his

return to Naples he was informed that tho temple remains

nearly in the tame state as when Swinburne saw it, and

that it lie* about four mile* from the *ea, near the right

bank of the Bradano, consequently inland from the road and

nut between the road and the sea, an indication correspond-

ing pretty nearly to that which is given in the Voyage Pit-

tottique, as Torre di Mare itself is a mile from the sea- shore.

Returning from the temple towards Torre di Mare, and

about a mile from the latter place, the authors of the F<•yage

saw, among the high corn with which the plain was covered,

the remains of another temple, of which some massive

blocks lay on the ground, as well as the foundation* of other

buildings, and a hillock formed of brick* and broken pottery :

they suppose this to have been the tito of the antient Mo-
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mpontum, and that the temple now standing tu outside of

the town. The town of Bemaldo, which ie six miles from

Torredi Mare, in the interior, i» ebiefly built of old materials

carried away from the mint of Metapontum. Com u at ill

the chief produce of thi» plain, and it formerly commuted

the great source of wealth of U>e people of Metapontum.

whose medala bear the wheat-ahea/ a» a mark of the fer-

tility of the country. .

Proceeding farther south, the traveller crosses the Basi-

ento. the antient Caiuentos, by a ferry in winter, and at a

ford in summer, about three miles from the sea. Poising

through a wide plain (large tracts of which are planted

with liquorice, and others sown with corn, and in which two

small villages, San Teodoro and San Basile, are the only

habitations), he arrives at another tower called Scanxano,

on the river Salandrella, once a feudal estate belong-

ing to tbo Princes of Castellaneta. Between the Selan-

drella and the Agri. the next river to the south, the

ground becomes uneven, and is partly planted with olives,

and partly covered with underwood. Tbo Agri. the antient

Acirii, rises in the central ridge near Maraico Votorc. about

60 miles from the sea. It is a considerable river, and the

only one in Basilicata on which a ferry is kept in sum-

mer. Between the Agri and the Sinno, which is the next

nvcr to the south, lies Policoro, a huge house and farm,

on.-c belonging to the Jesuits, and now to the Prince of

Gerace. The estate occupies the whole space between the

two rivers, about four miles in length, and from the sea to the

hill* inland, which is nearly an cquul distance. Above the

hills, the Itigher mountains of interior Basilicata are seen,

wah tha towns of Tursi, Pisticci, and Montalbano, built

upon them. Montalbano is ten miles from Policoro, and
hus about 6000 inhabitants. The estate of Policoro is well

cultivated, and produces every variety of corn, vegetables,

and fruit, besides pasture for large herds of cattle. The
principal revenue, however, arises from the oil and liquorice,

a manufactory being established on the estate for the pre-

paration of the latter drug. The country abounds with game
of every sort, from the rabbit to the deer and wild boar. In
the winter months, about 1 000 persons are employed on the

elate, but only ISO are permanently on the establishment.

llt*aclca stood hereabouts, but the precise spot is not known.
A few stones, fragments of statues, medals, and also earthen

\ ate*, have been found about a mile from Policoro.

The port of Siris was probably at the mouth of the Sinno,

« here there is now an open road frequented by vessels, which
take in cargoes of corn, liquorice, and other pro lure of the
rountry. In 1 753, two bronze tables, with inscriptions, were
found about eight miles above Policoro, on tbo northern

bank of the Agri, near the town of Pisticci, which arc

known by the name af the Ileraclean tables. Thev are now
in Uio Museum of the Studj at Naples. South of the
Sinno, the mountains close upon the sea-coast. Four miles

south of the Sinno is Rocca lmpcrialc, the la»t town of Basi-

licata, built on a conical hill, which it crowns to the very

summit, after the fashion of the Calabrian towns. Six miles
he) olid is Rosctn, the flrst town or village of Calabria ( lira.

The whole coast of Basilicata, from the Bradano to Rocca
Impcriale. is about !"4 miles.

The interior of Basilicata is mountainous and wild. A
road branches out of the high road from Naples to Calabna
at Aulotla, and crossing the Apcnnine ridge leads to Po-
tenza. which is the capital of Basilicata. It is a town of
about 1 0.000 inhabitants, a bishop'* see, the residence of the
intendente, or governor, of the province, and the seat of the
ri\ d and criminal courts of justice. It contains also the
ni)al college of the province. Many Roman inscriptions
have been found at Potenxa. (Oatta, Lueunia.) A rood, tlio

only one that crones Basilicata from east to west, leads from
Putcnza, through the town of Tncsnco, to Matera, a distance
of about 30 miles through a mountainous country. Matera
is a considerable town, near the left bank of the Bradano. and
about 10 miles above its entrance into the Gulf ofTaraoto. It
is an archbishop's see, and was formerly the residence of the
governor of the province. The other towns of the interior
err Oppvio. Acerenza. and Monteneloso, which are near the
banks of the Bradano, and south of the lateral ndge of
Apennines above-mentioned, which runs westward towards
the Terra d Olraato. A part of Baatlirato, however, stretches
I*- «<md and to the north of this ridge, extending to the
bank* of the Ofanto. and into the great plain or Pugtia. In
this division a*w the towns or Rapolla, Mslfl. AtelU. La-
Vllo. and Vettoav This district is very smile in corn. A

tsseaa af

road leads across the mountains
Aviehano to MeUL Moll was one of the ftrst sdaeae wtas*

the Normans became pc i of ha Apulia.

In the southern part of interior Basilicata there at* a»

towns of any importance : some villages Unary m
about the valleys were formerly baronial Ms. Use

which are still borne by Neapolitan fomOsn;
Stigliano. Laurentana, Salandra, Francsvilla. Ms
Vetcre, &c.

Basilicata extends nearly 80 miles in length, from ft teS.
from the right bank of the Ofanto, near Meifl, to the dhsiz
of the river Trecchina on the Gulf of Pulieaatra. Its hw iasari

from E. to W. vuies considerably ; in its widest part «

about 60 miles, between the mouth of the Bradano and ifas

frontiers of Prineipnto Cilra, near Marsiro Novo. Rvnabssnsr

states the surface of the province to be l.tOi.eae N<Misu
moggie, a measure about one-eighth lees than the F-taeJsv.l

acre. He states the population as being then Til.—, a***

it is not likely to have increased much since hts ttsa*>. as

Basilicata is one of the provinces of the kingdom ia »Wi
the least progress in agriculture, industry, or raaswm hs*

been made. Serritton, in bis Saggio Statirhro Atit //«**.

states the population at 4S2.000; but another, and a

accurate statistical writer, Afan di Rivera, a Neap
colonel of engineers, states, that by drawing
Montepeloeo near Matera in the north, and earning a
through the centre of the province southward to FranranDa,
on the borders of Calabria, the whole population f I as

the east of this line and between it and the sea, usrissmac

the valleys of the Bradano, Basiento. Agri. and 8*nssa.

about 1 1 7.000 inhabitants, divided among 33 communes, mmt

spread over a surface of 1200 square roues. Tha cast
includes more than one-third of the province, and the msst

fertile part of it. The districts of Melflu Lavwllo, and Ve-

nosa, near tho bonks of the Ofanto, he calculates to castas*

about 70.000 inhabitants. The small district west of as*

Apennines, which borders on the Gulf of Pufacastro. wa*
the towns of Mara tea, Lauria (4000 inhabitants), and Lao-
negro, rouwins, perhaps. '.'0,000 more. There mam rat

midland mountainous division of the coontry. whsra. wnfc

the exception of the district of Potenxa. the town af Tnsav
rietf, the district of Muro, and one or two other sdaraa, a
nearly uninhabited, without any roads, and mu red sntfc

foreiit*. From all this it appears probable that the sW>
population of the province does not exceed IIUH af at

reaches that number.
The origin of the name of Basilicata is net vast aeear-

tained, though it is believed to nave been gtvea m lass eae-

vince by Basdius II., emperor of Cocjstantusapss, wto ratan-

qucre<l it from the Saracens and the Lrsagsaaidt
be j in i > i i . of tlie eleventh century. < Gotta. JsVsserss Im

drlla tjirania ; Swinburne's Tiro Sinhf ; Ksaas* Craven s

Tour through tht Southern Prrmncf of the Kisypsksa *f
SapUt ; Afan di Rivera, Comeideraxiomi tW Mrg»o sVsjr

due Sicilie.)

BA SILISK (Basi/ursa.Daudin). is eooioej. a geaas af

Saurian reptiles, belonging to the Iruaniaa auasry. It a a>

be observed that the basilisk of modern erpoaasoarj ss a very

different animal from the basilisk (/UiXiswrJ or rayal tar-

pent of antiquity, the Tttpha or Ttiphtm* of tae Roast ts.

which is translated cockatrice in our Kngllsh versiaa ml tar

sacred Scriptures, and which was fm lasily the eaujict mt •»

many fabulous narrations. Tae principal on mitaam
connected with the history of the fabulous '—'nt sad «f
the different occasions upon which it has been l

alluded to in the Scriptures, will as noticed i

of CocKsraica. to which they more properly avians; tkaa
to the present artirle. For the present we shall r nutans ear
attention solely to the basilisks of modem tookapses, aad st*

which, being an American genus (at Waal Ms must swtWe-
tic species), the sntirn.s rould hate had as haash ags
The basilisks are distinguuhed (rem ether gesssra as* tha

Iguanian reptiles by the sheenru of the lax aad aslataaas
skin under the throat, by the want of thsrh pores, atal tasa
more particulariy bv the elevated crest or ta aasrav. ananas
dorsals of some Ashes, runs along the whale asssgffc at"me
bark and tail, and is supported by the lasaeas asaasmaaaf
the dorsal and caudal vrrls4are*. Tanas
developed in most of the family, and
particoUrly project for bsyoad the akia a/that <, ,
dorsal spines of scant boatferyfiona lihis. ami a*mat*a*i tsmV
temiatad rang* from the crripal to tat erUaMl faAV
bat they are not connected byVatemaraaeM *

~
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liaks, and consequently are not of the mum importance as •
loulogical character in influencing the aquatic habits of the
animals. In other respects the basilisks are of a thick and
elongated form, and have the whole outer surface of the
body, as well as the bead, neck. tail, and extremities, covered
with small scales, of a rbomboidal form, and, generally
speaking, slightly carinated. The head is short and thick,
particularly towards the occiput, the nose blunt, and the
tongue large, thick, flat, rounded at the point, not exten-
sible, and attached below to the under-jaw throughout the
greater part of its length ; the tail is long, very much com-
pressed on the sides, and surmounted, at least on the half
next the origin, with a high vertical fln. covered with small
scales like those of the body, and capable of being erected
or depressed at the will of the animal. The legs are long,
and the feet provided with Ave toes each, which are long,
separate, and furnished with small claws. To the occiput is

attached a membranous bsg, which the basilisk has the
power of distending with air. or emptying, as its occasions
require, and which appears to supply in this genus the ab-
sence of the dilatable skin on the throat, with which nature
has furnished the guanas, either as a reservoir to contain a
quantity of fresh air to supply their necessities while diving,
or bv enlsrging their magnitude without adding to their

weight, to assist them in the actions of swimming and in

keeping the head above water, or perhaps for both these
purposes. In the particular case of the basilisks, their

aquatic habits are still more powerfully increased by the
vertical fin of the back, which, like that on the tail, is

capable of being erected or depressed at the will of the ani-

mal, and consequently, whilst it does not impede its motions
on the dry land, greatly facilitates its power of swimming
and moving about in the water. In snort, these animals
may be said to carry about with them a portable swimming
apparatus, which is of the utmost service to them as aquatic

animals, without encumbering them at other times ; a beau-
tiful provision of nature to supply the deficiency of palraated,
or webbed feet, which, as in the case of all other palmated
animals, would have reduced the progression of the basilisks

on land to a slow and awkward gait, and rendered it alto-

gether impossible for them to ascend trees or move securely
Mnong their branches. Yet their whole organic structure,

the length of their limbs, and the division and flexibility of
their toes, all announce the rapidity of movement and arbo-
real habits of these animals, in which are united, by the
mnl simple means, functions and habits the moat di-

rectly opposed to one another. Tbo genus Ophrywta of

authors exhibits much of the same structure, though per-
hsp* not quite so strongly developed, nor is it easy to con-
ceive any just grounds fur separating these animals from
the basilisks. Two species only are usually referred to this

genua.

[HaaSaS W1UI.. B. aUtrataa]

I. The Hoodtd Banhik (ft mitrattu, Daudin) measures
seven or eight inches from the nose to the origin of the
tail, which is itself nearly twice as long again, being
nineteen or twenty inches in length. This snimal is canity

recognised by the generic characters already described,

and mora especially by the bag or hood of the occiput,

which may be said to be in a manner peculiar to it, since it

is but slightly indicated in the other species; this bag,

when distended with air, is about the site of a pullet's egg.

The general colour is a mixture of vinous and sandy brown,

slightly marbled on the back and sides with different shades

of blue, and silvery-white on the belly. Transverse bands

of a neap-brown colour, hot broken and irregular, pass

down the sides from the dorsal An to the flanks ; two small
whitish bands pass over the eyes and from the corners of
the mouth, and are prolonged upon the sides of the neck,
and the tail is so remarkably attenuated towards the ex-
tremity, as to show the articulations of the vertebrae beneath.
Seba. who first described this animal, besides identifying

with it all the ridiculous stories which had been circulated

during the middle ages concerning the fabulous basilisk or
cockatrice, bas encumbered its history with various specu-
lations' of his own. which, if not equally absurd, are to tho
full as injurious in a xoological point of view. He calls it.

for instance, a flying dragon, and pretends that its dorsal

and caudal 0ns support it through the air in the act of
flying, a faculty which is quite as foreign to the basilisk as
it is to a trout or perch, which he says it resembles in the
form of its fins : it is odd enough that this similarity of form
did not suggest to him a similarity of function likewise,

which would have been much nearer the truth than the
strange hypothesis he has adopted. This species inhabits

Guiana and the tropical parte of South America generally

:

its habits have been sufficiently noticed in speaking of too
general characters of the genus.

9. The Crtittd Batiluk (B. Ambainenti*, Daudin), a
large species, upwards of three feet in length, is of a green
colour, marked with white lines on the bead and neck,
brown on the back and tail, and silvery-white on the belly,

irregularly dotted with numerous white points. This species,

as its scientific name imports, is an inhabitant of Amboyna
and the islands of the Indian Archipelago generally. It keeps
in the vicinity of rivers and frcah-water poods, where it lures

to bask on the branches of the trees which overhang the
stream. On the first appearance of danger it drops into

the water, and conceals itself beneath some rock or stone,

whence it may be taken with the naked hand, or with a
noose, for it is a stupid and timid animal. It is caught
for the sake of its flesh, which is white and as tender as

chicken: in taste it is said to resemble venison. The
female deposits her eggs in the sand, and leaves them to be
hatched by the sun, paying no attention afterwards to her
young progeny.
BA81LI'US (BatfiXjiec). the Macedonian, Emperor of

Constantinople, was born of poor parents in a village of
Macedonia, towards the beginning of the ninth century.

When twenty-five years of age be proceeded to Constanti-

nople to seek for better fortune. He there found a friend in

the superior of a monastery where be bad applied for shel-

ter, who introduced him to the service of an officer of the

court of the Emperor Michael III. Having become known
to that sovereign, he gained his favour, and became bis

chamberlain in 861. He soon after took a wife, who was a
concubine of Michael. The patrician Bardas, a relation of
the emperor, becamejealous of Basilius, and the Macedonian
adventurer, fearing his machinations, anticipated him by
accusing him of conspiring against the emperor. Bardas
having exculpated himself, Michsel and Basilius swore be-

fore the patriarch on the sacrament, that they would not

attempt anything against him. Soon after, while the two
rivals were accompanying Michael on an expedition, Basilius

assassinated Banlas in the emperor's tent, and was made
by Michael his colleague in the empire, a.d. 866. Michael
rendering himself odious by his cruelty and debauchery,

Basilius remonstrated with him, but he onlv irritated the

emperor, who attempted to depose his colleague. But
Basilius anticipated the emperor's design : he formed a plot

with some other officers of the palace, and when the em-
peror one evening retired to bis room in a state of intoxi-

cation, they murdered him in his bed, a.d. 867.

Basilius was now proclaimed emperor ; and bis conduct

on the throne which he had obtained through crime was

wise and equitable. He re-established order in the empire,

enforced the strict administration of justice, corrected the

abuses that had crept into every branch of the administra-

tion under the profligate reign of Michael, and began the

compilation of a code of laws which was completed bv his

son and successor Leo, but has retained the name of Ba-

silica. He dismissed the intriguing Photius. who had
usurped the patriarchate, and re-established the patriarch

Ignatius in the exercise of his functions. He assembled a

general council at Constantinople in 869, to which Pope
Adrian II. sent his legates, and in which Photius was con-

demned, and a temporary reconciliation between the eastern

and the western churches effected. Basilius carried on tho

wmt in Apulia against the Saracens, at first as an ally of

You m,-j z
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the Emperor Ludovieu* II.. but be afterward* quarrelled '

with him and withdrew hit troop*. He was more weew-
Ail against the Saracen* in Asia, recovered the greater part

of Asia Minor, and carried the arm* of the empire bc>ond the

Euphrates in 872, where they had not been teen for a long
'

time. He defeated the Pauliciant. a teet that had established
|

itself in Ponlut, and hod been for many years in a state of
;

revolt against the empire. BaMlius entered into a treaty of

friendship with the Russians of Kiew.and srnt Ihem an arch-
|

bishop, who converted many of that nation to Christianity, i

and from that time the Russians began to acknowledge the

authority of the Greek C hurch. At the end of 877, Ignatius

died ; and Photius being re»torcd by Basihut to the potri- :

archal see, fresh dissensions soon after broke out between

the Greek and the Roman Churches. In bbo the Greeks
lost Syracuse, which wa» taken by the Saracens afier a long

•iege. Basilius died in 8sfi of a blow which he received from

a stag while hunting. He left a book of advice (K/«nXaui

irapaivirird ) addressed to his son Leo, which it divided into

sixty-six short chapters, containing many good maxims for

his conduct. It ha* bean published under the title of Batilii

Jmperatorii Exhorlatinnum Cajiita LXll. uJ Leunem
JUium cofinnmenlo jj/ii htojihum. Paris, 1184, 4to , by K.

Morel; and aUo at Giittitigen, limo.. 1674, by Just Von
Dransfcld. Another work by Basilius. also addressed to

Leo ("Ertjia rupuivKric «'C riv ai'roe tiov Aioito BflffiAia), Wat

lately published by A. Mai in voL it. of bit Vatican Cut-

lections, on 679-bSl.
BA-SILI'I/S II. was the son of the Emperor Romanut

the younger. Upon thu death of Romanus in 'J t> 3 . the crown
wus'usuiped by Phocas, who, six years after, was put to

death by John Zimiicv*. Znuisces took the crown for him-

self, but acknowledged, as his successors, BomIius, ami hit

younger brother CoimUutinc, who were then minors. When
Zuuisces died in u 7i, the two brothers were proclaimed

emperors under the guardianship of tho eunuch Basilius.

The empire was disturbed for several years by the revolts of
Bardas Scleras in Asia, and afterwards of B.irdas Ph<vaa,

who had been sent from Constantinople against Sclerus.

Phocas, however, died in Ob'J ; and Sclerus implored the

pardon of Basilius, who forgave hun. The wholo reign of

BaMlius was one continual warfare against the Saracens,

the Bulgarians, the Sclasouiaus. tho Emperor Otlio III.,

and the Longobard Duket of Beucvcnto. The war against

tho Bulgarians was the most obstinate. It began in

Oil, and lasted till 1014, when Basilius defeated Samuel,
King of the Bulgarians, and ravaged the country round
Pluhppopolis. Being embarrassed in his march by IS.onO

pusoner* whom he had roaile, Basilius divided them into

companies of luo each, and then caused their eyes to be pulled

out, excepting only one man in each company, who was to

•how his companions the way. In this manner they returned

to King Samuel, who was so bonified at the sight that be
fell into a swoon, and died two days after. The history of

the Greek Empire is almost all through a history of horrors.

In IUI9 Basilius bad subdued tho whole country of tho

Bulgarians as tar is the Danube. In 10.'- he went Ui make
war against tho King of llieria, the modern Georgia, and
defeated hun. Wlodiuur, Grand Duke of the Russians,

married Batilius's sister, after lining received baptism in

'Jul, and abolished paganism throughout his dominions.

Basilius died in 102 i, after • reign of fifty years. Hi*
brother Constantino, who vtas nominally bis colleague, but

bad no poaer during his brother's life, succeeded him at

tola emperor after bis death. Basilius was a great and suc-

cessful warrior, but inhuman, rapacious, and tyrannical.

He loaded bie subjects wub taxes, and left tut coffers filled

With go'd.

BASIN (ioMM. French ; JktU ftbitt, wtrgrbtet. tee-

gthnl. German ; Lartno, Italian), is a term recently intro-

duced into gvotirepbiral description. It mi) be applied to

•nv collectwu of water, as seas, lake*, and inert; and cum-
nralwuds. iu esory ease, all the cuuuti es whu li are drained

by the waters which run into such sea. lake, or riser.

]l is instructive and uaelul to trace the houndaiic* of the
|

basin of a If ttiey run far lo.and. and comprehend a
great extent • f country, the liasiu communis contains large

and fertile plsms. maintains a numerous p pi.laii n. and
has in Siiioe per.id ul n>s:»r) ina<Ur consider itov pio^iess in

nv lualsou. i nr Has ol Brumal mat serve as so instance

T boundary of Us liaaiu runs fioiu t >|« ('im.oini jl n<
II « oesUrn nasi of ihe peninsula »i.lim il.e flanges up to

vv N. Ul., te the uoith ol wb.cU it sud. tods turns to the

east, and advancing from 74° B. loaf, to ftl*. » — —
countries drained by the rivers Tapty and Ncrbs*Ma , avJ

at the source of the latter river it again turns lt> lb* wsjc

and running along its northern banks returns u tb*
"

meridian under the parallel of 44i°. A forward* a f ••*«•»

the range of the Aravullt Mountain*, and Jjus* tbe H sa*

laya by the elevated plain which extend* beteewo Use *>

ledge and Jumna, where these river* issue from the U^i
lava range. The Himalaya form* the U-ji-Aars la a

farthest extremity at the source of the Brahms p.. ira, at

eluding the northern region traversed by the T**x^;-»

and tlte boundary advances still farther to the east u.: l *

unknown region where the rivers Irawadily and S».w.. r

Along the eastern bank of the latter river it runs •>..**

its mouth, and then along the high lauds of tl>c per » ^
of Malacca, at the southern extremity of which tt trrat

nates opposite the island of Singapore. Thus the bo*.?

the Bay of Bengal comprehends countries) Dot atxrb «-»,

than half of Europe in extent Accordingly wc fiaj. r t «-

that it is. and ever ha* been, much frequented by ins .

but also that at a very' early pervid civduatmn made -

tiderahle progress, and that at all timet toe arts U pra. *

have Im cii greatly cultivated within the luuite ef Cs -.

No other similar portion of the ocean h»e to large a lw« *

a* the Bay of Bengal, except the Whang- Has. or Ye •

Sea, between the peninsula of Corea and Norib*Ti t. t i.

which, though considerably narrower, and not rxm-l-;
one f iurth of the Bay of Bengal, is the recrptarie t» J

the greatest rivers of the globe, the Hoang-bo at»4 Yi>br
kiang, the basins of which rivers are at least eqa*! w Li
whole basin of the Bay of Bengal. The ci\ dat»:».o J Um
countries goes bock to a very early ep<-h . and it j> a »«
known fact that no country is so th.cklr pe< as \->

northern part of China, nor is probably an) puru r. i u

»

ocean traversetl by so great a number of trading iswa as

the Whang Hai.

On the other hand, if the basin of a tea is of ttava'.' ntrv.
the surrounding country is poor, its inhabitants Urtn -.

in civilization, and its ports only ocra>ionalis res. r.i-i i. .\

vessels. Such is the case with the Arabia* GwU. » - i
basin commonly coincides with its shore*, and in ttu pss>i

probably extends more than twenty mile* tciaad. It >m
only navigated to any extent when Ihe trade briwswa E-
ro|«e an I India was came 1 on through Egypt, tud s> rare -

used by trading vesseit since the diatuierj caf ism ru
round the Cape of Good Hope.
The basins of lukes >.lfer likewise several rarsrlssa TVas

which are ciuinoidy called mounUin'laa.e*. bat via » rs

propriety vallev -lakes, have in general a sery aarr.* t«» .

being enclosed
1

on all sides by u.ouuta.na. Uui e/ i_*a
receive a river at one extremity, in which case LLesr ta*» i

runs up sueh river to its source, and thus it bawar&e usat

mountain lakes have a very long and narrve bsssia. st-i i

in t; upwards from one extretuitv of it. This u t *
with many of the Seotch lakes and the Lake o/ (--.-v
which receives the Rh nr. The lakes of plain* t»w.
general, a nnu h larger basin, as tbes rerriTv th i->

of a more extensive Cviuntrv, as the lake* of Nerva Asv . .

and those of Russia. But Ihe takes abaca occur ia um
rile plaint called steppes, and on that traesitw are mtm
lakes of tteppet, bare fretjuently very Larf* btva..^ essn

more extensive than those of nsaay p>«istsss at tl>* a .

Thus the basin of the Caspian rt probably eloxau u
as tbat of the Mediterranean, and the basso of tha loss*

of Aral twice as large at that of the Gulf of Pert**- , s-»

Lakk ]

The term basin it Mill ro-Te frequently spy *"d t* t'ae

drainage of the rivers eapecialiy since the phssa-ai d^»-

lion of a country has l>egiin to be const Wred as tbe t .*

basis of its geographical deaenptanes Mwefa nit t— sa.. j
favour of this innovate ti. Toe character of a ss. Mrs. .

chinute, soil, siwl pr sloclion*. frrq/icnll) i !.«n(t ' s —

t

has n of one river to ihal ol arx.ilicr . atvil wbe* la taw «s»*.

of one river su> h changes are » served to orcu' tSe
man in of the ba.in o>uiui<mh presen's t da s isl ai r «
where the chaiiirc 1<.miis to lie sc risible, and may - se*

qoei. Ill lie in lu stid m:h *»u' degree if «*rta.i I j

I he first thing to be c-msi 'i*tw>1 is t eestabl a d Cars >/

a river l.a«.n It is conuuoiils wi'.rst in t>ar m Km la. .
.'

Its course, W' err it rrs eive, II a> to M t:»«l t.'ie l* fc *al «
taries Al U»l'i extrrioi' o-s towards toe n^r.t, s *-«s
the ui utn, the tia.in gr si tirri'Hii T uas al law . %m • .«

Il.c Ilti.nc, t!.e Seine, l^aie, Tient. ami mar>) i bet I a*
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But this rait to rabjaet to exceptions. Th* basin of tit*
[
a pleasant part of the county, and being at tb* junction.

Mile i* rery wide in the upper part of it* course, ooaprt-
|

of At* road*, one of which a the great western road (reel

bending probably upward* or 15 of long., but in the middle London, it ha* an appearance of much activity and oom-
of it* course it is so narrow that in most place* it only ex-

|
mand* considerable trade. Although the adjacent ouuntry

tend* to the tame number of mile*, and frequently (till let*, is surrounded 'with wood*, it it rich in pasture, and many
The Danube, on the ether hand, whote basin grow* larger

,
fine houses are dispersed through it A brook run* by the

the farther it advance* in it* course, preserves nearly the
I

town, which wa* former!) mentioned a* abounding in trout <

•mm width at it* mouth which it attaint higher up in it* , this brook (called in the Ordnance Map, No. 12. the Town
course. Brook) rite* about one mile and a half west of Basingstoke
The boundaries of nrer-basini deterre peculiar attention. I and it tb* main branch of the Loddon, an affluent of th*

The upper parts ef the course of large river* generally lie . Thames. Basingstoke it mentioned in Domesday Book
in very mountainous countries, and here a communication

|
under the name of BttsmftoeAm. and t* described a* having

between the different river-basins can only be effected by ! always been a royal manor which bad never paid tax or been
roods, as i* the case with the river* which descend from distributed into hides, and which bad, at the time of the

the southern and northern declivities of the Alp*. Some- Surrey, a market worth thirty tbit'ings. The Stxm addt-

time* the whole boundary, or by far the greatest part of a tion of Stoke, or hamlet, would imply that, previous to tb*
riv cr batin it formed in tnit way, and consequently present* Conquest, it wa* of inferior importance to Basing, now called

great obstacle* to inland communication. Of this detcrip- Old Basing, in its neighbourhood, and which t» historically

lion are the river-basin* in Spain and Portugal. But the remarkable for the long and spirited stand which was mad*
raiddlo and tb* lower part of their course often lie through in the castle called Basing House, by the Marque** of Win-
a plain or country of undulating surface, and in such • Chester, iu owner, against the Parliamentary force*, until

region • water communication may be effected by canal*. Cromwell took it by storm and burnt it to tb* ground
The mo*t extensive system of water communication on the in 1645.

globe is in China, in the plain which extend* between
|

At a short distance west from Basingstoke i* an antient

the lower courses of the Hoang-Ho and Yan-tae-kuuig. encampment : the embankment is about 1 100 yard* in eir-

When two rivers run through the same plain, nature has cumferenee, hut no trace* of a ditch are visible : it ha* two
sometimes effected a water communication between such entrances, respectively east and west ; it* form is that of an
river systems by sending a detached branch from one to irregular oral, approaching to an oblong square,

the other. Such a communication is said to exist between I An hospital for the maintenance of aged and impotent
the Menam or river of Siam, and the Maek-haun or river ' priests was founded at Basingstoke by Henry 111. at the
of Camboja ; and in Europe, in Northern Sweden, between

]

instance of Walter de Merton, bishop of Rochester and Lord
the Calix Klf and the Skaleftoa-Elf. In these instance*. Chancellor in that reign, and it became eveutuallv appro-

bowover, the river* run through the plain in the same priated to the reception of superannuated follow* and
direction ; but the Catriquiare in South America is a natural

j
scholars from the prelate's other foundation,— Merton Col-

canal which unites two rivers, the Orinoco and the Rio . lege, at Oxford. It stood on the north side of the brook, a
Negro, which indeed run in the same plain, but not in the ' little below the town bridge, and some remain* of it miuht
same direction. The boundaries of the basins of some 1 be traced not very long ago. On an eminence at the
rivers are entirely, or nearly so, formed by extensive plains,

1

northern extremity of Basingstoke are the remains of the

no mountain range intervening between them; the coun- Holy Ghost Chapel, described by Camden as having been
trie* in which this takes place, as is the case with many erected in the reign of Henry VIII. by Sir William (afur-
river-batin* in Russia, offer peculiar facilities for establishing ward* Lord) Sandy* for the use of a fraternity of the same
an extensive communication by canals. ' name. Mr. Carter, however, is of opinion that the arcbi-

The internal structure or the basin also require* examina- tecture of the chapel is not of biter date than the reign of
ti hi. Must rivers traverse a country which rise* slowly to- Edward IV., although carving* appear to hav* been added
ward* their source*, and the ascent is only rapid in the and alteration* made in that of Henry VUL Tb* frater-

upper part of their course; but some river*, after issuing nity wa* dissolved in the reign of Edward VI., and it*

from the mountains which give them origin, traverse, in possession* vested in the crown ; it was restored by Mary I.

the;r course to the sea, plain* of different elevation. Thus and the possessions granted anew ' for the maintenance of a
the Danube traverses three extensive plains, that of Bavaria, priest for the celebration of divine service, and for the in-

jf H ungary , and of Bulgaria. The first, in its highest part, struction of the young men and boy* of the town of Bating-
n»e» above 1 000 feet, the second about 300, and the third *toke.° The fraternity became extinct about the roru-
probably only 100 feet or less, above the sea level. These mencement of the seventeenth century, and the estate was
plains are divided from one another by extensive mnun- seised by parliament, and the building dilapidated and
lam ranges, which intersect the basin of the river, terrai- school shut up during the civil wars ; Bi'bop Morley. bow-
naiing on its banks, narrowing its course, and rendering ever, procured the restoration of the estate, about 1670, fnt

the navigation difficult and dangerous. Plains of such ecclesiastical purpose* to which it is still applied. The parish
different elevation shore the level of the sea, must, of course, church, dedicated to St, Michael, is a spacious and hand-
differ materially in productions, sod. and climate. [See some building, consisting ofa nave, chancel, and tide aisles,

Danubs]
j

with a low square tower. The south side of the chun-h it

Whenever a river, with its tributaries, traverses an *xt*n- ' of stone, but the other aides are constructed with alternate
sive basin, the surfac* of this basin in general presents a great squares of brick and stone. It was built in Ibe rei-rn of
variety of geological formations. A* the upper branch**, in Henry VIII. under the direction of Fox. bishop of Win-
such a case, take their origin at a great distance from the sea. cbester. The living, which is of considerable value, is a
they commonly lie in pnmltir* rocks, but the river gradually discharged vicarage in the gift of Magdalen College, Ox-
desoand* to rock* of more recant formation, until, on it* ap- ford ; it is valued in the king's books at .10/. ti. 5ft£
pruerb to the shores of the sea, it comes to an alluvial soil, When woollen manufacture* began to be Ar«t established
which i* partly its own produce and partly that of the sea in this country, Basingstoke obtained a considerable share
into which it empties itself. Such is the case with the Rhine, in the business, and wa* particularly noted for it* drugget*
The basin of many little rivers, if a few small tract* of allu- and shalloons. These manufacture* hav* long resell;
vial soil are excepted, presents only one formation, a* i* and at present malting and the corn trade form the prin-

the case with many of those which traverse the Highlands cipal business, which has been much facilitated by a rsnal
of Scotland. It sometime* happens that the bed of a (called the Basingstoke Canal) from this town to tb*
river constitutes th* boundary between two different forma- river Wey in Sorrey, which communicate* with the Thames
lions, as th* Conway in Wales, which divide* the primitive and affords a water patsage to London. Th* market it

rocks of tb* 8nowdon rang* from th* Hiraethog Hills, on Wednesday, and the fairs on Raster Tuesday, Wed-
which ar* of secondary formation. The bed of a mer is. for needs » in Wlntsun-week, 23rd September, and Huh Octo-
tbe most part, th* best index to the constituent parts of the her; all, except the second, are chiefly furs for cattle.

ba<in which it traverse*, by laying open to observation the 1 The number of bouses in the town, according to the ra-
diffsrent strata of Which tb* adjacent mountains, bills, and turns of 1*31, was 727 ; and the population consisted of
plain* are composed.

j

3581 person*, of whom IMS were female*. The town wa*
BASINGSTOKE, a market-town and parish, in thehnn- 1 incorporated at an early date, and I* si present governed

drsd of th* sua* name, in Hampshire, 45 miles W.S.W. by a mayor, recorder, seven aldermen, an equal number of
of London, and 30 N.E, of Southampton. It is situated in

[
capital burgesses, a high steward, and other officers. Tb*
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patty Mwioas we bolden hew. Baainntoke poatettea a free

school of tome repute end three cnarity-srhools. one of

which, for the maintenance, clothing, and education of
twelve boys, ia supported by the Skinner*' Company of

London. John de Basingstoke, a distinguished scholar of

the thirteenth century, Sir Jamet Lancaster, the navigator,

and the brothers Joseph and Thomas Warton, were born at

Basingstoke.

((rough s Camden i Britannia ; Gentleman* Magazine.
1787 and I6i»2: Warner's Collection* /or the Hillary of
Hampshire; Bra) ley and Britton s ' Hampshire,' in Hcau-
tiet of England and H ales )

BASING. JOHN, or DE BASINGSTOKE, who re

reived his name trora the place of hi* nstivit* in Hampshire,
was an extraordinary perwn for his time. Though the date

of his birth doc* not appear to be fixed, we know that he was
alive in the year 1230, and studied not only at Oxford and
Paris, after Mo custom of the age, but also at Athens ; a
fact remarked by Leland as uncommon in the hutory ol

English scholars at that lime, who seldom proceeded farther

eastward for the prosecution of their studies, and improve-
ment in learning, than Rome or Venice. At Athens lie

studied the science* under Constanlina, daughter of the

archbishop of Athens. Leland nays, at his return he brought

with htm into England various Greek manuscripts, which,

together with his proficiency in that tongue, caused Hugh
Grosaeteste, bishop of Lincoln, a great restorer of that lan-

guage, to promote him to the archdeaconry of Leicester.

It was upon Baking's information, aa Matthew Paris tells

uk, that Grosacteste tent to Athens for a Greek manuscript
entitled 'The Testament* of the Twelve Patriarchs,' which,

when obtained, he translated into Latin. The translation

was printed among the * Orthodoxographa,' fol. Basil, 1555.

Bale and PiU inform us that Basing was first archdeacon of

London, and then of Leicester ; but the former preferment
is mentioned upon no authority. Pegge, in the * Life of

Rogor de Weseham' (from Wharton's 'Anglia Sacra ),

instead of Leicester, reads Chester. Matthew Paris tells us
that John de Basing introduced into England a knowledge
of the Greek numeral letters :

* This Master John, more-
over, brought the Greek numeral figure* into England, to-

gether with their symbols, and the knowledge of their im-
port, and explained tbem to his particular friends. By which
figures, also, letters are represented ; and, vbul is most re-

markable, any number ia represented by a single figure,

which ia not the case in the Roman numerals, or in ordi-

nary arithmetic.' His words are—* Hie insuper Magister
Johannes figuraa Gnecorum numerates, et earum notitiam
et significationes in Angliam portavit, et familiaribus tut*

decloravit. Per qua* figures ctuun liter*) repraasentantur.

De quibus figuris hoc maximo admirandum, quod unica
figure qudibet numcrus repnescntatur, quod non est in

latino vel iu Algorismo.' (Malt. Par. edit 1084. p. 721.)
Tho figures, however, which are given in fac simile in the
* Variantc* Lectiones' (signal. I. on the verso of the leaf)
here copied, are neither like Greek letters nor the ordinary
Arabic numerals. Basing met with the invention at Athena,

a. III. IT. Tl. Til. Till. IX.

r r r r v k l c
XX. XXX. XL. LX. LXX. LXXX. XC.

but Matthew Paha, who knew littlo about these matter*,
was mistaken in imagining that the Creeks used any
such system of notation. The only MS. of Matthew
Pans in which these numerals are found, it the enlarged
work in Bene't College Library. Cambridge. The* do not
occur in either of tho two Manuscripts of Matthew Paris in

the British Museum. Matthew Pons, in tho ' Vanautea
Lertionct' already referred to, observes that llie units, or

tingle number*, are all designated by lines bearing to the
left, from the chief upright lute. Thus* representing the
number*, from ten upward*, have the adjunct-line* bearing
to the right.

Matthew Pari* record* the death of John de Basing
under the year 1252. His works were : I. Dortanim Con-
mumm liber unus. 2. Particulta Setitentiarura per tltt-

tinrunnr*. 3. Dotntus Gnecorum ; a tran«laliun. probably
Intruded to serve for instruction in the Greek tongue, at the

Rudiments of Donatus did for the Latin. 4.

Bvangeliorum : this is probably the ***** work w bar-It 1

oalb Tractatut de Ordine Kvangehorutn par araw— Be »

said to have written other work*, the title* at whack aw*> •»
known.

(See Bale. Script. Brytann. cent ir. p. 309, fol Basal lUt
Pit*. De llluttr. Angl. Script. 4 to. Par. 16 It. av It* : Fa-

bricii Hibl. Med. et In/. Mtati*. 4to. Pater. 1 7**. •**»- "
p. 44 : Tanner. Bibl. brit. Hlt>. p. 430 ; Pegg* • Jkfswri •/

Roger de H'ettham, p. 46 ; and Ufe of Buhap
'

4to. Lond. 1793. pp. 66. 67. 14ft. 347.

>

BASKERVILLE JOHN, a celebrated pnnlew. -*» I

at Wolverley in Worcestershire, in the year 1 70*. Be <

not appear to have been brought up to any partsrwlar ***>-

neat: in 1726 we find him keeping a »nlmg-
Birmingham, and in 1745 he engaged in lb*

business at the same place, by which be acquired o<
able wealth. Hit taate for literature, and the art* <

with it, led him to direct bis attention toward* the a»
provement and perfection of the art of printing. Taw a****;

obvious improvement to be effected wa* in the ska p» •** taw

letters. Mr. Ca»lon. previous to BatkervilW « Mi i saiae at

letter-founding, bud cut a vaneiv of matnraa of nui *aa*»

tiful shapes tlian those of the Dutch type* «hwh. tpkki
time, bad been imported into England. Baskarolt* isnst
the art to a higher degree of perfection : and et***. warn km
type* would, in many retpecu, be considered m arts Is. V*
are told thai he spent 600/. before be could obtain a aaaajat

letter to please himself, and some thousands briar* kw mnm*
a profit by the pursuit in which be bad engaged aa* **ai

and property. By his unceasing effort* the an af annas;
was raited to a degree of perfection previously ankaanoe m
thia country ; and so ardently did be prosecute ha* fanac-a*
object, that, according to a letter addriaei d to Il^arar* Va-
pole, dated 2nd November, 1762, he manufactured feat earn

ink, presses, chases, mould* for casting, and all the t

tor printing. It it highly probable that sow** of
cesses connected with the art ofjapanning, wharh I

on extensively at the same time, contributed, wader
modification, to the excellence and beauty of baa tyj
phical production*. It it stated in Hansard's 7y*»«*rr*a km.
that ' lie bad a constant succession of bot rlitea of **wawr
ready, in which, aa soon at printed, the sheet* weaw as-

serted ; the wet was thus expelled, the ink art. and a trio—

»

surface put on all simultaneously. Dibdra, ia has fur n
lion to the CUutiet, ha* given the fnllii*iii|.in*issiaa* «f tkat

works of Die Baskcrvillo Press:—'The typography att *W
kerville is eminently beautiful; hi* letter* m gewswal are
of a slender and delicate form, calculated for aa ortar*. *
even a quarto, but not sufficiently bold to All the if ai1 1 -/aa
imperial folio, at ia evident from a view of ha> grswa >«
He united, in a singularly happy manner, lb* rWpaw <d

Plantin with tbe rlean>c«a of the EUrvus; kw **> *ad
1 2mo Virgil, and small Prayer-book, or I taw Harare a/ 1 Tit.

teem to confirm the truth ol this remark. He ***an*te I

been extremely curious in tbe choice of has peprr
the former being in general tbe fruit of Dutch sbju

and the latter partaking of a peculiarly soft Htttr*.

upon purple. In hit Italic letter, « briber capital m ***..
be atand* unrivalled ; such elegance, freedom, and swain

i

symmetry being in vain to be looked for aosong th* w>r
mens of Aldus and Colintsus.' ( VoL u. n. 3J6 )

Baakenille s printing establishment daw* not ayyaar a>

bare been profitable to him. It may, however, be irtsaartWaV

that lna works now poucs* a high value, and ranirahrt
bis editions of some of Ibe daasjr* are highly **a
bibliographer*, not only in that cuuatr*. but oa lb* <

Prom a passage in Ins letter to Walpole. tl would i

in 1*62 be an desirous of withdrawing front tbel
' Tlo* bumncu of pnuiing.' be says. ' which I aa*
tired of, and c-p. nl I ever attempted.' After 1 764 !

It U 1
nothing i«»uod it v>iii Ins pres*. B*o*4 likely laat mw
t)p"graplnc*l iiiiprovetocnt which be wa*
effecting »os not sufiViciilty appreciated at lb* ****>. aad
that bis effort* acre not very liberally eoeownured TW
University of Cambridge, it is true, granted Was yrrmmmm
to pnnt the HiMo in folio, and two nliUess at* lis* *U4 W
Common Prayer; but, at tbe same tins*, tbe Unnarsatv f»
quired to be made a sharer in bis profits by a pa?***** 4
9oV. per thousand cvpws of the Bible, and I Si la* aw «•»-*

thousand of the prater-book : to the Slalsraarr* l*wws»iw
lie had to pay 3 J. fur their prnntaaion to pnnt taw ISa*t
witbxol which lite Praier-bouk would hare I
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Mr.BuMb wu married to the widow of Mr. Eaves ;

her maiden name wu Rutton. He died without issue,

Jan. 8. 1774. Hewu a man fertile in invention, and of an

active mind, but he left to others the tuk of executing his

designs. By the constant endeavours which be made to

attain excellence in each of the various processes connected

with the arts of japanning and printing, they were both

brought to a mure perfect state; a result which could

scarcely have been expected from the exertions of a single

individual Mr. Baskervillo wu rather eccentric in his

habiu and opinions. He caused escb pannel of his carriage

to be painied so u to represent a picture of his trades

;

and in bis will be desired to be buried in his garden under
a structure of masonry in the shape of a cone. His will

contain* sn avowal of sentiments contrary to the doctrines

of Christianity. The mausoleum above mentioned wu de- 1

stroyed during the Birmingham riots in 1791. In 1840.

some labourers who were digging for sand on its site dis- ,

covered the leaden coffin which contained his remains

;

and in May, 1821, it wu opened for inspection. The body
did not present the usual appearances of decomposition

;

the lingular state of preservation in which it wu found
may probably be attributed to the entire exclusion of ex-

ternal sir. The shroud wu perfect and very while, and a
(

branch of laurel on the breast of the corpse wu, though

faded, entire. Mr. Knott of Birmingham hu a portrait of

Bukerrille in his possession, from which an engraving hu

.

been mode, for Hansard's T)/porrapMa.

(Hansard's Typographic ; Ehbdui* Introduction to Me
CLutta)
BASLE. [See Basil.]
BASNAGE. Few families have produced so many indi-

viduals of literary distinction and moral worth u the family

of Bunage. Many of its members were xeslous and able

supporters of Protestantism in France.

I. Nicholas Basnaob being compelled to leave France
on account of his adherence to the reformed religion, fled to

England, and became the minister of a congregation at

Norwich. He afterwards returned to France, and became
putor of a reformed church at Carentan.

3. Benjamin Basnaob, the son of Nicholas, born in

1680, was, during fifty-one years, pastor ofthe church wbich
'

his father bad held at Carentan. Benjamin Bunago
(wu a zealous defender of the reformed religion in France.

He wu successively a provincial deputy of the Protestant

churches in Normandy, and head of the assembly held at

Rocbclle in 1023; and he contributed greatly to the reso-

lutions wbich were formed in that assembly in consequence
of the declared intention of the king to march against the
Protestants with fifty thousand men. He also signed the
project of defence under the title of Modtrateur Ajoint,

and went to England to solicit aid. The expectations which
the French Protestants had entertained of help from James
1. not being realized, Basnage proceeded to Scotland to

gain the interest of his private friends in that country. On
the termination of active hostilities against the Protestants,

Basnage returned to France, and wu appointed deputy for

Normandy in the national synod which wu held at Cha-
renton in 1633. The provincial synod of Normandy having
permitted him to leave his church, bis congregation appealed
to the national synod at Cbarenton, which rejected the ap-
peal, and gave Basnage leave to accept a vocation to Rouen
or to other places ; but he considered bis church u his wife,

from which he ought not to separate. The vigour and teal

with which be maintained the interests of the reformed
religion rendered him an object of increasing suspicion to
the court. The king, by a d forbade him to exercise

the ministerial functions, and refused him permission to

appear u a deputy, and to take a part in the synod held at

Cbarenton, a.d. 1(31. This synod commenced its session

by remonstrances against this decree, which were so forcibly

expressed, that the court yielded, and Basnage wu admitted
to the synod, in the deliberations of which assembly ho
exercised great influence. He wu elected president of the
notional synod held at Alencon in 1837. The infraction of

the edict of Nantes, and the controversy between the re-

funned clergy themselves on the universality of grace and
the divine decrees, were the leading topics discussed in this

synod.

Benjamin Bunage died in 1633. His principal work, a
Treatise on the Church (' Trait4 de l'Egtise'). wu printed

st RoeheUe. 1613. He left imperfect a work against the

worship of the Virgin.

3. Amount Basnaob, the eldest son of Benjamin, was
born in 1610. After the revocation of the edict of Nantes,
he escaped to Holland in 1663. and. died in 1691 at Zut-
pben, in whirb plooe be bad bvld a pastoral charge.

4. Samuel Basnaob de Flottemanville. son of Antoine.
wu born at Bayeux in 1638. He preorbed at first in his

nstive place, but escaped with his father to Holland in

1683. He died a preacher at Zutphen in 1721.

The principal works of Samuel Basnage were—* Din-
loin de la Religion des Eglites Reformees,' Rotterdam.
16'iv. 2 vols, folio, republished in 1699; ' De Rebus Sams
et Ecclesiuticis exeratauones Hntoripn-cnucso, in quibus
Cerdinalis Baronii Annates ab an. XXXV. in quo Casau-
bonus desiit expenduntur,' Traject. 1692. 1717, 4to. ; 'An-
nates Politico- Rcclesiasuci annorum DCXLV. a Caware
Augusto ad Phocam usque in quibus res imperii ercle-

sueque observstu digniorea subjiciuntur oculis erroreaque

evelluntur Baronio,' Rotterdam. 1 706, 3 vols, folio.

3. Hsnri Basnaob de Franquenay, the youngest son of

Benjamin Basnage. wu born on the 16th of Otober. 1613,

at St. Mere Eglise. in Lower Normandy. He studied for

the bar, and became one of the most able and eloquent

advocates in the parliament of Rouen, where be took the
oaths in 1636. His learning wu immense and bis integrity

unsullied. He died in 1693, and left three tons, two of
whom will be subsequently noticed; the third, who wu
in the service of the States Oeneral, died in 1 733. His
daughter, Magdalen, married, in 1682, M. Paul BaMry,
or Baud ri. who leaving Franca after the revocation of the
edict of Nantes, wu made professor of ecclesiastical history

at Utrecht
His works are, Coutumes du Pays et Durhe de Nor-

msndie, avec commcntaires, 3 vols, fot., 1678, 1681. 1694 ;

Trsite des Hypotheques, 1687. 1724. 4to. The complete
works of Basnage were published in 3 vols. fol, Rouen. 1 776.

6. Jaquis Basnaob de Besuval, the eldest son of Henri,
born at Rouen, 8th of August, 1633, wu the most ecle

braled member of his family. He wu sent when very
young to Saumur, to study under the famous Tannequin. or

Tsnnegui, or Tanaquil le Fevre, and became the favourite

pupil of his muter. Le Fevre endeavoured to disgust him
with the profession of the ministry. • You know this office.'

he said to him, ' only by its bright side, and are ignorant
how it hu declined since its first institution. Believe me,
you are too honest a man to become an ecclesiastic. You
are too candid to exercise these functions u they are at pre-
sent exercised, and your frankness would render the greater

of your colleagues your enemies.* There may have
some tincture of personal animosity in these words of

Le Fevre, since be wu unfriendly to the clergy of Saumur,
who bad caused him some trouble. The advice of tbe
muter did not overpower the resolution of the pupil, and
Basnage followed bis previous inclination for tbe ministry.

At tbe age of seventeen he went to Geneva, already well

read in the best Greek and Latin authors, and acquainted
with the Spanish, Italian, and English languages. At
Geneva be studied theology under Mestresat, Turrctin,
and Tronchin ; and at Sedan under Jurieu and Beaulieu.

On his return to Rouen be was received into tbe ministry in

September, 1676, at tbe age of twenty-three, and became
pastor of the reformed church in that city. He married, in

1684, Anne du Moulin, daughter of Cyrus du Moulin, and
grand-daughter of Peter du Moulin.
The church at Rouen being closed by authority in June,

1683, Basnage obtained permission from the king to retire

to Holland; and accordingly he settled at Rotterdam, in

which plaee be wu a stipendiary minister, until, in 1691,

tbe consistory, influenced by Hcinsius, appointed him pastor

of a church at the Hague. At the Hague be not only

exerted himself in hi* religious duties with indefatigable

seal, butwu also employed in state affairs. He wu tbe me-
dium ofa secret negotiation carried on by Marecbal d'Uxclles,
plenipotentiary of the French king at the congress of Utrecht,

and acquitted himself in this affair with so much ability,

that be wu afterwords employed in several important com-
missions. The Cardinal Je Bouillon, who wu at that time
in Holland, and had great confidence in Bunage, communi-
cated to him all his intercourse with the States. The Abbr.
afterwards Cardinal, Dubois being at tbe Hague in 1716,
to negotiate a defensive alliance between France, England,
and tbe Stales General, received orders from the Duke of
Orleans, the Regent, to apply to Basnage, and to regulate
bis conduct by tbe advice be should receive. Dubois acted

been
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in eotMvrt with Bataajre, tod the alliance wu cnncluded on

the Hth of January. 1717. Hit teniec* oo tint occasion

pn«-ur«l for Baana'ge the restitution of all bii former posset-

tions in Franc*. 1

Basnagewas the personal friend of the Grand Pensionary

Hotii-ius. and while in Rotterdam hod a weekly meeting
w.th Picts, Bav le. and other scholar*. Hecarn.-d on a cor-

]

rcspondeucc with several piirice*. nohleincn. and minister*

of stale, and with many scholars in France. Eutdand. Ger-
many, and Italy. Hew a* scarcely lest e»teemed by Ca-
tholic* than by Protestant*. Voltaire said tlut Basnage
wa- Alter to t« a minister of state than of a pan-h. Hit
health, vvhich till the )c.ir 1 7*2 J had U-en rcinai l. ibly good,

th«Mi began to decline. He died on the ijnd of September,
1".' l.in his soventv -first vcar. He left only a daughter,
who vm married to M. de la SaT.u, minister of war to the

king of Poland. The Sicur le Wier. -p<-.iking of Jacques
B.i-nagc, *av s, ' Ho vim Mriipu|..uslv exaet, even in inost

trivial particular*. Hi» candour, ft .> n kix^ss. and integrity

nrv ai apparent in hi* work- hi- erudition. Hav nig tiuxe<l

much with society, he li.nl acquired a |>oli-h of in nicer*

which tcho'ara rarely possc-s. He nat allable. uhiigihi;,

popular, and courteous; he di lighted in serving ..then, and
in using his influence in bch;il( >.f the nuU-ltieiidcd.'

The follow ing are some of hit principal wuiks ; a com-
plete list would l»c very long :

—

Kxamcn din Mi ill de* propo-ces par MV—ieur* de TAa-
neinhlee du Clcrgc de France en I ->.',( ..'..•sue. loS4. l2mo.
This work was the foundation of hi- -i. i-cquent reputation.

It is well written, hut he never al'.v.l hi* name to it.

There aro aome observations in thisl.o.k on the Critical

Hi-tory of the Old Testament by PJ rc Sun .n, which occa-

ai'.iicd • very sharp reply.— Ri |»>n-o 1 M. IKveque de
Mcaux, tur sa Lett re Pa-torale, Cologne, I'.sG, Uino.
Tin* work i> against the Pa-lural le tter of Bo—uct, ad-

<lre«sed to the new Catholic*.— Divi C hry-o-toun Kpi-tola

ad Citsaruuu Monachuin, cui adjunct*1 sunt lrc» Epi-tolicai

Di—ertiilioiic* : I. De Ap.lluian* Haie-i; 2. De vara*
Athanasio tupposili* Opcribus : 3. Ad\er»u» Simonmin,
Rotterdam, 16s", Svo. Tins work wa* reprinted under the
gc.eral lute of Disscrtat.one* Hi.-lorico 1 he .logica.1, Rot-
terdam, 16'.i4. 8v.>., Willi an answer to Father Hardouin,
who had criticised B.i-nuuc'* History of Ap-diuuris. In
the third treatise, Basna^e answer* Simon, who had a 1

1

—

Used hun in the prxface to hi- Cnlical History of the Old
Te«lainent.— La Communion Samte, ou Tram- sur la nc-
ce-siic et lei ui'Vcns ile coiumuiiier digncmeht. Rotterdam.
|i.-s. I Jino. Tlic filth eihiiou i* very much enlarged, and
c.Mitain* a third and fourth book on the conduct o( com-
luunicant* before and after cotnmuiiion. printed at Rotterdam
in 1617. in limo. Basitage aihled a bvk in which he treat*

of the duties of those w ho do not communicate. There have
keen several editions of this Work, wh.cli has lieeu to much
admired, even bv Roinnn Catholics, thai it lia* been printed
lor Ih. in at Rouen and Brussels. M.de Flamare, a prieat,

who hail been a Protestant, hat inserted it in hi* w..rk cn-
tnle.l • Cviiformiti ile la Criancede I Eglisc Calhnhquc avec
l.i t ri anrc ile I Kgl.se primitive, inc., Rouen, 1701, |gm<>.,

- vols. Histoirc de la Religion d"t Kglitea Rrformi e»,

ivc. -(our »er\ir de n ix.ii-c & 1 Hist.ure det Variation*
iles kgh-c» I'role-tanles, par M. de Mcaux, Rottt nlain,

I .••n. smi ,
•> vol-. : again in 17^1, i Vol*, bvo., and in I "li,

'1 v.. I«. 4to. ; the la-l edition veiy much eniaiucd. This
Wi.ik h is been since joined to the Ill-lory ol tlic Churrh.
--IraiU- <le la ( ..ii-ciouce, ilan* l« i|iicl on examine sa

n iliire, ses lllll-ioo.. •«•- « i.nuU», >es iloiil. », sr» sx rupules,
s.i p i.X, et dive.s c.is de cms. lelu e. uxor il'* Hellexi'.iis sur
le I oiiiineiiLnrv |'lnlosnphii|iie. Amstriilaiii, (i.'if,, % \..U.

hi. i. Two e'lit.olis ol this work have I* en priuteil at I.m.iis

in . I vols. I'^iikx It colilu'll* a itinlutatiou ol toe s..piil-uis

of M. Ha»le on ' la Conscience etrauU.'.'— Ilislnim ih-

I K^'lise iii puis Ji -us ( Urist ju-qucs >i pr< mmiI, Rutler'iaiu,
li. c.i. 2 Vols. f..,ii. Iji-srrtali it Hi»!or,'|tiu sur l usauo
<lc la Hi ii< il.ction Nupliaie, ll.si n c dalit 1 Huloiis ile* Urn -

r.iu'c» i!e« Savalis au muis de Janvier, ITvil. B.isna|(e Iw ro

p. -v.-s that c-'U-«iit is the e--ei.ee of tuarna^e. 1J. l>i*scr

tali .n sur la man.ere en lai|iie ie l« canoii 0.* Kainles fccn-

lures s est forme, p-or **-i \ ir .1 A p- I' v'w it c* nu il rn a till

il«ui I 1 1 i-tiiio ilo I l'.l.-e c.i. lie la pi<!ar« dun livre <|p

M. It.il.jols. il. Hi, ne il.il.s 1 Hlstulls. ilrs Outrakirs ilea

Sjvaus an ui'is ilo Jsi.vbt. 171)4. — ilist».re ties Juils
•l

,
uit Ji Kiis I lnisl j.iM|urs a pit-* nl, |-'or scr* ir de Sup-

JuMUrut i 1 11..!.,. id ue J.^i jli, Ko«t< plain. IJoi, i Vol*.

ISmo. ; a new and enlarged eili'mn at the Hare* ic i
* •

13 vols. !2mo. ; translated into English hy T :> rr.as T«
KliS. fol.— Hi-toire de» Juift, titUtn«c Una *
ton writable auteur M . Basr.aL-

*. centre 1 r e.

et troiii|iiee qui t en est faite a Par.s, <: n H- . «.. tf. .

avee plusteurs ad.lilions pour tervu* ile six ii r i - « «

Histoire. Rotterdam. l7ll,12ino. He alia k.* M . I*

who had printed It at Pari*, after bavins < xr a * -

thought proper, without ir.ct.tu.n.ne ittr • ~ I

ti-rtation tur I Anliiiu te de la Mom, >»e rt <i<-» V «- ».

de* Juif*. et tur la Prthrcnce de»C»rirlc e» !t»x. - .

aux Hroreux.— Prospeetu* nova? e>'..'io:.i» C. .

cherii, kc, Rotteroiiami, \7\)'j. Basi.ajr ur-'«:" •

)ear to awe a Hew and miicheiilarc.il cd !» - ' :

lluiies Aliti.|UO.' Caiusii. The put '.. -hers, I. .

contiruia the vv.rk. resigneil what tiiev haj a>» i > ;

to the Sieur» Wet-tein, who publ -l.id this r.. . V •

under the title of Thesaurut Moimni* ittur^:u l\« + .

ct.rum et Historicorum, sou Hciinn t ar.is.i Lr".>- •> i

t.i|un>, ad tnx-ulorutn ordineru ditfi -tap. un - * .

auctaa, Antverpiav, I7'2i. 7 vols. (..'..>. !>.» -«». .

iiumiierof fresh pieces by which this e<f.*.."n was »_.--

Bastia^e hat enriched it with piefac. s on t .
Anti.juities in general. - Instruction* Pa»U ri.'» «.j •

forme* de France tur I Ohetssance due an S uur. -

Umo. The Duke of Orleans, resrent of th< k r k , * w
an tf lest the new converts of Dauphin), P. ». t

Kuedoc, hh..uld be excited to insurro ti.»n by l.*r » . w -

of Cardinal Altieroni, beift;ed of Basnat*r, in 17 . • - -»
the Count de Morvide, then ambovsasi-.r in II » .

write to those whose tidel.l) had Is. n asa«.'.<-<i. a-*, u .-.

them by hit exhortations to the ohtihenre a :i- ii t'^y -

to their king. Ba-n.ioe aicordini;!) aildress^-i | • -z*tf<*
t. ral Instruction, vvlm h was repr.uteil at Pans h» (<-.--

court, and distributed in the suspected pruv. . <-«. T » *

dress had the desired effect]; but at ISasriac- .«:. «.» •

same letter to prove to the new converts tl* «\ . - '

the Protestant rtdigion, M.Calelan. I i>h put Vs< r a--
an answer, which M. Basna^e refuUtl l \ . iLtr pi.
In-trucli .na.— Annate* de* i'r.viru ct L i. * i : •- s .-

Neg.siatioiit pour la Paix de Monster, a»o- La iv»»- •

tion Hittoriquc de leur Uouveniement. the £-»t i « '.

Ha(;ue, 1713. Tint volume, which Us.ns to it t'. <- . -

the Peace of Breda in 1607 ; the muhI. in J.'.-. <. -r%

down to the Peace of Nnueguen in !**• Bavst. \-
tmued the work up to 1684, and has It It a p -r. . - -

duetme it till 1720. Dissertation Hislur.^-.-r uWl'..
et le* Ord re* de Chevalene. Amstcnl uu. i;.v. • a. i.»
is a curious work. He also lurn.-hrd nss.n > ».--s ->

his brother, M. Baanago de Beauval, for Lit • U *i. . s ..

.

Ouvrage* de* Savons.'

Basmaoi db Bxauval, n«^ai. the sour-far »•* -I

Henri Basnage de Franquenav, and bni'.rr J» •

Basnage. boru at Rouen. Aug. 7. loi»,. 1. .. »tm . - +~

feasion of bi* father. On the rwucati 4i ol tlx L •• ./

Nantes in I6t»7. he took refuge in Ho.'ni.il. ar. .- —

.

Man h ^9. 1710, aged 44 ) cars. He wrote 7 . . < •

T'tiiraw* dei rVi/»i'iorn, Itht. litoo.; airti-:.w«l i. /.-..•
dft Ourrnget drt Sat an*, a wwlcl) cin uiilcc < s s

was commrnicd in Sept. los7, a* a onii.[..in...- , k . .

S"uvelltt de la hifiulihijurdfiLfltrtt.miMU'z.- .

June, it eunsistt ol 'H Vols I .'ma Us.- a.' t

)i-hed, ill 1701, an improved nl.tion t.( \'u-x. • . . .»
/lo/i.jry ; the ltieln,nnam do Trvvout IKs>4i is « » -s

print of this work, but witlioul rutliliou U U< -mm I

either Fuieln're or Basnage.
I.Nicen.li. MrmitteI fM-ur irrrir it I //it.' »r# aV* Ii mm t

liiiiitrrt, ^•lllc i». pp. U»4, .HO )

BA.stVl KS. LtS. of Lts PAYS DPS B \N»yl \ » a

district in to* Bs>ulh-Wr»l exticm.tv ui r ratK-v. s . «
•spaiu-h (iniilurr. How incloilesi in the il, j^j t rt* nl 4 «s
I'v reui'-e*. ur laiwer Pyirnirra. It f-.taprs . « tr . u«
suodiv ishiiis of Lsoour. lia.se Navarre. **»<! S. v, • e»tt

tals ol winch were rt-sj>crtitei« B*n.ui.». Sl Js.a fmm *>

Port, ami Maiilfon. Le* Ht-jun is pr -\*- It if» • • . •
lion uf the peupla. Out ol lit* cuuulry. ti>t.(ai 1***- -

apnhetl to the Utter.

1^-s pass des llasipie* were S umU-l en tie r» »iV k « Use

Adour, in the lower |«rt ol it* c.w/sw. and a '. >sa> crwe
eastwarti (rum tint river ; on tbe aruih * v tix- IS n»sa« m\

Uie west b) lite ocean, arxl the river B. >«• . ml - **> *W
east by the country of Beam, l ltr fc

-r.-»l»-»t .«- gt> I

IrK t wa* about atxty roue*, ineasurrsl fi-xs it* u..«.t-. 4 -»
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Balaam to the aouth aaatam point of tbo cowntrrof Soak.
Tba greatest breadth ni pearly forty mils*. The whole
district is mountainous, and the toil in general sterile ; but
what produce the inhabitants can raise bj ears and labour
it accounted excellent. In Uw Payi at Soul* there is

Rood timber in the mountains, but it is difficult to get at
it The principal river* are the Seiton, which falls into the
Gave d Oieron. and the Bidouse and the Nive, which fall

into the Adour—the latter at Bayonno. Two principal roads
from Prance into Spain cross this territory : tho road to
Madrid, through Burgos, passe* through Bayonno and St.
Jean de Lux : that to Madrid, through Pampeluna, paste*
through St. Jean Pied de Port.

The population of the chief pisens in tne district, in 1832,
was as follows :—Bayonne, 13,008 for the town, or including
the suburb of St. Esprit *, 17,1 16; the joint population of the
two commune* of Bayonne and St. Esprit, 20.6G8 ; Has-
perren, population of the commune, 5337, but we know not
now large a proportion of this it rural population ; St Jean
de Lux. ^056. or 2860 for the whole commune ; Urrugne,
population of the communo, 3067, proportion of rural popu-
lation unknown. In 1826, Maulfcon had 1054 inhabitants,
and St Jean Pied do Port, as given by M. Balbi in round
number*. 2000.
The manners, the oat urne, the language of the inhabitant*

of this district show that they have a different origin from tho
other inhabitants of Europe. They are a lively, industrious
people, muscular and well made, active in body, frank in

manners, and passionate in character. Their language is a
relict of the anticnt Iberian which prevailed over the southern
and eastern pnru of Spain, and over the south-west port of
Fr.ince. ' M. Guillaume do Humboldt ha* proved that tho
Basque language teems to have some affinity with tho Se-
mitic language*, and in certain respects some analogy to the
A tn eric an languages. M . Klaproth tuu discovered also, in the
Ra«<]ue. a great many forms which belong to tho northern
and western ports of Asia. M. Guillaume ae Humboldt has
observed, that the languages of the different antient nation*
who inhabited the Spanish peninsula, the southern part of
(!jhI. s<<mc parts of Italy, and the three largo islands of the
Mediterranean (r. e. Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica), belonged
to the Iberian language, which i* still found in the Basque.'
(See M. Hunt'* note to the last edition of Malta Brun's
Ut graphte Cnivrrtelle, Pari*. 1832, torn, iii.p.

In the middle ages the Basques were notorious for their

propensity to briitandaff*, and for the rapidity with which
tbry retired to their mountains, outstripping all pursuit.

< Puaniol de la Force. Detcnplion de la Franc*, Paris, 1 722

;

/ 'i.yagr dam let Diparlement d* la Franc*, par J. La
Vallee. fcr.. Paris. 179s; Malic-Bran.)
BASQUE PROVINCES, or BASCONGAUAS

PROVPNCI AS. The three province* known by this
name occupy a territor)- of a form almost triangular, bo-
t-veen 42° 25' and 43° 25' N. lat, and 1° 40' and 3° 25' W.
long. It is bounded on the east by Franco and Navarra,
on the went and south by Old Castile, and on the north
by tho ocean. The provinces are, Guipuxcoa on the east,
Vixcaya on the we»t and Alava on the south. Tbo
territory it exceedingly mountainous, being traversed by
the offsets of tho great Pyreneon chain, called by some
eographer* the Cantabnao Pyrenees. The different
ranches of that chain form between them numerous

and deep lateral valley*. The first of these range*, which
i* composed partly of calcareous rook* and sand-stone,
and partly of slate, ha* it* origin in Navarra, and form*
tho separation between that province and Alava. It is

!

a continuation of the Sierra de Aralar, tho direction of 1

which is frutn west to east. On entering Alava. it takes
tho names of Monies de Olxa, Alxania, Urbia, San Adrian,
and Aranxaxu. Part of this last mountain is the Pefia de
Alutia. an immense mass of grey jasper striped with white.
At Puerto do Arlavan. between Ullivarri. Gainbo*, and
Salinas, the rang* is traversed by the road from Bayonne to
Madrid. After that point follow tne Monies de Albertia

'

and Bostibayeta, which abound in copper-mines and black
mtrble: the Gorbea. the Altubo; anil then the range ends
in a continuation of hill*, forming the separation brtvieen
Alava and Vixcaya. A second range run* from the valley
of Burunda. and extends from north to south, between
Navarra and Alava, forming the western barrier of the for-

mer province. It divides into two branches, which, crossing

• TkM rnbuib Un brfmrni iW A4m. tmt m 1 1 Hilly mt «rito Tmj, in

[
Alava (ran oast to west, terminate on the banks of tbo
Ebro, forming the boundaries of Alava on tho side of Old
Castile. The mountain of Jaitxauibet, which extends from
Cape Higuer to Pasages, on too coast of Guipuxcoa, is

chiefly composed of sandstone, which is used in building.

From Orio to San Sebastian, in the tamo province, another

mountain extend*, on tho highest point of which, called

Iguoldotnendi, standi the light-house of San Sebastian,

visible at the distance of thirty miles at sea. In the district

of Iran is the mountain of San Martial, celebrated in tho

late peninsular war. The mountains of Alxania form the

boundary between Guipuxcoa and Navarra ; and tbat of

Arno, which abounds in tin, and contains also several

mineral springs, separates Guipuxcoa from Vixcaya. The
mountains of Vixcaya are chiefly composed of calcareous

rock and sandstone, and abound in iron. Marbles of various

colours aro also found in different parts of the province. In
the three province* the mountain* are well covered with

fruit and timber-trees. The principal rivers ore tlie Zadorra,

in Alava, a tributary of the Ebro; in Vixcaya, the Nerva.

or Ncrvion, the Cadegua. the Mundaca, the Lequeitio, and
the Ondarroa, all of which rite in tho mountain* of Bix-

carqui and Oil, and flow into the tea at the placet to which
they give their name*. In Guipuxcoa, at the extreme west,

is the Deva ; and proceeding to the cast tbo Urola, tbo
Oria, the Urumea, tho Oyarxun, and the Bidassoa, which
separates France from Guipuxcoa. The aspect of the coun-
try is very picturesque ; and the soil, although it i* ehietly

composed of clay, is rendered very productive by the indus-

try of its inhabitants. From a very early period they have

mixed the clay with calcareous earth. The principal products

are wheal, barley, pulse, flax, hemp, and pasture. Alava
produces also oil, and a weak sort of wine, called cbacoli by
the inhabitants ; but tbo principal beverage of the Basquca
it eider. The climate i* healthy, and though very damp
and cold in the highlands, is temperate in the v alleys.

The chief towns in Guipuxcoa are, Fuente-Rabia, at the

mouth of the Bidassoa ; Pasages. celebrated for the security

of its harbour ; San Sebastian, the capital of the province

;

and Guctaria, the birth-place of Sebastian de Klcano, a
oelebrated navigator of the sixteenth century, whoso statue

ii in the principal square. In Vixcaya, Motrico, Lequeitio,

Bcrrai'o. Bilbao, the capital, and Somorostro celebrated

for its iron-mines. All these towns are situated on the
coast. On tho road from Bayonne u> Madrid are Iran, at

a short distance from the Bidassoa; Hernani, Tolosa, Villa

Real de ZunuiMga, Vergara, the teat of the Seminario
Ba«congado, instituted for the literary education of the

Basque youth; Mondragon, and Salinas, the last town of

Guipuxcoa, un the frontier of Alava. In Alava the chief

towns, besides the capital Vitoria, aro Salvatierra, Lequiano,
and Gauibua.
The population of the three province*, according to

Minano, amount* to 342.929 soul*. The people live for tho

most part on isolated farms scattered over the country, there

being in tho three provinces few large town* ; the greatest

part of these farms are cultivated by tho proprietor*.

Guipuxcoa is the best peopled, not only of the Basque, but
of all the province* in Spain, in proportion to it* extent.

Antillon give* it 20uu individual* for every square league;

according to which calculation, the population of the whole

peninsula, if it were in the same proportion, would bo more
than double what it it at present.

The Basque nation it certainly tbo first that settled in tbo
Spanish peninsula, at far as historical evidence goo*, but
it* origin is unknown. Humboldt considers tbo modern
Basque nation as tbo representative and the descendant* of
the great nation of the Iberi, who were spread over the

whole peninsula [see Basques, Las], and spoke one lan-

guage, modified into different dialects. According to tlie

Basque historian*, at an epoch long before tne invasion of
Spain by the Roman*, the Vasoone* founded colonies in

France. Ireland, and Italy. Though their assertions eannot
be satisfactorily proved, vet tbo number of I a*que wonlt
existing 10 Ibe names of place* in Italy, of which Oivicto.

and L'rbuio. may be quoted among other*, is perhaps a

sufficient proof that some of the inhabitants of both those

countries once spoke the same language. [8e» Ibsri ]

In the time of the Romans, the People now called Basque
were called Vaseunes; and in the filth century of our arm
they were known by the name of Varrfuli iDtccwmartn de la

Academta. art Alava). The present name of Basque is

dimcd, according to tome, from Bassoco, a sacunlainecr or
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highlander. Humboldt derive* it from Beaoa, b forest, from
wmrh word w* have Baso-coe, belonging to * forest, mad
Batocoac, which is the him word, with the plural termina-
tion. The territory which they occupied in antient timet

extended on both aide* of the Pyrenees, and comprised

tlw three Basque provinces, and both Spanish and French
Navarre (Strata, book iii. ; Pliny, book lit. chap. SO).

Tiiey were the only Spaniards who preferred their inde-

pendence, not having tarn subdued by any of the nations

who invaded the peninsula. Pompcy was the first who,
in the year CO b.c led the Roman legions into that coun-
try ; but the passage of Strata (p. 240) quulcd to prove

that he built Pamplona, was evidently not intended by
the author to signify anything of the kind. A body of

Vaseones is mentioned (Tacit Hitt. iv. 33.) a* serving

against Civilit and the Batavi. [See Batavi.]
No less obstinate wai their resistance against the Goths.

I>envigild effected their final conquest a.o. SHO. But the
Arabs were never able to penetrate into their fastnesses, and
the Christian* found in those mountains a shelter against

Mussulman oppression. At that period, it is stated by the
Basque historians that their nation obeyed a lord called

Andeca. who had the title of Duke of Cantabna, and
perished with King Don Rodrigo at the battle of Guadelete
in 717. The different chiefs of those province* were always

connected with some of the most powerful Christian kings

of the surrounding states, and accordingly we find them
sometime* attached to Navarre, at other time* to Aragon, to

Leon, or Castile, according as it best suited their interests

On* of the noblemen of Alar* (Count Vela) having dis-

pleased the Count ofCastile. Ssncho Garcia, was obliged to

fly to Leon, where be avenged himself by murdering the

Castilian chief, who had gone to Leon to celebrate his mar-
riage with a Leone** infanta. Having fled to Aragon. be
was at last taken by the king of Navarra and burnt alive.

In 1)88 the Lord of Vixcaya died without leaving m male
heir, and a dispute about the succession arose between a
daughter and a brother of the deceased chieftain. The rich

families of the three province* tided with one or the other
of the claimant*, and their ambition and jealousies produced
intestine war* of the most dreadful character : this quarrel
it considered to be the origin of the two parties of Oueoinos
and Gamtainoa. which even to this day exist in that country.

In the year l?00, Alonao VIII. of Castile, in his war*
against the king of Navarra, invaded Alavaand Guipuxcoa,
and those provinces were united to Castile, the king taking
the customary oath to maintain their privileges. The Lord
of Vixcaya wa* already an ally of the Castilian king. In
133*2, the civil discords of the Basques reached such a, point,

that the Alavese, renouncing their privileges, threw them-
selves unconditionally into the hand* of the Castilian

monarch. The king tent a confidential minister to settle

their difference*, and generously granted them the enjoy-
ment of the privilege* which they nod renounced.

The Vixcayan historians count nineteen lords ; the last of
ehom was Nutio de I-oro. who died in his childhood in

I3JI. He left behind Inro two n.ters, whom Pedro the Cruel
of Castile took under his protection. He roamed the elder

to tits brother Don Tello, and the other to ht« cousin Don
Juan of Aragon. He gave the lieutenancy of Vnraia to

Ins brother Tello. but at the same time promised to Don
Juan the Inrdthip of Vitcava. and sent bun with troop* to

dispossess Tollo of the lieutenancy. The latter defrnded
himself vigorously : but Pedro man lung to assist Don Juan,
lorred his brother Tello to seek a refuge in France, leaving

lit* wife behind, wh<> became a prisoner of her brother in -law.

Dm Juan now requested the king to place hun in posses-

sion of his lordship : Pedro agreed, but secretly intrigued

with the junta of Guernica to proclaim Pedro turn-elf

their lord. This proclamation was accord ing I v made. The
king, after taking the customary oath to preserve the pri-

vilege* of the province, under the tree of Guernica, went
with the junta to Bilbao. There the monster ordered the
unfortunate prince to be murdered, and thion ing the lifeless

l»«ly from the balcony, said to the people. ' Take ve him
who wislicd to be jour lord.' Tito two sisters were trans,

ferred front prison to prison, until at last I'edro put an end
to their miserable existence. When Pedro was defeated

(•V his brother Knnque. the latter gave the lieutenancy of

\ ilcava to Tello ; and, on the death of Tello. lie conferred
the tills of I^srd of Vises) a on his eldest after* anls
Juan I. of Casuist, from which tune the kings of Castile
base had that title.

The government of tit* Beeqa* provinces drtVrs aav
tirely from that of the rest of the peninsula. Every se»
vine* has it* own constitution, and a separate c"*«-v
menu not differing much in spirit and farm (rots eav-i

other. The people of Alar*, at a very mass esu~
which some historians suppose to bare been prnr V ta.

invasion of the Arabs, appointed their mil and sn
governor* at a general assembly. This aatrmldt mrt nm
year in the Cam po de Amaga, a plain near ViUana. |:

was composed of the bishop and archdeacon of L'»i*i-«-s,

of all toe secular clergy of the province, and oil ts* pre-

cipe! men; including also ladies, who were the n yn»»
lalives of their families. This junta was aitersrards ******

under the name of La Hermandod de Amaga. or the F-v
ternity of Amaga. They elected four Alcaldes lx la.

civil and judicial administration of the prvnwe. or t >

military governor who wa* called duke, count, or lord. Tu
office of the governor wa* for life, and sometime* at nt-.

nued for several generation* in the sane f»m..». la u»
year 1467, at an assembly held at Rivahc'.lnea try omaw t
Enrique IV. of Castile, a collection of the laws' and rev

vileges of A lava was formed and approved ; and be tu
code they are governed at present According to tk_« nu
a Junta-General is held at Vitona every year, at wi.es r>

comisariot are elected, one of whom must t* a nt«B a
habiting one of the towns, and another from tai s*sa_

village*. There t* alto a Diput*d.>-General, w t». prw-t
at the assemblies, but has no voice in them : bat cr. ac-a- **- tr

the force* of the province and communicates woi ass

government of Madrid. The province tt divided ict !*»-

three Hermandades, administered by seventy -five Ai^a^ea.
elected at the Junta-General. These Aleaiie* are sc.: u
the Dipulado-Gencral. and every year give to the Jsasa-
General an account of their admin latratoju.

The Guipuxcoans. according to their present ertascc
hold a Junta-General, or general assemblv urn year s i

month of July, at one of the eighteen towns of t:*e
|

At this junta they elect four diputados-general*,
be domiciliated at San Sebastian. Toloaa, Atpeitao. <r At
ooitia. These diputados. who are elected for nee year. (n
the Diputaeion. which is the government of the prom»
the government reside, in rotation, three vears m sera •

the four towns just mentioned. There tt s so s ttpsstarat
called Extraordinana. There are besides Alraiies it H»
mandad. to administer justice in tta diflcrrBf tiisirx-ta. !>••»
Alcaldes are eight, and are elected by to* iv'a Bi» t is

these Alcaldes, whose office is to prosecute p-t>'«-r* ar»t

malefactors, there are seventy-seven Alrai-ie* 1 1» i r tru v
administer justice in their respective district*. Tcmts -s •. w
*n Alcalde de Sara*, whose office u to prevent the u-

tion of prohibited articles of commerce inU> the p-. • - »
He is also elected by the General Aaeewbly : all u*«e «>i
are annual.

The Vixcayant ho'd a general aasemMy every raw Tears
It is summoned by the Corregidor of Bilhovs and even t-wt.
village, or hsmlct has one vole, and sends i>o* «>*•- *
it. The first meeting is always held under »n »ak sett •
town of Guernica. This oak does not appear tu br • ' »— %i

antiquity : it proliably has succeeded an. tnee. ar.d w •«.

be succeeded by other young ones, whi- h are car*'-. •

tivsted in the vicinitv. Clus* to the trunk of itw tree > •

large l«-nch. or throne, where the deputies *.t_ t «« -

secretaries tells one by one the names of all tr<e t- • cm t

their order, and receive* the crrd'Otiala of evert n<i i

The asseinblt then goes to a hermitage near the trw. •: —
it holds the rest of the sittings, winch are *.«a»a f
The siibjerts for discussion or* pnipmed in *»pai. w .

then discussed in Basque. The order and reguUnis sr u--»
aasemb ies, composed of a multitude of covin I rv pr>

r
~ j» a-»

remarkable.

There is another junta, called 'of Mer.n.t* I w . a •

held at Bill*o, and in which onl» the teens have • » »

each sending one member. Tlie Junta de klee t> is,! »- »» .

eierv tear, bv lot, the diputsei m. whn b is n tn,-«<-i .' >•

diputjd<i«. sit reci'lures. two svrniicv, and Iw m re:ani«
Half of the noiolicr of these indn»tua)s must lv er t

political part* of the Gatnboin «. and the .*ler I • « »

einoa. Tl>e tao diputa.bia ore samsetimes apt> .* t«»i as. -

mat ion of the j u nla. Ttie Junta tie kier-' .W 1 is %•

ni>re p •» i rfol than the Junta-Gem tal . si. I t... 'a» • » *

in it have die same force as those mode in llw is'let s»~» -

1 lie nrlH*st and most influenttsl fsrr.ilie* ol l>* fm~ -

exercise a power in the Junta de Menudad whxa) at r ,

,
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not u> ibe welfare of the community. On that account, the
jC«tf>relil) of tho Viieayans received as a blessing, in IBIS,
the constitution »f Cadis, which, without dopriving them of
tlwtr privileges, liberated them from lbs oppression of that
aristocratic body ; and it waa only through the intrigue* of
those families, and at lha instigation* of the agent* of the
Holy Allianoa. that the paopla revolted in 1822 against the
liberal government.
The diputacion is intmstad with tha administration of

tho province: it receives and expend* the public funds,
•luposes of the forces lor the defence of the state, give*
letters of citizenship to strangers, and is the supreme tri-

bunal of appeal in civil matter*. At the general assem-
blies the aiputaeion is obliged to give an account of it*

administration, and of the manner in which the public
funds have bee* expended. There is no building belonging
to the state; even the house of the diputacion and the pri-

sons belong to private individuals, who let them to the state.

The people nay only one direct tax, which consist* in a mo-
derate rate for every house, and is equally divided, so that
rich sad poor contribute to the state the same sum. The
revenues of the church are so scanty, that the Tichest abadia
or rectory is not worth more than 160/. per annum.
The chief privileges of the Vixcayans consist in pay-

ing no taxes except those levied by their juntas, which
consist of the house tax above mentioned, and a moderate
duty upon iron ; in every Vitcsyan being by birth an hidalgo,

or gentleman, and acknowledged as such in every part

of Spain ; in not being subject to any tribunal, or to any
other law*, either in their own province or in any other part

of the peninsula, than their own, and in having a judge
resident at Valladolid for the administration of those laws in

eases occurring out of the province ; in being exempt from
military service, except in the defence of their own country;

in the enjoyment ofcommercial liberty, so that no article of
commerce is prohibited or taxed, except those which are so

by the tribunal of of Bilbao; and, finally, in not
having any officers appointed by the government of Madrid,
except the masters of the post-office.

The Basque* of all the three province* also contribute to

the royal exchequer a certain sum, which they call ' donativo

votunlario,' or voluntary donation.
The Viieayans and Guipuxcoan* are the best sailors in

the prninsula,and skilful in commercial transactions. They
are very active and industrious : their chief occupations are

agriculture, commerce, and the manufacturing of iron. The
women assist the mm in the cultivation of the ground, and
are remarkable for their cleanliness. Their manners are

simple and easy. They are fond of dancing in their festi-

vities, and enioying the moderate pleasure* of the table.

Their national instrument* are the tamborine and the bag-
pipe : their dance, called sonieo, is quick and lively, and is

always accompanied by singing. In their weddings they

erect tho bride, in going to and coming from. the church, by
firing guns and pistols, and very often she is induced to fire

them herself. In some villages, after the burial ceremony
is over, they distribute bread, cheese, wine, and walnut*
among the persons invited ; and some beg money to pay
for masses for the release of the soul of the deceased from
purgatory. Tho dress of the men and women is similar

to that of the mountaineers of Castile : both wear abarcas,

a species of shoe which is made of a hard and unianned
piece of hog-skin, or that of any other animal, which they

•often by soaking it in water, and then cut it into pieces

of the »izo of the foot, which they fasten on with strings.

Tho Basques are in general frugal, cheerful, honest, and
courteous, without meanness. When kindly treated, they
are docile and manageable; but if they are dealt with
severely and hanhly, thoy become stubborn and intract-

ablo; and it ft for that reason that they are with great

difficulty subjected to severe military discipline, particularly

by officers who are not of their own country. Gonxalo de
Cordoba, from the experience he had of them in Sicily,

often said that he would rather keep lion* than Viieayans.

They are a brave people, and better adapted for a system of

guerrilla warfare than perhaps any other in Spain.

(See Dicctonarta OtngTafto-HUtbrico de Krpaia, by
the Royal Academy of History ; Hcnao, Antigiiedadtt de

Cantabria; Landaxuru y Romarate, Hutoria dt Alava

;

fwrntde 1'izcaya)

BASyfK LANGUAGE. This language, Ltngua
Baarongkila, called also by the Spaniards Baacuence and
Vizcaino, and by the French Basque, is spoken by the

people who inhabit the Basque province*, and part of
Spanish and French Navarre. The people call themselves
Buecaldunac, their country Euscalerna, and their language
Kuscara, or Bacuara. The latter word is derived, according
to Larremcndi, from ttcuco, free, and era, mode or manner.
But this is perhaps hardly satisfactory. The elementary
syllable in all these words is Bute or Etc, which appears in
the forms Vetc and Ok in such name* of places as Vescj
and Osca, &c. : the true meaning of this element seems
doubtful. Balbi, in bis Allot Jithnograpkiam, place* the
Kuscara in the first family of the European languages, and
classes it with the Celtic, which opinion, however, few philo-

logists have hitherto adopted. The Jesuit Beovide, quoted
by Abate Hervas, says, that having examined the Celtic
Dictionary of Leibnitt, he found only two word* common
to both language*. But upon this we may remark, that the
Jesuit must have looked very carelessly not to have found a
larger number : if he had carried hi* inquiries no farther

than the numeral* to 20 inclusive, be ought to bavo arrived

at a different result. The Basque language is certainly

generally supposed to be totally different from all tiie

European languages, an assertion from which entire assent
may be reasonably withhold for the present. It is also
loosely said to bear some affinity, if not in its roots, at toast
in its construction, to some of the Asiatic tongue*. We may
consider the Celtss and Iberi a* two historically distinct

nation*, without at the same time assuming, what we can
never prove, that they do not descend from one common
stock. If we are to believe the Basque grammarians, their
language existed before the building of the Tower of Babel,
and was brought to Spain by Tubal. Setting aside suoh
extravagances, it may be remarked that the testimonies
adduced to prove that the Basque language was spoken
by all, or nearly all, the primitive inhabitants of the penin-
sula, are so numerous and conclusive a* to amount almost
to a demonstration. The etymology of the words denoting
the an lien t names of mountains, river*, and towns in almost
every part of the peninsula, is one of the strongest proof*.

The word Espana is purely Basque, according to Astarioe,

and means lip or extremity : W. Humboldt, however, dis-

putes this explanation, and apparently with good reason.

The river Euro may be derived from ibai-ero, a foamy
river, or from urbero. a warm river ; Carpetania is derived
from gara-bt, with the Latin termination tania, and means
the place at the foot of the hills. The examples of words in

which the first element appear* to be Basque are perhaps
the most striking : such is aeha, aitza, a rock, which in
names of places assume* the form atta. Modern names
which contain the element are, Asteguieta, Astobexa, Aa-
torga, Sic. In Spanish names mentioned by Roman writers

the element atta also occurs, aa in Atta, Atligi, Asta-pa
(a dwelling at the foot of a rock). Astures, Asturica, and
the river Ast-ura (rook-water). (See Humboldt's Ettay,

p. 23.) The word 6rt>a, which occurs at the termination
of some antient Spanish names of places, but which appears
much more frequently in Gaul, is considered by Humboldt
not to be a Basque word. The explanation of this word
by Astarioe may serve to show how cautious we should be
in following those who have written on this language. Bri,

vri and uri, be says, mean a peopled place ; the termination
ga is negative, so that briga means a place without inha-

bitants, or a place without a town, or a wild population

:

hence the words bergant* in Spanish, and brigand in

French ; but a* briga is always the termination of the name
of a town or inhabited place, we must suppose that the word
briga, in course of time, got a meaning exactly contrary to

its primary meaning. Such an hypothesis, as Humboldt
remarks, scarcely need* confutation.

All the radical* in the language are significative, even the
names of the letters of the alphabet. The Basques write aa
they apeak, and the sound of their letters, whether vowels or
consonants, U fixed. It is said that aspirated and guttural

sounds did not exist originally in the language. Even at

the present dav the Basque people give to the u a much
softer sound than the rest of the Spaniards. According
to d'lharce Bidaasouet, quoted by Balbi, the name* of the

alphabetical characters, nouns, pronouns, and adverbs, may
be converted into verb*. The Basque language poasesae* a
great varietv of terminations. Besides terminations equi-

valent to all those existing in English, it has frequentative,

diminutive, and augmentative terminations, like the Spanish

and Italian. Verbal nouns are formed with the termination

an or anja, to denote a physical actor, and Ad, to denote a

VovlIV-dA
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tnrtr«5 one : a* gwlarija. a warrior, iraeuttia, a teacher or I

doctor. For tbc abstract sulistunlivcs il ha* likewise two

termination*, (aitiinii and qwrija; the former denote* »

natural ami the latter a moral quality, defect, or peritenon.

Thus, zumlw>tuna denote* madness, a» a physical derange-

ment of Ilia mind : zoraijuerija. an inclination to madness

from a strong passion. Tlio possessne termination* are

three, cua, to denote something contained in the thing ex-

pressed by the word ; arena, to denote the possessor : ami

ez or exco, to oxprcst tho matter of which it is formed : at

echecua, contained in or belonging to lha house ; gutzo-

tuirena, of tho man ; olezcua, made of wood. From the laat

the CaMiIians have formed their patronymic, and perhaps

their abstract nouns; as fVrnandei, Ferdmenilson ; ama-

rtllez, paleness. The Basque substantives havo no sign to

express tho relation of gender. There ia but one article,

,

which i* a for the singular, and ac for the plural. Thi» sign

forms the characteristic of noun* a* to number, and ia in all

case* affixed to the substantive : a* guizona, man the

;

gutt'inar, men-ihi.

According to Astarloa, there are but aim ease* in the de-

clension of the Basque word* ; but Bida*»ouet mark* eleven.

As the preposition is alway* affixed to the noun, there may-

be »aid to exist a* many case* a* there are preposition*.

The verb* are divided into simple, or those expressing a tingle

arlion, as icatri. to learn by oneself; double, a* i-ra caui.

to lcam by the assistance of another ; limple active, as ilttn-

dut, to kill ; and active transitive, as tllendeulxat, to kill

another. Tho mood* are eleven, and the tense*, according

to some Basque grammarian*, amount to forty-sis. Every

verb can be conjugated in twenty-six forms, showing the

different relations of the agent to the action and to the ob-

ject which it affects.

The relation of the speaker to the person spoken to is also

expressed by particular terminations. These relations are

with regard to sex and dignity. Thus there are Ave dif-

ferent terminations, vis., masculine and feminine, from an
interior to a superior, and trie* c«rs& and also between

equals.

The syntax is very simple, and subject to fixed rules. In

every sentence the subslautive is placed first, next the

article, then the adjective, next the adverb, followed by the

verb, and lastly the object, with the preposition affixed to

il. Example ; — Seme oquer bat-ec emom-J-euieus ardura-

one «c; tho literal meaning— • son-crooked one, given-us- has-

to, rare*- these ;' which means, a bad son bat caused these

troubles to ut. This order is that in which, generally

speaking, an illiterate Basque place* the word* when he

attempt* to speak Spanish, tor which reason the Spaniard*

call C'incordancia V izcaina a bad construction.

Tho Basque is divided into three dialect*, not much dif-

fering from one another, viz., the Guipuzcoan, the Vizcaino,

ami the Labortan. The first ia the purest, and is spoken in

Gmpuzcoa. the second in Vizeaya and A lava, and the

J-ilnrtan in tho French and Spanish Navarre. The only

Basque books are grammars and dictionaries, tho Bible,

books of devotion. proverbs, and tongs. In I I a very

interesting work appeared at Dunostian (San Sebastian),

upon the antient uuuit, dances, games, and tongs of the

(iiiipiucoans, published by Iztueta. the title of which is

(iutfiuz 'xirn tluitza. gng'tangamen. conttitra, ed>> t*l>ma
hrrrn, 6ic. The tamo author published, in l*»ifi. another
work, entitled The very Ancient Melmliei nf Citettya, etc.

Ti'is ».rk contains tlurtv-six airs to as many drums, with
tlinr respect lie words, al. Uuhahle, a learned philologist of
tiic Basque nation, has also published a work in which he
his c it,, pared and contrasted tho taxations found in the
<l.ll n ut hter in pmdui lions uf tho Basque pniuncc*.
The best gra.uiuara arc those of LA !us» m French, and

I.a: r jiiiividi in Spiiush. Tho lattor author pub ished i.tso

a iliel.uii.ir> in Spanish, Latin, and Basque, » Inch is con
•l icrrd the best. Whoever wishes to inicstigatc the tcrv
« .1. i- ill * structure of the Basque- language w ill deme [Treat

o\ utaiu e 1 r 'tis the labours of Inclose, prod ssur of tirerk

ind Heiir.-w hieralure at Tout >use. who published a short
•lissrrtali n tijioii the laugim.'" in I Hift. and also his gram-
mar m lliu >a oe year. I.<cluse. in Hi.'"), put forth a pro-
p.s il | .r pii'insiiiii j a dictionary' of the Bisque, Spanish,
.ui i Fi mkIi. allien it it much to be regretted did not meet
with the rue Mira.'etncnt wine h such a work merited.

I V*e Latiaiueii li. k.l Im]p>*t' ie renettit— Itten'tnai to th-
!in^ue ; Krro, AlfM^i'-eto prtmilim ; Astsrlx. A} 'fagot
<<* ia Lengua Hatctmgada; Hen as, ft/il/«ro <*> lot

Isnguai ; W. Humtwldt. Inquiries reeptrtng tsV

Inhabitant* of Spatm. Berlin, l»il )

BASRA, also called BASSORA. Bl'K>>OR \. *
BAI.SOKA. is the principal town of the Turkish t».' .

of Basra, now accounted part of the pwshaiit. at* K«*- .

Basra is governed by a mulasalum. or liruieuar t. .

name of the pasha of Bagdad. Il is situslrd ir

N. Int.. 47 3J' E. long., on the west bank uf the h> »t-«-

Arab. It is about seven English miles in nrrsnlfm i

but within this area there are extensive euro f • u>

gardens of date-tree*. Stone for building raciH b» .

cured except at a great distance, and w<»-d like a i«» • *i

pensive. Only a few houses are built ut burnt t-r* t

mortar : th* greater nutntsrr of them, as well as ti •

wall, are made of sun-dried clay, wl.x-h r* a»—
covered over with burnt bncks. The to«n rs rt'-rz.-

filthv. It has five gates: the Bil^l-Ro' *t. Bi >B..-
Bib-Zobeir. BAVel-Scnij?. and Bsb el-Msjtu6ah It » -.

vided into seventy quarters (mahallel. Tf.e nurat»r
inhabitants was supposed by Kinneir and Kepeei to »r- .

to about 60.000 souls, principally Arabs, Turks, mt :
•-

menian*. Niebuhr. at an earlier dale, estimated u • tr r - -

at no mors than 40.000. The greater prr-p-.rt i->n are M .av

medaus of the Sunni sect. There are also a *>« x .

Armenians, and, at the time of Niebuhr s visit, tl.'-r •»..

about loo Jewish families. The Shsil el- Ar.»b. i t * •

into the Persian Gulf 70 mile* below Basra, is n»\ u . « u
far as the city for ships of M>0 tons burden. Its f • s.s i •

covered with plantations of palm tree* and rv»-£c. > 1 •

town is intersected by a number of little rar.al*. fi. «-st in.
every twenty-four hours by the tide in the M.iu «• A-.
which rises nine feet. The principal of three rani. s. «- -.

is railed Ashar, intersects the district of Basra m a ••»>• -

westerly direction. The division on its north wrsva as. *

is called Nadhnin. Many smaller canals rua tram -j*

principal stream of the AsMr toward* the tut: -a.1
.

-

which are placed other flourishing divisions of th* <.«c.-»i

which, in their aggregate, constitute what tt au« si

Basra. (Mignan. TratHtin Chaldera, p. 371.)

With the exception of the hanks of the river. tW
around Basra it entirely uncultivated, and toward* tk*

and south the barren desert begin* immediately at t_ « • •

of the town. ' Almost every inhabitant of Basra. ui> i
neir, ' it, in tome way or other, concerned rn trs !« t -

this city is the grand emporium for all the Indian c-rx- -

•enVrnto the Turkish empire, its commerce, if mi:-: •

turned, it very considerable. On an a»*rti».*>»™ -

•

English ships, of about 400 tons burden, arm* is •-: -- -

of the year from Calcutta ; but the chief part .< t • -it
is earned on in Arabian bottoms, and the mere harts V -

rat now [IS 12] posses* tome of the finest vessels t:.»: •

.

gate the Indian seat. The return* of Basra, let-.
duce of our dominions in Hindustan, are prtrvr ; . i

•

pearls, dates, copper, raw silk, horses, and g* I t-.'s.

The town of Basra was founded by Otl ah t»r < --•

at the command of the caliph Omar ben Eh al
year *.1v, or. according to others, fi.K> of our srra.

Ahutfedtt Anmtlei Afulemiei, p. 67.) But iL.s »: :

was situated eight miles south writ of the pres«.-t

the modern town of ZuU-ir, where its ru.r.s are s:

found. It was built on the canal of Obu. »K c» I > •

which fiirtnerly pnnreded from Hit, three dais •

north of Hilla. n'ld ran parallel to tlic Kup:.rat<-s I t!» •

1

of Khor Abdullah (seethe map in Nirbnt.rs Ht . •

|

Lung, torn. li. p. Zi»): the bed of this rat. si. •:. . •

bald) the antirnt I'allacopas, may still be trs-rsl T .

that the aiiticut to»n of Basra tu descr «"'. */• 1 (

!
decay in consequence of this canal being r.<-„ '.• » < k.

1 nrit s .l/'wir nf" th' t'erit i* t "lire, p i« . N

.

I Itei'eb'fkreihung fiicA Arjbtm. are. t in. >• p • s.

Krp|M-l • Jtiur nri/ fr<im /rn/nj lit hffUi'ii. i n i f-;
• *

BASS, an island, or rstlier great n> k m V-* t '>

Forth. bIkiuI tliieo miles fn.cn the si ore, >!.*••. » • -

the promontory u|«>n which the anurnl l'«rtr««s.>; T»
is siinatiil. It ap|N-ar* to I* pruo ipslly con.p •>. .» i »•

stone and trap tuff. It is nearly of a r -aid ska w i

a!«ne the sixth of a mile in diameter. a:-l aeawiw J • *»

alsiie the suit air of the sea. 1 owanls 11* s.«ita\, tsaC -s

i pj«>Mte the iiiaiji laiid. ilileshi.ra with s.»l> i% ps- as

toe water. Slid tlicre alTnds llie oitlt Isiel.i..- \ -»' 1 •*

*\en here it is mill mm b|r in calm eratbri. snJ Sstf

witlsmt d sneer rieii then to tb'sse a ho are iwirnl *
to make gisjd their laoding by taking the iff wlsti

'

*
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whan tha beat riw anon tha top ofiim IWwh tha

«nl. north, and east. K rises aerpandieulsrly out of them
nearly 900 foal high, •od ia tome pluses tha precipices

bang ovor. In ulnar place* tha rock ta excavated to a great

depth by tha waves : thara ia ana cavern which runt quite

through the rook, and afford) (belter to a vail number of

wild pigeon*. The aea u from 800 to 800 feet deep at the

foot of the perpendicular cliffs, but ia aballoar on the aouth

aide where the Mck decline*. There ia a tpnng on the

aummit of the rock, which in former timet aupplted water

to the gamton of a amall eaade. There i* pasture for

twenty or thirty •beep, and a amall warren of rabbit* ; but

the island it at present chiefly remarkable for being fre-

3uented by dock* of aquatic birds, which continue there

uruig the summer, and almost cover the entire surface

with tiioir nests, eggs, and young. Of the bird* which fre-

quent the rack, tho solan geese (the ptliranut batsanu* of

Litiiissus) are the most abundant and interesting. They
arrive in March and leave in September. Some lew gene-
rally stay about the island throughout the winter, which are

supposed to be those that are too old to venture on the dis-

tant (light undertaken by the others. They neither come
nur go away alt at one time ; and it is observed that boK.ro

tho arrival of any division of the main body, a few come to

the Baas who are supposed to have been despatched at

scouts. Bass is the only island on the eastern mast of
Britain which the solan goose frequent*, probably on
account of its elevated and precipitous side*. It is difficult

fur tha solan goose to rise from the level land ; and it

is noticed that those of the northern and western islands of

Scotland to which it comes are of a similar structure to this

of Base. Charles II. purchased this island of the Lauder
family, and in hn reign, and that of hi* successor, it was
used a* a slate-prison. After the revolution of 1688 a de-

sperate body of men took possession of it, and having a large

bo.it. winch they hoisted up on the rock or let down at

pleasure, they committed manv act* of piracy ; and it had
tha doubtful honour of being the last place in Great Britain

which held out for James if. These bold raon were at last

obliged to surrender in consequence of the lost of their boat
and tho failure of their usual supplies of provisions from
France. The place was soon after given to President
Dilrympte, and is still possessed by hit family. (Walker'*
Kmitit on Natural History and Rural Ecnn >my: Gough'*
AtUittont to Camden ; Carlisle's Topographical D'
of Hrotland. )

BASH STRAITS, between New South Wale* and Van
Dicmen's Land, or Tasm mis, were Irst discovered by an
enterprising individual of that name in 17V8, while on •
tniling expedition from Port Jacks >n in an open boat.

iWnm th» A4mmlij rturt]
Tlu- ntwit approach of Australia and Tasmania is lietween
»\ iImmi s Prutn.Mit.iry to the north, and Circular Head to the
south. Hie distance between which is 105 miles. The greatest
depth of water between these two point* is about 270 fret,
with a bottom composed of stones, sand, sheila, and coral, but
no depo.it of mud. The prevailing wind* are from the west-
ward, and generally blow so strong, that vessels bound to the
westward are often obliged to hazard the dangerous passage
of Torres' Straits. The tide rises from eight to twelve feet,
and runs at the rate of one and a half to three and a half
mile* an hour; the flood tide, flowing from the eastward,
overcomes the current, which generally sets slowly in a con-
trary direction.

Klag's island to tha westward, and Pumeaax'a Group to

the eastward, bound the straits, which within these limit*

are so thickly studded with island* and shoals, that although
this passage is now much used by vessels as being by far

the snorter route to the eastern shores of Australia, its navi-

gation is. to say the least, critical snd anxious- These idauils

abound in seals, sea-elephants, and other mannu annuals.
They are much frequented by vessels from the colony, fur

the purpose of obtaining the skins of the tu animals from
runaway convicts and refugees from Van Dicmen's Laud
who huve sought an asylum on the islands.

In Uecemlier. I8.'6. a new establishment was founded at

Western Port. between Port Philip and Wilson's Promontory,
on the south coast of New South Wales. Independent of
the advantages offered for settling hereby the fertility of
the soil, which is welt watered by a navigable river, the

Bass and numerous tributaries, such a settlement is the

more desirable, as there is no other anchorage f«r shipping

on this side the Straits from Wilson's Promontory to Cape
Howe, a distance of nearly 2i0 miles. It is alio in con-

templation to colonize King's Island. (King's Autlralia ;

Cunningham's Tim in Neu> SourA Unlet)
BASSA, also called BAFKA or BUFFA. in the best

port on t hat part of the roast of Guinea which is called the
Grain coast, and is situated between tho rapes of Mesurado
and Las Palmas. Bassa is about seventy or eighty mile*
from Cape Mesurado, and a few miles to the north-west of
the American colony of Libera, in about 7° N lat., and 10*

HO7 W. long. It was formerly murh resorted to by trading
vessels, especially when the pepper brought from the East
Indies was not sufficient for the consumption of Europe,
and the deficiency was made up by that sort of course pep-
per which the Dutch call grains and the Portuguese text')*,

and which grow* on this coast in great abundance. In
later times it was only occasionally resorted to by vessels

trading to the contiguous coasts for slaves. The country
about it abounds in fruits, especially oranges, lemons, and
banana* ; and also in pastures, and cattle, sheep, and
goats, which furnish vessels with ample supplies. (Latnarlhe,
Voyage <j la Cole dt Guinea.)

BASSA'NO, a town of the Venetian State*, in the pro-

vince of Viccnza in Austrian Italy. It is situated on a
gentle declivity on the eastern or left bank of the river Brcnta
on the northern border of the great Pad nan plain, and at the
foot of the lower hills which rise gradually to the north and
west of it Inwards the Alps of the Tyrol, 'it it on the direct
road from Padua to Trento, 21 miles N. by W. of Padua,
and 15 N.N.E.of Viccnza. The town is joined to a suburb
on the right bank of tbe Brenta by a handsome bridge, ori-

ginally built by Palladio, and afterwards restored by the
architect Fenacina. Several of tho churches of Bassano
are decorated with painting* by Giacotnoda Ponte, called ' II

Bassano,' and his son Francesco, both natives of this town.
The origin of Bassano is not known. It is first noticed

in the history of tho family of Eccchno, tho lords of the
March of Treviso, under the emperors of the house of Ho-
benstauffen. The famous Eccclmo da Romano, of cruel
memory, resided here tome time, and built tho tower which
still gws bv his name. Francis I. of Carrara, lord of Padua,
embellished and fortified the town. It afterwards passed
under the dominion of the Viseonti of Milan, who gave it up
in 1-IU4 to the republic of Venice. Under that republic
Bassano and its territory formed a separate province, winch
was administered by a representative of the Senate, who wo*
the political and military governor. Tbe internal civil ad-
ministration was in the hands of a council of CO noble*,

chosen nut of tbe same number of native patrician families.

Every year ten of tbe members of tha council went out and
were replaced by ten others out of the patrician body. This
council elected the magistrates, the municipal officers, and
one of the two judges of the civil and criminal courts. This
was the mode in which most of tbe town* in the Venetian
States were administered. During tbe war of the league of
Cumbray against Venice, in the beginning of the sixteenth
century, Bassano waa taken and re-taken by tbe belligerents,

and was plundered by tbe Emperor Maximilian's German
soldiers. It afterward* enjoyed peace for nearly three cen-
turies, until Bonaparte seized upon it, in 1 797, with tbe rest

of the Venetian territory, and then gave it up to Austria by
tbe peace of Campo Formio.

Bassano is a place of great trade : it has manufacture*
of woollen cloths, straw hats, and tanneries; and it ex-
ports a great quantity of silk, the produce of it* own tern-

4 A a
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lory. Bassano contains, also, the printing establishment of

Reroondini.onoof the largest in Italy, which bat paper-mills

annexed to it, aa well a* a school of engraving which has
produced Volpato, Bartolotsi, Vendramini, and other cele-

brated engravers. Baasano bat about 10,000 inhabitants.

The country around is hilly, and covered with vines and
olive trees, and interspersed with Tillages. About twelve
miles north-east of Bassano, near the banks of the river

Pisve. is the village of Possagno, the birth-place of the
sculptor Canova, who began there a handsome temple in

the shape of a rotunda, in which be intended to be buried.

He left it unfinished, but it has been continued by bis

brother, and must now be nearly completed. (Alhriixi,

Optra di Canova ; Topogra/la Vemta • Marucini, // Bat-
tann, &c.)
BASSAWO (GIACOMO DA PONTE) was born at

Bsstano in 1510. He was instructed in the elementary
principles of his art by bit father, and was afterwards scut
to Venice, where he studied under Bonifaxio, whose mean
jealousy withheld from him the instruction which ho had
stipulated to giyc. But in a city which abounded with
the works of Titian, Parmegiano. and Tintoret, Bassano
stood in little need of a particular master; be applied

himself with interne assiduity to the general study of those

great artists, and, in all that relates to mechanical prac-

tice, with extraordinary success ; nor are evidences want-
ing that even in grandeur of style and conception he ex-

hibited at that time a capacity which none who judge him
by his later works would suppose him to have possessed.

He painted, in front of the Casa Michel li, a fresco repre-

senting Sampson destroying the Philistines, parts of which,

especially the figure of the hero himself, approximate to the

grandeur of Michael Angelo. In the pictures of a Nativity

and the Flight into Egypt (the latter fur the church of St.

Girolamo), be emulated the style of Titian with equal
success.

These efforts, however, were but the results of momentary
enthusiasm. Bassano s mind was essentially vulgar ; be
may, without impropriety, be denominated the Italian Rem*
brandt. The main characteristics of the Dutch artist all

exist in the works of Bassano ; gross vulgarity of character,

absurd anachronisms in costume, glowing colour, concen-
trated chiar'oscuro, and not unfrequently a poetic feeling of
effect, particularly in the management of the background,

which is singularly at variance with the homely style of tho

figures. Bsstano also painted portraits, and several of the

most distinguished persons in Venice sat to biro during hit

residence in that city, among them Sebastiano Venexio, the

doge. Tatto, and Ariosto (see Bryan). On the death of

hit father he returned to Bassano and took possession of bit

Ei
ternsi residence, situated on the picturesque banks of the

rents. He resided here during the remainder of his life.;

and bis ttvle of landscape, drawn from the scenery which sur-

rounded him, gives an air of grandeur e>en to his least

tuorcttful performances ; hit horiiont are usually high, and
terminate in a range of blue mountaius. illuminated by the

ming or setting sun. With little power of selection, Bassano

had surprising facility in representing whatever he saw. He
delighted in rural subjects and tbeir accompaniments, and
such was his fondness for painting cattle, that be sometimes

introduced them without the least attention to propriety ;

in the picture of Christ driving the money changers from

the temple, in the Dona palace at Rome, a herd of oxen is

scon escaping among the intruders. Exteriors and inte-

riors of country-inns were also favourite subjects with

Bassano : tlirse he often makes the site for some hutoricrj

or scriptural sul>j<*-t, but the principal characters arc alwa\s

made subordinate ; groups of peasants, the hostess, or the

cook, busy among ber kitchen utensil-, domestic animals,

or still hie, occupy tut) foreground ; and the pnocipal light

usually catches on tome very inferior abject, a dor. a

while napkin, or a brass kettle. Little, however. aU I-

thit want of subordination, nor is any with cxnisd > »-»

the superior actors brought more forward ; (or Bssssi ia

Sir Joshua Reynolds observes, ' painted the boors < < :>m

district of Bassano, and called them patriarchs aad pro-4-»*k

Hit animals are touched with admirable truth and J*rv
ruination ; and in spite of all his defects, such it the -

1

clearness, and decision of hit touch, the depth aad m -«

of bit tones, and the genera] picturesquene** of has •£« u,

that his works not only commanded the reaptrt of ct:. :»

porary artists, but have been always valued by judr-« w
painting for qualities so important in the art. Huuv
painted with extraordinary dispatch, and such of hit » n
aa were not commissioned were sent for sale to tar o*

bouring towns of Vicenxa, Brescia, Treviee, aad P» . a.

where they found ready purchasers. His fame tw l .

that he was invited by the Emperor Rodulph 11. w
at hit court, but Bausno's attachment to ha <ttai..<. -

habits of life induced bim to decline Uua proposal t«

painted for that monarch pictures of the twelve taontiu si

,

the four seasons of the year.

In a few instances during his latter practiet B***>
thowed that the feeling for grand design which b* •

manifested in hit youth was not quite exbnrutsb«d. h i

altar-pieces of the entombing ot Chn»\. \* the <

Sta. Maria in Vanxo. at Padua, St. Roche intercedinc » 1

the Virgin for the people infected with the plague, at \

cenxa, and the picture of the tenure of Curat in the gar
are distinguished not only by a sublimity m the

effect, but by a grandeur in the character of the £»• .
-

resembling tlio tt>le of the Roman school. B—ax ..
-

in 169.. There it a prodigious number of his prturr,

the palaces of Rome and Venice, and they are frro,u»

seen in English collections. There are many engra-

from bis works.

BASSANO (FRANCESCO DA PONTE) was

son of the preceding, and a painter of constdersbts e-
Oiaeomo Da Pont* had four sons who followed tus r-

tion. Francesco, the eldest, born in IMS. is esu—

.

younger Batmno ; be studied with his father aad pr> •

in Venice, where he obtained considerable rrputax.

various altar-pieces, one in particular of St- Apoik >

the church of Sta. Afra, at Brescia. Bat bis mat* <

Kished performances were a series of partem p«J»u-!

i ducal palace at Venice, commemorative of tbe W-
eventt in the history of the republic, t-nxwro v. r-

bimtelf from a window in a fit of tUlinuin. aad dasd ot v

spot, in 1591.

Giovanni Da Ponte was the second son of Giarosw .
••

born in 1553. He is chiefly known aa a copy set t

fether t works, which be imiuted with such aerurwr-. •

his copies are scarcely distinguishable from the arw .

be diea in 1613.

Leandro Da Ponte was the third son of Giaroavo. »• -

1558. He distinguished himself at a portrait pa r <
-

was knighted by the Doge Grimani. who sat to fa-xs

painted historical and sacred subjects oecassooally ; •

the best are the Birth of the Virgin and the Reetser -
of Lazarus, the former in the church of Sta. J*.^» »

latter in that of La CanU. at Venice. Leandro dst-t -

Girolamo Da Ponte was the younc'st too of <• -

born in 1560. He was much emplotod by hat ft-

cop* ing, but contributed an original prriurmaiscw, tu- -

piece of great merit, of St. Barbara and the V tr-ar «

church of S.Giovanni at Baaaano: be died ml*..-
same st)le predominate* in the work* of all th» 9) i

wlnrh vxliiliil. with tlie exception of a *r» p«rt»«» ». -

more of the manual than the menu* c*P*f'
t> °* **** '

*-*

! Bry an a Ihct. o/ Voxnttrt *tat Ungravtn.)

Ehp or VuLOara nu Tmimd.
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